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ABBREVIATIONS

USED IN THE ETYMOLOGIES AND DEFINITIONS.

a-, adj adjective.

abbr. abbreviation.

abL ablative.

ace. accEsative.

aceom. accommodated,accom-
modation.

act. active.

adv adverb.

AF. Anglo-Frencb.

agrL agricoliure.

AL. Anglo-Latin.

alg. algebra.

Amer American,

anat. anatomy.

anc ancient.

antiq, antiquity.

aor. aorist.

appar apparently.

At Arabic.

arch. architectnre.

arcbseol archBeology.

aritb. arithmetic.

art* article.

AS. Anglo-Saxon.

astroL astrology.

astron. astronomy.

attrib attribntive.

ang. augmentative.

Bav Bavarian.

Beng. Bengali.

bioL biology.

Bohem. Bohemian.

bot botany.

Braz. Brazilian.

Bret. Breton.

bryoL bryology.

Bulg Bolgarian.

carp. carpentry.

Cat. Catalan.

Cath. Catholic

cans. causative.

ceram. ceramics.

cf. L confer, compare.

ch. church.

ChaL Chaldee.

chem chemical, chemistry.

Chin. Chinese.

chron. Ghronology.

colloq coIloquialfColloquially.

com. commerce commo--

ciaL

comp. composition, com-

pound.

compar. comparatave.

conch concholc^y.

conj conjunction.

contr. contracted, contrac-

tion.

Coth Cornish.

cranio! craniology.

craniom. craniometry.

crystal. crystallography.

D. Butch.

Dan Danish.

dat dative.

def. definite, definition.

deriv. derivative derivation.

dial dialect^ dialectal.

diff, different.

dim diminutive.

distrib distributive.

dram. dramatic.

dynam dynamics.

E East.

E. English (tttuaCymean-

vngmodem English).

eccl., eccles. ecclesiastical.

econ economy.

e. g. L. exempli gratia, for

example.

Egypt Egyptian.

E. Ind East Indian.

elect. electricity.

embiyol embryology.

Eng English.

engin. engineering.

entom. entomology.

Epis. EpiscopaL

equiv equivalent

esp especially.

Eth, Ethiopia

ethnog. eflinography.

ethnoL ethnology.

etym etymology.

Eur. Etiropean.

exclam exclamation.

f., fem feminine.

F. French (usuaUy m-ean-

ing modem French).

Flem Flemish.

fort fortification.

freq frequentative.

Fries. Friesic.

fut future-

G. GennanCusiioUymean-
ing Sbw High Ger-

man).

GaeL Gaelia

galv galvanism.

gen genitive.

geog geography.

geoL geology.

geom geometry.

Goth .' Gothic (Moesogothic).

Gr. Greek.

gram grammar.

gun gunnery.

Heb Hebrew.

her. heraldry.

herpet herpetology.

Hind Hindustani.

hist history.

horol horology.

hort horticulture.

Hung. Hungarian.

hydrauL hydraulics.

hydros. hydrostatics.

Icel. Icelandic (tisuaUy

meaning Old \cg-

landie, ofAenme caZ<-

ed Old Norse).

ichth. ichthyology.

L e. L. id es^ that is.

impers impersonsd.

impf. imperfect

impv. imperative.

improp improperly.

Ind Indian.

ind indicative.

Indo-Eur. Indo-European.

indef. indefinite.

inf. infinitive.

instr. instrumentaL

interj interjection.

intr. , intrans. , . intransitive.

It. Irish.

irreg. irregular, irr^nlarly.

It Italian.

Jap. Japanese.

L. Latin (^usuaUy meanr-

ing classical Latin).

Lett Lettish.

LG. Low German.

lichenoL lichenology.

lit literal, literally.

lit literature.

Lith Lithuanian.

lithc^. litliography.

lithoL lithology.

LL, Late Latin.

m., masc. masculine.

M Middle.

mach machinery.

mammal mammalogy.
manuf. manafactaring.

math. mathematics.

MD Middle Dutch.

ME. Middle English (otJier-

tcise caUed Old Eng-

lish).

mech. mechanics, mechani-

cal.

med. medicine.

mensur. mensuration.

metal. metallurgy.

metaph. metaphysics.

meteor meteorology.

Mex. Mexican.

MGr. Middle Greeks medie-

val Greek.

MHG. Middle High German.

milit militaiy.

mineiaL mineralogy.

ilL. Middle Latin, medie-

val Latin.

MLG. Middle Low German.

mod, modem.
mycol mycology.

myth. mythology.

n. noun.

n., neut neuter.

>". >'ew.

K. North.

N. Amer. North America.

nat natural.

naut nauticaL

nav navigation.

NGr. 2sew Greel^ modem
Greek.

XHG New High German
{uKuaUy simply G.,

German).

NL. New Latin, modem
Latin.

nom nominative.

Norm. Norman.

north. northern.

Xorw Norwegian.

nnmis. numismatics.

O. Old.

obs obsolete.

obstet obstetrics,

OBulg. Old Bulgarian (pOier-

tcrise caUed Church

Slavonic, Old Slavic,

Old Slavonic).

OCat Old Catalan.

OD. Old Dutch.

ODan Old Danish.

odontog. odontography.

odontol odontology.

OF. Old French-

OFlem Old Flemish.

OGael .Old Gaelic.

OHG. Old High German.

Olr. Old Irish.

Olt Old Italian.

OL. Old Latin.

OLG Old Low German.

ONorth. Old Northumbrian.

OPruss. Old Prussian.

orig. original, originally.

omith. ornithology.

OS Old Saxon.

OSp Old Spanish.

osteol osteology.

OSw Old Swedish.

OXeut Old Teutonic.

p. a. participial adjective.

paleon paleontology.

part participle.

pass. passive.

pathol pathology.

perf. perfect.

Pers. Peraian.

pers person.

persp perspective.

Pemv Penrvian.

petrog petrography.

Pg Portuguese.

phar. pharmacy.

Phen Phenician.

philol philology.

philos philosophy.

phonog. phonography.

phot(^ photography.

phren phrenology.

phys physical.

physiol physiology.

pi., plur pluraL

poet poetical.

polit politicaL

PoL Polish.

poss possessive.

pp past participle.

ppr. present participle.

Pr, Provencal (usuaUy

meaning Old Pro-

vencal).

pref. prefix.

prep. preposition.

pres. present

pret preterit

priv, privative.

prob. probably, probable.

pron. pronoun.

pron pronounced, pronun-

ciation.

prop propCTly.

pros. prosody.

Prot Protestant.

prov provinciaL

pEychol p^chology.

q. V. L. quod (or pi. quce)

vide, which see.

refl reflexive.

r^ regular, regularly.

repr representing.

rhet rhetoric.

Rom Boman.
Bom. Komanic, Romance

(languagesX

Russ. Russian.

S South.

S. Amer South American.

sc L. scilicet, understand,

supply.

Sc Scotch.

Scand. Scandinavian.

Scrip Scripture.

sculp. sculpture.

Serv. Servian.

sing. singular.

Skt Sanskrit

Slav Slavic, Slavonic

Sp. Spanish,

subj subjxmctive.

superl superlative.

suig surgery.

surv surveying.

Sw. Swedish.

syn synonymy,

Syr. Syriac.

technol technology.

teleg. telegraphy.

teratol teratology.

term termination.

Teut Teutonic.

theat theatricaL

theol theology.

therap therapeutics.

toxicol toxicology.

tr., trans. transitive.

trigon trigonometry.

Turk. Turkish.

typog. typography.

ult ultimate, ultimately.

V. verb.

var. variant.

vet veterinary.

V. t intransitive verb.

V. t transitive verb.

W "^elsh.

Wall Walloon.

Wallach Wallachian.

W.Ind West Indian.

zoogeog zooge(^raphy.

zool zoology.

zoOt zootomy.



KEY TO PRONUNCIATION.

a as in fat, man, pang,

a as in fate, mane, dale,

a as in far, father, guard.

& as in. fall, talk, naught,

a as in ask, fast, ant.

a as in fare, hair, bear.

e as in met, pen, bless,

e as in mete, meet, meat,

e as in her, fern, heard.

i as in pin, it, biscuit.

i as in pine, fight, file.

o as in not, on, frog.

6 as in note, poke, floor.

6 as in move, spoon, room.

6 as in nor, song, off.

as in tub, son, blood,

as in mute, acute, few (also new,

tube, duty : see Preface, pp. ix, x).

as in pull, book, could.

German ii, French u.

oi as in oil, joint, boy.

ou as in pound, proud, now.

A single dot under a vowel in an unaccented

syllaljle indicates its abbreviation and lighten-

ing, without absolute loss of its distinctive qual-

ity. See Preface, p. xi. Thus

:

a as in prelate, courage, captain,

e as in ablegate, episcopal,

o as in abrogate, eulogy, democrat,

u as in singular, education.

A double dot under a vowel in an unaccented

syllable indicates that, even in the mouths of

the best speakers, its sound is variable to, and
in ordinary utterance actually becomes, the

short z(-sound (of but, pun, etc.). See Preface,

p. xi. Thus:

a as in errant, republican,

e as in prudent, difference,

i as in charity, density.

o as in valor, actor, idiot.

S, as in Persia, peninsula.

e as in the book.

u as in nature, feature.

A mark (-^) under the consonants t, d, s, z in-

dicates that they in like manner are variable to

eh,j, sh, zh. Thus:

t as in nature, adventure,

d as in arduous, education.

g as in pressure,

g as in seizure.

th as in thin.

TH as in then.

ch as in German ach, Scotch loch.

n French nasalizing n, as in ton, en.

ly (in French words) French liquid (mouilW) 1.

' denotes a primary, " a secondary accent. (A

secondary accent Is not marked if at its regular

interval of two syllables from the primary, or

from another secondary.)

SIGNS.

< read/rom; i. e., derived from.

> read whence; i. e., from which is derived.

+ read and ; i. e., compounded with, or with suffix.

= read cognate ioith; i. e., etymologically parallel with.

/ read root.

* read theoretical or alleged; i. e., theoretically assumed,

or asserted but unverified, form,

t read obsolete.

SPECIAL EXPLANATIONS.

A superior figure placed after a title-word in-

dicates that the word so marked is distinct

etymologically from other words, following or

preceding it, spelled in the same manner and

marked with different numbers. Thus :

bacfci (bak), n. The posterior part, etc.

back^ (bak), a. Lying or being behind, etc.

back^ (bak), V. To furnish with a back, etc.

backi (bak), adv. Behind, etc.

backet (bak), n. The earlier form of bat^.

back^ (bak), n. A large flat-bottomed boat,

etc.

Various abbreviations have been used in the

credits to the quotations, as " No." for number,

"st." for stamza, "p." for page, "1." for line,

li for paragraph,
'
' fol." for folio. The method

used in indicating the subdivisions of books

will be understood by reference to the follow-

ing plan •

Section only 5 5.

Chapter only xiv.

Canto only xiv.

Book only iii.

Book and chapter

Part and chapter

Book and line

Book and page

Act and scene

Chapter and verse

No. and page

Volume and page

Volume and chapter

Part, book, and chapter II.

Part, canto, and stanza II.

Chapter and section or 1[ vii. §

Volume, part, and section or IF . , I. i. §

Book, chapter, and section or IT . . I. i. §

Ui. 10.

II. 34.

IV. iv.

iv. 12.

iv. 12.

or H 3.

orH 6.

or If 6.

Different grammatical phases of the same

word are grouped under one head, and distin-

guished by the Koman numerals I., II., III.,

etc. This applies to transitive and intransi-

tive uses of the same verb, to adjectives used

also as nouns, to nouns used also as adjectives,

to adverbs used also as prepositions or con-

junctions, etc.

The capitalizing and italicizing of certain or

all of the words in a synonym-list indicates

that the words so distinguished are discrimi-

nated in the text immediately following, or

under the title referred to.

The figures by which the synonym-lists are

sometimes divided indicate the senses or defi-

nitions with which they are connected.

The title-words begin with a small (lower-

case) letter, or with a capital, according to

usage. When usage differs, in this matter,

with the different senses of a word, the abbre-

viations Icap.'i for "capital" and [I. c] for

"lower-case" are used to indicate this varia-

tion.

The difference observed in regard to the

capitalizing of the second element in zoologi-

cal and botanical terms is in accordance with

the existing usage in the two sciences. Thus,

in zoSlogy, in a scientific name consisting of

two words the second of which is derived from
a proper name, only the first would be capi-

talized. But a name of similar derivation in

botany would have the second element also

capitalized.

The names of zoological andbotanical classes,

orders, families, genera, etc., have been uni-

formly italicized, in accordance with the pres-

ent usage of scientific vrriters.



1. The thirteenth letter

and tenth consonant in the
English alphahet. It had a
oonespoBding position in the
Latin and Greek alphabets, and
in Oieir source, the Fhenician.
The conspectas of forms in these
thiee alphabets, with theEgyptian
<dianicters from which many be-
lieve Uie H to be dmred (see A),

is as fcdlows

:

3 ^ vv\//v
Egyptian.

Hiext^lyphic Hieratic.
Early

Greek and Latin.

II represents a labial nasal sonnd, the corresponding nasal
to 6 and p, as n to d and t, and t^ to ^ and k. That is to

say, in its production the lips are pressed together, or
form a mote dosore, as in p and 6, and the vocal chords
are set in sonant vibration^ as in b; bat the passage from
the pharynx into the nose is open, so that Ihe tone rings

in the nasal as well as in the oral cavily, and this gives

the peculiar qoality which we term na^d. (See naaaL}
Since the nose is incapable of complete ciosore (except by
external means, as the fingersX the soond thus prodaced
is resonant and continoable, and hencem and n are ordi-

narily reckoned as semivocal, or liquid, or the like. Bat
m does not win, like n, an actual vowd value in Knglish
syllabication; thongh in vulgar pronunciation words like

«i»i, gpaxnif etc., are sometimes resolved into ei-wn^ spaz-

vm, etc The sound fn, especially as initial, is a very star

ble element in Indo-European language-history: compare
ni«anl, mind, I^tin fR«n^ Greek fierot, Sanskrity man; or
maOKf, oldest traceable form matar (compared with the
altered father, troOier, oldest polar, bhratar). M has no
varieties of pronimciation, and is silent only in a few for-

eign words, as mnemoi\ic; it is doubled under the same
circumstances as the consonants in general, as in dimmxr,
dimming, dimmed, etc., &om dim.

2. As aniimeral, in the Boman system, M^e-
notes 1,000. With a dash or stroke over it (M).
it stands for a thousand times a thousand, or
1,000,000.—3. As a symbol: (a) In the nane-

monio words of logic (see mood^), m indicates a
transposition (metathesis) of the premises in

the reduction. (6) Formerly, M was a brand
impressed on one convicted of manslaughter
and admitted to the benefit of clergy.—4. As
an abbreviation: (o) In titles, M. stands for

Magister or Master, as in A. M.; for Medieiiue

or Medicine, as in M. D.; or for Member, as in

M. C, member of CJongress, and M. P., mem-
ber of Parliament. (6) In mech., m. stands for

mass, (c) In dental formute, in zool., m. stands

for moUir, and dm. for deciduous molar, (d) In
math., M or /i stands for modulus; in higher

geom., m or /i for the degree of a curve, (c) In

astron. and metrol., m. stands for minute (of

time), and for meter; min. for millimeter; and /i

for micron or micromiUimeter. (/) In musical

notation, M. stands for mano (»mi»?i), mezzo,

metronome, and in organ-music for manual. See

M. D., M. M., M. S. (g) In a ship's log-book,

m. is an abbreviation of mist.— 5. In j>rt«*»n^,

the square or ' quadrate of any body of type

:

more commonly spelled out, em (which see).

—

To bave an H vnder (or by) the girdlet, to have ttie

courtesy of addressing by the title Mr., Hiss, Urs., etc;

show due respect by using the titles Mr., Mrs., etc [Ool-

loq.]

Miss. The devil take you, Xeveront ! besides all small

Lady A. Many, come up! What, plain Neverout! me-
thinks yon might have anM vnder your girdle, miss.

Sxc^ Polite Conversation, L

maif, a. axii adv. A Middle English form of wo.

ma^ (ma), n. [A childish name, usually mama:
see mama.2 A shorter or childish form of

mama,
maS (ma), conj. [It. (= F. mais), but, < L. nmgis,

more: see magister.'\ In music, but: used es-

pecially in the phrase ma non froppo, but not

too much, to limit various indications of musi-

cal tempo and style, as allegro ma non froppo,

quick, but not too much so, etc.

ma* (ma), n. [Polynesian.] A sling used by
Polynesian islanders, made from finely braided

fibers of cocoanut-husk or of similar material.

M. A. SeeA.M. (o).

224

maa (ma), n. A dialectal form of meici. [Shet-
land.]

maadt. An obsolete past participle of make^.
Chaucer.

maalin (malin), n. A dialectalform of merlin.

[Shetland.]

ma'am (mam), ». [Also mam, vulgarly marm,
mum; contr. of madam.'] A common coUoquial
contraction of madam, used especially in an-
swers, after yes and no, or interrogatively,when
one expects or has not distinctly heard a ques-
tion.

ma'am-school (mam'skol), n. A school kept
by a woman ; a dame-school. [New Eng.]

I fonnd a girl some eighteen years old keeping a ma'ara-
aehooi for about twenty scholais.

& O. Ooodrich, Becollections of a Lifetime, iv.

maatt, a. A form of mate^. Chaucer.
mab (mab), n. [A dial. var. of tnofti.] A slat-

tern. [Prov. Eng.]
mab (mab), v. «.; pret. and pp. mobbed, ppr. mob-
bing. [A dial. var. of mofil; cf. mab, n.] To
dress negligentlv; be slatternly. [Prov. Eng.]
Maba (ma'ba), ». [Nh. (J. K. Forster, 1776),
the name of tie plant in "Tonga-Tabu.] A ge-
nus of dicotyledonous gamopetalous plants be-
longing to the natural order Ebenacea, the
ebony family, characterized by dicecious flow-
ers, almost always three-parted, from three to

an indefinite number of stamens, and three
styles, sometimes united below. They are shrubs
or trees, usually of very hard wood, with small entire
leaves, and flowers either solitary or in cymes. Fifty-nine
species are known, natives of the warm regions of the
^obc The ebony-wood of Ck>chiu-C%ina and Coromandel
is believed to be the prodnct of a tree of this genus. JT.

gemUiaia and M. lawrina, called Queenatand ebony, fnr-

nish, with other species of the region, desirable substi-
tutes for ebony. M. buxifolia t^s been called East In-
dun> satinmood. The genus is found in a fossil state in
many Tertiary deposits, the fruiting calyx on its peduncle
being all that is usually presen'ed. Eight species are

thus known. They have been described under the name
Macreightia, now r^arded as a section of Maha. One of
these fossil species occurs in Golorada

mabblef, v. t. A variant of mohle^.

mabby (mab'i), ». [Formerly also mobby; Bar-
bados.] A spirituous liquor distilled from po-
tatoes in Barbados.
Mac. [< Gael, mac = Ir. mac = W. map, mab,
also ap, ab, a son, = (Joth. magus, a son: see
may^. Cf. op.] An element, usually a con-
joined prefix, in many Scotch and Irish names
of Celtic origin, cognate with the Welsh Jp-,
signifying 'son,' and being thus equivalent to

the Irish 0", tie English -son or -s, and the Nor-
man tltz-. The prefix is either written in full, Mae-, or
abbreviated to Mc- or M^, which in works printed in the
British Isles almost invariably appears as M'— the con-
tractedform beingfollowed by a capital letter, while Mae-
takes a capital after it but rarely. Thus a name may be
varionsly spelled asjrae(fona{({(rarelyjrin;Z>oiud(0,Jf'i>on-
ald, or McDonald; so Maetemie, M'Kemie, or McKenzie,
etc. In catalogues, directories, etc, names with this prefix,

whether written Jfoe-, jr-> or Jfe-, arecommonly entered in
the alphabetical place of ifOC-. Sometimes used aeparate-
ly for persons whose names l>^;in with this prefix.

The Fitses sometimes permitted themselves to speak
with scorn of the O's and Maes, and the O's and Maes
sometimes repaid that scorn with aversion. Maeaiulay.

MacabereSQUe (ma-ka-ber-esk' ), a. [< Macaber
(seedef.)+-esgi«c. Cf.ML.JfacA<i6<Eoramc7i«ra,

as if the 'dance of the Maccabees.'] Pertain-

ing to or of the character of the so-called

"Dance of Death," a favorite subject in the
literature, art, and pantomime of Europe in the
middle ages and earlyRenaissance: apparently
based on a series of dialogues of death attrib-

uted to Macaber, an old German poet of whom
nothing is known. See dance of death, under
dance.

maca(U>^ (ma-ka'ko), n. [Formerly also mau-
eauco, mocatrk; from a Malagasy name.] 1.

The ring-tailed lemur or cat-lemur, the species

of Lemur earliest known, described under this

name by Buffon ; the L. catta of liinnseus.—2.

The technical specific name of the ruffed lemur,
L. macaco. Hence— 3. Any lemur; amaki.

—
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4. The so-called yellow lemur or kinkajou, Cer-
coleples caudivolvulus: a misnomer. See cut
under kinkajou.

macaco^ (ma-ka'ko), M. [Formerly macaquo
(Marograve, 1648); said to be of African (Con-
go) origin. See macaque, Macacus.'] A ma-
caque. See Macacus.
macaco-worm (ma-ka'ko-werm), n. The larva
of a dipterous insect of South America, Der-
matobia noxialis, which infests the skin of ani-
mEils, ineludingman.
Macacus (ma-kS'kus), n. [XL. (F. Cuvier) (Jfa-
caea, Liac4pMe, 1801), < F. macaque (Biiffon),

from a native name, macaco : see macaco^.] A
genus of Old World catarrhine monkeys of the
family CercopitheddtB or CynopitheddiE; the ma-
caques. The genus formerly included monkeys between
the douisiSemnopitheeincB)and the baboons ordrills(C^no-
cephslino!). It was nextrestricted to species inhabiting the
East Indies, having cheek-ponches, ischial caUosities, and
a fifth tubercle on ihe back molar, such as the wanderoo
(Jf. sHefOiS), the bonnet-macaque (Jf. sinieus), the rhesus
monkey (Jf. rhesus), the common toque (if. cynomjolgus\
etc It is now restricted to species resembling the last-

named. The leading genera which have been dissociated
from Maeacus are Ceraxxlms, Inuvs, TheropHheeus, Cyno-
pUhecus, and CereopUheeus.

macadam (mak-ad'am), n. [Short for Macad-
ampavement: see macadamise.] Macadamized
pavement.
There are many varieties of pavement in London, from

primitive iTuzcadam to the noiseless asphaltc
Contemporary Bev., UV. 432.

Macadamia (mak-a-da'ml-a), n. [NL. (F. von
Muller, 1857), named after one Mac Adam.] A
genus of dicotyledonous apetalous plants be-
longing to the natural order Proteacece and the
tribe GreviHeete, characterized by having two
pendulous ovules, seeds withunequal andfleshy
cotyledons, anthers on short filaments inserted
a Uttle below the laminee, and a ring-like

four-lobed or four-parted disk. There are two
species, found only in eastern Australia. Th^ are tall

shrute or l3«es with whorled leaves, either en^e or ser-

rate, and flowers pedicellate in pairs, in terminal or axil-

lary racemes, the pedicels not connate. Jf. temifolia is

the Queensland nut-tree, a small tree with dense foliage,

a firm, fine-grained wood, and an edible nut with the taste

of hazel, an inch or more in diameter.

macadamizatioil(mak-ad'am-i-za'shon), n. [<
macadamize + -ation.] Tli'e process of laying
carriage-roads according to the system of John
Loudon Macadam, a Scottish engineer (1756-
1836), who carried it out very extensively in
England, in the common process, i^e top soil of the
roadway is removed to the depth of 14 inches. Ck>arse
cracked stone is then laid in to a depth of 7 inches, and
the interstices and surface-depressions are filled with
fine cracked stones. Over these as a bed is placed a layer
7 inches deep of road-metal or broken stone, of which no
piece is larger than S^ inches in diameter. This is rolled
down with heavy steam- or horse-rollers, and the top is

finished with stone crushed to dust and rolled smootiL
Also spelled mooidaniisaMon.

macadamize (mak-ad'am-lz), r. t.; pret. and pp.
macadamized, ppr. macadamizing. [< Macadam,
the name of the inventor, + -ize. The F. maca-
damiser is from E.] To cover (a road or path)
with a layer of broken road-metal. See mac-
adamization. Also spelled macadamise.
macadamizer (mak-ad'am-i-zer), n. One who
lays macadamized roads. Also spelled macad-
amiser.

Macaja butter. See Coeos.

mac^aque (ma-kak'), n. [< F. macaque, < ma-
caco, macaquo, a native name: see macaco^,
Macacus.] A monkey of the genus Macacus;
one of the several kinds of monkeys coming
between baboons and the African mangabeys.
The tena has undergone the same restriction of meaning
as Maeaeus; and m(^ of the macaques, in a former sense
of the word,have received special names. The Javan ma-
caque, Jf . egnomdlgus. with beetling brows and tail about
as long as the body, is a fair example of the arboreal forms.
The mnnga, Jf. sinieus of India, is known as the bonnet-
macaque,from the top-knotwhich parts in themiddle. The
bunder, or rhesus macaque, M. rhesus, is a very common
Indian species. The bruh, or pig-tailed macaque, Jf. n<m«-
strintts, is a long-limbed form inhabiting the Philippine^
with the tail of moderate length. In the Bomese black



macaque
macaque, M. maums, the taU is a mere stump. Some of
these monkeys reach the snow-line in Tibet, as JU. tMbe-
tanus. A remarkable species, the wanderoo, M. sUenue,
with a tufted tail and the face set in an enormous frill of
long gray hair, inhabits Malabar. Sometimes spelled ma-
cake.

Macaria (ma-ka'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gr. iiampiog,
li&Kap, blessed, happy.] In zool., a name of va-
riousgenera. (o) A genus of spiders. iTocA, 1795. (6)
The typical genus of MacariidcB or Maeariime, erected by
Curtis in 1826. They are delicate, slender-bodied moths of
grayish color,whose larvse are slender with heart-shaped
head. It Is a large and wide-spread genus, occurring abun-
dantly in Europe and America. M. lUurata is the tawny-
barred angle of English collectors, to whom M. notata is
known as the small peacock-moth, (c) A genus of lady-
birds or coccinellida, confined to South America, haying
the third and fifth joints of the antennae very small. Also
UTicaria. Dejean, 1884.

Macarian (ma-ka'ri-an), a. [< Maearius (see
del ) (< Gr. immptog, lileased) + -a».] 1 . A fol-
lower of the monastic system or customs of the
elder Maoarius of Egypt, or of the youngerMa-
oarius of Alexandria, contemporary monks of
the fourth century, who were noted for their
severe asceticism.—3. A follower of the Mo-
nothelite Macarius, patriarch of Antioeh in the
seventh century.
Macariids (mak-a-ri'i-de),n.pl. [NL. , < Maca-
ria + -idee.'] A family of geometridmoths, typi-
fied by the genus Macaria. Also called Maca-
ridce. They are also classed as a subfamily,
MaearUruB, of Geometridm.
macarism (mak'a-rizm), n. [< Gr. fmicapicfidc,

blessing,</iaKapif£(v,bless.] Abeatitude. J.A.
Alexander, Commentary on Matthew, p. 110.

maca,rize (mak'a-riz), v. t.; pret. and pp. maca-
rized, ppr. macdrizing. [< Gr. /iampi^eiv, bless,
pronounce happy, < fiamp, blessed, happy.] To
bless; pronounce happy; wish joy to; congratu-
late. [Bare.]
The word mticarize has been adopted by Oxford men

who are familiar with Aristotle, to supply a word wanting
In our language. "Felicitate" and "congratulate" are
^in actual usage) confined to events. ... It may be said
that men are admired for what they are, commended for
what they do, and vnacarized for what they have.

WhoMy, On Bacon's Essay on Praise (ed. 1887).

macaroni (mak-a-ro'ni), '». and a. [Formerly
also maccaroni,"mackeroni, macheroni; = P.
macaroni = Sp. macarrones = Pg. macarr&o, <

Olt. maccaroni, It. maccheroni, macaroni, orig. a
mixture of flour, cheese, and butter, prob. < mac-
care, bruise, batter, < L. macerare, macerate: see
macerate. Cf . macaroon, from the same source.
In ref . to the secondary uses of the word (cf, It.

maccarone, now maccherone, a fool, blockhead),
it is to be noted that it is common to name a
droll fellow, regarded as typical of his coun-
try, after some favorite article of food, as E.
Jack-pudding, G. Hanswijrst ('Jack Sausage'),
F. Jean Farine ('Jack Flour').] I. k. 1. A
kind of paste or dough prepared, originally

and chiefly in Italy, from the glutinous granu-
lar flour of hard varieties of wheat, pressed
into long tubes or pipes through the perfo-
rated bottom of a vessel furnished with man-
drels, and afterward dried in the sun or by
low heat. The same material, called Italian paste, is

also made into a thread-like product called vermicelli, and
into sticks, lozenges, disks, ribbons, etc. Macaroni, cooked
in various ways, constitutes a leading article of food in
Italy, especially in ISTaples and Genoa, and it is much used
elsewhere. Imitations of it are made in other countries
from ordinary flour, which is much less suitable.

He doth learn to make strange sauces, to eat anchovies,
Tnaccaroni, bovoli, fagioli, and caviare.

B. Jomon, Cynthia's Kevels, iL 1.

2. A medley; something extravagant or calcu-

lated to please an idle fancy.— 3t. A London
exquisite of the eighteenth century; a fop; a

Macaroni and Lady in dress of 1770- 1775.
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dandy; a member of the Macaroni Club. See
n.,L
Lady Falkener's daughter is to be married to a young

rich Mr. Crewe, a macaron£, and of our loo.

Waipole, To Hertford, May 27, 1764.

You are a delicate Londoner ; you are a macaroni; you
can't ride. Bagwell, Tour to Hebrides, p. 84.

Sure never were seen two such beautiful ponies j

Other horses are clowns, but these maearomes.
Sheridan, School for Scandal, ii. 2.

[Hence arose the use of the word in the contemporary dog-
gerel of " Yankee Doodle "—

[He] stuck a feather in his cap,
And called it Tiiacaroni—

and its application as a name, in the American revolution,
to a body of Maryland troops remarkable for their showy
uniforms.]

4. A crested penguin or rock-hopper: a sailors'

name. See penguin, and cut under Eudyptes.
Il.t a. 1. Consisting of gay or stylish young

men: specifically [cap.'] applied to a London
club, founded about the middle of the eigh-
teenth century, composed of young men who
had traveled and sought to introduce elegances
of dress and bearing from the continent.
On Saturday, at the Maccaroni Club (which is composed

of aU the travelled young men who wear long curls and
spying-glasses) they played again.

Waipole, To Hertford, Feb. 6, 1764.

2. Of or pertaining to macaronis or fops; ex-
quisite.

Ye travell'd tribe, ye macaroni train.

Of French friseurs and nosegays justly vain.
Ooldmitth, Epilogue spoken by Mrs. Bulkley and Miss

[Catley.
Daft gowk in nuiearord dress.

Are ye come here to shaw your face ?

Fergustan, On seeing a Butterfly in the Street.

macaronian (mak-a-ro'ni-an), a. and n. [< mac-
aroni + -an.] Same as macaronic.
macaronic (mak-a-ron'ik), a. and n. [= F.
macaronigue = Sp. macarr&nico = Pg. macar-
ronico = It. maccheronico ; as macaroni + -ic]

1. a. 1 . Of or pertaining to the food macaroni.— 2t. Pertaining to or like a macaroni or fop;
hence, trifling; vain; affected.— 3. In lit.,

using, or characterized by the use of, many
strange, distorted, or foreign words or forms,
with little regard to syntax, yet with sufficient

aualogyto common words and constructions to

be or seem intelligible : as, a macaronic poet

;

macaronic verse. Specifically, macaronic verse or po-
etry is a kind of burlesque verse in which words of another
language are mingled with Latin words, or are made to
figure with Latin terminations and in Latin constructions.
The term was brought into vogue by the popular satirical

works in this style of the Mantuan Teofilo Folengo (died
1644). It is probable that this use of the word has refer-

ence to the varied ingredients which enter into the prep-
aration of a dish of macaroni
A macaronic stage seems very often to mark the decline

of an old literature and language, in countries exposed to
powerful foreign infiuences.

Q. P. MarsTi, Lects. on Eng. Lang., v.

II. m. 1. A confused heap or mixture of sev-
eral things. Cotgrave.— 2. Macaronic verse.

macaronicalf (mak-a-ron'i-kal), a, [< maca-
ronic + -al.] Same"as macaronic. Nashe.
macaroon (mak-a-ron'), n. [Formerly also

mackaroon, mackrbon, mdkaron, macaron; < P.

macaron, macaroni, also a bun or cake, = Sp.

macarron, macaroon, < Olt. maccaroni, orig. a
mixture of flour, cheese, and butter: see maca-
roni.] 1. A small sweet cake, made of sweet-
almond meal instead ofwheaten fiour, and white
of eggs.
Let anything come in the shape of fodder, or eating-

stuife, it is wellcome, whether it be Sawsedge, ... or
Chese-cake, ... or Machroone, Kickshaw, or ^ntablin

!

John Taylor, The Great Eater of Kent (1610).

2t. A droll; a buffoon.— 3f. A finical fellow;

a fop; an exquisite. Compare wiacarowi, 3.

Call 'd him . . . a nuzcaroon.
And no way fit to speak to clouted shoon.
R. B., Elegy on Donne (Donne's Poems, ed. 1650).

macarte (ma-k§,rt'), n. [Origin not ascer-
tained.] A rope attached to the hackamore.
Macartney pheasant. See pheasant.

macary-bitter (mak'a-ri-bit"er), n. The shrub
Picramnia Antidesmd, which yields medicinal
bitters. [West Indies.]

Macassar oil. See oil.

macasse (ma-kas')> »• [Origin obscure.] In a
sugar-mill, one of the two side rollers (the other
one being called distinctively the side roller)

placed in the same horizontal plane beneath
the third roller, which is called the king-roller.

macaw (ina-kft'), n. [Formerly also maccaw,ma-
cao,machao; < Braz. wiacao.] A large American
parrot of the family Psittacidce and subfamily
ArincB, having a very long graduated taU and
the face partly bare of feathers. The macaws are
among the largest and moat magnificent of the parrot
tribe ; but they are less docile than most parrots, and their

mace

Red-and-blue Macaw (Ara macao).

voice is exceedingly harsh. The species
are numerous, all Inhabiting tropical or
subtropical America, especially the former.
See Ara^.

macaw-bush (ma-k&'bush), n. A
West Indian plant,Solanum mammosum, a some-
what shrubby, prickly weed.
macaw-palm (ma-ka'pam), n. Same as mo-
eaw-tree.

macaw-tree (ma-k&'tre), n. A South Ameri-
can palm, Acrocomia sclerocarpa. Also called

gru-gru.

Maccabean (mak-a-be'an), a. [Also Macea-
bcean; < LL. Maccdbw^lS, < Gr. Mama^alog, Mac-
cabsBus.] Of orpertainingto the Jewishprinces
called Maccabees, who delivered Judea from
the tyranny of Antiochus Epiphanes, about 166
B.C., and rendered it independent for about a
century.
maccaronit, n. and a. An obsolete form of

macaroni.
maccawf, n. An old spelling of macaw.
Macchiavellian, a. and re. See Machiavellian.

macco (mak'6), n. [< It. macco, massacre,
slaughter (also bean porridge).] A gambling
game.
His uncle was still at the macco table.

T. Hook, Man of Many Friends. (Datifes.)

maccoboy (mak'o-boi), n. A corruption of mac-
couba, in common use.

maccouba, macouba (mak'6-ba), n. [So named
from Macouba, a jjlace in Martinique where the
tobacco from which the snuff was originally
made is grown.] A kind of fine dark-brown
snufl, usually rose-
scented. More com-
monly maccoboy.
McCuUoch Act. See
act.

macei(mas),re. [<ME.
mace, mase, mas, <

OF. mace, mache (also
macque,maque,make),
F. masse= Pr. massa
= Sp. maza= Pg. ma-
ga = It. mazza (ML.
reflex massa), a club,
scepter, < LL. matia,
L. "matea, found only
in dim. mateola, a
mallet or beetle. Cf

.

mack^.] 1. A wea-
pon for striking, con-
sisting of a heavy
head, commonly of
metal, with a han-
dle or staff, usually of
such length as to be
conveniently wielded
with one hand; by
extension, any simi-
lar weapon. The head is often spiked, and sometimes
consists of six, eighty or more radiating blades, grouped
around a central spike, all of steeL

Arm'd with their greaves, and nuuxe, and broad swords.
Heywoocl, Four Prentices.

They were divided into large parties, and meeting to-
gether combatted with clubs or maces, beating each other
soundly. Strult, Sports and Pastimes, p. 202.

2. A scepter; a staff of office having some-
what the form of the weapon of war defined
above. Maces are borne before or by ofiicials of various
ranks in many countries, as a symbol of authority or badge
of ofiioe. The mace on the table of the British House of
Lords or House of Commons represents the authority of
the House.

Proud Tarquinius
Booted from Rome the sway of kingly mace.

Marim and Sylla, 1594, cit. St. (Wares.)

a, a', mace of the 13th centuiy

;

*, mace of the type known as ' holy-
water sprinkler' or 'morning-star';
c, mace of the 15th century.
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machicolation

Machicolatiom.— Castle of Coucy» Fiance ; 13th century.

tion of medieval maehicolated construotion,
without openings.
machicomis (ma-shi-kS'le), n. [< F. mdchiooii-
lis, mdchecouUs, OP, maschecoulis (in ML. ma-
chicoUamentum), prob. < masche, P. mdche, mash
(melted matter) (of. madhefer, iron-dross, slag),
+ coulis, a flowing: see masK^ and ctilUs^.']

Same as machicolation.

machina (mak'i-na), n. [L. : see machine.'] A
maohine : used only as a Latin word Deus ex
mactalna. See machine, 5.—llaclllna IQectrica, an ob-
solete constellation, formed by Bode in 1797 out of parts
of the Whale, Sculptor, Fornax, and Phoenix, and intended
to represent an electrical machine.
machinal (mak'i-nal), a. [< L. machinalis, per-
taining to machines, < machina, a machine:
see machMie.] Pertaining to a machine or ma-
chines. Bailey.

machinate (mak'i-nat), v. ; pret. and pp. machi-
nated, ppr. machinating. [< L. machinatus, pp.
of machinari (> OP. P. macMner, > E. machine:
see machine, v.), contrive; plan, devise, plot,
scheme, < machina, a machine, contrivance, de-
vice, scheme: see machine.'] I. trans. To plan,
contrive, or form, as a plot or scheme: as, to
machinate mischief.
Such was the perfldiousness of our wicked and restless

CountrjTnen at home, who, being often receiv'd into our
Protection, ceas'd not however tomackiTuiie new Disturb-
ances. MUUm, Letters of State, June, 1658.

II. intrans. To lay plots or schemes.
Though that enemy shall not overthrow it, yet because

it plots, and works, and macliinates, and would overthrow
it, this is a defect in that peace. DrmvAt Sermons, zii,

machination (mak-i-na'shgn), n. [= OP. ma-
chinacion, P. machination = Pr. machinaeion =
Sp. mMquina(Hon= Pg. maquinag^o= It. macchi-
nazione, < L. machinaUo(n-), < machinari, con-
trive: see machinate.] 1. The act of machinat-
ing, or of contriving a scheme for executing
some purpose, particularly a forbidden or an
evil purpose ; underhand plotting or contri-

vance.—2. That which is planned or con-
trived; a plot; an artful design formed with
deliberation ; especially, a hostile or treacher-
ous scheme.
machinator (mak'i-na-tor), n. [= P. maohina-
teur = Sp. Pg. maquindcbr = It. macchmatore,
< L. machinator, a contriver, inventor, < ma-
chi/nari, contrive: see machinate.] One who
machinates; one who schemes with evil de-

signs.

He hath become an active and earnest agitator, a mur-
murer and a machmcUofr. Scott, Ivanhoe, xxxv.

machine (ma-shen'), n. [= D. machine= G. mM-
scMne=t)a£. mas'hine= Sw. tnasihin,<. ¥. machine
= Sp. mdgmna = Pg. maqmna, machina = It.

macchina = Turk, malmna, < L. macMna, a ma-
chine, engine, contrivance, device, stratagem,
trick, < Gr. fa/xav^, a machine, engine, contri-

vance, device ; cf. i^vzoi, means. Perhaps akin
to AS. >»fl!CJam, E.wafce; seemaTce'^-. Ct.mechan-
ic, etc.] 1. An engine ; an instrument of force.

With inward arms the dire machme [wooden horse] they
load. Dryden, .^neid, li. 25.

2. In mech., in general, any instrument for the

conversion of motion. Thus, a machine may be de-

signed to change rapid motion into slow motion, as a crow-
bar ; or itmay be intended to convert a reciprocating recti-

linear motion into a uniform circular motion, etc. The
lever, the wedge, the wheel and axle, the pulley, the screw,

and the inclined plane are termed the simple machines. In
practical mechanics the word has a restricted meaning: a
single device, as a hammer, chisel, crowbar, or saw, or a

very simple combination of moving parts, as tongs, shears,

pincers, etc., for manual use, although comprised in the

strict technical definition of machine, is always called a

tool (which see) ; a device for applying or converting nat-

ural molar motion, like that of falling water, or of winds
(as a water-wheel or windmill), or for converting molec-
ular motion Into molar motion (as a steam-engine, gas-

engine, air-engine, or electric engine), is more generally,
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though not uniformly, called a motor. The distinction be-
tween the words tool and machine becomes quite indefinite
with increased complication of parts. Such machines as
are used in shaping materials in the construction of the
parts of other machines, and many of those which per-
form work, such as sawing, boring, planing, riveting, etc.,

formerly done only by hand and still performed manually
to a greater or less extent, are variously called Tnachines,
machine'tools, engine-tools, or simply tools, although their
structure may involve much complexity ; the terms ma-
chine-toot and engine-tool are more frequently employed,
the latter being preferable as being more in accord with
best usage. Machines receive general or special names
from the work they perform or are designed to execute,
either with reference to departments of the arts or of
industry, as agricultural machines, hydraulie machines,
wood-working machines, etc., or to their specific work, as
planing-maehines, savdng-machines,mowing-machines, etc.

This science will define a machine to be, not, as usual, an
instrument by means of which we may change the direc-
tion and intensity of a given force, but an instrument by
means of which we may change the direction and velocity
of a given motion. Arnpire, tr. by Willis.

3. A vehicle or conveyance, such as a coach,
cab, gig, tricycle, bicycle, etc. [Great Brit-
ain.]

A pair of bootikins will set out to-morrow morning in
themachme that goes from the Queen's Head in the Gray's
Inn Lane. Wdlpole, Letters, IV. 12. \DaiAes.)

He had taken a seat in the Portsmouth machiTie, and pro-
posed to go to the Isle of Wight.

Thackeray, Virginians, Ixii.

4. A fire-engine. [CoUoq., XJ. S.]— 5. In the
ancient theater, one of a number of contri-
vances in use for indicating a change of scene,
as a rotating prism with different conven-
tional scenery painted on its three sides, or a
device for expressing a descent to the infernal
regions, as the " Charonian steps," for repre-
senting the passage of a god through the air
across the stalge (whence the dictum deus ex
machina, applied to the mock supernatural or
providential), etc. Such machines were very
numerous in the fully developed Greek theater,
and were copied in the Eoman.
Juno and Iris descend in different Machims: Juno in a

Chariot drawn by Peacocks ; Iris on a Bainbow.
Congreve, Semele, ii. 1.

6. A literary contrivance for the working out
of a plot ; a supernatural agency, or artificial

action, introduced into a poem or tale; ma-
chinery, [Archaic]
His [Milton's] design is the losing of our happiness ; . . .

his heavenly Tnachines are many, and his human' persons
are but two. Dryden, Orig. and Prog, of Satire.

7. Any organization by which power not me-
chanical is applied and made effective; the
whole complex system by which any organiza-
tion or institution is carried on: as, the vital
machine; the machine of government.
Thine evermore, most dear lady, whilst this Tnachine is

to him, Hamlet. Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2. 124.

The human body, like all living bodies, is a machine, all

the operations of which will, sooner or later, be explained
on physical principles. Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 339.

8. A strict organization of the working mem-
bers of a political party, which enables its man-

agers, through the distribution
of offices, careful local supervi-
sion, and systematic correspon-
dence, to maintain control of
conventions and elections, and
to secure a predominating in-

fluence in the party for them-
selves and their associates for
their own ends; also, the body
of managers of such an organ-
ization. [U. S.]—Atwood's ma-
cMne, an apparatus for illustrating
uniformly accelerated motion, consist
ing of a ijuUey-wheel turning with very
slight friction in a vertical i>lane and
carrying a cord with equal weights sus-
pended from its ends. In the common
experiment there is an excess of weight
at one end of the cord, due to a plate
which rests on the weight and is caught
when the latter passes through a filed
ring ; the weight is set free from a state
of rest at ameasured position above this
ring, so that the acceleration takes place
through a known distance ; and the ve-
locity per second after the removal of
the excess of weight is observed to be
proportional to the square root of the
distance through which the accelera-
tion takes place. The machine is named
from its inventor, GeorgeAtwood (1746-
1807), an English mathematician.—
Bulldog madblne, a combined sound-
ing- and dredging-machine invented
during the voyage of H. M. S. Bulldog
in 1860, under the command of Sir Fran-
cis Leopold M'Clintock. It is an adap-

tation of Sir John Boss's deep-sea clam, with the addition
of Brooke's principle of the disengaging weight. The chief
credit of the invention is given to Mr. Steil, assistant engi-
neer on board the Bulldog.—Centrifugal machine. See

machine-gun

centrifugal.—Duck maclllne, in Cornwall, a kind of ven
tilating-machlne on the same principle as the ordinary

blowing-engine, furnished with a piston and valves, and
usually worked by the pump-rod. Also called Hartz blower.

—Dsmamo-electriC maclllne. See electric machine, un-

der rfecirio.—^ect ofa maclllne. See e/ect.— Electric,
funicular, geocycllc machine. See the adjectives.

—

ExtemporlSiig-macIilne. See«!c««mporfee.—Holtzma-
chine. See eZeceriomocAtne, under etectorc.—Hungarian,
hydro-electric, infernal, etc., maclllne. See the ad-

jectives.— Logical machine, a machine which, being fed

with premises, produces the necessary conclusions from
them. The earliest instrument of this kind was the dem-
onstrator of Charles, third Earl Stanhope ; the most per-

fect is that of Professor Allan Marquand, which gives all

inferences turning upon the logical relations of classes.

The value of logical machines seems to lie in their showing
how far reasonSig is a mechanical process, and how far it

calls for acts of observation. Calculating-machines are

specialized logical machines.-Reduced inertia Of a
maclllne, according to Bankine, the weight which, con-

centrated at the driving-point, would have the same ener-

gy as the machine itself.—To run With the maclllne,
to accompany a fire-engine to a fire, either as a member of

the fire-company or aa a hanger-on : a phrase used when
the members of fire-companies (in large cities) were volun-
teers, and service at fires was gratuitous. [U. S.]

machine (ma-shen'), v.; pret. and pp. ma-
chined, -pT^v. "machining. [< OF. machiner, P.
machiner = Pr. machinar= Sp. Pg. maquinar =
It. macchinare, < L. machinari, ML. also machi-
nare, contrive, plan, devise, etc., < L. machina,
a machine, contrivance: see machine, n. Cf.

machinate.] I. trans. If. To contrive. Pals-

grave. (Salliwell.)—2. To apply machinery to;

form or effect by the aid of machinery; espe-
cially, to print or sew by means of a machine.
This side then serves as a basis from which the body

may be machined square and true.

W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 240.

3. To furnish with the machinery of a plot.

It is not, as a story, very cunningly macMTied.
The Academy, June 1, 1S89, p. 874.

II. intrans. 1. To be employed upon or in
machinery.— 2. To act as or in the machinery
of a drama; serve as the machine or effective
agency in a literary plot.

The stage with rushes or with leaves they strew'd

;

No scenes in prospect, no machining god.
Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love, i. 120.

machine-bolt (ma-shen'bolt), n. A bolt with a
thread and a square or hexagonal head. S. B.
Knight.
machine-hoy (ma-shen 'boi), n. In English
printing-offices, a'boywho serves as helper to a
machine-man. In the United States known as
feeder or press-boy.
machineel (maoh-i-nel'), n. Same as manchineel.
machine-gun (ma-shen'gun), n. A gun which,
by means of a variously contrived mechanism,
delivers a continuous flie of projectiles, such
a gun may have a single barrel, or a series of barrels ar-
ranged horizontally or about a central axis. Machine-
guns may be divided into two classes : those firing small-
arm ammunition (also called mUraiUeueet), and those fir-

ing shot and sheU (called reodtmng cannon). The rapidity
of lire of the most rapid ma«hine-guns of the first class is
about ],C00 shots aminute. (See Oadinggun, under puTil.)

1
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hos five parallel barrels arranged horizontally. The Gard-
ner nmcJiine-gun hastwc to five barrels arranged horizon-
tally. Its mechanism is simple, strong, and effectivci but
it can Are only aboat 350 shots a minute. The Fanuell
7iuubi7ie-gun consists of a group of ten steel barrels of
0.45 inch bore, each barrel having its own magazine, con-
taining 50 cartridges. """^ '"

" ~ "

ii)g the empty shelly auu xciuiuuiiK aie aucuiupuBucu , .., ,, j- -
-, .,, .-_. . _ • i j.

by a single revolution of a crank. The Hotclikus repolcing cord silk thread made -witn a twist from nght
eanjwn is the type of the second class of machine-guns, to left, intended especially for use in the sew-
It combines the advantages of long-range shell-flringwith inff-machine.
rapidity of action. It has five barrels arranged around monhitiA-wATlr rTna-sVipti'wprkl « 1 Wnrlt
a central axis: and the breech is fixed and contains the macnme-WOrK ^ma-snen werK;, n. x. worK

done by a macuine, as distmguisned from that

forming operations formerly accomplished by
means of hand-tools, as planing, drilling, saw-
ing, etc., and taking its special name from the
kind of work performed, as planing-machine,

_^ .^ „^ _ = drilling-mathine, etc. Also called eHmne-tooZ.
mg 50 cartridges. The operations of firing, extracts .r„_„v: ".+-_,„<. '/•„„„i,p_/f_^ ii A thrpp
'.l^"°P!.y_..!te.4^.?°<'„'«l°^S are accomplished ^^,«i^,t*l!J!y!?5?p^:S.w1^r; ^ ^^'^

a central axis ; and the breech is fixed and contains the
loading-, firing-, and extracting-mechanism. The rotation
is intermittent, and the loading, firing, and extraction
of the empty shell are performed while the barrels are
at rest. This gun fires from 30 to 80 rounds of explosive
shells in a minute^ thus delivering from 750 to 2,000 frag-
ments of shell with sufiicient force to destroy life. There
are many forms of this gun, each designed for a special

done by hand ; specifically, in English printing-
offices, press-work done on a machine, in dis-

tinction from press-work done on a hand-press.
— 2. The product of such work; articles manu-
factured wholly or chiefly by machinery.

objOTt One form, designed for flank defense of the machinist (ma-she'nist), n. [< F. maehiniste
ditches of fortifications, has every barrel nfled with a dif- {,„ t>„ ™„™„-„.-„j„ tV ™^«%7,.„,„<..,. aa m„every
ferent twist, so arranged as to produce five different cones
of dispersion, thus sweeping the ditch from end to end.
The Narden/M macldne-grm was designed as a defense
against torpedo-boats. It is made with 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, or
12 barrels, and it can fire either volleys or single barrels.

In case a barrel becomes clogged or disabled, the supply
of cartridges can be cut oS from it and the firing contin-
ued with the other barrels. The Colt autonuttie ma-
efuTK-gun is a single-barreled gun in which the pressure
of the powder gases, escaping through a small vent, actu-
ates a lever which automatically puts in ojieration mech-
anism that withdraws the cartridge-case and reloads the
gun. The cartridges are stripped from feed-belts.

macMne-liead (ma-shen'hed), n. A rack and
pinion sometimes used in stringed musical in-

struments, like the double-bass and the guitar,

instead of the usual tuning-pegs.

machine-made (ma-shen'mad), a. Made by
a machine or by machinery.
mach^e-man (ma-shen'man), «. In English

printing-offices, tlie workman who manages or

controls the operations of a printing-machine.

In the United States known as the pressman.

machine-minder (ma-shen'min'der), n. Theinachimze(ma-she;niz),r.*.; pret.andpp.JHa-

man or boy who has cha^e of a printing-ma-

chine while it is in operation. [Eng.]

machine-oven (ma-shen'uv'n), n. A bakers'

oven, a fruit-evaporator, or an oven for any
other use, fitted with a traveling apparatus.

chinized, ppr. maehini^ng. [< machine + ize.'\

To bring into form or order like that of a ma-
chine, or by the use of machinery ; elaborate

or systematize.

The Times newspaper, ... by its immense correspon^
^

-, ^Vi 1 _ Ai.« ::„-u««j'««i .!« dence and reporting, seems to have jiMwAimEed the rest of
rotatory table, reel, or any other meehamcal de- ^^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^ traveler's) occasion,

vice for aiding the process of bakmg, or tor Bmemm, English Traits, iiL

economizing time or ^ace. machinule (mak'i-nM), m. K lS(h. maeUnula,
machiner (ma-she'n6r), n. A coach-horse

;
a ,j^_ ^^ j^_ maeUna, a machine : see macliine.^

horse that draws a stag&-coaeh. ItJig.} ^ surveyors' instrument for obtaining a right
Is it not known that steady old vMcMnert, broken for angle

S^"flfp"p"^f "^JSglSy'S'lS-cSSrflernLX.^r" macho (ma'ko), „ Afish,ilft^? care,na, of the

iawreTW^^Sword and Gown, xi muUet family. [Florida.]

machine-mler (ma-shen'ro'ler), n. 1 A m^ ^ft°lj^,i^,f^^C'-'^see^pip I^aT
chine which lines or rules paper according to JS^- + "OAi-.oi.f, a polyp

.
see potm.j a ae

pXms.-2. A modification of this macEine fe^^Xtr^ZPifeJ-Ji^^'L^T^^.^^l^Ll^L^
for subdividing accurately scales and the like,

machinery (m*-she'ne-ri),»!. [<F. machinerie.

machinery, < macJiine, machine: see machine,

cnidoeells or stinging-organs, as distinguished

from an ordinary nutritive or reproductive

zooid,

2?±'^'J!}ri.'^LtT^T^^jL'^T^^^:ff. easte^%s. It is a sandstone containing few
ot

a "caual-lock.— 2. Machines collectively ;^a ^^^^^
-cy.] The qnal-

• 1 u 1
" '>"••"""-'""* '° "'^"-" ^^.^ J - .^ condition of ^"-"" "-o""

single wheel.
^Lij/s, Ovid, Pref

.

In an insurance policy, machinery includes tools and macilentt (mas'i-lent), a. [= Sp. Pg. It. tnoei-

^^^ ^ ^^ jjjf^gjlg^fjig^ lean, meager, < macere,

^""°
J s' ' jf 1 i 4.T, . „„<.„„fF„„j. eastern Alps. It is a sandstone containing tew

means designed to work together so as to effect |asre p equivalent of
agivenend: as, the JBOcftjneryof awatch, orot i"=="= """^^ •-"" i

a canal-lock.- 2. Machines collectively
;
a ^^^.^^^ (mas'i-len-si), n. [= F. madlence

convenes or assemblage of machines
:
as, the '^'^^^^a; as facile (t) + -cy.] The qua

machinery of a cotton-mill is often moved by a ^^ ™X^ai<^„j, „f tei„^ macilent; leanness.

implements of manufacture.
Buchanan v. Exchange Fire Int. Co., 61 N. Y. 26.

All kinds of labor-saving 7?iac*tn^r;/ are in fullest opera-

tion. W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 172.

3. Any complex system of means and appli-

be lean: see emaciate, meager.'] Lean; thin;

having little flesh.

Lesse venerous then being maeHent,

Tojwit Beaste (1607), p. 231. (HaaiwfU.)

anees, not mechanical, designed to carry on
macintosh, n. See mackintosh.

any particular work, or keep anything in ac-
ijia,ckit (mak), n. [< OF. macque, mague, make,

.^._ —.1- .«..i „ . „;«„ ™,-r,«=o «,.^T, . o., ^^^ ^^ m^ce, a club: see wacei.] A kind of

game, apparently played with the use of clubs.

Att ale howse too sit, at maek or at mall,

Tibles or dyce, or that cardis men call.

Or what oother game owte of season dwe.
Let them he pnnysched without all rescue.

Sir W. Forrest, quoted in Strutt's Sports and Pastimes,

[p. 429.

[Origin not ascertained.] A
certain bird

One Cnrtins, . . . when he supped on a time with Au-
gustus, tokevp a leane birde of thekinde of blacke mackes

out of the dishe.
UdaU, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 274. (Davies.)

tion, or to effect a specific purpose or end: as,

the machinery of government.

As lord and master of the Church, he [Henry VUL]
could utilise Church machinery to obtain the divorce and
the marriage on which he had set his king's heart.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 254.

4. Specifically, the agencies, particularly if

supernatural, by which the plot of an epic or

dramatic poem, or other imaginative work, is mack^ (mak), n

carried on and conducted to the catastrophe.

The maehinay. Madam, is a term invented by the critics

to signify that part which the Deities, Angels, or Dsmons
are made to act in a Poem. „„„j *„ „ „, r

Pope, Letter prefixed to B. of L.

mackerel

makrel = Sw. maTcrill=W. macrell= It. macreil,

< OF. makerel, maquerel, maquereau, macquereau,
macareau, macreau,F. maqtiereau,OF . also much-
erel, < ML. macareUus, a mackerel, prob. for "ma-
culellus, lit. ' spotted,' so called from the dark
spots with which it is marked, <L. macula, a spot

:

see macula, macule, made. Cf. W. brithyll, a
trout, < briih, speckled. Cf. viackereV^.] One of
several different fishes of the family Scombridw,
and especially any fish of the genus Scomber.
The common mackerel, S. sconibrug, is one of the best-
known and most important of food-fishes, inhabiting the

= Sp. Pg. maquinista = It. macchinista; as ma-
chine + -isfc] 1. A constructor of machines
and engines, or one versed in the principles of

machines ; in a general sense, one who invents
or constructs mechanical devices of any Mud.
Has the insufficiency of machinists hitherto disgraced

the imagery of the poet? or is it in itself too snblime for

scenical contrivances to keep pace with?
^eeoens. General Note on Macbeth.

2. One who tends or works a machine. [Bare.]—3 . In the rating of the United States navy, an
engine-room artificer or attendant.—4. In Tf. S.

politics, an adherent of the machine, or a sup-
porter of its methods. The Nation, XXXVI.
520.— 5. In the history of art, one of those
Italian painters of about the seventeenth cen-
tury (a period of artistic decline) who worked
mechanically or according to rigid rules.

He [Franceschini] is reckoned among those painters of

the decline of art to whom the general name of machinist
is applied. Encye. BriL, LX. 687.

It is this kind of Machine^ which fills the Poems both Mack^t, n. [A corruption of Mary; cf
.
malUn

ot Homer and Virgil with such Circumstances as arewon- mawJcin, ult. dim. ot Mary.] A corruption ot

derful, but not impossible. Addison, Spectator, No. 315. ^^ry, with reference to the Virgin Mary.—By
Engaging and disengagiiig macbinery. See mgage. Mack, by the Virgin Mary.

macmne-shop (ma-shen'shop), n. Aworkshop jj not my daughter Mandge as fine a mayd,

It. oiTii^Ii maphines or parts of machines are And yet^ by Mack, you see she troules the bowle.
in which macmnes or par

Historic ofAlbino andBeOama {lesSlv^SO. (Nares.)

i^Unfr-tOOl (ma-shen'tol), n. A machine mackerell (mak'e-rel), n. [Formerly also ?wacA-

driven by water, steam, or other power, for peis rel, mackrell : = n. mnkreel = G. makreJe= Dan.

Mackerel {Scomber scotnbrus").

North AtUmtic on both sides. It attains a length of 18
inches, though osnally less ; it is lustroos dark-blue abov^
with many wavy hlackish cross-streaks, and is silvery be-
low, with the base of the pectorals dark. The Easter,
tinker, or chub mackerel is a closely related species, S.

pneuTTuUophoruSf so called from possessing a small air-

bladderwhich is lacking in S. sconibnis ; it is found in both
the Atlantic and Pacific oceans. The big-eyed, boll, or coly
mackerel is S. edias, a variety of the las^ locally named
Spanish mackerel in England. The Spanish mackerel ofthe
Iinited States is a scombrid of a different genus, Seombero-
wonts maculattts, of both coasts of Jsorth America, north
to Cape Cod and California. It is one of the roost valued
food-fishes, reaching a considerable size, bluish and silvery

above, withbr^ht refiections, the sides withmanyrounded
bronzed spots, the spinous dorsal fin white at base, dark
above and anteriorly. Other mackerel of this genns are
the cero, S. regalis, and the sierra, S. cahaUa. Frigate-

mackerels are scombrids of the genus AttxU, as A. tkazard
or A. rochei, of less value as food-fish. The horse-mack-
erel properly so called is the tunny, Orcynus thynnvs, the
largest of the scombrids, sometimes attaining a length of

over 10 feet and a weight of half a ton, found on both sides

of the Atlantic ; but this name is extended to various other
fishes. (See horse-mackerel.) Several carangoid fishes are

loosely called viaclarel, as the yellow mackerel, Caranx
chrysos. (See mackerel-scad.) The bluefish or skipper, Po-
matoinus saUatrix^ is sometimes called snappiTig-mcuikerd.

Mackerel, on account of its perishable nature, was al-

lowed to be sold on Sunday, as Gay notes : " Ev'n Sundays
are prophan'd by Ma<AreU. cries."

Ashlon, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, L 189.

Banded mackerel, a carangoid, Sericla zonata, the rud-

der-flsh. [Atlantic coast, U. S.]—Bay-maCkerel, the
Spanish mackereL [Chesapeake Bay, U. S.]— Black-
spotted Spanish mackerel, the cero or kin^sh, Scofii-

heromorus rcffoZis.—Eel-grass mackerel, mackerel of

inferior qualitytaken inshore in the Gulf of St, Lawrence.

—Fall mackerel, a variety of the common mackerel
which has been described as a distinct species under the

name of Scomber grex. In this case the true mackerel is

called spring mackerel^ S. vemalis. But fall mackerel are
simply tinkers, about 10 inches long, of wandering or ir-

reguhff habits.—Green mackerel, a carangoid fish, Chlo-
roscombruB chrysunts. [Southern coast, U. S. ]—Mackerel
gale. Seegale2.—Mackerel-latch, iu fishing-tackle, a
clamp for holding fast the inner end of a line.—Mess
m£U^ere], scraped mackerel with the heads and tails cut
off, losing in weight 26 pounds on the barrel, but increasing
in value : a trade-name. They are assorted as Nos. 1, 2, and
3.

—

TWjgftfl mackerel. Same as thimUe-eyed mackereL—
Net-mackerel, mackerel of the right size to be meshed.

—

Ovei^own mackerel, mackerel 15 inches or more in

length. [Fishermen's term.]—Racer mackerel, a slink

mackerel.— Bound mackerel, anyvariely of thecommon
mackerel, as distinguished from hffrs^-maekerelj Spanish
mackerel, etc. [Fishermen's term.]- Slink mackerel* a
poor, thin mackerel taken among schools of fat ones in the
iall of the year. [Nova Scotia.]—Soused mackerel,
mackerel either fresh or canned by the usu^ process, and
preserved after an old German recipe employing apickleof
vinegar, spices, and other ingredients.—Span^h mack-
erel, (a) See def. L (&) The boDitb, Sarda chUensis.

[California.]— Spottedmack^el, the Spanish mackerel.

-Springmackerel, the ordinarycommercial mackerelof
good size and quality, sometimes technically named Scom-
ber vemalis: distinguished fromfaUmatAerel.—Thimble-
eyedmackerel, Uie mized, coly, orchubmackereL [Local,

u. S.]—Tinker mackerel (a) The chub mackerel (6)

The common mackerel of next to the smallest of the four

comm«*cial sizes (^rge, seconds, tinkers, bUnks), which are

supposed to indicate respectively four, three, two, and one
years of growth. (See also frigaie-mackerel.)

mackereU (mak'e-rel), v. «".; pret. and pp.
mackei-eled or inackerelled, ppr. mackereling or

mackerelling. [< macJcereU, n,] To fish for or

cateh mackerel
;
go on a mackerel voyage.

At Orleans, some few men who go maekereliTig in sum-
mer stay at home and dig clams in winter.

Fisheries of U, S., V. ii. 604.

mackerelof (mak'e-rel), «. [< ME. maquerd, <

OF. maquerel, "F "maquereau, a pander; prob.

< MP. maeckelaer, D. makelaar = Cr, wakler =
Dan. mcegler = Sw. moMare, a broker, agent,

eqniv. to D. maJcer = OHGr. mahhare, an agent,

broker, = E. maker (see maker). Commonly re-

garded, without good reason, as a particular

use of maquerel, a mackerel (fish), there being
in France a popular belief that the mackerel
follows the female shad (called vierges or maids)
and brings them to the males. On the otlie?



mackerel
hand, some take the name of the fish to be due
to mackerel in this sense: see mackereP-.'} A
pander or pimp.
Nyghe his house dwellyd a maquera or bawde.

Caxton, Cato Magnus (1483). (HaUiwell.)

mackerel-bait (mak' e-rel-hat), n. Jellyfish,
a favorite prey of the mackerel : so called by
Gasp6 fishermen.

mackerel-boat (mak'e-rel-bot), n. A strong
cUnoher-built craft, having a large foresail,
spritsail, and jigger, used in fishing for mack-
erel.

mackerel-bob (mak'e-rel-bob), m. A kind of
bob used in catching mackerel when they are
close to the vessel and in large schools.
mackerel-cock (mak'e-rel-kok), n. The Manx
shearwater, Puffirms anglorum: so called from
its connection with the mackerel-fisheries.
[Lambay Island.]

mackereler, mackereller (mak'e-rel-6r), n.
One who fishes for mackerel, or a boat engaged
in fishing for mackerel.
mackerel-gaflf (mak'e-rel-gaf), n. See gaff'^-.

mackerel-guide (mat'e-rel-^d), n. A local
English name of the garfish, Belone vulgaris,
from the fact that it comes toward the shore a
little before the appearance of mackerel. Day.
mackerel-gull (mak'e-rel-gul'), n. A common
name in the United States of terns or sea-swal-
lows, from the forked tail. Such species as
Sterna hirundo, S. forsteri, S. macrwra, etc., are
known by this name.
mackereller^ n. See mackereler.
mackerel-midge (mak'e-rel-mij),re. The young
of the recklings, gadoid'fishes of the genus Mo-
tella or of Onos. [Prov. Eng.]

mackerel-mint (mak'e-rel-mint), n. Spear-
mint, Mentha viridis.

mackerel-pike (mak'e-rel-plk), n. Any fish of
the family Scomieresocicke : generally called

mackerel-plow (mak'e-rel-plou), n. A knife
used for creasing the sides of lean mackerel to
make them resemble fish of the first quality.
Also oaMeA fattmg-knife.
mackerel-scad (mak'e-rel-skad), n. A oaran-
goid fish of the genus Decapterus, as V. macarel-
lus, of a silvery color, plumbeous below, with a
black spot on the opercle and nearly straight
lateral line, inhabiting warm parts of the At-
lantic"and northward to New England.

mackerel-scales (mak'e-rel-skalz), ». pi. A
form of cirro-cumulus cloud in which the cloud-
lets are without any fleecy texture and some-
what angular in form.
mackerel-scout, n. Same as mackerel-guide.

mackerel-shark (mak'e-rel-shark), n. One of
several kinds of sharks,"as Isur%ts dekayi, or the

Mackerel-shark, or Porbeagle {Lamna corftuitca).

porbeagle, Lamna cornubica. They have a forked
tail like a mackerel, attain a length of 10 feet, and annoy
fishermen by biting off their lines, ^e porbeagle.

mackerel-sky (mak'e-rel-ski), n. A sky in
which the clouds have the form called cirro-cu-

mulus— that is, are broken into fleecy masses
three, four, or more times as long as they are
wide, and arranged in parallel groups. Also
called mackerel-back sky.

mackerly (mak'er-U), a. [Cf . mackish.'] Shape-
ly; fashionable. [Prov. Eng.]

mackeronif, ». Ai obsolete spelling of maca-
roni.

mackint, mackinst (mak'in, -inz), ». [A short
form of *MarykAn (of. lakirfi for ladykin), refer-

ring to the Virgin Mary. Cf . Mack^."] A word
used in the old popular oath by the mackins, by
our Lady.

I would not have my zonne Dick one of those boets for

the best pig in my stye, by the mackins!
Randolph, Muses looking-Glass, iv. 4.

Mackinaw blanket. [So called frona Macki-
naw, an abbreviated form of MiehilU-mackinac,

the name of an island in the strait connecting
Lakes Michigan and Huron, said to mean in

Ojibway 'turtle,' in allusion to its shape.] A
name given to the blankets distributed to the

Indians of the Northwest by the United States

government. The name is or was formerly current
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chiefly on the upper Great Lakes, and owes its origin to the
fact that Fort Mackinaw was for many years the most re-
mote post in the Nortliwest, so that from this point a large
number of Indians received their supplies. Mackinaw
blankets were of various sizes, colors, and qualities.

Mackinaw boat. A flat-bottomed, flat-sided

boat with sharp prow and square stem, used
on the upper Great Lakes and the rivers empty-
ing into them. The advantage of the Mackinaw boat
over the birch canoe is that its beam stands rougher hand-
ling, and that it can be drawn up on tlie beach without
being unloaded ; the disadvantage is that it is too heavy
to be carried over portages, as the birch canoe is carried.
The largest Mackinaw boats are rowed by four or more
persons, and are often rigged with a sail.

Mackinaw trout. See trout.

mackinst, «. See mackin.
mackintosh (mak'in-tosh), n. [Also macintosh;
so named from Charles Mackintosh, the in-

ventor.] 1. A garment, particularly an over-
coat or cloak, rendered water-proof by a so-

lution of india-rubber, either applied on the
surface as a coating or placed between two
thicknesses of some cloth of suitable texture.

—

2. Rubber cloth of the kind used in making a
mackintosh.

The bed is covered with a TnacHntosh sheet.

Lancet, No. S426, p. 830.

mackish (mak'ish), a. [Origin imcertain ; cf

.

mackerly.'] Smart. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
mackle (msjk'l), ». [Early mod. B. macull; < F.
made, a, spot: see m^cle, macule.'] A spot; spe-
cifically, in printing, a blemish in press-work
made by a double impression, or by slipping or
scraping, or by a wrinkle in the paper. Also
macle, macule.

mackle (mak'l), v. t.; pret. and pp. maekled,
ppr. maoklmg. [< P. maculer = Pr. Sp. Pg. ma-
cular = It. macnlare, < L. maculare, spot, stain

:

see the noun.] To spot ; maculate ; blur ; espe-
cially, in printing, to make a slipped, blurred,
or double impression of. Also macule.
macklint (mak'lin), n. Short for MackUn lace.

Macklin lacet. See lace.

mackninnyt (mak'nin-i), n. [Origin not ascer-
tained.] A kind of puppet-show.
He . . . could . . . represent emblematically the down-

fall of majesty as in his raree-show and muckninny.
Roger North, Examen, p. 590. (Dameg.)

made (mak'l), n. [< OF. made, mascle, P. made
= Sp. mdcula = Pg. macula = It. macula, ma-
cola, < L. macula, a spot, stain. Cf. macula,
macule, mackle, mascle^, maiP-, from the same
source.] 1. Same as macfete.— 2. In mineral.:
(a) A kind of twin crystal. See twin. (6) Chi-
astolite, cross-stone, or hollow spar, a varie-

ty of andalusite, the crystals of which have the
axis and angles colored differently from the
remainder. See chiastolite. (c) A tessellated
appearance in other crystals.— 3. In her., same
as masde^, 3.

Macleayan (mak-la'an), a. [< Madeay (see
def.) -I- -an.] Pertaining to the Scotch natu-
ralist Macleay.—Macleayan system, a system of
classification proposed by Mr. Macleay. Also called the
quinarian system. See quinmian.

macled (mak'ld), a. [< made + -ed^.] 1. In
mineral., twinned.— 2. Spotted; more or less

regularly marked, like a crystal of chiastolite.

maclee.a. [P.,< mock, made.] Same as mascM.
McLeod case. See case''-.

Madura (mak-lo'ra), n. [NL. (Nuttall, 1818),

named after 'W.ifactoj'e; see Maclurites.] 1. A
genus of plants of the order UrUcacecB,the nettle
family, the tribe Moreoi, and the subtribe Brous-
sonetiece, thus closely related to the mulberry.
It is characterized by the pistillate flowers having a four-

parted perianth and growing in quite large heads, and the
staminate flowers in short, loose racemes; the fruit is

multiple, composed of many small achenia packed closely

together upon a globose, rather fleshy receptacle, resem-
blingawartygreen orange. Tliere isbuta single species, ilf.

auraKtiaea, the Osage orange, a native of Arkansas and
adjacent regions in the United States. It is a spreading
tree with handsome shining ovate leaves, from 30 to 60
feet in height and 2 feet or less in diameter. Its wood is

hard, strong, and flexible, of a satiny texture, the heart-
wood bright-orange turning brown, the sapwood lighter.

It was formerlyused by the Indians for bows ; hence called
by the French settlers bm» d'arc (bow-wood), corrupted
into bowdaarlc or bodark. It bears cutting back and has
formidable thorns, and hence is very extensively used in
the United States for hedges. See cut in next column.

2. In conch., same as Maclurites. Ebeneger
Emmons, 1843.

maclureite (mak-16r'it), n. [< Madure (see ifa-
clurites) + -ite^.] 1. A variety of aluminous
pyroxene found at Wilmington, Delaware.—2.
A synonym of chondrodite.— 3. A fossil shell

of the genus Maclurites. Also madurite.

Maclurites (mak-lp-ri'tez), n. [NL. (Menke,
1830) (F. Madurite—Lesueur, 1818), so called
fromWiUiam-MacZttre, a noted geologist (1763-

macrandrous

Maclurites logani, showing
only the shell.

Operculum of Maclurites
logani. 1 1, tubercles.

r. Branch of Osage Orange iMaetura aurantiaca) with male
flowers. 2. Branch with the female inflorescence, a, a male flower;
l>, a female flower ; c, a female flower laid open ; d, a leaf, showing
the nervation.

1840).] The typical genus of the family Ma-
dwriUdai. Also Madwea, Maclureia, MacVuria,
Madurita.
Macluritidee (mak-lo-rit'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Maclurites + -idee.] A family of extinct mol-
lusks, of uncertain rela-

tionship, but generally
referred to the Mhipido-
glossa. The shell is discoidal,
paucispiral, and with the spire
sunk in an umbilical cavity.

The operculum is subspiral and
furnished with two internal
projections, of which one, be-
neath the nucleus, is very thick and rugose. ByWoodward
the constituent genus was referred to the heteropod fam-

ily Atlavtidoe; by Tryon, as tj pe
of a family, to the scutibrancbi-
ate gastropods, between the Ed-
lerophontidoe and Haliotidte; by
others to theiajnUy Solariidce,Gtc.

Thirteen species have been rec-
ognized in the Paleozoic forma-
tions, from the Lower Silurian to
the Carboniferous. AlsoMaclure-
adoe, MaclureidcB, Maduridce.

Macmillanite (mak-mil'an-it), n. [< Maemil-
lan (see def.) -t- -ite^.] A member of the Scot-
tish sect of Cameronians: so called after the
Kev. John Macmillan, their first ordained cler-
gyman. See Cameraman, 1.

Macont, »• A variant of Mahound, Mahoun.
maconite (ma'kon-it), n. [<lfoco»(see def.) -f

-Jie2.] A. kind of vermiculite found near Frank-
lin in Macon county, North Carolina.
maQ0nn6 (mas-o-na'), a. [F., pp. of maformcr,
mason: see mason, v.] In her., divided with
lines representing the divisions between blocks
of stone : said especially of a house or castle
used as a bearing. Also masoned.
macouba, n. See maccouba.
Macquartia (ma-kwar'ti-a), n. [NL. (Robi-
neau-Desvoidy, 1830),named after P. J. M. Mac-
quart (1778-1855), a French entomologist.] A
genus of flies of the family Tachinidce, or giving
name to the family Macquartiidw. They are of
medium and large size, slender, thickly haiiy, usually
black, often metallic, and are found near sbreams on the
under side of leaves.

MacCLUartiidae(mak-war-ti'i-de), n.pl. [NL., <
Macquartia + -idee.'] A family of dipterous in-
sects, typifled by the genus Macquartia. Also
MacquartidcB.
macram6 (mak-ra-ma'), n. [It. macrame, said
to be of At. origin.] An ornamental trimming
made by leaving a long fringe of thread and
knotting the threads together so as to form
geometrical patterns. Also called knotted-bar
work—Maoramd cord, a kind of fine cord prepared for
the manufacture of macram^ lace, and also used for other
work, such as netting of various kinds, and for hammocks
—Macrame lace, a kind of knotted work in which elabo-
rate fringes and the like are made in modern imitation of
the old knotted point.

macrandrous (mak-ran'dms), a. [< Gr. fiuKpd^,
long (see macron), + aviip (av6p-), male (inbot.
a stamen).] Having elongated male plants, as
certain algse, particularly the (Edogoniacea:.



macranchene
macrauchene (mak-ra'kea), n. [< Maerau-
clienia.] A member of the Macraucheniidce.

Jlacraiichenia (mak-ra-ke'ni-»), n. [XL., <
Gr. lioKpaixtv, long-necked, < fiailpd^, long, +
avxm', neck.] A genus of fossil perissodactyls
foundedbyOwen in 1838 uponremains of eamel-
Uke quadrupeds found in the Tertiary of South
America. Two species are named Jf. patatho-
nica and ii. boHviensis. Opisthorhinus is sy-
nonymous.
Macraadieiliidx (mak-r&-ke-ni'i-de), n.pl.
[NLi., < Maerauchenia + -id®.] A family of
perissodactvl Uiigulata, established upon ' the
genus MacraucJtenia. These great anKoUtes were
long-necked.like camels (whencethename), butweremore
nearly related to the rhinoceros. The cervical vertebrsB
resemble those of camels in the disposition of the verte-
biarterial foramina, but their centra are flat, not opistho-
coeloos. The fibula articulates with the calcaneum, and
each foot is 3-toed. The dental formula is : 3 incisors, 1
canine, 4 premolars, and 3 molars in each npper and lower

• half-]aw— in all,a teeth, in almost contiBuoos series, the
caninesbeing smslL Two or three npper molars have each
a shallow valley extending inward from the anterior part
of the inner wall, and all the lower premolars and molars
have two crescentic ridges, anterior and posterior. The
nearest relatives of the Macrauchemidce are the Paieeothe-
TiidtB and RhinoeerotiiieR.

macraucheniifonn (mak-r&-ke'm-i-f6rm), a.

[< !NX/. Macrauelienia + li.forma, form.] Hav-
ing the form or characters of a macrauchene.

jnacrencephalic (mak'ren-se-fal'ik or -sef'a-

ILk), a. [As macrencephal-ous + -(C.] Same
as macrencephalous.

macrenceplialons (mak-ren-sef'a-lns), a. [<
Gr. fiaxpoc, long, + iyKc^xiDuog, t£e brain: see

encepJialic.'] Having a long or large brain.

maciiof, n. [A corrupt form of F. maquereau :

see mocfeereT-^.] Same as mackerel?.
Pander, wittol, macrio, basest of knaves.

MidcUAm, Anything for a Quiet Lite, t. 1.

JIaCTObasis (mak-rob'a-sis), #i. [< Gr. uaxpic,

long (see macr(m),
+ p6aig, a base.] A
genus of blister-bee-

tles of the family Me-
VHcUb. There are 14 spe-
cies in North Am^ca,
several of which are de-
structive to gaiden-v^e-
tables. M. dnerea, tbe
ash-gray blister-beetle, is

a common garden-p^t,
particularly injnrioos to
potatoes and beets. Its

larvse prey upon the ^gs
of the Soc^ Mountain
locust. See cot under
blister-beetle.

macrobiosis (mak'-
ro-bi-6'sis), ». [NL.,
<'Gr. /iwcpo^iaaic, long life, < /uucpSptog, having a
long life: seemacrobioteJ] Long life; longevity.

macrobiote (mak-ro'bi-ot), ». [< Gr. /uucpopio-

rof, also /iaKp6pioc, having a long life, < foicpdi:,

long, + pios, Ufe.] One who lives long ; a long-

lived person or animal.
The Thessalian moontaineeis were the Tnacrobwtes, the

long-livers par excellence, of the Roman Empire.
F.L. Osuxid, Pop. Sci Mo., XXL 590.

macrobiotic (mak'ro-bl-ot'ik), a. [< m-acro-

iiofe + -ic.J Long-lived; having a strong hold

onlife: speeificallyappliedtotheJ/a<To6io«»d(B.

jnacrobiotics (mak'ro-bi-ot'iks), ». [PI. of

viaerobiotic : see -ics.] Knowledge relating to

long life ; the study of longevity.

Old age, such as [that of Isocrates], was avery rare thing
in Greece—a fact which is evident from the Greek work
surviving on the subject of macrobioties.

Ve QtdJtcey, Styl^ note 9.

Macrobiotidse (mak'ro-bi-ot'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,

< Macrobiotus + -»*».] A family of Arctisca,

typified by the genus Macrobiotus. They are

minnte vermiform aiachnldans without respiratory or-

gans, forming one group of a number of animalcnles

known as d^- or beta^ammvUeuies or tnzter-dearsi, from
their sluggish movements. The form is usually a long

oval, and there are four pairs of short clawed l^s. These
animals are found in moss or fresh water, and resemble
rotifCTS in theirpower ofrevivingafterdesiccation,whence

their name.

Uacrobiotns (mak-ro-bi'o-tus), n. [NL., < Gr.

/«i«po^ioro?, having a long life: see mocroftjote.]

The typical gemis of Macrobiotidw. M. shulteei

is an example. See ent xmder Arctisca.

ISacrocamerae (mak-io-kam'e-re), n. pi. [NIi.

:

see maerocamerate.'] I. A subtribe of choristi-

dan sponges having lai^ chambers: distin-

guished from Mierocamerw. Lendenfeld.— 2.

A tribe of ceratose sponges with large sacci-

form ciliated chambers and soft transparent

ground-substance. Lendenfeld.

maerocamerate (mak-ro-kam'e-rat), a. [< Gr.

lioxpoc, long, + KO/idpa, a vaulted chamber: see

camera.^ Having lairge chambers, as a sponge

;
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of or pertaining to either of the
groups Mdcrocamerw.
macrocarpons (mak-ro-kSr'pns), a. [< Gr. fia-

K/jof, long, + Kop/r<if, fruit.] Having large fruit.

Macrocentri (mak-ro-sen'tri), n. pi. [NL., pi.

of ilacrocentrus, q. v.] One of two prime sec-
tions of the parasitic hymenopterons family
ChalddidcB. it includes 13 subfamilies and the largest
species in the family, having 5-jointed tar^, usually many-
jointed antennee, and auteiior tibiee arm^ with a large
curved spur.

Macroceiltnis(mak-ro-sen'trus), H. [NL.(Cur-
tis, 1833), < Gr. /mKpoKnrrpog, having a long sting,

< /uiKp6c, long, + Kcvrpov, a goad, sting : see cen-

ter^.'] A genus of ichneumon-flies, typical of

the subfamily Macrocentrince, having flie abdo-
men inserted above the hind eoxse. s^orth Amer-
ica and Enrope have each aboute species, if.delicatusis

a common para^te of the codling-moth in the United
States.

macrocephalic (mak'ro-se-fal'ik or -sef'a-lik),

a. {Asmaeroceplial-mts+ -ic.'\ 1. Of orpeirtain-

macrodactyl

cnemis."] A genus of dicotyledonous gamopeta-
lous plants of the natural order Buhia/:e(B, the
madder family, tribe Cinchonea;, and subtribe
Hucinch on€<e. It is characterized by the placenta being
adnate to the middle partition, a capsule usually septicidal,
corolla-lobes with pubescent margins, and a style which is
two-cleft at the apex. There are about 9 species, confined
to tropical -America and the "West Indies. They are trees or
shrubs with opposite petiolate leaves, decidnous stipules
between the petioles, and white or rose-colored flowers in
terminal or axillary panides. Several species are culti-
vated for ornament, among them M. Jamaieeme, with
white flowers, called in Jamaica tchiiethom.

macrococcus (mak-ro-kok'us), n.; pi. macro-
cocci (-si). [NL., < Cfr. ptoKpdQ, long or large, +
kAkko^, a ijerry: see coccus.'] A somewhat gen-
eral term applied to certain bacteria, having
reference to the dimensions of the isolated in-

dividual cells.

Cocci : isolated cells which are Isodlametric, or at least
very slightly elongated in one direction. These are dis-

tinguished when necessary, according to their dimensions,
into micrococci, macrococci, and monad-forms.

De Bary, Fmigi (trans.), p. 468.

at the beginning: an epithet of daetyUe hex- „ . ,.

ameters the first foot of which apparently has *^® contatum.

a syllable in excess. Also pro^ephalic.
"

See macrocosm (mak ro-kozm), «. [< Gr. /uzKpd^
--!'-- -^ -' long, large, great, + /c<)ff/«)c, world: see cosmosl,

"1. The great world; the uni-
dolichuric.

macrocephalous (mak-ro-sef'a-lns), a. [< Gr.
/uiKpOKe<j>ah>g, long-headed, < fioKpdc, long, + Keijia-

?^, head.] 1. In zool., having a long or large
head.—2. In hot., having the cotyledons of a
dicotyledonous embryo consolidated,and form-
ing a lai^e mass compared with the rest of the

body.
Macrocbelys (mak-rok'e-Us), /(. [NL., < Gr.

fuiKpdg, long,+ ;t^/-«f , a tortoise : see chelys.'] A
genus of snapping-tnrtles of the family Chely-

dridie. M. la^riina is a large alligator-turtle

inhabiting the southern United States.

macrochemical (mak-ro-kem'i-kal), a. [< Gr.

/uuipdg, long, lai^e, + E. clwmieai.i Of or per-

taining to chemic^ tests which may be applied,

or reactions which may be observed, witii the

Cf. microcosm.']

verse, or the visible system of worlds: opposed
to microcosm, or the Uttle woild constituted by
man. The conception dates back to Demoeri-
tus (bom 460 B. c). See microcosm.
The flist section shews the nse that the C!hristian vir-

tuoso may mslke of the contemplation of the macrocosm^
and especially of the later discoveries made in the celestial

part of it Boyle, Christian Virtuoso, il.

2. The entire mass of anything of which man
forms a part; the whole of any division of na-
ture or of knowledge.
The maeroeosm of society can be inferred from the mi-

crocosm of individual human nature.
ir. A. Rev., CXX. 258.

According to Raymond, man is the microcosm from
which the whole macrocoem of theology is evolved.

J. Otoen, Evenings with Skeptics, n. 445.

Black-rat Blister-beetle ^Macroia-
sis Timrina). a, male beetle (line

shows natural size) ; 6, enlarged
antenna of same.

naked eve : distinsruished from microchemical. . . , - , # -i \ rf

Macrocflra (mak-rt4^'ra), n. [NL., < Gr.^- macrocosmic (mak-ro-koz'mik), a. .[< maa-o-

Kp6xttp, long-handed (long-armed),< /uucpiif,long,

+ x'^Vj the hand.] 1. A genns of large mai-
oid crabs, having enormously long legs and a
comparatively small body. The giant spider-crab

of Japanese waters, a species of this genus, has legs which
span 18 feet or more, though the body is only a foot broad
and IS inches long.

2. A genus Of dipterous insects.
.., macrocyst (mak'ro-s

macrochiran (mak-ro-ki'ran), a. and «. [As ^^ i^|°+'-b. cyst.-]

cosm + -ic] Of or pertaining to the macro-
cosm ; of the nature of a macrocosm ; compre-
hensive; immense.
The world with which alone consciousness has to do is

the world as it has been organised and registered in the
brain by experience, and the journeys which it makes are

no more than the microcosmic representatives of macro,
cosmic distances. Mavdgley, Mind, XXL 508.

sist), n. [< Gr. /uuepSs, long
A cyst of large size: ap-

maeroehire+ -a„.] t. a. libng-handed; haWng
li^d pirtieularly to the cyst or sfore-case bf

alongmanusorpimonof thewing,asaswift
^ertaii algffi, notably Pymi^a.

fL%^'!r^£?"^L?'''*"'"^'
°' °' ^^'^' MacrocXi (maki^lis'te-e). ». pi^^-^^ of the Macro..res^ a "^EM^^^SMSSl^

macrocnire. ,,-,-_,„ . -l-;, „<. +i,„ riacew, named from the genus Mttcrocystis, and
maCTOClure (mak ro-kir), H. A bird of the

gontaiiiing also the generaX«!S07,io,JV^eo4'«««,
gponp Mac-ochtres. and P»n«lrta.

^^SoS^^d (To^ii^ed^f^ee'^i Macr09^s(mak.r^_is;ti5^^ ^JA^^^-
crochira.'] A group of buds, so named from
the length of the terminal as compared with
the proximal portion of the wing. As originally

tised by Nitzsch, 1829, it included the humming-birds and
swifts (Trodali and (^/ladi), to which are now usually add-

ed the goatsuckers (t^primvlgi) : nearly synonymous with
Cgpseltformes.

macrocMropter (mak'ro-ki-rop'ter), n. Same
as macrochiropteran.

Macrochiroptera (mak'ro-M-rop'te^), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. luiKpdg, long, large, + NL. Hiirop-

tera.] A suborder of Chiroptera, comprising

the largest species of the order, it consists of the

fruit-bats, or Frugivora, as distjngnished from the Micro-

cMroptera, or ordinary bats. Tsually Megaehiroptera.

macrodMropteran (mak'ro-ki-rop'te-ran), a.

and n. L a. Of or pertaining to the .afacrocAt-

roptera.

n. n. One ot Hie Macrocliiroptera : afrugiv-

orou's bat, or fmit-bat. Also macrocMropter.

macrocboanite (mak-ro-ko'a-nit), a. and n. [<

Nh. Macroehoanites.] 1. a. Having long septal

funnels, as a cephalopod; of or pertaining to

the Macrochoanites.

n. n. One ot the Macrochoanites.

Macrodtoanites (mak-ro-ko-a-ni'tez), n. pi.

1824), < Gr. fuucpdg, long, + kikjtjc, abladder, bag:
see cyst.] A monotypic genus of gigantic sea-

weedsbelongingtothe.I«OT»tMiriaceoB. whenfuUy
grown the frond consists of a mnch-hrancbed root, from
which arisemany filiform simple or branched stems, naked
below but furnished above with numerous unilateral Ian-

ceol^ petiolate leaver having thin petioles enlarged
into pear-shaped or oblong air-cells. The lateral leaves

have their edges directed toward the stem, and are so far

JfacrwysfisJ>yrT/€ra.

vertically disposed ; and the stem itself

when unbroken always terminates in

an oblique leaf broader than the rest

and having one or more slits in its base.

This terminal leaf Is the growing-apex,
and from the development of l£e slits

in Uie base new lateral leaves are grad-
The spores form dense, cload-Uke, ir-

regular patches on small radical leaves. Jf. pyrifera, the

only species, girds the southern temperate zone in its dis-

tribution. The stems.which are the longest known in the

vegetable kingdom, vary from 5 feet to several hundred
feet in lengtli, and Hooker observed them near the Ciozet

ually separated.

[NL., < Gr. /«u^iic, long, 4- ;foav5, a funnel: see Islands fuUy 700 feet long. Harney.

choanite.] A group of cephalopods, containing macrodactyL macroidactyle (mak-ro-dak'ta),

those nautiloids and ammonoids whose septal

funnels are long. Hyatt, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat.

Hist., 1883, p. 260.

Macrocnemnm (mak-rok-ne'mum), n. [Nil. (P.

Browne, 1756), so called in allusion to the long

flower-stalk; < Gr./auipof,long,+ Kvriiai, a leg: see

a. and «. [< NL. macrodactylus, < Gr. /laKpodd-

ktv/Uk, long-fingered (long-toed), < liaKp6g, long,
-1- (5d<(Tt)?.or. finger, toe.] I. a. Having loi^toes;
specifically, of or pertaining to the Macrodac-
tyli. Also macrodactylic, macrodactylous.

H. " One of the -^ocrodoctyZi.



Macrodactyla

Macrodactyla (mak-ro-dak'ti-la), n,.pl. [NL.,
neut. pi. of macrodactylus : see macrodactyl.'\
In Latreille's system, tlie second tribe of the
second section of Clavicornes, having simple
narrow tibiae and long five-jointed tarsi, the last
joint of which is large, with two strong hooks.
Also Maerodactyli.

Macrodactyli (mak-ro-dak'ti-li), «. pi. [NL.,
pi. of macrodactylus: see maerodactyl.'] 1.
Bame a,s Macrodactyla.— 2. InCuvier's system,
a group of Ch-allce or wading birds, inoludmg the
jaeauas, horned screamers, and mound-birds,
with the rails, crakes, coots, and gallinules. It
is a heterogeneous group, no longer in use.
macrodactylic (mak " ro - dak -tu ' ik), a. [As
maerodactyl + -»c.] Same as maarodactyl.
Macrodactylidse (mak"ro-dak-til'i-de), ». pi.
[NL., < Macrodactylus +' 4d(B.'] A family of
Coleoptera, named in 1837 by Kirby from the
genus Macrodactylus: now generally merged in
ScaraiwidcB.

macrodactylous (mak-ro-dak'ti-lus), a. [< NL.
macrodactylus, long-toed: see maerodactyl.']
Same as maerodactyl.

Macrodactylus (mak-ro-dak'ti-lus), n. [NL.
(Latreille, 1825): see maerodactyl.^ A genus
of lamellicom beetles, the type of the family
MacrodactyUdw. it comprises rather small species, of
gracetol form and variable colors, witli slender legs and
the tarsal claws split at the tip. Of its more than 30 spe-
cies, 3 are North American, of which M. spinoms, erro-
neously called rose-bugy is very destructive to roses and
many fruits of the family Rosacece. It is about one third of
an inch long, of a yellowish color, with long brown legs,
and appears suddenly in June in immense numbers.

macrodiagonal (mak''''r5-di-ag'o-nal), a. and n.

[< Gci. /MKp6c, long, + iiay6viog, diagonal: see
diagonal.'] I, a. Constituting or being the
longer diagonal of a rhombic prism; pertain-
ing to the macrodiagonal Macrodiagonal axis,
in crystal. , the longer lateral axis in an orthorhombic crys-
tal— Macrodiagonal section, a plane passing through
the macrodiagonal and vertical axes of a crystal.

II. n. The longer of the diagonals of a rhom-
bic prism.
macrodomatic (mak"ro-do-mat'ik), a. [< mac-
rodome + -atie^.] Of or pertaining to a macro-
dome.
macrodome (mak'ro-dom), n. [< 6r. fiaKpdg,

long, -1- d6/ioi, 6a/ia, a house, dome : see dome^.]
In crystal. , a dome parallel to the macrodiagonal
axis of an orthorhombic crystal. See dome\ 5.

macrodont (mak'ro-dont), a. [< Gr. [ioKpog,

long, -I- bSovQ {bSavT-) = E. tooth.] Having large
teeth.

macrodontism (mak'ro-don-tizm), «. [< mac-
rodont + -ism.] A form of dentition in which
the teeth are large.

Macroglossa (mak-ro-glos'S), n. [NL., < Gr.

fiaKp6(, long, + yTiacrca, the tongue : see glossa.]

1. A genus of hawk-moths of the family Sesi-

idce, having a short abdomenwith a large bunch
of hair at the tip, like a bird's tail. The wings
are short, often opaque, and sometimes glossy. Nearly
100 species are l^nown; they fly by day, and with great
swiftness. M. stellatarum is known as the humrnvng-bird
Jmwk-Tiwth (which see, under hawk-moth).

2. Same as Macroglossus.
macroglossate (mak-ro-glos'at), a. [As Macro-
glossa + -ate^.] Having a long tongue.

Macroglossi (mak-ro-glos'i), n. pi. [NL., pi.

of Macroglossus, q. v.] A division of Ptero-
podidcBjOV fruit-bats, having an extremely long
slender tongue. It includes the genera No-
topteris, Eonycteris, Melonycteris, and Macro-
glossus.

macroglossia (mak-ro-glos'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
uaicpdg, long, -I- y/lucrCTO, the tongue : see glossa.]

In pathol., hypertrophy of the tongue.

macroglossine (mak-ro-glos'in), a. [As Macro-
glossa + -iraei.] Same as macroglossate.

Macroglossus (mak-ro-glos'us), n. [NL., <

Gr. fiaKpdQ, long, + yViaaa, the tongue: see

glossa.] A genus of very small fruit-bats, with
the dental formula as in Eonycteris, but the in-

dex-finger with a claw. M. minimus is a com-
mon Indian species, smaller than the serotine

of Europe.
macrognathic (mak-rog-nath'ik), a. [< Gr. fia-

/t/3(if,long,-l-7i'(fffof,the jaw: see gnathic] Having
long jaws

;
prognathous. Applied by Huxley to hu-

man skulls of Neolithic age, of a broad or rounded form,

with prominent probole and angular or lozenge-shaped

facial region, and highly developed and procurrent jaws.

macroguathous (mak-rog'na-thus), a. Same
as macrognathic.

macrogonidium (mak'''r6-go-nid'i-um), n.; pi.

macrogonidia (-a). [NL., '< Oct. /laicpde, long,

large, + NL. gonidium, q. v.] In T)ot., a large

gonidium as compared with others produced
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by the same species. See gonidium and micro-
gonidium.

macrolepidopter (mak-ro-lep-i-dop't6r), n.

-Any member of the group' Macrolepidoptera.

Macrolepidoptera (mak-ro-lep-i-dop'te-ra), n.

pi. [NL.,< Gr. iMKp6g, long, -I- NL. Lepidop-
tera, q. v.] Lepidopterous insects of consider-
able size, as collectively distinguished from the
smaller forms, which are called Mierolepidop-
tera. The name includes all the butterflies or Rkopalo-
cera, and the following six families of motiis or Betero-
eera: Sphingidce, Smidce, Zygomidoe, Bombyddce, NoctUr
idiB, and Geometridce,

macrolepidopterist (mak-ro-lep-i-dop'te-rist),
n. [< Macrolepidoptera -\- -ist.] One who is

versed in the natural history of the Macrolepi-
doptera.

Macroleptes (mak-ro-lep'tez), n. pi. [NL.
(Swainson, 1839).] A tribe of acanthopterygian
fishes distinguished by the development of con-
spicuous scales and large branchial apertures.
Itwas intended to include the pereiform, chseto-
dontoid, labroid, and similar fishes. [Rarely
used.]

macrology (mak-rol'o-ji), n. [< LL. macrologia,
< Gr. /micpohjyia, long speaking, < ftaKpoMyog,
speaking long, < fiaKpig, long, -I- T^eiv, speak:
see-ology.] Long and tedious talk; prolonged
discourse, with little or nothing to say ; super-
fluity of words. [Rare.]
macromeral (mak'ro-me-ral), a, [< macromere
+ -al.] Of or pertaining to a macromere: as,

macromeral blastomeres.
macromere (mak'ro-mer), n. [< Gr. /laicpSg,

long, + /iipog, a part.] lu embryol., the larger
one of two unequal masses into which the vi-

tellus of a lamellibranch, as a fresh-water mus-
sel, divides; the so-caUed vegetative cell of
Rabl, which subdivides into blastomeres, part-
ly by fission, partly by gemmation. See mi-
cromere.

macromeric (mak-ro-mer'ik), a. [< macromere
+ -ic] Same as macromeral. Hiacley.

macromeritic (mak"ro-me-rit'ik), a. [As mac-
romere -i- -ite^ + -ic] In'lithol., an epithet in-
troduced by Vogelsang to designate the gran-
itoid structure of a rock when developed
coarsely enough to be recognizable by the
naked eye. MacromffriHc is opposed to nvicromeriHc,
the latter indicating a ciystalline structure too fine to be
visible without the aid of the microscope.

macrometer (mak-rom'e-ter), n. [< Gr. ftaxpSg,

long, -I- iiirpov, measure.] A mathematical in-

strument for measuring inaccessible heights
and objects by means of two reflectors on a
common sextant.

macromolecule (mak-ro-mol'e-kiil), n. [< Gr.
ItaupdQ, long, + E. molecule.] A molecule con-
sisting of several molecules. G. J. Stoney,
1885.

macromyelon (mak-ro-ml'e-lon), n. [NL., <

Gr. fianpog, long, + fivelSg, marrow.] Owen's
name of the medulla oblongata: same as the
myelencephalon of Huxley and the metencepha-
lon of Quain and most anatomists.

macromyelonal (mak-ro-mi'e-lon-al), a. [<
macromyelon + -al.] Pertaining to the macro-
myelon; metencephaUo.
macron (mak'ron), n. [< (Jr. p.aKp6v, neut. of

ftaicpdg, long, tall, deep, far, large, great, long
in time, aMn to li^Kog, Doric fianog, length, and
prob. = L. macer (macr-), lean, lank: see mea-
ger.] In gram., a short horizontal line placed
over a vowel to show that it is long in quantity,
or, as in English, has a "long" sound: opposed
to the ireve, or mark of a short vowel. Thus, in
Greek s, z, u, and in Latin a, e, i, 8, u, the long vowels cor-

responding to the short vowels d, 6,1,0, ti, etc. ; in English,
a, e, i, 6, u, the conventional notations of the name-sounds
of these vowels. In this dictionary, in the etymologies, the
macron is used uniformly to indicate a vowel long in quan-
tity, to the exclusion of the circumflex (except in Greek)
and the acute, which are elsewhere often used for the same
purpose. Thus the Anglo-Saxon and Icelandic long vow-
els often, the Icelandic usually, denoted by the acute are
uniformly marked with the macron (the acute, in Anglo-
Saxon, being retained only as a convenient indication of a
diphthong, as in ed, ed, etc.). Also called maerotone.

Macrouemese (mak-ro-ne'me-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. fiaicpdg, long or large, +•' v^/ia, a thread, -I-

-ecB.] A name given by Saccardo to various
subsections of the Mucedinece, depending upon
the size of the hyphae.

macronucleus (mak-ro-nu'kle-us), n.
;

pi. ma-
cronuclei (-i). [NL., <'Gr. /laKpdc, long, large, +
NL. nucleus.] A large nucleus which may sub-
divide into or be replaced by smaller nuclei.

Macronyches (mak-ron'i-kez), «. pi. [NL., <

Gr. imKpdq, long, -I- iw^ (bwx-), claw, talon : see

onyx.] In Sundevall's classification of birds, a

macropodian

cohort of Gallince, composed of the Australian
mound-birds or Megapodida.
Macronyx (mak'ro-niks), n. [NL., < Gr./iaKpdg,

long, -f- 6vv^ {ovv%-), claw, talon : see onyx.] 1

.

In ornith., a genus of African larks of the family
Alaudidce, named by Swainson in 1827 on ac-

count of the long hind claw. There are several

species, as M. capensis.—2. In entom. : (a) A
genus of exotic robber-flies of the family AsiU-
dm. (6) Agenusof arctiidmoths. i^eMer, 1874.

macropetalous (mak-ro-pet'a-lus), a. [< Gr.
uaicpdc, long, -I- TriraTiov, a leaf (petal): seepetal.]

In hot, having large petals.

macrophthalmous (mak-rof-thal'mus), a. [<

Gr. fiaKpdg, long, large,+ b<l>da?i./j.6g, eye.] In eool.,

having large eyes.

macrophylline (mak-ro-fil'in), a. [NL., < Gr.

/MKp6g, long, large, + ^iiMov, a leaf.] In l)ot.,

consisting of elongated, extended leaflets or
foliose expansions : opposed to microphylline.

macrophyllous (mak-ro-fil'us), a. [< Gr. /la-

Kp6(j>v?M>g, long-leafed, i fax-p^g, long, + (jiiViov,

= L. foUum, a leaf.] In lot., having large
leaves.

Macropina (mak-ro-pi'na), n. pi. [NL., < Ma-
cropus + -ina^.] X division of marsupials, con-
taining the kangaroos. J. E. Gray, 1825.

macropinacoid (mak-ro-pin'a-koid), n. [< Gr.
/iOKpSg, long, + TTtvof (wivaK-^, a board, tablet,

+ eldog, form.] In crystal., a plane parallel to
the vertical and macrodiagonal axes of an or-

thorhombic crystal. See pinacoid.

macropinacoidal (mak-ro-pin-a-koi'dal), a. [<
macropinacoid + -al.] Of or "pertaining to a
macropinacoid : as, macropinacoidal planes.

Macropiper (mak-rop'i-p6r), n. [NL. (F. A.
Miguel, 1840), < Gr. /laKpdg, long, -I- nriwepi, > L.
piper, pepper : see pepper.] A genus of dicoty-
ledonous apetalous plants belonging to the
natural order Pipe-
raoece and the tribe
Piperew, character-
ized by an ovary
with one cell and one
ovule,flowers imper-
fect,usually in dense
axillary spikes, and
the fruit sessile, the
berries often having
the fleshy bracts and
raehis united with
them to form a mul-
tiple fruit. There are
about6species,nativesof
the islands in the Pacific.

Xhey are shrubs, with
erect stems, and alter-

nate leaves on petioles
dilated at the base. M.
Tnethyslicwm is the Poly-
nesian ava, cava, or kava,
from whose root a stimu-
lating beverage is made.
(See kava.) S. exeelsum
is the native pepper of
New Zealand, ttiekawa-k! , _ _

nishing a tea and a remedy for toothache, and bearing yel-
low berries edible except the seeds,

macropleural (mak-ro-pld'ral), a. [< Gr. //o-

Kp6g, long, -t- TtTievpa, side : see pleura.] Hav-
ing long pleursB : specifically applied to certain
trilobites, in distinction from trachypleural.
Amer. Jour. Sd., 3d ser., XXXH. 475.
macropod (mak'ro-pod), a. and n. [< Gr. /la-

Kpdvovg (-Trod-), long-footed, < uaKp6g, long, -I-

woiig (Trod-) = B. foot.] I. a. Having long or
la^e feet or legs.

II. «. A long-legged or long-footed animal.
macropodal (mak-rop'o-dal), a. [As macropod
+ -alT] Same as macropod.
macropodan (mak-rop'o-dan), a. and n. [As
macropod + -an.] Same as macropod.
Macropodia (mak-ro-po'di-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
fMKp6Trovg {-iroS-), long-footeil : see macropod.]
A genus of spider-crabs or sea-spiders founded
byW. E. Leach in 1813 upon the common British
species formerly known as Cancer phalangvum,
and made the type of a family Macropodiadce.
Stenorhynchus of Latreille is a synonym.
Macropodiadae (mak'ro-po-di'a-de), n. pi.
[NL., < Macropodia + -a'dm.] "A family of
enormously long-legged crabs, typified by the
genus Macropodia. Leptopodiidos is a syno-
nym. Also Macropodidw.
macropodian (mak-ro-p6'di-an), a. and n. [As
macropod + 4an.] I. a. Long-legged; macro-
pod ; specifically, of or pertaining to the Macro-
podiadce.

n. n: A long-legged crab; a member of
Leach's family Macropodiadce.

Branch of Macrofiifier methysti-
cutn. with flowers.

PSp.
New Zealand, the kawa-kawa, a small aromatic tree, fur-
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Macropodidae(mak-ro-pod'i-de), „.;,?. KJ/o- ™« <*a°g«s of plnmage the species resemble sandpipere. macrorooraiiffP fmak7•o-«T^o'T,lT,i^ ,. r/ xrrcropiui(_-pod-) + -l(lce.^ 1. AfamilVof maisnTiial ^- ^rv"" "^ *!>« ""nmon red-breasted or graj EaSed
™acro8porange (,maK-ro-spo ranj), n. [< ^L.

mammalsoftheorderZMdrfniCfl^Jir^?^ • ? snipe or dowltcher of North America. Also ^tten Jfa-
'««<?'-o»poraH<7i«m, q.v.] ba.me as macrosporan

qaartenramrbs.aid^K'i^M^* "'''*.^* maCTOrllilie (mak'ro-rm), a. [< Gi. luiKpdppig lliacrosporailgiophore(inak'r6-spo-ran' ji-6

S^Vf^.^A£?J!^°?L«««?!'"?8 th^of «>me rami. nose.] Having a long nose or snoat.

T^^^t^''J^tf^S^tfi.^J^'^^^^^"-^^h Macrorhinus (mak-T^n'nus), n. [XL., < Gr.wiOi smaU bmbs ending in fiTe-flngeted hands. XhelinH^ ^ZS, ^JT"?.*^ *« »«»™» »"d third toes beingmuch reduced mdinclosedinskm; the weight of the bodiM borne upon the enlarged foorth and fifth digits^ Thestomach 15 sacculated and the diet stoicil; hSbivoroiULIhe dental foimnla is : 3 incisorsabore and 1 below on each
sjde

; 1 canine, 1 iffemolar, and 4 molars in each upper, no
canine, 1 premolar, and i molars in each lower haH-iaw—m au, 30 teeth, ofwhich theuppercanines maybe absorbed,

^P"""™ «»"•» nde above and below may be decidn-

"J^ ThelaidinggeneraareJfMTopM, Habnatuna, Lagor-
^^PttngaU,Dendr<ilagta,aDia>oiv<wsi». Seebti^Svo.
£. same as MacropodiadtB.
Macropodiiue (mak'ro-po-di'ne), ». j)Z. [XL.,
< Maeropus {-pod') + -inee.'\ The leading snb-
femily of Macropodida; the kangaroos proper.
When the kangaroo-rats iHypiiprymmda) were includedm Maeropodtda, this family was divisible into Macropodi-
>ue and UyfgifTymniBa.
macropodons (mak-rop'o-dns), a. [As macro-
pod + -otig.] In hot., long-footed; of a lea^
having a long footstalk; of a monoeotyledonons
embryo, having the radicle large in proportion
to the cotyledon.
Macropoma (mak-ro-po'ma), n. [NL., < Gr.
luiKp6i, long, 4- ^aiia^ a cover, lid (opercnlnm).]
A genns of fossil coelacanthoid ganoid fishes
founded by Agassiz npon forms of Cretaceous

/jOKpdpptc, long-nosed, < ftOKpdg, long, + ^if (^tw-),

nose.] 1. A genns of PAocJdffi, ofthe subfamily
CystophorauE, characterized by the proboscis of
the male; the elephant-seals or sea-elephants.
jr. dephatUinug or leohinus is an enormous phocid found
on the coasts and islands of southern South America. M.
(oiffugtirogtris is named by Gill as a distinct species.

2. A genus of coleopterous insects.

macroscelidan (mak-ro-sel'i-dan), a. Having
the characters ot the Idcurose^didee.
llacroscelides (mak-ro-sel'i-dez), n. [NIi. (Sir
A. Smith, 1829), < Gr. lumpocut'/^, long-le^ed,
< /mKpdc, long, -1- cKe?Loc, leg.] The t^ieal ge-
•nus of the feunily Macroscelididw. it contains the
typical elephuit-shrews, such as M. proboeeideug. I^ine

seed, + ayyeiov, vessel, -t- -<jmpoc, < ijUpuv ='e!
6earl.] The envelop or foUage-leaf about or
bearing the macrosporanginm.
The foliage leaves, the envelopes of the spore-bearing

leaves, the micro- and maeneporangiophons had become
permanently differentiated in ascending order.

Geddet, Encyc. Brit, XYL im.

macrosporangiTUn (mak'ro-spo-ran'ji-um), ».;
j>l. macrosporangia{-fi). [NL.,<Gr./uii^,long,
-1^ oTTopd, seed, + ayyclov, vessel.] A sporan-
giumeontainingmacrospores. It ishomologous
with the ovule of flowering plants. Also called
goniotheea.

The microspores, doubtless through the intervention of
a spore-eating insect, had come to germinate upon the
macrosporanffium instead of upon the ground.

Geddes, Encyc. Brit, XTL 848.

JtwcpSg,

hot., an

terrestrial salient insectivorous mammals, of
mouse-like aspect, with soft pelage, and the
hinder limbs fitted for leaping (as in the jer-
boas) by the elongation of the leg and meta-
tarsus, uie tibia and fibula being ankylosed be-
low. The species are African, and known as efepAont-
Areue,elephant'mice,aDijumping-slirews. There are two

age with h'omoeercal toil and laree operculum. -eeaera,Maen^idesai,dPebvdmma. MsoMacnteeUtUe.

iDacroprism(mat'ro-pri:^),„, [<Gr./«.^, %«^P;fir^;frirri?^^"«i«^t^?JS
long, + spto/ja, prisna.] A prism of an oith&-
rhombic crystal lying between the unit prism
and the macropinacoid.
macropter (mak-rop'ter), n. [< Gr. /utxpi-

5!Tepof,long-winged: see mocropferoew.] Anani-
mal with long wings or fins.

macropteran (mak-iop'te-ran), a^ Same as
iiuieropterous.

macropteroTls (mak-rop'te-ros), a. [< Gr. /uz-

Kp6:rTcpoi, long-mnged, < /«wp<5f, long, + irrepdv, macTOSCiail (mak-ros'i-an), a. and n. [< Gr.
fuutpioiaoc, having a long sImdow,< iiOKpd^, long,
-I- OKia, shadow.] I. a. Casting a long shadow,
as persons or objects in high Gititudes.

TL. n. One who casts a long shadow; specifi-
cally, an inhabitant of the arctic or the antarc

poles intercept the sun's rays at a very low
angle, and therefore east very long shadows.
Compare antiscian.

wing, = E. feather.'] Long-winged; macrop-
teran ; longipennine or longipennate, as a bird.
Macropns (mak'ro-pus), n. [XL., < Gr. fiwepd-

srowf, long-footed : see macropod.] 1 . The typi-
cal genus otMaeropodidce, established by Shaw
in 1800. M. major is the giant kangaroo, or for-
ester. See/oresfcr, 4, and cut under ifcan^aroo.—2t. A generic name which has been variously
used for certain fishes, birds, insects, and cms-
taeeans, but is no longer in use, being antedated macroscopic (mak-ro-skop'ik), a. [< Gr. /uucpoc,
by the same name in mammalogy. long, lai^e, -I- aiamiiv, view.] Same as mega-
Macropygia (mak-ro-pij'i-a), n. [NL. (Swain- scopic.
son, 1837), < Gr. /autpof, long,+ ttv/v, rump, taiL] macroscopical (mak-ro-skop'i-kal), a. [< mac-A genus of Columhidm, including many species roseopic + -al.'] Same as megascopic. Quain,
of the East Indies and Australia, of large size Med. Diet., p. 892.
with long, broad taU, such as M. reinwardti; macroscopically{mak-ro-skop'i-kal-i),adr. By
the cuckoo-doves.

_ _
the naked eye; by superficial inspection, as

macropyramid (mak-ro-pir'a-mid), n. [< Gr. distinguished from minute or noieroseopic in-
imxpSq, long, -I- ^pa/u(, pyramid.] A pyramid spection; without the use of magnifiers.
of an orthorhombie crystal lying between the maCTOSeptnin (mak-ro-sep'tum), n.; pL macro-
zone of unit pyramid and the macrodomes. septa (-ta). [NL., < 6r. /uucpdc, long, -I- L. sep-
A new pyramid is produced, named a maero^/ramid. turn, a partition : see septum.] A large perfect

Eneye. Brit., XVl 3«o. septum or mesentery of an actinozoan, fur-
Macrorhampbosidse (mak'ro-ram-fos'i-de), n, - ..

. ^ » ^ „ as com-
pared with others belonging to the same spe-
cies. It is the female sporty and is homologous with the
embyo-sac of phanerogams. See Aeteraiporaus and nucro-
gpme, and cut under lao&es.

In some of <lie living dub-mosses there are two kinds
of spores, one being much larger tban the otlier. The
larger are known as maaro^oreg, whilst the smaller are
called microspores. Hvaiey, Physiography, p. 241.

2. Tnzool., one of the spore-like element8,fewin
number, but of relatively large size, into which
the bodies ofmanymonads become subdivided.
Also megaspore.

,<
. _..... . „ of

limb is very spreading ; a crown of five scales is inflexed aseomyeetous fungi with erect, basal, pedicel-
in the tiiroat The stigma is depressed. The genus em- late, and at length septate spores,
brac^ 3 or * closely related 5>ecira of twining, high- maCTOSporoid (mak-ro-spo'roid), a. [NL., < Gr.clmbrng rihrubb, plants covered with braUy hairs, rang- p^^,^ng, + <T7ro/w,-seH + ^, form.] Ee-

sembling or related to the genus Maerosporium.
inacrosporopliyL macTosporophyll (mak-ro-
spo'ro-fil), n. [NXi., < Gr. iuiKp6q, long, lai^e, +

boldt, Bonplaiid, and Kunth, 1818), so called in
allusiontothe large scales of thecrown; <GT./ia-

ing from Peru to Central America. One of more of the
species furnish the aromatic bitter drag cunduranga

a'jropd, seed, -1- ^ii'/Miv, leaf.] The leaf-beso-mg
macrosporanginm of the heterosporous Pterido-
phyta, the homologue of the carpel in the Pha-
nerogamia.

tic zone: so called because objects near the Macrostachya (mak-ro-stak'i-a), n. [NL., <
Gr. luutpdg, long, + ardxvQ, stachys: see s'to-

chys.] A genus of fossil plants established by
Schimper (1869), belonging to the Calamarice
or Equisetacea. They are arborescent plants, with ap-
pressed linear leaves ; the leaf-scars are marked upon the
artlcolations by transversely oval rings, like the links of a
chain ; the scars of the branches are .verticillate, large,
round, umbonate, with a stigmarioid ventral mammilla;
the spikes are very large, cylindrical; the bracts are lan-
ceolate, costate in the middle, imbricate scarcely longer
thanthe intemodes. Foorteen species areknown, ranging
from the Lower Carboniferous to the Permian, and occur-
ring in Saxony, Prussia, Bohemia, Silesia, France, England,
and Spain, as well as in Pennsylvania, West Yirginia, Bli-
noi^ ^id ArlrananH

Macrostoma (mak-ros'to-ma), n. pi. [< Gr.
luuipoQ, long, + ardiia, mouth.] A family of tra-
eheUpod gastropods with a very lai^e mouth
or aperture to tiie shell, such as those of the
seaeTZ,StomatiaaxiA.StomateUa. Lamarek,lS12.
Also Macrostomata, Macrostomiana (Jay, 1836),
and Macrogtomida.

. . nished with reproductive organs: opposed to
pi. [NIj.,< Maerorhamp]iosus+ -id(B.'i Afamily microseptum.
of hemibranchiate fishes, typified by the genus macrosiplion (mak-ro-a'fon), ». [NL., < Gr. _,_„--4.-_- , v - ..*.-_\ r^ rt jl

Macrorhamphosus. They have the body compressed, uaKpdg, long, -I- <7i0<«.,-siphon: see siphim] The ^*i^°!j°™f (™*^
'fif^™!'

"' JL ^^'j
'""S^'• ^- • ^•--''™^ iaririiomyinteiiaKendoceratitic) siphon or ^T3i tr^l^i:^"!^?.A.^^^.^^°^^.armed with bony plates anteriorly and especially on the

back, a long tabiform snout, abdominal ventral fins with
a spine and 7 rays, an^a distinct dorsal fin at or behind the
middle of the length. The family consists of few species
and two genera, Qie leading one of which is Maerorham-
phamaacCmtriaa. JT. or C. «eu&Ku8 inhabits especially
European seas, north to Uie southern coast of Great Brit-
ain, but has also been found on the MassachusettB coast
These fishes are known as trmnpet-fixh, beUous-fish, gnipe-

fith, vnodcoek-fiih, and tea-snipe. Aiao called CerOritdiltB.

macrOThamphosoid (mak'ro-ram-fo'soid), a.

and n. [< Macrorhamphosus + -oid.] 1. o.

Pertaining to the Maerorhamphosidce, or having
their characters.

n. «. One of the MacrorhamphoHdce.
MacTorhamphosns (mak'ro-ram-fo'sus), n.

[NL., < Gr. iioKpdg, long, + p&ii^, a biU, beak,
-1- L. term, -osus, E. -ose, -ous.] The typical ge- macrosomite (mak-ro-so'mit), ?!

nus of ^ocrorftampftoSMte, established by Lac6- - . _ . - • .. ,

pMe in 1802, commonly called Centriscus.

MacrOTliampll'as (mak-ro-ram'fus), n. [NL.,

< Gr. /Mucpig, long, + pd/tfog, a bUl, beak.] A
leadhig genus of Scolopacida, founded by Ste-

phens in 1824; the robin-snipes or web-toed

shell has a very wide or patent aperture, as
one of the HalioUdee.

MacrostoniidaB(mak-ro-stom'i-de),7!.j)J. [NL.,
< Macrostoma + -ida.] ' Same as Macrostoma.

nak-ros'to-mum), n. [NL., <
Gr. puiKpdg, long, + ard/ui, aperture.] A genus
of rhabdocoelous turbeUaxians, among the sim-
plest of the Aprocta. it has no protmsile buccal
proboscis. The male and female organs are united in the
same individual, but open by separate apertures.

macTOStyle (mak'ro-stil), a. [< Gr. fuiKpdq,

long, -t- CTvKog, piUar: see styU^.] In &o*., hav-
ing an unusually long style.

Amer. Xat., macrostylospore(ma^-ro-sti'lo-sp5r),n. [NL.,
< Gr. fuucpoc, long, large, -I- arvTioQ, pillar, -I- airopd.

funnel of some cephalopods. See m/icrosipho-

nula.

macrosiplionnla (mak'ro-si-fon'u-m), n^ pL ^^„cro«oma-r-M«B.j

;^rT^]^il&S^^4h5^£: M^crostommn (mak-Vto-mum)

as nautiloids, during which the large endocera-
titie siphon makes its appearance. Hyatt,
Proe. Bost. Soe.Nat. Hist., 1887.

maCTOSiphoillllai (mak'ro-si-fon'u-lar), a. [<
maerosiphonula + -ar^.] Macrosiphonulate.
macrosiplioimlate (mak'ro-sl-fon'u-lat), a.

[< macrosiphonida + -ate^.] Pertaining to or of
the nature of a maerosiphonula.
XXn.878,

[KGi./ioKpSg, seed.] in6of.,astyIbsporeofla^e8izeaseom-
long,-l- <Tu/Hi,body: see«<w«tfe.] Alarge somite paredwith others of the same species. Seea^-
or primitive metamere ; one of the larger pri- lospore.

mary segments or divisions of the embryo of Macrotarsi (mak-ro-tar'si), n.pl. [NL., < Gr.
some insects, preceding the formation of the /iaicp6g, long, -1- -ap'adg, any broad, flat surface

:

definitive metameres, or microsomites. Amer.
Nat, XXTT. 941

snipes. The bni is exactly as in the true snipes {Qal- maCTOSOlIlitic (mak'ro-so-mit'ik), a. [< macro-
fiwvoX but the feet are senuplmat^ewin^ are tong

^^^ + ^ -j qj ^j^ "nature of a maoroso
and pointed, the tail is doubly emaiginate uid has only - -!

12 reStrices, the tiblse are naked below, and the tarsus

is longer tlian the middle toe and claw. In the pattern

mite; pertaining to a macrosomite. Amer. Xat.,
XXn. 941.

see tarsus.] In Uliger's classification (1811), a
family of his Potticata, including the tarsier
and certain of the lemurs.
maCTOtarsiail (mak-ro-tar'si-an), a. and n. [As
Macrotarsi + -an.] t. a. Having long tarsi.

n. n. An animal that has long tarsi.



Macrotarsius

Macrotarsius (mak-ro-tar'si-us), )(. [NL.: see
Macrotarsi.^ Same as Cursorius.

macrothere (mak'ro-ther), n. An animal of
the genus ilacrotherium.

Macrotheriidse (mak"r6-tlie-ri'i-de), », pi.

[NL., < Macrofhorium 4- -idm.l A family of
large fossil edentate mammals established for
the reception of the genera Macrotherium and
Aneylotlierium, remains of which occur in the
Miocene of Prance and Greece, and indicate a
generalized type of edentates.
macrotherioid (mak-ro-the'ri-old), a. [< Ma-
crotherium + -Old.'] liesembling or related to
the macrotheres.
Macrotherium (mak-ro-the'ri-um), n. [NL., <
Gr. fiaKpdq, long, + dr/piov, a wild beast.] The
typical genus of Macrotheriidce. it is supposed
to represent the oldest type of edentates. It has rootless
and enamelless teeth, immense claws, and apparently no
dermal armor. Kemains occur In the Miocene of France.

macrotin (mak'ro-tin), n. Same as cimicifugin.

Macrotis (mak-ro'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. imKpdg,
long, + oiq (uT-) = E. ear^: see Otis.'] 1. A
genus of bandicoots of the family Perameli-
dcB, having long pointed ears like those of a
rabbit, proportionally longer hind limbs than
the typical bandicoots, the hallux wanting, the
tail long and hairy, and the pouch opening for-

ward. M. lagotis is called the native rabbit in
Australia, from its size and general appearance.— 3. A genus of tenebrionine beetles. Dejean,
1833.

macrotome (mak'ro-tom), n. [< Gr. as if *im-
uprndjioQ, cf. fiaKpdTOfieg, out long (said of shoots
so pruned), < /laKpdg, long, + re/iVEiv, raiieiv, cut.]

An apparatus by the aid of which gross sec-
tions may be made of a specimen for anatom-
ical purposes.

macrotone (mak'ro-ton), n. [< Gt. /laKpdg, long,
-t- Tdvog, tone. Cf . Gr. /^aicpdrovog, stretched out,

< fianpSs, long, -I- Teivuv, stretch.] Same as
macron.

macrotOllS (mak-ro'tus), a. [< MGr. uaKpiirm,
long-eared, < Gr. /iaxpdc, long, -f- ovg (ur-) = B.
earl.] Long-eared.
Macrotrachia (mak"ro-tra-ki'a), n.pl. [NL., so
called in allusion to tie siphons, < pjiKpog, long,
^ rpaxeia, trachea : see trachea."] A tribe of
Dithyra or bivalves characterized by the elon-
gated siphons, embracing the families Phola-
didce, Myidce, TelUnidce, etc. Swainson, 1840.

macrotypous (mak'ro-ti-pus), a. [< Gr. fuiKpdQ,

long, + TtiTTOf, form: see type.] In mineral.,
having a long form.
Macroura, macroural, etc. See Maerura, etc.

Macrozamia (mak-ro-za'mi-a), n. [NL. (Mi-
quel, 1842), so called in allusion to the sterile

appearance of the male fructification; < Gr.

fiaKpdc, large, + ^aftia, loss.] A genus of gym-
nosperms belonging to the natural order Cyca-
dacece, the tribe Encephalartece, and the sub-
tribe EuencephalartecB, characterized by the fe-

male cones having hard peltate scales, usually
produced into an erect acuminate blade. They
are low forms, with an erect ovoid or cylindrical trunk,
covered by the persistent bases of the petioles, living in
swampy places near the sea, and have pinnate leavesresem-
bling the fronds of tree-ferns, occasionally twisted in some
species, and large cones. About 14 species are l^nown, all

inhabitants of tropical and temperate Australia; several of
tliese are cultivated for ornament. From their general
appearance, plants of this genus sometimes receive the
ja-TaQotfem-paXm. Jf. spiralis is the borrawang-nut. See
cut under Cycadacece.

Inacrozo6gonidium(mak-ro-z6"o-g6-nid'i-um),
n.

;
pi. macrozoogonidia (-a). [Nli., < Gr. //a-

Kpoc, long, large, + Ctiov, an animal, + NL. goni-

dium, q. v.] In bat., a zoSgonidium of large

size as compared with others of the same spe-

cies, as those produced by certain fresh-water
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racostracous crustaceans of the OTder Decapoda,
containing those which are long-tailed, as the
lobster, crawfish, prawn, shrimp, etc.: distin-

guished from .Brac%Mra andAnomura. The ab-
domen is long, muscular, flexible, and covered with a hard,
segmented shell ; it bears usually six pairs of appendages,
the last modified into a caudal fin or swimming-tail. Both
pairs of feelers are long and filiform ; the inner pair are
always exserted, and the outer have often a modified exopo-
dite as an appendage at the base. Also speUed Macroura.

macriiral (mak-ro'ral), a. [As macrurous +
-al.] Same as macrurous.
macruran (mak-rS'ran), n. [< Maerura + -an.]
A member of the group Maerura.
Macruridse (mak-ro'ri-de), n. pi, [NL., < Ma-
crur'us + -idx.] A family of anaeanthine fishes,

typified by the genus Macrurus. It consists of
gadoids, which have an elongated tail tapering bacltward
and without a separate caudal tin, a postpectoral anus,
enlarged suborbital bones, an inferior mouth, subbrachial
ventral fins, a distinct anterior dorsal, and a long second
dorsal and anaL The family includes about 16 deep-sea
fishes, of 5 genera, known as grenadiffrs, rattaUs, etc.

macruroid (mak-ro'roid), a. and n. [< Macrti-
rus + -aid.] I. a. Pertaining to the Macruridce,
or having their characters.

II. n. A member of the family Maeruridce.
macrurous (mak-ro'rus), a. [< NL. Macrurus,
long-tailed, < Gr. imKp6q, long, -1- ovpd,, tail.]

Long-tailed; longioaudate.
Macrurus (mak-ro'rus), n. [NL. : see macru^
rous.] 1. In ichth., the typical genus of Ma-
cruridw, having a long tapering tail. M.fabricii,

The protoplasmic contents of certain cells [of Hydro-
diclyon] break up into a large number of daughter-cells
(macrozoogonidia), there being often as many as 7000 to

20,000. Bessey, Botany, p. 228.

macrozoospore (mak-ro-zo'o-spor), n. [< Gr.
/laapdi, long, + C^^ an animal, + ajropd, seed.

Cf. zoospore.] 1. In «o67., a macrospore.

Ibemacrozobspore soon acquires a thin cell-wall, through
which the cilia protrude.

Huxley and Ma/riin, Elementary Biology, p. 391.

2. In bot, a zoospore of large size as compared
vrith others produced in the same species.

In some oases the protoplasm of the cell [of Hxmatococ-
cus] divides only once or twice, the result being the for-

mation of two or four relatively large zoospores, called

macrozoospores. Vines, Physiology of Plants, p. 605.

Maerura (mak-ro'ra), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of

macrv/rus, long-tailed : see macrurous.] A sub-
ordinal or Buperfamily group of stalk-eyed tho-

Grenadier, or Onion-fish ^Macrurus rufestris).

the rattail, and K. (Coryphoenoides) rupeslris are the two
best known, both inhabiting deep water of the North At-
lantic. Bloeh, 1787.

2. A genus of dipterous insects. Lioy, 1864.

mactation (mak-ta'shqn), n. [= OF. macta-
tion, < LL. mactatio{n-^, a killing for sacrifice,

< mactare (> It. matare = Sp. Pg. matar = OP.
macter), offer for sacrifice, sacrifice, immolate,
kill, slaughter.] The act of killing a victim
for sacrifice. [Rare.]

Here they call Cain's offering, which is described and al-

lowed to be the first fruits of the ground only, 0vGio.v, a
sacrifice or mactation.

ShucJi^ord, On the Creation, Pref., p. ciii.

mactatort (mak-ta'tor), n. [< L. mactator, a
slayer, < mactare, sacrifice, kill. Cf. matador,
from the same source.] One who kills a vic-
tim for sacrifice. [Rare.]

Mactra (mak'tra), n. [NL., < Gr. ji&Krpa, a
kneading-trough, < n&aaew {\/ /laK), knead : see
macerate,] The typicalgenus of the familyMac-
tridCB. Upward of lOO species are described, of world-wide
distribution. Jlf. (or Spisula) solidimma is a large species
with a thick heavy shell, five or six Inches long, abundant
along the Atlantic coast of the United States on sandy
beaches. It is known as the mrf-cla/m, sea-clam, and hen-
clam, and is used for soups and chowders.

Mactracea (mak-tra'sf-a), n. pi. [NL., < Mac-
tra + -acea.] If. A family of acephalous or bi-

valve moUusks, comprising the genera Mactra,
Lutraria, Crassatella, Erydna, Ungulina, Sole-

mya, and AmpMdesma, and scattered in several
different families. LamarcJc, 1S09.— 2. Now a
suborder or superfamily of bivalves, including
only the family Mactridw and related forms.
mactracean (mak-tra'se-an), a. and«. [< mac-
trace-ous + -an.] I. a! Mactraceous.

II. n. A member of the family Mactridw.
mactraceous (mak-tra'shius), a. [< Mactra, +
-aceous.] Having the characters of the Mac-
tridce; mactroid.

Mactridse (mak'tri-de), n.pl. [NL., < Mactra
+ 4dm.] A family of sipnonate bivalve mol-
lusks, typified by
the genus Mactra;
the round-clams or

trough-shells. The
shell IS equivalve, trigo-

nal, and sinupallial, and
has generally close-fit-

ting valves. The hinge
is characteristic, that of

the left valve having a
V-shaped cardinal tooth
closing into two diver-
gent branches of the

right valve's cardinal tooth. The mantle is open in front,

and the long united siphonal tubes are fringed with ten-
taculiform processes. The foot is linguiform. The Mactrl-

da are mostly marine shells of wide distribution. They
are also called Maetrceid<e, HactradcB, Mactracea, and Mac-
trina.

Mactra stultorum (right valve).

mad
mactroid (mak'troid), a. and n. [< Mactra +
-o\d.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the Mactridx.

. II. n. A member of the family Mactridm.

macuca (ma-kii'ka), n. [S. Amer.] A large

tiuamou of South'America, Tinamus major.

macula (mak'u-ia), «.; pi. maculw (-le). [L., a

spot, stain : see made, mackle, macule, maiU.] A
spot; a blotch. Specifically— (a) A temporary or per-

manent discoloration"of a larger or smaller piece of skin,

as by excess or lack of pigment, by extravasation of blood,

by telangiectasis, by localized hyperemia, or otherwise. (6)

A dark area on a luminous surface, specifically on the disk

of the sun or of the muon. A solar macula is usually called

a sun-spot.

And lastly, the body of the sun may contract some spots

or macules greater than usual, and by that means be dark-

ened. T. Burnet, Theory of the Earth.

Cerebral maculae. See cere&raJ.— Macula acustloa,
the somewhat opaque spot in the utriculus of the mem-
branous labyrinth where the branches of the auditory

nerve enter it.— Macula cribrosa, the sieve-like spot, a
patch of minute foramina in the fovea hemispherica of the
vestibule of the ear, through which filaments of the audi-

tory nerve pass.— Macula germlnativa, the so-called

germinal spot or macula, or Wagnerian corpuscle ; the
nucleolus of an ovum.—Macula lutea, the yellow spot

of the retina of the eye, an oval yellow patch, about A of

an inch in diameter, on the retina opposite the pupil, and
the.position of most distinct vision. See retina.

macular (mak'u-lar), a. [< macula + -ar^.]

Spotted ; exhibiting or characterized by spots

:

as, a macular condition or appearance.
maculate (mak'u-lat), V. t.

;
pret. and pp. mac-

ulated, ppr. maculating. [< L. maculatus, pp.
of maculare, spot, speckle, < macula, a spot:
see macula, macule.] To spot; stain; blur.

They blush, and think an honest act
Dooth their supposed vertues macvlate.

Marston, Satires, iii. 50.

For Warts, we rub our Hands before the Moon, and
commit any imaculated Part to the Touch of the Dead.

Bourne's Pop. AnMq. (1777), p. 97.

Maculated fever. Seefeveri.

maculate (mak'u-lat), a. [< Jj. maculatus, pp.:
see the verb.] Spotted ; marked with spots

;

blotted; hence, stained; defiled; impure.
Arm. My love is most immaculate white and red.
Moth. Most m^iculate thoughts, master, are masked un-

der such colours. Shak., L. L. L., i. 2. 97.

Oh, vouchsafe.
With that thy rare green eye, which never yet
Beheld thing maculate, look on thy virgin 1

Fletcher (and another). Two Noble Kinsmen, v. 1.

maculation (mak-u-la'shon), n. [= It. maco-
lazione, maeulazion'e, < L. maculatio{n-), a spot-
ting, spot, < maculare, spot: see ma,culate.] 1.
The act of spotting, or the state of being spot-
ted.— 2. The manner of spotting, or the pattern
of the spots with which an animal or plant is

marked.
Patches of vividly red Poppies, with fine black maeala-

tions, like eyes, edged with white.
Amer. Nat., XXII. 642.

The maeulaUon is normally noctuidous, and the wings
are ample. Science, IV. 44.

3. A staining; defilement; smirching.
For I will throw my glove to Death himself.
That there's no m^acmation in thy heart.

Shak., T. and C.,iv. 4. 66.

To suffer it to start out in the life of her son was in a
manner to publish again her own obliterated maoidaiiim.

The Attantic, LVIII. 44S.

maculatory (mak'u-la-to-ri), a. [< maculate +
-ory.] Defiling; staining.

The lutulent, spumy, maculatory waters of sin.

£ev. T. Adams, Works, 1. 166. (Dasira.)

maculaturet (mak'u-la-tur), n. [= P. macula^
twre = Sp. maculatura;' &s maculate + -ure.]
1. A waste sheet of printed paper. M. PhiU
lips, 1706.— 2. Blotting-paper. Coles, 1717.
macule (mak'fil), n. and v. Same as mackle.
maculose (mak'ii-los), a. {<. "L. maculosus,
spotty: see mamilous.] Marked vrith spots;
spotted; maculated.
maculous (mak'u-lus), a. [= OV . macukua,
= Sp. Pg. It. maculoso, < L. maculosus, spotty,
spotted, < macula, a spot : see macula, macule.]
Spotted ; full of spots.

macuta, macute (ma-kS'ta, ma-kot'), n. [Ap-
par. African.] A money of account and coin
on the west coast of -Africa, it originally signified
2,000 cowries, but the British and Portuguese governments
have coined small silver pieces to represent this value.
The coined macuta is otherwise called a ten-cent piece.

madi (mad), a. [Early mod. E. madde; < ME.
made, maad, mad, also in comp. *med, < AS. ge-
mted (in this form a contraction of gemceded, in
glosses also gemaeded, gevwidid, prop. pp. of the
verb, reduced as in fai^, a., orig. pp., ftiti, pp.,
etc.), also more orig. gemdd, mad, senseless,
vain, foolish, = OS. gemed, foolish, = 0H(>. gor
meit, vain, foolish, proud, MHG. gemeit, lively,
cheerful, gay, = feel, meiddr (pp. for orig.
"meidhr) = (Joth. gamaids, maimed (the senses



mad
'foolish, mad,' and 'maimed' being appar.differ-
ent deTelopments of an earlier sense ' changed,'
'altered,' appearing in Goth, in the simple
form), the form gemdd l>eing < ge-, a generaliz-
ing prefix, + mad, mad, fonnd but onee (in
mad n)o<i,'mad mood,' takenby Grein as a com-
pound noun, 'madness '), = Goth. *maids, found
in comp. as above, and in the derivedverb maidy
jaii,change,alter,cormpt,»»»uiid;aH,change,ex-
ehange, alter, transfigure, > inmaideins, change,
exchange .] 1 . Disordered ininteUeet ; dement-
ed; crazy; insane: said of persons.
Their masters, not a little agreened, gaue oat a rumour

' tbat Mahomet was fnodife, and posseessed of a Diaell.
Purckat, Pilgrimage, p. 244.

1 sbonld be glad
If all tliis tide of grief would make me mad.

Btaa. and FL, Maid's Xragedy, iiL L
2. Furious from disease or other cause; en-
raged: rabid: said of animals: as. a mad dog;
a )Had bull.

The dog, to gain his private ends.
Went mad, and bit the man.

Guldmuth, Death of a Mad Dog.

Water from which a fmnfdog may have drankmust . . .

be considered dangerous for at least twenty-fonr hoois.
Qu^h, Med. Diet, p. 1319.

3. Under the infiuence of some uncontrollable
emotion. (a)Veryangiy; enraged; fnrions. [Nowchlef-
ly coUoq.]

And being exceedingly mad against them, I persecuted
them even onto strange cities. Acts zzvt 11.

The King ismad at her entertaining Jermin, and she is
•mild at Jermin's going to many from her: so they are all

nod; and thns the kingdom is governed

!

Pepys, Diaiy, m. 209.

<&) Wildly or recklessly frolicsome : said of persons or of
their acts.

How now, nuuiwag! Shak,, 1 Hen. IV., L 2. 50.

Two children in two neighbom- villages
Playing mad pranks along the heathy leas.

Tennyson, Circomstance,

<r) Excited with immoderate curiosity, longing, admira-
tion, or devotion; infatoated.

Helovedher; for indeed hewasmad for her, and talked
of Satan and of Limbo and of Furies.

Shale, All's Wen, v. a 26a

Hisother sister is as T7uu2 in Methodism as tiiis in physic^
Walpole, Letters, II. 20.

O mad for t^e charge and i^e battle were w&
Tennyson, Charge ot the Heavy Brigade.

4. Proceeding from or indicating frenzy;
prompted by infatuation or fury.

It were a mad law that would subject reason to snperi-
oritle of place. MUton, Eikonoklast^ xL

Fierce wants he sent.

And mad diaqnietudes.
SheBey, Prometheus Unbound, iL 4.

lAke mad, as if mad or crazy ; in a reckless manner.

A bear, enraged at the stinging of a bee, ran lOoe mad
into the bee-garden, and overtomed aU Uie hives.

Sir B. L'Sstmnge.

Thence liy coach, with a mad coachman, that drove like

mad, and down hyeways^ throogh Buckleisbuiy home—
everybody thioagh the sbeet cmaing him, being ready to
ran over them. Pepys, Kary, n. 6.

Hadasaliatter. SeeAoMeri.—HadasaUarchhare.
SeeAorei.

—

IBsuA. Parliament, a great council held at
Oxford in 1258 in order to accommodate the differences

-which had arisen between the barons and the king, owing
to the persistent evasion by Uie king of the obligations im-
posed on the sovereign by Magna Charfa. It enacted the
Provisions of Oxford, requiring the faithfnl observance by
the king of the Great Charter, and providing for the as-

sembling of Pariiament three tames a year, and regular
con&ol over the chief jasticiar, chancellor, and otherhigh
officers.—To go <vrunmad, to become violently distract-
ed or donented. =Syn. 1. Deranged, delirioDS, frensied,

raging.—3 (a)i Exa.spentted.

mad^ (mad), n. [< mad, a.] Madness; intoxi-

cation- SaHiicM. [Prov. Eng.]
mad^t (mad), v.; pret. and pp. madded, ppr. mad-
ding. [< ME. maddeyi (pret. madded), < AS. ge-

nt^an (pp. gemteded, also reduced to gem&d),
make foolish or mad, < gemxed, gemad, foolish,

mad: see mad^, a.] I. trans. To make mad or

furious; distract; enrage; madden.
You'd mad the patient'st body in the world.

B. Jonson, Every Han in his Humour, iv. 1,

I tookmy Lady Pen home, and her daughter Pe^; and,
after dinner, I made my wife show them her pictures,

which did mad Pegg Pen, who learns of the same man.
P^iys, Diary, IL 290.

n. intrans. 1. To be mad; go mad.

Wei nygh for the fere he sbnlde madde.
Chaucer, Complaint of Mais, L 253.

" Alas! " quath the fteir, " almost y madde in mynd^
To sen hoax this Minoures many men begyleth."

Piers Plmrmans Crede (E. E. T. S.^ 1. 28a

a. To rage ; fight madly.
Bat for none hate he to the Grekes hadde

;

Ne also for the rescons of the town,

Ne made him thus in armes for to madde,
Chaueer, Troilos, i. 479.
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mad^, made^ (mad, mad), II. [< ME. mathe, <
AS. mathu, matha, a worm, ma^ot, =OS. matho
= D. M1.G. made = OHG. madr>. iIHG. G. made,
a ma^ot, =Goth. matha, a worm; perhaps.with
formative -tiiu, -Uia, from the root of mdwan,
mow ('cut, gnaw'): see moic^. Cf. math, from
the same verb. Hence ult.«iad(Joci- and waM-Ji.
Cf . moUi.l A maggot or grub.
mad^. An obsolete form of made", past par-
ticiple of niatfl. Chaueer.
Madagascan (mad-a-gas'kan), a. and n. [<
Madagasc{ar) + -<i».] I. a. Of or pertaining
to Madagascar, a large island lying to the east
of and near to the continent of Africa. Com-
pare Malagasy.
H. n. A native or an inhabitant of Mada-

gascar.

Madagascar falcon, ^ee falcon.
Madagascaiian (mad'a^as-ka'ri-an), a. [<
Madagascar + -taw.] "Same as Jitadagascan.
[Rare.]
Madagascar, the Comoros, and the widely-scattered

Mascarene Islands constitute a fifth snbr^on, the most
distinct and remarkable of all, and for this we may most
reasonably use the name Madagascarian.

A. Newton, Enpyc Brit, HL 758.

Madagascar manna. Same as dulcitol.
marfam (mad'am), n. [=r D. madam (used
ironically)= G" madam = Dan. madame = Sw.
madam = Sp. Pg. madama, < P. madame (orig.

ma dame) = It. madonna, orig. mia donna (see
madonna), < L. mea domina, my lady: mea (>
F. ma = It. nda), fern, of meus (aec. meum, >
P. mon = It. mio), my, < me = E. me; domina,
lady, mistress: see dame. Cf. madame.'\ 1.
My lady; lady: originally a formal term of ad-
dress to a lady (a woman of rank or authority,
or the mistress of a household) ; now a conven-
tional term of address to women of any degree,
but chiefly to married and matronly women.
After anotho- wordor aphrase it is colloquially contracted
into ma'am, vnam, vulgarly martn, mum, m'm, or 'm .* as,

yes,ma'am; no, ma'am (vulgarly yes'm, no'm); thank yon,
ma am.

It is fnl fair to been yclept madame.
And goon to vigilyes al bifore.
And have a mantel roialliche ybore.

Chaucer, Gen. ProL to (3. T., L 376.

I was the mistress o' Pitfan,
And madatn o* Kincraigie.

Oights Lady (Child's Ballads, VTH. 286).

Sly. What must I call her?
Lord. Madam.
Sly. Al'ce madam, or Joan mada7n ?
Lard. Madam, and nothing else ; so lords call -ladies.

Shak., T. of the S., Ind., 2. 111.

That is Madam Lncy—my master's mistress's maid.
Sheridan, Rivals, L 1.

Take, Madam, this poor book of song.
Tennyson, To the Queen.

(a) A title used to designate women under the rank of
Lady, but moving in respectable society; prefixed to a
surname, equivalent to Mrs. Compare rnisiTess.

Good people all, with one accord,
lament for Jfodom Blaize.

Goldsmith, El%y on Mrs. Mary Blaize.

Here [in Plyinoath, Massachusetts] and in some neigh-
bouring places it has been and stUl [1807] is the practice to
prefix to the name of a deceased female of some considera-
tion, as the parson's, the deacon's, or the doctor's wife, the
title of madam.

E. A. Kendaa, Travels, n. 44. {Pvckering.)

(b) See the quotation. The use mentioned is not uncom-
mon in all lurts of the United States.

The title of Madam is sometimes given here [in Boston],
and generally in . . . the South, to a mother whose son
has married, and the daughter-in-law isthen called "Mrs."
By this means they avoid tiie inel^ant phraseology of
" old Mrs. A," or the Scotch " Mrs. A, senior."

Sir C. LyeU, Second Visit, ix. (BartUtt..)

2. A lady; a woman of fashion or pretension
often used with a suggestion of disparagement

:

as, a conceited madam; city madams—uiscel-
lany madamt. See muceSany.—The Wariam, the mis-
tress ; the head of a household. [Tnlgar, IT. S.]

madam (mad'am), t;. t. [< madam, h.] To ad-
dress as madajn.
Madam me no madam. Dryden, Wild Gallant, iL 2.

I am reminded of my vowed obedience ; Madam'd op
perhaps to matrimonial perfection. ^^

Biehardson, Clarissa Harlowe, VUL 303. (Dames.)

madame (ma-dam' or mad'am), 71.; -pl.mesdames
(ma-dam'). [F.: see madam, the naturalized
E. form.] 1. Madam ; my lady: a term of ad-
dress used like madam, but more formal or af-

fected. Abbreviated Mme.
In Egypt^ dear madame, it is considered unwomanly

... for a lady to show more of her face than one eye be-
hind a veiL G. W. Cvrtis, Harper's Mag., XUT. 775.

2. Formerly, in France, a term of address to a
woman of rank, whether married or single. See
mademoiselle, 1 and 2.

madam-townf, «. The chief or finest town of

a country.

Madar-plant.

madder
nourishing London, the staple of wealth and madame.

Uncne of the realme, is there no place so lewde as thy
selfe? G. Harvey, Pierce's Supererogation (1593).

madapollam(mad-a-pol'am),H. [SocaUedfrom
Madapollam, a town in India.] A long cotton
cloth, stouter than ordinary calico, and inter-
mediate in quality between calico and muslin.
mad-apple (mad'ap'l), h. Same as egg-plant.

madar, mndar (ma-dar', mu-dar'), ». [Bind.
madai.l An East Indi-
an name of species of
Calotropis, chiefly C. gi-

gantea.v^hose root-bark
is the source of a drug
highly reputed in the
East, and whose stem-
bark furnishes the yer-
eum-fiber.

madarosis (mad-a-ro'-
sis), «. [NIi.,<Gr.'/i«idd-

pocic, a making bald, <
/mdapmv, make bald, <

fiadapdg, balcL flabby,
loose, < fiaSav, melt
away, fall ofE, be bald; ef. L. madere, be wet:
see madid.1 Loss of the hair, particularly of
the eyelashes.

madbrain (mad'bran), n. and a. I, n. A rash
or hot-headed person ; a harebrained person.

'

Here's a madbrain o* th' first rate, whose pranks scorn
to have precedents. MiddUton, MsA World, L

H. a. Harebrained ; hot-headed; rash.

The madbrainest roisterdoister in a conntrey.
G. Harvey, Four Letters.

I must, forsooth, be forced
To give my hand, opposed against my heart,
Unto a mad^brain rudesby, full of spleen.

Shak., T. ot the S., iiL 2. la

mad-brained (mad'brand), a. Same as nmd-
brain.

Others sent messengers & tokens, which very many of
the madrbrayned yong men acc^ted and beleeued for
good sooth. Stow, The West Saxons.

madcap (mad'kap), ii. and a. [< mad^ + cap^,
taken as ' head.'] I. n. A personwho acts mad-
ly or wildly; a flighty or harebrained person;
one who indulges in frolics.

These are the merry Romans, the brave madcaps.
Fletcher, Bonduca, iL 3.

H, a. Pertaining to orresembling a madcap;
wild; harum-scarum.

Where is his son.
The nimble-tooted madcap prince of Wales,
And his comrades, that daff'd the world aside,
Andbiditpass! SKot:, 1 Hen. lY., iv. 1. 95.

His mod-cap follies.

Which still like Hydras' heads grow thicker on him.
Fletcher, Mons. Thomas, L 2.

madden (mad'n), i . [< mad^ + -e»i.] I. »n-

trans. To become mad ; act as if mad.
They rave, recite, and madden round the land.

Pope, ProL to Satires, L 6.

Would yon not chop the bitten finger off.

Lest your whole body shonld madden with the poison?
Tennyson, Queen Mary, ilL 4.

n. trans. To make mad; excite violently;
enrage; craze.

Weapon-clash, and maddening cry
Of those who kill and those who die.

Scott, Bokeby, v. 3L

madder! (mad'er), m. [< ME. mader, < AS. nue-
dere, mceddre = D. meede, mee = IceL madhra,
madder. The tr. madar. madra, madder, is ap-

I. Blanches of Madder {Rubia tttutorufn) with fiowets and fniit&
3. The rhizome, a, a flower ; #, the pistil ; c, two difierent fruitz^



madder
par. < E. madder. Cf . Skt. madlmrd, the name of
several plants, < madhura, sweet, tender, < ma-
dAit, sweet: see meadi.] 1. A plant of the ge-
nus Mubia, natural order Bubiac'ew, yielding a
valuable dyestufE of the same name. The ordi-
nary dyers' madder is R. tinetanim, native of the Mediter-
ranean region, a climbing, herbaceous, or at the base some-
what slirubby plant, with whorls of dai'k-green leaves
and panicles of small yellowish 4-6-merous flowers, and
with long succulent perennial roots. It was formerly es-
teemed as an emmenagogue and diuretic. R. cordi/olia,
of India, eastern Asia, and parts of Africa, affords garan-
oin, and is used for the same purposes as European mad-
der ; it forms the madder of India, the Bengal madder
or munjeet. R. peregrina is the proper wild madder of
England, found throughout western and southern Europe.
2. A dyestufl and pigment obtained from the
roots of Subia Unctorum and other plants of the
same family, it yields colors of the greatest perma-
nence, and is employed in dyeing linen and cotton red.
Two kinds are fixed upon cotton: one is called mad-
d&r-red, and the other, which possesses a much higher
degree of luster and fixity, is called Adrianople red, be-
cause it is largely exported from that city, or Turkey red,
from the fact that for a long time it was mainly obtained
from the Levant; it is also produced near Leghorn and
Trieste. In the trade this madder bears the name of
alizari or lizari. The roots are broken up by means of
wooden stampers, which reduce the bark and splint-bark
to powder, leaving the hard inner part unbroken ; but
the whole root is sometimes pulverized. The coloring
principle of madder is termed alimrin. Madder con-
tains also a red pigment purpurin or ruWman, which is
extracted in the form of orange-colored prismatic crys-
tals, and yields a good dye, either alone or in combination
with alizarin. Through the peculiar chemical affinity of
phosphate of lime for its coloring matter, madder is noted
for its remarkable physiological effect of turning red the
bones of animals to which it is fed, as well as the claws
and beaks of birds.—Brown madder, a lake prepared
from madder-root, having a rich brown color of great
depth.—Capuclne madder. See copMcireea.-Flowers
of madder, the trade-name for a preparation made by
steeping pulverized madder, causing the sugar It contains
to ferment, then washing the residue, pressing out the
water, drying, and pulverizing it again. It is used for
dyeing purposes in the same manner as ordinary madder.
Also called rejined madder and Tnadder-bloom.—Indian
madder, (a) Rvbia oord\folia. (&) OlderUandia unibellata.

(c) Some species of the genus Hedyotis.— Madder-brown.
See brown.— Madder-carmlne, a pigment made by pre-
cipitating the coloring matter of the madder-root upon a
base of alumina.—Madder color,a pigment derived from
madder or its compounds. Madder colors range from
brown, through yellow, rose, and red, to deep purple, and
are much used in dyeing and the fine arts.—Madder
lakes (pirUcmadder, rosemadder, madder lake,purpU mad-
der, brown madder, Rubens's madder, madder-yellow, mad-
der-orangeXlakes prepared from madder varying in shade
from pink through red and yellow to purple and brown.
These are also known as rubric lakes.— Madder-red.
See def. 2.—Madder Style, a method of calico-printing
in which the parts of the cloth which are to receive a mad-
der color are printed with a mordant, washed and rinsed
in a solution of alum and size, and then drawn through a
colored solution which becomes fixed where the mordant
has been applied, after which the dye is washed oft the un-
mordantedpartof thecloth. Also called chirUz style, garan-
ein style.—Vetty madder, a plant of the genus Cruda-
itella, of the Mediterranean region. Also called crosswort.—Refined madder. Same as ^^owerso/modder.—Wild
madder, ia) Rubia peregrina. (&) The white bedstraw,
Galium MoUugo.
madder^ (mad'6r), v. t. [< madder\ n.2 To
dye with madder.

I madder clothe to be dyed, je garence. Your vyolet
hath not his full dye, but he is maddered. Palsgrave.

madder^f (mad'Sr), n. [Possibly a corruption
of mazer.] A large wooden diidring-vessel.

Usquebaugh to our feast

In pails was brought up.
An hundred at leas^
And a madder our cup.

Su^, Irish Feast. (Davies.)

madder-bloom (mad'er-blom), n. Fleurs de
garanoe . Seeflowers ofmadder, under madder^

.

madder-print (mad'er-print), n. Cloth printed
with designs in madder, or iu colors of which
madder forms a part ; especially, cotton prints

so made.
madderwort (mad'6r-w6rt), «. Any plant of

the madder family, Bubiacece.

madding (mad'ing), n. [Verbal n. of mad\ v.]

Madness; folly; a vagary; a wild freak orprank.

By my troth, your sorrow,

And the consideration of men's humorous maddings.
Have put me into a serious contemplation.

Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, ii. 3.

madding (mad'ing), ^. a. Becoming mad; act-

ing madly; distracted; raging; furious.

But now from me hys madding mynd Is starte,

And woes the Widdowes daughter of the glenne.
Speneer, Shep. Cal., April.

Far from the madding crowd's ignoble strife.

Gray, Elegy.

Then schemes I framed more calmly, when and how
The madding factions might be tranquillized.

Wordeiaorth, Prelude, x.

maddingly (mad'ing-li), adv. In a mad way;
distraoteiily; wildly.

Enn maddingly affrighted through the villages.

Fletcher, Women Pleased, It. 1.
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maddle (mad'l), v.
;
pret. and pp. maddled, ppr.

maddling. [Preq. of motJl, «.] 1. intrans. 1.

To rave; be delirious. Levins.— 2. To be con-
fused. [Prov. Eng.]

II. trans. To confuse; perplex. Malliwell.

[Prov. Eng.]
maddling (mad'ling),^. a. [Formerly also TOOfi-

Ung; -pipT.ot maddle, v.] Raving; mad; crazy.

Som takes a staf for hast, and leaues his launce,
Som madling runnes, som trembles in a trance.

Hudson, tr. of Du Bartas's Judith, vi. 240,

maddockt (mad'ok), a. [< ME. mathek, < Icel.

madhkr = Norw. makk = Dan. maddik, a mag-
got; dim. of the form which appears in AS.
mathu, etc., E. mad^, made^: see mad'^. The
same word appears contracted in mawJc^, q. v.]
A maggot. Eennett MS. (HaUiwell.)
mad-doctor (mad'dok'''tor), re. Aphysieianwho
treats insane persons; an alienist. [CoUoq.]
made! (mad), p. a. [Pp. of mofcei.] 1. Created;
wrought; fabricated; constructed.

0, think on that;
And mercy then will breathe within your lips.

Like man new made. Sliak., M. for M., ii. 2. 79.

2. Artificiallyproduced; formed independent-
ly of natural development: as, made ground
(ground made up of earth from another place);
a made word.

And Arte, with her contending, doth aspire
T' excell the naturall with made delights.

^nser, Muiopotmos, 1. 166.

3. Drawn from various sources; formed of
several parts or ingredients: as, a made dish;
composite; built up: as, a made mast (a mast
composed of several sticks bound together by
iron hoops, in contradistinction to a single-spar
mast).

A made dish, . . . garnished with cut carrots by way of
adornment. BtUwer, Pelham, xli.

4. Placed beyond the reach of want ; assured
of reward, success, fortune, or promotion; well
provided for life.

%^A. Oh, happy I

!

Chi. You are a made man. Fletcher, Mad Lover, v. 4.

Help us to break his worship's bones, and carry off the
girl, and you are a Tnade man.

Sheridan, St. Patrick's Day, ii. 1.

5. Well taught or trained, as a hunting-dog.

To make a trial whether a young bloodhound was well
instructed (or, as the huntsmen c^ it, made).

Quoted in The Gentry, XXXVIII. 191.

Made blOClI. See JJocftl.-Made up. (a) Put together

;

completed; finished.

Deform'd, unfinished, sent before my time
Into this breathing world, scarce half made up.

Shak., Rich. III., i. 1. 21.

(p) Thorough; consummate; out-and-out. [Bare.]

Yet remain assured
That he's a made^p villain.

Shak., T. of A., v. 1. 101.

(c) Artificial; meretricious.

Hast. Butyoumust allow her some beauty?
Tony. Bandbox ! She's all a made-up thing.

Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, 11. 1.

((f) Concocted; invented; fictitious: as, a jnade-up tale or
excuse.

made^, n. See mad^.
made^ (mad), a. [A var. of mad^ (perhaps .<

Icel. meiddr, maimed: see mad^), or of mate^.]

Fatigued; exhausted. [Scotch.]

Madecasseet (mad-e-kas'e), a. and n. Same as

madefactiont (mad-e-fak'shon), n. [= F. ma-
dSfaction, < L. as if *madefactw(n-), < madefacere,

pp. madefactus, make wet, moisten : see made-

Jy.] The act of making wet ; a soaking ; sat-

uration.

To all madefaetion there is required an imbibition.
Baam, Nat. Hist., § 866.

madeflcatlonf (mad''''e-fi-ka'shon), n. [< madefy
+ -ation: see -flca^on.'] Same as madefae-
tion.

madefyt (mad'e-fi), v.t. [= P. modifier, < L. as
if *madeficare, equiv. to madefacere, make wet,
< madere, be wetj + facere, make : see -fy.] To
make wet or moist ; moisten ; soak.

The time was when the Bonners and butchers rode over
the faces of God's saints, and madefied the earth with their
bloods. Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 85. (Da»ies.)

Madegassyt (mad-e-gas'i), a. and n. [See Mala-
gasy.J Same as Malagasy.
Madeira (ma-da'ra), n. [Short for Madeira
wine. The islandof Madeira takes its name
from Pg. madeira, wood, < L. materia, wood,
matter: see matter.'] A fine wine of the sherry
class made in the island of Madeira. It ac-
quires by age peculiar excellence of flavor.

—

East India Slkdeira, Madeira which has been sent in
cask to the East Indies and back again, with the view of

madid
improving it, or aging it rapidly by the combined agency
of heat and the constant motion of the ship.

Madeira mahogany. Same as canary-wood.

Madeiran (ma-da'ran), a. [< Madeira (see def.

)

+ -an.] Of or pertaining to the island of Ma-
deira, or to the group of islands of which it is

the chief, lying west of Morocco, and belonging
to Portugal.
Madeira-vine (ma-da'ra-vin), n. An elegant
climbing herb witi brig"ht-green fleshy leaves,

long clusters of small white spicy-fragrant flow-

ers, and a perennial tuberous root. It is a che-
nopodiaceous plant, BmtssingaulUa baselloides,

from the Andes.
Madeira-'VrOOd (ma-da'ra-wud), n. The true

mahogany.
madel-paroo'wa (mad'el-pa-ro'wS), n. A boat
used in Ceylon for fishing, chiefly close inshore
and on the lakes of the interior, sometimes
covered with a bamboo roof, when it takes the
name of pa^i. Imp. Diet.

mademoiselle (ma-de-mwo-zel'), n.
;
pi. mes-

demoiselles (ma-de-mwo-zel'). [F., < ma, my,+
demoiselle, damsel : see madam and damsel^, de-

moiselle.] 1. Formerly, in France, the title of
any woman, married or single, who was not of
the nobility, and of noble marriedwomenwhose
husbands had not been knighted ; also, when
used absolutely, or without a name, the distinc-

tive title of the eldest daughter of the next bro-
ther of the king (who was in like manner called
Monsieur), and afterward of the first princess of
the blood, whoever was her father, in general,
the titles Madame and llademmselle were used to distin-

guish noble from plebeian women, without regard to con-
ditions of marriage or celibacy ; but Littr^ notes the fact
that Racine, in writing to his sister, addressed her as
Madame before her marriage and SAMadertwiAeUe after it.

Anne Marie Louise d'Orl^ans, . . . Duchesse de Mont-
pensier, is forgotten, . . . but the great name of Made-
moiselle, La Grande Mademoiselle, gleams through . . .

the age of Louis Quatorze.
T. W. Higginson, Atlantic Essays, pj 169,

2. A distinctive title given to girls and un-
married women in Prance, equivalent to Miss:
abbreviated in writing to Mile., pi. Miles.— 3.

A sciesnoid fish, the yellowtail or sUver perch,
Bairdiella chrysura. [Local, U. S.]

madge^ (i^aj), n. [Assibilated form of mag\
like the orig. Madge, assibilated form of Mag,
abbr. of Margaret, a fem. name: see mag^,
margaret.] 1. Ite magpie. Pica rustica: same
as mag^, 1.— 2t. A madge-owl.

The skritch-owl, us'd in tailing towrs to lodge,
Th' unlucky night-raven, and thou lasie madge
That, fearing light,' still seekest where to hide.
The hate and scorn of all the birds beside,

Du Bartas (trans.). (Nares.)

madge^ (maj), n. [Origin obscure.] A leaden
hammer. See the quotation.

The tool used for this purpose (hard-solder plating) is
called a madge, and is a'lead hammer about three pounds
In weight, with the face covered with six or seven thick-
nesses of stout woolen. Gilder's Manudt, p. IDS.

madge-bowlett (maj'hou'''let), n. See madge-
owl.

I'll sit in a barn vrith madge-howlet, and catch mice first
B. Jonton, Every Man in his Humour, ii. 2.

madge-owlt (maj ' oul), n. The owlet or barn,
owl. Also madge-owlet, madge-howlet.

Thou shouldst have given her a madgeowl, and then
Thou'dst made a present o' thy self, owl-spiegle 1

B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, IL 1.

madge-owlet (maj'ou"let), n. Same as madge-
owl.

mad-headed (mad'hed"ed), a. Hot-brained;
rash. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 3. 80.

madhouse (mad'hous), n. A house where in-
sane persons are confined for cure or for re-
straint; a lunatic asylum ; a bedlam.
Madia (ma'di-a), n. [NL. (Molina, 1794), <
ma(Ji,the Chilian name of the common species.]
A genus of composite herbs belonging to the
tribe Helianthoidem and the subtribe Madiece,
characterized by a deeply furrowed involucre,
with bracts closely inclosing the achenia, of
which those of the disk are either perfect or
sterile, almost always without pappus. They are
erect annuals, commonlyglandular-viacioandheavy-scent-
ed,with entire alternate leaves and small or medium-sized
heads of yellow flowers, solitary at the ends of the branches
or in loose panicles. About 8 species are known, natives
of Chili and the western part of North America, where
they are popularly called tar-weedi. One species, M.
sativa,is cultivated for the oil afforded by its seeds, which
serves the same purposes as olive-oiL The refuse is made
into an oil-cake for cattle.

madid (mad'id), a. [< L. madidus, wet, < ma-
dere, be wet. Cf. Gr. fiadav, melt away: see
madarosis.] Wet; moist; appearing as if soak-
ed or sodden, [Bare.]



madid
His large deep-blue eye, madid and yet piercing, show-

ed Uiat the secretions of his brain were apportioned half
to voluptuousness half to common sense.

Disraeli, Coningsby, i 2.

Iladiese (ma-di'e-e), n.pl. [XL. (A. P. de Can-
doUe, 1836), < Madia + -ew.'] A subtribe of
composite plants, typified by the genus Madia,
comprised in the tribe J3eZi<i*ii/7ioirf€(P. Itischai^
acterued by radiate or sabradiate heads, the ray-flowers
being fertile, and the disk-flowers perfect (but some or all
of them are sometimes sterile); the biactsM the involucre
in one series, partlyorwhoUy inclosing the achenia of the
ray-flowers ; the chaff of the receptacle in one or two rows,
free or united, generally none between the centxal flowers;
and the achenia of the rays without pappus. The sub-
tribe embraces Sgenera and about 30 species, the majority
growing in the western part of .North America.
madisterinm (mad-is-te'ri-um), ».; pi. madi-
steria (-a). [< Gr. fiaiiar^piov, tweezers for pull-
ing ont hair, < /ladiieiv, pnU out the hair. Cf

.

/laoav, fall away, as the hair: see madarosis.'i
A surgical instrument for extracting hairs; a
pair of tweezers.
madlingl (mad'ling), Ji. [< jiKMfl + -lingl.'i A
mad person. [Obsolete or prov. Eng.]
Goold-for-naughtnuufltn;/. . . flinging t' precious gifts

o' God under foolt^ E. Brtmte, Wuthering Heights, jdii

madling^, a. An obsolete form of maddling.
madly (mad'li), <ubi. In a mad manner, (a)
Without reason or understanding, (b) Frantteally ; furi-
ously, (e) With extreme folly, or infatuated zeal or pas-
sion.

madman (mad'man), n.\ pi. madmen (-men). A
man who is insane ; a distracted man ; a luna-
tic ; a crazy person,
madnep (mad'nep), n. [Appar. < modi -I- ««pl.]

A tall umbelliferous plant, Seradeum Splion-
dylium, of Europe and subarctic regions.

madness (mad'nes), n. l. The state of being
mad or distracted ; insanity ; lunacy.

For as to him who Cotis did upbraid.
And caU'd his rigour madness^ raging fits

;

Content thee, thou unskilful man, he said

;

My madnea keeps my subjects in their wits.

Danid, CSvil Wars, vii.

And moody jnadn£ss laughing wild
Amid severest woe.

Gray, Prospect of Eton Collie.

2. Headstrong passion or rashness ; ungovern-
able fury or rage ; extreme foUy.

To lose myself upon no ground were madTies»,
'Sot loyal duty.

Fletcher (and anotJier), False One, L 2.

Party is the madness of many for the gain of a few.
Pope, Thoughts on Various Subjects.

Canine madness. See ctaUne.—Midsummer mad-
ness. See midswmmer.=Syn. 1. Premy, Mania, etc See
iti^anity.

madonna (ma-don'a), ». [It., = F. madame,
my lady: see madam, jnadame.] 1. My lady;
madam : an Italian title of address or of cour-
tesy, equivalent to madam.

Clown. Good madmma, why moumest thou?
Olinia. Good fool, for my brother's death.

Shak., T. S., L 5. 72.

Specifically—2. [cap.] TheVirgin Mary ("Our
Lady'"); hence, a picture representing the Vir-
gin.—3. Akind of lustermade in part of alpaca-
wool Uadonna medal, a small medal of silver, brass,

orother metal, hungby a pilgrim about the neck of a statue
of the Virgin and then preserved, serving as a sort of pil-

grim's sign.

Madonna-'wise (ma-don 'a-wiz),adt'. In the
manner or fashion of the Madonna : applied to

the arrangement of a woman's hair, in imitation
of accepted representations of theMadonna, by
parting it in me middle, and bringing it close

and low over the temples.

Locks not wlde-dispread,
Madomta-wiie on either side her head.

Tennyson, IsabeL

madoqna (mad'o-kvra), n. [Abyssinian.] A
very tiny antelope of Abyssinia, Neotragtis sal-

tianits or X madoqua, the smallest of homed
animals, about as lai^e as a hare, and with very
slender legs. Also billed hegoUh.

madpash (mad'pash), »». and a. [< mad^ +
pash.'\ L ». A mad fellow. Wright. [Xorth.

Eni.]
n. a. Wild; cracked. Davies.

Let us leave this modpoaft bedlam, this haii^brained

top. and give him leave to lave and dose his bellyfull,

with his private and intimately acquainted devHs.
Urquhart, tr. of Kabelais, liL 25.

madras (ma-dras'), n. [= P. madras; so called

from Madras in India.] A large handkerchief

of sUk and cotton, usually in bright colors,

used by the negroes in the TVest India islands

and ekewhere for turbans, etc

—

Madras ging-
liani, a gingham imitating the colors and design of a

madras.—Mkdias lace, a kind of curtain-material, some-

times printed in colors.—Madras work, simple em-
broidery done upon bright-colored madras hiindkerchlefs,

Madrepora protifera.
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the embroidery emphasizing the pattern of the stuff.
These embroideries are used for fm^ture-coverings, ban-
ner-screens, etc.

madrasah (ma-dras 'a), n. [Hind, madrasa,
madarsa, a scHbol, college.] tn India, a school
or college for the education of youth. Also,
corruptly, madressah, madrissah, madrissa, me-
dresseh.

The enlightened mind of Warren Hastings did Indeed
anticipate his age by founding the Cslcntta madrasa for
Mahometan teadiing. Eneyc Brit., TTT. 774.

Madras liemp, n. SeeBengalhemp,xmAeT hemp.
madregal (mad're-gal), II. [Origin not ascer-
tained.] A carangoid fish of the genus 5en<)?a.

madreperl (mad're-pferl), n. [< It. madreperla,
< madre, mother, -I- perla, pearl.] Mother-of-
pearl. LongfeUmr.
Madrepora (ma-drep'o-ra), n. [Nli., < mad-
reporeT] The typical
genus of Madrepori-
d(E, containing some
of the commonest
madrepores, of vari-
ous branched shapes,
among them some of
the most extensive
reef-building corals.

M. cervicomis is a
species so called from
its branching like the
antlers of deer.

Madreporacea (mad'-
re-po-ra'se-a), ii.pl.

[IfL.', < Madrepora +
-ooeo.] A group of
stone-corals, more or less exactly equivalent
to Madreporaria.
madreporal (mad're-p6-ral), a. [< madrepore
+ -oi.] Of or pertaiining'to madrepores; con-
sisting of madrepores.
Madreporaria (mad'rf-po-ra'ri-a), n.pU [NL.

,

< Madrepora + -aria.y A genei-al name of the
madrex>ores and related corals which are hexa-
coralline or hexaetinoid and have a continuous
hard calcareous skeleton. The term covers not only
the MadreporideB proper, but the FungddoR or mushroom-
corals, the ASlTceCdtB or star-corals, and related families.
In a still wider sense, Madreporaria is an order of the class
Aciinozoa, including all the hard actinoid or actiniform
corals, or sclerodermatous zoantharians, whether hexam-
eral or tetrameral, and whether tabulate, tabnlose, per-
forate, aporose, or rugose. It is then equivalent to L&Jto-
corallia and Sderodermata, or to the old LUhophyta minus
the Aleyonaria and other sclerobasic zoantharians.

madreporarian (mad're-po-ra'ri-an), a. and n.

I. a. Pertaining to the" Madreporaria, or hav-
ingtheir characters.

n. n. A coral of the group Madreporaria.
madrepore (mad'rf-por), n. [< F. madrepore
= Sp. madr^ora = Pg. madrepora, < It. madre-
pora, coral, appar. lit. ' mother-stone' (ef. mad-
reperla, 'mother-pearl,' mother-of-pearl: see
madreperl), < madre, < L. mater, = E- mother,
+ (appar.) Gr. szafrng, a light friable stone, a
stalactite, or, as now understood, irdpo^ (> It.

poro), pore : see pore^.'] An animal, or a coral,

of the genus Madrepora or family Madrepori-
dce; the polypite or the polypidom of a perfo-

rate mai&eporarian: a name loosely extended
to any stone-coral with madreporiform cavities

or openings, in true madrepore the animal or polypite
is hexameral with twelve short tentacles, and the polypi-

dom is of branch-
ing form and stony
h^dness. Madre-
pore coral consists
of carbonate of
lime, with txw^es of
animal matter, and

^^^l^N^^D^i^ "^^PiF^ 1^ formed by grad-
ual deposition in
the tissues of the
compound polyp,

cr*^ .^5-^^^ -^^—,M» - so that in course of
si^^C". ^'^^a^ J^tf-JM time the whole pre-

sents the appear-
ance of a number

Madrepore Corals. of polyps support-
ed on an extrane-

ous body. When the animal matter has been removed
madrepore is of a white color, wrinkled on the surface^
and full of little cavities, in each of which an indlvidnal
polyp was lodged, the radiating septa of the cavities
corresponding to the internal divisions of the animal.
Madrepores raise up walls and reefs of coral rocks with
considerable rapidity In tropical climates.— Madrei>ore
glass. See jtIok—Madrepore marble, madreporitlc
marble.

madreporic (mad-re-por'ik), a. [< madrepore
+ .\c.'\ Of or pertaining to madrepore : of the
character of the madrepore ; pierced with mi-
nute holes like a madrepore. Also madreporite.
—Madreporic canals, in echinoderm% tubular prolon-
gations of the circular vessel of the ambulacral system,
having perforated ends and terminating in a calcareous
network, or other hardformatlon,known as the madreporic

madrono
body, madreporic tubercle, or madreporite.— MadieXK>rlC
plate, in echinoderms, a madreporite.— Madreporic tu-
bercle, a tubercular madreporic body, or madreporite,

Madreporidse (mad-re-por'i-de), 71.pl. [NL., <
Madrepora + -idee.']

' The madrepore family,
typified by the genus Madrepora. Its limits vary
with different authors, but in the strictest use it consists of
several different genera, agreeing in that the polypites and
polyp-stocks have porous ccenenchyma, perforated thecffi,

litrle-developed septa, and an open gastric cavity com-
municating with the canal In the axis of the branched
polypidom.

madreporiform (mad're-po-ri-fdrm), a. [< NL.
Madrepora, a madrepore, + L. forma, form.]
Eesembling a madrepore; characteristic of a
madrepore; madreporic.
Madreporins (mad'rf-po-ri'ne), n.pl. [NL.,
< Madrepora + -»n(E.]" A subfamily of Madre-
poridce.

madreporite (mad're-po-rit), )), and a. [< mad-
repore + -iff2.] i_ «. i_ PossU madrepore.

—

2. In echinoderms, the madreporic body or
tubercle ; the interradial aboral porous plate
at the termination of the madreporic canals.
Huxley.
n. a. Same as madreporic.

madreporitic (mad'rf-pp-rit'ik), a. [< madre-
porite + -ic.2 Pertsiining to or consisting of
madreporite, or made up of various corals more
or less mixed with fragments of the shells of
mollusks, all loosely classed together as madre-
pores: as, madreporitic Toeks.

madrier (mad'ri-er), n, [F., earlier madier, a
beam or stout plank, < Sp. madero, a beam,
< madera, wood: see matter.'] In milit. engin.:

(a) In the seventeenth century, a heavy tim-
ber forming the chief or central part of the car-
riage of a cannon or mortar; hence, the whole
carriage or mounting of a piece of artillery.

Grose. (6) A plank lined with tin and covered
with earth for roofing over certain parts of
military works, in order to afford protection in
lodgments, etc. (c) A plank used to support
the earth in a mine, or in a moat or ditch to
support a wall.

madrigal(mad'ri-gal), ». [< F. inadrigraZ= Sp.
madrigal, OSp. mandrial, mandrigal= Pg. mod-
rtgraJ= G. madrigal, < It. rimdrigale, Olt. madri-
ale, mattdriale. also mandriano, a short poem, a
pastoral ditty(>ML.»)ainaZe),<niaH(Zro,aherd,
nock, < L. mandra, a stall, a herd, < Gr. pdvdpa,
a fold, an inclosed space, the bed on wmch the
stone of a ring is set, a monastery. Ct. archi-

mandrite, marubrel, from the same Gr. soiurce.]

1. A medieval poem or song, amorous, pas-
toral, or descriptive. The distinguishing char-
acteristics of the madrigal are now hard to
determine.

By shallow rivers to whose falls

Melodious birds sing madrigdlx.
Marlowe, Passionate Shepherd to his Love.

2. In music: (a) A musical setting of such a
poem. Strictmadiigel-writlnginvolvestheuseof acanto
jermo,adherence tooneofthe ecclesiastical modesthrough-
out; the abimdant use of contrapuntal imitation in all its

varieties, and the absenceofinstrumental accompaniment.
This form of composition appeared in the Low Countries
iu the fifteenth century, and soon spread to Italy, Ger-
many France, and England. In Italy and England it at-

tained a not{d)le perfection and beauty, passing over in
the latter country into the modem glee. Madrigals were
written for from three to eight or more voices, ^e senti-

ments embodied varied from grave to gay, with a constant
tendency to the latter. The choruses in tbe earlier operas
and oratorios were madrigals, (ft) A glee or part-

song in general, irrespective of contrapuntal
qualities.

madligalerf (mad'ri-^al-to), n. A writer or
composer of madrigals"

Satyrists, pan^yrists, madrigdUem.
Tom Brown, Works, IL 155. {Davies.)

madrigaletto (mad'ii-^a-let'6), «. [It., dim.
of madrigale, a madii^: see madrigal.] A
little madrigaL
madrigalian (mad-ri-ga'li-an), a. [< madrigal
+ -ian.] Of or pertainingto madrigals.

The English madrigtUian writers being represented sole-

ly by Morley's " My Bonny Lass." AVienceum, July 8, 1882.

madrigalist (mad'ri-gal-ist), «. [< madrigal +
-ist.] A composer or singer of madrigals. £iir-

ney. Hist, llusic, IV. 46.

Madrilenian (mad-ri-le'ni-an), a. and n. [< Sp.
Madrilefio (for *Madridaflo, the second d being
changed by dissimilation to l), an inhabitant
of Madrid, < Madrid.] I. a. Of or belonging
to Madrid.
n. n. A native or an inhabitant of Madrid,

the capital of Spain.

madrono (ma-dro'nyo), n. A handsome tree,

Arbutus Menziesii, of western Xorth America,
toward the sonth becoming a shrub. It bears a



madrono
yellow berry, scarcely edible. Ita wood is very hard, and
is mach used in the manufacture of gunpowder. Its bark
is valuable for tanning. Also madrofia.

Even the madrofla, upon these spurs of Mount Saint He-
lena, comes to a fine bulk, and ranks with forest trees.

iJ. L. Stevenson, Silverado Squatters, p. 86.

madstone (mad'ston), n. A stone popularly re-
puted to cure hydrophobia, or toprevent itwhen
threatened, it is applied to the wound, from which
it is supposed to draw the poison, Xhe belief in its value
has no scientific sanction. [IT. S.]

Among the various individuals in Pennsylvaniawho pro-
fess ability in exorcism and charms, we occasionally find
one who is reputed to possess a tnad-stone. These peb-
bles are of various sizes, and appear to have been selected
on account of some peculiarity of color or form. A speci-
men which had a high reputation in the State from which
it had been brought was described by the present writer
as consisting of a worn piece of white feldspar, and posses-
sing none of the properties of absorption attributed to it.

Proe. Am. Phil. Soc., XJLYl. (1889), 336.

madn-nut (mad'ij-nut), n. The seed of Cycas
dreinalis.

Madura foot. A diseased condition of the feet
and hands, occurring in India, characterizedhy
enlargement and distortion of the affected part,
ensuing suppuration, softening and fracture of
the bones of the part, and the formation of

sinuses discharging through frequent openings
small yellow bodies Uke fish-roe or dark grains
like coarse gunpowder, and often larger masses.
The fungus Ckionyphs Carteri is found in the diseased
parts, and is thought to be the cause of the disease. Also
caSiBAfun^us-footffungits disease of Ivdia, and mycetmna.

madweea (mad'wed), n. A species of Scutel-

laria, or skullcap (natural order Ldbiatce), the
S. lateriflora: so named because it was thought
to be efficacious in hydrophobia. Also called
mad-dog skullcap.

madwort (mad'wert), n. [< madX + worfi. Cf

.

Alyssum.'i 1. A plant of the genus Alysswm.—
2. [As if a contraction of madderwort, having
been used as a substitute for madder.] A
plant of the borage family, Asperugo procum-
iens, whose root was used like madder: com-
monly called German, madwort.
mae (ma), a. and adv. A Scotch form of mo.
mseandert, ». See meander.
Maeandriua (me-an-dri'na), n. [NL., < L. mce-

ander, a winding way (see meander), + -ina^."]

The typical genus of Mceandrinidce, established
by Lamarck in 1801. M. cerehriformis is an ex-

ample. Also spelled Meandnna.
mseandrine, a. See meandrine.

Mseandrinidse (me-an-drin'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Mceandrina + -idce.'i A family of madrepo-
rarian corals of the suborder jflsireaceo, typified

by the genus Mceandrina; the brain-corals or
brainstones. These corals are of massive form, caused
by the union of many individual corallites in rows which
meander or wind about over the surface of the corallum
in a manner suggesting the convolutions of the brain.

Also spelled Meandrinidce.

mseandriniform (me-an-drin'i-fdrm), a. [<
NL. Mxandrina + L. forma."] Resembling a
brain-coral; of or pertaining to the Mceandrmi-

jform^es.

Maeandriniformes (me-an-drin-i-f6r'mez), H.

pi. [NL.: see mceandriniform..'] The brain-

corals. See MoBandrinidm.
Mseaildripora(me-an-drip'9-ra),«. [NL.,< Gr.

fialavdpog, a winding way (see meander), + ndpog,

a pore : see pore^.'i Same as Fascicularia.

Maeandrospongidae (me-an-dro-spon'ji-de), n.

pi. [NL., < (Jr. ftaiavSpog, a meander, + aird-y-

yof, a sponge, + -id<e.'] A large family of dic-

tyonine hexactinellid silicious sponges, both
fossil and recent, in which the body consists

of winding tubes of uniform caliber with inter-

stitial vestibular spaces and no uncinate or

scopuliform spicules. Also spelled Meandro-
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Hence— 2. Any resistless movement; any in-

fluence or passion which makes victims of all

who come within its power : as, the maelstrom
of fashion or of speculation; the maelstrom of

dissipation or of crime.
Maena (me'na), n. [NL. (Cuvier, 1829), < L.
mcma, < Gr. ua'wri, a small sea-fish, eaten salted.]

The typical genus of Mcenidw, chiefly repre-
sented in the Mediterranean. M. vulgaris is

an example. Formerly also Manas.
maenad, menad (me'nad), n. [< L. mwnas
(mcenad-), < Gr. uaiv&( (/MuvaS-), raving, frantic

;

as a noun, a mad woman, mssnadj < jiaivtadai,

rage, be furious: see mania.'] 1. In Gr. myth.,

a female member of the attendant train of

Bacchus; hence, a priestess of Bacchus; one
of the women who celebrated the festivals of

Bacchus with mad songs and dancing and bois-

Msnad.—From a Greek polychrome cup preserved at Munich.

maelstrom (mal'strom), m. [An erroneous

spelliag (sometimes erroneously explained as

'mill-stream'); prop. *malestrom ov *malstrom;

formerly malestrand (see quot.), simulating

strand^ < Norw. malstraum (little used) (=Dan.
malstrdm), a great whirlpool in the sea, < mMa
(= Dan. TOoZe), grind (see meaU), + straum (=
Dsca. Strom), stream: see stream.] 1. A cele-

bratedwhirlpool orviolent current in the Arctic

ocean, near the western coast of Norway, be-

tween the islands MoskenasS and Mosken, for-

merly supposed to suck in and destroy every-

thing that approached it at anytime, but now
known not to be dangerous except under cer-

tain conditions.

He [Osep Napea] reports of a Whirlpool between the

Host Islands and Lofoot call'd JUcdestrand, which from
half ebb to half flood is heard to make such a terrible

noise as shakes the Door-rings of Houses in those Islands

ten mile ofl. Milton, Hist. Muscovla.

terous courses in gay companies amid the crags
of Parnassus and Cithseron, particularly on the
occasion of the great triennial Bacchic festival.
The maenads supplied a favorite subject to classic art, and
are characterized by wearing the nebris, and by the thyrsus

and other Dionysiac attributes. Compare Bacchante.

Such Illusion as of old
Through Athens glided menad-like.

Lowell, The Cathedral.

Hence— 2. Any woman under the influence of

unnatural excitement or frenzy.

maenadic, menadic (me-nad'ik), a. [< m^nad,
menad, + -ic] Pertaining to or like the mse-

nads; furious; raving; baechantio.

The rites, by some supposed to be of the menadic sort,

... are held strictly secret.

Carlyle, Sartor Kesartus (ed. 1831), p. 191.

maenianum (me-ni-a'num), «.; pi. mmniana
(-na). [L., a projecting balcony, oiig. one in

the Forum at Kome, erected under the censor

C. Msenius, for the convenience of spectators of

the gladiatorial combats; neut. ot Manianvs,
of MsBnius, < Mcerdus, the name of a Eoman
gens.] In Bom. anUg., a balcony or gallery for

spectators at a public show. The name, originally

applied to a balcony in the Forum, was extended to bal-

conies in general, as to the galleries at the circular end of

a circus, and to the ranges of seats above the podium in an
amphitheater.

Maenidae (me'ni-de), «. pi. [NL., < Mwna +
-idee.] Afamily of acanthopterygianfishes,typi-
fied by the genus Mcena. They are subfusiform per-

coids with very protractile upper jaw, chiefly Inhabiting
warm seas. Several are found in the Mediterranean. Also
Moenini, Meenoideoe.

maenoid (me'noid), «. A fish of the family Mce-
nidce. Sir J. Bicha/rdson.

Maenoideae (mf-noi'df-e), n.pl. [NL., < Mcena
+ -oidecB.] Same aeMcemdw. Si/r J. Bichard-
son, 1836.

MaBnura, n. An erroneous form of Menwa.
M»sa (me'sa), n. [NL. (P. Forskal, 1775), <

maas, given as the Ar. name of one of the spe-

cies.] A genus of dicotyledonous gamopetalous
plants, belonging to the natural order Myrsineai,
type of the tribe McesecBj characterized by the
two-braoted calyx, the imbricate corolla, and
flowers growing inracemes. They are shrubs, with
entire dentate or serrateleaves, often pellucid-dotted, small
white flve-parted flowers, and a small dry or fleshy fruit

with many seeds and a persistent style. About 40 species
are known, natives of tropical and subtropical Asia and
Africa, Australia, and the islands of the Pacific. The ge-
nus furnishes some ornamental hothouse-plants.

Maeseae (me'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (Alphonse de
CandoUe, 1837'), < Mcesa + -em.] A tribe of

dicotyledonous gamopetalous plants of the

mAgarita

order Myrsineee, characterized by a superior or

halt-superior calyx, a gamopetalous corolla,

no staminodia, and. a many-seeded fruit. The
tribe includes but one genus. Mama, with about 40 species,

natives of the tropical and subtropical regions of the Old

World. . .
'

maestoso (ma-es-to'so), adv. [It., majestiC; <

maestd, majesty: see majesty.] In mu^c, with

dignity or majesty; majestically.

maestral, «. A variant of mistral.

Maestricnt beds. See hed^.

maestro (ma-es'tro), n. [It., = E.TOOS<«ri,q.v.]

Amaster ; specifically, an eminent musical com-

poser, teacher, or conductor.

mafflet (maf'1), v. i. [< ME. mafflen, < MD. maf-

felen, moffelen, D. moffelen, move the jaws^

stammer, = LG. maffeln, prattle,= G. dial, maf-

feln, muffeln, chew with the mouth fuU
;
prob.

imitative; cf. E. faffie, stammer.] To stam-

mer.
And some mafflid with the mouth and nyst what they

mente. Richard the Bedeless, iv. 63.

maflaed(maf'ld),i>.a. See the quotation. [Prov.

Eng.]
She was what they oaU in the country TJMjBed—that is,

confused in her intellect.
.

Southey, Letters, III. 186. (Dames.)

mafflerf (maf'16r), ». A stammerer. Holland,

Plutarch, p. 585.

maflMng (maf'ling), M. ZCi.maffle.] A simple-

ton. MalUwell. [North. Eng.]
maforsf, «. [ML., < MGr. fio^Spwv: see del]
Originally, a woman's mantle or cloak, cover-

ing the head, neck, and shoulders; later, the
maphorion or scapular worn by monks in the
Eastern Church.
mafurra-tree (ma-fur'a-tre), n. [< mafurra,
mafura, a native name, + E. tree.] A tree,

WchiUa emetica, of the Meliaeem, found in Mo-
zambique,Madagasear, and the Isle of Reunion.
Its fruit is a capsule of two or three cells, containing seeds
of the size of a cacao-bean, which yield when boiled the
mafurra-tallow.

magi (mag), n. [Also magg; ult. abbr. of mar-
garet, like the fem. name Mag, dim. Maggie,
a'b'hi.otMargaret: see magpie,margaret. Hence
also madge^.] 1. The madge or magpie.— 2.

The long-tailed titmouse, Acredida rosea, more
fully cafled tong-tailed mag. [Local, Eng.]
mag2 (mag), v.; pret. and pp. magged, ppr. mag-
ging. [In allusion to the chatter of the mag-
pie; < mag\ the magpie: see jwoflri.] I. iti-

trans. To chatter; scold. [Prov. Eng.]
II. trans. To tease or vex. Salliwell. [Prov.

Eng.]
mag2 (mag), m. [_<mag^,v.] Talk; chatter.

If you have any mag in you, we'll draw it out,

Mrs. ThraU, quoted in Mme. D'Arblay's Diary (ed. 1876X
[1.68.

mag3 (mag), n. [Also make, maile; origin ob-
scure.] A halfpenny; in Scotland (with plu-
ral), a gratuity expected by servants. [Eng.
and Scotch.]

It can't be worth a mag to him.
Dickens, Bleak House, liv.

mag* (mag), n. An. abbreviated form of maga-
zine, 2. [(3oUoq.]

He. . . is on the staff of I don't know howmany papers-
and wMge. Mrs. Alexander, The Frferes, p. 46.

magS (mag), V. t.; pret. and pp. magged, ppr.
magging. [Also magg; conjectured to be of
Gipsy origin; ef. Hind, makr, fraud, makkar, a
cheat, knave (?).] To steal ; carry off clandes-
tinely. [Low slang.]

magadis (mag'a-dis), n. [< Gr. fidyaStg (ML.
magade), a musical instrument, a kind of oith-
ara, also a Lydian flute (see defs.), prob. of
Egypt, origin. Cf. mMgas.] 1. A Greek musi-
cal instrument resembling the cithara, having
about twenty strings tuned in octaves two by
two.—2. A Lydian flute or flageolet.—3. A
monochord.
magadize (mag'a-diz), v. i.; pret. and pp. maga-
dized, ppr. magadizing. [< Gr. ftayadli^ew, to play
on the magadis, play in the octave, < /liyaStg,

magadis: see magadis.] Inane. Gr. music: (a)
To play upon the magadis. (B) To sing in oc-
taves, as when men and women sing the same
melody.
magart, »• [Origin obscure.] A large ship.
Davies.

rilling our seas with stately argosies,
Calvars and maga/rs, hulks of burden great.

Greene, Orlando Furioso, i. 1.

magarita, magarites (mag-a-ri'ta, -tez), n.
[ML., < MGr. fiayapiT9!c, renegade, CfiayaplZeiv,

befoul, pollute, defile, contaminate.] In the
middle ages, an apostate from Christianity,
especially to Mohammedanism.



magas
magas (ma'gas). ;i. [< Gr. luoydc, the Ijridge of
a cithara or Ivre : see def. 1.] 1 . The bridge of
a eithara or lyre ; also, a fret, as of a Itrte.— 2.
Icap.^ P^L.] A genns of braehiopods of the
family TerebratuMee, and typical of a subfam-
ily Magasince. Sotcerby, 1816.
magastromancert (ma-gas'tro-man-ser), n. [<
Gt. jiayoc, magieian, +' aarpovja. star, + uavrtia,
^viaaUoa: see astromaney.'] An astrologist.
The Mag-oilTo-maneer, or the magical astrological M-

™>er- -Ben. J. GauU (16S2)l

magazilie (mag-a-zen'), n. [= D. magazijn =
G. magazin= 'DaSa, Sw. magagm, < OF. P. tnaga-
zin, now magasin, < It. magazzino, < Sp. maga-
cen, dlmagacen, almacen = Pg. alnmzem, arma-
zem, a storehouse, < Ar. al, the, + molclm^in
(> Tnrk. makhazin), pL of mdkhzan, makhzen (>
Tnrk. makhzen), a storehonse, warehonse, ef.

khizana, a storehonse, hhazna, Jchasina, trea-
sury, khasana, layup in store ; ef. Heb. khasan,
lay up in store, mishenot, storehooses.] 1. A
receptacle inwhich anything is stored; a store-
honse ; a warehonse.

If it should appear fit to bestow sh^ipiiig in those har-
boniB, it Shan be very needful that thQ*e be a magaziTie
of all necessary provisionB and azmnnnifaons.

Bateighj Essays.

Hie mind of man in a long life will become a magazine
of wisdom or folly. Steele, latler. No. 132.

Specifically—(a) A strong baHding, constructed nsnally
of brick or stones for stxHing securely quantities of gun.
powder orother explosire material, and warlike stores, for
eitb^ indostrial or military pnrpoees. <&) The close room
in the hold of aman-of-warwheretjie ammunition is kept,
(e) The carMdge-chamber of a magazine-rifle, (d) ^Qie
fnel-chamber of a magazine-stove. See below.
3. Apamphlet periodically published, contain-
ing miscellaneous papers or compositions. The
eaniestpablicaMon of tjiis kind in Ei^land was the ''Gen-
QemaD'a Magaane," which was first issaed in 1731 by Ed-
ward Cave^ under the pseudonym of "Sylvanus Urban,"
and is stall continued, though now entirely changed in
character.—Hagazine-battery, in decL, a battSry in
which the streogtji of the liquid solution is maintained
by a supply of the required substance in the form of crys-
tals kept in a suitable receptacle. Compare BameU ceU,
under eeU,—HagaKlIie-StOYe, a stove containing a fuel-
chamber from which the fire is automatically fed wltli
ooaL—Hagnetic magasine. See vaoffnetie.

magazme (mag-a-zen'), V.
;
pret. and pp. maga-

zined, ppr. magazinin^. [< magazitw, «.] I.
trans. To store up or accumulate forfuture use.
[Bare.]
He entered among fjie Papists only to get information

of persons and particulars, wi& such secrets as he could
spy out, that being maga^ned up in a 'diaiy might serve
tar materials. Soger North, Examen, p. 9r>9.

TL intrans. To conduct or edit a maga2dne.
Of magazimag chiefE^ whose rival page
With monthly medl^ courts Hie curious age.

Byrmn, The Passive Participle's Petition.

magazme-gim (mag-a-zen'gun), ». A eaimon
or gun haTLDg the (Opacity of firing a num-
ber of shots conseculavely without pause for
reloading; a battery-gnn; a machine-gun; a
zepeating gan. See machine-gun.
magazilieT (mag-a-ze'ner), n. [< magazine +
-eri.] One who writes in a magazine.

If a magazmer be dull upon the Spanish war, he soon
has US up again witii the ghost in Cock-lane.

Goldsmith, 'Assays, iz.

magazilie-lifle (mag-a-zen'ri'fl), n. A repeat-

ing rifle ; a rifle from"which several shots may
be fired in quick succession without reloading.
It has a magazine or chamber which contains a variable

number of metallic-case cartiidge^ which are fed auto-

matically into tile chamber of tiie bore, or held inreserve
fbe latter being tile case in arms furnishedwith a cut-off,

to enable them to be used as single-loaders. The maga-
ane may be placed in tile butt-stock, in tlie tip-stock, or
above or on one side of the receiver, or it may be detach-
able^ as in tbe Lee gun. The special forms of magazine-
rifles are very numerous.

magazillist (mag-a-ze'nlst), n. [< magazine +
-ist.1 Same as magaziner.

magdala (mag-d&la), n. [So calledfrom Mag-
eUda in Abyssinia," captured by Gen. Napier
(subsequentlyLord Napier ofMagdala) in 1868.
Cf.ina<7e»<a,so^er(n0,namedfrombattle-fields.]

Naph&alene red. See red.

magdalen, magdalene (mag'dar-len, -lea), n.

[So called from Magdalen, Mary Magdalene, <

LL. Magddlene,< Gr. (Mapla^)MaydaMp4, (Mary)

of Hagdala, fem. of iiaySaiip>6c, of Hagdala, <

MaydcuAja town on the western shore of the sea

of GaUlee, < Heb. migddl, a tower, < gadai, be

great or lugh. The allusion in the def. is to

the "woman in the city, which was a sinner,"

mentioned in Luke vii. 37-50, and, as in the

heading of that chapter, traditionally identi-

fied (esp. since the 5th centnry, and in the West-

em Church,contrarytothe tradition of the East-

emChurc^ witbMaryMagdalene as mentioned

(in another eonneetion) in the next chapter.
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"Mary called Magdalene, out of whom went
seven devils" (Luke viii. 2). This identifica-
tion was doubtless assisted by a confusion of
the three anointings, one by "a woman in
the city" (Luke viL 37, as above), one by ''a
woman," also unnamed, in Bethany (Mat. xxvi.
7 and Mark xiv. 3), and the third by " Mary,"
the sister of Martha and Lazarus, also in Beth-
any (John xL 2 and xiL 3). The same name,
in the old form MatUBin, is the source of the
adj. maudlin, in allusion to the tears of the re-

pentant woman supposed to be Mary Magda-
lene : see maudlin. Another form of the name
is Madeline.'] 1. A reformed prostitute.

Yerf Uttie of the Magdalene about her, . . . because,
tlion^ theremaybe Jfa^dafenffl, they arenot often found.

TroUope, Antobiog., p. 239.

2. Some plant, probably a radiate composite
like Chrysanthemum Parthenium.
These camels will liveverywelltwo or tiuee dayes with-

out water; their feeding is on tbistie^ wormewood, Tuag-
dalene, and other sfaxmg weeds.

Haldvyti Voyages, JL ZIO.

Magdalen hospital, or Blagdalen asylum. SeeAo^
tal.

magdalenemn (mag'da-lf-ne'um), «. [< mag-
dalen, q. v.] A magdalen asylum orhospitaL

It [Fontevranlt] consisted of a nunnery for virgins and
widows,amagdalenetan,a hospitalforlepers andotiier dis-
easedfolk, a convent, and a church. S7uyc.BriL,TX.3&d.

magdaleon (mag-da'le-on), n. [< OP. magda-
leon, P. magdalSon, magdaleon, < 6r. imySoMa,
later form of dsro/uiydo^, the crumb or inside
of the loaf on which the Greeks wiped their
hands at dinner, < ajro/iaaaew, wipe off, take an
impression, model, < a^rd, oS, + /iaaaew, knead:
see mas^, magma.'] 1. A medicine, as a pUl,
prepared with bread-crumb.—2. A roll of plas-
ter. Dunglison.
Brimstone . . . used crude ... is of a sadder colour;

or, after depuration, such aswe have in magdaleons or roUs
of a lighter yellow. Sir T. Broume, Vulg. Err., IL 5.

Magdeburg liemisplieres. See hemisphere.

mage (maj), n. [< p. mage = Sp. Pg. It. mago
(fem.maga), a magician,< L.magus (fem. maga),
a magieian (as adj.magieal), < Gr. /idyoi, amagi-
cian, enchanter, juggler, wizard (as adj. magi-
cal); prop, a Ms^os, F.Mage= Sp. Pg. It. Mago,
< L. Magus, pi. Magi, < Gr. JIayof, pi. ild^w,

one of the M£^ or Magians, a Median tribe or
caste, the priests or "wise men" of the an-
cient Medes and Persians, prob. < Zend maz,
great, akin to Gr. fiiya^, L. magnus, great : see
magnitude, main^. Hence magic, etc.] A ma-
gieian; an enchanter; a person expert in the
black art.

First entering, the dreadfoll Mage there fownd,
Deepe busied bout worke of wondrous end.

Spenser, If. Q., HL iii. 14.

And there I sawmage Merlin, whose vast wit
And hundred winters are but as the hands
Of loyal vassals toiling for their liege.

Tennyson, Coming of Arthur.

Magellanic (maj- or mag-e-lan'ik),a. [K.Magel-

lan (Pg.Pemao de Magalhaes) + -tc.] Pertain-
ing to or named after the Portuguese navigator
Magellan (Portuguese Pemao de Magalhaes),
died 1521.—UageUanic doads, a name given to two
doud-like bacte or patches of nebulous stars in the south-
ern heaven^ nearly in the pole of the Milky Way. They
are viable as far nortii as 18° north latitude. According

The Greater M^ellanic Clood. (From Gould.)

to Sir J. F. W. Herschel, "They are, generally speak-
ing, round, and somewhat oval, and the larger, wbii^ de-
viates most from the circular form, exhibite tiie appear-
ance of sm axis of lighi^ very Hi-defined, and by no means
sfxongly distinguished from the general mass. . . . The
greaternebulaoccupies an area of about 42square degrees.
The le^er covers about 10 square degrees. Their d^ree

magic
of brightness maybe judged of by the effect ot strongmoon-
light, which totsdly obliterates the lesser, bnt not quite the
greater." Though they resemble parte of the Galaxy lo the
naked eye, their telescopic appearance Is in marked con-
trast, owing to the great numbers of clusters and nebulae
which they contain.

magenta (ma-jen'ta), n. [< F. magenta, so
called from Mageniava. Italy, because tMs col-

or was discovered in the year (1859) of the bat-
tle of Magenta.] 1. A rich and somewhat
glaringredpigment. Also called aniline red and
Jiichsin.— 2. The color given by the pigment.
—Hagenta S. Same as acid^magenta.

maggH, ». See magK
magg^, V. t. See ma^.
magged (magd), a. [Origin obscure.] Worn
and stretched: said of a rope.

maggett, n. An obsolete form of maggot.
maggie (mag'i), ». [< Maggie, a fem. name,
dim. of Jfar^areJ. Ct.mag\madge^.'i The com-
mon goillemot, Lomvia troile. [Scotch.]

maggimonifeet (mag-i-mon'i-fet), n. [^Mag-
gie many-feet.'] A centiped. [Scotch.]

magglef (mag'l), v. t. [Earlymod. E. also mag-
gU, magle; perhaps a var. of mangle^.] To man-
gle; mauL

Ttiare he beheld ane cmell magUt face.

Gaoin Dou^as, tc. ct Vhgjl, p. 181. (Tannewn.)

maggot (mag'ot), n. [Early mod. E. also mag-
get, maggette;~<. ME. magot, magat, prob. < W.
maceiad, maeai, a ma^ot (cf. magiaid, grubs,
magiad, breeding, magad, a brood), < magu,
breed, = Com. Bret, maga, feed.] 1. Proper-
ly, the larva of a fly or other insect ; hence, in
general, a grub; a worm: applied to footless
larvsB, and especially to the l^urvae of flies.

Those flesh-flies ot the land.
Who fasten witbont mercy on the fair.

And suck, and leave a craving maggot there.
Cowper, 'Bios, of ^Brr., L 324.

2. A whim; a crotchet; an odd fancy: mostly
in such expressions as a maggot in one?s head.

To tickle the maggot bom in an empty head.
And wheedle a world that loves him not.

Tennggon, Maud, xxviL 3.

3t. A frisky fellow ; one given to pranks.
Po. 1 admire you had so much prudence, when you

were as great a maggot as any in the worldwhen you were
at Paris.

Gl. Then my age did permit a little wildness.
N. Bailey, tr.' of Colloquies of Erasmus, p. 177. (Darte&)

4. A whimsical impromptu melody or song.
—Bat-taQma^ofe. Seeaisftrtis.—Seed-comma^Mi,
the larva of AnUwmyia 3nB(Riley). A. S. Packard, Study
of Insects, p. 411. (See also eheese^maggot, meat^maggot}

maggot-eater (mag'ot-e'ter),n. Abook-name
of birds of the genus Scoleeophagus.

maggotiness (mag'ot-i-nes), H. The state of
being ma^oty, or ot abounding with maggots.
maggotish (mag'ot-ish), a. [< maggot + -isfel.]

Maggoty; whimsical.
maggot-patedt (mag'ot-pa'ted), a. Same as
maggoty-headed.
maggot-piet, maggofcy-piet, rt. See magot-pie.

ma^ot-inipe (mag'ot-snip), ». The turn-
stone, StrepsHas internes. [Long Island.]

maggoty (mag'gt-i), o. l< maggot -t- -y\] 1.

Pull of or infested with ma^ote.— 2. Prisky

;

capricious; whimsical. [Bare.]
To pretend to work out a neat scheme of thoughtswith

a maggottg, unsettied head is as ridiculous as to think to
write strught in a jumbling coach. Sarris.

maggoty-headedt (mag'gt-i-hed'ed), a. Hav-
ing a mind full ofwhims or crotchets; maggoty.
Also maggot-pated.
maggoty-piet, «> See magpie.
Magnrabin, a. and n. Same as Mogrdbin.
Magi, «. Plural of Magus.
Magian (ma'ji-an), a. and n. [< L. Magus, pi.

Magi: see Magus.] I. a. Pertaining to th&
Magi, the priestly caste of ancient Persia.

n. n. A member of the priestly caste of an-
cient Persia. See Magus, 1.

One of the Magians, who, it is to be remembered, are a.

tribe of the Medes, gave himself out for abrother of Cam-
byses, expecting thus to be able to count upon the obedi-
ence of the Persians as well.

Von Sanke, Univ. Hist, (trans.), p. 100.

Magianism (ma'ji-an-izm), /(. [< Magian +
.ism.] The philosophy, doetrines, traditions,

and religious practices of the Magi. Magianism
was characterized by a religious dualism, supposing an
original principle of evH, opposed tothe original principle
of good. Also Magism.

magic (maj'ik), H. and a. [L «. Pormerly also

magici, magique; < ME. m^gil; magike, < OF.
magique = Sp. mdgica = Pg. It. magica, < L.

magice, ML. also magica (sc. ars, art), < Gr. im-
yudj, magic, prop. adj. 'magical' (se. rexi^, art),

but orig. ' of the Magi,' < Mayof
,
pL Moyoi, the

Magi or priests or "wise men" of tiie Medes and
Persians, reputed to be skilled in enchantment

:



magic

see mage, Magus. It. a. = F. magique = Sp.
mdgieo = Pg. It. magieo, < L. magicus, < Gr.
fiayiKdg, of magic, orig. and prop. ' of the Magi,'
< Mdyog, pi. Mdyot, Magi: see above. Thus, the
noun is orig. from the adj.; but in Eng. it pre-
cedes it.] I. n. 1. Any supposed supernatural
art; especially, the pretended art of control-
ling the actions of spiritual or superhuman
beings. Belief in such an art exists among all primi-
tive races, and was prevalent in medieval Europe. The
practice of magic has embraced, In a greatvariety of ways,
the cure of disease, the forecasting of events, and the grati-
fication of desires otherwise unattainable. It has been
everywhere, with the rise and earlier progress of litera-
ture, formulated into more or less elaborate systems. All
kinds of divination, judicial astrology, and to a large extent
alchemy were outgrowths of it.

But thurgh his magik for a wyke or tweye,
It semed that alle the rokkes were aweye.

Climuxr, I^anklin's Tale, L 667.

If she in chains of magio were not bound.
SJuOz., Othello, i. 2. 65.

The word magv: is still used, as In the ancient world, to
include a confased mass of beliefs and practices, hardly
agreeing except in being beyond those ordinary actions of
cause and effect which men accustomed to their regular-
ity have come to regard as merely natural.

Encyc. BrO.., XV. 199.

2. Power or influence similar to that of en-
chantment : as, the magic of love.

He [Arnold] has a power of vision as great as Tenny-
son's, though its magic depends less on the rich tints of
association, and more on the liquid colours of pure nat-
ural beauty. Cantemparary Bm., XUX. 628.

3. Conjuring; tricks of legerdemain. [Colloq.]
—Black magic, magic involving a criminal league with
evil spirits ; the black art.—Natural ma^C. (a) Occult
science ; the art of working wonders by means of a supe-
rior knowledge of the powers of nature.

Muohmore is professed, but much lesse perfourmed,then
in former ages, especially in the mathematikes and in not-
wrall magic. O. Harvey, Four Letters.

(6) Control of natural forces through the knowledge of
their laws.

Was not Persian Magic a reduction or correspondence
of the principles and architectures of nature to the rules
and policy of governments? . . . And here I will make a
request that 1 may revise and reintegrate the misapplied
and abused name of Natural Magic; which in the true
sense is but Natural Wisdom or Natural Prudence; taken
according to the ancient acceptiou, purged from vanity
and superstition. Bacon, Advancement of Learning.

Superstitious or goetic magic consists in the invoca-
tion of devils or demons, and supposes some tacit or ex-

press covenant or agreement with them.—White ma^c,
practice of magic either quite innocent or at least not in-

volving a compact with the devil.

II. a. 1. Pertaining to or connectedwith the
exercise of magic ; having supposed supernat-
ural qualities or powers ; enchanting; bewitch-
ing : as, magic arts or spells ; a magic wand or
circle ; a magic touch ; magic squares.

Shall we think the subtle-witted French
Conjurers and sorcerers, that> afraid of him.
By magic verses have contrived his end?

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., i. 1. 27.

As in Agrippa's magic glass.

The loved and lost arose to view.
Whittier, The Merrimack.

2. Produced by or resulting from or as if from
magic ; exhibiting the effects of enchantment

:

as, magic music ; magic transformations. [In

this sense magical is more commonly used.]

Till all thy Trmgicic structures, rear'd so high.
Were shatter'd into heaps o'er thy false head.

Milton, Comus, 1. 798.

3. Operating as if by magic; causing illusion;

producing wonderful results.

For three or four days, under the magic influence of his
wit and imagination, these gloomy old pictures were a
perpetual source of amusement and fun.

Lady Holland, Sydney Smith, iv.

Magic circle, a modification of the magic square as
devised by Franklin, consisting of eight concentric circles

equally divided by eight radii, in the sections of which all

the numbers from 13 to 75 are so arranged that the sum of

the numbers in each circle, together witli 12 entered at the
center, is equal to 360, and that the sum of the numbers
in each radial column, together with the central 12, is

also equal to 360. As reconstructed by Dr. Barnard, the
numbers from 1 to 64 are taken, and are so arranged that
the constant gum of both concentric and radial ranks,
added to 100 entered at the center, is 360.— DlagiC cube,
an extension of the arrangement of an arithmetical se-

ries in a magic square or parallelepipedon to all sides

of a hexagon, so that the sum of the numbers in each
lineal rank of numbers, parallel to the edges of the cube
or the diagonals upon all faces, is constant. In a perfect

magic cube every term enters into thirteen distinct equali-

ties Magic cylinder, a modification of a perfect magic
cube or parallelepipedon when one of its surfaces is trans-

ferred to a cylinder having a circumference equal to the
edge of the cube, and the vertical squares are arranged in

equidistant radii ; such a magic cylinder will have either no
number at the axis, or the same number in the center of

every one of the five parallel planes.—^MElglc lantern.
See larUem, and cut under stereopficon.—Magic music.
See mMSsc—Magic sphere, a modification of a magic
cube or parallelepipedon when its surface is transferred

to a sphere, and the several vertical columns are arranged

in equidistant radii.—MaglO square, a square figure
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formed by a series of numbers In mathematical proportion,
so disposed in parallel and equal ranks that the sum of
each row or line taken perpendicularly, horizontally, or
diagonally is constant. Magic squares are also formed

3



magistery

= F. magistire= Pr. magisteri= Sp. Pg. It. ma-
gisteno, < Ii. magi^terium, the office of a mas-
ter, chief, director, president, etc., LnML. ama-
glsterium, < magister, a master, chief, director,
president, etc.: see magister, masterl.'j 1. A
magisterial injunction; an authoritative man-
date.

This last was not a magiitay, but a mere command.
Brouglusn.

2. In cHehemy, a magisterimn or magistral; in
chem., one of various extracts or preparations,
esi>eeially magisterium bismuthi, a precipitate
formed when water is added to a solution of
bismuth in nitrie acid. See the quotations
from Boyle and BoerhaaTe.
He tbat bath had Water tamed to Ashes hath the

Moffutay, and the trae Phflosopher's Stone.
HoaeO, Letters, I. tL II.

Although majesUry be a term Tarioosly enon^ em-
ployed by chemist^ and particiilazly used by Paracelsos
to signify Tery difloent things, jet the best notion I
know of it . . .is, that it is a preparation whereby there
is not an analysis made of the body assigned, nor an ex-
traction of thfa or that principle, but the wliole or very
near the whole body, 1^ the help of some additament,
greater or less, is tamed into a body of another kind.

BoyU, Works, I. 637.

Maffialeriesseem tohave been thus called by the antient
ch^nists as denoting the capital prodnction or master*
piece of their art. They pretend that they are able to take
any simple body, and without any change of its weight, or
diTisNn of its parts, alter it into another exceedingly dif-
fexent from the former, and usually liquid : for instance,
to reduce an ounce of goldinto a fluid of the same weighty

by fire alone, without the addition of any other matter.
Bcerhaane, Chemistry (tr. by Shaw, 3d ed., 1753), L 171.

3t. Any Mnd of medicine or remedial agency
asserted to be of exceptional efficacy,

magistracy (nug'is-tra-si), n. [< magisira{te)
+ -cy-l 1. The office or dignity of a magis-
trate.

In an tyrannical goTemments the supr^ne magigbraey,
or the ri^t both of mafcing and of enforcing the laws, is

vested in one and the same man, orone and the same body
of men. Gladstone, Com., L iL

We have no power to make laws, to erect all sorts of
magistracyf to correct, ponish, pardoiL

Wmthrop, Hist^ :Sew England, II. 341.

2. The body of magistrates.

That enlightened, eloqusit, sage, and profound body,the
Magistracy of Lmdon. IHdccnt, Sketches, Scenes, xriL

magistral (maj'is-trgl), a. and n. [= F. Sp.
Pg. magistral = It. magistrate, < L. magistralis.

of or belonging to a master or teacher, < «ia-

gister, a master, teacher, etc.: see magister,

master^.'] I. a. 1. Befitting a master or magis-
trate; magisterial; authoritative.

Tour asseitiou of the originall of set forms of liturgy, I
justly say is more magistrall than fme.

Bp. Hall, Ans. to ApoL for Smectymnnus, | 2.

2. Having sOTereign remedial qualities.

More comforting
Than all your opiates, juleps, apozems.
Magistral ^yntps. B. Joiuon, Sqanns, L 2.

Let it be some magistrall opiate.
Bacon, Hist. Life and Death, p. 29,

3. In phar., prescribed or prepared for the

occasion: applied to medicines which are not
kept prepared or made up Magistral Iin& See
TT, 2.—Ma^stral method, a schoolmaster's method of

teaching established Isruth.

The most teal diversity of mdhod is of neOtod referred

to use, and method referred to progression : whereof the

one may be termed magistral, and the otiier of probation.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, iL

IL ». It. In alehemy and old med., a sover-

eign medicine or remedy.

I finde a vast chaos of medicines, a confusion of receipts

and magistrals, amongst writers, appropriated to this dis.

ease. Burton, Anat. of HeL, p. 382.

2. In fort., the guiding line from which the

position of the other Unes or works is deter-

mined. In fleld-fortiflcations this line is the interior

crest-line. In permanent fortifications it is usually the

line ofthe top of the esrarp of each work. Farrow. More
folly called magistral line.

3. An officer in cathedral and collegiate church-

es androyal chapelsin Spain, generallya canon,
whose duty it was to preach a certain course of

sermons.—4 (Sp. pron. m*-his-trar)- Copper
pvrites or other sulphureted ores of copper

roasted at a carefully regulated temperature

with free access of air. It is used in the Mexi-

can " patio process" (which see, underprocess).

magistrale (ma-jis-tra'le), a. [It., = E. ma-
gistral.^ See stretto.

magistralityt (maj-is-tral'i-ti), n. [< magistral

+ -ity.^ Magistral character, conduct, or teach-

ing; magisterial air or authority.

Those who seek troths, and not magistrality.

Baoan, Advancement of Leammg, u.
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magistrallyt (maj'is-tral-i), ode. Authorita-
tively; magisterially. ~ Purchas, Pilgrimage,
p. 203.

magistrand (maj-is-trand'), II. [< Uj. magis-
trandiis, gerund of magistrare, magisterare. per-
form the office of a director or chief, rule, com-
mand, ML. also make a master (in arts), con-
fer the degree of master upon, < L. magister, a
master: see magister, master^.'] A imiversity
student in the fourth year of his arts course,
after which he may proceed to graduation: a
designation still in use in Aberdeen, formerly
also in other Scottish universities.

magistrate (maj'is-trat), n. [< MB. magestrat,
< OP. magistrat, T. magistrat, a town council,
a magistrate, = Sp. Pg. magistrado ^Jt. magis-
trato, council, court, tribunal, magistracy, also
a m^istrate, < L. magistratus, the office of a
chief, director, president, etc., a magistrate, <
magister, a master, chief, director, etc.: see
magister, master^'] If. Magistracy.
Certes thow thyself ne myhtest nat ben browht with as

manye perils as thow myhtest snffresi that thow wolden
berai the mageslrat with (?) Bectvat.

Chaucer, Boethius, iil prose 4.

2. An administrator of the law; one who pos-
sesses jurisdiction or executive authority in
matters of civil government; an executive or
judicial officer holding the power of decision
and disposal in regard to subjects within his
cognizance: as, a kmgis the first magistrate of

a monarchy; in the United States tiie Presi-
dent is often called the chief magistrate; the
magistrates of a state or city ; civU or judicial
magistrates. But the word is more particularly ap-
plied to subordinate officers to whom some part of execu-
tire judicial power is conunitted or delegated.

We acknowledge that the ciTill magistrate weares an
autority of Gods giTing, and ongbt to be obey'd as his
vlceregent. MUton, Chnrch-GoTemmenf^ L 5.

3. Specifically, aminor judicial officer; a jus-

tice of the pe^tee, or a police justice; in Scot-
land, a provost or a bailie of a bui^h: as, to be
brought before the bar of the local magistrate.—4. In the New Testament, a Boman military
governor or pretor.—Chief magistrate. See def. 2.

— CSonmilttliig magistrate. See committing.—Cnrule
magistiate. See cimi2e.—stlpencliaiy magistrates.
See stipendiary.

magistratic (maj-is-trat'ik), a. [< magistrate +
-ic.'\ Of or pertaining to a magistrate ; having
the authority of a magistrate. Jer. Taylor (t),

Artif. Handsomeness, p. 169.

magistratical (maj-is-trat'i-kal), a. [< magis-
tratic + -al.^ Same as magistratic.

magistratnre (maj'is-tra-tar), n. [_=F. magis-
trature = Sp. Pg. It. magistratura, < ilL. *ma-
gistratura, < L. magistratus, a magistrate: see
magistrate.^ 1. Magistracy.—2. Administra-
tion of law; civil government.
The war which a great people was waging . . . for the

idea of nationality and orderly magisbmbtre.
Loadl, Study Windows, p. 143.

mag-loon (mag'lon), n. The speckled loon or
red-throated diver, Colymbus septentrionalis.

[Prov. Eng.]
magma (mag'mS), n. QNIj.,<Gr.;M7/«i,aknead-
ed mass, a salve, < /laaaeiv (^ fay), knead : see

mass^. Ct.magdaleon.'] 1. Anycrude mixture,
especially of organic matters, in the form of a
thin paste.—2. In ine<2.: (o) The thick residuum
obtamed after subjecting certain substances

to pressure to extract the fluid parts. (6) The
grounds which remain after treating a sub-
stance with water, alcohol, or any other men-
struimi. (c) A salve of a certain degree of con-
sistence. Dunglison.—3. A confection.— 4. In
petrol., the ground-mass or basis of arock ; that
part which is amorphous or which has no de-

cidedly individualized contours, so far as can
be made out from examination of thin sections

with the aid of a microscope. It is in such an
amorphons homogeneous magma f^ground-mass that the
crystalline elements of many rocks are embedded. The
term magma is also frequently used to designate molten
or plastic material lying beneath the surface, which it is

desirable to speak o^ without any specific indication of
its mineral character, in discussing the phenomena of
rolcanlsm, metamorphism, etc

Carrying out this idea still further, he [Burocher] pro-

poonded the theory that beneal^ the earth's solid crust
there exist two magmas, the upper consisting of light acid
materials, the lower of heavy basic ones ; and he supposes
that by the varying intensity of the volcanic forces we
may have sometimes one or the other magma erupted
and sometimes varying mixtures of the two.

Judd, Volcanoes, p. 201.

Magma-basalt. See limburgite.

magmatic (mag-mat'ik), a. [< magma(t-) +
-i«.] Belonging or related to the magma, or to

the material of which the igneous rocks are

magne-crystallic

formed while this is yet in the unconsolidated
or nnindividualized condition.

magmoid (mag'moid), a. In bot., resembling
an alga, consisting of spherical green celliiles.

Cooke; Leigh ton.

magna, )i. Plural of magnum, 3.

Magna Charta (mag'na kar'ta). See charta.

magnalia (mag-na'li-a),~n. pi. ~ [XXi. : see mag-
naUty.~i Great things ; mighty works.

It might be one of God's magnalia to perfect his own
praise out of the weakness and imperfection of the organ.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1S35), U. 91.

magnalityf (mag-nal'i-ti), )i. [< liL. magnalis,
in pi. magnalia, great things, < L. magn us, great

:

see magnitude, «iatji2.] Something great; a
great or striking deed or feat.

Alfjiongh perhaps too greedy of magnaUties, we are ^t
to make but favourable experiments conceming welcome
tauthes and much desired verities.

Sir T. Browne, Tnlg. Err., iL 3.

magnanerie (man-yan'e-re), ». [F.,<. magnan,
a silkworm ; cf. magndnier, a breeder of silk-

worms.] 1. An establishment for the com-
mercial rearing of silkworms.

The cure proposed by Pasteur was simply to take care
that the stock whence graine was obtained should be
healthy, and the offspring would then be healthy also.

SmaU educations reared apart from the ordinary magna-
nerie, for the productaou of graine alone, were recom-
mended. En^e. BriL, XXH. 58.

2. The art or practice of rearing or breeding
silkworms.
magnanimate (mag-nan'i-mat), r. t.; pret. and
pp. magnammated,mT. magnanimating. [< mag-
nanim{ous) + -ate^. Cf. animate, r.] To ren-
der magnanimous; imbue with magnanimity
or steadfast courage. BoaeU.
magnanimity (mag-na-nim'i-ti), n. [< ME.
magnanimite = F. magnanimite = Sp. magnani-
midad = Pg. magnanimidade = It. magnanimi-
td, < L. magnanimiia{t-)s, greatness of soul, <
magnanimus, great-souled : see magitanimous.~i
The quality of being magnanimous : greatness
of mind or heart ; elevation or dignity of soul

;

the habit of feeling and acting wortmly under
all circumstances ; high-mindedness ; intrinsic

nobility, in its earlier use the word implies especially

high courage and noble steadfastness of purpose ; in ite

later use, high-minded generosity.

Magnanimity no doubt consisteth in contempt of peril,

in contempt of profit, and in the meriting of the times
wherein one liveth. Bacon, in Spedding, L 128.

The favorite example of magnanimity among the Bo-
mans was Fabins Maximus, who, amidst the proTocation
of the enemy and the impatience of his countrymen, de-
layed to give battle till he saw how he could do so suc-
cessfully. Fleming, Tocah. Fhilos.

Bid Tommati blink bis interest,

You laud his magnanmaly the whfle.
Browning, Bing and Book, H. 105.

=SyiL High-mindedness, chivalrousness. See nobie.

magnanimons (mag-nan 'i-mus), a. [= F.
magnanime = Sp. magndnimo = Pg. It. ma-
guanimo, < L. magnanimus, great-souled, hav-
ing a great or lofty soul, < magnus, great (see
main^), -I- animus, soul, mind: see animus. Cf.

pusiUanimaus.'] 1 . Great of mind or heart ; of
high and steadfast courage; elevated in soul
or in sentiment; high-minded; raised above
what is low, mean, or ungenerous.—2. Dic-
tated by greatness of mind or heart; exhibit-
ing nobleness of soul; liberal and honorable;
unselfish.

The magnaTwnwus frankness of a man who had done
great things, and who could well afford to acknowledge
some deficiencies. JfocatiZai/, Hist. Eng., viL

= Syn. Generous (see noble) ; high-minded, great-souled,
chivalrous.

magnanimously (mag-nan'i-mus-U), adv. In
a magnanimous manner; with magnanimity.
magnate (mag'nat), n. [= F. magnat = Sp.
Pg. It. magnate, < LL. magnas {magnat-), pi.

magnates, also magnatus, pL magnaU, a great
person, a nobleman, in MXi. used esp. with ref.

to the nobility forming the national representa-
tion of Hungaryand Poland, < L. magnus, great

:

see magnitude, TOOtn^.] 1. A person of rank;
a noble or grandee; a person of note or dis-

tinction in any sphere : as, a railroad magnate.

The greatest magnates were content to serve in the
council as ministers and advisers, rather than to act up to

their position constitntionaUy as meml>ers of a great estate

in parliament. 5tu&&«, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 342.

Specifically— 2. One of the members of the
upper house of the Diet of Hungary, called the
House (or Table) ofMagnates. It comprises cer-

tain hereditarypeers, high state dignitaries and
ecclesiastics, life peers, etc.

magne-crystallic (mag'ne-kris-tal'ik), a. [Jx-

reg. for *magneto-crystallic, < magnet + crystal



magne-crystallic

+ -ic] Pertaining to tlie effect of a magnet
Bpon a crystallized body. Faraday caUed the mag-
netic force whose action upon crystals was detennined by
their molecular structure magnb-crystaUic farce. Tyndall
shows that in paramagnetic crystals the axis (magm-crys-
tallw aoda) sets axially ; in diamagnetic crystals, eguatori-
ally.

The first observations of the magmcrystaUic couple were
madebyPliicker. . . . Shortly after Hticker's first results
were published, Faraday discovered the magnecrystallic
action of crystallized bismuth.

ff. Chrystal, Encyc. Brit, XV. 264.

magnelf, n. A Middle English variant of man-
gonel.

magnesia (mag-ne'§ia), n. [ME. magnesia (def

.

1) ; < ML. magnesia, a mineral said to be brought
from Magnesia; fern, of Magnesiiis, adj., per-
taining to Magnesia, < Magnesia, Gr. MayvTicla,
a district in Thessaly (also the name of two
cities in Asia Minor) : see magnet. In def. 2 =
P. magnSsie = Sp. Pg. It. magnesia, NXi. mag-
nesia, magnesia (magnesium oxid), so called
from a supposed relation to manganese (for-
merly called magnesiiim).^ If. A mineral said
to be brought from Magnesia.— 2. Magnesium
oxid (MgO), a white tasteless substance hav-
ing a feeble alkaline reaction, its specific gravity
varies from 3.07 to 3.61. It is nearly insoluble in water,
and scarcely fuses at the temperature of the oxyhydix>-
gen flame. It is prepared by the ignition of anymagnesium
salt of a volatile acid. Magnesia is used in medicine
as an antacid and mild cathartic, and in the arts for pre-
paring magnesium salts. Magnesia aiba, the magnesia of
the shops, is a hydrated magnesium carbonate. Caleined
magnesia is pure magnesia prepared by strongly heating
the carbonate.— Magnesia mica. Same as bioUte.

Magnesian^ (mag-ne'si-an), a. [< L. Magne-
sia, < Gr. Mayvr/aia, Magnesia (see def.), -I- -an.']

Of or pertaining to Magnesia, an ancient city
of Asia Minor, near Miletus, or to a town of the
same name in ancient Lydia, or to a district so
called in Thessaly.
magnesian^ (mag-ne'gian), a. [< magnesia +
-an.] Pertaining to magnesia or having its

qualities ; containing or resembling magnesia.—Magnesian limestone. See limestone.

magnesic (mag-ne'sik), a. [< magnesium + -ic]
Of or pertaining to magnesium.
The tendency to fuse on the part of the mixture is due

to the magnesic chloride. Ure, Diet., IV. 543.

magnesioferrite (mag-ne"si-o-fer'it), ». [<
NL. magnesium + L. ferrv/m, iron.] Au oxid
of magnesium and iron, belonging to the spinel
group, which has been observed at Vesuvius.
.Also magnoferrite,

magnesite (mag'ne-sit), n. [< magnesium +
-ite^.] 1. Native magnesium carbonate, a min-
eral occurring in white compact masses, less
often in rhombohedral crystals. It belongs to
the caleite group.— Sf. The hydrated magne-
sium silicate usually called sepioUte or meer-
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an important part of numerous meteorites. The pure
magnesium carbonate (magnesite) occurs in various lo-

calities, but is by no means an abundant mineraL The
non-silicated soluble compounds of magnesia are also of
rather rare occurrence in nature, but are found in con-
siderable quantity in a few localities, among which that
in the vicinity of Stassfort in Prussia is economically of
by far the greatest importance. The combinations found
there are kainite, camallite, and kieserite. (See these
words.) Both magnesium sulphate andmagnesium chlorid
occur in the water of many mineral springs as well asin that
of the ocean. The bones of animals and the seeds of vari-

ous cereals contain a small amount of magnesium phos-
phate, and the salt is also found in guano. Magnesian salts
are used to a limited extent in medicine, especially the
sulphate (Epsom salts) ; they are also used in dressing
cotton goods and in dyeing ; but, on the whole, the econom-
ical importance of the combinations of magnesium, con-
sidering their abundance and the cheapness with which
they could be furnished in large quantity, is exceedingly
small.

magnesium-lamp (mag-ne'gium-lamp), n. A
lamp in which magnesium is burned for the
purpose of illumination. Such lamps are of various
types, being adapted for the combustion of the metal in
the foim of a wire or ribbon or in a pulverized state.

ma^es-Stonet, «. [Tr. L. magnes lapis, Gr.
MayvtK Wog: see magnet.] A magnet.

On thother syde an hideous Uocke is pight
Of mightie Magnes stone. Spenser, F. Q., II. xii. 4.

As if the sight of the enemy had been a magnes stone to
his courage, he could not contain himself.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

magnet (mag'net), n. [< ME. magnete= D. mag-
neet=rMKG. magnes, magnete, G. magnet ='Da.n.
Sw. magnet = OF. magnete, manete (the mod. P.
term is aimant: see adamant, aymant) = Sp. Pg.
It. magnete, < L. magnes (magnet-) (with or with-
out lapis, stone), a magnet, < Gr. /zdyv?jc, also
ftdyvr/caa, prop, adj., Mayvrig, MayviJTLg, M.ayvrjala,

Mdyvr/aaa (sc. Wo^), a magnet, lit. stone of
Ma^esia, < Mdyvyg (MayvT/r-), also Mayv^TJjg,

an inhabitant of Magnesia, < Maym/aia, Mag-
nesia, a district in Thessaly, where the magnet
or magnetic iron ore appar. first came to no-
tice.] A body which possesses the property
of attracting fragments of iron or steel, and
which, when freely suspended, tends, under
the action of the earth, to take a certain defi-
nite position, pointing approximately north
and south. The lodestone, a variety of the mineral
magnetite, or the native magnetic oxid of iron (Fe304), is

a natural magnet; but the properties of the magnet are
best shown by an artificial magnet (see below), which has
commonly the form of a straight bar or that of a horseshoe.
When a bar-magnet is dipped into iron-filings, it is found
that they adhere most strongly at the extremities of the
bar (which are called the^^o^es of the magnet), and not at
all along the line midway between them. Strictly speak-
ing, however, except in the case of a long thin magnet, the
poles are not exactly at the ends. The middle line is called
the Tieutral line or equator of the magnet; the straight line
joiningthe poles is the aa%s of the magnet, or ma^n^tic axis.
A magnetic bar may abnormally have one or more inter-
mediate points of maximum attraction, which are then

magnesium fmag-ne'sium), n. [Nil. ; in def. 1,

< Gr. MayvTiaia, sc. Xieof, magnet; in def. 2, < mag-
nesia, 2.] If. Manganese.—2. Chemical sym-
bol, Mg; atomic weight, 24.36. The metallic
base of the widely distributed alkaline earth
magnesia, which in various combinations, and
especially in the form of the double carbonate of
lime and magnesia, is one of the most abundant
of the materialswhich make up the earth's crust.
It is a metal of a brilliant silver-whfte color, havlng'a spe-
cific gravity of 1.76. It melts at a red heat, and boils at a
temperature somewhat above that atwhich zinc volatilizes.
When held in the flame of a candle it burns with a daz-
zlingly white light, which has been seen at sea at a dis-

tance of 28 miles. Magnesium was first prepared in a
pure state by Bussy ; that which had been previously ob-
tained by Davy was impure and not a coherent metal. It
is now manufactured on a large scale at various places,
especially near Manchester in England, and is pressed
when in a semi-fluid state into wire, and then flattened
into ribbon, in which form it is generally sold. It is used
In taking photographs in places into which the sunlight
does not penetrate, in signaling for naval and military
purposes, and in pyrotechny, as well as in some operations
connected with chemical analysis. The magnesian com-
binations are widely distributed in nature. From 5 to 6
per cent, of the solid material held in solution by the water
of the ocean is magnesium sulphate, and from 8 to 11
per cent, magnesium chlorid. Xext to sodium, chlorin,

and sulphuric acid, magnesium is the most abundant in-

gredient in solution in the ocean. It is, with rare excep-
tions (as in the case of the genus Serpula), not taken from
the ocean by animal life, differing greatly in this respect

from lime. Magnesium carbonate, in combination with
CEdcium carbonate, forming dolomite, occurs in enormous
quantity among the stratified formations. Beds made up
of almost chemically pure dolomite hundreds of feet thick
cover thousands of square miles in the valley of the upper
Mississippi. Magnesium carbonate also occurs in great
abundance, mixed in varying proportions with the cal-

cium carbonate, in much of the rock designated as marble
and limestone, which, when this fact becomes known by
chemical analysis, are denominated dolomitic. Magnesia
also plays the part of base in great numbers of silicates,

especially in tale, meerschaum, serpentine, olivine, and
the pyroxenes and hornblendes. Magnesian silicates form

steel Magnet with consequent poles at a and 6.

called consequent poles. Again, if a magnetic needle is

suspended at its center of gravity so as to be entirely &ee
to turn, it is found that in general it places itself with its

axis in a direction nearly north and south, and with one
end inclining downward. The pole which is directed to-
ward the north is called the north ov northrseeking pole,
also the boreal, po^tive, or red pole, or marked end of the
needle ; the other, the south, south-seeking, austral, nega-
tive, or blue pole, or umnarked end. It is found, further,
that the like poles of two magnets repel and unlike poles
attract each other. If a magnet is broken into h^ves,
each half is found to be a complete magnet with a north
and a south pole; and this is true no matter how often
the process of division is repeated. On this and other
more fundamental grounds, it is concluded that the mag-
netic polarity belongs to each molecule throughout the
bar, and the maximum attraction observed near the ends
is only the resultant effect of all these individual forces.
(See mugnetism.) A magnetic substance is one which may
be attracted by a magnet, but has not the property of
attracting other magnetic substances, and therefore has
no polarity. Soft iron is a magnetic substance, as is also
most magnetite, the lodestone variety being exceptional.
A. permanent magnet is one which retains its magnetism
after the magnetizing influences (see below) cease to act
Steel and the lodestone have this property, on account of
theirhigh degree ofcoerciveforce. (See coercive.) Softiron
has very little coercive force, and accordingly its power of
retaining magnetism is small. An artificiaZ magnet (as a
compaSB-needle)ismade bycontactwith othermagnets, and
the methods employed are described a.asingle-tffuch, dtmble-
touch, and separate-touch, according to the way in which
the substance to be magnetized is rubbed by the magnets.
Such a magnet may also be made by magnetic induction
without actual contact. (See induction, 6.) Again, a mag-
net maybe made bypassing a current of electricitythrough
a wire wound about the bar to be magnetized; this is called
an electromagnet (which see). By this means magnets of
very great strength may be made. They have usually a
horseshoe form, and the bar is of soft iron, so that it retains
its magnetism only so long as the current is passing. The
earth may be considered as a huge magnet, whose poles

magnetic

are situated in the neighborhood of the geographical poles,

though not coincidingwiththem; the north magnetic pole

of the earth corresponds in polarity to the south-seeking

pole of a magnetic needle. The action of the earth causes a
freely suspended needle to set in a plane called the mag-
netic meridian, which in general makes an angle east or
west of the geographical meridian (see declination), and
with one pole (in the northern hemisphere, the north-seek-

ing pole) inclined downward (see dip of the needle, under
dip). The earth's magnetic force also serves to induce mag-
netism in masses of iron lying in or near the magnetic
meridian. An iron ship is thus magnetized in the course

of its construction. Similarly, iron columns, etc., are often

found to be feebly magnetic. Magnetic properties belong
also to some other compounds of iron besides the mag-
netic oxid, as pyrrhotite or magnetic pyrites (FcySb), and to
some varieties of the native sesquioxid, hematite (re203);

also to the magnetic metals nickel, cobalt, chromium, and
manganese. Some varieties of platinum are strongly mag-
netic, and occasionally masses have polarity also, but thia

may be due to the large percentage of iron present, al-

though all so-called iron-platinum docs not show this prop-
erty. Finally, it is found that a powerful electromagnet
exerts an effecton all substances, in accordancewith which
they are divided into the two groups paramagneHc and
diamagnetic (this is explained under diamagnetimi).—
Compoimd magnet. Same as Tnagnetic

6o«(«n/.—Deflectlng-magnet, a magnet
used for deflecting amagnetic n eedle : often
attached to a galvanometer for the purpose
of fixing the zero of the needle in a certain
position, or for altering the sensitiveness
of the needle by changing the magnetic
field. Also called zero magnet, directing-

magnet, and (fe/fecfor.— Horseslioe mag-
net, a magnet having a form somewhat
resembling a horseshoe (see figure), being
bent so that the two poles are brought near
together, and hence can act at the same time
upon the keeper or armature. A horseshoe
electromagnet commonly consists of two
bobbins side by side, whose cores are con-
nected at one end by a piece of soft iron.

—

Moment Of a.

magnet. See nioment.—Permanent magnet. See the
definition.—Portative force of a magnet, the maxi-
mum weight which a magnet can support.— Beceiving-
magnet. Biaae as rday-magnet.—'Re\a,j-raasaet,ov re-
lay, in tdeg., a sensitive electromagnetic receiving instru-
ment used to close a circuit in the receiving station, which
contains a battery and a less sensitive receiving instru-
ment, such as a sounder or a register : also used to retrans-
mit a message over another section of the line. See trans-
late.—%a,\i\aaXeCi magnet. See magnetism.So\eD.oX-
dal magnet, along and thin bar-magnet, uniformly mag-
netized, whose poles are at or very near the ends. In such
a magnet the distribution of the magnetism is said to be
solenoidal,in distinction from thelamellar distribution of a
magnetic shell (which see, under magnetic).—To axm a
magnet. See ormz.— To make the magnet. See make..

magnetic (mag-net'ik), a. and n. [= P. ma-
gnetique = Sp. magn^tico = Pg. It. magnetico
(cf . D. G. magneUsch = Dan. Sw. magnetisk), <
NL. magnetious (NGr. /iaywiTiadg), of a magnet,
< L. magnes (magnet-), < Gr. fidyvrig (ftayvr/r-),

a magnet: see magnet.] I. a. 1. Pertaining
to the magnet or to magnetism

;
possessing the

properties of the magnet: as, a magnetic bar of
iron; a magnetic needle.
The magnetic axis of the magnet Is the line joining the

two poles, and the direction of the magneto axis is reck-
oned from the negative pole towards the positive one.

ABdnson, to. of Mascart and Joubert, I. 285.

2. Pertaining to the earth's magnetism: as, the
magnetic north; the magnetic meridian. See
phrases below.— 3. Having properties analo-
gous to those of the magnet; attractive; win-
ning.
Doubtlesse there is a certalne attraction and magneUdi:

force betwixt the religion and the ministerial! forme
thereof. Miitan, Church-Government, i. 3.

Magnetic axis. Seema^net.—Magnetic azimuth. See
fflzimMtt.- Magnetic battery, a kind of battery formed
of several magnets (usually horseshoe magnets) combined
together,with all their poles similarly disposed. Also called
a magnetic magazine or a compound magnet.—Magnetic
cohesion. See coAmon.- Magnetic curves, the name
given to those curves in which an infinite number of very
minute needles would arrange themselves when placed
round a magnet and at liberty to move round an axis. An

Magnetic Curves.

Idea of these curves is given by the appearance of iron-fil-
ings when scattered' upon a sheet of paper and agitated
immediately above a magnet. They show the direction of
the lines of force in the magnetic field—that is, in the space
about the magnet within which its action Is felt. Mag-
netic declination. See dediiuiMon.—Magnetic densi-
ty, the amount of free magnetism per unit of surface —
Magneticdip. Samea8(Jipo/tA«7i«c(iJe(whichsee under
dip).— Magnetic elements of a place. See eUment —
Magnetic equator. See equator and magnet.—Magnetic



magnetic
flew, Uje space throngh which the foree or influence of amagnet is eierted; also, the space aboat a condnctra-caiTT-
ii« an electne current in which, as it may be shown, mae-
nebcforceisalsoaerted. Compare maffnaiesheHCb^^)
andmasiMtaBt—Magnetic flnid.a hypothetical fluid the
existenceofwhich was assumed in order to explain the Dhe-nomena (rf magnetism.- HagnetlC force, the force ex-
erted between two magnets, or, more deflnitely, betweentwo magnetic poles. It is repolsiTe between like and a^
tractiTe between unlike pole^ and varies in mtensity
with the product of their strengths directly, and wiUi the
square of the distance between them iuTersely —Mag-
netic gnaid. See ^uonf.—Magnetic indnctionrthe
power which a magnet or a current of electricity possesses
MCTCiting temporary or permanent magnetism in such
bodies m its vicinity as are capable of receiTlng it. See
Indlu:<ull^&—Magnetic-induction capadtr. Same as
magnetie prnneoMJi^.—Magnetic intensity. Same as
magnetu /orcc—Magnetic limit, the temperature be-
yond which a magnetic metal ceases to be affected by the
magnet For iron fliis is the temperature of bright/red
heat; for cobalt it is above that of white heat ; for nickel
•t 1? about 350" G—itognetlc magazine. Sameasmo^
futic battery.—Ma^netiJcmatter,an imaginary substance
poesessmg magnetic properties, the distribution of whichm a magnet is conceived by Sir William Thomson to repre-
sait magnetic polarity.

It win very oftoi be convenient to refer tiie phenomena
of magnetic force to attractiims or repulsions mutually
exerted between portions of an imaginaryma^fu^ matter^
which, as we shall se^ may be conceived to reiu^sent the
polarity of a magnet 6i any kind.

Sir W. TImmam, Elect, and Hag., p. 351.

Magnetic meridian, moment, etc. See Oie nouns.

—

Magnetic needle,any snull magnetized iron or steel rod
turning on a pivot, such asUie needle of t^e mariners' com-
pass.—Magnetic nortb, that point of the horizonwhich
is indicated by the direction of the magnetic needle; It
is seldom the true north. Seemagneliemeridian.— Mag-
netic Observatoty, a station provided with apparatus
for making both absolute and dtaerential determinations
of the elements of the ear&'a magnetisin, and at which
systematic observations are maintained. Theinstruments
used for absolute measures are the magnetometer for the
declination and horizontal f(sc^ and the dip-circle forthe
inclination. The instrumenta used for differoitial mea-
sures are the declinometer, which shows tlie changes in
the_ declination, and magnetomet^^ which roister the
variations in the horiaontaland vertical components of the
force. 3y the application of photogr^hy a continuous
registiataon of these variations is obtained.—Magnetic
peimeaMllty. SeepermaMUty.—Magnetic points of
convergence, the magnetic poles of the eart£, around
which are drawn the isogouic lines,or lines of equal decli-
nation.—Magnetic ptdes offile earOl.two nearly opi>o-
site points on Mie earth's surface,wherethe dip of tlie nee-
dle is 90°. They are at a considerable distance from the
geographical poles of the earth.—Magnetic potential
See jxitmtuil.—Magnetic pyiltee; a tevnae-yellow mag-
netic iron sulphid, varying in composition from FctSs to
FeioSii. Also calledj^/rr&Kiee.—Magnetic resiEtaiice
or relnctance. See the nouns.—Magnetic retentive-
ness. Same as coermx foree.—Magnetic lOtation Of
currents, the dynamical effects^ observed under suitable
conditions, produced b7 a magnet in rotating a conducted
carrying a current, or conversely of a stataonaiy condnctor
traversed l^ a current in rotating a magnet.—Magnetic
TOtatOiy power, Uie rotation of the plane of polariza.
tion of a ray of light passing through a transparent me-
dium in a powerful magnetic field. According to the.di-
rection of rotation, it is designated as -{- or — . Yerdefs
ccmstant for a given substance is the amount of rotation
between two points whose difference of magnetic poten-
tial is 1 c g. a unit. Saepolmization,—Magnetic scale,
a table or diagram exhibiting the iiaramagnetic and dia-
magnetic metals in the order of their strengths.—Mag-
netic screen, a aaSt iron shell—for example, in the form
of a sphere—which, if of the proper thickness, cnts off a
magnetic needle within from the effect of a magnet with-
out. Such a screen is sometimes used to free a needle from
the earth's force, so that it can obey the impulse of a cur-
rent sent aboat it.—Magnetic sense, a supposed special
sense by which magnetic influences are perceived.

Keither in my own case^ nor in several otherswho tried,
was anything felt that could be attributed to a magnetie
aeiub Proe. Soe. Pgyeh. Baeareh, XL 5&
Magnetic separator, an apparatus or insfTument for
separating iron from other substances, as iron from brass-
filings, or scraps of nails or wire from wheat. B. B.
KmghL—Magnetic sbell, amagnet in the form of a very
thin plate or sheets the surfaces of which have opposite
polarity. Athinsliceoff acylindricalbar-magnetwouldbe,
a magnetic shell ; or. In other words, a bar-magnetmay be

'

thought of asmadeup of agreatjiumberofmagnetic shells
placed together with their poles facing in the same direc-
tion. A doeed declric circuit—for example, a circular
wire traversed by a cnrrent—is equivalent to a magnet-
ic shell ; and a aeries of such circuits, or practically a sole,
noid, has all the properties of a bar-magnet^ and is sur-
rounded by a similar field of force.— l^gnetic storm,
an abrupt disturbance of the equilibrium of the magnetic
forces controlling a freely snspend^ magnetic needl^
which is thereby thrown into rapid oscillation and dis-
placed from its mean position: usually observed simal-
taneously over a considerable portion of the earth, and
hence inferred by some to be of oosmical origin. Magnetic
stonns are oftenaccompanied by electrical earth-currents,
observed, for exampl^ as a disturbing element in connec-
tion with telegraph-lines. They are most frequent dar-
ing those periods (at intervals of about eleven years) when
auroras are common, and both phenomena accompany the
time of sun-spot frequency.—Magnetic substance. See
Ria^n«e.— Magnetic snsceptillilif^. See euscepHbiUty.

—Magnetic telegraph, the elecmc telegraph. See
Idegn^ah.—Magnetic tick, a faint metallic sound pro-
duced when an iron bar is rapidly magnetized or de-

tnagnetized.

When an iron or cobalt bar is magnetized it becomes
longer and somewhat more slender, but does not appre-

ciably alter m volume; it also emits a slight sound—

a

nu^netfe tick. A. DanieU, Prin. of Physics, p. 609.
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Magnetic nnit. See unit.- Point of magnetic indif-
ference, that point of a magnet, atmnt midway between
the two extremes, where the attractive force, after con-
tinually diminishing as one proceeds from either pole,
ceases altogether ; the equator of the magnet
n. »i- 1. Any metal, as iron, steel, nickel,

magneto-electnc
tiim—Bine magnetism, that of the south pole of a mag-
net—Durosion of magnetism. See diyuaon.—in-
duced magnetism. See induced.—Lamellar mag-
netism, magnetism distribated over a snrfaee, as of a
magnetic shell, in distinction from magnetism concen-
trated at a point, as at a pole.—Eed magnetism, that

cobalt, etc., wmch may receive the properties ""^^ north pole of a magnet—Eesidnal magnetism,
of the lodestone.—2. A paramaffnetie bodv ""f.msgn.ettsmremaimngin amassof iron a^terthemag-
n. nno wl,^„l, -^k«„ tL, * ^71^ -^^ ^J' netinng influences have been removed. Its amount in-or one wtaeh, when free to tnm m a magnetie creases with the coercive force and the thinness of the
nelQ, sets its longest axis along the lines of •'"^ ^^d in perfectly pure soft iron is practically zero

brpe : in contradistinction to diamag- ^°^ ^^'^ "' modaate thickness in comnarison with theirmagnetic force
neUc. See diamagnetism.
magnetical (mag-net'i-kal), a. and ». [< mag-
netic + -«7.] I. o. 1. game as magnetif.~2.
Uxhaling or drawing ont.
There is an opinion, that Uie moon is magnetieal of heat^

as the son is of cold and moisture. Jtieon, :N~at Hist, §75.

M^aietical amplitude. See amplitude.

II.t n. A substance that has magnetic prop-
erties ; a magnetic.
Men that ascribe thus much unto rocks of the Iforth

most presume or discover the like moffnetieaig in the
Sonth. For, in the Southern Seas and far beyond the
Equator, variations are large, and declinations as constant
as in the Northern Ocean. Sir T. £roi™«,Tulg. Err., it 3.

HUlgnetically (mag-net'i-kal-i), adv. In a mag-
netic manner ; by magnetism.
magneticalness (mag-net'i-kal-nes), ». The
property of being magnetic. ~ Bist. Bog. Soc,
IT. 253.

magnetician (mag-ne-tish'an),«. [< magnetic+

thickness in comparison with their
length.—Betentive magnettsm, permanent magnet-
ism, as of an iron ship.—Terrestrial magnetism, the
magnetic properties possessed by the earth as a whole,
which give the needle its directive power and cause it to
dip, and which also communicate magnetism by induction,
as to a bar of iron placed parallel to the dipping-needle.
See dedination, dip; also oefunc, iueUnal, itogoniei.

magnetist (mag'ne-tist), «. [< magnet + -t«t.]
One who is versed in the science of magnetism

;

a magnetician.
magnetite (mag'ne-et), ji. [< magnet + -tf«2.]
Magnetic oxid of iron; a black oxid of iron
(Fe304 or FeCFegOs) which is strongly at-
tractable by a magnet, it sometimes possesses po-
larity, and is then called Udeslone. It occurs in isometric
crystal^ generally octahedrons or dodecahedrons, and
also more commonly massive in beds in the older crystal-
line rocks ; in the form of scattered grains or crystals it
is a common constituent of many igneous rocks. It is an
important ore of iron, and occurs in large quantities in
Jiorway and Sweden, in the Adirondack and West Point
regions of New York, and in New Jersey. Tltaniferoos

.— .. _^ TL;n "j .. '/ - 1- .7 magnetite is a variety iv>nfflining snTnft Hfnnium
-ian.J One Skilledm magnetism; a magnetist. magnetitic (mag-ne-tit'it), a. [< magnetite +
magnetacness (mag-net'ik-nes), H. Thequal- -ic.^ Pertaining to magnetite ; of the nature
ity of ^ing magnetic; magneticalness. of magnetite: containing magnetite : as, mag-
magnetu^ (mag-net'iks), n. [PL of magnetic: netitic slates.
see -fcs.] The science or principles of magnet- maglietizability (mag-ne-ti-za-bil'i-ti), n. [<
Jsm. magnetizable : see -biUty.'\ The power or sns-
magnetme (mag'ne-tin), n. [< magnet + -i»ii?2.]

1 . The principle of magnetism ; a hypothetical
imponderable matter in which magnetic phe-
nomena are supposed to occur. Compare lu-
mine.

It is upon their operation, but more particularly on the
influence of magnMne, that the vital functions in all their
modifications are dep^dent

eeptibility of being magnetized; the coefficient
of magnetic induction. To increase the magnetiza-
bnity is to increase the coefficient of magnetic induction

;

to load with magnetizability is to load with magnetic in-
duction. Also spelled maffnetiaabilUy.

magnetizable (mag'ne-G-za-bl), a. [< magnetize
+ -able.'\ Capable of being magnetized. Also
spelled magnetisable.

.^aAfrurn«r,inBeichenhsch'sI>ynamics(trans.lS5lXp.xiv. magnetization (mag'ne-ti-za'shon), n. [<
2. A compound of some Mud of cementing "" ' - ~..

material and a magnetie powder, such as iron-
filings or magnetic oxid of iron, used in some
forms of magnetie belts, etc.

magnetipolar (mag'net-i-po'lar), a. [< L. mag-
nes {magnet-), magnet,

+

pobis^pole zseepolar.l
Possessing magnetic polarity: as, platdnum is
sometimes magnetipolar.

magnetisability, magnetisable, etc . See mag-
netiedbUUy, etc.

magnetism (mag'ne-tizm), n. [= F. magne-
tisme = Sp. Pg. It. magnetismo = D. magne-
tisme = G. magneUsmus = Dan. magnetisme =
Sw. magnetism, < NL. magneUsmus (NGr. iiay-
vT^ia/toc), < L. magnes (magnet-), a magnet: see

mag-
netize + -ation.'i The act of magnetizing, or
the state of being magnetized. Also spelled
magnetisation—Magnetization of light, a phrase
used by Faraday to express the mutual relation which he
proved to exist between magnetism and light He ap-
plied it especially to the phenomenon of the rotation of
the plane of polarization of a light-ray passed tiirough a
transparent meditim in a powerful magnetic field.

magnetize (mag'ne-tiz), v. ; pret. and pp. mag-
netized, ppr. magnetizing. [= D. magnetiseren
= G. magneHsiren = Dan. magnetisere = Sw.
magnefisera = P. magnetiser = Sp. magnetizar
= Pg. magnetisar= It. magnetizzare; as magnet
+ -ize.'\ I. trans. 1. To communicate mag-
netie properties to: as, to magnetize a needle.

^ — 2. To attract as if by a magnet; move; in-
raa^n^i and -isjB.] 1. That peculiar property fluence.—3. To put under the influence of ani-
oecasionaUy possessed by certain bodies (more ni*l magnetism ; mesmerize ; hypnotize.
especially by iron and steel) whereby, under H. intrans. To acquire magnetic properties

;

certain circumstances, they naturally attract become magnetic: as, a bar of iron standing
or repel one another according to determinate some time in an inclined position will mag- -

laws. According to the molecular theory of magnetism, netize.

the molecnles of a magnetic substance possess permanent Also spelled magnetise,
polarity, and as it is more and more highlymagnetized the magnetizee(mae'ne-ti-ze'), n. Hmaanetize +
poles are arranged more and more perfectly in a common ^^n A^i_*^j„_,__ 4^' j L^ "'«</"ci'-e t-

direction;whenitismagnelizedtothehigheatdt«reepos- "ff •-« «? ^^*^^ °' ™^®™^"^®'^
sible— that i% to saturation—all the norUi poles of the Also spelled magnetisee.
molecules point in one direction and all the south poles magnetizer (mag'ne-ti-zer), «. 1 That which
in the apposite dhwHon. On thte theorycoercive foroB is communicates magnetism.— 2. One who mag-Eunply that condition of tiie substance which retards this tio«»o= ni. moemiT^

^"o^"-
•«.

vr^ic njiu mjig

moleciUar arrangement during the process of magneU- ueiizes or mesmenzes.
zation and tends to retain it after magnetization. The Also spelled magnetiser,
currenttheory.or Amp^re'stheoryof magnetism,snpposes magneto (mag'ne-to), n. [Short for maqneto-
each molecule to betraversed by a closed elecWc circuit; eJectrieol machine.! A magneto-electric ma-these currents become parallel upon magnetization, and „i,,-„„. „„ „ „„„„i*^

i"«6iiciA^.cvi,nv. usa-

may Uien be regarded as eqnivalCTt to a series of dosed ^P^^ ' "S, a »Ml^B«to-motor. ,s. P. Tliotnpson,
electric currents about the exterior of the bar, these cur- Dynamo-Klect. Mach., p. 368.
rents being clockwise at tlie south pole and counter-clock- magneto-. A combining form of waoiief or mao-
wise at the north pole. This theory derives its support „.,?!« n*t«^ ;~^i™_~ -~-_;„n „_» 7_.i_r-
from the observed fact that a spiral conductor traversed
by a current (a solenoid) behaves as a magnet in all re-
spects, being directed similarly by the earth and having
a similar field of force about it See magnet.

In many treatises it is the fashion to speak of a mag-
netic finid or fluids; it is, however, absolutely certain
that mo^netigni is not a fluid. . . . A fluid cannot possibly
propagate itself indefinitely without loss.

5. P. Thompson, Elect and Mag., p. SI.

2. That branch of science which treats of the
properties of the magnet, and of magnetic phe-
nomena in general.—3. Attractive power; ca-
pacity for exciting sympathetic interest or at-
tention : as, the magnetism of eloquence

; per-
sonal magnetism.
I do not think he [Dryden] added a single word to the magnetO-electlic (mag ' ne -to-e-lek' trik), a.

language, unless, as I suspect, he first used magnetigm in Pertaining to magueto-electricity. See elec-
its present sense of moral attraction. fmninnt,i>*it.n, m. * =_li x. ^ «

ioieeB Among mv Books. 1st ser t. 7fi
2r"«ff««w«»'— Ciliaiacteristic Of a magneto-elec-.wweB, Among my BOOKS, ist ser., p. ,b. tnc machine. See cAaracterisSc.-Magneto-electric

Animal magnetism, the name given by Hesmer to the induction. See induction, 6.— Magneto-electric ma-
phenomena of mesmerism. See mesmeriem and hypno- chine. See electric machine, under eieetric-Hagneto-

netw, often implying especially magneto-electric.
As applied to elecmc machine^ it is jisei (in confzadis-
tinction to dynamo-) to indicate that the magnetic fields
involved are due to permanent magnets.

magneto-bell (mag'ne-to-bel). n. An electric
bell in which the armature of the electromagnet
is polarized—that is, is a permanent magnet.
The armature is alternately attracted and repelled when
the alternate current from a magneto-electric machine is
passed through the coil of the electromagnet, and a ham-
mer attached to a continuation of the armature placed
between two bells rings them. It is used as a telephone
call-bell. Also called magneto eaU-bdl.

magnetod (mag'ne-t6d), 71. [< magnet + od.]
Magnetine ; magnetic od ; the hypothetical odie
force or principle of magnetism. Eeiclienhack.



magneto-electric

electric telegraph, a telegraph in which the currents are
produced by magneto-electric machines, in contradistinc-
tion to telegraphs in which voltaic batteries are used.
magneto-electrical (mag"ne-t6-e-lek'tri-kal),
a. Same as magneto-electric.

magneto-electricity(inag*ne-t6-e-lek-tris'i-ti),
n. 1 . Electricity evolved by the action of iiiag-
aets.— 2. That branch of science which treats
of phenomena in which the principles of both
magnetism and electricity are involved. See

magnetogram (mag-net'6-gram), n. [< mag-
net{ic) + Gr. ypd/i/ia, a writing: see granfi.}
The automatic record of the movements of the
magnetic needles in an observatorv. Nature.
XXXVm. 256.

magnetograph (mag-net'o-graf), n. [< mag-
net{ic) + Gr. ypa^etv, write.'] 1. A magnetom-
eter an-anged to give an automatic and contin-
uous record of the changes in position of the
magnet under the influence of the earth. This is
accomplished by the reflection of a spot of light from a
mirror attached to the magnet on to a drum of sensitized
paper turned by clockwork.
3. The record of a magnetometer; a magneto-
gram.
magneto-instrument (mag ' ne - to - jn " strp -

ment), n. Same as magneto.
magnetology (mag-ne-tol'6-ji), n. [< Gr. fiAy-
viji (fiayuTir-), a magnet, -t- -/loy/o, < "kkytiv, speak:
see -ology.] A treatise on the magnet and mag-
netism ; the science of magnetism.
magneto-machine (mag'ne-to-ma-shen'''), n.
Same as magneto. Mssler, Mod. Sigh Explo-
sives, p. 177.

magnetometer (mag-ne-tom'e-t6r), n. [< Gr.
fidyv^g {jxayvriT-), a magnet, + fzhpov, a measure.]
An instrument used to measure magnetic forces
or the strength of a magnetic field, especially
one used to measure the intensity of the earth's
magnetic force at any place. Magnetometers are ar-
ranged to measure the horizontal and vertical components
of this force, from which its total intensity and direction
are calculated.—Bifllar magnetometer. See bijilar.

magnetometric (mag"ne-to-met'rik), a. [<
magnetometr{y) + -jc] Pertaining to or em-
ployed in the measurement of magnetic forces

;

obtained bymeans of a magnetometer : as, mag-
netometric observations.
magnetometry (mag-ne-tom'e-tri), n. [< Gr.
fidyvj/g, a magnet, -I- -/zerpia, < jjirpov, a mea-
sure.] The measurement of the strength of a
magnet, or, more strictly, of a magnetic field;

especially, the measurement of the earth's mag-
netic force ; the use of a magnetometer.
magnetomotive (mag'-'ne-to-mo'tiv), a. Pro-
ducing active magnetic effects Magnetomo-
tive force, the magnetizing force or influence to which
a magnetic substance is subjected in a magnetic field;
the quantity which divided by the magnetic resistance
gives the intensity of magnetization. Analogous to elec-

tromotive force.

magneto-optic (mag"ne-t6-op'tik), a. Pertain-
ing to magneto-optics.
magneto-optics (mag"ne-t6-op'tiks), n. That
branch of physios which considers the modify-
"ing action of a magnet upon light. Its most im-
portant effect is the romtion of the plane of polarization
of a light-ray on passing through a transparent body in a
powerful magnetic field. Since electromagnets ai-e em-
ployed in these experiments, this subject is mainly in-

cluded under the more general head of electro-optics.

magnetophone (mag-net'o-fon), n. [< Gr. ftdy-

v^Q (jiayvTjT-), a magnet, + ^avi;, sound, voice.]
An apparatus devised by H. S. Carhart, con-
sisting essentially of a horseshoe magnet, in
front of which is a disk of sheet-iron pierced
with a number of holes, and on the other side a
small induction-coil in circuit with a telephone.
Upon rotating the disk, a clear musical note is heard in
the telephone, the pitch rising afl the rapidity of rotation

is increased. This is explained by the intermittent action

of the magnet upon the core of the coil, caused by the
presence of the rotating perforated disk.

magneto-pointer (mag"ne-t6-poin'ter), n. The
index of a magneto-electric dial-telegraph.

magneto-printer (mag^'ne-to-prin't^r), n. A
printing telegraph in which a magneto-electric
machine is the working-power. More fully

called magneto-printing telegraph. T. D. Lock-
wood, Elect., Mag., and Teleg., p. 62.

magnetoscope (mag-net 'o-skop), n. [< Gr.

/idyvijg (/laypr/T-), a magnet, -I- aiamelVj view.]

1. A person supposed to see, or a thing sup-

posed to aid in seeing, by means of magnetism

;

a clairvoyant, or a clairvoyant's device.— 2. In
physics, a contrivance for indicating the pres-

ence of magnetic force, but without measuring
its intensity.

magneto-telegraph (mag'^ne-to-td'e-graf), n.

Same as magneto-electric telegraph (which see,

under magneto-electric).
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magneto-telephone (mag'''ne-t6-tel'e-f6n), n.

A telephone in which variations in the strength
of a magnet produce, or are produced by, un-
dulatory currents in a coil of wire surrounding
either the whole or a part of the magnet and
forming part of the telephone circuit. See
telephone.

magneto-transmitter (mag"ne-t6-trs,ns-mit'-
ev),n. 1. In tBiejpAowy, amagneto-telephoneused
to transmitspeech or other sounds.—2. In teleg.

,

a magneto-electric machine used to produce the
telegraphic currents.

magniflable (mag'ni-fi-a-bl), a. [< magnify +
-able.] 1. Capable of being magnified or en-
larged.—2. Worthyto be magnified or extolled.

Number, though wonderful in itself, and sufficiently

nuignifiable from its demonstrable affection, hath yet re-
ceived adjections from the multiplying conceits of men.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 12.

magnific (mag-ni£'ik), a. [Formerly also mag-
nifique; < P. magnifique = Sp. magniflco = Pg.
It. magnifico, < L. magnificus, great in deeds
or sentiments, noble, high-minded, < magnus,
great (see main^, magnitude), -)- facere, do : see
fact.] Making great or illustrious; glorifying
or glorious; splendid; magnificent. [Eare.]

parent I these are thy magnijie deeds.
MUton, P. L., X. 364.

This King [Henry VIII.] at Boloigne was victorious;
In peace and warre, Magnifique, Glorious;
In his rage bounty he did oft expresse
His Liberality to bee excesse.

John Taylor, Memoriall of Monarchs.

Then too the pillar'd dome magnific heav'd
Its ample roof. Thomson,, Autumn, 1. 135.

magnifical (mag-nif'i-kal), a. [< magnific +
-al.] Like a magnifico : same as

His port & state is in maner as magnifical as the other
aforesaid ambassadors. HakluyVs Voyages, II. 294.

magnifically (mag-nif'i-kal-i), adv. In a mag-
nifical manner; with poniip or splendor. Jer.
Taylor, Holy Dying, iv. 9.

Magnificat (mag-nif'i-kat), n. [< L. magnificat
(3d pers. sing. pros. ind. act. of magnificare,
magnify: see magnify), as used in the Vulgate,
Luke i. 46 : "Magnificat anima mea Dominum."]
1. The song or hymn of the Virgin Mary in
Liike i. 46-55, beginning '

'My soul doth magni-
fy the Lord." it is very similar to the song of Hannah
(1 Sam. ii. 1-10), which has accordingly been called the
Old Testament Magnijieat. The Magniflcat was in use in
the hours or daily service of the Christian church as early ta
about A. D. 600.

,
In the Greek Church it is the ninth ode

(canticle) at Orthros (Lauds), and is called the Ode of the
TkeotocQS. It was at first omitted from the American
Prayer-book, but was restored in ,1886.

2. A musical setting of this hymn.—Magnificat
at matinat, something out of place (in allusion to the
proper place of this canticle in the even-song).

The note is here all out of place, . . . and so their note
comes in like Magnificat at mattins.

Andrewee, Sermons, t. 49. (Davies.)

magniflcatet (mag-nif'i-kat), V. t. [< L. magni-
ficatiis, pp. of magnificare,, magnify : see mag-
nify.] To magnify or extol.

That with oath
Magnificatee his merit.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

magnification (mag"ni-fi-ka'shon), n. [= OF.
magnification, < LL. magn4ficatio(n-), < L. magni-
ficare, magnify: see magnify.] 1. The act of
magnifying, or the state of being magnified or
enlarged, as by a lens.

Psychological magnifiealion is not more absurd than
physical, although the processes in the two cases must be
materially different ; but of course in no case is magnifi'
cation possible without limit.

J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 48.

2. In micros., specifically, increase of visual
power in respect of penetration as well as su-
perficial enlargement, thus contrasting with

Little is gained by expanding the image of an object
from the ten-thousandth of an inch to an inch, if there be
not an equivalent revelation of hidden details. It is in this
revealing quality, which I shall call Tnagnification, that our
recent lenses so brilliantly exceL

Bollinger, 1884. (Nature, XYY. 62.)

3, The act of magnifying or extolling. Jer.
Taylor.

magnificence (mag-nif'i-sens), n. [< ME. mag-
nificence, < OF. and F. magnificence = Sp. Pg.
magnificencia = It. magnificenza, < L. magnifl-
centia, greatness in action or sentiment, noble-
ness, splendor, < *magrdficen{t-)s, magnificus,
magnificent: see magnificent.] 1. The state
or condition of being magnificent; grandeur,
as of appearance or of character; splendor;
brilliancy: as, the magnificence of a palace or
of a procession; the magnificence of Shak-
spere's genius.

magnify

The truly good government Is not that which concen-

trates magnificence in a court, but that which diffuses

happiness among a people. Macaiday, Mlrabeau.

2t. A high degree of generosity; munificence.

Thou helest laundes, goutes, and dropsyes,

By our lordes fauour, grace, and magnyfycenee.

, Joseph of Arimathie (E. E. T. S.), p. 61.

The magnificentman must be liberal also ; for the liberal

man, too, will spend the right amount in the right manner

:

only, both the amount and the manner being right, mag-
nificence is distinguished from liberality by greatness.

Peters, tr. of Aristotle's Nicomachean Ethics.

3. A title of courtesy belonging of right to sev-

eral high ofiicers of ancient Eome, and also to

the rector (rector magnificus), prorector, and
chancellor of a German university, and to some
other German officials : corresponding to lord-

ship, highness, or eminence (with his or your pre-

fixed). =syn. 1. Pomp, ^clat. See grand.

inagnificencyt (mag-nif'i-sen-si), n.
;
pi. mag-

nificencies (-siz). 1. Magnificence; grandeur.
— 2. A magnificent thing; an instance or exam-
ple of magnificence or grandeur. [Rare.]

This canopy or arch of water I thought one of the most
surprising magnificeneics I had ever aeene.

Mvelyn, Diary, May 21, 1646.

magnificent (mag-nif 'i -sent), a. [< L. as if

*magnificen{t-)s (occurring in the oompar. and
superl. ofmagnificus, and its deriv. magnificen tia :

see magnific and magnificence), equiv. to mag-
nificus, great in deeds or sentiment, noble,

splendid, etc., < magnus, great, -f- -ficen(t-)s, an
accom.form of -ficien{t-)s,ihei reg.form in oomp.
of/aCTe»( *-)s, ppr. of/acere, do: seefact,faeient.]

It. Great in deeds or action ; especially, very
liberal; munificent; generous; open-handed.

Know, you court-leeches,
A prince is never so magnificent
As when he's sparing to enrich a few
With the injuries of many.

Matsinger, Emperor of the East, ii. 1.

That Cittie in reward of vertue was ever mAignificent.

MUton, Hist. Eng., ii.

2. Making a great show; possessing or pre-
tending to greatness; stately; ostentatious.

A letter from the magnificent Armado.
Shak., L. L. L., i 1. 193.

3. Grand in appearance or character ; exhibit-
ing greatness ; splendid; brilliant; of extraor-
dinary excellence: as, a magnificent \mi\diiig or
view ; a magnificent victory or poem ; magnifi-
cent conceptions.
This was thought and called a magniflcent answer.

Byron, Childe Harold, iv. 81, note.

4. Exhibiting greatness of size or extent: as,

the preparations were upon a magnificent scale

;

a city of magnificent distances.

Far distant he descries.
Ascending by degrees magnificent
Up to the wall of heaven, a structure high.

Milton, P. £., iii. 502.

=Syn. Superb, Splendid, etc. (see grand); imposing, au-
gust, gorgeous,

magnificently (mag-nif 'i-sent-li), adv. In a
magnificent manner; with magnificence ; splen-
didly

|
brilliantly; gorgeously.

Magnificet (mag-nif'i-set), n. [< L. magnified,
3d pers. sing. pres. subj. of magnificare, magni-
fy: see magnify.] A name of Mid-Lent Thurs-
day, taken from the first word of the collect.
Sampson, Medii -iEvl Kalendarium, II. 254.
magnifico (mag-nif'i-ko), n. [It., < L. magnifi-
cus, noble, great: see magnific] 1. A title of
courtesy formerly given to Venetian noblemen

;

hence, a grandee; a man of high rank or pre-
tensions; a great man.

The duke himself, and the magniflcoes
Of greatest port, have all persuaded with him.

Shak., M. of V., iii. 2. 282.

2. A by-name for the rector of a German uni-
versity, who is entitled to be addressed as yowr
Magnificence. See magnificence, 3.

magnifier (mag'ni-fi-6r), n. 1. One who or that
which magnifies or enlarges.
Mens hilaris, requies, moderata dicta is a great magni-

fier of honest mirth. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 298.

2. Specifically, an optical instrument that mag-
nifies; a convex lens, a concave mirror, or a
combination of lenses or mirrors, which in-
creases the apparent magnitude of bodies.

magnifiq[uet, a. An obsolete form of magnific.
magnify (mag'ni-e), I), t; pret. and pp. magni-
fied, ppr. magnifying. [< ME. magnifien, < OF.
(also F.) magnifier = Sp. Pg. magnificar = It.
magnificare, < L. magnificare, make much of,
esteem highly, praise highly, extol, magnify, <
magnus, great, -f- facere, make. Of. magnific.]
1. To make greater; increase the size, amount,
or extent of; enlarge; augment. [Eare in this
literal sense.]



magnify
mie least error in a small qaaotity, as in a small circle,

wni, in a great one, as in tlie circles of tlie heavenly orbs,
be proportionally magrUfied. ,

S. Grea, Cosmologia Saoa, iL 5.

Speak, efermy Fancy magn^ my Fears.
Congreee, To Cynthia.

2. To eaBse to appear greater ; increase the ap-
parent dimensions of: enlarge or augment to
the eye: as, a convex lens magnifies the bnUc of
a body to the eye.
Smce flie shnter the tocos of the lens the more closely

may fie object be approximated to the eye, the retinal pic-
ture is enlarged, caoatng the ob]ect to appear magTufUd in
the same proportion. Bneyc BriU, XIV. 25a

3. To exalt the power, glory, or greatness of;
sound the praises of; extol; glorSy.

O, magnify the Lord with me, and let as exalt his name
together. Ps. xxxiv. 3.

Those highly magnify him whose jndicioos inquiry into
his acts, and deliberate research into his creatures, retnm
the duty of a devout and learned admiration.

Sir T.Broume, Beligio Medici, L 13.

4. To represent as greater than the reality; ex-
aggerate: as, to magnify a person's deeds; to
magnify the evils of one's lot.

nsed every artto nuMnj/V the merit of her
GMmuth, Vicar, xvL

Mywife .

daughter.

Magnifying power of a microscope, the ratio of the
length npon the retina of any part of the image of the
object looked at with the microscope to the length of
the retinal image of the same object looked at wlthont
the microscope at a standard distance of 10 inches. In
regard to the magnifying power of eye-glasses, compli-
cated considerations have to be introdaced.— Magnify-
ing power of a telescope, the ratio in which the an^e
subtended by any linear mmensions of the object looked
at is increased by the telescope. It is always equal to the
focallength of the object-glass divided by that of the eye-
piece. For a distant object the focal length of the object-
glass is that for parallel rays—that is, its principal focal
length; for nearer objects the focal length is gr«aer, and
the magni^ring power is ccarespondingly increased.

magnifying-glass (mag'ni-fi-ing-glas), n. In
optics, a convex lens : so called because objects'
seen through it have their apparent dimensions
increased.

magnifying-lens (mag'ni-fl-ing-Ienz), n. See
lens.

magnilocinence (mag-nil'o-kwens), n. [< L.
magniloquentia, a lofty style or strain of lan-
goage, C'magnilogu€n(t-)s, magniloquus, speak-
ing in a lofty style: see magnUoquent.'] The
quality of beingmagniloquent ; a lofty manner
of speaking or writing; exaggerated eloquence;
grandiloquence; bombast.

All the sects ridiculed this magniloquence of Epicnms,
as inconsistent with his whole system.

BenUey, Kemaiks, § 44.

There was sometliing surprising and impressive in my
tnejA's gushing magnUoquenee.

H. JaiMg, Jr., Pass. Pilgrim, p. 107.

magnilnqncTit. (mag-nH'o-kwent), a. [< L.
*magniloqtten(t-)s, equiv. to magniloquus, speak-
ing in a lofty style, < magnus, great, lofty, +
loqtien{t-)s, ppr. of loqui, speak: see locution.']

Speaking or writing in a lofty style
;
grandilo-

quent : bombastic.
magniloq'aeiltlyCmag-nil'o-kwent-li), adv. In
a magniloquent manner ; with loftiness orpom-
posity of language.
magniloqnoTisf (mag-nil' a -kwus), a. [< L.
magniloquus, speaking in a' lofty style, < mag-
nus, great, lofty, + loqui, speak: see loeuUon.l
Magniloquent.
ma^lilo^ny (mag-nil'o-kwi), n. [< Uj. mag-
niloquium, loftiness of speech, < L. magnilo-
quus, speaking in a lofty style: see magnilo-
qvousJ] Magniloquence; high-soundingpedan-
try. [Bare.]

Of many anatomical terms the chief characteristics are
antiquity, magnUoquy, and unintelligibility.

BuiXs Handbook itfUed. Sdauxs.'VTa. 520.

magnisonant (mag-nis'o-nant), a. [< L. m/ig-

nus, great, + sonan(t-)s, ppr. of sonare, sound.]
High-sounding ; bombastic. Southey, The Doc-
tor, piare.]

maCTitnde (mag'ni-tud), n. [= F. magnitude
= Sp. magnitud = Pg. magnitude = It. magni-
tudine, < L. magniiuSo, greatness, bulk, size,

rank, dignity, < magnus, great, large, grand,
noble, important, etc. ; compar. major (see ma-
jor), superl. maximus (see maximum) ; with for-

mative -B, < *mag, akin to Gr. /liyag (jitrya^),

great, large, = AS. mieel, great, much, Skt.

V mah, orig. *magh, be great : see micMe, much.
Ct.maitfi.'] 1. Greatness; vastness,whetherin
a physical or a moral sense ;

grandeur.

With plain heroick magjiitude of mind.
Uaton, S. A., L 1279.

We commonly find in the ambitious man a superiority

of parts, in some measure proportioned to the magmkude
ot his designs. Hordey, Worli, L iv.
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2. Largeness of relation or significance ; im-
portance ; consequence : as, in afEairs of mag-
nitude disdain not to take counsel.— 3. Size, or
the property ofhaving size ; the extended quan-
tity of a line, surface, or solid; length, area, or
volume.

And fast by, hanging in a golden chain.
This pendent world, in bigness as a star
Of smallest magmtvde. Milton, P. L., ii. 1053.

One mayleam how the feeling of magnitude varies with
clianges in the absolute magnitude of the object^ and so
reach a more precise and scientific statement of this par-
ticular aspect of the coexistence between body and mind.

J. SuUy, Sensation and Intuition, p. 44.

4. Any kind of continuous quantity which is

comparable with extended quantity. In this sense
we speak of the magnitude of a velocity, force, accelera-
tion, or other vector quantity; but we do not properly
speak of a magnitude of heat, energy, temperature, sound,
etc. Thenseof thewordasasynonymof gitizn^ify, asintiie
following passage, is to be deprecated.

By intensive magnitude is meant the strength of a sen-
sation ; by extensivenuij^nAude, its volume, whichroughly
speaking corresponds to the area of the sentient surface
and the number of nervous elements acted upon.

J. Sully, Sensation and Intuition, p. 44.

5. In astron., the brightness of a star expressed
according to the numerical system used by as-
tronomersforthatpurpose. XaOnsseDsefnagnitude
translatesGreek {iey€0o9, used inthesame senseintheAlma-
gest, the expression being due to the fact tiiat bright stars,
by an effect of irradiation, look larger than faint ones. The
brightest stars are said to be of tiie first magnitude, while
those of the sixth magnitude are hardly noticed by casual
observers in ordinary states of the sky. Since the bright-
ness of stars has been measured photometrically, the in-
terval between successive magnitudes has been defined by
a constant ratio of brightness, which in the so-called al^

solute scale, now generally used« is flOO, or 2.51.

6. In anc.pros., the length of a syllable, foot,

colon, ormeter, expressed interms of themetri-'
eal unit (primary time, semeion, or mora) : as,

a foot of trisemic magnitude; a colon of ieosa-
semic magnitude—Absolute magnitude. See abso-
lute.— ATignlar magnitude, the quantity of an angle.

—

Appax^t magnitude of an object, that magnitude
which is measured by the optic or visual angle intercept-
ed between lines drawn from the extreme points of tiie

object to the center of the pupil of the eye. This angle
may be considered to be inversely as the distance of the
object. [This phrase is used chiefly with reference to the
heavenly bodies, but is employed also in many branches of
optical science^ with the same general meaning.]— Cen-
ter of magnitude. Seecenteri:=Syn.BuIk,Volwme,eltc.
See size.

magnoferrite (mag-no-fer'it), n. See magnesio-
ferrite.

Magnolia (mag-no 'li-a), n. [NXi. (Plumier,
1703),named after Pierre Magnol, a French bot-
anist (1638-1715).] 1. A genus of plants, type
of the natural orieiMagnoliacew and the tribe

Magnoliece, characterized by a sessile cone-
shaped cluster of pistils, and two-ovuled per-
sistent carpels which open down the back at
maturity. They are trees or shrubs with entire alternate
leaves, often evergreen, condnplicate in the bud, and then
protectedbymembranous stipules, andlarge showyflowers
which aresolitaryandterminaL The calyx consistsof three
deciduons sepals, and the corolla of six to twelve petals,

nsnallywhite or purplish; and the stamens and pistils are
numerous. Theflowersaregenerallyfragrant^andthefmit
isa spike, consistingof anumber of follicles,from the open-
ings of which the scarlet or brown seeds are suspended at
maturiiyhylong and slender threads. There are ahont 16

Flowering Branch ofMagmjlia ^andiflora,
a, one of the stamens ; i, vertical section thiou^ one of the pistils,

showing two ovules ; c, cone of ripe miits.

species, indigenous to subtropical Asia and the eastern
part of Korth America. They are almost all very orna-
mental, and are frequently cultivated. M. conspictia is

the yulan. M. grandijUrta is the big laurel or bull-bay
of the southern United States, a fine forest-tree, 60 or
80 feet high, evergreen, with fragrant flowers. U. maero-
phyUa is the great-leafed cucumber, a less common tree
of the same r^on. if. Umbrella is the nmbreUa-tree.
M. acuminata, the cucumber-tree or mountain-magnolia,
extends north to IfewYork and Ohio. Another cucumber-
tree isJf.cOT*dato, growing in the Southern States. M.glau-
ea, a moderate-sized tree, or northward a shrub, grows in
swamps from Massachusetts to Florida and Texas. It has
globular fragrant flowers, 2 inches long, the leaves ever-
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green in the south. It is variously named smoS or laurel
magnolia, guxet-hay or tchite-bay, white laurel or saamp-
laurel; also beaver-tree and gtramp-gasgafras. The genus
appears very early and very abundant^ in the fossil states
over 60 species having been described. They range from
the Mid^e Cretaceous to the Pliocene, being more numer-
ous In the Cretaceous than in the Tertiary in both Europe
and America, and also occurring in Greenland, in Austra-
lia, in Japan, and in Java.

2. [I. c] A plant of this genus.
Magnoliaceae (mag-no-U-a'se-e), n. pi. [Nil.
(A. P. de Candolle, 1818), < Magnolia + -acew.j
A natural order of dicotyledonous polypetalous
trees orshrubs, belonging tothe cohort EanaUs,
based on the genus Magnolia, it is characterized
by having the sepals and peUds in from two to an indefi-
nite number of rows or series, petals and stamens usually
very numerous, the receptacle bearing extroise carpel^
and the seeds with a minute embryo and no albumen.
The order embraces 4 tribes, 13 genera, and about 85 spe-
cie^ growing in tropicalAs& and Korth America (a few
in tropical and South America), in Australia, and in Kew
Zealand.

magnoliaceons (mag-no-li-a'shius), a. [< mag-
nolia + -aceoiis.] Of or pertaining to plants of
the natural order MagnoliacecB; resembling the
magnolia.
Magnoliese (mag-no-ll'e-e), n. pi. [Nil. (A. P.
de Candolle, 1824), '< Magnolia + -«e.] A tribe
of trees and shrubs of the natural order Mag-
noliacem, characterized by perfect flowers, im-
bricate carpels growing in heads or spikes and
arranged in an indefinite number of series, and
stipules which are folded about the leaves in
vernation.
magnoperatet (mag-nop'e-rat), V. t. [< L. mag-
nopere, magna opere, greatly: magna, abl. of
magnus, great; opere, abl. of opus, work, labor:
see opus, operate.] To cause or effect a great
increase of.

whichwinnot a little magnoperate the splendour ofyour
well knowne honour to these succeeding times.

Hopton, Baculum Geodieticnm (1614). (HattiweU.)

magnoseUarian (mag'no-se-la'ri-an), a. [As
Magnosellar(idce). + -ian^ Having large sad-
dles, as a goniatite ; of or pertainingto theMag-
noseUariSs. Hyatt.

Magnosellaiids (mag'no -se -lar ' i - de), n. pi.

[NX., < Ii. magnus, great, -I- sella, a seat, saddle
(>seHar»s, of orbelonging to a seat),-!- -iite.] A
family of goniatites having smooth shells, su-
tures with undivided ventral lobes, and a very
large pair of entire lateral saddles, whence the
name. Hyatt, Proo. Best. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1883,

p. 318. Preferably csJled MagniseUidte.
magnnm (mag'num), n. [< L. magnum, neut.
of moff»MS, great: see magnitude.] 1. A large
wine-bottle, usually twice the size of the ordi-
nary bottle used for the same kind of wine.

—

2. The quantity of wine contained in such a
bottle : as, a magnum of port.
The approbation of much more rational persons than tlie

B. club could have mustered even before tiie discussion of
the first magnum. Seott, Waverley, x.

3. PI. magna {-nsi). In aTMt., the largest bone
of thehuman carpus, in the distal row, between
the trapezoid and the unciform, in special rela-

tion with the head of the middle metacarpal
bone : more fully called os magnum, it is the third
carpale of a typical cai^us, and is also known as capitatusn,
or 08 capitaJbum, from its ^lape in man.
magnTUn-bonnm (mag'num-bo'num), n. [L.,

a great good: magnum, neut. of magnus, great;
honum, a good thing, neut. of ionus, good: see
bonus.] A kind of large-sized barrel-pen: a
trade-name.
magnust (mag'nus), n. [A corruption of man-
ganese.] Manganese as used in the decoration
of enameled pottery. Solon, The Old English
Potter. [Local Eng.]
Magnus nitch. See hitch.

Magnns's law. In thermo-electridtu, the law
that in circuits of the same metal throughout
no electromotive
force is produced
by variation in
temperature or of
section of the
conductor at dif-

ferentparts ofthe
circuit. In order
that this law should
hold, it is necessary
that the conductor
should be of uniform
quality, hardness,
etc, at all points of

its lengtli.

Magosphaera
(ma-go-sfe'ra), n.

[NL.,'< Gr. /ioyof.

The Noiwegian Flimmer-ball (Jfafo-
^/A^rs ^/a«»^) in section. The pcar-
sliaped cells are seen bound together in

mafflCal. +(70a*/>a, ^^ centerof the gelatinous sphere by
, ^n -, ' . ' '^ ' thread-like process. Each cell contauia

a ball. J A genus both a nucleus and a contractile vesicle.
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of protozoans of Haeekel's group Catallaeta,
characterized by a ciliate globular body consist-
ing of a single layer of simple pyriform nucleat-
ed cells bound together by gelatinous processes
converging to a common center, the animal hav-
ing the form-value of a vesicular morula or pla-
nula. M. planula is the Norwegian flimmer-ball.
magotif, » A Middle English form of maggot.
magot^ (mag'ot or ma-go'), n. [< F. magot, the
Barbary ape.] 1 . The Barbary ape, Inutis eeau-
datus, which has a small tubercle in place of a
tail. It is na.tural-

ized on the rock of
Gibraltar, and is re-
markable for docil-
ity and attachment
to its young. See
cut under ape.

2. A small gro-
tesque figure

;

especially, one
ofthe crouching
or cross-legged
figures common
in Chinese or
other Oriental
art as knobs on
the covers of large vases, and in similar uses.
magot-piet, maggot-piet (mag'ot-pi), n. [Also
maggoty-pie, maggaty-pie, magaty-pie, magot-a-
pie, magot o' pie, etc.; < *magot, *maggot, < F.
margot, a magpie, a dim. of Marguerite, Mar-
faret, a common fem. name (< L. ma
Gr. /iopyapiT)/?, apearl: 8e6margarite),+^

Cf. equiv. mag'^, madge^, magpie.'] A magpie.
Augurs and understood relations have,
By rnagot-pies, and choughs, and rooks, brought forth
Xhe secret'st man of blood. Shak., Macbeth, iil. 4. 125.

He calls her Tnagot o' pie.

MidcUeton, More Dissemblers besides Women.

magpie (mag'pi), n. [< mag^ + pie^, or abbr.
of magot-pie. Cf. mag^, madge^, etc.] 1. A
well-known bird of Europe, Asia, and Amer-
ica, of the genus Pica and family CorvidcB.; the
Pica pica, P. rustica, P. caudata, or P. hudsonica.
This pie is lustrous-black, with green, purple, violet, and
golden iridescence ; the under parts from breast to cris-

sum, the scapulars, and a great part of the inner webs
of the primaries are white ; the bill and feet are black.
The bird Is from 15 to 20 inches long, according to the de-
velopment of the tail, which is 12 inches or less in length,

extremelygraduated ; the stretch of wings is about 2 feet.

Magpies are omnivorous, like most corvine and garruline

birds, and noted for their craftiness, kleptomania, and
mimicry. They nest in trees and shrubs, building a very
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4. A bishop: so called from the black and
white of his robes. [Old slang, Eng.]
Let not those silk-worms and magpies have dominion

over us. Tom Brown, Works, 1. 107. (Daviee.)

5. Among British marksmen, a shot striking
that division
outermost when
sections: so calieu Because xne marKers uiui- v_i.'j.v /-...K'Vin ^o+^l^
cate this hit bymeans of a black and white disk. ™n?M°i^^„„'^;„ „i',

Kanravas, ending in the victory of the former and the

establishment of their rule. In reality, this narrative oc-

cupies but a fourth of the poem, the other three fourths

being episodical and added at various times. The Maha-
bharata thus became a sort of encyclopedia, embracing

everything that it concerned a cultivated Hindu to know.
- - - [Skt. maliddeva,

'.] Aname
lindu triad.

»„.— — A. Hebrew word

of drsputed'' meaning, occurring in the titles of
magpie-diver (mag'pi-di"ver), n. The smew
or white nun, Mergellus albellus. [Prov. Eng.
and Irish.]

magpie-finch (mag'pi-finoh), n. Anyone of the
smaller spotted or otherwise varied birds of the
genus Spermestes.

ttagpie-maki (mag-pi-ma-m;, «. ine runea ""-7f-~he"Sy7?«»«s JfateZeft) whose" fmitaf-
lemur. Lemur macaco, having black and white

f^^^^ ^ ^j^j/^ \^^ ^^^ ^ fermented liquor re-
spots*

magpie-moth (mag'pi-m6th), n.

genus Abraxas, A. grossulariata.

Psalms liii. and Ixxxviii. (in the last of which

the qualification leamioth is added): accord-

ing to Gesenius, a lyre or cithara; according

to others, antiphonal singing or a direction to

sing in an antiphonal manner.

_r - 1- / / - -/;i ^ mi. » J mahaleb (ma'ha-leb), m. lAv. mahleb.'] Aspe-
magpie-makl (mag'pi-ma*ki),m^,The^ ruffed ™andieo^^^^^^ , ,, , ____.,_,

;dye
sembling kirschwasser. it Is found in the middle

and south of Europe. Its flowers and leaves are used by

perfumers, and its wood by cabinet-makers. Tubes for

tobacco-pipes, called eherry-gticks or -»«enw, are made of

its young stems, sometimes several feet long and perfect-

ly straight. See cherry'^, 1.

" " " '^ " A female salmon.

A moth of the

_ . _ Its color is white
with black and orange spots, and the same colors appear
on It in its larval and pupal states. The larva feeds on
currant-andgooseberry-leaveB,andwhereabundantisvery _^ ^__
destructive. See Abraxas^ S. Also csiileA gooseberry-moth, jCj'^^n'Ur ^ [Amer, Ind.l

magpie-robin (mag'pi-rob"in),M. Adayal; any [-California]
bird of the genus Copsichus, as C. saularis of JiSaharaja Maharajah (ma-ha-ra'ja), n. [Skt.
India. See cut under Copsichus.

, , „ ^, mahdrdja, < mahdn, great, + raja, a prince or
magpie-shrike (mag'pi-shrik), K. 1. A South -^ ggg rajah.'] The title borne by some
American tanagrine bird, Lanius picatus of La- Indian princes whose sovereignty is extensive.
tham, now known as Cissopis leverianus, about jjjahatma (ma-hat'mii), n. [Skt. mahatinan,
10 inches long, glossy black and white in color, great-souled. magnanimous.] An adept in
with a long graduated tail, thus resembling a Brahmanism': a name recently applied by
magpie, it inhabits Guiana, Venezuela, Colombia, Ecua-
dor, Peru, and Bolivia, and in some parts of Brazil is re-

placed by an allied larger species or variety, C. major, llj
inches long.

2. The pied piping-shrike of Australia, some-

theosophists" to certain imaginary beings, of

preternatural powers, asserted to exist m or

near India. No beings so named and endowed have any
ancient recognition in Indian literature.

what resembling the English magpie, having a Mahdi (ma'de), n. [Also sometimes KeMee (<

rich bell-Uke warble. This bird is apparently Turk, mehdi); < Ar. otoMj, a guide, leader,

Orewca cristata. Commonly called magpie by esp.a spiritual director, lit. 'the gmded or di-

the Enelish residents. rected one,' < ma-, a formative prefix, -f ehdi,

Middle English forms guide (> hedi, a guide in religion, spiritual di-

rector, hiddya, guidance).] According to Mo-

the English residents.

magret, magreet, prep.

of maugre.
magsman (magz'man), n.; pi. magsmen (-men).

[< mag^ (as if poss. mag's) + man.] A street

swindlerwho preys on countrymen and simple
persons. [Slang, Eng.]
maguari (ma-gwa'ri), n. [S. Amer.] A South
American stork, Euxenura maguari. it resembles
the European stork in size and plumage, but has a black
bill and a peculiar formation of the tail, which is forked
and black, with long white under-coverts. It is found on
plains as well as in swamps, feeds on small mammals,
reptiles, insects, and birds' eggs, and is sometimes tamed.

maguey (ma-gwa'), n. [Mex. maguei.] The
American aloe, j^S'aweamer'Jcawo.—Gum maguey.
See grnn!^.

Magus (ma'gus), n.; pi. Magi (ma'ji). [L., <

Gr. M.ayoq: see mage.] 1. One of the members
of the learned and priestly caste in ancient
Persia, who had official charge of the sacred
rites, practised interpretation of dreams, pro-

fessed supernatural arts, and were distin-

guished by peculiarities of dress and insignia.
Their origin may be traced to the Accadians, a Turanian
race, the earliest settlers of the lower Euphrates valley.

The first historical reference to the Magi occurs in Jer.

xxxix. 3, 13, where a Babylonian rab-mag, or chief of the
Magi, Is mentioned in connection with the siege, capture,

and rule of Jerusalem.

2. In Christian history, one of the "wise men

'

who, according to the Gospel of Matthew (ii. •iur„i,jj4_.^- /„k'/i; ;„™\ „
1, 2), came from the East fo Jerusalem to do ^^l^'^USEi^'^/ril'l^k'J'
homage to the new-born King of the Jews, a
tradition as old as the second century (resting on Ps. Ixxii.

hammedan belief, a spiritual and temporal
ruler destined to appear on earth during the

last days. Some sects hold that the Mahdi has ap-

peared, and in concealment awaits the time of his mani-
festation. There have been a number of pretended Mah-
dis, of whom the latest of importance was the chief whose
armed followers resisted the advance of the British troops

into the Sudan in 1884-86, and overthrew the Egyptian
power in that region, which they continued to hold. The
belief apparently grew out of the Jewish belief in the

coming of the Messiah.

It Is from the descendants of 'Alee that the more de-

vout Moslems expect the Metidee, who is to reappear on
earth in company with the Prophet Elias, on the second
coming of Christ. J. P. Brown, The Dervishes, p. 74.

Mahdi, or 'the well-guided,' is the name given by (he
Shi'ites to that member of the family of 'AH who, accord-

ing to their belief, is one day to gain possession of the
whole world, and set up the reign of righteousness in it.

Encye. Brit., XVI. 670.

Mahdian (ma'di-an), n. [< Mahdi + -an.] One
who holds that t"he Mahdi whose coming was
foretold by Mohammed has already appeared

;

specifically, one who holds that the Mahdi has
already apjjeared in the person of Mohammed
Abu el-Qasim, the twelfui Imam, who is sup-
posed to be concealed in some secret place
awaiting the hour of his manifestation. The
Shiahs in general hold this view. Also Mahdist.
lahdiism (ma'di-izm), n. [< Mahdi + 4sm.]
The doctrtne of, or belief in^the coming of the
Mahdi. Fortnightly Bev., XLIII. 701.

10; Isa. xlix. 7) makes them kings, and at a later period MandlSm (ma dizm), n. [<.Mahdi + -^sm.] Same
the names Melchior, Kaspar, and Balthasar become at- as Mahdiism. The Academy, Oct. 20, 1888, p. 249.
tached to them. As the first of the pagans to whom the Mahdist (ma'dist), n. [< Mahdi + -ist.] 1.

Same as Mahdian.— 2. A follower of the pre-
tended Mahdi of the Sudan in Africa. See

Magpie (Pica caudata

bulky structure, and lay from 6 to 9 pale-draD eggs, dotted,

dashed, and blotched with brown. As a book-name, mag-

vie is extended to all the species of Pfoo and some few

related pies or jays with long tails. The ydlow-Mled

magpie of California is P. nuttaUi. Blue magpies are cer-

tain long-tailed jays of the genus Cyanopolius, asO. cyanm
of eastern Asia and Japan, or C. eooU of Spain ; also of the

genus Urocissa, aa U. erythrorhyncha, the red-biUed blue

magpie of the Orient. The bu-d called French magpie is

the red-backed shrike, Lanius eoUurio. The name mag-

pie, or magpie-jngeon, Is given to a strain of domestic

pigeons bred to colors resembling those of the magpie.

Magpie is often used adj actively with reference to some
characteristic of the bird.

2. The magpie-shrike.

Below us in the Valley a mob of Jackasses were shout-

ing and laughing uproariously, and a magpie was chanting

his noble vesper hymn from a lofty tree.

H. Eingsley, Geoflry Hamlyn, p. 167.

3. A halfpenny. [Slang, Eng.]

I'm at low-water-mark myself— only one bob and a

mofime: but as far as it goes I'll fork out and stump.,,«^j»o, =
Xlicfens, Oliver Twist, vui.

birth of the Messiah was announced, they are honored at

the feast of Epiphany; in the calendar, however, the three
days immediately following the first of the new year are

called after them. In works of ait the youngest of them
is represented as a Moor.

Magyar (mo'dyor), n. [Hung., > Turk, majar.]
Anotherbody of Mahdists coming round on our right re-

inforced them. Daily Telegraph (London), March 21, 1885.

1. A member of a race, of the Pinno-Ugrian Mahemia (ma-her'ni-a) n. pSL. (LinnsBus,
stock, which invaded Hungary about the end 1767), an anagram of bermarmia, a closely al
of the ninth century, and settled there, where
it still forms the predominant element of the
population.— 2. The native tongue of Hun-
gary. It belongs to the Ugrian branch of the

Ural-Altaic or Sojfthian tongues.

magydaret (maj'i-dar), n. [< L. mugydatis,

magudaris, maguderis, < Gr. iiayvdapiQ, the seed
or stalk of the laserpitium, also another plant.]

Laserwort, a plant of the genus Laserpitium.

Mahabharata (ma-ha-bha'ra-ta), n. [Skt., <

mahd-, great, -I- Bharata, a" descendant of a
king or a tribe named Bharata, < •/ 'bhar = Gr.

0ep£(v =E. bear^.] The name of one of the two
great epic poems of ancient India, the other
being the Kamayana. it contains a history of the
contest for supremacy between the two great regal fami-
lies of northern India, the Fandavas and the Kurus or

lied genus.] A genus of dicotyledonous poly-
petalous plants of the natural order Stercieliaceo!

and the tribe Hermanniece, characterized by the
indefinite number of ovules and the reniform
seeds with a curved embryo, and differing from
Hermannia in having the filaments dilated at

the middle, it includes S3 species of undershmbs or
perennial herbs of southern Africa, many of which are
cultivated in conservatories.

maheymt, «• An obsolete form of mayhem.
Chaucer.

mahlstick (mal'stik), n. [Also maulstick, mal-
stich; < G. mahlstock, nialstock, < malen, paint, +
stock, stick, staff.] A staff, from three to four
feet long, used by painters as a rest for the right

,

hand, and held in the left. It tapers toward the up-
per end, which is surmounted by a ball of cotton-wool



tna.'hlgHpV
covered with soft leather, to protect tte picture from in-
Jtiiym case of contact

mahmoodis,mahmondis,mahmadis (ma-md'-
dis), n. j>{. Same as mammodis.
mahoe (ma 'ho), ». [Also nuiluiut; a native
name.] 1. Amalvaeeoustreeorslimb,jr«>iscus
{PariUum) tUuMeeus,common on tropical coasts.
The inner bark has been much used for cord-
age.— 2. StereuUa CaribiBa, a tall West Indian
tree.—3. Melicytus ramiflorus, a smallNew Zea-
land tree of the violet ftunily, with small flowers
in bnnd]es on the bTanches.—Btae,gr:^ ormomi-
tain mahoe, Bibixus {ParUium) datut, a West Indian
tiee yielding the Cnba bast—Congo malioe, fftUtna
e^owatug.—Seaside mahoe, TA^QMstapopuiiKO, alsome
of the Malmcea^ whose lost has been osed in British Gui-
ana for making coffee-sacks.

mahc^anize (mar-hog'a-niz), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.

mahoganized, ppr. mtHtoganizing. [< mahoga-
"(i>) + -ize.] To cause to resemble mahog-
any, as by staining.
mahogany (ma-hog'a-ni), n. [= F. mahagoni,
ntahogon = Pg" mogoho, mogno, magno= It. mo-
gano = D. maihonie = Gt. mahagom = Sw. ma-
hagony, mahogny. mahogni = Dan. mahogni =
Tnrk. viaghun (XL. mahogoni), < W. Ind. or
S. Amer. mahogoni. Gt. actgou^.'] 1. A tree,

3579

Floireniig Branch of Mahc^any (S-Bngtatia ifajtagmtii,

a. the Sower ; d, the fhilL

Sieieienia Mahagoni, of the natural order MeUa-
CetB. It is native in the West Indies^ Central America,
Mezioo, and the Florida keys. Its importance lies in its

timber.

2. The wood of the above tree, it combines a
rich reddish-brown color, beauty of grain, and soscepti-

bility of polish with nnnsoal soondness, imiformity, free-

dom from warping, durability, and largeness of dimen-
sions. On account of Its costliness, its use is resbicted
mainly to fumiture-maldng; cabinet-wo^ etc., often in

the form of a TSieer. The quality of the timber varies

with the conditions of its growth, exposed situations and
solid ground yielding the finest. M^ogany with figured

grain is especially prized, and is obtained larg^, bat not
exclusively, from tiie San Domingo and Cnba wg<m1, called

Spanah mahogany. The Honduras mahogany, or bay-
wood, shipped from the Bay of Campeachy, is more open-
grained and plain, and of larger dimension^ yielding l(%s

sometimes to feet in length. The Uexican mahoganyhas
the largest growth of all, is similar to the last-named, and
SUpplemOltS its «^inriiniKhiTig supply.

Hence—3. A table, e^)eei^y a dinner-table.

I had hoped to have seen yon fJiree gentlemenwith your
I^sunder the nuUwganyin myhnmbleparior in fjieMazks.

Dickais, Master Humphrey's Clock.

4t. A kind of drink. See the quotation.

Mi. Eliot mentioned a curious liquor peculiar to his

country, which the Cornish fishermen drink. They call it

moAogany; and it is made of two parts gin and one part
tzeacle^ well b«iten together.

BoavOl, .Tohnson (ed. 1835X VUL 53.

African mahogany. S&me as Senegal mahogany.—Ano-
trallan mahogany, Suealyptus marginata (see jarrahy,

also, other euci^pts ras below) and species of the related

genus .^n^opAora.—Bastard mahogai^, in Jamaica,
Mati^lba (Batoma) (^etala; in Australia, Suealgptm mar-
ginata, the jairah, andK &o(n/ou2e&—Ceylon mahoga-
ny. Same as jadc-aood.—Forest-mahOgany, in Kew
South Wales and Queensland, Euealgptus resintfera,—
Horse-flesh maht^any. Same as aoMcu.

—

Tndian or

Sast TniHan mahogany, Cedrda Toona, the toon-tree;

also, Sogmida f^mfuga, the Indian redwood, and Chiek-

Toxaa tabularii, the Chittagong-wood—botii formerly
classed under Sicietetaa.—'Keataxiky mahogany, a rare

name of the Kentucky coffee-tree. See GymjioMdiu.—
Madeira mahogany. Same as eanary-vMod.—Moun-
tain niahogany.a tree of the genus Cmocarpug, especial-

ly C ledifoUw and CpanffoUug; sometimes also same as

mahogany-1rirdi.—SeA mahogany. Same as /orrst-ma-

hogany.Sen.egal mahogany. See XAayo.—Swamp-
mahogany, in New South W^es, Euealyptia botrgoides

and R. roftiuta.—White mahogany, in Jamaica, Antir-

Thaea bifureata; in Australia, Eueatgptia pUularu, var.

aematiaida, and E. robwta,

mahogany-bircll (ma-hog'a-ni-bereh), h. The
cherry-bireh, Setula tenia. See birch.

mahogany-brown (ma-hog'a-ni-broun), 11. A
reddish brown, the color of mahogany.

mahogany-color (ma-hog'a-ni-kul'or), n. A
reddish-brown color resembling that of ma-

hogany.

mahogany-gnm (ma-hog'a-ni-gnm), II. Same
asjarrah.
mahogany-tree (ma-hog'a-ui-tre), n. 1. Same
as mahogany, I. Hence— 2. The dinner-table.

iJtUe we fear
Weather without.
Sheltered about
The mahogany tree.

Thaekeray, The Ushogany Tre&

mahoitre (ma-hoi'tr), n. [OF. mahoitre, ma-
Itoistre, maheustre, maheutre, maheurtre, etc.]

A wadded and upraised
shoulder (of a garment) in
fashion during the fifteenth
and sixteenth centuries.

Mahomedan (ma-hom'ed-
an), a. and n. ^e Moham-
medan.
Mahomedanism,n. SeeJfo-
hammedanism.
Mahomedanize, t;. See Mo-
hammedanize.
Mahometan (ma-hom ' et-

an), a. and ». '{Tormerly
also Mahumetan; < F. Maho-
mStan = Sp. Pg. Mahometa-
no = It. Maomettano, < ML.
*MahomeUinus, of Mahom-
et, < Mahomet, in older E.
Mahoun, Mdhound, etc. (see
MaAoun),nowbetterMoham-
tned, in nearer agreement
with the At. Muhammad, the
Arabian prophet.] SeeMohammedan (the form
of the a^eetive now preferred).
Mahometanism, ». See Mohammedanigm.
Mahometanize, r. See Mohammedanize.
Mahometicalt, a . [Formerly also Mahumetieal;
as Mahomet + -ie-al.^ Mohanmiedan.
In one put of this Hosqnita was a Librarie of fortie fine

MahumetieaB books. Purehas, fOgrimag^ p. 270.

Mahometism (ma-hom'et-izm), n. [Formerly
also Mahumetism} < F. MahomeUsme = Sp. Pg.
MahomeUsmo= It. Maomettismo; as Mahomet +
-ism.'\ Mohammedanism. [Rare.]

Such as bane reuolted from the Faith to Mahumitiane.
Purchoi, Pilgrimage, p. 2^

Mahometist (ma-hom'et-ist), n. [Formerly
also Mahumetist'; = Sp. Mahometista; as Ma-
homet + -ist.'] A follower of Mahomet or Mo-
hammed. [Bare.]
This present Em^rour his Sonne . . . hath had great

good successe in his warres, both against the Christians
and also the JfoAoinefues. HaHvyVt Voyaget, L 324.

Mahometry (ma-hom'et-ri), 'I. [< Mahomet
(see Mahometan) + -ry. (3f. mammetry, mau-
meiry.'] Mohammedamsm.
The sacrifices which God gave Adam's sons were no

dumb popetry or superstitions mnhometry, but signs of
tile testament of God.
Tgndaie, Ans. to Sir T. ilore^ etc. (Parker Soc., 1850X p. 27.

mahone (ma-hon'), n. [< F. fnoAonne = Sp.
mahona= It. maona, < Turk, maghuna, a bai^e,
lighter.] A lai^ Turkish galley, barge, or
transport of burden.
Mahonia (ma-ho'ni-a), ». [NL. (NuttaU, 1818),

named afteif Bemsu^ MMahon, a patron of
botanical science.] A subgenus of the genus
Berheris (which -see).

mahonnetl, » [Dim. of moAone.] Same as
mahone.
The number of the ships were these : 30 galliasses, 103

gallies, as well bastuds as subtill mahonntts, 15 taSours,

20 fusts, 6i great ship^ sixe or senen galllons, and 30 gal-

leres. SoUtQ^g Voyages, IL 78.

Mahonn, Mahound (ma-houn' op ma'houn,
ma-hound' or ma'honnd), n. [Sometimes also

Machound; < ME. Mahoun, Mawhoujn, Mahun,
Mahound, < OF. Mahon, Mahoms, Mahum, also

Mahtimet, Mahomet,now usually called Moham-
med, < At. Muhammad: see Mohammedan. Cf.

Macon, another form of the same word ; ef. also

mamm€t,maumet,eUi.'] If. Mahomet orMoham-
med: an old form of the name of the Arabian
prophet.

The presence seems, with things so richly odd.

The mosque of Mahound, or some queer pagod.
Pope, Satires of Donne, iv. 23d.

2. [I. c] A monster; a terrifying creature.

A machound, a bugbeare, a raw-head and bloudie bone.
Plorio.

There met hym this Mauhoum. that was o mysshap,
Euyn fome in his face, as he fle wold.

DettnuUm of Troy (E. K T. S.). 1. 7758.

3. The devil; an evil spirit: so called as con-

fused or identified, in the medieval mind, which
regarded all heretics and false prophets as in-

stigated by the devil, with Mahomet or Moham-
med, tiie False Prophet. Compare maumet.

maian
The deil cam' fiddling through the town.
An' danced ava wl' the exciseman.

And ilka wife cries— "Auld Mahoun,
Iwishyoulucko'thepzixe, man!"

Bwns, The Exciseman.

4t. [i.e.] An idol or pagan deity. See maumet.
mahontl (ma-honf), n. [< Hind, mahdut, the
form, in the eastern provinces, of mahau:at, tna-

7i(Ji'a f, an elephant-driver.] In the East Indies,
the keeper and driver of an elephant.

Our curiosity was aroused by tiie eccentzlc movements
of our elephant and the sudden excitement of his mahouL

J. W. Palmer, Up and Down the Irrawaddi, p. 63.

mahont^.n. [Originnot ascertained.] A coarse
woolen cloth formerly manufactured in Eng-
land and in the south of France, exclusively for
export to the seaports of the Mediterranean,
and particularly to Egypt.
mahovo(ma-ho'vo),». [Etym. not ascertained.]
A name given byVon Schubersky to his appli-

cation of the fly-wheel to the locomotive. The
fly-wheel in this invention is ponderous, and in running
down grades it stores up surplus mechanical power gen-
erated by the descent of the locomotive and trs^, to be in
turn imparted to the driving-wheels in ascending a grade,
thus aiding the engine in making its ascent !nie inven-
tion has notmet with success.

Mahratta (ma-rat'a). H. One of a race of Hin-
dus inhabiting western and central India, who
in the seventeenth and eighteenth eentnries
conquered and ruled many states, of which
they formed a confederation, but which are
now largely under British rule. They are Brah-
mans in religion, but differ physicallyfrom ot^^ Hindus,
and have a distinct Hindu dLdect, the Mahratti (Marathi).

Tnabsir, mahsnr (ma'ser), n. [E. Ind.] A
eyprinoid fish, Barbus tor, occurring generally
in the fresh waters of India, but of the largest

size and most abundant in mountain and rocky
streams. It resembles the European barbel in generic
characters, but has much laiger scales (25 to 27 along the
lateral lineX tiilck lips, often enlarged about the middle,
and the maxillary barbels longer than the rostral and ex-

tending to below t^e last third of the eye. It is the great
fresh-water game-fi^ of India, and riches a large sixe,

occasionallyweighing 100 to 150pounds. Also called ma-
Aasur, and by other forms of the word.

Mahn (ma'ho), n. [Perhaps amade name, like

many other appellations of devils; but cf. Ma-
houn, 3.] An appellation in Shakspere of the
devil as the instigator of theft.

Five fiends have been in poorTom atOnce; . . . Hobbi-
didaiic& prince of dumbness ; Mahu, of stalling.

Shak., Lear, Iv. 1. 63.

Mahnmetant, etc. See Mahometan, etc.

mahnte (ma-hof), n. [OP. »ia*ute, upper arm.]
An arm; specifically, in/oJconry, that part of

the wing in birds of prey which lies close to the
body.
mahwa-bntter (ma'wa-but'er), n. A concrete
oil obtained in India" from the seeds of the
mahwa-tree. it has about the industrial value of co-

coanut-oH, and is useful for making soap ; in India it is

used for cooking and burning, and to adiUterate ghee or
clarified butter.

mahwa-oil (ma'wa-oil), n. Same as mahu:a-
butter.

mahwa-tree, mohwa-tree (ma'wa-tre, mo'ws-
tre), ». [< E. Ind. mahwa or mohwa + E. iree.]

The tree Bassia laUfblia.

Maia (ma'ya), n. [NL.,<Gr./iaio, a large kind
of crab, a particular use of fuua, old woman,
nurse, mother.] The typical genus of Maiidce,

foundedbyLamarck in 1801. m. tqumado is known
asthe«ea-spiideror«pti2er-(;ra&. The carapace is oval, with

Spinous Spidex-ciab iMaia squiHado).

many projecting points on the sides and in front, and the
long ^im legs are beset with cirrL These crabs are ob-

served crawUng sluggishly in the mad.

Maiacea (ma-ya'se^j, n. pi. [NL., < Maia +
-aceff.] Agr'oupof'spider-orabs. See 3fa»o»deo.

maiacean (ma-ya'se-an), a. and n. Same as
maioidean.

maian (ma'yan), a. and n. [< Maia + -an."]

Same as maioid.



Maianthemiun

Maianthemum (ma-yan'the-mum), n. [NL.
(Wiggers, 1780), < (Jr. fidia, mother, + avBefiov,

a flower.] A genus of liliaceous plants of the
tribe Polygonatece, characterized hy having the
flowers in a termi-
nalraceme, 2-merous,
and without a peri-
anth-tube, the seg-
ments spreading. They
are low herbB, with slen-
der creeping rootstocks,
two (rarely three) heart-
shaped leaves, and small
white flowers. There is

but a single species, M.
Canadensef one of the
plants known bs false Solo-
7non'B-ee(U, found in moist
woods throughout the
temperate regions of the
northern hemisphere.

maid (mad), M. [<ME.
maide, mayde, meide,
partly a shortened
form of maiden (see
maiden), partly from
earlier ME. magth, <

AS. m(Bgeth, mcegth (=
OR rmnnnfh mnnnrlli Flowsiine Tl^nt of Maian/hemumyja. magain,magaaii, cana£nse. <7,floweri i.fmits.
magad = OFries. me-
gith, megeth, maged = D. m£id, maagd = MLG.
maget, LG. magd = OHGr. magad, macad, MHG.
maget, meit, G. magd, maid = Goth, magaths),
a maid, Yirgin, a fem. form with formative -th,

equiv. to mSg, mosge, E. may^, maid, fem. cor-
responding to magu, a son, mSg, a kinsman, E.
may'^: see may"^, mayS.2 1. A young unmar-
ried woman ; a girl ; specifically, a girl of mar-
riageable age, but applied, usually with little or
some other qualifying term, to a female child of

any age above infancy: as, a maid, or a little

maid, of ten summers.
And bytwyne Citie and the seyd Chirche ys the flod flo-

ridus, where the fayer mayd shuld a ben brent.

TarUngton, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 47.

But communed only with the liMle maid.
Who pleased her with a babbling heedlessness
Which often lured her from herself.

Tennymn, Guinevere.

2. A woman, especially a young woman, who
has preserved her virginity; a virgin.

Would you not swear.
All you that see her, that she were a maid.
By these exterior shows? Bat she is none.

Shak., Much Ado, iv. 1. 40.

3t. A manwho has always remained continent.

1 wot wel the Apostel was a mayde.
Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 79.

He was clene mayde imartred with the same maydenes.
Trevisa, tr. of Higden's Polyohronicon, v. 69.

4. A female servant or attendant charged with
domestic duties : usually with a specific desig-

nation, as a honsemaid, chambermoidl, nurse-

maid, a maid of all work, etc. See the com-
pounds, and phrases below.

And when she saw the ark among the flags, she sent her
maid to fetch it. Ex. iL B.

She's called upon her maids by seven.

To mak his bed baith saft and even.
Bothwdl (Child's Ballads, 1. 159).

She had no nuiide to stand
Oold-clothed on either hand.

A. C. Swinburne, Madonna Mia.

5. One of various fishes, (a) The female of sev-

eral species of skate.

When fishy Stalls with double Store are laid

:

The golden belly'd Carp, the broad-flnn'd Maid.
Oay, Trivia, ii. 414.

(6) The thombaok ray. Also called maiden and maiden-
skate, (c) The twait-shad.— CuckOO'S maid, (o) The
red-backed shrike, Lanim eoUurio. (6) The wryneck,
lynx tarquUla.— 'LaAy'S maid, a female servant em-
ployed to attend to the personal wants of a woman.—
Ilaid of all work, a female servant who does work ot

every kind; a domestic who performs general house-

work.— Maid of honor, (a) A woman of good birth

having membership in a royal household as an atten-

dant on a princess or the queen. While technically in

the latter's service, actual attendance is either divided as

to period among the several maids of honor, or is limited

to appearance at state occasions and court ceremonies.

In England eight maids of honor are now regularly chosen,

but more are often nominated. They are usually if not

always daughters or granddaughters of peers, and when
possessing no other title are styled honorable. (6) A sort

of cheesecake. [Said to be made according to a recipe

originally given by a maid of honor of Queen Elizabeth.]

He [the baker] has brought down a girl from London,

who can make short bread and maids of hon^yr.

E. D. Blaekmore, Kit and Kitty, viL

Old maid, (a) A woman-who remains unmarried beyond

the usual or average age for marriage. [CoUoq.] (b) A
game of cards played by any number of persons with a

pack of flfty-one cards, one of the queens being thrown

out ; all cards that match are discarded, and that player in

whose hand the odd queen is finally left is said to be caught.
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and doomed to be an old maid (or bachelor), (c) The
lapwing : from the fancy that old maids are changed into
these uneasy birds after death. [Local, Eng.) (d) The
common clam, Wya arenaria. [South of England.]—The
Heliconian maids. See Heliconian.

maidan (mi'dan), n. [Pers.] In Persia and
India, a level open green or esplanade in or

adjoining a town, serving for a pai-ade-ground
or for amusements of all sorts, but especially
for military exercises,horsemanship, and horse-
races. Sometimes spelled meidan.

maid-child (mad'child), n. A female child; a
girl. [Rare.]

A maid-child call'd Marina. Shak., Pericles, v. 3. 6.

maiden (ma'dn), n. and a. [< ME. maiden,

mayden, meiden, magden, < AS. mmgden, mwden
(= OHG. magaim, mageU, MHG. magetm, ma-
gedin, megetin, megedin, m^itin), a maiden, with
fem. formative -ere (see -en^), (.mcegeth, a maid:
see maid.'] 1. n. 1. A maid, in any sense of that

word. See maid.
Of bodi was he mayden clene. Bavelok, L 995.

This synne cometh ofte to hem that been Tnaydenes, and
eek to hem that been corrupt. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

I'll go tak the bride's maidens.
And we'll go tak a dance.

Fair Janet (Child's Ballads, II. 91).

3. An animal or a thing that is young, new,
inexperienced, imtried, or untaken. Specifically

—(a) In racing, a horse that has never won a race or a
stake. (6) A fortress that has never been taken, (c) In

cricket, an over in which no
runs are made. See over.

3. The last handful of
corn cut down by the
reapers on a farm. It

is dressed up with rib-

bons. [Scotch.]—4.,A
wisp of straw put into
a hoop of iron, u^ed by
a blacksmith in water-
ing his fire. Jamieson.
[Scotch.]— 5. An in-

strumentofcapitalpun-
ishment formerly used.
It consisted of a loaded blade
or ax whichmoved in grooves
in a frame about ten feet
high. The ax was raised

Leaf of Maidenhair-tree
i.Gittkgo biloba).

Maiden, Museum of the Society
of Antiquaries, Edinburgh.

nayaen-
1. Vir-

to the top of the frame and then let fall, severing the
victim's bead from his body.

6. A mallet for beating linen, used in washing.— 7. A frame on which clothes are dried.

[Prov. Eng.]
II. a. 1. Being a maid; belonging to the

class of maids or virgins.

His maiden sister and his orphan niece, whom he . . .

used to boast of as the only women he had ever seen who
were well broken in and bitted to obedience.

Scott, Antiquary, ii.

O'er M&enalus, amid the maiden throng.
Addison, tr. of Ovid's Metaniorph., it 513.

2. Of or pertaining to a maid or to maids : as,

maiden charms.
Now, by my Tnaiden honour, yet as pure
As the unsullied lily, 1 protest.

Shak., 1. L. L., v. 2. 351.

3. Like a maid in any respect; virginal; chaste.

Indeed I knew
Of no more subtle master under heaven
Than is the maiden passion for a maid.
Not only to keep down the base in man.
But teach high thought. 'Tennyson, Guinevere.

4. Young; fresh; new; hitherto untried or

unused; unsullied; unstained.

Full bravely hast thou flesh'd

Thy maiden sword.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 4. 138.

A due proportion of maiden— i. e. pure— chlorine, and
" spent" gas—gas mixed with steam— should be used.

Sponi Encyc. Wanvf., I. 460.

Maiden assize, an assize of a court for the trial of crim-
inals in Great Britain at which there are no criminal

cases to be tried. In the eighteenth century and previ-

ously the name was given to any assize at which no person
was condemned to die. It is usual at such assizes to pre-

sent the judge with apalr of white gloves.—Maiden bat-
tle, a first contest.

A maiden batUe, then? Shak., T. and C, iv. 5. 87.

Maiden duck. See duck^.— Maiden fortress, a fortress

that has never been captured.—Maiden handt, a hand
as yet unstained with blood.

This hand of mine
Is yet a Tnaiden and an innocent hand.
Not painted with the crimson spots of blood.

Shak., K. John, iv. 2. 21)2.

Maiden name, the family name of a married woman be-
fore her marriage; the surname of a maiden.—Maiden
over, in cricket, an over in which no runs are made. See
over.—Maiden speech, one's first speech; especially,

the first speech of a new member in a public body, as the
House ot Commons.— Maiden stakes, in horse-raeing,

the money contended for in a race between young horses
that have never run before.—Maiden strewmentst,
flowers and evergreens strewed in the path of a young
couple on their way to church to be married, or on the

maiden-meek

way by which the corpse of an unmarried person of

either sex was carried to the grave.

Yet here she is allow'd her virgin crants,

Her maiden sirewments, and the bringing home
Of bell and burial. Shak., Hamlet, v. 1. 266.

maident (ma'dn), v. i. [< maiden, ».] To act or

speak in a maidenly manner; behave modestly

or demurely. [Rare.]

Forbad I mayden'd it, as many use,

Loath for to grants but leather to refuse.

Bp. Hall, Satires, III. iii. 5.

maidenhair (ma'dn-hSr), n. 1. A fern of the

genus Adiantum, particularly^. Capillus-Vene-

ris, a native of North and South America,

Europe, Asia, Africa, China, and Japan, and
A. pedatum, a native of North America from
Canada southward, Hindustan, Japan, and
Manchuria. They grow in moist rocky places, and
are so called from the fine, hair-like stalks, or from the

fine black fibrous roots. A^lemum Trichmnanes is the

black or English maidenhair.

2. A stuff in use for garments in the fourteenth

century. i'VjJrfeoU.—Golden maidenhair, a moss,

Polytricman comnmne, sometimes made into brushes and
mats.

maidenhair-grass, n. See Briza.

maidenhair-tree (ma'dn-har-tre), n. The
gingko (which see),

so called from the
resemblance of its

leaves to the pin-
nules of the maiden-
hair fem. Although
but one species. Ginkgo
bUoba, now exists, it was
once a very abundant
form, and is traceable to
the Jurassic and even
further back, a large
number ot fossil species
being known, usually
with the leaves much
more lobed than in the
living species, becom-
ing digitate and passing
insensibly into still more
archaic types, Baiera,
Jeanpa/ulia, Trichopitys,

etc.

maidenhead (ma'dn-hed), n. [< ME. :

hede, meidmhed, var. of maidenhood.']

ginity; maidenhood.
By my troth and <maidenhead,
I would not be a queen.

Shak., Hen. Vni., 0. 3. 23.

2t. Newness; freshness; incipieney; also, the
first of a thing.

The Tnaidenhead of our affairs.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 1. 59.

Then came home to my fire the maidenhead of second
halt bushel [of cosds]. Swift.

3. The hymen or vaginal membrane, .regarded
as the physical proof of virginity.—4t. The first

using of anything.
A chaine of golde that cost him Ivij pound and odde

money, wherof because he would have the maydenhead
or first wealing himselfe, he presently put it on in the
Goldsmith's shop. Greene, Conny Catching, 3d Part (1692).

Maidenhead spoon, a spoon having a small figure of the
Virgin forming the end or *'head" of the handle. S. K.
Handbook College and Corporation Plate, p. 69.

maidenhood (ma'dn-hud), n. [< ME. mayden-
hode; < maiden + -hood.] 1. The state of being
a maid or maiden ; the state of an unmarried
female; virginity.

And, tor the modest love of mmdenhmd
Bids me not sojourn with these armed men,
Oh, whither shall I fly? Fair/ax, tr. of Tasso.

To her, perpetual Tnaidenhood,
And imto me no second friend.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, vl

2. Freshness; newness. [Rare.]
The ireful bastard Orleans— that drew blood
From thee, my boy, and had the maidenhood
Otthy first fight— I soon encountered.

Shak., 1 Hen. VL, iv. 6. 17.

maiden-like (ma'dn-lik), a. Like a maid ; mod-
est. ^

maidenliness (ma'dn-li-nes), «. The quality
of being maidenly; behavior that becomes a
maid; modesty; gentleness.

maidenly (ma'dn-li), a. [< maiden + -?yi.]

Like a maid
;
gentle ; modest ; reserved.

Lyke to Aryna, maydenly ot porte.
Skelton, Garland of Laurel, L 866.

What a maidenly man-at-arms are you become

!

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 2. 82.

maidenly (ma'du-li), adv. [< maiden + -ly^^.]

In a maiden-like manner; modestly; gently.
[Rare.]
maiden-meek (ma'dn-mek), a. Meek as be-
comes or is natural to a maiden.

I was courteous, every phrase well oil'd

As man's could be ; yet, Tnaiden-meek, I pray'd
Concealment. Tennyson, Princess, iii.



maiden-nat

maiden-nilt (ma'dn-nnt), n. In meeh., the in-
ner of two nats on the same screw. The outer
nut is called the Jam-itut. E. H. Knight.
maiden-pink(ma'dn-pingk), n. AkLndofpink,
Dianthus deltoides. Sometiiues called meadow-
pink.

maiden-plnm (ma'dn-plum), n. A West In-
dian plant, Comodadia integrifoUa or C. den-
tata, of the natural order Anacar^acets. It
yields a viscid jniee, which on exposure to air
becomes an indelible black dye.
maiden's-blnsh (ma'dnz-blush), n. 1. A deli-
cate pink variety of rose.

Maydeng-blush oommixt with jeasiiDin&
Hariet, The InntatiraL

2. A small geometrid moth, fphyra^nctarta.
maidenshipt (ma'dn-ship), n. [< maiden +
-ghip.'i Maidenhood. Frdler.

maiden's-honesty (ma'dnz-on'es-ti), n. The
Tirgin's-bower, Clematis Fitalba. Britten and
Holland, Ung. Plant Names. [Some have sup-
posed the plant honesty to be meant. See hon-
esty, 5.]

Aboot Afinliawlmnja; all ttie hedges about Thickwood (in
the parish Colenie) are (as it were) hnng with mayden's
honaty, which lookes veiy fine.

Aubn^f Wats, MS. Boyal Soe., p. 120. (BalUwdl.)

maiden-skate (ma'dn-skat), ». Same as maid,

5(6).
maiden-tongned (ma'dn-tungd), a. Sweet-
voiced and gentle in speech as a girl.

His qualities were beaateoos as his form,
For maidenrUmgiied he was.

Shak., Lover's Ck>miilaiiit, L 100.

maiden-widowed (ma'dn-wid'od), o. Widow-
ed while still a virgin. [Rare.]

Bat ], a maid, die fiun&n-wulaued.
Shak., K. and J., iiL 2. 135.

maidhood (madTrod), n. [< maid + -fcood.]

Maidenhood; virginity.

Cesaric^ by the roses of the spring.

By mmdhoodj honour, tmtb, and everything,

I love thee. Shak., T. N., iiL 1. 16a

maidkint, '• A little maid. HaXliweU. [PW)v.

Eng.]
wiaidlyt, "- [<moW+ -Jyl.] Like a maid or girl.

O cowards all, and maydly men.
Of courage faynt and weake.

Goege, Epitaphe on M. Shelley. {Ikmet.')

MaidMaiiant, Maid-marianf (mad-mar'i-an),

n. 1. Origumly, the queen of the May, one of

the characters in the old morris-dance, often a
man in woman's clothes.

In the Bnglieh HoiTis she is called simply The Xady, or

more frequently Maid Marian, a name which, to our ap-

prehension, means Lady of the May, and nothing more.
Child's BaUadg, Int., p. zxviil

2. A kind of dance; a morris-dance or Moor-
ish dance.
A set of morrice-dancers danced a maid-'marian with a

tabor and pIpeL Sir W. Tm^le.

maid-of-the-meadow (mad'ov-the-med'6), ».

A plant, i^rcea Ulmaria, of the natural order

Bosacete.

maid-pale (mad'pal), a. Having the delicate

white complexion of a maid or girL [Bare.]

Change thecomplexion ofher [England's] maid-pale peace

To scarlet indignation. Shak., Bich. H., iiL 3. 98.

maid-servant (mad'ser'vant), n. A female ser-

vant.
Bat the seventh day is thesabbaiJiof HieLordOiyGod:

in it thou shalt not do any work, thon, . . . nor Hiy maid-
KTTant. Bittia

maieutic (ma-fl'tik), a. and n. [< Gr. /lautf-

tik6^, of or for midwifery (fem. fiatevrtK^, so.

rtxi"!, the art of midwifery), < luueiieadai, act as

a midwife, < iwia, an old woman, a nurse, mid-

wife.] L a. Serving to assist or facilitate

childbirth; henee, in the Soeratie method (see

XL), aiding in bringing forth, ina metaphori-

cal sense ; serving to educe or elicit. [Bare.]

n. »- The art ofmidwifery: applied bjr Socra-

tes to the method he pursued in investigating

and imparting truth; intellectual midwifery.

It consisted in eliciting from a person interrogated such

answers as lead by successive stages to the conclusion de-

sired by the Interrogator.

This positive side of the Soeratie method is the maieulie

(that is, maieutic or obstetric art). Socrates likened him-

self namely, to his mother Phanarete, who was a mid-

wife, because, if no longer able to bear Uionghts himself,

he was still quite able to help otters to bear them, as weU
as to distin^Iiah those tliat were sound from those Uiat

were unsound. •^- ^- Sorting.

maientic^l (ma-n'ti-kal), a. [< maieutic + -<ri.]

^?ame as maieutic.

maignlet, "• Same as »!«ny.

maigTe (ma'ger), a. and ». [< P. matgre, lean,

spare, meager; as a noun, lean meat, food other

mailable

Cap of ^"ai"* Same as ooif <^ maU.— Coat Of Tngi]

See eo<rt2.—Coif Of mail. See eo(^.—Edeewise mall
Same as edge-mail.—CBlOve Of ^"a^l Same as gauntleO-,
1.—Hose of TTiail Same as chausaes, 2.—House Of tnall
See lunaeS.—Interlinked mall Same as ehain-mail.
Seedet 3.
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than meat {/aire maigre, abstaiu from meat)

:

see meager, the E. form of the word.] 1. a. 1.

Hade neither of flesh-meat nor with the gravy
of flesh-meat: applied to the dishes used by
Soman Catholics during Lent and on the day's ,,- , niim
on which abstinence from flesh-meat is enjoin- maili (mal), r. fc [< main, n.] 1. To spot or

- -- - - - -
"J-

gtain. [Old Eng. and Scotch.]

Mailed wi' tte bluid of a bit skirling wean that was hurt
some gate. Seott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xriL

2. To put mail upon; dress in mail; by ex-
tension, to protect vrith armor of any kind (see

main, n., 4) : hardly nsed except in the past par-
ticiple. See mailed.

The mailed Mars shall on his altar sit.

Up to the ears in blood.
Shak., 1 Hen. TV., iv. 1. U6.

Methinks I should not thus be led along,

MaiTd up in shame, with papers on my back.
Shak., 2 Hen. VL, iL 4. 31.

\?herea5 those warlike lords
Lay maiTd in armour, girt witt ireful swords.

Drayton, Barons' Waia, iL 4.

Hence—3. To pinion or fasten down, as the

wings of a hawk.
Prince, by your leavei,m have a circingle,

And maU you, like a hawk.
Beau, and Fl., Philaster, r.

usually two-homed. The common sea-spider, j^j^Qg (mal), n. [< ME. male = MD. maeie, D.
inodo, isa characteristic example. The genera "»«~* n i^ y — - — - -

irons, and the limits of tte family vary witt dif- maol = tr. IMUe, \

ed.—2. Of or pertaining to a fast or fast-day.
—Haigre day, in tte Rom. CaUi. Ch., one of the days on
which tte use of flesh-meat, or of food prepared wittx the
juice of flesh-meat, is disallowed.

It happened to be a maigre-day.
Walpdle, To Mann, July 31, 1713.

IL »• An aeanthopterygian fish of the genus
Sdtena, specifically S. aquila, a lai^ and very
powerful fish common in the Mediterranean
and occasionally taken on the British coasts.
It is remarkable for mftVIng a whirring noise as it mores
through tte water. The name is sometimes extended to
tte Sdtmud^R. Also meager, shade-Jigh, bar, and bubbler.

maikemt, "• See mayhem.
Maiidae(ma'yi-de),n.j)J. [NL.,<-afato-H-td<B.]
A family of short-t^ed, stalk-eyed, decapod
crustaceans, typifiedbythegenusMaia, and cor-

responding more or less exactly to Milne-Ed-
wards's tribe Maiens of his family Oxyrhyncha;
the spider-crabs. These maioids have long legs, tte
spiny carapace nearly always longer than broad, and tte
rostrum usual! • •

' -^—
Maia aquinado,
are numerous, and tte limits of tte &imily vary witt
ferent writers. See cat at Maia. Also Maida, Maiada.

maik^, «. A Scotch spelling of mcUcei^.

maik^, make (mak), n. [&. mag^.'} A half-

penny. [Scotch and Eng. slang.]

maill (mal), n. [< ME. maile, male, maiUe,

mayVe, < OP. maUe, mattle, a link of mail, a
mesh of a net, P. maiUe, link of mail, a mesh,
stitch, = Pr. mdlha = Sp. maUa = Pg. malha
= It. maglia, link of n^U, maQ, stitch, < L.
mactHa, a spot, speck, hole, mesh of a net:

see macle, maekHe, macula. In def. 1, the oiig.

sense, the E. word may possibly be in part due
toAS. mal, mSL, a spot : see moJei.] If. A spot

;

especially, a spot or speck on a bird's feather

;

hence, a spotted or speckled feather.

The moorish-fly : made witt tte body of duskish wool ;*

and tte wings made of the blackish maU of tte drake.

I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. lOL

2t. In armor, a ring, link, or scale on a coat of

malL See def. 3.

Of his auantaile wytt that stroke carf wel many a moifile.

Sir Ferumbras, L 624.

Sjuamce [L.],mayles or lyUe plates in an haberieon or
coateoffense. Cooper, 1584.

3. A fabric of meshes, especially and almost
exclusively of metal, used as a defense against

weapons ; a kind of armor, specificadly called

chain-mail, composed of rings of met^ inter-

linked as in a chain, but extended in width as
well as in length, (niain-man seems to have been in>

troduced into tte Boman

CoatofCham-maa (HanbeitO, and
detRilof

by tteir stiffness alone,
and which was tterefore
very heavy; (2) that in
which tte links were riv-

eted and forged; (3) that in which each Unk was braced
across by a small l«r—arareform. See hauberk, ehausaes,

banded maU (ander bandedS), gmset, and camaH.

He put a silk cote on his backe.
Arid maU of manye a fold.

Old Sobin qf PortingaU (Child's Ballads, IIL 38)l

Some wore coat armour, imitating scale

:

And next tteir skins were stubborn shirts of maU.
Dryden, PaL and Arc, iiL 27.

4. By extension, armor of any sort.

To teach that right is more tlian might, and justice more
than maU ! Whittier, Brown of CIssawatomie.

Henee— 5. Any defensive covering, as the

shell of a lobster or a tortoise.

His clouded MaU the Tortoise shall resign.

And round tte Bivet pearly Circles shine
Gay, The Fan, ilL 157.

6. Xaiit, a square utensil composed of rings

interwoven like network, formerly nsed for

rubbing ofE the loose hemp on lines and white

cordage.— 7. In weaving, a small metal eye or

guide-ring iu a heddle, through which the warp
is threaded.

The essential features of tte heddle are tte eyes, loops,

or maHs through which tte warp is threaded.
Encye. BrU., XXTT. 464.

8. That part of a clasp which receives the

spring. SaUiweU Banded mail See banded'^.—

OP. male, maUe, a bag, wal-
let, portmanteau, P. maUe, a peddler's basket, a
trunk, mail (post), mail-coach, = Sp. Pg. mala,
a bag, trunk, < ML. mala, a bag; prob. of Cel-

tic origin, < It. and Gael, mala = Bret, mal, a
bag, sack; but the Bom. and Celtic forms may
be from the Teut.; cf . OHG. malaha, malha,
MHG. mcMe, a saddle-bag, a wallet ; IceL malr,

a knapsack. The ult. origin is undetermined.]

If. A bag, sack, or other receptacle for the con-

veyance or keeping of small articles ofpersonal
property or merchandise, especially the cloth-

ing or other baggage of a traveler, the equip-

ments of a soldier, etc.

A male tweyfold on his croper lay

;

It semede that he cariede lyt array

;

Al light fex somer rood ttis worthy man.
Chaucer, ProL to Canon's Yeoman's Tale^ L 13.

See that my maHs, witt my vestments, be sent to the
monastery of Saint Mary's. Seott, Monastery, xxiL

Specifically—2. A bag for the conveyance of
letters, papers, etc., particularly letters for-

warded from one post-ofBce to another nnder
governmental authority and care ; a mail-bag.
— 3. A mass or assemblage of mail-matter:
collectively, the letters, papers, etc., conveyed
by post ; tiie matter sent in any way through
the post-office.—4. The person bywhom or the

conveyancebywhichthe mail iscarried; hence,
the system of transmission by public post; pos-
tal conveyance : as, to send a package by mail/

news received through the mail.

In ttewest ofEngland particularly, tte nunZ [coach] acts

as a regulator, just as tte sun on tte hills acts as a ther-

mometer. Qaotei in First Tear qfa SOken Reign, p. Hi.

«»«».... Mailable. Seeaxie.

ing'flieTweUtt and ttir- mail2(mil), r. t. [< mail^, n.] To put in the
teentt centuries, but was mail; sendbv mail; put into tiie post-office for
slow of fabrication and transmission by mail; post: as,to»iatZaletter.

3^a) ^in°'wMd^ mail3t (mal), «. [< ME. maile, vtaiOe, < OP.
tte ringskept tteir shape maiUe, maaiUe, meaiUe (P. maiUe), f., maU, m.,

a coin, a halfpenny (see def.), medaiHe, a coin

(medal): see medal. In def. 2 a particular use.

like ^enny in a similar sense, for 'money paid,'
' tax,' hence ' rent.l 1 . A small coin of billon

or silver current in Prance from the thirteenth

to the fifteenth century. It had half the value

of the denier. Sometimes called ohole.— 2.

Bent ; hence, payment at a fixed rate, as the

rent or anmikl payment formerly extorted by
the border robbers. Compare llackmaH. [Old

Scotch.]

m pay you for my lodging nuaH,
When firstwe meet on tte Border side.

Kinmont WiBie (Child's BaUads, VL 65).

MaU noble, an igngl'Rb gold coin of tte reign of Ed-
ward TTT. j current for 3s. id. Also called Ao^-noile.

—

Mails and duties, tte rents of real estate due from tte

tenant to tte lord, whetter in money or grain.

mail* (mal), )i. [< OP. mail, maill, mal, maiU,

P. mail, < L. malleus, a maU, maUetl: see maJP-.]

1. A mail or mallet.

Afterthe flax hasbeen bruised by tte niniJi and crashed
by tte tnaque, it is ready for tte scatching process.

Ure, Diet., n. 415.

army in imitation of tte
Gauls, and was much
worn under tte later em-
pire. It was tte favor-

ite armor in Europe dnr-

2. A French game similar to chicane.

mail^ (mal), n. A weight equal to about 105

pounds avoirdupois. [Orkney.]

mailable (ma'la-bl), a. [< maiP + -aile.'\ Ca-

pable of being mailed ; such that it can be sent

bymaU in accordance with the regtilations gov-

erning the post-office.



mailaid

mailaidt, ». [< Gael, mailekl, a bag, < mala, a
bag: see mai72.] A bunting-bag. [Seotcb.]

mail-bag (mal'bag), n. A bag in whiob tbe
public mail is carried, in the United States postal
service the canvas bags used for papers and parcels are
called mail-sacks, the locked leather bags mail-pouches —
MaU-bag receiver and discharger. See maU-catcher.
mail-box (mal'boks), n. A box placed in some
public place, as at a street corner, for tbe de-
posit of letters to be gathered by the postman.

mail-car (mal'kar), n. A railroad-car for car-
rying the mails, when fitted up with post-office fa-
cilities for distributing and stamping letters, etc., on the
journey, such a car is called a postal car, post-office car, or
railroad past-office.

mail-carrier (mal'tar'-'i-to), «. A person em-
ployed in carrying the mail between post-of-
fices, or over a specified maU-route.

mail-cart (mal'kart), n. A cart in which the
public mail is carried.
In another minute maU-ca/rts are seen rushing along

from the Post Office and sidling up to the different mails
with their reeking horses.

Quoted in First Year of a Silken Reign, p. 136.

mail-catcher (markach"6r), n. A device at-
tached to a mail-car, designed to catch up mail-
bags white the train is in motion. It consists of
a hinged iron bar fixed at the door of the car, in such a
way as to catch the bag, which is suspended by hooks or
light strings from a gallows-frame beside the track. The
catcher engages the middle of the bag, jnst where it is tied
into the smallest possible compass, and holds it securely
until it is drawn in at the door.

mail-cheeked (mal'chekt), a. Having the
cheeks mailed, as a fish, by the extension of
certain suborbital bones, especially the third
suborbital, to articulate with the preopercle;
sclerogenous : specifically said of the cottoids.

mail-clad (mal'klad), a. 1. Clad with a coat
of mail.

The peer of our day ... is in less danger going about
weaponless than was the mail-dad knight with lance and
sword. H. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 267.

2. By extension, in modern usage, defensively
armed ; clad in armor.
mail-coach (mal'koch), n. A coach that con-
veys the public mails.

*

Mail-coaclies, which come to others, come not to me.
Bannah Mare, To H. Walpole, 1788.

mail-coif (mal'koif), n. Same as coif, 3 (a).

mailed (maid), a. [< mail^ + -ed'^.1 If. Spot-
ted ; speckled.
As for these our Hawkes, they bee not white, but white

and mayled. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 303.

2. In zool., loricate; lepidote; cataphiacted;
provided with scales, plates, shields, bucklers,
or the like, which serve for defensive armor like

a coat of mail. See lorica, loricate, Loricata.—Mailed bUlUieadB, the fishes of the family Agonidce.

mailed-cheeks (mald'cheks), n.pl. In ichtli.,

the gurnards or cottoids: a term translating
Sclerogenidw ajid joues cvArassies.

mailer (ma'Wr), n. Same as addressing-machine.

mail-guard (mal'gard), n. An officer having
charge of mail under conveyance.

mail-hood (mal'hud), ». In armor, a hood like

the camail, attached to the hauberk and drawn
at pleasure over the head and steel cap, worn
by the Persians during the third and fourth cen-
turies after Christ. A similar hood was worn
by the Circassians uj) to the time of their sub-
jugation by the Russians.

mail-hose (mal'hoz), n. pi. Chausses of maU.
mailing! (ma'ling), n. [< mail^ + -ingK'] 1.

Linked mail in general.— 2. The conventional
device adopted, as in early monuments of art,

to give the idea of a garment of mail.

mailing^ (ma'ling), n. [< mail^, 2, + -ing.'] A
piece of land for which rent or feu-duty is paid;

a farm. [Scotch.]

mailing-machine (ma'ling-ma-shen"), n. Same
as addressing^macMne.

mailing-table (mS'ling-ta^bl), n. A table used

in a post-office in sorting or distributing let-

ters for various routes or stations, it is fitted

with tiers of boxes, each box being provided with facilities

for attaching a mail-bag to the rear so that letters will

fall from the box into the bag.

maillt, maillet, n. See maiP.
Mailly (ma'lye), n. [F.] A still wine made
from a very black grape, of the quality of the

so-called gray wine of Champagne, resembling

the still Sillery.

mail-master (marm&s"t6r), n. An officerwho
has charge of the mail.

mail-matter (mal'mat"6r), n. Matter, as let-

ters and packages of various kinds, carried in

the mail; such material as may be transmitted

through the post-office.

mail-net (mal'net), n. A form of loom-made
net. It is a combination in the same fabric of common

. A kind of moUusk:

A mail-coach. [U.S.]
1. A railroad-train by
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gauze and whip-net, and presents the appearance of a con-
tinuous succession of right-angled triangles. E. H. Knight.

mail-pilliont (marpil"yon), ». A stuffed lea-
thern cushion behind a servant who attended
his master in a jotirney, to carry luggage upon

;

also, a mail-saddle, or saddle for carrying lug-
gage upon. HalUwell.
mail-pouch (mal'pouch), n. See mail-bag.
mail-quilt (mal'kwilt), n. A garment of fence
made of textile material, stiuffied and quilted.
Compare gambeson and coat-of-fence.
Here clasping greaves, and plated maU-quUts strong.
The long-bows here, and rattling quivers hung.

Mickle, tr. of Camoens's Lusiad, i.

mail-route (mal'rot), n. A route over which
mails are regularly conveyed.
mail-sack (mal'sak), n. See mail-bag.
mail-shell (mal'shel), n.

same as chiton, 2 (6).

mail-stage (mal'staj). n.

mail-train (mal'tran), n

which mails are carried.

maim (mam), V. t. [Also, obs. or dial., main; <
ME. maimen, maymen, mayhemen, mainen, may-
nen, < OF. mehaigner, mahaigner= Pr. maganhar
= It. magagnare (ML. mahemiare, mahanare, ma-
hennare, mehaignare),Taami; cf. Bret, machatla,
mutilate, machan, mutilation, prob. from the
OF. ; ulterior origin uncertain.] To disable by
wounding or mutilation; deprive of, or of the
use of, a necessary constituent part, as of the
body, or, figuratively, of anything; m old law,
to deprive of the use of a limb, so as to render a
person less able to defend himself in fighting, or
to annoy his adversary; mutilate. Seemayhem.

The pore and the maymot for to clothe and fede.
Chron. Vilodun, p. 31. (BaMiweU.)

You maim'dthe jurisdiction of all bishops.
Shak., Hen. VIII., iil. 2. 312.

By the ancient law of England, he that maimed any
man, whereby he lost any part of his body, was sentenced
to lose the like part. Blackstona, Com., IV. xv.

=Syn, Mangle, etc. See Tnutilate.

maim (mam), n. [Also mayhem (as technically
used in law), formerly mahim; < ME. maim,
maym, maihem, mayhem, < OF. mehaing, mehain,
mahain (ML. mahamium, mahaignium, mahai-
nium), a maim, bodily defect through injury,
= It. m.agagna, a defect, blemish: see maim, ».]

1. A disabling wound or mutilation; the de-
privation of a necessary part, or of the use of it,

as a limb ; a crippling, or that which cripples

;

in old law, deprivation by injury or removal of
the use of some member serviceable in fight or
for self-protection.

Your father's sickness is a maim to us

—

A perilous gash, a veir limb lopp'd off.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 1. 42.

The law of England, and all laws, hold these degrees of
injury to the person, slander, battery, mairni, and death.

Baeon, Charge concerning Duels, 1613, Works, XI. 406.

2. See the quotation, and mayhem.
The word WAiim is not, according to the better use, a

synonym for mayhem, which is a particular sort of aggra-
vated maim. But, like mayhem, it implies a permanent
injury or crippling, certainly when employed with refer-
ence to cattle. And such appears to be its general legal
meaning. BisTwp.

Hence—3. A hurt or wound iu general; an
injury. [Now rare.]

Now God vs deflende fro deth this day and fro mayme,
flor now I se well that we be alle in pereile of deth, for I
se yonder comynge the baner of the man that most is
dredde of his enmyes thourgh the worlde.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 161.

Shrewd maims ! your clothes are wounded desperately

!

B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, ill. 3.

4t. A defect or blemish.
A noble author esteems it to be a maim in history that

the acts of parliament should not be recited.

Sir J. Hayward.
In a minister, ignorance and disability to teach is a

maim; nor is it held a thing allowable to ordain such.
Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vii. 24.

maimedly (ma'med-li), adv. In a maimed or
defective manner.

(b).

lane

I rather leaue it out altogether then presume to doe it

maymedly. Bakluyt's Voyages, I. 614.

maimedness (ma'med-nes), h. The condition
of being maimed.
Maimonidean (mi-mon-i-de'an), a. [< Maimo-
nides (see def.) -1- -are.] Kel'ating to Maimoni-
des (1135-1204), a Spanish-Hebrew theologian
and philosopher, noted as a reformer of Jewish
traditions, or to his opinions.

The Maimmddean controversy. Eneyc. Brit., XX. 283.

Maimonist (mi'mon-ist), n. [< Maimon{ides)
(see Maimonidean) + -ist.'] An adherent of
Maimonides.
maini (man), n. [Early mod. E. also maine,
mayne; < ME. main, mayn, < AS. mcegen, power,

main

strength (= OS. megin = OSG. mepin = Icel.

megin, magn, power, might, the main part of a

thing), < mwg, pret. pres. of *magan, have power:
see may^. Cf . might^, from the same source. Cf.

also main^, to which some of the uses commonly
referred to main^ (defs. 2, 3, etc.) are in part

due.] 1. Strength; force; violent effort: now
used chiefly in the phrase with might and main.

God sohulde be worschipide oner al thing

;

do rigtwijsnes with merci with al thi wMyn.
Hymm to Virgin, etc. (E. B. T. S ), p. 37.

But th" Adamantine shield which he did beare
So well was tempred, that for all his maine
It would no passage yeeld unto his purpose vaine.

Speniser, F. Q., V. xi. 10.

2. That which is chief or principal ; the chief

or main portion; the gross; the bulk; the
greater part. [Obsolete or archaic]

He himself with the main of his Army was entered far

into the Country. Milton, Hist. Eng., v.

Main of my studies. Bp. Parker, Platonick Philos.
, p. 2.

The main of them may be reduced to language, and an
improvement in wisdom. Locke.

Hence— Sf. The principal point ; that which is

of most importance ; the chief or principal ob-

ject, aim, or effort.

Let's make haste away, and look unto the rruiin.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., i. 1. 208.

Let it therefore be the maine of our assembly to survay
our old lawes, and punish their transgressions.

Marston, The Fawne, v.

4. A broad expanse, as of space or light ; un-
broken extent ; full sweep or stretch. [Rare in
this general sense.]

Nativity, once in the main of lightj

Crawls to maturity. Shak., Sonnets, Ix.

To found a path
Over this reiain from hell to that new world.

Milton, P. L., X. 268.

Now, specifically— (a) The expanse of ocean; the open
ocean ; the high sea.

I cannot, 'twixt the heaven and the main,
Descry a sail. Shak., Othello, IL 1. 3.

A continental stretch of land ; a continent ; the main-
siai, as distinguished from islands.

Travelling the main^ of poore Slavonia, ... he came
to Grates in Steria. Capt. John SmitJi, True Travels, 1. 7.

Almost fourteen months before Columbus in his third
voyage came in sight of the main, ... he [John Cabot]
discovered the western continent.

Bancroft, Hist V. S., I. 9.

5. A principal duct, channel, pipe, or electri-

cal conductor, as a water- or gas-pipe running
along a street in a town, or the largest con-
ductor in a system of electric lights.

The fillet should be at least 2 inches wide in the case of
the mMne. Elect. Bev. (Amer.), II. 2.

6. The thick part of meat. HaUiweU. [Prov.
^ogO—For the main, in the main, forthe most part

;

in the greatest part; on the whole.

—

Hydraulic main.
See hydraulic,—With ml^t and main. Seemightl.
main^ (man), a. [< ME.*main, mayn, (a) partly
< Icel. megirm, megn, main, strong, mighty (= "

Dan. megen, much), associated with the noun
megin, might, main, = AS. mcegen= E. main^
(there is no like adj. in AS.) (see main^); (b)
partly < OP. maine, maigne, magne, chief, great,
= Sp. magna = Pg. magno, manho = It. magno,
great, < L. magnus, great, akin to Gr. iiiyas {iis-

yaX-), great, AS. micel, great, E. mickle, much:
see mickle, much. Prom L. magnus are also E.
magnum, magnify, magnitude, etc.] If. Great
in size or degree; vast; hence, strong; power-
ful; important.

Thes Meesangers met with a mayn knight^
A derf mon to dem, & Delon his nome.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 7833.

I may seem
At first to make a mMn offence in manners.

B. Jonson, Volpone, iii. 1.

How dare you, sirrah, 'gainst so main a person,
A man of so much noble note and honour,
Put up this base complaint?

FletcJier and Rowley, Maid in the Mill, iii. 2.

Lastly, the use of all unlawful arts is mMine abuse.
Lord Brooke, Human Learning.

Themselves invaded next, and on their heads
Main promontories flung. Milton, P. L., vl. 654.

3. Principal; prime; chief; leading; of chief
or principal importance: as, his main effort
was to please.

To maintalne the maine chance, they use the benefits of
their wives or friends. Oreene, Conny Catching (1691).

Count Olivares is the main Man who sways all.

Bowed, Letters, I. iii. 11,

Men who set their Minds on main Matters, and suffi-
ciently urge them, in these most difficult times, I And not
many. Milton, Free Commonwealth.
The extinction of his [the king's] influence in Parliament

was the main end to be attained.

iecJj/, Eng. In 18th Cent., xv.



mam
3. Principal or chief in size or extent ; largest

;

consisting of the largest part ; most important
"bj- reason of size or strength: as, the main tim-
"bers of a bnilding ; the main branch of a rirer

:

the main body of an army.
This was a mam Blow to Prince Lewi^ and the last of

iia Battels in England.
^

Baker, Chronicles, p. 78.

The main Battel was led hy the King himsell
Baker, Chronicles, pt 170.

To glean the hroken eais after the man
That the nam harvest reaps.

Sliak., As yon like it, iiL 5. 103.

4. PuQ; undivided; sheer: now used chiefly in
the phrases nuiin strength, main force.
Bat I hope with my hond &. my hard stnAes,
Thorgh might of ooze mykeU goddea, & of magn stzengh^
Thy body to britton vnto liale dethe.

He^truelUm <^ Trvy (E. K T. S.X 1. 79K.

A man of my hud cardinal's, by CMHroisaion and nunn
power, tofik 'ran £n>m m& Shale, Hai. TUL, iL 2. 7.

By the nuui assent
Of an these learned men she was diroroed.

Shdk., Hen. VUL, iv. 1. 31.

They did pat the wars likewise iqion mdn f(Hce and
Taloor. Baeon, Tidssitade of Things (ed. 1887).

-5. Saut., belonging to or connected with the
principal mast in a vesseL—6. "Big"; angry.
[Prov. Eng.]
Ohserring Dick look*d main and bla&

CoOiiufs Mixdianies (I'^X P- 13. [HalUu^.)

Main cbance. See chance,—Main conrse. See eoursei,

18.—Main deck. See dedk, 2.—Hain gnaid, a body of
Goldiers told off forthe gaard-moantang of theday or nighty
from which sentinels and pickets are taken.—M&in seS.
Seeaeo.

main^ (man), adr. [< main^, a. Cf. mtjfc^,jkhc-
erfiil, similarly used.] Mightily; exeeedSngly;
extremely. [Prov. Eng.]
Why, it's main jolly, to be sore.

Sheridan (7X The Camp. L 2.
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allowance of spirits to a ship's company; indolge in drink-
ing spirita

main-chocks (man'ehoks), n. pi. The first set

of chocks or strips of wa>od at the head of a
whale-boat, naQed to the npper strake, form-
ing the groove through which the Une passes.

main-conple (man'knpl), h. In arcA., the prin-
cipal trass in a roof.

main-deck (man'dek), n. In merchant ships,

that part of the npper deck which lies between
the forecastle and the i>oop ; in men-of-war, the
deck next below the spar-deck; the gun-deck.
See deck, 2.

maln-de-fer (man-de-fer'), H. IT.: main, hand;
de, of; fer, iron-] A defensive appliance for

the hand and arm used in the tonmAments
and tilting-matches of the sixteenth centnry.
Especially— (a) A solid piece of iron extending from ttie

el&iw-ioiiit to the tips of the flngos of the left ann.

A draught of ale, friend ; for rm nunn dry.

main* (man), II. [< ME. mayne, < OF. main, the
hand, F. main, the hand, a hand at cards, the
lead at cards, also hand (lit. and in various de-
rived senses), = Pr. nuxn= Sp. mano= Pg. mao
=It. nu>iK)=Ir.>nan, »uina,<Ii. mantis,thehand,
also a stake at dice (and in many other derived
senses) : prob. < V '"<'> measure. The deriva-
tives of Ij. manus are very many: manacle,
manage, manage, manifest, maniple, manipulate,

manner, mamuU, manufaeture, manumit, manu-
script, etc., manure, manwuver, mainor, aman-
vensis, etc., mainj^rise, mainpernor, maintain,

etc.] If. A hand.
Saynt Elya hit made witii noble mxtyne.

Polilieal Poem, etc. (ed. FomiTall), p. 13a

2f. A hand at dice ; a throw of the dice at haz-
ard.

Were it good
To set the exact wealth of all onr states

AH at one cast? to set so rich a flum
On the nice hazard of one doabtfol hour?

Shak., 1 Hen. IT., iv. X. 47.

Hist a oiotiM at dlce^ and then weele eate.

ManUm, What yoa WiD, iv. L

8. A match at cock-fighting.

The We^ch mam, which was ^e most sangomazy form
of tiie amnsemeat, xg^em to have been exclHsiTel^ Ei^-
liah, and of modern origin. In this game as many as six-

teen cocks were sometimesmatched against each oth^ at

each side, and theyfoaght till all on tme aidewrae killed.

The rictois werethen divided and foaght, andthe process
was repeated till bat a single cock remained.

hKky, Eng. in 18th Cent, iv. 60a

4. A banker's shovel for coin.

inain*t (man), r. t. [Byapheresisforamatn^.]
To furl: said of sails.

Thanne he made TS to inayTie, thatys to s^ sbykDowse
ewer sayles. TorKn^ton, Diane A Eng. Travell, p. 59.

When it is a tempest almost intolerable for other ship^
andmaketh them main all their sails, these [carackes] hoist

ap theirs, and sail excellently welL
T. Steoent (Arber's Eng. Gamer, L iSS!).

main^, t;. t. An obsolete variant of maim.

fP^ina. (ma'na), n. [< Hind, maina, a starling.]

1. A kind of bird. Seemina^ andEulabes.—2.

\^eap.2 Agennsofbirds: sameasJ?«7ai>es. B.B.
Hodgson, 1836. Also Mainatus (B. P. Lesson,

1S31).

main-beam (man'hem), n. 2s out., the deck-

beam under the forward side of the main-hatch,

on which the oficial tonnage and number of

the vessel are by the United States statute re-

quired to be marked. On river-steamers it is

considered to be the beam under the after side

of the starboard forward hatch.

maJn-t>00m (manTwrn), n. The spar which ex-

tends the foot of a fore-and-aft mainsaU.

main-brace (man'bras), n. Naut., the brace

attached to the main-yard. See brace'^, 9—To
splice the maln-lliace, in nauL ibmg, to serve out an

like a shield, to protect that part of Uie arm which was
not covered oy ttie tilting-shield. The hand behind it

wasfree to h<dd the reins, being clothed in a simple glove
ofleathaordmilarmateiiaL (&) A gauntlet for the right
hand, fiutening with hook and st^le or i3ie iike, so that
the haiid conld not be opened, nm theweapon grasped in
it be dislodged.

Maine law. See toipi.

maine-poitf (man'port), II. In old Eng. law, a
small duty or tribute, commonly of loaves of
bread, wMch in some places the parishioners
brought to liie rector in lieu of small tithes.

mainfillt (man'fnl), a. [< M£. maynful, man-
ful; < »M<Miii -J- -fil.1 Powerfid.
main-batch (man'hsich), ». Saut., a hatch just
forward of the mainmast.
main-hold (man'hold), n. S^aut., that part of

a ship's hold which lies near the main-hatch.
mainTa.Tiii (man'land), ». The continent; the
principal land, as distinguished from islands.

It is in Grece, and the Turkes mayne lande lyethwithin
.ij. or .iij. m^e of theym.

Slv- B. Gvyfforde, Pylgrymage, p. 11.

T3iey lauded on the mainland north of the haveiL
E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 124.

mainlander (man'lan-der), n. Onewho dwells
on the mainland. [Bare.]

The mainlanders and the islanders conld not take l^e
Iffeliminaiy step of agreeing upon a place where th^
shoold meet. Pafflrey, Hist New Eng., IL 359.

main-link (manlingk), II. In mach., in the
usual parallel motion, the IitiV that connects
the end of the beam of a steam-engine to the
piston-rod.
mdnly(man']i),adt!. [< «ia»ii2, a., -1- -Jy2.] if.

By main strength; strongly; forcibly; firmly.

Such breadth of shoulders as might mainly bear
Old Atlas* baztiien. Mariowe, Tamburlainc^ L, iL 1.

2t. Greatly; to a great degree; mightily.

When a sospect doth catch once, it boms mainly.
Middleton, The Witch, iv. 2.

Still she eyes him niatnfy. Fletcher, Mad Lover, iiL i.

3. Chiefly; principally: as, he is mmnly occu-
pied with domestie concerns.

Uooslims of Arabian origin have, for many c^ituries,

mainly composed the population of Egypt
B. W. hone. Modem ^yptians, L 29.

They are Spaniards mainly in their love of revolt
Lathrop, Spanish Tista^ p. 18L

mainmast (man'mast or -mast), n. yaut., the
principal mast in a ship or other vessel, in
three-masted vessels it is the middle mast; in a vessel

carrying two masts it is the one toward the stem, except

in Uie yawl, galiot, and ketch, where it is the mast toward
the prow ; in fonx-masted ships it is the second maft from
the bow.— MgiTiTnit«!inngii a seaman stationed to attend

to and keep in order the ropes about the maiimiast

mainort, mainonrt (ma'nor). n. [Also manour,
manner, maner; < ME. mainoure. meinoure. may-
nure, < AF. mainoure. meinoure, OF. maineucre,

manoeuvre, manovre, work of the hand: see ma-
nwuver, manure, mannerS.'\ 1. Actorfact: used
of the commission of theft.— 2. That which is

stolen; evidence of guilt found on an offender,

as stolen goods—To be taken in the maJnoE. to

be taken or canght in the act, as of theft

main-sheet

How like a sheep-biting rogue, taken f Vie manner.
And ready for the halter, dost thou look now

!

Fletcher, Bale a Wif^ t. 4.

To he taken with the mainor, to be taken or caught
with the stolen property in hand.

The manner of it is, I was toJten with the manner.
Shak., I. L L, L 1. MM.

Even as a theife that is taken with the manner that he
stealeth. Latimer, Sermons, p. 110, {NartB.)

A thief taken with the mainour, that is with the thing
stolen upon him in manu, might, when so detected fla-

grante delicto^ be brought into court, arraigned, and tried
without indictment BadOtane, Com., IV. xxiiL

main-pendant (man'pen'dant), », Saut., a
piece of stout rope fixed to tlie top of the main-
mast under the shroudsoneach side, and having
an iron thimble spliced into an eye at the lower
end to receive the hooks of the pendant-tackle.

mainpemablet (man'per-na-bl), a. [< OP.
(AP.) mainprenable, < mainprendre, take sure-

ty: see mainprise, mainpernor.'] In laic, capable
of being adinitted to give surety by mainper-
nors; proper to be mainprised; bailable.

mainpemorf^mainpemoiiTt (man'pSr-ngr), ».

[Early mod. E. also maynepemer; < ME. main-
pernour, meinpemour, maynpumour,<.OF. (AF.)
mainpemour, mainpamour, mainprenor, main-
preneur, < mainprendre, take surety: see main-
prise.2 In law, a surety for a prisoner's ap-
pearance in court at a future day; one who
gives mainprise for another: differing from hail

in that the mainpemor could not imprison or
surrender the prisoner before the day appoint-
ed. See mainprise.

Whan Cryste achall schewe his woimdys wete,
Ulan Muye be oure mayt^tanoure!

MS. Cantab. It. iL 38, L 5. (HaOiwea.)

To compel them to find surety of their good bearing, by
sufficient mou^iemors, of snch as be disbainahle, if any
default be found in such Feitors and Vagabonds,
Lata qf Bichard II., quoted in Bibton-Tomer's Vagrants

[and Vagrancy, p. 59.

ThouknowestweUynoogh that Iam thy pledge,borowe,
va^mayne^pemer.

HalTt anion, 1548, Hen. IV., foL 12. (JTons.)

main-pin (man'pin), II. A pin upon which the
fore ^Je of a wagon turns in locking. [Prov.
Eng.]
main-post (man'post), n. The stem-post of a
ship.

mainpilset, mainprizef (man'priz), n. [< ME.
mainprise, meynprise, < OP. (AF.) mainprise,

meii^rise, surety, bail, < mainprendre, take stire-

ty, < main, hand, -I- prendre, take : see prise^.'\

In. ?<jir .• (o) Surety; bafl.

He shall, for his offence, paythesum of two shillings, or
elsebe utterlyexcludedfor ever,without bail or mai/^rize.

English 604$ (E. £. T. aX p. 291.

They are not bailable.

They stand committed without bail or fTum^vus.
B. Jomon, Staple of Kewa, v. 2.

(6) DeUveranee of a prisoner on security for

his appearance at a future day.

"God wof quath Wisdam, " that weore not the beste;
And he amendes make let Tn«ynprue him haue;
And beo borw of his bale and buggen him boteu*

Piers Pfoisnuin (AX iv. 79.

(c) A writ formerly directed to the sheriff, com-
manding hinn to take sureties (called mainper-
nors) for a prisoner's appearance, and to let

him go at large. This writ is now generally
superseded by hail and habeas corpus.

mainprisef, mainprizef (man'priz), v. t. [<
mainprise, n.] To suffer to go at large, as a
prisoner, on his findiTig sureties or mainper-
nors for his appearance at a future day.

mainprisert, mainpiizert (man'pri-zer), n. A
surefy; a mainpemor.
There was the Earie of Oster enlarged, who tooke his

oath, and found maiiymsen or sureties to answer the
writs of law and to pursue the Kings enemies.

HoSand, tr. of Camden, iL 17& (Hono.)

main-rigging (man 'rigging), n. y'aut., the rig-

ging of t£e mainmast.
mainroyal (man'roi'al), H. Naut, the upper-
most sail ordinarily carried on the mainmast,
next above the topgallantsail, and used only
in a light breeze MnlTimyglTnggt the upper part
of the maintoi^allantmast, sometimes fitted separately.

mains (manz), 7!. [A dial. var. of Hianse2.] The
farm or fields attached to a mansion-house;
the home farm. [Scotch and North. Eng.]
mainsail (man'sal or -si), R. In a square-rigged
vessel, the saUbent to the main-yard; the main
course; in a fore-and-aft rigged vessel, the large
sail set on the after part of the mainmast.
main-sheet (man'shet), «. The sheet or rope
used for securing the mainsaU when set. See
sheet. With a square mainsail it holds in place the lee

clue of the sail, and with a fore-and-aft mftinsail it is a
tackle on the main-boom.



mamspring

mainspring (man'spring), n. 1. The principal
spring of any piece of mechanism, as, in a
gun-lock, the spring which operates the ham-
mer; specifically, the coiled spring of a watch
or other timepiece.

God 's the mainspring, that maketh every way
All the small wheels of this great Enginejplay.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartass Weeks, i. 7.

Hence— 2. The impelling cause of any action;
the inciting motive.

It was no longer the savage love of plunder or the ne-
cessities of providing subsistence, the mainspring of the
barbarian's inroads, that excited men to war-like enter-
prise. Brougham.

mainstay (man'sta), n. 1. The rope which
secures the head of the mainmast of a vessel
forward. Hence— 2. Chief support ; main de-
pendence : as, their mainstay is fishing.

The cocoanut, bread-fruit, taro, and banana form the
mainstay and daily food of the people.

The Century, XXXVIII. 16.

mainstaysail (man'sta-sal or -si), n. A storm-
sail set sometimes on the mainstay.
mainswear, v. i. See manswear.
main-tack (man'tak), n. The weather-clue of
a square mainsail.
maintain (man-tan'), V. [< ME. mainteinen,
maintenen, < OF. maintenir, F. maintenir = Pr.
mantener = Sp. mantener = Pg. manter = It.

mantenere, keep, maintain, < £. manu tenere,
hold in the hand : mami, abl. of manus, hand

;

tenere, hold: see main^ and tenant. Cf. attain,
contain, detain, eta."] I. trans. 1. To hold in an
existing state or condition ; keep in existence or
continuance

;
preserve from lapse, decline, fail-

ure, or cessation; keep up : as, to maintain an
upright attitude ; to maintain a, conversation.

Your richesses ne sufiicen not werres to mainteirw.
Chaucer, Tale of Melibeus,

Go you, and maintain talk with the duke, that my char-
ity be not of him perceived. Shak., Lear, iii. 3. 16.

The kings had no easy part to play, to avoid quarreling
with the clergy and yet to maintain a hold upon them.

Stubbe, Const. Bist, § 386.

2. To furnish means for the subsistence or ex-
istence of ; sustain or assist with the means of
livelihood

;
provide for ; support : as, to main-

tain a family or an army ; to maintain a costly
equipage.

Among all honest Christian people,
Whoe'er breaks limbs maintains the cripple.

Prior, To F. Shepherd.

A time there was, ere England's griefs began,
When every rood of ground m^intain'd its man.

Goldsmith, Des. ViL, 1. 68.

It is a mistake to suppose that the rich man maintains
his servants, tradesmen, tenants, and labourers : the truth
Is, they maintain him. Foley, Moral Philos., III. ii. 2.

3. To hold fast; keep in possession; preserve
from capture or loss: as, to maintain one's
ground in battle or in argument ; to maintain
an advantage.
Thei meyntenen hem self right vygouresly.

JUandemlle, Travels, p. 165.

I ^tand upon the ground of mine own honour,
And will maintain it. Fletcher, Rule a Wife, iii. 6.

To maintain the frontiers of the Uhine and the Danube
was, from the first century to the fifth, the great object
of Kome's European policy and warfare.

IS. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 107.

4. To give support or encouragement to; up-
hold ; countenance ; vindicate, as by defense or
adjudication.

We will put oure bodyes in auenture of deth for to en-
crece holy chirche and the cristin feith to mayntene.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iiL 680.

For thou hast maintaxned ray right and my cause ; thou
satest in the throne judging right. Ps. ix. 4.

5. To uphold by argument or assertion; hold
to : as, to maintain the doctrine of the Trinity.

We maintain that in Scripture we are taught all things
necessary unto salvation. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, iiL 8.

The Lutheran churches Tnaintain consubstantiation.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 299.

This glittering, fanciful system of fencing which he
kept up on all subjects, maintaining with equal brilliancy

and ingenuity this to-day and that to-morrow.
H. B. Siovie, Oldtown, p. 360.

6t. To represent; denote.

This side is Hiems, Winter, this Ver, the Spring ; the

one maintained by the owl, the other by tlie cuckoo.
Shale, L. L. L,, v. 2. 902.

=Syn. 4 and 5. Defend, Vindicate, etc. See assert.

II. intrans. 1. To behave; conduct one's

self. [Prov. Eng.]— 2. To hold as true; hold.

maintainable (man-ta'narbl), a. [< maintain
+ -able. ] Capable of being maintained, kept up,

supported, or upheld; sustainable; defensible.

They perhaps, if they were urged, could say little else

than thatwithout such a second voyage their opinion were
not maintainable. Raleigh, Hist. World, II. 1. 3.
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maintainer (man-ta'ner), n. One who main-
tains, supports, sustains, or upholds. In legal
use, maintainor (which see).

ye traitours and mairvtainers of madnesse,
Unto your folly I ascribe all my paine.

Lamentation of Mary Magdalen, 1. 253.

maintaining-'wheel (man-ta'ning-hwel), n. In
a watch, a wheel impelled by a spring, which
prevents a watch from stopping while being
wound

j a going-wheel.
maintainor (man-ta'nor), n. [< P. mainteneur,
< maintenir, maintain:" see maintain.1 In law,

one guilty of maintenance (see mmntenance,
4) ; one who maintains a cause depending be-
tween others in which he has no interest.

maintenance (man'te-nans), n. [< MB. maim-
tenance, maynetenaunce," meyntenaunce, < OF.
(and F.) maintenance (= Pr. mantenensa = Sp.
mantenencia = Pg. mantenga = It. mantenema),
maintenance, < maintenir, maintain: see main-
tain."] 1 . The act of maintaining, keeping up,
supporting, or upholding; preservation; sus-
tentation; vindication: as, the maintenance oi
a family ; the maintenance of right.

He, on the other hand, granting to them a bond of ma/in-
tenance, or protection, by which he bound liimself, in usual
form, to maintain their quarrel against all mortals, saving
his loyalty. Quoted in Child's Ballade, \1. 163.

All Christian soveranty is by law, and to no other end
but to the maintenance of the common good.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.
Ability to feel depends on the maintenance of a certain

temperature. H. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., § 42.

2. That which maintains or supports; means
of livelihood.
After such an age no minister was permitted to preach,

but had his mmntenance continu'd during life.

Evelyn, Diary, Aug. 19, 1641.

Sf. Bearing; behavior.
she had so etedfaste countenaunce.
So noble porte and meyntena/umie.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 834.

For all their craft is in their countenaunce,
They bene so grave and full of mayntenaunee.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., September.

4. In law : (a) An officious intermeddling in a
suit in which the meddler has no interest, by
assisting eitherparty with means to prosecute
or defend it. This is a puuishaljle offense at
common law. (6) Formerly, a like intermed-
dling with the controversy of others, as to land,
by wrongfully taking or holding possession in
aid of one party, (c) In a more general sense,
an interfering with the due course of justice.

J. F. Stephen— cap of maintenance, a cap of dig-
nity carried before the sover-
eigns of England at their coro-
nation ; a kind of abacot or by-
cocket. The term is also applied
to an ornamentborne before the
mayors of certain cities on state
occasions. In heraldry it is in
use as a symbol of dignity, and Is occasionally shown be-
neath the crest in place of the customary wreath. The
cap of maintenance(orestate)originallybelonged to nobles
exclusively, but is now granted to gentlemen, and is borne
irrespective of rank.
* In the later end of thys yere came the thyrde cappe of
mayntenaunce from the pope.

Fabyan, Chron., I., an. 1606.

=S3m. 1, Justification, preservation.— 2. SvAsistenee, Live-
lihood, etc. See living.

mainienantlyt (mau'te-nant-li), adv. [< 'main-
tenant, < F. maintenant, now, at the present
moment, ppr. of maintenir, keep, maintain : see
maintain.] Incontinently; straightway.

The Soottea, encouraged a fresh, assayled theyr enimles
with more egre mindes than they had done at the firste,

so that mayntenantly both the winges of the Brytishe ar-

mie were utterly discomfited. Holinshed (1677). (Sares.)

Maintenon cross (man-t6-n6n' kr6s). A cross
marked by four diamonds forming its extremi-
ties, a personal ornament for women: named
from Madame de Maintenon, wife of Louis XIV.
maintop (man'top), n. Naut., a platform just
below the head of the mainmast, resting on the
trestletrees. See top.

maintopmast(man'top-mastor-mast),re. Naut.,
the mast next above the lower mainmast.
maintopsail (man 'top-sal or -si), n. In square-
rigged vessels, the sail above the mainsail.

—

Mamtopsail-yard, the yard on which the maintopsail is

set.

main-'Wales (man'walz), n. pi. Naut., the
strakes worked from the lower port-sill of the
gun-deck to the bottom plank.

main-yard (man'yard), n. Naut., the lower
yard on the mainmast.

Their topmasts and their mainyardt
Were cover'd o'er wi' gold.

James Berries (Child's Ballads, I, 206).

maioid(ma'yoid), a. andM. [iMaia + -(nd.] I.

a. Same as maioidean.

maize-bird

II. n. A crab of the group Maioidea; a spider-

crab.
Also maian.

Maioidea (ma-yoi'de-ii), n.pl. [NL., < Maia +
-oidea. ] A superfamil'y of brachyurous decapod
crustaceans, also called Oxyrhyncha; the spi-

der-crabs. There are several families and more
than 100 genera.

maioidean (ma-yoi'de-an), a. Eesembling a

maioid ; having the cliaracters of the Maioidea.

mairl (mar), a. and n. A Scotch form of m,ore^.

mair^t, mairet, n. Earlier forms of mayor.

maiset, ». An obsolete form of mease^.

maisondeiref, n. See measondue.

maist, a., n., and adv. A Scotch form of most.

maistert, maistresset, etc. Obsolete forms of

master, mistress, etc.

maistO'Wf. A Middle English contraction of

mayest thou.

This maistow understonde and sen at eye.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 2168.

maistri, maistree(mas'tri), «. [E. Ind.] In the

East Indies, a native foreman or master work-
man: said of masons, carpenters, cooks, etc.

Labour, 4 annas a day, exclusive of maistriea' wages.
Spons' Eneyc. Manuf., I. 714.

maistringti «• -A- Middle English form of mas-
tering.

maistriset, «• [ME., < OF. maistrise, mastery,
< maistre, master: see mastery.] Same as mas-
tery.

And eke amidde this purprise
Was maad a tour of gret maistrise.

Bom. of the Rose, 1. 4172.

Maitland cord. See cord^.

maitre (ma'tr), n. [P. : see master'^.] A mas-
ter.—a la maitre dllAtel, in cookery, a phrase signifying
that a dish is served with a sauce maile of butter melted
with a little lemon-juice, vinegar, and chopped parsley.
—Maitre de Chiipelle, a chou'-master. See ma/ttrise.—
Maitre d'hOtel, the master or superintendent of the table
in a mansion ; a butler.

maltrise(ma-trez'), ». [F.: see maistrise.] 1.

In France, a school formerly attached to a ca-
thedral or collegiate church, for the education
of singers. The pupils were supportedat the expense
of the church, and educated in other branches as well as
music. Most French musicians were educated In tliese

schools before the Revolution, when they were suppressed.
Some were afterward reestablished, and a few still exist.

The master of such a school is called the maitre de cha-
pelle.

2. Formerly, in France, a corporation of mas-
ters in a trade ; a trade-gild.

The Parisian couturiferes, prior to the Revolution, were
continually persecuted by the mattrise or corporation of
women's tailors. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLII. 288.

Cap of Maintenance.

maize (maz),». [Formerly also »70fe,»ioJ», mamz,
mays; = F. moM, formerly maiz, < Sp. maiz (NL.
mays), < W. Ind. (Haytian) mahiz, mahis, the na-
tive name of the plant. It was also formerly
called Turkey corn or Turkey wheat, after F. hk
de Turquie, its origin, like that of the Turkey
cock or turJcey, being at one time erroneously
ascribed vaguely to " Tilrkey " or the East.] 1

.

A cereal plant, Zea Mays, of the grass family

;

the Indian com. in America commonly called simply
cam; in Europe formerly Turkey corn or Turkey wheat.
For description, see Zea.

2. The grain produced by the maize ; Indian
com. It appears in market either in the ear (i. e., on
the cob) or shelled (i. e,, removed from the cob). It is a
highly nutritious food, starchy matter predominating in
it. As human food it is used in various forms. (Seeeom-
bread, hasty-pudding, Indian meal, hominy, corn-starch,
samp.) The immature kernels (green corn), boiled, form
an excellent vegetable, and in this state maize is largely
preserved by canning. Of late years Indian corn has been
extensively manufactured into glucose. Maize is said to
furnish food to a larger part of the human race than any
other grain except rice. It is also much used for fatten-
ing cattle and swine, as well as for horses. An enormous
amount is consumed in the manufacture of spirits ; it is
the principal grain distilled in the United Stales. Maize
was found in cultivation over agreat part of America on its
discovery, and was rapidly diffused throughout the world
wherever the climate was suitable to it.

Heer, of one grain of Maiz, a Reed doth spring
That thrice a year flue hundred grains doth bring.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, 1. 3.

3. A coal-tar color, the sodium salt of the di-
sulphonic acid of azoxy-stilbene. It dyes silk
and wool reddish-yellow in an acid bath. Also
called sun-yellow.~ ja,paD. maize, a variety with or-
namental variegated leaves.— Mountain maize, plants
of the genus Ombrophytum, said to be eaten like mush-
rooms.—Water-malze, the royal water-lily Victoria re-
gia: so called on account of its farinaceous seeds.

maize-bird (maz'bferd), «. An American
blackbird of the family Icteridm and subfam-
ily JgeJwince; one of the troopials or marsh-
blackbirds: so called from its fondness for
Indian com.



maize-eater

maize-eater (maz'e't*r), B. ASonthAmeriean
maxze-bad,Pgeudolei»tesvirescf7ig. P.L.Stlater.

maize-oil (maz'oa), n. An oU prepared from

Kiid to be a good Inbitomt. bat it has not ya be«i pi^
onced cbeaplj and in c«nsidetable qnanti^.
maize-smut (maz'smut), «. A destmetlTO ftm-
gus, Vstilago Maydis, attacking the ovary as
well as various other parts of the living plant
of Indian com,

maize-thief (maz'thef), n. A maize-Wrd; es-
pecially, the common mai8h-blackbird,^^e2fFU«
phfeniceus. A. WiUon.

Maj. An abbreviation of Major before a name.
Majaqnens (ma-ja'kwe-ns), n. [NL.] Agenns
of very large sooty sliearwaters, of the family
ProceUariidte. Xhe bin and feet are robost, the nasal
tobea long, and the wingg and tail veiy ohort ; theplumage
iifaliMnona, with white maildnga on the head. Tvospe-
cie«, M. aeqmnoetiaHs and Jf. cmupicSUatm, inhabit eoath-
ern »ea». ReUhenbaeh, 1850.

majestatict (maj-es^at'ik), a. [= Pg. mages-
tatieo, majestatieo (ef. G. majestdtiseh = Dan.
majesteetuk = 8w. majegtdtigk), < Vlj.*majesta-
ticus, < Li. majesta{t-)s, majesty: see majesty.']
Of majestic api)earance ; majestic.

majestaticalt (maj-es-tat'i-tol), a. [< maje»-
tatic + -al.] Same as majestatic.

majestic (ma-jes'tik), a. [< majesty + -ie. Ct.
majestatic.'] 1 . Possessing majesty; having dig-
nity of natnre or appearance; of stately char-
acter; angnst.

Here his first lays ma>e8f£e Denham snug.
Pope, Windsor Forrat, L 271.

2. Characteristic of or manifesting majesty;
lofty; grand; snbUme: aa, a majestic isnea.

Get the start of the majestic wodd.
Shak., J. C, L 2L ISO.

Look how she walks along yon shady space

;

Sot Jano mores with more maj&Aie grace.
Dryden, Pal. and Arc, L 26a

=Syn. MajetUe, August, Stately; magnificent; imperial,
regaL royal, noble. StatOy is generally applied to the
merely ezt^nal, and sometimes to the wliouy artificial:

as, a eUUely etiqaette. The majeetie and august are nat-
ural, nuijeikic applying to the appearance, auffuit. to the
charact^, while gtately often ^vplles to motion ; as, a
itately wiSk. Aufftat, as applied to person^ implies re-
spect combined with awe<m the part of the beholder : as,
George Washington is the most avffwt personage in Amer-
ican history. See grand.

majestical (ma-jes'ti-kal), a. [< majestic+ -al.]

Majestic.

If I were erer to faU In lore again ... it would be, I
tUnk, with prettinese; rather than with majaUeal beaa^.

Cowleyf Greatness.

majestically (ma-jes'ti-kal-i), adv. In a ma-
jestic manner; with majesty; with a lofty air
or appearance.

majesticalness (ma-jes'ti-kal-nes). n. The
character of being majestic. [Bare.]
majesticness (ma-jes'tik-nes), n. The quality
of being majestic. Cartmright, To the Countess
of Carlisle. [Bare.]
majesty (maj'es-ti), n.

; pL majesties (-tiz). [<
5tE. magestee, < OP. majestet, F. majestS= 8p.
majestad = Pg. magestade, majestade = It. ma-
gest/i, maest& = D. meyesteit = G. 8w. majestdt
= Dan. majestcet, < L. majesta{t-)s, greatness,
grandeur, dignity, majesty, < majus (major-,

orig. "majos-; cf. honeatus, honest, < Aonor, honos,
honor), compar. (cf. magis, compar. adv.) of
magnus, or rather of the rare positive majus,
great: see magnitude, main?, major, etc.] 1.

The greatness or grandeur of exalted rank or
character, or of maimer; imposing loftiness;
stateliness; in general, the character of inspir-
ing awe or reverence.

And aftir tha^ zit scholde he patten hem in a fayrere
Paradys, where that thei schold see God of Ifatore visibly,
in his Mageetee and in his Blisse.

UandevSle, Travels, p. 279.

The Lord reignetb, he Is clothed with majeety.
Ps, xciil L

Awed by the m^esty of Antiquity, turn not with indif-
ference from the Wutaie. Sumner, Orations, L 196.

Girlish lightness passed away
Into a sweet grave majeity.
That scarce elsewhere the world might see.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise in. 67.

2, Royal state ; royalty.

Wipe off the dnst that hides onr sceptre's gilt,

And make high majesty look like itself.

S?uik., Kich. IL, iL 1. 295.

3. A title of address or di|rnity (commonly
written with a capital) used in speaking to or

of a ruling sovereign or his (or more rarely her)

wedded consort : as, joni Majesty at Majesties;
their majesties the king and queen . By papal grant,
the sovereigns of 8pain bear the title of Catholic Majesty;
those of Portugal, of Most Faithful Majesty; and theformer
kings of France had that of Most Christian Majesty,
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Before she arrtaed atLondon, Captaine Smith, to deseroe

her former couretesies, made her qaaliti&3 knowne to the
Qneenea most excellent Maiestie and her Court

Quoted in CapL Jofai Smitfti Woita, IL 29.

Most royal majesty,
I crave no more than hath your hiphn>»g offer'd.

Shak., Lear, L 1. 136.

4. ieap.] himedieval art, etc., a symbolic repre-
sentation of the first person of the Trinity, seat-
ed on a throne. In the art of the Western Church this
Hgnre is nsoaDy robed in a cope and other vestments,
wearing as emblematic of sovereignty over the wh«de
univevse, a triple (sometimes a quadruple) crown grmffliir-

to the papal tiara, and holding the mound or ^obe of
kingly authority.

The dome [of St. Sophia at Constantinople] was covered
with mosaic of glass : the summit, as nsaai, Tepteaenttng
a Majesty. SeaU, Eastern Clmrch, i. 238.

5. In medieval English usage, the canopy of a
hearse: so called because generally adorned
with the symbolic figure of Ciod the Father,
called the Majesty. See hearse.

This tester-like covering was known as the VMjesty.
Bode, Church of our Fathras, n. 497.

6. In 'her., a representation of an eagle as
crowned with a regal crown and holdinga scep-
tei*-—ApoetolicKajesty. ?ie&apoiliacTattg,nDAecavo»-
UsUe.

majestyship (maj'es-ti-ship), n. [< majesty +
-ship.] Majesty. [Bare.]
And please your majesUship.

Greene, Looking-g^ss tor London and England.

Maj.-Gen. An abbreviation of Major-General,
used before a name.
majoe-Utter (m^'jo-bit'er), «. A bitter shrub
of the West Indies, Picramnia Antidesma, used
medicinally.

majolica (ma-jol'i-ka; It. pron. ma-ydli-ka), n.

[< MaUjliea, totMajorca (Sp. ifoZtorca),whence
the first specimens came.] 1. Deeorative
enameled pot-
tery, especial-
ly that of Italy
from the fif-

teenth to the
seventeenth
century. The
name is applied
particnlaily to
the more richly
adorned pieces,
the colors of
which have re-
markable inten-
sity. (See mezzo-
majdUaff. Hod-
em writers on ce-
ramics have at-

tempted to limit
it to Instered pot-
tery, espedally
that of the mid^e ages and the sixteenth centnry, made
in Majorca or in Spain, or more especially in Italy, in sup-
posed imitation of ware from the two former countries.

2. As applied to modem pottery, a kind of
ware wmeh in effects of color partly imitates
the pottery above defined, especially in large
pieces used for architectural decoration, gar-
den-seats, vases, etc. This ware is nsnally much
harder and more perfectly manofactnred than the ancient,
but is inferior in decorative effect; being cast in molds and
having a mechanical look.—Fontana majolica, a variety
of the majolica of Urbino, the name Fontana having been
adopted by certain of the leading decorators of that school.
The painterknown as Orazio Fontana is the most celebrat-
ed of these; his work takes rank among the finest produc-
tions of tile sixteenth century.

major (ma'jor), a. and re. [I. a. = OF. maior,
major, majour, majeur, F. majeur = Sp. mayor
= Pg. maior, mayor, major = It. maggiore, <
L. major, greater, compar. of magmus, great:
see magnitude and majesty, n. n. = D. G. Dan.
Sw. major, < F. major= Sp. mayor = Pg. major
= It. maggiore, < L. major, an elder, adnlt (usu-
ally in pi.), ML. also chief officer, chief, mayor
(ef. mmor, from the same source); from the
adj.] t, a, 1. Greater; more important or ef-

fective; first in force or consideration; lead-
lug; principal: as, the major premise or term
of a syllogism.

My major vow lies here ; this 111 obey.
SJiak., T. and C, v. L 49.

2. Greater in quantity, number, or extent : as,

the major part of the revenue, of an assembly,
or of a territory.

In anyrank or profession whatever, the more general or
major jmrt of opinion goes with the ^ce.

B. Janmn, Cynthia's Bevels, ii. ].

The first eight lines of this Italian sonnet are often called
the major portion. Lanier, Science of Eng. Verse, p. 241.

3t. Of age; having attained to majority. God-
win.— 4. la music: (a) Of intervals, standard
or normal; literally "greater," as compared
with minor intervals, llie term is more often ap-
plied to seconds, thirds, sixths, sevenths, and ninths, des-

Majolka Pesaro Ware of about A. D- Z5X0.

majoration
Ignating an interval equivalent to the intervals between
uie key-note of a standard or normal scale and its seeood,
third, Bixtli, Bereaih, and ninth tone respectively. Thnu^
a ma^ teeond is two semitones long, a major third four
semitones, a major sixth nine semitones, and a major
i^erenth eleven gemltones- Major has also been applied
of late to fourths, fifths, and octaves, and is then equiva-
lent to the (dder term perfeeL Finally, it is osed to
distingnish the Target ot two intervals that differ by a
minute quantity: as, a major step or tone^ wliich is a
comma greater than a minqr tone. OppaeeitofRtiior, and
also often to diminished and augmented, .-ree interral, 5.

(6) Of tones, distant by amajor interval from a
given tone : as, A is tiie major third of F. etc.
(c) Of tonalities and scales, standard or nor-
mal : characterized by a major third and also by
a major sixth and seventh: opposed to minor.
The major tanaUiy or scale is the recognized standard of
reference for all the modem mnsical systems. See key,
tonality, and saUe. (d) Of triads and chords, char-
acterized br a major third between the root and
the tone next above, and a perfect fifth be-
tween the root and the second tone above : op-
posed to minor, diminished, and augmented. The
major triad is the nsnal standard of reference in daasi^-
ing the clusds of modem musics See triad and chord,
(e) Of cadences, ending in a major triad. (/)
Of modes in the modem sense, and thus of com-
position in general, characterized by the use
of a major tonality and of major cadences : as,
a piece is written tiironghout in the majormode.
From an acoustical point of view, major intervals, chords
and scales are simple and Etxonger in themselves and
admitof better harmonic extension and combination than
minor. The educated taste of modem times has tended
to exalt the major over the minor, making the former the
standard and normal of which the latter is the variation

;

while the medieval system^ being based npon a different
conception of music at varifjUB point% tended the other
way. The esthetic effect of the major in contrast with
the minor is brighter, stronger, and more complete^ It bag
recently been maintained that major and minor phenom-
ena, in all their phases, are mutually reciprocal, the ma-
jor triad, scale, ^c, b^gmeasured upward in a certain
way from a given ton^ and the minor triad, sf^e;, etc.,
being measured downward in the same way from the same
tone. According to this view, the major triad of C is
called the over-chord ot C, and the minor triad of F is caDed
the under-ehord ot C, etc.

5. In 2optc, wider ; broader; more extensive; a
predicate to more sabjects. The major extreme at
major term of a syllogism is that term which enters into
the predicate of the conclusion ; the majorpremise is that
premise which contains the major term. These have al-
ways been the usual definitions, but they have been sub-
ject tomuch dispute, owing to the factthat an real distinc-
tion between major and mincff vanishes in certain cases.
—Bobmajor. See&o6i,7.—Haiorxsls. Sameaatrans-
verse axis (wMch see, nnder ozuiX—Major fimctioil.
See/unctum.

n. n. 1 . Mint., an officer next in rank above
a captain and below a lientenant-colonel; the
lowest field-officer. His chief duties consist in super-
intending the exercises of his regiment or battalion, and
in putting in execntion the commands of his superior
officer. His ordinary position in the line is behind the
left wing. Abbreviated Maj.
2. In law, a person who is old enough to man-
^e hisown concerns. See ot^e, n., 3.—3. Inniu-
sie, the majormode, or a major tonality ormajor
chord, taken absolutely.—4. In logic: (o) The
major premise of a syllogism, which in direct
syllogisms states the rule from which the con-
clusion is drawn. (6) The major extreme of a
syllogism.— 5t. Same as mayor. Bacon, ffist.

Hen.Vn.,p. 7.

major (nia'jor), V. i. [< major, n., 1.] To act
the major; look and tik big, orwith a military
air. [Bare.]
Can it be for the pnir body M'Durk's health to major

about in the tartans like a tobacconist's sign in a frosty
morning wi' his poor wiszened houghs as blue as a bla-
wort? Scott, St^ Eonans Well, xx.

majoraltyt (ma'jor-al-ti), n. [See mayoralty.]
Same as mayoral^.
The majortdty of Sir John Dethick, Enight.

Maxon (1659), quoted in Encyc Brit., LX. 488.

majorat (ma-zho-ra'),«. [F.:see»ia/orafei.] 1.

The right of succession to property according
to age; primogeniture: socalledinsomeof the
countries of Europe.— 2. In France, property,
landed or funded, which might be reserved by
persons holding hereditary titles, and attached
to the title so as to descend with it inalienably.
This principle was abolished in the first revolution, re-
stored by Napoleon L, restricted under Louis PhUippe,
and finally abolished in 1S49.

majorate^t (ma'jor-at), r. t [< ML. majorare,
make greater, increase, < Ii. major, greater: see
major, a., and -ate^.] To increase. Howell,
Parly of Beasts.
majorate^ (ma'jor-at), n. [= P. majorat, < ML.
majoratus, < L. major, greater, elder: see major,
n., and -ate^.] The office or rank of major;
majority; majorship. [Bare.]

majorationt (ma-jo-ra'shon), n. [<. ML. majo-
ratio(n-), < majorare, make greater: see ma-
jorate.] Increase ; enlargement.



majoration
But majoration, which is also the work of refraction, ap-

peareth plainly in sounds. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 264.

Majorcan (ma-jor'kan), a. and n. [< Majorca
(see def.) (Sp. Mallorca) + -am.] I. a. Of or
pertaining to Majorca, the largest of the Bale-
aric Islands, in the Mediterranean, belonging
to Spain.

Il, n. A native or an inhabitant of the island
of Majorca. Also Mallorcan.
tnajordomo (ma-jor-do'mo), n. [= P. major-
dome = It. maggwrdomo, < Sp. mayordomo =
Pg. mordomo, maiordomo, < ML. major domus', a
house-steward: L. major, elder, ML. chief (see
mayor); domus, gen. of domus, a house: see
dome^.'] A man employed to superintend the
management of a household, especially that of
a sovereign or other dignitary keeping a great
establishment: a house-steward, in former times
the majordomo of a royal household was commonly an
officer of high rank and influence, often charged with im-
portant ministerial duties in affairs of government See
mayor of the palace, under mayor.
He took the ceremonywhich he found ready in the cus-

tom of the Jews, where the major-domo, after the paschal
supper, gave bread and wine to every person of his family,

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), 1. 116.

The King's personal favorite and attendant, his " dapi-
fer," " pincerna," major domus, or something of the kind.

E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, II. 441.

major-general (ma'jor-jen'e-ral), n. A military
ofBoer next in rank below a lieutenant-general.
In the United States army the grade of major-general has
hitherto been the -highest permanent one (seepeTieraZ and
liAvienoM-gen^^oX), and in active service a major-general
may be assigned iio the command of a division, a corps, or
an entire army. In the British and German armies major-
generals are the lowest permanent general officers (brig-
adiers in the former being temporarily appointed), and in
action usually command brigades. Abbreviated Jfaj.-ffen.

major-generalship (ma'jor-jen'e-ral-ship), «.

[< major-general + -ship.'\ the ofSce'of a major-
general.

Majorist (ma'jor-ist), n. [< Major (see def.) -f-

-ist.'\ A follower of Georg Major, a German
Protestant theologian (1502-74), who maintain-
ed that good works are necessary for salvation.
Majoristic(ma-jo-ris'tik), a. [< Majorist +
-Jc] Of or pertaining to the Majorists or to
their doctrines.—Majorlstic controversy, a contro-
versywhich began in 1651-2 between Georg Major and Nik-
olaus von Amsdorf, in regard to the doctrine of justiflcar
tion by faith. Major maintained that good works are es-
sential to salvation, and Amsdorf was accused of believing
that they are ahlndrance to salvation. The controversy con-
tinuedtill the adoption of the Formula of Concord in 1677.

majority (ma-jor'i-ti), n.
;
pi. majoriUes (-tiz).

[= JP. majoriU = Sp. mayoridad = Pg. maiori-
dade = It. maggioritd,, < ML. majorita{t-)s, < L.
major, greater: see major and -ii^.] It. The
state of being major or greater; superiority;
preponderance.

Douglas, whose high deeds.
Whose hot incursions, and great name in arms.
Holds from all soldiers chief majority,

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 2. 109.

3. The greater number; more than half the
whole number: as, a majority of mankind; a
majority of votes. See plurality.

After all, it is my principle that the will of the majority.
should prevail. JeffersoTi, Correspondence, II. 276.

3. The excess of one of two groups of things
which have been enumerated over the other:

as, the measure was carried by a majority of
twenty votes; his majority was two to one.

—

4. Fvdl age; the age at which the laws of a
country permit a young person to manage his

own affairs and to exercise the rights of citizen-

ship—inmost countries twenty-one years. The
majority of a reigning prince usually occurs much earlier

;

in ^France it used to be at fourteen years. See age, n., 3.

This prince [Henry III.] was no sooner come to his ma-
jority but the baron raised atruel war against him.

Sir J. Daviee, State of Ireland.

5. The office, rank, or commission of a major.

Soon after his marriage Thompson became acquainted
with Governor Wentworth of New Hampshire, who, struck

by his appearance and bearing, conferred on nira the Tna-

jority of a local regiment of militia.

Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 309.

6t. [L. majores.'\ Ancestors ; ancestry.

A posterity not onlike their majority.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

The majority, the great majority, the dead.—To go
over to or to join the majority, tojoin the dead or de-

parted; die.

majorship (ma'jgr-ship), ». [< niajor + -sMp.'\

The office or rank of major ; majority.

majoun, madjoun, ». See majun.

majun (ma-jon'), n. . [Also majoon, majoun,

madjoun, majum; Turk, ma'jun, paste, putty,

cement, electuary, a kind of taffy or prepara-

tion of sugar with spices.] A green-colored

intoxicating confection, commonly sold in the

bazaars of India. The chief ingredients used in making
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it are ganja (or hemp) leaves, milk, ghee, poppy-seeds,
flowers of the thorn-apple (Datura), the powder of Nux
vomica, and sugar. Qanooitre-Idam, Glos. Ixxxiii. (Yvle
and, Bumell.) See bhang.

majuscula (ma-jus'ku-la), ».; pi. majusculx (-le).

[L. (ML.), sc. Utte^-'a, letter : see majuscule.']
Same as majuscule.

majuscule (ma-jus'kul), n. [= F. majuscule =
Sp. mayusculd= 'Pg. maiusculo =It. majusculo,
a., < L. (ML.) majuscula, se. littera, a somewhat
larger letter (sc. than the minuscule), fem. of
majusculus, somewhat larger, dim. of major
(neut. majus), larger, greater: see major."] In
paleography, a capital or uncial letter : opposed
to minuscule— Majuscule writing, writing composed
of capital or uncial letters, as in the oldest surviving Greek
manuscripts, and in the majority of Latin manuscripts
down to the ninth century. In Greek paleography ma-
juscule writing is not clearly distinguished into capital
and uncial writing, as in Latin (true capitals being con-
fined to superscriptions, in imitation of the lapidary style),

and all three adjectives are often alike applied to it. See
capital, cursive, minitscule, uncial.

In Latin majmcule writing there exist both capitals and
uncials, each class distinct. In Greek MSS. pure capital-
letter writing was never employed (except occasionally for
ornamental titles at a late time). Encyc. Brit. , XVIII. 146.

makable (ma'ka-bl), a. [< malce^ + -able.]

Capable of being made ; effectible ; feasible.

Makassar oil. See Macassar oil, under oil.

make! (mak), v.; pret. and pp. made, ppr. mak-
ing. [< ME. rrmken, makien (pret. makede, maked,
pp.maked, maad,mad, imaked, imad, imade,ete. ),

< AS. macian (pret. macode, pp. macod) = OS.
mac6n=OFn&s.makia,mekia,aisomatia,maitia,
meitip,= MD. maken, maecken, D. maken=MLG.
LG. maken — OHG. machon, mahhon, MHG. G.
machen, make, in OHG. also fit or fasten to-
gether (not found in Icel. or Goth.; cf. Sw.
maka, move, = Dan. mage, manage, < LG. or
G.) ; cf. AS. gemtec, fit, suitable, = OHG. gimaft,
MHG. G. gemach, fit, suited, corresponding, =
Icel. makr in compar. makara, more fit or suit-
able, = Sw. maka = Dan. mage, matching; cf.

also deriv. make^, mate^, and match^; < Teut.

v/ mak; perhaps akin to Gr. [irixavii, a machine

:

see machine.] I. trans. 1. To give being to;
bring into existence; cause to exist as a dis-
tinct thing or entity; create, in either a primary
or a secondary sense ; be the author of

;
pro-

duce: as, God made man in his own image; to
make a book, or a will ; to make laws or regula-
tions ; to make an estimate, a calculation, or a
plan.

The boke Tnaad of Itycharde Hampole heremyte to an

Hampdle, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), Pref., p. xi.

Towardes the west, aboute a good bow shote, is Ager
Bamascenus, in the whiche place Adam was made.

Sir £. Guylfarde, Pylgrymage, p. 54.

And God 7na(2e two great lights; . . . he mode the stars
also. Gen. i. 16.

What nature makes in any mood
To me is warranted for good.

Lowell, The Nomades.

3. To give form or character to ; fashion; fab-
ricate, construct, form, or compose. Make is used
with of, out of, or/rowibefore the material used, urith before
the means used, by before the operative agency ormethod,
and/or or an infinitive before the purpose or destination.

And there the Jewes scorned him, and maden him a
Crowne of the Braunches of Albespyne, that is White
Thorn, that grew in that same Gardyn.

Mande!oiUe, Travels, p. 13.

Thou Shalt not make unto thee any graven image.
Ex. XX. 4.

If my breast had not been made of faith and my heari
o/steeL Shak., 0. of E., iii. 2. 160.

Fairy tales are made out of the dreams of the poor.
Lowell, Democracy.

8. To fashion suitably; adapt in formation or
constitution ; design or intend in making : gen-
erally in the passive, followed by /or or an in-
finitive with to.

The sabbath was made for man. Mark 11. 27,

Meat was madefor mouths. Shak., Cor., i. 1. 211.

This hand was made to handle nought but gold.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., v. 1. 7.

Man was made to mourn. Burns, Title of Poem.

4. To convert or transform, as into something
different ; cause to receive a new form or con-
dition : with into expressed or understood.

He . . . fashioned it with a graving tool, after he had
made it a molten calf. Ex. xxxii. 4.

Sometimes it [the peacock] was made into a pie, at one
end of which the head appeared above the crust in all its

plumage, with the beak richly gilt.

Irmng, Sketch-Book, p. 277, note.

5. To fashion by action or preparation; bring
into condition or order; fit for use or service;
arrange; prepare: as, to make hay or a crop;
to make a garden ; to make a feast.

Make me savoury meat, such as I love. Gen. xxvii. 4.

make
Wait upon me to Church, and then run Home and nuike'

the Bed, and put every Thing in its Place.

N. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, I. 68.

The evening of the day you helped me to make hay in

the orchard meadows, ... as I was tired with raking
swaths, I sat down to rest me on a stile.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxiv.

6. To form, constitute, or compose; be the ba-
sis, groundwork, material, or constituent parts
of: as, milk makes both butter and cheese;
rye flour makes dark-colored bread; he will

make a good lawyer; two and two make four;

citizens make the state.

Thou would'st make a good fool Shak, , Lear, i. 5. 41.

Those continued instances of time which flow into a.

thousand years make not to him one moment.
Sir T, Browne, Ueligio Medici, L 11.

Stone walls do not a prison make,
Nor iron bars a cage.

Lovelace, To Althea from Prison.

7. To form, produce, or constitute by causa-
tion or influence ; be the cause or occasion of

;

give rise to ; raise up : used in both a physical
and a moral sense : as, a wet season makes bad
harvests; to make an excavation or a vacuum;
to make a rent in a garment ; to make a gooA
impression; to make trouble; to make friends
or enemies; to maie a mountain out of a mole-
hill; to make merchandise of one's principles.

Thanne Lecchoure seyde "alias
!

" and on owre lady he
cryed,

To make mercy for his mis-dedes bitwene God and his
soule. Piers Plowman (B), v. 73.

The mind is its own place, and in itself

Can make a heaven of hell, a hell of heaven.
MUton, P. L., i. 255.

You may easily imagine to yourself what appearance I
made, who am pretty tall, ride well, and was very well
dressed, at the head of a whole couniy.

Steele, Spectator, No. 113.

8. To cause, induce, constrain, or compel : fol-
lowed by an infinitive, usually without the sign
to : as, to make a horse go ; to make a person
forget his misfortunes ; to make anything seem
better or worse than it is.

Kynge Arthur made hem alle to sitte down by hym as
he that was the curteisest man of the worlde.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 582.

The Lord jnake his face shine upon thee. Num. vt 25.

A Stumble makes one take firmer Footing.
Sowelt, Letters, ii. 3.

All the Paintings and Prints made of late years of th&
BCing nmke him look very old ; which in my mind is not
so. Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 220.

9. To cause to be, become, or appear
;
put into

the state or condition of being; afford occa-
sion, opportunity, or means of being or seem-
ing : as, to make one's wants known ; to make
a person glad or sorry ; oppression made them
rebels ; to make a law of no effect.

Tyl Pacience haue preued the and parflte the maked.
Piers Plmmnan (B), xiii. 212.

Hope deferred maketh the heart sick. Prov. xiii. 12.

We stone thee . . . because that thou, being a man,
makeet thyself God. John x. 33.

And you have been a man long known to me, though I
had never so good means, as desire, to make myself ac-
quainted with you. Shak., M. W. of W., ii. 2. 189,

You, and twenty thousand merks.
Will make me a man complete, lady.

Bob Boy (Child's Ballads, VI. 260).

She sought to make me traitor to myself.
MUton, S. A., 1. 401.

Mr. Dangle, here are two very civil gentlemen trying to
make themselves understood, and I don't know which is
the interpreter. Sheridan, The Critic, 1. 2.

10. To cause to be in the condition of; con-
stitute or appoint ; invest with the rank, pow-
er, or attributes of.

Who made thee a prince andajudgeoverus? Ex. ii. 14.

Pardon me, sir, the boldness is mine own,
That, being a stranger in this city here,
Do make myself a suitor to your daughter,
Unto Bianca, fair and virtuous.

Shak., T. of the B., ii. 1. 91.
For the more Solemnity of his Coronation, he then made

nine Knights, and created four Earls.
Baker, Chronicles, p. 136.

11. To caitse to be perceived; bring into view
or apprehension; manifest by demonstration
or representation : as, to make a show of devo-
tion

; to make a feint of attacking.
Lord cardinal, it thou think'st on heaven's bliss
Hold up thy hand, make signal of thy hope.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 3. 28.
We generally make love in a style and with sentiments

very unfit for ordinary life : they are haK theatrical, half
romantic. Steele, Spectator, No. 479.

Thus, aiming to be fine, they make a show.
As tawdry squires in country churches do.

Dryden, Wild Gallant^ EpiL (1667), L S3,

IS. Used absolutely, to bring into the desired
condition; render independent; setup; estab-



make
lish the fortune, indeitendeiice, fame, or stand-
ing of.

There's enoogh [money] to outte as «n
Sliak., 1 Hen. IV., iL 2. 60.

II I can get her, I am made lor ever.
FUteher, KiUe a Wife, L 6.

In these moments ... he mnst make or mar himself
for life. TnOope, CasUe Kichmond, nx.
13. To bring abont or to pass ; be the agent
in doing, perfonning, or effecting; accomplish,
consummate, op achieve by effort or agency;
effect : as, to make peace ; the waves made havoc
on the coast; he nu]<I« the distance in one hour;
the earti makes yearly revolutions round the
sun ; the ship viade ten knots an hour ; to make
a hearty meal ; to make a landing, a survey, or
a visit. Mtdce is used periphrasticaBy, with an object
(with orwithout a posses&ire or an adjectlTe preceding or a
prepositional adjanct foUowingX in a great variety of anal-
ogona applications, where the action may be expressed by
a verb corresponding to the object: as, to nuite haste,
choice complaint, provision, deUvoy, mention, etc.; to
nutie an appearance, one's escape^ a halt, a pretense, etc

;

equivalent to Aa«ten, eAooae^ compimn^ provide, delictr,

mention, appear, escape, haU, preUnd, etc.

And also in the Contrees where I have ben, ben manye
dyvasitees of manye wondirfnlle thinges, mo tbanne I
make mencionn of. Mandenue, Travels, p. 314.

Gcete merveile hadde Fendragon ttiat Merlin com not
as he hadde made promyse^ till that merlin drow hym
a-syde. Merlin (E. E. T. S.^ i. 47.

Desyre him com, and make me aide.
Sang qfthe OuOaw Murray (Chfld's Ballads, TL 30).

Make ye marriages with ns. Gen. zzxiv. 9.

There is a brief, how many sports are ripe

;

Make choice of which yonr highness will see first.

Shak., M. S. D., v. L 43.

I am making a slow recovery ; hardly yet able to walk
across the room. Sydney SndO, To Mrs. Heynell.

A gnat's wings make ten or fifteen thousand strokes per
second. H. Spencer, Prin. of PsychoL, § 91.

14. To bring or draw in or into possession;
acquire or attaui; gain, get, or obtaui: as, to
make money or profit; to make so many points
in a game ; to make a fortune or a reputation

;

in a negative sense, to make a loss.

Of mine owne Conntrey I bane not made so great experi-
ence. Pvttenham, Arte of £ng. Poesie, p. 253.

Captain Swan . . . thought it convenient to make what
interest he could with the Sultan.

Dampier, Voyages, L 354.

15. To determine or conclude to be; hold or
reckon, after computation, trial, or eonsideia-
tion: as, 1 make the sum Jiaiger than you do;
he made the weight 17 pounds ; what do you
make her T I make her (or make her out) a full-

rigged ship ; to make much, little, or great ac-
count of anything.

The Pilots about noone made themselues Southwards
of the Qes twelne leagues.

Quoted in Ca^ John Smith't Works, IL 118.

Our School-men and otlier Divines make nine kinds 'of

bad Spirits. Bivlon, Anat of UeL, p. 119.

Was tills becoming such a Saint as they would make
him, to adulterat t^iose Sacred words &Dm ihe grace of
God to the acts of his own grace? jnZ(on,Eikonoklastes,v.

16. To bring within reach or view; eome in
sight of ; reach or attain to ; fetch up or arrive
at, as a point in space : as, to ntake a port or
harbor.
On fryday tbell. ofHaywe nuuie land, it was somewhat

low, wheze appeared certaine hummocks or hills in it.

Quoted in Capt John SmUh't Works, L 1(6.

They that sail in tiie middle can make no land of eitiier

side. .Sir T. Srmme, Tulg. Err.

We could only make Bethany before the night came.
L. Wallaee, Ben-Hur, p. 40.

17. To bring into force or operation; cause to

be effective or available.

Powhatan and all the power he could make would after

oome kill vs all, if they that brought it could not kill ts
with our owBe weapons.

Quoted in Ogit. John Smith't Works^ I. 212.

For those kings which have sold the blood of others at
a low rate have but made the market for their own ene.

miea, to buy of tfaears at the same price.

Baleigh, Hist. World, PreL, p. 13.

18. To bring to completion; complete; fill the
complement or tale of: as, another will make
ten : this makes out the whole order.

This bottle mates an angeL SSai,lHen.rv.,iT. 2. 8.

19+. To contribute.

Memory . . . maketh most to a sound iudgement and
perfect worldly wisdome,

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 31.

20. To put forth; give out; deliver: as,toma^
a speech.

She stood to hear defence and made shot for shot.

Capt. John SmiO, True Travels, L d.

21. To do; be about; be occupied or busied
with: with what. [Archaic]

Whence art thou, and what doost thou here now mafc .'

Spenaer, F. Q.. VIL vl 25.
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She was in his company at Page's house, and ichat they

made there I know not. Shak., M. W. of W., iL 1. 214.

Wight's bird, quoth he, ichat makst thou in this place.
To view my wretched miserable case?

Drayton, The OwL
Give mee leave to inquire of your ilajestj- trhat you

make in fields of blood, when you should be amidst your
Parliament of peace. S. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 56.

22. To inform ; apprise ; prepare by previous
instruction; forewarn; "coach"; train.

Come^ lefs before, and make the justice, captain.
B, Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, iv. 9.

23. To think; judge: with o/.

I was only wondering what our people would make of
her; they have never seen a white servant in their lives.

Harper's Mag., T.XXVm. 242.

To make a back, a bed, a board, abode, a cast, a
drcnit. See tlie nouns.—Xto make acconntt, to make
account o£, See account—Tomake a clean breast of,
See breast—To make a (dean sweep. See sweep.—To
make a cuirent or dicuit, in dect, to complete the
electric circuit, and so allow t^e current to flow.—To
make a difference, a dividend,a double,a face. See
the nouns—To make a figure, to be conspicuous ; cut a
figure. Seeeut
They make afigureia dress and equipage.

Sw^ft, Gulliver's Travels, iL 3.

To make a flash, a fool o£ a handt, a hare of, a
hash of, a leg, a lip. See the nouns.— To make all
splitt, to behave violently or rantingly. [Slang.]

1 could play Ercles rarely, or a part to tear a cat in, to make
aUtpUL 5%ai:., M. N. D., L 2. 32.

Two roaring hoys of Bome^ that mad* aU spliL
Beau, and Fl., Scornful Lady, iL 3.

To make a long aim. to sbctch out the arm in reach-
ing for anything, as at table. [Colloq.]—To ma&e a
magnet. Same as to make the magnet— To make a
march, a meal, a mock oC See the nouns.—^To ma&e
a matter of conscience. See conscience.—To ma^e
atnpTirig^ to render compensation or satisfaction.— To
ma^ a mouth. See mouth.—To make an end. See
end.—To mak6 an honrat woman of See honest—
TO make a passage, a point of, a run, a scene, a
show, a stand. See the nouns.—To make avauntt.
See omunts.—To make a Virginia fence, to walk like

a drunken man ; stagger in a zigzag course. LoweU, Big-
low Papers, ad ser.. Int. [\3. S.; rare.]—To mate avi-
zandum. See anizaivium.—'Io make awayt, to put
out of the way ; kill ; destroy.

Pray God he be not made aicay.
B. Jonson, Alchemist, t. i.

To make away with, to squander ; dissipate recklessly;

destroy.—To make believe, to pretend; act as if : as, he
was only making believe.

Sometimes the Queen would make bdiece
To heed him nought.

Waiiam Morris, Earthly Paradise, nx 112.

TO make boot of, capital of cheert, choice of See
the noons.-To make both ends meet. See end.—To
make common cause with. See cause.—To mate
connections. See eoimectum.-To mate conscience.
See conscience.—To mate dangert, to attempt or try

;

make experiment. [A latinism.]

If there be e'er a private comer as you go, sir,

A foolish lobby out o' the way, make danger;
Try what they are, try.

Fletcher, Loyal Subject^ iiL 4.

To make danger oft. See danger.-To make dates.
See dotei.—To mate dole (or do01)t, to moom.-To
mate dncte and drakes. See duet3.—Tomate earth,
in tdeg., to put the line in contact with the earth. When
there is a leakage of current from the line to earth it is said

to make eartA.—TO mate even. See eceni.-To mate
&st. See/as(i.—Tomakefeastt. See/mst.—Tonuike
fish, to cure or dry fish. [Cant]—To mate foul water.
See /outi.-To mate aree with. Seefree.— To make
&t>mt, to take from; alienate.

Makefrom olde reliques reverence

;

From publique shews magnificence.
PuttenAoin, Paithoiiade^ xiiL

To make fan of to ridicule.-To mate game of See
^anui.-To make good. See good.—To mate good
cheert, to mate good play, to mate haste, to malke
hay, to makehead ag^nst. Seethenonns—To make
good or bad weather (nautX to behave (well or ill) in a
gale: saidof aship. TomaJretedujeatA^ristorolIorpitch
violently.

I found, for one thing, that whalers alw^s made better

weather than merchantmen, when they were in company.
Science, VIL 167.

To mate head against, to oppose successfully.—To
mate headway, to move forwud; forge ahead; gain
progress.—To make hencet, to cause to depart; expei
or send away.

It is as dangerous to make them ?ienee.

If nothing but their birth be their oSenc&
B. Jonson, Sejanna^ iL 2.

To nuike Interest See interest—To mate it one's
trasiness. See frusiness.—To make known. See knoum.

—To mate light of See lights.-To make little of.

(a) To consider as of little or no value ; treat as insignifl-

canL (b) To fail to understand fully. See to make nothing

qf.—To maike love to. See tooei.—To make margin.
See marten To make mattert, to matter ; import.

What makes matter, say they, if a bird sing auke or crow
cross? Holland, tr. of Utt, p. 247.

Tomatemeanst. Seetnotns.—Tomakemockat. See
moeJri.-Tomake money. See tiMnuy.—To makemuch
(more, a great deal, and the like) of (o) To consider

as of great value, or as giving great pleasure ; treat with
special favor, (b) See to make nMxng of.—TO make no
bones. See hmei.—To mate no doubt, to have no

make
doubt ; be confident— Tto make no forcet. See/orcei.

—To make no matter, to have no weight or importance

;

make no difference : said of tilings.—To make nothing
for, to have no eifect in assisting, supporting, or confirm-
ing: as, mere assertions moire nMiingfor an argument

—

To mate nothing (or little) of (a) To regard or think
of as notliing (or little) : as, she makes nothing of walking
t£n miles, (o) To be unable to understand ; obtain no sat-

isfactory restilt from : as, I can make notlang of him. cc>

To treat as of no (or little) value.

I am astonished that those who have appeared against
this paper have made so very IWle of it Addison.

To make oath, to swear (to a statement) in a form and
manner prescribed bylaw.—To make offt, get rid of;
dispose of.

He could not subsist here, and thereupon fnade og his
estate and with his famfly, and £1000 in liis purse, he re-
turned for England. ITintArop, Hist New England, IL 1 5.

Tomateoneajapet. See/ope.-Tomakeone'sbeardt.
See fteord.—To make one's honors. See Aonor.-To
ma&e one's lucky. See ludcy.—To make one's man-
ners. See manner.—Tomate one's mark. SeemarJti.
—To make one's market, (a) Tb make sale of one's
cargo or stock in trade. (&) To dispose of one's self in
marriage ; make a marriage or an engagement to many.
—To make one's self at home. See Aome.—To make
one's self scarce. See amrw.—To make one's way.
(a) To proceed : as, to make one's way homeward, (b) To
succeed ; be successful : as, to make one's way in the world.
—To mate out. (a) Toleam by labor or effort; discover;
obtain a dear understanding of; discern; decipher: as, I
cannot make out the meaning ot tills passage ; I tried in
vain to make the girl out (6) To effect hardly or with
difficulty; barely succeed in: with an infinitive clause for
object: as,Ijustf?uu2eouttoreachtheplacein time. (e)To
prove ; evince ; cause to appear or be esteemed : establish
-liy evidence or argument: as, to make out one's case ; you
would make him out to be a fool, (d) To find or supply to
the full: a^he wasnot able to mojfce out the money, or the
whole sum. (e) To draw up; prepare: as, to make out &
bfU; tomoteoutanapplication.—To mate over. (a)To
remake; reconstruct either in the same or in a different
form : as, to make over an old gown. (&) To transfer the
title of; convey; alienate : as, he made over his estate in
trust or in fee.—To make place, remembrance, rev-
erencet. See the nouns.—To make ready. See ready.
—To make sail, shift, etc. Seethenonns.—To make
the best of See best—To make the dooist, to make
fast or bar the doors ; close the entiance.

Make the doors upon a woman's wit and itwHl out at the
casement Shak., As you like it iv. 1. 162.

To make the feathers orfur fly. Seey^i.-Tomake
the land. See land^.—To make the magnet, in elec-

tromagnetism, to close the electric circuit which includes
the magnetizing coil of the magnet or otherwise to send a
current through that circuit To unmake the magnet is
to open the circuit or stop the current—To make the
most o^ to use to the best advantage ; use to the utter-
most

It this be treason, make the most of it.

Patrick Henry, Speech (1765)^

To mate things hum. See Aumi.—To make un-
readyt. See unready.—To make up. (a) To collect
into one ; form by bringing together the constituent parts
of : as, to make vp a bundle, (b) To form or fashion by
fitting and uniting the several parts of: as, to make up
a garment (e) To compose from elements or ingredients

;

form; prepare: as, all bodies are made up at atoms; to
make up a prescription, (d) To fabricate artfully; com-
pose fictitiously; produce &om imagination: as.iie makes
it t^ as he goes along ; to make up a story out of the whole
cloUi (that is, without any foundation), (e) To complete

:

as, to make v^ a given sum. (/) To supplement ; supply
what is wanting to.

Uy dwarf shall dance.
My eunuch sing,my fool make up the antic.

• B. Jonson, Volpone, iiL 6.

(p) To assume a particular form of features : as, to make
t^&i&ce. Hence, to 7nai« up a lip is to pout (A) To com-
pensate ; make good : as, to make up a loss. (^ To set-

tle; adjust or arrange for settiement: as, to make up
accounts, (j) To determine; bring to a definite concln-
Eion: as, to make t^ one's mind. 0^) To reckon.

,

And they shall be mine, saith the Lord of hosts, in that
day when I make up my jewels. MaL iiL 17.

(f) To make good : as, to make up a loss or deficiency. (m>
To comjiose ; harmonize ; adjust : as, to make up a differ-

ence or a quarreL (n) To repair : as, to make up a hedge.
Ezek. xiiL 5. (ot) To prepare ; fortify ; close.

We must make up our ears 'gainst these assaults

Of charming tongues. ' B. Jonson, Sejanus, L 2.

To make up leeway. See leeway.—To mate up one's
mind, to decide ; come to a decision.

The engineers mode up their minds that we were in the
trade winds again, . . . and that we should not want the
engines for some days.

Lady Brassey, Voyage of Stmbeam, IL xviiL

With a cheerful smile, as one whose mind
Is all made i^. Tennyson, Queen Mary, iv. 3.

To make up one's month for, to expect with desire

;

have an appetite for : as, his mouth was made up for a
chicken salad. [Colloq.]—To make war, to bring about
an armed contest ; initiate or levy war ; make an attack

in force : as, to make war upon or against a neighboring
country.

If It [a city] . . . will mofa iKir against thee, then thou
Shalt liesiege it Dent xx. 12.

To make water, (a) Xaut, to leak ; take in water bya
leak. (6) To urinate.—To make way. (a) To make pro-

gress; advance. (6) To open a passage; clear the way.—
To make words, to multiply words ; engage in wordy-

discussion or dispute,

n. intrans. 1. To do ; act ; be active ; take

a course or line of action: now only in phrases



make
formed with particles, and in the archaic phrase
to meddle or make.

His fearfull Kider makes
like Bom vnskilfull Lad that vnder-takes
To holde som sliipa helm, while the bead-long Tyde
Carries away that Vessel! and her Ouide.

Sylvester, tr. ot Du Bartas's Weeks, IL, The Handy-Crafts.

2. To cause one's self to be or appear; mani-
fest the state or condition of being; act in a
certain manner, as indicated by a succeeding
adjective: as, he made bold to ask a favor; to
wo7ce merry over another's mishap.— 3. To have
effect; contribute; tend; be of advantage: fol-
lowed \>j for, formerly sometimes by to.

Let us therelore follow after the things which make far
peace. Kom. xlv. 19.

A thing may make to my present purpose. Soyle.

4. To make way; proceed: move; direct one's
course: with various words expressing direc-
tion : as, he made toward home ; he made after
the boy as fast as he could.

I would have you mate hither with an appetite.
B. Jonson, Eveiy Man in his Humour, i 1,

Is 't not jpossible

To make in to the land? 'tis here hefore us.
Fletcher {and another), Sea Voyage, i 1.

Thou wishest I should Ttiake to Shoar;
Yet still put'st in thy thwarting Oar.

Prior, Alma, iii.

5. To move upward or inward ; flow up or to-

ward the land; rise: said of the tide and of
water in a ship, etc. : as, the tide makes fast;

water was making in the hold.— 6t. To com-
pose; especially, to compose poetry. Compare
maker, 2.

Ye lovers, that kan make of sentement,
In this case oghte ye be diligent
To forthren me somewhat in my labour.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 69.

The God of shepheards, Tityrus, Is dead.
Who taught me homely, as I can, to make.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., June.

To make after, to follow; pursue; endeavor to overtake
or catch.— To make against, to oppose ; be adverse to

:

as, this argument makes ogainfA his cause.

Considerations infinite

Do make againgb it.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 1. 103.

Time and temporising, which, whilst his practices were
covert, made for him [Perkin Warbeok], did now, when
they were discovered, rather make against him.

Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII.

Though they ever speak on his side, yet their words still

make against him. Bacon, Ess. of a King, p. 210.

To make and break, in elect., to close and open a cir-

cuit ; set up and stop a current.—To make as if or

though, to act as H ; appear ; make believe; feign that.

Joshua and all Israel made as if theywere beaten before

them, and fled. Josh. viii. 15.

And they drew nigh unto the village whither they went

;

and He made as though he would have gone further.

Luke jcxiv. 28.

To make at, to approach as if to attack ; make a hostile

movement against.

Then did Christian draw, for he saw that it was time to

bestir him ; and ApoUyon as fast made at him, throwing
darts as thick as haiL Bunyfln, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 127.

To make away with, to put out of the way ; remove

;

destroy; kill.—To make DOld. See 6oM.—To make
bold with, to use, etc., boldly or freely.

They may notby their Law drinkeWine ; thCT compound
a drinke of dry raisons steeped in water and other mix-
tures ; yea, and secretly will mxike iolde vnth the former.

Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 588.

To make daintyt. See dainty.—To msikeloi. (a) To
be for the advantage of ; favor, or operate in favor of.

Not that I neglect those things that make for the dig-

nity of the commonwealth. B. Jonson, Epicoene, v. 1.

The not ourselves which is in us and all around us be-

came to them adorable eminentlyand altogether as apower
which makes for righteousness.

Jf. Arnold, Literature and Dogma, i.

(6) To direct one's steps or course to ; proceed toward, (c)

To approach hostilely; make at. [Colloq.]—To make
merry. See merry.—To ma^e nice oft, to be scrupu-

lous about ; be particular in regard to ; be fastidious or

finical as to.

And he that stands upon a slippery place
Makes nice of no vile hold to stay him up.

Shak., K. John, iii. 4. 138.

To make off, to depart suddenly ; run away ; bolt.

Mv sister took this occasion to make off.

Steele, Tatler, No. 85.

To make off with, to run away with; carry off.—To
make out. (a) To get along ; come out ; succeed : as,

how did you make out ? [Colloq. ] (6) See to make out (b),

under I. (c) To stretch or extend.

From the north end ... [of old Cairo] the foot of the

hill mote otrt to the river.
, „ ^ ^

Pococke, Description ot the East, 1. 26.

To make sure, to consider as certain ; feel confident : as,

I made mre that he would do so, but am disappointed.—

To make sure of, to secure full knowledge or possession

of • obtain with certainty or absolutely : as, to make sure

of the facts, or of the game.—TO make up. (a) To effect
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a reconciliation ; settle differences ; become friends again

:

as, kiss and make up.

To any overtures of reconciliation he [Bowles] made
prompt and winning response. "The pleasantest man to
make up with that I ever knew," said a life-long acquaint-
ance. 0. S. llerriami, S. Bowles, I. 215.

(6) To dress, etc., as an actor, for a p^icular part; partic-

ularly, to paint and disguise the face
;
give a different ap-

pearance to one's self for any purpose or occasion.—To
ma.ke up for, to compensate; replace; supply by an
equivalent.

Have you got a supply of friends to make up for those
who are gone? Simft, To Pope.

To make up to. (a) To approach ; draw near to ; ap-

proach and join ; come into company with.

He espied two men come tumbling over the wall, on the
left hand of the narrow way ; and l^ey made up apace to

him. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 111.

Make up to Clifton ; I'll to Sir Nicholas Gawsey.
Sftaft.,lHen. IV.,v. 4. 68.

(6) To endeavor to be on friendly or affectionate terms
with; especially, to court. [Colloq.]

Young Bullock, . . . who had been making up to Miss
Maria the last two seasons. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xii.

To make witht, to act or coBperate with; concur or
agree with.

Antiquity, custom, and consent, in the church ot God,
making mth that which law doth establish, are themselves
most sufficient reasons to uphold the same.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

To meddle or make. See mMdle.
make^ (mak), ?s. [<.ME. make; <make'^,v.2 1.

Form; shape; constitution and arrangement
of parts ; structure ; style of making or make-
up: as, a man of slender make; the make of a
coat.

Anone he lette two cofres make,
Of one semblance, of one make.

Oouier, Conf. Amant., v.

The Italians . . . mask some characters, and endeavour
to preserve the peculiar humourby the Tnake of the mask.

Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 1.

Each one sat . . .

Oft in mid-banquet measuring with his eyes
His neighbour's make and might.

Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

2. Mental constitution or character; intellec-

tual make-up ; individual nature or quality.

Jack, therefore, being of a plodding Tnake, shall be a

citizen. Steele, Tatler, No. 30.

It were obvious and unmixed deviltry simply to con-
demn this natural make of mine, or turn it over to ruth-
less punishment. H. James, Subs, and Shad., p. 19.

3. That which is made ; manufacture; produc-
tion : as, garments of domestic m/ike.

It is . . . the product of several large manufacturing
establishments, who usually claim to have some peculiar-
ity of process or composition in their particular makes.

Buck's Handbook of Med, Sciences, IV. 638.

4. Quantity made
;
yield.

These stoves have been extensively adopted, and in
every case greatly increase the make from a furnace,

Ure, Diet., IV. 463.

5. The act of making or gaining ; search or ef-

fort for profit or advantage : in the slang phrase
on the make.— 6. In elect., close of the electric

circuit, orpassage of the electric currentthrough
the circuit.

make^t (mak), n. [< ME. make, < AS. gemaca
(not *maca, as commonly cited) = OS. gimaco
= OHG. gimahho, m., gimahhd, i., = Icel. maki,
m., maka, t., = Sw. make, m., maka, f., = Dan.
mage, a companion, fellow, mate; also, in a
variant form, E. mate, < ME. mate, prob. not a
native E. change of the orig. make, but due to
MD. maet, D. maat, prob. < OFries. *mate; cf.

the verb muUa for makia, make ; cf . also AS.
genueoca (not *mcecea), a companion, E. matchX

;

with orig. collective prefix ge-, < madan, make,
orig. 'fit together' (cf. gadling'^, a companion,
of similar literal sense): seewafcei,«.] A com-
panion; a mate; a consort; a match.

Ne noon so grey a goos gooth in the lake.

As, seistow, wol been withoute make.
Chaucer, ProL to Wife ot Bath's Tale, 1. 270.

How long
Hath the poor turtle gone to school, weenest thou.
To learn to mourn her lost make?

L. Bryskett (Arber's Eng. Gamer, I. 274).

This bright virgin, and her happy make.
B. Jonson, Masque of Hymen.

make^ (mak), n. [Origin not clear.] An instru-

ment of husbandry, formedwith a crooked piece
of iron and a long handle, used for rooting up
peas. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

make*, n. See maik^.

makebate (mak'bat), n. [< mafcei, i;., + obj.

bate^.^ 1. One who excites contentions and
quarrels.

I never was a make-bate, or a knave.

Eeywood, Woman Killed with Kindness.

Love in her passions, like a right makebate, whispered
to both Bides arguments of quan-els.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

2. A plant, Ja^minvmfruticans.

makeshift

make-believe (mak'be-lev"), n. and a. [< make\
v., + inf. believe.'] l.'n. Pretense; sham; false

or fanciful representation.

Make-bdieves

For Edith and himself.
. „. ,,

Tennyson, Aylmer s Field.

II. a. Unreal; sham; pretended.

They can live other lives than their real ones, make-be-

lieve lives, while yet they remain conscious all the while

that they are making believe.

BwUn, Lectures on Art (1872), p. 156.

makedt. -An obsolete past participle of make^.

Chaucer.

makegame (mak'gam), n. [< make^, v., + obj.

game^.] A laughing-stock; a butt for jest and
sport. [Bare.]

I was treated as . . . aflouting-stockandamofe-^ame.
OodvAn, Mandeville, I. 263. (Davies.)

make-hawk (mak'hak), n. hi falconry. See

hawk^. Encyc. Brit.

make-kingt (mak'king), n. [< make^, v. t., + '

kingl.'] A king-maker. Fuller, Worthies, Ox-

ford.

makelesst (mak'les), a. [< MB. makeles (= Sw.

makalos = Dan. magelos); < make^ + -less.

Cf. matchless.] 1. Matchless; peerless; un-

equaled.
In beautie first so stood she makeles.

Her goodly looking gladed all the preea.
ChoMcer, Troilns, i.

2. Without a mate ; widowed.
The world will wail thee, like a makeles wife.

Shak., Sonnets, ix.

makepeace (mak'pes), n. [< make\ v., + obj.

peoice.] A peacemaker; one who reconciles

persons at variance ; a composer of strife ; an
adjuster of differences. [Bare.]

To be a make-peace shall become my age.
Shak., Rich. II., i. 1. 160.

maker (ma'kfer), n. [< ME. maker, malmere, <

AS. *maeere (= D. MLGr. maker = OHQ-. ma-
chare, MHGr. macher, Or. macher, macher = Sw.
makare = Dan. mager—in comp.), < madan,
make: seemafcei.] 1. One who makes, creates,

shapes, forms, or molds'; specifically (with a
capital letter), the Creator.

I am gracyuB and grete, God wlthoutyn bagynnyng,
I am maker vmnade, all mighte es in me.

York Plays, p. 1.

Laws tor the Church are not made as they should be,

unless the makers follow such direction as they ought to

be guided by. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, iii. 9.

Woe unto him that strivethwith hisMaker. Isa. xlv. 9.

2. One who composes verses; a poet. [Obso-
lete or archaic]
The Greekes called him a Poeiv which name hath, as the

most excellent, gone through other languages. It com-
meth of this word Poiein, which is, to make : wherein I
know not, whether bylucke orwisedome, wee Englishmen
haue mette with the Greekes, in calling him a rriaker.

Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poet^ie.

Caedmon has not been left without followers, like the
older and later makers whose names we know not.

Freeman, Norman Conquest, T. 396.

3. The person who makes the promise in
a promissory note by affixing his signature
thereto.

make-ready (mak'red'-'i), n. In printing, the
foundation-sheet on which are fixed the over-
lays requisite for Hie proper printing of a par-
ticular form of type.

It is a safe rule to keep the make-ready of every type job
until the job has been distributed.

5a. Amer., N. S., IVI. 405.

makerelU, n. A Middle English form of mack-
erelK

maker-up (ma'k6r-up'), m. Id. printvng, the
workman who arranges composed types in
pages or columns of proper size.

makeshift (mak'shift), n. and a. [< make^, v.,

+ obj. sMft] I. n. if. A shitty person ; one
given to shifts or expedients; a mischievous
fellow.

And not longe after came thither a make sMfte, with
two men wayghting on hym, as very rakehelles as him
selfe, bragging that he was a profound phisicien.

J. Halle, An Historiall Expostulation (ed. 1844), p. 19.

2. That with which one makes shift; an expe-
dient adopted to serve a present need or turn;
a temporary substitute.

" Now, friend," said Hawk-eye, addressing David, "...
you are but little accustomed to the makeshiftsot Uie wil-
derness." J. F. Cooper, Last of Mohicans, xxvi.

II. a. Of the nature of a temporary expedi-
ent.

With the girls so troublesome, and Jocosa so dreadfully
wooden and ugly, and everything mo7i:e-8A4fi( about us, . . .

what was the use of my being anything?
Oeorge Eliot, Daniel Deronda, lU



make-sport

m&ke-sportt (mak'spdrt;, n. [< niake\ r., +
obj. sport.'i A laughing-stock.

My patience
(Becaose I bear, and bear, and cany all.
And, as they say, am willing to groan anderX
Hast be yoor tnake-gport now.

Fletehar, The Chances, UL 1.

make-Stlifet (mak'stiif), n . [< make^ ,r., + obj

.

strife.'i Same as maJce^te. Minsheu.
make-up (mak'up), n. [< make up, verbal phr.
under HiaJfcel, r.] 1. The maimer in which any-
thing is made up,composed, orcombined; com-
position of parts ; arrangement of details.

[They] indicate by something in the pattern or maie-
vp of their clothes, that they pay small leganl to what
their tailars tell them abont the prevailing taste.

B. Spencer, UniTersal Fio^ess, p. 62.

2. In j>rtnft»<7, the disposition or arrangement
of types into pages or columns, preparatory to
imposition or to locking up.—3. The prepara-
tion of an actor for impersonating the charac-
ter assigned to him, including dress, painting
and altering the appearance of the face, etc.;
lience, any characteristie appearance regarded
as analogous to an actor's make-up.
The sort of professional nuute-t^which penetrates skin,

tones, and gestnres, and defies all dispeiy.
George fliot, Daniel Deionda, iiL

Mr. Somerset, who makes np badly for the part of the
father— unless it is, as it may be, very clever to soggest,
by maJte-up, a chaxacter wholly artificial—has the great
and raremerit of playing with distinction, of playing with
style. The Academy, July 6, 1889, p. 14.

Blake-np box, a box containing implements and mate-
rials for malcing np the face to represent a part in a play.

makeveight (mak'wat), n. [< maie^, v., + obj.
weight.'] 1. Something pnt in a scale to in-

crease a weight already in it; hence, that
which addsweight to something not sufficiently

heavy ; a thing or person of little account made
use of merely to make weight or to fill a gap.

His fear of Bngland makes him value us as a make-
veighL Jefferson, Correspondence, U. 89.

England, filaiming to be an arbitrator, is really a maie-
weiffU. Sbdtbs, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 243.

2. An adulterant, such as sand in si^ar, used
to increase the weight of a commodity.
maki (mak'i), n. [Malagasy.] A true lemur or
macaco, such as ibe ring-tailed lemnr. Lemur
catta. Dwarf makis are species of the genus
Chirogaleus. See cut under Clwrogaleus.

makimono (mak-i-mo'no), 11. [Jap., < »wfct,

stem of maku, wind, roll up, + mono, thing.] A
roll, as of silk; specifically, a Japanese picture

or writing, generally of considerable length,

that is kept rolled up, and not suspended as a
kakemono.
makinboy (mak'in-boi), n. [Corruption of Ir.

mofcA-jniicee, yellow parsnip.] The Insh spurge,

Euphorbia Sibema.
makmg (ma'Mng), n. [< ME. makynge, < AS.
maeung, verbal n. of maeian, make: see mafcei,

r.] 1. The act of forming, causing, or consti-

tuting; workmanship; construction.

Therrfore I sey wepinge, ne makynge of sorowe, ne may
T5 not a-vaile : but wemen shull wepe.

Meiiin (K. R T. S.), iL 174.

The Laws of the Church are most Favonrable to the

Chnrch, because theywere the Churches own making.
SMm, Table-Talk, p. 35.

Opinion in good men is but knowledge in tlie makuig.
Milton, Ar«opagitica, p. 46.

2. What has been made, especially at one time

:

as, a rnoJUn^ of bread.—Sf. Composition; struc-

ture; make.
And he also was of the fiercest makynge that eny man

myght be as of his statJire. Jferifn (E. B. T. S.), iL ISl.

4. Material fromwhich anythingmaybe made;
anything capable of beingdeveloped into some-
thing more advanced.

This Bavarian king was the making of a fine man when
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making-iron (ma'king-i'^m), n. A tool, some-
what resembling a chisel with a groove in it,

used by calkers of ships to finish the seams af-
ter the oakum has been driven in

.

makillg-off(ma'king-df'),n. See the quotation.

Faring and barreling blubber, termed making-of, was,
and is now, conducted by the Butch, English, and Scotch
whalemen. Fitheria vf U. S., V. iL 286.

makwa (mak'wa), n. [Chinese, < ma, horse,
-I- fcico, jacket.] A short outer jacket worn in

Malaconotinae

Malaclemmyidce, including the diamond-backed
terrapin of the United States, M. palustris.

Also ifalacocJemmys.

Malacobdella (mal'a-kob-del'a), n. [NL.. <
Gr. imAoKdc, soft, + jiSeVji, a leech : see BdeHa.']

A genus of worms, formerly supposed to be
leeches, now considered to be parasitic nemer-
teans, type of a family MalacohdeUidoB. M.
grossa is a parasite found in the gills of various
mollusks.

China, chiefly in the northern provinces and Malacobdellidse (mal'a-kob-del'i-de), n. pi.

territories. The makwa, like the "pigtail" or queues
was introduced by the M^chu Tatars shortly after they
conquered China in 1643.

malt (mal), n. [F., < L. malum, evil, disease,
neut. of nwlus, evil, bad: see nuUf^.'] Evil ; dis-

ease.

Among the English it [a disorder in which blotchesbreak
out on the body) goes by the name of the Mal of Aleppo.

Pococke, Description of Oie Easl^ XL L 151.

Grand mal, epilepsy with severe convulsions, as disfln-
goished from petit m{d.

mal- (mal). [Formerly also male- (one syllable,

distinguished from male-, in two syllables, in
words of Latin form) ; < F. mal- = Sp. Pg. It.

maU, < L. male-, < male, adv., badly, < malus,
bad: see male^, malice, etc. Cf. male-.'] A pre-
fix of Latin origin, through French (equiviJent
to dys- or caco- of Greek origin), meaning ' bad,'
andimplyingusuallyimperfectionordeficiency,
and often simply a negative, as inmalodor, a bad
odor, malfeasance, bad- or wrong-doing, malfor-
mation, imperfect shape, maladroit, not adroit,

malcon ten t, not content, etc. The prefix in this
form occurs only in words taken from the
French, or formed upon the analogies of such.
mala, n. Plural of malum.
Malabar nut. See Justicia.

Malabar catmint, nightshade, plnm, rose,
etc. See catmint, etc.

malacatnnet, ". Same as melocoton.

Malacca bean, cane. etc. See &ean, etc. , . . /i.i-ja/ i_\
malachite^'a-kit), n. [= F. imlachite = malacpdematons (mal'5.ko-d6r'ma.tus)^ cr

Sp. nuilaquita: so called as resemblingin color t< NL 'n/rfaco<ferma««s, < Gr. fuiMu^, soft, +
the petal of a mallow (cf. mauve, maUow-color) ; ^fP;^ (^P/"""-) skmj see demw.] Soft^kmned

;

< iZmalache (also Cloche), < Gr. ^ZV,^ specifically, of or pertaining to the Jtfotocoder-

maUow: see mallow and -ite^.] A basic ear- -^ ,
• . . , ,, , - ,, , -, ,' ^tt

bonateof copperhaving abeautifulgreen color, Malacoderm (mal'a-k^d6r m) « pJ. [NL

hence commonly callelthe green mrbonate of <
"V^- /f^' f^'-Z ^^Pl"''f^- see "ferTOa.]

„™™.>- -r^ , - .- .t . 1 J ,.
.•' In Latredle's classification, the second section

copper. It occurs rarelym tufts of slender monoclinic - -

crystals, more frequently massive witii mammillaiy, sta-

lactitic, or granular structure, often fibrous and radiated.

The finest specimens come from the Siberian mines. It

is also common in Cornwall and in Soul^ Australia, Ari-

zona, etc Ittakes agood polish, and is manufactured into
ornamental articles. It is often called prven nuzfocAt^ in

distinction from blue malachite, or asnrite, which is a re-

lated carbonate of copper containing less water, and which
often passes by alteiaUon into the green carbonate. See
azurite.—Emerald malachite, ^me as dioptoae.

[NL. , < MalacobdeUa+ -tdte.] A family of para-
sitic nemertean worms, typified by the genus
Malacobdella. They have an external circnlarand an in-

ternal longitudinal dermomuscnlar layer, nerve-trunks
free from the mnscolar system and united together by an
anal commissure, a simple intestine of several coils, a pos-
terior sacker, no ceph^c grooves, no spines on the pro-
boscis, and the sexes distinct.

Malacoclemmys (mal'a-ko-klem'is), n. [NL.,
< Gr. /ioTuiKdg, soft, -I- k?s/i/ivc, a tortoise: see
Clemmys.] Same as Malaclemmys.
malacoderm (mal'a-ko-d^rm), n. One of the
Malacodermata or oiE tie Malacodermi.
Malacodermata (mal'a-ko-d6r'ma-ta), n.pl.
[NL., neut. pi. of malacodermattis : seemalaio-
dermatous.] 1. The sea-anemones as an order
of zoantharian Actinozoa. They are so called from
their softness, corallmn being absent or represented only
by a few spiculeswhich do not form a hard crust. These
polyps are ususdly of large size, and individual, rarely be-
ing aggregated into a polypidom. The tentacles are nu-
merous, simple, not pinnately fringed, not in groups of
eight, and often in several series ; they sometimes nam-
ber about 500, developed in multiples of six. Some of

these aniinalH, as Hyanthidce, are free-swimming, but most
of them are sessile, adherent to rocks, etc., by a fleshy
base, but able to creep about to some extent. The Zoan-
Vadce are aggregatedbyacommon creeping-stem or stolon.

2. In entom., a division of serrieom pentam-
erous Coleoptera, corresponding to Latreille's

Malaeodermi.—3. In herpet., the naked rep-
tiles, or amphibians : distinguished from Selero-

demiata. Also Malacodemia.

of serrieom pentamerous Coleoptera. It is com-
posed of beetles having, for the most part^ soft flexible

bodies, like the glow-worm, the head received into the
thorax or at least coveredby it at the base, and the prester-
num not produced in front and usually not pointed be-
hind. The malacoderms were divided by Latreille into
five tribes, Celmoniies, Lampyrides, Mdyrides, Clerii, and
Ptinides. Although the term is literally inapplicable to
a large number of the beetles so called, it is retained as
one division of Serricorma, the other being Stemoxi.

malachite-green (mal'a-kit-gren), n. 1. The Malacodermidse (inal'a-k6-d6r'mi-de), n. pi.

natural hydrated 'bicarbonate of copper. Also
called mountain-greeti.—2. A fine green color,

like that of handsome specimens of malachite.

Malachra (ma-lak'ra), ». [NL. (Linnseus,

1789), erroneously toT*M<Uacha, < L. malache.

[NL., < Jfatocoderrot -I- -td<E.] Afamilyof JfaJ-

aeodermi, containing beetles which are really

soft-bodied, as the glow-worms. Also called
LampyridcB and Telephoridm. It corresponds
to Latreille's second tribe, Lampyrides.

maUdw : see malachite, mallow.'] A genus of malacoid (mal'a-koid), a. [< Gr. /laiaicoeidig, of

plants belonging to the natural order3fofeace<B, a soft nature, i /la/.andi, soft, + eliog, form.]

the mallow family, and the tribe rreneee. It is Soft in texture; soft-bodied; having a muci-
characterized by the dens^ involucrate heads of flowers, laginous texture : applied to parts of plants,
with small bracts irr^mlarly scattered through the cluster particularly the hyphsB of certain fungi,
(these b«cts are, however, ««"?^^^^^^S^^ j^laCOUte (mal'a-ko-m), «. [Prop. *malacho-

lite, so called from its color (cf. malachite), <

Gr. /uMixv, a mallow, + /JBoq, stone.] Diop-
side; a lime-magnesia variety of pyroxene, of
a pikle greenish-white color.

msuacological (mal'a-ko-loj'i-kal), a. [< mala-
colog-y + -ical.'] Of or pertaining to malacol-
ogy; conehologieal.

he was young. The American, XTT. 134.

5t. Poetical composition; poetry.

The man hath served you of his konnynge.

And forthred wel your law in his matynge.
Chaucer, Good Women, L 413.

Poesy is his skill or craft of making; the very fiction it-

self, the reason or form of the work.
B. Jonson, Discoveries.

6. Fortune; means or cause of success.

Anew author whose work has attracted notice— that of

Mr. Gladstone especiaUy, whichis said to be aemofc»^
of a writer now-ardays. The Amerwan, XVH. 285.

7 pi. In eoal^iining, the slack and dirt made

in holing, kirving, or undercutting the coal.

making-felt (ma'kii^-felt), n.
^.^J'^^^".

paper-machine, the felt on which the web of

pulp is taken from the making-cyhnder at the

^int where this cylinder is borne upon by the

conching-cylinder.
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six species are known, natives of t

Africa, and America. They are hairy herbs with lobed or

angled leaves, andyeUow or white fiowers in dense axillary

or terminal heads, surrounded by an involucre of leafy

bracts. West Indian species have been called wHd okra.

malacia (ma-la'si-a), n. [< Gr. /la^aitAg, soft.]

Morbid softness ofany tissue: usually in com-
position: as, myomalacia, osteomalacia.

malacic (ma-las'ik), o. [< ™«to«a + -ic.] Per-
i^j;j;^i^^''(^'al-i-kol'6-jist), n. [< malacol-

taining to malacia, especially to osteomalaeia.
_^. _J^ q^^ .^j^^ j^ ^g-'^g^ j^ malacology;

malacissantt (m^-a-^'ant), a. [< L. mala- /stadent of mollusks.
cissa»(t-)s, ppr. of malact^re, <Gt. /uOoK^eiv,

j^alacology (mal-a-kol'o-ji), n. [= F.malocolo-
make soft, < /laM^dg, soft.] Making soft or

"J? ^ GT.uahuuii" soft'OV*"", soft-bodied
tender; relaxing. - - -

- .. , . ,

malacissationt (mal'a-si-sa'shon), n. [< L.

innZfl^-tssare, make soft: see maladssant.] The
act or process of making soft or supple.

Let this bath, t<«ether with the emplastering and vnc-

Uon (as before), be renewed every fifth day: this maladt-
mtUm, or suppling of the body, to be continued for one
whole month. Bacon, Hist. Life and Death.

Malaclemmyidae (mal'a-kle-mi'i-de), ». pi.

[NL., < Malacoclemmys "+ -id<B.] A family of

tortoises, typified by the genus Malaclemmys.

animals without external shells or articulated

bones: cf. mollusk), -I- -Aoyia, < ?Jyetv, speak:
see -ology.'] The science of the molluscous or

soft-bodied animals; the knowledge of shell-

fish. It is synonymous with eonchology, but implies that

attention is paid to the soft parts, or anatomical structure
of the ftnimals, rather than to their shells,

malacon (mal'a-kon), n. [NL., < Gr. /jtaXoKdc,

soft.] In mineral., an altered and somewhat
hydrated zircon, having a hardness inferior to

that of the original mineral.
It include ^ch species as the fwnillar diamond-backed BlalaCOnotinae(mal'a-k6-n6-ti'ne),n.i)?. [NL.,

^'J^^rSl^wYrTd'tv^^n'^L^^^ir^^Sr <Malaconotus} ^nk.] A subfami| of Old

codem myidai. World and chiefly African shrikes, of the family

Malaclemmys (mal-a-klem'is), n. [NL., short Laniidce, named from the genus Malaconotus.

for Malacoclemmys.]' The typical genus of J. Cabanis, 1850. Also Malaconoti.



malaconotine

malaconotine (maFa-ko-no'tin), a. Of or per-
taining to the MalacotwUnce.
Malaconotus (maFa-ko-no'tus), n. [NL., < Gr.
Halandq, soft, + vSfof, "back.] A genus of Af-
rican shrikes, giving name to the subfamily
MalaconotincB : so namedfrom the soft plumage
of the back. W. Swainson, 1827.

Malacopoda (mal-a -kop'o-da), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of malacopus : see malacopodous.^ A
name given by E. E. Lankester to a grade of
Gnathopoda (or Arthropoda) containing only
the class Peripatidea, which itself consists of
the single genus Feripatus, thus contrasted
"with a grade or series Condylopoda, including
all other crustaceans, insects, etc.

malacopodous (mal-a-kop'o-dus), a, [< NL.
malacopus (-pod-), < Gr. lioXaKdc, soft, + iroif

(n-od-) = E./ooi.] Having soft feet; specifi-
cally, of or pertaining to the Malacopoda.
Malacopteri (mal-a-kop'te-ri), n. pi. [NL., pi.

of matocopterjw, soft-finne3: seematoconieroMS.]
In Johannes Miiller's classification of fishes, an
order of teleost fishes characterized by fin-rays
that are soft, jointed, and generally branched,
by abdominal ventral fins, and by the persistent
communicatioubetweenthe air-bladder and the
intestine. It corresponds nearly to the Cuvier-
ian Malacopterygn, but is less comprehensive.
malacopterous (mal-a-kop'te-rus), a. [< NL.
malacopterus, < Gr. ficuMiidg, soft, + nTep6v,-wing
(fin).] Having soft fins.

iiialacopterygian(mal-a-kop-te-rij'i-an), a, and
n. I. a. Soft-finned; pertaining to the jtf«to-

copterygii, or having their characters. Also

II. n. A fish of the order MalacopterygU,
IXalacopterygii (mal-a-kop-te-rij'i-i), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. fiaAoKdg, soft, + irrcpv^ (nrepvry-), tttc-

piiyiov, a wing, fin, < nrepSv, a wing.] A group
of teleost fishes, variously limited; the soft-

finned or jointed-fin fishes, (a) In Cuvier's system
of classification, tlie second division of bony fislies, baving
soft fln-rays : divided into Abdominales, Subbrachiati, and
Apodes. (b) In Miiller's system, a group of pharyngogna-
thous fishes, baving soft fins, and represented by the fam-
ily Scomberesocidie. (c) In Gill's system, an order of tele-
ost fishes with cranial bones of the teleocephalous type,
with the anterior vertebrse
not specially differentiated
from the rest and not coa-
lesced, no Weberian ossi-

cles, the shoulder-girdle
connected with the crani-
um, a mesocoracoid as well
as a hypocoracoid and hy-
percoracoid bones devel- Finof Malacopierygian.
oped, the air-bladder con-
nected with the intestinal canal by a pneumatic duct, the
ventral fins abdominal, and the dorsal, anal, and ventral
fins spineless. The order includes the clupeids, salmonids,
and related fishes, (d) In the earliest systems, as Artedi's,

some acanthopterygianfisheswith slenderer fiexible spines
were loosely included, as stromateids, the wolf-fishes, the
lophobranchiates, etc.—MalacopterygU abdomlnales,
abdominal soft-finned fishes, Cuvier's second order of
Dshes, having the ventral flns abdominal in position, be-
hind the pectorals and unattached to the shoulder-gii'dle.

Also called 6asteropterygii.—Kala,ooviterySii apodes,
apodal soft-finned fishes, Cuvier's fourth order of fishes,

having no ventrals.—Malaoopterygil subbrachiati,
Cuvier's third order of fishes, having the ventrals under
the pectorals, and the pelvic arch suspended to the shoul-
der-girdle.

malacopterygious (mal-a-kop-te-rij 'i-us), a.

Same as malacopterygian.

"

Malacoscolices (mal^a-ko-skol'i-sez), n. pi.

[NL., for *malacoseoleees,\ Gr. fia^Kdg, soft

(with ref. to mollusks), + okSXti^, a worm.] A
superordinal division proposed by Huxley in

1877 to be established for the reception of the
Polyzoa and Brachiopoda together, in order to

indicate the relations of the group so consti-

tuted with the worms on the one side and with
the mollusks on the other.

malacoscolicine (mal''''a-ko-skol'i-sin), a. Per-
taining to the Mdlacosootices, or having their

characters.

malacosis (mal-a-ko'sis), n. [NL. , < Gr. /laMKdg,

soft, + -o«»«.] In pathol. , the morbid softening

of tissues.

Malacosteidse (mal'''a-kos-te'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,

< Malacosteus + -idw.'] A family of teleost

fishes, typified by the genus Malacosteus.

malacosteoid (mal-a-kos'te-oid), a. [< Mala-
costeus + -oid.] Ee'sembling the genus Malor
cosfeus; of or pertaining to the Malaoosteido!.

malacosteon (mal-a-kos'tf-on), n. [NL., < Gr.

lia%a.K6Q, soft, + bar^ov, bone.] In pathol., osteo-

malacia.

Malacosteus (mal-a-kos'te-us), n. [NL., < Gr.

fw2aK6s, soft, + boTcov, bone.] A genus of fishes

of peculiar aspect, distinguished, among other

ohaxaoters, by the slight calcification of the
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skeleton, typical of the Malacosteidw. There are
several species, all deep-sea fishes, of which Jf. niger is the
best-known.

malacostomous (mal-a-kos'to-mus), a. [< Gr.
/mTMKdg, soft, + ard/ia, mouth.] Leather-mouth-
ed; having a soft mouth—that is, toothless
jaws : said of fishes.

Malacostraca (mal-a-kos'tra-ka), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. /laXatcdaTpaKog, soft-shelled (neut. pi. /^aM-
KSarpaKa, Aristotle's name for Crustacea such as
crabs, lobsters, etc.), < iiahaKdq, soft, + iarpaKov,
a shell: see Ostracea, ostracize, etc.] One of
two main divisions of the Crustacea proper ; the
division which is contrastedwith Entomostraca.
By Latreille the group was divided into five orders, X>eca-
poda, StoTnapoda, Lcemodipoda, Amphipoda, and Isopoda.
Zoologically speaking, its limits have fluctuated so far and
so often with different writers that no comprehensive yet
exclusive definition is practicable, and the general ten-
dency is now to ignore the term, along with Entomostraca.
Huxley, however, retains both.

malacostracan (mal-a-kos'tra-kan), a. and n.

[< Malacostraca + -an.'] I. a. 5f or pertain-
ing to the Malacostraca. Also malaeostracous.

II. n. A malaeostracous crustacean.
malacostracological (mal-a-kos'tra-ko -loj 'i

-

kal), a. [< malacostracolog'^ + 4c-^l.'] ' Of or
pertaining to malaeostracology.
malacostracologist (mal-a-kos-tra-kol'o-jist),
n. [< malacostracolog-y +"-ist.'\ A earoinolo-
gist or orustaceologist.

malaeostracology (mal-a-kos-tra-kol'o-ji), n.

[< NL. Malacostraca, q. v", + Gr. -Xoyia,'<. Tiyew,
speak: see -ology.] The science of crusta-
ceans ; crustaceology ; carcinology.
malaeostracous (mal-a-kos'tra-kus), a. [< Gr.
/MTuiKdaTpaKog, soft-shelled: see Malacostraca.']
Same as malacostracan: as, "a malaeostracous
crustacean," Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 323.

malacotomic (mal"a-ko-tom'ik), a. [< mala-
cotom-y + -de] Of or pertaining to malacot-
omy.
malacotomy (mal-a-kot'o-mi), n. [< Gr. fiala-

k6q, soft, + -To/iia, K rejivuVf rafielv, cut.] The
anatomy of Mollusca.

Malacozoa (mal''''a-ko-z6'a)^ n.pl. [NL., < Gr.
fia/MK6c, soft, + f^ov/an aiiimal.] Soft-bodied
animals; the Molluscaia abroadsense,including
mollusks proper, brachiopods, and polyzoans.
malaeozoic (maFa-ko-zo'ik), a. [< Malacozoa
+ -ic] Possessing the common features of
molluscan life— malaeozoic series, a phrase pro-
posed by Huxley in 1877 to include a gradation or series
of forms represented by the Malmoscolices of the same
author and the MoUusca; it includes animals graded from
the lowest Polyzoa to the highest mollusks.

maladaptation (mal"ad-ap-ta'shon), n. [<
mal- + adaptation.] Faulty adaptation; lack
of adaptation. W. K. Clifford, Lectures, II. 273.

maladdress (mal-a-dres')) M. [< mal- + ad-
dress.] Lack of address; want of tact; awk-
wardness; rudeness.

It took all the mat-address of which traveUers are mas-
ters to secure admittance.

HoweUs, Their Wedding Journey, p. 241.

maladjustment (mal-a-just'ment), n. [< mal-
+ adjustment.] A faulty adjustment; lack of
adjustment.
maladministration (mal-ad-min-is-tra'shgn),
n. [< F. maladministration; as mal- + admin-
istration.] Faulty management of affairs ; vi-

cious or defective conduct in the performance
of official duties, particularly of executive and
ministerial duties prescribed by law. Formerly
malea,dministration.

The violence of revolutions is generally proportioned
to the degree of the rmtadtm/mstration which has pro-
duced them. Macaulay, Hist. Bng., xiii.

maladroit (mal-a-droif), a. [< F. maladroit; as
mal- + adroit.] "Not adroit or dexterous ; inex-
pert; clumsy; awkward; imhandy; bungling.
maladroitly (mal-a-dxoit'li), adv. In a mal-
adroit manner; clumsily; awkwardly.
maladroitness (mal-a-droit'nes), n. The char-
acter of being maladroit; clumsiness; awkward-
ness; want of skill or tact.

malady (mal'a-di), n.; pi. maladies (-diz). [<
ME. maladye, '< OF. (and F.) maladie, sickness,
illness, disease, < malade, maldbde, F. malade
= Pr. malapte, malaude, sick, < LL. *male habi-
tus, sick, lit. 'Ul conditioned' (of. LL. male ha-
bens, sick, L. male se habere, be sick or indis-

posed, be in ill condition) : L. male, badly (<
malus, bad: see mah, male^)', habitus, pp. of
Aaftere, have, hold: see 'habit.] 1. A physical
disorder or disease; sickness or distemper of
any kind; especially, a chronic, deep-seated, or
dangerous disease.

Merlin seide "He shall not dye on this maladye."
Merlin {^. E. T. S.),i. 51.

malappropriate

Why was It that, in that epidemic malady of constitu-

tions, ours escaped the destroying influence!

Macaulay, Hallam s Const. Hist.

The Comanches think a malady is caused by the blast-

ing breath of a foe. B. Spencer, Prin. of SooioL, § 125.

2. Hence, moral or mental disorder ; any dis-

ordered state or condition : as, social maladies.

=Syn. 1. Infirmity, Distemper, etc. (see disease); com-
plaint, ailment.

mala fide (ma'la fi'de). [L., abl. of mala fides,

bad faith: see rriala fides.] With bad faith; de-

ceitfully; treacherously: opposed to bona fide.

In Scots law, a maiafide possessor is a person who possesses

a subject not his own upon a title which he knows to be

bad, or which he has reasonable ground for believing to

be so.

mala fides (ma'la fi'dez). [L. : mala, fem. of

malus, bad; fides'l^xHt. E. faith; ef. bona fides.]

Bad faith.

malafiges, n. A sailors' name for a small sea-

bird supposed to appear before a storm: ap-

parently, the stormy petrel or Mother Carey's

chicken.
Malaga (mal'a-ga), w. [Seedef.] A wine pro-

duced at Malaga in Spain. The wmes specifically

so named are made from the last vintage, which occurs

in October and November. There are several varieties.

Thudieum and Du^^.—Malagagrape, any of the grapes
grown near Malaga, especially those exported thence.

The muscadel is a leading variety. In America the name
Malaga is given to any variety of large oval white grape.

Malagash (mal-a-gash' ), n. Same as Malagasy.

Malagasy (mal-a-gas'i), a. and n. [Formerly
Madegassy, Madeeassee; =F.Malgache; an adj.

formed from the native name of Madagascar.]
I. a. Of or pertaining to Madagascar or its in-

habitants.

It was not until the publication of the ofllcial chart by
D'Aprfes de Mannevillette, from actual hydrographic sur-

vey, in 1776, that any notable progress was elfected in the
delineation of the Malagasy seaboard.

Athenaeum, No. 3071, p. 332.

II. n. A native of Madagascar; a member of

any of the races or tribes inhabiting that island.

malagmat (ma-lag'ma), n. [= F. It. malagma,
< L. malagma, < Gr. jld'/iay/ia, a plaster, a poul-
tice, < /laMaasiv, soften: see malax,] In fJierap.,

an external localmedicament designed to soften
the part to which it is applied; an emollient
cataplasm; a poultice.

malaguetta pepper. Same as grains ofpara-
dise (which see, under grain^).

malanack (mal-a-hak'), V. t. [Origin obscure.]
See the quotation.

Malahack: to cut up hastily or awkwardly.
Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser.. Int.

Malaic (ma-la'ik), a. [< Malay + -ic] Same
as Malay.

'

malaise (ma-laz'), ». [< F. malaise, uneasiness,
discomfort : see malease.] Uneasiness ; discom-
fort; specifically, an indefinite feeling of un-
easiness, often a preliminary symptom of a se-

rious malady.
Malaisian, a. See Malaysian.
Malambo bark. See hark^.

malanders, mallanders (mal'an-dSrz), ». pi.
[Also malanders, mallinders; <"F. malandre =
It. malandra, malanders, also a dead rotten
knot, < L. malandria (neut. pi., LL. also fem.
sing.), blisters or pustules on the neck, esp. of
horses.] Infarriery, a dry scab or scurfy erup-
tion on the hock of a horse or at the bend of the
knee; "sore places on the inside of theforelegs
of a horse " {Halliwelt).

She has the mallanders, che scratches, the crown scab,
and the quitter bone in the t'other leg.

B. Jonson, Barmolomew Fair, ii. 1.

malapert (mal'a-p6rt), a. and n. [< ME. mala-
pert, < OF. malapert, over-ready, impudent, <
mal, badly, + apert, open, ready: see apert, and
at. pert] I. a. Characterized by pertness or
impudence; saucy; impudent; bold; forward.

She was wis and loved hym nevere the lasse,
Al nere he malapert. Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 87.

Untutor'd lad, thou art too malapert.
Shale., 3 Hen. VI., v. 6. 32.

He is bitterly censured by Marinus Marcennus, a Tnala-
pert fnar. BurUm, Anat. of Mel., p. 464.

II. n. A pert, saucy person.
malapertly (mal'a-pert-li), adv. In a malapert
manner; saucily; vrith impudence.
malapertness (mal'a-pSrt-nes), «. The char-
acter of being malapert; sauciness; impudent
pertness or forwardness.
malappropriate (mal-a-pro'pri-at), v. t.

; pret.
and pp. malappropriated, ppr. malappropriat-
ing. [< mal- + appropriate.] To misappro-
priate; apply to a wrong use; misuse.

She thrust the hearth-brush into the grates in mistake
lor the poker, and m^appropriaied several other articles
of her craft. K Bronte, Wuthering Heights, xxxiL



malaprop

malaprop (mai'a-prop), a. [In allusioii to Mrs.
Malaprop, a chaTaeter in Sheridan's play of
" The Rivals," noted forher blunders in the use
of words (< malapropos, q. v.).] Malapropos.
[Eare.]

Bat obserre . . . the total absence ol all malaprop pic-
taresqaeness. JM Quineey, Style, L

malapropism (mal'a-prop-izm), n. [< mala-
prop + -i*m.] 1. Tlie act or habit of misap-
plying words through an ambition to use fine
language.—2. A word so misapplied.
The Fieldhead estate and the De Walden estate were de-

lightfully contagions—a nuUapropism which rnmour had
not failed to repeat to Shirley.

ChanioUe Bronte, Sliirley, zrii.

malapropos (mal-ap-ro-p6'), a. and adr. [<
nml- + apropos : see apropos.'] I. a. Inappro-
priate; out of place; inapt; unseasonable: as,

a malapropos remark.
H. adr. Unsuitably; unseasonably.

Malaptemridse (ma-lap-te-ro'ri-de), n. pi.
[XL., < Malapterunis + -ida.] A family of ne-
matognathous fishes. TheyareelectricSshesinwhlch
** the dectric organ extends over the whole body, but is

thickest on the abdomen. It lies between two aponeurotic
membranes below the skin, and cousistsofrhomboidalcells
which contain a rather firm gelatinous substance. The
electric nerve takes its origin from the spinal cord." The
shock given is great for the size of the fish. Three species
are known, the mostfamiliar of which is Malapterurus dec-
tricus of the !Nilev which sometimes attains a length of
four feet.

Malaptemrina (ma-lap'te-ro-ri'na), n. pi.

[NL., < Malapterurus + -irib^.] In (Siinther's

classification, a group of SiluridcB stenobranchia
with no rayed dorsal fin : same as the family
Malapterurid<B.

malapterorine (ma-lap-te-ro'rin), o. Of or
pertaining to the MaXapierurina; malaptem-
roid.

malaptemroid (ma-lap-te-ro'roid), a. and n.

[< Malapterunis + -oid.'\" I. a. Pertaining to
the Malapierurida, or having their characters.

n. n. A fish of the family Malapterurida.
Malaptemms (ma-lap-te-ro'rus), n. [KL. (La-
c6p6ae, 1803), short for *Malacopterurvs, < Gr.
/«JAaK<if,Soft,+ 5!TE/(«i»',wing(fin),-l-oipd,tail.] A
genus of nematognathous catfishes, represent-

ing the family Malapterurida, with an adipose
fin over the caudal region andno true dorsal fin

;

the electric fishes. M. eUctricus Inhabits the

Nile and other African rivers.

malar (malar), a. and n. [< NL. malaris, < L.
mala, tie upper jaw, the cheek-bone, the cheek,

< mandere, chew: see mandible.'] I. a. 1. Of or
pertaining to the cheek or cheek-bone.—2. Of
orpertaining to the zygoma; zygomatic; jugal:

as, the malar arch Halar bone. See n.—Halar
foramina. Seeforamen Halar point. See craniom-
etry.

H. «. Amembrane bone or splint-bone of the
side of the head of higher vertebrates, entering
into the composition of the zygoma or_ zygo-
matic arch, which connects the upper jaw or

other part of the face with the squamosal or

other parts about the ear; the jugal or jugal

bone. In mostanimalsit is along and slender horizontal

bone, in man a short and stout quadrangular bone, the
cheek-bone,formingtheprominence of the cheek, entering
into the composition of uie orbit of the eye, and articulat-

ing not only with the temporal and superior maxillary,
but also with the frontal and sphenoid.

malardet, «• An obsolete form of mallard.

jnalairia (ma-la'ri-a), n. [— F. malaria, < It.

maP aria, bad air: "j»a.to, fem. of malo, < L. ma-
bis, bad (see mal-, male^); aria, < Li. aer, air: see

air^.] 1. Air contaminated with some patho-

genic substance from the soil; specifically,

air impregnated with the poison producing in-

termittent and remittent fever.— 2. The dis-

ease produced by the air thus poisoned, in a
strict sense the word is a generic term designating inter-

mittent and remittent fever and other affections, such as

malarial neuralgia, due to the same cause. Malarial dis-

eases in this sense prevail in all quarters of the globe ex-

cept tile coldest, and the infection of soil and air occurs

in both nninhabited and populous regions. The disease is

contracted by presence in the locali^, and not from the

sick, nor do the latter seem to transpluit the infection to

new places to which they may go. The disease may ap-

parently be introdaced into the body through water that

is drank as well as through the air. The development of

the poison is favored by heat and moisture. Malarial dis-

eases are apt to increase after the turning up of virgin

soil. The poison seems to lie low in the atmosphere, but

maybeblown toadjacentheights. Besides thewell-marked
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fevers, the malarial poison produces various and often Hi-
marked perversions of the general health, such as neural-
gia, neuritis, anemia, digestive disturbances, and albumi-
nuria. The anatomical effects of the malarial poison are
enlargement of the spleen, sometimes excessive, darkening
of the skin, and thepresence of a dark pigment in the blood,
in amorphous masses. There is found,moreover,in malari-
al blood a variety of peculiar living bodies which are sup-
posed to be the various stages in the life-history of a sin-
gle organism. This has been called the PUMmodium ma-
laria. All these forms of malaria are, as a rule, affected
favorably by quinine, and to a less d^ree by certain other
dmgs, notably arsenic

malarial (ma-la 'ri-al), a. [< malaria + -al.]

Relating or pertaining to malaria; connected
with or arising from malaria: as, malarial ca-
chexia, disease, or fever; the malarial poison.

Xenralgic affections . . . are common sequels of mala-
rial poisoning. ' Quoin, Med. Diet, p. 916.

Malarial fever. See/<!<«ri.

malarialist (ma-la'ri-al-ist), H. [< malarial +
-ist.] A student of malaria ; one who studies
the treatment of malarial disease.

According as one is a sanitarian, a chemist^ or a viaZar-

rialusL Earpet's Mag., TiXTX. 441.

malarian (mfr-la'ri-an), a. [< malaria + -an.]

Malarial; malarious. [Rare.]

A flat inalarian world of reed and rush

!

Tenni/son, Lover^s Tale, iv.

malarimaxillary (ma'lar-i-mak'si-la-ri), a. [<
NL. malaris, malar, -1- maxillaris, maxlUary.] Of
or pertaining to the malar and the supramaxil-
larybone: as,the»i<i{arifli<m22ar^ suture. Also
malomaxUlary.
malarious (ma-la'ri-us),o. [X malaria + -ous.]

Characterized by or abounding with malaria;
producing or communicating malarial disease:
as, a malarious region or climate ; a malarious
state of the atmosphere.

A fever alley or a malarimis ditch.

C. Einggley, Life (1878), n. 370.

Attempts have been made, without success, to separate
malarimis poison from the gases generated by swamps, or
from the air of nuztoriou^ localities. .Bncyc. Brif., XV. 3*20.

malassimilation (mal-a-sun-i4a'shon), n. [<
mal- + assimilaticn.] 'Hi. pafhol., imperfect as-
similation or nutrition; faulty digestion and
appropriation of nutriment.
malate (ma'lat), H. [< mal{ic) + -afel.] In
ehem., any salt of malic acid.

malaxt (malaks), V. t. [= P. malaxer = Pg.
malaxar, < L. malaxare, < Or. /laXaaceiv, soften,

< /MtiloKcir, soft.] Same as malaxate.

I directed one of my servants to apply an emplast. dia-

chyL cum gnmml, malaxed with unguent dlalthsese.

Wiseman, Surgery, L 9.

malaxage (mal'ak-saj), «. [< malax + -a^e.]

The operation of kneadjing andworkingthe un-
baked clay of which pottery is to be made.
malaxate (mal'ak-sfit), v. t.

;
pret. and pp. mal-

axated, ppr. malaxatin'g. [< L. malaxatus, pp.
of malaxare, soften: see malax.] To soften;

knead to softness.

malaxation (mal-ak-sa'shon), n. [= P. malax-
aiion, < LL. malaxatio{)i-), a softening, < L. 7na-

laxare, soften : see malax, malaxate.] The act
of malaxating or moistening and softening;

the act of forming iugredients into a mass for

pills or plasters. [Raxe.]

malaxator(mal'ak-sa-tor),i!. l<Nh.mdlaaator,
< L. malaxare, soften: see malax, malaxate.] A
name ofmanymachines used formixingvarious
materials. Most of these machines— forexample, mills

for grinding and tempering clay in brick-making, for mix-

ing mortar, etc— have a rotating vertical shaft with ra-

dial blade-like arms working in a cylindrical inclosore.

They are often moved by horses, mules, or oxen attached

to the end of a lever projecting horizontally from the up-

per part of the shaft In many cases, however, other power
isused-

Malaxes (ma-lak'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (lindley,

1845), < Mala'xis + -ice.] A subtribe of plants

of the natural order Orehidem, the orchid fami-

ly, belonging to the tribe Epidendrew, and char-

acterized by a terminal iimorescenee and an-

thers which are usually persistent, and either

erect or bent forward. It embraces 2 genera,

Malaxis and ilicrostylis, and about 46 species.

Malaxis (ma-lak'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. /xoAofif,

a softening, < /ttiXa<r(7£(r, soften: see malax.] A
genus of orchidaceous plants of the tribe Epi-

deii drece, tvpe of the subtribe Malaxece. it is char-

acterized by a stem bearing one or two leaves, by the new
plants arising from the apex of the old bulb, and by flow-

era with small, rather br<Mld petals. There is but a single

species, the bc«g-orchiB, M. paltidosa, which is found grow-

ing in spongy bogs in northern Europe. It is a delicate

plant, only 3 or 4 inches high, bearing very small greenish-

yellow flowers in a loose, slender raceme.

Malay (ma-la'), n . and a. [= P. Malai, Malais

= Sp. Pg. 'Malayo (ef. D. MaleiseV); < MalayJl/a-

7ai^.MalM'(0ranffJl/a?«(;«, Malay men; Tanah
Malayn, IMay land).] I. /i. 1 . A native of Ma-

malconformation

lacca or of the Malay peninsula, or of the ad-
jacent islands.

The Malays— the name is said to mean the same thing
as that of the Farthians, viz. . . . emigrants.

J. Hadley, Essays (lS73Xp. 29.

2. The language of the Malays. It is a dialect
belonging to the Malayan branch of the Malay-
Polynesian family.—3. A variety of the domes-
tic nen, having a tall and slender shape like

that of the exhibition game, but larger, and long
legs and neck and a close, low tail. The shanks
are yellow ; the comb is flat or strawberty-shaped. In
coloration the hen is chocolate- or cinnamon-brown, with
green-black lacing, while the cock resembles a dull-colored
black-breasted red game-cock. The eggs ai-e large and
brown.

H, a. Of or pertaining to the Malays or to
their country. Also Malaic Malay apple, a small
tree, .Bufre7uaJfaZaccen«i$, or its fruit This tree is found
wild in the Malayan, Polynesian, and Sandwich islands,

and widely cultivated, in many varieties. The fruit is of
good size, with the form of a quince, juicy, delicate-fla-

vored, and of an apple-like scent—Malay porcupine,
a brush-tailed porcupine, Atherura fasdcvlata.—Malay
race, one of the five principal divisions of mankind ac-
cording to Blumenbach. In this division the summit of
the head is slightly narrowed ; the forehead a little pro-
jecting ; the nose thick, wide, and flattened ; the mouth
large; the upper jaw projecting; the hair black, soft,

thick, alid curled.—Malay tapir, the Indian or Asiatic
tapir, Tavirus indicus or mtUayanus. See tapir.

MalayaAam (mal-a-ya'lanr), n. [Malayalam
Malaydlam.] The language of Malabar, in
southwestern India: it is a Dravidian dialect.

Malayan (ma-la'an), a. and n. [< Malay +
-an.] I. a. Of or pertaining to Malacca or
the Malay peninsula or the people inhabiting
that region ; Malay—Malayan bear. See bear2, i.

—Malayan camphor. Same as Borneo camphor (which
see, under camphor).—Malayan porcupine, Malayan
tapir. Same as Malay porcupine, Malay tapir.

11, )i. Same as Malay.
Malayopolynesian (ma-la'o-pol-i-ne'sian), a.

Same as Malay-Polynesian.
Malay-Polynesian (ma-la'pol-i-ne'sian), a.

Including the Malay and Polynesian: applied
to a famUy of languages occupying most of the
islands of the Pacific, from Madagascar to East-
er Island (not, however, Australia and Tasma-
nia, nor the central parts of Borneo and New
Guinea and of some other of the large islands),

together with the Malayan peninsula. Its prin-
cipal branches are the Malayan, of the peninsula and the
islands nearest it and the Polynesian, of the great mass
of scattered islands (including Madagascar and Kew Zea-
land); to these is added by many the Melanesian, of the
Fiji archipelago and its vicinity, which others regard as a
separate fami^. The languages are of extreme simplicity,

in regard both to phonetic and to grammatical sia^ctupe.

Malaysian (ma -la 'si -an), a. [< Malay (P.

Malais) + -tan.] Relating to the Malay pen-
insula or archipelago, or to the Malays. Also
spelled Malaisian. Encyc. Brit, XV. 324.

malbouchet, n. [ME., < OP. malebouche, evil-

speaking, < mcU, evil, + bouche, mouth: see

bouche.] Evil speaking ; scandajmongering.

Malbouche in conrte hath grete comaundement

;

Ecbe man studieth to sey the worste he may.
Pditieal Poems, etc. (ed. Fumivall), p. 77.

And to conferme his accione,
Hee hath wlthholde maiebottche.

Govxr. (Hattiwea.)

malbrouk (mal-bruk'), ». [= p. malbrouk, mal-
brouch (Buffon), a Mud of monkey.] A monkey
of the genus Cercoeebus; especially, C. cynosu-

rus, the dog-taUed baboon.
malchnst (maltus), «. [= P. malchus, < Mal-
clius, Gr. M<iA;foc, whose ear was cut off byPeter
(John xviii. 10).] A short cutting-sword. See
braguemart.
Malcolia, «. Same as Phcenicopliaus.

Malcolmia (mal-kol'mi-a), n. [NL. (R. Brown,
1812), named after William Malcolm, a nursery-

man and cultivator.] A genus of plants be-

longing to the natural order Ciiicifera; the
mustard family, and the tribe Sisymbryete, char-

acterized by long erect sepals, and a stigma
with two lobes which either converge or unite

to form a cone . They are branching herbs with alter-

nate entire or pinnatifid leaves, and loose bractiess ra-

cemes of white or purple flowers. About 26 species are

known, natives of Europe, northern Africa, and central and
western Asia ; a few are sometimes cultivated for orna-

ment The best-known of these is M. marilima, the ilahon
stock, called more often Virginia (sometimes virgin) stock,

an annual with red or white flowers, from the shores of the

Mediterranean.

malconceivedt (mal-kon-sevd'), a. lU con-

ceived or planned.

Sum new devised interlude or sum malconceived come-

dies. G. Homey, To Spenser, 1673.

malconformation (mal'kon-f6r-ma'shon), Ji.

[< malr + conformation.] Imperfect or irregu-

lar conformation; disproportion of parts; mal-

formation.



malconstruction

malconstruction (mal-kgn-struk'shon), n. [<
mal- + construetion.'\ P'axilty construction.
The boiler was torn into ftagments. Tlie cause of tlie

explosion is given as mcUconstmction.
The Engineer, LXVII. 166.

malcontent (mal'kon-tent), a. and n. [For-
merly also maleconient ; < F. malcontent (= 8p.
malcontento), dissatisfied; as mal- + content^.']

1. a. Dissatisfied; discontented; especially, dis-
satisfied or discontented witli the existing order
of things, as with the constitution of society, oi
the administration of government.

I speak not much : yet in my little Talk
Much vanity and many Lies do walk

;

I wish too-earnest, and too-oft (in fine)
Por others Fortunes, maU'ConUnit witli mine.

Sylveiter, tr. ot Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Lawe.

Nicholas Durantius, a Enight ot Malta, sirnamed Yilla-

gagnon, in the yeere 1655 (maUcofnievi with his estate at
home) aayled into Francla Antarctica.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 837.

II. n. A discontented person ; specifically, a
discontented subject of government ; one who
murmurs at the laws and administration, or
who manifests his dissatisfaction by overt acts,

as in sedition or insurrection.

He that wrote the Satyr of Piers Ploughman seemed to
haue bene a malcorUent of that time, and therefore bent
himselfe wholy to taxe the disorders of that age.

FiUtenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 50.

In Connecticut and New Hampshire the body of the
people rose in support of government, and obliged the
malcontents to go to their homes.

JeffersoHt Correspondence, II. 70.

malcontented (mal-kon-ten'ted), a. [Former-
ly also malecontenied"; as malcontent + -ed!2.]

Discontented; dissatisfied: as, "the malecon-
tenied multitude," Bp. Ball.

malcontentedly (mal-kon-ten'ted-li), adv. In
a malcontented manner ; with discontent.

malcontentedness (mal-kon-ten'ted-nes), n.

The state or character of being malcontented.
malcontently (mal-kon-tent'li), adv. As a
malcontent ; discontentedly.
nialcontentinent(mal-kou-tent'ment),m. [For-
merly also malecontentment; < malcontent +
-ment."] Discontent.

They had long agone by vniuersall male-contentment of
the people . . . procured a great distraction of the king's
leeges heartes. HoUnshed, Hist. Scotland, an. 1635.

Maldanidse (mal-dan'i-de), n. pi. [Nl;., < Mal-
dane + ddw.'] A family of polychsstous anne-
lids, containing marine worms in which the ap-
pendages are all much reduced: named from
the genus Maldane. Also Maldanice. Savigny,
1817.

Maldivian (mal-div'1-an), a, and n. [< Mal-
dive (see def.) + -mw.]' I. a. Of or belonging
to the Maldives or Maldive Islands, a chain of

coral islands in the Indian ocean: as, Mal-
divian customs.

II. n. A member of the race inhabiting the
Maldive Islands.

maldonite (mal'don-it), n. [< Maldon in Vic-

toria, where it is found, -I- -ite^.'] In mineral.,

a variety of native gold, supposed to contain a
considerable amount of bismuth.
malei (mal), a. and n. [< MB. male, < OP. male,

mMsle, F. mdle = Pr. mascle = Sp. Pg. macho =
It. maschio, < L. masculus, male, dim. (inform),

< mas (mar-), a man, a male (human being or

animal). Hence also (from L. mas) E. mascu-
line, marital, marry\ete.'\ I. a. 1. Pertaining

to the sex of human kind, and by extension to

that of animals in general, that begets young,
as distinguished from the female, which con-

ceives and gives birth : as, a male child; a male
beast, fish, or fowl.

These were the male children of Manasseh, the son of

Joseph. Josh. xvii. 2.

2. In hot., staminate : said of organs or flow-

ers. In old usage plants were called male or female for

fanciful reasons (for example, see male-fern).

3. Pertaining to or characteristic of males of

the human kind, or men as opposed to women;
appropriate to men ; masculine : as,»iaZe attire;

a ma?e voice.—4. Composed of males; made up
of men and boys : as, a male choir.—5. Possess-

ing some quality or attribute considered as

characteristic of males. [Rare.]—6. Genera-
tive; fruitful, as an idea. In this sense, Ba-
con entitles one of his treatises the "Male
Birth of Time."— Estate tail male. See estate.—

Male cofTee-berry. Seecofee, l.— Male conceptacle,
in bat, in lower cryptogams, a conceptacle producing only
male organs. See conceptacle, 2.— Male die, the upper
one of a pair of dies.— Male flower, ^age, knot-grass.
Seethe nouns.

—

Male Incense, frankincense or olibanum
in the form of tears or globular drops, regarded as the

best kind.

3592
May virgins, when they come to mourn,
Male incense burn.

Hernck, Dirge of Jephthah's Daughter.

Male order, in arch., the Doric order : so styled because,

according to the fancy of Vitruvius, its sturdy proportions
were modeled after those of the male human form, the

proportions of the more slender and rounded Ionic order
after those of the female form.—Male rimes, rimes in

which only the final syllables correspond, as disdain and
complain.—Male screw, a screw of which the threads,

carried about the exterior surface ot a cylinder, correspond
to and enter spiral grooves formed in the surface of a cylin-

drical hole and constituting a female screw.—Male SJ^S-

tem, in hot., the part of a plant which belongs to and in-

cludes the fecundating organs. =S3^. Manly, etc See
maseuline.

II. n. 1. One of the sex of human kind that

begets young; a man or boy; by extension, and
usually, one of the sex of any animal that be-

gets young : opposed tofemale, in zoBlogy the sign

universally used for a male is (/'(Mars), the sign ! (Venus)
signifying female.

Your lamb shall be without blemish, a male ot the first

year. Ex. xii. 6.

Bring forth men-children only 1

For thy undaunted mettle should compose
Nothing but maUt. Shak., Macbeth, i. 7. 74.

2. In plants characterized by sexual differ-

ences and reproduced by sexual generation,

that individual of which the special function is

to form the substance essential to the fertility

of the germ developed by the female Comple-
mental or supplemental male, in zool. See cample-
mental, 2, and quotation under Sealpellum.— Dwarf
male. See dwa/rf.

male^t, n. An obsolete form of mail^.

male^ti a. [< OP. mal, fern, male, P. mal, tern,

male = Pr. mal, man = Sp. mal, mala = Pg.
mao, maw, ma = It. malo, \ L. mains, bad, evil

(neut. malum, > It. male = Sp. Pg. mal= F. mal,

an evil). Hence, from L. malv^, B. malice, mal-
ady, mat-, ete.'\ Bad ; evil ; wicked. Examples of
this word in English are rare, it being almost always com-
pounded with the following noun. (See mai-.)

,

The Lord Cromwell wold have excused hymself of all the
steryng of moevyng of the male Journey ot Seynt Albones.

Pttstan Letters, I. 346.

male^ti »• [ME., also mele; < L. malum = Gr.
jj-ipiiov, an apple.] An apple.

Nowe peres and meles over thicke ar tome
Away the vicious, lest ]*uce ylorne
On hem sholde be that gentil fruyt myght spende.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 161.

male^ (mal), n. [Origin obscure.] The knot,
a sandpiper, Tringa canutus. C. Swainson. [Es-
sex, Eng.]
male^ (mal), n. [Origin obscure.] The dan-
delion. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

male-. See mal-.

maleadministrationf, n. See maladmvnistra-
tion.

maleaset (mal-ez'), «.. [< ME. maleise, malese,
maleese, male-eese, < OP. malaise (P. malaise, > E.
malaise, q. v.), sickness, < mal, bad, -f- a«se,ease

:

see ease. Of. disease.'\ Sickness; malaise.

Alle manere men that thow myght aspye
In meschiet other in mal-ese and thow mowe hem helpe,
Loke by thy lyf let hem nouht tor-fare.

Piers Plowman (C), ix. 233.

Thei broughten to him alle that weren of male-eese.

Wydif, Mark 1. 32.

malebouchet, 'n. See malbouehe.
malecolyet, n. Same as melancholy.

maleconformationt, n. See malconformation.
malecontentt, a. and n. See malcontent.

malecotoonti n. See melocoton.

maledicency (mal-e-(U'sen-si), n. [= OP. maldi-
cence = Sp. Pg. mdledicencia = It. maledicenza,
< L. maledicentia, an evil speaking, < male-
dicen(t-)s, speaking evil of: see maledicent.l
The practice of evil speaking; reproachful lan-
guage ; also, proneness to reproach. [Rare.]

We are now to have a taste of the maledicency of Lu-
ther's spirit from his book against Henry the Eighth.

Bp. Attertmry, Character of Luther.

maledicent (mal-e-di'sent), a. [= P. maldisant
(> E. maledisant) = ^t^" maldidente = Pg. mal-
dizente = It. maldicente, maledicente, < L. male-
dicen{t-)s, ppr. of maledicere, speak evil of : see
maledict,v.'] Speaking reproachfully ; slander-
ous. [Bare.]

Possessed with so furious, so mfdedicent, and so sloven-
ly spirits. Sir B. Sandys, State ot Religion.

maledict (mal-e-dikt'), v. t. [< L. maledictus,

pp. of maledicere (> It. maldicere, maledire =
Pg. maldizer = Sp. maldecir), speak evil of, <
male, adv., evil (< malus, evil: see male^), +
dicere, speak: see diction.'] To address with
maledictions ; curse. [Obsolete or archaic]

She was reproached and maledicted by her father, on
her return,although he knew not where she had been.

5. Judd, Margaret, i. 12.

malefic

maledict (mal-e-dikf), a. [ME. maledight (q.

v.), < of. maledict, also maldit, maudit, P. mati-

dit = Sp. Pg. maldito = It. maledetto; < L.

maledictus, pp. of maledicere: see maledict, v.}

Execrated; accursed; damned. [Rare.]

As the wings ot starlings bear them on
In the cold season in large band and full.

So doth that blast the spirits maledict.

LongfeUow, tr. of Dante's Inferno, v. 42.

malediction (mal-e-dik'shon), n. [< ME. male-

dicdon, < OF. malediction, also(»jatelfo», maleis-

son, > E. malison) P. malediction = Pr. maledic-

tio, maledicio = Sp. maldicion = Pg. maldito =
It. maladizione, maledieione, < L. maledictio(n-),

evil speaking, abuse, LL. the act of cursing, <

maledicere, speak evil of : see maledict, v. Cf.

malison.'] Evil speaking; a cursing; the utter-

ance of a curse or execration; also, a curse.

Now ye shall [haue] maledieeion.
Rom. of Partenay (B. E. T. S.), L 5636.

My name perhaps among the circumcised . . .

With maledidion mention'd. Milton, S. A., 1. 978.

-Syn. Malediction, Curse, Imprecation, Eicecration,Anath-

ema. All these are strong words ; they are all presumably
ot the nature of prayers, malediction having the least of

this meaning. Maledictian in its derivation contains the

idea that is common to them all, that ot expressing a de-

sire for evil upon another. Curse, imprecation, and exe-

cration are often used of the wanton calling down of evil

upon those with whom one is angry, but all five may indi-

cate a formal or official act. Execration expresses most
of personal hatred; indeed, the word is sometimes used

simply to express an intense and outspoken hatred : as,

he was held-in execration. Anathema has kept within its

original limits, as expressing a curse pronounced formally

by ecclesiastical authority.

maledictory (mal-e-dik'to-ri), a. Pertaining

to, containing, or consisting in malediction or

cursing; imprecatory.

She poured out ... a flood of maledictory prophecy
against the doers of the deed ; . . . she cursed with out-

stretched arms.
Oeo. MaeDonaid, What's Mine's Mine, p. 818.

maledightt, a. [ME., < OF. maledit, maledict, <

L. TOafedJcif«s, pp.: see maledict.] Cursed.

Cometh a childe maledict,
Ageyn Jbesu to rise he tijt.

Cursor Mundi. (Halliwell.)

maledisantt, n. [Also maldizant; < OP. male-

disant, P. maldisant, evil-speaking: see male-

dicent.] One who speaks evil. Minsheu.

How then will scofilng readers scape this mark ot a

maledizant? Florio, It. Diet., To the Reader, p. [9).

malefaction (mal-f-fak'shon), n. [< LL. male-

factiofn-), injury (used only in derived sense of

fainting, syncope), < malefacere, do evil, harm,
< male, evil, + facere, do : see /act Cf. benefac-

tion.] Heinous wrong-doing; a criminal deed;
a crime ; a wrong ; a bane or curse.

They have proclaim'd their malefactions.
Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2. 621.

Such disregard ot self as brings on suffering ... is a
malefaction to others. H. Spencer, Data of Ethics, § 72.

malefactor (mal'e-fak-tor), n. [Formerly also

malefactour; = Sp. mdihechor= Pg. malfeitor
= It. malfattore, < li. malefactor, an evil-doer,

< malefacere, do evil: see malefaction, Cf. bene-

factor.] If. One who does evil or injury to

another: opposed to benefactor.

Some benefactors in repute are mal^actors in effect.

Fuller, Hist. Cambridge, viii. 28.

Goodman Warmhouse was mounted on a round, ambling
nag, and rode much at his ease by the chariot of his male-
factor. Brooke, Tool of Qualify, I. 312.

2. A heinous evil-doer ; a law-breaker; a crim-
inal or felon.

They came out against him as a Malefactor, with swords
and staves, and having seized his Person, being betray'd
into their hands by one of his Disciples, they carry him to
the High Priests house. StUlingfleet, Sermons, I. vi

=Sjyn. 2. Evil-doer, culprit, felon, convict.

malefactress (mal'e-fak-tres), n. [As malefac-
tor + -ess.] A female malefactor; a woman
guilty of crime.

maleieasancet, n. See malfeasance.
male-fern (mal'fem), n. An elegant fern,
Aspidium Filix-mas {Nephrodium Filix-mas of
Richard; Lastrea MUx-mas of Presl), with the
fronds growing in a crown, found in North
and South America, Europe, Asia, and .Africa.
See cut under /(Sm.-Male-fem oil, an anthelmin-
tic oil obtained from the ihizomesot Aspidium FUix-mas.
malefic (ma-lef'ik), a. and n. [= P. mal&fique
= Sp. mal'Sfico = Pg. malefico = It. malefico,
< L. malejicus (also malifieus), evil-doing, hurt-
ful, mischievous, < malefacere, do evil: see male-
faction.] I. a. Doing mischief

; producing dis-
aster or evil ; inauspicious. [Chiefly technical.]

The Jfofe/ic Aspects are thesemi-quartile, or semi-square,
the square, the sesquiquadrate, and the opposition.

Zadkiel, Gram, of AstroL, p. 370.



malefic

II. n. In astrol., an inauspicious star or
planet.

If the Moon be afflicted by the Sun, the native is liable
to Injuries in the eyes, especially if at the same time she
be afflicted by mote/ioana near nebulous stars, such as the
Pleiades. Zadkiel, Gram, of Astrol., p. 393.

malefically (ma-lef'i-kal-i), adv. In a malefic
manner; with evil effects. B. A. Proctor, Ec-
leotio Mag., XXXV. 188.

maleficate (ma-lef i-kat), v. t.; pret. and pp.
maleficatedj-pTpT.maleflcating. [^(.malefic + -ate^.']

To bewitch ; malefioiate. [Rare.]

What will not a man do when once he Is maiefieated t

Sir H, Taylor, Isaac Comnenus, ii. 4.

maleficet (mal'f-fis), n. [= F. maUflce = Sp.
(obs.) Pg. malefido = It. malefido, malefizio, <
L. maleficium, an evil deed, mischief, enchant-
ment, OTafe^CMS, evil-doing: seemate^c] Evil-
doing; especially, witchcraft.

Sicknesse, or malejice of sorcerle, or colde drinkes.
Chawier, Parson's Tale.

He crammed with crumbs of Benefices,
And flld their mouthes with meeds of mdleflcee.

Spemer, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 1154.

maleficence (ma-lefi-sens), m. [Formerly also

maleficience ; =F. malfaisaneeiyEi. malfeasance)
= Sp. maleflcencia, < L. maleficentia, an evil-do-

ing, < *ma,leficen(t-)s, maleficus, evil-doing: see
maleficent.'^ The character ofbeing maleficent;
the doing or producing of evil.

Even what on Its nearer face seems beneficence only,

shows, on its remoter face, not a little maiefieence— kind-
ness at the cost of cruelty.

H. Speneer, Man vs. State, p. 72.

maleficent (ma-lef'i-sent), a. [Formerly also

mahficient; ={'. malfdlsant, < L. *maleficen(t-)s,

equiv. to maleficus, evil-doing, < male, evil, +
facien(t-)s, in comp. -ficien(t-)s, doing, ppr. of

facere, do: see malefic.'] Doing or producing
harm ; acting with evil intent or effect ; harm-
ful; mischievous: as, a maleficent enemy or

deed.

Let us apply to the unjust what we have said of a mis-
chievous or r^atejicevi nation.

Burke, Policy of the Allies, App.

maleficialt, a. [< L. maleficus, evil-doing (see

malefic), + -ial.] Malefic or maleficent. . Puller.

maleficiatet (mal-e-fish'i-at), v. t. [< ML.
maleficiattis, pp. of maleficiare (> Pg. maleficiar),

bewitch (?), < L. maleficium, an evil deed, mis-
chief, enchantment: see m^lefice.'] To do evil

to; especially, to bewitch ; affect with enchant-
ments.
Every person that comes near him is maleflciated; every

creature, all intend to hurt him, to seek his ruin 1

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 181.

maleficiationt (mal-e-flsh-i-a'shon), n. [< ML.
as if *maleficiatio(n-)', < maleficiare, bewitch : see

malefidate.'] A bewitching.

Irremediable impotency, . . . whether by way of per-

petual TmUeJieiatum or casualty.

Bp. Hall, Cases of Conscience, iv. 10.

maleficiencet (mal-f-fish'ens), n. An obsolete

form of maleficence.

maleficientt (mal-e-flsh'ent), a. An obsolete

form of maleficent.

maleformationt. ». See malformation.

maleic (ma'lf-ik), a. [< mal(ic) + -e-ic.'] De-
rived from malic acid Maleic acid, a volatile crys-

talline acid (C2H2(C02H)2) produced by distilling malic
acid.

malella (ma-lel'a), m.
;
pi. malellm (-§). [NL.

(Packard, 1883), dim. of L. mala, jaw: see max-
illa.'] One of two (inner and outer) movable
toothed appendages of the free fore edge of the

outer stipes of the deutomala of a myriapod.
A. 8. Packard, Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc, Jime,

1883, p. 200.

malencolikt, malencolyt. Obsolete forms of

melancholic, mManchohj.
malenginet (ma-len'jin), n. [Also malengin;

< ME. malengine, malengyn, < OF. malengin, evil

contrivance, fraud, guile, < L. mains, evil, +
ingenium, contrivance: see mal- and engine.]

GuUe; deceit; fraud.

Thei seideu thei sholde it feithfuUy holde with-outen

fraude or mal etigyn. Merlin (E. B. T. S.), i. 76.

When the Protectors Brother, Lord Sudley, the Admi-
rall, through private malice and mal-engine was to lose his

life, no man could bee found fitter than Bishop Latimer

flike another Doctor Shaw) to divulge in his Sermon the

forged Accusations laid to his charge.
Milton, Reformation in Eng., i.

maleo (mal'e-d), n. [CJ. mallee-bird,which is a re-

lated bird.] ' A kind of brush-turkey or mound-
bird, Megacephalon maleo, a native of Celebes,

of a glossy-blaok and rosy-white color, with a

bare neck and head. See Megacephalon.

malepositionf, n. See malposition.
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malepracticet, n. An obsolete spelling of mal-
practice.

maleset, n. See malease.

Malesherbia (mal-e-sh6r'bi-a), n. [NL. (Ruiz
and PavoD, 1794), named after Lamoignon de
Malesherbes, a French patriot and agricultur-

ist.] A genus of dicotyledonous polypeta-
lous plants, belonging to the natural order
Passiflorew, the passion-flower family, type of
the tribe Malesherhiem, characterized by having
a tubular calyx, petals shorter than the calyx-
lobes, and flowers in a bracted raceme. They
are erect woolly undershrubs, with narrow leaves and
rather large' yellow flowers, arranged in a long leafy ra-
ceme or thyrse. There are 2 or S species, natives of Peru,
sometimes cultivated for ornament. These and the spe-
cies of the allied genus Oymno^^fura are sometimes called
crownworts.

Maleslierbiacese (mal-e-sh6r-bi-a'se-e), n. pi.

[NL. (Don, 1826), < Malesheriia + -acem.] A
synonym- of Malesherbiece, treated by the older
authors as an independent order.

Malesherbiese (mal'''e-sh6r-bi'e-e), n. pi. [NL.
(A. p. de CandoUe, 1828), < Maiesherbia -I- -ece.]

A tribe of dicotyledonous polypetalous plants,

belonging to the natural order Passifiorem, the
passion-flower family. They are characterized by
having hermaphrodite flowers ; an elongated calyx-tube,
with triangularawl-shaped lobes,and membranaceous pet-
als and crown ; flve stamens, adherent to the stalked ovaiy

;

and three styles, which are distinct at the base. The tribe
embraces 2 genera, Maleeherbia (the type) and Gym/no-
pleura, and about 8 or 10 species, natives of Peru and Chili.

malesont, n. A Middle English form of malison

.

male-spirited (mal'spir'^i-ted), a. Having the
spirit of a man ; mascuhne. [Rare.]

That male-spirited dame.
Their mother, slacks no means to put them on.

B. Jonson, Sejanus, iL 2.

malestrandf, n. An obsolete variant of mael-
strom.

maletf (mal'et), n. [< F. mallette, dim. of malle,

a sack: see mail^.] A little bag or budget; a
portmanteau.
maletalentt, »• See maltalent.

maletolt, maletote (mal'e-tolt, -tot), n. [< OP.
maletolte, maletoulte, maletoste, F. maltote, <

ML. mala tolta or tolta mala, an extraordinary
or illegal exaction or levy : mala, fem. of L. ma-
ins, bad, evil; tolta (iov*tollita; cf. equiv. tolle-

tum) (>0F. tolte, toulte), an exaction, levy, tax,

also a writ transferring a cause from one court
to another (see toW), prop. fem. of *tolUtus, pp.
(for L. sublatus) of L. tollere, raise, ML. also

levy: see tolerate.] Formerly, in France and
England, an extraordinary or illegal exaction,

toll, or imposition.
Hence several remonstrances from the commons under

Edward III. against the maletoltis or unjust exactions upon
wool. HaUa/m.

This exaction, although imposed under the shadow of

parliamentary authority, had distinctly the character of a
malelale. Stubhs, Const. Hlat., IT 277.

maletreatt, maletreatmentt. Obsolete forms
of maltreat, maltreatment.

malevolence (ma-lev'o-lens), n. [= Sp. Pg.
malevolencia = It. maldvoglienza, malevogliema,

< L. malevolentia, ill-will, < malevolen(t-)s, wish-

ing ill: see malevolent.] 1. The character of

being malevolent or ill-disposed
;_
ill-will; per-

sonal hatred; enmity of heart; inclination to

injure others.

Frederic's wit enabled him often to show his malesolence

in ways more decent than those to which his father re-

sori^ed. Maeaiday, Frederic the Great."

2. That which is done from ill-will ; an act of

ill-will. [Rare.]

The king, willing to shew that this their liberallity was
very acceptable to him, he called this graunt of money a
beneuolence, notwiflhstanding that many grudged thereat

apd called it a malemlence. Stow, Edw. IV., an. 1473.

=Syn. 1. Ill-imll, Enmity, etc. See animjisUy.

malevolent (ma-lev'o-lent), a. and ». [= It.

malevogUente, < L. nidlevolen{t-)s, wishing ill,

spiteful, envious, < male, ill, + volen(t-)S, ppr.

otvelle,-will: seewilU.] I. a. 1. Havinganevil
disposition toward another or others; wishing
evil to others; rejoicing in another's misfor-

tune; malicious; hostile.

The only kind of motive which we commonly judge to

be intrinsically bad, apart from the circumstances under
which it operates, is malevolerU affection : that is, the de-

sire however aroused, to inflict pain on some other sen-

tient being. B. Sidgwiek, Methods of Ethics, p. 342.

3. In astrol., tending to exert an evil influence

:

thus, Saturn is said to be a malevolent planet.

This man 's malevolent in my aspect.

Beau, and Fl. <?), Faithful Friends, iii. 2.

Our m/devolent stars have struggled hard.

And held us long asunder. Sryden, King Arthur.

=Syn. 1. Evil-minded, ill-disposed, spiteful, resentful,

bitter, rancorous, malignant. See anirrwsity.

malice

Il.t n. A malevolent person or agenoy
He was incens'd by some malevolent

Daniel, Civil Wars, iv.

malevolently (ma-lev'6-lent-li), adv. In a ma-
levolent manner; withUl-will or enmity; with
the wish or design to injure another or others.

malevolous (ma-lev'o-lus), a. [= F. maUvole
= Sp. mal6vol6 = Pg. It. malevolo, < L. male-
volus, wishing Ul, < male, Ul, + velle (ind. volo),

wiU: see wiWi.] Malevolent. [Rare.]

Hitherto we see these mAileoolous critics keep their
ground. Warbwrlon, Prodigies, p. 109.

malexecution (mal"ek-se-ku'shon), n. [< mah
+ execution.] Faulty or wrong execution; bad
administration. D. Webster.

malfeasance (mal-fe'zans), n. [Formerly also
malefeasanee ; < F. malfaisance, evil-doing,
wrong-doing, < malfaisant, doing evil, wishing
evil, Xmal, evil, +faisant, ppr. offaire, < 'L. fa-
cere, do. Gt. maleficence.] Evil-doing; the do-
ing of that which ought not to be done ; wrong-
ful conduct, especially official misconduct; vio-

lation of a public trust or obligation; specifi-

cally, the doing of an act which is positively
unlawful or wrongful, in contradistinction to

misfeasance, or the doing of a lawful act in a
wrongful manner. The term is often inappro-
priately used instead of misfeasance.

An account of hismal/easance in officereached England.
Bamrqft, Hist. U. S., 1. 116.

malformation (mal-f§r-ma'shgn), n. [< moi-
+ formation.] Faulty formation; irregular or

anomalous formation or structure, especially

in a living body ; a deviation from the normal
form or structure either in the whole or in part
of an organ. Also, until recently, maleforma-
tion.

malformed (mal-f6rmd'), a. [< mal- + form-
ed.] Ill-formed; marked by malformation.

One peculiarity is that the malfonmd fry have a ten-

dency toward a superabundance of heads rather than
tails. 5a. Amer., N. 3., LVIL 180.

malgracioust (mal-gra'shus),a. [< P. malgra-
cieux = It. malgrazioso; as mal- + gracious.]

Ungracious; ungraceful; disagreeable.

His flgure.

Both of visage and of stature.
Is lothly and nmlgroffloug. Oower.

malgradot (mal-gra'do), adm. or prep. [It., =
OF. malgre: see maugre.] In despite (of); not-

withstanding; maugre.
Breathing in hope, midgrado all your beards
That must rebel thus against your king,
To see his royal sovereign once again.

Marlowe, Edward II.

What I have said, 111 pawn my sword
To seal it on the shield of him that dares,

Malgrado of his honour, combat me.
Greene, Orlando Furioso.

malgret, « See maugre.
malic(ma'lik),a. [<Jj.malum,Qi./i^hiv,T)oiia/J^a-

'Aav, an apple (in awide sense, including quinces,

pears, pomegranates, peaches, oranges, lemons,
etc.): see male^.] Pertaining to apples; ob-
tained from the juice of apples—Malic acid,
C4He05, a bibasic acid found in combination iq, many
sour fruits, such as the barberry, gooseberry, and particu-

larly the apple, whence the name. It is most easily ob-

tained from the fruit of Pyrus aucuparia (mountain-aah or
rowan-tree). Immediately after it has turned red, but while
stUl unripe. It is crystalline, deliquescent, veiy soluble

in water, and has a pleasant acid taste.

malice (mal'is), n. [< ME. malice, < OF. malice,

F. malice = Sp. Pg. malicia = It. malizia, < L.

malitia, badness, bad quality, ill-wUl, spite,

< malus, bad: see male^.] If. Badness; bad
quality.

Yf the need
In landes salt that treen or greynes growe,
Thou must anoon on hervest plante or sede
The maiice of that lande and cause of drede
That wynter with his shoures may of dryve.

PaUadhts, Husbondrie (B. E. T. S.), p. 10.

It hath been ever on all sides contest that the maUee
of man's own heart doth harden him and nothing else.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v., App. 1.

2t. EvU; harm; a malicious act; also, evil in-

fluence.

This noble wyf sat by hir beddes syde
Disshevelyd, for no mMice she ne thoghte.

ChavMr, Good Women, L 1720.

Thei ben fuUe of aUe Vertue, and thei eschewen alle

Vices and alle Malices and alle Synnes.
Mand£«ille, Travels, p. 292.

It is some maVux
Hath laid this poison on her.

Shirley, Love Tricks, ii. 2.

3. A propensity to iofliot injury or suffering,

or to take pleasure in the misfortunes of an-

other or others; active ill-will, whether from
natural disposition or special impulse ; enmity;



malice

hatred: sometimes used in a lighter sense.
See malicious, 1.

Thy father hates my friends and family,
And thou hast been the heir of all his maXwe.

Fletcher, Pilgrim, ii. 2.

4. In Inw, a design or intention of doing mis-
chief to another ; the evil intention (either ac-
tual or implied) with which one deliberately,
and without justification or excuse, does a
wrongful act which is injurious to others.

—

Actual malice, express malice, malice in ta,ct, malice
in which the intention includes a contemplation of some
injury to be done.— Constructive malice, implied
malice, Imputed malice, malice In law, that which,
irrespective of actual intent to injure, is attributed by
the law to an injurious act intentionally done, without
proper motive, as distinguished from cuitucd malice, either
proved or presumed.—Malice aforethought, or malice
prepensetactual malice, particularly in case of homicide.
=Syn. 3. Ill-will, Enmity, etc. (see aninwstty); malicious-
ness, venom, spitefulness, depravity.

malicet (mal'is), v. t. [< malice, «.] To regard
with malice ; bear extreme ill-will to ; also, to
envy and hate.

Love and live with your fellowes honestly, quiettlye,
curteouslye, that noe man have cause either to hate yow
for your stubborne frowardness, or to maZice yow for your
proud ungentlenes. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 360.

1 fhide mans frailtie to be naturally such . . . that . . .

he will seeke reuenge against them that maiice him, or
practise his harmes.

Puttenha/m, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 46.

I am so far from mdlicing their states.
That I begin to pity them.
B. Jomon, Every Man out of his Humour, v. 7.

malicedt (mal'ist),i). a. Eegarded with malice;
envied and hated.

Thus every day they seem'd to prate
At maliA'd Grissel's good estate.

Patient GWssei (Child's Ballads, IV. 210).

Your forced stings
Would hide themselves within his maliced sides.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, Ind.

maliceless (mal'is-les), a. [< malice + -less.']

Free from ill-will,hatred, or dispositiontoharm.
Ahp. Leighton, On Peter, i. 22.

malicliot, »• See mallecho.

maUcious (ma-lish'us), a. [< ME. malicious, <

OP. malidos, P. maUcieux = Sp. Pg. malidoso
= It. malizioso, < L. malitiosus, full of maUoe,
wicked, malicious, < malitia, badness, malice:
see malice.] 1 . Indulging in or feeling malice

;

harboring ill-will, enmity, or hostility ; actively-

malevolent ; malignant in heart : often used in
a lighter sense, implying misehievousness with
some IH-wiU.
But the Saisnes that were mMidovse hadde sette espies

on euery side of the town, and so was the Queue taken and
the stiward slain. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 686.

I grant him bloody,
liUxurious, avaricious, false, deceitful.

Sudden, WjoXieiovJi, smacking of every sin

That has a name. Shak., Macbeth, iv. 3. 69.

2. Proceeding from extreme hatred orUl-will;

dictated by maUee : as, a malicious report.

He will directly to the lords, I fear.

And with malicious counsel stir them up
Some way or other yet further to afflict thee.

MiUan, S. A., 1. 1251.

MaliciOUB abandonment, in law, the desertion of a
spouse without just cause,— Malicious mischief, in

law: (a) The committing of physical injury to personal
property of another ; injury to property, from wantonness
or malice, as distinguished from theft. (6) Any malicious
or mischievous physical injury to the rights of another,

or of the public in general. F. A. Wharton—Malicious
prosecution, (a) A prosecution set on foot or carried on
maliciously, without reasonable cau^e. Erom want of prob-
able cause malicemay be inferred. The term is commonly
applied to criminal prosecutions, but is also applicable to

a civil prosecution, (b) An action brought by the sufferer

to recover damages from the person who set on foot such
aprosecution. = Syn. Evil-minded, ill-disposed, spiteful, re-

sentful. See animosity.

maliciously (ma-lish'us-li), adv. In a malicious
or spiteful manner; with malice, enmity, or ill-

will; wantonly; with wilful disregard of duty.

maliciousness (ma-lish'us-nes), n. The qual-

ity of being malicious; extreme enmity or dis-

position to injure ; malignity.

malicorium (mal-i-ko'ri-um), n. [L., < malum,
an apple, + corium, skin, hide.] The thick and
tough rind of the pomegranate-fruit. It has
been used as an astringent in medicine, and for

tanning.
malidentification (mal-i-den"ti-fi-ka'shon), n.

[< mal-+ identification.'] A false identification.

Mr. A. Smith Woodward, after an examination of the

type of Bucklandium diluvii, " determined that it is truly

the imperfect head and pectoral arch of a Siluroid." In-

credible as such a malidentiftcation on the part of Hctet
must appear, I presume the determination of Mr. Wood-
ward must be accepted. Amer. Nat., XXII. 926.

maliferous (ma-lif'e-rus), a. [< L. malum, an

ovil, + ferre = E. JWi.] Bringing evil; un-

wholesome; pestilential. Bailey, 1121. [Bare.]
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I had really forgotten to mention that gallant, flne-heart-

ed soldier who , . . fell a victim to the maliferoue climate
of China I W. B. Rimell, Diary in India, I. 72.

malign (ma-lin'), a. [< OP. moling, P. malin,
fem. maligne = Pr. maligne = Sp. Pg. It.

maligno, < L. malignus, of an evil nature, orig.

*maligenus, < malus, bad, evil, + -genus, -born

:

Bee-genous. Gt. benign.] 1. Having a very evil

disposition toward others; harboring violent
hatred or enmity ; malicious.
Witchcraft may be by operation of maZign spirits.

Bacon.

2. tJnpropitious; pernicious; tending to in-
jure; likely to do or cause great harm: as, the
malign influence of a designing knave.—3. In
astrol., having an evil influence.

Two planets, rushing from aspect malign
Of fiercest opposition. MfUan, P. L., vi. 313.

4. Malignant.
He that tumeth the humours back, and maketh the

wound bleed inwards, endangereth malign ulcers, and per-
nicious imposthumations.

Bacon, Seditions and Troubles (ed. 1887).

=SyTl. 1. See list under malignant.

maugn (ma-lin'), V. [< OF. malignier, maliner,

pervert, deceive, P. dial, maligner, malign, <

mating, P. malin, malign: see malign, a.] I.

trans. If. To treat with extreme enmity ; injm^e
maliciously.

Though wayward fortune did 'nuilign my state,

My derivation was from ancestors
Who stood equivalent with mighty kings.

Shak., Pericles, T. 1. 90.

The scarcitie of wood and water, with the barrennesse
of the Boile in other places, shew how it is maligned of the
Elements. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 228.

2. To speak evil of ; traduce ; defame ; vilify.

Be not light of credens to new raysed tales, nor crymes,
nor suspicious to maligna no man.

Bahees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 106.

Our Puritan ancestors have been misrepresented and
maligned by persons without imagination enough to make
themselves contemporary with, and tlierefore able to un-
derstand, the men whose memories they strive to blacken.

Lowell, Harvard Anniversary.

—Syn. 2. Defame, Calumniate, eto. See asperse.

Il.t intrans. To entertain malice.

This odious fool . . . maligning that anything should
be spoke or understood above his own genuine baseness.

Milton, Colasterion.

malignance (ma-lig'nans), n. [< malignan{t)
+ -ce.] Same as malignancy.

The minister, as being much neerer both in eye and duty
then the magistrate, speeds him betimes to overtake that
diffus'd matignaruie with some gentle potion of admonish-
ment. MUton, Church-Government, ii. 3.

malignancy (ma-lig'nan-si), n. [< malignan{t)
+ -cy.] 1. Tlie state of being malignant in
feeling or purpose ; extreme malevolence; bit-

ter enmity; malice: &s, malignancy ofhesnt.

In some connexions, malignity seemsrather more perti-

nently applied to a radical depravity of nature, and malig-
nancy to indications of this depravity in temper and con-
duct in particular instances.

T. Cogan, On the Passions, ii. § 3.

2 . In Eng, 'hist. , the state of being a malignant

;

adherence to the royal party in the time of

Cromwell and the civU war. See malignant,
n., 2.— 3. The property of expressing malice
or evil intent; malignant or threatening na-
ture or character; unpropitiousness. Specifically

—(a) In astrol., tendency to irremediable harm or mis-
chief: as, the malignancy of aspect of the planets.

The malignancy of my fate might perhaps distemper
yours. Shak., T. N., ii. 1. 4.

(&) Inpathol., virulence; tendency to a worse condition:
as, the m^ignancy of a tumor.

malignant (ma-lig'nant), a. and n. [= OF. ma-
lignant, < L. raaKfirna»(t-)s,ppr. of malignare, also

deponent, malignari, do or make maliciously, <

malignus, malign: see malign.] I. a. 1. Dis-

posed to inflict suffering or cause distress ; hav-
ing extreme malevolence or enmity; virulently

hostile; malicious: sts, a malignant 'heaxt.

There was a bitter and malignant party grown up now
to such a boldness as to give out insolent and threatning
speeches against the Parlameut it selfe.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, iv.

He speaks harshly and insidiously of many of his con-

temporaries ; and towards Cervantes ... he is absolutely
malignant. Tieknor, Span. Lit., III. 91.

2. Virulently harmful or mischievous ; threat-
ening great danger

;
pernicious in influence or

effect.

Noxious and malignant plants do many of them discover
something in their nature by the sad and melancholick
visage of their leaves, flowers, and fruit.

Ray, Works of Creation, i.

SpecificaUy

—

(a) In astrol., threatening to fortune or life

;

fateful : as, the malignant aspect of the stare.

malignant and ill-boding btars

!

Shale., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 6. 6.

malingerer

(6) In jxjfAoJ., virulent; tending to produce death ; threat-

ening a fatal issue : as, a malignant ulcer ; a mMignant
fever; nM^naTi* pustule or scarlet fever.

3. Extremely heinous: as, the malignant natvie

of sin Malignant anthrax, fever, pustule, etc.

See the nouns. = ^Ti. 1. Malevolent, bitter, rancorous,

spiteful, malign. See animjosUy.

II. M. 1. A person of extreme enmity or evil

intentions; an ill-affected person.

Occasion was taken by certain malignants secretly to

undermine his [St. Paul's] great authority in the Church

of Christ. Booker, Eccles. Polity, iii. 8.

2. Specifically, in Eng. hist, one of the ad-

herents of Charles I. and his son Charles II. dur-

ing the civil war; a Eoyalist; a CavaUer: so

called by the Koundheads, the opposite party.

How will dissenting brethren relish it!

What will malignants say ?

5. BuUer, Hudibras, 1. ii 630.

One may, indeed, sometimes discover among the malig-

nants of the sex a face that seems to have been naturally

designed for a Whig lady.
Addison, The Ladies' Association.

malignantly (ma-lig'nant-li), adv. In a malig-

nant manner ; raaUciously ; with extreme ma-
levolence; with pernicious influence; also,viru-

lently.

maligner (ma-li'n6r), n. One who maligns or

speaks malignantly of another ; a traduoer ; a

defamer.
I come a spie? no, Eoderigo, no;
A hater of thy person, a maligner?
So far from that, I brought no malice with me.

Fletcher, Pilgrim, 11. 2.

malignify (ma-lig'ni-fi), V. t.; pret. and pp.
malignijkd, ppr. malignifying. [< L. malignus,
malign, + -ficare, < facere, make : see -fy.] To
render malign or malignant. Southey. [Bare.]

malignity (ma-lig'ni-ti), n. [< P. malignity =
Sp. malignida'd = Pg. malignidade = It. malig-

nitd, < L. malignita{t-)s, ill-will, spite, malice,

< malignus, Toaaii^: see malign.] 1. The char-
acter or state of being malign ; extreme enmity
or evil disposition toward another, proceeding
from baseness of heart; malice or malevolence;
deep-rooted spite.

Then cometh malignitee, thurgh which a man annoieth
his neighbour. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

Thou hast . . . an unrelenting purpose— a steady long-
breathed malignity, that surpasses mine.

Scott, Kenilworth, iv.

2. The quality of being malign or malignant;
extreme evilness ; heinousness ; specifically, in

patliol., virulence ; malignancy.
This shows the high malignity of fraud. SoutJi.

Some diseases . . . have in a manner worn out their
malignity, so as to be no longer mortal.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, Pref.

=Syn. 1. lU-vM, Enmity (see animosity), maliciousness.
— 2. Destructiveness, deadliness.

malignly (ma-lin'li)^ adv. In a malign manner;
with extreme ill-will; unpropitiously; perni-
ciously.

malignment (ma-Un'ment), n. [< malign +
-ment.] The act of maligning. [Kare.]

That recrimination and malignment of motive.
The Century, XXX 676.

Malikite (mal'ik-it), n. [< Ar. Malik (see def .)

+ -ite^.] A follower of Malik, the Imam, the
founder of one of the four great sects of Sunni
Moslems.
Malines lace. [< F. Malines, Mechlin lace.]
Same as Mechlin lace (which see, under lace).

malinfluence (mal-in'flo-ens), n, [< mal- +
influence.] Evil influence.
Doubting whether opium had any connection with the

latter stage of my bodily wretchedness—(except, indeed,
... as having left the body weaker ... and thus predis-
posed to any mal-in^ience whatever).

Be Quincey, Confessions, App., p. 139.

malinger (ma-ling'gfer), v. i. [< p. malingrer,
a slang word meaning 'suffer,' butprob. also at
on e time ' pretend to be ill,' cf. malingreux,wea,k,
sickly, formerly applied to beggars who feigned
to be sick or injured in order to excite com-
passion, < malingre, " sore, scabby, ugly, loath-
some" (Cotgrave), now ailing, poor, weakly,
< mal-, badly, + (prob.) OF. haingre, lieingre,

thin, emaciated, F. dial, haingre, ailing, poorly,
prob. < L. ceger (mgr-), sick, ill. The sense is

perhaps affected by association with F. malin,
evil, malign, and gr^, inclination (cf. malgre,
maugre).] To feign illness ; sBam sickness in
order to avoid duty; counterfeit disease.
Hemeralopia has been observed to break out epidemi-

caUy in gaols, camps, ete. I need hardly point out that
in such cases a careful examination should always be in<
stituted to guard against malingering.

J. S. WeUs, Dis. of Eye, p. 418.

malingerer (ma-ling'g6r-6r), n. Onewho shams
illness, especially for the purpose of shirking
work or avoiding duty.



malingerer
Doabtless his church irin be no hospital, . . .

Nor his religion bat an ambniance
To fetch life's woonded and malingenn in.

Louxa, The CathedraL
The experienced senses of the snrgeon quickly detected

the vMdvngeren and the men who were only slightly in-
disposed. G. Kenmmi, The Century, XXXVI. 889.

malingeiy.(ma-lins'ger-i), n. [< malinger +
-j(3.] A £eigning of Uhiess, especially by a sol-
dier or sailor, in order to shirk work or duty.
irnhelm. Mil. Diet.

malinowskite (mal-i-nor'sldt), n. [Named af-
ter E. Malitioicski, a civil engineer.] In min-
eral., a massiTe variety of tetrahedrite from
Peru, containing 13 per cent, of lead.
malipedal (mal'i-ped-al), a. [< maUped{es) +
-<ri.] Of or pertaaning to the malipedes of a
chilopodous myriapod.
The dorsal plat^ or what may be termed the second

maUpeial tergite. Padaad.

malipedes (ma-lip'e^ez), n.pl. [XL. (Pack-
ard, 1883), < £. nuda, jaw, + pes Iped-) = E.
fooW] The fourth and fifth pairs of cephalic
appendages (modified feet) of chilopodous my-
riapods, regarded as analogous to the maxU-
lipeds of crustaceans.
malis (ma'lis), «. [NL., < Gr. /mA<c, also jjv'/jq.

/utXia, /la^j/, /laAiaa/iif, Uj. malleus, a disease
among beasts of bnrden; origin uncertain.] A
cutaneous disease producedby parasitic -worms
or vermin: formerly called dodders.

malison (mal'i-zon), n. [Formerly also nioHi-

son; < ME. tiuil&oun, malisun, malison, < OF.
vudison, malizon, tnaleicon, maleiteon, moMeceoa,
maldisson, < L. maiedietio{n-), an evil speaMng,
reviling, cursing : see malediction. Cf. beitison.]

A formal malediction ; a special curse invoked
or denounced; a form of words expressing a
curse; a curse.

And who that wille not so, gaf hem ther nudisotm.
Mob. 0/ Brunne, p. 162.

My corse and maUiaon she's got.

For t» pursue her stilL

Margaret qf Cntignargat (Child's Ballads, VTEL 252X

A tnalwm light on the tongne
Sic tidings tells to me

!

Ladiy Maisn/ (Chad's Ballads, IL 82).

malTriti, mawkm (m^'-, m&'Mn), n. and a.

[Also maulkin, matddn; < ME. mdUcyn, nuUkyne,
< Mai (E. JfoBi), a reduced form of Mary, and
also of Matilda (formerly Molt, Maiode, now
Maud), + dim. -tin.] I, ». 1. A kitchen ser-

vant, or any common woman; a slattern.

MaZkyn with a dlstaf in hire hond.
Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, L 5«4.

The kitchen maliin pins
Her richest lockram Imat her reechy neck.

Shale, Cor., iL 1. 221.

;Kow monstroos in hoops, now tetpish, and walking
With your petticoats clang to yoar heels like a matdUn.

Quoted in Fairhoies Costume (ed. DUlon), L 391.

A draggled mawHn, thou.
That tends her bristled gruntexs in the sludge.

Tennyson, Princess.

2f. Maid Marian, the lady of the morris-dance.

Put on the shape of order and humanity.
Or you must many Maikin, the May-la^.

Fhteher, Hons. Thomas, iL 2.

3. A stuffed figure; a caricature of a woman in
dress and general appearance; a scarecrow.

Thou pitiful Flatterer of thy Master's ImperfCctaons

;

thou JftmUn made up of Hie Shreds and Fataings of his
superfluous Fopperies. (kmgme, Old Batchelor, iiL 6.

4. A cat. Compare ^mo^Mn. The word is used
in the following passage as the name of a lamiliar spirit

in the shape of a cat:

MaOan, my sweet spirit, and L
MiddlOon, The Witch, iiL 2.

5. A hare. [Scoteh.]

"Nay, nay, LuaUi,' whispered Abel, patting his dog, . .

.

"you must not kill the . . . rabbit; bnt if a mmdniwoald
show herself I wonld let thee . . . battle after her, for she
could only cock her fud at . . . thy yelping."

J. V^ion, Lights and Shadows of Scottish Ufe^ p. 181.

6. A mop ; especially, a mop used to clean a
baker's oven.

See here a fiuitiKn, there a sheet
As spotlesse pare as it is sweet.

Herriet, Hesperide^ p. 106.

7. In gim., a jointed stafi with a sponge at

one end, used for cleaning out cannon—Mother
of the mawldllS. (at) A witch, hag^ or uncanny old
-woman, (i) The little j^be or dabchick. J. A. Harvie-
Snwn.

ILt o. Of or pertaining to a malkin or
kitchen-wench.
Her maukin knuckles were never sbapen to that royall

buskin. JHIton, Apology for Smectymnuns.

malkinlyt, mawkinlyt, a. [< nmlkrn, mamkin,
+ -tyi.] Like a malkin; slatternly.

Some silly aonls are prone to |klace mnch piety in their

naaKngly [read matokviUy] plamness, and in their cen-
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soriouaness of others who use more comely and costly cu-
riosities. Jer. Taylor (!), ArtiL Handsomeness, p. 87.

mall^ (m&l), »i. [Also maul (the verb being
commonly felled maul); < ME. malle, < OP.
mal, maid, mail, F. mail = Pr. malh, mail!, mal=
Pg. malho = It. maglio, maHeo, a mall, < L. mal-
leus, a hammer, maU, mallet. Cf. the var. melP,
maiH (< F.)i aJid <iini- mallet.'] 1 . A heavy ham-
mer or club of any sort; especially, a heavy
wooden hammer used by carpenters. Compare
mallet and beetle^, X. [In this sense now com-
monly maul.]

Whan Arthur saugh the Geannte lifte vp his matte he
douted the stroke. Meriin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 339.

Eftsoones one of those villeins him did lap
Upon his headpeece with his yron maU,
That he was soone awaked therewlthalL

Spenaer, F. Q., IV. v. 12.

2. (a) A war-hammer or martel-de-fer.

A man that beaieth false witness against his neighiwur
is a maul, and a sword, and a sharp arrow. Fror. xzr. IS.

(6) The head or striking part of a war-ham-
mer or martel-de-fer. (c) The blunt or square
projection of such a hammer, as distinguished
from the beak on the opposit-e side of the han-
dle: this blunt end was often divided into four,
six, or more blunt points or protuberances.

—

3. An old game played -with a wooden ball in
a kind of smooth alley boarded in at each side,
in which the baU was struck with a mallet in
order to send it through an iron arch called the
pass, placed at the end of the alley. Strutt.—4t. The mallet with which this game was
played ; also, the alley in which it was played.

—

5t. [< maW-, v.] A blow.
And give that reverend head a maU,
Or two, or three, against a wall.

S. BuOer, Hadibiss.

Top-znall, a heavy iron hammer used on board sbipu

malm (m^), f. t. [Also and more commonly
maul; < ME. mallen, < OP. maiOer= Pg. malhar
= It. magliare, < ML. maUeare, beat wiui a maU,
< malleus, a mall, hammer: see maUX, n.] To
beat, especially with a maU or mallet; bmise.

I salle evene amange his mene mdtle hym to dede.
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1038.

Lys. Would not my ghost start up, and fly upon thee?
Cy. Xo, I'd maU it down again with this.

[She snatches up the crow.]
Chapman, Widow's Tears, v. 1.

mall^Cmel or mal),n. [< mall^,n.,tliroTigh.pdU-
mall, the game so called, and a place, Pall-
JfoU, where it was played: see pall-mdn.'] A
public walk ; a level shaded walk.

The matt without comparison is the noblest in Europe
for length and shade, having 7 rowes of the tallest and
goodliest elms I had ever beheld.

Brxlyn, Diary, May 2, 1611.

This the bean-monde shall from the Matt survey.
Pope, a. of the L., T. 133.

mall^ (josi), n . [< ML. mallum, maUus, a court

:

see mallum, maUus.'] A court : same as maUum,
mallus.

Councils, which had been as frequent as diets or matts,
ceased. Mttman.

mallanders, n.pl. See malanders.

mallard (mal'a^), ». [< ME. malarde, mavlard,
mawlerd, also irreg. mawdelare, mawarde, < OF.
malard, malart, a wild duck, prob., -with suffix

-ard, < male, male : see mals^. The P. diaL form
maiUard appar. simulates F. maille, a spot: see

mail^.] 1. The wild drake; the male of the
common wild duck.

And with a bolt afterward.

Anon he hltt a mavlard.
Arthowr and Merlin, p. 151. (HoBiuwS.)

Henee—3. The common-wild duck,^Inas boscas,

the feral stock whence the domestic duck in aU
its varieties has descended,and the typical rep-

resentative of the tSkTjiHyAnatidcB and subfamily
AnaUtUB. See duek^. The mallard is from 22 to 21
inches]ong,by32to36inextentofwings. Themalehasthe
head and neck glos^.green, succeeded byawhite ring; the

malleifer

breast purplish-chestnut ; the lower back, rmnp, and tail-

coverts glossy-black ; the tail-feathers mostly whitish, with
a curly tnft ; the wing-speculam iridescent, bordered with
black and white ; the biU greenish-yellow ; the feet orange-
red ; and the iiis brown. The female has the wings and
feet as in the male, the biU greenish-black blotched with
orange, and the t>ody-coloiB variegated in flne pattern
with lighter and darker brownish shades. The mallard is

fonnd in nearly all parts of the worldl It nests on the
ground, laying usually from 8 to 10 yellowish-drab %gs
measuring about 2^ by 1| inches.

maUardlte (mal'ar-dit), H. [Named after E.
Mallard, a Prencli mineralogist.] A hydrous
sulphate of manganese occurring in fibrous
crystalliue masses : found in Utah.

malleabill'ty (mal'e-ar-bU'i-ti), n. [= p. maUi-
abilite =. Sp.maleabitidad"= Pg. maUedbiUdade
= It. maUeabilitd ; as malleable + -ity.] The
property of being malleable; capability of be-
ing shaped or permanently extended by pres-
sure, as byhammering or rolling, without losing
coherence or continuity; the property of being
susceptible of extension by beating or rolling.

The maUedbUiiy of brass varies with its composition
and with its-temperature. Sponsf Eneyc Mamjif., L 321.

malleable (mal'e-a-bl), a. [Earlymod. E. mal-
liable, < P. ma'UeaSUz= Sp. maleable= Pg. mal-
leavel = It. maUedbile, < ML. maUeare, beat
-with a hammer : see maUeate.] Capable of be-
ing shaped or extended by beating or roUing;
capable of extension by hammering; reduci-
ble to a laminated form by beating, as gold,
which may be beaten into leaves (gold-foil)

of extreme thinness; henee, capable of being
shaped by outside influence

;
yielding. See

faiP.
This Blow at Sea was somuch greater than that at land

that, where that made him only doubt, this made him de-
spair, at least jnade him malleable, and fit to be wrought
upon by Composition. Baker, Chronicles, p. 7V.

Mark the effect produced on our councils by continued
insolence and inveterate hostility: we growmore nuz/2eai/«
under their blows. Burke, A B.egicide Peace, iii.

Ualleable bronze. See&ronfe.— Malleable iron cast-
ings. See iron.

malleableness (mal'e-a-bl-nes),». MalleabUity.
malleate (mal'e-at), o" t.

;
pret. and pp. malle-

ated, ppr. malleating. [< ML. (L. in derivatives)
nidUeatus, pp. of maUeare, beat -with a hammer,
mall, < L. malleus, a hammer: see malP^, ». Cf.

nudP; {'.] To hammer; form into a plate or
leaf by beating.

malleation (mal-f-a'shon), n. [< jMoHeafe +
-ion.] 1. The act of beiting into a plate or
leaf, as a metal; extension by beating.

His squire, by often malleationg, hammerings, ponnd-
ings, and threshings, might in good time be beaten out
into the form of a gentleman.
GayUm, Notes on Don Quixote (1651), p. 67. (LaOum.)

2t. Malleability; capability of being shaped by
hammering.
Sub. -What's the proper passion of metals?
Face. MaUeation. B. Jonaon, Alchemist, IL 1.

3. "iapafhol., a convulsive action of one or both
hands, which strike the thigh like a hammer.
malledlOf (mal'e-oho), H. [< Sp. malhecho=QiF.
malfait, < ML. *mdlefactum, malefacta, an evil

deed, < mote, evil, + foetus, done, /actum (>Sp.
liecho = P. fait), deed, act : see mal- and fact,
feat. Ct. iruUefaction, etc.] Evil-doings; wick-
edness; villainy. [Bare; found only in the
following passage.]

Oph. what means this, my lord?
Ham. Many, this is miching malleeho [var. malicho,

mattieo] ; it means mischiet Shak., Hamlet, iiL 2. 116.

malledlus (ma-le'di-us), n.; pi. malledH (-i).

[NL., < L. malleus, a hammer, + !NL. (stap)edi-

vs.] Amuscle of the tympanum attached to the
malleus; the tensor tympani : correlated -with

stapedius and incudius. Coues and Shute, 1887.

mauee (mal'e), ». [Australian.] Two dwarf
species of Eucalyptus, E. dunwsa and E. oleosa,

gro-wingin Australia. Theysometimes formim-
mense tracts of brushwood, called moBeescrub.

If you will get any bushman to tell yon that land cov-
ered with Eucalyptus dumosus, vulgarly called Mattee,
and exceedingly stunted specimens of that, will grow any-
thing, 1 will tell him he Imows nothing.

H. Kirxgdey, BiUyars and Burtons, liv.

mallee-bird (mal'e-berd), n. The Leipoa ocel-

lata, a bird of the family Megapodidce (see

Leipoa). Also called natire pheasant by the
English in AustrsJia. A. Newton.

maUel, «. Plural of malleus.

Malleidae (ma-le'i-de), n. pi. [XL., < Malleus
+ -idw.] A family of bivalTes. typified by the
genus ^oZteits; the hammer-oysters: same as
JviculidcB or Pteriida.

malleifer (ma-le'i-fer), n. [< XL. malleifer:

see malleiferous.] A vertebrate of the super-
class Malleifera.



Malleifera

Malleifera (mal-e-if'e-ra), n. pi. [NL., neut.
pi. of malleifer: "see "malleiferous.] A super-
class of craniate Vertebrata, or skulled verte-
brates, distinguislied by the development of
the malleus as a bone of the ear, and by the di-
rect articulation of the lowet jaw to the skull.
It corresponds to the class Mammalia, and con-
trasts with Quadratifera and Lyrifera,

malleiferous (mal-e-if'e-rus), a. [< NL. mal-
leifer, < L. malleus, a hammer, a mall, + ferre,
= E. 6eari.] Having a distinct malleus ; of or
pertaining to the Malleifera; mammalian.
malleiform (mal'e-i-f6rm), a. [< L. malleus,
a hammer, a mail,' + forma, form.] In eool.,
hammer-shaped.
In some speoies of Polynoe the parapodia give rise, at

corresponding points, to large, ricluy ciliated, maUeifann
tubercles. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 210.

mallemaroking (mare-ma-ro"king), n. [Ver-
bal n. of *mallemarolhe, an unrecorded verb,
perhaps equiv. to *mallemoke, lit. act like the
mallemoke or mallemuck, < mallemoke, moZte-
mttcfc, the fulmar petrel: &&& mallemuck. Cf.
D. mallemolen, carousal.] Naut., the visiting
and carousing of seamen in the Greenland
ships. Sailor's Word-book.
mallemuck (mal'f-muk), n. [Also mallemock,
mallemoke, mollym'ock, mollymawk, malmock, maU
duck, malmarsh, etc.; < G. mallemucke = D. mal-
lemugge, a mallemuck, explained, from the D.,
as 'foolish fly' or 'fool flier,' as if < D. mallen,
fool, dally, + mug, MD. mugge, a 'fly,' in allu-
sion to its heedless habits ; but the D. word is

not open to this explanation. D. mug means
rather ' a gnat' (= E. midge), and cannot refer
to the 'flying' of a bird. The name is prob. of
northern origin.] The fulmar petrel, Fulmarus
glacialis : also extended to some related birds,
as albatrosses. See cut -anAerc fulmar^. Also
called malmarsh.
mallenders (mal'en-d6rz), n.pl. Same as mal-
anders.

malleolar (mal'e-o-lar), a. [< malleolus + -ar^.']

1. Havingthe character of a malleolus: as, the
malleolar process of the tibia.— 2. Of or per-
taining to either malleolus : as, a malleolar ar-

tery.

malleolus (ma-le'o-lus), «.; pi. malleoli (-li).

[NL., < L. malleolus, a small hammer, dim. of
malleus, a hammer: see malleus.'\ 1. Inareai.,

a bony protuberance on either side of the
ankle. The two together contribute to the stability of
the ankle-joint, by locking the astragslus so as to prevent
lateral and rotatory movements. In man the outer malle-
olus is formed bythe fibula,the inner by the tibia ; and each
forms a sort of pulley or trochlea around which wind the
tendons of important extensor muscles of the foot. The
malleoli are little distinguished in most animals, owing to
the diflereut set of the foot upon the leg, or the different

configuration of the parts. When, as often occurs, the
fibula does not reach the ankle, the outer malleolus is

wanting unless formed by the tibia. In birds the condyles
of the tibia, constituted by ankylosis of proximal tarsal

bones, take the name and place of malleoli.

2. In 6o*., a layer ; a shoot bent into the ground
and haK divided at the bend, whence it emits
roots. lAndley.—3. [cop.] Incojicft., agenusof
bivalve shells. J. E. Gray, 1847 inner malleo-
lus, the malleolar process of the tibia, articulating with the
inner side of the astragalus, having behind it the tendons
of the tibialis posticus and fiexor longus digitorum.— Out-
er malleolus, the enlarged lower end of the fibula, ar-

ticulating with the outer side of the astragalus, having
behind it the tendons of the peroneus longus and pero-
neus brevis.

malleoramate (mal"f-o-ra'mat), a. [< L. mal-
leus, a hammer, + ramus, a branch: see ra-

mate.'] In rotifers, having mallei fastened by
unci to rami, as in the MelicertidcB, Triarthridce,

PterodinidcB, and Pedalionidce.

mallet (mal'et), n. [< OF. mallet, maillet, P.
maillet (= Pr. malhet = It. maglietto), a wooden
hammer, mallet, dim. of mal, mail, a hammer:
see maUi.'l 1. A small beetle or wooden ham-
mer used by carpenters, stonecutters, printers,

etc., chiefly for driving another tool, as a chisel,

or the like. It is wielded with one hand, while

the heavier mall requires the use of both hands.
— 2. The wooden hammer used to strike the

balls in the game of croquet—Automatic mallet.
Same as dental Jutmmer (which see, under fetmmerl).—
Dental mallet, (a) A light hammer of wood or metal
used by dentists for striking the plugger in the operation

of filling teeth. It is now superseded in great part by
various mechanical contrivances, such as the dental ham-
mer or plugger and the electric plugger. (6) A dental

hammer or plugger. See hammerK

mallet-flower (mal'et-flou"6r), n. -Any plant of

the genus Tupistra.

malleus (marf-us), ».; pi. maUei (-i). [NL., <

L. malleus, a hammer, a mall: see malU.'] 1.

In anat, the proximal element of Meckel's car-
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tilage, in any way distinguished from the rest
of the mandibular arch, in man and other mam-
mals the malleus is separately ossified, and is the outer
one of the three bonelets or ossicles of the ear lodged in
the cavity of the tympanum, connected with the eai'-drum
or tympanic membrane, and movably articulated with the
incus. It is named from its hammer-like shape in man,
having a head, neck, and handle or short process, together
with a processus gracilis, which lies in the Glaserian fis-

sure. As one of the ossicula auditus, the malleus subserves
the function of hearing in mammals. In birds, and many
other vertebrates below mammals, the malleus has a very
different office, that of forming part of the suspensorium
of the lawer jaw, which is its true morphological char-
acter. Its specialization in Mamimalia is peculiar to that
class. See Mallei/era, and cuts under hyoid, ear, and tym-
panic.

2. In ichth., one of the Weberian ossicles which
form a ohajn between the air-bladder and the
auditory apparatus in the skull of plectospondy-
lous and nematognathous fishes. It is homolo-
gous with the hemapophysis of the third one of

the coalesced anterior vertebrte.— 3. In roti-

fers, one of the paired calcareous structures
within the pharynx, in the typical forms it is a ham-
mer-like body, consisting of an upper part or head, called
the inffus, and a lower part or handle, named the manu-
brCum, but in other forms the distinction disappears.

4. [cap.'] In conch., a genus of pearl-oysters of

the family Aviculidce, founded by Lamarck in

1799; the hammer-shells. They have a long-winged
hinge at right angles with the length of the valve, giving
a hammer-like shape, whence the name. Young shells
are like those of Avidila or wing-shells, and have a byssal
notch; the hammer shape is gradually acquired with age.
M. vulgaris, the hammer-oyster, inhabits Eastern seas.

See cut under hamm^r-sTieU.

5. Same as war-hammer.
mallinders (mal'in-dferz), ». pi. Same as mal-
anders.

Mallophaga (ma-lof'a-ga), n. pi. [NL., neut.
pl.oimallophagus: seemallophagous.'] A group
of ametabolous apterous parasitic insects with
mandibulate mouth-parts and coalesced meso-
metathorax, jointed antennse and palpi, supe-
rior spiracles, and short stout legs ending in
hooked claws. They are known as tird-lice, and are
very numerous and diversiform. By some they are re-

garded as Hemiptera degraded and distorted by parasit-
ism, and placed with the true lice in a group Para^ta or
Atwplura; by others they are held to constitute a super-
family or suborder of Peeudoneuroptera, and by others
again a suborder of Corrodkntia. See louse'^.

mallophagan (ma-lof'a-gan), a. and«. [< NL.
Mallophaga + -an.] I. a. Sameas mallophagous.

II. n. A louse of the group Mallophaga.
Mallophagidse (mal-o-faj'i-de), n.pl. [NL., <

Mallophaga + 4dce.i The mallophagous in-
sects regarded as a family of Pseudoneuroptera,
and corresponding to the siiboider Mallophaga.
They differ from true lice in having mandibulate instead
of suctorial mouth-parts, and in other respects. Most of
them live on the plumage of birds, whence the name Urd-
liee for the whole of them; but some also infest the pel-
age of mammals. Some are great pests of the poultry-
yard and aviary. The genera are numerous, including
Nimvus, TrichodecteSj and Goniodes.

mallophagous (ma-lof'a-gus), a. [< NL. mal-
lophagus, K (Jr. /iaViSc, a'lock of wool, + tjiayelv,

eat.] In entom. : (a) Devouring feathers or hairs
and dried skins, as many coleopterous larvae.

(6) Pertaining to the Mallophaga. Also mallo-
phagan.

Mallorquin (ma-16r'kin), n. [< Sp. Mallorquin,
< Mallorea, Majorca: see Majorcan.] Same as
Mmorcan.
Mallotus (ma-16'tus), n. [NL. (Loureiro, 1790),
< GrT. /laXhjTdi, furnished with wool, fleecy, \
(IiGt.) /mMovv, clothe withwool,< /mMdg, wool.]
1. A genus of plants of the natural order Eu-
phorbiaceoe, tribe Crotonex, and subtribe Acaly-
phece, characterized by the oblong parallel an-
ther-cells and the numerous (rarely less than
fifteen) stamens. The flowers are apetalous, either
dioecious or monoecious. The plants are trees or shrubs
with generally alternate leaves. The male flowers are
generally small, on short pedicels in heads along a rachis;
the pistUlate ones fewer, on long or short pedicels. There
are about 70 species, numerous in eastern India, the Malay
archipelago, and Australia, with a few in Africa. One
species, M. PhUippinensis, yields the dyestuff known as
kamila.

2. In ichth. (Cuvier, 1829), a genus of fishes
of the family Argentinidce, formerly placed in
S^lmonidm, of which the male has a broad lon-
gitudinal villous or fleecy band of scales dif-

ferentiated from the rest: the caplins. The
type is Mallotus nllosus, the caplin. See cut
under caplin"^.

mallow (mal'6), m. [< ME. malowe, malue, < AS.
malwe, mealwe = D. malmoe = G. malve = OP.
matbe, P. mauve = Pr. Sp. Pg. It. malva, < L.
mal/va, prob., with some alteration (cf. L. ma-
lope, mentioned by Pliny as one Gr. form) of the
form later used as Gr., malache (also moloche),
< Gr. im7i6,xv, also iioUxv (later fiaA^a, fidX^a^,

malm
after L.), mallow, appar. so called from its

emollient properties, or perhaps from its soft,

downy leaves, < fialdcceiv, soften, < /M^Kdg,

Branch of Mallow {Malva rciuntii/elta)^ with flowere and fruits.

a, a flower ; *, the fruit ; c, one of the carpels.

soft.] Any plant of the genus Malva, or of the
order Malvaceae, the mallow family.

Take malues with alle the rotes, and sethe thame in wa-
ter, and wasche thi hevede therwith.

MS. Lincoln A. i. 17, f. 282. (Halliioeliy

Nowe Tnalowe is sowe, and myntes plannte or roote.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 84.

Common mallow, in England, Malva sylvestris; in Amer-
ica, sometimes, JIf. rotundifolia.— Country mallow, the
common mallow.— Curled mallow, .M. crispa, in allusion
to the leaves.—Dwarf mallow, M. rotundifolia, low as.

compared with M. sylvestris.—False malloW, a plant of
the genus Malvastrwm.—Glade-mallow, a plant of the
gt 1US Napcea.— Globe mallow, a plant of the genus
Spneeralcea.— Indian mallow, (a) In America, AmiMlm.
Avicennie, introduced from India, Also called velvetleaf.

See American jute, under jute. (&) In England, a plant
of either of the genera Sida and Urena.— Jews' mal-
low. See Jew^-rnallow.—Marsh mallow. See Tnarsh-
mallow.—Knsk-mallOW, Malva moschata, so named
from the scent of its foliage,—ROBe-mallOW, the genus
Hibiscus, especially H. Moscheutos, the swamp rose-mal-
low.— Tree mallow, Lavatera arbarea.— Venice mal-
low, Hibiscus Trionum, the bladder-ketmia. See cheese-
cake, 3, dockl, 2.

mallow-rose (mal'o-roz), n. Same as rose-
mallow (which see, under mallow).
mallowwort (mal'o-w&rt), n. Any plant of the
mallow family, Malvacece.

malls (malz), n. pi. [A contr. of measles (for-
merly wioseZs, etc.).] The measles. [Prov.Eng.]
mallum, mallus (mal'um, -us), ». [ML., of
OTeut. origin ; cf . Goth, mel, time, point, mark,
writing, =AS. mail, time, mark, etc. : see meaV^.]
Among the ancient Pranks, a court correspond"-
ing to the hundred court among the Anglo-
Saxons.
The ordinary court of justice is the mallus or court of

the hundred. Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 26.

malm, maum (m3,m, m&m), n. and a. [Also
maulm, mawm; < ME. malm, < AS. mealm, sand,
= OS. melm, dust, = OHG.MHG. melm, dust, G.
(dial.) malm, something ground, also in tech-
nical use, = Icel. mdlmr, sand (in local names),
usually ore, metal, = Norw. malm, sand, ore,
= Sw. malm, sand (in local names), = Dan.
malm, ore,= Goth, malma, sand ; with formative
-m, from the verb represented by OHG. malam
= Icel. mala = Goth, malan, grind: see meaJX,
from the same verb. Hence mavm, mawm,
v.] I. n. 1. Earth containing a considerable
quantity of chalk in fine particles; a calca-
reous loam, constituting in the southeastern
counties of England a soil especially suited
for the growth of hops; a kind of earth suit-
able for making the best quality of brick with-
out any addition. The brickmakers in the vicinity
of London divide the brick-earth of that region into
strong clay, mild clay (or loam), and msdm. Artificial
malm is a mixture imitating the natural eartli. See malm
brick, below.

To the north-west, north, and east of the village [of Sel-
borne] is a range of fair enclosures, consisting of what is
called a white malm, a sort of rotten or rubble stone,
which, when turned up to the frost and rain, moulders to
pieces, and becomes manure to itself.

Gilbert White, Nat. Hist. Selborne (ed. Bohn), p. 16.

2. [cap.] The name used in Germany, and
frequently by geologists writing in English on
the geology of that country, for the uppermost
of the three divisions of the Jurassic series, all
of which at an early day received English pro-
vincial names, namely Xios, Dogger, and Mahn.



malm
HieMalm of the German geologists(which is not the equiv-
alent of the Englishmalm roclt) corresponds paleontologi-
cally with the Middle and Upper Oolite of England The
rock consists mostly of white limestone, with dolomitio
and marly strata, and is in some places over 1,000 feet
thick. '

3. pi. Bricks made of malm earth, or of the
artificial malm prepared by mixing clay with
chalk.
For making the hest quality of bricks, which are called

nuurm, an artificial substitute is obtained.
0. T. Davis, Bricks and Tiles, p. 66.

II. a. 1. Composed of malm or calcare-
ous loam: as, maZm lands. CHlbert White.— Zi.
Soft; mellow. BalUwell.—3. Peaceable

;
quiet.

[Prov. Eng.] [In the last two senses spelled
waM»».]_Malm brick, a brick made of true or of arti-
ficial malm, the latter of which consists of comminuted
chalk and clay mixed with a little sand and with breeze,
the la«t being composed of cinders, ashes, and fine coal.
These bricks burn to a pale-brown color more or less in-
clined to yellow. They are made in the neighborhood of
London, and are also called malme. See maim.—Malm
rock, the local name of parts of the Upper Greensand,
as developed from Westerham westthrough Surrey, Hants,
and Sussex. Also called malrmtone.

Near Westerham we find harder beds below, which rap-
idly acciuire importance farther west, and become there
the chief part of the formation [the Upper Greensand].
These beds are known as flrestone and rtwlm rock, and
there also occur smaller quantities of blue rag and chert.
The firestone is a light-coloured calcareous sandstone
much used for building. ThemMm rock much resembles
it, but is slightly more chalky-looking.

Topley, Geol. of the Weald, p. 163.

malmf, maumt (mam, m&m), v. t. [In the quot.
spelled maum; < malm, maum, a. ; cf . malm/y, 2.]
To handle with sticky hands; "paw." [Low.]
Don't be ma/wming and gauming a body so I can't you

keep your filthy hands to yourself?
Surift, Polite Conversation, ii. (Davies.)

malmag (mal'mag), n. [A native name (?).]
The specter, Tarsius spectrum, a small lemuroid
quadruped. See Tarsius.

malmarsh (mal'marsh), )}. Same as mallemuck.
Montagu.
malmiguatte (mal-mi-nyaf), n. [Also malmi-
gniatte.'] A spider, Theridion orLatrodectus mal-
mignattus, a small black species spotted with
red. It is one of a genus of spiders widely distributed in
Europe, Africa, Asia, New Zealand, and the United States.
Its venom is much more poisonous than that of any other
animal, considering the diminutive size of the spider and
the extremely minute quantity that will sometimes prove
fatal. See katipo.

maiming (ma'ming), n. [< malm + -ing.'\ The
preparation of artificial malm by mixing chalk
and clay reduced to pulp, and allowing the mix-
ture to consplidate by evaporation.
malmockt (mal'mok), n. A variant of malle-
muck.
malmsey (mam'zi, formerly malm'si), n. [For-
merly maiwsie, malmesie, malmasye; < ME. mal-
vesie, malweysy = MD. malvaseye, D. malveey,
malvazy, malvazier = Gr. Dan. malvasier = Sw.
malvasir, < F. malvesie, malvoisie= Sp. mal/oasia,

marvasia = Pg. malvasia (ML. malvaticum), < It.

malvasia, a wine so called from Malvasia or Na-
poli di Malvasia, < NGr. KoveftPaaia, a seaport on
the southeastern coastofLaconia,Grreeee,eontr.
of /iSvTi i/^pacia, ' single entrance ' : Gr. /xdvr/, fern,

of /idvog, single (see monad) ; e/i^aaia, entrance,
< inPaivkv, enter, go in, < ev, in, + paiveiv, go.]

It. A kind of grape.

Upon that hyll is a cite called Malvasia, where first grew
Malmasye, and yet doth ; howbeit it groweth now [1606]

mor^ plenteously in Camdia and Modena, and no where
ellys. Sir R. Ouyl/orde, Pylgrymage, p. 12.

Ther [in Candia] groweth the Voyne that ys callyd
Malweysy and muskedell.

TmMngton, Diarie of Eng. Travel!, p. 20.

2. A wine, usually sweet, strong, and of high
flavor, originally and still made in Greece, but
now especially in the Canary and Madeira isl-

ands, and also in the Azores and in Spain. The
name is given somewhat loosely to such wines, and is used
in combination, as Malmsey-Madeira. Compare malvasia.

A Cask, through want of vse grow'n fusty.

Makes with his stink the best Gteeke Matrnsey musty.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 3.

By this hand,
I love thee next to malmsey in a morning.
Of all things transitory.

Beau, and FL, Captain, iv. 2.

malmstone (mam'ston), n. Same as malm
rock (which see, under malm).

Some varieties of the malmManes which form part of

the so-called Upper Greensand of Surrey, Hampshire,
and Berkshire. Quart. Jour. Oeol. Soc., XLV. 406.

malmy (ma'mi), a. [< malm + -j/i.] 1. Con-
sisting of, containing, or resembling malm: as,

a malmy soil.

The eastern portion forming the Vale of Petersfleld, and
comprising only about 60,000 acres, rests on the Wealden
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formation, and is a grey sandy loam provincially called
malmy land, lying on a soft sand rock.

Encyc. Brit., XI. 430.

3. Clammy; sticky. [Prov. Eng.]
malnutrition (mal-nu-trish'on), n. [< mat- +
nutrition.'] Imperfect nutrition; defect of sus-
tenance from imperfect assimilation of food.
Conical cornea is more often met with among persons

who have had diseases of malnutrition.
Edinburgh Bee., CLXVIII. 610.

Malmdrilion of muscles is a factor which ought not to
be forgotten. Set. Amer., N. S., LXI. 100.

malodor, malodour (mal-6'dor), n. [Formerly
also maleodor; < mal- -I- odor.] An offensive
odor ; a stench.

Her breath, heavy with the mModor of nicotine, almost
strangled him. The Cmtury, XXIX. 681.

malodorous (mal-6'dor-us), a. [< malodor +
-ous.] Having a bad "or offensive odor, either
literally or figuratively: as, a malodorous repu-
tation.

A pestilent mModorovs home of dirt and disease.
The Century, XXVII. 326.

malodorousness (mal-o'dgr-us-nes), n. The
quality or state of being malodorous, or offen-
sive to smell.

malomaxillary (ma-16-mak'si-la-ri), a. Same
as malarimaxillary. B. Gray.
malont. Contracted from me alone. Chaucer.
Maloo climber. See BauMnia.
Malope (mal'o-pe), n. [NL. (Linnseus, 1737), <
L. malope, mallow.] 1. A genus of plants be-
longing to the tribe Malvece, the mallow family,
type of the subtribe Malopece, characterized
by a style which is longitudinally stigmatose,
and by having three distinct bractlets. They are
annual herbs, with entire or three-parted leaves and pe-
dunculate, usually showy, violet or rose-colored flowers.
There are 3 species, which are confined to the Mediter-.
ranean region, and are often cultivated for the beauty of
the large flowers. M. iriflda, with flowers of rose-color or
white, is sometimes called three-lobedTnalope. The other
species are M. malacofides, mallow-like malope, and M.
multifiora.

2. II. c] A plant of this genus.
Malopeae (ma-16'pf-e), n.pl. [NL. (Endlieher,
1836), < Malope +'-ece.] A subtribe of malva-
ceous plants belonging to the tribe Malvece,
and characterized by an indefinite number of
carpels, irregularly^ouped in a head, with soli-

tary ascending ovules. It embraces 3 genera,
of which Malope is the type, and 7 species.

Malo-Russian (ma-16-rush'an), «. [< Euss.
Malorossvya, Little Russia (MalorossiXskiX, Lit-
tle-Russian), < maUsiH, in eomp. malo-, adv.
malo, little, + Rossiya, Russia: see Russian.]
Little-Russian (which see, under Russian).

In Malo-Bussian, g is pronounced b, as aharod, a gar-
den. Encyc. BrU., XXII. 149.

MalpigMa (mal-pig'i-a), «. [NL. (Plumier,
1703), named after Marcello MalpigM.] A
genus of dicotyledonous polypetalous plants,

type of the natural order Malpighiacece and the
tribe Malpighiece, characterized by having an
entire 2- or 3-celled ovary, terminal free styles

with obtuse stigmas, a calyx with from 6 to 10
glands, and a drupaceous fruit with 3 crested
seeds. They are trees or shrubs with opposite leaves,

sometimes covered with stinging hairs, and red, white,
or rose-colored flowers in axillary or terminal clusters.

There are about 20 species, all natives of tropical Amer-
ica. M. glabra is the Surinam cherry, M. urens the cow-
hage-cherry, and M. paniaifoUa the Barbados cherry.

Malpighiaceae (mal-pig-i-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(A. L. de Jussieu, 1811), < MalpigMa + -aeem.]

A natural order of dicotyledonous polypetalous
plants belonging to the cohort Geramiales, typi-

_

fied by the genus Malpighia. it is characterized"

by a 5-parted calyx, some or all of the sepals usually with
two glands, by having three carpels, which are either

united or distinct, and by solitary ovules without albumen.
The order embraces 62 genera and about 600 species, most
numerous in the tropics. They are herbs or shrubs, often

climbing, with leaves usually opposite and entire, and
glandular on the stalk or under side, and yellow or red
(rarely white or blue) flowers, commonlygrowing in termi-

nal clusters.

malpighiaceous (mal-pig-i-a'shius), a. [< Mal-
pigMa + -aceous.] In hot, pertaining to or

characteristic of plants of the order Malpighia-
cece: specifically applied to hairs formed as in

the genus MalpigMa, which are attached by the
middle, and lie parallel to the surface on which
they grow.
Malpighian (mal-pig'i-an), a. [< MalpigM (see

def.) -I- -an.] Of or pertaining to Marcello
Malpighi (1628-94), an Italian anatomist and
physiologist: applied in anatomy to several

structures discovered or particularly investi-

gated by him, as follows—Malpigtiian body, one
of the glomeruli of the kidney surrounded by its capsule.

These form the terminations of the branches of the uri-

Malpighian capsule, a , with
its contained glomerulus, k.
and the beginning of the tu-
bule, d, into which it opens;

malt
niferous tubules, occur in the cortical substance of the
kidney, and are about tAi of an inch in diameter. They
are foi-med of the expanded end of the tube invaginated
by the bunch of blood-vessels constituting the glomerulus,
wliich thus are embraced in a double epithelial sac, and
the blood is separated from the lumen of the tubule by
the vascular wall and the epi-
thelium of the inner layer of
the capsule. There is reason to
think that these bodies do most
of the secretion of the water
and less important salts of the
urine, the remainder of the
work of secreting the urine be-
ing done by the epithelial cells
of the uriniferous tubules.—
Malpighlan caeca or fUa-
meuts. Same as Malpighian
(u&e«.—MalplgMan capsule.
See Malpighian body.—Mal-
pighian corpuscle. (a)AMal-
pighian body of the kidney. (Ei)

A lymphoid corpuscle of the
spleen. See corpuscle.— tHal-

glJ^l^f^rS^^te^'Sf i^l,^^^'^
the epidermis ; the stratum spi- inched ; y, termination of re-

nosum. Also called rete Malpi- nal artery; £, beginning of

pyramids, in anc^€hSv^. i^rsT
^''°"' 3«"*'^"'«-

reddish conical masses forming
the medullary part of the kidney, whose apices project into
the calyces of the pelvis of the kidney, and are called pa-
zn7te.—Malpighian tubes or vessels, certain appen-
dages of the alimentary canal of insects. They are csecal
convoluted tubes, immediately behind the posterior aper-
ture of the stomach, and are generally regarded as repre-
senting the liver. See cut under Blattidce.—Malpigman
tuft, the glomerulus, or vascular network or plexus, in a
Malpighian body.

Malpighiese (mal-pi-^'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (A.
p. de CandoUe, 1824), < 'Malpighia -i- -em.] A
tribe of plants belonging to the natural order
Malpighiaceae, of which Malpighia is the type.
It is characterized by having ten stamens, usually all per-
fect, and often with appendaged anthers; by three styles,
which are almost always distinct ; and by having carpela
inserted on the flat receptacle, distinct or united in the
fruit, and forming fleshy orwoody drupes with from one to
tliree cells.

malposition (mal-po-zish'gn), n. [< mal- -I- po-
sition.] A wrong position; a misplacement,
as of a part of the body or of a fetus.

Malpoeitions of the eye, such as squinting, are the result
of too great contraction of one of the recti muscles, usu-
ally the internal. Le Conte, Sight, p. 20.

malpractice (mal-prak'tis), n. [< mal- + prac-
tice.] 1 . Misbehavior ; evil practice

;
practice

contrary to established rules.

Fanny was almost ready to tell fibs to screen her bro-
ther's malpractices from her mamma.

TImckeray, The Kickleburys on the Rhine.

2. Specifically, bad professional treatment of
disease, pregnancy, or bodily injury, from rep-
rehensible ignorance or carelessness, or with
criminal intent.

malpractitioner (mal-prak-tish'on-6r), n. [<
mal- -{ practitioner, attev malpractice.] A phy-
sician who is guilty of malpractice.

malpresentation (mal-pre-zen-ta'shon), n. [<
F. mal- -H j^i'ssentation.] In oftstef., abnormal
presentation in childbirth, as of a shoulder.

malpropriety (mal-pro-pri'e-ti), n. [= F. mal-
propreU; a,smaUa,TiApropriety.] Want of prop-
er condition; slovenliness; dirtinesf. [Rare.]

The whole interior had a harmonious air of sloth, stupid-
ity, and malpropriety. E. Eggleston, The Graysons, xviL

malskert, v. i. [ME. malskren, malscren, mas-
ken; < AS. *malscran, in verbal n. maUcrung
(= OHGr. mascrunc), fascination ; cf . OS. malsk,
proud, = Goth. *malsks, foolish.] To wander.
The ledez of that lyttel toun wern lopen out for drede,
In-to that Tmdserande mere, marred bylyue.

Alliterative Poems, (ed. Morris), ii. 991.

He hade missed^is mayne & malskrid a-boute,
& how the werwolf wan him bi with a wilde hert.

William ofPaieme (B. E. T. S.), 1. 416.

malstick (m&l'stik), n. See mahlsUck.

malstrom, n. See maelstrom.
malti (mWt), n. and a. [Formerly also mault,

Sc. maut; < ME. malt, < AS. mealt(= OS. malt
= D. mout = MLG. molt, malt = OHG. MHG.
G. malz= lcel. Dan. Sw. malt; cf. F. malt= Sp.

Pg. It. malto, < Teut.), < meltan (pret. mealt)^

melt, dissolve: see melt.] I. n. 1. Grain in
which, by partial germination, arrested at the
proper stage by heat, the starch is converted
into saccharine matter (grape-sugar), the un-
fermented solution of the latterbeingthe sweet-
wort of the brewer. By the addition of hops, and the
subsequent processes of cooling, fermentation, and clari-

flcation, the wort is converted into porter, ale, or beer.

The alcoholic fermentation of the wort, without the ad-

dition of hops, and distillation yield crude whisky. Ear-
ley is the grain most used for malting in the manufac-
ture of beer ; but wheat, rye, and other grains are largely

malted for whisky. Barley yields about 92 per cent, of
its weight of dried malt.



malt
Some make the Egyptians first inuenters of Wine . . .

and of Beere, to which end they first made Mavlt of Bar-
ley for such places as wanted Grapes.

Purclias, Pilgrimage, p. 682.

The ale shall ne'er be brewin o' nuiU.
The Mnchanted Sing (Child's Ballads, III. B3).

2. Liquor produced from malt, as ale, porter,
or beer.

Soho suld haif found me meil and mait
Johrde Ammtrang (Child's Ballads, VI. 48).

Blown malt, malt dried in a kiln in which the heat is
raised quickly to 100° F., and then lowered. It is so call-
«dfrom its distended appearance. Encyc. Brit.— Malt-
<!leailllLg maclllue, in a brewery, a form Oi grain-cleaner
for freeing barley, previous to malting, from all extraneous
-substances, such as other grain, seeds of grass and weeds,
^ust, and foul matters; a cleaning and sorting macliine.

II. a. Pertaioingto, containing, ormade with
malt— Malt Uauor, a general term for an alcoholic
beverage produced merely by the fermentation of malt,
as opposed to

"

or mash.
as opposed to those obtained by the distillation of malt

malt^ (malt), V. [< malt^, m.] I. trans. To con-
vert (grain) into malt. The steps in the process of
malting are four : First, steeping in water from twenty-
four to forty hours, by which the grain takes up from 10
to 30 per cent, of water, swells, and begins to germinate.
Second, couching, in which the steeped grain is piled in
lieaps on a fioor, usually made of flagstones, and wherein
the growth ofthe rootlets is aided by heat generated in the
mass. Third, flooring, in which the germinating grain is

spread upon a floor in charges called ^or£, and stirred to
expose it to air, and in which the growth of the rootlets
is checked and the germination of the acrospires is car-

Tied to the desired limit. Fourth, drying, in which the
germination is completely arrested by heat in a malt-kiln.
The maltster decides, from the length and appearance of
the acrospires as to when the conversion of the starch has
Tjeen carried to the right limit. The dried acrospii'es and
the rootlets are broken off by handling in the kiln, and
are removed by sifting. The chemical changes effected

l)y the partial germination and subsequent treatment of
the grain are chiefly the conversion of the azotized sub-
stances into diastase, the conversion of the starch into
grape-sugar by the action of the diaatase, and the impart-
ing of color and flavor to the malt in the kiln. The malt
is either pale or dark in color, according to the degree of
heat and the length of time it is exposed to heat in the
&iln; and a peculiar flavor is derived from empyreumatic
oil generated in the husk.

II. intrans. 1. To become malt; be converted
into malt.

To house it green . . . will make it maM worse.
Jforfim^r, Husbandry.

Z. To drink malt liquor. [Humorous or low.]

She drank nothing lower than Cnra9oa,
Maraschino, or pink Noyau,
And on principle never malud.

Hood, Miss EUmansegg, Her Birth.

Well, for my part, I maZts. Marryat, Jacob Faithful.

malt^t. An obsolete preterit of meZti. Chaucer.

maltalentf (mal'ta-leut), n. [Also maletalent;

< ME. maletalent, < OF. maltalent, ill-humor,

anger; as mal- + talent.l Evil disposition or
inclination; ill-wUl; resentment; displeasure;
epleen.

Wax he rody for shame, and loked on hym with rtwl-

talent, and yef thei hadde be a-lone he wolde with hym
haue foughten. Merlin (E. B. T. S.), iii. 586.

As she that hadde it al to-rent,

For angre and for maltalent.
Rom. of the Rose, 1. 330.

So forth he went
With heavy look and lumpish pace, that plaine

In him bewraid great grudge and Tnalt^dent.

Spenser, F. Q., III. iv. 61.

That is the lot of them that the Black Douglas bears
malialeiit against. Scott, Fair Maid of Perth, xii.

maltalentivet, a. [ME. maletalentif, < OF. mal-

talentif, < maltalent, ill humor, anger : see mal-

talent.'] Angry; resentful.

And [they] ronne to-geder wroth and maletalent^ that

oon argein that other, and that oon desiraunt of pris and
honour, and that other covetouse. to a-venge hys shame
and his harme. Xerlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 338.

malt-liaril (mfllt'bam), n. Same as malt-house.

malt-drier {mklf&n"iT), n. An apparatus for

artificially drying malt in order to arrest the

process of germination andthe chemical change
in the constituents of the grain. -B. JS. Knight.

malt-dust (mfi.lt 'dust), n. The refuse of malt

after brewing; spent malt.

Malt-dust is an active manure frequently used as a top-

dressing, especially for fruit trees in pots.

JEncyc. Brit., XII. 233.

malter (mil'tfer), «. Same as maUste): [Bare.]

Maltese (m^l-tes' or-tez'), a. and to. i<Malta (<

L. Melita, Melite, Gr. Me/U-n?) (see def.) + -ese.l

I. a. Pertaining to Malta, an island in the Med-
iterranean, formerly belonging to the Knights
Hospitalers or Knights of Malta (1530-1798),

afterward to France, and since 1800 to Great

Britain, or to the group of islands of which
it is the chief Kaltese cat, dog, stone, etc. See

the nouns.— Maltese cross. See cross <tf Malta, under

eross^.
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II. TO. 1. A native or an inhabitant of the
island of Malta.— 2. The language spoken by
the natives of Malta. Its chief element is a
corrupt form of Arabic mixed with Italian.

malt-extract (mait'eks'trakt), n. A concen-
trated unfermented infusion of malt. It is used
in medicine in cases where it is desirable to

further the nutrition.

malt-floor (mMt'flor), TO. 1. A perforated iron or
tile floor in the chamber of a malt-kiln, through
which the heat ascends from the furnace below,
and dries the grain laid upon it.— 2. A floor

on which grain is spread to undergo partial

germination in the process of malting.— 3. A
charge of grain spread on a floor of a malt-house
to undergo partial germination. See mMt and
malting.

maltha (mal'tha), TO. [< L. maltha (see def.),

< Gr. luMa, /idMrj, a mixture of wax and pitch

used for calking ships.] A bituminous sub-
stance midway in consistency between asphal-
tum and petroleum. From its tarry appearance, it

is sometimes called miner(d tatr; it is the or&a of the Mex-
ican Spanish. By the Romans the word maXika was used
as tile name of various cements, stuccos, and other prepa-
rations of a similar kind employed for repairing cisterns,

roofs, etc., and of some of these what is now known as
nuMha,, or some other form of bitumen, in all probability
constituted a part. Asphaltum and maltha were also used
from the earliest times (as stated in Genesis with regard
to the building of the Tower of Babel) for the same pur-
pose for which our common mortal' is employed, namely
to bind together stones and bricks.

malthe^t, ». [ML., < L. maltlia : see maltha.']

Mortar; cement.
Convenient it is to knowe, of bathes
. . . what maUhes hoote and colde
Are able, ther as chynyng clifte or scathe is

To make it hoole.
PallaMia, Hnsbondrie(E. E. T. S.), p. 11.

Malthe^ (mal'the), to. [NL., < Gr. fidWrj oi /idX-

6a, a fish so named, supposed by some to have
been the angler, Lophitts.] A genus of pedicu-
late fishes, typical of the family Malfheidce; the
bat-fishes. M. vespertilio inhabits tropical seas.

See cuts under bat-fish,

maltbeid (mal'thf-id), a. and to. I. a. Pertain-
ing to or having the characters of the Maltheidce.

II. TO. A fish of the family Maltheidce.

Maltheidse (mal-the'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,< ilfaZ<Ae2

+ 4dkB.] Afamily ofpediculate fishes with bran-
chial apertures in the superior axilla of the pec-
toral fins, the anterior dorsal ray in a cavity
overhung by the anterior margin of the fore-

head, the mouth subterminal or inferior, and
the lower jaw generally received within the up-
per ; the bat-fishes. It includes marine fishes

of remarkable aspect, representing two sub-
families, Malfheince and Halieutceince.

maltheiform (mal'the-i-form), a. Eesembling
in form a fish of the genus Malthe.

Maltheilise (mal-thf-i'ne), TO. pi. [NL., < Mal-
the^ + -incB.] A subiamily of Maltheidce, having
the body divided into a cordiform disk and a
stout caudal portion, the frontal region ele-

vated, and the snout more or less attenuated.
It includes a few American marine forms in-

habiting shallow water.

maltheine (mal'thf-in), a. and ». [< Malthe^
+ -JTOel.] I. a. Pertaining to the Maltheince,

or having their characters.

II. TO. A bat-fish of the subfamily Maltheince.

maltheoid (mal'the-oid), a. and ». I. a. Hav-
ing the form or characters of the Maltheidce.

II. TO. A fish of the family Maltheidce; a mal-
theid.

malt-horse (malt'h6rs), TO. A horse employed
in grinding malt by working a treadmill or

winch; hence, a slow, heavy horse.

Mome, malt-horse, capon, coxcomb, idiot, patch

!

Shai., C. of E., iii. 1. 32.

He 1 why, he has no more judgment than a maU-hxyrse.

B. Jomstm, Every Man in his Humour, i. 4.

malt-house (m&lt'hous), «. [< MB. malthous, <
AS. mealthus, < mealt, malt, + hits, house.] A
house in which malt is made.
Malthusiau (mal-thii'si-an), a. and to. [< Mal-
thus (see dei.) + -ian.] 1. a. Of or pertaining
to the Bev. T. B. Malthus (1766-1834), an Eng-
lish economist, or to the doctrines set forth in
his "Essay on the Principle of Population."
In this work he first made prominent the fact that popu-
lation, unless hindered by positive checks, as wars, fam-
ines, etc., or by preventive checks, as social customs that
prevent early marriage, tends to increase at a higher
rate than the means of subsistence can, under the most
favorable circumstances, be made to increase. As a rem-
edy he advocated the principle that society should aim
to diminish the sum of vice and misery, and check the
growth of population, by the discouragement of early and
improvident marriages, and by the practice of moral self-

restraint.

malulella

II. TO. A follower of Malthus; a believer in

Malthusianism.
Malthusianism (mal-thu'si-an-izm), TO. [< MaU
thusian + -ism.] The theory of the relation of

population to means of subsistence taught by
Malthus. See Malthusian, a.

maltine (martin), TO. \;<maUl + 4neK] A me-
dicinal preparation made by digesting sprout-

ing malt in water, expressing the solution,

precipitating with alcohol, and drying the

precipitate, which is impure diastase.

malting (mal'ting), TO. [Verbal n. of malt^, v.]

1. The artificial production of germination in

grain for the purpose of converting its starch

into the greatest possible amount of sugar, as a

preparation for brewing, or the conversion by
fermentation of this sugar into alcohol.

Malting consists of four processes, steeping, couching,

fiooring, and kUn-drying. Sncyc. Brit., IV. 267.

2. A place where malting is carried on. [Bare

and inaccurate.]

The town also possesses brass foundries, maMngs, lime-

kilns, and brickyards. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 606.

malt-kiln (maifkU), to. A heated chamber in

which malt is dried to check germination, some
kilns are fitted with machinery for stirring the malt on the

floor of the kiln, this mechanism being called umalt-tumy-

er. A smaller apparatus with mechanical devices for stir-

ring the malt is commonly known as a malt-drier.

malt-mad (m&lt'mad), a. Maddened with

drink; addicted to drink ; drunken.

These English are so malt-mad, there's no meddling
with 'em. Fletcher, Pilgrim, iii. 7.

maltman (m&lt'man), to.
;
pi. maltmen (-men).

A maltster. Gascbigne, Steele Glas, 79.

malt-master (mait'mas"t6r), ». A master malt-

ster.

If the poor cannot reach the price, the wwzftwwMter wilL
Rev. T. Adams, Works, II. 246. (Dmies.)

malt-miU (mWt'mil), to. A mill for grinding
malt.

maltose (m&l'tos), to. [< mali^ + -ose.] A sugar
(C12H22O11 + HgO) which forms hard white
crystals, is directly fermented by yeast, and is

closely like dextrose in its properties. It is pro-
duced from starch paste by the action of malt
or diastase.

malt-rake (mait'rak), to. An implement for
stirring malt on the floor of a malt-kiln. A hoe-
shaped part scrapes the grain from the floor, and it falls

through fingers set above and behind the hoe.

maltreat (mal-tref ), t). <. [<.maU + treat.] To
treat ill; abuse; treat roughly, rudely, or with
unMndness.
Yorick indeed was never better served in his life ;—but

it was a little hard to maltreat him after, and plunder him
after he was laid in his grave.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ii. 17.

maltreatment (mal-tret'ment), TO. [< maltreat-
+ -ment.] The act of maltreating, or the con-
dition of being maltreated; ill treatment; ill

usage; abuse.
malt-screen (mait'skren), «. A machine for
freeing malt or barley from foreign matters.
maltster (malt'stfer), to. [< ME. maltster; < malt^
+ -ster.] A maker of or dealer in malt. Barely
also malter.

malt-surrogate (mait'sur"o-gat), «. Any sub-
stitute, as corn, potatoes, rice, or potato-starch,
used in the manufacture of beer in place of a
part of the malt required for the normal manu-
facture.

malt-tea (mait'te), to. The liquid infusion
of the mash in brewing; water impregnated
with the valuable part of the malt, leaving
behind the husks or grains. See grain^, 6, and
wort^.

malt-turner (mait'ter"n6r), TO. A mechanical
device for turning malt as it is heated in the
Mln. See malt-kiln, and compare malt-rake.
maltwormf (mait'wSrm), n. A person addicted
to the use of malt liquor.

Then doth she trowle to me the bowle.
E'en as a mauLt-warme sholde.
Bp. Still, Gammer Gurton's Needle, ii. (song).

I am joined with . . . none of these mad, mustai^iio,
purple-hued rmlt-worrm. Shak., 1 Hen. rv., ii. 1. 83.

malty (mal'ti), a. [< malfi- + -^1.] Pertain-
ing to, composed of, or produced from malt.
Baclcward and forward rush mysterious men with no

names, who fly about all those particular parts of the
country on which Doodle is . . . throwing himself in an
auriferous and maUy shower. Dickens, Bleak House, xL

malulella (mal-ti-lel'a), TO.; -pi. malulellcB (-§).

[NL. (Packard, iSSB)',' double dim. of L. mala,
jaw : see malar.] An appendix of the front edge
of the inner stipes of the deutomala of a myria-
pod. See deutomala.



malnlffHa
DiSamitiated from the front edge of tbe inner tiOpes

\ai the deatonuU of a mniapod] is a pieee nsnjJIy Beptr
rated ^ sator^ which, as we nndentand it, is the stiliis
nngnilis of Meinert; it is oar moIiiIcBa.
^S.J'ackttrd,Pmc.Amet.tldio&.Soc.,laae,JSeS,p. 300.

Tnalwm (mslain). It.; pL mala (-15). [L., an
evil, neut. of mains, eiil, bad: seemal, maUS,
wfice, etc.] In loir, an evil—Malum in se. a
Mimgnnlawfnl becanse an erfl in itteU.—Malnm pro-
InlJUiiii, a pndilbited wrong ; an act wrong because lai-
iMdden bf law.

malnret, ». piE., < OF. maUwr, majeure, ma-
Imre, F. malheur. misfortune, < mal (< L. malus),
bad, + heur, < L. augurium, Inek: see auguri/.']
Misfortune.

1 woful wight fal of mahare.
Tte Ide qf Ladia,L eOL

malnredt, a. [Early mod. K mdleurwd; < aa-
lure + -ed2.] m-fortnned.

Malt rryd was yonr fals oitent
For to offend your pre^ydent,
Yoor sonenTne lora most reoezen^
Toot tod, your brother, and yoorB«g«it.

SkMioL, lament againste the Scottes, L ili

Malmins (mal-u-n'ne). k. pL [XL., <Malu-
na+ -«"««.] Agroup of oseine x>asserine birds.
commonly referred to the faimly Si/lcHda or
LusdnUdtB, typified by the genus Malurus; the
soft-tailed warblers. They are chancterisUc of the
Anstzalian region, and inclnde some at the most beaatifnl
oCwazbleis. llioGeoftheremaifeablegeDDsSl^p&urusaze
known as emu-tcrens. (See cutnnds Si^iturug.) The lim-
its of the groop are not wcfl defined, and the teim is used
with Tuying latitude by diffetoifc wiitas.

malmine (mal'n-rin), a. Belonging to or hav-
ing the characters of the Malutvue.
Feriia^ tbemost cnrioosezamideot the fiuijunne birds

is tbe beaatifnl Uttle Ijnen wren.
J. G. Wood, nins. Xat. Hist, II. 271.

maluronst, a. [ME. *maluroas, maJerous, < OF.
makurog. maleurous, maleureus, etc., F. malhevr-
reHX, unfortunate,unhappy, wretehed,< siafeur,
misfortune: see malvre^ Wretched; wicked.

Iff I tiiaim fn--gatte I were naUrota.
Bam. t^Fwrtmay (R. ^ T. a.\l. 6173.

Malnms (maJn'ms), n. [Nli., for *Malaeur>i.>
< Gr. iiaAoKoc, soft, + ovpa, taiL] The typical
genus of MaUirifUB, founded by VieiHot in 1816.
The type-speeies is Jf. eyanais of Australia, a
Teryb^ntifDl little bird known as the superb
warbler or blue icren.

MalYA (mSl'va), n. [Sli. (Malpighi, 1675), < L.
malra, mallow: see mallow.'] A genus of di-

cotyledonous x>olypetalous plants belonging to
the natural order Malcaceee, the mallow family,
tiie tribe Malcete, and.the subtribe Eumaireee.
It is characterjaed by havii^ the st^^ sUgmatons along
the inn^ sides, by three distinct bracUets growing be-
neath the caly^ uid by carpus which are naked within
and have no beaks. About 16 qieeies are known, natives
d the tempetate regions of the Old Wocld and of 2<(Hth
Ammca. Th^ are habs with leaves which are nsnally
aogolariy lobed or dissected, and purple^ rose-adored, or
wute flowers with emarginate petals,growing in the axil 5,

either solltaij or in dnsters. The name mSOaw belongs
peculiarly, thoogh not exclaslT^, to this genos. See
iiuiSow and cAflGse-cafte, 3l

Malvaces (mal-va'sf-e), n. pU [XLi. (A. Ii. de
Jussieo, 1789), fem. pL of L. maha/xus, mal-
vaceous: see malvaceoiis and -aeete.'] A large
order of dicotyledonous polypetalons plants
belonging to tiie cohort Malrales, typified by
the genus Malta, and characterized by mona-
delphons stamens with one-celled anthers.
They are herfa% rfimhCj or trees with altonate leaves,
which are entire, mnch divided, or palmatety lobed, and
regular five-parted fiowezs, almost always showy, and
orally porple, rase-o^cxed, or yellow. The mufcsm
character ai the order is to aboond in mmnlage and to be
totally destitDte <A all unwholesome qualities ; many are
cultivated fcr ornament, and many othexs are used medi-
cinally. The cotbon-plant, Gosg^pium, betoigs to this
<Hda', as do also the h^ybock, ^e hibiscus the abutilon,
and nearly aU the plants called mallows. The orda em
braces 64 genera and laat^ than 800 specie^ found evory-
whoe throoghont the wcKld, cxeegt inthe arctic r^ioos.

malTaceons (mal-va' shins), a. [< L. malra^
eeus, of mallows, < mafec, mallow: see maUowJ]
Pertaining or belonging to the order MalraeetE,
or mallow family.

Malvales (mal-va^es), n. pi. [Xlj. (Undley,
1833), < Ii. malva, maUow: see Matca.] A co-

hort (alliance of Lindley) of dicotyledonous
polypetalons plants belonging tothe first series,

TltalamiflorcB. It is characterized by the valvaie calyx-

lobes or sepals, which are five in nninber, rarely fewer;

by having tiie petals as many as the s^ials or sometimes
wanting ; by stamens which are indefinite in nombs or
monadelphous ; and by an ovary with &om three to an
ii^efinite number of c^ls, rarely fewer. Hie colmt un-
braces 3 orders, Maltame, SkretiUaeax, and TtSaeece.

malTasia (mal-va-se'a), ». [It.: see moZmsey.]
Originally, a wine of Xapoli di Malyasia in uie
Morea, Greece ; now, a name given also to some
other mnes, especially to certain Italian and
Sicilian wines, as to a brand of Marsala, of
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gimilar quality, sweet and somewhat heady.
See malmsey.
MalTastmni (mal-yas'tmm), n. [XL. lA^a
Gray, 1848), < Maha + Gr. arrpov, star (aUnding
to flie stai-Uke arrangement of the bracts}.]
A large genus of plants of the order Malcar-
eea, tribe Malcece, and subtribe Eumaltete; the
false mallows, it is charact^iaed by styles which are
bian<died at the apex and have terminal capitate stigmas,
and by from one to three distinct biactlets under the
calyx, or the latter sometimes wantjiig. They are tall <a
low faerb^ with leaves which are divided, <ff entire and
cordate, and scarlet, orange, or yellow flowers, which are
axillary or grow in t^minal sp&es. There are aboat 80
species, growing in Kosth and South America, and in Af-
rica, ^ee hoiUnff-ttoek.

Halves (mal've-e), n. ph [NL. (Endlicher,
1836), < Malva ( -ete."] A tribe of plants of the
order Malraeea, characterized by the columns
of stamens being anther-bearing at the apex,
the styles having asmanybranches as there are
carpels, and the cotyledons foliaceous and va-
Bously folded. -Die tribe, of whichMalm is the type,
embraces 34 genera and aboat 400 species. To it belong
many of tiie important plants of the order.

malversatioil (mal-ver-sa'shon), n. [< F. mal-
tersation = Sp. maltiersaaon= Pg. malBersa^ao,
evil conduct, < L. male, badly, + rersatio{n-),
a turning, < rergari, turn about, occupy one-
self: see conrerse, conrersatioH.'} Evil eon-
duct ; fraudulent or tricky dealing; especially,
misbehavior in an office or employment, as by
fraud, breach of trust, extortion, etc.

A man turned out of his emploiyment . . . for malver-
latum in a/Bix. Burix, On Fox's East India BilL

malTesiet, malvesyet, mklTyseyt, n . Middle
Knglish forms of malmsey.
malvoisie, n. [F. : see malmsey.] Same as
malmsey.
maml (mam), n. A colloquial or vulgar ab-
breviation of mama.

It began to qieake and can him dad andh^nuini.
Greene, Dargatos and Fkwnia (laSSX

mam^, ». Same as ma'am, contraction ofmadam.
Tnama.^ Tnamtnal (ma-Tna.^ nrina^wiajj n. [Prop.
mama, bat more commonly mamma, in simnla-
tion of the L. form; also in dim. or childish
form mammy (q. v.), and abbr. fnani (see tnainl);

= D. G. mama = Sp. mama= It. mamma = (witi
a nasalvowel) F. maman^ Pg. mamae, mother,
mama ; = Bnlg. Pol. Buss, mama, mother, =
Albanian mome. mother, mamie, nurse, = L.
mamma, mother, grandmother, nurse, = Gr.
fid/ifia, /id/i/a/, later also fia/i/iaia, mother, grand-
mother, noise, ua/ijiia, mother; =Pers. mama,
mother; eL IiEarathi mdmd, a maid-servant;
prop, a child's term for 'mother,' being the
meaninglessinfantile articulationma ma adopt-
ed (out of many similar infantile articulations)

by mothers, nurses, etc., as if the infantfs name
for itsmother or nurse, and so later used by the
child. The simple syllable ma is also used (see
mflS) ; even a Gr. fia appears for par/ip, fi^rnip.

Gtpapa, dad^ {dadda). .similarly developed; of.

Huid. mdmd, maternal uncle; western Aus-
tralian mamman, father. A similar word is

usedtomean 'breast ' : see mamma^.] Mother

:

a word used chiefly in address and fatmiliaT in-

tercourse, especisJly by and with infants, chil-

dren, and young people.

When the babe fihaH . . . begin to tattle and call hir
jramoia. Lyly, E^mes (ed. Arber), p. 129.

neas'd Cupid heard, and check'd his Mother's Itide

:

And who's blind now. Mamma, the Urchin ciy'd-

Prior, Venus MlstakeiL

A dog bespoke a sacking Iamb
That us'd a she-goat as her dam,
" Tou little fool, why, how you baa.

This goat is not your own mamma."
C. Smart, tr. of Phadrus (1765), p. 115.

mamalnke (mam'a-lnk), n. See mameluke.

mamblet, r. i. [< IfE. mamelen, var. momelen,
nmmble: see mumble.] To talk indistinetly;

mumble.
Adam, while he spaknou^ had paradys at wHle

;

Ac whan he mameted aboute mete, and ent^meted to

knowe
Thewisdom and thewitte of God, he was put fram blisse.

PienPlotrman(B). xL 408.

Thf Almigh^ . . . could rather be Contenttheangdlof
the church a£ Laodicea
should be quite cold,

than in sucharaamAifen^
of profession.

Bp. HaU, dirisiian Mode-
[ralion, iL 2.

mambrino (mam-
bre'no), n. A name
given to the iron

hat (ehapel-de-fer),

derived &om its re-

semblance to the y Mambciao, rjtb cemtiiiT

TnaTTiiTia

barber's basin in "Don Quixote." ArchcBoL
Inst. Jour., Vm. 319.

mamelf, r. t. A variant of mamble.
mamelon (mam'e-lon), n. [< F. mamelon, nip-
ple, teat, pap, a small conical hill, < mameOe,
the breast, < L. mamma, the breast : see mam-
ma-.] A sniall hill or mound with a round
top; a hemispherical elevation: so called from
its resemblance to a woman's breast.

Onr tents were pitched on another mamelon, some dis-
tance from the ca^e.

W. B. MuseO, Diary in India, EL 201.

inamelnco (mam-e-lo'ko), H. [Pg. (in Brazil),
lit. a mameluke: see mameluke.] In Brazil,
the ofispring of a white and a negro, or a white
and a Brazilian Indian.

I have seen the white merchant the negro husband-
man, the mam^veo, the mulatto, and tbe Indian, all sit-

ting side by side. BotE^ Brazil, p. O.

mamelnke (mam'e-luk), n. [Formerly also
mamaluke, mamelutSc, mamlouk, mamloek;mamo-
loJce, mamelak, mamelek, memlook, etc. ; < F.
mamalue, now mamebA = Sp. Pg. mamelueo =
It. mammalueo r= Turk, mamelek, < At, mamluk,
a purchased slave, a mamelnke, < malaka, pos-
ses.s.] 1. Any male servant or slave, usually a
Circassian, belonging to the household or the
retinue of a bey.

In TuAey, it was the custom in the booses of the great
tohave a nnmber of yoimg men,who in Egypt were called
Mttmebiiee, after thatgallant corps had been destroyed.

B. Curzon, Monast. in the Levant, p. 5&

2. [cap.] A member of a corps of cavalry for-

merly existing in Egypt, whose chiefs were
lon^ the sovereign rulers of the country. They
origmated with a body of Min^elians, Turks, and other
slavey who were s(dd by Jengfaiz Ehan to the Egyptian
saltan in the thirteenth c^itury. About 1^1 they estab-
lished their goremment in Egypt by making one of their
own niunber sultan. Their government was overthrown
bySelim L of Turkey in 1517, bat the; formed part of the
Egyptian army imta 1811, when Mehemet All desboyed
most of than by a general massacre.

And as we come out of thebotewewerereceyvedbyye
Mamoluitx and Sanasyns, and pat into an olde cane, by
name and tale, there sciytian ener wrytyng oar names
man by man as we oitred in the presens of the sayd
Lordes. Sir R. Guylforde, Fylgrymage, p. 16.

Mameluke bey, one of the Mamelnke rulers of ^ypt
TSis SQTile rulers known as numufuiv hei/a, and to the

Egyptians as ghngy
R. F. Burton, Arabian Nights, T. 12, not&

mamerit,!). lME.,<.OF.maliomerie,ma]iommerie,
mdkonnerie, meomerie, etc., a Mohammedan or
other temple, a pagantemple,Mahometry, < Ma-
homet, etc., Mitbomet, Mohammed: see mammet,
maumet.] A pagan temple.

Aboute the time of mid dai
Out of a mameri a sal

Sarasins com gret foisotm,
I3iat hadde anonred here Mahonn.

Beuet of Hamlaun, p. 51. (HaBarM.^

Tnamilla mamillary, etc. See mammilla, etc.

Mamillaiia (mam-i-l&'ri'^), n. [NL. (Haworth,
1812), so called in allnSon to the protuber-
ances on the stem; < L. mamUla, breast, nip-
ple : see mammiBa.] A genus of CaetaeetB, the
caetnsfemily, and of the tribe £cWfiococtoF. it
is characterized by a short stem, with the flowers in the
axils of the tnbracl^ which are mammiform, elongated
or angular, rarely uniting to form a fleshy ridge, and have
a cushion-like apex, bearing a tuft of radiating ^ines;
the flowers are nsnally arranged in a transverse aone, and
have an immersed smooth ovary. About 360 species are
known, natives of Mexico, though some are found in the
sonthern part of the United States, Brazil, Bolivia, and the
West Indies. The plants rarely exceed 6 or 8 inches in
h^ht. The stems are simple, tufted, globaee, or cylin-
drical, and covered with tubercle^&om the axils ofwhich
arise a zone of whiter yellow, red, or rose-colored flowers,

which reinain open during the day only, and are frequent-
ly large and showy. See n^ple-eaelia.

mamisht, o. [Origin obscure.] Foolish; eftemi-
nate. Itavies.

But why urge I this? KonebutstHnefnafmsft monsters
can question it. Bp. BaO, Works, V. 461.

mammal, „. See mama.
mammal (mam'a), ». [L. mamma (> It. mamma
= Sp. Pg. mama~ij. dim. mamUla, > P. mameOe=
AS. mamme) = Gr. fo/iu^, the breast, pap. See
mama.] 1. PL mamma (-e). The mammary
gland and associated structures; the charac-
teristie oi^an of the class Mammalia, which
in the female secretes milk for the nourish-

ment of the young; a breast or udder. The
mamma is essentially a conglomerate gland, consisting

of lobes and lobules, secreting milk, which is conveyed
from the tiltimate ramifications of Ihe organ by a sys-

tem of converging lactiferous or galactophorous ducts,

to be discharged through one or several main orifices

at the sommit of the g^and, where is the nipple ormam-
milla. The mamma is subcutaneous and may be re-

garded as a highly developed and specialized sebaceous
follif^e. "Mammal vary mnch in ntnnber and position:
they may be % ^ 6, 8, to 12 or more, usually an even
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number, being paired, and may be pectoral, axillary, ven-
tral or abdominal, or inguinal. They are sometimes quite
high on the sides of the animal, but are never dorsaL
An appa ently single and median mamma, aa the udder
ol the cow, results from the coalescence of as many mam-
msB as there are teats. In marsupials they are contained
lu the pouch, and may be circularly or irregularly dis-
posed, or of odd number. In monotremes they are de-
void of a nipple, whence the name Amasta for these ani-
mals. The mamma develops at puberty, and comes into
functional activity during gestation. The structure is
common to both sexes, but as a rule remains rudimentary
and tunctionless in the male.

2. \cap.'\ A genus of sea-snails of the family
Natieidce. Klein, 1753.

mammal (mam'al), a. and n. [= OF. mam-
mal = Sp. mamal = Pg. mamal, mammal = It.

mammale, n.; < NL. mawmaZe, a mammal, neut.
of LL. mammalis, of the breast, < L. mamma,
the breast: see mamma^.'] I. a. Having breasts
or teats ; mammiferous.

II. n. An animal of the class Mammalia.—
Aerial mammals, the bats.—Age of mammals, the
Tertiary period in geology.

Mammalia (ma-ma'lia), n. pi. [NL. (so. ani-
malia), neut. pi. of JAj'.'mammalis (neut. sing, as
a noun, mammale), of the breast: see mammal.'}
In ^067., the highest class of Vertebrata, con-
taining all those animals which suckle their
young, and no others; mammiferous animals;
the mammals. With the exception of the lowest sub-
class, the monotremes or Ornithodelphia, which lay eggs
like birds, Majnrrmlia are viviparous, bringing forth their
young alive ; and, with the same exception, the mammary
gland is provided with a nipple for the young to suck.
They have no gills, but breathe air by means of lungs,
which are primitively an offset of the alimentary canal.
Theblood iswarm ; the heart is completelyfour-chambered
or quadrilocular, with two auricles and two ventricles;
and its right and left sides are entirely separate after birth,
when the arterial and venous circulation and the pulmo-
nary and systemic vessels become differentiated! The
heart and lungs are situated in the thoracic cavity, which
is completely shut off from the abdomen by a muscular
diaphragm. The aorta is single and sinistral, curving
over the left bronchus. The blood contains red circular
non-nucleated blood-disks and white blood-coi-puscles.
The brain has large cerebral hemispheres, which are more
or less extensively united by commissures, especially by a
corpus callosum, which when well developed roofs over
more or less of the lateral ventricles. The skull has two
occipital condyles and an ossified basioccipital. The lower
jaw, composed of a pair of simple mandibular rami, is di-
rectly articulated by a convex condyle with the glenoid
fossa of the squamosal. The malleus and incus become
specialized auditory ossicles, lodged like the stapes in the
cavityof the tympanum. (See Malleifera.) Limbs are al-

ways present. There are ordinarily two pairs, anterior and
posterior, or pectoral and pelvic, but the latter are some-
times aborted, as in cetaceans and sirenians. The ankle-
joint, if there is one, is always formed between crural and
tarsal bones, and is never mediotarsal. The body is usu-
ally more or less hairy, sometimes naked, rarely scaly or
withabony exoskeleton. The classMammalia is definitely
circumscribed, no transitional forms being known. It has
been subdivided in various ways. LinnEeus had 7 orders,
Primates, Bruta, Ferte, Glires, Pecora, Belluce, and Cefe,

with 40 genera in all. Cuvier made the 9 orders BiTnana,
Quadrumana, Camaria, Marmpiata, JRodentia, Edentata,
Pachydermata, Buminardia, and Cetacea. Owen divided
Mammalia primarily into 4 subclasses, according to the
character of the brain, and 14 orders, as follows ; Archen'-
cephala—Bimana; Oyrencephala— Quadrumana, Cami-
vora, Artiodactyla, Perissodactyla, Proboscidia, Sirenia, Ce-
tacea; Idisenceplwla—Bruta, CMroptera, Insectivora, Ro-
dentia; LyencepTiala^Marsujnalia, Monotremata. Dana's
prime divisions correspQnd to Owen's by other names,
Arctwntia, Megasthena, Microsthena, and Ooticoidea. In
1872 Gill arranged mammals in 3 subclasses and 14 orders,
as follows : subclass Monodetphia, containing all placental
mammals, orders Primates, Ferx, Ungvlata, Toxodontia
(fossil), Hyracoidea, Proboseldea, Sirenia, Cete, in one se-

ries EducaMlia, and Chiroptera, Insectivora, Glires, Bruta,
in a second series In^ducdl^ia; subclass JHdelphia, the
implacental mammals, order Marsupi(Uia alone ; subclass
OmUhodelphia, the oviparous mammals, order Monotre-
mata alone. This is substantially the classification now
almost universally current, but it is exclusive of certain
fossil groups which require ordinal rank. The families of
mammals now recognized are about 160 in number, the
genera nearly 1,000; the living species are about 3,250.

Remains of mammals abound in all Tertiary deposits, and
a few forms have been found in Mesozoic beds. Also
called Manvmifera and Molleifera.

mammalian (ma-ma'lian), a. and n. [< mam-
mal + -ja».] I. a. Of or pertaining to the
Mammalia or mammals.

II. n. An animal of the class Mammalia;
a mammal.
mammaliferous (mam-a-lif'e-rus), a. [< NL.
mammale, a mammal, -I- L. ferre = E. Jearl.]

In geol., bearing mammals ; containing mam-
malian fossils, or the remains of Mammalia:
as, mammaliferous strata.

mammalogical (mam-a-loj'i-kal), a. [< mmn-
malog-y + -ic-al.} Of or pertaining to mam-
malogy. Owen, Class. Mammalia, p. 34.

mammalogist (ma-mal'o-jist), n. [< mam-
malog-y + -ist.'] A student of the Mammalia;
one who is versed in the science of mammal-
ogy ; a therologist. Also mastologist.

mammalogy (ma-mal'o-ji), n. [= Sp. mama-
logia, < NL. mammale, a mammal, + Gr. -Tioyia,
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< /"iyew, speak: see-otojr^.] Thesoientificknow-
ledge of mammals; the science of the Mamma-
lia; therology.

mammary (mam'a-ri), a. [= P. mammaire =
Sp. Pg. mammario, < NL. mammarius, < L.
mamma, the breast: see mamma'^.'] Of or
pertaining to a mamma or breast: as, a mam-
mary artery,vein, nerve, duct, etc. ; a mammary
structure—Mammary fetus, gestation, gland. See
the nouns.

mammate (mam'at), o. [< L. mammatus, having
breasts, < mamma, breast: see mamma"^.} Hav-
ing mammes or breasts.

mammato-cumulus (ma-ma'to-kn'mu-lus), n.

A name given by Ley to a cumulus cloud when
it has afestoonedappearance : calledj)oc% cloud
in Orkney, where it is usually followed by wind.
Mammea (ma-me'a), n. [NL. (Linneeus, 1737),
< Haytian mamey (> Sp. mamey).} A genus of di-

cotyledonous polypetalous trees of the natural
order GaWJ/'er«Band tribe Catop%Zte(E, character-
ized bya calyx which is closed before the flower
expands, and then becomes valvately 2-parted,
and by a 2- to 4-eelled ovary containing four
ovules, usually with a peltate stigma. They are
trees with rigid coriaceous leaves, often covered with pel-
lucid dots ; axillary flowers, either solitary or iii clusters

;

and fruits which are indehiscent drupes with from one to
four large seeds. There ai'e 5 species, natives of America
and tropical Asia and Africa. M. Americana is a tall
tree with a thick spreading head, somewhat resembling
Magnolia grandifiara, and showy white sweet-scented
flowers. The fruit, known as the mamimee-apple or South
American apricot, is much esteemed in tropical countries,
and is eaten alone, or cut in slices witli wine or sugar,
or preserved in various ways. It is yellow, and as
large as a cocoanut or small melon ; the rind and the
pulp about the seeds ai'e very bitter, but the intermedi-
ate portion is sweet and aromatic. From the flowers a
spirituous liquor is distilled. (See eau Criole, under «aM.)
The seeds, which are large, are used as anthelmintics, and
a gum distilled from the bark is used to destroy chigoes.
The tree is a native of the West Indies and tropical Amer-
ica, but is often cultivated in the tropics of the Old World.

mammeated (mam'e-a-ted), a. [< L. mamme-
atus (Plautus), an erroneous form for mamma-
tus, having breasts: see mammate."] Having
mammsB or breasts. [Eare.]
mammee (ma -me'), n. The Mammea Ameri-
cana, or its fruit—African mammee, another tree or
fruit, probably of the genus Oareinia.

mammee-apple (ma-me'ap"l), n. The tropical
tree Mammea Americana, or its fruit.

mammee-sapota (ma-me'sa-po'''ta), n. Same
as marmalade-tree.

mammelli^re (mam-e-lyar'), n. [P., < mamslle,
the breast: see mamma^.'] 1. A piece of ar-
mor, usually a circular or nearly circular plate,
attached to the hauberk or broigne, or worn
outside the surcoat, one covering each breast,
and serving especially for the attachment of
the end of the chain which was secured to the
sword-hilt, mace, war-hammer, etc.— 2. The
pectoral, especially when serving to retain the
ends of the chains securing the sword-hilt,-dag-
ger-hilt, or the like, and diflering from the piece
of armor above defined in being one plate only
instead of one of two side by side.

mammert (mam'er), V. i. [< ME. mamelen,
momelen, < AS. mamorian, mamrian, be in deep
thought, < mamor, deep sleep, unconsciousness

;

connections unknown.] To hesitate; stammer
from doubt or hesitation.

I wonder in my soul
Wliat you would ask me that I should deny.
Or stand so mammering on. Shak. , Othello, iii. 3. 70.

He forsook God, gave ear to the serpent's counsel, be-
gan to mmnmer of the truth, and to frame himself out-
wardly to do that which his conscience reproved inwardly.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc, 1853), II. 106.

mammeringt (mam'er-ing), n. [Pormerly also
mammoring; verbal n. of mammer, «.] A state
of hesitation or doubt; quandary; perplexity.

There were only v. C. horsemen which assembled them-
selves together, and stood in a ma/m/moring whether it

were better to resist or to fire.

J. Brende, tr. of Quintus Curtius, v.

But is not this Thais which I see? It's even she. I am
in a mammering: ah, what should I do

!

Terence in English (1614). (Ifares.)

mammeryt, ». [In the passage cited spelled
irreg. mamorie; a var. of mammering, as if <

mammer + -y.] Same as mammering.

My quill remained, (asmen say) in a mamorie, quivering
in my quaking Angers, before I durst presume to pub-
lishe these my fantasies.

Sir H. Wotton, Cupid's Cautels, etc. (1678), To the Header.

mammett, mammetroust,etc. See maumet, etc.

mammichug, n. Same as mummychog.
mammie (mam'i), n. See mummy.
mammifer (mam'i-f6r), n. [< NL. mammifer,
< L. mamma, breast, +ferre = E. &eari.] An

mammilloid

animal having mammas ; a member of the Matn~

mifera; a mammal.
Mammifera (ma-mif'e-ra), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of mammifer: see mammiferous.'] Mammif-
erous animals as a class : same as Mammalia.
De Blainville.

mammiferous (ma-mif'e-rus), a. [< NL. mam-
mifer, < L. mamma, breast, -f- ferre = E. fteari.]

Having mammas ; being a mammifer ; of or per-

taining to the Mammifera; mammalian.
mammiform (mam'i-f6rm), a. [< L. mamma,
breast^ -I- forma, shape.] Like a breast or teat

;

mastoid; mammillary.
mammlformed (mam'i-fdrmd), a. Same as
mammiform. E. Boherts, in Jour. Brit. ArchseoU
Ass., XXX. 91.

mammilla (ma-mil'a), n.
;

pi. mammilla; (-e).

[L. mamilla, less prop, mammilla, breast, nip-

ple, dim. of mamma, breast: see mamma'^.] 1.

The nipple of the mammary gland. Hence—
2. Some nipple-like or mammillary structure.

The crystals of others [stones] assume a mammillated
form, the mamiUoe being covered with minute crystals.

Oeol. Jour., XLV. 322.

3. In entom., a small conical process or appen-
dage on a surface ; a mammula.— 4. [cajj.] In

conch., a genus of gastropods. Schumacher,
1817.— 5. In bat, applied specifically (o) to tu-

bercles on a plant-surface, as in Mamillaria

;

(6) to the apex of the nucleus of an ovule
;
(c)

to granularprqm'inences on some pollen-grains.

mammillar (mam'i-lar), a. Same as mammil-
lary.

mammillary (mam'i-la-ri), a. [=P. mamillaire,

< LL. *mamillaris (in neut. mamillare, a breast-

cloth), < L. mamilla, mammilla, breast, nip-

ple: seemammZ-
to.] 1. Pertain-
ing to a mam-
ma, pap, dug,
or teat.— 2. Ke-
sembling a nip-
ple.— 3. Stud-
ded with mam-
miform protu-
berances ; hav-
ing rounded pro- Mammillary Structure.—Malachite.

jections, . as a
mineral composed of convex concretions in
form somewhat resembling breasts.

West of this place, in Milam and Williamson counties,
the nearly level prairies are TnammUlary, with slight ele-

vations eight or ten feet apart, presenting the appearance
of old tobacco or potato hills .on a gigantic scale.

Science, III. 404.

Mammillary bodies, the corpora albicantia of the brain.
See corpm.—MammlUaxy broocll, a kind of brooch
found among Celtic remains. It consists of two saucer-
shaped or cup-shaped pieces connected by a third piece
or handle.—Mammillary process, the mastoid process
of the temporal bone.—Mammillaiy tubercle, the rudi-
mentary metapophysis of a lumbar vertebra in man.

mammillate (mam'i-lat), a. [< NL. mammilla-
tus, < L. mamilla, mammilla, breast, nipple : see
mammilla.] 1. In anat. and zool.: (a) Hav-
ing a mammilla or mammillse; provided with
mammillary processes : specifically applied, (1)
in entom., to the palp of an insect the last
Joint of which is smaller than the preceding
and retracted within it; (2) in conch., to a shell
whose apex is teat-like. (6) Mammillary in
form; shaped like a nipple.— 2. In hot., bear-
ing little nipple-shaped prominences on the
surface.

mammillated (mam'i-la-ted), a. 1. Having
nipple-like processes or protuberances; fur-
nished with anything resembling a nipple or
nipples: as, a mammillated mineral (as flint
containing chalcedony); a mammillated shell
(one whose apex is rounded like a teat).— 2.
Nipple-shaped; formed like a teat.

Both the mound and nfwmvmiUaUd projections stand
about three feet higher than any other part of the reef.

Darwin, Coral £eefs, p. 14.

mammillation (mam-i-la'shon), n. [< NL.
mammillatio[n-), <L. mamilla, mammilla, a nip-
ple.] 1. The state of being mammillated, in
any sense.—2. In hot., the state or condition
of being covered with mammillary protuber-
ances.— 3. In pathol., a mammilliform protu-
berance.
mammilliform (ma-miri-f6rm), a. [< L. ma-
milla, mammilla, nipple, + forma, form.] Mam-
millary in form; nipple-like; mammilloid

;
pa-

pilllform.

The teeth upon the surface are quite mammilliform.
Oeol. Jour., XLIV. 147.

mammilloid (mam'i-loid), a. [< L. mamilla,
mammilla, nipple, -f- Gr. eWoc, form.] Shaped



mammllloid
like a nipple ; mammillary in form ; resembling
-a mammilla. Owen.
Tnammitia (ma-mi'tis), n. [< L. mamma, the
bieast, + -«(».] Inflammation of a mamma.
Also called mastitis.

mammock (mam'ok), n. [Origin obscm« ; the
term, -oek is dixoT, as in MiUoek, AunimocJt.] A
shapeless piece; a chunk; a fragment. [Obso-
lete or prov. E!i^.]
But while ProtestaDte, to avoid the dae labor of under-

standing their own Beligion, are content to lodg it in the
Breast or rather in the Books of a ClersTman, and to take
it thence by scraps and mammoda, as he dui>ensea it in
his Sundays Dole^ they will always be learning and never
knowing. Mitton, Touching Hirelings.

mammock (mam'ok), v. t. [Also mommoci,
montmiek; < mamnioek, n.] To t«ar in pieces;
maul; mangle; mumble.
He did so set his teeth and tear it ; O, I vnunm^ bow

he manmocted it

;

Shot., Ct«., LB.TL.

The obscene and surfeted Priest scruides not to paw
and mammoA the sacramentall bread as fiunHiarly as his
Tavern Bisket. JKZton, BeftomaUon in Eng., L

mammodis (mam'o-dis), n. jpU [< Hind, mak-
mudi,a kind of fine inuslin.] Cotton cloths from
India: usually applied to the plain ones only.
Also mahmoodis, mahmoudis, mahmudis.
Uammon (mam'on), ». [In ME. Mammona ;

= P. Mammon ='&. 2tammon = CSoth. Mantmo-
iia = Kuss. Mamona, < LL. Mammon, Mammo-
»as, Mammdua, Mamona, < 6r. iiofifiamc, usual-
ly ila/iurag, < Syr. (Chaldee) mdmond, riches.
Cf. Heb. matmon, a hidden treasure, < taman,
hide.] 1. A Syriao word used once in the
New Testament as a personification of riches
andworldliness, orthe god of thisworld ; hence,
the spirit or deity of avarice ; cupidity person-
ified. [A proper name in this sense, although
printed vithout a capital in the Tilnglish Bible
<see second quotation).]

And of Mammonaei moneye mad hym meny firendes.

Piers Plownum ifSy, xL 87.

Xo man can serve two masters. ... Ye cannot serve
<70d and mammon. Mat. vl 24.

Ifammon, the least erected spirit that fell

ftem heaven ; for ev'n in heaven his looks and thonghts
Were always downward bent ; admiring more
The riches of heaven's pavement, teodden gold.

Than anght divine or holy. Milton, P. L., L 679.

2. (I.e.J Material wealth; worldly possessions.
Mammon is riches or abonndance of goods.

Tj/HdaU, Works, p. 233.

If thereforeye havenot been faithfol in the unrighteons
mammon, who will commit to yonr trust the true riches?

LokezvL 11.

mamiiKwiigh (mam'on-ish), a. [< Mammon +
-ish^.'i Devoted to"the service of Mammon or
the pursuit of riches ; actuated by a spirit of
mammonism or of money-getting.
A grea^ black, devouring world, not Chrislaan, but Jfam-

mottUh, Devilish. CaHyU.

mammonism (mam'on-izm), ». [< Mammon
+ -»«»!.] Devotion to the pursuit of material
wealth; the spirit of worldUness; the service

of Mammon.
.Alas ! if Hero-woiship become Dilettantism, and all ex-

cept Mammonigm be a vain grimace^ how much in this

most earnest Earth has gone,and is evermore going; tofatal
destruction! Carlyle, Past and Present, iL 16. (Danes.)

mammonist (mam'gn-ist), n. [< Mammon +
-isf.] One who is devoted to the acquisition

of material wealth; one whose heart is set on
riches above all else ; a worldling.
The great mammxmigt would say, he is rich that can

maintain an army. Bp. HaH, The Kighteous Mammon.

mammonistic (mam-g-nis'tik), a. [< Mammon-
ift + -ic.'^ Of or pertaining to mammonism.
The common mtanmonistic feeling of the enormons im-

portance of money.
Geo. MaeDomdd, Warlock o' Glenwarlock,lz.

mammonite (mam'on-it), «. [< Mammon +
'ite-.'i [cop. or 2. c] A devotee of Mammon;
a mammoiust.
When a Mammonite moljierkills her babe fen*a burial fee,

And 'Hmour-Mammon grins on a pile of children's bones.

Is it peace or war? better war ! Tamyaon, Hand, L 12.

If he will desert his own dass, if he will^ to become
a sham gentleman, a parasite, and, if he can, a Mammon-
iUf the world will compliment him on his noble desire to

"rise in lifeL" King^iey, Alton Locke, v.

mammonizatioil (mam'on-i-za' shon), ». [<
mammonize + -otton.] ©le act or process of

rendering mammonish or devoted to the pur-

suit of material wealth ; the state of being un-
der the influence or actuated by the spirit of

mammonism.
mammonize (mam'on-ia), v. t; pret. and pp.
mammomsed, ppr. mammonizing. [< Mammon
+ -ize.'] To render mammonish or devoted to

the pursuit of material wealth; actuate by a

spirit of mammonism.
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mammose (mam'os), a. [< L. mammomg, fall-
breasted, < mamma, breast: see mamma^.']
Same as mammiform. [Bare.]
mammotih (mam'gth), n. and a. [= F. mam-
mouth = Sp. manuit, mammath = G. mammuth,
< Buss. mamantUj a mammoth, so called by a
Bussian named .Ludloff in 1696, said to be <
Tatar mamma, the earth," because, the remains
of these aninnala being found embedded in the
earth, the natives [Yakuts and Tungusians] be-
lieved that they burrowed like moles" (Imp.
Diet.).] L n. An extinct species of elephant,
Elephas primigenius. It is nearly related to the ex-
isting Indian elephant having teeth of similar pattern,
and is believed to have been the ancestor of this species

;

but it was thickly covered with a shaggy coat of Oiree
kinda^ long stiff bristles and long flexible hairs being
mixed with a kind of wooL This warm covering enabled
it to endure the rigor of winter in its native regions. The
tnsks were of great size and muidi curved. An entiremam-
moth was discovered in 1799 by a Tongnsian fisherman
named Schnmachoff, embedded in the ice on the banks of
the river Lena in Siberia, in such complete preservation
that its flesh was eaten by dogs, wolve% and bears. It
was about 9 feet high and 16 feet long, with tusks 9 feet
long measured along the curve. In later years the bones
and tnsks of the mammoth have been found abundantty
in Siberia, and the fossil ivoiy has been of great commer-
cial valuer This article had been known for many centu-
ries before the discovery of the aMimal itself, and the mam-
moth is now supposed to have ranged, before^ during, and
after the glacial epoch, over the greater part of the north-
em hemisphere. That it was contemporary with pre-
historic man is shown by the discovery of a drawing of the
nnimfll scratched on a piece of its own ivory found in a
cave in France. This species is more expressly known as
tile hairy mammoth. The name TmrfnmofA is extended to
other fossil elephants of the same genus or of the sub-
fomily fZepAofituuB, but is not applicable to the masto-
dmiB, of the sub&unily MastodojUinaB.

IL a. Of great comparative size, like amam-
moth ; gigantic ; colossal ; immense : as, a mam-
moth ox ; the mammoth free of Califoniia (iSe-

quoia gigantea).

A mammath race, invincible in might,
fiapine and massacre their grim delight^

Penl their element.
Montgomery, Poems (ed. 1810X p. 46.

Kammofh tree. Sequoia gigarUea, of Califorrua, the lar-

gest of coniferous trees. See big tree, under 6^.

mammothreptt(mam'o-tlu«pt),». [<IiL. mam-
mothreptus, ? Gr. fia/tiwBpeTrroc, brought up by
one's grandmother, < fa/ifia, a grandmother (see

mama), + 6peirr6c, verbal adj. of -pi^eni, nour-
ish, bring up.] A. childbroughtupby its grand-
mother ; hence, a spoiled child; a delicate nnis-
ling. [Rare.]

And for we are the Mammothrepts of Sinne^
Crosse vs with Christ to weane our joys therein.

Davies, Holy Soode, p. 15. (Paaes.)

O, you are a mere mammothrtpt in jndgmait.
B. Jonaon, Cyntl^'s Bevd^ iv. 1.

Tnannnnla. (mam'n-la), n. ; pL mammulce (-le).

[Nil., < L. mammvia, dim. of mamma, the
breast: see mamma.'] In zool., a small conical

or cylindrical process; specifically, one of the
processes or appendages forming the spinneret
of a spider. Each of these is pierced with a great num.
ber of minute oriflce^from which the viscid fluid forming
the silk is emitted.

mammy (mam'i), ».; pi. mammies (-iz). [Also
mammie; a childish dim. of »ui»ui.] 1. Mother;
maTna : a childish word.

An' aye she wrought her fvunnnus's wark,
An* aye she sang sae menilie.

Bnrm, There was a Lass.

Hence— 2. In the southern United States, es-

pecially during the existence of slavery, a col-

ored female nurse ; a coloredwoman having the
care of white children, who often continue to
call her mammy after they are grown up.

mammychng, ». See mummychog.
mamoodi (ma-mo'de), n. [< Ar. mahmidi, <

nuiAmud, praised: see MoTiammedan,'] A silver

coin weighing 36 grains, formerly current in

Persia ; also, a Persian money of aeeount.

mamonl (ma-mSl'), n. [Ar. ffind. ma'miil, prac-

tised, established.] Custom; precedent; estab-

lished usage ; the common law most respected
by aU Orientals.

To him [a Hindu] all this outcry is but nuDnotiZ— usage,

custom— and mamotd is to him as air.

J. W. Palmer, The I> ew and the Old, p. 284.

mampalon (mam'pa-lon), ». [Native name (?).]

An aquatic otter-Uke viverrine quadrux>ed, Cy-
nogale bennetti of Borneo, with webbed planti-

grade feet, short stout cylindric tail, and broad
tumid muzzle with long stiff whiskers. The ani-

mal is about 18 inches long, and represents in the family
Vioerridce the same modification in adaptation to aquatic

life that the otter shows in the &mily MiutHidae. Also
written mampdon.

mamnqnet, «. [< OF. mammuque (Ciotgrave);

prob. for 'manuqne = It. manuche (Florio); of

man
E. Ind. origin, and prob. connected with manii -

codiata, bird of Paradise : see manucodiala.] A
fabulous Eastern bird, supposed to be an exag-
geration of the bird of Paradise.

Mammtime [F.], a wingless bird, of an unknown begin-
ning, and afterdeath not corrupting ; she hath feet a band
long, and so light a body, so long feathers, that she is con-
tinually carried in the air, whereon she feeds; some call

her the bird of Paiadice, but erroneously ; for that hath
wings, and differs in other parts from this. CotgraK.

But note we now, towards the rich Molaqnes,
Those passing strange and wondrous (birds) Mamugues.
None knowes their nest, none knowes thedam that breeds

them. Sylaster, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, t 5.

man (man), n.: pi. »ie« (men). [Also dial, mon;
< ME. mail, num, pL men, < AS. ntan, mon, mann,
monn (pL »ii«», incnn), also rarely tuantia, »(0»i-

na (pi. fiiaiinaii, nionnan) = OS. man = OFries.
man. mon = D. man = MLG. jnan, IjG. maiiii =
OHG. MHG. man, G. mann = Icel. madhr, also
rarely manni (in comp. mann-x nom.orig.*»ia«r)
= Sw. fimii = Dan. mand = Goth, manna {man-
nan-, mann-, man-), a man (L. tir), a human
being, a person (Ii. homo), in the latter use be-
coming in AS. man, nton,ME. man, men, me = D.
men = OHG. MHG. G. man = Sw. Dan. man =
Goth, manna, merely pronominal, 'one' (cf. F.
OH, ' one,' < L. homo,a man), esp. with a negative
(Goth.iittnanna=6.nte»iaiid,noone;6.j^»laiid,
any one); Tent, stem in three forms, mann-,
mannan-, and man-, as shown in Goth, and Icel.

(the third form niaii- existing in Goth. gen.
sing, and nom. and ace. pi. mans, and prob.
also in Icel. man, neut., a bondman, bond-
woman, girl); the earlier mann- being for
*manxB-,*manu- (cf. chin, < AS. ci"»,*cinn= Goth.
Ai'nn«5=6r. ymx; min^, ult. < *»i»fm-=Gp. /uvi-^)

= Skt. manu, man (Maim, the mythical father
of the human race (cf. OTeut. in L. form Man-
nus, mentioned by Tacitus as a deity of the
ancient Germans)), with deriv. mdnusha, man.
C!f. OBulg. »Ma"zftt (orig.*»Mm2ft») = Bulg. mi^h
= Sloven. mozTi = Serr. Bohem.. mnzh = Pol.

moeA =: Little Buss. ratizA =Buss. mtizhu, a man,
husband (> Buss, mitshiku, a peasant). Not
found in Gr., nor in L., unless it be = L. mas
{mar-), a male (if that stands for orig. *mans^,
> ult. E. ntoJel, masculine, marital, marry^, etc.:

see these words. The ult. origin of the Teut.
and Skt. word is unknown. It is usually ex-
plained as lit. 'the thinker,' < -^ man, think (>
ult. E. miiuP; meavi^, h. men(t-)s, mind, > E. Jiieii-

tai, etc.) ; but that primitive men should think
of themselves as ' thinkers ' is qufte incredible

:

that is a comparatively modem conception.
Another derivation, referring to L. manere, re-

main, dwell, is also improbable. It is not likely
that any orig. significant term old enough to
havebecome a generaldesignation for 'man ' be-
fore the Aryan dispersion would have retained
its orig. significance. The E. man retains the
senses of L.inr and Aofflo; in D.G.Dan.the word
cognate with E. man means vir, while a deriva-
tive,D. G. menscA, Dan. men ii«sA'e, etc. ,means Ao-

mo: see mensk, mannish. The irreg. pL of man is

due to original i- umlaut, the AS. pi. men, menn,
being orig.*inann>,ehangiedto*in«nmbyumlant,
and then abbr. to menn, men by loss of the fi-

nal vowel, the radical vowel, thus accidentally
changed in the plural, coming to be significant

of number. A similar change appears in feet,
geese, mice, etc., pL offoot, goose, mouse, etc.] 1.

In zool., a featherless plantigrade biped mam-
mal of the genusfliomo (which see);H. sapiens, a

species of the tamHj Hominidce or Anthropidw,
order Primates, class Mammalia, of which there

are seversd geographical races or varieties.
Bliunenbach divided mankind into five varieties : (1) Cau-
catitm, having a white skin; (2) Mongolian, having an
olive akin; (3) Ethiopian, having a black skin and black
eyes; (4) American, having a dark skin more or less of a
red tint; (5) JTo^, having a brown or tawny skiiL Pro-

fessorHuucy has divided man into five groups

—

Auxtra-

Uoid, Xegroid, Mongoloid, Xaathoehroic, and Mdanoehroie;
and there are many other diviaons, on linguistic or physi-

cal groimd^ or both, but none that has now general orwide
acceptance^

2t. -^ being, whether super- or infra-natural;

a person.
For God is holde a ryghtwys num.

LyteH Geite ofSOyn Bode (Child's Ballads, V. 86).

Well said, i' faith, neighbour Verges : well, God's a good
man. Skat., Much Ado, iiL 5. 40.

Ejp. But was the devH a proper vian, gossip?

Mirth. As fine a gentleman of his inches as ever I saw
trusted to the s^ge^ or anywhere else.

B. Janxon, Staple of New^ i. 3.

Do all we can.
Death is a man

That never spareth none.
Quoted in Memoirs of P. P.



man
S. An individual of the human race ; a human
being; a person: as, all men are mortal.
For he is such a son of Belial, that a man cannot speak

to him. 1 Sam. xxv. 17.

If any man have ears to hear, let him hear. Mark iv. 23.

O jest unseen, inscrutable, invisible,
As a nose on a Tttan't face.

5Aa*.,T. G. of y.,u. 1.142.

A Ttvin would expect to find some antiquities.

Adciiion, Bemarks on Italy.

4. Generically, the human race ; mankind ; hu-
man beings collectively: used vpithout article
or plural: as, man is born to trouble ; the rights
of man.
But he deyde with-ynne v yere after he was wedded, and

lefte a sone, the feirest creature of man that was formed.
Merlin (E. B. X. S.), ii. 186.

Jifan being not only the noblest creature in the world,
but even a very world in himself.

Hooker^ Eccles. Polity, i. 9.

AH these his wondrous works, but chiefly Tnan,
His chief delight and favour. Milton, P. L., lit 663.

Specifically— 5. A male adult of the human
race, as distinguished from a woman or a boy;
one who has attained manhood, or who is re-

garded as of manly estate.

Ther-with departed the kynge Ventres and his company,
that was a moche man of body, and a gode knyght and
yonge, of prime barbe. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), L 117.

Ifeither was the man created for the woman; but the
woman for the inan. 1 Cor. xi. 9.

All the m£n present signed a paper, desiring that a pic-
ture should be painted and a print taken from it of her
Royal Highness. GrevUle, Memoirs, Sept. 3, 1818.

At Cambridge and eke at Oxford, every stripling is ac-

counted a Man from the moment of his putting on the
gown and cap.

Gradus ad Cantab., p. 75, quoted in College Words.

6. In an emphatic sense, an adult male pos-
sessing manly qualities in an eminent degree

;

one who has the gifts or virtues of true man-
hood.

Grace & good maners makythe a Tnan.
Booke of Precedence (E. IS. T. S., extra ser.), i. 70.

I dare do all that may become a man;
Who dares do more is none.

Shak., Macbeth, i. 7. 46.

A combination and a form, indeed,'

Where every god did seem to set his seal.

To give the world assurance of a man.
Shak., Hamlet, IH. 4. 62.

Worth makes the man, and want of it the fellow

!

The rest is all but leather or prunella.
Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 203.

7. The qualities which characterize true man-
hood; manlfiiess.

Methought he bare himself in such a fashion,

So full of man, and sweetness in his carriage.

£. Jonson, Every Man in his Humoxu", iL 1.

8. An adult male considered as in some sense
appertaining to or under the control of another
person ; a vassal, follower, servant, attendant,

or employee ; one immediately subject to the
will of another : as, the officers and men of an
army; a gentleman's iBara (a valet or body-ser-

vant) ; I am no man's man.
Like master, like man. Old proverb.

I'll come and call you home to dinner, and myman shall

attend you. Cotton, in Walton's Angler, ii. 264.

Yet any one who talks to German officers on the subject

of their TBcre learns from them that they do not by any
means consider the average German as the best materiEd
of which to make a soldier.

FortnigMy Mev., N. S., XLTTT. 23.

9. A husband : as, myman is not at home (said

by a wife). [Now only provincial or vulgar,

except in the phrase man and wife.']

Forasmuch as M. and 'S. have consented together in

holy wedlock, ... I pronounce that they are Man and
Wife.

Book of Common Prayer, Solemnization of Matrimony.

In the next place, every wife ought to answer for her
man. Addison, The Ladies' Association.

10. One subject to a mistress; a lover or suitor.

[Now vulgar.]

I wol nat ben untrewe lor no wight,'

But as hire man 1 wol ay lyve and sterve.

And nevere noon other creature serve.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 447.

11. A word of familiar address, often implying

some degree of disparagement or impatience.

We speak no treason, man. Shak., Rich. III., i. 1. 90.

"You will think me— I don't know what you will think

me ." " Get it out, imm. I can't tell till I know."
Mrs. OlipMrU, Poor Gentleman, xlv.

13. A piece with which a game, as chess or

checkers, is played.— 13. Naut, in compounds,
a ship or other vessel: as, jraan-of-war; mer-
chantman, Indiaman, etc—A man of deatbt. See
death.—Banbury mant, a Puritan ; a sour or severe man.
Banbury was at one time a center of Puritanism. [Eng. )

—
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Best man, a friend who acts as a ceremonial attendant to

a bridegroom at a wedding ; a groomsman : formerly ap-
plied also to one who served a bride in that capacity.

The swans they bound the bride's best man.
Below a green aik tree.

The Earl of Mar's Daughter (Child's Ballads, 1. 177).

Bible man. See Lollard^, 2.—Dead man. (a) A super-
numerary.

At the Dog Tavern, Captain Philip Holland, with whom
I advised how to make some advantage of my Lord's going
to sea, told me to have five or six servants entered on
board as dead nwn, and I to give them what wages I

pleased, and so their pay to be mine. Pepys, Diary, I. 34.

(b) pi. See dead.—Dead man's part. Same as dead's-

part.—Happy man be Ms dolet. See dole^.— Iron
man. (a) In glass-making, an apparatus sometimes used
to facilitate the blowing of large cylinders for sheet-glass.

It consists of a rail projecting from the front of the blow-
ing-furnace and carrying a pair of wheels upon which the
cylinder and the blowing-iron or blowpipe of the operator
are supported during the process of blowing. By means
of the wheels, the cylinder can easily be moved away from
or toward the furnace. (&) In some parts of England, a
coal-cutting machine.—Man about town, a man of the
leisure class who frequent clubs, theaters, hotels, and oth-

er places of public or social resort ; a fashionable idler.

The fame of his fashion as a man about town was estab-
lished throughout the county. Thack&ray, Pendennis, ii.

I had known him as an idler and a man about town, but
he was now transformed into an energetic and capable
member of the government. The Century, XXXVII. 212.

Man alive ! a famOiar ejaculation expressive of surprise
or remonstrance.—Man Friday, a servile or devoted fol-

lower; a factotum: from the man found by Robinson
Crusoe on his deserted island, whom he always calls "my
man Friday."—Man in the iron mask. See masks,—
Man in tne moon, a fancied semblance of a man walk-
ing with a dog, and with a bush near him (also, some-
times, of ahuman face), seen in the disk of the full moon.

The lanthom is the moon; I, the man in the mMn;
this thorn-bush, my thorn-bush; and this dog, my dog.

Shak., M. N. D., v. 1. 262.

Man in the oak, a sprite or goblin.

The man in the oke, the hell-waine, the fler-drake, the
puckle, Tom Thombe, hobgoblins, Tom Tumbler, bone-
less, and such other bugs, that we were afraid of our own
shadowes. R. Scot, Discoverie of Witchcraft. (Davies.)

The haunt of . . . witches [and] the man in the oak.

S. Judd, Margaret, L 6.

Man of armst. (a) A soldier, (b) A man-at-arms.

In the ninth Year of K. Richard's Reign, the French
King sent the Admiral of France into Scotland, with a
thousand Men qf Arms, besides Cross-bows and others, to
aid the Scots against the English.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 141.

Man of blood. See hlood.-TSaxi of business, a business
manager; an agent; an attorney.

I'll employ my ain man of businsss, Nichil Novit, . . .

to agent Effle's plea. Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xiii.

Man of his hands. See of his hands, under hand.—
Man of letters, a literary man ; one devoted to litera-

ture; a scholar and writer.— Man Of motley. See mot-
ley.—Man. of sin. (a) A very wicked man ; a reprobate.
(!>) Antichrist.—Man Of straw, (ot) An easily refuted
imaginary interlocutor or opponent in an argument; a
simulated character weakly representing the adverse side
in a discussion, (jb) An imaginary or an irresponsible per-
son put forward as substitute or surety for another, or for
any fraudulent purpose.— Man of the world, a man in-

structed and experienced in the ways of the world in re-

spect of character, manners, dealings, deportment, dress,
etc., and trained to take all these things as he finds them
without prejudice or surprisei

Men who proudly looked up to him [Burr] as more than
their political chief— as the preeminent gentleman, and
model Tnan qf the world, of that age.

Parton, Life of Aaron Burr, I. 340.

Man of war. {a^ A warrior ; a soldier.

And Herod with his men of war set him at nought, and
mocked him. Luke xxiii. 11.

Doth the man of war [Falstaff] stay all night, sir?
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 1. 31.

(M See m<m-o/-2TOr.—Marrying man. See marrying.—
Medicineman. Seem«<fiCT««-ma».—Natural man. (a)

IVfan in a state of nature, mentally and spmtually ; man
acting or thinking according to the light of unsophisti-
cated nature.

Hence arises a contrast between the inner self, which
the nat/ural man locates in his breast or (^piji', the chief
seat of these emotional disturbances, and the whole visi-

ble and tangible body besides,
J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 84.

(b) In Scrip., man unregenerate or unrenewed; the old
man (see below).—New man, in Scrip., the regenerate
nature obtained through union with Christ: opposed to
old man.

And that ye put on the n£U) man, which after God is

created in righteousness and true holiness. Eph. iv. 24.

Nine men's morris. See Tjwrris.—Ninth part ofaman.
See ninth.—Odd man, a man-servant who is occasionally
employed, or who does odd jobs, in domestic or business
establishments in England.

If a driver be ill, . . . the odd Tnan is called upon to do
the work.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, III. 346.

Old man (usually with the definite article), (a) In Scrip.,

unregenerate humanity ; also, the fallen human nature
inherited from Adam and operative in the regenerate,
though not in the same manner or degree as in the un-
regenerate.

Lie not one to another, seeing that ye have put o9 the
old man with his deeds. CoL ill. 9.

manacle

(6) The father of a family; the "governor." [Slang or

vulgar.] (c) The captain or commanding omcer, as or

troops, a vessel, etc. ; the proprietor or employer : so called

by his men. [Colloq.] (d) Theat., an actor who is usu-

ally cast for the parts of old men. («) In certain out-

door games, the leader ; "it." [U.S.]— Old man of the
mountain. See assassin, 1.— Old man of the sea, the

oldman who leaped on the back of Sindbad the sailor, clmg-

ing to him and refusing to dismount ; hence, figuratively,

any intolerablei)urden or bore which one cannot get rid of.

But no one can rid himself of the preaching clergyman.

He is the bore of the age, the old man of the sea whom we
Sinbads cannot shake oft. Trollope.

Paul's mant. See the quotation.

A Paul's man, i. e. a frequenter of the middle aisle of

St. Paul's oathedi-al, the common resort of oast captains,

sharpers, gulls, and gossipers of every description.

Giford, Note to B. Jonson's Every Man in his Humour,
[ProL

Physlcal-foroe men. See Cftar*is(.—Reading man, one

devoted to books ; especially, a student in college who ap-

plies himself to close study.—Redman. Same as red

Indian (which see, under Indian).—Second man, the

mate of a fishing-vessel, corresponding to first mate in

the merchant service. [New Eng.]—The fall of man.
See/aiii.-The sick man, Turkey; the Ottoman Empire

:

so called in allusion to its chronic state of trouble and de-

cline. The expression was first used in 1863 by the Emperor
Nicholas of Russia in a conversation with Su: Hamilton
Seymour, British ambassador.— To a man, all together;

everyone; unanimously.

I shall now mention a particular wherein your whole
body wiU be certainly against me, and the laity, almost to

a man, on my side. Swift, Letter to Young Clergyman.

To be one's own man, to be master of one's own time

and actions.

You are at liberty ; be your own man again.

Beau, and Fl., Woman -Hater, v. 2.

To line men. See Une^. [Man is used in a few com-
pounds merely to denote the sex, as in man-chUd, man-
servant. It is also used in many compounds in the gen-

eral sense : as, man-eater, man-hater, etc.]

man (man), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. manned, ppr.

manning. [< ME. mannen, < AS. mannian, ge-

mannian = J). ML(J. (r. mannen = leel. manna
= Sw. manna = Dan. mande, supply with men

;

from the noun.] 1. To supply with men; fur-

nish with a sufficient force or complement of
men, as for service, defense, or the like.

But she has builded a bonnie ship,

Weel Tnann'd wi* seamen o' hie degree.

Lard Beichan and Susie Pye (Child's Ballads, IV. 257).

The gates [of St. John's College] were shut, and partly

marir^ied, partly boy-ed, against him [Dr. Whitaker].
Fuller, Hist. Camb. Univ., vi. 16.

See how the surly Warwick mans the wall

!

5fta*.,3Hen.VI.,v.l.l7.

Since the termination of the American war, there had
been nothing to call for any unusual energy in manning
the navy. Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, i.

3. To brace up in a manful way; make manly
or courageous : used reflexively.

Good your grace.
Retire, and man yourself; let us alone

;

We are no children this way.
Fletcher, Valentinian, ii. 4,

He manned himse^ with dauntless air.

Scott, L. of the I., V. 10.

So he manned himself, and spoke quietly and firmly.
J. Hawthorne, Dust, p. 286,

3t. To wait on ; attend ; escort.

Will you not raanne vs, Fidus, beeing so proper a man?
I/yly, Euphues and hrs England, p. 291.

Such manning them [the ladies] home when the sports
are ended.

Oosson, quoted in Doran's Annals of the Stage, I. 21.

By your leave, bright stars, this gentleman and I are
come to man you to court. B. Jonson, Poetaster, iv. 1.

4t. To accustom to the presence or company of
man ; tame, as a hawk or other bird.

Those silver doves
That wanton Venus mann'th upon her fist.

Oreene, Orlando Furioso.

Another way I have to man my haggard.
To make her come and know her keeper's call.

Shak., T. of the S., iv. 1. 196.

To man It out, to brave it out
;
play a manly part ; bear

one's self stoutly and boldly.

Well, I must man it o««;—what would the Queen?
Dryden, All for Love, ii.

To man the capstan. See capstan.—Toman the yards.
See yard.

manablet (man'a-bl), a. [< man + -able.'] Of
proper age to have a hus'band ; marriageable.
[Rare.]

That's woman's ripe age ; as full as thou art at one and
twenty ; she's manable, is she not?

Fletcher and Rowley, Maid in the MUl, ii. 1.

manacet, n. and v. An obsolete form of menace.
manacle (man'a-kl), n. [Early mod. E. man-
icle (the orig. correct form), < ME. manakyll,
manacle, manaleelle, manycle, < OP. manicle, F.
manicle (= 8p. nianija), < ML. manieula, a hand-
cuff (ef . L. manieula, the handle of a plow), dim.
of L. manias, pi., a handcuff, also the long
sleeve of a tunic (> F. manique, hand-leather):



hlen; <manacle,n.2 Toeonfine the handsofwith
handcuffs ; shackle ; hence, to restrain or fett«r
the will or action of; impose constraint upon.
Bothe with yrn ant with stel mantled were ys honde.
Sxecution qf Sir Simon Praaer (Child's Ballads, VI. 279X

Freer than air, yet maniuied with rhyme.
IT. Harte, Vision of Death, Int., I. 8.

The galley-slaTes that sweep the streets of Borne,where
you may chance to see the nohleman and the peasant
manaded together. LongftUmi, Hyperion, L 5.

Manactis(man'a-kus),n. [XL.,<D.(MD.)ma»-
neken (given by"ferisson as manaken), applied to
this tird: see manikin.^ X. A genus of South
American birds of the family Pmridte and sub-
family PipriiuB, established "by Brisson in 1760
upon the black-capped manikin of Edwards,
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?«e»MJBcAa.] An instrument of iron for fetter- 5. Bearing; behavior.
ing the hand

:
a handcuff or shackle : generally His talke was sweet, his order fine, and his whole meriruseam the plural. age brave. G. Harvey, New Letter.

Knockoffhiati«jiuKfc»;bringyonrprisonertotheking. manage (man'aj), c.
;
pret. and pp. managed.

SAo*., C^rmbellne, T. 4. ifle. ppr. managing. [< manage, n.] 1. trans. 1.
=Sf1i. Gyvet, Fetter, fiAi. See shaekU. To wield byhand; guide or direct byuse of the
muiacle (man'a-kl), v. t.; pret. and pp. mai^ hands; hence, to control or regulate by any
acled, jppT. manacling. [(.ME. manaelen, man- physical exertion.

I do bat keep the peace ; pat ap thy sword.
Or manage it to put these men with me.

Shak., S. and J., 1 1. 76.

Their women very skUfnil and actiae in shooting and
maitoffing any sort of weapon, like the anncientAmasons.

Pwreluu, Pilgrimage, p. 340.

His [Schomberg's] dragoons had still to learn how to
manage their horses. Maeaulay, Hist. Eng., xiv.

If a seid, after being speared, can not be managed with
the line in hand, a buoy is "bent on," and the animal is

allowed to take its coarse tor a time.
C. M. Scammon, Marine Mammals, p. 155.

Z. To train byhandling or manipulation; drill

to certain styles and habits of action ; teach by
exercise or training, as in the manage.
They vaolt from hunters to the managed steed. Toung.
Mr. Evans . . . Vaulting on the Manag'd Horse, being

the greatest Master of that Kind in the World.
Quoted in Ashton't Social life in Seign of Queen Anne,

(n. 3.

3. To control ordirectbyadministrative ability;
regulate or administer; have the guidance or
direction of: as, to manage a theater.

If I manage my business well,
I'm sure U> get my fee.

The Hireman Clael (Child's Ballads^ Vin. 236).

Who then thy master say? and whose the land
So dress'd and manag'd by thy skUlfnl hand?

Pope, Odyssey, jodv. 303.

The Commons proceeded to elect a committee for man-
aging the impeachment. Macatday, Warren Hastings.

4. To control, restrain, or lead by keeping in
a desired state or condition; direct by influ-

ence or persuasion: as, to manage an angry or
an insane person.
Antony managed him to his own views. Middleton.

What probability was there that a mere drudge would
be able to manage a large and stormy assembly?

Macauiay, William Pitt.

Mothers, wives, and maids.
These be the tools wherewith priests manage men.

Broumng, Sing and Book, L 166.

5. To arrange, fashion, contrive, effect, or car-
ry out by skill or art; carry on or along; bring
about : as, to manage the characters of a play,
or the plot of a novel ; to manage a delicate or
perplexing piece of business.

I have a jest to execute^ that I cannot manage alone.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., L 2. 181.

She expected to coax me at once: shell not manage
that in one effort. Chariotle Bronte, Shirley, xxxiv.

6. To succeed in contriving; effect by effort,

or by action of any kind (in the latter case of-

ten ironical) : with an infinitive for object : as,

to manage to hold one's own ; in his eagerness
he managed to lose everything.
The boy was nearly washed overboard, but he managed

to catch hold of the rail, and . . . stuck his knees into
the bulwarks. Lady Brassey, Voyage of Sunbeam, L L
=Syn. 3. Manage, Conduct, Direct, handle, superintend,
sux>ervise, order, transact. Manage literally implies han-
dling, and hence primarily belongs to smaller concerns, on
which one may at aU times keep his hand : a^ to manage
a house ; to manage a theater. Its essential idea is that
of constant attention to details : as, onlya combination of
great abilities with a genius for industry can manage the
affairs of an empire. To conduct is to lead along, hence
to attend with personal supervision ; it impliesthe deter-

mination of the main features of administration and the
securing of thorouglmess in those who carry out the com-
mands; it is used of both large things andsmall, but gen-
erally refers to a definite task, coming to an end or issne

:

as, to eondtiet a religious service, a funeral, a campaign.
Direct allows the person direding to be at a distance or
near ; the word snggests more authority than manage or
conduct. See govern and guide, v. t

The common remark that public busings is worse man-
aged than all other business is not altogether unfounded.

B. ^aencer. Social Statics, p. 317.

When a general undertakes to conduct a campaign, he
will intrust the management of minor concerns to persons
on whom he can rely; but he wiU direct in person what-
ever is likely to have any serious influence on his success.

Craib, Synonymes, p. 241.

Lord marshal, command onr officers at arms,
Be ready to direct these home-alarms.

Shak., Rich, n., L 1. 205.

n. intrans. To direct or conduct affairs; reg-

ulate or carry on any business.

Leave them to manage for thee, and to grant
What their unerring wisdom sees thee want.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, x. 536.

"Mamma managed badly " was her way of summing up
what she had seen of her mother's experience [in matri-
mony] : she herself would manage quite differently.

George Shot, Daniel Deronda, xxvi.

ComiDOD Manikin {Martacus rnanac^ts).

a, under side of part of left wing, showing emargination ofprimaries.

called Pipra manacus by Linnaeus in 1766 ; the
manikins proper. Thegenus hasbeen used with great
latitud e,but 15nowrestricted to species liketheone named,
which have feathers of the thrcMt long and fully puffed
out like a beard, and some of the primaries attenuated and
folcate. There are several such. See manikin.

2. [I. <.] In oniitli., a bird of the genus Mana~
ciui in a broad sense : originally applied toPipra
manacus, called the iearded manikin from the
beard-like tuft of feathers onthe chin,and hence
extended to birds of the subfamily Piprince, or
even of the whole family Piprida. They are me-
somyodian passerine birds, generally of middle size and
brilliant coloration, confined to the wooded parts of tropi-
cal America. The species are numerous, and belong to
many different modem genera. See Pipridce.

managet (man'aj), ». [Early mod. E. also Tnen-

age; < OF. manege, P. manege, the handling or
training of a horse, horsemanship, riding, ma-
noeuvers, proceedings (ML. managium), = Sp.
Pg. >n<z»4^o, handling, mans^ment, < It. maneg-
gio, the handling or training of a horse, < maneg-
giare (= F. manier), handle, touch, treat, man-
age, < mano, < L. mantis, the hand: see mainS,
manual. The word has been partly confused,
through the obs. var. menage*, with menage^,
liousehold, household management: see men-
age^.'\ 1. The handling, control, or training
of a horse; manage.

He sits me fast, however 1 do stir.

And now hath made me to his hand so right
That in the menage myself takes delight.

Sir P. Sidney (Arber's Eng. Garner, L 527).

His horses are bred better ; for besides that they are&ir
with their feeding, they are taught their vuinage, and to
that end riders dearly hired.

ShiA., As you Like it^ L 1. 13.

2. A ring for the training of horses andthe prac-
tice of horsemanship ; a riding-sehool.

I went with Lord Comwallis to see the young gallants
do their exercise Mr. Fanbert having newly raii'd in a
manage, and fitted it for the academy.

EvOyn, Diary, Dec 18, 1684.

3. In general, training; discipline; treatment.

There is one sort of manage for the great,
Another for inferior.

Chapman, Byron's Tragedy, iv. 1.

Quicksilver will not endure the manage of the flr«.

Bacon.

4. Management.
Young men, in the condact and manage of actions, em-

brace more tban they can hcdd.
Bacon, Youth and Age (ed. 1887)i

LoreuEO, I commit into your hands
The husbandry and »<.,^fmyJous^^

4. 25. manageabUity (man'aj-a^bil'i-ti), «. [< man

For want of a careful manage and discipline to set us

right at first Sir R. L'B^range.

:
-1- -ity'l The qusuity of being manage-

able; manageableness.

managerial

manageable (man'aj -a-bl), a. [(.manage-^
-able.'] Capable of being managed, (o) Capable
of being wielded, handled, or manipulated ; that permits
handling : as, a package of manageable size. (6) Capable
of being governed, controlled, or guided; hence, tracta-
ble; docile: as, &manageabU horse; a manageaUe child.

The first constitution and order of things is not in reason
and nature manageable by such a law, which is most ex-
cellently adequated and proportioned to things fully set-
tled. Sir M. Hale, Orig. of ManUnd, p. 346.

If you find their reason manageable, you attack it with
your philosophy. Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, ii.

The king . . . thought that a new Parliament might
possibly be more manageable, and could not possibly be
more refractory, than that which they now had.

Macauiay, Sir William Temple.

mans^eableness (man'aj-a-bl-nes), n. The
quality of being manageable; tractableness

;

docility.

This disagreement may be imputed to the greater or less-
exactness or manageableness of file instruments employed.

Boyle.

manageably (man'aj-a-bli), adv. In a manage-
able manner.
management (man'aj-ment), n. [< manage +
-metit.] 1. The act of managing physically;
handlmg; manipulation; physical or manual
control or guidance: as, the management of a
horse in ritung ; the management of a gun.
Theword ["fencing") is . . . understood to allude espe-

cially to the management of the small sword or rapier.
Amer. Cyc, VH. 120.

2. The act of managing by direction or regu-
lation; intellectual control; conduct; admin-
istration : as, the management ot a family, or of
a theater; a board of management.

Unanimous they all commit the care
And management of this great enterprise
To him. MUton, P. E., L 112.

Our deliverers . . . were statesmen accustomed to the
management of great affairs. JfoeauJi^, Sir J. Mackintosh.

Management of the household, mano^emeTit of fiocks, of
servants, of land, and of property in general

D. G. MitchOl, Wet Day^ p. 16.

3. Manner of managing; use of artifice, con-
trivance, skill, or prudence in doing anything.

Mark with what management their tribes divider
Dryden.

In the management of the heroic couplet Dryden has
never been equalled. Macauiay, Dryden.

Soon after dinner Caroline coaxed her governess-cousin
up-stairs to dress : this manceuvre required management.

Charlotte BrotUe, Shirley, vL

4t. Xegotiation; transaction; dealing.

To Council, where Sir Cha. Wheeler, late Gov ot the
Leeward Islands, having ben complaln'd of for many In-
discreete managemenlg. Eodyn, Diary, Xov. 14, 1671.

They say, too, that he [theDuke of Savoy] had greatman-
agements with several ecclesiastics before he tamed her-
mit, and that be did it in the view of being advanced to
the pontificate.

Addison, Bemarks on Italy (ed. Bobn), I. 511.

5. CoUeetively, the body of directors or man-
agers of any undertaking, concern, or interest

;

a board of directors or managers. =syn. l and 2.
Government, direction, guidance, disposal, care, charge,
control, superintendence.

manager (man'aj-er), H. 1. One who manages,
directs, or con&ols: as, a good manager of
horses, or of business.—2. One charged with
the management, direction, or control of an
affair, undertaking, or business; a director or
conductor : as, the manager of a theater or of an
enterprise; a railroad manoj/er.—3. An adept
in the art of managing, directing, or control-
ling; one expert in contriving or planning.

An artfnl manager, that crept between
His friend and shame.

Pope, Epil. to Satires, L ^l,

A man of business in good company, who gives an ac-
count of his abilities and despatches, is hartUy more in-
supportable than her they call a notable woman, and a
manager. Stede, Tatler, Xo. 248.

4. In chancery practice, a receiver authorized
not merely to coUeet and apply assets, but also
to carry on or superintend a trade or business

:

often called receiver and manager.=sjn. \ and 2.
Superintendent, overseer, supervisor.

manageress (man'aj-er-es), n. [< manager +
-ess.] A female manager. [Rare.]

She is housekeeper, pantry-maid, and cook, . . . servant
and manageress in one. Fortnightly Rec., N. S. , XT.TTT. 714.

managerial (man-a-je'ri-al), a. [Irreg. < moii-

ager + -ial, after the appar. analogy of minis-

terial, etc.] Of or pertaining to a manager
or managers, or to management; characteris-

tic of a manager: used chiefly of theatrical

managers.
At that period of the day, in warm weather, she [Mrs.

Sparsit] usually embellished with her genteel presence a
managerial board-room over the public office.

Dickens, Hard Times, U. 1.



managerial
Stanley . . . had looked forward, he said, not only to the

renewal of manageriai responsibility and importance, but
to donning again the sock and buskin.

J. Jefferson, The Century, XXXIX. 187.

managership (man'aj-6r-ship), n. [< manager
+ ship.'} Tne office of manager; management.

manageryt (man'aj-ri), n. [< manage + -ry.\
Management; the act of managing, in any
sense.
Show thy art in honesty, and lose not thy virtue by the

bad managery of it. Sir T. Brmme, Christ. Mor., i. i.

[An] expert general will . . . teach them the ready ni«»i-
agery of their weapons. Decay qf Christ. Piety.

managing^ (man'aj-ing), n. [Verbal n. of man-
age, v.'] Management; control; direction.

Whose state so many had the rruiTiaging
That they lost France, and made his England bleed.

S/iak., Hen. V., v. 2, Epil.

managing^ (man'aj-liig),^). a. [Ppr. of manage,
«.] 1. Having or responsible for the manage-
ment or direction of some work; having ex-
ecutive control or authority: as, a managing
clerk ; a managing editor.
The general conditions were, two hundred pounds a year

to each rnana^ng actor, and a clear benefit.

Ijife of Quin (reprint 1887), p. 30.

2. Characterized by careful or judicious man-
agement; hence, frugal; economical; artful in
contrivance; scheming: as, she is a managing
woman ; a managing mama.
Vir Frugi signified at one and the same time a sober and

managing man, an honest man, and a man of substance.
OoldsmUh, The Bee, No. B.

manakin, n. and a. See manikin.
man^ape (mah'ap), w. 1. An anthropoid ape

;

a simian, such as the chimpanzee, gorilla,

orang-utan, and gibbon.—2. A supposed an-
cestor of the human race, advanced a step in
intelligence beyond the ape; an ape-man. See

To these species [found in the Tertiary], the ancestral
forms of historic man, M. de Mortillet would give the
name of anthropopithecus, or wxin-ave.

Pop. Sci. Jfo., XXVIII. 572.

manatt, n, [< F. manat: see manatee. "^ Same
as manatee.
man-at-arms (man'at-armz), n. A soldier,

especially in the middle ages, fully armed and
equipped ; a heavy-armed soldier.

A gallant »u^7l-a^tzrm8 is here, a doctor
In feats of chivalry, blunt and rough-spoken.

Ford, Broken Heart, iv. 1.

manatee (man-a-te'), n. [Also maniti, manitin
(and lamantinyj' =:F. manate, manat (Cotgrave)
(and lamantin), NL. manatus; <. Sp. manati, of
Haytian (W. Ind.) munati, said to mean 'big
beaver.'] A sea-cow; a gregarious herbivorous
aquatic sirenian mammal, of the genusManatus,
family Manatidas, and order Sirenia. The Ameri-
can manatee, to which the name was originally given, and
to which it specially pertains, is Manatus a/mericanus,
avxtralis, or latirostris, whether of one or two species.
The manatee inhabits the shallow waters of rivers and
estuaries on the eastern coast of tropical and subtrop-
ical America, from Florida and some of the West India
islands to about lat. 20° S. It is a sluggish, timid, and in-

offensive animal, found in small herds, feeding on aquatic
vegetation, and attaining sometimes a length of S or 10
feet. In general aspect the manatee resembles a small
whale or other cetacean, but it belongs to a different order,
though it was formerly considered a herbivorous ceta-

cean. The body is naked and stout, shaped like that of a
fish, without trace of hind limbs, ending in an expansive
shovel- or spoon-shaped tail ; the fore limbs are flippers or
paddles without outward distinction of digits, but with
flattened nails ; theeyesandearsaresmall; andthewhole
physiognomy is peculiar, owing to the tumidity and great
mobility of the muzzle. There is an entirely distinct spe-

cies, Manatus senegalengis, found on the western coast of
Africa, to which the name extends.

Manatidse (ma-nat'i-de), n. ^l. [NL., < Ma-
natus + -idee.']' A family of sirenians, typified

by the genus Manatus. Formerly coextensive with
the order Sirenia, it is now restricted, by the exclusion
of HaZicore, Jihytina, Balitkerium, and other genera, to

forms having the tail entire and rounded, the last five or
more vertebrse cylindrical and devoid of transverse pro-

cesses, and the premaxillary bones short and straight; the
sea-cows. Sometimes called TrictieehidtB, a name more
frequently applied to walruses. See manatee, Manatus,
ana Sirenia. Also MaruMda, Mauatina.

manatin (man'a-tin), n. Same as maTiatea,

manatine (man'a-tin), a. [< Manat^lS+ -j»el.]

Resembling or related to a manatee ; of or

pertaining to the Manatidce; manatoid.

manationf (ma-na'shon), n. [= Pg. managao,
< L. manatio(n-), < nianare, flow, run, trickle.

Hence ult. emanate.'] The act of issuing or

flowing out ; flux ; flow. [Bare.]

manatoid (man'a-toid), a. and n. [< Manatus
¥ -oid,] I. a. 'Resembling the manatee; of

or pertaining to the Manatoidea.

n. n. One of the Manatoidea.

Manatoidea (man-a-toi'de-a), n. pi. -[NL., <

Manatus + -oidea.]" The Manatidw as a super-
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family of Sirenia. Also eaUed Trichechoidea.
am.
Manatus (man'a-tus), n. [NL. (Rondani, 1554)

:

see manatee.] I'he typical genus of Manatidce,
now containing only the manatees. The genus
contains two interb'opic^ fiuviatile species, the American
if. auxtralis and the African M. senegatensis; from the
former the Floridian manatee is sometimes distinguished
as a third, M. ametieanvx.

manavel (ma-nav'el), v. t.; pret. and pp.
manaveled or manavelled, ppr. manaveling or
manavelling. [Also manarvel; origin obscure.
Cf. manavelins.] Naut., to pilfer, as small
stores or eatables. Admiral Smyth. [Slang.]

manavelins (ma-nav'e-linz), n. pi. [Also ma-
narvelins; for manavelings, pi. of verbal n. of

manavel.] Naut., extra supplies or perquisites;

also, odds and ends of food; scraps.

To the above-mentioned fare should be added, when
they can be had, the Tnanavolins of the whalemen— that

is, fresh meat, vegetables, milk, butter, eggs, and fruits,

which may be obtained when the vessel touches upon a
foreign shore. Fisheries qf U. S., V. ii. 228.

manbote! (man'bot), n. [< man + bote^.] In
old law, a compensation or recompense, made
in money, for the killing of a man : usually due
to the lord of the slain person.

man-bound (man'bound), a. Naut, detained
in port for want of men, or a proper comple-
ment of hands, as a ship.

mancando (man-k^n'do) . [It.
,
ppr. of mancare,

want, decrease.] In music, nearly the same as
calando.

man-car (man'kar), n. A kind of car used for
transporting miners up and down the steeply
inclined shafts of some mines on Lake Supe-
rior. Compare man-engine.
man-caset (man'kas), n. Body; outer man;
physique. [Bare.] •

He [Edward II.] had a handsome man-ca^.
Fuller, Ch. Hist., in. vii. 13.

Mance's method. See method.
manche^t, manch^t, v. t. Variants of maimch\
for munch.
manche^, manch^ (manch), ». [Also maunch; <

ME. manche (?), maunche (?), < OF. manche, F.
manche, a sleeve, also a handle, haft, nieck (of

a violin, etc.), =Pr. mangua, mancha = Sp. Pg.
manga = It. manica, a sleeve, = Ir. manic =W

.

maneg, a glove, < L. manicce, a handcuff, also
a sleeve, < manus, hand: see ma/in?, manacle.]
If. A sleeve: used at different periods for
sleeves of peculiar fashion.

Tunics richly
adorned, made to
fit closely about the
flgure,butwithlong
and loosely flow-

ing skirts, and hav-
ing the "moAinxhe"

Mancbe.
Fig. 1. Manche as a heraldic bearing.

Fi^. 2. Sleeve ofthe time ofHenry III., from
which the heraldic manche is copied.

Manchineel {HifiiomatuMan.

Encye. BrU.,\l.
[466.

2. In her., the
representation
of a sleeve used
as a bearing.
The sleeve go represented is generally the fourteenth cen-
tury sleeve with a long hanging end. Also 4manche, man-
cheron,

A rowle of parchment Glunn about him beares.
Charged with the armes of all his ancestors ; . . .

This manah, that moone, this martlet, and tliat mound.
Herrick, Upon Clunn.

3. The neck of a violin, guitar, or similar in-
strument.
Manchester brown. See brown.
manchet (man'chet), n. and a. [Also mainchet;
origin obscure. Cf. cheat-bread.] I. n. 1. A
small loaf or roll of the finest white bread;
breadmade from the finest and whitestwheaten
flour. [Obsolete or archaic]

Little pretty thin manctiets that shine through, and seem
more like to be made of paper, or fine parchment, than of
wheat flour.

Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc, 1850), p. 179.

Of bread made of wheat we have sundrie sorts dailie
brought to the table, whereof the first and most excellent
is the mainchet, which we commonlie call white bread.

Holinshed, Descrip. of Bng., ii. 6.

Take cleere water for strong wine, browne breade for
fine mmwhet. lAflV, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 118.

2. In 'her., the representation of a round cake,
as of bread, resembling a muffin.

II. a. Used in mafing manehets (said, of
flour); also, made of the finest flour. [Obso-
lete or archaic]
And Salamons fode was in one day thyrtie quarters of

manchet floure, and thre score quarters of mele.
BiWe 0/1561, 3 Ki. [1 KL] iv. 22.

Gied them red wine and manchet cake,
And all for the Gipsy laddie 0.

Johnnie Faa (Child's Ballads, IV. 284).

mancipation

And Enid brought sweet cakes to make them cheer.

And, in her veil enfolded, marushel bread.
Tennyson, Oeraint.

manchette (F. pron. mon-shet'), » [P-: dim.

of manche, sleeve : see mam.c'he^.] A word used

in English at different periods for various orna-

mental styles of cuff.

man-child (man'child), n.; pi. men-children

(men'chil'''dren). A male child.

Bring forth men-chQdren only.

For thy undaunted mettle should compose
Nothing but males. Shak., Macbeth, L 7. 72.

manchineel (man-chi-nel'), n. [< F. maneenille,

manzanille = It. mancinello (NL. mandnetta), <

Sp. mansaniUo, manchi-
neel (cf. manzanilla,

camomile), < mamana,
an apple, prob. < L. Ma-
tiana, sc mala, a kind
of apples, neut. pi. of

MaUanus, pertaining to

a Matius, ? Matius, the
name of a Roman gens.]

A tree, Sippomane Man-
cinella, ofmoderate size,

found in the West In-

dies, Central America,
and Florida, it abounds
in a white, milky, very caus-
tic, poisonous sap, the viru-

lence of which has been ex-

aggerated. It appears to be
especially deleterious to the
eyes.— Bastard manchi-
neel, a West Indian apocyna-
ceous tree, Cameraria latifolia, somewhat resembling the
manchineel—Mountain manchineel. Same as Imm-
wood. See lihus, sumac, and hog-plum.

manch-presentf, n. See maunch-present.
Manchui,Manchoo (man-cho'), n. and a. [Also
Manchow, Mantchoo (Chin. Manchu), < Manchu
Manchu, lit. 'pure,' applied by the founder of
the Manchu dynasty to his family or the people
over whom he ruled.] I. n. 1. One of a race,
belonging to the Tungusic branch of the Ural-
Altaic family, from vmich Manchuria takes its

name, and which conquered China in the seven-
teenth century.— 2. The native language of
Manchuria.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the Manchus, their
country (Manchuria), or their language.
manchu^ (man-cho'), n. [Also manchua, < Pg.
manchua; < Malayalam manchu.] An East In-
dian cargo-boat, ordinarily with a single mast
and a square sail, much used on the Malabar
coast.

Manchurian, Manchoorian (man-cho'ri-an),
a. [< Manchuria (see def.) -I- -an.] Of or per-
taining to Manchuria, a large territory forming
part of the Chinese empire, and the original
home of the Tatar dynasty now ruling in China.
It lies east of Mongolia, and north of Corea.

—

JVEaniOiurian deer. See deer.

mancipable (man'si-pa-bl), a. [< mandpifite)
+ -able.] Capable of being alienated by for-
mal sale and transfer. [Rare.]
The origin of the distinction between mandpoLble and

non-mancipable things, and of the formal conveyance by
mancipation applicable to the first, has been explained in
connection with the reforms of Servius TuUius.

Eneyc. Brit., XX. 689.

mancipatet (man'si-pat), v. t. [< L. mancipa-
tus, pp. of mameipare, mancupare (> It. manci-
pare, manceppare = Sp. mancipar), deliver up,
as property, by means of the formal act of pur-
chase (maneipium), transfer, alienate, < man-
ceps (mandp-), a purchaser, < manus, hand, +
capere, take: see cap«4»e. Ct. emancipate.] 1.
To sell and make over to another.— 3. To en-
slave; bind; restrict.

Only man was made capable of a spiritual sovereignty,
and only man hath enthralled and mancipated himself
to a spiritual slavery. Donne, Sermons, xix.

3. To emancipate.
Such a dispensation [the Jewish] is a pupillage, and a

slaverj^ which he [man] earnestly must desire to be re-
deemed and mandpated from. Barrow, Works, n. xv.

mancipatet (man'si-pat), a. [< L. mancipatus :

see mancipate, v.] Enslaved.
Though they were partly free, yet in some poynt re-

mayned styll as thrall and mmicipate to the subjection of
the English men. SoKmhed, voL 1., m 8, col. 1. (Narcs.)

mancipation (man-si-pa'shqn), n. [= F. man-
dpation, < L. mancipaUo{nJ), a delivery, trans-
fer of a thing to a person as property, < man-
cipare, deliver: see mancipate. Cf. emancipa-
tion.] 1. In Bom. anUq., a legal formafity
for acquiring title to property, vsiiether by ac-
tual or by simulated purchase. This formality
was employed not only in the case of property which
could change hands by actual transfer, but also with re-



mancipatioii
iatlon to immaterial rights and privaeges, as the preroga-
tiTes aiising Irom marriage, adoption, emancipation from
paternal authority, etc The formality consisted in a de-
claration of purchase before five witnesses, followed by
the weighing oat, by an officer with brazen scales, of the
realor figuratiTeporehase-money. This form of sale was
abolished by Justinian.

2t. The act of mancipating or enslaying ; sla-
Tery ; involuntary servitude.

lliey^who fall away after they were once enlightened
in baptism. . . . if it be into a contradictory state of sin
and tTuuicspa/ion, . . . then "there remains nothing bat a
fearful expectation ofjudgment."

Jer. Taylor, Worts (ed. 1S35), L 177.

mancipatory (man'si-pa-to-ri), a. [< mandpate
+ -ory.'\ In Bom. antiq., pertaining to or con-
sisting of mancipation or ceremonial sale.

It was this pracUoe of every day life in private trans-
actions that Sen'las adopted as the l>asis of his mandpa-
tory conveyance. Bneye. BriL, TY 676.

jnanciple (man'si-pl), n. [<ME. manciple, maun-
eiple, < OP. mantipe, a steward, purveyor, < L.
maneeps (iimneip-), a purchaser, renter, farmer,
contractor, factor, etc.: see mandpate. The
2 IB unoriginal, as ia principle, partimpJe.2 A
steward ; a caterer or purveyor, particularly of
an English college or inn of court.

A gentH mawidpU was ther of a temple.
Of which achatonrs migfaten take example,
¥or to be wyse in hying of vitaille.

Chaueer, Gen. ProL to C. T., L 567.

Kot the meanest minister among the dishes bat is hal-
lowed to me through his imagination, and the Cook goes
forth a Mamc^U. Lamb, Oxford in Vacation.

mancona bark (man-ko'im bark). See J)ark^.

jnancns (mang'kus), n. [AS. maiicus, also manr-

ces, mangeus (= OLGr. niancus = OHG. man-
cusa, manchusa'); of doubtful origin.] An An-
glo-Saxon money of account employed in Eng-
land from the ninth century onward. It was
equivalent to 30 pence, or one eighth of the
pound.
Queen -Slfgyfer, A. D. 1012, bequeathed two hundred

mancuxies of gold to a minster for the shrine there.
Rode, Church of our Fathers, TTT. L 353, not&

mand^t, ». See maundP-.

mand^, v. t. [Earlymod. E. also maund; < AfK.

manden, < OF. mander, < L. mandare, command.
Cf. mandaie, etc., command, commend, etc.] To
command-

The king nuxanded him her sfxayght to marry.
And for Idllyng her brother he must dye.
2d Part tif Promos and Cassandra, iv. Z. {MaSiiceU.)

mand*t, »• [By apheresis from demand.'] A de-
mand.

13ie emperoOT, with wordes myld,
Askyd amand of Idle chyld.

MS. Ashmok 61, t 87. (ffaJtvueS.)

mand^ (mand), n. [< Hind, mandod, mandua,
manrvd.'] A species of grass. See Meusine.

'^f^nilgta.Ti (man-de'an), n. and a. [< XL. Man-
dtBus, < WaTidmiLTi Mandd, knowled^, gnosis.]

L n. 1. One of a very ancient religious body,
still found, though its members are few, in the
southern part of Babylonia. The religion of the
Mandaeans is a kind of Gnosticism, retaining manyJewish
and Fazsee elements. They worship as divine beings a
number of personifications, especially of the attributes or
names of God. Also called Mendaites, Nasoreans, and Sa-
bians, and, by a misunderstanding. Christians qf SL John.

2. The dialect of Aramaic in which the four
sacred books of the llandaeans are written.
TT a. Pertaining to the 'M'i^Tiflf>a.^-pR q^^ Man-

dfflism.

Also Mendtean.
TWanilirigin (man-de'izm), n. [< Mandceifin) +
-ism.] The religious system of the Mandjeans.
Also Mendteism.
mandamus (man-da'mus), ». [<.'Li. mandamus,
we command (the first word in the writ in the
orig. L. form), 1st pers. pL ind. pres. ofmandate,
command: see mandate.] In toir, a writ issuing
from a superior cotirt, directed to an inferior

court, an officer, a corporation, or other body,
requiring the person or persons addressed to
do some act therein specified, as being within
their office and duty, as to admit or restore a
person to an office or franchise, or to deliver

papers, afSx a seal to a paper, etc. itsnseis
generally confined to cases of complaint by some person
having an interest in the performance of a public duty,

when effectual relief against its neglect cannot be had In

the course of an ordinary action.

During the short restoration of Henry VL in 1470t . . .

a lord mayor was appointed by royal mandamus.
Stubbs, Const. Hist, § 488.

Altemattve mandaTnTig, a mandamus in which the

command to do the specified act is coupled with an alter-

native to the effect thai; it it be not done, the party com-
manded show cause to the court why not.—Peremptory
Tna-niiainna, a mandamus in which the command is ab-

solute. It usually follows an alternative writ if adequate

cause be not shown.
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mandamilS (man-da'mus), r. t. [< mandamus,
H.] To issue a mandamus to; serve with a
maTK^fl-mng.

Her officers . . . were mandamused to compel them to
do their duty. Jf. A. Mec., CXXXIX 135.

inandant(man'dant),«. [<L.otan<ian(t-)s,ppr.
of mandare, command: see mand^, mandate.]
A mandator. Imp. Diet.

ITianriariii (man-da-ren' or man'da-rin), ji. and
a. [Formerly also'(as a noun) mandarine; = F.
mandarin, a mandarin (nmndarine, a manda-
rin orange, a tangerine), = It. mandarino= Sp.
mandarin, < Pg. mandarim (with final -m for
-n, as reg. in Pg.), a mandarin, < Malay mantri,
< Hind, mantri, a councilor, minister of state, <
Skt. mantrin, a councilor, minister of state, <
mantra, counsel, advice, < -^ man, think: see
mindl:] L ». 1. Any Chinese official, civil or
military, who wears a button. (See button, 3.)

The Chinese equivalent is 7:wan, which means
simply ' public servant.'

There are without the city [Pequin] . . . twenty-four
thousand sepnlchers of mandarines (Justices of Peace)
with their little gilded chappels.

S. darlce, Gec^raph. Descrip. (1671X p. 39.

2. [cop.] The form of Chinese spoken (with
slight variations) in the northern, central, and
western provinces of China, as well as Man-
churia, and by officials and educated persons all

over the empire, as distinguished from the local
dialects spoken chiefly in the southern pro-
vinces, and from the book-language, which ap-
peals only to the eye.—3. In omith., the man-

Mandaiin Dock [Atx ffolertcttiata).

darin duck (which see, under dt«*2).—4. A
piece of mandarin porcelain.—5. A coal-tar

color used in dyeing, produced from beta-naph-
thol. It dyes a bri^t reddish-orange shade.
Also called tropceolin and orange Xo. 2.

H. a. Pertaining or suitable to a mandarin
or to mandarins; hence, of exalted character
or quality; superior; noble; fine.—Mandarin
dialect, language. SeeL, 2.—Mandann orange. See
orange,— MfturiaTiti porcelain, decorative porcelain
thought to be of Japanese origin, bnt sometimes appa-
rently of Chinese ms^e and painting, having as a part of
its decoration figures of Chinese officials in their cere-

monial dress. Vases of this character are decorated in
brilliant colors.

—

MaTiHaTin sleeve, a loose and wide
sleeve, supposed to be copied from the sleeves of the silk

gowns of Chinese gentlemen.— Uandarin vases. See
mandarin porcdain.
manilariTi (man-da-ren' or man'da-rin), r. t.

[< mandarin, n. (with ref. to mandarin orange).]
Tn dyeing, to give an orange-color to, as silk

or other stu& made of animal fiber, not by
means of a solution of coloring matter, but by
the action of dilute nitric acid. The orange-
color is produced by a partial decomposition
of the surface of the fiber bythe acid.

mandarlliate (man-da-re'nat or man'da-rin-
at), n. l<mandarin-f'-at^.] 1. The ofiffce or
author!^ of a mandarin.—2. The whole body
of mandarins; mandarins collectively.—3. The
jurisdiction or district of a mandarin.

The Emperor and the great tribunals . . . would call

them to account for not having sooner been aware of

what was passing in their Mandarindtes.
Hue, Journey through the Chinese Empire (trans.), I. 68.

The idea of organizing a sort of intellectual mandariti-

aie in France was first conceived by Colbert.
Harper's Mag., LXXVUL SOL

mandaiiness (man-da-ren'es or man'da-rin-

es), n. [< mandarin + -ess.] A female "inan-

dajrin. Lamb.
mandarinic (man-da-rin'ik), a. [< mandarin
+ -ic.] Of, pertaining to, or befitting a man-
darin.

manilarinignfi (man-da-ren'izm or man'da-rin-

izm), n. [< nmndarin + -ism.] The character

or customs of mandarins ;
government by man-

darins.

The whole Chinese code, under a systematic mandariTi-

ism, is pervaded even by the principle of self-accusation

for aH Lieber.

mandator

mandat (mon-da'), «. [F. : see mandate.] 1.
In French laic, a grant of power or authority;
a power of attorney.
Mandats or grants in expectancy.

BaUam, Middle Ages, n. 242.

2. In French hist., one of the circulating notes
which were issued by the government about
1796 on the security of the national domains,
called mandats territoriaux, to take the place
of the abrogated assignats, and which soon be-
came as worthless as the latter.

mandatary (man'da-ta-ri), ». ; pi. mandataries
(-riz). [= F. mandittdire = Sp. Pg. It. manda-
tario, < LL. mandatarius, one to whom a charge
or commission isgiven,<L. majid«<M»(,a charge,
command: see mandate.] One to whom a com-
mand or charge is given ; one who has received
and holds a mandate to act for another: an
attorney. SpeciflcaBy—(o)A person to whom the Pope
has by his prerogative given a mandate or order for his
benefice, (b) In law, one who is authorized and under-
takes, without a recompense, to do some act for another
in respect to the thing bailed to him. See mandate, 4.

Also moTufolor^/.

mandate (man'dat), n. [=:F.»uifldat= Sp. Pg.
It. mandato, < L. mandatum, a charge, order,
command, commission, injunction, neut. of
mandatus, pp. of mandare, commit to one's
charge, order, command, commission, lit. put
into one's hands, < manus, hand, -f- dare, put:
see date^. Ct. command, commetid, demand, re-

mand. See maundy, an older form of ttian-

date,] 1. A command; an order, precept, or
injunction; a commission.

I am commanded home. Get you away;
HI send for you anon. Sir, 1 obey the tiiandate.

And will retnm to Yenice. Shak. , Othello, iv. 1. 270l

This dream all-powerful Juno sends ; I bear
Her mighty mandfdes, and her words you hear.

i>r;^den, .£neid, vlL 583.

Mandates for deposing sovereigns were sealed with the
signet of "the fisherman." Burke, Sev. in France.

This flowerborder encloses an autograph Latin mandate,
written and signed "propriA mann" by **J. Hereforden"
himself; which mandide testifies that the volimie of the
book is prepared and written by his "dilectus famulus "

Swithnn Butterfield, and directs that S. K shall have the
custody of it during his natural life.

jr. and Q., 7th ser., VUL 2.

Hence—2. An official command addressed by
a superior to an inferior, to control his conduct
in a specific manner. Specifically— (o) In Rom. law,
an order or decree directed Vythe emperor to governors of
provinces. (6) In cafumtoto, a papal rescript commanding
a bishop or other ecclesiastical pafxon to put i^e person
therein named in possession of the first vacant benefice
under his patronage, (c) In early Eng. low, a roy^ com-
mand addressed to a judge or court to control the disposi-
tion of a snil^ (d) In mod. law procedure, a judicial com-
mand, order, precept, or writ ; more specificsdly, the docu-
ment promulgated upon the decision of an appeal or writ
of error, as by the Supreme Court of the UniU^ States, di.

recting what shallbe done in the courtbelow ; also, in some
of the States, the writ elsewhere known, as atcommon law,
by the name of fiunufantus (which seeX In this sense man-
dole usually, bnt not always necessarily. Implies that the
direction is given in writing.

3. In early Bom. law (before the doctrines of
agencywere developed), a trust or commission
by wMch one person, called the mandator, re-

quested another, the mandatarius, to act in his
own name and as if for himself in a particular
transaction(g>ceJaJma«date),orin all the affairs

of the former {general mandate). The mandatarius
was the only one recognised as having l^al rights and re-

sponsibilities as toward third persons in the tiansactions
involved. As between him and the mandator, however,
the latter was entitled to all benefit, and bound to indem-
nify against losses, etc.; but the service was gratuitous.

4. In dvil law : (a) A contract of bailment in
which a thing is transferred by the mandator to
the possession of the mandatary,upon an under-
taking ofthelatterto perform gratuitouslysome
service in reference to it : distinguished from a
mere deposit for safe keeping. (&) A contract
of agency by which the mandator confides a
matter of business, or his business generally,

to an agent caUed the mandatary, if the author-
ity or appointmentbe in writing, themandate is also called
procuration. Mandatary qualification exists where a per-
son induces another to repose credit in a third person

;

it answers somewhat to our modem letter of credit.

mandate-bread (man'dat-bred), n. The bread
disti-ibuted to the poor on Maundy Thursday,
Also called maundy-loaves.

Mandate Thursday (man'dat therz'da). Same
asMaundyThursday (which see,undermaundy)

.

mandator (man-da'tgr), n. [< L. mandator, one
who gives a charge or command, < mandare,
charge, command: see mand^, maridate.] 1. A
director.

A person is slid to be a client to his advocate, but a
master and mandator to his proctor. Ayliffe, Parergon.

2. In lam : (a) A bailor of goods, (b) The per-

son who delegates another to perform a man-



mandator
date, (c) In civil law, the person wlio employs
another (called a mandatarius or mandatary)
to convey goods gratuitously, or in a gratuitous
agency.
mandatory (man'da-to-ii), a. and n. [< LL.
mandatorius, of or belonging to a mandator, <
mandator, one who commands : see mand^, man-
date.'] I. a. Of the nature of a mandate ; con-
taining a command or mandate ; directory.
A superiority of power mandatary, judicial, and coercive

over other ministers. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, yii. 3.

It doth not appear that he usurped more thsmamanda-
tory nomination of the bishop to be consecrated.

Abp. IXssher, Ordination, p. 221.

Mandatory injunction. See injunction.—JUaiiiaXoTy
statute, a statute the effect of which is that, if its provi-
sions are not complied with according to their terms, the
thing done is, as to it, void (Bishop): contradistinguished
from directory etatiUe.

II. n.
;
pi. mandatories (-riz). Same as man-

Acting as the mouthpiece, more than the ynaTidaiary, of
Europe. Lowe, Bismarck, II. 92.

mandatum (man-da'tiun), n. [ML. : see man-
date, maundy.] Same as maundy.
manaell (man'del), n. Same as mandil^.
mandelstone (man'del-ston), re. [Aecom. of G.
mandelstein (= D. mandeUteen = Dan. Sw. man-
delsten), almond-stone, < mandel, =E. almond, +
stein = E. stone.] Same as amygdaloid.
mandementt (man'de-ment), n. [ME., = F.
mandement = Pr. mandamen = Sp. mandamiento
= Pg. It. mandamento, < ML. mandamentum, a
command, < mandare, command: see mandate.]
A mandate or commandment.
Ye haue herde the Tnaundement that the Itomayns haue

sent that I-nough haue vs contraried.
Merlin (E. B. T. S.), iii. 641.

He schewed the erle Kogere the pane's Tnandement.
Rob. of Brunne, p. 307.

mander, v. i. See maunder.
manderilt (man'der-U), re. An obsolete variant
of mandrel.
Mandevilla (man-de-vil'a), n. [NL. (Lindley,
1840), named afterBt. J. JfaredewKe,British min-
ister at Buenos Ayres.] A genus of American
apocynaceous plants of the tribe Echitidece and
the subtribe Etiechitidece. The flowers grow in sim-
ple racemes, and have a funnel-shaped corolla, a calyx with
Ave scales or an Indefinite number of glands, and a disk
which is five-parted or has five scales. They are tall climb-
ing shrubs, with opposite feather-veined leaves, and sim-
ple racemes of yellow, white, or rarely violet flowers, which
are usually large and showy. About 30 species have been
described, from Mexico, the West Indfos, and tropical
America. M. maveolens, known afi the ChUi jasmine, is

remarkable for its very fragrant snowy-white flowers, and
is common in cultivation.

mandevillef, «. [Appar. an erroneous form of
mandiU, conformed to the surname Mandeville.]
Same as mandilion.
mandiblel (man'di-bl), n. [= F. mandibule =
Sp. mandfbula = It. martdibula, mandibola, <

NL. mandibula, mandible, < LL. mandibula, i.,

also mandibulum, n., a jaw, < L. mandere, chew,
masticate.] luzool. and awo*., a jaw-bone; a
jaw, or the jaw-bone and associate parts ; espe-
cially, the under jaw. (a) in man and other mam-
mals, the under Jaw, or inferior maxillary, as distinguished
from the upper jaw, maxilla, or superior maxillary. (&)
In birds, either part, upper or un der, of the beak ; that part
of either jaw which is covered with homy integument, the
two being distinguished as upper and lower. When the
term mandible is applied to the lower only, the upper is

called maxilla. See out under WM. (c) In the arthro-
pods, especially insects, either half, right or left, of the
first, upper, or outer pair of jaws, considered by some to
correspond to the lower jaw of vertebrates ; morphologi-
cally, one of the first pair of gnathites, always devoid of
a palp : opposed to maxilla, which is either half of the
second pair of jaws. See cut under mouth-part, id) In
cephalopods, the homy beak or rostrum. See mandibur
lar.—Dentate mandible. See dentate.

—

Multideutate
mandible, in enitom,., a mandible having many teeth or
processes on the inner side.

mandible^t (man'di-bl), a. [Prop, mandable; <

mand^ + -able.] Demandable.
Thus we rambled up and down the Country ; and where

the people demean'd themselves not civil to us by volun-
tary contributions, their Geese, Hens, Pigs, or any such
mandible thing we met with, made us satisfaction for

their hidebound injuries.

Rieliard Head, English Rogue (1666).

mandibular (man-dib'u-lar), a. [= F. man-
dibulaire = Sp. mandibular; as mandible'^ (NL.
mandibula) + -ar^.] Of, pertaining to, or of

the nature of a mandible Mandibular arch, in

eTnJbryol., of vertebrates, the first postoral visceral arch
of the embryo ; that arch in which Meckel's cartilage is

developed.— Mandibular ramus, (a) In orntth. , either

fork of the under mandible. (6) In ma/mrmil., the more
or less upright proximal part of either half of the man-
dible, as distinguished from the body or horizontal part

of the same hone.— Mandibular scrobes, in eniam.,

grooves on the outer sides of the mandibles, found in most
Cara&uto.—Mandibularsegment or ring, in entom., the

first primary segment behind the mouth-cavity, bearing

3606
the mandibles. Some anatomists suppose that it forms
the genae or cheeks.— Mandibular tomia, the cutting
edges of the under mandible of a bird.

mandibulary (man-dib'u-la-ri), a. [< mandi-
bW- (NL. mandibula) + -airy.] Same as man-
dibular.

The mandibulary symphysis is not by suture, but by an
elastic band. Encyc. Brit., XXII. 189.

Mandibulata (man-dib-u-la'ta), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of mandibulatus : see mandibulate.]
In entom. : {a) In some systems, a primary
group or division of Insecta, containing those
insects whose mouth-parts are mandibulate or
masticatory, as distinguished from those which
have the same parts hausteUate or suctorial,

the former being fitted for biting, the latter

for sucking: opposed to Haustellata. West-
wood called the same division Dacnostomata.
(b) A division of Anoplura, including mandibu-
late lice, as the bird-lice or Mallophaga. [The
term was first used in the former sense by Clairville

(1798), who divided each of his main groups of Insectes
(Pterophora and Aptera) into Mandibviata and Haustel-
lata. In Macleay's celebrated system it was the name of
one of the five groups of his Anmdosa.]

mandibulate (man-dib'u-lat), a. and n. [< NL.
mandibulatus, < mandibula, mandible : see man-
dible^.] La. 1. In entom,.: (a) Having mandi-
bles, and thus able to bite, as an insect; of or
pertaining to the Mandibulata : distinguished
from liaiistellate or suctorial, (b) Masticatory,
as the jaws of an insect.— 2. Having a lower
jaw, as nearly allvertebrates : opposed to eman-
dibulate— Mandibulate moutb. Same as masticatory
mouth (which see, under ma^AcaJtery).

II. re. A mandibulate insect, as a beetle.

mandibulated (man-dib'u-la-ted), a. [< man-
dibulate + -ed2.] Same as mandibulate.
mandibuliform (man-dib'u-li-f6rm), a. [<
NL. mandibula, mandible, -f L. forma, form.]
Having the form of a mandible in general:
specifically applied to the under jaws or max-
illae of an insect when they are hard, horny, and
mandibulate or fitted for biting, like the man-
dibles proper.
mandibulohyoid (man-dib'''u-16-hi'oid), a. [<
NL. mandibula, mandible, +' hyoid.] Pertain-
ing to the lower jaw and the nyoid bone : as,

the mandibulohyoid ligament of a shark.

mandibulomaxillary (man-dib'''u-16-mak'si-la-
ri), a. [< NL. mandibula, mandible, + maxilla,
maxilla.] In Crustacea, of or pertaining to the
mandibles and to the maxillse; situated be-
tween these parts: as, a mandibulomaxillary
apodeme.
mandiet, re. See maundy.
mandil^t (man'dil), n. [< OF. mandil, man-
dille (?), F. mandille (> Sp. Pg. mandil), < L.
mantile, also mantele, manteUum, a towel, nap-
kin, table-cloth, mantelum, mantelt/wm, a man-
tle : see mantle, mantel.] Same as mandilion.
mandil^ (man'dil), n. [Also mundil; < Ar.
Turk, mendil, a kerchief; perhaps ult. < L.:
see mandil^.] Among Moslems, a kind of ker-
chief, especially one oblong in shape, the short
sides worked with gold or colored silk, the rest
plain. B. F. Burton, tr. of Arabian Nights, II.

301, note.

mandilionf (man-dil'yon), n. [Also mandillion,
mandilian; < OF. man&llon, < mandil, a mantle:
see mandiP-.] A garment first used in France in
the sixteenth century, and worn originally by
men-servants, soldiers, and others as a sort of
overcoat, its earliest form appears to have been that
of a dalmatic with sleeves not closed and covering the
back of the arm only. In the seventeenth century it was
an outer garment capable of being buttoned up or left

open, described in 1660 as like a jump, generally without

mandrake
He salle have maundem^nl to morne or myddaye be roun-

gene.
To what marche thay salle merke, with mangere to len-

gene. Marte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1687.

mandola, mandora (man-do'ia, -ra), n. [It.

:

see mandolin.] An older and larger variety of

the mandolin. Compare pandura. Also man-
dore.

mandolin, mandoline (man'do-lin), «. [< F.

mandoline, < It. mandolino, dim. of mandola,

mandora, var. forms ot pandora, a kind of lute:

see mandore, bandore^, pandore. ] A musical in-

strument of the lute class, having from four to

six single or double metallic strings, which are

About him a mandilion, that did with buttons meet^
Of purple, large, and fuU of folds, curled with a warmful

nap,
A garment that 'gainst ccdd In night did soldiers use to

wrap. Oha/pm/m, Iliad, x. 134.

A Spaniard, having a Moore slave, let him goe along time
in a poore ragged mandUian without sleeves ; one asking
him why he dealt so sleevelessly with the poore wretch,
he answered : I cro^ his wings, for feare he flie away.

Copley, Wits, Fits, and Fancies (1614). (Ifarea.)

But in time of war they wear crimson mandilioTis, be-
hind and before so crossed, over their armour.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 179.

mandioc (man'di-ok), n. [< Braz. mandioca.]
Same as manioc.
mandioca (man-di-6'ka), re. Same as manioc.
mandlestone, n. See'mandelstone.

mandmentt, »• [Early mod. E. mandement, <

ME. maundement, < OF. mandement, command,
< ML. mandamentum, command, < mandare,
command: see mand^, mandate.] A command-
ment.

stretched over an almond-shaped body, and a
neck with numerous frets. It is played with a plec-

trum of tortoise-shell held in the right hand. The tuning
of the strings varies somewhat, but the compass is usually

about three octaves upward from the G next below middle
C. The tone is tinkling, but penetrating and agreeable.

mandolinist (man'do-lin-ist), re. [< mandolin
4- -ist.] One who performs on a mandolin.
mandom(man'dum),re. {<.man + -dom.] Hu-
manity in general; men collectively consid-
ered. [Rare.]

Nay, without this law
Of mandom, ye would perish— beast by beast
Devouring. J/rs. Browning, Drama of Exile.

mandora, n. See mandola.
mandore (man-dor'), «. [< P. mandore, < It.

mandora: see mandola.] Same as mandola.
mandorla (man-d6r'la), n. [It.] 1. In deco-

rative art, a space,
opening, panel, or

the like, of an
oval shape; also,

a work of art fill-

ing such a space,
as a bas-relief, or
the like.— 3. Ec-
cles., the vesica
piscis.

In a fourth relief

upon the high altar,

Christ seated within
a mandorla blesses
with his right hand.

C. C. PerMns, Ital-

[ian Sculpture,
[Int., p. XX.

mandragt, man-
draget, n. Obso-
lete forms of man-
drake.

mandragont, re.

An obsolete vari-
ant of mandrake.
Cotgrave. Mandorla.— From Assumption of the

Tn9TlllT*afrrkT*a Madonna. by Orcagna : Church of Or SanmanaragOra Mlchele, Florence.
(man-drag'o-ra),
re. [= F. mandragore = Sp. mandrdgora = Pg.
mandragora = It. mandragora, mandragola, < L.
mandragoras (NL. mandragora), < GT.uavSpa-
ydpac, the mandrake: see mandrake.] If. The
mandrake.

Not poppy, nor mandragora,
Nor all the drowsy syrups of the world.
Shall ever medicine thee to that sweet sleep
Whicn i/hou owedst yesterday.

Shak., Othello, iii. 3. 330.

Come, violent death.
Serve for mandragora, to make me sleep.

Webster, Duchess of Halfi, iv. 2.

2. [cap.] A genus of plants of the natural order
SolanacetB, the nightshade family, and tribe At-
ropece. The corolla is induplicate in the bud, the calyx is

fouaceous and five-parted, and the pedicels are partially
clustered among the radical leaves. They are herbs,
nearly stemless, rising from a thick, fleshy, often forked
root, and bear tufts of large, ovate, lance-shaped leaves,
and quite large pale bluish-violet, white, orpuipleflowers,
which are retioulately veined. Five species have been de-
scribed (but these may be reducible to one), found through-
out the Mediterranean region. The ordinary plant has
been commonly known as3f. officinalis, but this includes a
spring and a fall kind sometimes separated as species, M.
rnmalie and M. autumnalis. The mandragora or man-
drake has long been known in medicine, and has been the
subject of much superstition. See mandrake.
mandrake (man'drak), re. [< ME. mandrake,
mondrake, mandrake; an alteration, appar.
simulating drake^, of earlier ME. mandrag,
mandrage, short for mandragora, q. v. To the

?25a„—"^:



Flowerii^ Plant of Mandrake

mandrake
peculiar fonn of tbe root, and the suggestiTe
form of the name mandrake, appar. a coinxK>und
of man + drake-, with little meaningattachedto
the supposed second
element, are due in
large part the su-
perstitions associat-
ed with the plant.]
1. A plant of the
genus ilandragora.
The mandrake has poi-
sonous properties, and
acts as an ranetic, pnr-
pative, and narcotia It
was in nse In ancient
times especially for its

narcotic effect^ and is
said to hare been em-
ployed as an anesthetic
It has been regarded as
an aphrodisiac, and osed in amorous incantations, as a
love-amnlet. etc According to an oldfancythe mandrake
shrieks when palled from the gronnd. The resemblance
of its commomy forked root to the homan body is proba-
bly the groond of this saperstition, as well as of the repnte
of tile plant as an aphrodisiac

And Renben went in the da3's of wheat harvest, and
fonnd mandrakei in the field, and biooght them nnto his
mother Leah. Gen. xzx. 14.

And shrieks, like mandrakex torn oat of the earth.

That living mortals, hearing them, ran mad.
Shale., K. and J., iv. a 47.

The nui ndrakt, a plant with broad leaves and bright yel-

low flowers and with a root which grew in a semi-human
form, was found beneath the public gallows and was
dragged &om the ground and carried home with many ex-
traordinary craemonies. When secnred, it becamea famil-

iar spirit speaking in oracles if properly consulted, and
bringing good luck to the household in which it was ^i-
shrined. C EUon, Origins of Eng. Hist., p. 220.

The best digest of the varions speculations as to the
mandrake and its properties will be found in Dr. Harris's
" Dictionary of tbe Natural History of the Bible"

N. and Q., 7th ser., VUL 2aa

2.TheMay-apple,Po(topAyK«mj>eK<j(«m. |TJ.S.]

The blushing peach and glossy plum thra% lies.

And with the mandrake tempt your hands and eyes.
Jane Tvrr^ quoted iu Tnckerman's America and her

[Commentators, p. 33.

3. In Acr., a figure resembling a root with two
long and pointed bifurcations usually twisted
together, and the whole crowned with leaves
and berries.

mandrel, mandril (man'drel, -dril), n. [An
alteration of *mandrin, < F. mandrin, a man-
drel, former, strike, perhaps < L. mandra, a
stall, < Gr. fiavSpa, a stall, the bed in which the
stone of a ring is set: see nutdrigdl.l 1. In
mech., a cylindrical bar or spindle, either of
uniform diameter, of different diameters, or
tapered, used for a variety of purposes, but
chiefly for the support of objects formed with
holes, into which the mandrel is forcibly driven
in order to hold theiv firmly while turning in a
lathe, or in an analogous machine, or in oper-
ating upon them with a file. Specifically— (a) An
axis attached to the head-stock of a lathe, to support, dur-
ing the process of taming, any mat^lal which is bored or
pierced with a central hole. It has often some adjustable
device for securing it to the material, and is then known
as an adjustable mandrel, (b) Any arbor or axis to support
a tool, as a mandrel tor a circular saw or circular cutter,

(c) A rod or former for shaping forging^ or a plug-core
for metal or glass castings.

2. A miners' pick. [E!ng.]—3. la metal-work-
ing by the spinning process, the form, usually
of wood, upon whiSi the thin plate of metal or
blank is pressedin orderthat therevolutionmay
giveittheform ofthe mandrel A^nstaUe man-
dreL See det. l (aX—Expanding mandreL a mandrel
conslTucted to engageandfirmly hold a piece ofmaterialon
the inside of a hole of uniform diameter, for taming, etc.

Suchniandrels areofvariousconstruction. Acommonfonn
is a central arbor having grooves with inclined-plane bot-
toms in which move simultaneous and equal^ tapered
key-slides, the outer sides of which are always pu'allel
with each other and wlt^ the axis of ibe arbor. When
moved longitudinally, these slides expand against the in-

side of the hole with force, holding the piece by jamming
friction.—flezltlle mandrel, a spiral spring placed in a
metal tube to prevent it from flattening or collapsing
when bent.—^fficks's mandrel, an expan^g mandrel for
turning ring^ named trom its inventor. It is an arbor
with a cone in tbe middle, in the periphery of which, at
eqoal distances from each other, are formed longitudinal
dovetailed grooves carrying wedge-shaped slides actuated
simoltaneonsly and equally by a nut on the end of the
oone^ and l^as expanded to fit tiie bore of the ring to be
turned.—Traveridng mandreL (a) A mandrel which
moves longitudinally, (b) A mandrel fitted to a bearing
or bearings of a support which may be set in the tool-

post of the slide-rest of a lathe, or in some other travers-

ing device Such mandrels are used for expanding ream-
ers and imalogous tools, and they are usually driven by a
pulley-and-belt mechaidsm.

mandrel (man'drel), c. t. [< mandrel, n.] To
operate upon with mandrels, as a bronze gnii.
This is done by driving steel mandrels of gradually in-

creasing size through the bore, whereby the strength of

the gun is graifly increased, the limit of elasticity being

in some cases nearly or quite doubled.
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mandrel-collar (man'drel-kol'ar), H. A col-
lar formed on the mandrel of a lathe, against
which the chucks, face-plates, etc. , abut square-
ly when screwed upon the mandrel-nose.
mandrel-frame (man'drel-fram), n. A frame
or head-stock secured by bolts to the end of a
lathe-bed to support the mandrel.
mandrel-lathe (man'drel-la^H), n. A lathe
adapted for turning long work and hollow work.
It is so designed that the material for hollow work can
he clasped by a chuck on the end of the mandrel in the
head-stock. Long work is supported in the lathe by the
head and tan centers. E. H. KnighL
mandrel-nose (man'drel-noz), n. The inner
end of a lathe-mandrel, upon which a screw-
thread is formed for receiving and holding face-
plates, chucks, etc.

mandrel-screw (man'drel-skro), )i. The screw
on the mandrel-nose to which chucks, face-
plates, etc.. are fitted, and by which they are
attached to the mandrel.
mandril, ». See mandrel.
mandrill (man'dril), n. [= P. mandrin = Sp.
matidril = It. mandriUo, a mandrill ; said to be
from a native AV. African name. If this form is

original, the form driU in same sense is due to a
false division of the word, as if < B. man + drill:

see driUK If driU is original, the form mandrill
is an E. compound, and the F. Sp. It. forms are
from E.] A kind of baboon; the great blue-
faced or rib-nosed baboon ; the hog-ape, Cyno-
cephalus maimon or »>jor»io», the lai^est and
most formidable, ferocious, and hideous of ba-
boons. The canine teeth are of enormous size, causing
a protuberance of the cheeks, which are naked and fan-
tastically striped with brilliant colors. The ischial cal-

losities are of great size and bright-red color. The animal
is often seen in captivity. The mandrills are natives of
the western coast of Africa, where they associate in large
troops, which are the terror of the negroes. They often
plunder villages and cultivated fields with impunity. See
cut under IxUtoon.

mandncable (man'du-ka-bl), a. [= F. Sp. vian-

ducable, < L. as if 'maniucdbilis, < manducare.
chew : see ma)iducate.'] Capable of being man-
dueated or chewed; fit to be eaten.

If tangible by his fingers, why not by his teeth— that is,

maitduooMe? Coleridge.

mandncate (man'du-kat), r. t.; pret. and pp.
mandueated, ppr. mandueating. [< Ii. mandu-
catus, pp. of manducare (> It. manducare = Sp.
Pg. manducar, chew, = P. manger, > E. mange,
eat), chew, masticate, eat by chewing, a length-
ened form of mandere, chew: see mandible,
mange, eto.] To masticate ; chew.

It is gravel In the teeth, and aman must drink the blood
of his own gums when he mandueaUs such unwholesome,
such unpleasant fruit.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 719.

mandncation (man-dn-ka'shon), n. [= P. man-
ducation = Sp. majiducacion, < LL. manduca-
tio(n-), a chewing, < L. manducare, chew: see
manducate.'] The act or process of biting or
chewing; mastication.

After the majtdueation of the paschal lamb, it was the
custom of the nation to sit down to a second supper.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835X I. 290.

The sum, tiien, of Archbishop Cranmer's doctrine on
this head is : 1. That John vL is not to be interpreted of
oral mandveation in flie sacrament.

Waterland, Works, VIL ICL

mandncatoiyCman'du-ka-to-ri), a. [<. tnandu-
cate + -oryJ] Pertaining to or employed in
chewing; in entom., specifically, having a man-
dibulate form for eatmg.
mandncns (man-du'kns), M. [L., a glutton, a

chewer, esp. as in def., < mandere, chew: see
manducate.^ In Som. antiq., a comic character

of ItaUe origin, wearing a mask with gaping
jaws set with great teefi, which were made to

clash against each other. This personage flgured

in various public processions as well as in comedies on the
stage, and served Boman mothers as a bugbear in restraint

of childish misconduct.

mandyas (man'di-as), «. [< Gr. fiavSiac, /mv-

dva, a woolen cloa^ LGr. as in def. ; said to be
of Pers. origin.] In the G-r. Ch., aMnd of large

and loose mantle, resembling a cope, fastened

at the throat and sometimes at the lower cor-

ners also, and reaching almost to the feet.

It is worn by monks and nuns, by archimandrites, and
at times by bishops who were regularly appointed from
the men astic orders. The mandyas of a prelate has wavy
staipes upon it, while that of an archimandrite is plain.

Mandy Thursdayt. Same as Maundy Th ursday
(which see, under maundy).

mane (man), n. [< ilE. mane, mayne, < AS.
*manu (not recorded, but indicated by the

cognate forms, and by the derivs. *gemane, ge-

mone, maned, and mene = OS. meni = OHG.
menni = Icel. men, a necklace) = OPries. mona

man-engine

= MD. mane. D. maan, manen = OHG. maim,
MHG. mane, man, G. mane, now commonly
mahne = Icel. fiJon = Sw. Dan. man, mane (cf.

deriv. Icel. makki = Sw. Dan. nianke, the up-
per part of a horse's neck) ; orig. prob. simply
'neck'; = W. mwn, neck (> myngen, mane),
= Ir. mtiin, neck (> muince, collar). = Skt.
manyd, the nape of the neck, = Gr. dial, /lawoc,
fiavoc, /iAwos, a necklace, /Mwdiuor, fiavidai^, a,

necklace ; cf. L. monUe, a necklace.] The long
hair growing on the neck and neighboring part s

of some animals, as the horse, lion, etc., as dis-
tinguished from the shorter hair elsewhere.
When, as in the horse, it grows on the middle line of the
back of the neck, the mane commonly falls on one side,

but it may be stiff and erect. In the lion the long and
shaggy mane covers the whole neck and part of the fore
quarters.

Thin mane, thick tan, broad buttock, tender hide

;

Look, what a horse should have he did not lack.
Shot., Tenus and Adonis, L 298.

Each wave was crested with tawny foam.
Like the mane of a chestnut steed.

Seott, L.of L.M.,i. 2i.

Haggle . . . looked over the book, eagerly seizing one
comer and tossing back her mane.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, L 3.

man-eater (man'e'ter). n. 1. A cannibal.

—

2. In India, a tiger that has acquired a taste
for human flesh ; a tiger supposed or known to
have a special propensity for killing and eating
human beings. The name is sometimes ex-
tended to the lion and the hyena, on the same
supposition.

The r^nlar nian-«ater is generally an old tiger whose
vigour is passed, and whose teeth are worn and defective

;

it takes up its abode in the neighbourhood of a village, the
population of which it finds an easierpr^ than the larger
or wilder animals. IT. H. Flower, Encyc Brit,XXIIL 386.

3. One of several kinds of large sharks sup-
posed to be specially formidable to man ; spe-
cifically, Careharodon rondeleti, a very large
shark of the family Lamnidm. This shark has
straight narrow triangular teeth, very slightly serrated or
crenulated, in both jaws. The body is stoutand fusiform,
with a pointed snout ; there are two dorsal fins, one laige:
between tbe pectorals and tiie ventral^ the other small and
posterior ; the anal fin is like the second dorsd ; the caudal
fin is crescentiform ; and there are five branchial apertures,
aU in front of the pectorals. It has been found 40 feet
long, though it averages so much less that 13 feet is a
good size. It is a shark of the high seas, fonnd in nearly
all tropical waters, frequently passing a considerable dis-
tance both northward and southward. Teeth much like
those of the living species have been found in the Pliocene
and Miocene deposits, asw^ as in the ooze of the Pacific
ocean, indicating individuals that must have been about 80
feet long.

4. The dobson or heUgrammite. [Local, TJ. S.]

mane-comb (man'kom), n. A comb for comb-
ing a horse's mane and tail.

A third class of the street>sellers of tools are the vendors
of curry-combs and brushes, mane-combs, scrapers, and
clipping instruments.

Mt^heuj, London Labour and London Poor, L 400.

maned (mand), a. {_<.mane + -ed^.2 1. Having
a mane, as a horse or lion; jubate.

He said, and to his chariot joined his steeds
Swift, brazen-hoofed, and maned with wavy gold.

Cowper, njad, viiL 49.

2. In her., same as crined Haned ant-eater,
Myrmeeophaga juiata.—Maned finit-bat, Pteropiu ja-
JkOus, a native of the Philippine Tslands,

man^e(ma-nazh'), ». ahda. [<F. .nanege^iSp.
Pg. manejo, < It. maneggio, the handling or train-
ing of a horse, riding, a riding-school : see man-
age, n.] I. n. 1. The art of breaking, training,

andriding horses; the art of horsemanship.— 2.

Aschool for training horses and teaching horse-
manship.

TT.t a. Managed: said of a horse.

I sent my black manege horse and fumitore with a
friend to his Ma^ then at Oxford.

Eedyn, Diary, Jnly 12, 1643.

maneh (man'e), n. [Heb.] A Babylonian and
Hebrew weight. See mina^.

maneless (man'les), a. [< mane + -less.'] Hav-
ing no mane : as. the maneless lion of Guzerat,
a recognized variety of Felis leo.

man-engine (man'en'jin), n. A form of ele-

vator or power-ladder used in some deep mines
for rstising and lowering men. in its usual form it

is essentially a vertical rod extending from the surface to

the bottom of the mine, and reciprocated upward and
downward, like a ptmii>-rod, by means of a steam-engine
or awator-wheeL The length of stroke commonly adopt-

ed is 12 feet, and at intervals equal to the stroke plat-

forms are fastened to the rod,with corresponding platfomis
in the shaft, on either side of the rod, at points corre-

sponding to the limits of the stroke, both up and down. X
man in descending steps on a platform on the rod just as
the down stroke b^lns, and steps off on the platform in
the shaft which he reaches at the end of the stroke, repeat-

ing the operation until he attains his destination. X man
in ascending steps on a platform on the rod as the upward
stroke begins, and leaves it at the end of the stroke.

Ascent and descent may proceed simultaneously without



man-engine
InteTTUption, the fixed platforms on one side of the shaft
being reserped for men ascending, and those on the other
Bide for men descending, each man stepping on his proper
platform on the reciprocating rod as it is vacated, at the
moment of rest between the strokes, by the man who is
travelmg in the opposite direction. This is the form of
man-engine used In Cornwall. That employed in the
Harz mines (where the method originated) is the "dou-
ble-rod engine," with two rods moving up and down alter-
nately In opposite directions. This contrivance corre-
sponds to a ladder with movable steps, the miner having
nothing to do but to move slightly sidewise in order to
place himself on the step which is about to go up or down,
according as he wishes to ascend or descend. In the
United States cages, and in some mines man-cars, are used
instead of man-engines. See man-car.

manent (ma'nent). [L., 3d pers. pi. pres. ind.
of manere, remain: see remain.'] They remain
(on the stage) : a stage direction. Compare ma-
net.

manequin (man'e-kin), n. Same as manikin, 4.

manerH, n. An obsolete form of manner^.
maner^t, n. Same as mainor.
maneria (ma-ne'ri-a), n. [ML.: see manner'^.']
In Gregorian jwMsic, a mixed mode—that is, one
that includes the compass both of an authentic
and of its plagal mode. Polyphonic music for
unequal voices is necessarily thus written. See
model, 7.

inanerialt(nia-ne'ri-al),a. An obsolete variant
of manorial,
manerlyt, adv. An obsolete form of mannerly.
manes (ma'nez), n. pi. [L., prob. < OL. manis,
manus, good.] 1. m Bom. antiq., the spirits of
the dead considered as tutelary divinities of
their families ; the deified shades of the dead,
according to the belief that the soul continued
to exist and to have relations with earth after
the bodyhad perished. Three times a year a pit called
the mundus was officially opened in the comitium of the
Boman Torum, to permit the manes to come forth. The
manes were also honored at certain festivals, as the Paren-
talia and feralia; oblations were made to them, and the
iiame maintained on the altar of the household was a hom-
age to them. [In this sense often written with a capital.]

The most special representatives of ancestor-worship in
Europe were perhaps the ancient Bomans, whose word
manes has become the recognized name for ancestral dei-
ties in modem civilized language ; they embodied them
as images, set them up as household patrons, gratified
them with oiferings and solemn homage, and, counting
them as or among the infernal gods, inscribed on tombs
D. M., "Diis Manibus."

E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, II. 109.

Hence— 2. The spirit of a deceased person, or
the shades of the dead, whether considered as
the object of a cult or not.

Some sages have thought it pious to preserve a certain
reverence for the tnanes of then: deceased friends.

SteOe, Tatler, I^o. 181.

3. By metonymy— (a) The lower world or in-

fernal regions, as the abode of the manes. (6)
The punishments imposed in the lower world.

All have their manes, and those manes bear.

Dryden, ^neid, vi. 743.

mane-sheet (man'shet), n. A covering for the
neck and the top of the head of a horse.

manet (ma'net). [L., 3d pers. sing. pres. ind.

of manere, remain: see remmn.'] He (or she)

remains (on the stage): a stage direction. Com-
pare exit.

Exeunt Philip, Pole, Paget, etc. Manet Mary.
Tennyson, Queen Mary, iii. 2.

manetti (ma-net'i), n. In hort., a variety of

rose much used as a dwarf stock in budding.
maneuver, maneuTre, «. and v. See maneu-
ver.

manful (man'ful), a. [< MB. manful; < man +
-ful.'] Having or expressing the spirit of aman

;

manifesting the higher qualities of manhood

;

courageous; noble; high-minded.

Ke grete emprises for to take on honde,
Shedyng of Mode, ne manfid hardinesse.

Lydgate, Complaint of the Black Enight.

Nor know I whether I be very base
Or very manfvl, whether very wise
Or very foolish. - Tennyson, Geraint.

=SyiI. Manly, etc. (see masGiMtb^', stout, strong, vigor-

ous, undaunted, intrepid.

manfully (man'ftd-i), adv. In a manful man-
ner; boldly; courageously.

manfulness (man'ful-nes), n. The quality of

being manful ; boldness ; nobleness.

man-fungus (man'fuiig"gus), n. A plant of the

genus QeasUr.
mangi (mang), n. A dialectal variant of mong^.

mang^ (mang), prep. A dialectal (Scotch) form
of mong^, among.

Syne bad' him slip frae 'Timng the folk.

Some time when nae ane see'd him,
And try 't that night. Burrus, Halloween.

manga (mang'ga), n. [ML.] Modes., a case or

cover ; especially, the case for a processional or

manganouB
ture and importance of this metal In the manufacture of

iron and steel will be found indicated under steel and
Spiegel.—Earthy manganese. See wad.—Gray man-
ganese ore. Same as manganite.—Manganese bronze,
an alloy said to be composed of ordinfoy bronze with the

addition of manganese. Ithas the color of gun-metal, and
its fracture resembles that of flne-grained steel. It is said

to equal or excel in tenacity bar-iron of medium quality.

It has been manufactured in England, but has not come
into general use.—Manganese brown, green, violet,
etc. See brown, etc.—Manganese copper. Same as

manganese iwonw.—Manganese epidote, piedmontite.
See epidote and piedmontite.— TfUiTigajiese garnet, spes-

sartite. See {rarneti.—Manganese spar, rhodonite-
Bed manganese, a mineral usually of a rose-red color;

rhodochrosite.—Bed oxid of manganese, Mn<|04, a
compound of manganese and oxygen which may be
formed by exposing the peroxid or sesquioxid to a white
heat. It occurs native as hausmannite.—Wlilte man-
ganese, an ore of manganese ; manganese carbonate;

manganese-glaze (mang-ga-nes'glaz), n. A
dark-gray or jet-black glaze, the color of which
is given by manganese.
manganesian (mang-ga-ne'si-an), a. [< man-
ganese + -ian.'] Pertaining to manganese ; con-

sisting of manganese; containing manganese,
or characterized by its presence,

green kind from Bianch^lle incSi^ecticuTS- ' manganesic (mang-ga-ne'sik), a. [< manganese

forded 10* per cent, of manganese protoxid. +-"'•] Same as maKpamc.

manganate(mang'ga-nat),«. l<mangan(ie)+ manganesium (mang-ga-ne si-um), m. [NL.:

-atef] AcompoTildofmangamoacidvrttha see manganese.] Bame s.s manganese. rBare.]

base. AlBO mdnganesate. manganetic (mang-ga-net ik), a. [,< manga-

mangancolumbite (mang"gan-ko-lum'bit). n.
n{ese)-i--etic,^sm magnetic.] Same as «a«fl-a-

Ti mangan(ese) + columbite.] A variety of co- "y*™^*-
, . .. , i. j/ -u.

lumbitf in which the iron is largely replaced manganhedenberglte (mang-gan-hed'en.b6r-

by manganese.
so- i- git),n.[< mangan(ese) -^hedenberg^te.] Ava-

manganeisen (mang-gan-i-zn), n. [Irreg. < P^*'' "^ hedenbergite containing a relatively

ma^tnfesi) + G. eisen= B. iroi.] Perroman- ^^^'^^
'^'^T*

°* ^^^^f^^^^'
fo^d m Sweden^

-
of the metals iron and ™aJigap":(inang-gan'ik), a.

l<
rmngan{ese) +
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other cross when not in use, often of rich stuff

or embroidered.
mangabey (mang'ga-ba), n. [A geographical
name in Madagascar, by Buffon applied erro-

neously to a kind of monkey not found there.]

A monkey of the genus Cercoceius, of which
there are several species, inhabiting Africa.
They are of moderate size and slender form, have long
limbs and tail, and are extremely agile. The face is more
produced than in the species of Cercopithecus (from which
Cercocebus is detached), the eyebrows are prominent, and
the eyelids are white. The general color is dark or black-
ish. The sooty mangabey is C. fuliginosus; the white-eyed
mangabey is C. (ethiops, in which the crown is also white.
C. collaris has a white collar. In C. albigena the crown is

crested. Also written mangaby.

mangal, mankal (mang'gal, -kal), n. [Turk.
manlcdl, manghal.] A brazier for a charcoal fire

used in Turkey and throughout the Levant,
usually of sheet-copper or sheet-brass worked
into shape by the hammer, and frequently or-

namented with designs in repouss6 work.
manganapatite (mang-ga-nap'a-tit), n. l<man-
gan{ese) + apatite.] A variety of apatite, un-
usual in containing manganese. A dark bluish-

ganese; a combination (

ie.] Containing manganese : in chemistry, spe-
cifically applied to compounds in which each
manganese atom is regarded as quadrivalent.
Also manganesic—Manganic acid, H2Mn04, an acid
which is not known in the free state. Mangana^s of the
alkalis are formed when manganese dioxid is heated with
an alkali carbonate or nitrate. They have a green color,
and readily decompose, forming permanganate and man-
ganese dioxid. The crude alkali manganate was formerly
called cha/meleon mineral, from the property which its so-

lution has of passing rapidly through several shades of col-
or, occasioned by changes in its state of oxidation. Man-
ganic oxid, MnjOs, or manganese sesquioxid, is the min-
eral braunite.

or carrying manganese: as,
garnet. Also manganetic.

These higher mmnganiferous irons show little orno mag-
netic action. C. R. Aider Wright, Bncyc. Brit., XIII. 860.

manganese containing a large percentage (from
50 to 85 per cent. ) of the latter. It is manufactured
for use in the Bessemer process, and is an important ad-
junct to that operation. The object of the addition of the
manganese at the termination of the "blow" is the re-
moval of the oxygen in the iron, without at the same time
adding carbon and silicon. This vitally important im-
provement of the Bessemer process is due to the Scotch
metallurgist £. F. Mushet. See steel and epiegel.

manganesate (mang-ga-ne'sat), n. [< manga-
nese -t- -ate^.] Same as manganate.
manganese (mang-ga-nes' or -nez'), n. [= P.
mangandse (> Sp. Pg. manganesa = It. manga-
nese), < NL. manganesium, an arbitrarily altered manganiferous (mang-ga-nif'e-rus), a. [< NL.
formof >»og'«es««w8,anamefirstgiventothismet- manganium -f- L./erre=E. hearK] Containing
al, but now used for a different metal : see mag-
nesium.] Chemical symbol, Mn; atomic weight,
55.02. A metal having a remarkable affinity

for, andin somerespectsaelose resemblance to,
iron, of which it is an extremely frequent asso-
ciate. It differs from iron, however, in that it is not
used at all by itself in the arts, although of great interest
and importance as connected with the manufacture of
iron, and as modifying by its presence in smaU quantity
the character of the productobtained. The useofthe black
oxid of manganese for removing the coloring matters from
glasswasknown totheancients, andismentionedbyPliny,
butthenatureof thematerialthususedwasnotunderstood . _ .

until quite modem times. This ignorance was shown in manganiUm (mang-ga'ni-um), n. [NL,, short
the confusion of the oxid of manganese with the magnetic for manganesium.] Same as manganese.„f ,„™ fv.. i„,i..t„„./T„* »„„j .... „

^kal'sit), n. [<
variety of oalcite

idea of a dual (masculine and feminine) nature in some containing manganese carbonate.
metals, manganese not haying the attractive power of the manganomagUetite (mang"ga-n6-maK'ne-1St),magnet, and bemg on that account considered feminine. ^ r/ ™™\S,t;/»„Jr\ -L \L ^^"i F i!
Other variants (in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries) "i

[^ mangan(ese) -f- magnetite.] A vanety
of the name of the ore used by glass-makers were magna- Ot magnetite containing considerable manga-
«ia, mangadesum, and inanganensis. After what we now nese.
caUmos'jj««Hihadreceivedthenameof TO(i(;ji«staa;6ffl,ap- jiioiiaanor»llTl1it,p CTn!i,Tio'"o'a tiS fiT^t^ m r(
parently from the idea that this substance was in some ^„„°^7?~^^r^n ^ S^ ^9;^9"^V ''. o"n '"a

way related to the oxid of manganese, the latter began to be mangan(eae) \- tir. 0i)AAov, leaf, -I- -ite^.] A
called j)Mwn«sJa«!^ro. From the middleof the eighteenth manganiferous mica occurring in thin reddish
century the combinations of manganese were studied by scales at several localities in Sweden
various chemists, and finally, in 1774, the, metal manga- n,ninnn.^nr.iA^^i*.^ r // - 'j/ -j.\

nese was isolated by Gahn, but for years there was much manganoSlderite (mang " ga-np - Bid ' g-nt), n.

confusion in regard to its specific name, and it was not L^ mangan(ese) -v sia^ite.] A carbonate of
""

"
"

manganese and iron, intermediate between
rhodochrosite and siderite.

manganosite (mang-ga-no'sit), n. [< man-
gan{ese) + -ose (?) + -ite^.] Manganese pro-
toxid, a mineral occurring in regular octahe-
drons of an emerald-green color, loimd at sev'
eral localities in Sweden.

manganite (mang'ga-nit), n. [< mangan(ese) +
-ite^.] A hydrated'oxid of manganese occur-
ring in orthorhombio crystals of a steel-gray or
iron-black color and brilliant luster, also in
masses having a columnar structure . It is often
altered, by loss of water, to pyrolusite. Also
called gray manganese ore.

until after the beginning of the present century that the
name manganese (mangan in German) began to be gen-
erally adopted. The Xatin termination in -'wm (man^a-
ne^wm) is rarely used in modern technical works. This
metal has never been found native. As eliminated from
its ores by chemical processes, it is grayish-white in color,
resembling cast-iron, but varying considerably in hardness
and luster according to the nature of the methods by
which it was obtained. It is very hard and brittle, and
has a specific gravity of about 8. It oxidizes rapidly on manganOStlbute (mang'''gar-n6-Stib'i-it), n. [<
exposure to the air. Manganese resembles iron in that its mangan(ese) + stibi(un?) -f 4ie^.] An antimo-
ores are widely diffused, and differs from that metal re- riifltfi of mnTurnTiBaB nnnnrrlno. ^n Wont orr,v,o^
markably in the fact that, on the whole, its ores are only j j

or manganese, occurring in black embed-
rarely found in considerable quantity in anyone locality, ^^d grams at JNordmark m Sweden,
while those of u-on exist in abundance in manyregions. The manganotautalite (mang"ga-n6-tan'ta-llt), «.
important ores of manganese are all oxids, and of these the [< mangan{ese) + tanUlite.] " Avariety of tan-
peroxid (pyrolusite), called in commerce the black oxid of
manganese, or simply manganese, is the most valuable
and important. Other manganiferous minerals (all ox-
ids) are braunite, hausmannite, psilomelane, and various
earthy mixtures called bog-mariganese, wad, cupreous many
ganese, etc. Practically, the ore called manganese in com-

talite in which the iron is largely replaced by
manganese. The manganotautalite first known was
from The Ural, and had the crystalline form of ordinary
oolumbite. A massive manganesian tantalitefrom Sweden
is distinguished as man^antantaltte.

merce is a mixture of various oxids, different samples dif- manganOUS (mang'ga-nus), a. [< manaan(ese)fenng greatly m value, which value has to be determined j. ^„„ n rnntaiT^i^'i. r^<.^™„«„„I. • ''xl
^ •

by chemical analysis. The ores and salts of manganese 7^ ""*••.„ containing manganese: m chemis-
are of very considerable importance in chemical manufac- "^i specmcally applied to compounds in which
tures, both as bleaching and oxidizing reagents. The na- each manganese atom is regarded as having a



manganons
fnaTinn im quantivalence of two. Compare
manganic.

By eiiKKing the manganout oxide to a Etrong cnitent
or air. It takes np another atom of oxygen.

flWmee, Xm. 261.

mangcom (mang'kdm), n. [Also mong-eom,
mung-corn, muneoni, < ME. 'mangeom, mong-
com (= G. mangkom) ; < nran^l,mongl,

+

cortil.]
A mixture of wheat and rye and other species
of grain; a crop of several species of grain
grrown together. [Eng.]
mange^t, r. t. [< ME. mangen, maungen, < OF.
mangier, P. manger= Sp. Pg. matyar= It. man-
giare, eat, < li. mandueare, chew, LL. eat, de-
vour: see manducate. Cf. »h<i»c*i, maunfli^,
mounch, munch, other forms of the same word.]
To eat.

3e bane manged [var. mattnged} onere muche, thatmaketh
30W beside. PienPlotrmaa(C),iL.27i.

mange^ (manj), n. PEarly mod. E. mangy re-
duced to mange (whence the adj. mangy, <
mange^ + -y^), < OF. mangeue, mangue, manjue,
menjue, itch, also eating, voracity, also what is

eaten, food eaten (= Pg. manjua, food), < ML.
'mandueata, f., manducatus, m., what is eaten
(cf. OP. mangeison, mangeson, also demangeison,
P. demangeaison, itch), < L. mandueare, chew,
LL. eat, devour (> OF. manger, eat) : see mangel
Cf. mangy, n.] A sMn-^ease or cutaneous
affectionofhrutes, as the dog, hoise, cattle, etc .

,

resembling the itch, andcaused by the presence
in the skin of Yaiious acarines, especially the
mange-mite. The term is loosely extended to
some similar affections, whether or not of para-
sitic origin.

mange-insect (manj'in'sekt), n. Same as
mange-mite.
Mangelia (man-je1i-a), n. See MatigiUa.
mangel-wurzel (mang'gl-wer'zl), n. [< G.
mangelwurzel, prop, mangoldwui-el, 'beet-root,'

< mangold, MHG. mangoU, beet (origin uncer-
tain; > It. manigoldo= Slav. maJgot), + wurzel,
MHG. wurzel, OHG. vmrzaJa (= D. wortel, root),
< wur:, a plant, MHGr. also root, = E. tcort: see
trortl.] A variety of beet. Beta vulgaris macro-
rhiza, producing a lai^r and coarser root than
the garden-beet, which is extensively culti-

vated as food for cattle.

mange-mite (manj'mlt), n. Amite whose pres-
ence causes the mange, as Demodex foUtculo-
ritm; any one of the Demodicidte.

manger (man'jer), ». [< ME. 'mangeoure, vian-
jowre, manjure, manjore, < OF. mangeoire, man-
genre, manjure, maingeure, F. mangeoire (= Pg.
manjadoira), < ML. *manducatoria (cf. equiv.
mandacarium, a bag for oats, a horse's nose-
bag), a manger, lit. an eating-place, < L. mandu-
eare, chew, ea^ > OP. mangier, P. manger, eat

:

see mangel.] 1. A toough or box in which is

laid for horses or cattle such food as oats, bran,
roots, or the like (hay being generallyplaced in
a rack above the manger); the receptacle from
which horses or cattle eat in a stable or cow-
house.

And she . . . laid him in a manger^ because there was
no loom for them in the inn. Lake iL 7.

A choriish cor got into amanger, and there laygrowling
to keep tile horses&om tiieir provend^.

Sir R. L'Ssbrange.

2. Naut, a small space at the forward end of
the deck, divided off by a combing (called the
manger-board), just back of the hawse-holes, to
prevent the enbance of water through the lat-

ter when the after part of the deck is flooded.
—Doginthemanger. See dii;.—living at heck and
manger. See Aedti.

manger-lraard (man'jer-bdrd), n. A board or
bul£kead on a ship's deck that separates the
manger from tiie after part of the deck.

mangeiingt-, ». [Cf. mong^.'] Uncertainty;
perplexity.

The simple people might be brought in a vtangering of
tiieir faith, and stand in donbt whom they might beUeve.

PMpot, Worfc^ p. 315. {HaUiwdL)

mangeryt, «. [ME., also mangerie, maungerie,

<0P. mangerie, eating, feasting, < manger, eat

:

see mange^.'\ The act of eating ; a feast ; food.

Al the whn that Gamelyn heeld his mangerye.
Taleo/Gamelyn,hai5.

Mangifera (man-jife-rS), n. [NL. (Linnsens),

< mango + L. ferre = E. bearh'] A genus of

dicotyledonous polypetalous plantsof thenatn-
ral order Anaeardiaeece, the cashew family, and
type of the tribe Mangiferew, having the ovule

ascending above the base of the cell, and the

sepals and petals not increasing afterthe flower

has expanded. They are tropical trees with ample.
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enUre, coriaceons leaves, and polygamodioecioos flowers,
which are small, pinkish or yeUowlsh, and grow in much-
blanched panicles. The fmit is a fleshy drupe, fibrous
within, and usually with more or less of a turpentine fla-
vor. There are abont 30 species, natives of tropical Asia.

Flowerii^ Brandb of Maiigx>-tree fjaangifera Indiceiu
a.aflower; ^, partof the iofloresceiice; f, the pisdl : <i; the fruit: «.

the seed.

The mango, M. Indica, grows abondantly in Tndia, and is
cultivated in many other tropical countries for its edible
fruits, which areyeiyhigUyesteemed. There are agieat
many varieties, differing in the flavor, sise, and shape of
the fruit. The unripe frnits are much used in India in
conserves and pickles, in which lati«r state they are fre-
quently expected ; the ripe fmits, also, are much eaten.
Varions parts of the tree are used in medicine.

Mangiferes (man-ji-fe're-e), n.pl. [NL. (Eng-
ler, 1883), < Mangifera + '-ece.J A tribe of plants
of the natural order Anacardiacem, the cashew
family, embracing 7 genera, of which Mangi-
fera is the type, and about 160 species, all na-
tives of the tropics. The tribe is characterized by
simple leaves, and Dy the ovule being suspended from a
funiculus that rises &om the base of &e celL

MaTlgilia (man-jil'i-a), n. [NL. (Lov6n, 1846),
orig. Mangelia (Bisso, 1826) ; also Man-
selia (Audouin, 1827) ; from the name
of MangiU, an Italian naturalist.]
The Epical genus of MangUiina.
MangiMnee (man-jil-i-i'ne), n. pi.
[XL., < Mangilia + -tJKP.] A subfam-
Uyofpleurotomoidgastropods,typified
by the genus Mangilia, and character-
ized by absence of an operculum.
mangilyt (man'ji-li), adv. In a mangy or foul
maimer; meanly. [Rare.]

Oh, this Bonnds mangQy,
Poorly, and scurvHy, in a soldier's month.

Fletcher {and anaUier\ False One, 11 3.

manginess (man'ji-nes). It. The condition of
being mangy; scabbiness; infection with the
mange.
mangle^ (mang'gl), v. t. ; pret. and pp. mangled,
ppr. mangling, ^axly mod. E. also mangU:
< ME. mangelen, as if for *mankelen, freq. of
manken, mutilate; mixed with ML. mangulare
for *maneiUare, mangle; cf. D. OP. mangonner,
mangle. Cf. mange&n, OHG. mangolon, manko-
lon, MHG. mangelen, G. mangeln, Dan. mangle,
be wanting, lack, freq. of OHG. mangon, men-
<7en, be wanting, lack: see mani'i. The relations

of these forms are somewhat uncertain.] 1.

To cut and slash or tear at random; woundjag-
gedly or by numerous cuts ; hack ; lacerate

;

disfigure by cutting, hacking, tearing, or crush-

ing: applied chiefly to the cutting of flesh.

The cristin neuer cessed to kUle and to sle, and man-
geled aUe that the! myght fake.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 445.

I mcmgU a thing, I disfygure it with cnttyng of it in

peces orwlQiont order. Jemangonne . . . andjemutille.
You have mangyUed this meate horrybly, it is nat to sette

afore no honest men (nul homme de bien) nowe.
Palsgnm, quoted in Babees Book (E. K T. S.), ii 99.

Unless thou give me crowns, brave crowns;
Or mangled Shalt thou be by this my sword.

Shak., Hen. Y., iv. 4. 41.

2. Figuratively, to destroy the symmetry or

completeness of; mutilate; mar through igno-
rance, bungling, or malice.

Tour dishonour
Manxes true judgement, and bereaves the state

Of tb^t-int^rity which should become *t.

Shak., Cor., iii 1. 15S.

The pagans paint bim and mangle him after a thousand
fashions. Burton, Anat of HeL, p. 301.

The organ-part was tiioionghly mangled.
The AVtenieum, Feb. 35, ISS'2.

=Sy]l. Maim, etc. See mutHate.

mangle^ (mang'gl), n. [< D. mangel = MLG.
mangels (in eomp.) = G. mangel, mandel = Sw.

mangona
mangel = Dan. mangle- (in comp. , (cf. Pol. ma-
giel= Bohem. magi= Little Euss. mahel= Lith.
niangaUs = Hung, mangorlo, < G.), a mangle,
dim. (due perhaps in part to the OF. mangonel, >
E. mangonel) of a form represented by 6. mange,
amangle,MHG. mange, amachine forsmoothing
linen, a war-engine, =Icel. mangi, amangonel,
= It. mangano, a machine for smoothing linen,

a war-engine, < ML. mangonum, mangona, man-
<7o(n-), awar-engine for throwing stones, etc., <
6r. ii&yyoam!, a war-engine for throwing stones,
the axis of a pulley, a bolt, a hunting-net, etc.,
also a means of charming or bewitching (a
philter, drug, etc.). Cf. mangonel, matigonize.'i
A machine for smoothing fabrics or house-
hold articles of linen or cotton, as sheets, table-
cloths, napkins, and towels. As formerly made, it
consisted of an oblong rectangular wooden chest which
rested upon two cylinders. The chest was loaded with
stones to make it press with sufficient force upon the cyl-
inders, and was moved backward and forwani by m^ans
of a wheel and pinion, the rollers being thus icade to pass
over andthoroughly press the articles spread on apolished
table underneath. Mangles of this construction have,
however, been generally superseded by mangles which
act in the manner of a <^enaer or a clothes-wringer, the
doth to be smoothed being passed between one or more
pairs of rollers.

mangle^ (mang'gl), «. t. ; pret. and pp. m<i«-
gled, ppr. mangling. [= D. MLG. mangelen =
G. mangeln = Sw. mangla = Dan. mangle, man-
gle; from the noun.] To smooth with a man-
gle; calender.

mangle-bark (mang'gl-bark), n. [< KL. man-
gle (see mangroce) + barJc^.] Same as man-
grove-bark.

Mangle bark is principally nsed in tanning leather.
U. S Cong. Rep., No. 111. (1885X p. 268.

mangleri (mang'gler), «. [<»nan<?tei+-€j-i.] 1.

One who mangles or tears in cutting; one who
mars, mutilates, or disfigures.

Coarse manglxra of the human face divine.
Paint on. TickeU, lo Sir Godfrey Kneller.

2. A machine for chopping meat for cooking;
a meat-chopper or -masticator.
mangier^ (mang'gler), «. [= D. mangelaar
= Sw. manglare; as mangle^ + -eri.] One
who uses a mangle.
mangle-rack (mang'gl-rak), n. A rack hav-
ing teeth on opposite sides, engaged by a pin-
ion which ineshes with the opposite sides al-

ternately. The continuous rotatorymotion of the pin-
ion is by uiis device converted into a reciprocating mo-
tion, as in some forms of dothes-mangle. E. H. Knight.

mangle-wheel (mang'gl-hwel), ??. A wheel so
constructed that a reciprocating rotatory mo-
tion is communicated to it by a pinion which
rotates continuously.
mango (mang'go), fj.; pi. mangos or mangoes.
[= P.mangue= Sp. mango= Pg. manga, mango
(inanguier, the tree), < 'Msia.jmaiiggd, the man-
go (fruit).] 1. The luscious, slightiy acid fruit
of the mango-tree, in shape and appearance
somewhat resembling the plantain. See Man-
gifera.

The ntan^o Is certainly the king of fruit. Its flavour
is a combination of apricot and pineapple.

Lady Bra^sey, Voyage of Sunbeam, I. liv.

2. The tree that produces mangos.
Sheltered hy a drooping mango, whose rich clusters of

pnrple and orange &nit hung in tempting proximity to lips
and hands. Lady Brasaey, Voyage of Sunbeam, I. xiv.

3. A small green melon pickled in imitation of
pickled mangos.— 4. A certain humming-bird,
Lampomis mango Hango-gtnger. See Cureuma,
2, and gingerl.—Mountain mango, Clusia Jbaa at Ja-
maicaL

mango-bird (mang'go-berd), n. A kind of In-

dian oriole, Oriolus kundoo (Sykes), of a yel-

low color, closely related to the common oriole

of Europe.
The mango-bird glances through the groves, and in the

early morning announces his beautiful but unwelcome
presence with his merle-melody.

P. Bobinion, Under the Snn, p. 55.

mango-fish (mang'go-fish) , )! . A fish, Polynemui
paradiseus, of a golden color, with free pectoral
rays,ofwhich the npperthree are about twice as
long as the entire fish ; the tupsee. it has no air-

bladder, rardy exceeds 9 inches in length, and inhabits

the Bay of Bengal to the Ualay anjiipe&go, entering riv-

ers in April and May to spawn. Ite fl^h is highly es-

teemed. See cut under PolynemuM.

mangO-hnnmier (mang'go-hum'er), ». Same
as mango, 4.

mangold, mangold-wnrzel (mang'gold, -wer'-

zl), n. Same as mangel-UHtreel.

mangonat (mang'go-na); "• [ML., also man-
gana, manganum : see mangonel, mangle^.'] A
military engine for throwing stones, darts, etc.

See mangonel.



mangonel

mangonelt (mang'go-nel), n. [Also manganel;
< ME. mangonel, manganel, mangunel, magnel,
magnal, < OF. mangonel, mangoneal, P. mangon-
neau = PT.manganel=lt.manganella, < ML.mojj-
goneUus, a mangonel, dim. of mangonum, man-

MangoneL (From VioUet-le-Duc's " Diet, de rArchitecture.")

gona, an engine for throwing stones : see mon-
gle^.'i A military engine formerly used for
throwing stones, etc.

Sette Mahon at the matigonel and mulle-stones throweth,
With crokes and with kalketrappea a-cloye we hem

echone

!

Piers Plowman (G), zxi. 295.

Mid mangenels & ginnes hor either to other caste.

Bob. qf eHoueeiter, p. 566.

Withoute stroke, it mot be take.
Of trepeget or mangonel.

Bom. of the Rose, 1. 6279.

Ihe lazy engines of outlandish birth,

Couched like a king each on its bank of earth—
Arbalist, manganel, and catapult. Browning, Sordello.

mangonismt (mang'go-nizm), n. [< mangon{ize)
+ -ism. 2 The art of mangonizing, or of setting
off worthless or poor things to advantage.
Let gentlemen and ladies who are curious trust little

by mangon/lsme, insuccations, or medicine, to alter the
species, or indeed the forms and shapes of flowers con-
siderably. Evelyn, Galendarium Hortense, March..

mangonistt (mang'go-nist), ». [< mangon(J,ze)
+ -is*.] 1. One who mangonizes, or furbishes
up worthless articles for sjile.

The mangonist doth feed and graith his horse.
Money Masters aU Things (1698), p. 77. (Uncye. Diet)

2. A strumpet.
One who sels humane flesh— a mangonist!

Marston, Dutch Courtezan, L 1'.

mangonizet (mang ' go -niz), v. t. [< L. mango-
nizare, furbish up for sale, < mango{n-), a dealer

in slaves or wares who furbishes them up for

sale, a furbisher, polisher, < Gr. fiayyavov, a
means of charming or bewitching (or deceiv-

ing) : see mangle^.'] 1. To polish or fiu"bish up
in order to set off to advantage.
Hist. What will you ask for them a week, captain?
Tvc. No, you mangontsing slave, I will not part from them.

B. JonsoTi, Poetaster, iii. 1.

2. To fatten, as slaves, for sale.

mangoose, «. See mongoos,
mangostan (mang'go-stan), n. See mangosteen.

mangosteen (mang'go-sten), n. [Also mango-
stan; = F. mangoustan (the tree), mangotiste (the

fruit), < Malay mangusta, mangis."] The impor-
tant tropical fruit-tree Ga/reinia Mangostana;
also, its product. Occasionally written mango-
stine.—Wild mangosteen, Diospyros Embryopteris, a
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dense tree with astringent fruit, common in the East
Indies.

mango-tree (mang'go-tre), n. Mangifera Indi-

ea. See Mangifera and mango.
mangrove (mang'grov), n. [Formerly also

mangrowe (1670) ; appar. an altered form, sim-
ulating E. grove, of "mango, or some similar

form (cf. F. manglier, Sp. mangle, NL. mangle,

mangrove) of Malay manggi-manggi,mangrove.]
1. A tree of the genus Bhizophora, chiefly

B. mucronata (B. Mangle), the common man-
grove, .abounding on tropical shores in both
hemispheres, it is a low tree of moat singular habit,

remarkable for a copious development of adventitious
roots, which arch out from the lower part of the trunk,
and at length descend from the branches; it is peculiar
also in that its seed germinates in the fruit, sending down
its radicle into the mud, sometimes a distance of sev-

eral feet, before detachment from the parent. By these
means the mangrove spreads thickly over the tidal mud,
forming impenetrable and highly malarial bogs, hun-
dreds of miles in length. The wood is valuable for fuel,

for piles, etc., and is susceptible of a beautiful polish.

The astringent bark is useful in medicine and for tanning.
The fruit is of a dry and coriaceous texture. See cut in

preceding column.

2. Another plant of similar habit, especially

a plant of the genus Avicennia. They are lit-

toral trees, widely diffused in the tropics, throwing out a
tangled mass of arching roots above groulld, and sending
up abundant asparagus-like shoots from the underground
roots. The seed also germinates as it ripens. A. ojici-

nalis (including A. tomentosa), called white mangrove, ex-

tends to Australia and New Zealand, the manawa of the
Maoris, mistakenly reported to yield an aromatic gum.
A. nitida of tropical America and Africa is the black or

olive mangrove. See hlackwood, 3.

3. In zool., the mango-fish Red mangrove, a
Guiana form or name of the common mangrove.— White
mangrove.. See def. 2; also, the white buttonwood
(which see).—Zaragoza mangrove, Cowjcarpus erecta.

See buttonwood, 1.

mangrove-bark (mang'gr6v-bark),«. Thebark
of the common mangrove, of Avicennia offici-

nalis, and of several similar East Indian trees,

valuable for tanning. Also mangle-bark.

mangrove-cnckoo (mang'grov-k£ik"o), n. An
American tree-cuckoo, Coccyzus seniculus or C.

minor, found in Florida and some of the West
Indian islands : so calledfrom frequentingman-
groves. It resembles the common C. americanus, and is

of aboutthe same size, but the under parts are pale orange-
brown instead of white, and the auriculars are dusky. See

mangrove-hen (mang'grov-hen), n. The com-
mon salt-water marsh-hen or clapper-rail, Bal-
lus longirostris or B. crepitans. [West Indies.]

mangrove-snapper (mang 'grov-snap "fer), n.

The bastard snapper, iMtjanus (Bliomhoplites)

aworubens, a sparoid fish of the West Indies
and northward to South Carolina. It is about a
foot long, and of a vermilion or rosyhue in different parts,

with irregular yellow spots on the sides. This fish tech-

nically differs from other snappers of the same genus in

having a diamond-shaped patch of vomerine teeth and
feeble canines. See «na;pper.

mangue (mangg), «. [African (?).] Aviverrine
quadruped ofMnaa,,Crossarehus obscwus,abo\it

Mangue {Crossarehus obseurus).

Branch of Mangrove (^A»iro/A<7r« Mangle), with leaves and fruit.

a, Qowers ; b, a flower laid open, the pistil removed ; c, the pistil ; d, a
trichoblast in the bark, highly magnified.

19 inches long, of a nearly uniform dark-brown
color, paler on the head, the feet blackish, and
the snout long and slender.

Mangusta(mang-gus'ta),>i. [NL.(Cuvier), after

F.mangouste: seemongbose.'] A generic name of

ichneumons or mongooses : same as Merpestes.

mangyt (man'ji), n. See mange^, n.

The dog whose mangy eats away his halre.

Slapylton, Juvenal, viii. 42. (Bncye. Diet.)

mangy (man'ji), a. [< mange^, n., -f -i/l.] In-

fected with the mange; scabby; hence, unti-

dily rough or shaggy, as if from mange.
Away, thou issue of a mangy dog I

5Aai.,T. of A., iv. 3. 371.

I remember her a mangy little urchin picking weeds in

the garden. Thackeray.

manhaden, n. See menhaden.
manhandle (man'han"dl), V. t.; pret. and pp.
manhandled, ppr. manhandling. Naut., to move
by force of men, without levers or tackles;

hence, to handle roughly; pull and push about,

as a person, in anger or in sport.

In two minutes [they] were so mauled and manhandled
that it was reported aft. The Century, XXXI. 906.

mama
man-hater (man'ha^'tfer), n. 1. One who hates

mankind ; a misanthrope.

What will they do then, in the name of (Jod and Saints,

what will these man-haters yet with more despight and
mischief do? Milton, Church-aovernment, 11., Con.

2. One who hates the male sex.

Uousseau, of Geneva, a professed man-hater, or, more
properly speaking, a philosopher enraged with more than
half of mankind. Qotdsmith, Polite Learning, viii.

manheadt (man'hed), n. [Early mod. E. mun-
hed; < ME. manhede = MLG. manlieit = OHG.
manaheit, MHG. manheit, &. mannheit; < man
+ -}iead.\ 1. The state of being human; hu-

man nature ; humanity.

The high Physicion, our Blessed Sauiour Christ, whose
holy Manhed God ordeined for our necessltie.

Sir T. More, Cumfort against Tribulation.

2. Manhood; virility.

Thou mayst, syn thou hast wysdom and manhede,
Assemblen al the folk of oure kynrede.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 427-

Sone, y schal thee schewe—now take hede—
And of suche manors thee declare

Bi whiche thou schalt come to manhede.
To wordli worschip, and to weelfare.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 34.

manheim (man'him ), n. A brass alloy resem-
bling gold. See Mannheim gold, under gold.

manhole (man'hol), n. 1. A hole through
which a man may enter a sewer, drain, cess-

pool, or the like, for cleaning or repairing; in

steam-boilers, hot-water tanks, keirs, etc., a
hole formed in the shell, through which a man
may enter to the interior for cleaning, inspec-

tion, or repairs, in the latter cases the hole is pro-

vided with a cover by which it may be stopped steam-
tight or water-tight, the cover being usually fitted to the
inside, and the hole made elliptical so that the cover can
be easily inserted ; the pressure of the steam or water as-

sists in holding the cover to its seat.

2. In coal-mining: (o) An excavation or ref-

uge-hole made in the side of an underground
engine-plane or horse-road. [Eng.] (b) A
small and generally short passage used for the
ingress and egress of the miners. [Pennsylva-
nia anthracite region.] (c) A niche cut in the
side of a railroad-tunnel as a refuge-hole.

manhood (man'hud), n. [< ME. manhode (also

manhede: aeemanhead^; <. man + -hood.l 1.

The state of being man, or of belonging to the
human race, as distinguished from higher or

lower orders of existence.

Equal to the Father as touching his godhead, and infe-

rior to the Eather as touching his manhood.
AtMnaeian Creed, [EngliAi] Book of Common Prayer.

Therefore thy humiliation shall exalt
With thee thy Tnamhood also to this throne,

Milton, P. L., iii. 314.

2. The state of being a man, as distinguished
from a woman or a boy ; virility.

To some shade,
And fit you to your manhood.

Shak., Cyihbeline, iii. 4. 195.

His starry helm unbuckled show'd him prime
In manliood where youth ended.

Milton, P. L., xl. 246.

3. The quality of being a man or manly; man-
liness; possession of masculine qualities, as
courage, fortitude, resolution, honor, etc.

I am ashamed
That thou hast power to shake my manhood thus.

Shak., Lear, 1. 4. 819.

Peace hath higher test of manluiod
Than battle ever knew.

Whitlier, The Hero.

e. = Syn. 3. Bravery, flrm-Manhood suffrage. S
ness, stanchnesB.

mania (ma'ni-"a), n. [Early mod. E. manie (see
manie), < MB. mmde, < OF. manie, P. manie =
Sp. mania = Pg. It. mania ; < L. mania, madness
(a disease of cattle), ML. NL. insanity, < Gr.
fiavla, madness, frenzy, < /iaiveadai, rage, bemad

;

aMntOjuewcmind, |U^wf,wrath, etc.: see »i«Mdl.]

1. Any form or phase of insanity with exalta-
tion Of spirits and rapidity of mental action;
specifically, a psychoneurosis with these as the
fundamental features, in a mania in this strict sense
there may be delusions, but they fail of the systematized
character of those of paranoea. Delusions and hallucina-
tions may also be present. The attack may last for days, or
months, or years. The prognosis is not very unfavorable.
The cases issue in recovery, in death by exhaustion and in-
tercurrent disease, and a considerable proportion in per-
manent imbecility.

2. An eager, uncontrolled, or uncontrollable
desire : as, a mania for drink ; in colloquial use,
a "rage" or craze for something: as, a mania
for first editions.

In the end of the 12th or beginning of the ,13th century,
the mania for painted glass had seized on the French ar-
chitects, and all architectural propriety was sacrificed to
this mode of decoration. J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., 1. 620.



mania
Ulla a POtn,madnessbom drinking; delbimn tremais.—Mania gravlB. Same as £e2r>diaaue (which see, under
duraae).—-Mania transltOTla, insanity coming on sud-
denly in mdivldnals preTionsly sane, and not the deliriom
of an epileptic attack, which it resembles. =Syn. 1. In-
samty. Lunacy, etc See insanity.

maniablet (man'i-a-bl), a. [< p. maniaile, <
Tnaiiier, handle, manage, < main, < L. manus,
the hand: see main^, manage.1 Manageable:
tractable; docile.

Learning dothmake the minds of men gentl e. generous,
TiuiRUiUe, and pliant to govermnent.

Baeon, Advancement of Learning, L 23.

maniac (ma'ni-ak), a. and n. [= P. maniaque
= Sp. maniaco = Pg. It. maniaco, < XL. m<jB«-
aeus, < Ii. mania, < Gr. fiavia, madness: see
mama.'] I. a. Raving with madness ; mad or
crazy; insane.
n. H. One who rares with madness ; a mad-

man.
All their symptoms agree with those of epfleptics and

vuiniacs, who fancied they had evil spirits witiim them.
Parmer, Demoniacs of 13ie >ew Testament, i. S.

•maniacal (ma-ni'a-kal), a. [< maniac + -a?.]

Pertaining to madness ; marked by or manifest-
ing mania; insane; mad: as, a maniacal ten-
dency; manuical ravings.
£pilepsis and maniaeal lonacies usually conform to the

age of the moon. If. Grem, Cosmologia Sacra.

manicate (man'i-kat), a. [< li. manicatus,
sleeved: see tnandi^.'] In iot., covered with
hairs or pubescence so dense and interwoven
into a mass that they form a tissne which can
be easUy stripped off.

Uanichaeism. n. See Manicheism.
Manichean, Manichaean (man-i-ke'an), a. and
n. [= P. Manicheen ; as Mantehee + -an.J I.

a. Ctf or pertaining to the Manicheans.
As dreadfnl as tlie Maniehean god.
Adored through fear, strong only to destroy.

Cmcptr, Task, t. 444.

H. ». One of a religioas body, adherents of
Mani, Manes, or Manichsens, a native of Persia
or some neighboring country, in the third cen-
tury. Its doctrinesand featureswere derivedfrom Gnos-
tic, Buddhistic, Zoroastrian, and various other sources.
These it attempted to combine with Christianity, and it is

generally classed among Gnostic sects. Its theol<^y was
doalistic. representing the conflictbetween lightandda^-
ne^ and including belief in the inherent evil of matter.
Its morality was professedly ascetic, but profligacy of life

and cruel orimmoral ceremonialwere generally atlxibuted
to it in both its earlier and its later forms. Ithad an organ-
ised priesthood, and reoogniaed a distinction between its

esoteric class (the "elect" or "perfect'^ and the **hear-
ers." It origimited in Persia, but soon extended into the
Boman empire^ and existed as late as the seventh century.
The Fanliciaus, Albigenses, Catharists, etc, developed it

into new forms, retaining many of its features, and hence
were styled *'^ew Manicheans." . The title Jfan»cA«an, or
New Manichean, was an epithet used opprobriouslyin the
controversies of the midffle ages.

TtfaniffTipanigm^ Manicll2Banism(man-i-ke'an-
izm), n. [< Maniehean + -ism.'\ Same aslfani-
cheism.

Uanichee (man'i-ke), n. [= Sp. Maniqveo =
Pg. Manicheo, < LL. Alamcheeus, < LGr. Mavi-

Xaioi, usually in pi. 'iiavixaioi, L. Manicluei, one
of the sect so called, adj. MavixcuKic, ^ Gr. ISavi-

xauK, ISj. Maniehwus, otherwise called MavTr,
liL. Manes, < Pers. Mani, the founder.] Same
as Maniehean.

If I trip him just a-dying.
Sure of heaven as snre can be.

Spin him round and send him flying
Off to hell a Manicheet
Browninff, Soliloquy of the Spanish Cloister.

Manicheism, Manichseism (man'i-ke-izm), n.

[= P. Manicheisme = Sp. Maniqueismo = Pg.
Manieheismo; as Manichee + -ism.'} The reli-

gious system taught by or derived from the
teachings of Manieiueus ; Manichean doctrine.

Manicheist (man'i-ke-ist), B. [< Manichee +
-ist.'] Same as Manichean.

manicdiord (man'i-kord), n. [< F. manichordi-
on, OP. manicordon = It. monocordo, an instru-

ment so named, orig. with one string, < Gr. fim>6-

xopdof, withone strmg: see monochord, of which
manidwrd is thus nit. an erroneous form.] A
elarichord. Also called dumb spinet.

maniclet, «• An obsolete but historicallymore
correct form of manade.

maniconf (man'i-kgn), n. [NL., < L. manieon,
a plant the juice of wnieh was supposed to pro-
duce madness, < Gr. /lavjKdv, neut. of /lavuidg,

belonging to madness, mad, < pavia, madness

:

see maniaJ} A kind of nightshade, probably
Atropa Belladonna.

Bewitch hermetic men to run
Stark staring mad with mamcon.

S. BuOer, Hudibras, HL i. 32L

manicure (man'i-kur), n. [< L. manus, hand,
+ euro, care.] 1. The surgical care of the
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hands and nails.

—

2, One who makes a business
of trimming and polishing the nails, removing
blemishes from the hands, etc.

manicure (man'i-kur), c; pret. and pp. mani-
cured, ppr. manicuring. [< manicure, «.] I.
trans. To care for (the hands and nails). [Re-
cent.]

The daughter's [hands] shall trifle vrith books and mn-
Bicj shall be soft and manieured and daintj^ gloved.

The Century, XXXVUL S73.

n. intrans. To perform the work of a mani-
cure. [Recent.]

ISanidse (man'i-de), 71. pi. pTL., < Manis +
-idm.'\ A family of squamate edentates, the
sole representative of the suborder Squamata
of the order Bruta, peculiar to tropical Asia
and Africa; the pan^lins or scaly ant-eaters.
The form is elongate^ without apparent distinction of
neck and tail. The whole aspect resembles that of a liz-

ard, an appearance heightened by the remarkable large,
flat, homy, overlapping scales which cover the upperparts
in continuous series. The under parts are haiiy ; teeth
are wanting ; the hind feet are plantigrade and five-toed,
and the fore feet are also pentadacty], but the digits are
so atiaped that the animsd walks on its knuckles. The
placentation is diifuse and non-deciduate. The family in-
cludes 6 or 8 species, referable to 3 genera, Manii, Pho-
lidatus, and Simitaa. See cut under panffolin. Also Ma-
nina, and wrongly Mamdida.
maniet, »• [lEarlymod. E., < ME. manie, nmnye,
< OP. manie,<.'Li. mania, madness: seenwiiio, the
present form of the word.] Madness; mania.

Manye
Lngendred of humour malencolyk.

Chaucer, Knlghfs Tale, L 516.

So this fell Fury, for fore-runners, sends
Manie and Fhrenzie to subome her trends.
SyheiUT, iz. o£ Du Bartas's Weeks, iL, The Furies.

manifest (man'i-fest), a. and n. [= P. mani-
feste = Sp. mani/iesto = Pg. It. manifesto, < Ii.

manifestus, evident, clear, plain, palpable ; prob.
orig. ' struck by the hand' (hence ' at hand,'
'palpable''), < manus, the hand, + *festus, for
*fedtus, *fendtus, pp. of *fendere, strike: see
fend^, defend, offend.'} I. a. That may be read-
ily perceived by the eye or the understanding;
open to view or to comprehension; plain; ob-
vious; apparent.

Perides, whose wordes are man^esU and playne.
From sweryng admonisheth thee to obstaine.

Babeei Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 350.

(jod was manifest in the flesh. 1 Tim. ill 16.

Ay, and make t manifest where she has lived.
SMfc.,W.T.,v. 3.114.

Calisto there stood manifest of shame
Dryden, PaL and Arc, it 623.

Manifest destiny. Seedestiny.—Manifest bypeime-
tropla. SeeAiQ>^^™<^<>P^'—Uanifestpolysyllo^ism,
a series of syllogisms each set forth in full.— Ma2llfest
quality, in philos., a quality intelligible in its own nature
or as it exists in the thing itself. =Syn. Clear, Plain, Evi-
dent, Manifest, O&vioug, patent, palpably unmistakable,
con^icnous. The firstfivewordsagree iu representing the
objectasthough viewedwith the eye. WhatiseZeorcan
be seen without dimness ; what is piain can be seen by
any one at the first glance, without search or study. Esi-
dent su^ests something more of a mental process, butno
difficulty in seeing that the thing is ia-uc Man^est is a
degree strongs than evident, the mind getting the truth
as by an intoitaou. Otmious by derivation applies to that
which lies so directly in our way thAt we cannot help
coming upon it and seeing it ; thatwhich is ol>nous needs
no pointing out or explaining. We speak of a dear case
of self-deception ; a duty that is plain; an euident mis-
take; a nunti^isst misunderstanding; an o&iTiotu inference,
not needing to be actually put into words.

H. B. If. Apublic declaration; an open state-

ment ; a manifesto.

But you authentic witnesses I bring.

Before the gods and your uugrat^fat king.
Of this my mattifesL Dryden, lUad, L 473.

2. A document, signed by the master of a ves-
sel, containing a list of all the packages or sepa-
rate items of freight on board, with their distin-

gnishiTig Tnji.rkH, nnmbers, descriptions, destina-

tion, etc. , for the information and use of the cus-

tom-house officers. Bythe Tnited States Eevised Stat-

utes, §2807, it Isrequiredtocontainalsoadesignation ofthe
ports of lai^g and of destination, a description of the ves-

sel, and the designation of its port, its owners and master,
the names of consignees, of passengers, with a list of their

baggage, and an account of the sea-stores remaining.

manifest (man'i-fest), r. t. [< P. manifester =
Sp. Pg. manifestar = It. manifesfare, < L. mani-
/e«<are,makeplain, (.manifestus, evident, plain:

see manifest, a.] To disclose to the eye or to

the understanding; show plainly; put beyond
doubt or question ; display; exhibit.

There is nothing hidwhich shall not be man^esled.
Uarkiv. 22.

Therefore, for Coriolanus neither to care whether they
love or hate him manifests the true knowledge he has in

their disposition. <SA(d;, Cor., iL 2. 14.

They sente a booke of exceptions against his accounts,

in such things as they could mar^fesL
Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 304.

manifold

=Syn. To make known, prove, reveal, evidence, declare,
evince. See comparison under manifeA, d.

manifestable (man'i-tes-ta-bl), a. [< manifest,
v.. + -aile.} Capable of being manifested or
shown. Also, less properly, tnanifestible.

There isno otherway then this that is mai^estible either
by Scripture^ reason, or experience.

Dr. H. More, Bef. of Moral Cabbala, ill.

manifestant (man-i-fes'tant), a. [< Ii. mani-
festan{t-)s, ppr. of manifestare, manifest: see
manifest, c] One who makes a manifestation
or demonstration. [Rare.]

The manifestants paraded past the docks.
Harper"* Mag., T.YTVT 407.

manifestation (man'i-fes-ta'shon), n. [=0P.
F. Pr. manifestation = Sp. manifestadon = Pg.
manifestagao = It. manifestazione, < L. manifes-
tatio(n-), < manifestare, make plain: see mani-
fest.'] 1. The act of manifesting or disclosing
what is secret-,unseen, or obscure; amakingevi'-
dent to the eye or to the understanding ; the ex-
hibition of something by clear evidence ; dis-

play; revelation: as, the wwHi/cstatfon of God's
power in creation.
The manifestation of his personal valour.

Baleigh, Hist World, IV. viL a
2. That in orbywhich something is manifested
or made apparent or known.
Mind and matter are manifestations of the same power,

the distinction being that in the one the real and in the
other the ideal preponderates.

J. Watson, Schelling's Transcendental Idealism, p. 213.

manifestative (man-i-fes't»-tiv), a. [< mani-
fest+ -atire.'] Manifested; consistingin mani-
festation. [Rare.]

His essential glory could suffer no detriment. His man*-
festatice did. Chamodt, Works, lY. 5.

manifestedness (man'i-fes-ted-nes), n. The
state of having been manifested, shown, or
made clear. [Rare.]
manifester (man'i-fes-ter), ». One who mani-
fests. [Rare.]
We find him [Osiris] called the "Manifester of good,"

" full of goodness and truth. " .^nt«r. Antiqueman, IX. 356.

manifestible (man'i-fes-ti-bl), a. [< manifest,
v., + -ible.'] See manifestable.

manifestly (man'i-fest-li), adv. In a manifest
manner; clearly; evidently; plainly.

Give me yonr hand ; you are welcome to your country,
^ow I remember plainly, manifestly.
As freshly as if yesterday 1 had seen him.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, iL 1.

manifestness (man'i-fest-nes), n. The state or
quality ofbeing manifest; obviousness; plain-
ness; clearness.

manifesto (man-i-fes'to), n. [< It. manifesto=
E. manifest.'] A public declaration, as of a sov-
ereign or government, or of any person or body
of persons, making known certain intentions,
or proclaiming certain opinions and motives in
reference to some act or course of conduct done
or contemplated; in general, a proclamation.

The Commissioners have made ilieir dying speech in
the shape & form of a man^esto & Proclamation.
George Washington, To CoL Sam!Washington (N. A. Sev.,

(CrXIHL 482).

He put forth a majt\festo, telling the people that it had
been hi^ constant care to govern them with justice and
moderation. Macautay, Hist. Eng., x.

Ostend Manifesto, in U. S. hist., a despatch drawn up
in 1854 by three diplomatic representatives of the TTnited
States after a conference at Ostond in Belgium, urging
tliat the United States should acquire Cuba.

manifesto (man-i-fes'td), V. t. or 1. [< manifesto,
« . ] To affect by a manifesto ; issue manifestos
or declarations. Davies. [Rare.]

I am to be maj^festoed against, though no prince; for
Miss Howe flireatens to have the case published to the
whole world. Richardson, Clarissa Harlow^ VIIL 261.

Serene Highnesses who sit thsie protocoUing and mani-
festoing and consoling mankind.

Carlyle, French Eev., IL vL 3.

manifold (man'i-fold), a. and b. [Also manyfoM
in lit. use; < ME. manifold, manyfold, manifold,
monifald, etc., < AS. manigfeald, mtenigfeald,

monigfeald (= OS. managfald= OFries. manich-
fald=0'S.Gr.managfalt,manacfalt,'MKG.manec-
valt= Icel. margfaldr= Groth. managfalths; cf..

with additional adj. suffix, D. menigvoudig, me-
nigwldig = ML6. niannichvoldicli = Sw.'mdnp-
faldig= Dan. mangfoldig; also AS. manigfeald-
ltc=Iee'Lmargfaldligr),<manig,majoj, + -feald,

E. -fold.] I. a. 1. Of manyMnds; numerous
in kind or variety ; varied; diverse.

O Lord, how manifold are thy works

!

Ps. civ. 24.

The Calamities and Confusionswhich the late Wars did
bring upon ns were many and nuiniifold.

HoweU, Letters, iv. 47.

For him it bore
Attractions manifold— and this he chose.

Wordsworth, Excursion, i.



manifold

S. Exhibiting or embracing many points, fea-
tures, or charaeteristies; complicated in char-
acter; having many parts or relations: used
with nouns in the singular number: as, the
manifold wisdom or the manifold grace of God
(Eph.iii. 10; 1 Pet. iv. 10); "the manifold use of
friendship," Bacon.

With how manifold and strong a bond
The child was bound to the father.

Shak., Lear, iL 1. 49.

Manifold fugue, a fugue with more than one subject.

II. n. 1. A complicated object or subject;
that which consists of many and various parts

;

specifically, an aggregate ofparticulars orunits

;

especially, in math., a multitude of objects con-
nected by a system of relations ; an ensemble.—2. In Kant's theory of knowledge, the total of
the particulars furnished by sense before they
are connected by the synthesis of the under-
standing

; that which is in the sense and has
not yet been in thought.

Then, and then only, do we say that we know an object,
if we have produced synthetical unity in the manifold of
intuition.

Kant, CritiCLue of Pure Keason, tr. by Max Miiller.

He [Eant] . . . tells us in the Analytic that sense only
presents to us a mere manifold, which requires to be
bound together in the unity of a conception ere it can be
apprehended as an object.

JE. Caird, Philos. of Kant, p. 228.

3. A copyor facsimile made bymeans of a mani-
fold-writer, or by the use of carbon-paper in a
type-writer, etc.—4. Atnbe,usuallyof cast met-
al, with one or more flanged or screw-threaded
inlets and two or more flanged or screw-thread-
ed outlets for pipe-connections, much used in
pipe-fitting for steam-heating coils, or for cool-
ing-coils in breweries, and in other cases where
it is useful to convey steam, water, or air from
a large pipe into several smaller ones. Also
called T-branch a.nd. header Class of a manifold,
in math., the multitude of an infinite manifold. A dis-

cretely infinite manifold is said to belong to the first class,

and a continuously infinite manifold to the second class.—
Condensed manifold. See condcMsd.—Derivative of
a manifold of points. See derivalwe.

manifold (man'i-fold), adv. [= OHG. manag-
falto (ef . D. menigvuldig) ; from the adj.] Many
times ; in multiplied ntimber or quantity.

There is no man who hath left house, or parents, . . .

who shall not receive manifold more, Luke xvili. 30.

manifold (man'i-fold), v.t. [< ME. manifolden,
< AS. gemcenigfalden, gemonigfealdian (= OHGr.
managfaltm, manacfaldan, MHG. manecvalten
= leehmargfalda= Sw. mdngfaldiga; ef. MLG.
manniehvoldigen) ; from the adj .] Tomake mani-
fold ; multiply; specifically, to multiply impres-
sions of by a single operation, as a letter by
means of a manifold-writer, or by the use of

carbon-paper in a type-writer.

manifoldly (man'i-f61d-li), adv. [< ME. *mam-
foldly, < AS. mamigfealdlice (= loel. margfaldli-
ga),<manigfeald,jna,mtold: seemam/oW.] In
a manifold manner ; in many ways.
manifoldness (man'i-fold-nes), n. [< ME.
*manifoldnes,<. AS. manigfealdness,<manigfeald,
manifold: see »Bami/oM.] 1. The state of being
manifold; variety; multiplicity.

—

2. In math.:

(a) A manifold or ensemble ; especially, a con-

tinuous quantity of any number of dimensions.

This wider conception of which space and time are par-

ticular varieties it has been proposed to denote by the term
mamfoldness. Whenever a general notion is susceptible

of a variety of specializations, the aggregate of such spe-

cializations is called a manifoldness. Thus space is the

aggregate of all points, and each point is a specialization

of the general notion of position. F. W. Frankland.

(6) The number of different prime factors of a
number.
The total number of distinct primes which divide a given

number I call its manifoldness or multiplicity.

J. J. Sylvester, Nature, XXXVIL 1B2.

manifold-paper (mau'l-fold-pa'p^r), n. Car-

bonized paper used for duplicating a writing,

or in a typewriting-machine.

manifold-writer (man'i-f61d-ri"t6r), TO. A prep-

aration of oiled paper interleaved with carbo-

nized paper, which, when written on with a

hard point, transfers the impressed carbon in

the form of writing to two or more sheets.

maniform (man'i-fdrm), a. [< L. manus, the

hand, + forma, form.] 1. Having the form of

a hand; hand-shaped.— 3. Having the two ter-

minal joints opposed to each other, as the pedi-

palp of a scorpion ; chelate. Kirby.

maniglion (ma-nil'yon), TO. [< It. maniglione, a

han(fle of a cannon, <; maniglio, a bracelet : see

manilio.'] A handle of an early type of camion,

usually one of two handles cast with the gun.

Compare dolphin, 5.
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manihoot (man'i-hok), TO. Same as manioc.
Manihot (man'i-hot),TO. [NL. (Adanson, 1763).]

1 . Agenus of euphorbiaoeous plants of the tribe

Crotonew and the subtribe Adrianece. The calyx of
the staminate flowers has imbricated lobes and is often col-

ored, the stamens are 10 in number and have anthers at-

tached at the back, and the styles are spreading. They are
tall herbs or shrubs, with alternate leaves which are undi-
vided or often palmately 3- to 7-lobed or -parted, and monoe-
cious apetalous flower^ which are quite large and grow in
terminal or axillary racemes. There are about 80 species,

all natives of tropical and subtropical America; several

of them, however, are largely cultivated elsewhere. The
genus is of great importance for the food-products de-

rived from the roots of several species, especially M. vU-
lissima, the bitter cassava, and M. Aipi, the sweet cassava,
which by some are regarded as varieties of one species.

M. Glaziovii furnishes Brazilian or Ceara india-rubber.
See Brazilian arraimoot (under amraurroot), cassava, maruae,
and txLpioca.

3. \l. c] Same as manioc.

manikia, to. Plural of maniJcion.

manikin, manakin (man'i-kin, man'a-kin), TO.

and a. [Also mannikin, in def. 3 sometimes
manequin; < OP. manequin, P. mannequin = Sp.
maniqui, a puppet, manikin; < MD. manneJcen
(= G. mMnnchen), a little man, < man, = E. man,
+ dim. -ken, E. -hin. Cf . mankind. The bird Pi-
pra manacus was called manikin (G. bart-^mdnn-
chen) in allusion to the beard-like feathersonthe
chin.] I. TO. 1 . A little man ; a dwarf ; a pygmy.
Fab. This is a dear manuMn to you, Sir Toby.
Sir To. 1 have been dear to him, lad, some two thousand

strong, or so. Shak., T. N., iii. 2. 57.

Jorth rush'd the madding mannikin to arms.
Beattie, Battles of the Pigmies and Cranes.

2. A model of the human body, used for show-
ing the structure, form, and position of the va-
rious organs, limbs, muscles, etc., or adapted
and used for practising bandaging or for per-
forming certain obstetrical operations, as de-
livery with the forceps.—3. An artists' model
of the human figure. See lay-figure and mane-
quin.—4. A non-oscine passerine bird of the
subfamily Piprince. Manikins are generally small,
thick-set, and of brilliant plumage ; with few exceptions,
they are natives of the hottest parts of America. Tliey
feed on vegetable and animal substances, and are lively
and active in their movements. The bearded manikin,
Manacus manxuyus, is black, with the breast, necli, and tuft
of feathers on the chin white. The species are numerous,
and the sexes are diverse in color and often in form, the
males of many having curiously shaped wings or tail. The
name sometimes extends to all the Pipridce, and to some
members of the related famUy Cotingidce. See cut under
Manucus. [In this sense usually manakin, conformably
with the New Latin Manaeus.]

II. a. Like a manikin ; artificial. [Bare.]

Boors,indeed ; hut they are live boors, and not manikin
shepherds. D. G. Mitchell, Wet Days (Theocritus).

manikion (ma-nik'i-on), TO.; pi. manikia (-a).

[MGr./iav/Kjov, a sleeve: seeepimanikion.'] Same
as epimanikion.

manil (ma-nil'), TO. Same as manille^.

manila,manilla3 (ma-nU'a), to. [< Manila (see
def.).] 1. leap.'] Akind'of cheroot manufac-
tured in Manila, the capital of the Philippine
Islands.— 2. A fibrous material obtained from
the leaves of Mtisa textilis, the abaca or abaka,
a plant that grows in the Philippine Islands.
Excellent ropes and cables are made from it (its most com-
mon use); and its finer qualities are woven into fabrics
suitable for wearing-apparel, sometimes of great beauty
and cost. Also calle&Manila hemp. See Jifufia.

Manila copal, elemi, rope. etc. See copal, etc.

manilio (ma-nil'io), TO. [< It. maniglio, mani-
glia, a bracelet, a handle: see manille^, mani-
glion.'] A bracelet or arm-ring, especially one
of a kind worn by savages, as in Amoa. Copper
manilios formed a common article of barter during the
early intercourse between Europeans and African tribes.

See ring-money. Also mjanU, Tnanille.

Their arms and legs chained with manilios or voluntary
bracelets. Sir T. Herbert, Travels, p. 204.

manilla^ (ma-nil'a), TO. [< Sp. manilla = Pg.
manilha = It.' maniglia, a bracelet, ring-money,
< ML. maniUa, a bracelet, < L. manus, hand:
see main?. Cf. manille\ manilio.] A piece
of ring-money such as was until recent times
used for barter on the Guinea coast of Africa.
These pieces are of copper or iron, of fixed weight, and
in the presentcentury have been manufactured in England
for exportation to Africa. See manilio.

manilla^ (ma-nil'a), TO. [See manille^.] In the
game of solo, the seven of trumps, the highest
card but one.

manilla^, n. See manila.

manille^ (ma-nil'), m. [Also manil; < OP. ma-
nille, a bracelet, a handle, < It. maniglia = Sp.
Sp. manilla, a bracelet: see manilW-.] Same
as manilio. Ash.
manilla^ (ma-nel'), m. [< P. maniUe, < Sp. ma-
lilla, for "manilla = Pg. manilha, a game of
cards, manille (as defined); appar. < mano,
hand: cf. manilla^.] The highest card but one

manipulate

in the games of omber and quadrille, it is the.

two of clubs or spades, or the seven of diamonds or hearts,

according as one or other of these suits is trumps, the ma-
nille always being a trump. The card. In the form Manil

lio, is personified in the following lines

:

Spadillio first, unconquerable lord

!

Led oft two captive trumps, and swept the board.

As many more ManUlio forced to yield.

And march'd a victor from the verdant field.

Pope, K. of the L., ill. 61,

Manina (ma-ni'na), TO. pi. [NL., < Manis +
-ina^.] Same as Manidce.

maninose (man'i-noz), to. [Also manninose,.

manwynose, manynose, nannynose, etc.; < Amer.
Ind. mananosay.] The soft clam, Mya arenaria.

[Maryland and Virginia.]

manioc (man'i-ok), «. [Also manihoe, mani-

hot, maniocca; = Sp. Pg. mandioca; of Braz.

origin.] The cassava-plant or its product. The
manioc or cassava is a very important food-staple in trop-

ical America. The tubers of Manihot vMlissimm, sometimes-

weighing forty pounds, must be grated to a pulp and sub-

mitted to pressure in order to remove a deleterious juice.

Those of M. Aipi may be used as an esculent vegetable

like potatoes. The South American natives also prepare

from manioc an intoxicating drink called piwarrie. Also-

m4indioc, mandioca.

maniocca (man-i-ok'a), TO. See manioc.

maniple (man'i-pl), to. [< OP. maniple, P. ma-
nipuh= Sp. manipulo = Pg. manipulo = It. ma-
nipuU), manipolo, < L. manipulus, a handful, a
bundle ; also (because, it is said, a bundle of
hay was tied to the military standards), a num-
ber of soldiers belonging to the same standard,

a company, < manus, the hand, + -pulus, akin to-

'E.fulU: see full!.] 1. A handful. [Rare.]

I have seen him wait at court there with his mani^es
Of papers and petitions.

B. Janxon, Magnetick Lady, i. 1.

Do thou pluck a nMwiipfe— that is, an handful— of the
plant called Maidenhair, and make a syrup therewith as I

have shewed thee. 0. W. Holnws, Med. Essays, p. 282.

2. In Bom. antiq., a military company consist-

ing normally of 120 men in three out of the four
classes of infantry (velites, hastati, and princi-

.pes), and of 60 men in the fourth (triarii), with
two (first and second) centurions and a stan-
dard-bearer. Three maniples constituted a co-
hort.

The enemy were actually inside before the few maniples
who were left there were able to collect and resist them.

, Fronde, Csesar, p. 317.

Hence— 3t. A company or any small body of
soldiers.

The Kereward was led by Sir Thomas Brackenbury, con-
sisting of two thousand mingled Weapons, with two Wings
of Horse-men, containing fifteen hundred, all of them cast
into square Maniples. Baker, Chronicles, p. 232.

Fool ! he sees not the firm root out of which we all

grow though into branches ; nor will beware until hee see
our small divided mxmiples cutting through at every angle
of his iU united and unwieldy brigade.

MiUxm, Areopagitica, p. 48.

4. In the Western Church, one of the euoharis-
tic vestments, consisting of a short, narrow
strip, similar in material, width, and color to
the stole, it is marked with a cross and generally em-
broidered and fringed. The maniple is worn by prelates,
priests, deacons, and subdeacons, hanging from the left
sleeve of the alb, fastened near the wrist, or attached by
strings, pins, or a button. It is assumed by the celebrant
after the alb and girdle, and before the stole. A bishop
assumes it at the Indulgentiam. In Anglican churches
maniples are worn, as in themedieval church, three or four
feet in length; in theKoman Catholic Church they are now

N much shorter. The maniple seems to have first come into
use in the eighth century, and was originsJly a piece of
white linen used as a handkerchief. Till the twelfth cen-
tury and later it continued to be held in the hand. There
is no corresponding vestment in the Eastern Church,
though some writers have confounded the epimanikion
with it. Other names formerly given to the maniple were
/anon or phanon, mantUe, manutergiwm, mappxda or map-
pa, and gudarimm,

maniplies, to. sing, and pi. See manypUes.
manipular (ma-nip'u-lar), a. [= P. manipv-
laire = It. (obs.) mdnipulare, manipolare, < L.
manipularis, of or belonging to a maniple or
company, < manipulus, a handful, a military
company: see maniple.] 1. Of or pertaining
to handling or manipulation, either literally or
figuratively.

Mr. Squills . . . began mendingit[thepen]furiously—
that is, cutting it into slivers—thereby denoting symbol-
ically how he would like to do with Uncle Jack, could he
once get him safe and snug under his manipular opera-
tions. Bidwer, Caxtons, xi. 7.

What the former age has epitomized into a formula or
rule for manipidar convenience, it [the mind] will lose all
the good of verifying for itself. Emerson, Histoiy.

2. Of or pertaining to a maniple or company
of soldiers : as, the manipular system of Roman
tactics.

manipulate (ma-nip'u-lat), v.'; pret. and pp.
manipulated, ppr. manipulating. [< ML. mani-
pulatus, pp. of manipidare (> It. manipolare =



manipulate
Sp. Pg. manipvlar= F. manipuler), take or lead
by the liand, < manipulus, a handful: see man-
tpfcO L trans. 1. To handle, or act on with
flie hands, as in artistic or mechanical opera-
tions; hence, in general, to subject to certain
mechanical operations or to some method of
handling, arranging, combining, etc.: as, the
chemist exercises great care in manipulating
his materials and apparatus.—2. Figuratively,
to operate npon by contrivance or influence

;

affect in a particular way by a definite course
of treatment ; manage ; specifically, to manage
insidiously; adapt or apply to one's own pur-
pose_ or advants^e ; treat or use falsely or de-
ceptively: as, to manipulate accounts or the
facts of history (with the purpose of falsifying
them).
The king undertook tliat the poweis of parliament

should not be again delegated to a committee such as
Slchard had manipvlated so cleverly.

ShMs, Const Hist., § 303.

He found it necessaiy to maidpulate his parliamentaiy
foes with the prospect of his resignation.

Lowe, Bismaick, IL 485.

H. intraiis. To use the hands, as in mechan-
ical or artistic operations, scientific experi-
ments, mesmerism, et<5. : as, to manipulate neat-
ly or successfully.

nmnipnlation (ma-nip-u-la'shon), n. [= F.
maniprdation = Sp. manipnlacion = Pg, mani-
pula^So = It. manipolasiane, < ML. as if *nmm-
pulatio{nr-), <»Mn»piiZare, leadby the hand: see
nanipiUate.'} 1. The act or art of manipulat-
ing; manui^ management; manual and me-
chanical operation of any kind in science or
art, specifically, in phar., the preparation of
drugs; in eliem., the preparation and employ-
ment of utensUs, apparatus, and reagents in
chemical work.—3. Figuratively, the act of
operating upon anything by contrivanee or in-
fluence; management; specifically, insidious
management; adjustment or accommodation to
one's own purpose or advantage : as, manipula-
tion of voters, figures, or facts.

Given an average defect of natnre among the units of a
society, and no sk3llfulnaamjm2d£umof them will prevent
that d^ect from producing its equivalents of bad results.

H. Spencer^ Study of SodoL, p. 22.

There vas Uien, as always, a form of statecraft which
meant man^mfolxbn, which never presides at the forma-
tion of parties based on principle ; wliich is, in fact, too
busy in "handling" to do much with heading parties.

The Century, XXXYL 953.

manipnlatiTe (ma-nlp'u-la-tiv), a. [< manip-
ulate + -»pe.] of or pertaining to manipula-
tion: as, manipulative power or sMll.

Indeed, it may be questioned whether, in the absence
of t^t exeivise of mdmpulatKie faculty which the making
of weapons originally gave, there would ever have been
produced the tools required for developed indnsfiy.

H. Spencer, Study of SocioL, p. 194.

manipulator (ma-nip'tl-la-tgr), n. [= F. ma-
mpulateur = Sp. I'g. inimipiiUtdor= It. manipo-
latore; as manipulate + -or.1 1. One who ma-
nipulates, in any sense of that word.

Lowdl, who had helped in his way in founding . . .

the new Bepublicau party, could never look into the face
of a mampulaUrr without alaugh ; and the more he looked
the more he laughed. The Century, XXXVI. 953.

2. Anexereising-machine, or a device for rub-
bing the body.—3. laphotog., a tool for hold-
ing a glass plate during preparation or devel-
opment.—4. In teleg., the transmitter of a dial-

telegraph.— 5. A machine for handling hot
blooms and bUlets in iron- and steel-manufac-
turing. A series of parallel rollers of equal diameter,
all geared together and turning one way, carry the blooms
or billets along in the desired direction, while a series of
crescsit-shaped arms working between the rollers tnm
over the blooms or billets as required, without interfering
with their transmission. Set. Arner., N. S., LTX. 166.

manipulatory (ma-nip'u-la-to-ri), a. [< m,a-

niptdate + -ory.'] "Of or pertaining to manipu-
lation; suitable for use in manipulations.

That legs are to a considerable d^ree capable of per-

forming the duties of arms is proved by the great amount
of man^ulalory skill reached by them when the arms are

absent B. Spencer, Prin. of Biot, § 60.

Manis (ma'ms), n. pNIi. (liinnffius, 1758), so

called in ref. to their nocturnal habits, < L.

*manis, assumed sing, of manes, ghosts: see

manes.^ 1. The typical genus of Manidee, for-

merly including all the pangoUns, now xisnally

restricted to those inwMch the tail is very long
and tapering, the scales are narrow, and the

feet hairy. Such are the long-tailed pangolin, M. longi-

rauda, and the phatagin, M. triaispis, both of which are

African. The genera PhoUdotus and Snaitma have been
detached from Jfa>ii& See ManicUeaitd pangolin,

ii. p. c] A member of this genus, or any pan-

goUn. [With a rarp plural, manises. Owen.1

3613

Maniskt, a. and n. See Manx.
manito, manitou (man'i-to, -to), n. [Aigon-
Mn.] Among certain of the American Indians,
a spirit or other object of religious awe or rev-
erence, whether a good or evil spirit or a fetish.
Two manitos or spirits are spoken of by preeminence,
the one the spirit of good, the other the spirit of eviL See
the quotation.

Gitche Manito the mighty.
He, t^e Master of IMe, was painted
As an egg, with points projecting
To the four winds of the heavens.
Everywhere is the Great Spirit,

Was the meaning of the symboL
Mitche Manito the mighty.

He, the dreadfnl Spirit of Eril,
As a serpent was depicted.
As Ken^eek, the great serpent
Very crafty, very cunning.
Is the creeping Spirit of Evil.
Was the meaning of this symboL

Iiongfdlow, Hiawatha, xiv.

manitrnnk (man'i-trungk), ». [< L. mantis,
hand, + truneus, trunk.] In en torn., the pro-
thorax, bearing the fore leg or manus ; the ante-
rior segment of the thorax or trunk, with which
the head articulates. Compare alitrunTc, and
see manus.
manjack (man'jak), 7i. A large West Indian
tree, of the species Cordia eUipUca or C. macro-
pliylla.

manjar-blancot, » . [Sp. , < manjar, eating, food,
+ bianco, white: see blan^mange.^ Same as
ilane-mange. Minshea.
manjoret, manjnret, "• Middle EngUsh forms
of manger.
mank^t (mangk), r. t. [ilE. manVen, < AS.
*maneian, in comp. be-maneia.n, mutilate, <
"mane = D. MLG. manic, lame, defective; cf.

MHGr. mane, lack, defect; prob. < L. maneus,
maimed, infirm, defective, imperfect. Cf. man-
<?fci.] To mutilate.

The rycht arme from the schnldir al to rent
Apoun [upon] the mankit sennonns hinges by.
As impotent Gavin Douglas, tr. of Virgil, s. 47.

mank%, n. [< ML. maneus (AS. maneus), a coin
so called.] Same as maiieus.

mankal, n. See mangal.
mankind, «. [ME., also manken, monkin, mon-
kun, monkunne, < AS. mancyn, moncyn (= OS.
majteunni z= OHG. viancunni, mancltunni, MHG.
mankiinne = leel. mannkyn, vmnnMnd = Sw.
maiikon =z Dan. mandkjon), the race of man,
mankind, < ma,n, mann, man, + cyn, cynn, race,
kin: see man and kin^. Cf. mankind.'] The race
of man ; manMnd.
mankind (man'kin), m. [< man + -kin.'] A lit-

tle man ; a manikin. [Bare.]

The Maniin feels that he is a bom Man, that his voca-
tion is to work. Carigle, Sartor Kesartns, p. 63.

mankind (man-Mnd', formerly also man'kind),
«. and a. [< ME. man/dnde, mankende, man-
kuinde; < man + kind^. This word has taken
the place of the older »jo«fcij»i.] I. )i. 1. The
human race ; men collectively.

Whiche byrthe was done in yt selfe moste holy place, to
the gretest joye and gladnesse yt ener come to mankynde.

Sir S. Qvylforde, Py^rymage, p. 87.

The proper study of mcmicind is man.
Pope, Essay on Man, ii. 2.

2. The masculine division of humanity; men,
as distinguished from women.

Because thou art a woman, and disclaim'st

Flinty mankind. Shot., T. of A., iv. 3. 491.

Of all mankind Lord Trinket is my aversion.
Cdl'man, Jealous Wife, ii.

Sf. Human kindness; humanity.
O yon, whose minds are good.

And have not forced aU mankind from your breasts.

B. Jonson, Sejanus, v. 10.

H.t a. 1. Resembling man, not woman,
in form or nature; unwomanly; masculine;
coarse; bold.

A mankind witch ! Hence with her, out o' door.
Shak., W. T., u. 3. 67.

O manKiu2 generation! S. Joiuon, Epicmne, v. 1.

So, so, 'tis as 't should be, are women grown so man-
kind f Must they he wooing ?

BeoM. andFl., AVoman-Bater, ill 2.

2. Of virile power; strong; ferocious; furious.

Terrible lions, many a mankind bear. Chapman.

Manks (mangks), a. and n. See Manx.
manless (man'les), a. [< ME. ^manles, < AS.
manleds, without men, uninhabited (= MLG.
matdos, without men, = MHG. manias, unman-
ly, cowardly, = Icel. mannlauss), < mann, man,
+ 4eds, E. -Jess : see man and -tess.] 1 . Without
men or people; uninhabited.

It was no more but a stratagem of fire-boats, maidess,
and sent npon them by the favour of the wind in the
night-time. Bacon, War with Spain.

man-mercer
The world was void, . . .

Seasonless, herbless, treeless, jnanleas, lifeless.

Byron, Darkness..

2t. Unmanly; base; cowardly; dastardly; un-
becoming a man.

Stuffed with manless cruelty. Chapman.
That pusillanimity and vujmless subjugation.

Waterhouse, Apology for Learning, p. 82.

manlesslyt (man'les-li), adc. In a manless or
unmanly manner ; inhumanly.
She saw her Hector slaine, and bound
T' Achilles* ciiariot; manUssly drag'd to the Grecian fleet

Chapman, Iliad, xxii.

manliheadt, n. [ME. manlihead; < manly +
-liead.] Manliness; vigor; courage.

With hys swerd so gripte of fine manly-hede.
Som. qf Partenay (E. E. T. S.), L 5876.

manlike (man'lik), a. [< man + like'^. Cf.
manly.l 1. Eesemblingmaninformornature,

Under his forming hands a creature grew,
Manlike, but different sex. MiWm, P. L., viiL 471.

ManAike is it to fall into sin,

Kend-like is it to dwell therein.
LongfeUow, Poetic Aphorisms, tr. from Friedrich vou

[Logan.

2. Having the qualities proper or becoming to-

a man, as distinguished&om a woman ; mascu-
line; manly.
They spede at the spnrre, with-owttyne speche more.
To the Marche of Meyes, theis manliche knyghtez.

Morte ArOacre (E. B. T. S.), L 2418.

Elizabeth, the next this falling sceptre bent

;

Digressing from her sex, with maTUike government
This island kept in awe. Drayton, Polyolbion, xviL

Venerable too is the rugged face; . . . for it is the face-
of amanlivingmaTiZvie. Carij/fe, Sartor Resartns, p. 157.

manlily (man'li-li), adv. In a manly or coura-
geous manner. Sharon Turner. [Bare.]

manliness (man'U-nes), H. The quality of be-
ing manly, or of possessing the distinctive at-
tributes of a man ; character or conduct wor-
thy of a man ; manhood.
Manliness and manfulness are synonymous, but they em-

brace more thanwe ordinarily mean by the word courage ;.

for instance, tenderness and thoughtftilness for others.
They include that courage which lies at the root of alL
moTdiness, hut is, in fact only its lowest or rudest form.

T, Hughes, Manliness of Christ ii.

manling (man'ling), n. [< man + -ling^.] A
little man. [Rare.]

Augustus often called him his witty manling, for tbe-

littleness of his stature. B. Jonson, Discoveries.

manly (man'U), a. [< ME. manly, manliche, <

AS. "manlic (in adv. manlice) (= MLG. manlik
= OHG. manlih= Icel. manriligr= Sw. manlig=
Dan. mandXig), manly, mascubne, < mann, man:
see man and -Zyi.] It. Humane ; charitable

;

hospitable.
Artow maidycbe amonge thi neigbores of thi mete and.

drynke? Piers Ptoumian (BX v. 260.

2. Possessing the proper characteristics of a
man; independent in spirit or bearing; strong,
brave, large-minded, etc.

The like manly womanhood (if a Christian might com-
mend that which none but a Christian can discommend).

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. B22.

M'ow clear the ring, for, hand to hand.
The manly wrestlers take their stand.

Seatt, L. of the L., v. 23.

3. Pertaining to or becoming a man ; not boy-
ish orwomanish; marked by or manifesting the'

quality of manhood; suitable for a man.
This prince was hold full maidy of his hande.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.], L 1932.

His big manly voicci

Turning again tow^^ childish treble, pipes
And wMsUes in his sound.

Shak., As you like it, iL 7. 161.

Therefore with mafdier objects we must try
His constancy; with such as have more show
Of worth, of honour, glory, and popular praise.

MUton, P. K., it 225.

=S72L'2. Manful, etc. (see mascuUne^', honorably high-
minded,

manly (man'li), odf. [< ME. maji/y, < AS. JM<in-

lice, manfully (= D. manlijk= lce\. mannliga=
G. mannlich, manfully), < *manlic, manly: see
manly, a.] In the manner of a man ; manfully.

Many misti man manliche medled that time.
WiUiam of PtUenie (E. E. T. S.), L 2325.

This tune goes manly. Shak., Macbeth, iv. 3. 285.

man-made (man'mad), a. Made or contrived
byman ; of human as distinguished from divine
or^in; hence, as applied to spiritual subjects,

artmcial, simulated, or spurious. ,

Every inan.made god . . .

Had lied.

B. Buchanan, in If. A. Kev., CXL. 447.

man-mercert (man'mer's^r), n . One who deals-

in goods for men's wear. Also called man-
huckster.



man-midwife

man-midwife (man'mid"wif), n. A man who
practises obstetrics : an accoucheur.
man-milliner (man'niil"i-n6r), «. A milliner
of the male sex; especially, one who under-
takes the manufacture of women's bonnets,
etc., employing others to do the work.
An empty-pated fellow, and as conceited as a maii-mil-

liner- T. Hook, All in tlie Wrong, ii.

manna (man's), «. [< ME. manna, manne,<. AS.
manna, monna = D. Gr. Dan. Sw. Goth, manna
= F. manne = Sp. mand = Pg. mand, mannd
= It. manna, < L. manna, f. (Pliny), LL. (Vul-
gate) manna, and man, neut. or indeclinable,
<. Gr. fidvva, a concrete vegetable exudation, a
grain, in the Old Testament manna, < Heb.
man {= Ar. mann), manna, described, as found
by the Israelites, as "a small round thing, as
small as the hoar frost on the ground. And
when the children of Israel saw it, they said
one to another, It is manna [in the Vulgate

:

"Manhuf quod significat: Quid est hoc?"]:
for they wist not what it was" (Ex. xvi. 14,

15), implying that the name thus arose from
the question, Heb. man hu, 'what is this?'; but
this is doubtless a popular etymology. The
name is otherwise referred to Heb. man, a
gift, Ar. mann, favor.] 1. The food by which
'the children of Israel were sustained in the
wilderness (Ex. xvi. 14-36; Num. xi. 6, 7).
The circumstances attending the gift of manna show that
it was believed to be miraculous. Modern commentators
diiler in opinion as to its probable nature : by some it is

identified with an exudation of the tamarisk-tree, and by
others with a lichen which, torn from its home and car-
ried vast distances by the wind, still falls and is gathered
for food in the Sinaitic peninsula Csee vw/rma-lich&n) ; and
by others it is regarded as a special and miraculous crea-
tion.

And the house of Israel called the name thereof Manna:
and it was like coriander seed, white ; and the taste of it

was like wafers made with honey. Ex. xvi. 31.

Each morning, on the ground
Not common deaw, but Manna, did abound.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., Eden.

Hence— 2. Delicious food for either the body
or the mind; delectable material for nourish-
ment or entertainmeiit.

His tongue
Dropp'd inanna, and could make the worse appear
The better reason, to perplex and dash
Maturest counsels. Milton, F. L., ii 113.

Mine was an angel's portion then.
And, while I fed with eager haste.
The crust was manna to my taste.

J. Montgomery, A Poor Wayfaring Man of Grief.

3. Divine or spiritual food.

Thou Manna, which from Heav'n we eat.

To every Taste a several Meat

!

Cowley, The Mistress, For Hope.

4. In pilar. , a sweet concrete juice obtained by
incisions made in the stem of Fraxinus Ornus, a
native of Sicily, Calabria, and other parts of the
south of Europe, and from other species of ash.
It is either naturally concreted or exsiccated and puri-

fied by art. At the present day the manna of commerce
is collected exclusively in Sicily, where the manna-ash is

cultivated for the purpose in regular plantations. The
best manna is in oblong pieces or flakes of a whitish or
pale-yellow color, light, friable, and somewhat trans-

parent. It has a slight peculiar odor, and a sweetish
taste mixed with a slight degree of bitterness, and is em-
gloyed as a gentle laxative for children or persons of weak
abit. It is, however^ generally used as an adjunct to

other more active medicines. It consists principally of a
crystallizable sweet substance named mannite, and certain

other substances in smaller quantity. Sweetish secretions

exuded by some other plants growing in warm and dry
climates, as the Eucalyptus vmiinalis, the manna-gumtree
of Australia, and the Tamarix Gallica, var. mannifera, of

Arabia and Syria, are also considered to be kinds of manna.
Small quantities of manna, known as Briagon iruinna, are
obtained from the common larch, Larix Europoea.— Jews'
or Hebrew manna, manna of Sinai, (a) An exudation
from the leguminous bush called ca/md's-tham, Alhagi
camelorum (including A. Mavrortwni). See Alhagi and
camel's-thom. (6) The secretion of the tamarisk, Tamaria
GaUica, var. mannifera. It is a honey-like liquid which
exudes from punctures made by an insect, hardens on the
stems, and drops to the ground. It is collected by the
Arabs as a delicacy.—Madagascar manna. Same as

dulcUol.—Persian manna. Same as Jews' manna (a).—

Poland or Polish manna. Same as manna-seeds.

manna-ash (man'a-ash), n. A tree, Fraxinus
Ormis. See ash^ and manna, 4.

manna-croup (man'a-krdp), n. See semolina.

mannaedt (man'ad)'i a. [< manna + -ed^.]

Honeyed. Richardson.

And each, for some base interest of his own.
With Flattery's manna'd lips assail the throne.

MiMe, tr. of Camoens's Lusiad, ix.

manna-grass (man'a-gras), n. The sweet-

seeded grass Glyceria fluitans. The name is

sometimes extended to the genus. See Glyce-

ria.

manna-gumtree (man'a-gum"tre), n. An Aus-
tralian tree. Eucalyptus viminaUs, which yields

a crumb-like melitose manna.
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manna-lichen (man'a-li''''ken;, n. One of sev-

eral species of lioheiis, particularly Lecanora
esoulenta and L. affinis. See Lecanora.

manna-seeds (man'a-sedz), «. pi. The seeds

of the manna-grass. See Glyceria.

manner^ (man'to), n. [Early mod. B. maner; <

ME. maner, manere= OPries. maniere, manere=
MD. maniere, D. manier= MHG. maniere, G. ma-
nier = Sw. manSr= Dan. maneer^ OP. manere,

maniere, meniere, P. manidre = Pr. maneira =
Sp. manera = Pg. maneira = It. maniera (ML.
reflex maneria, manneria, maneries), manner,
habit; prop. fem. of the adj., OP. manier = Pr.

manier = Sp. manero, < ML. *manarius for ma-
nuarius, of or belonging to the hand (as a noun,
manuarius, a manual laborer) (hence with ref

.

to the way of handling or doing a thing), < L.

manus (manu-), hand : see main^. Cf. manual.']

1. The way in which an action is performed;
method of doing anything ; mode of proceeding
in any case or situation ; mode ; way; method.

Thus Haukyn the actyf man hadde ysoiled his cote.

Til Conscience acouped hym there-of in a curteise manere.
Piers Plowman (B), xiii. 459.

Vse it in maner as I seide afore.

Book of Quinte Essence (ed. Fumivall), p. 16.

For the husbanding of these Mountains, their manner
was to gather up the Stones, and place them in several

lines along the sides of the Hills, in form of a Wall.
Maundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 65.

After this manner therefore pray ye : Our Father which
art in heaven, Hallowed be thy name. Mat. vi. 9.

I do not much dislike the matter, but
The manner of his speech,

Shak., A. and C, ii. 2. 114.

2. Habitual practice ; customary mode of act-

ing or proceeding with respect to anything;
characteristic way or style, as in art or lit-

erature ; distinctive method ; habit ; style : as,

one's manner of life ; the manner of Titian, or
of Dickens.
In Cipre is the ma-nere of Lordis and alle othere Men,

alle to eten on the Erthe. MandevUle, Travels, p. 29.

A good manner than had Bobyn,
In londe where that he were,
Every daye or he woulde dyne
Thre messes wolde he here.

Lytell Geste of Rdtiyn Hode (Cliild's Ballads, V. 46).

Paul, as his manner was, went in unto them.
Acts xvii. 2.

He who can vary his manner to suit the variation is the
great dramatist ; but he who excels in one manner only
will, when that manner happens to be appropriate, appear
to be a great dramatist. MacavZay, Dryden.

The manner of the painters of the fifteenth century was
often shackled and cramped by difficulties which have
long since been broken away, and by ignorance which has
long since yielded to knowledge.

C. E. Norton, Travel and Study in Italy, p. 66.

3. Personal bearing or behavior; customary
conduct; characteristic way of acting; wonted
deportment or demeanor: most commonly in
the plural: as, his mawwer- was abrupt

;
good or

bad manners; reformation of manners in a com-
munity.

All his maners so wele it did hyr piece,

That she constreyned was in certeynte
To loue hym best, it wold non other be.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 689.

Of corrupted Tnaners spryng peruerted iudgementes.
Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 79.

Evil communications corrupt good manners.
1 Cor. XV. 33.

Air and manner are more expressive than words.
Siehardson, Clarissa Harlowe.

Specifically— 4. pi. Good behavior; polite de-
portment; habitual practice of civility; com-
mendable habits of conduct : as, have you no
manners ?

Fit for the mountains, and barbarous caves,

Where manners ne'er were preach'd.
Shak., T. ST., iv. 1. 63.

Good manners is the art of making those people easy
with whom we converse. Swift.

By manners I do not mean morals, but behaviour and
good breeding, as they shew themselves in the town and
in the country. Addison, Country Manners.

5. The way in which anything is made or con-

stituted; mode of being or formation; fashion;

character; sort; kind: often used with aK in a
plural sense, equivalent to sorts or kinds : as, all

manner of baked meats. [Obsolete or archaic]
There duellen Sarazines, and another moBicrof folk, that

men clepen Cordynes. UandemUe, Travels, p. 259.

Alle maner of men, the mene and the riche,

Worchyng and wandryng as the worlde asketh.
Piers Plowman (B), Prol., 1. 19.

Then Samuel told the people the manner of the kingdom,
and wrote it in a book. 1 Sam. x. 25.

What Tnanner of man are you?
Shak., Hen. VIII., v. 1. U8.

[The word in this sense is frequently used in old English
without (y* following, in a quasi-adjective use, likeHnd qfin

mannerism

modern English : as, manner folk, kind of people ;
manner

crime, kind of crime, etc.

Zif ony Man do thereinne ony maner Metalle, it tumethe

anon to Glasse. MandemUe, Travels, p. 32.

Ther was to her no maner lettre sent

That touched love, from eny maner wyght,

That she ne shewed hit him er hit was brent.

Chaucer, Anelida and Arcite, 1. 118.

Wherbye the kinges peas may in eny maner wise be

broken or hurt. English GUds (E. B. T. S.), p. 427.

Eight hard it was for wight which did It hearo

To read what manner musicke that mote bee.

Spenser, F. Q., II. xil. 70.]

By no manner of means. Seemcons.

—

Dotted man-
ner. See do«l.

—

In a manner, in a certain degree, mea-

sure, or sense ; to a certain extent.

The bread is in a manner common. 1 Sam. xxi. 6.

'Ms not a time to pity passionate griefs,

When a whole kingdom in a manner lies

Upon its death-bed bleedmg.
Beau, and Ft., Laws of Candy, i. 1.

Shark's maimers, greediness ; rapacity ; extreme sel-

fishness. [Naut. slang.]—To make one's manners, to

salute a person on meeting, usually by a bow or courtesy

;

said of children. [Prov. Eng., and formerly New Eng.]

I humbly make my manners, missus.
Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, ii,

To the manner bom, accustomed to some practice or

mode from birth; having lifelong familiarity with tho

thing mentioned.

But to my mind—though I am native here.

And to the manner bom— it is a custom
More honour'd in the breach than the observance.

ShaJc., Hamlet, i. 4. 16.

[Manner here is sometimes understood as manor (which

was formerly also spelled Tnanner), and is often changed to

manor in the quotation to make the phrase applicable tc

locality. ]

=

Syn. 1. Manner, Mode, Method, Way. Manner is

the least precise of these words, standing for sort or kind,

custom, mode, method, or the like. Mode may mean a

fashion, or a form or sort^ as a mode of existence, or a
single act or an established way, as a m^de of disposing )

of refuse. Method implies a succession of acts tending

to an end, as a method of slaughtering an ox or of solving a

problem. Way is a very general word, in large popular
use for each of the others, as a man's way of building

a dam (metkod), of holding a pen (mMe), of staring at

strangers (mffl«Ji«r).— 2. Habit, Usage, etc. Seecmtom

—

3. Manners, Morals, etc. See morality.

manner^t) » An obsolete form of manor.
manner^ (man'er), n. Another form of mainor.

mannerablet (man'6r-a-bl), a. [< ME. maner-
able; < marmer^ + -able"} Well-trained; versed
in good manners.
In a Tnanerable mershalle the connynge is moost com-

mendable
To haue a fore sight to straungers, to sett them at the

table. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 191.

mannerchor (men'er-kor), n. [G., < manner,
pi. of mann, man, -I- ehor, chorus : see man and
clioriis.'] A German singing-society or chorus
composed exclusively of men.
mannered (man'Srd), a. [< ME. manered; <

manner^ + -ecP.I 1. Having or possessed of

manners, carriage, or demeanor ; in compounds,
having manners of a certain kind, as in ill^many

nered, well-mannered.

And Mede ys ma,nered after hym.
Piers Plowman (C), iii. 27.

Beseeching you
To give her princely training, that she may be
Manrter'd as she is born. Shak., Pericles, ill 3. 17.

2. Marked by a constantly repeated manner
or method, especially in art or literature ; char-
acterized lay mannerism; artificial; unnatural;
affected.

A peculiar reaction from the mannered style of the mas-
ters of the preceding centurymanifested itself in Holland.

Amer. Cyc, XII. 800.

A mannered piece, showing silvery evening twilight on
a pool and . . . nymphs dancing in the shadow.

Athenceum, April 1, 1882.

The defective proportions of the forms, and the man-
nered attitude of the principal figure.

C. 0. Perkim, Italian Sculpture, p. 28.

mannerism (man'er-izm), n. [< manner^ +
-ism.1 1. Monotonous, formal, or pedantic
adherence to the same manner ; uniformity of
manner, especially a tasteless uniformity, with-
out freedom or variety ; excessive adherence to
a characteristic mode or manner of action or
treatment.

Mannerism is pardonable, and is sometimes even agree-
able, when the manner, though vicious, is natural.

Maeavlay, Boswell's Johnson.
The secondary intellect . . . seeks for excitement in ex-

pression, and stimulates itself into mannerism,, which is

the wilful obtrusion of self, as style is its unconscious ab-
negation. Lowell, Among my Books, Ist ser., p. 181.

2. A peculiarity of manner in deportment,
speech, or execution ; an exceptionally charac-
teristic mode or method ; an idiosyncrasy.
The seated passengers . . . remained in happy igno-

rance that.their mannerisms and facial peculiarifies were
sharply defined to the public eye.

T. Hardy, The Woodlanders, i.



mannerist

mannerist (man'er-ist), II. [< manner^- + -wfc]
One who is addicted to mannerism.
He [HajTman] sometimes succeeded well, thoQgh a strong

Tnannerut, and easily djstingaisliable by the laige noses
and shambling l^s of hid figures.

Watpole, Anecdotes of Fainting, IV. iiL

The school which Pope founded had degenerated into a
mob of manneiistg who wrote with ease.

XtOukS, Stndy Windows, p. 407.

mannerless (man'er-les), a. [Early mod. E.
manerles; < nmnner^ + -less.'] Deficient in man-
ners; ill-behaved.

Your modeling mastres is nutnerfes.
Skelton, FhHip Sparow.

mannerliness (man'er-li-nes), ». The quality
of being mannerly, or civil and respectful in
behavior; civility; complaisance. SirM. Sale,
Orig. of Mankind, p. 34.

mannerly (man'er-U), a. [< ME. inanerly (in
adv.) (= D. manierUjk = G. manierlich = Sw.
mati4rlig= Dan. maneerlig); < 7nan»erl + -?yl.]

Showing good manners; well-behaved; civil;

respectful; complaisant; not rude or vulgar.

What thou thinkest meet and is most maimeriy.
Sliaic., T. G. of v., a 7. 58.

Within foor days 1 am gone, so he commands me.
And 'tis not marmaiy for me to argue it.

Fletcher, Kule a Wife, iv. 3,

==Syn. Coorteona, polite, gentlemanly,

.mannerly (man'er-li), adv. [< ME. tnanerly;

< manner'^ + -Zy^.] With good manners or ci-

vility ; respectfully ; without rudeness.

Thanne seruyd he the qnene att enery mele,
Bothe att hir mete and soper decently.
The whiche he dede full wele and manerly.

Gmeryda (E. E. T. S.), L 468.

Well mannerly demand thee of thy story.

Shak., Cymbeline, iiL & 92.

manners-bit (man'erz-bit), n. A small part of
the contents of a dish which well-mannered
guests leave, in order that the host or hostess
may not feel suspected of having made inade-
quate provision. [Local.]

manneryt, n. See manory.
3nannett, n. [< man + dim. -ef.] A litUe man

;

a maniMn.
Jer. What is her squire?
Bar. A toy, that she allows eighlpence a day,

A slight mannet, to port her up and down.
B. Jangon, New Inn, It. 1.

Dlannheim gold. See gold.

3Iannian(man'i-an), a. andn, [<.3fa»(seedef.,

and etym. of Manx) + -ian.] I. a. Pertaining
to the Isle of Man, an island belonging to the
British empire, lying between Knglajid and Ire-

land; Manx.
n. n. An inhabitant of the Isle of Man; a

Manx man or woman.
The Smme was no sooner vp bat theUanniara arranged

themselues, and with great furie set vpon Godred.
HaHwyts Voyages, p. 10.

[Rare or obsolete in both uses.]

Manniferae (ma-nit'e-re), n.pl. [NL., fem. pi.

of mannifer: see manniferous.'] A Linnean
group of hemipterous insects, corresponding to

the modem family Cicadidce.

ananniferons (ma-nif 'e-ms), a. [< NL. rnan-

nifer, < Ii. (lii.) maniia, manna, + ferre = E.
iear^.] 1. Bearing or producing manna, as a
tree.

—

2. Causing the production of manna, as
an insect; of or pertaining to the Manniferce.

XianniMn, n. See manikin.

nuumingf (man'ing), n. [< man + -tn^l.] 1. A
man's work for a day.—2. The operation of

training animals or birds by accustoming them
to strangers.

Hawkes that waze haggard by vuimdng are to be cast

oS. Iiyly, Euphnes and his England, p. 372.

manninose, n. See maninose.
matmigb (man'ish), o. [< ME. mannisshe, man-
nyshjtoT earlier "mennish, < AS. mennisc,ol man,
human (as a noun, ME. mannish, mejiniseh =
G. menseh, etc., man); with reg. mutation of

the vowel o, < mann, man,+ -isc, E. -isK^. Cf

.

mensk, mense.l If. Of the human species; of

the nature of man ; human in kind.

But yet it was a flgnre
Most Uche to nununssA^ creature.

Qower, Conf. Amant, tl

2t. Characteristic of man ; natural to the hu-

man species; human in quality.

To do synne is marmysh. Chaueer, Tale of llclibeus.

3. Charaeteristie of or resembling the males

of the human kind; hence, as applied to a wo-

man, masculine; unwomaiily.

Alle her lymes so wel answerynge
Weren to womanhode, that creature

Has never lesse mannyth in semynge.
Chaueer, Troilos, L 284.
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A woman impudent and manni^ grown
Is not more loathed than an effeminate man.

Shale, T. and C, iiL 3. 217.

4. Simulating manhood ; having the air or ap-
pearance of manliness; characteristic of the
mature age of manhood.

Well have a swashing and a martial outside,
Aa many other manmth cowards have.

Shak., As you Lite it, L 3. 123.

And let tis, Folydoie, though now our voices
Have got the mannish crack, Eing him to the ground.

Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 2. 236.

Boy^ thinking it mannish, sometimes use oaths to show
off their smartness. Gow, Primer of Politeness, p. 57.

5t. Pond of men; addicted to the society of
men.

A chidestere or wastour of thy good.
Or riche or poore, or elles mannysh wood.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, L 292.

=Syn. Jfofe, Manly, etc See masculine.

mannishly (man'ish-li), adv. In a mannish
manner; boldly.

mannishness (man'ish-nes), n. The state or
quality of being mannish, (o) Manhood ; manli-
ness. ^> Masculineness; boldness.

The painted faces and manmskness and monstrous dls-
guisedness of one sex. Bp. HaU, Impress of God.

mannite (manlt), «. [< nmnna + -itt^.] A neu-
tral substance (C^jiOg) found in a number
of plants, chiefly in the larch and manna-ash
{Fraxinus Ornus), and also formed by the mu-
cous fermentation of sugars. Itis awhite, odorless,
crystalline substanc^ having a sweet taste, readily solu-
ble in water, and optically inacttre. Also called mamtitol
and mannitose, and r^arded as a hexatomic alcohoL

mannitic (ma-nit 'ik), a. [< mannite + -(<.]

Containing or related to mannite.— Mannitic
fermentatlon,afennentationbywhich glucose or altered
cane-sugar is resolved into gum, mannite, and carbonic
acid. It is not uncommon in certain saccharine liquids,
and in wines produces the detect called ropiness. Encyc.
BrU., IX. 96.

mannitol (man'i-tol), u . [< mannite+ (ateoft)o7.]

Same as mannite.

mannitose (man'i-tds), n. Same as mannite.

mannynose, «. See maninose.
manoenyer, manoeuvre (ma-no'ver or ma-nn'-
ver), n. [Also maneuver, riumewcre; < I*. Tna-

neeiwre, OF. manouvre,manoire=Sp.maniol>ra=
Pg. manobra =It. manovra,<.'iilj.manuopera,ma-
nojaera, aworkingwiththe hand, < L. manms (abl.

manu), the hand, + opera, work: see mainland
opera, and ure, and cf. manure and mainor, of

the same nit. origin.] 1 . A planned and regu-
lated movement, particularly of troops or war-
vessels ; any strategic evolution, movement, or
change of position among companies, battal-

ions, regiments, or of a ship or ships, etc.

—

2. Management with address or artful design;
an adroit move or procedure ; intrigue ; strata-

gem.
To make them the principal, not l^e secondary theatre

of their manceuvres for securing a determined majority in

Parliament. Burke, Duration of Parliament.

3. An affected trick ofmanner to attract notice:

as, he is full of manceuvers Manoenver line. See
lines 0/ operaHon, imder ItneS.—Uechanlcal manceu-
vers. See meehamail. =Syn. Trick, Stratagem, etc. See
artifice.

mancenver, manoeuvre (mar-no'ver or ma-nu'-
ver), r.; -pteX. and.'pp, maneuvered, manceurred,

ppr. maneeuvering, manosuvring. [Also maneur-

ver, maneuvre; < P. maneeuvrer, OP. manomrer,
manovrer= Sp. maniobrar= Pg. manobrar= It.

manavrare, manoenver ; from the noun.] I, in-

trans. 1. To perform manoenvers; move or
change positions among troops or ships for the
purpose of advantageous attack or defense, or
in military exercise for the purpose of disci-

pline.— 2. To manage with address or art ; em-
ploy intrigue or stratagem to effect a purpose.

I never, by any marueuvring, could get him to take the
spiritual view of things. Thoreau, Walden, p. 162.

n. trans. 1. To change the position of, as

troops or ships; cause to perform strategic evo-

lutions.

Sir Geo. Eodn^ . . . now mariceuvred the fleet with
such skill as to gain the windward of the enemy during
the night, and entirely to preclude their retreat

Bdsham, Hist Great Britain, April 8, 1782.

2. To affect in some specified way by a ma-
noenver or by manoBuvers.

Instead of seizing his opportunity to win a great battle

or to capture an army by siege, he had simply manoeuvred
the enemy out of poration. The Century, XXXVL 673.

3. To manipulate. [Eare.]

The usual trick consisted in the power to see a great

deal through a very small opening in the skDfully ma-
naeuxred bandage. Harper's Mag., T.XXTX. 79.

manoenverer, manoeuvrer (ma-no'ver-er or

ma-nu'ver-er), n. 1. One who manoeuvers;

manometric

one who engages in or relies upon strategic
management or intrigue.

This charming widow Beaumont is a manceuvrer.
Miss Edgeicorth, Mauoeuvring, L

2. A form of rudder. See the quotation.
Different forms of simple, balanced, and divided rud-

ders were then described, including Thomeycroft's dou-
ble rudders, Thomson's stem-way maiuEuverer, White's
turnabout system. The Engineer, LXVIL 214.

Also maneuverer, maneuvrer.
man-of-the-earth. (man'ov-the-erth'), II. The
wild potato-vine, Ipomaa paridurata, so called
from the great size sometimes attained by the
root.

man-of-war (man'gv-w^r'), «.; p\.men-of-iBar.

[< ME. man of werre : see under jnan, n. Cf. war-
man.] 1. An armed ship; a publicly recognized
vesselfittedforengaginginbattle; ashipofwar.

And leave yon not a man-of-uar unsearch'd

;

This wlckeMl emperor may have shipp'd her hence.
Shak., mt And., iv. 3. 22.

2. In coal-mining, one of the small pillars left to
support the roofofthechambers (orsides ofwork,
as they are called locally) in working the "ten-
yard coal" in Staffordshire, England Han-
of-war bird, (a) The frigate-bird or frigate-pelican,
Tachypetes aquUa or Fregata aquHa: so called bom ita

formidable swoop and grasp of its prey. See cut under
Jrigaie-bird. (6) One of the jagers or skuas : a wrong use.

—Man-of-war fashion, a neat, orderly, and seaman-
like manner, indicative of good discipline.—Portuguese
man-of-war, a popular name of an oceanic siphonopho-
rous hydroEoan of tiie genus PhysaUa.

man-of-war's-man (man'ov-warz'man), «. An
enlisted man belonging to a man-of-war.
manometer (ma-nom'e-ter), n. [= P. mano-
metre = Sp. man<hnetro, < Gr. /lavSg, rare, not
dense, thin, loose, slack, few, scanty, + fih-pov,

a measure.] An instrument for determining
and indicating the elastic pressnre of gases or
vapors. It measures the weight of a column of liquid
or the tension of a spring that exactly balances the elastic
pressure of the gas on a unit of area ; and, since the rela-
tive density of a gas is proportional to its elastic pressui«v
the measurement of the latter determines also the former.
Manometers whichmeasure elasticgaseous pressurebythe
tension of a spring are used for
steam-gages. In some forms
the pressure of the gas is on a
piston or diaphragm connect-
ed with a counterbalancing
spring. In others the initi^
pressnre is received on a small
primary piston, or diaphragm,
and transmitted by a fluid

mass acting upon a secondary
and much larger piston or dia-

phragm upon which the pres-
sureperunit of area ipreduced
inversely as the area of the
smaller piston is to that of
the larger. Of this kind is

Shaw's gage for measuring
very high pressures. In the
Bourdon steam-gage a curved
tubular ^ring is used, having
its interior coimected by a
tube with the interior of the
tank, boiler, cylinder, or gas-
holder containing the vapor
or gas to be tested. In all of
these forms the parts moved
under varying pressure are
connected with an indicator,

and the pressnre is read on a
graduated dial-plate. In the
open-air manometer the elas-

tic pressure of a gas is indi-

cated by the height of a col-

umn of liquid, usually mercniy or water, which it will

support In its simplest form an S-shaped glass tube, open
at the upper end, is employed, as shown in the cut In the
campre^ed-axr manometer the tube containing the liquid

is closed at the top, and hence the varying elastic pressure
of the confined air is added to the weight of the liquid

column in balancing the gaseous pressure to be measured.
Tbeslatieal manometer of Boyle has a thin glassbulb coun-
terpoised on a pair of delicate scales, the specific gravity

of tile bulb and its confined air varying with both pressure
and temperature of the surrounding air. The manometer
of Kamsden is essentially a compressed-air manometer
combined with a scale which indicates temperatures while
determining atmo^heric density. The ordinary gas-gage

Is a simple open-air manometer.

manometric (man-o-met'rik), a. [= p. mano-
meirique; as manometer + -i«.] Pertaining to

the manometer; made with the manometer: as,

tnanometric observations—Manometric capsule.
See manometric flames.—Manometric flames of Ed-

nig (see figures),

_ _ appearance
produced by the
reflectiOD in a ro-

tatjng mirror of a
gas-flame whicli is

madetopolsate by
the actioQ of so-

norons waves. The
sound is conduct-
edbyatube to one
side of a small
metal capsule

i^mawKM^trit eapstdeX and causes the vibration of a divid-

ing membrane the other side of which is connected with

Open-air Manometer.
a, brass araplic^-tabe ',3 6',

glass tube of which part ^ is

graduated ; f f', liqaid column.
Pressure trananitted thzDi^i a
depressesthe partrofthe liquid
column and raises the part c".

Manometric Flames.
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the gas-jet. Of the figures here given, the first is that
caused by a single tone, and the second corresponds to the
simultaneous production of a tone and its octave.

manometrical (man-o-mefri-kal), a. [< mano-
metric + -al.'\ Same as manometric.
ma non troppo. See ma^.
manor (man or), n. [Early mod. E. also man-
nor, manour, mannour, inamier, maner, matiere,

manoir (ML. manerium), < OF. manoir (=Pr.
maner), a mansion, < manoir, maneir, < L. ma-
nere, remain, dwell, = Gr. fievetv, stay, remain

:

see remain, remnant, etc., and of. manse^ and
mansion, from the same source as manorj] If.
A dwelling; habitation.

Trouthe hymself, over al and al,

Had chose his maner principal
In hir ; that was his restyng place.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 1004.

2. In England, generally, a landed estate, es-

pecially one the tenure of which vests the pro-
prietor with some particular rights of lordship

;

specifically, in old law, a lordship or barony
held by a lord and subject to the jurisdiction

of a court-baron held by him; in more ancient
usage, an estate of a lord or thane with a village
community, generally in serfdom, upon it. See
villeinage and yard-land.

In the iii. yer of his reign in Septembre was bore to the
kyng a sone cleped Richard, att Oxenford in his mmwire,
wher is now the white freres,

Rob. of Gloucester, p. 484, note.

These manors [those with which England was covered
about the time of the Domesday Survey] were in fact in
their simplest form estates of manorial lords, each with its

village community in villenage upon it. The land of the
lord's demesne— the home farm belonging to the manor-
house—was cultivated chiefly bythe services of the villata,

i. e. of the village community or tenants in villenage. The
land of this vUlage community, i. e, the land in villenage,

lay round the village in open fields. In the villages were
the messuages, or homesteads of the tenants in villenage,

and their holdings were composed of bundles of scattered
strips in the open fields, with rights of pasture over the
latter for their cattle after the crops were gathered, as
well as on the green commons of the manor or township.

Seebohm, Eng. Vil. Community, p. 76.

On close inspection, aU feudal society is seen to he a re-

production of a single typical form. This unit consists of

a group of men settled on a definite space of land, and
forming what we Englishmen call a Manor, and what in
France was called a Fief.

Maine, Early law and Custom, p. 302.

The name nwmyr is of Norman origin, hut the estate to

which it was given existed, in its essential character,

long before the Conquest; it received a new name as the
shire also did, but neither the one nor the other was cre-

ated by this change. Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 98.

3t. The jurisdiction of a court-baron or court

of the lord of a manor.—4. In some of the
United States formed by English colonies, a
tract of land occupied or once occupied by ten-

ants paying a fee-farm rent to the proprietor,

sometimes in kind, and sometimes in stipulated

services. JBurrill, in colonial times theseresemhled
the old English manors, their possession being in most
cases accompanied by jurisdiction.

man-orchis (nian'6r"kis), n. [So called from
a fancied resemblance between its lip and the
body of a man hanging by the head.] A green-

ish-flowered oreHd,^ce»-asa»*feropopfeora, natu-
ral order Orchidew, which grows in meadows
and pastures in the eastern part of England.
The genus is distinguished from Orchis by the absence of

a spur, but contains no species of importance. Also called

greenman and greenman orchis.

manor-house (man'gr-hous), n. The house or

mansion belonging to a manor.
manorial (ma-no'ri-al), a. [< manor + -ial.J

Of or pertaining to a manor or to manors ; con-

stituting a manor: as, manoriall&w; a manorial
estate.
This tenure [the right of common] is also usually em-

barrassed by the interference of rnanorial claims.
Foley, Moral Fhilos., vi. 11.

In the garden by the turrets

Of the old mMnorial hail.

Tennyson, Maud, xxvL

The colony of Maryland was settled and established on

the manorial principle. The Dial, IV., No. 48.

manorial court. Same as courl-baron.

manor-seat (man'or-set), n. Same as manor-
house.

manoryt (man'or-i), n. [Also mannery; an ex-

tension of manor.'] Same as manor.

manoscope (man'o-skop), n. [< Gr. fmvSg, rare,

not dense, -f- mdirclv, view.] A manometer.
[Bare.]

manoscopy (ma-nos'ko-pi), n. [< Gr. /iavdg, rare,

-t- cKoireiv, view.] That branch of physics which
concerns itself with the determination of the

density of vapors and gases.

Manouria, Manouriana. See Manuria, Ma-
nuriana.

manovery (ma-no 'v6r-i), ». ;
pi. manoveries

(-iz). [A var. of manoeuver (ME. mainovre)

:
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see manmuver.] In Eng. law, a device or a ma-
noBuvering to catch game illegally.

man-pleaser (man'ple"z6r), n. One who pleases
men, or who strives to gain their favor.

Servants, obey in all things your masters according to

the flesh ; notwith eye-service, as men-pleasers; but in sin-

gleness of hearty fearing God, CoL iii. 22.

man-power Cman'pou"er), n. 1. The rate of

work done normally by one man in a given
time.— 2. A motor utilizing the force of a man
in driving machinery.
manOLUellert (man'kwePfir), n. [< ME. man-
quellere, monquellere, < AS. mancwellere, a homi-
cide, < mann, man,+ cwellere, killer : see queller.']

Amankiller; amanslayer; an executioner.

But sente a mangueller and commaundide that Jones
[John Baptist's] heed were brought in a disch.

Wyclif, Mark vi. 27.

Wilt thou kill God's officers and the king's ? Ah, thou
honey-seed [homicide] rogue 1 thou art a honey-seed, a
Tmtn-queller, and a woman-queller.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., li. 1. 68.

manredt (man'red), n. [< ME. manrede, < AS.
manrmden, mannr<men,'h.om.a,ge; < mann, -v&sssX,

man, man,+ rmden, condition : seeman and -red.

Of. homage, < L. homo, man. Hence, by corrup-
tion, manrent.l Personal service or attendance

;

homage. It was the token of a species of bondage
whereby free persons became bondmen or followers of
those who were their patrons or defenders.

Misdoo no messengere for menske of thi selvyne.

Sen we are in thy m^anrede. and mercy the besekes.
MorU Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 127.

manrentf (man'rent), n. [A corruption of man-
red, simulating rent^.'] Same as manred.
He had bound them [the border chiefs] to his interests

by those feudal covenants named "bands of Tnanrent,"

. . . compelling the parties to defend each other against
the effects of their mutual transgressions.

F. TyUer, Hist. Scotland (ed. 1845), IV. 20B.

manroot (man'rot), n. A morning-glory, Ipo-
mcea leptophylla, foimd on the dry plains of

Colorado and in adjacent regions. It is a plant
2 or 3 feet high, with an immense root having some re-

semblance in shape and size to a man.

man-rppe (man'rop), n. Naut., one of the two
ropes suspended from stanchions one on each
side of a gangway
or ladder, used in
ascending and de-
scending a ship's

side, hatchways, etc.

—Man-rope Imot. See
Icnofi-,

Mansard roof. See
roof.

manseH, «• t. [ME.
mansien, by aphere-
sis from amansien, amonsien, < AS. dmdnsumian
(contr. pp. dmansod), excommunicate, < a-, out,
-1- *mdnsum, familiar, intimate, appar. < *mdn,
in gemcene, common, + -sum: see mean^ and
-some.] To exeommunicate ; curse.

"By Marie," quod a mansed preste of the marche of Yr-
londe,

"I counte namore Conscience bi so I cacche syluer.

Than I do to diynke a draujte of good ale I

"

Piers Plowman (B), xx. 220.

manse^ (mans), n. [< ME. *manse, < OF. manse,
< ML. mansa, mansum, a dwelling, < L. ma-
nere, pp. mansus, remain, dwell i see remain,

and cf. mansion.] Originally, the dwelling of

a landholder with the land attached; after-

ward, especially, any ecclesiastical residence,

whether parochial or collegiate ; now, specifi-

cally, the dwelling-house of a minister of the
Established Church of Scotland, and hence
sometimes the parsonage of any church of the
Presbyterian or Congregational order.

To grip for the lucre of foul earthly preferment, sic as
gear and manse, money and victual.

Scott, Heart of Mid-Iothian, xliii.

Across the meadows, by the gray old manse.
The historic river flowed. LongfeUow, Hawthorne.

Capital manset, a principal residence ; a manor-house
or lord's court.

This lady died at her capital manse at Fencot near Bi-

cester in 1111. T. Warton, Hist Eiddington, p. 30.

man-servant (man'sfr"vant), n.
;

pi. men-ser-

vants (men's6r"vants). Ainan who is a servant.

manshipt (man'siiip), n. [ME. manship, man-
chip, < AS. manseipe, humanity, < mann, man,
+ -seipe, E. -ship.] Manhood ; courage.

I beseohe & preie,

Fo[r] loue that 3e owe to the lord that let 30U be fourmed,
Meyntenes 3it Koure mdnchip manli a while.

William of PaUme (E. E. T. S.), I. 2676.

manshiplyt,a<?«- {ME.manschipeUche; ^ man-
ship + -ly^.] Manfully.

His lord he served treweliohe,

In al thing manschipeliche.
Ouy of Warwick, p. 1. (Halliwell.)

Man-rope Knot.

manslaughter

mansion (man'shon), n. [< ME. mansion (in

astrology), < OF. mansion = Sp. mansion =
Pg. mansdo — It. mansione, < L. mansio(n-), a

staying, remaining, abiding, also an abode,

dwelling, < manere, pp. mansus, stay, remain,

dwell: see remain. Gt.manor,manse^,mease\
measondue.] If. A tarrying-place ; a station.

3. A dwelling; any place of fixed residence'

or repose. [Archaic or poetical.]

In my Father's house are many mansions. John xiv. 2.

To unfold

What worlds or what vast regions hold
The immortal mind, that hath forsook

Her mansion in this fleshly nook.
Milton, II PenseroBO, 1. 92,

3. A dweUing-house of the better class; a large

or stately residence; especially, the house of

the lord of a manor; a manor-house.

Here the Warrior dwelt

;

And, in that mansion, children of his own.

Or kindred, gathered round him.
Wordsworth, Excursion, vii.

4 . In Oriental and medieval astronomy, one of

twenty-eight parts into which the zodiac is

divided; a lunar mansion (which see, under
lunar).

Which book spak muchel of the operaciouns

Touchynge the eighte and twenty manMoune
That longen to the moone.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 402.

5. In astrol., the sign in which the sun or any
planet has its special residence; a house.

Fhebus the Sonne ful joly was and cleer;

For he was neigh his ex^tacion
In Martes face, and in his mansiim
In Aries, the colerik bote signe.

Chaucer, Squure's Taie, L 42.

mansiont (man'shon), v. i. [< mansion, m.] To
tarry; dwell; reside. [Bare.]

Visible as the clouds of heaven, and other meteors ; as

also the rest of the creatures mansioning therein.

J. Mede, Paraphrase of St. Peter (1642), p. 16.

mansionary (man'shon-a-ri), a. [= F. mansion^
naire = Sp. It. mansiondrio, < LL. mansionari-

us, of orbelonging to a dwelling,< L, mansio(n-),

a dwelling: see mansion.] Resident; residen-

tiary : as, mansionary canons. Wright.

mansion-house (man'shon-hous), n. The house
in which one resides ; an inhabited house, espe-

cially one of considerable importance or gran-

deur; a manor-house.
This party purposing in this place to make a dwelling,

or, as the old word is, his mMnsionrhouse, or his manor-
house, did devise how he might make his land a complete
habitation to supply him with all maner of necessaries.

Bacon, Use of the Law.

[A burglary] must he, according to Sir Edward Coke's
definition, in a manslonrhmise, and therefore, to account
for the reason why breaking open a church is burglary, he
quaintly observes that it is domus mansionalis Dei.

Blackstone, Com., IV. xvi.

The ManBlon-hoUBe, the ofBcial residence of the Lord
Mayor of London.

mansionry (man'shgn-ri), «. ; pi. mansionries
(-riz). [< mansion + -ry.] Abode in a place;
residence. [Rare.]

The temple-haunting martlet does approve.
By his lov'd mansionry, that the heaven's breath
Smells wooingly here. Shak., Macbeth, i. 6. 5.

manslaughtt, n. [ME. manslagt, manslagt, mon-
slagt, < AS. mansUht, mansleht, manslmht, man-
slyht, monsUht, etc. (= OS. manslahta = OFries.
manslachta, monslachta = MLG. manslacht =
OHG. manslahta, manslaht, MHG. manslaht =
Dan. mandslcet; at. also AS. manslege= D. man-
slag), the slaying of a man,< mann, ma.ii,+ sliht,

sleaht, slaying: see slaught.] Manslaughter.
The syn of sodomi to heven
Hit crysen on God Almygt

;

And mmislagt with a rewful Steven
Hit askys vengans day and nygt.

Audelay, Poems, p. 2. (fiaMiwell.)

manslaughter (man'sm'''ter), n. [< ME. man-
slagter,manslauter; <.man + slaughter. Ct.man-
slaught.] 1. The killing of a human being by
a human being, or of men by men; homicide;
human slaughter.

To overcome in battle, and subdue
Nations, and bring home spoils with infinite
Man-slaughier, shall be held the highest pitch
Of human glory. Milton, P. L., xi. 69S.

Specifically— 2. In tew, the unlawful killing of
another without malice either express or im-
plied, which may be either voluntarily, upon
a sudden heat, or involuntarily, but in the com-
mission of some unlawful act. Blackstone. Man-
slaughter differsfrommurder in notproceedingfrom malice
prepense or deliberate, which is essential to constitutemur-
der. It differs from excusable homicide, being done in
consequence of some unlawful act, whereas excusable
homicide happens in consequence of misadventure. Man-
slaughter has been distinguished as volunlary. where the
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killing was intentioiial in a sadden beat or passion withoat
IffeTions malice ; and mroltoitory, whs^ it was not inten-
tional, bat tbe slayer was at the tiine engaged in an nnlaw*
fal act less than a felony, or doing a lawful act in an on-
Uwful manner. This distinction of name is no long^ nsed
in jtrocedme, except in those jorisdictions whQ« it ma; be
enjoined by statnte;

manslayer (man'sla'&r), n. [< itE. manslaer;
< man + stayer.] A slayer of a man or of men

;

one who Mm a hxunan being.

There shall be six cities of refoge . . . for the man~
dayer. Num. xixt. 6.

manstealer (maa'ste'ler), ». One who steals
human beings, generally for the purpose of sell-

ing them as slaves : a kidnapper.
Thelawis . . . formanslayers, . , . forniefufeofars^for

Bars. 1 Tim. L 9, 10.

manstealing (man'ste'ling), n. The act of
stealinghuman beings to sell them into slavery.

man-sty (man'sta), II. A sty or dwelling unfit

for human habitation; a filthv dwelling-place.
[Eare.]

The landlord who, as too many do^ neglects his cottages
till they become nuin-etieg, to breed pauperism and d^
ease. King^iey.

mansnete (mau'swet), a. [< ME. mansuete, <
OF. Ttiansuet, mansvete, F. mansuet = Pr. man-
suet = Sp. Pg. It. mansueto, < L. mansueUis,
tamed, tame, mild, soft, pp. of mwisuescere,
tame, become tame, lit. accustom to the hand,
< man us, the hand, -I- suescere, become accus-
tomed: see custom.'] Tame; gentle; habitual-
ly mild or forbeaniag; not wild or ferocious.

[Rare.]

She seyde ek, she was fayn wiHi hym to mete,
And stood fortb mnwet^ mylde, and fnaiuuete.

Chaueer, Troilas, t. 191.

Onrhard-headed, hard-hitting, clever, and notorer-num-
stiete Mend. Br. J. Bntim, Spare Hours, 3d ser., p. 309.

mansnetnde (man'swf-tud), n. [< ME. mansue-
tude = OF. mansuetume, F. mansueiude = It.

mansuetudine, < Ii. mansuetudo, tameness, mild-
ness, < mansuetus, tame, nuld: see mansuete.
Cf. consuetude, desuetude.] Tameness; habitual
mildness or gentleness. [Archaic.]

The remedie agayns ire is a verta thatmen depen man-
suetudB. ChoMoer, Parson's Tale.

Onr Lord IGmse]^ made up of manguetude^
Sealing tlie sum of sufferance np^ received
Opprobriom, contumely, and bnSeting
Withoat complaint.

Brmmdng, Sing and Book, IL SI.

manswear,mainswear (man'-,man'swar),<i . i. ;

pret. manswore, mainSKOre, pp. mansworn, main-
sworn ; ppr. manswearing, mainswearing. [< ME

.

mansweren (in pp. mattsworn, manswore), < AS.
mdnswerian (pret. mdnswor, pp. memsu>oren),

swear falsely, < mdn{= OS. men= OHG. MHG.
iii«t»), falseness, evil, wickedness (= leel. wiein

= Sw. Dan. men, harm, misfortune), < man (=
OPries. ju«n = MLG. men, mein = OHG. MHG.
mein), false, deceitful (= Icel. meinn, harmful),

in mdndth (= OS. fnenetft = D. meineed= OHG.
meineid, MHG. meineit, G. meineid_=:Jcel. mei-

neidhr= Sw. Dan. mened), orig. man dth, a false

•oatihi,perjury
;
perhaps akin to OBulg. mena, ex-

change, change, = Lith. mainas, exchange, and
through this notion of 'exchange' connected
withAS.«/eTO^ie,E. mean, common: seejnean^.]

To swear falsely; perjure one's self. [Obsolete
or prov. Eng. or Scotch.]

If I chance to stay at hame,
Hy love will ca' me man^tvm.
The BroomfiOd BiU (Chad's BaUads, L 132).

manta (man'ta), n. [Sp. (and Pg.), a blanket:

see mantle.] "1. A coarse unbleached cotton
fabric whi(dt forms the staple clothing of the
common people of Mexico.—2. In fntntn^, a
blanket or sack of ore ; a placer in situ. [West-
em TJ. S.]—3. The Spanish-American name
of an enormous devil-fish or sea-devil, an eagle-

ray of the family Ceratopterida. Hence—4.
[cap.] [XL.] Agenus of such rays. Mantahi-
rostris is a species of the warmer American wa-
t«rs. It is a synonym of Ceratoptera.

Mantchoo, ». and a. A spelling of Manehu^.

mantean (man'tol, n. [Formerly also manto,

mantoe (also by corruption mantua, q. v.) ; < F.

vMitteau, a cloak: see mantle, the older form
of the same word. The form manto, mantoe,

is simply a more phonetic spelling of the F.

(like eutto, etittoe, for couteau), and not from the
Sp. or It. manto.] 1. A cloak or mantle.

He presents him with a white hoise, a manta, or blacke

coole [cowll, a pastoral staff.

Sycttut, State of the Greek Church, p. 96.

Specifically— 2. A woman's cloak or outer gar-

ment; especially, a mantle open in front and
-displaying the skirt or petticoat.
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Hast thou any mantoes for ladies made after thine own

fashion, which shall cover all their naked shoulders, and
breasts, and necks, and adorn them all over?

Bnglatid't Vamly (1683), p. SO. (Jfare*)

I met her this Morning, in a new Manteau and Petti-
coat, not a bit the worse for her Lady's wearing.

SUde, Conscious Lovers, L 1,

But since in braided gold her foot is bound.
And a long trailing fnanteau sweeps the ground.
Her shoe disdaina the street. Gay, Trivia, i. 110.

mantel (man'tl), ». [< ME. mantel, < OF. nuiii-

tel, a cloak, a shelf over a fireplace : see man-
tle, of which mantel is but an older spelling, re-
tained only in the architeetural sense, withont
particular reason.] If. A cloak. See mantle
(the present spelling in this sense).— 2. In
arch., aU. the work or facing around a fireplace.

Mantel.

Cloister of St. Elne, Dear Perp^nan, France ; Z3th centuzv.

resting against the chimney, and usually pro-
jecting and more or less ornamental, it includes
the mant^piece or chimneypiece, with flie mantel-shelf,
when this is present, and the hood of fireplaces having
this feature.

3. In a restricted sense, a mantel-shelf.

mantelboard (man'tl-bord), ». The shelf of
a mantelpiece, especially when movable and
forming rather a part of the over-mantel than
of the chimneypiece proper.

mantel-clock (man'tl-klok), «. A clock or

timepiece intended to stand on a mantel-shelf.

The manUe-doek strikes six sharp insisting blows as

she exclaims. W. M. Bater, New Timothy, p. 25.

mantelet, mantlet (man'tel-et, mant'let), H.

[Formerly also manteUet; < ME. mantelet, < OF.
mantelet, F. mantelet (= Sp. Pg. mantelete = It.

manteVetto, manteUetta), dim. of mantel, a cloak:

see mantel, mantle.] 1. A short cloak or mantle.
(a) Ashortclosk worn in thefourteenth and fifteenth cen-

tories by knights.

A fiuwtelet upon his shnldre hanginge,
Bret-ful of rubies reede, as fyr sparUinge.

Clumcer, Knight's Tale, L 1305.

(b) A woman's garment, narrower than tbe mantle^ and
approaching the form of a tippet or broad scarf, worn over
the shoulders.

3. Same as cointoise. See also lambrequin, 1 (o).

—3. In gun., a shield to protect men serv-

ing guns in embrasures, casemates, or port-

holes from the bullets of sharpshooters.— 4.

A movable roof or screen used in sieges, etc.,

to protect the besiegers in their attacks. See
cat-castle, tinea, sow^, 4.

From these mantettets they shot great pieces, as Cnlner-

ines, double gunnes. and great bombards.
BaUuyfs Voyages, n. 79.

Theybringforward mantelets and pavlsses, and the arch-

ers master on the skirts of the wood.
SeoU, Ivanhoe, xxvil

5. A movable shelter used in a hunting-field.

The mysteries of battnes, shooting grouse from mant-
lets every department^ in short, of modem sport with the

gun. TheAeademy,Veb.i,lse&,-p.n.

6. A flexible covering, usually of rope, drawn
close round a gunwhen it is discharged. Encyc.

Bnt., EX. 453.

manteletta (man-te-let'a), n. [it.: see man-
telet.] in the Som. Catli.Ch.,& sleeveless vest-

manticore

ment of silk or woolen stuff, which reaches to
the knees and is fastened in front, worn by
cardinals, bishops, abbots, and the prelates of
the Soman coort.

mantelinet (man'tel-in), n. [< OP. and F. 7Han-
teline (Sp. mantelUna), a short cloak, a riding-
hood, < mantel, a cloak: see mantel, mantle.]
Same as mantelet, 1.

mantell^ (man-te-la'), a. [OP., < mantel, man-
tle : see mantle.] In her., marked by two tri-

angles occupying the dexter and sinister sides
of the chief, as if a mantle had been thrown
over it from behind : said of an escutcheon.
Mantellia (man-tel'i-a), n. [NXi., named after
G. A. Mantell (1790-1852), auEnglish geologist.]
A generic name given by Brongniart to a tree
parts ofthetrunk ofwhich are foimdin the Port-
land dirt-bed (inthePurbeckgroup),and consid-
ered to belong to the eycads. Ithad been previously
described by Buckland under the family name of Cyca-
deoidea (1828X and later (1835) received from him the ge-
neric name Cycadites, It has also been described under
the generic names of ZamUes and StrobQites. Schimper
adopts Buckland's name as that of a genns, changing it to
Cyeadoidea. Zigno prefers tlie generic name Mantellia.

mantelpiece (man'tl -pes), n. [Also mantle-
piece; t mantel, 2, +piece.] The fitting or dec-
oration of a mantel—that is, the horizontal
hood, cornice, or shelf carried above a fire-

place; hence, by extension, all the marble-
work, metal-work, or wainscoting around a fire-

place, or masking the breast of a chimney, in-

cluding usually one shelf or more.
A set of Grecian-looking vases on the mantie-pieee.

Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, iiL

mantel-set (man'tl-set), 51. Asetof two, three,

or more decorative objects intended for a man-
tel-shelf.

mantel-shelf (man'tl-shelf), n. 1. That part
of a mantelpiece which constitutes a sheu.

—

2. A mantelpiece.
manteltree (man'tl-tre), ». [Also mantletree,

formerly mantell-tree; < mantel, mantle, + tree.]

In arch., a beam behind the mantelpiece serv-
ing as the lintel to a fireplace, sometimes re-

placed by a brick arch, to which the name is

also given.
The first entrance large, and like the wantletree of a

chimney. Sandys, TravaHes, p. 136.

Here also^ as a sort of mantle-iree ornament, sits the
marble kitten that Bnfus made. S. Jvdd, Margaret, L 17.

mantes, n. Plural of mantis, 2.

mantian (man'ti-an), a. [< Gr. funircta, divina-
tion, < /utvTeicaSai, practise divination, < iiavrvQ,

a diviner: see Mantis.] Same as inantie.

mantic (man'tik), a, [< Gr. /ttwroaJf, of a di-

viner or prophet, prophetic, < favTic, a diviner,

seer, prophet: see Mantis.] Kelating or per-
taining to prophecy or divination, or to one sup-
posedto be inspired; prophetic: as, jmoti tic fury.
Trench. [Rare.]

mantichor, n. See manticore.

mantichora (man-ti-ko'ra), )i. [Nil.: see maji-

iicore.] 1. Same as manticore.—2. [c<yj.] A
genus of tiger-beetles of the family CidndelidcB,

foundedbyFabricins in 1 781,typical of the Man~
tieliorinee. All are African; M. tuierculata is

an example.
Mantichoridae (man-ti-kor'i-de), H. pi. [NL.,
< Mantichora + -idte.] The MantichorintB re-

garded as a family.

Mantichorinse (man'ti-ko-ri'ne), n.jyl. [NXi.,<

Mantichora -I- -ince.] A subfamily of Cicindeli-

dm, typified by the genus Mantichora, with no
wings, small eyes, and separate posterior eoxse.
The species are large aud black or yellow. Four genera
are known, of which Omus and Amblychila are found in
the United States, and the rest inhabit Africa.

manticora (man-ti-ko'ra), n. [L.: see manti-
core.] 1. Same as manWcore.—2. leap.] [NIi.]

Same as Mantichora, 2.

manticore (man'ti-kor), n. [Also manUcor,
manticora, mantichor, and corruptly mantiger;
< P. manticore, < L. mantichora, < Gr. fimmxitpaig,

uaiTixipag, corrupt forms of imprix^pat, itapn-

Xopoi, a fabulous animal mentioned by Ctesias,

with a human head, a lion's body, a porcupine's
quills, and a scorpion's tail, < Pers. mardkhora,
' man-eater,' < mard, man, + -khora, khaur, eat-

er.] 1 . A fabulous monster having the body of

a beast of prey, with a human head, in heraldry i t

is represented with the head of an old man, usually af-

front ItnsuallyhashomsliketboBeof anox,orloiiganil
spiral, and some writers say that the tail and feet shonld
be those of a dragon.

Near these was placed . . . the black prince of Mono-
motapas ; bywhose sidewere seen the glaring cat-a-mour-
tain and the man-mimicking wuinii^er. . . . That wortl.

replied Martin, is a corruption of the mantichora of tho
ancients, the most noxious animal that ever infested the
earth. Martinus Scriblerus.



manticore

2. An unidentified and perhaps imaginary kind
of monkey.
Mantidse (man'ti-de), n.pl. [NL., < Mantis +
-id(B.'] A family of carnivorous raptorial or-

thopterous insects,typified by the genus Mantis,
withimmenselylong prothorax, andthe fore legs
peculiarly modified as grasping-organs for rap-
torial purposes. They are known as rearhorses, race-

horses, camet-insects, praying-insects, soothsayers, etc., from
their peculiar shapes and postures, and are noted for their

ferocity, pugnacity, and tenacity of life. The praying atti-

tude, in which the fore legs are held peculiarly doubled up,

is assumed for defense and aggression. The genera and
species are numerous. Among the gressorial or ambula-
torial orthopters the family contrasts with Phasmidce.
Also Mantida, Mantides.

mantiger (man'ti-jer), II. See manticore.

mantile, ». Same as maniple, 4.

mantilla (man-tU'a), n. [= F. mantille, < Sp.
mantilla = Pg. manUlha = It. mantiglia, mantle,
mantilla: see mantU.'] 1. A short mantle.

Sir Francis Vere, conspicuous in the throng in his red
rnantilla. Motley, United Netherlands, II. 263.

2. A light cloak or covering thrown over the
dress of a lady.

A Dofla Inez with a black mantilla,
Followed at twilight by an unknown lover.

Longfettmiii, Spanish Studentj i. 1.

3. A woman's head-covering, often of lace,

which falls down upon the shoulders and may
be used as a veil, worn in Spain and the Span-
ish colonies, in Genoa, and elsewhere.

Her hair was partly covered by a lace mantilla, through
which her arms, bare to the shoulder, gleamed white.

R. L. Stevenson, The Dynamiter, p. 219.

Mantis (man'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. /zavric, a di-

viner, seer, prophet, foreboder; also a locust or

grasshopper described as having long thin fore

legs, kept constantly in motion, perhaps Mantis
reUgiosa, so called from the peculiar position of

the fore legs, which
resembles that of a
person's hands at
prayer ; orig. one
who utters oracles

while in a state of

divine frenzy, < /lai-

vea6ac,Ta,ge,\)e mad,
y ftavia-trenzy : see

mania.'] 1. The typ-
ical genus of Man-
tidce, formerly the
same as the family,

now much restrict-

ed. They are na-
tives chieflyof trop-

ical regions, but
some species are
common in tem-
perate latitudes.

—

3. [I. c; pi. mantes
(-tez).] Any spe-
cies of the family
Mantidce; a rear-

horse. The common rearhorse or praying-mantis of

the United States is PhamnommMs ccurdlina.

mantis-crab (man'tis-krab), n. Same as man-
tis-shrimp, 1.

Mantisia (man-tis'i-a), n. [NL. (Sims, 1810),

< mantis, the insect, which the flowers are

thought to resemble.] A genus of monocotyle-

donous plants of the natural order Zingiberacem,

the ginger family, and the tribe Zingiberece.

It is characterized by a one-celled ovary, with three

parietal placentse, and by having lateral opposite thread-

shaped staminodia extending from the middle of the fila-

ment. They are herbs, with narrow leaves having a long

twisted apex, and curious purple and yellow flowers grow-

ing in loose clusters. There are two species, indigenous to

the East Indies ; one of these, M. saltatoria, is often culti-

vated for the singularity and beauty of its flowers, which
bear some resemblance to a ballet-dancer ; hence the popu-

lar name dancing-girls or operorgirU. See daneing-girl, 2.

Mantispa (man-tis'pa), n. [NL. (niiger, 1798),

irreg. or erroneously for *Mantiopa, < Gr. i^dvTic,

an insect, NL. Mantis, + Ciij) (cm-), face.] The
typical genus of ManUspidcs, so called from the

likeness to a mantis, the prothorax being long

and slender, and the fore legs enlarged and bent
for grasping. The larva is hypermetamra-phic, and has

a double molt. The larvse live in the egg-bags of spiders.

M. pagarm is European ; others are found in all the warmer
parts of the worldT

Mantispidse (man-tis'pi-de), ii. pi. [NL., <

Mantispa + -idw.'] A family of planipennine

neuropterous insects, typified by the genus

Mantispa. J. O. Westwood, 1840.

Mantispinae (man-tis-pi'ne), ».j>?. [NL.,<-Mo»-

tlspa + -incB.'] The Mantispidce considered as a

subfamily of the neuropterous family Hemero-

hiid(B.
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mantissa (man-tis'a), n. [< L. mantissa, man-
tisa, an addition, a makeweight; of Etruscan
origin.] 1. A supplementary treatise ; a les-

ser work following one on the same sub-
ject.— 2. The decimal
part of a logarithm: so
called as being additional
to the characteristic or in-

tegral part. Thus, in the
logarithm of 900 = 2.95424 the
characteristic is 2, and the man-
tissa is .95424. This use of the
word was introduced by Henry
Briggs, and is applied chiefly
to Briggsian logarithms. See

Mantis-shrimp <,Sqitilla

emfittsa).

Praying-mantis {Mantis religiosa),

adult male, reduced one fourth.

3. {cap.l In zool., a ge-
nus of moUusks.
mantis-shrimp (man'tis-
shrimp), n. 1. A stoma-
topodous crustacean of

the family Squillidm, as
Squilla mantis or S. em-
pusa : so called from the
resemblance to the insect
called mantis. See Gono-
dactylus, Squilla. Also
called mantts-erab and
locust-shrimp.— 2. A to-
modipodous crustacean of the family Caprel-

lidce, as Caprella linearis; a specter-shrimp: so

called for the same reason as above.

mantistic (man-tis'tik), a. [Irreg. < Gr. /idvrig, a
diviner, seer, prophet,+ 4stic.'\ Same as mantic.

An idea of spiritual or mantistic qualities supposed to

be peculiar to the female sex.

A. Wilder, Knight's Ano. Art and Myth. (1878), p. 144.

mantle (man'tl), n. [Formerly also mantel
(still retained in the architectural sense), ma»-
tell; < ME. mantel, mantylle, partly (a) < AS.
mcentel, mentel = OFries. D. MLG. mantel =
OHG. mantal, mandal, MHG. mantel, mandel,

G. mantel = loel. mottull = Sw. Dan. mantel, a
cloak; partly (6)*< OP. mantel, F. manteau (>

E. manteau, manto\ also mantua, q. v.), a cloak,

a mantel (in arch.), = Pr. mantel, a cloak, =
Sp. mantel, a table-cloth, = It. mantello, a
cloak; all < L. mantellum, mantelum, a cloak,

mantle, also mantele, maritelium, mantile, man-
tilium, a towel, napkin, table-cloth, whence also

It. mantile, mantle, = Pg. mantilha = Sp. mara-

tilla =It. dim. mantiglia, mantilla (>F. G. man-
tille = E. mantilla, q. v.), a mantle ; also (< L.
mantellum, regarded as dim.) ML. mantum, >

It. manto, ammanto = Sp. Pg. manto, m., also

Sp. Pg. manta = F. mante, L, a cloak; per-

haps orig. a 'hand-cloth,' < manus, the hand,
-I- tela, a web, texture

:

see toil^. A similar re-

duction of manus to

man- occurs in man-
suete, mancipate, etc.]

1. A loose sleeveless
garment worn as an
outer covering, falling

in straight lines from
the shoiSders ; a simple
kind of cloak. Mantles
were originally mere pieces
of cloth of suitable size and
shape, the upper comers of
whichwere brought together
and fastened at the neck or
over one shoulder, with the
loose edges lapping in front

or at one side. Those worn
during the middle ages and
later were large and loose,

capable ofbeingdrawn across

the breast, but usually open
in front and secured across
the breast by a lace or chain.

Long flowing mantles form a
part of the distinguishing
costume or insignia of British and other nobles and
knights, and are represented more or less conventionally
behind the escutcheon in coats of arms.

The damseU was in her smok, with a manW a-bouten

hir. Merlin (B. E. T. S.), i. 17.

And Elijah took his mantle, and wrapped it together,

and smote the waters, and they were divided hither and
thither, so that they two went over on dry ground.

2 £i. ii. 8.

2. Figuratively, a cover or covering; some-
thing that conceals.

Well covered with the night's black mantle.
Shak., 3 Hen. VI., Iv. 2. 22.

Before the heavens thou wert, and, at the voice
Of God, as with a mantle didst invest

The rising world. MUton, P. L., iii. 10.

A hot-water Alter ... in which the mantel of water be-

tween the glass funnel and the outer copper wall is kept
warm by a flame which is placed under the tube.

Hilppe, Bacteriological Investigations (trans.), p. 133.

Mantle of Man-at-arms,
15th century.

mantle-cell

Specifically— (a) An outer covering of a wall, differing inp

material from the inner part. (V) Infounding, a covering-

of porous clay laid over a pattern in wax. When heat ia.

applied the wax melts,and runs out, leaving the clay man-

tle in condition to serve as a mold, (c) The outer envelop-

ing masonry of a blast-furnace. (<2) In zobl. and anat.,

some part or organ which covers, conceals, or mantles

:

(1) In MoUnsca, the pallium. (2) In Cirripedia, the sac,

formed by the dorsal part of the integument, which in-

closes the body. (8) In omith. , the pallium or stragulum.

See stragulum. (4) The tunic of an ascidian.

3. la her.,sa,me&s mantling, 3.— 4. An inclosed

chute which leads water from a fore-bay to a

water-wheel. E.H. Knight.— 5. In the incan-

descent gas-light of Dr. Auer von Welsbach, a

tube variously composed of one or more of the

oxids of zirconium, lanthanum, thorium, and
cerium, and prepared by dipping a tube of cot-

ton netting (made by a knitting-machine) into

a solution, or mixed solutions, of the oxid or

oxids, thus coating the filaments, which after

coating are burned out, leaving a consolidated

tube. Heated from the interior by the flame of Bunsen
burners to the temperature of incandescence, these man-
tlesbecome stronglyluminous, and are said to lastfroml,000
to 2,000 hours of constant use.—Duchesse mantle, alarg&

easy silk cloak for women, worn about 1870.—Electoral
mantle. See eJeciorai.—Empress mantle, a kind of bur-

noose worn by women about 1860.—Josephine mantle,
an outergarmentfor women, with a cape, worn about 1850.

—Lady'8 mantle. See lady's-manOe.—'So take the
mantle or mantle and ring, to vow perpetual widow-

hood. During the fifteenth century and later, it was cus-

tomary for widows to take such pledges, sometimes in the

presence of a clergyman or other witnesses. See widow's

mantle, below.—Watteau mantle, a woman's mantle or

cloak worn about 1865, distinguished bya Watteau back and
other resemblances to garments represented in thepictures

of Watteau.—Widow's mantle, a mantle assumed, usu-

ally with a ring, as evidence of a vow of perpetual widow-
hood. It appears to have been a russet cloak,

mantle (man'tl), v.
;
pret. and pp. mantled, ppr.

mantlirig. [< ME. mantlen; < mantle, ».] I.

trans. 1 . To cover with or as if with a mantle

;

disguise ; obscure or protect by covering up.

So their rising senses

Begin to chase the ignorant fumes that manUe
Theii clearer reason. Sliak., Tempest, v. 1. 67.

Ma/r. Come I too late?

Com. Ay, if you come not in the blood of others.

But mamtled in your own. Shak., Cor., i. 6. 29.

Darkness the skies had mantled o'er

In aid of her design.
Cowper, Queen's Visit to London.

Specifically— 2. In the manufacture of alum
from aluminous shales or alum ores, to cover
(a partly or completely calcined heap of the

ore) with a layer of previously calcined ore.

Volatilization and loss of sulphur from excessive heat and
the injurious action of wind and rain are thus avoided
during the progress of the operation and while the heap is

cooling.

Calcination is then effected by means of a smothered fire.

... To this end, the mass is after a time covered with a

coating of calcined ore, or manUed, as it is termed^ in or-

der to shelter the burning heap from wind and ram, and
to moderate the heat. Spons' Mneye. Manuf., I. 327.

II. intrans. 1. To expand and spread; serve

as a mantle or covering.

The pair [of wings] that clad
Each shoulder broad came mantling o'er his breast
With regal ornament. MUton, P. L., v. 279.

2. To become covered with a coating, as a

barmy liqidd; send up froth or scum; cream,
or cream over; foam.

The cup of joy
Unmingled manXles to the goblet's brim.

Shelley, Queen Mab, viii.

3. To be or become overspread or suffused, as

with blushes or color ; hence, to display a super-
ficial change of hue or of expression.

At the distant hint of dark surmise.
The blood into the marMing cheek would rise.

OraXbe, Works, V. 120.

The rosy blush of mom began to mantle in the east.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 109.

You could see an unusual, because a lively, spark dan-
cing in his eyes, and a new-found vivacity mantling on his

dark physiognomy. Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, iii.

4. In falconry, to stretch out one wing after

the leg, as a hawk, by way of relief; spread
out the wings for ease : sometimes used figura-

tively.

There my fraile fancy, fed with full delight.
Doth bath in blisse, and mantleth most at ease.

Spenser, Sonnets, Ixxii.

Or tend his spar-hawke mantling in her mewe.
Bp. HaU, Satires, iv. 4.

mantle-animal (man'tl-an'''i-mal), n. A sea-
squirt ; one ofthe ascidians or tunicaries : trans-
lating the technical name Tumcata. Baeckel.
mantle-breatMng (man'tl-bre"SHing), a. Ee-
spiring by means of the mantle or pallium;
palliobranchiate, as a brachiopod: as, the
mantle-hreatMng mollusks.

mantle-cell (man'tl -sel), n. In cryptogamy,
same as tapetal cell.



mantled
mantled (man'tld), p. a. [< ME. mantled; <
iiiuatie + -ed2.] Prorided with a mantle or a
mantelet

;
protected.

They haue a Fort very wen jnlllsadoed and tnaiiteOtd
with bwkes of trees. CofL John Smith. Works, L 120.

They boilt two honses for them he daQy expected ftom
England, a faire Wefl of fresh water mantkd with bricke.

Quoted in CapL John Smith'! Wotka, U. H.

mantlepiece, n. See mantelpiece.

mantler (mant'ler), n. One who wears or is
dressed in a mantle ; one whose only clothing
is a mantle.

In Antwerp they pictured the Qaeen of Bohemia like a
poor Irish manBer, with her hair hanging aboat her ears
and her cliild at her l>ack.

A. Wibon, Hist Great Britain (ISaS).

mantlet, >. See mantetet.

mantletree, » See manteltree.
TTiantling (mant'ling), n. [Verbal n. of man-
tle, c] 1. A Mnd of cloth suitable for making
mantles or the Kke.—2. In the manufacture of
alum from alnminons shales or almn ores, a
layer of calcined shale spread over a partly
or completely calcined heap of the same ma-
terial, to moderate the heat, prevent loss of
snlphnr, and protect the mass from the detri-

mental effects of wind and rain dnring the cal-

cination and cooling.—3. In Iwr.i (a) The dra-
pery which is often used as a background to a
shield, crest, etc.. originally perhaps the man-
telet of the helmet or corntoise. (6) A mantelet^
lambreqnin, or cointoise. Also mantle.

manto^t, ». An obsolete spelling of maniean.
mantO^ (mau'to), «. [Sp., a mantle or cover-
ing: see manlfe.] In mining, a stratnm or bed,
espeeiaUy one which covers some valuable ore,

or has some peculiarity of importance from a
TniniTig point of view, it is nsoally qoalified by some
otherwoM, as manto de owa (the bone-layerX a stratnm of
caremoas limestone in the mining region of ChaQarcillo
inChHi. The nse<tftiie word is liimted to Sonth America,
and especially ChOL In the gold placer-mines of that
ooontry the manto is the "pay-stzeak" of gravel, or that
port of the gravel which contams the gold in paying quan-
tity. The barren gravels are «dIedmantvrTvii«K. Thewi»d
manto is occaaion^ly used by those writing on the mines
of Soath Am^ca in languages other than Spanish.

manto-gownt (man'to-goun), n. Same as matt-

teau or mantua-goum.
mantologist (man-tol'd-jist), ». [< mantolog-y
+ -«<.] One skiQed in mantology or divina-
tion; a diviner; a prophet. [Bare.]

mantology (man-tol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. fovnc, a
diviner (jiavreia, divination), + -Xoryia, < T^yav,

speak : see <>logy.'] The act or art of divina-
tion or prophesying. [Bare.]

mantont, mantoonf, ». [< Sp. manton, a shawl,
< manta, a cloak: see manfle.'\ A shawl or wrap.

1 do hear there are bawds abroad.
That bring cat-works^ and mantoons, and convey letters

To sach young gentlewomen.
ITeteter, Devil's law-Case, L 2.

mantra (man'trg), n. [Skt., thought, a hymn
or tert of the Ve^s, a spell, a charm. < \^ man,
think: see mind^,'\ 1. A Yedic hymn of pi^aise

and prayer ; collectively, the matter of the San-
hita or first division of the Veda, as distin-

guished from the litm^cal matter, csilled the
brahmana.—2. A sacred text used as a charm
or Incantation by Brahmans and Yogis.

He [the Brahman] may play the moontebank or the con-
jnrer, and with a stock of mantras and charms proceed to
the caring of murrain in cattl^ pip in chickens, and short-
windedness in old women.

J. W. Palmer, The Kew and the Old, p. 375.

man-trap (man'trap), n. 1. A spiing-trap
or other engine for catching trespassers and
marauders, its nse has been made unlawful in Great
Britain exceptwhen set in a dwelling-house between snn-
setand sunrise^

2. Anything, such as an open hatchway on
shipboard, or an insecure building, ladder, etc.,

likely to become the cause of injury or death
to the unwary. [Colloq.]

mantna (man'^-a), ». [A corruption of man-
teau, formerly also manU), mantoe, and in the
17th eentnry also prob. (as the Sc. form
manty indicates) pron. 'mantue (man'tn) (cf.

heauty, pron.bn'ti), whence, appar. by associa-

tion with Mantua, a town in Itsdy, the form
mantua. There was no actual connection with
Mantna ; and the supposed analogy of milliner,

ult. < Milan, is fallacious.] If. A manteau;
specifically, a woman's gown, especially one
open in front, showing the petticoat and the
lining of the mantna itself.

Condescending (tho' she is of a great House in France)

to make Mantua's for the Improvement of the Ttngliah .

Sede, Grief A-la-Mod^ iiL 1.

Anew FTiantua of genuine French silk. SeotL
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Bibbons, mantuat, clocked stockings, and high-heeled

shoes. Thackeray, Virginians,

2. A loose cloak worn by women about 1850.
mantna-gownt (man'tu-a-^otm), n. A loose
outer garment worn by"women. E. Pliillips.

mantna-maker (man'tu-^ma-^er). ». One
who makes women's gowns ; a dressmaker.
By profession a mantua-maixr ; 1 am employed by the

mo^ fosbionable ladies. Addigon, Goardian, Xo. 11&

Hantna-maker's hem, a manner of uniting two pieces
of material expeditiously, used by dressmakers, etc, Bie
ridge of the seam is left standing, not sewed down Sat to
thestofl.

Hantaan (man'tu-an), a. and «. [< L. Man-
tuanus, of Mantua, '< Mantua (see def.).] I. a.
Belonging or pertaining to the town of Mantua,
or to the province or former duchy of Mkntua,
in northern Italy : frequently with reference to
Virgil (bom near Mantua) or his works.

And let your comment l>e the Mantuan Muse.
Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 1-29.

Ages elaps'd ere Homer's lamp appear'd.
And ages ere the Mantuan swan was heard.

Onrpar, Table-Talk, L 557.

n. «i. A native or an inhabitant of Mantna.
manly (man'ti),B.; pL manrtes (-tiz). A Scotch
form of mantua or manteau.
My cousin's silk manty, and her gowd watch.

SmU, Heart of Mid-Lothian.

Mann (man '6), ». [Skt., man, the supposed
father of mankind: see man, n,] In JSittdu
myth. : (o) Alegendary being, son of Vivasvant
(tie sun), and progenitor of the human race,
to whom is later ascribed the noted legal text-
book called the Laws of Mann, or the Manara-
dharma-fttstra. (6) Later, also, one of a series
of fourteen patriarchs or progenitors, presiding
over successive periods or divisions of time,
called mamantaras, each of 308,448,000 years.
mannal (man'u-al), a. and «. [Formerly also
manuel; ME. maituel (n.),< OF. mamiel, F. mann-
el = Sp. Pg. manual = It. manuale; < L. manua-
Us, of or belonging to the hand; neut. manuale,
the case or covering of a book, ML. a hand-
book, service-book, etc., < i7i<in«j-?, the hand: see
nJOinS.] I. o. 1. Of orx)ertainingtothehand;
X>erformed, made, or usedby the hand; employ-
ing the hsmds: as, manual dexterity or skill;

manual labor; a manual operation; tiie manual
arts.

1 find some collections made of agriculture^ and like-
wise of nunuol arts.

Baeon, Advancement of Learning, 11 123.

Train'd to Qie manual fight, and bmisefol toiL
P. Whitehead, The Gymnasiad, L

2. Having hands. [Bare.]

Tersons deprived of hands beget manual issues.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vii. 2.

3. In zool., of or pertaining to the manns or
hand: distinguished from pedal: as, manual
muscles, those which lie wholly in the hand.

—

Mannal acts (ceefes.), the acts periormed by the priest
in consecrating the encharist, such asthefraction or break-
ing of tile bread, making the sign of the cross, laying his
hand on the paten, etc

—

Mannal alphabet, the letters

madewiththe fingersand hand, used1^ the deafanddumb
in conversaiion. Seedeqf-flH(te.^Manualt>enefioe. See
benefice, 2.

—

Mannal COVeTtS. See etmert, 6.—Mannal
exercise, in the mHitazy art, the exercise of ^anl^1ing the
rifle and oth^ arms with precision according to prescribed
method: a^ the sergeant drilled his squad in manua/eoer-
cwe.—Manual keyboard. Seen , 3(ftx—MaTiial seal,
a signet used for impressing a seal by hand.

There is my gage, that manual seal of death.
That marks thee ont for heD.

Shal., Bich. n., iv. 1. 25.

Sign mannal [^ OF. seing manuel}, an autograph signa-

ture ; especially, a signature to an official document exe-

cuted by the hand of a sovereign or magistrate.

The b^asurer obliged himself to procure some decla-

raiaon under his majesty's sign manuxd.
ClarKTuZon, Civil Wats.

TT n. 1. A small book, such as may be car-

ried in the hand or conveniently handled ; espe-

cially, a book of convenient size containing the
elements of a science, a collection of rules, or the
like, designed for use as a text-book or as a
reference-book: as, a manual of laws.—2. Spe-
cifically, an office-book of the medieval Catho-
lic Chtirch inEngland, containingthe form to be
observedby priests in the administration of the
sacraments of eommnnion (out of mass), bap-
tism, penance, marriage, and extreme unction,

and in churehings, burials, etc. It corresponds to
theSoman Cathohc office-book caUed the nCuoI. Thename
tiuinwz2(ML. Tnan tuz2f) was sometimesused in France also.

The Manual had in it all the services thata parish priest
has to periorm, with the musical notation where n^ded,
and the fuU rubrics for the administration of the Sacra-

ments. Bock, Church of our Fathers, HL iL 213.

3. In music: (a) In a musical instrument, a
key or lever for lie hands or fingers : a digital.

manucaptor

See fce(/l. 4 (ft), and Veyhoard. \,b. In organs, a
keyboard for the hands: opposed to pedal: as.

an organ with two manuals. Abbreviated M.—4. A fire-engine worked by hand, as distin-
guished from Qie more modem sieam fire-en-
gine. See fire-engine.

manuallst (man'u-al-ist), H. [< manual + -ist.'i

An artificer ; a workman. Minsheu. [Bare.]
manuaUter (man-u-ari-ter), adv. [NL., < L.
mOH«a?i.s. manual: seemanuaWi Withthemanu-
als, and without the pedals : a direction in or-
gan-playing.
manual-key (man'n-al-ke), «. In an organ,
one of the keys in a manual, in contradistinc-
tion to &pedal-l-ey,which is operated by the foot.

manually (man'u-al-i), adr. Byhand; bymeans
of the hands.
manuaryt (man'u-a-ri), a. and n. [< L. dkinh-
arius, of the hand (as a noun, a maniial laborer),
< manui. the hand: see manual, mainS. Cf. man-
ner^.'] I. a. Done or carried on by the hand;
manuaL
In manuary craftes, though they be all good, yet that is

accompted most noble that is most necessary.
Lj^, Euphues, Anat. of Wit. p. 15S,

H. n. 1. One who labors with his hands : a
handicraftsman ; an artificer ; an artisan.

There are some special gifts of the Spirit, which we call
charismata, which dono moreargue a right to the sonship
of God than the manuary's infused skill of Beaaleel and
Aholiab could prove them saints.

Bp. HaU, Sermon on Bom. viiL 14.

2. A consecrated glove.

Some manvaries for handlers of relics.

Latimer, Works, L 49. (Danes.)

mannbialt (ma-nu'bi-al), a. [< L. manubialis,
'

of or belonging to booty, < manubite, money ob-
tained from the sale of booty, also booty, spoils,

< man us, the hand : see manual.'^ Belonging to
spoils ; taken in war.—MannWal column. See «*-
vmxL.

mannbria, " Plural of manubrium.
mannbrial (ma-nuTiri-al), a. [< manubrium +
-<i2.] In anat., of or pertaining to a manubrium;
having the character of a manubrium ; resem-
bling a handle: as, the manubrial part of the
sternum.
mannbriated (ma-nu'bri-a-ted), a. [< manu-
brium -I- -afel + -ecP.'] Having a manubrium,as
a sternum : used chiefly in ornithology.

mannbrinm (ma-nu'bri-um), ».; pi. manubria
(-a). [= Sp. Pg. manubrio, < L. manubrium, a
handle, haft, hilt, < manus, the hand: see man-
ual. 2 1. In some technical uses, a handle or
haft. Specifically—2. In anat. and zool.: (a)
The presternum, or first piece of the sternum,
of most mammals ; the anterior, or in man the
upper, segment of the sternum, corresponding
to the first pair of ribs, andsucceeded by a piece
or pieces collectively called the gladiolus or
mesosternum. See cut under sternum. (6) In
birds, a small process, often forked, of the fore
border of the sternum, in the middle line, at the
root of the keel. See cut under epipleura. (c)

The handle of the malleus; the process of the
outer ear-bone, connected with the inner sur-
face of the tympanic membrane. See cut under
ossiculum, (d) In hydrozoans, the sac or polyp-
ite which projects from the center of the con-
cavity of the nectocalyx of amedusa orthe gono-
ealyx of a medusiform gonophore. See medu-
soid.— 3. In bot., a cylindrical ceU which arises

from the center of the inner face of each of the
eight shields that compose the wall of the an-
theridium in the Characeee. Also called liandle.

Compare head, 6 (c), and Itead-ceU.

From the center of the inner face of each shield a cylin-

dricid cell, termed a handle or manubrium, projects in-

wards nearly to Uie center of the ^obe.
Bermett and Murray, Cjyptogamic Bot, p. 1. 1.

4. In organ-building, a stop-knob or handle.

manncaption (man-u-kap'shon), n. [< ML.
manucaptio{n-), < L. manus, hand, + captio(it-),

taking: see caption.'} In old law, a writ for

the appearance or bringing in of a person who
could not be admitted to bail by the sheriff or

an inferior magistrate.

This manucaption was intended to secure the atten-

dance of the membras. Stutbs, Const Hist, 1 424.

manucaptor (man-u-kap'tor), n. [< ML. ma-
nucaptor, < L. manus, hand, + captor, a taker

(hunter): see captor.} In old law, one who
stands bail for tie appearance of another; a

surety.

For each of them [newly chosen representatives] manu-
captors or bailsmen were provided, who were bound for

their obedience to the writ, and the names of the manu-
captors were entered in the return.

Stubbs, Const. Hist, I 424.



manucode

manucode (man'u-kod), «. [< Manucodia.'] A
bird of Paradise" of the genus Marmcodia of
Boddaert; achalybean. The term has also been used
for some of the true birds of Paradise of the genus Pora-
disea of LlnnsBus or ManucoebMa of Brlsson.

Manucodia (mau-u-ko'di-a), re. [NL. (Bod-
daert, 1783), a misprint for Manucodiata, q. v.]

'A genus of sturnoid passerine birds, either in-
. eluded in the family Paradiseidm or placed in
Sturnidce, and typical of a subfamily Manuco-
diincB (also called Phonygama by Lesson in
1828, and Chalybanis by Cuvier in 1829); the
manuoodes or chalybeans. There are several spe-
cies of these beautiful birds, with glossy blue-black plu-
mage, inhabiting the Papuan region, or New G inea and
the islands zoologically related thereto. The longest- and
best-known of these is M. mridis, called M. chalybceus by
Boddaert, and Chalybceusparadiseus by Cuvier. If. kerau-
dreni (Lesson), M. gmildi (Gray), M. atra (Lesson), M. pyr-
rTwptera (Temminck), M. morotemis (Schlegel), and M.
oMemis (Bernstein) are others ; the last three form a sepa-
rate subgenus called I/yeocorax by Bonaparte in 1863.

manucodiata (man-u-ko-di-a'ta), n. [NL.,
from a Malay name 'manuk-dewdia, a bird of
Paradise, Ut. ' bird of the gods.' Cf. mamuqwe.^
1 . An old and disused name for a bird of Para-
dise.

The male and female Manucordiata [read 7nanucodAata%
the male having a hollow in the back, in which it is re-
ported the female both lays and hatches her eggs.

Evelyn, Diary, Feb. 4, 1645.

2. [eap.^ A genus of Paradise birds established
by Brisson in 1760, equivalent to the Linnean
genus Paradisea. Two species were included by Bris-
son under this generic name, Manucodiata major and M.
minoTj corresponding respectively to the Paradisea apoda
and P. reffia of Linnseus, neither of which pertains to the

• later genus ilfaniwotfza. [Not In use.]

IBIanucodiillse (man-u-ko-di-i'ne), n.pl. [NL.,
< Manucodia + -ince.'] A subfamily of birds
named by Cabauis in 1847 from the genus Ma-
nucodia. The term is little used ; but by G. B. Gray
(1870) it is employed for a subfamily of Sturnidce com-
posed of the two genera Astrapia and Manucodia.
manuducentt (man-u-du'sent), n. [< ML. ma-
nuduoen(t-)s, ppr. of manuducere, lead by the
hand, < L. manus, the hand, + ducere, lead: see
ductJ] One who leads by the hand; amanuduc-
tor. [Rare.]

manuduction (man-u-duk'shon), ». [= Sp.
manuduccion, < ML. manuduotioXn-), < manudu-
cere, lead by the hand: see mamiducent.'] A
leading by the hand ; the act of guiding; care-
ful guidance. [Archaic]

The only door to enter into the kingdom of God was
water, by the mav/uduction of the Spirit.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), 1. 151.

It is amusing to see the imperial air with which he
enounces his behests to applicants for his manuduction.

F. Hall, Recent English, p. 112.

manudlictor (man-u-duk'tpr), re. [= F. manu-
ducteur = Sp. manuductor, i ML. manuductor, <
manuducere, lead by the hand : see manwducent.']
One who leads by the hand; a leader; a guide;
specifically, in medieval music, one who indi-
cated the rhythm to a choir by beating time
with his hand or by striking pieces of wood or
shell together ; a conductor. [Archaic]

Love be your Tnanuductor; may the tears
Of penitence free you from (all) future fears.

Jordan, Poems.

manuductory (man-u-duk'to-ri), a. [< manu-
ductor: see-orjf.] Leading by or asby the hand;
serving as a guide, or for guidance. Bp. Words-
worth, Church Hist., I. 229.

manutactt (man-u-fakf), re. [< L. manufactus,
made by hand: see manufacture.'] Manufac-
ture.

A great part of the linen mant{fact is done by women
and children. Maydman, Naval Speculations, p. 312.

T' encourage woolen manufact.
D'Urfey, Collin's Walk, iii.

manufactory (man-u-fak'to-ri), a. and «. [<
L. manus, the hand, + *fdctorius, adj., neut.
LL. factorium, an oil-press, later a factory: see
factory. Cf. manufacture.] I.+ a. Of or per-
taining to manufacturing ; employed in manu-
facturing : as, a manufactory operation. Swift.

Servile and ynanufactory men, that shonld serve the uses
of the world in handicrafts.

Lard, Hist. Banians (1680), p. 70. (Latham.)

II. re.; pi. manufactories (-riz). If. The act
of manufacturiDg ; manufacture.

To give ease and encouragementto rrmnufactm-y at home.
Bolingbroke, Spirit of Patriotism, p. 190. (Lai.ham.')

2. A building in which goods are manufac-
tured; more generally, any place where ar-

ticles for use or consumption are regularly

made : more comprehensive in scope than fac-
tory. See factory, 4.
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manufactural (man-u-fak'tu-ral), a. [< manu-
facture + -al.] Pertaining^or relating to manu-
factures: as, ma»m/acfMraT demand. W.Taylor.
manufacture (man-u-fak'tur), re. [Formerly
also manifacture; = F. manufacture = Sp. Pg.
manufactura, < ML, manufactura, a making by
hand, < L. manufactus, prop, as two words, tnanu

factus, made by hand: manu, abl. of manus,
hand; factus, pp. of facere, make: see main^,
manual, and/actere.] 1. The operation of mak-
ing goods or wares of any kind; the production
of articles for use from raw or prepared mate-
rials by giving to these materials new forms,
qualities, properties, or combinations, whether
by hand-labor or bymachinery: used more espe-
cially of production in a largewaybymachinery
or by many hands working cooperatively.

They have here [at Antab] a considerable Tnanvfacture
of coarse stamped caUicoes.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 155.

By means of trade and jnanvfactures a greater quantity
of subsistence can be annually imported into a particular
country than what its own lands, in the actual state of
their cultivation, could aflford.

Smith, Wealth of Nations, iv. 9.

2. Anything made for use from raw or prepared
materials ; collectively, manufactured articles

;

figuratively, anything formed or produced; a
contrivance.
The peasants are clothed in a coarse kind of canvas, the

manufacture of the country. Addison.

The tendency for a long time appears to have been to
discourage domestic linguistic manufactures, and promote
the importation of foreign wares.

G. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., xii.

3t. A place orbuilding in whichmanufacturing
operations are carried on; a factory. M. Phil-
lips, 1706.

manufacture (man-il-fak'tur), v.; pret. and
pp. manufactured, ppr. manufacturing. [= P.
manufacturer = Sp. Pg. manufactu/rar; from
thenonn.] I. trans. 1. To make or fabricate,
as anything for use, especially in considerable
quantities or numbers, or by the aid of many
hands or of machinery; work materials into
the form of : as, to manufacture cloth, pottery,
or hardware; to matmfacture clothing, boots
and shoes, or cigars.

Manufactured articles were hardly to be found.
Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xii.

2. Figuratively, to produce artificially; elabo-
rate or get up by contrivance or special efEort;

hence, to make a show of; simulate: as, to
marmfOsCture words or phrases ; a manufactwed
pubUe opinion; ma/imfactured grief or emotion.

Sunday journals will presently begin to pour out . . .

gloomy crop news manufacbured for the benefit of specu-
lators. New York Tribune, Jan. 18, 1886.

3. To use as material for manufacture ; work
up into form for use; make something from:
as, to manufacture wool into cloth.

II. intrans. To be occupied in manufac-
tures; fabricate or elaborate something.

Plants are essentially characterized by their manufac-
turing capacity—by their power of working up mere
mineral matters into complex organic compounds.

Huxley, Anim. and Yeg. Kingdoms.

manufacturer (man-u-fak'tur-er), re. Onewho
manufactures ; one who is engaged in the busi-
ness of manufacturing.
manufacturing! (man-u-fak'tur-ing), n. [Ver-
bal n. of manufacture, v.] The act or process
of making articles for use; the system of in-

dustry which produces manufactured articles.

manufacturing^ (man-u-fak'tur-ing), p. a.

[Ppr. of manufacture, v.] Pertaining to or con-
cerned in manufacture; industrial: as, amareit-
factviring community.
manul, ». [Native name.] A wUd cat of Ta-
tary and Siberia, Felis manul, of about the
same size as the common European wildcat,
F. catus,ymt with longer legs. It is of a yellowish
color with whitish variegations, the tail ringed
and the head striped with black.

Manulea (ma-nii'lf-a), n. [NL. (Linnasus,

1767), so called in allusion to the five lobes of
the corolla; < L. manus, hand.] A genus of
plants of the natural order Scrophularinece, type
of the tribe Marmlece, distinguished by the
five-parted or -cleft calyx, the slender subereet
corolla, the lobes of which are often notched,
and the entire style. There are about 25 species,
which are herbs, rarely shi'ubs, and all natives of southern
Africa. The flowers are small, generally orange-colored,
disposed in simple or compound racemes. The fruit is

a capsule with the valves two-cleft at the apex.

Manuleae (ma-nti'le-e), n.pl. [NL. (Endlieher,
1836), for Manuleece, < Manulea + -ew.] A tribe
of plants of the natural order Scrophularinece,

manure

distinguished by having the lower leaves almost
always opposite, the fifth stamen much reduced
or rarely perfect, the anthers one-celled, the

capsule dehiscent into valves, and the infiores-

cence centripetal. The tribe includes 8 genera and
about 100 species, which are mostly herbs, the majority
being natives of southern Africa. Written Manuleiece by
Bentham (1846).

manumiset, manumisst (man-u-miz', -mis'),

V. t. [Also manumize; < L. manumissus, pp. of

manumittere, manumit: see manumit.] Same
as manumit.

Whether, then, being my manumised slave.

He owed not himself to me?
Maseinger, Maid of Honour, v. 2.

The episcopal reformation has manumized kings from
the usurpation of Borne.

Dryden, Ded. of Plutarch's Lives.

manumission (man-u-mish'on), re. [< F. ma-
numission = Sp. manumisiori= Pg. manumissao
= It. manumissione, < L. manumissio(n-), the
freeing of a slave, < manumittere, pp. mareamis-

s«s, free, manumit : see manumit.] Liberation
from slavery, bondage, or restraint; a setting

free ; emancipation. (To complete the usual legal

ceremony of manumission in ancient Bome, the master
turned the slave around and released him from his hand
before a magistrate.]

Then whereto serves it to have been enlarg'd
With this free manumission of the mind?

Daniel, Musophilus.

Languages, by a regardless Adoption of some new Words,
and Manumission of old, do often vUry, yet the whole Bulk
of the Speech keeps intire. Howell, Letters, iv. 19.

Villeins might be enfranchised by manumission, which
is either express or implied: express, as where a man
granted to the villein a deed of manumission.

Blackstone, Com., IL vl

manumit (man-u-mif), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. man-

umitted, ppr. manumitting. [= OP. manumetre,
manumettre, manumiter = Sp. manumitir = It,

manomettere, manimettere, < L. manumittere, re-

lease from one's power, set at liberty, free, en-
franchise, < manus, hand, power, + mittere,

send: see mission.] To release from slavery;
liberate from personal bondage or servitude;
set free, as a slave ; emancipate.
The Christian masters were not bound to manumit their

slaves, and yet were commended if they did so.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 202.

That Poem which you pleased to approve of so highly in
Manuscript is now manumitted, and made free Denizen of
the World. Howell, Letters, ii. 78.

=Syil. Enfranchise, Liberate, etc. See emancajj^t^.

manumizef, v. t. See manumise.
manumotive (man-u-mo'tiv), a. [< L. moMus,
hand, + NL. motivus, moving: see motive^
Movable or moved by hand. [Rare.]

Since the development of the lighter machines of the
present day, the idea of a manumotive carriage, so familiar
to our forefathers, has been frequently mooted.

Bury and HUlier, Cycling; p. 426.

manumotor (man-u-mo'tor), re. [< L. mamts,
hand, + motor, a mover : see motor.] A small
wheel-carriage so constructed that a person
sitting in it may move it in any direction by
hand-power.
manurable(ma-nTir'a-bl),a. \_<manure + -able.]

If. That maybe cultivated ; cultivable.

This book [Doomsday] in effect gives an account not
only of the manurable lands in every manor, town, or vU,
but also of the number and natures of their several in-
habitants. Sir M. Hale, Grig, of Mankind, p. 236.

2. That may be manured, or enriched by ma-
nure ; capable of fertilization.

manuraget (ma-nur'aj), re. [< manure + -age.]
Cultivation.

Now of the Conquerour this Isle hath "Brutame" unto
name,

And with his Troians Brute began manuroffe of the same.
Warner, Albion's England, iiL 14.

manurance (ma-niir'ans), re. [< inanure +
-ance.] 1. Cultivation. [Archaic]
ThecultureandmajMjraMceof minds in youth hath . . .

a forcible, though unseen, operation.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 268.

The tenant is entitled to that species of product only
which grows by the industry and manurance of man, and
to one crop only of that product.

L. A. Goodeve, Modern Law of Beal Property, p. IL

2. Application of manure ; manuring. [Rare.]

I will see . . . it they will not grow in this soil, even
with less toil and manurance. Thoreau, Walden, p. 177.

manure (ma-niii'), v. t.; pret. and pp. manured,
ppr. manuring. [< MB. menuren, maynoi/ren, <
OF. manoevrer, manovrer, manage, handle, lit.

work by hand : see manceuver and mainor.] If.
To manage; regulate by care or attention.—
2t. To cultivate by manual labor ; till ; develop
by culture.



maanre
HeaTen and earth neTer agreed better to frame a place

for mans babitation, were it fully mammd and inhabited
by iDdostrioas people. CapL John Smith, Works, 1. 114.

3. To ap^ly manure to; treat with a fertilizer
or fertilizing materials or elements : as, to ma-
nure a field or a crop.
Mawene and on-made, nuiynaynde bott lyttylle.
In swathes sweppene downe foBe of swete flonres.
Tbare onbrydjlles theis bolde, and baytes theire horses.

Martt Arthim (E. E. T. &X L 2507.

With branches overgrown.
That mock onr scant manurmg, and require
More hands than ours to lop their wanton growth.

Milton, P. L, iT. 628.

The son will in due time be manured by the OTCsflowing
of that river [the Nile], though they neither see nor know
the true cause of it. ^. AUaiiUTy, Sermons, L zv.

4. To serve as mannre for.

The corps of half her senate
Manure the fields of Thessaly. Addimn, Cato, iL 1.

mannre (ma-nnr'), ft. [_< manure, v."] Any sub-
stance added to the soil with theview of render-
ing it more fertile ; speeifieaUy, and as used in
leases and other contracts relating to real prop-
erty, the excrementitious product of live stock,
with refuse litter, accumulated, and used for
enriching the land. Animal substances employed as
mannres comprehend the putrefying carcasses of animals,
ground bones, blood, the excrements of animaiR, as the
dung of horses, cattle, sheep, poultay, etc., urine, guano
(the decomposed excrement of aquatic birds, also of bata),
the scrapings of leather and horn, the refuse of the sham-
bles, the hairorwool of animals, etc Liquid manure^ con-
sisting of town sewage, the drainings of dung-heaps, sta-

bles, and cow-houses, etc., is largely employed in many
places. Almost everykind of vegetable substance, in one
state or anotiier, is used as manure. The principal min-
eral matters employed as manures are Ihne and other
alkaline substances, chalk, sand, clay, marl, various sul-

phates^ phosphates, nitrate^ etc
mannre-distribnter (ma-nur'dis-triVu-tfer), ».

An agricultural machine for spreading a layer
of manure evenly over the ground.
mannre-drag (ma-nur'dn^), n. In agri., a
horse-fork with curved tines projecting down-
ward, used for hauling manure from a wagon in
unloading, fordragging it to a place convenient
for piling or loading, or for distributing over a
field and harrowing in manure that has been
damped in heaps. Also called manure-hook.
mannre-drill (ma-nur'dril), n. In agri.: (a)

An attachment to a grain-drill which deposits
powdered manure either in the seed-row or
broadcast, as may be desired. (6) A form of
watering-cart for distributing in streams over
the sur^e of a field liquid manure carried in
the box of the vehicle. E. H. Knight.

mannre-fork (ma-nur'fdrk), 7t. A fork, usual-
ly with four flat prongs, used for lifting and
distributing manure.
mannre-liook (ma-nnr'hnk), n. In agri.: (a)

Same as manure-db'ag. (6) A hand-implement
used for the same purposes as the manure-drag.
mannre-loader (ma-nur'16'der), n. A form
of horse-fork for loading into a wagon large'

bunches of stable-manure. £. M. Knight.

mannrementf (ma-nur'ment), n. [< manure +
-me»t.] The art" or process of manuring or
cultivating; cultivation. Sir H. Wotton, Ee-
liquiffi, p. 76.

mannrer (ma-nur'er), n. One who manures
lands.

mannre-spreader (ma-nur'spred'er), n. Same
as manure-distributer.

Mannria (ma-ntl'ri-a), n. [NL., from an E.
Ind. name.] '

1. A genus of turtles, typical of
the subfamily Manuriana. Also Manouiia.—
2. [J. c] A land-tortoise of this genus, Manu-
ria fusca, inhabiting parts of the hill-country

of Illdia. In some respects it resembles a fresh-water
turtle of die family Clemmyidije. The plastron has ten
plates, disposed in five pairs ; the two pectoral shields are

smalla angular, and removed toward the sides at the hinder
edge of the a^llse.

mannrial (ma-nii'ri-al), a. [< manure + -ial.^

Of or pertaining to manure; serving for ma-
nure; fertilizing: as, the manurial value of

phosphates.
To T"«i"tJin its good tUth by the mammal products

which it is now capable of supplying.
J. B. SiehbU, Fireside Science p. 104.

maniirially (ma-nu'ri-al-i), ado. As regards

manure or its production.

Mannriana (ma-nu-ri-an'a). ". pi. [Nil., <

Manuria + -and.1 In Gray's system of classi-

fication, a subfamily of Testudinidce, typified by
the genus Manuria, including two Indian spe-

cies of separate genera, more like the fresh-

water tortoises than the other Testudinidte.

Also Manouriana.
manns(ma'nus), ».;pl. »M««"-s- [L., the hand,

hence power: see mainS, manual, etc.] 1.

The hand. Technically, in zool. and onat : (o) The dis-
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tal segment of the fore limb of a vert«brated animal, in-
clnding all beyond the forearm orforeleg(antebracliiumX
It is divided into three segments, the carpns, the meta-
carpus, and the phalanges. See hand. [The word is used
to avoid the implication of any differencebetween "hand "

as of a man and "fore foot " as of aqnadruped; it is chiefly
a morphological term, opposed topes, wmch is the corre-
spondmg segment of the hind limb. Sometimes calledpes
antieut.] (6) The prehensile organ of a crustacean ; the
chela or great chelate daw, as of a lobster, (e) In entom.,
the tarsus of the anterior 1^. Kirhy. (d) In ichth., the
pectoral fin.

2. In Horn, law: (o) Same as dominium, but
more commonly used of power over persons.
Old blind Appius Claudius, or old Cato the Censor, was

not stronger than the young men who were in his manus;
and yet both of them ruled their respective households
with absolute sway. W. E. Beam, Aryan Household, p. 28.

(6) More specifically, thepower of a Boman hus-
band over his wife: as, in manu (of a woman),
under the marital authority.

mannscript (man'u-skript), a. and n. [= P.
manuscrit= Sp. manuscrito=Pg. manuscripto=
It. manoscritto, manuscHtto, a. and n., < ML.
nmnuscriptus, a., L. prop, as two words, manu
scriptus, written by hand, ML. (neut.) manu-
scriptum, n., a book or paper written by hand;
< manu, abl. of mattus, hand, + scriptus, pp. of
serihere, write: see script. Cf . chirograph, of like
meaning.] I, a. 1. Written with the hand; in
handwriting (not printed).

In a manuscript account of the building of the palace, it

is mentioned that at the entrance were two columns.
B. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 250.

2. Consisting of writings or written books.
He expended upwards of £300 in arranging and improv-

ing the manuscript library at Lambeth.
Bp. Porleus, Abp. Seeker, p. 55.

n. n. 1. A book, paper, or instrument writ-
ten by hand with ink or other pigment, or with
a pencil or the like ; a writing of any kind, as
distinguished from anything that is printed.
Especially—2. Such a book, paper, or instru-
ment so written beforethe introductionandgen-
eral adoption of printing in the fifteenth cen-
tury, or in a style in vogue before the invention
of printing. The oldest surviving manuscripts are
Egyptian, of which some are at least 3,500 years old.
Ancient manuscripts are written on papyrus, parchment,
or vellum, and are usually in the form of a long band
which was rolled for convenience abont a rod. Greek
manuscripts are in uncial, cursive, or minuscule charac-
ters. The uncials are the oldest form, and resemble mod-
em capitals. The cursive characters are derived from the
unciala, though they came to differ much from these in
shape, and are used in manuscripts from the second cen-
tury before Christ. The minuscule writing is that practised
with few or no exceptions since the ninth century ; the
forms of the earliest printed Greek closely resemble it.

Latin manuscripts are in capital, nncial, cursive, or minus-
cule characters. The capitals are the earliest form, but
their use was not entirely discontinued until the Carolin-
gian epoch. The uncials, of which the letters are charac-
terized by their rounded shape, wei« developed very early,

attained their highest perfection in the fourth century,
and continued in use until the ninth century. The cursive
writing was developed from the nncial; it appears in the
graffiti found scratched on the walls of Pompeii, £ome,
etc, and is the parent of many old systems of writing, as
the Lombard ai^ Merovingian. The minuscule style was
developed in Uie eighth century, in the monastery of St
Martin at Tours, and reached its periection in the twelfth
century. In this s^le are written the splendid manu-
scripts of the middle ages, produced for the most part
in monasteries, and enriched with ^perbly ULnminated
initial letters and elaborately painted miniatures. Upon
the introduction of printing, the minuscule writing sup-
plied models to the earliest type-makers, Palimpsed
manuscripts are manuscripts written in antiquity or in the
early middle ages upon papyrus or vellum from which
earlier writing had been erased. Modem science has been
successful in deciphering the imperiectly effaced charac-
ters of many such manuscripts, and has recovered in this

way some of our most valuable renmants of classic litera-

ture. The three most important Biblical manuscripts ex-

tant are the Alexandrian Codex, the Vatican Codex, and
the Sinaitic Codex. (See eodae.) These are of course all

uncials. SeecapUaP, cursive, majuscule, minuscule, wnciaZ.

Often abbreviated MS., plural MSS.
manuscript (man'u-skript), v. t. [< manuscript,

«.] To write by liand. [Rare.]

mannscriptal (man'n-skrip-tal), a. [< manu-
script+ -at] Pertaining to or of the nature of

manuscript; found or occurring in manuscript
or manuscripts. [Rare.]

The more absurd the manuscriptal letter.

They paint, from thence, some fancy'd beauty better.

Byron, Epistle to a Priend.

A manuseriptai painting of the 9th century in the Cotton
Library. .aieyc BrU., XII, 394.

mannstnpration (man 'n - stu - pra ' shon), n.

Masturbation.
manntenencyt, manntenant^t (man-u-ten'en-

si, -an-si), n. [< OP. manutenence, ML. manu-
teneiitia, < manutenen(t-) s, ppr. of manutenere,

holdinhand,maintain: seenKiiJiiatn. <3f. main-
tenance.] 1. Maintenance. Jbp. Saneroft, Ser-

mons, p. 83.—2. A writ tised in cases of main-
tenance.

many
mannterginm (man-u-t6r'ji-um), «.; pi. manu-
tergia\-2.). Same as »ia;iip?f , 4.

manway (man'wa), «. 1. A manhole. [Eng.]— 2. In coaUmining: (a) A small passageway
used by the miners, but not for transportation
of the coal. (6) The passage used as an airway
or chute.

man-worship (man'wer'ship), n. The worship
of man ; undue reverence or extreme adulation
paid to a man.
manwortht, n. The price of a man's life or
head, which was paid to the lord for the kOling
of his villein. Bailey, 1731.

manworthy (man'wfer'Tm), a. Worthy of a
man; becoming a man. [Rare.]

Where is it in advance to a better and more manworthy
order of things 1 Coleridge.

Manx, Manks(mangks), a. and». [A contr. of
earlier Manisk, < Man, the Isle of Man (W. Ma-
naw, L. Mona (Csesar, Pliny), Monapia (PUny),
Gr. yiovdoida (Ptolemy), cf. W. Mon, L. Mona,
Anglesey), + -isk, mod. E. -1*7(1. Cf. Welsh,
Scotch, Erse, similarly contracted. Cf. Man-
nian.'] I. a. Of or belonging to the Isle of Man,
situated in the Irish Sea, between England and
Ireland, or to its language.
Yf any suche Maniske or Iryshe Koge Yacabounde or

Beggar ben alredy or shall at any tyme hereafter be set
on Land in any parte of England or of Wales, the same
shalbe conveyghed to the next port in or neer whiche they
were landed, and from thence be transported.

iMxos of Eliz. (1572X quoted in Itibton-Tumer's
[Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 109.

Manx cat. See coil,—Manx puffin, the shearwater,
Pujinus anglarum.

II. n. 1. The native language of the inhabi-
tants of the Isle of Man, which belongs to the
GradheUc branch of the Celtic tongues, and is

thus closely allied to the Irish and the Gaelic.—2. pi. Natives or inhabitants of the Isle of
Man; Manxmen.—3. [Z. c] The shearwater,
Puffinus angUrrum.
Manxman (mangks ' man), n.

;
pi. Manxmen

(-men). A man of the Isle of Man. Bee Manx,
«., 2.

Manzwoman (mangks'wum'an), )i.J pi. 2/a7ur-
!C0J)8«» (-wim'en). Awoman of the Isle of Man.
See Manx, n., 2.

manyl (men'i), a.; compar. more, superL most
(formerly regularly maniest). [< ME. many,
many, mani, moni, mani, etc., < AS. manig, monig,
mtentg = OS. manag, maneg = OFries. monich,
manich, monech, manch = MD. meneg, D. menig
= MLG. mannich, mennich = OHG. manag,
manac, MHG. manec, G. mannig (in comp.),
usually contr. maruih= IceL margr (for *mangr)
= Sw. mAnga = Dan. mange = Goth, manags,
many. Root unknown ; according to one view,
lit. as if 'manny, i. e. 'containing men' (involv-
ing the notion of a crowd of persons), < AS. man,
etc., man, + -ig, an adj. snffix, E. •y'-. But this
ignores the similar and prob. cognate forms Ir.

minic= (Jael. minig=W. mynydi, frequent, and
OBulg. munogu, mnogu = Sloven, mnog = Serv.
njno,?/itna=Bohem. 7nnoAy,etc.,= Russ. mnogie,
pi., many; and there is no instance in which an
AS. or Groth. adj. formed from a nounby adding
the suffix -ig or -a^s has developed anothernoun
by the formative orig. contained in the noun
many (AS. menigu) : see many^, n . Whatever
the root, it is clear that the word has no con-
nection with L. »»a^«s, great: see TOa)n2.] 1.
Being or consisting of a large number of units
or individuals; numerous: often used alone,
the noun being understood. See manyi, n.

To Winchestre and to Wych ich wente to the feire.

With many maner marchaundise as my mayster h&te.
Piers Plowman (A), v. 120.

Many are the afBictions of the righteous. Ps. xxxiv. 19.

For many shall come in my name, . . . and shall de-
ceive many. Mat. xxiv. 5.

He is not the best wright that hewes themamest speals.

Bay, Proverbs (2d ed., 1678), p. 369.

Svadne. Is there none else here?
Mdantius. None bat a fearful conscience ; that'stoo nusny.

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, iv. 1.

2. Being one of a large number; belonging to
an aggregate or category, considered singly as
one of a kind : followed by a, an, or another,

used distributively. The phrase many a one,

so used, was formerly many one without the
article.

I've met wi' num;^ a gentle knicht,
That gae me sic a fllL

King Henry (Child's SaUads, L 151).

Full many a gem of purest ray serene
The dark unfathomed caves of ocean bear.

Gray, Elegy.

So she, like many another babbler, hurt
whom she would soothe. Teni^eon, Goinever^



many
3. Being of a certain number, large or small;
plural (especially in the phrase the many as
opposed to the one): after a term of qualifica-
tion (as, so, too, and especially how in interro-
gations): often with the qualified noun omitted:
as, how many people were there ? how many will

go? as many as the room will hold; not so many
as before ; too many men are dishonest.

Behold how many things they witness against thee.
Mark xv. 4.

Dost thou conjure for wenches, that thou call'st for such
store.

When one is one too many? Shak., C. of E., iii. 1. 35.

The Greek will drink ae many Glasses as there he Letters
in his Mistress's name. Howell, Letters, ii. 54.

4. Much. HalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]_Manyonet.
See def. 2.

Anthony, the full nohle souerayn,
Ofl paynyms hath ryght manyon slain. i

Rmn. ofPartenay (E. E. T. S.),L 2275.

Not many, not much. [Slang.]—So many, (a) Such a
number or an equal number of: as, packed together like

so many herrings.

All 80 many as his menne mighten areche.
. Alisaunder qf Macedmne (B. E. T. S.), L 441.

The women of the place had fled, like so many frighted
deer, to one of the principal churches.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 11.

(6) Such a number indefinitely or distributively : as, he
took 80 many of these, and so m/iny of those, and so many
of the others.—TOO many, too strong ; too powerful; too
able ; as, they are too many for us ; he is too many, or one
too many, for us. [Colioq.] [Many is prefixed to a great
numberof participial adjectives, formingoompoundswhioh
explain themselves : as, many-mmeA, Tnarajz-colored, many-
cornered, 7nanj/-eyed.j=Syn, 1. Manifold, multiplied, vari-

ous, divers, sundry, frequent.

manyi (men'i), n. [< MB. manye, *m,enye, < AS.
menigu, mmmgeo, manigu (= OS. memgi= MLG.
menige, msnie, merye = OHG. managi, manaki,
menigi, meniM, MHG. menege, G. menge = Icel.

mengi = Sw. miingd = Dan. mcengde = Goth.
managei), a crowd ,many persons, < manig,many

:

see many^, a. Many, n., is thus not merely the
adj. used as a noun^ but was formed from the
adj . in early times,witha suffix now lost. Many^
in the sense of 'crowd' became confused with
many^, menye, meiny, a retinue of servants : see
meiny. In the collective use the noun many^,
with the def. art., is not easily distinguished
from the adj. many^ used in the plural as a
noun.] 1. A multitude; a great aggregate;
specifically, the mass of people; the general-
ity; the common herd.

thou fond many, with what loud applause
Did'st thou beat heaven with blessing Bolingbroke I

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. 3. 91.

The will of the many, and their interest, must very often
differ. Burke, Rev. in France.

2. A considerable number : with the indefinite

article, and followed by of expressed or under-
stood.

A many of us were called together before him, to say our
minds in certain matters.

Latimer, 3d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

Like a many of these lisping hawthorn buds.
Shak., M. W. of W., iii 3. 77.

They have not shed a many tears,

Dear eyes, since first I knew them well.

Tennyson, Miller's Daughter.

[The phrase a many (as well as a pretty many) is now rare

or coUoquial ; yet a gooU many and a great many are still

in common use.]

many^t (men'i), n. See meiny.

manyberry (men'i-ber'''i), n. Same as hack-

many-folded (men'i-fol'-'ded), a. Having many
folds, doublings, or complications.

His puissant armes about his noble brest.

And many-folded shield he bound about his wrest.

Spenser, F. Q., II. iii. 1.

many-headed (men'i-hed''''ed), a. Havingmany
heads. Applied to mythological beings fabled to have a

number of heads on a single body, and in literature refer-

ring especially to the Lernsean hydra, called the many-
headed monster: a phrase hence sometimes used of an ex-

cited mob or the mass of the common people, considered

as one body moved by many furious or irrational impulses.

So, with this bold opposer rushes on
This many-headed monster, multitude.

Datdel, Civil Wars, ii.

manyness (men'i-nes), n. The state or quality

of being many in number; numerousness ; mul-
tiplicity. Mind, XLI. 60. [Rare.]

manypUes (men'i-pliz), n. sing. and^Z. [Also

manipUes and (Se.) moniplies; < mannp- + ply,

n.] The third stomach of a ruminant, techni-

callynamed the omusum orpsalterium: so called

from the many parallel folds or layers like the

leaves of a book.

manyroot (men'i-rot), n. A plant, Euellia tu-

ierosa, found in Texas, Mexico, California, the

West Indies, and elsewhere. Its flowers are
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large and blue, and its tuberous roots have
emetic properties.

many-sided (men'i-si'ded), a. Having many
sides ; hence, figuratively,havingmanyaspects,
qualities, or capabilities ; of diversified range
or scope ; not narrowly limited.

The Bishop of Cyrene . . . was one of those many-
8i£{e(2, volatile, restless menwho taste joy and sorrow . . .

abundantly and passionately. Kingsley, Hypatia, xxi.

many-sidedness (men'i-si''''ded-nes), n. The
condition of havingmany sides ; hence, figura-

tively, the quality of being many-sided; di-

versity of character or capability ; -vrideness of

range or view.
manywise, manyways (men'i-wiz, -waz), adv.

In many different ways ; multifariously ; vari-

ously.

Manzanilla (man-za-nil'a), n. [Sp., perhaps
so called from a town near'Seville.] Sherry of

unusually dry and light character; specifically,

a sherry produced in the district of San Lucar
de Barrameda in Spain.
manzanita (man-za-ne'ta), n. [Sp., dim. of

maneana, apple.] " One of several shrubs or

small trees of the genus Arctostaphylos, found
in the western United States. These are, especial-

ly, A. tomentosa, a shrub from 2 to 6 feet high; A. pun-
gem, the mostcommon manzanita, abounding everywhere
on dry ridges, whether on the coast or at great elevations

;

and A. glauca, the great-berried manzanita, distinguished
by its larger solid fruity with a large five-celled stone.

maor (mar), n. [Gael, maor, maer, a steward,
perhaps < ML. major, a steward, etc. : see ma-
jor, mayor.

"i
Anciently, in Scotland, a steward

of crown or fiscal lands, whose rank afterward
became that of a thane. See maormor.
Maori (ma'o-ri or mou'ri), n. and o. [< Maori,
lit. 'native,' 'indigenous.'] I. «. 1. One of the
primitive inhabitants of New Zealand, a Poly-
nesian race of the Malay family, distinguished
for their natural capacity and vigor. Most of

them now profess Christianity, but they have
vigorously though unsuccessftilly resisted Eng-
lish dominion.—3. The language of the Maoris.

II. a. Of or belonging to the primitive in-

habitants of New Zealand, or to their language.
—Maori rat. See rat.

maormor (mar'mor), n. [Gael., < maor, maer,
a steward, + mor, great.] Anciently, in Scot-

land, a royal steward of high dignity and power,
placed over a province instead of a thanage.
After the introduction of feudalism the maor-
mors became earls. Also written mormaer.
As to the office ofMormon, there seems little doubt that,

like the Maor, he was a royal official resembling the
"Graphic" amongst the early Franks, and the Scandinar
vian "Jarl," acting as a royal deputy, and retaining in

.earlytimes the third part of the royal revenue and prerog-
Vtives. Book of Deer.

Maoutia (ma-S'ti-a), n. [NL. (WeddeU, 1854),

named after E. I^emaout, a French botanist.]

A genus of urticaceous plants, belonging to the
tribe UrUceceand the subtribe Bcehmeriece. it is

characterized by the minuteness or absence of the perianth
in the female flowers, by flowers borne in small panicled
heads, and bytufted or plumose stigmas. There are 8 spe-

cies, natives of eastern India, the Malay archipelago, and
the South Pacific islands. They are shrubs wiwi alternate
petioled leaves that are sometimes three-nerved and cre-

nate ; the flowers are small, disposed in little heads, gen-
erally in the axils of the leaves, sometimes terminal. See
grass-doth and pooa.

mapi (map), n. [Early mod. E. mappe, < OF.
(also P.) mappe= Sp. mapa = Pg. mappa, mapa,
a map, = It. mappa, a map, prop., as in OF. F.
It., a napkin, = I), map, mappe, map, portfolio,

= G. Dan. mappe, portfolio ; < L. mappa, a nap-
kin, table-cloth, a cloth or handkerchief to

give the signal in racing ; said to be of Punic
origin. Hence ML. mappa mundi ( > OF. mappe-
monde, > MK. mappemounde, q. v.), a map of the
world, a map being compared, with regard to

its folding or to its being spread out on a table,

to a napkin or table-cloth. The L. mappa be-
came corrupted in ML. to napa, > ult. E. napery,
napkin, ana napron, apron, q. v.] 1. A draw-
ing upon a plane surface representing a part
or the whole of the earth's surface or of the
heavens, every point of the drawing corre-

sponding to some geographical or celestial po-
sition, according to some law, of perspective,
etc. , which is called the projection, or, better, the
map-projection. SeeprojecUon. amap of the earth,

or of a part of the earth, frequently exhibits merely the po-
sitions of countries, mount^ns, rivers, lakes, cities, etc.,

relatively to one another, and, by means of lines of lati-

tude and longitude, relatively to every other point on the
earth's surface. Maps may be so colored or shaded as to
give a variety of information : for example, to indicate the
geological structure, the amount of rainfall, the principal
productions, or the languages spoken. There are thus geo-
logical, meteorological, linguistic, fannal, and other kinds
of maps. In maps on a large scale, or those which are the

maple

result of careful topographical surveys, the relief of the

surface is generally indicated with more or less accuracy.

This is done either by contour-lines or hachures, or by

simple shading. By the latter method, as ordinarily prac-

tised, the indications of the relief of the surface are but

rough in character. With sufficiently accurate data and

a careful and artistic treatment, a close approach may,

however, in this way be made to the effect obtained by
photographing a model of the surface in question in an

oblique light. From such a photograph the eye gets at

once a very clear idea of the character of the surface.

Peering in maps for ports and piers and roads.
5Aaft., M. of v., LI. 19.

3. Figuratively, a distinct and precise repre-

sentation of anything.

A lluely mappe of the deadly and damnable state of

sinne and sinners (without Christ).

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 34.

Catchment-basin map. See catchment.— Contorm.
map-projection, conical map^projection. See pro-

jeclMm.- Contour-line map. See contour-Km.—IUa-
sected map. See dissect.-Erratic map. See erraOe.

=Syn. 1. See cliart.

mapi (map), V. t. ;
pret. and pp. mapped, ppr.

mapping. [< wapi, m.] 1. To draw or deline-

ate in a chart or map, as the configuration and
position of any portion of land. Hence— 2.

Figuratively, to lay down as in a map ; sketch,

deUneate, or describe minutely and accurately:

often with out: as, to map out a course of study

or reading.
I am near to the place where they should meet, if Pisa-

nio have mapped it truly. Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 1. 2.

We map the starry sky. Jf. Arnold,Empedooles on Etna.

map^ (map), n. A dialectal form of mopS.

Not such mups as you wash houses with, but maps of

countries. Middleton, Spanish Gypsy, ii. 2.

maple^ (ma'pl), n. and a. [< ME. mapel, ma-
pylle, mapul, < AS. *inapol, *mapul, *mc^el (=
Icel. mopurr), in comp. mapol-tredw, mapul-
tredw, maple-tree, mcepelhyrst, maple-grove, and
in deriv. mapolder, mapulder, mapuldur, mdbul-
dor, a maple-tree (a form extant in some place-

names, as Mapplederham, Mappledurwell) (the p
in these forms having appar. suffered an irreg.

change from an orig. t),=MLG. masselter (-bom)

= OHG. mazsaltra, mazzoltra, mazaltra, MHG.
mazalter, mazolter, masholter, G. massholder,

also masseller (the syllable -der, OHG. -tra, be-

ing a formative, and not, as usually asserted, a
corruption of AS. tredw, E. tree) ; ult. origin un-

known.] 1. n. 1 . A tree of the genus Acer, na-

tural order Sapindacece, peculiar to the northern
temperate parts of the globe. The maples are often

highly valuable, sometimes for their wood, in one or two
cases for a sugar-product, and often as shade and orna-

mental trees. See Acer.

3. The wood of this tree Ash-leafed maple. See
Negundo.— Blrd*s-eye maple, the wood of the sugar-ma-
pie when full of little knotty spots somewhat resembling
birds' eyes, much used in cabinet-work.— Black sugar-
maple, the var. nigrum of Acer saccharinum^ growing in

lower ground.—Broad-leafed maple, aflne species, Jeer
macro^hyllum, of California and Oregon, the wood of

which is largely used locally for furniture, etc.- Common
maple of England, Acer campestre.—Cialei maple, a
wood with undulating or contorted grain, obtained from
the red maple, the sugar-maple, and the broad-leafed ma-
ple. It is used for gun-stocks, cabinet-work, etc.—Dwarf
maple, Acer Glabrum., a small tree or shrub of the western
United States.—Goose-fOOt maple. Same asstripedma-
})2e.—Hard maple. Same as sugar-maple.—Italian TnSr
TEiie, Acer opvlifolmm.—Japanese maple, certain shrub-
by species, as Acer Japonieam, A. polymovphum, from
Japan, some with palmately lobed red leaves.— Moun-
tain-maple,.<lc«rs^'catum, a small tree or shrub in North
America&om the St. Lawrence and Lakeregion southward.
—Norway maple, Acer platanoUes, a large tree of Nor-
way and central Europe, often planted.— Red or scarlet
maple, Acer rvXmim, a large tree of the eastern half of the
United States, Canada, etc. Its wood is brown, tinged
with red, and is much used for cabinet-work, wooden-
ware, etc. Its foliage is brilliant in autumn. Also called
swarnp-maple, water-maple.— Bock-maple. Same as su-

gar^maple.— Silver or White maple, Acer dasycarpum, a
graceful fast^growing tree of good size, with sharply cut
leaves, silvery beneath. It grows wild in eastern North
Amerfca, and is also much cultivated for shade and orna-
ment.— Soft maple, either the red or the silver maple.—
Striped maple, Acer Pennsylvanicum^ a small slender
tree, the bark light green striped with brown or black, and
sometimes also with white : its range is about that of the
mountain-maple. Also called goose-foot maple, moosewood.— Sugar-maple, Acer saccharinum, a tree of great eco-
nomical worth and noble appearance, ranging from south-
ern Newfoundland through the eastern half of the United
States. Its heavy, hard, and tough wood is employed tor
furniture, shoe-lasts, inside finish, flooring, certain parts
of ship-building, cabinet-work (especially in its curled and
bird's-eye varieties), and numerous similar purposes. The
sap of the living tree is drawn in early spring by tapping
for the manufacture of a finely fiavored sugar and syrup.
Also called rock-maple, sugar- tree. — Swamp-maple.
Same as red mapJe.—Sycamore maple, or simply syca-
more, a name in England of Acer Psemtoplatanus, a hand-
some tree of the mountains of central Europe and west-
em Asia, frequently planted. Its wood is valued for fuel,
domestic utensils, etc.-Vine-maple, Acer drdnatum. a
small tree found from Oregon to British Columbia, the
stems often prostrate and forming dense thickets.

II. a. Consisting or made of, or derived from,
maple or the maple-tree.



maple
Fbr who woold rob a-bermit of hi3 veeda.
His few books, or his beads, or maple dish.
Or do hu gray hairs any Tioleace t

iftUon, Comas, L 391.

Iblfle honey, a thick, oncrystallized residaam obtained
from Oie sap of the sugar-maple after evaporation and ciys-
UUuation.—Haple molasses. Same as mapU tyrup.
[U. S.J—Haiue sugar, sogar obtained by evaporation
pom the sap of the maple. See (u^ar-mopfe.—Haple
Symp, a delicate and finely flavored symp obtained by
evaporating maple sap or dissolving maple sngar. [U. S.]

maple^, n. See mapple.
maple-borer (ma'pl-bor'er), n. One of the dif-
ferent insects which bore the wood of maples.

Sixteen-l^^ed MapleJjorer (.^Seerta tuerni),

a, <z, larva, doisal and lateral views; b, 6, 6, cocoons exposed ty
dftarhment of bark : f. moth ; d, skin of chi^^lis as it is often left

temaining in the hole of exit. (AU natuxal size.)

Such are Mgeria (or Sesia) acemi in its larval

state, Tremex columba, aniPUigionoiusspeciosus.

maple-cap (ma'pl-knp), n. Same as mazer.

The Uayor of Oxford also [claims to be] bntler and to
receive three mople-ei^a:

Lut of (SaSmg to Service at ConmaHon at George IV.

Oiaple-disease (ma'pl-dl-zez'), ». A disease
of the white or silver maple, the red maple, and
the striped maple, eansed by a fungus, PhyUo-
sticta acericola, which attael^ their leaves. See
PhyllosticUi.

maple-tree (ma'pl-tre), n. [< ME. *mapel-tre,

< AS. mapoUreow, maputtredw, maple-tree, <
*mapol, maple, + treow, tree.] Same as ma-
ple'^,1.

map-Iiclieil (mapli'ken), n. Lecidea geographi-
ca : so called from its figured thallus.

map-measurer (map'mezh'ur-er), n. An in-

stniment for measuring distances on a map.
It consists of a small graduated wheel fitted to a handle,
which is rolled over l£e surface of the map, each revolu-
tion of the wheel indicating a known distance.

map-moonter (map'moun'ter), n. A workman
who backs maps with canvas, varnishes them,
and fixes them on rollers, etc. Simmonds.
mappemonndet, ». [ME., < OF. and F. mappe-
mor^ = Sp. mapamujidi, < ML. mappa mundi,
a map of the world: see map\ n.] A map of

the world.
mappery (map'e-ri), n. [< map'^ + -ery.'i The
art of planning and designingmaps ; in the quo-
tation, the study of maps; planning with the
aid of maps.

They can this bed-work, mappery, closet-war.

Shttk., T. and C, i 3. 205.

mappist (map'ist), n. [< map^+ -tst.] A draw-
er or maker of maps ; a map-maker. [Bare.]

Learned Jft^tptste on a Paper small
Draw (in Abbrldgement) the Whole Type of AIL

Sylcetter, Little Bartas, L 311.

The mappigi Collins calls the river between Oxford and
WalUngford tile Isis. The Academy, Jan. 28, 1888, p. 63.

mapple (map'l), «. [Formerly also maple; <

ME. mappel, dim. of map^, q. v.] A small mop
orbroom of birch twigs, used by scullery-maids

in scrubbing out pots, pans, etc.

As broade as scnllers maples that theymake deane their

boates with. A'ashe, Lenten Stnfie (BaiL Misc.,YL 144).

mapstick, «. See mopstick.

map-turtle (map'ter'tl), n. A common pond-
turtle of the United States, Malademmys geo-

graphicus : so called from the markings of the

sheU.
maqnerellel, n. Same as maekereP.

maqni (ma'ke), n . [< Sp. maqiU ; a nativename
imCluli. ] A Chilian evergreen or snbevergreen
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shrub, Aristotelia Maqui, of the natural order
Tiliacea. its wood is used by the natives to make mu-
sical insfzuments, the tough bark serving for strings.
From its add berries a wine is made which is used in ma-
lignant fevers. It is sometimes cultivated for ornament.
mar (mar), V. t.; pret. and pp. marred, ppr.
marring. [<ME. marren, merren, < AS. *merran,
myrran, mirran, in comp. d-merran, d-niyrran
(> ME. amerren, amarran), hinder, waste, spoU,
= OS. merrian = OFries. meria = MD. merren,
meren, maren, D. marren = MLG. marren, mer-
ren, hinder, retard, bind, tie, = OH(J. marrjan,
marren, merren, MHG. merren, hinder, retard,
G. diaL merren, entangle, = Icel. merja, bruise,
crush, =Goth. marr/a>i,cause to stumble; hence,
from Tent., ML. marrire, hinder, annoy, injure,
> Sp. marrar = Pr. marrir= OF. marrir, marir,
hinder (intr. lose one's way, stray), annoy, in-
jure. (?f.nM)or2,whichisfronitheI).word cog-
nate with E. 7nar, and maraud, which is perhaps
from the OP. form of the verb.] 1. Todefaeeor
disfigure; injure by cutting, breakiDg, abrading,
crushing, etc. ; impair in form or substance.
His visage was so marred more than any man, and his

form more than the sons of men. Isa. lii. 14.

I pray yon, tnarnomore treeswith cutting love-songs in
their barks. SAo*., As you like iti ilL 2. 276.

Should he mistake his tools as they do theirs, he would
marre all the work he took in hand.

MiUon, Apology for Smectymnuns.

2. To impair in quality or attributes; affect
injuriously; damage the character, value, or
appearance of ; harm.
I pray you, mar no moe of my verses with reading them

iU-favouredly. Shak., As you Like it, iii 2. 27s.

How will it mar his mirth, abate his feast

!

B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, i 2.

You may both make the law, and mar it presently.
Fletcher, Wife for a Month, it 4.

mar (mar), n. [< mar, v.'\ A blot ; a blemish

;

an injury.

I trust my will to write shall match the marrs I make
in it. Aseham, To Edward Baveu, May, 1551.

mara (ma'ra), n. [S. Amer.] The Patagonian
eavy, Dolidiwtis patachonica. See cavy.

marablanet, n. A corruption of myrobalan.
Ford, Sun's Darling, ii. 1.

marabonl (mar'a-bo), ». [Also marabout, mar-
bou; < F. marabout= Sp. marabit: said to be of
West African origin.] 1. A kind of stork, more
commonly called maraboustorh.—2. A kind of
raw silk which is peculiarly white and can be
dyed without being freed from its naturalgum

:

so called from the resemblance of its deUcate
fibers to marabou-feathers.
marabou^ (mar'sr-bo), «. [Louisiana F.] The
variety of negro which springs from a mulatto
and a griffe : so called by the French of Louisi-
ana. Bartlett. Americanisms, p. 383.

marabon-featbers (mar'a-bo-fesn'erz), n. pi.

Soft and downyfeathers found under the wings
and tail of the marabou-stork. They are much
used for trimming women's gowns.
marabon-stork (mar'a-bo-st6rk), n. A stork
of the genus LepUtptilus, which furnishes the
marabou-feathers of commerce. There are two
species : the bird originally so named, L. marabou, a na-
tive of western Africa, and another, L. argala, common
in India, where it is generally caHcMd the adjutantr-hird.

See cut imder adjutant-bird.

Marabout^ (mar'a-biit), «. [Also Mardboot; <

F. marahout = Sp. marabuto, mordbito = Pg.
marabuto, < Ar. marabit, a hermit, devotee, <

mo-, a formative, + ribat, a fortified frontier

station, a religious house or hospice. Cf. ma-
ravedi, from the same ult. source.] A mem-
ber of a Moorish priestly order or naee of north-
em Africa, successors of the Morabits or Al-
moravides, a Mohammedan sect or tribe who
ruled Morocco and part of Spain in the eleventh
and twelfth centuries. The Marabouts are repnted
as saints, prophets, and sorcerers, and exercise great in-

fluence over the Berbers and Moslem negroes. [Often
written without a capitaL]

In the oases of the Sahara are chapels bnUt over the
renfains of marabouts, or Mahometan saints.

B. Spencer, Prin. of SocioL, § 138.

marabout^ (mar'a-bo), n. Another form of
mardbouX.
Maracaibo bark. See bark^.

marah (ma'ra), n. [Heb. Mardh, bitterness,

a name given to a place on the east of the

Bed Sea, from the bitterness of its waters (Ex.

XV. 23); also written Mara (Ruth i. 20).] Bit-

ter water; bitterness.

All iiieir lives long, with the unleavened bread

. And bitter herbs of exile and its fears

The wasting famine of the heart they fed,

And slaked its thirst with marah of their tears.

LongfeUoxc, Jewish Cemetery at Newport.

Marathi

maranade (mar'a-nad), V. t. An erroneous
spelling of marinate.

maranatba (mar-a-nath'a), H. [See anathema.}
A Grecized form of aiT Aramaic expression
meaning 'the Lord cometh' (or according to
some 'the Lord hath come'), found in 1 Cor.
xvi. 22 immediately after the word anathema,
but having no grammatical connection with it.

marano (ma-ra'no), n. [Sp.] Formerly, in

Spain, one of those Jews or Moors who, to avoid
persecution, publicly professed conversion to
Christianity, while privately continuing in the
practices and beliefe of their own religion.

marant (mar'ant), n. [< Maranta.'i In Lind-
ley's system, a plant of his order Marantacew.
Maranta (ma-ran'ta), «. [NL. (Plumier, 1703),
named after B. Maranta, a Venetian physician
and botanist of the 16th century.] 1 . A genus of
monocotyledonous plants of the natural order
Zingiberaeew, typeof the tribe JfaraiiteiE. itisdis-
tingnished by the one-ceiled ovary, the slender-branched
infiorescence, and the narrow involnte bracts, closely
Enrronnding the branches. They are herbaceous plants
with fleshy tubers, sheatiiing leaves, and a few-flowered
inflorescence, the flowers having a cylindrical corolla-
tube, and a petaloid iilament bearing a one-celled anther.
There are about 15 species, indigenous to tropical Amer-
ica, but several species are widely cultivated for their
fleshy tubers. The pure kind of starch known as arrow-
root is obtained from the tubers of M. arundinaeea and
of several other specie^ by maceration, washing, and dry-
ing. (See orFonTToot.) Several species have highly orna-
mental foliage, as M. (Calathea) zebrina, the zebra-plant>
whose leaves are 2 feet long and 6 inches wide, of a deep
rich green, purple-shaded, and with a velvety appearance.
See also iturtte-fiber.

2. [I. c] A plant of this genus.
Marantacese (mar-an-ta'se-e), ii.pl. [NL.
(Lindley, 1833), < Maranta + -aeece.'] An old
order of plants, typified by the genus Maranta,
now included in the natural order Zingiberaceee,
and nearly equivalent to the two tribes Maran-
tece and Canneee.

marantaceons (mar-an-ta'shius), a. Of, per-
taining to, or resembling plants of the Maran-
taceee (Marantece).

Marantes (ma-ran'te-e), n.pl. [NL. (Bentham
and Hooker, 1883), < Maranta + -em.'] A tribe
of monocotyledonous plants of the natural or-

der Zingiberaceee, the ginger family. The cells of
the ovary have but one ovule, and the embryo is much
curved. The tribe embraces 12 genera, of which Maranta
is the type, and about 150 species, all natives ofthe tropics.

marast, n. An obsolete form of nmrigh.
marasca (ma-ras'ka), n. [< It. marasca, amaras-
ca, a black, hard, sour cherry, egriot {marasco,
amarasco, the tree), marasca, amarasca, eherry-
wine,<aOTaro, bitter, sour, < L. amarus, bitter.]
A small black wild cherry, a variety of Prunus
avium, from which maraschino is distilled.

maraschino (mar-as-ke'no), «. [Also maras-
quino (< Sp. Pg. marasguino) andmarasquin (< F.
marasqvin) ; < It. maraschino, < marasca, a kind
of cherry : see marasca.] A cordial originating
in Dalmatia, where it is distilled from or fla-

vored with the marasca cherry, peculiar to that
region; hence, a similar cordial produced in
other regions from other kinds of cherry. The
flnest bears the name of maraschino qfZara, in which town
it is repnted to be manufactured.

marasmic (ma-raz'mik), a. [< marasm{us) +
-If.] Pertaining or relating to marasmus;
affected with marasmus: as, a marasmic ten-
dency; a marasmic patient.

Marasmins (ma-ras'mi-us), n. [XL. (Fries,

1836-8), < Gr. uapaa/i^, a wasting, withering,
from the fact that the species are not putres-
cent, but dry or wither up with drought.] A
large genus of agaricinous fungi, havingatough
leathery pileus, which dries np with drought
and isrevived again on the application of water.
The spores are white, and subelliptical in shape. About
31)0 species are known, of which number many are edible.

^f. arcades is the English champignon or fairy-ring mnsh-
room. See champignon,

marasmoid (ma-raz'moid), a. [< marasm{us) +
-aid.] Resembling or affected with marasmus.
marasmus (ma-raz'mus). n. [= F. marasme
= Sp. Pg. It. marasmo, < XL. marasmus, < Gr. /la-

pac/i6g, a wasting, withering, decay, < /lapaheiv,

put out, quench, weaken, cause to pine or waste
away.] Inpathol., a wasting of the flesh. The
term is usually restricted to cases in which the cause of
the wasting is obscure.

Pining atrophy.
Marasmus, and wide wasting pestilence.

MQton, P. L., xL 4ST.

MarajgTtmR senilis, progressive atrophy of the aged.

marascLnino, n. See maraschino.

marasset, n. An obsolete form of marish.

Marathi (ma-ra'thi), n. [Marathi Mardthi.]
The language of the Mahrattas. Also written
Mahratti. See Mahratta.



Marathonian

Maratnonian (mar-a-th.6'm-aii), o. and n. [< L.
Marathon, < Qr. Hapadiiv, Maratlion (see def.)
(prob. so called from being overgrownwith fen-
nel, < jiapaSov, fiapadoq, /jdpadpov, > L. marathrum,
fennel), + -ia«.] I. a. Of or pertaining to Mara-
thon in Attica, the site of the famous battle in
which the Athenians and Platssans overthrew
the Persians in 490 b. c. : as, the Marathonian
bull overcome by Theseus; the Marathonian,
mound or tumulus (the burial-place of the
Greeks killed in the battle, still existing).

II. n. Same as Macedonian, 2.

Marattia (ma-rat'i-a), n. [NL. (Swartz, 1806),
named after J. P. MaratU of Vallombrosa in
Tuscany, a writer on ferns.] A genus of ferns,
typical of the order MaratUacece. They are coarse-
nabitedplantB,havinglarge scajyrliizomesandampletwice-
or thrice-pinnate fronds, with oblong pinnules, bearing the
Bori in lines near the margin. Many fossil ferns showing
both fronds and fructification closely resembling those of
this genus occur, chiefly in Triassic (Ehetio) strata, and
were called MaratUopgis by Schimper, who united with
that genus all the forms which had been called Anffiopteri-
dium, since found very abundant in the Mesozoic beds
of India, and quite recent^ in the Potomac formation of
Virginia.

Marattiacese (ma-rat-l-a'sf-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Kaulfuss, 1824), < Marattia + -acem.] An
order of eusporangiate ferns, typified by the
genus Marattia. They are found in South America,
the eastern Pacific islands. South Africa, and southern
Asia. They differ from the true ferns on the one hand
by the absence of the jointed ring of the spore-case, and
from the OphioglossacecB on the other by the circinate ver-
nation. By some authors they are regarded as a distinct
class, of equal rank with the true FUices and OpMoglossa-
cece. Called DanceacecB by Agardh.

maraud (ma-rS,d'), v. i. [< F. ma/raucier, play
the rogue, go about begging or pilfering, <

maraud, a rogue, knave, scoundrel ; origin un-
certain; perhaps, with suffix -aud, -old, < OF.
marir, marrir, lose one's way, stray, etc., tr.

hinder, annoy: see mar\ v.'] To rove in quest
of plunder; make an excursion for booty; go
about for robbery: used especially of the de-
spoiling action of soldiers in time of war, or of

organized bands of robbers or pirates.

But war 's the Borderers' game.
Their gain, their glory, their delight,
To sleep the day, maraitd the night.

Seott, Marmion, v. 4.

maraud (ma-rM'), «. [< maraud, «.] Spolia-
tion by marauders. [Rare.]

While it would expose the whole extent of the surround-
ing country to maraiid and ravage. Irving.

marauder (ma-r&'der), n. One who marauds;
a rover in quest of booty or plunder; a plun-
derer; especially, one of a number of soldiers

or of an organized band engaged in spoliation.

Joining a corsair's crew.
O'er the dark sea I flew
With the Tnarauders.

Longfellow, Skeleton in Armor, vi.

=Syn. Freebooter, etc. See robber.

maravedi (mar-a-va'di), n. [= F. maravedi,
maramedi (Cotgrave), < Sp. maravedi(= Pg. ma-
ramedim), also mordbiUno (= Pg. mardbitino), a
coin so called, < Ar. Murdbilm, the name of a
Moorish dynasty (Sp., vpiththe Ax. art., AlmorOr-

vides) which reigned in Spain at the close of the
11th and in the first half of the 12th century, dur-
ing which time the coin was first struck at Cor-
dova; pi. of mordbit, a hermit, marabout: see

Marabout^.'] 1. A gold coin struck in Spain by

the Moorish dynasty of Almoravides in the
eleventh and twelfth centuries. It weighed
about 60 grains.— 2. In later times, the small-

est denomination of Spanish money, varying in

value from a little less to a little more than half

an English farthing or quarter ofa United States

cent. Asacopper coin the maravedi circulated till the end
of the eighteenth century ; as a money of account it was
abolished in 1848.— Not worth a maravedi, worthless.

maray, n. Same as moray.

marble (mar'bl), n. and a. [< ME. marble, mar-
bil, marbelle, marbulle, merbyl, also marbre, < OF.
marble, marbre, F. marbre = Pr. marme, marbre
= Sp. ma/rnuil = Pg. marmore = It. marmo =
AS. marmar{-stdn), marman{-stan)= D. marmer.
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marmel= OHG. marmul, MHG. marmel, mermel,

G. marmel, also marmel, murmel, marmor = Icel.

marmari= 8w. Dan. marmor = OBulg. mramorU
= Bulg. Serv. mramor (also mermer, < Turk.) =
Bohem. mramor = Pol. marmur = Euss. mra-
moru = White Russ. marmur = Lith. marmoras
= Hung, marvany= Turk, mermer,^ L. marmor,
rarely marmur, marble, < Gr. /idp/icpos, a stone
or rock of a white or bright appearance, later

esp. (so. /Uflof) marble, <. /iap/iaipeiv, sparkle; cf.

jimpa, the dog-star, lit. ' sparkler.' Hence ult.

marver, marmoset.\ I. n. 1. Limestone in a
more or less crystalline or crystalline-granular
condition. Any limestone, however, even if very com-
pact or showing on^ traces of a crystaliine structure, may
be called marVh if it is capable of taking a polish, or if it

is suitable or desirable tor ornamental and decorative pur-
poses. The presence of magnesium carbonate assocmted
with the calcium carbonate, forming dolomitic limestone
or even pure dolomite, does not in any way influence the
nomenclature of the rock ; indeed, such presence cannot
usually be known except from chemical analysis. Marble
is a material of great importance in architecture, not only
for exterior use, but for interior decoration in large, costly

monumental structures. Thirty-threevarietiesofornamen-
tal stone are used in the interior of the Grand Opera House
in Paris, and a large proportion of these may be classed aa

marbles. The value and beauty of marble depend largely

on its coloration. Perfectly pure carbonate of lime, dolo-

mitic limestone, and dolomite are all colorless, and white
marbles— or at least such as are only slightly tinged with
color— are very abundant. White marble such as is used
for statuary (forwhich purpose it must be obtained in large
blocks free from flaws or defects of any band, and perfectly
uniform in tint) is extremelyrare. Ajmong the flnest stat-

uary-marbles are those used in the masterpieces of Greek
sculpture, of which that from the island of Paros is gen-
erally admitted to surpass all others, especially in the
possession of a certain amount of translucence by which
the artistic effect of the work is heightened. The Parian
quarries seem, however, to have been practically ex-

hausted. The Pentelican marble, obtained from quarries
near Athens, stood next to the Parian in ancient times,
and its quarries are still apparently inexhaustible. At
the present time the artistic world is supplied with stat-

nary-marble from quarries in the Apennine mountains
overlooking the Bay of Spezia, and in the vicinity of Car-
rara, Hassa, and Serravezza. From this marble were
carved the finest works of Michelangelo. These quarries,
which have been extensively worked for 2,000 years, fur-
nish, in addition to the white, a large amount of varie-
gated marble, especially of the variety known as ba/r-

diglio. The number and variety of colored and variegated
marbles used for various artistic and architectural pur-
poses is very great. Entirely black marble capable of tak-
ing a fine polish is rare ; much more common are varieties
irregularly shaded with gray, bluish-gray, or dove-colored
tints. Bright colors— red, yellow, green, and blue— are
much rarer than the less brilliant shades, but they are seen
in some marbles, and are occasionally so blended and in-

terbanded as toproduce extremelybeautiful effects. These
brilliant colorations are chiefly due to the presence of iron
in various combinations ; dark and grayish shades are gen-
erally caused by the presence of a greater or less amount
of organic matter. £n many varieties of marble the pres-
ence of organicremains embedded in the rock adds greatly
to its attractiveness. Joints and stems of encrinites, as
well as many other kinds of fossils, occur In this way, and
by contrast of their colorwith that of the material in which
they are inclosed, as well as by the gracefulness of their
forms, produce a very fine

effect. Fragments of shells
embedded in calcareous
rocks sometimes exhibit a
brilliant display of irides-

cent coloration : such mar-
bles are known as Iwmor-
ckeUes, or, sometimes, ^re-
rnarbles. A beautiful effect

is occasionally produced as
the result of deposition of
the calcareous material in
stalagmitic form, so that
when cut and polished the
marble exhibits concentric
zones of various tints ; va-
rietieshaving this structure
are frequency called onyx mairble. The vicinity of the
Mediterranean is the classic region of marbles. Italy,

France, and Spain are rich in beautiful varieties, and these
are seen in the greatest number and to the best advantage
in the architectural works of ancient and modem Rome.
For this reason many of the rarest and most attractive mar-
bles are best known by Italian names, and these names are
frequently applied to varieties occurring far away from the
Mediterranean,from either real or fancied similarity to the
Italian marbles. Some of the best-known and most highly
prized classic variegated marbles are the following. Afn-
cano, from the island of Chios, is a lumachelle, or shell-

marble, exhibiting a great variety and brilliancy of colora-
tion, reddish and purplish tints predominating. Bardiglio
is common in the Apennine quarries, of a grayish- or
bluish-white color, traversed by darker veins of the same.
Broeaiel and brocateUom are extremely variegated mar-
bles, with numerous interlacing veins of yellow, violet,

and crimson tints, on a yellowish ground ; marble bear-
ing these designations has been and still is quarried in
various places, and especially near Tortosa in Spain, d.
pollino is a marble with more or less of a concretionary
structure, ofmany tints and much variety in their arrange-
ment, with corresponding names, such as eipoUino verde,
Tjiandorlato (having almond-shaped patches of color), rosso,

etc. ;aflneexample ofthismarblemaybe seen inthecolumns
of the Braccio Nuovo of the Vatican. Fior diperHco is an
exquisitely beautiful marble, with a reddish and crimson
shading on a white base : called by the ancients vxarmor
Molosidunh, because coming from the region inhabited by
the Molossf, in what is now Albania, on the eastern coast
of the Adriatic. QiaUo aniico or Numidiart marble is an

shell-marble.

marble

extremely beautiful marble quarried in northern Africa

;

it was highly esteemed and extensively used by the Eo-

mans. The tints are variable, red and yellow predominat-
ing ; the different varieties were designated by names in-

dicating the prevailing tints. Giailo di Siena is a beauti-

ful yellow marble of various depths of color, with darker

veins, in which violet hues predominate: when these

veins are very numerous the marble becomes a brocatel.

PavoTuizzo and pavonasetto are various red and purplish

marbles and breccias, some of the latter being also true

marbles, but having a more or less brecciated character.

The most beautiful pavonazetto is that called by the Eo-
mans marmor Synadicum or Phrygian marble, from the

locality where it was obtained ; it is characterized by a veiy

Irregular venation of dark-red with bluish and yellowish

tints, ramifying through a translucent alabaster-like baae^

which is sometimes ^inost opaline in its play of colors.

JRosBO antico is a marble of very deep red color, sometimes

of various shades, occasionally streaked or clouded with

dark-purple or whitish tints. The original locality of the

classic rosso anticohas not been discovered, but some mod-
em red marbles closely resemble this variety. Some of the

most highly prized French colored marbles bear names
peculiar to France. (See griotte, portor, sarrarwolin.)

The Devonian and Carboniferous of England and Ireland

furnish a considerable number of ornamental marbles.

Devonshire and Derbyshire are the counties in which the

best-known English varieties are obtained. The flnest Irish

variegated marbles are quarried near Armagh, and at vari-

ous localities in county Cork, also at Killarney, and on the

islands of the Kenmare river; and marble called Siena is

obtained from several places in King's county and near

Shannon Harbor in Galway. The most important quar-

ries of white and grayish marble in the United States are

those in the Lower Silurian of Vermont and western Mas-
sachusetts. There are very extensive marble-works at Rut-

land in Vermont, at Lee in Massachusetts, and at many
other points in the same geological formation. Some of

the variegated marbles found on the islands and near the

shores of Lake Champlain are very handsome, but they are

not extensivelyworked. Themostpopular colored marble
in the United States at the present time is the Tennessee^ a
light-grayish stonebeautifiUlymottledwith shades of pink-

ish red. This marble has been extensively employed in the

Capitols at Washington and Albany.

There is a Vessel of Marbre, undre the Table, to res-

seyve the Oyle. Mandeville, Travels, p. 124.

2. Apiece of sculptured or inscribed marble, es-

pecially if having some interest as an object of

study or euriosiiy, and more particularly if an-

cient; any work of art in marble: as, the Elgin
marbles.— 3. A little ball of marble or other

stone, or of baked clay, porcelain, or glass,

used by children in play ; an alley.—4. Jn glass-

blowing, a block or thick piece of wood inwhich
are formed hemispherical concavities, used in

the manufacture offlasks, etc.,to shape thefused
glass gathered upon the end of the glass-blow-
er's pipe into an approximately spherical form
by pressing and turning it over in the concavi-
ties preparatory to the blowing. See marver.
[In this sense improperly spelled marbel.']—5t.
Marble-silk.
Then cam the lord tresorer with a C. gret horsse and

ther cotes of marbvU.

,

B. Maehyn, Diary, quoted In Sock's S. K. Textiles, p. 77.

6f . pi. A venereal disease, probably bubo. R.
Green—iGgina marbles, or fglnetan marbles. See
-dSpineton.— Artificial marble, a composition of alum,
gypsum, isinglass, and coloring materials worked into
a paste, molded into form, and allowed to harden.—Arun-
del marbles, orArundelian marbles, also known as the
Oai/'orct marbles, a collection of ancient sculptures, inscrip-
tions, and other antiquities, purchased by SirWilliam Pet^
at Smyrna in 1624 for the Earl ofArundel, whose grandson,
at the instance of Evelyn, presented a portion of it to the
Universityof Oxford. The mostvaluable object in this col-
lection is the inscribed slab called the Parian Chronicle
from havingbeen kept in the island of Paros. In its perfect
state, the inscription contained a chronicle of the principal
events in Grecian history from the time of the mythical Ce-
cropstothearchon8hipofDiognetus(264B.O.);butthepart
of it covering the last ninety years is now lost, and much of
what remains is corroded and defaced.—Elgin marbleB,
a collection of ancient sculptures, for the most part of the
school of Phidias and from the Parthenon at Athens, taken
to England during the first years of the nineteenth century
by the Earl of Elgin, and now preserved in the British Mu-

opciiiicii aiatj of the Elgin Marbles.—A central piece of the Par-
thenon frieze, with figures of Athena and Hephaestus.

seum. These sculptures are the finest surviving work of
ancient artists, and comprise the greatest part now in ex-
istence of the sculptured decoration of the Parthenon, in-
cluding the splendid fragments of the pediment statues,
a great number of metopes, and an extended series of the
blocks carved in low relief of the cella frieze. The re-
moval of the marbles, many of which were torn violent-
ly from their original positions upon the Parthenon, to
the further damage of that monument, was in Itself an
act of vandalism ; but their transportation to England at a
time when Greece was accessible with difficulty opened the



marble
eye* of the world to the preeminence of Greek TOrk. It
wma one of the first steps toward aecoring an accurate
knowledge of Hellenic ideals, and has thus influenced con-
temporary civiliiation.—Entrochal smrble. See entro-
c*aI.—Hymettian marble. Seefls^mettton.—KUkenny
maxble, a Tariety of fine black marble containing shells,
much used for mantelpieces.—Ligneoas marble See
%ncoiu.—Madiepoie marble. See modnpora.—Ua-
lexso marble, an imitation of marble and other fine-vein-
ed stones in solid slabs, the base of which is cement.—
Pergamene marbles, or Fergamnm marbles, two se-
ries of sculptures in mgh relief and of an original type
of Greek art, forming i»rt of the decoration of the great
altar of Zeus and Athena, erected at Pergamum by King
£umenes H. (197-159 B. c) in commemoration of splendid
victories over the invading Gauls. Abundant remains of
these sculptures have been unearthed since 1875 by Karl
Hnmann, and arenow in the Berlin Museum. SeePerao-
mene art, under Pergamene.— Fetwortb marble, Mso
called Stusex marble (both names arising from its being
worked at Petworth in SussexX a variously colored lime-
stone occurring in the Weald clay, containing the re-
mains of fresh-water shells.

H, a. 1. Consisting of marble: as, a marile
pillar.— 2. Veined or stained like marble; va-
riegated in color ; marbled.
The appendix shall be printed by itself, stitched, and

with a marbU cover. Sioift

3. Besembling or comparable to marble in
some particular; hard and cold, crystalline,

frigid, insensible, etc.

Kor hath the scalding noon-day sun the pow'r
To melt that marble ice. Carew, The Spring.

Winds with ease
Through the pure marile air his oblique way
Amongst innimierable stars. Jft2ton, P. L., ilL 564.

marble (mar'bl), v. t.; pret. and pp. marbled,
ppr. marbling. [< marble, n.] To give an ap-
pearance of marble to; stain or vein like varie-

gated marble : as, to marble paper ; a book with
marbled edges. See marbling, 3. Specifically, in
booibinding, to marble is to apply to paper or book-edges
variegated colors in imitation of colored marble, or in any
other irregular form.

Those fine covers of books that, for their resemblance
to speckled marble^ are wont to be called marbled.

Boyle, Works, HI. 448.'

marble-breasted (mar'bl-bres'ted), a. Insensi-

ble; hard-hearted. [Poetical.]

live yon the marble^ireasted tyrant stOl.

Siak., T. N., V. 1. 127.

marble-constant (mar'bl-kon'stant), a. Im-
movable as marble; firm; constant. [Poetical.]

Now bom head to foot
I asn marble.eonttanL

Shak., A. and C, f. 2. 240.

marble-cutter (mar'bl-kut'6r), n. One who
hews marble; a worker in marble; also, an in-

strument or a machine for cutting marble.
inarbled (mar'bld), a. [< marble + -ed^.'] 1.

Having veins and elondings like variegated
marbles.
A fine marbled stone^ white, blae^ and ruddy.

S. P. Burton, To the Gold Coast for Gold, iiL

2. In sool., variegated with different colors,

like marble; dappled; clouded—Uarbled bean-

S',
a small whitish moth, BryophUa perla, dappled with

uiah gny.—HarUed glaze. See gUae.—Marbled
guillemot, a murrelet, Brachyrhamplnu marmoratus, in-

habiting the Xorth Pacific ocean, in summer of a blackish
color variegated with tawny and chestnut-brown,—Maj^-
bled lizard, the marblet—Marbled tiger-cat, a large
wild cat of Asia, Felis marmarata, about two feet long, and
of variegated coloration,

marble-edged (mar'bl-ejd), o. Having edges,
as a book, stained with variegated colors in
imitation of marbled paper.
marble-handsaw (mar 'bl-hand 'sft), n. A
toothless blade fitted at the back with a block-
handle, used with sand for cntting slabs of
marble into pieces. E. M. Knight.

marblehead (mar'bl -bed), n. The fulmar
petrel, PiUmarus glacialis. See cut under /«J-

mar^.
marbleheader (mar'bl-hed'6r), n. Same as
marblehead.
marble-hearted (mar'bl-har''ted), a. Having
a heart Uke marble ; hard-hearted ; cruel ; in-

sensible; incapable of being moved by pity,

love, or sympathy.
Ingratitude! thou marble-hearted fiend.

Shak., Iiear, i. 4. 281.

marbleize (marTjl-iz), v.t.; pret. and pp. marble-

izedj-ppT.marbleieing. [<marble + ^ze.] To give
the appearance of marble, or a marbled appear-
ance, to.

The marbleaed iron shelf above the stove-pipe hole sup-
ported two glass vases, HoweUt, Annie Kilbnm, zL

Harblelzed glass. See gUm.
marble-paste (mar'bl-past), n. A white porcel-

laneous paste used for figures, busts, and the

like, especially at the factory of Lun6viUe in

the eighteenth century.

marble-poUsher (marHbl-pol'Ish-Sr), n. 1. (o)

A block of sandstone used to rub a marble slab
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in the preliminary operation of polishing ; also,

a linen cushion with which the polishing is

carried to completion by the agency of emery-
dust or powder of calcined tin. (6) A marble-
rubber.—2. A machine for polishing marble.
Its chief element is a grinding-cylinder composed of sev-
eral collais upon a mandreL The slab of marble is placed
on a table, and the cylinder, which is fed with the polish-
ing-powder, rotates above it; with a longitudin^ly recip-
rocating motion as well as one of simple revolution. For
colomns a largelathe is used, the stone shaft being revolved
in contact with rubbers held in the tool-rest. See marble-
rubber.

marbler (mar'bler), n. 1. One who works in
marble; a quarrier or a cutter of marble.
The charter . . . bears the date of 1551, though the

marblers [of Purbeck in England] always persist that they
possess an earlier one. Harpa'i Mag., T.XX. 244.

2. One who stains or otherwise marks in imi-

tation of marble ; especially, one who niarbles
paper.
marble-mbber C™ar'bl-rub'6r), n. A rubber
for " surfacing," smoothing, and polishing flat

marble slabs. It consists of a flat sole with a super-
imposed tray having holes through which water and sand
are supplied to the sole as needed. It is used with a com-
bined reciprocating and rotary motion.

marble-saw (mar'bl-s4), n. A machine for
cutting marble. It consists of a single thin iron blade,
or of several blades arranged in a gang, set m a frame,
and reciprocated by pitmans and eccentrics. The blades
are constantly fed with sand and water. Such machines
will cut a block of marble into several slabs simultane-
ously, or can be arranged to cut ont pyramidal blocks or
to shape a cylinder or a frustum of a cone.

marble-scourer (mar'bl-skour'er), n. An im-
plement for scouring marble floors, constructed
and acting on the same principle as the marble-
rubber, but having a handle by which the work-
man, in a standing position, can conveniently
operate it.

marble-sil^ (max'bl-silk), n. A silk having a
weft of several colors, so woven that the whole
web looks like marble, stained or veined irreg-

ularly. B. Bock, S. K. Textiles.

marblet (mar'blet), »». [< marble + -et.] An
igoanian lizard of South America, Polychrus
marmoratus.
marble-thrush (mar'bl-thrush), 71. The mis-
tle-thrush: so called from its marbled breast.
C. Swainson. [North Hants, Eng.]
marblewood (mar'bl-wud), «. A large tree

of the ebony family, Diospyros Kuridi, native
in British Burma and the Andaman Islands.

Its wood is grayish, interlaid with black, and
is used for cabinet-work.
marble-worker (iuar'bl-w6r'k6r), n. One who
works in marble ; a workman who cuts, hews,
or polishes marble; a marbler—Marble-work-
ers' file. See/ilel.

marbling (mar'bling), •«. [Verbal n. of mar-
ble, e.] 1. The art or process of variegating
in color, in imitation of marble, or with veins
and cloudings of any sort.— 2. Any marking
resembling that of veined or variegated mar-
ble ; hence, any mottling, veining, or clouding
of a surface: as, the marbling of flesh-meat

caused by alternations of fat and lean.— 3.

The art or practice of staining paper or the cut

edges of a book with variegated colors, usually

in some conventional imitation of marble. It is

done in a tzough of water covered by a layer of gum traga-

canth mixed with a little ox-galL The fluid colors are

sprinkled or spattered over this layer with a brush, either

in the arrangement intended for use or in a manner which
will admit of producing the desired figuration bydrawing
a brass comb overthe surface. Thed^pened paper, held
by the ends, is lightly passed in a curve overl^ surface,

taking np the colors, and finished by sizing and burnish-

ing or calendering.

marbly (mar'bli), a. [< marble + -yi.] Be-
sembUng marble in structure or appearance.

Grtet smooth marbly limbs.
Browning, The Bishop Orders his Tomb.

marbref, « A Middle English form of marble.

Marbury's case. See case^.

marc^, n. See mark^.

marc2 (mark), «. [< F. marc, residuum, dregs,

grounds, mash, etc., perhaps < L. emareus (or

its Celtic original), a kind of wine of middling

quality.] The refuse matter which remains
after the pressing of fruit, as grapes or olives;

as applied to apples, pomace.

To make this liquor [ciderMn], the mare is pnt into a
large vat, with a proper quantity of boiled water which
has just become cold ; the whole is left to infuse for forty-

eight hours, and then pressed.
Spon^ Encye. Maimf., L 417.

marcando (mar-kan'do), o. [It., ppr. of mar-

care, mark: see marTi^, ».] In m-usie, distinct

and decisive: applied to single notes and pas-

sages, and sometimes to a whole movement, to

be so rendered. Also marcato.

Marcgravia

marcantantt, «• See mercatante.

marcasite (mar'ka^sit), n. [Formerly also mar-
cassite, vMrchasite, marehesite; < F. marcassite
= Sp. marqtiesila = It. marcassita, marehesita;
with term, -ite^; said to be of Ar, origin (t),]

1 . As used by the early mineralogists, the crys-
tallized forms of iron pyrites, including more
particularly the isometric species now called
pyrite. This mineral was frequently used for personal
decoration in the eighteenth century. It takes a good pol-
ish, and is cat in facets like rose diamonds. It was made
into pins, watch-cases, shoe- and knee-buckles, and other
ornaments.

Also great pieces of chrystal, amethysts, gold in y« mine,
and other mettals and marcaxHei.

Haiyn, Diary, June 21, 1650.

Half the ladles of our acquaintance . . . carry their
jewels to town, and bring nothing but paste and marca-
siUs back. Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, ill.

2. In recent use, the orthorhombic iron pyrites,

or iron disulphid, FeS2. It has a lower specific

gravity than ordinary pyrite, and on an untarnished sur-

face a somewhat paler color, in consequence of which it

is often called wMte iron pyrites. The crystallized varie-

ties take various imitative forms called cockscomb pyrites,

spear pyrites, etc. ; the massive kinds are often radiated,
concretionary, etc. Marcasite is much more liable to alter-

ation than ordinary pyrite, passing by oxidation into iron
sulphate or copperas. The two kinds of iron pyrites often
occur together, and the greater the proportion of marcasite
the more the liability to alteration ; this has been shown
(Julien) to be an important element in the durability of
building-stones containing pyrites.

marcasitic (mar-ka-sit'flt), a. [< marcasite +
-»c.] Pertaining to"marcasite; of the nature of

marcasite.
marcasitical (mar-ka-sit'i-kal), a. [Formerly
also marchasitical; Cmarcasitic + -oJ.] Same
as marcasitic.

The place that abounds with tbeae Tnarehasitical min-
erals. Boyle, Works, m. 333.

marcassin (max'ka-sin), n. [< P. marcassin, a
young wild boar, a grise.] fii her., the young
wild boar, used as a bearing. This bearing is dis-

tinguished&om the boar by having the tail hanging down
and not curled round in a ring.

marcato (mar-ka'to), a. [It., pp. of marcare,
mark: see marcando.'] Same as marcando.
marceline^ (mar'se-lin), n. [< F. marceline;
so called from St. Marcel in Kedmont, where
the original specimen was found.] In mineral.,

an altered form of rhodonite, or silicate of man-
ganese, in which the manganese protoxid has
been converted into sesquioxid.

marceline^ (mar'se-lin), n. [Also marcelline;

< F. marceline (a trade-name ?).] A thin silk

fabric used for linings, etc., in women's cos-

tume.
MarceUlan (mSx-sel'i-an), a. and n. [< Mar-
ceUus (see def.) + -ian.'] I. a. Pertaining to
Marcellus of Ancyra in Asia Minor, or to his
doctrines.

H. n. One of the professed followers of Mar-
cellus, Bishop of Ancyra in the fourth century.
The Marcellians held the doctrine, nearly agreeing with
that of the Sabellians, that the Holy Spirit and the Word,
or Logos, are merely impersonal agencies and qualities of
(jk>d, and that the incarnation of tiie Logos is temporary
only. It has been doubted by some whether Marcellus
held the views ascribed to him.

marcelline, n. See marceline^.

Marcellinist (mar-se-lin'ist), n. [< MarceUina
(see def.) + -ist.'] An adherent of MarceUina,
a female Gnostic of the second century, and a
teacher of Gnosticism in Eome. Also Marcel-
linian.

Marcellus group. [Named from the town of
Marcellus, in New York.] The lowest division
of the Upper Devonian, according to the clas-

sification of the New York Geological Survey.
It is a thin shaly rock, often containing car-

bonaceous matter.
marcescent (mar-ses'ent), a. [= P. marcescent,

< L. marcescen{t-)s, ppr. of marcescere, wither,

pine, fade, decay, inceptive of marcere, wither,
droop, shrivel, be feeble or languid, faint.]

Withering; fading; decaying. Specifically— (o)
In bat, withering, but not falling off till the part bearing
it is perfected : as, a marcescent perianth. (&) In entorn.,

appearing shriveled or withered, as the spines on certain
Hemxptera.

marcescible (mar-ses'i-bl), a. [= p. marces-

eible = Pg. marceseivel = It. marcescibile, < L.
as if "marcesdhilis, < marcescere, wither, fade:

see marcescent.'] That may wither; liable to

decay; ephemeral; transient.

Marcgravia (mark-gra'vi-a), n. [NL. (Plumi-
er, 1703), named after Georg Maregraf (17th
centnry), who traveled in South America and
wrote, with "W. Pison, a work on the natural
history of Brazil.] A genus of dicotyledonous
polypetalons plants of the natural order Tem-
strcemiacew, type of the tribe Marcgraviece. it is

peculiar in having the petals stuck together in a hood-like
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mass, numerous stamens, and sac-shaped bracts at the
apex of the usually umbelliform spikes.

Marcgraviacese (mark-gra-vi-a'se-e), n.pl.
[NL. (Jussieu, 1809), < Maregravia' + -acew.']

A former order of plants, now made a tribe of
the Ternstr(emiace(B under the name Marcgra-
view,

Marcgravieae (mark-gra-vi'f-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Choisy, 1824), < Maregravia '+ -ece.'] Original-
ly, a suborder of plants of the Maregraviacece

;

now, a tribe of the Ternstrcemiacem, typified by
the genus Maregravia. it embraces 5 genera of trop-
ical American plants with imbricate or coherent hood-
shaped petals, anthers fixed by the base, and numerous
stamens. They are climbing or epiphytic woody plants,
with flowers in terminal racemes, frequently intermixed
with peculiar-shaped bracts.

marcni (march), n. [< ME. marche, partly
(a) < AS. mearc (gen. dat. mearee), border,
bound, mark; pairtly (6) < OF. marche, F.
marche (= Pr. Sp. Pg. It. marca, ML. marca),
border, bound, frontier, the Eom. forms being
from the OHGr. cognate with AS. mearc : see

further under marW-, «.] A frontier or boun-
dary of a territory ; a border ; hence, a border-
land ; a district or political division of a coun-
try conterminous with the boundary-line of

another country. In Scotland the term is commonly
applied to the boundaries, or the marks which determine
the boundaries, of conterminous estates or lands, whether
large or small. The word is most familiar historically

with reference to the boundaries between England and
Wales and between England and Scotland. The latter

were divided into two parts, the western and the middle
marches, each of which had courts peculiar to itself, and
a kind of president or governor, who was called icarden of
the inarches. See Tna/rk^, 13.

Also fro the dede See, to gon Estward out of the Ma/rches

of the Holy Lond, ... is a strong Castelle and a fair.

MandevUle^ Travels, p. 104.

For in the marches here we heard you were.
Making another head to fight again.

Skak., 3 Hen. VI., ii. 1. 140.

These low and barren tracts were the outlying marches
of the empire. Motley, Dutch Republic, I. 18.

Riding the marches, a ceremony in which the magis-
trates and chief men of a municipality ride on horseback
in procession along the boundaries of the property of the
corporation: apractice still observed occasionally in some
of the burghs of .Scotland, the original object of which was
to preserve in the memory of the inhabitants the limits of

their property.

Znarcn^ (march), V. i. [< ME. marchen, also

marJcen, merlcen, < AS. mearcian, fix the bounds
or limits of a place, < mearc, border, bound,
mark: see mark^, v., and cf. mareh^, m.] 1. To
constitute a march or border ; be bordering

;

lie continuously parallel and contiguous; abut.

He may, zif that he wole, go thorghe Almayne, and
thorghe the Kyngdom of Hungarye, that marchethe to the

Lond of Polayne. Mandemlle, Travels, p. 6.

Of al the Inhabilants of this Isle, the Kentish men are

most ciuilesi^ the which country marcfieth altogether vpon
the sea. Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 247.

You must not quarrel with the man whose estates march
with your own. Mrs. Olvphatd, The Ladies Lindores, p. 40.

2. To dwell adjacent ; neighbor.

She displayed so much kindness to Jeanie Deans (be-

cause she herself, being a Merse woman, marched with
Mid-Lothian, in which Jeanie was bom).

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xxviiL

march^ (march), V. [< ME. marchen = D. mar-

cheren = G. marschiren= Sw. marschera= Dan.
marschere, < OP. marcher, F. marcher (= Sp.

Pg. marchar = It. mardare), walk, march,
proceed, move on ; perhaps < OF. marche, bor-

der, frontier (see march^, n.); according to an-

other view, < ML. "marcare, hammer, hence
beat the ground with the feet, tramp, march (<

marctis, a hammer) ; cf. tramp, jog, pace one^s

beat, and similar expressions. Neither view
is satisfactory.] I. intrans. 1. To walk with
measured steps, or with a steady regidar tread

;

' move in a deliberate, stately manner ; step with
regularity, earnestness, or gravity: often used
trivially, as in the expression, he marched ofE

angrily.

When thou didst mMrch through the wilderness, . . .

the eai-th shook. Ps. Ixviii. 7, 8.

So wrought this nimble Artist, and admir'd

Herself to see the Work march on so fast.

Beaumont, Psyche, iii. 63.

2. Specifically, to walk with concerte.! steps in

regular or measured time, as a body or a mem-
ber of a body of soldiers or a procession ; move
In uniform order and time; step together in

ranks.
Let our trains

March by us, that we may peruse the men
We should have coped withal.

5Aa*.,2Hen. IV., iv. 2.93.

The great Achilles march'd not to the field

TUl Vulcan that Impenetrable shield

And arms had wrought.
Waller, Instructions to a Painter.
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3. To move in military order, as a body of

troops; advance in a soldierly manner: as,

in the morning the regiment marched; they
marched twenty miles.

This worthy chevalrie
AH merchand to the field.

BaMe of Balrinnes (Child's BaUads, VII. 224).

Heavy marching order, light marching order. See

heavyi, lights.—Waxtibing orders, orders fc march.

The Duke 's in Belgium already, and we expect marching
orders every day. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xx.

Marching regiment, in Great Britain, an infantry regi-

ment of the line : generally used in a disparaging sense.

—To march to the lengw oft. See length.

II. trans. 1. To cause to move in military

order, or in a body or regular procession: as,

to march an army to the battle-field.

On the marriage-bed
Of smiling peace to march a bloody host.

Shah., K. John, iii 1. 246.

2. To cause to go anywhere at one's command
and under one's guidance : as, the policeman
marched his prisoner to the lockup.

march^ (march), n. [= D. G. Dan. Sw. marsch,

< F. marche = Sp. Pg. marcha= It. marcia, walk,

gait, march; from the verb.] 1. A measured
and uniform walk or concerted and orderly

movement of a body of men, as soldiers; a
regular advance of a body of men, in which
they keep time with each other and sometimes
with music; stately and deliberate walk; steady
or labored progression : used figuratively in re-

gard to poetry, from its rhythm resembling the
measured harmonious stepping of soldiery.

Waller was smooth, but Drydeu taught to join

The varying verse, the full resounding line,

The long majestic ma/rch and energy divine.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. i. 269.

2. An advance from one halting-place to an-

other, as of a body of soldiers or travelers ; the

distance passed over in a single course of

marching; a military journey of a body of.

troops: as, a march of twenty mUes.
I have trod full many a vfwjrch, sir.

And some hurts have to shew, before me too, sir.

Beau, and FL, Knight of Malta, ii. 2.

Such stiff-neck'd abjects as with weary marches
Have travell'd from their homes, their wives, and chil-

dren. Ford, Perkin Warheck, iii. 1.

3. Progressive advancement; progress; regu-

lar course.
There methinks would be enjoyment more than in the

tnarch of mind. Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

4. A military signal to move, consisting of a
particular drum-beat or bugle-call.

If drummes once sound a lustie martch indeede.

Then farewell bookes, for he will trudge with speede.
Gascoigne, Fruits of War.

5. In music, a strongly rhythmical composition
designed to accompany marching or to imitate

a march-movement. The rhythm is usually duple,

but it may be triply compound. Marches generally consist

of two contrasted sections, the second of which (commonly
called the trio) is softer and more fiowing than the first,

and is followed by a repetition of the first. Bapid marches
are often called quicksteps or Tmlitary marches. Slow
marches are also called processional marches, and are

further distinguished as funeral (or dead-), nuptial, tri-

umphal, etc.

6. In weaving, one of the short laths placed
across the treadles beneath the shafts of a loom.
E. H. Knight.— 7. In the game of euchre, a tak-

ing of all five tricks by one side.—Flank march.
See^^Tiifcl.— Forced march, a march vigorously pressed
in certain emergencies in time of war, as to effect a rapid
concentration of troops or a strategical combination It

is exhausting to even the best troops, and as a rule should
not exceed thirty miles a day; special care is supposed to

be taken to avoid such exhaustion just before going into

action. The troops are relieved by changing the gaits,

alternating the double with the quick time, and in the
cavalry the horses are relieved for fifteen minutes every
hour by the dismounting and marching of the men. Any
distance over twenty miles a day is reckoned a 'forced

march March past, the march of a body of soldiers in
front of a reviewing ofilcer or some high dignitary.

Between 2,000 and 3,000 troops mustered on the ground,
and their WMrch past was an event of the highest political

significance. Marvin, Gates of Herat, iiL

Rogue's march, music played in derision to accompany
the expulsion from a regiment of a soldier who is drummed
out, or of any obnoxious person ignominiously expelled
from a community.—TO Steal a march. See steal.

March'' (march), n. [< ME. March, Marche,
Mershe, Marz, < OF. march, mars, F. mars = Pr.
mars, martz= Sp. marso= Pg. margo= It. marzo
= D. Maart= MLG. Mertze, Meroe, Merse, Mart-
ze, LG. Merte = OHG. Merzo, Marceo, MHG.
Merze, G. Mdrz = Sw. Mars = Dan. Marts =
OBulg. mariUu, Bulg. mart = Serv. marach,
mrach = Pol. marzec = Little Russ.morec= Gr.
MapTioQ, < L. Martins, se. mensis, March, lit. the
month of Mars, < Mars (Mart-), Mars : see Mars,
martial, etc.] The third month of ouryear, con-
sisting of thirty-one days, it was the first month of

marchet

the ancient Eoman year till the adoption of the Julian cal.

endar, which was followed by the Gregorian; previous to

the latter it was reckoned the first month m many Eu-

ropean countries, and so conthiued In England till 1762,

the legal year there before that date beginning on the 26th

of March.—Mad as a March hare. See ftorei.—March
ale, ale brewed in March.— March heer, beer brewed in

the month of March. Spring and autumn were considered

the best seasons for brewing ; hence, beer for keeping was

brewed when possible either in March or in October.—

March meeting. See meeting. -,,, „

marchandt, marchandiset. Obsolete forms of

merchant, merchandise.

marchantt, n. An obsolete form of merchant.

Marchantia (mar-kan'ti-a), n. [NL., named
after Nicolas Marchant, a French botanist (died

1678).] 1. A genus of plants of the class He-

paUcce, and type of the order Marehantiaeece.

Common Liverwort {.Marchantia polytnorpha).

1, the female plant ; 2, the male plant ; a, a cupule with the gem-
mae; ^, one of the ^emmx ; c, the antheridium, opened ; d, part of

sporangium with the elateis, carrying the spores; e, elater with spores.

M. polymorpha, the common liverwort, is the

most widely diffused species. See liverwort.—
2. [I. c] A plant of this genus.
Marchantiacese (mar-kan-ti-a'se-e), n. pi.

[NL., < Marchantia + -acem.'] Cryptogamio
plants, forming an order of the Hepaticw. The
frond is never leafy, and is frequently forked ; the male
organs are immersed in sessile or stalked discoid or peltate

receptacles, and the capsules are disposed symmetrically
on the under side of stalked wheel-shaped receptacles.

Marchantieee (mar-kan-ti'f-e), u. pi. [NL., <

Marchantia + -ece.'] Same as MarehanUaeeoe.
marchasitet, n. See marcasite.

marcliasiticalt, a. See marcasitical.

marcbatrndt, marchaundiset. Obsolete forms
of merchant, merchandise,
marchaundyset, »• An obsolete variant of

merchandise.
marchauutt, n. An obsolete form of merchant.

marcb-ditcll (mareh'dich), n. A ditch or trench
forming a landmark ; a boundary.
The dank region of the unknown, whose march-ditch was

the grave. George MaeDoruUd, Warlock o' Glenwarlook.

marcherlf (mar'chfer), n. [< march^ + -crl.]

An officer who defended the marches or borders
of a territory.

We deny not that there were Lordships Marchers, nor
that some statutes are restrained to them.

Bacon, Works, X. 374.

Lords marchers of England, the noblemen who lived

on the marches of Wales and Scotland, and had their laws
and regal power, until their office was abolished by 27

Henry VIII.

marcher'^ (mar'ch6r), n. [< march^ + -erl.]

One who marches.
A path

Inviting you, distinct with footprints yet
Of many a mighty marcher gone that way.

Browning, Paracelsus.

marchet (mar'chet), n. [Also mercliet; < ML.
mareheta, marchetum, mercheta, merchetum, etc.,

< ME. market, merlcet (= OHG. mercat, etc.),

trade, market: see jreorfce*.] A pecuniary fine

anciently paid by a tenant, serf, or bondsman to

his lord for the liberty of disposing of a daughter
in marriage. This payment, called in law Latin mar-
eheta or mercheta mulierum (the mark-fee of women), was
exacted in England, Scotland, and most other countries of
Europe. See the quotation.



marchet
He [Malcolm m. ol Scotland] abrogated that wicked

law, esUblished by King Ewiu the third, appointing haUe
amarke of aOuer to be paid to the lorde of the soile, in
redemption of the woman's chastiUe, which is ysed to be
paied yet Tnto this day, and is called the marcheU of
wom»n- BoUmhed, Hist. Scotland, an. 1086.

marchioness (mar'shga-es), n. [Formerly also
mnrchionisse ; < ML. "marciomssa, tern, of niar-
cfcio(n-), a prefect of the marches. < marcha,
marea, a boundary, march: see marchi. Cf.
marquis.'i 1 • The'wife op widow of a marquis.— 2. A size of slate measuring 22 inches by 11.

maxchisatet, n. An obsolete form of ntargifis-
ate.

marcbland (march 'land), II. [< marcfel +
tandl.] A border-land; territory lying on the
marches or borders of aldjoining countries.

Onr special hearth and cradle is donbtless to be foond
in the immediate nuarchland of Germany and Denmark.

B. A. Fnemaa, Amer. Lects., p. 30.

march-line (march'lin), II. [< mardil + ?inf2.]

A boundary-line between adjacent countries.
K he did not everywhere know where the mareh-Ujte

fell, at least he knew perfectly where it ooght to falL
litorge MacDoaald, What's Mine's Mine, p. 323.

March-mad (march'mad), a. Extremely ex-
cited or excitable,like a March hare (see Aarfi);
rash; foolhardy.

Keep him dark.
He will run March-mad else ; the fames of battles
Ascend into his brains. FUtehxr, Mad Lover, L 1.

marchman (march 'man), ». ;
pi. marehmen

(-men). A man who lives on the marches or
border-land of two countries ; a borderer.

Now Bowden Moor the tnoFeA-man won,
And sternly shook his plumed head.
As glanced his eye o'er Halidon.

ScM, L. of L. M, L 30.

The great Anglican kingdom of the Mercians—tjiat is,

theUarehmen, thepeopleon the march or frontier— seems
to have been the yoangest of alL

E. A. Freeman, Old Eng. History, p. 39.

march-movement (march'mov'ment), n. In
music, the characteristic rhythm of a march,
namely duple or quadruple,
marchpanef (mai«h'pan), n. [Early mod. E.
also marchpain, marchepane (= D. mardpein,
marsipein= 6. mardpan, marzipan = Dan. Sw.
marsipan), < OF. marcepaiu, F. massepain= Sp.
macapaii = Pg. nta^pSo = It. marzapane; ac-
cording to Minsheu, < L. *Martias panis, bread
of Mars, " having towers, castles, and such like

on them," < MarUus, of Mars (see martial), +
panis, bread. Some see in the first element
a corrupt form of Gr. /td^a, a barley-cake.] 1.

A confection made of pounded pistachio-nuts
or almonds, with sugar, white of e^, etc. It

was made into various ornamental devices.

And whanne Dyner was Don, the Doke sent to the PQ.
gtyms gret basons full of Marehepanys,

TorUngton, Diarie of Eng. TraveU, p. 13.

Epignunmes that were sent vso^ly for new yeares gfftes
or to be Printed or put vpon their banketting di^es of
soger plate, or of march paineg.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 47.

Good thoo, save me a piece of marchpane,.
Shak., £. and J., L 5. 9.

Hence—2. Something very fine or dainty.

PhL The very march-pane of the conrt, I warrant yon.
Pha. And all the gallants came about you like flie^ did

they not? B. Jonson, Cynthia's Kevels, iv. 1.

march-time (march'ISm), ». Same as march-
morement.
march-treason (march 'tre'zn), n. Treason
against a march; betrayal to an enemy of a
march or border, or of any peculiar interest of

a bordering territory.

Xot a thane within reach bnt he knew his family and
connections,andhowmany of his ancestors had fallal . . .

by the hand of the executioner for mareh-trea»m.
Scctty Monastery, Int

march-ward (march'ward), II. A warden of

the marches; a marcher.
Marciant, a. An obsolete spelling of Martian.

marcidf (mar'sid), a. [= OF. marcide= Pg. It.

mareido, < L. marddus, withered, shrunken, <

marcere, wither: see marcescent.'} 1. Wither-
ed; shrunken; wasted away.

He on bis own fish pours the noblest oil ; . . .

That, to your mardd dying herbs assigned.

By thenmk smell and taste betrays its kind.

W. Bmdet, in Dryden's tr. of Juvenal's Satires, v. 123.

2. Causing or accompanied by wasting and
feebleness.
A burning colliquative fever, the softer parts being melt-

ed away, the heat continuing its adustion upon the drier

and fle^iy parts, changes into a manid fever.

Haney. iltOham.)

marcidity (mar-sid'i-ti), «. [< mardd + -%.]
A wasted or withered condition; leanness;

meagemess. Perry.
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Marcionist (mar'shon-ist), n. [< Gr. ^apiaij-
iumTj-, < Mapidai; Msicion: see Mardonite and
-ist.^ Same as Mardonite.
Mardonite (mar'shon-it), n. and a. [< LL.
Mardonita, < Gr. MapiuavirrK, < Mapnujv, L. Mar-
doH, < Slopicof, L. Marcus, a personal name.] I.
n. A follower of Marciou of Sinope, a Gnostic
religious teacher of the second century, and the
founder at Borne of the Mareionite sect, which
lasted until the seventh century or later. Mar-
cion taught that there were three primal forces ; the good
God, first revealed by Jesos Christ; the evil matter, ruled
by tile devil ; and the Demiurge, the finite and imperfect
God of the Jews. He rejected the Old Testament, denied
the incarnation and resarrectioii, and admitted only a gos-
pel akin to or altered from that of St. Luke and ten of St.

Paulas epistles as inspired and anthoritative; he repeated
baptism thrice, excluded wine from the euchaiist, incnl-
cated an exti:eme ascetjcism, and allowed women to min-
ister. See OerdomoTL

n. a. Pertaining to or characterized by
the principles of Marcion: as, the Mardonite
Chtirch.

Marcionitic (nulr-sho-nit'ik), a. [< Mardonite
+ -ie.'i Of or pertaining to the Mareionites or
their doctrines.

Marcionitism (nuir'shgn-it-izm), n. [< Mar-
donite + -»»»».] The doctrines of the Mareion-
ites. Encyc. Brit., XV. 485.

Marcobronner (mar'ko-brun-er), n. [G.] A
wine produced in a vineyard in the commune
of Erbach, nearWiesbaden, and taking itsname
from a neighboring fountain called the Mark-
bronnen. It ranks among the best of German
wines.
Marcomannic (mSx-ko-man'ik), a. [< Marco-
mainii + -if.] Relating to the Marcomanni,
an ancient Gierman tribe which harassed the
Boman empire at intervals from the time of
Csesar to the fourth century.
marcor, marconr (mSx'kor), n. [< L. mareor,
decay, faintness, languor, < marcere, wither,
decay, fade, faint : see nmreesceiiJ.] The state
of withering or wasting ; leanness ; loss of flesh.
Sir T. Browne. [Bare.]
Marcosian (nuir-ko'si-an), 7). [Appar. irreg. <
Gr. HdpKos, L.Jl/(7rcM«,tTiename of the founder.]
A follower of Marcus, perhaps of Ephesus, a
heresiareh of the second century. The leading
features of his system were a ritual imitating the Christian
eucharist (at which he apparently caused a miraculous
change in the color and qoantity of thewineX ministration
and prophecy of women, a cabalistic use of numbers and
letters, antinomian licentiousness, and a Gnostic system
ofeons. HeisknownchieflyfromlJiewTitingsof Iremens,
and his followers were not numerous.

marconr, ». See marcor.
mardt (mard), n. Same as merd.
mardert, mardemt, » Same as marten^.
Mardi gras (mSr'de gra). [F., lit. 'fat Tues-
day': so called from the French practice of

parading a fat ox (ficeuf gras) during the cele-

bration of the day: mardi (< L. Martis dies,

day of Mars), Tuesday; gras, fat: see grease.^

Shrove Tuesday; the last day of carnival; the
day before Ash Wednesday (the first day of
Lent), which in some places, as in New Or-
leans, is celebrated with revelry and elaborate
display.

mare^ (mar), "- [< ME. mare, mere, meere, mure,
< AS. mere, myre = OFries. merie = D. merrie
= MLG. LG. merie = OHG. merihd, merhd,
MHG. mericlie. merhe, G. mahre = Icel. merr =
Sw. mdrr = Dan. m(Br, a mare; fem. to AS.
m^ar, mearh = OHG. marah, march, marc,
MHG. march, marc = Icel. marr (Goth, not re-

corded), a horse, steed, = Ir. Gael, marc = W.
march = Corn, march (Old Celtic fidpxa^, in
Pausanias), a horse, staUion. The Tent, forms
may, however, be derived from the Celtic. The
masc. form has disappeared from E. and G., ex-
cept as found in the disguised compound mar-
shal.'\ 1. The female of the horse, or of other
species of the genus Equtis.

With him ther was a Plowman was his brother, . . .

In a tabard he rood upon a mere.
Chaueer. Gen. ProL to C. T., L 54L

2. A few ears of grain left standing and tied

together, at which the harvesters throw their

sickles tin the knot is cut. HaUiweU. [Here-
fordshire, Eng.]— Crying the mare, an old harvest
sport in Herefordshire. Blount See def. 2.—Mare'S
nest, an absurd or ridiculous imagined discovery; some-
thing of apparent importance which a person fancies he
has discovered, but which turns out to be a delusion or a
hoax. Formeriy also harx-nesL

Why dost thou laugh?
What morels nest hast thou found?

Fletcher, Bondnca, y. 2.

maresse
stared into by the German Gelehrter through his specta-
cles passes odculation.

LoioeU, Among my Books, 1st scr., p. 292.

Money makes the mare go, the outlay of money keeps
things gomg; money will succeed where eveiything else
faUs. [Slang.]

I'm malcing the mare go here in Whitford, without the
money too sometimes. Eingaley, Two Years Ago, Int.

sliaTilm' mare, one's own legs, as a means of conveyance.
[Slang.]—The graymare Is the better horse, the wife
rules the husband. [Slang.]—Timb^ mare. Same as
Aorsei,5(*).

mare^ (mar), n. [< ME. mare, mere. < AS. mara,
an incubus, = MLG. mare, mar, LG. mare, mar,
mor = OHG. maro, mar, MHG. mar, G. dial.
mahr, mar

=

Icel. mara= Sw. mara

=

Dan. mare,
nightmare; ef. OF. mare, an incubus, also in
comp. cauchemare, cochemare, cauqueniare, F.
cauchemar, nightmare, < OF. caucher, < L. cal-
care, tread upon, + 7t>are, incubus ; cf. Pol.
mara, a vision, dream, nightmare; Bohem.
mura, incubus; prob. lit. 'crusher,' from the
root of AS. mirran, myrran, hinder, mar, orig.
'crush': see iwari.] Oppressed sleep; incubus,
formerly regarded as an evil spirit of the night
that oppresses persons during sleep : now used
only in the compound nightmare.

Mushrooms cause the incubns, or the mare in the
stomach. Bacon, Nat. Hist

mare^t, a. and adv. An obsolete form of more^.
Mareca (ma-re'ka), n. [NL., < Braz. mareca
(Maregrave), native name of a teal.] A genus
of ducks of the family Anatid<e and subfamily
AnatiiuB; the widgeons. The common widgeon
of Europe is M. penelope; that of America is

M. americana. See widgeon. Also written
Marica.
marechalt (mar'e-shal), n. fP. marechal, mar-
shal : see marshal.'] A kind of powder used for
the hair in the eighteenth century.

His hair powderedwith marechal, a cambric shirt, etc
SmoGett, Roderick Sandom.

maTeclausnm(ma'rek]a'sum). [L.: inare,sea;
dausum, neut. of clausus, closed: see mere^^
and closed, a.] A closed sea ; a sea closed to
navigation; a sea or a part of the high seas
within the jurisdiction of a particular nation,
as distinguished from the open sea, where all

nations have equal right. The phrase is not a geo-
graphical one^ but a technical legal term, the subject of
which has always been in controversy in international
law ; and its meaning therefore varies in extent according
as it is used by thosewho claim orwho resist an extension
of territorial jurisdiction over otherwise open seas.

mareist, n. A Middle English form of marish.
marekuiite (mar'e-kan-it), n. [< Marekanka
(see def.) + -ife^.] a variety of obsidian, found
in small spherules in the vicinity of the Mare-
kanka, near Okhotsk in Siberia. It is a form
of pearlstone.

Maremmese (mar-e-mes' or -mez'), a. [< It.

Maremme + -ese.'] Of or pertaining to the Ma-
remme, certain marshy tracts extending along
the coast of Tuscany in Italy, reaching back
from six to eighteen miles from the sea. The
soil is of wonderful fertility, hut the atmosphere is so pesti-
lential as to render these districts uninhabitable in the
wai-m season.

marena (ma-re'na), n. [NL., < G. marane. mo-
rane, said to be so called from Lake Morin, in
Brandenburg, Prussia.] A coregonine fish,

Coregonus marwna, better known as C. larare-
tus: same as lavaret.

marennin (ma-ren'in), n. See the quotation.

Kavicula ostrearia contains a light-blue pigment, which
it is proposed to call marfn»tn,which is diffi^ed throughout
the protoplasm. Jour, nf Micros. Soc., 2d ser., VI. L 53.

Mareotic (mar-f-ot'ik), a. [< L. Mareoticvs, <

Gr. MapEwru£6f,< MapcartQ (sc. Tdftmi), also Maptia,
ij X</iv7 Ti Mapia, Lake Mareotis, < Mapeia, ilaphi,

< Egypt. Mer or Mir, a city in Egypt, or the
lake Mareotis (see def.) + -ic] Of or pertain-
ing to Lake Mareotis in Lower Egypt, or the
region in which it is situated: as,3fareot>cwine.
mares, «. Plural of »ias3.

mareschal (mar'e-shal), n. An obsolete form
of marshal: used archaically, especially with
reference to a marshal of France.

O William, may thy arms advance.
That he may lose Dinant next year.

And so be mareschal [in ed 1766, " constable "] of France.
Prior, Taking of Namnr in 1695.

mare's-nest (mSrz'nest), v. i. [< mare's nest (see
under marei).] To discovermare's nests ; make
absurd discoveries ; imagine that one has made
an important discovery which is really no dis-

covery at all, or is a hoax.

It [the average German mind] finds its keenest pleasure
in divining a profound significance in the most trifling ,,.-,„ t^ ,-,, ,. ,
things, and the number of mare's-nesU that have been maieSSet, ». A Middle English form of mansh.

He's always mare's-nesting.

Lecer, Davenport Dunn, I. 206. (if*ppe.)



Flowering Branch of
Mare'5-tail {Hippuris
vulgaris), a, a flower
before anthesis; *, a
flower after anthesis;
c, the fruit.

mare's-tail

mare's-tail (marz'tal), n. and a. I. n. 1. (a)
A plant of the genus Hippuris: most properly
S. vulgaris. [In old herbals this
was female honOaU, in contrast
with Equisetum Jluvic^Ue, a stronger
plant, oalled male horsetail. But la-
ter writers say mare's-taU, as it the
meaning had been femaie-luiree taU.]
(b) The horsetail, Equisetum.
See bottle-brush, 2.

The pretty marestaiU forest^ fairy
pines. Tennyson, Aylmer'sField.

2. pi. Long straight fibers of
gray cirrus eloud, an indica-
tion of the approach of stormy
weather.
A light blue sky and a crescent ot

mare's-tails over the mastheads.
IT. C. Russell, Jack's Courtship, xxii.

3. In anat,, the cauda equina
(which see, under cauda).

II. a. Like a mare's tail;

of the kind called mare's-
tails : said of clouds.

Streaks of •marestail clouds in the
Bky. Husdey^ Nineteenth Century,

[XIX. 202.

mareweti^' Anobsoleteform
of marrow^.
Marezzo marble. See mar-
hie.

margarate (mar'ga-rat), TO.

[< margar{ie) + -afei.] In chem., a salt of mar-
garic acid.

margaret (mar'ga-ret), n. [< Margaret, a fem.
name, = F. Marguerite = 8p. Pg. Margarita =
It. Margarita, Margherita, < L. margarita, < Gr.
/lapyapiTJic, a pearl: see ma/rgarite. The name
Margaret, reduced to Mag, Madge, dim. Maggie,
etc., is familiarly applied to several birds, etc.:

see madge^, magi, tnagpie, etc.] Same as
madge^.
margaret-grunt (mar'ga-ret-grunt), n. Same
as margate-fish.

margarlc (mar-gar'ik), a. [<.margar{ite) + -ic]
Pertaining to or resemblmg pearl Margario
acid, C17HS4O2, an acid formerly erroneously supposed
to be present in certain fata. It has a fatty aspect, and is

insoluble in water, but readily soluble in hot alcohol ; the
latter, as it cools, deposits the acid in pearly scales, whence
its name. It probably does not occur in nature.

margarin, margarine (mar'ga-rin), n. [< ma/r-

gar(ie) + -4n?, -j»e2.] A peculiar pearl-like sub-
stance extracted from hogs' lard ; the solid
fatty matter of certain vegetable oUs. The
purest margarin is obtained from the concrete
part of oUve-oil. It is a mixture of stearin and
palmatin.
margarita (mar-ga-ii'ta), TO. [NL. (in def. 1 <

LGrr. fiapyaplriig, a crumb of the sacramental
bread, lit. a pearl), < Gr. /iapyapirtic, a pearl: see
inargarite.'] 1. la the Gr. Ch.: (a) The ves-
sel in which the consecrated oblate is kept. (6)
A portion of the oblate which is placed in the
cup as a symbol of the union of the body and
blood of Christ. See commixture.—2. [cap.'] A
genus of top-shells of the family Trochidee. It is

represented by a number of species in the colder

seas.

Margaritacea (mar'^ga-ri-ta'se-a), n.pl. [NL.,
neut. pi. of marqaritaeeus, pearly: see marga-
ritaoeous.^ lii old systems, a famUy of bivalves

whose shells are pearly or nacreous inside ; the

Jiearl-oysters : same as AvicuUdce or Pteriidce.

n De Blainrille's classification (1825), this family con-

sisted of the genera Viilsella, XaUeus, Pema, Crenatula,
Inoceramus, CaWus, PidviruUes, OermUia, and Ammla,
thus corresponding somewhat to the JfoZ^eoceaof Lamarck.
Also Margaritacece. _ .

margaritacean (mar"ga-ri-ta'se-an), a. and to.

[As margaritaceous + "-an.'] I. a. Margarita-
ceous; margaritiEerous; specifically, of or per-

taining to the Margaritacea,

II. TO. A member of the Margaritacea.

margaritaceous (mar"ga-ri-ta'shius), a. [<

NL. margaritaceus, pearly, < L. margarita, a
pearl: seerrMrgarite.] Kesembling mother-of-

pearl
;
pearly; glossy-white with purple, green,

and blue reflections.

Margaritana (mar'''ga-ri-ta'na), TO. [NL., < L.

margarita, a pearl : see margarite.] A genus of

river-mussels of the family Unionidm. it is close-

ly related to Vnio, chiefly differing in some details of the

hinge-teeth, and a species, M. margarUifera, is notable

as a pearl-oyster, producing pearls of commercial value.

Also called Alasmodon.

margarite (mar'ga-rit), to. [< ME. margarite,

margrite (also margery, q. v.) (cf. AS. meregrot,

meregreota = OS. merigriota= OHG. marigrioz,

a pearl, forms simulating AS. mere, etc., sea, +
greot, etc., sand, gravel, grit), < OF. marguerite,
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marguerete, P. margarite, marguerite = Sp. Pg.
margarita = It. margarita, margherita, a pearl,

< L. margarita, rarely margaritum, = Bulg. mar-
garit= Russ.margaritii,<. GrT.uap-yapinK, apearl,
also /iapyapov, a pearl, < /japyapoc, the pearl-

oyster; cf. Pers. murwari (> Turk. mervarid),ai

pearl.] 1. Apearl. [Obsolete or poetical.]

Rich orient pearl,

More bright of hue than were the ma/rgariUs

margin

marge (marj), to. [< F. marge = Pr. marge =
D. marge, < L. margo (margin-), border, margin

:

see margin.'] Same as margin. [Poetical.]

By this the Muse arrives

At Elie's isled marge.
Drayton, Polyolbion, xiii. 1632.

The drum, suspended by its tattered •marge,

Once rolled and rattled to the Hessian's charge.

0. W. Holmes, Metrical Essay.

That Csesar found in wealthy Albion, marged (marjd), a. [< marge + -ed^.] Bor-

eene, Orlando Furioso. dered ; having a margin.

2. A mineral of micaceous structure, separa-
ble into thin laminse which are rather brittle.
It has a grayish or reddish color and a pearly luster on
the cleavage-surface (hence called pearl-miea). In com-
position it is a silicate of aluminium and calcium. It is

a common associate of corundum. It is one of the so-

called IrrittU mieai.

3. In lithol., an arrangement of the devitri&oa-
tion products (globulites) of a glassy material
into forms resembling strings of beads : a term
introduced by Vogelsang.—4. Same as mar-
garita, 1.

margaritic (mar-ga-rit'ik), a. [< margarite +
-ic] Pertaining to or resembling pearl or
margarite ; margaric

—

Margaritic acid, one of the
fatty acids which result from the saponification of castor-
oil.

margaritiferous (mSj^ga-ri-tif'e-rus), a. [< L.
margaritifer, pearl-bearing, < margarita, a pearl
(see margarite), + ferre = E. bear'^.] Pearl-
bearing

;
producing pearls ; margaritaceous.

margaritite (mar'ga-ri-ftt), to. [< NL. Marga/ri-
tites, a generic name of such sheIls,<L. morg'a-
rita, a pearl: see margarite.] A fossil pearl-

oyster or some similar margaritiferous shell.

Margarodes (mar-ga-ro'dez), TO. [NL., < Gr.
jiapyap&SriQ, pearl-like, < udpyapov, a pearl (see
margarite), + edlog, form.] 1. A genus of scale-

insects of the family Coccidce. M. formicarmn, so
named from its pearly appearance and from its living
with ants, is known in the Bahamas as the ground-pearl.
Its scaly covering has caused it to be mistaken for a mol-
lusk. These insects are sometimes strung like beads in
necklaces. The genus is probably the same as Porphy-
rophora of Brandt (1833); it was named the same year by
Ouilding.

2. A genus of pyraHd moths, tjrpioal of the fam-
ily Ma/rgarodidm, erected by (Juen^e in 1854,
having the wings immaculate, neither fasciate
nor marginate, and the body stout. They occur
in most parts of the world, more abundantly in tropical
countries. M. quadristCgmalis of the United States feeds
in the larval state on the privet.

Margarodidae (mar-ga-rod'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Margarodes + -ddce.] A family of pyralid
moths named from the genus Margarodes, hav-
ing ample, entire, sill^, semi-hyaline, irides-

cent or pearly wings, often bordered and sel-

dom marked. The abdomen of the male has an apical
tuft which is often bifid. It is a large wide-spread family
of some 20 genera, as Phacellura, which contains the moths
whose larv» are known in the United States as melorir
caterpillars and pickU-worms.

margarodite (mar'ga-ro-dit), TO. [< Gr. liapryapa-

dr/g, pearl-like (see Margarodes), + -ite^.] Ava-
riety of musoovite, or common pota^-miea,
affording, upon ignition, a small percentage of
water.

margaron, margarone (mar'ga-ron, -ron), m.

[= P. margarone; as margar{ic) + -on, -one.]

A solid white fatty matter which crystallizes
in pearly scales, and is obtained by distilling

margario acid with excess of Ume.
margaryize (mar'gar-i-iz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
margaryised, ppr. margaryizing. [< Margary
(see def.) + 4ze.] In the antiseptic treatment
of timber, to impregnate (the wood) with a so-
lution of sulphate of copper. The word is de-
rived from the name of the inventor of the pro-
cess, J. J. Lloyd Margary.
margate-fish (mar'gat-fish), m. A fish, Saumm-
lon gibbosum or album, inhabiting the Caribbean
Sea and Florida Keys, its color is pearly-white,
somewhat olivaceous above, with obsolete spots on some
of the scales ; the mouth is orange within, and the lips
and a faint blotch on each side of the snout are light-yel-

low. It reaches a length of 2 feet or more, and is one of
the most important food-fishes of Havana and Key West.
Also called market-fish, maggot-fish, Tnargaret-grunt.

Margaux (mar-go'), TO. [F.: see def.] Claret
produced in the commune of Margaux, in the
department of the Gironde in France. It^ bet-
ter grades closely resemble the Chateau Mar-
gaux. See chdteau.

margay (mar'ga), to. [= F. margay; < Braz.
margay.] A South American tiger-oat, Felis

tigrina, or Fi margay; also, some related spe-
cies. They are small spotted and striped cats resem-
bling the ocelot, ranging from Mexico to Paraguay. The
margay is about 2 feet long, the tail froin 12 to 18 inches

;

it has been domesticated and made useful in destroying
rats, like the common house-cat. Also marjay.

From that gold-sanded, Aowei-nuirged shore.
The Week, VI. 186.

margent (mar'jent), to. and a. [Avar, of mar-

fin, with unorigi'-* as in parchment, tyrant, etc.]

. TO. 1. A margin. [Obsolete or archaic.]

The beached margent of the sea.

Shah., M. N. D., U. 1. 86.

Be not deceav'd, Readers, by men that would overawe
your eares with big names and huge Tomes that contra-

dict and repeal one another, because they can cramme a
nuirs'entwith citations. Milton, ApologyforSmectymnuus,

By the margent of the sea

I would build myself a home.
B. H. Stoddard, By the Margent of the Sea.

3. Gloss ; marginal comment.
See at the bar the booby Bettesworth, . . .

Who knows of law nor text nor margent. Swift.

II. a. Marginal.

Margent notes upon a French text.

£. SaltonstaU, To Winthrop(1643).

Here, peradventure, my witless youth may be taxed with
a margent note of presumption, for offering to put up any
motion of applause in the behalf of so excellent a poet.

Kash (Arber's Eng. Gamer, I. 498).

margentt (mar'jent), 1). t. [< margent, n.] To
note or enter on'the margin; margin.

I present it [England's Eliza] in one whole entire hymne,
distinguishing itonly by succession of yeares, which I have
margented through the whole story.

Mir. for Mags., p. 775, Pref.

margeryt, to. [< ME. margery, margerye, < OP.
margerie, ma/rguerie, vernaciilar form of mar-
guerite, var. of margarite, a pearl.] A pearl.

margery-pearlt, TO. [WE. margery perl.] Same
as margery. Prompt. Parv., p. 214.

And seyde, " noli mittere man ma/rgerye-perlU
Amanges hogges, that han hawes at wille."

Piers Plowman (B), x 9.

margin (mar'jin), TO. [Also marge (< P.), for-

meny also margine (and margent, q. v.) ; < ME.
margin, margyne, < OP. margine (usually marge,
P. marge) = Sp. margen = Pg. margem = It.

margine, a border, margin, = Serv. margin}, a
hill (as a boundary, an ant-hill, mole-hill), <

L. margo {margin-), edge, brink, border, mar-
gin: see mar'k'^.] 1. A bordering or bounding
space ; a border ; a space between one edge or
line and another, as that along a river between
the edge of the water or of its bed and a real or
imaginary outer line, or the like, or thatbetween
the edges of a leaf or sheet of paper and those
of the printing or writing on it. In some plants
the leaf (then called margmate) has a distinct margin or
border of different formation or coloration trova the main
body. In the case of a book, margin alone usually means
the clear space between the print and the outer edge of the
leaf, called distinctively the front margin; ibtheadoTlof
margin is at the top ot the page, the tail or bottom margin
at the foot, and the oa^k marginon the inner side againstthe
back. Paits of these margins, especially at the sides, may
be occupied by marginal notes, remarks, or the like. An
opened margin is one where the leaves have been opened
or separatod, as with a folder, but not trimmed ; an uncut
margin has not been cut anywhere ; a rough-cut margin
has only the more protruding ragged edges cut off with
scissors ; in a cropped ma/rgin too much paper has been cut
away ; in a hied margin part of the print has been out away.

We came into the road, where I saw an antient way
about eighteen feet broad, paved with large round stones,
having a margin on each side, partly of hewn stone.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. 1. 80.

Thus on Mreander's flowery margin lies
The dying swan. Pope, E. of the L., v. 66.

With plates of brass the cors'let cover'd o'er
(The same renown'd Asteropaeus wore),
Whose glitt'ring margins raised with silver shtae
(No vulgar gift), Eumelus 1 shall be thine.

Pope, Hiad, xxiii. 641.

Starts, when he sees the hazels quiver
Along the margin ot the river.

Whitt^r, Mogg Megoije, ii-

Specifically—(o) In an engraving, the paper leftblank out
side theplate-mark. (6) In entmn., properly, the outer part
of a surface or distinct portion of the integument, as dis-
tinguished from the central part or disk. In this sense
margin is not to be confounded with edge, which is used to
denote the extreme boundary of a part : but where distinc-
tion is unnecessary, the two terms are often used synony-
mously, (c) In conch., the edge or entire outline of a bi-
valve shell. (<f) In hot. : (1) The edge. (2) A distinct border,
different from the body of the organ, as the membranous
expansion surrounding some seeds or seed-vessels : a nar-
row wing.

2. 1)0. joinery, the flat part of the stiles and rails
of framed work. Doors which are made in two widths



Tnargm
or leaves are called doubU-margitud^ in conseqnence of the
stiles being repeated in the center : and so are also those
doore Thich are made to imitate two-leafed doocs.

3. Latltade, scope, or range; freedom from
narrow restrietion or limitation ; room or pro-
Vision for enlarged or extended action.

TheiT margm of effective operation is strictly limited;
still, such a nuir^^ exists, and they [tzades-nnlons] have
tamed it to account. £ae, Contemporaiy Socialism, viiL

4. Allowance made, security given, or scoi)e
afforded for contingencies, as profit or loss in
trade, error of calculation, change of eirenm-
stauces, diversity of judgment or opinion, etc.

There is always margin enough in the statnte for a lib-

eral jadge to read one way and a servile judge another.
Emer»on, Fugitive Slave Law.

5. In speenlative dealings on the exchanges

:

(a) The sum in money, or represented by secu-
rities, deposited by a speeulator or trader with
his broker as a provision against loss on trans-
actions made on account. This margin is usoally
reckoned at 10 per cent, of the par value of stocks or
bonds, and 10 cents per bo^ei or barrel on grain or oiL
If the price rises or foUs to a satisfactory extent, a sale or
purch^e is made^ and the gain is the customer's profit,

less the broker's charges ; it the price falls below or rises

above the margin furnished, and thepurchase is to be pro-
tected in expectation of a future rise or foil, the customer
is required to funuah(**put up") more margin to cover
the difference.

The banks rdoaed to loan upon any except first-class

otdlateral, and commission-hoDses regarded t&e market as
in a somewhatdangooos condition for speculatois on mar-
gin. Aifieion't Ann. Cyc, 1S86, p. Ui.

(ft) A deposit made by each of two brokers,
parties to a contract, when one is "called up"
(as it is termed) by the other. Thismutual deposit
(usuaUyof 5percent.)ismadeln some bank or facust com-
pany agreed npon, and remains subject only to a joint
checkor draftduring the continuance of the contzact upon
which it has beoi called.—Cardinal, costal, dentate,
dUatedmaicin. See the adjectivea— Dislocated mar-
tflrt See dulae^—DouUemaistii, Kinsighi in which
Sae is a fine groove along the outer side^ themargin being
thus composed of two parallel edges or carinse with the
groove betweoi them.—Eroded marglTi See erode.—
Fllate, incrassate. Inferior, Inner, etc, margin. See
the adjectives Hai^n draft. See inofsiiwirn/l—
Hazgin of acouise,inareA., thatpartof the upp^ side

of a conrse of slateswhich is 1^ uncovered by the next su-

perior course.—^ wiq^A majgiji, inprinting. to deter-

mine the proper amount of margin to be given to printed

pages by the s^ection of blanks or of low furniture of suit-

able sizes. = Syn. 1. Confine^ limit, skirtL See rim.

margin (mar'jin), r. t. [< F. marginer= Sp. Pg.
ntarginar= It. marginare, < L. marginare, fur-

nish with a border,< margo (margin-), a border:

see margin, nJ] 1. To furnish with a mai^in;
form or constitute a margin to ; border.

The ice-bom rivers . . . were inaf:^n«i occasionally

with spires of discolored ic&
Kane, Sec Grinnell £xp., II. 150.

2. To enter in the mai^io, as a note in a book.
—Tomarginup, to put op margins, as a provision against

loss by a brokawho has purchased and holds stocks, etc.,

on behalf of a customer ; cover loss on account of depre-

ciation of prices.

Theooncem tiien hadS4S;S0a^000 locked npon theBourse^

having bebled its liabilities in the vain attempt to margin
up after a faU begun in September, IfiSl.

Amer. SeommuM, HL 176.

mai^nal (mar'ji-nal), a. [= F. marginal =
Sp.lPg. marginal ='lt. margindle, < XL. margi-

BoUg, <Ii. marjo (HiarfftB-),margin: see margin.']

Pertaining to a margin ; situated on or near the
margin ; specifically, written or printed in the

margin of a page: as, a marginal note or gloss.

To come into tike dim r^exion of hollow antiquities sold

by the seeming bulk, and there be fain to club quotations

withMen whose learning and belid lies innun^iiuij stuff-

ings. Milton, Chnrch-Govranmenl^ iL, Fref.

The passage itself is set down in the nargintd notes.

Pope, Temple of Fame, AdVt.

Inner marginal cdL See inner.— Haiglnal bodies,
maigtnal vesicles, in hydroid polyps, diffa<»itiated sen-

sory organs attached to the edge of the umbrella. Those
which are pigmented are supposed to have a visual func-

tion, those which have hard concretions to be auditory.

(See cntunderiitAm^at.) Differentkinds ofmarginalbodies
have special names.—Har^nal bones or osslcleB,super-
numerarydigitalphalangeslying along Uie inneror tiie out-

er border of the flipper of an ichthyosanr. (See cut under
leJUht/Ggauria.) "Hie marginal bones famish a remark-
able instance of more than the normal five digits of vrate-

brates.—marginal cell. In entam., a cell or space of the

wing anterior to the marginal vein and attaining the apical

margin.— Marginal filbert, Uie index-finger.

Would I had seen thee graved with thy great sir^

Ere lived to have men's marginalfingan point

At Charaloi% as a lamented story t

Maminger and Pidd, Fatal Dowry, iiL 1.

Harglnal binges, in amOh. See jKngR—Marginal
gemmation. See gemmation.— Marginal gyiua. See

gynu.—Marginal line, in eniom., a varioudy waved or

angulated line nmning across the anterior wing near the

H>ical margin, dlstingnished in xnanv moths.—Marginal
lobe, lobule. See I(i&e.—Maiginal notes, notes printed

on the trant margin or fore edge of tiie leaf. Often called

juie notes.—Mai^ilial vein or nermre, in entom., a vein

of an insect's wing, ezteiding more or less longitudinally
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toward the q>ical margm. It may anse from the ptero- ated about the basalm.aigin of the bills of birds,
stigma and form acnrved line, as in some Hj/DKnotiteni (in r'^noTrol^ ^n imo 1
which case it is also caUed the nidurf twin), or it may be L-*-'iy'-t^^J "i u*>.<f-J..

aposteri<ff fork of the costal vein, as in certain Diptern. maxgm-lllie (mar jm-Un), n. Jiaut., a Ime or

—Marginal vesicles. See nuirginai bodies. edge parallel to the upper side of the wing-

marginalia (mar-gi-na'li^), n. pi. [^Hj., nent. transom in a ship and just below it, where the
butts of the aft«r bottom-planks terminate
margin-tailed (mar'jin-tald), a. Having the
tail margined : specifically applied to a South
American otter, Pieronura sandbachi, in which
the tail is alate.

To'fumish'with marginal maxgosa (mar^'sa), n. [E. Ind.] An East
Indian tree, Asadirachta Indica (Melia Azadi-
raehta). Its fruit yields a concrete fixed oiL

Also called nim or neem Margosa bark. See
hari».

marginalnotes. [Bare.] margravate, maxgraviate (mar'gra,-vat, max-
.^_ ,^ . ,. .,,^ . „ ,_,-./' ,. gra'vi-at), n. {< margrace + -at^A The ter-
Byron could ma^gauOae with similar ferUhty and fa- %.-^ _f

'' marmivp
ciUty. P. Jaaa, literary life, p. U2. n"MT oi ».™?'«™y^:

pi. of marginaUs, marginal: see marginal.] 1.

Marginalnotes.— 2. In sponges, spicules form-
ing a collar round the osenlum. F. E. Scliulze.

marginalize (mar'ji-nal-iz), F.
;
pret. and pp.

marginalised, ppr. marginali.:ing. [< marginal
+ -iec.] L trans.

"

notes. [Kare.]

Augustine's (Tonfessions, in the same library, he [Arch-

bishop Lelghton] similarly marginalized.
F. Jaaa, literary Life, p. Id.

U, intrans. To make

marginally (mai'ji-nal-i), adr. In the margin,
as of a book,
marginant (mar'ji-nant), a. In tot., becom-
ing marginate.
maiginate (mar'ji-nat), V. f.; pret. and pp. »Kir-

ginated, ppr. marginating. [< L. marginatus,

pp. of marginare, furnish with a border: see
margin, r.] To furnish with a margin or mar-
gins.

marginate (mar'ji-nat), a. [< L. marginatus,

pp.: seethe verb.] Having a margin. Specifi-

c^ly. In ejiicm.: (a) Having the margin of a distinct
color : as, marginate with purple, (fr) Having a distinct
margin or edge, as the pronotum of many beetles.— Mar-
ginate abdomen. In entom., an abdomen that is com-
pressed and has thesldesofthe dorsal s^ments elevated,

as In many StaphyUnidie; or projecting beyond the wing-
covers in a sharp ridge, as in many Hemiptera and Orihqp-
tera, and a few Colecptera.

marginated. (mar'Ji-na-ted), a. Same as mar-

margrave (mar'grav), ». [Formerly also (after

Gr.) markgrave, mardcgrane, < P. margrare = D.
markgraaf = MLG. marlcgrece = Dan. mark-
grere = Sw. markgrefre, < MHG. maregrwoe
(OHG. marcgraco), G. markgraf,<. mark, a march
or border, + graf, a count: see march^ and
jrareS.] A Glerman title {markgraf), ' count or

earl of a mark' or border province: equivalent
to marquis. The margraves were originally military
governors or guardians by appointment (first in the time
of Charles the GreatX but their office soon became heredi-
tary. Fromthetwelfthcentnryonwardthemargrave&were
princes of the empire, and some of them became electors.

The title ceased to be used in its territorial sense in 1806,

when there were nine margravate^ but was retained for
some time as a title of courtesy for younger sons.

The chief and head of them [commissioners] was the
Margratie (as they call him) of Bruges.^ T. More, Utopia, tr. by Kobinson (1551), ProL

The margrane, who was the high executive officer of the
little commonwealtli, marched down to lAe cathedral.

Motley, Dutch Bepublic, L 561.

margin-draft (mar'jin-draft), n. In masonry, margraviate, «. See margratate.

a plane chiseled surface adjoining the edge or margravine (naar gra-ven), n. [< h
.
niargra-

edges of a hewn block, as that alwut the joints ?*5? <= ^- markgrann= MLG. markgrennne =
ofl usual variety of ashler, in which the mar- MHG. marcgrat^n, marcgrtwtnne, G. markgrafin

gin-draft incloses the middle part of the face, = Sw. markgrefainna = Dan. markgrennde),

^ch may either be dressed or left rough. fern, of margrave, ma^rave: see margrave.]

margined (mar'jind), a. [< margin + -ed^.] The wife of a maigraye.

Marginate; specificaUv, in hot., having a dis- maj^ente (mar ge-ret)

tmet and projecting edge or wing, as the bor-

ders of many flat seeds—Margined ftult-bat, Cy-
nopteruxmargwiatux, a small East Indian species, about 4

inches long, whose ears are marginate or edgedwith white.

Marginelia (mar-ji-nel'a), ». [XL. , dim. of L.
margo {margin-), edge,"border: see margin.]

The typical genus of tiie family
MargineUidte. There are some 200

species, found in all warm seas, of small

size, with smooth oval shells having a
small respiratory notch. The best repre-

sentatives of the genus have an erident

spire, as Jf.nu5ecu2ato; some others,with
sunken spire, as M. lineata, form a snb-
genns Persicida.

Marginellacea (mar'ji-ne-la'se-

a), n. pi. [XL., < Marginelia +
^cea.] Same as Marginellida.

Marginellidse (mar-ji-nel'i-de),

n. pi. [XL., < Marginelia + -idte.]

A. fauuly of gastropods, typified

by the genus Marginelia. The animal has only ra-

chidian teeth, tentacles approximate at base, eyes above
flieir base, and a large foot The shell is involute or

obovate, with a short or sunken spire, polished porcella-
' neons surface^ and has several distinct plaits on the colu-

meUarllp.

marginellifoim (mar-ji-nel'i-f6rm), a. [< NL.
Marginelia + L. forma, form.] Having the

character of a Mar^neUa or related moUusks.

margineUoid (mar-ji-nel'oid), a. [< NL. Mar-

_ _ n. [< F. marguerite,

a diusy, a pearl, < L. margarifa, < Gr. fiapyapiryg,

a pearl : see margaret, margariie.] 1 . The com-
mon Hluropean daisy, BeMsperennis.—2. A spe-

cies from Teneriffe, Chrysanthemum fnitescens,

also called Paris daisy, closely resembling the
common oxeye daisy, but with leaves more dis-

sected. It Is successful as awinter bloomer, while the
latter Is not. There is a popular yellow variety, golden
marguerite. See cutunder (Ttoyaonttonum.—Blnemar-
gnerite, Detrie (Agathceaieaiettis.

margnett^ (mar-ge-ta'), a. In her., same as
decked, S.

Margyricarpns (mar'ji-ri-kar'pus), n. [NL.
(Euiz and Pavon, 1794), < Gr. /mpyapirK, a pearl,

-I- icaps-of, fruit, erroneouslyfor *Jlfor<7arottocar-

pus.] A genus of rosaceous shrubs belonging
to the tribe Poterie<e. characterized by her-
maphrodite flowers which are axillary and soli-

tary and have a calyx without bracts, no petals,

two stamens, and one carpel. They are branching,
rigid, leafy shrubs, vrlth pinnate leaves, and small, incon-

spicuous flowers sessile In the axUs. There are 4 spe-

cies, natives of South America, M. aetogus is sometimes
cultivated under the name of jKorJ-Jerry oi peari-jTtaL

mariaget, «. An obsolete form of marriage.

maxiaUte (mar'i-al-it), n. [Formation not
known.] A kind of scapolite found near Na-
ples. It is essentially a sUicate of aluminium
and sodium with some sodium chlorid. See
scapolite.

ainella + -aid.] Of or pertaining to the Mar- Marian^ (ma'ri-an), a. [<L. Marianus,< Mari-

ginelUdtB, or to the group which that family — '-"" -"--' ^ '^^" -"-"" "* " t?«-.«—
=
n nt

represents.

marginicidal (mar'ji-ni-a'dal), a. [< L. mar-

go (margin-), border, + ctedere, cut, + -al] In

tot., a term descriptive of that mode of dehis-

cence in which the carpels separate along their

external line of junction, not. however, spUt-
jJfarianZ (ma'ri-an), a. [< ML. Marianus, <LL

ting tiie septa or pMtitions.asmjepticidalde- jfa„„,Mary: 9eemary2,marry2.] 1. Oforper-

Its (see def.), the name of a Bomau gens.] Of
or pertaining to Cains Marins, a noted Roman
general (died 86 B. c), or his followers.

When ordered by Sulla to put away his wife, who was
connected with the Marian party, he [Csesar] refused to

obey, although he lost by the refusal his wife's dower, his

priesthood, and his fortone, Encye. BriL, IV. 634.

hiseenee, but breaking away from them

marginiform (mar'ji-ni-f6rm), a. [< L. margo

(margin-), edge, border, + forma, form.] Like

a border, edge, or margin ; forming a mere rim

of something: as. the marginiform ears of some
spermophiles. Coues.

margining (mar'ji-ning),«. [Verbal n. of nmr

taining to the Yiigin Mstry : as, the Marian doc-
trine of the Eoman Catholic (3hureh.—2. Of or

pertaining to Queen Mary of England, daughter
of HenryVm.
Of aU the Jforiiin martyrs, Mr. Philpotwas the best-b«n

gentleman. PuUer.

The fate ofthe English Protestants, exiles under the Ma-
qin, v.] Matins collectively; also, theform or rum administration, was, as the day arrived, to be the lot

character of a marein ; marks or colors border- of the English Papists under the government of Kliiabeth.

ina a surface : as, a black margining. I- iyi>rodx. Amen, of Lit, IL ffi.

mMginirOStral (mar'ji-ni-ros'tral), a. [< L. MarianSf (mar'i-an), n. [Also Jfarioti; < 0¥.

marqoTmargin-), edge, border, -I- rostrum, biU, Marion, dim. of Marie, Mary: see marry^. Cf.

beak: see rosfroL] Bordering or fringing the maritt, marionette.] 1 . See Maid Marian.—2.

bai: applied by MacgiUivray to feathers situ- Same as mariet. Ckitgrave.



Marianism

Marianism (ma'ri-an-izm), n. [< Marian^ +
-tsw.] The adoration of the Virgin.
mariche, n. [E. Ind.] An imp or demon.

In these piirts are huge woods, harbours of Lions, Tigers,
Ownces, and Mariches, which haue Maidens faces and
Scorpions tailes. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 459.

maricolous(nia-rik'9-lus),a. [<L.j»are,the sea,
+ colere, dwell.] Inhabiting the sea; oceanic
or pelagic in habitat, as an animal or a plant.
marid (mar'id), n. [Ar. marid, rebellious, reb-
el.] In Mohammedan myih., an evil jinnee or
genie or demon of the most powerful class.

It is only when he cannot bring his lovers together, or
having done so cannot And enougti fires of trouble to test
their constancy, that the Arab "raconteur" introduces his
genie, "afrit," or ''marid" or changes his hero into an
ape. Edinburgh Rev., CLXIV. 196.

marie^t, ». A Middle English form of marry^.
marie^t, interj. AMiddle Englishform ofmarry^.
marie^ti »• [Var. of marrmv'^; in this form,
in the second' quot., confused with Mary, a
woman's name.] A companion; mate; atten-
dant.

What 's become o' your Tnairies, Maiary?
WiUie and Lady Itaisry (Child's Ballads, II. B9).

Yestreen the Queen had four Maries,
The night she'll hae but three

;

There was Marie Seaton, and Marie Beaton,
And Marie Carmichael, and me.

The Queen's Marie (Child's Ballads, III. 118).

mariet (mar'i-et), n. [< OP. mariette, in pi.
'

' Mariets, f ., mariets, marians, violets, Coventry
bells " (Cotgrave), also a kind of Campanula, F.
mariette, dim. of Marie, Mary: see marry'^.^ An
old name for the canterbury-beU, Campanula
Medium: also called Marian's »ioZe*, translating
the old Liatin name Viola Mariana.
marigenous (ma-rij'e-nus), a. [< L. mare, the
sea, + -genus, produced : see -genous.'] Pro-
duced in or by the sea. [Bare.]
marigold (mar'i-gold), n. [< Mary, i. e. the
Virgin Mary, -I- gold. Cf . D. goudhloem = G-.

goldblmne, marigold, lit. 'gold-flower'; Gael, lus

jlfain, marigold, lit. ' Mary's plant.'] 1. Prop-
erly, a composite plant of either of the genera
Calendula and Tagetes. C. officirialis is the common
garden- or pot-marigold, of some use in dyeing and medi-
cine. (See cut under bract.) The species of Tagetes bear
the name of A/Hean or French vnarigold, though their
origin is in South America and Mexico. T. erecta, the
specific African marigold, is stout and erect, with club-
shaped peduncles and orange- or lemon-colored heads.
T. patvla, the specific French marigold, has cyUndrical
peduncles and narrower heads, the rays orange or with
darker stripes. The Cape marigolds, from South Africa,
are species of Dimorphotheea, formerly classed under Ca-
lendvla. J), pluvialis, with white rays, closes in dark
weather. The name is also applied to various other
chiefly golden-flowered plants, commonly with an adjec-
tive or in conipoaition.

A Garland braided with the Floweiy foulds
Of yellow Citrons, Turn-Sols, Mary-gouLds.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, il.. The Magnificence.

The marigold, that goes to bed wi' the sun.
Shak., W. T., iv. 4. 105.

Fair is the marigold, for pottage meet.
Gay, Shepherd's Week, i. 45.

2\. A piece of gold money : so called from its

color.

I'll write it, an' you will, in short-hand, to despatch im-
mediately, and presently go put five hundred mari-golds in

a purse for you. Cowley, Cutter of Coleman Street.

Com-marlgold, in Great Britain, Chrysanthemum sege-

tum, growing among crops. Also called Jield-marigold,
vrUd marigold.—Fetid marigold^ an ill-smelling Ameri-
can weed. Dysodia cftrj/«ffl7i*temoi(fes.— Fig-marigold, a
plant of the genus MesemtyryantheTnum.

marigold-finch (mar'l-gold-finch), n. The gold-
en-crested wren, Begulus cristatus.

marigold-window (maT'l-gold-win'^do), n. In
arch., same as rose-window. [Bare or obsolete.]

marigraph (mar'i-graf), 71. [< P. marigraphe,
< L. mare, the sea, -I- Grr. ypdfew, write.] A
self-registering instrument for making a con-
tinuous record of the height of the tides ; a tide-

gage.
marigrapMc (mar-i-graf'ik), a. [< marigraph

-I- -ic] Pertaining to or obtained by means of
a marigraph.
marikin (mar'i-kin), n. Same as marikina.

marikina (mar-i-ke'na), «. [NL., from a
native name.] A sort of squirrel-monkey, the
silky marmoset or tamarin, Midas or Jaechiis

rosalia. it is of a bright-yellowish color with long hair
about the head, making a land of mane. It inhabits the

• region of the upper Amazon, and was formerly in much re-

quest as a pet. Also called silky morikey and lion-monkey.

marinade^ (mar-i-nad'), n. [< p. marinade,
pickle, < marin, of the sea: see marine and
-adel.] 1. A compound liquor, generally of

wine and vinegar, with herbs and spices, in

which fish or meats are steeped before cook-
ing to improve their flavor.— 2f. Pickled meat,

^
either flesh or fish. M. Phillips, 1706.
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marinade! (mar'i-nad),?). *.; pret. and pp. »iarj-

naded, ppr. marinading. [< marinade, «.] Same
as marinate.

marinade^ (mar-i-nad'), K. ICt. marinade^.'] In
the West Indies, a little cake made of the edible

core of the cabbage-palm.
Those delicious little cakes called marinades, which

you hear the colored peddlers calling out for sale.

Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 327.

Marinse (ma-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL. (Bentham and
Hooker, 18§3), fem. pi. of L. marinus, marine.]
A series of monocotyledonous marine plants

of the natural order Hydrocharidece, character-

ized by having the cotyledon project beyond
the thick radicle. It embraces the genera En-
halus, Thalassia, and Halophila, natives of the
Indian and South Pacific oceans. Also called

Thalassiece.

marinagef , n. [<OF. marinage (= Sp. marinaje)

;

< marin, marine, -t- -age.'] Seamanship.
And with helpe of our ores within the horde, and by

other crafte of marynage, with grete dyflfyculte and fere

they kepte the Galye frome the shore.
Sir S. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 68.

marinal (ma-re'nal), a. [< rriarine + -al.] Of
the sea; saline; liitter. [Rare.]

These here are festival, not marinal waters.
Rev. T. Adams, Works, 1. 168.

marinate (mar'i-nat), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. mari-

nated, pp. marinating. [Var. of marinade^, v.,

as if < marine + -ate^.'] To salt or pickle, as
fish, and then preserve in oil or vinegar.

Why am I styled a cook, if I'm so loath
To marinal my fish, or season broth?

W. King, Art of Cookery.

They set before us ... a Mariruxted ragout flavoured
with cumin-seed.

R. F. Burton, tr. of Arabian Nights, I. 278.

marine (ma-ren'), a. and n. [In present pron.
after mod. I'., but found in ME., marine, maryne,
< OP. and P. marin = Sp. Pg. It. marino, of the
sea; fem. as a noun, P. marine = Sp. Pg. It.

marina, the sea-shore, sea, shipping interests,

etc. ; < L. marinus, of or belonging to the sea, i

mare, the sea, = AS. m^re, a lake, = E. mere

:

see merel.] I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to the
sea ; characteristic of the sea ; existing in or
formed by the sea : as, a marine picture or view

;

the man»e fauna and flora; marine deposits left

by ancient seas; marine tides.— 3. Relating to
or connected with the sea ; used or adapted for
use at sea ; acting or operating at sea : as, a ma-
rine chart ; a marine league ; a murine engine

;

marine forces.— 3t. Relating to navigation or
shipping; maritime; nautical; naval.

The code of maritime laws, which are called the laws
of Oleron, and are received by all nations in Europe as
the ground and substruction of all their marine constitu-
tions, was confessedly compiled by our King Itichard the
First. Blackstfme, Com., I. xiii.

4. In sool., technically, inhabiting the high
seas; oceanic; pelagic: distinguished from
maritime or littoral Fleet marine officer. See
j!ee(2.— Marine acid, hydrochloric acid.—Marine ha-
rometer. See ftai-omcter.— Marine belt. Same as
three-mMe limit (which see, under rtiile),—Marine boiler,
a boiler specially adapted to use in steamboats and steam-
ships. Maximum heating-surface with a minimum of cubic
space occupied by the entire boiler and furnace is a dis-

tinctive feature of marine boilers, in which also the best
proportion of grate to heating-surface, arrangement of
parts to secure active water-circulation, strength, dura-
bility, and convenience in firing are points to which the
greatest attention is paid. Corrugated plates for direct fire-

surface and forced-draft are prominent characteristics of
modern marine boilers of the best types.—Marine corps.
See corp»3.—-Marine cotton. Same w&adenos.—Marme
ducks, the sea-ducks; the BvAATanW-y Fvligulince.—Ma-
rine engine, any steam-engine adapted for use in sea-

going steamers.— Marine engineering. See naval en-
gineering, under e7if)^*7ieen'n(7.— Marine glue, governor,
guard, hospital. See the nouns.—Marine Insurance.
See insurance, 1.—Marine league. See league^.—Ma-
rine officer, an oflioer of the marine corps.-Marine
railway, a railway, extending from the shore into the
sea, on whinh vessels are hauled up to be repaired or are
transported from one body of water to another.— Marine
sauce, Porphyra vulgaris, a common seaweed.—Marine
soan, a kind of soap well adapted for washing with
sea-water, made chiefly of cocoanut-oil.—Marine store,
a place where old ships' materials, as canvas, junk, iron,

etc., are bought and sold: applied also to shops where
any old articles, as iron, grease, ropes, etc., are bought and
sold. In Great Britain the keeper of the store must have
his or her name with " Dealer in Marine Stores " painted
distinctly, in letters not less than six inches long, over the
door. Hemustregiaterhispurchases,notbuyfrom aper-
son apparently under sixteen, and not cut up any cable or
article exceeding five fathoms in length without an order
from a justice of the peace.— Marine surveyor, a civil

officer who surveys ships for insurance, repairs, etc.—
Marine wolf, in her., a bearing resembling a sort of
seal, the head of which is made ferocious with projecting
tusks, etc. = Syn. Naval, Nautical, etc. See maritime.

II. n. It. The sea-shore.

I do vow to wite that thei haue had stronge bataile
be-fore logres in the playn a-gein the Saisnes, that all the

Mariolater

contrey hadde robbed, and all the maryne and the gortea

toward Dover. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), li. 230.

Every evening they solace themselves along the Marine,
the men on horse-back, and the women in large Carosses.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 192.

2. Shipping in general; the maritime interest

as represented by ships ; sea-going vessels con-

sidered collectively, either in the aggregate or

as regards nationality or class: as, the mer-
cantile marine of a country ; the naval marine.

Holland is rapidly increasing her steam marine.
D. A. Wdls, Our Merchant Marine, p. SI.

3. In France, specifically, the naval establish-

ment; the national navy and its adjuncts: as,

the minister of marine, or of the marine.

The first [factions] wished France ... to attend solely

to her WMrine, . . . and thereby to overpower England on
her own element. Burke, A Kegicide Peace, ii

4. A soldier who serves on board of a man-of-
war; one of a body of troops enlisted to do mili-

tary service on board of ships or at dockyards.
In the United States and British services, they are clothed

and armed similarly to infantry of the line.

5. An empty bottle. See the quotation.

I have always heard that empty bottles were, especially

among army men, called marines. I remember that some
sixty years ago a good story used to be told, I think, of the
Duke of York. His Royal Highness, at some military con-

vivial meeting, little thinking of giving oltence to tlie sus-

ceptibilities of any man present, ordered a servant to
" take away those marina?' N. and Q., 7th ser., VI. 38.

6. In painting, a sea-piece; a marine view.

On the right hand of one of the marines of Salvator, in

the Pitti Palace, there is a passage of sea reflecting the
sunrise. RusHn.

Boyal marines, troops who serve on British ships of

war.— Tell that to the marines, that will do for the
marines, expressions signifying disbelief in some state-

ment made or story told. They originated in the fact that,

owing to their ignorance of seamanship, the marines were
formerly made butts of by the sailors.

marine (mar-i-na'), d. [P., < marine, the sea:

see marine.] In her., having the lower part of

the body like the tail of a fish : said of any beast.

Compare sea-lion.

marined (ma-rend'), a. Same as marine.

marineer, n. An obsolete or archaic form of

mariner. Chazicer; Coleridge.

mariner (mar'i-ner), n. [Early mod. E. also

marriner ; < ME. mariner, maryner, maroner, <

OP. (P. and Pr.) marinier (= Sp. marinero =
Pg.marinheiro = It. mariniere, mariniero), a sea-

man, < marin, of the sea: see marine.] A sea-

man or sailor; one who directs or assists in the
navigation of a ship. In law the term also in-

cludes a servant on a ship.

And (theyl hadde goode wynde and softe, and goode
maranershem for to gide, till thei come to the Kochell with-
oute eny trouble or annoye. Merlin (E. E. T. ^.), iii. 379.

Thanne the Marryners song the letany.
Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 22.

Meantime his busy mariners he hastes
His shatter'd sails with rigging to restore.

Dryden, Annus Mirabilis, st. 66.

It is an ancient mariner.
And he stoppeth one of three.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner.

Fly of the mariners' compasst, the compass-card.—
Mariners' compass. See compass, 7.—Master mari-
ner, the captain of a merchant vessel or flshing-vesseL
= SiyiL Seaman, etc. See sailor.

marinershipt (mar'i-ner-ship), n. [< mariner +
-ship.] Seamanship.
Having none experience in the feate of marinershippe.

Udall, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 6.

The Phoenicians, famous for Marchandise and Marri-
nership, sailed from the Red Sea round about Afiike.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 90.

Marinism (ma-re 'nizm), n. [< Marini (see
def.) + 4sm.] Extreme mannerism in litera-

ture, like that of the school of Italian poets of
the seventeenth century founded by G. B. Mari-
ni (1569-1625), wliich was characterized by ex-
travagance in the use of metaphor, antitheses,
and forced conceits.

Aohillini of Bologna followed in Marini's steps. ... In
general, we may say that all the poets of the 17th century
were more or less infected with Marinism.

Encyc. Frit, XIII. 611.

Marinist (ma-re'nist), n. [< It. Marinista; as
Marini (see Marinism).] A poet of the school
of Marini.
There was for a time a large class of imitators of his

[Marini's] style, called Marinists. Amer. Cyc, XI. 167.

marinorama (ma-re-no-ra'ma), n. [Irreg. < L.
marinus, of the sea, -f- Qr. opa/ua, a view, < Spav,

see.] A representation of sea-views ; an exhi-
bition of scenes at sea in the manner of a pan-
orama. [Rare.]

Mariolater (ma-ri-ol'a-ter), n. [< Gr. Mapia,
Mary, -f-;Wr/3)?f, worshiper: see idolater.] One
who worships or pays religious devotion to the
Virgin Mary; one who practises Mariolatry.



Mariolatry

Mariolatry (ma-ri-ol'a-tri), n. [< Gp. llapta,
Mary, + /jirptta, worship. Cf. idolatry.^ The
worship or religious veneratton of the Vii^n
Mary: used witfi the intention of implying that
it is equivalent to or trenches upon the worship
dueto6odonly(latria). The members of theRoman
Catholic and Greek churches distinguish between the wor-
Bpip paid to God (lau ia) and that paid to the Viigin Mary
(^perdoliaX See dulia, latria, hyperduUa. Also speUed
Maryolatry.

marionette (mar'i-o-net'), II. [< F. marionmtte,
puppet, also formerly ' little Marion,' dim. of
Marion, Marion, dim. of Marie, Mary, for Marir-
alette, a dim. of Mariole, the name formerly
given to little figures of the Vii^n Mary: see
marry^.2 1. A puppet moved hy strings; one
of a set of such puppets used to represent char-
acters on a mimic stage.—2. The buffle or buf-
fle-headed duek. Judidfon. [Louisiana.]—3.
A smaU complicated arrangement at the end
of the batten in a ribbon-loom, for actuating
the iMika of the shuttles. It is curiously life-

. like in its motions, whence the name.
Maiiotte's law. See law^.
mariposa-lily (mar-ijpo'sa-lil'i), n. [< Sp. mari-
posa, a butterfly, -I- E. K^.] A plant of the ge-
nasCalocAorttts. Also called butterfly-tuUp.
maripat (mar'i-put), ». [Also marput; a native
name.] The African zoril or zorille, ZoriUa
capensis or striata, a small animal striped with
black and white, belonging to the fanuly Mtis-
telidfB and subfamilyZorUUnce, andresembling a
skunk In color and odor. Havingbeen described
as Vioerra zoriUa, it has been regarded errone-
ously as a Mud of civet.

marischal (Inar'i-shal), n. [An obs. or Se. form
of marslial.'i Same as marshal. The dignity of
marischal (afterward earl marischal) of Scotland was he-
zeditaiy in the family of Keith for several centuries, till

t^e attainder of its last iacombent in 1716.

Tnarish (mar'ish), n. and a. [Eaxly mod. £.
maresh, marise, mariee, marriee, marresse ; <ME.
inareis, mareys, marais, maresse, marrasse, < OP.
mareis, marois, F. marais = Pp. mares = It.

marese, < ML. 'marensis, a marsh, < L. mare,
a sea (lake), + term, -eiisis, E. -ese (see meie^
and -ese); these forms being mixed with OF.
maresqs = Pp. marcx (for *marsc), < ML. maris-
eus, amarsh, appar. basedon L. mare, sea (lake),

as if < L. mare, sea, + t«rm. -iscus, E. -isAl, but
prop. < MLCr. mersch, marsch, masch, LG. inarsch
= G. marseh = Dan. marsk, a marsh, = AS.
mersc, wet ground, of the same ult. formation:
see Bki rsA. CLmorass.2 L n. A marsh. [Now
only poetical.]

Doan to a mareyt taste by she ran.
Chmuxr, Wife of Bath's Tale, L 114.

The mosse and the marrasst, the moonttes so hye.
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S-X L 2014.

The fliste nyght that tfaei departed from Cameloth that
fhei come to a Castell that stode in a maresse, so wele and
so feire sittinge, an so doos that it doQted noon assaate.

MerUa (K. E. T. S-X iiL 604.

It was built of a Mwrish, because of Earthquakes.
Purcha^ Pilgrimage, p. 330.

Flanked with a ditch, and forced out of a marish.
B. Jonaon, Underwoods, iTJi.

And far Uirough the marigh green and stni
The tangled water-couises slept.

Tennyson, Dying Swan.

H. a. Marshy. [Now only poetieaL]
This Conntrey of Moscouie hath also very many and

great riuera in it^ and is marisA ground in many places.
HaHuyVt Voyages, L 247.

The frank sun of natures dear and rare
Breeds poisonous fbga in lov and monsh minds.

howdZ, Dara.

marish-beetle (map'ish-be'tl), n. Same as
mar.^h-beeUe.

Marist (ma'rist), n. and a. [NL. Marista, < LL.
Maria, Mary (see def.): see marry^.} I. h. A
member of a Roman Catholic congregation de-
voted to the management of schools, instruc-
tion in industry and agriculture, etc. It was
founded at Bordeaux in 1818, and has many estab'ishments
in France and other connWes. Unlike the Brethren of the
Christian Schools,the Uaristszeceivepayfrom their pupils.

H. a. Pertaining or relating to the Vii^n
Mary; devoted to the service of the Virgin: as,

Marist monks.
maritagiani (mar-l-taj'i-um), «. [ML.: see

marriage.^ Infeudal hi^i., the right of the king,
upon the death of a tenant in capite, to dis-

pose of the heiress (and, by a later extension
of the right, of the heir, if male) in marriage.
This right, which originate in the interest of the feudal

superior to secure a fit tenant, grew to be a pecuniary re-

source, and was enforced by imposing on heirs and heir-

esses refusing to be thus disposed of, or marrying without
royal consent, a forfeiture of double the value of Uie right

of disposal thus denied.

marital (mar'i-tal), a. [= P. marital = Sp.

Pg. marital = It."f»<jr»feifc, < L. maritalis, of or
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belonging to married people, < maritus, of or
belonging to marriage, as a noun, maritus. m.,
a husband, marita, f., a wife: see »wrryl.] 1.

Of or pertaining to a husband, or to marriage as
it concerns the husband: as, marital rights or
authority ; marital devotion.

A husband may exercise his marital authority so far as
to give his wife moderate correction.

Art qf Tormentuig. (Bichardson.)

Hence— 2. Pertaining to or of the nature of
marriage; matrimonisS; connubial.

It is said that marital alliance between these races is

nnnatund. If. A. See., CXLU. 439.

Marital affection (afeetio mantalia), iu Som. law, the
circumstance which distinguished marriage from concu-
binage, namely the intention tofound al^^ &mily, so that
the children bom of the connection should legally have a
father ; this is expressed by l^ierorum querendorum causa.
Puchta.=Sya.Suptial,Connubial,etc. ISeematrimoniai.)

maritatedt (mar'i-ta-ted), a. [< L. maritatus,

pp. of maritare (> It. maritare), marry: see
marryK'] Having a husband. Bailey, il2'.

maiiramt, a. See maritime.

maiitimalt (ma-rit'i-mal), a. [< maritime +
-a/.] Same as 'maritime.

Skill of warlike aemice; and experience in maritimal
causes. Holin^ied, Descrip. of Ireland, Ep. Ded.

maritimatet (ma-rit'i-mat), a. [< maritime +
-afcl.] Adjoining the sea ; maritime.

Leaving his own name to some maritimate province on
that side. Saleigh, Hist. World, L &
maritime (mar'i-tim or -tim),o. [Pormerlyalso
maritim; < P. maritime= Sp. mariUmo= Pg. It.

mdritimo, < L. mariUmus, also maritumus, of or
belonging to the sea, < mare, the sea: see ma-
rine.'] 1. Of, pertaining to, or connected with
the sea or its uses ; having physical relation to
the sea: as, maritime dangers or pursuits; a
maritime town or power.

The borders maritime
Lack blood to think on 't.

Shot., A. and C, L 4. 51.

But the Mahometans made the midst of the land the
seat of their Empire both the better to keep the whole in
subjection, and for fear of the Christians invading the
maritim places. Sandys, Travailes (1652X p. 85.

2. Relating to or concerned with marine navi-
gation, employment, or interests : as, maritime
law ; a maritime project.

His youth and want of experience in maritime service.
Sir S. WoUon, Duke of Buckingham. ^Latham^)

Even in the maritime reign of Queen Elixabeth, Sir Ed-
ward Coke thinks it matter of boast that the royal navy
of England then consisted of three-and-thirty ships.

Blackstone, Cool, I. xiil

3. In sooZ. ,technically, inhabiting the sea-shore

;

living coastwise; Uttoral: distinguished from
viarine.

Undrained and marshy land is, however, best suited to
this bird [tiie pewit or lapwing], whose habits are partly
maritime. W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 525.

Maritime Assizes of Jerusalem. See assize.—Mari-
time contract, a contract that relates to navitriition or
commerce by water, as one for hiring seamen, h ::harter-

party, a marine-insurance policy, or the like, as distin-

guished from those made and to be performed on land,
even although having relation to shipping, as a contract to

build a ship, which is not maiitime. The importance of the
distinction lies in the fact that courts of admiralty have
jurisdiction of causes arising under maritmie contracts.

—

Maritime courts, ^ee court.—Maritime finit-bat,
Cyrumyeleris ampUxieaudcUa, fonnd along coasts from the
Persian gulf to the Philippines.— Maritime interest, a
premium or rate of interest aUowed on a bottomry bond,
and not limited by the usury laws.— Maritime law, the
system of principles and rules which r^pcilate property,

business^ and conduct in matters of navigation and of com-
merce by water.—Maritime liens, see tien^, 1 (*).—

Msoittme state, an expression sometimes used to desig-

nate the body which consists of the officers and mariners
of the British navy, who are governed by express and per-

manent laws, or the articles of the navy, established by act

of Parliament Tmp. Diet—Maritime tort, a wrong the
commission of which occurs on the high seas, so that it is

within the jurisdiction of a court of admiralty.= Syn.
Marine, Maritime, NaaU, yautJeal. Marine refers to the

sea in its merely physical aspects : as, a marine product

;

mariiie fauna; marine deposits. Maritime refers to the
sea more especially as a field for human action, or as con-
nected with human interests, and to position on or near
the s^a: as. Great Britain is a maritime nation, and a great

na&d power ; we sp^ik of riKmWin* laws, interests, perils,

life By derivition naval refers to ships and na^dieal to

sailors. Nandl is applicable more especially to what per-

tains to a ship of war or a navy, ifs crew, equipments, tac-

tics, etc.. but in some uses to shipping: in general: nautir

eal to what pertains to the science or art of navigation

:

as. namJ officers. heroes baftlos, administration: thenatiaJ

profession : naral stores; nauiieal calculations made at the

Xaoal Observatory ; a nrmtieal almanac ; jmvUeal instru-

ments. A navtieal mile is viewed as a raUe to be sailed.

maritoiinclear(mar'i-to-nii'kle-ar),a. [< mari-

ion Helens + -«r3.] Pertaining to a maritonn-
clens.

maritonTlcleus(m»r'i-to-nu'kle-us),n.; pi. mar-
itonucleH-i). [NL.,< L.HKJn'te, married, + iiii-

eleus, nucleus.] In embryo!., a "married" bi-

mark
sexed or duplex nucleus ; the renovated nnclena
of an ovum after its union with the male pro-
nucleus or spermonucleus. See J'emiiwiiucleus.

Hyatt. Proc. Bost. Soe. Xat. Hist., 1SS4. p. 54.

maritnrientt (mar-i-tii'ri-ent), a. [< L. viaii-

tiis, a husband (maritare, marry), 4- -urient, a
desiderative sufBx, as in esurient, etc.] Wish-
ingto become a husband. Soutliey, The Doctor,
exxvi. (Davies.)

marjay (mar'ja), ii. Same as margay.
mar^eromt, "• See matjoram.
marjoram (mar 'jo -ram), «. [Early mod. E.
&\somarJerovie, margefim, margeiome, nieijervm,
marjoran, majerom, majoram, majoran, < ME.
*nuirjoraii, marjoron, majoran, < OF. *marjo-
raine, marjolaiiie, margelyne, P. marjolaine =
Sp. mayorana = Pg. maiorana, maugerona = It.

majoratM, maggiorana= D. maioleyne, mariolein
= MHG. meigramme, also meioron, meiroii, G.
majoran, dial, maigram, meiran, < ML. majora-
ca, a corrupt form due to Rom. influence, simu-
lating L. major, greater (the Teut. forms suf-
fering further perversion), < L. amaraeus, ama-
racum, < Gr. a/idpaicoc, a/idpoKov, marjoram (the
Greek plant so named being appar. bulbous,
the Persian or Egyptian species prob. maigo-
ram).] A plant of the genus Origanum, of sev-
eral species, belonging to the natural order Ln-
biatw, or mint tribe. The sweet marjoram, 0. Ma-
jorana, is peculiarly aromatic and fra^^rant, and mu h
used in cookery. The common or wild marjoram, 0. vttl-

gare, is a native of Europe, and is a perennial plant ni h
opposite leav.^ and small pink flowers growing iu calcare-
ous soils. It IS gently tonic and stimiQant.

Here's flowei-s for you

:

Hot lavender, mints, savory, marjoram.
Shat., W. T., iv. 4. 104.

marfcl (mark), n. [(o) < ME. murk, meik. merl e, <
AS.njearc,neut.,=D.oieri-,ma)i=OHG. *jHa)r,

MHG. marc, neut., G. maile, f., = Icel. mail;
neut., = Sw. marke= Dan. marke, a mark, sign

;

hence (< Teut.) P. marque (which in some senses
is merged in E. marki) = Sp. Pg. It. niarco, a
mark, sign ; tbese forms being prob. connected
with (6) marclil, ME. marclic, marlc, < AS. mcarc,
f., boundary, = OS. marca = OFries. merke,
merike, merik= D. »i<iri-«=MLG. viarle. merke,
a district, = OHG. marca, maiclia, MHG. marke,
G. mark, f., a boundary, district, = Icel. meili,
m., a boundary, mork, a border district, = Sw.
Dan. mark^ a field, = Goth varka. f... a boun-
dary, confine, coast; hence (<. lent.) P. marthe
= Sp. Pg. It. ilL. marca, oorder, march (see
marcli^) ; = L. margo, edge, mai^e, margin (> E.
margin, marge),= Zend merc-ii, boundary. '.-">e

sense 'boundary' is older as recorded, thougli

theiense'sign'seemslogicallyprecedent. Tl r

twogr-~ps may indeed bo from e.'itirely differ-

ent roots.] 1. A visible impressior, made by
some material object upon another ; a Une, dot,

dent, cut, stamp, bruise, scar, spot, stain, etc.,

consisting either of the visible effect produced
by the impressing object or the tran&ler of a
part of its substance. A mark in this general sense
is understood to be an incidental or a casual effect, with-
out significance except with reference to means or results.

Ye shall not make any cuttings in your flesh for the
dead, nor print any marts upon you. Lev. xix. 28.

1 have some maris of yoius upon my pate.

Shot., C. of E., L 2. 82.

Specifically— 2. An impressed or attacled
sign, stamp, label, or ticket; a siguifcpiit or
distinguishing symbol or device ; that which is

impressed or stamped upon or fixed to son c-

thing for information, identification, or vorif-

cation: as, amanufacturer'smorf.'.onhis v? its

(see trade-mark); the wart made by an illiter-

ate person opposite or between the parts of his

name when written by another, on his behalf;

a merchant's private marks on his poods, to in-

dicate their price or other particulars to his as-

sistants; a »jart branded on an animal by its

owner; to give a student so nai y n'O'ks for

proficiency. See haU-mnrk. In ceramics the nmrk
is a cipher. 'word, or other device put upon a piece of

ware, usually on the bottom or the under side, as an indi-

cation of the pottery from which it comes, a signature of

the painter who decorated it, or the like. Such marks
are often impres.sed in the clay before the glaze is ap-

plied, and often painted under the glaze, or otherwise
permanently affixed. Very rarel.v they form a part of the
decoration, as the Chinese characters pninted in gold or
in red on the Japaiifse ware known as Faga or Kutani.
On a nautical lead-line a mark is one of the measured in-

dications of depth, consisting of a white, blue, or red rag,

a bit of leather, or a knot of small line.

The Lord set a mark npon Cain, lest any finding him
should kill him. Gen. iv. 15.

Dost thou use to write thy name? or hast thou a mark
to thyself? S»oi., SHen. VI., iv. 2. 110.

The method of the Saxons was ... to affix [to their

names] the sign of the cross ; which custom our illiterate



mark
Tiilgar do to this day keep up, by signing a cross for their
Tiiark when unable to write their names.

BlackttoiK, Com., II. xx.

She had grown up with a twin brother, studying from
the same books and in the same classes, and getting the
same Tnaria, or higher ones.

Mneteenth Century, XXTV. 918.

3. A distinguisMng physical peculiarity; a
spot, mote, nsBVus, special formation, or other
singularity; a natural sign: as, a birth-marfc;
the marks on sea-shells or wild animals, in far-

riery the mark la a deep median depression on the cut-
ting surface of the incisor tooth of a horse, due to the in-
flection of a vertical told of the tooth. It is seen of differ-

ent characters according to the wear of the tooth, being
thus to some extent an index of a horse's age. It disap-
pears after the tooth is worn down beyond the extent of
the fold. The dark color is due simply to the accumulation
In the fold of food or dirt. See the quotation under mark-
tooth.

He that bygood use and experience hath in his eye the
right mark and very true lusne of the diamond rejecteth
and will not look upon the counterfeit, be it ever so well
handled, ever so craftily polished

!

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Eobinson), Int., p. xc.

For marks descried in men's nativity
Are nature's faults, not their own infamy.

Shak., Lucrece, L 538.

4. A si^ifieant note, character, si^, token, or

indication; a determinative attestation. Inlogic,
to say that a thing has a certain mark is to sa^ that some-
thing in particular is true of it. Thus, according to a cer-

tain school of metaphysicians, "incognizabillty is a mark
of the Infinite."

I do spy some marks of love in her.
Shak., Much Ado, il. 3. 255.

!Pride and covetousnesse are the sure markes of those
false Prophets which are to come.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

I saw his Ma'tie (com'ing from his Northern Expedi-
tion) ride in pomp, and a kind of ovation, with all the
mm-kes of an happy peace. Evelyn, Diary, Oct. SO, 1640.

A mark is that in a thing which constitutes a part of the
cognition of it ; or, what comes to the same thing, a par-

tial representation, so far as it is considered as a ground
of cognition of the whole representation. All oui" con-
cepts are therefore marks, and all thinking is nothing but
representing by marks. Kant, Logic (trans.), Int., viii.

5. A guiding or indicative sign or token, (a)

That which serves as an indication of place or direction

;

an object that marks or points out: as, a book-morft;
boundary-»»ar*s; to guide a vessel by land-«Mtris on the
shore.

The steamer swung into her (to me) utterly invisible

marks. S. L. Clemens, Life on the Mississippi, p. 07.

(ft) A badge, banner, or other distinguishing device.

The banners (or marks) of the ancient Danes were in

times of peace light-colored, but in war times of a blood
color, wiUi a black raven on a red ground.

Preble, Hist, of the Flag, p. 23.

6. An object aimed at; a point o£ assault or at-

tack ; especially, something set up or marked
out to be shot at : often used figuratively: as,

to hit or miss the mark; a mark for detraction.

By flfty pase, ourkynge sayd.
The merkes were to longe.

Lytell Seste of Bottyn Hode (Chad's Ballads, V. 113).

I will shoot three arrows at the side thereof, as though
I shot at a mark. 1 Sam. xx. 20.

For slander's mark was ever yet the fair.

Shak., Sonnets, Ixx.

Death loves a shining mark, a signal blow.
Young, Night Thoughts, v. 1011.

7. An object of endeavor; a point or purpose
striven for; that which one aims to reach or

attain.

I press toward the mark for the prize of the high calling

of God In Christ Jesus. PniL iii. U.

Make therefore to yourself some mark, and go towards
It allegrement. Donne, letters, xx.

Define it well;

For fear divine Philosophy
Should push beyond her mark.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, liii.

8. An attainable point or limit ; capacity for

reaching; reach; range. [Rare.]

You are abused
Beyond the mark of thought.

Sfto*.,A.andC.,iii.6.87.

9. An object of note or observation ; hence, a

pattern or example. [Rare.]

He was the mark and glass, copy and book,

That fashion'd others. Shak., 2 Hen. IV. , it 3. 31.

10. Right to notice or observation; claim or

title to distinction ; importance ; eminence : as,

a man of mark.
And left me in reputeless banishment,

A fellow of no mark nor likelihood.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ill. 2. 45.

Soldiers of royal mark scorn such base purchase.

Fletcher (and another). False One, iv. 2.

For performance of great marfc. it needs extraordinary

health. Emerson, Conduct of Life.

11. A marking or noting; note; attention;

observance. [Rare.]

3632
Bot first, of shippe-craft can I right noght,
Of ther makyng haue I no m^rke. York Plays, p. 42.

He hath devoted . . . himself to the contemplation,
mark, and denotement of her parts and graces.

ShaJc., Othello, ii 3. 822.

12. A license of reprisals. See marque.— 13. —»„»v^,».^ ^»a.». ----------- _-'---i't-h^„„-i,-
A boundary ; a bound or limit noted or estab- Same as ace^ntca mark.--To come up to «ie mark,

lished ; hence, a set standard, or a limit to be S«« "o^^-To cut the mark.

reached: as, to speak within the mark; to be up
to the mark.
In that Contree of Libye is the See more highe than the

Lend ; and it semethe that it wolde covere the Erthe, and
natheles zit it passetbe not his Markes.

MandeviUe, Travels, p. 144.

Choose discreetly.

And Virtue guide you I There all the world, in one man.
Stands at the mark. Fletcher, Mad Lover, v. 4.

It's only a question between the larger sum and the
smaller. I shall be within the mark any v&y.

Dickens, Bleak House, xxxvii.

The ancient capital of Burgundy is wanting In charac-

ter ; it is not up to the mark.
H. James, Jr., Little Tom-, p. 253. „ _ _

14. In the middle ages, in England and Ger- inarki'(mark), v.~ [< ME. marken,^ merk'en, <

many, a tract of land belongingm common to a AS. mearman = OS. markon = OFries. merJcia

community of freemen, who mvided the culti- — D. merlcen = MLGr. merken, marken, LGr.

vated portion or arable mark among their indi- marken = OHGr. marchon, merchcm, merkan,
vidual members, used the common or ordiruwy MHO-. G-. merken = loel. marka = 8w. mdrka =
mark together for pasturage or other general Dan,, mcerke (cf. F. marguer, OP. merker, mer-
purposes, and dwelt in the village mark or cen- ch4er = Pr. Sp. Pg. marcar = It. marcare, mar-

mark
to be placed on the outside of the hull of a British vessel,

showing the depth to which the vessel may be loaded: so

called from Samuel Plimsoll, a member of Parliament at

whose instance the law was made. Also called load-hne.

—Remote mediate mark, in logic, a mark of a mark;

a predicate of a predicate.—Bepeat-mark. See repeia.

Staccato mark. See stoccato.— Synthetical mark.
- - - >/.,rt—Tn come up to the mark.

„™ ™,.~. .„ .„. See eut.— To keep one's

mark, in falconry, to wait, as a hawk, at the place where

it lays game, until it is retrieved. HaZliiml.—To make
one's mark, (a) To affix a cross (either Latin or St. An-

drew'sX in place of signing one's name : done by illiterate

persons, (o) To make one's Influence felt ; gain a position

of influence and distinction.—To toe the mark,to stand

with the toes touching a line drawn or Indicated for some
purpose, as a person about to make a jump, or a child or

a row of children in school; hence, colloquially, to stand

up to one's obligation or duty; face the consequences of

one's action or situation ; take a bold stand.

He had too much respect for his wife's judgment and
discretion to refuse to toe the mark, even when it was an

imaginary one. The Century, XXXVIII. 769.

Trade mark. SeeSro<fe-»n<iri:.=Syn. 1. Impress, impres-

sion (on wax, etc.), print (of the hand, etc.), trace, track, in-

dication, symptom.—2. Badge.j^4. Characteristic, proof.

tral portion, or apart on their holdings. It was
a customary tenure, like that of the existing

Russian mir, and was similarly managed and
governed.

chiare, < ML. marcare), mark; from the noun.

Ct. remark, demarcation.'] I. trans. 1. To make
a mark or marks on; apply or attach a mark
to; afEeot with a mark or marks by drawing.

The Mark System, as it was called, according to which impressing, stamping, cutting, imposing, or the
the body of kindred freemen, scattered over a considerable ii]jg
area and cultivating their lands In common, use a domestic
constitution based entirely or primarily on the community
of tenure and cultivation. Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 19,

15t. Image; likeness.

Which mankynde is so fair part of thy werk
That thou itmadest lyk to thyn owene merk.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 152.

Hence—16t. The mass of beings having a com-
mon likeness; posterity.

If wommen hadde writen stories.

As clerkes ban withinne hire oratories.

They wolde ban writen of men moore wikkednesse
Than al the mark of Adam may redresse.

Chaucer, ProL to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 69«.

Accidental syntheticialmark, a mark not predicated of
the subject in the definition of it.—Adeauate mark.
Same as adequate deJinaMon (which see, under definUion).

—Analytical mark. Same as esserMci mark.—Arable
mark. See def. 14.— Beside the mark. See beside.—

Bird mark, a well-known mark of certain pieces of pot-

tery, indicatmg Liverpool wares, and supposed to be the
crest belonging to the arms of the city of Liverpool.— Ca-
dence-mark, in music, a vertical stroke in a text arranged
for chanting, to indicate how the words are to be fitted to
the measures of the cadences.—Common mark. See
def. 14.— Constitutive mark, in logic. See amsMvUve.
— Coordinate marks, in logve, independent predicates

of the same subject.—Demerit mark. See demerit2.—
Diacritical mark. See diacritical.— 'EEsential mark.
In logic, one of the characters predicated in the definition

of anything. Also called analytical mar/f.— Fruitful
marl^ in logic. See fruitful.— (ioi bless or God save
the mark ! Save the mark ! etc., ejaculatory or paren-
thetical phrases expressive of irony, scorn, deprecation,

surprise, or a humorous sense of the extraordinary. "In
archery, when an archer diot well it was customary to cry

out '(hd save the mark!'— that is, prevent any one coming
after to hit the same mark and displace my arrow. Ironi-

cally it is said to a novice whose arrow is nowhere."
Brewer, Diet. Phrase and Fable, p. 790.

For he made me mad
To see him shine so brisk and smell so sweet.

And talk so like a waiting-gentlewoman
Of guns and drums and wounds— God saw the nuvrkl

Shak., 1 Hen. IT., t 3. 66.

To be ruled by my conscience, I should stay with the

Jew my master, who, Qod bless the mark. Is a kind of devil.

Shak., M. of V., ii. 2. 26.

My father had no more nose, my dea^ saving the mark I

than there is upon the back of my hand. Sleme.

" Deny myself " meant simply pleasure you.

The sacred and superior, save the mark

!

Brouming, Riiig and Book, II. 278.

God's markt. See ffodi.—Hall mark. See hall-mark.-
Harmonic mark. See Aarmonie.—High-water mark.
See water.—Leading marks. See ieadiji^i.-Lenticu-
larmark. Seeien&arfar.—Low-water mark. Seewa-
ter.—Mark moot, formerly, in England, a village assem-
blywhich had such direction of the affairs of the mark or
village community as devolved In later times on the mano-
rial court and the vestry. See def. 14.—Mark Of expres-
sion. Same as expression-mark.—Mark Of mouth, in

farriery. See def. 3.—Mark of VenUB, in palmiMry, the
thoral line of the hand.—Marks of cadency, in her. See
coHferM^.— Mark system. See def. 14.— Merchant's
mark. See merchant.—VMxomaai.o mark, a mark at

the beginning of a piece of music, like "M. M. J = 120,"

M. M. meaning Maelzel's Metronome, and J = 120 mean-
ing that the sliding weight is to be set at 120, and that
then the time of a single oscillation is that intended for

each J of the piece, or. In other words, that each J is to
occupy lij of a minute. Any note may be chosen as the
unit of reference.— Neoessaiy mark, a mark which not
only happens to be a mark of the subject, but would be so

in every possible state of things.- Ordinary mark. See
def. 14.—Pllmsoll's mark, a mark required by statute

My body 's marVd
With Roman swords. Shak., Cymbeline, iii. 8. B6.

2. To apply or fix by drawing, impressing,

stamping, or the like ; form by making a mark
or marks: as, to mark a line or square on a

board; to mark a name or direction on a pack-

age.
The line of demarcation between good and bad men is

so faintly marked as often to elude the most careful in-

vestigation. McuMvlay, Mitford's Hist, of Greece.

3. To serve as a mark or characteristic of;

distinguish or point out, literally or figurative-

ly ; stamp or characterize.

For leagues no other tree did ma/rk
The level waste, the rounding gray.

Tennyscfo, Mariana,

An advance In metallurgy was marked by the use of a

silver coinage. C. Elton, Origins of Eng. Hist., p. 805.

4. To notice; observe particularly; take note

of; regard; heed.
And marke what shall be read to thee^

Or given thee to learne.
Babees Boo&(E. B. T. S.), p. 291.

Let them cast back their eyes unto former generations
of men, and mark whatwas done in the prime of the world.

Booker, Eccles. Polity, ii. 4.

Mark them which cause divisions and offences.

Kom. xvi. 17.

Mark, madam, we live amongst riddles and mysteries.
Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iv. 17.

5. To single out; designate; point out.

At the knight Canon cast he that one.
As he mellit with his maistur, merkitlajja enyn.
Hit hym so hitturly with a hard dynt.
That he gird to the ground, & the gost yalde.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 6497.

If we are marVd to die, we are enow
To do our country loss. Shak., Hen. V., iv. 8. 20.

I am marlifd for slaughter,
And know the telling of this truth'has made me
A man clean lost tc^tbis world.

Fletiher, Valentinian, L 8.

6t. To wound; strike.

He merktt hym In mydward the mydell in two.
That he telle to the flat erthe, flote he no lengur.

DestractUm if Troy (E. E. T. S.X 1. 7826.

To mark down, (os) To set down In writing or by marks;
make a note or memorandum of : as, to mark down a sale
on credit; to mark down the number of yards. (6) To
mark at a lower rate ; reduce the price-marks on : as, to
mark dmim prices ; to mark down a line or stock of goods.
—To mark out. to) To lay out or plan by marking;
mark the figure or fix the outlines of : as, to mark out a
building or a plot of land ; to mark out a campaign, (b)

To notify, as by a mark; point out; designate: as, the
ringleaders were marked wk for punishment.

I wonder he should mark me ovt so

!

B. Jonson, Sejanns, L 2.

To mark time, (ft) MUtt., to move the feet alternately
In the same manner, and at the same rate, as in march-
ing, but without changing ground. (6) To Indicate the
rhythm for music; beat time.—To mark up, the oppo-
site of fomoridotOTv (6).=Syn, 1. To brand.— 3. To show,
evince, indicate, betoken, denote.— 4, To note, remark.

II. intrans. 1. To act as marker or score-
keeper; keep a score; set down or record re-

sults at successive stages.

You marking, as well as I, we may put both our marks
together, when they are gone, and confer of them.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, IL 1,



mark '

2. To note ; take notice.

O apright judge ! JTort, Jew : 6 lewned jadge

!

Shak., M. of V., ir. 1. 31S.

mark^ (mark), n. [Also marc; < ME. marl;
mare, < AS. mare, a weight (of silver or gold),
= OPries. merle = D. mark = OLG. marh, merk
= OHG. 'marha (> ML. marca. It. marea, OF.
marc, etc.)j MHG. marl; marke, 6. mark, L, a
weight of silver or gold, a coin, = Ic^ mark, a
weight (ilb. ) of silver or gold,= Sw.Dan. mark ;
usually identified, in the orig. supposed sense a
'stamped coin,' with marlc^, a sign, stamp; bnt
the sense of 'a partioolar weight' seems to be
older.] 1. A nnit of weight used in England
before the Conquest, and in nearly all the coun-
tries of Europe down to the introduction of the
metric Bystem, especially for gold and silver.
It was geaaiSif eqnd to S ounces. In 1524 the Cologne
msric was made tlie standard for gold and silver tlirongh.
oat the German-Boman empire, and copies weie dlstarib-
ated to aU the prindpal cities. But, owing to the caie-
lessness with which these were made, praerred, and
copied, the Oologne mark came to have different val-
ues in different places. The following table shows the
values of some vS. the principal maiks in 'Rng^'Rl' &oy
grainy either directly as given, or reduced from French
grains, doll, or milligrams. The larger discrepancies are
in most cases due to known changes of stand^ds.
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mark* (mark), a. and n. [A variant of murtl.
flwrit.] I. a. Dark. [Obsolete or provincial.]

The njgbt waxed soon black as pycke.
Then was the miste bothe nun^ and thfcke.

MS. Cantab. fL a 38, t aOL (HttUimO.}

IL n. Dark; darkness.

He's throw the dark, and throw tiie mark.
And throw the leaves o' green.

CXerk Saxaden (Child's Ballads, IL 3ao>

markablet (mar'ka-bl), o. [< mark^- + -aJfe.]

Bemarkable.
He would strike them—with some markable punish-

ment.
Sir B. Sandyt, State of Seligion, F. 2. b. iBUHiardnn.)

mark-boat (mark'bot), n. A boat anchored
to mark a particular spot : in yacht-racing, to
mark a turning- or finishing-point in the race

;

in nautical surveying, to serve as a fixed point
to angle upon.
marked (markt), p. a. 1. Distinguishable, as
if by means of a mark; plainly manifest ; no-
ticeable; outstanding; prominent.

He seems tohave been afraid that he might receive some
marked affront. Jfoeoulay, Hist. Eng., xz.

The cheek is broad, and its bone is strongly fTiorited.

J. A. Symondt, Italy and Greece, p. 240.

Berlin.

Bremen.

Cologne .

.

Copen'gen

Dantnc...

Dresden..
Hamburg.
Usbon ...

Liibeck...
Uadrid...
MUan ....

PaHs
Stockholm
Stuttgart.
Turin

DisxinctiTe name.

/ls^<ddP^l8S'n^
J maA; others, I __„,
i Colognemarki ^°^**

^^ otl816 )
/Commercial 1

i maik^chang'd,]
( 1815 J
Troyesmaik.. 3794}

Vienna .

(Goldsmiths')
I mark f
( C<dagne marie, \
J w^ changed, V

( i816 j
Cologne mark.
Cologne mark.

Mint mark . .

.

Cologne mark.

M0»

3638^3833

3603^3603

seoeiseos
3340 3E41}

3548
3627}

3777}
SS79}32a2
361(^
3796 3795

(Goldsmiths')
( mark j-|««»to«,i.

Mint mark . . . |433(4{4333

ieS

Ught. does produce such marked effects.

H. Speneer, Srin. of BioL, § 13.

3602.03

3739}S740.11
35501

3809.14
3795.08

3^1.61
3740.19

3795.00

463680.60

2. An Anglo-Saxon and early 'Rnglish money
of account. In the tenth century it was estimated at
100 silver pennies, but frmn the end of Uie tw^fthcentojy
(or earlier) onward at 160 pennies or 13a. 4d.^ money os
the timeX The mari: was never an Anglo-Saxon or 'Bng^
lish coin, as is often erroneously stated.

There's a franklin in the wild of Kent bath brought
three hundred marks with him in gold.

Skak., 1 Hen. IV., a 1. 6L
A special gentle,

That is the heir to forty mari» a year.

B. Jonton, Alchemist 1 1.

3. Amodem sUver coin of the German empire,
containing precisely 5 grams of fine silver,

or 0.20784 of that in a United States silver

dollar. German silver coins of the value of 2 marks,
and gtdd coins of the value of 5, 10, and 20 marks, are also

Obveise. ReT«rse.

Gennan Mark. (Size ofthe orieinal.)

corrent. The gold coins contain a36S4229 gram of fine

g<dd per mark;thevalue of which is consequently $0.23821.

4. A silver coin of Scjotland issued in 1663 by
Charles EL, warth at the time 13s. 4d. Scotch
(or 13 pence and one third of a penny English).
The Outeemerk (so called from its revCTse type being a
thistle) was a Scooch silver coin of the same value issued

by James VL In this sense commonly spelled merk.—
Hark banco, « mcm^ of account formerly nssd in Ham-
burg, of the value of about 35 United States cents: so

called to «iigtiii^i!ih it from the mark eommtt, a coin at

the value of about 28 United states cents. The mark ban-

co has not been used since the Franoo45erman war of

1870-L (See also >ui(f.mark.)

mark^ (mark), V. i. [ME. marken, merken; var.

of marcftS.] To inarch; proceed.

Thes drest for the dede and droghen to shift

And merka vnto Messam with a mekyll muy.
DeBtructionofTn!/(E. E. T. S.), 1. 5196.

2. Snbject to observation or notice; having
notoriety, good or bad: as, his public spirit,

or his suspicious conduct, makes Mm a marked
man.—3. In music, with emphasis ; marcato.

—

Harked pawn, inehegg, apawnon which somemark isput
to distingnish itasthepiecewithwhich a playerundertakes
to give checkmate.—Harked proo^ in engraang, a proof
inwhich some unimportant detail is left tmflnished, low-
ing that the impression has been taken beforethe comple-
tion of the plate.—fHie marked ^id or pole of a mag-
net, the north.seeking pole, often indicated by some mark
on the needle.

markedly (mar'ked-li), adv. In a markedman-
ner; manifestiy; noticeably; so as to excite at-

tention.

markee (mar-ke'), n. See marquee.
marker (mar'ker), ». [< ME. *marker, < AS.
mearcere, a writer, notiy, < meartian, mark:
see mark\ c] 1 . Onewho or thatwhichmarks.
Speciflcally—(a) One who marks the score at games, (ft)

In l^gljgb schools and universities, the monitor who calls

the roll at divine service, (c) JftUl, thesoldierwhois the
pivot round which a body of men wheels, or who marks
the direction of an alinement. (d) Something used to
mark a place, as a book-mark.

2. A counter used in card-playing.—3. One
who marks or notices; a close ol^rver; hence,
rarely, a marksman.
The best marixr may shoot a bow's length beade.

Soott, Monastery, xviii.

4. In agri., some implement used for tracing
lines on the ground, as the position to be occu-
pied by a row of plants or mils, or the like, it
may be, for instance, a marking-plow, a form of three-

tjned harrow, or a removable attachment to a planter or
plow.

5, In a sewing-machine, an attachment for

making upon the cloth, as it passes the needle,

a slight crease that may serve as a gnide for

folding a tuck, or for another line of stitching;

a tuck-ereaser.—6. A pen or stylus used for

marking or recording.

markest, ». An obsolete spelling of marquis.

market (mar'ket), n. [< ME. market, < late

AS. market = OFries. merked, merkad, market
= D. marl-* = MLG. market, merkt = OHG.
merkdt, marchdt, MHG. market, markt, G. markt
= IceL markadhr = Sw. marknad = Dan- mar-
ked = OF. 'market, markiet, marchet, F. mar-
ehe = Pr. mercat= Sp. Pg. mercado = It. mer-

cato, market, < L. mercatus, traffic, trade, a mar-
ket, < mercari, m. mercatus, trade : see mercan-
tile, vwrchant Hence WKirfl. Ct. marchet. mer-
chef,mereheta.'] 1. An occasion onwhich goods
are publicly exposed for sale and buyers as-

semble to purchase; the meeting together of

people for selling and buying at private sale,

as distinguished from an auction, where the

sale is public.

"Market is over for us to-day," saidMoUy Ckmi^, in dis-

appointed surprise. "We must make the best on t, and
sell to th' huxters.

"

Mn. GaOM, Sylvia's Lovers, a.

And he answered, " What"s the use
Of this bragging up and down.

When three women and one goose
Make a tnarket in yonr town?"

Longfettoa, Wayside Inn, Saga of King Olat, ix.

2. A pubMe place or building where goods are

exposed for sale; a market-place or market-
house.

A footsore ox in crowded ways
Stumbling across the market to his death.

Tetmyfon, Aylmer's Keld.

market-beatei

3. The assemblage of people in a market: as.

there was a large market to-day.

What are known as the markets in the stock exchange
are simply groups of jobbers distribnted here and there
on the floor of the honse. Habit or convenience seems to
have determined the particular spots occupied, which are
known as the consol market, the r.nglish railway market,
the foreign stock market, and so on.

Eni^/e. Brit, TXTT 557.

4. A place of purchase and sale in general ; a
city, country, region, or locsJitywhere anything
is or maybe bought or sold: as, the home or for-
eign market (the country inwhichgoods are pro-
duced, or that to which they are transported or
from which they are brought); the American
or British market; the London market.

There is a third thing to be considered—how a market
can be obtained for produce, or how production can be
limited to the capacities of the market J. S. MiU.

5. Traf&c; trade; purchase or sale, or rate of
purchase and sale ; demand; hence,price ; cost

;

worth; valuation: as, to make market; a ready
market; a dull market; the market is low ; there
is no market for such goods.
Second Pro. I piithee look what market she hath made.
First Pro. Imprimis sir, a good fat loin of mutton.

MidtOeton, Cliaste Maid, a 2.

Strange ! how the frequent interjected dash
Quickens a market, and helps off the trash

Cowper, Charity, L 522.

The market to-day has been more active than for a con-
siderable time. Manchester Gvardian, Bee. 16, ISSO.

Q.lnEng.Jaw: (a)The franchise orlibertygrant-
ed to or enjoyed by a municipality or other body
to estabU^ a place, usually in an open space,
for the meeting of people to buy and sell un-
der prescribed conditions, (i) The assemblage
of buyers and sellers on the day and within the
hours appointed. The importance of the distinction
between a market and any other mart arose from (1) the
necessity of pubhc authority for making such nse of a
street or place, (2) the value of an exclusive franchise of
this kind, and (3) the role of English law that a buyer in
open market gete good title, though the seller may not
have had good title.—Clerk Ofthemarket. SeeelertL

—

Court of the (flerk of the market. See court.—Har-
ket OV^rt, in Ei^. law, open market; a place where
the public are invited to send and sea and to come and
bay. The peculiar feature of trade in market overt is that
the buyer may get good title thongh the seller has not—

.

Harket price, the price a commodity wiU bring when
sold in open market; price cnrrent.

The market price of every particular commodity is regu-
lated by the proportion which is actually brought to mar-
ket and the demand of those who are willing to pay the
natural price of the commodity, or the whole valne of the
rent, labbnr, and profit which must be paid in order to
bring it thither. Adam Smitit, Wealth of Sationa.

Harket value, value established or shown by sales, pub-
lic or private, in tiie ordinary course of business. See mar-
ket price.—to hull, comer, forestall, iflnt, hold the
market. See the verbs.

market (mar'ket), f. [< market, n.] L intrans.

To deal in a market ; buy or sell ; make bar-
gains for provisions or goods.

H. trajis.TocarrytoorseUinamarket; make
market or sale for; vend; sell: as, to market
meat or vegetables : to market a crop.

And rich bazaars, whither from all the world
Industrious merchants meet; and market there
The world's collectedwealth SbutAey, Thalaba, iv.

marketability (mar^et-a-bil'i-ti), n. [< »i«r-

keiable: see -WZi^.] Capability of beii^ mar-
keted or sold; readiness of disposal; quick
sale.

Our government owes its life to the credit of its bonds.
Their markelatnUty alone furnished the means for sup-
pressing the great rebellion. N. A. Beo., CXXXTX. 571.

marketable (mar'ket-a-bl), a. [< market +
-o6f«.] 1. That may be marketed or sold;

salable ; fit for the market.
One of them

Is a plain fish, and, no doubt; marketable.
Shak., Tempest, t. 1. 266.

2. Current in the market.
ThemarketaHe values of any qnanliiaes oftwo commodi-

ties are equal when they will exchange one for another.
Locke.

Uarketahle title, in Qie late qfconxeyaneing, such a title

as the court win compel a purchaser to accept, upon a
contract to purchase which does not exempt the vendor
from the full obligation of giving a clean and sufficient

title : often used in contradistinction togood holding title,

by which is meant a title which may without impmdence
be presumed sufficient, butmay yet be snbject to a doubt
affecting the marketableness of tiie property.

marketableness (mar'ket-a-bl-nes), n. The
state of being marketable ; marketability.

market-basket (mar'ket-bas'ket), ». A large

basket used to carry marketing,

market-beatert (mar'ket-be'tSr), n. [< ME.
marketrbetere; < market + heater. Cf. market-

dasher.1 One who lounges about the market
orinpubUe; a lounger. Wyelif.

He was a marketAxtere atte fulle.

Chancer, Reeve's Tale, L 18.



Market-cross, Royat (Puy-de-
D6me), France; igth century.
(From Viollet-le-Duc's "Diet, de
rArchitecture.")

market-bell

market-bell (mar'ket-bel), n. A bell giving
notice that trade may begin or must cease in
a market.

Enter, go in ; the marhet-hell is rang.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., ili. 2. 16.

market-court (mar'ket-kort), rt. In England,
a court held by jus-
tices or by the clerk
of a market, for the
punishment of frauds
and other offenses
committed in the mar-
ket.

market-cross (mar'-
ket-kros), n. A cross
set up where a market
IS held. Inmedieval times
most market-towns in Eng-
land and Scotland, and in
manyparts of the continent,
had a market-cross, some-
times forming a monument
of considerable size andelab-
orate architecture. Many
such crosses survive. See
cro«gl, 2.

These things Indeed you
have articulate,

Proclaim'd at raarket-erogs-
es, read in churches.
Skak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 1. 73.

market-dasherl
(mar'ket-dash"6r), n.

[< ME. market-dasch-
ere; < market+ dasher. '\ Same as marTcet-heater.

Prompt. Parv., p. 326.

market-day (mar'ket-da), n. The day on which
people go to market ; speciftcally, the fixed day
on which a market is neld in a town under a
chartered privilege,

marketer (mar'ket-6r), M. 1. One who attends
a market ; one who exposes anything for sale

in a market.
I sat down with a hundred hungry marketers, fat, brown,

greasy men, with a good deal of the rich soil of Languedoc
adhering to their hands and boots.

H. James, Jr., Ijttle Tour, p. 157.

2. One who goes to market; a purchaser of

supplies ; a purveyor.

In a butcher's shop there is a superficial sameness in
the appearance of meat which it is the business of a good
truirketer to see through. Pop. Sei. Mo., XIII. 430.

market-fish^ (mar'ket-fish), n. A marketable
fish; specifically, a codfish weighing from six

to twelve pounds, suitable, in a fresh state, for

ordinary markets. [Pi-ovincetown, Mass.]
market-fish^ (mar'ket-fish), ». A corruption
ot margate-fish.

market-garden (mar'ket-gar"dn), n. A garden
in which vegetables and fruits are raised for

the market.
market-gardener (mar'ket-gard"n6r), n. One
who raises vegetables and fruits for sale.

The mob of fishermen and market-gardeners ... at

Naples yelled and threw up their caps in honour of Ma-
saniello. Quoted in Mamiday, Hist. Eng., xii.

market-geldf (mar'ket-geld), n. The toll of a
market.
market-house (mar'ket-hous), n. A building
in which a market is held.

Many an English market-town has an open market-house
with arches, with a room above for the administration of

justice or any other public purpose.
B. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 32.

marketing (mar'ket-ing), n. [Verbal n. of

marlcet, v^ 1. The act of going to or transact-

ing business in a market.— 2. That which is

bought or sold ; a supply of commodities from
a market.
market-Jew (mar'ket-j6), n. The chough,
Pyrrhocorax graculus. Also called market-Jew
crow and Jew-crow.

market-lead (mar'ket-led), n. See market^ot.

market-maid (mar'ket-mad), n. A maid-ser-

vant awaiting hire in the market.
You come not

Like Ceesar's sister, . . . but you are come
A market-maid to Kome. Shak., A. andC.,iii. 6. 61.

marketman (mar'ket-man), n.; pi. marketmen
(-men). 1. One who exposes provisions, etc.,

for sale in a market.

Talk like the vulgar sort of market-men.
That come to gather money for their corn.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iil. 2. 4.

2. One who buys in a market; one who does
marketing; one who makes purchases of sup-

plies in a market.

So worthless peasants bargain for their wives.

As market-men for oxen, sheep, or horse.
Shak., IHen. VI., v. 6.54.
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market-master (max'ket-mas''t6r), n. An offi-

cer having supervision of markets and the ad-
ministration of laws respecting them. [Penn-
sylvania.]

market-pennyt (mar'ket-pen"i), n. Money for

liquor on the market-day. Nares.
market-place (mar'ket-plas), n. The place in
which a market is held, usually an open space
in a town set apart for the holding of markets.

Beware of the scribes, which love . . . salutations in
the market-places. Mark xii. 38.

The market-place Is very spacious and faire, being so
large, both tor bredth and length, that I never saw the like
in all England. Coryat, Crudities, I. 6.

market-pot (mar'ket-pot), n. In silver-defining,

the pot at the end of the series of pots used in
the Pattinson process, in the direction in which
the amount of silver left in the lead is dimin-
ished. It contains the "market-lead," or that part of the
metal which is suSlciently desilverized to be sold as lead

;

this is not expected to contain more than 10 pennyweights
of silver to the ton.

market-steadt (mar'ket-sted), ». A market-
place.

Their best archers plao'd
The market-sted about.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xxii.

market-town (mar'ket-toun), n. A town in

which markets are held, by privilege, at stated
times.

Come, march to wakes and fairs and market-tovm£.
Shak., Lear, iil. 6. 78.

markgravet, n. An obsolete variant of mar-
grave.

markhor, markhoor (mar'kdr, -kor), n. [Also
markhore, markhur; an B. Ind. name.] An Asi-
atic variety of wild goat, closely related to the
common domestic goat, but having long, mas-
sive, spirally twisted horns ; Capra falconeri,
also called C. megaeeros and C. jerdoni.

marking (mar'Mng), n. and a. [< ME. marking,
< AS. mearcung, mercung, mcercung, a marking,
description, verbal n. of mearcian, mark : see
mark^, v.2 I. ». 1. The act of impressing a
mark upon something.— 2. In coinage, the pro-
cess of edge-rolling, or swaging the edge of the
blank to prepare it for reeding.— 3. A mark or
series of marks upon something ; characteris-
tic arrangement of marks, as lines or dots, or
of natural coloring: as, the markings on a bird's

eggs, or of the petals of a flower; the natural
markings of a gem or of ornamental wood.
There is ... no record of a tertiary marking on a dia^

tom having been observed before.
Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc., 2d ser., VI. ii. 321.

Annular markings. See anmtlar duct, under annular.—
Marking of goods, in Scots law, one of those forms of
constructive delivery by which an attempt is made to
transfer the property of a thing sold while the seller re-

tains possession. Thus, the property of cattle sold while
grazing is transferred by their being marked for the buyer,
if in the herds or field of a third person.

II, a. 1. Making a mark ; hence, distinguish-
ing; signifioant; striking.

The most mm'king incidents in Scottish
history— Flodden, Darien, or the Forty-
five—were still either failures or defeats.

M. L. Stevenson, The Eoreigner at Home.

2. Taking note; discerning; ob-
servant.

He [Mr. James Quln] had many requi-
sites to form a good actor : an expressive
countenance ; a marking eye ; a clear

voice. Life of Quin (reprint 1887), p. 9.

marking-gage (mar'king-gaj), n.

A carpenters' tool for drawing
lines parallel to an edge, it con-
sists of a stem through one end of which
a marking-point is driven perpendicular-
ly, and upon which is a sliding block hav-
ing its face toward the perpendicular
point, and held at the desired distance by
a set^screw. In use, the tracing-point is

held in contact with the material to be
marked, while the adjustable block is

passed along its edge.

marking-ink (mar'king-ingk), n.

marking-iron (mar'king-i"6rn), n. A branding-
iron.

markingly (mar'king-li), adv. In an attentive
manner; observantly; heedfully.

Pyrocles markingly hearkened to all that Dametas said.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iv.

marking-machine (mar'king-ma-shen"), n. In
coining, a machine used in the mint to swage
the edges of coin-blanks, which it raises or
throws up all around, preparatory to milling.

marking-nut (mar'king-nut), n. The fruit of an
East Indian tree, Semecarpus Anacardiwm : so
called because it contains a juice used in mark-
ing cloths. Also called Malacca hean, marsh-nut, and

Marking-gage.

See i»fcl.

marl
Oriental cashew-nut. See cashew-nut and hean^.— Mark-
ing-nut oil, a painters' oil obtained from the kernels of

marking-nuts.

marking-plow (mSr'king-plou), n. In agri., a

plow used for making small furrows to serve

as guides in various operations, as in plowed
land for planting corn, or in a field to be marked
out for planting an orchard.

markist, markisest, «• Middle English spell-

ings of marquis and marquisess. Chaucer.

markletf (mark'let), n. [< mark'i- + -let.'] A
mark ; a badge.

I am sure men use not to weare such manes ; I am also

sure Souldiers use to weare other marUets or notadoes in

time of battell. N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 32.

markman (mark'man), n.; pi. markmen (-men).

If. Same as marksman.
Ben. I aim'd so near, when I supposed you loved.

Bom. A light good mark-man t And she's fair I love.

Shak., E. and J., i. 1. 212.

2. A member of a community owning a mark
or joint estate in land. See mark\ n., 14.

In the centre of the clearing the primitive village is

placed ; each of the mark-men has there his homestead,

his house, court-yard, and farm-buildings.
Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 24.

markmote (mark'mot), n. [< mark + moteh]
A couacU or deliberate assembly of markmen.

The village assembly, or ma/rlnnote, would seem to have
resembled the town-meetings of New England.

J. Fiske, Amer. PoL Ideas, p. 41.

marksman (marks 'man), «.; pi. marksmen
(-men). [= Sw. marksman = Dan. mcerkeds-

mand, standard-bearer; as marWs, poss. of

mark'-, + man.] 1. One who is skilfulm shoot-

ing with a gun or a bow ; one who readily hits

the mark ; a good shooter.

But on an arm of oak, that stood betwist
The marks-man and the mark, his lance he fixt.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., viii.

He was a fencer ; he was a marksman; and, before he
had ever stood In the ranks, tie was already more than half

a soldier. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xiii.

2. One who, not being able to write, makes his

mark instead of signing his name. [Rare.]

If you can avoid it, do not have marksmen for witnesses.
St. Leonards, Property Law, p. 170. (Eneyo. Diet.)

marksmanship (marks'man-ship), n. [< marks-
man + -ship.] The character or skill of a
marksman ; dexterity in shooting at a mark.
markswoman (marks'wum"an), n.

;
pi. marks-

women (-wim'''en). A woman who is skilful in

shooting at a mark, as with the bow.
Less ezWlted but perhaps not less skilful marksumnen.

Scott, St. !Ronan's Well, xviii.

mark-tooth (mark'toth), n. A horse's tooth so

marked as to indicate to some extent his age.

See mark^, n., 3.

At four years old there cometh the Tnark-tooth [in horses],

which hath a hole as big as you may lay a pea within it;

and that weareth shorter and shorter every year, till that
at eight years old the tooth is smooth.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 754.

mark-whitet (mark'hwit), ». The center of a
target.

With daily shew of courteous kind behaviour,
Even at the ma/rke-white of his hart she roved.

Spenser, F. Q., V. v. 36.

markwort^ (m8rk'w6r"Tm), a. [< marlc^ +
worthy.] Worthy of mark or observation; de-
serving of notice ; noteworthy.
No spectacle is more markworthy than that which our

common law courts continually oifer.

Sir E. Creasy, Eng. Const., p. 226.

marll (marl), n. [< ME. marl, marie, merle, <

OP. m^xrle, merle, P. marne = D. ML(t. mergel =
0H6. mergil, MHGr. G-. mergel = Sw. Dan. mer-
gel, < Mli. margila, marl, dim. of L. marga (> It.

Sp. Pg. marga), marl. Perhaps a Celtic word:
cf. Bret, marg, marl; but the w. marl, Ir. Gael.
marla, marl, must be of E. origin.] A mixture
of clay with carbonate of Ume, the latter be-
ing present in considerable quantity, forming
a mass which is not consolidated, but falls to
pieces readily on exposure to the air. The word
marl, however, is used so vaguely as to be often ambigu-
ous

; and in England some substances are thus designated
in which there is no lime. Marl Is a valuable fertilizing
material for different kinds of soil, according to its com-
position. In New Jersey the mixtures of greensand with
clay much used as fertilizers are commonly called marie.
or greenmrtd-marls, and many varieties thus designated
contain no more than one or two per cent, of carbonate
of lime. Marls and marly soils are especially well devel-
oped in the Permian and Triassic of England and on the
continent. The upper division of the Keuper in England
is known as the "Bed Marl Series," and in places reaohesa
thickness of 3,000 feet. These marls are largely quarried
at various points for making bricks. See shell-marl.

For lacke of dounge in sondy lande be spronge
Goode marl, and it wol make it multiplie.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.),p. 188



marl
His spear . . .

He mik'd wlOi to sqrac
OwT tke bnnliiK Mnfa. JFiMb^, P. 1^ I S96.

auuV (iB«ri\ r. t. [< M4>rP. «,] To o\-erspr«ad
cff manure witJti im^
Xtra- ret «as Ibe maa kaovB ihtt hereviai amint tbe

suae sniand t«ioe In his UMane.

Who mnld boia aB(^ land,
Tb luiT« Uie tnmbie to mmii it?

B.J, , Stajiie 0* Sews, ii. 1.

BSrI3(mSri}.r.f. [Also auifteM; <M£. tarfem,-
< p. MArin <= I^. aMrTf-H. > G. iii«rJf»\ £asten
withmarime; appar.irpeg.deTetopedfrMntar-
ltf'ii,itMiriine: s^ee MtrluM', h. andr.] 1. Xaut..
to wind, as a i«pe, m& mariin^ span-Tara.
nrine, or other smaQ stnft, eveiy torn bein"
sie«ai>pd 1>T a sort of hitch.: a eommon methoi
of fastening stiips of eanvas called pareeivKg,
to preneni diaSng.
I pBRksed bare ;$t. JoIniX Xrirfoondland] a stoc^

at ft«sh keef, wUcli, dter resMtTicp Uie bones and !en-
doBS. we eoaapresed ^te raOs t^ wnspins it. tdosei;
vMitsia^aocnrdiastofl'ettaiilicalpnieesaf mmiiaig,
andbme it9m tke nggias.

£s»c. Sec Qonn^ Eig^ I. SOL

2. To lATeL, as silk. MaliiKieB. [Prov. Eng.]
HUUrl- (mSiiX ». [< MIJ^, r.] The fiber of
those pea«oek-feaiheis which ha-ne Hi© webs
long and deeomposed. s^ that 3ie barbs stand
apart, as if laveled: used fur making artifieial

flies.

Ii tliere are aaj fi'bre^ of tbeliaeMeor ving: standing in
Ae TiQ^ dixeoliQB, dE^ th^ viQi xa^ae% S2id the 9t
K ooapleted. Flos silk or peaeoet^s mmai m^ be ^»d
iBStBaiatnahair. na«<BMt^.^w<^p^U6.

BarPtiC-^ [Aeontr.foimof MMiree)!.] Towon-
der; aurroL [Old <» pa»v. Eog. and ScoTolu]

I»<« vbell» it be a XUedo or ariL

JS. Jtmmn, ^ras lian in he HanoBr, SL 1.

Bail* (ndai), >. [A e<Hilz'. form <d mmHe.'i
1. HarUe.— 2. A marble (^ything). [Prov.

Hor9todgr1J^taha9r^I|«teis]loak,IlnB! IsKamis
~ '

'
Oanyii Biat, Mffl i>a the Hiss.

marP (miilX r. & [Origin obsenre.] See the
qoota^on.
JawjpKMMn (b.1 to diesse anrmanar«C^^ viih nne-

s«- to be eaten o(iU% vliidk at Soaxharap&m Ihe^ eaB

marlaeeCHIS (mSr-la'siius'i. a, [< BMwfi +
-cK<nm$.] Of Ae nature of orresembiingniaii;
liaTing the properties <tf mari.
Biarlbaiy(niail'ba^), H.; pL maTtbeTries{4i\

A small tree, JnaHsio Pifi'eri»ma, of the Jljfrsi-

maeat, growing in Florida, tiieW^ Indies,

and soothemMexi^o. The wood is ridi brown
marked with darter rays, uid is soseeptible (rf

a beaatifDl pidkh. Aiso eaBed Aemf.
iBarlbaniD^-'wlieel (mSzl'bar-o.hwS), a. A
thick idle-wheel used to eonneet two wheels
whsee ^aflsImtooneartogetherforthewheels
to be iKOogfat into the same plane.

marir-briiA (marllmk), a. A sopeTic'T Mnd <^
ban^ nsed for fronts <rf l»ildings and iv» gaged
aicfces; a cntter. Also eaDed awiri^slsdk.

marlet (naai), «. An oT^soleie form of awrfi.

Iiiaxled(maiid).a. [< wmrH+ -ed^S] iMaiUed:
mottled; checkered.

ne amiad ^iaid }« kradl;^ snsie,

:^me^hmM giaMBllj- be wai&
£ana^ T!> tbe endvife of Wawtepe Hone.

marl-l^ass {maii'gias''. ». The zigzag doTW,
lajvUmm mptHnm ; also, the red dorer. I.pra-
taiee. [Eng.]
arli (mSrHi), n. KF. aMvfi; oi^n unknown.]
1. Qointin; ^eeracaDr, «nbrom^^ed qnintin.

Pfnjjteria. (mari-e'ii-a), »- [NK (Cambes-
sedi^ 1S29),named a£ber G^. T. MarBere. who in-

trodnced the cnltare of ecan, rice, and e<^ee in

eotain parts of BsaiiL] A genns of dicotjie-

donons palypetsdons plants ofthe naturalorder

Jfj^mvuP iad the tribe 2tjfrtpie~ "Osf are ebar-

actanad bj- tan^s tiie slaiDeirs infiesed or inmlitfe ia

th? tad. tteealrx^iBb closed KDiatara open t^^ the ex-

Bi^Mn of t^WMrer, when X is CTO»T»ed t^ firafili*-

eeoasloh^and a ^.eslled IS-nrdyS-o^'Bd oxaij'with rsK)

aides fa eacbeeB. Xh^ are ^rate or tiees with ap|io-

^e. pin^dielj' nxned leafcs, and snail *• «• S^^ed
&)<-as. Jisre than W ^petics hare be^ drasroed. wit

the ^raAo' vi^ be inndk redaeed; Ih^ are natti^ of

tnnieal JLserieaL Jf. iSatmctim) fttmentt of aibln^
ioJ BctzO. thagcanBd.naiiiin».?M*as a trail mnA n^d
fn-food. jr.;,^wa*wa.B<aaia6wipicatBraal,«teniaja.
rai^x. B a tall shivb whidi faodnos swees henies.

»aj-K»i (mSrHin), , [A Tar. of mariimgl, mer-

lim.l A godwit or a cmlew. (•> XIk great martded

god4tt. iMmm^dm- "areftfjFaffledhBy^o-^j
bwna.aBdR^MvSa. SeecntnndarrJAiA. ^)nRH«id-
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hnlities u the rimg^aS^ wM»««gwd. or Jtdi aiariia.
(e)The Hndainiui cnriew.JfaaMaiw Imimmicmt; moretat
tF eaUed avakti-taki, toit MtiiT. and Im^tat wmiiuL.
[Xeir ^eis^.]

marliBe (marlin'), tu [Also marliit, marlimff;=
F. Sp. meHiM =Pg. meHim, < D. wrtn'vis.'also

inreg. marling, aieriiag {= Fries.wieHyi,^ = i£Li_T

.

mterlini, marlimt, LG. marVmi = Sw. Ban. mier-

li»ff, mfiie), a mariine. < marrt-M, bind, tie (= E.
MJri), + lyii, a line n= E. KneS).] .v,; »*., small
cord used as seizing-staff, eonsisTing of two
stzKids. loosely twisted.

Some the ^dled nwes wXh daal^f mmrtme ImmHmg in
Globe eaiIi<Hi] bmd. firjnkn, .imms MiiaUUs, s. 14i^

marline (n^r'Iin). r. t.-. pret. and pp. wuirBiiett

ppt.mmrluttMig. [< ai<>rf«N«, w.] Same as • / 1 ••?2.

marlme-ludet (mar'lin^olV a. XoMf.. one of
the holes formerly made for m^l^^iTlg flie fooi-
rope and dnes in courses and topsails.

marliaes^ifce <mSr'lin-S]:iLk'. a. 1. Salt,, a
pointed iron imj^lement Tised to separate the
strands of rope m splicing, and as a lever in
potting on seirings. ei'C. Also written Moriui-
^T'liv and maHingspite.— 2. A jfiger, a speeies
of Stavmmivs: so called (by ^iibrs) from the
long pointed middle tail-feathers.

marlillsH, •>. An obsolete form of muHin,
marling^, a. An obsolete form of mar1i»e.

marliBg-bitch (mSr'ling-hidi). a. AamL, a
kind of hitch nsed by sailors in winding or
parceling spun-yam.
laarlite (marlit), a, [< ttarP- + -ite-J] A Ta^
riety «rf marl which resists the action of the air.

marUtic (mar-lit 'it>. o. [< mwrlUe + -«c.]

Having the qualities of niariite.

marlocSc (m^^ok), r. j. [Origin obsenre.] To
frolic ; gamboL" [Prov. EngJ
BoEt ta mean to sayK mj- Silrie vent and demeaned

hasdT i-i dance and amfacdt vf a' th' tair-folk at th' Ad-
iBinlsHead! jrR.e«Jti^S}iTia'sI>>Tei^xi.

marlotte (marlot^ a. [= F. Biartotte = Sp.

Fg. martota, aMnd of Hootishgown.] A loose
gown or wrapper worn by women in the six-

teenSi eentnry. It was nsed especially as an
outer garment over the robe.

Marlowismt (mat'lo-izm), a. The style of the
Eiizabefiian dramatist C!hrist<ix>I>cr Mariowe
(1364-93).
Xo lel^sos bnt pcee^ Jftar^MianM.

G. H«my, ficrcef^ SiQaongatioai.

marl-^ (n»ri'pit), n. [< ME. maH^pU, marl-

j>ftte, awrigMW; < aiarP^ + ptfi.] A pit where
niariisdng.
He vas in a amult̂ S j'&lle.

ChniMr, :Uiner's Tal^ 1. £74.

marl-slate (mari'siat). a. Calcareous shale; a
variety of marl spBttir^ into thin plates. The
Tmoi-^ate IHvi^Kr is a membercf theXBagnesan limestone
SToap <rf the Ferrabn s; derelc^ed in E^and, and is

n^i^ ttie eqnivakat of the tt^tniim^fiT of the Ger^

M3^n:aJa3fr-iTte

marl-stock (nrari'stot), a. Same as muul-bnd.
marl^OOe (n^M'ston), a. In geoL, aigillaeeoas

and nuBe or less feranginons limestone. The
middle of the three prim^aA dirfeioiis of the lias in
Bi^laad is called the Mmrliem:, a name fli^ nsed hr W.
^alih. This is leieorfomicall}' a hi^df important koc^
anoe it eontains the fddbrUel dejN^ts <rf iron«e called

the CfarabnML tram the Oer^dand MDs. in irhkh it oo-

euis. niellildleLiisarllaitetiaDeeoi^stegaiaalljoii
tvo monbei^ the npper one being the Maitetoae pn^er,
and the lo'rer a series of sands. maii% and da^j^ The
Hoimnm thidae^ of the vfaole sai@ is ahoot MO feet.

marly^ (narli). «. [< ME. anufy; < aiarfi +
-yi.] BesemWingmari orpartaking of its char-

acter; abounding with mxri.
lande^b^ for vhete

B it be awr^ thkfee, and somd^e wete.
raBiwri'ai. Hi^Mmdiie (£.£. X. S.\ p. l&

Ibzly el^, a wiels' (^ (Ja; used in mddi^ pale tHi<^
and as ft manure.

marly- (marTi\ a. Therim of a dish, as disrin-

gnished&om its eavetto. Also spelled ",<irii.

marljPtmt, a. An obsolete form oi atcrfta.

marm, a. a vulgarmode of writing ain'oai for

imadam,
marmalade (mSr'maJid), a. [Fotmeriy also

mttrmSade, mnraiebii, muawtiet; = D. G. Dan.
marmekide = $w. mmrmeiad, < OF. aMina^adr.

F. marm^de = It. marmtikit.j = Sp. awr-
mHada. < Ps. marmdada, marmalade, orig. a
eonfoetion of quinces, < atorawto (= Sp. «<w-
hrmo). a qmnce, < 1^ aK*«ai«?«ai, a quince. <

Gr. ^.Jiir^j?:-, a sweet apple, an apple grafted

onaquince: see BMfiak/t.j A i«*serve <h- eon-

focfion of pulpy conastence made from vari-

ous fmiT*. especially bitter and add fiuits.

sneh as tie oxans^. lemon, and barberry, and
the berries of the mountain-ash. uid some-
times also the larger firots, like the apjtle.

pear, ^mn, ^ne^ple, quince, ^e.

marmortinto
All man«r of fruits and oonteocioas, marm^ad^ snocad,

greene-CP^er, ooraflettes. TfndaU, Works, p. iSk.

Ereix poiod in her sljle carrieth aMraialad and socket
in the month. G. Bamf), Ser Letter.

Altera good dinner. l^t!lfrs.Himt and my vife making
a aunaaMf of qninees. PfV^ NaiT> ^ot. % lesS.

annalade-boz. s>:izur as nmnm).—Natmal mar-
inida^P, the trait of ihe mannalaae-tree^

marmsSade-plmil (mSr'ma-lad-plnm}, N. The
marmalaiie-TTee, or its frtiit,

marmalade-tree (mar'm»lad-tre), a. A tree,
Luctima mam-
woso^thai yields
a fnat the juice
of which resem-
bles marmalade.
Alsoealledi

(mar'ma-la-di),
a. [< marma-
lade + -jl.]

Like marms:-
lade. [Etare.]

13te Frendinian,
yon see. has a soft
BMnaoIodw heait.

JTiddMnt. Blmt,
CMastez^Oon^a-

Pd^iiLl.

marmala-water
(mSr'mar-la-wal^-
ter), a.

~
(K Pg. atanacto, quince (see ataraKi-

lade), + E. ayiter.] Afra^ant Uqnid distilled

in Ceylon from the flowers of the Bengal
quince, JEele Manuios, nmeh used by the na^
tives as a perfume for sprinkling. Simmonds.
marmalet) (mar'map-let), a, Ajrobsolete form
of marmaJade.
marmarosis (mar-ma-ro'sis\ a. [< Gt. /m^or-

pof, marble (see marbie), + -«sts.] Conversion
of limestone into marble bymetamorphie agen-
cies.

<kie o^themo^ remarkable-examples of morvianHU is

the altexatioQ c£ the (Tiia^c) limestone <tf Canan into
Ok weH-known statoaiy martde.

J. eeOa^ Text-Book of GeoL ^ed-X p. 961.

marmatite v^ar'^a-lit '• »- [= I"- ataraiattSp:

as Marmato (see def.'* -i- -ite-.^ A variety of
sphalerite or zine snlphid. containingcon^der-
able iron, andhence of ablackcolor. The origi-

nal, found at Harmato, near Popayan. in Co-
lombia, contained 23 per cent, of sulphate of

iron.

marmo]ite (mSr'mo-Bt), «. [faeg. < Gr. Mi'-

uofioc (L. aiaraior), marble. -l-^Jbf, stone.] A
mineral of a pearlyluster, a greenish eolor, and
a lannnated structure. It is a varied of sei^

pentine.
marmoraoeons (mar-mo-ra'shius). a. [< Ii.

tarator, marble, + -aecoiw.] Pertaining to or
like marble. JfaaNdcr.

manaarate (mar'mo-rat\ a. [< Ik aMiraiora-

t«s, pp. of marmora're, overiay with marble, <

aMirai«r, marble: see atofUe.] If. Made like

marble, or invested with marble as a covering.

Compare marbled, muirHtut.

Fnder th^ sttHi do^^e and majauaafis
lyeth John Eitte^ Londoner nalijff.

ITinet Athane Oxm., I.

2. In 6ot., traversed with veins as in some
kinds of marble.
marmoratedt (mar'mo-ra-ted), a. Same as
marBtoraft-. 1.

maimoiatioil (mSr-mo-ra'shui), a. [= Sp.

marmoraaoH, < Uj. wiiamaratib(m-), < L. aiar-

aiorare, overiay with marble: see marmorate.^

1. A covering"or incrusting with marble.— 2.

The act of variegating so as to give tiie appear^
aneetjf mJHTble: marbleizing. Bloimt.. [Bare.]

marmaratam (nMlr^no-ra'tum), a, [L., neut.

of marm«rat>ig, overlaidwith marble : see mar-
morateJJ In art*,, a cementformedof potmded
marble and lime mortar well beaten tt^ther.
It was used by the ancient Eomaus in building
terrace-walls, etc.

marmoreal <mar-m6're-sl), o, [< L. Biariir->-

rcas, of marble (< marmor. marble: see awir-

Hc>. -f -ai] Of. perrainiiifi: to. or resembling
aiflj'ble ; having tli? properties of marble; mar-
Ide-Iike.

The thrca^iiii^ eoris^t^Ilsricrj? n^i in crowds,

Pa™» with fire the str ard flie mmrmuro^ goods.
SkeBev. Sevolt f< I^am, L 4».

marmorean (mar-mo'rf-an). a. [As marmoreal
+ -o».] Same as marmmtial^

mannortillto imar-mdr-tin'tol. n. [< It. Btar-

aM>r¥, marble, + iimio, tint: see marble and
timt.'} A proeesi employed in the eighteenth



marmortinto

centvuy in decorating walls, eeUings, etc., in
imitation of marble, it consisted in depositing on a
ground of an adhesive nature marble-dust or -powder, ar-
ranged in the form of the veins of marble, or sometimes
in ornamental patterns.

marmose (mar'mos), n. [< F. marmose (Buf-
fon)j origin not ascertained; no appar. con-
nection with marmoset.'] One of several small

smi^''^'
Marmose {Didetphys dorsi^ra).

South American opossums which have the
pouch rudimentary and carry the young on
the hack. Suoh are Didelphys dorsigera of Surinam, of
the size of a rat, the stUl smaller D. muHna^ and other
species.

marmoset (mar'mo-zet), n. [Formerly also
marmozet; < ME. marmeset, "beeste, zinzipha-
lus, cenozephalus [cynocephalus], mammonettis,
marmonetvs" (Prompt. Parv., p. 327), marmo-
sette, a kind of ape (mentioned by Mandeville),
also mermoyse (Caxton) ; < OF. marmoset, mar-
mouset, ¥. marrmmset, the cook of a cistern or
fountain, an antic figure, a puppet, orig. a mar-
ble figure as an ornament to a fountain, irreg.

with change of orig. r to s, as in chaire ( > chaise

:

see chair, chaise), < ML. marmoretum, a marble
figure, < L. marmor, marble : see marile. The
application of marmoset, 'an antic figure,' to
an ape was prob. assisted by association with
F. marmot, = It. marmotta, a marmoset, a mon-
key.] If. A little ape or monkey.

[I will] instruct thee how
To snare the nimble Ttwirnwget.

Shale., Tempest, iL 2. 171.

2. Now, specifically, a small Bqulrrel-lik&South
American monkey of the family Hapalidce, or
MididcB (which see for technical characters).
There are numerous species, referred to two leading
genera, Hapale and Midas, and known by many names,
as 8gmrrel.monkey8, oustitie, tamarins, etc. They are the
smallest of the monkey tribe, ranging from a few inches
to a toot in length, with a long, bushy, non-prehensile tail,

and thick, soft, silky or woolly fur, in some species length-
ened into conspicuous ear-tufts or a kind of mane. The
coloration is extremely variable. The thumb of the hand
is not opposable, but the inner toe of the hind foot serves
as a thumb, and has a flat nail, all the other digits of both
extremities being armed with sharp claws of great service
in climbing. Marmosets are confined to tropical America,
having their center of abundance in northern South Amer-
ica ; they live in the woods, and feed chiefly upon insects.

They are extremely sensitive to cold, but with proper care
may be kept in confinement, and make amusing pets,

though their intelligence is low. Characteristic examples
are the common black-eared marmoset, Bapale jcuichus,

and the marakina or tamarin, Midas roBaha. See cut
under HwpdU.

3t. An ugly little fellow; a conceited "pup-
py-"

Some mincing tnarmosett
Made all of clothes and face.

B. Jormm, Cynthia's Revels, ill. 2.

marmot (mar 'mot), n. [Formerly marmotto
(<It.); = T).marmot(^-clier),<,¥.marmotte=B^.

Pg. ma/rmota, < It. marmotto, marmotta, mar-
montana, < Eomansch murmont= 8w. dial, mur-
met, < OHGr. murmunto, muremunto, murmunti,
murmenti, MHG. murmendin, Gr. murmel(-thier)

= Dan. murmel{-ctyr) = Sw. murmel{-djur);
variously altered from ML. mus montanvs, a
marmot, lit. 'mountain mouse': seeJ»o«seand
mowntain,,'] 1. A rodent quadruped of the ge-

nus Arctomys; a bear-mouse, ground-hog, or
woodchuck. There are several species, of Europe, Asia,

and North America ; they are the largest living represen-

tatives of the Sciuridm, or squirrel family, of stout thick-

set form, with short bushy tail. They are ten'estrial and
fossorial, living in underground burrows, generally in open
ground and often in communities, and hibernate in winter.

The species to which the name was originally given is Arc-

ttymys marmoUa or A. alpinus, inhabiting theAlps and Pyre-
nees. A. bobac is the Asiatic marmot, occurring also in
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parts of Europe, especially in Russia. North America
has at least three species: the common woodchuck or
ground-hog, A. monaa, found abundantly in many parts of
the United States and Canada ; the yellow-bellied marmot
of the Eocky Mountains, A. fiaviventris ; and the large
hoary marmot or whistler of northwestern America, A.pm-
irwsm. Besides the foregoing, some of the larger species
of the related genera Cynomys and SpermophUus, which
include the prairie-dogs and marmot-squirrels, are some-
times called marTtiots. See cut under Arctomys.

2. The Cape cony,.ff^raxcapejws: amisnomer.
Kolbe, Fosmaer, Buffon, etc Earless marmot,the
suslik, SpernnaphilAW eUM/ux.

Marmota (mar'mo-ta), n. [NL., < marmoWl
Same as Arctomys.' Slumeribadh.
marmot-sciuirrel (mar'mot-skwur"el), n. Any
animal of the genus Spermophilus ; some kind
of suslik. The species are numerous, especially in North
America ; and, as is implied in the name, they are interme-
diate in all respects between the arboreal squirrels on the
one hand and the strictly terrestrial marmots on the other.

marmozetf, n. An obsolete form of marmoset.
maronet (ma-ron'), n. An obsolete spelling of
maroon^.
Maronist (mar'o-nist), n. [< L. Maro(nr-), the
family name of Virgil, + dst.'] A disciple of
Virgil (PubliusVergUius Maro); aVirgilian stu-
dent or scholar.

Like some imperious Maronist.
Bp. Hall, Satire^, I. vL 7. (Dames.)

Maronite (mar'o-nit), n. {=¥. Maronite ; as
Maron (see def.) + -ife2.] One of a body of

Syriac Christians dwelling chiefly in the moun-
tains of Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon. They are
named from St. Haxon, a Syrian monk (about A. D. 400), or
less probably from John Maron, patriarch of the sect in the
seventh century. The Maronites were originally Monothe-
lites, but they entered into a partial union with the Ro-
man Catholic Church in 1182, which after an interruption
was made closer in 1445 and again in 1698. They still re-

tain their own patriarchate of Antioch (now seated atKa-
nobin), their Syriac liturgy (although Arabic is now their
vernacular tongue), the marriage of priests, their tradition-
al fast-days, and the use of both elements in lay commu-
nion. The Maronites as a tribe were formerly under the
same local government as the Druses, withwhom they have
had some bloody conflicts. In 1861, after a severe out-
break, they were put under a separate governor.

maroon^ (ma-ron'), a- and n. [Formerly «io-

rone; also, as 'F',,marron; < F.marron,a chest-
nut, chestnut-color, also a fire-cracker, maroon
(n., 4), < It. marrone, formerly marone, a chest-
nut; origin unknown. Cf. MGr. udpaov or ii&paog,

the.fruit of the cornel-tree.] I. a. Very dark
crimson or red. See 11., 2 Maroon oxld. Same
aapierple brown (which see, under brovm).

II. n. 1. A kind of sweet chestnut produced
in southern Europe, and known elsewhere as
the French or Italian chestnut, having a single
kernel and attaining a large size from the fact
that the other two seeds of the involucre or bur
are abortive. It is largely used for food by the
poor in the countries where it is produced.

.4. I will eate three or foure chestnuts ; what will you do ?

P. They like me so, so . . . if theybcTTiaroncsorgreat
chestnuts, they would be the better.

Benvenuto, Passenger's Dialogues (1612). (Sores.)

2. A generic name for anypure or crimson red
of very low luminosity. The color of a chest-
nut is yellower.—3. In dyeing, a coal-tar color-
ing matter obtained by purifying the resinous
matters formed in the manufacture of magen-
ta.—4. In pyrotechnics, a small cubical box of
pasteboard filled with gunpowder and wrapped
round with two or three layers of strong twine,
used to imitate the report of a cannon. Maroons
are primed with a short piece of quick-match, inserted in
a hole punctured in one of the comers, and are usually ex-

ploded in batteries to produce the effect of cannonading,
as in combinations of fireworks. Also marron.

Some of these sounds were produced by rockets, some
by a 24-pound howitzer, and some by an 8-inch maroon.

John TyndaU, in Pop. Set Mo., July, 1878, p. 282.

Purple maroon, a very dark magenta or crimson color.

A color-disk composed of 90 parts of velvet-black, 5 of pure
red, and 5 of artificial ultramarine gives a purple maroon.

maroon^ (ma-ron'), n. and a. . [Also rarely
marroon; < J?. marron, abbr. by apheresis (the

syllable si- being perhaps mistaken for a F.
word) < simarron (> obs. E. symaron) for *ci-

marron, < Sp. cimarron (= Pg. cimarrSo), wild,

unruly, fugitive (Cuban negro cimarron, or sim-
ply Cimarron, a fugitive negro), appar. orig.
' living on the mountain-tops,' < cima (= Pg. It.

cima = F. ciwe), a mountain-top, orig. a sprout,

twig, < L. cyma, a sprout, < Gr. Kv/ia, a sprout:

see cyma, cyme."] t. n. 1. One of a class of

negroes, originally fugitive slaves, living in

the wUder parts of Jamaica and Dutch Guiana.
In both of these localities they were often at warwith the
whites, but were never fully subdued ; and in the latter

country, where they are called bush-negroes, they still

form a large independent community professing a mon-
grel species of paganism. Maroons are found also in some
of the other West Indian islands.

marquee

2. One who is left on a desolate island as a pun-

ishment.
"I'm Ben Gunn, I am," replied the maroon, wriggling

like an eel in his embarrassment.
£. L. Steoenson, Treasure Island, xxxiiL

3. [< maroon^, «.] A hunting- or fishing-trip or

-excursion. [Southern U. S.]

II, a. Same asferaU, 2.

maroon^ (ma-ron'), «. l< maroon^, n.] I, trans.

To put ashore and leave on a desolate island

byway of punishment, as was done T3y the buo-

aneers, etc.

It was between ten a Clock and one when I began to

find that I was (as we call it, I suppose from the Spaniards)

Moromed, or Lost, and quite out of the Hearing of my
Comrades Guns. DampCer, Voyages, II. ii 84.

II. intrans. In the southern United States,

to camp out after the manner of the West
Indian maroons; make a pleasure-excursion

of some duration, with provision for living in

camp.
"Rea%, this is a fine country," said Robert, referring

. . . to^e abundant marooning dinner.
Ooulding, Young Marooners, p. 106.

A Tnarotmin/g party ... is a partymade up to pass sev-

eral days on the shore or in the country.
Bartlett, Americanisms, p. 384.

marooner (ma-ro'n6r), n. 1. A runaway slave;

a maroon.

On the south shore dwelt a mwooner, that modestly
called himself a hermit. Byrd, Westover Papers, p. 13.

2. One who goes marooning ; a member of a
marooning party. See maroon^, v. i. [South-

ern U. S.]

maroc[llint (mar-o-ken'), n. {¥.: see morocco.']

Morocco ;
goat'sleather.

At the end of it [the gallery] is the Duke of Orlean's

library, well furnished w"" excellent bookes, all bound in

muroquin and gilded. Evelyn, Diary, April 1, 1644.

A large sofa covered with black tnaroquin.
Smollett, tr. of Gil Bias, x. 7.

marotte (ma-rof), n. [F.] A fool's bauble.

marplot (mar'plot), n. [< mar^, v., + obj.

plot^.] One who by officious interference
mars or defeats a design or plot; one who
blunderingly hinders the success of any un-
dertaking or project.

If we will not be mar-plots with our miserable Interfer-

ences, the work, the society, letters, arts, science, religion
of men would go on tar better than now.

Em^rsoTi, Spiritual Laws, Essays, 1st aer., p. 125.

Marprelate controversy. [The name Mar-
prelate was assumed as indicating the animus
of thewriters; <mar\v.,+ obj. prelate.] Adis-
cussion carried on in a series of pamphlets at-

tacking prelacy, issued in England by the Pu-
ritans "in 1588-9, at the cost and charge" of

one bearing the pseudonym of "Martin Mar-
prelate, gent." These pamphletswere prmted secretly,
the press used for the purpose being carried about from
place to place to escape seizure. John Penry, Udall,
and others are supposed to have been the ivriters of the
tracts.

marque (mark), n. [< OF. margue, mergue, F.
marque (ML. marca, ma/rcha), seizure or arrest
by warrant (J^ttre de margue, a warrant of seiz-

ure), a particular use of m,arque, a mark, stamp,
official stamp: see mark^.] Seizure Letter of
marque, usually in the plural, letters of marque (formerly
also letters of mark or mart, also scripts of ma/rt), or let/ten

of marque and reprisal, (a) Originally, a commission
granted by the supreme authority of a state to a subjec'i
empowering him to enter an enemy's territory and capture
the goods or persons of the enemy in return for gouds or
persons taken by him. (6) In present usage, a license or
extraordinary commission granted by a sovereign or the
supreme power of a state to its citizens to make reprisals
at sea on the subjects of another, under pretense of indem-
nification for injuries received— that is, a license to en-
gage in privateering. Letters of marque were abolished
among European nations by the treaty of Paris of IS.'iC.

The United States declined to accede to this agreement,
but proposed that all innocent private property at sea be
exemptfrom seizure bypublic armed vessels in time of war.

Divers Letters qf Mart are granted our Merchants, and
Letters of Mart are commonly the Forerunners of a War.

EoweU, Letters, I. iv. 3.

All men of war, with scripts of mart that went.
And had command the coast of I^ance to keep.

The coming of a navy to prevent.
Drayton, Battle of Agincourt. (JIfares.)

Hence— (o) A private vessel commissioned to attack and
capture the vessels of an enemy ; a privateer.

marquee (mar-ke'), n. [Also markee; an as-
sumed sing, from the supposed pi. *marguees,
an E. spelling of F. marquise, an awning or
canopy, as over a doorway or an entrance, <
marquise, a marchioness: see marquise.] A
tent of unusual size and elaborateness ; an offi-

cer's field-tent; hence, a large tent or wooden
structure erected for a temporary purpose, such
as to accommodate a dinner-party on some pub-
lic occasion.



marquee
Major WOTth's marauee was pitched on the angle of the

redoubt thrown up dnnng the night previous to the fa-
moos battle. Joaah Qmncy, Fi^ires of the Past, p. 90.

I lemember well daiing the War standing by the Gen-
eral's markee half the night. S. Judd, Maigaiet, iL 7.

marcLHess, ». See marquis.
marqaeterie, «. See marquetry.
marquetry (mar'ket-ri), ».; pi. marquetries
(-riz). [< F. marqueterie, < marqueter, spot, in-
lay, < marque, a mark : see wiarfci.] Aii inlay of
some thin material in the surface of a piece of
furniture or other object. The most common ma-
terial is a veneer of wood ; sach veneeis are often stained
green, dark-red, and other colors. Ivory, tortoise-shell,
etc., are sometimes combined with these.

The royal apartments were richly adorned with tapes-
try and margruetry. JTacaulay, Hist Eng., sz.

marqnis, marquess (mar'kwis, -kwes, orig.

mar kis, -kes), n. [Also dial. nmrJcis (the prop-
er historical form); formerly also marquesse
(and, in ref. to Italian use, marchese); < ME.
marlcis, < OF. markis, marquis, F. marquis = Pr.
vtarques, marquis = Sp. marques= Pg. marquez
= It. marchese, < ML. marcneiisis, a prefect of
a frontier town, later as a title of nobility, <
marcho, marea, a frontier, march: see marclO-,

markK'] In Great Britain and France, and in
other countries where corresponding titles ex-
ist, a nobleman whose rank is intermediate be-
tween that of an earl orcountand that of a duke.
A marqnis was originally an officer charged with the gov-
ernment of a march or frontier territory; the title as an
honorary dignity was first bestowed in England in 1388.

Dokes' have commonly the secondary title of marquis,
which is nsed as the conrtesy-title of their eldest sons.

The wife of a marqnis is styled marchionesg. The coronet
of an English marqnis consists of a richly chased circle

of gold, withfour strawberry-leaves alternating with fonr
balls or large pearls set on short points on its edge ; the
cap is of crimson velvet, with a gold tassel on the top,

and turned np wiUi ermine. See cnt nnder coronet^.

A nuiTkis whilom lord was of that londe.
Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, L 8.

And the JfarcA^se of Mantuawas w^ them in the forseyd
Galye. Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 12.

Bobert, who bears the title of Marquess in its primitive
sense, as one of the first lord marchers of the Welsh bor-
ders. B. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, IV. 333.

This is to be understood as the Coronet of a real Mar-
quis, whose title is "Most Noble": which 1 mention lest

any one should be led into a mistake by not distingnish-

ing a real Marquis, L e. by creation, from a nominal Mar-
quis, 1 e. the eldest son of a Dnke : the latter is only
styled " Most Honourable."

Pornj/, Heraldry. (If. and Q., 7th ser., Tm. 166.)

Iiady marqnist, a marchioness.

Ton shall have two noble partners with yon; the old
Snchess of Norfolk, and Lady Marquess Dorset.

Shak., Hen. Tin., v. 3. 170.

marquisal (mar'kwis-al), o. [< marqtUs + -al.']

Of or pertaining to a marquis.
To see all eyes not royal, ducal, or marquesal fall before

her own. TroUope, Barchester Towers^ xxzviL

marqnisate (mar'kwis-at), n. [Also marques-
sate; < marquis + -afei.] The dignity or lord-

ship of a marquis; when used with reference
to Germany, a margravate.
Lord Malton ... is to have his own earldom erected into

a marquisate. Waipole, Letters, II. 18.

marqnisdomt (mar'kwis-dum), «. [Formerly
also marquesdome; (.marquis + -dom.2 A mar-
qnisate.
other nobles of the marquesdome of Salnce.

Holmshed, Hist. Scotland, an. 1483.

marquise (mar-kez'), ». [F., fem. of marquis,
marquis: see ntar^is.] 1. In. France, the wife
of a marquis ; a marchioness.— 2. A small i>ar-

asol or sunshade, nsnatly of sUk and often trim-
med with lace, in nse about 1850.

marq]Disessf, »• [ME. markisesse; < marquis +
-ess?] A marohioness.

marqnisshlpt (mar'kwis-ship), «. [Formerly
marquiship, marqueship; < marquis + -ship.'] A
marquisate. Holinshed, Chron., Ireland, an. 1586.
Marqnoi's mlers. See ruJer.

marram (mar'am), n. [Also marrem, maram,
marem, marum': = leel. maralmr, for marhalmr,
sea-grass, < Norw. nmrhaJm (generally pro-
nounced maralm), grass-wrack, Zostera marina,

= Dan. marhaJm, marehaJm, grass-wrack, also

lyme-grass; lit. ' sea-habn,' < leel. marr (= Xorw.
mar=AS. mere), the sea,+ halmr (=Xorw. Dan.
halm = AS. healm), straw: see mere^ and halm.]

A common grass of northern shores,Jm nwphila

arundinaeea. See Ammophila. Also marrum,
marum, matweed, and halm.

marreit, r- An obsolete form of jnari.

marre^, ». Same as murre^.

marrer (mar'er), H. One who mars, hurts, or

Impairs.

For he sayeth yt they may be ye marrarsand destroyers

of the realme. Sir T. More, Works, p. 295.
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marreyst, ". An obsolete form of marisTi.

marriablet (mar'i-a-bl), a. [< ilE. maryable, <
OF. mariable, < marier, marry: see marry^ and
-able.] Marriageable. Holinshed, Hen. I., an.
1115.

marriage (mar'aj), n. [< ME. mariage, < OF.
(and F.) mariage = Pr. maridatge, mariatge =
Sp. maridaje=lt. maritaggio,<.MIj. mahtaticum,
marriage, < maritus, a husband, marita, a wife:

see marital, marry^.] 1. The legal union of a
manwithawomanforlife; the state or condition
of being married; the legal relation of spouses
to each other; wedlock. - in this sense marriage is a
status or condition which, though originating in a contract,
is not capable of being terminated by the parties' rescis-

sion of the contract, because the interests of the state and
of children require the affixing of certain permanent duties
and obligatious upon the parties.

2. The formal declaration or contract by
which act a man and a woman join in wed-
lock. In this sense marriage is a civil contract^ im-
plying the free and intelligent mutual consent of com-
petent persons to take each other, as a present act, as
husband and wife; and according to the modem and most
prevalent view no formalities other than such as the law
of the jurisdiction may expressly impose are necessary to
prevent eittier from subsequently repudiating the other or
denying the legitimacy of their issue. The formalities

provided for by the law of some of the United States are
optional, being intended chiefly to enable the parties to
preserve authentic evidence of the contract. When a man
and a woman live and cohabit together, and conduct
themselves as man and wife in the society and neighbor-
hood of which they are members, till the belief and repu-
tation that they are married become general, their mar-
riage is presumed, without other evidence, for purposes
of enforcing rights and liabilities of third persons.

0, Hamlet, what a falling off was there

!

From me, whose love was of that dignity
That it went hand in hand even with the vow
I made to her in marriage. Shak,, Hamlet, L 5. 50^

Marriage is an engagement entered into by mutual con-
sent, and has for its end the propagation of the species.

Hume, Of Polygamy and Divorces.

3. The celebration of a marriage ; a wedding.
The kingdom of heaven is like unto a certain kuig,

which made a marriage for his son. Mat. xxiL 2.

About this time there was a marriage betwixt lohn Lay-
don and Aime Bunas.

Quoted in CapL John Smith's Works, I. 204.

4t. -A. marriage vow or contract.

That wommen kan nat kepe Mr mariage.
Chaucer, ProL to Wife of Bath's Tale, L 710.

5. Intimate union; a joining as if in marriage.
The flgnre is nsed in the Bible to represent the dose
imion of God or Christ and the chosen people or church.
See Isa. liv. 5 ; Hos. iL 19, 20.

The marriage of the Lamb is come, and his wife hath
made herself ready. &ev. xix. 7.

Let me not to the marriage of true minds
Admit impediments. Shak., Sonnets, cxn.

They plant their Vines at the foote of great Trees, which
marriage proneQi very fruitfull.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 342.

6. In various card-games, as bezique, the pos-
session in one hand of the king and queen.

—

Avail of marriage. See ataoi.— Civil marriage, a
marriage ceremony conducted by officers of the state^ as
distinguished from one solemnized by a clergyman.

—

Cl^destine marriage. See ciaiufestine.—communal
maixiage, a kind of general or multiplex state of mar-
riage, in which "every man and woman in a small com-
munity were regarded as equally married to one an-

other" (H- Spencer), existing among some piimitive

races, and imitated for a time, but afterward abandoned,
by the members of tile Oneida Community.— Consum-
mation of maniage. See consummation.— crosa-
mairiages. See cnwsi.—Damah marriage, aterm used
to designate a matrimonial relation recognlEed by the ear-

ly Danish law, by which a concnbine who had publicly

lived with a man and shared his table for three years,

or winters, was deemed a lawful wife.—Diriment im-
pediments of marriage. See dmm^nt.—Dissenters'
marriages Act. See dissenter.—Fleet marriages. See
.^feets.—jactitation of marriage. See jaetitaHon—
Left-handed marriage. See mor^oTiaifc.—Marriage
articles, or maniage contract, an antenuptial agree-

ment; an instrument made between the parties to a
contemplated marriage, embodying the terms agreed on
between them respecting rights of property and succes-

sion. The law, wldle it does not allow the parties to mod-
ilf by agreement the personal rights and duties ol the

married state, does allow them to modify the resulting

effects of that state on rights of pfop^rty-—Marriage
brobage, the service, or compensation for the service,

of negotiating a marriage contractbetween third persons.

—Uarriage contract, or contract of maniage. (a)

A pre-contract of marriage ; the preliminary or promis-

sory engagement of maniage. (6) A maniage itself, (c)

Same as marriage articles.—TSamase favors, knots of

ribbons or bunches of flowers, usually white, worn at wed-

dings.—Marriage license, a permit or certjflcate of com-

petency required by thelaw of some jurisdictions to bej)ro-

cured from a public officer before marriage. See undgr U-

eeiwe.—Maniage lines. See Unci, n.—Marriage por-
tion. Seepoi-(»on.—Ifcirriage settlement, an arrange-

ment,usuallymade before maniage and in consideration of

it, whereby a jointure is secured to the wife, and itmay be

portions to the children, in the event of the husband's

death.—Morganatic marriaga Seemorganatie.—'Pla-

ral marriage, the marriage of a man with two or more
women ; polygamy : applied especially to the kind of po-

lygamy existing among the Mormons, without the accom-

marrow
paniment of the harem of Oriental countries, each wife usu-
ally living in a separate house.—Polygamousmaniage.
See polygamy.—PntSitive marriage. See putative.—
Scotchmaniage, a marriage bymutual agreement, with-
out formal solemnization, the parties declaring that they
presently do take each other for husband and wife : so call-

ed because such marriages are recognized by Scotch law.

=Syn. 1-3. Marriage, Wedding, Nuptials, Matrimony,
Wedlock. Marriage is the act of forming or entering into
the union, or the union itself. Wedding generally includes
the ceremonies and festivities attending the celebration of
the union or marriage, but not essential to it ; marriages
are oftenmade without such ceremonies. -VuptiaZs ismore
formal than wedding: we speak of the nuptial of a prince.
Matrimony is the married state, or the state into which a
couple are brought by marriage. Wedlock is the vernacular
English word formatrimony, not differing from it in mean-
ing, but being the ordinary term in law : as, born in wed-
lock.

marriageable (mar'aj-a-bl), a. [< marriage +
-able.] Capable of marrying; fit or competent
to marry; of an age suitable for marriage: as,

a marriageable man or woman ; a person of mar-
riageable age or condition.

They led the vine
To wed her elm ; she, spoused, about him twines
Her marriagetMe arms, and with her brings
Her dower. MUton, P. L., v. 217.

I am the father of a young heiress, whom I begin to
look upon as marriageable. Spectator.

marriageableness (mar'aj-a-bl-nes), n. The
stato of being marriageable.
married (mar'id), p. a. 1. United in wedlock

;

having a husband or a wife: applied to per-
sons : as, a married woman.
The married offender incnra a crime little short of per-

jury. Foley, Moral Philos., iii. 4.

2. Constituted by marriage ; of or pertaimng
to those who have been ixnited in wedlock;
conjugal; connubial.
Thus have you shnnn'd the nuirriecf state.

Dryden. {Lathavi.)

3. Figuratively, intimately and inseparably
joined or united; united as by the bonds of

matrimony.
Lap me in soft Indian airs,

Married to immortal verse.
MUton, L'Allegro, L 137.

marrier (mar'i-er), It. One who marries.

I am the marrier and the man— do you know me ?

Middleton, Grame at Chess, v. 2.

marronlf, a. and ;;. An obsolete form of ma-
roon^.

marron^, » [F.] See maroon^.
marrot (mar'ot), >u [Also morrot; of. marre^,
murre.] One of several different sear-birds of
the auk family, Alcidte. (a) The razor-billed auk.
(6) The murre or foolish guillemot, (c) The puffin or sea-
parrot.

marrow^ (mar'6), «. [Also dial, marry, mary;
< ME. iiMroic, merow, mary, margh, inerg, < AS.
mearg, mearh = OS. marg = OFries. tnerch,

merg= D. marg, inerg=MLG. merch, LG. march,
mereh = OHG. marag, marg, MHG. marc, G.
mark = leel. mergr = Sw. marg, merg = Dan.
marv = W. mer = Com. maru = OBulg. Buss.
mozgU = Zend masga = Skt. majjaii, marrow;
perhaps < Skt. / majj = L. mergere, dip : see
merge.] 1. A soft tissue found in the interior

of bones, both in the cylindrical hollow of the
long bones and in the hollows of cancellated
bony structures; the medulla or medullary
matter of bone, it varies greatly in different situa-

tions. Ordinary marrow of the shafts of adult bones, as
the humerus and femur, is a soft yellow soUd, consisting
of about 95 per cent, of fat. The red marrow of various
bones, vertebral, cranial, sternal, and costal, is softer, and
contains very few fat-cells, but numerous marrow-cells
and cells resembling the nucleated red corpuscles of the
embryo. The so-c^ed spinal marrow, or medulla spi-

nalis, is the spinal cord, the central axis of the nervous
system, a tissue of an entirely different character, not
found in the hollow of a bone, but in the cavity running
through the chain of vertebrse.

Out of the harde bones knokke they
The mary, for they caste nought awey.

Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale, L 80.

Hen Forstrbm prepared us for the journey by a good
breakfast of reindeer's marrow, a just^ celebrated Lap-
land delicacy. B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 111.

St. The pith of plants.

Ryhte soft as ihemarye is that is alwey hidd in the feete

al withinne, and that is defendid frowithowte by the stide-

tastnesse of wode. Chaucer, Boethius, iii. prose 11.

3t. The pulp of fruits.

Thaire [oranges'] bitter margh wol channge sweete
Her seede in meth in dales yf me steep.

Other in ewes mylk as longe hem wete.
FaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 121.

4. Figuratively, the inner substance ; the es-

sence ; the essential strength; the inner mean-
ing, purpose, etc.; the pith.

He never leaveth searching till he come at the bottom,
the pith, the quick, the life, the spirit, the marrow, and
very cause why.
Tyndale, Ans, to Su: T. More, etc. (Parker Soc, 1850), p. 6.



marrow
It takes

From our achievements, though perform'd at height,
The pith and marrmo of our attribute.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 4. 22.

He never pierces the marrow of your habits.
Lamb, My Relations.

For this, thou shalt from all things suck
Mmrow of mirth and laughter.

Tennyson, Will Waterproof.

Vegetable marrow, {a) A kind of gourd, a variety of
Cucurbita Pepo, the oblong fruit ofwhich is used as a vege-
table in England. (6) The aUigator-pear. See avocado.

marrow^ (mar'6), «. t [^ marrow''-, n.'] To fill

with marrow or with fat. [Rare.]

They can . . . devour and gormandize beyond excess,
and wipe the guilt from off their marrowed mouths.
Qwories, Judgement and Mercy, The Drunkard. (Latham.)

He was fresh-sinewed every joint,

Each bone new-marrou/ed as whom gods anoint
Though mortal to their rescue, Br&uming, Sordello.

marrow^ (mar'6), n. [< ME. marowe, marwe;
origin obscure. Cf. moraP, which is perhaps a
eomiption of marrow'^.'] A companion or mate

;

an associate; an intimate friend; a fellow;
hence, one of a pair of either persons or things

;

a match : as, your knife 's the very marrow o'

mine. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

Birds of a fethere best fly together,
Then like partners about your market goe

;

Marrowes adew ; God send you fayre wether.
Promos and Cassandra, I. ii. 4. (Nares.)

If I see all, ye're nine to ane

;

An that's an unequal mMrrow.
The Doiwy Dens of Yarrow (Child's Ballada, in. 67).

Busk ye, busk ye, my bonnie, bonnie bride I

Busk ye, busk ye, my winsome Tnarrow!
W. Mamilton, Braes of Yarrow.

marrow^ (mar'6), v. t. [< marrow^, «.] To as-

sociate with ; hence, to match ; fit. [Prov. Eng.
and Scotch.]

marrow^t, o,. [< ME. *marowe, merowe, < AS.
mearu {m^arw-, merw-, m(erw-, myrw-) = OHGr.
marawi, maro, MHGr. mar (marw-) (also, with
variation, MD. murwe, morwe, D. murw = OHG.
muruwi, murwi, MHG. mMrwe, wilr, Gr. marie),
soft. Cf. mellow.2 Soft; ten.der.

marrow-bone (mar'o-bon), n. [Formerly also

and still dial, mary-bone; < ME. *marwe-bon,
marie hone; < marrow^ + bone^. The conjec-
ture that marrow-bones, in the second sense, is

a "corruption of Mary-bones, in allusion to the
reverence paid to the Virgin Maryby kneeling,"
is absurd. The use is doubtless a mere whim-
sical appUeation of the word.] 1. A bone' con-
taining fat or edible marrow. See marrow^, 1.

A cook thel hadde with hem for the nones,
To boylle chyknes with the Tna/ry iones.

And pondre-marchant tart, and galyngale.
Chaucer, Gea. ProL to C. T., I. 380.

2. pi. The bones of the knees; the knees.
[Humorous.]
Down he fel vpon his maribones, & pitteously prayd me

to forgeue him y one lye. iSSr T. More, Works, p. 727.

Down quickly
On your mmrow-borua, and thank this lady!

Beau, and Fl., Honest Man's Fortune, v. 3.

3. A large bone used to make a rhythmical
noise by striking against something.

Even vhe middle class were glad to get rid of the noise

of drums, etc. (wliich still survives in the marrow hones

and cleavers—the rough music of a lower-class wedding).
J. Ashton, Social Lite iu Beign of Queen Anne, I. 35.

To ride in the marrow-bone coach, to go on foot.

[Slang.]

marrow-cells (mar'6-selz), n. pi. Cells resem-
bling white blood-corpuscles, but larger, with
clearer protoplasm and relatively larger nu-
cleus.

marrowfat (mar 'o -fat), n. A kind of tall-

sjrowing, wrinkled pea.

marrowisll (mar'o-ish), a. [< marrow^ -{ •isli^.']

Of the nature of or resembling marrow.

In the upper region serving the animall faculties, the

chiefe organ is the braine, which is a soft, marrowieh, and
white substance. Burton, Anat. of MeL, p. 19.

marrowlessi (mar'o-les), a. [< marrowl +
-less.} Without marrow; not medullary.

Thy bones are marrowlees, thy blood is cold.

Shak., Macbeth, iii. 4. 94.

marrowless^ (mar'o-les), a. [< marrow^ -f-

-les,i.j 1. Without a match; unequaled.— 2.

Not matching, as two things of the same kind,

but not the same color, fit, etc. [Scotch.]

/narrow-pudding (mar'6-pud"ing), n. A pud-
ding prepared from or with beef-marrow or the

variety of gourd known in England as vegetable

marrow.
marrow-spoon (mar'6-spon), re. A long nar-

row snoon for scooping out marrow from bones.
marrow-squash (mar'6-skwosh), n. Vegetable
marrow See sqtiash. [U. S.]
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marrowy (mar'o-i), a. [< marrow'^ + -y'^.J
Full

of marrow; strong; energetic; hence, in dis-

course or writing, pithy, forcible, effective, etc.

A rich marrowy vein of internal sentiment. Hazlitt.

Marrowy and vigorous manhood. 0. W. Holmes.

Marrubiese (mar-b-bi'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Ben-
tham, 1848), < Marrubium + -ecB.] A subtribe of

labiate plants, included in the tribe Stachydew.
It is characterized by a tubular or bell-shaped calyx, with
rather prominent ribs and a corolla-tube which is included
or slightly exserted. It embraces 4 genera, of which Mar-
nMum is the type, and about 80 species.

Marrubium (ma-ro'bi-um), n. [NL., < L. mar-
rubium, hoarhound.] A genus of plants belong-
ing to the natural order Labiatw, and the tribe

Stachydew, type of the subtribe Marrubiem. It is

characterized by an included corolla-tube, with the lower
lip nearly flat or concave, and by having the nutlets
rounded at the apex and the anther-cells at length con-
fluent. They are perennial herbs, often tomentose or
woolly, with wrinkled leaves, and small usually white or
purple flowers in dense axillary clusters. About 33 spe-

cies have been described, from Europe, North Africa, and
extratropical Asia. One species, M. mdgare, the common
or white hoarhound, is very widely distributed (perhaps
indigenous to America), and is sometimes used medici-
nally. See hoairhound.

marrum (mar'imi), ». Same as marram.
marryi (mar'l), v.

;
pret. and pp. married, ppr.

marrying. [< ME. maryen, marien, < OF. (and
F.) marier = Pr. Sp. mariaar = It. maritare, <

L. maritare, wed, marry, < maritus, a husband,
marita, a wife, as an adj., maritus, pertaining
to marriage, conjugal; orig. appar. only as fem.
adj. marita, provided with a husband (cf. vidUf-

tis, deprived of one's wife, vidua, deprived of

one's husband, orig. only fem., a widow: see
widow), as if fem. pp. of a verb *marire, pro-
vide with a husband, < mas {mar-), a man, hus-
band: see masculine, male^.\ I. trams. 1. To
unite in wedlock or matrimony

;
join for life,

as a man and a woman, or a man or woman to
one of the opposite sex; constitute man and
wife, or a husband or wife, according to the
laws or customs of a nation.

When I said I would die a bachelor, I did not think I
should live till I were married.

Shak., Much Ado, ii. 3. 263.

Tell him that he shall marry the couple himself.

Gay, The What d'ye Call it.

2. To give iu marriage ; cause to be married.

Hewolde have maryedme fuUe highely, to a gret Princes
Daughtre, zif I wolde han forsaken my Lawe and my Be-
leve. MandemXe, Travels, p. 35.

Ych wol the marlc wel with the thridde part of my londe
To the noblest bachelor that thyn herte wol to stonde.

Roh. of Gloucester, p. 30.

An Example of one of the Kings of France, who would
not marry his Son without the Advice of his Parliament.

Howell, Letters, I. iii. 3.

3. To take for husband or wife : as, a man
marries a woman, or a woman marries a man.

Friar. You come hither, my lord, to Tna/rry this lady?
Claudia. No.
Le(maio. To be married to her : friar,you come to marry

her. Shak., Much Ado, iv. 1. 4.

4. Figuratively, to imite intimately or by some
close bond of connection.

Turn, O backsliding children, saith the Lord ; for I am
married unto you. Jer. ilL 14.

Marrying his sweet noates with their silver sound.
W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, i. 5.

5. Naut., to fasten together, as two ropes, end

Ropes joined by marrying.

to end, in such a way that in unreeving one
from a block the other is drawn in.

To mairry is to join ropes together for the purpose of

reeving, by placing their ends together and connecting
them by a worming. Totten, Naval Diet.

=^ni. 3. To wed, espouse.

n. intrans. To enter into the conjugal state;

take a husband or a wife.

I will therefore that the youngerwomen marry.
1 Tim. V. 14.

I win Tiumv one day. SAofc,C. of E.,iLl. 42.

marry2 (mar'i), interj. [< ME. Mary, Marie, the
name of the Virgin Mary, invoked in oaths.]

Indeed! forsooth! a term of asseveration, or
used to express surprise or other feeling.

Marsdenia
Ye, sir, and wol ye so ?

Marie I therof I pray yow hertely.

Chaucer, Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 61.

C(d. Wilt thou be pleased to hearken once again to tha

suit I made to thee?
Ste. Marry, will I ; kneel and repeat it

Shak., Tempest, iii. 2. 46.

[Theword was formerly much used, with various additions,

to express surprise, conl^mpt, or satirical encouragement;
as in the plirases following.]—Marry come up! some-
times marry come out I indeed

!

Give my son time, Mr. Jolly? marry come up.

Cowley, Cutter of Coleman Street (1683). (Nares.)

Marry gept (also eap, glp), for*marry go upt (the origi-

nal form not found). Same as marry come up. The form
marry gip m^ be due in part to the oath By Mary Gipsy,

or 'by St. Maiy of Egypt,' found in Skelton.

Marry gip, goody She-justice, mistress French hood.
B, Joruson, Bartholomew Fair, i.

" I thought th' had'st scom'd to budge a step

For fear."— Quoth Echo, Marrrguep.
BuOer, Hudibras, I. iii. 202.

Fair and softly, son; at her; marry gap, pray keep yonr
distance, and make a fine leg every time you speak to her

:

be sure you behave yourself handsomly.
Unnatural Mother (1698). (Nares.)

Marry trapt. A doubtful phrase, apparently an error (for

marry gap'l)in the following passage

:

Be avised, sir, and pass good humours : I will say marry
trap with you, if you run the nuthook's humour on me.

Shak., M. W. of W., i. i. no.

marrying (mar'i-ing), jj. a. Disposed to marry;
in a condition to marry Marrying man, a man
likely or disposed to marry.

I don't think he's a marrying man,
Trollope, Dr. Thome, vi.

I think Miss Anvillethe loveliest of her sex; and, were!
a marrying man, her, of all thewomen I have seen, I would
fix upon for a wife. Mme. D'Arblay, Evelina, letter Ixxvi.

marrymuffet(Kiar'i-muf),»i. l. A garment men-
tioned in 1640.— 2. A material, apparently an
inexpensive and rough stuff, for men's wear.

Mars (marz), n. [L. Mars (Mart-), OL. Mavors
(Ma/vort-) ; also Marmar, Oscan Mamers (Ma-
niert-). Mars.] 1. A Latin deity, identified at

an early period by the Komans with the Greek
Ares, with whom he had originally no connec-
tion. He was principally worshiped as the god of war,
and as suchbore the epithet Gradivus; but he was earher
regarded as a patron of agriculture, which procured liim

the title of Silvanus, and as the protector of the Koman
state, in virtue of which he was called Quirinus. In works
of art Mars is generally represented as of a youthful but
powerful figure, armed with the helmet, shield, and spear

;

in other examples he is bearded and heavily armed. See
cut under Aree.

The mailed Mars shall on his altar sit

Up to the ears in blood.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 1. 117.

2. The planet next outside the earth in the
solar system, its diameter (about 4,200 miles) is only
0.53 that of the earth, its superficies 0.28, and its vol-

ume 0.147. Its mean density is 0.71 that of the earth,

so that the density of its crust may very lilcely be about
the same as the earth's ; but the weight of a given mass
at the surface of Mars is only three eigliths of the weight
of the same mass on the earth. The strength of materials
is therefore relatively much greater there, and mountains,
animals, and builduigs would naturally be much larger.

The mean distance from the sun is 141,600,000 miles. The
eccentricity of its orbit is very much greater than that of
the earth, being 0.098 in place of 0.017 ; the inclination of

its equator to its orbit is about the same. Its day is half

an hour longer than ours. Its year is 687 of our days. The
surface of Mars has been carefully mapped, and is charac-
terized by the predominance of land and the great num-
ber of canals or straits. Its color is strikingly red. Its

climate is, perhaps, not very different from that of the
eai'th. It has two moons, discovered by Professor Asaph
Hall in Washington in 1877, conformably to the prediction
of Kepler, and realizing the fancies of Swift and of Voltaire.
The inner of these, Phobos, revolves in less than 8 hours,
BO that to an observer on the planet it rises in the west and
sets in the east ; the outer, Deimos, revolves in 30 hours, so
that it appears nearly stationary for a long time. The sym-
bol of Mars is a , which seems to show the shield and spear
of the god. A planetoid has recently been discovered
whose orbit falls within that of Mars.
They have discovered two lesser stars, or satellites,

which revolve about Mars, whereof the innermost , . .

revolves in the space of ten hours, and the outermost in

twenty-one and a half. Sieift, Gulliver's Travels, III. iii.

Sf. In old chem., iron.—4. In her., the tincture

red, when blazoning is done by the planets : see
blazon—Mars brown, yellow, etc. See the nouns.

Marsala (mar-sa'la), n. [See def.] A class of

white wines produced in Sicily, especially in

the region about Marsala on the western coast.
There are many brands, of wliich the best possess a very
delicate flavor and have a general resemblance to Madeira,
but are usually lighter.

marsbankert, marsbunkert, n. Obsolete forms
of mossbu/nkei:

Marsdenia (mars-de'ni-a), n. [NL. (R. Brown,
1811), named after William Marsden (1754-

1836), a British orientalist.] A genus of plants
of the natural order Asolepiadew, the milkweed
family, type of the tribe Marsdeniece. it is char-
acterized by having the crown adnate to the stamen-tnbe,
and composed of five flat scales which are free at the apex.



Harsdenia
tad by & sabrotate, campanolate, or am-shaped onolla,
with the lobes convolnte to the right, or rarely snbvalvate.
They are twiniog shrnt^, rarely saberect, with opposite
leaves, and small or medium-sized porplish-green or whit-
ish flowers, growing in terminal or axillary nmbieUa-
shaped cymes. There are about 55 species, natives of the
wanner regions of the globe. M. tatadituna of India
yields the valuable jetee.flber. (See jetee.) M. (uicAvrio.
also East Indian, produces a blue dye, whence it is called
iadigo-plant. The milky juice of Jf. er«<a,ol southeastern
Europe, raises blisters on the skin, and taken internally
is a violeut poison. Jf. suoKoUtis of Australia is named
fragrant bomr-plant. and M. aridifiom is the native po.
tato of New South Wales. See cundurango.

Marsdenieae {mats-de-ni'e-e), ». pi. [NL. (Ben-
tham andHooker, ISf6), < 'Marsdenia + -«<f.] A
tribe of plants of the natural order Asclepiadew.
The anthers are usually terminated by a hyaline or rarely
opaque membrane, which is inflesed over the disk of tjie

stigma or is suberect ; the poUinia are erect and solitary
in the cells, and are parallel with the margin of the stigma.
The tribe embraces 36 genera and over 300 species, found
tliroughout Uie world.

Marseillais, Marseillaise (mar-se-^', maor-
se-lyaz' or m^-se-laz'), a. and ii. (T., mase.
and' fern. (< L. MassUiensis), < Marseille (> E.
Marseilles). < L. Massilia, < (jr. Viaaaa/ja, a town
in Gallia Narbonensis settled by a Greek colony
from Phoesea, now MarseiUes. Cf. J/assi/ta/i.]

I. a. Belonging or pertaining to Marseilles, one
of the chief seaports of Prance, situated on the
Mediterranean.—iiarselllalse Hymn, or The Bar-
seillaise, the national song of the French republic, writ-
ten in ApiH, 1792. by Booget de Lisle, an officer of engi-
neers at Strasburg, and called by hiin War-Song qf the
Army (if the Rhine. The Parisians first heard it sung by
a band of patriots from Marseilles, and gave it the name
by which it has since been known, fionget de Lisle him-
self asserted that he wrote both the words and the mu-
sic in one night. His authorc^iip of the former has never
been disputed ; that of the latter has frequently been, but
apparency on quite insofficient groonds.

H. n. 1. A native or an inhabitant of the
eitv of Marseilles.— 2. The Marseillaise Hymn.
See I.

marseilles(niar-salz'), ». [So calledfrom J/ar-

seiUes in France.] A cotton fabric similar to

piqu6, stiff, and used for men's waistcoats and
summer garments.—Haiseilles quilt. Seecounter-
pane^.

marsella (mar-sel'a), n. [Cf. marseilles (T).] A
kind of twilled linen. E. H. Knight.
MarseniaCmar-se'ni-a),!!. [XL. (Leach, 1820).]

A genus of gastropods, typical of the family
Marseniidfe.

Marseniids (mar-se-ni'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Marsenia + -tdte.] A family of teenioglossate

peetinibranehiate gastropods, typified by the
genusMarsema, They possess a characteristic protm-
siblerostmm. Theyhavealargetluckmantle,adepressed
truncate head with tentacles rising from its angles, eyes
sessile at the outer base of the tentacles, and the teeth of

the radola in three or seven rows. The rachidian tooth
has a recurved nnicuspid or denticulate apex. The shell is

small and mostly entuely internal. The species inhabit
all seas, and neariy 40 of them are known. Host^ if not
an, bore holes in ascidians and sponges to deposit their

ova, and then cover the holes with special lids. Nearly
all are dicecious, but a few are monoecious or hermaphro-
dite. Also called MarseniadOt Lam^iariicUB.

marsenioid (mar-se'ni-oid), a. and ii. [< Mar-
senia + -oid.'i I. a. Of or pertaining to the
Marseniid(E.

n. n. A member of the Marseniidte.

maisll (marsh), n. [Also diaL mash; < ME.
mersh, mersch, < AS. mersc, nuersc, merisc (=
MD. mersche, maerselie = MLG. mersch, marsch,

masch, LG. marsch, > G. marsch= Dan. marsk),

a marsh, wet ground, prob. orig. ' a place full

of pools,' < mere, a lake, pool, + -isc, E. -w/A:

see mere^ and -isK^. (fit. mensl; in which the

same sufSx appears as a noun-formative.) See
nmrish, an eqniv. word of different history.] A
tract of water-soaked or partially overflowed
land; wet, miry, or swampy ground; a piece of

low ground usually more or less wet by reason
of overflow, or scattered pools, but often near-

ly or wholly dry in certain seasons ; a swamp

;

a fen. Low istnd subject to overflow by the

tides is called salt-marsh or fide-marsh.

And on ihe hyest of these hylles, and on the playn of

tiiese valeys, there were meruaylouse great marshes and
danngerous passage.

Bemers, tr. of Froissarfs Chron., I. rvm.

A mars* here is what would in England be called a
meadow, wifli this difference, that in our marshes, until

partially drained, a growth of tea-trees (Leptospermam)
and rushes usually encumbers them. . . . 3ach is our

mortA— aflne meadow of 180 or 200 acres, and green in the

driest season.
Mrs. Charles Iteredith, My Home in Tasmania, p. 119.

Harsh bent. See bent2.=Syu. Bog. Quagmire, mough,

Sicamp, Marsh, Morass, Fen, Moor. Excepting moor, these

words asree in denoting wet ground- A bog is character-

ized by vegetation, decayed and decaying, and a treacher-

ous softness. A quagmire or qnag is the worst kind ofbog

or slough; it has depths of mud, and perhaps a shaking

surface. .\ ^ough is a place of deep mud, and perhaps
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water, but generally no vegetation. Slough, quagmire,
and swamp are the most suggestive of sinking in the mire.
Swcmtp is lather broad in meaning; trees of certain kinds
grow in swamps, but there is too much water to allow of
agricnltuie or pasturage. In the United States, however,
«u>antp is often used in the restricted sense of 'fresh-water
matsh.* A marsh is frequently or periodically very wet,
as the sali-marshes that are sotted by high tides; it may
or may not be able to produce tiuxrsh-grass or small trees.

Amoroso is the worst kind of marsh, large and too wet for

valuable productiveness. A fen is a marsh abounding in

coarse vegetation; a moor may or may not be wet, its dis-

tingnishing mark being the absence of forests. Fen and
moor are little used in the United States.

marshal^ (mar'shal), H. [Formerly also mar-
shall, mareschal, etc. ; < ME. marshal, marschal,
marschalle, maresdialle, < OF. mareschal, mare-
scal, P. marechal = Pr, manescal = Sp. Pg.
mariscal= It. marlscalco, man iscaleo, maliscalco,

a marshal, a farrier, < ML. marescaleiis, mar-
schalcus, mariscalus, marscalus, < OHG. marah-
sealh, MHG. marschalc, a groom, a master of
the horse, a marshal (silso MHG. marschal, G.
marschall (after P.), a marshal) (= MLG. mar-
scJtalk, a farrier, blacksmith, marshal, = MD.
maerschalk, a farrier, a marshal, D. maarsdiallc,

a marshal; cf. Sw. marskaVc = Dan. marshal,
a marshal, < LG. or G.), Ut. 'horse-servant,' <

marah (= AS. mearh), a horse, + scaUi (=Goth.
skalks), a servant : see mare^ and shaUc.^ 1 . An
officer chai^d with the duty of regulating pro-
cessions and ceremonies, deciding on points of

precedence, and maintaining order: applied
generally to such of&eers throughout the middle
ages and in more recent times, usually with
some explanatory term : as, marshal of the pal-

ace; marsAot of the lists. ThefnncUonsottheking's
groom or farrier in various European countries were ex-

tended till the royal marshal became one of the highest
militaiy and civil officers ; and the title of marshal was
applied, with qualifications, to a large number of officers

having similar duties. In England the king's marshal
(along with the royal constable till the time of Henry
YIII., and afterwsvd alone) had charge of the ordering
of arms, and of all matters of chivalry and knightiiood,

etc.; and he is still represented by the hereditary earl

marshal (which see, under early

A semely man oure hoste was withalle.

For to ban been a marshal in an halle.

Chaucer, Gen. EroL to C. T., 1. 752.

The office of a connynge vschere or marshaUe with-owt
fable

Must know alle estates of the church goodly & greable.

And the excellent estates of a kynge with his Mode hon-
orable, 5o*«esBooil:(KE. T. S.),p.l85.

Reason becomes the marshal to my wilL
ShaJc, M. S. D., u. 2. 120.

Unask'd the royal grant ; no marshal by.

As knightly rites require ; nor jndge to try?
Dryden, PaL and Arc, it 259.

2. A military officer of high rank, usually the

highest under the chief of the state or the min-
ister of war. In many countries the title is commonly
modified by some other term: thus, in England, it has the
formjiiid-marshdl; in Germany,/eHmar8i!ftaH; bFrance,
mariehal de France.

3. In the TTnited States, a civil officer appointed

by the President, by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate, in each judicial district,

as the executive or administrative officer (cor-

responding to the sheriff of a county) for the

United States Supreme Court, aiidforthe circuit

and district courts within his district. There are

also marshals for the consular courts in China, Japan,

Siam, and Turkey. United States marshals were formerly

charged with the duty of taking the national census in

their districts ; the officers who take the State census in

certain Slates are called marshals or census marAals.

4. An officer of any private society appointed
to regulate its ceremonies and execute its or-

ders.— 5. In some universities, as in Cam-
bridge, England, an officer attendant upon the

chancellor or his deputy Earlmarslial. Seeeort.

—Marshal of France (mariehal de France), the highest

Frenchmilitary dignitary, the rankbeing conferred in rec-

ognition of services of special brilliancy in the field, as the

winning of a pitched battleior the taking of two fortified

places. As the lawhas stood since1839, the numbCTofhold-
ers of themarshalshipmustnotbe raised beyondsixintime
ofpeace,butmaybeincreasedtotwelvemtiineofwar. The
office has existed since the early middle ages. Originally

subordinate to the constables of France, since the reign

of Francis I. the title of marshal of France has had the

importancewhichitstillretains.—Marshal Ofthefieldt,
one who presided over any outdoor game. HalUuvll.—
MaTghal ofthe hallt, the person who, at public festivals,

placed every one according to his rank. It was his duty
also topreserve peace and order. HaUiKeU.—Marshal of
the King's (or Qneen's) Bench, formerly, an officer who
had the custody of the prison called the King's (or Qneen's)
Bench,in Southwark. The act 5and6Vict.,cxxiL,abolished

this office, and substituted an officer who is called keeper

qfthe QiMen'sprison.—Marshaloftheking'sCorqueen's)
household. Same as knight marshal (which see, under
tn^At).— Marshal's staff, a baton, variously propor-

tioned, forming the badge of office of a marshal ; especially,

the long baton of the earl marshal of England. Two of

them appear in the arms ot the Duke of Norfolk, who holds

the office of earl marshal as a hereditary right They are

crossed in saltierbehind the shield, the ends only showing,

and are represented as plain round staves, or capped at

marshalship

each end by'heads of slightly conical form, sable.— Pro-
vost wittTghnl See prmogt.

marshal^ (mar'shal), i\ t.
;
pret. and pp. mar-

shaied or marshalled, ppr. marshaling or »«or-

shalling. [< marshal^, ii.'] 1. To dispose or set
in order : arrange methodically ; array.

Xay, I know you can better marshal these afffurs than I
can. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, L 1.

Then marshaWd feast
Served up in hall with sewers aiid senesch^s.

Milton. P. L, ix. 37.

Specifically— (a) To draw up in battle array ; review, as
troops.

False wizard, avannt ! I have marshaWd my clan

;

Their swords are a thousand, their bosoms are one

!

Campbell, Lochiel's Warning.

There was no want of old soldiers who were quite capa-
ble of marshalling the recruits.

Leeky, Eng. in 18th Century, xvii.

(b) To order, as a procession.

2. To lead in a desired course ; train ; disci-

pline.
With feeble steps from marshalling his vines
Returning sad. Fenton, in Pope's Odyssey.

3. To act as a marshal to; lead as harbinger
or guide ; usher.

Thou marshaWst me the way that 1 was going.
Shak., Macbeth, ii. 1. 42.

Our conqnering swords shall marshal us the way.
Marlowe, Tamburlaine, L, iii. 3.

They marshalled him to the castle-hall,

"Where the guests stood all aside.

Scott, Mannion, i 12.

4. In her. , to dispose (as more than one distinct

coat of arms upon a shield) so as to form a sin-

gle composition ; group, as two or more distinct

shields, so astoforma single composition; also.

Maisbalin^.—Escutcheon of HUzabeth, Queen of Henry VII.

to associate (such accessories as the helm, man-
tling, crest, eto., and knightly and other insig-

nia) with a shield of arms, thus again forming
a single heraldic composition.— 5. To arrange
(the ears of a freight-train) in proper station
order. Car-Builder's Diet. [Eng.]—To marshal
assets or securities, to arrange the order of liability of
or charge upon several parcels of property or several funds
to which a claimant has a right to resort for payment of
his demand. For example : A and B have a claim upon
two funds, C has a claim upon one of them only. A and B
can be compelled to satis^ themselves out of the fund to
which C has not access, before resorting tothe other,which
constitutes the only source of payment for him.

marshal^, a. A common old spelling of mar-
tial as confused with marshaP^.

marshalcy (mar'shal-si), n. [Formerly also

marshalcie, marshalsie, < ME. marshalcie. < OF.
mareschalcie, marshalship, < maresclial, marshal

:

see marshaP- and-cy.] The office, rank, or posi-
tion of a marshal.

Thin office forego of the marsehaleie.
Sob. (if Brunne, p. 292.

marshaler, marshaller (mar'shal-fer), n. One
who marshals or disposes in due order.

Dryden was the great refiner of English poetry, and the
best vuirshtUler of words.

Trapp, Pref. to Trans, of .£neid. {Latham^)

marshalmail (mar'shal-man), «.; pi. marshal-
men (-men). A marshal. [Pare.]

Marshalman. Stand back, keep a clear lane.

Tennyson, Queen Mary, i. 1.

marshalsea (mar'shal-se), n. [< marshal +
see, formerly sea.- see'seeS.] In England

—

(a)

The seat or court of the marshal of the royal
household. (6) [ca/).] A prison in Southwark,
London, under the jurisdiction of the marshal
of the royal household, it was abolished in 1S42. and
the prisoners, together with those from the Fleet prison,

were placed in the Queen's Bench prison (known as the

Queen's prison until its discontinuance in 1862).— Court
of Mnrgfinlaffa a court formerly held before the steward
and marshal of the royal household of England, to admin-
ister justice between the domestic servants of the king or

queen. IntheMarshalseathereweretAvocourtsofrecoi^

—

(1) the original court of the Marshalsea, which held plea of

all trespasses committed within the verge—that is. within

a circle of 12 miles round the sovereign's residence : and (2)

the palace-court, created by Charles I., and abolished in

1849.

marshalship (mar'sbal-ship), )i. [< marshal +
-ship."} The office or dignity of a marshal; the
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A mersscMy lond called Holdemesse.

Chaucer, Summoners Tale, 1. 2. (Harl. MS.)

marshalship
state of being a marshal; also, tlie term of
oilice of a marshal.
The Duke of Norfolk, with the rod ol marshalship, «. marsh-malloW (marsh ' mal " 6)

coronet on his head. ^> ^ , , - ^ . ~ '^

Shak., Hen. VIII., iv. 1, Order of Coronation, 7.

marshbankert (marsh'bang"k6r), /.. An ob-
solete form of mossbunker.
marsh-beetle (marsh ' be "tl), n. [< marsh +
beetle^.'] The cattail or reedmace, Typha laU-
folia. Also marish-beetle, marsh-pestle.
marsb-bellflower (marsh'bel"flou-6r), n. A
plant, Campanula aparinoides, growing in bogs
and wet meadows of North America.
marsh-blackbird (marsh'blak*b6rd), n. An
American blackbird of the subfamily Agelwinee,
and especially of the genus Agelwus, of which
there are several species, chiefly inhabiting
marshes. See cut under AgeUmnce.
marshbimker (marsh'btmg"k6r), n.
mossbunker.

marsh-buttercup (marsh'but"er-kup), n. A
plant of the genus Villarsia of the gentian fam-
ily. [Australia.]

marsh-cinquefoil (marsh'singk"foil), n. Same
as marsh-fivefinger.

marsh-cress (marsh'kres), n. A plant, Nastur-
tium palustre. Also called marsh-imtereress.
marsh-diver (marsh'^'vSr), ». Some marsh-
bird, perhaps the bittern.

Marsh-divers, rather, maid,
Shall croak thee sister. Tennyson, Princess, iv.

marsh-elder (marsh'el"d6r ), ». 1. Beeelder^. marsh-parsley (marsh'pars"Ii), ». 1. A plant,— 3. The wild guelder-rose. Viburnum Opu- Apium graveolens, varieties of which form the
Itis. cultivated celery.—2. A European umbeUifer-
marsh-fern (marsh'f^rn), ?i. One of the shield- ona -plsmt, Peucedanum (Selinum) palustre. Its
ferns, Aspidium Thelypteris. root has been used as an antispasmodic,
marsh-fever (marsh'fe"v6r), M. Same asijifer- marsh-peep (marsh'pep), ra. The least stint or
mittentfever (which see, imder fever'^). Wilson's sandpiper, Tringa (Aetodromas) minu-
marsh-nsh (marsh'fish), », The mudfish, Amia tilla, the smallest and one of the most abun-
calva. dant of its tribe in North America.

marsh-fivefinger (marsh'fiv"fing-g6r), n. See marsh-pennywort (marsh'pen''i-wert), n. A
fivefinger, 1, and PotenUlla. creeping umbelliferous plant of Europe, Hy-
marsh-flower (marsh'flou"6r), n. See Limnan- drocotyle vulgaris. It is also called white-rot.
themum. See fluhewort, and cut under Mydrocotyle.
marsh-gas (marsh'gas), n. Light carbureted marsh-pestle (marsh'pes"l), ». Same as mara^
hydrogen. See fire-damp. beetle.

marsh-goose (marsh'gos), n. 1. The graylag. marsh-plover (marsh'j(luv"6r), n. The pecto-— 2. Hutchins's goose, JBernicla hutcMnsi. ral sandpiper, Aetodromas maoulata : a gunners'
[North Carolina.] misnomer. [Plymouth Bay. Massachusetts.]

marsh-grass (marsh'gras), ». 1. Any grass marsh-pullet (marsh'pul'''et), ». The common
that grows in marshes.— 2. Specifically, any American gaihualejEralUnula gakata. See out

,, ... [< ME.
*mershmalwe, < AS. merscmealwe {-mealewe,
-msaluwe), < merse, marsh, -t- mealwe, mallow.]
1 . A shrubby herb, Althcea officinalis, growing in
marshy places, especially maritime, in the tem-
perate regions of the Old World, and on the
coast of New England and New York. The flow-
ering stalks are two or three feet high, the leaves broadly
ovate, the moderate-sized flowers pale rose-color, chiefly
in a terminal spike, but some peduncled in the upper axils.
The mucilaginous root is used as a demulcent; it also
forms the basis of well-known confections. The name has
been locally appUed to other plants, as Malva sylvestris.
See AUhoea and (dthein, and cut in preceding column.
2. A paste or confection made from the root of
this plant. [In this sense usually written
marsHmallow.']

Same as marsh-marigold (marsh'mar"i-gold), n. A
golden-flowered plant, Caltha palustris : in the
tlnited States also called cowslip. See Caltha
and gowan.
The wild marsh-marigold shines like Are in swamps and

hollows gray. Tennyson, May Queen.

marsh-miasma (marsh'nu-az''''ma), n. Miasma
from marshes or boggy spots ; the infectious
vapors which arise from certain marshes and
marshy soils, and produce intermittent and re-
mittent fevers.
marsh-nut (marsh'nut), TO. Same as marking-
nut.

Marsilea

marsh-wren (marsh'ren), n. One of several
different wrens which breed exclusively in

marshes. Two are common in the United States, of
which the best-known is the long-billed marsh-wren, Cis-

tothorus p(Uustris, found in suitable localities throughout
most of North America, It is scarcely 5 inches long,
above brown with a dorsal patch of black streaked with
white, below white shaded on the sides, flanks, and cris-

snm, the tail with fine blackish bars on a brown ground.
This little bird is noted for its great globular nests with a
hole in the side, affixed to the reeds and other rank herb-

grass of the genus Spartina, or cord-grass; also,
DistichUs maritima. [U. S.]

marsh-harrier (marsh'har"i-er), TO. A harrier
of the genus Circus, especially 0. ceruginosus:
so called from their fondness for hunting for
frogs in marshy places. See harrier^, 2.

marsh-hawk (marsh 'hftk), to. The common
American marsh-harrier, Circus hudsonius, the
only member of the Cirdnm found in North

under gallinule. [Washington, D. C]
marsh-quail (marsh'kwal), n. The meadow-
lark, Sturnella magna. [Local, New Bng.]
marsh-ringlet (marsh'ring"let), to. A kind of
butterfly, Ccenonympha davus.
marsh-robin (marsh'rob"in), TO. The chewink
or towhee-bunting, Pipilo eruthrophthalmus : so
called from its haunts, and the reddish color on
the sides of the breast. [Local, IT. S.]

America: so called from frequenting marshes marsh-rosemary (marsh'r6z'''ma-ri)

and wet meadows in search of its prey, which
consists chiefly of frogs and other reptiles.
The adult male is mostly bluish above and white below

;

the female and the young of both sexes are dark-brown
above, with conspicuous white upper tail-coverts, and be-
low of a light-reddish brown with darker markings. See
cut under CircincB,

marsh-hen (marsh 'hen), TO. One of several
different birds of the family Ballidw. (a) The
king-rail, Sallus elegans: more fully called fresh-water
marsh-hen. (6) The clapper-rail, Ballus crepitans or longi-

1. A

Long-billed Marsh-wren l,Cistothortts paiustris).

age of the marshes it colonizes. It lays from 6 to 10 eggg
of chocolate-brown color, but many of the nests never
have eggs in them, being apparently built and used by the
males alone. A variety of this species found in California
is known as the tiM wren. The short-billed marsh-wren,
Cste22ar!8, is quitedifferentbeiugalmost entirely streaked
above with black and white, besides the distinction im-
plied in the name. It nests differently, lays white eggs, is

less abundant^ and is chiefly observed in the United States
east of the Mississippi. Other kinds of marsh-wrens,
mostly like the short-billed, inhabit Mexico, Central and
South America, and the West Indies, but none of this ge-
nus are found in the Old World,

marshy (mar'shi), a. [< ME. mershy, merschy;
< marsh + -yl.] 1 . Partaking of the nature of a
marsh; swampy; fenny.

No natural cause she found, from brooks or bogs
Or marshy lowlands, to produce the fogs.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., L

2. Produced in or peculiar to marshes.
Feed

With delicates of leaves and marshy weed.
Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, ill. 277. (,Latham.)

In snipes the colours are modified so as to be equally In
harmony with the prevalent fonns and colours of marshy
vegetation. A. S. Wallace, Nat. Select., p. 58.

Marsian (mar'si-an), a. [< Marsi (see Ma/rsic)
+ -an.2 Same as Marsic.
The ruins of the old Marsian city of Alba.

C. C. Perfdns, Italian Sculpture, p. 21.

Marsic (mar'sik), a. [< L. Marsicus, < Marsi (i5ee

def
.
) . ] Of or pertaining to the Marsi, a Sabine

people of ancient Italy, living in the Apennines
around Lake Fuoinus : as, the Marsic or Social
War (a contest against Rome, 90-88 B. c, of
confederated tribes under the lead of the Marsi).

plant, /Sto<ice XimoTOMTO, the root of which is a Marsilea (mar-sU'e-a), to. [NL. (Linnaeus, 1767),
strong astringent, and is sometimes used in
medicine. [U.S.]— 3. An occasional name of
the wild rosemary. See Ledum.
marsh-samphire (marsh'sam'''fir), to. a leaf-
less, much-branched, jointed, succulent plant,
Salicornia herbacea, found on muddy or moist
sandy shores in both hemispheres. It is eaten
by cattle, and makes a good pickle. See glass-
wort and Salicornia.

named after Aloysiiis Marsili, an early Italian
naturalist.] A genus of aquatic or subaquatio

TOStr&; morefu]lycaUed«(rf*-waier7rearsft-A«»orgatt-n«trsA __„_„i, _i,_-__ /„« '

-u . ~t,„k\ „ a j.-

hen. Also rmadow-hen, mud-hen, sedge-hen. (c) The com- marSh-ShreW (marsh shro), TO. An aquatic
mon American gallinule, Gallinuia galeata. See cut \xn-

ierOaUinide. [Local, U.S.] (d) The American coot, Ji'Mjico

americana. [New Eng. ] (e) The European gallinule, Gal-
linuia chloropus.
Also moat-fien.

marshiness
(mar'shi-nes),
TO. The state of
being marshy.
marshland
(marsh ' land),

TO. [<"ME.
*mershland, <

AS. merscland,
< mersc, marsh,
+ land, land.]

A marshy dis-

trict; marsh.
Edinburgh
Bev., CLXVL
301.

marshlyt
(marsh'li), a.

[<ME.merssch-
ly; < marsh +
-ly^.] Marshy.

Marsh-mallow {Alihaa officinalis), a
lucre and calyx, b, the fruit.

shrew of North America, Neosorexpalustris, and
other species of the same genus. The technical
characters are similar to those of the water-shrew of Eu-
rope, Crossopusfodiens. They inhabit the northern United

' States and British America, ranging further south in alpine
regions. See Neosorex.

marsh-snipe (marsh 'snip), to. The common
American snipe; the meadow-snipe. [Mary-
land U. S.]

marsh-tackey (marsh'tak"i) , «. A small horse
peculiar to the coast-line of the southern United
States; a swamp-pony. Sportsman's Gazetteer.

marsh-tea (marsh'te), to. See Ledum.
marsh-tern (marsh'tem), TO. The gull-biUed
tern or sea-swallow, Gelochelidon nilotica or an-
glica, of Europe, Asia, and America. See cut
under Gelochelidon.

marsh-tit (marsh'tit), TO. A European titmouse,
Parus palustris, closely resembing the coal-tit.

marsh-trefoil (marsh 'tre"" foil), to. See bog-
bean and Menyanthes.
marsh-watercress (marsh'wa"t6r-kres), to.

Same as marsh-cress.

marshwort (marsh'wert), TO. 1 . The cranberry,
Vaccinitim Oxycoccus.— 2. The umbelliferous
plant Selosciadium {Slum) nodiflorum. [Eng.]

Marsilea quadrifolia.
a, the sporocarp or conceptacle ; *, a sporocarp with valves opened

and emitting the mucilaginous cord, which bears the sori.

cryptogamous plants, typical of the order Mar-
sileacecB. They have wide-creeping rootsfocks, and leaves
produced singly or in tufts from nodes of the rootstook,
each consisting ofapetioleand four sessile, equally spread-
ing, deltoid-cuneate or oblanceolate leaflets with flabellate
anastomosing veins. The conceptacles or sporocai*p5 are
ovoid or bean-shaped and two-vsdved, and emit a mucila-
ginous cord upon which are borne numerous oblong-cylin-
drical sori, each soruscontainingnumerousmicrosporangia
and few macrosporangia. The genus is wid ely distributed,
and embraces 40 species, of which 4 are North American.
M. Drummondii is the Australian nardoo. Sometimes writ-
ten Marsilia.



Marsileaces

Harsileaces (mar-sU-e-a'se-e), fi. pi. [NL.
(A. P. de CandoUe, 1830), < Aarsilea + -acece.^
An order of leptosporangiate heterosporons
fern-like plants, in which the fruetifieation
consists of srporocarps either borne on pednn-
cles which rise from the rootstock near the leaf-
stalk OP consolidated with it, and contains both
macrospores and microspores.
Marsilieae (mar-si-li'e-e), «. p?. [XL. (Baker,
18S7), < MarsOea + -iete.\ With some systema-
tists, a suborder of plants of the order Ehizo-
ca rpete, orheterosporons HlKtiiete : virtually the
same_ as the order Marsi}eace<E.
Marsilly carriage. A naval gun-candage, in
use with smooth-bore guns, having no front
tracks, the front transom resting directly on
the deck of the ship,
marsipobranch (mar'si-po-brangk), a. and ».

[See Marsipobranchii.'] X. a. Having pursed
gUls; pertaining to the ilarsipohranchii, or
having their characters.
U. n. A vertebrate of the class Marsipo-

hranchii; a myzont or myxine fish.

Marsipobranchiata (mar'si-po-brang-ki-a'ta),
n. j>I. [Nil.] Same as MarHpobrandiii.
marsipobranchlate (mar'si-po-brang'ki-at), a.

and II. [As Marsipobranchii '+ -ofci.] Same
as marsipobranch.
Marsipobraacllii (mar'si-po-brang'ki-i), n. pi.

[NIj., < GT.iiapciizo^oz/tapcnntoi, apoueh,bag (see

marsupium), + Ppayx"h giUs.] A group of ver-
tebrates, vari-
onsly denomi-
nated by natu-
ralists. In all

systems of classifi-

cation it consists
of those Vertebra-
ta which have the
sknll imperfectly
developed, the no-
tochora not con-
tinned b^ond the
pituitarybody, Uis
btain distinctly
diffsentiated, the
heart well devel-
oped, withan anri-

cle anda ventaide,
the gUls forming

fixed sacs within branchial apertores on each side, six or
more in number, the lower jaw defective, and the month
roond like a sncker, whoice the alternative name Cydo-
ttomi. In the earlier systems the Marsipobranchii were
regarded as an order or asabdass of fishes; they are now
designated as a class of Vert^rata^ and divided into two
primary groups, Hyperoartia and Hyperobreia, the former
comprising the lampreys, the latter the hags. Both are
known as n^fsmis. XartxpobranehU is a synonym of Cy-
dostomi and CydosUfmata^ 2. See cat under lamprey.

marsoon (mar-son.'), n. [Corruption of F. mar-
souin, OF. marsouin, < OHG. meriswin, MHG.
merswin, G. meersekwein= MLG. mersicin= Sw.
Dan. marsvin, lit. 'sea-hog': see mereswiiie.1

The white whale, Delphinapterus or Beluga lett-

ers. See cut under Detphinap-
terus. [Local, Cana^.]
marsapia, n. Plural of mar-
supium.
marsupial (mar-su'pi-al), a.

and n. [< Nh. marsupialis, <

li. marsupium, a pouch: see
marsupium.^ I. o. 1. Having
the character of a bag, pouch,
or marsupium; marsupiate.

—

2. <X or pertaining to a mar-
supium : as, marsupial bones.
— 3. Provided with a marsu-
pium; specifically, pertaining
to the Marsupialia, or having their eharaeters.
—Haisnplal mmes, epipnbic bones, scleroskeletal os-

sifications developed in the tendon
of t^e external oblique mnscle of the
abdomen of imp^cental mammals,
and articulated with the pubicbones

:

supposed by some to be related to the
support of the pouch, and known to

have an office in relation to the mns-
de which acts upon the mammary

glands.—marsupial cajole. See
eofsufe.—Uarsupi^U. &og. See
Jngl.

n. ». Amember of the order
Marsupialia; any implaeen-
tal didelphian TnamTnal. Also
called marsupiate— Herbtvo-
Toas maisnpials. See Itabbmroux.

l^ursapialia (mSir-su-pi-a'-

li^), n. pi. pfL., neut. pL of

marsupialis:

Skeleton of Head and Poodi-Uke GUIs of
Lamprey iPetrmttysoH), a maisipobianch.

au. anditofy capsule; 6, caztilagmous
bianchial " basket,'' depending &om vezte-

bial colnmn, vitfa seven campiete descend-
ing btanchia] anbes united Ivf tiansreise
bands between which are die gill-openin^
and covering the heaxt at the part wneie me
letter b is placed; f, ethmovDmerine carti-
lage; A. rndimentof hyoid; «, nenial aithes
erf Teitcjxse ; > A palatoquadiate (or ptc^
gopalatine) arm, the hinder pier of'which
lepicsents a suspensoriimi,tfaoi^fatfaereisno
lowerjaw.

Pelvis of Echidna,
&ont view, showing
iM, maisnpial bones

;

il, ilium; fi. pubis;

Pelvis ofa Kangaroo,
lowing Jf, marsupial
bones, bonie upon P.
put^; //, Uium; Is.

ischium ; O. obturator
' - . , -1 foramen: A. acetabn-

_ _ see marsupial,i Imn; .S. saonm; K.

An order of the class Mam- g^ '™'«' '««-

malia, coextensive with the

subclass Didelphia, containing implacental

TnaiTiTnals usually provided with a marsupium
or pouch for the reception and nourishment of
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the young ; the marsupials or pouched animals

.

There being no developed placenta, the period of gesta-
tion is very brie^ and the young are bom extremely small,
imperfect, and quite helpless. In this state they are im-
mediately transferred to the pouch on the belly of the
mother, where are the teals, to which the little creatures
adhere firmly for a whUcj completing their development
by sacking milk. As they gron- larger and stronger, they
axe able to let go and take hold of the teat again; and even
after leaving the pouch they may for a while retreat to it,

or be carried about elsewhere on the mother's body. (See
cut under marmoie.) The uterus is double, and the va-
gina also is more or less completely divided into two
separate passages (whencethe name Didelphiay, the scro-

tum of the male is abdominal in position, and pendu-
lous. In front of the penis. The corpus caHosum is ru-
dimentary, but the cerebral hemispheres are connected
by a weU-developed anterior commissnr& The angle
of the mandible is normally infiected. There is a wide
range of adaptive modification in the struetural details
of the marsupials, the order in itself including represen-
tatives or anidogues of nearly all the other orders of mam-
mals, as the carnivorous, the insectivorous, the herbivo-
roua, etc At the present tame the marsupials are emi-
nently characteristic of tiie Australian r^on, only the
DidelphyidoB or opossums being found in America; but
in former epochs the distribution of the marsupials was
general, and some of the oldest known mammalian fossils

of Hesozoic age are supposed to belong to this order. It
has been varionsly subdivided. Owen in 1839 divided it

into five tribes, Sareophaga^ Entomophagat Carpophaga^
PoephagOfandMhizophaga. A main division, based on the
dentition, is into Diprotodontia and PolyprtkodonJtia. In
1872 Gill made the four snborders Nazophaga, Syndaetyli,
DasyvromorpJut, and Diddphinwrpha, with nine families,
Phateolomyidae, Maeropodidce, TarapedidiB, PhaUmgUtx-
dcB, Phascolardida, Peratndidce, Dagyttrid^ Myrmecobi-
idee, and Diddpljyidae, for the living forms, and four fossil
families, Diprotodontida, ThyUuxlamtida, PlagiauladdiB,
and DrortudherUdxB. Also called Jfam^ato.

marsapialian (mar-su-pi-a'li-aa), a. and n. [<
marsupial + -ian.] Same as "marsupial.

marsnpiaa (mar^su'pi-an), a. and n. Same as
marsupial.

Marsapiata(mar-sn-pi-a'ta), ».p2. [NL.,neut.
pi. of marsupiatus, pouched: see marsupiate^
Same as M&rsupiaUa.
marsupiate (mar-sil'pi-at), a. and «. [< Nli.

marsupiatus, pouched, < L. marsupium, apouch

:

see marsupium.'] Same as marsupial.

marsupiated (mar-su'pi-a-ted), a. [< marsu-
piate + -«d2.] Same as inarsupial.

marsupium (mar-sn'pi-um), n.
;

pi. marsupia
(-a), [li., also marsuppium, < Gr. /lapaiiriov, also
written fiapain'Trun), fiapai/itiov, /lapcinreiov, dim. of
/idpaiTToi, fiapai'imoQ, fiapavTrog, a pouch, bag.] 1

.

In .EoTO. onftig., apurse of the kind usuallyborne
in the hand of Mercury, and indicatinghis char^

acter as god of gain.— 2. la med., a sack or
bag in which any part of the body isfomented.— 3. Inzool., a purse- or poueh-llke receptacle
for the eggs or young, more external than any
of the proper organs of gestation; a brood-
pouch of any kind, (a) In mammoL, the dnplica-
tion of the skin of the abdomen of Jfarsttpialia, forming a
pouch in which the mammary glands open, and into which
the imperfectly developed young are transferred at birth,

to be nourished until they are able to move about. (&)

In omiCA. : (1) A temporary fold of the skin of the belly of

a penguin, in which the egg may be contained for a time.

(2) The pecten or bourse, s vascular erectile organ in the
eye of a bird, formed of pectinated folds of the choroid
coat lying in the vitreous humor, and extending a variable

distance toward or to the crystalline lens : supposed by
some to effect or assist in the accommodation of the eye.

(e) In icUh. : (1) A receptacle in which the pipe-fishes and
sea-horses carry their young : it is developed in the male.
(2) The pouch-like arrangement of the gOls of a marsipo-
branchlate fish, as a hag or lamprey, (d) In CrugtaeeOt a
receptacle for the eggs, formed by the bases bf some of

the legs of certain crustaceans, as the opossum-shrimps
OTMyadtB.

4. In anat., the alar ligaments (which see,

under alar).

martl (mart), n. [Contr. of market, prob. due
totheD. formmarH.' seemarVet.'] 1. A place
of sale or traffic; seat of trade ; market.

If any bom at ]Bphesus be seen
At any Syracusian marts and fairs,

... he dies. Shak., C. of B., L L la

Certaine it is, £ome thereby becomes a rich Jfart, where
the marchants of the Earth resort from all places of the
Earth to buy heauen. Purchat, PUgnmage, p. 127.

2t. Trade; traffic; purchase and sale; market.

C3irist could not suffer that the temple shonld serve for

a place of marl Hooker, Eccles. Polity, t. 12.

It standeth vpon a might; riuer, and is a kinde of porte
towne, hailing a great marte exercised therein.

Halduyts Voyages, 1. 61.

iS'ow I play a merchant's part.

And venture madly on a desperate mart.
Shak., T. of the S., IL 1. 329.

martl (mart), r. [< marfi-, n., or contr. of

marJi'ft, v.] I. intrans. To traffic; deal.

If he shaU think it fit

A saucy stranger in his court to mart.
As in a £omish stew. Shak., Cymbeline, L 6. 151.

H, tratis. To make market for; trade in;

buy and sell; deal in or with.

marten
You yourself

Are much condemned to have an itching palm

;

To sell and mart your offices for gold
To undeservers. Shak., J. C, iv. 3. 11.

Never was roan so palpably abused

:

My son so basely marted, and myself
Am made the subject of your mirth and scorn.

B. Jonson, Case is Altered, iv. 5.

MartSf (mart), n. [ME. Mart, < OF. Mart, < L.
Mars {Mart-), Mars: see Mars.] 1. Same as
Mars, 1. Chaucer; Sjienser. Hence— 2. [1. c]
War; warfare; battle; contest. [Kare.]

My father (on whose face he durst not look
In equal marf^ by his fraud circumvented.
Became his captive.

Massinger, Bashful Lover, ii 7. (Latham.)

mart^ (mart), n. [Abbr. of Martinmas.] 1.
[.cap.] Martinmas.
And their workes, let him reade Buxdorsins and his

Bibliotheca Sabbinica, printed this last MaH.
Purehas, FUgrimage, p. 177.

2. A cow or ox fattened to be Mlled (usually
about Martinmas) and salted or smoked for
winter provision. [North. Eng. and Scotch.]

Each family killed a mart, or fat bullock, in Kovember,
which was salted up for winter use. Seott, Monastery, L

inart^t (mart), n. [A corrupt form of marque,
marlcl: see ntarqtie.] Same as marque Let-
ters of mart, scrQits of mart. See letter of marque,
under iniirTUfl.

martagon (mar'ta-gon), n. [< F. Sp. martOr
gon = It. martagone (Nli. Martagon).] The
Turk's-cap lUy, Lilium Martagon. The bulbs
are said to be eaten by the Cossacks.
martel (mar'tel), n. [OF. and P. martel = Sp.
martiTlo = Pg. It. marteUo, a hanamer, < L. mar-
tulus, marculus, dim. of marcus, a hammer.] A
hammer as a weapon for striking; a war-ham-
mer.
Formidable martds were in vogue during the bronze

period. Jour, of the Arehaed. Aaoe.

martelt (m^'tel), r. t. or t. [< F. marteler (=
Pr. OTarfeBnf = Sp. martiUar= Pg. marteUar =
It. martellare), < martel, a hammer: see martel,
n.] To hammer; strike.

Her dreadfull weapon she to him addreat.
Which on his helmet marteUed so hard.
That made him low incline his lofty crest.

S^ienser, F. Q., HL vii. 42.

martel-de-fer (mar'tel-de-fer), n. A weapon
used in Europe during the middle ages, espe-
cially during the fif-

teenth century, (a)

A long-handled weapon
used by foof^soldiers,

especially in the defense
of fortified walls and in
action against mount-
ed men-at-arms. The
plomm^ was a common
form of it. (b) A short-
handled weapon, used
with only one hsmd by
mounted men. It was
common to furnish it

with one blunt or den-
tated face and with a
sharp point or beak on
the opposite side of the
handle,butin some cases
both sides were pointed.
The short-handled ham-
mers were frequently Martels-disfcr.

made of metal through- ,,
' Hor^an-s hammer ofabout die

„* Ai.-.. .U.11...4 1...^ time of Edwaid I\ . 2, Maitel.de.
out. Also caUed horse- f„ u^^ „f Henry vm. 3. Maitel-
mans hamster. de-fer, time ofEdward Vt. ^.Martel-

marteline (mar'te- ^^^ tand-^a^.^^ oi oa^n

lin), ». [F., dim. of
martel: see martel, ».] A small hammer or
mallet used by sculptors and marble-workers.
It is pointed at one end and square or diamond-
shaped at the other. £. E'. Knight.

marteline-chisel (mar'te-lin-chiz'el), n. A
form of sculptors' chisel with a serrated edge.

martellato (mar-tel-la'to). [It., pp. of martel-

tare,strike: seeJHOrfe/,i'.i In jkmsjc, struckwith
a sudden, emphatic blow: used of the tones of

a melody or of successive chords that are in-

tended to be markedly distinct and more or less

staccato, especially in vioUn- and pianoforte-

marteUement (P. pron. mar-tel'mon), adv. [F.,

<lt.martellamenfe,<marteTlare,stnke,hamineT:

see martel, r.] In music for the harp, with an
acciaeeatura or with a redoubled stroke.

martello tower. See tou;er.

martenl (mar'ten), n. [Formerly also martin;

early mod. E; martern, martrone (prop, the fur

of the marten, oiig. adj.: see marterin), for

earlier marter, martre, < P. marire, marte = Pr.

mart = Sp. Pg. marta= It. martora, < ML. mar-
ttis, marturis, mardarus, mardalus, mardarius,

L. martes (found but once, in a doubtful read-



marten

iag), of Teut. origin: OHG. marder, MHG. mar-
der, madei; G. marder = D. marter (with forma-
tive -(), = OHG. mart = AS. mearth = Icel.
mordhr = Sw. m&rd = Dan. maar, a marten;
no Goth, form recorded.] 1 . A digitigrade car-
nivorous quadruped of the family Sliistelidm,

subfamily Mustelince, and genus Mustela or Mar-
tes, of which there are several species, all in-
habiting the northern hemisphere. The name
was originally given to the common pine-marten, Mvetela
martes or Martes abietum, of the northerly parts of Europe.
This animal is about 18 inches long, with a full bushy tail

12 inches long, and thus rather larger than a house-cat,
but standing much lower, on account of the shortness of
the legs. The fur, consisting of three kinds of hairs, is

full and soft, and of an extremely variable shade of brown,
usually paler on the head and under parts. A closely re-
lated species is the stone- or beech-marten , Mustela foina,
of Great Britain and many other parts of Europe ; it is, on
the average, smaller in size, with a whitish throat and infe-
rior pelage. The American pine-marten, Jf. aTnericaiuiy
is similar, but specifically distinct ; it inhabits the north-

American Sable or Pine-marten iMusieln amertcana'].

erly United States and the whole of British America, and
is commonly called the American sable. The Siberian or
true sable is 3/. zibellina, of blacldsh color and with an ex-

tremely rich and valuable fur. The pekan, fisher, or Pen-
nant's marten, Mustela pennanti, much larger than any of

the foregoing and of a blackish color, is a very distinct

species peculiar to northerly North America. See saMe,
and cut under ;i«Aer, 2.

Those that, in Norway and in Finland, chase
The soft-skind Marten^y for their precious cace.

Sylvester^ te. of Du Bartas's Weeks, L 4.

2. A carnivorous marsupial of the genus Phas-
eogale, as the spotted marten of Australia.
[Australia.]

marten^ti '»• -^n obsolete spelling of marUn^.
martert, »• -^ obsolete form of marten^.

marternt, martrint, n. [Early mod. E. also

martron; < ME. murtrin, also marteron, martern,
martron, < OF. marterine, martrine, the furofthe
marten, fem. of marterin, martritt, of the mar-
ten, < martre, the marten: see marteri^.l 1.

The fur of the marten.
Ne Tnartryn, ne sabil, y trowe, in god fay,

Was none founden in hire gamement.
Lydg(fte. (BcMiweU, under marlem.)

2. A marten.
The Lyserne, the Beauer, the Sable, the Martron, the

black and dunne fox. BaMuyfs Voyages, I. 479.

Martes (mar'tez), n. [NL., < L. martes, a mar-
ten: see marten^.'] The specific name of the

common pine-marten, used as a generic desig-

nation of the martens : same as Mitstela. Oli-

vier. 1797.

martext (mar'tekst), n. [< wmm-i, v., + obj.

texf] A perverter of texts; a blundering or

ignorant preacher: used as a proper name by

I have been with Sir Oliver Martext, the vicar of the

next village. Shak., As you Like it, iil. 8. 43.

marthy (mar'thi), «. The burbot. [Hudson's
Bay.]

martial (mar'shal), a. and n. [= P. martial =
Sp. Pg. marcial "= It. marziale, < L. martialis,

of or pertaining to Mars, or war, < Mars, the god
of war: see -Mors.] I. a. 1. [cop.] Pertaining

to or characteristic of the god Mars.
This is his hand

;

His foot Mercurial, his Martial thigh.
Shak., Cymbeliue, Iv. 2. 310.

2. Of or pertaining to war ; of warlike charac-

ter; military; warlike; soldierly: as, a. martial

equipage or appearance ; martial music ; a mar-

tial nation.

And shew'd to them such martiale sport

With his long bow and arrow.

That they of him did give report.

True TaleofRMn Hood (Child's Ballads, V. 360).

How farest thou, mirror of all martial men?
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., i. 4. 74.

With glittering firelocks on the village green

In proud array a mariiaZ band is seen.

0. W. Holmes, A Family Record.

3. Having reference to a state of war, or to a

military organization; connected with the army
and navy: opposed to ciml: as, martial law; a

court martial.
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They proceeded in a kind of marHai justice.

Bacon, Holy War.

The Laws themselves, civil as well as martkd, were pub-

lished and executed in Latin. Howell, Letters, ii. 58.

Now martiat law commands us to forbear.
Pope, Iliad, vli. 362.

4. [cop.] Pertaining to or resembling the planet
Mars.
The natures of the fixed stars are . . . esteemed Tnartwri

or jovial according to the colors whereby they answer
these planets. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vi. 14.

We can actually see his [Mars's] polar snows accumulate
during the MartUd winter and melt away at the approach
of the Martial summer. J. Fitke, Cosmic Philos., I. 382.

5t. In old cliem., having the properties of iron.

Why should the Chalybes or Bilboa boast
Their harden'd iron, when our mines produce
As perfect martial ore? J. Philips, Cider, i.

£tliiops martialt. See (efAiojw.—Martial law, law
imposed by the military power ; that military rule or au-

thority which exists in time of war, and is conferred by the
laws of war, in relation to persons and things under and
within the scope of active military operations,andwhich ex-

tinguishes or suspends, for the time being, civil rights and
the remedies founded upon them, so far as this may be
necessary in order to the full accomplishment of the i>ur-

pose of the war. Theperson who exercises martial law is,

however, liable in an action for any abuse of the authority
thus conferred. It is the application of military govern-
ment— the government of force— to persons and property
within its scope, according to the laws and usages of war,
to the exclusion of municipal government in all respects
where tlie latterwould impair the efficiency of military law
or military action. BenM. Besmilitary law,\miermilitary.

—Martial music, music for military purposes, or of a
simil^ kind ; music characterized by spirit, impetuosity,

heavy duple rhythm, sonority, and brilliance.

—

Martial
saltst, an old name of salts of iron. =Syn. 2 and 3. Mar-
tial, Warlike, MiiUary. The opposite of martin is cAvU, of

warlike is peaceful, of military is civU or naval. Warlike
applies most to the spirit or ingrained habits, as the war-
like tribes of the north, but it also applies to that which is

like war or naturally goes with wai' : as, warlike prepara-
tions ; warlike rumors. Martial applies to that which is

connected with war in a general way, or with war as active,

and especially as appealing to the eye or the ear : as, mar-
tial music, din, pomp, appearance, array. Military applies
more closely to things connected with the actual putting
of soldiers into service ; thus, a court miartial is composed
of military officers, and may therefore be called a mvi^jairy

court ; it applies mjartial law ; its members appear in fuU
military dress.

Il.t n. A soldier, or military man.
The Queen of martials

And Mars himself conducted them.
Chapman, Hiad, xviii. 469.

Others strive

Like sturdy Martials far away to drive
Tlie drowsy Droanes that harbour in the hive.

I'vUer, David's Sinne, st. 36. (Dames.)

martialism(mar'shal-izm), n. [< martial +
-ism.'] The character of being martial; war-
like spirit or propensity; military character.

Such a young Alexander for affecting maaiialimi and
chivalrie ; such a young Josiah for religion and piety.

Creation of the Prince of Wales, D. % 1610. (^atham.)

He [SkobeleS] had got about him a rugged, motley crowd
of stanch fighting men, of whose martialism he had had
experience in his Asiatic warfare.

Arch. Forbes, Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 29.

martialist (mar'shal-ist), n. [= It. martialista

(Florio) ; as martial + -is*.] A warrior or sol-

dier ; a military man.
The exquisite portraiture of a perfect martialis, con-

sisting in three principall pointes : wisedome to goveme,
fortitude to perfourme, liberalitie to incourage.

Greene, Euphues to Philantus (1587).

One Cosroes, of the enemies' part, held up lus finger

to me, which is as much with us martialistx as " 1 will

fight with you." Beau, and Fl., King and No King, ii. 1.

martialize (mar'shal-iz), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.

martialised, ppr. martializing. [< martial +
-ize"] To render martial or warlike. Imp.
Diet.

martially (mar'shal-i), adv. In a martial man-
ner.

martial-manf, 71. A martialist; a soldier.

MarticH-men were never more plentiful than in this

King's [Edward IIL'sJ Iteign. Baker, Chronicles, p. 133.

martialness (mar'shal-nes), TO. The quality of

being martial or warlike.

Martian (mar'shan), a. [< ME. Maroian, < L.
Martianus (as a personal name), < Martius, of

Mars,< Mars (Mart-), Mars: see Mors.] 1. Of or

pertaining to the god Mars or to war; warlike.

The judges, which thereto selected were,
Into the Martian field adowne descended
To deeme this doutfuU case, for which they all contended.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. v. 6.

2. Of or pertaining to the planet Mars; Mar-
tial.

The rate of retardation of the Martian rotation by solar

tidal friction. Smithsonian Report, 1881, p. 203.

Perhaps even indications derived as to the nature of the
mysterious Martian canals. Edinburgh Ren., CXLV. 26.

martinet, ». An obsolete spelling of marten^.

martinetism

martin^ (mSr'tin), «. [< Martin, < F. Martin,

a man's name (cMefly with ref. to St. Martin),

used in various applications, esp., in F., in sev-

eral names of birds, as martin-pScheur (= Sp.

martinpescador), a kingfisher, oiseau de St. Mar-
tin, the ringtail ; < ML. MarUnus, a man's name,
< L. Mars (Mart-), Mars: see Mars.'\ 1. Any
swallow of the family Hirundinidm ; a marti-

net ; a martlet. Thename has no specific meaning, and

is commonly used with a qualifying term. The house-

martin (or house-swallow), Hirundio or Cheliion urbiea of

Europe, is one of the best-known, so named because it

nests under the eaves of houses. (See Chelidon.) The
sand-martin, Cotile or Clivioolariparia, common to Europe,

House-martin {Chetfdon itrbica\

Asia, and America, is oftener known as the bank-swallow.

(See Cotile, and out under bank-swallow.) Purple martins

are the several American species of the genus Progne,

one of which, P. subis or purpurea, is an abundant and
familiar bfrd of the United States ; it is one of the largest

of the swallow family, and the adult male is entirely of a

glossy blue-black color. (See cut under Progne.) A few
birds not of this family are sometimes called martins, as

the king-bird or tyrant flycatcher of North America, Tf)-

rannus carolivensis, popularly known as the bee-jnartin.

(See cut under king-bird.) Kingfishers are sometimes
called by their French name, ma/rtin>-p£cheur. Also called

jnartinet.

2t. -An ape. Enoyc. Diet.

Who knoweth not that apes men martini call?

A Whip for an Ape, or Martin Displaced (1689).

3. See the quotation. [Slang.]

And in this practice [disguising themselves] all their

villany consists : for I have heard and partly know a high-

way lawyer rob a man in the morning, and hath dined with
the Tnartin or honest man so robbed the same day at an
Inne being not descried, nor yet once mistrusted or sus-

pected for the robbery. Rowlands, Hist. Eogues.

4. A tool for grinding or polishing stone, it con-

sists of a brass plate faced with a flat stone. An opening
is pierced through the plate and stone to permit sand to

pass through and come between the martin and the stone
which isbeingground.

—

Black maxtln, Cypselus apus, the
common black swift of Europe. See cut under si^.
martinet^ (mar'ti-net), to. [< P. martinet (=
Sp. Pg. m,artinete; ML. marUneta), a martin,
swift, dim. of martin, used in names of birds:

see ma/rtin^. Hence martlet'^-.'] In ortdtJi., same
as martin^, 1.

Those birds which have but short feet, as the swift and
martinet. Ray, Works of Creation, i.

martinet^t (mar'ti-net), TO. [< p. martinet, a
oat-o'-nine-tails, tilt-hammer, etc. , variously ap-
plied, but not found as in def

. ;
perhaps a par-

ticular use of the personal name Martinet (cf.

martinet^), but of. OF. martelet, dim. of martel,

a hammer: see martel.'] Naut., the name for-

merly given to a small line fastened to the leech
of a sail to bring it close to the yard when the
sail is furled. Also martnet.

martinet^t (mar'ti-net), «. [< ME. martinett, <

OF. martinet (ML. martimetus), " a water-mill
for an iron forge " (Cotgrave), or a, forge-ham-
mer driven by water-power ; cf . martinet^, mar-
tinet^, eta.] 1. Some kind of water-miU. Cath.
Anglioum, p. 229.— 2. A military engine of the
middle ages.

Him passing on,
From some huge martinet, a ponderous stone
Crushed. Sauthey, Joan of Arc, viii. (Davtes.)

martinet* (mSr-ti-nef), TO. [Said to be so call-

ed from General Martinet, who regulated the
French infantry in the reign of Louis XIV. No
P. use of the word in the sense of a disciplina-
rian appears.] Arigid discit)linarian, especially
in the army or navy; a stickler for routine or

regularity in small details.

He is shown to us pedantic and something of a martinet
in church discipline and ceremony.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 143.

mairtinetism (mar-ti-net'izm), TO. [< martinet^
+ -ism.] The methods of a martinet; arigid
enforcement of discipline; strict mechanical
routine.
These young men have not been trained in the martineV-

ism of the Militaiy and Naval academies.
The American, XI. 36.



martiiigale

martmgale, martiiigal (mar ting-gal, -gal), n.
[< F. martingale, a martingale (def. 1), a particu-
lar use of martingale (chatisses a la martingale)(=
Sp. It. martingaUt), a kind of breeches (ct OF.
martengdlle, a kind of dance common in Prov-
ence), < Martigal, an inhabitant of Martigues. <
Martigues, a place in Provence.] 1 . In a horse's
harness, a strap passing between the fore legs,
fastened at one end to the girth under the beUy,
and at the other to the bit or the musrol, or
forked and ending in two rings through which
the reins are passed, intended to hold down the
head of the horse. See cut under harness^.
Wliat a hunting head she cairies ! sore she has been rid-

denwithamarttnfTofe. £«iu.aiulf1.. Scornful Lady, ii.1.

2. ^aut., a short perpendicular spar under the
bowsprit-end, used for guying down the head-
stays. Also called dolphin-striker. See cut
under dolphin-striker.— 3. A mode of play in
such games as rouge et noir which consists in
staking double the amount of money lost. The
American Soyle.
You have not played as yet? Do not do so; above all,

avoid a martinffale if you do. Play ought not to be an af-

fair of calculation, bat of inspiration.
TAocivray. Xewcomes, xxriiL

The fallacy of those who devise sure methods of defeat-
ing the bank {marUngtUes, as they are tenned) lies in the
fact that they n^lect to consider that the fortune of any
one gambler, compared to that of the bank, is small.

Seienee,X 44.

Hartingale backropes, small chains or rop^ extending
from the lower end of the martingale to the ship'sbows on
either side: same as gob^Uius.— Uartingale Stays or
gnvs, small chains or wire ropes extending from the outer
ends of the jib-boom and flying-jib boom to the lower end
of the martingale.

Maitmi-Henry rifle. See rifle.

Marfdnisht (mai'tin-ish), a. [< Martin (see
Martinist, 1) + -isftl.] Of or pertaining to the
Martinists. See Martinist, 1.

This MarUnish and Counter-martixiiah age.
G. Harvey, Four Letters.

Martillist (mar'tin-ist), n. [Also Martenist;
< Martin (see def.) + -istJ} 1. One of those
who wrote the tracts or pamphlets attacking
prelacy (1588-9) which gave rise to the Mar-
prelate controversy, or a defender or supporter
of them. See Marprelate controversy.

Biting petitions and Satyrick PasquHs (worthy of such
MarUnigts).

Bp. Gauden, Tears of the Chnrch, p. 61. (Samef.)

ThispureJfarKnw^ if he were not worse. Gnene.

Pap Hntchet talketh of publishing a hundred meiy tales

of certaine poore MarUmsU.
G. Harvey, Pierce's Supererogation.

2. A member of a school of religionists formed
originally by the Chevalier St. Martin (1743-
1803), a few years before the French Revolution
broke out: a kind of pietistic imitation of free-

masonry. The Martinists were transplanted to

Bussia during the reign of Catherine II. Blunt,

Diet, of Sects.

martinlte (mar'tin-it), 71. A hydrous calcium
phosphate occurring as a pseudomorph after

gypsum in tJie island of Cura5ao, West Indies.

Martimnas (mar'tin-mas), n. fFormerly also

Martimas, Martlemas; "< Martin (see def.) +
mass^. Henee, by abbr., marts.] a church
festival formerly kept on November 11th, in
honor of St. Maridn, tiie patron saint of France.
He wasbishop of Tours daring the latter part of the fourth
century, and destroyed in large measure the heathen al-

tars remaining in h^ day. In Scotland this day is a half-

year^ term-day on which rents are paid, servants enter on
their engagements, etc—MarMmnaa liee^ beef salted or
smoked at Martinmas for winter use. Cf. mart^, 2.

Under Charles the Second it was not till the beginning
of November tiiat families laid in thor stock of salt provi-

sion, then called Martinmas be^.
Maeaulay, Hist Eng., iiL

Martin process. See process.

martin-snilte (mar'tin-smp), n. Thegreensand-
piper, Totanus ochropug : so called from some
fancied resemblance to the house-martin. Ste-

venson, Birds of Norfolk. [Norfolk, Eng.]
marbin-swallow (mar'tin-swol'o), n. The
European house-martin, CheUdon tirbica.

martiret. -An obsolete form of martyr and mar-
tyry.

martite (mar'tit), n. [Prob. < L. Mars (Mart-),

Mars (in ML. applied to iron), + -ite^.'] Iron
sesquioxid in isometric crystals, probably pseu-
domorph after magnetite. It occurs occasional-

ly on a large scale, as in the Lake Superior iron

region and the Cerro de Mercado in Mexico.

Martlemas (mar'tl-mas), n. A corruption of

Martinmas.
martletl (mart'let), n. [A corruption of marti-

net, a martin, martlet: see martinet^.'] The
martin, a bird.
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But, like the marOel,

Buildg in Uie weather on the outward wall.
Shot., M- of v., iL 9. 2a

martlet^ (mart'let), n. [Appar. for marlet, <
OF. merlette, also merlotte, a martlet, in heral-
dry. Cf. merlette.'] In her., a bird represented
withthewings closedandwithoutfeet, but often
retaining the tufts of feathers
which cover the thighs, it is a
very common bearing in English her-
aldry, and is used in differencing to
indicate the escntcheon of the fourth
son. See mantis of cadency (under ea-
deney\ and compare eanmt
Martling-men (mart ' ling-
men), n. pi. [So called from
their habit of assembling in
"Martling's Long Koom" in Martlet.

New York city.] In U. S. hist.,

a coalitiou of two factions of the Democratie-
Bepubliean party in the State of New York, the
Burrites and Lewisites, formed about 1807.
The members afterward became known as
Bucktails.

martnettt » [Cf. marHnet^.] Same as mar-
tinet^.

martret, «. -Aii obsolete form of marten'^.

martrinf, n. See marterin.
mart-townt (mart'toun), (1. Same as market-
totcn.

In the time of tiie Saxons, the said citie of London was
... a MartrUncne for many nations.

HMvyti Voyages, To the Reader.

Martynia (mar-tin 'i-a), n. [NL. (Linnseus,

1737), named after Jolm Martyn, professor of
botany at Cambridge, who died in 1768.] A ge-
nus of dicotyledonous gamopetalous plants of
the natural orderPedaKuea? and the tribe Marty-
niete. It is characterized by a partially bell-shaped blad-
der-like calyx, which is uneqoa^y .5-toothed or 5-parted,
and by a corolla-tube spreading above. The frait is a
woody wrinkled capsule terminating in two long carved
hooks or beaks. There are about 10species,indigenons to

Flowering Plant of Margynta froboscidea (onioom-plant).

a, the fhiit.

South America and the warmer parts of North .America.

They are prostrate or sttbet«ct branching herbs, covered
with clammy hairs, and bearing roundish long petiolate

leaves and large rose-purple or pale-yellow flowers, which
grow in short termini racemes. From the form of the
pod, Uastyria has been designated umcam-ftant, es-

pecially M. probomdea, which is also called elephant's-

trunk. This coarse, heavy-scented species is wild in the
Mississippi r^on as fatnorth as Illinois, and is sometimes
grown in gardens for the sake of its pods, which serve as

a pickle. Jf.yn^^mn^ from Mexico, is less stout and clam-
my, and is sometimes cultivated for its showy flowers,

which are reddish or violet-purple, streaked with yellow,

and exhale a fragrance like that of vanilla.

Martyniese (mar-ti-ni'f-e), n. pi. [XL. (Ben-
tham and Hooker, 1876), < Martynia + -eee.] A
tribe of dicotyledonous gamopetalous plants of

the natural order Pedalinere. It embraces 3 genera,

of which Martynia is the type, and about 13 species, found
in South America and the warmer parts of N orth America.

martyr (mar'ter), H. [< ME. martyr, martir.

marter, < AS. martyr = OS. OFries. martir =
OHG. martyr= Sw. Dan. martyr= (Joth. martyr

(also with added suffix, D. marfelaar ^ MLG.
martelere = OHGr. martirari, MH(x. marterer,

merterer, marteler, mertelei: marterwre, G. mar-
tyrer) = OF. martir, F. martyr = Pr. martyr =
Sp. martir = Pg. martyr = It. martire, < LL.
martyr, < Gr. /laprvp, imprv^, a witness, L(Jr.

onewho by his death bore witness to the Chris-

tian faith; lit. 'one who remembers' (cf. jikp-

fiEpoc, anxious. L. memor, remembering), < fiap

= Skt. / smar, remember: see memory.'] 1.

Originally, a witness ; one who bears testimony
to his faith. [Thus the grandsons of Judas, accused

martyre
before Domitian, and released unscathed, were always re-
garded as martyrs.]

2. One who willingly suffei-s death rather than
surrender his religious faith; one who bears
witness to the sincerity of his faith by submit-
ting to death in asserting it ; specifically, one
of those Christians who in former times were
put to death because they would not renounce
their religious belief : as, Stephen was the first

martyr (called the protomartyr); the blood of
the martyrs is the seed of the church.

TJndre that Chirche, at 30 Degrees of Depnesse, weren
entered laoOO MarHres, in the tyme of Kyng Cosdroe, that
the lyouxi mette with alle in a nyghte, be the wille of God.

MandmOe, Travels, p. 94.

The noble army of Martyrg praise Thee.
Book qf Common Prayer, Te Deum.

3. One who suffers death or grievous loss in
defense or on behalf of any belief or cause, or
in consequence of supporting it : as, he died a
martyr to his political principles or to his devo-
tion to science.

VTho woold die a Martyr to Sense in a Country where
the Eeligion is Folly ? Congreve, Love for Love, L 2.

For these humble martyrs of passive obedience and he-
reditary rights nobody has a word to say.

Maeaulay, Hist. Eng. , xl

Hence—4. One who suffers greatly from any
cause : one who is afflicted ; a victim of misfor-
tune, calamity, or disease : as, a martyr to gout,
or to tight lacing.— 5. [< martyr, v.] An old
instrument of torture in which the victim was
subjected to agonizing pressure. Hence—6.
In icine^making, a wooden box used for pressing
grapes.

The use of a martyr for the purpose [pressing] is, per-
haps, most general; this is a wooden box, having a bot-
tom formed of laths so closely set that the grapes cannot
pass between them. Spon^ Encye. Manuf., L 435.

ActsoftheHartyrs. See acta.—Era of Martyrs. See
era.—The Order ofthe Martyrs. See Order i^Sts. Cos-
mo and Damian, under order.

martyr (mar'ter), !'. t. [< ME. martyren, mar-
tiren, < OF. mai-tirer, make a martyr of, < mar-
tir, martyr: see martyr, «.] 1. Toputtodeath
as a punishment for adherence to some reli-

^ons belief, especially for adhereince to CJhris-

tianity; hence, to put to death for the main-
taining of any obnoxious belief or cause.

The primitive Christians . . . before the face of their
enemies would acknowledgeno other title but that, though
hated, reviled, tormented, martyred for it^

Bp. Pearson, Expos, of Creed, iL (Latham,)

2t. To put to death for any cause ; destroy, as
in revenge or retaliation ; torture.

To mete hym in the mountes, and martyre hys knyghtes,
Stryketheme doune in stratesandstruyetheme fore evere.

MorU ArOture (E. E. T. S.^ L 560.

Hark, wretches ! how I mean to martyr you

:

This one hand yet is left to cat your throats.

Shak., Tit And., v. 2. 181.

3. To persecute as a martyr : afflict ; despoil

;

torment.
Me and wrecched Palamoun

That Theseus marlyTeth in ptisoun.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale^ L 701.

The lovely Amoret, whose gentle hart
Thou martyrest with sorow and with smart.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. vii. 2.

martyrdom (mar'ter-dum), II. [< ME. martyr-
dome, marHrdom, marterdom; < AS. martyrdom
(= G. martyrerthum = Sw. Dan. martyrdom), <

martyr, martyr, -1- dom, condition: see martyr
and -dom.] 1. The state of being a martyr; the
death or sufferings of a martyr; the simering
of death or persecution for the sake of one's
faith or belief.

Aboute .ij. myle from £ama is the towne of Lydya, where
seynt George sulfred •marterdome and was hec^d.

Sir R. Gvylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 17.

So saints, by supemataral power set free.

Are left at last in martyrdom to die. Dryden.

A man does not come the length of the spirit of mar-
tyrdom without some active purpose, some equal motive,
some flaming love. Emerson, War.

2. A state of suffering for any cause ;
persecu-

tion ; affliction ; torment : as, tight lacing is a
fashionable martyrdom.

Who couthe ryme in English proprely

His marHrdom f for sothe it am nat L
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, L 602.

3t. Destruction; slaughter; havoc.

As soone as the kynge Ban come in to the medlee he
be-gan to do so grete martirdom of peple. and so grete

occision, that on alle partyesthei fledde from his swerde.
Metiin (E. E. T. S.X ii. 163.

martyref, " [ME. martire. < OF. martyre, mar-
tire, F. martyre = Sp. martyrio = Pg. martyrio

= It. martiiio, < LL. martyrium, a testimony,
martyrdom, a martyr's grave, a church dedi-

cated to a martyr, < Gr. /laprvptov, testimony,



martyre

proof, etc., < /j&pTvp, a witness: see martyr, n.

Cf. martyry.l 1. Martyrdom; torment.
Thanne thou shalt bremie in gret martire.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 2B47.

2. Slaughter; havoe.

A-bove alle othir, it was merveile to se the martire that
Gawein made, for a-gein his strokys ne myght not endure
Iren ne style. Merlin (B. E. T. S.), ii. 193.

martyress (mar'tfer-es), n. [< martyr + -ess.]

A female martyr. [Eare.]

Pictures of sainted martyrs and tnartyresses.

New Princeton Reo., I. 108.

martyrization (mar"t6r-i-za'slioii), ».» [< mar-
tyrize + -ation.} The act of inflicting martyr-
dom, or the state of being martyred.

Name the vexations, and the nmrtiirizationg

Of metals in the work. £. Jongon, Alchemist, ii. 1.

martyrize (mar't6r-iz), v.
;
pret. and pp. mar-

tyrized, ppr. martyrising. [< F. marUjriser =
Sp. martirizar = Pg. martyrisar = It. martiriz-

zare, < ML. martyrizare, make a martyr of, <

martyr, a martyr: see martyr, «.] I. trans. To
cause to suffer martyrdom; hence, to inflict

suffering or death upon; torture.

To her my thoughts I daily dedicate,
To her my heart I nightly martyrize.

Spenser, Colin Clout, 1. 473.

We feel little remorse in m.artyrizing animals of low
degree. Pop. 5ra. Mo., XXV. 765.

Il.t intrans. To suffer martyrdom.
Witness hereof is Arilde that blessed Virgin,
Which mai-tyrized at Kinton.

Roh. of Gloucester, App., p. 582.

martyrlyt (mar't6r-li), a. [< martyr -¥ -ly^.']

Martyr-like ; becoming a martyr.

Piety, sanctity, and martyrly constancy.
Bp. Gavden, Tears of the Church, p. 16. (Dames.)

martsrrologet (mar'ter-o-16j), n. [< P. martyro-
loge, < ML. martyrologium, a catalogue of mar-
tyrs: see martyrology."] A roll or register of

martyrs : same as martyrology, 2.

Add that old record from an ancient martyrploge of the
church of Canterbury.

Bp. Hall, Honour of Married Clergy, p. 335.

martyrological (mar"t6r-o-lo3 'i-kal), a. [< mar-
tyrolog-y -i- 4c-al.'\ Pertaining to'inartyrology

;

relating to martyrs or martyrdom, or to a book
of martyrs. Osborne, Advice to a Son (1658),

p. 70. (Latham.)
martyrologist (mar-t6-rol'o-jist), n. [< mar-
tyrolog-y + -is*.] A writer of martyrology ; one
versed in the history of the martyrs.

martyrology (mar-t6-rol'o-ji), n. [= P. mar-
tyrologe = Sp. marUrologib = Pg. martyrologio
= It. martirologio, < ML. martyrologium, < M&r.
/mprvpoAdyiov, a catalogue of martjrs, < Grr. iiip-

Tvp, martyr, + Myog, an account, < Myeiv, speak

:

see Logos, -ology.'] 1. The history of the lives,

sufferings, and death of Christian martyrs.

The martyrology which was embroidered on the cope of

the ecclesiastic, or which inlayed the binding of his mis-
sal. C. T. Newton, Art and Archseol., p. 24.

2. PI. martyrologies (-jiz). A book containing
such history; specifically, in the Bom. Cath.

Ch. , a list or calendar of martyrs, arranged ac-

eordingtothe succession of their anniversaries,

and including brief accounts of their lives and
sufferings.

It is Saint Thomas, represented, as in the martyrologies,

with the instrument of his death.
Walpole, Anecdotes of Fainting, I. iii.

martyrship (mar'ter-ship), n. [< martyr +
-ship.'] The state, honor, or claim of being a

martyr.

These . . : now will willingly allow Tnartj/rsAjp to those
from whom they wholly withheld, or grudgingly gave it

before. FvUer, General Worthies, iii.

martyry (mar'ter-i), ». [< LL. martyrium, < Gr.

fmprvpufv, testimony, proof, LGr. confession,

also a martyr's shrine : see martyre.'] The spot
where a martyr suffered, or a chapel raised on
that spot in his honor.

The oratory or altar erected over the tomb of a martyr
was anciently denominated either a martyry, from the
Greek juapTupiof, 'confession,*. . . or memorial, because
built to do honour to his memory. Rock, Hierurgia, p. 279.

marum (ma'rmn), n. A variant of marram.
marvailf, etc. See marvel, etc.

marvedief, n. Same as maravedi.

marvel (mar'vel), n. [Early mod. E. also mar-
vail; < ME. marveyle, mervaile, mervaylle, mer-
veile, merveile, etc., < OF. merveille, ¥. merveille

= Pr. meraveXha, meravilla = Sp. maravilla =
Pg. maravilha = It. maraviglia, meraviglia, for-

merly mirabiglia, a wonder, < L. miraMlia, won-
derful things, neut. pi. of mirabiUs, wonderful,
< mirari, wonder at, admire: see mirdble, ad-
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mire.] 1. That which causes wonder; an as-

tonishing thing; a wonder; a prodigy.

The most nwrudle that Thomas thoghte, . . .

ifor feftty hertes in were broghte.
Thomas of Ersseldoune (Child's Ballads, I. 106).

Before all thy people I will do marvels, such as have
not been done in all the earth. Ex. xxxiv. 10.

No marvels hath my tale to tell,

But deals with such things as men know too well.

WiUiam Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 244.

2. Admiration; astonishment; wonder.
What marvaU that the Normans got the Victory?

Baker, Chronicles, p. 23.

The vast acquirements of the new governor were the
theme of marvel among the simple burghers of New Am-
sterdam. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 211.

marvel (mar'vel), v.; pret. and pp. marveled or

marvelled, ppr. marveling or marvelling. [Early
mod.E. also marvail, and contr. marl (see marP);
< ME. merveillen, merveilen, mervaylen, etc., <

OF. merveiller (= Sp. maravillar = Pg. ,maravi-

Ihar = It. maravigliare, meravigliare), wonder;
from the noun.] I. trans. To wonder at; be
struck with surprise at; be perplexed with cu-

riosity about : with a clause for object.

And get me merueilled more how many other briddes
Hudden and hileden her egges ful derne.

Piers Plowman (B), xi. 342.

I marvel where Troilus is. Shak., T. and C, i. 2. 238.

II. intrans. 1 . To be filled with admii'ation,

astonishment, or amazement; wonder.
I cannot a little marvel at the philosopher Aristotle.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 157.

Marvels are not marvellous to them, for ignorance does
not marvel. Lewes, Prohs. of Life and Mind, 1. 309.

2. To appear wonderful; seem or be a wonder.
So that it to me nothynge meruayleth.
My Sonne, of loue that the ayleth.

Gower, Conf. Amant., vi.

marvelt, a. [ME. mervayl, < OF. merveil, < L.
mirabilis, wonderfid : see mirable, and of. mar-
vel, n., and marvelous.] "Wonderful; marvel-
ous.

This is a meruayl message a man for to preche,
Amonge enmyes so mony & mansed fendes.

AlliieraUve Poems (ed. Morris), iii. 81.

marvel-monger (mar'vel-mung"ger), n. One
who deals in marvels ; one who relates or writes
marvelous stories.

The marvel-nwngers grant that He
Was moulded up but of a mortal metal.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, xviii. 92. (Davies.)

marvel-of-Peru (mar'vel-ov-pe-ro'),w. Aplant
of the genus Mirabilis, Jr. Jalapa, native in
tropical America, and common in flower-gar-
dens; the four-o'clock, its red, white, yellow, or va-
riegated funnel-shaped flowers open, except in cloudy
weather, only toward night; hence the names /our-o'cZocft

and aftemoonrladies.

marvelous, marvellous (mar've-lus), a. [<
ME. mervailous, merveillous, merveyloiis, < OP.
merveillos, P. merveilleux (= Sp. maravilloso =
Pg. maravilhoso = It. maraviglioso), wonder-
ful, < merveille, a wonder: see marvel, n.] Of
wonderful appearance, character, or quality;
surpassing experience or conception ; exciting
astonishment or incredulity.

He herde hym preised and comended of marveilouse
bewte and valour. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 577.

This is the Lord's doing ; it is marvellous in our eyes.
Ps. cxviii. 23.

And the people of the village
Listened to him as he told them
Of his marvellous adventures.

Longfellow, Hiawatha, xxi.

The marvelous, that which exceeds credibility or prob-
ability : sometimes used as a euphemism for extravagant
or boastful lying : as, he is apt to deal in the marvelous.
= Syn. Surprising, extraordinary, stupendous, prodigious.
See comparison under wonderful.

marvelous, marvellous (mar've-lus), adv. [<

ME. mervailous, etc. ; < marvelous, a.] Won-
derfully; surprisingly. [Archaic]

Thei ben made of Ston, fuUe welmade ofMasonnes craft

:

of the whiche two ben 7n£rveylouse grete and hye ; and the
tothere ne ben not so grete. MandevUle, Travels, p. 52.

Here's my great uncle. Sir Richard Kaveline, a marvel-
lous good general in his day, I assure you.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, iv. 1.

marvelously, marvellously (mar've-lus-li),

adv. [< ME. marvailously, etc. ; < marvelous +
-ly^.] In a marvelous manner ; wonderfully.

marvelousness, marvellousness (mar've-lus-

nes), n. The condition or quality of being'mar-
velous or wonderful.

marver (miir'ver), n. [< P. rrmrbre, marble:
see marble.] In glass-manuf., a slab or tablet,

originally of marble, but now generally of pol-

ished east-iron, placed on a suitable support
or stand, and used by the glasa-blower to im-
part, by rolling and pressing, a cylindrical

form to the fused glass gathered upon the end

mascaro

of the blowpipe. It sometimes has concavities form-

ed in it, by which a spheroidal shape may be given to the

fused mass when desired. Also maver.

Let us watch another workman who is rolling on a mar-

ver his freshly gathered lump of soft glass. _.„_
Harper's Mag., IXXIX. 2m.

marver (mar'vfer), v. t. [< marver, n.] In glass-

manuf., to shape by means of a marver. Also

maver.

A mass of glass is then gathered, marvered, slightly ex-

panded, and thrust into the opening of the mould.
Glass-making, p. 60.

maryHi n. A Middle English form of mar-

row^.

mary^t, interj. See marry^.

mary-bonet, »*• An obsolete variant of marrow-
bone.

mary-budt (ma'ri-bud), n. The marigold.

And winking Mary-buds begin
To ope their golden eyes.

Shak., Cymbeline, ii. 8. 26.

marygoldt (ma'ri-gold), re. An obsolete spell-

ing of marigold.

Marylander (mer'i-lan-dfer), re. A native or

an inhabitant of Maryland, one of the United
States, lying south of Pennsylvania and north
of Virginia.

Maryland pinkroot, worm-grass. See S^ige-

lia.

Maryland yellowthroat. See yellowthroat,

and cut under Geothlypis.

Marymas (ma'ri-mas), n. [< Mary (see def.) +
mass^.] A festival in honor of the Virgin
Mary; especially, the Annunciation.
Marymas day. Same as Marymas.
Maryolatryt, re. See Ma/riolatry.

mary-sole (ma'ri-sol), n. The smear-dab.
[Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

marziale (mar-tsi-a'le), a. [It. ; see martial.]

In music, martial; warlike.

maflif, re. A Middle English form of mace^.

mas^t (mas), n. [An abbr. of master'^-. Cf . massa,
often abbr. to mass'.], Master.

Tip. What Burst?
Pierce. Mas Bartolomew Burst,

One that hath been a citizen, since a courtier.

And now a gamester. B. Jonson, New Inn, iii. 1.

mas* (mas), re.
;
pi. mares (ma'rez). [L., a male

:

seeirtMle'^,masGuline.] In2od7. andfto*., a male;
one of the male sex : commonly denoted by the
sign $

.

Masaridse (ma-sar'i-de), n. pi. [NL., also

Massaridce; < Masaris + -idm.] The Masarinm
rated as a family. Also Masarides and Masa-
rites.

Masarinae (mas-a-n'ne), re. pi. [NL., also
Massarince; < Masaris + -ince.] A subfamily
of the hymenopterous family 'Vespidce, founded
by Leach in 1817 on the genus Masaris, These
wasps have slight folding of the wings, slight notching of
the eyes, and the fore wings with three submarginal cells,

two of which are closed. They are mostly tropical, only
4 or 5 species being known in southern Europe. In Amer-
ica they are represented by the genus Masaris, all the
species of which are western.

Masaris (mas'a-ris), re. [NL. (Fabricius, 1793).]
The typical genus of Masaridce. it oontatos large
handsome wasps with two complete submarginal cells of
the fore wings (the second submarginal receiving both
recuirent nervures), the antennee of the male long and
knobbed at the tip, those of the female short and clavate.

The species are all from western North America and north-
em Africa. Also MassaHs.

masc. An abbreviation of masculine.
mascagnin, mascagnine (mas-kan'yin), n.

[< Mascagni (see def. ) -t- -im2, -ine^.] A native
sulphate of ammonium, found by Mascagni
near the warm spring of Sasso in Tuscany.
mascally (mas'kal-i), a. In Jier., same as mas-
culy.

mascalonge, n. See maskalonge.
Mascalongus (mas-ka-long'gus), n. [NL. (Jor-
dan, 1878), < mascalo'nge, maskalonge : see mas-
kalonge.] A subgenus of Msox or pikes, con-
taining the maskalonge, E. or M. nobilior.

mascaradet, »• An old spelling of masquerade.
Mascarene (mas-ka-ren'), a. and n. [The Mas-
carene Isles were so called fromtheir discoverer,
MascarenJias, a. 'PovtMgaese.] I, a. Of or per-
taining to the Masearene Isles, a group in the
Indian ocean consisting of the islands of Mau-
ritius, Reunion (Bourbon), and Bodriguez.
The Mascarene continent, -including Madagascar,

stretched north and south. Winchell, World-Life, p. 362.

II. re. A native or an inhabitant of the Mas-
carene Isles.

mascaro (mas'ka-ro), n. [< Sp. mascara = 'Pg.

mascara, a mas'k: see masks, n.] A kind of
paint used for the eyebrows and eyelashes by
actors,



Mascann, handle of vase, French
des^ of epoch of Louis XIV.

mascaron
mascaron (mas'k»-ron), M. [P., = Sp. BMw-
Cdron, < It. masc'herone, a large mask: see
inask^, n.] In deco-
ratire art, a human
face more or less
grotesque, as of a
satyr or faun, most
commonly in re-
lief, much in use
among the Ro-
mans and in the re-
vived classic styles
of the sixteenth
century and later.

maschet, « and v.

A Middle English
form of «KJ«7|1.

mascherone (mas-
ke-ro'ne), n. [It.

:

see mascaron.'] A
human or semi-
human mask, gen-
erally grotesque in
character.

mascleH, a. and n.

[ME., < OF. mascle
(usually contr. masle, male, > E. maJe), < L.
mascultts, male : see »(a?«i.] Same as male^.

Xatheles comuneliche hare woste love is the moneQie
of Janver, and yn Uiat moaethe thei renne fastest of eny
tyme of the gear Imthe maada and femel.

US. Bodl., bi6. iHaJUma.')

mascle^ (mas'kl), «. [Also maskle; < ME. 7«as-

cfe, masJcel, < OF. masde, an erroneous form of
nuuile, F. tnacJe, <L. macula, a spot: see macula,
macule, made, mackle.'] If. Same as maelde.

With.onten mote other mnade of sulpande synne.
AUUeTatiK Poems (ed. UoiiisX L 725.

2. A plate of steel more or less lozenge-shaped,
used in making scale-armor ^ ^
and similar garments of fence.—3. In Aer., a bearing in the
form of a lozenge perforated
or voided so that the field ap-
pears through the opening.
This bearing is never diaiged
with any other. Also made. „.„„
mascled (mas'Md), a. [< mas-

~

f7e2 + -«(J2.] E^ibiting or formed of mas-
des, or lozenge-shaped plates. Also madee.
—Uasded aixaor, armor showing, in the contemporary
representations, lozenge-shaped divisions, and plates ap-
parently not overlapping.

masclelesst, a. [ME.
mascettes, maskeUes; <

masde^+ 'less.'] Spot-
less ; immaculate.
[He] soldo alle his goad
bothe wolen and lynne.

To bye hym a perle [that]

watznuUKBe.
AmtamHK Poena (ed.

[MorrisX i. "SL

"MmkOks," quoth that
myiy qaene,

"Ynblenqrst 1 am vyth-
oaten blot.**

AUitervtm Poems (ed.

[MoorisX i. 780.

mascot (mas'kot), «.

[Also mascotte; < F. maseotte, in gamblers' slang
a luck-pieee, fetish, talisman.] A thing sup-
posed to bring good luck to its possessor; a
person whose presence is supposed to be a
cause of good fortune. [Eeeent.]

It is even fiishionable to talk abont mascots— a mascot
being an object^ animate or inanimate, that contribates

to tile good fortime of its possessor.
Pop. Sd. Mo., XXX. 12L

mascnlar (mas'ka-lar), a. In hot., relating to

stamens : same as male and masculine.

mascnlatet (mas'ku-lat), v. t. [< LL. mascu-
latus, male, < L. masciUus, mAscnlme, male : see
wiofci.] To make manly or strong. Bailey.

mascnl^ (mas-ku-la'), a. [Heraldic F.: see

masculy.2 Same as 7nasGU^—Cross mascnlC ^
cross composed of mascles reaching the edge of the es-

catoheon, differing from a cross of mascles, which does not
extend to the edge.

jnascnliflorous (mastu-li-fld'ms), a. [< li.

mascultts, male, + flos (flor-), flower.] Having
male flowers.

mascaline (mas'ku-lin), a. and n. [< ME. mas-

culyn = F. maseuUn = Sp. Pg. It. ntutsculino,

< Ii. mascviUnus, malej masculine, in gram, of

the masculine gender, < maseulvs, male : see

masde\ male^.] I. a. If. Male : opposed to

female.

Thi masa^/n children : that is to seyn, thl sones.

Chaucer, Boethius, it prose 3.

Masded Axmor, xith centiuy.
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2. Having the distinguishing characteristics
of the male sex among human beings, physi-
cal or mental

; pertaining to a man or to men

;

of manlike quality: opposed to feminine: as,
the maseuUne element of society; masculine
spirit or courage.

Seditions tnmulta and seditions fames differ no more
but as brother and sister, masculine and feminine.

Bacon, Seditions and Troubles (ed. 1887).

Give her a spirit masculine and noble.
Fit for yoniselves to ask and me to offer.

Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Theodoret, iv. 1.

Qaeen Ann€^ your mother, a lady of a great and mascU"
Une mind. Str H. Wotton, Panegyric on King Charles L,

[Remains, p. 144. XLatham.)

Adam's Speech abounds with Thonghts which are
equally moving, but of a more Masculine and elevated
Turn. Addison, Spectator, Xo. 363.

I half suspect that her womanly strength was veined
with one m^^culine weakness, the solemn conviction that
any slight ailment was the onset of deadly disease.

If. A. Jtev., CXT.TTT. 339.

3. As applied derogatively to women, unwo-
manly; bold; forward: as, her manners are
coarse and Inasculine; she has a masculine air or
stride.—4. Smtable for the male sex; adapted
to or intended for the use of males : as, Mjaseit-
line garments.

But this my masctdine usurp'd attire.

Bfta*., T. N.,v. 1. 257.

A masculine church (women being interdicted the en-
trance thereof) to the memory of St. Augustine. FuUer.

5. In gram., belonging to or having the char-
acteristics of that one of the so-called genders
into which the nouns, etc., of some languages
are divided which includes as its prominent
part the names of male beings ; having inflec-
tions or forms belonging to such words: as,

a maseuUne noun; a masculine termination.
See gender. By statute in England and many of the
United States, words of the masculine gender used in the
general statutes include females unless the contrary in-
tent appear. Abbreviated iTt. and masc
6. In hot., relating to stamens : same as male\ 2.

—Masculine cesnra. See eesura.—Hascnline num-
bers, odd numbers.—KascuUne limes. Same as rnale
rimes (which see, under nuUei, a.).—Hascultne signs, in
astroL, the first, third, fifth, etc., signs of the zodiac. =Syn.
Male, Masculine, Mannisti, Manly, Mai\ful, VirUe, GenUe-
manly. (See comparison under/ennmntf.) JfaZe, matching
female, applies to the whole sex amonghuman beings and
gender among animals^ to the apparel of that sex, and,
by figure, to certain things, as plants, rimes, cesnias,
screws, joints. Masculine, matching /eiTumne, applies to
men and their attributes and to the first grammatical
gender : a woman may wear male appaiel and have a
masculine walk, voice, manner, temperament. Mann^h,
not closely matching uwinamsA, applies to that which
is somewhat like man, as when a boy gets a mannish
voice, and to that in woman which is too much like man
totie womanly. (See quotations undermanTush.) Manly,
matching womanly, is the word into wiiich have been
gathered the highest conceptions of what is noble in man
or wortiiy of his manhood, especially as opposed to that
which is fowning or underhand. Manful expresses the
stanchness, fearlessness, and energy of a man, as opposed
to that which is weak, cowaidly, or supine. Virile has
lost much of its suggestion of tiie qualities of a man ; it

is generally used in expression of the notion of energy or
strength. GenBemaTtly has a cheaper sense, expressing
the practice of the merely external courtesies, but it is also

a high word for the possession of a manly refinement
both of nature and of manners.

H. n. (a) In gram., the masculine gender;
(6) a word of this gender.
mascnlinely (mas'ku-lin-li), tidv. In the mas-
culine manner ; like a man. [Bare.]

Anrelia
Tellsme you've done most masculinely within.
And played the orator. B. Jonson, Catiline, lit 3.

mascnlineness (mas'ku-lin-nes), n. The qual-
ity or state ofbeing maseuUne ; manlikeness in-

qualities or character.

mascmlinity (mas-ku-lin'i-ti), n. [=Sp. ntas-

eulinidad; as masculine +"-tty.] The qualitjr of

beingmasculine; masculine character or traits.

mascnlonnclear (mas ' ku - 16 - nu ' klf - Sr), a.

[< masculon,ude{us) + -ar^.'] Of or pertaining

to a masculonucleus.
mascnlonnclens (mas'ku-lo-nu'klf-us), ».; pi.

masctilonudei (-i). [NL. ,'< L. maseulus, male, +
nudeus, nucleus.] In emhryol., the male nu-
oleus; the masculine as distinguished from the
feminineproduct of an original undifferentiated

generative nucleus, when it has become bisex-

ual: opposed to /emtnonKcZeits. A. Hyatt.

mascoly (mas'ka-li), a. [Heraldic F. mascule

(< *mascule for mascle), ult. < L. maculatus, spot-

ted: see mascle^, maculate.'] In lier.: (a) (Cov-

ered with mascles; having the whole space
occupied with mascles. a field masculy is usnally

of two colors only, the alternate mascles being, for in-

stance, aigent on a field gules, and gules on a field argent.

(6) Openedwith a lozenge-shaped or diagonally
square opening, as a cross or other ordinary.

Also mascule, mascally.

mash

Masdevallia (mas-de-val'i-a), n. [XL. (Ruiz
and Pavon, 1794), named after J. Masdeval, a
Spanish botanist.] A genus of orchids of the
tribe Epidendreai and the subtribe Pleurothal-
lete. It has two pollen-masses ; the sepals spread at the
base, or approach each other to form a tube, being pro-
duced at tjie apex into long naiTow tips or tails. Ih&
plants are small epiphytes, with creeping rootstooks, and
stems bearing one coriaceoosleaf, which tapers into along
petiole. The peduncle rises from the membranous sheath
which surrounds the petiole, and bears one or many
loosely clustered fiowers, which are of medium size, have
very small petals, and are beautifolly marked and col-
ored. There are more than 125 species, growing in tropical
America as far as Peru and Mexico ; many are cultivated
for the singularity and beanty of their fiowers. Jf.
CMmcera has been called the spectral-flouxred orchid.

maset, v. and II. An obsolete spelling of maze^.
masednesst, 'I. A.'vaxia.'n.totmazediiess. Chau-
cer.

maselint, " See maslin'^.

masert,"- An obsolete form of nm^er.
maser-tree, «. See mazer-tree.
mj^l (mash), n. [Formerly also mesh, whence
by comiption mess (see mess^) ; < ME. masche,
masJce, < AS. *masc, transposed *mdx (in comp.
maxuyrt, mash-wort) = North Fries, maslc,
grains, mash, = MHG. ineiseh, mash, also mead,
&. meisch, meisehe, maisch, mash (of malt), =
Sw. mask, dial. Jiiask = Dan. masJc, grains,
mash. The noun appears to be older than the
verb, and to be connected with mix, AS. mis-
cta»j(see mix) ; but some confusion with other
words seems to have taken place. Cf. rnash^,
V. Hence mish-mash.] 1. A mixture or mass
of ingredients beaten or stirred together in a
promiscuous manner; especially, a mess of
bran and grain, or of meal, stirred with boiling
water, or a mixture of boiled turnips and bran,
etc., for feeding farm stock.

m give him a jnash presently shall take away this diz-
ziness. B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, iv. 3.

"I do wonder if Peter will give Bosy her warm mash
to-night?" she thought, uneasily.

Harper's Mag., LXXVUL 748.

2. Softness produced by beating or bruising

;

a pulpy state or condition: in the phrase all to

mash, oT aU to a mash.
Hold thy hand, hold thy hand, said Bobin Hood,
And let our quarrel fall

;

For here we may thrash our bones all to mash.
And get no coin at alL
Ballad ofBobin Hood and the Tanner. (Kates.}

3. In hrewing and distilling, a mixture of ground
grain, malted or otherwise prepared, andwater.
The mixture of the quantity of malt required tor one

grist is the mash. Thausing, Beer (trans.X p. 412.

4t. A mess, mixture, or jumble ; confusion

;

disorder; trouble.
I have made a fair mash on t.
B. Jonson, Eveiy Man in his Humour, iv. 9.

I doubt mainly I shall be i' th' nuz«A too.

Beau, and Fl., Captain, iiL 3.

5. [<n^asAl, r. f.,2.] A double-headedhammer
for breaking coals. Scotch Mining Terms, in
N. and Q., 7th ser., VI. 264.-6. [< mash\ v. t.,

3.] One who gains the affection or sentimen-
tal admiration of another: as, he is evidently
her mash. [Recent slang.]

mash^ (mash), r. [Formerly also mesh, meash ;

Sc. also masJc; < ME. mashen, viagcheii, meschen,
mash, = G. meischen, mash, stir, mix, = Sw.
masie, mix, = Dan. nuBske, mash, fatten pigs
with grains ; appar. from tlie noun. Cf. Gael,
and &. masg, mix, infuse, steep. The word
may have been partly confused with OF.
maseher,'F. mdcher, chew: see masticate. Smash
is a diff. word.] I. trans. 1. To make a mash
of by infusing or steeping in water, as malt in
brewing.
Their common drinke is Mead, the poorer sort vse water,

and a third drinke called Quaffe,which is nothing else (as
we say) but water turned out of his wits, with a little

branne meashed with it. HaJduyfs Voyages, 1. 496.

2. To press or beat into a confuted mass ; crush
by beating or pressure: as, to mash apples in a
mill.

[Let] there be yokes of fresh and new-laid eggs, hoil'd

moderately hard, to be mingl'd and mashed with the mus-
tard, oyl and vin^ar. Evelyn, Acetaria.

Master Peter mashed the potatoes with incredible vig-

our. Diciens, C^istmas Carol, iil

3. To gain the affection or sentimental admi-
ration of (one of the opposite sex). See masher,
3. [Recent slang.]—To be mashed on, to cherish
an affection or sentimental regard for. [Secent slang.]

He was mashed on fair Finette,

From the moment he first met her.
PhOaddpMa Times, Feb. 19, 1886.

=Syn. 2. Crush, etc. See dash.

n. intrans. To act furiously; be violent: as,

to go mashing around.



mash
mash^t, II. An obsolete form of mesh^.
mash», n. A dialectal form of marsh. [U. S.]
mash* (mash), «. [Hind, mash, < Skt. mdsha,
a bean, pulse.] In India, a kind of bean, Pha-
seolus radiatus.

The principal crop of this country [AsBam] consists of
nee and mash. Enoyc. Brit., n. 719.

masha (mash'a), n. [Hind, masha, < Skt. masha,
a bean : see mashK'\ An Indian unit of weight
for gold, the weight of the bean of Phaseolns
vulgaris, equal to 8f grains troy, or 5 vatis.

mashallah (mash-al'a), interj. [Ar. md-shd Hldh,
< shd, wiU (mashia, "a thing willed), + Allah,
G-od: see Allah.'] As Grod wills: an exclama-
tion used by Persians, Turks, and Arabs to ex-
press wonder or admiration.
mash-cooler (mash'k6'''l6r), re. A trough in
which mash or wort is stirred to hasten the
cooling.

masher (mash'er), m. 1. An apparatus for pre-
paring the mash for the distillation of potato
spirits. ?7re. Diet.— 2. One who or that which
mashes or crushes ; a crusher.— 3. One whose
dress or manners are such as to impress strong-
ly the fancy or elicit the admiration of suscep-
tible youngwomen; a fop; a "dude"; a "lady-
killer." [Keceut slang.]

Of late years Mr. Du Marnier has perhaps been a little

too docile to the muse of elegance ; the idiosyncrasies of
the Tnasker and the high girl with elbows have beguiled
him into occasional inattention to the doings of th% short
and shabby. H. James, Jr., in Harper's Mag., LXXIX. 63.

mash-fat (mash'fat), n. [< MB. maskefatte,
m,asfat; < mash^ + fat^, vat.] A mash-vat or
mash-tub.
mashing (mash'iug), n. [Verbal n. of mash^, v.]

1 . A beating or pounding into a mass ; a crush-
ing.— 2. In breioing, the process of infusing the
crushed malt in warm water, to extract the sac-
charine matter from it and convert the starch
into dextrine and sugar.— 3. The quantity of
malt and warm water so mixed.
mashing-fatt, ^. Same as mash-tub.

He maye happe, ere aught long, to fall into the meshing-
fette. Sir T. More, Works, p. 679.

mashing-tub (mash'ing-tub), re. Same as mash-
tub.

mashipt. '*• An obsolete contracted form of
mastership.

I may personally perfourme your request, and bestowe
the sweetest farewell on your sweet-mouthed maship.

O. Barvey, to Ed. Spenser, Oct. 23, 1579.

mashlin, mashlim, mashlum (mash'lin, -11m,

-lum), n. and a. Dialectal (Scotch) forms of

I'll be his debt twa mashlum bannocks,

. And drink his health in auld H^anse Tinnock's
Nine times a-week.

Bums, Prayer to the Scotch Representatives.

mash-machine (mash'ma-shen'''), re. In brew-
ing, a machine for pulping mash before dis-

charging it into the mash-tub to be steeped.
E. H. Knight.

mash-pulper (mash'pul'''p6r), re. Same as
mash^machin^.
mash-tub (mash'tub), re. In brewing, a vat for

steeping the ground malt to make wort. Such
tubs or vats are often of great size, and are provided witli

stirring-machinery for keeping the mash in motion during
the process. Also called mashing-tub, mash-tun, mash-
vat.

mash-vat (mash'vat), n. Same as mash-fat.

mash-'wort (mash'wfert), n. In brewing, wort
that is not separated from the grains.

mashyl (mash'i), a. [< mash^ + -.yi.] Pro-
duced by crushing or bruising; of the nature
of a mash: as, the mashy juice of apples or

grapes. [Bare.]

Then comes the crushing swain ; the country floats.

And foams unbounded with the vnashy flood.

Thomson, Autumn, 1. 699.

mashy2, mashie (mash'i), n. In golf, a straight-

faced nibUek. See golf-chth.

masjid (mas'jid), re. [Also inesjid, musjid; < Ar.

masjid, ma^ad, mesjad, a place of worship, a

mosque : see mosque.] A Mohammedan place

of worship ; a mosque.
maskl (mask), V. [A dial, and more orig.

form of masAi, i;.] I. trans. To steep; infuse.

[North. Eng. and Scotch.]

I hope your honours will tak tea before ye gang to the

palace, and I maun gang and mask it for you.
Scott, Waverley, xlii.

II. intrans. To be infused
;
yield to the pro-

cess of infusion: as, the tea is masMng.
[Scotch.]

mask^t. «• and 0. An obsolete form of mesh''-.

Mask.
From cast of statue of Thalia,

in the Vatican Museum.
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mask^ (mask), n. [Formerly also masque (which
is still used archaicallyin senses 2 and 3),maslce;

= D. (jr. Dan. mashe = Sw. ma.sk, < F. musque,
a mask, vizor, masker, entertainment, etc., <

Sp. mdscara = Pg. mascara — It. masohera, a
masker, masquerader, a mask, < Ar. maskharat,
a jester, buffoon, masker, < sakhara, ridicule.]

1. A cover for the face with apertures for see-
ing and breathing; especially, such a cover,
usually of silk or velvet, as worn at masque-
rades; a false face; a vizor. Ancient Greek and
Koman actors wore masks
covering the head as well as
the face, made to simulate
the characters represented,
with hair and beard when
required, and with mouth-
pieces so formed as to swell
the volume of the voice ; and
masks of various forms have
continued to be used inmum-
meries and pantomimes; for
the latter (as also at masked
balls), commonly covering
only the upper part of the
face to the tip of the nose
or the upper lip. Masks are
often used for disguise, as
during the commission of ne-
farious acts, and, under the
name of faise faces, usually
grotesque or hideous, as toys
for children ; also sometimes by women to preserve the
complexion, or as vehicles for the application of cosmet-
ics. Masks of wire, gauze, etc., are used to afford pro-
tection to the face, as from splinters, dust, or smoke in
glass-works, grinding-mills, and other factories, and also
by fencers, firemen, and base-ball catchers.

Now Love pulled off his mask and shewed his face unto
her. Sir P. Sidney.

But since she did neglect her looking-glass,
And threw her sun-expelling mask away.

Shak., 1. G. of V., iv. i. 168.

Off with thy mwik, sweet sinner of the north ; these
masts are foils to good faces, and to bad ones they are like
new satin outsides to lousy linings.

Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, v. 1.

2. A festive entertainment or performance in
which the participants are masked or wear a
disguising costume ; a body of maskers ; a mas-
querade ; a revel.

Pan. A masque! what's that?
Scri. A mumming or a shew.

With vizards and fijie clothes.
Clench. A disguise, neighbour.

Is the true word.
B. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, v. 2.

This thought might lead me through the world's vain mask
Content, tliough blind. MUtm, Sonnets, xvii.

'Twould make a very pretty dancing Suit in a Mask.
Steele, Tender Husband, iii. 1.

3. A form of histrionic spectacle, much in
vogue during the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, it probably originated in the practice of in-
troducing on solemn or festive occasions men wearing
masks to represent mythical or allegorical characters.
From a mere acted pageant, it gradually developed into a
complete dramatic entertainment, in which the scenes
were accompanied and embellished by music, and, in the
hands of writers like Ben Jonson, Beaumont and Fletcher,
and Hilton, reached a high degree of literary excellence.

The king is gone this day for Koyston, and hath left with
the queen a commandment to meditate upon a mask for
Christmas, so that they grow serious about that already.

Doniw, Letters, xxxvi.

I, who till now Spectator was, must in
The glorious Masque an Actor be.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, i. 110.

The musical dramas known under the name of rrutsques,

which were so popular from the time of Ben Jonson to the
time of the Rebellion, kept up a general taste for the art.

Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., iv.

4. Anything used or practised for disguise or
concealment; anything interposed as a safe-

guard against observation, discovery, or disclo-
sure ; a screen or disguise ; a subterfuge, pre-
text, or shift : as, a mask of brush in front of a
battery; suffering under a mask of gaiety.

The Phylosophers of Greece durst not a long time ap-
peare to the worlde but vnder the masks of Poets.

Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

Meanwhile the face
Conceals the mood lethargic with a mask
Of deep deliberation. Cowper, Task, iv. 299.

5. A person wearing a mask.
A Mask, who came behind him [Sir Roger], gave him a

gentle tap upon the shoulder, and asked him if he would
drink a bottle of mead with her.

Addison, Spectator, No. 383.

The fair sat panting at a courtier's play.
And not a mask went unimproved away.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 541.

6. In sculp.: (a) A representation in any mate-
rial, asmarble,metal, terra-cotta, or wax, of the
face only of a figure, or of the face with the
front of the neck and upper part of the chest

:

as, a mask of Jupiter; comic and tragic masks.

maskalonge

(6) An impression or cast of the face of a per-

son, living or dead, made by covering the face

with some plastic or semi-fluid substance, as

plaster of Paris, which is removed when it has
become suf&ciently set.— 7. In arch., a repre-
sentation of a face, generally grotesque, em-
ployed to fill and adorn vacant places, as in

corbels, friezes, panels of doors, keys of arch-

es, etc.— 8. In. surg., a linen bandage with ap-
ertures for the eyes, nose, and mouth, applied
over the face in cases of bums, scalds, erysip-

elas, etc.— 9. In zool. : {a) A formation or

coloration of the head like a mask ; a hood or
eapistrum. See masked, (b) Specifically, in
entom., the greatly enlarged labium or lower
lip of the larval and pupal dragon-fly. it is elon-

gate, spatulate, and armed at the end with two hooks
adapted for seizing prey ; but in repose the whole organ
is folded up over the lower part of the face, concealing the
jaws and other mouth-organs beneath. Hence, though
these larvffi are exceedingly voracious, they appear at first

sight quite harm-
less. Also called
foreipate labium.
—Iron mask. See
th£ man in the

iron mask, below.
—Mask of steel,
a name given to an
unusual piece of
armor of the thir-

teenth centuiy,
consisting of a
shaped and pierced
plate of steel ap-
plied to the camail
or coif of mail in
such a way as to
protect the face,

which the camail
leaves exposed.

—

Mask-wall, in

fort,, the scarp-
wall of a case-
mate.—The man

Mask of Steel, 13th century.

In the iron mask, a prisoner of state in France, masked
in a vizor of black velvet, who was confined and guarded
in the fortresses of Sainte Marguerite, the Bastille, and
elsewhere, in the reign of Louis XIV. The prisoner's
identity is not certainly known. He was supposed to have
been a prince of the house of Bourbon.

mask^ (mask), V. [Formerly also masque, maske;
< F. musquer, mask; from the noim.] I. trans.

1. To cover the face of, wholly or in part, for
concealment, disguise, or defense; conceal with
a mask or vizor.

They must all be mask'd and vizarded.
Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 6. 40.

2. To cover with a disguising costume of any
kind, as in a masquerade.

They are not presented as themselves.
But masipied like other^.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

3. To disguise ; conceal ; screen from view by
something interposed.

Masking the business from the common eye.
Shak., Macbeth, iii. 1. 125.

Now a poore man has not vizard enough to maske his
vices, nor ornament enough to set forth his vertues.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Poore Man.
Who [men] never shew their Passions more violently

and unreasonably than when they are masked under a Pre-
tence of Zeal against Heresie and Innovation.

Stillingfleet, Sermons, III. iii.

On a line with the house is a garden masked from view
by a high, close board fence. Cable, Old Creole Days, p. 3.

=Syn. 3. To cloak, veil, screen, shroud.

II. intrans. 1. To play a part in a masque-
rade

;
go about in masquerade.

These ladies maskers toke each of them one of the
Frenchmen to daunce and to maske. Cavendish, Wolsey.

Is this a shape for reputation
And modesty to masque in ?

Middleton, More Dissemblers Besides Women, L 2.

2. To put on a mask ; disguise one's self in any
way.

And then we mask'd. Shak., R. and J., i. 6. 39.

maskalonge (mas'ka-lonj), v. [Also written
.....^xj.^«^,,vy^, ubu/onuvwibyv, -iniABvumnge, rrbusKa-
longe, muskalinge, moskalonge, etc., also ma.s-

.^u.fivy.j, imwanjtAbbwuyo, masicviiunye, muskal-
je, etc., the spelling masquallonge simulat-

ing F. masque allong4, defined as 'long face,'
lit.

' lengthened mask,' or F. masque longue (also
given as the name of the fish), 'long face,' lit.

longmaskj'the name of the fish being also writ-
ten, to emphasize this etym., masq' allongS, mas-
calongi, etc.; also noscononge, etc.; but also,
and according to the Ind. origin properly, writ-
ten maskinonge (so in the laws of Canada), mas-
kanonge, maskenonge, < Algonkin maskinonge,
in Chippeway dial, maskenozha, maskimoje, lit.
' great pickerel,' < mas, great, -1- Unonge, ke-
nozha, kinoje, etc., a pickerel or pike, lit. 'long-



maakalonge
nose.' < kenose, long.] A kind of pike, Esox
tiobii4or. a fish of the family EsoekUe, the largest
and finest of aU pikes inhabiting the Great
Lake region of North America and the Ohio
valley, n is distiognjshed by tbe scaleless cheeks andlow Darts of the opercoles aad the darfc-grayish colormarked with small round bhtck^ots. It attains a lensth
of from 4 to 6 feet

mask-ball (mask'bal), h. A ball at which the
guests are masked; a masked ball.
inask-crab (mSsk'krab) , « . A crab of the fam-
ily Corys<Mte, as Corgstes cassivelanus. See cuts
under Cort/stidte and Dorippe.
masked (maskt), p. a. 1. Ha-rfng the face
covered with a mt^; disguised or concealed.— 2t. Bewildered; amazed.
Leaving him more madced than he was before.

FuUfr, Holy War, iii 12.

3. Inroo7. : (a) Larvate or larval: thus, a cater-
pillar is the masked state of a butterflr. (6) In
entom., applied to pupse which have die wings,
legs, etc., of the fnture imago indicated by
lines on the surface, as in Lepidopiera. (c)
Marked on the head or face as if literally wear-
ing a mask; eapistrate; personate.—4. Iniof.,
same as personate Masked baD, a ball at which
the paiticipants appear in masks, which are osoallr laid
aside bettH« its conclusion.—Masked battery. See bat-
tery.—Masked crab, a mask-crab.—Masked dtrer, the
common pnffln, PnUmila aretua, the bright red, blue,
and yellowhomy corering of whose beak comes off period-
ically, and is thus literally a mask which is removed.
—Masked c^ntton. See ^iuMan.-Masked soil, the
Eoropean brown-headed golL CAroseoeqaAoIta ridibundus,
which in sunmier has the head enTeloped in a dark-
brown hood. Many other gulls are simiUrly masked, as
all those of the genus ChnieoceplKUus. See cut imder
Chrmcoeephalta.—Masked monkey, or masked sa-
gnln, CaOtthrii ptrsonatus, a BraziUan species with a
"black head. See cut under saguin.—Ma£^ed Pl£, a
kind of pig domesticated in Japan, with large pendulous
ears and heavily furrowed face, by some called Sm pUd-
erpi and regarded as a genuine species, to which the ge-
neric name Cmturionu (as C.i>tiaiR!|s)has also been given.

maskeeg, n. [< Ojibway madxeg, a swamp.]
A bog. [Upper Great Lakes and Canada.]

maskelt (mas'kel), ». 1. An obsolete form of
masele^.—2. A KJad of lace made in the fif-

teenth century.
maskelynite (mas'ke-Un-it), N. [Xamed after
N. Story Maskelj/ne, formerly keeper of the
mineralbgical department of the British Mu-
seum.] in mmeral., an isotropic mineral
found in the Shergotty meteorite. It has the
composition of labradorite, and the suggestion
has been made that it maybe a fused feldspar.

masker (mas'kSr), n. [Also masquer; < Sp. mas-
cara, a mask: see m<Ml^, n. In def. 2 now re-

garded as < mast^, r., + -erl.] If. A mask.
Cause them to be deprehended and taken and their

ma^xTt taken off. Sir T. More, Works, p. 758.

2. A person in masquerade; one who takes
part in an entertainment where the guests are
masked or disguised.

One time the king came sodainly thither in a maske
with a dozen maAtrs all in garments like sheepeheards.

Stow, Hen. \TII., an. 1S1&
Lewis of France is sending over moaguers,

To revel it with him and his new bride.
Stak.,SB.ea. VI., iit & 231.

maskert (mas'ker), r. t. [< masl^er, «.] To
mask, conceal, or disguise.

They of the house being sodainely taken,and their wits
maslcmd, had not defended the master thereot

HoUemd, tr. of Ammiauns Harcellinns (1606). (Aont.)

maskeryt (mas'ker-i), n. [Formerly also mask-
arye, masquerie; < F. masquerie, i masque, a
mask: see masque, h.] 1. A masking or dis-

guising ; a masquerade.
Such as have most wickedly calledtheMass tLMatkmye,

and the priests vestments making dothes.
C%n«to|iA£r8on, Is&l (HaiUaad on RefonnaUon, p. SOS).

[(i>iini«.)

2. The dress or disguise of a masker.— S.

intense ; the assumption of a better or nobler
character than the real one.

All these presentments
Were only maAvria, and wore false faces.

du^mait, Bevenge of Bnssy D'Ambois, i 1.

War's feigned nutsiirry.

Marston, Sconige of ViUany, liL 8.

maskette (mas-kef), h. [< masl^ + -€ttf.] A
mask, or representation of a faee. worn as a
part of the head-dress or on the shoulders, or

even in miniature form on the fingers.

MaAftta being apidied to objects resembling masks, but
worn above or below the face.

A. W. BueOand, Jour. Anthrop. Inst, XV. 50S.

mask-flower (mask'flou'er), n. [Tr. of Peruv.

ricaco, or ricareo, name of the species Alonsoa

Unearis.'] A serophulariaceons plant of the

genus Alotisoa. a. linearis is a dwarf bushy plant,

withobliqnel}- wheel-shaped flowers, scarlet, withaUack
5ix>t at the base, the form su^estin? the name. A. i»-
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di^olia is larger, with deeply toothed scarlet and black
flowers. A. Warxauiem, with scarlet flowers, is another
cultivated species. Then are half a dozen species, native
in the tiopical Andes, frequently cultivated.

mask-bonset (m&sk'hoos), n. A place where
masks were played ; a play-house.

If it were but some rno^Aouss,wherein a glorious show
were to be presented. Bp. HaU, Contemplations, iv.

maskint (mas' kin). It. [Also meskin ; < mass^
-f J»».] The mass, or service of the eucharist.

3y the nusfein, methonght they were so indeed.
Chapman, May-Day.

TTIasking (mis'king), ». [Verbal n. of masl-^,
f.] The act or diversion of covering the face
with a mask, or of wearinga masquerade dress

;

masquerading.
The carnival of Venice Is everywhere talked of. The

great diversion of the place at that tame, as well as on all
other high occasions, is masting.

Additon, Bemarks on Italy ied. BohnX I. 392.

masking-piece (miis'king-pes), ». In the the-
ater, a piece of scenery used to hide a platform
or steps on the stage.

maskmonge, maskinongy (mas'ki-nonj, -non-
ji), n. Same as maskalonge.
maskin'-pot (mas'kin-pot), ». A pot for mask-
ing or infusing tea. Mso masJciu'-pat [Scotch.]

Then up they gat the ma^cin'-pat.
And in the sea did jaw, man.

Bums, The American War.

masklet, » See mascle^.

masklelesst, a. See nmsdeless.
maskoid (mas'koid), n. [< »KisifcS -i- ^f<f.] a
solid stone or wooden carving of a face, such
as are found over the mummies or on the tombs
or temples of the ancient Mexicans and Peru-
vians. TT. H. Dan.
maslillit (maslin), «. and a. [Also mastlin;
< ME. ntaslin, maslyn, maseline, mastelyn, niast-
Jing, masUyng, mestlittg, and in def. 2 masfMn,
maseh/n; < AS. mfBstUng, m<BStUnc, m^BsUng,
mtesleit, a kind of brass or mixed metal (gloss-
ing L. ffis, aurichaicum, and eJectrum), a vessel
made of this metal (= D. messing = MHG.
messiitc, missinc, moschinc, 6. messing = Icel.

luersing, messing = Sw. Dan. messing, a mixed
metal, brass) ; with suffix -ling^ (in D., etc.,

-ing^), < L. nuissa (MHG. masse, messe), a mass,
a lump: see mo^^.] I, m. 1. A mixed metal;
brass.

iiij. c. cuppys of golde fyne,
And as many of masiyn [r^d trui.d!/n].

MS. Cantab. Ft iL S8, 1 122. (BaaiuxO.)

The wyndoweswem y-mad of iaspre& of othre stones^e;
Y-poudredwyt]iperreeofpolastre,theleueswerei>ui«aiyiK.

Sir Ferumbms, 1. 1837.

2, A vessel for containing food or drink, made
of the metal maslin or brass.

They fette him first the sweete wyn.
And mede eek in a masdyn.

Chaucer, Sir Thopas, L 141.

H. a. Made of maslin ; brazen^
Take a qnarte of good wyne, and do it in a clean maste-

;yn panne. MS. Med. Bee XF. Cent (HaUuMa.)
In the opinion of practical men, the metal of which old

tHoaini pans are made is of pecnl^ and snperiw quality,

and imlike old English brass. Xatid Q.,6thser.,XIL472.

maslin^ (maslin), ». [Also tnastUn, meslin;
early mod. E. masslin, nmsselin, messelin, mast-
ij/n, masttiHg, massUng, mestUng, messUng,
vuKslediue, etc., < ME. mastline, masHyn, mast-
lyone, mestlyone, mastUgon, mixtelyn, etc., < OP.
mesteilloH, mestellon, mestelon,mestil]on, mestihin,

mixHUouit, etc., < ML. mixtilw(n-), mistiUo(,n-),

also, after OF., mestilUo(n->, mesUlo(n-) (cf.

equiv. OF. mesieiJ, meteil, metaH), mixed grain,

< L. mixtHS, niistiis, pp. of miscere, mix: see
tntzi. For the sequence mast-, mas-, < L. mixt-,

mist-, cf. i«astiff. For the sense, cf. viong-

coni.] Mixed grain, especially a mixture of

rye and wheat. [Obsolete or prov. Eng.]
I say nor cow. nor wheate^ nor ma^Sya,
For cow is sorry for her castlyn.

Men Minuies (1656X p. 6- (.HaUitKa.)

masnad, m. Same as nitisnud.

mason (ma'sn), H. [< ME. HMSon, masoun, <

OF. *mason, ma^son, mactwn, masson, P. ma^n
= Pr. masso, < ML. maeio{n-), also ma(Aio(n-),

wacAo(«-), «Kirt>(«-), m«ctM>(n-), mattio(n-), ma-
<io(»t-), a mason ; prob. of Tent, origin, < OHG.
mexo, weiro, MHG. mei-e, G. met::, in comp. as
s/finwiff-, astone-masou.andas asnmameJfefe/

prob. akin to OHG. mei:an, MHG. mei-en= Icel.

meito =Goth. maitan, hew, cut : see underoh*!.]
1. A builder in stone or brick: one whose occu-
pation or trade is the laying of stone or brick
in construction, with or without mortar or ce-

ment.— 2. A builder in general. [Bare.]

The singing masoM building roofs of gold.
Shaic. Hen. V., L S. 198.

masoola-boat

3. Aworker in stone; a stone-cutter or -hewer.
There thai tild vp a toure, triedly wroght,
Memelously made with ma^iis deuys^
With Jemmes, <& iuwells, iV; other ioly stonys.

Deibruction qf Troy (E. E. T. S-X L 10584.

There were two hundred masons working on free stone
every day. Corral, Cniditiea, I. S4.

4. A member of the fraternity of freemasons.
Se>^ freemason— Mason's level. Same as jiiumnKt-
ieivL—Master mason, a freemason who has reached the
third degree.

mason (ma'sn), V. t. [< mason, n.'] To con-
struct of masonry; biuld of stone or brick;
build.

Al buyldynges are masoned and wrought of diveise
stones. Bemers, tr. of Froissart's Chron., L L

Mason and Dixon's line. See Une^.
mason-bee (ma'sn-be), n. An aculeate hyme-
nopterous insect of one of the genera A»-
tliophora, Osmia, Chalicodoma, and some others,
which construct their nests with grains of sand
a^lutinated together l:)y means of a viscid
saliva, and fix them on tiie side of walls, etc.,

or avail themselves of some cavity for that
purpose. See eutimder .iiiJ/iopftora.

masondewet, «. See measondue.
masoned (ma'snd), a. In her., same as ma^onne.
masoner (ma'sn-6r), n. A bricklayer. BaUi-
iceU. [Prov. Eng.]
masonic (ma-son'ik), a. [< mason + -i<;.] Of
or pertaining to the fraternity of freemasons:
as, masonic emblems.—Masonic lodge, a meeting-
place, and hence a society, of freemasons.

masonite (ma'sn -it), n. [Named after Owen
Mason.'] In tnineral., a variety of ehloritoid
from Natick, Khode Island.

masonried (ma'sn-rid), a. [< masonry + -erf2. ]
Constructed of masonry; consisting of masonry
or stonework: as, " masonried signal stations,"
Sidereal Messenger, II. 177.

masonry (ma'sn-ri), n. and a. [< ME. masonry,
< P. maconnerie, masonry, < ma^on, mason : see
mason.'] I. n. 1. The art or occupation of a
mason ; the art of shaping, arranging, and unit-
ing stones or bricks to form walls and other
parts of buildings; the skill of a mason. The
chief kinds of masonry employed at the present day may
be classed as rubbie-tpork, coursed masonry, and aslder. See
these words.

Brick and stone and mortar, and all the instnmients of
masonry. Rwne, Human Understanding, § 11.

2. The work produced by a mason; mason-
work; specifically, a construction of dressed
or fitted stones and mortar, as distinguished
from brickmork or brick-masotiry.— 3. The craft
or mysteries of freemasons ; the principles and
practices of freemasons Greekmasonry, the ma-
aonty of ancient Greek builders, which in the period of
its most perfect development, in the fifth century B. c,
represents the highest attainment in the arts of cutting
and assembling stone.

H, a. Consisting of masonwork; formed or
built of dressed or fitted stones andmortar : as,

a masonry fort.

mason-shell (ma'sn-shel), ti. A carrier-shell;

a looping-snail; a ptenoglossate gastropod of
the family Xenophoridee, as Xenophora conehyU-
ophora: so called from its habit of carrying
about bits of shell, coral, or rock affixed to the
substance of its shell. See cut under carrier-

shell

Mason's 10(X>motive. See loeomoUve.
mason-spider (ma'sn-spi der), n. A trap-door
spider. Pop. Sei. Mo., yrxiCTU 803.

mason-SWaUOW (ma'sn-swoPo), «. A swal-
low which builds a nest of mud, as the barn-
swallow or the eaves-swallow. E. Eggleston,
The Century, SXXS'. 834.

mason-wasp (ma'sn-wosp), ». An aculeate
hymenopterous insect of the genus Odynerus,
family Vespid(B; a kind of solitary wasp: so
called from the ingenuity with which it con-
structs its habitations in the sand, in the plas-

ter of walls, etc. O. murarius is an example.
masonwork (ma' sn-werk), H. Masonry.
[CoUoq.]
masooka (ma-so'k^), «. [Said to be a corrup-
tion of Pg. hezugd.] The spot or lafayette, a
fish, Liostomus xanthurus. [Florida.]

masoola-boat, masulab-boat (ma-so'la-bof),
n. A lai^ East Indian boat used on the Coro-
mandel coast for conveying passengers and
goods between ships smd the shore, it stands
high out of the water, thus presenting a great snrface to

the wind, is difficult to manage, and slow ; but it is well
adapted for the purpose for which it is used, and sustains

on the bars and shores shocks that would break up any
European boat; the planks of which it is built being fas-

tened together by cocoanut fibers. It is rowed some-
times with as many as sixteen oars. As the boat ap-
pioaches the shore, the boatmen watch the opportnni^



masoola-boat
of a coming wave to drive it liigh on the beach, where it
is quickly run up out of the reach of the next rolling wave.
Also called chelingue. Imp. Diet.

Masora, Massorah (mas'o-ra), n. [Heb., tra-
dition.] 1. The tradition ^y which Jewish
scholars endeavored to fix the correct text of
the Old Testament, so as to preserve it from
all corruption.— 2. After the ninth century,
the book, or the marginal notes to the Hebrew
text, in which the results of such tradition are
preserved, embodying the labor of several cen-
turies. There is a twofold Masora, a Babylonian or
Eastern, and a Palestinian or Western, the foitner being
the more important. The Masora not only takes account
of various readings, but also contains notes of a gram-
matical and lexicographical character, including the sys-

tem of Hebrew vowel-points lirst established by it. With
much that is valueless, it contains all the material from
which a critical revision of the Old Testament text can
now be derived. Also written Masorah and Massora.

A more accurate and lasting masoretk than either the
synagogue of Ezra or the Galilsean school at Tiberias hath
left us. Milton, Divorce, To the Parliament.

Masorete, ». Same as Masorite.

masoretic, massoretic (mas-o-ret'ik), a. [<
Masorete + -ic] Kelating or belonging to the
Masora, or to the compilers of the Masora

;
per-

taining to the method or system of the Masora

:

as, masoretic points— that is, the vowel-points
furnished by the Masora.
The text which the B^visers used was the so-called jnas-

soretic or traditional text. Bibliotheca Sacra, XLIII. 559.

masoretical, massoretical (mas-o-ret'i-kal),
a. [< masoretic + -al."] Same as masoretic.'

Masorite, Massorite (mas'o-iit), n. [< Masora
+ -ite^.] One who made the Jewish tradi-
tional inteipretatlon of the Bible his special
study; specifically, one of that body of Jewish
scholars which first put the Masora into written
form. See Masora. Also Masorete, Masoret,
Massorete, Massoret.

The Maiorites extended their care to the vowels.
Mather, Vindication of the Bible, p. 257. ^Latham.)

masQUe, ». and v. See mmk^.
masquelonge, n. Same as maskalonge.
masquer, n. See masker.

masquerade (mas-ke-rad'), n. [= D. G. Dan.
maskerade = Sw. maskerad, < P. masquerade =
It. mascherata, < Sp. Pg. masearada, a masque-
rade, < mascara, a mask: see mosfcs.] 1. .Aji

assembly of persons wearing masks and usu-
ally other disguises, or rich and fantastic dress

:

usually, a dancing-party or ball. See mask-ball.

The world's masquerade I the maskers, you, you, you.
GoldsmithjEpU. to Mrs. Lennox's Oomedy, Sisters,

Warton says that certain theatrical amusements were
called masquerades very anciently in France.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 342.

2. Disguise effected by wearing a mask or
strange apparel ; hence, concealment or appa-
rent change of identity by any means ; disguise
in general.

And, after all, what is a lie? 'Tis but
The truth in m/xsquerade.

Byron, Don Juan, xi. 37.

Old Adam will smile at the pains that have made
Poor winter look line in such strange masquerade.

Wordsworth, Farmer of Tilsbury Vale.

3. The costume of a personwho joins in a mas-
querade ; disguising costume of any sort.—4.
A Spanish diversion on horseback. See the
quotation.
The masmterade is an exercise they learned from the

Moors, .penormed by squadrons of horse, seeming to
charge each other with great fierceness, with bucklers in
their left hands and a kind of cane in their right.

Clarendon, Life, I. 223.

5. A changeable or shot silk. Fairholt.

masqueraite (mas-ke-rad'), v.
;
pret. and pp.

masqueraded, ppr. masquerading. [< masque-
rade, n.1 I, intrans. 1. To wear a mask; take
part in a masquerade.— 2. To disguise one's

self.

A freak took an ass in the head, and he goes into the
woods, masquerading up and down in a lion's skin.

Sir £. L'Estrange, Fables.

II. trans. To cover with a mask or disguise.

His next shift therefore is ... to masquerade vice, and
to make it wear the habit and sh^e of that virtue it most
resembles. EiUingbeck, Sermons, p. 229. (Latham.)

masquerader (mas-ke-ra'der), m. 1. A person
dressed and disguised for a masquerade. Hence
— 2. A person or thing disguised in any man-
ner.

The dreadful Tnasquerader, thus equipt.
Out sallied on adventures.

Young, Night Thoughts, v. 860.

mass^ (mas), n. [< ME. masse, messe, < AS.
mcBSse, the mass, a church festival, = OS. missa
= OPries. missa = MD. misse, D. mis = MLG.
misse = OHG. missa, messa, MHG. messe, misse,
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G. messe = Icel. m^ssa

=

Sw. messa= Dan. messe
= P. messe = Sp. misa = Pg. missa = It. messa,
the mass, < LL. missa, dismissal, esp. the dismis-
sal of a congregation, the mass, < L. mittere,

pp. missus, send: see mission. The name missa
is usually said to be taken from the words
ite, missa est, 'go, it is the dismissal,' or 'go,

dismissed' (the word concio,

'

congregation,' be-
ing unnecessarily supposed to be omitted),
thought to have been used at that point of the
mass when the catechumens were dismissed,
and the communion service followed; but it ap-
pears to have referred orig. to the dismissal of
the congregation at the end of the mass, and to
have been applied, by an easy transfer, to the
service itself.] 1. The celebration of the
Lord's Supper or euoharist.

That Office which was called the Mass by the mediseval
and the Latin Church, but which we now call the Lord's
Supper and the Holy Communion.

Procter, Hist. Book of Com. Prayer, p. 305.

The Supper of the Lord, and the Holy Communion, com-
monly called the Mass. Boole of Common Prayer (1649).

2. The office for the celebration of the euoha-
rist; the liturgy. The component parts of the mass
or liturgy are the ordinary of the mass (ordo missal) and
the canon ofthe nutss (canon missce), succeeded by the com-
munion (sometimes counted part of the canon) and post-
communion. Anciently and technically the part preced-
ing the offertory is the Tnass or liturgy of the catechumens
(missa catechwmenorurfi), the remainder the Tnass or litur-

gy of the failhfvZ (inissajidelium). In the Koman Catholic
Church different classes of masses are Mgh mass, low mass,
private mass, vot/ive mass, etc. See the phrases below.

It nedith not to speke of the meesse ne the seruise that
thei hadde that day, for it were but losae of tyme.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 376.

And whan our parisb-7na£5g was done.
Our kinge was bowne to dyne.

Sir Cauline (Child's Ballads, IIL 175).

The time of the Communion shall be immediately after
that the Priest himself hath received the Sacrament, with-
out the varying of any other rite or ceremony in the Mass.

Order of the Communion (1548).

The maiden buried, not as one unknown,
Nor meanly, but with gorgeous obsequies.
And m/iss, and rolling music, like a queen.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

3. The sacrament of the eucharist or holy com-
munion. Theword mass in this and the preceding senses
is popularly used of the eucharist as celebrated in the Ko-
man Catholic Church, or of the teachings of that church
with regard to the sacrament, as involving not only the
doctrines of the real presence and the eucharistic sacri-

fice, held in some other churches also, hut the doctrine
of ti*ansubstantiation as defined by the Council of Trent.
The use of the word mass (missa) in the Western Church
is as old as the fourth century. The Greek Church has no
term precisely corresponding to mass, the sacrament be-
ing generally called the eucharist or holy communion, and
the office the liturgy. At the Reformation the first Prayer-
Book (1549) of the Church of England retained the name
mass, which was omitted in the second book (1552) and fell

into disuse, being popularly regarded as involving a Bo-
man Catholic view of the sacrament. The use of the word
has, however, been revived to some extent among Angli-
cans in the present century. Swedish and Danish Pi'otes-

tants use the corresponding word for their own commu-
nion office.

4. A musical setting of certain parts of the
Eoman Catholic liturgy, also of correspond-
ing parts of the Anglican liturgy, it consists
usually of the following sections, each of which is some-
times divided into separate movements: Kyrie, Gloria (in-

cluding the Gratiaa agimus. Qui tollis, Quoniam, Cum
Sancto Spiritu), Credo (including the Et Incamatus, Cru-
cifixuB, Et Besurrexit), Sanctus (including the Hosanna),
Benedictus (including a repetition of the Hosanna), and
the Agnus Dei (including the Dona nobis). To these an
Offertorium (after the Credo and before the Sanctus) is

sometimes added. The Requiem Mass differs largely
from the regular mass, and includes settings of several
of the stanzas of the hymn " Dies Irte." The artistic

form of musical masses varies widely, from unaccompa-
nied plain-song to the most elaborate polyphony with or-
chestral accompaniments. Medieval masses were named
usually from the melody which was taken as the subject
for contrapuntal treatment, as Josquin's mass "L'homme
arm6 " ; modern masses are namedfrom the key of the first

movemeniv as Bach's "Mass in B minor."

5. A church festival or feast-day: now only
in composition: as, Candlemas, Childermas,
Christmas, Lammas, Martinmas, Marymas, Mi-
chaelmas, Roodmas (compare kermess) By the
masst, an oath formerly In common use : sometimes ab-
breviated to mass.

Mrs. Page. Trust me, he beat him most pitifully.

Mrs. Ford. Nay, by the mass, that he did not ; he beat
him most unpitifnlly, methought.

Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 2. 214.

'Mass, here he comes.
Middleton (and others), The Widow, iii. 3.

Capitular mass, in collegiate churches, high mass, cel-

ebrated on Sundays or festivals.— Consummation of
the mass. See consummation.— Conventual suisb, a
solemn mass celebrated daily in cathedral and collegiate

churches, in memory of and for the benefit of their found-
ers.—Dry mass, dry service, a form of service, not
properly a mass, consisting of part of the eucharistic of-

fice, but without consecration, such as the naval or naut-
ic^ mass, or the mass of the presanctified. The same
name was also given to an office consistinc of part of the

mass
ordinary of the mass, and without either consecration, ele-

vation, or communion : said in some places in the middle
ages for strangers who came too late for the celebration.

The Typics of the GreekChurchhave been compared to such
an office. What is commonly known as the ArUe-commu-
nion Service has sometimes been called by Anglican writers

the Sry Service (Missa sicca).—High mass, a mass accom-

Sanied by music and incense, celebrated on Sundays, feast-

ays, and other special occasions by a priest or prelate,

attended by a deacon and subdeacon.—Low mass, the

ordinary mass, said, not sung, by the priest.—Hass bell.

See bem.—Masa for the dead, a mass celebrated for a
person or persons after their death ; in the Roman Catho-

lic Church, one celebrated for the purpose of hastening the
release of a soul or souls from purgatory. The oolorof the
vestments, etc., is black.—Mass of the Holy Ghost, a sol-

emn massfor the Pope,the sovereign, or the state, and for all

in union with the church or with a religious order. It is cel-

ebrated previous to a council or to the election of a bishop

or abbot, and also at consecrations and coronations, or to

obtain from (Jod some special light or favor.—HaSB ofthe
Presanctified. Same sis Liturgy ofthe Presanctified. See
liturgy.—Oidiaaxy of the mass. See ordinary.— Pri-

vate mass, (a) Low mass. (6) Any mass where only the

priest communicates, especially such a mass celebrated in

a private oratory.—Votive mass, a mass which does not

correspond with the office of the day, but is said at the

choice of the priest.

mass^ (mas), V. i. [< mass^, «.] To celebrate

mass. t t

As for the rumours that have or do go abroad, either of

our relenting or massing, we trust that they which know
God and their duty towards their brethren in Christ will

not be too light of credence.

Bp. Bidley, in Bradford's Letters (Parker Soc, 1863), II. 83.

Massing prlestt, a priest of the Roman Catholic Church.

Christ's doctrine is, that he is " the way "
: but this doc-

trine maketh the massing-priest the way.
J. Bradford, Works (Parker Soc, 1853), IL 293.

mass^ (mas), n. [< MB. masse, < OP. masse, P.

masse = Pr. massa= Sp. masa = Pg. It. massa=
OHG. massa, MHG. G. masse = Dan. masse =
Sw. massa, < L. massa, alump, mass (as of dough,
pitch, salt, cheese, metal, stone, etc.), prob. <

Gr. /iofa, a barley cake; cf. fiayfta, a kneaded
mass, < /idaaeiv, knead: see macerate. Hence
ult. masUn^.'i 1. A body of coherent matter

;

a lump, particularly a large or unformed lump

:

as, a mass of iron or lead ; a mass of flesh ; a mass
of rock.

Right in the midst the Goddesse selfe did stand
Upon an altar of some costly masse,

Spenser, F. Q., IV. x. 39.

One common mass composed the mould of man.
Dryden, Sig. and Guis., 1. 602.

Myro's Statues, which for Art surpass
All others, once were but a shapeless Mass.

Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

2. An assemblage or collection of incoherent
particles or things ; an agglomeration ; a con-
geries; hence, amount or number in general:
as, a mass of sand; a mass of foliage, of troops,

etc.

I remember a mMSS of things, but nothing distinctly.

Shak., Othello, iL 3. 289.

In our study of anatomy there is a mass of mysterious
philosophy. Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 36.

3. The bulk or greater part of anything; the
chief portion ; the main body.
The great mass of the articles on which impost is paid

is foreign luxuries. Jefferson, Works, VIIL 68.

The great mass of human calamities, in all ages, has
been the result of bad government.

Story, Misc. Writings, p. 618.

4. Bulk in general ; magnitude ; massiveness.
Witness this army of such mass and charge.

Shak., Hamlet, iv. 4. 47.

5. The quantity of any portion of matter as ex-
pressed in pounds or grams, andmeasured on an
ordinary balance with the proper reduction for
the buojrancy of the atmosphere; otherwise, the
relative inertia, or power in reaction, of a body.
For example, if two bodies at rest, but free to move, as a
gun suspended in vacuo and a bullet in it, are suddenly
separated by a force acting between them, their respective
velocities'will be inversely as their masses, and this phe-
nomenon best defines mass. It is usually confounded with
weight, which is more properly the force withwhich a body
is accelerated in the direction in which a plummet points,
in consequence of the earth's attraction and rotation.
Thus, if a piece of lead which is found to weigh a pound at
the hase_ of the Washington monument is transported to
the top, it will befound to weigh a pound there, for its mass
is unchanged. But if only the piece of lead and the balance
are carried to the top of the monument, while the weight
against which it has been weighed is left at the base, and
there attached to the balance at the top by means of a long
string or wire (the weight of which is to be properly al-

lowed for), the piece of lead would be found to have lost
the weight of one thu-d of a grain, the weight thus varymg
though the mass does not.

The destructive effects of a cannon-ball are due entirely
to its mass and to the relative speed with which it im-
pinges on the target, and would be exactly the same (for
the same relative speed) in regions so far from the earth
or other attracting body that the ball had practically no
weight at all. . . . When we open a large iron gate prop-
erly hinged, it is the Tnass with which we have to deal

;

if it were lying on the ground and we tried to lift it, we
should have to deal mainly with its weight.

Tait, Properties of Matter.



mass
6. In entom., the terminal joints collectively of
an antennawhen they are enlarged and closely
appressedto eachother,fomiinga elavaorclnb.
—7. A large bunch of strung beads (12 small
bunches fastened together)—Blue mass. SeeW««-
•"KMs-—Buccal mass. See MiccaJ.—Center of mass
See centerl.—Cleavage-maSB. See deavage.—'ErplOi-
ing mass, in cephalopoda. See extract under spermato-
yAorc— Flat masses. See Nanket-depoHL—JJevy in
mass. See feri/l.—The masses, the great body of the
people, especially of the working claas and the lower
orders ; the populace,

mass^ (mas), r. [<j»ass2, ?!.] I. trans. 1. To
fonn into a mass ; collect into masses ; assem-
ble in one body or in close conjunction: as, to
mass troops at a certain place; to mass the
points of an argument.

The fragmentary produce of much toil.
In a dim heap, fact and surmise together
Confusedly maseed as when acquired.

Browning, Paracelsus.

2t. To strengthen, as a building for the purpose
of fortification.

They feared the Frenchmight, with filling or massinffthe
lionse, or else by fortifying, make such a piece as might
annoy the haven. Hayward.

n. intrans. To coUeet in masses ; assemble
in groups or in force.

The rebels massed in the north-west angle of the Mem-
phis and Charleston and the Mobile and Ohio railroads.

U. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 416.

mass^ (mas), n. See mas'^.

Mass constable, I have other manner of matter
To bring you about than this.

B. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, li. 1.

jnassa (mas ' a), «. A corruption of master^.

[Negro dialect, U. S.]

Uassaclmsetiieiisiail (mas-a-cho-se-ten'si-an),
«. [< NL. Massaclmsettens'ls, < Massachusetts,

a name of Amer. Ind. origin.] A native or

an inhabitant of the State of Massachusetts.
[Eare.]
Inthissocietyofjlfassac/iu^efteii^ns, then, there is . . .

a moral and political equality of rights and duties among
all the individuals. J. Adams, Works, IV. 392.

massacre (mas'a-k6r), n. [< F. massacre (ML.
ma^achtim), massacre, killing, also the head of

a stag newly killed ; appar. of Tent, origin, and
prob. < IiG. matsken, matzgen, cut, hew, = D.
matsen, maul, kill, = (i. metsen, cut, Idll, > metze-

ZeJ, massacre : see mason. ~\ 1. The indiscrimi-

nate killing of human beings ; the unnecessary
slaughter of a number of persons, as in barba-
rous warfare or persecution, or for revenge or

plunder: as, the massacre of Glencoe: some-
times applied also to the wholesale killing of

wild animals.
Where stain'd nobility lies trodden on.

And rebels' arms triumph in massacres.
Stiak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 4. 14.

2. In her., a parr of antlers or attires attached
to a piece of the skull, used as a bearing.—mas-
sacre oftheinnocents. Seeinnocent,n.=Sy7l. Massacre,
Butchery, Carnage. Massacre denotes the indiscriminate

and general ^nghter of many ; butchery a ruthless, un-
sparing, and cru^ slaughter, as though it were done at the
gambles ; carnage a great slaughter, suggesting the piled-
up dead of the battle-field. See Mill.

massacre (mas'a-ker), V. t; pret. and pp. massa-
cred, ppr. massacring. l< massacre, n7] To kill

with attendant circumstances of atrocity;

butcher; slaughter: commonly used in refer-

ence to the MlBng of a large number of human
beings at once, who are not in a condition to

defend themselves.

The cohort was massacred by the fraude of the Agrip-
pinenais. i^r H. SamU, tr. of Tacitus, p. ISO.

Do the locks brisUe and the eyebrows arch
For grouse or partridge massacred in March?

Scott, The Poacher.

=Syn. Murder, Slaughter, etc. See kiln.

massacrer (mas'a-krer), n. One who massacres.

[Bare.]
We have put wax into our ears to shut them up against

the tender soothing strains of r^cides, assassins, massa-
crers, and septembrisers. Burke, A Kegicide Peac^ i.

massacronst (mas'a-kms), a. [< massacre +
-0IIS.1 CrueUy murderous.

Theyr mindes benummed with the massacrous mon-
strousness of thys quick marshall-law.

Nash, Christ's Teares over Jerusalem.

massage^t, ». -An obsolete form of message.

massage^ (ma-sazh'), n. [< F. massage, < mas-
sec, Gr. /idcasw, knead : see mass^.'i In therap.,

the act or art of applying intermittent pressure

and strain to the muscles and other accessible

tissues of the patient. The means employed arerub-

bing, kneading, and light pounding, combined ordinarily

with more or less additional stimulation of the skin, as by
friction and slapping. This manipulation furthers the

removal of lymph from the parts, which is especially

needful when the lymphatic flow is sluggish through lack
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of muscular exercise ; it apparently quickens the blood,
circulation through the part, and furnishes gentle vaso-
motor exercise ; it acts possibly as a direct trophic stimu-
lus to muscular and sustentacular tissues ; by stretching
ligamentous structures it maintains or increases supple-
ness; in the abdomen it stimulates and aids peristalsis;
and as a general stimulation of sensory nerves it may af-

fect favorably the nutrition of the central nervous system.
It is represented in the customs of many primitive peo-
ples, and in a developed form constitutes a valuable re-
source of modern scientific therapeutics.

massage^ (ma-sazh'), V. t.
; pret. and pp. mas-

saged, ppr. massaging. [< m€issage^, ».] In
med., to treat by the process called massage.

Although abdominal massage will effect a great deal of
good, it will not be productive of lasting benefit if we
omit to massage the spine. Lancet, No. 3tiS, p. 423.

massagiert, »• A Middle EngUsh form of mes-

massagist (ma-sa'zhist), «. [< massage'^ +
-ist] One who practises massage.
In a libel action yesterday . . . for a slashing criticism

by one massagist of another's book. Judge D^ charged
against the prosecution. New York Tribune, May 30, 1889.

MassaUa (ma-sa'U-a), n. [NL., < Gr. Moffira-

Ma = L. Massilia, Marseilles.] The twentieth
of the planetoids, discovered by De Gasparis,
at Naples, in 1852. Also Massilia.

Massalian^ (ma-sa'li-an), «. Same as Euchite.

Massalian^ (ma-sa'li^n), n. Same as Sesy-
cliast.

mass-area (mas'a're-a), n. See the quotation.

When a material particle moves from one point to ano-
ther, twice the area sweptoutby the vector of the particle
multiplied by the mass of the particle is called the mass-
area of the displacement of the particle with respect to
the origin from which the vector is drawn. ,^^„

Maxicdl, Matter and Motion, LXvill.

Massaridae, Massaris, etc. See Masaridce, etc.

massasauga (mas-a-s^'ga), n. [Amer. Ind.]
One of the small liut very venomous rattle-

snakes which inhabit prairies in the western
United States and Territories, such as Crotalo-

phorus tergeminus (Sistrurus catenatus). The top
of the head is covered with regular plates, as in innocuous
serpents, not with scales as in most rattlesnakes ; the pit
between the eye and the nose is present, as in all Crota-
lidce. These snakes are of dark blotched coloration, and
a foot or two long. They are also called sideicipers and
sideliners, from their habit of wriggling sidewise. The
black massasauga is a very dark-colored species or variety,

C. kirtlandi.

mass-bell (mas'bel), n. Same as saering hell

(which see, under 6eKi).

Then with holy water sprinkled
All the ship ; the mass-bells tinkled.

LangfeUow, Wayside Inn, Musician's Tale, xi.

mass-book (mas'buk), n. [< ME. messehoJc, <

AS. mcesse-ioc, < mcesse, mass, + ioc, book.]
The missal, or Koman Catholic service-book.

To force upon their Fellow-Subjects that which them-
selves are weary of, the Skeleton of a Masse-Booke.

MUton, Beformation in Eng., ii.

mass-center (mas'sen^'ter), H. That position

from which as an origin the mean value of all

the rectangular or oblique coordinates of the
particles of a body is zero, in other words, passing
any plane through this point, the sum of the masses of all

the particles on the one side of this plane each multiplied
by its distance from the plane is the same as the corre-

sponding sum for all the particles on the other side. The
mass-center is usually, but loosely, called the center of
gravity.

mass-day (mas ' da), ». [< ME. messe-day,

maesse-dcei, < AS. moesse-dceg, mass-day, < mcesse,

mass, + dceg, day.] A day on which high mass
is celebrated._

masse^ (ma-sa'), r. t.; pret. and pp. masseed,

ppr. mass4ing. [< F. masse, pp. of masser, knead

:

see m^issage^.J To perform the operation of

massage upon; massage.

In massUng the face of a fat patient, the tissues can
only he rolled and stretched under the fingers and palm.

Buck's Handbook of Med. Sciences, IV. 660.

mass^^ (ma-sa'), n. [Cf . mosse'i.] In billiards, a
sharp stroke made with the cue nearly or quite

perpendicular, causing the cue-ball to return in

a sta-aight line or to move in a circular direc-

tion, the direction depending mainly upon the
part of the ball to which the cue is applied.

massena (ma-se'na), n. [Named after Andr6
Massena (1758-1817), a marshal of France.]
In ornith. : (a) A partridge, Cyrtonyx massena.

See cut under Cyrtonyx. (6) A trogon, Trogon
massena.
masser^ (mas'er), n. A priest who celebrates

mass. [Rare.]

A good masser and so forth ; but no true gospel preacher.

Bale, Yet a Course at the Eomysshe Foxe (1543), foL 38.

massier^ (mas'er), H. [Perhaps a dial, corrup-

tion of mercer; but cf . AS. massere (rare), a mer-
chant.] A mercer. SalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]

massive

mass^-sbot (ma-sa'shot), n. Same as mtws^a.

masseter (ma-se't6r), n. [NIj., < Gr. /j-aoT/rr/p

(not *iiaaaririip), a chew {/iv( /laojp^p, a muscle of
the lower jaw), < /laaaadai, chew, prob. aMn to
/idaaew, knead: see mass2.] in anat., one of
the principal muscles of mastication, the action
of which directlyand forcibly closes the mouth.
In man the masseter is a stout thick squarish muscle
which arises from the malar bone and adjoining parts of
the zygomatic arch, and is inserted into the outer surface
of theramusof thelowerjaw-bone. See cut under mw^cZe.
—Internal masseter, an occasional name of the inter-
nal pterygoid muscle, or entopteiygoideus.

masseteric (mas-e-ter'ik), a. [(.masseter -t- -ic.'}

Of or pertaining "to the masseter: as, a masse-
teric vessel or nerve ; the masseteric fascia.

masseterine (ma^se'ter-in), a. [< masseter +
-ine^.'\ Same as masseteric.

masseur (ma-ser'), n. [F., < masser, knead: see
massage^.'] A man who practises massage.
masseuse (ma-s6z'),M. [F., fem. of TOOsseur.- see
inasseur.'] A woman who practises massage.
mass-gospellerf, n. A Eomanist.

Who would desire a two years' merry life for an eternal
sorrow ? as these mass-gospellers do, which yet are uncer-
tain of two years' life.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc, 1853X IL 105.

mass-house (mas'hons), II. A Boman Catholic
house of worship : an opprobrious term.

From this time [about 1744] mass-liouses, though without
any regular leg^ sanction, appear to have been freelyper-
mitted, and religious worship was celebrated without fear.

Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., p. 304.

massicot (mas'i-kot), n. [Incorrectly masticot;
< P. massicot.'] Protoxid of lead, or yeUow oxid
of lead, PbO. Melted lead exposed to the air be-
comes coveredwith a yellowish-gray dusky pellicle. This
pellicle is carefully taken off, and is oxidised by exposure
to air and a moderate heat to a greenish-gray powder, in-

clining to yellow. This oxid, separated from the grains
of lead by sifting, and exposed to a heat sufficient to make
it red-ho^ but not to melt it, assumes a deep-yellow color.

In this state it is called massicot, but does not differ chemi-
cally from litharge, though different in color and mechani-
cal condition. After melting it has a reddish tint, and is

called litharge. Massicot, slowly heated by a moderate Are,
is further oxidized to miniimi or red lead. It is some-
times used as a pigment^ and as a drier in the composition
of ointments and plasters. Also called lead-ocher.

massif (ma-sef'),»!. [F. : see wiasstte.] A cen-
tral mountain-mass ; the dominant part of a
range ofmountains ; a part of a range which ap-
pears, from the position of the depressions by
which it is more or less isolated, to form an in-
dependent whole ; also, an orographic block or
fault-block (German sclwlle) ; a band or zone of
rocks raised or depressed between two largely
developed parallel faults. The French word massif
is occasional^ used with these various significations la
default of any good and familiar English term, especially
by geologists writing on the Alps.

Massilia (ma-sil'i-a), n. Same as MassaUa.
Massilian. (ma-sil'i-an), a. [< L. Massilianus,
< Massilia,, Gt. 'KaaaMa, Marseilles. Cf. Mar-
seillais.'] Of or belonging to MarseiUes. Ap-
plied specifically to the members of a Christian school,
most numerous at Marseilles, later and more usually
called Semi-Pelt^ians.

massilyt (mas'i-li), adv. Massively.
massiness (mas'i-nes), «. The state of being
massy

;
greatness of bulk

;
ponderousness from

size or density.

massing-chalice (mas'ing-chal'is), n. A chal-

ice used in the service of the mass, as distin-

guished from any other cup.

massive (mas'iv), a. [= D. massiefz= Gr.D&n.
Sw. massiv, < F. massif, bulky, massive, < masse,

mass: see moss^ and -?"ie.] 1. Forming or con-
sisting of a large mass; solid; having great
size and weight; heavy; weighty; ponderous:
as, a massive weapon.
The common military sword is a heavy, massive weapon,

for close engagement. Homey, Works, I. viL

The tallest of my folios, Opera Bonaventurse, choice
and massive divinity, to which its two supporters ( . . .

Eellarmine and Holy Thomas) showed but as dwarfs

—

itself an Ascapart Lamb, Ella, p. 34.

2. Existing in mass or masses ; massed or ag-

gregated ; not separated into parts or elements

:

specifically applied in psychology to sensations

or feelings.

As this aggregate [of pleasurable recollections] grows by
accumulation, it becomes vague in proportion as it be-

comes massive. H. Spencer, Prin. of PsychoL, § 513.

The entrance into a warm bath gives our skin a more
massive feeling than the prick of a pin.

ir. James, Mind, XII. 1.

The distinction in pleasures (and in pains) between the
acute and voluminous or massive (Intensity and Quantity)

is pregnant with vital results.

A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 12.

3. Pertainingto the whole mass or bulk of any-
thing ; total, as to mass ; not special, local, or

partial.



massive
Opposing massive to localised or specialised stimulation.

Proc. Soc. Psych. Research, Oct., 1886, p. 134.

4. In mineral.,Tfn.t]iout crystalline form, although
perhaps crystalline in structure : as, a mineral
that occurs massive. A mineral which is toth
massive and non-crystalline is said to be amor-
phous.— 5. Jngeol., homogeneous; destitute of
structural divisions, such as planes of stratifica-
tion or jointing. By some geologists the term Tnassive
is used as synonymous with eruptive or Plutonic igneous,
but such rocks often have one or more weU-marked sys-
tems of joints, and are by no means homogeneous.
6. In zoiil., massSd: applied to the type of
structure represented by the moUusks. Von
Boer. [Bare.]—Massive eruption, in ged., the pour-
ing forth of lava from a line or system of fissures, so that
vast areas have become covered by nearly horizontal sheets
of eruptive material. =Syn. 1. Massy, Ponderous, etc. See
bulhy.

massively (m&s'iv-li), adv. In a mass; pon-
derously.

massiveness (mas'iv-nes), n. The state or qual-
ity of being massive, in any sense ; Specifically,
great weight with bulk ; massiness

;
ponderous-

uess.

mass-meeting (mas 'me "ting), n. A public
meeting of persons in mass, or of all classes,
to consider or listen to the discussion of some
matter of common interest.

massmongerf (mas'mung"ger), re. One who cel-
ebrates mass; a Eomanist; one who believes
in the sacrifice of the mass: an opprobrious
term.

Our Papists have another will, which the rnojssnumgers
will more willingly follow than God's will.

J. Brac^ord, Works (Parker Soc, 1863), II. 315.

massondewt, «• Same as measondue.
Massonia (ma-s6'ni-a), ». [NL. (Thuuberg,
1781), named after F. Masson, a botanical writer
and explorer of the 18th century.] A genus of
liUaeeous plants of the tribe Alliew, the onion
family, and type of the subtribe Maasomiem.
They have a regular cylindrical perianth-tube, with five

equal, spreading, or reflexed lobes, and six stamens, which
are longer than the perianth, and are united by their fila-

ments into a ring at the base. They are bulbous herbs,
with two ovate radical leaves which lie flaton the ground,
and an umbel-like head of numerous usually white flow-
ers. The scape is very short, the head being almost ses-

sile between l^e leaves, and surrounded by a many-leafed
membranous involucre. About 20 species are known, all

from the south of Africa; several of them are cultivated
for their singular appearance.

Massoniese (mas-o-ni'g-e), n. pi. [Nli. (Ben-
tham and Hooker,'l883), < Massonia + -ece.'] A
subtribe of liliaceous plants of the tribe AlUece.
It is characterized by a coated bulb, a very short scape,
subseasile between the leaves, and a dense umbel of flow-

ers, surrounded by an involucre of from three to an indefi-

nite number of bracts. The subtribe includes 2 genera,
Massonia, the type, and Daubenya.

Massora, Massoretic, etc. See Masora, etc.

mass-penny (mas'pen''''i), n. [< ME. massepeny;
< mass^ + penny.'} A fee for a mass.

Gif us . . .

A Goddes halfpeny, or a massepeny.
Chav£er, Summoner's Tale, 1. 41.

As soon as the Credo was done, the oSeriug, if the day
happened to be one of those upon which it had to be given,
was made by all the people, each of whom walked up to
the foot of the altar to leave their gift, or, as it used to be
called, the mass-penny, in the basin held by a clerk, or
upon the celebrant's own hand, covered with the broad
end of his stole. Bock, Church of our Fathers, III. ii. 192.

mass-priest (mfi,s'prest), n. [< ME. masse-priest

(1), < AS. mcBSsepredst, < mcesse, mass, + predst,

priest.] Formerly, a secular priest of the Ro-
man Catholic Church, as distinguished from the
regulars; afterward, a priest retained in the
chantries, or at particular altars, to say masses
for the dead: still sometimes used derogatorily
for any Boman Catholic priest.

mass-seert (mas'ser), n. One who sees or is

present at a mass.

"Wo man can serve two masters;" "he that gathereth
not with Christ," as no Tnass-seer unreproving it doth;
"scattereth abroad."

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc, 1853), II. 53.

massuelleti »• See masuel.

massula (mas'u-la), n.
;
pi. massulw (-le) . [NL.

,

< L. massula, dimi'of massa, a lump or mass : see

mass^."] In hot. : (a) In the Filicinew, a mass of

hardened frothy mucilage inclosuig a group of

microspores. (6) In phanerogams, a group of

cohering pollen-grains that have been produced
by one primary mother-cell. Goebel.

mass-vector (mas'veli;"tgr), n. See the quota-
tion.

Let us define a nuns-vector as the operation of carrying

a given mass from the origin to the given point. The di-

rection of the mass-vector is the same as that of the vector

of the mass, but its magnitude is the product of the mass
into the vector of the mass.

Maxwell, Mntter and Motion, LIX.
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mass-velocity (mas've-los''i-ti), n. The mass
of matter through wfiich the disturbance to

which it belongs is propagated per unit of time
per unit of cross-section.

massy (mas'i), a. [< ME. massy; < mass^ + -yi.]

1 . Compacted into or consisting of a mass ;
pos-

sessing great mass or bulk ; massive.

He was raassy & mekuU, made for the nonest.
Destruction of Troy (B. B. T. S.), L S886.

Your swords are now too massy for your strengths.
Shak., Tempest, ill. 3. 67.

2. Being in mass ; consisting of masses ; made
up of large or heavy parts.

Bound betweene two Tables of massie Gold.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 267.

A second multitude
With wondrous art founded the massy ore.

Milton, P. L., i. 703.

It were as false for farmers to use a wholesale and maMy
expense as for states to use a minute economy.

Emerson, Farming.

= Syn. Massive, Ponderous, etc. See bulliy.

mast^ (mast), n. [< ME. mast, < AS. mcest = D.
ma«t= MLG. LG. mast= OHG. MHG. G. mmt=
Icel. mastr = Sw. Dan. mast (not recorded in
Goth.); hence OP. mast,'^. mdt=Fi. mat, mast=
Pg. masto, mastro, mast; perhaps radically con-
nected withL.TOaks,amast, pole.] 1. Apoleor
pillar ofround timber, or of tubular iron or steel,

secured at the lower end to the keel of a vessel,

and rising into the air above the deck to sup-
port the yards, sails, and rigging in general.
A mast is composed either of a single piece, or of several
pieces united by iron bands. When it is of several pieces,
it is called a built mast or a made mast. In all large ves-
sels the masts are composed of several lengths, called
lower mast, topmast, and topgaUanbmast. The royalmast
is now made in one piece with the topgallantmast. A
mast consisting of a single length is called a pole-mast.
In a full-rigged ship with three masts, each of three pieces,
the masts are distinguished as the foremast, the mam-
mxist, and the mizzenmast; and the pieces as the foremast
(proper), foretopmast, foretopgallarUmast, etc. In vessels
with two masts, they are called the foremast and maivr-
mast; in vessels with four masts, the aftermast is called
the spanker-mast oi jigger-mast.

Anone the mastyr commaundeth fast
To hys shyp-men in alle the hast,
To dresse hem sone about the mast,

Theyr takelyng to make.
Pilgrims' Sea-Voyage (B. E. T. S.), 1. 11.

The tallest pine.
Hewn on Norwegian hills to be the mast
Of some great ammiral.. Milton, P. L., i. 293.

2. Any tall pole.

We passe by severall tall masts set up to guide travellers,
so as for many miles they stand in ken of one another
like to our beacons. Evelyn, Diary, March 23, 1646.

Electric-light masts, and telegraph poles with their close
network of wires crossing and recrossing and literally

obscuring the sun. Fortnightly Bev., N. S., yYYTY 222.

3. The main upright member of a derrick or
crane, agaiiist which the boom abuts. Car-
Builder's Diet—At the mast, on the spar-deck at the
mainmast, the official place of interview between men of
the United States navy and their officers when a request
is to be made or an offense investigated.—Before or
afore the mast. See btfore.— Captain of the mastt.
See mastman.—Dolphin of the mast. See dolphin.—
Hand-mast, a mast-makers' name for a round spar, at
least 24 and not exceeding 72 inches in circumference.
Such spars are measured by the hand of four inches,
there being a fixed proportion between the number of
hands in the length of the mast and that contained in the
circumference, taken at one third of the length from the
butt-end. Laslett. [Eng.]—Militarymast, amast carried
by a war-ship for fighting purposes only, and not for setting
sail. Naval ships of the most recent design are often pro-
videdwith one militarymastor more, carryingarmored tops
or platforms on which are mounted machine-guns. Such
masts are also used for signaling and to provide stations
for lookouts, and, in time of action, for small-arm men.
Where more than onetop is placed on a military mast, the
lower one carries the machine-guns, and the upper the
lookouts and small-
arm men. Such
masts are also fitted
with derricks for

hoisting torpedo-
boats, etc., out and
in.—Slldtng-gun-
ter mast, a small
mast fitted for slid-

ing upward on an-

other mast by
means of hoops or
rings. It is used
principally for
boats, but formerly
served as a skysail-

mast rigged above
a royalmast. —
Spencer-mast, a
spar attached abaft
the foremast or
mainmast to re-

ceive the rings or
hoops of a spencer.—To spend or expend a mast. See
spend.—Trysail-mast, or spanker-mast, a small mast
(similar to a spencer-mast) abaft a lower mast for carry-

ing the hoops to which a trysail or spanker is bent.

^S/encer-masi.

Mast with Spencer-mast attached.

master

mast^ (mast), t'. t. [< mast\ ».] To fix a mast
or masts in ; supply with a mast or masts ; erect

the masts of : as, to mast a ship.

mast^ (mast), n. [< ME. mast, < AS. mcest, food,

mast (acorns, beechnuts, etc.), = OHG. MHG.
G. mast, mast; prob. orig. *matsti-, connected
with Goth, mats = OHG. maz = E. meat, etc.,

food: see «eo*i.] The fruit of the oak and
beech or other forest-trees ; acorns or nuts col-

lectively, serving as food for animals.

As if God had ordained kings for no other end and pur-
gose but only to fat up men like hogs, and to see that they
ave their rnast. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, viii. s.

mast^ (mast), V. t. [<mast^, ».] To feed on
mast.

Masti-ng themselves like hogs.
Becon, Works, II. 426. (Davies.)

mastaba (mas'ta-ba), ». The earliest form of

Egyptian tomb, a building oblong or square in

plan and having sloping sides and a flat roof.

It covers the sepulchral pit.

Mastacembelidae (mas"ta-sem-beri-de), n. pi
[NL., < Mastacembelus + idee.'] A family of
opisthomous fishes exemplified by the genus
Mastacemielus, without ventrals or prominent
anal papillse, with the body eel-like, and with
numerous free dorsal spines. The species in-

habit fresh waters of southern Asia and of Af-
rica, and are known as spiny-eels.

mastacembeloid (mas-ta-sem'be-loid), a. and n.

I. a. Of, pertaining to, oir having the characters
of the Mastaoembelidce.

II. m. A fish of the family Mastacemielidce.

Mastacembelus (mas-ta-sem'be-lus), n. [NL.
(Gronovius), < Gr. fiaard^, the mouth,+ h, in, +
pi2.0Q, a dart : see ielemnite.'] A genus of tropical

Asiatic fishes, type of the family Mastaeembeli-
dee, whose upper jaw ends in a pointed mov-
able appendage. M. armatus is a common
spiny-eel of India.

mastadenitis (mas-tad-e-ni'tis) , n. [NL. , < Gr.

fiaardf, the breast, + hSffv, a gland, + -itis.'] In
pathol., inflammation of the mammary gland;
mastitis.

mastalgia (mas-tal'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr. fiaardg,

the breast, + a^iyog, pain.] la^jathol., neural-
gia of the breast; mastodynia.
mastaz (mas'taks), n. [NL., < Gr. iiaara^, the
mouth, < /iaaaadai, chew. Cf. mustache.} 1.

The muscular pharynx of the wheel-animal-
cules ; the pharyngeal bulb of rotifers, contain-
ing the masticatory apparatus. Also called Itic-

cal funnel.— 2. [cop.] A genus of caraboid
beetles, confined to eastern Asia. Fischer, 1825.— 3. [cap.} A genus of orthopterous insects.
Perty, 1830.

mast-bass (mast'bas), n. The black-bass. [Lo-
cal, U. S.]

mast-carline, mast-carling (mast'kar'lin,
-Ung), n. In a ship, a large carline placed at
the side of the masts, between the beams, to
support the partners.

mast-coat (mast'kot), ». In a ship, a conical
canvas fitted over the wedges around the mast,
at the level of the deck, to prevent the oozing
of water down below.
masted (mas'ted), p. a. Furnished with a mast
or masts; having or exhibiting masts: chiefly
used in composition : as, a thiee-Jiiasted vessel.

Nowhere far distant from the masted wharf.
I)yer, Fleece, ill.

Slow enlarging on the view,
Four manned and masted barges grew.

Scott, L. of the L., ii. 16.

master^ (mas'ter), n. and a. [Also mester(dial.)
and mister, the latter now differentiated in use
(see mister'i-); < MB. maister, mayster, meister,

maistre, < OF. maistre, F. maitre = Pr. majstre,
maestre, mestre, mayestre = Sp. maestre, maestro,
OSp. mestro.mestre = Pg. mestre = It. maestro,
mastro = AS. mcegister, magister, mwgster, mm-
ter = OS. mester= OFries. mastere, mester = D.
meester = MLG. mester, meister, LG. meester =
OHG. meistar, MHG. G. meister = Icel. meistari
= Sw. mdstare = Dan. mester, master, < L. ma-
gister, a chief, head, director, president, leader,
teacher, in ML. Eom. and Teut. applied to vari-
ous superior officers, in titles, etc., and hence a
conventional prefix; in OL. magester; vi\i\i for-

mative -is-ter, -es-ter (as in the opposite minis-
ter, a servant), < nuig-, in magnus, great: see
maitfi, magnitude, major, etc.] I.ii. 1. A man
who has authority; a man who exercises the
chief control over something or some one; a
paramount ruler, governor, or director.

The flrste lordes and maystres that in Engelond were.
These chef townes heo lette in Engelonde rere.

Bob. of Gloucester, p. 2.



master
Eoery mmn i» bis maeUr that dare beate him, and eueryman oai^s that knowes him.

Bp. Eawie, AUcro-cosmographie, A Coward.
JtfiuCers o* the people.We do request your kindest ears.

„ . Sfcifc, Oor., iL 2. 55.He remains moMa- of the field.

Bacon, Political Fable^ ii., ExpL
They^ reason to fear that if he prospered in England,

he woold become absolute master of Holland.
Jfa«aulay, Hist £ng., ix.

BpecificaUy—(o) A male teacher or iostmctor in a school,
more especially the sole or head teacher ; a schoohuaster.

There, in his noisy mansion skiQed to role,
The Tillage nmrfeT taught his little schooL

GoldanHh, Des. ViL, L 19a
(5) l^e navigator of a ship. In the merchant marine the
master is the captain or commands'. In men-of-war the
navigator or sailing-master formerly had the specific title
of maMa; and was a line-officer oi the lowest rank. In
the :&iti^ navy his title is now namgatinp-lieiaetiata or
^aJF-eoawutnder. In the United States navy he is now
ranked »s UeutejiarU (Jmtior grade\ betwe^i ensign uid
ii^itenant, and is called the nmigaior.

An Tnhappie Master he is that is made canning by
manie shippe wrakes. Astham^ The Scholemaster, p. 6L

2. One who has another or others nnder his im-
mediate control ; a lord i>aramonnt or employer
of slaves, vassals, domestic servants, workmen,
or laborers, etc. ; in law, speeifieally, one who
has in his own right and by virtue of contract
» legal personal anthority over the services
of another, such other l^ing called his ser-
vant. The impturtant distinction between the relation
of mast^ and servant and thai of principal and agent lies
Id the foot that a master is liable to third persoi^ for the
arors of his servant to a greater decree than principals
generally are for the errors of agents or employees over
whom such anthority does not exist, and in the fact that
a servant has not always the ^me remedy against his
master for injuries suffered in the coarse of employment
as one nbt a servant might have.

^o man euer throne by suing his Lord co' Mcdster.
BabeegBook(E.^ T. S.). P- 99.

It fares not by &thers as by inagterg it doeth far^
For a foolish father may get a wise sonn^
But of a foolish master it haps very rare
Is bread a wise seraant where eaea* he wonne.

PuttenAam, Arte of Eng. Poe^e^ p. 203.

Our mtutgr and mistress seeks yon.
STtak., As you Like it, v. 1. 66.

3. One charged with the care, direction, over-
sight, or control of some oMce, business, under-
taking, or department : as, Master o| the Bolls

;

a ship-, harboi^, or doek-masier; master of the
revels, ceremonies, etc.—4. One who has the
power of controlling or using at pleasure; an
owner or proprietor; a disposer.

^or that I am more bettCT
Than Frospero, m^zsCer of a full poor ceU.

SAoiL.Temp^ L 2. ao.

He who is not wnaMer of himself and his own passions
cannot be a i^oper mast^- of another.

Ssde, Spectator, :N^a 1S7.

5. A chief; a principal, head, or leader.

Maighir in mageste, maker of Alle,
Endles and on, ener to last

!

Xow, god, of thi grace grannt me thi helpe.
BestrueUon qf Troy (E. E. T. S-X L L

Some food we had; and some fresh water, that
A noble Neapolitan, Ckmaalo^
Out of his ehaii^ (who b^ng then appointed
Maeter of tibis des^) did gire us.

Shot., Tempest. L i 163.

6. A man eminently or perfectly skilled in
something, as an oecuj^ation, art, science, or
pursuit ; one who has disposing or controlling
power of any kind by virtue of natural or ac-
quired abilify; a proficient; an adept: as, a
master of language, or of the violin; a master
in art.

Few men make Sianselves Masters td the things Uiey
write <n- ^eak. S^den, Table-Talk, p. 66.

Heard ISgr Fnmclsoo on the harpsichord, esteem'd one
olthe most excellenttnoseons in Enrope on thatinstroment

Etelyn, Diary. Dec. % 1674.

I listened with delight
To pastoral m^ody or warlike air.

Drawn from the chords of the ancient British harp
By some accomplished maAer.

Wordgtcorth, Excursion, viL

7. A title of address, formerly in use, corre-
spondingto»itf^#CT'(whiehsee). Abbreviated
-IT. MaMer is now dbanged to nufer in ordinary speech,
and used in its unchanged form oidy before the name of a
boy,w by a servile dependent to a superior, cs sometimes
(e^teciaUy in irony) by a aiperior to an inferior, as in the
second quotation. See i^ii^fori.

The Phazisees answered, saying, JTarfer, we would see
a sign from thee. Mat xiL 3&

Master doctor, have you brought thc^e drags?
Shak., Cymbeline, 1 *. 4.

In the city of Glocester M. Bird of the chappell met
with Tarlton, whft joytall to regreet other, went to visit

fa^ Mends ; amongst the rest, M. ^Krd, of the qaeenes
chappell, visited Jf. Woodcock of the coUedge. ... So

Ma^er Woodcock like a woodcock bit his lip.

Tartton, Jests (1611)l iHaSiictU.}
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8. A young gentleman; a boy of the better
class.

Where there are little ma^erg and mi^es in a hoose^
they are imi>ediments to the diveraiona of the servants.

Sicift, Directions to Servants.

9. A title of dignity or office, (a) a degree con-
fared by colleges and universities : as, magter of arts, (b)

[cap.] In Scotland, the title of the ddest son of a vlsconnt
or l»ron : as, the Master of Xovat (heir oi IxKrd or Baron
LovatX
Maxtor of Bavenswood, a title which he still retained,

tlwugh forfeiture had at^ched to that of h^ father.
Scfitt, Bride of Laniniermoor, ii.

(e) The title of the head of some societies or corporar-
tions: as, the grand master of the Knights of ^Malta: the
nw^er of Balliol College ; the master of a lodge of free-
masons, (d) Eedes,, a titie applied to certain residen-
tiaries in a minster : as^ waster of the lady chapel, etc

lOf. In the game of bowls, the Jack.
At bowles every one cranes to kisse the maister.

Gosion, Schoole of Abuse, p. 6a {Davies.)

11. A husband. [Low, Eng,]
"rm a watching for my master." "Do you mean your

husband?" said L " Y^ miss, my master."
JXdKtiA, Bleak House, viil

C^and master, the title of the head of military ordei^
of knighthood, as Gie Hc^pitalers, the Templars, and the
Teutonic Eiiights. The title is also given to the head of
the fraternity of freemasons for the time being.

Wottest thou that Locas de Beaomanoir, the chief of
their Order, and whom they [the Templars] term Grattd
Master, is now himself at Templestowe?

ScfO^ Ivanho^ ixxv.

(^reat mastert. See preat—Master attendant. See
f^endanL—Mast^* in chancery, in England, formerly, a
judicial or quasi-jadicial officer of the court of chancery.
—Ibister In lunacy. See^iouH^.—Master ofArts, an
acadeoiical degreegrantedby a college or other authorized
body, on the sncc^sfnl completion of a certain course of
study or in rect^nition of professional merit Commonly
abbreviated to A. M. or Jf. A.—^Master Of ceremonies.
Seeeeremony.—Masteroforingiomeryt. Seegiomery.
—Master of song, in England, in the sixteenth century,
the title ofthemusic-teach^ to the Chapel Boy»L—Mas-
ter Of the <dL1ircll, in Eng. eedes. hisL , one of the body of
learned dei^ywho sat as advisers of thebishops in synods.
—Master of the faculties, the principal officer of the
Court of J^acnlties(which see, vmd&/aeuay%—Master Of
thehtnse. (a) [latin vmi^istere^ui;;^?^ commander of the
cavalry.} In Bom. JdsL, an official appointed by the dic-
tator to act as his chief subordinate. He discharged the
dnties of the dictator during the latter's ab^nce. 0) An
equerry ; specifically, the third great officer in the ;^tish
conrt He has the management of all the royal stables and
bred horsey wiUi anthOTity over all the equerries and
pages, coachmen, footmen, grooms, etc. lu state caval-
cades he Tides next to the sovereign.

He is in attendance ... on me, the noble Earl of Sus-
sex's master of horse. Seotty Kenilworth, xv.

Bfost^ of the household, an officer employed nnd^-
the treasurer of the Britidi royal household to snrr^ ac-
counts.—Master of the mint, ^ee miitti.—Master of
the ordnance, a great officer who has the command of
the ordnance and artillery of Great Britain.—Master of
the robes. See robe.—Master of the BoU^ one of the
judges of the (diancery division of the High Court of Jus-
tice in England, the keeper of the rolls of all patents and
grants that pass the great seal, and of all records of the
Conrt of Chancery^ He ranks next after the Lord Chief
Justice of the Queen's Braich, and above the Lord Chief
Justice of the Common Pleas.—Master of the Sen-
tences (Moffister ^ntentiarumX a title given to the cel-

ebrated PeterLombard, Bisbop of Paris in the twelfth cen-
tnry.froni his great work ''Seutentiamm labri Quatnor,"
or "The Four Book5ofSentences"(commonly called ''The
Sentences"), illustrative of doctrines of the churches in
sentencesorpassages taken from the fiithers.—Master of
the SOZlgt, an instructor of choristers ; a choir-master.

—

Master of the Temple, the preacher of the Temple
Church in London. He holds his office by appointment
of the crown, without episcopal induction.— Master's
mate, formeriy, in the United States navy, a junior offi-

ce whose duty it was to assist the ma^sr. See ntotei.

—

Masters of the schools, in the rniversi^ of Oxford,
Knglapd, the conductors of the first e^unination (''re-

sponsions ") of the three that candidates for the d^ree of
B. A- are required to pass.—Parsed master, one who
has occupied the office or dignity of master, e^>eGially in
such bodies or societies as the freemasons, etc. ; hence,
figuratively, one who has ripe experience in his particular
craft or business. Often written pa^-master.—The little

masters, (o) Certain German engravers of the sixteenth
century, so c^ed from the smaUness of their prints, (ft)

See the quotation.

In this [the hattersT trade prevailed, eariy in the eigh-
teenth century, the system of carrying on industry by

^means of sub-contractors (alias sweaters)^who were called

LOOe Masters. English GOds(E. E. T. S. ), Int , p. clxxviiL

The Master, a specific designation of Christ as head of
the church and snpreme guide of his followers.—The old
masters, a titlegiven collectively to the eminent painters
of the Benaissance and earlier, i»artiGnlarly to the Italian

painters of this period.— To be meat for one*s master.
See racofi.

n. a. Haying or exercising masterv; direct-

ing or controlling; chief; principal; leading:
as. a master mechanic or mariner: a master
tnilder or printer ; a master hand in trade.

The maimer temple of al the tonne.
Chaucer, Good Women, L 1016.

The choice and matter spirits of this age.

Shak., J. C, iiL 1. 163.

This lata* version of a most sublime tragedy . . . has
the fire and vigor of a master hand.

Sedman, Victorian Poets, pp. 121-2.

masterhood
Blaster builder, (a) A chief builder ; a director of build-
ing ; an architect.

As a wise masterbuUder, I have laid the foondation.
1 Cor. iii. la

(6) One who employs workmen in building.—Master
chord, in musict the chord of the dominant.—Master
fOgue, in mtfsic, a fngne without episodes ; one in which
eimer snbject or uiswer is contlnuaUy heard, or one in
which only the most difficult contrapuntal methods are
osed.—Blaster mariner, mason, etc See viarinar^ etc.

—Master mind, the chief mind; a predominant intel-
lect ; a master spirit.—Blaster note. Same as leading
note. See leading^.—Master passlOB, a predominant
passion: as, ambition was his master passion.—Master
spirit, a predominant mind ; a master mind.

A good book: is the precious life-blood of a iiujOer-spirit,

embalmed and treasured up on purpose to a life beyond
life. Milton, Areopagitica.

Master workman, (a) A workman in charge, or one
who is master of his craft (6) [eaps.^ The cMef execu-
tive officer of the Knights of Labor. [V. S.]

Zll£^ter^ (mas'ter), v. [= D. meesteren = MLG.
mesteren, meistereii = OHGr. meisteron^ meistr&n^
MHG. G, meistern = Sw. mastra = Dan. mestre,
master: from the noim.] I. trans. 1. To be-
come the master of; subject to one's will, con-
trol, or anthority; conqner; overpower; sub-
due.
Every one can master a grief but he that has it.

Shot., Much Ado, iii 2. 28.

Kings nor authority can master !Fate.

Fletcher (and onaiAer), Love's Cure, v. 3.

2, To make one's self master of ; overcome the
difficulties of; leam so as to be able to apply
or use: as. to master a science.

Hiat art of plain living; whic^ moralists in all ages have
prized so muc^ was mastered completely by Wordsworth.

J. B. Sedey, > atw Beligion, p. 97.

3. To control as master or owner: possess;
have power over.

So then he hath it [gold] when he t^nnot use it.

And leav^ It to be masUr'd by his yooug.
'

Shak.f Lncrece, L 863.

The Hurons would follow our trail, andma^r our scalps
before we had got a dozen miles.

Coopar, Last of HohicanSi ixv.

4t. To hold the position or relation of master
to ; be a master to.

Kather father thee than mas^ thee.
Shak., Qrmbeline, iv. 2. 395.

5. In a technical use, to season or age.

A slight change in the quality of the smnac, something
diS^^nt in the ''ageing" or nuESfertn^r of thelogwood, . . .

and other causes^ . . . put works almost to a stand-stilL
O'NeSU, Pyeing and Calico Printing, p. 8&

n. intrans. To be skflfal; excel. [Rare.]

33i^ talk of fencing; and the ose of am^
The art of niging and avoiding harm^
The noble science, and the via^ering sfeHl

Of making just approaches how to ^11.
B. Jonson, Underwoods. (Lottom.)

master^ (mas'ter), n. [< mast^ -f -eri.] A ves-
sel with (a specified number of) masts : in com-
position: as. a three-fltaster.

master-at-arms (mas'ter-at-armz'), h. In a
man-of-war, a petty officer of the first class;
the chief police officer of the ship, whose duties
are to take chaise of all prisoners, and to keep
order on the berth-deck. His assistants are
called ship's corporals.

masterdom (mas'ter-dum), 71. [< ME. master-
dam (= OHGr. meistartuanij mei^tarduotiij MHG.
meis^rtuom^ G.meisterthum); < master^ + -dom.^
Power of control ; dominion ; mastery.

Give solely sovereign sway and ma^erdom.
^lak., Macbeth, L 5. 71.

masterftll (mas'ter-ful), fl. [< HE. masterfuJlf
maisterful; < master'^ + -f«7.] 1. Having the
character or qualities of a master; capable
of mastery; controlling: imperious; domineer-
ing.

Shal noon housebonde seyn to me " chek mat \

"

For Qihrar th^ ben fol of jalousie.
Or naigStaftdj or loven novelrye.

Cluiueer, Troilus. il 75a

How mai^erftd loue is in youthe

!

Goicer, Conl Amant., ill

Such parents are invaluable boons to an ambitions, en-
ergetic, and mastaful child. The Century, \ \ Mil. 126.

2. Expressing or indicating mastery ; exhibit-

ing force or power: as, a masterful manner or
command.—IJUlsterftll be^ar.formCTiy, in Seotslaw,
a b^gar who took by force or by putting ttie hous^old-
ers in fear : a somer.

masterfldly (mas't^r-ful-i), adr. In a master-
ful or imperious manner.
masterfalness (mas'ter-ful-nes), /(. The qual-
ity of being masterful, imperious, or domineer-

masterhood (mas'ter-hud), n. [< master'^ +
-Aooff.] The state of being a master; a condi-
tion of mastery: mastership.



masterhood
I would . . . accommodate quietly to his rrmsterkood,

smile undisturbed at his ineradicable ambition.
Charlotte Bronte^ Jane Eyre, xxxiv.

master-joint (mSis'tfer-joint), n. In geol., the
most marked or best-defined system of joints or
divisional planes bywMeh a rook is intersected.
Many roclcs are traversed by two systems of joints nearly
at right angles with each other ; one ol these is frequently
decidedly better defined than the other, and any joint of
this system would be designated as a master-joint. It
there are two well-developed systems of joints and an-
other which is less so, the former would both be Included
under the designation of nuister-Jcnnts.

master-key (mas'ter-ke), ». 1. A key which
opens (masters) many locks so differently con-
structed that the key proper to each will open
none of the others.

A very MttMer-Eey to every Body's strong Box.
Congreee, Way of the World, iii.

2. Figuratively, a general clue to lead out of
many difficxdties; a guide to the solution of
many questions or doubts.

The discernment of characters is the master key of hu-
man policy. Goldsmith, Phanor.

masterleSS (mas't6r-les), a. [< ME. maisterles;

< master^ + -less.'] 1. Not having a master;
uncontrolled or unprotected by a master. In
England, in early times, a masterless man— that is, one
who could not prove either that he was a freeman or that
he was under the control of a master—was beyond the
pale of the law, and could legally be treated as a vaga-
bond, or consigned to a master, or even put to death.
Negroes were subject to similar conditions in the south-
ern United States during the existence of slavery.

A masterless man? ... He had better not to speak to
xne, unless he is in love with gaol and gallows.

Kiv^fHey, Westward Ho, vii.

In English society of a far later time we find " masterless
men " to be a name of thieves, beggars, and peace-breakers.

F. Pollock, Land Laws, p. 30.

2. Free from mastery or ownership; liberated
from or not subject to a master; having unre-
strained liberty.

Ther sholde ye se stedes and horse renne maisterles, their

reynes trailynge vndir fote, wher-of the sadeles were all

blody of knyghtes that ther-ynne hadde be slayn.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 211.

What mean these masterless and gory swords ?

Shak., K.. and J., v. 3. 142.

3. That cannot be mastered; imgovernable

;

beyond control.

Such vast heath-flres are lighted up that they often get
to a masterless head. QUbert White.

masterlessness (mas'tfer-les-nes), n. The state

or quality of being masterless or without a

master; unrestrainedness. Hare.
masterliness (mas'ter-li-nes), n. The condition
or quality of being masterly ; masterly ability

or skill.

master-lode (mas'ter-lod), n. Same as cham-
pion lode (which see, under lode^).

masterly (mas'tSr-H), a. [= D. meesterlijTc =
MLGr. mesterlik = OHG-. meistarlih, MHG. meis-

terlich, G. meisterlich = Sw. mdsterlig = Dan.
mesterlig; as master'^- + -ly'^.] 1. Pertaining to

or characteristic of a master; characteristic of

one who is master of his art or subject.

But when action or persons are to be described, . . . how
bold, how masto'ly are the strokes of Virgil

!

Dryden, Account of Annus Mirabilis.

2. Acting like a master; imperious; domineer-
ing; masterful. [Rare.]

masterly (mas'tfer-li), adv. [= D. meesterlijh

= MLG. mesterlike= OHG. meistarlihho, MHG-.
meisterliclie, G. meisterlich; as master^ + -ly^.]

In a masterly manner; with th© skill or ability

of a master.
Masterly done

:

The very life seems warm upon her lip.

Shak., W. T., v. 3. 68.

masteroust, mastroust (mas't6r-us, -trus), a.

[Formerly also maistrous; < master^ + -ous.]

Characteristic of a master ; masterly; skilful.

Must we leame from Canons and quaint Sermonings
interlin'd with barbarous Latin to lllumin a period, to

wreath an Enthymema with maistrous dexterity?
Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

masterpiece (mas' ter-pes), 11. 1. A work or
performance of a master; a piece of work of

surpassing excellence ; any performance or pro-

duction superior to others of its kind, whether
by the same person or by others.

Here we must rest ; this is our master-piece;

We cannot think to go beyond this.

B. Jonson, Volpone, v, 1.

At an earlier period they had studied the master-pieces

of ancient genius. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., iii.

St. Chief excellence or talent.

There is no master-piece in art like policy.

Beau, and Fl., Laws of Candy, iv. 2,
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Dissimulation was his masterpiece.

Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

master-prizet (ma,s't6r-priz), n. A masterly or

commanding stroke; a move, stroke, or game
worthy of a master hand or mind.

She hath play'd her master-prize, a rare one.

Fletcher, Pilgrim, ia 4.

There is some notable masterprize of roguery
This drum strikes up for.

MiddleUm, Game at Chess, iii. 1.

mastership (mas't6r-ship), n. [= OFries. mas-
tership, mestership = D. meesterschap = MLG.
mesterschop = OHG. meisterscaft, MHG. G.
meisterschaft = Sw. masterskap — Dan. mester-

skab; as master^ + -ship.'] 1. The state or ofiflce

of a master; a master's position or rank: as,

the mastership of a school, or of a vessel.

Yet these conscientious Men . . . wanted not boldness
... to seize into their hands, or not unwillingly to ac-

cept, . . . Collegiate Masterships in the Universities.
Milton, Hist. England, iii.

The kinds of this seignoury, Seneca makes two: the
one, . . . power or command ; the other, . . . propriety
or mastership. Raleigh, Hist. World, I. ix. § 1.

2. Masterly skill or capacity ; superiority; mas-
tery.

That, when the sea was calm, all boats alike
Show'd mastership in floating. Shak., Cor., iv. 1. 7.

Where noble youths for mastership should strive.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., i.

St. A chief work; a masterpiece.
Two youths of royal blood, renown'd in fight,

The mastership of Heaven in face and mind.
Dryden, PaL and Arc, ii. 318.

4t. In address, your mastership, like your lord-

ship, etc. Sometimes contracted to maship.

How now, Siguier Launce ! what news with your mas-
tership! Shak., T. G. of V., iii. 1. 280.

Save your mastership.'
Do you know us, sir?

Fletcher {and another ?), Prophetess, iii. 1.

master-sinew (mas't6r-sin'''u), n. lafarriery,
the tendon of the gastrocnemius muscle, which
is inserted into the hock. It corresponds to
the tendon of Achilles in man.
mastersinger (mas't6r-srng"er), n. [Tr. of

MHG. meistersinger, G. meistersinger (G. also

meistersanger); < wimfer, master, -I- ^Mgrer, sing-
er.] One of a class of German poets and musi-
cians, chiefly peasants and artisans, who began
to form gilds or societies for the cultivation of

their art in the fourteenth century. Nuremberg
was their principal seat, and Hans Sachs, a shoemaker of
that place, was the most celebrated of them ; but socie-

ties were founded in all the principal cities, many of
which were maintained till the seventeenth century, while
that of Ulm continued in existence till 1839.

Through these streets so broad and stately, these obscure
and dismal lanes^

Walked of yore the Mastersingers, chanting rude poetic
strains. Longfellow, Nuremberg.

master-spring (mas'ter-spring), n. The spring
which sets in motion or regulates the whole
work or machine.
master-stroke (m&s'tfer-strok), n. 1. A mas-
terly achievement ; a wonderfully clever or suc-

cessful action.

How oft, amazed and ravished, you have seen
The conduct, prudence, and stupendous art.

And master.strokes in each mechanick part.

Sir S. Blaekmare.

2. In art, an important or capital line.

Some painters will hit the chief lines and masterstrokes
of a face so truly that, through all the differences of age,

the picture sliall still bear a resemblance.
Waller, Poems, ii., Pref.

Paul should himself direct me : I would trace
His master-strokes, and draw from his design.

Cowper, Task, ii. 398.

master-touch (mas't6r-tuch), n. The touch or
finish of a master.

I have here orily mentioned some master-touches of this

admirable piece. TaUer, No. 156.

master-wheel (mas't6r-hwel), n. The main
or chief wheel in a machine; specifically, a
wheel which acts as a driver or imparts mo-
tion to other parts, as the large cog-wheel of a
horse-power.

masterwork (mas'tfer-wSrk), n. [= MLG. mes-
terwerh = G. meisterwerh = Sw. mdsterverJc =
Dan. mesterwmrle; as master'^ + worTc."] Prin-

cipal performance ; masterpiece ; chef-d'oeuvre.

Yet let me touch one point of this great act,

That famous siege, the master-work of all.

Daniel, Death of the Erie of Devonshire.

Here by degrees his master-work arose.

Thtmson, Castle of Indolence, ii. 19.

masterwort (mas'ter-wert), n. [A tr. of Im-
peratoria: sense variously explained.] A name
of several umbelliferous plants, (a) Properly,
Peucedanum(rmperatoria) Ostruthium, a native of central

mastic

Europe, formefly much cultivated as a pot-herb. Its root

is an aromatic stimulant, (p) An American plant, Hera.
cleum lanatum. Its root has stimulant and carminative
properties, (c) Archangelica atropurpurea, an infusion of

which is sometimes used in flatulent colic.

—

Dwarf mas-
terwort, Baemietia EpipacHs.—Great black master-
wort, Astrara&rrMior.—amaH black masterwort, .is-

trantCa minor.—WtlA or English masterwort. Same
as herb-gerard.

mastery (mas't6r-i), n. [< ME. mastry, mais-
try, maystrye, maistrie, meystry, < OF. maistrie

(= Sp. maestria = Pg. mestria = It. maestria),

mastery, <OTaJs*re, master: see master^, n."] 1.

The state of being a master; power of com-
mand or control ; rule ; dominion ; sway.

A monk ther was, a fair for the maistrie.

Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., 1. 166.

For hot, cold, moist, and dry, four champions fierce.

Strive here for mastery. Milton, P. L., ii. 899.

Their master!/ of the sea gave them along every coast a
secure basis of operations.

J. B. Qreen, Conquest of England, iii

2. Ascendancy in war or in competition ; the

upper hand; superiority; preeminence.

It is not the voice of them that shout for mastery.
Ex. xxxii. 18.

Biding of this steed, brother Bredbeddle,
The mastery belongs to me.

Ballad of King Arthur (Child's Ballads, I. 242).

3. Expert knowledge or skill; power of using

or exercising ; dexterity : as, the mastery of an
art or science.

The 16 medicyn a3ens the feuere pestilenciale, and the

maistrie to cure it.

Book of Quinte Essence (ed. Furnivall), p. 23.

0, had I now your manner, maistry, might) . . .

How would I draw ! B. jonson, Poet to the Painter.

He could attain to a mastery In all languages. Till^>tson.

4. Masterly attainment; the gaining of mas-
tership.

Now I wole teche jou the maistrie of departynge of

gold fro siluir whanne thei be meyngid togidere.
Book of Quinte Essence (ed. Eurnivall), p. 9.

A science whose mastery demands a whole life of labo-

rious diligence. Story, Misc. Writings, p. 340.

5t. A contest for superiority. Holland.

He would often times run, leap, and prove masteries

with his chiefe courtiers.

Knalles, Hist. Turks (1603). (Nam.)

The youtlA>f the severall wards and parishes contend
in other masteries and pastimes. Evelyn, Diary, Jan., 1646.

6t. A masterly operation or act; a triumph of

skill.

Taketh good heed, ye shul wel seen at ye.
That I wol doon a maistrie er I go.

Chaucer, Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 49.

No maystry is it to get a friend, but for to keepe him
long. Balees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 91.

7t. The finding of the magisterium or philoso-

pher's stone ; also, the stone itself.

I am the lord of the philosopher's stone, . . .

I am the master of the mastery.
B. Jonson, Alchemist, iv. 1.

mastful (mast 'fid), a. [< mast^ + -ful]
Abounding with mast, or the fruit of the oak,

beech, and other forest-trees.

masthead (mast'hed), n. 1 . The top or head
of the mast of a ship or vessel; technically, the
top or head of the lower mast, but by extension
the highest point of the mast. Thus, a sailor may
be sent to the masthead (the top of the lower mast) as a
lookout-man, or for punishment : to cany the colors at

the masthead is to carry them at the highest point of the
mast.

2. One who is stationed at the masthead: as,

the sundown masthead.
masthead (mast'hed), v. t. [< masthead, m.] 1.

To raise to the masthead; place or display at

the masthead.
In a minute the flag, jack down, was mastheaded, and

fluttering its fair folds upon the breeze.
W. C. Russell, Jack's Courtship, xlviL

2. To punish, as a sailor, by sending to the

masthead (the top of one of the lower masts)
for a certain or an indefinite time.

The next morning I was regularly mastlieaded.
Mwrryat, Erank Mlldmay, iv. (Davies.)

mast-hoop (mast'hSp), n. A wooden or iron
hoop on a mast.
mast-house, masting-house (mast'-, mas'ting-
hous), n. A large roofed building in which
masts are made or prepared for use.
mastic (mas'tik), n. and a. [Also mastieh, for-

merly also mastick; < ME. mastik = D. masUk, <

F. mastic= Pr. mastic, mastec = Sp. obs. mdsticis
(usually almaciga, < Ar. al-mastake) = Pg. mas-
tique= It. mastice, mastico (= G. mastix,<LL.ML.
mastix), < L. mastiche, also mastice, LL. masti-
chum and mastix, < Gr. /laarixv, mastic, so called
because used as in the East as chewing-gum, <



mastic

faum:eiv, chew: ef. iiaarai, the mouth (see mas-
tax. mustache), i/iaaaadai, chew. Hence nit. mas-
ticate.'i I. n. 1. A resinous substance obtained
from the common mastic-tree, Pistada LenUs-
ciis, a small tree about 12 feet high, native in
the countries around the Mediterranean. The
commercial article is deaired piincipiilly from the Levant,
and especially from the island of Chios. The greater part
is obtained frtHn artiflcial incisions in the bark of the tree.
It comes in yellow, brittle, tiansparent, roanded tears,
which soften between the teeth with bitterish taste and
aromatic smelL Abont90perceQt.of mastic is dissolved
in alcohol, theiesidne constitating the substance masticin.
It£ solatiOQ in torpentine oonstitotes a varnishmuch used
in painting in oiL In the East mastic is chewed by the
women.
2. A similar resin yielded by some other plant.
Algerian or Barbaiy masUc is afforded by PiOaaa Ten-
Mntttu (P. AOantiei), a tree of the same region as P. Len-
Utcut. In India a mastic is obtained from P. Khin/ube
and P. CabuUra. At the Cape of Good Hope a shmbby
composite plants Bwryqps speeuMusunus, called regit^btaAy
yields a gum which serves as mastic. The Femvian
mastic-tree is Sckimu maU»; the West Indian is Bunera
gvsnn^feroy a lofty tree from all parts of which a resinous
gum exudes.

3. A mastic-tree.

A line of sandy hHIs, covered with thickets of myrtle
and matHc, shut off the view of the plain and meadows.

B. TVqifor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 43.

4. A distilled liquor, most commonly obtained
from grapes or grape-skins after the wine is

pressed, flavored with the gum mastie and
sometimes with anise or fennel, becoming opa-
line when mixed with water, much drunk in
Turkey, Greece, and the islands. The best is

made in Chios.—5. A kind of mortar or cement
used for plastering walls. It is composed of finely

ground o5Ut£c limestone mixed with sand and litharge,
and is used with a considerable portion of linseed-oil : it

sets hard in a few d^s, and is much used in works where
great expedition is required.—Asplialtic mastic. Same
as atphait, i.—Ktamlnoos mastic See bitmniitous ee-

meni, under bituminota.

H. a. Adhesive, as or with gum or mastic.

GeUia wore a velvet maHiek patch.
Bp. HaU, Satires, vL 1.

masticable (mas'ti-ka-bl), a. [< nuisttc(ate) -f-

-ableJ} Capable of being chewed ; susceptible
of mastication.

masticate (mas'ti-kat), c. t.; pret. and pp. mas-
ticated, ppr. masticaiing. [< CL. mastieatus, pp.
of masticate, chew (> It. masticare = Sp. masti-
«ir,obs. mastigar='Pg.vuistigar=OF.mas(^r,
F. mdcher, chew), orig. chew mastie (not from
the ancient and rare Gr. /aumxav, gnash the
teeth, which is, however, remotely related), <
mastiche, mastice, mastic: see mastie, ».] 1.

To grind with the teeth, and prepare for swal-
lowing and digestion; chew: as, to masticate
food.

Xow I eat my meals with pain,
Averse to mastieate the grain.

Cotton, Fables, vi.

2. To prepare for use by catting or kneading,
as with a masticator.

Mr. Hancock . . . had a cylinder made of mtuKeated
rubber, of a convenient size. Ure, Diet, L 693.

mastication (mas-ti-ka'shon), n. [=F.masti€a-
tioii =Sp. masticacion =:Pg. mastigagSo= It. iitas-

ticajnoiie, < Mli. 'masUcatio(n-), < lii. masticare,

chew : see masticate.'] 1. The act of chewing;
the process of triturating food with the teeth;

mandueation.—2. The process of tearing to
pieces or kneading, as india-rubber, by means
of the masticator Huscles of mastication, the
muscles specially concerned in the act of chewing, being
those by whose acUon the lowerjaw is moved upward and
sidewis& They constitute a special group of muscles, de-
livine their innervation from the motor filaments of the
trigeminus nerve. In man these muscles are the tempo-
ralis, masseter, and external and internal pterygoid.

masticator (mas'ti-ka-tgr), n. [= Sp. masti-
cador. a horse's bit, ="Pg. mastigador = It.

masticatore, masticator, < NL. masticaior, < Iili.

masticare, chew: see masUcateJ] One who or
that which masticates or chews. Specifically—
(a) A small kind of mincing-machine for cutting up meat
for aged persons or othos unable to chew properly. (6)

A machine used in purifying india-rubber or gutta-percha,
consisting of a shaft set with stiong teeth and revolving
in a case in which the material to be purified is placed,

(c) In entom., sometimes used for tJie organs of the mouth
emplored in mastication— the maxills and mandibles.
Kirby.

ma^catoiy (mas'ti-ka-to-ri), a. and n. [= F.
mastieatoire = Pr. mastiguatori = Sp. It. mas-
ticatorio. < XL. *masticatoriiis. < liL. masticare,

chew: see masticate, masticator.'] I. a. Belat-

ing or pertaining to mastication; used in or

effected by chewing: as, the masticatory appa-
ratus or process Masticatory montli, in entom., a

mouth provided with wdl-developed mandibles and max-
aiffi, as in Coleoptera and Hymeiuqitera. Also called man-
dibulaU moufA.—Masticatory sac or stomach, a stom-

ach which serves for the trituration and comminution of
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food ysy a process analogous to chewing, as the muscular
giizard of a bird, with its dense, tough, and sometimes
bony epithelial lining, or the highly chitinized stomach of
acrustacean, with its elaborate set of tooth-Uke processes.

n. ». ; pi. masticatories (-riz). A substance
chewed to excite the secretion of saliva.

The root [of the cocoanut-palm] is used as a mastietOory.
Boxy, Botany, p. 461.

mastic-cement (mas'tik-se-menf), n. Same as
mastic, 5.

mastic-cloth (mas'tik-Moth), n. A kind of can-
vas made for needlework.
mastich, masticbe, n. See mastic.

mastic-nerb (mas'tik-4rb), n. A low shrubby
plant,2%yi»us »uistic/it;ia,having a strong agree-
able smell, like mastic. It grows in Spain.
mastidc (mals-tis'ik), a.

or pertaining to mastic.

masticin (mas'ti-sin), n.

masticino; as mastic +
(CA0H31O2) which remains undissolved on dis-

solving mastic in alcohoL It amounts to about a
tenth of tlie mastic employed, and haswhile moist all the
chaxacteis of caoutchouc^ but becomes brittle when dried.

mastickt, n. and a. I. n. An-obsolete spelling
of mastic.

EL. a. [Appar. an attrib. use of mastic with
ref. to tnasticate.'] Masticatory: only in the
following passage, where modem editions have
masUff.

When rank Thersites opes his maxUek jaws.
We shall hear music, wit^ and oracle.

Shot., T. and C, i. 3. 73.

Masticopllis(mas-tik'o-fis),». [NL.jprop.'.Afas-
tigophis, < Gr. /ioari^, a whip, scourge, + oftg, a
serpent,snake.] Agenusofinnocuous serpents,
of the feimily Colnbridae, established by Baird
and Girard in 1853 ; the whip-snakes. The type is

the ooachwhqi-saake, M. flagdl^ormig, a very slender spe-
cies with smooth scales, found in the southern United
States; and otbeis are described.

masticot^, ». An erroneousform of massicot.

masticot^, n. Mastic.

mastic-tree (mas'tlk-tre), n. [< ME. mastic-
tree.] 1. A tree which yields mastic, espe-
cisJly Pistada LenHscus. See mastic, 1 and 2.

The benes hardde of mastie tree wol serve Ysowe.
PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.X p. 98.

2. A valuable tree of Florida and the West
Indies, Sideroxylon Mastiehodendron. The wood
is very hard and heavy, strong, and close-grained. It re-

sists ttie attacks of teredo, and is largely used in ship- and
boat-bunding. It bears a plum-hke fruity of a pleasant
subacid flavor, eagerly eaten by animals.

masticTurons (mas-ti-ku'rus), a. [Also masti-
eourous, fiop.*mastigurous; < Gr./i&rjf, awhip,
scom^, -I- ovpa, the taU.] Having a whip-like
tail, as the ray.

masidff (mas'tif), n. [The associated forms (in

E. and F. ) are of 3 types : (a) masUff, formerly
also mastire. < ME. mastyf, mestif, a mastiff, <

OF. mestif, F. metif, of mixed breed, mongrel
(chien mestif, a mongrel dog), < ML. *mixtivu-f.

*mistivus, mixed
; (6) earlymoid. E. masty, < ME.

mastis, a mongrel, < OF. mestis, P. metis (= Pr.
mestis = Sp. niesttro = Pg. mestigo = It. mes-
tizo), of a mixed breed, mongrel, < ML. *»jir-

tidas, *misticius. mixed; (c) *mastin{*mesUn, >

Sc. messiu), < OF. mastin. P. mdtin = Pr. masUn
(cf. Sp. mastin, Pg. masUm, It. masUno, ML. mas-
Unus, all appar. < OF.), a mastiff; < ML. *»»ir-

tinus, 'misUnus, mixed; all three types (ML.
'nasHvus, misOdus, *mistinus) < L. mixtus, mis-

tus, mixed, pp. of miscere. mix: see mtii. For
the form mast-, ult. < L. mist-, cf. mastlin^, mas-
Un^. This etym. is the only one that satisfac-

torily explains the various forms involved.

Skeat, following Scheler and Diez, supposes
mastiff to be lit. 'a house-dog,' the ML. type
mastinus being in this view contracted (after

Bom.) from 'masnatinus, ult. *mansionatinus
(se. eaiiis), < masnata, ult. *mansionata (OF.
vieisnee, maisnee, etc.), household, family (see

many^, meiny). Minsheu (1625) similarly ex-

plains it as "q. maison tenant, i. domum tenens,

keeping the house."] A variety of dog of con-
siderable antiquity. A true-bred mastiff is of large

size^ and very stoutly 6uilt^ The head is well developed
and large, the lips deep and pendulous on each side of the

moutji, and the whole aspect noble. This animal is capa-

ble of great attachment, and is valuable as a watch-dog.

In aide time was an usage to norrysshe grete mastyw/s
and sare bytynge dogges in the lytell houses upon the
walls, that by them shulde be knowen the comynge of
theyre enemyes. Caxton, Fayt of Armes, iL 15S.

As savage bull, whom the fierce magtives bait. Spenser.

mastiff-bat (mas'tif-bat), n. A molossoid or

bulldog-bat; a member of the Molossina: so

called from its physiognomy. See Molossinee.

MastigamiBba (mas'ti-ga-me'ba), «. [XL.. <

Gr. jiacTi^ (juujTiy-), a whip, scoui^, -H auotiti.

mastodon

change, alternation: see ameeba.] A remark-
able genns of flagellate infusorians, combining
the psendopods of an amoeba with a long ter-
minal flagellum. The genus iUustrates a group of
infusorians which have been called BJamflagmtUa. A
species is named Jf. aspersa.

MastigamoebicUe (mas'ti-ga-me'bi-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Mastigamceba + -id€B.] A family of
rhizoflagellate infusorians, typified by the ge-
nus Mastigamceba.
mastigiom (mas-tij'i-um), n. ; pl. mastigia (-&).

[NL., < Gr. pam-i^ (/moTiy-), a whip.] In entorn.,

one of the prominent oigans on the posterior
extremity of a very few lepidopterous larvre,

from which threadlike processes can be thrust,
as in the European Harpyia vinula. The cater-
pillars lash their sides with these threads to re-
pel the attacks of ichneumon parasites.

Mastigophora (mas-ti-gof'o-ra), n. pl. [NL.,
neut. pl. of mastigophorus .'see masUgophorous. ]
Same asFlageUata MasUgoilhoiatrlctiOBomata.
Same as CSioJIagdtala.

mastigopbore (mas'ti-gd-fdr), n. [< Mastigo-
phora.] A flagellate inlusorian; any member
of the Mastigophora.
mastigopboric (mas'ti-go-for'ik), a. [< mas-
Ugophore + -ic] Same as masttgqpliorous, 1.

T. L. Peacock, Headlong HaU, vi.

mastigopborons (mas-ti-gofo-rns), a. [< Gr.
/laoTiyo^pog, bearing a whip, i /imm^ (jiaarcy-),

a whip, + -^poQ, < ^pEcv = B. beari.] 1. Car-
rying a whip, scouige, or wand. S. Smitii.—
2. In soot., flagellate, as an infnsorian; of or
pertaining to the Mastigophora.
mastigopml (mas'ti-go-pod), a. and n. [< NL.
mastigopus (-pod-),< Gr. /taari^ (jiaarcy-), a whip,
-I- iroir(!ro(5-) = E./oo*.] I. a. Furnished with
cUia or flagella, or botii, as an infnsorian; of
or pertaining to the Mastigopoda.

It. n. A member of the Mastigopoda.
Mastigopoda (mas-ti-gop'o-da), M. pl. [NL.,
neut. pl. of mastigopus : see mastigopod.] All
those Protozoa which possess cOia or fli^lla:
the two infusorial classes Ciliataand FlageUata.
Huxley.
mastigopodons (mas-ti-gop'o-dns), a. [As
mastigopod + -ous.] Same as mastigopod.
mastigure (mas'ti^ur), n. [< NL. MasUgiaits.]
An agamoid lizard of the genus Uromastix : as,

the spine-footed mastigure, Uromastix sptnipes.

Mastignms (mas-ti-gu'ms), n. [NL., < Gr.
/idtTTi^ (jMurny-'), a whip, -t- ovpa, a taU.] Same
as Uromastix. Fleming.
mastilyont, ». Same as maslMfi.

masting-bouse (mast'ing-hous), n. See mast-
house.

mastist, ». A Middle English form of mastyf.

mastitis (mas-ti'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. fuurroc,

the breast, -I- -t<>s.] In pathol., inflammation
of the mammary gland. Also called mam-
mttts.

mastivet, n. An obsolete form of mastiff. Min-
sheu; Cotgraie.

mastless^ (mast'les), a. [< mast^ + -less.]

Having no mast: as, a mastless vessel.

mastless^ (mast'les), a. [< mast^ + -less.]

Bearing or producing no mast: as, a mastless

beech.
A crown of masUess oak adorned her head.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, iL

mastlinM, ». See masUn'^.

mastlin^, n. See masUn^.
mastman (mast'man), n.; pl. mastmen (-men).
A seaman stationed at a mast in a man-of-war
to keep the ropes clear and in order. In the
British service, formerly called captain of the

mast.

mastoccipital (mas-tok-sip'i-tal), a. [< »ia.s-

to{id) + ocdpital.] Common'to the mastoid
and the occipital bone: as, the mastocdpital
suture. Also masto-ocdpital.

mastodon (mas'to-don), n. [NL., so called

with ref. to the mamimllary processes on the
molar teeth ; < Gr. /uurrdc, breast (mammilla),
+ oiovs (pim-r-) = E. tooth.] 1. An extinct

proboscidean quadruped of the family Elephan-
adfB and subfamily Mastodontinee. Several genera
and rather nmnraous species have been discovered in

Tertiary deposits of most parts of the world, in some cases

associated with those ofthe mammoth. One of the largest

and best-known of these is the American Mastod<m ffigan-

teus, which survived to a late Fleistocene period. A speci-

men nearly perfect ^n-as fonnd in Missouri in 1840 ; it is

now in the British mnsennj, and its dimensions are— ex-

treme length 20 feet 2 inches; height 9 feet 6^ inches;
cranium, length 3^ feet, width 2 feet 11 inches ; tusks,

extreme length 7 feet 2 inches, circumference at base 27
inches. See cut on following pag&
2. [.cap.] The typical genus of Mastodontince,

formerly held to include aU the mastodons,
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now restricted to those of the tetralophodont
series, such as M. avernensis of Europe.
mastodont (mas'to-dont), a. and n. [< masto-
do»(*-).] I. a. Having teeth like a mastodon

:

tubercular, as a mastodon's tooth.
II. n. A mastodon.

mastodontic (mas-to-don'tik), a. [< mastodont
+ -«c.] Of or pertaining to a mastodon ; resem-
bling a mastodon ; of mammoth size : as, mas-
todontic dimensions. Everett.

Mastodontins (mas"t6-don-15'ne), n. pi. [NL.,
< Mastodon {-odont-) 4- -in(B.'\ A subfamily of
Elephantidm typified by the genus Mastodon,
distinguished from Elephantince by the charac-
ter of the molar teeth ; mastodons. The ridges
of the molars increase in number by one or more on the
successive teeth, and have more or fewer mammilliform

Mastodon {Mcxstoc/on g-ij^anteus).

Skeleton discovered at Cohoes, New York, 1866 ; now in the State
Museum of Natural History, Albany.

tubercles, while the intervening valleys have little or no
cement. Three genera are now recognized, called Trilo-

phodon, Tetralophodon, and Pentalophodon by Falconer,
the second of these terms being a synonym of Mastodon
proper, and the first being the same as Tetracaulodon of

Godman.

mastodontine (mas-to-don'tin), a. Of or per-

taining to the Masiodontince : distinguished
from elephantine in a technical sense.

mastodynia (mas-to-din'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
/laardg, the breast, -I- Mvv?!, pain.] In pathoL,
pain in the mammary gland.

mastoid (mas'toid), a. and n. [< Gr. /iaoToeiS^g,

like the breast, < /iaardf, the breast, -1- elSoe,

form.] I. a. Teat-Uke; shaped like a nipple:
specifically applied in anatomy to a part or pro-

cess of the temporalbone,from its shape in man.
See below—Mastoidartery, a small branch of the pos-
terior auricular artery ; aJao, a small branch of the occipi-

tal artery which enters the mastoid foramen.—MaBtold
cells, a number of irregular spaces or cavities in the sub-
stance of the mastoid process of the temporal bone, com-
municating with one another and with the cavity of the
tympanum.—Mastoid foramen. See /orawMre.—Mas-
toid muscle, the stemoclidomastoideus.—Mastoid pro-
cess of the temporal bone, the mastoid. See cuts 1 and 2
under skull.

II. n. 1. The mastoid part or process of the
temporal bone : in adult man, a conical nipple-
like bony prominence below and behind the
orifice of the ear, to which the stemoolido-
mastoid, trachelomastoid, digastric, and other
muscles are attached, and which is grooved
for the passage of the occipital artery, it is not
a distinct element of the compound temporal bone, hav-
ing no independent center of ossification, but is merely an
outgrowth of the petrosal bone, forming with this the pe-
tromastoid. It is scarcely recognizable in infants. The
interior is excavated by the numerous mastoid cells.

2. A distinct bone of the skull of some of the
lower vertebrates, regarded by Owen as homo-
logous with the mammalian mastoid.

mastoidea, n. Plural of mastoideum.

mastoideal (mas-toi'de-al), a. [< mastoideus +
-al.'] Same as mastoid.

mastoidean (mas-toi'de-an), a. [< mastoideus
+ -an.'] Same as mastoid.

mastoidei, n. Plural of mastoideus.

mastoideum (mas-toi'de-um), n.; pi. mastoidea

(-a). [NL., neut. : see mastoideus.'] The mas-
toid, more fully called os mastoideum.

mastoideus (mas-toi'de-us), n.; pi. mastoidei

(-i). [NL., < Gr. lioardg, breast, + dSog, form.]

The sternoclidomastoideus.

mastoiditis (mas-toi-di'tis), n. [NL.^ < mastoi-

deus + 4tis.] In pathol., inflammation in the

mastoid.
mastoidohumeral (mas-toi-do-hii'me-ral), a.

[< mastoid + humeral.'] Connecting the mas-
toid part of the temporal bone with the hu-

merus : as, the mastoidohumeral muscle of some
animals. •

mastological (mas-to-loj'i-kal), a. [< mastol-

og-y + 4c-al.] Same as mdmmalogical.

mastologist (mas-tol'o-jist), n. [< mastolog-y

+ -ist,] Same as mammalogist.
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mastology (mas-tol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. /mcTdi, the
breast, + -h)yia, < Xiyetv, speak: see -ology.]

Same as mammalogy.
masto-occipital (mas'''t6-ok-sip'i-tal), a. Same
as mastocdpital.

mastoparietal (mas"t6-pa-ri'e-tal), a. [< mas-
to(id) + parietal.] Common to the mastoid
and the parietal bone : as, the mastoparietal
suture.

mastopathy (meis-top'a-thi), n. [< Gr. iMardc,
the breast, -1- -iraBeia, < TraBoq, disease.] In pa-
thol., disease of the mammary gland.

mastotheca (mas-to-the'ka),«.; t^\. mMstothecm
(-se). [NL., < Gr. |Ua(Tr(if,'the breast, -I- Bijia),

a receptacle : see theca.] A cutaneous pouch
or fold of the skin inwhich the nipples of mam-
mary glands are situated, as the marsupium or

pouch of the marsupial mammals.
mastotympanic (mas " to -tim -pan'ik),?!. [<
masto{id) + tympanum + -ie.] A bone of the
skull of some reptiles, which should correspond
to the opisthotic quadrate of modem nomencla-
ture. B. Owen.
Mastozoa (mas-to-zo'a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
liacrdQ, breast, -I- (Qov, aii animal.] Mammals;
the class of Mammalia. Be Blainville.

mast-pocket (mast'pok"et), n. A heavy cast-
ing under a wrecking-car, supported by a der-
rick truss-rod, serving as a socket for the mast
of a derrick to hold it upright. Car-Builder's
Diet.

mastresst, n. An obsolete form of mistress.

mast-rope (mast'rop), n. A rope used for send-
ing a topmast or topgallantmast up or down.
mastroust, a. See masterous.

mast-tree (mast'tre), n. 1. One of the trees
whichproduoemast; specifically, the cork-tree.— 2. In India, a tall tree, Polyalthia ( Guatteria)
longifolia, handsome and much planted along
avenues: so named doubtless from its erect
habit, its wood being useless.

masturbate (mas'ter-bat), v. i.; pret. and pp.
masturiated, ppr. masturiatimg. [< L. mastur-
batus, pp. of masturbari, practise masturbation.]
To commit self-abuse.

masturbation (mas-tfer-ba'shon), n. [< P.
masturbation = Sp. mastu/rbacion, < NL. m,as-

turbatio(n-), < L. masturbari : see masturbate.]
Self-defilement: onanism.
masturbationai (mas-ter-ba'shon-al), a. [<
masturbation + -al.] Pertaining to or caused
by masturbation.
masturbator (mas'ter-ba-tor), n. One who
masturbates.
masturbatory (mas'tfer-ba-to-ri), a. [< mastur-
bate + -ory.] Concerned with the practice of
masturbation.
masty^ (mas'ti), a. [< ME. masty; < masf^ +
-^1.] Pull of mast, or the fruit of the oak,
beech, etc.

Ye ruasty swyne, ye ydel wreches.
Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1777.

masty^t (mas'ti), n. [< ME. mastis, a mongrel,
< OP. mestis, P. mitis, mongrel: see mastiff.

The ME. form seems to have been taken as
a plural, whence the later assumed singular
masty.] Same as mastiff.

Not a masty upon the castle walls but shall bark too.

Shirley, Maid's Revenge, iv. 1.

The true-bred masty shows not his teeth, nor opens.
Till he bites. The Unfortunate Usurper (166S). (JTosj-es.)

masuelf (mas-u-el'), n, [< OP. massuelle, masu-
ele, maguele, a mace, < masse, mace, a mace : see
macei.] A war-mace. Also spelled massitelle.

masulah-boat, n. See masoola-boat.

mat! (mat), TO. [< ME. matte, < AS. meatta =
D. mat= LG. matte = OHG. matta, MHG. matte,

matze, G. matte = Sw. matta = Dan. matte = W.
mat= Ir. mata = It. matta (= OP., with change
of initial ra to re (as also in napkin, napery, as
compared with map), nate, P. natte, > MLG.
natte = ME. natte, natt, nat), < L. m^tta (ML.
natta), a mat.] 1. An article plaited or woven
of more orless coarse material, as rushes, straw,
coir, rope, twine, or thick woolen yarn, of vari-

ous sizes and shapes according to the use to
which it is to be put. Mats are especially used for
covering or protecting floors, as door-mats for wiping the
shoes upon, etc. A similar but usually lighter material
used as packing, for covering floors or passages, etc., is

called maUing. The skin of an animal with thick hair or
wool is sometimes used as a mat ; and articles serving as
door-mats, and so called, are also made of india-rubber,
and even of thin upright strips of steel. Table-mats are
thin sheets or plates of straw or the like to set hot dishes
upon. In Japan verythick softmats, consisting ofawooden
frame measuring about 6 feet by 3 feet, covered with straw
matting and backed with closely packed drawn straws, are
used for flooring, resting on posts, and on these the people

matachin
sit, eat, and sleep. In China and other Asiatic countries
portable mats of about the same size are used for beds, and
are commonly carried for that purpose in traveling.

Nevtheles ther com to vs Jacobyns and other feynyd
Cristen Peple of Sonndry Sectis, that browght to vs mattes
flor our mony to lye upon.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 24.

The women and children in the west of Cornwall make
mats of a small and fine kind of bents there growing, which
serve to cover floors and walls.

£. Carew, Survey of Cornwall.

2. A web of rope-yarn used on ships to se-

cure the standing rigging from the friction of

the yards, etc.— 3t. Matting; woven rushes or
straw.

I defy thee.

Thou mock-made man of mat! charge home, sirrah!
Fletcher, Bonduca, iv. 2.

4. A structure of interwoven withes, weeds,
brush, or the like, or of fascines, fastened with
ropes and wires, used as a revetment on river-

banks, etc. ; a mattress.— 5. A sack made of

matting, such as are used to contain coffee or
to cover tea-chests; specifically, such a sack
containing a certain quantity of coffee.

The annual receipts of coffee landed at the warehouses
in Brooklyn amount to about 2,500,000 mats.

Evening Post, June 13, 1888.

6. Anything closely set, dense, and thick : as,

a mat of hair ; a mat of weeds.— 7. A piece of

thick paper, cardboard, or other material placed
for protection or ornament immediately under
the glass in a picture-frame, with enough of

the central part cut out for the proper display

of the picture (usually a drawing, engraving,
or photograph).— 8. In lace-maMng, the solid or

closely worked surface, as distinguished from
the more open part.

mat^ (mat), V.
;
pret. and pp. matted, ppr. mat-

ting. [< mat\ n.] I. trans. 1. To cover or

overlay with mats or matting.

Keep the doors and windows of your conservatories
well matted and guarded from the piercing air.

Evelyn, Calendarium Hortense.

2. To make like a mat; cause to resemble a
mat; twist together; interweave like a mat;
entangle : as, matted hair.

Tlie bank, with daffadtUies dight,
With grass like sleave was matted.

Drayton, Quest of Cynthia.

The flbers are matted as wool is in a hat.
N. Orew, Cosmologia Sacra, i. 4.

His locks were tangled, and his shaggy beard
Matted with filth ; in all things else a Greek.

Addison, XaelA, iii.

II. vntrans. To grow thick together ; become
interwoven like a mat.
mat^t, o- and V. An obsolete form of mate^.
mat^ (mat), a. and «. [Also matt; cf . P. matte,
n.; < G. matt, dull, dim, dead (matt-gold, dead
gold, matt-blau, pale blue, matt-bunzen, a bur-
nisher, etc.), = E. mate'^, ME. mate, mat, faint,

dull, etc.: see mate^. The word mat^ taken in

artistic use from G., seems to be confused in
part with mat^, re., paper or cardboard with a
more or less dulled or roughened surface used
to protect or set off a picture : see mail, «., 7.]

I. a. Having a dull or dead surface ; unpolish-
ed; lusterless: as, mat gold; mat silver.

Most kinds of varnish that will dry "bright" under
ordinary circumstances will become matt if subjected to
a chill, or to the action of damp during the drying.

Set. Amer., N. S., LVI. 297.

II. re. 1. A dull or dead surface, without lus-
ter, produced in metals, as gold or silver, by
special tools.— 2. [< 'fnatS, v.] An implement
by which a mat surface is produced, as in gold
or silver.

A very coarse mat is used in representing velvet dra-
pery. Soeie^ of Arts Rep., I. 323.

mat^ (mat), V. t.; pret. and pp. matted, ppr.
matting. [< mat^, a.] To produce a rough or
unpolished surface on (metal), whether by
means of a mat or by engraving with a sharp
tool.—To mat in, toproduce aroughened surface ground
in metal-work.

matachinf,matachiiiet(mat-a-chen'),n. [Also
mattachin; = P. matassins, ( Sp. matachin, <

Ar. motawajjihin, maskers, pi. of motawajjih,
masked, < wajh, face.] A participant in an old

comic dance performed by maskers in mock-
military guise, originally with sword and buck-
ler, and later with a wooden sword or some oth-
er sham weapon; also, the dance itself, and the
kind of mask or domino worn in it. The dance
became a mere display of tumbling or acrobatic
feats.

Lod. We have brought you a mask.
Flam. A maiacbin it seems, by your drawn swords.

Webster, White DevU. (,Nares.)
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WhoeTOr saw s mataekin dance to imitate flghting, Uils

was a flgbt that did imitate the motocAtn.
Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia.

It was well laiown In France and Italy by the name ot
the dance of fools or matachuts, who were habited in short
jackets, with gilt paper helmets, long streamers tied to
their shoulders, and bells to their legs. They carried in
their tiands a sword and bnckler, with which they made
a clashing noise, andperformed varioos qnick and spright.
ly evolutions.

Douee, Ulus. of Shakspere, IL 435. (*<ire».)

To dance a matachin. to fight a duel with swords.

I'd dance a mataekin with yoa
Shonid make you sweat your best blood for 't.

Flelaier (and another). Elder Brother, t. 1.

We may thereby perchance,
Ere many springs, compelled be to dance
Another MataclUn.

Wither, Speculum Speculatiymn (1660), p. 26.

mataco (mat'a-ko), n. [S. Amer.] A small
three-banded armadillo, the apar or apara, Da-
sypus or Tolypeutes tricinctus. Also mataoho,
inatico. See cut under apar.
matador (mat-a-dor'), n. [< Sp. matador (< L.
mactator), a slayer, < matar, kUl, < L. mactare,
kill, sacrifice : see maetation, mactator,'] 1 . A
killer; specifically, the man appoint-ed to kill

the bull in bull-fights. He carries in his right hand
a naked sword, and in his left the muleta, a small stick
with a piece of scarlet silk attached, with which, after the
animal has been sufficiently tormented by the picadors
and banderilleros, he draws its attention to himself, and
then kills it by idunging his sword into its neck. Also
written matadore.

In costly sheen and gandy doak array*d,
Bnt aU atoo^ the light-limb'd Ma/badjore
Stands in fhe centre, eager to inrade
The lord of lowing herds.

Bgron, Chnde Harold, L 74.

2. One of the three principal cards in the
games of ember and quadrille. These three are
the ace ot clubs, the ace of spades, and the two of tnunps
should clubs or spades be trumps, or the seven of trumps
should hearts or diamonds be trumps.

Xow move to war her sable Matadores
In show like leaders of the swarthy Moors.

Pope, a. of the L., ilL 47.

3. In the game of solo, the spadella, manilla,
or basta (which three are known as the higher
matadors), and, if these are all obtained by one
side, any one of aU lower cards held in unin-
terrupted sequence in one hand: the latter are
known as lower matadors.
mataeology, n. See mateology.

matafana (mat'a-fund), n. {<.MLi. matafunda,
appar. < Sp. matar, lall (see matador), + L.
^nda, a sUng.] Same as matafunda.
jnatafdnda (mat-a-fun'da), n. [ML.: seemata-
fund.] An old military engine which threw
stones by means of a sling. Grose.

That murderous sling.

The matafunda, whence the ponderous stone
Med fierce. Southey, Joan of Arc, viiL

matagasset, »• [Also mattagesse, mattagess;
< F. (Savoyard) matagasse, a shrike, lit. 'kill-

magpie,' < mater (= Sp. Pg. matar,< Ii. mactare),

kUl,+ agasse,agace,& magpie.] The great gray
shrike or butcher-bird of Europe, Lanius excu-

bitor.

Though the matagasse bee a hawke of none account or
price, neyther with us in any use.

Book qf Falconrie or Hawkinge (London, 16X1).

matai (mat'i), n. [Xativename.] A coniferous
tree of Xew Zealand, Podocarpus sj>tcato,with

a pale or reddish soft durable wood.
matamata (mat-a-mat'a), n. [S. Amer.] 1.

A pleurodirous tortoise of the genus Chelys, C.

Jimbriata or matumata. Its brown carapace is cover-
edwith pyramidal eminences, and its body is curiously fim-
briated. It inhabits the fr^h waters of Btasil. See cut
under CAeIyd«2(B.

2. [cap.] [Nil.] A genus of such turtles: a
synonym of Chelys. Merrem, 1828.

matapi (mat'a-pi), n. [S. Amer.] A pliable
basket used in South .^jneriea and the West
Indies for extracting the poisonous juice from
the manioc-root. The basket is first compressed so as
to increase its diameter; it is then filled wi& the grated
manioc and hung up wiUi a weight attached to the lower
end. As its diameter decreases under the tension the
juice flows out through the interstices.

mat-boat (mat'bdt), n. In hydraul. engin., a
frame of ways resting on scows, on which mat
for revetment is made, and from which it is

launched into position to prevent scour on a
river-bank or elsewhere. E. H. Knight. Also
called matting-boat.

mat-braid (mat'brad), n. A thick braid, solid

and closely woven, used for trimming, for the

binding of heavy garments, and the like.

matchi (mach), n. [< ME. matthf, metche,

maeche. mache, mecche, meche, < AS. genuecca, a
companion, a secondary form of gemaca, a eom-
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panion,whence E.fli<ite,andby corruption matf:
see malx^, nutfei.] 1 . A companion or fellow ; a
person or thing considered in comparison with
another ; one of a pair, or of a possible pair, as
a married or marriageable man or woman, a
competitor, or an agreeing or harmonizing ob-
ject.

Sowithmarschalather[their]metemeuskedthay were, . .

.

& vch mon with his mach made hym at ese.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), IL 124.

Search out a match
Within our kingdom, where and when thou wilt.

And I will pay thy dowry.
BeaiL. and Fl., Philaster, v. 5.

Didn't I refuse Sir Tivy Terrier, who every body said
would have been a better maich?

Sheridan, School for Scandal, iiL 1.

2. A person or thing that is equal to or on
equal terms with another in any respect ; one
fit or qualified to mate or cope with another ; a
peer: as, I am no match for you in argument.

The all-seeing sun
Xe'er saw her match since first the world begun.

Shak., B. and J., L 2. 98.

Hannibal, a conqueror all his life, met with his match,
and was subdued at last. Bvrton, Anat ot MeL, p. 172.

Bryden then betook himself to a weapon at which he was
not Ijkely to find his maUK Macatday, Hist. £ng., vil

3. A pair ; a couple ; two persons, things, or
sets mated or suited to each other: as, the
horses are an exact match in height, color, or
gait.—4. A mating or pairing ; a coupling; a
joining of two persons, things, or sets for any
purpose. Specifically—(o)A joining inmarriage ; a mar-
riage engagement

I wonld effect
The maich between Sir Thurio and my daughter.

Shak., T. G. of V., IiL 2. 23.

(b) An engagement for a contest or game ; the contest or
game itself: as, a match at billiards; a ^ootJng-nuzteA;
the terms of a maich.

A telle fight and a fuerse fell bom betwene,
Bnt Tnmete [nnequal] was the Maeche at the mene tyme.

Destruction of Troy (K E. T. S.), L 1324.

Ferrers his taberd with rich verry spread.
Well known in many a warlike match before.

Drayton^ Barons' Wars, IL

When a match at foot-ball is made, two parties, each
containing an equal number of competitors, take the field,

and stand between two goals.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 168.

Hence— 5t. An agreement or engagement in

general; a baigain.

When be first bought her [the slilp], I thinke he had
made a saving match if be had then sunck her, and never
set her forth.

Sheriey, quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation, p. 308.

Queen Eatherin she a match did make.
As plainly doth appear.

For three hundred tun of good red wine,
And three [hundred] tun of beere.

Rabin Hoods Chase (Child's Ballads, V. 321).

It is a match. Sir, I will not fail you, God willing, to be at

Amwell Hill to-morrow morning before snnrising.

I. Wattan, Complete Angler, p. 56.

A set matcht, an intrigne or conspiracy.

Lest they shonid think this a set match betwixt the
brethren. Bp. SaU, Aaron's Censer.

Consolation match. See consolation.— Grinning-
match. See grini.

match^ (mach), V. [< ME. matchen, macchen,
match: from the noun.] I. trans. 1. To mate
or couple; bring together in association or co-

operalaon; join in action, comparison, contest,

or competition: as, they are well matched; to

match coins in gaming; to match cruelty with
cunning.

Ector met hym with mayn, maeehit hym so harde.

That he gird to the ground & the gost past.

J)estruetion of Troy (E. B. T. S.), L 8215.

Then [came] the reign of a queen matched with a for-

eigner. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, U. 131.

Match Kaphael's grace with thy lov'd Guide's air.

Pope, Epistle to Jervas, L 38.

He is matched to trot, and Is continually breaking into

a gallop. De Quincey, Shetoric.

2. To join suitably or conformably; bring into

agreement; make harmonious or correspon-

dent : as, a pair of matched horses ; to match the

parts of a machine.
Let poets match their subject to their strength.

Roscommon, On Poetry.

So weH was match'd the tartan screen

With heath-bell dark and brackens green.
Scott, L. ot the L., iii. 31.

3. To be a match for; be able to eornpetewith;

equal: as, no one can match him in his spe-

cialty.
Ko settled senses of the world can match
The pleasure of that madness.

Sfta*.,W. T.,y. a72.

Our waking conceptions do not maich the fancies of our

sleeps. Sir T. Browne, Eeligio Medici, iL 11.

match
A king's palace in France or England wonld not match

the home of a Foscarl in Venice, in beautiful and luxuri-
ous appointments. D. G. MitcheU, Bound Together, ii.

4. To furnish or show a match, counterpart, or
competitor for; find or provide something to
agree or harmonize with: as, to match com-
batants for any contest; to match a jewel or a
ribbon.

At Hubins the Eye-maker, I saw Drawers full of all sorts
of Eyes, admirable for the contrivance, to match with great
exactness any Iris whatsoever : This beiug a case where
mismatching is intolerable.

Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 144.

No history or antiquity can match his policies and his
conduct South.

To match colors. See coior.

H. inirans. If. To contend.
Thus macchit those men till the merke night

Destruction of Troy (E. B. T. S.), 1. 9679.

2. To form a union ; become joined or mated,
as in marriage.
Against her friend's minds, she matched with an ancient

man who had neither honesty nor ability, and one whom
she had no affection unto.

Wint/erop, Hist ^ew England, IL 190.

Let tigers match with hinds, and wolves with sheep.
Dryden, Spanish F^riar.

3. To be of corresponding size, figure, or qual-
ity; tally; suit; harmonize; correspond: as,

these colors do not match To match, correspond-
ing, snitiug, or harmonizing in style, color, or any other
respect

The landlord. . . in . . . drab breeches and boots with
tops to match. Dickens, Oliver Twist, xxxilL

match^ (maoh), «. [< ME. maeche, < OF. mesche,
meische, F. meche, the wick of a candle, a match
to fire a gun, = Pr. mecha, meca = Sp. Pg.
m^cha = It. miccia, a match, < ML. mixa, "myxa,
mixtis, L. myxxis, m., a wick, the part of a lamp
through which the wick protrudes, the nozle, <
Gr. liv^a, the nozle of a lamp, a nostril, mucus,
aMn to L. mucus, mucus: see mnctis.'] 1\. The
wick of a lamp or candle.

Of a torche
The blase beo blowen ont, 3ut brenneth the weke,
Withouten lye and lyght, lith [remaineth] fuyr in the

maeche Piers Plowman (C), xx. 179.

Of the grapes which this Palma Christi or Eicinns doth
caiie, there be made excellent wicks or matches for lamps
and candles. HoUand, tr. of Pliny, xxiii. 4.

2. In general, anything that takes fire readily
either from a spark or by friction, and is used
for retaining, conveying, and communicating
fire. Formerly, hemp, flax, cotton, or tow dipped in sul-

phur, coarse paper saturated with niter, a species of dry
wood called tonchwood, etc, were in common use as
matches ; and for military purposes a slow-burning cord
was used. (See match-cord, match-lock, match-tub.) Early
in the nineteenth century an improvement was introduced
in the form of a thin slip of wood tipped with sulphur or
other combustible matter, which ignited when brought
into coutact with phosphorus contained in a box or vlaL
All other domestic devices of the kind, however, were su-
perseded by the friction-match, which was introduced
about 1830. Stelocqfoco, lucifer, congreve, wsuvian,fusee,
and vesta.

Giving a trifle for oyl, about midnightwe departed, hav-
ing here met with good store of company; such as were
allowed travelling with their matches light, and prepared
to receive all onsets. Smidys, Travailes, p. 90.

3. In a special sense, a slow-match having the
form of a line or cord of indefinite length. See
match-cord.
We took a piece of match, such as soldiers us^ of the

thickness of a man's little finger, or somewhat thicker.
Boyte, Works, I- 29.

The soldiers tied their links of match about their mid-
dle. Mitlan, in Grose's MUit Antiquities, L 160.

4t. A match-lock musket.
A greatmany they were of goodly well proportioned fel-

lowes, as grim as Diuels; yet tiie very sight qf cocking our
matches, and being to let fly, a few wordes caused them to
leaue their bowes and arrowes to our guard.

Quoted iu Copt John Smith's Works, L 211.

Chemical match, a sort of friction-match, first manu-
factured at Vienna, tipped with sulphur, and having the
end covered with a compound of sugar and chlorate of
potasli, colored with vermilion, and made adhesive with
glue. For ignition it was dipped into a vial containing
sulphuric acid. Also called <2ip-gpltnt—Incendla^
match. See incendiary.— Quick-match, a match made
with threads of cotton or with cotton wi«d^ steeped in
gummed brandy or whisky, then soaked in a paste of
mealed powder and gummed spirits,and afterward strewed
with mealed powder. It burns at the rate of a yard in 13
seconds, and is used to prime heavy mortjffs, etc,—Safety-
match, a kind of match which will not ignite by friction

unless rubbed on a specially prepared surface, as the side

of a box, containing the phosphorus or other necessaiy part
of the combustible composition.

—

SXow-match, a match
made to bum very slowly, as at the rate of 4 or 5 inches
an hour, and used for blasting purposes, arHlleiy, etc., and
formerly for firing the matchlock.—To prime a match,
to render it easily ignitlble by putting on the end of it

some wet bruised powder made into a sort of paste,

match^ (mach), r. t. [< match^, n.] To purify,

as a vessel, by burning a match or matches in
it. Imp. IHct.
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matchable (maoh'a-bl), a. [< matcK^ + -able.'] match-lock (mach'lok), n. The earliest form match-wheel (mach ' hwel), ». A oog--wheel

Capable of being riiatohed; suitable for matcb-
ing; corresponding in quality, character, or
appearance.

To tell my forces, matchable to none,
Were but lost labour, that few would beleeve.

^pemer, Buins of Time, 1. 89.

The Treasury and Library of the Emperor [of .ffllthiopia],

neytber of which is thought to be matchable in the world.
Purckas, Pilgrimage, p. 678.

Those at land that are not matchable with any upon our
shores.

Woodward, Essay towards a Nat. Hist, of the Earth.

matchableness (mach'a-bl-nes), n. The state

or quality of being matchable. B. Jonson.

match-board (mach'bord), n. In carp., a board
which has a tongue cut along one edge and a
groove in the opposite edge, to enter the corre-

sponding groove and receive the corresponding
tongue of the boards to be placed in contiguity

-with it. Such boards are always planed smooth
on one orlsoth faces. Also osMeimatohed board.

The walls . . . consist partly of brick piers and partly

of corrugated iron lined by felt and matchboard.
Medical News, LII. 670.

of musket-look, constructed so as to be fired made to fit into or work with another. E. B.

by means of a match in the form of a cord. Knight.
, -rn- j •

matchlock (mach'lok), n. A musket furnished match-WOOd (mach'wud), m. _
1

.
WooU in any

with a match-lock; a gun fired by means of a

Butt and Lock or an Arab Matchlock.

lighted match. Matchlocks were used in England till

near the end of the seventeenth century, when they were
superseded by flintlocks.

Down from his cottage wall he caught
The matchlock, hotly tried

At Frestonpans and Marston-moor,
By fiery Ireton's side. WhMier, The Ejdles.

A soldier with his matchlock, bow, and shield.

S. H. Stoddard, Guests of the State.
match-boarding (maeh'bor'ding), n. A wall-

lining constructed of match-boards. Also called

matched boarding . when the boards used are beaded matchlockman (mach'lok-man), ».; pi. mateh-
-^^--'•~~' i-!-i-!_4., , , , > A soldier armed with a match-on the outer face along the edge in which is the groove,

the lining is properly called matched and beaded boarding.

match-box (mach'boks), n. 1 . Abox for hold-

ing matches.— 3. Milit., same as match-pipe.

match-clothf (mach'kl6th), n. A kind of

coarse woolen cloth, probably so called as re-

sembling in texture the fur skins originally

used for match-coats.
match-coatt (mach'kot), m. A large loose coat .^ -,- „ ,- ,, ..y. . , ry ^ ici

formerly worn by Amencan IndiaSs, originally matdl-maker2 (maoh'ma"ker), n. [< matcf,

made of fur skins matched and sewed tofether, »•. + maker.1 One who makes matches for

lockmen (-men)
lock.

matchly (maeh'li), a. [< matcJiX + -Zyl.] Ex-
actly alike. HalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]

match-maker^ (mach'ma'ker), n. [< match^, n.
,

+ maker.^ Onewho plans or brings about mar-
riages ; especially, one who ofSeiously or obtru-
sivelyengages in promoting amatch ormatches

and afterward of match-cloth.

The proper Indian TruitcA-coat, which is made of skins,

dressed with the fur on, sewed together. . . . TheDuffleld
match-coat, bought of the English.

Beverley, Virginia, iii. H 3.

match-cord (mach'kdrd), n. A kind of slow-
match carried by musketeers of the sixteenth
century for firing their matchlocks, having the
form of a stout cord and carried loose in the
hand or hooked to the belt or bandoleer. It match-pipe (maeh'pip), n. A metal tube ear-

was lighted at one or both ends when carried ried by soldiers armed with matchlocks^ to pro-

into action. teet the lighted match and to screen its light

matcher (mach'6r), n. One who matches. from the enemy.
matcher-head (mach'er-hed), n. In wood'Work- match-plane (mach'plan), n. Either of two

g, the cutter-head of a planing-maohine or a planes used to prepare boards for being joined

burning.
match-making (mach'ma"king), n. [< match^,
n., -I- making, ».] The act or practice of set-

ting one's selJE to bring about marriages.

match-making (maeh'ma"king), a. [< match^,

«. , -t- making, ppr."] Tending to make matches

;

active in bringing about marriages.

Mingled with these groups were three or four match-
mammas. Dickens.

tonguing-and-grooving machine.
matchett, matchettet, «j Same as machete.

match-gearing (mach'ger'''ing), n. A gearing
composed of two cog-wheels of equal diameter.

E. S. Knight.

match-hook (maeh'h-uk), n. Naut, a tackle-

hook consisting of a pair of hooks or a double
hook shutting together so that each part serves

as a mousing for the other.

matching-machine (mach'ing-ma-shen"), n.

A molding-machine for cutting the tongues and

by grooving and tonguing, one plane, called the

plow, being used to form the groove, and the
other to form the tongue. See match-board.

match-plate (maeh'plat), n. In founding, a
plate to the opposite sides of which are fas-

tened correspondingly the two halves of a
pattern, and which is then placed between the
two sides of a flask and rammed up from both
sides. The plate holds the pattern in position until the

sand is consolidated; the flask is then opened and the
match-plate removed, when, upon closing the flask again,

the two parts of the matrix come together.
grooves in the edges of match-boards

match-play (mach'pla), ». [,<match2,n.,-i- play,
match-joint (mach'^oint), n. The joming of

'^j^j^-gj^^'^^^^iayin which the score is reckoned
by counting the holes lost orwon on either side.

match-pot (mach'pot), n. A small vessel of

incombustible material for holding friction-

matches ; specifically, such a vessel attached

to a larger one, as to a lamp or vase.

match-rifling (maeh 'rl"fling) , M. IngurwmaUng,
any one of various methods of rifling guns
by which they are specially adapted to long-

range shooting in shooting-matches. See rijle,

and groove. See rifling, and shooting-range.

The Metford match^fling is very expensive to produce,

and once obtained requires great care to preserve it from
rust and scratches. W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 146.

Boardsjoined by Match-Joints.

match-boards, by tongue
match-board, match-plan^.

matchless (mach'les), a. [< match^ + -less.']

1. Having no match or equal; peerless; un , , -j.^ a i *
rivaled: as, matchless impudence; waicfeZm match-safe (mach^saf)^». A vessel of mcom-

charms. bustible material for holding friction-matches.

form, whether in logs, scantlings, or boards,

adapted to and designed for use in the manu-
facture of matches.— 3. Wood which has been
sawn, or sawn and split, to the proper size for

matches.— 3. As a figure of speech,woodwhich
has been broken or splintered into very fine

pieces.

The timber framed wagons have been smashed to nuitch-

wood. The Engineer, LXV. 278.

matei (mat), n. [< ME. maU (= OD. maet, D.

maat = MLG. mat, mate = G. maat= Sw. Dan.

mat), a companion, a var. (due in part, esp. in

the naut. use, to the D. form) of make^: see

make^, and cf. match^.'] 1 . A familiar associate

or companion; one who is associated with

another or others in habitual intercourse or

action; a fellow; a comrade: often used as the

second element in a compound, as in playmate,

schoolmate, shipmate.

Therefore a-shoar ; Mates, let our Anchor fall.

Heer blowes no Winde ; beer are we Weloom all.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 7.

Why, how now, friends ! what saucy mates are you
That know nor duty nor civility? Ford, 'Tis Pify, ill. 9.

"Ere, BiUl ... I wom't a-speaking to you, marm; I

were a-speaking to my mate. Norris, Matrimony, xxxi.

3. An equal; a match.

Your pride is yet no mate for mine.
Tennyson, Lady Clara Vere de Tere.

3. One of a pair; one who or that which cor-

responds to or is joined vfith another in a pair

;

one of a pair of mated persons or animals, male
and female, or of matched things; one of two
fellows : as, a conjugal mate or partner; these

shoes are not mates.

There shall the vultures also be gathered, every one with
her mate. Isa. xxxiv. 16.

Mary took another mate,
But Dora lived unmarried till her death.

Tennyson, Dora.

4. A ship's ofBcer whose duty it is to oversee

the execution of the orders of the master or

commander, or of his immediate superior. In a

merchant ship the mate takes command of the ship in the

absence of the captain or commanding ofiQcer. Large
ships have a first, second, third, and sometimes a fourth
mate.

The danger quite forgot wherein they were of late

;

Who half so merry now as master and his mate ?

Drayton, ^olyolbion, ii. 426.

Now mate is blind and captain lame.
And halt the crew are sick or dead.

Tennyson, The Voyage.

5. In the United States navy, an ofBcer of the

line not in the line of promotion.—Boatswain's
mate. See boatswain.— Carpenter's mate. See car-

penter.— Gunner's mate. See gunner. -— InUiom
matet. SeeivJcIwrn.— Jersey mates (in humorous al-

lusion to New Jersey), a pair of horses not matched in

size or color. Also called Jersey match and Jersey team.
[U.S.]—Master's mate. Seemasterl.

mate^ (mat), v.; pret. and pp. mated, ppr. mat-
ing. l<.mate^,n. Ct.match'-,v.'] I. trans. 1.

To join or match as a mate or as mates, as in

marriage or other union.

The hind that would be mated by the lion
Must die for love. Shak., All's Well, i. 1. 102.

Know you not what fate awaits you,
Or to whom the future Tnates you?

Bret Harte, An Arctic Vision.

Do women never think of anything but mating people
who happen to be thrown together?

C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 73.

3. To match one's self with or against; vie or

cope with. [Rare.]

Tall ash, and taller oak, that mates the skies.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, ii. 93.

II, intrans. To be joined in companionship

;

form a union; pair: as, to mate with one's like

;

birds mate in spring.

Warring in heaven against heaven's matchless King.
MUton, P. L., iv. 41.

Her look composed, and steady eye,

Bespoke a matchless constancy.
Scott, Marmion, ii. 21.

St. Not matched; not paired; hence, unshared;
having no partner.

Als as she double spake, so heard she double.

With matchlesse eares deformed and distort.

Spenser, V. Q., IV. 1. 28.

= Syn. 1. Unparalleled, incomparable, inimitable.

matchlessly (mach'les-li), adv. In a match-
less manner ; so as not to be equaled.

matchlessness (maeh'les-nes), n. The state

or quality of being matchless
;
peerlessness.

match-line (mach'lin), n. Same as match-cord.

match-staff (maoh'staf), ri. A staff with a slot mate^t (mat), a. [< ME. tnate, maat, mat, < OF,
in the upper end and a spike in the lower, used
on shipboard to hold a slow-match.

match-terms (mach'tfirmz), n. pi. A corre-

spending pair of terms of two ratios, two ante-

cedents or two consequents.

Each couple of them which so agree and match toge-

ther in like simame or qualitie are properly to be called

match-termes or genderlike termes ; for in such cases the

one couple are the antecedents and the other couple are

the consequents. T. BUls, Arithmetic (1600), viii.

match-tub (mach'tub), n. In old war-vessels, a

tub having a cover perforated with holes, in

which were fixed lighted slow-matches ready
for use, and containing water to extinguish

sparks that might fall from the matches.

mat= Pr. mat= Sp. Pg. mate, confounded, dull,

= It. matto, fond, mad, = D. mat = MLGr. mat
= MHG. mat, G. matt = Sw. matt = Dan. mat,
confounded, confused, dejected, dull; < ML.
mattus, confounded, confused, diill (also check-
mated t), < Pers. (> Turk.) mat, astonished,
confounded, amazed, receiving checkmate;
shdhmdt, checkmate, lit. the king is dead: see
checkmate. Cf. mateS. Cf. also mat^, < Gr. matt,
dull, dim.T 1. Enfeebled; fatigued; spent.

What of here hard heijing & of the bote weder,
Meliors was al mMt; sche ne migt no further.

ir«iam 0/ P(rferji« (E. E. T. S.X 1. 2441.

Now thei ben moche at the worse, for thei ben wery and
mate for trauaile. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), Iii. 396.



mate
2. Confounded; daunted ; dismayed ; dejected

;

c&st down.
Him thonghte that his herte wolde breke.
Whan he aangh hem so pitous and so moat
That whjlom weren of so greet estaat.

Chatuxr, Knight's Tale, 1. 93.

That nyeht logged Amannt and his men by a lannde side
in the wode, and were full mate and pensif for her kyn and
Irendes. MerUn ^K. E. T. S.), it 859.

3. Overthrown; fallen; slain.

O Golias, nnmesnrable of lengthe.
How myghte David make thee so mai.'

Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, L 837.

And wezeth anone so feeble and maie,
Gouxr, Conf. Amant., t1

mate^ (mat), r. [< ME. maten, < OF. mater =
Sp. Pg. maiar = It. mattare = D. matten (in af-
matten)= 6. matten= Sw. matta= Dan. matte,

mate; from the adj.] I. trans. To defeat;
daunt; confound; stupefy. [Obsolete or ar-

chaic]
ffyre hnndrith fnBy of there fyne shippes,
Consomet full cleane, clothes & other,
And mony mo were IJiere marred, & mated with Are.

Beatnu^Mn qf Tny (E. E. T. S.X L 9531.

Lvc What, are yon mad, that yoa do reason so?
AnL S, Not mad, but mated; how, 1 do not know.

Sliat., C. of K, iiL 2. 54.

Theod. I think she is taller than yoorsdf.
Leoc Why, let her!

It is not that shall male me.
Fieteher (and anoOter), Love's POgrimsge, iiL 2.

Twenty years of depression and contanoal&ulnre mated
the spirits of the caraliets. Hattam.

H. intrans. To be confounded,
mate^ (mat), n. [< ME. mate, in checkmate:
see eheclcmate.'] In chess, the state of the king
when he is in check and cannot move out of

it, the player whose king is so placed losing
the game.

At the chesse with me she gan to play. . . .

Ther-with Fortune seyde "chek here !

"

And " Mate ! " in the myd point of the chekkere.
Chaunar, Death of Blanche, L 66a

Although I had a check.
To geue the mate is hard.

Surreg, To the Ladie that Scorned her Louer.

Like a stale at chess, where it is no mate, but yet the
game cannot stir. Bacon, Boldness.

Fool's mate, a mode of checkmate in which the tyro,

moving first; is mated by his opponent's second mov&

—

Scholar's mate, a simide mode of checkmate, sometimes
practised on inexperienced players, in which the skilled

piker's queen, supported by a bishop, mates the tyro in
four moves. ,

A simple trip, akin to tcholar'i mate at chess.
H. KingiLey.

Smothered mate, a form of mat« in which the king is

80 surrounded by lus own men as to be unable to move,
and the mate is given by a knight,

mate^ (mat), v. t. ;
pret. and pp. tnated, ppr. mat-

ing. [< ME. maten, < OF. and P. mater (= Pr.

matar = It. mattare), checkmate, < mat, check-
mated: see mate^.'i To checkmate.
mate^, IIiat6 (ma'te), n. [Sp., prop, yerba de
mate: yer6o,herb; de, of; mate, avessel, usually
a gourd or calabash, in which the leaves are in-

fused.] A species of holly, Iter Paraguayensis;
also, its prepared leaves, or the tea-like bever-
age made from them. The mate is a small tree, or
is reduced to a bush by the cutting of its branches for
their leaves. It is found wild on the river-banks of Para-
guay and in the neighboring mountainous districts of Bra-
zil, and is cultivated in plantations. The leaves are pre-
pared by roasting and pulverizing. Boilingwater is poured
overthan toform thetea, which is imbibed through atube,
commonly without addition, sometimeswith sugar or lem-
on. It is an aromatic beverage, whose general effects are
those of tea and coffee. It is considered very refreshing
in fatigue, and is consumed by miners and other heavy la-

borers. Its use^ once adopted, is very difficult to abandon.
Also called A*aziZ or Pora^a^ tea, y«sutte' tea, and j/er^

Iliatela£s6 (mat-las'a), a. and n. [F., pp. of
matelasser, cover with a mattress, < matelas, a
mattress : see mattress.'] I. a. Havii^ a raised
pattern the surface of which looks as if quilted

:

said of fine textiles, especially silk, siatelasse

silks have usually a rich flowered pattern, and are of one
color, the pattern showing only by its sUght relief and
different teztnre.

n. ». A kind of French dress-goods of silk

and wool. See I.

mateless (matles), a. [< mate''- + -less.'] Hav-
ing no mate or companion.

Daughter too divine as woman to be noted.

Spouse of only death in matdetg maidenhood.
A. C. Smnburm, Athens.

matelote (mat'e-lot), n. [F., a dish of difEer-

ent sorts of fish, < matelot, a sailor, seaman: see

matross.] Pish served with a sauce of wine,

onions, herbs, and other seasoning. The name
is sometimes given to a dish of meat or other

viands served with a similar sauce.

matelotte (mat'e-lot), «. fF.,< matelot, a saUor:

see matelote.] An old sapors' dance, in duple
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rhythm, similar to the hornpipe. The dancers
wore wooden shoes and had their arms inter-
twined behind their backs.
mately (matli), a. In her., same as urde: as,

a cross mately.

mateology (mat-f-ol'o-ji), «. [< Gr. /lOTato^yia,

vain, random tal^ < ua-oMMyo^, talking at ran-
dom, < fmraiog, vain, idle, foolish (> /mn?, foUy),
-I- -/ioyta, < Xiyecv, speak : see -oloffy.] A vain
discourse or inquiry. Also spelled matcBOlogy.
[Rare.]

The sapience of our forefathers and the defectiveness of
onr dictionaries are simultaneously illustiated by the bead-
roll of mateeoloffy [a list of diSeront kinds of divination]
embodied in the extract here following.

F. Haa, Mod. Eng., p. 37.

mateotechnyt (mat'e-o-tek'ni), ». [< Gr.
ftaToiog, vain, + rexovj art.] Any unprofitable
science. [Bare.]

Such a peevish practice £ unnecessarie
Maieeotechnie.
Touchstone of Compteaons, Fref., p. 6. (Pavies.)

mater^t, " A Middle EngUsh form of matter.

mater^ (ma'tfer), «.; pi. matres (-trez). [L.,

= Gr. fo/TTip = E. mother: see moflter'^.] 1.
Mother: in certain special uses. See alma
mater, and phrases belo'sv.— 2. In anat., one
of two membranes or meninges of the brain,
outer and inner, separated by the arachnoid,
and distinguished as dura mater, or dura, and
pia mater, or pia: so called from some idea
thattheyproduce the brain Kater acetl, mother
of vinegar ; a fungus or mold-plant which appears on the
surface of vinegar, forming there a thick leather-like coat.

It belongs to tiie genus Mycoderma.—Mater famllia£,
the mother of a family.

materet, n. A Middle EngUsh form of matter.

material (ma-te'ri-al), a. and n. [= P. mate-
riel = Sp. Pg. material = It. materiale, < LL.
materialis, of or belonging to matter, < L. ma-
teria, matter: see maMer.] I. a. 1. Consisting
of matter; of a physical nature; not spiritual:

as, material elements ; a material body,

I saw when at his word the formless mass.
This world's materiai mould, came to a heap.

MOton, P. L., iiL 709.

The motion of the ether communicated to vmierial sub-
stances throws them into motion. It is therefore itself a
material substance. Tyndatt, Light and Electricity, p. 124.

2. Belating to or connected with matter; con-
cerned with organic nature; affecting corporeal
things or interests: as, material existence or
well-being.

Even in that material civilization which utilitarianism
delights to glorify, there is an elementwhich the philoso-
phy of mere enjoyment cannot explain.

Leeky, Enrol). Morals, I- 89.

Material cironmstances will continue to rule political
agglomerations. The Sfation, yt.tt 155.

Hence—3. Corporeal; sensuous; sensual;
gross: as, 7«aten"aZ delights.

These temptations are crasse and material, and soon dis-

cernible. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), 1. 104.

4. Pertaining to the matter or subject; of
substantial import or consequence; essential;

necessary; important.

That were too long their infinite contents
Here to record, ne much materiaU.

SpeTOar, F. Q., n. x. 74.

He [the King of Spain] had done them some material
good OfBces. HoudO, Letter^ L vi 3.

How we all came to disregard so material a point is in-

conceivable. GoldemitA, Vicar, xvl

A cireumstance may be said to be material when it bears
a visible relation in point of causality to the consequences

;

immaterial, when it bears no such visible relation.

BetUAam, Introd. to Morals and Legislation, viL 23.

She repeated to my friend the singular story she had
before told him, without any material variation from the
detail she had formerly given.

Barham, logoldsby L^ends, I. 203.

5t, Full of matter, or of solid sense and obser-
vation.

ToueK Honesty coupled to beauty is to have honey a
sauce to sugar.
Jaq. A material fool ! [Aside.]

Shak., As you Like it; iii. 8. 32.

Beware of being too material when there is any impedi-
ment or obstruction in men's wills ; for pre-occcupation
of mind ever requireth preface of speech.

Bacon, Dispatch (ed. 1887).

What thinks material Horace of his learning!
B. Joneon, Poetaster, v. 1.

Natural and easy as well in her deportment as in her
discourse, which was always materiaU, not trifling.

Evelyn, Diary, March 10, 1685.

6. InphUos., consisting in or pertaining to mat-
ter in the Aristotelian sense, and not to form;
arising from matter of positive fact, and not
fromlogiealimplication; referringto the object

as it exists, and not to distinctions originating

in the mind ; relating to a word as anobject, and

material

not to its meaning. All these senses come down from
the middle ages, and in them material is opposed to/or-
mal. In Cartesian and later writings, materiai often means
I>ertaining to the outward world, as opposed to spiritual.
In the Kantian terminology, material means pertaining to
or derived from matter in the Kantian sense of that term,
namely, that which is contributed to cognition by sense.
Examples of the many established phrases in which this
word occurs are given below.

7. In the law of evidence, of legal significance
in the cause; having such a relation to the
question in controversy that it may or ought
to have some influence on the determination of
the cause. See immaterial issue, under issue.—
material acceptation or supposition, the taking of a
spoken or written word as an object of thought—Materi-
al being. See Mn^.—Material cause. See cauee, 1.—
Material cognition. SeecogTtition.—Material conse-
(luence, a consequence; orpremise with conclusion, which
is valid—that is, of which the conclusion is true whenever
the premise is true, but which is so by virtue of a matter
of fact, and not by virtue of the logical forms of the prem-
ise and conclusion. The use of this term originated with
Scotus, who further distinguishes between a necessary
and a contingent material consequence, according as the
premise needed to be supplied to render the consequence
a logical syllogism is a necessary or a contingent propo-
sition.—Material criterion of truth. See criterion.—
Material descent, the passage from a genus to a species
which comes under it as a matter of fact; but not by logi-
cal necessity.—Material distinction, the distinction be-
tween different individuals of the same species. This is
an example of a use of the word material common with
Thomas Aquinas and his followers, which seems to imply
that matter is the principle of individuation.—Material
fallacy, a fallacy in which the syllogism satisfies all the
rules of formal logic, but where the deception belongs to a
class of falsifications of premises. Such, for example, are
cases where " most " is exaggerated into "all," where we
argue pogt hoe ergo pnmler hoc, etc.—Material foimt, in
m^ph., a form depending upon matter, and having no in-
dependent existence, which is supposed to be true of every
form except the human souL—Material heresy. See
Aere«!/, 2.—Material Idea. See ufeo.—MaterialImow-
ledge. Same H& material cognition—Material logic. See
{o^—Material matter ofa proposition, the subject
and predicate : opposed to theformal matter, which is the
fact signified by the proposition.—Material mode, a
mode which affects the matter of a proposition : opposed
toformal mode, which affects the form.

The fnoterioZ modes affect the matter of the enuncia-
tion, viz. either the subject or the predicate. For exam-
ple, in this enunciation, A good shepherd lays down his
life for his sheep, the word bonus or good is the mode of
the subject. In this, A rhetorician speaks ornately and
copiously, ornately and copious^ are the modes of the
predicate. Burgersdieius, tr. by a Gentleman.

Material multitndet, the plurality of a number in which
the distinctions which may separate the objects are left

out of view. It is a Thomist expression.—Material Ob-
ject of a science, the things of which that science takes
cognizance, regardless of the point of view from which it

considers them. Thus, chemistry and mechanicshave the
same material object— that is to say, the whole universe.

—Material oppositloil, the opposition between terms
which are not opposed in form.—Material perfection
ofcognition, a perfect acquaintance with the facts, as op-
posed to a logically distinct apprehension of them.—Ma-
terial piindple, the Aristotelian matter. See matter,
2 (a).—alater&l science, a science which rests on out-
ward observation, and not on introspection: a Cartesian
distinction.—Material si^t, a sign which indicates its

object; and shows itsreal existence, but does not represent
it, or ^hibit its form : a Thomist phrase.—Material sub-
stance, matter in the ordinary sense.—Material sup-
position. Same as materiai aeceptation Ibterial
truth, the correspondence of our judgments with their
objects : opposed to formal truth, .which is mere logical
consistency.—Material unltyt, that which belongs to
an individual as such: a Thomist term.—Material Vir-
tnet, a power residing in material things. Aquitua.

n. n, 1. Component or contributory matter
or substance ; that of orwith which any corpo-
real thing is or may be constituted, made, or
done : as, the materials of the soil or of disin-

tegrated rocks; wool is the material of cloth;
building- or writing-TiMJtertab; war-m«teriaf.

The houses are all built, on the outside, of no better a
material than either Sun burnt Brick or Flemish WalL

MaundreU, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 124.

The scenery, though for ever changing, changes like

the pattern of a kaleidoscope, the same materials read-
just^ in varying combinations. Froude, Sketches, p. 64.

2. A constituent principle or element; that
which composes or makes a part of anything

:

as, the material of one's thoughts ; the materials

of a drama.
Concerning the motertafe of seditions.

£a<»n, Seditions and Troubles.

Let none fear that this age, or any coming one, will ex-

tirpate the material of poe&y.
Gladstone, Might of Eight, p. 121.

Baw material, unmanufactured material; material for

fabrication in its natural state; or, with reference to some
processes of manufacture, in the partially manufactured
state to which it must be brought prior to treatment by
those processes. Thus, wool is the raw material of yam,
and yam that of cloth ; iron ore is the raw material of pig-

iron, and pig-iron that of cast-iron.

The currier and tanner find their whole occupation in

converting row material into what may be termed pre-

pared material. J. S. MUl.

Strength of materials, that power by which any sub-

stance, as a rod. bar, beam, chain, or rope, resists any effort

to destroy the cohesion of its parts, whether by pulling or

stretching, crushing, or lateral or longitudinal pressure.
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Iliaterialt(iiia-te'ri-al), e. *. [^ material, n.] To
render material ; materialize.

I believe that the whole frame of a beast doth perish, and
is left Id the same state after death as before it was materi-
aUd unto lite. Sir T Browne, Beligio Medici, § 37.

materiaUsation, materialise. See materiali-

zation, materialize.

materialism (ma-te'ri-al-izm), ». [First used
in E.; = F. materialisme = Sp. Pg. It. materia-
lismo; as material + -ism."] 1. The denialof the
existence in man of an immaterial substance,
which alone is conscious, distinct and separa-
ble from the body.— 2. The metaphysical doe-
trine that matter is the only substance, and that
matter and its motions constitute the universe.
See idealism, 1.

Philosophical mat&ridligm holds that matter and the
motions of matter make up the sum total of existence,
and that what we know as psychical phenomena in man
and other animals are to be interpreted in an ultimate
analysis as simply the peculiar aspect which is assumed
by certain enormously complicated motions of matter.

J. Fwke, Evolutionist, p. 277.

3. The doctrine that all phenomena are to be
accounted for by the fortuitous concourse of

atoms, in connection with certain laws or ten-
dencies toward laws, in nature ; Epicureanism.—4. Any opinion or tendency that is based
upon purely material interests ; hence, any low
view of life ; devotion to material things or in-

terests ; neglect of spiritual for physical needs
and considerations.

Criticism is infested with a cant of viaUrialism, which
assumes that manual skill and activity is the first merit
of all men, and disparages such as say and do not.

Emerson, The Poet.

There is a Lower Life, of which the animating principle
is secularity, or— in the popular sense of the word— nux-
teriatiam. J. M. Seeley, Nat. Keligion, p. 226.

materialist (ma-te'ri-al-ist), n. and a. [= F.

mat&rialiste = Sp. Pg. It. materiaUsta; as ma-
terial -I- 4st.'] 1. n. 1. One who holds or ad-
vocates any form of metaphysical materialism.

He who denies spirit in man or in the universe is a per-
fect matmalist. Fleming, Vocab. of Philos.

3. One who is absorbed by material interests

;

one who takes a low, material view of life.

Persons who worship nothing but worldly success, who
care for nothing but wealth, or fashionable display, or
personal celebrity, or sensual gratification, are thus loosely

called materialiste. J. Fiske, Cosmic Philos., II. 433.

II. o. Of or pertaining to materialism ; ma-
terialistic.

The materialist view is quite as imperfect as the spiritu-

alist view. 6. H. Lmies, Hist. Philos., n. 753.

materialistic (ma-te"ri-a-lis'tik), a. [< mate-
rialist + -ic] Pertaining to, of the nature of,

or characterized by materialism, in any sense
of that word.

^

But to me his very spiritualism seemed more Tttaterkil-

istic than his physios. Singeley.

materialistical(ma-te"ri-a-lis'ti-kal), a. l<ma-
terialistic + -aZ.] Same as inaterialisUc.

materiality (ma-te-ri-al'i-ti), n. [= F. mat^-
rialite = Sp. materialidaH = Pg. materialidade
= It. materiaUtd, < NL. *materiaUta{t-)s, < LL.
materialis, material : see material.'] 1 . The state

or condition of being material; physical con-
stitution or organization; corporeity: as, the
old belief in the materiality of heat.

Nor had compacted earth, nor rock, nor stone,

Nor gross materiality been known.
Byrom, Epistle to a Gentleman in the Temple.

There has arisen . . . the conception of a deity who,
at first human in all things, has been gradually losing hu-
man materialtty. a. Spencer, Univ. Prog., p. 70.

2. A material thing; material substance.

Sufficient is it to remember for the present that the soul

is a subtler and more refined TnotenVuitj/, which is thus en-

dowed with more delicate and refined perceptions than
the bodily organs. W. WaUaee, Epicureanism, p. 102.

3. Material character; coarseness; grossness.

In polygamous families . . . the children cannot avoid
suffering . . . from the general debasement and ma^xri-

altty of life. S. Bowles, Our New West, p. 248.

4. The perception of material substance by
the mind ; that factor in cognition which is rec-

ognized as material.

It is of more than psychological interest to remark how
the primordial factor in maXerialiJiy is thus due to the pro-
jection of a subjectively determined reaction to that ac-

tion of a not-self on which sense-impressions depend

—

an action of the not-self which, of course, is not known as

such till this projection of the subjective reaction has
taken place. J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 56.

5. The quality of being material ; importance

;

essentiality: as, the materiality of testimony.

Now m.aterialUy is a relative term : applied to the con-

sequences of an act, it bore relation to pain and pleasure

:
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applied to the circumstances, it bears relation to the con-

sequences.
Bentham, Introd. to Morals and Legislation, viL 23.

materialization (ma-te"ri-al-i-za'shon), n. [<

materialize + -ation'.] The act of materializ-

ing or of investing with or assuming a material

form; change from a spiritual, ideal, or imagi-

nary state to a state of matter; specifically,

among spiritualists, the alleged assumption
by a spirit of a material or bodily form. Also
spelled materiaUsation.

materialize (ma-te'ri-al-iz), v.; prei. and pp.
materialized, ppr. materializing. [= F. mat6ri-

aliser = It. materializzare ; as material + -ize.]

1. trans. 1. To give a material form or bodily
existence to; make physically perceptible; em-
body in any manner. See II.

By this means [letters] we materialize our ideas, and
make them as lasting as the ink and paper, their vehicles.

Guardian, No. 172.

With wonderful art and beauty [Virgil has] materialized

(if I may BO call it) a scheme of abstracted notions, and
clothed the most nice, refined conceptions of philosophy
in sensible images and poetical representations.

Tatler, No. 115.

He regarded the suggestion that the letter he described
as "materialised, or reintegrated in the air" was an out-

come of any concealed apparatus as "grotesquely ab-

surd." a. Hodgson, Proc. Soc. Psych. ^Research, III. 262.

2. To give the character of metaphysical ma-
terialism to ; render materialistic.

The materiaiizing tendencies of the former sjrstem.

Miknan, Hist. Latin Christianity, viii. 5.

3. To reduce to a material basis or standard;
treat as pertaining only to matter

;
give a ma-

terial character to ; make material, low, coarse,

sensual, etc.: as, to materialize thought, mo-
rality, or mythology; to maienaK^e one's ideas
or enjoyments.

II. intrans. 1. To become material; assume
a material form; in recent spiritualistic use,

to assume, as a spirit or immaterial entity, a
form which is perceptible by the senses, or one
that is visible, tangible, and (in the case of sup-
posed spirits) capable of physical exertion.

But, setting aside all charlatanry, there is an over-
whelming amount of evidence from people who are pre-
sumably truthful to the effect that they have actually
seen persons and things materialize, as the phrase goes,
out of nothing. N. A. Rev., CXLVI. 704.

2. To take form or shape ; come into percep-
tible existence; become real: as, the project
has not yet materialized. [CoUoq.]
The hail of the intruders was regarded as a challenge

by some fifteen or twenty hounds that suddenly material-
ized among the bee-hives and the althea bushes.
M. N. Murfree, Prophet of the Great Smoky Mountains.

Also spelled materialise.

materially (ma-te'ri-al-i), adv. 1 . With, in, by,
or with reference to matter or material things

;

from a material point of view; physically: as,

to be well provided motena%; the state of the
country materially considered.— 3. As regards
matter or substance; not formally; in itself

considered.
An ill intention is certainly sufficient to spoil and cor-

rupt an act in itself materially good. South.

3. In a material manner; to an important ex-
tent or degree ; essentially.

Itconduced materially to the security of good order.,
Hallwm, Middle Ages, viii. 2.

material-man (ma-te'ri-al-man"), n. One who
keeps for sale the materials used in some trade,
especially those used by builders.

materialness (ma-te'ri-al-nes), n. The state
or quality of being material; importance; es-

sentiality.

materia medica (ma-te'ri-a med'i-ka). [ML.
NL., medical material: materia, material, mat-
ter; medica, fem. of medicits, medical: seemedic^,
medical.'] 1. Medicinal agencies collectively;
the various remedial substances employed in
medicine.— 2. That branch of medical science
which treats of the various substances, natural
and artificial, which are employed in the prac-
tice of medicine, and embraces an explanation
of their nature and modes of action.

materiarianf (ma-te-ri-a'ri-an), n. [< LL. ma-
teriarius, believing in the eternity of matter, <

L. wiaierja, matter: see waMer and -ana».] A
materialist. Cudworth.

materiatet (ma-te'ri-at), a. and re. [< L. mate-
riatus, taken, not as pp. of materiare, build of
wood, but as a mere adj., made of matter, <

materia, matter: see material, matter.] I. a.

1. Consisting of matter; material.

Gold, . . . the most ponderous and materiate amongst
metalles. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 326.

2. In metaph., united with matter; embodied
in matter: said of an Aristotelian form.

mat-grass

II. H. A material substance ; a thing formed
of matter.

materiationt (ma-te-ri-a'shon), n. [Cf. L. ma-
teriaUo{n-), woodwork, < materiare, build of

wood, materiari, procure wood: see materiate.]

1. A selling of timber for building. Bailey,

1731.— 2. lumetaph., a making real by embody-
ing in matter or visible form.

Creation, that is, a production of all things out of no-

thing ; a formation not only of matter but of form, and a
maieriaUon even of matter itself.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., v. 1.'

materiature (ma-te'ri-a-tiir), n. [< materiate +
-ure.] Materialization'; "tlie production by the
soul of the matter of the body. J. H. Stirling.

materiel (ma-ta-ri-el'), »• [F. : see material,

n.] The assemblage or totality of things used
or needed in carrying on any complex business
or operation, in distinction from the personnel,

or body of persons, employed in the same : ap-

plied more especially to military supplies and
equipments, as arms, ammunition, baggage,
provisions, horses, wagons, etc.

materies (ma-te'ri-ez), n. [L. : see matter.]

In some technical uses, material ; a material ; a

matter or substance composing or peculiar to

anything, or considered as an operative or cau-

sative agency: as, materies morbi (something
regarded as the immediate cause of disease).

materioust (ma-te'ri-us), a. [< LL. materiosus,

full of matter (wood ?), < L. materia, matter,

wood: see wJrtMer.] Qsime&s material. Milton.

maternal (ma-ter'nal), a. [= F. maternel =
Pr. Sp. Pg. maternal= It. maternale, < L. mater-

nus, of a mother, < mater, mother: see mater^,

mother^.] 1. Pertaining to a mother or to

motherhood; proper to a mother; motherly:
as, maternal love or authority ; maternal pains

or cares.
Ah, that mxiiemal smile

!

Cowper, On the Keceipt of my Mother's Picture.

We smile to see our little ones at play
So grave, so thoughtful, with matenwl care
Nursing the wisps of rags they call their babes.

0. W. Holmes, Idols.

2. Relating to or consisting of mothers ; con-
cerning the state of motherhood : as, a maternal
association; a »Mflsfer»aZ hospital.— 3. Coming
from or through a mother ; imparted by or con-
nected with one's mother: as, a maternal in-

heritance ; a maternal uncle or cousin ; mater-
nal ancestry or lineage.

That part alone of gross maternal frame
Fire shall devour. Oay, Apotheosis of Hercules.

Clive ... is driven over the downs to Brighton, to his
maternal aunt there. Thackeray, Newcomes, v.

4. Of or pertaining to the country of one's
birth ; native ; vernacular.

English-speaking missionaries have planted their mia-
temm dialect at scores of important points.

G. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., i.

= Syn. ParenttU, etc. See motherly.

maternality (ma-ter-nal'j-ti), n. [< maternal
+ -ity.] Motherhood. Sailey, 1731.

maternally (ma-ter'nal-i), adv. 1. In a mater-
nal or motherly manner.—2. Through a mother,
or on the maternal side: as, they are related

maternity (ma-ter'ni-ti), ». ;
pi. maternities

(-tiz). [< F. maternite = Sp. maternidad = Pg.
maternidade=lt.maternitd,<'MIj.maternita(t-)s,
< L. maternus, of a mother: see maternal.] 1.

The state of being a mother ; motherhood.
Her charity was the cause of her matemUy.

Partherma Sacra (16SS), p. 47.

£. A place for the care of mothers in child-
birth; a lying-in ward or hospital. [Rare.]
The hospital contains 65 beds, and has also a large ex-

tern maternity attached. Lancet, No. 3445, p. 609.

Extern maternity. See extern.— maternityhospltaL
See hospital.

matesMp (mat'ship), n. [< mate^ -\- -ship.]

Fellowship; companionship. [Rare.]
I sat among them equally

In fellowship and mateship, as a child.
Mrs. Browning, Aurora Leigh, vii.

matfelont) n. [Early mod. E. also materfilon;
< ME. matfelon, matefelon, matfelone, mattefelon
(W. madfelen, < E.), < OF. matefelon, matefe-
lun, mateflon, knapweed.] The knapweed, Cen-
taurea nigra; also, C. scabiosa.

Tak avar-uce, matfelon, yarow, and sanygill, and stamp
tham, and temper tham with stale ale, and drynk hit
morn and even. Reliquioe Antiqum, 1. 63.

mat-grass (mat'gras), n. 1. Same as matweed.— 2. A European grass, Nardus striata, which
grows abundantly on moors and heaths in short
tufts . It is worthless for agricultural purposes,
except as sifEording a natural pasturage for
sheep. .Also called nard.
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math (math). II. [< ME. mo/A (t), < AS. math
{= OHG. mad, MHG. mat {mad-), G. mahd), a
mowing, what is mowed, etc.; witli formative
-th, < mdwan, mow: see motrl.] A mowing, or
what is gathered from mowing. [Obsolete,
except in the compounds aftermath and latter-
math.'}

The first mowing thereof, for the tdng's nse, is wont to
be sooner than the common math.

Bp. BaU, Hard Texts, Amos vii.

math. An abbreviation of mathematics and
tnathematieal.

mathematic (math-f-mat'ik), a. and n. [I. a. =
P. mathematique= Sp. matemdtico= Pg. mathe-
matieo = It. matematico (of. D. G. mathematisch
= Dan. mathemaiisl- = Sw. matematUk), < L.
mathematictis, < Gr. /laB^/ia-uio^, pertaining to
learning, disposed to learn, belonging to the
sciences, esp. to mathematics, < iiaOi/fia, a les-
son, a thing learned, learning, science, in the
pL /lad^fiara, the sciences, esp. mathematics, <
/larddven; /laoEti', learn. II. n. =F. mathematique
T= Sp. Hi<jffmatica = Pg. mafhematica = It. ma-
tematica (D. ntathematiel- = G. Dan. maihema-
tik= Sw. matematik), < L. mathematica, f., < Gr.
fiaB^uarud/ (sc. rexvv), f-> also iiaBinmrma, neut.

Jl.,
mathematics, in L. also astrology. See IL]

. a. Same as mathematical. [Rare.]

Sir, not only a mathematic point, which is the most in-
-dlTisible and oniqne thing which art can present^ flows
into every line which is derived from the centre, but our
son^ which is but one, hatii swallowed up a negative and
feeling sooL Dome, Letters, xzL

Solving problems mathematie. Byrvn, Granta.

H. H. Same as mathematics. [Bare.]

AU pore mathematie is thus a science of pure intoition.
Hidmt, Mental Philos., p. 125.

3aathematical (math-e-mat'i-kal), a. and n.

[< mathematic + -al.'\ "L a. 1. "Ctf, pertaining
to, or relating to mathematics; having to do
with pure quantity; qnantitatlTe : as, mathe-
matical knowledge ; tiMthematical instruments

;

a maOiematical theory.

That Egyptian and Chaldean wisdom mathematieei
wherewith Moses and Daniel were fnroished.

Hooker, Ecclea. Polity, ilL &
Thegreaterorless accuracy attainable in Amalhematieal

science is a matter of accident. Jej^mx, PoL Eoon., p. 7.

The first or maOtematieal class of categories, the cate-
^gories of quantity or quality.

E. Caird, Phflos. of Kant, p. 316.

2. According to the principles of mathematics

;

theoretieally precise; absolutely accurate;
strict; rigid; demonstrable: as, mathematical
exactness; mathematical certainty.

Eveiy single argument should be managed as a mathe-
imaUaU demonstration.

Locke^ Conduct of the Understanding, § 7.

3t. Geometrical, as opposed to arithmetical and
4dgehraicaX : an incorrect use, formerly current.

Arithmetical, mathematieal^ algebraical, and paradoxi-
cal questions. R. CartOe (1791X title of book.

-41. Astrological; magical.
ThonghldobytheanthorityotGod'slawsandman'slaws

damn this damnable artmathematta^ I do not damn such
other arts and sciences as be associated and annexed with
this Dnlavful astrol<%y. Bp. Hooper, Works, 1. 330.

5. Produced by mathematics, as pure figures
and number.
A marreilous newtrality have these things mathemati.

edU, and also a strange participation between things sn-
pematnrall, immortall, intellectaall. simple and indivisi-
ble, and things natorall, mortall, sensible, compounded
and divisOde. Dr. J. Dee, Preface to Euclid (1570X

KatbematicalabstTsction. SeeabebmeUm Hathe-
matical body, a volume of pure space, without inertia

and the other properties of natural bodies. See body.—
Kathematical certainty or evidence, that sort of cer-
tainty which results from mathematical demonstration,
based on a diagram or the like.—Mathemattcal CllTO-
nology. See chronology.

—

Mathematical conception,
a conception which is applicable immediat^y to space
and time, and not to existence or causation ; a conception
thatisnotdyuamicaL—Hathematical tadnctlon. See
induiiion, s.—Mathematical infinity, that sort of in-
finity which is considered in mathematics. See infinite, 1,

and infinity, a—Mathematical instmments, instru-
ments for mathematical drawing and drafting, snch asdi-
vldezs, protractoz^ and the lik&—Mathematical nota-
tion. See lutotum. ^Mathematical psycholoey, an
application of mathematics to psychology, like ^Sai at-

tempted by Herbart.—Mathematical anantities,quan-
tities as they are conceived by the mauiematician, often
professedly fictitious, as distingnished from natural quan-
tities, which are quantities as they exist in the concrete.

—

i»atiinni«tira»i idgng See<^n.—Mathematicalonlty,
the abstract number 1.—Mathematical whole, a whole
whose parts lie outside of one another; a quantitative,

integral, or integrate whole.

n.t n. pi. Mathematics.
The arte of vulgar arithmeticke. . . . Xewly collected,

digested, and in some i>art devised, by a wel wilier to the
MathematieaU. T. Hitt (X«»\ UUe of book.

Take delight likewise in HiemathematiedU.
Sir P. Sidney (Arbor's Eng. Gamer, I. 308X
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The stars, the planets, and signs in the firmament shall

be strange gods, if we, being deceived with the mathemati-
eais, shall whollyhang on them. Btdlinffer, Sermons, il 2.

mathematically (math-e-mat'i-kal-i), adc. In
a mathematical manner; according to the laws
or principles of mathematical science; with
ma&ematical certainty; demonstrably: as, a
proposition that is mathematically true. JPres-

cott.

mathematician (math'f-ma-tish'an), n. [=
F. mathemaiicien ; as mathematie -V -ian.] 1.

One who is versed in mathematics.
The Mathematician, taking his start from the pure per-

ceptions of space and time, goes on freely constructing fig-

ures in space without any reference to experience, and
demonstrating the properties of such fignres.

S. Cttird, Philos. of Kant, p. 212.

2t. An astrologer.

Mathematidans, among tiieBomans, were for some time
specially meant of astrologers, or star-prophets.

N. Grew, Cosmologia Sacra, p. 327.

Combinatorial mathemaUdan. See combinatorial.

mathematicize (math-e-mat'i-siz), c. t. [<
matltematie + -ise.] To consider or treat in a
mathematical manner, as logic. [Bare.]
mathematicological (math-f-mat'i-ko-loj'i-
kal), a. Applying mathematics or algebra to
logic. Jevons.

mathematics (math-f-mat'iks),n. [PI. ofnuitA-
ematie: se& -ics. Ct.mathematic^n.'] The science
of quantity; the study of ideal oonstmctions
(often applicable to real problems), and the
discovery thereby of relations between the
parts of these constructions, before unknown.
The observations being upon objects of imagination mere-
ly, the discoveries of mathematics are susceptible of being
rendered quite certain. The first considerable advances
in mathematics were made by the Greeks, whose gr^test
geometers, Euclid, Archimedes, and Apollonius. flourished
in or about the third century B. c After their time not
very much progress was made until the seventeenth cen-

tury, bnt since then the progress of discovery has been
continuous. See abwlvie, algebra, arithmetic, equation,
function, geometry, group, infiniie, ii^nitesimal, number,
problem, quantify, space, theorem, etc

To the pure mathematieg are those sciences belonging
which handle quantity determinate.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 171-

I have mentioned mathematieks as a way to settle in the
mind an habit of reasoning closely and in train.

Locke, Conduct of the Understanding, § 7.

Mathematics is the science which draws necessary con-
clusions. B. Peiree, Linear Associative Algebra(1870), § 1.

Kow this establishment of correspondence between two
aggr^ates and investigation of the properties that are
carriedover by the correspondencemay be called the cen-
tral idea of modem vnathematics.

W. K. Oi/brd, Philos. Pure Sciences, p. 33*.

Applied mathematics, the mathematical study of a
series of problems the connection of which is objective

:

opposed to pure mathematics, which studies systems of
relationr, the connection lying in the analogy of the re-

Sitionshipu Examples of applied mathematics are rigid
ynamics, hydrodynamics, tiie theory ofprobabilities, the

kinetical theory ofgases, etc—Uglier mathematics, all

the scientifiadly treated branches of matiiematics—that
is, an except practical arithmetic, elementary geometry,
tngonometiy, and a part of algebra.

mathemeg (math'e-meg), n. [Said to be Cree
Indian, meaning ' uglyf] A fish of the Sas-
katchewan basin, believed to be the sUuroid
Amiurus nigricans, a kind of catfish.

mathesis (ma-the'sis), n. [LL., learning, math-
ematics, < Gr. /laBritJic, learning, knowledge, sci-

ence, </ttt>'Ooi'Mv,/«»OeZv, learn: see mathematics.'i

1. Mental discipline; learning or science in
general, especially mathematics. [Obsolete or
archaic]

Mad Mathesis alone was unconflned.
Too mad for mere material chains to bind,
Now to pure space lifts her ecstatic stare,

Ifow, running round the circle, finds it square.
Pope, Dunclad, iv. 31.

2. [cap.'] In entotn., a genus of clerid beetles,

erected by Waterhouse in 1S77, having a long
antennal club and the third tarsal joint not bi-

lobed. The tyi)e is M. gultigera of Sew Zealand, resem-
bling the longicom Zorian guttigerum, with which it is

associated, and upon which it is probably parasitic

mathesyt, « [< LL- mathesis, learning: see

mathesis.] Mathesis; mathematics.

Anon after he set vp a great scole at Canntorbury of al

manor of scyences, as rhetorick, logyck, phylosophy, ma-
thesy, astrologi, geometrye^ arithmeticke, and mnsicke.

Bp. Bale, "RrigliRb Totaries, L

mathook^ (mat'huk), n. In hydraul. etigin., a
long pole with an iron hook at the end, used in
making and handling mats for jetty-work.

Lyes and libels served as spades and mathooks to work
witiL Roger North, Examen, p. 592.

mathook^, «. A falsified form of mattock.

Mathnrin (math'u-rin). n. [So called as occu-
pying the church of St. Mathurin in Paris.] A
member of the order of Trinitarians. See 2Vifli-

tarian, 2.

mating-time

mati (ma'te), n. [Chin., < ma, horse. + fi,

foot.] A sedge, Elcocliaris tuierosa, growing in
C!hina, with wholesome edible tubers.

matias bark. Same as malambo bark (which
see, under iark^).

malacin, maticine (mat'i-sin), n. [< matieo^ +
-in-, -iiie-.] A bitter principle obtained from
the plant matico.
matico^ (ma-te'ko) , ii . [Sp. ] A plant, Piper an-
gustifolium (Artaiitlie elongata), natural order
Piperaceoe. in Peru it has long enjoyed a high reputa-
tion for styptic and aphrodisiac properties. It is an aro-
matic tonic and stimulant, and acts like cubebs on the
nrinary passages. A species of Eupatorium (E. gtutino-
sum) tms the same name.

matico^ (mat'i-ko), II. Same as mataco.
matie (ma'ti), n. [Origin uncertain.] A fresh
herring in which the roe or milt is perfectly
bnt not largelydeveloped. This is the state in which
the fish are in we best condition for food, being most
delicious as well as most nutritive. Although they are
not so bulky in appearance as full herring, they are in re-
ality much fotter. See JitU herring, under herring. Per-

matin (mat'in), n. and a. [< ME. matin (in pi.

matyns), < OF. and F. matin (= It. mattino),
morning (matins, morning prayers), < L. matu-
tiniitn, the morning, neut. of matutinus, of the
morning, < Matuta, the goddess of dawn, as if

fem. of an adj. "matutus, early, timely (f), akin
to maturus, mature : see mature. Cf . matutine.']

1. n. If. Morning.
The glow-worm shows the malm to be near.
And 'gins to pale his uneffectual fire.

Shak., Hamlet, L 5. S9.

2. pi. One of the canonical hours appointed in
the early church, and still observed in the Ro-
man CathoUe Caiurch, especially in monastic
orders. It properly begins at midnight, and is occupied
by two service^ nocturns and lands. The name is also
applied to the service itself, which includes the Lord's
I^yer, the Angelic Salutation, the Creed, and several

The vigils are celebrated before them, and the noctum
and matine, for the saints whose the relics are.

StUlingfieet.

3. Morning worship, as sung; hence, anymorn-
ing song : usually in the plural.

He ue hnrde masse & matyjis and eueson & eche tyde.
Rob. qfCHoueester, p. 369.

And crop-fnll out of doora he fiings.

Ere the first cock his malm rings.
jrOfam, L'Allegro, L 114.

4. pi. A musical setting of any part of the of-

fice of matins.
H. a. Pertaining to the morning; used in

the morning. [Poetical.]

Up rose the victor angels, and to arms
The malm trumpet sung. JftZtoTi, P. L., vl 526.

Each mom my sleep was broken thro'

By some wild skylark's malm song.
Temtyson, Miller's Daughter.

matinal (mat'i-nal), a. [< F. matinal, < LL.
matutinalis, of the morning, < L. matutinus, of
the morning: see matin. Cf. matutinal,'] 1.

Relating to the morning, or to matins.— 2.

[cap.] Appellative of the second of Professor
H. D. Eogers's fifteen subdivisions of the Pa-
leozoic strata in the Appalachian chain, the
names of which suggest metaphorically the
different natural periods of the day. it represents
Xos. XL and HI. of the numerical divisions of the Paleo-
zoic series according to the previous nomenclature of the
Pennsylvania Surrey, viz. the Matinal limestone and the
Matinal shales and slates, the equivalent of the groups in-

cluded between the Potsdam sandstone and the Oneida
conglomerate according to the nomenclature of the New
Yort: Survey.

matinee (mat-i-na'), «. [F., < tnatin, morning:
see matin.] 1. An entertainment (especially a
theatrical performance) or a reception held in
the daytime, usually in the afternoon. fThe gen-
eral dinner-hour of ear^ times having been at the close

of the forenoon, the French matinee, like the English
morning, is often considered as extending to the common
modem dinner-hour in the evening, especially in cities.]

2. A woman's dress for home wear in the fore-

noon, or up to the time when she dresses as for

dinner or for going out. Its form and material
change according to fashion.

Abecomingmaline« is of claret flannd. . . . Many pret-

ty vuatinees are made of surah.
PhUaiAphia Times, March 14, 1886.

mating (ma'ting), n. [Verbal n. of mate^, r.]

1. The act of taking a mate, or pairing, as by
birds.— 2. See the quotation.

Sometimes two or more crews belonging to difierent

vessels unite in the capture, and if successful an equitable

division of the oil is afterward made. This is called m^iU-

ing. Fisheries of TJ. S., T. u 259.

mating-time (ma'ting-fim), n. The breeding
season, when any animal mates or pairs; pair-

ing-time. •



matire

matiret, " A Middle English form of matter.

matlockite (mat'lok-itX n. [< Matlock (see
def .) + -tte2.] A native oxychlorid of lead, oc-
curring near Matlock in Derbyshire, England,
in tetragonal crystals of a yellowisli color and
adamantine luster.

matpole (mat'pol), n. In hydraul. engin., a
pole, usually about 20 feet long and 3 inches
thick, smoothed and pointed with iron, used in

placing mats for shore-protection, etc.

matral (ma'tral), a. [< L. matralis, pertaining
to a mother, (.'mater, mother: see mater^, mo-
t/jeri.] In anat., pertaining to one of the mem-
branes enveloping the brain, as the dura mater
or pia mater : in composition.

Between the pia-matral and the arachnoid sheath.
H. Gray, Anat. (ed. 1887), p. 805.

Matralia (ma-tra'li-a), n. pi. [L., neut. pi. of
matralis, pertaining to a mother: see matral.']

In ancient Rome, an annual festival celebrated
on the eleventh of June, by the citizen matrons
only, in honor of the goddess Mater Matuta.
The festival inculcated the principle that mothers should
care not only for their own but for their sisters' children.

matrasti n. [OF.: see matrass.] A crossbow-
bolt. Compare vireton, quarreP, boUK
matrass (mat'ras), TO. [< F. matras, a chemical
vessel so called' from its long straight narrow
neck, < OF. matras = Pr. matrat, an arrow, a
javelin, < L. matara, mataris, materis, madaris,
a Celtic javelin, a pike: a word of Celtic ori-

gin.] 1. A chemical vessel with a round or
oval body and a long neck open at the top,

serving the purposes of digestion, evaporation,
etc.; a cucurbit. Also esjUei bolt-head.— 2t. In
hort., a flask-like glass employed to shelter
plants or flowers from the weather or from ex-
tremes of cold and heat.

Protect from violent storms, and the too parching darts
of the sun, your pennached tulips and ranunculuses, cov-
ering them yiithmatrasses. Evelyn, Galendarium Hortense.

matres, «. Plural of mater^.

matresst, to- An obsolete form of mattress.

matriarcn (ma'tri-ark), TO. [< L. mater, < Ctr.

liflTTip, mother, -1- apx6(, a leader, ruler, < apx^iv,

rule.] 1. The wife of a patriarch. [Bare.]

Dr. Southey has classed this injured Matria/rch [Job's

wife] in a triad with Xantippe and Mrs. Wesley.
SoutJiey, The Doctor, cxvil. (JDaviee.)

2. A woman who holds (to some extent or in
some respect) in a family or tribe a position
analogous to that of a patriarch. See matri-
archy,

matriarchal (ma-tri-ar'kal), a. [< matriarch
+ -al.] Of or pertaining' to a matriarch or to
matriarchy; relating to tbe superior importance
of mothers (in certain respects, as the I'eckon-

ing of descent) in a family, clan, or tribe;

characterized by matriarchy.

The Indian tribes farther south are largely TnatrtorcAo^,

reckoning descent not on the father's but the mother's
side. E. B. Tylar, Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVI.
Here the matriarchal system is still in existence— the

eldest daughter inherits all.

Fortrdgmy Ree., N. 8., XL. 214.

matriarchalism (ma-tri-ar'kal-izm), TO. [< ma-
triarchal + -ism.] The character of being ma-
triarchal; matriarchal customs or practices;
matriarchy.

This immense district represents an area of lower cul-

ture, where Tnatriarchalism has only in places yielded to

the patriarchal system.
E. B. Tylar, Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVI. 162.

matriarchate (ma-tri-ar'kat), TO. [< matriarch
-H -a*e3.] The position or power of a matri-
arch.
Women were at first considered like other properties,

and in the communist stage they used to belong to each
and all; when property was divided, women were assimi-

lated to landed properties or estates, and the children
took the name of their mother, as in feudal countries they
took iiiat of their estate. This is really the origin of the
so-called •nwutriarcJia^, in which the mother had, in fact,

no power, but gave her name to her child.

Jour. Anthrtyp. Ir>M., XVIII. 271.

matriarchy (ma'tri-ar-ki), TO. [< L. mater, <

Gr. fiaTTip, mother, + -apx'i-a, rule : see matri-

arch.'] Government by a mother or by mo-
thers ; specifically, an order of society, as in

certain primitive tribes, in which the mother
in certain important respects, especially in line

of descent and inheritance, takes precedence
of the father; descent or inheritance in the fe-

male line.

The ancient Slavonians had no prejudice against matri-

airehy. Quarterly Sev., CLXII. 196.

Matricaria (mat-ri-ka'ri-a), TO. [NL. (Toume-
fort, 1700), so called with ref. to the sup-
posed medicinal value of some of the species,

< L. matrix {matric-), womb: see matrix.] A

Flowering Plant of Matricaria

a, ray.flower ; b, disk-flower

;

c, acbenium.
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genus of plants of the natural order Composites

and the tribe Anthemidew. it is characterized by ra-

diate heads, with an involucre of rather broad bracts,

by achenia with from 3
to 5 ribs on the inner
face and none on the
back, and by a receptacle
which is often conical or
oblong. They are herbs,
with alternate leaves,
which are two or three
times pinnatifid, with
linear or thread-like divi-

sions, and small or me-
dium-sized heads, which
are usually solitary at
the tips of the branches,
and have white ray-flow-
ers and yellow disk-flow-
ers. There are about 23
species, found in Europe,
North America, the
northern part of Asia,and
northern and southern
Africa. M. CkarmnmUa,
called wUd or German
canwmUe, is a common
annual of Europe, in ap-
pearance strongly resem-
bling the common may-
weed. M. inodora, also

European, is a scentless

species, which, like the
former, is sparingly naturalized in the United States.

M. discoidea, with rayless heads, is spreading from western
America eastward, and is naturalized in northern Europe.
M. glabrata, of South Africa, affords a good substitute for

camomile.

matricet (ma'tris), to. [< F. matrice = Sp. Pg.
matrig = It. matrice, < L. matrix, the womb.
see matrix.'} Same as matrix.

matrices, to. Plural of matrix.

matricidal (mat'ri-si-dal), a. [< matriade^ +
-al.] Of or pertaining to matricide, or a per-
son guilty of matricide.

As when one fair laud
Saw, North and South, her bright-armed myriads stand.

Saw herself rent in twain by matrieidal hand.
Palgram, N. A. Kev., CXX. 440.

matricide! (mat'ri-sid), to. [= F. matricide =
Sp. Pg. It. matrioida, < L. mapridda, the killer

of Ms mother, < mater, mother, -I- -dda, < cce-

dere, kill.] One who kills his or her mother.
matricide^ (mat'ri-sId), to. [= F. matricide, <

L. matricidium, the killing of one's mother,
< mater, mother, -I- -cidium, < ccedere, kill.] The
killing or murder of one's mother.

Thy Matricide all pardon must exceed.
J. Beaumont, Psyche, v. 17.

matricula (ma-trik'u-la), TO.
;
pi. matricuUe (-le).

[= F. matricuie= Sp. matricula = Pg. matricula
= It. matricola, < LL. matricula, dim. of matrix
{matric-), a public register : see matrix.] A roll

or register. Specifically— (a) The register or roll of a
university. *

His name occurs not in the mabriffiila.

'Wood, Athense Oxon.

(&) In the Rom,. Cath. Ch., the roll containing the names
of the clergy permanently attached to a cathedral, a col-

legiate, or a parish church.

matriculant (ma-ti'ik'*u-lant), to. [< ML. matri-
culan{t-)s, ppr. of matriculare, register: see ma-
triculate.'] A candidate for matriculation; one
who applies for enrolment among the members
of a body, as a student in a college or univer-
sity; an entrant.

They are ready to favor the demand upon mairiculants
for a preliminary qualification. The American, V. 390.

matriculate (ma-trik'u-lat), V.
;
pret. and pp.

matriculated, ppr. matriculating. [< ML. matri-

culaius, pp. of matriculare (> It. matricolare =
Sp. Pg. WMtrioular), register, enroll, < LL. matri-
cula, a public register, roll, list, dim. of matrix,
a public register: see matricula, matrix.] I.

trans. To enter in a register; register; enroll;
especially, to enter or admit to membership in
a body or society, particularly in a college or
university, by enrolling one's name in a regis-
ter.

It was their obstinacy to incorporate their errors into
their creeds, and to mahicvlate their abuses among their
sacred rites.

Ahp. BramhaZl, Works, II. 206, quoted in Wordsworth's
[Church of Ireland, II. 221.

Erederick was, accordingly, at the proper age, matricu-
lated at Oxford. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 179.

II. intrans. To become a member of any body
or society, especially a college or university, by
having one's name entered in a register.

The Browns have become illustrious by the pen of
Thackeray and the pencil of Doyle, within tjbe memory of
the young gentlemen who are now mtitrieulating at the
universities. T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Kugby, i. 1.

matriculate (ma-trik'u-lat), a. and n. [< ML.
matriculatus, pp.: see the verb.] I. a. Matric-
ulated; admitted; enrolled.

matrimony
To be mairieulate with ladies of estate.

Skelton, Garland of Laurell.

II. TO. One who has been admitted to mem-
bership of a body, as a college or university, by
enrolment in its register.

Suffer me in the name of the mMtriculates of that famous
university to ask them some plain questions. Arbuthnot.

matriculation (ma-trik-u-la'shon), n. [= Sp.

matriculadon, < ML. *mdtrieulatio(n-), < matri-

culare, register: see matriculate.] The act of

matriculating, or of admitting to membership
by enrolment; the state of being matriculated.

A scholar absent from the university for five years is-

struck out of the matriculation book. Ayliffe, Parergon.

matriculator (ma-trik'u-la-tor), to. [< ML. "ma-
triculator, < matriculare, register: see matricu-

late.'] One who matriculates.

At Oxford the mxtlrieulator subscribed the Thirty-nine

Articles, and sdso swore to observe three articles of the
36th Canon. Quarterly Rev., CXLVI. 209.

matriheritage (mat-ri-her'i-taj), to. [< L. mater
{matr-), mother, + E. heritage'.] Inheritance in

the female line of descent.

The two systems of mairiheritage and polyandry.
Pop. Sei. Mo., XXX. 141.

matriherital (mat-ri-her'i-tal), a. [< L. mater
(matr-), mother, + heritage) + -al.'] Of orper-
taining to matriheritage, or inheritance in the

female line.

An excellent specimen of the matriarchal or Tnatriherital

system fully carried out under recognized and well-defined

law among a civilized people. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXX. 141.

matrimoignet, to. A Middle English form of

matrimony. Chaucer.

matrimonial (mat-ri-mo'ni-al), a. [= F. matrir-

monial = Sp. Pg. matrimonial = It. matrimoni-

ale, < LL. matrimonialis, pertaining to marriage-
< L. matrimonium, marriage: see matrimony.]
1. Of or pertaining to matrimony; connubial^
nuptial : as, matrimonial rights or duties.

Cherish thy hasten'd widowhood with the gold
Of matrimoniaZ treason I Milton, S. A., 1. 959.

The main article in matrimonial alliances.

Pdley, Moral Philos., ill. 8.

3. Derived from marriage.

If he [Henry VII.] relied upon that title, he could be but
a king at courtesy, and have rather a matrimfmial than a
regal power. Bacon, Hist. Hen. Vll,

Crown matrimonial, in Scot. Mai., the right to a share
in the sovereignty conferred on the husband of a reigning
queen. The extent of this concession appears never to
have been precisely defined ; but the common belief is

that it implied a complete partnership in the crown, with
remainder to the survivor and his or her heirs. It was
granted, with important reservations, on the occasion of
the first marriage of Mary Queen of Scots, and was ex-

plicitly refused to her second husband. —Matrimonial
cause, in law, a suit for the redress of injuries respecting
the rights of marriage, as an action for divorce or the like.

In England such causes were formerly a branch of the ec-

clesiastical juri%diction.

—

Matrimonial Causes Acts, a^

series of English statutes relating to causes arising from the
matrimonii relation, (a)A statute of 1857 (20 and 21 Vict

,

0. 85) which established the Court for Divorce and Matri-
monial Causes, having exclusive jurisdiction over divorce
and matrimonial matters, and settled the law relating
thereto. (6) A statute of 1878 (41 and 42 Vict, c. 19) re-

lating to divorce and judicial separation, (c) A statute of
1884 (47 and 48 Vict. , c. 68) which substitutes for the resti-

tution of conjugal rights formerly enforced periodical
payments of money by the husband, authorizes the court
to order a settlement of a wife's property for the benefit of
the husband and children, and relates to desertion and cus-
tody of children. =Syn. 1. Matrimonial, Connubial, Nup-
tial, Conjugal, Hymeneal, Marital. Matrimonial, connu-
bial, and conjugal, like matrimony, relate to the married
state. Nuptial and hymeneal are more suggestive of the
act of marriage or that which is in close connection with
it. Connubial suggests the fact that marriage is the union
of persons of opposite sexes. Conjugal primarily means
belonging to a spouse, and secondailly belonging to the
state of spouses- that is, matrimony: as, canjugalielicity,
responsibility, obligations, rights. Manrilal means, specifi-
cally, belonging to a husband, but is also used with refer-
ence to the married state in general.

matrimonially (mat-ri-mo'ni-al-i), adv. A s re-
gards matrimony; in matrimony; according to
the manner or laws of marriage.
He is so WAiiHmmmilly wedded unto his church that he

cannot quit the same. Ayliffe, Parergon.

matrimonioust (mat-ri-mo'ni-us), a. [(.matri-

mony +-ous.] Eclating to matrimony ; matri-
monial.

Foreseeing the miserable work that man's ignorance and
pusillanimity would make in thisfnatrjnwnums business.

MWrni, Tetrachordon.

matrimony (mat'ri-mo-ni), ». [< MB. matri-
monye, also matrimoyne, matrimoigne, < OF.
matrimoine, matrimonie = Pr. matrimoni = Sp.
Pg. It. matrimonio, < L. matrimonium, marriage,
wedlock, in pi. wives ; < mater (matri-), mother
(see mater^, mother^), + term, -monium: see
-mony.] 1. The relation of husband and wife,
with especial reference to what concerns the



matrimony
latter; the state of marriage or wedlock; nup-
tial nidon ; conjugal partnership.

He that joyneth his Tiisin in truUrumcmye doith wel.

Wydtf, 1 Cor. ra. 3S.

2. The act of marriage ; entrance npon the mar-
ried state by a formal ceremony or procedure:
as, the solemnization of matrimonyhy a clergy-
man. In the Koman Catholic Church matri-
mony is regarded as one of the sacraments.
Exhorting the married men to temperance, and the

bachelors to mairimony. GUdsmith, Vicar, u.

Sf. Wife. [A Latinism. Compare wedloeJ: in
the same sense.]

Eestore my matrimony nndefll'd.
Wrong not my niece, and, for oar gold or silver
If I pursue yon, hang me

!

Beati. and FL, Little French Lawyer, It. 6.

4. A game with cards.

=

Syn. 1 and 2. Wtdlodt, Wed-
ding, etc. See Tfuuriage.

matrimony-vine (mat'ri-mo-ni-vin), n. A gar-
den-plant, Lyeium vulgare; also, the closely al-

lied L. barbarum. The latter is said to be used
in medicine in Japan.
matrimoynet, ». A Middle EngUsh form of
matrimotiy.

matrix (ma'triks or mat'riks), n.; pi. matrices
(mat'ri-sez, L. ma-tri'sez). [< L. matrix {ma-
trie-), a breeding' animal, the parent stem (of

plants), LL. the womb, a source, origin, cause, a
public register or roll, < mater (= Gr. lu/nip),

mother: see mater^, motherKI 1. The womb;
the uterus.

All that openeth the matrix is mine. Ex. xxot. 19.

Hence— 2. That which incloses anything, or
gives origin to anything, like a womb, (a) A
mold which gives form to material forced into it in a solid

condition, or poured into it in a fluid state and allowed to
harden before removal. (6) In coining, the intaglio formed
in steel by engraving, or by driving into the metal a tool

called a hub, npon which tlie design of the coin has been
produced in relief. The steel matrix is subseqaently
hardened and tempered. Fiom this matrix punches for
making dies are obtained by driving into it pieces of soft

steel, which, after taking form from the matrix, are in
their turn hardenedand tempered. The instruments used
in coining ttms alternately take the design in cameo and
intaglio^ and in order as follows : (1) cameo, the hub ; (2)
intaglio, the matrix; (3) cameo, the punch; (4) intaglio,

the die. Lastly the com is struck in cameo by the die. (e)

The bottom die in any stamping- or drop-press. (d)'lntype-

founding, an attachment to the mold in which the face of
a type is cast, the mold proper making the body for tliat

face. Every letter or character has its special matrix, but
all the matrices of the same font are fitted to one mold.
The matrix is a small flat bar of copper that has received
the deeply sunken impress of the punch, or model letter

cut on a rod of steeL Aa left by the punch it is known as
& drive, orstr^,OT unjustified matrix. When flnished and
fitted to the mold it is &jiatified matrix. Matrices are
also made by the electrotyping process, (e) In stereotyp-

ing, the mold of plaster, papier mach^, or other composi-
tion which is taken from types as arranged in the form,
and into which the melted alloy called stereotypen' metal
IB poured in casting stereotype-plates. (/) In mineral.
and ged., the rock in which any accidental crystal, miner-
al, or fossil is embedded, (g) In mining, same as gemgue,
1. [Bare and incorrect.] (A) In odontog., the formative
part of a mammalian tooth, consisting of a pulp and cap-
sule. The former is converted into dentine, the latter

into cement, (t) In anoL, the intercellular substance

:

as, the matrix of cartilage, containing corpuscles; the
animal matrix of bone, impregnated with mineral salts,

etc O) ^ t>oL: (1) That npon which a plant is fixed or
from which it grows : as, lichens which grow npon a ma-
trix of rock. ^) Intercellular substance : as^ the fila-

ments of nostoc lie in a gelatinous matrix.

3. In matli., a rectangular array of quantities,

usually square: so ca&ed because considered as
a mold or set of compartments into which a
certain number of quantities can be put, the
leaving of one of the spaces unoccupiedbeing in
effect to put zero there. The matrix is consequently
a multiple quantity having as many dimensions as it has
spaces. The numbers in ttie spaces are called the constit-

uents of the matrix. The following definitions relate to
square matrices. The vertical lines of numbers are called
the columns, the horizontal ones the rows. The diagonal
running from the upper left hand to the lower right hand
comer is called theprincipal diagoTuU. Constituents sym-
metrically situated with reference to the principal diago-
nal are said to be conjugate. A matrix in wWch every
constituent is equal to its coujngate is said to be symmet-
rical; if all the constituents alongeach diagonalband trans-
verse to the principal diagonal are equal, the matrix is said

to he persyjnmetrieal. The addition of matrices is so un-
derstood that the sum of two like matrices is a matrix
every constatuent of which is equal to the sum of the cor-

responding constituents of the parts. The multiplication
of two like square matrices is so understood that the pro-
duct is a matrix whose construction is of the kind shOTm
in the following example

:

(o,6) ^ (A,B) _faA-f ftC.oB-l-iD)
\cd{^\C,Bf-icA -f dC,cB-f-dD(

Inverse matrix to a given matrix, tlie matrix of trans-

formation from the set of variables to which the direct

matrix transforms to the set from which it transforms.

Also called reciprocal matrix.—Invertebrate mxitriz, a

aqnare matrix whose principal diagonal contains zeroa

—

latent roots of a matrix. See latent.— lSa,trix of

the type 9 x p, a matrix with p columns and q rows.
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The types of two matrices are said to be complementary
when p — pi = ~ • ~* »«-*—: ^'i »-,__ ,

stereotyping b
used, in place
type into the prepared paper.—Nuclear matrix. See
toyoptosm.—Bedprocal matrix. See inverse matrix.

matron (ma'tron or mat'ron), n. [< F. matrone
= Sp. Pg. It. liiatrona, < Ij'. matrona, a married
woman, wife, matron, < mater, mother: see »«j-

ter^, mother'^.'] 1 . A married woman, especial-
ly an elderly married woman, or a woman old
enough to be the mother of a family, whether
actually so or not; a woman possessing the
gravity suitable to a mother.

Yet did that anncient matrone all she might
To cherish her with all things choice and rare.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. xiL 14.

For thee the soldier bleeds, the matron mourns.
Pope, Iliad, vt 412.

2. Ina special sense, ahead nurse in a hospital

;

the female head or superintendent of any insti-

tution—Jury of matrons. Seejury.
matronage (mat'ron-aj or ma'tron-aj), n. [<
matron -H -age.'] 1". ^he state of" being a ma-
tron; matronly character or condition.

The underscorings of young ladies* letters, a wonder
even to themselves under the colder north-light of ma-
tronage. Lowelt, Study Windows, p. 120.

2. A body of matrons ; matrons eoUeetively

.

His exemplary queen at the head of the matronage of
this land. Burke, A Begicide Peace, L

matronal (ma'trgn-al or mat'ron-al), a. [= Sp.
Pg. matronal = ft. matronale, "<. tj. matronalis,
of orbelongingto a married woman, < matrona,
a married woman: see matron.'] Of or pertain-
ing to a matron; suitable to an elderly lady or
to a married woman; grave ; motherly.

He had herd of the beantie and vertuous behaviour of
the young Queen of Naples, the widdow of Feidinando
the younger, being then of nuUronaU yeares of seuen and
twentie. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VIL, p. 218.

Only, in depicting thisBoman ideal of matronal chastity,
Fletcher, witii his wonted coarseness of taste, has touched
on very slippery ground. Fortnightly £jei).,lS.S., XI,, 3S7.

Matronalia (mat-ro-na'U^), 71. pi. [L., orig.

neut. pi. of matronalis, belonging to a married
woman : see matronal.] In Bom. antiq., a fes-

tival celebrated by matrons on the first of

March in honor of Mars.
matronhood (ma'trpn-hud or mat'ron-hiid), n.

[< matron + -ftood.]' The conditdon of being a
matron; matronage.
matronize (ma'tron-iz or mat'ron-iz), v. t. ;

pret. and pp. matronized, ppr. matfonising. [<
matron + -ize.] 1. To render matronly.

Childbed maironises the giddiest spirits.

Biehard»m, Familiar Letters.

2. To act as a mother to ; assume the manner
of a matron toward ; specifically, to chaperon.

She . . . brought her to Boston to matronise her.

Boadls, Modem Instance, xxi.

Also spelled matronise.

matronlike (ma'tron-lik or mat'ron-lik), a.

Matronly.
matronly (ma'tron-li or mat'ron-li), a. [< ma-
tron + -Jyl.] Iiike a matron ; characteristic of

or suitable to a matron ; elderly ; ripe in years.

The matroniy wife plucked out aU the brown hairs, and
the younger the white. Sir R. L'Estrange, Fables.

matronly (ma'tron-U or mat'ron-li), adv. [<
matronly, a.] In a manner becoming a ma-
tron. pSare.]

She up arose with seemely grace.

And toward them full matronely did pace.
Spenser, F. Q., I. x. 8.

matronship (ma'tron-ship or mat'ron-ship), n.

[< matron + -ship.'f The office of matron of a
hospital or other institution. Lancet, Xo. 3422,

p. 62 of AdVtB.
matronymic (mat-rp-nim'ik), a. and /;. [= It.

matronimico, < L. inater, Gr. lairvp, mother, -1-

Gr. ow/ia, bvofia, name.] I. a. Pertaining to

or being a name derived from a mother or ma-
ternal ancestor.

H. n. 1. A name derived from a mother or

maternal ancestor: correlative to patronymic.

If it be a clear sign of exclusive female kinship that
children should take the mother's family name, it is, a
fortiori, a note of it that they should be called by a 7;!<rt-

rm^nue. J. F. M'Lennan, Studies in Anc Hist., p. 289.

2. A word of a form used for matronymic
designation ; a matronymic formation.

Agenitjve and possessive casal sufiOx,variantof -oZ,which
was used as a matrm^/nue.

The Aeademiy, Jan. 14, 1888, P- 29.

matross (ma-tros'), n. [= G. matrose, < D. ma-
troos = Sw. Dan. matros, a sailor, irreg. < F.
matelot, a sailor, seaman, a corruptiom of 'ma-

matter

tenot, < Icel. motunautr, messmate, compan-
ion, < matr (= E. meat) + nautr = AS. geneSt,

companion (see geneat).] Formerly, one of the
soldiers in a trsun of artillery who were next
to the gunners, and assisted them in loading,
firing, and sponging the guns. They carried
firelocks, and marched with the store-wagons
as guards and assistants.

matsn(mats), «. [Jap. wwteu, pine.] The most
common tree of Japan, a pine which attains
great age and size, Pinus Massoniana. It is a
flue tree for avenues, and its wood is valuable for house-
carpentry and furniture.

matt, a., n., and v. See mat^.
mattacnint, n. See matacMn.
mattagesst, mattagessef, « See matagasse.
mattamore (mat'a-mor), n. [< p. matamore,
< At. metmur, a ditch, a cavern or other sub-
terranean place in which com is laid up.] In
the East, a subterranean repository for wheat.
matte (mat), «. [F., < G. jnatt, duQ, dim: see
mat^.] In metal., a product of the smelting
of sulphureted ores, obtained in the process
which next follows the roasting. The object of
this process is to remove the oxid of iron present in the
roasted ore, by causing it to combine with silica, with
which it forms a fusible slag. Also called regulus and
coarse metal.

In English copper-works the word metal is commonly
used to denote compounds of this kind, that of regulns be-
ing apphed in a specific sense to certain kinds of metal.
I shall, however, adopt the word regulus as a generic appel-
lation for such products. The Germans designate regulus
by the synonymous terms Stein and Lech, and the French
by the term matte. Percy's Metallurgy, 1. 44.

matted (mat'ed), p. a. [< maf^ + -ed^.] Cov-
ered with mats or matting. [Bare.]

If the matted things fright you on the same account
[the danger of fire], Uie coverings may be taken off, and
laid by in some dry place. Gray, Letters, L 388.

matter (mat'er), n. [< ME. matter, mattere,
mater, matere, < OF. matiere, matere, maUre =
F. maUdre = Sp. Pg. It. materia = t>. G. Dan.
materie = Sw. materia, matter (= vernacular
Sp. madera = Pg. madeira, wood, > ult. E. Ma-
deira), < L. materia, also materies, stuff, matter
of which anything is composed, wood, timber,
etc., lit. 'material of which anything is formed
or made'; with formative -ter, from the root
ma, Skt. •/ md, form, build, make, arrange,
same as v ^^' measure: see mete'-. Cf. Xi.

mater, mother, manus, hand, usually referred to
the same root: see mother^; mair^.] 1. Sen-
sible substance ; that which offers resistance
to touch or muscular effort ; that which can
be moved, strained, broken, comminuted, or
otherwise modified, but which cannot be de-
stroyed or produced ; that which reacts against
forces, is permanent; and preserves its identity
under all changes. Matter has three states of
aggregation, the solid, the liquid, and the gas
eous. See solid, liquid, gas, and etlierK

One and the same quantity of matter remains invariable
In nature, without addition or diminution.

Bacon, Physical Fables, L, ExpL

Matter being a divisible substance, consisting always of
separable, nay of actually separate and distinct parts, 'tia

plain that, unless it were essentially conscious, in which
case every particle oi matter must consist of innumerable,
separate, and distinct consciousnesses, no system of it in
any possible composition or division can be any individual
conscious being. Clarke, To Itlr. DodwelL

According to the definition I have proposed, Matter, and
the changes of Maitjer, mean the Felt, and the changes of
the Felt ; and all our knowledge of MaUer is in Feeling,
and the changes of Feeling.

Q. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, 11. iv. § 88.

All that we know about matter is that it is the hypothet-
ical substance of physical phenomena.

Huxley, Sensation and Sensiferous Organs.

2. Tnphilos.: (a) That which is in itself no-
thing definite, but is the subject of change and
development, and by receiving a form becomes
a substance; that out of which anything is

made. See form. Matter in this sense (a translation

of Aristotle's woiji uAij, originally wood) is termed by the
scholastics matter ex qua (out of whichX to distinguish it

from matterdrcumquam (concerningwhichX or the object

of any action or power, as well as from matter in qua (in

which), or the subject of any attribute.

Generally matter is divided into that out of which, in

which, and about which : that out of which is that which
is properly so called ; in which the subject ; about which
the object. Burgersdidus, tr. by a Gentleman.

Matter unform'd and void. Milton, P. L. , vii. 233.

(6) Extended substance. Descartes, (c) In
the Kantian terminology, that-which receives

forms; especially, Ihat element of cognition

which comes to us fromwithout; thatwhich dis-

tinguishes a particular cognition from others;

the purely sensuous part, independent of the

representations of space and time and of every



matter

operation of thought; the content of experi-
ence.

All the maXler of perception is but our own aSection.
J. Hutchinson Stirling, Mind, X. 63.

3. That of which anything is or may be com-
posed; plastic, formative, or formed material
of any kind; material: as, the prime matters
of textile fabrics (wool, cotton, silk, etc.); the
book contains much useless matter.

Perpetueel matere of tlie flr of helle.

Chaiicer, Parson's Tale.

The upper regions of the air receive the collection of
the matter of tempests before the air here below. Bacon.

A goodly monument, which the Great Mogor hath beene
nine yeares in building. . . . The matter is fine Marble,
the forme nine square, two English miles about, and nine
stories in height. Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 478.

Fancy and judgment are a play's full matter.
Ford, Fancies, Epil.

That other mortal . . .

Whom of our nuUter time shall mould anew.
Dryden, tr. of Lucretius, iii. 30.

4. Specifically, in printing : (a) Material for
work; copy: as, to keep the compositors sup-
plied with matter. (6) Type set up ; material to
be printed from, or that has been printed from
and will not again be required : in the former
case called distinctively live matter, and in the
latter dead matter.— 5. In a restricted sense,
mere effete substance ; that which is thrown
off by a living body, or which collects in it as
the result of disease j pus: as, fecal matter;
purulent or suppurative matter (often called
simply matter) ; the discharge of matter from
an abscess or a wound.—6. The material of
thought or expression; the substance of a
mental act or a course of thought; something
existing in or brought forth by the mind; a con-
ception or a production of the intellect con-
sidered as to its contents or significance, as
distinguished from its form.

I will answer also my part, . . . for I am full of matter.

, Job xxxii. 17, 18.

Conceit, more rich in matter than in words.
Brags of his substance, not of ornament.

Shak., B,. and J., ii. 6. 30.

Euery man's stile is for the most part according to the
'matter and subiect of the writer, or so ought to be, and
conformable thereunto.

Puttenha/m, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 124.

I know no man a greater master in commanding words
to serve jnatter.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, Pref., p. x.

Upon this theme his discourse is long, his Timtter little

but repetition. MUton, Eikonoklastes, xiiii.

His manner in court was excelled by his Tnatter.

Sumner, Hon. John Pickering.

7. Material or occasion for thought, feeling,

or expression; a subject or cause of mental
operation or manifestation; inteUeotual basis
or ground ; theme ; topic ; source : as, matter
for reflection ; a matter of joy or grief.

Xhurgh vnwames of wit that thi wirdis cast,

Thow ges malir to men mony day after,

florto speke of thi spede, & with spell herkyn
Of thi lure and thi losse for a high wille.

Destruction of Troy CE. B. T. S.), L 2089.

It is made but a laughing matter, but a triSe ; but it is

a sad matter, and an earnest Tnatter.

Latimer, Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1550.

Hail, Son of Ood ! Saviour of men ! Thy name
Shall be the copious matter of my song.

MUtrni, P. L., iii. 413.

The wavering and cowardly policy of England furnished
•matter of ridicule to all the nations of Europe.

Macavlay, Bacon.

8. A subject of or for consideration or action

;

something requiring attention or effort; ma-
terial for activity ; affair; concern: as, matters
•of state or of business.
Yenow wolde vs meve with other matures and tales other

weyes, and ther-fore we pray you and requyre speke no
more ther-of. Merlin (B. B. T. S.), iiL 681.

For their priuate malUrs they can follow, fawne, and flat

ter nobis Personages. Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 83.

To your quiok-oonceiving discontents,

111 read you matter deep and dangerous.
Shale, 1 Hen. IV., 1. 3. 190.

I have matter of danger and state to impart to Cissar.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

High maXber thou enjoin'st me, prime of men I

Sad task and hard. Milton, P. L., t. 563.

She knows but matters of the house.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, xcvii.

•9. A subject of debate or controversy; a ques-

tion under discussion ; a ground of difference

or dispute.
Every great matter they shall bring unto thee, but every

small matter they shall judge. Ex. iviii. 22.

Dare any one of you, having a m/itter against another,

go to law? 1 Cor. vl. 1.

[They brought] divers arguments against it, whereof
some were weighty^but not to the matter.

Winthrop, Hist. Hew England, II. 1S4.
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Adr. Why, man, what is the matter t

Dro. S. I do not know the matter; he's rested on the case.

Shak., C. of E., Iv. 2. 42.

A fawn was reasoning the matter with a stag, why he
should run away from the dogs. Sir R. L'Estrange.

The word matter has always meant, in legal proceedings,

the question in controversy.
Davis, Law in Shakspeare, p. 184.

10. An object of thought in general ; a thing

engaging the attention; anything under con-

sideration indefinitely: as, that is a matter of

no moment ; a matter of fact.

For they speak not peace : but they devise deceitful mat-
ters against them that are quiet in the land. Ps. xxxv. 20.

My heart is inditing a good maiter. Ps. xlT. 1.

What impossible matter will he make easy next?
Shak., Tempest, ii. 1. 88.

Matters succeeded so well with him, that everybody was
in admiration to see how mighty rich he was grown.

Sir R. L'Estrange.

With many thousand matters left to do.
Tennyson, Princess, iv.

Money matters seem likely to go on capitally. My ex-

penses, 1 find, will be smaller than I anticipated.
Macavlay, in Trevelyan, I. 331.

And the power of creation is not a matter of static abil-

ity ; it is a matter of habits and desires.

W. K. Clifford, Mental Development, p. 104.

11. A circumstance or condition as affecting

persons or things ; a state of things ; especially,

something requiring remedy, adjustment, or ex-
planation: as, this is a serious matter; what is

the matter f

"It's a very strange matter, fair maiden," said he, , . .

"I canna* blaw my horn, but ye call on me."
Lady Isabel and the Elf-Knight (Child's Ballads, 1. 196).

Then go with me to make the matter good.
Shale, T. of the S., iv. 2. 114.

Ill tell you what the matter is with you.
MUton, Ans. to Salmasius, i. 21.

So when you plague a fool, 'tis still the curse.
You only make the matter worse and worse.

Pope, Donne Versified, Sat. iv.

What has been the matter?— you were denied to me at
first I Sheridan, The Bivals, i. 21.

12t. An inducing cause or occasion; explana-
tory fact or circumstance ; reason.

The matter of seditions is of two kinds : much poverty
and much discontent. Bacon, Seditions and Troubles.

And this is the matter why interpreters . . . .will not
consent it to be a true story. Milton.

13. Significance; sense; meaning; import.

I was bom to speak all mirth and no matter.
Shak., Much Ado, ii. 1. 344.

14. Ground of consideration; importance; con-
sequence : used especially in interrogative and
negative phrases, sometimes with an ellipsis

of the verb.
Whatsoever they were, it maketh no matter to me.

Gal. ii. 6.

Much matter was made of this, as fearing it would be
taken as an act of rebellion.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, 1. 175.

No matter who's displeased when you are gone.
Shak., T. G. of V., ii. 7. 66.

No matter what is done, so it be done with an air.

Steele, Spectator, No. 6.

If to be perfect in a certain sphere,
What matter [is it], soon or late, or here or there?

Pope, Essay on Man, i. 74.

Mr. Surface, what news do you hear? though indeed it

is no Tnatter, for I think one hears nothing else but scan-
dal. Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 1.

1 5. Something indefinite as to amount or quan-
tity ; a measure, distance, time, or the like, ap-
proximately or vaguely stated.

One of his pinnaces was about forty tons, of cedar, built
at Barbathes, and brought to Virginia by Capt. Powell,
who there djing, she was sold for a small matter.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 228.

Away he goes to the market-town, a matter of seven
miles off. Sir R. L'Estrange.

The Dutch, as I have before observ'd, do often buy Proe-
bottoms for a small matter of the Maylayans.

Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 111.

I have Thoughts to tarry a small matter in Town, to learn
somewhat of your Lingo first, before I cross the Seas.

Congreve, Way of the World, iii. 15.

16. In law: (a) Statement or allegation; as,

the court may strike out scandalous matter trora
a pleading. (6) A proceeding of a special na-
ture, commenced by motion on petition or or-

der to show cause, "etc., as distinguished from
a formal action by one party against another,

commenced by process and seeking judgment

:

as, the matter of the application of A. B. for
the appointment of a trustee.— 17t. Wood:
apparently with reference to the hard stem of

the vine.
Helpe hem nppe with canne and litel stakes.

And yeve hem strong yeres after three.

At yeres IIII uppe TJlmatiers takes
On hem, alle ronk yf that the landes be.

PaUadiiu, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 72.

matterful

Abstraction from singulars but not from matter.
See abstraction.—AOl Is a mattert, it is all one thingsub-
stantially; hence, it is wholly indifferent.

Whether we make the common readers to lau^h or to

lowre, aUisa matter. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 86.

A matter of course. See ctmrsei.—A matter of life

and death. See life.— Close matter. See dos«2.—
Coloring matter. See color.—Common mattert, that

which all things have in common; being.— Contingent
matter. See contingent.- Dead matter. See def. 4 (b).

—First mattert. (a) in metaph., matter unformed and
chaotic, (b) The material or substance of which anything
is composed. Also prime matter, materia prima.— For
that matter, as far as that goes ; so far as that is 'con-

cerned.

For that Matter, Sir, be ye 'Squu-e, Knight, or Lord,

I'll give you whate er a good Inn can afford.

Prior, Down-Hall, st. 21.

Intelligible matter. See intelligible.— JAys matter.
See def. 4 (b).— Matter Of a proposition, the subject of

the proposition : also called the material matter, in contra-

distinction to the/ormoi matter, which is the fact signified.

—Matter of a syllogism, the propositions and terms of

the syllogism. The formal matter of a proposition has,

since the twelfth century, been distinguished as natural,

contingent or casual, and remote or unnatural, according

as the chai'acter signified by the predicate term mus^
may or may not, or cannot, inhere in the subject.— Mat-
ter of cogoltion. See def. 2 (c).—Matter of composi-
tion, or permajient matter, that of which anything con-

sists.— Matter of fact, (a) A reality, as distinguished

from what is fanciful, hypothetical, or hyperbolical.

Lady Sneer. Strange, indeed !

Crabt. Matter offact, I assure you.
Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 1.

(6) In law, that which is fact or alleged as fact : in contra-

distinction to matter oflaw, which consists in the resulting

relations, rights, and obligations which the law establishes

in view of given facts. Thus, the questions whether a
man executed a contract, and whether he was intoxicated

at the time, relate to matters qf fact; whether, if so, he
is bound by the contract, and what the instrument means,
are matters of law. The importance of the distinction is

that in pleading allegations of the former are essential

and of the latter unavailing, and that the former are

usually questions for the jury, the latter for the judge, (c)

A particular element or fact of experience.

Some particular existence, or, as it is usually termed,
matter-of-fact. Locke, Human Understanding, IV. xvi. 6.

What is the nature of that evidence which assures us of

any real existence and maiter of fact, beyond the present
testimony of our senses?

Hume, Human Understanding, iv.

Matter of generation, or transient matter, that out
of which anything is made, as seed.— Matter Of law.
See matter of fact (6).— Matter of record, that which
is recorded, or which may be provedby record. In law the
term imports a judicial, or at least an official, record. See
record.— Second matter, in metaph., matter formed. See
first matter.— Sensible matter, the matter of sensible
things.— signate, designate, determinate, or Indi-
vidual matter, that which is diverse, though not in any
character different, in all individuals. This distinction ori-

ginated with Thomas Aquinas.— Spiritual matter, the
matter of the incorruptible body a^r the resurrection.

—

Standingmatter, composed types that have not yet been
printed or molded from, or that have been so used and are
set aside for further service.—To ma^e a matter Ofcon-
science. See conscience.—To make mattert, to make
no matter. See make^.—Upon the mattert, upon the
whole matter, on the whole ; taking all things into view.

So that upon the Tnatter, in a great wit, deformity is an
advantage to rising. Bacon, Deformity.

Waller, with Sir William Balfour, exceeded in horse, but
were, upon the whole Tnatter, equal in foot. Clarendon.

What's the matter with (a thing or act) ? what is your
objection to (it)?— ahumorous use, at once assuming that
objection has been made, implying that there is no ground
for the objection, and recommending the thing or act
mentioned.

matter (mat'6r), V. [< matter, «.] I. iTitraTW.

1. To be of importance; import; signify:
chiefly used in negative and interrogative
phrases: as, it does not matter; what does it

matter ?

For Sosianus and Sagitta were men vile and of no ac-
count^ neither mattered it where they lined.

Sir H. SavUe, tr. of Tacitus, p. 161.

To a man of virtue and honour, indeed, this mattered
little. Macavlay, Hist. Eng., xvli.

St. To form pus ; collect or be discharged, as
matter in an abscess; also, to discharge pus.

Each slight sore mattereth. Sir P. Sidney.

Earth's milk 's a ripened core.
That drops from her disease, that matters from her sore.

Quarles, Emblems, i. 12.

II. trans. If. To regard; care for; mind.
I repulsed her once and again ; but she put by my re-

pulses, and smiled. Then I began to be angry ; but she
mattered that nothing at all,

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 339.

The low Land is sometimes overflown with water in the
time of Harvest, yet they matter It not^ but gather the
crop and fetch it home wet in their Canoas.

Dampier, Voyages, II. 1. 26.

I had rather receive Money than Letters. I don't mat-
ter Letters, so the Money does but come.

JV. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, 1. 106.

2. To approve of. BalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]
matterful (mat'6r-ful), a. [< matUr + -ful.']

Full of matter, substance, good sense, or the
like; pithy; pregnant.



matterfdl
What s sweet, nnpretending, OTet^-mannered, malter-

ful creature ! Lamb, To Wordsworth (ISlsi p. 97.

matterless (mat'er-les), a. [< nmtter + -less.']

Void of matter, substance, or significance ; im-
material, either literally or figuratively; of no
consequence or importance.

All fine noise
Of veise. meete maUerieste ind tinkling toies.

B. Jonmm, tr. ol Horace's Ml of Poetry.

Like shades . . . quite matterieae.
Dames, Wittes Pilgrimage, p. 35. (,Dama.)

The sky is only the matterless limit of vision.
Boardnuxn, Creative Week, p. 84.

matter-of-conrse (mat'fer-ov-kors'), a. Pro-
ceeding as a natural consequence; following
naturally as a thing to be expected or about
which there can be no question.

I won't have that sort of matter-<if-eourse acquiescence.
T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Oxford, xxs.

matter-of-fact (mat'er-ov-fakt'), a. 1. Con-
sisting of or pertaining to facts; not fanciful,
imaginative, or ideal; ordinary; commonplace:
applied to things.

His passion for matter-of-faet narratiTe sometimes be-
trayed him into a long relation of common incidents.

Lamb, To Wilson.

The common matUr-qf-/aU world of sense and sight.

Caird.

The man said good morning, in a mattar-qf-/aU way.
TheCe^ury, XXXVl 823.

2. Adhering to facts ; not given to wander be-
yond realities; unimaginatiTe; prosaic: ap-
plied to persons.

One of oor company, a doctor of divinity, and a plain
matter-of-fact man. B<»tceU, Johnson.

mattery (mat'er-i), a. [< matter + -yl.] 1.

Full of matter—that is, of thought or facts;

significant; weighty. fRare.]

Away with yonr mattery sentences, Momns; th^ are
too grave and wise for this meeting.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, iv. 3.

2. Purulent; generating pus. [Bare.]

The patrid vapours colUqnate the phlegmatick hnmoors
of the body, which, transcending to the lungs, causes their

mattery cough. Barney, Consumptions. {LaOam.)

Matthew Walker knot. See iiwt^.

Matthieu-Plessy green. See green^.

MattMola (mat-thi'o-la), n. [NL. (R. Brown,
1812), named after "P."A. MattioU, an Italian

physician of the 16th century.] A genus of

plajits of the order Crueiferce and tribe Ara-
bidete, characterized by a longmany-seeded sU-
ique, and stigmas often thickened or homed
at the back. They are hoaiy herbs or low branching
shrubs, with oblong or linear leaves, which are entire or
sinuate, and with rather large flowers, usually purple or
white and growing in bractless racemes. There are about
36 species, natives of Europe, the Mediterranean region,
and western Asia. To this genus belong the numberless
varieties of stock or stock-gfflyfiower of the gardens. M.
ineana includes the biennial sorts, the Brompton stock,

queen stock, and others. It is wild along the Mediterra-
nean coast-line, etc. (See giUyJIoioer, 3, and tiopes.) M.
anmia of southern Europe, perhaps a variety of the last,

furnishes the ten-week stoc^ Another variety, by some
considered a distinct species (Jf. OrtBca), is the smooth-
leafed or wallflower-leafed stock. M. tristis, of southern
Europe, is the dark-flow»«d or night-scented stock, with
lurid flowers pleasantly fragrant in the evening.

mattie (mat'i), n. Same as matte.

matting^ (mat'ing), n. [Verbal n. of mat\ ».]

1. Materials for mats; matwork.— 2. A fab-
ric of some coarse material, as rushes, flags,

grass, straw, hemp, bamboo, etc., used for cov-
ering floors, as a packing for some kinds of

goods, and for various other purposes.

All around us, what powers are wrapped up under the
coarse maUingt of custom, and all wonder prevented.

Emerson, New England Reformers,

3. Xa «?. , a texture made of strands of old rope,
or of spun-yarn, beaten flat and interwoven,
used to prevent chafing.—4. The mat of a pic-

ture—Canton mattillg. Same aa India maltmg.— tSo-

COanut matting, matting made of coir, especially that
which is heavy and thick and rather open in texture. It
is used especifdly for floor-covering in places where much
wear is expected.— Glass matting, matting made of veg-
etable fiber, of whichmany sorts are utilized iirlndia, Chi-

na, and Japan. It is used principally for floor-cloth.—In-
dia matting. See /luiui.—Indism-mattliig plant, a
species of Cypena {Papyrus eorymbosus), native m India.

It is largely employed in the manufacture of matting.

—

Bnssia matting, a coarse woven fabric for packing, made
in Russiafrom strips ofthe bast orinnerbark of thelinden.

matting^ (mat'ing), n. [Verbal n. of mafi, ».]

1. The act or process of producing a dull or
roughened surface on metal; specifically, the
process of covering plates with varnish in gild-

ing on water-size. E. H. Knight.— 2. A dull,

slightly roughened surface, free from polish,

produced by the use of the mat.
matting-boat (mat'ing-bot), ». Same as mat-
hoat.
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matting-loom (mat'ing-lom), n. A loom in
which slats are introduced into the shed to form
the woof. E. B. Knight.
matting-pnnch (mat'ing-punch), n. In metal-
working, a punch with a roughened working
end, used with a light hammer or maUet for
matting the ground or the parts of the surface
left flat between fretwork tracery, etc. For very
fine work In silver or gold such punches are sometimes
made bybreaking with a sharpblow a bar of hlgbly hard-
ened steel, and selecting pieces which have one even,
finely and regularly granulated end, and so grinding the
other as to remove the angles. The ungronnd end is

the working end of the punch, and ne«ls no further
preparation.

matting-tool (mat'lng-tol), n. In metal-worh-
ing, a kind of chasing-tool for producing even-
ly roughened surfaces. A matting-tool used for
lathe-work is a small roughened cylinder or spheroid of
hardened steel, joumaled in the branches of a furcated
handle by which it is applied to the work, over the surface
of which it rolls as the object turns in the lathe.

mattock(mat'ok), n. [Formerlyalso sometimes
mathook, simulating %oo^; < ME. njartocfce, mat-
tok, mattoke, < AS. mattuc, mattoc, mettoe, meot-
toc, mettoe, < "SV. nuxtog, a mattock, hoe, = GaeL
madag, pickax. The resemblance of OBulg.
motuUca = Buss, motuika = Pol. nwtylca ='LA1&.
mattikas, a mattock, appears to be accidental.]
An instrument for loosening the soil in digging,
shaped like a pickax, but having its ends broad
instead of pointed.

mattold (mat'oid), n. [< ML. mattus, stupid,
dull,+ -oid. See -oid.~\ One who exhibits symp-
toms of mental degeneration but is not "posi-

tively insane; a semi-insane person; a crank:
a term used by Lombroso to designate a semi-
insane person whose ideas and aims (often of

a literary or artistic character), while ttiey may
simulate those of talent and even of genius, are
marked by radical absurdities which the patient
is unable, throughmentalweakness, to perceive.
mattress (mat'res), n. [Formerly also matress,
mattrass, matteress; < ME. mattress, matrys, ma-
irasz='D.matras= 8\T. madrass^'Dwi. madras,
< OF. materas, F. matelas =It. materasso, mate-
rassa = MHG. matron, materaz, G. matratze, <
ML. matratum, mataratium, matariUum= (yfith

At. art.) Sp. almadraqve= Pg. almatrac, a mat-
tress,< Ar. matrah, mattress, cushion, bed, prop,
a place where anything is thrown, then some-
thing thrown down, hence a 'shake-down,' a
mat&ess, < taraha, throw down.] 1. A bed
consisting of abag filled with straw, hair, moss,
sponge, husks, excelsior, or other soft and elas-

tic material, and usually quilted or tacked with
transverse cords at short intejrvals to prevent
the contents from slipping.

Pom. And I have heard ApoUodorus carried— . . .

Eno. A certain queen to Csesar in a vuittress.

Shak., A. and a,a 6. TL

2. liihydraul.engin.,2,raa.t ormassofbrushwood,
willow rods, light poles, or other like material,
roughly woven or tied together and used to
form foundations for dikes and jetties, or as
aprons, fencing, curtains, or surfacing for dikes,
dams, embankments, and similar constructions,
either for assisting to hold together loose mate-
rial or to prevent injury by the erosion of water.
—French mattzess, a mattress made partly of wool and
I>artly of hair. [Eng.]—Spring-mattress, a mattress
in which spiral springs support the stuffed part, so as to
make an ehkstic bed.—IK^re mattress, a frame of wood
or iron over which is tightly stretched a sheet of various-
ly constructed thick wire (^oth. It is used in beds as a
substitute for springs.

mattress-boat (mat 'res -hot), n. In hydraul.

engin., a flat boat or scow on which mattresses
are constructed and transported, and from
which they can be launched into position.

mattnlla (ma-tul'a), n. [NL.,<L. wmtta, amat,
+ -ulla, dim. term., as in medulla, pith.] In
hot., the fibrous matter covering the petioles of

palms. Also written matulla.

matty (mat'i), H. Same as matie.

matiu'able (ma-tur'a-bl), a. [< mature, v., +
-able.'l 1. That may be matured or perfected.

The writer gives evidence of a true poetic gift, and of

abilities, which, if immature, are yet matvrable,
The Natim., XLVUL iv.

2. Capable of maturation; thatmay suppurate.

Matuxa diamond. See diamond.

matnrant (mat'u-rant), n. [< L. maturan(t-)s,

ppr. of maturare, ripen: see maturate.'] In

med., a medicine or an application to an in-

flamed part to promote suppuration; a matu-
rative.

maturate (mat'n-rat), v.; pret. and pp. matu-
rated, ppr. maturating. [< L. maturatus, pp. of

maturare, make ripe: see mature, v.'] I. trans.

1. To bring to maturity; mature. [Bare.]

mature
Bypouring every nightwarm water on the root thereof,

a tree may be matumtted artificially to bud out in the
midst of winter. FuUer.

2. To promote perfect suppuration in.

II. intrans. 1. To ripen; come to or toward
maturity. [Bare.]— 2. To suppurate perfectly.

maturation (mat-u-ra'shon), «. [< 'F. matura-
tion = Pr. mdturcicio = Sp. maduradon = Pg.
maduraqao= It. maturaziane, < L. maturatio{n-),
a hastening, < maturare, ripen : see mature, r.]

1. The process of ripening or coming to matu-
rity ; a bringing to maturity; hence, a carrying
out; consummation. [Bare.]

Tin fnrth^ observalaon shall discover whether these
are diamonds not yet fuUy ripe, and capableof growing
harder by further maturation. Boyle, 'W orl^ 1. 453.

At our entrance into the world, when health and vigour
give us fair promises of time sufllcient for the r^nlar
maturaiion of our schemes. Johnson, Rambler, 2\o. 111.

2. In med., a ripening or maturing, as of an
abscess ; formation of pus ; suppuration.
As in the body, so in the soul, diseases and tumours must

have their due maturation ere there can be a perfect cure.

Bp. HaU, Balm of Gilead.

matnrative (ma-tfir'a-tiv), a. and »i. [< F.
maturatif; as maturate + -ive.'] I. a. 1. Pro-
ducing maturity; conducive to ripeness.

Between the tropicks and equator their second snmmer
is hotter, and more maturtOise of fruits, than the former.

Sir T. Brouve.

2. Conducing to perfect suppuration, or the
formation of pus in an abscess.

Butter is maturative, and is profltably mixed with ano-
dynes and suppuratives. Wiseman, Surgery,

n. n. In med., anything that promotes sup-
puration ; a matuxant.
The same [linseed] applyed with figs is an excellent

maturative, and ripeneth all imposthmnes.
Holland, tr. of Hiny, xx. 22.

mature (ma-tur'), a. [< L. mdturus, ripe, ma-
ture, of full age, fit, timely, early, speedy;
perhaps orig. *maeturus, < -^ mag, in magnus,
great: see main^.'] 1. Complete in natural
growth or development; fully grown or ripen-
ed ; ripe : as, mature grain or fruit ; a person of
mature age; mature in judgment.

The youngest son of Priam, a true knight^
Xot yet mature, yet matchless.

Shai., T. and C, iv, 5. 97.

Two thousand summers have imparted to the monu-
ments of Grecian literature, as to her marbles, only a
maturer golden and autumnal fint.

Thoreau, Walden, p. 112.

2. Completely elaborated or prepared; brought
to maturity; ready for use or execution; f^y
evolved; ample; thorough: as, a result of mo-
ture deliberation.

How best the migh^ work he might begin
Of Saviour to mankind, and which way first

Publish his godlike office now mature.
Xaton, P. R., i. 18&

Indeed, upon mature thoughts, I should think we could
not have done better than to have complied with the desire
they seemed to have of our settling here [at Mindanao].

Dampier, Voyages, L 349

Which images, here flgur'd in this wise,

I leave unto yonr more mature survey,
Daniel, Philotas, Ded,

3. In med., in a state of perfect suppuration.

—

4. In com. , become payable ; having reached the
time fixed for payment; fuUy due Hatnie in-
sect, in eniom., an insect which has attained the last or
imago stage of Its development.—Matnie larva, a larva
which has attained its.fi^ growth before passing into the
pupa state.—Mature pupa, a pupa ready to give forth an
imago. = ^n. 1 and 2, Mature, Bipe, digested, well-con-

sidered. Mature and ripe both primarily denote the re-

sult of the process of physical growth. Bipe emphasizes
simply the result: the fruit needs no more noniishment
from the stock, and further change will be to over-ripe-

ness and decay. Mature combines with the idea of the re-

sult the further suggestion of the process by which the
resultwas reached. Further, ripe always seems figurative

when applied to anything besides fruit, especiaUy fruit

growing above ground: to speak of a ripe scholar, or a

ripened judgment. Is distinctly figurative. Mature, on the
other hand, seems quite as literal now in the secondary
as in the primary sense. The same distinction exists be-

tween the verbs and between the nouns corresponding to

these adjectives.

mature (ma-tur'), v.; pret. and pp. matured,

ppr. maturing. [< F. maturer = Sp, Pg. ma-
durar= 11:. maturare, < L, maturare, make ripe,

ripen, <»M/MrtJ5, ripe: see mature, a.'] I. trans.

1. To cause to ripen ; bring to maturity: as, to

mature ale.

Prick it [an apple] with a pin full of holes, not deep,

and smear it a little with sack, to see if the virtual heat

of the wine will not matwe it, Boeon, Xat Hist, § 326.

And, like the stores autumnal suns mature.

Through wintry rigours unimpaired endure.
Cawper, Conversation, 1. 649.

2. To elaborate or carry to completion; make
ripe or ready for use or action: as, to mature

one's plans.



mature
I have not the leisure to rruiture a discourse which should

invite the attention ol the learned by the extent ol its
views, or the depth ol its investigations.

Story, Misc. Writings, p. 649.

3. In med,, to bring to a state of perfect sup-
puration; maturate.

II. intrans. X. To eome to a state of ripe-
ness; become rijje or perfect : as, wine materes
by age or by agitation in a long voyage ; the
judgment matures by age and experience.— 2.
In com., to reach the time fixed for payment, or
for payment of the principal, as distinguished
from instalments of interest: as, a bill matures
on a certain date.— 3. In med., to come to a
state of perfect suppuration. =Syn. 1. Mature, Ri-
pen. See comparison nnder nwJture, a.

maturely (ma-tur'U), adv. 1. In a mature
manner; -witt ripeness; completely.— 2. With
ripe care; thoroughly: as, a prince entering on
war ought maturely to consider the state of his
finances.—Sf. Speedily; quickly. [ArareLat-
inism.]

We give him thanks for contracting the days of our
trial, and receiving us more maturely into those everlast-
ing habitations above. BenUey, Boyle Lectures.

matureness (ma-tur'nes), n. Mature state or
condition; ripeness or perfection; maturity:
as, such matureness of judgment is surprising
in one so young.
maturescent (mat-u-res'ent), a. [< L. nmtu-
rescen(t-)s, ppr. ot maturescere, become ripe,

ripen, < matwus, ripe : see mature.'] Becoming
mature; waxing ripe. Bailey, 1731. [Eare.]
maturity (ma-tii'ii-ti), n. [= F. maturity =
Pr. maturitat'= It.'matwritct, < L. maturita(t-)s,
ripeness, maturity, < maturus, mature : see ma-
ture.'] 1. The state of beingmature; ripeness;
completeness ; full development or elaboration

:

as, maturity of age ; the maUtrity of corn ; the
maturity of a scheme.
Not sufficient to bring their fruits and grain to matw-

rity. Bay, Works ol Creation, ii.

2. In com., the time fixed for payment of an
obligation; the time when a note or bill of ex-
change becomes due.— 3. In med., a state of

terfect suppuration. = Syn. 1. Maturity, Bipenese.
Be comparison under Tnature, a.

matutinal (ma-tu'ti-nal), a. [= P. matutinal
= Pr. Sp. matu1Anal= lt. mattutinale, < L. mutvr
Unalis, of the morning, < matuUnum, the morn-
ing: see matuUne, matin, and maUfMl.] Per-
taining to the morning; coming or occurring
early in the day: as, a matutinal bath.

My salutation to your priestship 1 What?
Matutinal, busy with book so soon
Of an April day? Browning, Ring and Book, 1. 309.

Matutinal cognltiont. See cognition.

matutine (mat'u-tin), a. and n. [= Sp. Pg.
matutino = It. mattuUno, < L. matutkms, of the
morning, neut. matutirmm, the morning: see
matin.] I. a. Same as matutinal. [Obsolete
or archaic]
Among astrologers, six of the planets are said to be

matutine when they are above the horizon at sun-rising,
and vespertine when they set after the sun. The three
upper planets are counted strongest when oriental and
matviine, as the three lower when occidental and vesper-
tine. E. Phillips, 1706.

Their [the stars'] matutine and vespertine motions.
Sir T. Herbert, Travels In Africa, p. 227. (Lat?iam.)

Upraise thine eyes, and And the lark,

The matutine musician
Who heavenward soars on rapture's wings.

F. Locker, Arcadia.

Il.t »*• V^- Matins.

Matutine^ [were] at the first hour, or six of the clock.
rwOer, Ch. Hist., VI. 287. (Damien.)

matweed (mat'wed), n. 1 . A grass, Ammophila
arundinacea (Psamma arena/ria): so called from
its use in making mats. Also called sea-mat-
weed, halm, and marram.— 2. Less properly

—

(a) SparUna striata, seaside-grass. (6) Nardws
stricta, small matweed (see mat-grass), (c) Ly-
geum Spartum, hooded matweed.
matwork (mat'wSrk), n. 1. Matting; any-
thing plaited or woven like a mat.— 2. In arch.,

same as nattes.

matyi, n. See matie.

maty^ (mat'i), n.; pi. maUes (-iz). [E. Ind.]

In India, a native servant, especially an under-
servant or assistant servant.

maud (mad), n. [Perhaps so called from some
one named Maud. The name Maud is ult. <

Matilda, a name of OHG. origin : see -Mid.] A
gray woolen plaid worn by shepherds in Scot-

land ; hence, a traveling-rug orwarmwrapmade
of similar material. Also spelled maude.

Fra' south as weel as north, my lad,

A' honest Scotsmen lo'e the maud.
Mri. Scott of Wa/uchope, To Bums.
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He soon recognized his trorthy host, though a maud, as

it is called, or a gray shepherd's plaid, supplied his trav-
elling jockey coat. Scott, Guy Mannering.

maudlet (ma'dl), v. t. [< maudlin, formerly
sometimes maudling, taken as a ppr. form.]
To render maudUu; throw into confusion or
disorder. E. Phillips, 1706.

maudlin (mad'lin), a. [Formerly sometimes
maudling, being taken as a ppr. form ; earlier
maudlen, mawdlen; attrib. use of Maudlin, i. e.

Magdalen, with ref. to Mary Magdalene, re-

garded as the penitent " woman which was a
sinner," and represented by painters with eyes
swollen and red with weeping : see magdalen,
magdalene.] If. Tearful; lacrymose; weeping.

Sir Edmond-berry first, in woful wise,
Leads up the show, and milks their mmMin eyes.

Bryden, Prol. to Southerne's Loyal Brother, 1. 21.

2. Over-emotional; sickly-sentimental; fool-

ishly gushing.

How's this !— in tears ?— 0, Tilburina, shame !

Is this a time for maudling tenderness,
And Cupid's baby woes? Sheridan, The Critic, ii. 2.

There is in his writings an entire absence of all the cant
and Tna/udlin affectation of mouth-worshippers of freedom.

Whipple, Ess. and Kev., I. 23.

3. Tipsy; fuddled; foolish from drink.

'Twere better, sure, to die so, than be shut
With mmidlin Clarence in his IVlalmsey butt.

Byron, Don Juan, i. 166.

It is but yonder empty glass
That makes me mawfZzn-moral.

Tennyson, Will Waterproof.

maudlin (m&d'Hn), n. [< Maudlin, a fem. name,
< MB. Maudelein, Maudeleyne, < OF. Magde-
leine, Magdelaine,'M.a,gdaleD.: see magdalen. Cf.

maudlin, a.] 1. A hardy herbaceous plant,
Achillea Ageratum, a kind of milfoil, native to

southern Europe, bearing yellow flowers. Also
called sweet maudlin.

The flowers of the maudlin are digested into loose um-
bels. Miller, Gardener's Dictionary.

2t. The costmary, Tanacetum BaUamita.
maudlin-drunk (m^d'lin-dnmgk), a. In the
sentimental and tearful stage of intoxication.

Some maudlin drunken were, and wept full sore.

Yorkshire Ale (1697), p. 8. (Hdaiwell.')

The fifth is mawdlen drunke ; when a fellowe will weepe
for kindnes in the midst of his ale, and kisse you, saying.
By God, captaine, I love thee.

Nashe, Pierce Penilesse (1592). (HaUiweCl.')

maudlin-fair (m&d'liu-far), n. A great up-
roar. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
maudlinism (m&d'lin-izm), n. [< maudlm +
-ism.] The state of being maudlin; manifes-
tation of sickly sentimentality.

At this precise period of his existence, Mr. Benjamin
Allen had perhaps a greater predisposition to mauMinism
than he had ever known before. Dickens, Pickwick.

maugret (m§,'g6r), n. [< ME. maugre, mawgre,
maugree, magre, < OF. maugre, maulgre, malgre
(= Pr. malgrat = It. malgrado), iU-will, spite,

< mal (< L. malus), ill, + gre, gret, < L. gratum,
a pleasant thing, neut. of gratus, pleasant (see
grate^). Cf. hongree. Hence maugre,prep.] 111-

wiU; spite.

I thought no mawgre, I tolde it for a bourde [jest].

Barclay, lyfte Eglog. {Naree.)

Yef it myshappe we shuU haue magre, and therfore it

be-houeth vs to sle Petrius or take hym quyk and yelde
hym to kynge Arthur. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), Ui. 664.

To can (con) maugret, to show ill-will.

Shulde I therfore cnnne hym mawgre?
Bam. of the Bose, 1. 1559.

maugre (m&'g6r), prep. [Early mod. E. also

mauger, maulgre, magree; < ME. maugre, maw-
gre, mawgree, mawgrey, magre, < OP. maugre,
maulgree, malgre, F. malgre (= It. malgrado),
prep., in spite of; an elliptical use (of. spite,

despite, in similar B. use) of the noun maugre,
ill-will, spite : see maugre, n.] In spite of; not-
withstanding.

A knigt him conquerede al with clene strengthe,

& hade him out of the ost mawgrey hem alle.

William ofPalemelE. E. T. S.), 1. 3475.

"Then tell" (quoth Blandamour), "and feare no blame:
Tell what thou saw'st, mavlgre who so it heares."

denser, F. Q., IV. i. 48.

Maugre all his impertinent griefs, he shall be glad with
me. Emerson, Misc., p. 16.

Maugre hist, against his will.—Maugre one's teetht,
in spite of all that one can do.

That salle he, mawgre his tethe,

For alle his gret araye.
MS. Lincoln A. i. 17, f. 132. (Halliwell.)

Hard it is for him to be welcome that commeth against
his wil, that saith to God when he commeth to fetche him

:

Welcome, my Maker, magree my teeth.

Sir T. Mare, Cumfort against Tribulation (1578), fol. 63.

maugret (mft'gto), v. t. [< maugre, prep.] To
defy.

maumetry
Deeply fixed

To maugre all gusts and impending storms.
Webster.

mauist, »• [ME.; < OP. muis (f).] A measure
containing in some places a little more than
forty bushels.

He ... in his heme hath, soth to sayn,

An hundred mauis (ft. OF. cent muis] of whete greyne.
Som. of the Rose, 1. 6590.

mankin (m&'kin), n. and a. See malkin.

mauky, a. See mawky.
maul^ (mai), n. [A different spelling of mall^,

and now the common form in this sense.] A
heavy wooden hammer or mallet; a kind of

beetle; a mall.

maul^ (mftl), V. t, [Another spelling of malU,
and now more usual: see malP-, v.] 1. To beat
and bruise with a maul, or as if with a maul ; dis-

figure by beating.

By this hand I'll maml you. B. Jonson, Alchemist, iv. 2.

We are tnavl'd; we are bravely beaten

;

All our young gallants lost.

Fletcher, Humorous lieutenant, ii. 2.

I'll maul that rascal ; h'as out-brav'd me twice.

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, iL 2.

2. To do injury to, especially^ gross injury, in

any way. [Obsolete or archaic]
Far hence they vent their Wrath,

Mauling, in mild Lampoon, th' intriguing Bath.
Congreve, Pyrrhus, Prol.

The doctor rtMuls our bodies, the i>arson starves our
souls, but the lawyer must be the adroitest knave, for he
has to ensnare our minds.

R. D, Blackmore, Lorna Doone> xxxlx.

3. To split with wedges and a maul or maUet.

I'd rather scrub floors, I'd rather matd rails, I'd rather
do anything in this world for a livin' than teach school!

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 248.

maul^ (m&l), n. [An irreg. var. of maulm,
malm.] Clayey, sticky soil. Halliwell. [Prov.
Eng.]
mauP (m&l), n. [Appar. an irreg. var. or con-
tracted dim. of moth.] A moth. Halliwell.

[North. Eng.]
maul^ (mSjl), n. [Also maule, mauls, maws: a,

corruption of mallow, mallows.] The com-
mon mallow of Great Britain, Maha syhestris.

[Prov. Eng.]
mauling (m&'ling), n. [Verbal n. of mauP-, v.]

A severe beating, as with a stick or cudgel.
[Colloq.]

maul-in-goal (mftl'in-gol'), n. In football, a
struggle between the two sides for the posses-
sion of the ball when it has been carried across
the goal-line but has not been touched to the
ground. The maul-in-goal Is still a feature of the game
as placed in Great Britain, but has been abandoned in the
American game.

maulkin, n. and a. See malkin.
maulmt, n. See malm.
maul-oak (mai'ok), n. See live-oak.

maulstick (m&l'stik), n. Same as mahlstick.

maum, n., a., and v. See malm.
maumett, mammett (ma'met, mam'et), n. [<
ME. maumet, mawmet, maument, mawment, ear-

lier mahimet, an idol, < OP. mahumet, malwmet,
mahommst, an idol, a pet ; a particular use of
Mahomet, Mohammed: see Mahoun, Mahometan,
Mohammedan.] 1. An idol: from the old be-
lief that Mohammedans were idolaters.

An idolastre peraventure ne hath not but o maumet or
two, and the avaricious man hath many ; for certes every
florein in his oofre is his maumet. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

When Criste in that contre come with his dame.
The false goddes in fere fell to the ground

;

Bothe Mawhownus & maum^tes myrtild in peces.
Destruction qf Tray (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 4312.

And where I meet your maumet gods, I'll swing 'em
Thus o'er my head, and kick 'em into puddles.

Fletcher, Island Princess, iv. 5. (JTores.)

2. A puppet. [In this later sense usually r«a»i-

met]
I have seen the city of new Nineveh, and Julius Ccesar

acted by maanmets.
Every Woman in her Humour (1609). (Nares.)

This is no world
To play with mammets and to tilt with lips.

Shak., 1 Hen. Iv:, ii. 3. 95.

How the mammet twitters 1 Massinger, The Picture, 1 1.

maumetriset, «• [ME. mawmetryse: see mau-
metry.] Same as maumetry.
In this comandement es forboden all mawmetryse, all

wychecralte and charemynge.
Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 9.

maumetroust, mammetroust, a. [< maumetr-y,
mammetr-y, + -ous.] Idolatrous.

Their most monstrous mass or mammetrous mazan.
Bp. Bale, Select Works, p. 166. (Dames.)

maum6tryt. mammetryt (m&'met-ri, mam'et-
ri), n. [? MB. maumetrie, maumetry, maumen-
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trie, etc., < maumet, an idol: see maumet, -ry,
smd Mahometry.'\ Idolatry.

Bot thiu he ordand tor tluui« sake
In tliat same ^ace to edify
A temple fartliaiie maumebry.

Ho^ Jinxi (E. E. T. S.X p. 9a
The synne of matcnuftris is the fliste thyng that God

deffended in the ten commaondmenta.
Chaucer, Parson's Tale,

Heretofore they call'd Images Haminet^ and the Ado-
ration of Images Mttmmettry: that la, Hahomet and Ha-
hometry. odioos name^ s*fcn. Tahle-Talk. p. 8a niannderer (m&n'dep-er), »,

inaumiMlt, o._ [< maum, malm, + -isfci.] Fool-
ish; silly; idle; nauseous. .Also mattmisJi.

He made me many Tisits, matmdering as If I had done
him a discourtesy. (Tiaanan, Smgery.

3. To mutter; talk incoherently or idly; wan-
der in talking like a drunken or foolish,person

;

drivel.
Now I shall take my pleasure,

And not my neighbour Justice maunder at me.
Fleteher, Kule a Wife, iii L

He is the same, still inquiring, mandring, gazing, listen-
ing, affrighted with every small object.

Burton, Anat. of MeL, p. 576.

If. A beggar.
I am no such nipping Christian, but a maunderer upon

the pad, I confess.

It is one of the most nauseous, nunmnsA mortification^ Q A vmmbler

'

for a man to have to do with a punctual finical fop. _^__5»«s__ /J.a_»ja • \

Sirs. L-mtrange. mailllderillg (man der-mg), «.
mauntier, v7\

a muttering.

MiddUton andSekker, Soaring Girl,

a driveler.

[Verbal n. of
Mntteiing or drivelii^ speech;

The nunmderings of discontent are like the Toyce and
behaviour of a swine. South, Sermons, TEL nv.

[Verbal n. of mautuP, v. ] Beg-

Tnanmletdar (m&m'Iet-dar), n. [Hind, mdm-
letdarJ} In the East Indies, an official superin-
tendent, as of the eoUeetion of the revenue, of
police, etc.

maim (man), I. A Scotch form of moun, must.
It may be of consequence to the stat^ air, . . . and I

doubt we maun delay your journey till yon tuive seen the
laird. Sak, Waverley, ra.

mannchH, r. An obsolete form of munch.
mannch^, n. See manche-.
mannche, n. Same as mandie^.
mamK^-presentf, n. [Also mancK-present,

*manciepreient, < OF. *m<inchepreseHt, lit. de- maundy (mSn di),«. [Ear^ mod. E. also

vourer of gifts (dupo^/of), < mancher, manger,
eat (see munch, mange), + present, present,
gift: see present.] One who is greedy for gifts;
a sycophant.

A mmenehepraande, sicotanta. CaOi. Aug., p. 232.

A nunmch pretent is he Uiat is a great gentleman, for
when his mayater sendeth him with a present, he will take
atast thereof by the way. Thisisaholdknane,that some-
tyme will eate tiie best andleauetheworst for his mayster.
Awddey, Fratemitye of Tacabondes (ed. Fumirall), p. 14.

mannd^ (m4nd), n. [.Also mand; < XE. maunde,
mande, <AS.mand, mond=MD. mande, D. mand
= MLG. mande, LG. mande, mane (> G. mand,
mande = F. mande, dial, manne), a basket.
Hence the dim. MD. mandeken, > F. mannequin,
a small hamper.] A basket or hamper. [Ob-
solete or provincial.]

A thousand favours from a maund she drew.
Shak., Lover's Complaint, L 36.

We tooke a flagon of wine, <fe filled a maund with bisket,
& a platter witii apples & other fruits.

Halduytt Voyages, I. lOL

My mother . . . contrived to sendme by the packhoises
... a tnaund ... of provisions, and money, and other
comforts. iZ. D. Blaekmore, Loma Doone, IxviiL

The word maund . . . exists yet in tiie living speech of
Kent, and we are glad to find it has not as yet become a
thing of the past in Somerset. Theteit seems that it sig-
nifies now onekind of basket only- It is round and deep,
without cover, and with two handles.

S. and Q., 7th ser., VI. 139.

mannd^ (mand), v. t. See mand^.
mannd^ (m&nd), v. >. [Apx>ar. < ME. *maun-
den (t), < OF. mendier, < L. mendieare, beg: see
mendicant.'] To beg.

A very canter I, sir, one that maunds
Upon the pad. B. Jonson, Staple of News, u. 5.

Do yoD hear?
You must hereafter maund on your own pads, he says.

pusher. Beggars' Bush, iL 1.

maund* (m^d), n. [Formerly maune (the dbe-
ing excrescent); < Hind,man,usuaUyman (Pers.
man), ameasure of weight.] In theEastIndies,
aunit of weight. The legal maund of India, called the
Bodtigh maund or bazaar-maimd, is 100 pounds troy or 82^
pounds avoirdupois. The Calcutta ^toxy-maund is 74^
pounds avoirdupois. In Madras the maund is 24 pounds
11 ounces, in Bombay 28 pounds avoirdupois. Many other
mannds are in use.

One died in my time (saith our Anthor) named Baga
Gaginat, on whose goods the King seased, which, besides
jewels and other treasure, amounted to Uireescore mavnes
in gold, eueiy maune is fine and fifUe pound weight.

Purehag, Pilgrimage, P- 345.

maunderf (m4n'der), n. l< maundS + -er^.] A
beggar.

Thou art chosen, venerable Clans^
Our king and sovereign, monarch o' tiie maunders.

Fleteher, Beggars' Bush, iL 1.

The divill (like abrave maunder) was rid a begginghim-
selfe, and wanted money.

Sowley, Search for Uoney (1609). {BaOuKO.)

maunder (m&i'der), i: i. [Formerly also man-
der; < maunder, ».] If. To beg.

B^, beg, and keep constables waking, wear out stocks
and whipoord, maunder for butter-milk.

Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Theodoret, v. 1.

A churlish, maundering rogue!
Ton must both beg and rob.

Uiddleton, Inner-Temple Uaaqne.

2, To speak with a beggar's whine : grumble.

maundingt, n

Being borne and bred vp in the trade of mounding, nip-
ping, and foisting for the space of tenne years,
Anelands, HisttHy of Bogues, quoted in Bibton-Tnmer's

[Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 585.

maundril (m^'dnl), n. [Also maundrel. Cf

.

mandrei.] In eoal-mining, a pick with two
prongs.

"_ ' " "",
I" \ ' — - maun-

dye, maiindy, mandie, < ME. maundee, maunde,
mande, monde, etc., a command, < OF. mande (F.
mandat), ^ L. mandaium, a command: see man-
date, of which fliamu^ is another form, derived
throughthe OF. Senses 2and 3 are explained as
referring to the words of Christ in his discourse
at the last supper: Mandatum nocum do volns:
ut dtfi^atis in t?ic^m, "anewcommandment Igive
unto you, that ye love one another" (John xiii.

Si), words sung as an anthem at the ceremony
of feet-washing, and also as referring to the in-
junction as to this ceremony (John xiii. 14-15),
and to the command to celebrate the sacra-
ment, " This do."] If. A commandment. Piers
Plowman.— 2t. The sacrament of the Lord's
supper.

Lord, where wolte thou kepe thi maundeF
Coventry Mysteries, p. 259. {Etu^/e. Diet)

The Thorsday byfore there he made his maundee,
Sittyng atte sopere he seide tidse wordes.

Piers Plowman (B), xvt 140.

3. The ceremony of washing the feet of poor
persons or inferiors, performed as a religious
rite on MaundyThursdayin commemoration of
Christ's washing the disciples' feet at the last
supper. ItconsistsinthewashingoftAe feet of a num-
ber of men, generallytwelve (in the Western Church usu-
ally paupers or poor priestsX by a priest; prdat^ or sover-
eign. "Hie custom, of very early origin, is obsolete in the
Anglican Church, bnt is stfll observed in the Greek Church
and in the Boman Catholic Church, See laripedium, pe-
dHarium.

My wife had been to-day at White Hall to the Maundy,
it being Maundy Thursday; bnt the King did not wash
the poor people's feet himself but ihe Bi^op of London
did it tor him. P^pys, IMuy, HL 100.

4. [«aj>.] The office appointed to be read dur-
ing the ceremony of feet-washing Haundy
dlsAl, a dish in which the maundy money was contained
when presented to the sovereign for distribution.

—

Maundy money, maundy coins, money distributed by
tile almoner of file TJnglish sovereign to certain poor
men and women who on Maundy Thursday attend a ser-
vice in the ChapelSoyal at Whitehall. The maundy money
is to t^e amount of a penny for each year ofthe sovereign's
age. From 1662 to the present time small silver coins of
the value of fonrpenc^ threepence, twopence, and one
penny have been specially st^ck for this^ dxstribnfdon.
They are l^ally (though, witii the exception of the three-
penny pieces, not practically) current coins of the realm.

The numbers and weights of the fourpences, twopences,
and pence, being Maundy coins, are the same for each of
the years [1ST2-8U: 4318 fourpences, i.'bi twopences, and
7920 pence. Entye. BriL, XVL 482.

Haundy irarset, a purse used to contain the maundy
money distributed by the king or queen.^Haundy
Thursday, the Thursday of Hol^ Wee^ commemorating
Christ's last supper, and also both in the Greek and the
Western Church hiswashing of the disciples'feet uponthat
day. (See del 3.) It has been the custom in Iwth the
Greek and the Western dinrch since the fifth or sixth cen-
tury to consecrate the chrism and holy oils on Maundy
Thursday. In England the day is observ»i, in addition to
its other special religious services, by a distribution from
the sovereign of clothing and money amongthe poor. (See
maundy mon^.) In the Greek ChurchMaundy Thursday
is called the Great Thursdayor titeChmU and Holy Thurs-
day. Also called Jlandate Thursday, Chare Thursday,
Sheer Thursday. Coena Domini, aiid^ improperly. Holy
Thursday. See Tenetn-ce. •

mannna (ma'na). [< maun + na.] Must not.
[Scotch.]

As lang as Siller 's current, Beacon, folk maunrwi look
ower nic^ at what King's head 's on 't.

Seatt, Guy Uannering, xxxiL

mausoleum

Maurandia (mi-ran'di-al. n. [NL. (Ortega,
1800), named after Dr. Maurandy, professor of
botany at Cartagena in Spain.] A genus of
plants of the natural order Scrophularinece and
tribe Antirrhinea. It is characterized by a large corol-
la, which is partially gibbous at the base and open at the
throat, and by the cells of the anther at length becoming
confluent. The plants are climbing herbs, supporting
themselves by their twisted petioles and flower-stalks.
They have hastate leaves, either angularlylobed or coarse-
ly dentate, and showy violet, purple, or rose-colored axil-
laiy flowers- There are 6 species, found in Mexico and
Texas, veryomamentalandfieqnsiuycultivated. The spe-
cies M. erubescens and M. aeandens were formerly classed
as Lofho^fermum, while the old M. onttrrhiTiiflora is now
referred to Antirrhinum..

]|£auresq.ne (m&-resk'),_n. Same as Moresque.
Mauretanian (m&-re-ta'ni-an), a. and n. See
Mauritanian.
Maniist (m&'rist), n. [< Maur (see def.) +
-ist] A member of the Congregation of St.
Maur, a Benedictine order founded in France
in 1618, which was distinguished for the schol-
arship and literary labors of its members. It
had many flourishing nonses; but was suppressed in the
Revolution. An attempt was made to reestablish it in
the abbey of Solesmes.

Mauritanian (m^ri-ta'ni-an) , a , and n , [Also
Mauretanian ; < L. Mauriiania, Mauretania, <
Gr. Mavpcravia, country of the Mauri, < Mauri,
Gr. iiavpoi. Moots: see Moor*, and cf. Morian.]
I. a. Of or pertaining to Mauritania, an ancient
kingdom of northwestern Africa, afterward a
Boman province, corresponding to parts ofmod-
em Morocco and Algeria.

II. n. One of the race inhabiting ancient
Mauritania, called by the Romans Mauri, an-
cestors of the modem Berbers, or true Moors.
See Moor*.
Mauritia (m&-rish'ia), n. {Nh. (Karl Linnseus
the younger, 1781), named in honor of Prince
Ma urice of Nassau.] A genus of South Ameri-
can pahns belonging to the tribe Zepidoearyece
and the subtribe Mauritiete, characterized by
flowers in catkins borne on the branches of the
spikes, and by furrowless seeds. They often attain
theheight of100 or 150 fee^ and bear a crown of enormous
&n-8haped leaves. There are 9 species, found in Brazil,
Guiana, and the West Indies. M. vin^era, the Brazilian
wine-palm or buriti, and M. Jlexuasa, the morichi or ita-
palm, areof great importance to the natives of the r^ons
where they grow. See buriti and tta-palm.

Maurities (ma-ri-ti'e-e), n.pl. [NIi. (Bentham
aiidHooker,1883),<AoMrifia+-e<B.] Asubtribe
of South American palms of the tribe Lepido-
caryem, distinguished by the fan-shaped leaves.
It embraces 2 genera iMa^aitia, the type, and L^ridoea-
ryum) and 14 species, which are confined to Brazil, Guiana,
and the West Indies.

Mauritius-weed (m&-rish'Tis-wed),n. Alichen.
SocceUafueiformis, which yields archil.

Maurolicidse (mfi-ro-lis'i-de), M. pi. [NL., <
Maurolicus + -idte.] A family of iniomous
fishes, typified by the genus Maurolicus. They
have a compressed cJaviform bo^, no scales, bnt rows of
phosphorescent spots along the sides of the abdomen and
scattered spots on the head, a deeply cleft mouth, and the
margin of the upper jaw formed laterally l^ the supra-
maxiUaries, which are dentigerous. The species are in-
habitants of the high and deep seas. By some authors
they are referred to the family Slemoptyclddce as a sub-
family CoeeUna or CoeeUnoe.

MauroUcns (m&-rori-kus), n. [NL., named
after Maurolico, an Italian natursSist.] A ge-
nus of iniomous fishes, typical of the family
Maurolieidte. The species longest known is M.
torealis, the argentine.
Mauser gun, rme. See gun\ rifle.

mausolet (ma'sol), n. [< L, mausoleum: see
jnatisoJeKm.] A tomb or mausoleum.

What rarer MausoU may my bones include ?

Sylvester, Sonnets on the Miraculous Peace in France, xlL

mausolean (ma-so-le'an), a. [< mausoleum +
-an.] Of or pertaoning to a mausoleum ; mon-
umental.
They shaU be honourably interred in mausolean tombs.

Burton, Anat. of MeL, p. 213.

That new Pile
For the departed, built with curious pains
And mausolean pomp.

Wordsworth, Breadalbane's Buined Mansion.

mausoleum (m&-so-le'um), n. [< L. mauso-
leum, < Gr. iw.vcui/£iov, the tomb of Mausolus
(see def.), hence any splendid tomb, < Jlai-

<76iAoc, Mausolus.] 1. [cap.] la Gr.archtBol.,&
very la^e and magnificent edifice adorned
with sculpture, built by Queen Artemisia of
Caria as the tomb of her husband. King Mau-
solus, at Halicamassus, about 350 B. c, rank-
ing as one of the seven wonders of the world.
Hence— 2. Any splendid tomb; a grand or
stately sepulchral monument or edifice, now
usually designed to contain a number of tombs

:

as, the mausoleum of a royal family.



mausoleum
Borne, full of years and honours, to a ma/wioleum sur-

passing in magnificence any that Europe could show.
Macavlay, Hist. Eng., xviii.

maut (mat), n. A dialectal (Scotch) fonn of

mauther (ma'THer), m. [Also moather, mother,
modder; perhaps a dial, use of mother'^. Cf.

the cognate LG. medder, modder, modder, aunt,
cousin, lit. mother.] A rustic girl; a gawky-
young woman; a wench. [Prov. Eng.]

Away, you talk like a foolish mavther.
B. Jonson, Alchemist^ iv. 4.

P. I am a motker that do want a service.

Qu. O thou'rt a Norfolk woman (cry thee mercy)
Where maids are mothers [mauthers], and motherg are

maids. Brome, Eng. Moor, iii. 1. (Nares.)

When once a giggling matitker you,
And I a red-fac'd chubby boy.
Bloomfleld, Rural Tales (1802), p. 6. {Nares.)

" Cheer up, my pretty Tnavther I " said Mr. Peggotty.
Dickens, David Copperfleld, xaxi.

mauvaise honte (mo-vaz' 6nt'). [F. : mauvaise,

fern, of mauvais, bad (false); honte, shame.]
False modesty; bashfulness; shyness.

Nothing but strong excitement and a great occasion
overcomes a certain reserve and -mauvaise honte which I
have in public speaking ; not a TTMUvaise honte which in

the least confuses me or makes me hesitate for a word,
but which keeps me from putting anjr fervor intomy tone
or my action. Macaulay, in Trevelyan, I. 217.

mauvaises terres. See bad lands, under land^.

mauvais sujet (mo-va' sli-zha')- C^-' inavmais,

bad; sujet, subject, person.] A bad fellow; a
"hard case."

mauvaniline (mov-an'i-lin), n. [< mauve +
aniline.'] A eoal-tar color (CigHi7N3H20) used
in dyeing, prepared from the resinous residue
from the arsenio-aoid process of making ma-
genta. It dyes silk and wool a fast violet.

mauve (mov), n. and a. [< F. mauve, mallow

:

see mallow.] I. n. A reddish-purple dye ob-

tained from aniline, the sulphate of the base
mauvein; also, the color produced by it: so

called from the resemblance of the c'olor to the
purple markings of the petals of mallows. It

is now almost out of use. Also called Per&iw's

purple, aniline violet, and aniline purple.

n. a. Of the color of mauve: as, a mauve
dress.

In April [17871 the Queen [Marie Antoinette] bought
four yards of ruban mauve, an item worth noting, since

many persons imagine that mauve, as the name for a
colour, is as modern as magenta.

FortnighMy Sev., N. S., XIII. 287.

mauvein, mauveine (mo'vin), «. [< mauve +
-in^, -ine'^.] The base (C27H24N4) of aniline

purple or mauve : same as indisin.

But it was not until 1866 that Perkin prepared mauveine,
the first aniline dye, on a large scale.

BenediM, Coal-tar Colours (trans.), p. 3.

maver (ma'ver), n. and v. Same as marver.

maverick (mav'6r-ik), n. [So called from one
Samuel Maverick, a Texan cattle-raiser, who,
according to one account, relying upon the

natural conformation of his cattle-range to

prevent escape, neglected to brand his cattle,

which, having on one occasion stampeded and
scattered over the surroimding country, became
confused with other unbranded cattle in that

region, all such being presumed to be " Mav-
erick's"; whence the term mavericic for all

such unbranded animals in the cattle region.]

1. On the great cattle-ranges of the United
States, an animal found without an owner's
brand, particularly a calf away from its dam,
on which the finder puts his own or Ms em-
ployer's brand; or one of a number of such
animals gathered in a general round-up or mus-
ter of the herds of different owners feeding to-

gether, which are distributed in amanner agreed
upon.
Unbranded animals are called mavericks, and when

found on the round-up are either branded by the owner
of the range on wliich they are, or else are sold for the

benefit of the association.

T. Eoosevelt, The Century, XXXY. 607.

Hence— 2. Anything dishonestly obtained, as

a saddle, mine, or piece of land. [Western
U.S.] . -

maverick (mav'er-ik), v. t. [< maverick, n.]

To seize or brand (an animal) as a maverick

;

hence, to take possession of without any legal

claim ; appropriate dishonestly or illegally: as,

to maverick a piece of land. [Western U. S.]

mavis (ma 'vis), n. [Also formerly or dial, ma-
vish; < ME. mavis, mavys, mavice, < OF. mauvis,

malvis, F. mauvis, also mauviette, dial, manviard,

= Sp. malviz, malvis = It. maMcoio, malvizzo,

dial, marvigeo (ML. malviUus), a mavis
;
prob. of

Celtic origin : cf. Bret, milfld, milvid, milchouid,
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a mavis. Corn, melhuet, melhues, a lark.] The
song-thrush or throstle, Turdiis musicuSja, well-

known thrush common in most parts of Europe.
It haunts gardens and woods near streams and meadows.
Its song is sweet and has considerable compass ; it can
be made to repeat musical airs, and in some instances to

articulate words. This name, still common in Scotland, is

now rare in England. See thrmh.

And bonny sang the mavis
Out 0' the thorny brake.

Lamkin (Child's Ballads, III. 99).

The mams is the sweetest bird
Next to the nightingale.

Courteous Knight (Child's Ballads, VIH. 274).

Big mavis, the mistle-thrush. [East Lothian, Scotland.]

mavish (ma'vish), n. An obsolete or dialectal

form of mavis.

"Like two young TMSuisAes," Mr. Peggotty said. Iknew
this meant, in our local INorfoik] dialect, like two young
thrushes. Diekene, David Copperfleld, iii.

mavis-skate (nia'vis-skat), n. The largest Brit-

ish ray, Maia oxyrliyncha, sometimes 8 feet long
and broad.

mavortial (ma-v6r'shal), a. [< L. Mavors (Ma-
vort-). Mars : see Mars, martial.'] Martial; war-
like.

Once I was guarded with rnavortiai bands.
Locrine, iv. 1. (Sncyc. Diet.)

mawi (mS,), n. [< ME. maw, mawe, maghe, <

AS. maga = D. maage, maag = ML(J. mage, LG.
mage, maag = OHG. maga, MHG. mage. Or. ma-
gen = loel. magi = Sw. mage = Dan. mave (cf.

It. dial, magone, crop of birds, magun, maw, <

OHO-.), maw, stomach: the native Teut. word
for 'stomach.'] 1. The stomach : now used of

human beings only in contempt, and rarely of

animals.
Ri^te as hony is yuel to defye [digest] and engleymeth

[cloyeth] the mawe. Piers Plowman (B), xv. 63.

They shall give unto the priest the shoulder, and the
two cheeks, and the ttimw. Deut. xviii. 3.

Help us to save free conscience from the paw
Of hireling wolves, whose gospel is their maw.

MiUon, To the Lord General Cromwell.

2. The crop or craw of a fowl.

Qranivorous birds have the mechanism of a mill ; their

maw is the hopper which holds and softens the grain, let-

ting it down by degrees into the stomach. Arbuthnot.

3. The sound or air-bladder of a fish.

Isinglass or fish glue, in its raw state, is the "sound,"
maw), or swimming bladder of various kinds of fish.

Workshop Receipts, 2d ser., p. 355.

4t. Stomach; appetite; inclination.

Unless you had more wkmo to do me good. Beau, and Fl.

maw^ (m&), v. A dialectal (Scotch) form of

mow^.
On the fifteenth day of May
The meadows will not maw.

Proud Lady Matrga/ret (Child's Ballads, VIIL 86).

maw^ (ma), n. A dialectal (Scotch) form of

mevA.
maw*t, ri. [Origin obscure.] An old game at

cards, played with a piquet pack of thirty-six

cards by any number of persons from two to
six. Malliwell.

Methought Lucretia and I were at maw; a game, uncle,

that you can well skill of. Chapman, May-Day, v. 2.

Maw,
My lord, you were best to try a set at.

Ford, Love's Sacrifice, iii. 2.

ma'W-boundt (mft ' bound), a. Costive ; consti-

pated.
mawk^ (m&k), n. [< ME. muwk, mauh, a oontr.

form of mathek, < Icel. madhkr = Dan. maddik
= Norw. makk, a maggot; a dim. of the simple
form which appears in AS. mathu = D. G. made,
etc., a maggot: see mad^, made^. Cf. maddock.]
A maggot. [North. Eng. and Scotch.]

ma'wk^ (m&k), n. [Short for mawkin, malkin.]
A slattern. [Prov. Eng.]
mawkin (mft'ldn), n. See malkin.

mawkish (m^'kish), a. [< TOOMjfci + -isfti.] If.

Maggoty. [Not found in this literal sense.

Compare )wa«c%, 1.] Hence— 2t. Loathsome;
apt to cause loathing or nausea ; sickening.

Like a faint traveller whose dusty mouth
Grows dry with heat, and spits a mawkish froth.

Addison, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, iv.

3. Insipid; sickening; sickly: as, mawkish cham-
pagne ; mawkish sentimentality.

This state of man . . .

Is not a situation of betweenity.
As some word-coiners are disposed to call 't

—

Meaning a mawkish as-it-were-Ish state.

Containing neither .love nor hate.
Wolcot, Peter Pindai-, p. 206.

Flow, Welsted, flow! like thine inspirer, beer

;

Though stale, not ripe ; though thin, yet never clear j

So sweetly mamkish, and so smoothly dull

;

Heady, not strong ; o'erflowing, though not full.

Pope, Dunciad, iii. 171.
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mawkishly (mfi,'kish-li), adv. In a mawkish
way.
mawkishness (m^'kish-nes), n. 1. Mawkish,
sickly, or sickening quality.— 2. Sickly or

qualmish sentimentality.

The imagination of a boy is healthy, and the matm'e
imagination of a man is healthy ; but there is a space of

life between, in which the soul is in a ferment, the char-

acter undecided, the way of life uncertain, the ambition
thick-sighted ; thence proceeds mawkiehness.

Keats, Endymion, Pref.

mawks (m&ks), n. A dialectal variant of mawlc^.

mawky (mA'M), a. [Also mauky; < mawk^ +
-j/i. Ci. mawkish.] 1. Maggoty. [Prov. Eng.]
— 3. Mawkish.

Even John Dryden penned none but mawky plays, nor
did Byron succeed at all as a dramatist.

Jon Bee, Essay on Samuel Foote, p. xxiii.

mawmt, »• -A^n obsolete form of malm.
mawmett, n. See maumet.
mawmetryt, n. See maumetry.
mawmishf, a. See maumish.
mawmouth (m&'mouth), n. The calico-, grass-,

or strawberry-bass, Pomoxys sparoides, a een-

trarchoid fish. [Local, U. S.]

maWn (mlln), n. A dialectal (Scotch) form of

maund^.
mawp (map), n. [Cf. nope, alp^.] The bull-

finch of Europe, Pyrrhula vulgaris. See cut

under bullfinch. [Prov, Eng.]
maw-seed (mfi,'sed), ». The seeds of the opium-
poppy, Papaver somniferum: so called from
being used as food for cage-birds, especially

when molting.

mawskin (ma'skin), n. The stomach of a calf

prepared for making cheese; rennet. [Prov.

Eng.]
maw-worm (ma'wfirm), n. An mtestmal worm
which may be found in the stomach, as a pin-

worm or threadworm, such as Oxyuris vermieu-

laris.

max (maks), n. [Said to be an abbr. of 'maxime,
and orig. applied to gin of the best kind, < F.

maxime, < L. maximus, greatest: see maximum.]
A kind of gin.

Treat
Boxers to Tnax at the One Tun in Jermyn Street.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends.

maxilla (mak-sil'a), n.
;
pi. maxillce (-e). [L.,

the jaw-bone, jaw, dim. of *macsula (> mala,

jaw), < V mac in macerare, soften, macerate, =
Gr. i/(Uo!/£, fiay, in /idaaeiv, knead, /iofa, akneaded
mass: see mass^, magma, etc.] In anat. and
zool. : (a)A jaw or jaw-bone ; a maxillary bone

;

especially, a bone of the upper jaw, as distin-

guished from the mandible. When the term is ap-

plied to both jaw-bones, they are distinguished as maxUla
superior and maarUla inferior, the supramaxillary and in-

framaxillary bones. (6) Specifically, the supra-

maxillary bone proper, as distiaguished from
the premaxillary or intermaxillary, which is of-

ten fused therewith in the higher vertebrates,

(c) In entom., as in insects and arachnidans, one
of the second pair of gnathites ; either one, right

and left, of the second or lowerpair of horizontal
jaws, next behind or below the mandibles. In
tlie maxillse, thus forming the under jaw of insects, may be
distinguished several parts, as the basal joint or cardo, the
footstalk or stipes, the palp-bearer or palpiger, and the
blade or lacinia. See cutsunder Hymenfyotera, Insecta, and
Brenthus. (<?) In Crustacea, the right or left one of

either of the two pairs of gnathites which come
next after the mandibles, between these and
the maxillipeds. The maxillse of a crustacean
thus correspond to those of an insect, but there
is an additional pair of them Composite maxil-
l88, dentate mazlUse, etc. See the adjectives.

maxillar (mak'si-lar), a. Same as maxillary.

Maxillaria (mak-si-la'ri-a), n. [NL. (Euiz
and Pavon, 1794), so called' in allusion to the

resemblance between the lip and column and
the jaws of an animal, < L. maxilla, the jaw.] A
genus of orchids of the tribe Vandew, type of the

subtribe Maxillariece, characterized by an erect

concave lip with erect lateral lobes and a fleshy

column. They are epiphytes arising from pseudobulbs,
with usually one or two flat leaves which are coriaceous,

thin, or slightly fleshy. The flowers are large or of medium
size, often beautiful and fragrant. There are about 120

species, natives of tropical America.

Maxillariese (mak'''si-la-ri'e-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Bentham and Hooker,' 1883), < Maxillaria +
-em.] A subtribe of the tribe Vandem of the

natural order Orchidece, characterized by leaves
that are not plaited and a column (or the part

that bears the stamens and pistils) produced
into a claw-like foot. It contains 9 genera, all

American, and about 176 species.

maxillary (mak'si-la-ri), a. and n. [< L.
maxillaris, of the jaw, < maxilla, the jaw-bone,



maxillary
jaw: see raojriBo.] L o. Of or pertaining in
any way to a jaw or jaw-bone ; specifically, of
or pertaining to the maxilla alone, in any of
the special senses of that word: as, the nuuil-
lary bones of a vertebrate ; the maxiUary palps
of an insect—Anterior internal mazillary vein.
Same as/uaat (Bm (which see, under /aeuU).—Exter-
nal mazOlazy artery, a disused name of the tlurd
branch of the external carotid, nov called the /aeial ar-
tery (which see. mider^Wal).— infertor mazUlaiy di-
vision <x aexy^ Same as ii^/nanuSlary nave (which
see, onder inframax3iaryX— Internal mn-riTlnry ar-
tery, one of two terminal branches of the external carotid
(the other being the temporal), coorsing inward past the
neck of the condyle of the lower jaw-bone, and supplying
deep pcirts of the face by means of its nnmenms branches,
of which there are upward of twelve.— Maxillary lobe,
in aUaak., a part of the ni«Tin« attached externally to the
stipes, and tootiied or fringed internally with hair or bris-
tles, osed forholdingand masticating food. When longand
blade-like, forming tiie apex of the organ, it is called the
ladnia. It may l>e dirided into two parts— the inner and
cater or the int^nal and external lobes. The outer lobe
is sometimes transformed into a two-jointed palpos, in ad-
dition to the true maxillaiy palpos.—HazUIaiy palpi,
in tfntoin., appendages, each composed oi from one to six
joints, attached to the outer sides of the maxillK. Seepol-
jnu.— Maxillary segment, the elementary second post-
oral segment of an insect's head, which bears the in«Tili»i

It is perhaps rqiresented by parts of the gense and the oo-
cipnt. This is genaally called the;lrt(mazinaiv, to distin-
guish it from tile gteond maoBtBary, or labM s^ment. See
potloraL—Maxillary ainas,the great caTity or hollow of
the anpramaxillarybone of man and some other mammals.
communicating with the middle meatus of the nose : com-
moDly called the antrum Highmoriamtm or antrum qf
Highman. See antnan MazUlary t^ib, teeth im-
pl^ted in the sapiamaxUlaiy bone. In nnunirmlB they
are distinguished from the incisox^ which are implanted
in the premaxillary. Such maxillary teeth are the canines,
prem(dars, and molars. In the lower vratebrates, as
fishes, they are distinguished from the vomerine, palatal,
phaiyngcal, etc, teeth.

—Superior maxillary 4$\ ^
nerve, the seccmd main
divisiou of the fifth or
trigeminal nerve, extend-
ing from the Gasserian
ganglion, and mainly dis-

^ribated to theupper jaw.

IL n. : pL maxU-
Jaries (-riz). A jaw-
bone ; a maxiUary
bone, or maxiUa. in
vertebrates at least three
maxillaries are commonly
distingoished by qnalify-
ingterms. Theseare;(a)
the superior maxillary, or
BupramaxiUary ; (b) the
premaxillaiy,orintermax-
mary; and (c) the inferior maxiUary, or In&amaxillary.
The last of these is the lower jaw-bone ; the other two
bdcRig to the upper jaw. Ail these are paired ; bat each
may fuse with its fellow, and the two maxillaries of each
half of the npp^ jaw often coalesce^ When used abso-
lutely, the term means the supzamaxiDary.

maxilliferoiIS (mak-si-lif'e-ms), a. [< L. max-
illa, jaw, + ferre = E. fteorl.] Provided with
maxills : as, the maxilUferous month of a crus-
tacean or beetle.

mazQliform (mak-sU'i-fdnn), a. [<li. maxiUa,
jaw, +forma, form.] Having the form or mor-
phological character of a maxilla: as, a maxil-

liform limb.

maxUliped, mazillipede (mak-sil'i-ped, -ped),

n. [< li. maxilla, jaw, +pes (ped-) = E./oof.]
In Crustacea, a foot-jawor gnathopodite; one of
the several limbs which are so modified as to
partake of the characters of both jaw and foot,

serving for the purpose of bothm^tication and
locomotion. They are the posterior three ofthe gnath-
ites or appendages of the mouth, the remainder being
two pairs of ma^llae and one pair of mandibles. See cuts
under PodophthaJmia and Cryptaphiahu.

mazillipedary (mak-sil-i-ped'a-ri), o. [< taax-

illiped + -ary.'\ Of or pertaining to a maxil-
liped; having foot-jaws.

Hence results a sudden widening of the second maxH-
lary, as compared with the first maxiUipedary somite.

Hvjiey, Anat Invert, p^ 270.

mazUlojngal (mak-sU-o-jo'gal), a. [< maxilla
+ jugum + -oZ.] Common to the superior max-
iUary and to the malar (or jngal) bone; ma-
larimaxillary.

mazUlomandibular (mak-sU'd-man-dib' fi-

lar), a. [< maxilla + mandibula + -ar^.2 Per-
taining to both jaws—that is, to the maxiUa
and to the mandible.

ma-rillnpa-latiTift (mak-sU-o-pal'a-tin), a. and n.

[< maxilla + palate+ -inei.] L"a. In anat., of

or pertaining to the snpramazillary and pala-

tine bones.
n. n. In ornith., a part of the superior

maxillary bone which projects inward, form-
ing a p^atal process, whieh may or may not
meet its fellow in the midline of the bony pal-

ate. Its character and connections are various, andmuch
osed in the classification of birds. See cuts undsa^yiU^^
natAous, damognaUuna^ and dnrmcBOffnaUunu.

Infeiior MaxillaiT or LoverJaw-
bone of Man.

j4, symphyss menti; B, angie of
Jaw; C^ body or boiirontal ramos;
2>. coronoid pioce^; £, asoenduig
lamns; F, condyle: the teeth in-
serted alOD^ the alreolar border.
The concave line between D andF
is the condyloid notch.
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TnaTJllopharyngeal (mak-sil'o-fa-rin'je-al), a.

[< maxilla + pharynx (pkaryng-) + -e-ali]' Per-
taining to the lower jaw-bone or inframax-
illary and to the pharynx MaxmoUhaiyngeal
^>ac^ in gUTffical anaL, a triangular area Detween the
side of the pharynx and the ramus of Uie lower jaw-bone,
containing important vessds and nerves, as the internal
carotid artery, the internal jngolar vein, and the glosso-
pharyngeal, pneumogastric, spinal accessory, and hypo-
glos^ nerves.

Hia-rillnpTftma-rillaTy (mak-sil'6-pre-mak'si-
la-ri), a. and n. [< maxilla + premaxilla+ -ary."]

1, a. Common to the maxilla and to the pre-
maxOla: as, -'the maxiUopremaxiHary part of
the skull,'' Huxley.
rL «• The snpramaxillary and premaxillary

bones taken together, when, as in many of the
highervert-ebrates, they fuse into a single bone.
maaHlotnTbinal (mak-sil-o-ter'bi-nal), a. and

11. [< maxilla + turbine + -ahl L a. Whorled
or scrolled, and articulated with the snpramax-
illary bone, as is the inferior turbinated bone.
n. ». The inferior turbinated bone, in man

it is a light spongy bone curved upon itself, articnlating
with the snpramaxillary, palatal, lacrymal, and ethmoid
honest and projecting into the nasal fosss, serving to sep-
aiatethemiddlefromthelowerof thesefossfe. Thename
Is correlated with ethmoturbinal and spheiwtto'frintd. See
cuts under naml and tTanutfadaL
maTim (mak'sim), n. [< F. maxims =r Sp. max-
ima = Pg. maxima = It. massima, < iCL. maxi-
ma, a maxim, abbr. of LL. maxima propositio,
premise, the greatest or chief premise (applied
by Boethins to the rules of the commonplaces
whieh are more than ordinary major premises)

;

fem. of L. maximus, greatest, superl. of mag-
nus. great: see man'miini.] 1. A proposition
serving as a rule or guide; a summary state-
ment of an established or accepted principle

;

a pithy expression of a general rule of conduct
or action, whether true or false : as, the maxims
of religion or of law; the maxims of worldly
wisdom or of avarice; ethical maxims.

iJl which points were obsemed by the Grebes and
T-*fc'"'*g, an^^owed for maimes in versifying.

Puttenham, Arte of Sng. Po^e, p. 101.

In human laws there be many grounds and maxims
which are . . . positive upon aatiiority.

Aicon, Advancement of Iieaming, il 364.

A maxim is the short and formal statement of an estab-
lished principle of law. Morethan two thousand of these
maximg now exists many of which are of great antiquity,
and most of which are of the highest authority and valu&

Bobinson, Elem. of Law, 4.

2. In logic, the rule of a commonplace; an ul-

timate major premise.—3. An axiom. [Bare.]

Maxims, . . . certain propositions which . . . [are] self
evident, or to be received as true.

Loeie, Human Understanding, IV. viL IL

4. Same as maximal. =Sjn.l. pree^, jLxiom, etc
See i^hori^m.
maximal (mak' si-ma), n. [L., fem. of irtaxi-

mus, greatest: see maxim, maximum.^ In me-
dieval musical notatioit, same as large, 2, when
the latter was used in its precise sense as the
next denomination above Umg.
maxima^, n. Plural of maximum.
ma-rimal (mak'si-mal), a. [< maximum + -al.]

Of the highest or maximum value, etc.; being
a maximum.
The maximal and minimal values are reached with full

loaded and empty girder.
Jour. FranUin InsL, CXXVL 240.

A maximal muscular clench was recorded on a dyna.
mometer. Amtr. Jour. PsyehoL, L 191.

maxillially (mak'si-mal-i), adv. In the high-

est degree; to the ntinost; extremely.

Those portions of the brain that have just been maxi-
mally excited retain akind of soreness which is a condition
of our present conscioasnesa. W. James, Mind, IX 12.

maximed (mak'simd), a. [< maxim + -ed2.]

Bedueed to a maxim; pithily formulated.
[Bare.]
There is another moxiinAf truth in this connection:

"Knowledge is a two-edged sword."
J. C. Van Dyke, Books and How to Use them, p. 19.

TWafim gun. See machine-gun.
Ma-riTniMaTi (mak-si-mil'i-an), ii. [So called

from MaximWan, the name of various rulers

of Bavaria.] A Bavarian gold coin worth
about 13s. 6d. English. Simmonds— Ma.TiTniilaTi

armor, an armor decorated and rendered more rigid by
flutings, with which sdl the large surfaces are occupied.
This armor, introduced toward the close of the fifteenth

century, is generally thought to have originated among
the stdlfal armorers of Milan, and is also called JKZan
OMinut.

Maxiiniliana (mak-si-mil-i-a'na), fl. [>vL.

(Martius, 1831), named after Maximilian Alex-
ander Philipp, Prince of Neuwied.] A genus
of palms of lie tribe Cocoinece and subtribe
EucoeoinecB, distinguished by the minute petals

and six slightly exserted stamens of the male

may
flowers, and the one-seeded fruit. There are s
species, natives of Brazil, Guiana, and the island of Trini-
dad. M. Ttgia is the inftja- or jagua-palm of the Amazon

;

jr. CnribtBd is the crown-palm of sfHneof the West Indies

;

and if. inxiffms is the cocorite of BiaxiL See erown-palm,
ooearile.

maximist (mak'si-mist), rt. [< maxim + -ist."]

One who has a fondness for quoting or using
maxims. Imp. Diet.

maziimzation (mak'si-mi-za'shon), II. [< max-
imize + -atton.] The act or process of maxim-
izing, or raising to the highest degree. Ben-
tham. Also spelled maximisation.
maximize (mak'si-mlz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
maximized, ppr. maximizing. [< L. maximus.
greatest (see maximum), + -!><.] To make as
great as possible ; raise or increase to the high-
est degree. Also spelled maximise.

To maximize pleasure is the problem of Economics.
Jewns, FoL Econ., p. 40.

maxim-monger (mak'sim-mung'ger), n. One
who deals much in ma-riins

; a sententious per-
son. Imp. Diet.
maTiTnnm (mak'si-mnm), n . and a. [:= F. max-
ime = Sp. mdximo =.Pg. »waxi»io= It. massimo.
a.; <L. maximum, neut. of maximvs, greatest,
superl. of magnus, great: see viain^, magnitude,
etc.] I. n.; pi. numnia (-ma). 1. The greatest
amount, quantity, or degree ; the utmost extent
or limit: opiposed to minimum, the smallest.

He couldproduce the maximum ot result with tiie min-
imam outlay of means.

T. Parker, Historic Americans, FranUin.

2. In mail}., that value of a function at whieh
it ceases to increase and begins to decrease.

—

Absolute TnaviTniiTn that value which is greater than
any other.— Ma-rlTTia and Tnltiimg^ in maUt, and pbysies,
the values which a function has at the moment when it
ceases to increase and begins to decrease, and vice versa.
The method of finding these greatest and least values is
called the m£thod qffiiaxima and minima,

TL. a. Grreatest : as, the maximum velocity.

—

MjLTiwiTrm thermometer, a thermometer so construct-
ed as to indicate ihe highest temperatnre during a day or
daring any given space of time, or since its last adjust-
ment See thermometer.

Maxwell color-disks. See disk.

mayl (ma), v. ; pret. might; no pp., ppr., or inf.

in use. [A defective auxiliary verb classed
with can, sftaH, etc., as a preterit-present, (a)
Ind. pres. 1st and 3d pers. sing, may, < ME.
tnay, mai, mey, mei, maig, < AS. mceg = OS.
mag = OPries. mei, mi = MD. D. MLG. LG.
mag = ORG. MH(i. G. mag = Icel. md = Sw.
mA = Dan. maa = Goth, mag; (6) ind. pres.
2d pers. sing, now mayest, mayst, by conforma-
tion with reg. verbs in -est, -st. bat historically
might, < ME. miht, myht, migt, maht, < AS.
meaht, meht, miht = OS. maht = OHG. MHG-
maht, G. magst = Icel. matt = Goth, magt; (c)

ind. pres. lit, 2d, and 3d pers. pi. now may (by
conformation), but historically »io>r, or, with
retention of the orig. pi. suMx, mourn, moun,
diaL maun, must, <3IE. moir. mowe, moge, mown,
moun, moicen, mawen, mahen, magen, muwen,
»»iijeB,< AS. mdgon,mmgon (or with short vowel,
as in Gkith. , magon, etc.)= OS. mugun= OFries.
fnu<^n = OHG. magum, magut, magttn, IIHG.
magen, maget, magen, G. mogen = leel. megum
=Dan. maa= Sw. mS = Goth, magum ; (d) pret.
1st pers. sing, might, dial, mought, < ME. mighte.
midtte, mikte, myhte, migte, migte, mvght, vtvhte,

moght, mought, etc., < AS. meahte, mehte, mihte
= OS. mahta. mohta = OFries. machte = MD.
moght, D. mogt, mocht = MLG. machte, mochte
= OHG. mahta, mohta, MHG. mahte, mohte, G.
niocftte= Icel. »idWa= Sw. mAtte =Dan. maatte
= Goth, mahta; pi. in similar forms; (e) inf.

'may, or rather mow, not in mod. use. < ME.
moice, mowen, mughen, mugen, < AS. *mvgan or
*mcLgan (neither form in use, but the second
indicated by the occasional ppr. magende, me-
gende) =. OS. magan, mugan = OPries. *mega
= D. mogen= MLG. LG. mogen = OHG. magan,
mugan, MHG. mugen, mugen, G. mogen = Icel.

mega = Sw. n>& = Dan. maa = Goth, magan :

an orig. independent verb meaning 'be strong,

have power,' hence 'be able, can,' and used
in AS., etc.. where now (in E.) can would
be used {can orig. meaning ' know' : see cani)

;

akin to OBnlg. moga, moshti, be able, can. =
Buss, moehf, be able; also prob. to AS. micel,

etc.. E. much, L. magnus. great. Gr. /liyof, great,

L. Jiioctus, honored, Skt.V »'<»''> Ije great.] A.
As anindependent verb, or as a quasi-auxiliary

:

To have power; hare ability; be able: can. In
the ahsolate oiiginal use, 'can,' now rare (being super-
seded by eon) except where a degree of contingency is

involved, when the use passes insensibly into the later

uses. The uses of may are much involved, the notions cf

power, ability, opportunity, pennissioii, contingency, etc..



may
passing into each other, and may in many constructions
being purposely or inevitably used with more or less in-

deflniteness. The principal uses are as follows : (a) To in*

dicate subjective ability, or abstract possibility : rarely
used absolately (as in the first quotation), but usually
with an infinitive (not, however, as a mere auxiliary). See
also mow^.

For and thou ouer me mygtM, as y oner thee may,
Weel bittirli thou woldist me bynde.

Political Poeme, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 167.

If thou consider the number and the maner of thy blisses

and thy sorrowes, thou mm^ uat forsaken [canst not
deny] that nart yet blissful. Chaucer, Boethius.

Therefore whanne it maie not be aghenseid to these
thingis, it behoueth ghou to be ceessid, and to do nothing
tolili. Wycl%f, Acts xix. 36.

Thei turned a-noon to fiight, who that myght sonest, so
that noon a-bode other. Merlin (E. E. T. S.\ iii. 534.

AsIc me not, for I may not speak of it.

Tennyson, Holy GraiL

(6) To indicate possibility with contingency.

What-so-eer thou be seruyd, loke thou be feyn,
For els thou may want it when thou hast nede.

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 59.-

For she said within herself, If I may but touch his gar-
ment, 1 shall be whole. Mat. ix. 21.

Things must be as they may. Shak., Hen. V., ii. 1. 23.

I am confirm'd,
Fall what may fall.

Fletcher (and another), Queen of Corinth, i. 1.

Though what he learns he speaks, and may advance
£ome general maxims, or be right by chance.

Pope, Moral Essays, i. 3.

Let us keep sweet,
If so we may, our hearts, even while we eat
ITie bitter harvest of our own device.

Whittieir, Amy Wentworth.

It might be May or April, he forgot.
The last of April or the first of May.

Tennyaon, The Brook.

The young may die, but the old must!
Longfdlow, Golden Legend, iv.

In this sense, when a negative clause was followed by a
contingent clause with ^, ma,y in the latter clause was
formerly used elliptically, if I may meaning ' if I can con-
trol it ' or ' prevent it.*

My body, at the leeste way,
Ther shal no wight detoulen, ifI may.

Chancer, Franklin s Tale, 1. 690.

"Sey boldely thi wille," quod he,
" I nyl he wroth, if that / may.
For nought that thou shalt to me say."

Rom. of the Rote, I. 3099.

Sometimesmay is used merely to avoid a certain bluntness
in putting a question, or to suggest doubt as to whether
the person to whom the question is addressed will be able
to answer it definitely.

How old may Fhillis be, you ask.

Whose beauty thus all hearts engages?
Prior, Phillis's Age.

The preterit might is similarly used, with some slight ad-

dition of contempt.

Who might be your mother.
That you insult, exult, and all at once,
Over the wretched?

Shak., As you Like it, iii. 5. 35.

(c) To indicate opportunity, moral power, or the absolute
power residing in another agent.

As I sballe devyse zou, suche as thei ben, and the names
how thei clepen hem ; to suche entent, that zee Tnowe
knowe the difference of hem and of othere.

Mandemlle, Travels, p. 63.

For who that doth not whenne he may,
Whenne he wolde hit wol be nay.

Cursor Mundi. {Halliwell.)

He loved hym entirly, and fain wolde he that he a-bood
Btille yef it myght be. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 631.

Easily thou mightest haue i)ercieued my wanne cheekes
... to forshew yat then, which I confesse now.

Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 355.

I'll yield him thee asleep.

Where thou mayet knock a nail into his head.
Shak., Tempest, iii. 2. 69.

(d) To indicate permission : the most common use.

Thou mayest be no longer steward. Luke xvi. 2.

An I may hide my face, let me play Thisby too.

Shak., M. N. D., I. 2. 53.

I ndght not be admitted. Shak., T. N., L 1. 26.

In this sense may is scarcely used now in negative
clauses, as permission refused amounts to an absolute
prohibition, and accordingly removes all doubt or contin-

gency, (e) To indicate desire, as in prayer, aspiration,

imprecation, benediction, and the like. In this sense
might is often used for a wish contrary to what can or
must be : as, that I might recall him from the grave I

May you live happily and long for the service of your
country. Dryden, Ded. of .^neid.

Certain as this, O ! might my days endure.
From age inglorious and black death secure.

Pope, Iliad, viii, 667.

That which I have done.
May He within himself make pure

!

Tennyson, Passing of Arthur.

(/) In law, may in a statute is usually interpreted to mean
m^ust, when used not to confer a favor, but to impose a duty
in the exercise of which the statute shows that the public
or private persons are to be regarded as having an interest.

B. As an auxiliary: In this use notionally

Identical with may in the contingent uses

above, in A (6), but serving to form the so-
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caEed compound tenses of the subjunctive or

potential mode, expressing contingency in con-

nection with purpose, concession, etc. May is so

used— (1) In substantive clauses, or clauses that take the

place of or are iu apposition with the subject or object or

predicate of a sentence : introduced by that.

It was my secret wish that he might be prevailed on to

accompany me. Byron.

They apprehended that he might have been carried off

by gipsies. Souths.

I heard from an old officer that when in the West Indies
he was told by a lady, at whose house he was dining, that

he might not like the soup, as it was made from snakes.

Jf. and Q., 7th ser., II. 335.

(2) In conditional clauses. [Bare, except in clauses where
permission is distinctly expressed.]

Lands, goods, horse, armour, anything I have
Is his to use, so Somerset may die.

iSAa*., 2Hen.VI., V. 1. 63.

(3) In concessive clauses.

Whatever the stars may have betokened, this August,
1749, was a momentous month to Germany. G. H. Lewes.

A great soul may inspire a sick body with strength; but
if the body were well, It would obey yet more promptly
and effectually. J. F. Clarke, SeU-Culture, p. 56.

(4) In clauses expressing a purpose.

Was it not enough for thee to bear the contradiction of

sinners upon Earth, but thou must still suiter so much at

the hands of those whom thou diedst for, that thou Tnight-

est bring them to Heaven? StUlingfleet, Sermons, I. vi.

Constantius had separated his forces that he might di-

vide the attention and resistance of the enemy. Qibbon.

may^ti «• [< ME. may, mat, mey, a kinsman,
person, < AS. m^g, m., a kinsman, = OS. mag
= OFries. mech = MLG. mdch, mage = OHG.
mag, MHGr. m4c,a, kinsman, = Icel. magr, a
father-in-law,= Sw. m&g = Dan. maag, son-in-
law, = Groth. megs, a son-in-law, orig. a ' kins-

man'; akin to AS. mdga, a kinsman, son, man,
to magu, a child, young person, servant, a
man, = OS. magu, child, = Icel. mogr, a son, a
man (> ME. m:Owe), = Goth, magus, a boy, ser-

vant, to AS. mwg, x., a kinswoman (see may^),
and to mcegeth, mcegden, a maid, maiden (see

maid, maiden); ult. from the root of may\
have strength.] 1. A kinsman.— 2. A per-
son.

may'^ (ma), n. [< ME. may, mey, a maid, < AS.
mceg, f., kinswoman, a woman, akin to m,CBg, m.,
a kinsman : see may^.l A maiden ; a virgin.

[Obsolete or Scotch.]

Thow glorie of wommauhede, thow fayre may,
Thow haven of refut, bryghte sterre of day.

Chavxxr, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 753.

To hevyns blys yhit may he ryse
Thurghe helpe of Marie that mylde may.

Hymm to Virgin, etc. (B. E. T. S.), p. 128.

But I will dovni yon river rove, among the wood sae green,
An' a' to pu' a posie to my ain dear May.

Bums, Oh, luve will Venture in.

May* (ma), n. [< ME. may, mey, < OP. mai, F.
mai = Pr. mai = Sp. mayo = Pg. maio = It.

maggioz= OFries. maia = D. mej, Plem. mey =
MLG-. mei, meig = MHG. meie, meige, G. mai =
Sw. maj= Dan. mai = Turk, mdyis, < L. Maims,
Majus, se. mensis, the third month of the Koman
year, usually associated with Maia, Maja (Gr.

Mala), a goddess, the mother of Mercury, orig. a
goddess of growth or increase ; from the root of

»»a3«M«, OL. mo/MS, great : see »»o^i.] 1. The
fifth month of the year, consisting of thirty-one
days, reckoned on the continent of Europe and
in America as the last month of spring, but in
Great Britain commonly as the first of summer.

In the month ofMay the citizens of London of all estates,

?'enerally in every parish, and in some instances two or
hree parishes joining together, had their several mayings,
and did fetch their maypoles with divers warlike snows

;

with good archers, morrice-dancers, and other devices for
pastime, all day long ; and towards evening theyhad stage-

plays and bonfires in the streets.

Slow, quoted in Strutt's Sports and Pastimes, p. 464.

The flowery May, who from her green lap throws
The yellow cowslip and the i>ale primrose.

Mittmi, Odes, May Morning.

2. Figuratively, the early part or springtime
of life.

His May of youth and bloom of lustihood.
Shak., Much Ado, v. 1. 76.

3. [I.e.'] (a) The hawthorn: so called because
it blooms in May. Also May-bush.

But when at last I dared to speak.
The lanes, you know, were white with may.

Tennyson, Miller's Daughter.

(&) Some other plant, especially species of

Spircea: as, Italian may.— 4. The festivities or

games of May-day.
It seems to have been the constant custom, at the cele-

bration of the May-games, to elect a Lord and Lady of the
May, who probably presided over the sports.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 466.

I'm to be Queen o' the May, mother.
Tennyson, The May-Queen.

May-beetle

5. In Cambridge University, England, the East-

er-term examination.

The May is one of the.features which distinguishes Cam-
bridge from Orford; at the latter there are no public

College examinations.
0. A. Bristed, English University, p. 87.

Italian may, a frequently cultivated shrub, Spircea hy-

periafMa, with small white flowers in sessile umbels.

Also called St. Peter's i«rea«A.— Lord of the May. See

lard.—May laws. See JawL

may* (ma), v. i. [< May'^, «.] To celebrate

May-day; take part in the festivities of May.
day: chiefly or only in the verbal noun maying
and the derivative mayer: as, to go a maying.

mayai (ma'ya), m. [Hind.] la Hindu myth.: (a)

Illusion or deceptive appearance. (6) [cop.]

Such appearance personmed as a female who
acts a part in the production of the universe,

and is considered to have only an illusory ex-

istence.

Maya^ (ma'ya), a. [Native name.] Of or per-

taining to the Mayas, an aboriginal tribe of

Yucatan, distinguished for their civilization

and as the possessors of an alphabet and a Ht-

erature when America was discovered: as, the

Ma^a alphabet; the ifaya records.

Mayaca (ma-yak'a), n. [NL. (Aublet, 1775),

from the native name.] The type and only ge-

nus of plants of the natural order Mayacacece.
There are about 7 species, natives of North and South

America from Virginia to Braail. They are small moss-like

marsh or semi-aquatic plants, with inconspicuous white,

mnk, or violet flowers.

Mayacacea (ma-ya-ka'sf-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Kunth, 1843), < Mayaca + -acew.'] A natural

order of monocotyledonous plants belonging

to the series Coronariem, and characterized by
having regular flowers, three stamens, and a

one-celled ovary vrith three parietal plaoentte

and many orthotropous ovules. The order con-

tains but one genus, Mayaca.
Mayaceae (ma-ya'sf-e), n.pl. [NL. (Lindley,

1847), < Mayaca + -em.] Same as Mayacacea.

May-apple (ma'ap^'l), n. 1. A plant, Podo-
phyllum peltatum, of the natural order Berhe-

ridaceas. It is a native of North America. A peren-

nial herb, about two feet high, it has one large white
flower rising from between two leaves of the size of the

May-apple {Podofhyllum peltatum).
a, the flower-bud with the bractlets ; b, a stamen : e. the pistil

;

d. the fruit ; e, the fruit cut longitudinally-

hand, composed of from five to seven wedge-shaped divi-

sions. The yellowish, pulpy, slightly acid fruit, somewhat
larger than a pigeon's egg, is sometimes eaten, and the

creeping rootstbck affords one of the safest and most ac-

tive cathartics known. Also called mandrake, hog-apple,

2. The plant P. j;modJ of the Himalayas; also,

a related plant of the western United States,

Achlys triphylla.— 3. Same as honeysuckle-ap-
ple. [U. S.]

maybe (ma'be), adv. [Also dial, mebhe; an ellip-

sis of it may he. Cf. mm/hap.] Perhaps; pos-

sibly; probably.
111know

His pleasure ; mmyte he will relent.
SAoft., M.forM., ii. 2. 4.

Faith ! —may be that was the reason we did not meet.
Sheridan, The Bivals, IL 2.

"0 binna feared, mither, I'll maybe no dee."
Glerdogie (Child's Ballads, IV. 82).

maybe (ma'bf), a. and n. [< mayie, adv.] I. a.

Possible; uncertain. [Rare.]

'Tis nothing yet, yet all thou hast to give

;

Then add t^ose 7nay-be years thou hast to live.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, iii. 293.

II. n. Something that may be or happen; a

possibility or probability. [Rare.]

However real to him, it is only a may-be to me.
J. Hadley, Essays, p. 218.

May-beetle (ma'be''''tl), n. 1. A cockchafer,
Melolontha vulgaris. Also May-bug, May-chafer.
[Eng.]— 2. A June-bug, Lachnosterna fusca, or

other species of the same genus. See cuts un-
der dor-bug and June-bug. [Southern U. S.]



May-bird
May-bird (raa'Wrd), n. 1. The bobolink.
[Local, V. S.]— 2. The wood-thrush. [Jamai-
ca.]—3. The knot or red-breasted sandpiper.
[South Carolina.]— 4. The May-curlew or
whimbrel. [Local, Eng.]
May-blob (ma'blob), n. The marsh-marigold,
Galtha palustns. [Prov. Eng.]
May-bloom (ma'blom), h. The hawthorn.
May-blossom (ma'blos'um), ,i. The lily-of-
the-valley. [Prov. Eng.]
May-bug (ma'bug), n. Same as iTay-beeOe, 1.

May-bush (maljiah),?!. The hawthorn or white-
thorn.

O that I were there,
To helpen the Ladyes their Maybttsh beare.

Spenser, Shep. CaL, May.

May-cliafer (ma'cha'ffer), «. Same as May-
heeUe, 1.

May-cherry (ma'cher^i), ». The June-berry,
Amelanehier Canadensis.
maycock (ma'kok), n. [< May*^ + cocifci.] The
black-bellied plover, Squatarola helvetica. G.
Trumbull. [Massaehusetts.]

maycock-fluke (ma'kok-flok), n. A flounder
or plaice. [Scotch.]
May-curlew (ma'k^r'lu), n. The whimbrel,
Numenius plieeopus.

May-day (ma'da), n. The first day of May: a
day on which the opening of the season of flow-
ers and fruit was formerly celebrated through-
out Europe : it is still marked in some places
by various festive observances. Thechlelfeatnies
of the celebration in Gieat Britain (where, however, it has
nearly disappeared) ai« the gathering of faawthom-blos-
soms and other flowers, the crowning of the May-qaeen,
dancing round the May-pole, etc.

Tis as mnch impossible,
Unless we sweep 'em from the door with cannons.
To scatter 'em, as tis to make 'em sleep
On May-day morning. Shak., Hen. VTH., v. 4. 15.

Against Maie-day, Whitsunday, or some other time of
the year, every parish, towne, or village assemble them-
selves, both men, women, and children ; and either all

together, or dividing themselves into companies, they goe
some to the woods and groves, some to the lulls and
mountainea, some to one places some to another, where
they spend all the night in pleasant pastimes, and in the
morning they return, bringing with tliem birche bonghes
and branches of trees to deck their assemblies withal.

Stubbeg, quoted in Stmtt's Sports and Pastimes, p. 454.

maydet, maydenf. Obsolete forms of maid,
maiden.
Maydes (ma'de-e), n.pl. [NL. (Bentham and
Hooker, 1883), K Mays, the specific name of In-
dian com, -I- -ece.l A tribe of grasses belonging
to the series Panicacece, characterized by the
unisexual spikelets, of which the staminate is

terminal. The lalbe contains 7 generaand about 15 spe-
cies, widely dispersed. The most important genus is Zea,
the maise or Indian com.
May-dew (ma'du), n. The dew of May, which
is said to have great virtue iu whitening linen,

and to have also other remarkable properties.
It is still the practice for young people in some parts of
Great Britain to go out into the fields in the morning of
the first of May, and bathe their faces with May-dew—

a

survival of the impression or belief of former times that
it preserves beauty.

My wife away down with Jane and W. Hewer to Wool-
wlcl^ in order to a little ayre and to lie there to-night,

and so to gaUier M<^^tew to-moirow morning, which Mrs.
Tomer hath taught her is the only thing in the world to
wash her face with. Pepye, Diaiy, ILL 137.

may-drink (ma'dringk), n. [Tr. Flem. mey-
drank, D. meidrank, G. mavWank.'] A bev-
erage popular in Belgium and northern Ger-
many at the season of the flowering of the
sweet woodrufiE, Asfervla odorata. it is prepared
by putting sprigs of this plant into a flask of light white
wine, and sweetening with sugar. Bits of *pineapple or
orange, or a few fresh leaves of the black currant, are
sometimes added.

Mayduke (ma'duk), n. [A corruption of Medoc,
a district near Bordeaux in France, from which
these cherries were introduced.] A variety of
cherry of the sour type.

Mayencian (ma-en'si-an), n. [< Mayenee +
-Min.] The name given in France and Belgium
to a division of the Miocene Tertiary typically

developed in the Mainz (or Maj^enoe) basin. The
formation consists of marine, bracldsh, and fresh-water
deposits^ characterized by numerous interesting fossils.

Part of the Molasse of Switzerland is considered the
equivalent of the Mayencian.

Mayer (ma'er), ?;. [< JJCay^ + -cri.] One who
goes a maying, or takes part in May-day festiv-

ities.
On the Mayers deign to smfle.

Slayer's Song, Hone's Bveiy-day Book, n. 571.

May-fish (ma'fish), h. The barred or striped

killifish, Hydrargyra majalis. [New York.]

May-flower (ma'flou'er). It. A flower that ap-

pears in May. Specifically—(o) In England, the haw-
thorn or may; also flie cuckoo-flower {Cardamine praten-

tit), the marsh-marigold (Caltha palustris), and, rarely,
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other plants. (%) In the United States, chiefly the trailing
arbutus, Epigcea repent. See arbutus and Epigcea. (c) In
the West Indies, Dalbergia Amerimmtm and EeatUiphyl-
lum £rou!7ie>.—Hay-flower decoration, in ceram. See
May-JUnver jwrcetoin.—May-flower porcelain, a name
given to a variety of porcelain which is thickly covered
with may- or hawthorn-blossoms modeled in relief, the
flowers nearly touching one another, so that the sharp
edges form a bristhr covering of the whole surface. These
flowers are colored, and sometimes gilded. This decora-
tion is almost a specialty of Dresden ware.

Mayflower compact. See compact^.
May-fly (ma'fli), n. 1. A neuropterous insect
of the family Ephemeridce ; one of the Eplieme-
rina; anephemerid; a day-fiv. See the tech-
nical words, and cut under day-fly.—2. In Great
Britain, a neuropterous insect of the suborder
JHchoptera, and especially of the family Phnj-
ganeida, as Sialis lutaria ; the caddis-fly.

He loves the May-fly, which is bred of the cod-worm or
caddis. I. Walton, Complete Angler.

3. An artificial fly made in imitation of the
May-fiy.

He makes a May-fly to a miracle, and furnishes the
whole country with angle-rods.

Addison, Sir Roger and Will Wimble.

May-fowl (ma'foul), n. The whimbrel. [Lo-
cal, Eng.]
May-game (ma'gam), h . l . Sport or play such
as is usual on or about the first of May ; hence,
frolic; jest.

What May-game hath misfortune made of you?
Spenser, F. Q., V. viL 40.

Send hither all the rural company
Which deck the May-games with their clownish sports

!

Beaumont, Masque of Inner-Temple.

A goodly May-game in Fenchurch-street, with drums,
and guns, and pikes ; and with the nine wortliies who
rode, and each of them made hia speech, there was also a
morrice dance, and an elephant and castl^ and the Lord
and Lady of the May preparing to make up the show.

Strype, quoted in Stmtt's Sports and Pastimes, p. 456.

2. One who takes part in the May-games or
May-day sports; hence, a trifter; also, one who
is an object of May-games or jests; a make-
game.

Ill make you know me. Set your faces soberly;
Stand this way, and look sad ; I'll be no May-game.

Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, iii. 1,

Why should not I, a May-game, scorn the weight
Of my sunk fortunes? Ford, Lover's Melancholy, L 2.

I will laugh at thee, and at myself,
To have been so mnch a fool; you are a fine may-game.

Shirley, Hyde Park, iii. 2.

May-garland (ma'gar'land), n. A wreath of
flowers formerly borne £rom house to house by
children on May-day.
Two in every group carried between them, suspended

from a stick, the May-gaHand, formed of two small trans-
verse willow hoops, decorated with a profusion of prim-
roses and other flowers, &ud fresh green foliage.

The Antiquary, May, 1880.

mayhap (ma'hap), adv. [Also mayhaps; an el-

lipsis of it may hap. So also dial. *mayhappen,
eaatr. mappen. (^. maybe.'] Peradventure; it

may happen; perhaps.

"Mayhap there is more meant than is said in it," quoth
my father, Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ilL 37.

Mayhap his eye brightened as he heard
The song grow louder and the hall they neared.

Waiiam Morris, Earthly Paradise, IQ. 100.

May-haw (ma'ha), ». A small tree, Cratmgus
(EsOvalis, of the southern United States. Its

fruit,which ripens inMay,is used forpreserves,

jellies, etc. Also apple-haw.

mayhem (ma'hem), n. [Formerly alsomaiheme;
an earlier form of maim, retained archaically

in legal use: see maim, n.] At common law, a
crime consisting in the violent doing of a bodily
hurt to another person, such as renders him less

able in fighting either to defend himself or to

annoy his adversary, as distinguished from
one which merely disfigures. See maim.

May-llill (ma'hil), n. A period of difficulty or

danger; a critical juncture; crisis: in allusion

to the opinion that May is a trying month for

invalids.—To climb up May-hill, to get through the
month of May safely ; hence, to pass the crisis or critical

or diflicult pfui.

Whereas in our remembrance Ale went out when Swal-

lows came in, seldom appearing after Easter, itnowhopeth
(having dimbed up May-TdU) to continue its course all the
year. Fuller, Worfliies, Derbyshire, L 252. (flaviet.)

maying (ma'ing), n. [Verbal n. of May^, i\]

The observance of May-day, and the sports and
games indulged in on that occasion.

Now It befell in the moneth of lusty May that qneene
Guenever called unto her the knyghtes of the round table,

and gave them warning that, early in the morning, she

should ride on maying into the woods and fields beside

Westminster. The DeaOi of ArOna-, quoted in Stmtt's
[Sports and Pastimes, p. 460.

Come, my Corinna, come, let's go a.-Maying.
Serrick, To Corinna.

mayoress

May-lady (ma'la'di), n. The queen or lady of
the May, in old May-games.
Some light huswife, belik^ that was dressed like a May-

lady, and, as most of our gentlewomen are, was more so-
licitous of her head tiers than of her health.

Burton, Anat of Mel., p. 473.

May-lily (ma'Ul'i), n. The lily-of-the-valley,
Convailaria majalis.

May-lord (ma'lfird), n. A young man chosen to
preside over the festivities of May-day. [Prov.
Eng.]

The shepherd boys who with the muses dwell
Met In the plain their may-lords new to choose
(For two they yearly choose), to order well
Their rural sports the year that next ensues.

P. Fletcher, Purple Island, L 2.

May-mom (ma'mdm), 11. [< ME. may-mome.']
The morning of May-day; figuratively, fresh-
ness ; vigor. Compare May-detc.

My thric&'pnissant liege
Is in the very May-mom of his youth.
Ripe for exploits. Shot., Hen. v., i 2. 120.

maynf, mayne^t, '• Obsolete forms of main^.
mayne^, maynyt, » Same as meiny.
mayonnaise (ma-on-az'), n. [< P. mayonnaise,
a sauce (see def.) ; origin uncertain. See the
quotation.] In cookery, a sauce composed of
yolks of eggs and salad-oil beaten together
with vinegar or lemon-juice to the consistency
of thick cream, and seasoned with salt, pepper,
garlic, etc. It is an esteemed dressing for
salads, cold fish, and some other dishes.

I was told by a French friend at Dax, in the Landes,
that the proper way of pronouncing the word mayonnaise
was bt^omuase, Bayonne being the birthplace of that now
world-famed salad. K. and Q,, 7th ser., IL 174.

mayor (ma'or or mar: see etym.), n. [Early
mod. E. mdir, maire, mayre, mayer, the prop.
E. form mair being still retained in the pron.
msff; the spelling mayor, changed from the oc-
casional earlier mayer, perhaps to conform the
termination to that of chancellor,purveyor, etc.,

but more prob. in imitation of fiie Sp., being
introduced about the middle of the 16th cen-
tury, and displacing the older (F.) spelling
without affecting the pron. until more recent
times; < ME. maire, mayre, meire, meyre, < AP.
maire, meire, meir, meyre, OP. maire (later also
maiour, mayeur, major), P. maire= Sp. mayor =
Pg. maior, mayor, amayor,= OHG. meior, meier,
MHG. meter, meiger, G. meier (as a surname, Mey-
er), a steward, baUiS (niajordomo),< ML . major,
a mayor, prefect, chief, etc., < L. major, greater,
compar. of magnus, great: see major, of which
mayor is a doublet.] The principal officer of a
munieipsJity; the chief magistrate of a city or
borough. The mayor of London (that is, of the district
known as the CHy, comprising only a small part of the
whole area of London : see c&i of London, under eity, n.y

and those of York in England and of Dublin in Ireland
have the title of lord mayor. The title mayor is not
nsed in Scotland, provost taking its place. Compare bta:
gamatter.

This yere [1208] began the names of Mayers and sherefs
in London. Arnold's Chronicle, p. zv.

And there in the east ende of the hall, where the maire '

kepeth the hnstinges, the maire and all the aldermen as-

sembled about him. Sir T. More, Works, p. 61.

The first historical appearance of the ofilce of mayor is

in London, where the recognition of the communa by the
national council in 1191 is immediately followed by the
mention of Henr^ Fits-Alwyn as mayor.

StuUbs, C!onst. Hist, § 485.

Lord Mayor's Court. See court.—Blayor of the pal-
ace, in ^^mce, originally the first officer of the royal
household, then the first officer of state, under the Mero-
vingian kings. Gradually these officials aggrandized their
own influence to the detriment of that of the monarchs.
till the latter ruled only nominally, all real power being
usurped by the mayors. The most distinguished among
them were Pepin of H^ristal, his son Charles Martel, and
the latter's son Pepin "the Short," who in 751 or 752 de-

throned the last of the Merovingians, Childeric ITT., and
founded the Carolingian dynasty.— Mayor's court, a
minor judicial tribunal, held in cities by the mayor as

judge.

mayoral (ma'or-al), a. [< mayor + -al.] Of
or pertaining to a mayor or mayors, or the
of&ce of mayor.

Sir Peter Laurie, afterwards of aldermanic and even
mayoral celebrity. Carlyle, Reminiscences, L 217.

mayoralty (ma'or-al-ti), «. [Formerly some-
times majoralty;"<iiE.mairalte, <OF. mairalte:

as mayoral + -ty.] The office of a mayor, or the

period of his service.

This was for matters of misgouemment in his maior-
alitie. Bacon, Hist Hen. VIL, p. 229.

mayoress (ma'or«s), n. [< OF. mairesse, tern.

of maire, mayor: see mayw.l The wife of a
mayor.

To ride in a fine gUt coach and six.

Like Her Worship the Lady May'ress.

Hood, Miss Eilmansegg, Her Education.



mayorlet

mayorlet (ma'or-let), n. [< mayor + -let.l A
petty mayor. "Carlyle. [Rare.]
mayorship (ma'or-ship), n. [Formerly mair-
ship, mayreship; "<, mayor + -ship.'\ The office

or dignity of a mayor.
That the Mayre of London, whiles he were Mayre, haue

none other offyoe to the cite belonging than the oflyce of
the mayreship of the same. Anwld's Chronide, p. 4.

May-pole (ma'pol), n. 1. A pole aroimd which
the people dance in May-day festivities, it was
usually cut and set up afresh on May-day morning, drawn
by a long procession of oxen, decorated, as were also
the pole itself and the wagon, with flowers and ribbons;
but in some cases a pole once set up was left from year to
year, as notably the famous pole of the parish of St. An-
drew Undershaft in London, which was cut down in the
reign of Edward VL At tlie restoration of Charles II. a
May-pole 134 feet high was set up in the Strand. A few
May-poles still remain in England, although the celebra-
tion is almost obsolete.

Their chiefest Jewel theybring from thence Is the Jfoie-
pole, which they bring home with great veneration, as
thus— they have twentie or fourtie yoake of oxen, every
oxe having a sweete nosegaie of flowers tied to the tip of
his homes, and these oxen drawe home the May-poale.

Stvbbes, quoted in Strutt's Sports and Pastimes, p. 465.

2. -An ale-stake. HalliweU. [Prov. Eng.]—3.
A tree of Jamaica, Spathelia simplex, of the
order Simarubece. it has a tall slender stem with a
crown of leaves at the top, lilce a palm. Also called
Ttuyantain-pride and mountain-ffreen.

may-pop (ma'pop), n. The passion-flower, or
its fruit ; properly, the fruit of Fassiflora in-

carnata, which is of the size of a hen's egg
and edible. [Southern TJ. 8.]

May-q.ueeil (ma'kwen), n. A girl or young wo-
man crowned with flowers and honored as
queen at the games held on May-day.
may-skate (ma'skat), «. Same as mavis-skate.

may-sucker (ma'suk"er), re. The harelipped
sucker, Quassilabia lacera. [Local, U. S.]

maythorn (ma'th6rn), n. [< May*' + thorn.']

The hawthorn : so called to distinguish it from
the earlier flowering blackthorn. See May^, 3.

The maythmn and its scent. Mrs. Brmvnin^.

May-time (ma'tim), rt. l<. ME. may time; (.May^
+ time^.] May; the season of May.

Alle freliche foules that on that frith songe,
for merthe of that may time thei made moche noyce.

William of Paleme (B. E. T. S.), L 822.

They . . . (for the time
Was muytiTne, and as yet no sin was dream'd)
Kode under groves that look'd a paradise.

Tennyson, Guinevere.

mayweed (ma'wed), ». [Early mod. E. maie-
loeed; a var., simulating jfci^*, of maytheweed.]
A composite plant, Anthemis Cotula, a common
weed throughout Europe and Asiatic Russia,
and, by naturalization, in America. It is abranoh-
ing annual a foot or two high, the leaves finely divided,

and the flower-heads having a yellow di^ and white rays.

Tlie foliage is pungently ill-scented, and is said to blister

the hands. It has been used as an emmenagogue and anti-

spasmodic. Other names are dog's-camomUe, dog's-fennel,

stinking camomile; also BaXder-brae, bupMhoLmAmi, dUl-

weed. See particularly Antkemis and Cotula.

maywort (ma'wfert), n. A kind of bedstraw,
Galium cruciatum, blooming in May. Also call-

ed crosswort.

Mazagan (maz'a-gan), re. [From Mazagan, a
town in Morocco, near which it grows wild.]

A small and early variety of bean, Vida Faba,
known in America, in eommoh with the larger

and later Windsor variety, as the English bean.

mazame (ma-zam'),re. [<.Mex.ma:same,mafame,
teuthlamagame (Hernandez), the pronghorn.]
1. The North American pronghorn, Antilocapra
americana. See out under Antilocapra.— 2.

The pampas-deer of South America, Cariacus
eampestris.

mazapilite fmaz'a-pil-it), n. [< Maeapil (see

def.) -I- -«<e2.] An arseniate of calcium and
iron, closely related to arseniosiderite. It oc-

curs in nearly black prismatic crystals in the

district of Mazapil, Mexico.

mazard (maz'ard), n. [Also mazeard; a var.

(with accom. term, -ard) of maeer. The second
sense is figurative, the head being often humor-
ously compared to a bowl or goblet.] If. A
bowl ; a mazer.

They . . . drank good ale in a brown mazard.
Aubrey, Misc., p. 213. (Domes.)

An instance of this occurs in connexion with St. Ed-
mund's Church at Salisbury, " where they have digged up
an old bishop out of his grave, and have made a TrtMSurrd

of his scull, and his bones are in an apothecaryes shop."
Athenmim, No. 3071, p. 303.

2t. The head; the skull.

Chapless, and knocked about the rruiisiard with a sex-

ton's spade. Shak., Hamlet, v. 1. 97.

I had a massard, I remember, so well lined in the in-

side with my brain, it stood me in better stead than a
double headpiece. Middletan, Father Hubbard's Tales.
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3. A wild cherry of Europe. See cherry^, re., 1,

and gean.

Ked guarrenders and mazard cherries.

Kingsley, Westward Ho, i.

mazardf (maz'ard), v. t. [< mazard, n. Cf . jowl,

«., knock, as related tojowl, »., cheek, jaw.] To
kill or stun by a blow on the skull ; brain.

The wooden rogues let a huge trap-door fall on my head.

If I had not been a spirit^ I had been mazarded.
B. Jonson, Love Restored.

mazard-bo'Vrl (maz'ard-bol), n. Same as maz-
ard, 1.

A Maza/rd-bowl of maple-wood full of beer.

Quoted in Elton's Origins of Eng. Hist., p. 182.

mazarin^t, »*• See mazerin.

mazarin^, «. and v. See mazarine.

mazarinade (maz-a-ri-nad'), n. [< F. mazari-

nade; as Mazarin (see def.) + -ade^.'] In
French hist., one of the pamphlets, satires,

songs, or lampoons directed against Cardinal

Mazarin (1602-61), prime minister of France,
during the wars of the Fronde.
Mazarin Bible. See Bible.

mazarine (maz-a-ren'), re. [Also mazarin; < F.

mazarine (?), named after Cardinal Mazarin.2

1. Same as mazarine-blue.

The slcy up above was a bright manarirw.
Just as thougli no such thing as a tempest had been.

Barhdm, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 29B.

2t. A blue gown worn by common-councilmen.

Bring my silver'd mazarine.
Amtey, New Bath Guide, ix. (Dames.)

mazarine (maz-a-ren'), v. t.; pret. and pp. maza-
rined, ppr. mazarining. [Cf. mazarine, re.] To
decorate with lace in a special manner; edge,

as with campane lace.

Three yards of lace to mazarin ye pinners at 25 shillings.

An Inventory (1694).

mazarine-blue (maz-a-ren'blo), n. A rich blue
color.

It is true our gowns of mazari-ne blue, edged with fur,

cut a pretty figure enough.
Qoldgmith, From a Common-Councilman.

Mazarin-hood, n. A hood or cap decorated
with lace and forming a fashionable head-dress
about 1720. See mazarine.

Mazdean (maz'df-an), a. [< Mazda (see quot.

xmder Mazdeism)' (Ahura Mazda or Ormuzd) +
-ean.] Of or pertaining to Mazdeism.
Mazdeism(maz'de-izm),re. [Mazde(an) +-ism.'\

The ancient religion of Persia ; Zoroastrianism.

Mazdeism^ as we call the Persian religion, from its su-
preme god, Ahura Mazda, was not the growth of a day,

nor the work of one man. Faiths of the World, p. 95.

maze^ (maz), v.; pret. and pp. mazed, ppr. maz-
ing. [Early mod. E. mase; < ME. masen (also in

oomp. amasen, bemasen: see amaze, bemaze);
prob. < Norw. masa, pore over a thing, refl. ma-
sast, begin to dream, = Sw. dial, masa, be lazy,

lounge,bask in the sun: prob. the same (through
the senses ' be idle, talk idly') as Norw. masa =
loel. masa, chatter, prattle. The E. maze is not
"connected with AS. mdse, a whirlpool," for

the reason, among others, that there is no such
word.] I. trans. To confuse; bewilder; amaze;
especially, to confuse by intricacy.

A little herd of England's timorous deer
Maud with a yelping kennel of French ours.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 2. 47.

Why art thou mazed to see me thus revived?
B. Jonson, Volpone, iii. 6.

The fellow looks as he were mMZed, methinks.
Scott, Kenilworth, xvii,

Il.t intrans. 1. To be bewildered, perplexed,
or puzzled.

"Ye maze, ye maze, goode sire," quod she,

"This thank have I for I have maad you see,"

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 1141.

2. To wind intricately.

Like as molten Lead, being poured forth
Vpon a leuell plot of sand or earth,

In many fashions mazeth to and fro.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 8.

maze^ (maz), n. [Early mod. E. mase; < ME.
maze, mase; from the verb.] 1. Confusion of

thought; perplexity; uncertainty; bewilder-
ment.
They lose themselves in the very Ttiaze of their own dis-

courses. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 2.

2t. Anything intended to confuse or mislead;
a snare ; a deception.

But walaway, al this nas but a maze :

Fortune his howve entended bet to glaze.
Chaucer, Troilus, v. 408.

St. A wild fancy; a confused notion ; an error.

Men dreme al day of owles and of apes,

And eek of many a mase therwithaf.
Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, L 273.

mazerin
Let no maze intrude

Upon your spirits.

Ma/rston and Webster, Malcontent, iv. 6.

4. A baffling and confusing network of paths or
passages; a labyrinth: as, the muze of Hamp-
ton Court in England; a winding and turning

;

hence, a perplexed or embarrassing state of
things; intricate disorder; entanglement: as,

he found affairs all in a muze.
The quaint mazes in the wanton green.

Shak., M. !>'. D., ii. 1. 99.

To pry into the maze of his counsels is not only folly in-

man, but presumption even in angels.
Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 13.

Others . . . reason'd high, . . .

And found no end, in wandering ma,zes lost.

Milton, P. L., ii. 66U
Varied tints all fused in one

Great mass of color, like a maze
Of flowers illumined by the sun.

Longfellow, K^ramos.

5t. Wonder; matter of wonder or curiosity.

Go thou not into the toun as it were a gase
From oon hous to another for to seke the m/ise.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 39>

maze^ (maz), n. A variant of mease^, 1.

mazednesst (ma'zed-nes), n. [< ME. mased-
nesse, < mazed, pp., -1- -reess.] The condition of
being mazed; confusion; astonishment.

She ferde as she had stert out of a slepe

TU she out of hir masednesse abreyde.
Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 1006.

mazefulf (maz'ful), a. [< maze^, n., -I- -ful.']

Causing amazement; wonderful. Spenser, Epi-
thalamion, 1. 190.

mazelint, «. Same as masUn'i:

mazer (ma'zer), re. [Early mod. E. also maser;

< ME. maser, masere.a, bowl, orig. of maple-
wood, prob. not < AS. *mwser, *maser, maple
(or other spotted or mottled wood), which is

found only in deriv. adj. *mceseren, occurring

once erroneously written mcesen ("vi. mcesene

sceala," ' 6maple vessels'), andperhaps in comp.
Maserfeld, a local name, hut from the cognate
Icel. mosurr, a maple-tree, maple-wood {mo-

surr-bolli, a maple bowl, moswr-shdl, a maple
vessel : see skoal), = MLG. maser, a maple-tree,

= OHGr. masar, MHGr. G. maser, a knur or knob
on a tree, a knot or spot in maple and other
wood, MH&. also a bowl of spotted or mottled
wood (> OF. mazre, madre, spotted or mot-
tled wood (> OP. (and F.) madr4, spotted, mot-
tled), and mazerin, a drinking-vessel : see
mazerin) ; from the noun seen in OD. *mase,

masche, maesche = MLG. mase = OHG. mdsd,

MHGr. mdse, Q-. mase, a spot, whence also ult.

E. measles.] If. Hard mottled wood, under-
stood to be maple, formerly used in making
the bowls or goblets hence called mazers.

Off lanycolle thou shall prove.
That is a cuppe to my behove,
Off maser it is ful clene.

MS. Cantab. Ff. v. 48, f. 50. (BaUiweU.)

2. A bowl or large drinking-cnp without a foot,

of maple or other hard wood, and often richly

decoratedwith carving and mounted with silver

or other metal, in later use the term was applied to
bowls entirely of metal. A number of mazers are pre-

served in England, dating from different epochs from the

thirteenth to the eighteenth century.

They toke away the sylver vessell.

And all that they myght get,
Peces, masars, and spones
Wolde they non forgete.

ij/teJi ffe«te ofRobyn Hode (Child's Ballads, V. 75).

Then loe, Perigot, the Pledge which I plight,

A mazer ywrought of the Maple warre.
Spenser, Shep. Cal., August.

They powre wine Into a greatbowle, . . . and then dip

in that bowle or mazer a sword.
Purchm, Pilgrimage, p. 396.

In the wardrobe above they shew'dus flnewroughtplate,
porcelan, mazers of beaten and solid gold set with dia-

monds, rubies, and emeralds. Evelyn, Diary, Jan. 25, 1645.

St. The head; the skull or brain-box: same as

mazard, 2.

Are thy mad brains in thy mazer? Ford, Fancies, iv. 1.

mazer-disht (ma' z6r-dish), re. A mazer, or other

dish made of maple.
There was neither •mazer-dish nor standing-ciip upon

the little table, at the elbow of his [the abbot's] huge chair

of state. Scott, Monastery.

mazerint, mazerinet (maz'e-rin), ». [Also^

mazarin; ME., < OP. mazerin, mazelin, madelin,

maderin (ML. scyphus mazerinus), a drinMng-
bowl of wood, < mazre, madre, spotted wood:
see mazer.] A drinking-vessel ; a porringer.

One of Her Majesty's Knurl'd Dishes, weight 62 Ounces,
and one Silver Mazerine, Weight 20 Ounces, both engrav'4
with His late Majesty's Arms.
Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in ^eign of Queen Anne,

[1. 188.



mazer-tree

mazer-tree (ma'z^T-tre), n. The common ma-
pleof6reatBritain,^cercampesft-f. Alsomaser-
tree.

mazer-wood (ma'z6r-wud), n. 1. Same as
mazer, 1.— 2. Gatta-percha. See the quota-
tion.

In the Moseam Tradescantlanam . . . tlie following
entzy occnrs: . . . "The plyable mazer wood, being
warmed, will work to any fonn." This moseam became
the nadeos of the Ashmolean Hnseum at OxfoM. The
word •• mazer," Tarioasly spelt, often occurs in early Eng-
lish poetry, and is speedy mentioned in old catalogues
and wills. It is by no means impossible that mazer caps
may hare been made of gotta percha, as its Ughtness,
strength, and non-liability to tnctnre would recommend
it ; and cnrioosiy enough one of the TOnacular names of
the tree yielding gatta percha Is "maier wood tree."

Eneyc Brit, XL 338.

mazily (ma'zi-li), adv. In a mazy manner ; by
winding and taming; with confusion or per-
plexity.

The brooks of Eden mazUy mormaring.
Temtj/son, Experiments in Quantity, Milton.

maziness (ma'zi-nes), R. The state of being
mazy or msized; perpleziiy or perplexingness.

mazological (maz-o-loj'i-^), a. [< ntazolog-y

+ -ifi-<u^'\ Hastolo'gical; mammalogical.
mazologist (ma-zol'o-jist), n. [< mazology +
-«$t.] A mastologist or mammalogist.
mazology (ma-zol'6-ji), ». [< Gr. /uiC^, hreast,

+ -Aayia, < Acyeai,' speak: see -otogy.^ Mam-
malogy; mastology; therology.

mazurka (ma-zor'ka), n. [Also as Y.maeourlca;

< Pol. mazurka, a dance, < Maztir, a native of
Mazovia, Poland.] 1. A lively Polish dance,
properly for four or eight pairs of dancers,

originaUy performed with a singing accom-
paniment. The steps and figures are Taiious, and may
be improvised. Themoremodem magorka is a polkawith
two shdingstepein^)eadof one; themosic is in triple time.

2. Music for such a dance or iu its rhythm,
which is triple and moderately rapid, 'with a ca-

pricious accent on the second heat of the mea-
sure. Older mazurkas osoally have a drone bass. The
prominence of the mazorka form is mainly doe to the pre-
dilection shown for it in the works of Chopin.

mazy (ma'zi), a. [< maze + -y^.] Having the
ehaiacter of a maze; perplexing from turns

and windings; winding; intricate.

Then out again he flie^ to wing his ma^ round.
Thomwn, Castle of Indolence.

KasylieiTing. Seeherring.—Hazypack, a parish fooL
Hamuli. [ProT. Eng.]

mazzard, » See masard.M
. C. An abbreviation of Member of Conffress.M I>. An abbreviation (o) of the Latin Mediei-

lueDoetor, Doctorof Medicine (see doctor, 2) ; (6)

in miisical notation, of mono destra (Italian) or
main droite (French), 'right hand,' indicating

a passage to be performed by the right hand.

me^ (me), proH. [Early mod. E. also mee;
< ME. me, < AS. dat. me, m& = OS. mi =
OPries. mi= D. mij= MLG. mer= OHG. MHG.
G. TOM* = leel. mer = Goth, ims; AS. ace. me,
me, older (in poet, use) mee, ONorth. meh =
OS. m», mik= OPries. m» = D. my= MLG. mik
= OHG. raift, MHG. G. mieh = Icel. mik = Sw.
Dan. mig = (Joth. mik; = Ir. Gael, mi = W. mi
= Com. me = Bret, me= L. gen. mei, dat. nttAi,

ace. me ^ Gr. gen. ftoi; i/uni, dat. /loi, i,uoi, ace.

fii, t/ii = Skt. gen. dat. mahyam, me, aec. tnatn,

md, me ; a pronominal base associated in use
wilji that of the pronoun I: see JT^. Hence
TOtnei. Ct. myself.^ A pronoun of the first per-

son, used only in the oblique eases (accusative
and dative, classed together as objective), and
supplying these cases of the pronoun /.

"Me, me,' he ciy'd, "turn all your swords alone
On me.' the fact contest^ the fault my own."

Dryden, .£ueid, iz.

The dative ocMns—(a) To express the indirect object

:

as, give me a drink; bring me that book.

"What me bitide other bifalle

Ihc schal the foreward holden alle.

King Bom(B. B. T. S.X p. 63.

Fay me that thoo owest. Hat. zviiL 28.

(b) To express the indirect object in mere reference or
mention— tiiat is, to bring into the predicate, as an appa-
rent indirect object, the actual subject (the etidcal dative):

aform of expression adding a certain life or vivacity to col-

loquial spe«A, and therefore a fovorite use in Shakspere
and other Elimbethan diamatistaL

Comes mee a page of Amphialus,who with humble smil-

ing reverence d^voed a letter unto him from dinias.
a> P. Sdney, Arcadia, iiL

He plucked me ope his donblet and offered them his

throat to cut Shak., J. C, L 2. 267.

I rememberm^ rm marry'd and can't be my own Man
again. Congrrre, Way of the World, ii 8.

(e) In such expressions as woe u me, iwH it me, leeze me
(Uef is me).

IToe wine, that I sojourn in Mesech; Ps. cii. 5.
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(d) Before the impersonal verbs think and teem, where me
is conventionally written with the verb as one word, as me-
lAtnte (preterit meUumght\ meteems (preterit mexemeS).

They talk'd,

Mexem'd, of what they knew not,

Tennyton, Lancelot and Elaine.

(et) In such expressions as me ratAer were, me liever were,
etc See Aoos and U^,

me^t. [ME., an abbr. form of man, < AS. man,
mon, or of the pL men, < AS. men, used indefi-

nitely: see man.1 Chie; they: used indefi-

nitely.

Thenne hadde Fortune folwynge bore two faire maidenes,
Ooncupiscentia-camis me calde the eldere mayde.

Pien Plowman (0), xiL 171.

M. E. An abbreviation (a) of MethodistEpisco-
pal; (6) of Mining Engitieer: as, John Smith,
M. E. ; (c) of Middle English : used (as ME.) in
the elTmologies of this work,
meacb, meaching. See miche^, miching.

meaoockt (me'kok), n. and a. [Also mecock,
viecoeke; supposed to stand for *meekock, < meek
+ dim. -ock; but this is doubtful.] I. n. A
timorous, cowardly fellow.

A meoeod; is he who dreadth to see bloud shed.
Mir. /or Mags., p. 418.

I shall be compted a Meeocke, a milksop.
Lyly, Euphues, p. 109.

Fools and meoeoote,
To endure what you think fit to pot upon *em.

Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, t. 2.

TT a. Tame; timorous: cowardly.

Tis a world to see
How tame^ when men and women are alone,

A meacock wretch can make the corstest shrew.
Shak., T. of the S., ii. 1. 315.

meadow-land

ognized formative -die. But possibly the root

*meBd-, *mdd- (the formative being -ir), may be
cognate with L. metere, reap, mow, which may
contain an extended form of the root of moic:

see nioirl.] 1. A low, level tract of land under
grass, and generally mown annually or oftener
for hay ; also, a piece of grass-land in general,
whether used for the raising of hay or as pas-
ture-land. Meadows are often on the banks of a river or
lake, bat so far above the surface as to be dry enough to
produce grass and herbage of a superior quality. In some
parts of the United States, as New England, land so situ-

ated is caned meadow or meadow4and without reference
to its use, and in other parts, especially in the West, bot'

torn or botiom-land.

Made hem alle to assemble in the Dukeslonde in a grete
vpon a rivere. Merlin (E. £. T. S.), L 70.

This golden fneadow, lying ready still

Then to be mow'd wheu their occasions wHL
Daitxd, Fanegyrick to the King's Majesty.

A feeding-ground of fish, as cod. Report of
S. Fish Ommission, 1877, p. 541.— 3. An ice-

field or floe onwhich seals herd Heating mea-
dow, flat meadow-land adjoining a river or other source
of water-supply, by means of which it can be flooded 'at

jdeasnre.— Salt meadow, low groond subject to occa-
sional overflow by extraordinary tide^ and producing
coarse grass that can be osed for hay, called saJtgrxus.

meadow-beanty (med'o-bii'ti), ». A plant of

the genus Bhexia, chiefly B. Tirginiea. It is

a low herb with showy purple flowers. Also
eaUed deer-grass.

meadow-bird (med'o-bferd), n. The bobolink,
Dolichonyx orysivorns : so called from its usual
breeding-place. See cut under hohoUnh. [Lo-
cal, U. S.]

2.

r.

ji / -J^ re 1 J t:. 1 ,.1 moadow-bright (med'6-brit), ,1. The marsh-
meadl (med), n. [EMlymod. E. aIso^;ieaft; jnarigold. [Prov. Eng.]
< ME. mede, methe, < AS. medu, meodu= OPries.
D. MLG. mede = OHG. metu, mito, MHG.
mete, met, G. meth, met = Icel. mjodhr = Sw.
Dan. mjdd= Goth. *»«"dUiJ (not recorded), mead,
a drink made from honey; a common Ihdo-Eur.
word, = "W. medd (> lit. E. metheglin) = Ir.

meadh, mead, = OBn^. medii, honey, wine, =

meadow-brown (med'6-broun), n. One of va-

rious butterflies of the subfamily Satyrida, as

Hipparehiajanira. Also called sa%r. The eyed
maadow-brown of the eastern United States is

Satyrodes Eurydice.

meadow-campion (med'6-kam'pi-on), II. See
campion.

Euss. medu, honey, =Iiith. midus,mead, medus, meaSow^slapper (med'o-Hap'er), b. The salt
honey. = Lett, meddus, honey, = (Jr. fiidv, mead

,,yater marsh-hen.
(> nit. E. amethyst), = Zend madhu (= Pers.

mat), wine, = Skt. madhu, honey, sugar, <

nwdAw, adj., sweet.] 1. A strong liquormade

meadow-clover (med'o-Mo'ver), n. See clover.

meadow-CXS^e (med'6-krak), n. The corn-

crake or land-rail, Crex pratensis.
by mining honey with water and flavoring it, meadow-cresS (med'6-kres), n. The cuckoo-
yeast or some similar ferment bemg added, and fl^^er, Cardamine pratensis.

meadow-cbrake (med'6-drak), n. The corn-

crake. Ofj: prafewsi^. [Prov. Eng.]
_

the whole allowed to ferment, it was a favorite

beverage iu the middle ages, and is made according to

different recipes in different parts of England down to the _. - ,,_ . .- _. —

.

,

presentday. When carefully made it will keep for a long moadower (med 0-er), «. One who waters
time, and improve with age. " » ^- ^- -—

-
- - *!

And being now in hand, to vnite thy glorious praise.

Fill me a bowl of meath, my working spirit to raise.

Drayton, Folyolbion, iv. 112.

Carmen
Are got into the y^ow starch, and chimney-sweepers
To their tobacco, and strong waters. Hum,
JfeotA, and ObamL B. Jonsm, Devil is an Ass, L 1.

My friend, wandsing &om hotise to house, at last dis-

meadow-lands to "increase or preserve their

verdure.
meadow-fern (med '6-fem), n. See/ernl.

meadow-fescue (med'6-festu), «. See Festuca.

meadow-foxtail (med'o-foks'tal), h. See/ar-
tail.

meadow-gallinnle (med'o-gal'i-nul), n. Same
_^ , ^ as meadow-crcike.

covered an old man, lirto brought him a bowl of mead in meadow-gowan (med'o^on'an), ;i . See gotran

.

exchange for a cigar. & SV^to", Iforthem Travel, p. 351. meadow-graSS (med'o-gras), n. A general

2. A sweet drink chained with carbonic gas, nameforgrassesof thegenusPoo;chiefly,how-
and flavored with some syrup, as sarsaparilla.

[U. S.]

mead^ (med), n. [< ME. mede, < AS. meed, a
mead, meadow: see meadotc, the more ong.
form. Mead^ and meadow are related as leased

and leasow, shade and shadoic.'] Same as mea-

dow: now chiefly used in poetry.

And if thi mede is drossy, barayne, olde^

Let plowe it efte, and pU^ne it efte doune lowe.

PaUadiue, Husbondrie (E. £. T. S.X p. 183.

She was gathering Narcissus flowers in the meads of

Sicily. Baeon, Physical Fables, xL

Downward sloped

The path through yellow meads.
Lowdl, Parting of the Ways.

meader (me'der), n. [< ME. (not found), <

AS. mathere, a mower, < math, a mowing: see

niath.^ A mower. SaViiceU. [Prov. Eng.]

meadow (med'o), «. [< ME. medoae, medetee,

medice, < AS. mwd (nom. and ace_. sing.2, pi.

mwdwa, mteda, medtca (the nom. sing, mcedwe,

f., and mSdwa, m., being rare and tmcertain;

stem mcedtc- or mwdm-) = OPries. mede = D.

tnat, a meadow, = MLG. mede, made = OHG.
*mata (*matta), in comp. mato-serech, a grass-

hopper, MHG. mate, matte, G. matte, also matt

(esp. in place-names), a meadow; usually re-

ferred, as ' a place mowed' or 'to be mowed,' to

the verb moic\ AS. mdtcan; but the noun with

the formative -d (-f*) from .this verb is math
(AS. mmh = OHG. mad, MHG. mat, G. mahd,
etc.), a different word, and the AS. word in its

orig. form (stem mSdu:-) can hardly be so

formed from mdtcan, mow, there being no rec-

over, thelarger and more useful species. See
spear-grass. The most important is P. pratensis, the
common meadow-grass of England, the June-grass, Ken-
tucky bine-grass, etc., of the United States. This is the
smooth-stalked m^ulow-grass, as contrasted with P. iru

vialis, the rongh or rough-stalked meadow-grass. The
fowl meadow-grass or fowl-grass is P. aeroCtna; but the
name is also applied to the similar-appearing CRyeeria

Tieiroto.—Eeed or tail meadow-grass, CHytxria artm-

dinaeea.

meadow-ben (med'o-hen), n. The American
coot, Fulica americana. (Sew Eng.]

meadowink (med'6-wingk), «. The bobolink.

Coues.

meadow-land (med'j>-land), n. [< ME. *med-
veland (t), < AS. nuedweland, also mcedland, <

Meadow-lark {Stumtttn maffna'i.



meadow-land
mcediie, meadow, + land, land.] Land used as
a meadow ; also, meadows oolleotively.

meadow-lark (med'6-iark' ) ,» . l . A well-known
bird of the family Icteridce, or American star-
lings

; the field-lark, Sturnella magna. The upper
parts are mottled gray, brown, and black, the under are
bright-yellow with a black horseshoe-shaped mark on the
breast. The meadow-lark inhabits most oj the United
States. It nests on the ground, lays from 4 to 6 white eggs
with reddish speckles, and is a sweet songster. The name
is inaccurate, the bird having no resemblance to a lark.
See cut on preceding page.

Is this more pleasant to you than the whirr
01 meadow-lark and her sweet roundelay?

Longfellow, Birds of KUlingworth.

2. The meadow-pipit, Anthus pratensis. [Lo-
cal, Eng.]
meadow-mouse (med'o-mons), n. A field-

mouse or vole of North America; any member
of the subfamily ArvicoUnce. The commonest
one in the United States is Arvieola riparius.
See cut under Arvieola.

meadow-mussel (med'o-mus"l), ». A kind of
mussel found on tide-&ats or salt meadows,
Modiola pUcatula. [New York.]
meadow-ore (med'6-6r), n. In mineral., bog-
iron ore, or limonite. See Umonite.
meadow-parsnip (med'6-par"snip), n. l. A
coarse umbelliferous plant, Heracleum Sphon-
dylium. [Great Britain.]— 2. .Any plant of
the genus Thaspium. [U. S.]

meadow-pea (med'6-pe), n. A perennial legu-
minous plant, Lathyruspratemis, of Europe and
Asia, available as a pasture-herb for sheep.
meadow-pine (med'o-pin), n. Same as slash-
pine.

meadow-pink (med'o-pingk), n. 1. The rag-
ged-robin, -i^cfereis Flos-cuouU.—2. The maiden-
pink, Dianthiis deltoides.

meadow-pipit (med'6-pip"it), «. A European
pipit or titlark, AntJms pratensis.
meadow-queen (med'o-kwen), n. Same as
meadow-sweet.
meadow-rue (med'o-ro), n. Any plant of the
genus Thalictrum, especially the Old World spe-
cies T. flavum. The latter is an annual herb 2 or 3
feet high, with compound leaves, the petiole twice or thrice
divided, in this regard resembling the true rue. The root

Flowering Branch of the Male Plant of the Meadow-rue
{ Thalictrtitn Corntiti).

a, a male flower ; b, a female flower with young fruit ; c, parts of the
leaf.

is said to have aperient and stomachic properties, like rhu-
barb. There are several American species, as the early
meadow-rue, T. dioicwm; the purplish meadow-rue, T.

purpuroicens; and the tall meadow-rue, T. Cormiii. The
panicled flowers are without petals, but are marked in the
males loy conspicuous clusters of stamens.

meadow-saffron (med'6-saf"ron), n. Most prop-
erly, the plant Colchicum autumnale, from its re-

semblance to the true saffron, Crocus sativa.
The name is extended, however, to the whole genus, some-
times to other closely allied plants. See Colchicum.

meadow-sage (med'6-saj), n. See sage.

meadow-saxifrage (med'6-sak"si-fraj), n. 1.

An umbelliferous plant, Silaus pratensis, its

leavesresembling those of thebumet-saxifrage

.

Also called pepper-saxifrage.— 2. Sometimes,
a plant of the genus Seseli of the same family.

meadow-snipe (med'o-snip), n. l. The grass-

bird or pectoral sandpiper, Tringa (Actodromas)
macidata. J. P. Giraud, 1844. [Long Island.]
— 2. The common American or Wilson's snipe.
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Gallinago leilsoni or dettcatula. B. S. Barton, 1799.
See cut under Gallinago. [Local, U. S.]

meadow-sweet (med'o-swet), ». Any plant of
the genus Spircea, primarily S. Vlmaria of the
Old World ; m the United States more especial-
ly S. salicifolia.

meadow-titling (med'o-tifling), «. The mead-
ow-pipit, AnthViS pratensis.

meaaowwort (med'6-w6rt), n. The meadow-
sweet Spircea Vlmaria.
meadowy (med'o-i), a. [< meadow + -i/i.]

Pertaining to, resembling, or consisting of
meadow.
Thy lull and youthful breasts, which, in their msadowy

pride.
Are branch'd with rivery veines meander-like that glide.

Drayton, Polyolbion, x.

meadwortt, »• [< ME. medwwrt; < mead^ +
M)orii.] A plant, probably the same as meadow-
wort.

meager, meagre (me'g6r), a. and n. [Early
mod. E. also meigre; < ME. megre, < OF. megre,
maigre, magre, P. maigre (see maigre) = Pr.
magre, maigre = Sp. Pg. It. magro, < L. macer
{macr-), lean, thin, meager; cf. AS. meeger =
D. MLGr. mager = OHQ-. magar, MHGr. G. ma-
ger = Icel. magr = Sw. Dan. mager, lean, thin,

meager: the Teut. forms being prob. not de-
rived, like the Bom., from the L. macer (the
adoption into Teut., at so early a date (AS.
OHG.) of an untechnical word, esp. an adj.,

from the L., being very improbable), but cog-
nate with it, theXi. macer (maer-), thin, with
the Teut., being prob. = Gr. jiaKpig, long (see
macron)\ of. iivnog, length, jiamdvdq, /iijKeSavdg,

tall.] i, a. 1. Lean; wiin; having little flesh.

Be nowe ol good chere, Titus, . . . that . . . your chekes
meigre and leane be nat the cause ol your discoueringe.

Sir T. Elyot, The Govemour, ii. 12.

A stranger stepped on shore, a lolty, lordly kind of man,
tall and dry, with a meagre lace, lurnished with huge
moustaches. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 179.

2. Without richness or fertility; barren: said
of land.— 3. Without moisture ; dry and harsh

:

said of chalk, etc.— 4. Without fulluess,
strength, substance, or value; deficient in quan-
tity or quality ; scanty; poor ; mean.

But thou, thou meagre lead, . . .

Thy paleness moves me more than eloquence.
Shak., M. of V., ill. 2. 104.

As to their Meager Diet, it is much against Nature and
the improved Diet ol Mankind.

IMbeft, Journey to Paris, p. 19.

5. Lenten; adapted to a fast. %q6 maigre.

When Lent arrives they open their magazines, and take
out ol them the best mieagre food in the world, for there is

no dish of fish that they reckon comparable to a ragout ol
snails. Addison, Eemarks on Italy (ed. Bohn), I. 617.

Meager day, a fast-day. See del. 5. Also maigre-day.

When I arrived at the inn, I called for supper, and, it

being a meagre day, was fain to put up with eggs.
Smollett, tr. of Gil Bias, i. 2.

"^Syn. 1. Spare, emaciated, lank, gaunt.—2 and 4. Tame,
barren, bald, jejune, dull, prosing.

II. «. It. A sickness.

Megre, a sickenesse, [F.] maigre. Palsgrave.

2t. Same as maigre, 2.— 3. A spent salmon, or
kelt. [Canada.]
meagert, meagret (me'gfer), v. t. [< meager,
meagre, a.] To make lean.

His ceaseless sorrow for th' unhappy maid
Meager'd his look, and on his spirits prey'd.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., xi.

meagerly, meagrely (me'ger-li), adv. Poorly;
thinly; sparely; feebly.

meagerness, meagreness (me'gfer-nes), n. The
condition or quality of being meager ; leanness

;

poorness; scantiness; barrenness.

meagrimf, ». -An obsolete form of megrim.
meakf (mek), n. [Also meeh; var. of malce^.^ A
hook with a long handle used in agriculture for
pulling up plants.

A mealce lor the pease, and to swing up the brake.
Tusser, Husbandry.

meaker (me'k^r), n. A minnow. [Prov. Eng.]
meaking-iron (me'king-i"6m), n. Same as

iron.

meaU (mel), ». [< ME. m^le, < AS. melu, melo,
meolo (melw-) = OS. m«?= OPries. mel= D. m^el
= MLG. LG. mel = OHG. rmlo, MHG. mel, G.
m^yil = Icel. mjol= Sw. mjol= Dan. meel, flour,

meal, lit. ' what is ground': from a verb not re-

corded in AS. (*malan), but found in other
tongues, namely, OS. malan= D. malen= MLG.
malen = OHG. malan, malen, MHG. main, G.
mahlen = Icel. mala = Sw. mala = Dan. male
= Goth, malan, grind, = Ir. melim = OBulg.

j?ja, mlete = Lith. malu, malii = L, molere,

meal

grind, > ult.E. mill\ molar, etc. : see milV-. Cf.

malm, from the same verb, and mellow, from
the same ult. root.] 1 . The edible part of any
kind of grain or pulse ground to a powder or

flour; flour: as, oatmeai, bean-weaJ.

Meal and bran together

He throws without distinction.

Shak., Cor., iiL 1. 322.

"Jenny, what m£id is in the girnel?" "Four bows o'

aitmeal, twa bows o' bear, and twa bows o pease."
Scott, Old Mortality, xx.

Specifically—(a) In the United States, ground maize: more
fully called Indian meal and eanirmeal. (6) In Scotland
and Ireland, oatmeal.

Blest wi' content, and milk and meal.
Burns, The Contented Cottager.

2. Any substance resembling the meal of grain
or pulse ; especially, any coarsely ground sub-

stance.
In the Lond growen Trees, that beren Mele, whereof

men maken gode Bred and white, and ol gode savoiu'.

MandeviUe, Travels, p. 189.

Auriculas enriched
With shining meal o'er all their velvet leaves.

TTwmson, Spring, 1. 637.

3. A sand-heap. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

The cows, during thehotweather when they are attacked
by the fly, get over the meales, the name given to the sand-

banks. Freeman, life ol W. Kirby, p. 147. (Davits.)

A cat in the meal. See cati.—Indian meal. See del.

1 (a).—Round meal, meal granulated in the milling ra-

ther thfii powdered or pulverized.

meal^ .(™el)> i>. [< msaU, re.] I. trans. 1. To
grind into meal or the state of meal; pulver-

ize: as, mealed powder.—2. To sprinkle with
meal, or mix meal with. [Eare.]

II. intrans. To yield or produce meal; he
productive in meal: applied to grain: as, the
barley does not meal well this year. Jamieson.
[Scotch.]

meal^ (mel), ». [< MB. mele, meel, mel, < (o)

AS. moSl, a fixed time, season, occasion, a time
for eating, a meal, = OS. mal = OPries. mel,

mal = MD. mael, D. maal, time, a meal, =:MLGi
mal = OHG. mal, MHG. mal, a time, G. -mal,

as a suffix, -times, = MHG. also mal, a time for

eating, a meal, G. mdhl, a meal; = Icel. mo!,

time, meal, = Sw. mdX = Dan. maal, meal, =
Goth, mel, a time: the word in these senses
being appar. identical with (&) AS. mal, mel,

a measure, also a mark, sign {Cristes mal,
'Christ's sign,' a cross, nymomK., fyr-mMl, groeg-

mcel, etc.); a diff. word from mal, a spot, E. mote:
see JBofei; = OS.*mdl (in comp. hobMdmdl, head
on a coin) = OHG. *mdl (in comp. anamdli, a
spot), MHG. G. mal, a spot, = Icel. mal, a
measure, the markings or inlaid ornaments of

weapons, = Sw. mdl = Dan. maal, measure

;

appar. ult. < \/ ma, measure, as in metan, mete,
measure: see mete^, measure, etc.] 1. The
supply of food taken at one time for the relief

of hunger; a provision of food (formerly of

drink also) for one or more persons or animals
for a single occasion, as at a customary time
of eating ; the substance of a repast ; a break-
fast, dinner, or supper: with reference to do-
mestic animals, more commonly called a feed.

That thei lasse shulden feele.
Of wyne let fill full a meele,
And dronken till so was befall.
That thei her strengthes losen all.

Oower, Conl. Amant., vi

Give them great m«ofe of beef, . . . they will eat like

wolves. Sfiak., Hen. V., ill. 7. 161.

A rude and hasty Tn^aZ was set before the numerous
guests. MacaMay, Hist Eng., xilL

2. The taking or ingestion of a supply of food

;

an eating; a refection or repast.

Unquiet meals make ill digestions.
Shale, 0. olE., V. 1. 74.

Whatsoever he be that sitting in the company ol any
others at meaie ... he will give occasion ol offence.

Coryat, Crudities, 1. 106.

3. The milk which a cow yields at one milking.
Also called meltith. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

Each shepherd's daughter with her cleanly peale
Was come a field to milk the morning's meale.

Browne, Pastorals, i. 4. (Nares.)

A meal's meatt, meat or lood for a meal.

You ne'er yet had
A meal's meat from my table, as I remember.

Beau, and Fl., Honest Man's Fortune, ii.

A meal's victuals, ameal of victuals, lood enough for

a meal. [CoUoq.]—A square meal, a lull or plentiful
meal or repast. (Slang, U. S.]—Meal pennant, meal
pendant, in the United States navy, a red pennant dis-

played on ships of war during the time that the crew are
at meals.—To malce a meal, to take a hearty or sufficient

supply of food. [Colloq.]— To mend one's meal See
Tnend.

meaPt (mel), i;. *. l<meal,n.} To apportion food
to

;
provide with meals or food ; feed ; fodder.



meal
Some more cows would be broo^t, especially two new

milch, which mast be well mealed and milked b; the way.
WiHtkrop, Hist, Sew England, L 45*.

meal3 (ma), ». [A var. of niofci, < AS. nuU, a
spot: see motel.] A speek or spot. HaUiaeU.
[Prov. Eng.]

nieal*t_(niel), r. t [Appar. < tnedP, «., but the
word in the passage quoted is dubions.] Ap-
parently, to defile or taint.

Were he mtoTd with that
Which he correctB, then were he tyrannons.

Shak., M. for M., It. 2. 86.

meal-axk (merark). n. A lai^e chest for hold-
ing meal. [Scotch.]

There was not a bow [of meal] left in the meal-ark.
Sealt, Heart of Hld-Lothian, rx.

meal-beetle (mel'be'tl), «. A coleopterous in-

sect belonging
to the genus Te-
nebrio, the lar-

va of which is

the meal-worm.
The name may
be extended to
any of the Ten^
lyrionicUB.

mesdberry
(mel'ber'i), n.

The bearb^ry,
ArctostaphyJos
Ura-ursi.

me<U-OXBiMt i,^ Adultand larva- (About
(mel DreuJ, n. twice natural size.)

Bread made of
good wheat, ground and not sifted. HaWwell.
[Prov. Eng.]

meal-cooler (mel'kSlfer), «. In mUling, a de-
vice for freeing meal from the heat generated
by grinding. Hie meal, as it comes from the stones
is passed through a passage under the influence of a light
Vl£st of cool sar.

mealer^ (meler), n. [< medP- + -er^.'] Awood-
en rubber with which gunpowder is mealed.
mealer^ (me'ler), m. [< meaP + -«ri.] One
who takes his meals at one place and lodges at
another. [CoUoq.]
One of those cheap boarding-houses . . . where hu-

manity is resolved into two classes only— roomers and
meaUm. ChrUtian Union, Aug. 11, 1SS7.

mealie (me'li), n. [S. African.] An ear of

maize or Indian com; specifically, in the plu-
ral, maize : as, a sack of mealies. [South AMe-a
and Australia.]

Among the exhibits in the Katal section, the maize Oo-
cally meaUes), owing to its splendid size, is especially

striking. We*muater Ra>., CXXVI. 48.

mealie-field (me'li-feld), n. A field of mealies
or maize; a maize-field. Also called meaUe-
garden. [South Africa.]

A bivouac was made near a deserted kraal, there being
... a mealie-field hard by. ... A volley was flred from
the adjacent mealie-gardm. Cape Arfftts, Jone S, 1879.

mealiness (me'li-nes), «. 1. The quality of

being mealy ; softness or smoothness, with fri-

ableness and dryness to the touch or taste.

—

2. The quality of being mealy-mouthed.
mealing-^tone (me'ling-stdn), n. A stone of

a hand-mill for grinding.

The grain is roasted and ground between two stones,

one lying on the ground, the other held in the bands

—

two meaUng-Monet. Amer. Avthnpologigt, L 306.

mealman (mel'man), ».; pi. mealmen (-men).

One who deals in~meaL
mealmoilger(mel'mung'ger),n. Onewho deals
in meal,
meal-moth (mel'mdth), n. A pyralid moth,
Aso}>ia farinalis, the Isurvse of wmch feed upon
meal,
meal-moathed (mel'mousnd), a. Same as
mealy-mouihed.

That same devout meale-mouOi'd precisian.
Marsbm, SaUre^ iL (ifdna.)

meal-offering (mel'of'er-ing), n. See meat-

offering.

meal-pockt, meal-poket (mel'pok, -pok), n. A
mealA>ag ; a bag carried by be^ars to hold the
meal received in charity.

His meal-paek hang about bis neck.
Into a leathern fang.

Sobin Hood and the Beggar (CbilA'a Ballads, V. 188).

meal-tidet (mel'fid), n. [< ME. meeleUde; <

mean + tfde.] Meal-time ; the hour for a meal.

The morwen com and nyghen gan the tyme
Of meeU-tide. Chanter, TroOiis, iL 1556.

meal-time (mel'lam), ». The usual time for

eating a meaL
meal-tab (mel'tnb), n. A large tub or barrel

for holding meal or flour.
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meal-worm (mel'werm), n. The gmb or larva
of a meal-beetle, as Tenebrio molitor, ivhieh in-

fests granaries, corn-mills, bakehouses, etc.,

and is very injurious to flour and meal. See
meal-beeth.

mealy (meli), a. [< ni«i7i -1- -yi.] 1. Of the
nature of meal ; resembling or having the qual-
ities of meal; pulverulent: as, a mealy pow-
der; a mealy potato; a mealy apple.

The very brightest Sunday Autumn saw,
Willi all its mealy clusters of ripe nuts.

Could never keep those boys away from chni^h.
Wordmxirth, The Brothers.

2. Covered or overspread with meal or with
some powdery substance resembling meal.

There are two distinct species of bug [co9ee-bug] found
in Ceylon, and called respectively " black," or "sc^," and
"white," or mealy. ^tont Encye. Man^., 1. 699.

3. Specifically— (a) In omith., having the plu-
mage whitened as if dusted over with flour;

hoary; canescent. (6) In en torn., mealy-winged,
(c) In bot., same &s farinose.—4. Pale-colored;
light or white in hue, like meal: as, a meoUy
complexion.

The mealie Mountains (late vnseen)
Change their white garments into lusty green.

Sylvester, tr. of Bu Bartas's Weeks, 1 4.

His ccmiplezion, which was pale or mealy.
IHdcens, Bavld Copperfldd, xL

5. Mealy-mouthed. [Slang.]

I didnt mince the matter with him. I'm never mealy
with 'em. Dickens, Hard Times.

Mealy ftwmgftw, a South American parrot, Chrysalisfori-
nosa. See ChrysoKs.—Mealy bug. See hugi.—Mealy
ledpoU. See redpoB.

mealy-bird (me'li-bferd), n. The young of the
long-tailed duck, Harelda gJacuUis. Sev. C.

Swainson. See cut under Harelda. [Prov.
Eng. (Norfolk).]

mesuymouth (nie'li-mouth), n. The willow-
warbler, JPhyllosoopus trochilus. [Local, Eng.]
mealy-monuied (me'll-mouTHd), a. Speaking
cautiously or warily; not saying plainly what
is meant ; using too much cantion or reserve in
speech, as from timidity or hypocrisy; hence,
soft-spoken; given to the use of soft or honeyed
words; hypocritical.

So were more meete for mealy-mouthed men.
Gascoigne, Fmits of War.

She was a fool to be mealy-miouthed where nature speaks
so plain. Sir R. L'Estrange,

Angry men hotly in earnest are not usually mealy-
mouthed. Bdinburgh Bev., CT.XTTT. 425.

mealy-moathedness (me'li-mouTHd-nes), n.

The quality of being mealy-mouthed.
me{Jy-tree(me'li-tre), n. The wayfaring-tree.
Viburnum Lantana : so called on acconut of the
mealy surface of the young shoots and leaves.

[Great Britain.]

mealy-'Winged (me'li-wingd), a. 1. Having
the wings covered with minute scales; lepi-

dopterous, as an insect. The mealy-winged
scale-insects are the Aleurodida. [Eare.J

AH faiinaceouB or mealy-viinged animals, as butterflies

and moths. w T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 15.

2. (Covered with whitish powder like meal:
specifically applied to the neuropterous insects

of the family Coniopterygid/e.

mean^ (men), «>. ;
pret. and pp. meant, ppr.

meaning. [< ME. menen, < AS. mcenan (also

gemtenan), mean, intend, declare, tell, relate,

= OS. menian, mean, intend, make known, =
OFries. mSna = D. meenen = MLG. menen, LG.
vieenen = OHG. meinan, MHG. G. meinen,

mean, intend, signify, think, etc., = IceL

meina = Sw. mena = Dan. «iene = Goth. *main-

jan (not recorded), intend, signify, mean ; cf

.

OHG. meiita, thought, ««"nn«, memory, (3oth.

munan, think, intend, mean, akin to OBnlg.
menja, menite, me£ui, = Bohem. mneU, think;

ult. <-)/man (Skt. man, etc.), think: see mind^,

;i»»3, mentaU, mention, etc. Cf. mean*'.'] L
trans. 1. To have in mind, view, or contem-
plation ; intend ; hence, to purpose or design.

We fayne and forge and father soch thinges of Tnllie, as

he neuer ment in deed. Asehcan, The Scholemaster, p. 123.

Xo man means evil but the devlL
Shak., IL W. of W., t. 2. 15.

Alas, poor creature ! he meant no man harm,
That I am sure of. ford, "Tis Pity, iiL 9.

Sir Peter, I know, means to call there about this time.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, iv. 2.

I wish I knew what my father meant us to da
E. S. Sheppard, The Children's Cities.

2. To si^iify, or be intended to signify ; indi-

cate; import; denote.

What meaneth the noise of this great shout in the camp
of the Hebrews? 1 Sam. iv. 6.

mean
If aught else great bards beside

In sage and solemn tunes have snng, . . .

Where more is meant than meets the ear.

MUttm, n Penseioso, L laa

When Tnlly owns himself ignorant whether lessus, in

the twelve tables, means a funeral song, or mourning gar-

ment ; and Aristotle doubts whether oL-pevs, in the lUad,
signifies a mule, or muleteer, I may surely, without shame,
leave some obscurities to happier indnsby, or future in.

formation. Johnson, Diet, Pret. p. ilL

3t. To mention; tell; express.

(They] present hom to Priam, that was prise lord

:

There menyt thai thaire mes^ige & with monthe told.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. a), 1. rS38.

To mean business. See &tutn««.=Syn. 2. intend, de-
sign, contemplate (vrith present participle^

II. intrans. 1. To be minded or disposed;
have intentions of some Mud: usually joined
with an adverb: as, he means well.

Godd woll . . , helpe Hys servants that mecme truly.

Paston, Letters, IL 351.

Eoans. His meaning is good.
Shal. Ay, I think my cousin meant well

Shak., M. W. of W., L 1. 265.

2. To have thought or ideas; have meaning..
[Rare.]

And he who, now to sense now nonsense leaning,
Means not, but blunders round about a meaning.

Pope, ProL to Satires, L 186.-

3t. To speak; talk. SalHicell.

Leve we stylle at the quene.
And of the greyhound we wylle tn^n^

l^t we before of tolde.

MS. Cantab. m.u.3S,t.7i. (HaHit«B.>

Than Calcas, the derk^ came fro his tent,

Songit hir faire, and with fyne chere
Ttoke hir into tent, talket vrlth hir fast;

And menit of hir maters, as thai in mynd hade.
Destruction (ff Troy(E. E. T. &), L 8100.

mean^ (men), a. [< ME. meene, mene, earlier

imene, < AS. gemcene (very rarely and prob. by
mere error without the prefix, inffine) = OS. gi-

meni = OPries. mene = MD. gemene, D. gemeen
= MIiG. gemeine, gemene, gemen, LG. gemeen
= OHG. gimeini, MHG. gemeine, G. gemein =
Sw. gemen = Dan. gemeen = Cioth. gamains,
common, general; perhaps akin to L. commu-
nis, common, general: see common. From this

word in the orig. sense ' common,' ' general

'

has developed the sense 'low' in rank or qual-
ity, hence 'base' (cf. similar senses otcommon) ;

but tlijg development has prob. been assisted
by the confluence of the word with one orig.

distinct, namely, AS. mSne, false, wicked {mcene
dth, a false oath) (= OHG. MHG. mein, false,

= leel. meinn, harmful, etc.), < man, false, also

a noun, falsehood, wickedness, evil : see man-
sicear.] If. Common; general.

Ther-of merveiled the mene peple what it myght mene.
Merlin (E. K T. S.), iL 145.

2. Of a common or low origin, grade, quality,

etc.; common; humble: as, a man of mean pa-
rentage; mean birth or origin; a mean abode.

AUe manere of men, the fnen« and the ryche.
Piers Plowman (C), L 20.

So . . . my fnean«r ministers
Their several kinds have done.

Shak., Tempest, iiL 3. 8?.

Meaner things, whom instinct leads.
Are rarely known to stzay. Cowper, Doves.

3. Characteristic of or commonly pertaining to
persons or things of low degree ; common ; in-

ferior; poor; shabby: as, &7nean appearance;
mean dress.

He chanc'd to meet his deposed Brother, wandering in
mean condition. MUton, Hist. Eng., L
I know not what entertainment they [other seamen]

had; bnt mine was like to be bat mean, and therefore 1
presently left it. Dandier Voyages, IX L 55.

4. Without dignity ofmind; destitute of honor

;

low-minded; spiritless; base.

Themean man's actions, be they good or evU, they reach
not far. Hooker, Ecdes. Polity, viL 18.

Till I well could weep for a time so sordid and mean.
Tennyson, Maud, v. 2.

5. Niggardly; penurious; miserly; stingy.

—

6. Of Uttle value or account ; low in worth or

estimation; worthy of little or no regard; con-

temptible; despicable.

The meter and verse of Plautns snd Terence be verie

mcone. Aseham, The Scholemaster, p. 144.

But Paul said, I am ... a Jew of Tarsus, a city in Cili-

cia, a citizen of no mean city. Acts xxi. 39.

The French esteem him [the chub] so mean as to call

him Un Villain. I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 66.

7. Disobliging; pettily offensive or unaccom-
modating; "small." [CoUoq.]—To feel mean,
to feel th^ one has been guilty of some petty act; feel

that one has not been generous, honorable, etc. [Colloq.]

=Syn. 2. Vulgar, etc (see common), humble, poor, servile.

—i. Aijeet. Lour. etc. (see abject), paltry. See list under
lotc^.—6. yiggarSy, ^ingy, eta (see penurious); sordid,

selfish, dose.



mean
mean^ (men), a. and ». [< ME. meene, mene, <
OP. meieii, moieii, F. moyen = Pr. meian = Sp.
Pg. mediano = It. mezzano, mean, < L. medianus,
that is in the middle, middle, < medius, middle:
see medium and mid^. Cf. median and miezen,
doublets of meanS.] I, a. 1. Occupying a mid-
dle position ; midway between two extremes

;

median: now chiefly in certain technical uses.
See phrases below.

Ther ben none other Tiwne weyes newe.
Clumcer, Anelida and Arcite, 1. 286.

2. Of medium size, extent, etc. ; medium, mid-
dling, or moderate.
In their eares [the women] weare eare-rings of the forme

and bignesse of a maane Candle.
Purohas, Pilgrimage, p. 837.

These faunes are of a meane price, For a man may buy
one of the fairest of them for so much money as counter-
vaileth our English groate. Caryat, Crudities, 1. 135.

The first tidings of Vioary (who was probably born be-
tween 1490 and 1500) are, that he was " a rmane practiser
(had a moderate practise) at Maidstone," and was not a
trained Surgeon. Quoted in N. and Q., 7th ser., VI. 42.

3. Comingbetweeutwo events orpoints of time;
intervening; intermediate: only in the phrase
in tJw mean time or while.

In the Tneene wMeletevsgeder ourekyn and otirefrendes
and sowderes out of alle londes, and lete vs yeve hem ba-
teile as scone as we may be assembled.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii 174.

In the mean while his disciples prayed him, saying. Mas-
ter, eat. John iv. 31.

4. Intermediate in a number of greater and less
values, quantities, oramounts ; forming an aver-
age between two or more terms of any kind;
average; specifically, in math., having a value
which is a symmetrical function of other values
of the same sort, such that, were all those other
values to be equal, the value of the function
would be equal to them all (compare II., 4):
as, the mean breadth of a country; the mean
distance of the earth from the sun.
Those constitutions which can bear in open day the

rough dealing of the world must be of that m^an and aver-
age structure— such as iron and salt, atmospheric air and
\fater. Emerson, Society and Solitude.

Center of mean distances. See centeri.— Focus of
mean motion. See/omw.— Mean anomaly. Seeanmn-
aly, 2.—Mean apogee. See apogee, 1.—Mean cle^ in
Tnimcal Twtation, the C clef, because once specially usedfor
the mean or middle voices.

—

Mean distance, ecliptic,
effort. See the nouns.—Mean error. See error, 5.

—

Mean line, in crystal., a bisectrix : the first mean line is

the acitte, the second mean line the obtuse bisectrix,—
Mean longitude of the sun, moon, or aplanet, in astron.,
the celestial longitude which the body would have at any
moment if, starting from perihelion, it moved in its orbit
with a uniform angular velocity, completing its revolution
in the same time it actually employs ui making the circuit.

The mean and true longitudes agree therefore at perihe-
lion and aphelion.

—

Meanmoon, an imaginary moon, sup-
posed to move with an equable motion in the ecliptic, and
in the same period as that which the real moon takes to
perform a revolution with an unequable motion.

—

Mean
noon, the moment when the mean sun passes the meridi-
an.—Mean place, in logic, a place which partly agrees
with the nature of the things to be proved, and partly dif-

fers from the same. Themean places are conjugates, cases,
and divisions.— Mean position, in feneing, a position of
the wrist midway between pronation and supination, with
the thumb above the fingers. Rolando (ed. Forsyth).

—

Mean proportional, the second of any three quantities
in contmued proportion.—Mean solar day. See day"^, 3.

— Mean spaoet, meanwhile.

Mean space entreate our freinds not to be too bussie in
answering matters, before they know them.
Cicshman, quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation, p. 55.

Mean sun, in astron., an imaginary or fictitious sun, mov-
ing uniformly in the celestial equator, and having its right
ascension always equal to the sun's mean longitude. Its
hour-angle at any moment defines the inean time or clock-
time, just as the hour-angle of the actual sun defines the
apparent or sun-dial time. The use of the mean sun in time-
reckoning is necessitated by the fact that, owing to the ec-

centricity of the earth's orbit and the inclination of the
equator to the ecliptic, the sun's real motion in right as-

cension is seriously vaiiable, and the days, hours, etc., of

apparent solar time have, therefore, no fixed length. See
ctoj/1,3.

—

Mean term, in 2o^, same as miffd^e^erm(which
see, under middle).— alesjl. time, a system of reckoning
time, such that all the days and their like subdivisions are
of equal length, its day being the mean interval between
the two successive passages of the sun over the meridian of

anyplace. The mean time at anymomentmay be defined as

the hour-angle of the mean sun at that moment. (See mean
sun.) Mean time is the time usually employed for civil

and scientific purposes, and is the time indicated by an or-

dinary clock or watch, properly regulated. Apparent time
is that indicated by a correctly adjusted sun-dial ; the dif-

ference between the mean and the apparent time at anymo-
ment is called the equation of titne, and sometimes slightly

exceeds a quarter of an hour.

—

Mean voice, in m.usic, a
voice or voice-part intermediate between the highest and
the lowest, as a tenor or an alto.—Mean wayt, mean-
time.

In the mean^ way they [Lerius and his fellows] passed
by the Tapemiry Paraibse, Ouetacates, all which, howso-
euer they exercise hostilities and mutuall disagreements,
yet agree in like barbarous and rightlesse Rites.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 837.

To cut a line In estrone and mean ratio. See ex-

treme. =Syn. See II.
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II. n. 1. The middle point, place, or state be-
tween two extremes ; a middle path or course

;

a middle or intermediate kind, quality, rate, or

degree; hence, the avoidance of extremes ; ah-

senee of excess ; moderation.

Ocupye the meene by stydefast strengthes, for al that

ever is nndir the meene or elles al that overpassith the

meene despisith welefulnesse.
Chaucer, Boethius, iv. prose 7.

There is no mean; either we depart from God and stick

to the devil, or depart from the devil and stick to God.
J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc, 1853), II. 62.

'Tis a sin against
The state of princes to exceed a mean
In mourning for the dead.

Ford, Love's Sacrifice, i. 1.

We shall hold the immutable mean that lies between
insensibility and anguish.

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, vii.

The happy Tnean between these two extremes.
Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vlL

3t. Intervening time ; interval of time ; interim;
meantime.
Reserve her cause to her etemall doome

;

And, in the meane, vouchsafe her honorable toombe.
Spenser, F. Q., II. i. 58.

3. In mnsic: (a) A middle voice or voice-part,

as the tenor or alto.

Thi organys so hihe begynne to syng ther mess.
With treble meene and tenor discordyng as I gesse.

I/ydgaie, Minor Poems, p. 54. ^Halliwell.)

Your change of notes, the flat, the mean, the sharp.
B. Jonson, Underwoods, xcviii.

(6) The second of a set of viols; an alto.

Their chiefe instruments are Rattles made of small
gourds, or Pumpeons shels. Of these they haue Base,
Tenor, Countertenor, Meane, and Treble.

Capt. John Smith, Works, 1. 136.

(c) Either the second or the third string of a
viol, the former being the small mean, and the
latter the great mean.— 4. A quantity having a
value intermediate iDetween the values of other
quantities; specifically, in math., the average,
or arithmetical mean, obtained by adding sever-
al quantities together and dividing the sum by
their number, in general a mean is a quantity which
depends upon certain other quantities according to any
law which conforms to these two conditions : first, that,

if the quantities which determine the mean should ail be
equal, the mean would be equal to any one of them ; and
second, that no transposition of the values of the deter-
mining quantities among themselves can alter the value of
the mean. (See geometrical mean, below.) The ancients
recognized ten kinds of mean (^etroTijs, medietas), distin-

guished by ordinal numbers, to which Jordanus Kemora-
rius added an eleventh. Only the first four, the arithmeti-
cal, geometrical, harmonical, and contraharmonical, are
true means,
5. In logic, the middle term in a syllogism. —
6t. A mediator ; an intermediary ; an agent ; a
broker; a go-between.

Thogh that our hertes stieme hen and stoute,
Thow to thy Sone canst be swich a m^Tie
That alle our giltes he forgiveth clene.

Chaucer, Mother of God, 1. 83.

For the am I becomen
Bytwyxen game and ernest, swich a meene
As maken wommen unto men to comen.

Chaucer, Troilus, ill. 254.

7. A subservient agency or instrumentality;
that which confers ability or opjjortunity to

attain an end: now rare in the singular, the
plural form being used with both singular and
plural meanings : as, means of travel or of sub-
sistence ; by,this means you will succeed.

Be that meane the cite for to Wynne.
GenerydesfE,. E. T. S.X L 952.

Let me have open means to come to them.
SAaft., Rich. IIL, iv. 2. 77.

An outward and visible sign [a sacrament] of an inward
and spiritual grace given unto us ; ordained ... as a
meanswherebywe receive the same, and a pledge to assure
us thereof. Book of Common Prayer, Catechism.

What person trusted chiefly with your guard.
You think is aptest for me to corrupt
In making him a mean for our safe meeting.

Chapman, Gentleman Usher, ii. 1.

The end must justify the means. Prior, Hans Carvel.

8. Causative agency or instrumentality; con-
trihutory aid or assistance; help; support:
only in the plural form, in the phrase hy means
of, or by (or through) . . , means : as, we live

by means of food; it came about through their
means.

That iy means of death . . . they which are called
might receive the promise of eternal inheritance.

Heb. ix. 15.

Our brother is imprison'd by your means.
5Aa*.,Eich. III.,i. 3. 78.

Specifically— 9. pi. Disposa'ble resources; ele-

ments of ability or opportunity; especially,

pecuniary resources; possessions; revenue;
income.

meander
The widow and the fatherlesse

He would send meanes unto.
True Tale of Robin Hood (ChUd'8 Ballads, V. 367).

He has never sullied his honour, which, with his title,

has outlived his means. Sheridan, The Duenna, ii. 3.

Arithmetical mean. See def. 4.— Arithmetlco-geo-
metrical mean. See arithmetico-geometrical.—By aJl
means, certainly ; on every consideration ; without fail

;

as, go, by all means.
' Yes, yes, the epigram, by all means.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, ii. 2.

By any means, (at) By all means.

Tell her
She must by any means address some present
To the cunning man. B. Jonson, Alchemist, v. 2.

(p) In any way
;
possibly ; at all.

I have always defended you, and said I didn't think you
so ugly by any means. Sheridan, School for Scandal, ih. 1.

By no manner of means, in no possible way; not in the
least.—By no means, not at all; certainly not; not in

any degree.— Center of the harmonic mean. See har-

7»onie.— Contraharmonical mean and proportion.
See coniraMrmonical.— Geometrical mean, the mean
obtained by multiplying two quantities together and ex-

tracting the square root of the product. In general, the
geome^ical mean of n quantities is the nth root of their

product.— Golden mean, in morals, moderation; the
avoidance of extremes in either of two contrary ways.—
Harmonic mean. See Aormorafc.— Means of grace.
See grace.—Quadratic mean, the square root of the
arithmetical mean of the squares of the given quantities.

—To make meanst, to take steps ; find one's way.

We hauing Tnade meanes for our speedie fiigh^ as we
were issuing foorth we were bewrayed by ye barking of a
dog. Webbe, Travels, p. 28 (ed. Arber).

After she had been in prison three or four days, she
made means to the governour, and submitted herself, aud
acknowledged her fault in disturbing the church.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 339.

=Syn. 1. Mean, Medium., Average, Mediocrity. Mean and
medium represent the middle point or degree. Mean
is much used in mathematics. (See arithmetical mean,
geometriccU mean, etc., above.) Mean is also much used
in morals : as, in conduob we are to observe the golden
mean; Aristotle held that each virtue was a mean be-

tween vice of defect and a vice of excess. Medium has
this latter sense, but is used chiefly in matters of practi-

cal life ; as, goods that are a medium between the best
and the poorest ; a color that is a inedium between two
others. In this sense medium is much used as an adjec-
tive: as, a meifium grade, color, price. J/eaTUistheform
of mean that- corresponds to medium vrTien it stands for

that which, by being between others, is the agency for

communication, etc. As m^an and medium generally im-
ply simply two extremes, but may imply several quanti-
ties of diiferent amounts or degrees, so average may imply
simply two extremes, but generally implies several quan-
tities of different amounts or de^ees : as, the average of

S, 5; 7, and 9 is 6. The latter word has simUar figurative

uses : as, the man's education was better than the average.

Mediocrity i& now used only in an unfavorable sense, imply-
ing blame or contempt : as, talents not above mediocrUy
—that is, very moderate.— 7. Instrument, method, mode,
way, expedient, resource, appliance.

meanst (men), V. [< MJE. menen, < AS. mcenan,
lament, moan : see moan, the present B. form.
The AS. is often identified with mcenan, mean,
but the difference of meaning makes it neces-
sary to treat it as a distinct word.] I. inirans.

To moan ; lament ; mourn ; complain.
Dem. And thus she Tneanes, videlicit

;

This. Asleepe, my Lone? What, dead, my Done?
O Piramus, arise ! Shak. , M. N. D. , v. 1. 330 (folio 1623)

II. trans. To bemoan; lament: used reflex-

ively.

Whanne i hade al me mened no more nold he seie

But "serteinly, swete damisele, that me sore rewes."
WiUiam of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 561.

meanst (men), v. t. [An aphetic form of de-

mean^.'] To demean; carry; conduct.
As good a gentleman born as thou art : nay, and better

meaned. Marston, Jonson, and Chapman, Eastward Ho, i. 1.

Oh, wives, hereafter, Tnean your hearts to them
You give your holy vows.

Shirley, Love's Cruelty, v. 2.

meander (mf-an'dfer), n. [Formerly also mw-
ander; = F. 'meandre = Sp. Pg. It. meandro, <

L. misander, < (Jr. uatavdpog, a winding stream
or canal, any winding pattern, so caUed from
the river Meander, L. Mmander, M<eandrus,
Mmandros, < Gr. MaiavSpog, a river, now called

Mendere, which flows with many windings into
the -iEgean Sea near Miletus.] 1. A winding
course ; a winding or turning in a passage ; a

maze ; a labyrinth.

Here's a maze trod. Indeed,
Through forth-rights and meanders !

Shak., Tempest, iii. 3. 8.

There is another way, full of meanders and labyrinths.
Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 17.

In the garden . . . are many stately fountains, . . .

walks, terraces, meanders, fruit-trees, and a most goodly
.Burfj^n, Diary, Jan. 18, 1645.prospect.

2. An ornament
composed of

lines, neither
representing
nor suggesting
any definite ob-



meander
jeet, forming right or obli<iue angles with one
another, or even curved with interiacings. etc.
The name is used especially for the fret- or kev-
omament.

Iq ft small fragment of similardrapery a minate maean-
der pattern is painted in black on a red groond.

A. S. Mtaray, Greek Scolptoie, L 113.

3. A path on which the directions, distances,
and elevations are noted, as a part of a survey
of a country,
meander (mf-an'dfer), r. [< meander, n.] I.
trang. 1. To wind, turn, or flow roxind. [Bare.]

A waving glow the bloomy beds display, . . .

"With silTer-qnivering rills meander'd o'er.

Pope, Uoial Ess^s, ir. So.

2. To form into meanders; cause to twist
about. [Rare.]

"lose arms of sea that thrust into the tinny strand.
By their meand'nd creeks indenting of that land.

Drayton, Polyolbion, i. 158.

n. intrans. 1. To proceed by winding and
turning; make frequent changes of course:
move or flow intricatelv: as, a meandering river

:

to meander from point to point in a walk.
Pierce my vein.

Take of the crimson stream meandering there.
And catechise it well. Cowper, Task, iiL 202.

2. To make a rough survey of a country by go-
ing over it, measoring the bearings, distances,
and changes of elevation of the path pursued,
and noting the positions of neighboring topo-
graphical features.

meander-line (mf-an'der-lln), n. A line form-
ing a part or the whole of a meander in sense 3.

meanuian (me-an'dri-an), a. [< meander +
-an ; after L. M<Bandrius, pertaining to the river
Mceander.'} Winding; having many turns.

This serpent, snrrepent generation, with their meandri-
an tomings and windings, their mental reservations.

DamKing,Sermoii,So\.5,lWS,^W. (XatAom.)

meandrically (me-an'dri-kal-i), adv. In a
meanderingway; in anirregular course. Amer.
Xaturalist, XXI. 936.

meandrine (me - an ' drin), a. [< meander +
-tiiel.] 1. Meandrous; winding; characterized
by windings and turnings.—2. Gyrate, as a
brain-coral; specifically, of or pertaming to the
genus Moeandrina, Also speUed mfeandrine.

By this serial growth the ooraUnm becomes gyrate or
meaadriue. Bacye.Bra.,YLar^

Meandlinidse (me-an-drim'i-de), H. pi. See
Mteandrinidw.
meandrous (me-an'drus), a. [Formerly also

meeandrous; K'meander + -ous.] Winding;
flexuons; meandering.
With virtaons rectstade meandrma falsehood is incon-

sistent. Xoceday, Letters (1662), p. 268. {LaOiam.)

OtLse it self in this shire, more maandrma than Msean-
der. FuBer, Worthies, Bedfordshire.

meandiyt (me-au'dri), a. [< meander + -yi.]

Same as meandrous.
The river Styx, with crooked and meandry tomings^ en-

circleth the j^ace of the infernal Dis. Bacon.

meanet- -^n obsolete form of nieanl, mean^,
mean^, and mien.

meanert, » One who means or expresses n
meaning or thought.
This room was built for honest meaners, that deliver

themselves hastily and plainly, and are gon&
Beau, and Ft, Sccmtnl Lady, L 1.

meaning (me'ning), n. [<ME.menyng(= OFries.
meninge = D. meening=z MLG. meni7tge= OB.Gr.

meinunga, MHG. meinunge, G. meinung = Icel.

meining= S\T. Dan. mening, opinion); verbal n.

of meanJ-, r.] 1 . That which exists in the mind,
view, or contemplation as an aun or purpose

;

that which is meant or intended to be done ; in-

tent; purpose; aim; object.

And speres thaim sadly (ask them soberly] of the same,
So shall 3e stabely vndirstaude
Ther mynde and ther menyng. York Plays, p. 131.

1 am no honest man If there be any good meaning to-

wards yon. fSAoJfc., Lear, L 2. 190.

2. That which is intended to bo or actually is

expressed or indicated in any way; the sense
or purport of anything, as a word or an alle-

fory, a sign, symbol, act, event, etc.; signi-

eation; significance; import.

What is your wHl? for nothing yon can ask.

So fnll of goodness are yonr woms and meanings,
Hust be denied : speak boldly.

FleUAer, Donble Marriage, ir. a
He that hath names withont ideas wants meaning in

his words, and speaks only empty sounds.
Jjoeix, Htunan Understanding, IIL x. 31.

Old events have modem meanings. LoweB, Mahmood.
"Well-known things did seem

Bat pictures now or figures in a dream,
"With all their meaning lost.

William Morris, Eaitfaly Paradise, XL STL

3675

3t. Understanding; knowledge; remembrance.
"Ichbane no kynde knowyng," quath ich, '

' gemote kenne
mebetterei,

By whatweyhitwexith and wbederont of my nj^nj/Ti^."

Piers Plotcman (C), ii. 138.

In menyng of nianerez mere.
This borne now schal vus bryng.

Sfr Gairayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.X 1. 924.

= Syn. L Design.—2. Sense, explanation, interpretation,
purport, acceptation. See s^m^eanee.
meaning (me'ning), J), o. Signifleant; express-
ing thought or purpose : as, a meaning look,

meaningnil (me'ning-fnl), a. [< meaning, n.,

+ -fu}.^ Full of meaning ; significant.

The meaningfid adjuncts to root-words— in substan-
tive, verbal, and other terminations. Science, XTT 292.

meaningless (me'ning-les), a. [< meaning +
-tess.] Havifig no meaning; destitute of sense
or significance.

He bored me with his meaningless convosaUon.
T. Book, Jack Brag. {LaOiam.)

The process of loading a gun is meaningiess until the
subsequent actions performed with the gun are known.

H. Spencer, Data of Ethics, § 1.

Theterm "ought" . . . is fn«aniitf72eg9without Qie con-
ception of duty. Mitart, Kature and Thought, p. 207.

meaninglessly (me'ning-les-li), adv. Without
meaning or significance. [Rare.]
A fact inexplicable on the theory that the tenses are

used meaninglesdy, by fixed habit.
Amer. Jowr. PhUoL, IX. 159.

meaninglessness (me'ning-les-nes), fl. The
character of being meaningless, or without
significance or import. [Rare.]
meaningly (me'ning-U), adv. In a meaning
manner; significantly; with intention: as, to
look at a person meaningly.

meaningness (me'ning-nes), II. The character
of being meaning; significance.

She . . . looked so lovely, so silly, and so full of un-
meaning meardngness.

Bichardson, Sir Cities Grandison, TL 341.

meanlesst (men'les), a. [< meatiS -I- -less.']

Performed without the aid of means or second
causes.
Since his ascention into heaven mean^esse miracles are

ceased. Nash, Christ's Teares.

meanly^ (men'li), adr. [< ilE. *menelklie, <

AS. genuenelice, commonly, generally, < gemwne-
lic, common : see meanly^, o.] 1. In a mean,
low, or humble degree ; basely.

HiR daughter meanly have I match'd in marriage.
Shak., Kich. HL, iv. a 37.

She was much censor'd for marrying so meanly, being
herselfe aUied to the Boyal famUy.

Evelyn, Diary, Jnly 22, 1674.

2. With a low estimate ; disrespectfoUy; con-
temptuously: as, to think or speak meaiUy of a
person.

meanly^, a. [ME. meneUch, mwnelich.i AS. ge-
manelic, common, general, < getnwne, common

:

see mean^, a., and-^l.] 1. Common; general.—2. Moderate; mUd.
I^hte and meendyehe remedies.

Chaucer, Boethiu^ L prose 6.

meanly^t (men'U), adr. [< mean^ + -Jy^.] in
amean or middling manner or degree, (a) Mod-
erately.

The Husbandman was meanly weR content
Triall to make of his endevourment.

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, L 297.

My wife, not meanly proud of two such boy^
Made daily motions for our home return.

Shak., C. of E., i. 1. 59.

In the reign of Domitian, poetry was bat meanly culti-

vated. Dryden, tr. of Duttesnoy's Art of Painting.

Q)) Indifferently; poorly.

He was a person but meanly qualified for the station he
was in. Dampier, Voyages, IL L 102.

meanness (meii'nes), n. [< iCE. *menf'He?,< AS.
gemtennes, < gemiene, eammoTi: see»i«an2.] 1.

The state of being mean in grade or qn^ity;
want of dignity or distinction; commonness;
poorness; rudeness.

Worship, ye sages of the easfi

The kiiig of Gods in meanne.ss drest.

Bp. HaU, Anthems, Por Christmas Day.

Bough diamonds are sometimes mistaken for pebbles

;

and meannessmayberich in accomplishmentswhich riches

in vain desire. 5ir T. Browne, Christ Mor., L 27.

This wonderful Almighty person . . . had not so much
in the same world as where to lay his head, by reason of

the meanness of his condition. Sooth, Sermon^ IV. i.

2. Want of mental elevation or dignity; desti-

tution of spirit or honor; eontemptibleness

:

baseness.
Lives there a man so dead to fame^ who dares
To think such meanness, or the thought declaies?

Pope, Hiad, xiv. 103.

3. Sordid illiberality ; stinginess; over-selfish

economy in small things ; ni^ardliness.

measles

AU this performed with a careful economy that never
descends to meanness. Lamb, Old and New Schoolmaster.

Meanness, however, has a wider sphere than Liberality,
and refers not merely to the taking or refusing of money,
but to taking advantages generally : in this wider sense
the opposite virtue is Generosity.

E. Silouick, Methods of Ethics, p. 302.

=Syn. 1. Abjectness, lowness, lowliness, scantiness, slen-
demess. See abject.— 2 and 3. LUtletuss, Meanness, illib-

erality, sordiduess, peuuriousness, closeness, miserliness.
Littleness applies to more than meanness apidies to, as the
understanding and the affections ; it is the opposite of all

iargenessof nature, and especially of magnanimity. Mean-
ness is directly selfish, but in a sordid, groveling, pinching
fashion ; it is the opposite of nobleness and generosity. See
penunousness.

meanort, «• [By apheresis from demeanor.']
Behavior; demeanor; conduct.

As if his meanor . . . were not a little culpable.
Bp. Backet, Abp. Williams, L 108. (Dociex.)

means '.menz), n. pi. See mean^, n., 7, S, 9.

mean-spirited (men'spir'i-tciclV a. Having a
mean spirit; spiritless; groveling.

He [Preston] was at be^t a meanrspirited coward.
Macaviay, Hist. Eng., xvii.

meant (ment). Preterit and past participle of
mean^.
meantime (men'tlm'), adv. [An eUipsis of «»
ihe mean time : see »ieai|3, a., 3.] During the
interval; in the interval between one specified
period and another.

Mecmtime in shades of night .£neas lies. Dryden.

meantime (men'tim'), n. The interval between
one specified period and another: only in the
phrase in tlie meantime, formerly also the mean-
time: properly two words (in the mean time),

conventionally written as one, after the adverb.

In the menetx/me that they entended a-boute this mater,
come Uerlyn to Blase. Merlin (E. E. T. S.X L 23.

The mean time, lady,
111 raise the preparation of a war.

Shak., A. and C, iii. 4. 25.

meanwhile (men'hwil), adv. [An ellipsis of
ill the mean while : see mean^, a., 3.] Same as
meantime.
The enemy meamchSe had made his way up the pass.

Maeavlay, Hist Eng., xiii.

meanwhile (men'hwil), n. Same as meantime

:

only in the phrase in the meanwhile: two words,
written as one.

meanyt, ». See meiny.

mear^t, «• An obsolete form of mere^.

mear^t, «. and r. See mere'^.

mear3,n. Anobsoleteordialectalformof nwrfl.
mearsmanft ». An obsolete form of meresman.
mease^t, « [Also meese, mise; < ilE. *mese,
messe, < OF. meise, maise, me:e. mese, mase, t.

and m., also mdx, mei, m., a messuage, dwell-
ing, garden, < ML. mansa, f., mansus, m., a
dwelling: see manse'-, and cf. messuage.'} A
dwelling or a messuage.
And. richly clad in thy fair Golden Fleece,
Doo'st hold the First House of HeaVns spacious Meese.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Week% L 4.

mease^ (mes or mez), n. [< OP. mese, meze,
maise, mase, meisse, moise (ML. mesa, meisa), a
barrel (of herring, etc

.
) .] 1 . A tale of 500 her-

rings. Also maze. [Prov. Eng.]— 2t. A mea-
sure or allowance.

I want my mease of mUk when I'go to my work.
Grwn« and Lodge, Looking Glass for Loud, and Eng.

measle (me'zl), «. [Also meazel; the rare sin-

gular of measles, q. v.] 1 . A spot or an excres-
cence on a tree. See measles, 3.

A meazdl or blister growing on trees. Florio.

2. An individual Cysticercus cellulosce, the larval

or scoleciform stage of the pork-tapeworm, Tte-

n ia solium, producing the disease called measles
in swine (but not human measles); hence, any
similar larva.

measled (me'zld), a. [< iEE. maseled; < measle
+ -ed2.] Affected with measles or larval tape-
worms; measly.

Steward, yoa are an ass, a meaded mongreL
Beau, and Fl., Scornful Lady, iL 3.

Thou vermin wretched
As e'er in measied pork was hatched.

S. Butler. Hudibras, L a 6SS.

measles (me'zlz). n. [Early mod. E. also mea-
sels, meades. measels, measils, maisils, maysilles;

rarelyand erroneouslyin sing, (in sense 1), early

mod. E. mesyll, masul, ma:^; < ME. meseles, ma-
seles, meseUe, mesylle. measles (glossing JIL. mor-
biUiis, serpedo, variola, OF. rugeroles), < MD.
maselen, niasselen, also ma.^eren, masseren = G.
masem, measles, lit. ' little spots' (cf. smaUpox,
orig. small poels. 'little pustules'), pi. of ilD.

*masel, maschel = ilLG. masele, massele, a spot,

eruption, pustule, =OHG. masata, a bloody tu-



measles

mor, G. maser, a spot^peokle, as on wood or on
the skiu; dim. of MD. ''mase = MLG. mase =
OHG. Tnasa, MHG. mase, G. mase, a spot, the
mark of a wound; whence also ult. mazer, a
iDowlorig.of spotted wood: seema^er. Theword
measles, ME. meseles, masales, is entirely dis-

tinct from ME. mesel, a leper, whence meselry,
leprosy, but has been more or less confused
with it, as in MD. masel-sucht, MLG. maseU,
masseU, mesel-sucht,-suke,ie&D.eAiiS "thermea-
sell-sicknesse" (Hexam), or measles, but prop,
the 'leper-sickness,' or leprosy. The words
mesel, msselry became nearly obsolete before
the 17th century; in ME. the words were pro-
nounced difEerently. Hence the equiv. meas-
lings, q. v. The singular measle (def. 1, above)
appears to have been developed from the plural
(which is now used as singular), in the sense
' a spot like those of measles,' and not in the
orig. lit. sense (in MD., etc.) of 'a little spot.']

1. A contagious disease of man, with an incu-
bation period of about nine or ten days, and a
period of invasion of about three or four days,
in which there are pyrexia and rapid pulse, in-

flammation of the mucous membrane of the
eyes and upper air-passages, and bronchitis,
followed by an eruption of small rose-colored
papulae, which arrange themselves in curvilin-

ear forms. The period of eruption usually lasts about
four days. The eruption is succeeded foy a bran-like des-
quamation. The poison is convened directly from the
patient through the air and by fomites. It is given oft in
the period of invasion as well as in later periods. Also
called rv^ola and TrurrbiUi.

So shall my lungs
Coin words till their decay against those measles,
Which we disdain should tetter us, yet sought
The very way to catch them. Shale, Cor., iii. 1. 78.

Petecchie [It.], the disease we call the Meazels or Gods
marks. Florio.

From whence they start up chosen vessels,
Made by contact, as men get measles.

BvOer, Hudibras, I. iii. 1248.

2. An old name for several diseases of swine or
sheep, caused by the seolex or measle of a tape-
worm, and characterized by reddishwatery pus-
tules on the skin, cough, feverishness, and dis-

charge at the nostrils.— 3. A disease of plants

;

any blight of leaves appearing in spots, whether
due to the attacks of insects or to the action of

weather. See measle, 1.

Fruit bearers are often infected with the measles, by be-
ing scorched with the sun. MortmieF, Husbandry.

4. See measle, 2 False, French, German, or hy-
brid measles, rubella,— Black measles, a malignant
form of measles formerly of not infrequent occurrence,
perhaps the result of the method of treatment adopted.
Syd. iSoc. Lex.

measle-worm (me'zl-w6rm), n. The seolex
of a tapeworm ; a measle.

measlings (mez'lingz),'m. [= Sw. indsUng,
messUng = Dan. mseslinger (pi.) ; as measles +
-jmg'l.] The measles. Salliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
measly (me'zli), a. [< measles + -y^.'] 1. In-
fected with measles or the measle, as an ani-

mal or its flesh, especially pork.

Last trotted forth the gentle swine,
To ease her itch against the stump.

And dismally was heard to whine.
All as she scrubb'd her raeazly rump.

Sviift, On Cutting down the Old Thorn at Market Hill.

2. Good-for-nothing; miserable; wretched; con-
temptible. [Low.]
measonduet, n. [Sc. also messandew, masson-
dew; < ME. mesondue, mesondieu,, maisondejoe,

masondewe, etc., < OF. maison dieu, orig. maison
de Dieu, a hospital, lit. (like mod. P. Mtel-dieu,

a hospital) 'house of God': maison, < L. man-
sio{n^, a dTy^elling, a house ; de, < L. de, of: Dieu,

< L. Deus, God.] A monastery; a religious

house or hospital.
And sane the wynnynge,

And make mesan-deme ther-with meseyse to helpe.

And wikkede wones wihtly to amende.
Piers Plowman (A), viii. 28.

Mynsteiis and ynusondewes malle to the erthe.

Morle AHhwe (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3038.

Measondue is an appellation of divers Hospitalls in this

kingdome, and it comes of the French (Maison de Dieu),

and is no more but Oods house in English.
Les Terms de la Ley (1641), foL 202.

measurable (mezh'ur-a-bl), o. liME.mesuraile,
mesurabel, < OF. anil &. meswahle = Pr. mezu-

rable = Sp. mensurable = Pr. mensuravel = It.

misurabile, < L. mensurabilis, that may be mea-
sured, <we«stira?-e, measure: see measure, V. Cf.

mensurable.'] 1. Capable of being measured;
susceptible of mensuration or computation.

God's eternal duration is permanent and invisible, not
measurable by time and motion. Bentley, Sermons.

A measurable function. Maudsley, Mind, XII. 607.
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2. Moderate; temperate; limited; of smaU
quantity or extent : as, to meet with measura-
ble success.

Be meke & mesurabul nougt of many wordes,

Be no tellere of talis but trewe to thi lord.

WiUiam of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), L 333.

0, wiste a man how many maladyes
Folwen of excesse and ol glotonyes,

He wolde been the more Tnesurable

Of his diete, sittinge at his table.

Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale, 1. 63.

Measurable or mensurable music. Seemensurdble^2.

measurableness (mezh'ur-a-bl-nes), m._ The
property of being measurable or admitting of

mensuration.
measurably (mezh'ur-a-bU), adv. 1. In a mea-
surable manner.— 2. Moderately; in a limited
degree.

She yafe answare fulle softe and demurely,
With-onte of chaungyng of coloure or corage
Noo thyng in haste, but mesuraUy.

PoltUcal Poem*, etc. (ed. Fumivall), p. 60.

Wine TMasurably drunk and in season bringeth gladness
of the heart. Ecclus. xxxi. 28.

measure (mezh'ur), n. [< ME. mesure, mesur,

< OF. and F. mesure = Pr. mesura, mensura =
Sp. mesura = Pg. mesura, mensura = It. misura,

< L. mensura, a measuring, measure, a thing to

measure by, < metiri, pp. mensus, measure : see
OTeiei.] 1. A unit or standard adopted to de-

termine the linear dimensions, volume, or other
quantity of other objects, by the comparison of

them with it; a standard for the determination
of a unit of reckoning. Measures of length are either

line-measures or end-measures. Line-measures are ob-
jects having lines marked upon them, between which it is

intended that the measurement shall be made ; end-mea-
sures are objects (bars) between the ends of which it is

intended that the measurement shall be made.

A perfect and just measure shalt thou have.
Deut. XXV. 15.

Who hath . . . comprehended the dust of the earth in

a measure ? Isa. xl. 12.

A tailor . . .

With his shears and measure in his hand.
Shak., K. John, iv. 2. 196.

Nothing then could serve well for a convenient nwasure
of time but what has divided the whole length of its du-
ration into apparently equal portions by constantly re-

peated periods. Loeke, Human Understanding, II. xir. 18.

2. Hencp, any standard of comparison, estima-
tion, or judgment.
But money may maken mesur of the peyne,
(After [according to] that his power is to payen) his pen-

ance schal faile.

Piers Plowman's Crede (E. B. T. S.), 1. B71.

The natural measure whereby to judge our doings is

the sentence ol Reason. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 8.

Some, valuing those of their own side or mind.
Still make themselves the measure of mankind.

Ptype, Essay on Criticism, 1. 453.

3. A system of measurement ; a scheme of de-

nominations or units of length, surface, vol-

ume, or the like : as,weights and measures; long
measure, square measure, etc.

That he himself was skilled in weights and meamre%
. . . there is no reason to doubt.

ArbvXhnol, Ancient Coins.

4. The dimensions or extent of a thing as de-

termined or determinable by comparison with
a unit or standard; size; extent; capacity (lit-

eral or figurative); volume; duration; quantity
in general.

Both the oherubims were of one mieasure and one size.

1 Ki. vi. 26.

Lord, make me to Imow mine end, and the measure of my
days. Ps. xxxix. 4.

If else thou seek'st

Aught, not surpassing human measure, say.

Milton, P. L., vii. 640.

The elder Mirabeau . . . clearly enounced the doctrine

that "the measure of subsistence is the measure of popu-
lation." Amjer. Anthropologist, I. 1.

It is possible to determine the forms of the planetary
orbits, their positions, and their dimensions, in terms of

the earth's mean distance from the sun as the unit of mea-
sure, with great precision.

ifewconib and Holden, Astronomy, p. 214.

5. An act of measurement or comparison with
a standard of quantity, or a series of such acts

:

as, to make clothes to measure.

Even now a tailor call'd me in his shop, . . .

And therewithal took measure ol my body.
Shak., C. ol B., iv. 8. 9.

6. A definite quantity measured off or meted
out: as, a measure of wine or meal, in some
places, as applied to certain things, a measure is a known
quantity, the word being used specifically. Thus, in Eng-
land, a measure of com is a Winchester bushel ; in Con-
necticut, a measure of oysters is five quarts.

To-morrow about this time shall a measure of fine flour

be sold for a shekel, and two meagures of barley for a
shekel. 2 Ei. vii. 1.

Be large in mirth ; anon well drink a measure
The table round. Shak., Macbeth, iii. 4. 11.

measure

7. Used absolutely, a full or sufficient quan-
tity. [Rare.]

I'll never pause again, never stand still,

Till either death hath closed these eyes ol mine.
Or fortune given me measure of revenge.

Shak., 3 Hen. VL, ii. 3. 32,

8. Quantity, amount, extent, or any dimension,
as measured or meted out; the result of any
mensural determination or rule: as, the mea-
sure of or for the beams is 10 feet 4 inches;

full or short measure, in many technical uses mea-
sure has specific applications, according to the particular

case involved. Thus, in printing, the measure of a line,

page, or column is its width stated in ems.

Good measure, pressed down, and shaken together, and
running over, sMl men give into your bosom.

Luke vL 88.

9. Moderation; just degree or proportion; rea-

sonable bounds or limits: as, beyond measure;
within measure.
We should keep a measure in all things.

Latimer, Misc. Sel.

Measure is a merry mean, as this doth shew,
Not too high for the pye, nor too low for the crow.

Beywoads Proverbs (ed. 1662). (Hozlitt.)

There is a measure in everything.
Shak., Much Ado, ii. 1. 74.

10. Degree
;
proportion ; Indefinite quantity.

Thou feedest them with the bread of tears ; and givest
them tears to drink in great measure. Fs. Ixxx. 5.

If you will fish for a Carp, you must put on a very large

measure of patience. I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 146.

There is a great measure of discretion to be used in the
performance of confession. Jer. Taylor.

It is not in human nature to deceive others for any long
time without in a measure deceiving ourselves also.

J. H. Sevyman, Parochial Sermons, i. 125.

11. In ^ros.: (a) Determination of rhythm by
division into times or groups of times ; Aythm,
as so determined; meter. In ancient prosody
the unit of measure is the primary time or
mora. See mora^. (6) A group of times or

syllables used to determine the length of a
colon, period, or meter, in ancient prosody the mea-
sure was sometimes a single foot (monopody), and, some-
times a pair of feet (dipody). Iambic, trochaic, and ana-

pestic rhythms were as a rule measured by dipodies,

other meters by monopodies. The measure was marked
as such by beating time, the secondary ictus of a dipody
not receiving the beat. According to the number of mea-
sures contained in it, a meter was designated as wmwrne-
ter, dimet&r, trimeter, etc., and these terms are those still

in use for modern poetry, some writers, however, counting
every foot a measure.

Meeter and measure is all one, for what the Greekes
call litrpov, the Latines call Mensura, and is but the quan-
titie of a verse, either long or short.

PiUtenhaTn, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 65.

(c) A rhythmical period or meter, especially

as determined by division into such groups ; a
rhythm, line, or verse.

Long, stately, and swelling measures, whose graver
movement accords with a serious and elevated purpose.

:E. C. Stedman, Vict. Poets, p. 93.

12. In music: (a) One of the groups of tones
or of accents included between any two pri-

mary or heavy accents or beats. A measure al-

ways begins with such a primary accent, and includes one
or two (or evenmore) secondary accents, with various pos-
sible lesser accents. Most rhythms may be reduced to
measures having either one primary and one secondary
accent or one primary and two secondary accents, the for-
mer rhythm being called duple and the latter triple. Mea-
sures are indicated in printed music by bars, one ol which
is placed before each primary accent. All the notes be-
tween two bars are said to belong to the same measure or
bar. The essential structure of the measures in a given
piece of music is indicated at the beginning by the rhyth-
mical signature. See signature, (ft) Same as tempo.
[Rare.]—13. Any regulated or gracefvil mo-
tion; especially, motion adjusted to musical
time.
Hath not my gait in it the measure of the court?

Shak., W. T., Iv. 4. 7B7.

14. A slow, stately dance or dance-move-
ment.
Wooing, wedding, and repenting is as a Scotch jig, a

measure, and a cinque pace : the first suit is hot and hasty,
like a Scotch jig, and full as fantastical; the wedding,
mannerly-modest, as a measure, full of state and an-
cientry. Sfeii:.,Much Ado, ii. 1. 77.

My dancing— well, I know what our usher said to me
last time I was at^ the school. Would I might have led
Philautia in the measures!

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iv. 1.

He took her soft hand, ere her mother could bar—
" Now tread we a measure t " said young Lochinvar.

Scatt, Marmion, v. 12.

15. A determinate action or procedure, intend-
ed asmeans to an end ; anything devised or done
with aview to the accomplishment of a purpose

;

speoifleally, in later use, any course of action
proposed or adopted by a government, or a bill

introduced into a legislature : as, mecfsures (that
is, a bill or biUs) for the relief of the poor ; a
wise measure; rash measures.



measure
That pride vhich many who prestune to boast of their

generons sentimeuts allow to regulate their mea^urei has
nothing nobler in rtew than the approbation ot men.

Johnson, Raml}ler.
Measure*, not men, have always been my mark.

Boidsmith, Good-natured Man, IL

16. j){. In geot , a set or series of beds, as in coal-
measures, the assemblage of strata in which
the coal of any particular region oeeurs.—17.
In fencing, the distance of one fencer fjom an-
other at which the one can just reach the other
by lunging. To come into meaeure is to approach an
opiwnent near enough to reach him with the sword-tip by
thrusting and longing.

—

Above or beyond measure, f»
an indefinitely gr^ degree or extent ; exceedingly.

Martin having rejoiced above measure in the abundance
ot light, T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, it 8.

Beyond measure I persecuted the churob of God.
GaLLia

Absolate measure. See a2i8()Iiife.—AngqIarmeasure
the system of units employed for measuring angles. It
is based on the measnrement of the circumference of a
circle described with the vertex of the an^e as its center.
The circumference Is regarded as divided into 360 equal
parts called degrees; a right angle is thus the angle sub-
tended at the center by the fourth part of the circimifer-

ence, or is 90 d^rees- The table is

:

60 seconds (60°) = 1 mlnnte (1*)

60 minutes = 1 degree (i°)

360 degrees = 1 circle or ciicumference.

Apothecaries' measure, the system of units employed
by apothecaries In compounding and dispensing liquid
drugs. The table In use In the United States is

:

Galloo. Pints. Fluidounces. Ftuidiachms. Mmims.
1 = 8 = 12S = 1034 = 61440

1 = 16 = 128 = 7680
1 = 8 = 480

1 = 60

The capacity of the gallon is 231 cubic inches. The pint
of the Briti^ Pharmacopoeia(being the eighth i»Ttof the
gallon of277.274cubicinches)ls divided into20fluldounces,
with the floldracbm and minim constituting the same sub-
divisions of the flnldounce as In the above table. The
cubic capacity of the gallon can, however, be stated only
approximately. The standards are made to contain a cer-

tain weight of water at a certain temperature. SGegdUtm.
—Barren measures. See barren.—Binary measure.
See Unary.—Cartesiail measure of force. See Carte-
sian.—Circular measure, (a) A system of measure-
ment used In trigonometry, in which the unit is the angle
subtended by an arc equal in length to tJie radins

—

namely, 5T IT 44 .S-i-. (ft) Same as angular meamre.
— Cloth-measure, the standard system of lineal rnuts
employed in meastiring doUi. The table is

:

Yard. Quarteis. NaJls. Inches.

1 = 4 = 16 = 36
1 = 4=9

1 = 2i

The English ell Is 5 quarters, and the Flemish ell about
3 quarters. SeeeSi.

—

Common measure. SeecommoTk—Compound measure. See compound^:— Cubic mea-
sure, the system of units employed for measuringvolume,
formed from long measure by fating the cubes of the lin-

eal dimensions. The table Is:

Cnbic jaxd. Cabic feet. Cubic inches.

1 = 27 = 46656
1 = 1728

Decimal measure. See decimal.—Dry measure, the
system of nnlts ordinarfly used In measuringdry commod-
ities, such as grain, fmi^ etc. The table Is

:

Qiiaiter. Bushels. Peclss- Gallons. Quarts. Pints.

1 = 8 =32=64 =256 = 512
1 = 4= S = 32=641=2= 8 = 16

1 = 4=8
1 = 2

A pottle is 2 quarts; a load of grain Is 5 quarters, and a last

10 quarters. The approximate capaclfy of the Imperial
(British l^al)bushel is 2,218. 192 cubic inches ; of the Win-
chester (United States legal) bushel, ^150.42 cubic inches.

(See apothecaries measure.) The United States bushel is

thus equivalent to .96946 British busheL— Gravitation
measure of force. See gravitation—dreatest com-
mon measure of two or moro numbers or quantities, the
greatest number or quantity which tUvIdes each of them
without a remainder.—Heapol measure. See heap, tj. t—Imperfect measure. See>mp«/«<:f.—Inameasnre,
to some extent.— Lineal or linear measure. See long
measure, below.

—

Liquid measure, the system of uni^
ordinarily used in measuring liquids. The table is

:

Gallon. Quarts. Pints. Gills.

1 = 4 = 8 = 321=2=81=4
For the capacity of the gallon, see apothecaries measure.—
Long measure, linealorlinear measure, the system of

units ortUnarily used in measuring length. The table is

:

HQe.

1 8
1
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measuring-faucet

tions of a faucet, designed to measure tlie

amount of a liquid passing through it. Such
faucets are used in deliveriiig liquids in bulk, in patting
them up in cans, etc.

measuring-funnel (mezh'ur-ing-fun"el), n. A
funnel with a valve to close the nozle, fitted

with a graduated scale indicating the quantity
of liquid contained in it.

measuring-glass (mezh'ur-ing-glas), n. A grad-
uated glass vessel used iby chemists, pharma-
cists, and others for measuring fluids.

measuring-line (mezh'ur-ing-lin), n. A line

used for measuring lengths.

measuring-machine (mezh'ur-ing-ma-shen" ),

n. A device for the exact determination of
length or end-measurement. Such instruments usu-
ally consist of a metallic bed-piece with a head-stock at
each end, of sliding bars which in shape are true rectan-
gular parallelepipeds, and of a combination of two ormore
accurate micrometer-screws, attached to the head-stocks,
and driven by graduated wheels so as to advance or re-

tract the bars, which slide in a groove between the head-
stocks.

measuring-pump (mezh'ur-ing-pump), n. A
pump used for measuring liquids. Each stroke
delivers the same volume, and the strokes are counted, or
the pump-rod is connected with registering mechanism
adjusted to indicate the number of strokes or the total
volume discharged.

measuring-tape (mezh'ur-ing-tap), n. A tape-
measure or tape-line.

measuring-wheel (mezh'ur-ing-hwel), n. A
small wheel of known circumference, fitted hy
its axis to a handle, used to measure the cir-

cumference of round bodies, as that of a car-

riage-wheel when the tire is to be fitted ; a cir-

cumferentor or tire-measurer.

measuring-worm (mezh'nr-ing-w6rm), n. The
larva of any geometrid moth ; a looper : so called
from its mode of progression: same as geom-
eter, 3. See cut under Cidaria.

meat! (met), n. [< ME. mete, < AS. mete = OS.
meti, ma<= OFries. mete, meit, met = MD. mete,

D.met=: ML&. met, Jj&.met, mett= OHG. MHG.
maz, G. mass, in comp. massleid, aversion to

food, = Icel. matr, also mata = Sw. mat= Dan.
mad = Goth, mate, food; root uncertain; per-
haps orig. ' a portion dealt out,' < AS. metan
(pret. meet), etc., measure: see mete^. Other-
wise, perhaps cognate with L. mandere, chew:
see manducate, mange^.'] 1. Food in general;
nourishment of any kind. [Obsolete, archaic,
or local.]

The Camaylle fynt alle weyMete in Trees and on Busshes,
that he fedethe him with. Mandemlle, Travels, p. 68.

Blysful was the fyrst age ofmen : theyheldynhem apayed
with the metes that the trewe teeldes browhten forth.

Chaucer, Boethius, IL meter 5.

And the same John had his raiment of camel's hair, . . .

and his meat was locusts and wild honey. Mat. iii. 4.

The ants are a people not strong, yet they prepare their

meat in the summer. Prov. xxx 25.

2. Solid food of any kind: as, meat and drink.

With abstynence of drynk and litel mete
After this feste as fede hem dales three.

PaUadvm, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 163.

I have fed you with milk, and not with meat, for hitherto

ye were not able to bear it. 1 Cor. iii. 2.

Shall I not take care of all that I think,

Yea, ev'n of wretched meat and drink?
Tennyson, Maud, xv.

3. The flesh of warm-blooded animals ordinari-

ly killed for food; butcher-meat'; flesh-meat:

as, to abstain from meat but eat fish on Friday:
in a narrower sense, the flesh of mammals used
for food: as, to prefer mea* to fowl or fish; bear-
msat; ieer-meat.

I smell the smell of roasting meat,
I hear the hissing fry. 0. W. Holmee.

4. The edible part of something: as, the meat
of an egg, of a nut, or of a shell-fish: some-
times with a plural: as, the meats of nuts or of

oysters.

After I have cut the egg i' the middle, and eat up the

meat. Shak., Lear, i. 4. 174.

5. The taking of food or a meal; the act of

eating meat, in the original sense of the word:
as, grace before meat.

Till it come to the mete tyme that the kynge made the

Duke of Tintagel to be set before hym-self.
Merlin (E. B. T. S.), 1. 64.

He 's within at meat, sir

:

The knave is hungry.
Fletcher, Pilgrim, ii. 2,

The ingenious English tourists who visit the United States

from time to time find us silent over our meat.
Howells, Venetian life, vi.

6t. Dinner.
After the sondry sesouns of the yeer

So chaungede he his mete and his soper.

Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., 1. 348.
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The kynge Arthur hym asked whan that was don, and

he seide, "Seth yesterday after mete."
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iiL 623.

7. An animal or animals collectively, as used
or hunted for food: as, to kill meat for an ex-

ploring party. [Local.] —A meal's meat. See
meorfs.—Broken meat. See ftrofen.—Butchers' meat.
See butcher-meat.—Oaxk. meat; that part of the flesh of

some fowls which when cooked is not white or light,

particularly the thighs and legs of turkeys.

—

JAght meat,
the flesh of the breast and wings of various fowls which
when cooked is of a whitish color. Fowls which have
light meat are the varieties of the domestic hen, the tur-

key, various grouse, as the ruffed, many partridges, as

the bobwhite, etc. It is perhaps confined to the gallina-

ceous order of birds. Also called white meat.— Red meat,
meat which is ordinarily served underdone, or preferred
to be eaten rare, as beef, mutton, venison, canvasback,
etc.— To be meat for one's master, to be too good for

one.

Away, you mouldy rogue, away ! I am meat far your
master. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iL i. 135.

To hang up meat. See lumg.

—

Whitemeat, (a) Same
as light Tneat. (&) Meat which must be well cooked, leav-

ing no trace of bloodiness, as veal,

meati (met), v. t. [Cf. Goth, matjan, eat, de-
vour; from the noun: seemeat^,n.'\ To supply
with food ; feed. [Old Eng. and Scotch.]

strong oxen and horses, wel shod and wel clad,

Wei meated and used.
Tusser, September's Husbandry.

Haste then, and meate your men, though I must still say
My command would lead them fasting forth.

Chapman, Hiad, six. 196.

meat^h v. An obsolete spelling of meef^.

meatai (mf-a'tal), a. [< meatus + -al.'] Of or
pertaining to a meatus ; having the character
of a meatus.
In the hare the meatai part of the tympanic is long, and

ascends obliquely backward from the frame of the drum-
membrane. Owen, Anat.

meat-chopper (met'chop"er), n. Ajd.j device
for chopping or mincing meats.
meat-earth (met'6rth), n. SoU. [Prov. Eng.]

The upper part of this [overburden] consists of soil, or
meat earth. Spons^ Encyc. Manuf., I. 638.

meated (me'ted), a. Having meat or a fleshy

part (of a specified Mnd) : used in composition

:

as, a sweet-mea*e(i nut; light-meated or dark-
meated fowls.

meat-fly (met'fli), n. A flesh-fly or blow-fly ; a
dipterous insect which lays its eggs on meat,
on which the larvas feed: applied to various
species, especially Calliphora vomitoria and
Sarcophagajiarnaria. See cut \niAei flesh-fly.

meat-formf, ». [ME. m^te-forme; < meaf^ +
form.'i A form or long seat on which to sit at

table.
And whenne his swerde brokene was,,

A mete-forme he gatt percaa,
And there-with he ganne hym were.

MS. Lincoln A. i. 17, f. 106. (Halliwell.)

meatht (meth), n. Same as m£ad^.
meat-hunter (met'hun"ter), n. Same as pot-
hunter, 1.

The meat-hunters are still devoting their attention to
the killing of larger game ; but, as it decreases, the deer's

turn will surely come. Barper's Mag., LXXVIII. 878.

meatiness (me'ti-nes), n. The state or quality
of being meaty, in any sense; fleshiness; pithi-

ness : as, the meatiness of an ox, or of a dis-

course.

meatless (met'les), a. [ME. meteles, < AS. mete-

leds (= Icel. matlauss), without food, < m^te,

food, -f- -Uas, B. -less : see meat^ and -less.'] Des-
titute of meat ; without food.

Thre dawes and thre nygt Tneteles hii wuste hem so,

That hii nuste hou on take, ne wat vor hunger do.
Rob. of Gloucester, p.* 170.

Grosvling over his unenvied virtue as a cur growls over
a meatless bone. O. B. Lewes, Hist. Philos., 1. 194.

meat-maggot (met'ma'''got), «. The larva of

the flesh-fly, Calliphora vomitoria, found in
meat.
meat-ofEering (met'of'''6r-ing), n. A Jewish
sacrificial offering, constituting a part of the
daily service of the altar or of special services,

consisting of fine flour either raw or baked
without leaven but with salt, or of dried or
parched and- pounded com of the first-fruits,

etc., with fine oil and frankincense. See Lev.
ii. and vi. 14-23, etc. In the revised version
rendered meatoffering.

meatometer (me-a-tom'e-t6r), n. [< L. meatus
(see meatus) + Gr. fdrpov, a measure.] An in-

strument for measuring the meatus lurinarius.

meat-pie (met' pi), «. 1. A pie made of meat
or flesh.—2. A mince-pie. [Local, New Eng.]
meatrife (met'rif), a. [<TOca<i-f-rife.] Abound-
ing with food; plentifully supplied with food.

[Scotch.]

mechanic

The mill it is a meatrif place.

RcMn Bood and the Beggar {Child's BaUads, V. 202).

meat-safe (met'saf), n. A cupboard or chest

in which to keep meat, made with walls of wire
gauze or perforated zinc.

meat-saw (met'sS,), ». A saw used by butch-
ers, having a thin, narrow blade fastened in

an iron frame or bow, which gives it rigidity.

meat-tea (met'te), ». A tea at which flesh-meat

is furnished ; a high tea (which see, under high).

[Vulgar.]

A good hearty meat-tea being the usual premier pas in

amatory matters. 6. A. Sala, Baddington Peerage, 1. 120.

meatus (me-a'tus), «.; pi. meatus, sometimes,

as English, meatuses. [< L. meatus, a passage,

< meare, go. Cf. conge'-, permeats.] In anat.,

a passage: applied to various ducts of the

body.—toferior meatus (of the nose), the passage to

the nose between the inferior turbinate bone and the

floor of the nasal cavity. Also called meatus veniralis.—

Meatus acusticus. See meatus auditorius.~Mea.tas
auditoriUS extemus, the external opening of the ear,

closed at the bottom by the membrana tympani. Also

called meatus aeustieMS «a*cr)iM«.—Meatus audltorins
intemus, the passage in the petrous bone by which
the auditory and facial nerves leave the cranial cavity.

Also called meatus acusticus intemM*.— Meatus cys-
ticus, the gall-duct.— Meatus urinarius, the exter-

nal oriflce of the urethra.-Meatus venosus, the short

trunk formed by the union of the right and left vitelline

or omphalomesenteric veins in the fetus.—Meatus ven-
tralls, the inferior nasal meatus.— Middle meatus (of

the nose), the passage in the nose between the inferior tur-

binate part of the ethmoid bone and the inferior turbinate

bone.—Nasal meatus (pJ.), the nasal passages between
and below the turbinated parts of the ethmoid and the in-

ferior turbinate bones.—Superior meatus (of the nose),

the passage in the nose between the turbinate parts (su-

perior and inferior) of the ethmoid bone.

meaty (me'ti), a. [<TOeaA-l- -yl.] 1. Abound-
ing in meat; fleshy: as, meo^ cattle.—2. Re-
sembling meat, or characteristic of it: as, a
meaty flavor.— 3. Figuratively, pithy; full of

meaning or significance ; condensed, as a trea-

tise giving much information in small compass.

I think any discussion of it [practice and theory in es-

thetics] would be likely to be rather more meaty than the

inane speculations about the nature of the Beautiful and
Sublime which fill so many pages of text-books on sestbet-

ics. G. S. Ball, German Culture, p. 106.

meawt. An obsolete spelling of mew^, mewK
meazel, n. See measle.

meazlet, i>. i. See mistle, mizzle''-.

mebbe (meb'e), adv. A dialectal form of may-
be.

meblet, « and n. See moile^.

mecate (me-ka'te), n. [Mex.] 1. A Mexican
square measure, equal to about one tenth of

an acre.— 2. A rope made of hair or of the

fiber of the maguey. [Southwestern U. S.]

Mecca balsam. Same as balm of Gilead.

Meccan (mek'an), a. and n. [< Mecca (see

def.) + -an.'] 1. a. Pertaining or relating to

Mecca, a city of Arabia, the birthplace of Mo-
hammed, and the chief holy city and pilgrim
resort of the Mohammedan world.

Only about one-third of the Meccan pilgrims proceed
thither [to the tomb of Mohammed at Medina].

Eneyc. Brit., XIX. 93.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Mecca.
mech. An abbreviation of mechanics and me-
chanical.

mechalt (me'kal), a. [Early mod. E. mechall,

michall; < L. 'moechus, < Gr. ftoixd^, an adul-

terer.] Wicked; adulterous.

That done, straight murder
One of thy basest Groomes, and lay you both
Grasp'd arme in arme on thy adulterate bed,
Then caUln witness of that mechaU sinne.

T. Beywood, Eape of Lncrece.

mecha-meck (mech'a-mek), n. The wild po-

tato-vine. See Iponi'cea.

mechanic (me-kan'ik), a. and n. [< ME. me-
chanike, mechanic art; < OP. mecanique, 'F.mi-

canique = Pr. mechanic = Sp. mecdnico = Pg.
mechanico = It. meccanico (cf. D. G. mechaniseh
= Sw. Dan. me'kanisla), < L. mechavicus, of or he-

longing to machines or mechanics, inventive

;

as a noun, mechanicus, m., a mechanic, mschani-
ca, f., mechanics; < Gfr. lu^xo-vinig, pertaining to

machines or contrivance, mechanic, ingenious,

inventive; as a noun, uTjxaviKd;, an engiaeer,

li.rixo.viK.fl, f . sing., /irixaviKA, neut. pi., mechanics;
ijirixavTj (>L. machina), a machine, contrivance:
see machine. Mechanic is thus ult. the adj. to

machine; but the words came into E. at differ-

ent times and under different circumstances.]

1, a. 1. SsiTiie SiS mechanical : now used chiefly

in the phrase the mechanic arts.

Thrust some mechanic cause into his [God's] place,

Or bind in matter, or diffuse in space.
Pope, Dunciad, iv. 471.
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But he [Pope] (his magical flnesse waa such.
So Dice his ear, so delicate his touch)
Hade poeti; a mere nuehanie art.

Cowper, Table-Talk, L 654.
Must sleepy bards the flattering dream prolong,
Meehanie echoes of the Hantuan sons!

CraSiw, Works, L 4.

2f. Belonging to or eharaeteristio of the class
of mechanics; common; vulgar; mean.

The poor meehttme porters crowding in
Their heavy burdens at liis narrow gate.

Shak., Hen. V., L 2. 200.

3. Supporting the atomistie philosophy.
These meehanie philosophers being no way able to gire

an account thereof [of the formation and organization of
the bodies of animals] from the necessary motion of mat^
ter. Ray, Works of Creation, L

H. H. It. Meehanie art; mechanics.
Of hem that ben artificers,
Whiche vsen craftes and misters.
Whose arte is cleped mechaiukt.

Gmeer, Conf. Amant., viL

2t. Mechanism; structure.
The fault being in the very frame and meehanie of the

part. Baoim, Advancement of Learning, iL 191.

3. A maker of machines or machinery ; hence,
any skUled worker with tools; one who has
learned a trade ; a workman whose occupation
consists in the systematic manipulation and
constructive shaping or application of mate-
rials; an artificer, artisan, or craftsman. To
many persons whose business is partly mechanical the
term meehamc is inapplicable, as farmery surgeons, and
artists. It implies special training, and is therefore in-
applicable to unskilled laborers, though they may be en-
gaged iu constructive work.

An art quite lost with our m^cAonicis, a work not to be
made out, but like the walls of Thebe^ and such an artifi-

cer as Amphion. Sir T. Brotcne, Vulg. Err., viL 1&
Some plain meehanie^ who, without pretence
To birth or wit^ nor gives nor takes offence.

Cotcper, Ketirement^ L 449.

4. One who works mechanically ; one who fol-

lows routine or rule in an occupation requir-
ing careful thought or study: used opprobri-
onsly: as, a mere literary niecftanic; the picture
shows the artist tobe only a mechanic Mechan-
ics' institute, an institution for the instruction and recre-
ation of artisans and others of similar grade, by means of
lectures, a library, museum, courses of lessons, etc—Me-
chanic's lien. See Iiett2.

IIiec]ia]UCal(me-kan'i-kal),a. andn. [^(.mechanic

+ -al. ] I, a. 1 . Pertain&g to or exhibiting con-
structive power; of orpertaining to mechanism
or machinery ; also, dependent upon the use of
mechanism; of the nature or character of a
machine or machinery: as, mechanical inven-
tions or contrivances ; to do something by me-
chanical means.

Arts mechanieal contract brotherhoods in commonal-
tiea. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, iL 116.

2. Machine-like ; acting or actuated by or as
if by machinery, or by fixed routine ; feckLng
spontaneity, spirit, individuality, etc. ; as ap-
plied to actions, automatic, instinctive, uncon-
scious, etc.: as, the mechanical action of the
heart ; a mechanical musician.

Any man with eyes and hands may be taught to take a
likeness. The process up to a certain pointy is merely
mechaidcai. Maeaxday, History.

I call that part of mental and bodily life meehajiieai
which is independent of our volition.

0. IT. Holmes, Old VoL of Life, p. 261.

Himian action is either jneehaitical or intelligent either
conventional or rationaL

J. S. Sedey, Xat. Religion, p. 166.

3. Having the characteristics of that which is

produced by machinery or is artificially con-
trived ; artificial ; not spontaneous ; not genu-
ine or of natural growth; lacking life or spirit

;

humdrum.
None of these men of mechanical courage have ever

made any great figure in the profession of arms.
Stede, Spectator, Xo. 152.

I always thought fit to keep up some mechanieal forms
of good breeding, without which freedom ever destroys
friendship. GotdgmHh, Ticar, iv.

It is the limitation to rigid instruments already pre-
pared, and to an external connection between them, that
gives mnhanical work that uncanny appearance which
causes ns to feel most repugnance to a comparison of it

with life. IiOtze, Microcosmus (trans.), I. 72.

He would not tolerate a mechanieal lesson, and took de-
light in puzaling his pupils and breaking up all routine
business by startling and unexpected questions and asser-

tions. H. B. StotK, Oldtown, p. 425.

4. Of or pertaining to the mat«rial forces of
nature acting on inanimate bodies or masses

;

specifically, pertaining to the principles or laws
ofmechanics : as, the mechanical effects of frost

;

the mechanical powers.

The tumult in the parts of solid bodies when they are
compressed, which is the cause of all flight of bodies
through the air, and of other tn«Aanica< motions, ... is

not seen at all. Bacon, Nat. Hist, § 98.
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5. Effected by material force or forces; con-
sisting in the play of material forces : as, me-
chanical pressure.

I doubt, however, if a view which recognizes only a me-
chanical course of >'ature can logically do anything with
such ideas as those of reverence, and so forth, but reckon
them among the morbid productions of imagination to
which nothing real corresponds, and of which it has al-
ready learnt to reject so many.

Lotze, Microcosmus (trans.), IL 109.

6. Exalting the material forces of the universe
above the spiritual; subordinating the spirit-

ual to the material ; materialistic : as, the me-
chanical philosophy (specifically, atomism); a
mechanical view of life.— 7. Belonging to or
characteristic of mechanics or artisans, or their
class ; mechanic-like ; having the character or
status of an artisan ; hence (chiefly in old writ-
ings), mean, low, or vulgar.

Hang him, mechanieal salt-butter rogue.
ShaJc, M. W. of W., iL 2. 29a

The lower part [containeth] the houses of artificers and
mechanieal men that keepe their shops there.

Coryat, Crudities, L 217.

8. - Engaged in operating machines or machin-
ery, or in superintending their operation : as, a
mechanical engineer.—9. Exhibiting or indi-
cating skill in contrivance, invention, or the
use of tools and machines: as, a mechanical
genius; a mechanical turn of mind.— 10. Ef-
fected or controlled by physical forces that are
not chemical: as, a mechanical mixture (that
is, one in which the several ingredients still re-
tain their identity, and are held together by
no special force whether of cohesion or chem-
ical attraction) ; mechanical decomposition.

—

Mechanical construction of a curve, a construction
performed by means of a mechanical contrivance.—Me-
chanical curve. See curije.— Mechanical drawing.
Same as geometrical draicing (which see, under drawing).
—Mechanical engineering, Snger, firing. See the
nouns.—Mechanical equivalent of neat. See egmva-
fent— Mechanical tmpermeator, involution, leech.
See&enonns.— MftnhnTiinal la^p. Same aBcarea-lamp,
—MechanicalUnet. SeeKne^.—Mechanicalmanosu-
vers {mQit,), the mounting, dismounting, and transpor-
tatiou of cannon and gun-carriages.—Mechanical mix-
ture. See chameal combination, under chemical.—Me-
chanical philosophy, physics considered as affording a
basis for philosophy or the explanation of the universe.

—

Mechanical pigeon. &ee pigeon.— Mechanical pow-
ers, the simple machines. See maddne, 2.—Mechani-
cal solution of a problem, a solution by any art or
contrivance not strictly geometrical, as by means of the
ruler and compasses or o&er instruments.—Mechanical
stage, in micros. See microscope.— Mechanical tele-
graph, an automatic tel^raph in whicha message repre-
sented by a series or succession of dots on a paper ribbon
is passed under a key or stylus;, the circuit being made or
broken by the simple mechanical passing through of the
ribbon.—Mechanical theory in med., an ancient theory
that all diseases were principally caused by lentor, or mor-
bid viscidity of the blood.—Mechanical work,work con-
sisting in the moving of a body through space^ generally in
opposition to gravity.—Rocks of mechanic^ origin,in
geoL, rocks composed of sand, pebbles, fragments, and me
like : a term used by some (not aptly) as the equivalent of
clast%coTfi'agmentaL=SYTL Mechanicdl, Physical, Chemi-
caL These epithets are thus distinguished: Those changes
endured by bodies which concern their masses without
altering their constitution— t. e. losing their identity

—

such as changes of place, of figure, etc., are mechanieal;
those which concern the position of the molecules— i. e,

which change the molecular state of bodies, as when
iron is melted—are physical; those which concern the
number or arrangement of atoms within the molecule
and canse a change of constitution are chemical, as when
iron rusts— i. e, oxidizes— or gunpowder explodes.

H.t ». A mechanic.
A crew of patches, rude mechanicals.
That work for bread upon Athenian stalls.

Shale, M. N. D., HL iL 9.

mechanlcalize (mf-kan'i-kal-iz), v. t.; pret. and
pp. mechanicali^etl, ppr. tnechanicalieing. [For-
merly »n«cA«nicaW!rf; < mechanical + -i>e.] To
render mechanical; reduce to a mechanieal
level or status. Cotgrave. [Bare.]

mechanically (mf-kan'i-kal-i), adv. 1. In
agreement with mechanical principles ; accord-
ing to the laws of mechanism or good workman-
ship : as, the machine is medtanically perfect.

The chick with aU its parts is not a mechanically con-
trived engine. Boyle, Works, IIL 68.

2. By mechanical force or means ; by physical
power: as,water»i«c/ian«!any raised.— 3. In a
manner resembling a machine; without care
or reflection ; by the mere force of habit ; auto-
maticaUy; not spontaneously: as, to play on
an instrument mechanically.

Guards, mechanically formed in ranks,
Covsper, Table-Talk, L 136.

4. Without loss of the constitution or identity

of elements ; in a manner involving change of

place or figure without change of structure or
constitution; without the aid of chemical at-

traction: as, elements mechanically united in

air ; a body mechanically decomposed.

mechanism

mechanicalness (mf -kan'i-kal-nes), n. The
state of being mechanical, or governed by or as
if by mechanism.
mechanician (mek-a-nish'an), «. [= F. meca-
nicien; as mecluinic + -tan.] 1. One who is

skilled in mechanics or in machinery ; one who
is versed in the principles of machines or of
mechanical construction.

Even a mechanician, if he has never looked into a piano,
will, if shown a damper, be unable to conceive its function
or relative value. B. Spencer, Data of Ethics, % h

2. A mechanic ; an artisan.

A mechanician or mechanicall workman is he whose
skil is without knowledge of mathematical! demonstra-
tion. Dee, Preface to Euclid (1670).

The engraver was considered in the light of a mechani-
cian, and, except in a very few instances, his name was
not displayed. tTiie, Diet, H. 293.

mechanicize (mf-kan'i-stz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

meelianici^ed. ppr. mechanicizing. [< mechanic
+ -ize.J To render mechanical. [Bare.]

Because no branch of the race was more mechamdzed
by Lockianism than the American. The American, X. 39.

mechanicochemical (me-kan'i-ko-kem'i-kal),
a. [<. mechanic + chemical.} Pertaining to" or
dependent on both mechanics and chemistry:
applied specifically to the sciences of galvan-
ism, electricity, and magnetism, which exhibit
phenomena that require for their explanation
an application of the laws of mechanics and
chemistry.
mechanics (mf-lsan'iks), n. [PI. of mechanic:
see -ics.] 1. The theory of machines. This is

the old meaning of the word, especially before the devel-
opment of the modem doctrine of force.

I do not here take the term Mechanicks in that stricter
and more proper sense wherein it is wont to be taken
when it is used only to signify the doctrine about the
moving powers (as the beam, the lever, the screws, and the
wedge), and of framing engines to multiply force ; but I
here understand the word Mechanidcs iu a larger senses
for those disciplines that consist of the applications of
the pure mathematicks to produce or modify motion in
inferior bodies. Boyle, Works, IU. 435.

2. The mathematical doctrine of the motions
and tendencies to motion of particles and sys-
tems under the influence of forces and con-
straints ; in a narrower sense, this doctrine as
applied to systems of rigid bodies. Mechanics
is now commonly divided into kinematics and dynamics,
and the latter into statics and Nineties. Mechanics treated
by means of the infinitesimal calculus is called analytical
mechanics. The fundamental principles of mechanics
are stated under energy and/orce; but the science is char-
acterized by the great number of derived principles made
use oL See principle.

Xewton defined the laws, rules, or obsen'ed order of the
phenomena of motion which come uuder our daily obser-
vation with greater precision than had been before at-

tained ; and, by following out with marvellous power and
subtlety the mathematical consequences of these rules,
he almost created the modem science of pure mechanics.

Huxley, in Xineteeuth Century, ^^T 489.

mechanism (mek'a-nizm), n. [=F. m^canisme
= Sp. mecanismo = Pg. mechanismo = It. inec-

canismo, < ML. *mechanismus, LL. mechanisma,
< Gr. *foixo-vusiia, contrivance, < ^/iitxaviliecv, con-
trive, (./aixav^, contrivance: see machine, me-
chanic.'] 1 . The structure of a machine, engine,
or other contrivance for controlling or ntilizing
natural forces ; the arrangement and relation of
parts, or the psirts collectively, in any machine,
tool, or other contrivance ; means of mechani-
cal action ; machinery ; hence, the structure of
anything that is conceived to resemble a ma-
chine.

The mechanism— that is, the bulk and figure of the bone
and muscles, and the insertion of the muscle into the bone.

X. Grew, Cosmologia Sacra, IL 6.

Although many authors have spoken of the wonderiul
mechanigm of speech, none has hitherto attended to the
far more wonderful mechanism which it puts into action
behind the scene. D. Stewart, Human Mind, H. iL 2.

It will not do therefore to say that light is propagated
through air in one way, by one sort of mechanism, when
the air is very rare, and by another when the air is very
dense. Stokes, Light, P- T9.

The mind is not content to have connections of ideas im-
posed on it by the mechanism of perception and memory.

Latze, Microcosmus (trans.), L 23^.

2. A mechanical contrivance or agency of any
kind ; in general, the apparatus, means, or mode
bywhich particular effects are produced or pur-
poses accomplished: as, the mechanism of a
musical instrument (the apparatus by means of

which the performer acts upon it); the mecha-
nism of a play or of a poem ; the mechanism of
government.— 3t. Action according to the laws
of mechanics ; mechanical action.

.\fter the chyle has passed through the lungs, nature
continues her usual mecTianism to convert it into animal
substances. Arbuthnot, Aliments.
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mechanist (mek'a-nist), n. [< mechan(ic) +
;is«.] 1. A maker of machines, or one skilled.
in machinery or in mechanical work ; a mecha-
nician.

The rmchanCet will be afraid to assert before hardy con-
tradiction the possibility of tearing down bulwarks with
a sUk-worm's thread. Johnson, Rambler, No. 117.

What titles will he keep ? will he remain
Musician, gardener, builder, m^hanist,
A planter, and a rearer from the seed ?

Wordsworth, Excursion, viL

2. One of a school of philosophers who refer
all the changes in the universe to the effect of
merely mechanical forces.

mechanistic (mek-a-nis'tik), a. [< mechanist
+ -Jc] Of or pertaining to mechanism or
to mechanists: as, "mechanistic combination,"
Nature, XXX. 383.

mechanize (mek'a-niz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
mechanized, ppr. mechanizing. [= OP. meeha-
niser, meehaniser; < Gv.*/i!i%avii^etv, contrive, <

inixai4, a contrivance : see machine, mechanic.']
To render mechanical; bring into the form of
mechanism; form mechanically; bring into a
mechanical state or condition.

I

The human frame a mechanized automaton.

mechanizer (mek'a-ni-z6r), n. One who mecha-
nizes

j
a believer iii mechanical order orsystem

;

a utilitarian or formalist.

Our European Keehanizers are a sect of boundless diffu-
sion, activi^, and cooperative spirit: has not Utilitarian-
ism flourished . . . within the last fifty years?

Carlyle, Sartor Itesartus, iii. 5.

mechanograph (mfrkan'o-graf), n. [< Gr.
laixavfj, a machine, '+ ypii^zw, write.] A ma-
chine-made copy, as of a writing, a work of
art, etc.

mechanographic (mek"a-no-graf'ik), a. [<
Tnechanographry + -ic] " 1." Treating of me-
chanics. [Kare.]— 2. Pertaining to mecha-
nography.
mechanographist (mek-a-nog'ra-fist), n. [<
mselianograph-y + 4st.'] One who by mechani-
cal means multiplies copies of any work of art,

writing, or the like.

mechanography (mek-a-nog'ra-fi). n. [< Gr.
jirixavfi, a machine, + -ypafia, ^ ypafuv, write.]
The art of multiplying copies of a writing or a
work of art by the use of a machine.
mechanology (mek-a-nol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. fivxav^,

a machine, + -?^yia,i. Xiyeiv, speak: see -ology.']

The knowledge of, or a treatise on, mechanics
or mechanism. [Rare.]

The science of style, considered as a machine, in which
words act upon words, and through a particular grammar,
might be called the mechanology of style.

be Quincey, Style, i.

mechanurgy (mek'a-n6r-ji), n. [< Gr. fiT/xavovp-

yla, < iir/xavavpydg, an engineer, < foixa-vii, a ma-
chine, +*lp7C(V, work.] That branch ofmechan-
ics which treats of moving machines. [Bare.]

meche^t, mechelt. a. Middle Knglish variants
of much.
mechelt, n. An obsolete form of match?.

Mechitarist, n. See Mekhitarist.

Mechlin (mek'lin), a. and n. I. a. Pertaining
to or produced at Mechlin or Malines in Belgi-
um

—

Mechlin embroideryt, an old name for Mechlin
lace, because its peculiar manufacture gives it somewhat
the look of embroidery. JXct. JFeedtewori.—Mechlin
lace. See lace.

II. n. Same as Mechlin lace.

Mechoacan root. See root.

MecistopS (me-sis'tops), n. [NL., < Gr. u^Kta-

TOQ, fi&KiaTog, Buperl. of jiaKpdg, long, + ii'^, face.]

A genus of African gavials of the family Gcmia-
Udm, founded by J. E. Gray in 1862. Xhey have
the hind feet webbed, the plates of the back and neck
connected, and the jaws slender, not enlarged at the end.
M. heniKtU or eataphractvs is an example.

Meckelian (me-ke'Uan), a. [< Meckel (see def.)

+ dan.'] Pertaining to J. F. Meckel (1781-
1833), a German anatomist Meckelian ganglion,
rod, etc. See the nouns.

Mecoceras (me-kos'e-ras), n. [NL. (Guen^e,
1857), < /Kij/co?, length',' -t- icipag, horn.] A genus
of geometrid moths, typical of the subfamily
Mecocerinm, comprising a single beautiful spe-

cies from South America.
Mecocerinse (me-kos-e-ri'ne), w. ^?. [NL., <

Mecoceras + -iruB.] A!'subfamily of geometrid
moths, typified by the genus Mecoceras. Also
raised to family rank as Mecocerida.

mecockt, n. See meacock.

mecometer (me-kom'e-t6r), n. [< Gr. p-vnoq,

length (cf. fiuKp'dg, long: see macron), + fiirpov,

a measure.] A kind of graduated compass
used at the Maternity Hospital in Paris for

measuring new-bom infants.
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meconarceine (mek-6-nar'se-in), n. [< meco{nic)
+ nare{otic) + -ine^.] An alkaloid obtained
from opium : said to be a useful hypnotic.
meconate (mek'o-nat), n. [< mecon{ic) + -atei-.]

A salt of meconic acid.

meconic (me-kon'ik), a. [< Gr. faiKuviKdQ, per-
taining to a poppy, < /ii^Kuv (>L. jBeco»),apoppy,
oppy-seed, poppy-juice, opium, = OBulg. too-

•u=OHG. "mdkan, MHG. *mahen, man, G. mohn,
also OHG. mdgo, MHG. mage = OSw. {val)mu-
ghi, Sw. (vall)mo = Dan. (val)mue, poppy; the
Tout, forms prob. not of native origin.] Per-
taining to or derived from the poppy.—Meconic
acid, C7H^07, the peculiar acid with which morphine is

combined in opium. When pure, it forms small white
ciystals. Its aqueous solution shows a deep-red color
with the persalts of iron, which therefore are good tests
tor it. It is a tribasic acid, but most of its salts contain
but two equivalents of the base.

meconidia, n. Plural of meconidium.
meconidine (me-kon'i-din), n. [< mecon{ic) +
-4d- + -ime2.] One of the alkaloids contained in
opium
meconidium (mek-o-nid'i-um), n.

;
pi. meconi-

dia (-a). [NL., < Gr. iiTjKuv, part of the intes-
tines of testaceous animals, also the ink-bag
of a cuttlefish, lit. poppy, poppy-seed (see me-
conic), + dim. -iSiov.] The fixed generative
medusoid of some calyptoblastic hydroids, as
of the genus Gonothyrea, in which the sexual
elements are matured and from which the em-
bryos are discharged in the form of ciliated
planidas. These generativebuds or zobids develop upon
the gonotheca, several in succession from above downward,
retaining their direct communication with the blastostyle

;

when fully matured they are sacshanging to thegonotheca
by anarrow stalk or peduncle, having an opening ormouth
at the far end surrounded by a circlet of tentacles, through
which mouth the ova escape ; the cavity of the hollow
meconidium communicates with that of the blastostyle,
and the medusoid, after performing its function, decays
upon its stem, never becoming detached as a free zooid.

meconin (mek'o-nin), n. [< mecon{ic) + -in^.']

A neutral substance (CifrSio04) existing in
opium. It is white, fusible, and crystalline.

meconioid (me-ko'ni-oid), a. [< meconium +
-oid.] Resembling meconium.
meconiorrhoea (me-k6"ni-o-re'a), n. [NL., <

Gr. fi^Kiniiov, poppy-juice, the ftst feces of in-

fants, + liola, a flow, < j)elv, flow.] A morbidly
increased discharge of meconium.
meconium (me-ko'ni-um), n. [< L. meconivm,
< Gr. liTiK&Diov, poppy-juice, the first feces of
infants, < /i^kuv, the poppy: see meconic.]. If.

Poppy-juice.— 2. The feces of a new-bom in-
fant.— 3. laentom., the feces of an adult in-
sect just transformed from the pupa.
meconology (mek-o-nol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. u^kuv,

the poppy, opium, -I- -hiyia, < ?i^eiv, speak: see
-ology.] A treatise on the poppy, or on opium.
meconophagism (mek-o-nof ' a-jizm), n. [As
meeonophag4st+ 4sm.] Opium-eating; the opi-
um habit. *

The death of the patient being attributed to causes
which are supposed to be disconnected from the meco-
nopliagmn. Alien, and Neurol., VII. 4631

meconophagist (mek-o-nof'a-jist), n. [< Gr.
p-ijKuv, the poppy, opium, + '^ayelv, eat, + -dst.]

An opium-eater; one who has contracted the
opium or morphine habit.

If they happen to find solace in opium readily, they be-
come meconophagists. Alien, and Neurol., VII. 471.

Meconopsis (mek-o-nop'sis), n. [NL. (Vigier,

1821), CGr. /i^Kuv,' the poppy, + drptg, appear-
ance.] A genus of plants of the natural order
Papa/oeracece, the poppy family, and the tribe
EupapaverecB, characterized by a capsule which
splits open for a short distance, and by a club-
shaped style bearing from four to six radiate-
deflexed stigma-lobes. They are herbs, having a yel-
low Juice, entire or lobed leaves, and showy yellow, purple,
or blue flowers, which droo^ in the bud, and are borne on
long peduncles. Nine species are known, natives of west-
ern Europe, the central part of Asia, and western North
America, m. cambnca;the Welsh poppy, a plant of rocky
and woody places in parts of western Europe, has bright-
green hairy pinnate leaves, slender stems, and large ter-
minal sulphur-yellow flowers. This and several other spe-
cies are cultivated for ornament.

Mecoptera (me-kop'te-ra), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

pVi">C, length, -I- wrepdv, a"wing, = E. feather.]
In some systems, an order of neuropterous in-

sects corresponding to the Panorpidm or scor-
pion-flies, proposed for uniformity of nomen-
clature instead of Brauer's term Panorpatce.
Also, incorrectly, Mecaptera. Packard, 1888.

med. An abbreviation of medicine, medical.
Meda (me'da), n. [NL. (Girard, 1856); a made
word.] A genus of cyprinoid fishes, typical of
the subfamily Medinw, containing such as M.
fulgida of the Gila river in Arizona.

medallic

medal (med'al), «. [< OF. medaille, F. medaille

(> D. G. msdmlle= Dan. meda^e= Sw. niedalj)=
Sp. medalla = Pg. medalha = It. medaglia, ML.
reflex medallia, medalia, medalea, medalla, mc-
dale (> OHG. medilla, medila, MHG. medele), a
medal, < LL. as if *metallea, < L. metallum, met-
al: see metal.] A piece of metal, usually cir-

cular in form, bearing devices (types) and in-

scriptions, struck or cast to commemorate a per-

son, an institution, oran event, and distinguish-

ed from a coin by not being intended to serve as
amedium of exchange. The word is also sometimes
used to designate coins, particularly ancient coins in the
precious metals, or fine medieval or Renaissance coins,

in collections. Some of the Greek and Koman coin-types
are commemorative, and the Roman medallions were of
a quasi-medallic character. Strictly speaking, however,
the medal is a creation of modern times. The earliest,

and in point of portraiture the finest^ medals were pro-
duced in Italy about the middle of the fifteenth century
by Vittore Pisano of Verona. Pine medals were also exe-
cuted in Italy, Germany, and Prance during the sixteenth
century. English medals begin practically with the reign
of Henry VIII. The earliest specimens are cast, but in
the reign of James I. the process of striking began to be
employed. Thomas Rawlins, Thomas Simon, and Abra-
ham Simon (seventeenth century) are the principal medal-
ists who were natives of England ; but some of the best
English medals were the productions of foreign artists, as
Trezzo (time of Philip and Mary), Simon Passe (Jamee I.V

N. Briot (Charles I.), the Roettier family (Charles II.),

and J. Croker (Anne).

An antique medal, half consumed with rust.

Boyle, Works, V. 646.

Italian and Erench writers of the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries use medaglie and midailles to signify coins
which, being no longer in circulation, were preserved in
the cabinets of collectors as curiosities. Even in the last
century our own word medal was so employed. The
rmdals of the Roman Emperors to which Gibbon often al-

ludes in his notes to the " Decline and Fall " are, of course,
what are now known as coins : and Addison's " Dialogue
upon the Usefulness of Medals" is, for the most part, a
treatise on Roman imperial coins.

W. Wroth, in Coins and Medals (1885), p. 236.

Counterfeit Medals Act. See counter/eit.— Madonna
medal. See madonna.
medal (med'al), V. t.

;
pret. and pp. medaled or

medalled, ppr. medalmg or medalMng. [< meda},
n.] To decorate with a medal ; confer a medal
upon

;
present with a medal as a mark of honor.

[Rare.]
Iriing went home, medalled by the king, diplomatized

by the university, crowned, and honoured, and admired.
Thackeray, Roundabout Papers, Nil nisi Bonum.

medal-cup (med'al-kup), «. A drinking-ves-
sel of metal, usually silver, in- which coins or
medallions are in-
crusted and form
a part of the deco-
ration. Usually these
coins are so inset that
both sides can be seen,
the interior of the cup
as well as the exterior
being in this way made
ornamental. In some
cases a series of coins
of a single sovereign or
of a succession of sov-
ereigns is used.

medalet (med'al-
et), n. [< medal"+
-et.] Any medal of
small size. When
not larger than, for
example, the English
florin or half-crown, or
United States half-dol-
lar, medals are gener-
ally called by this name ; but numismatists do not make
any rigid distinction between med^s and medalets.

I shall beg leave to give this class the appellation of med-
alets, as the genius of our language admits of this diminu-
tive in ringlet, bracelet, and the like.

Pinkerton, Essay on Medals, I. $ 18.

medalist, medallist (med'al-ist), n. [< F. mc-
dailUste = 8p. medallista; as medal + 4st.] 1.
-Aji engraver, stamper, or molder of medals.

Sculptors, painters, and medaUiste exerted their utmost
skill in the work of transmitting his features to posterlto.

MaeoAday, Hist. Eng., vii.

2. One who is skilled in medals.
Nothing could be more Civil and Franc than this Gen-

tleman, whom I believe to be the best Medalist in Europe.
Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 98.

Asa medallist, you are not to look upon a cabinet of med-
als as a treasure of money, but of knowledge.

Addison, Ancient Medals, i.

3. One who has gained a medal as a reward of
merit.

I backed myman to be not only Senior Classic, but First
Chancellor's Medalist, and to be a Medalist at all he must
be a Senior Optime in Mathematics.

C. A. Bristed, English University, p. 215.

medallic (me-dal'ik), a. [< medal + 4c.] Per-
taining to, of the character of, or represented
on a medal or medals: as, the medcdUc art; a.

medallic coin or portrait.

Silver Medal-cup, (The medals ai&
'

"

of Ball of the Dukes
battel.)

' Brunswiclc-Wolfen-



medallic
I have lately seen, sajs Eusenias, a mtdaOie history of

the present King ol France. Adduon, Ancient Medals, iil.

If it Is vx>saible to conceive literature desticyed, and
modern cities and their monunienta in ruin and decay,
medallK coins would become tlie most durable memorials.

Jevom, Money and Mech. of Exchange, p. 6S.

medallion (me-dal'yon), )i. [< P. medaUlon (=
Sp. nu'daUon), a large medal, a medallion, look-
et, etc., < inMaUle, a medal: see meddl.1 1. A
medal of large size. Some Greek coins of unusually
large module are popularly, though incorrectly, so called

:

as, the Syracnsan »u»ia<{t<m<. The pieces called by numis-

Obveree. Reverse.

MedalltoD of Maximus I. (Size or the original.^

matists the 7^otmx» medtdlim\s are generally struck in cop-
per, though sometimes in the precious metals, and bear a
sreneral resemblance to the sestertii or large bronze coins
of the earlier Roman emperors ; but they are often of finer

'workmanship than the coins, and are not inscribed with
the letters S. C. (for ieaatm contuUo). These medallions
(the ancient name of which is notknown)did not circulate
as money, hut were given by the emperors as presents to
state officials and others. Their types are of a more or less
commemorative character.

Medalliom Iwere]. ... in respect of the other coins,

. . . the same as modem medals in respect of modem
money. They were exempted from all commerce, and
had no other value but what was set upon them hy Uie
fancy of the owner. They are supposed to have been
struck by emperors for presents to their friends, foreign
princes, or ambassadors. .Addison, Ancient Medals, iii.

2. Anything resemblingtheclassiealmedallion.
<a) A circular or oval disk decorated with figures, as a
pOTtrait with legends, and cast in metaL Medallions of
this sort were common at the epoch of the Kenaissance,
and are among the most interesting specimens of the
sculptures of that time. (6) In orcA., a tablet, circnlar,

oval, square, or of any other form, bearing on it objects
represented in relief, as flgnres, heads, animal^ flowers,

etc., and applied to an exterior or Interior wall, a frieze,

or other architectural member; a cartouche, (e) A mem-
ber in a decorative design resembling a panel ; a space re-

served for some special work of art, as a landscape, a
portndt, etc.. or merely filled with ornamentation different

from the surface around it: as, a medallion in a carpet, on
a painted vase^ etc

medallion-carpet (me-^al'yon-kiir'pet), n. A
carpet woven in one piece, with a large central
figure, surrounded by a plainer surface, and
usually a border.

medalUoned (me-dal'yond), a. [< medallum +
-ed2.] Ornamented witii a medallion or me-
dallions.

medallion-pattern (mf-dal'yon-pat'&m), n.

Tti decorative art, a design for the ornamenta-
tion of a surface of which a medallion or medal-
lions form an important part.

medallist, ». See medalist.

medallurgy (med'al-6r-ji), H. [< medal + Gr.
*ipyta>, work. Cf . metaUargy.'] The art of de-
signing and stnMng medals. [Obsolescent.]

medal-mad^ine (med'al-ma-shen'), n. A ma-
chine for copying medals and similar works in

relief or in intaglio, on a soale lai^er or smaller
than the originals. It is an adaptation of the
carving-machine.
medal-play (med'al-pla), ». In golf, play In
which the score is reckoned by counting the
total number of strokes taken to complete the
game.
medal-tankard (med'al-tang'kard), n. Same
as niedal-eup.

meddle (med'l), v.; pret. and pp. meddled, ppr.
meddliiiij. [Early mod. E. also medle; < ME.
medleii, nwdficH, < OF. medler, mesler, assimi-
lated meitcr, meller, F. m^ler=Pr. messlar= Sp.
(Hf.-<'7ar= Pg. mescUir=It. miscliiare, mescolare,

mix, < ML. as if "mificulare, < L. miscere, mix:
see mix^. Cf. wfffi. medle)/, intermeddle, etc.]

I.t tratig. To mix; mingle.

Wordly [worldly] aelynesse.

Which clerkes caUen fals felicitee,

I'medlcd is nith many a bitternesse.
Chaucer, Troilus, iii 815.

Six sexter with a pounde
Of houev meddel tliai, and save it sounde.

'PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. US.

A medled estate of the orders of the Gospel and the

ceremonies of popery is not the best way to banisli popery.

Quoted in Hooter's Eccles. Polity, iv. S.

He tok his seurd in hand, the croyce let he falle.

And medeUd him in the pres, amona the barons alle.

Jiob. qf Branny, p. 18.

3681

n. intratis. If. To be mixed or mingled ; mix.
More to know

Did never meddU with my Qioughts,
Shot., Tempest, L 2. 23.

2t. To mingle in association or interest; con-
cern one's self; take part; deal: generally re-
quiring with in construction.

Whan these iiij kynges saugh that these were a-monge
hem medeliage, thei departed her peple in tweyne, and
lefte viijini fighting stille. Uerlin (E. E. T. S.), il. 207.

Study to be quiet, and to meddle wiVi your own busi-
ness. Tyndale, 1 Thes. iv. 11.

Meddle not mth them that are given to change.
Prov. xxiv. 21.

The shoemaker should meddle %nth his yard, and the
tailor with his last. Shak., K. and J., L 2. 40.

3. To interfere or take part inappropriately,
improperly, or impertinently; concern or busy
one's self with or about something without
necessity or warrant; act in a matter with
which one has no business: used absolutely,
or followed by in or witli.

Why shouldest thou meddle to thy hurt! 2 Ki. xiv. 10.

In those days nobody meddled witli concerns above his
comprehension. Irving, Ejiickerbocker, p. 163.

Miss Alethen was a lady of excellent sense, and did not
meddle idOi him any more.

J. E. Cooke, Virginia Comedians, I. xxx.

Tome<idleormake,tohavetodo; take part; interfere.

[CoUoq.]

For such kind of men, the less you meddle or make with
them, why, the more is for your honest?.

Shak., Much Ado, ilL 3. 55.

meddler (med'lfer), n. One who meddles ; one
who interferes or busies himself with things in
which he has no personal or proper concern ; an
officious person; a busybody.
Do not drive away such as bring thee information as med-

dlers, but accept of them in good part.
Bacon, Of Great Place.

Layer-overs for meddlers. See layer^over.

meddlesome (med'l-snm), a. [< meddle +
soiiie.^ Given to meddling ; apt to interpose in
the affairs of others ; incUued to be ofioiously
intrusive.

Honour, that meddlesome, officious HI,

Pursues thee e'en to death. Bkdr, The Grave.

meddlesomeness (med'1-sum-nes), n. Officious

interference in or with the affairs of others.

I shall propound some general rules according to which
such medcUesomeness is commonly blameable.

Barrovf, Sermons, 1. xxi.

meddling! (med'ling), n. [< ME. medlyng,
meddelynge; verbal n. of meddle, ».] 1. The
act or habit of interfering in matters not of

one's proper concern.

Most of the vices of Frederic's administration resolve
themselves into one vic^ the spirit of med^Jxng.

Maatulay, Frederic the Great.

2t. Contention in battle ; fighting.

Whan Agravayn hadde the horse, he lepte vp as soone
as he myght, and than be-gan themeddtiynge amongehem
full crewell and fell. MerKn (E. E. T. S.X il. 199.

meddling^ (med'ling), p. a. Officious ; unwar-
rantably busy or officiously interposing in other

men's affairs : as, a meddling neighbor.

A medling man is one that has nothing to do with his

businesse, and yet no man busier than hee, and his busi-

nesse is most in his &ce.
£p. Earie, Micro-cosmographie, A Medling Man.

meddlingly (med'ling-li), adv. In a meddling
manner; officiously.

mede^t, mede^t, ». Middle English forms of

mead^ and meed.

Mede3 (med), n. [=
F. Mede, < L. Medus,
pi. Medi, < Gr. Mr/dor,

usually in pi. M^doi,

the Medes, = Heb.
Mddhai, the Medes,
Media, Mddhi, a
Mede, < OPers. and
Zend Jf(i<f(i, aMede.]
A native or an in-

habitant of Media,
an ancient kingdom
of Asia, south of the
Caspian Sea, and
later a part of the
Persian empire.

The thing is true, ac-

cording to the law of
the Medes and Persian^
which altereth not

Dan. vi. 1-2.

medefolt, a. A Mid-
dle English form of

meedful.

Medeola (mf-de'o-
IS), H. [XL. (Lin- flower; J.'fniit.

FIowerii« Plant of Indian Cucum-
ber.root {Mednla Virffinica). a.

median

nsBus, 1737), < L. Medea, Media, < Gr. Wiiem,
Medea, famed as a sorceress.] A genus of
liUaeeous plants of the tribe Medeolew. it is

characterizea by a whorl of leaves at the middle of the
stem, and by the flowers being in a terminal umbel, sur-

rounded by three involucrate leaves. There is but a sin-

gle species, if. rirffinica, the Indian cucumber-root, which
is common in damp, rich woods in ^orth America. See
cucumber-root,

Medeoleae (me-df-o'le-e), n. pi. [NL. (Bentham
and Hooker, 1883), < Mcdcola + -fff.] A tribe
of plants of the natural order i!?iV7(err. Itischar-
acterlzed by a bulbless stem (the few leaves radical, or
whorled on the stem), terminal solitary or umbelled flow-
ers, extrorse anthers, and an indehiscent fleshy fruit. It
contains 5 genera and about 25 species, natives of North
America and the northern and temperate pai'ts of Europe
and Asia.

medial (me'di-a,), n. [L., fem. of mediits, mid-
dle: see medium.'] In anat., the middle tunic
of an artery or alymphatic vessel. Leidy, Anat.
(1889).

media^, n. Plural of tnedium.

mediacy(me'di-a-si), H. [< "i^rfiaC*) + -02/-] 1.

The state of being mediate ; the state or fact of
being a medium or mean cause.— 2. Mediation.
Were there in these syllogisms no occult conversion of

an undeclared consequent, no mediaey from the antece-
dent, they could not in their ostensible conclusion reverse
the quantities of Breadth and Depth. Sir W. Hamilton.

mediad(me'di-ad), (J(fr. l<.
medial + -ad^.] In

anat. and eool. , to or toward the meson or mid-
dle line or plane in situation or direction; me-
siad.

Almost all the Lamellibranchiata have two pairs of these
giUs on either side : an inner pair,which are placed mediad,
and an outer pair at the sides of these.

Oegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 336.

medise'val, medisvalism, etc. See medieval, etc.

medial (me'di-al), a. and n. [< LL. medialis,

of themiddle, <li.»te(it«s, middle: seemedium.']

1. o. 1 . Pertaining to the middle ; situated or
existing between two extremities or extremes

;

intermediate in situation, rank, or degree : as,

the medial letters of a word ; a medial mark on
an insect's wing.
The inherent use of all inedial knowledges, all tmtha^

cognitions, books, appearings, and teachings, is that they
bring us in to know God by an immediate knowledge.

BushneU, Sermons on Living Subjects, p. 123.

Among the Dipnoi, Protopterus retains the medial row
of rays only, which have the form of fine rods of cartilage.

Oegenbaur, Comp, Anat. (trans.), p. 477.

2. Mean; pertaining to amean or average.—3.
In modern spiritualism, pertaining to a medi-
um or to mediumship ; mediumistic : as, medial
faculties; media? phenomena.—4. In ^o^7. and
anat., same as median^ and mesal.— 5. In hot.,

same as medtanl.—Alligation medial See aCUga.
tton.—Uedial cadence! W In Gregorian music, a ca-

dence closing with the chord of the mediant of any mode.
(b) In modem music, a cadence, final or not, in which the
next to the last chord is inverted ; an inverted cadence.

—

Medial cells, basal cells of an insect's wing, between the
subcostal, median, and submedian veins, distingnished
in Ulc Hymenoptera. Also called median and brachial

cells.— Medial consonances, in miuic, a term used by
Helmholtz for the major third and major sixth, as distin-

guished from the minor third and minor sixth.^ Medial
eyes, eyes equally distant from the base of the head and
the apex or end of the labrum.— Medial line, a line whose
lengm is a mean proportional between those of two other
lines.— Medial moraine, stress, etc See the nouns.

n. n. In Gr. gram., one of the mutes p, y, 6,

as if intermediate in sound between the surd
mutes !r, K, T and the aspirates <i>, x, B. The term
medial (Latiti media) translates the technical Greek ii.i<roi>,

sc a^aivov, middle mute.

medially (me'di-al-i), adv. In or along the mid-
dle; as regards fche middle; midway: as, me-
dially situated.

medialuna (me'di-a-lii'na), n. A pimelepte-
roid fish of the Pacific coast, Cmnosoma cali-

fomica. it has an ovate form, vertical fins not falcate,

color blackish above with bluish and lighter tints below, the
flns blackish. It is about one foot long, is common along
the coast from Point Conception in Cajifomia southward,
and is an esteemed food-fish.

median^ (me'di-an), a. [= F. median = Sp. Pg.
It. mediano, < 'h.niedianus, that is in the middle,

< medi IIS, middle: see medium. Cf. mean^ and
mi::!:en, ult. doublets of mediaiiK'i Pertaining to

.or situated in the middle ; specifically, in anat.

and zooL, intermediate as dividing the body
by a longitudinal and vertical plane ; medial

;

mesal : as, the linea alba is the median line of the

abdomen ; in hot., situatedin or along, orbelong-

ing to, the middle of a structure having a right

side and a left. See below—Medianar^ in en-

torn., a large space occupying the center of the wing, from
base to end, lying between the median and submedian or

internal veins. In Orthoptera it is often marked by a
different structure from the rest of the whig.—Median
artery, a branch, usually of the anterior interosseous, ac-

companying the median nerve. It is sometimes of large

size, and may arise from the ulnar or the brachial—Me-
dian basilic vein. See&ostiic.—Median cells. Same



median
as inedidl cells. See medial.—Median cephaJlc vein,
the Tein oJ the arm which connects the median and the
cephalic vein. Also called medieephatic vein. It is one
of thereins commonlyselected for venesection.—Median
coverts, in omith. , those coverts of the secondaries which
intervene between the greater and lesser coverts. See cut
under covert.—Median foveola. See /oseoiu.—Median
line, a line passing or supposed to pass exactly through
the middle of something specified. Speoiflcally— (o) In
arutt., the periphery of the median plane ; the dorsimeson
or ventrimeson, or both of these, dividing the surface of
the body into equal right and left halves ; also, any line
which lies in the meson or median plane. (6) In erystal.j
same as mean line and bisectrix. See bisectrix, 1. (c) In
dimatoloj/y, the average central course of a trade-wind.

The mean position of the median line lies at least six or
seven degrees north of the equator.

Croll, Climate and Time, p. 231.

Median nerve, (a) The principal nerve of the front of
the arm, situated between the musculocutaneous and the
ulnar, arising from the upper and lower cords of the bra-
chial plexus by two heads which embrace the axillary ar-
tery, and prolonged to the hand. (6) In bot., a nerve trav-
ersing the middle of a leaf or leaf-like expansion.—Me-
dian plane, (a) in aruU. and mol., an imaginary vertical
plane supposed to divide the body longitudinally into two
equal parts, right and left ; the meson. (6) In bot., of a
flower or other lateral structure of a plant, a vertical
plane which bisects the anterior and posterior sides, and
which, if prolonged, would pass through the center of the
parent axis. Qoebel. Also called anferoposfmor^Zane.

—

Median Sliade, inentoin., amore or less distinct shaded
hand or mark running transversely across the middle of
the anterior wing,found in most noctuidmoths.—Median
stress. See stress.-Median vein, (a) in anat., the
middle superficial vein of the front of the forearm, di-
viding at or near the bend of the elbow into the median
basilic and median cephalic. The former of these soon
joins one of the brachial veins which accompany the bra-

Median and other Veins of Arm.
I, tendon of biceps; 2, bracliial artery ; 3, bicipital fascia ; 4, inter-

nal cutaneous nerves ; 5, external cutaneous nerves ; m,inedianvein;
f»d, median basilic ; »rf, median cephalic ; ^.basilic; ^.cephalic; r,

radial; aM.^w, anterior and posterior ulnar veins. Severalunnamed
veins are also shown. All tnese veins are superficial to df, df, the
general deep fascia ofthe parts; f»d or wrf is usually selected for vene-
section.

chial artery ; the latter soon unites with the radial to form
the cephalic, which continues superficial up the arm to
join the axillary or subclavian. (6) In enitym., the third
main longitudinal vein or rib of an Insect's wing, count-
ing from the anterior border.—Median wall, In archego-
niate plante, a wall in a plane at right angles to the basal
wall, dividing the pro-embryo into lateral halves. Qoebel.—Median zone. See zone.

Median^ (me'di-an), a. and n. [< L. Media,
< Grr. M.?iSia, Media, < M^Sot, the Medes: see
Mede^."] I, a. Of or pertaining to Media, an
ancient kingdom of Asia. Also Medic.

Ev'ry day did change attire,

In costly Median silk.

Queen Eleanor's Fall (Child's Ballads, VII. 297).

II. n. Same as Mede^. [Bare.]

medianimic (me"di-a-nlm'ik), a. Same as me-
diumistic.

inedianly (me'di-an-li), adv. [< median + -ly^.l

In or along the middle.

The laryngeal sac opens medianly into the front of the
larynx. Encyc. Brit., II. 161.

mediant (me'di-ant), n. [< It. mediante, < LL.
median( t-)s,ppr. ofmediare, divide in themiddle

:

see mediate.^ 1. In Gregorian mime, one of the
principal tones of a mode, situated as nearly
as possible midway between the dominant and
the final, and ranking next in importance to

them. It may be used as the first tone of any phrase of
a plain-song melody except the first and the last. The
mediants of the several modes are : I., F ; II., E ; III., G-;

IV., G; v., A; VI., D; Vn., C; Vni.,F; IX., C; X, B;
XI., D; xn., D; XIII., B; XIV., A.
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2. In modern miisic, the third tone of the scale.
The scale is major or minor according as the
mediant is a major or a minor third at ove the
key-note.

median-ventral (me"di-an-ven'tral), a. Same
as medioventral. Huxley'and Martin.
mediastina, n. Plural of mediastinum.
mediastinal (me-di-as'ti-nal), a. [< mediasti-
num + -a?.] Of or pertaining to a mediastinum
or middle septum or partition, particularly that
of the thorax.

mediastinet (me-di-as'tin), n. [< NL. medias-
tinum, q. v.] Same as mediastinum.

mediastinitis (me-di-as-ti-ni'tis), n. [< medi-
astinum -i- -ife.] Inflammation of the proper
tissue of the mediastinum,
mediastinum (me"di-as-ti'num), ».; pi. me-
diastina (-na). [Nil., neut. of L. mediastinus,
lit. being in the middle or midst (used only in
the sense of 'a helper, assistant'), < medius,
middle : see mediuvi.J In anat., a median sep-
tum or partition between two parts of an or-
gan, orbetween two paired cavities of the body

;

especially, the membranous partition separat-
ing the right and left thoracic cavities, form-
ed of the two inner pleural walls. Since in man
these pleural folds do not meet, the term mediastlnmn is

extended to the space between them.—Anterior medi-
astinum, the space between the sternum and the peri-
cardium, containing the triangularis stenii muscle, parts
of other muscles, areolar tissue, lymphatic glands, etc.

—

Mediastlnmn testis, the septum of the testicle, or corpus
Highmorianum, an incomplete vertical partition formed
by an infolding of the tunica albuginea.— Middle medi-
astlnum, nearly the same as the pericardiac cavity, con-
taining the heart, ascending aorta, pulmonary ajrtery, and
superior cava, which are within the pericardium, and the
phrenic nerves, roots of the lungs, and lymphatic glands.—
Posterior mediastinum, the space between the spine
and the pericardium, containing the descending aorta, azy-
gous veins, thoracic duct, esophagus, and pneumogastric
and splanchnic nerves.—Superior mediastinum, the
space corresponding to the upper part of the sternum, ex-
tending from the manubrium in front to the spine behind.
It contains the trachea, esophagus, thoracic duct, the arch
of the aorta and the origin of the large arteries, the large
veins, phrenic and pneumogastric nerves, thymus gland,
etc.

mediate (me'di-at), v.
;
pret. and pp. mediated,

ppr. mediating. [< LL. mediatus, pp. of medi-
are, divide in the middle (ML. also be in the
middle, be or come between, mediate), < me-
ditts, middle: see medium."] I. intrans. 1. To
occupy an intermediate place or position ; be
interposed ; have the position of a mean.
By being crowded they exclude all other bodies that be-

fore Tnediated between the parts of their body.
Sir K. IHgby.

Evernia vulpina must be admitted to mediate, as well in
general habit as in an important detail of thalline struc-
ture, between the other northern species and Usnea.

E. Tuckerman, Genera Liohenum, p. (11).

2. To have the function of a mean or means

;

effect a connection between other things, or a
transition from one to the other.

Lotze, BO to speak, turns the flank of the sceptical doc-
trine, by insisting that, after all, knowledge can be nothing
but a mediatiTig process. Mind, X. 110.

Prof. Jebb has, it is true, not augmented the number of
previous theories as to the origin of the Iliad by any the-
ory distinctly original; yet he has opened up a msdiatinff
view, which is of interest and may commend itself to
many. Amer. Jour. Philol., VIII. 476.

3. To intervene for the purpose of reconcilia-
tion ; act as an intermediary for the settlement
of a disagreement or discord; intercede.

What man is able to mediate, and stand in the gap, be-
tween God and man ? Donne, Sermons, L

Bacon attempted to mediate between his friend and the
Queen. Macaulay, Lord Bacon.

4t. To take an intermediate stand ; act moder-
ately ; avoid extremes.

The law doth sometimes mediate, thinks it good
Not ever to steep violent sins in blood.

Webster, White Devil, i. 1.

5. In spiritualism, specifically, to act as a me-
dium. = Syn. 1. See interposition.

II. trans. 1. To effect by intervention, in-
terposition, or any intermediary action.

Employed to mediate
A present marriage, to be had between
Him and the sister of the young French queen.

Daniel, Civil Wars, viii.

It.is singular that the last act of his political life should
have been to mediate a peace between the dominions of
two monarchs who had united to strip him of his own.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 13.

2. To effect a relation between or a transition
from, as between two things, or from one thing
to another ; bring into relation by some inter-
vening means or process.

What we have is always a positive mediated by a nega-
tive ; and if we could absolutely sever either from the
other, we should come in both cases to the same result.

E. Caird, Hegel, p. 215.

mediation

3. To harmonize; reconcile; settle, as a dis-

pute, by intervention.
No friends

Could mediate their discords.

MiddXetmt, Spanish Gypsy, it 2.

4t. To further by interceding, or by acting as
a mediator. [Kare.]

Eemember me by this ; and in your prayers.

When your strong heart melts, mediate my poor fortunes.
Fletcher, Pilgrim, i. 2.

5. To divide into two equal or approximately
equal parts.

They styled a double step, the space from the elevation

of one foot to the same foot set down again, mediated by
a step of the other foot, a pace, equal to Ave feet. Holder.

mediate (me'di-at), a. [< LL. mediatus, pp. : see
the verb. Ct. irnmediate, intermediate.'] 1. Sit-

uated between two extremes ; lying in the mid-
dle; intermediate; intervening.

Anxious we hover in a medixtte state.

Betwixt infinity and nothing.
Prior, Solomon, iii,

2. Acting as a means or medium; not direct

orimmediate in operation ; not final or ultimate

.

It is certain that the immediate cause of death is the
resolution or extinguishment of the spirits ; and that the
destruction or corruption of the organs is but the mediate
cause. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 399.

3. Effected by or due to the intervention of a
mean or medium ; derived from or dependent
upon some intervening thing or act; not pri-

mary, direct, or independent.

We may, accordingly, doubt the reality of any object of
mediate knowledge, without denying the reality of the im-
mediate knowledge on which the mediate knowledge rests.

Sir W. Hamilton, Metaphysics, ix.

As a lecturer he [Christison] was . . . perfect, full of
immediate knowledge as distinguished from mediate.

Dr. J. Brown, Spare Hours, 3d ser., p. 302.

Mediate a|;glutination. See agglutination.— Mediate
auscultation or percussion, in pathd. See auseulUMan.
— Mediate certainty, certainty founded on inference or
reasoning : opposed to i7n/mediate or intuiUve certainty.

—Mediate contraries. See contmry.— Mediate evi-
dence, or mediate testimony, in law, a phrase not hav-
ing any technical meaning, but used by theoretic writers
to indicate (a) evidence or testimony which does not go
directly to demonstrate the fact sought to be proved, but to
establish some intermediate fact from which an inference
or further evidence may deduce that sought to be proved

;

and (6) secondary evidence as distinguished from primary.
—Mediate good, something useful or good as aiding to
the attainment of an ultimate good.— Mediate Imputa-
tion. See imputation.—Mediate Inference, an infer-

ence from two or more premises.— Mediate knowledge,
representative knowledge; the knowledge of something
through something else wliich is immediately perceived.
—Mediate mode. See immediate mode, under rrwdeU
—Mediate object, anything which is an object through
something else which is the immediate object.

The sensible qualities are the immediate objects of the
senses; a substance invested with those qualities the me-
diate. Burgersdidus, tr. by a Gentleman.

Kemote mediate mark. See mark^.
mediately (me'di-at-li), adv. In a mediate man-
ner ; by the intervention of a mean or medium

;

indirectly ; by mediation.
She hath a superior above her, by whom she ought to

be ruled and ordered ; for she is not immediately under
God, but mediately. Latimer, Sermon bef. Edw. VL, 1660.

If the king granted a manor to A., and he granted apor-
tion of the land to B., . . . B. held his lands immediately
of A., but mediately of the king. Blaekstone, Com., II. v.

mediateness (me'di-at-nes), n. The state of
being mediate, in any sense of that word.
mediation (me-di-a'shon), n. [< ME. media-
don, mediacioun, < OF."mediation, F.m^diaUon
= Sp. mediacion = Pg. mediacao = It. mediae-
zione, < ML. *mediatio{nr-), < LL. mediare, divide
in the middle, ML. also mediate : see mediate.^
1. The act of mediating; intervention; inter-
position.

But by mediation of the lordes it was agreed that Rob-
ert shulde haue euery yere durynge his life iii M. markes.

Rob. ofBrunne, p. 102, note.

It being the undeniable prerogative of the first cause
thatwhatsoever it does by the medifUion of second causes
it can do immediately by itself without them.

South, Works, IV. xi.

2. Agency between parties with a view to rec-
oncile them or to effect some arrangement be-
tween them ; entreaty for another ; intercession.

And noble offices thou mayst effect
Of mediation, after I am dead.
Between his greatness and thy other brethren.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., Iv. 4. 25.

By Mediation of Cardinals sent by the Pope, a Truce for
two Years Is concluded between the two Kingdoms of
England and France. Baker, Chronicles, p. 124.

It is the Christian's unspeakable privilege, and his alone,
that he has at all times free access to the throne of grace
through the mediation of his Lord and Saviour.

J. H. Nevrman, Parochial Sermons, i. 246.

3. The state of being mediate, or of serving
as a medium or means; intermediate relation;
a coming between.— 4t. Means; aid; help.



mediation
By mediation of this litel tretU I purpose to teche the

a certein nombre of conclusions.
Chaucer, Proi. to Astrolabe.

5. In mime ; (a) In Gregorian music, that part
of a melody which lies between the intonation
and the ending— that is, the main part of the
melody. The various "tones" or melodies properly
have but one mediation, which usually appears under
three forma, according to the nature of the text to which
the melody Is sung. (6) In an Anglican chant, the
rhythmical conclusion of the first half—that
is, the two measures after the first reciting-
note, ending frequently in a half-close ; the first

cadence. =Syn. 1 and 2. Interference, InlerrxttUan, etc.
See irUerpositwn.

mediative (me'di-a-tiv), a. [< mediate + -ice.]

Having a mediating function; acting as a
mean, medium, or mediator; mediatorial.

This commeroe of sincerest virtue needs
!No mediatiw signs of selfishness.

SheOey, Queen Mab, v.

mediatization (me'di-a-ti-za'shon), n. [< me-
diatize + -ation.'] The act of mediatizing, or
the state of being mediatized. See Tnediatize.

mediatize (me'di-a-tiz), v. t. ; pret. and pp. me-
diaiieed, ppr. mediatizing. [< mediate + -ize.']

1. To make mediate ; reduce from an immedi-
ate or direct to a mediate or indirect relation
through the interposition of a secondary su-
perior or controlling agency. Applied speclflcally
to the process of converting one of the minor German
states or priucely families of the old empire from the semi-
independent condition of having a direct share in the im-
perial government and responsibility to it, to that of sub-
ordination to an intervening power, by being annexed to
it while retaining all local possessory and governmental
rights. By this process, especially under the Westphalian
treaties of 164S, and the changes leading to the dissolution
of the old empire and the formation of the Confederation
of the lUune In 1806, the number of mediatized states and
princely families became very large.

The same peace [that of Lun^ville] declai*ed that all

the secular princes who had lost territory by this cession
were to be indemnified by the Empire. This was done at
Regensburg in 1803. The indemnfiying material was ob-
tained by mediatizing all the free cities but six, and all

the spiritual estates but two. Lowe, Bismarck, Int., p. vL

"Your Highness,"! said (it is a title appertaining to
him as sprung from a m6diali3ed family).

Harper's Hag., LXXVm. 866.

2. To mediate. [Eare.]

A creed of reconciliation which attempts to mediatize
between two opposite parties. Unitarian Rev., Aug., 1885.

mediator (me'di-a-tor), n. [= F. mediateur =
Pr. mediator= Sp. Pg. mediador= It. mediatore,
< LL. mediator, < mediare, mediate: see medi-
ote.] 1. Onewho mediates; one who interposes
betweenparties ; especially, onewho interposes
for the purpose of effecting reconciliation.

In tills Distraction of Christendom, many Princes, the
Kings of Spain, Denmark, and Hungary, became Media-
tors for a Peace between the two Kings of England and
France. Baker, Chronicles, p. 187.

Charles came back, not as a mediator between bis peo-
ple and a victorious enemy, bnt as a mediator between in-

ternal factions. Macauiay, Sir J. Mackintosh.

2. A go-between ; an agent.

By which mediatours or which messagers.
duaicer. Parson's Tale.

The Mediator, a title of Jesus Christ, given with refer-

ence to his agency in reconciling God and men.

For there is one God, and one mediator between God
and men, the man Christ Jeans. 1 Tim. ii. 5.

= ^^L Intercessor, interceder, propitiator.

mediat(mal (me'di-a-to'ri-al), a. [< mediatory
+ -a?.] Of or pertaiidng to a mediator ; having
or pertaining to the functions of a mediator.

Bis madiaiorial character and office was meant to be
represented as a perpetual character and office.

Paley, Sermons, xxiL

mediatorially (me'di-a-to'ri-al-i), adv. In the
manner of a mediator ;' as a liiediator.

mediatorsMp (me'di-a-tgr-ship), n. [< media-
tor + ship.'] The ofScej'position, or function
of a mediator.

The infinitely perfect TnediatorsMp and intercession of
Christ. South, Works, VI. L

mediatory (me'di-a-to-ri), a. [< LL. *media-

torius, intermediate (cf. mediator, mediator),

< mediare, mediate: see mediate.] Pertaining

to mediation ; mediatorial.

The mediatory ofiice wliich he was to be intrusted with.
Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress ii

mediatress (me'di-a-tres), «. [< mediator +
-ess. Cf. mediatrix.] Same as mediatrix.

Why didst thou noti gentle mother-queen

!

As judge and mediatress stand between?
Lewis, tr. of Statins, vii.

mediatrix (me-di-a'triks), ». [< LL. media-

trix, fern, of mediator, a mediator : see m^ia-
tor.] A female mediator.
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The good countess spoke somewhat of your desire of

lett«rs ; but I am afraid she is not a proper mediatrix to
those persons ; but I counsel in the dark.

Donne, Letters, xxvL

medibasilic (me'di-ba-sU'ik), a. [< medi{an)
+ basilic.] Connecting the median and the
basilic vein of the arm : specifically said of the
median basilic vein. Coues, 1887.
medicl (med'ik), a. and n. [= OF. medique =
Sp. medico = Pg. It. medico, < L. medicxis, of or
belonging to healing, curative, medical; as a
noun, medicus, m., a physician, doctor, surgeon,
LL. medica, f., a female physician, midwife ; <
mederi, heal, = Zend madji, treat medically.
Hence medical, medicine, remedy.] I. a. Same
as medical. [Rare.]

Should untun'd Nature crave the medick art.
What health can that contentious tribe impart?

Pov\fret, Poems.

II. «. A physician or doctor; a medical stu-
dent. [CoUoq.]
Medic is the legitimate paronym of medicus, but is com-

. monly regarded as slang.
B. G. Wilder, Jour. Nervous Diseases (1885X xii.

Medic2 (me'dik), a. [< L. Medicus, < Gv. M^di-
k6c, pertaining to the Medes, < M^to, Medes

:

see Mede^.] Same as Median^.
The Medic language is not the same as the Akkadian.

Jour. ArOhrop. InsL, XIX. 31.

medicS, medick^ (me'dik), «. [< JIE. medile, <
OF. medique, < L. medica, < Gr. iiri&utii, sc. K6a,
' Median grass,' a kind of clover, fem. of M^ducdf,
of the Medes or of Media : see Medic^.] A kind
of clover, Medicago satira; Burgundy clover;
lucerne. The black medic, or nonesuch, is M. lupulina.
Its pods are black when npe. The spotted medic is M.
maculata, whose leaflets bear a purple spot. Purple me-
dic is a name sometimes used for lucerne.

At Auerel Medike is forto sowe.
PaOaditus, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 140.

medicable (med'i-ka-bl), a. [= OF. medicable,
medecable = Sp. medicable = It. medicabile, < L.
medieabilis, that can be healed, < medicari,

heal, cure: see medicate.] Capable of medica-
tion ; that may be cured or healed.

Songs of victory and praise.

For them who bravely stood unhurt^ or bled
With medicable wounds. Wordsworth, Ode, 1S15.

Medicago (med-i-ka'go), ». [NL. (Toumefort,
1700), < L. medica, medic, + term, -ago, as in
tussilago, etc.] A genus of plants of the natu-
ral order Leguminosie and the tribe Trifoliece;

the clovers. It is characterized by an obtuse keel
and a scythe-shaped legume which is more or less spi-

r^y curved or twisted. There are about 40 species, na-
tives of Europe, Asia, and Africa, but now naturalized
in other parts of the world. They are herbs, or rarely
shrubs, with pinnately trifoliate leaves and adnate stip-

ules, and usually small papilionaceous floweis, which
are yellow, rarely purple, and grow in axillary racemes
or heads, or sometimes almost solitary. The common
name of plants of the genus is media, sometimes snait-iio-

ver. M. sativa, with purple flowers, is an important fodder-
plant, cultiv&ted under the names of affalfa and lucerne
(which see). M. lupulina, the black medic or nonesuch,
closely resembles the hop-clovers, and also shares their

name, bnt is distinguished by its black pods. It is of some
agricultural value when growing with other herbage. M.
maculata, the spotted medic (heart-cloverX has a peculiar,

spii'ally coiled prickly pod. These species are all natural-

ized in the United S^tes. M. arborea is a shrubby spe-

cies (tree-medic, moon-trefoil) of southern Europe, said
to promote the secretion of milk. M. scuteUata of the
Mediterranean region is also a good forage-plant, resists

ing drought weU. M. falcata is the yellow or sickle-

podded medic.

medical (med'i-kal), a. and n. [< F. medical =
Sp. Pg. medical, < ML. medicalis, pertaining to a
physician or to medicine, < L. medicus, of heal-

ing; as a noun, a physician: see medic^.] I. a.

1. Pertaining or relating to the profession or
practice of medicine ; engaged in or connected
with the study or treatment of disease : as, the
medical profession; a medical man, book, or
college; medical serviees; medical seienee.—2.

Curative ; medicinal ; therapeutic : as, the medi-
cal properties of a plant ; the medical effects of
bathing.
Abbreviated med.

MedicaJdepartment,geograpIi7,etc. See the nouns.—
Medical director, a medical otacer of the highest grade
in the United States navy, having the relative rank of caj>-

tain.—Medical fingert. (L. digitus medicus or medici-

nalis. ] The third finger : so called because that finger was
supposed to have a nerve connecting it with the hearty

and therefore to be medically important

At last he, with a low courtesy, put on her medical fin-
ger a pretty handsome golden ring.

Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, iiL 17. (Davies.)

Medical Inspector, a medical officer of the second grade
in the United States navy, having the relative rank of com-
mander.— MetUcal juiisprudence, forensic medicine.
See forensic.

Medical jurisprudence.— or, as it is sometimes called.

Forensic, Legal, or State Medicine—maybe defined to be

Medicean
that science which teaches the application of every branch
of medical knowledge to the purposes of the law.

A. S. Taylor, Med. Jurisprudence, p. 1.

Medical man, a medical practitioner; a physician or
surgeon ; sometimes, in England, one who has the medi-
cal charge of a patient or a family, who may be a licensed
apothecary, as distinguished from a physician or doctor.

Hessengers went oft' for her physician and medical man.
They came, consulted, prescribe, vanished.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xiv.

H. H. 1 . A student or a practitioner of medi-
cine. [CoUoq.]
The London medicals were quite as popular as the Edin-

burgh students. Lajuxt, No. 3437, p. 96.

2. A smallbottle or vial made fi'om glass tubing.
The vial-maker cuts the tubes into lengths suitable to
make two vials, and on each end of the piece, with the aid
of a blowpipe, forms a neck. He then heats the middle
of the tube, parts it centrally, and closes the openings at
the separated ends, shaping tbem properly for the bottoms.

medically (med'i-kal-i), adv. In a medical
manner ; for medical purposes ; with reference
to medicine or medical seienee.

medicament (med'i-ka-ment), «. [= F. me-
dicaments Sp. Pg. It. medicamento, < L. medica-
mentum, a remedy, medicine, drug, < medicari,
heal: Bee tnedicate.] 1. A healing substance;
anything used as a curative; a medicine or
remedy; now, more especially, a healing sub-
stance applied externally.

Not with any medicament of a contrary temper, as the
Galenistes vse to cure coniraria conirarijs, but as the
Paracelsians, who cure simHia simHibus, making one do-
lour to expell another.

PuUenham,, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 39.

I sent more chirurgeons, linen, medicaments, &c, to the
severall ports in my district Svelyn, Diary, June 7, 1666.

The lump of sugarwhich potliicars put into their whole-
some but bitter medicaments to please a froward child.

Scott, Abbot, xxii.

2. Medicinal effect; curative power; the prop-
erty of healing or remedying disease or disor-
der.
The stricken soldier was gathering strength and vital-

ity by the unconscious medicament of the soft sunshine
and balmy breezes. Tourgee, A Fool's Errand, p. 98.

medicamental (med'i-ka-men'tal), a. [< med-
icament + -al.] Eelating or pertaining to
medicaments ; having the character of a medi-
cament,
medicamentally (med'i-ka-men'tal-i), adv. In
a medicinal way ; as a medicament.
The fish [codling] is not a young cod, . . . being more

wholesome medicamentaUy, but not so toothsome.X and Q., 6th ser., IX 210.

medicamentous (med'i-ka-men'tus), a. [<
medicament -h -ous.] Pertaining to or produced
by drugs. Med. Xews, LIU. 414.

medicaster (med'i-kas-ter), n. [= It. medicas-
tro, < L. inedicus, a physician, + dim. -aster.] A
pretender to medical knowledge or skUl; an
ignorant doctor.

Many medicasters, pretenders to physick, buy the degree
of doctor abroad.
Whiaock, Manners of the English (1654), p. 107. (Latham.')

medicate (med'i-kat), V. t.; pret. and pp. medi-
cated, ppr. medicating. [< L. medicatus, pp. of
medicari (> It. medicare= Sp. Pg. medicar= OF.
medier), heal, cure, < medicus, a physician, sur-
geon: see medicT-.] 1. To make medicinal;
tincture or imbue with a remedial substance
or principle.

To this may be ascribed the great effects of medicated
waters. Arbuthnot, Aliments.

2. To treat with medicine
;
ply with or as if

with drugs.

Did ever Siren warble so dulcet a song to ears already
prepossessed and medicated with spells of (^cean effem-
inacy? De Quincey, Philos. of Bom. Hist

Medicated ale, bath, etc See the notms.

medication (med-i-ka'shou), n. [= P. medica-
tion = Pr. medicacio= Pg. medicagao = It. me-
dicazione, < L. as if *medicatio{n-), < medicari,

heal, cure: see medicate.] 1. The act or pro-
cess of medicating or imbuing with medicinal
substances ; the infusion of medicinal virtues.
— 2. The use or application of medicine ; spe-
cifically, the administration of a therapeutic

agent in order to produce some specific modi-
fication in the structure or function of the or-

ganism, as in producing diuresis, perspiration,

etc.

He adviseth to observe the times of notable mutations,,

as the equinoxes and the solstices, and to decline medi-
cation ten days before and after.

Sir T. Browne.'Vnlg. Err., iv. 13.

medicative (med'i-ka-tiv), a. [< medicate
+ -ive.] Having medical properties; curing;

tending to cure.

Medicean (med-i-se'an), a. [< It. Medici (see

def
. ), a surname (orig. pi. of medico, a physician i



Medicean
see TOedici), + -e-an.} Of or pertaining to the
Medici, an illustrious family of Florence, ap-
pearing first as merchants of the medieval re-
public, and at the dawn of the Eenaissanee, in
the fifteenth century, raised to supreme power
through their liberaUtyand merit. From this time
on, lor three centuries, amid fortunes ol varying brilliancy,
this family produced popes, sovereigns, and tyrants, and it
occupies a large place in the history of Europe. In the fine
arts and literature tlie epithet has particular reference to
Cosimo del Medici, known as Cosimo the Elder, and to Lo-
renzo the Magnificent. The former was virtual master of
the rioreutine republic from 1434 to 1464, and was a gen-
erous patron of the new art and letters founded on antique
models ; the latter was chief of the state in fact, though
not in name, from 1469 to 1492, a brilliant protector of all
learning, particularly of that of Greece surviving from the
wreck of Constantinople, and a powerful benefactor of the
arts. The Popes Leo X. (Lorenzo's son) and Clement VII.
(Qiulio dei Medici) carried on the traditions ol the family
in the fields of intellectual cultivation and achievement.—
Medicean Library. Same as Laurentian Library (which
see,VLnderLaurenHa7i).—Medicean stars,thenamegiven
by Oalileo to the satellites of Jupiter.

medicephalic (me'di-se-fal'ik or -sef'a-lit), a.

[< median) + eephalic.'\ Connecting the median
vein of the arm with the cephalic: specifically
used of the median cephalic vein. C(mes, 1887.

medicerebellar (me-di-ser-f-bel'ar), a. [< me-
di{an) + cerebellar.'} Situated in'the middle of
the cerebellum : specifically applied to the an-
terior cerebellar artery.

medicerebral (me-di-ser'f-bral), a. and n. [<
medi(aH) + cerebral.'] I.' a. Lying about the
middle of each cerebral hemisphere: specifi-

cally applied to the middle cerebral artery.

II. »i. The medicerebral artery, a branch of
the internal carotid.

medicinable (mf-dis'i-na-bl, formerly med'i-
si-na-bl), a. [< *ME. mediclnable, < OF. medid-
nable, medecinable ; as medicine, v. t, + -able.']

Capable of medieining or curing; medicinal;
healing; wholesome. [Obsolete or archaic]
Al maner eggis of foulis that ben holaum and Tnedicy-

nable to ete for man kynde.
Book of Quinte Essence (ed. Fumivall), p. 12.

Some griefs are medieitiable ; that is one of them.
For it doth physio love. Shah., Cymbeline, iii. 2. 38.

No man hath sought to make an imitation by art of nat-
ural baths .and medieiiuible fountains.

Saconj Advancement of Learning, 11. 199.

The physicians make the galls and stones in the heads
of Carps to be very medicinable.

J. WcUton, Complete Angler, p. 145.

Medicinable ring, a ring supposed, as in the middle ages,
to prevent or remove disease. Compare eramp-ring.

meaicinal (me-dis'i-nal, formerly med'i-si-nal),
a. [< OP. medicinal, "medecinal, F. mMcinai =
Pr. medecinal, medicinal = 8p. Pg. medicinal =
It. medicinale, < L. medicinalis, of or belonging
to medicine, medical, < medicina, medicine : see
medicine.'] 1. Having the properties of a medi-
cine ; adapted to medical use or purposes; cu-
rative; remedial.

Drop tears as fast as the Arabian trees
TheiT mediciruU gwai, Shak., Othello, v. 2. 851.

To the body and mind which have been cramped by
noxious work or company, nature is -medicinal and restores
their tone. Em&r8<m, Misc., p. 21.

2t. Pertaining to medicine ; medical.

Learned he was in med'c'nal lore.

S. BvOer, Hudibras, I. ii. 223.

medicinally (mf-dis'i-nal-i), adv. In a medici-
nal manner; with the eftect of a medicine; for
medicinal purposes : as, some kinds of food act
medicinally ; to use a mineral medicinally.

medicine (med'i-sin, more often med'i-sn), n.

[< ME. medecine, medycyne, medcin, medeyn,
medsyn, < OF. medecine, also mecine, F. medecine
= Pr. medecina, msdidna, metzina = Sp. Pg. It.

medicina = D. medicyn = G. Dan. 8w. medicin,
< L. medicina, (sc. ars) the healing art, medicine,
(se. officina or taberna) a physician's shop, (se.

res) a remedy, medicine ; fem. of medicinus, of or
belonging to physic or surgery, or to a physician
or surgeon (> OF. medecin^ F. mMeoin, >E. obs.
medicine (def . 4), a physician), < m^dicus, a phy-
sician, surgeon: Bee medic^.] 1. A substance
used as a remedy for disease ; a substance hav-
ing or supposed to have curative properties;
hence, figuratively, anything that has a curative
-or remedial effect.

Than par auenture send sail he
Sum of his angels to that tre.

Of whi[l]k springes the oile of life.

That medcyn es to man and wife.

Holy Rood (E. B. T. S.), p. 65.

Thei perceyveden wel that no Syknesse was curable by
)gode Medycyne to leye thereto, but zif men knewen the
nature of the Maladye. MandevUle, Travels, p. 120.

If the rascal have not given me Tnedicines to make me
love him. 111 be hanged. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 2, 19.
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Kature too unkind,

That made no medicine for a troubled mind.
Beau, and Fl., Philaster, iii. 2.

The only medielne for suflering, crime, and all the other
woes of mankind is wisdom. Hwdey, Lay Sermons, p. 39.

2. The art of preventing, curing, or alleviating

diseases and remedying as far as possible the

results of violence and accident. Practical medi-
cine is divided into medicine in a stricter sense, surgery,

and obstetrics. These rest largely on the sciences of

anatomy and physiology, normal and pathological phar-
macology, and bacteriology, which, having practical re-

lations almost exclusively with medicine, are called the
medical sciences and form distinct parts of that art. Ab-
breviated med.

Ne hide it nought, for if thou feignest,

I can do no medicine. Qower, Conf. Amant., L

3. Something which is supposed to possess
curative, supernatural, or mysterious power;
any object used or any ceremony performed
as a charm: an English equivalent for terms
used among American Indians and other savage
tribes.

And as an angler med'dne [i. e. bait], tor surprize
Of little fish, sits pouring from the rocks
From out the crooked horn of a fold-bred ox.

Chapman, Odyssey, xii. (Na/res.)

Among the North American Indians, the fetish-theory
seems involved in tfiat remarkable and general proceed-
ing known as getting medicine.

E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, II. 141.

* The medicine used as bait, sometimes denominated
barkstone, is the product of a gland of the beaver.

Pop. Sd. Ho., XXV. 20.

4t. A physician. [A (gallicism.]

Meet we the medicine of the sickly weal

;

And with liim pour we in our country's purge
Each drop of us. Shak., Macbeth, v. 2. 27.

Cephalic medicines. See cephalic.—Clialcal medi-
cine. See rfinicirf.— Domestic, eclectic, forensic.
Hermetic medicine. See the adjectives.—-Institutes
Of mecUclne. See institute.—Logical medicine. See
logical.

medicine (med'i-sin), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. m^di-

cined, ppr. medieining, [< medicine, n.] To treat
or affect medicinally ; work upon or cure by or
as if by medicine. [Obsolete or poetical.]

But, being hurt, seeke to be msdicynd.
Spender, Colin dout, 1. 877.

Great griefs, I see, medicine the less.

Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 2. 243.

medicine-bag (med'i-sin-bag), n. A bag or
pouch containing some article or articles sup-
posed to possess curative or magical powers
for the remedy or prevention of disease or mis-
fortune, worn on the person by American In-
dians and other uncivilized peoples; a portable
receptacle for remedies or magic charms.
The American sorcerer carries a medicine-bag made with

the skin of his guardian animal, which protects him in
flght. E. B. Tylor, Encyo. Brit., XV. 200.

medicine-chest (med'i-sin-chest), n. A chest
for holding medicines, together with such in-
struments and appliances as are necessary for
the purposes of surgery.

medicine-man (med'i-sin-man), n. Among
American Indians and other savage races, aman
supposed to possess mysterious or supernatural
powers: a name used in English to translate
various native names. Among the Indiansmedicine-
men are persons prepared for their office by a long and
severe course of training, of a kind supposed to endow
them with magical powers of cure and prophecy.

In fact, for a year or two he held the position— doubt-
less to his own amusement— of a medicine man, to whom
any mystery was easy. Nineteenth CerUury, XIX. 186.

medipine-pannier (med'i-sin-pan'yer), ». In
the United States army, a pannier for the trans-
portation of medicines either in wagons or on
pack-animals.
mediciner (med'i-si-n6r), n. [< medicine +
-erl.] A medical man; a physician.

Better fashioned Tnedicinershave broughtfewer patients
through. SeoU, Abbot.

medicinerea (me'''di-si-ne're-a), n. . [NL., < L.
medius, median, -f- NL. cinered, q. v.] The cine-
rea or gray matter of the lenticula and of the
claustrum of the brain, which occupies a posi-
tion intermediate between the ectocinerea and
the entocinerea.
What may, for the sake of a general term, be called m,e-

dicinerea. Buck's Bandhook of Med. Sdences, VIII. 186.

medicine-seal (med'i-sin-sel), n. One of cer-
tain small greenish square stones foxind near
old Roman towns and stations throughout Eu-
rope, engraved with inscriptions on one or more
borders, which were used as seals by Roman
physicians to stamp the names of their medi-
cines on wax or other plastic substance.
medicine-stamp (med'i-sin-stamp), n. Same
as medicine-seal.

medieval

medicine-stone (med'i-sin-ston), n. A smooth
stone foujid among American prehistoric re-

mains. It was probably used as a sinker or
plummet for fishing. S. W. Henshaw, Amer.
Jour. Archseol., I. 110.

medicis (med'i-se), ». A covering or wrap for
the shoulders and breast, consisting generally
of a loosely gathered piece of tulle or blond,
worn about the close of the eighteenth century.

medick^ti « and n. See medic^.

medick^, n. See medic^.

medico (med'i-ko), n. [< Sp. medico = Pg. It.

medico, a physician: see medic^.] A doctor.
[Cant.]

medicochirurgical (med'i-ko-ki-rer'ji-kal), a.

[< L. medieus, medical, + chirurgicus, ehirur-

gical : see chirurgic, chirurgical.] Pertaining or

relating to medicine and surgery; consisting
of both physicians and surgeons : as, a medico-
chirurgical journal; the Medicochirurgical So-
ciety.

medicolegal (med'-'i-ko-le'gal), a. [< L. medi-
ctis, medical, + legaUs, legal: see legal.] Per-
taining to medical jurisprudence, or to law as
affected by medical facts.

medicst (med'iks), M. [PI. of wedici : see-jcs.]

The science of medicine.

In medicks, we have some confident undertakers to res-

cue the science from all Its reproaches and dishonours,
[and] to cure all diseases.

J. Spencer, Prodigies, p. 402. {Lalhmn.)

medietas linguae (me-di'e-tas ling'gwe). [L.:

medietas, middle, middle course, half (see moi-
ety); Ungues, gen. of lingua, tongue, speech.]

A jury conrposed half of natives and half of
foreigners (hence said to be de medietate lingua,

of half-tongue), formerly allowed under the
English common law for the trial of an alien.

In the United States the practice is still per-
mitted by the laws of Kentucky.
mediety (mf-di'e-ti), n.; pi. medieties (-tiz).

[= F. midiM4 (vernacularly moiti4, > B. moiety),

< L. medieta{t-)s, the middle, nuddle course, the
half, moiety, < medius, middle: see medium.]
The middle state or part ; half ; moiety.

Which [sirens] notwithstandingwere of another descrip-
tion, containing no fishy composure, but made up of man
and bird ; the human medit^ variously placed not only
above but below. Sir T. Browne, Vnlg. Err., v. 19.

The archdeacon of Bichmond [in 1246] granted the me-
diety ot Foulton and Biacophani to the priory of St. Mary,
Lancaster. Baines, Hist. Lancashire, II. 507.

There were two rectors, the living being held in medie-
ties. Mncyc. Brit., XIV. 716.

medieval, mediaeval (me-di-e'val), a. and n.

[< L. mediMS, middle, + cevum, a,ge, period: see
medium and age.] I. a. Pertaining to or char-
acteristic of the middle ages: as, medieval art

or architecture; the medieval spirit; a, medieval
habit of thought. See middle ages, under age.

The darkest portion of the medieval period was different
in different countries. ... In a general way, however, it

may be assigned to the tenth century.
HaUam, Middle Ages.

Medieval architecture, the most important branch of
medieval art, including a great number of varied styles.

This architecture embodies a union of the Greek system

Medieval Architecture of the best period.—West front of Amiens
Cathedral, France ; 13th century.

of columnar construction with the Boman vaulting and
arches, with the consequences fiowing logically from the
new combination. It may be considered as originating



medieval
about A. D. 800, in the palice of the Emperor Diocletian
at Spalato, In which arcades were intoodaced snpported
on free-standing shafts instead of the Soman piers with
engaged colomns, and in which the profile of the archi-
trave was continued aronnd the archivolt, which had
osnrped the architrave's function, and now sprang di-
rectly from the capital, abandoning the meaningless
Bx)raan interposition between archivolt and column of a
small section of a mock entablature. Despite local differ-
ences, medieval architecture represents a continaoas de-
velopment from the classical Soman to the modifications
wroaght by the Renaissance. At its origin, copying Bo-
man models, it was poor and rude, owing to the lack of
skUl and of resources in its boilders. Every succeeding
generation sought to perfect the system of vaulted ceil-
ings to which^e characteristic forms of this architecture
are due. The application of the Bomau groined vault was
extended and brought into new combinations ; the point-
ed arch and vault werc evolved, as possessing more sta-
bility and elasticiiy than the old round-arched forms ; and
finally the nse of ribs to strengthen and support the vault
was elaborated. By about 1225 medieval architecture
could solve with the utmost economy and artistic excel-
lence any problem that could be presented to masonry
conatTuctiou. From about 1250 architects, embarrassed
no longer by inherent difiiculties, began to lose the sim-
ple beauty of their style in unnecessary elaboration of
details, as in complicsd^ window-traceries and in dis-
torted profiles of moldings; and architecture progres-
sivelydedined, so that the simpliflcalaon of external forms
effected by the Renaissance was a gain. But the sound
and scientific medieval methods of construction remained
in great part beneath the Benaissance exterior, and in-
deed are not yet wholly abandoned, especially in France.
Many fanciful theories have been formed as to the ori^n
of medieval architecture, especially that deriving its

groined vaulting from an imitation of the lines of inters
lacing branches in an avenue of trees. It was, however,
in fact a thoroughly logical growth from classical models,
and the result of consistent efforts to adapt means to the
ends sought. Thus, theproblem in a great church or hall
was to cover in securely a large space with as few in-
terruptions as possible to sight and sound; hence the
tendency to widen the arches and to reduce the thickness
of the pHlars. The great height of such buildings was
not induced by a desire to " soar heavenw^^" but by the
necessity to secure light for the nave by windows pierced
above the roofs of the aisles. The typical decoration of
this architecture is of the highest beauty and fitness, or-

namenting but not masking the construction ; and, while
based chiefly on natural forms, it always, nutU the decline
of the style^ conventionalized these appropriately to their
architectural function. This architecti^ attained its

best development in France. See Byzantine^ Somanesque^
Pointed, etc.—Medieval art, the art of the entire middle
ages in Burope, beginning in the gradual transformation
of classical fanna and ideals, and extending to the Re-
naissance, or, roughly, to the year 1500, though in Italy
it actually became merged earlier in the new current of
modern sat, and in the north, as in England and Germany,
it continued later. It embraces a countless number of re-

gional and local styles and schools^ yet all animated by a
kindred spirit. It is second in importance in art-history
only to the art of Greece ; and, while in many ways it feU
far short of Greek art, the course of its development from
rude b^lnnings was very similar, and, like the Greek,
presents a consecutive and sincere effort on the part of
succeeding craftsmen and artists constantly to do better.

Its ideal of beani? was less high IJian that of the Greeks

;

it was more of a didactic art, seeking, in its illuminations
and painting and sculpture, to illustrate and enforce the
teachings of the Bible and the inherent imperfection of
man. Yet the general gimilarif7 of methods of observa-
tion and work was so close that in France especially, after
the close of the archaic period in the thirteenth century,
much figure-sculpture was produced, as that in the por-
tals of the cathedral of Rheims and on the north tran-
sept of that of Rouen, which is in spirit thoroughlyGreek,
and is equal to all but the best Greek draped work. In
decoration medieval art was preeminent. Uke Greek art,

it wasunderstood and appreciated notby a small cultivated
class, but by the whole people. It consistently sought to
give to the commonest tools and utensils beautiful forms
and characteristicornament; whUethe architectural sculp-
ture and decorative combinations of forms have never been
sunmssed in their variety, in their beauty of execution,
and in their fitness to the ends which it was sought to at-

tain. To the general artistic sentiment, religious fervor,

and emulative spirit of the period most of the great? cathe-
drals, embodying, like a Greek temple, the best architec-
ture and Bculptare and the best decoration of the day,
owe their origin.—Hedieval blstory, Latin, etc. See
the nouns.

H. n. One belonging to the middle ages.

This view of landscape differs from that of the medice-
mb. Riukin.

medievalism,medisvalism (me-di-e'val-izm),
«. \<. medieval + -ism.'\ 1. That which is char-
acteristic of the middle ages; the medieval
spirit, practice, or methods in regard to any-
thing; a peculiarity or characteristic of the
middle ages.

Again, I say, it is a pity to have onrlanguage interlarded
with OrientaU<ims and Medtceealigmg.

Nineteenth Century, XIX. 665.

2. Devotion to or adoption of the spirit or
practice of the middle ages; medieval ten-
dency in thonght or action, as with respect to
religion or politics.

Even Abbotsford, despite its cherished associations,

jarred upon me a little, because 1 knew its Tnedicevalism

was all carton pierre.

Mia Braddon, Hostages to Fortune, p. 12.

medievalist, medisevalist (me-di-e'val-ist),

». [< medieval + 4st.'] 1. One who is versed
in the history of the middle ages.— 3. Onewho
sympathizes with the spirit and principles of
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the middle ages: often with the sense of one
who is antiquated orbehind the times.— 3. One
who lived in the middle ages.

You have but to walk aside, however, into the Palazso
Pnbbllco, to feel yourself very much like a thrifty old me-
dueoalisL H. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 264.

medievalize, medisevaUze (me-di-e'val-iz), v.

t.
;

pret. and pp. medievalized, mediavali^ed,
ppr. Tiiedievaiizing, niedicevalizing. [< medieval
+ -t>e.] To render medieval.

'Sir. Fellows, the painter, had helped with the costumes,
supplying some from his own artistic propertaes, and me-
dioaxUiang others. HoweUs, Annie Eilbum, xvi.

medievally, medisvally (me-di-e'vaJ-i), adv.

In a medieval maimer; in accord with the
spirit or method of the middle ages.
medifixed (me'di-fikst), a. [< L. medius, mid-
dle, + fixus, fixed, -I- -e^."] In hot., attached
by the middle, as an anther upon its filament.
Compare hasifixed.

mediforca (me-di-fer'M), «.; pi. medifurccB (-se).

[NL., < L. medius, middle, + furca, fork.] In
entom., the middle forked or double apodema
which projects from the sternal waU into the
cavity of a thoracic somite of an insect.

mediftircal (me-di-fer'kal), a. [< medifurca +
-oJ.] Pertaining to the mediforca, or having
its character: as, a medifureal process.

medillt, a. and n. A Middle English form of
middle.

Medinae(me-di'ne), «.p?. [<. Meda + -iruB.'] A
subfamily of Cyprinidm, typified by the genus
Meda. It is characterized by a short posterior dorsal fin

armed with two spines, the posterior of which closes into a
groove in the other, and by the adherence of the ventral
fins to the abdomen by their inner margins. Few species
are known, all confined to streams of the southwestern
part of the United States.

Medina sandstone. See sandstone.

medine (me'din), n. [Also medino; < F. medin
(Cotgrave); appar. of Ar. orimn.] A small
coin and money of account in Egypt, the for-

tieth part of a piaster.

47 medines passe in value as the dnckat of gold of Ten-
ice. HakbtyVs Voyages, H. 271.

Medtnilla (med-i-nil'a), n. [KL. (Gaudichand,
1826), named after D. J. AeMediniUayVmeia,
governor of the Marianne Islands.] A genus
of plants of the natural order MelastomieeeB,
type of the tribe MedinilletB. it is characterized by
eighty ten, or twelve nearly equal stamens, the connective
of the anthers two-lobed or spurred in front and with two
lobes or one spur at the back, and a calyx-tube scarcely
longer than t£e ovary. About 75 species are known, na-
tives of the East Indies, the Malay archipelago, Madagas-
car, and the islands off the west coast of Africa. Theyare
erect or climbing shrubs, generally quite smooth, with
opposite or whorled entire fleshy leaves, and clusters of
white or rose-colored flowers. Several of the species are
very omamentaL The most common greenhouse ^le-
cies is perhaps M. wjognijica, a beautiful plant with pink
flowers.

Medinilleae (med-i-nil'e-e), re. pi. [Mi. (Ben-
tham and Hooker, 1867)', < Medinilla + -ece.'] A
tribe of plants of the natural order ilelasto-

maeeae, typified by the genus Medinilla. it is

distinguished by a b^rry-like or coriaceous fruit, which
breaks open irr^ularly ; by having the stamens usually
equal and recurved, with a connective lobed or spurred
both at the back and in front, or only posteriorly ; and by
leaves which are not striolate between the primary nerves.
The tribe includes 12 genera and about 145 species, all

natives of the Old World.

medinot, ». Same as medine.

metliocral (me'di-6-kral), a. [< mediocre +
-al.l If. Being of a middle quality; mediocre:
as, mediocral intellect. Addison.— 2. In en-

tom., being of middle length—Mediocral anten-
nse, in entom., those antenuEe which have the same length
as the insect's body, or which, being turned backward on
the body, attain the posterior extremity. Kirby.

mediocre (me'di-6-k6r), a. and «. [= P. medi-

ocre = Sp. Pg. It. mediocre, < L. mediocris, in

a middle state, of middle size, middling, mod-
erate, ordinary, < medius, middle : see medium^
I. a. Of moderate degree or quality; middling;
indifferent; ordinary.

A very mediocre poet, one Drayton, is yet taken some
notice of. Pope, To Dr. Warburton, Nov. 27, 1742.

n. II. 1. Oneof middling quality, talents, or

merit. Southey. [Bare.]— 3. Amonkbetween
twenty-four and forty years of age, who was ex-

cused from the oflB^ce of the chantry and from
reading the epistle and gospel, but performed
his duty in choir, cloister, and refectory. Shyp-

ley.

mediocrist (me'di-o-krist), n. [< mediocre +
-tsf.] A person of middling abilities; a me-
diocre person. [Bare.]

He [John Hughes] is too grave a poet for me, and, I

thinks among the mediocrisls in prose as well as verse.

Sw^ft, To Pope, Sept 3, 1735.

mediscalenos

mediocrity (me-di-ok'ri-ti), n. ; pi. mediocri-
ties (-tiz). [= F. medioente = Pr. mediocritat=
Sp. mediocridad = Pg. mediocridade = It. me-
diocrity, < L. mediocrita(,t-)s, a middle state, <

mediocris, in a middle state : see mediocre.'] 1.

The character or state of being mediocre; a
middle state or degree ; a moderate degree or
rate ; specifically, a moderate degree of mental
ability.

Albeit all bountye dwelleth in mediocritie, yet perfect
felicitye dwelleth in snpremacie.

iSpenser, Shep. CaL, July, Embleme.
For modem Histories . . . there are some few very

worthy, but the greater part beneath mediocrity.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, IL 130.

His humanity, ingenuousness, and modesty, the medi-
ocrity of his abilities. Maaailay, Hist. Eng., L

3t. Moderation; temperance.
Mediocrity, or the holding of a middle conrse, has been

highly extolled in morality. Bacon, Physical Fables, ri.

Body and mind must be exercised, not one, but both,
and that in a mediocrity. Burton, Anat. of MeL, p. 324.

3. A mediocre person; one of moderate capa-
city or ability; hence, a person of little note
or repute ; one who is little more than a no-
body.
They proclaim, with a striking unanimity of bitterness,

that their managers are nearly all mediocrities, with no
training for the duties they venture to assume, without
influence ou the destinies of the country they pretend to
govern. Nineteenth Century, XXIV. 475.

=Syn. 1. Medium, Average, etc. See mean?, n.

mediodorsal (me'di-o-d6r'sal), o. [< L. medi-
us, middle, + dorsum, back: see dorsal.'] Me-
dian and dorsal; situated in the middle line of

the back; dorsimesal. Huxley and Martin.
mediopalatine (me'di-o-pal'a^tiu), a. and n.

[< L. medius, middle, + palatum, palate: see
palate.'] I. a. Situated in the median line of

the palate, as a suture ; uniting the right and
left palate bones.
n. n. A mediopalatine bone.
Oi^er formations which, like the mediopalatine, serve to

bind the palate halves together.
Coues, Key to S. A. Birds, p. 173.

mediopectus (me'di-o-pek'tus), «. ;
pi. medio-

pectora (-to-ra). [Nli.] Same as medipectus.

mediosnbme^an (me'di-o-snb-me'di-^n), a. [<
medi{an) + stibmedian.'] In entom., common to
or intervening between the median and subme-
dian nervures of an insect's wing : as, the me-
diosubmedian interspace.

mediotarsal (me'di-o-tar'sal), a. [< L. medius,
middle, + XL. tarsus', tarsus : see tarsal.'] Situ-

ated in the middle of the tarsus ; especisiUy,

formed between the proximal and distal rows of
tarsalbones : as, a mediotarsal ankle-joint. See
tilnotarsaJ.—Mediotarsal articnlatlon, the kind of
ankle-jointwhich is characteristic of all thosevertebrates
below maTninwIawhichhave a tarsus, the jointbeingformed
between the rows, proximal and distal, of tarsal bones, not
between the proximal row and the leg, a§ in mammals. It
occurs in all birds, and in those reptiles which have tarsL

mediotransverse (me'di-6-trans-v6rs'), a. [<
medi{an) + transverse.'] Same as transmedian.
medioventral(me'di-6-ven'tral),a. [< medi(an)
+ ventral.'] In anat. and ^61., median and
ventral ; situated in the middle line of the ven-
tral or under side of an animal; ventrimesal.
Also median-rentral.

mediozmnonsf (me-di-ok'su-mtis), a. [< Ii. me-
dioximus, medioxumus, that is in the middle,
superl., < *medioc, in mediocrio, in a middle
state, < medius, middle: see mediocre and me-
dium.] Middlemost; intermediary.

The whole order of the medioxumous or intemnncial
deities. i)r. H. Mare, Mystery of Iniquity, L xii § 6.

medipectoral (me-di-pek'to-ral), a. [< medi-
pectus (-peetor-) + -al.] Of or pertaining to
the medipectus

—

Medipectoral legs, in entom., the
intermediate or second pair of legs of a hexapod.

medipectus (me-di-pek'tus), n.; pi. medipectora
(-to-ra). CNIi., < L. medius, middle, + pectus,

breast.] In erefom., themiddle breast; the un-
der side of the mesothorax; the central portion
of the sternum of an insect: more frequently
called mesosternum. AIbo mediopectus.

medipeduncle (me'di-pe-dung'kl), n. Same as
medipeduneulus.

medipedimcular (me'di-pe-dung'ku-lar), a.

Of or pertaining to a medipeduneulus.
medipednncnlus (me'di-pf-dung'ku-lus), n.

;

pi. medipedunculi (-li). [< t. medius, middle, +
pedunculus, peduncle : seepeduncle.] The mid-
dle peduncle of the cerebeUum; the pontibra-

chium. B. G. Wilder.

mediscalene (me-di-ska'len), a. [< mediscal^

nus.] Of or pertaining to the me£scalenus.
mediscalenus (me'di-ska-le'nus), n.; pi. medi-

sealeni (-nl). [XL., < L. medius, middle, + XL.



mediscalenus

scalenus, q. v.] The middle scalene muscle of
the neck ; the scalenus medius. Coues.
mddisect (me-di-sekf ),v.t. [< L. medius, mid-
dle, + seeare, pp. sectus, cut.] To out through
the middle; sever into equal right and left

parts. B. G. Wilder.
medisection (me-di-sek'shgn), n. [< medisect+
-ion, after section.'] Hemisection : dissection at
the meson or median longitudinal line of the
body. B. G. Wilder.

meditabundt (med"i-ta-bund'), a. [< LL. medi-
tabundus, < L. meditari, meditate : see meditate.']

Pensive; thoughtful. Bailey, 1731.

meditancet (med'i-tans), n. [< m^dit{a,ie) +
-anee.'] Meditation."

Your first thought is more
Than others's labour'd Tmditance; your premeditating
More than their actions,

Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, i. 1.

meditant (med'i-tant), a. and n. [< L. medi-
tan(t-}s, ppr. of meditari, meditate: see medi-
tate.'] I.f a. Meditating.

A wise justice of peace 'm£ditant.

B. Jomon, Bartholomew Fair, Ind.

H. ». One who meditates ; one who gives
himself up to meditation. [Bare.]

Celestial Meditant ! whose Ardours rise
Deep from the Tombs, and kindle to the Skies.

A Phygician, To James Hervey, on his Meditations among
[the Tombs (1748).

meditate (med'i-tat), v.: pret. and pp. medi-
tated, ppr. meditating. [K L. meditatus, pp. of
meditari (> It. meditare = Sp. Pg. meditar = F.
m4diter), think or reflect upon, consider, design,
purpose, intend ; in form as if freq. of mederi,
heal, cure ; in sense (and in fomi, allowing for
the possible interchange of d and I) near to Gr.
ue/Urav, care for, attend to, study, practise, etc.]

I. intrans. 1. To think abstractedly; engage
in mental contemplation ; revolve a subject in
the mind; cogitate; ruminate.

Isaac went out to meditate in the field at eventida
Gen. xxiv. 63.

While I roved about the forest^ long and bitterly rmdi-
Tennyson, Boadicea.

2. To think out a plan or method; engage in
planning or contriving ; fix one's thoughts with
reference to a result or conclusion: followed
by on or upon.

I will meditate the while upon some horrid message for
a challenge. Shak., I. N., iii. 4. 219.

= Syn. To consider, reflect. See list imder eontemiilate,
V. t.

II, trans. 1. To plan; design; intend.

Some afOrmed that 1 meditated a war ; God knows, 1 did
not then think of war. Mkon Basilike,

Kesolved to win, he meditates the way
By force to ravish, or by fraud betray.

Pope, R. of the L., ii. 31.

Here the grim tyrant meditates his wrath.
Thomson, Winter, L 898.

2. To think on ; revolve in the mind ; consider.

Blessed is the man that doth meditate good things.
Ecclus. xiv. 20.

Alas ! what boots it with incessant care
To tend the homely, slighted, shepherd's trade,
And strictly meditate the thankless Muse ?

Milton, Lycidas, L 66.

3. To observe thoughtfully or' intently; con-
template vigilantly; watch. [Kare.]

Grouoh'd close he [a spaniel] lies, and meditates the prey.
Pope, Windsor Forest, 1. 102.

= Syil. 1. To devise, concoct.—2. To contemplate, rumi-
nate, revolve, study.

meditatio fugse (med-i-ta'shi-6 fii'ie). [L., con-
templation of flight : see meditation and fugue.]
In Scots law, a phrase noting the position of a
debtor who meditates an escape to avoid the
payment of his debts, when a creditor can make
oath that his debtor, whether native or foreigner, is in
meditatione fugoe, or when he has reasonable ground of

apprehension that the debtor has such an intention, he is

entitled to a warrant to apprehend the debtor. The war-
rant may be obtained from any judge of the Court of Ses-

sion, the sheriff, a magistrate of a burgh, or a justice of
' the peace, and is termed a meditatio fugce warram. Under
the Debtors (Scotland) Act, 1881, which abolishes impris-

onment for debt except in a few special cases, warrants of

this kind are practically obsolete. Imp. Diet.

meditation (med-i-ta'shon), n. [< ME. medi-

tacioun, < OP. meditation, P. mSditation = Sp.

meditaoion = Pg. meditacao = It. meditazione,

< L. meditatio{n-), < meditari, meditate: see

meditate.] 1. The act of meditating; close

or continued thought; the turning or revolv-

ing of a subject in the mind; sustained re-

flection.

Let the words of my mouth and the medUatiim of my
heart be acceptable in thy sight, Lord, my strength and
my redeemer. Ps. xix. 14.
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And the imperial votaress passed on
In maiden meditoMon, fancy-free.

Shak., Mh N. D., ii. 1. 164.

It should be no interruption to your pleasures to hear me
often say that I love you, and that you are as much my
medUaUoms as myself. Donne, Letters, iv.

He, then, that neglects to actuate such discourses loses

the benefit of his meditation.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 69.

Deep and slow, exhausting thought . . .

In meditation dwelt with learning wrought.
Byron, Childe Harold, iii. 107.

2. EeligioTis contemplation.
He is within, with two right reverend fathers,
Divinely bent to meditation.

Shak., Rich. HI., iii. 7. 62.

Meditations in order to a good life, let them be as exalted
as the capacity of the person and subject will endure up to
the height of contemplation ; but if contemplation comes
to be a distinct thing, and something besides or beyond
a distinct degree of virtuous meditation, it is lost to all

sense, and religion, and prudence.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 73.

3. In theol.: (a) A private devotional act, con-
sisting in deliberate reflection upon some
spiritual truth or mystery, accompanied by
mental prayer and by acts of the affections
and of the will, especially formation of reso-
lutions as to future conduct. Meditation differs
from study in that its principal object is not to acquire
knowledge, but to advance in love of God and holiness of
life- (6) A public act of devotion, in which a
director leads a congregation in meditating
upon some spiritual subject.—4. A short lit-

erary comjjosition in which the subject (usually
religions) is treated in a meditative manner:
as, a volume of hymns and meditations.

But natheles this meditaeioun
I putte it ay under correccioun
Of clerkes ; for I am not textuel.

Chaucer, Prol. to Parson's Tale, 1. 55.

meditationist (med-i-ta'shgn-ist), n. [< medi-
tation + -is*.] A writer or composer of medita-
tions. Southey, The Doctor, interchapter xxii.

meditatist (med'i-ta-tist), n. [< meditate +
-ist] One given to meditation or thoughtful-
ness. [Bare.] Imp. Diet.

meditative (med'i-ta-tiv), a. [= P. mMitaiif
= Pr. meditatiu = Sp. Pg. It. meditaiwo, < LL.
meditativus, < L. meditari, meditate': see medi-
tate.] 1 . Addicted to meditation.

Abeillard was pious, reserved, and meditative.
Berington, Hist. Abeillard.

2. Pertaining or inclining to or expressing
meditation: as, a meditative mood.

Inward seU-diaparagement affords
To meditative spleen a grateful feast.

Wordsworth, Excursion, iv.

meditatively (med'i-ta-tiv-li), adv. In a med-
itative manner; with meditation.
meditativeness (med'i-ta-tiv-nes), n. The
state or character of beingmeditative ; thought-
fulness.

meditet (med'it), v. t. [< OP. mediter, < L. me-
ditari, meditate: see meditate.] To meditate
upon ; consider or study thoughtfully.

MedVUng the sacred Temple's plot.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii. , The Magnificence.

mediterranet (med"i-te-ran'), a. [= P. m6di-
terran4 = Pr. mediterrane = Sp. Pg. It. medi-
terrameo, < L. mediterraneus, midland, inland,
remote from the sea (LL. Mediterraneum mare,
the Mediterranean Sea, previously called Mare
magrmm, nostrum, internum) ; as a noun, the in-
terior; \ medAus,TxxiAA\e, + ferra, land. Ct. med-
iterranean.] Same as mediterranean.

They that haue scene the mediterran or inner parts of
the kingdome of China, do report it to be a most amiable
countrey. Hakluyt's Voyages, II. ii. 91.

And for our own ships, they went sundry voyages, as
well to your streights, which you call the Pillars of Her-
cules, as to other parts in the Atlantique and Mediterrane
Seas. Bacon, New Atlantis.

mediterranean (med'i-te-ra'ne-an), a. [< medi-
'terrane + -an.] If. In t&e midst of an expanse
of land ; away from the sea ; inland.

Their buildings are for the most part of tymber, for the
mediterranean countreys have almost no stone. •

The Eyngdome qfJaponia.

These facts appear to be opposed to the theory that
rock-salt is due to the sinking of water charged with salt

in mediterranean spaces of the ocean.
Darvnin, Geol. Observations, p. 580.

2. Nearly or quite surrounded by land ; exist-

ing in the midst of inclosing land; confined or
cut off by a bordering of land : used specifically

[cop.] as the name of the sea between Europe
and Africa, the Mediterranean Sea, or (substan-
tively) the Mediterranean, and rarely otherwise.— 3. [cap.] Pertaining to, situated on or near,
or dwelling about the Mediterranean Sea: as,

the Mediterranean currents ; the Mediterranean

medium
countries or races

—

Medlterraiiean fan-palm, fe-
ver, etc. See the nouns.—Mediterranean subregion,
in zoogeog., the second of four subregions into which tlie

Palearctio region is divided. As bounded by Wallace, It

includes all the countries south of the Pyrenees, Alps,
Balkans, and Caucasus mountains, all the southern shores
of the Mediterranean to the Atlas range and beyond to
the extratropical part of the Sahara and the Nile valley
to the second cataract; while eastward it includes the
northern hall of Arabia, all Persia and Baluchistan, and

i

perhaps Afghanistan to the Indus.

mediterraneoust (med''i-te-ra'ne-us), a. [< L.
mediterraneus, midland : see mediterrane.] In-

land; remote from the ocean or sea.

It is found in mountains and mediterraTieovs parts.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 4.

meditulliumt(me-di-tul'i-um), n. [NL.,<ML.
meditullium, meditolium, etc., the middle of a
thing, a yolk, hub, etc., < L. medius, middle, -1-

-tullium, -tolium, etc., apparently a mere ter-

mination.] In hot., same as diploe, 2. See cut
under diploe.

medium (me'di-um), n. and a. [= P. medium
= Sp. medio = Pg. meio = It. medio, n., a me-
dium, middle course, < L. medium, neut. of me-
dius, middle, = Gr. /iiaoi, middle : see middle.]

1. n.; yl.mediaoTmediums(-a/,-viinz). 1. That
which holds a middle place or position; that
which comes or stands between the extremes
in a series, as of things, principles, ideas, cir-

cumstances, etc.; a mean.
They love or hate, no TnediuTn amongst them.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 167.

For there is no medium between living in sin and for-

saking of it ; and nothing deserves the name of Repen-
tance that is short of that. StUlingfieet, Sermons, iii

A gen'rous friendship no cold medium knows.
Bums with one love, with one resentment glows.

Pope, Iliad, ix. 726.

The piece, however, has no medium; all that is not ex-

'cellent is intolerably bad.
Clifford, Int. to Ford's Plays, p, xl.

Technically— (a) In math., a mean. See meani. (b) In
logic, the mean or middle term of a syllogism, (c) A
size of paper between demy and royal. American print-

ing-medium is 19 X 24 inches; American writing-medium,
18 X 23 inches ; English printing-medium, 18 x 28 inches;

English writing-medium, 17} X 22 inches; American dou-
ble medium, 24 x 38 inches ; and American medium and
a half, 24 x 30 inches.

2. Anything which serves or acts intermediate-
ly; something by means of which an action is

performed or an effect produced; an interven-
ing agency or instrumentality: as, the atmo-
sphere is a medium of sound.
Nothing comes to him not spoiled by the sophisticating

medivjm of moral uses. Lamb, Old and New Schoolmaster.

A negotiation was opened through the medium of the
ambassador. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xviii.

The social ?n€f2iumha& been created for man by human-
ity. Mavdsley, Body and WUl, p. 167.

Specifically—((I)lnj»ti>itm9, any liquid vehicle, aslinseed-
oH, poppy-oil, varnish, or water,with which drypigments are

ground, or with which pigments are mixed by the painter
while at work, in order to give them greater fiuidity. (6)

In aeomties, a ponderable elastic substance, as air or other
gas, water, etc., which transmits the energy of the sonnd-
ing body in waves of condensation and rarefaction to the
ear. (c) In heat and light, that which transmits the energy
of the heated or luminous body to a distance in undula-
tory waves ; the ether, (d) In baetenology, the nutritive

substance, either a liquid or a solid, in which or upon which
the various forms of microscopic life are grown for study.

The liquid media employed are infusions of hay, extract

of beer-yeast, and broth of various kinds of meat. The
solid media most used are eggs, slices of potatoes and
carrots, agar-agar, and especially gelatin and the gelatin-

ized serum of the blood of oxen. After being thoroughly
sterilized by heat, they are usually placed In test-tubes,

and inoculated with the form that it is desired to study;
the cultures may then be observed through the glass.

3. A person through whom, or through whose
agency, another acts ; specifically, one who is

supposed to be controlled in speech and action

by the will of another person or a disem-
bodied being, as in animal magnetism and
spiritualism; an instrument for the manifes-
tation of another personality. Many of the so-

called spiritual mediums claim the power of acting upon
and through matter, by means of the spirits controlling
them, in a manner independent of ordinary materia] con-

ditions and limitations. In this sense the plural mediums
is preferred.

Although particular persons adopted the profession of

media between men and Elohim, there was no limitation
of the power, in the view of ancient Israel, to any special

class of the population.
Hualey, in Nineteenth Century, XIX, 354.

4. Something of mean or medium weight, size,

etc. [CoUoq.]
The present classification of the cavalry of the line is as

follows : thirteen regiments of Mediums, comprising the

seven regiments of Dragoon Guards, numbered 1 to 7; etc.

N. and Q., 7th ser., VIII. 111.

The 4th Dragoon Guards are no longer "Heavies," but
Mediums. N. and Q., 7th ser., VIIL 111.

Circulating medium, coin and bank-notes, or paper con-

vertible into money on demand; currency.—Medium
09911, in astrol., midheaven ; the meridian of the place of



medium
obBeiTaUon.—Hedlmu of cognitlaii, a oogDiUon pro-
dacmg other cognition inferentially or qnasi-inferentially.—Hedlmn of form or of participation, in logie, some-
thing wliich partakes of the nature of both of two ex-
tremes. =Syil. 1. Aixrage, Medwcrily, etc See means.
H. a. Middle; middling; mean: as, a man

of medium size. = Syn. See nuons, n.

meditimistic (me'di-nm-is't^), a. Of or per-
taiuiiig to spiritnalistie mediums: as, mediam-
istic phenomena.
Private and nnpaid "mediums," or other persons in

whose presence msdiunuOie phenomena occur.
Anwr. Soc. Pgyeh. Heseareh, 1 266.

meditunsllip (me'di-nm-ship), n. [< mecUum +
-sAip.] The state or condition of being a spir-
itnalistie medium ; the yoeation or function of
such a medinm.
Animal magnetism, clairvoyance, mediwmsh^, or mes-

merism are antagonistic to tiiis science.
Quoted in Contemporary Itev., IX 803.

medinm-sized (me'di-nm-azd), a. Of medinm
or middle size ; of an intermediate or of an av-
erage size.

meiuns (me'di-ns), n. [ML. and NL. use of L.
medius, middle: see medium.] In music: (a)
In Gregorian mnsie, an inflection, modulation,
or deviation from monotone, nsed to mark a
partial break in the text, as at the end of a
clanse. It consists of a downward step of a
minor third. See accent, 8. (5t) A tenor or alto

voice or voice-part; a mean.
The superins, m«dtu^ tenor, and bassns parts of . . .

Byrd's Gradnalia. Jthmtaan, No. 3190, p. SSL

Medjidie (me-jid'i-e), ii. [Turk, mejidi, < mejid,

medjid (see def.), lit. glorions {'Abd-til-m^id,

lit. glorions servant of God), < Ar. mgid, glori-

ous, < mejd, glory.] 1. A TnrMsh order of
knighthoddj instituted in 1852 by the sultan
Abdnl-Medjid, and conferred on many foreign
officers who took part with Turkey in the Cri-

mean war.—2. A modem sUver coin of Tur-
key, named from the siiltan Abdnl-Medjid, who
coined it in 1844. It is equivalent to 20 pias-
ters, and worthj approximately, 85 cents.

medjidite (me-}id'it), n. [_<. Medjid (see def.)

+ -ite^J] In minertU. (named after the snltan
Ahd.Til-Medjid), a hydrous sulphate of uranium
and oalcixmi, occurring with uraninite.

medlar (medlar), «. [Formerly also meSler; <
ME. mecOer, meddeler, < OF. medler, mesler, mes-
lier (F. niftier), a medlar-tree, < mesle, mesple,

F. diaL mele, also (with change of orig. «n to n,

as in map, nape^, napkin, eUi.} OF. "nesple, neple,

F. nifle = Sp. nespera = Pg. nespera = It. nes-

pola, f., the medkcr (fruit) ; of. ^. nispero= It.

nespolo, medlar-tree ; = D. MLG. mispel=OHG.
mespUa, nespela,MHG. me^pel,ne^^ G. mtspel=
Sw. Dan. mispel = Bohem. mishpiile, nyshpule
= PoL mespU, mes-
pul, nieszpul = Hung.
nespotya, naspolya =
Turk. mushmiUa (>
Serv. mushmuJa), < Ii.

mespUus, f., a medlar,
medlar-tree, < Gr. itia-

si3m>, neut., a medlar,
medlar-tree, luairih],

the medlar-tree.] 1.

A small, generally
bushy tree, Mespilus
Germaniea, related to
the crab-apple, culti-

vated in gs^ens for

its fruit. It is wild in central and southern
£!nrope, but was introduced from western Asia.

See Mespilus.
MeddeUera in hoote lande Maddest be.

So it be moist; thai come also in cold.

Palbtdiui, Huslmndrie (B. E. T. S.)^ p. 12L

Witwond grows by the Knight, lilce a Medlar grafted on
a Crah. Con^eve, Way of the World, L 5.

2. The fruit of the above tree, resembling a
small brown-skinned apple, but with a broad
disk at the summit surrounded by the remains
of the calyx-lobes, when first gathered, it is harsh and
nneatable,batin the earlystages of decayitacquiresan acid

flavormuch relished bysome. There are several varieties.

Youll be rotten ere you be half ripe, and that's the right
virtue of the niMSer. iSAot., AsyonUkeit, iiL 2. 123.

The stalk [of the cotton-wool plant], no bigger tlian that

of wheatsbut rough as theBeans ; the headroundand beard-
ed, in size and shape of a medlar. Sandys, Travailes, p. 12.

Dutch medlar, the common variety of medlar.—Japan-
ese medlar. Same as loquta, 2.—Neapolitan orWelsh
medlar. See azardU,

medlar-tree (med'lar-tre), n. [Of. ME. medXe-

tree.l Same as medlar, 1.

medlar-wood (med'lar^wud), n. Some hard-

wooded species of My'rtus, growing in Mauritius

and adjacent islands, as M. mespUoides.

Leaves and Fndt of Medlar-tiee
{Mespilus Germantcai.
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medle^t, ». An obsolete form of meddle.

medle^, ». [ME., < OF. mesle, mesple, medlar

:

see medlar.'] A medlar: perhaps only in the
compound medle-tree.

medleet, n. and a. An obsolete form of medley.

medle-treet, n. [ME.] Same as medlar-tree.

A sat and dinede in a wede,
Under a faire m^dle-tre.

Beoen qfHamtmm, p. 52. (ffofiuivS.)

medley (med'li), /i. and a. [Formerly also

medly, medHe; < ME. medlee, medle, < OF.
mediee, meslee, meUee, mellee,F.jn&ee('>'E. milee

and melley) = Sp. meecla = Pg. mesda, a mix-
ing, orig. fem. of medle, mesle, etc., pp. of med-
ler, mesler, mix: see meddle and melP-.'] I. «.

1. A mixture; a mingled and confused mass
of elements, ingredients, or parts; a jimible;

a hodgepoage.
Love is a medley of endearments, jac^
Suspicions, quarrels, reconcilements, wars;
Then peace again. Wtdsh.

They . . . wHl bear no more
This medley of philosophy and war.

Addiaon, Cato.

The ballet liad been a favourite subject of court diveision
since Beanjoyeaulx produced in 1681 Le Sallet Comique
de la Boyne, a medley of dancing, choral singing, and mu-
sical dialogue. Eneye. BriL, XVIL 81.

2. A musical composition, song, or entertain-
ment consisting of incongruous or disjointed
scraps or parts selected from different sources;
a melange or potpourri.— 3. A fabric woven
fromyam spun fromwool which has been dyed
of various colors.

Every Woolen Weaver shall have . . . for every yard
of jr«lii«ld.Qs. Statute (1609), quoted in Ribton-Tumer's

[Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 444.

As Medics are most made in other sliires, as good
Whites as any are woven in this county.

Fuller, Worthies, Wats, II. 435. {Vameg.)

4t. A hand-to-hand fight; a meUey or mS16e.

As soone as the speres were spente, thei drough oute
theire swerdes, and be-gonne the medle on foote and on
horseb^. MerUn (E. £. T. S.), iil 457.

=&7n. 1. Misedlany, Jvmile, etc. See miaetiere.

U. a. 1. Mingled; confused.

Qualms at my bear^ convulsions in my nerve^
Within my little world make medley war. Dryden.

Amedlej^sir
Of cunning and of impudence.

Wordamrih, Peter BeU.

2. Mixed; of a mixed stuS or color.

He rood hat hoomly in a medlee coote.

Cbaueer, Gen. ProL to C. T., L 328.

medleyt (med'li), v. t. [< medley, «.] To mix.
His heeir was grete and blakke, and foule me^ed.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iiL 635.

A medled estate of the orders of the Gospel and Uie cere-

monies of popeiy is not the best way to banish popeiy.
Quoted in Hooker's Eccles. Polity, iv. 8.

Medoc (me-dok'), n. [From Medoc, a region
in France, in the department of Gironde.] A
class of excellent French red Bordeaux wines,
included under the English term of clarets,

comprising the finest wines of the Bordeaux
type, the Chateau Laffitte, Chateau Margaux,
and Chateau La Tour, as well as many other
brands of desirable quality and more moderate
cost. All these wines have a delicate aroma, and a pe-

culiar slightly bitterly flavor, and when pure are free

from headiness.

medlick, madrick (med'ilk, mad'rik), n. [Ori-

gin obscure.] The tern or sea-swallow.

A medriek that makes you look overhead
WiUi short, sharp screams as he sights his pi^.

Lowell, Appledore.

medlinack (med'ri-nak), n. [Also medrinague,

formerly in pi. medrinaelcs, medrinadkes; appar.

of native origin.] A coarse fiber from the Phil-

ippines, obt£ned fromthe sago-pahn, and used
chiefly for stiffening dress-linings, etc. Maun-
der.

medrissa (me-dris'a), «. Same as m<tdrasah..

mednUa (me-dul'5), n. [= F. meduOe = Sp.

medida = Pg. medma = It. medoUa, midoUa, <

L. medulla, marrow, pith, kernel, < medius, mid-
dle : see medium.] 1 . In anat. and zool : (a) Mar-

row. [Little used.] (6) The so-called spinal

marrow; the spinal cord, or central axis of the

nervous system; the myelon: more fuUy called

meduOa spinalis, (c) The hindmost segment
of the brain, continuous with the spinal cord

;

the afterbrain or metencephalon; the oblon-

gata: more fuUy called 7H«dMBao6tonffato. (d)

The ventral gangUonio chain of the nervous

system of some invertebrates, as Vermes, sup-

posed tobe analogousto the spinal cord of verte-
brates, (e) The pith of a hair. (/) The myelin,

or white and fatty covering of the axis-cylin-

der of a nerve.—2. In hot., the pith of plants.

Medusa
(a) In exogens, the central column of parenchymatons tis-

sue about which the wood is formed. (6) In heteromeious
lichens, the innennost stratum of colorless tissue compos-
ing the thallus. It exhibits three well-marked forms : (1)

the woolly, composed of simple or branched eutangled fila-

meuts ; (2) the cmstaceous, which is tartareous in appear-
ance; (3) ihe cellulose, which consists of angular, round-
ed, or oblong cellules Colunms Of the medulla ob-
longata. See column Medulla Oblongata. See def.

1 (c); see also ftratn.—Hedulla spinalis. See def. 1 (!>).

medullar (me-dul'ar), a. [= F. medullaire =
Sp. medvlar '= Pg" medullar = It. midoUare, <

LL. medullaris, situated in the marrow, < L.
medtdHa, marrow : see meduUa.] Same as med-
ullary. [Rare.]

These little emissaries, united together at the cortical

part of the brain, make the medullar part, being a bundle
of very small, threadlike channels of fibres.

G. Cheyne, Philosophical Principles.

medullary (med'u-la-ri), a. [As viedullar.]

1. In anat. and zooL, pertaining to marrow or
medulla, or resembling it in form or position

;

myelonai : as, medullary substance ; a medullary
cavity; »!«dwHaj^ cancer; Si medullary foTamen.
— 3. In hot., composing or pertaining to the
medulla or pith of plants. See phrases below.
—Mednllary axis, in achens, same as meduUary layer.—

Medullary cancer. Same as encephaloid cancer (which
see, under eneepAofoid).—Medullary cavity, in embryol.

:

(a) The hollow of the primitively tubular spmal cord.

The primitive medullary cavity, wliich persists as the
central canal, remains open in Uie lumbar swelling of

birds. GegenbauT, Comp. Anat., p. 612.

(6) The hollow ofabone which containsmarrow.—Medul-
lary foramen. See foramen.—Medullary farrow or

groove, in embryol., the primitive trace or furrow_ of a
vertebrate embryo, or a corresponding formation in an
invertebrate: so called from being Uie site of a future
medulla.

As the medullary groove deepens, its edges become more
sharply defined, and its inner border comes close down to

the entoderm, thas forcing asonder the two halves of the
mesoderm. Buclfs HaJidJbook qf Med. Sciences, HL 174.

Medullary layer, in Uchendl. See medulla, 2 (6).

—

Medulla37 plate, in embryol., one of the lips of the med-
ullary groove.—Medullaiy rayB| the radhiting vertical

bands or plates of parenchymatous tissue in the stems
of exogenous plants, popularly called the sUver-cfrain.

T /
MeduUaiy Rays.

X. Longitudinal ladtal section thiDngh the wood of a branch of ma.
pie one year old : P, pitfa ; S, bax]L. 2. Longitudinal tangential sec-

tion of the same wood, showing the ends of me mednllary rays.

There are two kinds— the primary, which extend from
the pith (medulla) to the cortex, and the secondary, which
are shorter than the primary. The rays may be simfle,

consisting of a single cell or a single layer of superim-
posed cells, as in many conifers ; or compound, consisting

of more than one layer of superimposed cells, as in most
dicotyledons.—Medullary ^eath, in bot., a narrow zone
made up of the innermost layer of woody tissue immedi-
ately surrounding the pith in plants.—MednUaiy tube,
the spinal cord in the primitive tabular stage.

mednllated (med'u-la-ted), a. [< L. medulla,

marrow, + -afel + -ed^.] Having a medulla.

The [spinal] c»rd will be seen to be mainly made up of

meduOated nerve-flbres. Martin, Himian Body, p. 177.

mednllin (mf-dul'in), «. [< L. medulla, pith,
-^ -ire2.] A "name given by Braeonnot to the
cellnlose obtained from the pith or medulla of

certain plants, as the sunflower and Ulac.

mednllispinal (me-dul-i-spi'nal), a. [< L. me-
duUa, marrow, pitt, + spina, spine : see spinal.]

Pertaining to tie medulla spinalis, spinal mar-
row, or spinal cord.

The medvUispinal or proper veins of the spinal conl lie

within the dura mater. Holden, Anat. (1885), p. 794.

medulUtis (med-u-li'tis), h. [NL., < medulla,

marrow, + -itis.'] lapafbol.. same as myelitis.

meduUose (med'u-los), a. [= F. meduUeux =
Sp. meduloso = Pg. meduUoso = It. midolloso, <

L. medullosus, full of marrow, < medulla, mar-
row, pith: see meduUa.] Having the texture

of pith. Maunder.
Medusa (me-dii'sa), n. [L. Medusa, < Gr. Midov-

aa, a fem. name," orig. fem. of iiiSav, a ruler,

ppr. of iitSav, rule.] 1. In Gr. myth., one of

the three Gorgons, the only one of them who
was mortal, she was slain by Perseus, with the aid of

Athena; and her serpent-entwined head was so awful

that its sight turned aU beholders to stone. It was after-

ward borne by Athena on her segis or on her shield. The
later artists beautified the grimacing head of Medusa, re-

taining only the writhing serpents of the legend. See
Gorgon and ccgis. <



Medusa
2. PI. medusw (-se). In zool. : (a) \l. c] A.

jelly-flsh, sea-jelly, or sea-nettle; an acaleph,
in a strict sense ; a discophoran or discophor-
ous hydrozoan; any member of the family
Medusidce or order or subclass Discophora: a
term very loosely used, and now chiefly as an
English word. See medusoid, n. (b) lca;p.'\

[NL.] An old genus of jelly-fishes, used with
great and varying latitude, more or less nearly
equivalent to the order IHscophora or family
Medusidce, now greatly restricted or entirely
discarded. In the latter case Aurelia is used
instead. See cut under acaleph. [In this sense
there is no plural.] (c) [I. c] Some hydrozoan
resembling or supposed to be one of the fore-

going ; a medusoid : as, the naked-eyed medusae
of Forbes, which are the reproductive zooi^s
or eonophores of gymnoblastio hydroids.

medusa-bell (me-du'sa-bel), n. The swimming-
bell, gelatinous disk, or umbrella of a medusa.
medusa-blid (mf-dii'sa-bud), n. A budding
medusa ; a rudimentary medusa, or one not de-
tached from its stock, forming a generative bud
or gonophore.
Medusae (me-du'se), n. pi. [NL., pi. of Medti-

«a.] Jelly-dshes, acalephs proper, or disoopho-
rans, as a family or higher group of the Hydro-
zoa, equivalent to Medusidm or Discophora, 1.

medusal (me-du'sal), a. [< Nli. Medusa + -al.l

Same as mehusan'.' Nature, XXXVIH. 356.

medusan (me-dii'san), a. and n. [< NL. Me-
dusa + -an.'] I. a. Of, pertaining to, or re-

sembling a member of the family Medusidce.

II. n. A hydrozoan of the family Medusidce,

Medusa's-head (me-dii'saz-hed), K. 1. A bas-
ket-fish, basket-urchin, or sea-basket ; a eury-

alean ophiurian or branching sandstar of the

family AstrophyUdee. Also medusa-head and
medusa-headstar. See cut under basket-fish.—
2.

P. ^

phorbia Caput-Medusce— Medusa's-head orchis,
See orchis.

medusian (me-dii'si-au), a. and n. [< NL. Me-
dusa + .4an.']' Same as medusan.
Medusidse (me-du'si-de), n.pl. [NL.,< Medusa
+ -idcB.] The medussB, acalephs, discophorans,

or jelly-fishes, as a fanuly of Sydrozoa, typified

by the genus Medusa proper. The hydi'osome is

free and oceanic, conBisting of a single nectocalyx or swim-
n)ing-bell, from the roof of which one or several polypites

are suspended. The nectocalyx is furnished with a sys-

3688 meet

meed (mad), n . [< ME. meede, mede, < AS. mU, meekent (me'kn), v. t.

in older form meord, meard, meorth = OS. meoda, as meek,

mieda, meda = OFries. mede, meide, mide = D.

miede = MLG. mede, meide, LG-. mede = OHGr.

mieta, miata, meta, MHG. miete, G. miete, miethe

= Goth, mizdo, meed, reward, recompense, =
OBulg. mizda = Bulg. miieda = Bohem. Russ.

mzda (Pol. myto. < G.), reward, = Gr. 1^1066; =
Zend mizdlia, pay, hire, = Pers. mazd (> Turk.

muzd), pay, recompense, reward.] 1. That
which is bestowed or rendered in considera-

tion of desert, good or bad (but usually the

former) ; reward ; recompense ; award.

As muche mede for a myte that he oflreth

As the riche man for al his moneye and more, as by the

godspel. Piers Plowman (C), xiv. 97.

The Laurell, m^ed of mightie Conquerours.
Spenser F. Q., I. i. 9.

Who cheers such actions with abundant meeds.
B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

A sordid soul.

Such as does murder for a meed.
Scott, Marmion, ii. 22.

Her6 comes to-day,

FaUas and Aphrodite, claiming each
This meed of fairest. Tennyson, (Enone.

2. A gift ; also, a bribe.

For certes by no force ne by no meede
Hym thoughte he was nat able for to speede.

Chaweer, Doctor's Tale, 1. 133.

[< meek+ -eni.] Same

They take meede with priuie violence,
Carpets, and things of price and pleasance.

Hakluyt's Voyages, 1. 198.

Flutus, the god of gold,
Is but his steward ; no meed but he repays
Sevenfold above itself. Skak., T. of A. , i. 1. 288.

Gin yell gie me a worthy Tneid,

I'll tell ye whar to find him.
Sir James the Rose (Child's Ballads, III. 7S).

3t. Merit or desert.

My meed hath got me tame. Shak., 3 Hen. VI., iv. 8. 38.

An extant crinoid of the genus Pentdcrinus, meedt (med), ». t. [< ME. meden= OS. meaean,
— 3. In bot., the plant ^m- miedon = MLGr. meden = OSGi.miaten, mietan,

MHG-. G. mieten, reward; from the noun.] 1.

To reward; bribe.

& [he] Tneded hem so moche with alle manor thinges,

& bi-het hem wel more than i gou telle kan.
William 0/ Paieme{E. E. T. S.), 1. 4646.

2. To deserve or merit.

Yet, yet thy body meeds a better grave.
Eeywood, Silver Age (ed. Collier),

'

Then with soft steps enseal'd the rmekn^d valleys,

In quest of memory.
W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, iL 1.

Where meekened sense and amiable grace

And lively sweetness dwell. Thomson.

meek-eyed (mek'id), a. Having eyes that re-

veal meekness of character.

He, her fears to cease.

Sent down the meek-eyed Peace.
Milton, Nativity, L 46.

A patient, meek-eyed wife. LongfeUoio, Hyperion, iv. 8.

meekheadt, n. [< ME. mekehede; < meek +
-head.] Meekness. Salliwell.

meekly (mek'li), adv. [< msek + -ly^.] In a

meek manner; submissively; humbly; not

proudly or roughly: mildly; gently.

meekness (mek'nes), n. [< ME. meekenes, meke-

nes; < meek + -ness.] The quality of being

meek; softness of temper; mildness; gentle-

ness; forbearance under injuries and provoca-

tions; unrepining submission. = syn. lowliness,

humility, self-abasement. See comparison under gentle.

meert. An obsolete form of mere\ mere'^, mereS.

meerkat (mer'kat), n. 1. The African penciled

ichneumon, Cynictis penidllata. See cut un-

der CynicUs.— 2. The African suricate or zen-

iok, Suricata ietradactyla.

meerschaum (mer'sham or -shum; G. pron.

mar'shoum), n. [< G. meerschaum, lit. ^ sea-

foam,' < meer, the sea (= E. merei), -t- schavm,

foam, froth, = B. seum.] 1. A hydrated sili-

cate of magnesium, occurring in fine white

clay-like masses, which when dry wiU float

on water; sepiolite. The name, from the German
for 'sea-foam,' alludes to the lightness and the snow-

white color. It is found in various regions, but occurs

chiefly in Asia Minor, Livadia, and the island of Euboea.

When first taken out it is soft, and makes lather hie
soap. It is manufactured into tobacco-pipes, wliich, af-

ter being carved or turned, are baked to dry them, then

boiled in milk, polished, and finally boiled in oil or wax.

Artificial meerschaum is made from the chips and waste

left from meerschaum-cutting, consolidated Dy preBsnre.

Meerschaum is imitated also in plaster of Paris, treated

with paraffin and colored with gamboge and dragon's-

blood, and in other ways.

2. A pipe made from this substance. Such pipes

are valued from their taking a rich brown color from the

oil of tobacco gradually absorbed by the material.

meerswinet, n. See mereswine.

meedfult(med'ful),a. l<^'E'.medxiful;<m^edT^^^^^'^-^2T^''n' FNL (Hedwie 1782)+ -ful.] Worthy of meed or reward; deserv- Meesia (me^
^i^^;jV«£^a £rdS of tl/e

tern of canals, and a number of tentacles depend from its ing.
margin. The reproductive organs appear as processes meedfuUvt (med'fid-i), adv. [ME,
either of the sides of the polypiteor of the nectocalycine ^ ^g^ful + -lyK] According to meed hv de-

[< NL. Me-

canals. The family as thus defined is coextensive with the
order or subclass Discophora, and equivalent to Medusce,

2 (b), but the term is often used in a much more restricted

sense, as synonymous with Aureliidte.

medusidan (mf-du'si-dan), a. and n. I. a. Of
or pertaining to the Medusidce.

n. n. One of the MedusidcB.

medusiform (me-du'si-fdrm), a.

dusa + L. forma, form.] Ee-
sembling a medusa in form;
medusoid; intheformofabell;
campanulate—Medualformbud,
a budding medusoid contained in the
gonophore of some hydrozoans.

medusite(me-dii'sit),»i. [<NL.
Medusites, < Medusa + -ites, E.

-ite^.] A fossil medusa or ac-

aleph. Notwithstanding the soft-

ness of jelly-fishes, fossil traces of some
have been found in the lithographic

slate of Solenhofen in Bavaria.

Medusites (med-u-si'tez), n.

[NL. : see m^dusite.] A ge-

neric name of certain fossil

medusBB.
medusoid (me-du'soid), a. and
n. [< NL. Medusa + Gr. eldog, form.] I. a.

Like a medusa; resembling a medusa in form
or function; medusiform: as, a medMsoidbud;
the medusoid organization. Sometimes acale-

phoid.—Medusoid bud, the generative bud or gono-
phore of a fixed or free hydrozoan.

II. n. 1. The medusiform generative bud or

receptacle of the reproductive elements of a hy-
drozoan, whether it becomes detached or not.
Such an organism constitutes the middle stage in the pro-

cess of metagenesis. The gonophore may present every
stage of development and degree of complication until it

becomes medusiform or bell-shaped, when it is called a
medusoid from its resemblance to a medusa or jelly-fish.

2. Loosely, any medusa, medusidan, or medu-
soid organism.

meeH, pron. An obsolete spelling of mei.

mee^ (me), n. [E. Ind.] Ato. evergreen tree of

India. See Bassia.

meech, meeching. See miche^, miching.

sert; suitably

A wight, without nedeful compulsion, ought mede/ntty
to be rewarded. Testamerd of Love, iii.

meek (mek), a. [< ME. meek, meke, meok, meoc,

< Icel. mjukr, soft, mild, meek, = Sw. mjuk, soft,

= Dan. myg, soft, pliant, supple, = Goth,
"

in oomp. mukamodei, gentleness.] 1.

University of Praneker, in the Netherlands.]

A genus of mosses typical of the tribe Meesiece,

having long, densely cespitose stems and linear

or narrowly lanceolate leaves, with rectangu-

lar-hexagonal small areolation. The capsule is

cernuous, clavate, and thick-walled, the annulus simple

or wanting. The species are distributed throughout the

northern hemisphere, some occurring in North America.

Also spelled Meesea.

Gentle Meesiese (me-si'e-e), to. ^Z. [NL., < JK^eem +

Medusiform ZoSid of
Cantpanularia.
A, nectocalyx ; A\

velum; <r, lithocysts

;

te, tentacles ; A', ma-
nubrium ; £", radial
canals; o, mouth.

or mild of temper; sell-controlled and gentle

;

not easily provoked or irritated; forbearing
under injury or annoyance.

Full meke was the kynge a-gein god and the pe^le, and
a-gein the mynistres of holy cherche, that alle thei hadde
grete pite. Merlin (B. E. T. S.), i. 94.

Take my yoke upon you, and learn of me ; for I am meek
and lowly in heart : and ye shall find rest unto your souls.

Mat. xi. 29.

He feels he has a fist, then folds his arms
Crosswise, and makes his mind up to be meek.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 36.

3. Pliant; yielding; submissive.

Hee had take the toune that tristy was holde,
• And made all the menne meeke to his wyll.

Alisaunder o/Macedoine (B. E. T. S.), 1. 963.

He humbly louted in meeke lowlinesse.
Spenseir, F. Q., I. x. 44.

With tears

Watering the ground, and with their sighs the air

Frequenting, sent from hearts contrite, in sign

Of sorrow unfeign'd, and humiliation m£ek,
Milton, P. L., X. 1104.

3. Humble; unpretentious.

So we buried him quietly ... in the sloping little

church-yard of Oare, as meek a place as need be.

R. D. Blaclamore. Lorna Doone, v.

=Syn. 1. MUd, etc. (see genile), humble, lowly.

meekf (mek), v. [< ME. meken (= Sw. mju-
ka); from the adj.] I. trans. To make meek;
soften; render mild, pliant, or submissive;
humble or bring low.

For he that highith himself shal be mekid, and he that
mekiih himself shall be enhaunsid. Wyclif, Mat. xxiii. 12.

II. intrans. To submit ; become meek.
Ac Nede is next him, for anon he meketh.

And as low as a lombe, for lakking of that hym nedeth.
Piers Plowman (B), xx. 35.

ecB.] A trilJe of mosses of the order Bryaeece,

taking its name from the genus Meesia. They
are generally small planes, with 3- to 8-ranked lanceolate

or linear-oblong leaves, and a long-pedicelled long-necked
capsule, with a small convex or conical lid, and a double

peristome of 16 teeth. Also spelled MeeseecB.

meet! (met), v.
;
pret. and pp. met, ppr. meeUng.

[< ME. meeten, meten, < AS. metan(vp. mette,

meted), gemetan (= OS. mo^an = OPnes. meto

= D. moeien, gemoeten = MLG. moten, LG.
moten, moten = Icel. m,ceta = Sw. mota = Dan.

mode= Goth, gamotjan), meet, encoimter, < mot,

gemot, a meeting: see moofi-, ».] I. trans. 1. To
come into the same place with (another person

or thing); come into the presence of; of per-

sons, come face to face with.

Prepare to meet thy God, Israel. Amos iv. 12.

That, in the ofiioial marks invested, you
Anon do meet the senate. Shak., Cor., iL 3. 149.

2. To come up to from a different direction;

join by going toward; come to by approach-

ing from the opposite direction, as distinguish-

ed from overtake: as, to meet a person in the

road.

And thus the! conveyed hem vn-to the town, whereas

Gonnore, the doughterof kynge leodogan com hem for to

wMen. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 448.

I would have overtaken, not have met my Game.
Congreve, Old Batchelor, iv. 6.

3. To come into physical contact with; join by
touching or uniting with; be or become con-

tiguous to.

The broad seas swell'd to meet the keel.

Tennyson, The Voyage.

4. To come upon ; encounter ; attain to ; reach

the perception, possession, or experience of:



meet
as, to meet one's fate calmly ; his conduct nieets
the approbation of tie public; you will meet
your reward.

Let no whit thee dismay
The hard beginne that meeUt thee in the dore
And with sh^rpe fits thy tender hart oppresseth sore.

Spenser, F. Q., HL iiL 2L
AJl sorts of cmelties they meet like pleasures.

Fletcher (and another). Sea Voyage, iv. 2.

I have a little satisfaction in seeing a letter written to
yon npon my table, thoogh I meet no opportnnity of send-
ing it. Donne, Letteis, xrit

Chariots and flaming arm% and Say steeds,
Beflecting blaze on blaze, flist met his view.

JfOton,?. L.,vi.l8.

5. To come into collision with; encounter with
force or opposition ; come ormove against : as,
to meet the enemy in battle.

To meet the noise
Of his almighty engine he shall hear
Infernal thunder. MUton, P. L., il 64»

I have heard of your tricks.

—

And you that smell of amber at my charge.
And triumph in your cheat—well, I may live
To meet thee.

Beau, and FL, Honest Man's Fortune, lii. 3.

Some new device they have afoot again.
Some trick upon my credit; 1 shall meet it.

Fletcher, Sule a Wif^ t. 3.

Like fire he meets the foe.

And strikes him dead for thine and uiee.
Tennyson, Princess, iv. (song).

6. To come into conformity to ; be or act in
agreement with: as,conduct that meets one's ex-
pectations.— 7. To discharge; satisfy: as, to
meet a note at maturity.

This day he requires a large sum to meet demands that
cannot be denied. Bulwer, Lady of Ijrons, v. 2. (Hoppe.)

8. To answer; refute: as, to j««e< an opponent's
objections.—To meet lialf-way, to approach from an
equal distance and meet ; figuratively, make mutoal and
equal concessions to, each ]^rty renouncing some claim

;

make a compromise with.—To meet the eye, to arrest
the sight ; come into notice ; become visible.—Well met,
a salutation of compliment. Compare haU-feUoa, weS
met, under haU-feUow. Shakspere has also 31 met in the
opposite sense.

Weel met, weei met, now, Parcy Keed.
Death of Parey Seed (Cihild's Ballads, VL 144).

=SyiL 1. To light or happen upon.— 6. To comply with,
fulfiL

n. intrans. 1. Tocome together; come faceto
face

;
join company, assemble, or congregate.

Also we mette with ij Galyes of Venys, whiche went owte
of Yenys a moneth afor vs.

Torkington, Siarie of Eng. Travel], p. 18.

And for the rest o' the fleet

Which I dispersed, they all have met again.
And are upon the Mediterranean flote.

Shot., Tempest, L 2. 233.

So hand in hand they pass'd, the loveliest pair
That ever yet in love's embraces met.

MiUon, P. L., iv. 322.

2. To come together in opposition or in con-
tention, as in fight, competition, or play.

And therefore this marcke that we must shoot at^ set
vp wel in our sight, we shal now Tneat for y« shooi^
Sir T. More, Cnmfort against Tribulation (1573), foL 33.

Weapons more violent, when next we meet.
May serve to better ns, and worse our foes.

Maton, P. L., vt 439.

3. To come into contact; form a junction;
xmite ; be contiguous or coalesce.

There Savoy and Piemont meeCe.
Coryat, Crudities, L 90.

4. To combine.
How all things meet to make me this day happy.

BeaTi. and FL, Thierry and Theodoret, iL 1.

Thou, the latest-left of all my knights.
In whom should meet the offices of all.

Tennyson, Morte d'Arthnr.

5. To come together exactly; agree; square or
balance, as accounts.

The Courtly figure All^oria, which is when we speake
one thing and thinke another, and that our wordes and
onr meanings meete not.

PtitteTiham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 154.

It is mighty pleasant at the end of the year to make all

[onr accounts] meet Lamb, Old China.

To make both ends meet. Seee>u2.—Tomeetapwlth.
to come upon, whether by encountering or by overtaking.
(SonUiein F. S.]—TO meet with, (o) To join; unite in

company.
When Gabiyell owre lady grette.

And Elyzabeth with here mette.
BaieesBook(E.'E.T.S.\p.l7.

Falstafl at that oak shall meet with n&
Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 4. 4a

(b) To light on ; find ; come to : often said of an unex-

pected event.

We met tr»£Amany things worthy of observation. Bacon,

(e) To snfler; be exposed to; experience.

Soyal Mistress,

Prepare to meet wi& more than bmtal fuiy

From the fierce prince.
Bowe, Ambitions Step-Mother, ii. 2.
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((f) To obviate. [A Latinism.]

Before I proceed farther, it is good to meet with an ob-
jection, which if not removed, t&e conclusion of experi-
ence from the time past to the present will not be sound.

Baeon.
(e) To counteract; oppose.

We must prepare to tnaet icith Caliban.
Shale, Tempest, iv. 1. 166.

[Meet in the intransitive sense is sometimes conjugated
with to be as an auxiliary ^ ^ell as with have.}=SyjL 1.

To collect muster, gather.

meet^ (met), n. [< meefi-, r.] 1. A meeting
of huntsmen for fox-hunting or coursing, or
of bicyclists for a ride ; also, the company so
met.

'The mantelpiece, in which is stuckalarge card with the
list of the meets for the week of the county hounds.

T. HvgJtes, Tom Brown at Kugby, i i.

2. The place appointed for such a meeting;
the rendezvous.
meet^ (met), a. and n. [< ME. Jiwete, mete, < AS.
gemet, fit, suitable (ef. moete, moderate, = leel.

m<Btr, meet), < ge-, a generalizing sufSx, + me-
tan, measure: see mete^.'] I. a. 1. Fit; suit-

able; proper; convenient; adapted; appro-
priate.

The said Towne of Brymyncham ys a verey mete place,
and yt is veiey mete and necessarye that theare be a ifree
Schoole erect theare. English GOds (E. E. T. S.), p. 249.

Bat for Adam there was notfound an help meet for him.
Gen. iL 20.

It was meet that we should make merry. Luke xv. 32.

2i. Proi>er; own.

Menelay the niighty, that was his mete brother.
Come fro his kingdom with clene shippes SixtL

De^Tuciion(ifTroy (E. K T. S.)i L 4057.

3t. Equal.
Lord of lordes both loud and still.

And none on melde [mold] mete him nntall.

Boly Bood (K E. T. a), p. 122.

4. Even. [Now only prov. Eng.]

Niece, yon tax Signior Benedick too much ; but heU be
meet with you. Shak., Much Ado, L 1. 47.

ITl be meet with 'em

:

Seven of their young pigs I've bewitch'd already.
Middleton, The Witch, i. 2.

=Syil. 1. Fitting, suitable, suited, congenial.

ELt n. An equal ; a companion.
meetelest, n. See metels.

meetent (nie'tn),». t. [<.meet^+ -en^.'] Tomake
meet or fit; adapt; prepare. Ash. [Bare.]

meeter^ (me'ter), n. [< meei^ + -eri.] One
who meets or encounters; a participant in a
meeting. [Bare.]

meeter^, n. An obsolete spelling of meter^.

meethHi »• [Also meith ; said to be a var. of
inetei; ».] A mark; a sign; a landmark or
boundary: as, meeihs and marches.

meeth^, n. See mead^.
meeting (me'ting), ». [< ME. meUnge; verbal
n. of jjiee*!, ».] 1. A coming together; an in-

terview: as, a happy meeting of friends.— 2.

An assembly; a congregation; a collection of

people; a convention: as, a social, religious,

orpoUtieal meeting; the meeting adjourned till

the next day: applied in the United States,

especially in rural districts, to any assemblage
for religious worship, and in England and Ire-

land to one of dissenters from the established

church; specifically, an assembly of Friends for

religious purposes : as, to go to meeUng.

Many sober Baptists and prof^sors . . . came in, and
abode in the meeting to the end.

Penn, Travels in Holland, etc.

I seem to see again
Annt^ in her hood and train.

Glide, with a sweet disdain.

Gravely to Meeting.
Lacker, On an Old Mufl.

Tour yellow dog was always on hand with a sober face

to patter on his foursolemn paws behind the farm-wagon
as it went to meeting of a Sunday morning.

B. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 20.

3. A conflux, as ofrivers; a confluence; a join-

ing, as of lines
;
junction ; union.

Her face is like the Milky Way i' the sky,

A meeting of gentle lights without a name.
Sudding, Brennowalt, iii

4. A hostDe encounter; a duel.

At the first metgnge there was a sore iust.

BeSrners, tr. of Froissart's Chron., I. ccxL

Baaket-meetillg. See the quotation. [Western TJ. S.]

Basket Meetings—jollyreligioas picnics, whereyou could

attend to your salvation and eat "roas'in' ears" with old

friends in the thronged recesses of the forests.

S. Eggleston, The Graysons, a.

Ezpeiience, family. Indignation, et&, meeting. See

the qualifying words.—March meeting, inNew England
towns, the principal town-meeting, occurring annually in

March.

megacerons
I fln' em ready planted in Marcfi-meetin',
Warm ez a lyceum-andience in their greetin'.

Loteett, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., Hosea Biglow's Speech in
[March Meeting.

meetinger (me'ting-er), H. [Also dial, nieet-

iner, meetner; < meeting + -erl.] In some parts
of England, a habitual attendant of a dissent-
ing meeting or chapel.

The Meetinger keeps himself posted up with the last
clerical escapade and fires it off at us when he gets a
chance. Sineteenth Century, XXH. 265.

meeting-lionse (me'ting-hous), n. A house of
worship: specifically employed by Friends to

designate their houses of worship, in England
by members of the established ehuroh to desig-
nate the houses of worship of dissenters, and
in the United States, chiefly in the country, as
a designation of any house for worship.
The meeting-house was much enlarged, and there was a

fresh enquiry among many people after the truth.
Penn, Travels in Holland, etc.

His heart misgave him that the chorches were so many
meeting-houses, but I soon made him easy. Addison.

In the old days it would have been thought unphilo*
Sophie as well as effeminate to warm the meeting-houses
artificially. C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. il.

meeting-post (me 'ting-post), n. The outer
stile of a canal-lock gate, which meets, at the
middle of the gateway, the corresponding stUe
of the companion gate. Also called miter-post.

meeting-seed (me'ting-sed), «. Fennel, cara-

way, dill, or-other aromatic and pungent seed,

eaten to prevent drowsiness in church. [New
Eng.]
She munched a sprig of meetin' seed.

St. Nicholas, TV. 202.

meetlyf (met'li), a. [< ME. metely; < meet^ +
-iiyi.] Meet; becoming; appropriate; propor-
tionable.

. Fetys he was and wel beseye.
With metely month and yen greye.

Bom. of the Bose, 1. 8-22.

Diners other, that were more meetelie . . . for yonr es-

tate. Stow, Edw. v., an. 1482.

meetly (met'U), adv. [< ME. meetely, meteb/;
< mce^ + iy^.'] 1. In a meet or fit manner;
fitly; suitably; properly.

So that the mete & the masse watz metely delynered.
Sir Gawayne and the tureen Knight (E. E. T. S.X L 1414.

I account the Mirrour of Magistrates meetely furnished
of beautiful parts. Sir P. Sidney, ApoL for Poetrie.

2. Measurably; tolerably.

And it is yet of a metely good strengthe, and it was
called in olde tyme Effrata.

Sir B. Guylforde, Pylgiymage, p. 35.

meetness (met'nes), n. l< meet^ + -ness.'i The
state or quality of being meet; fitness; suita-

bleness; propriety.

meg-, mega-. [< Gr. /ifyac, great, lai^, big: see

mielde, mucA.] Tn physics, a prefix to a unit of
measurement to denote the unit taken a million
times: as, a megoian, a megavolt, etc.

m^abacteria (meg'a-bak-te'ri-a), n.pl. [XL.,
< Gr. /iiya^, great, lai^e, + NL. bacteria, q. v.]

The largest kind of bacteria: distinguished
from microbacteria. Ziegler, Pathol. Anat., i.

185.

megabasite (meg-a-ba's5t), n. [< GT./dyac,

great, +pdaii, base,+ -ife2.] in mineral., a tung-
state of iron and manganese, probably a vari-

ety of wolfram.
megacepbalic (meg'a-se-fal'ik or -sef'a-Uk), o.

[< Gr. /Sj'Of, great, large,-!- xe^a^, head, + -ic.}

Large-headed: specifically applied in craniom-
etry to skulls whose cranial capacity exceeds
1450 cubic centimeters.
Megacephalon(meg-a-sef'a-lon), n. [NIi.(C.J.

Temminck, 1844),< Gr. fityag, great, lai^e,+ ke-

^o^, head.] A genus ofmound-birds or brush-
turkeys of Celebes, of the family MegapodU-
d<B and subfamily TdtegaUintB; the maleos : so

called from the size of the head, which results

from an expansion of the cranisJ walls into a
kind of helmet. M. maleo is the only species.

megacepbalons (meg-a-sef'a-lus), a. [< Gr.

fiyoQ, great, lai^e, + ke^^, head.] Large-
headed; megacephaJic in general. Also mega-
locephalous.

Megaceros (me-gas'e-ros), H. [NL., < Gr. /li-

yag, great, large, + idpoi, horn.] The genus of

la^e extinct Cervidte ofwhich the Irish elk is the

type, having immense palmated antlers. The
animal formerly called Cervus megaceros or C. MftemtctM
is now known as Megaceros hibemieus. It is related to

the elk of Europe and the moose of America, but is much
larger. Its remains abound in the peat-bogs of England
and Scotland.

megacerous (me-gas'e-rns), a. [< Gr. iitya^,

great, large, + Kipac, horn.] Having very large

horns, as the extinct Irish elk.



MegacMle

Megachile (meg-a-ki'le), re. [NL., < Gr. /liyac,

great, large, + x"'^fi lip-] -^ genus of aculeate
hymenopterous insects, or bees, of tlie family
Apidte and group Dasygastrw; the leaf-cutters.
It is a large genus, of world-wide distribution, containing
many species of varied habits ; all furnish their cells with
bits of leaves cut from trees and plants, which they sticlc

together and roll into cases to form their larval cells in the
trunks of dead trees and old rotting palings. The nest of
M. muraria is composed of grains of sand glued together
with its viscid saliva, and is so hard as not to be easily

penetrated by a knife. About 50 European and as many
North American species are known. M. centun&daris is

one of the common species of Europe and North America.

Megachilidse (meg-a-kil'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

MegacMle + 4dm.'\ The leaf-cutting bees re-

garded as a family.
Megacluroptera (meg"a-]d-rop'te-ra), n. pi.

[NL., neut. pi. of mega'cMroptems: see mega-
chiropterous.'] Same as MacrocMroptera. G. E.
Dcibson.

megachiropteran (meg"a-M-rop'te-ran), a. and
n. [< Megachiroptera + -a».] I. a. Pertaining
to the Megachiroptera, or having their charac-
ters ; being a fruit-bat.

II. n. A member of the Megachiroptera; a
fruit-bat.

megachiropterous (meg"a-ld-rop'te-rus), a. [<

NL. megachiropterus, < Gr" /ityag, great, large, +
X^ip, hand, -1- Trrepdv, a wing, = E. feather: see
chiropterous.'] Same as megachiropteran.

megacocci (meg-a-kok'si), n. pi. , [NL., < Gr.

/J'iy^Ct great, large, -I- kAkkoq, a berry: see coccus.^

The largest kind of cocci: distinguished from
micrococci.

megacosm (meg'a-kozm), n. [< Gr. idyas, great,

+ Kdauoc, world.J Same as macrocosm.

I desire him to give meleave to set forthour microcosm,
man, in some such deformed way as he doth the mega-
coem, or great world.

Bp. Crqft, Animad. on Burnet's Theory (1685), p. 138.

ULatham.)

megaderm (meg'a-dferm), n. [< NL. Megader-
ma.] A bat of t£e family MegadermatidoB.

Megaderma (meg-a-der'ma), n. [NL., < Gr.

fityaq, great, large, +' dkpfia, the skin : see derma.']

The typical genus of the family Megadermatidce
(or subfamily Megadermatinm of Nycteridw).
M. gigas of Australia is the largest bat of the suborder
Xicrochiroptera, the forearm measuring 4i inches. U.
lyra is a smaller species, common in Ind^ There are
several others.

Megadermatidae (meg*a-d6r-mat'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Mega,derma{t-) + Adm.] The Megader-
matiruB rated as a family.

Megadermatinse (meg-a^der-ma-ti'ne), n. pi.

[NL., < Megaderma(t-) + -inee.'j' A subfamily
of bats of the family Nycteridw, typified by the
genus Megaderma; the megaderms.
Megaderus (me-gad'e-rus), n. [NL. (Serville,

isfe), < Gr. /iiyac, great, large, + Skpnj, neck,

throat.] A genus of longieoms or oerambycids
having the three sternal sclerites continuous.
They exhale a strong, peculiar odor, though no odoriferous
glands have been discovered. They are mostly tropical

American, but M. Kfasciattis occurs in Texas.

megadont (meg'a-dont), a. [Irreg. < Gr. /iiyac,

great, large, + boolg (ooovt-) = E. tooth.] Hav-
ing large teeth. W. H. Flower.

,
megadyne (meg'a-din), n. [< Gr. n^yag, great
(see mega-), + E." dyne, q. v.] A unit equal to

a million dynes.

megaerg (meg'a-6rg), n. [< Gr. /i^ag, great (see

mega-), + E. erg, q. v.] A unit equal to a mil-

lion ergs. Also megerg, megalerg.

megafarad (meg'a-far-ad), ». [< Gr. /iiyac, great

(see megor-), + E. farad, q. v.] In electrometry,

a unit equal to a million farads.

Megalsema (meg-a-le'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. /ieyof

(^eyoA-), great, large, + Aaiftdc, throat (breast).]

The typical genus of Megalmmidce or scansorial

barbets. The species of MegalcemavTopet are Asiatic.

M. hmmacepliMa, the crimson-breasted baxbet, is a com-
mon Indian one, known as the tmribagut or coppersmith.

Also Megcdaima, as originally by G. B. Gray in 1842.

MegalsemidaB (meg-a-le'mi-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Megalcema + -idee.] A family of chiefly Old
World non-passerine piearian birds, formerly

confused with the barbets proper or pufl-birds

{BucconidcB) of America; scansorial barbets.
The technical characters are— the homalogonatous and
antiopelmous musculation of the zygodactylous feet; a
single carotid; no cseca; tufted elseodochon; acute manu-
brium sterni ; bifurcate vomer ; and ten rectrices. The
term is synonymous with CapUonidce. The megalemes
are nearly related to the toucans and woodpeckers. They
are of small to moderate size, of stout form, with large

heads and heavy bills garnished with long bristles, in the

latter respect resembling the barbets of the family Bucco-
nidoe. The coloration is highly variegated and often bril-

liant. Some 80 species are described, chiefly Asiatic and

i
African, only a few occurring in South America. The
lamily is divided into Pogmuyrhynahinae, Megalomiirue, and
CapttoniruB.
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megaleiue (meg'a-lem), n. A scansorial barbet

of the genus Megalcema, in a broad sense. Also

megalwme, megalaime.

megalerg (meg'a-lferg), n. [< Gr. /liyag (peyaTtr-),

great (see mega^), + E. erg.] Same as megaerg.

Megalesian, Megalensian (meg-a-le'si-an,
-len'si-an), a. [< L. Megalesia, prop. Megalensia

( < Gr. UeyaTi^aia, a festival inhonor of theMagna
Mater orCybele ), neut . pi. ofMegalensis, pertain-

ing to Jlfegraie, < Gr. ^eyakri, 'the Great,' an epi-

thet of the Magna Mater, fern, of iityag (fieyaTi-),

great: aeemain'^,miGkle,mv,ch.] Of or belonging

to Cybele, the Great Mother

—

Megalesian games,
in Il(ym. avMq., a magnificent festival, with a stately pro-

cession, feasung, and scenic performances in the theaters,

celebrated at Rome in the month of April, and lasting for

six days, in honor of Cybele. The image of this goddesswas
brought to Rome from Pessinus in Galatia, about 203 B. 0.,

and the games were instituted then or shortly afterward,

in consequence of a sibylline oracle promising continual

victory to the Romans if due honors were paid to her.

megalesttaete (meg-a-les'thet), n. [< Gr. iiiyag

(/zeyaX-), great, large, + aladtir^g, one who per-

ceives: see esthete, esthetic] A supposed tac-

tile organ of the chitons. Also written mega-
IcBsthete. H. N. Moseley.

Megalichthys (meg-a-lik'this), ». [NL., < Gr.

fiiyag (fieyaX-), great, large, -I- IxSve, fish.] A
genus of large fossil ganoid fishes of Carbon-
iferous age, established by Agassiz. Their re-

mains occur in Devonian beds of Europe. By Giinther
the genus is referred to the family Scmrodipteridce, Bub-
OTder Polypteroid^; byothersto families called fS'aurt)t2i:P-

terini or SaurichthyidcB. It was characterized by large,

smooth, but minutelypunctured, enameled scales, some of
which have been found 5 inches in diameter, indicating
a fish of great size. The jaws were furnished with immense
laniary teeth. Several species have been described from
the Carboniferous strata of Scotland and England.

megalith (meg'a-lith), n. [< Gr. /liyag, great,

-f- ?iWog, stone.] A great stone; specifically, a
stone of great size used in constructive work or
as a monument, as in ancient Cyclopean and so-

called Druidie or Celtic remains.
Hundreds of our countrymen rush annuallyto theFrench

megaiiths.
J. Fergvsson, Rude Stone Monuments, p. 181, note.

megalithic (meg-a-lith'ik), a. [< megalith +
-ic] Consistiug'of megaliths or very large

stones: as, megalithio monuments; the mega-
lithie architecture of Egypt. The word megcMhic,
however, as now almost exclusively used, has reference
to a peculiar class of monuments or remains, of which the
most essential feature is that the stones used in their con-
struction in a vast majority of cases have nearly or quite
their natural form. Hence these remains, in so far as
they consist of stone, have been designated as " rude stone
monuments." The stones used in them are frequently,
but not always, of very large size. The menhir and dolmen
are perhaps the most characteristic of the various forms of
megalithic construction (see these words), but circles and
avenues or ulinemeuts of standing stones, as well astumuli
or barrows of earth, either covering or inclosing dolmens,
and frequently surrounded by one or more rows or circles

of upright stones, are almost equally common and charac-
teristic. The region especially notable for the number
and variety of its megalithic remains extends from north-
em Africa through France and Great Britain to Scandi-
navia. The most remarkable display of the various forms
is in Algiers, in Brittany, in Cornwall and various districts

in southwestern England and Wales, as well as in parts of
Ireland and Scotland; also in northern Germany, Den-
mark, and southern Scandinavia. There are also greatnum-
bers of dolmens and tumuli in India, especially in the hills

of Khassia, where such monuments are still being erected.

To the same jprimitive period [the Neolithic] of rude sav-

age life must be assigned the rudiments of architectural

skill pertaining to the Megaiithic Age. Everywhere we
find traces, alike throughout the seats of oldest civilisa-

tion and in earliest written records, including the histori-

cal books of the Old Testament Scriptures, of the erection

of the simple monolith, or unhewn pillar of stone, as a rec-

ord of events, a monumental memorial, or a landmark.
Encye. Brit., II. 338.

But it is in Egypt that megalithic architecture is seen in

its most matured stage, with all the massivenesa which so

aptly symbolises barbarian power. Eneyc. Brit., II. 338.

The megalithic structures, menhirs, cromlechs, dolmens,
and the like . . . have been kept up as matters of modem
construction and recognized purpose among the ruder in-

digenous tribes of India. E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, 1. 55.

megallantoid (meg-a-lan'toid), a. [< Gr. /dyag,

great, large, + NL. allantois, q. v.] Having a
large allantois.

Megalobatrachus (meg'^a-lo-bafra-kus), n.

[NL. (Tschudi),< Gr. /liyas (i"E7<zA-), great, large,

+ pdrpaxog, a frog: see hatrachian.] An Asiatic

genus of the family Frotmiqpsidce (or Crypto-

branchidm), having four small but well-formed
feet, and no gill-slits; the giant salamanders.
M. maximus is the largest living amphibian, attaining a
length of three feet or more. It is found in Japan and
some parts of continental Asia.

megalocarpous (meg"a-lo-kar'pus), a. [< Gr.
/leyaMKapTTog, having large fruit, < /liyac (fieyaX-),

great, large, + Kaprcdg, fruit.] .Having large

frnit.

megalocephalous(meg"a-lo-sef'a-lu8), a. Same

Megalops
What Thurnam calls medium brains range In weight be-

tween 40 and 52J ounces for men and 35 and 47} ounces
for women. All brains in size above this are called mega-
locephalous. Sei. Amer., N. S., LXI. 289.

megalocyte (meg'a-lo-sit), n. [< Gr. /ieyac (/le-

yaX-), great, large, + kItoc, a cavity: see eyte.]

A large blood-corpuscle, measuring from 12 to

15 micromillimeters in diameter, found in the
human blood in eases of anemia, especially of

pernicious anemia.
megalogonidium (meg''^-lo-go-nid'i-um), re.j

pi. megalogonidia (-a). [NL., < Gr. fiiyag (fieyaW-),

great, large, + NL. gorddium.] Same as ma-
brogonidium.
megalograph (meg'a-lo-graf), n. [< Gr. /liym;

{/leyaTi-), great, large, + yptS^civ,write.] A form
of camera lucida used for microscopic drawing,

or for.industrial pattern-drawing, as from de-

signs formed by the kaleidoscope. It admits of

drawing directly from the microscopic or kalei-

doscopic image.
megalography (meg-a-log'ra-fi), re. [< Gr. /li-

yag (fi^a/i-), great, la.rge, + -ypafia, < ypdijieiv,

write.] A drawing of pictures to a large scale.

Bailey, 1731.

megalomania (meg'a-lo-ma"ni-a), re. [NL., <

Gr. fisyag (jteyaX-), great, + ftavia, madness: see

mania.] Aform of insane delusion the subjects

of which imagine themselves to be very great,

exalted, or powerful personages; the delusion

of grandeur.
Megalonyx (me-gal'o-niks), n. [NL. (Thomas
JeSerson, 1797), so called from the great size

of its claw-bones; < Gr. /ieyag (jiejaX-), great,

large, -I- bvv^, a claw.] 1. A genus of gigantic

extinct Pleistocene edentate quadrupeds re-

lated to the sloths, belonging to the family

MylodontidcB (sometimes, however, referred to

the Megatheriidce), having the foremost tooth ia

each jaw large and separa,ted from the others

by a wide diastema. M. cuvieri is one of the

best-known species.— 2. [I. c] An individual

or a species of this genus.
megalopa (meg-a-lo'pa), n. Same as megalops, 2.

megalophonoilS (meg"a-lo-f6'nus). a. [< (Jr.

/zeycMfavog, having a loii'dvoice, < /isyag QuyaX-),

great, + ^uv^, voice.] 1 . Having a loud voice

;

vociferous; clamorous. [Bare.]— 3. Of grand
or imposing sound. [Rare.]

This is at once more descriptive and niore megalopho-
nous.

Note on Shelley's Peter Bell the Third, ProL

Megalophonus (meg'a-lo-fo'nus), re. [NL., <

Gt. iieyaM^uivog, having a loud voice : see mega-
lophonoilS.] A genus of larks, of the family

Alaudidw, founded by G. B. Gray in 1841 upon
certain African species which have naked nos-

trils and are colored like quails, as M. apiatus

(or clamosa) : so called from being megalopho-
nous. Also called Corypha.
megalopic (meg-aJop'ik), a. [< Gr. /leyahmdg,

large-eyed, < fiiyag (jieyaX-), great, large, + hiji,

eye: see optic. Ct. Megalops.] Having large

eyes; specifically, of crustaceans, having the

character of a megalops.
Megalopinse (meg"a-lo-pi'ne), n. pi. [NL.,

< Megalops (Megalop-) + -ince.] A subfamily
of elopine fishes without pseudobranchise, and
with large scales and a long anal fin, repre-

sented by the genus Megalops. They are known
as tarpons (or tarpums) and jew-Jish.

megalopine (meg'a-16-pin), a. and n. I. a.

Of, pertaining to, or taving the characters of

the Megalopinm.
II. n. A fish of the subfamily Megalopina.

megalopolist (meg-a-lop'o-Us), re. [< Gr.

/ieya24woh.g, a great city, metropolis (also the

name of several cities), < fiiyag Qieya^), great,

large, + irSltg, city: see^oMce.] A chief city;

a metropolis.

Paul and his wife are back in the precincts of megalopo-
lis. M. Collim, The Ivory Gate, II. 211. {Eneyc. Diet.)

Megalops (meg'a-lops), re.

[NL., CQi. fiiyag {fieyaX-),

great, large, -I- 6^, eye:
see megalopic] 1. Inichth.,

a genus of elopine fishes,

representing the subfam-
ily MegalopincB of the fam-
ily Elopidw, founded by
Lac6p6de in 1803. M. at-

lanticus is a large species,
known as the tarpon.— 2.

\l. c] A spurious genus of
decapod crustaceans, rep-
resenting a stage in the „ , „ , .,.

-, 1 J. J! -u • Megfalops Staee of Shore-
development of crabs m aSbidarcmismmas).



Hegalops
which the eyes are enormous. The term is retained
as me designation of this condition, commonly known
tathamegaimit or megaiopg tiage. First called megalopa
(W. K. Leacb. 1815). ^ ^
In thebigherDecapoda the zoeafreqaentlygiTes rise toa

MegiOopt, with very large, stalked eyes, and the complete
number of appendages, from which, by a series of moults,
the adolt form is produced. Stand. -Vat HUL, H. n
3._A gemis of rove-beetles or staphylinids, con-
taining a few small species of America and Af-
rica. Dejean, 1833.—4. A genus of reptiles.
megalopsia (meg-a-lop'si-a), M. [nL., < 6r.
;tf)arOi£7a/.-),great,laige,4-<JV, eye.] A patho-
logical condition of the eyes in -srhich objects
appear enlai^ed.
megalopsychy (meg'a-lop-si'ki), 7.. [< Gr.
fteya^xr^X"^, greatness" of sonl, < tieyaJji}pvx<K,

great-souled, high-sonled, i/iiyai(ite) a/.-),great,
+ #T7tSou1.] Magnanimity; greatness of sonl.
Coles, 1717. [Rare.]

Megaloptera (meg-a-lop'te-ra), H. pi. [NL., <
Gr. /ityof (/leyo/.-), great, large,"-!- irrepAv, wing,=
"E.. feather.'] A liibe of Xeuroptera, containing
the families MyrmeUontidee, Hemerobiida, and
Mantispidtp. LatreUle, 1803.

Uegalopteris (meg-a-lop'te-ris)^ n. [XL., <
Gr. //f^of (/uycu.-), great, + liTcpi^, a femj A
genus of fossU ferns established by Dawson
(1871), which is related to Xeuropteris by its

nervation, and to Alethopteris by the position
of the leauets. The fronds are very large and simply
pinnate. This genns (according to L^qneieux not sep-
anble from DarujB^psis except by the diaracters of the
enation) is found in the Devonian of New Brunswick, in
the Subau-boniferous of West Virginia, and also in the
coal-measures of Illinois and Ohio.

The fragments (referred to MegalopUrig) pertain to a
group of ferns which, at the beginning of the Carbonifer-
ons epoch, represents this fomHy by planta as remarkable
by their magnitude as by the elegance and beanly of their
forms. Leaquenux, Coal Slora of Pennsylvania, p. 152.

Megalomis (meg-ar-16r'nis), n. [NIi.,< Gi./jiyac
(/Kyo^), great, large, + 6/jwf, bird.] 1. Same as
Grus, 1. G. B. Gray, 1840.—3. Agenns of huge
fossil birds founded by Seeley upon a fragmen-
tary tibia from the Eocene of Sheppey, Eng-
land. It was the same specimen that had been referred
to lAQiarmx by Bowerbank, the true LUhorms of Owen,
1841, being regarded as different. A species has been
called M. enwimis, from its supposed relationship to the
emu.

megalosanr (meg'a-16-sSr), 71. [< NL. Megor
losanrus.'] A dinosaitr of the family Megalo-
saurida.

megalosaarian (m^a-lo-e4'ri-an), a. and ».

[< NL. MegaJosaurus -I- -tan.] "L o- Having
tiie characters of a megalosanr.
n. ». A megalosanr.

Jfa|alosaillids (meg'a-lo-s4'ri-de), n.pl.
[Nij.,<.Meg(ilosamrus + ^dtB.'\ Afamilyofdino-
sanrians with biconcave vertebrae, pnbes slen-
der and united distaUy, and tetradaotyl feet,

typified by the genus Megalogaurus.
mesilosanroid (meg'a-lo-s4'roid), a. and n.

[< ML. MegaHosaurus -J-" Gr. dSoc, form.] Same
as megalosavrian.
Megalosanms (meg'a-lo-sa'ms), «. [XL., <

Gr. /li/nf {iieyaX-),

great, lai^e, -1- aavpo^,

a lizard.] A genus of
dinosaurian reptiles,

typical of the family
MegdlosauridtB, estab-
lished by Buckland
upon remains indicat- sbm atjfteaiMaums.
ing a gigantic terres-

trial reptile of carnivorous habits. The size has
been Tanoosly estimated at from 30 to 40 and even 50
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Megalotina (meg'a-lo-ti'ne), n. pi. [XL.. <
Megalotis + -iHtF.]" A subfamily of Canidce,'
represented by the genus Megalotis, having
enormously lai^e ears, three true tubercular
molars of upper jaw, and short sectorial teeth
of both ^aws.
megalotine (meg-a-16'tin), a. [< Gr. litya^
(utTjoX-), great, large, -I- ouf (irr-) = E. eorl.]

Having large ears, as a fox; specifically, of or
pertaining to the Megaloiinee.

Megalotis (meg-a-ld'tis), «. [XL., < Gr. }iiyac

(jie^a/.-). great, -I- ouf (in--) = E. earl.] i_ Tjjg
typical genus of Megalotiiue, founded by Uliger
in 1811. Jf. lalandi is the large-eared fox of
Africa. The genus is also named Agriodus
and Otocyon.— 2. A genus of African and In-
dian larks of the family Alaudidw, named by
Swainson in 1827. See Fyrrhulauda.
Megamastictora (meg'a-mas-tlk'to-ra), ». pi.
[XL., < Gr. /liyac, great, + /uwriitrap, a seouiger,
< /uurri^eai, whip, flog,scoui^e,</M<rTif (/ioorij'-),

a whip, scourge.] In Sollas's classification of
sponges, one of two main branches of the phy-
lum Parazoa or Spongue, characterized by the
comparatively large size of the choanoeytes,
which are 0.005 to0.009millimeterin diameter;
the chalk-sponges : contrasted with Micromas-
tictora.

megamastictOTal (meg'a-mas-tik'to-ral), a. [<
Megamastietora + -al.'] Having large choano-
eytes, as a chalk-sponge; of or pertaining to
the Megamastietora.
Megamys (meg'a-mis), 71. [XL., < Gr. /liyag,

great, large, + fa>g, mouse.] A genus of fos-
sil hyBtricomorphie rodents from the Eocene
of South America, of the family OctodonUda.
IfOrbigny.

megaphone (meg'a-fon), ». [< Gr. i^iyac, great,
+ 9<jwv, sound. Cf. megalophonous.'} An instru-
ment devised by Edison for assisting hearing,
adapted for use by deaf persons or for the per-
ception of ordinary sounds at great distances.
It consists essenlaaHy of two largefunnel-shaped receivers
for collecting the sound-waves, which are conducted to
the ear by flexible tubes.

Megapl^rtoil (me^af'i-ton), n. [XL. (Artis,

18^), < Gr. fiiyac, great, large, + ijmriv, plant.]
A fossil fern-stemfound in the coal-measures of
Europe andAmerica. This fossn belongs tothe tronk
ofa Izee-fem, and ismarkedbylarge scars, which are some-
tames nearly square in outlineand sometaines transversely
oval, and placed in opposite biserial rows. The internal
disks of the scars often have horseshoe-shaped vascular
imiiressions. This fern occasionally grew to a veiy con-
siderable size, having scars tiiree inches vrid&

megapod (meg'a-pod), a. and n. [< Gr. /liyac,

great, large, + Jfouf (jroiJ-) = E. foot. Ot. (xr. /le-

To^^owf, havinglarge feet.] I. a. Having large
feet: specifically applied to the Megapodndce.

TO, n. One of the MegapodiidoB.

megapodan (me-gap'o-dan), a. and n. Same as
megapod.
megaitode (meg'a-pod), ». Same as megapod.
A. Newton.
Megapodidse (meg-a-pod'i-de), ». pi. [NL., <
Megapodiiis + -id^.] Same as MegapodUdee.
Megapodiidx (meg'a-po-di'i-de), n. pi. [XL.,
< Megapodius + -itte.] A family of peristeropo-

dons alectoromorphous birds of the order GoZ-
lifuB, typified by the genns Megapodius; the
megapods or monnd-birds; the jungle-fowls of

Australia. Th^ have relatively large feet; with four
toes on a level, as in the American curassows or CraeidiB,

which latter the megapods represent in the Australasian

region. They are known as mound-birds from their singu-

Megarrhiza
color. The family is divided into Megapodiiiue and TaU-
gaUince. See these words, and Megapodiux. Usually Jfe-
gapodidtB. ^

Megapodiins (meg-a-po-di-i'ne), n. pi. [XL.,
< Megapodius + -tn<E.] A subfamily of Mega-
podiida contrasting with Talegallince, contain-
ing two genera,Megapodiusand Leipoa ; mound-
birds or megapods proper.
Megapodius (meg-a-p6'di-ns), n. [XL., < Gr.
fiya^, great, large, + -off (-06-) = E. foot."]

TJie typical and principal genus of Megapodi-
id/B, established by Quoy and Gaimard in 1824.
It contains all the MegajMdiina excepting Leipoa oeeBata
— in an upward of 20 species. The Austr^ian M. tumtdug,
figured abovei, is a characteristic example.

megapolist(me-gap'o-lis), n. [CGr./iijaj-, great,
4- iro/Uc, citv. C"d/Uf, city. Cf. megalopolis.'] A metropolis.
Amadavad . . . is at this present the magt^folia of Cam-

baya. Str T. Herbert, Travels in Africa, p. 64.

Megaptera (me-gap'te-i-a), ». PSTL., < Gr. jui; ai

great, + -rtpov, wing, = E. feather. Gt. Me^
gaJoptera.'] A genns of furrowed whalebone-
whales, the humpbacks, belonging to the family
BaUenopterid<B, and typical of tiie subfamily
Megapterince, established bv J. E. Gray in 1846.
Theyhave alow dorsal fin, folds o! skin on the throat, free
cervical vertebrce, short broad baleen plates, and verylong
narrow flippers with only four digits. Kumerous species
have been described, from all seas, such as the long-finned
whale, Jf. longimanug.

Megapterinx (me-gap-te-n'ne), n.pl. [XL.,
< Megaptera + -»jwe.] Asubfamily of BdUenop-
teridw or finner-whales, typified by the genus
Megaptera; the humpbacks. The low dorsal fin

forms a characteristic hump on the back ; the long manns
has the four digits composed of numerous phalanges, and
the throat is plicated. The genera are thi«e ; Mege^tera,
Poeaeopia, and EKhriehtMO.

megapterine (me-gap'te-rin), a. and n. [As
Megaptera + -inel.] I. a. Having long fins, as
a finner-whale ; belonging to the MegapterincB.

H. ». A member of the Megapteritue.

Megarhynchns (meg-a-ring'kus), n. [XL., <

Gr. ftyoQ, great, large, -I- )>vyx(K, snout, bUl.]
A genus of American tyrant flycatchers, of

s, MegalosaurMS (restored) ; 3, tDodi ; 3, part tjt jaw.

feet in lengtli. The femur and tibia were each about 3

feet long. The remains of m^alosanrs have been fonnd
in abundance in Oie Oolite.

mendosplenia (meg'a-lo-sple'ni-a), X. [NTJ.,

< Gr. //iyof (/leyoX-), great, large, + traUpi, the

milt, spleen.] In pathol., enlargement of the

spleen.

Mound-bird (Megafodixs tumulus).

lar and characteristic habit of scraping np heaps of soil and
decayingvegetable substances, in which Idle^gs are buried
and left to be hatched by the heat of the decomposing
mass. The eggs areburied to the depth of several feet. The
chicks hatch feathered and able to fly. The birds inhabit

brnsh and scrub, usually by the seaside, and go sometimes
in pairs, sometimes in large companies. They are about
tile size of common fowl, and are generally of somber

Megarhynthusfitangua, life-size.

the family Tyrannidxe, of which M. pitangua
of Brazil is the type, characterized by an enor-
mous bllL M. mtcacauMS of Mexico and Central Ameri-
ca and M. chrymgagter of Ecuador are other species. The
genus was named by Thunberg in 1824, and is also called
Scapharhynciais, Platgrhynduu, and MegaMema.
Megarian (me-ga'ri-an), a. [< L. .Sfe^ara, <Gr.
Meyapa, pi., Megara (appar. pL of utyapov, hall,

chamber, in pL palace, caves (cells or chapel)
of Demet«r: see megaron), + -tan.] Of or be-
longing to Megara, a city of ancient Greece, or
to Megaris, a territorybetween Attica and Cor-
inth, of which it was the capital; Hegaric.

—

Hegarlan school, a school of philosophy foonded at Me-
gara about 400 B. c. by Eudid, a native of that city, and
a disciple of Socrates. The phflosophers of this school
taught that the only reality is the incorporeal essence

;

that the material world has no real existence ; that change
isinconceivable; that only the actual is possible; that the
good is the only real ; and that virtue is the knowledge of
the good. The school made much of sophisms, and cul-

tivated a sort of logic of refutation, which gave it the
name of the eristic or dialectieai school.

Megaric (me-gar'ik), a. and «. [< L. Megarieus,
< Gr. MeyapiKog, of Megara, < Jlf; apa, Megara.]
I. a. Same as Megarian.
TT n. A Megarian philosopher, or a follower

of the Megarian school.

megaron (meg'a-ron), n.
;
pi. megara (_-ra). [<

Gr. fiiyapov, a large room, a large building, a
palace, < /^^oc, great, large, spacions.] In Gr.

areh<Bol., specifically, the great central hall of

the Homeric house or palace, in large houses of

this early thne there was a megaron for the men and for

the entertainment of guests, and another, more secluded,

for the women ot the household. The plan and disposition

of such megara, with the ceremonial family hearth in the

middle, have been most clearly made out by the excava-

tions of Schliemanu and Dorpfeld at Tiryns in the Pelo-

ponnesus in 1884-5.

Megarrhiza (meg-a-ri'za), n. [XL., < Gr.

/lijof, great. + /&ffa, root.] A former genns
of plants now included under Echinoeystis. The
species so separate 1 differ from the others in their large

turgid seeds, IS to 30 millimeters long, and in the enor-

mous developmen - of their roots. See Schinocydis, bitter-

root, rhitti-coyote (jnder chUK), and nuin-nxit.



megasclere

megasclere (meg'a-skler), n. [< NL. mega-
sc'erus, < Gr. /iiya^, great, large,+ oKhjpdQ, hard.]
A supporting spieiUe of a gJ)onge,forming a part
of the skeleton. Megascleres are generally ol large
Bize, as indicated by the name, and usually contribute to
the formation of a more or less consistent skeleton, while
the microscleres or flesh-spicules serve only for the sup-
port of single cells : but the distinction is not possible in
all cases.

megasclerous (meg'a-skle-rus), a. [< mega-
scUre + -ous.~\ Of or pertaining to a mega-
sclere; having the character of a megasclere.
Megascolez (meg-a-sko'leks), n. [NL. (Tem-
pleton, 1845), < Gr. /i^yaf, great, large, + aiUdTai^,

a worm.] A genus of oUgocliBBtous annelids
or worms of large size. The Ceylonese M.
coaruleus is a yard long, and as thick as one's
finger.

megascope (meg'a-skop), n. [< Gr. iLkyw;, great,
+ oKOTTEjv, view.] 1. A modMcation of the so-
lar microscope for the examination of bodies
of considerable dimensions.— 2. In photog., an
enlarging camera.
megascopic (meg-a-skop'ik), a. [As megascope
+ -ic] Perceptible through unaided vision

;

visible without the use of a powerful magnify-
ing instrument, or with only the assistance of

a pocket-lens : used in contrast to microscopic,
with reference to objects or investigations in
regard to which the use of a microscope is not
required: as, the megascopic constituents of
a rock ; the megascopic structure of the brain

;

a megascopic examination of an object. Also
macroscopic, macroscopical.

megascopical (meg-a-skop'i-kal), a. [< mega-
scopic + -aL] Same as megascopic.

megascopically (meg-a-skop'i-kal-i), adv. By
the naked eye ; by superficial inspection as dis-

tinguished from minute or microscopic inspec-
tion ; without the use of magnifiers. Also mac-

Megascops (meg'a-skops), n.
_
[NL., < Gr. /le-

ya(, great, -I- anaip, a small kind of owl.] A
genus ofhomed owls of the family Strigidw, es-

tablished by J. J. Kaup in 1848. The name is

now adopted for the group of American species of which
the common red or mottled owl of North America, usu-
ally called Scops asio, is the type.

megaseme (meg'a-sem), a. and n. [< Gr. fdyag,

great, large, -I- aijila, sign.] I. a. In eraniom.,
having a large index; specifically, having an
orbital index over 89 ; not microseme.

If above 89, it [the orbital index] is vwgaseme.
Quain, Anat., I. S3.

II. n. A skull having a large index.

Megasoma (meg-a-s6'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. ijMyaQ,

great, large, + caim, body.] 1. A genus of large
cetonian coleopters, typical of the subfamily
Megasominw, having the prosterual process

flabrous; Hercules-beetles or elephant-beetles.
r. dephas, M. typhon, M. acttsfm, and M. tJiersites are

American species of these huge beetles. All these are
South American except M. thersiteg, which is Californian.
They are the largest coleopters known. The genus was
established by Eirby in 1826.

2. A genus of lepidopterous insects. Boisdu-
val, 1836.

Megasominse (meg"a-s6-ma'ne), n. pi. [NL.,
< Megasoma + -ince.'i Swainson's name of the
Hercules-beetles as a subfamily of Cetonidw.

megasporange (meg'a-spo-ranj), n. [< Gr.

fiiya(, great, -I- airdpog, a spore or seed, -I- ayyog,

a vessel.] Same as macrosporangium.
megaspore (meg'a-spor), n. [< Gr. /iiya^, great,

large, + awdpoq, seed.] Same as macrospore.

Some of the best seams of coal appear to have been
chiefly formed by the accumulation of these Megaspores.

W. B. Carpenter, Micros., § 347.

megass, megasse (me-gas' ), n. Same as bagasse.

Megastuena (me-gas'the-na), n.2)l. [NL., < Gr.

/iiyof, great, large, -I- ofi^TOf, strength.] InDana's
classification of mammals, the second order of

Mammalia. Dana divided this class into four orders

:

Archontia, man alone; Megasthena, the guadrumanous,
carnivorous, herbivorous, and cetacean mammals ; Micro-
sthena, the chiropters, insectivores,rodents, and edentates

;

Ooticoidea, the marsupials and monotremes. The arrange-
ment is the same as Owen's ArchemxpJidla, Gyrerwepluua,
LUsencepluUa, and LyencepTiala. Mega^hena corresponds
to QyrencepMla; also to Edueabilia, exclusive of man.
Also Megastkm&s.

megasthene (meg'a-sthen), n. One_ of the

Megasthena ; any quadrumanous, carnivorous,

herbivorous, or cetacean mammal.
There is a close paraUelism with the Mutilates, the

lowest of the Megasthenes.
Armr. Jour. Sci., Jan., 1863, p. 71.

megasthenic (meg-a-sthen'ik), a. [< mega-
sthene + -ic] Having great strength of struc-

tural character; strongly organized; specifi-

cally, having the nature of or pertaining to the
Megasthena.

Skeleton of Megatheriunt,
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This is in contrast with the fact among Crustaceans,

the megasthenic and microsthenic dlTisions of which . . .

stand widely apart. J. D. Dana, On Oephalization, p. 8.

megasynthetic (meg^a-sin-thet'ik), a. [< Gr.

/ieyag, great, -I- mnideniidg, putting together : see

synthetic.'] 8a.me a,s polysyntheUc. [Bare.]

megathere (meg'a-ther), n. [< NL. megatheri-

um.] A mammal' of the family Megatheriidw.

megatherian (meg-a-the'ri-an), a. and n. [<

NL. Megatherium +' -an.] t. a. Of or pertain-

ing to the genus Megatherium.
II. n. A megathere.

Megatheridae (meg-a-ther'i-de), n. pi. Same
as Megatheriidw.
Megatueriidae (meg"a-the-ri'i-dej, n.pl. [NL.,

< Megatherium + -idie.]
' A family of extinct

gigantic edentate animals of the order Bruta,
related to the sloths and ant-eaters, the re-

mains of which occur abundantly in Pleisto-

cene deposits of North and South America ; the
ground-sloths. The teeth are usually 10 in the upper
jaw and 8 in the lower, as in the sloths— in one genus 8 in
the upperjaw and 6 in the lower. The typical and leading
genera are Megathmum and Caiodon; many others are
sometimes referred to this family, sometimes to Mylodon-
tidce, etc.

megatherioid (meg-a-the'ri-oid), a. and n. [<

Megatherium + -oid.] I. a. Resembling or hav-
ing the characters of a megathere ; belonging
to the Megatheriidw.

II. n. A megathere or some similar mammal.
Also megatheroid.

Megatherium (meg-a-the'ri-um), n. [NL., <

Gr. /J,iyag, great, large, + Br/piov, a wild beast.]
1. The typical genus of the family Megatherii-
dw, containing huge extinct sloths larger than
a rhinoceros.
Theyhad 10 teeth
in the upper jaw,
and 8 in the
lower, deeply im-
planted, persist-
ently growing,
prismatic, and
with such an ar-

rangement of the
vasodentine, den-
tine, and cement
that as they wore
away the triturat-
ing surfaces continued to present a pair of transverse
ridges. One of the best-known species is M. americanum,
the skeleton of which measures IS feet in length, includ-
ing the tail, wliich is 5 feet.

2. [?. c] An animal of this genus.
megatherm (meg'a -therm), n. [< Gr. /^(yag,

great, -t- iippi, heat.] In hot. , a term proposed
by Alphonse de CandoUe in 1874 to designate
a plant of his first "physiological group," re-

quiring great heat combined with much moist-
ure. The plants of this group (megatherms) occur either
within the tropics or not beyond the thirtieth degree of
latitude, in warm moist valleys where the mean tempera^
ture does not fall below 20° C. See hOniliotheirm.

megatype (meg'a-tip), n. [< Gr. jteyag, great,
large, -f- tvtzoq, impression.] Xa photog., an en-
larged positive.

megaulic (me-g&'lik), a. [< NL. megaulicus, <
Gr. /ieyag, great, -I- NL. aula, aula: see aula, 2.]

Having the atda large ; specifically, of or per-
taining to the Megaulica.
Megaulica (me-gfi'li-ka), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.

ot megaulicus : see megaulic] Animals whose
aula is large and whose cerebral hemispheres
are extended horizontally or undifferentiated.
They are the Ichlhyopsida exclusive of amphibians, dip-
noans, and SranchiostoTna. Wilder, Amer. Nat., Oct, 1887,
p. 9U.

megavolt (meg'a-volt), TO. [< Gr. ,ufyac, great
(see meg-), + Ei volt.] A unit equal to one
million volts.

megaweber (meg'a-va-b6r), TO. [< Gr. fiiyag,

great (see meg-), + E. weher.] A unit equal to
a million webers.
megazoospore (meg-a-z6'o-spor), n. [< Gr.
Iiiyaq, great, + f^ov, animal, + airdpog, seed.]
Same as maorozoospore.
megerg (meg'ferg), to. Same as megaerg.
MegilIa(me-jil'a),TO. [NL.] 1. Agenus of lady-
birds, of tte family Cocdnellidw, founded by
Mulsant in 1851. The larva of Jf. maeulata, the spot-
ted ladybird, is useful in devouring plant-lice, chinch-
bugs, and eggs of the Colorado potato-beetle ; the adult
beetle feeds upon poUen. See cut under ladyUrd.
2. A genus of hymenopterous insects. Fahri-
cius, 1804.

megilp (me-gilp'). TO. and v. See magilp.
Megistanes (mej-is-ta'nez), TO. pi. [NL., < Gr.
fieytaraveg, great men, grandees, < ftiytarog, su-
perl. of /ifyag, great, Targe.] A superfamily
group, by Newton made an order, of extant
ratite birds, containing the two families Casu-
ariidw and Dromwidw, or the cassowaries and
emus. Called Casuarii by some authors.

meistersanger

megohm (meg'om), n. [< Gr. tdyag, great (see
meg-), + ohm.] A unit equal to one million
ohms.
megrim (me'grim), n. [Earlymod. E. alsomea-
grim, meagrom; < ME. migrim, migreyme, mi-
grene, mygreyn, a corruption of migraine, my.
graine, < OP. migraine, F. migraine (> G. Dan.
migrdne = Sw. migrdn) = 8p. migrafia = It. ma-
grana, emigrania, < L. hemicranium, < Gr. ij/u-

Kpavia, a pain in one side of the head, < ^/ii-, half,
+ Kpaviov, head, cranium: see hemicrania.] 1,

A form of headache usually confined to or be-
ginning or predominating on one side of the
head, it may be ushered in by malaise, languor, chilli-

ness, or ocular or other sensory symptoms. The ocular
symptoms are such as amblyopia, a glimmering apuear-
ance before the eyes, spectra of angular outline (fortifica-

tion spectra), or hemianopsia. The headache, often be-
coming overpowering in its character and intensity, lasts

from several hours to two or three days. At its lielght it

is attended often with nausea and vomiting. The attacks
retura with a certain periodicity. Exhausting influences
are apt to increase their frequency. The liability to me-
grim lasts tor years, and is apt to disappear In middle life

or later. Also called m^igraiiw, hemicrania, nervoits head-
ache, and sick-?ieadac?ie.

A fervent mygreyn was in the rygt syde of hurr hedde.
Chron. VUodun,, p. 12. (HaUiwell.)

2. pi. Lowness of spirits, as from headache or

general physical disturbance; the "blues"; a
morbid or whimsical state of feeling.

Xbese are his megrims, flrki^ and melancholies. Ford.

3. pi. hxfarriery, a sudden attack of sickness ia

a horse atwork,when he reels, and either stands
still for a minute dull and stupid, or falls to the

ground insensible. These attacks are often

periodical, but are most frequent in warm wea-
ther.

Meibomian (ml-bo'mi-an), a. [< Meibomius
(see def

.
) -1- -an.] In anat", pertaining to Meibo-

mius (Heinrich Meibom, a German physician,

1638-1700): specifically applied to the seba-

ceous follicles of the eyelids, known as Meibo-

mian glands ov follicles. They secrete the unc-
tuous substance which lubricates the eye. See

meidan, n. Same as maidan.
Meidinger cell (mi'ding-6r sel). A voltaic ele-

ment in which the plates are zinc and copper
and the liquids solutions of magnesium sul-

phate and copper sulphate. Thecopperplateand
solution of copper sulphate are contained in a small jar

which stands in the bottom of the cell ; the supply of cop-

per sulphate is kept up by means of a funnel or tube con-

taining cr;^stal8 of it and extending from the top of the
cell down into the inner jar.

meikle, a. and n. See mickle.

meiniet, ». See meiny.

meintf. Past participle of ming^.

meinyt (me'ni), n. [Early mod. E. also meyncy,

meany, meny, menie, many, maignie, Sc. menyie,

menzie, etc. ; < ME. meiny, meine, meyny, mayny,
meynee, mayne, meyne, menge, meigne, eta., < OF.
mesnee, maisnee, mesnie, maignee, maineda= 'Pi.

Sp. Pg. mesrada, manada = It. masnada (ML.
refiex maisnada, mainada, mesnada, masnada,
ete.),<''mansionata,a,houBeb.old,<.'L.mansio{n-),

a dwelling, mansion: see ma»«M)TO.] 1. House-
hold; suite; attendants; retinue; train.

He wile senden after the
Fram heuene adun of his ineigne.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. «.

He sawe the deuill syttyng and all his meyny aboule

hym. Holy Rood (E. B. T. S.), p. 168.

Som man wolde out of liis prisoun fayn.

That in his hous is of his meynee slayn.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, L 400.

2. Company; army.
Lest that she wolde hem with her hondes slen,

Or with her meynee putten hem to flyghte.

Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 362.

But the Itynge Brandon and the kynge P.vncenar8 dide

grete merveiles bothe with theire bodyes and theire "meym
that were full boldeand hardy. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 688.

They summon'd up their meiny; straight took horse,

Commanded me to follow and attend.
Shak., Lear, U. 4. 36.

meio-. For words beginning thus, see mio-.

meipsead (me-ip'se-ad), n. [< L. me (= E. me),

aeo. of ego, t, + ipse, seK, + -ad^.] An ego-

tistical writing. [Bare.]

My letters to you are such pure meipseade.
Southey, Letters, III. 67.

meire, to. In her., a fur : same as potent counter-

potent.

meirri, a. In her., divided like the fur potent

counter-potent.

Meissner's corpuscles, plexus. See corpuscle^

plexus.

meistersanger, meistersinger (mis't^r-seng'-

6r, -sing*6r), to. [G., < meister, master, + sdnger

(= AS. sangere), singer (< sang, song), or singer



meistersHnger

= E. singer."] A mastersinger; specifieally, a
member of one of the societies or gilds formed
during a period ranging from the fourteenth to
the sixteenth century in the principal cities of
Germany (the most celebrated at Nuremberg)
for the cultivation of poetry and music. These
societies were composed mostly of workingmen, and suc-
ceeded to tlie field occnpied before their time by the Mln-
nesanger, who had usually belonged to the aristocratic
classes. They tonnded schools in which their art, called
Meutergesang, was taaght according to strict mles con-
Btltating a. system called tabulatiur. They practised
chiefly lyrical poetry, generally on a biblical sabject,
sung with an accompaniment of some stringed instzu-
meat, as the harp, violin, etc Before admission to the
degree of Master (master) it was necessary, as a role, to
pass tbroogh four preparatory degrees: viz., SehuUr
(scholar), Schul/reund (schooIfeUowX Diditer (poet), and
Sanger (singerX The candidate for admission to the gQd
had to present a poem and its musical accompaniment,
wbich must receive the approval of four judges, called
Merker, who examined the aiction, grammatical construc-
tion, meter, rime, and melody. The Heisteisanger
claimed to trace their origin back to the middle of the
tenth century, bat their earliest school is alleged to have
been founded at Mainz about 1312 by I^uenlob, one of
the last of the Minnesingers, and schools were established
afterward in aH the princiiKd cities of Germany. After
the Reformation fjie gflds gradually became extinct, hut
the school at Ulm continued in existence until 1839.

meithf, ». See ineethX.

meinrdSy »• See mimrus.
meizoseismal (mi-zo-sis'mal), a. and n. (Trreg.

< Gr. fteiliuv, irreg.' comp!' of fi^ac, great, +
aeuj/idi, an earthquake : see seismic.'] I. a. Con-
nected with or' relating to the greatest over-
turning power of an earthquake-shoek. ifaUet,
—Heizoselsmal curve, that cnrve which connects
points upon the earth's surface in which the upsetting or
overturning power of an earthquake-shock was a maxi-
mum.
Within the meizoseigmal cnrve the shock has less over-

taming power, because then its direction is more vertical

;

without^ because, though more horizontal, the power of
the shock has become weakened by distance of transmis-
sion. Mallet, in Admiralty Manna] of Scientific Enquiry

[(3d ed-X p. 351.

IL n. In seismologiealnomenclature, a curve
uniting points of TnaTiTmiTn disturbance or
"overthrow" (Mallet), or those at which the
effects of any earthqnake-shock have been felt

with the greatest violence.
nieizoseisinic(mi-zo-sis'niik),«. [Asmeizoseis-
m~al + -tc.] Same as Tneizoseismat.

me jndice (me jo'di-se). [Ii. : me, abl. of ego,

1; judice, abL ot judex, judge: see judge, ».]

I bein^ the judge; in my opinion; according
to my judgment.
meket) <*• ^nd v. A Middle English form of meeV.

Meklutarist (mek'i-tar-ist), B. [Named after

Mekhitar da Pietro, a native of Sebaste, Arme-
nia, who founded a religions society at Con-
stantinople : see def.] A member of an order
of Armenian monks in communion with the
Church of Borne, under a rule resembling the
Benedictine, founded by Peter Mekhitar (1676-
1749) at Constantinople in 1701, confirmed by
the Pope in 1712, and finally settled on the is-

land of San Lazzaro near Venice in 1717. This
is still Uieir chief seat, while they have an independent
monastery at Vienna and branches in Hussia, France,
Italy, Turkey, etc. The Mekhitarlsts are devoted to the
religions and literary interests of Uie Armenian race wher-
ever found, and have published many ancient Armenian
manuscripts as well as original works ; and their society
is also organized as a literary academy, which confers
honorary membership without r^ard to race or religion.

Also Mechitarigt.

mekillti c. An old form of mickle.

melaconite(me-lak'o-nit), n. [<Gr. fii/jji, black,
% + KjoviiQ, dust, -I- -ite'^j] Ablack or grayish-black,
impure, earthy (also crystallized) oxid of cop-
per, found in Vesuvian lava (there called teno-

rite) and abundantly at Keweenaw Point, Lake
Superior. In the latter case it is the result of

the decomposition of other ores.

melada (me-la'da). n. [< Sp. inelada, prop. fem.

pp. of melar, candy, imiel, < L. mel, honey: see
melfi.] Crude or impure sugar as it comes from
the pans, consisting of sugar and molasses to-

gether.

Mdada shall be known and defined as an article made
in the process of sngar-making, being the cane-juice boiled
down to the sugar-point and containing all the sugar and
molasses resulting from the boiling-process, and without
any process of purging or clarification.

U. S. Statutes, XVHL 339, quoted in Morgan's V. S. Tariff.

melaena (me-le'na), n. [NL., < Gr. fitixuva

(sc. xo^), black bile, fem. of idia^, black.] 1.

Black vomit : a term adopted by Sauvages to

denote the occurrence of dark-colored, gru-

mous, and pitchy evacuations, generally ac-

companiedbyvomiting of black-colored bloody

matter. The black vomit in yellow fever is a morbid
secretion mixed wifli blood from the lining membrane of

tile stomach and small intestines.

3693

2. The discharge from the anxis of dark, tarry,
and altered blood, the result of intestinal hem-
orrhage.
Melsnomis (mel-e-nor'nis) , /i. [NL

. , < Gr. //f-

fjoiva, fem. of //iAof, black, -I- ipvtf, a bird.] A
genus of African drongo-shrikes established by
G. B. Gray in 1840, containing such species as
M. edolioides. Also called Melasoma.
melab (me'm) , « . [E. Ind.] In the East Indies,
a fair, or an assembly of pilgrims or devotees,
partly for religious and partly for commercial
purposes. Imp. LHet.

melainotype (me-la'no-tip), n. An incorrect
form for melanotype.

Melaleuca (mel-a-lu'ka), n. [NL. (Linneeus),
so called in allusionto £Iieblacktrunk andwhite
branches; < Gr. //^/.of, black, + ^ewiaif, white.]
A genus of plants of the natural order Myrtacece,
the tribe Leptospermece, and the subtribe Eulep-
tospermew. it is characterized by stamens united in
bundles, and longer than the petals on which they are in-
serted (the bundles, however, not uniting to form a tnbeX
and by numerous linear or wedge-shaped ovules arranged
in the cells in an Indefinite number of series. The plants
are shrubs or trees, usually with alternate coriaceous
leaves that are one-, three-, or several-nerved. The flow-
ers are white, red, or yellow, generally in heads or spikes.
See hSloek-tree, tea-tree, and eajepuL

Melambo bark. Same as Malambo bark (which
see, under iark^}.

Melameridse (mel-a-mer'i-de), n. pi. [NL.
(Walker, 1855), < Gr. fU^ac, black, -I- /tripdc,

thigh, + -idee.] A family of bombycid moths,
said by its founder to have much affinity to the
Zygcenidce and also to the Pyralidm, based upon
no generic name. The wings are generally black, some-
timeswith a metallic hue, often adornedwith bright colors,
or partly limpid. There are about 12 genera, mainly con-
fined to tropical America.

melampe (me-lamp'), n. A shell of the genus
iLelampus.
melampodef (me-lam'p6d), n. [< Gr. /ufxtfiirS-

dfov, black hellebore: see Melampodium.] Black
hellebore.

Here grows Melampode every where;,
And Teribinth, good for (lOtes.

Spenser, Shep. CaL, July.

Melampodieae (me-lam-i)o-di'e-e), n. pi. [NL.
(A. P. de Candolle, 1836), < 'Melampodium +
-ecB.] A subtribe of HeUanthoidece, of the nat-
ural order Compositte, characterized by the het-
erogamous flower-heads, the fertile pistillate

ray-flowers, and the chaffy receptacle, it in-
cludes 21 genera and about 100 species, of which 20 belong
to the genus M^ampodiwn. The genera are widely dis-
persed over the world, and are mostly herbs.

melampodineons (me-lam-po-din'f-us), a. [<
Melampodium.] Besembling or belonging to
the genus Melampodium.
Melampodinm (mel-am-p6'di-nm), 71. [NL.
(LinnsBus), < L. melampodion, < Gr. ue'/ja/iirddiov,

black hellebore; said to have been so called

from 3l£/.au-oif, L. Melampus, alegendaryGreek
physician, lit. black-footed: see Melampus.] A
genus of composite plants of the subtribe Me-
lampodiew. The achenia are thick ; the 4 or 5 exterior

bracts of the involucre are herbaceous, while the inner
ones sorronnd the achenes ; the leaves are opposite and
entire, and the flower-heads are peduncled. There are
about 20 species^ natives of tropical and sabtropical
America.

Melampus (me-lam'pus), n. [NL., < Gr. Me-
Xa/ijroDf, Melampus, < ni/jiQ (//fAov-), black, -1-

n-oif (5ro(5-) = E. foot.]

In conch., a genus of ba-
sommatophorous pul-

monate gastropods of

the family Auriculidce.
They are of small size, with
an ovate shell, short spire,

and sharp outer lip. A spe-

cies is ^own as Jf. eqfea,

from its resemblance to a
grain of coffee. M. bidenla-

tus, about half an inch long, is

very common in salt marsh-
es along the Atlantic and
Gulf C4^sts of the Vnited
States.

melampyrin (mel-am

-

pi'iin), n. In cheni.,

same as diUcitol. Also
melampyrite.

Melampymm (mel-am-
pi'mm), n. [NL. (Tour-
nefort, 1700), < Gr. /u-

AaptTrvpov, cow-wheat,
lit. 'black wheat,' </k^
(jieTjiv-), black, + irvpdQ,

wheat.] A genus of
plants of the tribe Eur-

nhrasiece, natural order (*»/<">./>>?»<" ^•>^«>>»>").
^ , , ' • T_ a, a flower ; *, the &mt ; c. a
Seropnulannece , charac- bract

Floweiinir PlantofCow^wheat

melancholically

terized by having 4 stamens, 2 ovules in each
ceU of the ovary, and opposite leaves. Tboe are
9 species, erect branching annuals, natives of extrairop-
ical Europe and Asia and of !North America. See cow-
wheat and horst-fiouxr.

Melanactes (mel-a-nak'tez), n. [NL., < Gr.
/lifjoQ (jieXav-), black, -I- d/crif. brightness.] A
fenus of cUek-beetles of the family £/ateri<f<r.

r. pious is a shining pitch-black species, one inch long,
inhabiting the Atlantic water-shed of the United States.
There are 7 species, all North American. Le Conte, 1853.

melanaemia (mel-a-ne'mi-a), H. [NL., < Gr.
fu?jjc (|U£Aaw-), black, -I- cu'/ia, blood.] A con-
dition in which the blood contains irregolar-
shaped particles of brovm or black pigment,
either swimming free in the plasma, or envel-
oped in leucocytes. Melanaemia is most fre-
quently the result of severe forms of remittent
or intermittent fever.

melansemic (mel-a-ne'mik), a. [< melantemia
+ -itf.] Pertaining to melanaemia.
melanagognet (me-lan'a-gog), n. [< Gr. iiBa^
(/iE/ai-), black, -1- a)u>y6i, leading, drawing, <
a-)etv, draw.] A medicine supposed to expel
black bile or choler.

melancholia (mel-an-ko'U-a), ». [LL-: see
melaneholy.] 1. lapafhol., a mental condition
characterized by great depression combined
with a sluggishness and apparent painfnlness
of mental action. Melancholia may or may not exhibit
paroxysms of violent behavior, and there may or may not
be delusions.

2. Same as melancholy, 2.

melancholiac (mel-an-ko'li-ak), n. [< melan-
choly, melancholia, -f- -ac.] A person affected
with melancholia; a melancholy maniac.
He [Hamlet] is a reasoning melanelioliac, morbidly

changed from his former state of thought, feeling, and
conduct.

Dr. BucknSl, quoted in Fnmess's Hamlet^ U. 210.

melanchoiiant (mel-an-ko'li-an), a. and n.

[ME. 7Helancolien ; as melancholy, melancholia,
+ -an.] I. o. Melancholy.

And he whlche Is mdancoHen
Of paclence hath not lien,

'Whereof he male his wrath restraine.
Gourer, C^nf. Amant., ilL

n. ». A melancholiac.

You may observe, in the modem stories of our religions
fne2ancAo2iaYU, thatthey commonly pass out of one passion
into another^ without any manner of reasoning.

Dr. J. Scott, Works (inSi iL 125. (fxttAam.)

melancholic (mel-an-kol'ik), a. and ». [For-
merly also meiencAoJioi:, malencolik; = F. melan-
colique= Pr. melancolic, maXencolic= Sp. Tnelan-

colico= Pg. melancolico = It. melancolico, maUn-
colico (cf. D. G. melankolisch = Sw. melanlcolisk

= Dan. melankolsk), < L. melancholicus, < Gr.

fie/jryxo^Mi^, having black bile, < fuiayxo^Sa,
black bUe, melancholy: see melancholy.] I. a.

1. Affected with melancholy; gloomy; hypo-
chondriac.

She thus mdaneholicke did ride,

(Hiawing the cud of griefe and inward paine.
Spenser, F. Q., V. vi 19.

Oui melaneholie friend, Propertius,
Hath closed himself up in his C^thia's tomb.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, iv. 1.

2. Produced bymelancholy; expressive or sug-
gestive ofmelancholy; somber; gloomy; mourn-
ful : as, melancholic strains.

To-day yon shall have her look as clear and fresh as the
morning, and to-morrew as melanebaUe as midnight.

B. Jonson, C^thia's Bevels, ft 1.

3. Producing melancholy; unfortunate; caus-
ing sorrow.

The Sea roareth with a dreadfnll noyse ; the Windes
blowe with a certaine course from thence ; thepeople bane
a mdanehoKke season, which they passe away with play.

Purchas, POgrimage, p. 485.

Disperse these m^ancholie humours, and become your-
self again. Barliam, Ingoldsby L^ends, L 124.

[Archaic in all uses. See melancholy, a.]

n. n. 1. One who is affected with mental
gloom; a hypochondriac; ia pathol., one who
suffers from melancholia; a melancholiac.

(As to) the outward parts of their bodies, here bronches,

chains, and rings may Imve good use ; with such like orna-

ment of jewel as agreeth with the ability and calling of

the metenchoKcke. Bright, Melancholy, p. 320.

Four normal persons and four m^ancholics.
Amer. Jour. Psychol., L 359.

2+. A gloomy state of mind.

My condition is much worse than yours, . . . and win
very well justify the mekmchoUc that. I confess to you,
possesses me. Clarendon, Life, iL {Latham.}

melancholically (mel-an-kol'i-kal-i), adv. In
a melaneholy way.
The red town rises out of the red sand, its walls of

rammed clay frittering away melanehjoliailly in the sun.
Harper's Mag., T.YY\TTT 767.



melancholily

melancholily (mel'an-kol-i-li), adv. [< melan-
choly + -?^2.] Ill a melanclioly manner; with
melancholy. [Rare.]
On a pedestal is set the statue of tMs young lady, re-

pozing herself in a curious wrought osier chair, . . . mel-
ancholily incliniog her cheek to the right hand.

Keepe, Monuments of WestnUnster (1683X p. 62,

melancholiness (mel'an-kol-i-nes), n. The
state of being melanotoly; disposition to be
melancholy or gloomy.
When a boy, he [Hobbes] was playsome enough ; but

withall he had then a contemplative melancholiness.
Avjbrey, Anecdotes, II. 600.

melancholious (mel-an-ko'li-us), a. [< ME.
melancoUons, malencoUous ; as melancholy +
-o«s.] 1. Melancholy; gloomy.

Som man is to curious
In studye, or melancolyious.

ChauceVf House of Fame, 1. 30.

The melancholiouSf crazy croon
O' canlme care.

Bums, Epistle to Major Logan.

2. Expressing melancholy or gloom.
The Rector . . . added, in a mdanchdlmis tone, . . .

"there won't be above thirty to divide."
Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xi.

melancholistt (mel'an-kol-ist), n. [< melan-
choly + -ist.'] One wiio is affected with melan-
cholia; a melancholiac.
The melancholiat was afraid to sit down for fear of being

broken, supposing himself of glass. Olanville, Essays, iv.

melancliolizet (mel'an-kol-iz), V. [< melancholy
+ -ize.} I. intrans.' To be or become melan-
choly ; indulge in gloomy musings.
A most incomparable delight it is so to melaruiholisie,

and build castles in the air. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 154.

II. trans. To make melancholy.
That thick cloud you are now enveloped with, of mel-

aneholized old Age, and undeserved Adversity.
Dr. H. More, Fhilos. Foems, Bpis. Ded.

melancholy (mel'an-kol-i), n. and a. [< ME.
melancolie, melincoly, malencolye, < OF. melan-
colie, merencolie, F. melancolie = Pr. melancolia
= Sp. melancolia= Pg. melancolia= It. melanco-
lia, melanconia, malinconia = D. melankolie =
O. melamcholie = Dan. Sw. melankoli, < LL.
melancholia, < Gr. iieTuayxoXia, the condition of
having black bile (L. atra Ulis), jaundice, mel-
ancholy, madness, < /zeMjxo^g, with black bile,

< fiiXag {jieTmv-), black, + xp^^t l^ile ' see choUc^.
In the adj. use the word is later, standing for
melancholic.'\ I. m. 1. SajneaB melancholia; in
old use, insanity of any kind.

Anone into Tiidancolie,

As though it were a transie.

He fell. dower, Conf. Amant, iii.

Yf he bite her in bis rage,

Let labouryng his melitusoly swage.
PaUactCus, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 136.

Moping melaneholy.
And moon-struck madness. Milton, P. L., xi. 485.

2. A gloomy state of mind, particularly when
habitual or of considerable duration; depres-
sion of spirits arising from grief or natural dis-

position; dejection; sadness. Also, in techni-
cal use, melanoliolia.

Melancholy, that cold, dry, wretched saturnine humor,
creepeth in with a leane, pale, or swartysh colour, which
Teigneth upon solitarye, carefull-musyng men.

Bimein, quoted in More's Utopia (tr. bjr Bobinson),
[ii 7, note.

Cle. What is his malady?
Ca/m. Kothing but sad and silent melaneholy.

Laden with griefs and thoughts, no man knows why nei-
ther. Fletcher, Wife for a Month, L 2.

Step. Ay, truly, sir, I am mightily given to melancholy.
Mat. Oh, it's your only fine humour, sir

;
your true mel-

aneholy breeds your perfect fine wit, sir: I am melancholy
myself, divers times, sir, and then do I no more but take
pen and paper presently, and overflow you half a score or
a dozen of sonnets at a sitting.

B. i/onson, Every Man in his Humour, iii. 1.

3. Sober thoughtfulness
;
pensiveness. [Bare.]

Hail, thou Ooddess, sage and holy,

Hail, divinest Melancholy!
Whose saintly visage is too bright
To hit the sense of human sight.

And therefore to our weaker view
O'erlaid with black, staid Wisdom's hue.

MUtm, II Penseroso, L 12.

4t. Bitterness of feeling ; ill nature.

And if that she be riche and of parage,
Thanne seistow it is a tormentrie
To soffren hire pride and hire nudencolie.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 262.

Manly in his mdlycoly he metes another.
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), L 2204.

=SyiL 2. Hypochondria, gloominess, despondency.

n. a. 1. Produced by melancholia or mad-
ness of any kind.

Duke Byron
flows with adust and melancholy choler.

Chapman, Byron's Conspiracy, ii 1.

Luther's conference with the devil might be, for aught
1 know, nothing but a melancholy dream.

ChUlingworth, Keligion of Protestants, Pref.
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2. Affected by depression of spirits; depressed
inspirits; dejected; gloomy.
How now, sweet Frank ! why art thou melanchalyf

Shak., M. W. of W., ii. 1. 166.

3. Given to contemplation; thoughtful; pen-
sive. See I., 3. [Bare.]

A certain music, never known before.

Here soothed the pensive melancholy mind.
Thomson, Castle of Indolence, L 40.

4. Producing or fitted to produce sadness or
gloom; sad; mournful: as, a melancholy fact;

a melancholy event.
Their Songs are very m^ancholy and doleful ; so is their

Musick: but whether it be natural to the Indians to be
thus melancholy, or the effect of their Slavery, I am not
certain. Dampier, Voyages, 1. 127.

'Tis past, that melaneholy dream

!

Nor will I quit thy shore.
Wordsworth, Poems of the Affections, ix.

5. Grave or gloomy in character; suggestive
of melaneholy ; somber.
The house is modeme, and seemes to be the seate of

some gentleman, being in a very pleasant though mdmb-
choly place. Evelyn, Diaiy, Sept. 30, 1644.

Old ocean's gray and melancholy waste.
Bryant, Thanatopsis.

Melaiiclioly euryomla, a beetle, Euryomia melancho-
lica.—MelanchO^ flycatcher, Tyrannus melancholious.

=Syn. 2. Low-spu-ited, dispirited, unhappy, hypochon-
driac, disconsolate, doleful, dismal, sad, downcast.

melanclioly-tllistle (mel'an-kol-i-this'''l), n.

A European species of thistle, Cnious hetero-

phyllus, once reputed to cure melancholy.
Melancntlioniail(mel-angk-tho'ni-an) , a. andn.
[< Melanchthon (see def

.
) + -dan. Tfi'ename Me-

lanchthon is a translation into classical form of
the G. surname Schwarzerd, lit. ' black earth

'

;

< Gr. iieTmq (jiEkav-), black, + x^^^t earth.] I. a.

Of or pertaining to Philipp Melanchthon (1497-
1560), the German reformer.

II. n. A follower of Melanchthon in his use
of the Aristotelian philosophy and in his theo-
logical views.
The fanatical intolerance of the strict Lutheran party

against the Calvlnists and moderate Lutherans, called af-

ter their leader Xelanchthomians or Philippists.
P. Sehaff, in Amer. Cyc, XIV. 246.

Melanconiese (mel''''an-ko-ni'e-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Berkeley, 1860), < Melanconium + -eos.] One
of the principal divisions of Fungi ImperfeeU, or
fungi of which the complete life-history is un-
known. Many are suspected of being asexual stages of
Ascomycetes. The spores ooze out in tendrils, or form a
dark mass. Also written Melanconiei.

Melanconium (mel-an-ko'ni-um), n. [NIi.

(Link, 1809), < Gr. /li^g (/le^v-), black, + Kcmoc;,

a cone.] A genus of fungi, typical of the divi-
sion Melanconiece, in which the spores are sim-
ple, globular-oblong, brownish, oozing out in a
dark mass. About 70 widely distributed spe-
cies are known.
Melandrya (me-lan'dri-a), «. [NL., so called
as foimd chiefly imder tfie bark of trees; < Gr.
liiTMQ (pieTiav-), black, + Spvc, tree, oak: see dry-
a(i.] The typical genus of Melandryidce, found-
ed by Fabricius in 1801. it is represented in north-
ern Europe and North America. JIf. caraboides is a Brit-
ish species. M. stricta of Say is the only one known in
the United States.

Melandryida (mel-an-dri'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Melandrya + •idee.'] A family of tracheliate
heteromerous beetles, typified by the genus
Melandrya. The anterior coxal cavities are open be-
hind ; the head is not strongly and suddenly constricted at
base ; the middle coxee are not veiy prominent ; the an-
tennse are free ; the thorax is margined at the sides ; and
the disk has basal impressions. "They Inhabit temperate
regions of the northern hemisphere.

melanemia, n. See melanwmia.
Melanerpes (mel-a-ner'pez), n. [NL., < Gr.
jii\ag (jiekav-), black, + Ip-jreiv, creep : see rep-
tile.'] A genus of woodpeckers of the family

Red-headed Woodpecker iMetanerpes erythrocephahts\

melaniine

Piddce, giving name to a subfamily Melaner-
pinCB. M. erythrocephalux, a typical example, is the com-
mon red-headed woodpecker of the United States, steel-

blue-black and white with crimson head, one of the most
abundant showy, and familiar of its tribe in most of the
States, m. farmieivorm is a related species of the south-
western parts of the United States, noted for its liabit of
storing acorns in holes which it drills in dead timber.
Many others have been referred to this genus.

Melanerpinae (mel"a-n6r-pi'ne), n.pl. [NL., <
Melanerpes + -ince.] A subfamily ozFiddce, ex-
emplified by the genus Melanerpes, of uncer-
tain limits. The group includes many American wood-
peckers, generally of spotted, striped, or otherwise varie-

gated coloration, such as the species of Melanerpes and
Centurus.

Melaneslan (mel-a-ne'shan), a. and n. [<
Melanesia (see def.), lit. 'the islands of the
blacks,' < Gr. //i/lof (/lehiv-), black, + v^ao;, an
island.] I. a. Of or belonging to Melanesia or

a race inhabiting it.

II. n. A native of Melanesia, a collection of

islands in the western part of the Pacific, in-

cluding New Caledonia, the Fiji Islands, Sol-

omon Islands, New Hebrides, New Britain,

etc. (some geographers include Papua and ex-

tend the term to comprise some of the lesser

islands of the Malay archipelago) ; a member
of one of the black or dark-brown races in-

habiting the Melanesian islands, in race and
language the Melanesians appear to have affinities with
both the Papuans and the Polynesians.

Melanetta (mel-a-net'a), n. [NL., < Gr. /lihig,

black, + viJTTa, vfjaaa, duck : see Anas."} A ge-

nus of marine ducks of the family Anatidw and
subfamily Fuligwlinw ; the white-winged black
scoters, surf-ducks, or sea-coots. The males are
black or blackish, with a lai'ge white area on the wing
and abright party-colored bill. ThecommonKorth Ameri-
can species is M. velvetina or M. deglandi, xery closely re-

lated to Jlf. fusca of Europe and Asia, if really distinct
Also written Melanitta, and more correctly Melanonetta.

melange (ma-lonzh'), n. [F., a mixture, < m4-
i!er, mix: aee melP-, meddle.] 1. A mixture; a
medley ; usually, an uncombined mingling or
association of elements, objects, or individuals;
in lit, a miscellany.— 3. A French dress-goods
of cotton chain and woolen weft. E. H. Knight.
Melania (me-la'ni-a), n. [NL., < L. melania,
< Qt. lieWavia, blackness, < /xl^f (jieXav-), black.]
1. In conch., the typical genus of fresh-water
snails of the family MelanUdce and subfamily
MelarmncB,having a shell coveredwith thick and
usually dark or blackish epidermis. The extent of
the genus has varied much with different writers. There
are about 400 species, mostly Asiatic and Polynesian.

2. In entom. : (a) A genus of dipterous insects.

(6) A genus of lepidopterous insects.

Melamacea (me-la-m-a'se-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Melania + -acea.] Same "as Melaniidw.
melaniacean (me-la-ni-a'se-an), a. Of or per-
taining to the Melaniacea.

'

melanian (me-la'ni-an), a. and to. [< Melania
+ -an.] I. a. Pertaining to the MelanUdce, or
having their characters.

II. n. A member of the family MelanUdce.
melanic (me-lan'ik), a. [< Gr. /liTiag (/le^ti-),

black, + -ic] 1. Black; dark: as, a melanic
race.— 2, Of or pertaining to melanosis Me-
lanic cancer, melanocarcinoma or melanosarcoma.

—

Me-
lanic deposit, a deposit of dark pigment in the tissues.

—

Melanic variety or race, in zoSl., a variety or race char-
acterized by a darker color or a greater extension of the
dark markings than in others of the species. Such varie-
ties have frequently been described as distinct species.

Melaniidse (mel-a-ni'i-de), TO. pi. [NL., < Me-
lania + 4dcB.] A family of gastropods of the
order Prosobranchiata, typified by the genus
Melania. The shell is spiral, turreted, and covered with
dark epidermis ; the aperture is often channeled or notched
in front ; the outer lip is acute ; and the operculum is

horny and spiral. The very numerous species, referable
to many genera, are mostly fluviatile and ovoviviparous.
They arefound In nearly all the warmer parts of the world.
The family is divided, both on sti'uctural characters and
on geogrM>hlcal distribution, into two subfamilies, Mela-
niinee and Strepomatince. Also Melaniacea, Melaniadm,
Mdanidce.

melaniiform (me-la'ni-i-f6rm), a. [< NL. Me-
lania + L. forma, form.] Having the form of

the melanians ; resemblmg a melanian.
Melaniinse (me-la-ni-i'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Mela-
nia + -inte.] One of two subfamilies of Mela-
niidw, typified by the genus Melania, contain-
ing chieflyAsiatic and Polynesian species, only
a few of which are found in America: dis-

tinguished from StrepomatincB. The aperture is

usually rounded in front and not produced, though often
notched ; the mantle-margih is fringed. The species are
ovoviviparous.

melaniine (me-la'ni-in), a. and n. I, a. Mela-
nian in a strict sense ; of or pertaining to the
Melaniince.

II, n. A member of the Melaniirue.



melaniline

melanfllTie (me-lan'i-Un), n. [< Gr. /u/m^
(fieAtn-), black, + E. ontKne.] A basic sub-
stance (CijHisNj) obtained from cyanc^en
ehlorid and dry aniline.

melanin (mel'a-nin), n. [< Gr. /^i?^ 0'e>av-),
black, + -tn2.] The black pigment of the hair,
choroid, retina, and epidermis of colored races

;

also, the dark pigment seen in melantemia and
in melanosarcoma and melanoeareinoma. The
pigments in these cases may, however, be dif-
ferent.
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a variety or class of mankind according to
Huxley's classification. They are pale-compleiioned
people, with dark hair and eyes, and generally long but
sometimes broad sknlls, as the Iberians and black Celts
of western Eorope, and the dark-complexioned white peo-
ple of the shores of the Mediterranean, western Asia, and
Persia.

^
I am disposed to think that the Mdanodmri are not a

distinct group, but resnlt from the mixture of Anstralioids
and XanthochroL Hw^^, Anat. Vert, p. 421.

Hamitic and Semitic Mdanoehroi.
W. H. Floicer, Pop. ScL Ma, XJLVLLL 317.

We must be on onr guard, however, not to confound the melanochroic (mel'a-no-kro'ik), a. [< melatio-
chro-ous + -i«.] Bark-colored; of or pertam-

ordinary bUck pigment toond in the hnman Inngs with
nutonin. Piiy, HistoL and Histochem. (trans.X p. 53.

melanioid (me-la'ni-oid), a. andn.
+ -oid.'i Same as melanian.

[< Melaiiia
as, the melanochroic

Uelanippe imel-a-nip'e), n. [XL. (Duponchel,
1829),< GT,MOjivi-—>/,t.,yi€/Avi77-oc,i[i.,avajtii-

ical propername, < /li/jic O'^^'w-), black,+ isttoc,

horse.] A genus of geometrid moths of the
subfamily XarenttmF, of wide distribution, with
over 40 species.

melanism (mel'a-nizm), n. [< Gr. /^/of (usmcv-), ^<=« ™® «<''°'' ^^ rea rathei

black, + -ism.y In j)ftu«ioJ., an undue develop- me^odiroons (mel-a-nok

ment of coloring material in the skin and its SI _^_^'l^'^y
hi. iie/xivoxpo

appendages: the opposite of albinism; specif-
ically, in zool., the abnormal development of
black or dark pigment in the pelage of a mam-
mal or the plumage of a bird. It is not pathologi-
cal, like melanosis, interfering in no way with the health
and vigor of the animal; it is Teiy frequent in some groups,
aa sqnirrds and hawks, and sometimes becomes an inher-
ited specific character, as in the case of the black rat, Mvs
rattu^ believed to be a permanent melanism of t^e white* -, r -, -, , •. ,-, ^
bellied rat or roof-rat, M. alexandrimi$ or M. Uctorum. meianOCOmoHS (mel-a-nok 6-mus), a. [< Gr.
Compare aJMnisin, laidim, erythrum. ue'/MVOKOinj^, black-haired, ^/dyjiQ (juXav-), black,

melanistic (mel-a-nis'tik), a. [< Gr. iiiXac + K6/ai,ha,ii: see com<|2.] Black-haired; hav-
(jiehiv-), black, -I- -tst-«e.] Affected with mel- iug black hair,
anism; abnormally dark in color. Also mela- MeluiOCOTypIia (mel'a-no-kor'i-S), n. [NL.

ing to the Melanochroi
races.

The mdanocJavic or dark stock of Europe.
Bvxley, Critiques and Addresses, p. 180.

melanochroite (mel'a-no-kro'it), n. [< Gr.
IteXoi (jteXav-), black,"-!- xpota, xpoa, color, -I-

-ite^.'i Abasic chromate of leaid found at Bere-
zovsk in the Ural. Also eaUed phcenieochroite,
since the color is red rather than black.

ro-us), a. [< NL.

^
o;rP«'f(also/tt^;i:/)oor),

blaok-skmned, < fu/ac (jie'/mv-), black, + ;tpo«a,

Xpia, skin, color.] Dark-colored; having an
unusually dark skin, as a person of white race.
Also, improperly, melanochrous.

There seems good ground for the tieliet that, . . . among
Boropeans, tiie meUmoekrous people are less obnoxious to
its [yellow fever's] ravages than the xanthochrons.

Hvjiey, Critiques and Addresses, p. 157.

notie.

The Kasua vittata was based on a mdamatie specimen
of ,y. rufa, collected by the travder Schombui^.

J. A. AOen.

melanite (mel'a-nit), u. [< Gr. ij£kai (jiEkav-),

black, + -»fc2.J 1. A variety of garnet of a

(Boie, 1828), < Gr. iiDmq (/uaov-), black, -1- impixp^,

head, top : see eoryphteus.'] One of the leading
genera of the lark family, Alaudidie, containing
such as the common M. ealandra, the calandra
lark of Europe and Africa, and il. sibirica, the

.i
- . _ white-winged lark.

deep-bl^k color, it properly bdongs to the Ume-lron ]lIelanodendron(mel'a-n6-den'dTOu),n. fXL.H.v,™n „f .h. ,^.« hnt ^, ^^„ t,„H= .~ .,=„ .„. ^^ p_ ^g Candolle, 1836)", < Gr. ,iB^ (juLv-),
black,+ dtvdpov, a tree.] A genus of plants of
the natural order ComposiUE, tribe AsieroidecB,
and subtribe Melerochromete. They have copious
bristly pi^pns; nomerous narrow bracts of the involucre,
which are airanged in an indefinite number of series ; and
achenia which are 3- or 5-ribbed. and scarcely compressed.
There is but a single species, JT. inUgr^fdlium. See Uaek
edbbage-tree, under eabbage^ee.

ick, + eMof,

.^ .....
. form.] Having a black or dark appearance.

—

einoma.i In pathol.,& pigmented carcinoma, Helanoid cancer, in patAoI., melanoeareinoma.
from gray to brownandblack in color. Thepig- melanoma (mel-a-no'ma), n. [XL., < Gr. /k^ji-
ment Ues partly in the epithelial tracts, and partly in the vaaa, blaclmess," < 'ueAavmni, blacken, < fu?jic

M^^^««^/^f**^ mdanotic san»mata^
(/leXap-), black.] A Si-k-pi^ented tumor.

MelanocetmaB(mel>n9-s6-tine),«.i.i pfL., li^opathia (mel-a-no-p^'i^), «. PSTL.:

i^f^^^JjT-l ^ ^^f'^y °*
f^«- se^fa^liiy.] An excess ofthe dark pig-

^1^^^^^T^J7 ^^ SS^Melanocetus ^^^^ „f ^^ ^^ ^^^ t„ abnormal fnnctioulf

^®^S?®*S® ^r\°"^f*™^'^- •*?* ?•.!?• the rete mueosui;i. S^% melasma.

V^!;^!^
'^'^"^ melanopathy(mel-»-nop'a-thi)^n. [<Gr.^;>.<«r

division of the species, bat some other kinds are also in-
cluded. It is often associated with volcanic rocks, as at
Vesuvius. Some varieties are remaikahle as containing a
small percentage of tftaninm, and seem to be intermediate
between garnet and schorlomite. See gam^.
2. In roncA., a fossil melanian.

melanitic (mel-a-nit'ik}, a. [< melanite + -ic.]

Pertaining to, resembling, or containing mela-
nite.

MelanoceUntE.

H. n. A pedieulate fish of the subfamily
Melanocetince.

Helanocetns (mel'»-no-se'tus), n. [NL., < Gr.
/li^MC (jie?jtv-), blac£, H- K^rog, a whale: see Ce-
taeea.2 A genus of deep-sea pedieulate fishes.

Melatu>cttusjokttsmti (the belly distended -with another fi^il,

aboat half natnzal size.

typical of the subfamUy Melanocetina, black

in color, and with a mouth suggesting that

of a whale. M.. johnsoni is the only species.

aUnther, 1864.

Melancxmroi (mel-a-nok'ro-i), n. pi. [NL.
, pL

otmelanochrous, black-skinned: see melanochro-

OUS.2 In anthropology, the dark-white peoples,

(jieXav-), black, + -iraBaa, < jroflof, suffering.]

Same as melanopathia.
Melanophila (mel-ar-nof'i-la), n. [Nli., < Gr.
/liXof (fi/av-), black°j + ^o^, loving.] A genus
of buprestid beetles founded ty Eschscholtz.
About 40 species are known, and the genus is proper
to the cold and temperate regions of both hemispheres

;

but a few have been found in Brazil and the East Indies.
Eleven occur in I^orth America. Jf./uZrQ^uttotaisasmall
brassy-black specieswith three pairsofyellowspots, inhab-
iting 'pines in tiie northern United States.

melanophlogite (mel-a-nof'lo-jit), n. [< Gr.
luXag(jie7jav-), black, +~^U^ (Mory-), a flame (see
phlox), + -ifeS.] A mineral occurring in color-

less cubic crystals, which turnblackwhen heat-
ed (hence the name). Itconsistsofalmost pure silica,

and is probably a pseadomor^ It is found associated
with the crystals of sulphur of Giigenta, Sicily.

Melanophycese (mel'a-no-fi'se-e), «.pl. [NL.
(Rabenhorst, 1868), < "Gr." /lOac (jieAov-). black,
+ ovKoc. a seaweed, + -ecB.2 One of the five

great divisions of Alga according to the clas-

sification of Rabenhorst. It included the Ph<F-
osporew and Fucaeete, and is the same, or nearly
the same, as Melanospermece.

Melanopsidae(mel-a-nop'si-de), n.pl. [< Mela-
nopsis + -idff.] An'Old World family of gastro-
pods, typified by the genus Melanopsis, related
to and detached from Melaniida. The spire is

short and pointed, the body-whoil lengthened, and the pil-

lar-lip thickened.

Melanopsis (mel-a-nop'sis), n. [NL., < Mela-
n(ia) + Gr. Uhq, appearance.] 1. The typical
genus of Melanopsida. il. eostata is a Syrian
species, said to be found in the Dead Sea.

—

Melanotns

2. [7. c; pi. me?an<)p*i<fes (-si-dez).] Amember
of 4£is genus.
MelanorrluBa (mel'a-no-re'a), /I. [NL. (Wal-
lich, 1830), < Gr. //£'P.af (lu'/.tv.'-), black, + poia,
a flowii^, < ^jv, flow.] A genus of dicotjle-
donous polypetalous plants of the natural or-
der Anacardiacew and the tribe ilangiferea,
characterized by simple leaves, by the petals
growing after the flower expands, and by the
numerous stamens. They are large trees, over a hun-
dred feet in height, and have broad spreading heads bear-
ing large entire coriaceous leaves, and axillary panicles
of perfect fiowers. The fruit is a drnpe, and is sniTOOnd-
ed by the five or sii enlarged petals, which are spread out
in a star'like manner. There are 6 species, natives of east-
em India and Borneo. M. usOata is the important black,
Martaban, or Burmese varnish-tree.

melanosarcoma (mel'a-no-sar-ko'ma), n.; pi.
nielanosarcomata (-ma-fa).' [NL., < Gr! fiBxig (ju-
''ai-), black, -I- aapKuua. sarcoma.] Jiipathol.,
a form of sarcoma characterizedbythepresence
of dark pigment. Itmostfreqnenayoccnraintheskin
and choroid ooat of the eye, is usually ftmned of spindle-
shaped cells, and is very malignant.

melanoscope (mel'a-no-skop), H. [< Gr. fd/Mf
(ju/Mv-), black, -I- aKo-c'n; vieTv.] An instru-
mentdevisedbyLommel to distinguishbetween
the flames of substances which in the spectro-
scope exhibitred bands. It consists of a pair of spec-
taclesmadeof glassof light-violet color over dark-red glass,
a combination which admits only red rays, so that most
greens, for example, would appear black.

melanose (mel'a-nds), n. [NL., < Gr. /i£?.ai)u(«f,

a becoming black: see melanosis.'] A fungous
disease of grape-vines, caused by Septoria am-
pelina. The leaves are the parts attacked, and are at
first covoed with brownish spots ; these soon spread over
and discolor the entire surface of Uie leat, which then
drops off. The fungus is probably a native of Europe, bnt
also occurs in Kew York, along the lake^ in £ansas, and
in Missouri. See Septoria.

melanosiderite (mel'a-no-sid'e-rit), n. [< Gr.
fie/MC (jieTiov-), black, "+ aidcpih/g, of iron: see
stderite.'] Amineral occurring in black masses
with a vitreous or resinons luster, it consists of
hydrated iron sesquioxid with 7 per cent, of silica. It is
foimd at Mineral Hill, Delaware county, Penn^lvania.
melanosis (mel-a-no'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. /je>.d-

vucic, a becoming black, < *iie?xmnn; blacken.
see melanoma.'] In pathol.: (a) An abnormal
deposition of pigmentary matter in various or-
gans or parts of the body, as the spleen, liver,
or bone-marrow, associated with melanaemia,
malarial poisoning, etc. (6) The condition of
the system associated with the presence of pig-
mented tumors. Specifically, this is an oiganic affec-
tion (due to the softening of the tissue of the part from a
pigmentary deposit, especially tubodes) in which tissue
is converted into a black, hard, homt^oieous substance^
near which ulcers or cavities may form.

melanosity (mel-a-nos'i-ti), n. [< melanous
(-ose) + -ity.] Tendency toward blackness;
darkness of color, as of the hair or eyes. Bed-
doe, Science, VH. 84.

melanosperm (mel'a-no-sperm), n. An alga
belonging to the division Mekmospermece.
MelanospermeS (mel'a-no-sper'ine-e), n. pi.
[NL. (Harvey, 1849), < (?r. /iBjiq (jiOiiv-)^ black,
-I- OTrep/ia, seed, -I- -#<f.] The oUve-brown sea-
weeds, one of the three principal divisions into
which the Alga were divided by Harvey. It

included the Hicace/F, LaminariacetE, etc., but
is now nearly obsolete.

melanpspeimons (mel'a-no-sper'mus), a. [<
Gr. /isMc (peJiav-), blac^ '+ awip/ia, seed, +
-Otis.] (^araeterized by dark-colored seeds or
spores; lielonging to the Melanospermeie.
The gronp of meUmotpermoug or olive.gieen sea-weeds.

W. B. Carpenter, Micros., § 327.

melanotekite(mel'a-no-te'kit),»i. [Irreg.<Gr.
/jlXas (ju^av-), blaclC+ T^Kecv, melt,+ -t'f^.] A
Tare Plicate of lead and iron from L&ngban,
Sweden, it occurs in black or blackish-gray crystalline
masses, with tdeavage in two directions. It fuses ea&Oy
to a black glass, whence the name.

melanothallite (mel'a-no-thal'it), n. [< Gr.
ai^(jt£?jtv-),l>]ttc^ -t-'&d/Aof, abranch, -I- -ite2.]

lamineral., a mineral occurring in black lamel-
Ije, which upon exposure gradually change to a
green color, and containingcopper ehlorid, cop-
per oxid, and water. It was found as a subU-
mation-produet at Vesuvius.

melanotic (mel-a-not'ik), a. [< melanosis (-ot-)

+ -ic.] 1. Properly, affected with melanosis;
melanic; melanoid.—2. In ^ool., same as mel-

anistic Melanotic cancer, melanoeareinoma or mel-
anosarcoma.

Melanotns (mel-a-no'tus), n. [NL. . < Gr. uO.of
(jaE?jiv-), black, + purof. lie back.] A genus of
click-beetles of the family Elaterida, founded
by Eschscholtz in 1 >2P . it is one of the largest and
most important genera of ElateridcB. and is dlsbibated all

over the world. There are upward of 100 species, 44 ot



Melanotus
which are North American. These beetles give rise to
some of the most destructive wire-worms. M. communis
to a common brown pilose species of the United States,
half an inch long.

melanotype (mera-no-tip), n. [< Gr. /ii?Mg

(jiclav-), black, + Tmog, type.] In photog., a
ferrotype. [Eare or obsolete.]
melanous (mera-nus), a. [< (Jr. fiifixig (ueXav-),

black, + -o«s.] Dark-complexioned; brunette

:

the opposite of ilond or xanthous. Fritchard.

The melanous, with black hair and dark brown or black-
ish skins. Hwdey, Critiques and Addresses, p. 153.

Melanozylon (mel-a-nok'si-lon), «. [NL.
(Sohott, 1827), < Gr. i^tlag {/ieTmv-), black,+ ^vlov,

wood.] A genus of leguminous plants of the
suborder Cwsalpiniece and the tribe Scleroloibiece,

characterized by a compressed partially woody
legumewith samara-like seeds, the outer integu-
ment expanding into a wing at the apex. There
is but one species, M. Braunia. See irauna.
melanterite (me-lan'te-rit), n. [< Or. fieXdvrepog,

compar. of iii2.ag (jiOmv-), black, -I- -ite^.'] The
native hydrous sulphate of iron.

Melanthium (me-lan'thi-um), n. [NL. (Lin-
nseus, 1753), so called in allusion to the darker
color which the persistent perianth assumes
after blossoming ; < Gr. /li/uig, black, -I- avdog, a
flower.] A genus of liliaceous plants of the
tribe Veratrece. They have flat broadly winged seeds,
and the segments of the perianth have a distinct claw.
They are herbs having an erect leafy stem springing from
a short rootstock, and an open pyramidal panicle of po-
lygamous flowei's, which are yellowish-white or greenish.
There are 3 species, all natives of North America, and
sometimes cultivated for ornament. M. Virffinicum of
the United States is called hunah-fiower (which see).

melanuria (mel-a-nu'ri-a), n. [NL. : see mela-
nurin.^ The presence of a dark pigment in the
urine.

melanuric (mel-a-nu'rik), a. [As melanurin +
-ic] Pertaining to or characterized by the
presence of very dark pigment in the urine.

—

Melanuric fever. See/eoeri.

melanurin (mel-a-nu'rin), n. [< Gr. iiilag (/is-

?iav-), black, -I- ovpov, urine.] A dark pigment
found in the urine.

melaphyre (mel'a-fir), n. [< Gr. fdhiQ, black,
+ (?ro/))0up(iT7f), porphyry: see porphyry.} A
fine-grained greenish- or brownish-black ag-
gregate of plagioclase, augite, olivin, magne-
tite, or titaniferous iron and some chloritic
mineral, usually delessite. The term melaphyre, as
it has been formerly used by lithologiats, includes a con-
siderable variety of rocks ; but, as now generally restrict-
ed, it is properly applied to such basalts as have under-
gone considerable alteration. Hence the melaphyres are.
In point of fact, mostly of Paleozoic age, although some
are Mesozoic, because the older a rock is, other things
being equal, the more likely it is to have undergone chem-
ical change.

mela-rosa, mella-rosa (mel''''a-ro'za,), n. [< It.

mela, an apple, -I- rosa, a rose.] The fruit of
a tree of the genus Citrus, probably a variety
of the lime, cultivated in Italy.

melasma (me-las'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. fit^afia,

a black color, < /leXatveiv, blacken, < fikTiag, black

:

see mdas.'] 1. An abnormal access of color of
the skin, local or general, usually dependent
upon constitutional disorder; local pigmen-
tary stains of the skin. The morbid process
is called mekmopathia. Addison's disease is

known as suprarenal melasma.— 3. [cap.} In
zool.: (a) A genus of melanian mollusks.
Adams, 1858. (6) A genus of tenebrionine
beetles, based on M. Uneatum of the Canaries.
Wollaston, 1864.

melasmic (me-las'mik), a. and n. [< melasma
+ -ic] I. a. Pertaining to melasma : as, melas-
mic blotches.

II. n. Same as melasma, 1.

melassesf, n. An obsolete form of molasses.

melassic (me-las'ik), a. [< F. melasse, molasses,
-I- -jc] Pertaining to or obtained from molas-
ses : as, melassic acid.

Melastoma (me-las'to-mS,), ». [NL. (Bur-
mann, 1737), so called because the fruit of some
species, when eaten, stains the lips black; < Gr.

fii^C (fteXav-), black, + ard/ia, mouth.] An Old
World genus of plants, type of the natural or-

der Melastomacem, belonging to the tribe Os-

heckiece. They have from 10 to 14 unequal anthers, the
connectives of uie longer ones being produced anteriorly
into two tubercles or spurs. They are hairy shrubs, al-

most always erect, with coriaceous entire leaves which
are from 3- to 7-nerved, and showy purple or rose-colored
flowers growing at the tips of the branches, either solitary
or in clusters. About 44 species are known, natives of
tropical and western Asia, Oceania, and the Seychelles.

M. MalabathriGwm, a shrub common in India, is there
known as Indian rhododendron. It is also called Malabar
laurel or gooseberry,

Melastomaceae (me-las-to-ma'sf-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Brown, 1818), < Melastoma + -acece.} A natu-
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ral order of dicotyledonous polypetalous plants

of the cohort Myrtales. The ovules are attached to

the interior angle of the cells, or to basal placentce ; the
anther usually opens at the top by two pores ; the connec-

tive is thickened or variously appendaged; and the leaves

have from 3 to 9 nerves. The order embraces 133 genera
and about 2,500 species, which are almost entirely confined
to the tropics, and are most abundant in South America.

melastomaceous (me-las-to-ma'shius), a. Be-
longing or relating to the natural order Me-
lastomacew.

Melastomese (mel -a - sto ' me - e), n.pl. [NL.
(Bentham and Hooker, 1867), < Melastoma +
-em.} A suborder of dicotyledonous polypeta-
lous plants of the order Melastomacece. The cells

have rather prominent placentae inserted in their internal
angles, and many ovules ; the embryo is very small, and
slightly rounded or subglobose. The suborder embraces
9 tribes and 128 genera, of which Melastoma is the type.

They are trees, or rarely herbs, and are found in both the
Old and New Worlds.

Melchite (mel'kit), n. and a. [< MGr. MfA;t;i'-

T»7f, < Syriac malkaye, Ar. mMelciya, milki^a,

lit. royal, < melek, king.] I. n. An orthodox
Eastern (Christian as distinguished from a Mo-
nophysite or Nestorian. The name was originally
given to the Orthodox as belonging to the imperial church,
the title of king being that which was commonly given
in Greek and in Oriental languages to the Roman and to
the Byzantine emperor. Although the term Melchite is

older than the Council of Chalcedon (A. D. 451), its wider
use dates from its adoption after that council by the Mo-
nophysites, who rejected the decrees of the council, and
employed this name to represent the Orthodox as receiv-
ing them merely in submission to the edict of the emperor
Marcian. The name Melchite is sometimes given also
to members of communities of Christians ia Syria and
Egypt, formerly in communion with the Orthodox Greek
Church, who have submitted to the Soman see.

Those Syrian Christians who,thoughnot Greeka,followed
the doctrines of the Greek Church as declared at the Coun-
cil of Chalcedon, were called by their opponents, by way of
reproach, Mdchites, 'royalists' or 'imperialists,' because
they submitted to the edict of Marcian in favour of the
decrees of the Council of Chalcedon.

Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 291.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the Melchites: as,

the uncial Melchite alphabet. Isaac Taylor.

melder (mel'der), n. [< Icel. meldr, flour or
corn in the mill, < mala, grind : see meal^.} The
quantity of meal sent to a mill to be ground at
one time. [Scotch.]

That ilka melder wi' the miller
Thou sat as lang as thou had siller.

Bums, Tam o' Shanter.

meldometer (mel-dom'e-tSr), n. [Irreg. < Gr.
/dMsiv, melt, + jiirpov, measure.] An appara-
tus devised by Joly for determining the melt-
ing-points of minerals, it involves the use of a plati-

num strip heated to the required degree by the passage of
an electrical current, whose temperature is calculated by
the ordinary methods.

meleif, »• A Middle English form of meaP-.

mele^t, »• A Middle English form of meal^.

mele^t, «• [< AS. meel (= Icel. mal=D&u. mcele),

speech, talk, conversation.] Discourse; conver-
sation.

O moul thou marrez a myry mele.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), i. 23.

mele^t, v. [ME. melen, < AS. mcelan (= Icel.

mcela = Dan. mcele), speak, < mcel, speech, talk

:

see mele^, n.} I. intrans. 1. To speak; talk.

And whon that Wit was i-war hou his wyf tolde,
He bi-com so confoundet he couthe not melef
And as doumbe as a dore drous him asyde.

Piers Plotmnan (A), xi. 98.

2. To chatter; twitter, as birds.

Bothe the thrusch & the thrustele bi xxxti of bothe,
Meleden ful merye in maner of here kinde.

WMiaim of Paieme (B. E. T. S.), 1. 821.

II. trans. To call or bring together; as-
semble.

Themperour with moche merthe his men than meled.
WUliam of PaHeme (E. E. T. S.), L 1287.

mele^t, i^- [ME., origin obscure.] A cup or
bowl.

Also they had tool to dyke and delve with, as pikforkis,
spadus, and schovelis, stakes and rakes, hokettis, meles,
and payles. Vegetiws, MS. Douce 291, f. 47. ifliMiwiXl.)

Meleagridse, Meleagrididae (mel-f-ag'ri-de,
mel"e-ag-rid'i-de),«.pZ. [NL.,< ife^eapm (-id-)

+ -id(B.} A family of Gallince or gallinaceous
birds; the turkeys. The name is sometimes
restricted to the American turkeys, and some-
times includes the African guinea-fowls.

Meleagridinae, Meleagrinse (mel-f-ag-ri-di'ne,
mel"e-ag-ri'ne), n. pi. Turkeys as an Ameri-
can subfamily of Phasianidw, typified by the
genus Meleagris.

Meleagrina (meKe-ag-ri'na), n. [NL., < Melea-
gris, 2, + Arufi.} A gemis of agiphonate bi-
valves of the family Aviculidm or Pteriidw, the
wing-shells, having the wings reduced and no

Meleagrina lAvicuta) mar-
garitifera,

b, byssal foramen or notch;
g, suspensois of the gills.

TiLornith.: (a) {I.e.}

Melia

cardinal teeth; the true
pearl-oysters. The pearl-
oyster is M. margariUfera, a spe-

cies widely distributed in most
parts of the world, inwarm seas

;

it sometimes attains a length of
10 or 12 inches.

Meleagris (mel-e-a'gris),

n. [NL., < L. meleagris, <

Gr. /iE?i£aypi;, a sort of
guinea-fowl, named after

Meleager, < MeMaypof, > L.
Meleager, son of CEneus,
and the hero of the hunt of

the Calydonian boar.] 1.

A name of the common guinea-fowl, to which
LinnsBus gave the technical specific name
Ntimida meleagris. (fi) An American genus of

PhasianidcB or Meleagridee, of large size with
varied metallic plumage, naked tarsi spurred
in the male, bare head with erectile fleshy car-

uncles, and a tuft of hair-like feathers on the
breast; the turkeys. There are three kinds: M.
gallopavo or mcifficana, the supposed original of the do-
mestic turkey, differing little from M. sylvestris or ameri-
cana, the common wild turkey of the United States ; and
the more beautiful and very distinct ocellated turkey of
Honduras, M. ocellata. See turkey.

2. In cowc/j., a genus of mollusks: savae as Mele-
agrina. Montfort, 1810.

mel6e (ma-la'), n. [F., < OP. meslee, medlee,

etc., a mixture, confusion, fight, > E. medley
and melley, q. v.] A confused conflict, as a
hand-to-hand fight among a number of persons

;

especially, in modern books, a tourney in which
many combatants (not two only) take part.

"I shall tilt to-morrow," answered Athelstane, "in the
mel^e; it is not worth while for me to arm myself to-day."

Scott, Ivanhoe, ill.

=SyiL Affray, BroMl, etc. See quarrel^, n.

melegueta pepper. Same as grains ofparadise
(which see, imder grairi^).

Meles (me'lez), n. [NL., < L. meles, also mxeles,

melis, mmlis, a badger or marten.] The typical

genus of the subfamily Melince, family Musteli-

dcB. It formerly included all the Melirue, but is now re-

stricted to the European badger, M. vulgaris or M. taxus.

See Melince, and cut under Jjodger^.

Meletian (me-le'shan), «. [< Gr. MehjTmvoi, pi.,

< MeTJiTtoQ, LL. Metetius : see def.] 1. One of
a sect of the fourth and fifth centuries, fol-

lowers of Meletius, schismatic bishop of Ly-
copolis in Egypt. After his death they adopted
Arian views.— 2. A follower of Meletius, made
bishop of Antioch about A.d. 360. He was sup-
posed to be an Arian, but proceeded immediately to pro-
fess the Nicene faith, and the Arlans appointed another
bishop in his stead. Among the Orthodox some were
adherents of Meletius, and therefore known as MeUlians;
others remained separate, and were known (from the last
canonically ordained bishop, Eustathius, then dead) as
JEustathians. Further difiBculty was occasioned by the
two orthodox parties using the word hypostasis (which
see) in different senses. The schism betweeu them con-
tinued tin the end of the century.

mele-tidet, »• See meal-tide.

Melia (me'li-a), n. [NL. (Linnseus), so called
from the resemblance of the leaves to those of
the ash, < Gr. /leTiia, the ash.] A genus of dicoty-
ledonous polypetalous plants of the natural
order Meliacem aijd the tribe Meliew, charac-
terized by pinnate leaves, an elongated stamen-
tube, and from 10 to 12 anthers. They are trees,

with alternate pinnate or bipinnate leaves, and large axil-

Flowering Branch o[ Melia Azedarach.
a, part of the inflorescence ; b, a flower ; c, a flower cut'longitudi-

nally ; rf, the fruits.

lary panicles of medium-sized flowers, which are white or
purple, and are either 5- or 6-parted. There axe 12 spe-
cies, found in eastern India, Australia, and Oceania. M.
Azedarach, variously known as priAe-of-India, head-tree,

false sycamwre, etc. , is native in sub-Himalayan India, Per-
sia, and China, and widely cultivated for ornament in warm
countries. It is from 30 to 50 feet high, and has bipinnate
leaves, and large clusters of fragrantlilac-colored blossoms,
whence it is sometimes called Indian lUac. Its wood,
hard and flnely marked, is sometimes called bastard cedar.
A decoction of its bark is cathartic and emetic, and some-
times used also as a vermifuge. (See azedarach, bead-tree.
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cAtno-fne, and holy tree, nnder holy.) Also called hiU-mar-
gom. The tree long known as M. Azadirachta, but now
classed as Azadtraehta Iiutiea, is the maigosa or nim-tree,
common in India, often planted there and elsewhere. (See
margon.) M. Azedarach, var. Aiatralaaca, is an elegant
treeof India, the Malaj^n archipelago,and Australia, called
in the last-named conntiy tcAtte c«dar. Jf. xmpervirens,
now considered to be the same as Jf. Azedctrach, has been
called hoop-tret in Uie West Indies.

Meliacese (me-U-a'sf-e), n. pi. [Nil. (A.L.de
Jussieu, 1817), < Melia + -acew.'] A natural or-
der of dicotyledonous polypetalous plants of
the cohort Geraniales. The calyx is small, the sta-
mens are almost always monadelphons, and the anthers
are sessile on the tube or (usually) stalked. The order in-
cludes 37 genera and about 550 species, found throughout
the warmer but rare in the template regions of the globe.

meliaceons (me-U-a'shius), a. Belonging to or
resembling the Meliacem. Also cedrmaceous.
Meliad (me'li-ad), ». [< Gr. 'Hji^jMeq, nymphs
of fruit-trees (or of floois), (.y^/xn/, an apple or
any tree-fruit (or idi^m, a sheep or goat).] In
Gr. myth., a nymph of fruit-trees or of flocks.

And from the grove
The Mdiads, who here for lack of flocks
Must tend the fruit.

R. B. Stoddard, The Search for Persephone.

Meliantbacese (mel'i-an-tha'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Bentham and Hooker, 1888),'< Melianfhus +
-aee<B.] A small order of dicotyledonous poly-
petalous plants of the cohort Sapintlales, ehser-

acterized by irregular polygamodioeciotus flow-
ers, stamens which are inserted at the base of
the disk, albuminous seeds, and alternate stip-

ulate leaves. MeUanthus is the type genus.
Melianthus (mel-i-an'thns), n. [Nli. (Toume-
fort, 1700), < Gr. /tiXt, honey, + avBoc, a flower.]
A genus of dicotyledonous polypetalous plants,
type of the order MelianOuicecB, eharaoterized
by a calyx which is very oblique at the base,
and by having from two to four ovules in each
cell. They are shrubs with alternate odd-pinnate leaves
(the leaflets one-sided and decnrrent on the stalkX and
bear terminal or axillaiy racemes of carious irregular
flowers, the lower ones sometimes imperfect. There are
5 species, natiTes of the Cape of Good Hop^ one of wtdch
has been introduced into the Himalayas. The common
name is {Cape) hofney-flower, or haney-pUmi, the blossoms
abounding in honey.

Melibean, Meliboean (mel-i-be ' an), a. [< L.
Melibmus, name of a shepherd in'Virgil's first

eclogue (a dialogue), < Gr. VLeUpoioQ, at. fern.

MeX(/;io(a, a personal name.] ln.rliet.ajx'i.poetry,

alternate; alternately responsive; alternating;
amcebean.
melic (mel'ik), a. [< Gr. itOuxA^, pertaining to
song, < iiiioQ, a song, strain, melody.] Pertain-
ing to song ; intended to be sung : applied espe-
cially to the more elaborate form of Greek lyiio

poetry, as distinguished from iambic and ele-

giac poetry.
The exactrelationofineliepoetry to the cantonal dialect,

Amer. Jour. PhOoL, VH. 234.

Melica (mel'i-ka), ». [Nli. (Lumteus, 1737),

< It. melica, the ^reat millet, < L. mel, honey.]
A genus of grasses of the tribe Festucece, type of
the subtribe MeHcew. The upper glumes are empty,
and the spikelets are often quite large and erect or spi^kd-
ing. Theyareerectperennialplant^oftentaU^withnsually
slender panicles, and flat or convolate leaves. About 30
species are known, having a widerangeover the globe, but
mostly natives of temperate climates. They are handsome
grasses, but of no great agricultural value, though some
serve the purpose of pasturage. UeUe-grais is a general
name for the species.

Helices (me-}is'§-e), II. j){. [NL. (Bentham and
Hooker, l683)," <
Melica + -€<e.] A
subtribe of grasses
of the tribe Festa-
Cf(F. It includes 4 gen-
era, of which Meliea is

the type, and about 36
species.

meliceris (mel-i-se'-

ris), n. [Nl,., < L.
meliceris, < Gr. fu'/j-

laip'ig, a tumor so
called, < fieUaipav, a
honeycomb, < /uh,
honey, -1- ra/prff,

wax.] In pathol.,

an encysted tumor
containing matter
like honey in color

and consistence,
usually a hygroma.
melicerons (mel-i-

se'rus), a. [< iiwli-

cer{is) + -ous.'] Of
the nature of meli-

. „,
-z^ ^jT^^i-^A ^..iH. » Flowering Plant of Meliograss

CenS; affeCteaWltn ^Mtitca mutSa). a. The panicle,

meliceris: as, a mel- "• a spikelet: », the onpty glnm^;xu^u^v^x^ «o,
c, a flowering glome, side Tiew; d; the

teerOUS tumor. same, back view.
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melic-grass (mel'ik-grSs), n. Any grass of the
genus Melica.

Melicocca (mel-i-kok'|), n. [NIi. (Jaoquin,
1763), < Gr. fii^, honey, + kokko^, a berry.] A
genus of trees of the natural order Sapindacece,
type of the tribe Melicocceee. They are trees of con-
siderable size, with alternate, abruptly pinnate leaves, and
elongated, many-flowered racemes or panicles of small
whitish flowers. See honeyberry.

MelicocceaB(mel-i-kok'se-e), n.pZ. [NL. (Radl-
kofer, 1887), < Melieocca'+ -e<E.] A tribe of the
natuiul order Sapindace(e,th6 soapberry family.
It embraces 9 genera, Mdiaxxa being the type, and iS spe-
cies, fonnd principally in the tropics.

melicottont, " Same as nie/ocofon.

Melids (mel'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Meles + -idte.l

A family of aretoid carnivorous mammals, com-
posed of the badgers, ratels, and skunks, cor-
responding to the three subfamilies Melitue,
MelUEorinee, and MepUitime of the family Mus-
teHidcB. See these words.
Melies (mf-li'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Adr. Jussieu,
1830), < Melia '+ -ece.] A tribe of dicotyledo-
nous polypetalous plants of the natural order
Meliaeew. The cells of the ovary contain two ovnles,
and the seeds have a fleshy albumen and plano-convex or
foliaceoos cotyledons. Mdia is the type genus.

Melierax (me-li'e-raks), n. [NL., < Gr. /li^oc,

a song, + lipa^, a hawk.] A genus of African
diumjj birds of prey of the family Faleonida,

fhanring Hawk (ifetterox fnusicus).

founded by G. R. Gray in I&IO ; the chanting
hawks. There are several species, the best-known of
which are Jf. eanorus, eantans, or rmmcus of South Africa
and M. pUyzonus,

'M.eiifeilt,Ta.e]5feiOTlS.^eeMellifera,tnelliferous.

Meligethes (mel-i-je'thez), ». [NL., < Gr.
'/iEAtyifi^, Doric iiE^^ad^s, honey-sweet, < /ji^
honey, 4- yrfiav, rejoice.] A genus of pentam-
erous beetles of the family Ifitidulidee. There are
over 100 species, mostly of £niope, where they are some-
times (»lled giow-ieetles ; they feed on various flowers,

eating the pollen and tmcft^ying organs. In this way Jf.

ceneus injures cruciferous v^etables.

melilite, meUilite (mel'i-lit), «. [Prop, meli-

lite, < Gr. fiAi, honey, + h'doc, stone.] A min-
eral of a yellow or grayish yellow, found at

Tivoli and Capo di Bove, near Eome. it occurs
in very minute tetragonal crystals in the Assures and cav-
ities of lava, also as an essential constituent of certain
kinds of basalt ; it is a silicate of alnminlom, magnesium,
and calcium.

melilot (mel'i-lot), II. [< OP. vwlilot, melUlot,

merilot, F. melilot = Sp. Pg. meliloto = It. meli-

loto, meUUoto, < L. meliloios, < Gr. luWjurrov ot
fieTJkoTog, a kind of clover, < /li^, honey, + Xa-

t6(, lotus: see lotus.2 A plant of the genus
Melilotus.

Melilotns (mel-i-16'tus), n. [NL. (A. L. de Jus-
sieu, 1789) : see melHot.^ A genus of plants of
the natural order Leguminosce, the pulse family,
the suborder Papilioiiacece, and the tribe 2Vt/o-

lieie; the clovers, it is distinguished bya small, fleshy,

subglobous or obovoid l^ume, which is indehiscent or at
length two-valved. The plants are herbs, with pinnately
trifoliate leaves having adnate stipules, and small white
oryellow flowers, growing in loose racemes. About 10 spe-

cies are known, which are fonnd in the temperate and sub-
iTopicalr^onsofthe northern hemisphere. When dried,

they have the peculiar fragrance of the Tonka bean or the
vernal grass, owing to the presence of the principle called

eoumarin (which see). Greneral names for the genus are

meiaot and sweet liover. Jf. <Uba, the white melilot or
honey-lotus, also called Cabul dorxr, is an excellent bee-
plan^ but of little value as forage, and in some places a
troublesome weed. Jf. officinalis, the common or yellow
melilot, is, lite the last, widely spread over Europe and
Asia, and naturalised in America. It was formerly of

medicinal repute, sold by the herbalists as balsam-JUncers,

but has disappeared from scientific medicine. See hart's-

«2oi»r and kii^s-dover.

meliorist

Melins (me-li'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Meles + -iiice.j

A subfamily of Musteltdte, typified by the genua
Meles; the badgers. The form is stout and squat : the
habits are terrestrial and fossoriaL There are four lead-
ing forms of MelijicB: the European Mdes, the Asiatic
Art^onyx and Mydaus, and the American Taxidea. Also
Melina.

meUne (me'lin), a. and «. [< L. meles, a badger
(see Meles), + -i/ifi.] I. a. Badger-like ; of or
pertaiuing to the Meliiiw.

TL. n. A badger of any kind; any member of
the Melina.
melingt, ». [Verbal n. of meU^, r.] Talk; con-
versation.

Will[i]am to the window witterli mi^t sene
gif Meliors with hire mavdenes in meUng there sete.

WiUiam of Palerne (E. R T. S.), L 760.

melinite (ma'lin-it), «. An explosive of French
invention, said to be composed of picric acid,
guncotton, and gum arable. It has been success-
fully used in charging shells, and its explosive force has
been variously represented as from three to eleven times
that of gunpowder, the smaller figure being the most prob-
able. [Becent.]

meUllopliane (mel'i-no-fan), n. [Prop. *mel%-
phane, < Gr.uiXi, honey, + -^av^, appearing,
clear,< ^vcaOai, appear.] In mineral., a silicate
of beryllium, calcium, and sodium, occurring
in honey-yellow or sulphur-yellow plates in
the zireon-syenite of Norway. The name is

changed, in Dana's system, to vieliphanite (meli-
phane).
meliorate (me'lyo-rat), v.: pret. and pp. melio-
rated, ppr. meliorating. [< LL. melioratus, pp.
of meliorare (> It. megliorare, migliorare = Pg.
melhorar = Sp. mejorar = OF. meliorer, meil-
lorer), make better, < melior, better (oompar. of
iontis, good), = Gr. /iojmiv, adv., rather, com-
par. of /ioAa, adv., very much.] I. trans. To
make better; improve; ameliorate.
Grace does not give us new faculties and create another

nature, but meliorates and improves our own.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), H. 269.

Tragedy . . . was found the most pleasing vehicle of
conveying moral truths, of meliorating the heart, and ex-
tending the interests of humanity.

Goldsmith, Origin of Poetry.

n. intrant. To grow better ; be improved.
Yesterday not a bird peeped ; the world was barren,

peaked and pining : to-day 'tis inconceivably populous;
creation swarms and meHtmUes.

Emerson, Works and Days.

meliorater (me'lyo-ra-ter), 71. Same as meUo-
rator.

melioration (me-lyo-ra'shon), n. [= OF. melio-
ration, < LL. melioratio(n^, bettering, < melio-
rare, make better: see meliorate.'] 1. The act
or process of making or becoming better; im-
provement; amelioration.

Digging yearly about the roots of trees, which is a great
means both to the acceleration and melioration of fruite,
is practised in nothing but in vines.

Bacon, Sat Hist, § 433.

By an insight into chymistry one may be enabled to
make some meUoraUons (I speak not of transmutations) of
mineral and metalline bodies. Boyle, Works, I. 354.

2. pi. In Scots law, improvements made by a
tenant upon the property which he rents, and
for which he is iu certain oases entitled to com-
pensation from the landlord,
meliorator (me'lyo-ra-tor), ». One who or that
which meliorates or ma£:es better.

The greatest mdiorator of the world is selfish, huckster-
ing Trade. Bmerson, Works and Dayu.

meliorism (me'lyo-rizm), n. [< L. melior, better
(see meliorate), -f E. -ism.'] 1. The improve-
ment of society by regulated practical means:
opposed to the passive principle of both pes-
simism and optimism.
M^iorism, instead of an ethical, is a dynamic principle.

It implies the improvement of the social condition through
cold calculation, through the adoption of indirect means.
It is not content merely to alleviate present suffering, it

aims to create conditions under which no suffering can
exist L. F. Ward, Oynam. SodoL, II. 468.

2. The doctrine that the world is neither the
worst nor the best possible, but that it is capa-
ble of improvement: a mean between theoreti-

cal pessimism and optimism.

It may be thought, however, that, if neither optimism
nor pessimism is the conclusion to which we are led, the
modified doctrine of what is called Meliorism may be ac-

cepted. IF. B. Sorley, Ethics of >aturalism, p. 271.

The only good reason for referring to the source [of the
word meliorist is] . . . that you fonnd it useful for the
doctrine of meliorism to cite one unfashionable confessor
of it in the face of the fashionable extremes.

George EKot, letter to James Sully, Jan. 19, 1877.

meliorist (me'lyo-rist), n. and a. [< L. melior,

better, + E. -ist.] I. n. One who accepts the
practical or the theoretical doctrine of melio-

rism.



meliorist

I am not, however, a pessimist— I am, I trust, a rational
optimist) or at least a mdimrigt

Dr. J. Brovm, Spare Hours, 3d ser., p. 27.

In her general attitude toward life, George Eliot was
neither optimist nor pessimist. She held to the middle
term, which she Invented for herself, ot mdiarist. She
was cheered by the hope and by the belief in gradual im-
provement of the mass.

Cross, Life of George Bliot>'III. 309.

I don't know that I ever heard anybody use the word
meliorist except myself.

Oeorge Eliot, Letter to James Sully, Jan. 17, 1877.

II. a. Of or pertaining to meliorism or melio-
rists.

If we adopt either the optimist view or the nwliorist
view— if we say that life on the whole brings more plea-
sure than pain, or that it is on the way to become such
that it will yield more pleasure than pain, then these ac-
tions by which life is maintained are justified, and there
results a warrant for the freedom to perform them.

H. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 96.

melioristic (me-lyo-ris'tik), a. [<. meliorist +
-ic] Of or pertaining to meliorism: corre-
lated witli optimistic and pessimistic.

Too scientifically melioristic for the common herd.
TAe Academy, March 3, 1888, p. 148.

meliori'^ (me-lyor'i-ti), n. [< NL. meliori-
ta{t-)s, <L. m'elior, better: see meliorate.'] The
state of being better; betterness. [Bare.]

Aristotle ascribeth the cause of this m^liority or better-
ness unto the aire. BoUand, tr. of Plutarch, p. 613.

This colour of meli(mfy and preeminence is a signe of
enervation and weakness.

Bacon, Colours of Good and Evil.

Meliphaga (me-Uf'a-ga), TO. [NL., also, erro-
neously, Melliphaga; nent. pi. of *m^liphagus:
see meUphagous.'] The typical genus of Sfeli-

phagidce. The term has been used with great latitude
and little discrimination for all the family and some other
birds, but is now restricted to a single species, M. phry-
gia of Australia, known as the Uack-and-ymou) fioney-eater.

See hon£y-eater.

meliphagan (me-ll£'a-gan), TO. A bird of the
genus Meliphaga; a Koney-eater. Also, erro-
neously, m^lUphagan.

Melipliagidise (mel-i-faj'i-de), n.pl. [NL., also
MelHphagidce; < Meliphaga + -ida.'] A fam-
ily of tenuirostral oscine passerine birds, typi-
fied by the genus Meliphaga, belonging to the

froup CinnyrimorphcB of the older Passeres; the
oney-eaters or honey-suckers. They are closely

related to the IfectariniidoB, with which they share the
character of the protractile, bifid, and penciled tongue.
The bill is of variable length and degree of slenderness,
but is always curved, with a prominent culmen; the nos-
trils are basal, and situated in a large membranous nasal
fossa, never entirely covered with feathers ; and they are
linear or oval in shape, with or without an operci^um.
The first primary (except in Zosterops and EntomophUa) is

about hali as long as the second. The wings, tail, and feet
vary in character with the genera ; the anterior toes and
their claws are short, the former much united at base, and
the hallux is large and strong. The plumage inclines to
green and yellow colors ; it is never blue, and is red only
fa one group, the MyzomeliruB. Parts of the head and
neck are often bare, and variously wattled or caiunculate.
The family is confined to the Old World, and is specially
characteristic of the Australasian and Polynesian regions,
though the range of the Melithre^incc is much more ex-

tensive. The species number nearly 200, referable to about
25 genera. The family is now usually divided into 3 sub-
families: MeliphagincB, MyzomelintB, and MelUhreptin(e.

meliphagidan (mel-i-faj'i-dan), a. and n. I.

a. Of or pertaining to the family Meliphagidce.

II. TO. A meliphagan or honey-eater.
Meliptaagins (mel '' i - fa -ji ' ne), to. pi. [Also
MelUphaginw ; NL., < Meliphaga + -ince.] The
typical subfamily of Meliphagidce. With few
exceptions, the group is characteristic of the
Australasian and Polynesian regions.

meliphagine (me-lif'a-jin), a. and to. I. a. Of
or pertaining to the" subfamily
less strictly, same as m,eUphagid,an.

II. TO. A meliphagan or honey-eater of the
subfamily MeUphagince.
mellphagons (me-Uf'a-gus), a. [Also mellipha-

gous; < NL. "meliphagus, \ G-r. jjiT^i, honey, -f-

^ayeiw, eat.] Feeding uponhoney; mellivorous.

meliphanite (mf-Hf^-nit), to. [< Gr. fieh, honey,
+ -^avrig, appearing, clear, -1- -ite^.] gee melino-

phane.
melipultt, TO. [< Gr. ni%i, honey, + L. pellere,

pp. pulsus, drive out. Cf . catapult. ] A honey-
extractor. Phin, Diet. Apiculture, p. 48.

melisma (me-lis'ma), n. [NL. (> It.), < Gr. /^e-

h.a/ia, a song, < pteMt^eiv, sing, warble, < /li^og,

song.] In music : (a) A song, melody, or air,

as contrasted with a recitative or declamatory
passage. (J) A melodic decoration, grace, fiori-

tura, or roulade, (c) A cadenza.
melismatic (mel-is-mat'ik), a. [= It. melis-

matico; as meUsma(t'} + -ic.'] In music: (a)

Melodious. (6) Ornamented; adorned Mel-
ismatic singing or playing, a style of vocal or instru-

mental performance in which a great number of orna-
ments, as trills, mordents, runs, etc., are introduced.

—

3698

BlellBmatlC sons, vocal music in which there is more
than one note to a syllable : opposed to syttaMe song, in

which there is only one note to each syllable.

melismatics (mel-is-mat'iks), to. [PI. of melis-

matic: see -ics.'] In music, the art of florid or

decorated vocalization.

Melissa (mf-lis'a), to. [NL. (Tournefort, 1700>,

< Gr. fiiTiiaa'a, Attic /iihrra, a bee, < /ii?.i (fieh.T-),

honey : see mell^. ] 1 . A genus of plants of the
natural order Labiata, the tribe Satureinece, and
the subtribe Melissem. it is distinguished by a calyx
which is distinctly two-lipped, by an exserted corolla-tube,

which is recurved-ascending below the middle, and by
the divergent anther-cells. They are herbs, with dentate
leaves and loose axillary clusters of white or yellowish
flowers. Three or four species are known, from Europe
and central and western Asia. Jf. offidnaZis, from south-
ern Europe, is the common lemon-balm of the gardens.

2. In gool., same as Andrena.
melissa-oil (me-lis'a-oil), TO. A volatile oil ob-

tained from balm, Melissa oj^dmato,which gives

to the plant its aromatic, lemon-like odor.

—

Indian mellBsa-OlI, a fragrant oil distilled in India from
a species of Andropogcm,. See Andropogon and lenwTi-

grass. Also called ve/rherut-oU.

Melissese (me-lis'f-e), to. pi. [NL. (Lindley,

1846), < MeUs'sa +'-ecE.'] A subtribe of labiate
plants of the tribe Satureinece. The calyx has al-

most always thirteen quite prominent nerves ; the corolla

is two-lipped, with the tube usually exserted, and the sta-

mens are ascending at the base and divergent above. It
embraces 14 genera, Melissa being the type, and about 200
species. They are usually strong-scented aromatic herbs.
The g^nus Hedeama, the American pennyroyal, belongs to
this subtribe.

melissyl (me-lis'il), to. [< Gr. iiklmaa, a bee, -1-

w/l.)?j matter.] A hypothetical radical (CgnHe)
which occurs in many compounds derived from
wax. The more difGlcultly soluble part of bees-
wax consists of melissyl palmitate. Also called

mell

melissophyllum is the only species. See balm, 7,
and honey-balm.

melituria (mel-i-tu'ri-a), «. [NL.,< Gr. /iM((T-),

honey, + oiipov, urine.^ Inj)aifeoZ.,gluoosuria.
Also, erroneously, mslUturia.
melituric (mel-i-tu'rik), a. [Also melUturic;
< melituria H- -ic] Gluoosurio.

Melivora, Melivorinse, etc. Erroneous forms
of MelUvora, etc.

meliza (me-li'za), TO. [NL., pi-op. *melizea, <

Gr. (uttj, honey, -I- ffe, spelt (NL. eea, maize).]
Maize or Indian com. See the quotation from
SmoUett under hastyspudding.

Melizophilus (mel-i-zof'i-lus), TO. [NL., < me-
liza + Gr. (jiiXoc, loving.] A genus of Old World
oscine passerine birds of the family Sylviida,

founded byW. E. Leach in 1816 upon the Dart-
ford warbler, Motacilla undata of Boddaert, now

MeUsuga, Melisugae, etc. See Mellisuga, etc
Melitsa (mel-i-te'a), to. [NL., < Gr. //Mj(r-),

honey.] 1. In eniom., a genus of nymphalid
butterflies allied to Argynnis, containing about
50 species, chiefly European and North Amer-
ican, checkered with brown, yellow, and white,
and not silvered on the under side, which has
bands of white and yellow, la. phaeton, is a com-
mon and characteristic species of North America. M.
Brucei is a species found in the western United States.
The British species, like those of Argynnis, are known to
English collectors safritillariea.

3. A genus of alcyonarians or sea-fans of the
family Isididce, or giving name to a family Me-
liteeidw. The polypary is branched as In the gorgonians
or true sea-fans, and composed of alternating hard and
soft or calcareous and coriaceous joints, the latter much
larger than the former, which form bead-like nodes along
the stem. if. ochraeea is a yellowish coral from the In-
dian and Pacific oceans. Also Mditaea, MeHthma, Melithea,
Melitea.

Melitseidse (mel-i-te'i-de), TO. pi. [NL., < Meli-
tcea -h -ddcB.] A family of isidaceous alcyo-
narian corals, typified by the genus Melitcea,
having porous or corky nodes. Also Melithce-
idw.

melitsemia (mel-i-te'mi-a), n. [NL., irreg. for
*meUthcemia, < Gr. jiiXiij-), honey, + alfia,

blood.] In pathol., the presence of an abnor-
mal quantity of sugar in the blood.
Melitophili (mel-i-tof'i-li), TO. pi. [NL., < Gr.
fieXi(T-), honey, -(- ^I'Aof, loving.] In Latreille's
system, the sixth and last section of Scara-
bceidce, composed of the old genera Trichius,

Goliathus, and Cetorda. It corresponds more
or less exactly with the modern family Ceto-
niidcB. Also, erroneously, JfeKiiopfeiM.

melitopbiline (mel-i-tof'i-lin), a. Pertainiog to
the Melitophili, or having their characters; ce-
tonian. Also mellitophilvne.

melitose (mel'i-tos), n. [< Gr. idXtij-), honey,
-I- -o«e.] A sugar {C12H22O11) obtained from
the manna which falls in opaque drops from
various species of EucaVyptus growing in Tas-
mania. It Is a crystalline solid, dextrorotatory, and di-

rectly fermentable. It is probably a compound of rafflnose
and eucalin.

Melitta (me-lit'a), n. Same as Andrena.
Melittese (me-lit'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Endlicher,
1836), < Meliitis +' -e<B.] A subtribe of labiate
plants of the tribe Stachydece, characterized by
a broad calyx and a mach-exserted coroUa-
tube, with the posterior lip broad and some-
what concave, it embraces 6 genera, JfeZi((S« behig
the type, and 8 species, found principally in the temperate
regions of the northern hemisphere.

Melittis (me-lit'is), ». [NL. (Linnceus), < Gr.
litXiTTa, Attic form of fit^Laaa, a bee : see Me-
lissa.] A genus of labiate plants of the tribe
Stachydece, type of the subtribe Melittece, char-
acterized by a three-lobed calyx, by having the
cells of the anther divergent, and by the flower-
cluster usually consisting of six flowers. M.

Dartford Warbler {Meligofhilus Hndatus).

aaXVediMeUzophilus undatus,provineialis, or dart-

fordiensis.

melU (mel), V. [< ME. mellen, < OF. mellei;

mesler, etc., mix: see meddle, of which mell is

a contracted form.] I, trans. To mix; blend.

[Obsolete or provincial.]

All hor colouris to ken were of dene yalow,
Withouten more in the mene, or mellit with other.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6462.

Th* aduerse Cloud, which first receiueth thus
Apollo's raies, the same direct repells
On the next Cloud, and with his gold it meUt
Her various colours.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 21.

Oft began . . . wintry storms to swell,
As heaven aud earth they would togetber rmll.

Thomson, Castle of Indolence, L 43.

II. intrans. 1. To mix; mingle. [Obsolete
or archaic]

With men of myght can I not m£ll.

York Plays, p. 167.

Alas, our society
Melts not with piety.

B. Jonson, Gipsies Metamorphosed.

2+. To meddle; intermeddle or interfere.

Vn-oallyd go thou to no counselle

;

That longes to the, with that thow melle.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 19.

She would it eeke, and make much worse by teUing,
And take great joy to publish it to many.
That every matter worse was for her meuing.

Spenser, F. Q., V. xii. 85.

3+. To busy one's self : used reflexively.

Sche meUed hire Mellors ferst to greithe.
WiUimn of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), L 1719.

4. To contend in fight. [Obsolete or prov.

Eng.]
Mony fallyn were fey of the fell Grekes,
But mo of the meny, that mellit hom with.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6243.

5t. To copulate.

Like certeyn birdes called vultures,
Withouten mellyng conceyven by nature.

Lydgate. (HaUiweU.)

melPt (mel), to. [= P. miel = Pr. mel = Sp.

miel = Pg. mel = It. mele, nviele, < L. meJ (inell-)

= Gt. /iiXi (/ieXtT-) = Goth, milith, honey; not

found elsewhere in Teut., except as in mildew,

q. V. There is an accidentally similar Ha-
waiian meU, honey.] Honey.
That mouth of hirs, which seemde to flow with mell.

Qascoigne, Dan Bartholomew of Bath.

melF (mel), M. [A var. of mallX.] A mallet

;

hence, derisively, the head. [Scotch.]

Her teeth was a' like feather stakes.
Her nose like club or Tnell.

King Henry (Child's Ballads, 1. 148).

There stood a fause lord him behin',
Who thrust him thro' body and mell, 0.

The Braes 0' Yarrow (Child's Ballads, III. 70).



mell

mell^ (mel), V. t [A var. of roaCi, c] To pound
or bruise with or as with a mell or mallet; crush

;

manL [Scotch.]
mell* (mel), ». An obsolete or dialectal vari-
ant of mUP: Chaueer.
mell" (mel), n. [A var. of meaJS, moJei.] A
stain in linen. HaBiicell. pforth. Eng.]
mell^ (mel), n. [Origin obsenre.] Awarming-
pan. HaUiweH. [ftov. Eng.]
mellan (mel'an), n. In diamonA-mming, same
as cascalho.

mella-rosa, n. See meUt^rosa.

mellay, n. See melley.

mell-doll (mel'dol), n. Animage of corn, dress-
ed like a doll, carried in triumph amid much
rejoicing on the last day of reaping; a kem-
baby. Brockett. [Prov. Eng.]
mellet, n. An obsolete form of merle^. HdOi-
tcetl.

melledt (meld), a. [<»ien2 + -ed2.] Honeyed;
mingled with honey.

wmch Bngred mel or meUed sugar yi^d.
^cester, tr. of Da BarUs's Weeks, iL, Uie lawe.

melleonst (mel'e-ns), a. [= F. nUeUeux, < L.
meUens, of or belonging to honey, < mel {meU-),
honey: se« »neH2.] 1. Having the character
of honey; similar to honey.

Which at Uie slow ways may be best «ni>loyed to tree
waxfttHiitbeyeUownuiieoieinrts. Boyle,'VaAs,Y.Ti2.

2. In hot., having the taste or smell of honey,
melley (mel'i), n. [Also meOy, and archaieally
meUay; < OF. melee (F. m4lee), earlier mesUe,
etc., a mixture, medley, contest: see medley.

Cf, m4lee, a mod. F. form.] Same as mSlee.

Gawan, that sate bi the qaene.
To the kyng he can endyne,
"1 be.se(die now with sases sene,
This mdly mot be myne."

Sir Gawayne and the Green KmgM (E. £. T. S.]^ L 3(2.

Here and everywhere
He lode the mdla^, lord of the ringing lists.

Temiyion, Princess, v.

mellic (mel'ik), a. [< melP + .jc.] Of or per-
taining to honey.

melliet (mel'l), n, [< II mel (meS-), honey : see
meips. The term is appar. arbitrary, and not
conformed to Gr. ii£^, honey.] Honey.

For &om ttxy mafeings milk and m^He flows.
Dweiet, Eclogn^ 1. ao. (Dama.')

MelUfera (me-Uf'e^), n. pi. [Nh., neut. pL
of li. meOifer, honey-bearing: see meBiferous.']

In I^treille's system, the fourth fiunily of acu-
leate .Hym«n«ptera; iiie An&ophUa; the honey-
bees. It CCTTe^onded to the Unnean genus Apis, and
wasdividedbyI>a&^lleinto.^fu&vn«teand^2»aFUE^eqair-
alent to the modem familiesAndreaiicB and Apidee.

melliferoos (me-lif'e-rus), a. [=F. meUi/dre=
Pg. It. mellifero, < iT. meUifer, honey-bearing, <
mel (meU-), honey, +ferre= E. 6eori.] 1. P*o-
daeing honey, as a plant; melliflc.

And [Canaan] b^ng monntainons, coold not bnt ahonnd
with meUfferma plants of the best kind.

N. Grew, Cosmologla Sacia, ir. 2.

2. Bearing or prepioing honey, as a bee; spe-
cifically, of or pertaining to the MeUifera.

mellific (me-Iif'ik), a. [= Sp. meUfico = Pg.
melUfieo, < L. melUfieMS, honey-making, < mel
(mettn), honey, + faeere, make.] Making or
producing honey; honey-making.
mellification (mel'i-fi-l^'shon), n. [=: F. mel-

UfieaUon, < L. as if *»ie&»/!caMo(n-), < melUficare,

pp. tneBi/Icatus, make honey: see meUify.'] The
making orproduction ofhoney; honey-making.

In judging of the air, many things besides the weather
ong^t to be oba^red : in some coontries, Uie sQ^ice of

* grasshpiipers, and thefii«2Z^!calui»of bees. AHwthnoL

mellifluence (me-lif'lo-enB),n. [= OF. meUiflu-
enee; as meUifluen(t) i--ce.} A flow of sweet-
ness ; a smooth, honeyed flow.

He [Wotton] was rather strack with the pastoral md-
KJbienee of its lyric measores, which he styles a certain

Doric delicacy in tiie songs and odea.
T. Warbm, BreL to Hilton's Smaller Poems.

meUlflnent (me-lifns-ent), a. [= OF. meUiflu-
ant, < L. mellijluen(t-js, flowing with honey, <

mel {meU-), honey, + fluen{t-)s, ppr. otfluere,

flow: see fluent.'] FlowingUke honey; smooth-
ly or sweetly flowing.

Gressefs clear pipe . . , combines in one
Each former bud's mdUJiuent tone.

Cooper, Apology of Aristippus, Bp. 3.

mellifluently (me-lifa^-gnt-li), adv. MeUiflu-

onsly.

meUunons (me-liflS-us), a. [= OF. meUifleux,

also meOiflu, meXleflu, F. meUiflue = Sp. meUfluo

= Pg. It. memflno, < Uj. meVifluus, flowing with

honey, < L. mel (mell-), honey, + fiuere, flow.]
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Flowing or dropping like honey; hence, sweet-
ly or smoothly flowing, especially in sound.

From off the booghs each mom
We bmsh nuiltjiuous dews.

MUton, P. I_, , . 429.

The marv^ons teachings of Socrates, as they come
mended by the nuBtfiumn words of Plato.

Sumner, Orations, L 143.

meUiflUOUSly (me-M'lo-us-U), adv. In a mellif-
luous manner; with sweetly flowing sound.

When amat4ffy poets sing their loves
In Uqoid lines nuiUjiuousty bland. ^/ron.

mellilyt (mel'i-fi), c. ». [ME. meUifiea, < OP.
meUifier = Sp. melificar = Pg. melUficar, < L.
melUficare, make honey, < mel (mell-), honey,
+ faeere, make.] To make honey.

Place apte is there swete herhes moltaplie.
And be^ the welles hannte and water deche;
ITtilitee is ther to m^ijie.

PaUadiia, Hosbondrie (E. K. T. S.), p. 145.

melligo (me-li'go), «. [L,., a honey-like juice,
< mel (meH-), honey.] Honeydew.

mellilite, ». See meUUte.
meUiloqnent (me-lil'o-kwent), a. [< L. mel
(meU-),honey,+ loquen(t-)s,ppr. ofloqm, speak.]
Spea^og sweetly or pleasantly. [I^Eoe.]

Mellinlaae (me-Un'i-de), n.pl. pnii., < MeVi-
mis + •ute.] A family of dl^er-wasps or Fos-
gores, containing only the genus MelUmis, hav-
ing the abdomen petiolate, and the snbmar-
ginal cell of theforewings receivinga recurrent
nervure.
MeUinns (me-li'nus), n. [NL. (Fabrieius, 1793),
api>ar. < L. mel (meU-), honey: see «i«H2.] The
typical genus of ^eK<nJ<2(E. It contains 2 European
and 3 Korth American species. M. arvenas, a common
digger-wasp of Europe, burrows in sand, and stores its
tubes with flies upon which its larvse feed.

MeUiphaga, meUipliagail, etc. Erroneous
forms of MeUphaga, etc.

mellisonantt (me-Us'o-nant), a. [< It. mel
(meU-), honey, + sondn(t-)s, ppr. of sonare,
sound: see sonant.'] Sweet-soxmding. [Rare.]

Jfop. Bdwetherof knighthood, yon shall bindme toyou.
70. ne have 't no more a sheep-beU ; I am knight

Of the mdStoBant ijnf^etangle.
Bandalph, Amyntas (1610). (Nare$.}

Mellisuga (mel-i-su'^), n. [NIi., < L. mel
(«ieB-)7lioney, + sugere, suck.] A genns of
humming-birds of the family jyochUime, giving
name to a subfamily M^Usugitue, it contains the
smallestof its tribe and the very least of an bird% such as
M. mininui of the West Indies, which is scarcdy 2 inches
long, the upper parts showing golden-green, the wings and
tail dnsky-pniplish. Also^ erroneou^, Mdiguga.

Mellisngs (mel-l-su'je), n.pl. [NL., pi. of
MeUisuga.'] In omith. : (a) In Merrem's classi-

fication (1813), a group of sundry tenuirostral
biids, such as humming-birds and species re-

ferred to Cerihia and Upupa. (&) In SundevaU's
system of classification, the humming-biids,
family J)rochiUd^, considered as a cohort of
Jmsodacbfli of an order Volucres. Also called
LongMngites.
mellisngent (mel-i-su'jent), a. [Also meUsu-
gent; <Ij. mel (meU-), honey, + sugen(^t-)s, ppr.

of sugere, suck: see suck.] Honey-suclsng:
said of various birds and insects.

Mellisnginse (mel'i-su-^'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

MelUsuga + -hue.] K subfamily of humming-
birds named from the genus MelUsuga.
mellit (mel'it), n. [< F. meUite, an electuary

of honey, < Ii. melUtus, honeyed, sweetened
with honey: see meUiteK] In. farriery, a dry
scab on the heel of a horse's foot, cured by a
mixture of honey and vinegar. Imp. JHct.

Mellita (me-H'IS), n. [Nil., < L. mellita, fem.
of meUitus, honeyed, sweetened with honey
(plaiceata meUita, a honey-cake) : see melUteK]
A genus of elypeastroid sea-urchins of the
family ScuteiUdce. The common sand-dollar or cake-

urchin of the Athmtic coast of the United States, whose
dried test presents five sUte, is M. qmaqu^ara. See cut
under cofe-^avftm.

melUtate (mel'i-tat), ». [< Ii.mel (meU-), hon-
ey, + -ofei.] A salt of mellitie acid.

meUiteM, a- [ME., < L. meOitus, honeyed, < mel
(mell'), honey: see mel^. Ct. meUit] Mixed
with honey; sweetened.

Wyne m^ite, as saide is, save bran shalL
FaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.X p. S3.

mellite^ (mellt), n. [< L. mel (meU-), honey.
-I- -»fe2.] A rare mineral, first observed in the

beds of brown-coal in Thuringia. it occurs in te-

Ixagonal crystals and nodular masses of a honey-yellow
color ; it is a meUitate of aluminium. Also called honey-

stone.

mellitie (me-Ut'ik),o. l< meUite^ + -ic] Per-

taining to or derived from mellite or honey-
stone MeUitic add, C6((X)3H)6, the peculiar acid of

mellow
meDite. It has a sonr, bitter taste, is very soluble in water
and also in alcohcd, and crystallises in colorless needles.

Mellitophill, mellitophiline. See MeUtopkiU,
melitophiUne.

mellitonf (me-li'tus), a. [< L. meUitiLS, honeyed:
see meSifel.] Mixed with honey.

mellitnria, mellitnric. Erroneous forms of
meliUiria, melituric.

MeUivora (me-liv'o-ra), ti. [XL., < L. tnel

(meU-), honey, + vorare, devour.] 1. The typi-
cal and only genus of MellivorintB, founded by
Storr in 1780. There are two species, the In-
dian and the African honey-badger or ratel, 21.

indica and M. capensi-i.—2. A genus of hyme-
nopterous insects. Westmood,
Mellivorinae (me-Uv-o-ri'ne), n . pi. [Also Me-
livoriiKE; NXi., < MeUivora+ -inee.] A subfamily
of Mustelidee, havingbut one true molar on each
side of each jaw, and the lower molar secto-
rial ; the ratek or honey-badgers. There is but
one genus, MeUivora, of Asia and Africa. See
ratel.

mellivOTOHS (me-liv'o-ms), a. [Also, errone-
ously, melivorous; <'L. meJ (msU-), honey, +
vorare, devour.] Eating honey; subsisting on
honey, as many insects, both in the perfect
state and as larvee.

mellont) "• .An obsolete form of nietonl.

mellone (mel'on), w. [< L. mel (rneU-), honey,
+ -one.] A compound of carbon and nitrogen
the exact composition of which is not certamly
known, obtained by heating certain thiocya-
nates strongly. It is a yellow insoluble powder.
mellow (mel'd), a. [Earlymod. E. meUnc; < ME.
meUve, soft, perhaps a var. of merwe,^ AS. mearu
(meanc-), soft, tender (see marrow^), the change
of r to Z being perhaps assisted by association
with the nit. related D. moUig = Fries. miolUg,
soft, = G. diaL moHig, also moU, soft, molich,
mellow, prob. akin to L. mottis, soft: see moU^,
mottify, etc.] 1. Soft, especially from ripe-
ness ; easily yielding to pressure : as, a melloio

peach.
Your chekes emlxflned like a mdUnjo costard.

BaUad ascribed to Chancer.

The fufl-juiced apple, waxing imv^-meOUno,
Drops in a silent autunm night.

Teimyson, Lotos-Batcz^ Choiic Song.

Young catUe . . . are at IS months old already of great
size, withopenhoms,fn«Ilouihide^ etc. Sneye,BrilL,\.^eia.

2. Soft and friable, as earth; loamy.
Camomile sheweth meUow grounds fit for wheat.

Baeon^

In the Korlh of England, when the earth turns u|^
with a m^lou> and crumbly appearance and smoaks, the
farmers say the earth is brimming.

A. HwKter, Greorgical Essays, 1. 157..

3. Soft, rich, or deUeate to the touch, eye, ear,.

pitlate, etc., as color, sound, flavor, and the Uke.
The mdtow bulfinch answers from the grove.

Thomson., Spring, L 605..

A mellow voice Fitz-Eustace had.
The air he chose was wild and sad.

Scott, Marmion, iii. 9^

The nuOomer tints of the sinking sun.
GeOie, GeoL Sketches, iL 19.

4. Having the character or appearance of ma-
turity; showing ripeness; of ripe age or qual-
ity; perfected; matured.

Season of mists and ntetlow fruiffulness!
Keats, To Autumn.

Matthew Arnold has the dignity of form of his classic
models, Longfellow the gniceful facility of a mdtow liter-

ary culture. Bncyc. BriL, T. 439.

Quebec is the meUowest nook of this raw continent.

Harpei'8 Mag., t.yyvt 356^

5. Softened or matured by length of years;
toned down by the lapse of time; kindly dis-

posed; good-humored; genial; jovial.

As merry and mdlow an old bachelor as ever foQowed a.

honnd. Irving.

6. Eendered good-humored or genial byliquor;

somewhat under the influence of liquor; half-

tipsy.

"Here, Hermes," says Jove, who with nectar was metlow.
Garriett, Epitaph on Goldsmith.

7. Of sounds, soft and rich; characterized by
many and well-bsilanced overtones. The quality
is weU illustiated by most of the tones of an orchestral
horn when well played.

mellow (mel'd), V. [< meUmc, a.] I. trans. 1.

To ripen; bring t-o maturity; soften byripeness
or age

;
give richness, flavor, or delicacy to.

My riper meUouxd yeeres b^inne to follow on as fast.

Gaseoigne, Gloze upon a Text.

The Syrian and the Signlan Pear,
M^oufd by Winter from their cruder Juice,

Light of DigesUon now.
Congreoe, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, xi^



mellow

S. To soften; piilverize; make friable: as,

«arth is mellowed by frost.

They plough in the wheat stubble in December ; and i{

the weather prove frosty to mellow it, they do not plough
it again till April. Mortimer, Husband^.

3. To soften in character; render more perfect
or more agreeable; tone or smooth down; ma-
ture; improve.

Maturing time
But ToeUows what we write, to the dull sweets of rhyme.

Dryden, To the Memory of Mr. Oldham.

For Time shall with his ready pencil stand,
Itetouch your figures with his ripening hand,
MeUow your colours, and imbrown the teint.

Dryden, To Sir Godfrey Kneller.

H. intrans. 1. To become soft; be ripened,
matured, or brought to perfection.

Till us death lay
^o ripe and mellow there [in the graye], we're stubborn

clay. Donne, On Himself, 1. 12.

The apple mellowed or shriveled up, and then fell off.

T. Parker, Historic Americans, Franklin.

2. To soften in character; become toneddown.
This country, gradually softening towards the neigh-

hourhood of Mr. Bounderby's retreat, there mellowed into

a rustic landscape. Dickens, Hard Times, iL 7.

mellowly (mel'o-li), adv. [< mellow + -ly^.J

In a mellow manner ; softly.

mellowness (mel'o-nes), «. [< mellow + -ness.J

The state or quality of being mellow, in any
sense of that word,
mellowy (mel'o-i), a. [< mellow + -y'>:'\ Soft;

mellow.
Whose m^Uowu glebe doth bear

The yellow ripen'd sheaf. Drayton, Polyolbion, x. 97.

TO.ei.l-'pelh, adv. ISee pelPmell, adv.'] Same as
peU-mell.

mell-SUpper (mel'sup"er), n. In some parts of

England, a supper and merrymaking on the
evening of the Uist day of reaping; a harvest-

home.
At the mOl-mpper, Bourne tells ui, "the servant and his

master are alike, and everything is done with equal free-

dom ; they sit at the same table, converse freely together,

and speud the remaining part of the night in dancing and
singing, without any difference or distinction."

StnUt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 468.

mellllco(me-lo'k6), «. [S.Amer.] Achenopo-
diaoeous plant of the Andes, Ullucus tubero-

sus, yielding edible tubers.

Melo (me'16), n. [NL., < LL. melo, a melon: see

mslon^.'] A genus of ra-

ehiglossate gastropods
of the family FoluUdce,
closely related to Cym-
Mum; the melon-shells.

Melobesia (mel-o-be'si-

a),re. [NL.] A small ge-
nus of coralline marine
algse, giving its name to
the former tribe Melobe-
Siece. The fronds are cal-

careous, horizontally expand-
ed, orbicular or becoming
confluent, and indefinite in
outline. They were regarded
as coralsbythe earlierwriters.

Jilelobesieee (meFo-be-
si'e-e), n. pi. [Nt.
(Agardh, 1852), < Melo-
hesia + -ece.'] A former
tribe of calcareous algae,

taking its name from the genus Melobesia,

which is now placed in the suborder Corallinem

of the order Floridew. Sometimes called Melo-
besiacece.

MelocactUS (mel-6-kak'tus), n. [NI/. (Link
and Otto, 1827), < fiL. melo(n-), a melon, '+ cac-

tus, cactus.] A genus of plants of the natural

order Cactacew, the cactus family, and the tribe

Echinocactece. The stem is flat at the base, and is

crowned by a narrower, cylindrical flower-bearing head,

which is covered with wooUy hairs. There are about 30

species, which are found in the West Indies, Mexico,
Brazil, and Colombia. The species in general are called

melon-cactus or melon-thisUe. The best-known is M, com-
munis, the turk's-cap or pope's-head. It has a height of

a foot or a foot and a half. It grows profusely over bar-

ren tracts in parts of the West Indies and South America,
and is common in cultivation.

melocoton, melocotoon (mel'o-kot-on, -ko-ton),

n. [Formerly also melocoton'e, meticotton, and
corruptly malakatoon, < Sp. melocoton, a peach-
tree grafted into a quince-tree, or the fruit of

the tree, = It. melocotogno, quince-tree, < ML.
melum cotoneum, melum Cydonium, < Gr. /^^lov

Kv6&viov, a quince, lit. apple of Cydonia: |U^/W,

apple; Kudiiwof, of Cydonia, in Crete : see quine,

quince.] 1. The quince-tree or its fruit.— 2.

A large kind of peach.

In September come . . . melocotones, nectarines, corne-

lians. Bacon, Gardens (ed. 1887).

Melo diacUtna,
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A strawberry breath, cherry lips, apricot cheeks, and a

soft velvet bead, like a mdicotiUm.
B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, i. 1.

Deuce-ace, the wafer-woman, that prigs abroad
With musk-melons and mxilakatoones.

Webster, Devil's Law-Case, i. 2.

melodeon (me-lo'de-on), n. [Also melodium;
< L. melodia, < Gr. /ic/i^diffi, a singing: see mel-

ody. Cf. melodion.] A reed-organ or harmo-
nium.
melodia (me-16'di-a), n. [NL. use of LL. melo-

dia, melody: see nwlody.] In organ-building,

a stop closely resembling the clarabella ; a va-

riety of stopped diapason.

melodic (me-lod'ik), a. [= P. melodique = Sp.

melddico = It. melodico, < LL. melodictis, < Gr.

fiei^diKdg, of or for melody, melodious, < iiehjiSia,

melody: see melody.] In music: (a) Melodious;
pertaining to a pleasing succession of sounds.

(6) Pertaining to melody as distinguished from
harmony and rhythm Melodic Interval. See in-

ternal, 5.

melodica (me-lod'i-ka), n. [NL., fem. of LL.
»e?odJCMS, melodious:" see meMic] Asmall va-

riety of pipe-organ, invented by J. A. Stein in

1770, which was intended to be set upon a harp-
sichord or similar instrument so that a melody
could be played upon it while the accompani-
ment was played upon the harpsichord, its com-
pass was about 3^ octaves. The tone produced was flute-

like in quality, and crescendo and diminuendo effects were
produced by simply altering the pressure of the Angers.

melodically (me-lod'i-kal-i), adv. 1. Melodi-
ously.— 2. In a melodic'manner; in a way in-

volving a succession of tones : opposed to har-
monically and rJiythmically.

melodico (me-lod'i-ko), a. [It.: see melodic.]

In music, melodious ; soft : noting passages to

be so rendered.
melodicon (me-lod'i-kon), n. [NL., < Gr. /j,e7K^-

6ik6v, ueut. of /leTiC/idwdg, of or for melody: see
melodic.] A variety of pianoforte, invented by
P. Eiffelsen in 1803, in which the tone was pro-
duced from tuning-forks or steel bars instead of
wires.

melodies (me-lod'iks), n. [PI. of melodic: see
4cs.] That branch of musical science that is

concerned with the pitch and succession of

tones— that is, with melody in the technical
sense.

melodiograph (me-16'di-o-graf), n. [< Gr. /ie?i^-

dia, melody, + yp&<tiuv, write.] Same as melo-
graph.
melodion (me-16'di-on), n. [< LL. melodia, < Gr.
/XE/Ui)dia, Tneloij: see melody. Ci. melodeon.] A
musical instrument, invented in 1806 by J. C.

Dietz, consisting of a graduated series of metal
bars which could be sounded by being pressed
against a rotating cylinder. It was played from
a keyboard.
melodious (me-16'di-us), a. [< P. milodieux =
Sp. Pg. It. melodioso, < LL. as if *melodiosus, <

melodia, melody: see melody.] 1. Containing
or characterized by melody ; musical ; agree-
able to the ear; characterized by a pleasant
succession of sounds.

Those who, in their course.
Melodious hymns about the sovran throne
Alternate all night long. Milton, P. L., v. 656.

Tone of silver instrument
Leaves on the wind melodious trace.

Emerson, Forerunners.

2. Producing agreeable, especially musical,
sotmds.
And then tempered all these knowledges and skiUes with

the exercise of a delectable Musicke by metodimus instru-
ments, which withall serued them to delight their hearers.

Puttenham,, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 6.

=Syn. Tuneful, sweet, dulcet. See euphony.

melodiously (me-16'di-us-li), adv. In a melo-
dious manner; sweetly; musically.
melodiousness (me-16'di-us-nes) , n. The qual-
ity, in a sound or in music, of being pleasing
to the ear; the character of having a flowing
and beautiful melody.

melodise, v. See melodize.

melodist (mel'o-dist), n. [= P. milodiste; as
melody + -is*.] 1. A composer or singer of

songs and melodies: sometimes opposed to

Happy melodist, unwearied.
For ever piping songs for ever new.

Keats, Ode on a Grecian Urn.

Milton was a harmonist rather than a Tnelodist.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 284.

2. A collection of songs, melodies, tunes, etc.

melodium (me-16'di-vim), n. See melodeon.

melodize (mel'o-diz), v.; pret. and pp. melo-
dised, ppr. melodizing. [< melod-y + 4se.] I.
trans. To make melodic or melodious.

melody
Whose murmurs melodise my song I

Langhom, Ode to the Kiver Eden.

These repeated attempts of the learned English . . .

to melodize our orthoepy.
/. DUsradi, Amen, of Lit., II. 30.

II. intrans, 1. To compose or sing melodies.
— 2. To make melody; harmonize.

Such a strain, with all o'erpowering measure,
Might melodize with each tumultuous sound.

Scott, Vision of Don Boderick, Int.

Also spelled melodise.

melodram (mel'o-dram), n. [G.: see melodra-

ma.] Same as melodrama, 2.

A romantic tragedy by I'riedrich Duneker, for which
Beethoven . . . composed a soldiers' chorus, ... a ro-

mance, . . . and a melodram, with harmonica.
Orove, Diet. Music, II. 122.

melodrama (mel-o-dra'ma), m. [Also melo-
drama, < P. mSlodrame = Sp. Pg. melodrama =
It. melodramma = G. melodram, < NL. melodra-

ma, < Gr. fie^Mg, song, + Spa/ia, action, a play:

see drama.] 1. Properly, a dramatic compo-
sition in which music is used, or an opera in

the broad sense.— 2. A drama with incidental

music, or an operetta with more or less spoken
dialogue ; a piece in which speech and song (or

instrumental music) alternate. Also melodram.
—3 . Aform of the drama characterizedby com-
positions in which the music is of but moderate
importance or value, and the plot and scenes

are of a decidedly romantic and sensational

nature.

melodramatic (meKo-dra-mat'ik), a. [= P.
mModramatique = Sp'. melodramaUco ; as melo-

dramalt-) + -ic] Pertaining to, suitable for,

or having the character of melodrama.

A set of highly-coloured pictures, full of contortion and
melodramaMc postures, would captivate a larger multi-

tude than a series of paintings by Kaphael.
iSiir O. C. Lewis, Authority in Matters of Opinion, vi.

{{Latham,)

The traveller in Sicily needs no gayer melodramatic ex-

hibition than the table d'hdte of his inn willaflord him in

the conversation of the joyous guests.
Emerson, Eloquence.

melodramatical (meP'o-dra-mafi-kal), a. [<

melodramatic + -al.] Same as melodramatic.

melodramatically (mel"o-dra-mat'i-kal-i), adv.

In a melodramatic manner; with exaggerated
speech or action.

melodramatist (mel-o-dram'a-tist), n. [< meU
odrama{t-) + 4st.] A write'r of melodramas;
a melodramatic author.

Perils greater than any which the most daring romance-
writer or melodramatist ever imagined.

W. Matthews, Getting on in the World, p. 26.

melodrame (mel'o-dram), n. [< p. mihdrame,
< NL. melodrama : see melodra/ma.] Same as

melodrama.
To perform a subordinate part in this splendid m«2o-

drame oi the Elements.
Lady Morgan, On France, II. 345.

Melodusae (mel-o-dti'se), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

fiETuudovaia, fem. pi. of UEh/iSav, singing, ppr. of

ueTiifiSelv, sing, < /leh^iddg, singing: see melody.]

In Gloger's arrangement of birds (1834), one of

two suborders of passerine birds, inelu^g the
singing Passeres, and nearly equivalent to the
Acromyodi or Oscines.

melodusine (mel-6-dii'sin), a. Havingthe char-
acters of or pertaining to the Melodusce; oscine
or oscinine ; acromyodian.
melody (mel'o-di), n.

;
pi. melodies (-diz). [<

ME. melody, melodye (= D. melodie = G. melo-

die, melodei = Dan. Sw. melodi), < OP. melodie,

P. melodie = Sp. melodia = Pg. It. melodia, <

LL. melodia, < Gr. /leli^Sla, a singing, a tune to^

which lyric poetry is set, s /ishfiSS; (>LL. meto-

dus), singing, musical, < /at/lof, song, strain,

melody, + 2j6i/, song, ode: see ode. Cf. cojh-

edy.] 1. In general, a succession of agreeable
musical sounds; sweet sound; song; tune;

music.
Thus endured the ioye and the melodye all the mete

while. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 454.

The birds chant melody on every bush.
5Mt., Tit. And., ii. 3. 12.

Specifically— 2. In music: (a) A succession of

tones, whether pleasing or not. in this sense wd-
ody is coordinate with hamumy and rhythm as the three

necessary constituents of all music. It depends essentially

upon tones of relative pitch, successively arranged. (6)A
series of tones so related to one another as to

produce a distinct musical phrase or idea. The
underlying relationship may be variously established: by
any particular rhythmic arrangement, as iu some popular

dance-tunes ; by the intervals of a single chord, as m ar-

peggio phrases ; by a diatonic order, as in scale passages

;

by the harmonic connections between successive chords

of which the melody in question forms one of the voice-

parts, as in simple choral writing ; and by innumerable



melody
fnodiflcations and combinations of these and similar prin-
ciples, (c) The principal voice-part in a har-
monic composition: usually, now, the soprano,
bat in older music the tenor ; the cantos firmus

;

the air. (d) A song of clear andbalanced form

;

an air ; a tnne. A melody is ouOentie when its com-
pass extends abont an octave apward from its key-note or
final, piagai when its compass extends abont a h^-octave
above and below the key-noteand finaL Itisduitomcwhen
it uses only the proper tones of the scale inwhich it is wiit-
tcn, chromatie when it uses other tone^ foreign to that
scale. It is ooncrettf or con^uTu^ when it proceedsby single
degrees, upward or downward ; discrete or disjunct when
it proceeds by steps of more than a single degree. It is
Q/widic when bat one tone is given to each syllable of the
words ; shared when more than one tone is given to a
syllable. A melody may be farther described as popular,
national, artidie, etc.

3 .Amelodious ortnnefnl poem ; apoeticalcom-
position suitable for singing.

There are, no doabt^ some exquisite melodies (like the
*'Sabrina Fair") among his [MQton's; earlier poems, as
conld hardly fan to be tiie case in an age which produced
or trained the anthers of our best English glees.

LaweU, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 284.

Imperfect melody, a melody which .does not extend
throughout the mode in which it is written.—Leading
mdody. See feodtn^l.^Syn. Harmony, BhyOian, etc.

See euphony.

Meloe (mel'o-e), n. [NIi. (Linnaeus, 1758) ; etym.
uncertain.] The tj^jical genus of Meloidce; the
oil-beetles, usually referred to the Canfharidce

or blister-beetles proper, it containsthose apterous
species which have the body large and distended, with the
dytra short, oval, and lapping over each other at the base
ofthesnture. When alarm^ these insects emit from the
joints of the legs a yellowish oily liquor. In some parts

of Spain they are us^ instead of canthaiides, or aremixed
with them. Thelame are parasitic in the nests of bees, and

Meio? barbarus.

a, fitst or tnai^vtiii larva (line shows natuial size) ; #, claws; r,

antenna; d, maxulaiypalpos; e, labial palpus; A, imago of female;
i, antenna ofmale.

are peculiar in undergoing two hypermetamorphoses, thus
existing in three di^inct larval forms. (See kypenneta-
morpkosis.) The larrse attach themselves to bees, whose
eggs they destroy, and live within the ^g-cells, being
supp<»ted by the honey intended for the young bee ; hence
they are called iee-liee. It is a very large genus, of wide
distribution. Fourteen species inhabit North America.

melograph (mel'o-graf), n. [< Gr. luXaypa^,
writuig songs, < iii>jos, song, melody, + ypapecv,

•write.] An electrical apparatus for recording

the order and duration of the notes of a piece of

music played on a piano. The depression of thekeys
is made to (^ose an electric drcuit^ and the record is made
much in the same way that a message is recorded by a
Morse tel^raph-instrmnent. The strip of paper is after-

ward punctured along themarks of the record, and passed
through another machine, which, by means of the perfora-

tion, closes the circuit of a small electromotor and works
a perforator. The perforator is then made to reproduce
a stiff paper stencil, which is an exact copy of the written

record. The stencil may then be used in the melotrope
for the reproduction of the music.

meloid (me'loid), a. and n. I. a. Pertaining to

the Meloidte, or having their characters.

TT n. Any member of the family Mehndce.

Meloidse (me-16'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Meloe +
-»d<E.] A family of beetles typified by the ge-

nus Meloe, or merged in Can^uiridiB. The lar-

vae are parasitic upon other insects, especially

Rymetwptera.
melologae (mel'o-log), n. [< F. milologue (see

quot.), < Gr. /ii/Cof, song, + i^ytiv, speak: see

-oloffy. Cf. monologue, etc.] A mixture of

speech and song; a recitative; a melodrama.

[Eare.]

Dnring a stay in Italy Berlioz composed an overture to

King Lear and Le Betour k la Vie, a sort of symphony,

with intervening poetical dedamation between the single

movements, called by the composer a melologue.
Encyc BriL, IDL 598.

Melolontha(mel-d-lon'tha),». [NL.(Pabricius,

1775), < Gr. fajKoKSMti, it^TioMxOii, a kind of beetle

or cockchafer.] The typical genus of Melolon-

ikidcB. It is represented in Hie Old World exclusively,
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with about 20 species, having the third antennal joint
longer than tbe fourth, the antennal dub of the male
7-jointed, that of the female 5-jointed. if. mdgaris is tbe
common cockchafer or dor-bug of Enrope, often very de-
structive.

MelolontbidS (mel-o-lon'thi-de), n.pl. [XL.,
< Melolontha + -idoe."] A family of lameUicom
beetles, typified by tiie genus Melolontha ; now
generally reduced to a subfamily of Scarabcei-

dce; cockchafers. The same group of beetles, vari-

ously rated in the system, is called udolonthadae, Melo-
lanthae, Mdolonikida, MdcionUddes, MeldUmUtiles, Mdolon-
tJdnae,

melolonthidan (mel-o-lon'thi-dan), R. A mem-
ber of the Melolon(hvi<B.

melolonthme (mel-o-lon'thin), a. [< Melolon-
tha + -iiiel.] Of or pertaining to the group of

beetles typified by the genus Melolontha.

melomane (mel'o-man), H. [< F. melomane =
Sp.melomwio; < (ir./jE/.of, song.melody,+ -itavijQ,

< /laiveaOai, be mad.] Same as melomaniae.
melomania (mel-o-ma'ni-a), n. [F. melomanie
= Sp. melonmnia; < KL. "melomania, < Gr. /li-

Aog, song, melody, + fiav'ta, madness, frenzy.]
An inordinate passion for music. Compare
musieomania.
melomaniae (mel-o-ma'ni-ak), n. [< melomania
+ -ac] One who tas an inordinate passion for
nmsic.
melomany (mel'o-ma-ni), n. [< F. melomanie,
< NL. melomania: see inelomania.'\ Same as
melomania.
melon^ (mel'on), B. [Formerly also meUon, mil-

Ion, million (the last still in dial, use) ; < OF. me-
lon, mellon, miUon, F. melon = Sp. melon = Pg.
melao

=

It. melone, amelon,<LL. me2o(n-), for L.
nj€topepo(»»-) (>0P. metopgjon), < Gr. piioT^hruv,

a melon, so called as being apple-shaped, < Gr.

lajMn) (L. malum), apple (including also pears,

peaches, etc.), + ^hruv, a melon: see pepo.'\

1. A herbaceous succulent trailing annual
plant, Oucamis Melo,natural order Cueurbitacete,

or its fruit, the muskmelon. The plant is not
known in a wild state, but its origin was referred by De
Candolle to tbe region of the sonthem Caspian. It has
been cultivated from time immemorial in the hot countries
of the East, the melons of Persiabeing specially celebrated,

and is now planted wherever there is sufficient summer
heat to mature its fruit. The latter at its best isvery rich
and highly flavored. It is an ellipsoid or globular pepo,
the edible part of which- is the inner layer of the p^carp,
the siTingy and watery placentae with the seeds being re-

jected. The melon is grown in numberless varieties, as
the cantaloup,the nutmeg, etc. In the United States tills

fruit, in all its forms, is known asmvskmelon—melonhang
applied indifferently to it and the watermelon, or even by
preference to the latter. The melon of ftumbers n. 5 is

uionght by some to have been the watermelon (see del 2).

See cantaloup and Cucumis.

Have millions at Hihelmas, paisneps in Lent.

Tusser, Hnsb^drie, M"nT«h (JTores.)

Some grapes and mUlons from my Lord at Lisbone.
Pepys, Diary, Sept 27, 1661.

Stombling on melons as I pass,

Insnared with flowers, I fall on grass.
MarneU, The (}arden.

2. The watermelon, CHtruUus vulgaris.— 3. A
melon-shell.—4. A hemisphericalmass of blub-
ber takenfrom the top of the head of the black-

fish, grampus, and related cetaceans; melon-
blubber. The melon reaches from the spouthole to the

end of the nose, and from the top of the head down to the
upper jaw.

The head was dissected on deck; first the meion was re-

moved, then the throaty next the under jaw, and lastly the
** head-skin," which is the whaleman's term for the blub-

her on top of the head. Fisheries of IT. S., V. iL 299.

Gourd-melon, apumpkin-like fruity used in Indiafor cur-

ries. See &entn(»«i.—Hail7 melon. Same as oMoira.
—Sweet-scented melon, a variety of muskmelon some-
times regarded as a species, (TucumisDudaim. Also called

appU-eucumber.

melon^ (mel'on), n. [Abbr. of pademeUm or

paddy-melon.'] Same as pademeton.

melon-blnbber (mel'gn-blub'er), ». The melon
of a cetacean. See melon^, 4.

melon-cactos (mel'on-kak'tus), n. See MeJo-

cactus.

melon-caterpillar (mel'on-kat'er-pil-ar), n.

The larva of a pyraJid moth, PhaceUura (Eudi-

optis) hyalinata. It is yeUowish-green, IJinches

long, and is destructive to melons and other

pepos or cucurbitaceous fruits.

MelongenldSB (mel-on-jen'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,

< Melongena « Gr. ij^Xov, apple, + yhmq, kind),

the typical genus, + -idee.] A family of probos-

cidiferous rachiglossate gastropods, typified by
the genus Melongena. The animal has the head elon-

gateC narrow lateral teeth with an enlarged outer cusp,

and the shell more or less pyriform. Also Melongena, as

a gnhfftmTly

melon-hole (mel'on-hol), n. A hole made by
the pademelon orpadmelon, very dangerous for

horsemen : often applied to other similar holes.

[Australian.]

meloplasty

The plain is full of deep m^on holes, and the ground is

rotten and undermined with rata.

A. C. Grant, Bush-life in Queensland, L ^0.

meloniform (mel'on-i-form), a. Melon-shaped.
melon-oil (mel'on^il), n. The oil of the melon
of a cetacean. It is valuable for lubricating
watches and other fine machinery, and is by
some preferred to porpoise-oU.

melon-shaped (mel'on-shapt), a. Having the
form of a melon ; oval with depressed lines run-
ning from end to end. the intervals between
them being convex, so that a transverse section
in any part has a scalloped outline. This form
is found in many fruits, seeds, the eggs of in-

sects, etc.

melon-shell (mel'on-shel), n. The shell of a
moUusk of the genus Melo.
melon-thick (mel'on-thik), II. A West Indian
name of the common melon-cactus, Melocactus
communis.

melon-thistle (mel'gn-this'l), n. A melon-
shaped cactus, as those of the genus Melocactus.
melon-tree (mel'on-tre), ;i. The papaw, Ca-
riea Papaya.
melon-worm (mel'gn-werm), n. Same as mel-

on-eaterpiUar.

Melopeua (mel-o-pe'li-a), «. [NL., < Gr. /jiAof,

song, + TTE^Eia, a dovej rock-pigeon.] A ^e>-

nus of the f^nily ColumbidcB and subfamily
Zenaidinee; the white-winged doves, iheyhave
the outer primary normal ; the tail rounded, shorter than
the wing, and 12-feathered ; the bill slender, black, and as

White-winged Dove iMeUipelta iatcoftera).

long as the tarsus; a large bare circumorbital space ; the
neck wiOi metallic luster; a blue-black auricular ^ot; a
largewhite mark on the wings ; and the sexes alike in plu-
mage. M. leucoptgra is a conmion dove of the southwest-
ern parts of the United States, conspicuous by reason of
the white on the wings.

Melophagns (mf-lof'a-gus), n. CNL., < Gr. /cj-

"hov, a sheep, -I- ^aytiv, eat.] A genus of pu-
piparous parasitic insects of the dipterous fam-
ily HippohosddiB, founded by LatreUle in 1802.
M. ovinus, a well-known wingless species, is the common
aheep-tif^ The genus is a^ called M^ephUa and Me-
tqphaga.

melophone (mel'o-fon), n. [< Gr. /UXog, a song,
-I- d6>v7, voice.] A kind of concertina.

melophonlc (mel-o-fon'ik), o. [< Gt. /liios,

song, + ipuv>i, voice, + -»c.] Pertaining to

music or its performance.
melophonist (mel'o-fo-nist), n. [< Gr. fuioi,

song, + ^(jvii, voice, -I- -i«f.] A singer of melo-
dies.

Here, as in the case of the Hebrew melophonists, I would
insinuate no wrong thought.

Thackeray, A Dinner in the City, iii.

melopiano (mel'o-pi-an'6), n. [NL., < Gr. /xiAoc,

song, -I- It. piano: see piano."] A form of piano-
forte, invented by Caldara in 1870, on which a
sustained tone, with a chance for crescendo and
diminuendo effects, is made possible through
an ingenious arrangement of little hammers

that strike rapidly upon the strings and thus

prolong and control their vibration. The qual-

ity of the tone produced is sweet and effective.

meloplast (mel'o-plast), fl. [< Gr. /ii^of, song,

-I- TzTiaoTJK, amolder, modeler, < nTMoativ, form:

see plastic.] A system of teaching the rudi-

ments of music, invented by P. Gralin in 1817,

by which many of the complications of the or-

dinary notation are avoided at first.

meloplasty (mel'o-plas-ti), n. [< Gr. /j^Xa. pi.,

the cheeks (pi. of ppuov, apple), + n:'XdaaEw,

form : see plastic.] In surg., the transplanta-

tion of tissue to supply new material for the

cheeks when a considerable part has been de-

stroyed by disease or injury.
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melopoeia (mel-o-pe'yap), H. [LL.,< Gr. iicTuo-

TToda, a making of lyric poems, musical compo-
sition, < fuh>(, song, + noielv, make: see poet.']

The art or science of constructing melodies;
melodies.

Melopsittacus{mel-op-sit'a-ku8), n. [NL., < 6r.
/i^/lof, song, + i/'irTO(C(if, a parrot.] An Australian
genus of small long-tailed parrots; the grass-

2ebra GraBS-parrakeet {Metopsittacm undulattts),

parrakeets. M. undiUatus is one of the commoneBt and
prettiest parrots of the aviaries, and one of the few which
Dreed in confinement. The birds are amiable and sociable,

with more melodious notes than is usual in this family.

Melospiza (mel-o-spi'za), m. [NL., < Gr. /lih);,

song, + (TTTifo, a finch.] A genus of the finch
family, FringilUdce, founded hy Baird in 1858,

containing anumber of fuUy spotted and streak-
ed species peculiar to North America; the
song-sparrows. The best-known is the common song-
sparrow, M. tnelodia, which abounds in most parts of the
TJnited States and runs into several varieties in the West.
M. cinerea is a much larger and otherwise distinct species
found in Alaska. Two common sparrows of eastern parts
of the United States and of Canada are the swamp-spar-
row, M, palustris, and Lincoln's finch, M. lincolni.

Melothria (me-loth'ri-a), n. [NL. (Linnseus,

1767), < Gr. ^u^/tov, an apple (L. inelo, melon), -I-

(?) dpiov, fig-leaf, leaf.] A genus of eucurbi-
taceous plants of the series Plagiospermew,
and the cucumber tribe Cucum&rinew. The male
flowers are usually in racemes, the anthers subsessile, fre-

quentlywith a 2-lobed connective produced from the apex,
and the fruit usually on a long and slender peduncle. It

embraces about 53 species, inhabiting the warmer regions
of both hemispheres. They are mostly graceful vines,

either climbing or prostrate, with membranaceous pal-

mately lobed or divided leaves, simple tendrils, and small
yellow or white flowers. 31. pendiUa, thecreepingcucum-
her(which see, under cucum^r), is the best-known species.

melotrope (mel'o-trop), n. [< Gr. /ii?ioc, song,
-1- TpoTT^, a turn, turning, < rpineiv, turn.] A
piano fitted with a mechanical device for auto-

maticallyreproducing a piece ofmusic bymeans
of a melo-
graph sten-

cil.

Them£lotrope
is merely me-
chanical in its

operation, and
is intended, as
far as possible,

to imitate the
motion of the
fingers in play-

ing upon the
keys of the in-

strument.
S<n.Amer.,N.!i.,

[LIX. 376.

mel-pellt,
adv. Same
as pell-mell.

Without any
examination
had to know
where the fault
was, [a band of
men;- slew tnel-

pell both guilty

and innocent, to
the number of
7,000.

Hooker, Kccles.
[Polity, viii. 9.

Melpomene
(mel-pom'e-
Jie), Ifl, [L., statue of Melpomene, in the Louvre MuBeuin.
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< Gr. MeXnoiihri, one of the Muses, prop. ppr.

fem. of /ieXTreaBai, sing.] 1. In class, myth.,

originally, the Muse of song and musical har-

mony, looked upon later as the especial pa-

troness of tragedy. She is generally represented as a

young woman, bearing the tragic mask and often the club

of Hercules, and with her head wreathed with vine-leaves

in token of her relation with the dramatic deity, Bacchus.

2. A planetoid, the eighteenth in order of dis-

covery, first observed by Professor Hind at

London in 1852.

melrose (mel'roz), n. [< NL. mel rosce: L. mel,

honey; rosea, gen. of rosa, rose.] .
Honey of

roses, a preparation consisting of powder of

red rose, clarified honey, and diluted alcohol.

What I used was a mixture of mdrose with sixteen

drops of the muriatic acid.

Sir W. Fardyce, On Muriatic Acid, p. 8.

melt^ (melt), V.
;

pret. melted, pp. melted (or

molten), ppr. melting. [< ME. melten (pret.

malt, pp. molten), < AS. meltan, miltan (pret.

mealt, pp. molten), melt, = Icel. melta, melt,

digest; Gr. /leMetv, liquefy, melt; cf. OBulg.
mludii, soft. Akin to maW^, milt'^.'] I. intrans.

1. To become liquid through heat; be changed
from a fixed or solid to a flowing state by heat.

This Pandare that neyghe nialt for wo and routhe.
Chaucer, Troilus, i. 682.

These fellows commonly, which use such deceitfulness
and guiles, can speak so finely that a man would think
butter should scant imelt in their mouths.

Latimer, Misc. ISelec.

0, that this too too solid fiesh would melt,
Thaw, and resolve itself into a dew !

Shah., Hamlet, i. Z. 129.

2. To suffer dissolution or extinction ; be dis-

sipated or wasted.

All the inhabitants of Canaan shall Tnelt away.
Ex. XV. 15.

My heart rn^lted away in secret raptures.
Addison, Vision of Mirza.

3. To be softened to love, pity, tenderness,
sympathy, or the like ; become tender, mild, or
gentle.

I should melt at an offender's tears.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 1. 126.

They say women have tender hearts ; I know not

;

1 am sure mine melts.
Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, \. 3.

4. To be weakened or broken ; be subdued, as
by fear.

As soon as we had heard these things, our hearts did
melt, neither did there remain any more courage in any
man. Josh. ii. 11.

5. To pass, as one thing into another, so that
the point of junction is imperceptible

;
pass by

imperceptible degrees ; blend; shade.

The twihght Tnelted into mom.
Tennyson, Day-Dream, The Depai-ture.

II. trans. 1 . To reduce from a solid to a fluid

state by means of heat ; liquefy ; fuse : as, to
melt iron, lead, wax, or tallow ; to melt ice.

When sun doth Tnelt their snow. Shak. , Lucrece, 1. 1218.

Get me some drink, George ; I am almost molten with
fretting. Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, iii. 5.

Inscriptions, victories, buildings, and a thousand other
gieces of antiquity [on coins} were melted down in these
arbarous ages. Addison, Ancient Medals, iii.

2. Loosely, to make a solution of; liquefy by
solution; dissolve: as, to meJS sugar in water.

—

3. Figuratively, to soften, as by a warming and
kindly influence ; render gentle or susceptible to
mild influences, as to love, pity, or tenderness.

For pity mete the mind to love. Dryden.

Her noble heart was malten in her breast.
Tennyson, Princess, vi.

=Syn. To mollify, subdue; Melt, Dissolve, Thaw, Fuse.
Two words, . . . popularly confounded, though scien-

tifically very distinct, are jnett and dissolve. The former
signifies to bring a substance from a solid to a liquid con-
dition by the agency of heat alone ; the latter signifies the
bringing about of this result by distributing the particles

of the substance acted on among the particles ofanother
substance which is itself liquid, and this process is termed
the solution of the solid substance. Thaw diflfers from
jnett in being applicable only to substances whose or-

dinary condition is that of a liquid, and which have- be-
come solid in consequence of the abstrac^on of heat,
and therefore return to the liquid condition as if of them-
selves. (Chambers's Journal.) Dissolve is much used as
a synonym of either melt or tliaw. Fuse is sometimes
synonymous with melt (as, tofuse awire by electricity), but
it is more often used of melting together r as, bell-metal
is made by fusing copper and tiu. See the definitions of
these words.

melti (melt), n. [< melt^, ?).] 1. The melting
of metal; the running down of the metal in the
act of fusion.—2. The charge of metals placed
in a cupola or pot for melting.

12,867 melts of ingote were made for Coinage during the
year. Sep. of See. <^ Treasury, 1886, p. 175.

3. Any substance that is melted.

melvie

The meU is then allowed to cool, and is dissolved in a
large quantity of water and neutralized with hydrochloric
acid. BencdiM, Coal-tar Colours (trans.), p. 216.

melt^ (melt), n. Same as miW^.

meltable (mel'ta-bl), n. [< melt^ + -able.'] Ca-
pable of being melted ; fusible.

Iron . . . is the most impure of all metals, hardly n!«2ta-
hle. Fuller, Worthies, Salop, II. 263. (Davies.)

meltada (mel-ta'da), Ji. [E. Ind.] A murine
rodent found in Madras, Golunda meltada. J.

E. Gray.
melterl (mel'ter), n, 1. One who melts; spe-
cifically, the official in a mint who superintends
the melting of gold and silver for coining.

The mdter melteth in vayne, lor the euell is not taken
away from them. BiUe of 1551, Jer. vi. 29.

Thou melter of strong minds.
Beau, and Fl., False One, ii. 3.

The entire melting requires about sixteen hours, and is

carefully watched by the master melter, who urges the
furnaces to their utmost intensity.

Harper's Mag., LXXIX. 260.

2. A furnace, pot, or crucible used for melting
any substance ; a melting-pot : as, a melter for

combining the ingredients in the manufacture
of sealing-wax. Workshop Receipts.

melter^ (mel'tSr), n. Same as milter.

melting (mel'ting), p. a. 1 . Disposed to melt or
soften; feeling or showing tenderness ; tender;

compassionate.
To kindle cowards, and to steel with valour
The melting spirits of women.

Shale, J. C, ii. 1. 122.

One whose subdued eyes,

Albeit unused to the melMng mood.
Drop tears. Sftaft., Othello, v. 2. 349.

2. Adapted to melt or soften; affecting; mov-
ing: as, a melting speech.

As the mind is pitched, the ear is pleased
With melting airs or martial. Couiper, Task, vi. 3.

melting-furnace (mel'ting-fer'nas), )(. Aglass-
makers' furnace in which the frit for the glass

is melted before it goes to the blowing-furnace.
In some manufactories the glass is worked from
the melting-fntuace direct.

meltingly (mel'ting-li), adv. [< melting -f -ly^.]

In a melting manner ; in a manner to melt or
soften ; by the process of melting. [Rare.]

Zelmane lay upon a bank, that, her tears falling into the
water, one might have thought she began meltingly to be
metamorphosed to the running river.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia.

meltingness (mel'ting-nes), «. [< melting +
-ness.] The quality of melting; capability of

being softened by some warming and kindly
influence. [Rare.]

Give me, O thou Father of compassion, such a tender-
ness and vieWingness of heart that I may be deeply affected

with all the miseries and calamities, outward or inward,
of my brethren. Whole Duly of Man, Collect for Charity.

melting-pan (mel 'ting-pan), n. A pan, usu-

ally in the lower part of a sugar-refinery, in

which raw sugar is reduced to a syrup with
water aided by heat and mechanical stirring,

and from which the syrup is pumped to the

blow-ups in the upper part of the refinery to

be treated with lime for the precipitation of

albuminous and other organic impurities.

melting-point (mel'ting-point), n. The point
or degree of temperature at which a solid body
melts; the point of fusion or fusibility. See
fusion.

melting-pot (mel'ting-pot), «. A crucible.

meltitn (mel'tith), n. [Probably a form of

meal-tide.] A meal. [Scotch.]
melton (mel'ton), n. [So called after the origi-

nal manufacturer.] A stout kind of cloth for

men's wear, the surface of which is without nap,
and is neither pressed nor finished.

In the treatment of broad-cloth, doeskins, mdtoms, ami
all nap-finished cloth, the milling is carried so far that the

fibres become densely matted. Erusyc. Brit., XXIV. 861.

melungeon (me-lun'jon), «. [Origin obscure;
perhaps ult. < P. miiimge, a mixture: see nd-
lange.] One of a class of people living in

eastern Tennessee, of peculiar appearance anfl

uncertain origin.

They resented the appellation Melungeon, given to them
by common consent by the whites, and proudly called

themselves Portuguese. Boston Traveller, April 13, 1880.

Melursus (me-l6r'sus), n. [NL., irreg. < L. mel,

honey, + ursus, bear.] An Indian genus of

Ursidw, characterized by the shaggy hide, pro-

trusile lips, and fewer and smaller teeth thau
those of Ursus; honey-bears or sloth-bears. M.
labiatus is the aswail (which see). Prochilus is

a synonym.
melvie (mel'vi), v. t.; pret. and pp. melvied, ppr.

melvying. [A dial. var. of meaU, v., < ME. mele,



melvie

< AS. melu {meltc-), meal : see meaO-A To soil
with meal. [Scotch.]

Sma' need has he to say a grac^
Or meltie his braw claithing.

Bur/w, Holy Fair.

Melyridse (me-lir'i-de), ». pi. [XL., < Melyris
+ -ida,} Afamily of malaeodermatous beetles,
corresponding to Latreille's Mdyrides, typified
by the genus Melyris.
Melyrid^ (me-lir'i-dez), u. pi. [Nl,., pi. of
Melyris.'] In Latreille's clarification, the third
tribe of Malttcodermiy or soft pentamerous bee-
tles. The palpi are generally filiform and short ; the
mandible notched ; the antennae mostly serrated, in some
males pectmated; the joints of the tarsi entire; and the
ongn^ onHentate or famished witii a membranoas ap-
pendi^e. Iliese beetles are mostly very agile, and vae
found upon flowers. Malackius, Dagytes, Zygia, Peleco-
phorus, and I>iglcfneeru8 are named as leading genera.

Melyris (me-E'ris), n. [NL. (Pabricins, 1775);
origin obscure.] The typical genus of MelyridcB,
These insects are ordinarily found upon flowers ; tiaey are
generally of small size and very gaily colored. Most of
them are natives of Africa.

mem. An abbreviation of memoratidumy placed
before a note of something to be remembered,
member (memn>er), n. [< ME. membre, < OF.
(and F.) membre = Sp. miembro = Pg, It. nwm-
bro, < L. membrum, a limb, member of the body,
a part, portion, or division.] 1. An integral
part of an animal body having a distinct func-
tion; a vital organ; partien&rly, in common
nse, one of the limbs or extremities, as a leg,

an arm, or a wing.

Even so the tongne is a little member, and boasteth ^eat
things. / Jas. iiL 5.

Where I was wont to feed yon with my blood,
111 lop a member off, and give it yoiL

Skak.^ 1 Hen. VI., v. 3. 15.

2. Specifically, the private parts.

Thei gon alle naked, saf a litylle Clont, that tJiei coveren
with here Knees and hire Membres.

MandemUe, Travels, p. 197.

3. Figuratively, anything likened to a part of
the body.

!fopt1sm ; wher^n I was made a member of Christ
Book of Comtnon Prayer^ Catechism.

Know ye not tiiatyonr foodies are the members of Christ?
1 Cor. vi- 15.

The Body of Qie law is no less encumbered wit^ snper-
flaoas Members, that are like Virgil's Anny, which he tells

OB was so crowded msmy of thCTci had not Boom to use
Uieir weapons. Addison, Spectator, yo. 21.

4. A part of any a^^egate or whole ; one of a
number of associated parts or entities ; any nnit
or division that can be •''onsidered separately
as part of a total.

The flgures £md the membres of thine Astrolabie.
Chaucer, ProL to Astrolabe.

They tax oar policy, and call it con^irdice

;

Count wisdom as no member of the war.
Shak., T. and C, L 3. 198.

Speeiflc^ly— (a) A person considered in relation to any
aggr^ate of individoals to which he belongs; particn-
lai^, onewho has onited with or has been formally chosen
asa corp<nrate part of an association or pnldic body of any
kind, as a church or a society : often i^ed ^liptically in
England for a member of Fu^iameot, and in the United
States for a member of Congress.

lliere are not more useful members in a commonwealth
than merchants. Addison, The Soyal Exchange.

He [Sir John Dabymple] was strenuously supported by
Sir James Montgomeiy, member for Ayrshire.

Maeaviay, Hist. £ng., xiiL

(6) A part of a discourse, or of a period or sentence ; a
clause ; a part of a verse, (c) In arefu, any subordinate
part of a bnildmg, order, or compositjon, as a frieze, cor-
nice, or molding. ((2) In (dg., either of the two pturts or
sides of an eqnafaon united by the sign of equality (

=

). (e)

In zooL and &o£., a component of smy higher dasaificatory
group: thus,aspeciesi5a7n£mder(^ agenus; agennsisa
member of a fami^, etc.—BOTOU^ member, in f^e Brit-
ish Parliament, a member of the House of Commons rep-
resenting a boroi^h.—Goim^memb^ in the Irtish
Parliament, a member of the House of Ck>mmons repre-
senting a coonty or a division of a county.—Divisiye
members. See dimsax, =Syn. L Mejnber, Limb. Limb
is a precise term, in the human body a^^lying to the arms
and l^fs. We speak of the limb of a tree, but rarely apply
Umb to the 1^ of an animal The word has litQe figura-
tive use, exc^t in science (see definition) ; such expr^-
sions as "limb of the law,"for a lawyer, and "limb of tie
devil " for a rogns, are joct^e, limb being used for member
or part. Mender is much freer in primary and in flgura-
lave uses for an int^ral or distinguishable part of a
whole : as, a member of a sentence, of a family, of a so-

ciety, of a state. " The tongue is a little member ** (James
iiL 5), and so is the &y&, and ea<^ of Uie toes, but none of

tiiem is a limb.

membered (mem'berd), a. [< member + -ed^.]

Having members; especially, having limbs:

nsed chiefly in composition, as hig-membered

;

in her. (aJso memhr^, used when lie limbs are

of a different tincture from the body,

memberless (memnj^r-les), a. [< member +
-less.] Destitute of members; simple or undi-

vided.
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membership (mem'b6r-ship), n. [< member +
-ship.] 1. The state of being a member; the
office or position of a member, as of Parliament,
Xo wlvantages &<om external chuKjh membership or pro-

fession of the true religion can of themselves give a man
confidence towards God. South, Sermons, IL xi,

JeflErey is perhaps on hisw^ to Edinburgh to-day. He
isa candidatefor 1J]eJtfeT?i£«rgfttp there. CaWyfc, in Rpoude.

2. The members of a body regarded collective-
ly: as, the whole membership of the church,
membra, «. Plural of membrum.
Membracidse (mem-bras'i-de), », pi. [NL., <
Membrax (< Gr, u£fi(3pa^, a kind of cicada) +
-idw.]

^
Afamilyofhomopterous-HewJpferawith

three-jointed tarsi, typified by the genus Mem-
brads, It is a large group of extraordinarily diversified
and grotesque forms, the- prothorax especially being the
seat of remarkable modifications. The coloration is not
less diversified. The antennae are short and setose, vdth
thickened base beneath the expanded edge of the clypeus,
below or a litUe before the eyra. The legs are short and
stout, and the hind tiblse are furnished with a terminal
circlet of spines. The species, of which there are upward
of 800, are all jumpers, and are generally known as tree-
hoppers. They abound in tropical and subtropical Amer-
ica where more than half the known species are found

;

there are maoy in Africa, some in Australia and the East
Indies, but scarcely any in Europe.

membracine (mem'bra-sin), a. and n. I. a. Of
or pertaining to the Membraddfe.
n, H. A member of the family Mentbraddee.

Membracis (mem'bra-sis), n. [NL. (Pabricius,
1776), < Gr. fdfippa^ (jte/ippoK-), a kind of eieada.j
A genus of tree-hoppers, typical of the family
MembraddWj having the two forward pairs of
tdbisB broadly flattened and fitted very closely
against the breast, it is very rich in species, among
which are some of the most gaily colored and beautifully
decorated members of the iamOy.
membral (mem'bral), a. [< NL, *m€mbralis, <
L.TKCTre&rwm, a limb, member: see member.'] In
anat. andzooY., of or pertainingto the limbs ofan
animal, as distiuguished from the bodyproper;
appendieular, as distinguishedfrom axial (parts
of the whole body).—Membral segment, a natural
morphological division of a Dmb between two principal
joints: thus, the forearm,between the elbow and the wrist,
is a membral segmeiU. See isomere.

membranaceous (mem-bra-na'shius), a. [< L.
ynembranuceuSj of skin or membrane, < mem-
brana, sMn, membrane : see membrane.] Per-
taining to or of the nature of membrane ; con-
sisting of membrane ; membranous.
Birds of Prey that live upon Animal Subst^ices have

membramxeeous, not mmcnlar stomachs.
Arbuthnot, Aliments, vl S.

membrane (mem'bran), n. [< P, membrane =
Sp, Pg. It, fnembrana, < L. membrana^ the skin
or membrane that covers the several members
of the body, the thin sMn of plants, a skin
parchment (> Gr. fie/ippdvaj parchment), cover,
surface, < membrum, TnemheT: seemember.] 1.

A thin pliable expansive structure of the body

;

an expansion of any soft tissue or part in the
form of a sheet or layer, investing or lining
some other struotore or connecting two or more
structures. The term is used in the wid^t sense, with
littie orno reference to the kind ofti^uewhichmaybe con-
cerned, the membranous quality depending upon thinness
and plJabHify, r ot upon texture or fabric > o Imrd part^
as bone and cartilage, come within the definition of mem-
brane. Mostmembranesare fibrous—that is,consistwholly
or in part of someform of connective tissue, in or on which
may be otber and more special form-elements, as the lay-

ers of cells peculiar to the mucous, the serous, and other
special membrane. In some cases a sheetof nerve-tissue,
or of muscle-tissue, constitutes a membrane, witii little ad-
mixture of other element& Some membranes chiefly con-
sist of a network of blood-vessels, with little connective
tissue. Mostmembranes are specified by quall^ring terms.
See phrases following.

2. hx entom., specifically, the membranous ter-

minal part of a hemielytrum ; the membrane of

the fore wing of a hemipter. See cut under cla-

ims.—3, A skin prepared for being written on.

They consist of three bundles, containing in aU 549 skins

or membranes. Of these membranes, the greater part are

vellum and parchment
English GUds (E. E. T. S.), Int, p. xliv.

Adipose, alveolar, atrial membraae. See the ad-

jectives.—Alimentary mucous membrane. See ali-

7n£7tto7y.—Arachnoid membrane, araneoos mem-
brane. Saxae as arachnoid, 2.—Basalmembrane ofthe
ligula, in certain Coleoptera, a narrow membranous part
between the mentnm and the lignla. When mors fully

developed it is called the hypogloms.—Basement mem-
brane. See&a«eme7t2.—Ba^lar membrane. See&o^sZar.

—Blastodermic membrane, the blastoderm.—Bran-
chiostegal,bronchial,cellularmembrane. See the ad-
jective.— Choroidmembrane, the choroid.—Conjnnc-
ti^Q membrane, the conjunctiva.— Costo<K>racoid
membrane. See costocorcteoid.— Orlcothyroid mem-
brane, the tough fibrous tissue which connects the cri-

coid and thyroid cartilages.—Seddnous membrane,
the decidua.—Diphtheritic membrane, in paUuA., the
false membrane form^ in diphtheria, composed of ne-

crosed epithelium, or of an exudate of pus, fibrin, and
epithelM scales, or of these with necrosed epitiielium.

—False Tnemhrn-Tift, in pathol., an unorganized mem-

membrane
braniform layer, such as isproduced in croupous infiamma-
tion, when it is formed of pus and fibrous and necrosed
epithelium in varying amounts.— Fenestrated mem-
brane. See/en«rfrated.—Fibroserous membrane. See
/t&roserow.— Germinal, Henleao, HensloYian, hya-
loid, hyoglossal membrane. See the adjectives.—In-
terosseoi^ membrane,a tough sheet of fascia connect-
ing two bones in theircontinuity: especiallyappliedtosuch
a tissue between the ulna and the radius, ^id between the
tibia and the fibula.—Investing membrane, the first
layer of cellswhich assumes a distinctly membranousform
upon the surface of the cieatricula of the ovum. It was
formerly c^ed the serous layer of the germinal membrane.
—Jacob'smembrane, the bacillaTy Uyer, orlayer of rods
andconesoftheretinaof the eye, SeefracflZary.—Krause's
membrane, a membrane dividing tiie musLle-fiber trans-
versely, supposed to be indicated by the Intermediate line
in the light disk of striated muscle-fiber. A^o cfQled Do-
We's liTie, Dobie's stripe.— Limiting membrane of the
retina, external and internal, the outer and inner boun-
daries of the fibers of Miiller, presenting the appearance of
contjnuons membranes^ the outer lying between the outer
nuclear layer and the layer of rods and cones, and the in-
ner being next to the hyaloid membrane.—Membrane
of Bmch, a structureless or finely fibrillated fransparent
membrane, lying between tiie choriocapillaris and the
pigmented layer of the retina.—Membrane Of Cortl
Simie as te^orial mem&rone.—Membrane of Demours,
or membrane of Descemet, a transparent, glassy lam-
ina, covering posteriorly the proper ti^ue of the cor-
nea, itself lined with a single layer of epithelioid ceDs.
Also called posienor elasiie lamina.— Membrane of
Henle. Same as Herdean membrane.—Membrane of
Beissner, the membrane which separates f&e scala ves-
tibuli of tiie cochlea from the cochlear canal or scala
media. It extends obliquely from the spiral lamina to
the outer wall of the cochin It is a very delicate layer
of connective tissue continnous with the perif^teum of
t^e upper surface of the bony lamina, and linedwith pave-
ment epithelium on itslower side.—Mncous membrane,
the general lining membrane of the alimentary canal and
its annexes, including the respiratory and urogenital pas-
sages. It is one of the most extensive and tiie most com-
plex of the membranes of the body,varying greatly in char-
acter in different cases, and in different parts of its own
extent, and may include various special glandular struc-
tures, as mucous crypts, follicles, etc., as well as the ap-
propriate nerves, blood-vessels, and lymphatics. Mucous
membrane consists essentially of a basement membrane
(see basement^ which separates a free epithelial from a
fibrovascular attached layer. The epitheUum is a layer of
cells of various kinds, as spheroidal, mhtmnar, ^uUed, etc.;
tte fibrovascular layer consists of connective tissue with
vessels, lymphatics, nerves, and often muscniarfibers. Em-
bedded in this manbrane may be also the glandular struc-
tures above mentioned; and tlie surface is often thrown up
into vaiions ridges, villi, and papillse. The structnre is
essentially a secreting one, giving rise to mucous as well
as to various other special secretions. At the openings of
the bodythemucous membrane is directly continuouswith
the skin. The conjunctiva of the eye is also amucousmem-
brane.—Kasmyth'S membrane, the cuticnla dentis, or
cuticle of a toof^ ; the epithelial investment of the ena-
mel of a young toot^ which persists for a while and then
wears off.— Nictitating membrane, the winking mem-
brane or winker ; tiie fJiird eyelid. It isvery highly devel-
oped in some smimals, as birds, in which it can be swept
across tiie whole eye by means of appropriate muscles and
tendons (see cut at eye^X but in many others it is mdimen-
taiy or wanting. In essential character it is a fold of tlie

conjunctival mucous membrane which when little devel-
oped, or when not in action, lies at the inner canthns of the
eye.—Obturatormembrane, (a) The membrane orliga-
ment nearly <d(Kingthe obturator foramen. (&) The occlud-
ingmembr^ie of thefetal brainwhichcloses theupperpart
of the fourth ventricle.—Fitoitary membrane, the mu-
cous membraneof thenose ; themembrane lining iSie nasal
passages, continuous with tiiat of thepharjmx, ear, eye, and
various sinuses of the ^nll. In a part of this membrane
ramify the nerves of smelL A^o called Schneiderian
membrane.— Pupilary membrane, a delicate trans-
parent vascular membrane of the fetal eye which closes
the pupil for a ^me, and divides the space in which
the ir^ is suspended into two distinct chunbers. It is

sometimes persistent, causing blindness.—Sctmeideri-
an membrane, the pituitary membrane: so called from
the anatomist Schneider, who first showed the nasal
mucus to be the product of this membrane, not of the
brain, as had before been supposed.—Semilunar mem-
bran^ in onnth. , the membrane of tiie syrinx or lower
larynx. It is a delicate, highly vibratile membrane, with
a ^ee concave upper margin ascending in the trachea
from the pessulus or cross-bar of the syrin^ and consti-
tutes a part of the vocal organs, like a vocal cord of the
larynx <^ a mftTnTrifil .—Seroi^ membrane, a tiiin mem-
brane of connective tissue,of mesoblastic origin, linedwith
a simple layer of flattened epithelial cells. Th^e cells are
joined togetlier along lines which are sometimes straight

but usually sinuous or ja^ed. Between them here and
there are openings (stomata) of lymphatic vessels. !SIem-

branes of this kind line certain cavities of the body, and
are reflected over the contained viscera, forming in this

way a shut sac, moistened with lymph and communicating
witii the lymphatic vessels through the stomata. The best
examples of ^rousmembrane are the pieurse, the pericar-
dium, tile peritoneum, and the tunicae vagin^es.—Sub-
radolax membrane, a membrane situated under the
radula or lingual ribbon of the odontophore of a moUnsk.
—Synovial membiune, the membrane which lin^ tbe
joints and secretes synovia or synovial fluid, the glairy sub-
stance which lubricates the joint and facilitate its move-
ments. The membrane passes gradually into the articu-

Im" cartilage. Such membranra consist chiefly of con-

nective tissue, with ve^els and nerves, covered here and
there with patches of epithelial cells.—Tectorial mem-
brane, in anat.y a stixtng elastic membrane in the coch-

lear canal of the ear, lymg above and parallel with the

basilar membrane, extencUng outward from the limbns
spiralis part way to^rard the outer wall of the cochlea,

and covering the Cortian or^m, upon the rods of which it

rests. It is thin at its origin at me limbns spiralis, then
thickens, and again tapers toward the free outer extrem-

ity. Alsocalledm«m6ran«o/Cort».— Th3rroliyoidmem-



membrane
brane^ the fibrous membrane which connects the hyoid
bone with the thyroid cartilage.—Ts^mpanlcmembrane,
the membrane which occludes the external meatus of the
ear and separates it from the middle ear.— Undulatillg
membranes, simple membranous bands, one margin at-
tached, the ouier free, exhibiting undulatory motion. Mi-
crogmphic Diet.—Vibratlle membrane. Same as semi-
Iwutr membrane.—Vitelline membrane, the proper coat
or wall of an ovum, inclosing the vitellus or yolk ; it cor-
responds to the cell-wall of any other cell. Also called
zona pellucida^ from its pellucid appearance in some cases,
as in the human ovum.

membrane-bone (mem'bran-bon), n. An ossi-

fication in membrane of any kind; a bone which
has any other origin than in cartilage. The bones
of the skeleton of vertebrates are for the most part pre-
foi-med in cartilage, which is resorbed during the pro-
cess of ossification ; but some, as those of the face, of the
top and sides of the skull, those found in tendons and other
fibrous structures, as the bones of the eyeball heart, penis,
etc., of various animals, and all dermal bones, or those of
the exoskeleton, are membrane-bones.

membraneless (mem' bran -les), a. [< mem-
hrane + -less.'] Not provided with a membrane

:

as, a membraneless cell.

membranella (mem-bra-nel'a), n.
;
pi. membra-

nellw{-e). [NL.,dim.ofli.j»em'6rana,membrane:
see membrane.'] In zooL, same as cirriis, 2 (»).

membraneous (mem - bra, ' ne - us), a. [< LL.
membraneus, of a m.embrane or parchment, < L.
membrana, membrane : see membrane.] Same
as membranous.
membrane-suture (mem'bran-su"tur), n. In
the hemielytrum of a heteropterous insect, the
suture between the basal harder part or corium
and the terminal part or membrane.
membrane-mnged (mem'brau-wlngd), a. In
entom., hymenopterous.
membraniferous (mem-bra-nif'e-rus), a. [< L.
membrana, membrane, + ferre = E. bearK]
Having or producing membrane.
membraniform (mem'bra-ni-f6rm), a. [< L.
membrana, membraxie, +/or»»o, form.] Having
the oharaoteristies of a membrane; membra-
nous in form ; laminar ; lamellar ; fascial.

membranocoriaceous (mem."bra-n6-k6-ri-a'-
shius), a. [< L. membrana, membrane,+ corium,

hide, -I- -aceous. Cf. coriaceous.] Of a thick,

tough, membranous texture or consistency, as
a polyzoan.
membranology (mem-bra-nol'o-ji), re. [< L.
membrana, membrane, -I- Gr. -loyta, < iHyeiv,

speak : see -ology.] The science of membranes

;

a treatise on membranes. [Rare.]

membranoSUS (mem-bra-no'sus), ».; pi. m-em-
branosi (-si). [NL.: see membranous.] A mus-
cle of the thigh ; the semimembranosus.
membranous (mem'bra-nus), a. [= F. mem-
braneux, < NL. membranosus, < L. membrana,
membrane: see membrane.] 1. Having a mem-
brane or membranes; membraniferous.— 2.

Consisting of membrane ; having the texture or
quality of a membrane; membranaceous.— 3.
Of or pertaining in any way to membrane ; re-

sembling membrane; membraniform.—4. In
bot., having the character or appearance of

membrane ; thin, rather soft and pliable, and
often more or less translucent, as sometimes
leaves, the walls of seed-vessels, the indusia in
ferns, etc. See phrases below Membranous
croup, labyrinth, etc. See the nouns.—Membranous
myceuum, a mycelium in which the hyphee form a
membranous layer by interweaving. See mycelium.—
Membranous ossification. See mevif/rane-bonA.

membranule (mem'bra-nul), n. [= F. membra^
rmle, < L. membranula, dim. of membrana, a
membrane: see memirane.] 1. A little mem-
brane.— 2. lii entom., a small triangular flap

or incurved portion on the posterior part of the

base of the wings, seen in certain dragon-flies.

membr6 (F. pron. mon-bra'), a. [P., <membre,
member: see member.] In her., same as mem-
bered.

membrum (mem'brnm), n.; pi. membra (-bra).

[L. : see member.] In area*., a member: tech-

nically distinguished from truncus.

Memecylese (mem-e-sil'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (A.

P. de CandoUe, 182§), < Memecylon + -ece.] A
tribe of plants of the natural order Melas-
tomacecE, characterized by having a definite

number of ovules, and a fruit containing from
1 to 5 seeds, the latter with large embryos, it

embraces 3 genera, of which Msmenylon is the lype, and
about 155 species, natives of the tropics.

Memecylon (me-mes'i-lon), n, [NL. (Linnseus,

1767), < L. memecylon, < Gr. /u/iaticuTiov, /j.e/iaiKv7u)v,

IMjioiKoTiog, the fruit of the arbutus or straw-
berry-tree.] A genus of plants of the natural
ovA.eT:Melastomacece, andtype of the tribe Meme-
cylecB, characterized by having 8 anthers and a
l-ceUed ovary containing 1 seed. They are smooth
trees or shrubs with entii'e coriaceous leaves, and axillary
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clusters of small blue or white flowers. About 110 species
have been described, natives of Asia, Africa, tropical Aus-
tralia, and some of the islands in the Pacific.

memento (mf-men'to), «. [= F. memento, a re-

minder, < L. memento, remember, 2d pers. sing,

impv. of meminisse, remember; a redupl. perf.,

<.-\/men, think: see mind^. It should be noted
that memento is not connected with memory, re-

member, etc.] A hint, suggestion, notice, or

memorial to awaken memory; that which re-

minds ; a reminder of what is past or of what
is to come ; specifically, a souvenir.

He is but aman, and seasonable memevtoB may be useful
Bactm.

Brother of death daily haunts us with dying mementos.
Sir T. Browne, Urn-burial, v.

At length she found herself decay

;

Death sent 7nem£ntos every day.
Cotton, Fables, v.

These [paralytics] speak a loud Tnenwvto.
Cowper, Task, i. 482.

=Syn. Souvenir, etc. (see m&nwrial), remembrancer.

memento mori (me-men'to mo'ri). [L., re-

member to die, i. e. that thou must die ; usual-
ly translated, 'remember death': memento, 2d
pers. sing. impv. of meminisse, remember (see

memento); mori, die (see mort^, morfi).] A
decorative object, usually an ornament for the
person, containing emblems of death or of the
passing away of life : common in the sixteenth
century.

I make as good use of it as many a man doth of a
Death's-head or a memento mori.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 3. 35.

memina (me-mi'na), n. [Singalese.] 1. The
peesoreh, a deerlet of Ceylon, Tragulus memina.
Also memmna.—2. [cap.] [NL.] A genus of

such small deer, separated from Mosehus by
J. E. Gray.
Memnonian (mem-no'ni-an), a. [< L. Memno-
nius, < Gr. M.e/iv6vcoi, MEfii-dveiog, of Memnon, <

'Mifivav, L. Memnon, Memnon: see def.] Of,

pertaining to, or resembling Memnon, an Ori-

ental or Ethiopian hero in the Trojan war, slaiu

byAchilles. He was a solar hero, son of the Dawn
(Eos), or of Day (Hemera), symbolized as a youth of mar-
velous beauty and strength. The Greeks gave his name
to one of the colossi of Amenophis III. at Thebes in Egypt,
the vocal Memnon, and called one of the temples ti^ere

the Memnonium or temple of Memnon. See Memnonium.

Xerxes, the liberty of Greece to yoke,
From Susa, his Memnonian palace high.
Came to the sea. Milton, P. X., x. 808.

Memnonium (mem-no'ni-um), n.
;

pi. Memno-
nia (-a). [< Gr. Me/iv'dveiov, a temple of Mem-
non, neut. of Me/ivSveiog, of Memnon, < 'Uliiivav,

Memnon.] 1. A temple of Memnon. The name
was given by the Greeks to an ancient temple at Susa in
Persia, and also to the temple still so called at Thebes in
Egypt, properly the Uameseum or temple of Rameses 11.

See Memiwnian.

And thou hast walked about (how strange a story!)
In Thebes's streets three thousand years ago.
When the Menvnonium was in all its glory.

K. Smith, Address to the Mummy at Belzoni's Exhibition.

2. [l. c. or COB.] The ancient Greek name for the
settlement or suburb adjoining the cemetery of

an Egyptian city, consisting of extensive estab-

lishments for the mummification of the dead,
and of the dwellings of the numerous artisans
employed in these establishments and in the
various professions, arts, and trades connected
therewim. Also memnoneion.
Here stood, where the field of the colossi is now, the

Memnoneion.
C. 0. MilUer, Manual of Archseol. (trans.), § 218.

memoir (mem'wor or me'mor), re. [< F. mi-
moire, memoir, < L. memoria, memory: see
memory.] If. A note of something to be re-

membered ; a memorandum.
He desired a Memoifr of me, which I gave him, of what

I would have him search for in the King's Cabinet, and
promised me all the Satisfaction he could give me in that
Affair. IMer, Journey to Paris, p. 97.

There is not in any author a computation of the revenues
of the Koman empire, and hardly any TJiemoir*from whence
it might be collected. Arbuihnot, Ancient Coins.

2. A notice or an essay relating to something
within the writer's own memory or knowledge

;

a record of facts upon a subject personally
known or investigated; a concise account of

one's knowledge or information on any topic;

especially, a communication to a society con-
taining such information : as, the Memoirs of the
Academy of Sciences.— 3. pi. A narrative of

the facts or events of some phase of history or
in the life of a person, written from personal
knowledge or observation ; a history or narra-
tive dwelling chiefly upon points about which
the writer is specially informed, as an autobi-
ography ora continuous record of observations.

memorandum
Such narratives are generally limited to a special line of

facts or series of events, as Guizot's M4mimea pour servir

d VhMoire de liion temps, ' Memoirs to serve for the His-

tory of my lime.'

He told me he had studied the History of Books with

the utmost application 18 years, and had brought his

Memoirs into a good Method.
Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 100.

To write his own Memoirs, and leave his Heirs

High Schemes of Government, and Plans of Wars.
Prior, Carmen Seculars, st. 33.

4. In a restricted use, a biography; a memo-
rial volume or work containing notices of the

life and character of some one deceased, with
extracts from his (or her) correspondence, etc.

= S3m. 4. Biography, Memoir. Bee biography.

memoiret, n. A Middle English formiro memory.

m6moire (mar-mwor'), TO. [F.: see wemojr.] la.

diplomacy, same as memorandum, i.

memoirism (mem'wor-izm), re. [< memoir +
-ism.] The act or art of writing memoirs.

Reducing that same memffirism, of the eighteenth century
into history. Corij/fe, Misc., II. 242. {Damet.)

memoirist (mem'wor-ist), re. [< memoir + 4st.

Ct. memorist.] A writer of memoirs ; a biogra-

pher.
Sir William Temple, the lively, agreeable, and well-in-

formed essayist and merm/irist.
Orailc, Hist. Bng. lit., II. 135.

Carlo was beginning to swear "fit to raise the dead,"

writes the mjemmrUA, at the tardiness of the Norman pair.

G. W. Cable, Stories of Louisiana, ii,

memorabilia (mem^o-ra-bU'l-a), re.^J. [L.,

neut. pi. of memorabilis, worthy to be remem-
bered or noted: see memorable.] 1. Things
remarkable and worthy of remembrance or

record.
All the memorabilia of the wonderful childhood.

BushneU, Sermons on Living Subjects, p. 33.

2. Things that serve to recall something to

memory ; things associated with some person,

place, or thing that is held in remembrance.
memorability (mem'S-ra-bil'i-ti), n. [< mem-
orable : see -biUty.] Slemorableness. [Rare.]

Many events of local memovabHUy.
Southey, The Doctor, xlvii. (Davies.)

memorable (mem'o-ra-bl), a. and re. [=F.
memorable = Sp. memorable = Pg. memoravel =
It. memordbile, < L. memorabilis, worthy to be
remembered or noted, remarkable, < memorare,
bring to remembrance, mention: see memo-
rate.] I. a. 1. Worthy to be remembered; such
as to be remembered ; not to be forgotten ; nota-

ble ; remarkable : as, the memorable names of

history; memorable deeds; a memorable disas-

ter.

I passed through part of that forrest, which is called Fon-
taine Beleau forrest, which is very great and merrwrabk
for exceeding abundance of great massy stones.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 34 (sig. B).

Witness our too much memorable shame
When Creasy battle fatally was struck.

Shak., Hen. Y., ii. 4. 53.

Neither the praise of his wisedom or his vertue hath
left him merru/rable to posterity.

Milton, Prelatical Episcopacy.

On this memM'able day [that of the battle of the Boyne]
he was seen wherever the peril was greatest.

Macavlay, Hist. Eng., xvi

2t. Keeping in remembrance ; commemorative.
I wear it [the leek] for a memorable honour

;

For I am Welsh, you know, good countryman.
Shak., Hen. V., Iv. 7. 109.

=Syn. 1. Signal, extraordinary, famous.

Il.t n. An event worthy of being kept in

memory ; a noteworthy or remarkable thing.

He that will be throughly acquainted with the principall
antiquities and memorables of this famous citie, let him
reade a Latin Tract of one SymphorianuB Campegius.

Caryal, Crudities, I. 74.

To record the memM-dbles therein.

Fuller, Church Hist., X. vl 24.

memorableness (mem'o-ra-bl-nes), n. The
state or quality of being memorable.
memorably (mem'o-ra-bli), adv. In a manner
not to be forgotten; so as to be worthy of re-

membrance.
memorandf, a. [ME., = Sp. Pg. memoranda, <

L. mem^randus, to be remembered: see memo-
randum.] Memorable.

Are he were ded and shuld fro hem wende
A m.em/trand thyng to have yu mynde.

MS. Barl. 1701, t. 84. (HaUiwell.)

memorandum (mem-o-ran'dum), ». ;
pi. mem-

oranda (-da), less commonly memorandums
(-dumz). [= P. memorandum, < L. memoran-
dum, neut. of memorandum, to be remembered,
gerundive of memorare, bring to remembrance

:

see memorate.] 1. Something to be remem-
bered: used, originally as mere Latin, and usu-
ally abbreviated mem,, to introduce a note of

a thing to be done. Hence— 2. A note to



memorandnm
help the memory ; a record of something for fa-
tnre reference or consideration.
And over against UiiH memorandum (ol the King's own

handX "Otherwise satisfied."

Bacon, Hist Henry VIL, p. 212.

Stings, conscious stings, have made my heart their Butt,
Graving outrageous MemorandiLms there
01 those snakes tongnes wliich Aphrodisins shot
Into my heedless breast. J. Beaumont, Psyche, iL 147.

I have never seen any work from nature of Millet's that
was not meTnorandum^tSke in character, indicating by out-
line and shadow the principal contour.

The Century, YYYVTTT 97.

Specifically—3. In law, a writing in which
the terms of a transaction or some part of them
are embodied. The statute of frauds requires a note
or memorandum in writing to make a vahd sale in certain
cases ; and under this statute a letter may be a sufficient
memorandum. The term is often used in the caption
memoranduTn of agreement, with which formal contracts
are begun.

4. In diplomacy, a summary of the state of a
question, or a justification of a decision agreed
on. Also (as French) menwire Memorandum
articles, in marine insumnee, things referred to in the
memorandum clause annexed to some policies, exemi>t-
ing the insurers from liabihty for the articles therein
specified.

—

Memorandum checli, a bank check with
"memorandnm " or "mem." on the face of it. The legal
effects of such an addition to the face of a check are that
the drawer is liable upon it< absolutely to the one to whom
he gives it, and will not be exonerated by delay or omis-
siou to present it at the bank ; and, on the other hand, it

is not, like an ordinaiy check, a representation that the
drawer has anyfunds in the bank. But the bank may pay
it like any other check if presented. The object of a
memorandum check is to serve as a formal due bill, usu-
ally with an understanding between the parties as to the
desired delay in presentation for the convenience of the
drawer, or that it shall never be presented at the bank,
but to the drawer at a future time.

—

Memorandum Of
association, in Eng. law, a document signed by share-

holders, stating the name, object, etc., of a joint-stock

company, upon the registration of which the company has
a legal existence. It corresponds to the articles qf associ-

aHon in the American law of corporations Memoran-
dum sale, the sending of goods by an intending seller to
a proposiug buyer, subject to tile approval of the latter,

the tiUe remaining in tiie seller untU the buyer indicates
his approval or acceptance of the goods. R. Miller, Law
of Conditional Sales.—Syii. 2. Souvenir, MemeiUo, etc.

See memorial.

memorandum-book (mem-o-ran'dum-buk), «.

A book in which memoranda are written; a
note-book.

With rrumjOrandwm-lyoolc for every town.
Cowper, Prog, of Err., 1. 373.

memorandumer (mem-o-ran'dum-er), n. One
who makes memoranda; one who is given to

taking notes or jotting down casnal observa-
tions. [Bare.]

I feel sorry to be named or remembered by that bio-

graphical anecdotical memorandunvmer [Boswell] till his
book of poor Dr. Johnson's life is finished and published.

Madame TfArUay, Diaiy, m. 335. {flames.)

memoratef (mem'6-rat), V. t. [< L. memoratus,

pp. of memorare (>lt. memorare= Sp. Pg. memo-
rar= OF. membrer, menhrer, F. memorer), bring
to remembrance, mention, recount, < memor,
remembering: see memory. Cf. commemorate
and remember.'] To mention for remembrance

;

commemorate.
memorative (mem'o-ra-tiv), a. [= F. memora-
tif =z Sp. Pg. It. menioraUvo; as memorate +
-i»e.] 1. Of or pertaining to memory: as, the
memoraUve faculty or power.— 2. Preserving
or recalling the memory of something ; aiding
the memory. [Archaic and rare.]

The mind doth secretly frame to itselfe memorative
heads, whereby it recalls easily the same conceits.

Bp. Hall, Holy Observations, No. 87.

Verbal weather to me most memorative.
Carlyle, in Froude.

memoria (me-mo'ri-a), n.; pi. memorice (-e).

[ML., < L. TOcmoria,"memory: see memory.']

1. A shrine or reliquary containing relics of

some martyr or martyrs. In primitive times it

was customary to carry the memoria in reli-

gious processions.— 2. A church or chapel
built in memory of a martyr or confessor, often

over his tomb. Cafh. Diet.

memorial (me-mo'ri-al), a. and n. [< ME. me-
morial, < OF.' memorial, F. memorial = Sp. Pg.
memorial = It. memorials, < L. memoriaUs, of or

belonging to memory or remembrance, < me-
moria, memory: see memory.'] I. a. 1. Pre-

servative of memory; serving for commemo-
ration: as, a memorial tsjhletj a memm-ial vfin-

dow in a church.
Thou Polymnya,

On Pamass that with thy sustres glade, . . .

Syngestwith vols memorial in the shade.

Chaucer, Anelida and Arcite, L 18.

Last o'er the urn the sacred earth they spread.

And raised the tomb, memorial of the dead.
Pope, Iliad, xxiv. 1008.
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Where still the thorn's white branches wave,
Memorial o'er his rival's grave.

Scott, L. of L. II., iv. 34.

2. Contained in one's memory; withinthe mem-
ory of man: opposed to immemaria?. [Bare.]

The case is with the memorial possessions of the great-
est part of mankind : a few useful things mixed withmany
trifles flU up their memories. Watts.

Memorial cross. See crosst, 2.

—

Memorial day a day
observed in memory of sometliing ; specifically, in the
United States, same as DeeoraHon day (which see, under
(fecorottbn).—Memorial stone ortablet, a stone or tab-
let set up, or placed on or in a wall, to commemorate some
person or event.

II. H. 1. That which preserves thememory of
something; anything designed or adapted to
serve as a reminder of a person, an event, or a
fact or facts of any kind belonging to past time,
as a record, a monument, an inscription, a cus-
tom, a periodical observance, etc. : as, the "Me-
morial of St. Helena," a book by Las Cases; the
Martyrs' Memorial at Oxford.
These stones shall be for a jnemorial unto the chUdren

of Israel for ever. Josh. iv. 7.

Memorials are history unfinished, or the first or rough
draughts of history.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 126.

There is a memorial forthe dead, as well in givingthanks
to God for them as in praying for them.

J. Bradford, Works (Parker Soc, 1853), IL 291.

He lingered, poring on metnorials
Of the world's youth. Shelley, Alastor.

Nations whose memorials go back to the highest anti-
quity. J. MUne, in Faiths of the World.

2. Inlaw: (a) A short note or abstract, intended
for registry, exhibitingthe particulars of a deed,
etc. (6) In Scots law, a statement of facts bear-
ing upon a partietdar point, doubtful or dis-
puted, in order to obtain counsel's opinion upon
that point; a, statement of facts or points in
dispute for the use or advice of counsel ; a brief.—3. A written representation of facts made to
a legislative or other body as the ground of a
petition, or a representation of facts accom-
panied with a petition.—4. In diplomacy, one of

a class of informal state papers much used in
negotiations, embracing such documents as cir-

culars sent to foreign agents, answers to the
communications of ambassadors, and notes to
foreign cabinets and ambassadors.— 5t. Mem-
ory ; remembrance ; that which is remembered
(about a person or thing).

Their meTnorial is perished with them. Ps. Ix. 6.

Precious is the memorial of the just. Evelyn.

6i. Eccles. See commemoration, 2 (6).=syn. 1.
Memorial, Monument, Memento, Souvenir, and Memoran-
duTn agree in meaning that which puts one in mind or
helps one to remember; all but memorandum are espe-

ciallymeans ofkeeping a revered orendeared person, place,
etc., in memory. A memorandum is simply a note made
in order to prevent the forgetting of someUung important,
especially something which might easily slip from the
mind Memento tmd souvenir di&ervery ^igh^y, souvenir

being a somewhat more elevated word: we give a book
or a lock of hair as a memento ; we prize a faded flower as

a souvenir of a visit to Mount Vernon with friends now
separated from us. Menwrial and monument are some-
times the same : as, the Martyrs* Memorial at Oxford is

essentially a monument. A monument is often a single

shaft or column, as the Washington monument; a memo-
rial may be a commemorative structure, an iUuminated
window, a book, etc.

A memorial is the more affectionate ; monument, the
more Wdatory.

C. J. Snalh, Synonyms Discriminated, p. 565.

memorialise, v. t. See memorialize.

memorialist (me-mo'ri-al-ist), H. [= F. memo-
rialiste = Sp. It. memofialista ; as memorial +
-is*.] 1. One who writes a memorial or memo-
rials.

They would have the commemoration of their actions

be transmitted by the purest and most untainted memori-
alists. Steele, Spectator, No. 188.

2. One who presents a memorial to a legislative

or any other body, or to a person.

memorialize (mf-mo'ri-al-iz), v. t.; pret. and
pp. memorialised, -ppe. memorializing. [< memo-
rial + -ize.] 1 . To present a memorial to

;
pe-

tition by memorial.

The Senate of Massachusetts refused to memorialise

Congress for a female suffrage amendment to the Federal

Constitution. The American, VI. 173.

2. To commemorate.
This latter work [the Annunciation] was executed for

Bernardo Cavalcanti, one of the three commissioners who
represented the Kepublic on the entrance of the Floren-

tine army into Pisa, which event it was intended to me-
morialize. C. C. Perkins, Italian Sculpture, p. 94.

Also spelled memorialise.^

memorial-stone (mf-mo'ri-al-ston), n. Same
as comer-stone, 1.

memoria teclmica(me-m6'ri-a tek'ni-ka). [L.:

see memory and technic.'] Literally, technical

memory
memory; artificial memory; a method of as-
sisting the memory by certain contrivances;
mnemonics.
memorious (me-mo'ri-us), a. [= OF. memo-
rieux= Sp. Pg.lt. memorioso, < LL. memoriosu.'<,
that has a good memory, < L. memoria, mem-
ory : see memory.'] If. That has a good mem-
ory. Bailey, 1731.— 2. Worthy to be remem-
bered.— 3. Invested with memories.

Shaggy Clntra . . with its memorious convent and its

Moorish castle. R. F. Burton, Gold Coast, 1. 19.

memoristt (mem'o-rist), n. [= Pg. memorista,
mimorista; as memory + -ist. Cf. memoirist.]
1. One who remembers or brings to memory; a
remembrancer.

Conscience, the punctual memorist within us.
Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., 1. 21.

2. One who has a retentive memory.
memoriter (me-mor'i-t6r), ailv. [L., by mem-
ory, by heart, i memor, remembering: see mem-
ory.] Prom memory ; by heart : as, to recite a
poem memoriter.

memorizable (mem'o-ri-za-bl), a. [< memo-rise
-I- -able.] Capable of being memorized, or
committed to memory.
And does not permit any good memorizcible series. .

The American, Tin. 396.

memoidzation (mem'o-ri-za'shon), n. [< mem-
orize + -aHon.] The act of memorizing, or of
committing to memory.
In Baden the . . . memorization of Latin words is dis-

approved of. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVL 426.

memorize (mem'o-riz), v.t.; pret. and pp. mem-
orized, ppr. memorizing. [< memor-y + -ize.]

1. To cause to be remembered; make memo-
rable

;
perpetuate the memory of, as by writ-

ing or inscription.

In vain I thinke, right honourable Lord,
By this rude rime to memorize thy name.

Spenser, To Lord of Bnckhnrst, Verses prefixed to F. Q.

Except they meant to bathe in reeking wounds.
Or memorize another Golgotha.

Shak., Macbeth, i. 2. 40.

2. To keep in memory; hold in lasting remem-
brance ; have always in mind.

From her
Will fall some blessing to this land, which shall
In it be memorized. Shak., Hen. VIII., ill. 2. 52.

And would but Tnemorize the shining half
Of his large nature that was turned to me.

Lowell, Agassiz, L 4.

3. To commit to memory; learn by heart.

memorizer (mem'o-ri-zer), n. One who com-
mits to memory.
The examination system of England compels men to

cram— to become mere m^Tnorizers of facts.

Science, YTTT 309.

memory (mem'o-ri), ». ; -gV. memories {-liz). [<
ME. memorie, also memoire, < OF. memorie, me-
moire, memore, F. m^oire= Sp. Pg. It. memoria,
< L. memoria, the faculty of remembering, re-

membrance, memory, a historical account, <

memor, mindful, remembering; cf. Or. fitpfupoQ,

anxious, /lipi/iva, care, thought, Skt. \/ smar,
remember. From L. memor are also ult. E.

memorial, memorate, commemorate, remember,
etc.] 1. The mental capacity of retaining
unconscious traces of conscious impressions or

states, and of recalling these traces to con-
sciousness with the attendant perception that
they (or their objects) have a certain relation

to the past ; in a narrower sense, the power of

such retention alone, the power or act of recall-

ing being termed recollection. The application of

the term is often extended, with more or less of figurative-

ness, to analogous physical processes.

The power to revive again in our minds those ideas

which after imprinting have disappeared, or have been as

it were laid aside out of sight, ... is memory.
Locke, Human Understanding, n. a. 2.

In memory there is necessarily some contrast of past and
present, in retentiveness nothing but the persistence of

the old. J. Ward, Encyc Brit., XX. 47.

Every organ— indeed, every area and every element

—

of the nervous system has its own memory.
G. T. Laid, PhysioL Psychology, p. 653.

2. The fact of retaining such mental impres-

sions; remembrance; mental hold on the past;

retrospect ; recollection.

Hyr throte, as I have now memoyre,
Semed a round towre of yvoyre.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 945.

Who so trusteth to thl mercy
Is endeles in thi memorie.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Fumlvall), p. 252.

And whan the kynge was come a-gein in to his memorie,
he aroos and wente tio cherche and was shriven-

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), lit 416.



memory
I'll note you in my book of memory.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., ii. 4. 101.

A thousand fantasies
Begin to throng into my memory.

Milton, Comus, 1. 206.

Writing by inemery only, as I do at present, I would
gladly keep within my depth.

Swift, Improving the English Tongue.

Men once world-noised, now mere Ossian forms
Of misty memary. Lowell, Agassiz, iv. 1.

3. Length of time included in the conscious
ex.perieiice or observation of an individual, a
community, or any succession of persons; the
period of time during which the acquisition of
knowledge is possible.

How tlist tulB world and face of things began,
And what before thy m&mory was done.

MUton, P. L., vii. 637.

The Gild of Stratford-upon-Avon, . . . whose begin-
ning was from time whereunto the memory of man run-
neth not. Englieh OUdx (E. E. T. S.), Int., p. xxiii.

4. The state of being remembered; continued
presence in the minds or thoughts of men; re-
tained or perpetuated knowledge; posterior
note or reputation: as, to celebrate the memory
of a great event.
The memorj/ of the just is blessed. Prov. x. 7.

Use tlie memory of thy predecessor fairly and tenderly.
Bacon, Great Place.

Lest, far dispersed
In foreign lands, their mxmAity be lost.

Milion, P. L., xil. 46.

5. That which is remembered; anything fixed
in or recalled to the mind ; a mental impression

;

a reminiscence : as, pleasant memories of travel.

Yet experience is no more than a masse of memmiet as-
sembled, that is, such trials as man hath made in time be-
fore. PutJtenko/m, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 31.

Well, let the memory of her fleet into air.

B. Jomon, Cynthia's Revels, i. 1.

I ilnd no place that does not breathe
Some gracious memory of my friend.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, c.

The Edmund Burkewe are all agreed In regarding as one
of the proudest Tnemories of the House of Commons was
an Irishman. Contemporary Rev., L. 28.

6. That which brings to mind; a memento or
memorial; a remembrancer.
They went and fet out the brasen serpent, which Moses

commanded to be kept in the ark foram^emory, and offered
before it.

Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc, 1850), p. 67.

O my sweet master ! O you memory
Of old Sir Rowland

!

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 3. 3.

7. Commemoration; perpetuation of the know-
ledge of anything ; a recalling to mind : as, a
monument erected in memory of a person.— Sf.
An act or ceremony of remembrance ; a service
for the dead: same as commemoration, 2 (6).

Their Diriges. their Trentals, and their shrifts.

Their memories, their singings, and their gifts.

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 464.

And I am told that there are women of title who boldly
demand Tnemories to be celebrated when there are no com-
municants: and that there are mass priests who celebrate
memories in the very time and place that the ordinary min-
isters are celebrating the Communion.
Sucer, quoted in R. W. Dixon's Hist. Church of Eng., xviii.

Legal memory, in Eng. law, the period since the begin-
ning of the reign of Richard I.-— Sound and disposing
mind and memory, the phrase usual in statutes pre-
scribing what persons may make wills, and generally con-
strued to imply ability to collect and hold in mind the par-
ticulars both of the estate to be disposed of and of the
persons standing in such a relation as to have just expec-
tations.

—

To commit to memory. See commit.— To
draw to memoryt, to put on record.

A noble storie.

And worthy for to drawen to momorie.
Chaucer, Prol. to Miller's Tale, 1. 4.

= Syn. 1-4. Memory, Recollection, BemembraTice, Remi-
niseence. Memory is the general word for the faculty or ca-
pacity itself; recoUecHtm and remembrance are different
Idnds of exercise of the faculty; reminiscenee, also, is used
for the exercise of the faculty, but less commonly, and then
it stands for the least energetic use of it, the matter seem-
ing rather to be suggested to the mind. The correctness
of the use of memory for that which is remembered has
been disputed. The others are freely used for that which
is remembered. In either sense, recollection implies more
effort, more detail, and more union of objects m wholes,
than rememlfrance. Reminiscence is used chiefly of past
events, rarely of thoughts, words, or scenes, wliile recollec-

tion is peculiarly appropriate for the act of recalling men-
tal operations. &ee remember.

Memphian (mem'fl-an), a. [< Memphis + -an.']

Same as Memphite.
Busiris and his Memphian chivalry. Milton, P. L. 1 307.

MempMte (mem'fit), n. and a. [< L. Memr
phites, < Gr. Me/i^irvs, < Mepuptg, < Egypt. Menf,
Memphis, an ancient capital of Egypt.] I. n.

A native or an inhabitant of ancient Memphis
in Egypt.

II. a. Of or pertaining to ancient Memphis
or to its inhabitants or dialect ; Memphian : as,

the Memphite kingdom.
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Memphitic (mem-flt'ik), a. [< L. MemphiUcus,
of Memphis or Egypt, < Memphites, Memphite

:

see Memphite.} Same as Memphite.

The MemmMHc and Theban versions of the New Testa-

ment. The Academy, March 17, 1888, p. 193.

mem-sahib (mem'sa^ib), n. [Hind., < m&m, a
form of E. ma'am, madam, + sahib, master, esp.

applied to a European gentleman: see sahih.']

In India, a European lady; the mistress of a
household: so called by native servants.

A great assemblage of Sahibs and Mem-sahibs had been
held at Mi. B 's in order to eat and drink wine, and
dance together. FT. H. Russell, Diary in India, II. 149.

men (men), n. 1. Plural of man.— 2t. A Mid-
dle English variant of man in indefinite use.

menaccanite, menaccanitlc. See menacha-
nite, menachanitic.

menace (men'as), n. [< ME. menace, manace,
manas, < OP. nienaee, menache, manache, F. me-
nace= Pr. menassa, menaza = OSp. menaza (Sp.

a-menaza

=

Pg. a-meaga, a-meago) = It. minaceia,

minacdo, threat, menace, < L. minacice, pi.,

threats, < minax, threatening, projecting, <

mince, things projecting, hence threats, men-
aces, < minere, put out, project, whence also ult.

B. eminent, imminent,prominent, etc., and mine'^,

mien, etc.] A threat or threatening; the dec-
laration or indication of a hostile intention, or

of a probable evil to come.
The Trojans view the dusty cloud from far.

And the dark mermce of the distant war.
Sryden, .Xneid, tx. 37.

Ko sound could have grated more unpleasantly on the
pontifical ear than the memtce of a general council.

Prescott, Eerd. and Isa., i. 6.

Immensely strong, and able to draw in supplies con-
stantly from the sea, Acre was a standing menace to the
Eastern world. Stubhs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 181.

= Syn. See the verb.

menace (men'as), v.; pret. and pp. menuced, ppr.

menacing. [< ME. menacen, manacen, manasen,
< OF. menacer, P. menacer (= Sp. a-menaza/r =
Pg. a-meagar = It. minacdare), threaten, < me-
nace, a threat: see mewoce, ».] I. trans. 1. To
threaten ; hold out a threat against ; express a
hostile intention toward, or indicate danger to

:

followed by with before, the threatened evil

when expressed : as, the storm menaced the ship
with destruction.

Whan thei wille Tnanaoen ony man, thanne thei seyn,
God knowethe wel that I schalle do the sache a thing,
and tellethe his Manace. MandemUe, Travels, p. 231.

When Vortiger harde their mana«ynge, he was wroth
and angry, and seide yef they spake eny more ther-of he
sholde do the same with hem. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 26.

Thou art menaced by a thousand spears.
Cowper, Elegies, iv. (trans.).

2. To hold out threats of ; indicate ihe danger
or risk of.

"Be menaced
Revenge upon the cardinal.

Shak., Hen. VIII., i. 2. 187.

As to the vnbeleeuers and erroneous, it menaceth truly
the greatest euill to come. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 251.

Thus the singular misunderstanding which menaced an
open rupture at one time was happily adjusted.

Prescott, Eerd. and Isa., i. 19.

=Syn. Menace, Threaten. Threaten is of very general
application, in both great and little things: as, to be
threatened y/ith a cold; a threatenir^ cloud; to threaten
an attack along the whole line. Threaten is used with
infinitives, especially of action, but menace is not: as, to
threaten to come, to punish. Menace belongs to dignified
style and matters of moment.

II. intrans. To be threatening; indicate dan-
ger or coming harm ; threaten.
* He that oft manaeeth, he that threteth more than he
may performe ful oft time. Cho/ueer, Parson's Tale.

Who ever knew the heavens menace so ?

Shak., J. C, L 3. 44.

menacement (men'as-ment), n. [< OF. menace-
ment; as menace + -ment.'] Threat ; menace.

It may be observed that wrongful menacement is in-
cluded as well in simple injurious restrainment as in sim-
ple injurious compulsion.
Bentham, Introd. to Morals and Legislation, xvi. 33, note.

menacer (men'as-6r), «. One who menaces or
threatens.

Hence, menacer! nor tempt me into rage

;

This roof protects thy rashness. Philips.

menachanite, menaccanite (me-nak'an-it), n.

[< Menaehan or Menaccan, in Cornwall, Eng-
land, + -iie2.] Titanic iron ore: same as il-

menachanitic, menaccanitic (mf-nak-a-nit'-
ik), a. [< menachanite, menaccanite, -1-' -jc]
Pertaining to or resembling menachanite.
menacing^ (men'a-sing-U), odA). [< menacing
+ -ly^.] In a menacing or threatening man-
ner.

menad, menadic. See mcenad, mwnadic.

mend
menage^ (me-nazh'), n. [< p. manage, OF. mes-
nage, a household, family,< ML. mansionaticum,
a household, < L. mansio\n-), a dwelling, house

:

see mansion, axxA at. meiny.i 1. A household;
the company of persons living together in a
house.

Then she tried keeping house with a female friend ; then
the double mAnage began to quarrel and get into debt.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, Ixiv.

2. Housekeeping; household management.

—

3 (me-naj'). A kind of club or friendly soci-

ety common among the poorer of the working
classes of Scotland and the north of England.— 4t. A menagerie.
menage^t, ». and v. An obsolete variant of

manage.
menagerie (me-naj 'e-ri, me-nazh'e-ri), n.

[Formerly also menag'ery; = It. menageria, < F.
menagerie, a menagerie, < minage, a household,
family: see menage^.'] 1. A yard or inclosure
in which wild animals are kept.

I can look at him [a national tiger] with an easy curios-

ity, as prisoner within bars, in the menagerie of the tower.
Burke, A Regicide Peace, i.

2. A collection of wild animals; specifically, a

coUeetion of wild animals kept for exhibition.

menagogue (men'a-gog), n. [< Gr. fii/v, a month
(> /ir/viala, menses), + ayuyoc, leading, < ayctv,

lead. Cf . emmenagogue.'] A medicine that pro-

motes the menstrual flux.

menaion (me-ni'on), n.
;
pi. menaia (-a). [< LGr.

/irjvalov, < Gr. fi^v, a month : see mon'ih.] In the

Gr. Ch., any one of the twelve volumes, each
volume answering to one month, which together
contain a methodical digest of all the ofSces to

be read in commemoration of the church saints.

A full set of the menaia constitutes the complete
Greek breviary.

menaltyt (men'al-ti), n. [See mesnality.] The
middle class of people.

Which was called the evyll parliamente for the nobUitie,

the worse for the vnenaltie, but worste of all for the com-
monaltie. Hall's Union (1648). (HalKwett.)

mend (mend), V. [< ME. menden, by apheresis
for amenden, amend: see amend.] I. trans. 1.

To repair, as something broken, defaced, de-

ranged, or worn ; make whole or fit for use ; re-

store to a sound or serviceable condition : as, to

mend shoes or clothes, a wall or a road.

He saw other two brethren . . . in a shipwithZebedee
their father, mending their nets. Mat. iv. 21.

Mend up the ilre to me, brother,
Mend up the fire to me.

Lady Maisry (Child's EaUads, II. 85).

2. To correct or reform; make or set right;

bring to a proper state or condition : as, to mend
one's ways, health, or fortune; that will not
mend the matter.

It schal neuere greue a good man though the gilti be
meendid. Bailees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. ^1.

The gods preserve yon, and mend you

!

Beau, and Ft., King and No King, iii. 3.

To make the People fittest to chuse, and the choten fit-

test to govern, will be to mend our corrupt and faulty
Education. Milton, Eree Commonwealth.

3. To improve; make better in any way; help,

further, better, advance in value or considera-
tion, etc.

Who never mended his pace no more
Nor [than if] he had done no ill.

RoKn Hood and the Beggar (Child's Ballads, V. 196).

Tacitus observeth how rarely raising of the fortune
mendeth the disposition.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 291.

He [Christ] came to restore them who were delighted in

their ruins, and thought themselves too good to be mended.
StUlingJleet, Sermons, I. vL

My uncle, who is extremely mended by soap and the
hopes of a peerage, is come up. Walpdle, Letters, II. 136.

4. To improve upon ; add to ; surpass or out-

do: as, to mend one's shot (that is, to make a
better one).

I'll mend the marriage wi' ten thousand crowns.
Lord Saltan and Auchanaehie (Child's Ballads, II. 169).

Over and beside
Siguier Baptista's liberality,

I'll mend it with a largess.

Shak.,T. of theS., 1. 2. 161.

To mend one's meal, to take something more. [North.

EnK.]=Syil. 1-3. Amend, Improm, Better, eUi. Beeamend.

II. intrans. To grow or do better; improve;
act or behave better.

What think you of this fool, Malvolio? Doth he not
mend! 5Aa*., T. N., i. 6. 80.

I hope the Times will mend. Howell, Letters, ii. 48.

But fare you wed, Auld Nickie-hen

;

Oh wad ye tak' a thought and 7n«n' /

Bums, Address to the De'il

On the mending hand. See hand.



mend
mend (mend), n. [< mend, v. Cf. mends.'] Amend-
ment; improvement; course of improvement

;

way to recovery : as, to be on the mend (said es-
pecially of a person recovering from illness).
mendable (men'da-bl), a. [< mend + -able. Cf

.

amendable.'] Capable of being mended.
The fooBdations and frame being good or mendabU by

the Architectors now at worke, there is good hope, when
peace is settled, people sludl dwell more wind-tight and
water-tight than formerly. JT. Ward, Sunple Cobler, p. 36.

mendadons (men-da'shus), a. [= It. mendace,
< L. mendax {mendaci-), lying, false, akin to
mentiri, lie, conifientum, a device, a falsehood,
comminisci, devise, invent, design: see com-
ment^, eomtnent^.'] 1. Given to lying; speak-
ing falsely ; falsifying.

finally these mendaciovs rogues circnlated a report.
Hawthorne^ Blithedale Bomance, viii.

2. Having the character of a lie ; false ; untrue

:

as, a mendacious report; mendacious legends.

mendacionsly (men-da'shus-li), adv. [< meit-

dacioug + -Ji/2.] In a false or lying manner;
antruly; dishonestly.

mendacionsness (men-da'shus-nes), n. The
quality of being mendacious ; a propensity to
lie; the practice of lying; mendacity.
mendacity (men-das'i-ti), H.; pi. mend^icities

(-tiz). [' LJj. menddoita{t-)s, falsehood, < Ii.

mendax {mendaci-), lying, false: see menda-
cious.'] 1. The quality of being mendacious;
a disposition to lie or deceive; habitual lying.

And that we shall not deny, if we call to mind the men-
dacity of Greece, from whom we have received most re-

lations. Sir T. Browne, Vnlg. Err., i. 6.

2. A falsehood; a lie.

NowEve, npon the question of the serpent, returned the
precept in different terms :

"You shall not eat of it, neither
shall yon toach it, lest perhaps you dye." In which de-
livery there were no less than two mistakes, or rather ad-
ditional mendacities : forthecommandment forbad not the
touch of the fmit ; and positively said, ye shall surely dye.

Sir T. Browne, Vnlg. Err., i. 1.

Mendsan, Mendsism, Same as Mandcean,
Mandmsm.
Mendaite (men'da-it), ». Same as Mandcean.
mender (men'der), n. One who or that which
mends or repairs.

A trade, sir, thal^ 1 hope, 1 may use with a safe con-
science; which is, indeed, sir. a mender of bad soles.

S?iak., J. C, L 1. 15.

mendiantf, ». [< OP. mendiant, a beggar, <

li. mendican{t-)s,}ieggiiig: see mendicant. Cf.

mauncP.] A Middle English variant of mendi-
cant.

mendicancy (men'di-kan-si), H. [< mendi-
can{t) + -ey.'] The condition of heing a men-
dicant; the state of beggary, or the act of beg-
ging-

It was often necessary for them to spend a part of every
summer in vagrant mendicancy.

Ledcy, Eng. in 18th Cent., zvi

mendicant (men'di-kant), a. and ». [<OP.
mendiant, P. mendiant'= Sp. Pg. It. mendicante,

< L. mendican{t-)s, ppr. of mendicare, mendicari,

beg: see mendicate. Cf. mendiant, mendinant.]

I. a. 1. Begging; reduced to a condition of
beggary.— 2. Practising be^fary; living by
alms or doles : as, a mendicant friar. See friar.

Fields of maize, . . . forming
Cloisters for mendicant crows.

Lon^ellow, Evangeline il 4.

Hendicant orders, those religious orderswhich original-

ly depended for sapport on the alms they received. The
principal mendicant orders are the Franciscfuis, the Do-
minicans, the Carmelites, and the Angnatinians. Also
called begging fricars.

H. n. A beggar; one who lives by asking
alms ; especially, a member of a begging order
or fraternity ; a begging friar.

Next . . . are certaine Mendicants, which line of Bice
and Barley, which any man at the first asking giueth them.

Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 454.

And, but for that, whatever he may vaunt,
Who now 's a monk had bedn'a mendicant

Bp. Hall, Satires, v. 1.

She from her store of meal
Takes one unsparing handful for the scrip
Of this old Mendicant.

Wordsusorth, Old Cumberland Beggar.

All the Buddhist priests are mendicants.
J. F. Ctarke, Ten Great Beligions, iv. 1.

mendicatef (men'di-kat), V. i. [<Li. mendicatus,

pp. of mendicare, mendicari ( > It. mendicare

=

Pr.

Sp. Pg. mendigarz=F. mendier, > E. obs. maund^,

q. v.), beg, < meruUcus, poor, needy, beggarly;

as a noim, a beggar; ulterior origin unknown.]
To beg or practise begging.

mendicationt (men-di-ka'shon), «. [< mendi-

cate + -ion.] The act or habitual practice of

beg^P
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Two grave and punctual autboia . . . omit the history

of his [Eeliaarins's] menduxMon.
Sir T. Brovme, Vnlg. Err., viL 17.

mendidencet, "• [ME., equiv. to *mendicance :

see mendicancy.] Mendicancy.
There hath ben great discord . . .

Upon the estate of mendidence.
Rom. qf the Rose.

mendicity (men-dis'i-ti), n. [< ME. mendicitee,

< OF. mendidte, P. mendicity = Sp. mendicidad
= Pg. mendicidade = It. mendidta, < L. mendi-
ctto(t-)s, beggary, pauperism, < mendicm, beg-
garly: see mendicate.] 1. The state or condi-
tion of a beggar; beggarliness.

For richesse and mendicitees
Ben cleped two extremytees.

Rom. qftJteRose, L 6625.

In the case of professional authors, mendicity often trails

mendacity along with it. WJiif^, Ess. and Bev., I. 38.

2. The practice of beting; beggary; mendi-
cancy.

men^nantt, n. [ME., < OF. mendinant, ppr. of
mendiner, me7idiener, beg, < mendien, mandien,
mendiant, mendicant, begging: see mendiant,
viendicant,] A mendicant or begging friar.

Therfore we mendynantz, we sely freres,
Ben wedded to poverte and continence.

Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, L 198.

mending (men'ding), n. [Verbal n. of mend,
v.] 1. A yam composed of cotton and wool,
and prepared for darning the so-called merino
stockings made on the stocking-loom: used
chiefly in the plural.— 2. Articles collectively
that require to be mended.
mendipite (men' di -pit), «. [< Mendip (see
def.) + -ite^.] A rare oxychlorid of lead, usu-
ally occurring in fibrous or columnar radiated
masses, also crystallized, of a white color and
pearly luster. It is found in the Mendip hiUs,
Somerset, England,
mendmentt (mend'ment), /I. [< ME. mend-
inent; by apheresis from amendment.] 1.

Amendment.
Such a grace was hir lent
That she come to mendment.

MS. Cantab. Ff. v. 48, f. 43. (BattiweU.)

By that mendment nothing else he meant
But to be king, to that mark he was bent.

Mir. for Mags., p. 365.

2. Fertilizing; manuring. [Prov. Eng.]
This writer's flood shall be for their mendment or fer-

filily, not for their utter vastation and ruin.

Bp. Qauden, Hieraspistes (1663), Bret (LaOiam.)

mendozite (men-do'zSt), n. [< Mendoza (see

def.) + -ite^.] In mineral., soda alum, occur-
ring in white fibrous masses near Mendoza,
Argentine Republic,
mends (mendi), n. jal. [By apheresis from
amends.] Amends; requital; remedy. [Now
chiefly prov. Eng.]

All wrongs have mendes, but no amendes of shame.
Spenser, F. Q., n. i. 20.

If she be fair, 'tis the better for her : an she be not, she
has the mends in her own hands.

Shot., T. andC, i. 1. 68.

meneH,"-, «•. anda. A Middle EngUsh form of

mean\ mean^, etc.

mene^, n. A Middle English form of meiny.

mene^ (me'ne). A Chaldaic word, signifying
' numhered.'
And this is the writing that was written. Mens, Mene,

Tekel, TJPHARSDf. This is the interpretation of the
thing : MENE ; God hath numbered thy kingdom, and fin-

ished it. Dan. v. 25, 26.

Mene* (me'ne), «. [NL., < Gr. /i^, the moon:
see moon.] A genus of acanthopterygian fishes

whose species have silvery hues like moonlight,

typical of the family Menidte. LacepMe, 1803.

menegbinite (men-e-ge'nit), 71. [After Prof.

Meneghini (1811-89), a mineralogist, of Pisa
University.] A sulphid of antimony and lead

having a lead-gray color and bright metallic

luster, occurring in orthorhombie crystals, also

in massive forms with fihrous structure.

menepemonrf, «. Same as mainpernor.

menevairf, n. See miniver.

men-folks (men'foks), «. pi. The men of a
household or community collectively. [Col-

loq.]

Is it because they are the bnrden-carners of the com-
muDity, carrying in the creels strapped on to their hacks
loads that the m«n-/ott» would scarcely lift from the

ground ? Harper's Mag., LL 182.

mengf, menget, ^- Obsolete forms of ming\

mengcomt, «• See mangcom.
mengite (men'jit), «. [After Menge, the dis-

coverer,] A black mineral occurrmg in small

crystals in granite veins in the Hmen moun-

menialty

tains, Urals. Its exact nature is doubtful; it

may be identical with columbite.
menglef, v, and h . An obsolete form of mvigle.

menbaden (men-ha'dn), n. [Also manhaden;
a corruption of Narragansett Indian mummw-
hatteaug (Boger WilHams), lit. * fertilizer/ a
name applaed to the menhaden, herring, and ale-
wife, all being used by the Indians for manuring
their eom-fields.] A clupeoid fish, Brevoortia
tyranniiS* it has the appearance of a shad, but is still

more compressed, has a lai^e bead, and the scales are
closely imbricated, leaving a high narrow surface exposed,
while theirposterior margins are pectinated. Thejaws and
moutli are toothless, and there is a deep median emai^lna-
tion of the upper jaw. The intestinal canal is very long,
and the chieS food is obtained from mud taken into the
stomach. Itis one of the most important economic fishes
of the eastern coast of the United States ; it ranges from
25' to 45° north latitude, and in the summer occurs in the
coast-waters of all the Atlantic States from Maine to Flor-
ida, but in winter only south of Cape Hatteras. It is the
most abundant fish on the eastern coast of the United
States. Formerly it was used almost solely for manure,
but large quantities are now converted into oil, and many
are canned in oil, tobe sold as

'
' sardines," like the European

fishes so named. It attains alength of from 12 to 16 inch-
es, is blui^ above with silveiy or brassy sides, the fins usu-
ally tinged yellowish or greenish, and has a dark scapu-
lar blotch, often with smaller spots behind it. It varies
a good deal in details of form and color with age, and to
some extent with season and locality. This fish has at
least 30 di£Eerent popular names in the United States, the
leading ones being Tnogdnaiker, with many variants (see

mo8shunker\ pogie or pogy and its variants, aleiir{fe or old-

wife, whitiTig or wlaleji^ bony-fishy bugjvsh (which see),

hardhead^ faibaxk^ cTiebog, pUchard (a misnomer^ schooly,

shiner, pauhagen {poghaden, pookagan, etc), yeUotutaH,
green-tailed shad, shadine (as put up in oil), and sardine.
The name vienhaden extends in literary use to all the
other species of BremtrrHa, of which there are several, as
B. patronuB of the Gulf of Mexico ; and it Is locally mis-
applied to the thread-hecring, Opiisthonema thrissa. See
cut under Brevoortia.

menllir (men'hir), ». [< Com. maenhir, < Com.
and W. TOoew, a stone (cf. dolmen^ cislvaen), +
/wr, long. Cf. longstoiw,'} In arcluEol., one of

a class of monumental stones of greater or less

antiquity, found in various parts of Europe,

Group of Menhirs at Camac. Brittany.

also in Africa and in regions of Asia, especially

in the Khassian hills. They are very abundant in

Brittai^, France. They are usually tall and massive, either
entirely roagh or partiy cut, and are set upright in or on
the ground, either sing^ or in groups, alinements, circles,

or other combinations. See megalitfac.

All can trace back the histoij of the menhirs from his-

toric Christian times to non-historic regions, when these
rude stone pillars, with or without still ruder inscriptions,

were gradually superseding the earthen tumuli as a record
of the dead. Fergusson, Rude Stone Monuments, p. 60.

menial (me'ni-al), a. and «. [Early mod. E.
^nenyall, < ME'.' meineal, ineyneal, < OF. (AF.)
mesnial, menial, meignalj pertaining to a house-
hold, < meisneCy maisneej etc., a household: see

meiny.'] I. a. 1, Belonging to a retinue or train

of servants ; serving.

Also an Act was made, That no Lord, nor other, might
give any Liveries to any but their Household and Menial
Servants. Baker, Chronicles, p. 164.

Lo ! the sad father, frantic with his pain.

Around him furious drives his menial train.

Pope, Uiad, xxiv. 292.

2, Pertaining to servants or domestic service;

servile.

The women attendants perform only the most menial
offices. Sieifij Gulliver's Travels.

Freebooters, sprung from low castes^ and accustomed to

menial employments, became mighty Itajahs.

Macavlay, Warren Hastings.

H. H. A domestic servant; one of a body of

household servants : now used chiefly as a term
of disparagement.
That all might mark— knight, menial, high, and low.

Cowper, Hope, L 312.

Hired servants are of three kinds: wenxals, day-labor-

ers, and agents. A menial is one who dwells in the house-
hold of the master, and is employed about domestic con-

cerns, under a contract^ express or implied, to continue
service for a certain time. BoMnson, £lem. of Law, 123.

menialtyf (me'ni-al-ti), n, [< menial + -ty.

Cf. menalty,'\ Common people collectively.

The vulgar menialty conclude therefore it is like to in-

crease, because a heamshaw (a whole afternoone t<^ether)

sate on the top of Saint Peter's church in Comehill.
Nash, Christ's Tears over Jerusalem (1613). iHTares.)



Menids
Menidae (men'i-de), n. pi. [ML., < Menei +
4dw.'] A family of scombroidean aeanthop-
terygian fishes, typified by the genus Mene. The
"body is much compressed and the abdomen prominent and
trenchant, the mouth very protractile, the dorsal very long
and entire, the anal also verylong and commencing just be-
hina the ventrals, and the ventrals elongatedand complete.
Mene maeulata is an inhabitant ol the Indian Ocean.

menilite (men'i-lit), n. [< MinU{montant) (see
def.) + -Ue^.'\ Avariety or subspecies of opa-
line silica found at M^uilmontant, a quarter in
the eastern part of Paris, it Is found in kidney-

.shaped masses of the size of the hand or larger, sometimes
in globules of the size of a nut. It has usually a dull
grayish or bluish color.

meningeal (me-nin'je-al), a. [< menmx, pi.

meninges, + -oL] Of' or pertaining to the me-
ninges— Meningeal arteries, the arteries supplying
the dura mater of the brain, the principal one being the
middle or great meningeal from the internal maxillary.

meninges, n. Plural of meninx.
meningitic (men-in-jit'ik), a. [< meningitis +
-«c.] Relating or pertaining to meningitis ; af-
fected with meningitis.
meningitis (men-in-ji'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. iiipiiy^

Uin^iyy-), a membrane (see meninx), + -jfis.]

Inflammation of the membranes of the brain
or spinal cord.—Epidemic cerebrospinal menin-
gitis, an infectious disease which in ordinary cases is

characterized by an acute invasion with violent headache,
severe pains and stiffness in the neck, and great malaise,
more or less fever, sometimes a chill, and sometimes vom-
iting. The subsequent course varies greatly, but usually
presents severe headache and bacltache and retraction of
the head, tenderness along the spine, often vertigo, stupor,
frequently delirium, sometimes convulsions, sometimes
vomiting, with paralysis of the ocular and facial muscles
or abnoimal stimulation of the same. The spinal nerves
exhibit more or less disturbance; herpes facialis is fre-

quent, and other skin aifections, such as petechise, roseola,

and urticaria. The spleen may be slightly but is not great-
ly enlarged. The disease lasts from two to four weelis in
many cases, but it may be fatal in a few days, or a severe
invasion may be followed by equally speedy recovery ; on
the other hand, it may last for eight weeks or more. It is

most frequent in children , but adults are not exempt. The
infection inheres in localities

; proximity to or contactwith
the sick does not seem to increase exposure. Anatomically,
the disease presents a purulent leptomeningitis of the cere-
brospinal axis. Also called bla^k death, mack fever, cere-

brospinal fever, congestive fever, malignant memingiUs,
malignard purpura, nmiigTmnt purpuric fever, n^uropur-
puric fever, pestUerttiai purpura, petechial fever, phrenitis
typhodes, purple fever, spotted fever, typhoid vieningitis,

typhus petechialis, typhus syncopalis,—Tubercular men-
ingitis. See tiibercmar.

meningocele (mf-ning'go-sel), n. [< Gr. iiijviy^

(fir/viyy-), a membrane, -I- K7/I?, a tumor.] In
pathol., hernia of the meninges or cranial mem-
branes ; cerebral hernia confined to the mem-
branes.
meningococcus (mf-ning'go-kok-us), n. [Nil.,

< Gr. uijviy^ {l^^'-77-)> a membrane, + Kdiiitoc, a
kernel.] A coccus supposed to be the cause
of cerebrospinal fever.

meniugorachidian, meningorhachidian (me-
ning"g6-ra-kid'i-an), a. [< Gr. fivviy^ (jj-rtviyy-),

a membrane, + paxiQ (pax'-^-)> the spine.] Per-
taining to the meninges or membranes of the
spinal cord and to the rachis or spine : as, the
meningoraehidian veins. See spinal.

meninguria (men-ing-gu'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
mvty^ {/iV^tyy-), a membrane, -I- oipov, urine.J
Urine containing membranous shreds.

meninting (me-nin'ting), n. [Javanese.] A
three-toed kingfisher, Ceyx meninting.

meninx (me'ningks), n.
;
pi. meninges (me-nin'-

jez). [NL., < Gr. fj-fjviy^ (/niviyy-), a membrane,
esp. of the brain.] In anat., a membrane ; espe-
cially, one of the three membranes that invest
the brain and spinal cord. They are the dura mater,
the arachnoid, and the pla mater, named in order from
without inward. See these words.

meniscal (mf-nis'kal), a. [< meniscus + -aZ.]

Pertaining to or having the form of a meniscus.
meniscate (me-nis'kat), a. [<.meniscu8 + -ate^.']

Kesembling the section of a meniscus : applied
in botany to a cylindrical body bent into a
semicircle.

menisciform (me-nis'i-f6rm), a. [< Gr. pfvlcKOQ,

a crescent (see meniscus), + L. forma, form.]
Of the form of a meniscus or crescent.

meniscoid (mf-nis'koid), a. [< Gr. fiiivlaKog, a
crescent, + eUog, form.] Like a meniscus;
crescent-shaped ; concavo-convex.
meniscoidal (men-is-koi'dal), a. [< me-
niscoid + -al.'] Same as meniscoid.

meniscus (mf-nis'kus), n.; pi. menisci

(-1). [< NL.'«icn«sc«s, < Gr. fa/vlaKog, a
crescent, dim. of /I'fp'Ti, the moon: see
moon.'\ 1. A orescent or oreseent-
shapedbody. Specifically— 2. A lens, ^f^^^^'
convex on one side and concave on the
other, and thicker in the center, so that its sec-

tion presents the appearance of the moon in

It D

FoiTOS of Meniscus, def. 3.

r, concave ; z, convex.
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its first quarter. As the convexity exceeds the con-

cavity, a meniscus may be regarded as a convex lens (also

called & convergiTig Tneniseug); the corresponding form in

which the convexity is less than the concavity is some-
times but improperly called a diverging meniseiix. See cut

under lens.

3. The convex or concave surface of a liquid,

caused by capillarity: thus, the mercury in a

barometer has a convex
meniscus, but spirit or

water a concave meniscus.
— 4. In anat., an inter-

articular fibroeartilage,

of a rounded, oval, disk-

like, or falcate shape, sit-

uated between the ends
of bones, in the interior

of joints, attached by the
margins. Such cartilages

are found in man in the tem-
poromaxiUary, the sterno-
clavicular, and sometimes the
acromioclavicular articula-

tions, and in the wrist- and
knee-joints.

5. In zool., a peculiar organ, of doubtful func-
tion, found in Echinorhynclms, a genus of aean-
thooephalous parasitic worms. Suxley.

meniset, n. [< MB. menuse, < OP. menuise, me-
nuse, menuze, any small object, small fish, small
fry, < menutser, make small, minish: see min-
ish.'i 1. Small fish; small fry.— 3. A minnow.

The little roach, the menise biting fast.

John Dennys (Arber's Eng. Gamer, 1. 167).

menisonf, mensont, n. [< ME. menison, meni-
soun, menysoun, menesoun, < OP. meneison, me-
noison, menuison, menison, menisoun, maneson,
dysentery, diarrhea, < LL. manatio(n-), a flow-

ing: see manaUon.'] Diarrhea; dysentery.

Bothe meseles & mute, and in the tnenyson blody.
Piers Plowmam, (B), xvi. 111.

Menispermacese (men'^i-sper-ma'se-e), n. pi.

[NL. (A. P. de Candolle, 1824), < Menispermum
+ -acece.^ A natural order of dicotyledonous
polypetalous plants, .of which the genus Meni-
spermum is the type, belonging to the cohort
Manales. it is characterized by small, usually three-
parted, dioecious flowers, with the petals shorter than the
sepals, and solitary seeds, which are attached by the ven-
tral face, and have the micropyle above. The order em-
braces about 57 genera and 350 species, the number of

which may, however, be greatly reduced ; they are found
principally within the tropics, although a few occur in
North America, western Asia, and Australia. They are
principally woody climbers, with alternate leaves and
clusters of small flowers. The plants possess active nar-
cotic and hitter properties, some being very poisonous,
while others are used as tonics. It includes 4 tribes, the
Tinosporece, OocculeoB, Cissampetidem, a,nd Pachygonece.

menispermaceous (men"i-sper-ma'shius), a.

Of, pertaining to, or having the characters of

the Menispermaceis.
menispermal (men-i-sp6r'mal), a. [< Meni-
spermum + -al.'] Relating to the Menisperma-
cew, or to the larger group to which that order
belongs.

menispermate (men-i-sper'mat), n. [< meni-
spermAc + -ate^.] A compound of menisper-
mic acid and a base.

menispermic (men-i-sp6r'mik), a. [< menisper-
mum + -jc] Obtained from the seeds of
the menisperma-
ceous plant ^wo-
mirta Cocoulus

:

applied to an
acid.

menispermine
(men - i - sp6r ' -

min), «. [<
meraipermum +
4ne^.] An al-

kaloid extracted
from the shells of

the fruit of Ana-
mirta Cocculus.
It is tasteless

and medicinally
inert. See Goccu-
Vus.

Menispermum
(men-i-sp6r'-
mum), n. [NL.
(Tourn ef ort,

1705), so called

from the half-

moon shape of

the seeds; < Gr.

fiijvri, the moon, + airip/ja, a seed.] A genus
of dicotyledonous polypetalous plants, type of

the natural order MenispermacecB, the moonseed
family, and belonging to the tribe Cocculece,

characterized by having the embryo horseshoe-

menologium

shaped, and by having from twelve to an in-

definite number of stamens. They are climbing
plants, wltli partially peltate, palmatelv lobed or angletf
leaves, flowers in panicles, and the fruit a compressed
drupe. There are 2 species— Jf. Canadenge, the Canadian
moonseed, native of North America, and M. Daurieum, in-

digenous to the temperate parts of eastern Asia. The
former is a desirable arbor-vine, though its flowers are in-

conspicuous. Its fruit is black with a bloom, resembling
small grapes.

S. [I. c] The pharmacoposial name of the rhi-

zome and rootlets of Menispermum Canadense.
It is little used in medicine, and seems inert.

Also called Texas sarsaparilla.

menivert, n. An obsolete form of miniver.

mennard (men'ard), n. [See minnow.] A min-
now. [Prov. fing.]

mennawet, «• -A-n obsolete form of minnow.

Mennonist (men'on-ist), n. [< MennonAte +
-ist.] Same as Mennormte.

Mennonite (men'on-it), n. [< Menno (see def.)

-I- -jfe2. ] Amember of a Christiandenomination
which originated in Priesland in the early part

of the sixteenth century, and holds doctrines

of which Menno Simons (1492-1559) was the

chief exponent. The leading features of the Men-
nonite bodies have been baptism on profession of faith,

refusal of oaths, ot civic offices, and of the support of
the state in war, and a tendency to asceticism. Many of
these beliefs and practices have been modified. The sect

became divided in the seventeenth century into the Up-
land ("Obere") Mennonites or Ammanites and the Low-
land ("Untere") Mennonites, the former being the more
conservative and rigorous. Members of the sect are found
in the Netherlands, Germany, Kussia, etc., and especially

in the United States. In the last-named country they are
divided into **Untere " or Old Mennonites, " Obere " Men-
nonites or Ammanites, New Mennonites, Evangelical
Mennonites, and Keformed Mennonites (or Herrians).

mennowt, «. An obsolete form of minnow.
menobranch (men'o-brangk), n. An animal of

the genus Menobranchus.
Menobranchidse (men-o-brang'ki-de), n.pl.

[NL., < Menolranchus + -idee.] A family of

amphibians named from the genus Mejioiran-

chus: same as Froteidce.

Menobranchus (men-o-brang'kus), n. [NL., <

Gr. fiivsiv, remain (see remain), -h lipdyxia, gills.]

1. A genus of tailed amphibians of the family

ProteidcB, characterized by the persistence of

z, flowering branch of Menisfiertnuin
Canadense; z, a deeply lobed leaf; a,

the male flower; b, the female flower;

c, the pistils and a stamen ; d, vertical sec-

tion through one of the pistils; e, the fruit.

Metwbranchtts or Necturits macitlatus.

the giUs and the possession of four limbs with
four well-developed digits.

,
it is the American rep-

resentative of the Old World genus Proteus. M. maeu-
latus inhabits the waters of the Mississippi basin and of
the Great Lakes, while M. punctatus is found in those of
the south Atlantic watershed. The genus is also called
JHecturus.

2. \l. c] An animal of this genus.
Menocerca (men-o-s6r'ka), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

fiivEiv, remain, -{- ktpKog, a tail.] A series of Old
World catarrhine simians, from which the tail-

less apes (Antlwopoidea) and man are by some
supposed to be derived, as well as the existing
tailed monkeys and baboons. Saeckel.
menocercal (men-o-s6r'kal), a. [< Menocerca +
-al.] Of or Pertaining to the Menocerca.
Menodontidse (men-o-don'ti-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Menodus (,-odont-) H- -i&e.] A family of fossil

perissodaotyls, typified by the genus Menodm,
to which are probably also referable such forms
as IH^tanotherium of Leidy, Brontotherium of

Marsh, and Symborodon of Cope.
Menodus (men'o-dus), ». WL. (Pomel, 1849),^

< Ore. iiiiifri, a orescent, + odoif (oSoin-) = E.
tooth.] A genus of fossil perissodactyls, typi-

cal of the family MenodonUdae,
menolipsis (men-o-lip'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. /i^,

month (> firpnala, the menses), + Ti^lipV, a fail-

ing.] In pathol., the failure or retention of the
catamenia.
menologium (men-o-16'ji-um), n. Same as me>-



menology

otology (me-uol'o-ji), n. [=F. nienoJoge=Sp.
Pg. menologio, < ML. menologium, < MGr. /aim-
Myiov, a calendar of months, < Gr. u^v, a month
(see month), + ^o)of, an account, < Uyen; speak,
t«ll: see -ology.'] 1. A register of months, or
of oecnrrenees in the order of the months.
In a Saxon menoloffy of great antiquity, the anthor . . .

goes on to say, etc.

J. M. KgmbU, Saxons in England, I. 423.

2. A list OP calendar of martyrs; speeifically, in
the Gr. Ch., a book which contains a list of all
the festivals celebrated throughout the year,
and the lives of the church saints and martyrs.
It corresponds to the martyrology of the Roman
Catholic Church,
menopause (men'o-p&z), ». [= P. menopause,
< Gr. fiT/v, month (^ lojviaia, the menses), + izab-

aiq, a cessation.] The final cessation of the
menses or monthly courses of women, which
occurs normally between the ages of forty-five
and fifty; the end of menstruation.
menoplania (men-o-pla'm-|), n. [NL., < Gr.
fiiiv, month (> lapiuua, the menses), + rr/.ai-;/, a
wandering, deviation.] In pathol., a disehai^e
of blood, at the catamenial period, from some
other part of the body than the womb ; an aber-
ration of the menstrual flow. T/io-mos, Med. Diet.

Menopoma (men-o-p6'ma), n. [NL., so called
with ref. to its permanent gill-openings ; < Gr.
litvciv, remain, 4- ttuiw., a lid.] A genus of large
tailed amphibians, typical of the family Meno-
pomidte: so called from the persistence of the
gjlU-sUts or branchial apertures. The genns is pe-
ciiliar to America, where it represents the so-called "giant

* salamander" of Japan (CryptobrancJttiSt or Sieboidiay or
Slegalobatrachus maodirau). There are two species of
these large, ugly, and repulsive creatures, if. aileffha-

niensis and Jf. horrida. They have four short but well-
formed limbs, the fore feet four-toed and the hind feet
five-toed. They attain a length of one or two feet, and
live in muddy waters of the Alleghany region and Missis-
sippi basin. They are voracious, may readilybe taken with
hook and lin^ and are very tenacious of life. They are the
largest amphibians of America, and are wrongly reputed
to be poisonous. They are popularly known by tiie names
of heUbender, mvd-devS, irater-puppy, toater-dogf grmmd
pitppi/t and iweeg. The genns is also called Protonopns,
its two species being then known as P.fusca and P. horri-

da. See cut under h^ibender.

Menopomatidae (men'o-po-mat'i-de), n. pi.

[Nil.] Same as Menopomidce. Bogg, 1838.

menopome (men'o-pom), n . [<NL. Menopoma.']
An animal of the' genus Menopoma.
Menopomidse (men-o-pom'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Menopoma + -»<te.] A family of tailed am-
phibians named from the genus Menopoma. it
is composed of the two genera Menopoma (or Protonopsis)
and ifegaiobatrachux (or Sieboldia or Cryptobranehus}, and

. is also called Protonopsidee and CryptobranchidaB.

menorrbagia (men-a-ra'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

/o/i', month {"> foiviala, menses), + -payia, a flow-
ing, < pifyvvvai, break. Cf. Itemorrhage.i 1. In
physiol., ordinarymenstruation.—2. Jupafhol.,
au immoderate menstrual discharge; menor-
rhagy.
menorrhagic (men-o-raj'ik), a. [< menorrkagy
+ -tc] Of or pertaining to menorrhagia; also,

affected with menorrhagia.
menorrhagy (men'o-ra-ji), ». Same as menor-
rltagia.

menorrlioea (men-o-re'a), n. [NL., < Gr. fiiiv,

month (> laivuua, menses), + poia, a flowing, <
^riv, flow.] 1. In^fcysioJ., the normal menstrual
flow.— 2. 'inpa&ol., prolonged menstruation.

menostasis (mf-nos'ta-sis), «. [NL., < Gr. fjopt,

a month (> parivuua, menses), + ar&ats, a stand-
ing: see stasis.] 1. "In. pathol., the retention
of the menses and their accumulation in the
uterus; suppression or retention of the cata-
menial discharge.— 2. The acute pain which
in some women precedes each appearance of

the menses: so called because it is presumed
to be occasioned by stagnancy of the blood in

the capillary vessels of the uterus.

menostatioil (men-os-ta'shon), n. [< Gr. ^',
a month {> fuivuua, menses), + L. statio(n-),

standing: see station.'] Same as menostasis.

Menotyphla (men-o-tif'la), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
/livsiv, remain, + n^A<Jf , tjlind (with ref. to the
CBBcam).] In some systems of classification, a
division of the mammalian order Insectivora,

including those forms which possess a csBcum,

as distinguished from those without a CBeeum,

or LipotypMa.
menotyphlic (men-o-tif'lii), a. [< Menotyphla
+ -icT] Having a csseum; specifically, of or

pertaining to the Menotyphla.

menonrf, n. A Middle EngUsh form of minor.

menowt, «• An obsolete form of rniiinow.

mensa (men'sa), n.: pi. mensce (-se). [L.] A
table, or something resembling a table. Specif-
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ically— (o) In anat, the fiat grinding surface of one of
the molar teeth ; the corona. (b)EtxUs., the top or upper
surface of an altar.— Divorce a mensa et tiioro. See
divorce.

mensaU (men'sal), a. and n. [= It. mensale, <
L. mensalis, of a table, < mensa, a table: see
mensa.] I. a. Belonging to the table; trans-
acted at table. [Eare.]—Mensal chnrch, in Scot-
land, before the Keformation, a church allotted by its pa-
tron to the service of the bishop, made thenceforth part of
his own benefice, and so regiu^ed as contributing to the
maintenance of his table.—Mensallandt,land devoted to
the supply of food for the table, as of a kmg or lord.

H. n. The book of accounts for articles had
for the table. Hallitcell. [Prov. Eng.]
mensal^ (men'sal), a. [= Pg. mensal, < L. men-
sis, a month: see month.] Monthly. [Bare.]

In the male as in the female, the maturation of the re-
productive elements is a continuous process, though we
may hardly say that it is not inflnenced by this menid pe-
riodicity. J. Sdson, Amer. Jour. Psychol., I. 390.

mense (mens), «. [A later form of mensl;.] 1.
Dignityof conduct; propriety; decorum; sense
of honor; good manners. [Scotch and prov.
Eng.]

Auld Vandal, ye but show your little mense.
Just much about it wi* your scanty sense.

BtoDS, Brigs of Ayr.

We hae mense and discretion, and are moderate of our
mouths. Scott, Bob Roy, vi.

2. Ornament; credit: as, he's a mense to his
family. [Scotch and prov. Eng.]
mense (mens), v. t.

; pret. and pp. mensed, ppr.
mensing. [A later form of mensk.] To grace

;

ornament ; set off or be a credit to : as, the pic-
tures mense the room. [Scotch and prov. Eng.]
mensefol (mens'ful), a. [< mense + -ful. in.

older form menskful, q. v.] Decorous ; manner-
ly; respectful and worthy of respect. [Scotch
and prov. Eng.]
What! fneris^^Mysie of the Mill so soon ather prayers?

Now, benison on the bonny eyes that open so early 1

ScfM, Monastery.

menseless (mens'les), a. [< ntense + -less.]

Destitute of grace, propriety, or moderation;
uncivil ; immoderate. [Scotch and prov. Eng.]

No to rin an' wear his cloote,

Like ither maaeUa, graceless brutes.
Bmra, Death of Poor Mailie.

menses (men'sez), n. pi. [< L. menses, pi. of
mensis, a month: see month.] Catamenial or
monthly discharges; a periodic constitutional
flow of blood or bloody fluid from the mucous
coat of the uterus of a female, as a woman,
monkey, bitch, or other mammal. The menses oc-
cur in connection with ovulation, of which they are gener-
ally a sign. They normally occur in women thirteen times
a year, or at intervals of alunar month, whence the name.

menskt, a. and n. [< ME. mensk, < AS. mennisc,
of man, human (see mannish): as a noun, men-
nisc, humanity (= Icel. menniska = Sw. men-
niska = Dan. menneske = OS. menniski =
OFiies. manniska, jnanska, mansche, menneska,
menska, menseha, minscha = OHG. menniski,

mennisgi, manniseo, mennisko, MHG. mennische,
mensche, G. mensch, man), < mennisc, human,
<mann,iaaii: see man, mannish.] 1. a. 1. Of
man or mankind ; human.

More mensk it is maoliche to dele
Than for to fle conwar[djli for ou^t that mai falle.

WiUiam qfPideme (E. E. T. S.)l L 3900.

2. Honored; honorable.

A mtfnak lady on molde mon may hir calle^ for gode.
airGmiiaynecn\dtlieGrtenKmgU(^ E. T. S.X L 964.

n. n. Dignityj honor; grace; favor; good
manners ; decorous bearing or conduct.

At the fote ther-of ther sete a faunt,

A mayden of menske, ful debonere.
AUUeraUve Poems (ed. Morris), L 162:

My fn^nsjte and my manhede 30 mayntene in erthe.

Itorte Arthure (E. E. T. S.X L 399.

menskt, r. t. [ME. mensken, < mensk, ».] 1. To
dignify; honor; grace.

To be there with his best bumes bi a certayne time.

To mensk the mariage of Mellors his doajter.
Wmiam qf Paleme (E. E. T. S.X 1. 4815.

git I may as I mihte menske the with siftes.

And meyntene thi monhede more then Uiou knowest.
Piers Plowman (A), iii. 177.

2. To worship ; reverence.

All tho that tmlye trastis in the

Schall neuere dye, this dare I saye.

Therfore se folke in fere

Menske hym witii mayne and myght.
York PUtys, p. 199.

menskfolt, o. [ME., < mensk + -ful.] Honor-
able; worshipful; gracious; graceful; courtly.

Whan hekom first to this kourt bi kynde than he schewde,

His manners were so mend^fid a-mende hem mist none.

wmiam of Paleme (E. B. T. S.X L 507.

mensurable

menskfullyt, adv. [ME., < menskfid + -ly^.]

Withhonor, grace, propriety, or civility; honor-
ably; worshipfuUy.

I giffe 30we lyffe and lyme, and leve for to passe,
So 3e doo my message inenskefvUy at Some.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), L 232S.

menskindt, «• A i-are variant of mankind.
We ni«7isiKn<f in onr minority are like women; . . . that

they are most forbidden they will soonest attempts
Kyd, Spanish Tragedy, iii. (Dames.)

mensklyt,. adi- [ME., < mensk + -hj^.] With
honorj dignity, or propriety; moderately;
worthily.

The Marques of Molosor menskiiche bee aught
Alismmdjer qf Maeedoine (E. E. T. S.X L 17S.

menstracief, men'^tracyet, "• See minstrelsy.

menstrual (men'stro-a), n.pl. [L., < menstruus,
monthly: see me7istriwus.] Catamenial dis-

charges; menses.
menstrua^, ». Latin plural of menstruum.
menstrual! (men'stro-al), a. [= P. menstruel
= Pr. menstrual = Sp. Pg. menstrual= It. men-
stntale, < L. menstrualis, monthly, of or hav-
ing monthly courses, < menstruus, monthly:
see menstruous.] 1. Eeeurring once a month:
monthly; gonethrough or completedin amonth

;

specifically, in astroti., making a complete
cycle of changes in a month; pertaining to
changes of position recurring monthly : as, the
menstrual equation of the sun's place.— 2. Per-
taining to the menses of females ; menstruous

;

catamenial: as, the menstrual flux or flow.— 3.
In bat., same as menstruous, 3.

menstrual^ (men'strS-al), a. [< menstruum +
-al.] Pertaining to a menstruum.
Note rthatthedissentsofthe menstrual or strong waters

may hinder the incorporation as well as the dissents of the
metals themselves. Bacon, Physiological Eemains.

menstmant (men'stro-ant). a. [< L. menstru-
an(t-)s, ppr. of menstruare, menstruate: see
menstruate.] Subject to monthly flowings ; in
the state of menstruation: as, a mcnstruant
woman.
menstruate (men'stro-at), r. i.; pret. and pp.
menstruated, ppr. menstruating. [< L. men-
struatus, pp. of menstruare (> Sp. menstruar),
menstruate ; cf . menstruous.] To discharge the
menses.
menstruatet (men'stro-at), a. Menstruous.
menstruation (men-stro-a'shon), n. [= F.
menstruaUoti = Sp. menstruacion = Pg. men-
sti^uagao = It. mestrua^ione, ntenstruaHone, <
NL. menstrua1io{n-), < L. menstruare, menstru-
ate: see menstruate.] 1. The act of menstruat-
ing or discharging lie menses.— 2. The period
of menstruating.
menstruet (men'strb), n. [Formerly also men-
strew; < OW. menstrue, P. menstrues, pi., = Pg.
menstrua = It. mestruo, menstrua, < L. menstrua,
menses : see menstrua.] The menstrual flux.

menstruous (men'stro-us), a. [< L. menstruus,
of or belonging to a month, monthly, neut. pi.

inenstrua, monthly courses of women, menses,
<«ie»ists, amonth; see menses, month.] 1. Hav-
ing the monthly flow or discharge, as a female.— 2. Pertaining to the monthJy flow of fe-

males.—3. In hot., lasting for a month.
menstruum (men'stro-um), n.; pi. menstrua,
menstruums (-a, -umz). [ML., neut. of L. Tuen-

struus, of a month, monthly: see menstruous.
The reason of the name in the chemical use is

not determined.] Any fluid substance which
dissolves a solid; a solvent.

Briefly, it [the material of gems] consisteth of parts so
far from an icie dissolution that powerful menstruumsare
made for its emollition. Sir T. Brovme, Yulg. Err., iL 1.

AH liquors are called menstruums which are used as dis-

solvents, or to extract fbe virtues of ingredients by infu-

sion or decoction. Quiney.

The intellect dissolves fire, gravity, laws, method, and
the subtlest unnamed relations of nature in its resistless

menstruwnu Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 295.

mensual (men'su-al), a. [= P. mensuel = Sp.
mensual = It. m'enJsuale, < L. mensualis, < men-
sis, a month: see month. Cf. mensal^,] Of or

relating to a month ; occurring once a month

;

monthly.
The arrangement [of a table showing the distribution

of earthquakes] is mensual. J. MUne, Eartiiqnakes, p. 259.

Those series of biographies which issue witti mensual
regularity from Paternoster Kow.

N. and Q., 7th ser., IS'. 522.

mensurability(men'su-ra-bU'i-ti), ». The prop-
erty of being mensurable.

The common quality which characterizes all of them is

their metisurabUity. Seid, On Quantity.

mensurable (men'su-ra-bl), a. [= P. mensu-
rable = Sp. mensurable = Pg. mensuravel, < LL.



mensurable

viensurabilis, that cajn be measured, < mensii-
rare, measure: see mensurate, measure. Cf.
measurahle.'] 1. Capable of being measured;
measvirable.

The Bolar month ... is not easily memurahle. Bolder.

2. In music, noting that style of music which
succeeded the earliest plain-song, and was dis-

tinguished from it by such a combination of
simultaneous but independent voice-parts that
a system of rhythm was necessitated to avoid
confusion, it involved both a classification of rhythms
and the invention of a notation to represent rhythmic
values. Two principal rhythms were recognized : tempos
per/ectum, which was triple (called '

' perfect " for fanciful
theological reasons), and tempus imper/eetum, which was
duple. The system of notation included notes and rests
called large, Tnaxima, long, breve, semibreve, minim, semi-
minima, fusa, and semifusa (Jusella), of which in general
each note was equal in duration to either three or two of
the next denomination, according to the tempus used.
(See the various words.) The working out of the system
was highly complicated, hut it prepared the way for the
medieval study of counterpoint and for the invention of
an adequate notation, and thus contributed directly to

the progress of musical art. Also mensuraX.

mensurableness (men'§u-ra-bl-ne3), n. The
•quality of being mensurable; mensurability.
Bailey, 1727.

mensural (men'gu-ral), jO. [= Sp. Pg. m.ensv/ral,

< LL. mensuralis, di or belonging to measur-
ing, < L. mensura, measuring: see measure, ».]

1. Pertaining to measure.— 2. Same as men-
surable, 2.—Mensural note, in rmmcal notaiion, a note
whose form indicates its time-value relative to other notes
in the same piece, as in the ordinary modem notation.

—

Mensural signature. See signature and rhythmic.

mensurate (men 'su -rat), V. t.; pret. and pp.
mensurated, ppr. mensurating. [< LL. menswra-
tus, pp. of mensurare (>It. mensurare = Sp. Pg.
mensurar = F. mesurer), measure, < mensura,
measuring, measure : see measure, n. Cf. mea-
sure, v."] To measure; ascertain the dimensions
or quantity of. [Rare.]

mensuration (men-gu-ra'shgn), n. [= P. men-
suraUon = Pr. mensuraUo = Sp. msnsuradion,
< LL. mensuraUo{n-), measuring, < mensurare,
measure: see mensurate, measure.'\ The act,

art, or process of measuring; specifically, the
act or aiit of determining lei^h, area, volume,
content, etc., by measurement and computa-
tion: as, the rules of mensuration; the mensu-
ration of surfaces and solids.

The measure which he [the Christian] would have others
mete out to himself is the standard whereby he desires to
be tried in his viengurations to all other.

Bp. HaU, The Christian, § ii.

mensurative (men'su-ra-tiv), a. [< mensurate +
-ive.'] Capable of measiiring; adapted for mea-
surement, or for taking the measure of things.

'*Yes, Friends," observes the Professor, "not our Logi-
cal, Mensuraiive faculty, but our Imaginative one, is King
over us." Carlyle, Sartor Kesartus (ed. 1831), p. 163.

The third method spoken of may be called themensuror
tive. Jour. Pranklin Inst., CXXSI. 34:2.

ment^t. -An obsolete preterit of mean^.

ment^t. An obsolete preterit of ming^.

ment't, i>- »• A variant of mint^.

-ment. [ME. -ment = OF. and P. -ment = Sp.
'Miento = Pg. It. -mento, < L. -omentum, a com-
mon suffix, forming from verbs nouns denoting
the result of an act or the act itself: as in ali-

mentum, nourishment, < dkre, nourish; /rapjweji-

tum, apiecebroken o&,<. frangere (frag-), break

;

segmentum, a piece cut off, < seeare, cut (LL.);
regimentum, rule, < regere, rule; monumentum,
thatwhichkeeps inmind, < monere,keep inmind,
advise, etc.] A common suffix of Latin origin,

forming, from verbs, nouns which usually de-

note the results of an act or the act itself, as in

aliment, fragment, segment, commandment, decu-
mbent, monument, government, etc. It is much used
as an English suffix, being attachable to almost any verb,

whether of Latin or French origin, as in movement, nourish-

ment, payment, as well as to many of purely English or
other Teutonic origin, as in astonishment, atonement, ban-
ishment, bewUderment, merriment, etc.

menta, n. Plural of mentum.
mentagra (men-tag'ra), n. [L., < mentum, the
chin,+ Gr. aypa, a taking, catching (of. chiragra,

podagra, etc.).] In pathol., an eruption about
the chin, forming a crust like that wnioh occurs
in scald-head.

mental^ (men'tal), a. [< F. mental = Sp. Pg.
mental= It. mentale, < LL. mentalis, of the mind,
mental,<L.)»en(*-)«, the mind: seemind^,n.'] 1.

Of or pertaining to the mind ; specifically, be-
longing to or characteristic of the intellect;

intellectual : as, the mental powers or faculties

;

a mental state or condition ; mental perception.

'Twixt his mental and his active parts
Kingdom'd Achilles in commotion rages.

Shdk.,T. andC.,ii. 3.184.
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That modification of the sublime which arises from a

strong expression of nwnttU energy.
D. Stewart, Philos. Essays, ii. 3.

In what manner the mental powers were first developed
in the lowest organisms is as hopeless an inquiry as how
life first originated. Darwin, Descent of Man,.l. 35.

2. Done or performed by the mind; due to the

action of the mind.
By mental analysis we mean the taking apart of a com-

plex whole and attending separately to its parts.

J. Sutty, Outlines of Psychol., p. 335.

3. Relating to the mind; concerned with the

nature, attributes, or phenomena of the human
intellect: as, mental philosophy; mental sci-

ences Mental alienation, insanity.—Mental arith-
metic, association, modification, etc. See the nouns.

mental^ (men'tal), a. [= P. mental, < L. men-
tum, the chin: see mentum.'] In anat, of or

Sertaining to the mentum or chin; genial.

—

[ental artery, a branch of the inferior dental branch
of the internal maxillary artery, issuing from the mental
foramen to be distributed to the chin and lower lip.

—

Mental foramen. See /oromen.—Mental fossa, a de-

pression on the outer surface of the lower jaw-bone for
the attachment of the muscle acting upon the chin.

—

Mental nerves, several terminal branches of the inferior
dental nerve, issuing from the mental foramen.— Mental
point, in craniom., the foremost median point of the lower
border of the lower jaw, at the symphysis menti.— Mental
gromlnence, the projection beyond the vertical of the
iwer anterior border of the lower jaw-bone. It is highly

characteristic and almost diagnostic of the human species.

—Mental spines. Same as mental (ufteroles.—Mental
suture, in entom., the impressed line dividing the men-
tum from the gula.— Mental tubercles. Same as ge-

niai tubercles (which see, under genial^).

mental^ (men'tal), n. An Oriental water-tight
basket, having iour ropes attached, by which
two men raise water from a stream or cistern

and discharge it into a trench for irrigation.

E. H. Knight.
mentality (men-tal'i-ti), n. [< mental + dty.']

Mental action or power; intellectual activity;

intellectuality.

The "Catholic World " laments the decay of mentality in
Protestant England, finding the cause of its unhappiness
in the fact that the British magazine is so poor an affair

as it is. . . . This is but a dangerous criterion of mental-
ity. The Nation, Aug. 3, 1871, p. 78.

A certain amount of mentality or volition accompanied
the result. Pop. Sei. Mo., XIII. 460.

Hudibras has the same hard mentality.
Emerson, English Traits, xiv.

meutalization (men"tal-i-za'shon), n. [< men-
talize + -ation.'] Operation of the mind; men-
tal action; manner of thinking. [Bare.]

Previous to the establishment of complete delirium or
delusions there may be traced deviations from healthy
Tnentalization. E. C. Jfoym, Psychol. Med., p. 101.,

mentalize (men'tal-iz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. men-

talized, ppr. mentaUzing. [CmentaP- + 4ze.'\

To develop mentally; cultivate the mind or in
tellect of ; excite to mental activity.

The only thing that can ever undermine our school sys-

tem in popular support is a suspicion that it does notmor-
alize as well as mentalize children. G^. iS*. Hall, in N. A. Kev.

mentally (men'tal-i), adv. [< mentaP- + -ly'^.']

Intellectually; in the mind; in thought or med-
itation ; in idea.

There is no assignable portion of matter so minute that
it may not, at least inentaUy (to borrow a school-term), be
further divided into still lesser and lesser parts.

Boyle, Works, I. 401.

mentation (men-ta'shon), n. [< L. men(t-)s,

the mind, + -ation.] 1. The action or exercise
of the mind or of its physical organ; mental
activity; ideation;
cerebration; intel-

lection.

The most absurd
Tnentation and most ex-

travagant actions in in-

sane people are the sur-

vival of their fittest

Pop. Sei. Mo.,XXV. 173.

2. The result of
mentation ; state of
mind,
menteryt (men'te-
ri), n. [< P. men-
terie, lying, false-

hood, < mentk, < L.
mentiri, lie : see
mendadous.] Ly-
ing.

Loudmentery small con-
futation needs.

Q. Haney, Sonnets, xix.

Mentha (men'tha),
n. [NL. (Toume-
fort, 1700), < L.
mentha, mint: see
mint^.] A genus of

The Upper Part of Peppermint (Afen-
tha piperita), with flowers.

a, flower ; b, calyx.

mention

aromatic labiate plants belonging to the tribe

SaiwreAnem, type of the subtribe Menthoidece.
It is characterizea by 4 stamens, which are nearly equal
and distant or diverging, with parallel anther-ceUs, and
by a calyx which is lo-nerved and &-taothed. Over SCO
species have been described, but the plants vaiy greaUy,
and the number may be reduced to 2& ; they are widely
distributed over the world, but are found prhicipally in

the temperate regions. They are erect diffuse herbs with
opposite leaves, and flowers in dense whorls, arranged io

terminal or axillary heads or spikes. Q%e common name
of the genus is mirU. See mint^, horssTmnt, MUwort, penny-
royal, and peppermint-

menthene (men'then), n. [< L. mentha, mint,
-I- -ene.] A liquid hydrocarbon (CiQHjg) ob-

tained from peppermint-oil.

Menthoidese (men-thoi'de-e), n. pi. [NL. (Ben-
tham, 1832), < Mentha + -hideai.'] A subtribe of

labiate plants of the tribe Satureinew. It is char-

acterized by distant or divaricate stamens, with anthers

which are 2-celled, at least when young, and by a calyx

which is almost always from 5- to 10-nerved. It embraces
20 genera, of which Mentha is the type, and about 600 spe-

cies, although the latter number may be much reduced.

The plants are found in both hemispheres, but are almost
wholly confined to the temperate or subtropical regions.

menthol (men'thol), n. [< L. mentha, mint,

-I- -ol.] In chem., a solid crystalline body
(C10H20O1) which separates from oil of pep-

permint on standing. It has the odor of peppermint,
m elts at 108° F. , and volatilizes unchanged at a higher tem-
perature. It is used in medicine as a local application in

neuralgia. Also called peppermint-camphor.

It was known that merUlM . . . generated a keen feel-

ing of cold on being spread over the forehead.
iDr. adUUcheider, Nature, XXXIT. 71.

Menticirrus (men-ti-sir'us), n. [NL., orig.

MenUdrrhiis (GUI, 1861), < L. mentum, the chin,

+ cirrus, a tuft of hair : see cirrus.] A genus

'

of scitenoid fishes. There aie about 11 species, all

American, as M. nebulosus, of the Atlantic coast of the

United States, where it is known as Hngjish, lehiUng, and
barb; M. albumus, a more southern whiting of the same
coast ; and M. undvlatus, the bagara of the Pacific coast.

They are highly prized for the table. See cut under Mni;-

Jlsh.

menticultural (men-ti-kul'tur-al), a. [< L.

men{t-)s, the mind, + cultura, culture: see cul-

ture.] Cultivating or improving the mind.
Imp. Diet.

mentiferous (men-tif'e-rus), a. [< L. mm[t-)s,
the mind, + ferre = E. hear'^.] Conveying or

transferring mind or thought ; telepathic : as,

mentiferous ether. [Eecent.]
mentigeroUS (men-tij'e-rus), a. [< L. mentum,
the chin, + gerere, bear, carry.] In entom.,

bearing the mentum : as, a mentigerous process
of the gula.

mention (men'shon), n. [< ME. mentioun,

mencion, i OP. mention, P. mention = Sp. men-
cion= Pg. mengao= It. mengione, < L. mentio{n-),

a calling to mind, a speaMng, mention, akin
to men(J^)s, mind, < memini (/ men, min), have
in mind, remember: see mind\] 1. State-

ment about or reference to a person or thing;
notice or remark; especially, assertion or state-

ment without details or particulars.

He dide^many grete dedes of armes, of whiche is yet

made no mention, till that my mater com ther-to.

Merlin {E. E. T. S.), 1. 124.

And sleep in dull, cold marble, where no mention
Of me more must be heard of.

Shak, Hen. VIII., iii. 2. 43S.

Let us . . . speak of things at hand
Useful ; whence haply mention may arise
Of something not unseasonable to ask.

Milton, P. L., viii. 200.

Now, the mention [of Ood's name] is vain, when it is

useless. Paley, Moral Philos., iv. 2.

2. Indication; evidence. [Eare.]

It [the earthquake] broughtvp the Sea a great way vpon
the maine Land, which is carried backe with it into the
Sea, not leaning mention that there had beene Land.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 632.

3t. Note; reputation.

'Tis true, I have been a rascal, as you are,

A fellow of no mention, nor no mark.
Fletcher (and another^). Prophetess, v. 8.

4t. Report; account.

And wheresoever my fortunes shall conduct me,
So worthy mentions I shall render of you.
So vertuous and so fair.

Beau, and Fl., Custom of the Country, i. 1.

mention (men'shon), V. t. [< p. mentioner =
Sp. Pg. mendonar — It. mensionare, < ML. men-

Uonare, mention, < L. mentioin-), mention: see

mention, ».] To make mention of; speak of

briefly or cursorily ; speak of ; name; refer to.

I will mention the lovingkindnesses of the Lord.
Isa. Ixiii. 7.

I mentwn Egypt, where proud kings
Did our forefathers yoke. MiUon, Psalm Ixxxvii.

This road was formerly called Via Antoniana ; the as-

cent to it is difficult, and a Latin inscription is cut on the



mention
rock, men^oning the nsme of the road, and that it wasmade by the emperor Aorelias.

Poeaete, Description of the East, n. t 92.

™®S'*?''^^® (men'shon-a-bl), o. [< nu-ntwii +
-able.] That can or may be mentioned.
mentohyoid (men-to-hi'oid), a. and n. [< L
nieiitum, the chin, + ^TI,. hyoides, hyoid.] I a.
Pertaining to the ehin and to the hyoid bone.
n. n. An occasional mascle in man, passing

between the chin and the hyoid bone.
mentomeckelian (men'to-me-ke'li-an), n. [<
L. mentum, the chin, + 'Meelel (see def.) +
-iaii.] A distal division of Meckel's cartilage
around -which the lower jaw ossifies, as distin-
guished from a proximal division which is con-
verted into a part of the snspensorinm of the
jaw or an ossicle of the ear.
mentonni^e (mon-ton-iar'), » [F., < OF.
nientoniere, < menton, the chin, < L. mentum,
the chin: see mentum.'] 1. Same as heaver^.— 2. A piece of armor, used on occasions of
specialdanger
as an appen-
dage to the
open helmet,
worn about
the close of
the fifteenth
and the begin-
ning of the
sixteenth een-

Mfntnnni^re.dose of tstfa centnry.

tury. It was pat
on oatfiide of the
gorget; secured
to the hehnet by
hooks on each
side and by a slot
or similar con-
trivance at the
lunbreL and thos
replaced thevizor
and beaver of
the armet, except
that it was not
capable of being raised, bat had to be removed altogether.

3. An extra defense nsed during the just, pro-
tecting the throat and lower jjart of the &ce.
[Bare.]

mentor (men'tor), n. [< L. Mentor, <. 6r. Mfi-
rup, Mentor (orAthena in his guise), friend and
adviser of Odysseus (Ulysses) and of Telema-
chus; prob. 'adviser,' akin to L. monitor, ad-
viser: see monitor. "] One who acts as a wise
and faithful guide and monitor, especially of
a younger person; an intimate friend who is

also a sage counselor, as of one who is young or
inexperienced. •

mentorial (men-to'ri-al), a. [< mentor + -ial.'\

Containing advice or admonition.
mentum (men'tum), n. ; pi. menta (-ta). [L.,

the ehin.] 1. The chin; the anterior and
inferior part of the mandible or under jaw-
bone of a mammal, with or without associated
soft parts. It sometimes is re^rarded as inclnding the
parts in the whole interramal space, or interval between
the horizontal rami of the mandible.

2. In en torn., the median or central and usually
principal part of the labium. The term has
been applied to diSerent parts of the labiam, in different
insects and also in the same insect, whence confasion has
Arisen, especially in the use of the terms mention and
fulnnenttan. The mentnm is properly the part of the
labiam between the sabmentnm and the lignla, and is

often less conspicaoos than either of these. See labium,
and cat at mouih~parts.

3. In hot., a projection in front of the flower
in some orchids, caused by the extension of the
foot of the column.— Levator mentl. See krator.—
Mentum absCOnditlinL the retreating cliio, not attain-
ing to a perpendicolar lei fall from Uie alveoLar border of
the jaw ; a chin with no prominence.— Hentnm promi-
nulam, the protzusive chin, extending beyond a perpen-
dicolar let foilfrom the alveolar border of the jaw.—Qiuul-
ratos mentL ttie depressor labii inferioris, a mascle of
Che chin which draws down the lower lip.—Symphysis
menti, the midline of union of the two htdves of the lower
jaw-bone.—Tooth Of the mentum. Same as mentum-
rootA.—Trlangalails menti, the depressor angnli ori^ a
muscle which draws down the comer of the month.

mentnm-tooth (men'tum-tdth), n. In entom.,

a small median process on the front maigin of
the mentum, generally within an emai^ination.
It is found in certain Coleoptera.

Mentzelia (ment-ze'li-a), n. [NL. (Plumier,
1703), named after C. Ment:el, a botanical au-
thor of Brandenburg in the 17th century.] A
genus of dicotyledonous polypetalous plants
of the natural order Loasew. it is distingtiished by
a one-celled ovary with an indefinite number of ovules, by
having no scales on ilie corolla, and by alternate leaves:

About 40 species are known, wUcb are found in flie

wanner and tropical regions of America, especially in
the western part. They are herbs or small shrubs, usually
with rigid tenacions barbed hairs, leaves which are most-
ly coarsely toothed or plnnatifld, and yellow or white
(lowers, which are cymose or solitary.
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menu (me-nti'), n. [F., < L. minutum, neut. of
minuttts, small: see minute^,'} A bill of fare.

You have read the menu, may you read it again

:

Champagne, perigord, galantine, and—champagne.
Locker, Mr. Placld's Flirtation.

Mennra (me-nu'ra), n. [XL., so called in ref.

to the extrsioidinary form of the taU (which is

otherwise compared to a lyre), < 6r. ya^i^, the
moon, +oi'pd, taiL] The typical and onlyknown
genus of Men uridte. Three species are described: Jf.

aq)erba, M. vietarite, and M. alberti, all of Australia, and
two apparently valid. See cut under Ivre-Uni. Also writ-
ten, incorrectly, Jffpnura, Moenura.

menurancet, «• See manuraiux.
mennret, «• *• See manure.
Mennridse (me-nu'ri-de), ».-»{. [NL., <Men ura
+ -idee.'] An Australian family of anomalous or
pseudosclnine passerine birds, represented by
the genus Men ura ; the lyre-birds. It is one of
two families (the other being Atriclmda) which, though
belon^ng to the order Pataam, deviate from the normal
passerine l^pe in the slxuctore of the vocal organs and in
some other particulars, to sach an extent that a separate
division of tlie order has been established for their recep-
tion, (^ee Menuroidea and Pseudosdnei.) The remarkable
conformation of the tan of the male birds early attracted
attention, and the size and general appearance of the birds
caused them for many years to be considered as rasorial
or gallinaceoaa, they being accordingly ranked with the
mound-birds, curassows. and guans. Subsequently they
were referred by some authors to the American family of
rock-wrens (J°teroptoeAiite]L It is only of late years that
a knowledge of theanatomical structure has enabled omi-
thologisfB to classify the family correct^.

mennroid (men'u-roid), <i. Having the charac-
ters of the MenuroidecB ; psendoseinine.
Mennroides (men-u-roi'de-e), n. pi. [XL., <
Menura + -oicle<e.2 A supSerfamily of psendo-
seinine passerine birds containing the Menuri-
dtB and AtrichiidiE, or the Australian lyre-birds
and scrub-birds, characterized by the abnormal
structure of the acromyodian syrinx, and the
disposition of the tensor patagii brevis as in
piearian birds.

mennse^t, r. A Middle English form of minisli.

mennse%,»». See menise.

Menyanwese (men-i-an'thf-e), n. pi. [XL.
(Grisebach, 1839), < Menyanihes + -ece.'] A tribe
of plants of the natural order Gentianea, the
gentian family, it is characterized by having radical
or alternate leaves, and by the lobes of the coroUa being
indnplicate-valvate in the bud. It embraces 4 genera, of
whii^ Menyanihes is the type, and about 40 species.

Menyandiesfmen-i-an'thez), n. [XL. (Toume-
fort, 1700), improp. for Menianfhes or Menan-
thes, < Gr. in/vuHog, or foptcuo^, monthly, or //^v,

month, + avBo^, flower.] A genus of plants of

the natural order Gentianea, type of the tribe
Menyantheee. it is characterized by a capsule which
breaks open iTr^:nlarly at the top into two partial valves,

and by long peflolate radical leaves, which are trifoliate

or round, Tei^orm, and crenate. There are two species,

or perhaps only one, Jf. trifoliaiti, the bog-bean, buck-
bean, or marsh-trefoU. They are herbaceous water-plants,
with a creeping rootstock, sheathed by the membranous
bases of the long petioles, and bear white or bluish flow-

ers, which grow in a raceme at the apex of a long leafless

scape. See bog-iean,

menyanthin (men-i-an'thin), n. [< Menyan-
ihes + -*n2.] A bitter principle obtained from
Menyanihes trifoliata.

menyet, menyiet, ». Other forms of meiny.

menyngti »• A Middle Englishform of meaning.

menzie (me'nyi), H. A Scotch form of meiny.

Before all the memie, and in her moment of power, the
Queen hiunbled her to the dust by taxing her with her
shama Scott, Abbot, xxxL

Menziesia (men-zi-e'si-a), II. [XL. (J. E.

Smith, 1806), so named after Archibald Meti-nn

(diedlS42), sui^eonandnaturalisttotho expedi-

tion under Vancouver. The surname Menzies,

prop. Menyies (the 2 being orig. merely another
shape of i/), appears to be derived from ME.
memie, i. e. menyie, var. of meinie, etc., a house-

hold: see meiny.1 A genus 'of plants of the

natural order Ericacea and the tribe BhodorecB.
It is distinguished by the loose coat of the seeds, the short

gunopetaloos corolla, and the 4- to 5-celled ovary. Thera
are 7 species, natives of Jforth America, Jajran, and Kam-
cha^a, shrubs with alternate petioled entire decidnons

leaves, and small or medium-sized flowers in terminal ra-

cemes. One species, M. gtcbuiaris, is found in the Alle-

ghanies. The Irish heath, Dabeoda polifolia,wasformerly
indnded in this genus.

meoblet, a. and n. See m«6?«i.

meonf, «. [< Gr. //tow, spignel: see Meunfi,
mew'^.'] Same as mew"^. Minsheu.

Meptaistoplielean (mef'is-to-fe'le-an), a.

[< Mephistophele-s + -an.] Same as ]^ephisto-

phelian.

Wit is apt to be cold . . . and MephMophdean in men
who have no relish for humour.

George EUat, Essays, German Wit

Mephistopheles (mef-is-tof'e-lez), »i. [Written

MephostopMus in Shakspere, Fletcher, etc.,

mercable

Mephostophilis in Marlowe, but now generally
Mephistopheles, as in Goethe ; a made-up name,
like most of the names of the medieval devils.
Whether the orig. concoeter of the name meant
to form it from Gr. urj, not, + <^ (.^"^-), light,
-I- ^fJK, loving (a plausible etymology, though
the formation is irregular), or from some other
elements (some conjecture Gr. le^, a cloud,
-1- 0tAof, loving), or merely concocted a Greek-
seeming name of no meaning, must be left to
conjecture.] The name of a familiar spirit men-
tioned in the old legend of Sir John Faustus,
and a principal agent in Marlowe's play of Dr.
Faustus, and in Goethe's " Faust."

Then he may pleasure the king, at a dead pinch too.
Without a MqahoetophUux, such as thou art.

Fletcher, Wife for a Month, v. 1.

Mephistoph^es ... is the Spirit of ^N'egation, and his
being exists through opposition to the positive Truth, and
Order, and Beanty, which proceed from the never-ending
creative energy of the Deity. . . . His irreverence and
irony are ... a part of his nature.

R. Taylor, Faost, L, note 53.

Mephistophelian (mef'is-to-fe'Uan), a. [Also
Mephistophelean ; < Mephisiophel-es + -ia».] Of,
pertaining to, or resembling in character the
spirit Mephistopheles; diabolical; sardonic;
jeering; irreverent.

mephitic (mf-fit'ik), a. {== P. mephitique =
Sp. mefitico '= Pg. mephiUco = It. mefitico, <
LL. mephiticus, pestilential, < L. mephitis, a
pestilential exhalation: see mephiUs.l Per-
taining to mephitis; foul; noxious; pestilen-
tial; poisonous; stifling.

The schools kept the thinking faculty alive and active^
when the disturbed state of civil life^ uie mephitie atmo-
sphere engendered by the dominant ecclesiasticism, and
the almost total u^lect of natural knowledge might wdl
have stifled it Hvaiey, Kineteenth Century, tcyt 19&.

That strange and scarcely known lily, alas ! of almost
mephitie odor, the xerophyllum.

Harpei't Mag., LXXVUL 863.

HepMtlc east, rarbon dloxid.

mepbitical (me-fifi-kal^, a. [< mephitie + -aJ.]

Same as mephitie.

mephitically (mf-fit'i-kal-i), adv. [< nuphitieal
+ -iy^-] With mephitis; foully; pestilentially.

Mephitins (mef-i-ti'ne), tJ.pl. P^., < Mephi-
tis + -inffi.] A snbfamilv of MvsteJidce peculiar
to America, typified by tlie genus Mephitis; the
skunks. The gronp is closely related to the badgers 01
MettnoB and to the A&ican ZoriUbtuB, the three being com.
bined by some authors. Bat the MephUiiue are distir,.

guished by having 2 or 4 more teeth in the lower than in
the upper jaw, the back upper molar quadrate, and the
premolars 3 above and below on each side (in one genns
only 2 above on each side). The form is stout, with mode-
rately developed limbs, unwebbed digits, and long bushy
tan : the coloration is black and white ; there is no sub-
caudal pouch as in badgers, but the perineal glands are
enormously developed, secreting the fetid fluid which
forms a means of d^ense and offenscL The habits are ter-

restrial and to some extent fossoriaL There are 3 genera,
MephitC:, SpUogaie, and Conepabtg.

mepbitis (me-fi'tis), n. [< L. mephitis, a pesti-
lential exhalation

; personified, Mephitis, also

Mefitis, a goddess who averts pestilential ex-
halations.] 1. A pestilential exhalation, espe-
cially from the earth ; any noxious or ill-smell-

ing emanation, as from putrid or filthy sub-
stances; a noisome or poisonous stench.— 2.
[ca|>.] [XL.] A genus of skunks, typical of the
subfamily MephiHnte. The teeth are 34 in number, 16
above and 18 below. The pelade is very longj the taU long
and very bushy, and the coloratioa black, striped or spotted
with white. The palate ends opposite the last molar ; the
mastoid process is flaring ; the periotics are not much in-

flated ; the zygoma rises backw^d ; and the profile of the
skull is highest over tbe orbits, ^e nostrils are lateral,

and the soles hairy, at least in part There are several
species, of Korth and Central America, the best-known of
which is Jf. mepkitica, the common skunk. Jf. maervra is

the long-tailed skimk of Mexicow The little striped skunk,
M. putoritis of the United States, is referred by Cones to
the genus SpSogale. The South American and African
skunks which have been referred to M^hxtis belong to
other genera. See skunk.

mephitism (mf-fi'tdzm), ». [< mqphit{is) +
-tsm.] Same as mmhitis, 1. Dunglisoa.

Mephostophilnsf, MephostopMlist, » See
MephisUtpheles.

meracionst (mf-ra'shus), a. [Erroneously for

'meracous, < li.nieracus. pure, unmixed, < mertis,

pure: see »n«reS.] Without admixture or adul-

teration; pure; hence, strong; racy.

meracityt (mf-ras'i-ti), n. [< L. meracus, pure

:

see meradous'.'} Clearness or pureness. Sailey,

1731-

meraline (mer'a-Un). n. A woolen nuaterial for

women's dresses and cloaks, usually having a
narrow stripe.

mercablet (mer'ka-bl), a. [< L. mercabUis, that

can be bought, (.mercari, trade, buy: see mer-
chant."] Capable of being bought or sold ; mer
ehantable. Bailey, 1731.
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mercantile (mfer'kan-til), a. [Formerly also
mercantU; < OP. m'ercanUl, F. mercantile = &p.
Pg. mercantil = It. mercantile, < ML. mercan-
Ulis, of a merchant or of trade, < L. mercan{t-)s,
a merchant, trading: see merchant.'] 1. Of or
pertaining to merchants, or the traffic carried
on by merchants ; having to do with trade or
commerce; trading; commercial.
Bonrepaux . . . was esteemed an adept in the mystery

of mefurMe politics. Macavlay, Hist. Eng., vi.

2. Characteristic of the business of merchants;
in accord with business principles.

It was found essential to establish the work (the "Edin-
burgh E«view "] on a sound mercanbile basis, with a paid
editor and paid writers. Sydney Smith, Wit and Wisdom.

Meicantile law, the laws applicable to commercial trans-
actions ; the law merchant. See law merchant, under 2awi.
—Mercantile system, in polU. econ., the belief, gen-
erally held till the end of the last centmy, that all wealth
consists in gold and silver, and that therefore the expor-
tation of goods and importation of gold should be encour-
aged by the state, while the importation of goods and the
exportation of gold should be forbidden, or at least re-
stricted as much as possible.

While there are so many things to render the assump-
tion which is the basis of the mercayitile system plausible,
there is also some small foundation in reason, though a
very insufiicient one, for the distinction which that system
so emphatically draws between money and every other
kind of valuable possession.

J. S. Mia, Pol. Econ., Prelim. Rem.
Thus, the Merca'nt^Ue System, admits every mode of ap-

plying the three factors of production, but considers them
really productive only in so far as they increase the quan-
tity of the precious metals possessed by the nation, either
through the agency of mining at home or by means of
foreign trade. W. Soscher, Pol. Econ. (trans,), 1. 169.

=Syn. Mercantile, CmriTnerciaZ. Commercial is the broad-
er term, including the other. Mercantile applies only to
the actual purchase and sale of goods, according to one's
line of business ; the mercantile class in a community com-
prises all such as are actually in the business of buying and
selling. Commercial covers the whole theory and practice
of commerce, home or foreign : as, the British are a com-
Tnercial people ; com/mercial usages, honor, law. The word
is applicable wherever the more varied activities of com-
merce are concerned.

mercantilism (m6r'kan-til-izm), n. [< mercan-
tile + -ism.] 1. The mercantile spirit or char-
acter; devotion to trade and commerce; exces-
sive importance attached to traffic, or to ex-
change of values in any way.
Mercantilism is drawing into its vortex the intellectual

strength of the nation. The Century, XXXT. 311.

2. InpoUt. econ., the mercantile system, or the
theories embodied in it. See mercantile.

Indeed, it has been justly observed that there are in him
[Hume] several traces of a refined mercantilism, and that
he represents a state of opinion in which the transition
from the old to the newviews is not yet completely effected.

Mneyc. Brit., XIX. 364.

mercantilist (mfer'kan-til-ist), n. [< mercantile

+ -ist.] 1. A devotee of mercantilism; a be-
liever in the supreme importance of trade and
commerce.— 2. In poUt. econ., an advocate
of the mercantile system, or of some similar
theory.

The TnercantHists maybe best described, as Roscher has
remarked, not by any definite economic theorem which
they held in common, but by a set of theoretic tendencies,
commonly found in combination, though severally prevail-

ing in different degrees in different minds.
Encyc. Brit., XIX. 364.

mercantilistic (m6r"kan-ti-lis'tik), a. [< mer-
cantilist + -ic] Pertaining to mercantilism, or
to the mercantile system in political economy

;

characteristic of mercantilists.

From the seventeenth century mercarMisHc views began
to exercise a more and more marked influence upon finan-

cial literature. Cyc. of Pol. Science, II. 197.

mercantility (m6r-kan-til'i-ti), n. [< mercan-
tile + 4ty.'] Mercantile spirit or enterprise.

[Eare.]

He was all on fire with mercaittU'Uy.

C. Beade, Cloister and Hearth, Ixxvi. ^Dairies.)

mercaptan (mer-kap'tan), n. [So called as ab-
sorbing mercury; < IJ. Mer(^curius), Mercury,
ML., quicksilver, mercury, + captan(t-)s, tak-

ing, ppr. of captare, take : see captation.] One
of a class of compounds analogous to alcohols,

in which the group SH takes the place of hy-
droxyl. They are all liquids having an offensive garlic

odor, and form with mercuric oxid white crystalline com-
pounds, hence their name. Methyl mercaptan (CH3SH),
or methyl sidphydrate, is a highly offensive and volatile

liquid.

mercaptide (mfer-kap'tid or -tid), n. [< mer-
captan + -ide^.] A compound formed by the
imion of mercaptan with a metallic base.

mercaptoic (m^r-kap-to'ik), a. [< mercapt{an)
+ -o-ic] Derived from or having the proper-

ties of mercaptans.

mercatt, mercatet, ». [< It. mercato, < L. mer-

catMS, a market: see market^ Same as marlcet.
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This was formerly the Circus or Agonales, dedicated to

sports and pastimes, and is now the greatest mercat of ye

citty. Evelyn, Diary, Feb. 20, 1646.

By order of court a -mercate was erected at Boston, to be

kept upon Thursday, the fifth day of the week.
Winthrop, Hist. New England; I. 148.

mercatantet (mer-ka-tan'te), n. [< It. merea^

tante (ef. Sp. mercadante = OP. mercadant, <

It.) (equiv. to mercante), a merchant, < merca-

tare, trade, (.mercato, trading, market: seewar-
leet, v.] A foreign trader.

Tra. What is he, Biondello?
Biom Master, a mercatante, or a pedant^

I know not what ; but formal in appareL
Shak., T. of the S., iv. 2. 63.

[Spelled marcatUant in the early editions, and mercatant

in some modern ones.]

mercativet (m6r'ka-tiv), a. [< ML. mercativtis,

of trading, <mercoi«s, trading: see marlcet.] Of
or belonging to trade. Coles, 1717.

Mercator's chart, projection. See the nouns.

mercaturet (™er'ka-tur), n. [<L. mercatura,

trade, traffic, < mercari, trade: see merchant.]

The act or practice of buying and selling; com-
merce ; traffic ; trade.

mercet (mfers), v. t. [By apheresis from amerce.]

To amerce; mulct; mie.

For the kynge of Bgipt put him downe at Jerusalem, and
merced the land in an hundred talentes of sylver and a
talent of golde. • Bible of 16B1, 2 Chron. xxxvi. 3.

mercedet, »• [ME., < L. merees (mercedr-), pay,
reward, bribe, etc.: see mercy.] Reward; pay-
ment; bribe.

That ys no mede bote a mercede,
A manor dewe dette for the doynge

;

And bote if yt be payed presUiche the payer is to blame.
JPiers Plowman (C), iv. 306.

Mercedonius, Mercedinus (mer-se-do'ni-us,
-di'nus), n. [L.] In the Roman calendar com-
monly ascribed toNuma Pompilius, second king
of Rome, an intercalary month inserted every
second year between the 23d and the 24th of
February, and having twenty-two or twenty-
three days.

mercementt (mers'ment), n. [ME., ialso merci-
ment, mercyment; by apheresis from amerce-
ment. Cf. merciament.] A fine ; a penalty satis-

fied by a money-payment; a mulct.

Brynge alle men to bowe with-oute byter wounde,
With-oute TTiereement other manslauht amenden alle

reames. Pier^ Plowman (C), v. 182.

Bigt so is loue a ledere and the lawe shapeth,
Vpon man for his mysdedes the Tnerciment he taxeth.

Piers Ploioman (B), L 160.

mercenarianf (m6r-se-na'ri-an), ». [< merce-
nary + -an.] A mercenary.

'

Odd bands
Of voluntaries and mercenaria/ns.

Marston, In Praise of Pygmalion, 1. 18.

mercenarily (m6r'se-na-ri-li), adv. [< merce-
nary + -Vy^.] In a mercenary manner. Imp.
Diet.

mercenariness (m6r'se-na-ri-nes), «. [< mer-
cenary + -ness.] The character of being mer-
cenary; venality; regard to hire or reward;
action or conduct uniformly prompted by the
love of gain or the acquisition of money as a
chief end.
mercenary (m6r'se-na-ri), a. and n. [< ME.
mercenarie = F. mercehaire = Sp. Pg. It. merce-
nario, < L. mereenarius, earlier mercennoA'ius,
hired for pay, hireling, as noun a hired laborer,
< merees {merced-), pay, wages, reward : see mer-
cy.] 1. a. 1. Working or acting for reward;
hired; serving only for gain; selling one's ser-
vices to the highest bidder.

Mefrcewj/ey men, which get their living by the trade of
rowing. Coryat, Crudities, I. 214.

Mercenary troops, . . . perfectly acquainted with every
part of their profession, irresistible in the field, powerful
to defend or destroy,*but defending without love and with-
out hatred. Macavlay, Athenian Orators.

Hence— 2. Venal; sordid; actuated only by
hope of reward ; ready to accept dishonorable
gain: as, a mercenary prince or judge; a merce-
nary disposition.

This study fits a mercenary drudge.
Marlowe, Doctor Faustus, i. 1.

You know me too proud to stoop to mercenary insin-
cerity. Goldsmith, To Edward Mills.

3. Pertaining or due to hope of gain or reward

;

done, given, etc., in return for nire; resulting
from sordid motives : as, mercenary services ; a
mercenary act.

For many of our princes, woe the while,
lie drown'd and soak'd in mercenary blood.

Shah, Hen. T., iv. 7. 79.

Thus needy wits a vile revenue made,
And verse became a mercenary trade.

Dryden and Soame, tr. of Horace's Art of Poetry, iv.
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One act that from a thankful heart proceeds
Excels ten thousand jnercenary deeds.

Cowper, Truth, 1. 224,

=S^. Hireling, etc. See venal.

n, n.\ pi. mercenaries (-riz). 1. A person
who works for pay ; especially, one who has no
higher motive to work than love of gain.

He was a schepherde and no mercenarie.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol, to C, T,, 1, 614,

Stationed by, as waiting a result.

Lean silent gangs of mercenaries ceased
Working to watch the strangers.

Browning, Sordello,

2. Specifically, a soldier in foreign service;

a professional soldier. This term became common
during the long wars of the years immediately following

the middle ages, when professional soldiers who served
any one who would pay them were contrasted with those

who still followed their feudal superiors,*

This is to show, both how tyranny grows to stand in

need of mercenary soldiers, and how those mercenaries
are , . . firmly assured unto the tyi-ant,

Raleigh, Hist, World, V, ii, 2.

Like Tnercenaries, hired for home defence,

They will not serve against their native Prince.
Dryden, Hind and Panther, ii, 290,

The Chief Citizens, like the noble Italians, hire Merce-
naries to carry arms in their stead, Steele, Tatler, No, 28,

mercer (mer'sfer), n. [< ME. mercer, meercere,

< OP. mercier, P. mercier = Pr. mercer, mereier

= Sp. mercero = Pg. merdeiro = It. merciajo, <

ML. merciarius (also mercerius, mercerns, after

OF.), a trader, a dealer in small wares, < L.

merx (mere-), merchandise: see mercy, mer-

chant.] 1. A dealer in small wares, or in mer-
chandise of any sort.

A row of pins, arranged as neatly as in the papers solil

at the mercers\
Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, n. 689.

2. A dealer in cloths of different sorts, espe-

cially silk. [Eng.]

She feels not how the land drops away, nor the acres

melt ; nor foresees the change, when the mercer has yoni
woods for her velvets, B. Jonson, Epiccene, ii, 1,

mercerization (mer'''8er-i-za'shon), n. [< mer-

cerize -(- -ation.] A process of treating cot-

ton fiber or fabrics, invented by John Mercer,

a Lancashire calico-printer, and patented in

1851. He discovered that the steeping of cotton cloth

from ten to twenty minutes in caustic and syrupy potash
lye, and then washing out the cloth with alcohol of spe-

cific gravity 0.825, caused the texture to contract one tenth

on drying, retaining 14.72 per cent, of potash. If sodalye
of specific gravity 1.342 Is substituted for the potash, the

cloth shrinks one fourth and contains 9,68 per cent, of

soda. Water abstracts all the soda, and leaves the shrank-
en tissue, which takes more brilliant cplors in dyeing than
unmercerized calico. Also spelled mercerisaUon.

mercerize (mer's6r-iz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. mer-

cerised, ppr. mercerizing. [< Mercer (see def.

of mercerization) + -ize.] To treat ^cotton fiber

or fabrics) with a solution of caustic alkali ac-

cording to the method of mercerization. Also
spelled mercerise.

The microscopical examination of a mercerized cotton

fiber shows it to have lost all its original characteristics.

Sei. Amer., N. S,, LVL 241,

mercership (m6r's6r-ship), n. [< mercer +
-ship.] The occupation or business of a mercer.

He confesses himself to be an egregious fool to leave his

mercersM/p, and go to be a musqueteer,
Howell, Letters, ii, 62,

mercery (m6r's6r-i), n.; pi. merceries (-iz). [<

ME. mercery, meercery, mereerie, < OP. mercerie,

mercierie, P. mercerie (> Sp. merceria = Pg, It,

merceria), < ML. merdaria (also mercaria, after

OP.), the trade of a mercer, mercers' wares, <

merciarius, amercer: see mercer.] 1. The class

of commodities or goods in which a mereer
deals, as silks, woolen cloths, etc. [Eng.]

Clothe, furres, and other mercery.
Berners, tr, of Froissart's Chron,, I, cccciii.

Half the shop was appropriated to grocery ; the other

half to drapery, and a little mercery.
Mrs. OaskeU, Sylvia's Lovers, iii.

Serious-faced folkwho buy their merceries economically
and seldom. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XXXIII, 76,

2. The trade of a mercer.

The mercery is gone from out of Lombard-street and

Cheapside into Paternoster-row and Fleet-street.

GraurO,, BUls of Mortality,

3. A place where mercers' wares are sold.

merchandise (m6r'chan-diz), n. [Also mer-

chandize; < MB. merchandyse, marchaundise,

marchaundyse, < OF. marchandise, marchaun-
dise, P. marchandise, a merchant's wares, < mar-
chand, a merchant: see merchant.] 1. In gen-

eral, any movable object of trade or traffic ; that

which is passed from hand to hand by purchase
and sale ; specifically, the objects of commerce

;

a commercial commodity or commercial com-
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modities in general; the staple of a mercantile Sf. A merchant ship or vessel; a merchant-
business

; commodities, goods, or wares bought man.
ff'^SOld for gain. Eeal property, ships, money,
stocks, ana bonds are not merchandise, nor are notes or
oth«- mere representatives or measures of actual com-
modities or valaea. [Now never used in the plnraL]
Thou Shalt not sell her at aU for money ; thou shalt not

make mardiandite of her. Deut xa. 14.

Men comen asen be Damasce, that is a fuUe fayre Cytee
and fuUe noble, and fulle of alle Xerehandua.

ilandeiiae. Travels, p. 122.

As many alnagers to alner and measure al kinds of mar-
chandaa which they shal buy or sel by the yard-

BalduyTt Voyaga, 1. 210.

2t. Purchase and sale ; trade ; bargain ; traffic

;

dealing, or advantage from dealing.

1 wolde make a marchaundyae
Tonre myscheSe to marre. York Plays, p. 22S.

For the merchandise of it [wisdom] Is better than the
menhandite of silver, and the gain thereof than fine gold.

Piov. iil 14.

Were he out of Venice, I can make what merchandise
I will- Shak., M. of V., iit 1. 134.

If he pay thee to the utmost farthing, thou hast for-
given nothing ; it is merchandise, and not forgiveness, to
restore him that does as much as you can require.

Jer. Taylor.

Goods, wares, and merchandise. See good, n. =syn.
1. 6oaa<, CommodHies, etc See property.

merchandizef (m6r'chan-diz), v. i. [< ME. mar-
clwundysen ; < merchandise, n.] To engage in
trade ; carry on commerce.
That none offycer nor puruyour of y« kyngis shall mor-

ehaundyse by hymself or by odur wythin the cite or with-
out of thyngis touchyng his offyce.

Anwld's Chronide, p. S.

They ns'd to merehandiie indifferently, and were per-
mitted to sell to the friends of their enemies.

Evdyn, Diary, Feb. 5, 1657.

merchandizert (mer'chan-di-zer), m. A dealer
in merchandise; a merchant; a trafficker; a
trader.

That which did not a little amuse the merchandizers.
Bunyan, Pilgrim's Pr(^ress, L

merchandizillgt (mer'ehan-di-zing), n. Mer-
cantile business.

When 1 went Home, my antient Father began to press
me earnestly to enter into some Course of Life that might
make some Addition to wliat I had ; and after long Con-
sultation Uerchandiiing was what I took to.

N. BaUey, ix. of Colloquies of Erasmus, L 348.

merchandryf, n. An obsolete variant of tner-

ehantry.

merchant (mer'chant), n. and o. [Early mod.
E. also merchauntj marehant, mar^ummt, mar-
chand; < ME. marchant, marchaunt, marchand,
< AP. marchant, marchaunt, OP. marchant, mar-
cheant, marceant, F. marchand = Sp. merchante
= It. mercante, a trader, merchant, < L. mer-
caH(t-)s, a buyer, ppr. of mereari, trade, traffic,

buy, < men {mere-), merchandise, traffic, < me-
rere,_ mereri, gain, buy, purchase, also deserve,
merit: see mercy and merit. EtymologicaUy
the adj. precedes the noun ; but the noun ap-
pears to be earlier in E.] I. ». 1. One who
is engaged in the business of buying commer-
cial commodities and selling them again for
the sake of profit ; especially, one who buys and
sells in quantit;^ or by wholesale. One who buys
withoutskiing again, orwho sells without havingbought,
as where one sells products of his own labor, or who buys

The masters of some nxirAant. STio*., Tempest, ii. l.B.

Convoy ships accompany their merchants Oil Uiey may
prosecute the rest of their voyage without danger.

Dryden, Parallel of Poetry and Painting.

4. A shop-keeper or store-keeper. [Scotland,
and generally throughout the U. S.]— 5t. A
fellow; a chap. [Familiar.

]

The craf^ merchant (what-ever he be) that wHl set
brother against brother meaneth to destroy them both.

Latimer, Sermons, p. 115, b. {Sares.)

I pray yon, sir, what saucy merchant was this that was
so full of his ropery? Shak., E. and J., it 4. 153.

Custom Of merchants. See custom.—Forwarding
merchant. See /onmrdinj.—Hong merchants. See
hong2,—Merchant of the staplet, a merchant who
dealt in or exported staple commodities—that is, wool,
wool-fels, and leather. See staple.—JSeaibaatS' Court.
See court.—Merchant's mark, in the fifteenth and six-
teenth centuries, a device used on a seal and in similar
ways by a merchant or dealer ; often consisting of a cipher
of the letters of his name, often of a selected badges and
not often heraldic in character.

n. a. 1. Relating to trade or commerce; com-
mercial: as, the law merchant. See laipi.

Sir Peter. Tes, madam, I would have law merchant for
them too. Sheridan, School for Scandal, iL 2.

The merchant flag is without the Royal arms, and has a
narrow yellow stripe at the top and bottom of the flag
outside the two red bars. Preble, Hist of the Flag, p. 92.

2. Pertaining to merchants; belonging to the
mercantile class; engaged or used in trade or
commerce.

Up amang the merchaiU geir [merchandise^
They were as busy as we were down.

And qf the Beidsunre (Child's Ballads, VX 136X
MerChaat Adventurers. See adtenturer.—Merchant
bar,merchant iron, an iron bar which has been finished
by passing through the merchant rolls. Puddled bars (see
puddle) are worked into merchant iron or merchajit bar
by being cut into pieces of suitable length, which are then
piled in packets, heated to a welding-heat, and then ham-
mered and rolled, or rolled without hammering, into bars
of suitable shape to be put upon themarket. The amount
of labor bestowed on this process depends on the quality
of the iron it is desired to produce. Puddled bars which
havebeen rolled a second tune are called "No. 2," and this
is what is usually designated as merchant bar. It is the
lowest quality of iron available for the general smith's
use. If piled and rolled again, the product is called "No.
3." Another repetition of the process furnishes an article
known as "best-best," and sttll another gives "treble-
best,"— Merchant captain or seaman, a captain or
seaman employed in the merchant service.

—

Merchant
prince, a mert^iant of great wealth.

Many of the merchant-prinees of Xombard Street and
ComhUL Maeatday, Hist. Eng., xv.

Merchant rolls, the rolls of a roUing-mill which turn
out merchant bars.—Merchant service, the mercantile
marine; the business of commerce at sea.

—

Merchant
ship, a ship employed in mercantile voyages; a ship
used in trading.

—

Merchant tailor, a trading tailor; a
tailor who furnishes the materials for file clothes that he
makes.

This yere [lix. of Henry vil.] the taylours sewyd to the
Eynge tobecallyd MarchontTayloitrs; whereupon a grete
grudge rose amonge dyuers craftys in the cyte agaynst
them. Arnold^s Chronicle, p. xlii.

Merchant train, in metat-^icorting, a set of rolls having
a series of grooves, decreasing progressively, for reducing
iron puddle-bars to the sizes and shapes known as mer-
chant bar.—Merchant Venturert, a Merchant Adven-
turer. See adventurer.—Merchant vess^ a merchant
ship.

Lo, how our Bfarchant-vessds to and fro
Freely about our trade-full waters ga

Sylvester, tr. of Su Bartas's Weeks, iL, The Handy-Ciafts.
and sells exclusiv^y articles not the subject of ordinary
commerce or who buys and sells commercial articles on merchantf (mer'chant), r
salaryand not forprofii^ is not nsnally termed a mercAant.
Those who bny or sell on a commission for others are
termed commission-merchants. In the law of bankruptcy,
which forbids a discharge to merchants and traders who
have not kept proper books of account, the term has a
more extended meaning, having been held to include a
lively-stable keeper who bnys hay and grain and indi-
rectly sells it by boarding horses, but not a broker who
speculates in stocks.

Thidre comethe Marchauntes with Marchandise be Sec^
from Ynde^ Fersee^ Caldee, Ermonye, and of many ofhere
Eyngdomes. MandemUe, Travels, p. 122.

Ye merchauntes that vse the trade of merchandise,
Vse lawfuH wares and reasonable prise.

BdbeesBootiS. E. T. S.X p. 354.

A merchant of or in an article is one who buys and sells

it, and not the mannfactnrer selling it. A wine grower
isnotawine merchant; even a wine importer isnot called

a wine merchant, but a wine importer.
Lord BramvKU, law Kep., 7 Ex. 127.

Here shall be his Belgravia for his grandees, and this

his Cheapside and his Lombard Street for the merehaiu^
and bankers. A. TrcUope, South Africa, n. 69.

2t. A supercargo ; the person in charge of the

business affairs of a trading expedition.

He anchored in the road with one ship of small burden

;

and, pretending fbe death of his merchant, besought the

French, being some thirty in number, that they mightbury
tiieir merchant in hallowed ground.

Raleigh (Arber's Eng. Gamer, L 16).

I. [Formerly also

merchandjVMTchand; iOiF. nuirchander, F. mar-
chander, trade, < marchand, a trader: see mer-
chant, n.] To trade ; buy or sell ; deal ; barter

;

traffic; negotiate.

His wyfe had rather marchant with you.
Bemers, tr. of Froissart's Chron., II. C£dx.

And [Ferdlnando] marchanded at this timewith France,
for the restoring of the counties of Bussignon and Per-

pignian, oppignorated to the French. ^^
Bacon, Hen. TIL, p. 99.

merchantable (mer'chan-ta-bl), a. [< ME.
merchanddble ; (.merchant, v., + -able.'] 1. Suit-

able for trade or sale ; salable.

Ther wyves hath ben merchandabuU,
And of filer ware compenabulL

The Horn of King Arthur (Child's Ballads, L 21X

Verses are grown such merchantable ware
That now for sonnets sellers are the buyers.

Sir J. Uarington, Epigrams, L 40.

2. Specifically, inferior to the best or " select-

ed " quality, but sufficiently good for ordinary
purposes: as, merchantable wheat or timber.

—

3. The highest of the three grades into which
codfish that have been salted,washed,and dried
are sorted, fisrewfoundland.]

merchant-bar, merchant-iron. See merchant
bar, under merchant, a.

merciless

merchanthood(mer'ehant-hud), n. The occu-
pation of a merchant.

Finding merchant-hood in Glasgow ruinous to weak
health. Carlyle, Beminiscences, n. S3.

merchantlyt (mer'chant-ll), a. [< merchant +
-ii/1.] In a manner befitting a merchant.
merchantman (mdr'chant-man), ».; pi. mer-
chantmen (-men). [< merchant + man.'] If. A
merchant.
The kingdom of heaven is like nnto a merchant man

seeking goodly pearls. Mat. xiiL 45.

The craftsman, or merchantman, teacheth his prentice
to lie, and to utter his wares with lying and forswearing.

Latimer.

2. A ship employed in the transportation of
goods, as distinguished from a ship of war ; a
trading vessel.

Likewise had he served a year
On board a merchantman, and made himself
Fun sailor. Tem^/son, Enoch Arden.

merchantry (mer'chant-ri), n . [Formerly also
merchandry; < mercli'ant + -ry.] 1. The busi-
ness of a merchant.

I wish human wit, which is really very considerable in
mechanics and merchantry, could devise some method of
cultivating canes and making sugar without the mannai

labour of the human species.

Walpole, Letters, iv. 482. (Dames.)

2. The body of merchants taken collectively:
as, the merchantry of a country.
merdablef (m6r'si-a-bl), a. [< ME. mercyahle,
< OP. merciable, mercifol, < merci, mercy: see
mercy.] Merciful.

That of his mercy God so mernable
On us his grete mercy multiplie.

Clunieer, Prioress's Tale^ L 236.

To us alle bee merdable.
And forsene us alle onre mysdede.

Bynrns to Virgin, etc (K B. T. S.X p. 100.

merciamentf (mer'si-a-ment), n. [< ML. mer-
ciamentum, < merdare, fix a fine: see amerce,
amercement. Cf. merciment.] Amercement.
Takynge of merceamentysotherwy^e then the lawe them

commanndyd. Fabyan, Chron., an. 1258.

Mercian (mer'gian), a. and n. [< ML. Mercia
(see def.) (< AS'.' ilirce, Merce, Mierce, Myrce,
pL, the Mercians, Mercia) + -ian.] L a. Of
or pertaining to Mercia, an ancient kbigdom
in the central part of England, extending
westward to the Welsh border. It reached its

greatest height in the seventh and eighth cen-
turies.

H, n. A native or an inhabitant of ancient
Mercia.
merciful (mer'si-ful), a. [< ME. mercyful; <
mercy + -ftU.] 1. Possessing the attribute of
mercy; exercising forbearance or pity; not re-
vengeful or cruel; element; compassionate;
gracious.

And the publican . . . smote upon his breast, saying,
God be mercifid to me a sinner. Luke xviiL 13.

I shall both find your lordship judge and juror,
Tou are so merciful. Shak., Hen. VTTT v. 3. 61.

You area Tn«rc(/v2 creditor. God send me always to deal
with snch chapmen

!

The Great Frost (Arber's Eng. Gamer, L 88).

2. Characterized by mercy; manifesting clem-
ency or compassion

; giving relief from danger,
need, or suffering.

Virtues which are merciful, nor weave
Snares for the failing.

Byron, Childe Harold, iii 114.

—Syn. Humane, Merciful (see humane), lenient, mUd,
tender-hearted.

merdfolly (mer'si-fnl-i), adv. In a merciful
manner; with compassion or pity; in mercy;
tenderly; mildly: as, mercifully Bpaied.

Good Kate, mock me mercifully.
Shak., Hen. V., v. 2. 214.

All persons vnjnstly exil'd by Nero ... he mercifully
restored againe to their country and honour.

Sir H. SavOe, tr. of Tacitus, p. 11.

merdfolness (mer'si-ful-nes). It. The quality
ofbeing merciful; tenderness toward the faults

or needs of others ; readiness to foi^ve offense

or relieve suffering.

merdiyf, o. t. [< mercy + -fy.] To pity.

Many did deride,
Whilest she did weepe, of no man merdjide.

Spenser, F. Q., VL viL 32.

merciless (mer'si-les), a. [< mercy -(- -less.]

1. Destitute of mercy; unfeeling; pitUess;
hard-hearted; cruel; relentless; unsparing: as,

a merciless tyrant.

The foe is merciless, and wiU not pity

;

For at their hands I have deserved no pity.

Shak., 3 Hen. VL, u. 6. 25.

She was merciless in exacting retribution.
Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., iL 16.



merciless

She hauled me to the wash-stand, inflicted a merciless,
but happily brief scrub on my face and hands witli soap,
water, and a coarse towel. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, iv.

2. Without hope of mercy. [Bare.]

And all dismayd through mercUesse despaire.

Speiiser, F. Q., IV. viii. 51.

=S3ni. 1. Unmerciful, severe, inexorable, unrelenting, bar-
barous, savage.

mercilessly (mer'si-les-li), adv. In a merciless
manner; cruelly.

mercilessness (m6r'si-les-nes), «. The quality
of being merciless; want of mercy or pity.

mercimentt (mer'si-ment), n. See meree-
meiit.

mercurammonivuu (m6r"ku-ra-m6'ni-um), rt.

[NL.,< mercurius, mercury, '+ ammonium/] A
compound of mercury and aromonia : specifical-

ly applied to bases in which mercury replaces
a part or all of the hydrogen in ammonia. Ex-
amples ai-e mercurous-ammonium clilorid, (NH3)2Hg2Cl2,
and mercuric-diammonium chlorid, (NH3)2HgCl, known
as fusible white precipitate.— Mereaiainxaomxaai chlo-
rid, the hydrargyrum ammoniatum or white precipitate
of the United States and British Pharmacopoeias.

mercurial (mer-ku'ri-al), a. and n. [= P. luer-

curiel = Sp. Pg. mercurial = It. mereuriale, < L.
Mercurialis, of or pertaining to the god Mercury
or to the planet Mercury, < Mercurius, Mercury

:

see Mercury.'] I. a. 1. leap.] Pertaining to
the god Mercury ; having the form or qualities
attributed to Mercury.

His foot Mercurial, his Martial thigh.
Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 2. 310.

To see thee yong, yet manage so thine armes,
Have a nwreuriall mince and martiall hands.

Stirling, A Faraenesis to Prince Henry.

2. Like Mercury in character ; having themoral
or mental qualities ascribed to the god Mer-
cury, or supposed by astrologists to belong to

those under his star, the planet Mercury ; light-

hearted; gay; active; sprightly; flighty; fickle;

changeable; volatile.

Be is ... of a disposition, perhaps, rather too nwrcit-

rial lor the chamber of a nervous invalid.
Barha/m, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 201.

Mercurial races are never sublime.
De Quincey, Secret Societies, ii.

St. Pertaining to Mercury as god of trade;

hence, pertaining to trade or money-making:
as, mercurial pursuits.

His [Monson's] mind being more martial than mercu-
rial, ... he applied himself to sea-service.

Wood, Athenfe Oxon., I.

Properties pertaining to the practice of the law, as well

as to the mercuridl profession.

P. Whitehead, Gymnasiad, i., note.

4t. Pertaining to Mercury as herald; hence,
giving intelligence

;
pointing out ; directing.

As the traveller is directed by a m&rcurial statue.

ChUlingworth, Keligion of Protestants.

5. Pertaining or relating to mercury or quick-

silver, (a) Containingorconsistingofquicksilverormer-
cury: as, m^rcurwrf preparations or medicines, (6) Char-
acterized by the use of mercury : as, mercurial treatment,
(c) Caused by the use of mercury : as, a mercurial disease.

—Hepaticmercurial ore, cinnabar.—Mercurial bath,
erethism, ga£e. See the nouns.—Mercurial gliding.
Same as wa8A-^(2in^.— Mercurial horn-ore. Same
as oztonte;.—Mercunal level, ointment, pendulum,
thermometer, etc. See the nouns.

II. n. If. A person possessing any of the at-

tributes of the god Mercury ; one of mercurial
temperament; a sprightly person; also, one
given to trickery ; a cheat or thief.

Come, brave Tiicreurials, sublim'd in cheating.
My dear companions, fellow-soldiers
I' th' watcliful exercise of thievery.

T. To-mkis (?), Albumazar, i. 1.

2. A preparation of mercury used as a drug.

The question with the modem physician is not, as with
the ancient, . . . Shall m^rcwnaZs be administered?

E. Sperwer, Study of Sociology, p. 21.

mercorialine (mer-ku'ri-al-in), n. [< mercurial
+ -ine2.] A volatile alkaloid (CH5N) extract-

ed from the leaves and seed of Mercurialis

annua. It is a poisonous oily liquid, isomeric

and possibly identical with methylamine.
Mercurialis (mer-ku-ri-a'lis), n. [NL. (Toume-
fort, 1700), < L. mercurialis, sc. herba, a plant,

prob. dog's-mercury: see mercurial.] A genus
of plants of the natural order Euphorbiacece, the
tribe Crotonece, and the subtribe AealyphecB. it is

composed of 6 species of herbs native in Europe, the Med-
iterranean region, and eastern Asia. M. peremrn, the
dog's-mercuiy, is a poisonous weed, with a simple erect

stem six or eight inches high, the oblong or ovate-lanceo-
late leaves crowded on its upper half; the flowers are
dioecious on slender axillary peduncles. M. tomertlosa of

the Mediterranean region was long supposed to have the
power of determining the sex of children according as the
mother drank the juice of the male or of the female plant.

See mercury, S, and boy's, girl's, and golden mercury (un-

der mercury).
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mercurialisation, mercurialise. See mereu-

rialization, mereurializo.

mercurialism (mer-kii'ri-al-izm), /(. [< mercu-

rial + -*.>•«(.] The pathological condition pro-

duced by the use of mercury.

The other patient, on the contrary, showed no signs of

tnercurialiffin whatever. Laveet, No. 3447, p. 609.

mercurialist (mer-kii'ri-al-ist), ». [< mercurial

+ -ist.] 1. One who is iinder the influence of

the planet Mercury, or one resembling the god
Mercury in fickleness of character.

Merourialistx are solitary, much in contemplation, sub-

tile. BMrton, Anat. of Mel., p. 190.

2. A physician much given to the use of mer-
cury in the treatment of disease. Dunglison.—
St. A scholar; a rhetorician.

He who with a deepe insight marketh the nature of our
Mercurialists shall And as fit a harbour for pride under a
schollers cap as under a souldiers helmet.

Qreene, Farewell to Follie.

mercurialization (mer-kii"ri-al-i-za'shon), n.

[< mercurialize + -a Hon.] Tbie act of mercu-
rializing, or the State of being mercurialized.
Also spelled mercurialisation.

Premature delivery appeared to follow the mercuriali-
zation of the system.

A. S. Taylor, Med. Jurisprudence, p. 448.

mercurialize (mer-ku'ri-al-iz), v.; pret. and pp.
mercurialized, ppr. mercurializing. [< mercu-
rial + -4ze.] I. intrans. To be capricious or
fantastic.

II. trans. 1. To treat or impregnate with mer-
cury, as by exposure to its vapor, or immersion
in a chemical solution of it. To mercurialize a pho-
tographic negative is to subject it to the action of a solu-

tion of bichlorid of mercury in order to intensify or rein-

force the image. Plugs of mercurialized carbon are some-
times used in microphones and in the transmitter of a tele-

phonic circuit.

2. In med., to affect with mercury, as the bod-
ily system ; bring under the influence of mer-
cury.
Also spelled mercurialise.

mercurially (mer-kii'ri-al-i), adv. 1. In a mer-
curial manner.—2. By ineans of mercury.
Mercurian (m6r-kii'ri-an), a. [< L. Mercurius,
Mercury, + -an.] 1. Pertaining to Mercury as
god of eloquence.

The mercurian heavenly charme of hys rhetorique.
Nash, Haue with you to Saffron-Walden.

2. Pertaining to the planet Mercury.
Absorption by a Mercurian atmosphere.

A. M. Clarke, Astron. in 19th Cent.

mercuric (mfer-kii'rik), a. [< mercur-y -I- -ic]

1. Belated to or containing mercury.— 2. In
cliem., specifically applied to compounds in
which each atom of mercury is regarded as bi-

valent: as, mercuric chlorid, HgCl2 Mercuric
clilorld, corrosive sublimate.— Mercuric ftUmlnate,
fulrainatingmercury;adetonatingcompound(C2Hg2N2025
which crystallizes in shining gray crystals, prepared from
a mixture of alcohol, nitric acid, and mercury nitrate. A
moderate blow or slight friction causes it to explode vio-

lently. It is used for charging percussion-caps and deto-
nating caps for firing dynamite, etc.

mercurification (mer-kii"ri-fi-ka'shgn), n, [<

mercurify + -aUon: see -fication.] 1. In ckem.,

the process or operation of obtaining the mer-
cury from metallic minerals in its fluid form.

—

2. The act or art of mixing with quicksilver.

It remains that I perform the promise I made of adding
the ways of mercurificalion. Boyle, Works, I. 643.

mercurify (mer-kii'ri-fi), V. t.; pret. and pp.
mercurified, ppr. mercurifying. [< mercury +
-fy. ] 1 . To obtain mercury from (metallic min-
erals), as by the application of intense heat,
which expels the mercury in fumes that are
afterward condensed.— 2. To combine or min-
gle vrith mercury; mercurialize.

A part only of the metal is mercurified.
Boyle, Works, I. 641.

mercuriousnesst (mfer-lm'ri-us-nes), n. [< "mer-
eurious (< L. Mercurius, Mercmy) + -ness.] The
state or quality of being mercurial, or like the
god Mercury, as (in the quotation) in his char-
acter of a swift messenger.

A chapeau with wings, to denote the meireurUmsnesse of
this messenger. Fuller, Worthies, Kent.

mercurismt (mer'ku-rizm), n. [< Mercury -I-

ism.] A communication of news or intelli-

gence; a communication or announcement.
Sir T. Browne.
mercurous (m6r'ku-rus), a. [< mercury -)-

-ous.] 1. Related to or contaiiiing mercury.

—

2. In chem., specifically applied to compounds
in which two atoms of mercury are regarded as
forming a bivalent radical : as, mercurous chlo-
rid. Hg2Cl2.

Mercury.— statue of Greek
workmanship, in the British
Museum, London.

Mercury

Mercury (mer'ku-ri), )i.

[< ME. Mercuric, mer-
curic, < AF. Mercurie,
OP. Mercure, P. Mercure
= Sp. Pg. It. Mercnrio,
< L. Mercurius, Mercury
(the deity and the
planet), so called (ap-

par. ) as the god of trade,

< merx (mere-), mer-
chandise, wares : see

mercy, merchant. ] 1

.

In Bom. myth., the
name of a Roman di-

vinity, who became
identified with the
Greek Hermes. He was
the son of Jupiter and Mala,
and was the herald and am-
bassador of Jupiter. As a
god of darkness. Mercury
is the tutelary deity of
thieves and tricksters'; he
became also the protector
of herdsmen, and the god
of science, commerce, and
the arts and graces of life,

and the patron of travel-

ers and athletes. It was he
who guided the shades of

the dead to their final abid-
ing-place. He is represented
in art as a young man, usually wearing a winged hat and
the talaria or winged sandals, and bearing the caduceus
or pastoral staff and often a purse.

The herald Mercury.
New-h'ghted on a heaven -kissing hill.

Shak., Hamlet, ilL 4. 68.

2. \l. c. or cap.] PI. mercuries (-riz). One who
acts like the god Mercury in his capacity of a

messenger ; a conveyor of news or information

;

an intelligencer.
Following the mirror of all Christian kings.
With winged heels, as English Mercuries.

Shak., Hen. V., ii., chorus, 7.

We give the winds wings, and the angels too, as being
the swift messengers of God, the nimble mercuriesot hea-

ven. Abp. Sanero/t, Sermons, p. XSl.

Hence— 3. [I. c. or cap.] A common name for
a newspaper or periodical publication; for-

merly, also, a newspaper-carrier or a seller of

newspapers.
Those who sell them [news-books] by wholesale from

the press are called mercuries. CoweU.

No allusion to it is to be found in the monthly Mercu-
ries. Macavlay, Hist. Eng., xii.

4t. \l. c] Warmth or liveliness of tempera-
ment; spirit; sprightly qualities; hence, lia-

bility to change ; fickleness.
He was so full of mercury that he could not fix long in

any friendship, or to any design. Bp. Burrutl.

5. The innermost planet of the solar system.
Its mean distance from the sun is 0.387 that of the earth.
The inclination (7 degrees) and the eccentricity (0.2056) of
its orbit are exceeded only by some of the minor planets.
Its diameter is only 3,000 miles, or about | of that of the
earth ; its volume is to that of the earth as 1 to 18.6. It
performs its sidereal revolution In 88 days, its synodlcal
in 116. Its proximity to the sun prevents its being often
seen with the naked eye. The mass of Mercury, tDougb
as yet not very precisely determined, is less than that of
any other planet (asteroids excepted). According to Schia-
parelli it rotater on its axis in the same way as the moon
does, once in each orbital revolution.

6. \l.c.] Chemioals^boljHg; atomic weight,
200. A metal of a silver-white color and bril-

liant metallic luster, unique in that it is fluid

at ordinary temperatures. K becomes solid, or

freezes, at about — 40°, and crystallizes in the isometric
system. Its specific gravity at 0° is 13.6 ; when frozen,

according to J. W. Mallet, 14.1932. This metal occure

native, sometimes in considerable quantity ; but by far

the largest supply is obtained from the sulphid, known
as cinnabar. (See dnruibar.') Mercury is not very gener.

ally disseminated. In the United States only traces of lt»

ores have been found to the east of the Cordilleras. The
principal sources of supply are the mines of Almaden in

Spain, of New Almaden and others near the Bay of San

Francisco, and of Idria in Austria. Its chief use is in

the metallurgic treatment of gold and silver ores by

amalgamation. The thermometer and barometer are

instruments in which the peculiar qualities of this metal

are well illustrated. Commercially the most important
salts of mercury are mercurous chlorid (Hg2Cl^) or calo-

mel, chiefiy used in medicine, and the mercuric chlorid

(HgCl2) or corrosive sublimate, a violent poison used In

medicine and extensively in surgery as an antiseptic, and

as a preservative In dressing skins, etc., being a very pow-
erful antiseptic. The sulphid (HgS), or cinnabar, when
prepared artificially, is called vermilion, and is used as a

pigment. The names mercury and quicksUter are entire-

ly synonymous, but the former is rather a scicntiflo des-

ignation, and one necessarily used in compound names
and in the adjective form ; while the latter is a common
popular designation of this metal. See amalgam, calomel,

guiekgUver.

7. [I. c] The column of quicksilver in a ther-

mometer or barometer, especially with refer-

ence to the temperature or state of the atmo-

sphere shown by it. [Colloq.]



Mercury
'Whatever may be the height of the mercury [in the

barometer], a sudden and rapid tall is a sure sign of fool
weather. R. Straehan, in Uodem Meteorology, p. 80.

8. [J. c] (o) A plant of the genus Mercurialis,
chiefly M. perennis, the dog's-mereury, locally
called Kentish balsam (which see, under Kent-
ish), and il. annua, the annual or French mer-
cury. See Mercurialis. (6) In older usage, the
Chenopodium Bonus-Henricus. See allgood and
good-King-Benry. This is the English, false, or
icild mercury.— 9. In Iter., the tincture purple,
whenblazoning is donebytheplajiets.—Argental
mercury. See argerUai.—'Biaon'B mercury [prob. orig.
"barren mercury], the male plant of MarcuriaiU perennit.— Boy's mercury, the female plant of MercuritUis annua
(the sexes having been mistaken).—Corneous mercury.
Same as cotonet.—Extinction of mercury. See extinc-
tion.— GiiVa mercury, the male plant of Mercurialis
»imua. See nia2el, 2.—Golden mercury, ifercurioltsjM-
rennis, var. aurea.— Hydrosnbllmate Of mercnry, a
tntde-name for calomel prepared by condensing the vapor
of mercurous chlorid with steam in a large receiver,
which causes it to deposit
In an impalpable powder
absolutely free from any
trace of corrosive subli-

mate.— Uercory agom-
eter. See agometer. —
Mercury air-pump, an
apparatus used for produ-
cing a vacuum, consisting
essentially of a reservoir
above fromwhichmercury
flows down through a
small vertical tube, the
vessel to be exhausted
being attached at the side
(at C in the figure) at a
height something more
than 30 inches above the
lower receptacle. The de-
scending drops of mer-
cury carry witb them por-
tions of the air or other
gas from the receiver, and
it the process is long con-
tinued, the supply vessel
at the top being kept full,

a nearly perfect vacuum
may be obtained. This
form of air-pump is often
called a ^mngd pump.
It gives amuchhigher de-
gree of exhaustion than is

possible with the ordinary
mechanical air-pump, and
is much used not only in
physical experiments but
alsofor practical purposes,
for example in removing
the airfrom tlieglassbulbs
of the incandescent elec-
tric lamps. — Mount of
Mercury, in paimi^ry.
Seemount 1, S.-Nativeor
Tlrgln mercuiT, the
pure metal found in the
form of globules in cav-
ities of the ores of this

metaL — Three - seeded
mercury, a plant of the genus Acalypha, of the same
family as Mercurialis, and more or less similar in appear-
ance. The fruit splits into three two-valved one-seeded
nutlets. It is a large genus, chiefly tropical or subtropi-
cal. Many of the species are shrubby ; a few (mostly her-
baceous) are found in the United States.—Transit of
Mercui^, a passage of Mercury over the disk of the sun.

—Vegetable mercury, a Brazilian plant, Franciscea
unijiora, also called manaca. See Prandscea.

mercnryf (mfer'ku-ri), v. i. [< mercury, «.] To
wash with a preparation of mercury.

They are as tender as ... a lady's face new mercuried.
B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, 1 1.

mercuy-Clip (mer'kn-ri-kup), n. 1. The cis-

tern of a mercury barometer, which is filled

with mercury and in which the lower end of the
barometer-tube is inserted.— 2. A small open
cup oontaining mercury, used in electrical in-

struments and apparatus as a connection for

conductors. The cup may be of conducting material

and connected with one end of the wire forming the cir-

cuit, in which case the circuit will be closed by inserting

the other end of the wire in the mercury ; or the cup may
be of non-conductiug material, in which case both ends of

thewiremnstbeInsertedinthemercury to closethe circuit

merciiry-ftixnace (mfer'ku-ri-fto'nas), re. A
furnace in which ornnabax is roasted in order

to cause the pure mercury to pass off in fumes,
which are condensed in a series of vessels.

mercnry-gatherer (m6r'ku-ri-gaTH'6r-6r), «.

In metal-ujorlcing, a stirring apparatus which
causes quicksilver that has become floured or

mixed with sulphur in amalgamating to resume
the fluid condition, through the agency of me-
chanical agitation and rubbing. E. H. Knight.

mercury-goosefoot (m6r'ka-ri-g6s'fut), n.

Same as mercury, 8 (6).

mercnry-holder (m6r'ku-ri-h61'd6r), n. A vul-

canite cup, with a cover, used by dentista in

preparing amalgam.
Mercnry's-violet (m^r'ku-riz-vi'o-let), «. The
common canterbury-beU, Campaniiia Medium.

Mercery Air-pump.

The letter C marks the point
where the vessel to be exhausted is

attached.
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mercy (mfer'sl), ». ; pi. mercies (-siz). [< ME.
mercy, mercye, mersye, marsi, merci, < OF. m^rci,
mercit, P. merci = Pr. mt-rce = Sp. merced = Pg.
It. meree, grace, thanks, mercy, pity, pardon,
< L. mcrces (merced-), pay, reward, also bribe,
price, detriment, conifition, income, etc., ML.
also thanks, grace, mercy, pity, pardon, < merx
(mere-), merchandise, < merere, mereri, gain, ac-
quire, buy, also deserve, orig. 'receive as a
share': see merit. Cf. amerce, gramercy.'i 1.
Pitying forbearance or forgiveness; compas-
sionate leniency toward enemies or wrong-
doers; the disposition to treat offenders kindly
or tenderly ; the exercise of clemency in favor
of an offender.

A man wltheout marsi no marsi shall have
In tyme of ned when he dothe it crave.

MS. Ashmole 46. (HaUiwell.)

The lord is longsuflering, and of great mercy, forgiving
iniquity and trausgression, and by no means uearing the
guilty. Hum. xiv. la

A woman's mercy is very little.

But a man's mercy is more.
Sir Hugh, or the Jew's Daughter (Child's Ballads, HI. 334).

The sentiment of mercy is the natural recoil which the
laws of the imiverse provide to protect mankind from de-
struction by savage passions. Emerson, John Brown.

2. An act or exercise of forbearance, good will,

or favor; also, a kindness undeserved or un-
expected; a fortunate or providential circum-
stance; a blessing: as, it is a mercy that they
escaped.

I am not worthy of Uie least of all the mercies . . .

which thou hast shewed unto thy servant. Gen. xxzii. 10.

E'en a judgment, making way for thee,
Seems in their eyes a mercy for tliy sake.

Cowper, Task, ii 132.

3. Pity ; compassion ; benevolence : as, a work
of mercy.

In coueitise lyued haue y,
And neuere dide werkls of mercyes.
Hymm to Virgiri, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 99.

Whichnow of these three . . . was neighbour unto him
that fell among the thieves? And he said. He that shewed
mercy on him. Luke x- 36, 37.

4. Discretionary action ; unrestrained exercise
of the will and the power to punish and to
spare : as, to be at one's mercy (that is, wholly
in one's power).

At length, vpon their submission, the king tooke them
to mercie, vpon their fine, which was seized at tweutie
thousand marks. Holinshed, Hen. m., an. 1265.

And the offender's life lies in the mercy
Of the duke only. Shak., M. of V., iv. 1. 356.

Last, 'bout thy stiff neck we this halter hang.
And leave thee to the mercy of the court.

Beau, and FL, Knight of Malta, v. 2.

A lover is .ever complaining of cruelty while anything is

denied him ; and when the lady ceases to be cruel, she is,

from the next moment, at his mercy. Sw\ft.

Covenanted mercies. See cocemnit.- Fathers of
Mercy, the name of a society of Roman Catholic mission-
ary priests, founded in France in 1806 and introduced into

the United States In 1842.—For mercy! for mercy's
sa^e ! an exclamation, usually an appeal to pity.

Fer, Myself am Naples;
Who with mine eyes, never since at ebb, beheld
The king my father ^v^eck'd.

Mvr. Alack, for mercy !

Shak., Tempest, L 2. 437.

CiOd-a-mercyt. See Gtodi.—Great mercyt. [imitated

from gramercy, ME. grant mercy. See gramercy.] Great
favor.

Oreat mercy, sure, for to enlarge a thrall

Whose freedom shall thee tnnie to greatest scath

!

Spetiser, F. Q., 11. v. 18.

Sisters of Mercy. See sisterAmxi. — Spiritual and
corporal works 'of mercy, in the middle ages, seven
great works of mercy were enumerated called the spuit-

ual and as many called the corporal works of mercy. The
seven works of corporal mercy are to feed the hungry, give

drink to the thirsty, clothe the naked, visit prisonei^ visit

the sick, harbor strangerSj bury the dead; of spiritual

mercy, to convert sinners, instruct the ignorant, counsel

the doubtful, console the afflicted, bear wrongs patiently,

forgive injuries, pray for the living and the dead. Caih.

Diet
In fulflllynge of Godis commandmentis and of the seven

dedis of mercy bodili and gostly to a manys euen oristen.

nolle, quoted in Hampole'S Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.),

[Pref., p. xi.

To cry (one) mercy, (a) See cry, c. (») To proclaim a tax.

Bot Athelstan the maistrie wan and did tham mercie crie,

& alle Northwales he sat to treuage hie.

jRob. of Brunne, p. 28.

=Syn. 1. Clemency, eto. See leniency.

mercyt, !'• t- [< ME. me)-cien, < OF. mereier, thank,

also fine, < merci, thank, mercy, fine : see mercy,

n., and cf. m,erce, amerce.'] 1. To thank.

MUdeliche thenne Jleede mereieie hem alle

Of heore grete goodnesse. PiersPbnmium(^.), iii. 21.

2. To fine: amerce.

Forsters did somoun, enquered vp & doun
Whilk men of toun had taken his venysonn,

<fc who that \Tas gilty thorgh the foresters sawe.

MerceU was full hL Rob. <tf Brunne, p. 112.

mere

mercy-seat (m6r'si-set), «. The place of mercy
or forgiveness; the propitiatory; specifically,

the covering of the ark of the covenant among
the Jews. This was of gold, surmounted at each end
by a cherub with outstretched wings. On this covering
the blood of the yearly atonement was sprinkled, and from
this place God gave his oracles to Moses or to the high
priest. Hence, to approach the mercy-seat is to draw near
to God in prayer.

mercy-stockt, «. A propitiation.

Our Saviour, our Bansom, our Spokesman, our Mercy-
stock. Hutchinson, Works, p. lyj. (Davies.)

mercy-Stroke (mer'si-strok), n. The death-
stroke, as putting an end to pain ; the coup de
gr^ce.

merdt (m6rd), ». [Also mard; < OF. (and F.)
merde= Pr. merga= Sp. viierda= Pg. It. merda,
< L. merrfa, dung, ordure.] Ordure; dung; e.K-

crement.
If aftor thou of garlike stronge
The savour wilt expell,

A mard is sure the onely mesne
To put away the smell.

Kendall's Flowers of Epigrammes (1677). iNares.)

Haire o' th' head, burnt clouts, chalk, merds, and clay.
B. Jonson, Alchemist, ii. 1.

Merdivorse (m^r-div'o-re), n.pl. [NL., fern. pi.

of m,erdivorus: see merdivorous.'i A group of
dipterous insects which feed upon dimg.
merdivorous (mSr-div'o-rus), a. [< NL. mer-
divorus, < L. merda, dung, + vorare, devoiu-.J
Feeding upon excrement; devouring dui^.
mere^ (mer), «. [Formerly also meer, meere,
mear; < ME. mere, meere, < AS. mere, a lake,
pool, the sea,= OS. meri, a lake, = OPries. mar,
a ditch, =.MI). mare, maer, D. meer, meir=OHG.
marl, mari, meri, meri, MHGr. mer, G. meer =
Icel. marr = Goth, marei, a lake; = W. moi- =
Gael. Ir. muir = Lith. mares = Buss, more= L.
mare (> It. mare = Pg. Sp. Pr. mar = OF. mer.
mier, meir, F. mer), sea, ML. also mma, > OF.
and F. mare, f., a lake, pool, pond; cf. Skt.
maru, desert, < -j/ mar, die: see mort^, mortal.
Hence in eomp. mermaid, merman, etc. ; and
ult. deriv. marsh, ma risk.] A pool ; a small lake
or pond. [Not used in the U. S., except artifi-

cially in some local names, in imitation of Brit-
ish names: as, Harlem mere in Central Park in
New York.]

Then he wendez his way, wepande for care, '

Towarde the Tnere of Mambre, wepande for sorewe.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 778.

As two Fishes, cast into a Meer,
With fruitful Spawn will furnish in few yeer
A Town with victnall.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., Ilie Colonies.

On the edge of the 7nere the Prince of Orange had al-
ready ordered a cluster of forts to be erected.

Motley, Duteh Republic, n. 431.

mere^ (mer), ». [Formerly also meer, meere,
mear, meare; < ME. meer, mere, < AS. gemeere
= D. meer, a limit, boundary, = Icel. manr.
border-land.] 1. A boundary; boundary-line.

The furious Team, that on the Cambrian side
Doth Shropshire as a meare from Hereford divide.

Drayton, Polyolbiou. {Na/res.)

As it were, a common mear between lands.
Abp. Ussher, Ans. to Malone, p. 309.

2. A balk or furrow serving as a boundary- or-

dividing-line in a common field; also, a boun-
dary-stone ; a merestone. [Obsolete or pro-
vincial.]— 3. A private carriage-road. [North.
Eng.]— 4. A measure of 29 or 31 yards in the
Peak of Derbyshire in England. It is defined by
Blount as "29 yards in the low Peak of Derbyshire and 31
in the high." Mining claims were measured by meres, the
discoverer of a lode being allowed to claim two meres.

merest (mer), v. [Also meer, mear, etc.; < moc",
«.] I. tratis. To limit; bound; divide or cause
division in.

That brave honour of the Latine name,
Which mear'd her rule with Africa and Byze.

Spenser, Ruins of Rome, st 22.

At such a point.

When half to half the world opposed, he being
The meered question. Shak., A. and C, iiL 13. 10.

II. in trans. To, set divisions and bounds.

For bounding and mearing, to him that will keepe it

justly, it is a bond that brideleth power and desire.

Iforth's PI., L 55. D. (Nares.)

mere^ (mer), a. [Eai'lymod. E. also meer, meere

;

= OF. mer, mier = Pr. mer, mier = Sp. Pg. It.

mere, < L. merus, pure, unmixed (as wine ), hence
bare, only, mere.] 1. Pure; sheer; unmixed.

For neither can he fly, nor other harme.
But trust unto his strength and manhood meare.

Spenser, F. Q., II. xl. 34.

The most part of them are degenerated and gi-owen all-

most meere Irish. Spenser, State of Ireland.

Our wine is here mingled with water and with myrrh ;

there [in the world to come] it is mere and unmixed.
Jer. ToyJor, Worthy Communicant..



mere

2t. Absolute; unqualified; utter; whole; in the
fullest sense.

Those who, being in inere misery, continually do call
on God. Muniay (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 204).

Certain tidings now arrived, importing the mere perdi-
tion of the Turidsh fleet. Shdk., Othello, ii. 2. 3.

Signor Francisco, whose mere object now
Is woman at these years, that's the eye-saint, I know,
Amongst young gallants. Midiieton, The Widow, v. 1.

Although there is such plenty of fish and fowle and wild
beasts, yet are they so lasie they will not take paines to
catch it till ineere hunger constraine them.

Capt. John Smith, Works, II. 228.

3. Sheer ; simple ; nothing but (the thing men-
tioned); only: as, it is mere folly to do so;
this is the merest trash.

Tis a m£re toy to you, sir ; candle-rents.
B. JonxoUf Volpone, v. 4.

Forc'd of meer Necessity to eat.

He comes to pawn his Dish, to buy his Meat.
Congreoe, tr. of Satires of Juvenal, xi.

A mere courtier, a mere soldier, a mere scholar, a mere
anything, is an insipid pedantic character.

Addison, The Man of the Town.

Mere right, in law, the right of property without posses-
sion. =Syil. Mere, Bare. Mere is much oftener used than
bare. £are is positive ; 7n«re essentially negative. Strict-
ly, bare means only VfUhout other things, or 7io more than:
as, the bare mention of a name. Mere seems to imply de-
ficiency: as, Trtere conjecture; mere folly. In implying
smallness of amount it is sometimes the same as bare. In
Shdkspere, Hamlet, iil 1, "a bare bodkin" might be ex-
pressed by "a mere bodkin."

merest (mer), adv. [< mere^, a.] Absolutely;
wholly.

On my faith, your highness
Is m£re mistaken in me.

Fleteher, Mad Lover, iiL 4.

I know I shall produce things meere devine.
Marston, The Eawne^ iL 1.

merest (iiier), a. [ME., also meere, m^xre, < AS.
mcere, mere = 08. mari = OHG. mari, MHG.
mcere= Icel. mwrr= Goth, mers (in eomp. waila-
mers), famous ; akin to L. memor, mindful, re-
membering, Skt. -^smar, Zend mar, remember:
see memoTy,'\ Famous.

merest, ». A Middle English form of mare^.
meregoutte (mar'got), «. [P. mdre-gcmtte, < L.
merits, pure, immixed, + gutta (> P. goutte), a
drop : see mere^ and goufl.'] The first running
of must, oil, etc., from the fruit before pressure
has been applied to it : usually limited to the
juiee of the grape.

merelsti'i- lAlsomerelles, mortis; <ME. jwerete,

< OF. merelle, a game, nine men's morris, P.
m^relle, marelle, hopscotch, < merel (ML. merel-
Itis, merallus), a counter, token, a piece in
draughts, also a game.] A game also called

fivepenny or nine merHs morris, played with
counters or pegs. See morris^.

Merelles, or, as it was formerly called in England, nine
. men's morris, and also five-penny morris, is a game of
some antiquity. Strvtt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 416.

merely (mer'li), ad/v. [Formerly also meerly

;

< ME. merely; < mere^ + -ly^.'\ If. Absolutely;
wholly; completely; utterly.

What goodes, catalles. Jewels, plate, omamentes, or
other stuff, do merely belong or apperteyne to all the sayd
promocions. English Suds (E. E. T. S.), p. 197.

I wish you all content, and am as happy
In my &lend's good as it were Tnerely mine.

Beau, and Fl., Honest Man's Fortune, v. 3.

2. Simply; solely; only.

Excusing his [Mahomet's] sensuall felicities in the life

to come, as meerly allegoricaU, and necessarily fitted to
rude and vulgar capacities. Sandys, Trav^es, p. 46.

The prayers are commonly performed merely as a mat-
ter of ceremony. E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 212.

merenchyma (me-reng'ki-ma), n. [NL., < Gr.

idpog, a part, + {Trap)kyxvim., m mod. sense 'pa-
renchyma': see parenchyma.'] In 6o<., an imper-
fect cellular tissue composed of more or less

rounded cells and abundant in intercellular

spaces. CooJce.

merenchymatous (mer-eng-kim'a-tus), a. [<
merenchyma{t-) + -ous.'] Having the struftture

or appearance of merenchyma.
meresaucet, n. [< ME. meresauce; appar. < OP.
mure (ML. muria), pickle, brine, + sauee,

sauce. Of. OP. saulmure, pickle.] Brine or
pickle for flesh or fish. Prompt, Fan., p. 334;
Palsgrave.

meresman (merz'man), TO. [Formerly also

mearsman, meersman'j < mer^s, poss. of mere^, +
man.] One who points out boundaries. [Ob-
solete or local.]

The use of the word "mere" has been revived in the
Tneresmen of an Act of Parliament a few years since for
ascertaining the boundaries of parishes,

N. and Q., 7th ser., V. 291.

mere-stake (mer'stak), n. A pollard or tree

standing as a mark, or boundary for the division
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of parts or parcels in coppices or woods. Also
called mere-tree.

merestead (mer'sted), n. [Formerly also «eer-
stead, mearstead; < mereS -I- stead.] The land
within a particular mere or boundary ; a farm.

The men were intent on their labours,
Busy with hewing and building, with garden plot and with

merestead.
Longfellow, Courtship of Miles Standish, viii.

merestone (mer'ston), n. [Formerly also meer-
stone , meerestone ; < ME. merestone, meresiane ;

< mere^ + stone.] 1. A stone to mark a boun-
dary.

The mislaier of a meere stone is to blame. Eut it is the
unjust judge that is the capitall remover of land-markes,
when he deflneth amisse of lands and property.

Bacon, Judicature.

2. Figuratively, a limit.

That you contain the jurisdiction of the court within
the ancient jnerestones, without removing the mark.

Bacon, Speech to Hutton (Works, XIII. 202).

mereswinet, meerswinef, n. [ME. meresioyne,
etc., < OP. marsouin; < mere^ + swine.] A dol-
phin or porpoise.

Grassede as a mereswyne with corkes fulle huge.
Morte Arthure (B. E. T. ^.\ L 1091.

mere-tree (mer'tre), n. Same as msre-stake.

A Tneere tree, a tree which is for some bound or limit of
land. Ifomenelator (1585). (JIT. ami Q., 7th ser. , V. 191.)

meretrician (mer-e-trish'an), a. [= OP. mere-
tridien, <L. meretriic (-trio-), a prostitute,+ -ian.]
Of or pertaining to prostitutes ; meretricious.
Take from human commerce Meretrician amours.

Tom Broum, Works, III. 263. (Davies.)

meretricious (mer-e-trish'us), a. [= Sp. Pg.
It. meretriciOjKJj. meretrioiw, of or pertaining to
prostitutes, (.meretrix, a prostitute: see mere-
trix.] 1. Of or pertaining to prostitutes; wan-
ton; libidinous.

The meretricious world claps our cheeks, and fondles us
unto failings. Feltham, Resolves, L 26.

Her deceitful and meretricious traffick with all the na-
tions of the world. Bp. Hall, Hard Texts, Is. xxiiL 17.

2. Alluringby false attractions; having a gaudy
but deceitful appearance ; tawdry; showy: as,

meretricious dress or ornaments.
Pride and artificial gluttonies do but adulterate nature,

making our diet healthless, our appetites impatient and
unsatisflable, and the taste mixed, fantastical, and mare-
tricioiis. Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, ii. 6.

A tawdry carpet, all beflowered and befruited— such a
meretricious blur of colors as a hotel offers for vulgar feet
to tread upon. T. Winthrop, Cecil Dreeme, xxxviit

meretriciously (mer-e-trish'us-U), adv. In a
meretricious maimer; with false allurement;
tawdrily ; with vulgar show.
meretriciousness (mer-f-trish'us-nes), «. The
quality of being meretricious; false show or
allurement; vulgar finery.

meretrix (mer'f-triks), n. [L., a prostitute, <
merere, earn, gain, serve for pay: see merit.]
1. A prostitute; a harlot.

A beautiful piece,
Hight Aspasia, the meretrix.

B. Jonson, Volpone, i. 1.

That she [Cynthia] was a TneretHx is clear from many
indications—her accomplishments, her house in the Sub-
ura. .Encwc. Brit., XIX. 813.

2. [cop.] [NL.] A genus of bivalves : same as
Cytherea. Lamarck, 1799.

Merganetta (m6r-ga-net'a), «. [NL., < Mergus
+ Gr. vyrra, a duck.'] A "remarkable genus of
Anatidce, combining characters of mergansers
with those of ordinary ducks, and having fur-
thermore a sharp spur on the bend of the wing

;

the torrent-ducks. See torrent-duck.

Merganettinae (mer'-'ga-ne-ti'ne), n. pi. [NL.,
< Merganetta + -inm.] A subfamily of Anati-
dce constituted by the genus Merganetta.
merganser (mer-gan's6r), n. [NL. (> Sp. mer-
gansar), < L. mergus, a diver (water-fowl), -t-

awser, goose: see Mergus snAAnser.] \. A bird

Hooded Merganser {Lophodytes cucullatus).

of the genus Mergus or subfamily Merging, fam-
ily AnaUdce; a sawbUl, garbill, or fisUng-duck.

Meriania

A merganser resembles aduck, but has a cylindrical instead
of a depressed bill, with a hooked nail at the end, and a ser-

ration of very prominent back-set teeth. Several species
are among the common water-fowls of the northern hemi-
sphere. The common merganser or goosander, Mergus mer-
ganser or Merganser castor, is about 2 feet long, and nearly
3 in extent of wings. In the male the upper parts are glossy-
black varied with white on the wings, the lower parts white
tinged with salmon-color, the head and neck glossy dark-
green like a drake's, and the bill and feet coral- or vermilion-
red. The head is slightly crested. The red-breasted mer-
ganser, M. serratfyr, is a similar but somewhat smaller
bird, with a reddish breast and the head more decidedly
crested. The hooded merganser, Laphodyt» cucidlatus, is

still smaller, black and white, with a beautiful erect semi-
circular crest. A South American species, distinct from
any of the foregoing, is Mergus bramiensis.

2. leap.] A genus of Merginee: same as Mer-
gus.

merge (merj), v.; pret. and pp. merged, ppr.
merging. [< OP. merger, mergir = It. mergere,i(.

L. mergere, dive, dip, immerse, sink in, = Skt.

•/ majj, dip, bathe. Hence emerge, immerge, sub-

merge, immerse, etc.] I. intrans. To sink or
disappear in somethiig else ; be swallowedup

;

lose identity or individuality : with in.

He is to take care, undoubtedly, that the ecclesiastic

shall not Tnerge in the farmer. Scott, Speech, April, 1802.

Fear, doubt, thought, life itself, ere long
Merged in one feeling deep and strong.

Whittier, Mogg Megone, ii.

II. trans. To cause to be absorbed or en-
grossed ; sink the identity or individuality of;

make to disappear in something else : follow-
ed by in (sometimes by into) : as, all fear was
merged in curiosity.

The plaintiflF became the purchaserand merged his term
in the fee. ChaneeUor Kent.

The names of Castilian and Aragonese were merged in
the comprehensive one of Spaniard.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 26.

merger^ (mer'jSr), n. [< merge + -er^.] One
who or that which merges.
merger^ (mer'jer), n. [< OF. merger, inf. as

noun, a merging: see merge.] 1. In the law of

conveyancing, the sinking or obliteration of a
lesser estate in lands, etc., resulting when it is

transferred without qualification to the owner
of a greater estate in the same property (or the
like transfer of the greater estate to the owner
of the lesser), if there be no intermediate estate.
At commonlaw the lesser estate was not deemed tobe add-
ed to the greater, but to be extinguished, so as to free the
greater estate from the qualification or impairment which
the existence of the lesser estate had constituted. Thus,
if an owner of the fee of land on which there was an out-
standing lease, owned by another person, acquired the
lease, the lease was thereby annulled, and he thereafter
held simply as owner of the fee. It resulted sometimes
that, if his title to the fee proved defective, he could not
avail himself of any claim under the lease.

Merger is the act of law, and is the annihilation of one
estate in another. Its effect is to consolidate two estates,

and to conform them into one estate.

Mayhew, On Merger, I. i.

3. In the law of contracts, the extinguishment .

of a security for a debt by the creditor's accep-
tance of a higher security, such as a bond in lieu

of a note, or a judgment in lieu of either: so
called because such acceptance, by operation
of law, and vrithout intention of the parties,
merges the lower security.
mergn, ». An obsolete or dialectal form of nmr-
roMjl.

Merginse (m6r-ji'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Mergus +
-inm.] A subfamily of Anatidce, typified by the
ee-mis Mergus ; the mergansers. Bee merganser.
Mergulus (mer'gu-lus), n. [NL. (Vieillot, 1816),
dim. ot Mergus, q. v.] A genus of small three-
toed web-footedmarine birds of the auk family,
Alcidce; the dovekies. There is but one spe-
cies, M. alle. Also called Alle. See cut imder
dovekie.

Mergus (mer'gus), n. [NL., < L. mergus, a
diver (water-fowl), < mergere, dive : see merge.]
The typical genus of Merginee, formerly coex-
tensive with the subfamUy, now restricted to

such species as the goosander, M. merganser,
and the red-breasted merganser, M. serrator.

See merganser.
meri (ma'ii), «. A war-ax or war-club used by
the natives of New Zealand, it is seldom less than
a foot or more than 18 inches long, and is made of wood,
bone, basaltic stone, or green jade.

meriseum (me-ri-e'um), «.; pi. merima (-a).

[NL., < Gr. fuiptaioi; neut. of |U?/pjoiof, belonging
to the thigh, </z)?p(if, the thigh: seemeros.] In
entom., a posterior inflected part of the meta-
stemum of beetles, forming the anterior sur-

face of the socket of the hind leg. Knock.
Meriania (mer-i-an'i-a), n. [NL. (8wartz,1800),
named after M. S. M'erian, a Dutch artist.] A
genus of plants of the natural order Melastoma-
cece, type of the tribe Merianieie. There are about 87
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species, natives of tropiciQ America and the West Indies.
They are erect shrnbs or trees with long-petloled oblong-
luiceolate leaves and large yellow or pnrple flowers. Some
of the species are cultivated in greenhouses, under the
name of Jamaica roges.

Merianieae (mer'i-a-ni'e-e), n.pl. [KL. (Ben-
tham and Hooker, 1865),' < Meriania + -e®.] A
tribe of plants of the natural order Melastoma-
eew and the suboTder Melastomece, characterized
by the generally terete or slightly angular cap-
sular fruit and the angulated, cuiieate, or fusi-
form seeds. It embraces 11 genera and about
107 species of tropical American shrubs and
trees.

mericarp (mer^i-karp), n. [= F. mSiHcarpe, <
Gr. fiepog, a part, -f- xafmSc, fruit.] One of the
two achene-like carpels which form a eremo-
carp or fruit in the UmhelUferm: same as hemi-
carp.

mendes, n. Plural of mens.
Meridiacese (me-rid-i-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (Ea-
benhorst, 1864), < Meridian + -acea.'] A large
family of diatoms, according to the classifica-

tion of Rabenhorst, taking its name from the
genus Meridian. The fmstule is cuneate, producing
nin-shaped colonies, without central nodule. G?hey live
in both fresh and salt water. The family is the same or
nearly the same as the Meridieoa of Kuetzing.

meridialt (mf-rid'i-al), a. [ME. merydyall; <
TJi. meridialis, of midday, < meridies, midday:
see meridian.'] Of midday ; meridian.

Whole men of what age or complexion so ener they be
o( shnlde take theyr natnrall rest and slepe in the nyght

:

and to eschewe merydyaU sleep.

Babees Book (B. E. T. S.), p. 244.

meridian (mf-rid'i-an), a. and n. [< ME. me-
ridian, < OP. meridien, < F. meridien = Sp. Pg. It.

meridiarw, < L. meridianus, of or belonging to
midday or to the south, southern, < meridies,

midday, the south, orig. *medidies, < medius,
middle, + dies, day: see medium, mid^, and
dial.'] I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to midday or
noon ; noonday : as, the meridian sun ; the sun's
meridian, heat or splendor.

In what place that any manerman ys at any tyme of the
yer whan that the Sonne by moevyng of the firmament
Cometh to his verreymeridian place, than is hit verrey Mid-
day, that we clepen owre noon, as to thllke man; and
therfore is it cleped the lyne of midday.

Clumcer, Astrolabe, li. § 39.

Towards heaven and the full blazing sun.
Which now sat high in his vwridian tower.

JfiZton, P. L., iv. 30.

The sun rode high in the heavens, and its ineridian blaze
was powerfully felt. Barka/m, Ingoldsby Legends, 1. 131.

2. Pertaining to the culmination or highest
point or degree (the sun being highest at mid-
day); culminating: highest before a decHne:
as, Athens reached its meridian glory in the
age of Pericles.—3. Pertaining to or marking
a geographical north and south line; extend-
ing in the arc of a great circle passing through
the poles: as, a meridian circle on an artificial

globe.—4. Noting the eighth of Professor H.
Eogers's twelve divisions of the Paleozoic series

in the Appalachian chain of North America, the
names of which suggest metaphorically the dif-

ferent naturalperiods of the day: it corresponds
with the Oriskany sandstone (which see, under
sandstone).— 5t. Consummate; complete.

An effrontery out of the mouth of a meridian villain.

Soger North, Examen, p. 186. (Davieg.')

Ueildiaii altitude of a star. See altitude.— Merid-
ian line on a dial, the twelve o'clock hour-line.

H. n. 1. Midday; noon.— Sf. Midday re-

pose or indulgence ; nooning : used specifically

as in the quotations.

Wehave, . . . in theconiseof this onrtoilsome journey,
lost onrmeridian (the hour of repose at noon, which in the
middle ages was employed in slumber, and which the mo-
nastic rules of nocturnal vigils rendered necessar}-).

Scott, Monastery, xix.

Flomdamas joined the other two gentlemen in drink-

ing their meridian (a bumper-dram of brandy).
Scott, Heart of Mld-Lothian, iv.

3. The highest point reached before a decline

;

the culmination; the point of greatest incre-

ment or development.

You seem to marvel I do not marry all this while, con-

sidering that I am past the Meridian of my Age.
HauxU, Letters, I. vi. 60.

In the meridian of Edward's age and vigour.
BaUam, Middle Ages, iii. 8.

4. A great circle of a sphere passing through

the poles, or the half of such a circle included

between the poles ; in geog., such a circle drawn
upon the earth; in astron., such a circle on the

celestial sphere. The meridian of a place on the earth's

surface is the great circle passing through it and the poles,

or the great circle of the celestial sphere passing through

the pole and the zenith of the place. See lonffitude.
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5. Figuratively, the state or condition (in any
respect) of the people of one place or region,
or of persons in one sphere or plane of exis-
tence, as compared with those of or in another

:

as, the institutions or customs of Asia are not
suited to the meridian of Europe.

All other knowledge merely serves the concerns of this
life, and is fitted to ^e meridian thereof.

Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind.

First or prime meridian, the meridian from which lon-
gitude is reckoned, as that of Greenwich. See longttKde, 2.— Magnetic meridian of any place, a great circle the
plane of which passes through that place and the line of
direction of the horizontal magnetic needle. The angle
which the magnetic makes with the true geographical me-
ridian is different in dilferent places and at different times,
and is called themagnetic declinaMon or the variation of the
compass. See declination, and agonic line (under agonic).— Meridian of a ^lobe, a meridian drawn upon a globe

;

especially^ abrass circle concentric with the globe, and hav-
ing the axis of rotation of the globe fixed in the plane of
one of its faces.— Secondary meridian, in geog., a me-
ridian whose longitude from the prime meridian has been
so well determined that trustworthy longitudes may be as-

certained by measuring from it.

meridian-circle (me-rid'i-an-ser'kl), )(. An
astronomical instalment consisting of a tele-

scope with cross-wires and moving in the plane
of the meridian, and provided with a graduated
circle. The meridian-circle subserves the same pur-
poses as the transit-instrument^ and idso determines the
declinations of stars.

meridian-mark (me-rid'i-an-mark), n. A mark
placed exactly north or south of a transit-instru-
ment at a considerable distance, to aid in ad-
justing the instrument in the meridian, it Is

sometimes placed near, with a lens interposed to render
the rays from it parallel as if it were really remote.

meridies (me-rid'i-ez), n. [L.: see meridian.']
Meridian; mid-point. [Rare.]

About the hour that Cynthia's silver light
Had touch'd the pale meridies of the night.

Cowley, Essays (Agriculture).

Meridion (me-rid'i-on), n. [NL. (Agardh,
1824), < Grr. iiipiSurv, a smaU part, dim. ot^iepo;,

apart.] A genus of diatoms with cuneate frus-

tiUe, typical of the family Meridiacece of Ra-
benhorst.
meridional (me-rid'i-o-nal), a. [< ME. meridi-
onal, meridiane'l, < OP. meridional, F. meridional
= Pr. Sp. Pg. meiidional = It. meridionale, <

LL. mertdionalis, of midday, < L. meridies, mid-
day: see meridian.] 1. Pertaining to the me-
ridian ; having a direction like that of a terres-

trial meridian.
The meridional lines stand wider upon one side then the

other. Sir T. Browne, Garden of Cyrus, iv.

Along one side of this body is a rrteridional groove, re-

sembling that of a peach. W. B. Carpenter, Micros., § 427.

2. Highest; consummate.
The meridional brightness,the glorious noon, and height^

is to be a Christian. Donne, Sermons, xvii.

3. Southern; southerly; extending or turned
toward the south.

Ethiope is departed in 2 prinoypalle parties ; and that
is, in the Est partie and in the MeridMmeUe partie : the
whiche partie meridioneUe is clept Moretane.

UandexrUle, Travels, p. 166.

The which lyne ... is cleped the sowth lyne, or elles

the lyne meridional. Chancer, Astrolabe, i. 4.

4. Characteristic of southern climates or south-

ern peoples.

A dark meridional physiognomy.
Uotley, United ^Netherlands, L 139.

Meridional distance. Seedt«ian«.—Meridionalparts,
the distance of any given latitude from the equator upon
Mercator's map^rojection expressed in minutes of the

equator. Keglectingthe compression, themeridionalparts

are proportional to the int^ral of the secant of the lati-

tude, which is the logarithm of the tangent of half the

polar distance. Taking account of the compression, the
secant of the latitude must be divided before integrating

by 1 -h e2 oos2 ^ (where is the latitude and e the ellip-

ticity of the meridian).

meridionality (me-rid''i-o-nal'i-ti),m. [< me-
ridional -I- -j^.] i . The state of being meridi-
onal or on the meridian.— 2. Position in the

south ; aspect toward the south.

meridionally (me-rid'i-o-nal-i), adv. [< merjd-

ional + -ly^.] In "the direction of the meridian;
north and south.

Who [the Jews), reverentially declining the situation of

their Temple, nor willing to lye as that stood, doe place

their beds from north to south, and delight to sleep me-
ridionaUy. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 3.

merihedric (mer-i-he'drik), a. [< Gr. jiipoQ, a
part, + iSpa, a seat, base.] Pertaining to some
part of the faces of a polyhedron, taken accord-

ing to some regular system.

merilst, n. See merels.

meringue (me-rangg'), n. [P., said to be < Meli-

ringen, a town in Germany.] In coakerry, a
mixture of white of eggs and sugar slightly

browned, used for ornamenting and supple-

meristem

menting other confections. Puddings or tarts,
etc., covered with this preparation are some-
times called jnez-iHi/wes Meringue glac6, ice-cream
served with a casing of meringue.

merino (me-re'no), a. and «. [= F. m&rinos =
Pg. merino, merino (sheep), < Sp. merino, rov-
ing from pasture to pasture (said of sheep), <
merino, an inspector of sheepwalks, a shepherd
of merino sheep, also a royal judge, < ML. ma~
jorinus (used in Spain), the head of a village, a
steward, majordomo ; cf . majoralis, a chief, in.

Spain a head shepherd, < L. major, greater, in
ML. a head, chief, etc.: see major, mayor.] I.
a. 1. Noting a variety of sheep from Spain, or
their wool. See below.— 2. Made of the wool

Head of Merino Ram, before and after shearing.

of the merino sheep: as, menno stockings or
underclothing. The articles so designated are usually
made with an admixture of cotton to prevent shrinkage.
—Merino sheep, a variety of sheep originally peculiar
to Spain, but now introduced into many other countries.
They are raised chiefiy for the sake of their long fine wool,
the mutton being but little esteemed. In summer the
Spanish sheep feed upon the elevated lands of Biscay, Na-
varre, and Aragon, and toward winter are driven south-
ward to the fertile plains of Kew Castile, Andalusia, and
Estremadura.

II. n. 1. A merino sheep.— 2. A thin woolen
cloth, twiUed on both sides and used especially
for women's dresses, now to some extent super-
seded by cashmere. It was originally made of the
wool of the merino sheep. There is a variety which haa
an admixture of silk.

3. A variety of tricot or knitted material for
undergarments. [U. S.]

merion (me'ri-on), m. [= P. merione, < NL.
Meriones, q. v.] A book-name of the deer-
mouse or jumping-mouse of North America,
Zapus hudsonius, formerly placed in the genus
Meriones under the name of M. hudsonieus.

See out under deer-mouse, 1.

Meriones (me-n'o-nez), n. [NL., so called with
ref . to the development of the hind legs (cf. Gr.
MriptdvTic;, a man's name, companion of Idome-
neus), < Gr. pvpia, thigh-bones, < /JVp^, thigh.]
A genus of saltatorialmyomorphic rodents. The
name has been applied : (a) By lUiger, 1811, to the Old
World jerboas : a synonym of Dtptw. (6) By Frdd. Cnvier,
1825, to a different genus of Americanjumping-mice, now
called Zapus. [Disused in both senses.]

meris (me'ris), «. ;
pi. merides (-ri-dez). [NL., <

P. mSride (Perrier), < Gr. /lepic (pepid-), a part.]

A permanent colony of cells or plastids, which
may remain isolated or may multiply by gem-
mation to form higher aggregates called denies

See deme and zooid. Encye. Brit., XVI. 842.

merismatic (mer-is-mat'ik), a. [< Gr. fiipia/ia, a
part, /upuT/idc, a division, < /lept^eiv, divide, < /le-

pog, a part: see merit.] In biol., dividing by the
formation of internal partitions; taking place

by internal partition into cells or segments.

Merismatic cells, remainingwithout function sometimes
for several years, until the sap-wood containing them be-

comes dry or heart wood, when they begin their activity.

Pop. ScL Mo., XXVin. 680.

merispore (mer'i-spor), n. [< Gr. /iipog or p-epic,

a part, division, + a7,6pa, seed.] One of the

individual cells or secondary spores of a pluri-

cellular (septate or eompoimd) spore.

meristem (mer'is-tem), n. [lireg. < Gr. pepta-

t6(, verbal adj. of pepiC.eiv, divide, < p-ipo^, a part.]

Actively dividing cell-tissue ; the unformed and
growing ceU-tissues found at the ends of young
stems, leaves, and roots, in stmctnre the cells of
the meristem are characterized by having a delicate homo-
genous membrane, which is only rarely thickened,- and
homogenous granular protoplasm with a nucleus. It is

distinguished as primary merixtem when it forms the first

foundation of a member, or the cells which develop into
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the various tissue-element^ and wiucli ordinarily soon
lose the power of independent growth, and secondary
tneristem, in which the tissue-elements retain during their
life the properties of typical cells, consisting of a closed
cell-membrane with active protoplasm, a nucleus, and cell-

contents. They retain the power of independent growth,
and a meristem may arise from them at any time.

meristematic (mer"is-te-inat'ik), a. [< meris-
tem + -o*«c2.] Consisting of or pertaining to
the meristem.
meristematically (mer'-'is-te-mafi-kal-i), adv.
After the manner of meristem.
meristogenetic (me-ris-to-je-net'ik), a. [< Gr.
/lepiarSg, verbal adj. of /iepiiuv, divide (see meris-
tem), + yivcaig, generation: see genetic.'] Pro-
duced by a meristem.
merit (mer'it), n. [< ME. merite, meryte, maret,

< OF. merite, F. mirite = Pr. merit, merite = Sp.
m&rito = Pg. It. meritOji L. msritum, that w^hich

one deserves, desert (good or bad); also, a
ground of desert (service, kindness, benefit,

or fault, blame, demerit), worth, value, impor-
tance; neut. of meritus, pp. of merere, mereri

(> OF. m^ir), deserve, be worthy of, earn, gain,

get, acquire, buy, in military use (sc. stipendia),

earn pay, serve for pay; Ut. 'receive as a share,'

akin to Gr. f-ipog, fiepig, a part, share, division,

fi6pog, a part, lot, fate, destiny, /Miipa, lot, /^el-

peaOai, share, divide. Of. mercantile, mercenary,
merc/iami, mercy, etc., from the same ult.souree.]

1. Thatwhich is deserved; honor or reward due;
recompense or consideration deserved. [Rare.]

We heleven of the day of Doom, and that every man
Bchalle have his Meryte, aftre he hathe disserved.

"MancleiMle, Travels, p. 135.

A dearer merii, not so deep a maim, . . .

Have I deserved at your highness' hands.
Shnk., Rich. 11., i. 3. 166.

All power
1 give thee ; reign forever, and assume
Thy merits. jl/ilton, P. L., iii. 319.

2. The state or fact of deserving; desert, good
or bad; intrinsic ground of consideration or
award: most commonly in the plural: as, to

treat a person according to his merits.

Here men may seen how synne hath his meriU.
Chawser, Doctor's Tale, 1. 277.

Notliing [no punishment] is great enough for
Silius' ment. B. Jamon, Sejanus, ii. 1.

Satan exalted sat, by merU raised
To that bad eminence. Milton, P. L., ii. 5.

Praise from a friend, or censure from a foe.

Are lost on hearers that our merits know.
Pope, Iliad, x. 294.

Specifically—3. The state or fact of deserving
well; good desert; worthiness of reward or
consideration.

Reputation is . . . oft got without m^rit, and lost with-
out deserving. Shak., Othello, ii. 8. 270.

This letter hath more merit than one of more diligence,
for I wrote it in my bed, and with much pain.

Donne, Letters, xiv.

Charms strike the sight, but mmi wins the soul.

Pope, B. of the L., v. 84.

4. Good quality in general ; excellence.

The great merit of Walter Scott's novels is their gener-
ous and pure sentiment. J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 816.

5. That which deserves consideration or re-

ward; ground of desert; claim to notice or com-
mendation: as, to enumerate the merits of a
person, a book, or a scheme.

What a merit were it in death to take this poor maid
from the world

!

Shak., M. for M., iiL 1. 240.

It was the merit of Montaigne to rise . . . into the
clear world of reality. Lecky, Uelationism, 1. 113.

6. pi. In law, the right and wrong of a case;

the strict legal or equitable rights of the parties,
as distinguished from questions of procedure
and matters resting in judicial discretion or
favor; essential facts and principles that lead
to an opinion clear of personal bias: as, to

judge a case on its merits.—Vigxae of merit, a nu-

merical coefficient of excellence in the performance of any
instrument, as it chronometer, gun, etc.—Merit Of con-
dignity, merit of congruity. See quotation under con-

dignity, 2.— Order forMerit, a Prussian order composed
of two classes, military and civil. The first classwas found-
ed by Frederick the Great in 1740. The badge is a blue en-

ameled cross adorned with the letter F., the words " pour
lemtolte," and golden eagles. SincelSlOithasbeengiven
exclusively for distinction on the field. The second class

(or second order) was founded by Frederick William IV.

in 1842 for distinction in science and art. =Syn. Worth,

etc. See desert^, n.

merit (mer'it), V. [< ME. *meriten, < OF. meri-

ter, P. mSriter = Sp. meritar = It. meritare, < L.
meritare, earn, gain, serve for pay, freq. of me-
rere, earn, gain, merit: see werii, m.] I. trans.

1. To deserve; earn a right or incxir a liability

to ; be or become deserving of: as, to merit re-

ward or punishment.
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For strength from truth divided andfrom just,

Blaudable, naught meriU but dispraise

And ignominy. MUton, P. L., vi. 382.

Those best can bear reproof who m^rit praise.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, L 683.

2. To deserve as a reward; earn by commend-
able action or conduct.
Somany most noble Favours and Respects which I shall

daily study to improve and merit. Howell, Letters, 1. v. 34.

A man at best is incapable of meriting anything from
God. South.

St. To reward.
The king will merit it with gifts.

Chapman, Hiad, ix. 259.

See desert^, n.

To acquire merit, benefit, or
=STn. 1 and 2.Syn.
. ll. intrans.

profit.

And yet he bode them do it, and they were bounde to
obay, and meryted and deserued by their obedience.

Sir T. Mare, Works, p. 496.

And if in my poor death fair France may ruerit.

Give me a thousand blows. Beau, and Ft.

Does TertuHian think they [the Christians] merited by
not being willing to lose their lives in the quarrels of Infi-

dels? Jfiltoti, Ans. to Salmasius.

meritablef (mer'i-ta-bl), a. [< OP. merifahle, <

TOenter,merit: aee merit.'] Having merit; meri-
torious.

The people generally are very acceptive, and apt to ap-
plaud any m^eritable work.

B. Jonson, Case is Altered, ii. 4.

meritedljr (mer'i-ted-li), adv. In accordance
with merit; by merit; deservedly; worthily.
merithal (mer'i-thal), n. [Nil. merithallus, <

Gt. /iEp'iQ IfiepL-), a part, + BakUg, a branch,
twig.] In hot., same as intemode.
mentingt (mer'i-ting), p. a. Deserving.

'Twere wdl to torture
So Tneritin^ a traitor. B. Jonson, Sejanus, v. 10.

meritmongert (mer'it-mung'ger), n. One who
advocates the doctrine of human merit as en-
titling man to divine rewards, or who depends
on merit for salvation: used in contempt.
Like as these msrit-Tnongers doe, which esteeme them-

selves after their merits.
Latimer, Sermon, iii., On the Lord's Prayer.

meritorious (mer-i-to'ri-us), a. [In older use
meritory, q. v. ; = OP. meritoire, P. m4ritoire
= Pr. meritori = Sp. Pg. It. meritorio, < L. meri-
toriiis, of or belonging to the earning of money,
that earns money, < merere, mereri, pp. meritus,
earn : see merit. In the second sense,dependent
more directlyon merit.] If. That earns money;
hireling. B. Jonson.— 2. Deserving of reward;
worthy of praise or honor

;
possessing merit.

And meritorious shall that hand be call'd.

Canonized and worshipp'd as a saint.

Shak., K. John, iii. 1. 176.

You fool'd the lawyer,
And thought it Trteritorioits to abuse him.

FUtch&r, Spanish Curate, v. 2.

Meritorious cognition. See cogniMmi.

meritoriously (mer-i-to'ri-us-li), adv. In a
meritorious manner; in such a manner as to
deserve reward.
meritoriousness (mer-i-to'ri-us-nes), n. The
state or quality of being meritorious, or of de-
serving reward or honor.

meritoryt (mer'i-to-ri), a. [< ME. msritory, <
L. meritorius, that earns money: see meritori-

ous.] Deserving of reward; meritorious.

How meriiory is thilke dede
Of charitee to clothe and fede
The poore folke. Gower, Conf. Amant., Prol.

As to the first, it is m&riiory. Chauc&r, Parson's Tale.

meritott (mer'i-tot), re. [See merry-to*<er.] See
the quotation.

Jfen'tot, in Chaucer, a Sport used by Children, by swing-
ing themselves in Bell-ropes, or such-like, till they are
giddy. Bourne's Pop. Antiq. (1777), p. 406.

merk^t, merkeif, "• and v. Obsolete forms of
mark^.
merk^, merke^ (mark), ». [So.: see mark^.] A
unit of money formerly in current use in Scot-

merlin

merk^t, « and a. An obsolete fonn of mwk^.
merk*t, t. and n. An obsolete form of march^,

merkett, n. An obsolete form of market.

merkint (mfer'kin), «. [Perhaps dim. of OP.
merque, a tuft.] 1. A wig; a tuft or portion
of false hair added to the natural hair. Hence— 2. A mop used in cleaning cannon.
merkyt, o- -A-n obsolete form of murky^.
merl, n. See merleK
Merlangus (mfer-lang'gus), n. [NL. (ML. mer-
lingus), < P. merlan, a whiting: see merling.']

A Cuvierian genus of gadoid fishes whose type
is the common European whiting, M. vulgaris,

and to which various Umits have been assigned.

merle^, merl (m6rl), re. [Early mod. E. also
mearl; < MB. merle, < OP. merle, P. m^rle =
Pr. merle = Sp. merla = Pg. melro, merlo = It.

merlo, merla = D. meerle = MLG. merle = G.
dial, merle (MLG. also merUnk, MHG. merlin),

< L. merula, f., later also meruliis, m., a black-
bird.] The common European blackbird, Tur-
dus merula or Merula vulga/ris. See cut under
blackbird.

To walke and take the dewe by it was day.
And heare the merle and mavise many one.

Hemryson, Complaint of Creseide, 1. 24.

Vernal Chaucer, whose fresh woods
Throb thick with merle and mavis all the year.

Lowell, Under the Willows,

merle^t, n. An obsolete form of marV-.

merligoes, mirligoes (mer'li-goz), re. ["Per-
haps q. [as if] merrily go, because objects seem
to dance before the eyes" (Jamieson).] Dizzi-

ness ; vertigo. [Scotch.]
My head 's sae dizzy with the mirligoet.

Scott, Old Mortality, xxvili.

merlin (mer'lin), ». [Early mod. E. also mer-
line, ma/rUn, merUon, marUon, marlyon; < ME.
merlone, merlion, marlyon, merVyon (also er-

roneously merlinge), < OP. esmerillon, emerillon,

P. Emerillon = Pr. esmerilho = Sp. esmer^on
= Pg. esmerilhao = It. smeriglione, a merun;
aug. of OP. *esmerle = It. smerlo = OHG.
smirl, MHG. srrwrle, G. schmerl, schmirl =
Icel. smyrill (also D. smerlijn = MLG. smerle

= MHG. smirlin, smerlinJc, smirlinc, G. schmer-
lin), a merlin, < ML. smerillus, smm-lus, a mer-
lin; appar., with unorig. initial s (developed
in Kom.), < L. morula, a blackbird, merle:
see merle'-.] 1. A kind of hawk; a falcon of

small size, belonging to the genus Falco, and
to that section of the genus called Msalon or

Sypotriorchis. There are several species, the best-

known of which is the European merhn, stone-falcon, or

Obverse. Reverse.

Silver Merk of Charles II.

land, abolished, with the rest of the Scots cur-
rency, in 1707. It was two thirds of the pound Scots,
or one eighteenth of the pound sterling (ISJd. English
money). See TnarkS, 4.

Merlin iFalco asaton or jSsalan regyttus).

sparrow-hawk, F. regulue, F. asalon, or F. liHui/alco, one
of the smallest of the European birds of prey but very
spirited. Though only 10 or 12 inches long, and thus not
much larger than a thrush, it has been used in hawking
tor quails, larks, and other small game. The correspond-
ing falcon of North America is Richardson's merUn, i^.

richardsoni, a near relative of the common pigeon-hawk
of the same country, F. coluTn^arius.

The nierlyon that paynyth
Hymself tul ofte the larke for H> seeke.

Clumcer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 339.

The merlin is the least of all hawks, not much bigger
than a black-bird.

Holmes, Acad, of Arm., ii. 11, | 67. (Narei.)

2. A hardy, active pony, somewhat larger than
the Shetland, found in Wales.
The county [Montgomery) was long famous for its hardy

breed of small horses called m^lins, which are still to be
met with Eneyc. Brit., XVI. 789.



menuaid's-head (mfer'madz-hed), n. A popu-
lar British name of a spatangoid sea-iiremii, as
the Spatangus or Amphidetus cordatus. Also
called heart-urchin.
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merling (mer'ling), n. [< ME. merlyng, mer-
lynge, with aecom. term, -ing (as in whiting)
(ML. nwrlingus), < OF. merlan, merlanc, mer-
lanl-e, F. merlanO Sp. nwiten), a whiting, < L.
meruM, a fish, the sea-carp, a transferred use of mermaid's-puTse (mer'madz-pers), n. An eee-
;n<>ruto, ablackbird: see merfci.] A small gadoid
fish, Merlangus vulgaris, the European whiting.
Merlin's-grass (mer'liuz-gras), n. A species of
qxiillwort, Isoetes lacustris, growing in lakes.
According to a local "Welsh tradition, it is mar-
velously nourishing to cattle and fishes.
merlon (mSr'lon), ». [< V. merlon = Sp. mer-
lon = Pg. merlao, a merlon, < It. merlo, a mer-
lon, perhaps < liL. *nuBrulus, dim. of mcerus,
murus, wall : see mure.'i In fort., the plaia
member of masonry or other material which
separates two crenelles or embrasures ; a cop.
See hattlement.

The batterywas soon erected, the nuTione being framed
of logs and filled with earth. FrarMiti, Antobiog., p. 175.

The merhms of the Guelf battlements were sqaare, those
of the Gbibelline were "acodadirondlne"— that is, in
shape like the letter M.

V. E. NorUm, Chnrch-ballding in Middle Ages, p. 200.

Merluciidae (m6r-lu-6a'i-de), M.^Z. [NL., <Mer-
lucius + -id(B.] In Gill's system of classifica-

tion, a family of Gadoidea or gadoid fishes,

represented by the genus Merludus. The candal
region is moderate and coniform behind; the caadal rajs
are procurrent forward ; the anus is submedian ; the sub-
orbital bones are moderate ; the mouth is terminal ; the
ventral fins are subjugular ; the dorsal fin is double, a short

Mennaid's-piuse.—Egg-piuse of Nurse-hound {ScyUwrftijtus
sieiiaris), about natural size.

case or ovieapsule of a skate, ray, or shark.
Also called sea-purse and sea-barrow.
These cases are frequently found on the sea-shore, and

are called mermaid's-purses. TarreU, British Fishes.

anterior and a long posterior one; there is a long anal flu mennaid-Weed (mer'mad-wed), ii. A plant of
corresponding to the second dorsal ; the ribs are wide, ap-
proximated and channeled below, or with inflected sides

;

and tiiere are paired excavated frontal bones with diver-
gent crests continuous from the forked occipital crest.

The family includes the English liake and related fishes.

merluciilie (mer-lil'si-in), a. and n. I. a. Per-
tauiing to the Merl%uiiid(B, or having their char-
acters.

n. n. Agadoid fish of the family Merluciidce.

merlncioid (mer-lu'si-oid), a. lake a hake ; of
or pertaining to the MerluciidtB.

MerlucillS (m6r-lu'si-us), n. [NL., < F. ntsr-

luche, merlus, OF. merlits, merluz (= Sp. merluza
= It. merluzzo, the hake), dried haddock,< mer-
lus, haddock, according to Manage, < L. maris
lucius, ocean pike : maris, gen. of mare, the sea

;

lueius, a fish, perhaps the pike : see luce^.'] A

the genus Proserpinaca, which consists of two
marsh-herbs of North America and the West
Indies, having comb-toothed leaves and incon-
spicuous flowers.

mermaladet, «• An obsolete form of marma-
lade.

merman (mer'man), H.
;

pi. mermen (-men).
[Early mod. E. also *mereman, meareman; <
ME. mereman (= D. meerman= 6. meermann)

;

<mere^ + man. Ct. meirmin 3.tiA mermaid.'] 1.

A fabulousman of the sea, with the lower part
of the body that of a fish.

A thing tormoyling in the sea we spide,
lake to a meareman.

John Taylor, Works, ii. 22. (Jfores.)

2. In her., same as tritan,

genus of fishes representedby the common hake mermian (mer'mi-an), «. [(.Mermis+ -an.'] A
of Europe, M. smiridus or vulgaris, and type of '

the family MerludidcB. Also spelled Merluceius.

mermaid (mer'mad), n. [< ME. mevmayde,
meremayde; < merei 4- maid. Cf. mermaiden.']
A fabled marine or amphibian creature having "li!iJj","™ nurv oi<,« ,»/„.«.«,». ^.i ™™™«-„
., - - I. AT. • i J ^.^TY mermint. ^. l-I'i-*^', also mermyn, pi. mermin-
the form of a woman above the waist and that _^ / Ji,-™.-.,^™ > a « ^^,^i„l^ ^^.^^^- ~ , , , -, , .., , .. . nen, \ mer&mmnen, \ Ao. meremennen, meremeji^
of a fish below, endowed with human attn- ' - —

land-hairworm of the iajmljMermiidw or Mer-
mithidw. in their early stages these worms are parasitic
in the visceral cavities of insects, and the young are able
tomove oyer theground orevenontreesduringheavydews
or in wet weather.

butes, and usuallyworking harm, with or with-
out malignant intent, to mortals with whom
she might be thrown into relation.

Chauntecleer so free
Sang merier than the mermayde in the see.

Chaveer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 450.

And as for the uieremaides called Nereides, it is no fab-
ulous tale thatgoeth of them ; for looke,howpainters draw
them, so they ue indeed. Holland, tr. of Pliny, ix. 5.

Who would be
A mermaid taSx,

Singing alone.

Combing her hair
Under the sea?

Tennyson, The Mermaid.

en, meremen, f. (= MD. merminne, maerminne,
f., = MLG. merminiie= OHG. meremanne, mere-
menni, merimeni, merimin, mermin, n., merimin-
ni, meriminna, t., MHG. mereminrte, merminne,
f., a mermaid, = (with additional suffix) Icel.

marmennill, marmendiU (mod. marbendill), also
margmelli = Norw. marmwle, a, sea-gobUn); <
mere, sea, + mennen, fem. of man, mann, man

:

see merel and man, and cf. merman.'] A mer-
maid or merman.
The oost of Borne si3 [saw] mermyns in liknes ofmen and

of wommen. Trevisa, tr. of Higden's Polychronicon.

Ther heo funden the merminnen
That beoth deor of mnchele ginnen.

Layatnon, i. 56.
r3iiseTSienDBiA,iiie Flcerkeaproserpinacotde8,taimcoii~ __ , , , . ^ ,-vT-r y y-« ' i

spicuous annual plant of the northern United States, re- MermiS (iner'mis), n. P<L., < Gr. /tep/u^, a cord,
sembling the mermaid-weed.

—

Mezmaldlace, afineVe-
netiau point-lace.

—

Mermaid's fish-lines, a common
seaweed^ Chorda Jilum: so called from its cord-like ap-
pearance. See Chorda, 2.

mermaiden (mer'ma'dn), n. [< ME. mermaid-
en, mermayden, meremaiden ; < mere^ + maid-
en. Cf. mermaid.'] A mermaid; a siren.

Goth now rather awey, ye mermaydenes [L. sirenes],

whiche that ben swete til it be at the laste.

Chaucer, Boethius, i. prose 1.

Mermen and memundens. The Century, XXXV. 537.

mermaid-fish (mer'mad-fish), n. An angel-fisb,

Sguatina angelus, unnaturally set up for a mer-
maid by a taxidermist.

mermaid's-egg (mer'madz-eg), n
mermaicPg-purse.

mermaid's-glove (mer'madz-gluv), re. 1. A
name given to the largest of British sponges,
Malichondria oculata, from its tendency to

branch into a form bearing a remote resem
blance to a glove with extended fingers,

sometimes attains a height of 2 feet.— 2.

kind of alcyonarian polyp, Aleyonium digita-

tum : same as deadr^men's-fingers.

mermald's-hair (mfer'madz-har), ™. A black-

ish-green filamentous species of seaweed,

Lynghya majusoula. See lynghya.

string.] The typical genus of Mermithidm. M.
nigreseens and M. albescens are examples.

Mermithidse (mer-mith'i-de), n.j^l. [NL., <

Mermis (Mermith-) + -idee.] A family of nema-
toid worms, typified by the genus Mermis, be-
longing to the order Gordiacew; the land-hair-

worms. They are aproctoasJTewMrtowiea, with averylong
filiform bodyand six oral papillee, themale having two spic-

ules and three rows of papillae on the broadened caudal re-

gion. The worms in their larval state are parasitic, like the
true gordians, being found in the bodies of various in-

sects. When mature they live in the ground, and some-
times swarm to the surface in such numbers as to give rise

to the vulgar belief that it has rained worms. Also Mer-
mAdidoB, MeTTnUdeB.

Same as meroblast (mer'o-blast), «. [< Gr. /i^pof, a part
(see merit), + /3/UxoT(!f, a germ.] In embryol.,

a meroblastic ovum ; an egg or ovum contain-

ing food-yolk or nutritive protoplasm besides
the formative or germinal protoplasm : distin-

guished from holoblast.

It meroblastic (mer-o-blas'tik), a. [< meroblast

A +-««.] In emferyoZ.', partially germinal: applied
byEemak to those eggs in which there is much
food-yolkwhich does not undergo segmentation
or take part in germination: opposed to holo-

blasUo. Birds, reptiles, most fishes, and most
invertebrates have meroblastic eggs.

Merops

merocele (me'ro-sel), n. [< Gr. iivp6^, thigh, +
id)'/.ri, tumor.] Femoral hernia. See hernia
merocerite (me-ros'e-nt), n. [< Gr. //<7p6r,

thigh, + Kkpa^, horn, -f -ite-.] In Crustacea, one
of the joints of an antenna, borne upon the is-

ehiocerite. See antenna.

meroceritic (mf-ros-e-rit'ik), a. [< merocerite
+ -ic] Of the nature of a merocerite.
merogastmla (mer-o-gas'tro-la), w.

;
pi. mero-

gastrvUe (-le). [NL., < Gr. /iipoc, a part, +
NL. gastruXa, q. v.] The gastrula, of what-
ever form, of a meroblastic egg. it is a dlscogas-
trula if the partial segmentation is discoidal, a perigastrula
if the segmentation is superficial as well as partiaL

merogenesis (mer-o-jen'e-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
uipog, a part, + yheaiQ, generation: see genesis.]

In mol., segmentation; origination of the seg-
ments of which an organizedbodymay consist.
Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 183.

merogenetic (mer'o-je-net'ik), a. [< merogene-
sis, after genetic.] Pertaining to, characterized
by, or exhibiting merogenesis.
merohedral (mer-o-he'dral)^a. [< Gr. ^pof,
a part, + idpa, seat, base, -(- -al.] In crystal.,

same as hemihedral.

merohedrism (mer-o-he'drizm), n. [As mero-
hedr-al + -ism.] Same as hemthedrism.

meroistic (mer-o-is'tik), a. [< Gr. i^ipog, a part,
+ <^, egg (ovnm), + -isiic] Secreting not
only ova, but also vitelligenous cells : applied
to the ovaries of insects. See panoistie.

Dr. A. Brandt has proposed the term panoistie for ova-
ries of the first mode, andmeroutic for those of the second
and third modes of development.

Hvidey, Anat. Invert, p. 381.

meromorph (mer'o-m6rf), a. Same as mero-
nwrphic.
meromorphlc (mer-o-m6r'fik), a. [< Gr. [tipoq,

part, fraction, + iiop<j)7J, form.] Similar in na-
ture to a rational fraction MeromoTpIilc fnnc-
tion, in the theory of functions, a function which, so long
as the variable remains within a certain part of the plane
of imaginary quanti^ within which the function is said to
be meromorphlc, varies continuously, has a derivative, and
is monotropic except in going round certain points or iso-
lated values of the variable c^ed poles, at wmch the func-
tion becomes infinite. The function is, therefore, of the
nature of a fraction whose nnmerator and denominator
may be infinite series. An olieToame isJra^Monaryfunc-
tion.

Meromyaria (mer'o-mi-a'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., <
Gr. uipoc, a part, + /tig, a muscle, + -aria.] One
of the three principal divisions of the Nema-
toidea, containing those threadworms which
have only eight longitudinal series of muscle-
cells, two between each dorsal and ventral line
and lateral area respectively. See Polymyaria,
Solomyaria.
meromyarian (mer'o-mi-a'ri-an), a. [< Mero-
myaria + -an.] Of or pertaining to the Mero-
myaria.
meroparonymy (mer'o-pa-ron'i-mi), /(. [< Gr.
fiipoc, a part, + 7rapuvv/iia, paronymy: see pa-
ronymy.] Partial paronymy ; adoption or nat^
uralization of a Latin or Greek word in only
one or two modem languages. BuoVs Hand-
book of Med. Sciences, vlu. 519. [Eare.]

Meropidse (me-rop'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Merops
+ -4<£b.] An'Old World family of tenuirostral
picarian birds, typified bythe genus Merops; the
bee-eaters or apiasters. Theyhavethe feet not zygo-
dactyl, the bill long, slender, and acute, the sternum four-
notched behind, the carotid single, the eleeodochon nude,
and a spinal apterium. The range of the family is exten-
sive, includingthe Palearoti<^ Ethiopian, Oriental, and Aus-
tralasian regions. The famHy contains upward of 30 spe-
cies, divided into several genera, and by Gray into 2 sub-
families, ^I/c<ibmttM7UB and IferqptTuc. See cat under bee-

eater.

meropidan (mf-rop'i-dan), a. and n. I. a. Per-
taining to the Meropidie, or having their char-
acters.

H. n. A bird of the family MeropidcB.

Meropinae (mer-o-pi'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Merops
+ -iruB.] The leading subfamily of Meropida,
containing nearly aU the species.

merqpodite (me-rop'6-dJt), n. [< Gr. finpk,
thigh, + izob^ (irod-) = E. foot, + -iteK] The
fotTOi joint of a developed endopodite, between
the ischiopodite and the carpopodite. See cut
under endopodite.

meropoditic (me-rop-o-dit'ik), a. [< meropo.
dite 4- -ic] Of the nature of a meropodite : as,

the meropoditic segment of the leg.

Merops (me'rops), n. [NL., < L. merops, < Gr.

idpoTJ), a bird, the bee-eater, appar. the same as
ftepo'ij), speaking, endued with speech, < iiipof, a
part, fuipeoBai, divide, + o^, voice.] The typi-

cal genus of Meropidm. Birds of this genus are of
lithe and slender form, somewhat like that of the swallow,
which they also resemble in their mode of flight The
bill Is long and slender, the wings are long and pointed,



Merops
the tail has the two middle feathers lengthened, and the
plumage is beautifully variegated with bright colors.
They prey on insects, especially bees, wasps, and other hy-
menopters, which they capture on the wing. There are
several species, the besWcnown of which is M. apiaster,
the only one of general distribution in Europe, though a
second, M. txgyptiug, is also found in parts of Europe. See
iee-eater. Also called ApiaMer.

merorganization (me -r6r " gan-i-za ' shqn), n.

[< Grr. fikpoq, part, + E. organization.'] Organ-
ization in part, or partial organization. [Rare. ]

meros, merus (me'ros, -rus), n. [NL., < Gr.
liTipiQ, thigh.] 1. In 206I., one of the joints of
a maxilliped.— 3. In anat., the thigh, femur,
or femoral segment of the hind limb, extending
from the hip to the knee, and corresponding to
the braohium of the fore limb.
merosomal (mer'o-s6-mal), a. [< merosome +
-al.'] Of the nature of a merosome.
merosome (mer'o-som), n. [< Grr. fiipoQ, a part,
+ aafia, body.] In zool. , one of the definite suc-
cessive parts or segments of which the body is

composed ; a metamere ; a somite. Thus, one
of the rays of a starfish, or one of the rings of a
worm or crustacean, is a merosome.
Merostomata (mer-o-sto'ma-ta), n. pi. [NL.,
< Grr. fiipog, a part, -1- (rri5/ia,"mouth.] A group
of articulated animals to which various values
and limits have been assigned, (a) Named by Do
Blainville as an order of crustaceans, containing the horse-
shoe-crabs, together with certain heterogeneous forms.
(6) Extended to the lArmdidcB and the Eurypterida. (c)

Extended to the Limulidcef Eurypterida, and TrUobita, as
a class of crustaceans: synonymous with Gigantostraca
and with Palceocarida, (d) Having the same limits as (c),

but associated with the Araehnida. (e) Restricted, as an
order of crustaceans, to the lATnuLidoB : synonymous with
Xiphoxwra. (/) Kestricted, as an order of GigaMniiraaa,
to the Eurypterida, and synonymous therewith. See Pos-
aHoptida,. Hcematobramihia is a synonym.

merostomatous (mer-6-stom'a-tus), a. [< Me-
rostomata + -OMS.] Pertaining to the Merosto-
mata, or having their characters.

merostome (mer'o-stom), n. One of the Mero-
stomata, as a trilobite or a horseshoe-crab.

merostomous (me-ros'to-mus), a. [< merostome
+ -ous."] Same as merostomatous.

-merous. [< Grr. -p.epvc, combining form of /lepo^,

a part.] A suffix denoting 'parted,' 'divided
into parts ' : often used in botany with a numer-
ical prefix, as 2-merous, S-merous, etc., to be
read dimerous, trimerons, etc., according to the
Greek.
Merovingian (mer-o-vin'ji-an) , a. and n. [= P.
M&rovingien, < ML.'Merovingi, the descendants
of MerovcBUS, an ancestor of the founder of the
dynasty, < OhG. *Merowig or Merwig.'] I. a.

Taking namefromMerowig orMerwig (L. Mero-
vceus), an alleged chief or king of a part of the
Salian Franks and grandfather of Clovis : as, the
Merovingian race, dynasty, or period, clovis, in-

vading the Koman part of GaiQ in A. D. 486, founded the
Merovingian or first race of French kings (several often
reigning at the same time in different parts of France),
which was succeeded by the Carolingian dynasty in 751 or
752. Some suppose Merowig or Merovcevs to have been
thepatronymic of the family or clan of Clovis, derived from
a more remote ancestor.— Merovingian writing, a va^

riety of cursive script fuU of flourishes and difficult en-

lacements and combinations of letters, peculiar to the
Merovingian period in France : used in many documents
still in existence.

The writing of the Frankish empire to which the title of
Xerovingian has been applied had a wider range than the
other national hands. It had a long career both for diplo-
matic and literary purposes. In this writing, as it ap-
pears in documents, we see that the Roman cursive is sub-
jected to a lateral pressure, so that the letters received a
curiously cramped appearance, while the heads and tails

are exaggerated to inordinate length.
Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 167.

H, n. A member of the family to which the
first dynasty of French kings belonged. See I.

meroxene (me-rok'sen), n. [< Gr. /sipo;, a part,

+ f£vof, strange, foreign. ] A variety ofthe kind
of mica called biotite, distinguishedby its optical

characters. See biotite and mica^. The name was
early given by Breithaupt to the Vesuvian biotite, but lias

recently been limited by Tschermak to those kinds of bio-

tite in which the optic axial plane is parallel to the plane
of symmetry.

merpeople (mer'pe"pl), n. pi. r< mer- (in mer-
maid, merman) + people.] Fabled inhabitants

of the sea with a human body and a fish-like

tail : a collective name for mermaids and mer-
men. Gill, Forum, III. 85.

merret, «• *• A Middle English form of marl.

merrify (mer'i-fi), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. merrified,

ppr. merrifying. [< merry''- + -fy.] To cause
to be or become merry. [Rare.]

It merryfled us all.

Jfme. D'Arblay, Diary, I. 824. (Daviea.)

merrily (mer'i-U), adv. [< MB. merily, meriely; <

merry" + -ly^.'] In a merry, cheerful, or glad
manner; with mirth and jollity.
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merrimake (mer'i-mak), n. and V. See merry-
make.
merriment (mer'i-ment), n. [< merry^ + -ment.]

1. The state of being merry or frolicsome;

hilarious enjoyment
;
jollity: as, boisterous mer-

riment.
Yet was there not with her else any one.
That to her might move cause of mervmerit.

Spenser, V. Q., II. vi. 3.

His deep eye laughter-stirr'd

With nwrrimerU of kingly pride.
Tennyson, Arabian Nights.

2. The act of making merry; mirthful enter-

tainment; frolic.

A number of merriments and Jests . . . wherewith they
have pleasantly moved much laughter at our manner of
serving God. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 30.

We . . . therefore met your loves
In their own fashion, like a merriment.

Shak., L. 1. L., v. 2. 794.

3t. A short comedy or play.

Some menial servants of mine own are ready
For to present a merriment. Ford, Fancies, v. 3,

=Syn. Seejolly.

merriness (mer'i-nes), n. [< merry^ + -Jiess.]

1. The quality of being merry; mirthfulness.
[Rare.]

Be it as the style shall give us cause to climb in the mer-
riness. Shak., L. L. L., i. 1. 202,

2+. .Pleasure; happiness.
Wyf and chyldren that men desyren for cause of delit

and of merynesse. Chcmcer, Boethlus, iii. prose 2.

merrow (mer'6), n. [< Ir. moruach, moruadh,
a mermaid, < mmr, the sea: see mere^.] A
mermaid.
An Irishman caught a m^rrou), with her . . . enchanted

cap lying beside her.
Baring-Gould, Myths of the Middle Ages, p. 505.

merryi (mer'i), a. [Early mod. E. merrie, <
ME. merie, mirie, myrie, mwie, murge, < AS.
merige, nwrige, myrige, myrege, also syncopated
murge, gen. myrges, etc., in pi. merge, mergan,
pleasant, delightful (said of grass, trees, land-
scape, the world, music, song, etc.; not applied
to a humorous or sportive mood, nor to speech
or conduct); appar. without Teut. cognates, and
perhaps, with AS. adj. suffix -ig, < Ir. Gael.
mear, mirthful, playful, wanton; of. Ir. Gael.
mire, play, mirth, levity, madness, Gael, mir, v.,

play, sport, mirigeach, playful, merry. Hence
mi/rtJi.'] 1. Exciting feelings of enjoyment and
gladness; causing oheerfuLness orlight-hearted-
ness; pleasant; delightful; happy: as,theme}-?-^
month of May ; a merry spectacle.

That hee had delyveryd hym oujt of his peynne.
And broust hym into a mirgurre [merrier] plase.

Ohron. Vilodun, p. 125. (Halliwell.)

The seson was Tnyri and softe, and the contre feire and
delitable. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ill. 384.

When the m,erry bells ring round.
Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 93.

2. Playfully cheerful or gay; enlivened with
gladness or good spirits ; mirthful in speech or
action; frolicsome; hilarious; jubilant: as, a
merry company.
On that otliir syde he was oon of the beste felowes and

myriest that myght be founde. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 136.

Be merry, be merry, my wife has all

;

For women are shrews, both short and tall

;

'Tis merry in hall, when beards wag all.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 3. 35 (song).

Be mjerry, sister ; I shall make you laugh anon.
B. Jttmon, Ottilia's Bevels, v. 2.

3. S;portive and mirthfvil in quality or charac-
ter; jocund; jovial; rollicking; funny: as, a
merry heart; a merry song.

This riding rime serueth most aptly to wryte a merie tale,

so Eythme royall is fittest for a graue discourse.
Ottscoigne, Notes on Eng. Verse (ed. Arber), § 16.

There is a kind of marry war betwixt Signior Benedick
and her. Shak., Much Ado, i. 1. 62,

4. Brisk; lively; cheery.

Thus to the sea taire Maudlin is gone
With her gentle master ; God send them a merry wind.

The Merchant's Damghter (Child's Ballads, IV. 838).

We tacked about and stood our course W. and by S., with
a mjerry gale in all our sails.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 18.

5t. Pull of gibes; sneering; sarcastic. Bp.
Atterbury—As merry as a grig. See ^r<sri.—Merry
dancers. See ifancer.— Merry Greek. See Greek.—
Merry men, followers ; retainers.

His merie men comanded he
To make him bothe game and glee.

Chaucer, Sir Thopas, 1. 128.

They drave back our marry men,
Three acres bredth and mair.
Batae of Barlow (ChUd's Ballads, VII. 318).

Merry timet, merry weathert, pleasure ; joy ; delight.

Whl, doth not thi cow make myry-wedir in thy dish?
MS. Digby 41, t 8. (HaUiwell.)

merryman
The MerryMonarchjCharles II. of England.—TUemore
the merrier, the larger the company the greater the en-

joyment.
But vchon enle we wolde were fyf

,

The mo the myryer so god me blesse.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), t 848.

To make merry, to be jovial ; indulge in feasting and
mirth. See merrymake. =Syn. 1-3. Mirthful, Jovial, etc.

(BeejoUy), gleefuL

merryi (mer'i), v. t. [< merryK a.] To make
merry or glad; please; gratify; delight. [Rare.]

Though pleasure merries the senses for a while, yet hor-

ror after vultures the unconsuming heart.
Fkthwm, Besolves, p. 43.

merryi (mer'i), adv. [< ME. mery, murye; < jwer-

i"y^} O"^ Merrily; in a lively manner.
Daunsith he murye that is myrtheles?

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. B92.

merry^ (mer'i), n. [Grig. *merise, then mer-

ries, applied as a pluial to the fruit, whence
the sing. merry

;

< F. merise, wild cherry; origin

uncertain. Of. cherry^, ult. < F. cerise, cherry.]

The wild cherry of England, Prurnis avium.

merry-andrew (mer " i - an ' dro), n. [< merry'

+ Andrew, a man's name : see Andrew, The
name Andrew may refer to some buffoon of

that name, of whom nothing is now known
(cf. a similar use of some man's name in smart
Aleck, a slang term for a would-be smart fel-

low), or it ipay be a general appellation like

zany, a merry-andrew, ult. identical with John.

There appears to be no evidence for the as-

sertion (appar. first made by Heame) tlmt

the name orig. referred to Andrew Boorde,
doctor of physic in the reign of Henry Vin.,
the author of the "Introduction to Knowledge "

and other works, and towhom several jest-books
were erroneously ascribed (perhaps because of

his surname, which recalls ME. boorde, borde,

bowrde, a jest : see bourd'-).] One whose busi-

ness it is to make sport for others by jokes and
ridiculous posturing; a buffoon; a clown.

Th' Italian Merry Andrews took their place.

And quite debauch'd the Stage with lewd grimace.
Dryden, Epil. to Univ. of Oxford (1673), L 11.

merrybonkt, n. [Formerly also merribowke; ap-
par. < merry''- + bouk'-.] A cold posset.

A siUibub or merribowke.

merry-gO-dcvm (mer'i-go-doun'), to. Strong
ale, or nuff-cap. [Old cant.]

I present you with meate, and you . . . can do no less

than present mee with the best morning's draught of

merry-QO-downe in your quarters.
Nashe, Lenten Stufle, Ded. (Harl. Misc., VI. 146).

merry-gO-round (mer'i-go-round'), n. A re-

volving machine, consisting of a series ofwood-
en horses or carriage-seats, mounted on a cir-

cularplatform, on orinwhich childrenandsome-
times ^own persons ride for amusement. In
the United States also called a carrousel.

merry-maid (mer'i-mad), n. A dialectal form
of mermaid. [Cornwall, Eng.]
merrymake (mer'i-mak), v. %.; pret. and pp.
merrymade, ppr. merrymaking. [Also merri-

make; < merry''- + mMkei-.] To make merry;
frolic.

With thee 'twas Marian's dear delight
To moil all day, and merrimake at night.

Gay, Shepherd's Week, Tuesday.

The weak and wronged shall sit with me^
And eat and drink, and merrymake and go.
Singing a holiday for every one.

Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 180.

merrymake (mer'i-mak), n. [< merrymake, v.']

A merrymaking; sport; pastime. Also written
merrimake.

But when he saw her toy, and gibe, and geare.
And passe the bonds of modest mervmake.
Her dalliaunce he despis'd and follies did forsake.

denser, F. Q., II. vL 21.

Well have feasts.
And funerals also, merrymjakes and wars.

Mrs. Brovming, Drama of Exile.

merrymaking! (mer'i-ma-'ldng), n. The act of

making merry; a convivial entertainment; a
gay festival.

Is this a place for mirthful cheer?
Can merry-rtuiMng enter here?

Wardmmrth, Matron of Jedborough.

merrymaking^ (mer'i-ma"king), a. Producing
mirth or sport.

His talents lending to exalt the freaks
Of merry-moMng beggars, . . . provoked
To laughter multiplied in louder peals
By his malicious wit. Wordawrm, Excursion, vl

merryman^ (mer'i-man), n. A dialectal form
of merman. [Cornwall, Eng.]
merryman^ (mer'i-man), n.; pi. merrymen
(-men). A merry-andrew ; abiiffoon; aclovpn:
used as an appellative or pretended surname
for a clown : as, Mr. Merryman.



merrymeeting

merrymeeting (mer'i-me'ting), n. A meetiug
for mirth or sport ; a merrymSMng; a festival.
The stadiona man preten a book before a revel. Hie rig-

ours ol contemplation before merry-meeHngs and lolly
company. South, Sennons, \'III. 408.

merry-ni^t (mer'i-nit), n. A rural festival
held in the north of England, where yonng
people meet in the evening for the purpose of
dancing.

He hears a sound, and sees the light,
And in a moment calls to mind
That "Us the village Merry-Night

!

Wcrdsworth, The Waggoner.

merrythought (mer'i-that), n. The furcula
or wishbone of a fowl's breast: so called from
the sport of breaking it between two persons
of whom each polls at one of the two ends, to
determine which is to be niarried first, or which
istolmveawish gratifiedthat hasbeen mentally
formed for the occasion, the winner being the
one who gets the longer fragment.
I have known the shooting of a star spoil a night's rest

;

and have seen a man in love grow pale, and lose his appe-
tite, npon the plucking of a merry-thmight.

Addison, Omens.

merry-tottert (mer'i-tot'6r), n. [< ME. mery-
totyr, merytoytir, mery totyr, myry totyr; K. mer-
ry^+ totter, a swing.] A swing for ohildren.
Prompt. Paro., p. 518; Cath. Ang., pp. 235, 390.

merry-trotter (mer'i-trot'er), n. A variant of
merry-totter. SdUiwell. [Prov. Eng.]
merrywing (mer'i-wing), n. The whistle-
wing orcommongoldeneye ofEurope andAmer-
ica, Clangula clangula; also, the buffle, B-uee-

phala aXbeolo. G. Trumbull, 1888. See cnt un-
der buffle^. [Conneotieut.]
merse (m6rs), v. t. [< L. mersare, dip, freq.

of mergere, p;p. mersus, dip: see merge.'] To
dip or plunge into or under a liquid.

In all caseswherethe simple envelopmentof theobject,
only, is concerned, no word, probably, is more unexcep-
tionable than merse. (I) This word is of common use in
cases where an object is placed in a flnid, semi-fluid, or
any easily penetrable materiaL (2) It depends npon no
form of act. (3) It is without limit of duration.

J, W. Dale, Classic Baptism, p. 131.

mersementt, «. See mercement. Gesta So-
manorum, p. 288. (HaUiweU.)
Merseime's laws. See iaw\
mersht, n. An obsolete form of marsh.
mersion (mSr'shgn), ». [= F. mersion, < L.
mersio(n-), a dipping, < mergere, pp. mersus,
dip : see merse, merge. Cf. emersion, immersion,
si^mersion.J The act of dipping or plunging
under a liquid; immersion.

The mersion also in water, and the emersion thence, doth
figure our death to the former, and reviving to a new life.

Barrow, Baptism,

merswinet, n. See mereswine.

Mertensia (mer-ten'si-a), n. [NIi. (Both,

1797), named after F. C' Mertens, a German
botanist.] A genus of boraglnaceous plants
of the tribe Boragece and the subtribe LitJio-

spermew, characterized by having bractless or
very slightly braeted flower-clusters, an almost
naked corolla of bell-funnel shape, and oblique-
ly attached nutlets. There are about 15 species, na-
tives of eastern Europe, extratropical Asia, and Korth
America. They are perennial herbs, with alternate entire
leaves and handsome blue or purplish flowers in corymbs
composed of loose raceme-like clusters. The plants are
called smooth lunguxnt. M. Virgimca, the Virginian cow-
slip or lungwort, is a flne spring wild flower of the eastern
United States, al^ in gardens. Jf. TTiartftma, the sea-lung-
wort, with smaller flowers, is a sea-coast plant of both
hemispheres in northern latitudes, also called sea-bugloss,

and locally oyster-plant. See lungwort, 2.

merthet, n. An obsolete form of mirfh.

Mem (mer'5), n. In Mind, myth., the central
mountain of the earth, of prodigious size and
precious material, having on its summit the
abode of the gods.

Memla (mer'o-la), n. [NL., < L. m^riHa, a
blackbird: seeaierfei.] A genus of thrushes, of
the family Turdidce, giving to that family the
alternative name Memlidce. The genus, in the
sense in which it is at present used, was based in 1816 by
W. £. liCach npon the European blackbird, Turdus vneru-

la, oiMervla vulgaris. (See cnt under blackbird.) It also

includes such species as the ring-ouzel, M. torquata, and
the American robin, M. migratoria. By many naturalists

it is used as a subgenus or mere synonym of Turdus.

Copsichus in one sense is a synonym.

Menilidae(ine-r6']i-de),n.j>i. [NL., < J/mrfa -I-

-idee."] A family of dentirostral oscine passer-

ine birds, typified by the genus Merula, now
usually called T^irdidce; the thrushes, in the

classification of Swainson (1837) it was differently consti-

tuted from Twrdidm proper, and divided into Brachypodi-

nce, Myatherince, Mendimx, Orateropodinte, and Oriolince.

memflne (mer'o-lin), o. Of or pertaining to

the genus Merula, or a subfamily Merulina.

meros, »• See meros.
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mervailesf, a. A Middle English variant of
marvelous.

mervaillet, mervailet, etc. , n . and r. Obsolete
forms of marvel.

merreil-dn-joilT (mer-valy'dii-zhor'), n. [F.
merreiOe-du-jour, lit. 'marvel of the day': mer-
veille, marvel ; du for de le, gen. of def . art., of
the ;

jovir, day.] An Engli£ collectors' name
for certain nootuid moths. The common mer-
veil-du-jour is Agriopis apriUna; another is

DiphtJiera mion.
merveillet, merveilet, etc., «. and v. Obsolete
forms of marvel.

merreilleuse (mer-va-lyez'), n. [P., fern,

of jncriJeiHetu;, marvelous : see manielous.] A
fashionable woman under the Directory in
Prance at the close of the eighteenth century,
at which time ultra-fashionable people affected
extraordinary innovations in costume, especial-
ly in a fancied revival of tte feminine dress of
the ancient Greeks and Komans, and even of
their mythology. See incroydble.

mervelef, merveilet, n. and v. Obsolete forms
of marvel.

mervelonst, mervelyonst, a. Middle English
forms of marvelous.
merwoman (mer'wum'an), n.; pi. merwomen
(-wim'en). [< mer-, as in mermatd, + woman.']
A fabled sea-creature with the body of a woman
and the tail of a fish ; a mermaid. T. Gill.

meryt, a. An obsolete form of merry^.
Merychippns (mer-i-Mp'us), n. [NL., < Gr.
fi^pv^ (ftT/pvK-), a ruminating animal (applied to
a fish) (> fo/pvid^Etv, foiprBKo^cLv, ruminate: see
msryeism), + 'mnog, horse.] A genus of fossil
horses, of the family Equidw, founded by Leidy
in 1856uponremains fromthe Pliocene of North
America. It is one of the more recent extinct
forms, related to Sipparion and to Protohip-
pus.
merycism (mer'i-slzm), n. [< Gr. /nipviaaiidg,

chewing the cud, rumination, < /i^pvui^Eiv, chew
the cud, ruminate.] The abnormal habit or
act of raising the food from the stomach to the
mouth, and remasticating it ; rumination in the
human species. It occurs in healthy persons,
but is more frequent in association with mental
defect or disease.

Merycqpotamidee (mer'i-ka-po-tam'i-de), n.

pi. [NL.,< iferycopotamus H- -idee.] An extinct
family of onmivorous artiodactyl ungulates,
typified by the genus Meryeopotamiis. The near-
estrelatives of these animals are me existing hippopota-
muses,withwhichtheyagree in themassiveobesebodywith
phalangigrade feet of four digits each, the obtuserounded
snout with superolateral nostrils, and the two inguinal
mammse. Theydifferinsomedentalcharacters,asthecom-
parativelysm^ cylindroconic canines, and the inequality
of theupperandlower molars,theformer of which simulate
those of ruminants in the detail of their structure.

Merycopotamoidea(mer'i-ko-pot-a-moi'de-a),
n. pi. [NL., < Meryeopotamiis + -oidea.'j A
superfamily founded by GiU in 1872 for the re-

ception of the family Merycopotamidce.

Merycopotamns (mer'i-ko-pot'a-mus), n.

[NL., < Gr. ^pwf {jaipvK-), a ruminating animal
(> /aipvKi^Eiv, /i^pvKa^Eiv, ruminate), + ir&rafiog,

river. Ci.hipp(^otamus.] The typical and only
genus of the family Merycopotamidce, founded
by Falconer and Cantleroy upon remains from
the Sivalik hills of India.

mesf, n. An obsolete form of mess^.

mes-t. An obsolete form of the prefix mis-2.

mesa (ma'sa), n. [Sp., < L. mensa, a table : see
mensaP-.] A table-land; a broad and flat river-

terrace ; a level or gently sloping region. This
Spanish word is in common use throughout the southwest-
em part of the United States, where large areas, especial-

ly on the Ck>loiado river and its blanches, are table-lands,

deeply intersected by valleys (cafions) of erosion,which are
often 1,000 or 2,000 feet deep, and occasional^mnch more.

mesad (me'sad), adv. [< mes{on) + -adS.] To-
ward the meson; in a mesal direction. B. G.
JVilder.

mesail, mezail, n. [OF. ?] The vizor of a hel-

met, especially of the armet, or any headpiece
having the face-opening covered by two sepa-
rate movable parts, the upper one of which
contained the oeillfere, or sight-opening. See
cut in next column.
mesal (mes'aJ), a. [< meson + -a?.] Middle;
median ; relating to the meson ormiddle length-
wise vertical plane of the body between the
right side and the left. Also mesian and me-
dial.

misalliance (ma-zal-li-ons'), n. [F.] Same as
misaUioTice.

mesally (mes'al-i), adv. In the meson or median
plane of the body: as, to cut mesally; to be situ-

ated mesally. Also mesiaUy.

meseise

Helmet with Mesail in two parts.— Spanish. x6th centuiy.

mesamoeboid (mes-a-me'boid), «. [< Gr. ftiaog,

middle, -t- NL. amoeba, q. v., + Gr. eMof, form.]
One of the free amoebiform cells of the meso-
derm or middle germ-layer of the embryo ; also,

a leucocyte or wandering cell of the adult.

mesaraic (mes-a-ra 'ik), a. and n. [< Gr. *jieaa-

palK6i, pertaining to the mesentery, < ficaapatov

(so. d^p^), the mesentery, < fdooc, middle (see
meson), -H apcud, the flank, belly, i apcudg, thin,
lean. (M. mesentery^ I, a. In anat., of or per-
taining to the mesentery ; mesenteric : chiefly
in the compound omphalomesaraic.
H. n. Same as mesentery.

mesaraical (mes-a-ra 'i-kal), a. [< mesaraic +
-al.] Same as mesaraic" Also, erroneously,
meseraical.

Vena porta is a vein coming from the concave of the
liver, and receiving those meseraiieal veins by whom he
takes the cliylus from the stomach and guts, and conveys
it to the liver. BurUm, Anat of Mel., p. 97.

mesarteritis (mes-ar-te-ri'tis), n. [< Gr. fitaog,

middle, + afmipla, an artery,+ -»<»«.] 'in.pafhol.,

inflammation of the middle coat of an artery.
mesaticephali (mes'ar-ti-sef'a-li), n. pi. [NL.:
see mesaticephalic] Persons whose skulls are
mesaticephaUc.
mesaticephalic (mes'a-ti-se-fal'ik or -sef'a-
lik), a. [< Gr. /liaaarog, Attic /liaaroi, midmost
(poet, superl. of /daog, middle), + ke^(OJi, head:
see cepAoJic] Having an index of breadth
from 75 to 80 (Topinard) : applied to skulls.

Skulls are classified according to their cephalic indices
into three groups ^dolichocephalic, mesaticephalic, and
brachycephalic. Nature, YTTTTT 4.

mesaventnret, mesatmturet, n. Middle Eng-
lish forms of misadventure.
mescal (mes-kal'), n. [< Sp. rnezcal, < Mex.
mexcalli. ] A strong intoxicating spirit distilled
from pulque, the fermented juice of the Agave
Americana of Mexico. Also mexcal, mezcal.

meschaimcet, n. a Middle English form of
miscTiance.

meschieft, meschefet, meschevet, n. and v.

Middle English forms of mischief.

meschitt, n. A form of mesguit.

mesdames, n. Plural of madame.
mesdemoiselles, ». Plural of mademoiselle.

mese^t, n. [ME., also jwees, mes, < AS. mese,
medse, mise, myse, a table, also what is on liie

table, = OHG. mias, meas = Goth, njcs, a table;
cf . L. mensa, a table : see mensal^.] A dinner

;

meal.
My lorde es semede at ylk a mese,
"With thritty knyghttis faire and free.

Thomas of Ersseldoune (Child's Ballads, J. 105).

mese^, v. t. [ME. mesen, moderate, subdue

;

prob. of Seand. origin, orig. refi. form, corre-

sponding t-o mefce,t'.: see meek.] To moderate;
subdue; abate; mollify.

Wylt thou m£se thymode [abate thy anger] and menddyng
abyde? AUtteraJtive Poems (ed. MorrisX il 764.

Mese youre hart and mend youre mode.
Towneley Mysteries, p, 175.

mese^ (mes), «. A dialectal form of moss^.

meseems (me-semz'), i: impers.
;
pret. meseemed.

[Orig. and prop, two words me seems (pret. me
seemed') : me, dat. of I (see mei) ; seem, appear:
see semi. Ci.tnethinks.] It seems to me. See
mefhinks.

And when in Combat these fell Monsters cross.

Me seem some Tempest all the seas doth toss.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, L 5.

The knave that doth thee service as full knight
Is all as good, meseems, as any knight

TennysoTi, Gareth and Lynette.

meseiset, «• A Middle EngUsh form of mis-

ease.



mesel

meselt (i»ez'el), n. [Early mod. E. also mesell,
messel (rare, the word being prop. ME. only); <
ME. mesel, mesell, a leper, < OF. mesel, mesel, mei-
sel, masel, musel, m'eseau, fern, mesele, meselle, etc.,

a leper, leprous, < ML. misellus, a leper, lit. a
wretched person, a wretch, < L. misellus, a
wretch, a noun use of misellus, wretched, unfor-
tunate, dim. of miser, wretched : see miser^, of
which meselis thus ult. a dim.form ,without dim

.

force. The word mesel became practically obso-
lete before the middle of the 16th century, being
supplanted by leper. It has been to some ex-
tent confused by writers with measles (ME. ms-
seles, maaeles): see measles. There is no author-
ized form *measle or "measeVry for mesel, meselry,
such spellings being recent sophistications of
the proper ME. spellings mesel, meselry, due to
the confusion mentioned.] A leper.

In that Flom Jordan, Naaman of Syrie bathed him,
that was fulle riche, but he was Tneselle ; and there anon
he toke his hele. Mandeville, Travels, p. 104.

He that repreveth his neighebor, outher he repreveth
hym by som harm of peyne that he hath on his body, as
mesel, " crolced harlot," or by som synne that he dooth.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

Abaifeled up and down the town for a nwssel and a
scoundrel. London Prodigal, ii. 4. (Nares.)

meseledt, a. [Also meseld, m^zled, misled, mes-
elled, messeled (after OF. meseU, pp.) ; < mssel
+ -ea^. Prob. confused with measled.'] Lep-
rous.
Meseau [F.], a jneseUed, scurvie, leaprous, lazarous per-

son. Cotgrave.

meselednesst, n. [Also meseldness, mezeldness;
< meseled + -ness.'] Leprosy.

Meselerie [F.], mesledTiess, leaprosie, scurvineBse.
Cotgrave.

mesel-houset, «• [ME., < mesel + h.ouse^.'] A
hospital for lepers.

And to meselle houses of that same lond,
Thre thousand marke onto ther spense he fond.

Sob. of Bruwne, p. 136.

mesellet, n. A Middle English form of measles.
Cath. Aug., p. 236.

meselryt, n. [ME. , also meselrie, mesylery, < OP.
meselerie, mezelerie, maselerie, muselerie (ML. re-
flex m^selaria), leprosy, also a house for lepers,

< mesel, a leper: see mesel.'] Leprosy.
Payne is sent by the rightwys sonde of God, and by his

BUifrance, be it meselrie, or maheym, or maladie.
Chwucer, Parson's Tale.

Mesembryantbemeee (me-sem"bri-an-the'me-
e), n. pi. [NL. (Fenzl, 1835), < Mesembryanth'e-
mum + -ece.'] A tribe of dicotyledonous polypet-
alous plants of the natural order Fieoidece, char-
acterized by having leaves without stipules,
and the tube of the calyx adherent to the ovary.
It includes 2 genera, MesemJbryaTtthewAmi, the type, and
Tetragonia, and about 320 species, which, although having
a wide range, abound principally in the southern part of
Africa. The group was originally regarded as an order.
Sometimes written Mesembryaceoe and Mesembryeoe.

Mesembryanthemum (me - sem -bri - an ' the-
mum.), n. [NL. (Dillenius, 1719), prop. *Mesem-
brianthemum, < Gr. fieoTi/ilSpia, midday, the south
(< /iiaog, middle,+ mtpa, day),+ avBefwv, a flow-
er, < avoelv, bloom, < avdoq, a flower : see anther.'}

A large genus of dicotyledonous polypetalous
plants of the natural order Mcoidem, the fig-

marigold family, type of the tnbe Mesembryan-
themecB They are erect or prostrate fleshy herbs, some-
times slightly woody, with thick fleshy leaves, and showy
white, yellow, or rose-colored flowers in terminal or axil-

lary clusters. The fruit is a capsule, which is hygroscopic,
swelling out and opening in the rain, and so allowing the
seeds to escape. The genus embraces some 300 species,
reaching by far its greatest development in South Africa,

a few species, mostly littoral, being scattered in the Ca-
naries, the Mediterranean region, Australia, etc. A gen-
eral name for the species is ftg^mafri{fold, also midday-
fiawer and pig's-face. M. eryetttllinum is the ice-plant
(which see). M. aemaelforme and M. edvle of South Africa
are called Hottentot fig. M. ddabriforme is the hatchet-
leafed fig-marigold (see cut under doldbriform). See dog's-

chop, cat-chop, and fig^.

mesembryo (me-sem'bri-6), n. [< Gr. /ikaog, mid-
dle, + e/ippvov, embryo: see embryo.'] The blas-

tula stage of the ova of metazoans, parallel with
the adult colonies of such protozoans as Eudo-
rina. Hyatt, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1887.

mesembryonic (me-sem-bri-on'ik), a. [< mesem-
bryo{n-) + 4c.] Oforpertainingtoamesembryo.
mesencephalic (mes'''en-se-farik or -sef'a-lik),

a. [< mesencephalon + -ic.] Situated in the
midst of the encephalon, as the midbrain ; of or
pertaining to the mesencephalon : as, the mes-
encephalic segment of the brain.

mesencephalon (mes-en-sef'a-lon), ».; -pi. mes-
encephala (-la). [NL., < Gv.'/xcaoc, middle, +
iyiii(j)ah)s, brain: see encephalon.] The mid-
brain ; a segment of the encephalon consisting
essentially of the corpora quadrigemina or optic
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lobes and the crura cerebri. See brain. Also
mesencephal, mesocephalon.
mesenchyma (mes-eng'ki-ma), w. [NL.] Same
as mesenchyme.
mesenchymal (mes-eng'M-mal), a. [< mesen-
chyme + -al.] Pertaining to, consisting of, or
derived from mesenchyme ; mesenchymatous.
The ordinary mesenchymal cells.

Buck's Handbook of iled. Sciences, in. 194.

mesenchymatous (mes-eng-kim'a-tus), a. [<

m^senchyma{t-) + -ous.] Same as mesenchymal.

The body-cavity contains mesenehynmtovs elements.
Jour. Soy. Micros. Soc, Feb., 1886, p. 64.

mesenchyme (mes'eng-Mm), n. [< NL. mesen-
chyma, < Gr. fiiao^, middle, + eyxviia, an in-

fusion.] The tissue or substance of the meso-
derm of some animals, as sponges.
mesenna, musenna (me-, mu-sen'a), n. [Afri-

can.] The bark of Aliizzid anthelmintica. It

is used as a tseniafuge. Also called bisenna,
besenna.

mesentera, n. Plural of mesenteron.

mesenteria, «. Plural of mesenterium.
mesenterial (mez-en-te'ri-al), a. [< mesentery
+ -al.] Same as mesenteric.

The low development of the mesenterial filament.
Micros. Science, XXVIII. 426.

mesenteric (mez-en-ter'ik), a. [< mesentery +
4c.] Of or pertaining to a mesentery, in any
sense: as, mesenteric attachment Mesenteric
artery, an artery which ramifies between the two layers of
a mesentery. In man there are two large arteries of this
name, superior and inferior, both branches of the abdomi-
nal aorta.— Mesenteric chamber, the space between any
twom eaenteries of an actinozoan.—Mesenteric fever, fil-

aments, ganglia, gland. See the nouns.—Mesenteric
lymphauc, a lacteal.—Mesenteric septum. Same as
7Ji«se»terj/, 2.—Mesentericvein, avelnwhich corresponds
to a mesenteric artery.

mesentericat (mes-en-ter'i-ka), n. [NL., < Gr.
ftecrevripiov, the mesentery: see mesentery.] In
bot,, the mycelium of certain fungi.

mesenteriolum (mes-en-te-rl'o-lum), n. [NL.,
dim. of mesenterium, mesentery : see mesentery.

']

A duplicature of peritoneum connecting the ap-
pendix vermiformis with the mesentery.
mesenteritis (mes-en-te-rl'tis), n. [NL., < mes-
entery + -itis.] In pathol., inflammation of the
mesentery.
mesenterium (mes-en-te'ri-um), «. ;

pi. mesente-
ria (-a). [NL. : see mesentery.] A mesentery.
mesen'teron (mes-en'te-ron), n.

;
pi. mesentera

(-ra). [NL., < Gr. /ieaivrepov, < /iiaoc, middle, +
Ivrepov, intestine.] In embryol., the interior of
the archenteron or primitive intestine ; the in-
testinal cavity in an early stage, bounded by
the hypoblast.

After the formation of the mesoblast and the separation
of a portion of the archenteron, the hypoblastic cavity is

known as the mesenteron. Stand. Nat. Hist., I. 11.

mesenteronic (mes-en-te-ron'ik), a. [< mesen-
teron + -ic] Of or pertaining to the mesente-
ron.

mesentery (mez'en-ter-i), «. ;
pi. mesenteries

(-iz). [< Nil. mesenterium, < Gr. /ieaevripiov, the
mesentery, lit. the middle intestine, < fiiaog, mid-
dle, -(-ivrepov, intestine: eeeenteron.] l.lnanat.,
a fold or duplicature ofperitoneum investing the
intestine or other abdx)minal viscus wholly or
in part, and serving to retain such viscus in its

proper position in the abdominal cavity, it con-
sists of two layers of peritoneum, separated in that part
of their extent which is wrapped around the viscus, in the
rest of their extent lying closely apposed, but still having
between them the vessels, nerves, and lymphatics which
go to the viscus, together with, usuaUjr, a quantity of fat.

In man the mesentery of the intestine is connected by its

root to the spinal column for a distance of about six inches,
from the left side of the second lumbar vertebra to the
right sacro-iliac synchondrosis; its breadth, or the dis-

tance from the vertebrfls to the intestinal border, is about
four inches. The term mesentery is sometimes restricted
to the reflection of peritoneum which keeps the small in-

testine in position, in which case the similar foldings about
other viscera have special names, as mesoarium, mesocoe-
cum, mesocolon, mesoduodenum, mesogastrium, Ttiesom^try,

mesorchiwm, mesorectum, mesovarium. See these words.
Also Tnesa/raic.

2. 'La.zool., some structure like a mesentery; a
perivisceral or mesenteric septum, (a) in Aotino-
zoa, one of the several membranous partitions which radi-
ate from the wan of the gastric sac to that of the body ver-
tically across the somatic or perivisceral cavity, which is

thus divided into a corresponding number of mesenteric
chambers. (&) In sundry other invertebrates, as annelids,
one of the membranous or muscular septa which may sub-
divide the perivisceral cavity into several partly separate
chambers.

mesepimeral (mes-e-pim'e-ral), a. [< mesepim-
eron + -al.] Of or pertaining to the mesepim-
eron.

mesepimeron (mes-enpim'e-ron), TO.; pi. mese-
pimera (-ra). [NL., < Gr. /iim(, middle, -I- NL.
epimeron, q. v.] In entom,, the epimeron of the

meshed

mesothorax ; the epimeral solerite of the meso-
pleuron.
mesepisternum (mes-ep-i-stfer'num), ».; pi.

mesepisterna (-na). [NL., < Gr. /liaoc, middle,
-H NL. ^sternum, q. v.] In entom., one of the
mesothoracic epistema.
meseraic, meseraical. Erroneous forms of
mesaraic, mesaraical.

mesethmoid (mes-eth'moid), o. and to. [< Gr.
fiiaoQ, middle, + E. ethmoid.] I. a. Of or per-
taining to the mesethmoid.

II. TO. The middle ethmoidal bone ; the me-
dian element of the compound ethmoid bone.
It is the part called in human anatomy the lamina per-
pendicularis, or perpendicular plate of the ethmoid, as dis-

tinguished from the lateral masses of that bone, or the eth-

moturbinals. See ethmoid.

mesethmoidal (mes-eth-moi'dal), a. [< mes-
ethmoid -H -al.] Same as mesethmoid.

mesh^ (mesh), n. [Formerly also meash and
mash, and dial, mask; < ME. maske, < AS.
*masc, transposed max, also dim. mcesore (rare)

= MD. masche, maesche, D. waaw= MLG. masche
= OHG. masca, MHG. G. masche = leel. moskvi
= Sw. maska = Dan. maske, a mesh, net. Cf.

W. masg, a mesh, network, mesgl, a mesh; Lith.

mazgas, a knot, megsU, knot, weave nets.] 1.

One of the clear spaces of a net or netting; an
opening in network of a size determined, by
the distance apart of the knots by which the
crossing twines or threads are \mited ; also, a
clear space between the threads or wires of a
sieve.

Or spreads his subtle nets from sight,

With twinkling glasses, to betray
The larks that in the meshes light.

Dryden, tr. of Horace's Epodes, ii.

2. Figuratively, network ; means of entangle-
ment ; anything that serves to entangle or eon-
strain: often in the plural: as, the meshes of

the law.

A golden mesh to entrap the hearts of men
Faster than gnats in cobwebs.

Shak., M. of V., liL 2. 122.

Breaking the mesh of the bramble fine.

WMtUer, Mogg Megone^ L

The home ties that mEike a web of infinite fineness and
soft silken meshes around his heart.

D. Q. MitcheU, Keveries of a Bachelor, iv.

3. pi. In lace and similar fabrics, the whole
background, often formed of threads very irreg-

ularly spaced.— 4. In mach., the engagement
of the teeth of gearing : as, the mesh of a toothed
wheelwith the teeth of a rack or with the cogs of
another wheel.— 5. A tool used in embroidery,
knitting, etc., for the production of stitching of
regular size,and sometimes having a groove to
guide the scissors. Diet. Needlework.
mesh^ (mesh), V. [Early mod. B. also meash
(and *mMsh ?) ; < ME. masken, mesh ; from the
noun: see mesh'^, ra. Cf. immesh.] I. trans.

1 . To make in meshes ; form the meshes of.

Within the loftare many tarry-fingered Penelopesmend-
ing old nets and Tneshing new ones.

Harper's Mag., LIV. 6.

2. To catch in a net, as fish; hence, to entangle;
entrap in meshes.

The goodlyhed or beaute which that kynde
In any other lady hadde yset
Kan noght the mountance of a knot unbynde
About his herte, of alle Cryseydes net

;

He was so narwe ymasked and yknet.
Chaucer, Troilus, lii. 1733.

Measfied in the breers, that erst was onely torne.
Wyatt, The Louer that fled Loue.

This fly is caught, is meshed already ; I will suck him,
and lay him by. Beau, and PL, Woman-Hater, iv. 2.

3. To engage (the teeth of wheels or the teeth
of a rack and pinion) with each other.

II. imtrans. 1. To make meshes or nets.

Net-making. . . is a simple and easily acquired art. . . .

A little practice in meshing is sufilcient to develop won-
derful dexterity of movement. Encye. Brit., XVII. 369.

2. To become engaged, as the teeth of one
wheel with those of another.
A pitman consisting of two grooved bars connected by

teetn with each other is combined with a gear wheel on ft

main shaft meshing into the teel^.

Sci. 4m«r., N.S.,IXI. 78.

mesh^t, V. t. An obsolete or dialectal form of
masK^. Florio.

meshed (mesht), a. [< mesh^ + -ed^.] Having
meshes ; also, decorated with a pattern of cross-
ing lines, resembling the meshes of a net : as,

' silk.

Small meshed net about 18 inches deep.
Nature, XL. 423.

Meshed worl^ embroidery on netting, the original form
of needle-point lace : common in the seventeenth cen-
tury.



meshlng-net

meshing-net (mesh'ing-net), n. A net in the
meshes of which fish are caught by their gills

;

a gill-net.

mesh-stick (mesh'stik), n. In making nets, a
flat slat with rounded ends and angles, about
which the thread or twine is netted or looped,
and which gages the size of the meshes so that
they are of nnifonn dimensions.
mesh-stmctnre (mesh'struk'tnr), n. In Uthol.,

a sort of network frequently seen in alteration
products of minerals, and especially in the
commonly occurring change of oliyin to ser-
pentine. Also called net-ttructitns and lattice-ilnuiwre—
the latter wbea the linear arrangement of the prodacta
is such as gives rise to loxenge-shaped flgtue^ as in the
case of the alteiations of hornblende,

meshwork (mesh'werk), n. Anetwork; meshes
collectively; a web; a plexus; cancellation.

If this Danton were to borst year meshrwrrk!—Very
corioas Indeed to consider.

Caniyle, French Sev., IL TiiL 2.

meshy(mesh'i),a, [< mesAi + -wi.] 1. Formed
like network; reticulated.—2. Resemblingnet-
work ; divided into small equal parts.

When all the treasores of the deep
Into theirin<s% cells were poored. J. BaiUie.

mesial (mes'i-al or me'zi-al), a. [< NIi. mesialis

(formed according to medialis, medial), < Gr.
jiiaoc, middle, mid : see meson.] Pertaining to

the middle ; being in the middle ; in zool., per-
taining to or on the middle line or plane of the
body; median. Also mesian mesial aspect,
the aspect of an organ which is toward the mesial plane
or meson, as distingnished from its dextral or sinistral

aspect—Mesial line. Same as median line (which see,

under vudiaiii),—Mesial plane, the meson or mesion.

mesially (mes'i- or me'zi-al-i), adv. Same as
mesally.

mesialward (mes'i-al-w&d), adv. [< mesial +
icard.^ Same as viesad.

mesian (mes'i-an), a. [< mesi(_on) + -on.] Same
as mesid or mesial. Barclay.

mesion (mes'i-on), n. [Nli. (John Barclay,

1803), < Gr. fiiaoi, middle : see mesiaJ.'] The mid-
dle or median longitudinal plane of the body
of a bilaterally symmetrical animal, dividing it

into equal and similar right and left halves ; the
meson.
mesistem (mes'is-tem), n. An abbreviation of

mesomeristem.

Mesites (me-a'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. iiea'miq, a
mediator, <. fiiaog, middle: see mesial.'] 1. A
genus of birds peculiar to Madagascar, type of

the family Mesitidee, presenting a very unusual
combination of characters. Zhe general appearance
is throsh-llke, and there are points about the bird which
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mesitite (mes'i-iat), n. [< Gr. ucmrrK, a media-
tor (Ut. being in the middle) \see Mesites), +
-ifc^.] Same as mesi1ine~spar.

mesitole (mes'i-tfil), n. Same as mesityl.

mesityl (mes'i-tU), n. [As mesit4te + -yl.']

An organic radical, CgHio, whose oxid yields
acetone by hydration.

mesitylene (mes'i-ti-len), n. [< mesityl + -ene.]

Trimethyl benzin, an oily, colorless liquid,

C^3(CH^)3, obtained from acetone distilled

with half its volume of fuming sulphuric acid.
It is a constituent of coal-tar.

mesinm (mes'i-um), n.; pi. mesia (-a). [NIi.,<
Gr. iiiaog, middle : see meson.] Same as meson,
1. Barclay.

mesjidj n. Same as yna^id.

meskeitot, n. See vtesquiP-.

mesMnt, ". Same as maskin.
meskit^t, ». Same as mesquifi-.

meskit^, ". See mesgui^.
mesl6 (me-la'), a. [OF., pp. of in««ter, mix: see
meddle, meVP-.] In fcer., divided into small parts,
paly, bendy, barruly, etc., and alternately a
color and a metaL

meslin^t, n. and a. Same as maslin^.
meslin^, n. See masliii^.

mesmeree (mez-mer-e'), n. [< mesmer(,ize) +
-eel.] The person on whom a mesmerist oper-
ates ; one who is mesmerized. Imp. Diet.

mesmeric (mez-mer'ik), a, [< Mesmer (see
mesmerism) + -ic.] Of or pertaining tomesmer-
ism; produced by mesmerism, or resembling
its effects: as, the mesmeric theory; mesmeric

Mesites 'oariegata.

hare caused it to be classed with thrushes, pigeons, gal-

linaceous birds, rails, herons, etc The nearest relatives

of Jfesttes are the sun-bittems (Sursiiy^a) and the kagns
(fOdnadaiae). (See cutsunder .Bufj(pvffii and iujw-) If.

varisgaba is cinnamon-brown varied witii black. The ge-

nus was founded by Isidore GeoSroy St. HUaire in 183&
It is also called Jfeatomw and Mexaaua.

2. In entom., a genus of beetles of the family

CalandridtB, of wide distribution and few spe-

cies. They abound in Madeira and the Canary Islands,

breeding in decaying and dead euphorbias and laurels.

Two species occur in the United States If. subcylindricus

and Jf. rufieottis.

3. Agenus of fishes: same as GoJaiJas. Jenyrts,

1842.— 4. A genus of eohinoderms.

Mesitids (me-sit'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Me-
sites + -idtB.] A family of graUatorial birds,

represented by Mesites, and related to the

EurypygidcB and Bhinochetidce, but not to the

EupetidtB. Also MesitituB, as a subfamily of

Eupetidce.

mesitine-spar (mes'i-tin-spar), ». [< mesittne

(< Gr. fteatTTK, a mediator, lit. being in the mid-

dle,+ -ine^) + spar^.] A carbonate of magnesi-

um and iron intermediate between magnesite

and siderite, occurring in yellowish rhombo-

hedral ciystels at TraverseUa in Kedmont.

Phenomena . . . induced by mesmerie or hypnotic-
methods. Braidj Trance, p. 3L
Mesmeric lucidity, clairvoyance.

We are especially anxious to witness cases of what is

termed megmerie lucidity or clairvoyance,
Ptoc. Soe. Psych. Reteareh, April, 1883, p. vi.

Mesmeric promise. See the quotation.

Some of the casesadduced— as of the so-called mesmeric
promise, or implosion made on the brain in the mesmeric
state, which irresistibly works itself out in the subsequent
normal condition— present a singularconformity to some
of the best physiological speculations on the mechanism
of memory. Proe. Soc. Psych. Besewreh, I. 288.

mesmerical (mez-mer'i-kal), a. [< tnesmeric +
-al.~i Same as mesmeric.

mesmerically (mez-mer'i-kal-i), adv. In a mes-
meric way; in the manner of or according to
Mesmer or mesmerism; by mesmeric means.
mesmerisation, mesmerise, etc. See mesmer-
ization, etc,

mesmerism (mez'mer-izm), H. [< F. mesme-
risme (Sp. Pg. It. mesme)-ismo); so called from
Friedrich Anton (orFranz)lfesm«r (1733-1815),
a German physician, who propounded the the-

ory in 1778, in Paris.] 1. The doctrine that
one person can exercise influence over the will

and nervous system of another, and produce
certainphenomena byvirtue of a supposed em-
anation, called animal magnetism, proceeding
from him, or simply by the domination of his

willoverthatoftheperson operated on. Origmal-
ly Mesmer professed to pioduce his results by the opera-

tion of actual magnets, bat all such apparatus has long
been abandoned, and those who profess belief in mag-
netism as the cause of the phenomena exhibited refer it

to the body of the mesmenst. The actual phenomena
believed to be prodaced by this so-called animal mag-
netism are now ezpl^ned bymodern hypnotism, or artifi-

cial somnambulism, which within recent years has been
the subject of extended research. It is now generally

admitted that there is no force of any kind transmitted

from the operator to the person operated upon, and many
of the pretensions of mesmerism, such as clairvoyance, are

rejectM. The term mesmerism is still popularly used,

often more or less synonymously with hypnotism, but more
frequently in its original or an allied sense. Other terms
used more or less synonymously with either mesmerism or

hypnotism are braidism (after the English surgeon Braid,

who first studied the phenomena of mesmerism scien-

tiflcally) and neurohypnoloffy.

By one of my usual processes forreducingthe cataleptic

state of muscles during hypnotism or mesmerism, I was
enabled, in afew seconds, to unlock her jaws and open her
mouth. Braid, Trance, p. 59.

2. The influence itself ; animal magnetism,

mesmerist (mez'm6r-ist), n. [< mesmer{ize) +
-isf.] One who practises mesmerism.

The extravagance of the mesmerists, who have contend-

ed for the reality of clairvoyance in some of their patients.
Braid, Trance, p. 36.

mesmerization (mez'mer-i-za'shgn), n. [<

mesmerize + -ation.'] The act of mesmerizing,

or the state of beingmesmerized. Also spelled

mesmerisation.

mesmerize (mez'mer-iz), I. t.; pret. and pp.
mesmerized, ppr. mesmeriHng. [< mesmer{ism)
+ -i'je.] To practise mesmerism upon; bring

into a mesmeric state ; hypnotize. Also spelled

mesmerise.

Mesocarpaces
The rigidit>' of the mesmerised fingers could be tested

with, if possible, even more certainty than their insensi-
bility, by simply telling the " subject" after a minute of
mesmerisation, to close his or her fist.

Proc Soc Ptyeh. Besearch, I, 259.

mesmerizer (mez'mer-i-zer), n. One who mes-
merizes ; a mesmerist . Also spelled mesmeriser.

mesmeromania (mez''mer-o-ma'iii-a), IK [<
mesmer^istn) + mania.'] Mesmerism regarded
as a mania or delusion.

"The mesmenHoumia," says one doctor in the Medico-
ChiruTgical Keview, "has nearly dwindled in the metrop-
olis into anHe fatuity."

Proc. Soe. Psych. Besearch, HI. 412, note.

mesmeromaniac (mez'm6r-o-ma'ni-ak), n. [<
mesmeromania + -ac, after maniac.] A person
affected with mesmeromania.
mesnality (me-nal'i-ti), ». Same as mesnalty.

mesnalty (me'nal-ti), n. [< mesne + -al+ -ty.

Cf. mesnality.] The manor or estate of a mesne
lord.

And the consequence of construing it otherwise would
be dangerous to create a mesndUy. But this mesnaliy
doth not extinct the Lord's tenure, but hemay still charge
the lands for it, albeit not the person of the tenant.

Wdeh and Wale, SEeble, 554.

mesne (men), a. [An archaic spelling of mean^
(ME. mene, < OF. mesne, etc.), retained in law
use.] In laic, middle; intervening; interme-
diate. A mesne lord was a feudal lord who held land of
a superior, but had granted a part of it to another person.
Thus, he was a tenant to the superior, bnt lord or superior
to tile second grantee and thus his mesne or mediate lord.

They sank from the rank of tenants-in-chief to the rank
of mesne tenants.

£. A. Freeman, Korman Conquest rV- 28.

Mesne conveyance. See conveyance.—Mesne encmn-
brances, encumbrances the right of priority of which is

Intermediate to the dates of two other encumbrances or
titles under consideration.—Mesne process, any process
in a suit which intervenes between the original process of
writ and tile final execution.—Mesne profits, the profits

of an estate which accrue to a tenant in possession inter-

mediate between two dates, particularly the commence-
ment and the termination of a possession held without
right

mesoarial (mes-o-a'ri-al), a. [< mesoarium +
-al.] Of or pertaining to the mesoarium. En-
cyc. Brit., Xn. 660.

mesoarium (mes-o-a'ri-um^, n.; pi. mesoaria
(-a). [NL., < Gr. /liao^ + i^piov, dim. of ^""i
egg. Cf. mesovarium.] A fold of the perito-

neum forming the mesentery of the ovary or
genital gland of some animals, as fishes; a
mesovarium.
The genital glands . . . overlie the kidneys, . . . each

being suspended by a fold of mesentery (mesoarivm).
Hvidey and Martin, Hementaiy Biology, p. 53.

mesoblast (mes'o-blast), n. [< Gr. liiaog, mid-
dle, + pXairrdc, a germ.] The middle one of

the three germinal layers of any metazoic em-
bryo, between the epiblast and the hypoblast;
the mesoderm, it corresponds to the raeeular layer
of an earlier nomenclature, when the other two layers
were called serous and mucous. By far the greater part of
the body of a metazoic animal is derived from the meso-
blast

mesoblastema (mes'o-blas-te'iM), n.; pi. meso-
tlastemata (-ma-ta). ' [XL., < Gr. fuaog, middle,
-1- pXaani/ia, a shoot, a sprout: see blastema.]

The mass or layer of cells which constitutes the
mesoblast; the mesoderm in its early germina-
tion.

mesoblastemic (mes'o-blas-tem'ik),a. [< meso-
blastema + -»c,] Of or pertaining to the meso-
blastema: as, mesoblastemic cells or tissue.

mesoblastic (mes-o-blas'tik), u. [< mesoblast

+ -»c.] Of or pertaining to the mesoblast: as,

a mesoblastic cell; the mesoblastic layer.

mesobranchial (mes-o-brang'M-al), a. [< Gr.

fieaog, middle, + Ppay'xia, giUs: see branchial.]

Overlying the middle of the branchial cham-
bers: applied specifically to a median subdi-

vision of the branchial region of the csirapace

of a crab, caUed the mesobranchial lobe. See
cut under Braehyura.
mesocsecal (mes-o-se'kal), a. [< mesocaeum +
-al.] Of or pertaining to the mesocseeum.

mesocaecnm (mes-6-se'kum), «.; pi. mesocwca

(-ka). [Nil., < Gr."/ii<Toc, middle, + NL, c<ecum,

q. v.] The mesentery of the csecum and ver-

miform appendage; the special peritoneal fold

which sometimes holds those parts in place.

mesocarp (mes'o-karp), «. [= F. mesocarpe; <

NL. mesocarpium, < Gr, /liffof, middle, -t- Kopnog,

fruit.] In bot., the middle layer of a pericarp

when it is possible to distinguish three dissimi-

lar lavers; the sareocarp. it is the fleshy substance

or edible part of fruits which lies between the epicarp

and the endocarp. See cuts under drupe and endocarp.

Mesocarpacex (mes-o-kar-pa'sf-e), n. pi.

'[NL,, < Mesocarpus + -acece.] One of the three



Mesocarpaceae

&niilies of algsB into which the group Conjiir-

gatm is divided. The sexuaJ reproduction is by a pro-
eesa of conjugiition, which may be either scalariform (that
is, between two or several cells of two different fUaments)
or lateral (that is, between two adjacent cells ol the same
fflament). The result of this conjugation is the produc-
tion of a globular zygosperm, which differs from that pro-
duced by the Zygnemaceoe in that immediately after its
formation it divides into two, three, or more cells, the cen-
tral one only of which is fertile. Sometimes Metocarpimis.
See Conjvgatce.

Mesocarpus (mes-o-kar'pus), ». [NL. (Has-
sall, 1845), < Grr. /li'aog, middle, + Kapvdg, fruit.]
A genus of fresh-water algse, typical of the fam-
ily Mesocarpacew. The copulation is scalai-iform, and
the spores are spherical or oval, between two cylindrical,
straight, or slightly inbeut cells.

mesocephalic (|mes-o-se-fal'ik or -sef'a-lik), a.

[< Gr. /liaog, middle,'-)- neipaTJj, head, + Uc] 1.
In craniom., of medium size ; neither large nor
small ; with a capacity of from 1,350 to 1,450
cubic centimeters.

A skull of variable form, mostly mesocepIuUic.
W. B. Flower, Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVni. 817.

2. Having a skull of medium breadth or ca-
pacity.

mesocephalism (mes-o-sef'a-lizm), n. [< meso-
eephalAe + -ism.'] The character or state of
being mesocephalic. Also mesocephaly.

Departures from a width of eight and length of ten
(maocephaliiim), measured from one auricular aperture
over the head to the other, and nose root over the head to
the nucha, determine whether the skull shall be consid-
ered long. Amer. Nat., XXII. 614.

mesoceptaalon (mes-o-sef'a-lon)^ n.; pi. meso-
eephala (-la). [NL.,< (Jr. /i^ijof, middle,+ KEifia^^,

head.] Same as mesencephalon.
meaocephalous (mes-o-sef'a-lus), a. [< Gr.
/<i(7or, middle, -)- Ke^a/^;^,'head,"-f- -ous.'] Meso-
cephalic.

mesocephaly (mes-o-sef'a-li), n. Same as meso-
cephalism.

mesochil (mes'o-Ml), n. [< NL. mesochiUum,
q. v.] Same as mesochilivm.
mesochilium (mes-o-kil'i-um), n. [NL., < Gr.
/leaoc, middle, -^ xelTioc, lip.] The intermedi-
ate part of the lip of such orchids as have this

organ separated into three distinct parts. Imd-
ley. Treasury of Botany.

mesoclioros (me-sok'o-ros), n. [< Gr. /ieaSxopoQ,

standing in mid-chorus, < /ticrof, middle, + xopdg,

chorus.] Same as coryphtBus, 1.

mesocoele (mes'o-sel), n. Same as mesoccelia.

mesocoelia (mes'-o-se'li-a), n.; pi. mesoccelioe

(-e). [Nil., < Gfi.'pkaoi, middle, + noiTda, a hol-

low, ventricle : see ccelia.'] The ventricle of

the mesencephalon; the mesencephalic cavity
of the brain, connecting the diaooelia with the
epicoelia; the aqueduct of Sylvius. B. G.
Wilder.

mesocoelian (mes-o-se'li-an), a. [< mesocceUa
+ -an.] Of or pertaining to the mesocoelia of
the brain.

Mesocoele tubular ; mesoaielian root quadrilobate.
Amer. Nat., XXI. 914.
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tervening between a strophe and its antis-

trophe. See epode.

mesoderm (mes'o-dferm), n. [< Gr. /liaog, mid-
dle, + 6ip/M, skin.] 1. The middle germinal
layer of the three-layered embryo of any meta-
zoic animal, lying between the endoderm and
the ectoderm. The term is used synonymously with
meeoblast, the correlation being endoderm, mesoderm,
and ectoderm ; hypoblast, mesoblast, and epiblast ; or mu-
cous, vascular, and serous layers. Most of the body of

every metazoan animal is derived from the mesoderm.
When the embryo becomes four-layered, as it usually does,

this state results from the splitting of the mesoderm into

an inner visceral and an outer parietal layer, called respec-
tively gp2ancft7iopZe«raZ and somatopleural, or involuntomO'
tory and voluntomotory.

2. Inbot., the middle layer of tissue in the shell

of the spore-case of an urn-moss.
mesodermal (mes'o-dSr-mal), a. '[< mesoderm
+ -al.] Of or pertaining to the mesoderm in
plants or animals; having a middle germinal
layer.

Mesodermalia (mes*o-d6r-ma'li-a), n.pl. [Nil.,

< Gr. /isaoc, middle, + depfia, skin.] Spongio-
zoa or Forifera regarded as a prime division

of the grade Ccelentera, whose arohenteron is

a branching canal-system communicating with
the outer water by a set of inhalent and exha-
lent pores ; the sponges : opposed to Epithela-
ria, or all other coelenterates collectively. B.
von LendenfeM.
mesodermalian (mes'''o-d6r-ma'li-an), a. and
n. [< Mesodermalia + -an.] I. a. Pertaining to

the Mesodermalia, or having their characters.

II. n. A member of the Mesodermalia.
mesodermic (mes-o-d6r'mik), a. [< mesoderm
+ -jc] Pertaining to or of the nature of a meso-
derm or middle germinating layer; mesoder-
mal.

And so form the foundation of the nKaodermic invest-
ment by which the body cavity of the adult is lined.

A. Sedgvnck, Micros. Science, XXYU. 499.

Mesodesma (mes-o-des'ma), n. [NIi., < Gr.
utcog, middle, + dic/^a, a
band: see desma.] A ge-
nus of wedge-shells of the
family Donacidce, or made
type of a family Meso-
desmidce, having a thick
solid trigonal shell with
two short stout lateral
teeth, and the cartilage
internal.. Species abound

in the Australian region.
Mesodesmidse (mes-o-des'mi-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Mesodesma +

Mesodesma frlabratum-
right valve.

mesocolic (mes-o-kol'ik), a. [< ntesoeolon +
-ie.] Of or pertaining to the mesocolon: as,

a mesocolic peritoneal fold; mesocolic attach-
ment.
mesocolon (me-sok'o-lon), n. [NL., < Gr.
lieadioAov, less prop. /IcoSkuaov, the part of the
mesentery next the coloif, < /liaoQ, middle, +
K67un>, the colon: see colon'^.] The mesentery
of the colon ; the peritoneal fold which holds
the colon in place.

mesocoracoia (mes-o-kor'a-koid), a. and n. [<
Gr. fiiaog, middle, -)-' B. coracoid.] I. a. Situ-

ated between the hypercoraeoid and the hypo-
coracoid.

II. n. An element in the shoulder-girdle of

teleost fishes, disintegrated from the coracoid
or paraglenal cartilage, and intermediate be-
tween or bridging over the hypercoraeoid and
hypocoracoid. It is developed in the malaoop-
terygian and pleetospondylous fishes, but is

lost in the aeanthopterygians.
mesocuneiform (mes-o-ku'ne-i-f6rm), n. and a.

[< Gr. fikaog, middle, + E. cuneiform.] I. n. In
anat. and zool., the middle one of the three cu-
neiform bones of the tarsus, lying between the
ectoeuneiform and the entocuneiform. It is in

special relation with the head of the second
metatarsal bone. Also called mesosplienoid.

II. a. Middle, as a cuneiform bone
;
pertain-

ing to the mesocuneiform.
mesode (mes'od), n. [< Gr. fieaifiSdi, a mesode
(see def.), < fiiaoq, middle, -I- aelSuv, g.Snv, sing,

> ii>dri, a song, ode: see ode.] In anc. pros.,_ a,

system of metrically dififerent composition in-

idcE.] Afamily
of bivalve mol-
lusks, named
from the genus.
Mesodesma. J.

E. Gray, 1840.

mesodic (me-
SOd'ik), a. [< Dtmactiiack^lensis, one ot the Meso-

mesode + 4c.] <*r™.«f«-rightvalve.

In anc. pros., constituting or pertaining to a co-
lon, line, or system of a diSerent length or metri-
cal character interposed between two cola, two
sets of uniform lines, or two systems of iden-
tical metrical form; especially, constituting,
pertaining to, or containing a system of differ-

ent form intervening between a strophe and
its antistrophe. See epodic, palinodic, periodic,

mesolabe

mediate part of the intestine, extending from
the pylorus to the csecum, and including the
small intestine with its annexes, as the Uver
and pancreas, also, in the fetus, tl e umbUical
vesicle. It is commonly called the mid-gut.—
2. [cap.] A genus of fossil fishes. Agassiz.

mesogastral (mes-o-gas'tral), a. [<mesogaster
+ -at.] Of orper£aming to the mesogaster.

mesogastric (mes-o-gas'trik), a. [< mesogas-
trium + -ic] 1. Of or pertaining to the meso-
gastrium; umbilical, as a region of the abdo-
men; mesenteric with reference to the stomach
or to the mesogaster.— 2. In Crustacea, situ-

ated in the middle of the gastric lobe of the
carapace : specifically applied to a median sub-
division of that lobe, the mesogastric lobe. See
cut under Brachyura.
mesogastrium (mes-o-gas'tri-um), n. [NL., <

Gr. jdaoQ, middle, + yaarfip, belly.] 1. Inhu-
man anat., the umbilical region of the abdomen,
between the epigastrium above and the hypo-
gastrium or epipubic region below. See cut
under abdomen.—2. In anat. and eool., the mes-
entery of the stomach ; the fold of peritoneum
which holds the stomach in place, it is a portion
of the common intestinal mesentery, in early fetal life in-

distinguishable therefrom, but afterward variously modi-
fled.

mesogenous (me-soj'e-nus), a. [< Gr. /if(toc,

middle, + -ytvrjq, bom, produced: see -genous.]

Increasing by growth at or from the middle, as
the spores of certain fungi. [Rare.]

mesogloea (mes-o-gle'a), n. [NL., < Gr. fiicoQ,

midfie, + y/lo((z, 7^o«(i,'glue : see glue.] 1. The
mesodermal intercellular substance, or ground-
substance, of some animals, as Sponges and
other coelenterates. B. von LendenfeM, Proc.
Zo81. Soc, London, 1886, p. 566.-2. leap.] A
genus of gelatinous seaweeds, typical of the

Mesoglceacew, with olive-brown branching fili-

form fronds. The unilocular sporangia are oval in

shape and borne at the base of peripheral filaments ; the
plurilocular sporangia are unknown. Agardh, 1817.

Mesogloeacese (mes"6-gle-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Kuetzing, 1843), < Mesoglcea 4- -ace(B.] A fam-
ily of olive-green seaweeds with a gelatinous or
cartilaginous thallus of hemispherical or cylin-

drical outlin e, forming small gelatinous orslimy
cushions orbranching tufts on other larger sear

weeds: the same or nearly the same as the
Chordariem or Chordariacece of Harvey. See
Ckordariew.

mesoglceal (mes-o-gle'al), a. [< mesoglcea +
-al.] Consisting of, pertaining to, or resem-
bling mesogloea.
mesoglutseus (mes'o-glg-te'us), n. ; pi. mesoglu-
tcei (-i). [NL.,< Gr. p-iaog, middle,+ NL. glutmus,

q. v.] The middle gluteal muscle ; the glutseus
medius.
mesogluteal (mes'''9-gl8-te'al), a. [< mesoglu-
tceus + -al.] Of or pertaining to the mesoglu-
tSBUS.

mesognathic (mes-og-nath'ik), a. Same as

mesodont (mes'6-dont), a. [< Gr. fieaog, mid-
dle, -i- bSovg (bSovT-) = E. tooth.] 1. In anthro-
pol., having medium-sized teeth: as, the meso-
dow* races.— 2. In zool., pertaining to the Meso-
donta, or having their characters.

Mesodonta (mes-o-don'ta), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

iueaof, middle, + odoiig (b&vr-) = E. tooth.] A
group of extinct mammals of North America,
resembling Insectivora, characterized by Cope
as a suborder of Bunotheria, having the incisors

not growing from persistent pulps, the molars
tubercular and never sectorial, the third tro-

chanter apparently elevated, andthe astragalus
not grooved above. Ten Eocene genera are re-

ferred to this group.
mesoduodenar(mes-o-du-o-de'nal), a. [< meso-
duodenum + -al.] Of orpertaining to the meso-
duodenum.
mesoduodenum (mes-o-du-5-de'num),«. [NL.,
< Gr. /liaog, middle, + Nli. duodenum, q. v.]

The fold of peritoneum which incloses and sup-
ports the duodenum; the duodenal mesen-
tery.

mesogaster (mes-o-gas't6r), n. [NL., < Gr.
/j,imc, middle, + yaariip, belly.] 1. An inter-

mesognathoilS (me-sog'na-thus), a. [< Gr.
fiiaog, middle, -I- yvddog, jaw.] 1. Having a
moderate or intermediate gnathic index of from
98 to 103, as a skuU.— 2. Having a skidl thus
characterized, as a person.
mesognathy (me-sog'na-thi), n. [As mesognath-
ous + -y.] That character of a skull or person
in which the jaws are moderately prominent
anteriorly, indicated by a gnathio index of
from 98 to 103.

Mesohippus (mes-o-hip'us), n. [NL., < Gr.
/iimg, middle, + Inizog, a horse.] A genus of

very small three-toed horses, of the family
EquidcB, founded byMarsh in 1875 upon remains
from the early Miocene of North America. The
animal was only about as large as a sheep, with three func-
tional digits on each foot, and an additional splint-boneon
each of the fore feet.

mesolabe (mes'o-lab), n. [< L. mesoldbium,<GT.
*fieao?iapiov, prop. /lEcdlajiov, fteadfM^og, an in-

strument invented by Eratosthenes for finding

mean proportional liies, < /tiaog, middle, mean
(neut. pi. /liaa, mean terms), -1- iaii^dveiv, y Ao/S,

take. Ct. astrolabe.] A mechanical contrivance
for geometrically extracting the roots of quan-
tities. It consists of a number of equal rectangles, each
having a diagonal marked, and all capable of sliding along
a line common to the bases of all, so that they partially

overlap one another. The marked diagonals are all par-

allel. To use the instrument, all the intersections, each
formed of the diagonal of one rectangle and the overlap-
ping edge of the next one, are brought by the sliding
along of the rectangles, Into one straight line with one ex-

tremity of the diagonal of the uppermost rectangle and a
pointon the exposed edge of the lowermost whose distance
from the extremity of the diagonal on the same edge mea-
sures the quantity whose root is to be extracted. Then



mesolabe
the anrespondmg distance on the appeimost rectangle is
the root malttpUed by that of Uie oommon altitude of the
rectangles, which last is sapposed to be known. The ex-
ponent of the root is eqoal to tiie number of rectangles
employed. The mesolabe was invented by EratosUienes,
abont aoo to 2S0 years before Christ.

mesole (meB'dl), n. [< Gr. fUaoc, middle (t).]
See thomgonite.

mesolite (mes'o-Ht)j n . [< Gr. fuaoc,middle,+ /-/-

6oc, stone. ] A zeoUtie mineral resembling seole-
cite, bnt containing both ealeinm and sodinm.
mesolobar {mes'o46-bar), a. [< mesolohe +
-ar2.] Of or pertaining to the mesolobe ; eal-
losal: as, mesolobar arteries. [Bare.]
mesolobe (mes'o-lob), ». [< Gr. iiiao^, middle,
+ }j)P6c, lobe: see lobe.'] The eallosnm or
eorpns eaUosnm of the brain; the great eom-
missnre of the cerebral hemispheres. [Rare
or obsolete.]

mesologaritiun (mes-o-log'a-riTHm), n. [< Gr.
/xfOTf, middle, + E. logarithm.'] A logarithm
of the cosine or cotangent. Kepler.

mesological (mes-o-loj'i-kal), a. [< mesolog-y +
-tc-al.] Of or pertaining to mesology; relating
to the medinm in which an organism exists.

Grapes contain the mineral salts in vajiable qnantily,
the proportion depending on the variety of grape and on
mesologieai condi^ons.

Biief« BandbookttfMed. Sdenceg, HL 382.

mesology (me-soro-ji), n. [< Gr. /liaoc, middle,
+ -Xayia, < ?.eyEai, speak: see -ology.] The sum
of hnman knowle^e concerning the relations

of an organism to its environment.
mesomeristem (mes-o-mer'is-tem), n. [<Gr.
//iffof, middle, + E. vteristem.] The innermost
of the two layers into which the exomeristem is

divided. ISie exomeristem is the thidcening-ringwliich
Bunoonds the axial slxand (primary pith of Sanio) or pith-

cylinder of the nascent shoots or branches of plants. It is

divided into two layers,the iTiesoiTKristem, which gives rise

to the vaseolarbundles,and tiie perimeristem, which gives

rise to the external cortex and Uie dermatogen.

mesometric (mes-o-met'rik), a. [< mesometry
+ -ic.] Of or pertaining to a mesometiy or
mesometrium: as, mesometric folds of perito-

neum.
mesometritis (mes'o-me-tii'tis), «. pJIj., < Gr.
ftiaog, middle, + f^pa, the womb, + -itis.] In
pa^ol., inflammation of the middle or mnsen-
lar eoat of the uterus. Compare mentis.
mesometrilim (mes-o-me'tri-um), «.; pL meso-
metria (-&). Same asmesometry.
mesometiy (mes'o-me-tri), ». ; pL mesometries
(-triz). [< Nil. mesometrium, < Gr. /kooc, middle,
intermediate, + /lyrpa, the womb: see matrix.']

The mesentery of the womb or its annexes; a
peritoneal fold, holding in place the uterus or
an oviduct. The broad ligament of the hnman nterns is

a mesometry. Corresponding daplications of peritoneom
acquire special characters in different cases.

It [the oviduct of a bird] is supported by peritoneal
folds forming a mesomeiry, W^e the mesente^ of l^e in-

testines. Coues, Key to X. A. Krds, p. 221.

Mesomphalia (mes-om-fa'li-a), n. [Nil. (Hope,
1838), < Gr. ftiaoc, middle, + o/4aX6g, the navel.]

A genus of beetJes of the family ChrysomeUdiB.
They are almost exclusively South American, tiiere beang
over 200 such species, as against one in Xorth America.
M. eonspersa is a Sonth American species with peaked
elytra, of a blackish-green color punctured with velvety'

black spote, and burnished with sis larger golden-haired
spots.

Mesomyodi (mes'o-mi-o'di), n. pl.^ P^-! ^

Gr. /ifcroc, middle, + /ivc, muscle, + ^, song.]

A suborder or other prime division of Passeres,

inwhichthe syrinx ismesomyodian ; non-melo-
dious or songless passerine birds: distinguished

from Aeromyodi.
mesomyodian (mes'o-mi-6'di-an), a. [AsMeso-
myodi + -ian.] 'Ha.Ying the intrinsic syringeal

muscles attached to the middle part of the up-
per bronchial rings.

Syrinx with less than four distinct pairs of intrinsic

muscles inserted at the middle of the npp» bronchial

half-ring, representing the meamif/odian type of voice-or-

gan. C(»i«%KeytoN.A.Birds,ii.427.

mesomyodons (mes'o-mi-o'dus), a. [As Meso-
myodi + -OUS.2 Same as mesomyodian.

meson (mes'on), ». [< Gr. fiiaov, the middle,

neut. of /iiffof= L. medius, middle : see medium,

micP-.] 1. The median plane which divides a
body into two equal and symmetrical parts ; the

vertical longitudinal middle plane, dividing the

body into right and left halves. Every median

line lies in the meson. The dorsal border of the meson
is called tile donaneson; the ventral, TentrxTneam. Also

mesium. See median^, a.

The ffl«K>i>, mesal, or median plane is an imaginary lon-

eitndinal plane extending from the dorsal surface of the

body to tJie ventral surface, and dividing the body into

right and left symmetrical halves.

Bud^s Bandboot of Med. Saencee, TIH. 536.

2. See ietrachord.
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mesondenf, mesondieaf, ». See measondue.
mesonepbnc (mes-o-nef'rik), a. [< mesoneph-
r-Ott + -4c.] Of or pertaining to the mesoneph-
ron.

The nugon^pArie tubules extend gradually from behind
forwards tin they come in contact with the pronephros.

Miami. Sdeiue, SXLK. 135.

mesonepbron (mes-o-nef'ron), n.; pi. >ne$o-

nephra (-ra). [NIi., < Gr. //firof, middle, + ve-

^p3f, Mdney: see nepftniis.] The Wolffianbody
proper ; the central or intermediate part of the
segmental organs or primitive renal oj^ans of
the embryo, between the pronephron and the
metanephron, whose duct is the Wolffian duet:
distingoished from pronephron and metaneph-
ron,

mesonephros (mes-o-nef'ros), n.; pi. mesoneph-
roi (-roi). [NIi. : see mesonephroti.] Same as
mesonephron. Crray, Anat. (ed. 1887), p. 133.

mesonotal (mes-o-no'tal), a. [< mesonotum +
-al.] Situatedonthemesonotum; of orpertain-
ing to the mesonotum.
mesonotam (mes-o-no'tum), n. [NL., < Gr.
ItiaoQ, middle, + varoc, the back.] The middle
one of the three divisions of the notam of an
insect, succeeding the pronotum and preceding
the metanotum ; Qie dorsal division ofthemeso-
thorax; the upper part of the middle thoracic
segment, it consists typically of four sclerites, called
pragmtum, acutinn, anilmum, and jxHteuleBum, which
may or may not be distinguishable by means of sntnres
between them. In Hj/m^noptero, Lepidaptera, and Dip-
Ura it is very large, forming tiie principal part of the up-
per snrfoce of the thorax : in these insects its divisions are
usually named witJiout the prefix meso-. In insects hav-
ing wing-covers the mesonotum is generally concealed by
tbem,exceptapiece Galledtheaet^eCum,whichmaybe very
-small,as inmostColeopfem, or large, as in many fiCTTi^rtera.

Mesonycllidse (mes-o-mk'i-de), n. pi. [NIj.,

< Mesonyx + -idee.] A family of TnaTnTnnlR hav-
ing as type the genus Mesonyx.

Mesonyx (mes'o-niks), n. [NIi., < Gr. /liao^,

middle,+ S»>uf (.owx-)} nail : see onyx.] A genus
of fossil carnivorous mammals, based by Cope
in 1873 upon remains from the Eocene beds of
Wyoming. It represents a generalized type supposed
by Cope tohave some relation^iipwith existing seals. The
animal had flat blunt daws and a long slender tajL

mesoparapteral (mes'6-pa-rap'te-ral), a.

[< mesoparapter-on + -{U.'] Of or pertaining to
the mesoparapteron.
mesoparapteron (mes'6-pa-rap'te-ron), «.; pi.

mesoparaptera (-ra). [Sli., < Gr. ]tiaog, middle,
+ Nil. parapteron: see parapteron.] The pa-
rapteron of the mesothoracic segment; the
third sclerite of the mesopleuron.
mesopMebitis (mes'o-flf-bi'tis), n. [NL. ,< Gr.
ueaog, middle, + fMi> (dXejS-), a vein, + -itis.]

la pafhol., inflammation of file middle coat of

a vein.

mesophloenm (mes-o-fle'um), n. [NL., < Gr.

fUaof, middle, 4- fioiig, bark.] In bot., the mid-
dle or green layer of bark.

mesopMagm (mes'o-fram), n. [NL.: see meso-
phragma.] Same as mesophragma.
mesophragma (mes-6-frs«'ma), n.; pL meso-
phragmata (-ma-ta). ' [< NL. 'mesophragma, <

Gr. /Kuog, middle, -4- fpay/ia, partition: see dia-

phragm.] 1. In entom., a transverse internal

partition, descending from the anterior border
of the metathorax above, between the meso-
thorax and the metathorax, and serving for the

attachment of muscles. It probably corre-

sponds to the metaprsescutum; it is often ab-

sent.— 2. In Crustacea, that process of an en-

dostemite (or interstemal apodeme) which is

directed inward to unite with its fellow and
form an arch over the sternal canaL See ster-

nal eanai, under stenud.

mesophxagmal (mes-o-frag'mal), a. [< meso-

phragm + -al.] Pertaining to tlie mesophragm.
mesophyl, mesopliyll (mes'o-fii), n. [NL., <

Gr. liiaoi, middle, + ^'Xkov, a leaf.] The paren-
chymatous tissue which Ues between the epi-

dermal layers of a flat leaf-lamina; the soft

inner tissue of leaves.

mesophyllnm (mes-6-fll'um), n. [NL., < Gr.

Htcoi, middle, + ^vTJmv, leaf.] Same as meso-

phyl.

mesophytnm (me-sof'i-tnm), «.; pi. mesop'hyta

(-ta). [XL., < Gr. fdaoi, middle, + fvr6v, a
plant.] In bot., the line of demarcation be-

tween the intemode and the petiole. lAnd-

ley.

mesopic (me-sop'ik), a. [< Gr. iiiaoi, middle,

+ af (oTT-) face.] Having a nasomalar index
of from 107.5 to 110, as the negroid races;

having small and moderately retreating malar
bones : as, a mesopic face.

mesopterygium

mesoplast (mes'o-plast), n. KGr./iicrof, middle,
-1- iTAooTof , verbal adj. of TrMaaeai, form, mold.]
Nuclear protoplasm; endoplast; a ceU-nucleos.
mesoplastic (mes-o-plas'tik), a. [< mesoplast
+ -i<!.] Of or pertaining to mesoplast.

mesoplastral (mes-o-plas'tral), a. [< mesoplas-
tron + -al.] Of or pertaining to the mesoplas-
tron.

In the Pleurodira the firsttwo families are distinguished
from one another by the presence or absence of a mesoplax-
tral bone. Saturt, XL. 7.

mesoplastron (mes-o-plas'tron), n . [< Gr. iucoq,

middle, -I- 'K. plastron.] A median and ante-
rior bone or plate of the plastron developed in
certain of lihe pleurodirous tortoises.

mesopleural (mes-o-plo'ral), a. [< mesopleuron
+ -4U.] In entom. . intermediate and lateral, as
a part of the mesothorax ; of or pertaining to
the mesopleuron.
mesopleuron (mes-o-plo'ron), n.; pi. mesopleura
(-ra). [NL., < Gr.' /liaof, middle, + Tr/.evpov, a
rib: see^teura.] The lateral or pleural' part
of the mesothorax of an insect; a mesothoracic
pleuron, following the propleuron and preced-
ing the metapleuron. Each mesopleuron, right and
le^ is divided into three sclerites—an epistemum, an epi-

- meron, and a parapteron.

Mesoplodon (me-sop'lo-don), n. [XIi., < Gr.
fiiaoc, middle, -1- ott/Ji, arms, + odovg (bScvr-) =
£. tooth.] A genus of cetaceans : same as Zi-

phius.

mesoplodont (me-sop'lo-dont), a. [< Mesoplo-
don(t-).] Armed with a tooth in the middle of
each side of the lower jaw: said specifically of
whales of the genus Mesoplodon.
mesopodia, n. Plural of mesopodium.
mesopodial (mes-o-pd'di-al), a. and n. [< meso-
podium + -eU.] 1. a. 17 Of or pertaining to
the mesopodium of a mollusk.—2. Of or per-
taining to the mesopodialia.
H. n. A mesopodial bone; one of the meso-

podialia.

mesopodialia (mes-o-po-di-ali-a), ». pi. [Nil.

(Marsh, 1880): see '»ies<>po<H«}».] ^e bones
of the carpus and tarsus, taken together, as
mutually corresponding, and as forming mor-
phological segments of the Umbs intervening
between the epipodialia and the metapodialia.
See epipodiaUa.
mesopodium (mes-o-po'di-um), «.; pi. mesopo-
*<* (*)• [NL., < Gr. /liaos, middle, + jroif (sroA-)

= E. Jbot.] The ndddle one of the three parts
into which the foot of some moUusks, as gastro-
pods and ^teropods, may be divided, between
the propodium and the metapodium. See epipo-
dium.

mesopostscntellar (mes'o-post-skn'te-lar), a.

[< mesopostseuteUum + -ar^.] Of or pertaining
to the mesopostseuteUum.
mesopostseuteUum (mes-o -post-ska-tel'um),
ji.

;
pi. mesopostscuteUa (-a). [NL., < Gr. /liaoc,

middle, + NL. postscutettum, q. v.] The post-
scuteUum of themesonotum; the postscutellar
sclerite of the mesothorax.
Mesopotamian (mes'o-po-ta'mi-an), a. [<
Mesopotamia, < Gr. ileao^orafua, Mesopotamia
(see def.), lit. 'the land between the rivers,' <
/leao^, middle, + iroraftog, river.] Pertaining to
Mesopotamia, the region between the rivers

Tigris and Euphrates in Asia, north of Baby-
lonia. The name is sometimes extended to in-

clude Babylonia also.

—

^Hesoimtamiaii art, a con-
venient generalname including the kindred arts of ancient
Chaldea, Babylonia, and Assyria— though these arts were
not definitely limited to Mesopotamia proper. They con-

stitute t<^eUier one of the cMef divisions of art develop-
' men^ and exerted an important influence upon Greek art,

and hence upon succeeding arts for all tune. See Ax^/ri-

an, Bdbylonum, and Chtddean.

mesoprsescntal (mes'o-pre-sku'tal), a. [<

mesoprcESCuturn + -oi.] Ot or pertaining to the
mesoprsescutum

.

mesopraescntnm (mes'o-pre-sku'tnm), «.; pi.

mesoprcBscuta (-ta). [NL., < Gr. fUaoc, middle,
+ Nil. prcescutum, q. v.] The prsBseutum of

the mesothoracic segment of an insect.

mesoprosopic (mes-o-pro-sop'ik), a. [< Gr.
/tiaog, middle, + ^p6aa!rov, face.] In craniom .,

intermediate between chamseprosopic and lep-

toprosopic—that is, with a face of moderate
width; with a facisJ index of about 90.

mesopsyche (mes-op-a'ke) , n . [< Gr. /liaoc, mid-
dle, -t- in>xv, spirit.] Haeekel's name for the

midbraiu or mesencephalon.
mesopterygial (mes-op-te-rij'i-al), a. [< mesop-
terygium + -ah] Of or pertaining to the mes-
opterygium.
mesopteryginm (mes-op-te-rij'i-um), n.; pi.

mesapterygia (-a). [XL., < Gr. /Uao^, middle, +



mesopterygium
Nh. pterygium.'] The middle one of several
basal cartilages wliieh the pterygium of a fish,
as an elasmo branch, may present, between the
propterygiirm and the metapteryginm. See
ptenjgiuvi.

mesopterygoid (mes-op-ter'i-goid), n. [NL., <
Gr. fteaoc, middle, + Nh. pterygoid, q. v.] That
part of the pterygoid which in birds articulates
with the palatal bone or with the basipterygoid
process of the sphenoid, or with both.
mesopycni (mes-o-pik'ni), n. pi. [ML., < Gr.
/j'fooQ, middle, + wvkv6v, a small interval in mu-
sic, neut. of TTDKviif, close.] In medieval music,
modes based upon a tetrachord having its half-
step in the middle.
mesorchial (mes-6r'ki-al), a. [< mesorchium +
-al.'] Of or pertaining to the mesorchiTim.
mesorcllium (mes-or'kl-um), n.; pi. mesor-
chia (-a). [NL., < Gr. /j.Eaog, middle, -I- opxii, a
testicle.] In anat. , the fold of peritoneum sup-
porting the testis while in the abdomen, or as
it descends into the scrotal sac.

mesorectal (mes-o-rek'tal), a. [< mesorectum
+ -al.'] Of or pertaining to the mesorectum.
mesorectum (mes-6-rek'tum), ». ;

pi. mesorec-
ta (-ta). [NL., < fir. /^ioog, middle, + NL. rec-
tum, q. v.] The mesentery of the rectum; the
fold of peritoneum which is reflected over part
of the rectum, holding this gut in place.
mesoretina (mes-a-ret'i-na), n. [NL., < Gr.
I^iaog, middle, -(- NL. retina, q. v.] The middle
stratum, or mosaic layer, of the retina, com-
posed of the rod and cone and nuclear layers.
J. Leidy, Anat., 1889.

mesorhinal (mes-o-ri'nal), a. [< mesorhine
+ -air] Internasal; intemarial; situated be-
tweenthe nostrils : said specifically of the meso-
rhiuium.
mesorhine fmes'o-rin), a. I'Pioyerly mesorrhine
(at. Gr. fieaoppiv, having a middling nose), < Gr.
/liaoc, Tniddle, -I- pig (piv-), nose.] Having an in-
dex ranging from 48 to 53 : applied to the nose,
or to a person having such a nose.

Nose small, mesorhine or leptorbine. W. H. Mower.

mesorhiniau (mes-o-rin'i-an), a. [< mesorhine
+ 4an.'] Same as mesorhine. Nature, XXXV.
357.

mesorhininm (mes-o-rin'i-um), n.; pi. meso-
rhinia (-a). [NL., i. Gr. likaog, middle, + piq

(/>iv-), the nose.] In ornith., the part of a bird's
beak which is situated between the external
nostrils; the basal or intemarial part of the
culmen. in some birds it runs up on the forehead, mag-
nified or otherwise diversified, giving rise to the frontal
shield or casque. See cuts at avUoe and shield.

mesoscapula (mes-o-skap'u-la), n.; pi. m^so-
scapulce (-le). [NL.", < Gr. /leaoc, middle, + NL.
scapula, q. v.] The spine of the scapula, con-
sidered as a median element of that bone. W.
K. ParJeer—Delta meaoscapulse. See delta.

mesoscapular (mes-o-skap'ii-lar), a. [< meso-
scapula -i- -ar^.] Of or relating to the meso-
scapula.

At the scapular extremity of the clavicle there is often
a piece of cartilage, considered to be segmented off from
the end of the mesoscapula, and hence cfdled mesoscamdar
segment. W. E. Flower.

mesoscuta, n. Plural of mesoacutum.
mesoscutal (mes-o-sku'tal), a. [< mesoscutum -f-

-al.] Of or pertaining to the mesoscutum.
mesoscutellar (mes-o-sku'te-lar), a. Of or per-
taining to the mesoscutellum."
mesoscutellum (mes"6-sku-terum), n.; pi. mes-
oscutella {-%). [NL., (. Qi.'/j,iao;, middle, + NL.
scutellum, q. v.] In entom., the scutellum of the
mesoBotum; ttie scuteUar sclerite of the meso-
thorax.

mesoscutum (mes-o-sku'tum), m.; pi. mesoscuta
(-ta). [NL., < Gr. '/liaoc, middle, -I- NL. scutum,
q. v.] In entom. , the scutum of the mesonotum

;

the scutal sclerite of the mesothorax.
mesoseme (mes'o-sem), a. [< Gr. fiiaoc, mid-
dle, -I- a^fia, a sign, mark, token.] In oraniom.,
having an orbital index between 84 and 89.

Mesosemia (mes-o-se'mi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
/j^aoc, middle, -I- aij/M, a sign, mark, token.] A
genus of SouthAmerican butterflies of the fami-
ly ErycinidoB. it contains many brown or blue species,

striped with black, and usually having a large round black
spot in the middle of the fore wing.

mesosiderite (mes-o-sid'e-nt), ». [< Gr. iiiaog,

middle, + aidijpirTic', of iifon: see siderite.] A
name given by G. Eose (1864) to one of three sub-
divisions made by him in the classification of
meteoric irons, these divisions being founded
on the comparative amount of iron and stony
matter present. As defined by Brezina, in one of the
most recent systematic classifications of the meteorites,

3726 mesotympanic
mesosiderite is a network of iron inclosing olivin and bronz-
ite with more or less plagioclase, these minerals having so

, .

coarsely crystalline a texture that the characteristic struc- mPsoeiipTiiniia Cttibs n afi'ki tib> n
ture is obscured. It forms a passage from the iron t» the mesOSUCJUOUS (mes-p-SU Ki-us), a.

Crocodilians have developed into the Itesomchian type,
Gilnther, Enoyc. Brit., XX, 466,

[< Mesosu-
chondrites. The meteorite which fell at Estherville, Iowa,
in 1879 is of this class. See meteorite.

mesosigmoid (mes-o-sig'moid), n. [< Gr. /ximc,

middle, H- E. sigmoid.] The mesentery of the
sigmoid flexure of the intestine, between the
mesocolon and the mesorectum.
mesosoma (mes-o-s6'ma), n.

;
pi. mesosomata

(-ma-ta). [NL.,'< Gi. /iimg, middle, + aiifia,

the body.] In lamellibranohiate moUusks, a
middle region of the body, which gives rise to

+ -ous.] Same as mesosuchian.
mesotarsus (mes-o-tSr'sus), ». ;

pi. mesotarsi
(-si). [NL., < Gr. /iiaoc, middle, + NL. tarsus,

q. v.] Li entom., the whole tarsus of the second
or middle leg of a six-footed insect, coining be-
tween the metatarsus of the hind leg and the
protarsus of the fore leg.

mesothelial (mes-o-the'li-al), a. [< mesothe-
lium + -al.] Of or pertaining to mesothe-
lium.

the foot and is situated between the prosoma mesothelium (mes-6-the'li-um), n. [NL., < Gr,

and the metasoma,
mesosomatic (mes"o-so-mat'ik), a. [<
soma(t-) + -ic] Of or"pertaining to the meso-
soma of a mollusk.

mesosperm (mes'o-spSrm), ». [< Gr. fiiaoc,

middle, + cvkpfia, seed.] In hot., a membrane
of a seed; the secundine, or second membrane
from the surface.

mesospore (mes'o-spor), «. [NL., < Gr. fiiaog,

middle, + airdpog, seed.] The middle coat or
layer of a spore when it is possible to distin-
guish three layers, as in the spores of Onoclea
Struthiopteris.

mesosporic (mes-o-sp6'rik), a. [< mesospore +
-ic] Of or pertaining to the mesospore.
mesostaphyline (mes-o-staf'i-lln), a. [< Gr.
fiiaog, midole, + armjivX^, the uvula.] fii cra-
niom., intermediate between leptostaphyline
and brachystaphyUne— that is, with a palate
of median vridth; having a palatal index of
from 80 to 85.

mesostate (mes'o-stat), «. [< Gr. iiiaog, middle,
+ E. state.] In hiol., an intermediate sub-

likaoQ, middle, + NL. {epi)thelium, q. v.] The
epithelium lining the entire primitive coelom
or body-cavity of the embryo; the coelarium.

Mesotheriidee (mes*o-the-ri'i-de), n.pil. [NL.,<
Mesotherium + -idee.] A family of extinct quad-
rupeds from the Pliocene of South America,
representing a very generalized type, allied on
the one hand to the rodents and by some made
a suborder, HebetidentaU, of RodenUa, by oth-

ers referred to "the Subungulata or polydactyl
ungulates. There are clavicles, as in no other known
ungulates, and four lower incisors, as in no known ro-

dents ; the mandibular condyle is transverse, and the max-
illaries articulate with the nasals. There are in each up-
per half-jaw 1 incisor, no canines, 2 premolars, and 8 mo-
lars, and in each lower half-jaw 2 incisors, no canines, 1

premolar, and 3 molars— in all, 24 teeth.

Mesotherium (mes-6-the'ri-um), n. [NL., <

Gr. /iimg, middle, + 6iiplov, a wild beast.] A ge-
nus of fossil rodent-like ungiilate quadrupeds,
typical of the family Mesotheriidce, upon which
is based the prime division SehetidentaU. M.
cristatum is the type species. Typotherium is

a synonym.
stance or product in a series of metabolic mesotherm (mes'6-th6rm),»t. [_=F.m^otherme,

< Gr. /iiaoc, middle, + 6epu6c, hot, Bip/it/, heat.]
In Alphonse de Candolle's classification of

plants with regard to their geographical distri-

bution, a plant of his third "physiological

froup." The plants of this group require a moderate
egree of heat, from 15° to 20" C. They are very numerous,

including most of the plants of the warmer parts of the
temperate zones of both hemispheres exclusive of the
mountainous districts.

changes.

We are thus led to the conception that the specific ma-
terial of a secretion, such as the trypsin of pancreatic
juice, comes from the protoplasm of the cell, through a
number of intermediate substances, or mesostates as they
axe called. Jlf. Foster, Encyo. Brit., XIX. 19.

mesosterna, ». Plural of mesosternum.
mesosternal (mes-o-st6r'nal), a. [< mesoster- „„„„„„„„„„ „.„„^>,„„
num + -al.] Of or pertaining to the mesoster- mesothesis "(me"- soth ' e - sis), n. [< Gr. ufoof

,

num: as, ame«o«fer«a2stemite. middle, + kmg, a putting, proposition: see
mesosterneber (mes-o-stfer'ne-ber), ». [< thesis.] Middle place ; mean. [Rare.]
NL. mewsterree&j-a, < Gr. «Ecrof, middle, -t- NL. t™-.. « ^v .,, • *,-, j j.«
o*«^»...7,«„ o+„~,„T,J_ „„ „< J, -1 A ' i Imitation IS the megofAems of hkeness and difference.
sternebra, stemeber : see sterneoer.] Any one of ColerOge.
the intermediate stemebers or pieces of the _,.__+t,__„-,-- /„„„//;; j.i,a „„ /-i \ r/ ™
breast-bonewhiehintervenebetweenthemanu- ™?„S°*?f„*,<=fi^t

'"^

brium of the sternum and the xiphoid or ensi- f^Zfhn™;^ ot t^\^?L £ !f ^,
form appendage. There are usLuy several faZal'rolwol^r""*-'"^^''*''''™'"''

'=''=^-

such bones m mammals and various reptiles, as mesothoracotheca (mes-6-th6"ra-k6-the'ka),
the four oomposmgthe gladiolus in man. n.

;
pi. mesothoraoothecce (-se). [NL"., < meso-

mesosternebra (mes-o-ster'ne-bra), n.
;
pi. mes- thorax (-ac-) + Gr. &ik.v, a case.] In entom., the

osternebrcB (-bre). [NL.] Same as mesoster-
neher.

mesosternebral (mes-o-st6r'ne-bral), a. [<
mesosterneier -f- -al.] "Pertaining to a meso-
sterneber.

mesosternum (mes-o-ster'num), n.; pi. meso-
sterna (-na). [NL., "< Gr. /ieaog, middle, + NL.
sternum, q. v.] 1. In anat., the
piece or pieces of a breast-bone
which has several segments lying
between the presternum and the
xiphistemum: said chiefly of the
segmented sternum of mammals.
In man it is the gladiolus or body of the
sternum proper, as distinguished from the
manubrium and the xiphoid cartilage.

2. In eretom., the ventral or sternal
sclerite of the mesothorax; the un-
der side of the mesothorax, opposite
the mesonotum.
mesostethium (mes-o-ste'thi-um),
n.

;
pi. mesostethia (-a). [NL., <

Gr. fiEdoc, middle, -I- arifi'wv, dim. of
oTfjdog, the breast.] In entom., the
metasternum, or large piece be-
tween the bases of the middle and
the posterior legs. It is conspicu-
ous in beetles. Kirhy.

mesostylous (mes-6-sti'lus), a. [<
Gr. /i£(Tof , middle, + crvKog, a pillar

:

sternum of
Pig, showing
tns, mesoster-
num or gladio-
lus

; ps, pre-
sternum orma-
nubrium ; xs,
xiphistemum,

sw' styli^.] Same as mid-styled. "endSge!''
^''"

See lieterostylism.

Mesosuchia (mes-o-su'ki-a), ». pi. [NL., < Gr.
middle, +' '

mesothoraeie case, or that part of the integu-
ment of a pupa covering the mesothorax. in the
Lepidoptera and Diptera the other thoracic oases are in-

distinguishable from this, and it is then called the (Ao-

racotheca.

mesothorax (mes-o-tho'raks), n. [NL., < Gr. /d-

cog, middle, -I- diipa^, chest: see thorax.] In en-

tom., the second or
middle one of the
three divisions of the
thorax, situated be-
tween the prothorax
and the metathorax,
and bearing the sec-
ond pair of legs and
the first pair of wings.
When very large, as in
dipterous insects, it is

simply called the tho-
rax.

mesotrocha (me-sof-
ro-ka), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr." niaog, middle, +
rpoxk, anythinground
or circular: see tro-
chee.'] Ciliated embryos of polychsetous anne-
lids in which one or many bands of cilia encir-
cle the middle of the body. See atrocha, te-

lotrocha.

mesotrochal (ine-sot'ro-kal), a. [< mesotrocha
+ -al.] Pertaining to or resembling mesotro-
cha; mesotrochous.
The actively locomotive embryo of Sipunculus ... re-

sembles a Botifer or a mesotrochal anneUdan larva.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 217.

mesotrochous (me-sot'ro-kus), a. [As me-
sotrocha + -ous.] Same as mesotrochal

Mesothorax, shaded, between
prothorax (a) and metathorax
(6) ; r, head ; d, two abdominal
segments.

fieaog, middle, -I- aovxpg, a crocodile (a local
nameinEgypt).] Adivisionofcrocodileshaving
amphiccelous vertebrse : contrasted with Eusu-
chia and Parasuchia.
mesosuchian (mes-o-su'ki-an), a. [< Mesosu- mesotympanic (Hies''6-tim-pan'ik), a. and n.
cUa -\- -an.] Of or pertaining to the Mesosu- [< Gr. iieaog, middle, -^ Tb/iTtavov, a drum (see
"''*''• tympanum), + -ic] 1. a. Situated in the



mesotymp&iuc
midst of the bones forming the tympanic pedi-
cle of a fish : sympleetie : correlated in Owen's
nomenclature witJi epitympanie, hj/potympame,
aadpretympayiic.
It ». The mesotympanic bone, now called

the sympleetie. See cut xmdeT paJatoquadrate.
The pteiygoid abatting npon the hypotympanlci be-

tween this and the epitympanie are Uie mf^otyn^)tt7nc
and the pietympanic. Oxcrn, Anat. Tert, (1686), L 105.

mesotype (mes 'o-tip), « . [XL. , < Gr. /Uaoi, mid-
dle, + ri-TTOi, impression, tvpe: see tgpe.'i In
niinerai.. a name early given to several miner-
als of the zeolite gronp which are now recog-
nized as distinct species. It included natro-
lite or soda-mesotype, scolecite or lime-meso-
type, mesoUte or Ume-soda mesotype, and also
thomsonite.
mesOTarian (mes-o-va'ri-au), a. [< mesocarium
+ -an.] Of or pertaining to the mesovarium.
mesovarinm (mes-o-va'ri-um), ». ;

pi. mesovaria
(-a). [XL., < Gr. uico^, middle, + NL. ovarium,
oyaxj: see ovary. Ct. mesoarium.'i The mesen-
tery of the ovary; a fold of peritoneum hold-
ing the ovary in place, and representing in the
female the mesorchium of the male.
mesOTentral (mes-o-ven'tral), a. [< Gr. /lioo^,

middle, + E. ventral.'] Medmn and ventral in
position ; situated on the ventrimeson.
mesOTentrally (mes-o-ven'tral-i), adv. In a
mesoventralposition or direction; ventrimesad.
mesoxalate (me-sok'sa-lat), n. [< mesoxdHic)
+ -<i(et.] A combinatibn of mesoxaUc acidwith
a base.

mesozalic (mes-ok-sal'ik), a. [< Gr. /uaoc, mid-
dle, + E. oxalie.'] Of, pertaining to, or derived
from oxalic acid: as, mesoxalie acid, C(OH)2
(C02H)o,acrystaUine solidwhiohreadilybreaks
up into carbonic oxid and oxalic acid.

Mesozoa (mes-o-zd'a), n. pi. [XL., pi. of meso-
zoon.l A provisional primary division of ani-
mals, considered intermediate between the
Protozoa and the Metazoa, and based upon the
characters of the Dieyemida alone. These ani-

mals have no mesoderm, vet develop metazoic
embryos by epiboly. Huxley, Anat. Invert.,

p. 578.

Mesozoic (mes-6-z6'ik), a. [< Gr. fiiaoc, middle,
+ fuj?, life.] in geol., lying, as a part of the
geological series so designated, between the
Paleozoic and the Tertiary rocks. Itisasynonjin
of SiseoTufarj/ as that term is employed by geologists. The
whole series of fossiliferoas rocks is divided into Paleo-
Eoic, Mesozoic or Secoodaiy, and Csenozoic or Tertiary.

The principal snbdlTisions of the Mesozoic are the Trias
or Triassic, the Jnia or Joiassic, and the Cretaceoos. (See
these terms.) The Mesozoic is distingnlshed forthe great
development of the BeptUia, and its period has hence been
called the "Age of BeptHes." In the Hesozoic occor the
first traces of mammals, of birds, and of fishes with bony
skeletons, as well as Uie first palms and angiosperms.

mesozoon (mes-o-z6'on), n. [NL., < Gr. /tiaoc,

middle, + f^, animal.] One of the Mesozoa.
Mespilns (mes'pi-lus), Jii. [NL. (Toumefort,
1700), < L. mespUus, also mespila, mespUum, <
Gr. jiiiTnUjov, medlar-tree, a medlar, /um^ihi,

medlar-tree : see njedZar.] Agenus of rosaceous
plants of the tribe Pomece, characterizedby the
bony endocarp of the froit and the e^anded
mouth of the leafy calyx. They are sbmbsor small
treesi, which are more orless thorny when wild, and have
nndirided, nearly sessile leaves, and large white or pink-
ish flowers, solitary and sessile on short leafy branches.
The froit is nearly globular or pear-shaped, and is crowned
by a broad, hairy disk, from which the five bony cells

sUghtly protrade. The genns includes one (or perhaps
two) species, found in varioos parts of Enrope and western
Asia. jr. Germanica is the common medlar, cnltiyated
in many varieties for its froit. See medlar.

mesprisef, ». See misprize.

mesqnitif, n. [Also mesguite, meskit, meshite,

meschit, meskeito; < Sp. mesguita, mesquita, < Ar.
tttosfid, a mosque : see mosque and masjid.] A
mosque.
The Megqmt (for many of them are Mahnmetanes) is of

bricke. Pvrehia, Pilgrimage, p. 461.

This foresayd late prince Ismael lieth buried in a faire

MeeJcit, with a sumptuous sepulchre in the same.
Hakluye» Voyages, I. 347.

The very Mahometans . . . have their sepulchres near

the Makato; never in it.

Bp. HaU, Works, V. 414. {Davies.)

mesqnit^, mesquite^ (mes'ket or mes-ket'), n-

[Also mezqiiite, meskit, etc. ; < Sp. mezquite; of

Mex. (f ) origin.] 1. An important leguminous

tree, or often shrub, Prosopis juliflora, grow-

ing from Texas to southern Califomia. and
thence southward to Chili. It reaches a height of

30 or 40 feet, but is often scrubby, forming dense clumps

of chaparraL Under the action of prairie fires it is re-

duced to a low shrub, developing then an enormous mass

ofroot^ locallyknown as tmdergraund/orest, of greatvalue

as lueL The wood is heavy and very hard, almost inde-

structible in contact with the ground ; it is used for the
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beams and underpinnings of adobe houses, for posts and
fencing, for fuel, and for furniture. It Is of a brown or
red color, handsome when polished, but difficult to work.
The bean-like pods, before matority, become pnlpy and
exceedingly rich in grape-sugar. They are eaten by the
Indians as well as by whites, andfnmish a >'aluable fodder
for horses. The shrub also exudes a gum resembling
gum arable, which in Texas and Mexico is collected in
considerable quantities for export. Also csdled hOTUy-
megquit, honeyAocxiM, honey-pod, and Jvly-flower. The
Spanish name is algarroba.

2. Same as mesquit-grass Screw-pod mesquit,
a tree, Prctopis puSeteent, similar to P. juUfiora. found
from New Mexico to southern Califomia, and in Mexico.
Itspods are twisted into spiral cylinders,whence the above
name,and thatof atrreir-iean. They are ground into meal
and used as food by the Indian^ also serving as fodder.
The Mexican name is tormUa.

mesqnit-bean (mes'ket-ben), n. The fruit of
the mesquit-tJee.
mesquiteif, n. See mesgmil.
mesqnite^, ». See mesquit^.
mesqnit-grass (mes'ket-gras), n. A grass,
properly of the genus Bouteloua, growing on
the plains east of the Rooky Mountains, and
forming a rich wild pasturage, b. oligostaehya is

the most nsefnl species. BiuMoi daetyloides, included
under the name, is sometimes distingnished as /al^ mes-
quit. Also called IniffaJo-grass and grama-graxs.

mes(11lit-g1im (mes'ket-gom), n. See mesquit^.
mesqtlitr-tree (mes'ket-tre), fl. Same as ntes-

qiii^.

Mesaropian (mes-ro'pi-an), a. [< Mesrob (see
def.) + -tan.] Of or pertaining to Mesrob or
Miesrob (fifth century A. D.), patriarch of Ar-
menia, a reputed founder of Armenian litera-

tore, who devised the Armenian alphabet of
thirty-six letters, to which after his time two
more were added, and the Georgian alphabet
of thirty-nine or forty letters, still in use.

In 406 A. D. \he Mesropian alphabet was adopted by an
edict of the Armenian ^ng.

Itaae Taylor, The Alphabet, n. 271.

mess^ (mes), n. [< ME. mes, mess, messe, < OP.
mes (F. mets— a bad spelling), a portion of food,
a dish, a course at table, = It. messo, m., also
messa, t., a course at table,< ML. *missum (found
only as vtessum, after OP., a portion of land),
prop. nent. of L. missus, sent, pp. of mittere,

send: see mission. Cf. AS. sand, sond, early
ME. sond, a mess, dish, lit. a sending: see send.

The word mess (ME. mes) may have been partly
confused in ME. with mes, mese, a dinner: see
OTCsel.] 1 . A supply or provision of anything
to be eaten at one meal; a quantity of food suf-

ficient for one or more persons for a single oc-
casion : as, a mess of peas for dinner; a mess of

oats for a horse.

And he took and sent messes unto them from beforeWsa :

but Benjamin's mess was five times so much as any of
theirs. Gen. xliii. 34.

Of herbs, and other country messes.
Which the neat-handed Phil lis druses.

MOton, L'AUegro, L 85.

Tis only a page that carols unseen.
Crumbling your hounds their messes.

Browning, Pippa Passes, iL

2. In fishing, the amount or number of fish ta-

ken; the take or haul of fish.

I got a rare mess of golden and silver and bright cupre-
ous fishes. Thoreau, Walden, p. 338.

3. A number of persons who eat together at the
same table; especially, a group of officers or
men in the army or navy who regularly take
their meals in eompanr.

Also the meyre of London, notable of dignyte,

And of Qneneborow the meire, no thynge like in degre.

At one messe they owght in no wise to sitt ne be.

Ba6«e» Boo* (E. K. T. S.), p. 192.

With your brode knyfe properly unclose the napkyn
that the bread is in, and set the br^d all beneath the salt

towards the seconde messe.

Letand, Collectanea, Inthronization of Abp. Xeville.

That student was in luck who found himself in the same
mess with Burke. Contemporary Bet., L. 30.

4. A set of four ; any group of four persons or

things : originally as a convenient subdivision

of a numerous company at dinner, a practice

still maintained in the London inns of court.

There lacks a fourth thing to make up the mess:
Latimer, Sermons, v.

Ton three fools lack'd me fool to make up the mess.
Shak., L. L. L., iv. S. 207.

Lower mess, those persons who formerly sat at table be-
low the salt. See salt

Xor should there stand any great, cumbersome^ uncut-
up pies at the nether end (of the table], filled with moss
and stones, partly to make a show with, and partly to

keep the louer mess from eating.
Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, i 2.

To lose the number of one's mess. See losei.

messl (mes), V. [< jnessl, h.] I. intrans. To
share a mess : eat in company with others or

message

as a member of a mess ; take a meal with any
other person : as, I will mess with you to-day.

Now that we are in harbour I mess here, because Mrs.
Trotter is on board. Marryat, Peter Simple, v.

I told him to bring up the dinner, and we would meis
on deck. The Century, XS^^. 944.

H. trans. 1. To supply with a mess: as, to
mess cattle.— 2. To sort in messes for the table,
as meat.
mess^ (mes), n. [Avar, of meslfi, which is a var.
of moA-ftl, a mixture: see ni<j*7il. Cf. m«5«l.]

1. A disorderly mixture or jumble of things;
a state of dirt and disorder : as, the house was
in a fness. [Colloq.]

Theymake it a rule when they receive neither beer nor
money from a house to make as great a mess as possible
the next time they come.

Mayhew, London Labonr and London Poor, IL 193.

What a mess they made of it ! I had no place for the
sole of my foot. J. W. Palmer, After his Kind, p. 91.

2. A situation of confusion, disorder, or em-
barrassment; a muddle: as, to get one's self

into a mess.

?i ei^ier batUe I see, nor arraying, nor king in Israel,

Only infinite jumble and mess and dislocation.
Clough, Bothie of Tobema-Vnolich, ix.

mess^ (mes), r. f. [< t»e«s2, «.] 1. To make a
mess of ; disorder, soil, or dirty.

It messes one's things so to pick them to pieces.

C. Beade, Love me Little, L

2. To muddle; throw into confusion: as, he
messes the whole business. [Prov. Eng. and
r. S.]

mess^, n. An obsolete form of mass^ Hess
John^, a domestic chaplain ; a priest or clergyman : con-
temptuous or jocular.

I should only stipulate that these new mess /ohns in
robes and coronets should keep some sort of bounds in
the democratick and levelling principles which are ex-
pected from their titled pulpits. Burke, Rev. in France.

* An' syne Mess John, beyond expression.
Fell foul o* me. Bums, To a Tailor.

Syne for JTess John they quickly sent^

Wha tied them to their hearts' content.
And now she's Lady Crowrie.

The Lass o' Govrie (modem version).

mess^, interj. Mass. See 6y the mass, undei-
mass^.

mess^, n. An obsolete form of mace^.
messa di voce (mes'sa de vo'che). [It., lit. a
setting of the voice: messa, fem. of messo, pp. of

mettere, put. set; di, of; voce, voice.] m sing-

ing, the production of a single tone with a grad-
ual change of force from soft to loud and then
back to soft again; a combination of a slow
crescendo with a slow diminuendo.
message (mes'aj), ». [< ME. message, massage,
< P. message = PV. messatge = Sp. mensaje =
Pg. mensage, mensagem = It. messaggio, < ML.
missaticum (also, after Eom., viissagium, mes-
sagium), a message, a notice sent. < L. mittere,

pp. missus, send: see mission. Cf. missive, of

same origin and similarmeaning; and mess^, of

same origin. Seuoe messager, messenger.] 1.

A communication transmitted; a notice sent;
information or opinion or advice communicated
through a messenger or other agency : as, a ver-

bal or written message; a telegraphic message.

And after this, bifom the hye hord
He with a manly vols seith his message.

Chaueer, Squire's Tale, I. 91.

If case ye be of message sent, know you the same through-
out Baiees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 104.

Ehud said, I have a m«ssa^0 from (3od unto thee.
Judges iii. 20l

2. In v. S. poUtics, an of&cial communication of

information, opinion, or advice from a chief ex-

ecutive to a legislative body, or a formal state-

ment ofmatters requiring legislative considera-

tion or action, sent bythe hands of a messenger

:

as, the President's or governor's message; an
annual or a special message (that is, the mes-
sage regularly present.ed at the opening of an
annual legislative session, or one relating to

some special matter subseqnentiy arising).

The change from the address delivered in person, with
its answer, to the message sent by the private secretaiy,

and no answer, was introduced by Mr. Jefferson and con-

sidered a reform, r. H. Bfntim, Thirty Tears, n. 32.

3t. A company of messengers ; an embassy.

That we make vs a me&ane of men of astate.

Duly to Delphon deuoutly to wendfc
De^niction of Troy (E. E. T. S.X L 4233

4t. A messenger.

Thus sente the kynge his messages thourgh allthe londe,
and a-noon as thei were fro hym departed.

Jferitn (E. E. T. S.), iiL 574.

messa^get (mes'aj). r. t. [< message, n.] To de-

liver in the manner of a messenger ; announce.



message
He dyd in expressedcommaund to me message his erraund.

Stanihurst, ^neid, iv. 377.

messagert, n. A Middle English form of messen-
ger.

messageryt, n. [ME., < OP. messagerie, F.
messagerie = Pr. messatgaria, messa^aria = Sp.
mensa^eria = It. messageria: see message and
-ry.'] The carrying of messages; the going
between two persons with a message; pro-
curing.

Fool-hardynesse, and Flaterye, and Desir,
Messagerye, and Meede, and other three.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, L 228.

Messalian (me-sa'li-an), n. Same as Euchite.
Also written Massalidn.

messallt, •'i. An obsolete form of missal.

messan, n. and a. See messin.

messandewti n. See measondue.
messan-dog, n. See messin-dog.

mess-chest (mes'ohest), n. Naut., on board a
man-of-war, one of the covered chests belong-
ing to each mess of the crew, in which small
articles of mess-gear are kept.

A mess-chest is rigged to hold the knives, forks, cans, etc.

T. Roosevelt, The Century, XXXV. 851.

mess-cloth (mes'kl6th), n. Naut., in a man-
of-war, a tarpauUn spread on deck to serve as
a table-cloth.

mess-deck (mes'dek), n. Naut., the deck on
which the crew mess.
messe^t, m- A Middle English form of msase^.

messe^ti *»• An obsolete form of mass^.

messel^ti messeledt. See mesel, meseled.

messel^t, ». [< op. mesel, < L. mensa, a table:

see mensaP-.'i A table.

messelinet, n. See maslin^.

messelite (mes'el-it), n. [< Messel (see def.)

-I- -jfe2.] X hydrous phosphate of calcium
and iron occurring in groups of small tabular
crystals in the brown-coal beds near Missel in
Hesse.
messenger (mes'en-j6r), n. [< ME. msssanger,
messyngere (with unorig. medial n as also in pas-
senger, porringer, etc.), for messager, messagier,

< OP. messagier, P. messager (= Pr. messatgier=
OSp. messagero, Sp. mensajero = Pg. msnsageiro
= It. messagiero, messaggiere), a messenger,
< message, a message: see message.'] 1. One
who bears a message or goes on an errand;
the bearer of a verbal or written communica-
tion, notice, or invitation ; in the civil service,

one employed in conveying ofaeial despatches.

Whan men bolden Sege abouten Cytee or Caatelle, and
thei with innen dur not senden out Messtigers with Lettres,

from Lord to Lord, tor to aske Sokoar.
Mandemlle, Travels, p. 118.

The hisy larke, messager of daye,
Salueth in hire song the morwe graye.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, L 633.

The mesaagers departeden two and two togeder, and
passed thourgh many londes and centres in to a tyme that
ilij of hem sodeynly metten to-geder.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 80.

Joy touch'd the messenger of heav'n ; he stay'd
Entranced. Pope, Odyssey, v. 97.

2. One who or that which foreruns; a har-
binger ; a precursor ; a forerunner.

The Angel answerde and seyde that sche scholde have
no drede of him, for he waa ver^ Messager of Jesu Crist.

MaTidemUe, Travels, p. 133.

Down to short repose they lay,

Till radiant rose the messenger of day.
Pope, Odyssey, rv. 534.

3. A light scudding cloud regarded as the pre-

cursor of a storm or gale of wind.

A southwest wind is blowing over the plains. It drives

the messengers over the sky, and the sails of the windmill,
and makes the dead leaves dance.

Mrs. J. H. Ewing, Jan of the Windmill.

4. Naut., an endless rope or chain turned
around the capstan, formerly used to unmoor
or heave up a ship's anchors, by transmitting

the power of the capstan to the cable. The
messenger is gripped to the cable by means of nippers,

which are shined from the capstan to the hawse-hole as

the cable is hauled in.

5. In law, a person appointed to perfonn cer-

tain ministerial duties under bankrupt and in-

solvent laws, such as to take temporary charge
of the assets, and to perform some other duties

in reference to the proceedings.— 6. A piece

of stiff paper, or the like, set upon the end of

a kite-string held in the hand, to be blown
up the string to the kite

—

Corble messenger.
See corbie.— Gatikoo's messenger, the wryneck.—Mes-
senger sword, a sword-like implementi constituting a
credential of the royal messengers of Aahantee. Two
of these were brought to England in 1874; they are

partly of gold and partly of iron, and are elaborately or-

namented in conventional patterns.— Queen's (or ling's)

messenger, an ofBcer of the British govenmient, em-
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ployed under the secretaries of state, appointed or held in

readiness to carry official despatehes both at home and
abroad. =Syn. 1. Carrier, intelligencer, courier, herald,

emissary.

messenger-at-arms (mes'en-j6r-at-armz'), n.

In Scots law, an offifeer appointed by and under
the control of the Lyon king-at-arms. He exe-

cutes all summonses and letters of diligence connected

with the Courts of Session and Courts of Justiciary.—Exe-
cution by a messenger-at-arms. See exeautim.

messett, n. [Of. messin.J A cur ; a messin.

Dame Julia's messet. Hall, Poems (1646). (BaMiweU.)

mess-gear (mes'ger), n. Naut., the outfit of a

mess, such as pots, pans, cans, spoons, knives,

forks, etc.; mess-traps.

Messiah (me-si'a), n. [= P. Messie= Sp. Mesias
= Pg. Messias = It. Messia = D. G. Dan. Sw.
Messias, < L. Messiah, < Gr. Meaaiof, < Heb.
Mdshiach, anointed, < mdshach, anoint.] A des-

ignation of Jesus as the Saviour of the world

;

the Hebrew equivalent of Christ, the Anointed,
but used more frequently as a descriptive title

(^the Messiah) than as a name: from prophetic
passages in the Hebrew Scriptures (where, ex-

cept in two instances in Daniel, it is translated

Anointed, often -as a noun) interpreted by Jesus
and by (Christians as referring to him and uni-

versal in scope, but regarded by the Jews as
promising a divinely sent deliverer for their

own race. This belief in a coming Messiah is still

held as a doctrine by many Jews ; and at various periods
of the Christian era impostors have assumed the name
and character, and have had many adherents. The title

is also applied figuratively to historical characters who
have been great deliverers. Sometimes written, after the
Greek of the New Testament, Mesaas.

We have found Messias, which is, being interpreted,
the Christ. John i. 41.

In the High Church of Jerusalem, the Christians were
but another Sect of Jews, that did beUeve the Messias
was come. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 33.

At thy nativity, a glorious quire
Of angels, in the fields of Bethlehem, sung
To shepherds, watching at their folds by night,
And told them the Messiah now was born.

MUton, P. B,., i. 245.

Messiahship (me-si'a-ship), n. [< Messiah +
-ship.] The character, state, or office of Jesus
Chnst as the Saviour of the world: also used
of pretenders to a similar office or mission.

Christ . . . gave as strong a proof of bis Messiahship as

infinite power, joined with eciual veracity, could give.

South, Works, III. 382. (Latham.)

One of the chief candidates for the messiahship [among
the Mohammedans] has already reached Assouan.

The Century, XXIV; 788.

Messianic (mes-i-an'ik), a. [= P. Messianique
= Sp. Mesidnico; as Messiah + -an + -ic] Be-
lating or pertaining to the Messiah, or to any
one supposed to exercise the office of a Mes-
siah : as, the Messianic prophecies or psalms

;

Messianic pretensions.

Messias (me-sl'as), n. Same as Messiah.
Messidor (mes-si-d6r'), n. [P., one of the fan-
ciful names concocted to adorn the Revolution-
ary calendar; < L. missis, harvest, -1- Gr. Sapov,
a gift.] The tenth month of the year in the
calendar of the first Prench republic, com-
mencing (in 1794) June 19th and ending July
18th.

messieurs. Plural of monsieur.

messin (mes'in), n. and a. [Also messan, for-

merly irreg. messoun ; a var. of *mestin, masttn,

< OP. mastin, P. mdtin, a mastiff : see masUff.]
I. n. A mongrel dog ; a cur. [Scotch.]

But wad hae spent an hour caressin'.

E'en wi' a tinkler-gypsy's messin.
Bums, The Twa Dogs.

II. a. Mongrel; currish. [Scotch.]

messin-dog (mes 'in -dog) , n. [Also messan-dog;
< messin + dog.] Same as messin.

mess-kettle (mes'ket'''l), n. A camp-kettle
used in cooking for a mess.
The richly chased vessels of gold and silver which served

the Boman household have been displaced by the canteen
and the mess-kettle of the garrison of the Crescent.

The Cerdury, XXXVIII. 61.

mess-kit (mes'Mt), n. The cooking- and table-
utensils of a camp, with the chest in which they
are kept and transported.

mess-locker (mes'lok^Sr), n. A small locker
on shipboard for holding mess-gear.

messmaking (mes'ma"king), n. The act of
clubbing together, or messing in company.
This friendship began by mesmiaking in the Temple

hall. Soger North, Lord Guilford, I. 62.

messmate (mes'mat), n. 1. An associate in a
mess, especially in a ship's mess ; one who eats
ordinarily at the same table with another.

Messmates, hear a brother sailor

Sing the dangers of the sea.

O. A. Stevem, The Storm.

Mesua
2. In zool., a commensal.— 3. In hot., same as
messmate-tree.

messmate-gum (mes'mat-gum), n. See gum^, 3.

messmate-tree (mes'mat-tre), n. One of the
stringy-barked eucalypts, Eucalyptus obligua.
It is a large tree forming extensive forests in Aus&alii
and Tasmania, and furnishing an abundance of cheap fissile

timber for all kinds of rough work above the ground.

mess-table (mes'ta'^bl), n. The table at which
a mess eat together.

mess-traps (mes'traps), n. pi. The articles

which compose a mess-gear.

messuage (mes'waj), n. [ME. mesuage, < OP.
mesuage, maissage, mesnage (ML. reflex mes-

suagium), < ML. mansionaticum, a dwelling-
house, manor-house: see menage, which is a
doublet of messimge.] In law: (o) A dwelling-

house.

I give unto my said son John all that messuage wherein
I now dwelL Winthrop, Hist. New England, IL 437.

(6) A dwelling-house with the adjacent build-

ings and curtilage, including garden and or-

chard, appropriated to the use of the household

;

a manor-house and its appendages.

There were then greater number of memages and man-
sions almost in euery place.

Harrison, Desorip. of Eng., xxil.

They wedded her to sixty thousand pounds.
To lands in Kent, and messuages in York.

Tennyson, Edwin Morria.

messy (mes'i), a. [< m^ss^ + -^i.] In a state

of mess, confusion, or dirtiness; makingamess;
littered or littering; untidy. [Bare.]

The floor of the room[s] ... in which messg work has
to be done is of asphalt. Science, III. 851.

mestt, a. A Middle English form of most.

mestee (mes-te'), n. [Also mustee; short for

mestizo. Gt.OF.mestis,¥.m6tis,Taumgc6\.] The
offspring of a white and a quadroon. [West
Indian.]
mester^, n. An obsolete or dialectal form of

master^, mister^.

mester^t, n. A variant of mister^.

mestfult, a. [Var. of mestime, with substituted

suffix -ful.] Sad; gloomy. [Bare.]

Emong all other birds
Most mestfuU birde am I

:

Emong all fethered foules
I first complain and crie.

KendaM, Elowers of Epigrammes (1677). (Nairet)

mestift, n. An obsolete variant of masUff.

mestivet (mes'tiv), a. [< L. mcBstus, m^jsstus, sad,

mournful (imcerere, mcerere, be sad, mourn), -I- E.

-ive. Cf. mestful.] Sad; sorrowful; gloomy;
dismal.

The Melancholy 's mestiiue, and too full

Of fearfnil thoughts, and cares vnrequisit,
Davies, Microcosmos^ p. 31. (Daoies.)

mestizo (mes-te'zo), n. [= G. mestige,< Sp. mes-

tizo = OP. mestis, P. mStis, mixed, mongrel : see

mastiff.] The offspring of a person of mixed
blood; especially, a person of mixed Spanish
and American Indian parentage.

To Mexico there is such a great resort, that all the towns
thereabout which were formerly of Indians are now in-

habited by Spaniards and Mestizoes.
S. Clarice, Geographical Description, etc. (1671), p. 281.

He [Mr. Werner] also saw something of Tippoo Tip dur-

ing the expeditions between the Falls and Baittelot's cainp

on the Aruwimi; butwas not very favourably impressed by
that wily tnesliiso. The Academy, June 29, 1889, p. 441.

mestlingif, n. See masUn^.
mestling^t, «• See masUn^.
mestliont, mestlyont, n. See maslirfl.

mestome (mes'tom), n. [NL. (Schwendener),
appar. < &i. /i^aru/ia, fullness, < /leaTdg, full.] la

iot., that part of a fibrovascular bundle whose
function is mainly conduction.

To the elements which impart strength to a bundle
Schwendener has given the name stereome ; to the other

parts of the bundle, mestome.
Ooodale, Physiological Botany, p. 191.

Mesua (mes'ii-a), n. [NL. (^Linnseus^ 1737),

named after i&suah, an Arabian physician of

the 8th and 9th centuries.] A genus of dicoty-

ledonous polypetalous plants of the natural

order ChitUfercB and the tribe Calophyllem, char-

acterized by an ovary which is two-celled and
contains four ovules, and by a shield-shaped

stigma. They are shrubs or trees with very narrow leaves

and large axillary solitary flowers. Eight species have

been enumerated, all from tropical Asia, but the number
is probably reducible to three. M. ferrea, one of the iron-

woods, is common in the East Indies, wild and cultivated.

It is a straight, erect tree with elegant foliage and large

four-petaled flowers, purewhite and fragrant. They afford

a native dye and perfume, and are exported, mostly for

the latter purpose, under the name naghassar. The seeds

yield a dark thick oil (nagkassar- or nahor-oil), used in

lamps and medicinally. The hard reddish-brown wood is

suitable for machinery, raUroad-ties, eto. ; it is also used

for tool-handles and the like.
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mesuaget, )». An obsolete form of me^iiage.
mesorablef, a. A Middle English form of mea-
swrable.

mesnret, «• and r. A Middle English form of
iiteasun-

Cohn to the Infusoria.— 2. In Hoi., exhibiting
or aflfeeted by metabolism: as, metabolic pro-
cesses; metabolic changes.
metabolism (me-tab'o-Uzm), n. [As metahol-y

. _
+ -«*»».] 1. In theol; the consensus of views

mesymmon (me-sim'ni-on), «. : pi. ntesymnia of some of the early fathers in regard to the
r-vTT ^ r^ . .v

. . eucharist, favoring an objective union of the
sensible with the supersensible, or the real

imioil vn^e-sun m-on;, n. : pi. mesymma
(-a). [XL., < Gr. /ucv/rviov (see def.), < /liooc,

middle, + i'/ivof, hymn: see hi/mn.'] In aiic.

pros., a short colon introduced between Unes
m the midst of a system or stanza, especially
inahymn. Seeephyiiinium,methi/mnion,progm-
N<«N.

meti(met). Preterit andi)astparticipleof»iee<l.
met^t. AJi obsolete preterit of mete^.

met^ (met), «. [See nw'tei.] A measure of any
kind; a bushel; a barreL [Prov. Eng. and
Scotch.]

meta (me'tS), «.; pi. «i«to (-te). [L.] hi Bom.
anUq., a conical column or post, or, usually, a
group of three such posts, at each end of the
spina of a circus, serving to mark the place of
turning; a turning-post.

On the other side of the Sgnie of the qaeea-goddess is

ft tall hippodrome nwtt^ enriched 'nitli garlands of flowers
—probablyIWTing reference to the sacred contests at the
foonding of ft new city.

Tht Aeadeim/, Jnne 15, 1889, p. 417.

meta- (met'5). [L.,etc.,fM«to-,<Gr.^itETa-j prefix,

fierd, poet, /jtrmi, Doric -ida or n-f<5o, prep., with
gen., in the midst of, amoi^, between, along
with; -with dat. (poetical), among, with, in, be-
sides; with ace., into the midit of, coming
among, after, beyond, according to, etc.; in
eomp., between, after, over (denoting change,
like Ij. (rons-); = Goth. mWt = AS. »i»d, Jffi.

mW, with: see mi<i2.] A prefix in words of

Greek origin or formation, meaning 'among,
between, with, after, beyond, over,' etc., often
denoting change or transformation (Mke L,
trans-), in which denotation it is much used in
the formation of new terms in science, in a>sL
it generaUy denotes 'after'or * beyond,' in place or tame;
'hind * or * hinder,* of place ;

* lat^,' in tjme^ as if imply-
ing changes or transformaiion wMch required time to
accomplish: generally correlated with pro- or proto- and
nMia- : as, Ftitaam, Mesoaoa, Metasoa; prvOiorax, meeoOia-

rox, mefaihorax; ProlotA«riri and MeUUheria; metacarpus
and meta1argu£ (coming next after the carpus and tarsosX
etc In cAtftn.: (a) It is used to form the names of aromatic
oomponnds in which two radicalswhich replace hydrogen
in the benzene ring are conceived of as attached to altera

nate carbon atoms T distinguished&om orOuh, in wliich the
attachment is to adjacent cariion atoms, and from para-, in
which the attachmrait is to opposite caibon atoms. (6) It

indicates that an oxygen acid has been formed from the
corresponding ortho-add by the withdrawal of one, two,

or three mfdecules of water, forming mono-meta-, di-

met^, <v tri-met»-«cids. (e) tt is somewhat loos^ ap-
plied to indicate deriTati<Hi or dose chemical relation, as
wutatMonU, w^ae^one.

metabasis (me-tab'a-sis), h. [NIi., < Gr. juerd-

ySooic, a passing over, shifting, change, < /lera-

^vav, pass over, < /aej-d, beyond, + ^vtui, go,

pass: see basis.'i 1. In rlist., a passing from
one thing to another; transition.— 2. In n\ecl.,

a change, as in treatment or remedies, or of air,

tissue, disease, etc. Also called metabola.

metabatic (met-a-bat'ik), a. [< Gr. /urafiariKdc,

able to pass from one place to another, ex-
changing, < /jcrd/Joffif, a passing over: see me-
tabasis.t Pertadning to the transfer of energy,
especially to the passage of heat from one body
to another.—Metabatic ftmcUon, a function whose
identify for two sabstances e:q>resses the eqnilibrinm of

actual enogy betwe»> them.

metabola^ (me-tab'o-l&), ». [NIj.,_< Gr. ftera-

^oi^, change, exchange, < jiera^iiAta), throw
round, turn about, change, < .imto, beyond, +
3dX?.av, throw.] Same as metabasis, 2.

Metabola^ (me-tab'o-l&), ». pi. [NL., neut. pi.,

< Gr. u£7u36Aoc, changeable.] Insects which
undergo complete or entiie metamorphosis or

transformation, as the Diptera, Lepidoptera,

Coleoptera, and Hymenoptera : in contradistinc-

tion to the Heterometabola. In some systems the

MeUbola are r^arded as ft sabdass of InsKta, correlated

with BemimHabola and Amttabola. The^ are also called

BeUnmoriAaiiiAHolomttabala. The three stages of such

insects are those of the larva, pupa, and imago. The Jfs-

toMs aredividedby some into the JTotidAiiiata and J7(n»-

teOota,

Metabolia (met-»-bd'li-S), ii, pi. [XL] Same
as MetaboUS.
metabolian (met-a-bo'li-an), n. l< Metabola''

+ -Ian,] A metabolic insect : one of the Me-
tabola. „ , ,

metabolic (met-a-l)ol'ik),o. [< Gr. /<eTo,So;u«if

,

changeable, < iiraS62oc, chai^eable, firraSo/j;.

change: see metabolaK'] 1. Insool.: (a) Under-

going complete metamorphosis, as an insect;

of or pert^uning to the Metabola. Also metab-

olous. (6) Changeable in form ; assuming dif-

ferent characters; polymorphic: applied by

with the symbolical presence,— 3. In poetry,
a change from one meter into another.— 3. In.

entom., metamorphosis; transformation; me-
taboly ; transition from larva to pi^a, or from
pupa' to imago.—4. In biol.: (o) The sum of
the chemical changes within the body, or within
any single oeU of flie body, by which the proto-
plasm is either renewed or changed to praform
special functions, or else disorganized and pre-
pared for excretion. Thus, the formation of the col-

orless blood-corpuscles, the elaboration of the digestive
ferments, and the breaking up of proteids into urea and
other pn>ducts are examples of metabolism. Compare
anaI>olism, cataboiigni.

To the assemblage of chemical processes, or rather to the
assemblage of transformations which a constituent of the
organism such asa proteid undergoes in itspassage through
the body, the term nutabolism has been applied.

Oamgee, Fhj^ol. Chem., L 5.

(b) Especially, retrograde metamorphosis; ca-
tabolism.

metabolite (me-tab'o-lit), n. [As metaboUy +
-»fe2.] A product of or snbstance resulting firom
metabolism, especially from retrograde metab-
olism, or catabolism.

If by disease or by artiflcial removal this metabolism
is prevented, the incompletely metabolized pigments cir-

culate in the blood, and staining of skin and mucous mem-
brane, as in Addison's disease, may take place. Inthe urine
of Addison's disease such an imperfect metaboHte occurs.

I>r. C. ^. Jroeifums Froc. Boy. Soc., XXXIX. 251.

metabolize (me-tab'o-liz), r. t.; pret. and pp.
metaboliEed, ppr. meiaboUzing. [As metabol-y
+ -i-t\] In biol., to subject to metabolism;
transform by either assimilation or decompo-
sition.

Occasionally an omnivore can take in everything, and
digest and so metabolize it as to organise it into healthy
mental tissue. They are, however, the few.

Saaue,'IX. 264.

metabolous (me-tab'o-lus), a. [< Gr. iiirra^6>joi,

changeable: see Jfetoftota^.] In entom., same
as metabolic. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 366.

metaboly (me-tab'o-li), ft. [< Gr. fiera^'/j;.

later also fisra^Ua^ change, exchange: see
metabola^.'\ Same as metabolism.

metabrandlial (met-a-brang'M-al), a. [< Gr.

/lira, behind, + 3(>a-}xia, gills : see hrandtial.^

Situated behind the gills: specifically applied

to a posterolateral subdivision of the branchial

region of the carapace of a crab, behind and to

one side of the mesobranchial division, called

the metabranchial lobe. See cut under Bra<%-
Mra.

metabmshite (met-a-brnshlt), n. [< Gr. utrra,

along with, + E. 6rBS*ife.] In tmnero!.. a cal-

cium phosphate allied to brushite, found in

the guano of Sombrero, West Indies.

MetacanthicUe (met-a-kan'thi-de), n. pi. [KL.
(Douglas and Scott," 1865), < MetacantAvs +
-idee.'} A family ofheteropterons insects, typi-

fiedby the genus irefa«a«A«s. They havethe head
long, the crown quadrangular, the ades lobe-like, the flrst

antennal joint clavate, the fourth fusiform, and the corium
opaque with large transverse depressions between the

sbong vdns.

Metacanthns (met-a-kan'thns), «. [NL. (Cos-

ta. 1848), < Gr. itETol beyond, + mwftir, the cor-

ner of the eye : see can&us, cant^.'] The typi-

cal genus of MetacantbieUe, containing a few
European bugs. They are chiefly characterized

by the small triangular vertical face, globose

eyes, and large distant ocelli.

metacarpal (met-a-kar'pal), a. and n. [< meta-

carpus + -a7.] Il' a. Of or pertaining to the

metacarpus or a metacarpal—Metacarpal saw, a
namiw-bladed saw for dividing the metacarpal (or meta-

tusal) bones.

n. ». One of the bones of the metacarpus.
13»ey are not more than five in number, and are reckoned
as first, etc., from the radial or thumb side to the otha.
When reduced in number they always disappear from the

sides, so that when but three are left the first and fifth are

gone : when thereisbutoneit is the third ormiddle meta-

carpal. Two or more may fuse into one bone, as in the

metacarpus of a cloven-footed quadruped, as the ox. In
recent birds, all of which have three ankylosed metacar-

pals, the compound bone is further complicated by fusion

with it of certain carpal bones, constituting a carpometa-

carpus, like the tarsometatarsas of the foot.

metacarpale (met'a-kar-pa'le), n.; pi. metacar-

palia (-U-|). [Mi.': see metacarpal.'} A meta-
carpal bone; one of the metacarpals._

metacarpophalangeal (met-a-kar'po-fe-lan'-

je-al), o. [< metacarpus + phalanges + -oi.]

metacoelia

Pertaining to the metacarpus and the pha-
langes.

metacarpus (met-a-Wlr'pus), n.: pi. metacaipi
(-pi). [NL. (cf . Gr. /uroKap-ioi; the part of tne
hand between the wrist and the fingers), < Gr.
//£7(i, beyond, + Kopjriif, the wrist,] Inan<if.,the
second segment of the manus or terminal divi-
sion of the fore limb of a vertebrate, considered
with reference to its bony structure; the seg-
ment which comes between the carpus and the
phalanges, con-esponding to the metatarsus of
the foot. In man the metacarpus corresponds to the
part of the hand between the wrist and the fingers of
thumb, and has five metacarpal bones. In the horse it is
the part of the fore leg between the so-called knee and
the feUock-joint, and has but one functional bone.

metacelliuose (met-a-sel'u-16s), «. [< Gi./JiTo,

beyond, + E. cellulose.} Same as/M>i<;its-ceH«-

tose.

metacenter, metacentre (met-a-sen't*r), «.

[< P. metacentre, < Gr. /lera, beyond, + Khrpov,
center.] The point at which an upward thrust
could be equivalent to the pressure of water
upon a floating body which has received a
sUght rotational displacement about one of the
principal axes of its section of flotation. The
equilibrium is stable or unstable according as the meta-
center is above or below the center of gravity. The term
is specifically applied to the x>oint where the vertical line

passing through the center of buoyancy of a ship, in the
position of equilibrium, meets the Terti<^ drawn through
the new center of buoyancy when the ship is slightly listed

to one side or the other. The term was introduced into
hydrostatics by Pierre Bonguer, a French geodesist (1698-

175S). Also called center qf oooity.

metacentric (met-a-sen'tnk), a. [< metacenter
+ -»c.] Of or pertaining to the metacenter.

Generally speaking, decrease in m£taeentric height is

accompanied by a lengthening of the period of an oscilla-

tion. Encye. BriL, 'XXl 813.

metacetone(me-tas'e-t6n), n. [< Gt./ut&, along
with, + E. acetone.} A substance (CcHiqO) ob-
tained by acting on acetone with sulphurie or
hydrochloric acid. It is a colorless liquid hav-
ing an odor of peppermint. Also called mesityl

oxld.

metachemistry (met-a-kem'is-tri), n. [< Gr.
/ut6, beyond, + E. chemistry; formed after

the analogy of metaphysics.} Transcendental
chemistry; the chemistry or analysis of the
most obscure or abstruse things, physical or
spiritual.

It [the genesis of idealism} seems an affair of race, or of
metachemisbry; the vital point being, bow far the senseof
uni^, or instinct of seekuig resemblances, predominated.

JSmersoH, literatorCL

metachloral (met-a-kl6'ral), «. [< Gr. fia-a,

along with, -f- E. dUorcU.'} A white tasteless

solid body, insoluble in water, formed when
chloral is kept for some time in contact with
strong sulphtirio acid. It is a polymerid of
chloral. It seems to resemble chloral hydrate
in its pharmacodynamic properties.

metachoanite (met-a-ko'a-nlt), a. and ». [<
Nil. Metachoanites, q! v.] "1. a. Having retrorse

septal funnels, as a nautUoid ; belonging to the
Metachoanites.
n. n. A cephalopod of the group Metachoa-

nites.

Metachoanites (met-a-ko-a-ni'tez), II. pi.

[NL., < Gr. /iCT-d, behind', + xo^vi/, a funnel : see

ehoana, choanite.} A group of holochoanoid
nautiloid cephalopods \^ose septal funnels are
retrorse : contrasted with Prodioanites. Hyatt,
Proo. Bost. Soe. Nat. Hist., 1883. p. 260.

metachronism (me-tak'ro-nizm), n. [= P.
metachrotUsme ; \ Gr. fterixpovog, after the time,

< /UTo, beyond, + ;jj)iivof, tame. Cf. anachro-
nism.} Aji error committed in chronology by
placing an event after its real date.

metachrosis (met-a-kro'sis), ». [NL., < Gr.

fjL£Taxp<->wv»iu, change the color of a thing, <

/terd, ijeyond, + ;);pt)wt ra/, later form of xp^^"'j
tinge, stain (> xp"<"C, a coloring, tinting), <

Xpoid, xp^, surface, skin, color.] Color-change,

as that of a chameleon.
metocinnabarite (met-a-sin'a-bSr-it), »i. [<

Gr. uerd (see meta-) +"E. cinnaftor + -ite^.}

Xative mercuric sulphid, crystallizing in tetra-

hedral crystals, resembling those of the zinc

sulphid sphalerite, also occurring massive of a
black or grayish-black color. It is found with

the red mercuric sulphid cinnabar in California.

metacism (met'a-sizm), n. See mytadsm.

metacoele (met'a-sel), ». Same as metacoelia.

metacoelia (mefri-se1i^\ n.; pi. metae(elia-{-e).

[XL, , < Gr, ufrd, beyond', + koiXIo, ahoUow (ven-

tricle V] The foiuth ventricle of the brain,

espeeiallv its posterior portion. Wilder and
Gage, Anat, Tech,, p, 482.



metaccelian

metacoeliaii (met-a-se'li-an), a. [< metaomlia
+ -an.\ Of or pertaining to the metaeoelia.

meta- compounds. See mefo-.

metacresol (met-a-kre'sol), n. [< Gr. iina,

along with, + E. creso?.] A phenol isomeric
with cresol.

metacromial (met-a-kro'mi-al), a. [< metacro-
mion + -oi.] Of or pertaining to the metacro-
mion: as, a metacromial process of the scapula.

metacromion (met-a-kro'mi-on), n.; ^l. meta-
cromia (-a). [NL. ,< (Jr. nera, hehind,+ aKp6/uov,

a by-form of aKpa/iia, the point of the shoulder-

Dorsal view of Left Scapula of Rabbit, sliowin^ Metacromion.
(About two thirds uaturai size.) fi, acromion ; m, metacromion ; £,
glenoid fossa ; c, coracoid process ; v, vertebral Isorder ; j, spine.

blade: see acromion.'] The posterior one of
two processes in which the distal end of the
spine of the scapula terminates in some mam-
mals, as the shrews and rabbits.

metacyclic (met-a-sik'Uk), a. [< Gr. /lerd, along
with, beyond, + )ai/cAof, circle : see cyclic.'] Re-
lating to a permutation of a number of elements
in one cycle—Metacyclic group. See^tmpi.
metse, n. Plural of meta.

metsesthetic, metaesthetism. See metesthetic,

metafacial (met-a-fa'shal), a. [< Gr. fiera, be-
hind, -I- Ij. /acJes," the face : see facial.'] Situ-
ated behind or at the back of the face or facial

region of the skull.—Metafaolal angle of Serres.
See craniffmetry.

metagaster (met-a-gas't6r), n. [NL., < Gr. /jie-

Td, behind, 4- yaariip, the belly: see gaster^.]

The after-intestine ; the secondary and in any
way differentiated alimentary canal or diges-
tive tube which is derived from an original
primary intestinal cavity, or protogaster. It is

the ordinary intestinal canal of vertebrates ex-
cept Amphioxns.
metagastral (met-a-gas'tral), a. [< metagaster
+ -al.] Pertaining to the "metagaster.

metagastrula (met-a-gas'trp-la), M.J pi. meta-
gaatrulcB (-le). [Nli.'J < Gr. /iera, behind, + Nli.

gastrula, q. v.] A secondary modified gastrula,
of variable form, resulting from any kenogenet-
le mode of egg-cleavage in which a primitive or
palingenetio process is vitiated. See cuts un-
der gastrulation.

Three forms at least of metagastndce are recognized

—

the amphigastrula, the discogastrula, and the perigastru-
la ; they are all collectively distinguished from the archi-
gastrula. Haeckel.

metage (me'taj), n. [< jHefei -I- -age.'] 1. Mea-
surement, especially of coal.

Acts have very lately passed in relation to the admea-
Burement or metage of coals for the city of Westminster.

D^oe, Tour through Great Britain, 11. 145. {Da/Hes.)

2. Charge for or price of measuring.
Metageitnion (met-a-rit'ni-on), n. [< Gr.
MeTaystTviiJv, the second month of the Athe-
nian year, said to be so called because it was
the moving-month, when people 'changed their
neighbors,' < fieri, over, + yehuv, neighbor.]
The second month of the Athenian calendar,
having twenty-nine days, and corresponding to

the last part of Julyand the first part of August.
metagelatin, metagelatine (met-a-jel'a-tin),

n. [< Gr. /lerd, along with, + E. gelatin.] In
photog., a substance which has been used as a
preservative in a certain dry collodion pro-
cess, consisting of a strong solution of gelatin

boiled and cooled several times till it ceases
to gelatinize and remains fluid.

metagenesis (met-a-jen'e-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
/xerd, beyond, after, + yheai^, production: see
genesis.] In Mol., that modification of parthe-
nogenesis or alternate generation which is ex-
hibited when an organism passes from the egg
to the imago through a series of successively
generated individuals differing from one an-
other in form: distinguished by Owen from
metamorphosis, or the transformation of any
one individual by the modification of its form
as a whole. Metagenesis of one or another kind is ex-

hibited by some insects, as aphids, in which the process
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is commonly called partheiwgenesis ; by various internal

parasites, as Diatama (see cuts under cercaria) ; and strik-

ingly by various hydrozoans. In the last the cycle in-

cludes (1) the free-swimming impregnated ovum
; (2)

the flxatioh of this ovum to some submerged object

and its development into an organism ; (3) the formation
by such organism of various zooids, as nutritive and gen-
erative zooids, unlike each other and unlike the parent,

the whole forming a hydroid colony ; and (4) the formation
by generative zooids of ova, which on being set free com-
plete the cycle. Thus, in a sertularian polyp the ovum is

a free-swimming ciliated body, which on fixation develops
a mouth and tentacles, and by continued gemmation pro-

duces two sets of buds, of which the generative set repro-

duce the free-swimming ciliated ova. In other polyps,

as C&rynidcB, the set of generative buds themselves beconi e
detached as free medusoids like jelly-fish (see cut under
rnedusoid), whose eggs develop not into bodies like the
parent medusoid, but into the polypide or polypidom of

the hydroid colony on which they were produced. In the
Lucemarida a similar metagenesis occurs by fission. Her-
bert Spencer adopts Owen's metagenesis as one of three
kinds of bis agamogenesis, and considers it as (1) ex-

ternal, where new individuals bud from unspecialized
parts of the parent, and (2) internal, as in the case of the
transformations of DMoma. See rmtamwrplweis.

metagenetic (mefa-jf-net'ik), a. [< meta-
genesis, atter genetic.] 1. In 2o67., pertaining

to, characterized by, or resulting from meta-
genesis. Owen.— 2. In raineraZ., subsequent in
origin : said of certain twin crystals. See twin.

metagenetically (met"a-jf-net'i-kal-i), adv.

In a metagenetic manner;' by means of meta-
genesis. Darwin, Animals and Plants, p. 363.

metagenic (met-a-jen'ik), a. [< Gr. lieraymrnQ,

bom after, < jierd, after, + -yevriQ, iDom: see
-genous. Cf. metageneUc] Same as metagenetic.

metagnatMsm (me-tag'na-thizm), n. [< me-
tagnath-ous + 4sm.] In ornith., the condition
of a bird's bill when the points of the mandi-
bles cross each other. See cut under crossbill.

metagnathous (me - tag 'na- thus), a. [< Gr.
//era, beyond, + yvddoQ, the jaw.] In ornith.,

having the tips of the mandibles crossed: as,

the metagnathous bill of the red crossbill, Loxia
curvirostra. See quotation under epignathons.

metagnostic (met-ag-nos'tik), a. and n. [See
metagnostics.] I. a. Metaphysical; in recent
use, transcending present knowledge both with-
in and beyond the sphere of sense.

II. n. One who believes in the reality of an
absolute being transcending knowledge. [Re-
cent.]

The essayist would substitute the title of Metagnostics
instead of Agnostics. J. A. SkUton, in Evolution, p. 227.

metagnosticism (met-ag-nos'ti-sizm), «. [<
metagnostic + -ism.] The philosophical doc-
trine that there is a positive (not merely nega-
tive) consciousness of the Absolute: distin-

guished from agnosticism regarded as maintain-
ing the opposite ground. [Recent.]
metagnostlCS(met-ag-nos'tiks),m. [<Gr.|UET<J,be-

yond, + yvooTiKdQ, knowing {yvaaiq, knowledge)

:

see gnostic and -ics.] Knowledge transcending
ordinary knowledge ; metaphysics. Kr%ig.

metagrammatism (met-a-gram'a-tizm), n. [<
Gr. iieTaypa/i/iaTia/idc, alteration of letters, < /i£-

Taypa/ifiaTi^ew, alter letters, < /lerd, over, +
ypdfijia(T-), a letter: see gram^.] The transpo-
sition of the letters of a name so as to form a
word or words having some reference to the
person named ; anagrammatism. Camden,
metagrapby (me-tag'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. /neraypd-

<l>ei.v, write differently, rewrite, transcribe, < /ierd,

over, + ypdipuv, write ; see graphic] Transcrip-
tion; transliteration.

His belief in the system of metagrapky as applied to non-
European alphabets. Athenceum, No. 3151, p. 840.

metairie (me-ta're), n. [< F. mMairie,<. me-
tayer, one who farms on shares: see metayer.]
A farm or piece of land cultivated for a share
of its produce.
metal (met'al, often met'l), n. [Formerly
metall, mettal, mettall (and mettle, now differ-

entiated in use) ; < ME. metal, < OF. metal, F.
mMal = Pr. metal, metalh = Sp. Pg. metal = It.

metallo = MLG. metal, metal = Ml), metael, D.
metaal = G. metall = Sw. metall = Dan. m^tal
= W. mettel = Gael, meiteal, metal, < L. metal-
lum, a mine, a metal, any mineral, stuff, kind,
< Gr. /lEToMov, a mine, a pit or cave where
minerals are sought, a quarry, later (only in
the deriv. iieToXhKdg, metallic) a mineral, met-
al, ore; origin uncertain; in one view orig.
' ore,' as that which is combined ' with another

'

substance, < [lerd, with, + d^of, another; in
another view (and according to the record)
orig. a mine or pit as 'a place explored,' < fit-

TaMdv, search after, explore, < /lerd, after, + aX-
/lof, other. Hence medal, mettle.] 1. An ele-
mentary substance, or one which in the pres-
ent state of chemical science is undecompos-

metal

able, and which possesses opacity, luster of
a peculiar kind (commonly called metallic, be-
cause very characteristic of the metals), con-
ductivity for heat and electricity, and plas-
ticity, or capability of being drawn, squeezed,
or hammered with change of shape but no loss

of continuity. Examples of metals possessing all these
qualities, although in varying degree, are gold, Bilver,

copper, iron, lead, and tin, all of which have been knowii
from remote antiquity ; and on the characters which they
possess the idea of a metal was, and mainly still is, found-
ed. These metals also have a high specific gravity, the
lightest of them (tin) being over seven times as dense os
water. Of the prehistorioally known metals, gold, silver,

and copper occur more or less abundantly in the native
or metallic form, and must have been noticed, and in all

probability utilized, in the most remote antiqui^, by va-
rious nations and over widely extended areas. Iron also

occurs native, especially in the form of meteoric iron, and
in this way may have first become known and utilized.

But iron is now, and has been from time immemorial
smelted from its ores in countries which, from ahnosi
every other point of view than the metallurgical, might
properlybe regarded as uncivilized. The use of iron other
than meteoric was not, however, known in the New World
before the advent of Europeans. Tin and lead do not oc-

cur in the metallic form in nature, unless in very minute
quantity; hence, where used, these metals must have been
obtained by .the metallurgic treatment of their ores. In
the case of tin and zinc, as well as of other metals not oc-

curring native, it was not until long after some knowledge
had been attained in regard to the practical use of their

ores, either by themselves or as ingredients in various al.

loys, that any accurate idea was obtained of the metals
themselves. Thus, brass was certainly made long before
anything definite had been learned in regard to the metal
zinc, and it is not at all unlikely that the same was the
case with bronze and one of its constituents, tin. In addi-

tion to the six metals already mentioned, quicksilver was
known to the Greeks and Romans in classical times; and
this metal also occurs not infrequently in the metallic

form, so that its early discovery is not a matter to excite

surprise. The anomalous occurrence of quicksilver as a

liquid at the ordinary temperature was the reason why
neither Pliny nor Isidore nor Geber included it among
the metals ; nor was it so included by writers on chemis-
try and metallurgy until after it had been discovered that

this fiuid could be frozen at a not very low temperature,
and that when frozen it was malleable. It was not until

the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries that antimony, bis-

muth, and zinc became known ; but their ores had long
been in use, although, in the case of the two former met
als, only to a very limited extent. The discovery of these
metals considerably enlarged the scope of the word me-
tallic, since it became necessary to admit that metals
could be brittle ; this was still further exemplified in the

case of the metal arsenic, discovered in 1694 (its oxidized

combinations had long been known and utilized), which,
although having a metallic luster, is decidedly brittle.

This brittleness of substances otherwise metallic in ap-

pearance led to their being placed in a class by themselves
as " semi-metals," the idea that malleability was a neces-

sary attribute of a metal having come down from the

Arabian chemists, and maintaining its hold for many cen-

turies. About the middle and in the latter half of the
eighteenth century the number of known metals was
greatly increased. In 1741 platina was discovered, but
the metals which are always associated with it— osmium,
iridium, rhodium, ruthenium, etc. — were not detected
until much later. At about the same time as platina,

nickel and cobalt were recognized as elements— that is,

were first separated and distinguished from their ores,

which had been long known and (in the case of cobalt, at

least) utilized to a limited extent. Toward the end of the

eighteenth century manganese, molybdena, tellurium,

uranium, titanium, and otoomium became known. About
the beginning of the nineteenth century several of the

metals of the platina family— palladium, iridium, osmi-

um, rhodium— were separated from the complex alloy

known as native platina. Up to this time all the known
substances to which the name Tnetal was applied were
much heavier than water, and also decidedly heavier than
those considered as non-metallic. Hence, as the old and
long-prevailing idea that all metals were malleable had
been done away with, a high specific gravity began to be

considered as their most important characteristic. Thus
we find Cronstedt, who was one of the earliest systematic

writers on mineriilogy (the first edition of his work was
published in 1768), denning metals as " those mineral

bodies which with respect to their volume are the heaviest

of all hitherto known bodies." With the discovery, by

Davy, in 1807, of the metallic nature of the bases of the

alkalis a great change took place in this respect, for these

substances, metallic from many points of view, especially

with reference to their chemical afiinities, are lighter than

water, and at first, on this account, were by some chemists

not admitted to rank as metals. The discovery of the me-

tallic bases of the alkalis was followed by that of the bases

of the earths— calcium, barium, and strontium, 1807; zir-

conium, 1824; aluminium, glucinium, and yttrium, 1823.

These metals are all light as compared with the older

metals, but heavy in comparison with the metallic bases

of the alkalis, the lightest of which- lithium, discovered

in 1818— has only a little more than half the specific

gravity of water. Cadmium, another heavy metal associ-

ated with zinc in its mode of occurrence, and of some im-

portance in the arts, was also separated from its oxid in

1818. Many metals have been discovered within the past

few years, cJl of great interest from the scientific point of

view, but no one of them of economical importance, or

occurring in sufficient quantity to be utilized to any^^r
tent even if possessing valuable properties. So doubtful

and difficult are the chemical reactions of some of these

elements that their exact number cannot be stated. Sev-

eral have been worked over by chemists for years with-

out any definite conclusion having been reached; several

after having been accepted for a while, have been dropped

from the list. There are about seventy generally recogr

nized elements (see element), although some three or four

of these may still be considered as more or less doubtful.

Of the seventy thirteen are decidedly non-metallio ; these
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m sulphur, phosphorus, finorin, chlorln, iodine, bromine,
silicon, boron, carbon, nitrogen, hydrogen, oxygen, and
seleDlam; all the other elements are considered to be
metals, and seleninm was formerly generally so consid-
ered, bat latterly it has been decidedly included among
the non-metal^ and the name has been changed by some
to lelenioH, to make it correspond with carbon, baron,
and aliam, with which elements it is to a certain extent
chemically affiliated. Tellurium, on the other hand, al-
though closely related chemically to sulphur and seleni-
um, has always been classed among the metals, chiefly
because, although brittle^ it has a decided metallic luster.
The names of the metals, so far as is possible, all end in
•tcm; even plaUaa is frequently written piottnunt. A di-
vision of the elements into metals andnoD.metalsisrecog-
nized by chemists at the present time as being rather a
matter of conrenience from the popular point of viewHum
as one capable of exact scientific definition. The words
metaUic and metai, however, cannot be dispensed with in
common life and the arts, and their use can very rarely
lead to any confusion. The exceptions to this general
statement that the metals have a *' metallic " luster, and
that the non-metals do not, are, on the whole, extremely
insignificant. Only in the case of selenium and phosphorus
in certain of their allotropic forms could there be any ques-
tion as to whether the term metaOie hater could properly
be used with reference to a non-metaL

2. In printing and type-founding. See type-
metal.—3. The matenal of glass, pottery, etc.,

in a state of fnsion.

If no tongues of flame make their appearance, the calci-

nation is complete. The contents of the pot are then
shovelled out, and allowed to cool and harden into what
is technically called metai or "pmssiate cake."

SponiBneye. Manuf., L 270.

^V'hite glass or enamel is made byadding either arsenic
or the oxide of tin to the melted metal.

Worlahqp Beeeipts, 1st ser., p. 54.

4. pi. The rails of a railway. [CoUoq.]

He stood obstiiiately on the metals until the train came
up and cut him to pieces.

C Jfonnn, Gates of Herat^ p. 95.

5. In her., one of the two tinctures or and ar-

gent—that is, gold and silver.— 6. Materials
for roads; especially, the broken stones nsed
as ballasting on a road-bed or railway.— 7.
The aggregate number, mass, or effeetiTe pow-
er of the guns carried by a ship of war.

Oblige me by looking that British man-of-war well over.
Does she carry more metal than the President ?

Joeiah Quincy, Figures of the Past, p. 232.

8. That of which anything is composed; form-
ative material; hence, constitution; intrinsic

quality, as of a person.

As his minde is tempered and qualified, so are his
speeches and language at large, and his inward conceits
be the mettall of his minde, and his manner of vtterance
the very warp and woofe of his conceits.

PvUenliam, Arte of Eng. Foesie, p. 121.

Sir, I am made
Of the self-same metal that my sister is.

Shak., Lear, L 1. 71.

9. Courage ; spirit ; mettle. In this sense now
always mettle.

Being glad to find their companions had so much metalj

after a long debate the major part carried it.

Clarendon, Civil War.

lOf. A mine. Danes.
It was impossible to live wiUioat our king but as slaves

live : that is, such as are visibly dead, and persons con-
demned to metedg.

Jer. Taylor, Ductor Dubitantium, £p. Ded.

Alch metal, or Aich's metal, an alloy of about two
parts of zinc with three of copper, to which about two per
cent, of iron is added. This alloy is very malleable at a
red heat^ and can be hammered, rolled, or drawn into

fine wire. It has been used in Austria for cannon, and
is b^eved to have been known to the Chinese.— An-
tifriction metals. See antijaetion.— Babbitt metal.
(Named from Isaac BalMtt, the inventor (1799-1862).]

An alloy of tin with copper and antimony, used for bear-

ings, bushings, or pillow-blocks. This alloy consists of

S3 per cent, of tin, &e remaining 17 per cent. Iieing made
up of the two other metals. Sometimes called baMUUng.
— Base TOStsis, in metal., the metals not classed as noble,
especially lead, sdnc, copper, and iron.—Bath metal.
(Named from Bath, England.] A white brass consisting of
55 parts of copper and 45 of zinc. The name is also given to
other combinations of the same metals.—Blue metal, (a)

A well-sinkers' name for blue day. (J) See Vive.—Bowl-
metal, aname given to antimony iu the second stage of the
English smelting process of thatmetaL— Britanniamet-
al, an alloy containing tin, antimony, and copper, to which
bismuth, zinc, and l^d are occasionally added- The es-

sential metal is tin, which usually constitutes nine tenths

or more of the mass, the antimony and copper being add-

ed to give the desired hardness. This alloy is extensive-

ly used for table-ware, being usually, for that purpose,

covered with a thin coating of silver, and sold as silver-

plate. In the best plated ware, however, the silver is

laid on a body of German silver.—Coarse metal, the
technical name of the product of the second operation in

the process of smelting mixed cupriferous ores in Great
Britain, especially at Swansea. The product of this opera-

tion, which is performed in a reverberatory fumacei is a
matte or regulus containing iron and copper in combina-

tion with siSphnr in about the same proportion in which
they are present in copper pyrites, togeuier with slag.

—

Composition metal. See eom^oatUm.—Dutch metal,
SeeDutcA.—Fusible metaL a metaUic alloy that fuses at

a very low temperature. Such alloys are usually composed
of lead, tin, and bismuth. Among those best known are

—

Newton's metal, containing 8 parts of bismuth, 5 of lead.
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and 3 of tin, which fuses at 202°; Sose's metal, 2 parts of bis-
muth, 1 eachof tinandlead,fufflDgat 201°; and an alloy of
5partsotbismuth,3oflead, and2oftin,fnsingatl97'. The
addition of cadmium to alloys of bismuth, tin, and l^d low-
ers their fusing-point considerably. Thus, if from S to 10
percent- of cadmium is added to Ei^'s metal, the melting-
point is reduced to 167'. The alloys known as Wood's and
Wood and Lipinsky's metals are such alloys of cadmium,
bismuth, tin, and lead. Oneof these, containing cadmium
4 parts, and tin, lead, and bismuth each 5 parts, melts at
150'. The addition of mercury to fusible alloys like New-
ton's and Bose's metals is said also to lower their fusing-
point considerably.— Gathered metal. See laded metal,
under 2adei.— Gedges's metaL Same as Aieh metal.—
HeavymetaL See Aeacyi.— Bier's metal, a gun-metal
composed of 100 parts of copper, 75 of zinc, and 10 of iron.

—Laded metaL See iad«i.—Light metal, snymetal of
wbich the specific gravity is less tlian 5.—Uagnetic met-
als, iron, nickel, cobalt^ chromium, and manganese.—
Kuntz'smetaL [NamedfromMr.JftmlzofBirmingham,
the inventor. ] Yellow metal ; an alloy of 3 parts of copper
and2of zinc, differing from common brass in beingmiUlea-
ble when hot. It is cheaper and can be more easily rolled
than copper, and has taken its place as the material used
for sheathing, formerly one of the most important uses to
wliich copper was put. TeUow metal is its general com-
mercial name. Also called patent metal.—Newton's
metaL See ftaMe metal, above.— Noble or perfect
metals,gold, silver, andplatinum ; so called becausewhen
exposed to the air they do not oxidize like other metals,
but retain their metallic luster.—Or^an- or plpe-met-
al, an alloy of tin and lead, with or without zinc, used for
the consfaruction of organ-pipes. The value of the metiQ
depends principally upon tile proportion of tin used, less
than 50 per cent^ maldng poor metaL A fair percentage
of tin is indicated by a spotted surface, hence good metal
is also called fpotted natal.—Patent metaL Same as
Jfunte'snuto^.—Pimple-metaL SeeviAA«nieta2.—Point
Of fusion ofmetals. Seefiaion— Prince's metaL &n
alloy said to have tieen so called because first prepared by
Prince Knpert ("1619-82X nephew of Charles I. of England,
who invented, or at least introduced into England, the so-
called "PrinceKupert'sdrops." There is no certaintyin re-
gard to the composition of the alloy called prince's metaL
By most writers it is said to have be«n a kind of brass ; oth-
ers describe it as an alloy of copper and arsenic—Rose's
metaL See/ueible metal, a-hove,—Tobummetalstoge-
ther. SeeAumi.—^WMtemetaLtheprodnctotthetourth
operation in thesmdting ofmixed cupriferousores(accord-
ing to the English process). Theobjectof this stage of tile

process is to remove the iron, and the work is done in a re-
verberatory furnace, the third stage having been a calcina-
tion of the coarse metal, with tiie object of converting
the sulphuret of iron into an oxid. The product of the
fourth operation is variously designated as blue, white, or
pimple-metal, according to tiie percentage of copper con-
tained and the peculiar appearance exhibited. Portions
having a smooth lustrous fracture, and containing from 60
to 70percent of copper, are designated as blue meSd; those
of grayish-white color, with granular fracture, and con-
taining from 75 to 78 per cent of copper, are called white
metal. Pimple-metal is that which contains more than 78
per cent of copper, and has its surface pimpled from the
escape of sulphurous acid gas.— Wood's metaL See
/usible metal, above.^YeI10W metaL Same as Jftnitz'g

metal.

metal (met'al), V. t.; pret. and pp. metaled or
metaUed, ppir. metaling or metalling. [< metal,

n.] To put metal on; cover, as roads, with
broken stones or metal.
metal. An abbreviation of metallurgy.

metal-bath (met'al-bath), n. See batV-.

metal-casting (met 'al-l^' ting), m. 1. The
act or process of producing casts in metal by
pouring it when in a state of fusion into a mold.— 2. A piece of cast metal having a form that
adapts it for iise in machinery, manufactures,
etc.

metaldehyde (me-tal'df-hid), «. [< Gr. /lerd,

with, + E. aldehyde.2 A substance into which
aldehyde is partially converted in contactwith
acids at a low temperature. It is a white crys-

talline solid.

metaled, metalled (met'ald), a. 1. Covered
with metal, especially with road-metal or bal-

last: macadamized: as, newly Jreetofed roads.

—

2t. Full of fire or ardor; mettled; dazzling;

glancing. See mettled,

I hate such measnr'd, give me metaWd fire.

That trembles in the blaze, but then mounts higher.

B. Jonson, Epigram to William Earle of NewcasUe
(on Fencing.

metalepsis (met-a-lep'sis), «. [L., < Gri. fterd-

7jplitc, participation, assumption, alternation, <

lisTcihrrrdi, partaken in, < /leraAaftpdvetv, par-

take in, < fieri, among, + kafipivew, take.] A
rhetorical figure or trope assumed by some
ancient writers, and supposed to consist in

substituting a word for a synonym or homo-
nym, which latter is at the same time under-

stood in a metaphorical or transferred sense

:

as, " settle caverns"for "black caverns," this in

its turn meaning "dark or gloomy caverns."

The sence ismuch altered& the hearers conceit strangly

entangled by the figure Metalepsie, which I call the farfet.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesiei p. 152.

metalepsy (met'a-lep-si), ». [< Gr. /wra^ic,
alternation : see metalepsis.'] In ehem., change
or variation produced by the displacement of

an element or radical in a compound by its

chemical equivalent: same as subsUtufion.

metalliferous

metaleptiC (met-a-lep'tik), a. [< Gr. /lera/Jr-

-riKo;, capable of partaking (cf. fUTo/ir^t^, par-
ticipation), < lUTaJjpiTO^, partaken in : see meta-
lepsis and metalepsy.1 1. Pertaining to a
metalepsis or participation; translative.— 2.
Transverse : as, the metaleptic motion of a mus-
cle.— 3. In eliem., pertaining to, resulting from,
or characterized by metalepsy, or the substitu-
tion of one substance for another which has
been displaced.

metaleptical (met^a-lep'ti-kal), a. [< metalep-
tic + -aJ.] Same as metalejjtic.

metaleptlcally (met-a-lep'ti-kal-i), odr. In
a metaleptical manner ; by transposition.

The name of promises may metaleptieally be extended
to comminations. Bp. Sanderson, Promissory Oaths, L § 9.

metal-gage (met'al-gaj), n. Agage usedfor de-
termining the thiclmess of sheet-metaL -B. H.
Knight.
metaline (met'al-in), «. [< metal + -tne^.] i.

A kind of thread for sewing leather, made of

twisted strands of linen and brass, copper, or
steel wire.—2. A compound for forming a
lubricating-surface in journal-boxes. It is

made up of metallic oxids, oi^anic materials,
wax, and fatty matters.

metaling, metalling (met'al-ing), n. [T'erbal

n. of meUil, ».] The matenal which forms the
road-bed of a macadamizedroad or of a railway,
chiefly broken stones ; road-metaL
The air is filled with a choking precipitate of the kun-

ker, or carbonate of lime nodules, which form the metal-
liny of the road. IT. H. BusseU, Diary in India, I. 145.

metalist, «. See metaUist.

metallic (me-tal'ik), a. [= F. Tnetallique = Sp.
metdlico = Pg. It. metaUieo (cf. D. metaUiek,
metallisch= G. metdUisch= Dan. Sw. metaUisk),

< L. metaVidis, < Gr. nsraXfuitdQ, of or eoneem-
ing mines or metaL < /^eroXXov, a mine (metal)

:

see metal, «.] 1. Consisting of or having the
characters of a metsQ; made np of metal or of

an alloy. This word is used to indicate the condition
of a metal (see mOUH) in which it exists by itself and not
mineralized or combined with those substances which
take away its metallic character and convert it into an ore,

in which the elements^ substance exists, but often with
characters greatiy differing from those which it has when
separated &om its mineralizers, or reduced to the metal-
lic form.

She said ; and lo ! a palace towering seems,
With Parian pillars and metaUic beams.

IT. King, Rufinus, or the Favourite.

Among the most metaUic of the metals is a gas.

J. N. Lodcyer, Spect AnaL, p. 167.

2. Characteristic of a metal: as, a metaUic
luster.—3. Having one or more properties re-

sembling lliose of metals: as, a metaUic voice.

A distinct, hollow, metalUe, and clangorous, yet appar-
ently muffled, reverberation.

Poe, Fall of the House of Usher.

Metallic-adamantine luster, a variety of luster inter-

mediate between submetallicandadamantine, characteris-
tic of pyrargyrite, some cemsite and octahedrite, etc

—

HetaUic ammunition, hnr, currency, dust, feather.
See the nouns.—Metallic beetles, a collectors* name for
coleopterous insects of the family fujTrestuffle. See cut un-
d^ BupresHs.— Metallic lath. See lathingi.—Metallic
oxid, acompound ofmetal and oxygen.—Metallicpaper,
paper the surface of which is washed over with a solution
of whiting, lime, and size. Writing done with a pewter
pencil upon such paper is almost indelible—Metallic
salts, those salts which have a metal or metallic oxid for
their base, as lead carbonate.—MetsUlic scales. See
metaUicfeather, under/eoOer.—Metallic standard. See
standard.— Metallic tinkling, in pathol. , a high-pitehed
tinkle heard In the lungs in pneumothorax, or in the case
of a lung cavity under certain conditions.—Metallic-tis-
sue loom. See looml:

metallicalt (me-tal'i-kal), a. [< metaUic + -al.J

Same as metaUic.

Ifow, by electrical bodies, I understand not such as are
metoBieal, mentioned by Pliny and the Antients.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. i.

metallically (me-tal'i-kal-i), adv. As a metal

;

bymeans of orbytheuse ofmetal ; with a metal

;

as regards metEulie properties.

They [two plates of different metals] are metaUicaUy con-
nected together. Preeee and SvmmgM, Telegraphy, p. S.

Let us conceive a metaUieally pure cylinder of wrought
or cast iron. Pop. Sei. Mo., XXXTT. 299.

metallicity (met-a-lis'i-ti), n. [< metallic +
-t^.] The condition of being a metal; metal-

lic character or constitution.

They [the alchemists] held that mercury enters into the

composition of all metals, and is the very cause of their

metattictty. Bneye. Brit, XTI. 32.

metallifacture (met'al-i-fak'tur), n. [< L. mc-

taUum, a metal, + factura, a making: see fae-

ture.] The manufacture of metals. [Eare.]

metalliferous (met-a-lif'e-rus), a. [=F. metof-

lifere = Sp. metalifero; Ch. metalUfer, yielding

metals, < metaUum, a metal, +ferre = E. 6earl.]



metalliferous

Producing or yielding metal: as, metalliferous

deposits or veins ; a metalliferous district.

metalliform (me-tal'i-f6rm), a. [= F. mitalli-

forme; < L. metallum, a metal, + forma, form.]
Having the form or properties of metal ; like

metal.

metallify (me-tal'i-fi), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. me-

tallified, ppr. metalUfying. [< metal + -i-fy.'\ To
convert into metal.

The Augustin process ot silver extraction is only a pecu-
liar mode ol metallifyinff and collecting the silver of an
ore after it has been by some preliminary operation con-
verted into chloride or sulphate. Encyc. BrU., XXII. 70.

metallikon (me-tal'i-kon), n. [< Gr. /^eraTi/LiKSv,

neut. of iJ.ETaX7i.iK6i, of metal, metallic : see me-
tallic.'] AnEnglisn architectural surface-deco-
ration, consisting of glass plates on whieli are
cemented ornaments of glass, terra-cotta, etc.

metalline (mefal-in), a. [= P. mStallin = It.

metallino; as m^ial + -dne^.] Of a metalUe na-
ture or quality; consisting of orlike metal; con-
taining metal : as, metalline water.

The quicksilver . . . [was] by this means brought to
appear a very close and lovely nnetalline cylinder, not in-

terrupted by interspersed bubbles as before.
Boyle, Works, I. 49.

metalling, n. See metaling.

metallist, metalist (met'al-ist), n. [< metal (L.

metallum) + -ist] 1. A worker in metals, or

one skilled in the knowledge of metals.

The skilful metalUxt, that flndeth and reflneth those
precious veines for publike use, is rewarded, is honoured.

Bp. Hall, Epistles, v. 7.

2. An advocate of the use of metal (silver or
gold) as currency. Compare himetalUst, mono-

Perhaps for this reason he has recently reaped a golden
harvest by carrying out the principles of the silver metal-
lists. Scieruse, VIII. 76.

metallization (mefal-i-za'shon), n. [= P. me-
tallisation= Sp. mstdiizaoion= Pg. metallizagao;

as metallize + -aUon.l The act or process of

metallizing, or forming or transforming into a
metal. Also spelled metallisation Metalliza-
tion of wood, the impregnation of wood with an inor-
ganic substance, by which the pores become so completely
Slled that the wood acquires, to a certain extent, the quali-
ties of a mineral.

metallize (met'al-iz), v. t. ; pret. and pp. met-
allized, ppr. metallizing. [= P. m6talliser = Sp.
metalizar= Pg. metallizar; as mstal + 4ze.'\ To
form or transform into metal ; render metallic.

Also spelled metallise Metallized glass. &eeglam.

metallochrome (me-tal'o-krom), n. [< Ur. //£-

Ta.\%m, a metal, + xP<->H-<'-! color.] A beautiful
prismatic tintingimpartedby electrolytic action
to polished steel plates by depositing on them
a thin film of oxid of lead.

metallochromy (met'a-ld-kr6"mi), n. [As me-
talloehrome + -2/3.] The art or process of color-

ing metals.

Metallo-chromy isused to produce decorative effeqts upon
objects of copper, tombac, and brass, previously treated to
a thin electro-gilding.

W, H. WaM, Galvanoplastic Manipulations, p. 407.

metallographic (mef'a-lo-graf'ik), a. [< me^
allograph-y + -ic] Of or pertaining to metal-
lography.
metallograpMst (met-a-log'ra-fist), m. [< met-
allograph-^ + -tst.] A writer on metallography.
metallography (met-a-log'ra-fi), n. [= P. m^-
tallographie = Sp. metalografia = Pg. metallo-

graphia, < Gr. /ieroXW, a metal, + -ypafla, <

Ypafsiv, write.] 1. An account of metals, or a
treatise on metallic substances ; the science of
metals.— 2. A process of decorating metals.
It consists of a simple system of printing from wooden
blocks in acids, in such manner as to produce an imitation
of the grain of the wood.

3. Amethod of engraving, allied to lithography,

in which metallic plates are substituted for
stones.

metalloid (met'a-loid), a. and n. [= P. mStal-

Jmde; < Gr. /leraXXov, metal, + eldog, form.] I.

a. Eclating to metalloids; like metal; having
the form or appearance of a metal.

II. ». In chem., a term which has been vari-

ously applied : as, (a) to the metallic bases of

the fixed alkalis and alkaline earths, probably
in consequence of their low specific gravity;

and (6) to all the non-metallic elementary sub-

stances. In the latter sense it is now used by chemists.
The metalloids are thirteen in number : oxygen, hydrogen,
nitrogen, carbon, chlorin, bromine, iodine, fluorin, sulphur,
selenium, phosphorus, boron, and silicon. The distinction

between a metal and a metalloid is, however, purely arti-

ficial, being based &a physical rather than chemical cri-

teria ; but, broadly, a metal may be said to differ from a
metalloid in being an excellent conductor of heat and
electricity, in reflecting light more or less powerfully,

and in being electropositive. Though a metalloid may
possess one or more of these characters, it will not be
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found to unite them all. Berzelius, in his claasiflcatlon,

restricts the term metalloid to the inflammable non-
metallic elements— sulphur, phosphorus, carbon, and bo-

ron. See el&ment, 3, and metal, 1.

metalloidal (met-a-loi'dal), a. [< metalloid +
-al.] Of or pertaining to a metalloid or met-
alloids ; of the nature of a metalloid.

Long heat-waves in their action upon TnetaUoidal mole-

cules only produce bands and fluted spaces.

J. N. Lockyer, Spect. Anal., p. 175.

metallophone (me-tal'o-fon), n. [< Gr. fdraX-

hjv, a metal, + (jxjv^, a sound.] 1. A piano-

forte with graduated metal bars instead of

strings.— 2. An instrument like the xyl ophone,

but with metallic instead of wooden bars.

metalloplastic (mefa-lo-plas'tik), a. [< Gr.

fieraMov, metal, + TrXiaaeiv, mold, form.] Per-
taining to the arts of depositing metals or ob-
taining metal casts by either electric or chemi-
cal methods.
metalloscopic (met'a-lo-skop'ik), a. [< met-

alloscop-y + -ic] Oi or pertaining to metal-
loscopy.

Metal[l]08copic phenomena are most analogous to those
here described. Am^r. Jour, Psychol., I. 603.

metalloscopy (met'a-lo-sko'''pi), n. [< Gr. fii-

Tokiov, metal, + aamtlv, view.] The art of de-
termining by external application what metals
or metallic substances act most easily and
favorably upon a given person. BucKs Hand^
book of Med. Sciences, IV. 749.

metallotlierapeutic(met"a-lo-ther-a-pii'tik),a.
Pertaining to metallotherapy.
metallotberapy (met'a-lo-ther"a-pi), n. [< Gr.

fjiraXXov, metsfl, -t- depaiksia, medical treatment.]
The treatment of disease by the external appli-

cation of metals. Fii«t formulated as a system by
Bm'q in 1848, and hence often called Burmxm, it has
been recenUy revived by Charcot; Simple disks of various
metals are employed in contact with the external parts ot
the body, from which different therapeutic results are
claimed. Other observers assert that all the phenomena
described as following the application of metals may be
produced by disks of wood, and that whatever curative
results are attained are due to mental effects, rather than
to any special virtues emanating from the metals them-

metallurgic (met-a-16r'jik), a. [= P. m^taTlwr-

gique = Sp. metaturgico = Pg. metallurgico, <

NL. metallurgicu^,< metallurgia, metallurgy:
see metallurgy.'] Pertaining to metallurgy, or
the art of working metals Metallurgic ohemis-
tryi *^^* P^ *** chemistry which teaches the combina-
tions and analyses of metals.

metallurgical (met-a-ler'ji-kal), a. [< metal-
lurgic + -al.] Eelating to or connected with
metallurgy; belonging to the working of met-
als : as, metallurgical investigations or pursxdts.

metallurgically (met-a-16r'ji-kal-^), adv. By
metallurgical methods ; as regards metallurgy.

metallurgist (met'al-6r-jist), n. [= P. m^tallur-

giste = Sp. metalurgista = Pg. metallurgista; as
metallurg-y + 4st.] One who is versed in the
science of metallurgy ; one who scientifically

studies the operations of the smelter.

metallurgy (met'al-er-ji), «. [= P. m4tallurgie
z= Sp. metalurgia'= Pg. It. metallurgia, < NL.
mstallurgia, < Gr. fjeraATiovpydg, working metals,
a miner, < /xETa?}iov, a mine (metal), + Ipyov,

work.] The science of smelting, in smelting, the
metals are separated byknown methods from the mineral-
izing substances with which, with few exceptions, they
naturally occur combined. Thus, the common ore of lead
is galena, a combination of sulphur with that metal. The
smelter treats this combination in the furnace, and the re-

sult is metallic lead. The treatment of some ores is simple
and easy ; that of others is difficult and complex. Smelt-
ing implies the use of fire, or separation of the metal in
the dry way, but processes carried on in the humid way
ai'e not unfrequently employed in the treatment of metal-
liferous ores. This is not ordinarily called smelting, but
metallurgical treatment. The ores of many mining re-

gions are treated at or near the place where they are mined,
but it is not at all uncommon for ores to be carried to a
great distance to be smelted. Thus, until within a few
years, a large part of the copper used in the world was
smelted at Swansea, in Wales, from ores brought from va-
rious countries, metallurgical skill and the command of
cheap fuel making it desirable to have the ore treated there
rather than at the place where it was mined. Abbreviated
metal.

metalmant (met'al-man), n. [< metal + man.]
A worker in metals ; a coppersmith or tinman.
A smith, or a metalTnan,, the pot 's never from his nose.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 110.

metalogic (met-a-loj'lk), n. [< Gr. fMerd,, after,
-I- B. logic] T'he part of metaphysics which
concerns logic.

metalogical (met-a-loj'i-kal), a. [As metalogic
+ -al.] Beyond the province ot logic; tran-
scending the sphere of logic.

metal-plane (met'al-plan), n. A form of plane
used to face soft inetal plates by taking fine
shavings from them. The angle of the cutter

metamorphism
with the sole is adapted to the hardness of the
metal to be worked.
metal-saw (met'al-sfl,)j n. A hard steel saw with
fine teeth, stretched m a frame and used for
savnng metal.
metal-wheel (met'al-hwel), n. In grinding and
polishing, a lap.

metal-work (met'al-wferk), n. Work, especially
artistic work, in metal.
metamathematics (met-a-math-e-mat'iks), n.

[< Gr. fierd, after, -I- /jaBtijlaTiKd, mathematics.]
The metaphysics of mathematics; the philoso-
phy of non-Euclidean geometry and the like.

metamer (met'a-m6r), n. [See metamere.] A
compound which is metameric, or exhibits the
property of metamerism.
The two methyl and ethyl metamers seem distinguish-

able. PhUos. Mag., XXV. 286.

metamera, ». Plural of metameron.
metameral (met'a-me-ral), a. [< metamere +
-al.] 1. Pertaining to' or comprising meta-
meres; having correspondence or agreement
between parts.—2. 'ba.zool., same as metajMeric.

metamere (met'a-mer), n. [Also metameron; <

Gr. //era, after, + iikpoq, a part.] In eool., one
of a longitudinal series of parts which are

serially homologous with one another. See
metameric, metamerism. The construction of bilat-

erally symmetrical bodies by metamerism is common
and usual in the animal kingdom, and is exhibited in

such diversity of details that metameres have received
several different names. The most general name is seg-

ment; but, since several morphologically distinct meta-
meres may coalesce in one segment, the stricter term lor

an individual metamere, such as each morphological seg-

ment or ring of an annelid, crustacean, insect, or other
articulate animal, is somite or arthromere. A morpho-
logical metamere of a vertebrate has been called a aiar-

throm^re. Compare actinomere and and'wwre.—Ambula-
cral metameres. See amiulaaral.

metameric (met-a-mer'ik), a. [As metamere
+ -ic] 1. In chem., pertaining to or charac-

terized by metamerism.— 2. In zool., of or per-

taining to a metamere or metamerism; being
a metamere, or resulting from metamerism;
situated in the long axis of the body as one of

a longitudinal series of like parts ; segmental

;

Semitic.

metamerically (met-a-mer'i-kal-i), adv. So as

to be metameric ; in or by way of metamerism;
as a metamere.
metamerism (met'a-me-rizm), n. [As meta-
mere + -ism.] 1. in cHem., a form of isomer-

ism, that property of certain compound bodies

by which theyhave the same chemical elements
combined in the same proportion andvrith the

samemolecularweight, while differingin chemi-

cal properties. Thus, aldehyde and ethylene oxid have
their elements in the same proportion, C2H4O, and the

same molecular weight, 44, but are very different in their

chemical properties. Twometameric bodies do not, how-
ever, belong to the same class or series of compounds. See

tsomeram, polymerism.
2. In eool., a metameric condition; the state

of being metameric ; segmentation of the body
of an animal along the primary or longitudinal

axis, resulting in a series of more or less simi-

lar consecutive parts which are serially homol-
ogous. See metamere, antimere.

metamerization (met-a-mer-i-za'shon), n. [<

metdmerize + -ation.] division into nietameres.

A very regular internal metamerizoMmi.
Encyc. Brit., XVn. 828.

metamerize (met'a-me-riz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

metamerized, TpTpr.'meiamerizing. [< metamere
+ -ize.] To make metamerous; divide into

metameres.
Although the vertebrate body is a metameric one, this

archinephric duct is not a metam.erized organ.
Oegeniaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 602.

metameron (me-tam'e-ron), n.; pi. metamera
(-rS,). [NL.: see m.etamere.] Same as metamere.

mefamerous (met'a^mer-us), a. [As metamere
+ -Otis.] Same a,s"metameral and metameric, 2.

A. A. W. Huhrecht, Micros. Science, XXVII. 613.

metamery (met'a-me-ri), n. [As metamere +
-2/8.] The condition of being metameric; met-

amerism. A. A. W. Subrecht, Micros. Science,

XXVn. 610.

metamorphic (met-a-m6r'fik), a. [= F. mSta-

morphique; as Gr. fieri, among (denoting inter-

change), -I- jjopi^, form, -I- -ic. Of. metamorpho-
sis.] 1. Producing metamorphosis; changing
the form or structure ; transforming : as, a metor

morpMc cause or agency ; metamorphic action.

— 2. Exhibiting metamorphosis or metamor-
phism; changed in form or structure; meta-
morphosed Metamorphic rocks, in ged. See meta-

morphism.

metamorphism (met-a-m6r'fizm), n. [As meta-

morphic + -ism,] The process of metamor-



metamorpUsm
phosing, or ehangmg the form or stxuoture;
speeifically, ehemical change and rearrange-
ment of the constituents of a rock hy which
they are made to assume new forms and enter
into new combinations, the most important
result of these changes being that the rock be-
comes harder andmore crystalline in structure.
Thus, the metamorpliic slates are crystalline schists. The
sedimentary rocks, especially those made np of the debris
of feldapathic minerals, are those most liable to undergo
metamorphiam ; hence it is that the argillaceous rocks
ofler the moat conspicuous examples of tliis process, and
It is these which are most Entered in external characters
by it, foliation and slaty cleavage being often highly de-
veloped in the process. Volcanic roclss also are subject
to metamorphio changes, although the results are usu-
ally much less conspicuous to the eye unaided by a mi-
croscope than in the case of the sedimentary deposits.
Examples of metamorpliism are the conversion of ordi-
nary earthy limestone into crystalline marble, of argilla-
ceous shales into various kinds of schists (mica-schist,
talc-schist, etc.X and of sandstone into quartzite. Close-
ly connected with the phenomena of metamorphism is

-Uie development in a rock of a slaty cleavage or of a fo-
liated structure. Metamorphio agencies and the results
which they have brought al)oat have been much studied
of late years by geologists, and the modern methods of
lithological reses^ch have been most important aids in tliis

<lirection- The most obvious and generally accepted clas-
sification of metamorphio action is into "con^t" and
'*r^onaL " metamorphism. In the case of contact meta-
morphism the changes observed are apparently due— in
large part^ at least—to the presence of an adjacent mass
of rock, usually of an intrusive cliaracter, as when the
strata are seen to have been altered along the w^ls of a
dike. In the case of regional metamorphism, when large
masses of rock are found to have been affected and ren-
dered crj-stalline without any special cause being visible
in the form of adjacent intrusive or igneous material, the
phenomena are more difficult of explanation than in the
oase of contact metamorpliism. In the course pf the nu-
merous discussions of tliis subject a great number of new
terms have lieen introduced, the meaning of which is,

owing to the complexly of the phenomenaand the imper-
fection of the observations, often rather obscure ; some of
these terms may herebe cited. Assynonyms of "r^onal"
metamorphism, the epithets "normal" and "general"
have been used by some authors, while others have indi-
cated a desire to sx>ecialize in their application. Thus,
Prestwich limits "normal metamorphio " to the changes
•due to central heat, and "regional metamorphism" to
changes effected by the heat produced locally within the
crust of the earth by transformation Into heat of the
mechanical work of compression or of crushing of parts
of the earth. Bonney desires to reserve the phrase "re-
gional metamorphism " for those ancient rocks occupying
extensive areas of the earth's surface "which, whatever
be their history, are in all probability byno means in their
-original condiSon." Dana prefers " local " to " contact^"
but does not use the two exactly as synonyms, since he
makes local "Include changes due to heated emanations
and other conditions where there are no contacts"— in
o^er words, he uses "local " rather as the opposite of
"general," ignoring the idea embodied in the term "con-
tact," namely tliat a visible cause of the observed meta-
morpliism is present in the form of an adjacent mass of
intrusiveorheterogeneous rock. Kinahan proposes "met-
apepsis" and "paroptesis" as the synonyms of regional
and contact metamorphism. " Why we need go to the
Greek for [thej two words is not clear." {Dana.) Many
geologists are of the opinion that the movements which
the rocks composing the earth's crust have undergone in
certain r^ions, which movements must necessarily have
been accompanied by pressure, stress, shearing, or " flow,

"

have been among the most important causes of metamor-
phio clumge. The most comprehensive term by.which
metamorphism originating in conditions of this Idnd has
1>een designated is that introduced by Rosenbnsch, "dy-
namical." Other writers on this subject have used as be-
ing nearly or quite synonymous with "dynamical" the fol-

lowing : "pressure," "compression," " mechanical," "fric-
tion," " dislocation." Jnddhas introdnced the term " stat^

ical metamorphism " as indicating changes which may
liave taken place in deep-seated rocks quite independently
of any movement to wiiichthey have been subjected. As
designating and discriminating between various kinds of
metamorphio changes, with special reference to the char-
acter of the results produced, Dana has introduced the
terms "crystaIlinic,""paramorphic," and"metachemic."
The first of these implies a simple development of a crys-
talline condition in tlie original materisd, such, for in-

stance^ as takes place in the conversion of limestone into
marble ("marmarosis " of Geikie) ; the second, a change
from one paramorphic state to another, as from angite to
hornblende ; the tliird, a change through chemical trans-

formations, as of chrysolite'to serpentine. " Metasomatic
metamorphism " (or, in one word, "metasomatosis") and
"methylosis" are terms which have been su^ested in
this connection, but whichhave metwith little favor ; they
were apparently intended by their authors to include
chemical clianges similar to those which take place in the
formation of psendomorpbs, and are allied to the " met-
achemic" of Dana. "Metastasis" and "metacrasis" are
terms wliich liave been coined, but have not become cur-
rent—the one to denote clianges somewhat similar to
those included by Dana under "ciystallinic," the other
(as defined by that author) to "denote changes like the
conversion of a mass of mud into a mass of quartz with
mica and other silicates."

metamorphlze (met-a-m6r'fiz), v. t.'j pret. and
pp. metamorphized, ppr. metamorphieing. [As
metamorph-ie + -ize.J To change; transform;
metamorphose. De Quincey.

metamorphology (met^a-mdr-fol'o-ji), n, [<

Gr. fUTaii6p(t){uai(), a transformation (see meta-

motpho»is)j+ -?x)yia, < 7Jyecv, speak : see -ology.'i

In Inol., the science of the metamorphoses or

changes which an individual undergoes from
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the time it ceases to be an embryo to the time it

ceases to live as a bodily organism. Metamor-
phology and embryology together constitute
ontogeny.
As soon as the organism has left [the egg-coverings], it

is no longer an embryo. The later changes of this form
the subject of the science of metamorphoses, or metamor-
phology. Haeckel, Evol. of Man (trans.), II. 460.

metamorpliopsia (met'a-m6r-fop'si-a), n. [<
Gr. fierafiZp(li((xic), transformation (sedmetaTnor-
plwsis), + o)ii, eye.] A pathological condition
of the eyes in which objects appear elongated,
irregular, or confused.
metamorphoscope (met-a-m6r'fo-sk6p), n. [<
6r. /teTa/idp(p(o<jic), transformation (see metamor-
phosis), T aKOKtlv, view.] A toy in which pic-
tured forms of human beings or other animals
are made to interchange heads, bodies, legs, or
wearing-apparel. The pictures are drawn or painted
on a series of bands of muslin or paper, each having inde-
pendent motion on rollers in a box, and each of a differ-
ent length from the otheis. The bands are arrangedwith
their edges as near together as possible, and the figures
are painted across the entire series. The motion of the
bands is made constantly to displace the parts of the dif-
ferent figures and recombine them in ludicrous fasMon at
a slot in the cover of the liox.

metamorplioset (met-a-m6r'f6s), n. [< F. mita^
morphose = Sp. m«tdmorf6sis or nwtam&rfosis
=Pg. metamorplwse=lt. metam<rrfose,< L. meta-
morpliosis, < Gr. /jerafiopiptMnc, a transformation

:

see metamorphosis.^ A transformation in shape
or character ; metamorphosis.
My metaTnorpJiose is not held unfit,

Middleton, Family of Love, iv. 2.

metamorphose (met-a-mdr'foz), ». t. ; pret. and
pp. metamorphosed, ppr. metamorphosing. [= F.
mStamorphoser; < metamorphose, n., metamor-
phosis.'] To change into a (Afferent form ; alter
or mo^Lfy the shape or character of; trans-
form; transmute.

Thus men (my lord) be metamorphosed^
From seemely shape, to byrds, and ougly beasts.

(xoscoigne^ Ckimplaint of Philomene.

Thou, Julia, thou hast metamorphosed me.
Shak., T. G. of V., L 1. 66.

The priest was metamorphosed into knight.
Browning^ Iting and Boole, 1. 186.

=Sy]l. Transmute, etc. See tran^omk
metamorpltt>Ser-(met-a-m6r'f6-zer), m. One
"who or that which metamorphoses.
What shail I namethis man but a beastlymetamorphoseTf

both of himself and of others ?

Cfaseoignej Delicate Diet for Droonieardes.

metamorphosic (met'a-m6r-f6'sik), a. [< meta-
«jorpftose-t--tc.] Causiiigmetamorphosis; trans-
forming; relating to or depietiiig metamor-
phoses.

AH the Tiutamorphosic fables of the ancients, taming
policied and commercial people into horrid and savage
monsters, will, like clouds before the sun, dispel and evap-
orate before the light of truth.

PownaU, On Antiquities, p. 69. {Latham.)

metamoirphosis (met-a.-m6r'fo-sis), n.; pi. meto-
morpAoseg(-sez). [Fonnerly also ?neteTOo;yfeose,

q. V. ; < L. metamorphosis, < Gr. /iera/i6p<li<Mjic, a
tran^ormation, < pera/iopijiovijBai, be transforin-

ed, < /lerd, over, + fopfi, form, shape.] 1.

Change of form or structure ; transmutation or
transformation. Used most frequently in literature

with reference to the old or poetic conception of a mi-
raculous transmutation of a person, animal, or thing into

a different and often antagonistic or contrastiiig form,
either with or without a corresponding change of nature.

With Seveme she along doth go.

Her t[etamorp?iosis to 3iow.
Drayton, Polyolbion, vL, Arg.

I wondered at such a Metamorphosis in so short a time

;

he told me it was for the Death of his Wife that Nature
had thus antedated his Years. HoweU, Letters, 1. iv. 28.

Where is the gloriously decisive change.
The immeasurable metamorphosis
Of human clay to divine gold ?

Brmming, King and Book, n. 217.

2. A marked change in the form or function

of a living body; a transformation resulting

from development; speeifically, in zool., the

course of alteration which an animal under-

goes after its exclusion from the e^, and which
modifies extensively the general form and life

of the individual; particularly, in entom., the

transformations of a metabolous insect.

T^he term metamorpfiosis, in its technical entomological

sense, is applied only to that succession of changes of

which ... a definite pupal condition forms the middle
term. Huxley, Anat Invert, p. 361.

3. In cJiem., that ehemical action by which a
given compound is caused, by the presence of

a peculiar substance, to resolve itself into two
or more compounds, as sugar, by the presence

of yeast, into alcohol and carbonic acid.—4.

In lot., the various changes that are brought

metaphery

about in plant-organs, whereby they appear
under changed or modified conditions, as when
stamens are metamorphosed into petals, or
stipules into leaves. Metamorphosis does not im-
ply that the petal, for example, has ever been a stamen,
but it implies an alteration in the organizing force, which
took effect at a very early period in the life of the organ, a i

or before the time when the primitive aggregation of celit'

became differentiated into the several part^ of which it is

normally composed. It is due merely to the fact that the
development of the organ has pursued a different course
from what is usuaL The various kinds of metamorphoses
are described under the names of chlorosis, pdalody,
phyUody, pistMody, sepalody, stamhiody, etc. (which see).

—Coarctate metamorphosis. See coaretote.—Com-
plete metainoiphosis. See holametaboly and complete.
—Imperfect or Incomplete metamorpliosls. See

' hemimetaboly and imperfect.— Metamorphosis of or-
gans, in hot., the progressive adaptation of one organ
to several dUIerent purposes, connected with which are
changes in size, color, and other particulars. Thus, all the
parts of a plant are reducible to the axis and its appen-
dages, the other parts developing themselves from ttiese.

See morphology.— Progressive metamorphosis, trans-
formation from a lower or more simple to a higher or more
complex substance ; anabolism.—Retrogressive meta-
morphosis, transformation from a liigher or more com-
plex to a lower or more simple substance; catabolism.
Oftener called retrograde Tnetamorpltosis. =SyTl, 1. See
tran^orm, v. t.

metamorphosticalf (met'a-m6r-fos'ti-kal), a.

[Irreg. < metamorphosis + -i- + -ic + -al.i' Per-
taining to or effected bymetamorphosis. Pope.
metamorphotic (met''a-m6r-fot'ik), a. [< meta-
morphosis (-0*-) + -ic.^ Pertaining to or of the
nature of metamorphosis ; consisting in trans-
formation.

The epithelial cells lining the uriniferous tubules un-
dergometamorphotic changes. Jf. Y. Med. Jovr., XL. 402.

Metamorphotlc system, in entom., a scheme of classi-

fication firstproposed by Swammerdam, based on the char-
acters of the metamorphoses and the condition of the larva
and pupa, whether resembling the adult or differing from
it more orless^videly. This scheme, improved by subse-
quent authors and combined with characters dra-wn from
tile study of perfect insects, is the basis of the best mod-
em systems of entomological classification.

metamorphy (met'a-m6r-fi), n. [< Gr. l^cra,

beyond, + /wpf^, fonn.] Same as metamorpho-
sis, 4.

metanauplillS (met-a-n&'pli-us), n.
;

pi. vieta-

nauplii (-i). [NL. , < &r. /cerii, after, -I- NL. nau-
plius, q. v.] A later stage in the development
of some crustaceans, after the first nauplius
form, and before the zoea stage is reached; a
crustacean of this later naupliiform charac-
ter.

metanephroil (met-a-nef'ron), n.} pi. metane-
phra (-ra); [NL., < Gr. ««ri, behind, + veippd^,

kidney : see nephritis.'] The most posterior and
latest-formed segment of an embryonic renal
organ, or section of the "Wolffian body from
wMeh the permanent kidney is derived, and
whose duct becomes a ureter: distinguished
Siompronephron and mesonephron.
metanotal (met-a-no'tal), a. [< m^tanotum +
-ai,] Situated on or pertaining to the metano-
tum: as, a metanotal sclerite.

metanotum (met-a-no'tom), n,; pi. metanota
(-ta). [Nil., < Gr. /i^d, behind, -1- varav, vSrrog,

the back.] The dorsal part of the metatho
rax of an insect, succeeding the mesonotnm
and preceding the abdomen; the third and last
segment of the notum. it is divided typically into
four sclerites, called prcescutum, seuttan, scuteUum, and
postscuteUum, most of which are usually distinguishable.

— Lateral callositieB ofthe metanotum. See lateral.

metaparapteral (mefa-pa-rap'te-ral), a. [<
metaparapteron + -al.] Of or pertaining to the
metaparapteron.
metaparapteron (met'a-pa-rap'te-ron), n.

;
pi.

metaparaptera (-ra). [Mj., < Gr. /jct-o, with, +
NL. parapteron.J In entom., the parapteron
of the metethoraeic segment; the thord sclerite

of the metapleuron.
metapepsis (met-a-pep'sis), «. [NL., < Gr,
/i£rd, beyond, -1- w-^tf, a cooking (boiling), <

Trhrretv, cook, boil: see peptic] 'La lithol., a
term suggested by G. H. Kiiiahan, but not gen-

erally adopted, as a synonym for what is gener-

ally called regional metamorphism. See meta-

morphism.

One kind of Metamorphism is E^onal, or extends over

large areas. The rocks affected by it seem to have been
under the infinence of intensely heated water or steam,

which, as it were, stowed them, from which the action

may be call^ metapepsis.
6. H. Kinattan, GeoL of Ireland, p. 175

metaph. -An abbreviation of metaphysics.

metaphery (me-taf'e-ri), n. [< Gr. iizTo^peiv,

carry over, transfer :' see metaphor. Cf. periplt-

ery.] In hot., the transposition or displacement
of various floral organs, as when petals that are

normally alternate with the sepals are placed
in front of them, as rarely occurs in Fuchsia.



metaphor

metaphor (met'a-fgr), n. [= P. TO^top7wre= Sp.
metdfora = Pg. meiaphora = It. metafora, < L.
metaphora < Gr. iiera^opd, a transfer to one word
of the sense of another (L. translatio), < //era-

fkpnv, carry over, transfer, < fma, over, + iptpeiv,

carry, = E. 6eari.] A figure of speech by
which, from some supposed resemblance or
analogy, a name, an attribute, or an action be-
longing to or characteristic of one object is

assigned to another to which it is not literally

applicable; the figurative transfer of a de-
scriptive or affirmative word or phrase from
one thing to another ; implied comparison by
transference of terms : as, the ship spread its

wings to the breeze; " Judah is a lion's whelp,".

Gen. xlix. 9. if Jacob had said, "is like or resembles
a lion's whelp," the expression would have been a simile
instead of a metaphor. A simple metaphor is contained
in a single word or phrase, like those in italics above ; a
continued metaphor is one in which the figurative descrip-
tion or characterization is maintained throughout a va-
riety of phrases or applications. See simile and trope.

What els is your Metaphor but an inuersiou of sence by
transport; your allegorie by a duplicitie of meaning or
dissimulation vnder couert and darke intendments?

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 128.

Whatever here seems beauteous, seem'd to be
But a faint Metaphor of Thee.

vowley, The Mistress, Not Fair.

A 7netap7u/ris no argument, though it be sometimes the
gunpowder to drive one home and imbed it in the mem-
ory. Lowell, Democracy.

IVUxed metaphor, a figurative expression in which two
or more metaphors are confused, as in the following quo-
tation :

Where— still to use your lordship's tropes—
The level of obedience slopes
Upwai'd and downwai'd, as the stream
Of -hydra faction kicks the beam I

T. Moore, To Lord Castlereagh.

^Zyu. Comparison, AUegory,&ic. See simile.

metaphoric (met-a-for'ik), a. [=F. rtUtapho-

rique = Sp. metafdrico = Pg. metapJiorico = It.

metaforico, < LL. *metaphoricus (in adv. meta-
pliorioe),<. Gr. /leToiopiKdi, relating to metaphor,
< fierafopd, metaphor: see metaphor.} Same
as metaphorical.

metaphorical (met-a-for'i-kal), a. [< meta-
phoric + -al.J Pertaining to or of the nature
of metaphor; consisting of or abounding in
metaphor; not literal: as, a metaphorical ex-
pression ; a metaphorical use of words.

How dangerous it is in sensible'things to use metaphor-
ical expressions unto the people, and what absurd con-
ceits they will swallow in their literals.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 10.

metaphorically (met-a-for'i-kal-i), adv. In a
metaphorical manner or sense; by way of met-
aphor; not literally.

metaphoricalliess(met-a-for'i-kal-nes), n. The
state or quality of being metaphorical.

metaphorist (met'a-for-ist), n. [< metaphor +
-ist.'] One who coins or uses metaphors.

Let the poet send to the metaphorist for his allegories.

MartinuB Seriblerus.

metaphosphate (met-a-fos'fat), n. [< meta-
pho.iph(oric) + -ate^.J A salt formed by the
union of metaphosphoric acid with a base.

metaphosphoric (met"a-fos-for'ik), a. [< Gr.

fierd, with, -I- E. phosphoric.'} Pertaining to,

produced from, or resembling phosphorus or
phosphoric acid.— Metaphosphoric acid, hpOs,
an acid obtained by burning phosphorus under a bell-

glass filled with air or oxygen and absorbing the fumes
in water, or by heating orthophosphoric acid to redness.

When the water is evaporated, the acid is left as a soft,

very deliquescent mass. The glacial phosphoric acid of

commerce is metaphosphoric acid with soda as an im-
purity.

metaphragm (met'a-fram), n. [< NL. meta-
phragma, partition, < Gr. nerd, over, + <ppdy/m,

fence, screen : see diaphragm.'] In entom., the
metapostscutellum, which is visible exteriorly

in some insects, but in others is internal, form-
ing a transverse partition at the base of the
abdomen.
metaphragma (met-a-frag'ma), 11.

;
pi. meta-

phragmata (-ma-ta). [NL.] Same as meta-
phragm.
metaphrase (met'a-fraz), n. 1= r. metaphrase
= Sp. metdfrasis = Pg. metaphrase,^ < ITL. meta-

phrasis, < Gr. iieTd<j>paci(, a translation or para-
phrase, < fierafpd^eiv, change from one stj'le to

another, as from poetry to prose, < /ierd, over,

-i: ^pdZew, speak : see phrase. Of. paraphrase,
periphrase.'] 1. A translation; specifically, a
verbal translation; a close version or transla-

tion from one language into another : opposed
to paraphrase.

His unetaphrase of the Psalmes is still in our hands.
Bp. Hall, To Mr. S. Burton.

3. A responding phrase ; a repartee.

3734
I'm somewhat dull, still, in the manly art

Of phrase and metaphrase.
Mrs. Brouming, Aurora Leigh, viii.

metaphrase (met'a-fraz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
metaphrased, ppr. metaphrasing. [< metaphrase,

«.] To translate literally; turn into exactly

corresponding words : as, to metaphrase Latin
poetry.

metaphrasis (me-taf'ra-sis), n. [NL. : see

metaphrase.'] Same as metaphrase.

Metaphrasis is to take some notable place out of a good
Poete, and turn the same sens into meter, or into other
wordea in Prose. Ascka/m, The Scholemaster, p. 93.

metaphrast (met'a-frast), n. [= r. mdtaphraste
= Sp. metafrasta = Pg. metaphrastes, < Gr. /iera-

ippdaTTif, one who changes from one style to an-
other, < /isTafpd^Ew, change from one style to an-
other: see metaphrasis.] A person who trans-

lates literally from one language iijto another.

George Sandys, Esq., the famous traveller and excellent
poetical metaphrast. Wood, Fasti Oxon., p. 1285.

metaphrastic (met-a-fras'tik), a. [< metaphrast
+ -Jc] Close or literal in translation.

Maximus Planudes, who has the merit of having fa-

miliarised to his countrymen many Latin classics of the
lower empire, by metaphrastic versions.

Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, II. 169.

metaphrastical (met-a-fras'ti-kal), a. [< meta-
phrastic + -al.] Same as metaphrastic.

metaphysic (met-a-fiz'ik), a. and n. [= P.
metaphysigue = Sp. metafisico = Pg. metaphi/-
sico = It. metafisico, < ML. metaphysicus, adj.,

from the earlier noun metaplvysica, neut. pi.; as
a noun, formerly also metaphysique, < F. m4ta-
physigue = Sp. metafisica = Pg. metaphysica =
It. metafisica, < LL. metaphysica, neut. pi. (later

metaphysicce, fem. pi.) as a noun, a transfer of
the Greek title rav fieTd rd fvaiKd, A-N, 'the
(books) after the Physios, 1-50,' applied first

probably by Andronicus of Ehodes, 'in the 1st
century B. c, to certain books of Aristotle,

which were not intended to form one treatise,

but which all relate to what he called npurTj

(piAoaotliia, first philosophy: /^crd, after; tpvcmd,

physics : see physic, physics. The preposition
or prefix came to be regarded as meaning ' be-
yond,' 'above,' and the title metaphysica as the
name of a science ' that is above or transcends
physics.' Hence mod. formations like meta-
chemistry, metalogic, metamathematics, etc.] I.t
a. Same as metaphysical.

By any Tnetaphysich book.
N. Grew, Cosmologia Sacra, iv. 8.

He knew what's what, and that's as high
As metaphysic wit can fly.

5. Bvfler, Hudibras, I. i. 150.

II. n. Same as metaphysics.

The one part, which is physic, inquireth and handleth
the material and efficient causes ; and the other, which is

metaphysic, handleth the formal and final causes.
-Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii.

When I &Ay metaphysic, you will be pleased to remember
that all general reasoning, all politics, law, morality, and
divinity, are merely metaphysic.

Home Tooke, Diversions of Purley, II. iv.

The full treatment of the whole mass of empirical detail

is impossible without a more thorough metaphysie.
Adamson, Fichte, p. 222.

metaphysicf (met-a-fiz'ik), v. t. [= P. m^ta-
physiquer= Pg. meiaphysicar =lt. metafisicare,

discourse metaphysically ; from the noun : see
metaphysic, n.] 'To make metaphysical. Wal-
pole. Letters (1782), IV. 306. (Davies.)

metaphysical (met-a-fiz'i-kal), a. [< metaphys-
ic + -al.] 1. Of or pertaining to metaphysie
or metaphysics ; in a loose sense, philosophi-
cal; hence, highly abstruse; apart from ordi-

nary or practical modes of thought.

Hobbes had, in language more precise and luminous
than has ever been employed by any other metaphysical
writer, maintained that the will of the Prince was the stan-

dard of right and wrong. Macaiday, Hist. Eng., ii.

2. Eelating to real being, and not merely to
appearance; transcendental; hence, pertain-
ing to unverifiable hypotheses.

Both ideas and words may be said to be true in a meia-
physicaZ sense of the word "truth," . . . i. e., really to
be such as they exist.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xxxii. 2.

3. Pertaining to abstractions, ormodesthought
of as objects, andnamed as if they were things;
abstract.

Truth and Falsehood are odd kind of Metaphysical things
to them, which they do not care to trouble their heads
with. StUlingJket, Sermons, II. i.

4t. Preternatural or supernatural.

The golden round,
Which fate and metaphysical &idi doth seem
To have thee crown'd withal.

Shak., Macbeth, i. 6. 30.

metaplasm
Metaphysical abstraction. See a&sfraclt'on.— Meta-
physical category, a category of real being ; a concept
of a form of existence.— Metaphysical cognition. See
practical cognition^ under cognition.—Metaphysical def-
inition, a definition b^ genus and difference.— Meta-
physical hypotheslS,in older writers, a supposition that
something really exists, thus comprehending scientific liy.

potheses generally ; by positivist writers used to denote
an unverifiable hypothesis, a hypothesis concerning things
in themselves as distinguished from phenomena.— Meta-
physical method. See method.— Metaphysical mode
of expression, the expression of a fact by means of ab-
stract nouns, instead of concrete nouns and adjectives.—
Metaphysical partition, the mental separation of any

.

thing into parts whose separate existence is impossible.—
Metaphysical whole, (a) A species conceived as com-
pounded of its genus and specific difference. (&) A whole
of comprehension, or a logical term conceived as com-
pounded of its predicates, (c) A whole of comprehension
in a more general sense ; a natural whole ; any whole in
which the subject is viewed as the whole of which the
predicates are parts.

metaphysically (met-a-fiz'i-kal-i), adv. 1.

Prom a metaphysical point of view; by meta-
physical methods; as regards metaphysics.—
2t. Supernaturally.

The eclipse of the sunne that darkened all the earth at
Christes passion, happening altogether prodigiously and
metaphysically in plenilunis.

0. Hervey, Letter to Ed. Spenser (1680).

metaphysician (mefa-fi-zish'an), «. [= F,
metaphysicien ; < metaphysic + -ian.] 1. One
who is versed in the science of metaphysics.— 2. One who practises the mind-cure. [Ee-
cent and vulgar.]

metaphysicist (met-a-fiz'i-sist), n. [< meta-
physic + -ist.] Same as metaphysician.

metaphysics (met-a-fiz'iks), n. [PI. of meta-
physic: see-«cs.] i. The science of the inward
and essential nature of things, (a) As the subject
of the books of Aristotle so called, first philosophy ; ontol-

ogy ; the analysis of the nature of being in general ; the
doctrine of first principles. (6) [The prefix meta- being
understood as meaning 'beyond. 'J Supernatural science

;

the doctrine of that which transcends all human experi-

ence, (c) The science of the mind treated by means of

introspection and analysis, and not by experiment and
scientific observation ; rational psychology, (d) Any doc-
trine based upon presumption and not upon inductive
reasoning and observation, (e) An abstract and abstruse
body of doctrine supposed to be virtually taken for granted
in some science : as, "the metaphysics of geometry."
[Used frequently with the definite article, and generally
connected with unpleasant associations, ^ being a study
very dry and at tlie same time of doubtful truth.

The mathematics and the metaphysics.
Fall to them as you find your stomach serves you.

Shak., T. of the S., i. 1. 37.

"How," she cried, "you love
The metaphysics !

"

Tennyson, Princess, iii.

)

2. Philosophy in general ; especially, the philo-

sophical study of mind; psychology: so used
from the time of Descartes, and especially by
the Scotch school.

Metaphysics was a word formerly appropriated to the
ontology and pneumatology of the schools, but now un-
derstood as equally applicable to all those inquiries which
have for their object to trace the various branchesof human
knowledge to their first principles in the human mind. ^

D. Stewart, Dissertations, ii. 476,

3. In the Kantian terminology, the science of

God, freedom, and immortality.

Abbreviated metaph.
metaphysiological (met-a-fiz"i-6-loj'i-kal), o.

[< Gr. fierd, beyond, -I- ^wib^yja, 'physiology, +
-ic-al.] Beyond the province of physiology.

metaphysis (me-taf'i-sis), n. [< Gr. /jerd, over,
-1- (pTiai^, nature : see physic] Change of nature

;

transformation; metamorphosis.
metaplasia (met-a-pla'si-a), n. [NL.,< Gr./itrd-

n?iaai;, transforrd'ation : see metaplasis.] The
conversion of an adult tissue directly into an-

other fonn of adult tissue, as of hyaline carti-

lage into mucous tissue. This takes place prin-

cipally, if not exclusively, among the tissues of

the connective-tissue group.
metaplasis (me-tap'la-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. ue-

Td.n7M.aiQ, transformalSon, < jitra, over, + "U-
cic, a molding, conformation, < irXdaactv, form,

mold. Cf. metaplasm^.] See the quotation.

This eminent author [Haeckel] regarded the ontogenyof
an individual to be divisible into three periods : first, the

stages of Anaplasis, or those of progressive evolution ; sec-

ond, the stiiges of fulfilled growth and development, Me-
taplasis; third, those of decline, Cataplasis.

*

Amer. Nat., XXIL 881.

metaplasm^ (met'a-plazm), n. [< L. metaplas-

mus, < Gr. /xeTanTiaafidg, a transformation, the

assumption of a present or nominative for the

derived tenses of verbs or oases of nouns, < /le-

TanXdaauv, transform, change, < jierd, over, +
nXaaauv, form, mold.] Ingram.: (a) A change
or transmutation in a word by adding, trans-

posing, or retrenching a syllable or letter.

Intercalarius (but it is possible that thislatter is simply
a metaplasm for intercalaris). Amer. Jour. Philol., X. 39.



metaplasm

(6) Formation of an obliqne case or eases from
a stem other than that of the nominative.
metaplasm^ (met'a-plazm), n. [< Gr. /lera,

after, + TrAdo/Jo, something molded : seeplasm.'i
In hot., protoplasm containing certain eai-bo-
hydrates which are eventually separated from
it in the formation of cell-walls or as secre-
tions.

The metaplagm of Hanstein, i. e. that part ol the proto-
plasm which holds the formative material, Is colored al-

most scarlet by Hanstein's aniline violet.

PauUen, Bot. Micro-Chem. (trans.), p. 82.

metaplast (™et'a-plast), n. [<Gr. fterd, over, +
iryiamdg, verbal aS]. of TrMtrtrf(k, foitu, mold. Cf

.

metaplasm^.^ In gram., aword or the stem of a
word exhibiting metaplasm.
metaplastic (met-a-plas'tik), a. [< metaplast+
-ic] Pertaining to, exhibiting, or character-
ized by metaplasm.
metaplastology (met'a-plas-tol'o-ji), n. [<
Gr. /icrd, over, + Trhurrdg, verbal adj. of w^aaciv,
form, + Qr.-Xoyia, < 'Myeiv, speak: see -ology.']

The doctrine or science of metaplasis.

Haeckel used also the term Anaplastologry for the physi-
ological relations of the stages of progressive growth and
those of the Epacme of groups, Metaplastology tor ihoBe of
the adult and the Acme of groups, and Cataplastology for

those of the senile stages and the Faracme of grou^.
Amer. Nat., XXTT. 882.

metapleur (met'a-plor), n. [< Gr. /ierd, behind,
+ TrXfwpd, the side.] A posterior part or ex-

tent of the lateral epipleura or epiplenral fold

otAmpliioxus, behind the preoral epipleura ; the
atrial epipleura, corresponding in extent to the
atrial cavity. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 184.

metapleural (met-a-plo'ral), a. [< metapleura
+ -af.] 1. In entoih., posterior andlateral, as a
portion of a metathoracio segment; of or per-

taining to the metapleuron.— 2. Of orpertain-

ing to the metapleur.
metapleuron (met-a-plo'ron), n.

;
pi. metapleu-

ra (-ra). [Nil., < Gr. /ura, with, + irlevpdv, a
rib.] In entom., the lateral or pleural division

of the metathorax ; a metathoracie pleuron of

an insect. Each metapleuron, right and left, is divided
into three sclerites— an epistemum, an epimeron, and a
parapteron.

metapneustic (met-ap-nus'tik), a. [< Gr. //erd,

behind,+ imsvariKd^, of or for breathing, < kvsIv,

breathe: see pneumatic.'] In entom., having a
single pair of spiracles or breathing-orifices,

situated at the anal end of the body, as certain

larvBB.

metapodia, ». Plural of metapodium.
metapodial (met-a-p6'di-al), a. and n. [< NL.
metapodialis : see metapodialia.'] I. a, 1. Of
or pertaining to the metapodiaUa.— 2. Of or

pertaining to the metapodium of a mollusk.

H. n. One of themetapodialia; a metacarpal
or metatarsal bone.

metapodialia (met-a-p6-di-a'li-a), n. pi. [NL.
(Marsh, 1880), neut.'pl. of metapodialis, < meta-
podium, q. v.] The bones of the metacarpus
and metatarsus, taken together, and collec-

tively considered as a segment of the fore or
hind limb intervening between the mesopodia-
lia and the phalanges. See epipodialia.

metapodium (met-a-p6'di-um), «. ;
pi. metapo-

dia (-a). [NL., < Gfi". fi£T&, behind,+ ^roif {aoS-)

= E./oo*.] The posterior one of the three sec-

tions into which the foot of some moUusks, as
gastropods and pteropods,may be divided : cor-

related with mesopodium and propodium.
metapolitics (met-a-pol'i-tiks), n. [< Gr. fitra,

beyond, + jto/Utoco," politics : see politics.] A
purely speculative treatment of politics unre-
lated to practical questions. Coleridge.

Metapontine (met-a-pon'tin), a. and n. [< L.

Metapon tin us, < Metapontum,< Gr. MeTaivdvTtov, a
city in Italy (see del), orig. neut. ot /lerairdm-cog,

in the midst of the sea. < /iera, amid, + irdvTog,

sea.] I. a. Of or pertaining to Metapontum or

Metapontium, an ancient city of Magna Grsecia

in Italy.

Every Athenian coin displays the owl, . . . every Met-

atxmtine the corn-ear, as its chief device.

Tke Academy, Feh. 25, 1888, p. 139.

II. n. An inhabitant of Metapontum.
metapophysial (met-ap-o-fiz'i-al), a. [< meta-

pophysis + -al.] Of or pertaining to a meta-

pophysis.
metapopliysis"(™et-a-pof'i-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

/lerd, aJRer, + airdfvaiQ, a process : see apophy-

sis.] In anat., a dorsolateral apophysis devel-

oped on the prezygapophysis or anterior articu-

lar process of a vertebra, especially in the lum-

bar region, it corresponds to the inner tubercle of the

diapophysis of a thoracic vertebra. It Is sometimes very

highly developed, as in the armadillo, when it assists m
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the support of the carapace. Inman, In whom it isrudi- metasilicate (met-a-sil i-kat), «. r< meta-
mentary yet is endogenous or enveloped from an indepen- aiu,. ir + .nfA 1 V" salt nf fha >ivT.ntlieH<.cil
dent center of ossification, it is found in the lumbar region, ^ [ '^-.T .

"^
.J„^\..^"' °Z

njTpotfietlcal

as the mammillary process or mammiUary tubercle. See metasmcic aciQ 1120103 : otten called in mmer-
cut under Ju7n*ar. alogy a bisUieate: as, calcium M(efasi(ioate (the
metapore (met'a-por), h. [< NL. metaporus, < mineral wollastouite, CaSiOs or Ca0.Si02).
Gr. /KTd, behind, + Trdpof, passage: seepore^.] metasilicic (met"a-si-lis'ik), a. [< Gr. jjerd,

A small blind pore in the median line of the with, + E. silicic] A word used only in the
medullaoblongataimmediatelybehind thepons
Varolii; the so-called foramen of Magendie.

metapostscutellar (mefa-post-slm'tel-ar), a.

[< metapostscutellum + -ajS.] Of or pertaining
to the metapostscutellum.
metapostscutellum (met-a,-p6st-sku-terum),
M. ; pi. metapostscutella (-a). [NL., <C Gr. ficra,

behind, -t- NL. postscutelVum, q. v.] The post-
scutellum of the metanotum; the postsoutellar
selerite of the metathorax of an insect.

metaprsescutal (met-'a-pre-sku'tal), a. [< meta^
prwscutum + -ah] Of or pertaining to themeta-
prsBscutum.
metapraescutum (met'a-pre-stu'tum), n.

;
pi.

metaprasouta (-ta). [NL., < Gr. /ierd, behind, +
NL. prcescutum,"(i.v.] In entom., the prsescu-
tum of the metanotum; the prsescutal selerite

of the metathorax.
metapsyche (met-ap-si'ke), n. [NL.,< Gr. /urd,

behind, + ijivx^, soul: see Psyche.] Haeckel's
name for the hind-brain or cerebellar segment
of the encephalon ; the metencephalon or epen-
eephalon.
metapsychosis (me-tap-si-ko'sis), n.; pi. metap-
sychoses (-sez). [NL., < Gr. lieraifixaaii, a trans-
fer of soul from one body to another, < /ierd,

over, + tlntxijaic, a giving of life or spirit: see

phrase metasilicic acid. See metasilicate.

metasoma (met-a-so'ma), «.; pi. metasomata
(-ma-ta). [Nli.-.'seeinetasame.] SameasMieta-
some.

metasomatic (met'a-so-mat'ik), a. [imetasoma
{-somat-) + -ic] 1. Of or pertaining to the
metasome of a eephalopod.— 2. Pertaining to
or resulting from metasomatism: as, metaso-
matic rocks.

metasomatism (met-a-so'ma-tizm), n. [As
metasomat{osis) + -ism".] Same as metasomato-
sis.

metasomatosis (met-a-so-ma-to'sis), 71. [LL.,
< Gr. /lerd, over, + cij/ia (aH/iar-), body.] In
lithol., a term used by a few writers on chem-
ical geology with various shades of meaning,
but chiefly in propounding certain theories of
the transformation of one rock into another of
a very different kind (as of limestone into
granite), changes recognized as possible by
but few geologists. See metamorphism.
Although \he crystalline rocks . . . have been supposed

to be occasionally the subject of wide-spread metasfmiato-

gis, we may properly restrict the title of a general metaso-
matic hypoUiesis to that which seeks to explain the deri-

vation of the principal crystalline silicated rocks from
limestones.

T. S. Uurd, Min. Physiology and Physiography, p. 105.

psychosis.] The supposed action of one mind metasome (met'a-som), n. [< NL. metasoma
< Gr. /lerd, after,+ aiifia, body.] The posterior

part of the body of a eephalopod, which is

enveloped in the mantle and contains the vis-

cera. The name is also given to the posterior part of

the body of bivalve mollusks, behind the mesosome and
the foot^ containing the posterior adductor muscle.

upon another without any known physical
means of communication, or its effect. See
psychosis and telepathy.

It would be a grave retardation of science were it as-

sumed that this strange metapsychosis was a medical curi-

osity alone. Proc. Soc. Psych. Research, III. 422. ^ ^
metapterygial(me-tap-te-rij'i-al),a. [<Jne^oi)- jnetastannate "(met'-a-stan'at), «. [< meta-
terygium + -al.] Of or pertaining to the metap- stannic + -ate^.] A salt of metastannic acid,

terygium: a.s,metapterygial\>9,s&&&. metastannic (met-a-stan'ik), a. [< Gr. /terd,

metapterygium (me-tap-te-rij'i-um), n.; pi. beyond,+ E.s«a»TOC.] An epithet appliedto the
metapterygia (-ii). [NL. (Huxley, 1871), < Gr. hydrate or acid produced by digesting tin in
//era, belund,-l-NL.^*er2;3»Mm, q.v.] The hind- nitiie acid. It is isomeric with stannic acid,

most of several basal cartilages which the ptery- but quite different in its properties,
giumof a fish, as an elasmobranch,may present, metastasis (me-tas'ta-sis), m. [NL., < Gr. /ic-

Bee pterygium. Taaramg, a removal, change, departure, < ^9-
metapterygoid (met-ap-ter'i-goid), a. and n. cardvai, put in another place, change, remove,
[< Gr. /ttrd, after, -i- 'E. pterygoid.] I. a. Com- < /lerd, over, -I- lardvai, place: see stasis.] 1.

ing after or situated behind the true ptery-

goid.

II. n. A metapterygoid bone.
metaptosis (met-ap-to'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. /zerd-

ir-u(T(f, a change, < uerairiirruv, change, < /isrd,

over,+ n'tTTTetv, fall, ? izTaaiq, a falling.] In logic,

the change of a proposition from being false to

being true, or the reverse.

metarabin (me-tar'a-bin), «. [< Gr. /zerd, be

Change of substance; conversion of one sub-
stance into another.

He considers what not unfrequently happens in distem-
pered bodies by the meta^asis of the morbiflck matter.

Boyle, Works, II. 197.

2. In pathol., the production of local disease

in some part of the body from a focus of more
or less similar disease in some other part not
immediately adjacent.—3. In bot, metabolism.

yond,+ E. araMn.] The gum of cherry-, plum-, metastatic (met-a-stat'ik), a. [< metastasis

and abnond-trees. Its chemical relations are ' • " '^° j.-^--^__i i.-^

not yet determined.
metargon (met-ar'gon), n. [Gr. furd, beyond,
+ argon.] An elementary substance obtained,

in a gaseous form, by the volatilization of the

white solid which remains after liquid argon metastatically (met-a-stat'i-kal-i),

has boiled away. metastasis.

Metarrhiptae(met-a-rip'te),TO.i);. [NL.,<Gr. metasternal (met-a-stfer'nal), a. [,<metaster-

fterappinTeiv, turn over, turn about, < fterd, over, num + -al.] In enJo-m., metathoracie and ster-

(-at-) + -ic] Of or pertaining to metastasis

;

characterized by or consisting in metastasis.

Those metastatie changes which take place in the ordi-

nary growUi of plants or the storing of reserve materiaL
Beesey, Botany, p. 186.

adv. By

+-^l7rre:tv, throw.] An order of acephalous or

conchiferous moUusks founded upon the fam-
ily TridacnidcB. in these gigantic bivalves the body
is apparently turned half-way round, whence the name.
There is a subcentral adductor muscle, and the loot pro-

trudes in front of the beak or umbo of the shelL GiU.

metarrhiptous (met-a-rip'tns), a. Of or per-

nal orventral, as a selerite of an insect's thorax

;

of or pertaining to the metasternum—metaster-
nal epimera and eplstema, the side pieces of the meta-
thorax, adjoining the sternum.—Uetastemal pores,
minute openings at the sides of the metasternum, found
in certain beetles ol the family Cerambycidai. They ex-

hale a musky odor produced by scent-organs within the
body. Also called scent-pores.

tainingtotheJfetorrSip*(B,orhavingtheirchar- metasternum (met-a-st6r'num), n.; pi. meta
acters,

metascuta, n. Plural of Tnetaseutum.

metascutal (met-a-sku'tal), a. l<metaseufum
+ -al.] Of or pertaining to the metascutimi.

metascutellar (met-a-skii'tel-ar), a. [< meta-

scutellum + -ar^.] Oforpertaiimigto the meta-
scutellum.

metascutellum (met'a-sku-terum), «.; pi.

metascutella (-a). [NL", < Gfr. fterd, beyond, +
NL. scutelhimj'q. v.] In entom., the scuteUum
of the metanotum ; the scuteUar selerite of the

metathorax.

sterna (-na). [NL., <"Gr. ficrd, behind,+ aripvov,

breast, >'NL. sternum, q. v.] 1. In anat., the

hindmost segment or last stemeber of the

breast-bone ; the xiphistemum, in man repre-

sented by the xiphoid cartilage or ensiform ap-

pendage.— 2. In entom., the stemite of the met-

athorax; the median part of the postpeetus.
^

metasthenic (met-a-sthen'ik), a. [< Gr. /ta-d,

behind, + adevog, strength, might.] Strong in

the hinder parts ; having the strength or weight

of organization behind the middle of the body,

as a kangaroo.
metascutum (met-a-sku'tum), ».; pi. metascuta metastibnite (met-a-stib'nit), «. [< Gr. ftera,

(-ta). [NL.,< Gr. uerd, beyond,+ NL. scMfem, along with, + E.s«6m<e.] Antimony trisulphid,

q.v.] In entom., the scutum or second division occurring as an amorphous reddish coating

of the metanotum. The name is principally used in upon silicious sinter at the Steamboat Springs,
descriptions ol Hymenoptera, Diptera, and Ifmroptera, "VVashoe county, Nevada.
in which the metascutum generally forms an oblique or _,»i__f„„_ Cmo toa'tn miil n • Til metastomata
vertical surface behind the wings and above the insertion metastoma (me-tas t?^?';, »

.
Pl; ™"«f«''««™

of the abdomen. (met-a-sto'ma-ta). [NL., < Gr. /iera, behind.



metastoma
-t- urii/ia, mouth.] In Crustacea, a, median de-
velopment, often bifid, of the ventral part of
a somite immediately behind the mouth, it is
the Bo-called labium or under lip, composed of small
pieces immediately below or behind the mouth. Also
called hypostoma. See the quotation, and out under cepha-
lothorax.

On each side of, and behind, the mouth [of the crawfish]
are two little elongated OTal calcified plates, between
which an oval process, setose at its extremity, proceeds
downward and forward, and lies in close apposition with
the posterior face of the mandible of its side. This is one-
half of what is termed by most authors the labium ; but,
to avoid confusion with the labium of Insecta, from which
it is wholly diflerenli it may be called the metastoma.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 272.

metatarsal (met-a-tar'sal), a. and n. [< meta-
tarsus + -al.'] I," a. Of or pertaining to the
metatarsus, or to one of the bones that form it.

H. n. One of the bones of the metatarsus.
They are not more than five in number, reckoned as first,

etc., from the inner to the outer side of the foot. When
there are fewer than five, it is always the lateral metatar-
sals which have disappeared, so that an animal with three
metatarsals has lost the flrst'and fifth ; in one with a single
metatarsal the third or middle one remains. Metatarsals
may ankylose together, as two do in the metatarsus of the
ox, and three in that of any recent bird : in the latter case
the compound bone is further complicated by fusion with
it of tarsal elements, constituting a tarsometatarsus (which
see). See cut at metotarnM.—Accessory metatarsal,
in omUh. See metatarms, 1.

metatarsale (met"a-tar-sa'le), TO.; pi. metatar-
salia (-li-a). [NL.'i see metatarsal.'] A bone
of the metatarsus; one of the metatarsals.
metatarsalgia (met"a-tar-sarji-a), TO. [NL.,
< metatarsus + G-r. aXyo^, pain.]" In pathol.,
pain in the metatarsus. Lancet, No. 3423,
p. 707.

metatarse (met'a-tars), n. [< NL. metatarsus,
q. v.] The metatarsus.
metatarsi, ». Plural of metatarsus.
metatarsodigital (met-a-tar-sd-dij'i-tal), a.

[< Nil. metatarsus + L. digitus, finger, "+ -oi!.]

Same as metatarsophalangeal.
metatarsophalangeal (met-a-tar''''8o-fa-lan'je-

al), a. [< NL. metatarsus +"phalanges + -all]

Of or pertaining to the metatarsus and to the
phalanges: as, a metatarsophalangeal articu-
lation or ligament.
metatarsus (met-a-tar'sus), TO.; pi. metatarsi
(-si). [NL., <
Gr. /ieri, be-
yond, + Tapa6c,

, in mod. sense
'tarsus': see
farajts.] 1. The
middle seg-
ment of the
three of which
the foot, or
third division
of the hind
limb, consists,
consider e d
with special
reference to its

bony struc-

ture. It is the
part of the foot

. between the tar-

. BUS and the toes,

in man corre-
sponding closely
with the instep,

and composed of
five bones. (See
cut under foot.)

In a horse it is the
part of the hind
leg between the
hock and the fetlock, and has but one functional bone.
In birds it is the part popularly called the sharik, and in
descriptive ornithology known as the tarsus. In most
birds the metatarsus is naked and scaly, and extends from
the bases of the toes to the suifrago or first joint above.

It usually consists of a single stout bone, representing
three metatarsals fused together, and further complicated
by the fusion of distal tarsal elements with its proximal
end. In birds with four toes the metatarsus includes a

Front of Left Tarsus fXatsometatarsus) of
Fen^in {.Aptenodytes longirostris'), natu-
ral size.

a, articular facet for inner condyle of tibia

;

b, articular facet for outer condyle of tibia

:

c, c, two foramina, showin? incomplete fu-

sion of three metatarsals ; aCpoint of attach-
ment of accessory metatarsal ; 2, 3, 4, articu-
lar facets for second, third, and fourth toes.
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metatartaric (met^a-tar-tar'ik), a. [< Gr.

liera, with, + E. tartaric.'] A word used only
in the following phrase :_Metatartario acid, an
amorphous form of ordinary tartaric acid, prepared by
keeping it for some time at its melting temperature,

metatatic (met-a-tat'ik), a. [< Gr. [itra, with,
+ T&rng {*Tan-), tension, intensity, foroe,< rariif,

verbal adj. of reiveiv, stretch: see tend.] Re-
lating to a coincidence of directions of stress

and strain—Metatatic isotrophy, plane, etc. See
the nouns,—Orthogonal or principal metatatic axes.
See axtsl,

metatatically (met-a-tat'i-kal-i), adv. In a
metatatic manner or sense.

metatela (met-a-te'la), TO.; pi. metatelce (-le).

[NL., < Gr. fier'^, bellind, -I- NL. tela, q. v.]

The tela of the meteneephalon ; the inferior cho-
roid tela ; in man, a very deUoate tissue of the
brain, more commonly called velmm medullare
posterius. See tela, velum. Wilder and Gage.
Metatheria (met-a-the'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. (Uerd, between, + Brjpiov, a wild beast.] A
subclass of Mammalia including the existing
Marsupialia and their hypothetical extinct an-
cestors, as well as other mammals intermediate
between marsupials and placental mammals.
The marsupials are the only known examples, the term
being thus equivalent to IHdelphia. It is correlated with
Prototheria and Euttieria.

metatheriau (met-a-the'ri-an), a. and to. I. a.

Pertaining to the Metatheri-a, or having their
characters: as, a metatherian mammal; the
metatherian type.

II. TO. A member of the Metatheria.
metathesis (me-tath'e-sis), TO. [LL., < Gr. jiETa-

Beaig, transposition, metathesis,< iieTaridevai, put
over, transpose, < fiErd,, over, + riBivat, put : see
thesis.] 1. In gram., transposition, more es-

pecially of the letters, sounds, or syllables of a
word, as in the case of Anglo-Saxon dcsian, ds-
cian, English ax, ash; Anglo-Saxon Tyrid, Eng-
lish.hird.

The transposition of vowels and liquids

—

ynetaihxsis—
is an ordinary and familiar phenomenon of language,

J. Badley, Essays, p. 169.

2. In surg., a change iu place of a morbid sub-
stance ; an operation removing a morbific agent
from one part to another, as in couching for
cataract.— 3. In logic, same as conversion.

metathetic (met-a-thet'ik), a. [<. metathesis
{-thet-) + -io.] Oi the nature of or containing
metathesis.

metathetical (met-a-thet'i-kal), a. [< meta-
thetic + -al.] Same as metaiheUcj
metathoracic (mefa-tho-ras'ik), a. [< mete-
thorax + -ic] Of or pertaining to the meta-
thorax of an insect Metathoradc case, the meta-
thoracotheca,—Metatlioraclc legs, the thn-d pair of
legs of any hexapod; the hind legs,—Metathoracic
'Wtngs, the posterior or lower wings.

metathoracotheca (met-a-tho''''ra-ko-the 'ka),
TO.; pi. mstathoraecftheccB (-se). [KL., < meia-
thorax + S^ki/, a case.]
In entom., the meta-
thoracic case, or that
part of the integu-
ment of a pupa cover-
ing the metathorax.
It is generally indis-

tinguishable in the
Lepidoptera and IHp-
tera.

metathorax (met-a-
tho'raks), to. [NL.,"<
Gr. /iera, beyond, +
diipa^, the chest.] In
entom., the third and
last segment of the
thorax, succeeding the
mesothorax, preceding the abdomen, and bear-
ing the third pair of legs and the second pair
of wings—Declivity of the metathorax. See de-

Metathorax, shaded, between
mesothorax (a) and abdomen (*)

;

Ct prothorax ; d, head.

small separate bone known as the accessory Tnetatcvrsal,

which' is the metatarsal bone of the hallux or hind toe,

the metatarsus hallucis.

2. In entom. : (a) The first one of the joints of

the tarsus, when it is large or otherwise dis-

tinguished from the rest, which are then called

collectively the dactylus. Also called planta, in

which case the other joints are collectively known as the
digitals. The peculiarly expanded and bristly metatarsus
or planta of bees is kn'own as the scojnita.

(fi) With
some authors, the hind foot; the entire tarsus

, of each hind leg ; each of the third pair of tarsi.

When this nomenclature is used, the tarsus of the middle
'. leg is called mesotarms and that of the fore leg protarma.
' (c) The sixth joint of a spider's leg, heing the

. first of the two which form the foot—Flexor
, metatarsi. Same as peroneus tertius (which see, under
' peTimevs)i

metatome (met'a-tom), to. [< Gr, IKT&, among,
between, + toji'Ii, a cutting,< refiveiv, ra/ietv, out.]
In arch. , the space between two dentils. Gwilt.

metaxin (me-tak'sin), n. [< Gr. /icra^ii, between
(< /j£t6, between), + -in'^.] A distinct proteid
substance entering into the composition of the
fibrillar structure of chloroplastids.

metaxite (me-tak'sit), TO. [< Gr, jisra^ii, be-
tween, + -ite^.] In mineral., a variety of ser-
pentine occurring in fibrous or columnar forms
with a silky luster.

metayage (me-ta'yaj; F. pron. ma-ta-yazh'), to.

[< F. metayage; as metay(er) + -age.] The cul-
tivation of land on shares ; the metayer system
of agriculture.

Metayage— that is to say, a kind of temporary partner-
ship or joint venture, in which the proprietor supplies the

mete
land and the seed, and the peasants do all the work with
their own horses and implements.

J). M. Wallace, Russia, p. 619,

metayer (me-ta'y6r; P.prou. ma-ta-ya'), m. [<
P. metayer, < ML. medietarius, one who tills

land for half the produce, < L. medieta{t-)s, mid-
dle place, half: see moiety, mediety.] A culti-

vator who tiUs a farm or piece of ground for
the owner, on condition of receiving a share of

the produce, generally a half, the owner gener-
ally furnishing the whole or a part of the stock,

tools, etc. This system of cultivation, called metayage
or the metayer system, prevails in the central and southern
parts of France and in most of Italy, and is practised to a
considerable extent in the southern United States.

The principle of the rn«tej/er system is that the labourer
or peasant makes his engagement directly with the land-
owner, and pays, not a fixed rent, either in money or in

kind, but a certain proportion of the produce, or rather of
what remains of the produce after deducting what is con-
sidered necessary to keep up the stock. The proportion is

usually, as the name imports, one-half ; but in several dis-

tricts in Italy it is two-thirds. Respecting the supply of

stock, the custom variesfrom place to place ; in some places
the landlord furnishes the whole, in others half, in others
some particular part, as for instance the cattle and seed,

the labourer providing the implements.
J. S. am, Pol. Econ., II. via. § 1,

Themetoi/erhas less motive to exertion than the peasant
proprietor, since only half the fruits of his industry, in-

stead of the whole, are his own.
J. S. Mm, Pol, Econ., II. viii, § 2.

metaynti «• A Middle English form of mitten.

Metazoa (met-a-z6'a), n.pl. [NL., pi. of meta-
zoon, q. v.] All those animals which are above
the Protozoa, and which in the course of their

development undergo certain metamorphoses,
consisting of the primary segmentation of a
true egg or ovum, and the subsequent passage
through an embryonic condition in which they
possess at least two distinct germinal layers;
animals exhibiting cellular differentiation. The
Meiazoa are distinguished from the Protozoa in that the
substance of the body is differentiated into histogenic ele-

ments— that is to say, into cells. In all the Metazoa the
ovum has the form of a nucleated cell, the first step in
the process of development being the production of a
blastoderm by the subdivision of that cell, the cells of the
blastoderm giving rise in turn to two layers of cells, endo-
derm and ectoderm, between which, in most cases, a
mesoderm ^pears, to be itself split in two layers ; such a
four-layered germ developing finally all the histological
elements of the adult body. With the exception of certain
parasites,andtheextremelymodified males of afewspecies,
all these animals possess a permanent alimentary cavity
lined by a special layer of endodermal cells. Sexual re-

production is the rule, and very generally the male ele-

ment has the form of filiform spermatozoa. The lowest
term in the series of the Metazoa is represented by the Fori-
Sera or sponges. Those of the Metazoa which possess a
notochord, and in the adult state have thetrunk divided
into segments or myotomes, constitute the subkingdom
Vertetfrata; the rest are the several subkingdoms of inver-
tebrates. Compare Protozoa. See Mesozoa, and cuts under
gastrutatwn.

metazoan (met-a-zd'an), a. and to. [< Metasoa
+ -am.] I. a. (Jf or pertaining to the Metaaoa.

The Metazoan segmentation of the ovum,
Eacye. Brit., XX 419,

II. TO. A member of the Metazoa; a meta-
zoon,

metazoic (met-a-z6'ik), a. [< Metazoa + 4c.]
Pertaining to the Metazoa, or having their char-
acters.

metazoSn (met-a-z6'on), TO. [NL., < Gr. /ierd,

after, + f^, an animal.] One of the Metazoa;
any animal which has a gastrula stage, or which
imdergoes in the course of its development
a process of delamination or of gastrulation,
whether by emboly or by epiboly.

If we employ the term gastrula in the broad sense, . . .

it may be truly said that every metazoan passes through
the gastrula stage in the course of its development.

B'uxley, Anat. Invert,, p, 684,

mete^ (met), v.
;
pret. and pp. meted, ppr. meting.

[< ME. meten, < AS. metan (pret. mat, pi. mai-
ton, pp. meten), measure, = 08. metan= OPries.
meta = D. meten = MLG. LG. meten = OHG,
mezan, mezzan, MHG. mezzen, G. messen, mea-
sure, = Icel. meta, value, = Sw. mata = Dan.
dial. m^Ede, measure, = Goth, mitan, measure;
of. the secondary verb, OHG. mezon, megzon,
regulate,= Goth, miton, consider; Tent. Vmei
= L. and Gr. •/ med, in L. modus, measure (> E.
wo^i, moderate, modest, etc.), modius, a certain
measure, Gr. /lidi/ivoc, a certain measure, /iiSe-

adai, consider, etc. The L. metiri (/ met), mea-
sure (whence ult. E. measure, mensurate, etc.),

is not exactly cognate with AS. metan, hut ap-
pears to be from the same ult. root, namely
V wa (Skt.V ma), measure, whence also ult. E.
ineter'^, meters,^ metric^ metric^, etc.] I. trans,

1. To ascertain the quantity, dimensions, ex-

tent, or capacity of, by comparison with a stan-

dard; measure.



mete
First forthl shewe we hegh mesure, that cs to say howe

any thynge that has heght may be met howe hegli it es,
and this may be done in many maneres.

MS. Sloane, 21S. (HaHiuieU.)

She [the Soul] counts their Stars, she rmtea their distances
And differing pases.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 6.

A fair dial to mete out the day,
B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, i. 2.

Z. To distriljute or apportion by measure;
measure or deal (out) ; dole.

I will divide Shechem, and mete out the valley of Suc-
coth. Pb. Ix. 6.

For with the same measure that ye mete withal it shall
be measured to you again. Luke vi. 38.

I mete and dole
Unequal laws unto a savage race.

Tennyson, TJlysses.

3. To be a measure of; serve for determining
or expressing the extent, quantity, or capa-
city,of.

What word metes absolute loss?
Mrs. Browning, Drama of Exile,

Il.t intrans. To take measure or line ; aim.

Let the mark have a prick in 't to mete at.

S?iak., L, L. L., iv, 1. 134.

mete^ (met), n. [(a) < ME. mete (mete)JiLot foimd
in AS., where the expected form *mcete is repre-
sented by the related mmth,, f.) (= OPries. mete,

meta = MD. maete, D. moat = MLG. mate =
OHG. m>dga, MHGr. mase, G. maas, f., also MHG.
m^z, G. mass, n.), measure; mixed in E. with
(6) the related form, now dial., met, < ME. met,

mette, < AS. gemet, measure (= OS. gimet, mea-
sure, If: Icel. met, pi., weights of scales); < metan,
measure, mete: see mete^, v.'] 1. Measure.

Gyve thow trewe weyghte, Tnete, & measure.
And then shall grace with the Indure.

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 68.

A XL foote of mette
Iche elme away from oth'r must be borne.

PaHadius, Husbondrie (B. E. T. S.), p. 68.

2t. Computation; estimate; measure.

To take thy neighebores catel [property] agayn his wyl,

be it by force or by sleighte, be it by mete [var. mette] or
by mesure. Chaucer, Parson's Tale,

3. Limitation ; limit : in the phrase metes and
bounds (rarely in the singular mete and hound).

The aggrieved party stood on his right and demanded
that the frontier should be set out by metes and hounds.

Macaulay, Hist, Eng., xviii.

The Eternal order circles round.
And wave and storm find mete and bound
In Providence, "Whittier, Anniversary Poem,

mete^f, v. [ME. meten (pret. mette),<. AS. mcetan,
dream.] I. intrans. 1. To dream: often used
impersonally : as, me mette, I dreamed, i

And in a launde as ich lay, lenede ich and slepte,

And merueylously me mette. Piers Plowman (0), i. 9.

This nyght thrye—
To goode mote it tome !— of yow I mette.

CUmicer, Troilns, ii. 90.

Hence— 2. To lose the use of one's senses; be
out of one's mind.

I swor hir this . . .

Never to false yow, but [unless] I mete.
Chaucer, Death of Blanche, L 1234.

II, trans. To dream.

Thanne gan I to meten a merueilouse sweuene [dream].
Piers Plowman (B), Prol., 1. 11.

mete^t, v. t. [ME. meten, mceten, < AS. metan,
paint.] To paint.

inete*t, "• -Aii obsolete form of mset^.

mete^t, «. An obsolete form of meet^.

metegavelt, n. [< ME. mete, food, + gavel, a
tax.] A tribute, charge, or rent paid in vic-

tuals.

metelt,»»- [ME., also meeteles; < meten, dream:
see metej.'] A dream.

And Joseph mette metels ful meruilous alse.

How the Sonne and the mone and enleuene sterres

Falden bi-fore his feet and heileden him alle.

Piers Plowman (A), viii. 145.

metelesst, «• A Middle English form of meat-

less.

metelyt, a- See meetly.

metembryo (me-tem'bri-6), n, [< Gr. (iera,

after, + e/i8pvov, embryo: see embryo.'] The
gastrula stage of the metazoan embryo, paral-

lel with the adult of some sponges, as asoons.

Hyatt, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1887. See

cut under gastrula.

metembryonic (me-tem-bri-on'ik)^ a. [< me-

tembryo{n) + -Jc] Of or pertaining to a me-
tembryo.
metempiric (met-em-pir'ik), n. [< Gr. /ierd, be-

yond, + k/iKetpia, experience : see empiric.] One
who 'believes in the metempirical or transcen-

dental philosophy. Also metempirimt.
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metempirical (met-em-pir'i-kal), a. [< met-
empiric + -al.] In metaph., beyond or outside
of experience ; not based on experience ; tran-
scendental; a priori: opposed to empirical or

The metempirical region is the void where Speculation
roams unchecked, where Sense has no footing, where Ex-
periment can exercise no control, and where Calculation
ends in Impossible Quantities.

O. B. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, I. i. % 15.

metempiricism (met-em-pir'i-sizm), n. [< met-
empiric + -ism.] In metaph., a system of phi-
losophy based on a priori reasoning ; transcen-
dentalism.
metempiricist (met-em-pir'i-sist), n. [< met-
empiric + 4st.] Same as metempiric.
metempsychose (me-temp'si-koz), v. t; pret.
and pp. metempsychosed, ppr. metempsyckosing.
[< metempsychosis.] To transfer from one body
to another, as the soul; cause to undergo me-
tempsychosis.

The souls of usurers after their death Lucian affirms to
be metempsychased, or translated into the bodies of asses,
and there remain certain years for poor men to take their
pennyworth out of their bones. Peacham, Blazoning,

metempsychosis (me-temp-si-ko'sis), n. [< LL.
metempsychosis (rare), < Gr. /iETefiipix<^<"Q, the
transference of the soul from one body into
another, < fieTe/iipvxoiv, make the soul pass from
one body into another, < /lerd, over, -t- t/iipvxovv,

put a soul into, animate, e/iipvxog, having life,

< ev, in, + iwx^, soul, life : see Psyche, and cf

.

psychosis, metapsychosis.] Transmigration of
the soul; the passing of the soul of a person
after death into another body, either that of a
human bein^ or that of an animal: a doctrine
held by various ancient peoples and by Py-
thagoras and his followers, and still maintain-
ed by Brahmans and some others : also loosely
used of such a transfer of the soul of a living
person.

I cannot believe the wisdom of Pythagoras did ever
positively, and in a literal sense, affirm his metempsycho-
sis, or impossible transmigration of the souls of men into
beasts. Sir T. Browne, Keligio Medici, i, 37,

The Mollah and the Christian dog
Change place iu'mad metempsychosis.

Whittier, The Haschish.

metempsychosize (me-temp-si-ko'siz), v. t.;

pret. and pp. metempsychosized, ppr. metempsy-
chosiMng. [< metempsychosis + 4ze.] To cause
to pass after death into the body of some other
living thing: said of the soul.

Izaak Walton . . . metempsychosized into a frog.
Southey Doctor, ccxii. \Davies.)

metemptosis (met-emp-to'sis), m, [<Gr, /zero,

beyond, + l/iivToaig, a falling upon, < efiwinreiv,

fall upon or in, < h>, in, + wixreiv, fall,] In
chron., the solar equation which would be ne-

cessary to prevent the calendarnew moon from
happening a day too late, or the suppression of

the bissextile once in 134 years. The opposite to

this is the proemptosis, or the addition cf a day every 300

years and another every 2,400 years,

metencephalic (met-en-se-fal'ik or -sefa-Uk),

a. [< metencephalon + -ic] Of or pertaining

to the metencephalon, in either sense.

metencephalon (met-en-sef'a-lon), n.; pi, met-

encephala (-la). [NL., < Gr."/iera, after, -I- ky-

K^^aAof, theljrain: see encephalon.] 1. Theaf-
terbrain; the medulla oblongata as far as the

pons Varolii : synonymous with myelencephalon

of Huxleyand others, andmacromyelon of Owen
Quain; Wilder and Gage.— 2. The cerebellar

segment of the brain, the chief parts of which
are the cerebellum and pons Varolii. Huxley.

See cuts under brain and encephalon.

metensomatosis(met-en-s6-ma-t6'sis),». [LL.,

< LGr. /lETevaafidTaaic, a putting into another

body, < uerevaa/^aTOvv, put into another bod^ <

Gr. /iETo, over, + evaa/iaTovv, put into a body,

embody, < iva&uaroQ, in the body, < ev, in, -I-

aaiia, body.] The transference of the elements

of one body into another body and their con-

version into its substance, as by decomposition

and assimilation.

Is it not indisputable that man's body , . , is composed
of the very same materials, the same protein, and fats, and
salines, and water, which constitute the inorganic world
—which may unquestionably have served long ago as the

dead material which was vivified and utilized in the bod-

ies of extinct creatures, and which may serve in endless

metenaomatosis (if the word, which has the authority of

Clemens Alexandrinus, and which is now imperiously de-

manded by the wants of science, maybe pardoned on the

score of necessity) for we know notwhat organisms yet to

come? Fmrar.

metenteron (met-en'te-ron), n.; pi. metentera

(-ra). [NL., < Gr. iiera, after, + evrepov, intes-

tine : see enteron.] The enteron, in any secon-

meteoric

dary, differentiated, or specialized state occur-
ring from modification of its primary condition
of arohenteron.
metenteronic (met-en-te-ron'ik), a. [< meten-
teron + -ic.] Of or pertaining to the metente-
ron.

meteogram (me'te-o-gram), n. [Shortfor *me-
teorogram, < Gr. fiereapov, a meteor (see meteor),
+ ypifi/ia, a writing: see gram'^.] A diagram
composed of the tracings made by several self-

recording meteorological instruments, as the
thermograph and the barograph.
meteograph (me'te-o-graf), n. [Short for me-
teorograph.] Same as meteorograph.

The meteograph, with the anemograph,
R. Abereromby, Nature, XXXVI. 310,

meteor (me'tf-or), n. [< OP. meteore, P. m6t6-
ore = Sp. Pg.' meteoro = It. meteora, < NL. mete-
orum, < Gr. fieriopov, a meteor (def. 1), usually
in pi. percapa, lit. 'things in the air,' neut. of
psrlapog, lifted up, on high, in air, < pera, be-
yond, + aeipuv, lift up, raise (> k6pa, another
form of aXiipa, a being lifted up or suspended
on high, hovering, anything suspended).] 1.
Any atmospheric phenomenon.

Hail, an ordinary meteor; murrain of cattle an ordinary
disease, yet for a plague to obdured Pharaoh miraculously'
vrrought. Bp. Hall, Invisible World, i. § a.

Except they be watered from higher regions, and fructi-

fying meteors of knowledge, these weeds must so lose their
Edimental sappe, and wither of themselves.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg, Err,, Pref,

In starry flake, and pellicle,

All day the hoaiy meteor fell,

WhiMier, Snow-Bound,

Specifically— 2. A transient fiery or luminous
body seen in or through the atmosphere, usualh^
in its more elevated region

I
a shooting-star, it

it reaches the surface of the earth, it is called
a meteorite, formerly aerolite, and also (very
rarely) uranolite.

And all their silver crescents then I saw
Like falling meteors spent, and set for ever
Under the cross of Malta.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, iL 1.

The imperial ensign ; which, full high advanced,
Shone like a meteor, streaming to the wind.

MOton, P. L., i. 637.

3. A small body moving in space, and of the
same nature as those which become visible by
encountering our atmosphere. There is reason to
suppose that such bodies are very njimerous, and that a
large proportion of them are concentrated in swarms : it

is considered very probable that a comet is only such a
meteoric swarm.

meteor. An abbreviation of meteorology, mete-
orological.

meteor-clond (me'te-or-kloud), n. 1. A flock

of small meteoroids moving in space. Also
called meteoric swarm.— 2. A cloud-like train
left by a meteor in the upper air. [Eare.]

meteor-dust (me'tf-or-dust), ». Matter in in-

finitesimal particles' supposed to be floating

throughout free space, and gradually settling

upon the surfaces of the heavenly bodies.

Sir W. Thomson . . . shows that meteor-dust, accumu-
lating at the rate of one foot in 4,000 years, would account
for the remainder of retardation.

Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 248.

meteoric (me-te-or'ik), a. [= P. meUorique =
Sp. metedrico = Pg. It. meteorico, < NL. meteori-

eus, pertaining to meteors, ML. in the air, on
high, < NL. meteorum, a meteor: see meteor.]

It. Of the upper air ; ethereal; empyreal.

The fiery particles 'ascended to the most meteoric or
highest regions. Sharon Turner, Sacred Hist, of World

[(tr. of Diod. Siculus), p. 23.

2. Pertaining to or of the nature of a meteor;
consisting of meteors : as, meteoric stones ; me-
teoric showers.

Our nature is meteoric, we respect (because we partake
so) both earth and heaven. Donne, Letters, xxxvii.

3. Plashing like a meteor; transiently or irreg-

ularly brilliant.

AnthonyAshley Cooper;third earl of Shaftesbury (grand-
son of the first earl, the famous Tneteoric politician of the
reign of Charles II.), was born in 1671 and died in 1713.

Craik, Hist. Eng. Lit., II. 235.

Meteoric astronomy, that branch of science which
treats of meteors and meteoroids in their astronomical
relations.—Meteoric Iron. See iron and meteorite.—Me-
teoric ring, a swarm of meteoroids more or less thickly

scattered along the entire orbit in which they circulate

about the sun or other central body, so as to form a ring
around it. The rings of Saturn are probably thus con-
stituted. — Meteoric Showers, showers of meteors or
shooting-stars occurring periodically, and especially in the
months of August and November. The maximum bril-

liancy occurs every thirty-three years, and then sometimes
for four years in succession there are showers of unusual
magnitude. They are now known to be connected with
comets.—Meteoric stones, aerolites. See meteorite.—



meteoric

Meteoric swarm. Same as meteor-cZoui.— Meteoric
waters, waters which accrue from condensation of the
vapors suspended in the atmosphere. Thomas, Med. Diet.

meteorical (me-te-or'i-kal), a. [< meteoric +
-a?.] Same aswc^eor/c. [Rare.]

I see a resemblance of thatTrw^teoricoJlightwhich appears
in moorish i>laces, that seems Are, but is nothing but a
flimsy glittering exhalation. Bp. Hall, Soliloquies, xii.

Meteorinse (ine''''te-o-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL., < J/e-
teorus + -/«a?.] 'A subfamily of Braconidw or
adscite ichneumon-flies, typ&ed by the genus
MeteoruSy mainly parasitic on lepidopterous in-
sects, havin_g the abdomen petiolate and the
fore wings with three submarginal cells.

meteorism (me'te-o-rizm), n. [= F. meteonsme
= Sp. Pg. It. me'teorisino, < NL. meteorismus, <
Gr. fi£Teo)piafi6cy a being raised up, swelling, <

fiereopi^ecvj raise up, < fzereiopogj raised up : see
meteor.'] InpathoL, flatulent distention of the
abdomen ; tympanitis.

meteorite (me'te-or-it), «, [< meteor + -/fc-.]

A mineral or metallic mass of extraterrestrial
origin, or which, to use the common expression,
has '

' fallen from the heavens." Bodies of this kind
were formerly often called aerolites, but meteorite is now
tlieir generally accepted name among scientific men. The
fall of meteorites upon the earth is a by no means infre-

quent occurrence, and records of such events date back to
many centuries before the present era. Traditions point
to the very early use of meteoric iron for the manufacture
of weapons ; and it is also known that meteorites were not
unfrequently the objects of worship in various parts of the
world. In spite of this, the faU of rocks or metals from
the heavens seemed to be so improbable an event that full

credence was not given by scientific men to stories of such
occurrences until about the beginning of the present cen-
tury, when, several falls having taken place (at Earbotan,
France, 1790 ; Siena, 1794 ; Wold Cottage, Yorkshire, Eng.

,

1795 ; Sal6s, France, 1798 ; Benares, 1798 ; L'Aigle, France,
1803), the details of some of which were thoroughly in-

vestigated, a further denial of their genuineness became
impossible. lYom the time of the fall at L'Aigle all doubt
in the matter was abandoned. There are now several col-

lections of meteorites, each of which contains specimens
of between 300 and 400 different falls, and the whole num-
ber known is not far from 400, although it is by no means
the case with all these occurrences that the specimens
were seen to fall ; many of them have been found on the
earth's surface, but have been recognized as being extra-
terrestrial by their peculiar appearance and composition.
The most important facts with regard to meteorites may
be concisely stated as follows : They have not been found
to contain any element not known to occur on the earth

;

they have furnished no evidence of the existence of life

on the body or bodies of which they originally formed a
part; they bear no indications of having been formed in
the presence of water, or of the existence of water beyond
the eai'th's atmosphere in the regions from which they
came ; they do exhibit abundant evidence of having had
what geologists would csdl an "igneous origin' ; they are
never granitic in character, but resemble very closely cer-
tain volcanic rocks of notinfrequent occurrence, with this
difference, that in the case of the meteorites the iron as-

sociated with the silicated combinations exists in the me-
tallic form, while in the terrestrial volcanic rocks it is,

with rare exceptions, oxidized. Furthermore, meteorites,
almost without exception, show a certain family resem-
blance ; so that it is necessary to admit, either that they
all originally formed a part of one celestial body, or else

that, having come from various members of the solar sys-

tem, or from other systems, these have a wonderful resem-
blance to each other and to the earth itself. The most
obvious division of meteorites is into metallic and stony,

but the passage from one class to the other is by no means
an abrupt one. All metallic meteorites agree in that the
predominating metal is iron, with which nickel is almost
invariably associated ; indeed, it has not been proved that
tJiiere is any meteoric iron entirely free from that metal.
"With the nickel
cobalt is almost
always found, as

is the case in ter-

restrial combina-
tions. Tin and
copper are also
frequently found
in meteorites in
smfdl quantity.
The precious met-
als have not been
detected in them.
Meteorites com-
posed almost entirely of metallic (nickeliferous) iron, form-
ing a nearly homogeneous mass, have been denominated
siderolites. These, however, almost always contain irreg-

ular nodular masses of pjrrhotite, schreibersite (phos-

pliuret of iron and nickel), either one or both, and occa-

sionally of graphite. In a large proportion of the meteoric
irons, etching the polished surface with an acid develops
the so-called "Widmannstattian figures." The develop-
ment of these figures on the polished surface of a mass
of iron found upon the earth's surface, and in regard to

the time of whose fall nothing was known, was formerly
considered to be suflScient evidence of the celestial origin

of such a mass, especially if, in addition, the presence of

nickel could be shown by chemical analysis. While most
of the metallic masses thus referred have almost certainly

been correctly classed among the meteorites, there may be
cases in which such reference has not been justifiable,

since it is now known that all celestial irons do not give
the Widmannstattian figures, while the iron found in large
quantity and over a wide area, associated with and em-
bedded in basalt,near Ovifak in Greenland, contains nickel,

and gives, when etched, figures which have generally been
considered as Widmannstattian, although others have de-

nied that they could properly be so denominated. The ter-

restrial origin of the Oviiak iron is, however, now generally

Meteoric Stone.

Meteoric Iron.
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admitted, although for a considerable time after its dis-

covery this was not the case. The wide extent of the area

over which this iron occurs, and its peculiarly intimate

association with the minerals of which the basalt is made
up, forbid the idea that the metal could have fallen from
above into lava in process of eruption, which was at first

the favorite theory of its origin. Next in order to the

siderolites come the pallasUes, so named from the fact that

a large meteorite of this class was in 1772 discovered in

Siberia by the distinguished traveler Pallas. Under the
nameofj>a7Za«iie are comprehended those meteoriteswhich
consist of a spongy or vesicular mass of iron, the cavities

of which are in most cases partly or entirely filled with
olivin, with which various other minerals are frequently
associated, enstatite and bronzite being the most com-
mon, while chromite is of not infrequent occurrence.

Both siderolites and paUasites belong to the class of

metallic meteorites. By far the larger part of the stony
meteorites are included under the designation of chon-

drites. In these the iron is distributed in fine particles

through a more or less intimate mixture of silicates, with
which chromite and magnetic pyrites are frequently as-

sociated, the silicates being chiefly olivin and bronzite.

The name chondrite has reference to the fact that in this

class of meteorites the material of which they are com-
posed occurs in the form of rounded grains (cliondri). The
chondritic meteorites have, however, a quite varied struc-

ture, in some few cases passing into a breccia ; they have
been divided into numerous subgroups in accordance with
these structural variations. Most of the stony meteorites
contain iron disseminated
tlu:ough theirmass in grains
or nodules; but there are
a few which are destitute
of such metallic particles.
There are also a few stony
meteorites which do not
exhibit any traces of a chon-
dritic structure : the miner-
als of which these are made
up do not> however, differ
very essentially from those
occurring in the chondrites.
There are also a few veiy
anomalous meteorites which contain carbonaceous mat-
ter associated with the stony chondritic material. This
carbon is not m-aphitic, but is combined with hydrogen
and oxygen, tnfe product resembling to a certain extent
that resulting from the decay of organic matter, but no
traces of vegetable tissue have been discovered in these
carbonaceous meteorites, which are only five or six in
number. One or two interesting facts remain to be men-
tioned. The first is that since the phenomena of meteor-
ites began to be observed and studied there have been
extremely few falls of metallic meteorites. Of all the me-
teoric irons in the various collections, those of Hraschina
in Austria (1751), of Dickson county, Tennessee (1855), of
Braunau in Bohemia (1847), and a few others (in all prob-
ably about nine), are the only ones positively known to
have fallen ; all the others are considered meteoric on
account of their peculiar appearance and chemical com-
position. The observed falls of stony meteorites, on the
other hand, are numerous. Another remarkable fact is

that all the meteorites which are known to have fallen
are of inflnltesimally small size as compared with the
earth. In the fall of L'Aigle some 2,000 to 8,000 stones
were estimated to have reached the earth, and of these
the largest weighed only seven or eight pounds. The lar-

gest meteorites of which the fall was observed are that of
Ensisheim (1492), which weighed about 280 pounds, that
of Juvinas (1821), 242 pounds, and that of Emmett county,
Iowa (1879), when a considerable number of stones fell, the
largest of them weighing 437 pounds. Some masses 6f iron
believed to be meteorites, the date ofwhose fail is unknown,
are much larger than this, but still utterly insignificant
in size, not only as compared with the earth or its satellite,

but even with the smallest celestial body of which any-
thing is definitely known, namely the outer satellite of
Mars, which has been estimated at from five to twenty
miles in diameter. The mass of iron on the river Ben-
degd in Brazil has been variously estimated at from seven
to ten tons in weight ; that of Tucuman (Campo del Cielo)

is said to weigh fifteen tons. The Santa Caterina iron ap-
pears to be still larger, having been estimated at twenty-
five tons ; but doubts have been expressed as to whether
this is really of celestial origin.— Neumann's lines,
structural lines described by J. G. Neumann as occurring
in the Braunau meteorite.

meteoritic (me"te-o-rit'ik), a. [< meteorite
+ -ic] Of or pertaining to a meteorite or to
meteorites.

The bright lines from the interspaces, now at their mini-
mum and containing vapours at a very high temperature,
. . . balance the absorption of the nwtetyrUic nuclei.

Nature, XXXVIII. 79.

meteorizef (me'te-6-riz), V. [< meteor + -ize.']

To take the form of a meteor ; ascend in va-
pors.

To the end the dews may meteorize and emit their finer
spirits. Evelyn, Pomona, i.

meteorograph (me'te-o-ro-graf ), n. [= F. me-
tiorographe = Sp. meteordgrafo, < Gr. fierlapov,

a meteor, -I- ypcujieiv, write.] An instrument
that combines the registering apparatus of a
barograph, thermograph, anemograph, etc., in
such a manner as to obtain on the same sheet
a continuous record of the variations of the
several meteorological elements.

meteorographic (me"te-o-ro-graf'ik), a. [=
F. meteorographique = Sp. meteorogrdfico ; as
meteorograph-y + -ic] Pertaining to meteo-
rography.
meteorography (me'tf-o-rog'ra-fi), n. [= F.
metiSorographie = Pg. meteorographia, < Gr. fie-

Tcapov, a meteor, + -ypafla, < ypd<petv, write.]

meteoroscope

Meteorology; specifically, the registration of
meteorological phenomena.
meteoroid (me'te-6-roid), n. [< Gr. fieriapov,

a meteor, + elSoc, form.] A body traveling in

space, and of the same nature as those which
on enteringthe earth's atmosphere become visi-

ble as meteors.
meteoroidal (me'te-o-roi'dal), a. [< meteoroid
+ -a?.] Pertaining to meteoroids or mete-
ors.

This remarkable group of planetoidal or meteoroidal bod-
ies forms a tolerably wide zone or ring between the orbits
of Mara and Jupiter. Smithsonian Report, 1881, p. 29.

meteorolite (me'te-o-ro-lit), n. [= F. mMoro-
lithe= Pg. meteorolithe, < Gr. iieriopov, a meteor,
+ Woe, a stone.] Same as meteorite.

meteorologic {me"te-o-ro-loj'ik), a. [= F. m^-
teorologique = Sp. meteoroldgico = Pg. It. me-
teorologico, < NL. meteorologicus, < Gr. ficreupo-

/UryiKdg, pertaining to meteorology, < /lereapo-

Tvoyia, meteorology: see meteorology^ Same
as meteorological.

Every extensive region [has] its own meteorologic condi-
tions. H. Spencer, Universal Progress, p. 7.

meteorological (me"tf-o-r9-loj'i-kal), a. [< me-
teorologic + -al.'] Of or pertaining to weather

;

atmospheric; specifically, of or pertaining to

the science of meteorology

—

Meteorological
curve, a line or diagram which presents graphically the
successive actual or mean values of any meteorological
element.—Meteorological elements, the fundamental
data of meteorological observations : namely, the tem-
perature, pressure, humidity, and electrical potential of
the air ; the rate of evaporation ; the amount and kind of
precipitation ; the direction and velocity of the wind ; the
kind, direction of motion, and velocity of clouds ; the du-
ration of sunshine ; and the intensity of solar and terres-

trial radiation.

—

Meteorological table, (a) A statistical

table of meteorological data : also called Tneteorological re-

gister. (6)A table for correcting or reducing meteorologi-
cal observations.

meteorologically (me"te-o-r9-loj'i-kal-i), adv.

In a meteorological aspect ; with reference to

meteorological conditions ; by means of mete-
orology, or according to meteorological princi-

ples or methods.
meteorologist (me"te-o-roi'o-jist), n. [= P.

meteorologiste = Sp.' meteor'ologista; as mete-

orolog-y + -ist.'] One who is versed in mete-
orology; an expert in the conduct and discus-

sion of meteorological observations ; a student
of the laws of atmospheric motions and phe-
nomena.
meteorology (me'te-o-roro-ji), n. [= F. m6-
t4orologie = Sp. meteorologia = Pg. It. meteo-

rologia, < NL. meteorologia, < Gr. /iercupoAoyia,

a treatise on meteors or celestial phenomena,
< fiersupoMyoi, speaking of meteors or celestial

phenomena, < fitrtupov, a meteor (to ficriupa,

celestial phenomena), -f- T^yeiv, speak: see-oto-

gy.'] The science which treats of the motions
and phenomena of the earth's atmosphere ; the
scientific study of weather and climate, their

causes, changes, relations, and effects. Abbre-
viated meteor.

In sundry animals we deny not a kind of natural mete-
orology, or innate presentation both of wind and weather.

Sir T. Brovme, Vulg. Err., iii. 10.

Optical meteorology, the science of the luminous phe-
nomena of the atmosphere.—Practical or applied me-
teorology, the study of the bearing and effect of weather
and climate on human interests. It embraces especially:

(1) weather forecasts ; (2) medical meteorology, or the re-

lation of weather and climate to health and disease ; and
(3) agricultural meteorology, or the relation of climate and
weather to vegetable growth.

—

TSie new or higher me-
teorology, the explanation of the motions of the atmo-
sphere, and the origin and development of storms, by
deductive mathematical processes based on the laws of

hydrodynamics and thermodynamics.—Theoretical me-
teorology, the study of the physics and mechanics of the
atmosphere, and the cosmical infiuences affecting terres-

trial atmospherics.

meteoromancy (me'te-o-ro-man'si), n. [< Gt.
/leriupov, a meteor, + /javrcia, divination.] Div-
ination by meteoric phenomena.
meteorometer (me"te-o-rom'e-ter), n. [< Gt.
/iereupov, a meteor, -1-' /lerpov, a measure.] An
apparatus for automatically transmitting from
a local station, and showing or recording at a

central station, the various weather items, such
as direction of wind, rainfall, barometric pres-

sure, temperature, etc. It is usually operated
by electricity.

meteoroscopet (me-tf-or'o-skop), n. [= F. m4-
Uoroscope = Sp. meteordscopo = Pg. meteoro-

scopio= It. meteoroscopo, < Gr. ftercupoaKdmov, an
instrument for taking oljservations of the hea-

venly bodies, < fiereapoaK&iroc, observing the

heavenly bodies, < fintupov, a meteor, pi. ce-

lestial phenomena, + OKonclv, view.] An in-

strument formerly in use for finding the angu-
lar distances of heavenly bodies. ZHderot.



meteoroscope
With utrol&be and meteoroscope
111 find the cusp and aUridsula,
And know what planet is in Cazimi.

T. TomJcig (?), Albumazar, IL 5.

meteoroscopyt (me-tf-or'o-sko-pi), n. [= p.
meteoroscopie = Sp. nieteoroscopia ; as meteoro-
scope + -ij^.l The use of the meteoroscope.
meteoroost (me'te-or-us), a. [< Gr. yirrSjpoi.

raised, on high, iii"air: see meteor.'\ Having
the nature of a meteor; meteoric.

The cherubim descended^ on the groond
Gliding meteorous, as eTening mist
Kisen from a river o'er the marish glides.

MOton, P. L., xiL 629.

We must conclude that there are meUormis beings,
whose eccentric orbits we know not how to describe.

/. lyisraeli. Amen, of lit., n. 390.

meteor-system (me-te-or-sls'tem), h. a flock
of small bodies moviiig together in space and
acting upon each other by their mutual attrac-

tions and uiflaences of yarious kinds.

Meteoms (me-tf-6'rus), n. [NIj. (Haliday,
1835), < Gr. /ieriapog, in the air, /ieriapov, a me-
teor: see meteor.'] An important genus of hy-
menopterous parasites, typical of a subfamily
MeteoriiuEfWith many European and American
species. M. hyphantruB is a parasite of the faU.

web-worm, JSyphantria cunea, of the TTnited

States.

metepencephalic (met-ep-en-se-fal'ik or -sef'-

a-Uk), a. [< metepencephalon + -ic.1 Of or per-
taining to the metepencephalon.
metepencephalon (met-ep-en-sef'a-lon), ».; pi.

metepeneephala (-la). [Nli., < mei{encephalon)
+ epencephalonJ] A segment of the encepha-
lon between the myelon and the mesencephar-
lon; the metenoephalon and epenoephalon to-

gether considered as onesegment. B. G. TTilder.

metepicoele (met-ep'i-sel), ». [< met(encepha-
Um) + epUxBle.'] The eavity of the metepen-
eephalon ; the fonrth ventricle. Also metepic(»-

lia. Wilder, N. Y. Med. Jonr., March 21, 1885,

p. 327.

metepimeral (met-e-pim'e-ral), a. [< metepim-
eron + -ol.] Of or x>ertaining to the metepim-
eron.

metepimeron (met-e-pim'g-ron), «.; pi. mefe-

pimera (-ra). [NIi., < Gr!" /icra, after, + Nli.

epimeron, q. v.] In entom., the epimeron of the
metathorax ; the epimeral sclerite of the meta-
plenron.
metepistemiim (met-ep-i-ster'num), n.; pi.

metepistema (-i^). [NIi., < Gr. ffra, after, +
NL. epistemu7ii, q. v.] In entom,, one of the
metathoracic epistema.
meter^ (me'ter), n. [Formerly also meeter;

< ME. meter, < AS. *metere (ef. metend, a mea-
surer) (= D. meter = MLG. meter = OHG. me-
zari, mezzdri, MHG. mezzer, G. messer= Sw. md-
tare, a measurer), < metan, measure : see jnefci.

In the second sense, 'that which measures, an
instrument for measuring,' as in gas-meter, wa-
ter-^neter, etc., the word is partly confused in

composition with the L. metrurn, < Gr. /ih-pov, a
measure, which is the word involved in the uni-

tary compounds gasometer, electrometer, geom-
eter, diameter, perimeter, etc. : see meter^, me-
terS.] 1. One who measures; a measurer: as,

a coal-meter; a land-wjeter. [Rare.]

But the anlnager, theweigher, the tneeUr of grant^ will

not suffer us to acquiesce in the judgment of the prince.

BwrkBt Letter to a Noble Lord.

2. That which measures, or is used for measur-
ing; specifically, an instrument that records

or indicates automatically the quantity, force,

or pressure of a fluid passing throngh it or ac-

tuating it : used in composition, as in gas-meter,

water-TOefer (see these words), or alone when
the fluid to be measured, as gas or water, isnn-

derstood.—3. In fishing, one of the two rein-

forcing ropes of a seine or giU-net, of which one

is attached to the upper edge and carries the

floats, and the other to the lower edge and bears

the weights or sinkers

—

Dry meter, a gas-meter

employing a beUows-like apparatus and noliquid.— Elec-

tric meter. See efectnt—Electromagnetic-control
meters, electrical measuring-instruments (such as am-

pere- or volt-meters)the indications ofwhich are controlled

by the magnetic field produced by an electromagnet. In

current instruments the electromagnet is usually excited

by the current to be measured.— Grain-meter, any one

of a variety of automatic grain-measoring machines, by

which a stream of grain flowing from a chute or hopper is

received, and the quantity discharged is indicated. Most

of these grain-meters are automatic weighing-machines,

the standard weight of a bushel of the grain bemg the

unit of the scale of measurement, or, if the indications are

in pounds, the latter divided by the weight of a bushel at

once gives the deUvery in bushels.—Magnetlo-control

meters electromagnetic-control meters with permanent

magnets' substituted for electromagnets.—Spring-con-

trol meters, electrical measuring-instruments in which
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the indications are controlled by the elastic resistance of

a spring. (See also ampere-meter, coulomb-meter, jovZe-

tneter, oM-meter.)

meter! (me't^r), ». i. [<?)j«teri, Ji.] To measure
by means of a meter ; test by the use of a meter.

It was found thatthereal pioportionsof air and gas were
not determinable, except by mietering both.

Scienee, UI. 497.

meter^, metrel (me'ter), n. [Formerly also

meeter; < ME. meter, metyr, metre, < OF. metre,

F. m^tre= Sp. Pg. It. metro= AS. meter= D. me-
ter= OHG. metar, MHG. meter, G. meter= Dan.
Sw. meter, meter, < L. metrurn, meter (of verse)
(not in sense of a measure of length), < Gr. fie-

Tpov, that bywhich anything is measured, a mea-
. sure or rule, also a measure of content, a space
measured or measurable, measure, proportion,
fltness, meter (of verse

) ; with formative -Tpov, <

^/is = Skt.-j/?Ba,measure, seen also in L. metiri,

pp. mensus, measure, modus, measure, and AS.
metan, E. jnetel : see mete^, mode^, measure. The
sense of a measure of length is recent, from the
P.,butin comp. diameter, perimeter, etc., the lit.

sense ' measure ' is common : see meier^ and me-
ferl.] 1. (o) Rhythm in language ; rhythmic
language as measurable by prosodic times or
uttered syllables; more specifically, arrange-
ment of language in a succession of rhythmic
movements, readily appreciable as such by the
ear; verse, as opposed to prose. Meter in this

sense is the subject-matter of the science of

metrics. (6) Measured verse or rhythmic lan-
guage ; rhythmic language as determined by or
divided into fixed measures, (i) A measure, foot, or
dipody. SecTneoswre. [Kare.] (2)Aline, verse, orperiod
in ancient metrics; specifically, a monocolic verse or a di-

colic(or tricolic)period, asopposed to abypermetron. Me-
ters are called mjommieterSj dimeters, trimeters, etc, accord-
ing to the number of measures in a verse, also acabciUctic,

calfdedxe, braehycatulectiCf etc, meters, according to the
completeness or incompleteness of the feet or measures.
(3) A kind of verse ; a particular variety of poetic rhythm,
as expressed by the kind of feet of which the verse con-
sists : as, iambic, dactylic, Ionic meter; a particular form
of metrical composition : as, Alcaic meter^ elegiac meter. In
ancient metrics meters were called mmwid, pure, or sim-
ple meters when they consisted of one kind of foot through-
out^ compound or epUyntheUc meters when composed of

cola of different kinds of feet, mHiced meters when uniting
different kinds of feet within the same colon.

Xascinious Meeters, to whose venom sound
The open eare of youth doth always listen.

Slmk., Rich. n. (folio 1623), u. 1. 19.

According to the number of the Billables contained in

euery verse, the same is sayd a long or short Tneeier, and
his shortest proportion is of foure Billables, and his longest

of twelue. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 58.

Khime being no necessary adjunct or true ornament of

poem or good verse, in longer works especially, but the
invention of a barbarous age, to set off wretched matter
and lame meeter. Milton, P. L, Pret.

Metre may be defined to be a succession of poetical feet

arranged in r^ular order, according to certain types rec-

ognized as standards, in verses of a determinate length.

G. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., xxv.

2. In music, the division of a composition
into parts of eqnal time-value and of similar

essential rhythmic structure. The smallest part

thus indicated is that between successive primary ac-

cents, and is called a measure; in printed music this is

marked by a Imr before each primary accent. But meter
includes also, in a general way, the division of a piece

into equal and similar parts of more than one measure,

such parts being called phrases or strophes. In this

sense musical meter has obvious analogies with meter in

verse, though the analogies cannot always be pressed with
safety, especi^ly as the nomenclature is not strictly par-

alleL (Seenw«rw»2,2.) iSAytftmmay be distinguished from
meter in that it deals primarily with the accents and the

typical and actual accentual patterns, which metergathers
into groups and sections in accordance with their time-

value. This distinction, however, is not always observed

or even acknowledged. Sometimes the meaning of the
term is reversed, rhythm being made a matter of time, and
meter one of accent. Sometimes, too, the two terms are

made entirely interchangeable.

3. In Eng. liymnology, a pattern of versifica-

tion, including the structure of the prosodical

feet used, the grouping of those feet into Hues,

and the grouping of lines into stanzas or stro-

phes, popularly called verses. See foot and ver-

SificaUon. According to the kind of feet used, meters
are usually either iambic, trochaic, or dactylic. The prin-

cipal iambic meters are : Common Meter (C. 31.), having al-

ternately eight and six syllables to the line ; Long Meter

(L. M.X having eight syllables to the line ; and Short Meter

(S. M.), having two lines of six syllables, followed by one
of eight, and Bien by another of six. Each of thesemeters
has properly four lines to the stanza, so that their syllabic

scheme is as follows : C. M., 8, 6, 8, 6 ; L. M., 8, 8, 8, 8 ; S.

M., 6, 6, 8, 6. Each of them may also be doubled, so as to

make eight-lined stanzas, the meterthen being called Cani-

man MeterDouble (C. M. D.), Long Meter Double (L. M. D.),

or ShortMeter Double (S. ll.D.). Longmetermayalso have
six lines to the stanza, and is then called Long Meter, Six
Lines, or Long Particular Meter (L. P. M), with the syl-

labic scheme 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8. Other meters of this class are

Common Particular Meter (C. P. M.), 8, 8, 6, 8, 8. 6 ; ShoH
Particular Meter (S. P. M,), 6, 6, 8, 6, 6, 8 ; Hallelujah Me-

metta.

ter (H. M.), 6, 6, 6, 6, 8, 8 (or 6, 6, 6, 6, 4, 4, 4, 4) ; Sevens and
Sixes, 7, 6, 7, 6; Tens, 10, 10, 10, 10; etc. The principal
trochaic meters are Seven», 7, 7, 7, 7 ; Eights and Sevens, 8,

7, 8, 7; Sij!e^6,6,6,6; Stxe«an<fJY««,^5,6,5; etc The
principal dai^ylie meters are Elevens, li, 11, 11, 11 ; Elev-
ens arid Tens, 11, 10, 11, 10 ; etc. Numerous modifications
of these schemes occur, especially in recent hymns.—Ac-
centual meters. See aoxntuaz.- Hipponacteaa me-
ter, ^menalc meter, Ionic meter. See the adjec-
tivea—In short meter, short meter, quickly ; in short
order. [TJ. S.]

This goin' ware glory waits ye haint one agreeable feetur.
An' if it worn't for wakin" snakes. I'd home again short

meter. Lowell, Biglow Papers^ 2d ser., ii.

Laconic meter. See2ac<nnc,n.,3.—QnantltatlTe me-
ters. See accentual meters, under accentual.

meter^, metre^ (me'tSr), «. [Also sometimes,
as mere P., mbtre; = Sp. Pg. It. metro (after
P.), < P. ^n^tre = D. G. Sw. Dan. meter, < L.
metrum, < Gr. fih-pov, a measure : see meter^.]
The fundamental unit of length of the French
metrical system, it is the distance, at the melting-
temperature of ice, between the ends of a certain platinum
bar preserved in Paris, and called the m^tre des Archives.
It was intended to be one ten-miUiouth part of the earth's
meridian quadrant, and to be 443.296 lines of the toise of
Peru, from which it really differs by a very small amount.
Themeter is equal to 39.37027 inches according to Professor
Rogers, and to 39.36985 inches according to General Corn-
stock. A new meter has been established by the princi-
pal nations, which is defined by the length at ihe melt-
ing-point of ice between two lines drawn on a bar of pla-
tiniridium, which is to be kept at the International Bu-
reau of Weights and Measures at the paviUon de BreteuU
near Sfevres, France. This new meter is to be as nearly
as possible of the sam-e length as the old one Abbrevi-
ated m.

meterage (me'ter-aj), n. [< meter^ -t- -age.]

1. The act of measuring.—2. Measurement;
the result of measuring.— 3. A charge for
measuring,
meterert (me'ter-er), n. [< jBeter2 -f- -erl.]

One who writes in meter; a poet. Drayton.

meterlyt (me'tfer-li), adv. [ME. metrely : < me-
ter2 -f -ly'-^.] Metrically.

Be it in balede, uers, rime, or prose.

He most torn and wend, nietrely to close.

Bom. ofPartenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6566.

mete-rodt, «. [Early mod. E. meetrodde, metrod;
< mete^ -f- rod.] A measuring-rod.

The meetrodde that he hadde in his hande was syie
cubytes louge and a spanne. Bible 0/1551, Ezek. xL 5.

meter-prover (me'tfer-pro^vfer), n. A register-

ing hwder, or a gas-tank of known capacity,
used for testing the accuracy of gas-meters.

meter-wheel (me'ter-hwel), n. A drum or hol-

low wheel with several chambers, to which air

or other gas is admitted through a tube in the
axle. In use, the wheel is immersed in water above its

axis, and the gas, filling each chamber successively, causes
the chamber filled to rise and the wheel to revolve, when
the gas is discharged above the level of the water by an
opening. The chambers are of known capacity, and the
revolutions of the wheel are recorded on dials. Such
wheels are used in gas-meters, in which the pressure of

the gas flowing through the meter gives the driving

power.

meteselt, «. [ME., < AS. mete, meat, + sel,

time.] Dinner-time. HaMiweU.
metesthetic (met-es-thet'ik), a. [Also me*-
wsthetic; < Gr. /ierd, after, -t- alaSriTds, verbal

adj. of cuaddvsadai, perceive: see archestltetic.]

Pertaining to the hypothesis of met«sthetism.

metesthetism (met-es'the-tizm), n. [Also met-

(esthetism; <metesthetic + -ism.] The monistic
hypothesis that consciousness is an attribute of

matter, and a product of the evolution of mat-
ter and force: opposed to archestJietism.

metestick (met'stik), «. Xaut., a stick fixed

on a board at right angles, used to measure
the height of the hold of a ship, and to level

the ballast.

metewand (met'wond), n. [Formerly also met-

icand; < ME. meteioand; < mete^ + wand.] A
measuring-staff, yardstick, etc. ; any rod or

stick used to measure length. [Archaic]

He reformed the oldevntrue measures, and made a mea-
sure by the length of his own arme, which was then called

Vina, an elle, and now the same is called a yard, or a met-

wand. Stow, Hen. L, an. IIOSL

No fitting metewand hath To-day
For measuring spirits of thy stature.

LovxU, To Lamartine.

meteyardt (met'yard), n. [< ME. meteyarde, <

AS. metgird, metgyrd, metgeard, a measuring-

rod, <3eTOef, measure, + gyrd, rod: see mete^

and yard^.] A metewand a yard in length.

Take thou the biU, give me thy mete-yard, and sparenot

me. Shak., T. of the S., iv. 3. 163

meteynt, «• -A. Middle English form of mitten.

Chaucer. _
meth^t, " [ME., < AS. mceth, measure, degree,

proportion, ability, rank, due measure, right,



meth
respect; < tnetan, measure: see meiei.] Mea-
sure; moderation; modesty.

And Mari ledd hir life with metlte
In a toon that hiht Naz&rettae.

Metrical Homilies, p. 107.

methif, a. [ME.,<>Ke«ii, M.] Moderate; mild;
courteous.

AUe that meyn^ mylde and meth
Went hem into Nazareth.

Cursor Mundi. (BdlliwM.)

meth^t, ". An obsolete form of meadX.
meth^, »». [Also methe; ME., a var. of mood:
see TOoorfi.] Anger; wrath.

Quen the lorde of the lyfte lyked hymseluen
For to mynne on his mon his meth that abydez.

AUiteralive Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 436.

Ne tell thou neuer at horde no tale
To harme or shame thy felawe in sale

;

For if he then wlthholde his methe,
Eftsons he wylle forcast thi dethe.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 302.

methal (meth'al), n. [< meth{yl) + al{eohol).']

Same as methylic alcohol (which see, under al-

eohoT).

methane (meth'an), n. [< meth{yt) + -ane ]

A hydrocarbon (CH4) belonging to the paraffin
series, a colorless, odorless gas which may be
reduced to a liquid by extreme pressure and
cold. It isinnocuons when breathed in moderate quantity.
It boms with a slightly luminous flame, and when mixed
with seven or eight volumes of air explodes violently. It
occurs in nature in the emanations of volcanoes and petro-
leum-wells. It also occurs, in large quantity in the coal-
measures, and when mixed with air constitutes the dreaded
fire-damp of the miners. Also called ma/rsh-gas,

methanometer (meth-a-nom'e-t6r), n. [<meth-
ane + Gr. utrpov, measiire.] An apparatus, de-
vised by Monnier, to determine and indicate
automatically the quantity of marsh-gas (meth-
ane) in coal-mines, it depends upon the change of
level of the mercury in a manometer-tube in which car-
bon dioxid is formed by the combination of the gas with
the oxygen of the air under the action, for example, of an
electric spark.

metheH, «• An obsolete form of mead^.
methe^t, «. See meth'^.

metheglin (me-theg'lin), n. [< W. meddyglyn,
< medd, mead (see weorfl), -I- llyn, liquor.]
Mead.

It is not my fault if I All them out nectar and they run
to metheglin. B. Jonson, Masque of Hymen.

O'er our parch'd tongue the rich metheglin glides.

Gay, To a Lady, i.

methemoglobm (met-he-mo-glo'bin), n. [< Gr.
furd, with, + E. hemogloUn.J A modification
of hemoglobin, into which it can be recon-
verted. It differs from hemoglobin in that its combined
oxygen is not displaced by carbon monoxid nor given up
in a vacuum.
methemoglobinemia (met-he-mo-glo-bi-ne'mi-
a), ». [< methemoglobin + Gr! alfia, blood.]
In pathol., the presence of methemoglobin in
the blood. Med. News, Lin. 240.

methemoglobinuria (met-he-mo-glo-bi-nu'ri-

§),». l<methemoglobin+ GrT. ovpov,uniie.'] In
pafhol., the pres-
ence of methe-
moglobin in the
urine.

methene (meth'-
en),m. [<meth{yl)
+ -ene.] Same
as methylene.

mother (mcTH'-
6r),n. [Cl.meth^,
meath, mead^.^
A drinking -ves-
sel formerly in
use, especially in-

tended for drink-
ing mead or
metheglin. The
vessels identified as
methers are of wood, cut out of a single piece, having a
capacity of from one to three pints.

The Dunvegan cup, a mether of yew covered with silver

mounts. 5. E. Cat. Spec. Exhib., 1862, No. 902.

methinks (mf-thingks'), v. impers.; pret. me-
thought. [< SlE. me fhiriketh, < AS. me thyncth,

it seems to me: see me^ and thinJc^.~\ It seems
to me ; it appears to me. See weei and thinlfi.

method (meth'od), «. [= OF. methode, F. me-
thode = Sp. m4iodo = Pg. methodo = It. metodo
= D. G. Dan. methode= 8w. method,<.Jjh, metho-
dus, methodos, a way of teaching or proceeding,
< Gr. fddoSoc, a going after, pursuit, investi-

gation, inquiry, method, system, < /lera, after,

-I- 6S6c, way.] 1. Orderly regulation of con-
duet with a view to the attainment of an end

;

systematic procedure subservient to the pur-

Mether, from specimen in the Museum
of the Royal Irish Academy, Dublin,
Ireland.
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pose of any business ; the use of a complete set

of rules for carrying out any plan or project:

as, to observe wetTioS in business or study; with-

out method success is improbable : in this and
the next two senses only in the singular.

Though this be madness, yet there is method in 't.

Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2. 208.

Horace still charms with graceful negligence,

And without method talks us into sense.
Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 654.

The particular uses of method are various : but the gen-

eral one is, to enable men to understand the things that

are the subjects of it.

BeiMiam, Introd. to Morals and Legislation, xvl. 1, note.

Where the habit of Method is present and effective,

things the most remote and diverse in time, place, and
outward circumstance are brought into mental contiguity

and succession, the more striking as the less expected.
Coleridge, Method, § ii. (Eneyc. Diet.)

2. A system, or complete set, of rules of pro-

cedure for attaining a given end ; a short way
to a desired result ; specifically, in logic, a gen-
eral plan for setting forth any branch of know-
ledge whatever; that branch of logic which
teaches how to arrange thoughts for investi-

gation or exposition.

Method hath been placed, and that not amiss, in logic, as

a part of judgment : . . . the doctrine of method contain-

eth the rules of judgment upon that which is to be deliv-

ered. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii.

Method is procedure according to principles.

Zant, Critique of Pure Beason (tr. by Meiklejohn), p. 516.

3. Any way or manner of conducting any busi-

ness.
In this method of life it was once his fate to approach a

clear fountain. Bacon, Moral Fables, iii.

4. A plan or system of conduct or action ; the
way or mode of doing or effecting something

:

as, a method of instruction; method of classifi-

cation ; the English method of pronunciation.

Therefore to know what more thou art than man, . . .

Another metftod 1 must now begin.
Milton, P. E., iv. 540.

Let such persons . . . not quarrel with the Great Phy-
sician of souls for having cured them by easy and gentle
TJiethods. South, Sermons, IX. i.

Still less respectable appears this extreme concern for
those of our own blood which goes along with utter un-
concern for those of other blood, when we observe its

methods. H. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 71.

5. In music: (a) Manner of performance ; tech-
nique ; style. (6) A manner or system of teach-
ing, (c) An instruction-book, systematically
arranged—Acroamatlc, analytic, ajitecedental
method. See the adjectives.—Arbogast'B metluM.
[Named after the inventor, the Alsatian mathematician
Louis Francois Antoine Arhogast, 1759-1803, who himself
named it the calculus of derivations.'] A method for the
development of the function of a function according to
the powers of the variable of the latter function.—Ba-
conian method. See Baconian.—Catechetic method,
the method of teaching by questions addressed to themem-
ory.— Centrobaric method. See centrodoric.—Com-
parative method, any method of investigation which
rests upon the comparison of several groups of objects.

—

Compositive method, ^^mea^syvtheticmethod.— Cor-
relauv© method. See correlative.—Deductive meth-
od. See deductive.—Definitive or divisive method.
See dtvisiw.—Dialogic method. See dialogic.—T>iSei-
eutlal method, (a) A method of estimating the value
of a physical quantity by comparing it with another of the
same kind the value of which is known and estimating the
difference. See differ&nJtial, and differential galvanometer.
(6) Amethod, introduced byFrischen, in duplex telegraphy
for eliminating the effect of the transmitted current on
the instruments at the transmitting station while leaving
them available to record any message received at the same
time. See telegraphy.—'EBi&einAc, erotematlc, Eule-
rian, exoscoplc, expectant method. See the adjec-
tives.— Euler's method of elimination. See elimina-
tion.—GeneMo, graphical, historical method. See
the adjectives.-Homer'smethod of approximation.
See approximaUon.—latraliptlcmethodT. Same 2&epi-
demmc method.— Inductive or experimental method,
a method which depends upon making new observations.
—Introspective method. See introspective.— I,agran-
glan, lunar, magistral method. See the adjectives.—
fiance's method, a method of measuring the electrical
resistance of a circuit in which there is an electromotive
force. See resistanee.—metaphysical or subjective
method, one which rests on the assumption that the
possibilities of thought are coextensive with the possi-
bilities of things.— Ilethod of adhesions. See the quo-
tation.

At the recent meeting of the British Association, Dr.
E. B. I'ylor read an interesting paper on the laws of mar-
riage and descent, illustrative of his ingenious method of
studying ethnological phenomena. All myths and cus-
toms, on a close study, may by analysis be disintegrated,
and are found to consist of certain elements. Dr. Tylor
arranges these elements statistically, and, by inquiring
which occur simultaneously among various peoples,
proves that certain groups of such elements belong ge-
netically together. This he calls the method of adhesions.

Science, XII. 211.

Method of a^eement, that method of experimental
inquiry in which, some experiment being tried under a
great variety of circumstances and found always to yield
the same result, it is inferred that this result would be
reached under all circumstances.—Method of ap-
proaches. See approach.— VlethoA Of avoidance, a
method of experimentation in which the circumstances

methodism
of the observation are specially chosen so that one usual
source of error does not enter into the result.— Method
of compensation, a method in which a source of error
of unknown amount is got rid of by a special mechanical
contrivance.—Method Ofconcomitant variations, the
method in which the known quantities on which the results
of an experiment depend are made to vai"y with a view
to ascertaining the values of the unknown quantities

Method of correction, a method of experimentation in
which a source of error is allowed for by calculation. This
differs from the method of residues only in that the nature
of the causes of the residual phenomena are known, and
only their quantities remain to be determined.— Method
of difference, that method in which an ei^eriment is

tried under conditions seeming to differ in but one
materifd circumstance, and the difference in the two
results is ascribed to that circumstance.— Method of
dimensions, divisors, exclusions, fluxionB. See di.

memion, divisor, etc.— Method Of exhaustion, the
method of approximation to the area of a curvihnear
figure by means of inscribed and circumscribed poly-

gons.— Method of Increments, of IndlvlslbleB, of
Infusion, of limits. See increment, indivisible, etc.

—

Method of least squares. See sgt^are.—Method of
residues, (a) That method of experimental inquiry in

which from an observed quantity is subtracted the effects

of known causes in order that the effects of unknown causes
may be studied by themselves, (b) A method invented by
Cauchy of treating the integral calculus. See residual.—

Method of reversal, a method in which two experi-

ments are made under different circumstances, in such a
way that their results can be combined by calculation, so
that lie error shall be determined and eliminated.-Nat-
ural method, a method in which the order of nature
is observed. See Jussieuan.—Nllll-methOd, a meth&d
of measurement in which the equality of two physical
quantities is indicated when, on performing a specified

operation, no effect is produced on the testing apparatus

:

for example, the Wheatstone bridge method of measming
electrical resistance.- Progressive method Same as
synthetic method.— 'RegreaA've or resolutive method.
Same as analytic method.— Scientific method, a method
of investigation proceeding in a scientific manner, and
setting out from fundamental and elementary princi-

ples; especially, the method of modern science.— So-
cratic method, the method of teaching by questions ad-
dressed to the understanding.— Subjective method.
Same as metaphysical method.— Symhollcal method, (a)

A method in whicli symbols of operations are treated as if

they were symbols of quantities. (6) A method in which,
in analytic(d geovi., the functions which vanish on straight
lines, etc. . are represented by single letters, (c) In algebra,

a method in which, by the aid of umbrse, uuantics are wiit-

ten as powers of poljmomials.-Synthetic, progressive,
or compositive method, a method in which we set out
with general principles and proceed to deduce their con-
sequences.—Tabular or tabellary method, the method
of exhibiting the divisions of a subject by tables.—Total
method, the method of a whole science

; partial meth-
od, the method of a particular part of a science.—Uni-
versal or general method, a method applicable to all

problems, or to a very wide class of problems ; special or

particular method, one applicable to a small class of

problems.

methodic (me-thod'ik), a. [= F. mefhodique =
Sp. metddico = Pg. methodico = It. metodieo
(ef. D. G. methodisch = Dan. methodisk), < LL.
methodicus, following a method {media, metho-
did, physicians known as methodists), < Gr.

/ie6odiK6c, working by rule, following a method,
systematic (oi /leSooiKoi, physicians known as

methodists), < IddodoQ, a method: see msthod.']

Pertaining to or characterized by method ; con-
formed or conforming to a method: as, the me-
thodic principle or sect in medicine.
The legislator whose measures produce evil instead of

good, notwithstanding the extensive and m^tAodicinquiries
which helped him to decide, cannot be held to have com-
mitted more than error of reasoning.

H. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 77.

Methodic doubt. See douiti.

methodical (me-thod'i-kal), a. [< methodic +
-al.'] Characterized by or exhibiting method

;

disposed or acting in a systematic way; sys-

tematic; orderly: as, the methodical arrange-
ment of objects or topics ; mcWiorfJcaZ accounts;
a methodical man.
When I am old, I will be as methodical an hypocrite as

any pair of lawn sleeves in Savoy.
Shirley, Grateful Servant, ii. 1.

I have done it in a confused manner, and without the
nice divisions of art ; for grief is not methodical.

Bp. Alterbwry, Sermons, I. vi.

methodically (me-thod'i-kal-i), adv. In a me-
thodical manner; according to a method; with
method or order.

methodics (me-thod'iks), n. [PI. of methodic:
see -ics.'] The science of method ; methodology.
methodisation, methodise, etc. See methodi-

zation, etc.

methodism (meth'gd-izm), n. [< method (see

Methodist) + -ism.] 1. The principle of acting

according to a fixed or strict method; the sys-

tem or practice of methodists : as, methodism in

medicine, or in conduct.

This system [of medical doctrine] was known as meth-
odism, its adherents as the methodic! or methodists.

Encyc.BrU., XV. SOi.

Specifically— 2. [cap.] The doctrines and pol-

ity of the Methodist Church. See Methodist

Church, under Methodist.



Methodist

Methodist (meth'od-ist), n. and a. [< method
+ -isf] 'I, n. 1. [I. c] One who is charac-
terized by strict adherence to method ; one
wno thinks or acts according to a fixed system
or definite principles; one who is thoroughljf
versed in method.

The finest methodise, according to Aristotle's golden
rule of ortlilclEdl boundes, condemno geometrlcall pre-
ceptea In arlthmetlque or arithmetical! preceptes In geom-
etrle as Irregular and abusive.

O. Harvey, Pierce's Supererogation.

The great thinkers of all times have been strict meth-
odieU. Aloott, Table-Talk, p. 128.

2. One of a sect of ancient physicians who
practised by method or theory. Compare Dog-
matist, 2.

As many more
As methodist Musus kUd with hellebore
In autumne last.

Maraton, Scourge of Villanie, Sat. i.

The m^thodiati agreed with the empirics In one point, In
their contempt for anatomy ; but, strictly speaking, they
were dogmatists, though with a dogma dlnerent from that
of the Hlppocratlc school. Eneye. Brit., XV. 802.

3. A member of the Christian denomination
founded by John Wesley (1703-91). The name
was first applied to Wesley and his companions by their
fellow-students at Oxford on account of their methodical
habits In study and In religious life.

Thus Bath yields a continued rotation of diversions, and
people of all ways of thinking, even from the libertine to
the methodist, have it In their power to complete the day
with employment agreeable to their taste and disposition.

Hfe of Quin (reprint 1887), p. 60.

DialeotlO Metbodiata, a name given to certain Roman
Catholic priests of France, during the seventeenth cen-

tury, who opposed by argument the doctrines of the
Huguenots. Also called Momish or Popish Methodists.—

Free Methodlata, a Methodist denomination in the Unit-

ed States, established lii 1860 at Fekin in Ifew York. Its

members place especial emphasis upon the doctrines of en-

tire sanctffloatlon and eternal punishment. They rigidly

enforce the rule for simplicity of dress, and prohibit the use
of choir or musical instrument In church service; they
have abandoned episcopacy, and have one superintendent
elected every four years.

II. a. Of or pertaining to Methodism or the

Methodists ; belonging to or agreeing with the
generalbodyof Methodists: as,3/e*/»oais<princi-

ples ; a MethodistehMvah. —The Metbodlat Cburch,
a Christian body existing In several distinct church organ-
izations, the most Important of which are that known in

England as the Wekman and that known in the United
States as the Methodist EpisoopcU Chureh. These two
bodies do not differ materially in doctrine, worship, or
ecclesiastical organization. They are evangelical, and Ar-
minlan In theology. Their worship is generally nonlltur-
glcal. Each Methodist society, or local church. Is organ-
ized in classes, under class-leaders ; the ditferent societies,

which are sometimes grouped In circuits, are combined
in districts, each of which is, in the United States, under
the superintendence of a presiding elder. The American
churches also have bishops, who ore not diocesan, but Itin-

erant, possessing concurrent jurisdiction over the whole
church. The highest ecclesiastical court Is the General
Conference, which meets every fourth year. In the United
States lay delegates have been admitted to the Conference
since 1872, and In England since 1880, befpre which dates
the Conference was a purely clerical body. Other Meth-
odist churches are : The Welsh Caloinistic Methodists, Cal-

vinistlc in theology, formed from the Countess of Hun-
Unffdon'a Connection, which Is Congregational in polity

;

the Methodist New Conneetion, which gives a larger degree
of power to the laity than does the Old Connection; the
Bible Christians; the Primitim Methodists; the United
Methodist Free Churches, a combination of three preex-
isting Methodist organizations ; and the Wesleyan He-
form Union. All the above are British organizations.

In the United States, the Methodist Episcopal Church
exists In two distinct organizations, the Methodist SpiscO'

pal Church, and the Methodist Episcopal Church (South).

There Is also an African Methodist Episcopal Church,
an Afi'ican Methodist Episcopal Zion Church, the Col-

oredMethodist Episcopal Church in America, the Union
Am^irioati, Methodist Episcopal Church —all composed en-

tirely of colored Metliodlsts ; the Evangelical Associa-

tion, popularly though Inaccurately termed Oerman Metho-

dists, or Albrifflits, from the name of their founder; the

United Brethren in Christ, which is essentially though not
nominally a Methodist body ; the Methodist Protestant

Church, which rejects episcopacy ; and the Wesleyan

Methodist Connection of Amerioa, In Canada several of

the Metliodlst bodies have been consolidated Into a single

organization, called the Methodist Church of Canada. All

these bodies agree in havhig a consolidated ministry for

each body.and in each,with tlie exception of the Methodist

Episcopal Church (which In 1900, at its quadrennial ses-

sion, removed the time limit), ministers are subject to

change of pariah within certain definite periods— a fea-

ture of Mothoillst economy called "the Itinerancy."

methodistic (meth-o-dis'tik), a. [< methodist

+ -jc] 1. Of or pertaining to methodism or

methodists; characterized by or exhibiting

strict adherence to method; hence, strict or

exacting, as in religion or morals.

Then spare our stage, ye methodisHe men I

Byron, Hints from Horace.

3. [cnp.] Of or pertaining to the Methodist

Chureh; characteristic of the Methodists or

Methodism: as, i/ei/wdwttc principles or prac-

tices.
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Methodistical (meth-g-dis'ti-kal), a. [< meth-
odistic + -al.] Same as Meth6d,istic, 2.

The precise number of methodistieal marks you know
best. Bp. Lavinyton, Enthusiasm of Methodists and Pa-

(plsts Compared, p. xll.

methodistically (meth-o-dis'ti-kal-i), adv. In
a methodistic manner ; "specifically leap.], af-
ter the manner of the Methodists ; as regards
Methodism.
methodization (meth"od-i-za'shpn), n. [<
methodize + -ation.'\ I'he act or process of
methodizing or reducing to method; the state
of being methodized. Also spelled methodisa-
tion.

The conceptions, then, which we employ for the colli-

gation and methodization of facts do not develop them-
selves from within, but are impressed upon the mind
from without. J. S. MUl, Logic, IV. 11. § 2.

methodize (meth'od-Jz), v.
;
pret. and pp. meth-

odized, ppr. methodizing. [< method + -ize.']

I. trans. To reduce to method ; dispose in due
order ; arrange in a convenient manner.
The wisdom of God hath methodized the course of things

unto the best advantage of goodness.
Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., 1. .W.

Science ... is simply common sense rectified, ex-
tended, and methodized. J. Mske, Cosmic Phllos., 1. 124.

II, intrans. To be methodical ; use method.
The mind ... is disposed to generalize and methodize

to excess. Coleridge, Method, § 1.

Also spelled methodise.

methodizer (meth'od-i-z6r), n. One who meth-
odizes. Also spelled methodiser.

He was a careful methodizer of his knowledge.
Scudder, Noah Webster, p. 216.

methodological (meth"gd-o-loj'i-kal), a. [<
msthodolog-y + -ic-al.'] Ot or pertaining to
methodology.

If there were several competing methods of geometry
. . . geometers would inevitably be involved at the outset
of their study in methodological discussion.

H. Sidgwick, Methods ot Ethics, p. 6.

methodologist (meth-o-dol'o-jist), n. [< meth-
odolog-y + -ist."] One who is versed in or treats
of methodology.
methodology (meth-p-dol'o-ji), ». [< Gr. litdo-

doi, method, + -?ipyia,i ^eyeiv, speak : see -ology."]

1. A branch of logic whose office it is to show
how the abstract principles of the science are
to be applied to the production of knowledge

;

the doctrine of definition and division; In a
broader sense, the science of method in soien-

lifio procedure.

That part of logic which is conversant with the perfec-
tion, with the well-being of thought is the doctrine of
xaeiliiodL— methodology. .

Sir W. Hamilton, Lectures on Logic, xxiv.

The rival originators of modern Methodology, Descartes
and Bacon, vie with each other in the stress that they lay
on this point: and the latter's warning against the "no-
tiones male termlnatas " of ordinary thought is peculiarly
needed In ethical discussion.

H. Sidgwick, Methods of Ethics, p. 818.

Z. A treatise on method.
methomania (meth-o-ma'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
/tidri, piidv, strong drink (see" mead^), + /lavia,

madness.] In pathol., an irresistible morbid
craving for intoxicating substances ; dipsoma-
nia.

Dipsomania is a form of physical disease, and it has
been aptly defined as an uncontrollable and intermittent
impulse to take alcoholic stimulants, or any other agent
.... which causes intoxication— in short, a inciAomanta.

E. C. Mann, Psychol. Med., p. 354.

methought (me-that'). Preterit of methinks.

methridatum, 1. See mithridatum.

methule (meth'iil), ». Same as methyl.

methy (meth'i), «. ;
pi. methies (-iz). A name

of the burbot.
methyl (meth'il), n. [< Gr. /ilBv, mead, + Uii,

wood.] The hypothetical radical (CHs) of wood-
spirit and its derivatives. It is analogous to

ethyl in its chemical relations— Methyl alcohol,

green, mercaptan. See alcohol, etc.

methylal (meth'il-al), w. [< m.ethyl + alicohol).}

Methylene dimethyl ether, CH2(0CH3)2, a li-

quid product of the oxidation of methylic al-

cohol. It has a pleasant odor, and by oxidation

passes into formic acid.

methylamine (meth'il-am-in), n. [< methyl +
amine.'] A colorless gas (NH2CHS), having a
strong ammoniacal odor, and resembling am-
monia in many of its reactions, itmaybe regarded
as ammonia (NH.s) In which the radical methyl (CH3) has
been substituted for a hydrogen atom. When brought in

contact with a lighted taper It burns with a livid yellowish

fiame. Methylamine may be condensed to a liquid; it has
not been solidified. It is exceedingly soluble in water,

and forms, with acids, crystallizable salts.

methylate (meth'i-lat), v. t; pret. and pp.
methylated, ppr. methylating. [< methyl + -niel.]

Metis

To mix or impregnate with methylic alcohol or
methyl— Methylated spirit, spirit of wine or alcohol
containing ten per cent, of wood-naphtha (methylic alco-
hol). The naphtha communicates a disagreeable flavor,
which renders the spirit unfit tor drinking. It is of much
use in the arts as a solvent, for preserving specimens, in
the manufacture ot varnishes, for burning in spiritlamps,
etc.

methyl-blue (meth'il-bl8), n. A coal-tar color
prejjaredby treating spirit-blue (see spirit-blue,

2) with methyl chlorid. It is used to dye light-
blue tints on silk, and possesses a purer tone
than spirit-blue.

methylconine (meth'il-ko-nin), n. [< methyl
+ Conine.'] One of the alkaloids found in com-
mercial Conine.

methylcrotonic (meth " il -kro - ton ' ik), a. In
chem., used only in the following phrase:—
Methylcrotonic acid. Same as cmiadic aaa (which see,
under cevadic).

methylene (meth'i-len), «. [|< methyl -I- -ene.]

A bivalent hydrocarbon radical (CH2) which
does not exist free, but occurs in many com-
pounds, as methylene iodide, CH2l2. Also
called methene.

methylene-blue (meth'i-len-ble), n. A coal-
tar color prepared by treating dimethylaniline
successively with hydrochloric acid, sodium
nitrite, sulphureted hydrogen, common salt,

and zinc chlorid. It is used in dyeing, and produces
fast blues on cotton, leather, and jute, but not on wool or
silk. It is also an Important bact£i-loscoplc reagent.

methylic (me-thil'ik), a. [< methyl -(- -ic]

Containing or related to the radical methyl.

—

Methylic alcohol, ether, etc. See the nouns.

methyl-salicylic (meth-il-sal-i-sll'ik), a. Con-
taining methyl in combination with salicylic

acid— Methyl-aallcyllc add, the methyl ester of sali-

cylic acid, and the chief ingredient of wintergreen-oil,
from Gaulth&ria procumbens, a colorless, agreeably smell-
ing oil which forms salts that are easily decomposed.

methyl-Tiolet (meth-il-vi'o-let), n. A coal-tar
color produced by the direct oxidation of pure
dimethylaniline with chlorid of copper. Also
called Paris violet.

methymnion (meth-im'ni-on), ». ;
pi. methym-

nia (-a). [NL., < Gr. /ieBv/ivta, < f^erd, after, -I-

v/ivoc, hymn.] Inane. pros., a short colon after
an antistrophe.

methysis (meth'i-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. fieBvatg,

drunkenness, < ueBvetv, to be drunken with
wine.] In /laWw., drunkenness ; intoxication.

metic (met'ik), n. [Irreg. for *metec, < L. me-
teecus, < Gr. iihoMo^, a resident alien, prop, adj.,

changing one's abode, < iisra, over (denoting
change), + okof, house, abode: see economy.]

'

An emigrant or immigrant ; specifically, in an-
cient Greece, a resident alien who in general
bore the burdens of a citizen, and had some
of the citizen's privileges ; hence, any resident
alien.

To all men, rich and poor, citizens and metics, the com-
parative excellence of the democracy . , . was now mani-
fest. Orote, Hist. Greece, VI. 2.

The Patriciahs, as distinguished from the Patres, formed
an aristocracy as compared with their freedmen or other
dependents, or with the metics or strangers that sojourned
among them, or with the alien population that were per-
mitted, on terms more or less hard, to cultivate their
lands. W. E. Heam, Aryan Household, p. 192.

meticulous (me-tik'ii-lus) , a. [= F. meticuleiix,

< L. meticulosits, full of fear, < metus, fear.]

Timid; over-careful.

Melancholy and meticulous heads. Sir T. Browne.

A stylist of Plato's super-subtle and meticulous consis-

tency. Amer. Jour. Phttol., IX. 299.

meticulouslyf (mf-tik'u-lus-li), adv. Timidly.

Move circumspectly, not ineticulously.

Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., L 33.

metif (me'tif), n. [< P. meUf, OP. mesUf, of

mixed breed: see mastiff, and cf. mestee, mes-
tizo.] The offspring of a white person and a
quadroon.
metingl (me'ting), n. [ME. meting, < AS. me-
tuiig, verbal n. of metan, mete: see metei-.]

meting^t, «• AMiddle English form of JHeeWni/.

meting^t, »• [ME. metynge, < AS. meeting, ver-

bal n. of mcetan, dream: see mcte'^.] Adream.
Joseph ... he that redde so

The kynges metynge, Pharao.
Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 282.

Metis (me'tis), n. [< Gr. M^nf, daughter of

Oceanus and Tethys, and sometimes called the

mother of Athene ; a personification of (U^rif,

wisdom, prudence.] 1. In Gr. myth., a goddess
personifying prudence, daughter of Oceanus
and Tethys, and first wife of Zeus.— 2. The
ninth of the planetoids in the order of discov-

ery, first observed by Graham at Markree, Ire-
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land, in April, 1848.— 3. A genus of crustace-
ans.— 4. A genus of moUusks. Adams, 1858.

in6tis(ma-tes'), n. [F.: seemisfizo.] 1. Same
as mestizo.— 2. In the Dominion of Canada, a
half-breed of French and Indian parentage.

1 am aware that the mixture of French and Indian blood
has produced the well-known class of iniiw, half-breeds,
members of which are found here and there throughout
Canada, bat, these are comparatively few in numbers.

Amer. Jam. PhUol., VIII. 151.

metoecious (me-te'shius), a. [NL., < Gr. ^rd,
beyond, -f- olaoc, a house.] Heteroecious.

metflecism (me-te'sizm), n. [< meUec-lnns +
-(«»(.] Heteroeeism.

metoleic (met-o'le-ik), a. [< Gr. //eto, with,
after, + E. oleic.'] Kelatedto oleic acidorolein.
— Metoleic acid, a liquid acid resulting from the action
of sulphuric acid on oleic acid.

Metonic (me-ton'ik), a. [< Melon, < L. Melon,
Metoin-), < Gr. Uhuv, Meton (see def.).] Of
or pertaining to Meton, an ancient Athenian
astronomer Metonlc cycle. Seecycfei.— Metonlo
year. See Metonie ci/de, under cycled.

metonymic (met-o-nim'ik), a. [= Pg. metony-
mico = It. metonimico, < Gr. fteTotm/itadc, belong-
ing to metonjrmy, < ficruvv/ita, metonymy : see
metonymy.'] Pertaining to or of the nature of
metonymjr ; used by way of metonymy
metonymical (met-o-nim'i-kal), a. [< meto-
nymic + -al.] Same as metoiiijniie.

Intricate turnings, by a tcansumptive and metimymiad
kind of speech, are called meanders.

Drayton, Kosamond to King Henry, note 2,

metonymically (met-o-nim'i-kal-i), adv. By
metonymy.
metonymy (me-ton'i-mi), ),. [='F.mStonymie=
Sp. metonimia = It. metonimia, metonomia,<. LL.
metonymia, < Gr. fieTonmiua, a change of name (in

rhet., as defined), < lurd, after, + ovo/xa, .^olic
bitvim, name: see onym.] In rhet., change of

name ; a trope or figure of speech that consists
in substituting the name of one thing for that
of another to which the former bears a known
and close relation, it is a method of increasing the
force or comprehensiveness of expression by the employ-
ment of figurative names that call up conceptions or as-

sociations of ideas not suggested by the literal ones, as
Heaven for God, the Sublime Porte for the Turkish govern-
ment, tiead and heart for intellect and attection, the town
for Its inhabitants, the bottle for strong drink, etc. See
synecd^tehe.

These and such other speaches, where ye take the name
of the Author for the thing it selfe, or the thing con-
teining for that which is contained, & in many other
cases do as it were wrong name the person or the thing.
So nenerthelesse as it may be vnderstood, it is by the figure
metonymia, or misnamer.

PiUtenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 151.

metope (met'o-pe), «. [= F. metope = Sp. m4-
topa = Pg. It. metopa, < L. metopa, < Gr. fUTimri,

the space between the triglyphs of a frieze, <

jina, between, -(- imii, an aperture, hollow.] 1.

In arch., a slab Inserterl between two triglyphs
of the Doric frieze, sometimes, especially in late

Metofidius.

, expanded radius ; »,

humerus.
ulna ; h.

Action ar.d Artemis.— Metope from the southern temple of the
eastern plateau of Selinus.

work, cut in the same block with one triglyph or

more. It was ao called because in the primitive Doric,

of which the later triglyphs represent the ends of the ceil-

ing-beams, the metopes were left open as windows, and
were thns literally apertures between the beams. The
metopes were cliaracteristically ornamented with sculp-

ture in high relief, t)nt they were frequently left plain, or

adorned simply with painting. Sco cuts under Doric,

tncmfftriglyph, and temple.

2. In cool., same as fades. Huxley.
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metopic (me-top'ik), n. [< Gr. fdromov, the

forehead, front, lit. the space between the

eyes, < /icrd, between, -I- uf (utt-), eye.] Of
or pertaining to the forehead: as, a metopic

suture Metopic point, a point midway between the

greatest protuberances of the right and left frontal emi-

nences. See craraiojn««ry.— Metopic suture, the median
suture uniting the two halves of the frontal bone, pres-

ent in early life and sometimes visible in adult skulls.

Also called frontal guture.

Metopidius (met-o-pid'i-us), n. [NL. (Wagler,

1832), < Gr. fieTu-iridtog, equiv. to fieTomalog, of

or pertaining to the
forehead, < /leTuiriov,

fitrcjKov, the fore-

head : see metajjic]

A genus of Indian
and African gralla-

torial birds of the
family Parridce or
Tciainiilie, characterized by the laminar expan-
sion of the radius and the reduction of the spur
on the wing. There are several species, as M.
africanus, M. indicus, and others.

metopism (met'o-pizm), n. [< metop-ic + 4sm.]
That character of an adult skull presented in

the persistence of a frontal or metopic suture.

metoposcopic (met"6-po-skop'ik), a. [= F. m/;-

toposcopique; as metbposccfp-y + -ic.] Relating
to metoposcopy.
metoposcopical (mef'o-po-skop'i-kal), a. <
metoposcopic + -al.] Same as metoposcopic.

A physiognomist might have exercised the jnetoposcopi-

cdl science upon it [a face]. Scott, Abbot, xxxiL

metoposcopist (met-o-pos'ko-pist), re. [< met-
oposcop-y + -««<.] One versed in metoposcopy.

Apion speaks of theTnetoposcopigts who judge by the ap-
pearance of the face. Eneyc. Brit, XIX. 4.

metoposcopy (met-o-pos'ko-pi), n. [= F. m4-
toposcopie= Sp. meioposcojda = Pg. It. m^topo-
scopia, < Gr. j^rumov, the forehead, front, -t-

cKOTTclv, view.] The study of physiognomy ; the
art of discovering the character or the disposi-
tions of men by their features or the lines of
the face.

Other signs [of melancholy] there are taken from phys-
iognomy, metoposcopy, chiromancy.

Burton, Anat. of MeL, p. 39.

metosteon (me-tos'te-on), n.
;

pi. meiostea (-a).

[NL., < Gr. /iera, after, + bariov, a bone.] La
ornitli., the posterior lateral piece or special
ossification of the sternum, behind the pleuros-
teon, on each side of the lophosteon. See cut
under carinate.

metovum (me-to'vum), m.
;

pi. metova (-va).

[NL., < Gr. pcTa, after, -t- L. ovum (= Gr. ^v),
egg: see ovum.] A meroblastie egg, ovum, or
ovule which has acquired its store of food-
yolk, or been otherwise modified from its origi-

nal primitive condition as an egg-cell or pro-
tovum. Also called after-egg and deutovum.
metralgia (me-tral'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr. iifirpa,

womb, -I- h'ky'og, pain.J Inpathol., pain in the
womb.
metran (met'ran), n. The abuna; the head of

the Abyssiniaii or Ethiopie church.

metre!, re. See meter^.

metre^, re. See meter^,

metredbopia (met-rek-to'pi-a), re. [NL., < Grr.

fif/Tpa, womb (see matrix), + Iktotvoc, out of
place: eeeectopia.] Displaeementof the womb.
Thomas, Med. Diet.

metrectopic (met-rek-top'ik), a. [< metrectopia
-(- -ic] Pertaining to or affected with met^
rectopia.

metretet, re. [ME., < L. metreta, < Gr. /icTpijT^g,

an Athenian measure for liquids (about 9 Eng-
lish gallons), < fterpelv, measure, < /urpov, a
measure: see meter^.] -An ancient liquid mea-
sure. The Attic, Macedonian, and Spanish metrete was
about 40 liters, or lOi United States gallons. The Lace-
demonian and Egine^n measure was ahont &5 liters. In
Egypt the artaba was sometimes caUed a metrete.

Of fynest must in oon metrete,

Or It be atte the state of his fervence,
VIII unce of grounden wermode in a shete
Dependaunt honge, and XLti dayes swete

;

Thenne oute it take.

PaXladim, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 203.

metric^ (met'rik), a. [< XL. metriom, < Gr.
fierpmSg, taken in the Ut. sense 'pertaining to
measure,' < iiirpov, measure: see meter^, and
cf. metric^, metric'^,] Quantitative; involving
or relating to measures of distance, especially
in different directions. See geometry.

metric^ (met'rik), a. and re. [I. a. = F. mi'triijiie

= Sp melrico = Pg. It. mefrico (cf. D. m/trief.-,

metriich = G. metrisch = Dan. Sw. metriak), <
L. metricus, < Gr. fierpiKig, pertaining to meter

metrician

(of verse), < phpov, meter : see meter^. II, n.

= F. mitriqne = Sp. mdtrica = Pg. It. metrica
= G. Dan. Sw. metrik, < NL. metrica, < Gr. fie-

rpmi/ (so. Ttxwi), the art of meter, prosody, fern,

of /uTpmSc, pertaining to meter: see above.]
I. a. Having meter or poetic rhythm

;
pertain-

ing to meter or to metrics ; metrical.

Hesiod with his metric fragments of rustic wisdom.
J. S. BlacMe.

II. n. Same as m^trics"^.

Let the writer on metric write the poet's scores mathe-
matically. Tran*. Amer. Phitol. Am., XVI. S7.

metric^ (met'rik), a. [< P. mStrique (= Sp.
vUtrico = Pg. It. metrica (after F.), < NL. me-
tricus, pertaining to the system based on the
meter, < metrum, a meter: see meter^, and cf.

metric^, metric"^.] Pertaining to that system
of weights and measures of which the meter is

the fundamental unit

—

Metric STBtem, the system
of measurement of which the meter is the fundamental
unit. First adopted in France (definitely in 1709), it is in
general use in most other civilized countries, except the
English-speaking countries, and is now almost univenally
adopted for scientific measurements. Its use is permitted
in Great Britain, and was legalized in the United States in

1866. The meter, the unit of length, was intended to be
one ten-millionth part of the earth's meridian quadrant,
and is so very nearly. Its length is 89.S70 inches. (See

meter^.) The unit of surface is the are, which is 100 square
meters. The theoretical unit of volume is the etere, whlcli

is a cubic meter. The unit of volume for the purposes of

the market is the liter, which is the volume of 1 kilogram
of distilled water at its maximum density, and is there-

fore intended to be 1 cubic decimeter. For 10 times, 100

times, 1,000 times, and 10,000 times one of the above units,

the prefixes deca-, hecto-, kilo-, and myria- are used. For

T^i, Tin, jjhn of the respective imita, dect-, centi-, and Willi.

are prefixed. The micron, adopted by the international

commission, is one millionth of a meter. The following

is a complete table of equivalents

:

1 myriameter = 5,4 nautical miles, or 6.21 statute

miles.
1 kilometer = 0.621 statute mile, or nearly g mile.
1 hectometer = 109.4 yards.
1 decameter = 0.497 chain, or 1.988 rods.
1 meter = 39.37 inches, or nearly 3 feet 83 inches.

1 decimeter = 3.937 inches.
1 centimeter = 0.3937 inch,

1 millimeter = 0.03937 inch, or 1-25.4 inch.

1 micron = ulm, inch.
1 hectare = 2.471 acres.

1 are = 119.6 square yards.

''sq"u"?em%}=>»-^«* «>"-'-'•
1 decastere = 13 cubic yards, or about 2| cords.

^
meterr""^'" } = ^'^"'^ ""''''' ''"'''' '"' ^^'^ ""''''' '^^•

1 decistere = 8J cubic feet.

1 kilollter = 1 tun 12 gallons 2 pints 2 gills old
wine-measure.

1 hectoliter = 22.01 imperial gallons, or 26.4 United
States gallons.

1 decaliter = 2 gallons 1 pint 2J gills imperial mea-
sure, or 2 gallons 2 quarts 1 pint i
gill United States measure.

1 liter = 1 pint 3 gills imperial, or 1 quart i
gill United States measure.

X deciliter = 0.704 gill imperial, or 0.846 gill United
States measure.

1 millier = 2,204.6 pounds avoirdupois.
1 metric quintal = 2 hundredweight less S§ pounds, or

220 pounds 7 ounces.
1 kilogram = 2 pounds 3 ounces i'i drams avoirdu-

pois.

1 hectogram = 8 ounces 8i drams avoirdupois.
1 decagram = 154.32 grains troy.
1 gram = 15.43234874 grains.
1 decigram = 1.5482 grains.
1 centigram = 0.15432 grain.
1 milligram = 0.016432 grain.

Closely connected with the metric system was the pro-

IMsed division of the right angle or circular quadrant into

100 equal parts instead of 90 degrees ; but this has not
met with favor, mainly because the name degrees was re-

tained, introducing a risk of confusion. See ffram"^.

metrical! (met'ri-kal), a. [< metric'- + -al]

Pertaining to measurement, or the use of

weights and measures ; employed in or deter-

mined by measuring: as, a metrical unit of

length or quantity ; the metrical systems of the

ancients.
If we agree to accept a precise metrical quantity of one

metal as our standard. Jevona, Money, p. 69.

Metrical diagram. See diagram.— Metrical prop-
erty or proposition. See descriptite property, under ae-

scriptive.

metrical^ (met'ri-kal), a. [< metric^ + -al.]

Pertaining to or characterized by poetical mea-
.sure or rhythm ; written in verse ; metric: as,

metrical terms ; the metrical psalms.
The Poesie metricall of the Grecians and Latines came

to be much corrupted and altered.
Ptdtenhami, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 7.

metrically (met'ri-kal-i), arlo. In a metrical

manner ; measuredly ; as regards meter.

metrician (mf-trish an), n. [< metric^ + -ian.]

A writer of verse ; one who is skilled in meters.

Ye that bene metriciens me excuse.
Court of Lone, 1. 30.

These Latin metricians . . . seem in their scanning of

poetry to have beat time in the same way.
J, tiadieii, Essays, p. 97.



metricist

metricist (met'ri-sist), n. [< metric- + -isWi
A metrical writer ; a metrician.

Cuunterpoint, therefore, is not to be achieved by the
metricitt, even though he be Pindar himself.

Encyc. Brit., XIX. 262.

metrics^ (mefrits), n. [PI. of metric^ : see -ics.]

The philosophical and mathematical theory of
measurement.
metrics- (met'riks), ». [PI. of tnetric": see -ics.']

1. The art of versification.— 2. The science or
doctrine whichtreats of rhythminlanguage and
its employment in poetic composition. Both as
an art and as a science metrics is a branch of rhythmics,
and relates to rhythm in language as music or harmonics
does to musical rhythm, and orchestics (regarded as an
art or science by the ancients) to rhythm in the move-
ments of the body. It is a distinct science from grammar
in its proper sense, the only department of which ap-
proaching metrics isthat called prosody— that is,the study
of quantity or the determination of longs and shorts in
spoken language. As a matter of convenience grammars
have added to this elementary or empiric treatises on
versification, and so in traditional and popular usage^os-
ody is made equivalent to metrics. In metrical compo-
sition the unit is the time (mora) or the syllable. In the
nomenclature of modern metrics syllables combine into
feet or measures, these into lines, and lines into stanzas
or strophes. In the more exact aud complete terminology
of ancient metrics times or syllables combine into feet or
measures, measures into cola, lines (rersesX or periods,
periods into systems or strophes, strophes into pericopes,
and lines, periods, systems, or pericopes into poems. Also
Tnetric

Metridimil (mf-trid'i-um), ». [NL., < Gr. fi>i-

rpidioc, < //yrpa, womb : see matrir.] A genus of
sea-anemones. Jf. 7)mr;nn47tum is the commonest sea-

anemone of the New England coast, fonnd in abundance

Sea-^Demone iifetridiufn marffiHatuni), open and closed.

in quiet tide-pools on rocks and submerged timber. When
full-blown or distended with water this actinia may be
eight or ten inches in diameter.

metrification (met'ri-fi-ka'shon), «. [< -metri-

fy + -aHon (see -ficaHon).'\ The making of

verses ; a metaical composition. [Rare.]

Should I flounder awhile without a tnmble
Through this metrificatifm of Catullus.

Tenr^fson, Hendecasyllabics.

metrifier (met'ri-fl-er), n. A metrist; a versi-

fier.

metrify (met'ri-fi), c. t. ; pret. and pp. metrified,

ppr. metrifying. [< OF. metrifier, < ML. metrifi-

care, write in meter, < L. metrum, meter (see
mete)'-), +facere, make : see -fy.^ To compose
meters or verses.

In metrifying his base can not well be larger then a
meetre of six. Puttetiham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 79.

Metriinse (met-ri-i'ne), n. pi. [< Metrius +
-ince.^ A group of beetles of the family Cara-
hidee, typified by the genus Metrius, having the
body not pedunculate, the posterior coxse sepa-
rated, the prostemum prolonged at the tip,

and the mandibles with a setigerous puncture.
Also Metriini, as a tribe of Cardbince.

metrist (me'tiist), /(. [= Sp. meMsta, < ML.
inetrista, a writ«r in meter, a poet, < L. metrum,
meter: see ?(jefer2 and -»sf.] One who is versed

in poetie meter or rhythm ; a metrical writer

;

a metrician.

Coleridge himself, from natural fineness of ear, was the

best mettist among modem English poets;
LotceU, Study Windows, p. 207.

metritis (mf-tri'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. m^pa (see

matrix), woiab, + -itis.'\ Jnpatliol., inflamma-

tion of the uterus, especially of its middle coat.

Metrius (met'ri-us), n. [NL., < Gr. ftirpuyc, of

moderate size, < fiirpov, measure: see meter^.']

The typical genus of Metriitue, founded by
Esehseholtz in 1S29. M. contractus is a Cali-

fomian species found in woods under stones.

metrocarcinoma(me-tro-kar-si-n6'ma), n.j pi.

metrocarcinomata (-ma-^). [NL., < Gr. fi^rpa,

womb, + Kopidvaua, a cancer: see eardimma.l

la pathol.. carcinoma of the uterus.
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metrochrome (met'ro-krom), «. [< Gr. /drpoi;

a measure, + xpi^l^i color.] An instrument
for measuring colors.

metrocracy (mf-trok'ra-si), n. [< Gr. fii/nip,

mother, + -Kparia, < Kpareiv, rule.] Rule by the
mother of the family.

The theory which regards metrocracy and communal
marriage as a stage through which thehuman race in gen-
eral has passed. Tlie Academy, Feb. 16, 1888, p. 136.

metrograph (met'ro-graf), «. [< Gr. /ih-pov, a
measure, + ypi^uv', write.] An apparatus for
measuriag and recording the rate of speed of a
railway locomotive at any moment, and the time
of arrival at and departure from each station.

metroiacon (met-ro-i'a-kon), n.; pi. metroiaca
(-ka). [LL., also metroiacum, < Gr. prtrpaandiv,

neut. of /i^-pc^aKdg, equiv. to /a/TpQo^, of a mother,
specifically of (Dybele as the mother of the
gods, < /iv^ip, mother: see mother^.'] la pros.,
same as galliambus.

metrological (met-ro-loj'i-kal), fl. [< metrolog-y
+ -ic-al.2 Oj or pertaining to metopology.

metrologist (met-rol'o-jist), « . [< metrolog-y+
-ist.'i A student of or an expert in metrology.
metrology (met-rol'o-ji), H. [= F. metrologie=
Sp. metrologia = Pg.' It. metrologia, < Gr. /lirpm;

a measure,+ -/.oj ia, < ?Jyeiv, speak : see -ology.']

The science of weights and measures, ithas two
parts, one relating to the art of weighing and measuring,
and the other accumulating facts in regard to units of mea-
sure which are now or have formerly been in use.—Docu-
mentary metrology, the science of ancient weights and
measures based upon thestudyofmonuments, especially of
standards in regard to which there is sufficient evidence
that they were intended to represent certain measures.

—

Historical metrology, the investigation of the weights
and measures of the past, and especially of the ancients.
It is divided into documentary and inductive metrology.
—Inductive metrology, that based upon the measure-
ment of a large number of objects in re^oxl to any one
of which there is little or no evidence that it was Intended
to have any exact measure.

metromania (met-ro-ma'ni-a), «. [= F. m^tro-
manie = Sp. metromania= Pg. metromania,<. Gr.
/lirpov, measure, + /uxvia, madness.] A mania
for writing poetry.

metromaniac (met-ro-ma'ni-ak), a. [< metro-
mania + -ic] Characteristic of or affectedwith
metromania; excessivelyfond ofwriting verses.

He seems to have [suddenly] acquired the facility of

versification, and to display it with almost metromaniac
eagerness.

W. Taylor, Survey of German Poetry, L 183. (Daviee.)

metrometer^ (met-rom'e-ter), n. [< Gr. /lirpov,

measure, + fierpov, measure.] Same as metro-
nome.
metrometer^ (met-rom'e-ter), n. [< Gr. idrrpa,

the womb, -1- fiinpov, measure.] Same as hyste-

rometer.

metronome (met'ro-nom), n. [=F. metronome,^
Gr. /tETpov, a measure, + vofwi, law: see nom«3.]

A mechanical contrivance formarking time, es-

pecially as an aid in musical study or perform-

ance. In its usual form it consists of a double pendulum
(oscillating on a pivot near its center), the lower end of

which is weighted with a ball of lead, while the upper end
carries a weight of brass that may be moved up or down.
When the latterweight is moved np, the rate of osci^tion
is slower ; when it is moved down, the rate is faster. The
upperend of the pendulum isgraduated, so thatanydesired
number of oscillations per minute can be secured. The
whole is connect-
ed with clock-
work having a
strong spring,
whereby the os-

cillation may be
maintained for

several minutes,
and each oscil-

lation may be
marked by a dis-

tinct tick or
clack. Thelnven-
tionofthemetro-
nome was claim-
ed by J. N. Mael-
zel in 1816, but it

is probable that
he only adapted
and introduced
it to general use.

The instrument
is used for re-

cording the tem-

Maelzel's Metronome.

(The dotted lines sbow the extent of vibration
of the pendalmn.)

po desired by a composer, and also as a means of teaching

banners the habit of keeping strict time. Its use is in-

dicated in printed music by the metronomic mark (which
see, under mariti). Somethnes an attachment is added for

str^ing a bell at every second, third, fotirth, or sixth os-

cillation, so as to mark primary accents : such a metro-

nome is called a beU-metronome. Various other metro-
nomes have been invented, most of which are based upon
the pendnlum principle. Abbreviated M.

metronomic (met-ro-nom'ik). a. [< metronome
+ -!<?.] Pertaining to a metronome, or to tem-
po as indicated by a metronome

—

Hetronomlc
mark. See markl.

metropolitan

metronomy (met-ron'o-mi), «. [< metronome
+ -y.] The act, process, or science of using
a metronome, or of indicating tempo by refer-

ence to a metronome.
metronymic (met-ro-nim'ik), a. and n. [< Gr.
latrpuwiuKoq, named after one"s mother, < liiimp,

mother, -I- oi-o/m, jEolic bvviia, name : see onym.
Cf. matronymic, patronymic.'] I. a. Derived
from the name of a mother or other female an-
cestor: correlative to patronymic : as, a metro-
nymic name.

II. n. A maternal name; a name derived
from the mother or a maternal ancestor.

Of metronymics, as we may call them, used as personal
descriptions, we find examples both before and after the
Conquest. £. A. Freeman, Xormau Conquest, V. 380.

metroperitonitis (me-tro-per'i-to-ni'tis), «.

[NXi., < Gr. p-riTpa, the womb, -I- NL". peritonitis,

q. T.] In pathol., inflammation of the uterus
and peritoneum.
metrophlebitis (me'tro-fle-bi'tis), n. [NL., <

Gr. fo/Tpa, the womb, + "NL. phlebitis, q. v.]

Inflammation of the veins of the womb.
metropolef (met'ro-pol), n. [< OF. metropole,
P. mmropole: see metropolis.'^ A metropolis.
HalliweU.

Dublin being the metropdU and chiefe citie of the whole
land, and where are hir maiesties principall and high
courts. Holinshed, Ireland, an. 1578.

metropolis (me-trop'o-lis), n. [= F. metropole
= Sp. metrdpoii = Pg. It. metropoli, < LL. metro-
polis, < Gr. /a^rp&aoMg, a mother state or city (a

state or city in relation to its colonies), also a
capital city, < p-rirrip, = E. mother, + izdXiQ, state,

city: see jpoHce.] 1. In ancient Greece, the
mother city or parent state of a colony, as
Corinth of Corcyra and Syracuse, or Phoesea
of Massalia (Marseilles), the colony being in-

dependent, but usually maintaining close rela-

tions with the metropolis.

This Sidon, the auncient Metropolis of the Phoenicians
(now called ^to), in likelihood was built by Sidon.

Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 90.

Colonies maybe regarded as independent states, attach-

ed to their metropolis by ties of sympathy and common de-
scent, hut no further.

IF. Smith, Bict. Greek and Soman Antiq., p. 314.

2. Later, a chief city; a seat of government;
in the early church, tiie see or chief city of an
ecclesiastical province.

We stopped at Pavla, that was once the metropolis of a
kingdom, but at present a poor town.

Addison, Travels in Italy.

3. In modem usage : (a) Specifically, the see
or seat of a metropolitan bishop.

That so stood out against the holy church.
The great metr<^polis and see of Some.

Shak., K. John, T. 2. 72.

Marcianopolis lost its metropoUtical rights, though it

still continued a See ; and Debeltus or Zagara became the
Metropolis of the province.

J. M. Keale, Eastern Church, L 44.

(6) The capital city or seat of government of a
country, as London, Paris, or Washington, (c)

A chief city ; a city holding the first rank in any
respect within a certain territorial range: as,

New York is the commercial metropolis of the
United States.— 4. In zoogeog. and bot., the
place of most numerous representation of a
species by individuals, or of a genus by. species

;

the focus of a generic area. See generic.

metropolitan (met-ro-pol'i-tan), a. and n. [=
F. metropolitain = Sp. Pg. Tf. metropolitano, <

LL. metropolitanus, of a metropolis, < metropo-
lis, a Tnetro^oiis: see metropolis.'] I. a. 1. Of
or pertaining to a metropolis, in any sense:
residing in or connected with a metropolis : as,

metropolitan enterprise ; metropolitan police.

The eclipse

That metropolitan volcanoes make.
Whose Stygian throats breaUie darkness all day long.

Coirper, Task, liL 727.

2. Of or pertaining to the chief see of an eccle-

siastical province : as, a metropolitan church.

A bishop at that time had power in his own diocese over

all other ministers there, and a nutropUitan bishop sun-

dry preeminence above other bishops.
Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vii. § 3.

Very near the metropolitan church there are several

pieces of marble entablatures and columns.
Poeocke, Description of the Kasli IL L 253.

Metropolitan district. See district

U. n. 1. A citizen of the mother city or pa-

rent state of a colony. See metropolis,'!.

Both metropolitans and colonists styled themselves Hel-

lens, and were recogniied as such by each other.
GroU, Hist Greece, II. 315.

2. Eccles. : (a) In the early Christian church,

the bishop of the municipal capital of a prov-

ince or eparchy, who had a general eeclesias-



metropolitan

tieal superintendence over the bishops and
churches of his province, confirmed, ordained,
and when necessary exoommunicated the bish-
ops, and convened and presided over the pro-
vincial synods. The superiority in rank of tlie bishops
of the principal sees was so eariy established that many
authorities have held that the office of metropolitan (in-
cluding also under this title the primates of patriarchal
sees) was of apostolic origin. In the developed organiza-
tion under the CliristiaD emperors a metropolitan ranked
above an ordinary bishop and below a patriarch or exarch.
In medieval times the power of most of the metropolitans
in western countries became much diminished, while that
of the diocesan bishops and the pope was relatively in-
creased. See archbisjwp and primate.

By consent of all churches, . . , the precedency in each
province was assigned tothe Bishop of the Metropolis, who
was called the first Bishop, the Metropolitan.

Barrow, The Pope*s Supremacy.
The bishops [of Cyprus) were . . . subjected to the Latin

metropolita-n, who was bound to administer justice among
them. Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 167.

(6) Inmodem usage, in the Roman Catholic and
other episcopal churches, any archbishop who
has bishops under his authority.

These he, lo, the verye prelates and bysshoppes metro-
politariee and postles of theyr sects.

Sir T. More, Works, p. 1091.

The archbishops of Canterbury and York are both metro-
politane. Hook.

An Oath of obedience to the metropolitan . . . was added
to the Oath of Supremacy.

R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xvi.

(c) In the Greek Church, the bishop of the muni-
cipal capital of a province, who is in rank inter-
mediate between a patriarch and a bishop or
titular archbishop.

At length the gilded portals of the sanctuary are re-
opened, and the Metropolitan, attended by the deacons,
comes forward, carrying the Holy Eucharist.

Harper's Mag., LXXIX. 197.

3t. A chief city; a metropolis.

It [Amiens] is . , . the metropolitan of Picardy.
Coryat, Crudities, I. 15.

metropolitanate (met-ro-pol'i-tau-at), n. [<
ML. *metropoUtanatus, < LL. meiropoUtanus, a
metropolitan: see nietropoUtan.'] The office or
see of a metropolitan bishop.

As his wife she [Heloisa] closed against, him [Abelard]
that ascending ladder of ecclesiastical honours, the prior-
ate, the abbacy, the bishopric, the m£tropolitanate, the car-
dinalate, and even that which was beyond and above all.

MUman, Latin Christianity, viii. 5.

metropolitanism (met-ro-pol'i-tan-izm), n.

The state of being a metropolis or great city.

The return of New York to oil-light illumination is not
very encouraging to braggers of our metropolitanism.

Electrie Rev., XV. ix. 4.

metropolitanize (met-ro-pol'i-tan-iz),i). *.; pret.

and pp. metrqpoUtameed^T^T. metropoUtanizing.

[< metropoUtan + -i^e.] Toimpart the character
of a metropolis to ; render metropolitan.

The intermediate space [between Philadelphia and New
York] must be metropolitanized,.

Philadelphia Press, .Tan. 5, 1870.

metropolitef (me-trop'o-lit), n. and a. [< LL.
metropoUta, a bishop in'a metropolis, < LGr. /^ri-

TponoMTJic, a, native of a metropolis, a bishop in
a metropolis, < Gr. /aiTpdiro/t-tg, metropolis: see
metropoUs.'\ Same as metropoUtan.

The whole Countrey of Russia is termed by some by the
name of Moscouia the Metropolite city.

HaMuyt's Voyages, I. 479.

metropolitic (met-ro-pol'i-tik), a. [< ML. me-
tropoUUcus, < LGr. firjrponoT^iTiKdQ, < pairponoUTTj^,

a bishop in a metropolis: see metropolUe.'\

Same as metropoUtical.

Canterbury, then honoured with the metropolitic see.

Selden, Illustrations of Drayton's Polyolbion, xviiL

metropolitical (met"ro-po-lit'i-kal), a. [< met-
ropolitic + -aZ.] 1. Pertaining to or being a
metropolis ; metropolitan.

This is the chief or Tn^iropoliticai city of the whole
Island. S. Knox (Arber's Eng. Gamer, I. 332).

3. Eccles., pertaining to the rank, office, or see
of a metropolitan.

The erection of a power in the person of Titus, a metro-

political power over the whole island of Crete.

Abp. Sanero/t, Sermons, p. 4. (^Latham.)

Mepeham himself fell a victim to the pope's policy, for

he died of mortification at being repelled in his Tnetro-

political visitation by Grandiaon, bishop of Exeter, who
announced that the pope had exempted him from any
such jurisdiction. Stvibs, Const. Hist., § 384.

Canterbury is . . . the TnetropolUical cathedral— i. e.,the

cathedral of the metropolitan. N. and Q., 6th ser., X 397.

metrorrhagia (me-tro-ra'ji-a), «. [NL., < Gr.

fi^pa, womb (see matrix), -f -payla, < prryvixvai,

break, burst.] Uterine hemorrhage; an effu-

sion of blood from the inner surface of the

uterus in the menstrual period, or at other times.

Buck's Sandbook of Med. Sciences, III. 28.
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metrorrhea, metrorrhoea (me-tro-re'a), n.

[NL. metrorrhma, < Gr. /i^pa, womb, + ^elv,

flow.] A morbid discharge from the uterus,

as of mucus.
metroscope (me'tro-skop), n. [< Gr. ^i^pa,

womb, + bkotteIv, view.] An instrument for

listening to the sounds made by the heart of the
fetus in the womb through the vagina.

metroSCOpy (mf-tros'ko-pi), n. [< Gr. /i^rpa,

womb, + -OKoma, < aiamtlv, view: see metro-
scope.'] Investigation of the uterus.

Metrosideres (me'^tro-si-de're-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Bentham and Hooker, 1865), '<. Metrosideros +
-ecB.] A subtribe of plants of the natural order
Myrtacece, the myrtle family, typified by the ge-

nus Metrosideros. it is characterized by many free

stamens, arranged in one or many series, or connate in

clusters, opposite the petals, myrtle-like or large and fea-

ther-veined leaves, and flowers almost always in corymbs
or short racemes. It embraces 11 genera and about 60
species, which are found principally in Australia and New
Caledonia.

Metrosideros (me^tro-si-de'ros), n. [NL.
(Banks, 1788), < Gr. jifirpa, the pith or heart of a
tree, lit. womb, + aldrjpog, iron : see siderite.1 A
genus ofplants
of the natural
order Myrta-
cece and the
tribe Septo-
spermew, type
of the subtribe
Metrosiderece,
They are trees
or shrubs, some-
times climbers
—a few climb-
ing when young,
and independent
when old. The
ovules are ar-

ranged in many
series, and hori-
zontal or ascend-
ing ; the leaves are Ironwood

(
Metrosideros vera).

opposite and fea-
ther-veined ; the flowers are usually showy, prevailingly
red, strongly marked by their crown of very numerous
long erect stamens, and borne in dense terminal three-
forked cymes. There are about 20 species, growing chiefly
in the Paciflc islands, from New Zealand to the Sandwich
Islands, one species each in tropical Australia, the Indian
archipelago, and South Africa, M. vera is the ii-on-tree of
Java, and M. robuita the rata of New Zealand. Various
species are known in cultivation. Nine fossil species of
this genus have been described, chiefly from the European
Tertiary, but one occurs in the Middle Cretaceous of Green-
land.

metrotome (me'tro-tom), n. [< Gr. iifyrpa,

womb, + To^6g, cutting, < rcfiveiv, ra/ielv, cut.]
In surg., an instrument used to divide the neck
of the uterus.

Metroxylon (jnf-trok'si-lon), n. [NL. (Bott-
boU), < Gr. fi^pa, the pith or heart of a tree,
-(- fw/lov, wood.] A genus of palms, known to
older writers as Sagtis (Blume), of the tribe
Lepidocaryew and the subtribe Calamem. They
bear fruit but once, and are characterized by robust stems
and branching spikes. They are large trees with terminal
Buberect piunately cut leaves having opposite linear-lan-
ceolate segments; the spadix has a coriaceous prickly
spathe. Seven species are known, indigenous in the
Malay archipelago. New Guinea, and the Fiji Islands.
M. loevis and M. Rurnphii, natives of Siam, the Malayan
islands, etc. , are the proper sago-palms. The former grows
from 25 to 50 feet high, and has a rather thick trunk, cov-
ered with leaf-scars, which bears a graceful crown of large
pinnate leaves, from the center of which arise the pyrami-
dal flower-spikes. The latter is a much smaller tree, fur-
ther distinguished by the sharp spines borne on its leaves
and flower-sheaths. These trees flower when about flfteen
years old, and require nearly three years to ripen their
fruit, after which they die. (See sago.) M. Rumphii is a
littoral tree which forms dense growths ; M. Icevis grows in
swamps. M. amicoirum, a species in the Friendly Islands,
yields seeds which serve as a vegetable ivory.

mettadelt) »• [< It. metadella, aliquid measure.]
A measure of wine, containing one quart and
nearly half a pint, two of which make a flask.

Bailmi, 1731.

metteif. An obsolete preterit of meef^.

mette^t. Preterit of mete'^.

mettle (met'l), n. [A former vernacular spell-
ing of metal, in all uses ; now confined to fig.

senses.] If. Same as rmtal.

Then John pull'd out his good broad sword,
That was made of the metUe so free.

Johnie Arrmlrang (Child's Ballads, TI. 43).

2. Physical or moral constitution ; material.
My name is John Little, a man of good mettle;
Ne'er doubt me, for I'll play my part.
RoUn Hood and Little John (Child's Ballads, V. 221).

Every man living . . . shall assuredly meet with an hour
of temptation, a certain critical hour, which shall more es-
pecially try what Tnettle his heart is made of.

South, Sermons, VI. vii.

Romsdal's Horn . . . will try the metUe of the Alpine
C!lub when they have conquered Switzerland.

Froude, Sketches, p. 83.

mew
3. Natural temperament; specifically, a mascu-
line and ardent temperament; spirit; courage;
ardor; enthusiasm.

They . . . tellmeflatlylamnoproud Jack, like Falstafl;
but a Corinthian, a lad of metde.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., il. 4. 13>

Her [a falcon's] mettle makes her careless of danger.
/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 26.

The winged courser, like a generous horse,
Shows most true mettle when you check his course.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 87.

To put one on or to his mettle, to put one's spirit, cou-
rage, or energy to the test.

It puts us on our m£tUe to see our old enemies the French
taking the work with us.

Lever, Davenport Dunn, xiii (Hoppe.)

Not that we slacken in our pace the while, not we : we
rather put the bits of blood upon their mettle.

IHckens, Martin Chuzzlewit, xxxvL (Hoppe.)

mettled (met'ld), a. [Formerly spelled metaled;
< mettle, metal, + -ed^.] Full of mettle or cou-
rage; spirited.

In manhood he is nmMled man,
And a mettle-man by trade.

RxMn Hood and the Tinker (Child's Ballads, V. 237).

I am now come to a more cheariul Country, and amongst
a People somewhat more vigorous and metaled, being not
so heavy as the Hollander, or homely as they of Zealand.

Howell, Letters, I. i. 12.

A horseman, darting from the crowd.
Spurs on his mettled courser proud.

Scott, Marmion, i. 3.

mettlesome (met'1-sum), a. [< mettle + -some.'}

Full of mettle or spirit; courageous; fiery.

Jockies have particular Sounds and Whistles, anii
Stroakings, and other Methods to sooth Horses that are-

Tnettlesome. N. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, 1. 247.

mettlesomely (met'l-sum-li), adv. In a mettle-
some manner ; with spirit.

mettlesomeness (met'1-sum-nes), «. The qual-
ity of being mettlesome or spirited.

metusiast (me-tu'si-ast), n. [< Gr. fierovaia, par-
ticipation, communion, < /lerd, along with, +
ovaia, being, substance, < oiaa, ppr. fem. of elvai,

be.] One who maintains the doctrine of tran-

substantiation. [Rare.]

The Metiisiasts and Papists.
T. Rogers, On the Thirty-nine Articles, p. 289. (Davies.y

metwandt (met'wond), n. An obsolete form
of metewand.
Metzgeria (mets-je'ri-a), n. [NL. (Raddi, 1820),

named after Johann Metzger, a German bota-
j

nist.] A small, widely diffused genus of dioe-

cious iungermanuiaceous HepaUcm, the type of
the former order Metzgeriew. The capsule is ovate,
the antheridia one to thi-ee, inclosed by a one-leafed in-

volucre on the under side of the midrib.

Metzgeriese (mets-je-ri'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Nees
von Esenbeck, 1833 -^ 38),' < Metzgeria + -ece.] A
former tribe of Jungermanniacece, typified by
the genus Metzgeria.
meumi (me'um). [L., neut. of meus, mine,
< me (gen. mei, ace. me), me: see me^.2 Mine;
that which is mine Meum and tuum, mine and
thine ; what is one's own and what is another's : as, his-

ideas of meum and tuum, are somewhat confused (a hu-
morous way of insinuating dishonesty).

Meum2 (me'um), n. [NL. (Touruefort, 1700),.

< li.meum,< Gi./i^ov, spignel. Hence ult. mew''.]

A genus of umbelliferous plants of the tribe
SeseUnecB and the subtribe Selinece. it is charac-
terized by an oblong fruit with the ribs very much raised
and partially winged, by having no oil-tubes, and by the
face of the seed being concave or furrowed. There is but
a single species, M. athamaniicum, which grows in the-
mountainous parts of central and western Europe. It is a
smooth herb, known as spignel or baldmoney, also as mew,
micken, and bearwort, and bears a tuft of radical leaves, the
segments of which are deeply cut into numerous very fine
but short lobes, so that they have the appearance of being-
whorled or clustered along the stalk. The flowers are
white or purplish, and grovf in compound umbels.

meute, n. See muteK
mevablet, a- A Middle English form of mwoftie.

mevet, v. A Middle English form of move.
Chaucer.
mevy (mev'i), n.; pi. mevies (-iz). [A dial. dim.
of mewl.] A sea-mew; a gull.

About his sides a thousand sea guUs bred.
The mevy and the halcyon.

W. Brovme, Britannia's Pastorals, ii. 1.

mewl (mu), n. [Also dial. (So. ) maw, dim. memj ;

< ME. mewe, mawe, mowe, < AS. mww, in glosses
also medu, men, meg = MD. D. meeuw = MLG.
mewe, LG. mewe = OHG. meh, megi (G. mewe,
mSwe, < LG.) = Icel. mar = Sw. mdke = Dan.
maage (cf. P. dial, mauwe, F. dim. mouette, <

Teut.), a mew; perhaps orig. imitative of the
bird's cry.] A gull; a sea-mew. See cut under
gum.

Here it is only the mew that wails.

Tennyson, The Sea-Fairies.



mew
inew2 (mu), I', i. [Formerly also meaw; also
with diff. pron. miaw, myaw, miau, meow; = D.
maauwen = MHG. mdwen, miauzen, G. mauen,
miauen = Dan. miaue, miave= W. mewian, mew

;

also freq. msvil, miaul, etc. (see mewl) ; of. Slav.
Sery. maukati = Pol. miauezad = Buss, myati-
kati, mew; Hind, miyawn, -mewing; imitative
of a oat's peouliar cry.] To cry as a oat.

Thrice the brinded cat hath mew'd.
Shak., Macbeth, iv. 1. 1.

To cnf mewt. See ery.

mew^ (mu), «. [Formerty also meaw; from the
verb.] The cry of a oat.

mew^ (mu), V. t. [Early mod. B. alsomm ; < ME.
mewen, < OF. muer, change, molt, < L. miotare,
change : see mute^, molt^. Cf . mete*, n. and «.J
To change (the covering or dress) ; especially,
4o shed, as feathers ; molt.

With that he gan hire humbly to salewe
With dredeful chere, and oft his hewes Ttiewe.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 1258.

-Methinks I «ee her as an eaglemui'ni; her mighty youth,
and kindling her undazl'd eyea at the full mid-day beam.

Milton, Areopagltlca.

'TiB true, I was a lawyer,
But 1 have mew'd that coat ; I hate a lawyer.

Beau, and FL, Little French Lawyer, iii. 2.

Forsooth, they say the king has mew'd
All his gray beard. Ford, Broken Heart, ii. 1.

mew*(mu), ». [Earlymod. E. alsomae; <ME.
mewe, miewe, mue, < OF. mue, F. mue =: Pr. Sp.
Pg. It. muda, a molting, a cage for birds when
molting, a mew for hawks (ML. muta),<. muer,
change, molt: see mew^, mute% mute^.'] 1. A
cage for birds while mewing or molting ; hence,
anycage or coop for birds, especially for hawks.

Fressh as blyve
As thai be take unhurt, with IIII or V
Of thrusshes tamed, putte hem in this meuie,

' To doo disport among thees gestes newe.
PaUadim, flusbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 21.

The flrst that deWsed a barton <& imie to keepe loule,

was M. Leneus Strabo, a gentleman of Borne, who made
such an one at Brindis, where he had enclosed birds of all

kinds. Holland, tr. of Fliny, x. 50.

As the haggard, cloister'd in her mew.
To scour her downy robes.

Quarles, Emblems, iii. 1.

Hence— 2. An inclosure ; a close place ; a place
of retirement or confinement.

Where griesly Kight, with visage deadly sad, . . .

She flndea forth commlng from her darksome mew.
Where she all day did hide her hated hew.

Spenser, F. Q., I. v. 20.

Therefore to your JHew

:

Lay down your weapons, beers no Work for you.
Sylvetter, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Vocation.

3t. A place where fowls were confined for fat-

tening.

Ful many a fat partrlch hadde he in mewe.
Olumcer, Oen. Frol. to C. T., I. 349.

4. pi. A stable. See mews^.
I wold fayne my gray horse wer kept in mewe for gnattys.

Paston Letters (1471), III. 12.

In mewt, in close keeping ; in confinement ; in secret.

Kepe not thi tresure aye Glosyd t» mewe;
suche old tresure wyll the ahame ynowe.
Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 69.

mew* (mu), V. t. [Early mod. E. also mtie; <

mete*, w.] To shut up; confine, as in a cage or
other inclosure ; immure.

He mewde hir up as men mew hawkes.
Taming of a ^rew (Child's Ballads, VIII. 186).

V More pity that the eagle should be mew'd.
While kites and buzzards prey at liberty,

Wutk., Rich. III., i. 1. 182.

They keep me mew'd up here, as they »t«u; mad folks,

Ko company but nay afflictions.

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant^ Iv. 6,

mew^ (mil). An obsolete or dialectal preterit of

mow^. Halliwell. [Prov. Bng.]
mew^, ". A dialectal variant of mow'^.

Biew'^ (mu), n. [Ult. < L. meum, spignel: see

Meum^.J The herb spignel.

mewer (mu'6r), n. [< mew^ + -eri.] One who
or that which mews or cries. Gotgrave.

mewett, «• See mute^.

mew-gull (mii'gul), «. Same as meto^; some-
times, specifically, Lams eanus.

mewl (mul), V. i. [Formerly also meawl, also

with diff. pron. miaul, myaul (of. F. miauler =
Sp. maullar, mayar = It. miagolare, miagulare,

mewl, etc.); freq. of mewK"] If. To cry as a
cat; mew. Gotgrave.— 2. To cry as a child.

At flrst the infant,

Melding and puking in the nurse's arms.
Shak., As you Like it, ii. 7. 144.

Our future Cioeros are mewling infants.

E. Everett, Orations, I. 419.

mewl (mul), n. l<mewl,v.'i The cry of a child.

A woman's voice and a baby's mewl were heard.

Jlfrs. Anne Marsh, Rose of Ashurst, iii. (Hoppe.)
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mewler (mu'lfer), «. [Formerly also meawUr;
< mewl + -eri.] One who orys or mewls.

mews'- (muz), n. pi. [Formerly also mues ; pi.

of mewi, n.j 4.] 1. The royal stables in Lon-
don, so called because built where the mews of
the king's hawks were situated; hence, a place
where carriage-horses are kept in large towns.

The Mews at Charing-cross, Westminster, is so called
from the word Mew, which in the falconer's language is

the name of a place wherein the hawks areput at the moult-
ing time, when they cast their feathers. The king's hawks
were kept at this place as early as the year 1877, an. 1
Richardll. ; but A. c. 1687, the 27th year of Henry VIII.,
itwas converted into stables for that monarch's horses, and
the hawks were removed.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 96.

There was some disturbance last night in consequence
of the mob assembling round the King's mews, where the
rest of the battalion that had marched to Portsmouth still

remained. OrevUle, Memoirs, June 16, 1820.

2. [Used as a singular.] An alley or court in
which stables or mews are situated : as, he lives
up a m^ws.

Mr. Turveydrop's great room . . . was built into anwws
at the back. Dickens, Bleak House, ziv.

The mews of London, indeed, constitute a world of their
own. They are tenanted by one class— coachmen and
grooms, with their wives and families— me;n who are de-
voted to one pursuit, the care of horses and carriages.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 288.

mews^, n. A dialectal form of mowi. Salli-
well. [Prov. Bng.]
me'Wtt, « See mute^.
Mexicd/H (mek'si-kan), a. and n. [= F. Mexi-
cain = It. Mexican6'=: Sp. Mejicann = Pg. Mex-
icano, < NL. MeMcanns, of Mexico; < Mexico
(Sp. MfQico).'] I, a. Native or pertaining to
Mexico, a republic lying south of the United
States, or to its inhabitants Mexican asphalt.
Same as cAapopote.—Mexican banana, crow, eleml,
etc. See the nouns.—Mexican clover. See Bichardso-
nia.—Mexican embroidery, a kind of embroidery in use
for the decoration of towels, table-cloths, etc., done with a
simple stitch and in outline patterns, and especially adapt-
ed to washable materials. The name is derived from the
angulai' and grotesque character of the design, suggesting
ancient Mexican carving.—Mexican gooae, lUy, mtd-
berry, onyx, orange-flower, persimmon, poppy. See
the nouns.— Mexican pottery, pottery made by the in-

habitants of Mexico before the Spanish conquest, com-
prising utensils, and also idols and images of grotesque
character. Spanish writers of the sixteenth century speak
with admiration of the pottery found in use in Mexico by
the Spanish invaders. The few specimens that have been
spared to the present day have been found in tombs, and
occasionally among the ruins of temples.—Mexican shil-
ling. See bit^, 7.— Mexican tea, a weedy plant, Chenopo-
dium amibrosioides, naturalized in the United States from
tropical America. Also called<especially the variety antheH-
minticum) wormseed,—Mexican thistle, tlger-fiower,
etc. See the nouns.—Mexican turkey, Melea^ris mexir

' cana, the supposed original of the domestic turkey. See
turkey.—Me^can Tine. Same as Jfad€ira-mn«,—Mexi-
canweasel Same as i:into;ou.—Mexican wblak. Same
as !iro(n»-root.

II, fi. A native or an inhabitant of Mexico.
Meyt, ». An obsolete form of May^.
meynet, «• See meiny.

meynealt, a. An obsolete form of menial.

Meynert's commissure. Same as eommissura
basalis of Meynert (which see, under eommis-
sura).

meynpernourt, »• A variant of mainpernor.

meynpriset, n. See mainprise.

meyutt. AJn obsolete preterit and past partici-

ple of ming^.

meynteneti «. An obsolete variant of main-
tain.

meynteuourt, «. An obsolete variant of main-
tainer.

meynyt, ». See meiny.

mezail, n. See mesail.

mezeledt, mezeldt, a. See meseled.

Mezeutian (me-zen'shian), a. [< MezenUus (see

def.) -I- -a«.] Relating to Mezentius, a myth-
ical Etruscan king, noted for his cruelty, al-

leged to have formed an alliance with the Rutu-
Uans.

Spared from the curse of the imperial system and the
Mezentian union with Italy, ... it [England] developed
its own common laws. Stubbs, Const. Hist., I. 6.

mezereon (me-ze're-on), n. [< F. mezirSon =
Sp. meeereonj < At. and Pers. mdzariyun, the
camellia.] An Old World shrub, Daphne Meze-
reum. See cut under Daphne—Mezereon bark.
See bark^.

mezereum (me-ze're-um), n. [NL.: see meze-

reon.^ Same as mezereon.

mezquite, n. See mesquit^.

mezuzah (me-zB'zS), «. ;
pi. mszuzoth (-zoth).

[Heb.] Among tHe Jews, an emblem consist-

ing of a piece of parchment, inscribed on one
side with the words found in Deut. vi. 4-9 and
xi. lS-21. on the otherwith "Shaddai," 'the Al-

mezzotint

mighty,' and so placed in a small hollow cylin-
der that the divine name is visible through an
opening covered by a glass. This oyUnder is affixed
to the right-hand door-post in Jewish houses. The Jews
believed that the mezuzah had the virtue of an amulet in
protecting a house from disease and evil spirits.

Every pious 'Jew, as often as he passes the mezuzah, in
leaving the house or in entering it, touches the divine
name with the finger of his right hand.pnts it to his
mouth, and kisses it, saying in Hebrew ''The Lord shall
preserve thy going out and thy coming in from this time
forth, and even for evermore" QPs. cxxi. 8).

McCliwtodk and Strong, Cyc.

mezza, a. See mezzo.

mezza-majolica (med"za-ma-jol'i-ka), n. Early
Italian pottery of decorative character similar
to that of true majolica, but less ornamental.

Mezza-majolica.— Italian, 17th centuiy.

(a) Pottery painted and glazed, but without enamel. (6)
Pottery having the enamel and richly painted, but without
metallic luster.

mezzanine (mez'a-nin), n. [< F. mezzanine, <
It. mezzanine, < 'mezzo, middle : see mezzo.'] In
arch. : (o) A story of diminished height intro-
duced between two higher stories ; an entresol.
See out under entresol. (6) A window less in
height than in breadth; a window in an en-
tresol.

mezzo (med'zo), a. ; fem. mezza (med'zS). [It., <
L. wjeciiMs, middle : seemid^, medium.Yln. music,
middle; half; mean; moderate. Abbreviated
-3^.-Mezza manlca, a half-shift in violin-playing.—
Mezza orchestra, with but half the instruments of an
orchestra.—Mezzavoce, with but half the voice; not loud.—Mezzo forte, moderately loud. Abbreviated mf.—
Mezzo piano, moderately soft. Abbreviated mp.— Mez-
zo punto. Same as Queuse lace (which see, under lace).—
Mezzo-soprano, a voice or a voice-part of a compass
between those of the soprano and the alto; alow soprano,
especially one with a larger, deeper natural quality than
a true soprano.— Mezzo-SOPrano def, a C clef when
placed on the second line of the staff.-Mezzo staccato,
moderately or half staccato.— Mezzo-tenore, a voice or
a voice-part of a compass between those of the tenor and
the bass; a low tenor: more usually called a barytone,
though the latter is rather a high bass than a low tenor.

mezzo-rilievo (med''''zo-Te-lya'vo), n. [It., <

mezzo, middle, half, + rilievo, relief: see relief.']

X. In sculp., relief higher than bas-relief but
lower than alto-rilievo ; middle relief.— 2. A
piece of sculpture in such relief.

mezzotint (mez'o- or med'zo-tint), n. [< It.

mezzoUnto, < mezzo, middle, Half, -1- Unto (< L.
Mnctus), painted, pp. of Ungere, paint: see tint,

Unge.] A method of engraving on copper or
steel of which the essential feature is the bur-
nishing and scraping away, to a variable extent,
of a uniformlyroughened surface consisting of
minute incisions, accompanied by a bur, pro-
duced byan instrument called a cradle or rocker.
This surface is left nearly undisturbed in the deepest shad-
ows of the subject, but is partially removed in the middle
tints, and completely in the highest lights. Thus treated,

the plate, when inked, prints impressions graded in light
and shade according to the requirements of the design,
from a rich vdvety and perfectly uniform black up through
every variation of tone to brilliant white, or showing, when
desirable, the sharpest contrasts between the extremes.
This style of engraving, invented by Van Siegen, a Dutch-
man, in 1643, though erroneously ascribed to his pupil
Prince Rupert, has been pursued with most success in Eng-
land. The defect of the process is that it does not admit
of clear and sharp delineation of forms ; hence in modem
practice the outline of the design is strongly etched with
acid before the ci-adle is used, and texture is often given
to the finished plate by lines produced by dry-point etch-

ing.



mezzotint
This afternoon Prince Knpert sheVd me with his owne

hands y> new way of graving call'd Meaio Tinto.
Evelyn, Diary, March 13, 1661.

Mezzotint print, in photog. , a picture tiaving some resem-
blance in texture, finisli, or effect to a mezzotint engrav-
ing. See the quotation.

Others modify the effects and soften th^ir paper prints
by interposing a sheet of glass, of gelatin, of mica, or of
tissue paper between the negative and the paper ; in this
way are made the so-called Mezzotint Prints.

Lea, Photography, p. 194.

mezzotint (mez'o- or med'zo-tint), v. t. [< mez-
zotint, TO.] To engrave in mezzotint; represent
in or as if in mezzotint.
How many times I had lingered to study the shadows

of the leaves mezzotinted upon the turf.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 64.

Painted by Kneller in 1716, and mezzotinted a year later
by Smitli. ScrOmei's Mag., III. 642.

mezzotinter (mez'o- or med'zo-tin-tSr), a. An
artist who works in mezzotint ; an engraver of
mezzotints.

1700. Mr. John Smith ; The best mezzotinter, . . . who
united softness with strength, and flnisliing with freedom.

Walpole, Catalogue of Engravers, V. 202.

mezzotinto (med-zo-tin'to), n. and v. Same as
mezzotint.

mf. In music, the abbreviation of mezzo forte.

M. F. H, An abbreviation of Master of Fox-
hounds.

M. ft. [Abbr. of L. misturafiat: mistura, mix-
ture; fiat, 3d pers. sing. subj. pres. ot fieri, be
done: see fiat."] In phar., let a mixture be
made : used in medical prescriptions.

Mg. In ckem., the symbol for magnesium.
M. G-. (a) -An abbreviation of Major-General.
(6) In musical notation, an abbreviation of the
French m^in gauche (left hand), indicating that
a note or passage is to be played with the left

hand.
Mgr. An abbreviation of Monsignor or of Mon-
seigneur.

M. H. G. An abbreviation of Middle High Ger-
man. In the etymologies in this work it is writ-
ten more briefly MHG.
mho (mo), n. [A reversed form of ohm.'] A
termproposedby Sir William Thomson for the
unit of electrical conductivity. It is the con-
ductivity of a bodywhose resistance is one ohm.
mhometer (mom'e-ter), n. [< mho + Gr. (le-

Tpov, measure.] An instrument for measuring
electrical conductivities.

mi (me), n. [It., etc., orig. taken from the first

syllable of L.mfra: see gamut.] In solmization,
the syllable used for the third tone of the scale

.

In the scale of C this tone is B, which is there-
fore sometimes called mi in France, Italy, etc.—Mi contra fa, in medieval m/usie, the interval of the
tritone, '' the devil in music ": so named because it oc-
curred between mi'(B) of the "hard"hexachord and /a
(F) of the " natural " hexachord : see Jiexaehord and tri-

toTie. Also called si contra/a.

miana-bug (mi-an'a-bug), n. [< Miana, a town
in Persia, + E. iug^.] A kind of tick, Argas
persicus, of the family Ixodidce, whose bite is

very painful and said to be even fatal. See
Argas.
miaouli (mi-ou'li), w. [Malay (?).] ThevolatUe
oil of Melaleuca flaviflora. It closely resem-
bles cajeput-oil.

miargyrite (mi-ar'ji-rit), n. [< Gr. ftdav, less,

+ apyvpog, silver, -i- ite'^.] In mineral., a sul-

phid of antimony and silver, occurring in mono-
clinic crystals of an iron-black color with dark
cherry-red streak.

miarolitic (mi-ar-o-Ht'ik), a. [< Qr. fuapdg,

stained, impure, + ^og, stone.] A word in-
troduced by Eosenbusoh to designate the struc-
ture of rooks of the granitic family, where the
magma in assuming a crystalline character has
shrunk in dimensions so as to leave numerous
small cavities, giving the mass a structure
somewhat analogous to that commonly desig-
nated as saocharoidal, as in the case of meta-
morphic limestone, and also to that to which
the name drusy is sometimes applied.

mias (mi'as), n. [Malay.] A native name of the
orang-outang. The natives distinguish three kinds,
mius-pappan, mias-kassa/r, and mias-romM, which are,

however, not scientifically determined to be diflerentfrom
one another. A. B. Wallace.

miaskite, miascite (mi-as'Mt), n. [< MiasJc,

in Siberia, where the rock is found, -f- 4te^.]

In petrog. See elceolite-syenite.

miasm (mi'azm), n. [< F. miasme = Sp. Pg. It.

miasma, < NL. miasma, < Gr. /ilaafia, stain, pol-
lution (of. fitaafidc, stain), < /uatveiv, stain, dye,
taint, pollute.] Same as miasma.
The plague is a malignant fever, caused through pesti-

lential miasms insinuating into the humoral and consis-

tent parts ot the body. Honey, Consumptions.
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miasma (mi-az'ma), n.
\
pi. miasmata (-ma-ta).

[KL. : see miasm'.'] The emanations or effluvia

arising from the ground and floating in the at-

mosphere, considered to be infectious or other-

wise injurious to health; noxious emanations;
malaria. Also called aerial poison.

miasmal (mi-az'mal), a. [< miasm + -al.]

Containing miasma'; miasmatic: as, miasmal
swamps.
miasmatic (mi-az-mat'ik), a. [= F. miasma-
tigue = Sp. miasmdtico = Pg. It. miasmatioo, <

NL. miasma{t-) : see miasm.] Pertaining to or
of the nature of miasma ; affected, caused by,
or arising from noxious effluvia; malarious:
as, miasmatic exhalations ; miasmatic diseases

;

a miasmatic region Miasmatic fever. See/ever^.

miasmatical (mi-az-mat'i-kal), a. [< miasmatic
+ -al.] Same as miasmatic"

miasmatist (mi-az'ma-tist), m. [< miasma(t-)
+ -ist.] One who is versed in the phenomena
and nature of noxious exhalations; one who
makes a special study of diseases arising from
miasmata.
miasmatous (nu-az'ma-tus), a. [< miasma{t-)
+ -o«s.] Generating miasma: as, stagnant
and miasmatous pools.

miasmology (mi-az-mol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. iilaaim

(see miasm) + -TMyla, '< Jiyuv, speak: see
-ology.] A treatise on miasma; the science
that treats of miasmata. Imp. Diet.

miasmous (mi-az'mus), a. [< miasma + -ous.]
Miasmal; miasmatic.
The maremma, where swamps and woods cover cities

and fields, and some herds of wild cattle and their half
savage keepers are the only occupants of a fertile but
mmsmoits desert.

J. P. Mahaffy, Harper's Mag., LXVIII. 902.

Miastor (mi-as'tor), n. [NL., < Gr. fuaarap, a
guilty wretch, also an avenger, < /uatvew, stain,
defile, pass, incur defilement: see miasm.] A re-
markable genus ofnemoeerousdipterousinsects
of the family Ceeidomyiidce, having moniliform
eleven-jointed antennsB, short two-jointed pal-
pi, and the wings with three veins, the middle
one of which does not reach the apex. M. metro-
loas is an example. This species reproduces agamically.
The larvse, which are found under bark, develop within
themselves other similar larvae, which again reproduce
themselves, until this chain of asexual reproduction ends
by the passing of the larva to the pupa state, from which
sexual individuals arise to pair and lay eggs for a fresh
generation in the usual way. Meinert, 1864.

miau, miaw (miou, miS,), v. i. Variant forms of
mew^. Minsheu.

miaul (mi-ar), «. %. [= F. miauler: see mewl.]
To cry as a cat ; mew.
I mind a squalling woman no more than a Tniaiding kit-

ten. Scott.

There was a cat trying to get at the pigeons in the coop.
It clawed and mdatded at the lattice-work of lath.

Howells, Annie Kilburn, xxix.

micaif (mi'ka), «. [= OF. (and F.) mie = It.

mica, < L. mica, a crumb, grain, little bit.

Hence ult. miche^ and mie : see mie.] A crumb

;

a little bit. E. Phillips, 1706.

mica^ (mi'ka), n. [= F. mica = Sp. Pg. mica, a
mineral, < NL. mica, a glittering mineral (see
del), < L. mica, a crumb (cf. mica^), prob.
applied to the mineral on the supposition
that it was related to L. micare, shine, glit-

ter.] 1. One of a group of minerals all of
which are characterized by their very perfect
basal cleavage, in consequence of which they
can be separated easily into extremely thin,
tough, and usually elastic laminse. They occur
in crystals with a prismatic angle of 120°, but more com-
monly in crystalline aggregates, often of large plates, but
sometimes of minute scales, having a foliated structure, the
folia being generally parallel, but also concentric, wavy,
and interwoven, and also arranged in stellate or plumose
and sometimes almost fibrous forms. In crystallization the
micas belong to the monoclinio system, but they approxi-
mate very closely in form in part to the orthorhombic
system (e. g. muscovite), in part to the rhombohedral sys-
tem (e. g., blotite). The micas are silicates of aluminium
with other bases, as iron, calcium, magnesium, potassium,
sodium, lithium ; in some kinds fluorin is present in small
amount. The prominent varieties are

—

muscomte or com-
rnon potash mica, the light-colored mica of granite and
similar rocks, 3.-a^parago7iit£, which is an analogous soda
species ; Motite, or magnesia mica (including meroxene and
anomite. distinguished according to the position of tlie
optic axial plane), the black or dark-green mica of granite,
hornblende rocks, etc. ; phloffopiie, the bronze-colored spe-
ciescommon in crystalline limestoneand serpentine rocks

;

le^ndometane, a black mica containing a large amount of
iron ; and lexndolite, the rose-red or lilac lithia mica occur-
ring commonly in aggregates ot scales. (See further under
these names.) The micas enter into the composition ot
many rooks, including the crystalline rocks, both meta>
morphic and volcanic (as granite, gneiss, mica-schist, tra-
chyte, diorite, etc.), and sedimentary rocka (as shades and
sandstones), sometimes giving them a laminated structure.
In the sedimentary rocks they are in most cases derived
from the disintegration ot older crystalline rocks. Mica

Michaelmas
(muscovite') is often used in thin transparent plates for
spectacles to protect the eyes in variousmechanical proces-
ses, in reflectors, instead of glass in places exposed to heat,
as in head-lights and stove- and lantern-lights, and even
forwindows in Russia(hence called JWuficoyyi^Zass). Ground
to powder, it is combined with varnish to make a glitter-

ing coating for wall-papers, and is used also in preparing
a covering for roofs, and as a packing and lubricator for
machinery. It is often vulgarly called isinglass. The so-

called brUUe micas include a number of species, as mar-
garite, seybertite (clintonite), etc., which are related to
the true micas, but are characterized by their brittle folia.

2. In the preparation of kaolin for use in the
manufacture of porcelain, one of the second
set of channels through which a mixture of
water and suspended clay washed out by the
water from the broken clay-bearing rock is

slowly passed to obtain the deposition of flakes
of mica and other foreign substances, and thus
to purify the clay, which is finally allowed to
subside in a series of pits or tanks. Each of the
first set of channels through which the mixture is passed
for the settling of the coarser flakes ot mica, etc. , is called
a drag. This set ot channels is collectively called the drags,
and the second set the micas. See porcelain and kaolin.—
Copper mica. Same as chalcophyllite.—Lithia mica.
Same as lepidolite.—Mica-powder, giant-powder inwhich
mica in flue scales takes the place ot the sUicious earth.

Eissler, Mod. High Explosives, p. 353.

mica-, A prefix frequently used in lithology

when the rock in question contains more or
less mica in addition to the other usual con-
stituents. Thus, mica-syenite, a rock differing

very little from ordinary syenite; mica-trap,

nearly the same as minette, etc.

micaceocalcareous (mi-ka'''se-6-kal-ka're-us),

a. [< micaceous + calcareous.] In geol., con-
taining mica and lime: specifically noting a
mica-schist containing carbonate of lime.

micaceous (mi-ka'shius), a. [= F. micac6 =
Sp. micdceo = Pg. It. micaceo, < NL. *micaceus,

< mica, mica: see mica^.] 1. Pertaining to or
containing mica ; resembling mica or partaking
of its properties, especially that of occurring in

foliated masses consisting of separable lami-
nse: as, micaceous structure.— 2. Figuratively,
sparkling. Davies. [Eare.]

There is the Cyclopean stile of which Johnson is the
great example, the sparkling or micacums possessed by
Hazlitt. Southey, The Doctor, interchapter xxii.

Micaceous iron ore. See iroiz.— Micaceous rocks,
rocks of which mica is the chief ingredient, as mica-slate
and clay-slate.—Micaceous schist, mica-schist.

Micaria (mi-ka'ri-a), n. Same as Maearia.
mica-schist (mi'ka-snist'), n. A rock made up
of quartz and mica, with a more or less schis-

tose or slaty structure. The relative proportion ot
the two minerals differs often very considerably even in
the same mass of rock. The usual mica in a typical mica-
schist is the species called muscovite; this, however, is

sometimes replaced to a certain extent by biotite or par-
agonite. Mica-schist passes readily into talc-schist and
chlorite-schist ; and When feldspar is added to the other
constituents of the rock it becomes gneiss. It is one of
th« most abundantly distributed ot the so-called crystal-

line or metamorphic rocks, and, with granite, gneiss, and
the other members of the schist family, forms the main
body of the rocks formerly designated as primitive.

mica-slate (mi'ka-slat'), n. The common name
of the rook now usually designated by litholo-

gists as mica-schist.

mice, n. Plural of mouse.
mice-eyedt (mis 'id), a. Keen-eyed; sharp-
sighted.

A legion of mice-eyed decipherers.
Nashe, Lenten Stufle (Harl. Misc., VI. 177). (Davies.)

micella (mi-sel'a), n.
;
pi. micellae (-e). [NL.,

dim. of L. mica, a crumb, grain: see micaK]
One of the hypothetical crystalloid bodies or
plates supposed by Nageli to be the units out
of which organized bodies, more particularly
plants, are buUt up. These micellse were supposed
to be aggregates ot larger or smaller numbers ot chemical
molecules, and were determined by the optical properties
exhibited by cell-walls, starch-grains, and various proteid
crystalloids. From their. optical properties it was con-
cluded further that they were biaxial crystals, and they
were assigned, as a probable form, that of parallelepipedal
prisms with rectangular or rhomboid bases.

Crystalline doubly retracting particles or miceUce, each
consisting ot numerous atoms and impermeable by water.

Mncyc. Brit., XH. 12.

micellar (mi-sel'ar), a. [< micella + -ar^.]

Pertaining or relating to micellse.

Naegeli's micellar hypothesis. Science, VIII. 571.

Mich, -An abbreviation of Michaelmas.
michaelite (mi'kel-it), n. [< Michael (St. Mi-
chael's, an island of the Azores, where it is

found) + -ite^.'] In mineral., a white, pearly,

fibrous variety of opal.

Michaelmas (mik'el-mas), n. [< ME. MicheU
messe, Mychelmesse, MiKelmas, Mihelmasse, My-
helmasse, < Michel (< F. Michel, < Heb. Mtkhd^el,

a proper name, signifying ' who is like God' t)



Michaelmas
+ masse, messe, mass: see nkissl.] 1. A fes-
tival celebrated by the Eoman Catholic Church,
the Anglican, and some other churches on
September 29th, in honor of the archangel
Michael. The festival is called in full the Fastwal or
Feast of SL Michael and All Angels. It appears to have
origiaated in a local celebration or celebrations, and seems
to have already existed in the fifth century. The Greek
Church dedicates November Sth to St. Michael, St. aabriel,
and All Angels ; the Armenian and Coptic churches also
observe this day.

For lordes and lorelles luthere and goode,
FioMykel-maase to MyheZ-masseich fyndemete and drynke.

Piers Plowman (C), xvL 216.

2. September the 29th as one of the four quar-
ter-days in England on which rents are paid.

And when the tenants come to pay their quarter's rent,
They bring some fowl at Midsummer, a dish of fish in Lent,
At Christmas a capon, at Michaelmas a goose.

Qascoigne (1576), quoted in Chambers's Book of Days,
[IL 390.

All this, though perchance you read it not till Michael-
mas, was told you at Micham, 16th August, 1607.

Donne, Letters, x.

mchaelmas daisy. See daisy.— Uichaelmas head-
court. See head-cfruTt.— Michaelmas moon, the harvest
moon. Jamieson. [Scotch.]

michaelsoilite(mik' el-son-it), n. [Named after
C. A. Miehaelson, a Swedish chemist.] In »«m-
eral., a rare mineral found in the zireonsyenite
of Norway: it is related to allanite.

miche^ (mieh), V. i. [Formerly also mych, myche;
also meeoh, meadh, and mooch, mouch; < ME.
michen, moochen, mouchen, < OF. muchier, mu-
cier, muster, muoer, musser, F. musser, hide, con-
ceal oneself, skulk.] 1 . To shrink from view

;

lie hidden; skulk; sneak.

Straggle up and downe the countrey, or miche in cor-
ners amongest theyr frendes idlye, as Carooghs, Bardes,
Jesters. Spenser, State of Ireland.

YoD, sir, that are vniching about ray golden mines here.
Chapman, Mask of Middle Temple and Lincoln's Inn.

I never look'd for better of that rascall
Since he came miching first Into our house.

Heywood, Woman Killed with Kindness.

2. To be guilty of anything sly, skulking, or
mean, such as earryii^ on an illicit amour, or
pilfering in a sneaking way. See micher.

What made the Gods so often to trewant from Heauen,
and mych heere on earth, but beautie?

Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 279.

miche^t, "• aJ^d ^- A Middle English form of
mtich.

mlclie^, n. See mitch.

micbelti «• and n. See mickle.

MichelangelesQue (mi-kel-an-jel-esk'), a. [<
Michelangelo (see def.) -t- -esgwe.] Pertaining
to Michelangelo Buonarroti (1475-1564), a fa-

mous Italian sculptor, painter, and architect;

resembling the style of Michelangelo, or be-
longing to his school.

Micnelangelism (mi-kel-an'jel-izm), n. [<
Michelangelo {see def.) -1- -isjra.] Thenmnneror
tendencies in art of Michelangelo Buonarroti.
See Miehelangelesque.

. It shuns the Scylla of nullity and bad taste only to fall

into the Cha^bdis of Michelangdism.
C. C. Perkins, Italian Sculpture, p. 350.

Michelia (mi-ke'li-a), n. [NL. (LinnsBus, 1737),
named after MicheU, a Florentine botanist of

the early part of the 18th century.] A genus of

plants of the natural order Magnoliacece and
the tribe Magnoliece, characterized by introrse

anthers, by having the cluster of pistils raised

on a stalk, and by the many-seeded carpels.
They are trees living much the appearance of magnolias,
but with the flowers usually sm^ler and (with one ex-

ception) axillary, whereas magnolia-flowers are terminal.
About 12 species are known, natives of tropical and moun-
tainous Asia. The most noteworthy species are M. excelsa,

the champ, and M. Champaca, the champak, both valu-

able economic^ly, the latter a sacred tree in India, See
ehampi and champak.

michellevyite (me-shel-lev'i-it), n. [Named
after M. Michel Levy, a French mineralogist.]

A mineral having the composition of barite,

barium sulphate, and probably that species,

but believed by the describer to belong to the
monoelinie system, it is found in a massive cleav-

able form occarring in a crystalline limestone near Per-

kins' Mill, Templeton, Province of Quebec, Canada.

michert, ». [Also meecher, meacher; < ME. mych-
er, meeher; < miche^ + •er\'] One who skulks

or sneaks ; a truant ; a mean thief.

Chyld, be thou Iyer nother no theffe

;

Be thou no meeher for myscheffe.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 401.

Shall the blessed sun of heaven prove a micher, and eat

blackberries? £»««., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 4. 450.

miclieryt (mich'6r-i), n. [< ME. mieherie, < OP.
*mucherie, < muchier, mucher, etc., hide, skxdk:

see miehel.2 Theft; pilfering; cheating.
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Nowe thou Shalt full sore able

That like stelthe of mieherie.
Gower, Conf. Amant., v.

miching (mieh'ing), n. [Also meeclung, meach-
ing; < ME. michynge; verbal n. of miche^, v.l
The act of skulking or sneaking; the act of pil-

fering or cheating.

For no man of his counsaile knoweth
What he male gette of his michynge.

Goioer, Conf. Amant., v.

Oph. What means this, my lord ?

Ham,. Marry, this is miching mallecho ; it means mis-
chief. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2. 146.

We never, inour whole school course, once played truant

;

but other boys did, and the process was freely talked of
among us. We called it miching, pronouncing the i in
mich long, as in mile. P. H. Oosse, Longman's Mag.

miching (mich'ing),j). o. [Also meeching, meach-
ing; ppr. of iniche^, «.] Skulking; sneaking;
dodging; pilfering; mean.
Sure she has some meeching rascal in her house.

Beau, and Fl., Scornful Lady, iv. 1.

A cat . . . grown fat
With eating many a miching mouse.

Herrick, His Grange, or Private Wealth.

But I ain't o* the meechiii' kind, thet sets an' thinks fer

The bottom's out o' th* univarse coz their own gillpot
leaks. Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., p. 13.

"How came the ship to run up a tailor's bill ? " " Why,
them's mine," said the cap'n, very meaxMng.

S. O. Jewett, Deephaven, p. 159.

micken (mik'en), n. [Origin obscure.] The
herb spignel : also called Highland micken. See
Meum^. [Scotch.]

mickle (mUi'l), a. and n. [I. a. Also dial, muckle,
meikle; < ME. mikel, mehel, mukel, mykel (also
assibilated michel, mechel, muchel, mochel, > ult.

E. much), < AS. micel, mycel= OS. mildl = OLG.
mikil, MliG. michel^OBG:. michil,mihliil, MHG.
michel= leel. mikill, mykill= Goth.mikils, great,
= (Jr. /ieya( (/leyaTi-), great, akin to L. magnus,
great (OL. majus, great), compar. major: see
maiv^, magnitude, etc., major, mayor, etc. 11.

n. < MTJl . mikel. etc., mochel, etc.
;
partly (in sense

of 'size') < AS. *micelu, mycelu, size (= OHG.
michilz, greatness, size, = Goth, mikilei, great-
ness), < micel, mycel, great; and partly the adj.
used as a noun: see I. Mickle .is a more orig.

form, now obs. or dial., of the word which by
assibilation and loss of the final syllable has
become much: see WMcfe.] I. a. 1. Great;
large.

A ! mercyfull maker, full mekai es thi mighte.
York Plays, p. 3.

He has tane np a meikle stane,

And fiang 't as far as I cold see.

The Wee Wee Man (Child's Ballads, 1. 126).

mickle is the powerful grace that lies

In herbs, plaut^ stones, and their true qualities.

Shak., R. and J., li. 3. 16.

2. Much; abundant.
O cruell Boy, alas, how mickle gall
Thy baenfull shaft mingles thy Mell withall

!

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Magnificence.

There was never sae TntftWe siller clinked in his purse
either before or since. Scott, Waverley, xviii.

Let me laugh awhile, I've mickle time to grieve.
Eeats, Eve of St. Agnes, xiv.

II, rt. It. Size; magnitude; bigness.

A wonder wel-farynge knyghti . . .

Of good mioehel, and ryght yonge therto.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, h 454.

2. A great deal; a large quantity: as, many
littles make a mickle.

micklet, "• *•' [^ ME. mikelen, muclen, muclien,

also assibilated muchelen, < AS. micelian, mic-

lian, micelian, also getniclian (= OHG. mihhildn
= Icel. mikla = Goth, mikiljan), become great,

make great, magnify, < micel, great: see mickle,

a. Cf . much, ».] To magnify.

micklenesst (mik'1-nes), n. [< ME. meMlnesse, <

AS. micelnes, mycelnes, < micel, great : see mickle

and -«ess.] Bigness; great size.

After this ther com apone thame thane a grete multi-

tude of swyne, that ware alle of a wonderfulle mckilnesse,

with tuskes of a oubett lenthe.

MS. Lincoln A. i. 17, f. 28. (HaUiwell.)

micky (mik'i), n.; pi. mickies (-iz). [A dim. of

Mike,a familiar abbreviation of Michael, a favor-

ite name among Irishmen, from that of St. Mi-
chael. Cf. Pat, Paddy, similarly derived from
the name of St. Patrick.'] 1. An Irish boy.
[Slang, U. S.]—2. A young wild bull. [Aus-
&alian.]

There were two or three Mickies and wild heifers, who
determined to have their owner's heart's blood.

A. C. Grant, Bush-life in Queensland, L 227.

mico (me'ko), ra. [S.Amer.] 1. A small squir-

rel-like monkey of South America, one of the
marmosets or oustitis, of the genus Hapale or

macro-

Jaechus. H. argentatus is white, with black
tail and flesh-colored face and hands.— 2.
[cap.] A genus of marmosets based on this
species.

Miconia (mi-ko'ni-a), n. [NL. (Ruiz and Pa-
von, 1798), named after D. Micon, a Spanish
botanist.] A large genus of South American
plants of the natural order Melastomacia^ and
type of the tribe Miconiew. it is characterized by
terminal inflorescence, 4- or 8-parted flowers with obtuse
j)etals, and a calj-x which has a cylindrical tube and usu-
ally a 4- to 8-lobed limb. They are trees or shrubs, with
very variable foliage, and white, rose-colored, purple, or
yellowish flowers, which are small, and grow in terminal
or very rarely lateral clusters. About 490 species have
been enumerated, all conflned to tropical America. Quite
a number are cultivated for ornament. TTiey sometimes
receive the name of West Indian mrrarU-iush.

Miconiese (mi-ko-ni'f-e), n. pi. [NL. (A. P.
de CandoUe, 1828), < 'Miconia + -ece.] A tribe
of New World plants, belonging to the natural
order Melastomacew, typified by the genus Mi-
conia. It is characterized by a berry-like or coriaceous
fruit, which breaks open irregularly ; by the leaves not
being grooved between the primary nerves ; and by the
anthers opening by one or two pores or slits, with the
connective usually having no appendages. The tribe in-
cludes 26 genera and nearly 1,000 species, all of which
are indigenous to tropical Arnerica.

micostalis (mi-kos-ta'lis), n.
;

pi. vticostales
(-lez). [NL. (Wilder and Gage), < F. micosta}
(Straus-Durckheim), supposed to stand for
microcostal, < Gr. /iiKpdc, small, -I- L. casta, rib r

see costal.] A muscle of the fore leg of some
animals, as the cat, corresponding to the hu-
man teres minor.
micrander (mik-ran'der), n. [< Gr. fUKpdg, smaUr
+ amip {dvSp-), male.] A dwarf male plant
produced by certain confervoid algse. The an-
drospores, wluch are peculiar zoospores produced non-
sexually in special cells of the parent plant, fix themselves
(after swarming) upon the female plant and produce these
very small male plants.

Micrastur (mik-ras'ter), n. [ML., < Gr. /uxpdg,

small, -I- LL. astur, a species of hawk: see .4s-

tur,] A genus of hawks of the family Falconi-
dce and subfamily Accipitrinai, established by
G. E. Gray in 1841, having the tarsus reticulated
behind and the nostrUs circular with a eentrie
tubercle. It is peculiar to America, the species
ranging from southern Mexico to Bolivia and
Peru.
Micrathene (mik-ra-the'ne), n. [NL., < Gr. fu-
Kp6Q, small, +'Ad7ivij, Athene: see Athene,] A
genus of Strigid<B established by Cones in 1866 ;.

the elf-owls, it includes the most diminutive of owls,
with small weak bill and feet, relatively long rounded
wings, square tail with broad rectrices, tarsi feathered only
above, the feet elsewhere coveredwith bristles, and middle
toe with claw as long as the tarsus. The type and only
species is 3f. whitneyi, an insectivorous owl of arborei^
habits, found in the southwestern TTnited States and parts
of Mexico, It is only about six inches long. Also called!

Micropallas.

micraulic (mik-ra'lik), a. [< NL. mieraiilieuSf

< Gi./UKpdc, small, -I- NL. aula, aula: see aula,

2.] Having the aula small; specifically, of or
pertaining to micrauliea.

micraulica (mik-ra'H-ka), n. pi. [NL. : see
micraulic.] Animals whose aula is small and-

whose cerebral hemispheres are vertically ex-
panded. They are amphibians, dipnoans, rep-
tiles, birds, and mammals. Wilder, Amer. Nat.,
Oct., 1887, p. 914.

Micremhryeae (mik-rem-bri'e-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Bentham and Hooker, 1880), <! Gi. /luipdg, small,
-I- l/ippvm, a germ : see embryo.] A series of
dicotyledonous apetalous plants. It is charao-
terized by an ovary consisting of a single carpel or of sev-

eral united or distinct carpels, by the ovules being solitary

or rarely several in each carpel, and by the seed having:
copious fleshy or starchy albumen and a very small em-
bryo. It includes 4 orders (Piperacece, Chloranthacece,
Myristiceoe, and MonimiacecB), 39 genei-a, and nearly 1,300
species.

micrencephalous (mik-ren-sef'a-lus), a. [< Gr.
/iiKpdg, small, + eyKi<paMg, the brain.] Small-
brained ; having a small brain.

micristology (mik-ris-tol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. /UKpd;^

small, -1- E. histology.] The science which
treats of the minutest organic fibers. Thomas,
Med. Diet.

micro (mi'kro), n. [< micro-, as used in Micro-

coleoptera, etc.] In entom., any small insect.

Thus, Mierocoleoptera are small beetles, Microdiptera are
small flies, etc. ; and in familiar language, when the mean-
ing is sufficiently determined by the connection, such
words are abbreviated to micro. When not so determined,
micro always means one of the Microlepidqpiera.

micro- (usually mi'kro, but also, better, mik'ro).

[L., etc., micro-, < Gr. /uKp6g, also a/uKpdg, small,

little.] An element of Greek origin, meaning-
'small, little'; specifically, in physics, a prefix

indicating a unit one millionth part of the unit

it is prefixed to : as, microfarad, microhm, etc.

;



nucro-

in Uthol., mdioating that the structnie desig-
nated is mioioscopio in. charaeter, or that it m
so minutely developed as not to Ihb lecognized
writhout the help of the microscope, e. g. miero-
fframtu', micropegmaiitic, mkrogranulitic. See
these words.
micro-andiphone (mi-kro-6'di-fon), ». [< Gr.
/uxpdf, small, -l-E.attdipfcoii«.] Aniustnimeutfor
reiiiforeing or augmenting very feeble sounds
so as to render them audible.

Microbacterinm (mi'kro-bak-te'ri-um). «.
[NL., < Gr. fuKpoc, small,"+ 3aKT/;piov, a little

stick : see bacterium. ] In some systems of
classification, a tribe or division of Sdiizomy-
cetes, containing the single genns Baeterium,
and characterized by having elliptical or short
cylindrical cells.

microbal (mi'kro-bal), a. Same as microbial.

But now we hare antisepsis of the tnck and careful cot>
ering of the wound to guanl against mierob(U invasion.

Haiiettl Xeios, HI. SOS.

microbe (mi'krob), ». [< F. microbe (C. Sedil-
lot, 1878) (XL. nrf-

erobion), intended to
mean -a small liv-

ing being,' but ac-
cording to the for-
mation ' short-lived'
(of. Gr. /UKp6i3toc,

short-lived), < Gr. /u-

«p<5f, small, little, +
fiioc, life.] A minute
living being not dis-

tinguished, primari-
ly, as to its a-niTnul

or vegetable nature.
The term is most frequently applied to various niicio-
scoplc plants or their spores (parUcolarly Sehizomycetts),

and further has come to
he almost synonymous
with &ae/«ntenK Taken in
this lattersense, microhes
are regarded as essential-

ly polymorphous organ-
isms, adapting them-
selves to varied condi-
tions of existence, which
in turn influence theform
taken by them. For this
reason their classification

has often varied, since
their distinction intogen-
era and species does not
yet rest on precise data.

MiotjcocCTs of Chicken Cholera. Miameoeeus, ^inehate,
BaeHhu, L^ptaUaix, Bae-

tgrivsn^ Vibrio, Smr^uni. and Xycono^oe are the genera or
torm-gener« under which most of the forms are known.
They are instrumental in
the production offermen-
tation, decay, and many
of the intecUous diseases
affecting man and the
lower animals.

microbia, n. Plural
of microbion.

microbial (mi-kro'bi-
al), a. [< microbe
(niicrobion) + -al.']

Of or peri^aining to
microbes; caused by
or due to microbes.
Also microbal.

JUicncici-nij^rvdiffieSMS.

Leptothrix farasiHeiu

There is a considerable difference found in the micro-
bitU richness of the air in different places in the country.

Nifutemth Centtay, XXU. SU.

microbial! (mi-kro'bi-an), o. [< microbe (inicro-

bion) + -an.'] Microbial.

His definition of pellagra is therefore this :
" a microbian

malady, due to a poisoning produced by a pathogenic ba-

cillus.'" Lanctt, No. S449, p. 707.

miCTObic (mi-kro'bik), a. [^<. microbe + -ic.'] Mi-
crobial.

The theory of the microbic causation of the disorder.
Medical Aeirs, LIT. 376.

microbicide (mi-kro'bi-ad), «. [< KL. miero-

bion, microbe, -I- L. -cida, a killer, < cwdere,

kill.] A substance that kills microbes.

Sulphur is well known as a powerful microbicide long
recommended in pulmonary diseases.

Medical Xeirs, L. S66.

microbiological (mi-fcro-bi-o-loj'i-kal), a. [<

microbiolog-y + -ic-al.'i Of or pertaining to

microbiology: as, microbiological research.

MicrobioloaictU study of the lochia.
MedieaH Xinm, XL\Tn. 147.

microbiologist (mi'kro-bi-ol'o-jist), n. [< mi-

crobiolog-y + -isf.] One who stfadies or is skilled

in microbiology ; one versed in the knowledge
of minute organisms, as microbes.

Ideas which are just now very prominent in the minds
of microbiolojists. Science, V. 73.
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microbiology (mitro-bi-ol'd-ji), »i- [< XL.
microbial), microbe,+ Gr. -/o;i'o, < ?.fjen', speak:
see -o/ogj/.] The science of mioro-oiganisms;
the study of microbes.
There was ffn?at reason for creating in the Faculty of

Sciences the chair oif mtcrobioloffi/.

Pop. scL Mo., xxxm. S*l.

microbion (mi-kro'bi-on), ». : pi. microbia (-S).

[XL.: see microbe.'] Same as microbe.

These [reports] ... by no means demonstrate that the
active principle of cholera resides in a microbion, or that
the particular microbion has been discovered.

Sdetux, IV. 145.

microcaltrops (.mi-kro-kal'trops). ». [< Gr.
fUKpi^. small, -I- E. caltrop.] A sponge-spio-
ule of minute size, having the form of a cal-

trop. Also iwtcroca/flirqps. JT. J.iSo?tes. Encvc.
Brit., XSn. 417.

Microcamers (mi-kro-kam'e-re), ». pi. [XT/.,

< Gr. piwic, sniaU, + L. camera, chamber: see
chamber.] 1. A subtribe of ehoristidan sponges
having the chambers small: opposed to Macro-
camera-. Lendenfeld, 1886.—2. A tribe of cera-
tose spongeswith small spherical ciliated cham-
bers and opaque ground-substance. Lenden-
.feld.

microcamerate (mi-kro-kam'e-rat), a. [< Gr.
uiKpog, small, -I- L. camera, chamber: see cham-
ber.] Having small chambers; specifically, of
or pertaining to the Microcamera; in either
sense.

Microcebus (mi-kro-se'bns), n. [XL., < Gr.
/uKp6i, small, -I- «; Jof, a long-tailed monkey: see
Cefciw.] A genus of small prosimian quadru-
peds of the family Lemuriaa and subfamily
GalaginiiKe, containing such species as the pyg-
my lemur, il. »mithi, and the mouse-lemur, M.
muriniis; the dwarf lemurs.

Microcentri (mi-kro-sen'tri), H. pi. [XL.
(Thomson, 1876), < Gr. Uixpic, small, -I- KWrpov,
point, spur: see center'^.] One of two pnme
sections of the parasitic hymenopterous family
ChalcidideB, containing the seven subfamilies
which have the tarsi three- or four-jointed
(usually four-jointed, rarely heteromerous),
anterior tibiee with a slender short straight
spur, and antennee usually few-jointed. They
are nearly all of small size.

UicroceiNaala (mi-kro-sef'a-lS), ». pi. [NL.,
neut. jJ. of nticrocephaliis,' <~ (jr. /uxpoKiijxAoi,

small-headed: see microcephalous.] In La-
treille's system, the fifth section of brachely-
trous pentamerous Cohoptera. They have no evi-
dent neck, the head being received in thethorax as far as
the eyes ; the thorax is ti^pexiform, widening from before
backward ; the body is comparatively little elongated ; the
mandibles are of moderate sise; and the elytmm often
covers more than half of the abdomen. The species live
on flowers, fungi, and dung. Also Mieroc^aliali.

microcephalia (mi'kco-se-fa'U-s), n. [NL,, <
Gr. /uKpoKi<pah>Q, smaU-headed: see microceph-
alous.] Same as microcephaly.

microcephalic (mi'kro-se-fal'ik or -sef'a-lik),

a. [As microcephal-ou's + -ic.] Having aii unu-
sually small cranium. Specifically— (a) In crantbnk,
having a cranium smaller than a certain standard. A ca-
pacity of 1,350 cnbic centimeters is taken by some as the
upper limit of microcephaly. (6) In potJuU., having a head
small through disease or faulty development, producing
idiocy more or less extreme.

microcephalism (mi-kro-sef 'a-lizm), n. [< mi-
crocephaly + -ism.] A microcephalic condi-
tion.

microcephalous (mi-kro-sef'a-lus), a. [= F.
microc4phale = Pg. microceplialo, < NL. micro-
cephalus, < Gr. fuKponiipaAjoq, small-headed, <

luKpdc, small, -I- icE^o^, head.] Having a small
head, specifically

—

(a) Havinj; the skull small or im-
Serfectly developed, (o) 7
Hcrocephala,

perfectly developed. (6) In zoSL, of or pertaining to the

Microcephalns (mi-kro-sef'a-lus), H, [NL., <
Gr. lUKpoKiipaXot, small-headed: see microceph-
alous.] 1. In entom.: (a) A South American
genus of caraboid beetles, with about 6 spe-
cies, having securiform terminal joints of both
maxillary and labial palpi, (b) A genus of
nemocerous dipterous insects of the family
Chironomidw. Van derWulp,lS7Z.—S. Agenuk
of reptiles. Lesson.—3. [/. c] Inpathol.: (a)
A microcephalic person, (b) Microcephaly.

—

4. [I. c] In teratol., a monster with a small,
imperfect head or cranium.
microcephaly (mi-kro-sef'a-li), «. [< NL. mi-
crocepltalia, q. v.] Tlie condition or character
presented by a small or imperfectly developed
head,
Microchseta (mi-kro-ke'tfi), n. [XL,, < Gr, fu-
Kp6g, small, + x'^'"l>^ maiie : see chieta.] A ge-
nus of earthworms. Jf. rappi is a gigantic South
African earthworm, four or five feet long, of greenish and
reddish coloration. Bediard, 1S56.

Micrococcus

microcharacter (mi-kro-kar'ak-t^r), «. [< Gi-.

fUKp6(, small, + x^'po'^^lp} character: see char-
acter.] Any zoological character derived firom
microscopic or other minute examination.
microchemical (mi-kro-kem'i-kal), a. [< Gr.
fuxpici small, minute, + E, chemical.] Ot or
pertaining to microchemistry : as, microchemi-
cal r^aotions; wierocAfiMiVaJ experiments: dis-
tinguished from macrochcimcal.

Microc/temical examination shows that it performs a
complex function.

Hujdey and Jfnrtin, Elementaiy Biology, p. 874.

microchemically(mi-kro-kem'i-kal-i),a(te. By
microchemical processes; by means of or in
accordance ^-ith microchemistry,
microchemistry (mi-kro-kem'is-tri), ». [< Gr,
fuKpd^j small, minute, -t- E, chemistry.] ^nute
chemical investigation; chemical analysis or
investigation applied to objects imder the mi-
croscope.
Microdiiroptera (mi'kro-ki-rop'te-rS), «, pi.

[NL,, < Gr, /W!p6(, small, -I- NL. CAiroptoro,

q. V.]' A suborder of Chiroptera, including the
insectivorous or animalivorous (rarely frugivo-

rous or blood-sucking) bats. They have a simple
stomach (except i>^^Ho<foit(08); alaxge Spigelian and gener-
ally small caudate lobe of the liver ; the tail contained in
the interfemoral membrane when juresent, or treed from
its upper surface ; the rim of the ear incomplete at the base
of the auricle ; the index-finger rudimentary or wanting
and without a claw ; the palate not prtxiuced back of the

molar teeth ; and the molar teeth cuspidate. The gronp
includes all bats except the family Pleropodidaf (which
constitutes the suborder MeoachiroptcraX inhabiting most
parts of the world, and falling into two large series, the
vespertilionine alliance and the emballonurine alliance,

the former of three families, the latter of two. .ininw-
liwra, BMoitK^thaga, and Insectivora are synonyms of
lliencMroplgm.

microchiropteran (mj'kro-ki-rop'te-ran), a.

and n. I. a. Of or pertaining to the Microchi-

roptera.

II. «. One of the ARcrochiroptera ; any bat
except a fruit-bat.

microchiro^terous (mi'kro-ki-rop'te-ms), a.

Same as mierochiroptcraii.

microchoanite (mi-kro-ko'a-nit), a. and n. [<

NL. Microchoanites.] "I, o." Having short sep-

tal funnels, as a nautUoid; belonging to the
Microdioanites.

rt. «. A member of the 3ficrocAoa«»*es.

Microchoanites (mi-kro-kd-a-nl'tez), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. /uKp6(, small, + x""*''!, a funnel: see

choana, choanite.] A group of ellipoohoanoid
nautiloideepbalopods whose septal funnels are

short. Hyatt, Proo. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1883,

p. 260,

microchronometer (mi'kro-kro-nom'e-t^r), N.

[< Gr, fUKp6c, small, + xp^vocj time, + liirpov,

measure: see chronometer.] Aii instrument for

registering very small periods of time, such as

the time occupiedby the passage of a projectile

over a short distance: a kind of chronograph.
Also called, corruptly, microHometet:
Microciona (nu-kro-a'o-na), «. [NL., < Gr.

/uuqjof, small,+ (£/<.»' "(/aojfc-), a pillar.] A genus of

fibrosilicious sponges of the division £eAi»ON«-
maia. Jf,»roIi/i»T> is a common sponge on the Atlantic

coast ot the United States, growing in tide-pools in sheeted
or branched masses of orange-red color,

microclastic (mi-kro-klas'tik), a . [< Or. nuwic,

small, -i- K^ooTiic, broken, < K?.av, break : see clas-

tic.] An epithet applied to a clastic or frag-

mentary rock or breccia made up of pieces of

small size, yaumanii. [Bare,]

microcline (mi'kro-klin), n. [< Gr. /uxpii, small,

+ KyUvetv, in-

cline : see
dine, clinic] A
feldspar iden-
tical in com-
position with
orthoclase,but
belonging to
the tridinio
system. Thin
sections often ex-
hibit a peculiar
grating-Uke struc-
ture in polariaed
light, due to
double twinning.
Much of the p^
ash feldspar cidl-

ed orthodase is

Section of MiaocUne as seen in polarized
light.

really microcline, and the beantifnl green feldspar called

Amaxon stone is here included. See /Hdspar and orUo-
liate.

Micrococcus (mi-kro-kok'us), n. [NL., < Gr. lu-

Kp6c. small,+ /c<i«aa)f,'a bei-ry, kernel : see coccus.]

1, A genus of Schis^omycetes (fission-fungi or

bacteria), and the only one of the tribe Splutro-

bacteria, it is characterized by globular or oval slight-



Micrvvwvnis i>f DiphthcnA.

Micrococcus 3749
Soolor«d wUa, either tanned by tnuiairerae division into

Mueiite of two or aevsnd olutplet-Uke «rlielaatlon^ or
united In fuuUies. or seg-
r«tiat«d In gelatinous
luitsses, all destitute ot
spontwteoivs uiovwuent
but exhibitiug a simile
molecular tremor. Its
specios are divided In-
to tlu-ee pbysiolo^ioal
sronps — ehniHOs/fHts,
prwiiioiiijt coloring mat-
ter, as In "red miUC" (JIT.

fnaiaiotm, flguied under
jHwrgini or "golden yel-
low" (Jr. lultus); ^mo-
ueiic*. produoiug vai-ions
lermt'atKtions, as in ani-
mal and vegetable Infti-
alOQS (Jf. emj>M«i>ul»in)
or urine (Af. urw»); and pt^Aogtius, producing diseases.
\ ariola, vauelnia, septicemia, erysipelas, stoiuirrhea, and
other torms are believed to be prodiiewl by mioroooooL
2. [J. 0.; pi. uiiiTtxwoi (-:^).] Any member of
this jtenus.

By the specific term mienKoeais is understood a minute
spherical or slightly oval oiganism (Sph»robactertuni,
CohnX that like other bacteria divides b.v fission (Sohiio-
myoetesX and that does not possess any special organ,
oilium or fiagellum, by using which it would be capable
of moving freely about

S, Aiain, MIoro-Orgauisms and Disease^ p, S7.

Microcoleoptera (mi-kro-ko-lf-op'te-rS), H.pl.
[NLi., < Or. /M*7x!<:, small. +'^h."Coleoptera,
q. v.] In entom,. the smaller kinds of beetles
eoUectively consddered.
microconiaiam (mi'kro-ko-nid'i-um), M. ; pi.

mieroet»iitim (-S). [NL.. <" 6r. ,ii«f>oc. small, +
XL. oonMiHiH.']' A conidium of small siie as
compared with otheTS prodiieed in the same
species.

MierotoHitlia [of HtnioinyeK] or conkUa proper very co-
pious. Coott, Handbook Brit. Fungi, p. r76.

microcosm (mi'kro-koziu), », [< P. mioiHtxame
= Sp. mieroedsmeis = Pg. It. microftismo, < LL.
mirrovosmus (BoSthius), < LGr. ,u!\iMimaficn\ a
little world. < w. fUKpoc. small. + mw^ioc, world.]
1. A little world or oosmos; the world in min-
iature ; something representing or assumed to
represent the principle of universality: often
applied to man regarded as an epitome, phys-
ically and morally, of the xmiverse or p-eat
world (the wofreown).

It yvii see this in the map of my miemeasm, tollotrs It

that I am known well enough tix>* KAoit,, Cor., 11. 1. <i&

The anoienta not impioperly styled him [man) a in«-n>-

eosiw, or little world within himself.
BavuK Physical Fables, ii., Bxpl.

Some told nie it (a monntain] was tonrteene miles high

:

i: is a»vered with a very mief^eosmf ot dowdes.
Corjtat, Crudities, I. 91. miCTOCytOSis (mi'kiy-si-to'sis\ tt.

In the dark dissolving human heart, mia.
And holy se(sets ot this ttNieroeosw, _ microdactyloUS (nu-krvVdak'ti-lus), o. [< Gr.

itiKpofy small, + AuTiviiv, finger: see daetgW]
_,..,. ._ , #..1.,,^ „ , »v Havinsr short or small flnsers or toes.Each partiele IS a «in«nKO»H, and faithtnlly renders the „{___j^_4j , ^^V..;; i* /!• ^ • _, ,^

likauees ot the >vorld. »ii«r5o5, rasoipllne. miCTOdeiltlSm (mi-kro-den titm), «. [< Ur.

d. A little o.mmunity or society. '?"*•'>;• *•"»"-.+ L, dfH{t-)>:. = E. tooth, + -4sm.:

And now the hour has come when this youth is to be
launched into a >vorlil more vast than that In which he
has hitherto sojourned, yet tor which Uils iRwremiiiK has
been no ill preparation. DisTrnK.

hearing: see aroMsh'p.] I. a. Ser\-ing to aug-
ment weak soumis; of or pertainiuir to an in-
striunent for awgmenting weak sounds.
n. H. An aurtU instrument designed to col-

lect and augment small soimds. for the purjiose
ot assisting the partially deaf in heariiis;.

microcrith (uu'kro-krith), «. [< Or. jUMfxif,

small, + K/«(*i;. liai^ey: see w(A.] In chem.,
the imit of molecular weight, denoting the
weight of the haU-molecule of hydrogen."
microcrystaUine (mi-kro-kris't«-lin). a. [< Gr.
/«»,pdf, small, + Kpivraiitms, crystalline: see
criistttnim.'\ Minutely crystalline : said of crys-
talline rocks of which tlie constituents are "in-

dividually so minute that they cannot be dis-
tinguished from eadi other by the naked eye

:

cryptoorj-stalline. Ma»iylithologlslsuse»»<<»«ery8«<iI-
Kiw and crK|itoerji«latKn« as synonymous. Rosenbusoh,
however, uses the former term to designate that structttr«
of the ground-mass in which the constituent minerals can,
with the aid ot the microscope, be speolflcally determined,
and the latter tor a structure which can be recognised as
cryslalliuev Imt in which the iudividnal component can-
not he specifically identified.

microcrsrstallitic (mi-kro-kris-t«-lit'ik), «. [<
Or. fUKpo^, small, -I- npiWaW.of, crystal. + -ite^

+ -10,] A term used by iTcikie to designate a
devitritication produot'in which this process
has been carried so far that little or no glass-
base appears, the original glassy substance hav-
ing become chansred into an ' aggregation of
crystallites or "little granules, needles, and
hairs." See mierofeh-itic.

microcyst (mi'kro^st), m. [< Gr. /iM/xif, small,
-1- Ki-OTis, the bladder, a bag, pouch.] In Jiyr-
omifcettv, the resting state of swarm-spores,
which become rounded off and invested with a
delicate membrane, or sometimes only witli a
firm border, and may return again under favor-
able conditions to a state of movement. See
Mj/jcoiujicete.'.: si>rari)4-»poit.

microcyte (mi'kro-sit), ». [< Or. uiKfl6s, small,
-HiciTof. a hollow, cavity: see*^*?.] 1. A small
cell or corpuscle.

The inn-rorytas. Verj- small bodies, for the most part
colourless, freely suspeiutetl in the plasma.

Hiuitji ami Martin, Elementary Biology, p. ISS.

a. A small blood-oorpuscle. in siie from 3 to 6
mieromillimeters, found, often in large num-
bers, in many cases ot anemia,
microcythemia (mi'kro-si-the'mi-a), m, [< Gr.
utKfx\; small, + lo rix-, a hollow (see mierocjitt),

+ oi/ia. blood,] That condition of the blood in
which there are many corpuscles of dimini^ed
size.

Microcvthe-

microgonidlal

trical capacitv, equal to the millionth part of a
farad. It is the capacity of about three miles
of an Atlantic cable.

microfelsite (mi-kro-fel'sitV ». [< Or. /Bjxpoi-,

small, + 'E./ftMte.'] In Uthol.. a base or groimd-
mass ha\-ing a microfelsitic structure. See
microfelsitic.

microTelsitic (mi'kro-fel-sit'ik), (I, [< micro-
felsite + -if,] The designation suggested by
Zirkel for a devitrified glass when Se devitri-
fication has been carried so far that the hva-
liue character is lost, but not far enough to give
rise to the development of distinctly individu-
alized mineral forms, other lithologlsts have used
this word with dlfterent shades at meaning. Sosenbusch
defines It as follows : " This substance, which is distin-
gnished from micro- and ciypto-oiystalline aggregates by

tte absence ot any action on polarised light, and from
what may properly be called glass by not being entirely
without structure and by being decidedly less transparent,
I call miav/Hsite or the mienifttsitie bapf,"

microfoliation (nu-kro-f6-li-a'shon\ », [< Gr.
fiiKp6(, small, -H E. foliation.'] Microscopic foli-

ation, or that whicn is not distinctly recognized
by the naked eye : a term used by Bonney in
discussing the effect of pressure m Paleozoic
sedimentary rocks. Quart, Jonr. Geol. S^H•..

XUV. 44.

MicTOgadus (mi-kro-ga'dus). ». [XL..<Gr./ii-
Kp>V. small, + XL. GatlMS, q. v.] A genus of

Uabbliu^ a shameless hand with shameful jest.

rMui.d.'Mii, Princcssj iii.

microcosmic (nu-krd-koz'mik\ (I. [= F. fNt-

eroCfk'iitiqHe; as mierlx«stm + -<«•,] Oforpertain-
ing to a microcosm or to anything that is re-

sided as such Hlciooo8mlcsalt,HXaNH4iMi-(-
lH9t\ a salt of so<la. ammonia, and phosphoric aw. on$ri-

u.-ilV obtained from humau urine. It Is much employed as
a flux in experiments with the blowjrine.

microcosmicsJ (mi-kro-koz'mi-kal), <i. [< mi-
cnHttsmif + -ot.'] Same as mieroo^mic. Sir

T. Broiritf, Vulg. Err., ii, 3,

microcosmograikhy (mi'kro-koz-mog'r»-fi), »,

[< Or, iHAfHiwxr.uoc, microcosm, + -yfm^o. < ip<j-

»e-ii-, write. Of. eosmoirraphjf.^ The description
of man as a "little world,"

microcosmology (mi'kn>-koz-mol'o-ji), », [<
Gr, awpoMXTMOf,'microcosm, + -/.ojVo, < fJ^tn:

Suuilhiess of the teeth.
JWfTOdiTKtisiB — mere smallness ot the teeth— was

ehrvmideil In fourteen of the hundred oases.

Lauftl, No. S1S% p, U&a.

:, micro-detectar mu'kivwle-rek'torl, ». [< Gr.
piKpiC, small, -h E. ifcfn-hM.] A sensitive gal-
vanoscope.
Microdiptera (mi-kroHlij>'te-rS\ «. pj. [XI..,

< Gr. /iiKpof, small. + i^. Piptt'ni.'] In eHtom..
the smaller kinds of flies collectively consid-
ered,

Microdon (mi'lav-don">. ». [XL. ^Meigen, lStio\

< Gr. fuKpo(. small. -1- wtotf (oA'tr-) = E. tootk.]

1. In <>»/oiM.j an important genus of syrphid
flies, contaimng a few European and about 20
Xorth -Vmerican species. They are large, neaiiy
bare, usually short and thick-set, with flattened scntellum
and short wings. In which there is a stump ot a vein in the
first posterior cdl from the third longitudinal vein. The
lar\-s! .ire remarkable objects, resembling shells, and have

- . , twice been described and
sneak : see -oloffn.j A treatise on tOie micro- ii«s is an example.

twice been described and named as mollusks. .V. .(rf<4>o-

cosra, specifically on the human bodj-, or on 2. In ifhiit., a genus of pyoiiodonr fishes of the

man.
microcosmos (wi-kro-koz'mos), », Same as »»•-

cntco<ii>i-'. 1.

micTOCOsmns (mi-kro-koz'mus), ». [LL, (in

defs. 2 and 3, XL.'>,"< Gr. /«»>HWivi.iv. a little

world: SCO «ij>it>o<>>'»t.] 1. Sjime as i««v<h>v.-»((.

1.— 3. -\ tunicate, ascidian, or sea-squirt : aj>-

plie<l bv Ianna?us in ir.vi, and ivceutly rcvi^-ed

by Heller as a generic name,— 3, [im;'-] -^

genus of coleopterous insects. Chamloir. 187S.

microcotllomb (mi'kro-kiv-loiu'), «, [< Or. ui-

K/>6(, sm!»ll, + E, evMlomb.'] One millionth or a

See (tiM/oiuft

Cretaceous period. Jijck-vi-, lisW,

—

S.JneoHeh.,
a genus of bivalve mollusks. Conrad., lS4i
microdont (iu!'kro-dout\ a. [< Or. ,««(inv,

small, + ot^iti" (iiV'iT-) = E, tooth.'] Having
short or small teeti.
The onlerodoiit races are the low-«»ste natives ot central

and southern India: the Tolynesians: the ancient Egyp-
tians; mixed Europeans not British: and the British.

-vv.'K*, IV. ;>&>.

micro-electric (mi-kro-t}-lek'trik), o, [< Or.
utKiMf. small, + E, ettxtric.] Having electric

properties in a very small degree— Hltaro-elec-
irle metrolQSy, the measurement of minute electric

quantities.coulomb.
microcoustiC(nu-kro-kOs'tik\<i, andd. [Irreg. microflurad (mi-kro-far'ad), », [< Or. /jaiiih.\-

< Gr, Hi.vtiot-. small, "+ oKor<mKin: pertaining to small, + E,/artKJ,]" The piwctieju unit ofeW-
-;>ti

.\:ljuitic Tomcod, or F>os».£sh \.Vi«r*^4r«dW timKmAaX
vFlem Report of l'. S. Fish Conunissioik)

small gadoid lishes, established by Gill in 1S(55

;

the tomcods. Jf. tmHeadm is a well-known species of
the AtLuitio t\x-tst ot the ¥nited States ; II. pnxtiiHtis is its

representative on the Pacific cvust.

Microgaster (mi-kio-g»s't«r), «. [XL. (La-
treille, 1S04), < Gr, wi^-, small, -I- joerr^, sto-
mach: see !M,<ftT-,j 1, A notable genus of
parasitichymenonters of the family Brtteorndfr,

fiving name to the subfamily Micnujaiiteriita'.
hey ar« chanicteriied by the three submar^nal cells (\f

the tore win^ (the second one often incompleteX and by
having the hind tibial spurs more than half the length u
the tarsi. Many are known from Europe and North Ameri-
ca, as JT. sM6rawiif«tH8ot the tormercountry, which is para-
siUo on various lepidopterous larvie.

3, [/, c] A memlier of this genus,
Hicrogasterinse (mi-kro-gas-te-ri'ne), H.ph
[NL,, < ^ticroiKister + -imr?] Alai^ subfaim-
uy of Bracoutdir, typified by the genns Micro-
goi^ter. having the "mesonotal sutures invisible
and the lai^ marginal cell reaching to the end
of the wing. Then are many species, ot 6 genera, the
lai^test one ^ which, A^njitttits. has €9 species in Great
Britain alone. Their larvtepaissitise many inserts, espe-
ciall,v lepidopterous larvto issuing from tie Kxly of the
host and spinning cocoons either singly or in mass. A.
afonkTotWi IS an abundant parasite ot the cabbage-wvnu,
i>i«<r<$ rapfr, both in Europe and in North America,

microgeological (mi-kro-je-o-loj'i-kal), a. [<
mierofffoliHi-ji + -«c-nJ.]" Pertaining to micro-
geologj- ; dej>endent on or derived from the use
of the microseo|>e in relation to geology : as,

mieroffeoloffical investigations.

microgeology (mi'krvi-je-oro-ji'). (I, [< Or. ^i-

KfiOf. small, + E, .wu'Viijyjf.] That department
of the science of gxn^logy whose facts are as-
certained by the use of the microscope.

Microglossa (mi-kro-glos'5\ It. [XL., also Jfi-

fit>j;/t>«WM.<. Mierojjlosstim, i Or. uik^xk, small, +
y/.omm, the tongue: see trftvi-'ti.] In ormth.. a
genus of cockatoos of the family 0?P(itifW<r, es-

tablished by Oeottn\v in T8(>3. It >vin.->ii>s the
great black cockat>y>s, as it. atrrriiaHm. j,\Vi,ifA. aini <rf»e-

h>, all inhabitants ot N ew Oninea and othor islands >\f the
Papuan region.

microglossia (mi-kro-glos'i-JiX », [XL., < Or.

/MAjwv. small. + jXto'oi;. the tongue : see i/Avs-mi.]

Congenital smallness of the tongue,

Microglossidse(nii-kro-glos'i-<le\ H.j>?, [XL,,

< JIicroijlo^^<a + -idir.^ A family of vsitt.-icine

birds, tie black cockatoos : synonymous with
CoctitHidtT.

Microglossins (mi'kiv-gV^si'ne), ». pi. [XL..

< Jlft<r<i«7Ji>s,<Ti + -inn.]
' A subfamily of Cuni-

ttiiila: represented by the geitus Weroglo.<,<v:

.

and containing the black cockatoos.

microgonidiar (mi'kro-go-uid'i-al). (I. [< »»•-

enHii>Hittiiim + -ill.] Oi. pert.iiuing to, or re-

sembliusr a microgonidium.



microgonidium

Microgonidiuni (im*kr6-g6-md'i-iiin), »..; pi.
mierogonidia (-a). [NL'., < Grr. funpdg, small, +
NL. gonidmm.'\ A gonidium of small size as
compared with certain others produced by the
same species.

The latter form [of Chltyrococcum] is said to arise from
the former by internal cell-division, wliich results in the
production of "gonidia" of two sizes, the larger being
termed macrogonidia, and the smaller mierogorMia.

Bessey, Botany, p. 219.

microgram (mi'kro-gram), n. [< Gr. /zmpog.

small, + E. gram^.'] The millionth part of a
gram, being about •mhrs of a grain troy.

microgranite (mi-kro-gran'it), n. [< Qt. jtt-
K.p6Q, small, + E. granite.^ In petrog. See
quartz-porphyry.

microgranitic (mi"kro-gra-nit'ik), a. [< miei-o-
granite + -ic] Pertaining to microgranite.

—

SUcrograilitlc structure. See gnmtzparphyry.
microgranulitic (mi-kro-gran-u-lit'ik), a. [<
Gr. fiMpd^, small, + E. 'granuUUc.'] In lithol.,

an epithet applied by L6vy to a form of grani-
toid structure which is so finely crystallized
that it cannot be recognized by the naked eye,
but which, under the microscope, is revealed
as being made up of crystallme individuals
each having its own independent orientation,
so that in polarized light it presents the ap-
pearance of a brilliantly colored mosaic. The
microgranulitic structure, as this term is used by L6vy,
differs from the micropegmatitic in the crystalline indi-
viduals of the latter having all one common orientation.

micrograph (mi'kro-graf), 11. [< Gr. /uKpog,

small, + ypaipuv, write.] Same as nvicropanto-
graph.

micrographer (mj-krog'ra-fer), n. [< microg-
raphy + -ej-i.] One who is versed in microg-
raphy.
micrographic (mi-kro-graf'ik), a. [= F. micro-
graphique; as micrography -I- -ic] Of or per-
taining to micrography.
micrograpMst (mi-krog'ra-fist), n. [< microg-
raphy + -ist.} One who is skilled in microg-
raphy ; a mierographer.
micrography (mi-krog'ra-fi), n. [= F. micro-
graphic = Sp. micrograjia = It. micrografia, <

Gr. /MKp6c, small, -1- -ypaipla, < ypa^eiv, write. Cf.

Gr. fuapoypafelv, ' write small,' i.e. with a short
vowel. J The description of objects too small
to be discerned without the aid of a micro-
scope.

Microhierax (mi-kro-hi'e-raks), n. [Nli., < Gr.
/uKpdg, small, + Upa'^, a liawk, falcon : see Hie-
rax. ] A genus of very small hawks of the fam-
ily Falconidm, established by R. B. Sharpe in
1874; the falconets; the finch-falcons. It con-
tains the diminutive species usually referred to the genus
HieraXy which name is preoccupied in another department
of zoology. The range of the genus includes southern
Asia, Java, Sumatra, Borneo, etc. There are several spe-
cies, as M, ccerulescens, fringillariits, Tnelanoleiicus, and

microhm (mik'rom), n. [< Gr. /iiicp6c, small, -f

E. ohm.'] An electrical unit equal to the mil-
lionth part of an ohm.
microlepidopter (mi-kro-lep-i-dop'tfer), n. In
entom., an insect of one of the families included
in the Microlepidoptera.

Microlepidoptera (mi-kro-lep-i-dop'te-ra), «.

pi. [NL., \ Gr. /iiKp6c, small, -I- NL. L^idop-
tera, q. v.] The smaller and more simply or-

ganized moths, including, generally, the smaller
Pyralidm, the 2'ortricidce, the Tineidce, and the
Pterophoridce. These insects do not constitute a natu-
ral division, and the name is merely used for convenience,
the other members of the order being distinguished as
Macrolepidoptera, or simply aa Lepidopt£ra.

microlepidopteran (mi-kro-lep-i-dop'te-ran), «.

and n. I. a. Microlepidopterous.

II. 11. A microlepidopter.

microlepidopterist (mJ-kro-lep-i-dop'te-rist),

n. [< Microlepidoptera + •ist.'] One who is

versedin the natural historyof Microlepidoptera.

microlepidopterous (mi-kro-lep-i-dop'te-rus),

a. [< Microlepidoptera + -ous.] Of or per-
taining to the microlepidopters.

Microlicia (mi-kro-lis'i-a), n. [NL. (Don, 1823),

so called as having the leaves usually small ; <

Gr. fwcpug, small, + d^tudg, universal, general,

< 5/W?, all.] A genus of plants of the natural

order Melastomacew and type of the tribe Mi-
crolicieoe, characterized by very unequal sta-

mens with beaked or tube-bearing anthers, the

connective elongated at the base, and by the

calyx-lobes being shoi'ter than the tube. They
are erect branching undershrubs, usually not more than a
foot or two high, with small leaves, which are generally

glandular-dotted, and solitanr, commonly rose-purple or

white flowers, which are axillary or sometimes terminal.

There ai-e about 98 species, natives of Brazil, Guiana, and
Peru. A few are sometimes found in greenhouses.
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Microliciese (im''kr6-li-si'e-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Triana, 1871), < Microlicia ( -ece.~\ A tribe of

plants of the natural order Melastomacew and
the suborder Melastomece, characterized by the
cylindrical or angular capsule, conical or con-
vex at the apex, by the connective often be-

ing produced below the anther-cells, and by
oblong or ovoid seeds. The tribe embraces 16 gen-
era, Microlicia being the type, and about 250 species, all of

which are found in tropical America.

microlite (mi'kro-lit), 11. [< Gr. /iMpdg, small,

+ Aidog, stone : see -lite.'] 1. A mineral related
to pyroehlore, occurring in regular octahedrons
having a brownish color and a resinous luster.
It is essentially a niobate of calcium. It was first found
at Chesterfield in Massachusetts, in minute crystals

(whence the name), later in Virginia in larger crystals
sometimes weigbiug several pounds.

2. Same as microlith: an incorrect use.

microliter (mi-kro-le't^r), ». [< Gr. fiiKpdg, small,
-1- E. liter.] The millionth part of a liter.

microlith (mi'kro-lith), n. [< Gr. jMKpdg, small,

-I- XidoQ, stone.] " A name proposed jby Vogel-
sang, in 1867, to designate the "microscopic
acioular components of rocks"; a "microscop-
ic individual" (Zirkel). The usage of later litholo-

gists differs considerably in the application of this term.
By some it is regarded as the equivalent of crystallite,

which is properly an aggregation of microscopic globular
forms (globulites). By others crystallites are considered
as differing from microliths in that the latter have the
internal structure of true crystals, while in the former
this cannot be recognized. Elongated or lath-shaped forms
and such as resemble an hour-glass in shape are those
now most generally designated as microliths; if curved or
more or leSs twisted or hair-like, they are frequently called
trichites. Microliths are most frequently seen in roclis of
igneous origin, and are especially abundant as products
of the devitrification of the glassy lavas. The feldspars,
hornblende, augite, and apatite are minerals most com-
monly found assuming this form.

microlithic (mi-kro-lith'ik), a. [< Gr. /uKpdg,

small, -I- 'Aidoc, a stone, -f- -jc] 1. Of or per-
taining to or consisting of small stones : op-
posed to megalithic.

The cognate examples in the microlithic styles afford us
very little assistance.

J. Fergusson, Rude Stone Monuments, p. 47.

2. In Uthol., pertaining to or characterized by
microliths.

microlitic (mi-kro-lit'ik), a. [< microlite + -ic]
Same as microlithic, 2.

micrological (mi-kro-loj 'i-kal), a. [< micrology^
-I- -ic-al.] Characterized by minuteness of in-
vestigation.

Of that equanimity, circumspection, patience of re-
search, intellectual discipline, and equipment of micro-
logical scholarship, without which it is given to no man
to be a philologist, he has, unhappily, made the most pe-
nurious provision. P. Hall, Mod. Bng., p. 360.

micrologically (mi-kro-loj'i-kal-i), adv. In a
micrological manner ; by means of exact atten-
tion to minute details.

If things are to be scanned so micrologically.
Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 277, note.

micrologyl (mi-krol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. fiiKpdg, small,
-t- -h)yia, < Idyuv, speak: see -ology. Cf. mi-
crology^.] That part of science which is de-
pendent on microscopic investigations; microg-
raphy.
micrology^ (mi-krol'o-ji), ». [< Gr. /impoXoyla,

the quality of being careful about trifles, < fu-
KpoMyog, careful about trifles, penurious, cap-
tious, lit. gathering little things, < fUKpdg, small,
little, -I- Xiyeuv, gather: see -ology. Cf. microl-
ogy^-] Undue attention to minute, unimpor-
tant matters ; minute erudition.

There is less rmcrology ... in his eruditio,..

Soiberds, W. Taylor, II. 146. (Davies.)

Micromastictora (mi'-'kro-mas-tik'to-ra), n. pi.

rNL.,< Gr. /iiKpdg, small, -I- /iacrrt/cTwp, a s'courger,

< /iaari^eiv, whip, scourge, < fidari^ (/iaariy-), a
whip, scourge.] In Sollas's classification of
sponges, one of two main branches of the phy-
lum Parazoa or Spongiw, characterized by the
comparatively small size of the choanocytes,
which are about 0.003 millimeter in diameter.
The MicromasLictora are all non-calcareous sponges, and
are divided by Sollas into two classes, Myxospongioe and
SUidsponguB. They are also called Noncalcarea (Vosmaer)
and Plethospongice (Sollas). The term is contrasted with
Megama^ictora.

micromelus (mi-krom'e-lus), n. [< Gr. licupo-

IttXijg, small-limbed, < funpdc, small, -I- /^i^g, a
limb.] In teratol., a monster with abnormally
small limbs.

micromeral (mi'kro-me-ral), a. [< micromere
+ -al.] Of or pertaining to a micromere: as,
micromeral blastomeres.

micromere (mi'liro-mer), n. [< Gr. /UKpo/ispiig,

consisting of small parts, < /uxpdg, small, 4-

fi^pog, a part.] The smaller one of two masses
or moieties into which the vitellus of a lamelli-

ndcrometrically

branch, as a fresh-water mussel, divides; th»
so-called "animal cell" of Babl, which furthei-
subdivides into blastomeres. See macromere.

The segmentation resembles that of other moUusks, the-
micromcres appearing at the formative pole by separation
of the "protoplasmic" portion of the "macromeres."

Soy. Micros. Soc. Jour., 2d ser., VI. U. 224.

Micromeria (mi-kro-me'ri-a), n. [NL. (Ben-
tham), < Gr. fUKpdg, small, + /Jepog, part.] A
genus of labiate plants of the tribe Satureineai

and the subtribe Melissew. The calyx is tubular
commonly thirteen-nerved, and about equally five-toothed!.
The corolla is short, rarely exserted from the calyx, bilabi-
ate, the upper lip erect, flatfish, entire„or emarginate, the
lower spreading and three-parted. The fllaraents are
arcuate-ascending, the anterior pair longer ; the anthers
are two-celled. The flowers are borne in whorls, axillary-

or crowded into a spike, or are sometimes single or cy-
mose in the opposite axils. The species, numbering about
60, are low herbs or somewhat shrubby plants, sweet-odor-
ous, of various habit, distributed pretty widely in the Old
World, with a few in South America and the West Indies,
and two or three in the United States. M. Dougloisii is a
well-known sweet-scented herb of California called yerba
buena. M. obovata of the West Indies has been called
allliettl.

micromeric (mi-kro-mer'ik), a. [< micromere +
-ic] Same as micromeral. -

micromeritic (mi"kr6-me-rit'ik), a. [< i^mpdg,

small, + /^epog, a jjar't.]
' A term suggested by

Vogelsang to designate a granitoid or thor-

oughly crystalline texture of a rock so fine a»
to be recognizable only with the aid of the mi-
croscope.
micrometer (mi-krom'e-t6r), ». [= F. micro-

mitre= Sp. micr&metro= Pg. It. micrometre, < Gr.

juKpCg, small,+ /i^T/Dof, measure.] Aninstrument
for measuring microscopic lengths and angles.
All micrometersdepend upon two principles, magniflcation
and oblique measurement. Magniflcation determines an
angle by measuring the arc that subtends it upon a circle

of large flxed radius, having its center coincident with the
vertex of the angle. Thus, a mirror turning through a
small anglemay reflect a spot of light upon a distant scale.

Oblique measurement (see diagonal scale, under dtaganaty
ascertains a length by measuring the distance at which it

subtends a small flxed angle. Thus, the wedge-micrometer is

a long wedge-shaped piece of metal or glass with its slop-

ing sides as truly plane as possible, and graduated along lis

length. It is used to measure the distance between two
points having a rigid circuitous connection, but a vacant
spaceaboutthelinebetween them. Thewedgebeingthruai
between the points, the distance it penetrates shows how
far apart they are. The principle of oblique measurement
is, in nearly all micrometers, applied under the form of a
flne screw, thenumber of whose revolutions and parts of a
revolution, in advancing from one point to another, mea-
sures the amount of this advance. In this case the pitch
of the screw is the flxed angle, while the reading of the
screw-head is proportional to the variable radius at which
this angle is subtended by the length to be measured.—
Annular or circular micrometer, a micrometer con-

sisting, in its most approved form, of a disk of parallel

plate glass, having in its center a round hole to the edges
of which a ring of metal is cemented and afterward
truly turned in a lathe. The disk being mounted in a
brass tube, so that it may be accurately adjusted in the
focus of the eyepiece and applied to a telescope, the
metal ring is alone visible, and appears as if suspended
in the atmosphere, whence the instrument is called the
suspended annular micrometer. Brando and Cox, Diet., n.
516 (changed).— Double-image micrometer, a microm-
eter having an optical apparatus which produces two
images of every object, as A and A', B and B'. Then, A
may be brought into coincidence with B', or B may be
brought into coincidence with A', and the position of the
parts producing the double image will then show the dis-

tance between A and B.— Filar micrometer, a microm-
eter in which the two objects whose distance is to be
measured are brought into coincidence with two spider-

lines in the principal focus of a telescope or microspope,
one of these webs being movable by turning a micrometer-
screw. The astronomical filar micrometer is also provid-
ed with a graduated position-circle, apparatus for illumi-

nation, etc.— Micrometer-toalajxce, a form of balance
adapted to the exact determination of very small weights
or differences in weight That devised by Kershaw for

testing the weight of gold pieces consists of a steelyard

supported on a knife-edged fulcrum and geared with a

wheel graduated to half-grains. If the coin Is of correct

weight, the Index points to zero. If it is light, the lever-

age of the beam turns tlie wheel until equilibrium is at-

tained, when the index-bar points to the number of half-

grains of shortage. E. H. Knight.— JHottieT-Ot-vml
micrometer, Cavallo's micrometer, which consists of a

thin semitnmsparent piece of mother-of-pearl, ^ of an
inch wide, having flne graduations. It is mounted within
the tube at the focus of the eye-lens of the telescope, where
the image of the object under observation is produced.

micrometer-screw (mi-krom'e-tfer-skrS), w. A
screw attached to optical and mathematical
instruments as a means of measuring very small

angles. The pitch of the screw is made exceedingly small,

while the graduated head is large, thus securing great ex-

actness and simplicity In use.

micrometric (ml-kro-met'rik), a. [= F. miero-

mitrique; as micrometer + -ic] Pertaining to

the micrometer; made by the micrometer: as,

micrometric measurements.
micrometrical (mi-kro-met'ri-kal), a. [< mi-

crometric + -al.] Same as micrometric.

micrometrically (mi-kro-met'ri-kal-i), adv.

By means of a micrometer.
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Blicrametry (mi-krom'et-ri), M. [= F. mitro-
mftrie: as »>«>rr>m«fer + -ySJ The art of mea-
suring small objects or distances with a mi-
crometer.

micTomiUimeter, micromilliiiietre ^mi-ki6-
mil'i-me-t6r). H. [<GT./iurp«if, small, -^ E.»Mrfi-
ateter.'] I . The milliontii part of a millimeter.— 2. Thethousandthpart of a millimeter: for-
merly and sometimes still used by biologists.
The equivalent used by metrologists and j^iysi-
cists is mieroH.

midomiiieralogical (mi'kio-min'e-ra-loj'i-
kal), a. [< mieromiHfraloff-ji+ -ic-<i/,J Pertain-
ing to raicromineralogy.

Bocks mw occur the stractnre of wlilch . . . his been
y«A more obscured by snbseqaeut mieromuiemioguxU
etaagt. Qmtt. J^w. G«tL &<.. XLTV. 43.

micrommeTalogy (nu-bro-min-e-ral'd-ji), H.

[< Gr. imsfMc, smaU, + fi. aunerbfogy.j That
part of mineralogy which has to do with the
study of the optical, chemical, or other char-
aoters of minerals bymeAns of the microscope,
as they are observed, for example, in thin sec-
tions of rocks.

micron (mi'kron), ». [XL.. < Gr. luxpor, nent.
of luxpdc, also aftixpoc. sm&U, minate.] The mil-
lionth part of a meter, or rrWs of an English
inch. 13iis tenii]iisbeeQfbniiallyad(q>tedbjUke Intei^
naitional Commissioa of Weights and Measures, lepre^tiot-

ii^ the cinlued niUiODS of the worid, and is adopted by
all mecrotogists. The quantity is denoted by the Greek
letta n writteu above the line : as, 3a>*.4.

IQcronesiail (mi-kro-ne'si-an'). a. and n. [<
Mif'roiif-gia (< Gr. /uspdv^aocl & small island, <

luKp6c, small, -i- vfoof, an island: see def.) +
-OH.] L a. Of or pertaining to Micronesia, a
collection of islands and groups of islands,

chiefly of coral formation, in the Pacific ocean,
the principal of which are the Marshall, Gil-

bert, Caroline, and Ladrone groups,

IL H, A native or an inhabitant of Micro-
nesia.

micronoineter (mi-kxo-nom'e-t^), m. A cor-
rupt form of mtaroekroHometer.

microniiclens (mi-kro-nu'kle-us). H.; pL mi-
crOHiidH (-i). [XL., ^ Gr. luipoc, small, + XL.
HHebtij^, q. T.J A small nucleus: distinguished
from macron Hcleiis.

The mtieremMeieitt is a henuaphrL>iiite sexual daneat, of

sole importance in oonjngaljon. Amv. StL, XXTT. So.

inicronyniy(mi-kron'i-nii),»i. [<Gr.ii«p<Jin«or,

< luxpiK. smaU, + omua, divfta, name.] The use
of short easy words instead of long hard ones.

Astronomers bape set an example in mieromfmif that
anatomists Du^tw^l follow.

£a«fs Hmtdlioci or Jtad. Saeiuxs, TUL 53a.

micro-organic (mi'kro-or-gan'ik), a. [< Gr.

lunftog, small, -I- £. organic, aft«r micro^orgaHr-

tsw.] Having the character of a micro-organ-
ism; of or pert&iuing to microbes and other
miero-oiganisms; microbial,

micro-organism 6i>i-^to-dr'gan-izm), M. [<Gr.
uuifo^, small. + E. orgaitismT^ A microscopic
ore^mism. as a bacillus, bacterium, or vibrio

;

a microbe : a mierosoaiy.
The Muroorjoiusiiu at the inncQnl intectioas diseases

cornea and the lover anmiaU Amer. Sat, XXXEl. aG.

IGcropal&ma (ml-kro-pal'a-ma). N. [XL.,<Gr.
/UAjMCi small. + -{uA/at. the palm of Hie hand:
see palmKI A genns of Sfolopafiti(F establish-
ed by S. F. Bainl iu 1S5S : so called £rom the

StSSt'^ai^ipcr ^Mi£Tv^tam^ AimdotirfmsK

semipalmation of the feet ; the srilt-sandpipers.
Tboe 13 bat one ^>eci^ M. kmuuttoma, a common bird
of ^octh America. It is migratoT? through the Taited
States in ^prii^ and UB, hreedii^ in high latitudes,

miCTOpanto^aph (ml-kro-pan'to^raf), N. [<
Gr. fuKpoc. small, -^ E. poHiograpi.'i An instru-

ment constructedon the general principle of the
pantograph for exeentiBg extremely minute
writing and engraving. By means of this instmment
the Lto'& pn^crnas been written on ^ass within the
^•«<3f ^una<>t>sV»i«i'X'>- Also caUed imnxtjrriiiL
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microparasite (nd-kro-par'a-^t), n. [< Gr.
/uxpoi, small,+ B. parasite.^ A parasitic mioro-
o^anism.
The Domber of substances which are less iojnrioos to

man than to cucrv-pnmalet is very small
Sdetux, m. 130.

mieroparasitic (mi-kro-par-a-sit'ik). o. [<nii-
eroparasite + -<<•.] Having "the character of or
pertaining to microparasites ; caused by mi-
eroiMTasites : as, mieroparasitie diseases,

micropathological (ml-kro-path-o-loj'i-kal), a.

[< mieropaAolog-y + -kxi}.] Of"or pertaining
to mieropathology : as, mieropa^oiogiaU inves-
tigation,

micropathologist (imkro-pa-thoro-jisiX N,

[< mieropatholog-^ + -t^t] (3ne who treats of
or is versed in mieropathology.
mieropathology (mi' kro-pa-Sol'6-ji),H. [<Gr.
/uapoc, small, + E. pathohtgy.'i 1 . The scientific

sTudy of micro-organisms in their relations to
disease.— 2. Morbid histology.

micropegmatite (mi-kro-i)eg'ma-tit), H. [< Gr.
lUJipAs, small, -I- E. pegmatite.'} "A rock having
a micropegmatitic structure.

micropegmatitic (mi-kro-peg-ma-tit'lk), a. [<
micropegmatite + -ic] "Having" the structure
of graphic granite, but in a microscopic rather
than macroscopic form. See pegmatite and mi-
erograHHlitie.

microperthitic (mi'kro-p*r-thit'ik). a. [< Gr.
fujipoc. gmallj + 'E.peraiite + -tV.] Exhibiting,
under the microscope, tlie structure of perthite
— that is. an interlaminatiou of orthoclase (or
mierocline) and albite. Xatiire, XXy vii. 459.

microphagist (mi-krof'a-jist), H. [< Gr. /uxpoc,

small, + ^5 tip, eat, + -*s*.] An eater of micro-
scopic objects; an animal that feeds upon or-
ganisms of microscopic size.

Several species [of diatoms] . . . have been sapi^ed in
abandance by the carefol dissection of the above uucropA.
arises. IT. R. Oarpmta; Micros. (Phila. ed., 1SJ6). p. Stfi.

miCTOpIlone vmi'kro-fon), N. [= F. micropltOHe
= Sp. microfoHO, < Gr, iuxpc<. small, -I- ^ii;,

Toice, sound,] An instiument for augmenting
small sounds, ihe instmment invented for this pap-
pose by Mr. Hughes in 1S7S is based on the fact that \i^en
snbstaoces possessing tittle electrical omdactivity are
placed in the coarse of an electric canent, the conductiv-
ity of the systSQ ismnch increased by even thevay small-
est, amonat of pressure. The instznment has various
fl^ms, but in m(^ of them one piece of charcoal is held
loosely between two other pieces iu such a manner as to
be affected by the slightest vibratious conveyed to it l'>y

the air or by any other medium. Tbe two external pieces
are placed in connection with a telephone, and when tile

ear is placed at the ear-piece of the tel^hone the sounds
caused by a fly walking ou the wooden support of the mi-
ci^khone appear as loud as the tramp of a horse. By
suitable arraiKem^itBthe sounds of the human voice con-
veyed from a distance by the telephone can be made au-
dilfle in eveiy part of a halL—HiCTOphtme relay, a deU-
caie microphone mounted on or connectedwith tiae mem-
brane of the receiving telephone, as a relay, ^ee rWoy.

microphonic (mi-kro-fon'ik), a. [As micro-
phone + -«'<•.] Of or pertaining to or obtained
by means of the microphone ; serving to inten-
sify small or weak sonnds ; microeonstic. Also
microphoHOHS.

A large induction-coil is essential in connection witti

the transmitter when this receiver is used, and any im-
aro^pltome transmitt^ will answo-.

r. D. Lodtirood, Elect.. Mag., and Td^., p. 315,

microphonics (mi-fao-fon'lksv «. [PL of *»n"-

cropJomV ; see -»cs.]
' The science of augment-

ing small sounds.

microphononS (ml-krof'o-nus), a. [As micro-
phone + -OHS.'} Same as microphonic
microphon? (mitpo-fo-ni), h. [= F. micro-
phonie, < Gr. /uKpoiotva, weakness of voice. <
luiip6duvoc. having a small or weak voice. < lu-

<Mc. small. -1- 9<jr(f , voice.] TVeakness of voice.

microphotograph (mi-kr^-fd'to-graf), n. [<
Gr. fuxpoc, small. + E. 'photograph.'} 1. A
photograph of any object, made so small as to

require a microscope for its examination; "'a

microscopic photograph of a macroscopic ob-
ject" (J, C,J/pr«r).— 2. See j)*oto«t>royropA.

microidiotography (mi ' kro-fo-tog'ra-fi'> . ». [<
Gr, lUKpo^, small, + E. photographif.} The
photogrsiphing of objects of any size upon a
microscopic or very small scale. A notalde use of
microphoto$:iaphy w:as the copvini: of letters and des-

patch^ to be carried by carrier-pigeons during the sie^
ai Paris in 1S70- 1. Compsre photomierogmiAg.

microphthalmia (mi-krof-thal'mi-S), H. [XL.

.

< Gr. luKpovlSa^Mo^, having small eyes, < funpoc,

small, + ddfla^jror. eye: see ophthalmia^ An
abnormal smaUness of the eye. Also microph-
thatmti.

microphthalmic (mi-krof-thal'mik), a. [< Bii-

erophthalinia + -i>,] Pertaining to or charac-
terized by microphthalmia.

Microptems

microphthalmy (mi'krof-thal-mi), M. [< XL.
microphlhaimia, q. v.] Same as microphthal-
mia.
Microphthira (mi-krof-thi'ra), H. 1)7. [XL., <

Gr. lUKpoc, small,+ oft i.o. a louse.] In Latreille's

system of classification, the ninth family of his
Acera, or Acarides, consisting of the six-legged
larval stages of -various mites. L^lus and the two
other supposed genera which he locatedhae rei»esent the
genraa Aryau and TromMdium. Also Miatipliaana.

microphthire (mi'krof-thir), h. A larval aearid
with six le^; a member of the Microphthira.
microphyllme (nu-kro-fil'in), a. [As micro-
phgU-oys + -ine.'] Composed of minute leaf-

lets or scales.

Considered in the way of analogy, the foliaceous Vemi-
cariseci msy be said to represent tJmbilicaria and Pan-
naria : passing, like both of these, into miavpkj^iw, and,
like the last, into finally almost crustaceous forms.

Tudxrmatit Gen. Lichenum, p. 245.

microphyllons (mi-kro-fil'us). a. [< Gr. iuKp6-
ov?yj>;, having small leaves, < //wpof, small, +
t^iiXav, leaf.] In bot, having small leaves.

microphysiography (mi-kro-fiz-i-og'm-fi), ».

[< Gr. iuKp6i, snmll, + E. physiography.} See
physiography.
micropliytal (mi'kro-fi-tal). a. [< microphyte
+ -al.} Pertaining to, of the nature of, or eon-
sistine of microphytes.
micro^iyte (mi^ro-fit), h. [= F. microphyU.
< Gr. /juKpoQ, small, + oiTiir. a plant.] A mi-
croscopic plant, especially one that is parasitie
in its habits.
microphytic(na-kro-fit'ik),o. [i microphyte +
-ic.} Pertaining to or caused by microphytes

:

as, microphytic diseases.

micropod (mi'kro-pod), n. A member of the
Micropoda.
Micropoda (mi-krop'o-dS), «, pi. [XL., < Gr.
uiulW, small, + ~o)f (s™rf-) ^ E. footT] In some
systems, a division of monomyirian bivalves,
comprising those which have the foot rudimen-
tary or obsolete, as scallops, oysters, and the
like,

Micropodidse(mi-kro-pod'i-de), ii,j>;. [XL.,<
JUicropus (,-pod-) + -idee.} In ornitii.. a family
of fissirostral picarian birds ; the swifts or Cyp-
selida. See cut under Cypsehis.

Micropodins (mi'kro-po-di'ne), n.pl. [XL.. <

Micropus (-pod-) + -in<r!] In ornith., the typi-
cal swifts or Cypselina^.

Micropodoides (mi'kro-po-doi'df-e), h. ^f.
[XL., < Micropiis (-pod-) + -oideo!.} A super-
family of picarian birds composed of the swifts
and humming-birds, Cupselidte and Trochilida-;

Cypseliforme^ in a strict sense ; Cypselomorphee
without the Caprimnlgidte.

micropoiphyritic (mi-kio-p6r-fi-rit'ik), a. [<
Gr. fuiifioi, small, -f- E. porphyritic.} See por-
phyriUc
microprosopns (mi'kro-pro-so'pus). «. [< Gr.
uijifloc, small, + TTpocu^ov, feice.] In teratol.,

a monster with an imperfectly developed face.

micropsia (mi-krop'si-§), n. [XL., < Gr. /uspoc.

small, + ii-ic, view.] In paOiol., an affection
of the ere in which objects appear less than
their actual size.

Microptera (mi-krop'te-ra), n. pi. [XL., neut.
pi. of micropterug: see micropteyoiis.} Jnentom.z
(a) The name given by Gravenhorst in 1^02 to

the rove-beetles (StopijfKiMda') and their allies.

on account of the shortness of the wing-covers.
They are now called Braehelytra. (6) A group
of dipterous insects named by Eobineau-Des-
voidy in 1?30.

lUcrbpterins (mi-krop-te-ri'ne), n. pi. [XL..
< Micropterns + -iikbT] "A subfamily of Coi-
trarehida; typified by tte genus Microptcrns.

micropterons (mi-krop'te-ms''. u. [< XL. mi-

cropterws, < Gr. i.:-v.m-, small, + :rrtpoi-, a wing.
= E, feather.} Having short wings or fins.

lEcroptems (mi-kpop'te-rus \ H. [XL.: see im-

cropterous.} 1, In •cfcf*,Tagennsof centrarchid
fii^es, the type of the subfamily J/icr»ptefiii<r,

established "by LacfpMe in 1?02. There are two
species, Jf. dcionwH and 31. nJtK'i'jet, or the small- and
large-mouthed black-bass,l>othhighly prized by sportsmen
and epicures. Bass <rf this genus are variously known as
neen-. Into-, moj*, mcr^-, rwxr-, etc., bast; WocJt-, ye{-

iKS "^ jwrnpiii^'pereh, and trotft-pcrtJi ; Had-irvut^
*ite4mut, smtAern or Roimobe eknh, and by main other

local or fanciful misnomers. Sometimes called Gryittt.

2. In ornith.. a genns of sea-ducks of the fam-
ily Anaiida- and subfamily FulignliiUT. named
by Lesson in 1S31. Then is bnt one species. Jf. eine-

roD^ the wdl-known steamer-duck of ^outh Ammca.
The genus is now called I\»rAi«rw, the name Mierople-

na being preoccupiwi in ichthyology.

3. In tntom., a genus of coleopterous insects.



IVIicropuccmia

Micropuccinia (mi"kro-puk-siii'i-a,), n. pi.
[NL., < Gr. /iiKpdg, small, + NL. Pucdnia.'^
A small group of tremelloid Uredinece distin-
guished by Sehroeter, in which only teleuto-
spores are known, as in Puccinia Pruni and P.
Asari. The teleutospores drop off when ripe,
and only germinate after a long period of rest.
See Uredinece.

Micropus (mi'kro-pus), n. [NL., < MGr. ftt-

Kpdwovg, having small feet, < Gr. /UKp6{, small,
+ ?ro£if (jTod-) = E. foot.'] 1. In ornith. : (a)
The typical genus of Micropodidce : same as
Cypselus. Meyer and Wolf, ISIO. (6) A genus of
short-footed thrushes or Brachypodinm found-
ed by Swainson in 1831, now referred to the
Ti7tieliid(B. it contains a number of Indian and Malayan
specieiSfasM,e?iaicoeephalu8,phtEocephdlu8,'melanoeephalwi,
melaiuxeucus, and others. The genus is also called Miero-
tarms, Brachypoditie, Proseeuga, and Ixochena.

2. In ichth., a name of two genera of fishes, one
founded by J. E. Gray, 1831, the other by Kner,
1868.— 3. Inentom., a tropical American genus
of lygBBid bugs erected by Spinola in 1837. For
along time the destructive chinch-bug ol the United States
was called M. degtmctor, but it is now placed in the genus
Bliams.

micropylar (mi'kro-pi-lar), a. [< micropyle +
-ar.] Pertaining to or leaving the character of
a micropyle.
micropyle (mi'kro-pil), ». [= P. micropyle, <
Gt. /iiicpds, small, '+ itvAti, gate, orifice.] 1. In
bot., the orifice or canal in the coats of the ovule
leading to the apex of the nucleus, through
which the pollen-tube penetrates. The name is

also applied to the corresponding part of the seed, which
indicates the position of the embiyo. See/oramerit^. See
cut under rnnphitropom.

2. In zool.: (a) The scar or hilum of an ovum at
the point of its attachment to the ovary. (6)
Any opening in the coverings of an ovum
through which spermatozoa may gain access
to the interior, or a cluster of minute pores on
the surface of an egg th^oug^ which fertiliza-

tion is effected. On the eggs of lepidopterous
insects these pores often form a rosette at one
end.
microrhabd (mi'kro-rabd), n. [< Gt. /uicpdg,

small, -f- NL. rhabdus, q. v.] A little rhabdus
j

a mieroselere or flesh-spicule of a sponge in
the form of a rhabdus. W. J. Sottas, Encye.
Brit., XXTT. 417.

microrheometrical (mi-kro-re-6-met'ri-kal), a.

[< Gr. jUKpog, small, + }>oia, a Sowing (^' jislv,

flow), +/«^rpoi', a measure. Ct.rheometric,'] Per-
taining to a method of determining'the nature
of bodies in solution whenflowing through small
or capillary tubes.

Microrhynchus (mi-kro-ring'kus), n. [NL., <

Gr. iimpig, small, + pbyxoi, snout, beak.] In
mammal., a genus of woolly lemurs, of the sub-
family IndrisincB. The species is called M. la-

niger. See amaM.
Microsauria (mi-kro-sa'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. /uicpdc, small, + aavpoQ^ a, lizard.] A group
of labyrinthodont amphibians founded by J. W.
Dawson upon the genera Dendrerpeton, Hyler-
peton, and Sylonomus.

microsaiirian (mi-kro-s&'ri-an), a. and n. [<
Microsauria + -an.] '

I. a. JPertaining to the
Microsauria, or having their characters.

II. n. A member of the group Microsauria.

mieroselere (nu'kro-sMer), n, [< NL. micro-
sclerum, < Gr. /icxpdg, small,. + anhipd;, hard.]
A flesh-spicule of a sponge. Microscleres are
generally of minute size, and serve usually for
the support of a single cell.

microsclerous (mi-kro-skle'rus), a. [As miero-

selere + -ous.] Having the character of a mi-
eroselere.

microsclerum (nai-kro-skle'rum), n.
;
pi. miero-

selera (-ra). [NL.] 'Same as mieroselere.

microscope (mi'kro-skop), n. [= P. microscope

= Sp. Pg. It. microscopio, < NL. mieroscopium, <

Gr. lUKpog, small, + a/ame'iv, view.] 1. An op-

tical instrument consisting of a lens or combi-
nation of lenses (in some cases mirrors also)

which magnifies and thus renders visible mi-
nute objects that cannot be seen by the naked
eye,, or enlargea the apparent magnitude of

small visible bodies, so as to render possible

the examination of their texture or structure.
The single microicope, which is the simplest form, is mere-
ly a convex lens, near to which the object to be examined
is placed ; it is also called a magn\fying-glass or -lens (see

magnifying-lem, under lem). The compaimd microicope

consists essentiidly of two lenses, or systems of lenses, one
of which, the object-glass or objective, forms an enlarged

inverted image of the object, and the other, the eyepiece

or ocular, magnifies this image. The eyepiece and objec-

tive (see these words) are placed at the opposite ends of

the tube or body, which is often made of two closely fitting
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parts so that Its length (and thus the distance between the
glasses) can be varied at will ; it is then called a draw-tiibe.

The object under examination is placed upon a support,
called the gtage, beneath the objective ; its position upon
this may be adjusted by the hand, or, better, the object
and the stage (then called a mechanical stage) are moved
together by some mechanical arrangement, as, for exam-
ple, by two screws giving motions in two directions at
right angles. ITie proper distance between the objective
and the object (such that the image of the latter shall be
seen clearly, or be in focus) is usual^ attained by the move-
ment of the tube as a whole. This is accomplished by the
rapid motion of the coarse adjustment, and more slowlyand
accurately, as is necessary in the case of high powers, by an
arrangement called the slow motion oiflm adjustmemt. The
necessary illumination is obtained by a concave mirror be-
low the stage, which reflects the light upon iiie obj ect. An
achromatic condenser, usually in connection with a dia-
phragm, is often added to converge the lightmore strong-
ly; for opaque objects a bull's-eye condenser, a lieberkiihn,
or some other form of reflector is employed. The body of
the microscope, with the stage, etc., is supported firmly
upon a stand, and usually attached by a joint which al-

lows of its being inclined at any desired angle between
the vertical and horizontal positions. Many accessories,
or special devices applicable to particular uses,may be add-
ed to the microscope in its essential form, as a micrometer,
polarizing prisms, camera lucida, etc. The compound mi-
croscope iteelf often varies widely in construction, accord-
ing to the character of the work for which it is to be used.
(Compare also the phrases below.)

2. [eap.] A constellation. See Mieroscopium.—
Achromatic microscope. See achromatic,—Bmocidar
microscope, a microscope so constructed that the object
maybeviewed simultaneouslyby both eyes,with theadvan-
tage (usually but not neces-
sarilyattained)thatitisthen
seen in relief. It has a sin-
gle objective, but two tubes,
each with its own eyepiece

;

a prism causes the luminous
rays from the objective to
separate and pass through
each tube.—Double-bod-
ied microscope, a micro-
scope in which the object
under examination can be
viewed by more than one
person at the same time.
As in the binocular micro-
scope, a prism divides the
rays from the objective.
Two other prisms receive
the separated rays, and the
respective pencils are di-

rected through the different
bodies of the instrument-
Filar microscope, a mi-
croscope having cross-wires
in the focus of the eyepiece.

—Inverted or chemical
microscope, one with the
object-glass placed beneath
the object and the stage.

The luminous rays which
have passed down through it are reflected by an inverting
prism up the obliquely placed tube to the eyepiece. This
form is sometimes used in chemicalwork, when acid fumes
are present.—Magnltylng power ofa microscope. See
magm/y.—JHonoovlix microscope, one with a single
tube, for usewith one eye only.—Failkratic microscope,
a name sometimes given to a microscope having the eye-

piece in a sliding draw-
j e tube (see def. 1).— Pe-
' trograpUcal micro-

scope, a form of micro-
scope especially adapted
for minute study of the
structure of rocks. It is

provided with a gradu-
ated and revolving stage
and an arrangement for
accurately centering the
object-glass. It has also
a polarizing apparatus
of which the upper nicol
prism or analyzer is con-
tained in a separate sup-
port which can be easily
revolved on a graduated
circle or removed at will.

The lower nicol or po-
larizer is supported be-
neath the stage, and can
also be revolved in a
graduated collar. With
these arrangements the
directions of light-ex-
tinction in a section of a
crystal can easily be de-
termined. Besides the
usual eyepiece and ob-
ject-glass, an additional
lens, or series of lenses,
can be placed over the
lower nicol prism when
converging light is re-
quired, as in examining
the uniaxial or biaxial
interference-figures of
crystal-sections. — Re-
flecting microscope, a
form of microscope in
which the object is

placed outside of the
lube, or outside the axis
of the tube, and reflects
its image to the specu-
lum by means of a plane
mirror inclined at an an-
gle of 45° to the axis of

Binocular Microscope.

..^..W, eyepieces; ^.screwto ad-
just same to widtli ofeyes: C, screw
for coarse adjustment offocus; Z>,

screw for tine adjustment of focus;
B, objective ; J', stage ; G, G, rec-
tangular traversing movement

;

H, rotatory movement ; /, illumi-
nating mirror.

Petrographical or Polarization Mi-
croscope (after Kosenbusch), section-
al view,

p p, fixed support in which the tube
is moved by hand (coarse adjustment);
^, screw of the fine adjustment ; *- r,

polarizer; J s, analyzer, in movable
support turning on the graduated cir-

cle /yV T, 7", condensing lenses; i,

index for fixing position of rotating
stage ; z z, quartz plate, which slides

in nose-piece above objective through
slit at '' t; n ft, one of two screws for
cen+enng objective.

the former.'

croscopes, instruments in which the
Solar, lucemal, and oHrhydrogen ml-

! illumination em-

microseismograpli

ployed comes from the sun, a lamp, and an oxyhydrogea
lime-light respectively.

microscope-lamp (mi'kro-skop-lamp), ». a
special form of lantern, usually provided with a
reflector, a bull's-eye lens, and a metallic chim-
ney line(i with some poor conductor of heat.
Means are provided for adjusting the lamp in any posi.
tion in order to throw the light upon the object under ex-
amination.

microscopic (nu-kro-skop'ik), a. [< F. micro-
scopigue= Sp. Pg. It. microseopico, < NL. mi(^o.
seopicus, < mieroscopium, microscope: see micro-
scope.] 1. Pertainmgtoamicroscope, orhaving
its character or function; adapted to the pur-
poses of a microscope, or to the inspection of
minute objects : as, a microscopic lens, eyepiece,
or stand ; microscopic sight or vision.

Why has not man a microscopic eye?
For this plain reason, man is not a fly.

Pope, Essay on Man, L 193

Such Tmeroscopic proof of skill and power
As, hid from ages past, God now displays,

Cowper, Tirocinium, L 637,

The present limit to microscopic vision is simply the
goodness of the objective.

Am^r. Jour. Set., 2d ser., XLVin. 172.

2. Of minute size ; so small as to be invisible or
indistinct to the naked eye : adapted to or pre-
pared for examination by the miscroscope : as,

mioroseopic creatures or particles ; a microscopic
object.—3. Made or efi^eeted by or as if by the
ai(i of a microscope

|
hence, relating to things

of minute size or significance; iuuiitesimiu;
petty : as, microscopic observations or investi-

gations ; microscopic criticism.

So far as microscopic analysis would enable us to decide
this question. Todd and Bowman, Physiol. Anat., n. 301,

4. Characteristic of the microscope or its use

:

as, to observe anything with microscopic mi-
nuteness ; microscopic definition of an object,—
5. Employing or working with a microscope, or

as if with a microscope.

The tree that has stood for centuries bears to the micro-
scopic investigator marks of every winter that has passed
over it. Stuhbs, Medieval and Modem Hist, p. 103.

Also microscopical.

Microscopiea (mi-kro-skop'i-ka), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of mioroscopicus : see microscopic.] In
zool., microscopic animals; microzoans: applied
to infusorians, rotifers, and other animalcules.

microscopical (mi-kro-skop'i-kal), a. [< miaro-

scopie + -al.] Same' as microscopic.

microscopically (mi-kro-skop'i-kal-i), adv. [<

microscopical + -hfl.] In a microscopic man-
ner or degree ; by means of, or so as to require
the use of, the microscope: as, to examine a
plant mioroscopically ; an object microscopical-
ly small.

microscopist (mi'kro-sko-pist), n. [< P. mi-
eroscopiste = It. microscopista ; as microscope
-I- -ist.] One skilled or versed in microscopy

;

one who makes use of the microscope.
Mieroscopium (mi-kro-skd'pi-um), n. [NL.:
see microscope.] A constellation south of Cap-
ricorn, introduced by LacaUle in 1752.

microscopy (mi'kro-sko-pi), TO. [= P. micro-

soopie= Bp. mieroscopia ; as microscope + -^3.]

The act or art of using the microscope ; inves-

tigation with the microscope : as, to be skilled

in microscopy.

microsection (mi-kro-sek'shon), n. [< Gr. /it-

KpSg, small, + E. section.] X slice, as of rock,

cut so thin as to be more or less transparent,
and mounted on a glass in convenient form to

be studied with the aid of the microscope.
microseism (mi'kro-sism), m. [< Gr. /iUcpSc,

small, -f oeuj/wg, a shaking.] A slight orweak
earthquake-tremor.
We may feel sure that earth tremors or microseisms

are not confined to countries habitually visited by the

grosser sort of earthquakes,
G. a. Darwin, Pop, ScL Mo., XXXL 368.

microseismic (mi-kro-sis'mik), a. [< micro-
seism + -ic] In seismology, of, pertaining to,

or of the nature of microseisms, or very slight

earthquake-tremors.

Should microseismic observation enable us to say when
and where the minute movements of the soil will reach
a head, a valuable contribution to the insurance of human
safety In earthquake regions will have been attained.

J. MUne, Earthquakes, p, 804.

microseismical (mi-kro-sis'mi-kal), a. [< wt-

croseismic + -at] Micjroseismic"

A series of microseismical observations.
J. Milne, Earthquakes, p. 316.

microseismograpli (mi-kro-sis'mo-grW), n. [<
Gr. /UKp6(, small, + aeia/z6c, a shaking, + ypi^uv,

. write.] An instrument for measuring and re-

cording very slight earthquake-shocks or earth-

tremors.



microseismometry

microseismometry (mi'krd-sis-mom'et-ri), H.

[< Gr. fUKp6c, small, + atiofii^, a shaking, + -^-
r,\a, < iiirpor, a measure.] The measurement or
observation of slight earth-tremors.
The Kcotmt Ui&t is given of the Ubonis of Italian ob-

serrers in the field of mierxmitmomatry is vaeagK and on-
satisfactory. Satun, tYyttt ssS.

mlcroseme (mi'kio-sem), n. [< Or. /iMp^, small,
+ a^iui, mark, sign: see s^mui.] In eraniom.,
having an orhital index below 84.
The skulls agree with the otdinaiy Bashman sknll in

most respects, being nuenwiiw.
A. Maealuler, Jonr. Anthrop. Inst, XVL 15a

microseptum (Hd-kro-sep'tum), b.; pi. micro-
septa {-t&). [NL., <"Gr. /uKfidc, small, + XL.
.^ptnm, q. v.] A small imperfect or sterile
septum or mesentery of an actinozoan. See
macroseptum,
microsiphon (mi-kro-sa'fon), n. See^ipAoii and
microsipkoimla.

microsiphonnla (mi'kro-^-fon'u-ls), «.; pi.

mierosiphomiJa (-le). [X'L., < Gr". /uKpic, small,
+ ai^av, a tube, pipe : see siphon.'] The larval
stage of certain oephalopods, as ammonoids,
nautiloids, and <belemnoids, during which the
small tubular siphon or miciosiphon makes its

appearance, fya^ Proc. Best. Soo.Kat. Hist.,

1887.

microsiphonTllar (mi'kro-^-fon'n-l&r), a. [<
microsiphoHula + -<ir3.] Of or pertaining to a
microsiphonnla.
microsdphoinilate (mi'kro-^-fon'u-lat). a. l<
microsiphoHHia + -afel.]" Provided with or
characterized bv a microsiphon. ^iiifr. Xnt..

XXn. S7S.

microsiphonillation (mi'kro-si-fon-u-la'shon),
«. [< microsiphoHvla + -(MoH.'] ^he forma-
tion or the possession ot a microsiphon ; the
state of beii^ mierosiphonulate. Amer. Xat..
XXn. S7S.

microsoma (ml-kro-sd'mS), n. ; pL microsomata
(-m&-t^). [Nli., i Gr. /impoc, small, + aofia,

body.]" A little body or corpuscle; one of the
minute granules embedded in thehyaline plasm
of the protoplasm of vegetable ceils, and con-
stituting an essential portion of its substance.
These gnuiales have a highdegree of letringency, and are
Toy deepi; stained by henuitnxylin.

micrOSOine (mi'lio-som), ». [< XL. micro-
someu] Same as microsoma. Xa^ire, XXX.
1S3.

microsomia (mi-kro-so'mi-S), n. [NL., < Gr.
uixpdc, small, + aC^ut, body. Cf. microsoma.']

The state of being dwarfed ; dwarfishness.

microsomite (mi-kro-so'mlt), h. [< microsoma
+ -ttps.] One of the smaller permanent or
definitive somites or metameres of which an
animal body may be composed; a secondary
segment, succeeding the primary segments or
macrosomites.
microsomildc (na'kro-so-mit'ik), a. [< micro-
somite + -ic] Haying the character of a micro-
somite; relating to microsomites. Amer. Xat.,
XXn. 941.

micTosommite (mi-kro-som'it), «. [< Gr. tu-

Kpoc, small, + Somma (see def.) + -I'/A] A
mineral related in composition and form to
nephelin. It is found in minute aeioular hex-
agonal crystals in the lava of Monte Somma,
Vesuvius.
Ulcrosorex (mi-kro-s6'reks), h. [NL., < Gr.
luxpd^, small, + L. sorez = Gr. i',»aj, a shrew-
mouse.] A genus of very small Xorth Amer-
ican shrews, of the family Sorici(l<Tt and sub-
family Sorieima, having 30 teeth. <*. kogi is the
tvpioal species. Comes, 1877.

midospectroscope (mi-kro-spek'tro-skop), H.

[< Gr. /uKpiCj small, + E. spec^oscope.] Acom-
bination of the spectroscope with the micro-
scope, by the use of which it is possible to ex-
amine the absorption-bands in minute quanti-
ties of a substance. The anaiigement <»'dinarily

employed consists of a series of g^ass prisms in a small
tube which is attached above the achromatic eyepiece.

Microsi>ermse (mi-kro-sp&r'me), n. pk [NL.
(Bentl^m andHooker, 1883), < Gr./w^, smaU,
+ (rripita, a seed.] A. series of monoeotyle-
donons iuant.s, characterized by a periajith

vfaieh is corolla-like, at least on the inside, by
an inferiorovary which is one-celled with three

parietal placentje, or rarely three-celled with
axillary placentae, and by numcTous very small
seeds. The series embraces three ordeis, BgdmrJunideiie
(the trog's-bit familyX BHrmmmiaeea, and OrrhidMS (tbe

orchidfamilyX indndtaigabout 5^080 species, S.OM ofwhich
bdong to OraUdME.

Microsphiera (mi-kro-sfe'rs), H. [NL. (Le-
veiU6, 1851), < Gr. /itxpdc, small, + aodipa, a
sphere.] Agenus of parasitic pyrenomycetous
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fungi of the group Ergsiphea: The peritheciom,
which contains sevad <sci, has several appendages radi-
ating from it like the spokes ot a wheeL These appen-
dages are tree trom tbe mycdlum, and are more or less
dicnotomonsly blanched at the tip^ often in a very beaa-
tifol manner. About 50 species are known, of which nearly
20 occur in Kortb America. Jf. RaKneUi is injurious to
tbe honey-locust (GledilaeMa); Jf. alni (the Jf. Fnesii of
authors) occurs on various species of Ctaiwthui, ribur-
fHOH, UlmuKf Syrinpa^ Plaianug, Julians, and Ciaya ; and
Jf. querdna is found on various species of oak. See £ry-

microsporangiopliore (mi ' kro -spo -ran ' ji -o -

for), n. [< NL. microsporaHgi'iim, q. v., + Gr.
-^opoc, < ^petv = E. bear^.] The foUage-leaves
wMch surround or protect the spore-bearing
leaves of certain hypothetical arenMc crypto-
gams, and from which the flower of flowering
plants may have been evolved.

The origin of this primeval flower from a somewhat
tera-like Cryptogam, of which the foliage-leaves, the en-
velopes of the spore-bearing leaves, the micro- and macro-
cponM^wpkomes, had become permanently differentiated
in ascending order. Geddes, Encyc Brit., XVI. 816.

miCTOSporangilim (mi'kro-spo-ran'ji-um), h. ;

pl.mierosporaHgia{-&). [N'L.,<Gr./«itp^, small,
+ NL. sporangiui^ q. v.] A sporai^um con-
taining microspores: the homologae of the pol-
len-sae> in phanerogams.
microspore (mi'kro-spor), «i. [=F. microspore,
< Gr. iuKp6c, small, + arrdpoc, a seed.] 1. In
tot., an asexually produced spore of small size

as compared wili others produced by the same
species : the homologue of the pollen-^rain of
phanerogams.
In some of the living club-mosses there are two kinds

of spores, one being much larger than the other. The
larger are known as macrospores, whilst the smaller are
called nukcroqwres. Svxt^, Physiography, p. 241.

2. In sool., one of the spore-like elements, of
exoeedin^y minute size, but very numerous,
produced through the encystment and subse-
quent subdivision of many monads.
miCTOSporine (mi-kro-spo'rin), a. [< micro-
spore + -«Mel.] Noting one of the two kinds
of microbes reported by Klebs to l)e uniformly
present in diphtheria. They are micrococcoid in
form and axe found chiefly npon Uie tonsils, and mark a
less serions phase of the disease. The accuracy of these
conclusions has been questioued.

Microsporon (mi-kros'po-ron), n. [XL., < Gr.
/uKpdc, small, + tmdpoc, seed.] A genus or class
of fungi producing various skin-diseases, jr.

fmrfitr. which produces pityriasis versicolor, consists of
hyplue having long articulraons intermixed with round
spores, and grows between the cells of the epidermis, ef-

fecting their rapid d^eneration. Jf. Audauuii. so caUed,
groduces pelade, another skin-disease. According to
rawit^ however, tbese forms, as well as those described

as .^cAorion, the fungus ot tarns, and TricAtipAsrtan, the
fungus ot tinea, are all the same thing, only diSeringtrom
one another in size. This difference is attributed to dif-

ferences in the food. The Jr. d%>MAerintmotElebsisa
micrococcus.

microsi>OTopliyl, microsporopliyll (mi-kro-
spo'ro-fil), n. [< Gr. /uiipdc, small, + orrcJpof,

seed, + 6W.or, leaf.] The leaf-bearing miero-
^^ranginm of the heterosporons Pleridopligta :

the homologue of the stamen in phanerogams.
micTOSporoos (mi'kro-spo-rus), a. [< micro-
spore + -ous.] Resembling or derived from a
microspore.
MiCTOStlieiia (na-kros'the-n|), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. /uKpof, small, + aOivoc, sliength.] ta J. D.
Dana's classification, the third order of Mam-
malia, composed of the chiropters, inseetivores,

rodents, and edentates. The MienMata corre-

spond to the Lissaieepltala of Owen, and to the ineduca-
bilian series of placental mammals ot Bonaparte and Gill.

miCTOSthene (mi'kro-sthen), ». A member of
the order MierosHiena.

microsthenic (mi-kro-sthen'ik). a. [< Miero-
s^ena + -ic] Pertaining to or characteristic

of the MicrosAena, J. X). Dana, Cephalization,

p. 9.

lUdOStoma (mi-kros'to-mS), ft. [XL., < Gr.
papdarojioc, havingasmaU nTonth. < fimpdc, small,
+ criim, mouth.] 1. In iekth., a genus of small-
moutiied fisJies. typifying the family Mierosto-

mida, as Jf. gnrnlaHdica. Cnrier, 1S17.— 2. In
Vermes, the typical genus of Mierostomidce. M.
lineare is an example. Also Ificrostonwm.

microstome (mi'fao-stoml, h. [< Gr. /uKp6c,

small, -1- crroua. a month.] In bot., a small
mouth or orifice, as that belonging to the cap-
sule of certain mosses.

Microstoinidse (mi-kro-stom'i-de), h.jb?. [XL.,
< Microstoma, or Microstomum, + -idee.] 1. In
ichtJi.. a family of malacopterygian fishes, typi-

fied by the genus 2Barostoma, containing a few
deep-sea fiSies related to the argentines and
smelts. Also 2licrostomatidte.— 3. A family
of rhabdocoelous turbeUarians, typified by the

microzoal

genus Microstoma, having a small extensile
mouth near the anterior end of the body, to-
gether with laterally ciliated pits. These turbel-
larians are more remarkably characterized by the separa-
tion of the sexes, hennapbroditism being the rule in the
Bhttbdoetida. They multiply boUi by ova and by spon-
taneous fission.

microstmctnre (mi-kro-stmk'tur), H. [< Gr.
lUKpdc, small (with ref. to microscopic), 4- E.
structure.] Microscopic structure.

This rock . . . has a microitrvchm very similar to that
of many andesites. Quart. Jour. Gtol. Soc, XLV. 198.

microstylar (mi-kro-sti'lar), a. [< Gr. ujA/KK,

small, + <yTv)j)i, pillar (see style^), + -ar^.] In
arch., having, pertaining to, or consisting of a
small style or column.
Microstylis (mi-kro-sti'lis), n. [NL., < Gr.
fUKpic, small, + ptvaIc, dim. of trri'/of, a piUar

:

see s^te*.] A genus of terrestrial orchids of
the tnbe Epidendreee and the subtribe Malax-
ea: characterized by a stem bearing from one
to three leaves, and by the new shoots arising
from the base of the bulb of the previous year.
They are small herbs with broad membranaceous leaves,
which are contracted into a sheath or a sheathing petiole,
and small, often greeni^ or yellowish flowers, wMch grow
in terminal racemes. About45 species are known, which
are indigenous to Europe, Asia, and North and South
America. JT. opAiQj){a»ouf«s. in the United States, bears
the name ot adder's-mouOi, which is also extended to the
other species. See adder's-mouth.

microstylospore (mi-kro-sti'lo-spor), n. [< Gr.
/jUKpdc, small, -I- arvXos, a -pillar, + tnrSpoc, a
seed: see stylospore.] A stylospore of small
size as compared with others produced in the
same species.

micros^lons (ml-kro-sti'lus), a. [< Gr. /uupdi,

small, + arvXoc, a pillar: see style^.] In bot.,

having the style small or short and associated
with long stamens, as compared with long styles
associated with short staiaens.

microtasimeter (mi'kro-ta-sim'e-ter), H. [<
Gr. umpdc, small, + E. iasimeter.] An instru-
ment invented byEdison for detecting andmea-
suring very slight pressures. A rigid iron frame
holds a carbon-button which is placed between two sur-
faces of platinum, one stationary and the other movable,
and in a device which holds the object to be tested so that,
as the object expands, the pressure resulting from the ex-
pansion acts upon the carmn-button.

microtelephone (mi-kro-tel'e-fon), «. [< Gr.
/uKf>6c, small, + E. telephone.] A telephone ca-
pable of rendering audible very weak soimds.
microtelepllOIliC (ml-kro-tel-e-fon'ik), a. [<
microteXeplione + -ic] Pertaining to the micro-
telephone.—Hicrotelephonic apparatus, apparatus
for transmitting, or for rendering audible, very weak
soimds.

microthere (mi'kro-ther), II. A member of the
genus Microtherium,
Microtherium (ml-kro-the'ri-um), n. [NL., <

Gr./«i^>^, small, + 69P'or, wild beast.] A genus
ofartiodactylungulatemammals establishedby
Von Meyerupon remains discovered in the Mio-
cene of Europe. The position of thegenus is question-
able. Owen considered it related to the chevrotains (Tra-
gvUdmX It probably belongs to the anoplotherioid series.

It is also called Amphimeryx.

microtherm (mi'kro-tiiferm), n. [< F. micro-
tftcriiif, < Gr. fUKpoc, small, + dipfui, heat.] A
plant ofAlphonse de Candolle's fourth ph^o-
logical group, consisting of those forms wnich
are confined to climates whose mean annual
temperature is between 14° and 0° C. They are
found on the plains of thenorth temperate zone in Europe,
Asia, and Ncurth America, well northward, and in South
America between latitades 38° and 65° S.

microtome (mI'kro-tom),H. [<Gr./i<K/)<Sc, small,
-I- -TO/ioc, < Tfurf/r, rajuefv, cut.] An instrument
for making very fine sections or thin slices of

objects for microscopic examination.
microtomic (mi-kro-tom'ik), <i. [< microtome
+ -ic.] Cutting in" fine or thin slices ; relating

to the use of the microtome or to microtomy.
miCTOtomical (mi-kro-tom'i-kal), a. [< niicco-

tomic + -oJ.] Same as microtomic. Amer. Xat.,

XXI. 1130.

microtomist (mi-krot'o-mist'l. II. [< microtom-y
+ -isf.] One who is expert in the use of a mi-
crotome. Micros. Sd.^XKK.
microtomy (mi-krot'o-mi1. II. [< Gr. iimpoQ,

small, + -rottia, < Tfuveii-, rafiiir. cut: see anato-

my.] The art of preparing thin sUees of tissues,

in order to study the histological details of or-

ganization.

microvolt (mi'kro-voltl. «. [< Gr. iuKp6c, small,

-I- E. roff2.] A imllionth part of a volt.

Ificrozoa (mi-kro-zo'S), H. pi. [NL., pi. of mi-

cro^oon.] Microscopi(ranimals,or2ficros«)p««i;

Microzoaria.

microzoal (mi-kro-zd'al), a. [KMicrozoa + -al.}

Of or pertaining'to tlie Micro:oa.



microzoan

microzoan (mi-kro-zo'an), n. and a. I. n. An
anlmaloule ; a membeif of the Microzoa.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the Microzoa.
Microzoaria (mi'kro-zo-a'ri-a), ». pi, [NL., <
Gr. fuKpoQ, small, + tGr. Zv^-piov, pi. ^i/idpta, dim.
of (jr. ^ifim), animal.] De Blainville's name for
infusorians, rotifers, and other animalcules.
microzoarian (mi''kro-zo-a'ri-an), a. and n. [<
Microzoaria + -an.'] l.'a. Ammalcular; of or
pertaining to the Microzoaria.

II. re. An animalcule ; a member of the Mi-
crozoaria.

microzoary (mi-kro-z6'a-ri), n.; pi. microzoaries
(-riz). [< NL. Microzoaria.'] A microzoarian.
microzooid (mi-kro-zo'oid), n. and a. [< Gr.
/uKpd;, small, + 'E.'zooid.] I. ». A free-swim-
ming zo5id of abnormally minute size, which
conjugates with or becomes buried within the
substance of the body of a normally sized
sedentary animalcule of many Vorticellidce.

II. a. Pertaining to a microzooid.
microzoon (mi-kro-z6'on), n.; yl.microzoa (-a).

[NL., < Gr. fiiKpog, small, -I- fpoi;, an anima3.]
Any micro-organism of animal nature ; a mi-
crozoarian.

microzoospore (mi-kro-zo'o-spor), n. [< Gr.
/impdg, small, + E. zoo^ore."] A zoospore of
small size as compared with others produced
by the same species.

The smaller or microzoo^mres are produced by the divi-
sion of the vegetative inother-cell into a larger number ol
portions. Huxley and Martin, Elementary Biology, p. 39L

microzyme (mi'kro-zim), n. [< Gr. fuicpdg, small,
+ i^vfiTi, leaven: see zymic.'] One of a class of ex-
tremely small living creatures, existing in the
atmosphere, and fumishing the basis on which
certain epizootic, epidemic, and other zymotic
diseases are dependent for their existence; a
zymotic microbe. These pestiferous microbes have
some characters at least in which they resemble ferments,
and by multiplying rapidly they excite morbid action in
the animal organism with which they come in contact.
See germ theory (under germ), and cuts under microbe.

Mictidse (mik'ti-de), n. pi. [NL. (Serville,

1843), < Mictis + -idw.] A family of heterop-
terous insects, typified by the genus Mictis,
having the femora spined beneath, and the

3754

found
;
gen. masc. and neut. middes, fern, midre,

middre, etc.) = OS. middi = OPries. midde,

medde= MD. mydde (a.), D. midden (n.) = MLG.
midde (a.) = OHG. mitti, MHG. G. mitte = Icel.

midhr= Sw. Dan. mid (in comp. ) (cf . Sw. midten
= Dan, midte, n.) = Goth, midjis, mid, middle;
= OBulg. mezhda, middle, boundary, = Pol.

miedza= Bohem. meze = Buss, mezha, boundary
(ef . OBulg. mezhdu = Serv. medju= Bohem. mezi
= Pol. miedzy = Russ. mezhdu, also mezM, be-
tween), < L. medius (> ult. E. medial, mediate,

medium, etc., mean^, mmety, mizzen, etc.) = Gr.

idaoQ, piaaoQ (>ult. E. mesial, meson, etc.), orig.

*lii6joQ= Skt. madhya, middle. Hence midsfi,

middU, etc.] I, a. 1. Middle ; being the middle
part or midst. The monosyllable ndd, properly an ad-
jective, is so closely connected with its noun as to assume
often the aspect of a prefix ; it is therefore often joined
to its noun with a hyphen. The real relation, however,
is nearly always the normal one of adjective and noun.

Pros. What is the time of day?
Ari, Past the mid season.

STiak., Tempest, L 2. 239.

Virgins and boys, mid-age and wrinkled eld.

Shak., T. and C, iL 2. 104.

Then, with envy fraught and lage,
Flies to his place, nor rests, but in mid air

To council summons all his migh^ peers.
Milton, P. B., L 39.

No more the mounting larks, while Daphne sings,

Shall, listening in mid air, suspend their wings.
Pope, Winter, 1. 64.

2. Being between ; intermediate; intervening:
only in inseparable compounds: as, midr^,
midviS, midyndket.

Il.t re. Middle; midst.

B.atclllf, about the T/iid of night come to my tent.

Shak., Rich, m,, v. 3. 77.

In the mid he had the habit of a monk. Fuller.

Pachylis gigas, a. member of the Mictida.

hind ones thicker than the others, especially
in the males. It comprises many tropical and sub-
tropical forms, some of large size and handsome colora-
tion, as Pachylis gigas, a North American representative.
There are about 13 genera of the family. Also MicHdes,
Mictida, and (as a subfamily of CoreidtE) Mictina, Mictince.

miction (mik'shon), re. [= P. miction, < LL.
mictio(,n-), minciio(n-), < L. mingere, pp. minc-
tus, mictus (= AS. migan, early ME. migen =
MLG. migen = leel. miga), urinate.] The act
of voiding urine.

Mictis (mik'tis), «. [NL. (Leach, 1814) ; ori-

gin not ascertained.] The typical genus of
Mictidce, having the fourth autennal joint not
shorter than the third. Nearly 100 species are
described from Africa, southern Asia, the Ma-
lay archipelago, and Australia.

micturate (nuk'tu-rat), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. mic-

turated, ppr. micturating. [Lreg. < L. mictu-
rire, pp. micturitus, urinate: see micturition.]

To pass urine; urinate.

micturition (mik-tu-rish'on), re. [= P. mictiir-

rition, < L. as if *micturiti6{n-), < micturire, pp.
micturitus, go to urinate, desiderative of min-
gere, pp. mictus, urinate : see miction.'] The act

o£ urinating; especially, morbidly frequent and
scant urination.

mitfi (mid), n. and re. [< ME. mid, midde, myd,
mydde, < AS. mid (a nom. form not actually

It was in the mid of the day.
Rohin Hood and the Stranger (Child's Ballads, V. 405).

mid^t (mid), prep. [ME., also myd, < AS. mid,
also in old or dial, form mitli, = OS. mid, midi
= OPries. mitJi, mitlie,mit='D. we*= MLG. mtt,

in comp. mid-, LG. med, m^t = OHG. MHG. G.
mit = Icel. medh, = Sw. Dan. med = Goth, mitli,

in comp. mid-, with, = Gr. /icrd, with, among,
over, beyond, etc. (see meta-), = Zend mad,
with.] With : a preposition formerly in com-
mon use, but now entirely superseded by
It remains only in the compound midwife.

Mid him he hadde a stronge axe. Rob. of Gloucester.

mid^ (mid), re. A dialectal form of might^.
JBalliwell.

mid* (mid), re. [Short for midshipman.] A mid-
shipman. Also middy. [Colloq.]

I have written to Bedford to learn what mids of the Vic-
tory fell in that action. Saidhey, Letters (1812), II. 315.

mid. An abbreviation of middle (voice).

'mid (mid), prep. An abbreviation of amid,
used in poetry.

mida (mi'da), n. [NL., < Gr. fiiSag, a destruc-
tive insect in pulse.] The larva of the bean-
fly. Imp. Diet.

midan (mi'd&n), re. [Hind., < Pers. maiddn.]
An open space, or esplanade, in or near a town

;

an open grassy plain; a parade-ground; among
the Arabs, a race-course, or a place for exercis-
ing horses. Also spelled midaun.

The Trddaun, or parade ground, with its long-drawn ar-
rays of Sepoy chivalry.

J. W. Palmer, The New and the Old, p. 262.

midangle (mid'ang"gl), re. [< mid^ + angle^.]
An angle of 45° ; half of a right angle.

Midasi (mi'das), re. [NL., < (?) L. Midas, <
Gr. MiSaQ, a ting of Phrygia.] A genus of
marmosets, typical of the family Mididce. Up-
ward of 20 species are described. Characteristic exam-
ples are the lion-marmoset (M. leoninus), the tamaiin (Jf.

ursulus), the pinche (Jf. oedipus), and the marikina XM.
rosalia).

Midas^ (mi'das), re. [NL.,< Gr. liiSac, a destruc-
tive insect iii pulse.] In entom., the typical
genus of Mididce or Midasidce. The species are
mainly North American, as 26 against 3 in Europe. Their
larvae as far as known occur in decaying wood, and are
probably carnivorous. M. fidmpes and M. dasatus are ex-
amples. LatreUle, 1796. Also Mydas (Fabridui, 1794).

Midasidse (mi-das'i-de), re. pi. [NL., irreg. <

Midas'^ + -idte.] In entom., same as Mididce, 2.

Leach, 1819.

Midas's-ear (nui'das-ez-er), re. [So called in
allusion to Midas, a king of Phrygia, who, for a
decision he rendered in a musical contest be-
tween Apollo and Pan, was provided by Apollo
(who lost) with ass's ears.] A gastropod of
the family Auriculidce, Auricula midw.
midbody (mid'bod"i), re. [< mjdii + body.] In
Mollusca, the mesosoma.

middle

midbrain (mid'bran), re. [< micP- + brain.]
The mesencephalon. See outs under encepha-
lon.

mid-couples (mid'kup*lz), n. pi. In Scots law,
the writings by which an heir, assignee, or ad-
judger is connected with a precept of sasine
granted in favor of his predecessor or author,
which, when such heir, etc., takes infeftment
in virtue of such precept, must be deduced in
the instrument of sasine. Imp. Diet.

midday (mid'da), n. and a. [< ME. midday,
< AS. middceg (also middeldeeg) (= OPries. mid-
ctei = D. middag = MLG. middach = OHG. mit-

titah, MHG. mittetac, G. mittag = Sw. Dan.
middag), < mid, mid, -I- dceg, day: seerewdi and
day^.] I, re. The middle of the day; noon.

Had he [our Lord] appeared at midday to all the peo-
ple, yet all the people would not have believed in him.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. vii.

As if God, with the broad eye of midday,
C!learer looked in at the windows.

Long/eUour, tr. of Tegn^r's Children of the Lord's Supper.

II, a. Of or pertaining to noon ; meridional.

And Titan, tired in the mid-day heat.

With burning eye did hotly overlook them.
Shak., Venus and Adonis, L 177.

His hour of mid-day rest is nearly over.
Byron, Cain, iii. 1.

midday-flower (mid'da-flou'''er), re. See Me-
senibryanthemum.
middet, a. A Middle English form of mid^.

middelt, a. and re. A Middle English form of
middle.

middelerdt, re. [ME. ; also myddelerd, mideU
erd, midlerd, mydlerde, medlert, etc., < AS. as
if *middeleard for *middelgeard (= OS. middih
gard = OHG. mitUgart, mittilgart, mittilicart,

mittingart, mittila gart), < middel, middle, -1-

geard, yard, inclosure. Cf. middenerd, middle-
earth.] The earth.

midden (mid'n), re. [Early mod. E. also middin,
myddin, medin (in comp.); a corruption (dial,

var. ) of midding. ] 1 . A dunghill ; a muck-heap

;

a receptacle for kitchen refuse, ashes, etc. See
midding. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.] Specifi-

cally— 2. A prehistoric muck-heap ; aMtchen-
midden.
midden-crow (mid'n-kro), re. See crow^.

middenerdt, re. [MB., also middenard, < AS.
middaneard (also mideard) for middangeard (=
Icel. midhgardhr (see midgard) = Goth, mid-
jungards), the 'midyard,'the middle abode, the
earth as situated between heaven and hell, <

midde, mid, middle, -1- geard, yard, inclosure
(acoom. to card, region, abode). Cf. middelerd,
middle-earth.] The earth as the abode of men.
midden-hillt, re. [Early mod. E, medin-hille;

< midden -f hilU.] A dunghill.

And like unto great stinkyng mucle medin-hUles, whiche
never do pleasure unto the lande or gronnde untill their
heapes are caste abroade to the profites of many.

Bvllein's Dialogue (1673), p. 7. (HaUimell.)

iuiddenstead (mid'n -sted), re. [< midden +
stead.] The site of a dunghUl or muck-heap

;

a place where dung is stored. [Eng.]
This cause of death and disease is courted by a place

that maintains a Tnidden^tead and cesspool system of ex-
crement disposal. i,anee«,No. a420,p. 662.

middest, re. and adv. See midst^.
middestif, re- See midsti.

middest^i (mid'est), a. Superlative of midK
[Rare.]

Yet the stout Faery mongst the middest crowd
Thought all their glorie value in knightly vew.

S^jenser, F. Q., I. iv. 16.

middint, n. See midden, midding.
middingt (mid'ing), «. [Also, by corruption,
middin, midden (see midden), < ME. middinge,
middynge, miding, myddyng, < Dan. moddmg, an
assimilated form of mogdynge, a dung-heap,
dunghill, muck-heap, < mog (= Icel. myM, mylcr),

dung, muck, -1- dynge, a heap, = Icel. dynma, a
heap, = Sw. dynga, muck, = AS. dung, dung:
see mucV^ and dung^.] A dunghill; a muck-
heap.

A fouler myddyng sawe thow never nane
Than a man es with flesche and bane.

Ham^oole, Prick of Conscience, 1. 628.

middle (mid'l), a. and re. [< ME. middel, myd-
del, medil, < AS. middel = OPries. middel = D..
middel = MLG. middel = OHG. mitUl, MHG.
G. mittel = Sw. medel- = Dan. middel- (in

comp.), adj., middle; also in AS., D., MLG.,
MHG., G., as a noun, middle, in G. also means;
AS. also midlen, n.,the middle; = Icel. medhal
= Sw. medel = Dan. middel, n., means, medi-
cine; cf. Icel. medhal, prep., among; with
formative -el, from the ad]., AS., etc., mid: see
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middlingneBB

middlingneBS (mid'ling-neB), ». The state of
being middling ; mediocrity.

I make It a virtue tobe content with my middlingnen;
. . . it iB always pardonable, «> that one does not oak
others to take It for superiority.

Qeorge Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xxxv.

middy (mid'i),M.; vl. middies (,-iz). Acolloquial
diminutive of mid*, an abbreviation of midship-
man.
midethmoid (mid'eth-moid), a. and n. [< nMX
+ ethmoid.^ Same as mesethmoid.

midfeather (mid ' fbth * 6r), n. [< miOi- +
featlier.'] A hollow horizontal septum in the
furnace of a steam-boiler, which, being filled

with water, forms a sort of water-bridge, under
and over which the flame of the fuel is caused
to pass. The mldfealher thus adds a very effective
heating surface, while retaining the Incandescent gases
and rendering their combustion more complete before
tb»r pass Into the cooler flues or tubes of the boiler.

Midgard (mid'gslrd), n. [< leel. midhgardhr, lit.

'mid-yard': soe middenerd.'] In Seand. mvth.,
the abode of the human race, formed out of the
eyebrows of Ymer, one of the first giants, and
joined to Asgard, or the abode of the gods, by
the rainbow-bridge. See Asffard.
midge (mij), ». [< ME. mydge, migge, mygge,
myge, < AS. myeg, mygge, micge^raxa^e, gnat, =
OS. muggid = MD. mugghe, t). mug = MLO.
mugge, hQ. miigge= OHG. mucea, muogd, MHG.
mtieke, miicke, mugge, miigge, a midge, fiy, G.
miicke, a midge, dial, a fiy, = loel. my = 8w.
mygg, mygga = Dan. myg, a midge, = Pol.

Buss, mukha = Bohem. maueha, a fly : prob. lit.

'buzzer' (ef. the similar lit. sense of hreezeK a
gadfly, and of humblebee), akin to Gr. /ivKoaoai,

low ; cf . also L. mugire, low ^see mugient), Or.
/iv^etv, mutter; an vlt. imitative root. The L.
musca = Gr. /ivla, etc., a fly, is not related:

see Musea.'] 1. A two-winged fly of the order
Diptera and suborder JVewocero; a gnat or some
insect resembling one: a _popular name ap-
plied with little discrimination to many differ-

ent insects. They chiefly belong to the families SImulU-
dee, TiptiUdoe, ChirorumUdce, and CvUcCdce. llie term is

sometimes spedflcally applied to the Cfd/rorumMa, The
eggs of Bume of the last-named family, like those of mos-
qnltos and other gnats, are deposited In water, where they
undergo metamorphosis, first Into larvte and then into pn-
pss, in which latter state when ripe they rise to the sur-
face, and the imago or perfect insect emerges, gee gnat.

Z. Something small of its kind, as the by of
fish; a dwarf; a midget, a very small fish, specifi-

cally called Oilnthei't miage and Hyp»lpUra argentia, oc-

casionally taken on both the American and European
coasts, is supposed to be the tryota codling of the genus
Fhyeit.

8. Av^ small one-horse carriage used in the
Isle of Wight, England.
mi^et (mij'et), n. [< midge + -et.'] A little

mi^e; hence, something very small for its

kind; a very small dwarf; also, a sprightly
small child. [Colloq.]

Now you know Parson Kendall's a little nMgO, of a
man. H. B. SUnve, Oldtown, p. 177.

mid-gut (mid'gut), n. See gut and mesoganter.
Huxley, Crayfish, p. 67.

mid-heaven (mid hev^n), n. l. The middle
of the sky or of heaven?

From mid-heaven already she
^th witnessed their captivity.

WordmmrUi, White Doe of Uylstone, iv.

2, In oBtron., the meridian of a place.

mid-lunir (mid'onr), n. 1. The middle part of
the day; midday.— 2. An hour between two
specified hoars.

Lead on then where thy bower
(yrashades ; for these vM-houn, till evening rise^

I have at wHL MOton, t. L., v. 876,

Midianite (mid'i-an-it), ». and «. [Cf. LL.
MadianiUe, vl.j < Madian, < Heb. Midyan, Mid-
iau (see defT).] I, n. In Biblical hint., one of a
wandering tribe orconfederation oftribesdwell-
ingin the ileaeTt east and south of Palestine.

n, a. Pertaining to the Midianites.

Midianitish (mid'i-an-I"tish), a. [< Midian-

ite + -t»fci.] Same a« Midianite.

liidids (mid'i-de), n. pi. [NL-, < Midas +
-ida.'] 1. AnAmericanfamUy of small platyr-

rhine qnadrumanous mammals; the marmosets
or 8qturr<;l-monkey8. They differ from other mon-
keys ui having ^ teeth, and the same dental formula a*
man, and In having bands all the digits of which are in

the same plane and armedwith claws instead of nails, the

thumb being not opposable. The taQ Is long and buiihy,

and the general aspect is rather that of squirrels than 'it

monkeys. ITiere are rnany sjxcie*, confined to wooded re-

gions of the warmer j«rts of Amerir^a, known as tagmiim,
matttii.Uimarlmi.ete. (See »i«nn«««,) The family is also

called EapaUda, JaeeMdce, and AretopUheclnl.

3. In entom., a small family of large, moderate-
ly brisrtly flies belonging to the tetrachaBtons
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series of brachvcerous IH/ilura, with clavato

antenntD of which the third joint has several

segments, typifled by the genus Midas. There
are several other genera and about 100 Hjmcies.

Also Midasidm, Midaidce, Mydasidm, etc.

mldldonet) ('dv. [ME,, jirop. a ijhraso, mid
idone: m4d,yrith; idone,im,oi don, do; used as
a noun, doing: see done!] Quickly; imrnoili-

ately. HalUwell.

Gil is ogaln went ful sone,
And al his feron mULydone,

Og of Wcmdke, p. 09.

ITie cherl bent his bowe sone,
And smot a doke miUHdom.

Arthmtr and Merltn, p. 164.

mid-impediment (mid'im-ped"i-inent), «. in

Scots law, an intermediate bar to iihe comple-
tion of a right. Imp. Diet,

midland (mid'land)^ n. ando. [imid^ + lamU."}

1, n. 1. Thi) interior of a countrv: espeoially
applied to the inland central part of England,
usually in the plural.

Upon the mltUcmds now the industrious Muse doth fall.

Drayton, J'olyolbion, xllL 1.

II. a. 1. Beingin the interior country; dis-

tant from the coast or sea-shore : as, midland
towns ; the midland counties of England.

Mr. Orazlnglands, of the Midland Counties.
Dickens, Uncommercial Traveller, vl.

2. Surrounded by land; inland; mediterranean.
[Bare.]

There was the Flvmonth squadron new come in.

Which ... on the midland tea the French had awed.
Dryden, Annus Mirabilis, st. 171.

midlayer (•aM.'Wbr), n. In Uol,, samo as
mesoderm.
midleg (mid'leg), n. 1 . The middle of the leg.

Then wash their feete to the mM-Ugge. saying another
Psalme. Purehm, Pilgrimage, p. i'M.

2. In entom., one of the intermediate or second
pair of legs of an insect.

Mid-Lent (mid'lent), n. [Late MB. mmdlent;
< mid'^ + Leni^.] The midxUe or fourth Sunday
in Lent.
The ffryday a for mt/dUnt, that was Seynt Cnthberdy's

Day. TorlangUm, DIaric of Eng. Travell, p. 1.

midlenting (mid 'len"ting), /(. [< Mid-Lent +
4ng^.'] Same as m^thermg.
The AppolntQient of these Scriptures upon this Day

might probably give the first Else to a Custom still re-
tained in many Parts of l!ngland, and well known by the
.fame of lUdmMng, or Uofhering.

Bmum^t Pop. Antig. (1777), p. 1129, note.

midlesst (mid'les), a. [< miiP-, n., + less.]

Without middle or core, [ftarc]

'TIS nought but All, in 't selfe including All

;

An vn-beginning, mtdlem, endless Ball.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, L J.

mid-main (mid'man), n. The middlo of the
ocean; a locality far out at sea. Chapman.
mid-mom (mid'mSm), n. Nino o'clock in the
morning. BalUwell, [Prov. Eng.]
mid-morrow (mid'mor*6), M. Themiddlcof tho
forenoon; nine o'clock in the morning. [Ob-
solete or provincial.]

It was nought passed yet mMnu/rmee,
(timer, Conf. Amant,, viii.

midmost (mid'most), a. supcH. [< mid^ +
most.] Being in the very middle ; middlemost;
innermost.

The nMnual hail a gracefn' mien, . . ,

Eut the youngest look'd like beauty's queen.
Ttie Cruel Brother (CbUd's Ballads, II. W!).

Save he be
Fool to the nMmost raani/v of his )<one»,

lie will return no more.
Tennyson, Pelleas and Kttaixc.

midnight (mid'nlt), n. and a. [< MB. midnif/hl,

midnyght, mydnyght, &\nomUldmiiziJi,< AK. riM-
niht (also rrmdelniht) (= I). -VfLO. mirjUinrnaeht

— OHG. mittinaht, MHG. mitnaht, O. mUkr-
naeht (D. MJjGt. midder-, Gt. mitter-, orig. dat. of

the adj.) = Icel. mUthniiMi = Hvi. niiUlnutt =
Dan. midnat), < mid, middle, + niht, muht.] I,

n. The middle of the night; twelve (/clock at,

night.
For whenne the Sonne U Est in tho partyes, toward

Paradys terrestre, It Is tharnieJuydtiyM, in onre j/-irties o
this hal^ for the rowndeness of the Krthe.

MaruUvOle, TrayOt, p. Vfi.

The iron tongue of inidrdgM hath told twelve.
Hhak., M. N. D., v. 1. 370.

n. a. Pertaining to or oeeurring in the mid-
dle III the night: as, midnight studies.

We spend our rnid-dinr sweat, imt vMnight oil,

We tire the nlglit in voiias^X,, tlie day la toil
Qvarles, Emblems, 11. 2.

Forth at midjdgfd hour h<: fares, tti« silent tomb Atvai-
log. ConsUuMne and AreU (Child's Balla<ls, I. V»i).

midshipman
Whore, by tho solemn gleum of nUdniglit lanippi,

The world is poised.
Tlumuon, Castle of Indolence, li, GO.

Mldnlgbt appolntmenti. hoo appidniment.- Hid.
night lun. See sun.

midnlghtt (mid'nlt), v. l. [< midnight, «.] To
obscure; dim; darken.

1 1 uuiiriot but most mitdnigld the soul of him that Is fuln,
Ji'dtliam, Uosolvoi, p, m,

mid-noon (rnid'nOn), n. The middle of the day

;

noon.
Hoems another morn

Elsen on mM-mmn, MiUon, I'. L, v. 811,

mid-off (mid'6f')( «• I" crinlait, mium as mid-
wir.kct off, Hoo midwickiil,

mid-on (mld'on'), «• Jn eriekut, same as mid-
wicket on. See miilwickiil.

mid-parent (mld'j)iir"<!nt). ». A liyjiotheticnl

parent whoso stiitiire m ijikon to bo a meanhi!-
tween the actual stiituro of a father and that of
a mother. Hoo tho extract.

If we take tho height of thi^ riithi,T and ttie height nt
the mother multiplied by IM tijii ratio of male to fi'-

male stature— draw the mean between the two, mid i»U
this tho height of tho mid-parent, then tho height of the
child will )m nearer to the average of the rueu tliiiii the
height of the mid-parent. Halenee, XlW.'m,

mid-parentage (mid'par'''on-taj), «. Tho char-

acter or quality of a hypothetical rnid-paront.

By the use of this word ("deviate") and that of mid-
parentage, we can define tho law of regression very briefly.

(JiUtim, Bclonoe, VI. 270.

Midrash (mid'rash), n, [I leh. miithrash, com-
mentary, exposition, < dilrash, tread, frequent,

seek, search, ay\t\y orjoself to.] 1. In .lnwiHk

lit., exegesis, interpretiition, or exposition of

the Hebrew HcriptiiriiS. Hpci^lflcally Um word d«.

notes tiaxga/llc or fri;« Inleriwotatlon iir esposHlon of a
homiletlc, allcgorioal, and popul«i' nature, Intcrsperiod

with maxims and ethical sayings of eminent mon, and witli

illustrations drown from the naturul world, as well as from
all department* of human loamlog and oxperlcmx!. (Jmn-

mre haggadali,

2. An exposition or discoiirso of tiiis kind, or a
collection of such expositions or discourseni m,
tlie Midrash on Samuel; the Midrash on tho
Psalms. In tijis sen so the X'lural is Midrashltn,

occasionally Midrashoth.
Midrashic (mi-draHh'ik). a. [< Midrash + 4^.]

(Ji. or pertaining to or akin f,o the Midrash; hem-
j^adic.

Very few sayings In 'Jreek are ijiiotwi In the Mid/ruhie
literature. Ameir. ,lmr. PMM,, VII, aii,

midrib (mid'rih), n. 1. In bot,, the middle (of-

ten the only; rib or nerve of a leaf; a continu-

ation of the tietiole, extending from tho base to

the apex of {tie lamina. Krse nervation,— 2. In
apicMltwre, the Hcptum or pai-tjt.lon between the
two shoetii of cells whicii are found in every
comb. VhM, l>ict. Apiculture, Int., p. xlil.

midribbed (mid'nbdj, n. [< midrih + -«d2.]

l^umished with a rni<lrib.

milbridf, n. [Barly mod. E. midridtle; < Ml';.

mydryde, mydrede. midreden, < AS. midhrithere,

midfi/rythere, midh/rythre, midh/ritli/r (= f)FricK.

nddrithere, midrede, miarith = MLG. midden),
Oil: ineraVwano incjosing the entraiU, < nM, um,
+ hr':lhi:ri;, hirtethiir, breast, bosom. A dlff.

word from mid/rijf, with which it, has been cojj-

fusedj Tbemembrane inclosingihe entrails.

midriff, midrif (mi<l'rif), n. [Ilarly mod. K.

also midrife. mUMJfii, middryfe; < MB. midrif,
midriif, mytidtircfii, < Mi. midhrif, midrif (==

(JKries. miilrnf= U. midrif O-.i. Ml). mUlthl/rif,

middekift = MLO. miiUUkif, hO. middelri^,

middemff), the diaphragm, < mid, mi'ldle, +
h/rif = OFries, nf, belly. Ct. mUrid.] 'Tbo

diapliraffrn. Hfje cut »t diaphragm.
But, sirr-ah, there's no rotmiforfatth, truth,ww honesty
this

• ^ .... - .

midtrlff.

in this twsoiij of thine; it is all filled up with gats and
'
"

Hliak., I llBii. J v., ill %. m.
A sight to shake

'I'hc midriff III despair with laughter,
Termysim, Princess, I.

mid-sea (mid'*5), n.

open sea.

The middle of the tutu; t)ie

Fish that, with their fins, and shlrilrii; scales,

Ollde ondrrr the green wave, In »i:«ll» that oft

Bank the riM tea. MOUm, V. K, vlt m.
midship (tnid'sliip), o. [< miiP + ship; '/rig-

due to midships.} hiAvK <tt belonging to the

middle of a ship: as, a miilsldp beam. Hldsblp
ben^L mUUblp frame. Hamc n» aead-jiM.

mldshijnnan (mld'sbip-man), «,; pi. mUlshiji-

men (-nu-.n). [Ho called with n-t. to his place

or station when on duty aboard shii^ which i«

amidships or abreaxt the mainmast; < mirlshiji-H

+ Tnan.] 1, A warrant frfHwir in the British

navy of the lowest (jra/ie of olTlccrs in the line

of promotion . IiU special duties are to pas* the orders
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miff

When a little quarrel or miff, as it is vulgarly called,
arose between them. Fielding, Tom Jones, iii. 6. {Dames.)

II. a. Vexed; offended; angry. [Rare.]

Being m^^with him myself.
IP. Taylor, Mem. by Kobberds, I. 477. (Homes.)

miff (mif), V. t. [< miff, m.] To give a slight
offense to; displease: nearly always in the
past participle : as, she was somewhat miffed.
[Colloq.]

might! (mit), n. [< ME. mighte, myghte, miht,
myht, mygt, also maught, macht, mdht, < AS. miht,
mieht, meht, mwht, meaht = OS. maht= OFries.
macht =: D. magt = MLG. macht = OHG. MHG.
maht, Gr. macht = Icel. mdttr (leel. also makt,
•»»efct= Sw. makt= Dan. magt, after G.) = Goth.
mahts, power, might ; with abstract formative
-t (-<«-) (ef. the adj., AS. meaht, mceht, power-
ful, possible, = Goth, mahts, possible), from
the root of may^ (AS. magan, ind. mwg), be
able, have power : seemay^.^ 1. The quality
of being able; ability to do or act; power;
active personal force or strength, physical or
mental: as, a man of might; the might of intel-

lect.

Than thei armed hem that were in the Castell with all

theire myght, and com oute in all haste.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 2,32.

Bring him back again to me.
If it lie in your might.

RoUn Hood and the Beggar (Child's Ballads, V. 194).

To the measure of his might
Each fashions his desires.

Wordsworth, Eab Roy's Grave.

2. Power of control or compulsion ; ability to
wield or direct force; commanding strength:
as, the might of empire.

He her unwares attacht^ and captive held by might.
Spenser, E. Q., IV. ix. 6.

Cleopatra . . . submits her to thy might.
Shak., A. and C, iii. 12. 17.

3. Physical force ; material energy.

Whirlpools and storms with circling arms invest,

With all the might of gravitation blest.

Pope, Dunciad, ii. 318.

"Wltll might and main, with the utmost strength or
bodily exertion.

Toward Wircestre he com with myght and mayn.
Rob. qf Brunne, p. 56.

With might and main they chased the murderous Fox.
Dryden, Cock and Fo!^ 1. 749.

might^. Preterit of may^.
mightful, (mit'ful), a. [< ME. myghtfulj miht-

ful, migtful, etc. (= G. machtiioll) ; < might^ +
-ful.'] Mighty; powerful.

Thou Tnightt^full maker that markid vs and made vs.

York Plays, p. 3.

My lords, you know, as know the migh^fid gods.
Shak., Tit. And., iv. 4. 6.

mightfulliesst (nut'ful-nes), n. [ME. myghtful-
nes; < mightful + -»ess.] The quality of being
mighty; strength; power.

mightily (mi'ti-li), adv. [ME. myghtely, migt-
ili, < AS. mihtiglice (= OS. mahUglio = MLG.
mechtiohlik, adjO, < mihtig, powerful : see mighty
and -%2.] 1. Li a mighty manner; by great
power, force, or strength; vigorously; vehe-
jnently; earnestly.

Myne enemyes mygtUi me assay.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 70.

And he cried mightUy with a strong voice, saying, Baby-
lon the great is fallen. Kev. xviii. 2.

And do as adversaries do in law.
Strive mightily, but eat and drink as friends.

Skak., T. of the S., i. 2. 279.

iZ. Greatly; in or to a great degree ; verymuch.
[Now only coUoq.]

To my house, where D. Gauden did talk a little, and he
do mightily acknowledge my kindness to him.

Pepys, Diary, Sept. 26, 1668.

This gentleman deals mightily in what we call the irony.
Steele, Spectator, No. 438.

mightiness (ml'ti-nes), n. 1. The state or
attribute of being mighty

;
power ; greatness

;

also, high dignity.
In a moment see

How soon this mightiness meets misery !

Shak., Hen. Vin., Prol., 1. 80.

3. A title of dignity: partioularlyin the phrase
their High Mightinesses the States-General of

the Netherlands.

Will 't please your mightiness to wash your hands?
Shale, T. of the.S., Ind., ii. 78.

A great tract of wild land, granted to him by Uieir High
Mightinesses the Lords States General.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 179.

3. Great degree
;
great amount.

To shew the mightinesse of their malice, after his holye
isoule departed, they perced his holye heart with a sharpe
speare. Sir T. More, Works, p. 1260.
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mightless (mit'les), a. [= D. magteloos, machte-

loos = MLG. machtelos, machtlos = MHG. maht^
Ids, G. machtlos = Icel. mdttlauss = Sw. magtlos
= Dan. magteslos; < might + -less.'] Powerless.

The rose is myghUes, the nettille spredis ouer fer.

Rob. of Brunne, p. 280.

There is nought more mightless than man.
The Academy, March 3, 1888, p. 143.

mightlyt (mit'li), a. [< ME. myghtly (= Icel.

mdttuUgr) ; < might + -ly^.] Mighty.

He shuld gretter lorde be

;

More pusaunt, ful myghtly, and ryght gret
Then any of hys kynred in centre.

Rmn. of Partmay (B. E. T. S.), 1. 212.

mighty (mi'ti), a. [< ME. mighty, myghty, mihti,

magty, etc. , < AS. mihtig, mmhUg, meahtig (= OS.
mahiig = OFrjes. mechtich, machUch = D. mag-
tig, machtig = MLG. mechtich = OHG. mahtig,

mahtic, MHG. mehtic, G. machtig = Icel. mat-
tigr, oontr. mdttkar, mdttkan, matfkir = Sw.
mdgtig = Dan. mcegtig = Goth, mahteigs), pow-
erful, possible, < miht, meaht, might : see migh t\
)».] 1 . Possessed of or endowed with might

;

having much ability, strength, or power ; emi-
nently strong, powerful, or great: as, a mighty
conqueror ; a mighty intellect ; a man mighty
in argument.

The mightie King of Macedoyne moste was adouted
Of any wight in the world e.

Alisaunder of Macedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1. 400.

And I will bring you out from the people . . . with a
mighty liand, and with a stretched out arm. Ezek, xx. 34.

A certain Jew named Apollos, born at Alexandria, an
eloquent man, and mighty in the scriptures. Acts xviii. 24.

He stood, and questioned thus his migltty mind.
Pope, Iliad, xxii. 137.

No m^/i(ier armament had ever appeared in the British
Channel. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xviii.

2. Marked by or manifesting might; very
great, important, or momentous ; of uncommon
force, consequence, size, number, etc.

Hire myghty tresses of hire sonnysshe heres,
TJnbroiden, hangen al aboute hire eeres.

Clumcer, Troilus, iv. 816.

If the mighty works which have been done in thee had
been done in Sodom, it would have remained until this
day. Mat. xi. 23.

There arose a mighty famine in that land. Luke xy. 14.

We were eucounter'd by a mighty rock.
Shak., C. of E., i. 1. 102.

The greatest News about the Town is of a mighty Prize
that was taken lately by Peter Van Heyn.

Howell, Letters, I. vi. 22.

Stand farther off yet,

And mingle not with my authority

;

I am too mighty for your company.
Fletcher (and anotherT), Prophetess, v. 2.

Job and his three Friends . . . had a mighty sense of
God and Providence and the Duties of Religion upon their
minds. SiUlingfUet, Sermons, II. ix.

And from his blazon'd baldric slung
A mighty silver bugle hung.

Tennysmi, Lady of Shalott, iii.

Hi^h and mighty. See A^y*. = syn. 1. sturdy, robust,
puissant, valiant.— 2. Vast, enormous, immense, huge,
stupendous, monstrous ; violent, vehement, impetuous.

mighty (mi'ti), adv. [< mighty, a.] In a great
degree; very; exceedingly: as, mighty wise;
mighty thoughtful. [Colloq.]

A lacquer'd Cabinet, some China-ware,
You have 'em mighty cheap at Pekin Fair.

Prior, Daphne and ApoUo.

There is a probability of succeeding about that fellow
that is mighty provoking. Sheridan, The Rivals, iv. 3.

migniardt, mignardt (min'yard), a. [Also
milliard; < OP. mignard, P. mignard, with suf-
fix -ard, equiv. to mignon, delicate, pretty, a
person beloved: see minion. Gt. mignonette.']
DeUcate; dainty; pretty.

Love is brought up with those soft migniard handlings,
His pulse lies in his palm.

B. Jonson, Devil is an Ass, i. 2.

migniardiset, migniardizet (min'yar-diz), n.

[Also miniardize; < OF. migna/rdise, !&. mignar-
dise, < mignard, delicate: see mignard.] Deli-
cacy; daintiness; kind usage; fondHng; wan-
tonness.

Entertain her and her creatures too
With all the migniardise and quaint caresses
You can put on them.

B. Jonson, Staple of News, ii. 1.

migniardiset, migniardizet (min'yar-diz), v. t.

[Also miniardize; < migniardise, n., as if <
migniard + -fee.] To render migniard or deli-

cate; soothe.

Wanton spirits that did migniardise, and make the lan-
guage more dainty and feminine. Howell, Letters, iv. 19.

mignionf, mignont, n. and v. See minion^.
mignonette (min-yo-nef), n. [< F. mignonnette,
the flower so called, dim. of mignon, delicate,

migration

pretty, gracefully pleasing: seeminion^.] 1. A
well-known plant. Reseda odorata, native in
northern Africa. Its racemes of small greenlsh-white
flowQrs with prominent brown anthers are not showy, but
the plant is a universal favorite in gardens on account of
its fragrance. In ordinary culture it is an annual, but it

is naturally shrubby, and by proper care can be made to
thrive for several years in the form of tree-mignonette.
The perfume is best extracted by enfleurage.

3. Some other species of the genus Reseda.
The white mignonette, R. alba, a tall plant with white
scentless blossoms, has sometimes been cultivated. The
wild or dyer's mignonette, R. Ivteola, is better known as
dyer's-weed or yeUow-weed. See dyer's-vxed.— Jamaica
mignonette. See Zrawsonta.—DUgnouette lace. See
2ace.— IQgnonette netting, a simple kind of netting
used for window-curtains. Diet of Needlework.—Migno-
nette pepper, in cookery, pepper unground, or ground
very coarse.— Slignoiiette-vine, a plant. Madia elegam,
from Pacific North America. [Eng. ]

—Tree-mlgnonette,
a plant of any common variety of mignonette trained in

an erect form and prevented from Howering early by hav-
ing the ends of the shoots pinched off.

migraine (mi-gran'), n. Same as megrim.

migrainous (mi-gra'nus), a. [< migraine +
-oiis.i Pertaining to or caused by megrim: as,

migrainous vertigo.

The various forms of headache— dyspepsio, migrainova,
neuralgic, cerebral. Lancet, No. 3422, p. 690.

migramf, n. An obsolete form of megrim.

migrant (mi'grant), a. and n. [= Pg. migrante,

< L. migran{t-fs, ppr. of migrate, migrate, re-

move: see migrate.] I. a. Changing place;
migratory.

For now desire of migrant change holds sway.
The Century, XXXI. 116.

II. n. 1. One who migrates ; a wanderer.

The unhappy migrants may be, if not magnificently, at

least hospitably, entertained. Poote, The Minor, I)ed.

2. In zooL, specifically, a migratory animal, as

a bird.

These are true migrants; but a number of other birds
visit us occasionally, and can only be classed as stragglers.

A. R. WaBaee, Distribution of Animals, 1. 19.

migrate (mi'grat), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. migrated,

ppr. migrating. [< L. migratus, pp. of migrare,

(> It. migrare), move from one place to an-
other, remove, depart, migrate; perhaps con-
nected with meare, go. Cf. emigrate, immi-
grate.] To pass or remove from one place of

residence or habitat to another at a distance,

especially from one country or latitude to an-
other; in a general sense, to wander.

Those truly home-bred and genuine sons of the soil who
have never migrated beyond the sound of Bow-bells.

W. Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 879.

= Syn. Migrate, Emigrate, Immigrate. To migrate is to
change one's abode, especially to a distance or to another
country, emphasis being laid upon the change, but not
upon the place of departure or that of stopping, and the
stay being generally not permanent. Emigrate, to migrate
from, views the person as leaving his previous abode and
making a new home ; inmiigrate, to migrate into, views
him as coming to the new place. The Arab migrates; the

,

European coming to America is an emigrant to thosewhom
"

he leaves, and an immigrant to the Americans. Migrate
is applicable to animals; the other terms are generally
used of the movements of men.
migration (mi-gra'shon), n. [< F, migration
= Pg. migragSo = It. migrazione, < L. migror
Uo{n-), < migrare, pp. migratus, migi'ate: see

migrate.] 1. The act of migrating; change
of residence or habitat ;' removal or transit

from one locality or latitude to another, espe-

cially at a distance. Among animals, the most exten-

sive and regular migrations are performed by birds during
spring and fall, and in a general way along meridians of

longitude, the vernal migration being northward, the au-

tumnal southward. This is ordinary or equatorial migra-
tion. In cold and temperate latitudes of the northern
hemisphere nearly all insectivorous birds perfonn migra-
tion. Some, as sandpipers, which breed only in high &ti-
tudes, may be dispersed during their migration over a
great part of the world. Others, as swallows, are noted
not only for the extent but for the rapidity and regularity
of their movements, their arrival and departure being
capable of prediction with considerable accuracy. The
migration of many water-fowls is scarcely less notable in

the same respects. Migration seems to be determined,
primarily and chiefly, by conditions of food-supply, but
this does not fully account for the apparently needless
extent and the wonderful periodicity of the movement,
nor for the fact that individuals sometimes retm-n to

exactly the same spot to breed again, after passing the
winter perhaps thousands of miles away. Migrations of

mammEds are more irregular than those of birds, less

definitely related to latitude and longitude, and more ob-

viously dependent upon food-supply : such are the excur-

sions, often in enormous hordes, of various arctic ani-

mals, as lemmings and other rodents, reindeer, musk-
oxen, foxes, etc. Such movements do not appear to be
specially related to reproduction. Many fishes migrate
from and back to the sea, ascending rivers to spawn, as

is notably the case with anadromous fishes of the salmon
and herring families ; with eels the case is reversed ; with
many fishes the catadromous migration is between deeper
and shallower, or colder and warmer, salt water. Peri-

odical migration is also marked with certain insects.

Thus, Anosia plexippus, the milkweed-butterfly, migrates

southward in the fall to hibernate in the pine woods of
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the Boathem United States. The faculty which enables or Emperor of Japan, sometimes erroneously sno-
compelE animals to migrate has been named the "instinct >.,„„* -o thfi smrihial fimnfirnr Sbb ihnmin
of migration"; but the phrase is rather a statement of fact -^S^ °^.^ *'^® fPf^™*;' ^ ,^" ,wmij^ \
than an explanation of the phenomenon, except in so tar MiKaiUa_(mi-l£Sl^iu-a), n. [WLi. (WiUdenow),
as this instinct may be te^irded as originating in and , .. - ^
being highly developed from the simple necessity of mov-
ing about to secure food.

All OUT adventures were by the fireside ; and all our
migratioiu from the blue bed to the brown.

GoWsmttA, Vicar.

Adventures that beguiled and cheered
Their grave migTation. Wordsumrth, Excursion, vii.

Our remote forefathers must have made endless earlier
fn^^rolunwaspartsof the great Aryan body, as parts of the
smaller Teutonic body. But our voyage from the Low-
Dutch mainland to the isle of Britain was our first fnigra-
tion as a people. E. A. Freeirunx, Amer. Lects., p. 31.

2. A number of animals migrating together;
the total of the individuals or species which ]9er-

form any particular migration; also, the tmie
or period occupied in migrating.—Sf. Change
of place ; removal.

Such alterations, transitions, mtgraUons, of the centre mi^elt, O. and n,
al gravity, and elevations of new islands, had actually hap- miclde
pened. Woodward, Essay towards a Nat Hist, of the

[Earth. (Lat/tam.)

4t. Residence in a foreign country; banish-
ment.

named after J. C. Mikan, a Bohemian botanist
(1769-1844).] A genus of composite plants
of the suborder TubuliflorcB, the tribe Eupato-
riacece, and the subtribe ^^erafetE. The principal
chaiacterisfacs are an involucre of four slightly unequal
bracts, fonr-flowered headswhich are racemed or panicled,
and pappuswith verynumerous scabious bristles arranged
in one row. The plants are shrubs or hefbs, which are
almost always climbing or twining, with opposite leaves,
and small white, flesh-colored, or pale-y^owish heads.
About 140 species have been enumerated, bnt they may
probably be reduced to loa They are natives of the
warmer ^arts of America, with the exception of one spe-

cies, wmch is found in Asia and tropical Africa. Jf.

scandxns, the climbing hempweed, is a high twiner, with
cordate somewhat deltoid or hastate leaves and heads of
pale flesh-colored flowers in dense cymes, climbing over
copses along streams ; it ranges through the eastern and
southernUnited States into Mexico and to BraziL M. Gvaco
is one of the guaco-plants of tropical America.'A Middle Bnglish form of

Wo isme^ t4>otoolong banished from the Christian world,
wilji such animosity, as if it were the worstof enemies, and
meet to be adjudged to a perpetual tnH^nUton. -^^ , ., .^ „ ., -

Bp. HaU, Invisible World, The Epistle, milaget (nu lag), n. See mileage.

Bathic migration, migration of fishes from one depth of Milanese (mil-an-es' or -ez'), a. and. n

mi l (mil), «. [<L. mille, a thousand.] A unit
of length used in measuring the diameter of

wires, equal to .001 of an inch Ciicnlarmll,
a unit of area used in measuring the areas of cross-sections

of wires, equal to .7854 of a square mil.

mil. An abbreviation of military.

water to anotlier ; vertical or altitudinal change of habitat

in the sea ; distinguished from equatorial migration.

The fishes of any region may find water of suitable

warmth by moving north or south along the shores of the
continent, or by changing to waters of lessorgreater depth.

The former may be called equatorial, the latter bal/iic mi-
gration. BaOiic migration is the most common.

Goode, Menhaden.

Eciuatorial migration, ordinary meridional migration
from or towardtoe equator. See def. 1. ...si„»i+« ^„™il'aT. ?f\ «
migratiomst (m-gra'shon-ist), n, Kmigra- ™^*!i^„flL".
Hon + -tst.] One who or that which migrates.

The descendants of previous ages of migratjonilts.
Jour. AnOtrop. Inst., XVn. 130.

migration-station (mi-gra'shgn-sta'shon), «.

A station or post for observing facts concerning
the migration of birds,

[< It.

Milanese (< Jj."Mediolanensis), < Milaiia, < L.

Mediolanum, the city now called Milan.] I. a.

Of or belonging to Milan or the people of Milauj

a city of northern Italy, or to the province or

the former duchy of MUan.
n. n. sing, and pi. A citizen or citizens of

Milan,—The Milanese, the territory of the former
duchy of Milan in northern Italy.

„ [<Mtor(theValifiter,
in Switzerland, where itwas supposed to occur

;

the true locality, however, has been found to be
Val Giuf) + -tte2.] A silicate of aluminium and
calcium, allied in composition to petalite. It

occurs in colorless or greenish hexagonal (per-

haps pseudohexagonal) prisms,

milcet, ». t See mUse.
Migration-staiions now e^t in every state and territory milf^h (milch), a. K ME. milche, melch, < AS.

of the Umon exceptmg Delaware and l«ev^^ ^ ^^ ^j^^ ^i^^ ^'^„i^ (i, L^. ^ike = OHG. MHG.
'

melch, G. melJc = leel. milkr, mjdlkr), giving
migration-wave (mi-gra'shon-wav), «. The
migration ofmany birds simultaneousljr, sothat

they appear at once at a given place in great

numbers in comparison with those that go be-

fore or come after ; the height of the migration

of a given species. Coues.

migrator (mi'gra-tgr), n. [< LL. migrator, a
wanderer, < L. migrare, pp. migratus, migrate

:

see migrate.'] One who or that which migrates.

These wild migrators. The New Mirror (1843), n. 121.

migratory (mi'gra-to-ri), a. [= F. migratoire

= Sp. It. migratorio; as migrate + -ory.'] 1.

Given to or characterized by migration ; roving

or removing from place to place ; unsettled : as,

the pastor^ tribes of uncivilized men are gen-

eralty migratory; to lead a migratory Ufe.

Yet, sweet Nightingale

!

From the warm breeze that bears thee on, alight

At will, and stay thy migratory flight.

Wardaiarth, Evening Voluntaries, v.

The same species is often sedentary in one part of Eu-
rope, and migraloTy in another.

A. R. WaUace, Distribution of Animals, L 20.

2. Pertaining or relating to migration or to a
tendency to migrate.

milk, < meoJc, milk: see milk.l 1. Givingmilk;
furnishing mUk: as, a mtJcfc cow: now applied

only to domestic animals, and chiefly to cows.

Take twomUch Idne, on which there hath come no yoke.
1 Sam. vl 7.

2t. Milky: said of plants.

Hem [plants] beth mefcA in veer novelles grene

Beth nought to feede.
Palladivs, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 99,

3t. Yielding liquid ; distilling drops (namely,

tears). [Poetical and rare.]

The instant burst of clamour that she made.
Unless things mortal move them not at all.

Would have made mUch the burning eyes of heaven,

And passion in the gods. Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2. 640.

milch-wencllt (milch'wench), n; A wet-nurse.

Such exceptions were made against all but one country

nuIcA-wencA, to whom I was committed, and put to the

breast. Steele, Tafler, Na 15.

milch-woman (milch'wum' an), n. A wet-

nurse. [Rare.]

We find not above fifty-one to have been starved, except-

ing helpless Infants at Xurse, . . . being caused ... by
carelessness, ignorance, and infirmity of the MUeh-wviMn.

J. Grawtt, quoted in Bibton-Tumer's Vagrants and
(Vagrancy, p. 168.

C!f . milky.]

mildew

2. Exercising gentleness in conduct or action

;

not harsh or unfeeling ; considerate ; concilia-

tory.
To smooth his fanlt I should have been more mUd.

Shale, £ich. IL, L a 240.

3. Marked by softness or kindness
;
gentle in

character, method, or appearance; manifest-
ing or expressing mildness ; mollifying; tran-

quil; placid: as, mild words or manners; a
mild rebuke ; a. mild aspect.

Bushing sound
Of onset ended soon each muder thought.

MOton, P. L., vL 98.

Ah! dearest friend ! in whom the gods had joined
The mildest manners with the bravest mind.

Pope, Hiad, xxiv. 963.

4. Gentle or moderate in force, operation, or ef-

fect ; not harsh or irritating ; emollient ; bland

;

genial: as, mild medicine; mild winds; a mild
remedy.

The folding gates diffused a silver light,

And with a mUder gleam refresh'd the sight.

Addison, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., iL

5. Moderate in quality or degree ; of mitigated

force; weak in kind; free from harshness or

roughness ; hence, not hard to endure, man-
age, etc.: as, viild fruit; mild dissipation; miM
efforts.

This horrour will grow mUd, this darkness light.

JfflfoTi, P. L., ii. 220.

O ! pass more innocent, in infant state,

To the mOd limbo of our father Tate.
Pope, Dnnciad, L 238.

Upon a mSd declivity of hiU.
Byron, Childe Harold, iv. 67.

Modena, Boman, and Sardinian [oak] are what the work-
men call mdder in character— that is to say, they are ea-

sier to work, and a little less hard. Xaslett, Timber, p. 84.

6. Hence, new; not having gained the taste

that comes by keeping: said of malt liquors:

as, mild ale.— 7. See the quotation.

A body which can have its form permanently changed
without any flaw or break taking place is called mxtd.

Encyc Brit., VI. 312.

[JftZ(2 forms the first element in a number of compounds
of obvious signification ; for example, mUd-Jtavored, m^d-
looking, mUd-mannered, mUd-spirited, mild4empered,]—
Klld SteeL See sted.—To draw it mild. See draw.

=Syn. Bland, Sqft, etc. (see gentle), tranquil, soothing,

pleasant, pacific.

mildt (mild), TO. [< ME. milde (= OHG. m,ilti =
Icel. mildi), mildness; < mild, a.] Mildness;

Phy on the cruel crabbed heart
Which was not movde with mUde.
Gascaigne, Ck>mplaint of FbUomene (ed. Arber).

mildt, V. [ME. , < AS. mildian, become mild (cf

.

gemUdsian, gemUtsiari, make mild, pity: see

milse),< milde, mUd: see mild, a.] I. intrans.

To become mild.

n. traTis. 1. To make merciful.— 2. To pity;

pardon. SalliweU.

milden (mil'dn), v. [= Dan. mildne; as mUd +
-«nl.] I. intrans. To become mild

;
grow less

severe, stringent, or intense; soften: as, the

weather gradually mildens. Imp. Diet.

n. ii-ans. To render mild, in any sense; make
less severe, stringent, or intense ; soften.

The political tone is also mUdened in the revision.

LoweU, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 21S.

mildemixt, to. A coarse Unen used for sail-

cloth. Draper's Diet.

mildew (mil'dn), TO. [Early mod. E. also mcJ-

devae; < ME. mildewe, mildeu, meldewe, honey-

dew, also blight, < AS. mildedvj,*mUedeav!, mele-

dedw (= D. meeldauw = MLG. meldouw =OHG.

This purpose is sometimes carried on by a sort of migra- jnilnhy (mil'cH), a. [< mH^ch + -^1.
tory instinct, »-"<'«"^^|;^»5Wt rf ^nqu^^^ „ ^ 1_ lElk-giving; abounding in milk.

There mOehy goats come freely to the paile.

Sir T. Hawkins, tr. of Odes of Horace, Epode, xvL (,Davies.)Migratory aTi<wig.lB, those animals whose instincts

prompt them to remove from one place to another at the

regularly recurring changes of season or of their natural q Milky, as an oyster.
means of subs^tence.-MigratOiy^^ wMte^blood- ^^^ ^^^^^ „ ^^ Iffi miJd, milde, myld, < AS.
corpuscles wtiicli, by means of the amceboid i

their protoplasm, penetrate the walls of the blood-vessels

and wander independently in the tissnes, particularly the

connective tissu&— Migratory lOCOSt. See locust^,!.

—Migratory Illeeon, Uie passenger-pigeon. See Ecto-

pisles, and cut under passengerfigeon.

migrenet, «• A Middle Englishform of JBeflrrim.

imislmesset, ». A Middle English form of

Michaelmas.
milurab(mih-rab'), "• [Ar.,praying-plaoe.] A
niche, or sometimes merely a decorated slab,

in one of the interior waUs of a mosque, mark-

ing the direction of Mecca, to which the faith-

ful ought to turn in prayer, in the niche a copy of

the Koran is usually kept, and in front of it the imam
stands when he leads the congregation in prayer.

mihtt, mihtif. Obsolete forms otmight?-, mighty.

mikado (mi-ka'do), TO. [Jap., lit.' exalted gate'

(like the Sublime Porte, applied to the Sultan

of Turkey), < mi, exalted, + Icado, gate.] The

milde = OS. mildi = OFries. milde = D. mild=
MLG. LG. milde = OHG. milti, MHG. milte, G.

mUd, milde, mild, = Icel. mildr = Sw. Ban. mild,

mild, gentle, = Goth. *miMs (or mildeis f) (in

eomp. unmilds, without affection) ;
perhaps =

L. mollis (if that be taken as reduced from orig.

'moh-is, *moldvis), soft, gentle (see moll^, mol-

Ufy, etc.). Otherwise akin to OBulg. miW,
compassionate, Russ. miluii, amiable, kind,

Pol. Bohem. mily, dear, = Lith. melas, dear:

cf . Gr. /ieOixoc, Mnd, Skt. ^ mard, be gracious,

pity.] 1. Possessing softness or gentleness of

disposition; soft-mannered; kindly disposed;

good-tempered.
So gainly a god and of goste mylde .'

Alliteratitx Poems (ed. Morris), ii. ;

O, he was gentle, mUd. and virtuous

!

Shak., Kich. HI.,

Powdery Mildew, magnified.

I Erysiphe communis, upon the epidermis of the leaf of Lupinus
perennis. a, the spoiocajp and mycelium ; 4, cooidiabeani^hypha;

L 2. VA. c, an ascus, containii^ e^ht ascospores.



mildew
militou, MHG. miltou, G. ntehlthau = Sw. mjol-
dagg = Dau. meldug— the form mele-, D. meet-,
etc., simulating melu, eta., = E. meal^), honey-
dew, < *mile (= Goth, milith = L. mel = Gr. /te/K,

at\n-\ honey (>mjtoc, myUse, milsc, mylsc,inelsc,
honeyed, sweet, mellow, = loel. milska, a hon-
eyed drink), + dedw, dew. The first element
is disputed, the word having early perished in
independent use ; but no other explanation than
that here given is plausible.] 1. A minute
parasitic fungus which frequently appears on
the leaves, stems, and various other parts of
plants or other decaying organic substances as

a white frost-like down, or in
spots or with various diseolora-
tions. The name is more properly
restricted to the Erysiplwce, or pow-
dery mildews, and the Peronosporece,
or downy mildews. The Uredineoe, of
which Pucdnia grainims, the corn-
mildew of England, is the type, are
more properly rusts. (See rust, Ure-
dineoe.) The mildews are among the
most destructive fungi known. Pero-
noBpora viticola is the very destructive
American downy mildew of the grape,
and Uncinvla ampelopsidiSy of which
the so-called O'idiwm Tuckeri is the
conidial form, is the powderjj mildew
of the grape. Phytophthora itifestans

is the downy mildew of the potato,
causing the disease known as potato-
rot 3rygiphe com/m/unis is a very

common mildew on various Legumijwsoe, Ranwnmda^ex,
etc. The so-called mildew of linen is produced by a spe-
cies of Clado^oTiwm. See Cladosporiwm, Eryeipheoe, Pero-

The Downy Mildew
of the Grape {Perotio-
spora viticola), maf•

nified.

2. A state of decay produced in living and dead
vegetable matter, and in some manufactured
products of vegetable matter, such as cloth and
paper, by the ravages of very minute parasiti-
cal fungi.

The Lord shall smite thee . . . with mUdew.
Deut. zxviii. 22.

One talks of mUdew and of frost.

Couiper, Yearly Distress.

Mildew mortification, gangrenous ergotism.

mildew (mil'dii), V. [< mildew, ».] I. trans.

To taint with mildew.

He . . . mUdews the white wheat, and hurts the poor
creature of earth. Shak., Lear, ILL 4. 123.

It detains . . . books at the Custom House till the
pages are mildewed. MaeoAday, Hist. Eng., xxi.

II. intrans. To become affected with mildew.
mildew-'bronze (mil'dii-bronz), n. Bronze in
which is imitated the effect of aging on bronzes
long buried in the ground.
mildewy (mU'du-i), a. [< mildew + -2/^.] A£-
fected by or abounding in mildew ; moldy.
mildly (mild'li), adv. [< ME. mildlich, milde-

liche, < AS. mildelice (= D. mildlijk = MLG.
mildelik = MHG. miltieliche, G. mildlich = Icel.

mildliga = Sw. mildeligen = Dan. mildelig), <

milde, mild: see mild and -ly^.'] In a mild man-
ner or degree; softly; gently; tenderly; not
roughly or violently; moderately.
mildness (mild'nes), n. [< ME. mildenes, < AS.
"mildenes (= OHG. miltmssa), < milde, mild: see
mild and -mess.] The state or quality of being
mild, in any sense of that word; gentleness of
disposition, manner, action, or effect ; moder-
ateness of quality or character; placidity; soft-

ness; yieldingness.

mild-spoken (mild'spo'kn), a. Mild in speech.
[CoUoq.]

mile (mil), n. [< ME. mile, myle, < AS. mil =
D. mijl = MLG. mile, LG. mile = OHG. mila,

milla, MHG. mile, G. meile = Icel. mila = Sw.
Dan. mil = OP. mille, mile, P. mille = Pr. Sp.

milla = Pg. milka = It. miglio, < ML. milia,

millia, fem. sing., a mile, < L. mille, so. passuum,
a mile, lit. a thousand steps: mille, pi. milia,

millia, a thousand, passMMJW, gen. pi. of ^as-
sus, a step : see pace*.'] An itinerary measure,
modified from that of the Romans, which was
equal to 1,617 English yards : used in the Brit-

ish empire, in the United States, and, formerly,

in most European countries. The ordinaryor statute

mile Is equal to 8 furlongs = 320 perches or poles = 1,760
yards = 6,280 feet; it was rendered legsd by a statute of
the thirty-flfth year of Elizabeth's reign, which pro-
hibited building within three miles of London. This mile
wafi probably intended to be about the length of a min-
ute on the earth's surface, but the perch, of which it is an
exact multiple, already existed. Gftie square mile is 6,400

square chains, or 640 acres. The nautical or geographical
mile has been variously defined : see phrase below. The
medieval English mile (divided into lOfurlongs) was equal
to 6,610 feet or 2,016 meters. The old London mile was
6,000 feet. The miles of continental Europe were of the
most various lengths, and mostly represented, as it would
seem, multiples of some modified Boman mile. The an-

cient Scottish mile was 1,976 yards = 1.123 English miles

;

the Irish mile, 2,240 yards = 1.273 English miles (11 Irish

miles being 14 English miles). The Welsh mUe was nearly

3760
4 miles English. The following table shows the values
of some of the principal miles in meters :

Itulian Miles. German Miles— contintud.
Meters. Meters.

Eeggio 1693 Hanover 7419
Modena 1669 Saxony 9062

Genoa 1488 Brunswick 7419

Lombardy 1786 Baden 8889
Naples 2226 Austria 7687

Rome 1489
Tuscany 1652 other Miles.

SIcHv 1868 _ .,, ,„na
Malta 1612 S'lJI^-, f^^Portugal 2058

German Miles. ^^.S^ A H?2Holland 5847
Geographical 7420 Denmark 7638
Prussia 7632 England 1609

I nold for al the god that euer God made,
Abide jou in a brod weie bi a large mile.

WiUiam of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1732.

A merry heart goes all the day.
Your sad tires in a mi7e-a.

Shak., W. T., iv. 2 (song).

He had ridden five Staffordshire miles.
Robin Hoods Birth (Child's Ballads, V. 349).

Geograpblcal or nautical mile, a mile variously defined
as ; (1) the mean length of a minute of latitude = 6,082.68
feet ; (2) the length of a minute of the meridian correspond-
ing to the radius of curvature of the particular latitude,
varying from 6,045.96 feet at the equator to 6,107.86 feet at
the poles ; and (3) the length of a minute of longitude on
the equator = 6,087. 16 feet. To remove all uncertainty, the
United States Coast Survey has adopted the value of the
nautical mile as equal to one sixtieth part of the length of
a degree on the great circle of a sphere whose surface is

equal to the surface of the earth. This value gives one
nautical mile = 6, 080.27 feet, which isverynearly the value
of the Admiralty knot (6,080 feet) adopted by the British
Hydrographic Office.—Three-mile limit, belt, or zone
(also called the marine belt), in international law, that
part of the margin of the high seas which is within the
jurisdiction of the nation possessing the coast, originally
determined by the circumstance that, at the time this
limit became generally recognized, a marine league ap-
proximated fairly to the dis^nce at which cannon on the
shore would serve to command the water. 1 Whart. Dig.
Int. Law, 114, § 32.

mileage (mi'laj), n. [Formerly also milage; <

mile + -age,'] 1. Length, extent, or distance in

miles ; the total or aggregate number of miles of

way made, used, or traversed : as, the mileage of

highways or waterways in a country ; the mile-

age of a railroad-line; the mileage of a year's
traffic on a railroad, or of travel through a
country.— 3. An allowance or compensation
for travel or conveyance reckoned by the mile

;

especially, payment allowed to a public func-
tionary for the expenses of travel in the dis-

charge of his duties according to the number
ofmiles passed over : as, the mileage of a sheriff,

circuit judge, or member of Congress or of a
legislature.

Private travellers can obtain permission to make use of
[post-horses] on p^ment of small mileage-dueB.

a. 0. Forbes, Eastern Archipelago, p. 62.

mile-post (mil'post), n. A post set up to mark
distance by miles along a highway or other line

of travel.

Milesia (nu-le'si-a), n. [NL.] A genus of
dipterous insects of the tamily Syrphidoe, found-
ed by Latreille in
1805. It is composed
of large, robust, nearly
naked species, black or
yellowish-brown, with
yellowish thoracic and
abdominal markings.
The genus is mostly de-
veloped in southeast-
ern Asia and the East
Indian archipelago

;

but two European spe-
cies are known, and
one, M. omata, is North
American.

Milesian! (mi-le'-
shian), a. and n. [< L. Milesius, < Gr. Mi/t^uMf,

of or pertaining to Miletus, < MOititoq, > L. Mi-
letus, Miletus: see def.] I. a. Pertaining to
Miletus, an ancient city of Caria, on the Ionic
coast of Asia Minor, or to its inhabitants.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of the ancient
Ionic city of Miletus in Asia Minor.
Milesian^ (mi-le'shian or -zhan), a. and n.

[After MilesiavX, < Milesius, a fabulous king
of Spain.] I. a. Pertaining to Ireland or the
Irish race. See H.

II. n. A native of Ireland ; a member of the
Irish race : so called from the tradition of an
ancient conquest and reorganization of the
countryby two sons of Milesius, a fabulous king
of Spain. It is supposed that the legendary race of Mile-
sians were the same as the Scots who conquered Ireland
in prehistoric times.

mile-stone (mil'ston), n. A stone or pillar set
up along a highway or other line of travel to
mark distance in miles.

The second mile-stom fronts the garden gate.
Cmoper, Betirement, 1. 490.

Omate Syrphid {Milesia ornata).

militancy

milewayt (mil'wa), «. l. A measure of timer
the third part of an hour, or twenty minutes.—
2. Five degrees of angular measurement.
As I have said, 6 of thise degrees maken a mUewey, & i-

rmlffwey maken an howre. Chaucer, Astrolabe, 1. § 16.

milfoil (mil'foil), n. [< ME. milfoil, < OF. mil-

foil, mirfuel, mierfuehmillefueil, m., millefueille,

P. millefemlle, t., = Pg. milfolhas = It. millefo-

glie, millefoglio, < L. millefolium, neut., millefo-

lia, t., milfoil, lit. (\ike Gi. xt^o<l>v^^og, milfoil),
' thousand leaves,' so called from the abundance-
of its leaves, < m-ille, a thousand, + folium, leaf:

see mill^ and/oi^i. Cf . trefoil, quatrefoil, cinque-

foil, etc.] A composite herb, Achillea Millefo-

lium, also called yarrow, it is distributed through-
out the northern hemisphere, and is found on roadsides,
in dry pastures, etc. It is a grayish-green plant, a foot or
two high, the leaves bipinnate and very finely divided,
the heads in a crowded corymb, their short rays white
sometimes rose-colored. Medicinally the milfoil is a mUd.
aromatic tonic and astringent. A. rrwschata, the musk-
milfoil, a native of the mountains of central and southern
Europe, is cultivated in Switzerland as a food for cattle.

The name is sometimes extended to other plants of the
genus.—Water-mllfoll, one of various water-plants with
finely dissected leaves, chiefly of the genus MyriophyUum.
The hooded water-milfoil is the bladderwort^ Utrimdaria-
vulgaris.

millati'i- [T-1., pi. oi milium : see Milium.'] Mil-
let; millet-seed.

They stamp their mi^uz as we do spice, . . . temper with
fresh water and salt, and make rolls thereof.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 660.

miliart, n. [< ME. miUaire, < L. miliarium (see
def.).] In Som. antiq. and later, a taU narrow
vessel for drawing and warmingwater : used in

baths.
A myliair of lede, the bothom brasse
Anende the feetes sette it so withoute
The fourneis, and the fire ther undre passe.

Pattadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 40-

miliaria (mil-i-a'ri-a), n. [NL., < L. miliaria,

fem. of miliarius, belonging to millet : see milior-

ry.J 1. Inj)aifeoi., miliary fever.— 2. In ornith.,

an old name of the oom-bunting, Emberiza mili-

aria, as that of a bird which feeds upon millet.

It is taken by some authors as a generic name
of this bunting and its near relatives.

miliary (mil'i-a-ri), a. [= F. miliaire= Sp. Pg.
miliar = It. mitiare, < L. m,iliarius, of or belong-
ing to millet, < »B»K«t»i, millet : see millet.] Re-
sembling millet-seeds, especially in size (about
one or two millimeters in diameter) ; accom-
panied by formations of this size : as, miliary
glands; miliary tuberculosis; miliary fever.

See gland, tuberculosis, fever.
milicet (mi-les'), n. [< F. milice, jnilitia: see-

militia.] Militia, in a general sense.

The two-and-twentieth of the prince's age is the thne-

assigned by their constitutions for his entering upon the
publick charges of their milice.

Sir W. Temple, War in the Low Countries.

Miliobatis, n. See Mylidbatis.
Miliola(mi-la'o-la),n. [NL.,<L. miZ«/m, millet:

see Milium.] A "genus of imperforate foramin-
ifers, typical of the family Miliolidce. The minute-
fossil tests or shells occur in immense numbers in som&
strata, being the chief constituent of the miliolite lime-
stone of the Paris basin, for example.

Miliolidse (mil-i-ol'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Miliola
+ -idee.] A family of forammiferous rhizopods,
typified by the genus Miliola. They have the test

imperforate, normally calcareous and porcelaneous, some-
times incrusted with sand, under starred conditions (for
example in brackish water) becoming chitinous or chiti-

no-arenaceous, and at abyssal depths occasionally consist-

ing of a thin, homogenous, imperforate silicious film.

milioliform (mil-i-ol'i-f6rm), a. [< NL. Miliola-

+ L. forma, form.] Same as milioline.

milioline (mil'i-a-lin), a. [< NL. Miliola +
-ine^.] Pertaining to, characteristic of, or re-

sembling the Miliokdo} or a subfamily MiUolinee r

as, a milioUne chamber or character.
Abounding near the shores of almost every sea are som&

forms of the Milioline type, so named from the resem-
blance of some of their minute
fossilized forms to millet-seeds.

IT. B. Carpenter, Micros., § 462.

miliolite (mil'i-o-Kt), a.

and n. [< NL. Miliola +
4te^.] I, a. MiUolitie.

II. n. A fossil milioline
.foraminifer.

ioiliolitic (miFi-o-lit'ik), a.

[< miliolite + -ic.] Of or
pertaining to miliolites

;

containing or consisting
of miliolites: as, miliolitic

chalk.
'""°""=-

milit. -An abbreviation of military.

militancy (mil'i-tan-si), n. [< militan(f) + -cy.}

The condition of being militant ; a state of war^
fare or conflict.



militancy
All hnuane life, especialljthe acUve put, a constitiited

in a state of oontinaal mS&ane^,
IK. Montague, Deroote Essays, I. x. 7.

It is not ODcheenng to look back opon a time when the
nation [England) was in a nonnal condition of mUHaney
against social injostice. Froude, Sketches, p. 172.

militant (mil'i-tant), a. [= F. mUitant = Sp.
Pg. It. miUtanfe, < L. miUta>i(t-)s, ppr. of mili-

iarr.serTe as a soldier: seemilitate.^ 1. Fight-
ing; vairtng; engaged in warfare

; pertaining
to warfare or oonfliot.

At which command the powers militant
. . . moved on

In silence. MUton, F. L., tl 61.

2. Having a eombatlye character or tendency;
warlike.

The mSitmt nature of l^al protection is seen in the
fact that ... it is a replacing of indiTidoal armed force
by the aimed force of Uie state, always in reserve if not
exercised. H. S^pau^tr, Prin. of SocioL, § 52S.

QniTCll militant. See churck.

anilitantly (nul'i-tant-li), adr. In a militant or
warlike manner,

militart (mil'i-tar), «. [< L. militaris: see mili-

tary.'] Military.

Althoogh he were a prince in maZiCar Tettae approved.
JBoeon, Hist. Hen. YH.

Instrnct the noble English heirs

In poUlaqne and mHUar affairs.

B. Jonaon, Underwoods^ Iviii

militarily (mil'l-ta-ri-li), adv. In a military or
warlike manner; by military force ; from a mil-

itary jKJint of view.

Austria is at this moment, nnder the treat? [of 1856],

mSHarUy occapyiog two provinces of Turkey in order to

reform them. S. A. See., CXKVIL 395.

militarism (mil'i-ta-rizm), «. [< F. militarisme

= Sp. miUtarismo ; as miUtar, miUtar-j/, + •igm.']

The military spirit; addiction to war or military

practices; me maintenance of national power
Dy means of standing armies.

The principle of FortRojhI found some sapporteis . . .

before monarcbism and imlitajigm had criMhed Hie life

out of the nation. Encyc BriL, vu. 675.

Monarchy, aristocracy, mHitarism we could not have if

we would, we would not have if we could.

A. D. While, Century's Message, p. 19.

AVho can say that the democracy will not in some sud-

den impulse of economy or aversion to militarism prema-
turely reduce the army and navy, and lay the Empire open
to aggression from every side?

Xineteenth Centmy, XX. 311.

militarist (mU'i-ta-rist), ji. [< miUtar, mHi-
tar-y, + -isW] 1. Dne devoted to military af-

fairs; one proficient in the art of war.

You're deceived, my lord; this is Monsieur Faiolles,

the gallant milUaTist—that was his own phrase— that
had the whole theoric of war in the knot of his scarf, and
the practice in the chape of his dagger.

SAot, All's WeU, iv. 3. 161.

2. One who is in favor of a standing army;
one who advocates a warlike policy.

military (mil'i-ta-ri), a. and n. [Formerly also

vuliUtr; = F. mlUtaire = Sp. Pg. mUitar = It.

militare, < L. militaris, rarely militarius, of or

belonging to soldiers or war, warlike, < milts

(miUt-), OL. meiles, a soldier.] I. a. 1. Hav-
ing the position or character of a soldier; per-

taining to soldiers; suitable to, eharacteristde

of, or performed by soldiers; soldierly: as, a
miUtary man; a mUitary deportment or dispo-

sition.

He will maintain his argument as well as any mUitary
man in the world. Shak., Hen. V., iii. 2. 8&

Was this your discipline and faith engaged.
Your mSitary obedience? MUtmi, F, I.., iv. 955.

Thon^h conrageoas in brawls a^d duels, he knew noth-
ing of mHilary duty. Maeaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

2. Belating or pertaining to war, to the art of
war, or to an armed force ; adapted to or con-
nected with a state of war; martial; warlike;
beUigerent: as, the military axt; military glory;
fniKfary history; miUtary eqaipage; & military

expedition. The military resources of a counby in-

clude both army and navy, and the phrase milOary office

has been legally construed to wply to both ; but in or-

dinary language mHUary is used only in relation to the
land-forces, as distingoi^ed from the naval or sea forces.

Both were ambitions of mUitary glory, and showed ca-

pacity for attaining it Preatnit, Ferd. and Isa., u. 25.

A mSitttry forces whether intended to operate on land

or at ses^ exists primarily for purposes of war.
J. R. SdUy, Blockade and Cruisers, p. 2S1.

3. Warlike in method or practice ; having re-

lation to the nsages or purposes of war; con-

nected with or dependent upon the use of armed
force: opposed to croti: as,a mUitory despotism;

mUitary government ; a miUtary execution.

Abbreviated mil., milit.

Bureau of HUitaiy Justice. See ftuneou.—lOUtary
architecture. See ««*«««*««.—MUltaiy art, the art

of war. (o)raet»«rf, relating to lie order andarrangement
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to be observed in the management of an army when it Is to
march, to engage an enemy, or to be encamped, (b) Tech-
nietU, Including the composition, fabrication, and applica-

tion of warlike machines, and the practice of military en-
gineering in the erection of offensive and defensive works
for the protection of an army, a city, or a country. This
branchalsocomprisesthetop(^Taphicalsurveys,thebuild- •mr'^• .. / -i/- ».\
ing of pontoon and other bndges, the projecUon and con- Milium (mU 1-um;, n

stniction of roads, telegraph-lines, railroads, etc, neces-
sary to the operations of an army in the field.—Military
l>and. See&ofui^.—HUitaiy ceremonies. Seeoemnon^.
—unitary commission. See eomnassion.—Hlllta^
COUTts, the courts of chivalry and courts martial.—IQli-
taiydrum,the side-drum or snare-drum.—Ifilitaxyen-
Kineerlng, fever, etc. Seethenouns.—IQlltaiyfeuds.
See /euds.—HiUtary Knight of Vindsor. Same as
Wiadaor Knight (which see, under in^M).—Military
law, the body of rules and ordinances prescribed by com-
pet^t authority for thegovernment of the military state,

considered as a distanct community. {Bishop.') Military
law in the United States consists of the Boles and Articles

of War, and other statutory provisions for the government
of persons subject to military control, to which may be
added the unwritten or common law derived from the
usage and custom of militaiy service^ Seetouf^, andmor-
tial law (under martial).—Military mast. See I7ui£tl.

—

Military music, martial music, suitable for a military
band and for use in connection with mHitaiy evolutions.

—miitary Olfeuyffl, offenses which are cognisable by a
court martial.—Milltuy system, the rules, regulations,
forms, etc, prescribed for uie organisation and adminis-
tration of an army in the field or in garrison or camp.

—

Military tenure, a tenure of land on condition of per-

forming mHitaiy service.—MUltazytestament, in Bom.

milk
We conUnne to mHitiate, and to raise light troops.

ITaljxiIe, To Mann, Nov. 16, 1759. (Daviei.)

2. To fight as a soldier.

The mHitiating spirits of my country.
Stone, Tristram Shandy, m. ir {Daviet.)

[XL. (Toumefort, 1700),

< L. »»»Ku»n, millet : see jm7/e*.] 1. A genus of

grasses of the tribe AgrosUdea and the subtribe
StipetB, characterized by an ovoid glume, rigid

or hardened about the caryopsis, and an avm-
less fiowering glume. They are annuals or perennials,
with flat leaves and a compound panicle of one-flowered
spikelets. There are 5 or 6 species, natives of Europe,
temperate Asia, and North America. The genus bears the
common name of mOletrgrass. U. effuguxn, widely roread
through the northern hemisphere. Is a tall haudsome
grass which thrives in dense shade. Its herbage is rel-

ished by cattle, and its seed by birds.

They hane the seed of JfiZUum in great abundance.
HtMttyet Voyaget, 1. 104.

2. [I. c] In pailiol., an affection of the seba-
ceous glands, caused by retention of their se-

cretion in the form of pearly or yellowish-white
little globular bodies embedded in the skin and
projecting slightly above its surface.

MUium is a minute white tumour, about the siae of a
millet seed, . . . which is mostly situated at or near the
free edge of the lid. J. S. WOls, Dls. of Eye, p. 682.

Utw, a nuncupative will, by which a soldier might dispose Milinsa (mil -i-ti ' sa), n. [XL. (Leschenault,
of his goods without the forms andsplemnltles which the

^ggg^^ ^^^^ ^^^ S.MiUus Votoliuas, a hortii
law requires in other cases.— Statute of mllltazy teit-

Ures, aa English statute of 1660^ which abolishedknights'
service and some of the abuses and exactions of mllitaiy
tenures. =Syn. ITariilte, etc Seemardal.

IL n. Soldiers generally; soldiery; officers

of the army: commonly with the definite ar-

ticle: as, the occasion was enlivened by the
presence of the military.

My lordgoing to the " Trumpet," in the Cockpit, 'White-

hall, an house used by IA« miUUayin his time as a young
man. Thackeray, Henry Esmond, L 14.

militate (mil'i-tat), r. i. ; pret. and pp. militated,

ppr. mUitating. [< L. militatus, pp. of militare,

(> It. miUiare = Pg. Sp. mUitar = F. miUter),

be a soldier, < miles [mUit-), a soldier: see
military.J 1. To be in conflict or at variance

;

come into collision.

cultural 'writer of the 16th century.] A genxis

of dicotyledonous polypetalous plants of the

natural order AnoneuiecB, the custard-apple fam-
ily, type of the tribe Miliusece. it is characterized

by having the outside petals small, and the interior ones
much larger, flal^ and converging at the apex. Seven or
eight species are known, natives of eastern India, and
perhaps of Australia. They arelow or medium-siaed trees,

with fioweis almost always axillary, either solitary or in

dusters, and with the petals often transparent.

Milinsese (mil-i-u'se-e), n.pl. [NL. (Bentham
and Hooker, 1862), "< MUiusa + -ete.'] A tribe

of plants of the natural order Anonacece, typi-

fied by the genus Miliusa. it is characterized by
stamens which are loosely imbricated, and with the oon-

hectJTe slightly or not at all dilated beyond the conspicu-

ous dorsal cells of the anthers. Thore are U genera and
about 65 species, all indigenous to the tropics.

Against everything which militated with the doctrines nii'llr (milk), n. [< ME. miUc, mylk, meUc, mule.
or ceremonies of his church, he hurled his anathemas.

^ ^g_ j^^^j^^ meoluc (not *nii7<;)= OFries. meloi
Whipple, Ess. and Rev., U. 90.

Hence—2. To stand in array; have weight or
force, as in determining anything: followed by
against, and permissiblyby infavor of: as, these
facts miUiate against{oi infavor of) your theory.

Multiplicity of talents has too often militated against

the due fulfilment of some special bent.

IT. Sharp, D. 6. Kossetti, p. 1.

militation (mil-i-ta'shon), M. [< L. as if *mili-

toHo(»«-), < miUtare, pp. militatus, serve as a

soldier: see miliiate.'i A fighting; warfare;

state of conflict.

Bepentance doth not cut down sin at a blow ; no, it is

a constant MSitation, & course of mortification.

The Homing Exercise Methodiud, p. 374.

militia (mi-lish'a), «. [Formerly miliee, < F. „^^„„.„.„„,„ _^.. .^ , .....,_„r .

miUce = Sp. Pg.'milieia = It. j»«is»o,<L. mUi- the noun; ef. OBulg". /Hff-a, m?e^fi, etc., = E
tto, military service, the soldiery, <»»«fes (»»«><-), f^n^jf; _ Lith. milsU = L. mulgere = 6r. a,

a soldier.] If. Military service; -warfare.

Another kind of mUMa I had then theirs. Baiter.

2. Soldiery; militants eoUeetively. [Bare.]

Enow then, unnumber'd spirits round thee fly.

The light mSiHa of the lower sky.
Pope, R. of the L., L 42.

= D. melk = MLG. LG. mellc = OHG. miluh,

MHG. milieli, mileJi, G. mtfc/i =Icel. «yoifc= Sw.
mjolk = Ban. meOc = Goth, miluks, milk ; ef. Ir.

melg = OBnlg. mleko = Pol. Bohem. mleJco =
Serv. mlijeko = Buss, moloko ="Wendish mloko,

meJauka (allprob.borrowedfrom or modified ac-

cording to the Tent., having k for the reg. g) (cf

,

"W. Uaeih, L. lae(,t-) = Gr. yaXa {ya^aur-). mUk,
of difE. origin: see lactate, etc., galaxy, etc.);

derivedfrom a common Indo-Eur.verb,namely,
AS. melean (pret. meale, pp. moleen) = D. meJ-

ken =MLG. LG. meVcen= OHG. melchan, MHG.

Hence— 3. The whole body of men declared

melcheti, melien, G. meOcen = Goth. *miCkati

(not recorded), a strong verb parUy displaced

by, or merged in, a later weak verb, E. milk —
OFries.melka =_Ieel. mjolka, etc., depending on

>.sfi, etc., = Euss.
Igere = 6r. a/ii?/-

} CIV, milk,= Skt. -y/nuaj=ZeuA-)/ mares, stroke,

rub. HeneemiM', ».,and»«f«/i, a.] 1. Awhite
or bluish-white liquid secreted by the mamma-
ryglands of the females of the class Mammalia,
and dra'wn from their breasts for the nourish-

ment of their young, it is opaque, with a slight pe-

culiar odor and a bland sweetish taste. Its chemical con.

stituents in different mammals are qualitatively alike, but^^^— _, -i-i^™ „„„;„o nT{4'l,n,,4' stituents in uinereni mammaisarequaiiuiuvei)' iui«.c, uui.

bylaw amenable to nuhtary service, 'without
qnantitatively varymuch, not only in different specie^ but

enlistment, whether armed and drilled or not

[U.S.]
It has been necessary to call into service not only vol-

unteer^ but also portions of the miUtia of the States by
draft Lincoln, in Eaymond, p. S4S.

The regular army is supported and controlled by the

federal government, but each state maintains its own mi-

Utia, which it is bound to use in c ise of internal disturb-

ance before calling upon the central government for aid.

In time of war, however, these mmtias come nnder the

control of the central government,
J. JYate, Amer. PoL Ideas, p. 98.

4. A body ofmen enrolled and drilled according

to military law, as an armed force, but not as

regular soldiers, and called out in emergency
for actual service and periodically for drill and
exercise. The feudal array of the middle ages was prop-

erly a militia, and the first proceeding of modern warfare

consisted in the gradual adoption of permanent and regu-

lar troojis, which superseded the militia.

militiaman (mi-lish'a-man), ». ;
pi. niUitiamen

(-men). One who belongs to the organized and
armed militia.

militiatet (mi-lish'i-at), r. «. [< militia + -ate^.

Cf. militate.'] 1 . To levy or raise troops ; main-

tain a standing army.

also in different individuals, or even at different times

in the same individuaL The
amount of water varies from
about 80 to 90 iier cent, the
residuebeingcomposed of albu-

minoids (casein and lactopro-

tein), fat, milk-sugar, and cer-

tain salts, chiefly phosphates.
Under the microscope it ap-

pears as a clear transparent
fluid, in which a large number
of minute globulesare suspend-
ed. When allowed to rest, these

globules rise to the surface,

forming a yellowish stratum,

thecream,which consists main-
ly of the fat; mixed with some
casein, and retaining some serum. In the cow about 4 per

cent of the milk is cream, in the human female less, in

the mare scaroelymorethanl percent By churning, the

globules unite to form butter, leaving the buttxrmHk,

which is essentially a solution of milk-sugar, with the salts

and some casein and butter. The milkfrom which cream

is separated is skimmed mUk, which whoi left to itself (if

not too cold) develops, from the action of a certam bac-

terium, lactic acid, which separates the casein in a coagu-

lated condition called curds; the same effect is produced

by some other acids, and by rennet, the prepared inner

membrane of the stomach of a calf. The liquid separated

from the coagulum is called vhey, and contains chiefly

Drop
glob lies (highly

ibovii^
magnmiled).



milk
milk-sugar and some salts. Cheese is prepared by coagu-
lating mlllc with rennet, allowing the whey to separate,
and adding salt to the curd. The specific gravity ol both
cow's and human milk is about 1.030. fimnan milk is al-

ways alkaline, cow's milk either alkaline or acid, while
the milk ol carnivora is always acid. Milk represents a
complete or typical food, in which all the constituents
necessary for maintaining the life and growth of the body
are present. In rare instances milk, in greater or less
abundance, is secreted by the mammary glands of the
adult human male.

MUke before wine, I would twere mine

;

Milke taken after, is poisons daughter.
Quoted in Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), Index, p. 100.

She bath'd her body many a time
In fountains flll'd with mUk.

Queen Eleanor's Fall (Child's Ballads, VII. 297).

2. Anything resembling milk in appearance,
taste, etc., as tlie juice of the eoeoanut and the
sap of certain plants (see latex).

Thoo [squills] that in hilles growe or places colde
Have litel mylk.

Palladim, Husbondrie (B. E. T. S.), p. 124.

At the time when the contents of the berry [wheat] are
in the condition technically known as rmlk.

Ure, Diet., IV. 153.

3. The spat before it is dischargedfrom an oys-
ter.— 4. A slight cloudy opacity occurring in
some diamonds.
Cloudy imperfections known in the trade as "milk" or

"salt" tTre, Diet., II. 24.

Blue milk, (a) Milk deprived of its cream ; skimmed
milk. It has a faint bluish tinge. [Colloq.] (&)J^ilk which
has undergone a special fermentation caused by a microbe,
Baetermm cyaTwgenwm, which causes it to assume a blue
color.— Bristol milk, a mixed beverage of which sherry
is the chief ingredient.

Plenty of brave wine, and above all Brigtdt milk.
PepySf Diary.

A rich brewage made of the best Spanish wine, and cel-

ebrated over the whole Idngdom as Bristol rmlk.
Macatday, Hist. Eng., iiL

Condensed milk, milk preserved by the addition of sugar
with or without other ingredients, and subsequent reduc-
tion by evaporation to a half or a fourth of its bulk, some-
times even to dryness.—Fairy's milk, a peculiar milky
secretion produced by the mammary glands of infants for
some days after birth.- In milk. In the mUk, milky

;

containing the spat, as oysters ; containing a white juice,

as wheat before the grains harden.— Milk Of almonds,
an emulsion prepared by rubbing blanched almonds with
gum arable, sugar, and water,—Milk of lime, slaked lime
suspended in water ; so called as resembling milk in ap-
pearance.—Milk of sulphur, precipitated sulphur.

—

Pigeon's milk, a milky or curdy secretion of the crop of

pigeons of both sexes, upon which they feed their young
for some time by disgorging or regurgitating it into their

mouths.—Red milk, milk which has assumed a red color

from the growth of a chromogenic fungus. Micrococcus
prodigiosus.— Sugar of milk. Same as lactose.—Whole
mUk, milk with all its cream. [Eng.]—Yellow milk,
mflk which has assumed a yellow color, due to a coloring
matter produced by a microbe. Bacterium synxanthwm.

milk (milk), V. t. [< ME. milken, < AS. meolcian
= OFries. melka (= leel. mjolJca = Sw. mjolka
= Dan. malke), draw milk, give milk, < medle,

milk: see milk, n., where an earlier form of the
verb is mentioned.] 1. To press or draw milk
from the breasts or udders of : as, to milk a cow.

The lew may not mUike his cattell, nor eate of the milke
when he hatli procured a Christian to milke them, except
he first buy it, but at his owne price.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 205.

Thou wilt not find my shepherdesses idly piping on
oaten reeds, hut milHng the kme.

Gay, Shepherd's Week, Proeme.

3t. To suck.
I have given suck, and know

How tender 'tis to love the babe that mUks me.
Shak., Macbeth, i. 7. 66.

3. Figuratively, to drain the contents or the

strength from; exhaust gradually: as, to milk

a friend's purse ; the soil has been milked of its

fertility. [Obsolete or colloq.]

And to ayd the kyngein hys right must thecommons be
milked till they bleede agayne. Tyndale, Works, p. 366.

This three year I have milked their hopes.
B. Jonson, Volpone, i. 1.

4. In racing slang, to bet against, as an owner
against his horse when the horse is to be with-

drawn, or cannot win, or is not to be allowed to

win.— 5. In teleg., to draw part of the current

from (a wire) through an instrument without

cutting the wire ; read a message by placing an

induction apparatus close to (the wire).

The rapidity and simplicity of the means by which a

wire could be milked without being cut or put out of cir-

cuit struck the whole of the party.
Preacott, Elect. Invent., p. 108.

6t. To supply with mUk ; feed with milk.

Norished was Terry fuetly to ryght
That she full ofte hym raid [dressed] and dight,

Chaufed, milked, and rechaufed again.

Bom. ofPartenay (B. E. T. S.), 1. 4024.

For lyche a moder she can cherishe.

And mj/Zten as doth a norys. Rom. of the Rose.

milk-abscess (milk'ab'-'ses), n. An abscess of

the female breast arising during lactation.
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milk-and-water (milk'and-wa't6r), a. Insipid,

like Tnillr diluted witH' water; hence, weak;
characterless; wishy-washy. [Colloq.]

What slays a veteran may well lay a milk-and-water bour-

geois low. C. Reads, Cloister and Hearth, xxvi.

milk-blotch (mitk'bloch), n. An eruption of

numerous minute vesicles on a red surface, on
the faces of infants, in some cases extending

to the neck and breast. The vesicles break, and dis-

charge a viscid fiuid, which becomes incrusted in yellow-

ish or greenish scabs, forming, as they extend, a kind of

mask. It is a form of vesicular eczema. Also called mUk-
crust or milk-scab.

milk-can (mUk'kan), n. A large can for carry-

ing mUk to market or to customers.

mi&-car (milk'kar), ». A special form of box
freight-ear with end platforms and passenger-

car springs, used for the transportation of mUk
in cans. [U. S.]

milk-cooler (milk'ko'"ler), n. An apparatus
for cooling fresh milk by means of ice or cold

water.
milk-crust (milk'krust), n. Same as milk-

blotch.

milk-cure (milk'kur), n. A system of medical
treatment by means of a diet of milk.

milk-damet (milk 'dam), n. A wet-nurse; a
foster-mother.

Then her owne mylckdame in byrth soyl was breathles

abyding. Stardhurst, Maeid, iv. 681.

milk-dentition (milk'den-tish'''on), n. See
dentition.

milk-duct (mUk'dukt), n. The duct, or any one
of several ducts, which conveys milk from the
place of its secretion in the mammary gland
through the nipple to the exterior; a galac-
tophorous duet.

milken (mil'kn), a. [< ME. milken (?), < AS.
*mylcen, milcen, of milk, < meolc, milk: see mMTc,

».,and-e»2.] 1. Consisting of milk. [Rare.]

The remedies are to be proposed from a constant course
of the Milken diet. Sir W. Temple.

2. Milky; resembling milk.

She having with a pretty paleness, which did leave
milken, lines upon her rosy cheeks, paid a little duty to
human fear. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iv.

milken-'wayt (mil ' kn - wa), ». Same as

I said thine eyes were stars, thy breasts the nuUken-way.
Sir P. Sidney (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 664).

milker (mil'ker), n. 1. One who milks.

His kine, with swelling udders, ready stand,

And, lowing for the pail, invite the milker's hand.
Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Oeorgics, ii. 764.

2. An apparatus for milking cows mechanical-
ly.— 3. A cow or other animal that gives milk

:

usually with a qualifying term. [Colloq.]

Inferior cows will require to be weeded out, and the
utmost attention must be paid to breeding good milkers.

Quarterly Rev., CXLV. 823.

milk-factory (milk'fak'''to-ri), n. See the quo-
tation.

Factories, as explained by Canon Bagot, in a paper read
at the recent BaiTry Conference in Ireland, are of three
kinds, distinguished by him as milk fa^!tories, creameries,

and butter factories. In the milk factories, which are be-

coming common in the south of Ireland, the whole milk
is purchased from the farmers, the price paid lately being
4d. to 4Jd. a gallon, and the separated milk, after the
cream has been extracted by the mechanical cream sepa-

rator, is taken back by the farmers, at Id. to 2d. a gallon,

for the feeding of pigs. Quarterly Rev,, CXLV. 306.

milk-fat, ». See milk-vat.

milk-fever (milk'fe^vfer), n. A name applied to

light feverish attacks coming on shortly after

childbirth, and coinciding more or less with the
beginning of lactation.

milk-fisk (milk'fish), n. A clupeoid fish, Cha-
nos salmoneu8. See Chanos.

milkful (milk'fid), a. [< milk, »., -1- -/«?.]

Aboimding or overflowing with milk ; fertile

;

fruitful.

MUk-fidl Vales, with hundred Brooks indented.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Decay.

milk-glass (milk'glas), n. Same as cryolite

glass (which see, under cryolite).

milk-globule (milk'glob"ul), n. One of the

numerous small highly refractive oil-globules

floating in the milk-plasma. The white color and
• opacity of milk are due to the milk-globules, which reflect

the light. They consist of fat or butter, surrounded by a
very thin envelop of casein.

milk-kedge (milk'hej), n. A shrub or small tree,

EuphorWa Ttrvmlli, native in Africa, and nat-

uralized in parts of India. It branches densely, is

perenniallygreen, and is much used for hedges. Its wood,
which is very hard, and durable when not exposed to wet, is

valuable for gunpowder-charcoal. Its milky juice is an
Indian specific for syphilis.

milk-bouse (milk'hous), n, A dairy.

milk-molar

Who would not thinke it a ridiculous thing to see a lady
in her mUke-hiyuse with a veluet gown'?

PtrttenAom, Arte of Eng. Poesle, lii. 24.

milkily (mirki-U), adv. With a milky appear-
ance ; after the manner of milk,

milkiness (mil'ki-nes), n. 1. The state of be-
ing milky, or of resembling milk in quality or
appearance.

All nebulsB naturally seemed to him (Hersohel) to be but
stellar clusters, so distant as to cause the individual stars

to disappear in a general milkiness or nebulosity.
Nevxotnb and Holden, Astron., p. 468.

Hence— 2. Blandness; mildness; softness.

Would I could share the balmy, even temper.
And milkiness of blood. Dryden, Cleomenes, i. 1.

My new companion poured out his complaints in no
mMHness of mood. T. C. Grattan.

milking (mil'king), n. [Verbal n. of milk, v.}

1. The act of drawing milk.— 2. The milk so
obtained at one time.—3. In racing slang, the
keeping of a horse a favorite, at short odds, for

a race in which he has no
chance, or from which
he is to be withdrawn,
with the object of bet-

ting against him. KriMs
Guide to the Turf.

milking-StOOl (mil'king-

stol), n. A stool used to

sit on while milking a
cow. The stool in common
use has three legs. In Swit-
zerland one is used consisting

of a disk which can be strapped
to the person, with a sharpened
or pointed prop about a foot

long.

milking-time (mil'king-
tim), n. The time of day, especially about sun-
set, at which cows or other milch animals are
usually milked.

I think it is now about milking-time; and yonder they
be at it. /. Waiton, Complete Angler, p. 170.

milking-tube (mil'king-tub), n. A perforated
tube of silver which is inserted in the milk-
duct of a cow's teat, to overcome the muscular
contraction, and thus facilitate the flow ofmilk.

milk-kinship (milk'nu'ship), n. The kinship
arising from adoption or fostering.

We find among the Arabs a feeling about mUk-kinsM'p so
well established that Mohammed's law of forbidden de-

grees gives it all the effects of blood-relationship as a bar
to marriage. W. R. Smith, Kinsliip and Marriage, p. 149.

milk-ky(milk'ki'), «.^Z. Milch cows. [Scotch.]

And 111 gi' thee ane o' my best mUk-ky,
To maintain thy wife and children three.

Dick o' the Cow (Child's Ballads, VI. 78).

milk-leg (milk'leg), n. Same as phlegmasia

Swiss Milkiug-stoo], Canton
of Berne.

milkless (milk'les), a. [< milk, n., + -less.']

Without milk; specifically, in hot., not sup-
plied with or producing milk, a character of

nigh importance in agarieinous fungi.

Gills [of Russula] nearly equal, milkless, rigid, brittle,

^ith an acute edge.
Cooke, Handbook of Brit. Fungi, p. 217.

milk-livered (milk'liv''''erd), a. Timid; cow-
ardly; white-livered.

MUk-liver^d man.
That beai'st a cheek for blows, a head for wrongs.

Shak., Lear, iv. 2. 50,

milk-madgef (milk'maj), n. A milkmaid.
Shall I now, lyke a castaway nrvUckmadge,

On mye woers tormoure be fawning?
Stanihurst, .^neid, iv. 672. (Dailies.}

milkmaid (milk'mad), a. A woman who milks
cows or is employed in a dairy.

The milkmaid singeth blithe.
Milton, L'Allegro, I. 65.

milkman (milk'man), «.; pi. milkmen (-men). A
man who sells milk; especially, one who goes
from door to door serving TnilTr to famUies.
milk-meat (mUk'met), n. Food consisting of

or made with milk, as cheese, butter, etc.

The help which fasting does to prayer cannot be served
by changing fiesh into fish, or ndlk-meats into dry diet.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, iv. 6.

Abstaining from fiesh and mUk-meats on Friday.
N. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, p. 274.

milk-mirror (milk'mir'''or), n. Certain marks
on the udder and perineum of the cow, con-
sisting of spots and lines on which the hair

grows upward (the hair on other parts growing
downward), supposed to indicate, by their form,

size, and direction, the characters of the cow
as regards both the quantity and the quality of

her milk.

milk-mite (milk'mit), n. See cheese-mite.

milk-molar (milk'm6''lar), n. One of the
grinders or back teeth di the milk-dentition,



milk-molar

corresponding to and replaced by a premolar
of the permanent dentition,
milk-nurse (mUk'n^rs), n. A wet-nurse.

My mither was a gude mOt-mtne,
And a gade Douiice was sh&

Bari mekard (Child's Ballads, IIL 396).

milk-pail (milk'pal), n. A paU for holding
milk ; specifically, the wooden or tin vessel com-
monly nsed in milMng.
Vay fractious, and apt to kick over the miUi-pa3.

Quarterly Jfer., CLXV. 119.

milk-pan (milk'pan), R. A large shallow pan
inwMeh milk is kept to allow the cream to rise.

milk-pap (milk'pap), H. A teat or nipple.
[Rare.]

Let Dot the viigin's cheek
Make soft thy trenchant sword; for those mUkpaps,
That through the window-bars bore at men's eyes.
Are not within the leaf of pity writ^

Shale, T. of A., iv. S. lli

milk-parsley (milk* pars 'li), n. A EDrox>e-
an ninbelliferoQS plimt, Peucedanum palustre,
abounding with an acrid milky juice ; also, &-
liHum earuifoUum of the same fomilr, some-
times distinguished as caraway-leafed miOc-
parsley.

milk-pea (milk'pe), ». See GdlacHa, 2.

milk-plasma (milk'plaz'ma), ». A clear
sUghuy opalescent fluid obtained by filtering

milk through clay filters or membranes.
milk-IMXrridge (milk'por'ij), «. Porridge made
with mUk instead of water.

milk-pump (milk'pump), n. Ati instrument for
drawing mUk from the breasts ; a breast-pump.
milk-punch (milk'punch'). n. A drink made
of milk, spirits (usuallybrandy,rnm, or whisky),
sugar, and nutmeg.
"1 don't know," replied Mr. Pickwick, with eqnal care-

lessness ; *'it smdls, 1 think, like mtft-jntncA."
DCdKn£, Pickwick, i

milk-quartz (milk'kwarts'), n. A variety of
quartz of a milk-white color. Also called vmOcy
quart:.

imlk-scab (milk'skab), ». Same as miJk-blotch.

mllk-selet, " [ilE.] AmUk-paiL
Knltial^ a myft ade. Xomiaale MS. (Halliuxa.)

milk-shake I milk'shak'), n. A beverage com-
posed of mUk and carbonated water with the
addition of a flavoring, mixed by being vigor-
ously shaken up and down by hand or by a
small machine. [Eecent, U. S.]

milk-sick (milk'^), a. Infected with milk-
sickness. [CoUoq.]

Trembles and milk-sickness were generally hard to
locate by sfarangeis in the {HiTticalar "settlement" as a
"miiUr-ciict farm " was not desirable as a place of residence,
and, if known to be snch, was rendered almost aDsalabl&

Slide's Handbook of Med. Sdmuxs, V. 9.

milk-sickness (milk'slk'nes). ;i. A malignant
disease, occurring in some parts of the United
States,whiehaffects certain kinds offarm stock,

and also persons who eat the flesh or dairy pro-
ducts of cattle so infected. The symptoms are vomit-
ins^ purging, extreme nervons agitation, etc From the
peculiar tremors that characterize it, it is also called the
trembies.

milk-snake (milk'snak), n. A handsome and
harmless serpent, Ophibolus eximius, of the fam-
ily Colubri(l<p. common in many parts of the
United States. It attains a length irfaboat 3 feet; the
coloration is yeUowish-gray, with a dorsal series of 50 or
more elliptacal chocolate black-bordered blotches, and on
each side two other alternating series of blotches ; the ab-
domen is yellowish-white with sqaaieblack blotches. It is

also called ehidKn.snaie and thunder-and^ightninff snate.

milksop (milk'sop), n. [< ME. miCksoppe; <
mSk, n., + sop, ».] 1. Apiece of bread sopped
in milk. [Bare.]—2. A soft, effeminate, girl-

ish man; one who is devoid of manliness: a
term of contempt.

Alias ! she seith, that ever I was shape
To wed a miZtaop or a coward iqie.

Chaucer, ProL to Monk's Tale, L S.

'TIS now come to that pass that he is no gentleman, a
very mSk^sop, a clown, of no bringing np, that wiU not
drink. Bujton, Anat. of MeL, p. 143.

milksopism (milk'sop-izm), R. [< milksop +
-ism.'\ The character of a milksop ; effeminacy.
Xoeies Jmhrosiana, Sept.. 1832. [Rare.]

milkstone (milk'ston), n. A white calcined
flint, often fonnd in connection'with prehistoric
remains. They are snpposed to have been repeatedly
heated in order to be thrown into water to make it boil,

at a time when pottery vessels were not made to resistthe
action of fire.

milk-sugar (milk'shug'ar), n. Same as lactose.

milk-tester (milk'tes't^r), n. A lactometer or
lactodensimeter. See tester.

milk-thistle (mUk'this'l), n. A thistle-like

plant, SUybum (Carduus) Sfarianum, native in
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southern Europe, somewhat cultivated and
spontaneous elsewhere. The leaves are va-
riegated with white. Sometimes called lady's-
thisOe.

milk-thrush (milk'thrush), M. InjMi(Ao2. See
aphtha.

milk-tie (milk'ti), n. Same as miOc^nship.
The strength of the foster-feeling, the nuOr-tie, among

the Scotch Highlanders is a familiar instance of a mode
ofregardingrelationship very dlSerenttrem that prevalent
among ns. Sir J. Lubbodc, Orig. of Civilisation, p. M5.

milk-tooth (milk'toth), «. [= D. melktand =
G. milchzahn= Sw. »i/oU'1and=Dan. melketa«d.'\
A tooth of the milk-dentition ; a temporary or
deciduous tooth, which is shed and replaced. A
chUd has 20 milk-teeth.
milk-tree (milk'tre), ». l. Same as cow-tree
(Brosimumgalactodendron).—2.A tree of one of
several other genera, as TdbemiBmontana utilis,

of British Guiana—Jamaica mUk-tree, or niitt-
unod, Pteudalmedia tpuria.—Madagascar ndlk-tree,
Cerbera OdaUam. i-eaCaitrxi.

milk-tube (milk'tub), fi. In bot., a latieiferons
tube.

milk-vat, milk-fat (mUk'vat, -fat), n. [< ME.
*milk-fat, < AS. meolc/cet (= D. MLG. melfcrat =
OHG. miJidifaz, MHG. milOifa:, G. milchfass =
Sw. mj6lkfat=Xiaia.mesCkefad), a vessel for milk,
< meolc, milk, + feet, vessel: see/ot2, rat] A
tank or tub into which milk is poured, espe-
cially for coagulating with rennet, in the mann-
facture of cheese.
milk-'Tessel (mOk'ves'el), «. In bot., one of
the tubes in which a milky fluid is secreted; a
latieiferons vessel.

milk-Tet«^ (mUk'vech), n. A plant of the
genus Astragalus: so called from a belief that
these plants increased the secretion of Tnillr ia
goats feeding upon them.
milk-'walk (milk'wak), n. A rotmd or beat for
selling milk: a milkman's route. [Eng.]
"My father had a mSk-walk," he said, and when he died

I was withoat money, and had nothing to do.
Mayhew, London Labonr and London Poor, I. 4S5.

milk-warm (milk'warm), a. Warm as milk as
it comes from the breast or udder.

They had baths of cool water for the smnmer ; but in
general they used it fmOc-vrarm.

SmoBM, France and Italy, xzxiL (Daaes.)

milkweed (milk'wed), n. 1. A general name
for plants of the genus Asdepias, somewhat es-

pecially for A . Corn uti. the most commonAmer-
ican species : so called from their milky juice.
The bast of A. Camuti forms a tongh textile fiber. The
swamp-milkweed, A. inearrtata, is another conunon spe-
cies, with rather handsome flesh-colored flowers. Also
called aZtuKcd.

2. A plant of the genus Euphorbia, especially
£. coroUata, the flowering or blooming spurge.
^ee Euphorbia.— 3. In Great Britain: (o) The
sow-thistle, Sonchus oleraeeus. (6) The milk-
parsley, Peucedanum paluftre Green milkweed,
a plant of the genus Aeavtes and perhaps Aselepiodora,
both closely allied to Aiiie^as.

milk-white (mUk'hwit), a. [< ME. milkwhit,

melkwhit, < AS. meolchwit. white asmilk, (.meolc,

milk, + hwit, white.] White as milk.

A little western flower.

Before mSk-vhiie, now purple with love's wound.
And maidens call it love-in-idleness.

Shak., M. X. D., it 1. 16T.

milk-woman (milk'wum'an), n. A wet-nurse.
[Scotch.]
milkwood (milk''wud), ». A name of several

trees of different genera, (o) The Jamaica milk-
tree, Pteudolmedia tpuria. (6) A West Indian apocyna-
ceous shrnb, lUtuuxiljia caneseen^ called hoaryAeafed rmJOc-

wood. (c) A very milky enphorbiaceous dree, Sapivm Lau-
rocerasui (var. diiptieum), called Jamaica mitkwood.

milkwort (milk'wert), n. 1. A plant of the
genus PolygaJa, formerly imagined to increase
the milk of nurses. In Great Britain the common
milkwort is P. mtgarig— also called croa-fioieer, gano-
JUnoer, and procession- and rogaOon-^fiower, in allusion to
Its time of blooming and nse.

2. A seaside plant, Glaux marifima, 'with the
same supposed property. Also called sea-

miUcwort.

milky (nul'ki), a. [< milk, n., -I- -yl.] 1. Con-
taining, consisting of, or resembling milk: as,

a ntHky fluid; a milky color.

Some plants, npon breaking their vessels, yield a mUty
juice. Arbuthnot, Aliments.

The paHs high foaming with a mitiy flood.

Pope, Iliad, xvl TK'.

And mUtier every nuOy sail

On winding sbteam or distant sea.

Tennx/son, In Memoriam, cxv.

2. Yielding milk.

Perhaps my passion he disdains.

And courts the mUty mothers of the plains.
Botcommon.

mill

3. Full of milt or spa'wn. as ovsters: a trade
use.—4. Soft; mild; timorotis; effeminate.

Has friendship snch a faint and mSty heart.
It turns in less than two nights?

SAa*., T. of A.. ilL 1. 57.

Thy nuZiy meek face makes me sick with hate !

ShMcy, The Cenci, IL 1.

mby quartz. Same as niiZt-^uartz.

milky-tailed (mU'ki-tald), a. Having nulky
color on the caudal fin: specific in the phrase
mUky-tailed shiner, the slender silverfin, Cliola
galacturus, a eyprinoid fish abounding in moun-
tain streams of the Ohio valley and southward.
Milky Way (mil'ki wa). [Formerly also mil-
ken-Kay; cf. D. melktceg = G. milchweg = Sw.
(rare) mjolkrag= Dan. melkeEei.1 The Gkilaxy.
See Galaxy, 1.

That MiOty ITai/ which down Heav'ns Mountain flows
Its beauteous smoc'ttiness to her footsteps ows.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, iiL 3C

milll (mil), II. [< HE. mille, meUe, muUe, mylle,
earlier nii7ii, milne, myhi, mulne, < AS. mylen,
myln = OFries. mole = D. molen, meulen =
lOiG. mole, moUe, LG. molen = OHG. niuZtn,

»i«7», MHG. miile, miil, G. mShle = Icel. mylna
= Sw. molla = Dan. molle = F. moulin = Sp.
molino =Pg. moinlio =It. muUito, < LL. molina,
a mill, orig. fem. of L. molinus, of a mill, <
mola, a millstone, pi. molce, a mill (also grains
of spelt ground) (= Gr. ui'/jj, a mUlstone, mill).

< molere, grind, = Goth, malan = leel. mala =
OHG. malan = AS. malan, grind: see malm,
meall, mold^, etc. From the L. mola are also E.
iH0fc3, mole*, molar, moline, etc., mullet^, etc.]

1. A mechanical device for grinding grain for
food. Ancient mills, and those still in use in nncivil-
iaed or half-civilized conntries, are simple devices for rub-
bing or pounding the grain, commonly two stones, one of
which is moved
npon the other by
hand. The common
modem mill con-
sists essentially of
two flat circular
stones,one ofwhich
is moved upon the
other, and between
which the grain is

triturated. The
bedstone and run-
ner are together
called a run qf
stones. In some
mills the under
stone is themnner.
Such amill is called
an "under-mnner,"
while an "upper-
runner" is one like

that shown in the
cut. The bush, g,
in the bedstone is

&stened in its

place by wedges.
The balance-ryud,

j, is a curved bar which crosses the eye or central open-
ing of the runner on the under side at the margin of
the eye and supports the stone. The supporting bear-
ing of the balance-rynd is a central socket called a codt-

eye, and the supporting point of the
spindle which fits the cockeye is
<»lled the eoekhectd. The spindle,
balance-rynd, and runner-stone are
raised or lowered by means of the
bridge-tree and lighter-screw to ad-
just Uie runner properly in relation
to the bedstone, llie hopper, p, re-
ceives the grain tobe ground, and de-
livers it to the shoe, which is loosely
supported, and kept constantly vi-

brating by the rotation of the damsel,
a sort of trundle-wheel, the trundles
of which chatter against the shoe,
flour is also made by cylinder-mills
or roller-mills. The rollers act by
crushing, by crushing and rubbing,
as when they are caused to run with
different peripheral velocities, or by
a cutting or scraping action, as when
they are serrated and revolved in
such manner that the cutting edges

of one roller act toward the cutting edges of the other.

Thou combrest bothe foo & frende,
Thi mytle hath gronnde thi laste grlste.

Hymm to Virgin, etc (E. Z. T. S.), p. 74.

Much water goeHi by the mSl that the miller knoweth
not of. J. Seytpood, Proverbs (1546X ii- o.

Two women shall be grinding at themiZI. Mat. ttiv. 41.

2. A machine for grinding or pulverizing any
solid substance. The word in this use is generally in

composition with a word denoting the purpose for which
themm is designed: as. paint-mitl, quartz-mUl, cofee-mIL

One could see by the way he ground the coffee in the
miU n&iled to th'b wall that'he was reckless of the results.

IT. M. Baier, Sew Timothy, p. 29*.

8. A machine which transforms raw material

by a process other than grinding into forms fit

for uses to which the raw material is unfitted.
In this use also the word is generally in composition, as

Grindii^-inilL

ff, bedstone ; 6, iniuier ; e. step or ink ; y.
bridge-tree; i«,eye; 0, boop; ^.hopper; 9.
shoe ; r, spout ; s, damsel ; z, l^hter-sctew ;

3. husk.

l^lillrtnMftJCT,!!

Pans aiound the
spindle and eye : a.
bedstone; ^, runner;^,
bu^; k, kindle; t,

driver ; J, .balanoe-
lynd; A, cockeye; A
cockhead; ff, eye; >>
hopper; ^, shoe; s.



mill

taw-mill, platiitig-mia, etc. This use of the word is, how-
ever, limited and arbitrary, many macliines which trans-
form raw materials not being called mills.

4. A machine which, does its work by rotary
motion, especially a lapidary wheel.— 5. A
treadmill. [Colloq,]

A few weeks after I was grabbed for this, and got a
month at the TtnU; but I was quite innocent of prigging.

Quoted in Mayhew'i London Labour and London Poor,
[I. 390.

6. (a) A bnilding in which grinding is done

:

oftenin composition: as, afl.our-j»JK,water-?nJK,
windmiH, etc. (6) Inmeto?., any establishment
in which metalliferous ores are treated in the
moist way, as by stamping and amalgamating,
by grinding in pans, or by similar methods.
Those works m which the reduction is performed by the
aid of fire are usually designated smelting-works, or some-
times (especially in the case of iron) furnaces. In the
manufacture of iron a waU is an establishment where
the metal in the rougher form (that is, in that of blooms,
slabs, rough bars, etc.) is worked up into various kinds of
merchantable iron, or into those forms which are desired
by the different classes of consumers of the metal, such as
rails, plates, merchant bars, and many other similar pro-
ducts, (c) A large building used as a factory,
and occupied by machinery for the purposes of
manufacture: as, a silk-j»iM; a ootton-m«K.

—

7. In calico-printing or bank-note engraving, a
soft steel roller which receives under great
pressure an impressed design in relief from a
hardened steel engraved roll or die, and which
is used in turn, after being hardened, to impart
the design in intaglio to a calico-printing roll

or note-printing plate.—8. [Cl.mUl^,v.,l.'\ A
snuff-box. Also mull. [Scotch.]

As soon as I can And my mUl,
Ye'se get a snuff wi' right guid will.

Picken, Poems, I. 117. (Jamieson.)

He plucked forth a huge horn snuff-box, or mvU, as he
called it, and proffered me. Scott, Bob Roy, vi.

9. A kind of screw-press introduced during the
reign of EUzabeth into England from Prance,
and designed to supersede the manufacture of
gold coins by the primitive method of striking
dies with a hammer, it was introduced in 1661, dis-

continued in 1572, reintroduced in 1666 and 1658, and per-
manently adopted shortly after the restoration of Charles
IL The more modem coining-press has supplanted this
machine. The mill not only struck the legend, but also
raised the rim on the margin and serrated the edge. These
serrations were at first skaight; but^ having been found
easy to imitate by filing, they were made curvilinear in the
reign of George IL
Coining gold and silver with the mill and press.

Walpole, Anecdotes of Painting, 11. iii.

10. In mining, a passage or opening left for
sending down stuff from the stopes to the level
beneath.— 11. [< milP-, v., 10.] A pugilistic
contest; a fight with the fists. [Slang.]

One of the most gratifying mUls in the annals of the
schooL Dickens, Our School.

Barker's mill, an ingenious machine, moved by the cen-
trifugal force of water, invented by Dr. Barker. It con-
sists of a vertical axis CD, n
moving on a pivot at D, and
carrying the upper millstone
m, atteT passing through an
opening in the fixed millstone
71. Upon this vertical axis
is fixed a vertical tube TT,
communicating with a hori-
zontal tube AB, at the ex-
tremities of which, 4 and B,
are two apertures in oppo-
site directions. When water
from the mill-course MN is

introduced into the tube TT,
it flows out of the apertures
A and B, and by the pressure
of the water on the parts of
the tube opposite the aper-
tures the arm AB, and conse-
quently the whole machine,
is put in motion. The bridge-
tree ai is elevated or de-
pressed by turning the nut c at the end of the lever eb.

The grain to be ground is poured into the hopper H. As
modified by Whitelaw it is used in Great Britain under
the name of Scotch turbine. See turbine.— Cannon-ballmm See cannon-ball.—CtdUan mill, a form of mill
consisting of two heavy wheels or rollers, set parallel on a
horizontal shaft, and haying a double rotation, that on the
horizontal shaft, and a second around a vertical axis con-
trolling the horizontal shaft. The rollers travel in a vat
or other suitable receptacle, and scrapers are usually
provided to keep the material in the path of the wlieels.^

This form of mill, which is of much antiquity, is now'
used especially for grinding oleaginous seeds, nuts, fruits,

etc. See arrastre.— Cone-and-cradle mill, a mill hav-
ing a conical muUer or grinder reciprocating in a semi-
cylindricai concave or bed. E. H. Knight.— Crooke's
mill, an occasional name for Crooke's radiometer (which
'see, under radiometer).—i6se-TvameT mill, a mill in
which the millstones grind by their peripheral surfaces in-

stead of by their flat surfaces. The stones are generally
two in number (though a single one is sometirafes used),

and run in a circular trough provided with a bottom of

stone or of iron. The trough holds the material to be
ground. The stones are pivoted to the ends of an axle
like cart-wheels, and the axle is attached in the middle to

a vertical shaftwhich rolls the stones around in the trough.
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thus effecting both a rolling and a rubbing action upon
the material to be ground. Such mills are used for grind-
ing flaxseed preparatory to expressing the oil, in iron-

foundries for grinding sand and clay, and for other pur-
poses.—Horizontal mill, a mill having the acting sur-

faces in a horizontal plane at right angles to the vertical

axis of the revolving stones, as in a grain-giinding milL

—

Hydraulic, lapldaiy, etc., mm see the adjectives.

—

Levigating mlU. See lemgatei.—Jiouae mill, a com-
bined electromagnetic engine and induction electrical ma-
chine used for feeding forward the paper record-ribbon,

and for electrifying the ink, in Thomson's siphon-record-

er for submarine telegraphy.— Revolving mill, a form of

Chilian mill in which the pan turns while the axis of the
rollers does not change its position ; a revolving-pan mill.

—Tobring grist to the mlU. See^rist.-Togothrougll
the mill See go.

JOiW- (mil), V. [< milU, m.] I. trans. 1. To
grind in a mill; grind; reduce to fine particles

or to small pieces by grinding or other means.

Barker's Mill.

'Tis here ; this oval box well flU'd

With best tobacco, finely mUl'd.
Cowper, To the Eev. William Bull.

Raw crops and mUled breadstuffs still sought the cheap-
est rates of freight.

O. W. Cable, Creoles of Louisiana, p. 249.

2. To subject to the mechanical operations car-

ried on in a mill, as a saw-mill or planing-mill

;

shape or finish by machinery. Specifically, in
cerrnn. , to prepare (the clay) by passing it tlu'ough a mill,
which is usually of the form of an inverted cone, in the cen-
ter of which is a vertical shaft set with knives. The clay,

being thrown in at the top, is kneaded, cut, and pressed
by the revolution of the snatt, and when it emerges from
the bottom is plastic and ready for molding. See pvig-

milt.

Lumbermen charge the consumer for the full measure-
ment of the boards [for floors] before they are milled.

Art Age, IV. 46.

3. To cut (metal) with a milling-tool in a mill-
ing-machine.—4. To turn or upset the edge of

(a coin) so as to produce a marginal ridge or
flange on both sides, upon which, when laid
flat, the coin rests, thus protecting the design
which is inside of the flange from wear, and
enabling the coins to lie firmly when piled to-

gether one upon another.— 5. To flute the
edge of, as of a coin, or of any flat piece of
metal, as the head of a milled screw or the
rim of a metal box-cover, to afford a hold for
the fingers. The screws of optical and surgical instru-
ments, and other philosophical apparatus, and also the
covers of lubricators for machinery, are commonly milled.

Wood's halfpence are not milled, and therefore more
easily counterfeited. Smft, Drapier's Letters, iii.

6. To tumble (leather) in a hollow revolving
cylinder in contact with oil or any ameliorat-
ing or tanning liquid, whereby the liquid is

worked into all parts of the leather.

Twenty-flve sides [of leather] being placed in the wheel
at one time and . . . gambler liquor poured over them,
... in this wheel they are milled for about ten minutes.

Davies, Leather, p. 497.

7. To throw, as imdyed silk. Mneyc. Diet.—
8. To thicken by fuUing; full (cloth), as in a
fulling-mill.—9. To yield, in the process of
grinding or milling.— 10. To beat severely with
the fists; fight. [Slang.]

Having conquer'd the prime one that mUl'd us all round.
You kick'd him, old Ben, as he gasp'd on the ground.
Moore, Political and Satirical Poems, Tom Crib to Big Ben.

11. To cause to froth: as, to mill chocolate.

—

Milled screw. See screw.

II. intrans. 1. To move in a circular direc-
tion around a central point or object in a pur-
poseless manner: said of cattle in herding on
the plains. [U. S.]

The cattle may begin to run, and then get milling—that
is, all crowd together into a mass like a ball, wherein they
move round and round, trying to keep their heads towards
the center, and refusing to leave it.

T. Soosevelt, The Century, XXXV. 862.

2. To tilrn suddenly and change its course:
said of a whale : as, the whale milled, and ran
to leeward. C. M. Scammon, Marine Mammals,
p. 311.

mill^ (mil), n. [< L. mille, pi. milia, millia, a
thousand. From the L. miUe are also idt. E.
mile, million, the first element of millennium,
milfoil, etc., and the latter part of billion, tril-

lion, etc.] One thousandth part of anything;
especially, in the monetary system of the United
States, one thousandth of a dollar, or one tenth
of a cent.

milFt (mil), n. [< ME. *mil, mylde (cf. AS. mil),

< OP. mil, meil = Pr. mil, meilh= Sp. millo, mijo
= Pg. milho = It. miglio, < L. milium, miUet.
Cf. millet, in form a dim. of mill^.'] Millet.

Th ey make excellent drinke of Else, of MUl, and of honie,
being well and high coloured like wine.

HaMvyt's Voyages, I. 96.

millet (mil), V. t. and i. [Perhaps a particular
use of milP-, v.'] To steal. [Old slang.]

millenarianism

Can they cant or millt are they masters in their art?

B. Jonson, Gipsies Metamorphosed.

Millar's asthma. Same as laryngismus stridu-

lus (which see, under laryngismus).

mill-bar (mil'bar), n. Rough bar-iron as drawn
out by the puddlers' rolls, as distinguished from
merchant bar, which is fmished bar-iron ready
for sale.

millboard (mil'bord), n. A stout kind of
pasteboard especially used by binders for the
stiff boards upon which the leather or other
material for bindings is pasted or glued miu.
board cutter, a machine having a shaft hearing adjust-
able knives, used for cutting millboard and cardboard U>
the sizes required for bookbinding or boxmaking.

mill-cake (mil'kak), n. 1. In gunpowder-
manuf., the cake or mass resulting from the
incorporation of the materials. This cake is

subjected to a process of granulation.— 2.
The by-product from linseed, consisting of
what is left after the oil has been pressed out.

mill-cinder (mil'sJn''''d6r), n. In iron-worUng,
the slag of the puddling- or reheating-fumace.
After being properly roasted, it consists essentially of the
magnetic oxid of iron, and is used as fettling in puddling-
furnaces, under the name of bulldog.

mill-dam (mil'dam), M. 1. A dam designed to
check the flow of a stream and cause the water
to rise until a sufficient head has been obtained
to furnish the power necessary for turning a
miU-wheel.

The which, once being brust.
Like to great Mill-damb forth fiercely gusht.

Spenser, F. Q., V. xi. Si.

2. A mill-pond. [Scotch and U. S.]

milldewt, ». An obsolete spelling of mildew.

mill-driver (mil'dri'''v6r), n. The combination
of devices by which is effected the immediate
transmission of power from the motor to the
runner-millstone of a mill.

milled (mUd), p. a. [Ppr. of milU, «.] 1. Made
or prepared in or by a grinding-mill.— 2. Hav-
ing undergone the operations of a mill or coin-

ing-press : as, milled money. See milled money,
below.
Four imU'd crown pieces (or twenty mUl'd shillings of

the present coin). Locke, Lowering of Interest

3. Serrated or transversely grooved.

A small condensing lens, and provided with a TniUed
head whereby it can be rotated. Science, XII, 60.

4. Having been formed or treated by machin-
ery ; speciflcally, in printing, made smooth by
calendering rollers m a paper-mill Double-
milled cloth, cloth which has been twice milled to give
increased thickness.— Milled cloth, cloth which has
been thickened by beating until it is fulled or felted.—
Milled lead. See Jead^.-Milled money, coins struck
in a mill or coining-press, as distinguished from those
produced from a die by striking it with a hammer. See
hammered money (under hamjmer'^), and compai-e coiving-
press. [Milled money was invented by Antoine Brueher
in France, and the first was so struck in that country about
1553. Elizabeth of England coined milled money from
about 1562 to 1672, when the uSe of the mill was discon-
tinued, on account of its expense, till about 1666. After
1662 it remained completely established, on account of

many advantages which more .than compensated for the
cost. . . . It seems that they [milled sixpences] were some-
times kept as counters. Nares.']

Millefiori glass. See glass.

millenarian (mil-e-ma'ri-an), a. and n. [Some-
times improp. millennaridn ; < millenary + -an.}

I. a. Relating or pertaining to a thousand, spe-
cifically to an expected millennial period of

righteousness on earth ; chiliastic : as, millena-

rian speculations.

II. n. One who believes in the millennium

;

more speoifiealiy, one who believes that Christ
wm visibly reign on earth with his saints for a

thousand years or for an indefinite period of

time before the end of the world; a ohUiast.

See millennium.

millenarianism (mU-e-na'ri-an-izm), n. [Some-
times improp. millennarianism ; < millenarian +
-ism.] The doctrine of or belief in the coming
of the millennium; the doctrine of the reap-
pearance of Christ on earth, the establishment
of his kingdom, the resurrection of the saints

and of the remaining dead for the general judg-
ment, and an intervening period of a thousand
years (o* of indefinite length) of perfect right-

eousness. In the early church the doctrine of millena-
rianism (chiliasm) was generally held, and many, both of

the otherwise orthodox and of heretics, were accused of

holding it in a literal or even a gross and sensual sense.

Thus, after the fourth century it fell into general disfavor.

As A. D. 1000 approached there was a wide-spread panic
throughout Europe, under the idea that the prophetic
thousand years had expired and that Satan would be let

loose. Millenarianism showed itself again in the views of

Anabaptists, Fifth Monarchy Men, Millerites, etc. See

chiliasm, mUlennium, premillennialism^ postmillenniali^m.

At various periods in the history of the Middle Ageswe
encounter sudden outbreaks of millennarianism.

Eneyc. Brit, XVT. 317



millenaxism

millenarismt (mil'e-na-rizm), n. [< F. miOe-
narisHie; as Bi4UeiKir(y) + -ismj] Millenary
doctrine or belief; millenarianisiii.

miUenary (iml'e-na-ri), a. and n. [= F. nii'i-

lenaire = Sp. milenario = Pg. It. miUenario, <
IiL. miUenarius, containing a thousand, < »ii7-

leni, a thousand each, < L. inille, a thousand:
see milP.'] I. a. C!onsisting of or pertaining
to a thousand, specifically a thousand yeais ; in
a restricted sensfe, of or pertaining to the mil-
lenniom.
We are apt to dream that God will make his saints reign

here as kings la aniUeiuny kingdom.
Jer. Taylor, Woiks (ed. 1835), L 82r.

Vfa I loret^ that mitienary year.
Drydm, FaL and Arc., Ded., L 81.

lOllenary petition, a petition presented by alwnt a
thousand Pnritan ministers to James L on his progress
to London in April, 1603, asking for certain clianges in
ceremonial, etc.

H. ».; -pi. miOenaries (-riz). 1. Ana^regate
of a thousand; specifically, a period of a thou-
sand years ; in a restricted sense, the mUlen-
Tiiiim.

. Where to fixthe beginning of ttiatmarrelonsfiiiZZsnarv,
and where to end.

Bp. HaB, Breathings of the Bevont Sonl, § 15l

2t. A commander or leader of a thousand men.
Likewise the dukes assigne places vnto euerymHUnarie,

or conductor of a thoosand souldiers.
HaHuyes Voyages, I. 60.

3t. One 'n-ho expects the millennium. See
mUlenarian.
The doctrine of the miOenaries ... in the best ages

was esteemed no heresy.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), IL S15.

milleiUlial (mi-len'i-al), a. [< millennium +
-aJ.] Consisting of or relating to a thousand
years

;
pertaining to a millennium, or specifi-

cally to the millennium : as, a millennial period

;

millennial expectations.

To be kings and priests unto God is the characteristic of

those that are to enjoy tJie miUenmaZ happiness.
Bp. Burnet

TnillftiiTiialigt (mi-len'i-al-ist), n. [< millennial

+ -ist.] One who believesin a mUlennial reign
of Christ on earth; a chiliast.

mingniiiaiiigin (miJen'i^n-izm), n. [< 'miUen-
nian (< miUenmum + -an) + -tsm.] Millenari-

anism.
At the outset [of Christianity] a crass mUUnnianism

doaded the vision of very many. Prog. Orthodoxy, p. iS6.

miUenniarisiIl (mi-len'i-a-rizm), n. [< 'miHen-
Hiar (< millennium + -ar2) + -ism.'\ Millenari-

anism.
milleimistt (mU'en-ist), n. [= F. miUeniste;

as miUenmum + -«sf.] A millenarian.

miUenninm (mi-len'i-um), n. [= F. tmUenium
= Sp. mileSo = Pg. mUlenio, < Nh. millennium, <

L. mUle, a thousand,+ annus, year: see annual.']

1. An a^regate of a thousand years; a period
or interval of one thousand years: as, the mil-

lennium of the occupation of Iceland celebrated
in 1874.

To us notiiing seems more unlikely, more inconceivably
than two iniBenniiaiu of high Egyptian civilization, . . .

while all tile rest of tixe world was sunk in da^ness.
O. BawUmon, Origin of Nations, 1. 151.

Specifically— 2. In theol., a period during
which the kingdom of Christ will be established

upon the earUi and will predominate over all

other authority. The phrase "a thousand years," in
Bev. zx. 1-5,has been nnderstood literally, or (on the prin-
ciple that in Scripture prophecies a day stands for a year,

and the Jewish year contained 360 days) as representing
360,000 years. It is generally resided as indicating an
indefinite but long period, and belief in such a period is

universal in the Christian church. But whether this pre-
dominance of the kingdom of Christ will be accompli^ed
gradually by the gospel, and wHl precede Cbiist's second
coming, or will follow his second coming and be accom-
plished by it, is disputed. This question divides theolo-

gians into two school^ the postmillenarians, who hold the
former view, and the premilleDarians,who hold the latter

;

while many hold that the millennium represents the gos-

pel dispensation or reign of the chureh, and has accord-

ingly already prevailed for many centoriesL

milfeped, milliped (mil'e-ped, nul'i-ped), ».

[= F.miUepieds= Sp. mUpies= Pg. miUepedes=:
It. miUepiedi, < L. mUlepeda, < miUe, thousand, -I-

pes {peA-) = 'B. foot."] 1. A thousand-legs; a
myriapod of the suborder Chilcffnatha orSiplo-
poda : so called from, the very numerons feet,

though these are not nearly a thousand in num-
ber. The feet are about twice as numerous as those of
the similar creatures called eenSpeds, there being two

Uiitefora atcicomis.

A MUIepeU iCamhata aiatulata). (Line shows natural size.)
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pairs instead of one pair to most of the segments ; the legs
are also shorter, and the body is harder and more cylindri-
caL Millepeds are found in water, and in wet or damp
places beneath logs^ stones, eta Unlike some of the centi.
peds, all are quite harmless animals. Some of the com-
monest belong to the family Jvlidm, as Julus aabtdogus.
The tnfted millepeds ar Polywnitte; the false millepeds,
Polydamidce. Pill-millepeds belong to the family Gtome-
rida; they are comparatively short and stout, and can roll
themselves up into a ball, like the wood-lice of the genus
ArmadiUo. See CMlogiuMa, and cuts under Myriapoda
and Uiouamd4eg».

2. Some small crustacean with many legs, as
an isopodous slater; a wood-louse.
Also miUepeile, miUipede.

SUllepora (mi-lep'o-ra), n. [NL.: see mUle-
pore.] The typi-

cal genus of the
family Millepori-

dte, so called from
the numerous
poresupon the sur-

face. These are the
openings of as many
tubular cells or cavi-

ties which traverse
the bard coralline sub-
stance, and are them-
selves divided in their
deeper parts by close-
set transverse parti-
tions or tabular dis-

sepiments, vertical sep-
ta being rudimentary
or ai>5ent.

millepore (mil'e-por), n. r= F. miUepore = Sp.
mUepora = It. millepora, < NL. MiUepora, < L.
miUe, a thousand, -I- porus, a passage: see
pore.'] A coralline hydrozoan of the family
MiUeporidee, The millepores were long supposed to
be corals, and such is their appearance and the ^rt they
play in the formation of ree&. They belong, however, to a
diiferent class of animals, the Hydrozoa (not Ael»nozoa\
being among the few members of their dass which form
a haid calcareous polypary or polypidom like the stone,
corals, and the leading representatives of the order called
HydroeoraBinoe (which seeX The incrnsting substance
forms a dense deposit upon the enter surface of the rami-
fied faydrosome. There are two kinds of zooids or ^ly-
pites : short broad alimentary sooids (gastiozooids) with 4
or 6 tentacles, snrronnded each by a zone of from 5 to SO or
more long mouthless zooids (dactylozoSids) with numer-
ous tentades, having no ampnllie. The zotilds are dilated
at their bases, and there give off tubular processes which
ramify and inosculate, giving rise to a fh& hydrosome.

llilleporidse (mil-e-por'i-de),n.j>i. [NL., <

MiUepora + -idte.] A famUy of hydroeoralline
hydrozoans, typified by the genus Millepora.

See millepore and HydrocoraUince.

mUlepoilfonil (mil-e-por'i-ffirm), a. [< NI..

Millepora+ 1i.forma, torm.] Having the form
or appearance of a millepore ; milleporine.

Millepoiina (mi-lep-6-ri'na), n. pU [NL., <
MiUepora + -ina^.] Same as MiMeporidiB.

milleporine (mil'e-p6-rin), o. Pertainingto the
MiUeporidcE, or having their characters ; resem-
bling a millepore ; milleporiform.

milleporite (nul'e-por-it), fi. [< miUepore +
-i"te2.] A fossil millepore.

miller (mil'er), ». [< ME. miller, meHer, miUere,

mellere, earlier mylner, mylnere, mUnere (a form
remaininginthesurname Milner) ,<AS. *mylnere
(not recorded; another term was mylnweard,
'mill-ward') = OS. mideniri = Fries. meUer =
D. miUder, molenaar=MLiG. molner, moire, mai-

ler = OHG. muftnart, MHG. miUneere, miUner,

G-. muUer (as a surname also MiiUner) = leel.

mylnari = Sw. mjolnare = Dan. matter, < LL.
molinarius, a miUer, < molina, a null: see miU\
n.] 1. One who grinds grain in a mill; one
who keeps or who attends to a mill, especially

a grain-mill.
Uore water g^deth by the mill

Than wots the nuBer of.

Shttk., Ut. And., ii. L ST.

2. Amilling-maehine.—3. Amothwhosewings
appear as if dusted overwithflour or meal, like a
miller's clothes ; hence, almost any small moth,
such as fly about lights at night. Common millers

in the United States are SpUomma ruyinuo, a moth whose
larva isone of the woolly-bear caterpillars,andHyphaniria
etmea, the web-worm moth. The littie yellowi^ moths
of the genera Crambus and Botis are also commonly called

millers. See cuts under Cramlrida and Hyphemtria.

4. A fish, the eagle-ray, Mylioiatis aquila; a
mUl-skate.—5. The hen-harrier, Circus cjoncus.

[Prov.Eng.]—6.Ayoung flyeateher. C. Swain-

son, Brit. Birds, 1885, p. 49. [Local, Eng.]—
Cnras miller. See eront, n.

milleiingt (mil'er-ing), n. [< miller + -ing^.]

The dost of a flour-mjJL

And she would meal you with miUermg
That she gathers at the miU.

Batt Biehard (Child's Ballads, nL 373X

imilerism (mil'er-izm), ii. [< MiUer (see Mil-

fer»*ei) + -ism,] The doctrines of the Millerites.

mill-famace

Milleritel (mil'fer-it), n . [< MiUer ( see def
.
) +

-i7f-.] A disciple of the American William
Miller, who from 1833 till his death in 1849 pub-
licly interpreted the Scriptures as fixing the
second advent of Christ and the beginning of
the millennium in the immediate future (at
first about 1843). His followers form a still ex-
isting denomination of Adventists.
millerite^ (mil'er-it), «. [Named after W. H.
Miller (died 1880), an English crystallographer.]
Native nickel sulphid, amineralhavinga bronze
colorand metallic luster, often occurring in t'Jts
of capillary crystals, and hence called hair-py-
rites, capillary pyrites, it is found also in incrusta-
tions with fibrous or radiated structure ; in the latter form
it is a valuable nickel ore.

miller's^COatt (mil'ferz-kot), n. A coat of fence
in use in the sixteenth century, apparently a
buS-coat or similar defense of leatter.

miller's-dog (mirerz-dog), ». A Mnd of shark
or dogfish, Gialeus cants.

miners-thumb (mil'erz-thum), n. 1. A fish,

Cottus gobio, of the family Cottida. The name is

due to the fancied resemblance of the head to the form a

Miller's-thainb ( Ctjttus gvbio).

miller's thumb is popularly supposed to assume from the
frequent sampling of meal witji tlie band.

2. Any fresh-water seulpin of the genus Vra-
nidea; one of the little star-gazers, of which
there are several species, as C richardsoni.
[U. S.]—3. The bib (a fish), Gadus luscus.

[Great Britain.]—4. The golden-crested wren,
Begulus cristatus; the thumb-bird. [Eng]—
5. The willow-warbler, PhyUoscopus trochilus.

millesimal (mi-les'i-mal), a. [= F. millesimo
= Sp. milesimo = Pg. It. millesimo, < L. mille-

simus, the thousandth, < mille, a thousand: see
milP.] Thousandth; consisting of thousandth
parts : as, millesimal fractions.

millet (mil'et), n, [< F. millet, millet, dim. of
»iti, millet: seeii»223.] 1. Acereal grass, Pani-
eum mUiaceum, known from antiquity, and still

cultivated in the East and in southern and cen-
tral Europe. It is an annual, from 2 to 4 feet high, with
profuse foliage, the flowers abundant, in open nodding
panicles. The grain is one of the best for fowls, and af-

fords a nutritious and palatable table-food. As cultivated
in the United States, it is mosUy used for fodder, and else-

where it is less sowed than formerly.

2. One of several other grasses: generally with
a prefixed descriptive. See below AxaUan or
evergreen mille^^a variety of Indian millet, (Local,

U. s.]— Cat-tall, East Indian, Eg^ptiaii, Pearl mil-
let, in the southern United States, a tall grass, PCTuuarium
spieatum, there cultivated as a forage-plant. In India it

serves as a cereal—German, Hungarian millet. See
Italian nuZfet.— Indian millet, AMcan millet, a stout
cereal grass commonly known as Sorghum mdgare, but
now r^arded as part of a multiform species, Andropogon
Sorghmn, which includes among its varieties the common
broom-com and sorghum. It is extensively cultivated in

the Mediterranean region and the.Orient, occupying the
place of a staple grain. The seed properly treated makes
a bread ofgood quality, and is a good grain for quadrupeds
and fowls. The plant serves also for green fodder. This
is the dvrra or dmara of Africa and India. It has been
introduced to some extent into the United States, where
it is sometimes called coffee- or choedaie-com, because of
its attempted use as a substitute for coffee. Also called
guinea-com, kafir-tom.— Italian millet, Setaria Italica,

originally an Asiatic grass: its varietyGermanica is known
as e«mian or Bvngarian millet and Bengal or Bungarian
graa. (See^nus.) Its seeds are suited to cage-birds and
fowls, and it is to some extent used as a food-grain ; in

America it is raised mostly for forage.—Hillet coda or
khoda, the grain of Paspalum 8cr(mculaltan, an East In-

dian cereaL

millet-grass (mU'et-gras), n. See Milium.

mill-eye (mil'i), n. The eye or oi>enuig in the

eases of a mill at which the meal is let out.

A noble and seemly baron's mill, . . . that casts the
meal through the mitt-eye by forpits at a time.

Seott, Pirate, xi.

miU-feeder (mil'fe'der), «. A projection on a
mill-spindle which agitates a spout beneath the

hopper, thus shaking the grain into the eye of

the runner.

mill-file (nul'fil), n. A thin flat file used in

machine-shops for lathe-work and draw-filing.

E. JB. Knight.

mill-famace (mil'ffer'nas), ». In iron-works, a
furnace in which the puidled bar, or the higher
grades of malleable iron, are reheated in order

to be reroUed or welded under the hammer or
mill-rolls.



mill-gang

mill-gang (mil'gang), n. In warping, that part
of the warp which is.made by a descending and
ascending course of the threadsround the warp-
ing-mUl. E. H. Knight.
mill-hand (mirhand), n. A person employed
in a mill,

mill-head (mil'hed), n. The head of water by
which a mill-wheel is turned.
mill-holm (mil'hom), ». A low meadow or field

in the vicinity of a mill, or a marshy place about
a miU-dam.
mill-hopper (mil'hop'fer), n. In a grinding-
mill, a hopper from which grain is supplied to
the stones

—

^MlU-hopper alarm an automatic device
lor giving notice to the muler, usually by a bell, when the
grist in tlie hopper Is nearly exhausted.

mill-horse (mil'hdrs), n. A horse (often blind)
used to turn a mill.

'Tls a dull thing to travel, like a miUhorse,
Still in the'place he was born in, lam'd and blinded.

Fletcher (and another). Queen of Corinth, IL 4.

milli-. r< L. mille, milUa, milia, a thousand: see
miUionX.'] An element meaning 'thousand,'
also used for 'a thousandth pait,' especially
in words relating to physics: as, millimeter (the
thoiisandth part of a meter).
nulHampere (mil'i-am-par*'), n. [< L. mille, a
thousand (see milli-), + E. ampere."] An elec-

trical unit equal to the thousandth part of an
ampere.
miluard (nul'iard), n. [< F. milliard, < mille

(<.L. mille, thousand) + -ard.] A thousand mil-
lions : as, a milliard of francs. This word became
familiar in English through the payment by France to
Germany, after the close of the war of 1870-1, of an in-

demnity of five milliards of francs (about $1,000,000,000).

milliare^ (mil-i-a're), n. [L., < mille, a thou-
sand : see miH«-.] An ancient unit of length, 8

stadia ; a mile.

milliare^ (mil'i-ar), n. [< F. milliare, < L. mille,

a thousand (see milli-), + P. are, an are: see
are^."] A unit of surface in the metric system,
the one thousandth part of an are, equivalent
tn 154.07 square inches.
milliary (nul'i-a-ri), a. and»i. [= F. milliaire,

< L. miliariiis, milliarius, containing a thousand,
neut. milUarium, miliarium, the number one
thousand, a milestone, < mille, pi. milia, a thou-
sand: see mill^, mile.'] I. a. Pertaining to the
ancient Roman mUe of a thousand paces or five

thousand Roman feet; marking a mile.

Before this was once placed a miKarj/ column, supposed
to be sf* in the center of the citty.

Evelyn, Diary,*Nov. 4, 1644.

II. n. A milestone; specifically, a stone or
column set up to form a point of departure in
measuring distances.

When we approached Sidon, 1 saw, about a mile from
the town, an antient Soman imUiary in the road ; ... it

Is around pillar of grey granite,

Pococke, Description of the Bast, II. 85.

millier (mel-ya'), n. [P., < L. miUe, a thousand

:

see milli-.'] In the metric system, a weight
equal to athousand kUograms, or 2,204.6 pounds
avoirdupois (nearly a ton). It is the weight of

one cubic meter of water at 4° C.

millifoldf (mil'i-fold), a. [< L. mille, a thou-
sand, -1- E. -fold.] Thousandfold.

His kisses millifold
Bewray his loue and louing diligence.

Dames, Holy Boode, p. 27. (Davies.)

milligram, milligramme (mil'i-gram), n. [=
It. milligramme, < P. milligramme, < miUe, a
thousand (see milli-), + gramme, a gram: see
gram^.] The thousandth part of a gram, equal
to 0.015432, or about ^, of a grain.

milliliter, millilitre (mil'i-le-t6r), n. [= It.

millilitro, < P. millilitre, < mille, a thousand (see

milli-),+ litre,a\iteT: aeeliter^.] AFrenehmea-
sure of capacity containing the thousandth part
of a liter, equal to 0.06102 of a cubic inch.

millimeter, millimetre (mil'i-me-tfer), n. [=
It. millimetro, < F. millimetre, < mille, a thousand
(see miUi-), + P. mitre, meter: see meter^.] The
thousandth part of a meter, equal to 0.03937
inch, or nearly -jt inch. It is denoted by mm.

:

as, 25.4 mm. is 1 inch.

milliner (mil'i-nfer), n. [Formerly also miUa-
ner, millener, millenier; prob. orig. Milaner, a
trader from or with Milan (formerly spelled
Millaine, MiUeyne, etc.) in Italy, famous for its

silks and ribbons, as well as for its cutlery; <

Milan + -eri. Cf . Milanese. The term man-
tua-maker, usually cited in this connection, has
no relevancy, not being connected with Mantua
in Italy. The word milliner was formerly ex-

plained as designating "one having a thousand
small wares to sell " (Minsheu), as it < L. mille-

3766

narius, containing a thousand, < mille, a thou-

sand: see milUnary.] 1. Formerly, a man who
dealt in articles for women's wear ; according to

Johnson, " onewho sells ribands and dresses for

women " ; now, in common usage, a womanwho
makes and sells bonnets and other head-gear

forwomen ; also, in England, one who furnishes

both bonnets and dresses, or complete outfits.

No Milliner can so fit his customers with Gloues.
Shak., W. T. (foUo 1623), Iv. 4. 192.

To conceal such real ornaments as these, and shadow
their glory, as a milliner's wife does her wrought stom-
acher with a smoaky lawn or a black Cyprus t

B. Jonsm,, Every Man in his Humour (ed. Whalley, 1766),

0.3.

2t. Formerly, one who made or sold armor of

Milan ; hence, a dealer in armor.

After the year 1600 there were great shops, where armour
was sold by the milliners, or armourers of Milan, and by
others ; and whole suits of armour are frequently found ex-

actly like each other, as they were made for sale to the flrst

comer, and not for any person in particular.

Ji. Curzon, Archseol. Inst. Jour., ZXII. 6.

Milliner's fold, a strip of velvet, silk, or the like, folded
near both edges, and then again so as to bring one of the
two original folds above the other.— Milliner's needle,
a long slender needle used in trimming bonnets, etc.

millinery (mil'i-ner-i), n. [< milliner + -y^.]

1. The articles made or sold by a milliner.— 3.

The industry of making Ijonnets and other
head-dresses for women. This work was for-

merly in the hands of men, but is now almost
exclusively a women's occupation.

Those who are cunning in the arts of nallinery and
dressmaking. iMckeru, Nicholas Nickleby, xvii.

millinet (mil'i-net), n. [Irreg. < millin{er) +
-et.] 1. A sort of coarse, stiff, thin muslin.

—

2. A machine-made net. E. H. Knight.

milling (mil'ing), n. [Verbal n. of milP-, v.]

1 . The process of grinding, or subjecting ma-
terials to the action of the machinery of a
grinding-miU. Specifically— 2. The manufac-
ture of cereals into flour or meal. The manufac-
ture of fine flour is now carried on by two distinct meth-
ods, respectively called law milling and high TniUing. Low
milling prevailed almost universally until a recent period

;

but It is now largely superseded by high milling, by which
an increased product and a much purer quality of flour are
obtainable, especially from wheat inferior to the higher
grades. In low milling the grain is ground only once and
then bolted. In high milUng it is subjected to repeated
grindings. The earlier grinding or grindinga decorti-

cate the grain, which, being subjected after each grind-
ing to screening and blowing in the middlings purifier,

is freed from adherent imparities, and from parts which
envelop the finer nutritious portions. The latter thus,
cleansed are called semolina (halt-ground). The semolina
is then subjected to grinding, cylinder-milling, or disinte-

gration milling, to complete its conversion into fine flour.

Cylinder-milling, also called roller-mjUling, is the manu-
facture of flour by the use of cylinder-mills. Disintegra-
tion milling is the manufacture of flour or meal by the
use of the disintegrator. See mM^.
3. The operation of upsetting the edge of a
coin-blank to form the milled edge ; also, the
operation of putting the series of small trans-

verse ridges and furrows on the edge of an
otherwise finished coin, or on a screw-head to

adapt it for easy turning with the fingers. See
milled screw, under screw.— 4. A method of

shaping metals in a milling-machine, by pass-
ing the metal under a serrated revolving cylin-

der or cutter.— 5. In metal-working, a method
of ornamenting metallic surfaces by treatment
in a lathe with ribbed tools, which produce
ridged surfaces.— 6. A method of softening
and opening the pores of hides by placing them
with some tan-liquor in a wooden drum which
is caused to revolve.— 7. The felting or fulling

of a cloth to thicken it.

The term milling embraces all those operations which
are calculated to effect the felting of the woolen fibres in
the fabric by means of pressure or friction.

Benedikt, Coal-tar Colours (trans.), p. 64.

8. In pottery, the operation of grinding and
mixing the slip.—9. A thrashing; a fight; a
beating. [Slang.]

One blood gives t'otherblood a mMing.
W. Combe, Dr. Syntax, li. 2.

I determined to box it out with destiny, and put myself
in a Cribb-llke attitude for a milling-match with my for-

tunes. Mrs. Gore, Cecil, p. 158.

10. The act of playing around in a circle : said

of a school of fish. Also called cart-tvheeling.

—High milling, mJUmr-man'^f., a method of milling in
which the wheat is subjected to a succession of slight

partial crushing operations, the product being sifted and
sorted after each operation.—Low milling, the older pro-

cess of close grinding with the stones as near together as

possible, as opposed to the more modem high milling.

milling-cutter (mil'ing-kut"6r), n. Same as

milling-machine.

milling-machine (mil'lng-ma-shen'), m. 1. A
power machine-tool for shaping metal and cut-

ting the teeth of gears by means of a rotating

millionize

serrated spindle or cylindrical cutter, it has a
movable table, to which the work is fixed and on which it

is brought to the cutter ; and it is fitted with index-plates
and other appliances for securing accuracy in the work.

The position occupied by the milling-machine in mod-
em practical mechanics is almost as important as that oc-
cupied by the lathe or planing-machine.

Joshua Rose, Practical Machinist, p. 338.

2. A machine for impressing on coins a milled
edge or legend corresponding to the milling.

Miflingtonia (mil-ing-to'ni-a), n. [NL. (Carl
Linn6, filius, 1781), named after Thomas Mil^

lington, a professor at Oxford.] A genus of
bignoniaoeous trees, with corky bark, opposite,
2- to 3-pinnate leaves, and handsome white
flowers, the coroUa-tube often 2 to 3 inches
long, disposed in corymbs at the ends of the
branches. There is but one species, M. hortensis, the
East Indian cork-tree, the exact origin^ habitat of which
is not known, but which has been cultivated in India,

from the earliest records. See cork-tree.

milling-tool (mil'ing-tol), n. A small indented
roller used to mill or nurl the edges of the heads
of screws ; a nurling-tool.

million^ (mil'yjjn), n. and a. [< ME. millioun,

")oen = G. Sw. Dan. mil-milion = D. mitUoen, miljoen

lion, < OF. (and F.) million = Pr. milio = Sp.

milion= Pg. milh&o= It. milione, millione (> ML.
millio(nr-)), a million, aug. of mille, < L. mille, a
thousand: Bee milli-.] I. n. 1. The number of

ten hundred thousand, or a thousand thousand.
Coueyte not his goodes

^oTmUionsot moneye ; morther hem vchone.
Piers PUntman (A), iii. 2B6.

O, pardon I since a crooked figure may
Attest in little place a miUion.

Shak., Hen. V., ProL, L 16.

2. The amount of a thousand thousand units of
money, as pounds, dollars, or francs : as, he is

worth a miUion; millions have been wasted in

preparation for war.— 3. A very great number
or quantity, indefinitely.

For we are at the stake,

And bay'd about with many enemies

;

And some that smile have in their hearts, I fear.

Millions of mischief. Shak., 3. C, iv. 1. 6L.

There are Tnillions of truths thatmen are not concerned
to know. Locke.

The million, the great body of the people ; the multi-
tude ; the public ; the masses.

For the play, I remember, pleased not the million; 'twas

caviare to the general. ^hak. , Hamlet, ii. 2. 457.

Three-million bill, in U. S. hist., a bill passed in 1847

appropriating thiee million dollars for the purchase of

land from Mexico. It was introduced in the House of
Representatives with the Wilmot Proviso (see proviso) as

a rider, and passed by the Senate after rejection of the
rider.

II. a. [Strictly a collective noun: see ftwn-

dred.] A thousand times one thousand; ten
hundred thousand : as, a capital of a (or one)
million dollars; a country of ten million in-

habitants.

million^ (mil'yon), n. An obsolete or dialectal

form of melonK
millionaire, millionnaire (nul-yon-ar'), n. 1=
D. G. millionair = Sw. milliondr = Dan, millio-

ncer; < P. millionnaire (= Sp. millionario, millo-

nario = Pg. It. millionario), one who owns a
million, < million, a million: see million^.'] A
man worth a million dollars, pounds, francs,

etc. ; an owner of a million or of millions.

The plain unsceptered king, the man of jold,

The thrice illustrious threefold millionaire,
Mark his slow-creeping, dead, metallic stare.

0. W. Holmes, The Banker's Dinner.

millionary (mil'yon-a-ri), a. [= F. millioth

naire; as milliorA' + -ary.] Pertaining to or

consisting of millions: as, the millionary chro-

nology of the Pundits. Imp. Diet.

millioned (mil'yond), a. [< milUon^ + -ed!^.]

X. Multiplied by millions. [Rare.]

Time, whose million'd accidents
Creep in 'twixt vows and change decrees of kings.

Shak., Sonnets, cxv.

2. Having millions.

The million'd merchant seeks her in his gold.

P. Whttetiead, Honour, a Satire.

millionism (mil'yon-izm), n. [< million^ +
-ism.] The state or'condition ofhaving millions.

Billionlsm or even miUionism must be a blessed kind of

state. 0. W. Bolmes, Elsie Venner, vii.

millionist (mil'yon-ist), n. [< million^ + -««*.}

A millionaire.

A commercial mUKonist. Sovthey, Doctor, ccxxxiii-

millionize (mil'yon-iz), V. t. ;
pret. and pp. wZ-

Uonized, ppr. milUonimig. [s milUonX + -i^e.}

To accustom to millions. Davies.

To our now TniUionized conceptions the foregoing ac-

compts appear to be in a very moderate ratio.

Archceologia, XXXIII. 201.



millioimaire

millionnaire, ». See millionaire.
millionth (mil'yonth), a. and n. [< million^ +
-</»*.] I. a. Ten linndred thousandth; being
one of a million.

II. n. One of a million parts ; the quotient
of nnity divided by a million; a ten hundred
thousandth part.

milliped, n. See milleped.

millipede (mil'i-ped), n. Same as milleped.
millistere (mil'i-star), n. [< F. millisUre, < L.
mille, a thousand (see milli-),+ F. st^e, a stere.]
In the metric system, a unit of dry measure, the
one thousandth part of a stere, equivalent to
1 cubic decimeter or 61.023 cubic inches. It is
not in practical use.

millivolt (mil'i-volt), n. [< L. mille, a thousand,
+ E. DoZt.J The thousandth part of a volt.

mill-jade (mil'jad), n. A mill-horse.

Would you have me stalk like a mOl-jade,
All day, tor one that will not yield us grains?

B. Jonson, Alchemist, iiL 2.

mUlman (mil 'man), n.; pi. millmsn (-men).
One who is employed in a mill.

The mtUmen are also unable to work with their usual
vigour. The Bingineer, LIV. 636.

mill-money (mil'mun"i), ». Milled or coined
money.

What should you,
Or any old man, do, wearing away
In this world with diseases, and desire
Only to live to make their children scourge-sticks.
And hoard up «iiU-7n<m«yf Beau, and Fl.,CKpUaii,i.S.

mill-mountaint (mil'moun^'tan), n. A Euro-
pean flax, Linum catharticum'.

millocrat (mil'o-krat), n. [< milP- + -o-erat as
in aristocrat, etc.] A wealthy mill-owner; a
manufacturerwho has a wide influence from his
wealth or the number of people in his employ-
ment. [Bare.]

The true hlood-suckers, the venomous millocrate.

Bvlwer, Caxtons, ii. 4. (Daviet.)

millocratism (mil'o-krat-izm), n. [< millocrat

+ -ism.] The rule' of millocrats. Bulwer.

millonf, n. An obsolete form of melonK
mill-pick (mil'pik), n. A tool for dressing mill-

stones—that is, giving them a corrugated or
otherwise roughened surface. Also called mill-

stone-hammer, miUstone-picle.

mill-pond (mil'pond), n. A pond or reservoir

of water for use in driving a mill-wheel.

mill-pool (mil'pSl), n. [< ME. *mill^ol, < AS.
mylenpol, mylenpul, < mylen, mill, + pol, pool.]

A mill-pond.

mill-post (mil'post), n. A stout post bearing
some essential relation to a mill, as a post
forming the vertical shaft of a windmill, and
especially, in some forms of windmill, as the
post-mill, the post upon which the entire mill
is supported, or a post upon which the cap of a
smock-mill, bearing the sails, turns.

They [the trees of New England] are not very thick, yet
many of them are sufBcient to make Mill-posts; some be-
ing three foot and a half in the Diameter.

5. Clarice, Four Plantations in America (1670), p. 30.

Oat of doors reigned Molly MUls, . . . with her short
red petticoat, legs like millposts.

Lady Holland, Sydney Smith, vii.

mill-race (mil'ras), re. The current of water
that drives a mill-wheel, or the chaimel in

which it flows from the dam to the mill.

millreaf, millreet (mil're), n. Obsolete forms
of milreis.

mill-ream (mU'rem), n. A package of hand-
made paper containing 480 sheets, of which the
two outer quires (48 sheets) are imperfect. A
ream of 480 sheets of perfect paper is knovm as

a ream ofinsides. [Eng.]

mill-line, n. In her. See fer de mouUne.
mill-rolls (mil'rolz), n. pi. The rolls employed
in bringing puddled bar-iron into suitable shape
for the market.
millround (nul'round), n. A monotonous round
of labor like that on a treadmill.

How sick he must have been of the eternal rmllround
—seed-time and harvest,

JR. BraugJtUm, Cometh up as a Flower, v.

mill-rynd (mil'rind), n. The rynd of a mill-

stone. See rynd, and milP-, 1.

mill-sail (mil'sal), n. A sail of a windmill, in
windmills there are usually four of these sails, of canvas,

extended on the sail-frames or "whips," and sometimes
provided with reefing devices by which the surfaces ex-

posed to the action of wind can be varied in extent to

adapt them to variations in the force of the wind. See
windJmUl and vnnd-whed.

mill-scale (mil'skal), n. An incrustation of a

black oxid of iron formed on iron in the pro-

cess of being rolled. Just as forge-scale is on
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that which is being forged. In the one ease it

peels off in the rolling ; m the other it is thrown
off by the blows of the hammer.
mill-sixpence (inirsiks'''pens), n. An English
silver coin, of the value of sixpence, produced
by. the mill-and-screw process. See milled
money, under milled.

Fal. Pistol, did you pick Master Slender's purse ?

Slen, Ay, by these gloves, did he, . . . of seven groats
in rmUeiapences. Shak. , M. W. of W., i. 1. 168.

mill-skate (mil'skat), n. The eagle-ray, Mylio-
haUs aquila.

mill-spmdle (mil' spin "dl), n. The vertical
shaft or spindle of a grinding-miU, by which the
runner or re-

volving mill- j(k,,5=5~___!CZ.
stone is sup- ' ^

ported. See
wwKi, 1.

mill-stankt
(mil ' stangk),
n. A mill-pond
or -dam.
And that the

authority givenby
the Commissioner
of Sewers did not
extend to Hills,
MUl-stanks, Cau-
seys, etc., erected
h^ore the Reign
of King E. 1.

Case of Chester

lUm, 10 Coke,
[133, b.

millstone
(mU'ston), n.

[Early mod.
E. also mil-
stone; < ME.
mylston, mylle-

stone,mv,llston,

melstan, mylrir-

ston, < AS. myl-
enstan (= D. j^.^^ .^^^^^

m^lensteen = j, » v'J^'""
'

.. ^ .
•KfT n 7 a, spindle: d, bush; c, rynd: rf, step, ink,
Mfjur. m^ien- ortrampot; ff, bridge-tree ; /, lighter-screw;

ofSifi MHGr ^' ^*nd-wheel which operates the lighter-

miilstein, Gr.

miihlstein =Dan. mollesten), a millstone,< mylen,
mill, + Stan, stone': see milV- and stone.'} One of

a pair of cylindrical stones used in a mill for
grinding grain. The kind of stone best adapted for
this use is known as IniriAane, and is found in France and

» d
Modes of Dressing Millstones.

«. Radial and circular dress. *. Quarter dress, c. Dress for iron

grinding-plate. d. Curved and circular dress.

in Georgia, IT. S. The two stones are placed one over the
other ; and in the operation of grinding one of them re-

mains at rest and is called the 6ed, while the other, usually

the upper stone, revolves and is called the runner. (See

rmlU, 1.) The face of a millstone is cut with lines or chan-

nels called /«rrowfi, which lead from the center to the cir-

cumference and have flat spaces between them called land.

The furrows and land are together called the dress; they

ai*e arranged in various ways. A sunken space about the

eye of the stone is called the hos&m.

As don thise rokkes or thise mylne stones.

Chaueer, Troilus, ii. 1384.

BoItlng-mlllstone. See Mtingz.—Tairy millstone.
See /a&y.—Lava mlUstone. See lava.—Millstone-
dress, the arrangement of the furrows on the face of a
millstone.—To see into or through a millstone, to see

with acuteness, or to penetrate into abstruse subjects.

Your eyes are so sharpe that you can not onely looke

through a mUgtone, but cleane through the mind.
Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 287.

To weep or drop mlllstonest, to be insensible to emo-
tion ; remain hard and stony under or in view of the deep-
est ^^ction.

Your eyes drop mUlstones, when fools' eyes drop tears,

Shak., Rich. HI., i. 3. 364,

millstone-balance (mil'st6n-bal"ans), n. A
weight so placed as to balance any inequalities

of weight in a millstone.

milreis

millstone-bridge (mil'ston-brij), «. The bar
crossing the eye of a millstone and supporting
it on the head of the spindle ; a balance-rynd.
E. H. Knight.

millstone-curb (mil'st6n-k6rb), n. The cover-
ing of the stones used in grinding; a husk or
hurst. E. H. Enight.
millstone-dresser (mil'st6n-dres"6r), n. 1. A
workman whose business is to dress millstones.— 3. A machine for forming millstones, espe-
cially for cutting the furrows on the face of a
millstone. Such machines range from hand-appliances
having pivoted hammers tor picking and chipping the
stone to large power-machines employing rotary disks and
mandrels armedwith diamonds or borts, and includeagreat
variety of machines which cause cutters to travel in radial
lines over the face of the stones, as well as lathes in which
the stone is made to revolve before traversing tool-rests
carrying cutting-mandrels in rapid revolution. Smaller
machines are portable, and are guided by hand over the
stone while the cutting-tool is revolved at ahigh speed by
means of a belt.

millstone-driver (mirst6n-dri"v6r), n. The
device on a millstone-spindle which drives the
runner by impinging against its baU.

millstone-feed, (mil'ston-fed), n. A device by
which the quantity of grain fed to a millstone
is regulated, as by means of an adjustable gate
in the aperture of the hopper,

millstone-grit (mU'ston-grit), n. A silicious

conglomerate rock^ so called because it has
been worked for millstones in England, it con-
stitutes one of the members of the Carboniferous group,
underlying the true coal-measures, and overlying the
mountain limestone. In Wales and southwestern Eng-
land it is known as "farewell rock," because when the
miners strike it they bid farewell to profitable seams. The
millstone-grit is an important and persistent member of
the Carboniferous series both in Europe and in the United
States, In parts of England it attains a thickness of over
5,000 feet. Where the series to which this name is given
is developed to this extent, however, it contains interca-
lated beds of shale and clay and even of coal. In Penii-
sylvania the millstone-grit is sometimes called the Greajt

or PottsvUle Conglomerate. At Pottsville, on the eastern
edge of the anthracite fields, it is over a thousand feet
thick, but it thins very much in going west.

The Fourth Sand-Bock is the well-known No. XII., or
the Great Conglomerate, It has its representation in the
millstone grit beneath the European coal. It is the floor
of the true coal measures, an immense preparatory out-
spread of sand and pebble-stones of every variety, but
chiefly pure white quartz, and of every size, from the
minute mustard seed and pepper com to the hen's egg
and in the Susquehanna region even the ostrich egg.

J. P. Lesley, Coal and its Topography, p, 70,

millstone-hammer (mil'st6n-ham"6r),». Same
as mill-picTc.

millstone-pick (mil'ston-pik), n. Same as
mill-pick.

millstone-ventilator (mil'st6n-ven"ti-la-tor),

n. A blower and connecting pipes for forcing
a blast through the eye of a rimner-stone for
the purpose of cooling the stones and meal.

mill-tail (mil'tal), n. The current of water
leaving a mill-wheel after turning it, or the
channel through which it runs ; a tail-race.

Th^MUl-tail, or Floor for the water below the wheels,
is wharfed up on either side with stone.

Defoe, Tour through Great Britain, I. 386. (Davies.)

mill-tootbt (mil'toth), m. A grinder; a molar.

mill-ward fmU'ward), n. [< ME. milward, mele-

ward, < AS mylenweard, a miller, < mylen, mill,

+ weard, keeper.] The keeper of a mill.

millweir (mil'wer), n. [< ME. *millewere (?),

< AS. *mylenwer, mylewer (= G. muhlwehr), a
millweir, < mylen, mill

, -I- wer, a weir: see
weir.'] See weir.

mill-wbeel (mil'hwel), n. [< ME. *millewhele

({), < AS. mylenhwedl, mylenhtoeowul, a mill-

wheel, < mylen, mill, + hwedl, hweogul, wheel.]
A wheel used to drive a mill ; a water-wheel.

mill-work (mil'wferk), n. 1. Machinery used
in mills or manufactories.— 2. The designing,

construction, arrangement, and erection of ma-
chinery in mills or manufactories.

millwright (mil'rit), n. An engineer who de-

signs, constructs, and erects miUs, their mo-
tors, machinery, and appurtenances, particu-

larly flouring- and grist-mills—MUlwriglitB' com-
pass. See compass.

millwrighting (mU'ri"ting), n. The work or

business of a millwright.

Engineering and millwrighting, though synonymous,
are often two distinct branches in a shop.

Engineer, LXVII. 63.

milnet, n. An obsolete form of milU.

milord (mi-16rd'), ?(. [F. milord, formerly also

milort (Cotgrave), = Sp. milord (pi. milores), <

E. my lord.} A continental rendering of the

English my lord.

milrayt, «• See milreis.

milreis (mil'res), «. [Formerly milrea, milray,

milleray (F. miiieret—Cotgrave) ; < Pg. milreis,



Milreis of Portugal. (Size of the
original.)

milreis

< mil (< L. mille), a thousand, + reis, pi. of
real = Sp. real, a small coin : see real^, «.] 1 . A
Portuguese unit of
money, equivalent
to 1,000 reis, and
worth about |1.08.— 2. A Brazilian
unit of money,
equal to about 55
United States cents.

milset, V. t. [ME.
milsen, milcen, mil-
den, < AS. mildsian, rmltsian, gemiltsian, be
meroifvil, < milds, milts, kindness, mercy, <
mt?de, mild: see mild, a.] To be merciful to;
show clemency to.

milseyCmil'si),™. [Conti. otmilk-sieve.'] Asieve
for straining milk. [Local, Great Britain.]
miltit (milt), n. [< ME.milte,<A8. rmlte= OPries.
milte = D. milt= MLG-. LG. milte = OHG. milsi,

MHG. milze, G. mils (> It. milsa = Sp. melsa) =
Icel. milti= Sw. mjelte = Dan. milt, the spleen

;

prob. from the root of melt.l In anat., the
spleen.

Yet do they offer Swine to the Moon & Bacchus . . .

when the Moon is at lull. In this sacrifice they bume the
taile, mitt, and leafe. Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 677.

milt^ (milt), n. [A corruption of milk, in this

sense appar. of Scand. origin : < Sw. mjolke, milt
(< 'rmolk, milk), = Dan. melke, mUt, = G. milch
=z MLG. melk, milk, also milt : see milk, n. The
D. milt, milt, is appar. < E.] The male genera-
tive organ of a fish ; the spermatic organ and
its secretion ; the soft roe, corresponding to the
roe or spawn of the female. Sometimes melt.

You shall scarce or never take a male carp without a
Tnelt, or a female without a roe or spawn.

I. WalUm, Complete Angler (ed. 16BSX p. 162.

jnilt^ (milt), «. t. [< milt^, ».] To impregnate
tke roe or spawn of (the female fish).

milter (nul'tSr), n. [= D. mXlter (prob. < E. ?)

= G. milcher; as miltS + -eri.] That which has
or sheds milt; a male fish in breeding-time.
Also melter.

For the purpose of breeding he had, as the rule is, put
in [a pond] three Tnelters for one spawner.

/. Walton, Complete Angler (ed. 1875), p. 143.

Miltonian (mil-to'ni-an), a. [< Milton (see def
.

)

+ -ian.'] Of or relating to the great English
poet John Milton (1608 -74), or resembling his

style.

Merely a MitUmian way of saying . . . that moral no
less than pliysical courage demanded a sound body.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 267.

Miltonic (mil-ton'ik), a. [< Milton (see Mil-
tonian) + -^c] Eelating or pertaining to Mil-
ton or his works ; Miltonian.

If Time, the Avenger, execrates his wrongs,
And makes the word Mittonic mean "sublime."

Byron, Don .Tuan, Ded., st. 10.

miltwaste (mUt'wast), m. [Formerly jwJtoos*
(Skinner) ; appar. < milt^ + waste : so called, it

is said, because formerly believed to be a rem-
edy for wasting or disease of the spleen or milt

;

cf. spleenwort.l The scaly fern, Asplenivm Cete-

rach.

Milvago (mil-va'go), n. [NL. (of. L. miltia-

go, mUvago, a kind of fish), < L. milmis, a kite
(also a In Ti ll of fish) : see Mil/ous.'] 1. A genus
of SouthAmerican vulture-hawks, of the family
FalconidcBandsubfamilyPo%&or«m(B, foimded by
Spix in 1824. There are two species, M. ehima-
ehima and M. cMmango.—3. [I. c] A member
of this genus.
Milvinse (mil-vi'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Milviis +
-incB.'] A subfamily of Faleonidce, typifiedby th e

genus Milvus ; the kites. The scapular process of the
coracoid does not reach the clavicle, the face is not ruffed,

and the beak is not toothed ; the tarsus is shorter than the
tibia ; and the tail is eltlier forked ormuch shorter than the
long pointed wings. The MUvinoB are birds of less than
average size for this family, and of comparatively weak or-

ganizatton, preying chiefly upon reptiles, insects, andother
nmble quarry. There are anumber ofgenera besides MU-

vus, as Etanua, Elanoides, Nauderue, IiMnia, etc. See cuts

under Ehinoidee and Icite^, 1.

milvine (mil'vin), a. and n. [< L. milvinus, be-
longing to the kite, < milmis, the kite, a bird of

prey.] I. a. Pertaining to the Milvince, or hav-

ing their characters.

II. n. A member of the Milvince; any kite.

Milvulus (mil'vu-lus), n. [NL. (Swainson,

1827), dim. of L.mJZi;MS, akite: seeifitows.] A
genus of olamatorial birds of the family Tyrari-

nidce, having an extremely long forficate tail

like the kite, whence the name ; the seissortails,

or swallow-tailed fiycatchers. if. tyrannus and M.

forficatm are two species. The former is chiefly a tropi-

cal American bird, but it sometimes strays into the United
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States ; it is ashy above and white below, the top and sides

of the head black, the crown-patch yellow ; the tall is black
edged with white, and
sometimes grows to a
foot in length, with a
forking of 6 or 8 inches,
though the body of the
bird is no larger than
that of the common
king-bird. The other
abounds in Texas and
southward, sometimes
straying through most
of the States. It is a
very showy bird, of a
hoary ash color, paler
orwhite below, various-
ly tinged with crim-
son or salmon-red, the
crown-patch orange or
scarlet. The tail is gen-
erally 8 or 10 inches
long, forked 6 or 6 inch-
es, black and white or
rosy. The display it

makes in opening and
shutting this ornament
gives the name ecisBor-

taU.

Milvus (mil'vus),

n. [NL. (Cuvier,

1800), < L. milvus, a
kite.] The typical
genus of MilimuB,
having a long forked taU. The leading species is

the common kite or glede of Europe, Jf. ictinus or regaiis;

X. ater is the black kite of the same continent.

milwellt (mU'wel), n. [Also myllewell; < ME.
mulwell; origin obscure; at. milwyn.2 A kind
of fish. See the first quotation.

MyllewM, a sort of flsh, the same with what in Lincoln-
shire is called mMwyn, which Spelman renders green flsh

;

but it was certainly of a different kind.
Eennelt, Paroch. Antiq. Gloss (1696). {Damee.')

Item, ij. saltyng tubbes. Item, viij. lynges. Item, iiij.

mu2weU-fyche. Pastim Letters (Inventory), I. 490.

The yellow ling, the mUweU fair and white.
John Bennya (Arber's Eng. Gamer, 1. 166).

milwyn (mil'wia), n. {_Msojmllwyn; of. mil-

Forlc-tailed Flycatcher iMilvutus
tyrannus).

well.'] Green fishi

first quotation under
milwell. [Prov. Eng.]
Milyas (mil'i-as), TO.

[NL., < L. Milyas, a
district in Lycia.] 1.

A genus of nootuid
moths, erected by
Walker in 1858 for the
African M. mixtura.—
2. A notable genus of
predaceous bugs of the
iajmilj Bedv/viidce. They
are mainly American, and
Jf. ductus is one of the best-
known heteropters of the
United States, of a waxy or
orange-yellow color, with
the legs and antennse band-
ed with black. St&M, 1861.

milzbrand (milts'-
brant), TO. [G., < rmle,

milt, spleen, + Irand,
burning inflammation

Skmner; Halliwell. See the

Many-banded Robber {Milyas
cinciits}. (Line shows natural

see milP- and lyrand.']

Same as malignant amihrax (which see, under
anthrax).

mim (mim), a. [Amineed form of murn^, silent.]

Primly silent; prim; demure; precise; affect-

edly modest; quiet; mute: also used adverbi-
ally. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

See, up he's got the word of God,
An' meek an' mvm has view'd it.

Bwrm, Holy Fair.

Lightning-storms seem to come quite natural to you,
for all as prim and nmn as you are 1

W. Black, In Far Lochaber, iv.

mima (mi'ma), n. [Burmese.] A yoimg Bur-
mese womaii; a girl.

Make war or peace ; build or bum ; . . . only leave me
to my mimas and my stranger's drink.

J. W. Palmer, Up and Down the Irrawaddi, p. 161.

Mimas (nu'mas), TO. [NL., < 6r. MlfioQ, the
name of a centaur.] 1. The innermost and
smallest of the satellites of Saturn, revolving
about its primary in 22 hours 37 minutes.— 2.
\l. c] In eool., a golden-green South American
beetle, Scarabwus mimas.
mimbar, minbar (mim'-, min'bar), n. [Turk.
minber = Pers. Hind. mAmbar, <"Ar. manbar, a
pulpit.] The pulpit in a mosque, it consisted
originally of a plain low platform approached by three
steps, but is now often an elevated structure surmounted
by a richly ornamented canopy. It differs from a pulpit
especially in that it is entered by stairs in front instead of
at the side or in the rear. See cut in next column.

mime (mim), n. [< P. mime= Sp. Pg. It. mimo,
< L. mimus, < Gr. lufwi, an imitator, actor, also

a kind of (irama ; cf. /iifietadai, imitate
;
prob.

mimetic

akin to L. imitari, imitate: see imi-

tate.'] 1. An imitator; one skilled

in mimicry; a mimic; specifically,

a mimic actor; a performer in the
ancient farces or burlesques called

Let him go now and brand another man in-

juriously with the name of Mvme, being him-
selfe the loosest and most extravagant Mvme
that hath been heard of ; whom no lesse then
almost halfe the world could serve toi stage
roome to play the Miine in.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

The strolling mimes carried the last, and
probablymany of the worst, reminiscences
of the Koman acting drama across the
period of those great migrations which
changed the face of the Western world.

A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit, I. IL

2. A dramatic entertainment
among the ancient Greeks of

Sicily and southern Italy and
the Bomans, consisting
generally of farcical mim-
icry of real events and per-

sons. The Greek mimes com-
bined spoken dialogue of some-
what simple and familiar charac-
ter with action ; the Roman con-
sisted chiefly of action, often of a
coarse and even indecent character, with little speaking.
See pantomime.

This we know in Laertius, that the Mimes of Sophron
were of such reckning with Plato, as to take them nightly
to read on and after make them his pillow. Scaliger
describes a Mime to be a Poem imitating any action to

stirre up laughter. Milton, Apology tor Smectymnuus.

Mimbar in Mosque oi
Sultan Selim, Adrianople,
Turkey.

mime (mim), v. ». ;.pret. and pp. ndmed, ppr.

miming. [< mime, to.] To mimic, or play me
buffoon; act in a mime.

Acts Old Iniquity, and in the fit

Of miming gets the opinion.of a wit
B. Jonsan, Epigrams, cxv.

mimeograph (mim'e-o-graf), TO. [Irreg. < Gr.

/u/iua6ai, imitate, + -ypdipeiv, write.] An ap-

paratus invented by Edison, by 'which stencilg

of written pages may be obtained for the pro-

duction of an indefinite number of copies. A
pointed stylus is moved as in writing with a lead-pencQ
over a kind of tough prepared paper placed on a finely

grooved steel plate, and the writing is thus traced in a
series of minute perforations. Stencils may also be pre-

pared on typewriters.

Mimesa (mi-me'sa), TO. [NL. (Shuckard, 1837),

irreg. < Gr. /li/iT/mc, imitation: see m/imesis.']

The typical genus ozMimesidce, havingthe inner

spur of the hind tibiae broadlyflattened. Eleven
North American and seven European species

are known.
Mimesidae (mi-mes'i-de), to. pi. [NL. , < Mimesa
+ -ddcB.] A family of fossorial hymenopterous
insects. The prothorax is narrow, the fore wings have
three submarginal cells, the abdomen is petiolate with the

petiole depressed and generally furrowed above, the an-

tei " ' " ""
tit

the two genera Mimesa and Psen.

tennal flagellum is thickened at the apex, and the middle
tibiee have only one apical spur. The family comprises

mimesis (mi-me'sis), TO. [NL., < Gr. iiimai^,

imitation, < /u/ielaBai, imitate: see mime.i 1.

In rhet., imitation or reproduction of the sup-

posed words of another, especially in order to

represent Ms character. See prosopceia.—2.
In siool., mimicry; simulated resemblance;
physical or physiological simulation by one

animal of another, or of a plant or other part

of its surroundings. See mimicry, 3.

mimetene (mim'e-ten), TO. [So called from its

close resemblance to pyromorphite ; < Glju/oi-

T^C, an imitator (see tmmetic), + -e»e.] Same
as mimeUte.
Mimetes (ml-me'tez), to. [NL., < Gr. luim^f, an
imitator.] 1 . In entom. : (a) A genns of nootuid

moths. Hiibner, 1816. (6) A genus of weevils

of the subfamily OiiorhynchmtB. Eschscholte,

1818.— 2. In mammal., a genus of anthropoid

apes of the family SmUdw, a type of which is

the chimpanzee : so called from the likeness to

man. This genns was proposed by W. E. Leach about

1816, and antedates both Troglodytes of Geoffrey and Alt-

thropopithecxa of De Blalnville ; but these synonyms are

more frequently used. See cut under chimpanzee.

3. In ornith. : (a) A genus of Australian on-

oles of the family Oriolidce. King, 1826. Also

Mimeta (Vigors and HorsfieU, 1826). (5) Same
as Mimus. C. W. L. Gloger, 1842.

mimetesite (mi-met'e-sit), to. [Irreg. < Gn.jujJ'V-

T^?, an imitator (see Mimetes), + ite^.'] Same
as mimetite.

mimetic (mi-met'ik), a. [= It. rmmeUeo, <

Gr. /uiiriTtic6;^ imitative, < /iifoir^g, an imitator;

< pufieiadat, imitate: see mime."] 1. Pertain-

ing to mimicry or imitation ; apt in mimicry;

apmg.



mimetic
Bet FacTi8, lead by most mimeSdc apes.
Could not depinge don Fuco's antick shapes.

Wluting, Albino and Bellama, p. 9. (3'are>.)

Brotberlioods of actors, ambiUoos ol displaying tbeir
oiiMfic facility to their townsfolk.

/. jyitraeU, Amen, of lit, I. 393.

2. Lnitatin^ ; imitatlTe. Specifically—(a) In 2doI.
and boL, ezhibilang mimicry ; characterized by mimiciy,
aa the flowera of certain orchids which resemble batter-
flies. See mtmiery, S.

In an these cases it appears that the mmeUe species is
protected from some enemy by its outward similarity to
the form which it mimics. H. A. Kieluimi.

(&) In mingraL, approximating closely to—that is, imitat-
ii^;—other forms of a higher d^ree of symmetry. This
characteristic osnally resnlfs from twinning. Por exam-
ple, aragonite oocors in twin crystals which at first sight
iVpear to be hexagonal in form. See pxudo^fmmetry and

mimetical (mi-met'i-kal), a. [< vUmetie + -at.]

Same as fntmeMe.

A dialogue in the old mimutieal or poetic form.
Bp. Hurd, Foreign Xntvel, yiL

mimetically (mi-met'i-kal-i), tide. In a mi-
metio manner; imitattvely; in fhe manner of
a mime.
Homer . . . wished to express minutieaBy the rolling,

Ihondering, leaping motion of the stone.
De Qmncey, Homer, iiL

mimetism (mim'e-tizm), n. [< mimet-ic, q. v.,

+ -ism.] Sameas mimesis, and mimiery, 3.

mimetite (mim'e-tat), n. [< Cir. /u/OTT^f, an imi-
tator (see Mimeies), + -ite2.] Native arseniste
of lead with chlorid of lead, a mineral of a
yellow to brown color occurring in hexagonal
prismatic crystals, often rounded, it is isomor-
phons with pyromorphite, the phosphate of lead. Some
Tarieties, aa campyUte, contain phosphtutic acid, and hence
are intermediate between mimetite and pyromorphite.
Also called ininutait^ tiBiiKtsnc.

mimic (mim'ik), a. and n. [= F. mimique= Sp.
mimico = Pg. It. mimico, < L. mimieus, < 6r. /ufu-

k6q, 'belo^iag to mimes, < p/raf, a mime: see
mtme.] T. a. 1. Acting as a mime; given to
or practising imitation; imitatiYe : as, a mimic
actor.

Oft in her absence nwmte Fancy wakes
X^ imitate her [Season] ; bat, mi^oining shapes.
Wild work produces oft, and most in dreams.

Mitton, P. L., T. 110.

3. Pertaining to mimicry or imitation ; exhib-
iting, characterized by, or employed in simn-
lation or mimiery; mimiokmg; simulating: as,

the mimic stage ; mimic action or gestures.

Eager to win laurels on the nrnnie theatre of war.
PreaaM, Ferd. and Isa., i. 15.

liCt the mtmu canvas show
Her calm beneT<dent features.

Aysnt, The Ages, iiL

3. Consisting of or resnlting from imitation;
simulated; mock: often implying a copy or
imitation: as, a mimic battle; the mimic roy-
alty of the stage.

Blew fn^iue hootings to the silent owls.
That they might answer him. -

Wordtunrth, There was a Boy.

Down the wet sbeets
San their mimic fleets.

LongfeUoK, Bain in Summer.

Omlo-flower beetles, an occasional name of the Lagri-
ida.

IL ». 1. One who or that which imitates or
mimics; specifically, an actor.

Anon his Thisbe must be answered.
And forth my mimic comes.

Shak., M. X. D., iiL 2. 19.

Every sort
Of gymnick artist^ wrestlers, riders, runner^
Jugler^ and dancers, anticks, mummers, mindda.

UHton, S. A., L 13^
2. An imitation; anything copied from or
made in imitation of something else.

mimic (mim'ik), V. t. ; pret. and pp. mimicked,
ppr. mimicking. [< mimic, o.] 1. To act in
imitation of; simulate a likeness to; imitate
or copy in speech or action, either mockingly
or seriously.

ince has learned so to mwueTirtue that it often creeps
in hither under its disguise. Steele, Spectator, Ko. 514.

Mvmie the tetchy humonx, furtive glance.

And brow where half was furious, half fatigued.
Browning, Bing and Book, I. 203.

2. To produce an imitation of; make some-
thing similar or corresponding to; copy in
form, character, or quality.

Fresh carved cedar, mimidang a glade
Of palm and pi«w^g«i^ met from either side.

High in the midst. Eeati, lAmia, iL

Leonardo studies the laws of light scientiflcally, so tiiat

the proper roundness and effect of distance should be ac-

cunSely rendered, and an the subtleties of nature's smiles

be ntimidced. J. A. Symmdt, Italy and Greece, p. 277.
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3. Specifically, in sool. and hot., to imitate,
simulate, or resemble (something else) in form,
color, or other characteristie ; assume the char-
acter or appearance of (some other object). See
mimiery, 3. =Syil. 1. Ape, Mode, etc. See tmOaie.

mimicalf(mim'i-kal),a. l< mimic +-al.] Same
as nttnitc.

To some toc^ if they be far gon^ mimieal gestures are
too&miliaT. Aoton, Anat. of UeL, p. 233.

To make our mirth the completer. Sir J. Minnes was in
the highest pitch of mirth, and his mimieaU tricks, that
ever I saw, and most exoeUent pleasant company he is.

fepyt. Diary, IL 339.

mimically (mim'i-kal-i), adv. In a vniTninTriTig

or imitatxve manner. [Bare.]
Such are good for nothing but either mnmedlly to imi-

tate their neighbours' fooleries, or to immeise themselves
in a kind of lascivious and debauched living.

South, Works, y. ix.

mimicalness (mim'i-kal-nes), n. The quality
of being mimicaL [Biare.]

mimic-Deetle "(mim'ik-be'tt), n. A coleopter-
ous insect which feigns death when disturbed
or alarmed, as some of the Histeridee and Byr-
rhidee.

mimicker (mim'i-k6r), n. One who or that
which mimics. .

mimicry (mim'ik-ri), n.; pL mimicries (-nz).

[< mimic + -ry.] i. The act of imitatmg in
speech, manner, or appearance; mockery by
imitation; simulation.

Absolute princes, who ruin their people by a minuery
of the great monarchs. Hvme, Essays iL 11.

A few old men, the last snrvivois of our generation, . . .

win remember . . . that exquisite mumery [of Lord Hol-
land's] which ennobled, instead of degrading.

Maemdag, Lord Holland.

2. An imitation; that which imitates or simu-
lates.

In France an imitative school . . . hasexecnted skilful
ntwiKries of ancient glass painting. Eneye.Brit.,^tiiS.

3. In sool., the simulation of something else

in form or color, etc. ; mimesis. Commonly caned
proteetixM mimiery, from the immunitysecured by such re-
semblance, aswhen the insect known as tb.e walking-stai^
simulatesadead twig of atree, when abuttetflyassimilates
in color to that of Uie flowers upon which it habituaUy
feeds, or a bird's nest is so oons^cted as to resemble a
bunch of moss on a bough, etc. Also ndmetism.

Both mimicry and imitation are [here] used in a meta-
phorical sense, as implying that (dose external likeness
which causes things unlike in stmctnre to be mistaken
for each other. A. R. WaOaee, Kat. Sdect., p. 75.

mimic-tlirush(mim'ik-thrush),n. Abook-name
of the mocking-bird, Mimuspolyglottus.

Miiniilia (mim'i-de), n. pi. fNli., < Mimus +
-idee.1 The Mimincs rated as a family of oseine
passerine birds^

Mimins (mi-mi'ne), n. pi. PvL., < Mimus +
-imB.] A subfamily of turdoid oseine passerine
birds, typified by the genus Mimus; the mock-
ery mock-birds, or mocking-birds. The group is

variouslylocated in the ornithological system, being some-
times idaced in Turdidte, sometimes associated with 12ie

wrens in Lio^ichidcB. and sometimes referred to the Tima-
l^€» nader Qie name of American babblers. These birds
have a mediate (sometimes extremely long and bowed)
bill, short wings, long rounded tail, and scutellate tarsL
Leading genera are Jfimu^ Barporhynchus, Oroxoptes,
Oaletacoples. FamSiar examples are the mocking-bird,
thrasher, and catbird. An are confined to America. See
cuts under caOiird and modangHrd.

mimine (mim'in), a. Of or pertaining to the
Miminte.

mimistt (nd'mist), n. [< mime + -is*.] A
writer of mimes.
'Ehereupon were called Poets Mimisteg: as who would

s^, imit^le and meet to be foUowed for tiieir wise and
graue lessons. I'tiOealiam, Arte of Bug. Poesie, p. 21.

mimmation (mi-ma'shon), 71. [< Ar. mini, the
name of the letter m, + -aUon. Gf. mytaasm.']
The frequent use of the letter m; specifically,

the addition of m to a final vowel.

The principal differences between these dialects [the

Semitic-Babylonian and the Semitic-Assyrian] are—Is^
the use of mimmation by the Babylonians, and not by the
Assyrians ; thus the Babylonian words Sumirim and Akka-
dim were rendered'by the A^yrians Sumiri and Akkadi

Bng. Bncyc, Arts and Sciences, Supp., p. 173.

mim-monthed (mim'moutht), a. [Sc. usually
mim-mou'ed; < mim + mouthed.'] 1. Keserved
in discourse : implying affectation of modesty.

rm no for being num-Duni'd, when there's no reason

;

but a man had as gude^ whiles, cast a knot on his tongue.
The Smugglen, L 161. {Jantiaon.}

2. Affectedly moderate at table. Jamieson.

mimographer (mi-mog'ra-fer), n. [Cf. F. mi-
mographe= Fg.'mimographo ; < L. mimograplms,
a writer of mimes, < Gr. fu/urypwfoc, writing
mimes, < fu/ioc, a mime, -I- ypafuv, write.] A
writer of mimes or farces.

Mimus
For the best idea that can now be formed of the manner

of this famous mintogrttpher we must have recourse, 1 be-
lieve to the fifteenth Idyl of Theocritus.

Twitting, tr. of Aiistotie's 'Ereatise on Poetzy, L, note 6.

Mimosa (mi-mo'sa),n. [XL. (Toumefort, 1700),
so called from its imitating the sensibility of
animal life ; < L. mimus, < Gr. /u/ioc, a mimic

:

see mime, «.] 1. A large genus of leguminous
plants of the suborder Mimosea; and the tribe
Eumimosem, characterizedby a legume with en-
tire or jointed valves which break away from
a narrow persistent placenta. The plants are
either herbs, erect or climbing abmbs, or sometimes trees,
and are often prickly. The leaves are almost always bipin-
nate, but rarely there are none^ or the expanded petiole
(phyUodium) takes the placeof the leaf ; and in many spe-
cies the leaves are sensitive, closing when touched. The
flowers are smaU and sessile, nsnaUy having Uie stamens
very much longer than the corolla; they are arranged in
globular heads or in cylindrical spikes. About 280 spe-
cies have been described, natives of the warmer parts of
America and Africa, of tropical Asia, and of the Msscarene
Islands. Mauyarecnltivated,themostconmionbeingthe
sensitive-plant or humble-plant of hothouses, Jf. pudiea^
which is abranching annual, one ortwo feet in height, hav-.

ing a great many sman leaflets, an highly sensitive when
touched. M. myriadenia is a woody climber of tropica]
America, and is remarkable for the great height which it

attains^ ascending to the tops of the taUest trees.

2. [2. c] A plant of this genus.

For not Jftmom's tender tree
Shrinks sooner from the touch than he.

Scott, Marmion, iv.. Int.

mimosa-bark (mi-md'sa-bark), n. The bark
of several AustraJian acacia- or wattle-trees,
much used in tanning.
Mimoses (uu-mo'se-e), n. pi. [NIi. (A. P. de
Candolle, 1825), < Jiiimosa + -ecB.] A suborder
of leguminons plants, characterized by small
regular flowers with a gamosepalous calyx, by
having the petals valvate and often united be-
low the middle, and by having stamens which
are free or monadelphous. It embraces 6 tribes, 29
genera, Mimata being the type, and about 1,350 species,

the majority of which are confined to the tropica.

mimosite (mi-mo'sit), ». [< Mimosa + -ite^.]

A fossil seed-pod supposed to have belonged
to a plant of the mimosa family.

mimotype (mim'o-ljp), ». [< Gr. /u/a>f, a mimic,
+ riTTof, forin.] ' In eool. and zoogeog., a type
or form of animal life which in one country is

the analogae or representative of a type or form
found in another country, to which it is not very
closely related. Thus, the American starilngs (Jeferi-

dtB) are mimotypes of the Old World starlings iSburnidxe) ;

the American genus Gtomgs is mimotypic of the African
Gooryehia; theAmericanjumping-mouse {^Zapiu'jre^aces
lAe jerboas (JKpue) of Africa.

Mimatypes, forms distantly resembling each other, but
fulfilling sinollar functions. ... By the use of this term,
the word "analogae " maybe relieved of a part of the bur-
den borne by it Smithimian Beport (18S1X p. 460, note.

mimotypic (mim-o-tip'ik), a. [< mimotype +
-ic.] living the character of a mimotype.
Mimnlea (mi-mu'le-e), n. pi. [NL. (Bentham
and Hooker, 1876>,"< JiRmulus + -e<B.] A sub-
tribe of plants of the order Scrophularinea and
the tribe Gratiolete, characterized by a five-

toothed calyx, by having the stamens inserted
within the coroUar-tube, with the anther-cells
contiguous, and by a loenlieidal capsule with
two or four valves. The subtribe embraces 6
genera, Mimulus being the type, and about 56
species.

HimTQns (mim'u-lus), n. [NIi. (Linntens, 1753),
so called fromtlie resemblance of its corolla to a
mask; < lAi. m imulvs, a littlemime , dim. ofL. mi-
mus : see m ime.] Agenus of scrophulariaceous
plants of thetribe Gratiolea,type of the subtribe
J/>m«Ze<E,charaeterizedbyatabularcalyx,which
is almost always five-angled or five-toothed, by
a two-valved capsule, and byhaving numerous
seeds, with the plaeents usually united to form
a central column. They are reclining or erect, rare-

ly tan, and slightly woody herbE^ with opposite undivided
leaves, and often showy flowers, which are yeUow, orange
red, violet^ or rose-colored, and sontaiy in the axils of the
leaves, or sometimes racemed at the tips of the branches.

The species, numbering 45 or 50, are especiallynumerous in

Pacific North America, but are alsowidely dispersed else-

where in temperate regions, though not in Europe. Plants

of the genus bear the general name of moniey-jkrwer. M,
ringens andM. tJatus, with violet-purple flow^s, are com-
mon species of wet places in the eastern United States.

Various species are cidtivated, chiefly in conservatories,

some much prized. Among them are Jf. mo8chatut, the

muak-plant of gardens, strongly musk-scented, the flowera

smaU and pale-ydlow ; Jf. cardinaUi, with large scarlet

ooroUa ; and M. glutinosui, a shrubby, very ornamental
conservatory species^ the flowers from salmon-colored to

scarlets

Mimus (mi'mus), n. [NL-, < L. mimus, < Gr.

/u/ioc, an imitator: see mime.] A genus of

American birds of which the mocking-bird, M.
polyglottus, is the type. See modnrtg-bird, and
cut under catbird.



Mimusops

Mimusops (mi-mu'sops), ft. [NL. (Linnseus,
1753), so called from the fancied resemblances
of the flowers to an ape's face ; < Gr. /ufwvi, gen.
of fuft6, an ape (< lUfidaBai, imitate, liifioq, an im-
itator: see mime), + 6i|;, face.] A genus of
dicotyledonous gamopetalous plants of the nat-
ural order Sapotacem and the tribe Bumeliece.
It is characterized by having the Bix or eight segments
of the calyx arranged in two series, the outer ones includ-
ing the inner, which are more slender ; the lobes of the
corolla entire and three times as many as the calyx-seg-
ments ; and the six or eight staminodia, which are alter-

nate with the same number of stamens. They are trees, or
rarely shrubs, with a mill^ juice, and usually small white
flowers, which are often fragrant, in axillary clusters.
About 30 species are known, found throughout the tropics.
Several, from India and Ceylon, yield a heavy durable
timber, and M, Elenffi also produces small edible berries,
the seeds of which alford an abundance of oil. See balata-
gum, bvUy-treej cow-tree, and dUly^,

millet, pron. A Middle English form of mine^.

min^ti I- [ME., also myn, minne, mynne, < AS.
min, less (not 'small,'thepositiveformbeingnot
in use), = OS. minniro= OFries. minnera, minra
(at. min, adv.) = MD. mindre, D. minder= MLG.
TOiJi, m,inner, minder =OH.Gr. minniro, MHG. min-
ner, mirvre, G. minder = leel. minnr = Sw. Dan.
mindre = Goth, minniza, compar., less; of. OS.
minnisto = OFries. minnust = D. MLG. minst =
OHG. minnist, MHG. minnest, G. mindest = leel.

minnst= Sw. minst = Dan. mindst = Goth, min-
nists (at. mins, minz, adv.), superl., least; corn-
par, and superl. (reduced in the compar. min, as
in bet for better, less, etc.), = L. compar. minor,
neut. mimis, less (superl. minimus, least), posi-
tive stem *minv,-, whence minuere, lessen (see
minish, minuend, etc.), = Gr. uji^f, little, small
(not in good use, but assumed or revived as the
base of the derived forms /uvideiv, lessen, /ilvvv-

6a, a little, etc. ) ; cf. Ir. min, small
;
perhaps Skt.

\/ mi (present stem mina-), make less. Hence,
from L., minor, minus, minority, etc., minister,
administer, etc., minim, minimum, minimise,
minute^, minute^, minish, diminish, comminute,
etc. ; from B., mince, minnow, etc.] Less.

The more and the minne.
Le Bone Florence (Ritson's Met. Rom., III.), 1. 649.

It is of the for to forgyfe
Allsyn tryspas both more & mynn.

PolUiccU Poems, etc. (ed. Purnivall), p. 104.

min^t (min), n. [ME., also minne, mynne, < Icel.

minni, memory, remembrance; cf. OS. minna,
minnia = OHG. minna, MHG. minne, G. (re-

vived) minne, love, orig. 'memory': akin to E.
mineS, mind?-, etc.: see mine^, mind'^.2 Mem-
ory; remembrance.

millet (min), V. t. [< ME. minnen, mynnen, < Icel.

minna, bring to mind, < minni, mind, memory:
see min^, n. Cf. mine^.'] 1. To bring to the
mind of ; remind.

Syr, of one thinge I wolle you mynne.
And beseche you for to spede.

MS. Harl. 2252, f. 88. (Htdliwai.)

2. To remember.
The clowdys ovyr-caate, all lyst was leste,

Hys myst was more then ye mygt mynne.
MS. Oantab. Sf. ii. 88, f. 47. {Eaaiwell.)

Euery psalme qwencheth a synne
As ofte as a man thoth hem mynne.

PoUtwal Poemx, etc. (ed. Fumivall), p. 90.

3. To mention.
Falomydon put hym full prestly to say,

And meuit of his mater, that I mynnet are.

Destruction of Troy (B. E. T. S.), 1. 8876.

min* (min), n. [Perhaps a familiar var. of mam^,
mama.} Mother. [Scotch.]

I'm Johnny Faa o' Yetholm town,
There dwall my min and daddie O.

Johnnie Faa (Child's Ballads, IV. 284).

miTiS (min), n. A dialectal or affected form of

man.
min. An abbreviation of mineralogy, mineralogi-

cal, minimum, minute, minim, and minm:
mina^ (mi'nS), n. [L., also mna, < Gr. fiva, a
weight, a siim of money; < Heb. mdneh, a
weight, prop, part, portion, number, < mdndh,
divide, measure out, allot.] A unit of weight
and of value, originally Assyrian, but used also

by the Greeks and other ancient peoples. Bronze
and stone Babylonian and Assyrian standards show that
there were two Assyrian minas, one varying from 960 to

1,040 grams, and the other of half that weight. The As-
syrians divided the mina into 60 sheltels, and 60 minas
made a talent. In Athens at the time of Pericles it was,

in weight of silver, 100 drachmas, equivalent to 486.3 grams,
or 1.5.4 ounces avoirdupois, or 14 -f- ounces troy, and was in

value about $18.

[The Babylonians] constituted a new mina for them-
selves, consisting of 50 shelsels instead of 60.

B. V. Mead, Historia Numorum, Int., p. xxxii.

mina^ (mi'na), n. [Also mino, myna,
and mairM;\ Hind, maind, a starling.] One
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of several different sturnoid passerine birds of

India and countries further east, (a) Any spe-

cies of the genus Amdotheres(which see). (6)Any species

of the genus Eulabes, several of which inhabit Indi!^ Cey-

lon, Java, Sumatra, Borneo, etc. ; a hill-mina. (See hUl-mi-

na, and cut under JSidaies.) The common tallsmg starling

or rehgious graclde of India is E. (formerly Gracula) reli-'

giosa, of a purplish-black color with a white mirror on the
wing, yellow bill and feet, and curious leafy lappets of a
yellow or orange color on the head. It is easily tamed and
taught to speak with siugulai' distinctness. TMs and some
other members of the same genus are common cage-birds

in Europe and the United States.

mina-bird (mi'na-berd), n. Same as mina^.

minablet (mi'na-bl), a. [< mine^ + -able.']

Capable of being mined.

He began to undermine it (finding the earth all about
very minable). North, tr. of Plutarch, p. 115.

minacious (mi-na'shus), a. [= It. minaccioso,

an extended form of minaee = Pg. minaz, < L.

minax (minac-), full of threats: see menace, ».]

Threatening; menacing. [Rare.]

Whether the face of heaven smile upon us with a cheer-
ful bright azure, or look upon us with a more sad and
minadous countenance.

Dr. H. More, Mystery of Godliness, p. 63.

minacity (mi-nas'i-ti), n. [< L. minax (minac-),

threatening, minacious (see menace), + -ity.]

Disposition to threaten. Coles, 1717. [Rare.]

minar (mi-nar'), n. [Ar. mindr, a candlestick,
lamp, lighthouse (cf. Heb. manordh, a candle-
stick); cf. ndr, fire, nUr, light, nawwir, enlight-
en, illumine, Heb. nOr, shine.] In Moslem
owfe., a lighthouse; a tower; a minaret.

In the burning sun the golden dome [of a mosque in the
city of Meshed] seemed to cast out rays of dazzling light,

and the roofs of the adjoining minars shone like brilliant

beacons. O'Donovan, Merv, vi.

minaret (min'a-ret), n. [= P. minaret = Pg.
minareto = It. "minareto, minaretto, <

Sp. minarete, < Turk, mindre= Hind.
minora, rmna/r, a high slender tow-
er, a minaret, < Ax. mandra, a lamp,
lighthouse, minaret, < mindr, candle-
stick, lamp, lighthouse : see minar.]
In Moslem arch., a slender and lofty
turret typically rising by several
stages or stories, and surrounded
by one or more projecting balco-
nies, characteristic of Mohammedan
mosques, and corresponding to the
belfry of a Christian ehiirch. From
the becomes of the minarets the people are
summoned to prayer five times a day by
criers. See muezzin, and cut under m/)sque.

Another [mosque] has a very high Tninaret
or tower, the out side of which is entirely
cased with green tiles.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 121.

minargent (mi-nar'jent), n. [< NL.
(alu)min(i'um) + L. argentum, sil-

ver.] A kind of aluminium bronze,
the ingredients of which are copper
1,000 parts, nickel 700, antimony 50,

and aluminium 20. Minaret.

minatorial (min-a-to'ri-al), a. [< .^"'"^ °f

minatory + -al.] I'hreatening ; men- stanSnopie!"'

acing.

minatorially (min-a-to'ri-al-i), adv. In a threat-
ening or menacing manner.
minatorily (min'a-to-ri-li), ad/B. In a minatory
manner ; with threats.

minatory (min'a-to-ri), a. [= It. minatorio, <

LL. minat6rius,'iinea,tem.ng (of. minator, one
who drives cattle), < L. minari, pp. mimatvs,
threaten, drive: see menace.] Threatening;
menacing.
The long made a statute monitory and minatcry, towards

justices of peace, that theyshould duly execute their office.

Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII., p. 75.

The m,inat&ry proclamation issued last week by the Czar
from Livadia. FortnighUy £eo., N. S., XXXIX. 877.

minaul (mi-nW), n. Same as monaul.
minbar. «. See mimbar.
mince (mins), v.; pret. and pp. minced, ppr.
mincing. [< ME. "mincen, *myncen, minsen, (a)
partly < AS. minsian, make less, become less,

diminish (cf. verbal n. minsung, parsimony,
' abstinence) (= OS. minson, make less, = Goth.
minznan, become less) ; with formative -s (as
also in cUanse, rinse, eta.) (cf . Icel. minnka=Syr.
minsJca = Dan. mindske, make less, with forma-
tive -Ic), < min, less (see min^)

; (6) partly < OP.
mincer, F. mincer, cut small, < mince, slender,
slight, puny, prob. of Teut. origin, perhaps from
the superl. of mim, less (see mim"^), or more prob.
the adj. mince is a back formation from the
verb mincer, which is then < OS. minson, etc.,

make small: see above.] 1. trans. 1. To' make
less; ma;ke small; specifically, to cut or chop
into very small pieces: as, to mince meat.

minch-house
Mynce that plouer. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 265.

When she saw Fyrrhus make malicious sport
In mincing with his sword her husband's limbs.

Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2. 537.

They brought some cold bacon and coarse oat-cake. The
sergeant asked for pepper and salt, minced the food fine,

and made it savory. Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, xxxiv,

2. To lessen; diminish; especially, todiminish
in speaking; speak of lightly or slightingly;

minimize.
Thy honesty and love doth min^e this matter.
Making it light to Cassio. Slittk. , Othello, ii. 3. 248.

For though shee held her to the commandment^ yet the
threatening annexed shee did somewhat min^ and extenu-
ate. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 26.

Be gone, Futelll ! do not miruse one syllable
Of what you hear. Ford, Lady's ITial, i. 8.

What say the soldiers of me? and the same words;
Mince 'em not, good Aecius, but deliver
The very forms and tongues they talk withaL

Fletcher, Valentinian, i. 8.

3. To utter primly; bring or show forth spar-

ingly or in a half-spokenway ; hence, to display
with affected delicacy; use affectation in re-

gard to: as, to mince one's words or a narra-

tive; to mince the lapses of one's neighbors; a
minced oath.

Behold yon simpering dame, . . .

That minces virtue, and doth shake the head
To hear of pleasure's name. Shak., Lear, iv. 6. 122,

4. To effect minoingly. [Rare.]

To the ground
Tliree times she bows, and with a modest grace
Minces her spruce retreat

J. BeoMmtmt, Psyche, iii. 182.

MillCed COllops. See collop.— Minced pie. See mirm-
pie.—To mince matters, to speak of things with affect-

ed delicacy.

II. intrans. 1. To walk with short steps or

with affected nicety; affect delicacy in man-
ner.

Because the daughters of Zion are haughty, .

ing and mincing as they go. ]

. . walk-
a. iii. 16.

Away, I say ; time wears : hold up your head and mince.
Shak., M. W. of W., v. 1. 9.

2. To speak with affected elegance.

Low spake the lass, and Ilsp'd and minced the while.

Crdbbe, Works, I. 76.

mince (mins), n. [< mince(-meat).] Same as

mince-^neat.

Upsetting whatever came in his way—now a pan of
milk, and now a basin of Tnince.

H. B. Stcme, Oldtown, p. 342.

mince-meat (mins 'met), n. [Prop, minced
meat.] 1. Meat chopped smaU; hence, any-
thing chopped or broken into small pieces, lit-

erally or figuratively.

Their first shot struck us in the bows, knocked our two
gunners into ynince meat.

£. L. Stevenson, Master of Ballantrae, ii.

2. The material of which mince-pies are made.
Also called minced meat and mince.

mince-pie (mins'pi'), n. [_<.minee(.meat)+pie^.]
A pie made with minced meat, fruit, etc. It has
lon^ been especially associated with Christmas
festivities among English-speaking peoples.
-Also called minced pie.

mincer (min'sfer), n. One who minces.
Mincers of each other's fame, Tennyson, Princess, iv.

mincht (minch), n. [< ME. mynche; a reduced
form of mimcfken.] Same as minchen, Ballir

well.

mlnchent (min'chen), n. [.Also m/ynehen, min-
cheon, minchun; < ME. minchen, monchen, mune-
chene, < AS. myneceu, myneeynu, pi. m/ynecena,

munecena, a nun, fem. of nmnuc, a monk: see
monk.] A nun.
Mlncheon Lane, so called of tenements there sometime

pertaining to the minchuns, or nuns of St. Helen's, in

Bishopgate Street.
Stow, Survey of London, quoted in N. and Q., 7th ser.,

[UL 814.

minclieryt (min'ch6r-i), n. [Also mynchery; <

minch, minchen, + -r^,] A nunnery.
In telling how Begu, within the minchery at Hackness,

was miraculously given to know of St. Hilda's death, miles
away, at Whitby, etc.

Bock, Church of our Fathers, iL 297.

minch-houset, n. [Perhaps a dial, corruption
of men's house, a cottage attached to a farm-
house, where the men-servants cook their vic-

tuals (Jamieson).] A roadside inn.

Then lay at a minch-hmise in the road, being a good inne
for the country ; for most of the public houses I mett with
before in country places were no better than ale houses,

which they call here minchhmises. . . . Gott to Lesma-
hago, which I found to be but a small village, but in it is

a sort of inne or minsh-hovM of considerable note kept by
a Saxmer of great dealings.

Quoted in N. and Q., 7th ser., VL 44.
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mincing (min'smg), p. a. Speaking or walking
affectedly or with caution; affectedly elegant
and nice ; simpering.

Fast by her 8ide did sitt the bold Sandoy,
fltt Quite for sach a mincing mineon.

^"eiwer, F. Q., H. u. 37.

A Frown apon some Faces penetrates more, and makes
deeper Impression than the Fawning and soft Glances of
a mindng Smile. HoweU, Letters, ii 4.

The vuadng lady Prioress and the broad speaking gap-
toothed Wife of Bath. Dryden, Tales and Fables, Pref.

Saw a vulgar looking, fat man with spectacles, and a
'ndndng, rather pretty pink and white woman, his wife.

GreeiUe, Memoirs, Feb. 17, 1831.

The roagh, spontaneoas conTeisation of men they [the
clergy] do not hear, bat only a mmeing and affected
speech. Smemm, The American Scholar.

mincing-horse (min'sing-hdrs), n. A wooden
horse or stand on which anythiiig is minced or
chopped.
The blabber is Ixansported in stzap-tabs to tiie ndndnff-

Tiorx. C. M. Seammon, Marine Mammals, p. 238.

mincing-knife (min'sing-mf), n. A tool con-
sisting of a cnrred blade fixed to an upright
handle, or several such blades divei^jng, used
for mincing meat, vegetables, etc. ; a ehopping-
kmfe.
mincingly (min'sing-li), adv. In a mincing,
affected, or cautious way; sparingly ; with al-

feetation or reserve.

Caxaffa . . . more mincingly terming their now pope
. . . Tice-deos, vice-god.

Shddon, Miracles, p. 278. (XotAam.)

My steed (lod miiuxngly, as the brambles and earth gave
way beneath his feet (yDonman, Merr, zviii.

mincing-spade (min'sing-spadX. n. A sharp-
edged spade used on a whsding-vessel for cut-

tii^ up blubber preparatory to trying it out.

minctnriencyt (mingk-tu'ii-en-si), ». [For
*tmctu,riency, < L. micturire, urinate: see viic-

turition.'X Micturition.

mind'- (mind), n. [< ME. mind, mynd, mend,
mund, < AS. gemynd (not *mynd, as commonly
cited, this form, without the prefix, oocuning
only in derivatives), menioiy, remembrance,
memorial, mind, thought, = Icel. minni (for

*mindi), memory, = Sw. minne = Dan. minde
(developedfrom minne, itselffrom orig.*»»in<fe),

memory, = Gcoth. gamunds (also gaminihi),
memory; with eoUeetive prefix ge-, and forma-
tive -d (orig. pp. sufSx), < munan (pres. man,
pret. munde), also gemunan (geman, etc.), also

d-munan, on-munan, remember, be mindful of,

consider, think, = OS. farmunan, despise, =
Icel. muna = CK>th. gamunan, remember: see
•mineK From the same source are AS. myne,
mind, purpose, desire, love, = Icel. munr, mind,
desire, love, = Goth, muns, purpose, device,
readiness (see minne) ; all from a Tent, -j/ man
= L. t/ men in meminisse, remember (perf. as
pres.,niemin»=AS. man, I remember), re»tin»sc»,

recall to mind, recollect, men(t-)s, mind (aform
nearly = E. mind), mentiri, lie, etc., = Gr. -^

fiev in ^cTftf, wrath, fievoc, mind, etc., /tvaaSat,

remember, etc., = Skt. / man, think. This is

one of the most prolific of the Aryan roots : in
E., of AS. or other Tent, origin, are min(P-, re-

mind, min3, mine^, minion, mignonette, miniken,

minx\ mearii, etc.; of L. origin, memento, remi-

niscence, mental, mention,amentia,demented,com-
ment, commentary, etc., Minerva, etc. ; of Gr. ori-

gin, mentor, etc. The word man is also usually
referred to this root: see man.] 1. Thatwhich
feels, wills, and thinks ; the conscious subject

;

the ego; the sonl. Some writers make an obscure
dislanction between mind, soul, and spirit. With them
the mind is the direct subject of conscioosness.

Fortosayta:nely, whatelsis manbnthismuu2«.' which,
whosoeaer haue skil to compasse, and make yeelding and
flexible, what may not he commaond the body to per-
foarme? PvJtUnham, Arte of Kng. Foesi^ p. 164.

Mind, therefore, is tobe understood as the subject of the
Tarious internal phsenomena of which we are conscious, or
that subject of which consciousness is ihe general phse-
oomenon. Consciousness is, in fact, to the wxnd what
extension is to matter or body. Thoogh both are phe-
nomena, yetboth are essential qualities ; forwe can neither
conceive mind without consciousness, nor body without
extension. Sir W. Hamilton, Metaphysics, ix.

By the mind of a man, we understand that in him which
thinks, remember^ reasons, wills.

Reid, Intellectaal Powers, L 1.

By the Human Mind are to be understood its two facul-

ties called, respectively, Gie understanding and the wilL
Swedeniorg, Christian PsyehoL (tr. by Gorman), p. 80.

The ideal have of the human mind, in so far as it is a
thinking thing, and not extended in length, breadth, and
depth, and participating in none of the properties of body,

is incomparably more distinct than the idea of any corpo-

real object. Veiecntes, Meditations (tr. by Teitch), iv.

In psychology, on the other hand, the individual mind
may mean eitter (L) the series of feelings, or "mental
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phenomena" above referred to ; or(iL)tbe subject of these
feelings, for whom they are phenomena; or (ill.) the sub-
ject of these feelings or phenomena + the series of feel-

ings or phenomena themselves, the two being in that re-
lation to each other in which alone the one is subject and
the other a series of feelings, phenomena, or objects.

J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., TY 39.

Mind consists of feelings and the relations among feel-

ings. H. Spencer, Data of Ethics, § 41.

T^Tiatever all men inevitably mean by the word " I " (the
empirical ego of philosophy), whenever th^ say I think,
or feel, or intend this or that ; and whatever they under-
stand others to mean by using similar language— thus
much, and no more, we propose atfirst to includeunder the
term mind. G. T. Laid, PhysioL Psychology, Int., p. 4.

Mind is the sum of our processes of knowing, our feel-

ings of pleasure and pain, and our volnntary doings.
J. Stdly, Outlines of Psychol, p. 2.

2. The intellect, or cognitive faculty or part of
the soul, as distinguished fron; feeling and
volition; intelligence. The old psychologists
made intellect and will the only faculties of
the soul.

Years that bring the philosophic mind,
Wordsworth, Immortality.

Wordsworth says of him [Milton] Qiat *'His sonl was as
a star and dwelt apart." But I should rather be inclined
to say that it was his mind that was alienated from the
present. LoioeU, Sew Princeton Kev., I. IM.

3. The field of consciousness; contemplation;
thought; opinion.

YesAexixy he thought so moche in his mmdc on her
that in the hoare of euyn songe he gaf to her in lapyng a
buffet. Holy Sood (E. E. T. S.), p. 1(J8.

" But that," quod h^ " it fill in my mynde that I myght
not kepe me iber-fro." MerUn (E. E. T. S.), iii; 427.

Have mind upon your health, tempt me no further.
Shak., J. a, iv. 3. 36.

Others esteeme the Bluer Cantan ... to be that Gan-
ges: of which minde are Mercator, Maginus, Gotardas
Arthos, and their disciples. Purcha^ Pilgrimage, p. 451.

Ck>nsider of it^ take advice, and speak your minds.
Jadges xix. 30.

These Discourses show somewhat of the mind, but not
the whole mind of Selden, even in the subjects treated of.

InL to Sdden's Table-Talk, p. 10.

4. Disposition; cast of thought and feeling;

inclination; desire.

I am a fellow o' the strangest mind.
Shak., T. N., i. 3. 120.

The truth is, that Godwin and his Sons did many things
boistrously and violently, much against the Kings Minde.

MUton, Hist. Eng., vi.

Pify melts the mind to love.
Dryden, Alexander's Feast, L 96.

5. Intention; purpose.

The Duke had a very noble and honourable mynde al-

wayes to pay his debts well, and when he lacked money,
would not s^ck to seU the greatest part of his plate.

Pvttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 230.

HerfTUTuZ to them again she briefly doth unfold.
Drayton, Polyolblon, 1 168.

Who can beleive that whole Parlaments elected by the
People from all parts of the Land, should meet in one
mind, and resolution not to advise him, but to conspire

against him? MUtffn, Eikonoklastes, xv.

My lady herself is of no mind in the world, and for that

reason her woman is of twenty minds in a moment.
Steele, Spectator, So. 13(7.

Religions bodies which have a mind of their own, and
are strong enough to make it felt.

H. N. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 405.

6. Memory ; remembrance : as, to caU to mind;
to have, to keep, or to bear in mind.

Whare-so I be, whare-so I sytt, what-so I doo the mgnd
of liie sauoyre of the name Ihesu departis noghte &a my
mynd& HampoU, Prose Treatises (B. E. T. S.), p. 2.

Sithe tyme of mend this land ded neuer soo.

And as for vs we will not [now] b^ynne.
6eneryde$ (E. K T. S.), 1. 1772.

Marie, of me haue thou mynde.
Some comforte vs two for to kythe.

Thou knowes we are comen of thi kynde.
Tori Plays, p. 476.

All this from my remembrance brutish wrath
Sinfully plnck'd, and not a man of you
Had so much grace to put it in my mind.

Sliak., Eich. IIL, iL 1. 120.

7t. Mention.
As the bokis maken mende. Gomer, Conf. Amant, vii.

8t. Courage; spirit. Chapman—Absence of
mind. SeeoftgeTioe.—Amonth'smind. (o) intheiiom.
Cath. Ca., constant prayer in behalf of a dead person dur-

ing the whole month immediately following his decease,

the sacrifice of the mass being offered in a more than
usually solemn manner especially on the third, seventh,

and thirtieth days after the person's death. Also called

a montldy mind.

That is to wete, in the day or morow after dlseesse vij.

trentallis; and every weke folowing unto my monthes
mynde oon trentaU, and iij. trentalles at my jmmihes
mynde biside the solempne dirige and masse.

Paston Letters, m. 463.

Dirges, requiems, masses, rrumthly minds, anniversaries,

and other offices for the dead.

.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), H. 373.

<d) Earnest desire ; strong inclination.

mind
Lue, Yet here they [papers] shall not lie, for catching

cold.
JvL I see you have a rtumth's mind to them.

Shak., T. G. of v., i 2. 137.

For if a trumpet sound, or dram beat.
Who hath not a month's mind to combat?

S. Butler, Hudibras, L IL llL

A year's mind, a service similar to that of the month's
mind, on the anniversary of a person's death.

Each returning year's mind or anniversary only of their
death. Rock, Church of our Fathers, 11. 329.

Master mind. See master^—Sound and disposing
mind and memory. See ni«)n<>n/.—The mlnd^ eye.
See eyei^.—Time ont Of mind. See time.—To bear In
mind. See 6earl.—To be in two mlnda about a thing,
to be in doubt.

At first I was in two minds about taking such a liberty.
Dickens, Bleak House.

To be ont of one's mind, (a) To be forgotten by one.

What so euer he dede in eny wise
Thoo ij princes wer neuer owt of his mynde.

ffenen/des CE. £. T. S.X 1. 2958.

(&) To be mad or insane.

" Are ye out ofyour mind, my nujs^ my nurse,"
Saidl^y Ch^, "that ye speak so wild?"

Te7ini/son,'Lady Clare.

To break one's mind, to bring to mind, to call to
mind, to Change one's mind, to cross one's mind, to
^eeone'smlnd. See the verbs.—Toglveahlt ofone's
mind. SeeMts.—Togiveallone'sinindto,toEtudyor
cultivate with earnestness and persistence.—To have a
mind, (a) To be inclined or disposed. Also to have a
great mind.

Lord, what ail I, that I Aare no mind to fight now?
Fletcher, Humorous lieutenant, 11. 4.

My Lord told ns that the University of Cambridge had
a mind to choose him for their burgess.

Pepys, Diary, L 44.

He had a great mind to prosecute the printer.
H. Walpole, To Mann, Aug. 28, 1742.

There is nothing so easy as to find out which opinion
the man in doubt has a mind to. Stede, Tatler, No. 25.

(&) To have a thought; take care.

To whom thou speke, ha-ue good mynde,
And of whom, how, when, and where.
Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 110.

To have half a mind, to be pretty mnch disposed ; have
a certain inclination : generally used lightly.

Tve half a mind to die with you.
Teyinyson, Death of the Old Year.

To have in mind, to hold or can up in the memory ; think
of or about.

Man, among thi myrthls haue in mynde
From whens thou come & whidir thou teendis.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. K T. S.), p. 114.

Nor do I particularly affect simple-minded old ladies.

By-the-bye, I must hase mine in mind; it won't do to
n^lect her. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xlv.

To make up one's mind. Seemaiei.—Toputinmlnd,
to remind.

They [the Lords] put the Queen in mind of the fearful
Examples of Gods Judgments extant in Scripture upon
King Saul, for sparing of Agag. Baker, Chronif^es, p. 369.

He puts me in mind of the picture of the great ox in a
gilt frame. Bulwer, Pelham, xlL

Unconsdons mind. See unconscious. = Syn. Mind, /n-
teHeet, Soul, Spirit, reason, sense, brains. Primarily, mind
is opposed to matter, intellect 1u> feeling and win, soul to
body, and spirit to flesh. The old division of the powers
of the miTid was into inteUe^. sensibilities, and wiU ; mind
is varioasly used to cover all or some of these, but when
less than tjie whole is meant it is chiefly the int^eet: as,

he seems to have very httle miTid. Yet mind is sometimes
used with principal reference to the will : as, I have half
a mind to go. Where spirit and soul differ, spirit applies
rather to moral force, and soul to depth and largeness of
feeling. (See mid.) In the New Testament soul is used
to translate a word covering aU life, whether physical or
spiritual, as in Mat. X. 28. Upon the highest usage in the
^riptures is founded the common representation of man
as immortal by the word and. Hence soul is used for the
central, essentia], or life-giving part of anything; as, he
was the soul of the party. The definitions under each of
these words should be studied to get its range and idiom-
atic uses. See reason.

mind^ (mind), V. [< ME. minden, munden, < AS.
myndgian, gemyndgian, gemyndigian (= OHG.
gemuntigon), bear in mind, recollect, recall to

another's mind, remind (cf . Icel. minna, re-

mind, recollect, = Dan. minde, remind) ; from
the noun: see mind^, n. This verb has ab-
sorbed in part the orig. diff. verbs mine^ (< ME.
minen, myrwn, < AS. munan) and ming'^ (< AS.
myneqian, myngian, bring to mind): see mine^,

ming^.'] I. trans. 1. To call to mind; bear in

mind; remember; recall. [Now chiefly collo-

quial.]
We loved when we were children smaU,

Which yetyon well may mind.
The Young Tamlane (Chfld's Ballads, 1. 119X

Ae hairst afore the Sherra-moor,

I mind 't as weel 's yestreen.
Bums, Halloween.

TfjSL moind the w^ste, my lass? naw, naw, tha was not
bom then. Termyion, Northern Farmer, Old Style.

2. To put in mind; remind.

Ne mynd not thes men of the mykyll harme
That a sone of our lolke before hom has done.

Destruction qf Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4212.



mind
I do thee wrong to mind thee of It.

SKuk., Hen. V., iv. S. 18.

There's not a bonnie bird that sings,
But minds me o' my Jean,

Bums, Of a' the Airts the Wind can Blaw.

8. To regard with attention; pay attention to

;

heed; notice.

Men must sometimes mind their affairs to make more
room for their pleasures.

Cotton, in Walton's Angler, il 238.

Did you mind how he put the young fellow out of coun-
tenance that pretended to talk to him?

Stede, Tatler, Tito. 242.

Archimedes, the famous mathematician, was so intent
upon his problems that he never minded the soldlerswho
came to kill liim. Svtfft, Tritioal Essay.

Never mind the difference, well balance that another
time. Sheridan, School for Scandal, Iv. 1.

4. To have the care of ; attend to; specifically,
to take or have the oversight of: as, a boy to
mind the door.

Old women— some gossiping, some sitting vacant at
the house door, some spinning or weaving, or minding
little children. J. A. Symonds, Italy and Greece, p. 11.

Mrs. Duncan minded the two children most of the day,
to the Jealous rage of Tippie. The Century, XXXVI. 846.

5.. To care for; be concerned about; be af-
fected by.

Whoseglory is in their shame,who mind earthly things.
Phil. lii. 19.

They [the Brazilians] tninde the day, and are not carefull
for the morrow. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 8S6.

They [the klne of Bashan] minded nothing but ease,
softness, and pleasure. StUlingJleet, Sermons, 1. L

1 did not mind his being a little out of humour.
Steele, Tatler, No. 206.

In the open chimney-place of the parlor was a wood fire

blazing cheerfully on the backs of a couple of brass grifiQns
who did not seem to mind it.

T. B. Aldrich, Ponkapog to Pesth, p. 63.

The peculiarity of liquids and gases is that they do not
mind being bent and having their shapes altered.

W. K. Clifford, Lectures, 1. 175.

6. To look out for ; be watchful against. [Col-
loq.]

"You'd better mind that fellow, Mr. Fitzgerald " said
the native. A. C, Grant, Bush-life in Queensland, I. ISO.

7. To regard with submission ; heed the com-
mands of; obey: as, a headstrong child that
will mind no one.— 8. In the Bom. Cath. Ch.,

to pray for. See a month's mind, under mind^,
n.—9t. To intend; mean; purpose.

As for me, be sure 1 Tnind no harm
To thy grave person. Chapman, Iliad.

Blind the word ! be attentive to the order given.—Mind
your eye I be careful. [Slang.]—Mind your helm 1 be
careful; take care what you do. [Naut. slang.]—To Toe

minded, to be disposed or inclined ; have in contempla-
' tion,

Joseph was minded to put her away privily. Mat. i. 19.

If thou he minded to peruse this little booke.
Levins, Manip. Vocab. (E. E. T. S.), Pref., p. 4.

Ne'er a Sir Lucius O'Trigger in the kingdom should make
me fight, when 1 wa'n't so minded.

Sheridan, The Rivals, iv. 1.

To mind one's own business. Seefriuiness.- Tomlnd
one's p'B and a's, to be circumspect or exact : probably
in allusion to the early difficulty of distinguishing the
forms of the letters.

II. intrans. 1. To remember.— 2. To be in-

clined or disposed ; design ; intend.

When one of them mindeth to go into rebellion, he will
convey away all his lordships to feoffees in trust.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

I mind to tell him plainly what I think.
Shale., 8 Hen. VI., iv. 1. 8.

I never minded to upbraid you.
J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1858), II. 181.

8. To give heed; take note.

She, busied, heard the sound
Of rustling leaves, but minded not.

MUtori, P. 1., ix. 619.

mind^ (mind), n. [Ir. mind, a crown, diadem.]
A diadem: a name given- to lunettes found in
Ireland, commonly supposed to have been used
as head-ornaments.
Gold ornament believed to be the ancient Celtic mind

or head ornament, formed of a thin semi-lunar plate of

gold with raised ribs. S. K. Cat. Spec. Exhib., 1862, No. 861.

The richer and more powerful kings wore a similar

torque about the waist, and a golden mind or diadem on
state occasions. Encyc. Brit., XIU. 267.

mind-cure (mind'kflr), n. A professed method
of healing which rests upon the suppositions

that all diseased states of the body are due to

abnormal conditions of the mind, and that the
latter (and thus the former) can be cured by
the direct action of the mind of the healer upon
the mind of the patient. [Eeoent.]

mind-curer (mind'kiir'''6r), n. One who pro-

fesses to cure disease by direct influence upon
the mind of the patient. [Eecent.]
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mind-day (mlnd'da), n. An anniversary of some
one's death. See a year's mind, under mind^.

People of small wealth bequeathed enough to have this

[lights upon the grave], among other rites, observed for

them once every year, at each returning mind-daj/ or anni-

versary of their death.
Sock, Church of our Fathers, III. I. 90.

minded (min'ded), a. [< mind^ + -ed^.] Hav-
ing a mind (of this or that kind) : only in com-
position : as, high-minded, low-minded, feeble-

mimded, sohei-minded, double-winded.

A quiet myndsd man and nothing ambitious of glory.

Puttenhcmn, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 18.

Base minded they that want intelligence.

Spenser, Tears of the Muses, 1. 88.

mindedness (min'ded-nes), n. Disposition;
inclination toward anything ; moral tendency

:

only in composition: as, he&venly-ini'ndedness

;

aleax-mindedness.

This base mindednesse is fit for the evil one.
Bp. Hall, Holy. Panegyrlck.

Oven-mindedness had a still greater profit.

Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 463.

minder (min'd6r), n. [< mind^, v., + -erl.] 1.

One who minds, attends to, or takes care of

anything; a caretaker.

[This] must be reassuring doctrine to the minders of
mules. Westminster Rev., CXXV. 22.

The history of invention shows how frequently impor-
tant improvements in machinery are made by the work-
man ov minder in charge of it; Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 107.

"Dofflng," which is the operation of removing the full

botA>ins, and supplying the spindles with another set, is

performed by the attendant called a minder— always a
female. Spon^ Eruiyc. Manuf., I, 761.

2. One who is minded or taken care of ; spe-
cifically, a pauper child intrusted by the poor-
law authorities to the care of a private person.
[Bare.]

"Those [children] are not his brother and sister I
" said

Mrs. Boffin. " Oh dear no. Ma'am. Those are the Minders,
. . . left tO' be minded."

Dickenx, Our Mutual Friend, i. 16.

mindful (mind 'fid), a. [< MB. myndeful; <
m/ind^ + -ful.'] 1 . Taking thought or care ; heed-
ful; thoughtful.

Sir Guyon, mind/uU of his vow yplight,
Uprose from drowsie couch, and him addrest
Unto the Journey which he had behlght.

Spenser, F. Q., II. iii. 1.

What is man that thou art mindfvl of him? Ps. viiL 4.

Hail, shepherd I Pan bless both thy flock and thee.
For being mindfvl of thy word to me

!

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, ii. 3.

2. Having knowledge, remembrance, or recog-
nition; cognizant'; aware.

And Guinevere, not minc^td of his face
In the King's hall, desired his name.

Tennyson, Oeraint.

mindfully(mind'fid-i), (idi). Attentively; heed-
fully. Johnson.
mindfulness (mind'ful-nes), n. The state or
quality of being mindful; attention; heedful-
ness; intention; purpose.

There was no mindfulnesse amongst them of running
awaie. Holinshed, Hist. Eng., an. 1010.

mind-healer (mind'he'-'lfer), n. Same as mimd-
cii/rer. Medical News, LH. 1.

minding (nain'ding), n. [Verbal n. of mmd^,
V.'] Recollection ; something to remember one
by. [Prov. Bug. and Scotch.]

minding-school (min'ding-skSl), n. A house
in which minders (see minder, 2) are kept and
taught. [Bare.]

I keep a mindin.g-school. ... I love children, and four-
pence a week is fourpence.

Dickens, Our Mutual Friend, i. 16.

mindless (mind'les), a. [< ME. myndeles, < AS.
gemyndleds. also myndXeds, senseless, foolish, <

gemynd, mind, + -leds, E. -less.'i 1. Without
mind; wanting power of thought; brutish;
stupid; inanimate.

Pronounce thee a gross lout, a mindless slave.

Shak., W. T., i. 2. 801.

God first made angelSj bodiless, pure minds

;

Then other things which mindless bodies be

;

Last he made man.
iS^ J. Davles, Immortal, of Soul, § 9.

The shrieking of the mindless wind.
WhUUer, Snow-Bound.

He [the sick man] often awakened to look,with iAi mind-
less eyes, upon theur pretty silver fragments strewn upon
the floor. Cable, Old Creole Days, p. 86.

2. Unmindful; thoughtless; heedless; care-
less.

How cursed Athena, mindless of thy worth.
Shak., T. of A., iv. 8. 93.

MindUss of food, or love, whose pleasing reign
Soothes weary life. Pope, Iliad, xxiv. 165.

mine

3. Not exhibiting or denoting thought; void of
sense; irrational; inane: aa,"mindless activ-

ity," Buskin.

mind-reader (mind're'''d6r), n. One who reads,

or professes to be able to read or discern, what
is in another's mind. [Becent.]

The extreme subtlety of these indications is met by the
unusual skill of the professional Tnind-reader.

Pop. Sd. Mo., XXXIV. 164.

mind-reading (mind're''''ding), n. The art of
discerning or reading another's thoughts by
some direct or occult process. [Becent.]

Mental suggestion is Bechet's contribution towards the
task of naming the new phenomenon which is Just now
struggling for recognition, and which has been hitherto
variously designated as "thought-transference, " "mind-
reading," and "telepathy." Science, V. 132.

It was shewn that mind-reading so-called was really

muscle-reading. Proc. Soc. Psych. Besearch, 1. 17.

mind-Sickt (mind'sik), a. Disordered in mind.

Manie curious mind-sieke persons utterlle condemne it.

Hdimhed, Descrip. of Eng., ii. 1.

mind-stuff (mind'stuf)^ n. A supposed sub-
stance or quasi-material which by its differ-

entiations constitutes mind.

When matter takes the complex form of a living human
brain, the corresponding mirid-stiujf takes the form of a
human consciousness, having inteflieence and volition.

W. K. Clifford, Lectures, II. 85.

mind-transference (mind ' trans 'f6r- ens), n.

Thought-transference. See telepathy.
"

Some experiments on the subject of mind-traniferremx,
or the occasional communication of mental ImpreBslons
independently of ordinary perceptions, under peculiar and
rare nervous conditions. Science, VIII. 659.

mine'- (min), pron. [Indefs. 1 and 2, orig, gen.
of 12, < MB. min, mim,< AS. min (= OS. OPries.
mm, = D. mijn = MXiG. min =. OHG. MHG. nm,
G. mein (also OHG. miner, MHG. mvner, G.
meiner) = loel. minn = Sw. Dan. min = Goth.
meina), genitive associated -with nom. ie, I,

dat. me, me, me, etc.; prob. orig. an adj., with
adj. suffix -n, from the root of me : see me\ I^.

Indefs. 3, etc., merely poss. (adj.), < MB. min,
myn, mine, myne, < AS. mm, etc., = Goth.
meins, mine, my; from the genitive. Hence,
by loss of the final consonant, my.] 1. Of
me ; me ; the original genitive (objective) of I.

It was formerly used with some verbs where later usage
requires me.

I was in Surfye a syr^ and sett be rnyne one
As soverayne and seyngnour of sere kynges londls,

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1, 8313.

2. Of me ; belonging to me. The independent
possessive form of the first personal me, corresponding to
my as attributive before the thing possessed : as, that (the
thing spoken of or indicated) is mine (Is of me, belongs to
me, or is my thing) ; these books are all mine (my prop-
erty) : in this use now virtually an elliptical use of mine
in def. 3.

My doctrine is not mine [of me], but his [of him] that
sent me. John vii. 16.

3. Belonging to me: merely possessive, and
construed as an adjective, preceding its noun,
which may, however, be omitted, when the noun
is expressed, the form is in ordinary use now reduced to my,
the older form mine being rarely used except archaically
before a vowel or ft, or by a familiar transposition after the
noun, as in sister mine, baby mine, etc.

Myn heritage mote I nedes selle.

And ben a beggere, here may I nat dwelle,
Chcmcer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 836.

I will encamp about mine house. Zeph. ix. 8.

Mam, mother-mine, or mammie, as children flrst call

their mothers. FlarU), p. 297. (HattivieU.)

Mi perdonato, gentle master mine.
S'ftaii;.,!. oftheS.,!. 1.26.

Shall I not take mime ease in mine inn but I shall have
my pocket picked? Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 3. 98.

Mine own romantic town I Scott, Mormion, Iv. 30.

We sent mine host to purchase female gear.
Tennyson, PrinceBS, i.

Like the other possessives In the independent form, mine
preceded by of constitutes a double genitive of the pos-
sessor in the flrst person and any word understood de-

noting appurtenance or possession : as, a horse ^ mine
(belonging to me); it is no fault qfmine.

Upon a wretch whose natural gifts were poor
To those of mine. Shak., Hamlet, L 6. 62.

By ellipsis, the possessive mine is used (like other pos-
sessives)-(1) To avoid repetition of the name of the
thing possessed: as, your hand is stronger than mine
(my hand).

Fleme them not fro oure companye.
Sen thyne are myne and myne er thyne.

York Plays, p. 468.

The remnant . . . shall know whose words shall stand,
mine [my words], or their's. Jer. xliv. 28.

Mine and my father's death come not upon thee.
Skak., Hamlet, v. 2. 841.

(2) To express generally 'that which belongs to me,' 'my
possession, property, or appurtenance.'



mine
Boihe to me and to myne mjknll vnright.
And to yov & also joars 30m^yng for ener.

DatruMoa of Troy (E. E. T. 8.X 1. 1721.

He dun ^oiify me : for be -haH recore of mbie, and
ahaU abow it onto ;00. John ztL 14.

If yon like me^ ahe aball lutve me and mme.
Sbak., I. of the S., IL 1. 3Sa.

WmbieL 3ee<!^.

jujlie^ (mm), fi . [<ME. mine, myne = D. m»^ =
G. Dan. mine = Sw. mina, < F. mine = Sp. Pg.
It. mina, < MTi. mina, a mine, < minare, open a
mine, lead from place to place: see min^, tr.]

1. An excavation in the earth made for the
purpose of getting metals, ores, or coaL june-
work, in metal-mines, coDsista insinking shafts andwinzes
mnning lereb^ and stoiiing oat the contents of the Ttin
thusmade ready for removaL In ooal-mining the op^a.
tiona differ in detail from tliose carried on in connection

. with metal-mines, bnt are the same in ^iai^ple. The
details vary in coal-minjng with the position and tiiick'

neas of the beds. A mine differs from a marry in tbat
the Litter is nsnalty open to the day; bnt m any mine a
part of the excavations nu^ be an <qienwork (see that
word]^ aa in running an adit-lere], which may be carried
to a considerate ^stance before becoming corered by
earth or rock. When the term mbie is used, it is gener-
nynnderstood that the excsratian so named is in actual
course of exploitation ; otherwise some qualifying term
like abandoned is required. Xo occurrence of ore is des-
ignated as a mine unless something has been done to de-
velop it by actual mi»tng operaHons. There are certain
excavations which are called neither mines nor quar-
ries^ a^ for instance, places where cb^ is being dug out
for brfa^; such idaces are frequently (especially in
England) called ^U, and also openworla. With few
and not easily specified exceptions, a quarry is a place
whoe bunding-stone, or building-materials of any kind
(as lime^ cranent, etcX are being got; a nrine, where some
metal or metalliferoasore ia in the process of exploitaiaon.

In English the teim mine includes excavations designated
by the French as minegj as well as some of those called
i^ them minGres; quarryiatbe equivalent of the French
earr&re. The ietm mine is sometimes extended in use to
include the ores as wdl as the excavaHon.

And alle be ft that men fynden gode Dyamandes in
Tnde, t& naUidesmen ^drai hem more comounly upon
theBaches in the See^ and upon HQleswhra« the Myne of
Gold is. Mandeuitte, Travels, p. 15&

I would not wed her for a mine at gold.

Shot., T. of the S., L 2. 92.

2. lfiZif.:(a)Asabterraneons galleryorpassage
dugunder the wall orrampart of a fortification,

for the lodgment of a quantity of powder or
other explosive to be used in blowing up the
works, (b) Such an excavation when charged
with an explosive, or the charge of explosive

Section ofa Hme.
AlKB,caia; AS, crater-openings; CB, radios of the crater; AO,

radite ofexplosion; ^.diajge; <7Z7, 0^,iadji ofrapture.

nsed in snch a mine, or sank under water in
operations of naval defense to serve a similar

purpose to mines on land. The radius of explosion

of such amine is the a&aight line drawn from the center of

tbe charge of a mine to the edge of the crater; fberadius

qf rupture is the distance from the center to the curved
surface to which the disturbance caused by the explosion

extendi

The walls and ramparts of earth, which a mine had
broakeu and crumble^ were of prodigious thicknease.

Eidyn, IMary, Aug. 7, 1641.

With daring Feet, on springing Mines they tread
Of secret Stdphur, in dire Ambush laid.

Congrene, On the Taking of Namure.

8. Figuratively, an abounding source or store

of anything.
My God, that art

The loyal mine of eveilasting treasure
Quarle*, Emblems, iv. 3.

The Assizes of Jerusalem wHl alwi^ remain a nwne of
fendal principles, and a teeasnre to scientific jurists.

StiMt, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 170.

4. An excavation made by an insect, as a leaf-

miner.—5. A mineral. [Prov. Eng.]— 6. Ore.
[Prov. Eng.]
Take the miyn of antymony aforeseid, and make therof

I so sotil a pondre as ge kan.
Book qf QiOnte Baenee (ed. Fumivall), p. 10.

Thus, with (Cleveland Ironstone containing after calci.

nation some 40 per cent, of iron, about 11 cwts. of lime-

stcme are usually reqoisite p^ ton of pig iron, or abont
22 per cent, of the weight of mine used.

Eneye. Brit., YTTT, 297.

Common mine (miUtX a mine in wliich Hie radius of the

crater, or circular onemng produced by the explosion, is

eqnal to the line of least resistance— that is, the shortest

line from the center of the charge to the surface of the

ground.—(Contact mine, s submarine mine designed to

be exploded by contact with a ship's bottom or side.

—

Electrical mine, a cliarge or series of charges of ex-

plosive nsed for mining and exploded by electricity ; a

3773
submerged torpedo which can be exploded electrically
from a distant point.— ElectrOHSOntact mine, a sub-
marine mine deaigued to be exploded electrically when
in contact with a ship's bottom, the contact of the resael
antomatically completing the electric circuit.—EIectn>-
Tn^Tiatll^l mine, a submarine mine differing from an
electZD-contact mine in tbat the battery is contained
In the mine itself instead of being outside of it, on the
shore.

Eleetnhmeehaniedl mines can bemade by placing a vol.
talc batteiyinside the mine itself and joining it up to a fuse
and arcuitK^oeer, the circuit-closer completing the cir-

cuit wlien the mine is struck. Bneye. Brit., Y » 4S0.

Tairy at the mine. See fairy.— Une-Ioconurtive.
See loeematiBe.— Observation mine, a submarine mine
which is exploded by an op^ator on shore and not by
contact.— Overcbaiged or surcharged mine OntZst),
a mine that produces a crater the radius at which is

greater than the line of least resistance.—Submarine
mine, a defensive tcspedo.—The Bonansa mines. See
honartza,—Undercharged mine (mmtx a mine that
upon explosion produces a crater Uie radius of whii^ is

Ins than the line of least resistance.

mjlie^ (n^n), n.
;
pret. and pp. mined, ppr. min-

ing. i< MB. minen, mynen, < OF. miner, F.
miner= Sp. Pg. minor=It. minare (=G. minen),
mine, < ML. vanare, open a mine, lead from
place to place, < IJj. minare, dirve (as by
threats), < L. minari, threaten, < minte, Qireats

:

see menace; cf. minatory, etc. Inparttheverb
is due to the noun.] I. intrans. 1. To dig
a mine or pit in the earth, in order to obtain
minerals or to make a blast for explosion, as in
a military mine ; work in a mine.
The enemy mined, and they conntearmlned.

BiOeigh, Hist WoHd, T. iiL 19.

2. To burrow; formalodgment by burrowing:
as, the sand-martin mines to make a nest.—3.
Figuratively, to work in secret; workby secret

or insidions means.
Efter tiiat his manhood and his pyne

Made love withinne her herte for to m^yne.
Chaueer, Trcnlus, U. 677.

Mining fraud shall find no way to creep
Into their fenced ears with grave advice.

SaekniOe, Goibodnc^ i. 2.

IL trans. 1. To make by digging or burrow-
ing.
- In tile time of Antecifst, a Fox schalle make ihem his
irayne, and mynen an bole, where Kyng AUsandre leet
make the ^tes. MandemOe, Travels, p. '2B!.

Condemned to mine a chumelled way,
Wet the solid slieets of marble gr^.

ShK^ Bokeiv, iL 2.

2. To dig away or otherwise remove the foun-
dation from; undermine; sap: as, to mine the
walls of a fort.

Meike sythene over the mounttez in-to his maynelonde^
To.Meloyne the mervaylons, and myne doune ttie wsdles.

Jforte ArOmre (E. E. T. 8.% L 42S.

The Fmasians arrived, mined the arche^ and attempted
to blow up the bridge, sentinels and alL

GrevOle, Memoir^ Dec 10, 1820.

3. To dig mines under, for the reception of ex-

plosives, as in mining or engineering works,
and in inilitary and naval operations.

Old Farr Staeet is mined, sir,—mined! And some
morning we sliall be blown into blazes—into blazes, sir

;

mark my words ! Thackeray, Adventures of FhHipt vii.

There aremany places where no sort of stationary mines
conld possibly survive a gale, and although the waters
may be reported as mined in all directions, a bold test

would show them to be clear of such dango^
If. A. Bee., CXLL 274.

4. Figuratively, to ruin or destroy by slow or

secret methods.
Whiles rank corruption, mining aU witiiin.

Infects nnseen. SJuik., Hamlet, ilL 4. 14&

Bending friends asunder.

Dividing families, betraying counsels.

Whispering false lies, or mating men with prases.
B. Jonsmt, Yolpime, UL 1.

milted (min), f• t- [< ME- minen, mynen, munen,
< AS. gemynan, remember, cf. gemvman, remem-
ber: see min^, mind^, miut^, etc.] Same as
mincP-.

mine-captam (mln'kap'tan), ». The overseer

of a mine.
mme-Ghamber (inin'eham1)er), n. _

MiUt., the

place where the explosive eha^e is deposited

in a mine.
mine-dial (min'di'al), «. See ^M, 8.

minp-Tnatif (min'man), n. A miner.

Ispeak in other papers as if there may beavolatHegoId
in some ores and other minerals, where the min^^men do
not find anything of that metaL Boyle, Works, HL 99.

mineont, n. An obsolete form of minianX.

miner (mi'nSr), n. [< ME. minour, mynour, my-
nor, < OF. minour, menour, F. mineur, < ML.
minator (cf. Sp. minero = Pg. mineiro, < ML.
miTiarius), a miner, < minare, mine : see mine^,

».] 1. <^e who mines; a person engaged in
digging for metals or minerals, or in forming a
•military or other mine.

mineral
Mynon at marbun Eton & mony other thinges.

iVafriic<u>nc/2V»y(B.E. I. S.X L 1^32.

2. Inzodl., aninsect that mines: ehieflyineomr
po8ildon:as,aleaf'm(n«r.—BaeiB'indi. Seetneki.

mineral (min'e-ral), n. and a. [= D. mineraal
= G-. Sw. DanT mineral, < OP. minerdL, F. tmmi-
ral = Sp. Pg. nuneral = It. minerale, a mineral.
< ML. minerale, also minorale, a mineral, ore,
also a mine (often in pi. mineralia, minoralia, >
OF. mineraiJJes, minerals), prop. neut. of «*ne-
ralis, adj. (which, however, occurs much later
than the noun), < minera, mineria (after Bom.),
pr(n>. minaria, ndnarium, a mine, also amineral
(> K. Sp. minera = OF. mimere, a mine, F. mi-
ni^e, > G. miner, a mineral, ore), fem. and neut.
respectively of an adj. minarius, pertaining to
a mine (as a noun, nanariug, m., a miner: see
miner), equiv. to mina, a mine, < minare, mine,
open a mine: see min^."] I. n. 1. Any con-
stituent of the earth's crust ; more specifically,

an inorganic body occurring in nature, homo-
geneous and having a definite chemical com-
X>osition which can be expressed by a chemi-
cal formula, and further having certain distin-

gnishing physical characters. A mineral Is in al-

most every case a solid body, and, if it has been foimed
under suable condition^ it has, besides its definite chan-
ical composition, a definite molecular structure, which is

exhibitea ext^nally in its crystalline form and also inter-

nally in its cleavage;, its b^iavlor with respect to lig^t
(opacalpropatie8XlMat-prop«gatlon,dectdclty,etc Fur-
tbennare, it has oths characters, whiiA may b^img to it

even when amtn^ions (though sometimes modified by
erystallizationj^ as ipeciflc gravity, baldness, fracture, te-

nacity, luster, color, fusibility, etc A cotain variation
m physical characters is consistent with the identi^ of
a minoal species^ but if the same substance as calcium
carbonate in calcite and in aragonite, occurs in two or
more groups of crystals which cannot be referred to the
same fundamental form, each is ranked as a distinct epe.
ciea. A difference in specific gravity and in some other
physical characters usually accompanies the difference in
gystalliwition. How great a var^iion in dionical com-
position, as by isomozphous zeplac^nent, is consistent
with the identi^ of a single mtnend species is a point
abontwhichopinion differs: someanthorstieatfliegamets
(all of which have the same form and the same general
formula) as a group of related species, and othos as vari-

eties of a single speciesL Cbenacsl compounds formed
In the laboratory or in the arts are not regarded as min-
CTals; but whrae such compounds as are already known
as occnrring in nature are thus formed they are usually
caned artifieial minerals. Much attention has been de-
voted of recent years to the artafldal reproduction of min-
erals, but almost sciely as a matter of scientific intsest,
and as throwing light on the jsocesses of nature.

2f. Amine. Steevens.

His very madness, like some ore
Among a mineral of metals base^
Shows itseU pure. Shak., H^nlef, iv. 1 26

Shan it not be a wild fig in a wall.

Or fired brimstone in a minerdU?
Bp. Haa, Satirea, vl

Aiddifennis mineraL See aadiferma.—Adipocere
mineral. See adipoeere.— fttaiops mineralt. See
a(Aii>!».—Agaric bezoar, chameleon, etc, mineral.
See the qualitying wortis.— Altered mineral, one which
has undergone more or less chemical change under the
processes^ nature. The investigation of the alteration of
minerals and of the paendomorphons minerals (seejweudo-
morph and pseudamarpbisnit thus formed is a prominent
branchofminerale^.—Crystal mineral,seldepmnell^
a mixture of potassium nitrate and sulphate—IBneral^
deposit, anyvaluahle mass of ore. like ore-depost^ it may
be used with reference to any mode of occurrence of ore,
whether having the characters of a true, segregated, or
gash vein, or of any other form inwhich ores are found oc-
curring. See orewfepont—Torbanefflllmineral. Same
as Boghead eoal (which see, under eoal).

IL a. 1. Having the nature or character of

a mineral as defined above; obtained from a
mineral or minerals; belonging to the class of
minerals; consisting of miner^: as, a mineral
substance ; the mineral kingdom. Coal dug from
the earth is sometimes caUed mineral eoal, to distinguish
it fnnn charcoal, which is artificiaUy prepared by charring
wood.

The lofty lines abound with endless store
Of imflerol treasure.

3ir B. Blaeimare, Creation, iiL

2. Impregnated with minerals or mineral mat-
ter: as, mineral waters; a mineral spring.

—

IDneral adds, a name given to sidphnric, nitric, and
hydrochloric acids.—mineral oUraH Same as soda.—
Mineral bla<^ an impure variety of carbon, of grs^.
black color, sometimes used as a pigment— Hlneral
bine. SeeNue.—Hlneral candle. Seeo>nd2&—wn-
eral caontcdionc, a variety of bitumen, intermediate
between the harder and softer kinds. It sometimes
much resembles india-mbb^ in its softness and elastici-

ty, hence its name It occnrs near Castleton in Derby-
shire Also caned e2atmee.— IDiieral chameleon. See
chameleon.—Hlneral Charcoal. Same as mother-of-eoal
(which see, under eooO.—Uneral coal See n., 1, and;
coal, 2.—Hlneral cotton, a fiberformed by allowing a jet
ofsteam to escapethrough a stream of liquid slag, bywhich
the slag is blown into fine white threads. It is a poor con-
ductor of heat, and is therefore suggested as a covering for
steam-boilers and ;^ipe8. (E. H. Knight) A variety with
short fiber is caUedmin^niZ wool, and is used as a non-con-
ductor of heat, a d^ening for floors of bmldinga, etc.

—

Hineral fla-r See luftestos.—Hlneral gray. See gray.

—ICneral greens. See ^ecni.— Hineral kingdom.



mineral
that one of the three grand divisions of natural objects
which consists of minerals or inorganic bodies, and of
which mineralogy is the science, as distinguished from
the vegetable and animcU kingdoms.

—

Mineral oil. Same
as kerosene.— Mineral pitcb, a solid sottish bitumen. See
asp/ialtwm, and elastic minerai pitchy under elastic.— Min-
eral salt, a salt of a mineral acid.

—

Mineral solution,
arsenical liquor, or liquor potasses arsenitis.—Mineral
tallow. SameasAflrfcA€(tin, 1.—Mineral tar, inmiTitfroi.,
bitumen of the consistency of tar. See maltha and bitu-
men.— JBineral waters, a name given to certain spring-
waters so far impregnated with foreign substances as to
have a decided taste and a peculiar operation on the phys-
ical economy. The ingredients contained in the princi-
pal mineral springs of the United States are gases, carbon-
ates, sulphates, chlorids, oxid of iron, and silica. Mineral
waters may in most cases be imitated artiflcially.— Min-
eral wax. Same as ozocerite.

—

Blineral wool, Seemin-
eraZ cotton.— Mineral yellow, a pigment made of oxid
and chlorid of lead, obtained by digesting powdered lith-
arge in a solution of common salt, washing, drying, and
fusing the product. Also known as Turner's yellow, Mont-
pellier yellow, Cassd yellow, patmt yellow.

mineral-dresser (miii'e-ral-dres"er), n. A
small machine for trimming geological speci-
mens. It consists of a strong frame with two opposed
chisels, between which the specimen is placed ; one of the
chisel^ after being adjusted at the proper distance, re-
maina'flxed, while the other, which is attached to a lever
worked by a screw, is pressed with great force against it.

mineral-holder (min'e-ral-h61"der), n. A de-
vice for exposing small pieces of stone, ores,
etc., nnder a microscope. It consists of two
clamps or spindles pivoted so that the object
held in them can be revolved readily.

mineralisable, mineralisation, etc. See min-
eralizable, etc.

mineralist (min'e-ral-ist), n. [< P. min&raliste
= It. mineralistd; as mineral + -is*.] One
who studies or is skilled in minerals; a min-
eralogist.

It is the part^ of a mineralist both to discover new mines
and to work those that are already discovered.

Boyle, Origin of Forms, Proemial Discourse.

A mine-digger may meet with a gem or a mineral which
he knows not what to make of till he shews it a jeweller
or a Tnineralist.

mineralizable (min'e-ral-i-za-bl), a. [< min-
eralize + -able."] Capable of lieing mineralized.
Also spelled mineralisable.

mineralization (min"e-ral-i-za.'shgn), n. [=P.
min6ralisaUon = Sp. mineralizaeidn= Pg. mine-
ralisa^ao = It. mineralissazione ; as mineralize
+ -ation. ] The act or process of mineralizing

;

the process of converting or being converted
into a mineral, as a metal into an oxid, sul-

phuret, or other ore. The conversion of vegetable
matter into coal is not properly mineralization, although
sometimes so called. Proper mineralization of vegetable
matter does take place, however, as when wood is converted
into opal, or becomes silicifled, as very frequently happens
under certain conditions. This is commonly and properly
called fussilization or petrifaction, and more rarely miner-
alization. Also spelled mineralisation.

Some phenomena seem to imply that the mineralization
must proceed with considerable rapidity, for stems of a
soft and succulent character, and of a most perishable na-
ture, are preserved in flint.

Lyell, Elements of Geology, I. 92.

mineralize (min'e-ral-iz), V.
;
pret. and pp. min-

eralized, ppr. mineralizing. [= P. min^fraliser=
Sp. Pg. mineralizar =:lt. mineralizzare ; as min-
eral + -j^e.] I. trans. To change from the
metallic character to that of an ore. Thus tin,

a white metal, becomes very dark-colored and unmetallic
in appearance when mineralized by oxygen, as it is in the
common ore of that metal

II. intrans. To go on a mineralogioal excur-
sion ; make an excursion with the view of col-
lecting minerals.
Also spelled mineralise.

mineralizer (min'e-ral-i-z6r), n. A substance
or agent that mineralizes ; a substance that
combines with a metal to form an ore. The
principal mineralizer is sulphur, and combinations of the
metals with this substance form the most common ores,

especially at some depth below the surface. Nearthe sur-

face the sulphureted ores are usually found to have been
changed to oxids and carbonates. Some metals (as tin)

are almost exclusively mineralized by oxygen ; others (as

iron) are extensively mineralized by both oxygen and sul-

phur. Arsenic, antimony, and chlorin are other important
mineralizers. Some metals (as silver) exist in combina-
tions containing sulphur, arsenic, and antimony, all com-
bined with the metal to form one mineral species. Also
spelled mineraliser.

Silver, tin, copper, lead, zinc, and iron are obtained al-

most exclusively in the form of ores—that is, in combina-
ticn with a mineraliaer, of which the most common one is

sulphur.
J. D. Whitney, Metallic Wealth of the United States, p. 81.

mineralogic (mui"e-ra-loj'ik), a. [= P. minSra-
logigue = Sp. mineraldgico = Pg. mineralogico;

as mineralogy + -ic.'] Same as mineralogical.

mineralogioal (min"e-ra-loj'i-kal), a. [< mi«-
eralogic + -a?.] Pertaining to "mineralogy or

the science of minerals: as, a mineralogical

table.
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mineralogically (min"e-ra-loj 'i-kal-i), adv. Ac-
cording to the principles of, or with reference
to, mineralogy.
mineralogist (min-e-ral'o-jist), n. [= P. mi-
n^alogiste= Sp. Pg! It. mineralogista ; as min-
eralog-y + -«st] 1. One who is versed in the
science of minerals, or one who treats or dis-

courses of the properties of mineral bodies.

The exactest mineralogists have rejected it.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 1.

2. In conch., a conchologist or carrier-shell;

any member of the family Xenophoridw (or

Phoridce). See cut under carrier-shell.

mineralogize (min-e-ral'o-jiz), v. i.
;
pret. and

pp. mineralogized, ppr. niineralogizing. [< min-
eralogy + 4ze.'] To collect mineralogical spe-
cimens ; study mineralogy.

He was botanizing or mineralogizing with O'Toole's
chaplain. Hiss Edgeworth, Ennui, xL

mineralogy (min-e-ral'o-ji), n. [< p. min4ra-
logie (> Sp. minerdlogia'= Pg. It. mineralogia),
for *min&ralologie, < mineral, mineral, + Gr.
-loyla, < yityew, speak : see -ology."] The science
which treats of the properties of mineral spe-
cies (see mineral), which teaches how to char-
acterize, distinguish, and classify them, and
which investigates their occurrence in nature
with reference to their mode of formation (par-
agenesis) and the alteration which they may
have undergone. Taken broadly, it includes also, as a
branch, lithology, the object of which is the investigation
of minerals in their mutual relations as parts of rock-
masses. The investigation of rock-masses with respect to
their history or occurrence as parts of the crust of the earth
belongs to geology.

—

Chemical mineralogy, the investi-
gation of the chemical composition of minerals, theii' meth-
od of formation, and the changes they undergo when acted
upon chemically either in the laboratory or in nature,

—

Descriptive mineralogy, that branch of the science of
mineralogy which Is devoted to the description of the phys-
ical and chemical properties of mineral species.—Deter-
minative mineralogy, that branch of the science of min-
eralogywhichhas as ife obj ect the determination of mineral
species by means of appropriately arranged tables, based
upon their physical and chemical characters.—Physical
mineralogy, the science of the physical properties of
minerals— that is, of their properties as related to cohe-
sion, heat, light, electricity, etc. It includes, as special
branches, crystallography and optical mineralogy.

Minerva (mi-ner'va), n. [L. Minerva, OL.
Menerva, Etruscan Menerfa; prob. , with forma-
tive -?)0, < *menes- = Gr. iiivoQ, mind, spirit,

force, ete.,< -y/ men-, think, as found in men(t-)s,
mind, meminisse, remember, etc.: see mmdi, n.]
In Bom. myth., one of the three chief divinities,

the other two being Jupiter and Juno. The chief
seat of the cult of all three was the great temple on the
Capitoline HilL Minerva was a virgin, the daughter of
Jupiter, the supreme god, and hence was identilQed, as the
Romans came more and more under the influence of Hel-
lenic culture, with the Greek Athene (or Athena), or Pallas,
the goddess of wisdom, of war, and of the liberal arts. Like
Athene, Minerva was represented in art with a grave and
majestic countenance, armed with helmet, shield, and
spear, and wearing long full drapery, and on her breast
the asgis. See cut under Athene.- Bird Of Minerva, the
owl.—Minerva Press, a printing-press formerly in Lead-
enhall Street^ London ; also, a class of ultra-sentimental
novels, remarkable for their intricate plots, published from
about 1790 to 1810 at this press, and other productions of
similar character.

minervalt (mi-nfer'val), n. [< P. minerval, tui-

tion fees, < L. minerval, a gift in return for in-

struction, < Minerva, the goddess of wisdom:
see Minerva.'] Entrance-moneygivenfor teach-
ing. Bailey, 1731.

The chief minerval which he bestowed upon tliat society.

£j). Hacket, Abp. Williams, I. 96.

mineryt (mi'n6r-i), n. [< mirm^ + -ery."] Mines
coUeetively; a mining district or its belong-
ings ; a quarry.

Neere this we were shew'd a hill of alume, where is one
of the best mineries, yielding a considerable revenue.

Evelyn, Diary, Feb. 7, 1645.

minette (mi-nef), n. [F.] A form of syenite
in which brown mica predominates.
minevert, n. An obsolete form of miniver.

ming^ (ming), v.; pret. and pp. minged, older
forms msint, ment. [Early mod. E. also minge,
meng; < ME. mingen, mengen, myngen (pp. meng-
ed, meynd, meint, meynt), < AS. mengan = OS.
mengian = OPries. mengia, menzia = D. MLG.
mengen = OHG. mengan, MHG. G. mengen =
Icel. menga = Sw. manga = Dan. mange, mix,
mingle : associated with AS. gemang, gemong,
a mingled throng, crowd, assembly (whence on
gemang, on gemong, or simply gemang, gemong,
among: see among), = G. gemenge, a, erowA (see
mongi), from a root not found outside of Teut.,
unless it be a nasalized form with diff . vowel of
the root of mix, which is improbable. No con-
nection with many can be made out. Hence
mingle.} I. trans. 1. To mix; mingle.

*

mingle
Of erthe and eir hit is mad 1-medelet to-gedere,
With wynt and with watui' ful wittiliche imeint.

Piers Plowman (A), x. 4.

Take juce of henbane
With soure aysell, and hem togeder mengelh.

Palladim, Husbondrle (K. E. T. S.i p. 32.

And so together he would minge his pride and povertee.
KemialVt Poerm (1B77), G 1. (Nares.)

Till with his elder brother Themis
His brackish waves he meynL

Spenser, Shep. Cal., July.

2. To trouble; disturb.

II. intrans. To mix; mingle.

With the Scottis gan he menge, and stifly stode in stoure,
Rob. of Brunne, p. 298.

Which never mings
With other stream.

Sir A. Gorge, tr. of Lucan. (JVores.)

[Obsolete or prov. Eng. in all uses.]

mingH, " [,AIbo minge ;(. ming'^, v.] Mixture.

Like the ore in the lie Choos, which is pure in the minge
but dross in the furnace.

Oreene, Tritameron of Love (1687).

ming^t (ming), v. [Also minge; < ME. mingen,
mengen, mungen, munegen, < AS. mynegian, myn-
gian, gemynegian (ef. OHG. bi-mumigon), bring
to mind, have in mind, myne, mind, gemyne,
mindful, < gemunan, remember (see mine^);
mixed in ME. with AS. myndgian, gemyndgian,
bear in mind, put in mind, < gemyrid, mind: see
mind^.'] I, trans. To speak of; mention; tell;

relate.

Hee minges his metyng amonges hem all.

And what it might beetoomeane the menne gan hee ask.

Alisaunder ctfMacedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1. 839.

Could never man work thee a worser shame
Thau once to minge thy father's odious name.

Bp. Hall, Satires, IV. a 80.

II. intrans. To speak; tell; talk; discourse.

Than tid on a time as this tale minges,
That William went til this gardin bis wo tort slake.

WUliam of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), L 787.

mingle (ming'gl), v.; pret. and pp. mingled, ppr.
mingling. [Early mod. E. also mingil, mengle;
< ME. *mengelen (not found) = D. mengelen =
MHG. G. mengeln, in comp. vermengeln, mingle

;

freq. of mjn^i.] I. trans. 1. To mix; blend;
combine intimately ; form a combination of.

They gave him vinegar to drink mingled with gall.

Mat. xviL 34.

Well mingle our bloods together in the earth.

Shah, Pericles, i. 2. 118.

I should advise all English-men that intend to travell

into Italy, to mingle their wine with water.
Coryat, Crudities, I. 96,

He looked at her with an expression of mingled incre-

dulity and mortiflcation.
Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice, p. 166.

2. To form by mixing or blending ; combine the
parts or ingredients of; compound or concoet.

Men of strength to mingle strong drink. Isa. v. 22.

Flowers of more mingled hue
Than her purfled scarf can shew.

Milton, Comus, L 994.

3. Tobringintorelation or association; connect
or conjoin.

Those that mingle reason with your passion
Must be content to think you old.

Shak., Lear, ii. 4. 238.

I owe you so much of my health, as I would not mingle
you in any occasion of Impairing it. Lonne, Letters, vi.

4. To confuse; impair or spoil by mixture with
something.
This is the mark at the which the devil shooteth, to

evacuate the cross of Christ, and to mingle the institution
of the Lord's supper. Latimer, Sermon of the Plough.

The best of us appear contented with a mingled imper-
fect virtue. Sogers, Sermons.

=Syn. 1 and 2. Mingle, Mix, Blend. Mingle and mix are
often quite synonymous ; where they differ, mix is likely
to be found to indicate a more complete loss of indiviclu-
ality by that which is joined with something else. Blend
vividly suggests the joining of two or more colors to form
a third, and so a passing of two or more sounds, qualities,
or the hke into each other in such a way as to produce a
result partaking of the qualities of each.

II. intrans. 1. To be or become joined, com-
bined, or mixed ; enter into combination or in-

timate relation: as, to mingle with society;, oil

and water will not mingle.

What, girl ! though grey
Do something mingle with cur younger brown, yet ha' we
A brain that nourishes our nerves.

Slutk., A. and C, iv. 8. 19.

1 heard the wrack.
As earth and sky would mingle.

MOUm, P. K., iv. 463.

2. To be formed bymixing or blending. [Rare.]

The sun doth stand
Beneath the mingling line of night and day.

Jonei Very, Poems, p. 39.

=Syn. See I.



mingle

minelet (ming'gl), ». [Early mod. E. also men-
gle; < mingle, p.] A mixtore; a medley; a
jumble.
Aoemtim, idTeib, on heapes, viUiont ardre, in a m«i-

««• .BBot, Diet, 1559. {Kara.)
Tnimpeters . . .

Hake nunpfe with our latUing taboniines.
Shale, A. and C, Iv. & 37.

misgleablet (ming'gl- a -bl), a. [< mingle +
-able.'] Capable of being mingled; miseible.
M«el; by the Are, qnickailTer may, in convenient Tes-

Bela, be reduced . . . into a thin liqaor like water, and
mingUabie with it.

, foyie. Works, L 529.

mingledly (ming'gld-li), ode. In a mixed man-
ner; confusedly.

mingle-inangle (ming'gl-mang'gl), V. t [A va-
ried redupL of mingle, c] To confuse

;
jumble

together.

How pitteons then mans best of wit is maxi^A,
In barbroos manner tatter'd, tome^ and qnaiter'd.
So mingU'mangUd, and ao hack't and hewd.

J. Taylor, Works (1630> {Sara.)

mJufle-manglet (ming'gl-mang'gl), n. [A
vaned TednpL of mingle, n.] A confused mix-
ture; a medley.
Made a mingh^mangle and a hotch-potch of it.

LaHmar, Sermooa, foL 49 b. {Kara.)
Thon mayst conoelpt what mm^-^mangle

Amone this people every where did iangle.
SgSialer, Ir. of Da Baitas's Weeks, iL, Babylon.

mingle-manglerf (ming'gl-mang'gler), n. One
who mixes and confuses things ; a blundering
meddler.
Therebe leaveneis stjll, and mingU^mmeien, that have

soared Chrisfs doctrine with the leaven of the Pharisees.
Latima; 2d Sermon bet Edw. TL, 1550.

minglement (ming'gl-ment), n. [< mingle +
-ment.'] Theact of mingfing, or the state of be-
ing mixed.

miiigler (mii^gler), n. One who mingles or
mixes.
Mingrelian (ming-grell-an), a. and n. [< .Mtn-
greUa (see def.) + -an.] X o. Of or pertaining
to Mingrelia, near the Black Sea, formerly a
principality and now a part of Caucasia, Bussia.
H. n. A natire or an inhabitant of Mingrelia.

miniaxdf, a. See migniard.
miniardizet, n. and v. See migniardise.

miniate (mln'i-at), r. t.
;
pret. and pp. miniated,

ppr. miniating. [< L. miniatus, pp. of miniare
(> It. miniare= Sp. miniar), color withred lead,
< minium, red lead: see minium.] To paint or
tinge with or as with minium.

All the capitals in the body of the text [of tile " Gesta
Bomanomm "] are miniated with a pen.

T. Warton, Hist Eng. Poetry, ill.

miniate (min'i-at), a. [< Ii. miniatus, pp. of mi-
niare : see miniate, c] Of the color of minium.
miniatons (min'i-a-tus), a. [< miniate + -ous.']

In entom., miniate,

miniature (min'i-^i-tnr or mia'i-tur), n. and a.

[< F. miniature ='^'. Pg. miniaiura, < It. mini-
atura, < miniare, < L. miniare, paint in min-
ium: see miniate, c] I. n. 1. A painting, gen-
erally a portrait, of very small dimensions,
usually executed in water-colors, but some-
times in oil, on ivory, vellum, or paper of a
thick and fine quality.

A bright salmon fiesh-tint which she had originally hit
upon while executing the miniatwre of a yonng officer.

DidceTO, Nicholas Nickleby, x.

Hence—2. Anything represented on a greatly
reduced scale.

The water, with twenty babbles^ not content to have
the picture of their face in large, would in each of these
bubbles set forth the mimature of them. Sir P. Sidney.

Tragedy is the miniature of haman life ; an epic poem
is the draaght at length. Dryden, .£neid, Ded.

3. A greatly reduced scale, style, or form.
We mayreasonably presume it [Ed^ to have been the

earth in miniature. Bp. Home, Works, IV. ii.

The revolution Uirongh which English literatnre has
been passing, from the time of Cowley to thai of Scott,
may be seen in miniature within the compass of his [Hry-
den's] volnmes. Maeaulay, John Dryden.

4f. Bed letter; lettering in red lead or ver-
milion.

If the names of other saints are distingoished with m»i-
iature, her's [the Virgin's] ought to shine in gold.

HidKt, Sermons, 11

5t. Anything small or on a small scale.

There's no miniature
In her fair face, bat is a copious theme
Which would, disoonrsed at large of, make a volume.

Mamnger, Duke of Florence!, v. 3.

H. a. On a small scale; much reduced from
natural size.

Here shall the pencil bid its colours flow.

And make a miniature creation grow.
Gtty,TbePan,l
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In this cave . . . nearly the whole of the omamenta-

Ijon is made up of miniature nOs, and repetitions of win-
dow fronts or facades.

J. Fergusgon, Hist Indian Arch., p. 116.

miniature (min'i-a-tur or min'i-tnr), v. t.
; pret.

and pp. miniatured, ppr. miniaturing. [< min-
iature, n.] To represent or depict on a small
scale. [Bare.]
miniatniist (min'i-ar-tfir-ist or min'i-tur-ist), n.

[< F. miniaturiste ="Sp. Pg. miniaUirista ; as
mimature + -ist.] One who paints miniatures

;

an illuminator of manuscripts, or a painter of
small pictures, especially portraits.
The famous miniatwria Jean Poncqnet of Tours was

named the king's [Lonis XL's] enlumineur.
Bncye. BriL, XTV. 523.

minibns (min'i-bus), n. [Irreg. < Ii. min{or),
less, or min(imus), least, + E. (omn)i6ttS.] A
cab or small four-wheeled carriage resembling
an omnibus.
Minie ball (min-i-a' bU). The conical baU,
with hollow base, used with the Mini^ rifle.

Mini^ rifle. See rifle.

minifer-pin, n. Same as minikin, 2. HaMireH.
[Prov. Eng.]
minl^ (min'i-fi), V. t. • pret. and pp. minified,
ppr. minifying. [Irreg., after the analogy of
magnify, < L. minor, minus, less, + -fieare, make:
see minor, minus, min^, and -fy.] 1. To make
little or less; make small or smaller; lessen;
diminish.
I think we can scarcelynow esUmate the minifying con-

sequences of closing all outlook beyond this world.
F. P. Colib, Peak in Darien, p. 71.

2. To make of ],ess value or importance; treat
as of slight worth ; slight; depreciate.

Is a man magnified or minijied by considering himself
as under the influence of the heavenly bodies?

Southey, The Doctor, cxcviL

In both senses opposed to magnify.
miTiilriTi (min'i-kin), n. and a. [Formerly also
miniken, minnikin, minniken, minnekin; < HD.
minneken, minnekyn, a little darling, a oupid, <
minne, love, + dim. -kin : see minn^ and -kin.

Cf. mijiii, mintoni. The later senses (2, 3, 4)
depend on the adj.] L n. If. A fine mincing
lass. KennettMS. (SofliweH.)— 2. Apinof the
smallest sort. Also called minifer-pin. SaUi-
wett.—3. The second size of splints nsed in
making matehes.—4t. A small sort of gut-
string formerly nsed in the lute and viol, and
varions other stringed instruments : itwas prop-
erly the treble string of a lute or fiddle.

His Lordship was no good musician, for he would peg
the mnOcin so high that It cracked.

Bp. Baeiet, Abp. WiUiams, L 147. (.Davies.)

A fiddler—a miniken tickler.
JIarsUm, What yon Wm, iv. 1.

This day Ur. Cesar told me a pretty experiment of his,
of angling with a minnikin, a gut string varnished over,
which keeps it &om swelling.

Pepys, Diary, 3Iarch IS, 1667.

n.t a. Small; fine; delicate; dainty.

jr»i^A«rfnia [It], a daintie lasse, a minnikin smirking
wench. Flaria.

And, for one blast of thy mirnHn mouth.
Thy sheep shall take no harm.

Shak., Lear, ilL 6. 45.

wii'nini (min'im), a. and n. [< F. minime = Sp.
minimo = Pg. It. minimo, least (as a noun, F.
minime = Sp. minima = Pg. It. minima, ML.
minima, a note in music),< L. minimus (fem. mi-
nima), least; superL, with oompar. minor, less,

used to supply the comparison ofjMircu^, small,

a positive form of the root min- not being in
use; = AS. min, ete., less: see min^. Cf. mini-
mum, minimus, minor, ete.] I. a. Very small;
diminutive; pygmy.

They [pygmies] disentangle their endear'd embrace^
And tow*rd the ifing and gnests that sat aghast
Turned round each minim prettlness of face.

Temtant, Anster Fair, vi. W.
Their little minim forms arrayed
In the tricksy pomp of fairy pride.

J. £. Drake, Culprit Fay.

TT , n. 1. A very diminutive man or being.
Not all

Minims of nature, some of serpent kind.

Wondrous in length and corpulence.
MUton, P. L., vii. 482.

Minimi, the tenants of an atom.
Chldmmth, Citizen of the World, czv.

2. [cap.] One of an order of monks, founded
in the middle of the fifteenth century by St.

Francis of Paola, confirmed by Pope Sixtns
rv., and again confirmed by Pope Alexander
VL under the name of " Ordo Minimorum Ere-
mitarum S. Francisei de Paula" (order of the
least hermits of St. Francis of Paola). Members
of fiuB order, in addition to the osoal Franciscan vows,
were pledged to the observance of a perpetual Lent

minimus
3. In musical notation, a note equivalent in time-
value to one half of a semibreve : it is now also
called a Tialf-note. but iu early medieval music
it was the shortest note used. Also minima.—
4t. A short poem.

Pardon thy shepheard, mongst so many layes
As he hath sung of thee in fdl his dayes.
To make one minime of thy poore haudinayd.

Spenter, F. Q., VL x. 2a

5. The smallest liquid measure, generally re-
garded as about equal to one drop. It is the
sixtieth part of a fluidrachm. See apothecaries
measure, under measure.—6f. A small size of
type, now called mi;iion.

minimal (mia'i-ma),n. [ML.] Sameasminim,3.
minima^, n. Plural of minimum.
minimal (min'i-mal), a. [< minim, minimum, +
-oi.] Least or smallest; of minimum amount,
quantity, or degree ; also, pertaining or related
to a TniTliTinnTn.

Such changes are, however, quite minhmal in amount so
long asthe given presentations are not conspicuously agree-
able or disagreeable. J. Ward, Encyc Brit, TY 43.

The positions of the loads corresponding to the maximal
and minimal values of . . . and their numeric values, etc

Jour. PranHinlwL, CXXVL 237.

minimsntt (min'i-ment), n. An obsolete vari-
ant of muniment.

minimificence (mln-i-mif'i-sens), n. [< L. mini-
mus, least, + -fioentia, after Inagnifteence, q. v.]
The opposite of magnificence. [Bare.]

When all your magnificences and my minimifieences are
finished. WaipUe, Letters, IL 122.

minimisation, minimise. See minimization,
minimize.

Minimite (min'i-mit), a. [< Minim, 2, + -ife2.]

Of or pertaining to tl^e Minims, an order of
monks. See Minim, 2. Encyc. Brit., IX. 695.
minimitade (min'i-mi-tud), n. [< L. minimtis,
least (see minimum), +-itiuie,asiD magnitude.]
The opposite of magnitude. [Bare.]

These nuclei are so small that it seems almost a con-
tradiction in terms to speak of their magnitude : rath^
one might say of their minimiiude, for it requires the
higher powers of the best microscopes to see them and
follow out the process of conjugation.

Sir W. Turner, Ifature^ XL. 526.

minimization (min'i-mi-za'shon), ». [< mini-
mise + -ation.] The act or process of mini-
mizing; reduction to the lowest terms or pro-
portions. Also spelled mimmisation.

Similar mimmization and mnltipUcaiaon of the repro-
ductive germs takes place in bacteria.

W. B. Carpenter, Micros., § 306.

minimize (min'i-miz), c. t.
;
pret. and pp. mini-

mized, ppr. minimizing. [< jwfnim(«TO) -1- -ize.]

To reduce to a Tninimnm , or to the lowest terms
or proportions ; make as little or slight as pos-
sible ; also, to depreciate ; treat slightingly : as,

to miHtmise the chances of war. Also spelled
minimise.

We arenow . . . witnessing the expansion of the mtni-
mized demands of the Conference at Constantinople.

Gtaditone, Gleanings, I. 112.

She [Elizabeth] minimised the definition of authority.
Stuibs, Medieval and Modem Hist, p. 324.

minim-rest (min'im-rest), «. In musical nota-
tion, a rest or sign for silence equivalent in

time-value to a minim. Its form is—

—

.

TnitiiitiTiTTi (min'i-mum), h. and a. [< L. mi«i-
mum, nent. of minimus, least: see minim.] I.

n.
; pL minima (-ma). The smallest amount or

degree ; the least quantity assignable in a given
ease: opposed to maximum/ in matft., that point
where a function has a less value than for any
neighboring values of the variable.

The prejudice which some persons have against standing
an hour on the catasta to be handled from head to foot in
the minimum of clothing. Eingiiey, Hypatia, xiiL

MaTlTn^ and TnlTilma See maaxmum.
H. o. 1. Of the smallest possible amount or

degree; least; smallest: as, a minimum charge.
— 2. Indicating or registering the lowest quan-
tity or degree: as, a minimum thermometer.

—

MJTiimnm sensibile, the smallest or weakest impression
that can be pereeived by a given sense.

Two impressions of sound and light each of which ap-

proachedvery closely theminimum sensibile wouldbereck-
onedasabontequal. J'.^ifiy,SensationandIntultion,p.45.

MlTiftmiTn thermometer, a thermometer so constructed
as to indicate the lowest temperature since its last ad-
jnstment Seetbermometer.— IGnimumvalOeofafano-
tion, in math., the value it has when it ceases to decrease,

and begins to increase wii^ the increase of the variable;

it is not necessarily the absolute minimum.

—

MiniTnTini

visibile, the smallest angular measure of which the eye
can distinguish the parts. It is about half a minute.

minimus (min'i-mus), n.; pi. minimi (-mi). [<
L. minimus, least : see mtwim.] Abeingofthe
smallest size. [Bare.]



miniiQiis

Get you gone, you dwarf,
You mirdmux, of hind'ring knot-grass made.

Shak., M. N. D., lit 2. 329.

mining (mi'ning), n. [Verbal n. of mine^, !'.]

The business or work of a miner: also used
attributively: as, a mining engineer; mining
tools— Hydraulic mining. See hydratdic—ISiDiiiB
claim, (a) The claim of a discoverer, or of one who has
taken possession of a mine, or unoccupied ground sup-
posed to contain a precious metal or mineral, to the ex-
clusive right to work it, or to a right of preemption ; hence,
generally, a piece of land supposed to contain a precious
metal (6) The area of mining-ground held under federal
or State law by one claimant or association by virtue of
ope location and entry. In consequence of the peculiar
right to follow a vein of ore beyond the line of the boundary
upon the surface, it may be more correctly, though still

somewhat vaguely, de&ned as a tract of mineral land, the
owner of which is entitled to the surface rights and all

subjacent minerals, together with certain lateral rights of
mining beyond the boundary, and subject to the similar
lateral rights of adjoining owners. When two veins con-
nect or cross, priority of title generally gives a preference.
Coal-land claCmx may be entered tor not exceeding 160
acres to each individual, or 320 acres to each association.
As to placer-mining daimt, see pkuxr-claim, under placer,
—SUnlng district, engineering, jurisprudence,part-
nership, etc. See district, etc.

mining (mi'ning), p. a. [Ppr. of mine^, «.] 1.
Of burrowing habits: as, the rabbit is a mining
animal. Hence— 2. Insidious; working by un-
derhand means.
mining-camp (mi'mng-kamp), n. A tempo-
rary settlement for mining purposes.
minion^ (min'yon), n. and a. [Early mod. E.
also mineon, minyon, mynion, mignion, mignon
(= It. mignone),<, OP. and F. mignon, a favorite,
darUng; as adj., favorite, pleasing, dainty; <

OHG. minna, MHG. mmrne, memory, love: see
«8»«3, mindX. Cf. mignonette.'] I. n. If. One
who or that which in beloved; a favorite; a
darling.

They must in fine condemned be to dwell
In thickes vnseene, in mewes for minyoiw made.

Qaacoigne, Philomene (ed. Arber), p. 118.

And Duncan's horses, . . .

Beauteous and swift, the minions of their race.
Shak., Macbeth, 11. 4. 15.

Man 's hi^ own Minion; Man 's his sacred Type

;

And for Man's sake he loues his Workmanship.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, L 7.

2. An intriguing favorite ; one who gains grace
by vile or unworthy means; a servile creature.

Minion, your dear lies dead. Shak., Othello, v. 1. 83.

It was my chance one day to play at chess
For some few crowns with a minion of this king's,

A mean poorman that only serv'd his pleasures.
Fletcher, Double Marriage, 11. 1.

Hence— 3. Apertorsauoy girl or woman; one
who is too bold or forward; a minx.

Fast by her side did sitt the bold Sansloy,
Fitt mate for such a mincing min^im.

Spenser, F. Q., 11. iL 37.

You'll cry for this, minion, if I beat the door down.
Stei., C. of E., iiL 1. 69.

4. A small printing-type, about 10^ lines to the
inch, intermediate between the sizes nonpareil
(smaller) and brevier (larger).

This line is printed in mimon.

5t. A type of cannon in use in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centimes.
A Minion of brasse on the summer decke, with two or

three other pieces. HaUuyt's Voyages, II. 167.

Then let us bring our light artillery,

Miniom, falc'nets, and sakers, to the trench.
Marlowe, Tamburlaine, n., iii. 3.

It was thought fitter for our condition to build a vessel
forty feet in length, and twenty-one in breadth, to be mirir'

ion proof, and the u^er deck musket proof.
Wiivthrop, Hist. New England, 1. 148.

Il.t a. Fine; trim; dainty; delicate.

On his minion harpe full well playe he can.
Pleasaunte Pathwaie, sig. G. iiij. (Richardson.)

Yonder Is a minimi swaine.
Ballad of King Arthur (Child's Ballads, I. 234).

mlghtye Muse,
The mignions^ mayde of mounte Parnasse,
Ever verdurde wth flowre and grassa

Of sundrye hews. Piimbenha/m, Fartheniades, xt

minion^t, n. An obsolete variant of minium.

Let them paint their faces with mini/m and cerusse, they
are but fewels of lust, and signs of a corrupt soul.

BwrUin, Anat. of Mel., p. 473.

minion^ (min'yon), n. [Origin not ascertain-

ed.] The sittings of ironstone after calcination

at the iron-furnaces. Weale.

nunionette (min-yo-nef), a. and n. [< minion^
+ -ette. Cf. mignonette.'] I. a. Diminutive;
deUeate; dainty.

His rmnionetie face. Walpole, Letters, I. 205. (Davies.)

II. re. In printing, a bastard body of type,

measuring about lli lines to the inch, small-

er than minion and larger than nonpareil, in-
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tended to be the equivalent of the French size
'
' body six " of the Didot system : used by type-
founders in the United States chiefly for com-
bination borders planned on the Didot system.
minioningt (iiaiJi'yon-ing), n. [< minion^ +
-ing^.] Kind or affectionate treatment.

With sweete behaviour and soft minioning.
Marston and Webster, Malcontent, iv. 3.

minionizet (min'yon-iz), V. t. [< minion^ +
Aze.] To treat with partiality; be especially

kind to ; favor.
Whom of base groomes His grace did miniomze.

Dailies, Holy Roode, p. 26. (Davies.)

minion-like (min'yon-lik), adv. Like a minion

;

finely; daintily.

Hitherto will our sparktul youth laugh at their great-
' grandfather's English, who had more care to do well than
to speak minion-like. Ca/mden, Remains, Languages.

minionlyt (min'ygn-li), adv. [Early mod. E.
also mynionly; < mvnion^ + -ly^. ] Same as min-
ion-like.

He wolde kepe goodly horses, and live mynionly and ele-

gantly. Ta«em«r's Adagies (1562). {Na/res.)

minionship (min'ygn-ship), n. [< minion^ +
^Mp.] The state of being a minion.
The Favourite Luines strengtheneth himself more and

more in his Minionship. Howell, Letters, I. i. 17.

minious (min'i-us), a. [< mMum + -ous.] Of
the color of minium.
They hold the sea receiveth a red and minious tincture

from springs, wells, and currents, that fall into it.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vl. 9.

minisb (min'ish), V. [< ME. minyshen, mini-
schen, tnimishen, menushen, menusen, < OF. menv/-
sier, menuisier, menuiser, F. mHuiser= Pr. menu-
ear = It. minuzzare, < ML. *minutiare, make
small, diminish, < L. minutia, smallness: see
mmutia. Cf. aminish, diminish.] I, trans. To
lessen; diminish; render fewer or smaller.

The faithful are minished from among the children of
men. Book of Com/mon Prayer, Psalter, xii. 1.

The living of poor men [was] thereby minished and taken
away. Latimer, 1st Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

Ye shall not minish ought from your bricl^s ofyour daily
task. Ex. V. 19.

II. intrans. To become less; grow fewer or
smaller.

As the Waspe souketh honie fro the bee,
So minisheUi our commoditee.

Hakluyfs Voyages, 1. 194.

The vei7 considerableminiffAind' of the more experienced
debaters ... on the Liberal side. Saturday Bev., LXI. 67.

[Obsolete or archaic in both uses.J

minishmentt (min'ish-ment), n. [< mimish +
-ment.] The act of diminishing; diminution.

By him reputed as a minishmerd, and a withdrawing of
the honor dewe to himself. Sir T. More, Works, p. 145.

ministellof, n. [It. *mimistello, dim. of ministro,

a minister: see wMJiMfer.] A petty minister.

What pitiful ministellos, what pigmy Presbyters I

Bp. Qauden, Tears of the Church, p. 194. (Davies.)

minister (min'is-ter), n. [< ME. ministre, m4n-
ystre, mynester (= D. G-. Dan. Sw. minister), <
OF. ministre, P. ministre = Sp. Pg. It. ministro,

< L. minister (ministr-), an attendant, servant,

assistant, a priest's assistant or other under-
of&cial, eccl. (LL. and ML.) a priest, etc. ; with
suffix -ter, < minor (for *minos-, cf . neut. minus),
less : see minor. Cf . magister, a chief, leader,

with the same sufBx, < major, magis, greater,

more: see magister, masterK Hence ministe-

rium, ministry, mister^, mistery, mystery^, min-
strel, etc.] 1. One who performs service for

another, or executes another's will; one who is

subservient ; an agent, servant, or attendant.

Whan the Eyng hathe don, thanne don the Lordes ; and
aftrehem here MynystressaiA other men, zif thei may have
onjf remenant. Mandeville, Travels, p. 170.

war I thou son of hell,

Whom angry heavens do make their minister.
Shak., 2 Hen. VL, v. 2. 34.

The word minister, in the original Aianoi'o;, signifleth
one that voluntarily doth the business of another man

;

and differeth from a servant only in this, that servants are
obliged by their condition to what is commanded them

;

whereas ministers are obliged only hy their undertaking,
and bound therefore to no more than they have under-
taken. Hohbes, Leviathan, iii. 42.

I have grounds for believing that Henry Vin. was the
master, and in no sense the minister, of his people.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 289,

2. One who acts as a medium or dispenser ; an
administrator or promoter: as, a minister of
God's will, of justice, etc. ; a minister of peace
or charity.

Is therefore Christ the minister of sin? God forbid.
GaL il. 17.

Angels and ministers of grace defend us I

Shak., Hamlet, i, 4, 39.

minister

All thoughts, all passions, all delights^
Whatever stfrs this mortal frame.
All are hut ministers at Love,
And teed his sacred flame. poleridge, Love,

3. lupoliUcs: (a) One of the persons appointed
by the sovereign or chief magistrate of a coun-
try as the responsible heads of the different de-
partments of the government; a minister of
state : as, the minister of foreign affairs, of the
interior, of finance, of war, of justice, etc.
These ofSoers constitute the ministry or executive depart,
ment of the government ; at their head is the prime (first)

minister, or premier, the immediate deputy or represen-
tative of the sovereign or chief magistrate ; he ana other
ministers, selected by him, are called collectively, as his
coordinate advisers in matters of policy, the cabineL
Minister is used in most European countries as the official

title of all heads of departments, but in Great Britain only
in a generic sense (as, a minieter of the crown), the individ-

ual ministers being offlciajly designated the secretary of
state for foreign affairs, for war, for the colonies, etc., or
by other titles, as chancellor of the exchequer (minister of
finance). In the government of the United States the title

minister is not used at all, and there is no ministry
t the

corresponding ofilcers, differing from the preceding both
in mode of appointment and degree of power and respon-
sibility, are called secretaries (of state, of the interior, of
the treasury, of war, of the navy, of agriculture), post-
master-genem, and attorney-general See cabinet, 4.

Very different training was necessary to form a great
mimiter for foreign affairs. Maca/ulay, Hist. Eng., xL

(6) A diplomatic representative of a country
abroad ; a person accredited by the executive
authority of one country to that of another as

its agent for communication and the transac-
tion of business between the two governments

;

specifically, the political representative of a
state in another state, in contradistinction to

an ambassador, who holds a nominally higher
rank as in general the personal representative
of the sovereign or chief of the state at the court
of another sovereign. Until 1893 the United
States sent and received only ministers in this

specific sense, called in full either envoys ex-

traordinary and ministers plenipotentiary or

ministers resident. Since that date ambas-
sadors have been sent to and received from
several of the principal European powers.—
4. Eccles., in the New Testament, a servant of

God, God's word, Christ, or the church; an of-

ficer of the church; an attendant or assistant

(Acts xiii. 5) : translating diAnovoc (whence dea-

con), but sometimes leiTcmpydg (liturge) or irri-

phijg (an assistant) ; hence, any member of the
ministry. The word is used of civil authorities in Horn,
xiii. 4-6. In the ancient church minister usually meant
a deacon or one in minor orders, the Latin word minister
being the equivalent of the Greek SidKopot. See ministry.

These Orders of Ministers in Christ's Church,—Bishops,
Priests, and Deacons.

Book of Common Prayer, Pref. to OrdinaL

Mr. Williams, the teacher at Salem, was again convent,
ed, and all the ministers in the bay being desired to be
present, he was charged with the said two letters.

Winthrc^, Hist. New England, L 204.

5t. An officer of justice.
'*! crye out on th& ministres," quod he,
"That sholden kepe and reule this cite."

CTiaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, L 223.

6. The catfish, Amiurus nebulosus : apparently
so called from the silverywhite throat, contrast-
ing with the dark back, and likened to a clergy-

man's white necktie. [Local, U. S.]

" Horned pout," "bull-heads," or ministers, probably the
hardiest of all the fresh-water fish, thrive in Northern and
Eastern States. Tribune Book qf Sports, p. 155.

Ministers of the sick, a Roman Catholic order of

priests and laymen, founded by Camillus of Lellis, to serve
hospital patients. It was made a religious order by
Gregory XIV. (end of the sixteenth century).— Minister's
rental, in Scots lanv, the rental of the parish lodged by the
minister In a process of augmentation and locality. = Syn.
4. MirMer, Pastor, Clergyman, Divine, Parson, Pnest,
Minister views a man as serving a church ;

pastor views
him as caring for a church as a shepherd cares lor sheep;
clergyman views him as belonging to a certain class ; divim
is properly one learned in theology, a theologian ;

parson,
formerly a respectful designation, is row little better than
a jocular name for a clergyman ; priest regards a man as

appointed to offer sacrifice.

minister (min'is-t6r), ». [< ME. mimstren, <

OF. ministrer = Sp. Pg. ministrar = It. minis-

trare, < L. ministrare, attend, wait upon, serve,

manage, govern, etc., < minister, an attendant,

servant: see minister, n. Cf. admimster.] I.

trans. 1. To furnish, supply, or afford; give;

serve: as, to minister consolation.

And there the Gray Freres of Mounte Syon mynystred
wyne vnto vB euery day twyse.

. sir E. Ouylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 18.

I would to God that these few lines, wherein I have
made relation of ttiat learned mans speeches, may minis-

ter occaaioa to some singular schoUer to take In hand this

worthy enterprise. Coryal, Crudities, I. 43 (sig. D).

Most sweet attendance, with tobacco and pipes of the

best sort, shall be ministered.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, iii. 1.



minister
Christ hath comnianded prayers to be made, sacraments

to be nUniisUTed, his Church to be carefully taught and
guided- Hooker, Eccles. Polity, ill. 11.

2t. To perform; render. [Eare.]

Ceremonies may
With full and holy rite be mtinster'd.

Shak., Tempest, iv. 1. 17.

=8yn. L Adminuter, Minister. See admimSler.
n. intraiis. 1. To act as a minister or atten-

dant
;
perform service of any kind.

Thei ordeynd a conent^ to minigtre in that Urke.
Rob. <ifBrumie, p. 80.

I will sanctify also botii Aaron and his sons, to minigter
to me in the priest's office. Ex. rdx. 44.

2. To afford snppUes; give things needful;
fumisli means of relief or remedy.
When saw we thee an hungered, or athirst, or a stranger,

or naked, or sick, or in prison, and did not rruruster unto
thee? Mat. xir. 44.

Canst thoa not minister to a mind diseased?
Shak., Macbeth, r. 3. 4a

Bat God's sweet pity ministers
Unto no whiter soul than hers.

Wluttier, Witch's Daughter.

3. To contribute ; be of service.

It is my belief ihat it doesn't often minister to friend-
ship that yonr friend shall know yonr real opinion.

H. James, Jr., Harper's Mag., LXXVL 337.

4. To serve. [Rare.]

The wind is now thy organist; a clank
(Weknow not whence) ministers for a bell
TO mark some change of serrice.

Wordmmrth, Boslin ChapeL

=SyZL Adininister to. Minister to (see administer\ con-
tribute to, serve, assist, help, succor, wait upon.

ministerial (min-is-te'ri-al), a. [= p. minis-

teriel = Sp. Pg. ministerial = It. ministeriale,

< LL. ministerialis, < L. minisierium, ministry:
see ministry, ministerium.'i 1. Performing ser-

vice; ministering or ministrant ; subservient;
subsidiary.

Enlight'ning Spirits and ministerial Flames.
Prior, Solomon, L

This mode of publication [public recitation] . . . was
among the arts ministerial to sensual enjoyment.

De Quincey, Si^l^ ir.

2. Of or pertaining to a minister or ministry
of state; belonging to executive as distinguisb-
ed from legislative or judicial office : as, min-
isterial functions.

Yety solid and very brilliant talents distingnished the
miniderial benches. Burke, Appeal to Old Whigs.

'Ehrough the power of the members of the Federal Coun-
cil to attend and speak in either bouse, the Swiss Assem-
bly can therefore hear . . . what in England we call a
ministerial statement.

E. A. Preeman, Amer. Iiects.,p. 391.

3. Pertaining to the office, character, or habits
of a clergyman; clerical: as, ministerial gar-
ments.

It is the inward calling of <3od that makes a Minister,
and his own painfull study and diligence that manures
and improves his minigteriaJil gifts.

Milton, On Set of Homb. Semonst.

mnlsterlal acts, offices, powers, in law, those acte^ of-

fices, or powers that are to be performed or exercised nni-
formly on a given state of facts, in a prescribed manner,
in obedience to law or the mandate of legal authority,
without dependence on the exercise of judgment as to the
propriety of so doing. Thus, the duSes of a sheriff or
clerk of coort are chiefly ifnot entirelyministeriaL—Min-
isterial beniibes. See&eneA.=SyiL 3. Bcdesiastical.

millisterialist(min-is-te'ri-^-ist},n. [<.ministe-

ruH + 'ist.'] In politics, a supporter of the min-
istry in office.

The Ministerialistshave not been able to maintain in the
counties the advantage they had gained in the boroughs.

SdinSiirgh Bev., CLSUL 281.

ministerially (min-is-te'ri-al-i), adv. In a min-
isterial manner, character,' or capacity.

The Son . . , submits to act ministeriaUy, or in capa-
city of Mediator. Waterland.

ministering (min'is-tSr-ing), p. a. Attending
and serving as a subordinate agent; serving
under superior authority; performing personal
services; tending.

Are they not all mimstering spirits^ sent forth to minis-
ter for them who shall be heirs of salvation ? Heb. L 14.

When pain and anguish wring the brow,
A ministering angel thou ! Scott, Marmion, vi 30.

millisteriiun(min-is-te'ri-um),n. [<L.7BJniste-

rjunj, ministry: see minisfry.] 1. Inthe Luther-
an Church, a body of ordained ministers hav-
ing the sole charge of examining, licensing,

and ordaining candidates for the ministry, of

conducting mals for clerical heresy, and of
hearing all appeals from church councils for
lay heresy. The word is also sometimes used in a more
general sense, as synonymous with synod, which includes
both ministers and lay delegates in one body. In such
cases, however, the ministerium proper consists of the
ordained mini£ri:ers only.
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2. A name sometimes given to the epistle cor-
ner of a Christian altar,because there the server
or minister assists the priest celebrant in mak-
ing preparation for offering the eueharistic sac-
rifice. Lee.

ministeryt, «. An obsolete form of ministry.

ministracionnf, n. A Middle English form of
ministration.

ministralt (min'is-tral), a. [< F. ministraX, <
ML. ministralis, servant: see minister, n.] Per-
taining to a minister; ministerial. Johnson.
minislirant (min'is-trant), a. and n. [= Sp.
Vg. ministrante, < LV ministran{t-)s, ppr. of
ministrare, serve: see minister, ».] I. a. Min-
istering; performing service; exercising min-
istry of any kind.

And call swift flights of angels minigirant
Array'd in glory on my cup to attend.

MUton, P. B., a 385.

Tliat genUe hermit, in my helpless wo€^
By my sick couch was busy to and fro.
Like a strong spirit ministrant of good.

SheUey, Bevolt of Islam, iv. 6.

H. n. One who ministers ; a servant or dis-
penser.

Sirange ministrant of undescribed sounds
That come a-swooning over hollow grounds.

Keats, Endymion, L

ministration (min-is-tra'shon), n. [< ME.
ministraeioun, < OP. ministrdUon = It. minis-
trazkme, < L. m%nistratio{n-), service, < minis-
trare, pp. ministratus, serve: see minister, r.]

1. The act of ministering or serving; service.

As soon as the days of bis viimstraiion were accom-
plished. Luke L 23.

2t. Administration; agency; intervention for
aid or service.

Thanne comforte him with muiisfmcunm of oure quinte
essencie afore seid, and he schal be al hool, but if it be so
that god wole algatis that he schal die.

Book 0/ Quinte Essence (ed. FumlvallJ^ p. 15.

To hang a man for sixpence, threepence, I know not
what—to hang for a trifle, and pardon murder, is in the
ministration at the law through the ill framing of it.

CromweU, quoted in Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

3. A religious service or other function.

The solemn and splendid ministrations of the church
were made more magnificent by the stately order of the
processions, the display of gay and costly dresses, the
gleaming of armor, and the waving of innumerable ban-
ners. (7.£.jroi'ea»,Chnrch-buildlnginMiddleAge8,p.lOO.

mlnistrative (min'is-tra-tiv), a. [= It. minis-
trativo; as ministrat(ion) + -iee.] Affording
service or aid ; assisting.

ministratort (min'is-tra-tor), ffi. [= OP. minis-
irateur = Pg. ministrador" < L. ministrator, an
attendant, servant, < ministrare, attend, serve:
see minister, v.] An administrator.

The law and the ministrators of it.

Soger North, Examen, p. 74. (Davies.)

ministratorionslyt (min'is-tra-to'ri-us-li), adv.

[< *ministratorious (< L. mintstratorius, of or
pertaining to service,< ministrator, servant: see
ministrator) + -Jy2.] la the capacity of an ad-
ministrator. [Bare.]

A man can but onely ministratoriou^y giae any tempo-
rail dominion or gift perpetual, as well to his own natural
Sonne, as to his Sonne by imitation.

State Trials, 6 Blch. IL, an. 13S3 (John Wyclifle).

minlstress (min'is-tres), n. [< OP. ministresse, <

L. ministrix, eqijiv. to ministra, a servant, fem.
of minister: see minister.'] 1. A female minis-
ter, in any sense.

Thus was beaniy sent from Heaven,
The lovely minislress of truth and good.

AJxnside, Pleasures of Imagination, i.

2t. A mistress.

The olde foxes cruell and severe mynistresse

Will leame Ihe enterer never to come forth.

Bencenuto, Passengers' Dialogues. (iVares.)

ministry (min'is-tri), n.
;
pi. ministries (-triz).

[Formerly also ministery; = P. minist^e= Sp.

Pg. It. ministerio, < Ii. ministerium, the office

or function of an attendant or servant, atten-

dance, service, office, occupation, employment,
a suite of attendants, etc., < minister, an at-

tendant, servant, minister: see minister, n. Cf.

ministerium, and mister^,mystery^, ult.< L. minis-

terium.'] 1. The act of ministering; the ren-

dering of service ; ministration.

It was a worthy edifying sight . . .

To see kind hands attending day and night.

With tender ministry, from place to place.

Tlumuon, Castle of Indolence, ii. 7S.

2. The state of ministering or serving ; agency

;

instrumentality.

The natural world he made after a mfraculous manner

;

but directs the affairs of it ever since by . . . the ordinary

ministry of second causes. Bp. Atterivry.

Think not that he, . . . who filled the chambers of the sky
With the ever-flowing air, hath need to use
The ministries thou apeakest ot

Bryant, Tale of aondland.

3. The office or function of a minister, civil or
ecclesiastical ; the state of being a minister, in
any sense; the exercise of a ministerial office

:

as, to discharge one's ministry faithfully ; to en-
ter the ministry of the gospel; to be appointed
to the ministry of war.
Every one that came to do the service of the ministry

... in the tabernacle of the congr^ation. !Nnm. iv. 47.

Do you think in your heart that you are truly called
... to the Order and Ministry of Priesthood!

Book ofCommon Prayer, Ordering of Priests,

Their miraitTy perform'd, and race well run, . . .

They die. Milton, P. L, xlL 605.

4. The general or a particular body of minis-
ters ofreligion; the ministerial or clerical class;
the clergy or priesthood. In episcopal churches the
ministry consists of bishops, priests, and deacons, and of
subdeacons and the minor orders, when such exists in ad-
dition to these.

5. The body of ministers of state in a coun-
try; the heads of departments collectively; the
executive administration : as, to form a minis-
try; the policy of the British ministry; the
French ministry has resigned. In the United
States the corresponding body is called the
cabinet
The word Ministry was not then in use, but Counsel-

lors or Courtiers. For the King himself [Charles IL]
then took so much upon him that the ministers had not
that aggr^ate title. i{<^er.yoreA, £xamen,p.68. (Davies.)

The first English ministry was gradually formed ; nor
is it possible to say quite precisely when it began to exist.

Maeavlay, Hist. Eng., xxiv.

6. A ministerial department of government;
the organization of functionaries administering
a branch of public affairs; a minister and his
subordinates collectively: as, the ministry of
war or of justice.

Immediately below these three institutions stand the
minislries, ten in number. D. M. WaHaee, Snssia, p. 198.

mlnistrysMp (min'is-tri-ship), n. [< ministry
+ -ship.] The office of a minister; ministry.
Swift. [Eare.]

TniTiinTti (min'i-nm), n. [Formerly also minion,
< OF. minion, P. minium = Sp. Pg. It. minio; <

L. minium, native cinnabar, red lead: said to

be a Spanish (Hispanic) word. Hence miniate,

miniature.] Bed oxid of lead, PbsOi, produced
by maintaining the protoxid (litharge) at a low
red heat for some time in presence of air. It

is a bright-orange granular powder, nsed as a
pigment and in the manufacture of flint^lass.

See vermilion.—iron minium, a name given to a large
number of substances used as paints, especially for iron-

work and sea-going vessels.—toidlzed m<TilTiTii_ a dried
composition consisting of lead nitrate, lead peroxid, and
undecomposed mininm^ obtuned by drying a magma of
miTiinm and nitric acid.

miniver (min'i-ver), n. [Formerly also min-
ever, meniver, dial, minifer; < ME. meniver, meny-
ver, < OP. menu ver, menu veir, menu pair, a gray-
ish fur, miniver, also " the beast that bears it"

(Cotgrave), lit. little vair: m,enu, little; vair, a
kindof fur: see jninufeiandeatr.] 1. A mixed
or spotted fui once commonly used for lining or
trimming garments. According to Cotgrave, it was
''the fur of ermins mixed or spotted with the fur of the
weesel called gris"; bat according to P^anch^, miniver
was the white part only of the patchwork designs of dif-

ferent fnrs in use at certain epochs during Uie middle ages,

as is seen in the heraldic furs, which retain the designs
most commonly nsed at that time.

A bumet cote heng therwith alle.

Furred with no meayvere.
Rom. of the Rose, L 227.

Me lists not tell ot ouches rare.

Of marbles green, and braided hair.

And kirtles furred with miniver.
Scott, L. of L. M., Ti. 4.

2. In her., a fur like vair, with the peculiarity

that the escutcheon-miniver contains six or

more horizontal rows of spots.— 3. The Sibe-

rian squirrel, whichhas fine white fur ; also, the

fur itself.

minivet (min'i-vet), «. One of various cam-
pophagine birds of the genus Pericrocotus.

mink (mingk), 11. [Formerly also minx (appar.

an error); appar. < Sw. manJc, a mink (Putorius

lutreola), transferred from the European mink
to tiie American species.] 1. An American
digitigrade carnivorous quadruped of the fam-
ily MustelidtB, Putoriiis (Lutreola) rison, of semi-

aquatic habits. The mink belongs to the same genas
as the stoats and weasels, but to a different subgenus, its

form being modified in adaptation to its aqnatic habits,

in which respect it approaches the otters. It was once
called lesser otter. It is larger and stouter than any stoat,

with shorter ears, uniformly bushy tail, and half-webbed
feet; the color is rich dark chestnut-brown, blackening



mink
on the back and tail ; the chin, and aaually some irregular
patches on the throat, breast, or belly, are white. It is 15
to 18 inches long, the tail e or 8 inches more. It is found
everywhere in North America in snitable places ; its fur

American Mink (Pu/ortus {Lutreola) vrson).

is valuable, and the animal is systematically trapped, es-
pecially in British America. Like its relatives, the mink
exhales a strong musky odor, and is destructive to poultry.
It has been tamed, and bred in minkeries, like the ferret.
The little black or mountain mink, described by Audubon
and Bachman as a distinct species, P. nigrescens. Is a small
dark variety. The corresponding animal in Europe is P.
lutreola, commonly called norz or norz, and by its Swedish
name mdjik (sometimes wank)—the designation Euro-
pean mink being a late book-name. It is much like the
American mink, but its average size is smaller, and it usu-
ally has the upper lip as well as the chin white, and pre-
sents certain dental peculiarities. The Siberian mink,
lately so called, is the kulon, P. iHbiricMa, a quite differ-
ent ^ecies. Also called viton.

2. Same as kingfish (a).

minkery (ming'kSr-i), n.
;
pi. minkeries (-iz). [<

mink + -ery.'] An establishment where minks
are bred and trained for ratting, like the ferret.

Mr. Hesseque's mjmkery consisted of twelve stalls, each
twelve feet square, of stale soil, and surrounded wltli a
fence, and some special precautions to prevent the escape
of the animals.

Cams, Fur-Bearing Animals (ed. 1877), p. 182.
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jninnis (min'is), n. [Cf. minnow.^ The stickle-

back. [Local, Eng.]
minnow (mia'o), ». [Formerly also minow,
minoe, menow, etc.; also dial, minny, m/lnnie

(cf. eqmv. dial, minim, minnan, mennam, men-
nom, appar. conformed to L. minimus, least:

see minim); < ME. menow, a minnow, appar.
< AS. *mine, myne (pi. mynas), a minnow
(glossed by ML. mena)

;
possibly from the root

of min^, less, with ME. term, -ow due to eon-
fusion with some other word, perhaps OF.
menu, small; cf. ME. menuse, small fish, < OP.
m,enuise (ML. menusia), small fish collectively,

< L. mrewftis, small: seewewjtse^.] 1. The small-
est of the British cyprinoid fishes, Phoxinus

Common English Minnow {Phoxinus l<evis).

minnet, »• and v. See
minne-drinking (min'e-dring'king), n. [< G.
minne, love, + E. drinking, verbal n. of drink, «.]

Originally, a heathen practice among the Teu-
tonic nations at grand sacrifices and banquets,
in honor of the gods or in memory of the ab-
sent or deceased. This custom was sanctioned by
the church, the saints being substituted for the gods, and
was especially conseci'ated to St, Jolin the Evangelist and
to St. Gertrude. Traces of it are still found in certain
localities of Germany.

^ Minne-driTikiTig, even as a religious rite, apparently ex-
ists to this day in some parts of Germany. At Otbergen,
a village of Hildesheim, on Dec. 27 every year a chalice of
wine is hallowed by the priest, and handed to the congre-
gation in the church to drink as Johannis segen (bless-
ing). Grimm, Teut. Mythol. (trans.), I. 62.

minnekinti »• An obsolete form of minikin.

minnelied (min'e-let), n. [G., < minne, love,
+ lied, aong.'i A love-song.

The first lyrical writer of Holland was John I., duke of
Brabant, who practised the Tn/iniwlied with success.

~
re. Brit., Xn. 90.

minnepoetry (min'e-po"et-ri), n. The poetry
of the minnesingers.
The classical representative of Minnepoetry, 'Walther von

der Vogelweide. Amer. Jour. Philot, VIII. 454.

minnesinger (min'e-sing-6r), n. [Qt., < minne,
lore,- + singer, a singer.] One of a class of
German lyric poets and singers of the twelfth
and thirteenth centuries, so calledbecause love
was the chief theme of their poems. They were
chiefly or exclusively men of noble descent—knights, no-
bles, princes, and even emperors. They sang their pieces
to tlieir own accompaniment on the viol, and often en-
gaged in poetical contests for the gratification of princes
and ladles of the court. Among the cMef seats of the min-
nesingers were Swabia and Austria, and the leading dialect
used was the Swabian. The minnesingers were succeeded
^ the mastersingers. See mastersinffer.

Minnesotan (min-e-s6'tan), n. [< Minnesota
(see def.) + -a»s.] A native or an inhabitant
of Minnesota, a northwestern State of the
United States, north of Iowa.
minnet (min'et), n. See minute^.

minnie^ (min'i), n. A dialectal form of minnow.
minnie^ (min'i), n. [Dim. of min^.J A child-

ish word for mother. [Scotch.]

Bad luck on the penny that tempted my minTde
To sell her poor Jenny for siller an* Ian !

Burnt, What Can a Young Lassie.

minnikinf, minnikent, «• and a.' Obsolete
forms of minikin.

minning (min'ing), n. [< ME. minnyng; verbal
n. of mJreS.] Eeminding.
minning-dayt (min'ing-da), n. [ME. minnyng-
day.'] The anniversary of a death, on which
the deceased was had in special remembrance,
and special offices were said for his soul. See
a year's mind, under mind\

All the day and night after the Buriall they vse to have
excessive ringinge for ye dead, as also at the twel-monthes
day after, which they call a minninge-day.

Chetham ttvsc., V. xv. (N. and Q., 7th ser.. III. 448.)

_ or IceViS. Artificial minnows are used by anglers
for trolling, spinning, or casting, and are made of metal,
glass, and rubber, gilded, sUvered, or painted attractively.

Hear you this Triton of the mCnrumsf
Shak., Cor., ill. 1. 89.

2. In the United States, one of many different
fishes of small size, (a) Any cyprinoid of the genus
PhaxlnuB, of which there are several species, from li to
3 inches long, in the Mississippi basin and westward, as
P. neogceus, P. /tommera, P. plUegethontis. This is the cor-
rect use of minnoui, though in popular speech it extends
to various other little cyprinoids, also loosely called
roach, dace, shiner, etc Among these may be mentioned
the red minnows of the genus Chroaomus, as C. erythrogas-
ter, one of the prettiest of all, 2 or 3 inches long ; the
silvery minnow, HybogruUKus nue?uUis, and others of this
genus ; the black-headed minnow or fathead, Pimephalee
promelas; the blunt-nosed minnow, Hyborhynchus no-
taius; the Texan hardmouth minnow, Cochlognathus or-
nattis; the bull-headed and straw-colored minnows, Cliola
taurocephalus and C. stramineaj the spotted-tail, C. stig-

maturus, and more than 60 other kinds of Cliola; about
50 sliiners of the genus Minn-Uus; various species of the
genera JihinicJithye, CeraticMhys, Apocope, Coueeius, etc.
These abound in fresh waters of the United States, and
minn/iw is the usual name of all those which have not
more particular designations. (&) One of numerous small
cyprinodont fishes, otherwise known as MUifishes and
mumTnychogs, and more fully called iop^minnows, as Zygo-
nectes notatus and many others of this genus. The most
abundant of these is Fundulits Iieteroclitics, found in brack-
ish waters from Maine to Mexico, and sometimes speci-
fied as salt-water rninnow. F. diapkanus is the spring
minnow, (c) Any American member of the family ITm-
bridoz and genus Um^a or Mdanura, as U. or M. li/mi,

more fully called mudr-minnow, 4 inches long, found from
New England to Minnesota and South Carolina, often in
mere mud-lioles which would hardly be expected to lodge
any fish. It is closely related to U. crwmeri of Austria.
id\ One of various small viviparous perches or embioto-
coid fishes of California, chiefly of salt water, as the spa^
rada, Micrometrus or Cymatogaster aggregatus. (e) One of
several small suckers or catostomoid fishes : a loose use.

minnow-harness (min'6-har"nes), n. Ajo. arti-

ficial bait used, for trolling to which a minnow
can be attached.
minny (min'i), n. A provincial form of minnow.
mino^ (me'no), n. [Jap.] A thatch-lite rain-
coat or cape made of hempen fibers, long grass,
rushes, or the like laid close together, and bound

in place at the top by plaiting or'by some simi-
lar means: used in Japan by coolies, farm-
laborers, etc.

minorate

mino^ (mi'no), n. A variant of mina^.
minor (mi'nor), a. and n. [< ME. *minour, me-
nour, < OP. "menor, P. mineur = 8p. Pg. menor
= It. minore, < L. minor (neut. minus), less, corn-

par, (with superl. minimum, least: see minim,
minimum, etc.) associated with adj. parvus,
small; = AS. min= OS. minrUro, etc., less: see
mi»2.] I, a. 1. Smaller (than the other); less;

lesser: applied definitively to one of two units
or parts, and opposed to major or greater: as,

the minor axis of an ellipse ; the minor premise
of a syllogism; the minor part of an estate.

They altered this customfrom cases of high concernment
to the most trivial debates, the minor part ordinarily en-

tering their protest. Clarendon, Great Eebellloa

3. Smaller than others; of inferior rank or de-

gree; lower; hence, small; inconsiderable; not
capital, serious, or weighty : as, the minor ofS-

cers of government ; a minor canon ; the minor
points of an argument; mfeorfaidts or consid-
erations.

Now frere weTwmr, now jacobyn.
Mom. offhe Base, \ 6338.

Neither in the name of multitude do I only include the
base and mirwr sort ofpeople.

iSm" T. Bronime, Beligio Medici, it 1.

Incbnsistency with respect to questions of miwir Impor-
tance is not likely to be regarded as dishonourable.

Maamki,y, Sir W. Temple.

3. Under age. [Eare.]

At which time . , , the king was minor.
Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII., p. 145.

4. In music: (a) Of intervals, less; shorter;

smaller (as compared with major intervals).
The word is more often applied to seconds, thirds, sixths,

sevenths, ninths, etc., designating an interval equal to the
corresponding major interval less one half-step. It has
also been applied of late to fourths, fifths, and eighths, and
is then equivalent to the older term diminished. Finally,

it is used to designate the smaller of two intervals that dif-

fer by a minute quantity, as a minor tone (10:9), wMch
is a comma less than a major tone : opposed to major.
See interval, 5. (ft) Of tonalities and scales, char-

acterized by a minor third and also usually by
a minor sixth, and often a minor seventh: op-
posed to major. See key, tonality, scale, (c)

Of triads and chords generally, characterized
by a minor third between the lowest and the

next to the lowest tones : opposed to major. See
triad, and chord, 4. (d) Of modes, characterized
by the use of a minor tonality and of minor ca-

dences : as, the piece is written throughout in

the wijwor mode: opposed to mo/or. See major, 4.

—Bob minor. See6o6i,7.—Mlnoratstraction. Seeai-
stroction.—Minor axis. Same as conjugate axis (which
see, under axis^).—Minor canon, determinant, ex-
communication. See the nouns.—Minor orders (ec-

des.). See order.—Minor premise, that premise which
contains the minor term. This is the usual definition, but
there has been much dispute on the subject. See major, 5.

—Minor prophetb, a name feiven collectively to twelve
prophetic Old Testament books, from Hosea to Malacfai,

inclusive, and their authors. See prophet.— Minor term,
in logic, the subject of the conclusion of a categorical syl-

logism.

II. m. 1. A person of either sex who is under
age; one who is of less than the legal age for

the performance of certain acts ; one under the
authority ofparents or guardians, because ofnot
havingreached the age atwhich the law permits
one to make contracts and manage one's own
property; an infant in the legal sense. In Scots
law, mzTMir.when used in contradistmction to^jnZ, signi-

fies a person above the age of pupilarity (twelve in females
and fourteen in males) and under that of majority, which in
both sexes is twenty-one years. The technical term in Eng-
lish and United States law for one under the age of le^
capacity (twenty-one years) is infant, but mivxyr is used in
the same sense in general literature. Compare age, n., 3.

Long as the year's dull circle seems to run.
When the brisk minor pants for twenty-one.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, I. L 38.

King Henry, although old enough atseven tobe crowned,
was still a Tninor.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 173.

2. In logic, the minor term, or the minor prem-
ise. See i.— 3. In music, the minor mode or a
minor tonality or minor chord taken absolutely.

In all your music our pathetic minor
Tour ears shall cross.

Mrs. Browning, Drama of Exile.

4. [cap.] A Franciscan friar; a Minorite: so

called from a name of the Franciscan order,

Fratres Minores, or Lesser Brethren. Also called

Friar Minor—Minor of a determinant. See deter-

mi»ant.—KoBy minor a species of moth. Seeiriono.

minoratet (mi'no-rat), v. t. [< LL. minoratus,

pp. of minorare (> It. minorare = Sp. Pg. mir

norar, make less), diminish, < L. minor, less;

see minor.'] To diminish.

Which it [sense] doth not only by the advantageous as-

sistance of a tube, but by less industrious experiments,
showing in what degrees distance minorates the object.

OlanmUe, Vanity of Dogmatizing, viii.



mlnoration

minoration (mi-no-ra'shon), CI. [= F. mino-
ration = Sp. minofacion = Pg. minoraqcUi = It.

miitorazione, < LL. minoratio(,n-), diminution, <
minorare, diminish: see mtnorate.] If. A less-
ening; diminution.

We now do hope the mercies of God will oonaider our
degenerated inte^ty unto some nunorotion of our of-
fences. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. ElT., t 2.

2. In med., mild purgation by laxatives.

minoratiTe (mi'no-ra-tiv), a. and n. [= F. mi-
noratif, minorative, = Sp. Pg. minorativo, less-

ening, = It. minorativo, minorative; as minoror-
t{ion) + -ive.'] I. o. Mildly laxative: applied
to certain medicines.
U. «. A mildly laxative medicine.

For a minorative or gentle potion he took four hundred
pound weight of colophoniac scammony,

Urquhart, tr. of Bahelais, il 33. (Danes.)

minoress (mi'nor-es), n. [< minor + -ess.'] 1.

A female under age.— 2t. A nun under the rule

of St. Clare. (Tyriohitt.) [This word is found in the
early printed editions of the " Romiannt of the Kose," L
149. Moveresse appears in modern editions taken from the
original French (Ram. o/ the Soae, L 141).]

Hiriti nrit.g (mi'nor-it), n. and a. [< minor +
-ife2.] I. n. Af'ranciscanfriar; a Minor. See
minor, »., 4.

Some minorite among the clergy.

Bp. Haeket, Abp. Williams, ii. 202. (Pavies.)

II. o. Belonging to the Franciscans.

Few movements within the bosom of the Church were
more pregnant with auspicious augury for its reformation
than the rise of the Minorite orders.

J. Owen, Evenings with Skeptics, n. 381.

minority (mi- or mi-nor'i-ti), n. ;
pi. minorities

(-tiz). [= F. minoriU = Pi. menoretat= Sp. mi-

noridad= Pg. minoridade = It. minoritA, < ML.
mir^07•ita(t-)s, a being less, minority, < L. minor,

less: see mnor.'] It. The state of being minor
or smaller.

From this narrow time of gestation [may] ensue a wa-
nority or smallness in the exclusion.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 6.

2. The minor part in number; the smaller of

two aggregates into which a whole is divided

numerically; anumberlessthanhalf : opposed
to majority.

That minority ot the Scottish nation by the aid of which
the government had hitherto held the majority down.

Maeavlay, Hist. Eng., vi.

Kemember, sir, that everything great and excellent is

in miruirities. Emerson^ Address to Kossuth.

Specifically—3. The smaller of two related

aggregates of persons; the minor division of

any whole number of persons : as, the rights of

the minority ; government by minorities.

To give the Tmrvnity a negative upon the majority,

which is always the case where more than a majority is

requisite to a decision, is ... to subject the sense of the
greater number to that of the lesser.

A. Bamilton, The Federalist^ No. 22.

4. The state of being a minor or not come of

age, and therefore legally incapacitated for the
performance of certain acts ; the period or in-

terval before one is of full age, generally the
period firom birth until twentyj-one years of age
(see age, 3); in Scots law, the interval between
pupUarity and majority. See minor, n., 1.

What mean all those hard restraints and shackles put
upon us in our minority. Sovthy Works, IV. v.

King Edmund dying, his brother Edred in the MiTunriiy

of his Nephews was crowned at Kingston upon Thames.
BiUcer, Chronicles, p. 11.

Minority representation. See proportional represen-

tation, under representation.

minorship (mi'nor-ship), n. [< minor + -sJiip.]

The state of beiiig a minor.

Minotaur (mia'o-tar), n. [< ME. Minotaur, <

OF. Minotaur, F. Minotaure = Sp. Pg. It. .3ft-

notauro, < L. Minotaurus, < 6r. Mev^ravpog, the

Minotaur, appar. < Mtvag, Minos, a legendary
king and lawgiver of Crete, + raiipog, a bull.

But this is perhaps a popular etym. of some
name not undersiJood.] In Gr. myth., a mon-
ster represented as having a human body and
the head of a buU, who was the offspring of

Pasiphae, wife of Minos, and a bull sent by Po-
• seidon. He was confined in the Cretan labyrinth and

fed with human flesh, devoured the seven youths and
seven maidens whom Minos compelled the Athenians
to send him periodically as tribute, and was killed by
the hero Theseus, a member of the last company so sent,

who escaped from the labyrinth by the aid of Ariadne,

daughter of Minos. Hence, in modem literature, the

name is used to characterize any devouring or destroying

agency of which the action is in some way comparable to

that attributed to the Cretan monster.

And by his [Theseus's] baner bom is his penoun
Of gold ful riche, in which ther was i-bete

The Jftnotaur which that he slough in Crete.

Cluaieer, Knight's Tale, L 122.
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Thou mf^st not wander in that labyrinth

:

There Mint^wrs and ugly treasons lurk.
Shale. , 1 Hen. VI., v. 3. 189.

minotirt, n. A Middle English form of miner.

minsitivet, a. [Appar. irreg. < minse, mince, +
-iiit'e.] Mineing; affected; servile.

Never say, your lordship, nor your honour ; but you, and
you, my lord, and my lady : the other they count too sim-
ple and TningiUve. B. Jonson, Poetaster, iv. 1.

minster (min'stfer), «. [< ME. minster, mynster,
munster, menstre, etc.,< AS. mynster = D. mun-
ster = MLGr. munster= 0H6. munusturi, miinis-

tri, monastri, JIHG. G. munster = OF. mustier,

moustier, P. moutier, < LL. monasterium, < Gr.
Itovamiipiov, a monastery: see mmiastery.'] Ori-

ginally, a monastery ; afterward, the church of

a monastery; also, from the fact that many
such churches, especially in Great Britain, be-
came cathedrals, a cathedral church which had
such an origin : as,York minster; hence, any ca-

thedral : as, the minster of Strasburg. it is found
also in the names of several places which owe their origin
to a monastery : as, WeaUninster, Leominster.

The same nyght the kynge comaunded the children to

go wake in the cheiS rr^rmter till on the morowe be-fore
messe^ that no lenger he wolde a-bide.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), IL 374.

The Ages one great mirigter seem.
That throbs witti praise and prayer.

LoweU, Godminster Chimes.

minstraciet, n. An old form of minstrelsy.

minstrel (min'strel), n. [< ME. minstrel, myn-
strelle, minstral, mynstral, menstral, munstral,
ministral, menestral, < OF. menestral, menestrel,

menesterel, F. menestrel = Pr. menestral = Sp.
menestral, menestril, ministril = Pg. ministrel,

menestrel, menistrel = It. ministrello, minestreC-

lo, < ML. ministralis (also, after 'Rora..,ministrel-

lus), a servant, retainer, jester, singer, player,

< L. minister, a servant,

attendant: see minister.

Cf. ML. ministerialis in

same sense, < ministeri-

um, service: see ministe-

rial.'] 1. A musician,
especially one who sings
or recites to the accom-
paniment of instruments.
Specifically, in the middle ages,

the minstrels were a class who
devoted themselves to the
amusement of the great in cas-

tle or camp by singing baUads
or songs of love and war, some-
times of their own composition,
with accompaniment on the
harp, lute, or other instrument,
together with suitable mimicry
and action, and also by story-

telling, etc. The intermediate
class of professional musicians
from which the later minstrels
sprang appeared in France as

early asthe eighth century, and
wasbythe Norman conquest in-

troduced into England, where
it was assimilated with the
Anglo-Saxon gleemen. Every-
where the social importance of

the minstrels slowly degener-
ated, until in the fifteenth cen-

tury they had formed them-
selves generally into gUds of

itinerant popular musicians
and mountebanks. In England they fell so low in esteem
that in 1597 they were classed by a statute with rogues,

vagabonds, and sturdy beggars ; but in France their gilds

were maintained until the revolution. See gleeman, troit-

badowr, trouv^e, andjongleur.

Whan the servise was ffynisshed, the kynge Arthur and
the Barouns returned in to the paleys, where-as was grete

plente of rmmstrcMeg, and iogelours, and other.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iiL 454.

Tell gi'e the third to the minstrel

That plays before the king.

Toung Akin (Child's BaUads, L 184).

Wake ye fromyour sleep of death.

Minstrels and bards of other days

!

Scott, Bard's Incantation.

MiDStrel.—From the Mai-
son des Musiciens, Rheinis,
France; I3thcentuiy.

mint
changed. As now constituted, a negro-minstrel troupe
retains but little of its original character except the black
faces and the old jokes.

minstrel-SCLlure (min'strel-skwir), n. .' min-
strelwho was attached to one particular person.

minstrelsy (min'strel-si), n. [< ME. minstral-

cie, mynstralcye, menstralcy, minstracie, men-
stracye, etc., < OF. menestraUie, minstrelsy, <

menestral, minstrel: see minstrel.] 1. The art

or occupation of minstrels ; singing and play-
ing in the manner of a minstrel ; lyrical song
and music.

Holliche thanne with his host hisede to here tentes
With merthe of alle meti^racye, and made hem attese.

Wiaiam ofPcOeme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1295.

When every room
Ha£h blaz'd with lights and bray'd with minstrelsy.

Shak., T. ot A., ii. 2. 170.

Originally . . . the profession of the joculator included
all the arts attributed to the minstrels ; and accordingly
his performance was called his minstrelsy in the reign of

Edward n,, and even after he had obtained the appella-

tion of a tregetour. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 287.

2. An assemblage or company of minstrels ; a
body of singers and players.

So many maner minstracie at that mariage were.
Wmiam of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 5010.

The bride hath paced into the hall

—

Bed as a rose is she t

Nodding their heads before her goes
The merry minstrelsy.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, i.

3+. A coReetion of instruments used by min-
strels.

For sorwe of which he brak his -mingbraicie,

Bothe harpe and lute, and giteme and sautrie.

Chaucer, Manciple's Tale, 1. 163.

Lntte and rybybe, bothe gangande.
And all mauere of mynstraJLsye.

ThamiK qf Ersseldoune (Child's Ballads, L WS).

4. A collection or body of lyrical songs and bal-

lad poetry, such as were sung by minstrels : as,

Scott's "Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border."

The body of traditional mimHrdsy which commemorated
the heroic deeds performed in these wars.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., Int.

mintl (mint), n. [<ME. mint, mynt, menet, mu-
net, < AS. mynet, mynit, mynyt (not *mynt), a
coin, coin, coinage, money (cf. mynet-smiththe,

a place for coinage, a mint), = OFries. Tnenote,

mente, monte, munte = D. munt = MLG. LG.
munte, monte = OHG. muniga, muniz, MHG. G.
miinze, a place for coiningmoney, a coin, = Icel.

mynt, mint, = Sw. mynt, a place for coining
money, a coin, money, = Dan. mynt, a coin,

money, mMt, a place for coiningmoney, = OF.
moneie, monoie, F. monnaie (> E. money) = Pr.

Sp. moneda = Pg. moeda = It. moneta, money,
< L. moneta, a place for coining money, money,
coin, < Moneta, a surname of Juno, in whose
temple at Rome money was coined, lit. adviser,

< monere, warn, advise: see monish, monitor.

Cf. money, a doublet of mint^.] If. A coin;

coin ; coined money ; money.
Thees if me spende, or m;yM for them receyve.

The Bonner wol they brymme ayeine and brynge
Forth pigges moo.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. K T. S.), p. 99.

2. A place where money is coined by public

authority. The coining of money is now considered a
prerogative of government. In early times there were
many mints in England, butnow the only one in that coun-

try is the Koyal Mint, Tower Hill, London. The United
States Mint was established by act of April 2d, 1792, and
located at Philadelphia. Other mints have since been es-

tablished at San Francisco, New Orleans, Carson City, and
Denver (but the last two are, properly speaking, assay of-

fices). The United States Mint is a bureau of the Trea-

sury Department, under the charge of an ofBcer called the
Director of the lUint.

And so (vpon the matter) to set the mint on work, and
to giue way to new coines of siluer, which should bee
then mmted. Bacon, Hist Hen. VIL, p. 215.

In one higher roome of this Mint ... I saw fourtoene

marvaUoos strong chests, . . . inwhich is kept nothingbut

money. Coryat, Crudities, L 242.

But while the minstrel j)roper accompanied his lord to 3 Figuratively, a source of fabrication or in-
the field and shared with him the danger and the honour yg^^^^
of his warlike exploits, the connection between him and
the humbler kind of entertainer [the jongleur], who was

still the servant of the multitude rather than of a par-

ticular lord, cannot have been wholly forgotten.

A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit., 1. 13.

Hence— 2. Any poet or musician. [Poetical.]

— 3. Originally, one of a class of singers of

And bane a mint in their piagmaticall heads of such

supersubUe inuentions. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 398.

The busy mint

Of our laborious thoughts is ever going.

And coining new desires. Quarles, Emblems, iL 2.

_^^ ^^ ^ 4. A quantity such as a mint turns out; a great

negro meloies'and delineators of life "on the supply or store: as, a mint of money.

Southern plantations which originated in the And so tasselled and so ruffled with a mint of bravery.

United States about 1830: called negro min^ B. D. Bladcmore, Loma Doone, p. 129.

strels, although they are usually white men 5. [^cap.] A place of privilege or asylum in

whose faces and hands are blackened with Southwark, London, near the Queen's Prison,

burnt cork. The characteristic feature of such a troupe where persons sheltered themselves from jus-

or band is the middle-man or interlocutor, who leads the y^g under the pretext that this place was an
talk and gives the cues, and the two end-men, who usually

a^eient palace of the crown. (Rapalje and
perform on the tambourine and the bones, and between an^'i«"''

i'?"*mi,„ I.„:^i„„„ ;= n^^w alinlishfi.! —
whom the indispensable conundrums and jokes are ex- Lawrence.) The privilege is now aboUSHea.—



mint
Master of the mint, an officer in the English adminis-
tration who presided over the mint. The office has been
abolished, the mint being now under the direct control of
the chancellor of the exchequer.—Warden Of the mint,
formerly, an officer of the English mint next in rank to
the master. He collected the seigniorage, and superin-
tended the manufacture of the coins.

mint^ (mint), V. t. [< ME. *minten,*mynten, <

AS. myneUan (= OS. muniton = OFrles. mort-
Ua, muntia = D. MLG-. munten= OHGr. munimon,
MHG. Or. milnzen = Sw. mynta = Dan. mynte),
(ioiii,< mynet, a, coin.: see minfl;n.'] 1. Tocoin;
stamp and convert into money.

Siluer and gold coyne, then mynted of purpose, was
cast among the people in great quantitie.

BakluyVs Voyages, I. 487.

A sovereign prince calls In the good old money ... to
be new marked and mmted. Lamb, Ella, p. 218.

2. To invent ; forge ; fabricate.

look into the titles whereby they hold those new por-
tions of the crown, and you will find them of such natures
as may be easily miTOed. Bacon, War with Spain.

And such mint [minted] phrase, as 'tis theworst of canting.
By how much it affects the sense it has not.

B. Jfmson, Staple of News, iv. 1.

A full catalogue of exotic words, such as are daily Ttiinted

by our Logodeedali. Evelyn, To Sir Peter Wyche.

mint^ (mint), n. [< ME. minte, mynte, mente, <

AS. minte = MD. D. munt = LG. mynte, minte
= OHG. minza, munza, MHG. G. minze, miinze
= loel. minta = Sw. mynta == Dan. mynte (=
P. menthe, > Sp. It. menta), < L. menta, mentha,
< Gr. fdvda, fiivBi), mint.] 1 . A plant of the genus
Mentha. The most familiar species are the peppermint,
Jf. pijpmto, and the spearmint (garden-mint, mackerel-
mint), M. viridis, well known as medicines and condi-
ments. The bergamot-mint, affording a perfumers' oil,

is M. aquatica; the crisped or curled mint, the variety
criepa of the same. The water-mint (or brook-mint) of
older usage was M. sylvestris, now called horseTnivt. The
corn-mint is M, arverms. The pennyroyal-mint or penny-
royal is 3f. Pvlegium— that is, flea-mint. The whorled
mint is M. aativa; the wild mint of the United States, M.
Canaderms. See cut under Mentha.

The mynte is in this moone ysowe,
PaUadiw, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 192.

Then rubb'd it o'er with newly gather'd imAmt,

A wholesome herb, that breath'd a grateful scent.
Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., viiL 88.

2. One of several other, mostly labiate, plants
with mint-like properties. Compare catmint.—
Green mint, a cordial flavored with peppermint.—Mint
julep. See julep.

jnint^ (mint), V. i. [< ME. minten, munten, myn-
ten, < AS. myntan, gemyntan, mean, intend,
purpose, think, suppose, < munan (pres. mm),
think, consider, remember: see mine^^mmd^.\
1. To aim; purpose; endeavor. [OldEng.and
Scotch.]

Wyth grete wrath he can mymte.
But he fayled of hys dynte.

US. Cantab. Ft it 38, f. 189. (HatUweU.)

They thatmint at a gown of gold will always get a sleeve
of it. Scott, Monastery, xriL

2. To insinuate; hint. [Scoteli.]

mintage (min'taj), n. [< mint^ + -age. Cf. P.
monnayage = It! monetaggio, < ML. manetagimn,
< L. moneta, money: see m,oney, monetage.] 1.

The act of coining or fabricating; formation;
production by or as if by minting.

Few literary theories of modem mintage have more to
recommend them. Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 16.

The chief place of mintage in these regions was the great
trading and colonizing city of Miletus.

B. V. Head, Historia Numorum, Int., p. xlvi.

2. That which is minted, or formed by or as if

by coining or stamping ; hence, a fabrication
or manufacture ; a coinage.

stamped in clay, a heavenly mintage. Sterling.

Of one of his mintages [coined words] Mr. Beade is, ap-
parently, not a little proud. F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 26.

3. The charge for or cost of minting; the duty
or allowance for coinage ; seigniorage on coins.

Some small savings would accrue from the less amount
of mintage required. Jevons, Money, p. 16S.

mint-bush (mint'biish), n. A plant of the Aus-
tralian genuB Prostanthera.

mint-drop (mint'drop), n. 1. A sugar-plum fla-

vored with peppermint.— 2. A coin. [Slang,

U.S.]
minter (min'ter), n. [< ME. minter, < AS. myne-
tere, one who coins, one who deals in money,
a money-changer, = OS. mwmteri, a money-
changer, = OFries. mmotere, mentere, mentre,

munter = D. munter, muntster = MLG. munter,
= OHG. munizari, MHG. mwnzer, G. miinzer, a
money-changer, = P. monnayeur =lt. monetiere,

< LXi. manetarms, a master of the mint, a coiner,

< L. moneta, mint, money, coin: see mint^ and
money. Cf . moneyer and monetary,'] A coiner

;

one who mints or stamps coin; hence, one who
fabricates or makes as if by coining.

3780
Since priests have been minters, money hath been worse

than it was before. Latimer, Sermon of the Plough.

The minter must adde of other weight ... if the siluer

be so pure. Camden, Kemains, p. 204.

God stamped his image upon us, and so Ood is . . . our
minter, our statuary. Donne, Sermons, vii.

mintht, n. An obsolete variant of mintK
The primrose, and the purple hyacinth,
The dainty violet, and the wholesome minih.

Pede, Arraignment of Paris, L 1.

mintjac (mint'jak), n. Same as muntjac. Encyc.
Brit., Xin. 602.

mint-julep (mint'jo'lep), «. ^ee julep.

They were great roysters, much given to revel on hoe-

cake and bacon, mint-jidep and apple-toddy.
Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 247.

mintmant (mint'man), n. A coiner; one skilled

in coining or in coins.

Let such as are to informe councils out of their particu-

lar professions (as lawyers, sea-men, mint-nft£n, and the
like) be first heard before committees.

Bacon, Of Counsel (ed. 1887).

mint-mark (mint 'mark), n. A private mark
put upon coins by the mint authorities for pur-
poses of identification, sometimes this mark indi-
cates the place of mintage, as "S"on certain sovereigns
of Queen Victoria, denoting that the pieces were coined
at Sydney in Australia; sometimes it relates to the mint-
master or other official.

mint-master (mint'mas'''t6r), n. [= D. munt-
meester = MHG. G. munzmeister = Sw. mynt-
mastare = Dan. myntmester; as minf^ + mas-
ter.] 1 . The master or superintendent of a mint.
That which is coined, as mintmaxters confessed, is al-

layed with about a twelfth part of copper. Boyle.

2. One who invents or fabricates.

That the lewes were forward Mint^Masters in this new-
coyned Religion of Mahomet. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 268.

Setting aside the odde coinage of your phrase, which no
mintmaister of language would allow for sterling.

MUton, On Def. of Humb. Bemonst.

mint-sauce (mint'sS,s'), «. In cookery, mint
chopped and mixed with vinegar and sugar,
used especially as a sauce for roast lamb.
mint-stick (mint'stik), n. Sticks of candy fla-

vored with peppermint. [Local, TJ. S.]

The soldiers hunger for dates, figs, mint-stick, . . . that
the sutler keeps for sale.

New York Tribune, June 13, 1862. (Bartlett.)

mint-tree (mint'tre), n. A plant of the Aus-
tralian genus Prosta/nthera, especially P. lasi-

anthos.

mint-warden (miufw^r^dn), n. See warden of
the mint, under mint.

mint-wUlet, n. Same as minute-while.

minuend (min'u-end), n. [< L. mirmendus, to

be diminished, gerundive of minuere, lessen:
see minute^.'] In arith. , the number from which
another number is to be deducted in the pro-
cess of subtraction.

minuet (min'u-et), n. [= Sp. mimiete, minu4=
Pg. mimuete =' It. minuetto, < P. menuet, a dance
so called from the small steps taken in it, <

menuet, smallish, little, pretty, thin (Cotgrave),
dim. of menu, small, < L. mirmttis, small : see min-
ute^.] 1. A slow and graceful dance, invented,
probably in Poitou, Prance, about the middle
of the seventeenth century. Throughout the
eighteenth century it was the most popular of
the more stately and ceremonious dances.— 2.

Music for such a dance, or in its rhythm, which
is triple and slow. Minuets are frequently found in
the old suite, and also in the later sonata and symphony.
They properly consist of two contrasted sections of six-

teen measures each, the secondof which is generally called
a trio, because originally written for but three instru-

ments ; but this regular form is often considerably modi-
fied. Beethoven was the first to replace the minuet in
the sonata and the symphony by the scherzo, which re-

sembled the minuet somewhat in rhythm, but was more
sprightly and unrestricted in form and spirit.

minumt, n. An obsolete form of minim. Cot-
grave.

minus (mi'nus), a. [< L, mirms, neut. ol minor,
less : see minor."] 1 . Less (by a certainamount)

:

followed by a noun as an ajiparent object (a
preposition, by, to be supplied): as, the net
amount is so muoh- mimis the waste or tare;
25 minus 9 is 16. in algebra and arithmetic this sense
is indicated by the sign — , called the minus sign or sign
of subtraction : as, o — 6 = x, which is read " a minus 6
equals a:"; 25 — 9 = 16.

2. Less than nothing; belonging to the ia-

verse or negative side, as of an account ; lying
in the direction from the origin of measurement
opposite to ordinary quantities

j
below zero, or

below the lowest point of positive or upward
reckoning: as, a minus amount or sum (that is,

an amoimt or sum representing loss or debt)

;

a minus quantity in an equation (that is, one
having the minus sign before it) ; the tempera-

minute

ture was minus twenty degrees (written —20°,
andread "twenty degrees below zero ") . in some
common mathematical phrases, minus seems to be used as
an adverb modifying the numeral adjective. Thus astrono-
mers speak of the year minus 684 of the Christian era,

meaning 686 B. c.

3. Marking or yielding less than nothing or less

than zero; negative in value or result: as, the
minus sign (see def. 1).—4. Deprived or devoid
of; not having; without, as something neces-
sary : as, he escaped minus his hat and coat ; a
gun minus its lock. [CoUoq. or humorous.]—
5. Lacking positive value; wanting. [Colloq.]

His mathematics are decidedlyminua, but theuse ofthem
is past long ago. C. A. Bristed, English University, p. 74

Minus acceleration. See acceleration(p').

mlnuscula (mi-nus'ku-la), n.; pi. mmuseuhi
(-le). INL.: see mmusmle"] Same aa minuscule.

minuscule (mi-nus'kul), a. and n. [=P. rnvmw-

eule = Sp. minHscula = Pg. It. minusoulo, < Nh,
mirmscula (so. littera), fern, of L. minusculus,

rather small; dim. of minor, minus, less: see

minor, minus. Cf. majusoule.] I. a. Small; of

reduced form, as a letter; of or pertaining to

writing in minuscule.
Minuseude letters are cursive forms of the earlier uncials.

Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, L 71.

II, n. The kind of reduced alphabetical char-

acter which, originating in the seventh century,

was from about the ninth substituted in writing
for the large uncial previously in use, and from
which the small letter of modem Greek and Eo-
man alphabets was derived ; hence, a small or

lower-case letter in writing or printing, as dis-

tinguished from a capital or majuscule.
The minuscfule arose in the 7th century as a cursive mo-

nastic script, more legible than the old cursive, and more
rapidly written than &e uncial, and constructed by a com-
bination of the elements of both.

Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, IL 160.

The period of the uncials runs from the date of the ear-

liest specimens on papyrus to the 9th centur}[, that of the
minusetde from the 9th century to the invention of print-

ing. Enayc. Brit., XYIlt 145.

minutary (min'i-ta-ri), a. [< minute'^, n., +
-ary.] Consisting of minutes. [Bare.]
This their clock gathering up the least crumb of time,

presenting the minutary fractions thereof.
Fuller, Worthies, Berkshire.

minute^ (mi-niit'), a. [= P. menu = Pr. menut
= Sp. menudo= 'Pg. mmdo= It. mmuto,(.'L. mi-

nutus, little, small, minute, pp. of mmuere,
make smaller, lessen, diminish, < mmu-, stem of

minor, smaller, less, minimus, smallest, least:

see minor and min^.] 1. Very small, diminu-
tive, or limited; extremely little in dimensions,
extent, or amount.
We have also glasses and means to see small eaimimite

bodies perfectly and distinctly. Ba^ion, New Atlantis.

He was fond of detail— no little thing was too minute
for his delicate eye,

Theodore Parker, Historic Americans, Washington.

2. Very small in scope or degree ; relating to

or consisting of small points or matters
;
par-

ticular; closely precise or exact: as, minute
details of directions; minute criticism.— 3. At-
tending to very small particulars ; marking or

noting little things or precise details ; very close

or careful: as, minute observation.
These minute philosophers . . . plunder all who come

in their way. Berkeley, Minute Philosopher, i.

If we wish to be very minute, we pronounce the i in the

first syllable long. Walker.

Bacon was fond of display, and unused to pay minvte
attention to domestic affairs. Macaiday, £ord Bacon.

Minute anatomy. See anatomy. = Syn. 1. Little, dimin-
ntive. Blender, fine.- 2. Oircmmtantial, Particular,Minute,
exacts detailed. A circumstantial accountgives the facts in

detail ; while circumstantial may include only the leading

circumstances, a particular account gleans more closely,

gathering aU that are of any importance or interest; a

Tuirmte account details even the slightest facts, perhaps
those that are trivial and tedious.

minute^ (min'it), n. and a. [< ME. minute,

rm/nute, mynet (in comp. also mynt-), a minute
(of time), a moment (also a small piece of

money), = MD. minute, D. minuut = G. minute

= Sw. Dan. minut, < OP. minute, P. minute, t,

= Sp. Pg. It. minuto, < LL. minutum, a small

portion or piece, ML., a small part (of time), a

minute, neut. of minutus, small: see minute^.].

l.n. If. Somethingvery small; an unimportant
particular; a petty detail; atnfle; specifically,

a mite or half-farthing.
But whanne a pore widewe was come, sche cast two

mynutie, that is, a ferthing. Wydif, Mark xii. 42.

Let me hear from thee every minute of news.
B. Jonson, Staple of News, i. 2.

Curious of minutes, and punctual in rites and ceremo-
nials, but most negligent and incurious of Judgment and
the love of God. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1886), 1. 268.

2. The sixtieth part of any unit. Especially— (o)

The sixtieth part of an hour ; loosely, a short space of time.



minute
Eaeiy degree of theboidare ooDUeneth 4 mtmitei—ttiat

Is to seyn, mmuta oj an bowre. Chauter, AstioUbe.
For the Uchesse

Of halfe a munite of an honre,
Jro flxBt he began labonre.
He loste all that he had do.

Ootiw, Cont Amant., iv.

Sor all the pleasures there
Her mind eonld ever move one mimde'i stay to make.

Draj/ton, Polyolbion, vt 33.

§) In geom^ the sixtteth part of a degree of a cirele.
iTlsion of units hy sixUeUis is the characteristic of the

Babylonian system. Ptolemy, following the Babylonian
astxonomeis, divides the disineter of the circle into 120
tmemata or d^rees, and these into sixty parts and these
again into sixty parts. These snbdivisions were trans-
lated Into Latin as partes mimdceprima and partes mmu-
ta aecunda, whence our minutes (primes) and seoonda
In modem astronomical works minutes of time are de.
noted by the initial letter m, and minutes of a degree or
Of angular space by an acute accentO. See decree, &
Aftre goynge be See and be Londe toward this Contree

of that I have spoke, and to other Yles and Londes bezonde
that Contree, I have founden the Sterre Antart^k of 33 De-
grees of heghte, and mo mynutet.

MandmHU, Travels, p. 181.

(e) In arch., the sixtieth part of the diameter of a column
at the base, being a saboivlsion used for measuring the
minuter inrts of an order. See modufe.
3. A written summary of an agreement or of a
transaction, interview, or proceedings; a note
to preserve tbe memory of anything : usually in
the plural. SpeclflcaHy, the minutes are Oie record of
the proceedings at a meeting ofa corporation, boud, socie-
ty, diurch court; or other deliberative body, put in writing
by its secretary or other recording officer.

When I came to my chambers^ I writ down these tntn-
utM. Stale, Spectator, Ko. 154.

Into all the duties he had to perform he brought what
is better Uian "Treasury mtnute or nile or precedent

—

a warm heart, a careful conscience and a good head-
Veadnnuter Bet., CXXV. 92.

= Syn. Jnaton^ etc See moment.
U. a. 1. Bepeated every minute : as, a min-

ute gun.—2. Made in a minute or a very short
time: as, a minute pudding: minute beer.—mn-
Ute 1>ell,a bdl tolled at intovals of a minute as a sign
of moumug.—IQnute gun, one of a series of discharges
of cannon separated by intervals of a minute, in token of
mourning, as at the funeral of a milxtaiy of&cer of rank,
or of distress, as on board a vessel at sea.

miimte^ (min'it), v. t.; pret. and pp. minuted,
ppr. minuting. [< minute^, n.] To set down in a
short sketch or note ; make a minute or memo-
randum of ; enter in the minutes or record of
transactions of a corporation, etc.

I no soonerheard this critjck talk ofmywoAs butI «ni»-
vled what he had said, and resolved to enlarge the plan of
my speculations. Sputxdor.

There stands a city

!

Perhq» las also requisite to mxiade
That Uiere's a Castle and a Cobbler in it.

Barham, Ingoldsby L^end^ I. 99:

minute-book (min'it-buk), n. A hook in which
minutes are recorded.
minnte-clock (min'it-klok), n. A stop-clock
used in making tests of gas. E. H. Knight.
minute-glass (min'it-glas), n. A sand-glass
measuring a minute.
minnte-ll^d (min'it-hand), n. The hand that
indicates the minutes on a clock or watch,
minnte-jack (min'it-jak), n. A jack of the
clock-house, or a figure which strikes the bell
in a clock : used in uie following passage, prob-
ably, in the sense of 'time-server,' 'a person
whose friendship changes with changes of the
times or of fortune.'

You fools of fortune, trencher-friends, time's flies.

Cap and Icaee slaves, vapours, and mimtte-jadx!
Shak., T. of A., iil. 6. 107.

minnte-jomper (min'it-jum'p^), n. Seejump-
er^.

minntelyl (mi-nutli), adv. [< minute^ + -ly^.]

In a minute manner or degree ; with great par-
ticularity, closeness, or exactness; closely; ex-
actly; very finely: as, a minutely divided sub-
stance ; to observe, describe, or relate anything
minutely; minutely punctured.
minutely^ (min'it-li), a. [< minute'^, n., +
-Jyi.] Happening every minute.

Kow minutely revolts upbraid his faith-breach.
Shot., ilacbetb, v. 2. 18.

Throwing themselves absolutely upon God's minutdy
providence for the sustaining of them.

Bammond, Works, I. 472.

minntely^ (min'it-li), adv. [< minutely^, a.]

Every minute ; with very little time interven-
ing.

As if it were minute^ proclaimed in thunder from hea-
ven. Hammond, Works, I. 471.

minate-man (min'it-ma'n), n. A man ready
at a minute's notice; specifically, during the

American revolutionary period, one of a class

of enrolled militiamen who held themselves in
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readiness for instant service in arms whenever
summoned.
An account Is come of the Bostonians having voted an

army of sixteen thousand men, who are to be called mm-
uto-mcTi, as they are to be ready at a minute's warning.

Walpde, Letters (1T75X IV. 2. iDavies.)

It was the drums of Naseby and Dunbar that gathered
tile minute-men on Lexington Common.

Lauxa, Among my Book^ 1st ser., p. 238.

minuteness (mi-nut'nes), n. 1. The state or
quality of being minute; extreme smallness;
fineness.—2. Attention to small things; criti-

cal exactness.

minnteria, n. [It., < imnuto, minute : see ntt-

nufci.] Personal jewelry and metal-work of
small size and delicate finish, especially of
Italian make.
minute-watch (min'it-woch), n. A wateh that
distinguishes minutes of time, or onwhich min-
utes are marked.
minute-wheel (min'it-hwel), ». Same as dtai-
uiheel. E. H. Knight.
minnte-whilet (min'it-hwil), n. [ME. mynet-
while, mynimhile; < minute^ + tcAite.] A min-
ut-e's time ; a moment.

Ysekeles [icicles] in euesea; thorw hete of the sonne^
Helteth in a mymit-vihile to myst and to watre.

Fien Plouman (BX zvii. 228.

A guard of chosen shot I had
That walked about me everymtnute vhUe.

Shxik., 1 Hen. VL, L 4. 54.

minutia (mi-nu'shl-a), n.; pi. minutice (-§). [=
F. minutie = Sp. Pg.~nMnucia= It. tninusia, < L.
minutia, smallness, pL minutioe, small matters,
trifles, <nunt(tus,sniall: see<ntnu<ei,a.] Asmall
particular or detail; a minute or trivial matter
of fact: generally in the pluraL
I can see the precise and distinguishing marks of na-

tional characters more in these nonsensical fmnictus than
in the most important matters of state.

Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 51.

minutiose (mi-nu'shi-os), a. [= F. minuHeux
= Sp. Pg. mintuiioso = It. minueioso, < ML. as
if *minutiosus, < Ii. minutia, smallness: see mi-
nutia.'] Giving or dealing with minutiee or mi-
nute particulars.

More than once I have ventured, in print; ... an ex-
pression like "Tninutiose investigationv* wluch seems to
me to be not only unexceptionable^ but mndi needed.

F. HaB, Mod. Bug., p. 168.

minutissimic (min-u-tis'i-mik), a. [< L. minu-
tissimus, sux>erl. of liunutus, small (see minute^),
+ 4c.'} Extremely small. [Bare.]

Of these minutissimie yet adult forms, more than fif-

teen are Gastropoda. .<4«ner. A'at.,XXIL 1014.

minx^ (mingks), n. [Formerly minks, mynxe; a
reduced form of miniken, with added s (as also
mauiks, for mawkin, maUiin).'\ 1 . A pert girl ; a
hussy; a jade; a baggage.

JTor. Get him to say his prayers, good SirToby, get him
toprsy.
MaL My prayers, minx! Shak., T. K., iii. 4. 133.

Why, you littie provoking minx!
Sheridan, St. Patrick's Day, 1 2.

2. A female puppy,
minx^ (mingks), n. [Also minks; an erroneous
form of mink, due to tLe pi., or perhaps (as KL.
minx) to conformation wilii lynx: see mink."]

Same as mink.
minx-otter (mingks'ot'6r), n. The mink.
miny (mi'ni), a. [< mine'^, «., + -yi.] 1.

Abounding with mines.—2. Of the nature of a
mine or excavation in the earth.

The miny caverns, blazing on the day.
Of Abyssinia's doud-compelUng clifls.

Thomtm, Autumn, L 799.

Miocene (ml'o-sen), a. and ;(. [= F. mioehie, <
6r. /tEiav, lessj + K(uv6i, recent.] L a. In geol.,

oneofLyell's subdivisions of the Tertiary. See
Tertiary.

H. n. In geol., the Miocene strata.

Also spelled Meiocene.

Miocenic (mi-o-sen'ik), a. [< Miocene + -«c.]

Miocene. Also spelled Meiocenic.

31. (Jandiy drew attention to a gigantic animal of the
middle of the mioeenic period of the Wyoming.

Lancet, So. 3436^ p. 45.

Miohippus (mi-0-Mp'us), n. [Also JfetoAtp-

pus; jfiLi., < E. Mio(cene) + Gr. ts-irof, horse.]

A genus of fossil perissodactyl ungulates re-

ferred to the family Equidte, occurring in the
Miocene strata of North America. These ani-

mals were about the size of sheep.
mionite, meionite (mi'o-nit), n. [So called
from its low pyramids ; < 6r. /ieiav, less, + -4fc2.]

A mineral of the seapolite group, occurring on
llonte Somma, Vesuvius, in transparent color-

less tetragonal crystals.

Mirabilis

ItlionorniS (mi-o-n6r'nis), n. [Nli., < Or.
fieLn; less, + ipvic, a bird.1 A genus of sub-
fossil dinomithio birds of New Zealand^ of the
family Dinornithidte, including two species sep-
arated from the genus Dinomis by Julius Haast
in 1874. Also Meionomis.
miophylly (mi'o-fil-i), «. [< Gr. t^iav, less,

+ (^vTmw, a leaf.] A diminution of the normal
number of leaves in a whorl, due to actual sup-
pression. It differs from abortion in the suppressed
organs having never started to grow. Miopfay]^ occurs
also in the calyx, corolla, andivBcium, and gynoecium. Also
spelled nuupAyuy.

miosis (mi-o'sis), n. [KL., < Gr. /leitMtg, a lessen-
ing, < /isiovv, lessen, < ju'iav, less, irreg. compar.
of /UKpdc, small, or oMyoc, few.] Diminution.
Specifically—(a) In rhet, : (1) A figure by which a thing is
represented as less than it really is, as in belittling an op-
ponent's statement, affecting to scorn an accusation, etc.

(2> Understatement so as to intensify ; especially, expres-
sion by negatJDn of the opposite ; litotes, (p) In ptdhdl.,
that period of a disease in which the symptoms begin to
diminish. Alsonuiosu:

miostemonous (mi-o-stem'o-nus), a. [<Gr.
ueuw^less, + OT^fUJV,' tor 'stamen': see stamen.]
Having the stamens less in number than the
petals: said of plants. Also meiastemonous.
miotaxy (mi'o-tak-si), n. [NL., < Gr. /iciuv,

less, + rd^tc, arrangement.] The suppression
of an entire whorl cS the members of any organ
in a fiower, as the sepals, petals, stamens, or
styles. The andrvecium and gynoecimn are most fre-
quently suppressed, producing male or female flowers ex-
^nsiv^, ss the case may be. Also spelled meiotaxy.

miourt, ». See mierK
mi-parti (me'par-te'), a. [F., < mt (< L. medius),
hau, + parti, part: see medium and party.}
1. Of two colors and equally or nearly equaJly
divided between them: as, mi-parti hose, of
which one leg is of a different color from the
other.— 3. In her., divided per pale half-way
down the escutcheon, the partition-line being
met at the fesse-point bysome other line, which
must also be expressed in the blazon.
mir (mer), n. [Buss, mirii, union, concord,
peace, also worl^= OBulg. miru, peace, world,
= Serv. Bohem. Pol. mir = Albanian mir =
Lett, mers, peace.] A Bussian commune; a
community of Bussian peasants. The rural popu-
lation ofRussia hasbeen from ancient times organised into
mira orlocal communities, in which theland isheld in com-
mon, the parts of it devoted to cultivation being allotted by
general vote to the several families for varying terms. Re-
distribntions and equalimtion of lota take place from time
to time. Houses and orchards are theoretically the prop-
erty of the mir, but usually remain for a long time under
the same ownership. Meadows and forests are freqnraitly
apportioned, and t£ere is generally a common for grazing
£very mir in matters of local concern governs itself

tlirough its own assemblies and elected officers.

mirabilaryt (mi-rab'i-la-ri), n. [Prop, mira-
biliary, q. v. : see mtrodje.] A relator of won-
ders.

The use of this work ... is nothing less than to give
contentment to the appetite of cnrions and vain wite, as
the manner of the fn^mMJariM is to do.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, il.

mirabile dictu (mi-rab'i-le dik'tu). [L.: mi-
rabile, wonderful ; dictu, abl. supine of dicere,

say: see mirdble and dicUon.'] WTonderful to
relate.

mirabile visu (mi-rab'i-le w'su). [It.: mirabile,

wonderful ; visu, abl. supine of videre, see : see
vision.'} Wonderful to see.

mirabiliaryf (mir-a-bil'i-a-ri), a. and n. [< LL.
mirabiUarius, a worker of wonders or miracl^s,
prop, adj., < L. mirabilis, wonderful: see viira-

ble.} L a. Having to do with the working or
the relation of wonders.
And wee leane to you the stale of MirahUiary Miracle-

mongers. Pwrchas, Pilgrimage, p. 93.

TT . TO. A book in which wonderful things are

noted ; a treatise on miracles, portents, prodi-
gies, omens, and the like.

Hirabilies (mi-rab-i-U'e-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Choisy, 1849), < mirabilis '+ -eee.} A tribe of

dicotyledonous apetalous plants of the natural
order Nyetaginete, the four-o'clock family. The
fruit is a utricle^ surrounded by the base of the perianth,

which keeps on growing wer flowering ; the embryo is

much curved, with an elongated radicle. The tribe em-
braces 16 genera, MirabUii being the type, and about 112

species, nearly aH of -which are confined to the western
hemisphere.

Mirabilis (mi-rab'i-lis), n. '[NL. (Linnaeus,

1737), < L. mirabilis, wonderful: see mirable-}

A genus of nyetaginaeeous plants, type of the

tribe MirabilieCB. The fiowers are surrounded by an
involucre of united bracts, which remain unchanged after

flowering ; the elongated perianth is rarely campannlate.
They are handsome brancbing herbs with opposite leaves,

the lower ones petiolate and the upper sessile, and with
quite large, often fragrant flowers, which are white, scar-

let, or variegated, and arranged in branching cymes. There



MirabiUs
are 10 or 12 speclea, natires of the warmer parts ot Amer-
ica, Jtf. Jaiapa is the common four-o'clock or marvel of
Peru. A few other species are somewhat cultivated. See
Otftenuxm-ladies.

mirabilite (mi-rab'i-lit), n. [So named by
Glauber to express his surprise at its artificial
production ; < L. mirabilis, wonderful (see mir-
able), + -ite^.'\ A name given to the hydrous
sulphate of sodium, or Glauber salt, occurring
usually in a state of efflorescence about salt-
springs. It is used as a substitute for soda in
the manufacture of glass.

mirablet (mir'a-bl), a. [= OP. mirable = Sp.
(obs.) mirable = Pg. miravel = It. mirabile, <
L. mirabilis, wonderful, < rmrari, wonder at,
< mirue, wonderful: see admire. Cf. marvel, a.
and n., ult. < L. mirabilis, wonderful.] Won-
derful.

Kot Neoptolemus so mirdtHe,
On whose bright crest Fame with her loud'st Oyes
Cries "This is he 1

"

Shak., T. and C, iv. 5. 142.

mirabolanet, mirabolant, w. See myrobdlan.
miracle (mir'a-kl), n. [< MB. miracle, myracle,
< OF. miracle, P. miracle = Pr. miracle = Sp.
milagro = Pg. milagre = It. miracolo = D. G.
Dan. Sw. mi/ralcel, < L. nwraculmm, a wonderful
work, a miracle, a wonder, < rm/rari, wonder at,

< mJrMs, wonderful: see adwjre.] 1. A wonder,
or a wonderful thing ; something that excites
admiration or astonishment.

Be not oflended, nature's miracle,
Thou art allotted to be ta'en by me.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. 3. 54.

He has faults.
Belike, though he be such a mirade.'

Shirley, Love's Cruelty, i. 1.

I have beheld the Ephesian's miracle—
Its columns strew the wilderness.

Byron, Childe Harold, iv. 163.

How exquisitely minute,
A mirade at design !

Tennyson, Maud, xidv. 1.

2. An effect in nature not attributable to any
of the recognized operations of nature nor to
the act of man, but indicative of superhuman
power, and serving as a sign or witness thereof

;

a wonderful work, manifesting a power superior
to the ordinary forces of nature.

That Cytee tok Josue, be myrade of Ood and commande-
ment of the Aungel, and destroyed it and cursed it, and
alle hem that bylled it azen. MandevUle, Travels, p. 98.

' Rabbi, we know that thou art a teacher come from God

:

for no man can do these mirades that thou doest except
God be with him. John ill. 2.

JftracZe« have been wrought to convert idolaters and the
superstitious, because no light of nature extendeth to de-
clare the will and true worship of God.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 152.

To speak properly, there is not one mirade greater than
another, they being the extraordinary effects of the hand
of God, to which all things are of an <jqual facility.

Sir T. Brovme, £eUgio Medici, i. 17.

A mirade may be accurately defined a transgression of
a law of Nature by a particular volition of the Deity, or by
the interposition of some invisible agent,

Hume, Human Understanding, Of Miracles, x., note.

What are mirades? They are the acts and manifestations
of a Spiritual Power in the universe, superior to the pow-
ers and laws of matter. Channing, Perfect Life, p. 248.

The definition of a miracle as a violation of the laws of
nature is, in reality, an employm 3nt of language which, in
the face of the matter, cannot be justified.

Hmeley, Hume, p, 129,

St. A miraculous story; a legend.

Whan seyd was al this mirade, every man
As sobre was, that wonder was to se.

Chaucer, Prol. to Sir Thopas, 1. 1.

4. In the middle ages, one of a class of spec-
tacles or dramatic representations exhibiting

the lives of the saints or other sacred subjects

;

a miracle-play, somewhat resembling that still

held at Oberammergau in Bavaria. Compare

At marketts & m^yrades we medleth vs nevere.

Piers Plawmans Crede (E. E, T, S.), 1. 107.

The theatrical exhibitions in London, in the twelfth cen-

tury, were called Mirades, because they consisted of sa-

cred plays, or representations of the miracles wrought by
the holy confessors. StruU, Sports and Pastimes, p. 227.

To a miracle, wonderfully ; admirably ; beyond concep-

tion : as, he did hie part to a mirade.

miraclef (mir'a-kl), V. [ME. miraclen; < mira-

cle, ».] I. inirans. To work wonders or mira-

cles.

This is the 5. beynge of blood deuyn, and miraclis more
than man mai bileue but if he se it.

Book of Quinte Essence (ed. Purnivall), p, 11.

II. trans. To make wonderful.
Who this should be,

Doth mirade itself, loved before me.

(
Skak., Cymbeline, iv. 2. 29.

jniracle-monger (mir'a-kl-mung'''g6r), n. A
wonder-worker; an impostor who pretends to

work miracles.
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These mirade-mongers have alarmed the world round
about them to a discernment of their tricks.

South, VTorks, in. xi

miracle-play (mir'a-kl-pla), n. See miracle, 4.

Their usual name was plays, miracle-plays or miracles

;

the term mysteries not being employed in England. Yet
their character is essentially that of the plays termed mys-
teries in France. A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit., 1. 21.

miracle-worker (mir'a-kl-wSr^kfer), n. One
who works miracles; a thaumaturgist.

He was deeply displeased by the demand for miracles,

and repelled the support which men were ready to give to

a miracle-barker. FortnighUy Rev., N. S., XUII. 134.

miraclistt (mir'a-Mist), n. [< miracle + 4st.']

One who records miracles.

Heare the miradist report it, who himselfe was an
actor. Dedaration qf Popish Im^stwres (1603). (Nares.)

mirificent

ent is more or lass inclined to the vertical. Looming and
fata Morgana are species of mirage. See these words.

Hence— 2. Deceptiveness of appearance; a
delusive seeming; an illusion.

The poetry which had preceded him [Chaucer] ... at
last had well nigh lost itself in chasing the mirage of alle-
gory. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 285.

mirbane (mfer'ban), n. A fanciful name under
which nitrobenzol is sold as oil of mirbane or
essence of mirbane.

jnire^ (™ir), n. [< ME. mire, myre, < Icel. myrr,
later myri = Norw. myre = Sw. Dan, myr, a
bog, swamp, = OHG. mios, MHG. G. mies, a
bog, swamp, also moss (a plant), = AS. me6s,
moss (a plant): see moss\ moss^.'\ 1. Wet,
slimy soil of some depth and of yielding con-

sistence; deep mud.
He [the parson] sette not hys benefice to hyre.
And leet his scheep encombred in the myre.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T. (ed. Morris), 1. 608.

I sink in deep mwe, where there is no standing.

Ps.lxix.2.

2. Filth.—Dun in the mire. See d/uni.

miraculizet (mi-rak'u-liz), V. t. [< L. miraow-
lum, a miracle (see miracle), + -j«e.] To repre-

sent as a miracle; attribute to supernatural
power. Shaftesbury.

miraculous (mi-rak'ii-lus), a. [< F. miraculeux
= Sp. milagroso = Pg^ rmtagroso, miraculoso = ^^ ^ .^^> ^ ^ . ,

It. miracoloso, < ML. *mtraoulosus (m adv. m/t- ^X,.,hlji^ n t *^XJ; i Tr« ^.i,,^^

mcMiose), wonderful, <L.mmc«.J^«m, a wonder,
l<^^rei,n.-\ I. trans. 1, T^o plunge and fix u

miracle: see miracle.^ 1. Exceedingly sur-

prising or wonderful; extraordinary; incom-
prehensible : as, a miraculous escape.

The invariable mark of wisdom is to see the miraculous
in the common. Emerson, Nature.

2. Of the nature of a miracle ; working mira-
cles

;
performed by, involving, or exhibiting a

power beyond the ordinary agency of natural
laws; supernatural.

Behind the high altar they have what they call a mirac-
ulous picture of the virgin Maiy, which, they say, was
painted by St. Luke, but it is not to be seen,

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i, 133.

Generation after generation the province of themiracu-
lous has contracted, and the circle of scepticism has ex-

panded. Lecky, Kationalism, 1. 104,

= Syn., 2. Preternatural, Superhuman, etc. See supernat-
ural,

miraculously (mi-rak'u-lus-li), adv. In a mi-
raculous manner; wonderfully; by extraordi-
nary means; by means of a miracle; super-
naturally.

Except themselues had beene almost miraculously skil-

fnil in Languages. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 47.

The Sickness is miraculously decreased in this City, and
Suburbs, Hmcell, Letters, I, iv, 24.

Some cheats have pretended to cure diseases Tniracu-
lously. Porteus, Works, II. xiv.

miraculousness (mi-rak'u-lus-nes), n. The
quality of being miraculous.
mirador (mir-a-dor'), n. ; pi. mi/radores (mir-a-
do'res). [Sp. (> Pg. mvraaouro = P. miradbre),
< mi/rwr, behold : see mi/rage, mirror.'] A bel-

vedere or gallery commanding an extensive
view. See cut under belvedere.

Meantime your valiant son, who had before
Oain'd fame, rode round to every mirador.

Dryden, Conquest of Granada, I. i. 1.

"When he departed from the Alhambra, she betook her-
self to her mirador, overlooking the vega, whence she
watched the army, as it went, in shining order, along the
road leading to Loxa. Irving, Granada, p. 107.

mirage (mi-razh'), n. [< P. mirage (= Pg. mi-
ragem = It. miragio), < mirer, < ML. mirare,
look at: see mirror.'] 1. An optical illusion

due to excessive bending of light-rays in trav-
ersing adjacent layers of air of widely dif-

ferent densities, whereby distorted, displaced,
or inverted images are produced. The requisite
change in density arises only near the earth's surface,
and the hot shining of the sun seems to be an invari-

. Superior Mirage, 3, Inferior Mirage,

able antecedent. The mirage of the desert presents an
appearance of objects reflected in a suriace of water ; in
this case the heated earth rarefies the air in the lower
strata faster than it can escape, and the flatness of the
ground conduces to the maintenance of the resulting ab-
normal distribution of density. Displacement by mirage
is commonly vertical,but is lateralwhen the density-gradi-

, - . _ m
mire ; set or stall in mud; sink in mud or in a
morass.
Nor do I believe that there is a single instance of a

skeleton of one of the extinct mammUers having been
found in an upright position, as if it had been mired.

Da/nilm, Geol. Observations, U. SSI.

2. To Boil or daub with slimy mud or fotil mat-
ter.

Smirch'd thus, and mired with infamy.
Shak., Much Ado, iv. 1, 186.

Harpies miring every dish, Tennyson, Lucretiaa,

II. intrans. To sink in mud; especially, to

sink so deep as to be unable to move forward;
stick in the mud.

Paint till a horse may mire upon your face,

iS'A«i.,T, of A., iv. S.147.

mire^t (mir), n. [< ME. mire, also rrwwre (not
in AS.), < Icel. maiirr = Sw. myra = Dan. myre
= D. miere, mier = MLG. LG. mire (> G. miere),

an ant ; cf . Ir. moirbh, W. mor(-grugyn) = Corn.
murrian (pi.); OBulg. mra/oija = Serv. mrav =
Pol. mrowka = Bohem. mra/venec = Kuss. wu-
ravei; Gr. p,iipfui^, /iip/w;; L. formica (?) (>r.
fourmi); Pers. mUr, Zend maori, ant; an an-
cient Indo-Eur. designation of the insect, su-

perseded in E. by the merely Tout, ant] An
ant. See pismire.

mire't (mir), v. i. [< L. mirari, wonder: see
admire, mirror.] To wonder ; admire.

He miyred what course may be warelye taken.
Stanihurst, Mneii, ii. 292,

Mirecourt lace. See lace.

mire-crow (mir'kro), n. The sea-crow, laugh-
ing-gull, or pewit-gull. [Looah Eng.]
mire-drum (mir'drum), n. [ii earlier form
mire-drumble, q. v. ; so called from its cry, and
from haunting miiy places.] A bittern.

mire-drumblet (mir'drum'''bl), n. [Early mod.
^.rKyreil/romble,< ME. myre-drombyUe, -dromyHe,
-drommylle, -drumnyl; < mire^ + drumble.] Same
as mire-drum.

Ulula is a byrde of the quantyte of a crowe sprong wyth
speckes and pytchyth hys bylle in to a myre place and
makyth a grete sowne and noyse, and herby it semyth that

vlula is a myre drornble.

OlanvU, quoted in Cath. Ang., p. 240.

mire-duck (mir'duk), n. The common duck;
the puddle-duck. See duck^.

miriadet, n. An obsolete form of myriad.
Miridse (mir'i-de), n. pi. [NL. (Douglas and
Scott, 1865), < Miris + -idie.] A family of hete-

ropterous insects of the section Cnpsiwa,contain-
ing Miris and two other genera, and of wide dis-

tribution. The body is linear-elongate with subparal-
lel sides, the head horizontel, clypeus very convex, pro-

notum trapezoidal, femora sometimes tufted beneath, and
antennte of variable length.

mirifict (mi-rif'ik), a. [= P. mirifique = Sp. mi-

rifico = Pg. It. miriflco, < L. mirificus, causing
wonder or admiration, extraordinary, < minis,

wonderful,+ facere, make . ] Wonder-working

;

wonderful.
More numerous, wonder-working, and miriflc

Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, ilL 4. (Davies.)

mirificalt (mi-ri£'i-kal), a. [< mirific + -al]

Same as mirific.

mirificent (nu-rif'i-sent), a. [< LL. as if *mirifir

cen{t-)s (in deriv. LL. mirificentia), < L. mirus,

wonderful, -I- /acere, make. Ct mirific] Caus-
ing wonder. [Rare.]

Enchantment Agrippa defines to be nothing but the

conveyance of a certain mirifleent power into the thing
enchanted. Dr. B. More, Mystery of Iniqni^, I. rvlil. t S.
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miriness

miriness (mir'i-nes), n. The state of being
nuy, or covered with deep mud.
IGllS (mi'ris), i». [NL. (Fabrieius, 1803) ; etym.
dubious.] The typical genus of Miridee. Be-
tween 20 and 30 species are known, mainly
European; 6 are Xorth American, as if. dor-
salis.

mirish (mir'ish). a. [< mirei + -igfti.] Ifiry.
miriti-palm (mir'i-ti-pam), n. Same as ita-
palm.
mirk, mirkily, ete. See murle^, etc.
mirligoe& n. See merligoes.

miro (me'ro), n. [Native name.] A Xew Zea-
land coniferous tree, Podocarpus femiginea,
called blade pine by liie colonists. It yields a
hard brown timber suitable for turnery, cabi-
net-making, and civil architecture.

mirret, h. a Middle Unglish form of msrrh.
mirror (mir'or), ». [Early mod. E. also twir-

rour. nufrror; < ME. mirrour, myrrore, myr-
roure, myroure, mirour, < OF. mireor, mirour,
mrur, P. miroir = Pr. mirador = It nUratore,
miradore, a looking-|^iass\= Sp. mirador, a look-
out, balcony: see mirador), < ML. as if *mira-
torUtm, < L. mirari, wonder at, ML. mirare (>
It. mirare = Sp. Pg. mirar = F. mirer), look at^

< mirus, wonderful: see admire, mtrooJe.] 1.
A polished surface, as of metal, or of glass
backed by a metal or other opaque substance,
used to reflect objects, especially to reflect the
face or person as an aid in malnTig the toilet.
Hie minors of the ancients vere of polished metal, as
are thoee of the Japaneseand some other OrientiQ nations.
Glass mirrors, consisting of transparent glass vritb a back-
ing of metal to act as the t^ecdng snifac^ did not be-
c(Hne common nntil the sixteenth centory. IGiTOTshaTe
been osed for decoration <tf Uie person, being sewed to
the mat«ial of the dress and serving as larger and mwe
brilliant spangles; they hare also been nsed in the inte-
rior decoration of bnHding^ especially in Persia and the
East Indies. (Compare orduA.) Thecommon method of
preparing glass mirrors is to coat one side of the glass
with an amalgam of tin and mercury (called iSvering);
bat mirms are nov often made by depoeitai^ pore silrer
on the giaBB.

Xowin this nvmirloke son soo;
In gonre tree wiDe the choice Ujs.
To henoi or helle whither 30 wille goot

Bjpnittto Virgin, etc (E. B. X. S.X P^ 7S.

In this mirrour she shall see
Her self as much tzansform'd as me.

Congrme, Semele, iil. 3.

2. Specifically, in t^iies, a surface of glass or
polished substance that forms images by the
reflection of rays of light; a specnlmn. Optical
mirrors are plane; convex, or concave. A ptane mirror
gives a virtual image whose apparent poison is on the
(qiposite side of the mirror from the reflected body and at
an equal distance frran it. A eoneaseapMeriaUmmr{sap-
posing tliat ii includes <mly asmall put of a large spheri-

cal surface) r^ects
rays paralld to its

axis, as tliose ttom
the son, to a point
(f in flg. 1) called
tile prinewal /o~
ecu, whose distance
from the mirror is

equal to half the
radius of the Sfdiere

of which the sor&ce of the minor forms a part. JRajB
proceeding from a luminous point upon ihe axis b^ond
the center (L in flg. i) are reflected to a focus, /, between
the colter and P;
and these two
paints are call-

ed eanptgaU Joei,
since Uiey are in-
tochangeaUe; a
luminous body at
h has a real in-

voted and dimin-
ished image form-
edat/. I^howevor.tlieluminoUBbodybeat/.theimage
Is formed at L, also real and inverted, but magnified. If
the luminous body is at ^, ttie principal toea&, the re-
flected lays are sent out in parallel lines; if nearer the
mirror than F^ the ravs after reflection are divagent, and
the image is virtual, erecl^ and magnified. In a concave
forabalie mirrar parallel rays are brought exactly to a
focus at the geom^iical focus; hence this form is suita-
ble for reflectory as in the headlight of a loamoHve;
The images formed by eoiaez fmrrorx are alwsys virtoal
and smalla than the olqect.

3. Pigurativelv, that in or by which anything
is shown or exemplified; hence, a pattern ; an
exemplar.
That book [tlie Koran] seytlie also Uiat Jesn was sent

from God alle my^ty for to ben Myrour and Ensample
and TiAne to alle men. UandasOle, Iravds, p. 133.

How farest thou, mirror of all martial men?
Shot., 1 Hen. TL, L 4. 74.

4. In arch., a small oval ornament surrounded
by a concave molding; a simple form of car-

touche.—5. In oriHtft.. same as speculum.—
ArCbimedeail miiror, a mirror intended for burning an
ffliemy's ships or hoarmngs: propc^ed or essayed more
than once in the middle ages, in imitation of the mirrors

raeitioned by lAdan as used by Archimedes. Grox, MiL
Antiq., XL 167.—Axls ofa spherical, concave, or con-

Fig- 1.

Fig. 3. C, center ; F, fbcos.
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vex miiror. See osui.—fflanfl^^ Loirain mliror, a
blackened convex glass designed to show the effect of a
landscape reflected in somewhat exaggerated perspective

;

so called from the fancied simHaiity of its effects to the
pictures of Clande Lorrain (1«)0-82X a landscape-painter
celebrated for his rend^ing of sunlight and shadow and
Ugfat-eltects in general. Also called &aude glait.— Con-
Jogate miiTors. See eanjugau.—Cylindrical mirror.
See tyUMidric—Easel-mirror. a small mirror having a
prop or foot fastened to the back of it by a hinge so that, at
pleasure, the minor may be set up on one edge.—Kaglc
mirxur. (a) a minor in which, in various systems of
fortxine-tdling or divinatiOD, a person was supposed to see
reflected scenes in his future life, or an answer to some
question, (b) A Japanese mirmr of cast-metal, which,
when made to reflect the sun's rays upon a screen at a
proper distance; shows in the reflection bright images
which are counterparts of raised figures or characters on
the back of the minor. These; like all Japanese mirrors,
are goienUy circolar in form, ai^abont one eighth of an
inch thick in the thinnest part, and are ustially surrounded
on the back by a raised rim. The surface of the minor is
generally slightly convex, and coated with an ftmalgain of
mercury and the metal forming tbe mirror. The surface
is locallymodified in its corvatore bythe characters, either
\fy the shrinkage of the metal in cooling, or by its deforma-
tion in the process of amalgamation or of polishing. Only
a few of the mirrors which apparently answer to &e gen-
eral description in respect to their construction possess
the "magic* property in any great degree.—Soemmer-
jng'S minor, in microscopy, a plane mirror of p(diahed
steel, smaller than the pnpfl of uie eye, placed before the
eyepiece of the microscope to be i^ed like the camera
Indda in ™«^"g drawings.

mirror (mir'or), r. t [< mirror, n.] To re-
flect in or as in a mirror.

Bending to her opaa eyea^
Where he was mim»'d small in paradise.

£00^ Lamia, il

J^ction . . . more than any other branch of literature
moron the popolar philosophy of the hour.

Contemporary Bev., VT.TY 390.

mirror-black (mir'or-blak), a. An epithet ap-
plied to any ceramic ware having a lustrous
black glaze, especially a rare and highly es-
teemed Japanese stoneware of ancient manu-
faetnre.

IIlirror-«arp (mir'op-karp), n. A variety of the
common carp, C^rinus earpio, in wMeh the
sMn is mostly naked, but has patches of very
large scales on the back and also above the
aual fin, and on the tail and the posterior part of
the lateral line. It Is the result of artificial selection
and domestication, and is regarded as a better table-fish
than the ordinary carp. See cut under earpS,

mirror-galvanometer (mir'or-gal-va-nom'e-
ter), n. A galvanometer wim a mirror attach-
ed to the needle which refiects a beam of light
intercepted by a scale of equal parts. The spot
of light on the scale serves as an index Thom-
son's minor^ialvanameter. See galvanometer.

mirror-scripit (mir'or-skript), n. Writing as
seen (reversed) in a mirror. Such writing is

characteristic of a certain form of aphasia.

mirror-stonet (mir'or-^ton), n. Mnscovite: so
called because it "represents the image of that
which is set l)ehind it." E. PMUips, 1706.

mirror-writer (mir'or-ri'ter), «. One who
writes mirror-script.

"

Mirror-arilers, it would appear, if they did not "live
before Agamemnon,** lived not veiy long after him ; for
the first seven letters of that chieftain's name are so writ-
ten in an inscription in the Louvre (Hall of Phidias, 69),

Proe. Soe. Piyeh. Rexareh, HL 41.

mirth (merth), n. [< ME. mirth, mirthe, merthe,

murik, myrOie, murthe, murgtke, < AS. mirigth,

mirgth, mirhih, myrOi, pleasure, joy: with ab-
stract formative -tft, < mirig, myrig, pleasant:
see merryi.] If. Pleasure; joy.

¥to-tjii god of his goodnesse the ^rste gome Adam,
Sette hym in solace and in sonereigne myrOie.

Piers Plowman (B), xviiL 217.

He schall brynge tham to blys
Xliat nowe in bale are boime,

This fi^rtA^ we may not mys,
For this same is Cfoddis soime.

For* Ploj^ p. 189.

2. A state or feeling of merriment ; demonstra-
tive gaiety; jollity; hilarity.

So mekm nurfA gan with tham mete
Of nobUl noyse and sanore swete^

Boly Bood (& E. T. S.X p. 76.

Present tnofA hath present laughter.
Shak., T. X, it a 49.

Great was the mirth in the kitchen.
Likewise Intill Uie ha'.

Earl Stehard (Child's Ballads, m. S76)i

3. A cause or subject of merriment ; thatwhich
excites gaiety or laughter. [Rare.]

Eayn wolde I don yow mtrtAtf, wiste I how.
Ai«3 of a mtrlhe I am right now byflionghl^

To doon yon ese, and it shal coste nought.
Chaucer, ProL to a T., L 767.

He's all my exercise, my imrtK, my matter.
ShaJc, W. T., L 2. 166.

=Syn. Mirth, CheerMrtess.

I have always preferred cheerfulness to mirth. The lat-

ter 1 ciHisideras an act, the former as a habit, of the mind.

mis-

Mirth is short and transient; eheer/idtiess, fixed and per-
manent. Those are often raised into the greatest trans-
ports of mvth who are subject to the greatest depressions
of melancholy ; on the contrary, cheerfulness (though it

does not give the mind such an exquisite gladness) pre-
vents ns from falling into any depths of sorrow. Mirth
is like a flash of lightning, that breaksthrough a gloom of
clouds, and glitters for a moment ; cheerfulness keeps up
a kind of daylight in the mind, and fills it with a steady
and perpetual serenity. Addison, Spectator, No. S81.

mirtht (merth), c. [< ME. mirOien ; < mirUi, n.]

L trans. To please or make merry.
Lorde, som prayer thou kenne vs;

That somewhat myght mirthe va or mende vs.

3'ori Plays, p. 241.

H. intratis. To rejoice. HatliiceH.

mirthful (m^rth'fa), a. [< jMirf* + -/mZ.] 1.
FuU of mirth or gaiety; characterized by or
accompanied with merriment

;
jovial ; festive.

The Feast was serv'd ; the Bowl was crown'd;
To the King's Pleasure went the mirthful roimd.

Prior, Solomon, iL

The marV\ful is the aspect of ease, freedom, abandon,
and animal spirits. The serious is constituted by labour,
difficulty, hardship, and the necessities of our position,
which give birth to tlie severe and constraining institu-
tions of government^ law, morality, education, etc

A. Bain, Emotions and WHl, p. 231.

2. Causing or provoking mirth or merriment.
And now what rests, but tiiat we spend the time
Widi stately triumphs, msrtVu' comic shows ?

Shak., S Hen. VL, v. 7. 44.

Tell mirthfid tales in course tbat fill the room witb
laughter. Beam, and PI,, Haid's Tragedy, L 1.

=Syn. 1. Jovial, etc (see jaUyX gay, gleeful, sportive,
idayfuL

mirthfully (merth'fnl-i), adv. In a mirthful or
jovial manner: as, the visitors were mirthfully
disposed.

mirthfolness (merth'ful-nes), n. The state of
being mirthful ; mirth; merriment.
A trait which naturally goes along with inability so to

conceive tte future as to be influenced bythe conception
is a childish mirtl^ulness—merriment not sobered by
thought at what is coming.

H. Spencer, Prin. of SocloL, § 34.

mirthless (m^rth'les), a. [< mtrA + -Jess.']

Without mirth or hilarity; joyless.

Whilst his gamesome cut-tailed cnr
With his msrthUss master plays.

Drayton, Shepherd's Sirenx
mirthlessness (merthles-nes), n. Absence of
mirth.
mirtlef, n. .^^^ obsolete spelling of myrtle.

miry (mir'i), a. [< ME. myry; < nrirel + -yl.]

Abounding withmire or mud; of the nature of
mire or mud; full of mire: as, a miry road; a
miry lane.

Thon shonld'st have heard inhow miry a ^ace, how she
wasbemoQed. .S%al., T. of ^e &, iv. 1. 7<.

miryachit, n. A neurosis observed in Siberia,
chsffacterizedbyextreme excitabilityand some-
times exhibitions of terror, with imitation of
word and deed and often obscene speech, it is
similar to or identical with the latah of souuiem Asia and
the Malay archipelago, and the affection of the Jumpers
or jumping Frenchmen of Maine.

mirza (mir'z& or mer'za), «. [Pers. mirzd (>
Hind, mirzd, prop, mirzd), prince; said to be
a corruption of amirsadek, son of a prince, <

amir, prince, ameer (see ameer, amir), + zadeh,
son; cf. i»»r, a lord, chief, prob. for amir.] A
Persian title. When placed after the name ofa person
it designates him as aro^ prince ; when before the name
it is ttie title for a scholar.

mist, n. and adv. A Middle English form of

miss^.

mis-^. [< ME. mis-, mys-, improp. mysse-, <

AS. mis- = OS. mis-= Ol^es. viis- = D. mis-=
MLG. mis- = OHG. missa-, missi-, MHG. misse-,

G. miss-, nUs- = leeL mis- = Sw. miss- = Dan.
mis- = Goth, missa-, a prefix, • wrong,' ' bad,|_as

in AS. misdeed, a wrong deed, misdeed, misrmd,
bad advice, misdon, do wrong, misdo, misl^dan,
mislead, mist^an, mistcach, miswritan, mis-
write, etc. ; orig. an independent word,' wrong,'
'erroneous,' 'having missed': see nitssl.] A
prefix of Anglo-Saxon origin, meaning 'wrong,'
'bad,' 'erroneous,' or,taken adverbially, 'wrong-
ly,' 'badly,' 'erroneouslT,' prefixed to nouns,
as in misdeed, misfortune, misinform, etc., and
verbs, misdo, miscarry, misguide, misrule, etc.,

including participles, as mistaldng, misbeJiering,

etcmistahen, misspent, etc. it is differenttrom the
prefix in mischance, msehief. miscount, etc., with which it

is more or less confused. (See mis.3,) The prefix miM is

never accented; therprefix mis-S has the accent in some
of the older words, as mischief, miscreant, where its force
as a prefix is no longer felt. In the following words
in mis-, the prefix is uniformly given as tnts-l except
when the word in which it occurs can be traced to an Old
French source. In such forms as fnisadjustment, etc, it

is often Indifferent whether the formation be regarded as
mw-l + adjustment or as misadju^ + -ment.



mis-

mis-^. [< ME. mis-, mys; mes-^i OF. mes-, F.
m6-, mes-, Pr. mes-, mens-= Sp. Pg. msnos-= It.

mis-, < L. minw, less; used in Rom. as a depre-
ciatoryprefix: seemjn«s.] A prefix of Latin ori-
gin, meaning literally ' minus,' ' less,' and hence
used in Romance, etc., as a depreoiative or
negative prefix, as in misadventure, mischance,
mischief, miscount, miscreant, misnomer, etc.
It is mostly merged with mis-i, from which in most cases
it can be distinguished only by the etymology ol the word.

misacceptation (mis-ak-sep-ta'shon), n. [<
mis-^ + acceptation.^ Tlie act of taking or un-
derstanding in a wrong sense; a false accep-
tation.

misacceptiont (mis-ak-sep'shon), n. [< mis-'^ +
acception.'] Misacceptation.
The apostle, . . . contemning all impotent mieaeeepHam,

calls them what he finds them, a froward generation.
Bp. HaU, Sermon to the Lords, Feb. 18, 1634.

misaccountf (mis-a-kounf), v. t. [< ME. mis-
acounten, misaccompten, < OF. *mesacompter,
count wrongly, < mes- + acompter, account:
see >»j«-2 and accoMwt.] To miscalculate ; mis-
reckon.

He thoghte be myaausmmted hadde his day.
Ctumcer, Iroilus, v. 1186.
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misadvisedness (mis-ad-vi'zed-nes), n. The
state of being misadvised or under a misappre-
hension ; the state of being mistaken.

Unadvisedness coupled with heedlessness, and miiad-
visedness coupled with rashness, correspond to the culpa
sine dolo.

Bentluim, Introd. to Morals and Legislation, iz. 17.

misaffectt (mis-a-fekt'), v. t. [< mis-l + affect^,'}

To dislike.

That peace which you bare hitherto so perversely mis-
afected. Milton, On Def. of Humb. Semonst.

misafEectedt (mis-a-fek'ted), a. [< «jis-i +
affected.'] Ill-afEected; ill-disposed.

These men are farther yet mieaffected, and in a higher
strain. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 676.

misaffectiont (mis-a-fek'shon), n. [< mis-^ +
affection.] A wrong affection.

Earthly and grosse with miso^ectuing, . . . it ushers the
flesh of sinful courses. Bp. HaU, Character of Man.

misaffirm (mis-a-f6rm'), V. t. [< wJs-1 +
affirm.] To affirm incorrectly or wrongly.

The truth of what they themselves know to be here
mwafflrm'd. Milton, Eikonoklastes, Pref.

misacMevement (mis-a-ohev'ment), n. [< TOJs-1

+ achievement.] Wrong-doing; an achievement
that is not desirable or commendable. Davies.

Let them sink into obscurity that hope to swim in credit
by such rnAa-acfdeae'inmtg.

Fuller, Worthies, Cornwall, I. 306.

misact (mis-akf), V. t. [<
act or perform badly.

The flayer that Tnisacts an inferior and unnoted part
carries it away without censure.

£ei). T. Adams, Works, L 391. (Davies.)

misadjust (mis-a-jusf), V. t. [< mis-1 + adjust.]
To adjust badly; put out of adjustment. Jer.
Taylor.

misadjustment (mis-a-just'ment), n. [< mis-^
+ adjustment.] The state or condition of being
badly adjusted ; disagreement; lack ofharmony.
The misadjuittnent of nature to our physical being.

Mark Hopkins, Discussions for Young Men, p. 228.

misadmeasurement (mis-ad-mezh'ur-ment), n.

[< mis-^ + admeasurement.] A faulty estimate
or measurement.
The liability of the understanding to underrate or to over-

value the importance of an object through mere miaad-
Tneasurement of its propinquity. E. A. Poe, Sphinx.

misadventure (mis-ad-ven'tur), n. [< ME.
misaventure, mesaventure, messauenture, eontr.
misaunter, mysaunter, < OP. mesaventure, F.
mSsaventwre, < mes- + aventwre, adventure : see
mis-^ and adventure.] An unfortunate adven-
ture or hap; a mischance; ill luck.

Certes, it were to vs grete harme yef this deuell lyve
longe, what mysauenture hath he be suflred so longe.

Merlin (B. E. T. S.), iii. 589.

Your looks are pale and wild, and do import
Some rmsadventure. Shak., R. and J., v. 1. 29.

Homicide by misadventure. See homieid^.

misadventuredt (mis-ad-ven'turd), a. [< mis-
adventure rf -ed^.] Unfortunate.

A pair of star-cross'd lovers take their life

;

Whose mieadventured piteous overthrows
Do with their death buty their parents' strife.

Shak., R. and J., ProL, 1. 7.

misadventuxous (mis-ad-ven'tur-us), o. [Of.

OP. mesaventweux ; as misadventure + -ou^.]

Characterized by misadventure ; unfortunate.

The tidings of our misadvenluriym synod.
Sir H. Taylor, Edwin the Tair, iv. 1. {Daviea.)

misadvertence (mis-ad-v6r'tens), n. [< mis-l
+ adverteiux.] Want of proper care, need, or
attention; inadvertence.

Once by misadvertence Merlin sat
In his own chair [the Siege Perilous].

Tennyson, Holy Grail.

misadvice (mis-ad-vis'), n. [< ?Bw-i + advice.]

Bad advice ; injudicious counsel. Ash.
misadvise (mis-ad-viz'), v. t.

;
pret. and pp.

misadvised, ppr. misadvising. [< ME. misadmsen,
misavisen; < mis-'^ + advise.] 1. To give Isad

advice to.

If it be whan they hem misavise.

Oumcer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale.

2. To misinform; deceive; cause or lead to
act under a misapprehension.

Pardon my passion, 1 was misadvised.
B. Jansan, Magnetick Lady, iv. 2.

Here also happened another pageant in a certain monk
(if I be not misadvised) of Gloucester College.

Foxe (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 108).

misadvisedly (mis-ad-vi'zed-li), adv. Under a
misapprehension ; inconsiderately.

misaimed (mis-amd'), a. [< mis-^ + aimed.]
Not rightly aimed or directed. Spenser.

misallegationt (mis-al-f-ga'shon), n. [< mis-^
-)- allegation.] An incorrect" or false state-

ment or assertion. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed.

1835), II. 361.

misallege (mis-a-lej'), v. t.; pret. and pp."mis-
alleged, ppr. misalleging. [< mis-^ + allege^.]

I + act.] To To allege erroneously; cite falsely as a proof
or argument.
Now-a-days they are onlyused to exclude and drive forth

episcopacy ; but then they misallege antiquity.
Jer. Tayldr.Wotis (ed. 1836), IL 248.

misalliance (mis-a-li'ans), n. [< F. mesalli-

ance, < m^s- + alliance,' alliance : see mis-^ and
alliance.] An improper alliance or association

;

specifically, a marriage relation considered as
degrading to one of the parties, owing to the
inferior birth or standing of the other: in the
latter sense often used in the French form,
mesalUance.

Their purpose was to ally two things in nature incom-
patible, the Gothic and the classic unity ; the effect of
which misalliance was to discover and expose the naked-
ness ol the Gothic. Bp. Hurd, ChivalryandRomance, viii.

misallied (mis-a-lid'), a. [< TOJs-i -1- alUed.]
Improperly allied or connected; affected by a
misalliance.

A misallied and disparaged branch of the house of l^im-
rod. Burke, Letter to a Koble Lord.

misallotment (mis-a-lot'ment), n, [< OTis-1 -I-

allotment.] A wrong allotment.

misalterf (mis-&l't6r), v. t. [< mjs-1 -f- alter.]

To alter wrongly or fgr the worse.

These are all . . . which have so mis-altered the leltur-

gy that it can no more be known to be itself.

Bp. Hall, Ans. to Apol. for Smectymnnus, § 2.

misanswert (mis-fi.n's6r), «. [< mis-i -I- anr-

swer.] Misuse; failure.

After the misanswer of the one talent.

Bp. HaU, Vayle of Moses.

misanthrope (mis'an-throp), n. [= P. misan-
thrope = Sp. misdniropo = Pg. misanthropo =
It. misantropo, < Gv. /icadvBpcm-og, hating man-
kind, < /uaelv, hate (< /uaoc, hatred), + hvOpamog,
a man: see anthr(ypic. Of. philanthrope.] A
hater of mankind; one who harbors dislike or
distrust of human character or motives in gen-
eral.

Alas ! poor dean ! his only scope
Was to be held a misardharope.

Swift, Death of Dr. Swift.

misanthropic (mis-an-throp'ik), a. [= F. mis-
anthropigue — Sp. "misantrdpico = Pg. misan-
thropico = It. misantropico ; as misanthrope +
-ic.J Having the character of a misanthrope;
characteristic of a misanthrope or of misan-
thropy. =Syn. Cynical, Misamthropic, Pessimistic. Cyni-
cal expresses a perverse disposition to put an unfavorable
interpretation upon conduct, or to exercise austerityunder
profession of a belief in the worthlessness of any'offered
form of enjoyment. Misanthropic expresses a hatred of
mankind as arace. Pessimistic is primarily and generally a
philosophical epithet, applying to thosewho hold that the
tendency of things is only or on the whole toward evlL
Byron's Childe Harold is " a jaded and misanthropic volup-
tuary"; such a person is apt to take a cj/n^oZ view of others,
in their motives, their virtues, their happiness, etc. It
is disputed whether Swift's "Gulliver's iS'avels" is really
misanthropic or only cynical.

misanthropical (mis-an-throp'i-kal), a. [< ntis-

anthropio + -at] Same as misanthropic.

misanthropicalfy (mis-an-throp'i-kal-i), adv.
In a misanthropic manner.
misanthropist (mis-an'thro-pist), «. [As m.l<i-

anthrope -i- -jst] Same as misanthrope.

mlsarray

misanthropize (mis-an'thr9-piz), v. t.; pret.
and pp. misanthropized, ppr. misanthropizing.
[As misanthrope + 4ze.] To render misan-
thropic. [Rare.]

misanthropost, «. [< Gr. fitadvBpomog : see mis-
anthrope.] A misanthrope ; a man-hater.

I am Misanthropos, and hate mankind.
Shttk.,T. of A., iv. &6S.

misanthropy (mis-an'thro-pi), n. [= P. misan-
thropie = Sp. misantropia = Pg. misanthropia
= It. misantropia, < Or. fuaavBpoTzia, hatred of
men, < fuadvdponroc, hating man: see misan-
thrope.] Hatred or dislike of mankind; the
habit of distrusting or of taking the worst pos-
sible view of human character or motives.

But let not knaves misanthropy create.

Nor feed the gall of universal hate.
Lartghome, Enlargement of the Mind, L

Misanthropy is only philanthropy turned sour.

J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 22a

misapplication (mis-ap-li-ka'shon), n. [< mis--

+ application.] A wrong or false appUoation
or purpose.
He brings me Informations, pick'd ont of broken words

In men's common talk, which, with his malicious miaap-
plication, he hopes will seem dangerous.

Beau, and Ft., Woman-Hater, i. 3.

misapply (mis-a-pli'), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. misap-

plied, ppr. misapplying. [< mis-i + apply.]

To make an erroneous application of; apply or

dispose of wrongly: as, to misapply a name or

title; to misapply one's talents or exertions;

to misapply public money.
Virtue itself turns vice, being misapplied.

Shak., R. and J., il. 3. 21.

misappreciate (mis-a-pre'shi-at), v. t.
;

pret.

and pp. misappredated, ppr. misappreciating.

[< mis-^ + appreciate.] To fail in rightly ap-
preciating; undervalue.
misappreciation (mis-a-pre-shi-a'shgn), ». [<

OTJs-i -t- appreciation.] " The act or fact of mis-
appreciating.

There is still a sufficiency of survivors to check any grave
misappreciation of facts. Edinburgh Bev., CXLV. leL

misappreciative (mis-ar-pre'shi-a-tiv), a. [<

mis-i+ appreciative.] Not appreciating rightly;

not showing due appreciation.

A man may look on an heroic age . . . with the eyes of

a valet^ as misappreciative, certainly, though not so Igno-

ble. Lowell, Among my Books.

misapprehend (mis-ap-rf-hend'), V. t. [< mis-1

+ c^prehend.] To apprehend incorrectly or

wrongly; misunderstand; take in a wrong
sense. ,

misapprehension (mls-ap-rf-hen'shon), n. [<

mis-^+ apprehension.] A mistaking or mistake

;

wrong apprehension of one's meaning or of a

fact.

Patient sinners may want peace through mistakes and
misapprehensions of God. StiUingJUet, Works, III. iii.

Well, sir, I see our misapprehension has been mutual
Sheridan, The Duenna, ii. i

=Syn. Misconception, misunderstanding.

misapprehensively (mis-ap-re-hen'siv-li), adv.

By misapprehension or mistake.
misappropriate (mis-a-pro'pri-at), V. t.

;
pret.

and pp. misappropriated, ppr. misappropriating.

[< wjs-l + appropriate.] To appropriate wrong-
ly; put to a wrong use: as, to misappropriate
funds intrusted to one.
misappropriation (mis-a-pro-pri-a'shon), n.

[< mis-^ + appropriation.] 1. Wrong appro-

priation; application to a wrong use: as, mis-

appropriation of money.
He made a strict inquisition into the funds of the mili-

tary orders, in which there had been much waste and ma-
appropriation. Preseott, Ferd. and Isa., it 2&

3. Appropriation with misapplication: as, the

misappropriation of a term.
Linnseus applied this and other similar terms to the

pupa, and not to the metamorphosis, the confusion origi-

nating in their misappropriation by Fabrlcius. WeriMood,

misarrange (mis-a-ranj'), v. t; pret. and pp.

misarranged, ppr. misarranging. [< mis-'^ + ar-

range.] To arrange wrongly
;
place improperly

or in a wrong order.

misarrangement (mis-a-ranj'ment) , m. [< »»»-^

+ arrangement. ] Wroiig or disorderly arrange-

ment.
Here glitt'ring turrets rise, upbearing high
(Fantastic misarrangements 1) on the roof
Large growth of what may seem the sparkling trees

And shrubs of fairy land. Cowper, Task, v. lU.

mlsarray (mis-a-ra'), n. [< mis-^ + array.]

Want of proper array or ordering; confusion;

disorder.
Then uproar wild and miaarray'

of festal day.
&ott,L.oftheL.,v.27.

Marred the fair form of festal c



misascribe

misascribe (mis-as-krib'), v. t. ; pret. and pp.
misascrihed, ppr. misascribing. [< mis-i- + as-
cribe.'] To ascribe falsely or erroneously.
That nu; bemwueraed to art wblch istbe bare prodac-

tion of nature. VSoyle.

misassay (mis-a-sa'), «. t. [< njfe-i + assay.

^

To attempt nnsnceessfolly.
Hast thoa any sheep-cure nagtuaaied f

W. Brotme, Wmie and Old Wemock.
nrisaBBJgn (mis-a-an'), v. t. [< mia-l + assignj]
To assign erroneously.
We have not miiassigited the cause of this phenomenon.

Boyle.

misattendf (mis-a-tend'), V. t. [< mig-i + at-
tend.] To diare^rd.
Tbey sliall recover the minttaubd words of Christ to

ihe sincerity of their tTae sens& iston. Divorce, iL 22.

misaantert, n. A Middle EngUsh contracted
form of misadventure.
muaTenturet, n. A Middle T^higlish form of
nusadventure.

misaver (mis-a-v6r'), «. t. ; pret. and pp. mis'
averred, ppr. nasaverring. [< «i«s-l + aceri.]

To aver falsely or erroneonsly; assertwrongly.
misaviset, c t. A Middle 'Rnglish form of mis-
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misbeart (mis-bar'), v. PCB. misieren; < mts-i
+ bear^.'] To misbehave; bear one's seUwrong-
ly; miscondact one's self.

Of yonre negligence and onkonnynge ye have mytbom
yov and tres^iased onto me. Chmuer, Tale of HeUbeos.

misbecome (mis-bf-kom'), «. t.; pret. misbe-
came, pp. misbecome, ppr. misbecoming. [< mis-^
+ &eem»e.] To fail to become or beseem; snit

ill; be unfitting.

Have mUbeeom'd oar oaths and gravities.
Shai., L. L. L.. V. 2. 778.

Wl^ do yoa torn away, and weep so fost,

And atta tilings tbat fliiafteanne yoor looks ?

Beau, and FL, King and No King, iit 1.

misbecoming^ (mis-be-knm'lng), n. fVerbal n.

of misbecome, o.j J^ improper act; indeco-
rous conduct, ^are.]

She saw, and she forgot^ . . .

Bemembered not the opulent, great Qneen,
Whom riotoos tmlbeeommgt so became.

R. H. Soddard, Gnests of the State.

misbecoming^ (mis-bf-knm'ing), p. a. Unbe-
coming; unseemly; improper; indecorous.

Stir the constant mood of bet calm thongfate^

And pot them into mitbeeontbig viU^it.
MSton, Ck>mas, L 872.

misbecomingly (mis-bf-kum'ing-li), adv. In a
misbecoming manner.

Those darker hnmonrs tiiat

Stick miabeeomin^ on others.
Fletcher (and anMer), Two Noble Kinsmen, L 2.

misbecomingness (mis-be-kum'ing-nes), n.

The state or quality of being misbecoming; un-
suitableness.

misbedef, v. t. [ME., < AS. misbeddan (= IceL
misbjodha), offend, Ul-nse, < mis- + beddan,
offer : see nus^ and bid.^ To injure ; wrong

;

insult.
Who hath yow migboden or offended?

Chavcer, Enighfs Tale, 1. 51.

Whan Lowys herd that same, that Bobert was so dede,
Ag^yn right and lawe, tille Henry he mitbede.

Bob. o/Brvnne, p. IM.

misbefallt (mis-be-fskl'), v. i. [ME. misbefallen;

< mis-^ + befaU.']
' To be unfortunate ; tnm out

badly.
For elles bat a man do so
TTim male fol ofte misb^tt[L

Ooaer, Cont Amant., L

misbegetl' (mis-be-get'), v. t. [ME.; < mis-^ +
beget.] To beget wrongfully or unlawfully.
Robert of Gloucester.

misbegot. misbegotten (mis-be^ot\ -got'n),

p. a. [< mis-^ + begot, begotten.'] Unlawfully
or irregularly begotten: used also as a genertJ
epithet of opprobrium.

Three miebegotten knaves in Kendal green came at my
back and let drive at me. Shak., 1 Hen. IT., iL 4. 2i&

The only tiling that had saved the miibegotlen republic
as yet was its margin, its geographical vastaess ; but tiiat

was now discounted and exhausted.
H. Janus, Jr., Harper's Hag., LZXVIL 107.

iMsbetaave (mis-be-hav'), v.; pret. and pp. mig-

behaved, ppr. misbehaving. [< r»is-l + behave."]

I. inirans. To behave ill; conduct one's self

improperly or indecorously.

Sensible that they had nMeAatied in giving us that dis-

turbance. PranUin, Antobiog., p. 192.

n. trans. To conduct (one's self) ill : with the
reflexive pronouns : as, he misbeJuived himself.

If anie one doo offende orjntsMiatu tim»dfe, he is to

be corrected and punished.
J. Hooker, Supplement of the Irish Chronicles, an. 1568.

misbehaved (mis-be-havd'), p. a. Guilty of
ill behavior; ill-bred; rude.

Like a mitbeiiaved and sullen wench,
Thoa poat'st upon thy fortune and thy love.

Shale, S. and J., ilL 3. 113.

misbehaTior, misbehaviour (mis-be-hav'yor),
n. [< ME. mysbyhavyor; < fliis-i +' behavior.]

Improper, rude, or uncivil behavior; miscon-
duct.

They Bchallstond and be in full powre and streynghtto
reforme and redreseand stablyschand corecke andponysch
all such ntyabyhai^on and fwittes as hane be, or be nowe,
orschalbe. .Stn^SfsA Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 329.

The cause of this misbehamour and nnworUv deport-
ment was their not understanding the designs of mercy.

Sovth, Works, IX. Iv.

misbeholden (mis-bf-hol'dn), a. [< mis-J- +
beholden.] Offensive; unkind: as, a misbeholden
word. [North. Eng. and U. S.]

misbelief (mis-be-lef), n. [< ME. misbeleve,

misbHeve; < mw-1 -1- ieitef.] 1. Erroneous be-
lief false opinion; especially, belief in false
religious doctrines.

Thus Uakamede in mytbj^emie man and wommanbronhte,
And in hns lore thei leyuen 3nt as well lered as lewede.

ifera Plouman (C), xviiL 181.

JftskU^ is generally a more hopeful foundation for Qie
Evangelist to build upon than simple unb^^

H.Jf. Oxeriham, Short Studies, p. 429.

2. lU belief; suspicion.

Te shul han no muMZoe
Ne wrong conceit of me in your absence.

Chauear, Canon's Yeoman's Tale^ L 20^

misbelieve (mis-bf-lev'), v. i.; pret. and pp.
misbeUevedj'ppT. mktbeUeving. [< mis-^ + believe.^

To believe erroneously. Spenser, ¥. Q., IV.
xii. 26.

misbelievedf (mis-bf-levd'), a. [< UE. misbi-
leved; < misbelief +' -ed^.] Misbelieving; be-
lieving amiss.

O thow wikked serpent Jalousie,
Thow mytbUeved and envyons f<Mye;

Chaueer, Troilus, iiL 838.

misbeliever (mis-be-le'v6r), n. One who holds
false beliefs; especially, one who holds false

religious opinions.

You can me [Shylock] misfteiinxr, cat-throat dog.
Shot., M. of y., L 3. 112.

misbelieving (mis-bf-le'ving), p. a. [< ME.
misbelevynge; ppr. of misbelieve.'] Believing er-

roneously; holding a false doctrine; especially,

believing a false religion.

The londe that was so plentenouse and riche er the mys.
Meoynge peple were entfed. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iL 191.

Go, go^ into old Titus' sonowfal house.
And hither hale that miiiieliemng Hoor.

Shale, Tit. And., v. 3. 143L

misbeseem (mis-be-sem'), v. t. [< m»s-l + be-

seem.'] To suit ill ; misbecome.

Too much mUbeieemmg a generous nature.
BaUigh, Hist. World, HL iiL § 4.

Go sen those miabeteeming clothes tlioa wear'si^

And feed thyself with them.
Beau, and FL, Philaster, iv. 2.

misbestOW (mis-be-sto'), V. t. [< mis-^ + be-

stow.'] To bestow'improperly; err in bestow-
ing.

Alas that the Spirit of God should blow as an uncertaine
wind, should so mistake his inspiring, to nuabettow his

guifts promis'd only to the elect

!

MUton, ApoL for Smectymnuas.

Semember (dear) bow loath and slow
1 was to cast a look or smile.

Or one love-line to mia-beaUnp,

Till thou hadst chang'd both face and sSle.

Caret!!, To the Jealous Misbess.

misbestowal (mis-bf-sto'al), «. [< mw-l + 6c-

stowal.'} The act ot bestowing improperly or
inappropriately.

misbirth (mis-berth'), »._ [< fliis-l + birth.

Cf. misbreyde.] An abortion.

Thou blasphemous, scandalous Mi^rth of nature.

Cariyle, Xetters and Speeches of Cromwell,HL 178.

misbodent. Past participle of misbede.

misbomf (mis-b6m'), a. [< ME. misboren, mis-

bore, < AS. misboren, misbom, misshapen, de-

generate, < mis- + boren, bom: see wfa-i and
bom.'] Bom to evil.

A pouer childe, and in tlie name
Of thilke, whiche is so mabon.
We toke. Gower, Coat Amant., iL

Ah! mwiorTie Elfe,
In evill honre thy foes thee hither sent.

Spemer, F. Q., I. vL 42.

misbomef, p. a. [ME., pp. of misbear.J Hl-

behaved. Chaucer.

misbreydet, "• [ME., for *misbyrde, < AS. mis-

byrd, misbirth, misbyrdo, imperfect nature, <

mis- + gebyrd, birth: see WrJfti.] Evil birth.

miscairy

For thys skyle hyt may be seyde,
Handlyng synne for cure myiibreyde.

MS. Hari. 1701, 1 1. (HaSuMO.)

miscalculate (mls-kal'ku-lat), v. t. ; pret. and
pp. miscaiculated, ppr. mdsctUeulaUng. [< mis-^
+ caleulate.2 To calculate erroneously; m^e
a wrong estimate of.

After all tiie care I have taken, there may b^ in such a
multitude of passages, several misquoted . . . and tnit-

ealeulated. Ariuthrwt, Anc Coins.

miscalculation (mls-kal-kn-la'shon), n. [<
mis-1 + calculation.'] Erroneous calculation or
estimate.

miscall (mis-k41'), V. t. [< TO<"«-1 + coB.] 1. To
call by a wrong name ; name improperly.

Punish tliat unhappy crime of nature
Which you miaeaU my beauty.

B. Jonton, Yolpone^ iii 6.

The all-powerful and never-tiring waves of that great
sea mUeoBed the Iteiflc.

Darwin, Voyage of the Beagle, 1. 177.

2. To give an unworthy name or character to

;

berate; revile.

Whom she with leasings lewdly did miaeaB
And wickedly backbite. Spenaer, F. Q., IV. vilL 24.

Those messengers . . . did tn<sad^ and abuse with euH
words, both our messenger and thee.

HoJdvyta Yoyagea, L 403.

Td sneer at a Bomish pageant^ to miaeaU a lord's cres^
were crimes for which tbere was no mercy.

Macavlay, Conversation between Cowley and MUton.

Mr. Fountain ascribed it to the sombre influence of Mis.
Bazalgette, and miacdUed her tUl Jane's hair stood on end.

C Beade, Love me LitUe^ viiL

=Sy]l. X. To misname; misterm.

miscapet, v. t. [For 'misscape,<. mis-^ + scopel.]

To escape (one) wrongly.
Many deeds, words, and tiionghtes mianqxd me in my

lyfe. Bp. Fiaher, Sermons, I. 359. (i>itm«.)

miscarriage (mis-kar'aj), n. [< mis-^ + car-

riage.] 1 . Agoing wrong ; failure of a purposed
result; untoward event; mischance: as, the
criminal escaped by miscarriage of justice.

These and the like miaearriagea in point of correspon-
dencywere conceived to arisefrom . . . two errors in tiieir

government Wiathnp, Hist New England, T- SU.

They marvelled . . . [tile ship] was not arrived, fearing
some tninarrinse.

If. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 98.

Yonr cures . . . aloud you tell.

But wisely your miaearriagea conceaL
Oartti, Dispensary, V.

2. A wrong or perverse course, as of conduct;
improper action or behavior; misdemeanor.
By and by he fell upon a serious reprimand of the faults

and miaearriagea of some Princes and Governors.
Btxlyn, Diary, March 22, 1675.

Besides his miaearriage here in New-England, he wss
suspected of having murdered a man that had ventured
monies with him when he first came into New-England.

JIT. Jforton, New England's Memorial, p. 140.

The dividing of the fleets however, is, I bear, voted a
miaearriage, and the not building a fortification at Sheer-
nesse. P^ya, Diary, Feb. 17, 1668.

3. In pathol., the act of miscarrying (see mis-
carry, V. »., 3); properly, untimely delivery be-
fore tiie twenfy-ei^th week of gestation. See
abortion, 1.

miscarrlageable (mis-kar'aj-a-bl), a. [< mis-
carriage + -able.] Liable to miscarry. [Bare.]

Why should we be more rmaearriageable by such possi-
biliHes or hopes than others? Bp. HaB, A Short Answer.

miscarry (mis-kar'i), ».: pret. and pp. miscar-
ried, ppr. miscarrying. [< ME. miscarien; < mis^
+ carry.] I. intrans. 1. To fail of reaching
the intended destination; go astray; be lost or
carried astray in transit.

The cardinal's letter to the pope miacarried.

And came to the eye o' the king.
5Aai.,Hen. Tm., ilL 2. 30.

Two ill-looking Ones, that I thought did plot how to
make me miaearry in nqr jonmey.

Banyan, Pilgrim's Progress, pi, !E6l

2. To gowrong; fail in object orpurpose; come
to naught; come to grief.

For what mtaearriea

Shan be the general's fault tiiough he perform
To th' utmost of a man. £Aai.,Cor.,Ll.27DL

Notwithstanding the desperate hazards run by the
whale-catchers in their ijiin whale boats, . . ^. it has been
rarely known that any of them have miacarried.

C. Mather, Mag. Chris., L 3.

Juries iffe proverbiallyuncertain, and justicemust some-
timesnwsconv- 1^ Nation, SIi'VUL 386.

3. To suffer untimely delivery; bring forth

young prematurely ;
give birth to a fetus which

is not viable.

Prithee tell me, how manyWomen with Child havemo-
carried at the Sight of thee?

K. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmuiy I. ZU.

4t. To be brought forthbefore the natural time,
as a child.



miscarry

An the child I now go with do mUcarry, thou wert bet-
ter thou hadst struck thy mother.

Sbdk., 2 Hen. IV., y-. 4. 10.

Il.t trans. To mismanage: bring to misfor-
tune or failiire. Morte Arthure (B. E. T. S.),

11237.
miscast (mis-kasf), V. t. and i.; pret. and pp.
miscast, ppr. miscasting. [< mjs-l + cas<i.] 1.
To cast or reckon erroneously.
The number is somewhat miaccut by Polybius.

B(U0igh, Hist. World, V. ii. § 8.

You haue mis-ca^ in your Arithmetick,
Mis-laid yoUr Counters.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 1.

2. To cast or direct erroneously or improperly:
as, to miscast a glance.

It so betelle
That I at thilke tyme sie
On me that she miscaste hir eie.

Qmoer, Conf. Amant., iii.

miscast (mis-kasf), ». [< miseastfV.'i An er-

roneous cast or reckoning.
miscasualty (mis-kaz'u-al-ti), n.

;
pi. miscasu-

alties (-tiz). [< mis-^ + casualty.'} An imfor-
tunate occurrence ; a mischance.
Miscarriages of children, mUccmuMies, nnguietnesse.

Bp. Hatt, Character of Man.

miscatllolic(mis-kath'o-lik), a. [<»»is-i + cath-
olic.'} Falsely styled or'olaiming to be Catholic

;

pseudo-Catholic.
Judge then, reader, whether the catholike bishope that

wrote this, or the imscatholike masse-priest that reproves
it, be more worthy of Bedleem.

Bp. Hail, Honour of Married Clergy, iii. 3.

miscegenation (niis"e-je-na'shpn), n. [Irreg. <

L. miscere, mix, + genus, race, 4- -ation.} Mix-
ture or amalgamation of races : applied espe-
cially to sexual union between individuals of

the black and white races.

Individuals sometimes show a desperate desire for mis-
cegermUon, but they indulge it always at the expense of a
loss of the respect of both races. N. A. Rev., CXXXTX. 83.

miscellanarian (mis'''e-la-na'ri-an), a. and n.

[< miscellany + -arian.'] 1, a. O'i or pertaining
to miscellanies, in either sense ; connected with
or engaged in miscellaneous matters.

The celebrated wits of the nviscellanarian race, and essay
writers, casual discoursers, reflection coiners, meditation
founders, and others of the irregular kind of writers.

Shaftesbury, Misc. Keflec, il. 3.

II. n. A writer of miscellanies.

miscellanet (mis'e-lan), n. [< L. miscellaneus,

mixed: see miscellaneous. Cf. masUn^, ult. < L.
miscere, mix.] Same as maslin^.

miscellanea (mis-e-la'ne-a), n. pi. [L., neut.
pi. of miscellaneus, mixed: see miscellaneous.}

A collection of miscellaneous matters of any
kind ; specifically, a collection of miscellaneous
literary compositions; miscellanies.

miscellaneous (mis-e-la'ne-us), a. [= F. mis-
cellanSe (see miscellany) = Pg. It. miscellanea, <

L. miscellaneus, < misceUus, mixed, < miscere,

mix : see mix^.} 1. Consisting of a mixture ; di-

versified
;
promiscuous : as, miscellaneous read-

ing; a wisceZtoweoJM rabble.

My second boy, . . . whom I designed for business, re-

ceived a sort of miteellaneous education at home.
Q(MxmUh, Vicar, i.

My sitting-room is an old wainscoted chamber, with
small panels, and set off with a miscdlavje(ms array of fur-

niture, Irving, Sketch-Bool^ p. 300.

3. Producing things of various sorts: as, awis-
cellaneovs inventor.

Claudius ,£llanns flourished in the reign of Trajan, unto
whom he dedicated his Tacticks ; an elegant and ruisceUar-

Tieous author. Sir T. Brmsne, Vulg. Err., i. 8.

=S3ni. 1. See promiscuous.

miscellaneously (mis-e-la'ne-us-li), adv. In a
miscellaneous or mixed manner; with variety

or diversity; promiscuously.
miscellaneousness(mis-e-la'ne-us-nes), n. The
quality or state of beingmiscellaneous ormixed;
diversified composition.

The . . . miscellaneousness of Some, which made the
mind flexible with constant comparison, and saved you
from seeing the world's ages as a set of box-like partitions

without vital connection. George Eliot, Middlemarch, xxii.

miscellanist (mis'e-la-nist), n. [< miscellany +
-ist.} A writer of miscellanies.

miscellany (mis'e-la-ni), a. andm. [I. a.: see

miscellaneous. II. n. = F. miscellanees, pi., =
Sp. miseeldnea = Pg. It. miscellanea, < L. mis-

cellanea, a writing on various subjects, a mix-
ture of different sorts of broken meats, neut.

pi. of miscellaneus, mixed: see miscellaneous.}

I. a. Miscellaneous; diversified—MisceUany
madajnt, a woman who went about selling laces, per-

fumery, etc., and took part in carrying on intrigues.

As a waiting-woman, I would taste my lady's delights to

her ; as a miscellany madam, invent new tires, and go visit

courtiers. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Eevels, iv. 1.
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II, n.
;
pi. miscellanies (-niz). 1. A mixture

of various kinds ; a combination of diverse ob-

jects, parts, or elements.

"Tis but a bundle or miscettany of sin.

Hewyt, Sermon (1668X p. *. (IMham.)

I^ot like the -giebsAAmiscMany, man.
Bursts of great heart and slips in sensual mire.

But whole and one. Tennyson, Princess, v.

3. A diversified literary collection ; a book or

periodical publication containing compositions
on various subjects.

Every old woman in the nation now reads daily a vast

misceUany in one volume royal octavo.
i)e Qvincey, Style, I.

=Syn. 1. See miacture.

miscellinet, a. [< L. miscell/us, mixed, + 4ne^.}

Mixed; incongruous.

The present trade of the stage, in -all their mMceUine in-

terludes, what learned or liberal soul doth not already ab-

hor? B. Jonson, Volpone, Ded.

miscensure (mis-sen'shpr), v. t. ; pret. and pp.
miscensured, ppr. miseensuring. [< mis-^ + cen-

sure, V.} To censure wrongfully or without
cause.

Pardon us, Antiquitie, if we miscen»ure your actions.

Daniel, Hist. Eng., p. 101. (Dames.)

miscensure (mis-sen'shgr), n. [< mis-^ + cen-

sure, n.} Unjust censure ; censure wrongly di-

rected.

Therefore, my Friends, retume, recant, re-call

Your hard Opinions and mis-Cenffures all.

Job Triumphant (tr. by Sylvester), ii. 162.

mischallenget (mis-ehal'enj), n. [< «8i«-i -f-

challenge.} A false orwrong challenge ; a chal-

lenge given amiss.

Lo 1 faitour, there thy meede unto thee take.

The meede of thy miscMlenge and abet.
Spenser, F. Q., IV. iii. 11.

mischance (mis-chans'), ». [< ME. myschaunce,
meschaunce, mesehance, meseheance, < OF. mes-
chance, meseheance, an imfortunate chance, <

mes- + chance, cheance, chance : see mis-^ and
chamce.} An unfortunate chance; a mishap;
ill luck; disaster.

The kynge spake to his barons, and seide that sore hym
for thought the mjyseha/unce of the Duke.

Merlin (a. 'E. U.S.), I IS.

Let thy dauntless mmd
Still ride in triumph over all mischaTice.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., iii. 3. 18.

By mischance he slipt and fell

;

A limb was broken when they lifted him.
Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

=Syn. Mishap, Disaster, etc. See Tni^fortune.

mischance (mis-chans'); i>. i.
;
pret. and pp. mis-

chanced, ppr. mischanoing. [< mis-^ + chance,
V.} To chance or happen wrongly or unfortu-
nately ; faU out adversely ; meet with a mishap

;

come to ill luck.

And still I hoped to be up advaunced,
For my good parts ; but still it has miscJtaun^ed.

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 64.

If any such fortune should bee (as God forbid) that the
ship should mischance or be robbed.

RaMuyt's Voyages, I. 264.

mischancy (mis-oh&n'si), a. [< mischance +
-^1.] Unfortunate; unlucky. [Scotch.]
mischanter, n. See mishanter.

mischaracterize (mis-kar'ak-t6r-iz), v. t.
;
pret.

and pp. mischaracteriged, ppr. mischaracterizing.
[<>re«s-l + characterize.} To characterize falsely
or erroneously; impute a wrong character to.

mischarge (mis-charj'), v. t.; pret. and pp. mis-
charged, ppr. miseharging. [< mis-i + charge.}
To make error in charging : as, to mischarge
items in an account.

mischarge (mis-charj'), n. [< mischarge, v.}

A mistake in charging ; an erroneous entry in
an account.

mischief (mis'chif), n. [< ME. myschief, mis-
chief, mischeef, mischef, meschief, mescheef, mes-
chef, < OP. meschief, meschef, F. michef = Pr.

mescap, harm, mischief, = Sp. menoscaho, OSp.
mazcabo, loss, = Pg. menoscabo, contempt, lit.

a bad result, < L. minus, less (> OF. mes-, etc.,

bad), + caput, head (> OF. chief, etc., end):
see mis-^ and chief, and cf. chieve\ achieve.} 1

.

A harmful or troublesome event, circumstance,
or contingency; an action or occurrence at-

tended with evil or vexation; an annoying,
frustrating, or hurtful state or condition of
things ; misfortune ; calamity : used vfith much
latitude of application: as, some one is making
mischief; the mischief is that he cannot keep
his temper.
Whan Kay saugh that the kynge was at so grete mysehef,

he griped his swerde, and come ther the kynge was ouer-
throwen. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 119.

Shall the throne of iniquity have fellowship with thee,
which frameth mischief by a law ? Ps. xciv. 20.

mischievous

Hee arriues not at the miscMefe of being wise, nor en-
dures euils to come by foreseeing them.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Chllde.

The mischief was these allies would never allow that
the common enemy was subdued. Sw^
2. The act, state, course, or disposition of
causing annoyance, trouble, or harm; vexa-
tious or injurious operation or tendency; the
working of damage or disaster: as, the clouds
bode mischief; what mischief is he up to nowT
often used in a kindly or playful sense, or for
affectionate excuse : as, the lad is full of mis-

chief, but not vicious.

Come, boy, with me ; my thoughts are ripe m mischief.
5Afflt.,T.N.,v. 1.182.

But when to mischief mortals bend their will.

How soon they And fit instruments of iU 1

Pope, H. of the L., iii 126.

Brom Bones . . . was always ready for either a fight or
a frolic ; but had more mischief than ill-will in his com-
position. Iroing, Sketch-Bool^ p. 481.

3. One who or that which does harm or causes
injxuy or vexation ; a source of trouble or an
noyanoe: as, that child is a mischief.

Many of tlieir horse . . . were now more a mischUf to
their own than before a terror to their enemies. MUUm.

Nature, as in duty bound,
Deep hid the shining migehief [gold] underground.

Pope, Moral Essays, ill 10,

4. Annoyance, injury, or damage caused or

produced; harm; hurt: as, to do mischief; ir-

remediable mischief: now never used ia the
plural.
On the tother side didewell the kynge Carados, and the

kynge de Cent Chiualers ; these suSred many mytcheves.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), it 163.

But Benjamin, Joseph's brother, Jacob sent not with his

brethren ; for he said. Lest peradventure mischief befall

him. Qen. xlii. 4.

I will heap mischiefs upon them. Deut. xxxii. 2S.

We that have lived these last twenty years are certain

that money has been able to do much mischi^.
I. WaUon, Complete Angler, p. 112,

111 reach 'em, mother. . . . She wants to do everything
herself. . . . But I can't let her do herself a mtacAt^with
stretching. Qemge Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xxxiiL

5. The devil. [Colloq.]—MaUdous mlBchlet
See malieious.—lo play the mischief, to cause trouble,

damage, or injury.—To play the mischiefWith, to agi-

tate or disturb greatly; throw into disorder or confubIod ;

play the devil with.—What the mischief (formerly

What a mischief), an interrogatory exclamation equd
to 'what the devil ' : as, what the mischief are you doing?
vihai, the mischief do you mean by that? [Colloq.]—WlUl
a mlsChleft, with a vengeance.

The matronly medicines and instructions of this wise
cunningwoman will in a little time make her encrease with
a vengeance, and multiply with a mischiefe.

John Taylor, Works (1680). (Nares.)

With a mischief to you, confound you ; devil take you.

Bide down, wUh a mischief to ye, bide down.
Scott, Fortunes of Nigel, xxvil

=Syn, Da/mage, Harm, etc. See injury.

mischieft (mis'chif), v. [Also mischieve; early

mod. E. also mischeef; <'ME. mischeven, mes-

cheven, mescheeven, < OF. meschever (= Sp. Pg.

menoscabar), harm, injure, < meschief, meseh^,
harm: see mischief, n.} I. trans. To hurt;

harm; ruin.

Ye be gretely affraled of the turment that is falle of

youre fader, and of youre moder, and youre broder and sus-

tres, that thus be myscheved. Merlin (E. E. T. S,), i. 3.

Henry Purdie proved his cost,
And very narrowlie had mischi^'d him.
Baid of the Beidmnre (Child's Ballads, VL 186).

II. intrans. To come to harm or misfortune;
miscarry.

When pryde is moste in prys,
Ande couetyse moste wys, . . .

Thenne schall Englonde mys-cJiewe.
Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), L 86.

mischief-maker (mis'chif-ma^kto), n. One
who makes mischief; one who instigates or

promotes quarrels or iU-wiQ.
Her resentment was studiously kept alive by miichiiS-

maUers of no common dexterity, Maxmday, Hist. Eng. ,xv.

mischief-making (mis'chif-marking), a. Mak-
ing trouble for others; causing quarrels.

mischief-night (mis'chif -nit), n. May-eve.
SalliweU. [Prov. Eng.]
mischievet, «'• See mischief.

mischievous (mis'chi-vus), a. [< MB. *mes-

chevous; < OF. (AF.) meschevous, < meschief,'

harm: see mischief.} 1. Producing or tending
to produce mischief or harm; injurious; dele-

terious ; hurtful.

And every one threw forth reproches rife

Of his mischievous deedes.
Spemer, F. Q., in. vi. 14.

Lam is an Epithete which they glue to Degnal, signify-

ing wicked or mischieuous. Purchas, PUgrimage, p. 296.

The mass of the community are persuaded that his [Hus-
kisson's] plans are mischiemus to the last degree.

Oremlle, Memoirs, Sept 18, 1830.



znischievous

He (Edward Seymour] was , . , so miacbievous &q enemy
that he was frequently coorted. Maeaulay, Hist Kng., iv.

2. Fond of mischief; full of tricks; teasing or
troublesome: as, a mischievous boy.
lad; Freelore is as nuscAinxmg as a monkey, and as

conning too. Caiman, Jealous Wife, L
=SyiI. 1. DestnictiTe, detrimental. See tn/ury.— 2. Bo-
gaish.

mischievously (mis'chi-vns-li), adv. In a mis-
ehievous manner ; with injury, loss, or damage

;

with evil intention or disposition; in a trouble-
some or teasing manner; with playful tricks;
roguishly: as, this law operat«s misdueoously

;

they created a scandal mischievously.

Too often and muehievously mistaken for it
South, Works, Ht. It.

Like Sirens mucMenniaiy gay.
IT. Httrle, Essay on Satire (1730).

mischievousness (mis'chi-Tus-nes), n. Capa-
city to do injury; hurtfulness; noxiousness;
di^tosition to vex, annoy, or tease; rognish-
ness : as, the misehietousness of youth.

"Hie vmaehiaxmmat . . . fotmd in an aged, long-prac-
tised sinner. South.

nuschomany (mis'ko-ma-ni), n. [< Gr. juaxoi,

a pedicel, -I- /mvia, madness : see mania.] In
&ot. , an extraordinary multiplication of pedicels
or flower-stalks : a term proposed by Morren.
[Not used.]

miscibllity (mis-i-bil'i-ti), ». [= P. miseibilite;

as miscible + -ity (see -bilitg).'] The quality
of being miscible ; capability of being mixed.
The wood naphtha is submitted to certain prescribed

tests in regard to color, specific gravity, boiling-point,

mtaabiUty with water, contents of acetone, and capacity
tor absorbing bromine. Samte, XTTT. 58.

miscible (mis'i-bl), o. [= F. imseible= It. mis-

cibile, < Ij. as if *miscibiUs, mixable, < miscere,

mix: see ntix^.] Capable of being mixed: as,

oil and water are not mis(^le.

Absolute alcohol is readily rmseible with the naphtha or
light paraffins so that the solvent is readily removed.

C. 0. WkUmau, Microscopical Methods, p. 121.

miscitation (mis-si-ta'shon), «. [< mis-^ + dta-
tion,2 A wrong citation; erroneous quotation.

Whatannwieatwnisthis! "Hoses commanded." The
law was 6od'^ not Moses'. Bp. HaU, Contemplations, iv.

miscite (mis-af), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. miscited,

ppr. misciUng. [< mis-^ + eife.] To cite erro-

neously or falsely ; misquote : as, to miscite a
text of Scripture.

So Antichrists, their poyson to infuse,

JTus-eite the Scriptures, and Gods name abuse.
Sylvegter, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, L 3.

misclaim (mis-klam'), n. [< mis-i + ctojm.] A
wrong or mistaken claim.

Error, tnisdaim, and forgetfulness become suitors for

some remission of extreme rigour. Btuon,

miscogllizef (mis-kog'niz), V. t. [< »ms-i + eog-

nize.'] To misunderstand or misapprehend.
The good never intervert nor miscoffrnze ISie favour and

benefit which they have received.
Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 893.

mlscollectf (mis-ko-lekt'), v. t. [< mig-1 + eoU
tect.] To collect or infer falsely. Hooker.

iniscollectionf (mis-kg-lek'shon), ». [< «!*s-i +
collection.^ Erroneous reasonii^ ; false infer-

ence or deduction. See collection, 4.

In his words and yours I find both a migcoUeetum and a
wrong charge. Bp. HaU, ApoL against BrownistE.

miscollocatioil (mis-kol-o-ka'shon), ». [< mis-^

+ collocation.'] False collocation; faidty ar-

rangement.
MixoUoeation or dislocation of related words disturbed

the whole sense. De Qmneey, Si^le, i.

miscolor (mis-kul'or), V. t. [< TOts-1 -1- color, ».]

To give a wrong color to ; misrepresent.

A grand half-truth distorted and Tmscolotired in the
words. Kingdey, Alton Locke, xxxiii

miscomfortf (mis-knm'fert), «. *. [< ME. mis-

comforten, < OF. mesconforter, distress, < mes-
+ conforter, comfort: see mis-^and comfort^
To cause discomfort to. Sir T. Malory.

miscomfortt (mis-knm'fert), n. [<ME. miscom-
forte; from the verb.] Discomfort.

Too heavy for mygeontforte of my chere.
Te^ament of Love, L

miscomplaint, ». ». [< mis-^ + complain.] To
complain without cause.

Therefore doth lob open his Month in vain

:

And voyd of Knowledge yet, yet vus-complain.
Job Triumphant (tr. by Sylvester>, iv. 256.

miscomprehend (mis-kom-prf-hend'), r. t. [<
»j(s-i + comprehend.] To comprehend wrong-
ly; misunderstand.

jniscoilipreheiisioil (mis-kom-prf-hen'shon), n.

[< j»»s-i + comprehension.] "Wrong comprehen-
sion; misimderstanding.
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He believed that too much attention had been given to

this subject, perhaps owing to a miscomprehengion of the
teachings of Graily Hewitt. Medieal Neua, T.TTI sea.

miscompntation (mis-kom-pu-ta'shon), n. [<
mts-1 -P computation.] Erroneous computa-
tion ; false reckoning.
miscompnte (mis-kom-puf), v. t.; pret. and pp.
miscomputed, ppr. "miscomputing. [< mis-^ +
compute. Ct. miscount.] To compute or reckon
erroneously. Sir T. Browne.
miscomputet (mis-kom-puf), n. [< miscom-
puie, vi] An unjust computation or estima-
tion.

Buddeus de Asse correcting their natcomptix of Yalla.
Sir T. Browne, Yulg. Err., vlL 18.

misconceitt (mis-kon-sef), n. [Formerly also
vHsootuxipt; < mts-i^ + conceit, n.] Misconcep-
tion; misunderstanding; erroneous opinion.

He on his way did ride,
FdH of melancholie and sad misfaie
Through miaxmceipt. Spemer, F. Q., IV. vL 2.

It is merely by accident that men are abused into a sin

:

that is, by weakness, by mixxmeoL
Jer. Ti^lor, Works (ed. 183B), L 278.

That general vaiamceit of the Jews about the kingdom
of the Messiah. , South, Works, "VTL il

misconceit (mis-kon-sef), v. t. [< jnts-i -I- con-
ceit, v.] To judge wrongly; miseoneeive; form

- a false opinion about.
Kenown'd Devereux, whose awkward fate
Was misconceited by foul envy's hate.

Ford, Fame's Memorial

misconceive (mis-kon-sev'), v. t.; pret. and pp.
miscoticeived, ppr. misconceiving. [< mis-^ +
concevee.] To conceive erroneously; form a
wrong conception of; misunderst-and; misap-
prehend; misjudge.

He that mixonceyoeth misdemeth.
Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, L 1166.

They appear to have altt^ether nuxomxvBed the whole
character of the times. Maeaulay, History.

=Syn. To misunderstand, misapprehend, mistake.

misconceiver (mis-kon-se'ver), n. One who
misconceives.

What a miseonceieer 'tis

!

Fletcher (and another ?), Nice Valonr, IL 1.

misconception (mis-kon-sep'shgn), n. [< mis-^
+ conception.] Erroneous conception; false

opinion; misunderstanding.
It cannot be that our knowledge should be other fjian

a heap of misconception and error.

GlanviUe, Vanity of Dogmatizing, viiL

=SyiL Misunderstanding, misapprehension, mistake.

misconclnsion (mis-kon-kl6'zhon), n. [< mis-^

+ conclusion.] An erroneous conclusion or in-

ference.
Away, then, with ail the false positions and miseondu-

giom ! Bp. HaU, Fashions of the World.

misconduct (mis-kon'dukt), n. [< mis-^ + eon-

duct, n.] 1. Wrong conduct; misbehavior.

They are industriously proclaimed and aggravated by
such as are guilty or innocent of the same slips or nttseon.

duets in their own behaviour. Addison, Spectator.

Let wisdom be by past vmcondjuU leam'd.
Thxmtsim, Castle of Indolence, ii. 72.

2. Mismanagement.
In 1487 the act which founded the Court of Star Cham-

ber was passed, as a remedy for the evils ofmaintenance^
the miiemduet of sheriffs, and riots and unlawful assem-
blies. Stuhbs, Medieval and Modem Hist, p. 362.

miscondnct (mis-kon-dukf), ». t. [< TOis-1 +
conduct, v.] 1. To conduct amiss; misman-
age.— 2. With a reflexive pronoun, to misbe-
have.
One of these was TreboniuSrWho had misoondueted Aim-

self in Spain. Proude, Osesar, p. 507.

misconjectnre (mis-kon-jek'tfir), n. [< B»is-i

+ conjecture.] A wrong conjecture or gness.

I hope they will . . . correct our misconjeelures.

Sir T. Broume, Tulg. Err.

misconjectnre (mis-kon-jek'tflr), v. i. and t;
pret. and pp. misconjeetured, ppr. misconjectur-

ing. [< TOts-i + conjecture, «.] To form a wrong
conjecture.

Many pressing and fawning persons do miseonjecture of

the humours of men in authority.
Bacon, Controversies of Church of Eng.

misconsecrate (mis-kon'sf-krat), v. t.; pret.

and pp. miseonsecrated, ppr. vdsconsecraUng.

[< TOis-i + consecrate.] To consecrate im-

properly.

The gust that tore theirmiscoTMecrofed flags and sayles.

Bp. Hall, Defeat of Cruelty.

misconsecration (mis-kon-se-kra'shon), H.

[< »»»s-i + consecration.] Improper consecra-

tion.

misconsequence (mis-kon'se-kwens), n. [<

mis-i + consequence.] A wrong consequence
or deduction.

miscoont
Satan and the profane world are very inventive of such

shapes and colours as may make truth odious, drawing
monstrous miaconsequenees out of it

Ahp. Laghton, Com. on Peter, iii. 8.

misconstert, » *• An obsolete form of miscon-
strue.

misconstmct (mis-kon-stmkf ), V. t. [< mis-1
-I- construct.] 1. To construct wrongly.

—

2f.
To misconstrue,
misconstruction (mis-kon-struk'shou), n. [<
TOW-l -I- construction. &.. misconstrue, miscon-
stmct.] The act of miseonstming; wrong in-
terpretation ; a mistaking of the true meaning.

It pleased the king, his master, very late
To strike at me, upon his misconslruclion.

SltaJc., Lear, iL 2. 124.

He was not unaware of the miscon^rucHon to which this
representation was liable. Paley, Sermons, zz.

misconstrue (mis-kon'stro), v. t.; pret. and
pp. misconstrued, ppr. misconstruing. [For-
merly also misconster; < mis-^ + construe.]

To construe or interpret erroneously ; take in
a wrong sense ; misjudge ; misunderstand.

Ah, Douglas, thou misamstrest his intent !

Greene, James IV., iL

My zeale derid^
And all my deedes tntKomter.

Bp, Corbet, Distracted Furitane.

From its harmless glee.

The wretch miecon^bnted vUlany.
SeM, Sokeby, iv. 21.

=Syn. See construe anitraiuiate.

misconstmer (mis-kon'strS-er), n. One who
misconstrues; one who makes a wrong inter-
pretation.

Which those iTiiscoTUtniers are fain to understand of the
distinct notifications given to the angels.

^. HaU, Cases of Conscience, ill. 10.

miscontentt (mis-kon-tenf), a. [< OF. meseon-
tent, F. mecontent, not content, < mes- + con-
tent, content: see mis-^ and content^.] Not
content, or ill content ; discontented.

She was not miscontejUe Oiat be semed litel to regarde
Jacob's welle. J. UdaU, On John iv.

miscontented (mis-kon-ten'ted), a. [< mis-^
+ contented.] Discontented.
Her highness [Queen Elizabeth] is not miscontented that

either herown face or the said king's should be painted or
portraited.
CecU Papers, in Walpole's Anecdotes of Painting, L 281.

miscontentment (mis-kon-tenfment), n. [<
mis-'^ + contentment.] Discontent; dissatisfac-

tion.

I here no specialte of the Einges Majestes miysconienl-
ment. Bp. Gardiner, To Paget (1546). (Daviet.)

His eyes declaring wUconientment.
Motley, United Netherlands, IL 379.

miscontinuance (mis-kgn-tin'u-ans), n. [<
mis-^ + continuance.] In teic .• (a)"Continuance
by an improper process. (6t) Discontinuance.
CoweU.
miscopy (mis-kop'i), ». *. ; pret. and pp. mis-
copied, ppr. miscopying. [< mi«-l + copy, v.]

To copy wrongly or inaccurately; imitate im-
perfectly or in a mistaken manner.
It will be found . . . that the latter has recklesslymw-

copied, has suppressed important words and phrases, and
has even added words of his own.

Wei^minster Bev., CXXVUL 213.

miscopy (mis-kop'i), n.; pi. mi^copies (-iz). [<
miscopy, v.] An error in copying.

Some of these differences may be resolved into mis-
prints or mis-copies.

B. Hodgson, Proc Soc. Psych. Eeseaieh, HL 305.

miscordt (mis-k6rd'), V. ». [< ME. miscorden, <
OF. mescorder, mesaeorder, < mes- + acorder,

agree : see mis^ and cord^, accord.] To be dis-

cordant.

He [a heretic] was a man right experte in reasons, and
sweete in his wordes and the workes miscorden.

Testament of Love, iL

miscorrect (mis-ko-rekf ), r. t. [< mJs-1 + cor-

rect] To correct erroneously; alter wrongly
in attempting to correct.

He passed the first seven years of his life at Mantua,
not seventeen, as Scaliger miscorra^ his author. Bryden.

miscounsel (mis-koun'sel), V. t.; pret. and pp.
miscounseUd or miseounselled, ppr. miscounsel-

ing or miscounselling. [< ME. misconselen, < OF.
mescon-seillier, mescunseiVier, counsel badly, <

mes- + conseillier, counsel: see mis-^ and coun-

sel.] To counsel or advise falsely.

If any broyer or syster dispyse or Tnysconsd or lye his

broyer in pres[ence] of ye alderman and of his breyeryn,

schal pay dL IL [wax]. English Gttds (E. E. T. S.X p. 87.

Things miseounselled must needs miswend.
Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, L 128.

miscount (mis-koimf ), r. [< ME. miscounten.

< OF. 'mesconter, meseounter, mesctinter, mes-

conipter, miscount, F. mScompter, strike wrong



miscount

(said of a clock), < meg- + conter, count: see
mis-^ and counts.} I. trans. 1 . To count erro-
neously ; mietake in counting.
In their computacion they had mistalcen and miscounted

in their nomber an hundreth yearB.
Hall, Hen. VIII., an. 16.

2. To account wi-ongly; misjudge or miscon-
strue.

While my honest heat
Were all rmecourUed as malignant haste.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

H. intrans. To make a false reckoning.
And if so be that he TtiiscourUeth,

To make in his answers a faile.

Oower, Cont. Amant., i.

Tfaas do all men generally miseount in the days of their
health. Bp. Patrick, Divine Arithmetic, p. 6.

miscount (mis-kounf), n. [< miscount, v.]

An erroneous counting or numbering.
miscovetingt (mis-kuv'et-ing), n. [ME. mis-
coveeting; <»nj«-i + coveting.'] "Wrongful cov-
eting.

She makith folk compasse and caste
To taken other folkis thyng.
Thorough robberie or myscoveiti'ng.

Mom. of the Sole, 1. 196.

miscreancet (mis'kre-ans), n. [< OF. mescre-
anee (P. m4cr4anee =:'li''. miscredehea), unbelief,
< mescreant, unbelieving: see miscreanf] Un-
belief; false faith; adherence to a false reli-

gion.
But throngh this, and other their miscreautwe.
They maken many a wrong chevisaunce.

Speneer, Shep. CaL, May.

miscreancy (mis'kre-an-si), re. [As miscreance

:

see -cy.'] If. Same" as miscreance.

The more usual causes of deprivation are murder, man-
Blaugbter, heresy, miscrearuy, atheism, simony.

Ayliffe, Farergon.

Z. The state of being a miscreant ; turpitude.

Does the audacity of man present us with such another
instance of perfidious rmserearuyf

De Quincey, Essenes, iL

miscreant (mis'kre-ant), a. and n. [< ME. mis-
creant, miscreaimt,'(."OF. mescreant, F. m4cr4ant
(= It. miscrecknte), misbelieving, unbelieving,
< mes-+ ereant,beUeving : see mis-^ and creanv-,
credent.'] I. o. If. Misbelieving; unbelieving;
infidel.

Al mi»creant painyms, al false Jewes, al false heretikes,
and al sedicious scismatikea. Sir T. More, Works, p: 774.

2. VUe; detestable.

For m^i like these on earth he shall not find
In all the rMecreaint race of human kind.

Pope, Odyssey, rpii. 667.

II, n. If. An unbeliever; a misbeliever.

Bobert . . . dyd many notable acts ... at the wynnynge
of the citye of Aeon vpon the mysereantee & Turkes.

Mob. of Branny, p. 102, note.

That Tniscreantes whilom gan honoure,
As for their goddis thaim deyflyng.

Xrnn. of ParUnay (E. B. T. 8.), Int., L 62.

The emperor's generosity to the TniscreaTttg was inter-
preted as treason to the Christian cause.

OSibon, Decline and Fall, Iviii.

2. A vile wretch; a scoundrel; a detestable
villain.

Thou art a traitor and a nascreant.
Shttk., Hich. n., i 1. 39.

miscreatef (mis-kre-af), a. [< wis-i + create,

a.] Formed unnaturally or iUegitimately; de-
formed ; monstrous ; spurious.

Or nicely charge your understanding soul
With opening titles misareate, whose right
Suits not in native colours with the truth.

Shak., Hen. v., L 2. 16.

miscreated (mis-kre-a'ted), a. [< «m«-1 H- cre-

ated.] Same as mi'screate.

For nothing might abash the villein bold,

Ne mortall Steele emperce his imsereated mould.
Spenser, F. Q., IL vil. 42.

What art thou, execrable shape I

Xhat darest, though grim and terrible, advance
Thy miscreated front. Milton, P. L., II. 683.

miscreation (mis-krf-a'shon), n. [< ms-1 +
creation.] A faulty' or unnatural making or
creation.

Cities peopled with savages and Imps of our own mui-
ereation. Kingdey, life, II. 277.

miscreative (mis-krf-a'tiv), a. [< mw-i -f- creo-

twe.] Tendmg to wrong creation; that creates
amiss. Shelley.

miscredentt (mis -kre 'dent), n. [< mis-^ +
credent (after the older miscreant, q. v.).] An
unbeliever ; an infidel ; a miscreant.

Tour sermon to vs of a dungeon appointed for oflenders

and mdscredents.
Stanihurst, in Holinshed's Descrip. of Ireland, iv.

miscredit (mis-kred'it), V. t. [< mJs-1 + credit.]

To give no credit or belief to ; disbelieve.
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The miseredited Twelve hasten back to the ch&teau for

an answer in writing. Carlyle, French Eev., I. vii. 7.

miscredulity (mis-kre-du'li-ti), n. [< mis-^ +
credulity.] Misdirected credulity; belief or

credulity erroneously directed, or resting on a

wrong object.

We cannot but justly tax the miscredidity of those who
will rather trust to the Church than to the Scripture.

Bp. Hall, Select Thoughts, § 6.

miscreed (mis-kred'), n. [< «w»-i + creed.] An
erroneous or false creed. [Rare.]

Why then should man, teasing the world for grace.

Spoil his salvation for a fierce miscreed?
Keats, Posthumous Poems, Sonnets, xiv.

miscrop (mis-krop'), n. [< mis-^ + crop.] Fail-

ure of a crop ; scantiness in a harvest.

miscue (mis-M.'), n. [< mjs-i + cue^.] In bil-

liards, an accidental slip of the cue at the mo-
ment of making a stroke, causing the tip to

glance off the ball instead of striking it fairly

as intended.

misdate (mis-daf), n. [< mis-^ + date^, n.] A
wrong date.

misdate (mis-daf), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. misdated,

ppr. misdating. [< mis-^ + date^, v.] To date
erroneously

;
give a false or wrong date to.

In hoary youth Methusalema may die

;

how misdated on their flattering tombs I

Young, Night Thoughts, v. 777.

misdaub (mis-d&b'), v. t. [< mfe-i -t- daub.] To
daub unskilfully; spoil by daubing. [Eare.]

Misdaubed with some untempered and lately-laid mor-
tar. Bp. Hall, To a Worthy Knight.

misdeal (mis-del'), n. [< mis-1 + deaP-, n.] In
card-playing, a wrong deal; a deal in which
the players do not all receive the proper num-
ber of cards or the cards in proper order.

misdeal (mis-del'), t).; pret. and pp. misdealt,

ppr. misdealing. [< mis-^ + deaP-, v.] I. im-

trans. 1. To deal or act wrongly or falsely;
misconduct one's self.— 2. In card-playing, to
make an incorrect distribution of the cards.

Fie on you, all the Honors in your fist,

Countship, Househeadship—now have you mta<Z«iiK /

Broumtng, King and Book, 1. 164.

II. trans. To deal or divide improperly ; make
a wrong deal of, as of the cards in card-playing.

misdecision (mis-df-sizh'on), n. [< mis-^ + S-
dsion.] 1. The act of deciding wrongly.

The danger of deception and consequent Tnisdecision on
the part of the judge. Bentham.

2. A wrong or erroneous decision.

The judge paid a penalty for his misdecision.
Brougham.

misdejd (mis-ded'), n. [< ME. misdede, < AS.
misdeed (= OS. misddd = OFries. misded = D.
misdaad = MLG. misddt = OHGr. missitat, mis-
tatjM3.Qr. missetdt, Gr. missetkat = Sw. missd&d
= Dan. misdaad = Goth, missadeds), a wrong
act, misdeed, < mis- + deed, deed : see mis-^ and
deed. Misdeed is the oldest existing noun with
the prefix mis-. Cf . misdo.] An evil or mis-
chievous deed ; a reprehensible or wicked ac-
tion.

By my grete mysdede here hym slayn haue L
Bom^ of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 298.

1 am clear from this misdeed of Edward's.
Shak., 3 Hen. VX, lii. 3. 183.

=Syn. See list under misdemeanor.

misaeem (mis-dem'), v. t. [< ME. misdemen (=
Icel. misdcema) ; < mis-i + deem^.] To judge
erroneously; misjudge; mistake in judgmg.

Were we unchangeable in will.

And of a wit that nothing could misdeem.
5ir J. Savies, Immortality, viii

A Stripling's graces blow,
Fade, and are shed, that from their timely fall

(Misdeem it not a cankerous change) may grow
Bich mellow bearings, that for thanks sh^ calL

Wordsworth, Sonnets, ii 26.

misdemean (mis-de-men'), v. [< OF. *mesde-
mener, < mes-+ demener.Tei., conduct (oneself)

:

see mis-^ and demean^.] I. trans. To behave
(one's self) ill ; conduct (one's self) improperly.

You, that best should teach us,

Have misdemean'd yourself.
Shak., Hen. 'VIII., v. 8. 14.

H. intrans. To misbehave.
But when our neighbours mis-demean.
Our censures are exceeding keen.

C. Smart, tr. of Phsedrus, p. 149.

misdemeanant (mis-df-me'nant), n. [< OF.
*mesdemenant, ppr. of *mesdemener, misde-
mean: see mis-^ and demeanant.] One who
commits a misdemeanor; a person guilty of
a petty crime.

Misdemeanants who have money in their pockets may
be seen in many of our prisons. Sydney Smith.

misdisposition

It [Canada] was no penal colony ; they were no set of
political convicts or social misdemeanants sent out to be
gotten rid of by the home government.

Amer. Jour. Philol., VII. 146.

misdemeanor, misdemeanour (mis-de-me'-
nor), n. [Formerly also misdemeanure, and
iniprop. misdemesnor; < mis-^ + demeanor: see
misdemean.] 1. Ill behavior; evil conduct;
fault.

Ood takes a particular notice of our personal misde-
meanors. South, Works, IX. xii.

2. In law, an offense of a less grave nature than
an indictable felony. See crime a.nA felony.

A crime or misdemesnor is an act committed, or omit-
ted, in violation of a public law either forbidding or com.
manding it. Blackstmie, Com., IV. i.

3f. Mismanagement; mistake in management
or treatment.

Some naturall fault in the soil, or m/isdem/eanure of the
owners. Seasonable Sermon, p. 26 (1644). (Latluim.)

= Syn. 1. Misdeed, misconduct, misbehavior, trespass,

transgression, misdoing.—2. See erime and ogente.

misdepartt (mis-df-parf), v. t. [ME. misde-

parten; < mis-^ + 'dexmrt.] To part or distrib-

ute unequally.

He misdeparteth richesse temporal.
Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, L 9.

misderiye (mis-de-riv'), v. t; pret. and pp. mis-

dervved, ppr. rmsAeriving. [< jms-i + dervee.]

If. To divert from the proper course ; mislead;
misdirect.

Misderiving the well-meant devotions of charitable and
pious souls into a wrong channel.

Bp. Han, Cases of Conscience^ iii. 7,

2. To err in deriving: as, to misderive a word.

misdescribe (mis-des-krib'), v. t.; pret. and pp.
misdescribed, ppr. misdescribing. [< mis-^ + de-

scribe.] To describe falsely or erroneously.

misdescription (mis-des-krip'shgn), n. [< mw-i
-I- description.] Erroneous description; faulty

or fraudulent description: as, misdeseripHon of

goods by an importer.

I recently set myself the task of classifying them into
the tour classes of successful, partially successful, mis-
descriptions, and failures.

Proc. Soc. Psych. Beseareh, III. 427.

misdesertf (mis-de-z6rt'), n. [< mis-l + desert^.]

ni desert.
My haplesse case

Is not occasion'd through my misdesert,
But through misfortune. Renter, F. Q,, VL i. 12,

misdevotion (mis-de-v6'shon), n. [< mis-'^ +
devotion.] Misdirected devotion; mistaken
piety.

A place where misdemUon frames
A thousand prayers to saints whose very names
The church knew not, heav'n knows not yet Doime.

misdiet (mis-di'et), n. [< ws-i -I- diet\ ».]

Improper diet or food.
A diy dropsie throngh his flesh did flow,

Which by misdiet daily greater grew.
Spenser, F. Q., I. iv. 23.

misdiett (mis-di'et), v. i. [< ms-i + d»e*i, jj.]

To eat improper or injurious food; diet irregu-

larly or improperly.
Certainly this great body by mis-dieUng and willfull dis-

order contracted these spirituall diseases.

Bp. Hall, Balm of Gilead.

misdieterf (mis-di'e-tfer), n. One who misdiets.

If, consorting with misdieters, he bathe hlmselte in the
muddy streames of their luxury and ryot, he is in the very
next suburbes of death it selfe.

Optick Glass of Hummirs (1689). (Nares.)

misdiglltt(mis-dit'),a. l<mis-'^-¥dight.] Badly
dressed.

Despis'd nature suit them once aright,
Their bodie to their coate, both now mia-diffht

Bp. Hall, Satires, iii. 7.

misdirect (mis-di-rekf), v. t. [< mis-i + direct.]

To direct wrongly, (a) To give erroneous information
or instruction to. (S) To give a wrong course or direction
to. (c) To write an incorrect address upon : as, to misdi-
rect a letter.

misdirection (mis-di-rek'shon), n. [< mis-'^ +
direction.] The act of misdirecting, or the state

of being misdirected ; wrong direction; an er-

roneous indication, guidance, or instruction:
as, the misdirection of a letter; a judge's misdi-

rections to the jury.

Throngh ignorance or misdiredion It may limit or en-

feeble the animal or being that misguides it.

E. H. Clarke, Sex in ;Education, p. 26.

Egoists would regard this ns chimerical and impossible,
or, if possible, a plain misdirection of efforts.

H. Sidgurick, Methods of Ethics, p. 204.

misdispositiont (mis-dis-po-zish'on), n. [<

wis-1 + disposition.] Bad disposition.

Besides supernatural delusions, there is a deceit of the

sight ; whether through the indisposition of the organ or

the distance of the object, or the misdisposition of the
medium. Bp. Hall, The Deceit of Appearance.



misdistingulsh

miBdistingnish (mis-dis-ting'gwish), V
mts-i- + distinauishA To diRt?Ti<niiiifi t>

1 rn j"i*' TV - - - —"— -"-I \""=--"ovi y, c/. t. [< ww-1 + dread.]
-

t 1
•"|*"'.g^?n wrongly To regard with dread or foreboding.
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[< mlsdreadt (mis-dred'), v. t.

„„ ,- r ^, ,—° ..rongly To regard with dread or fo:or erroneously; make false distinctions. misdrladt (mis-dred'), n. [< mis-T- + dread.l

".iI!?.i".%'°L?
^erence where there la none, because Dread of evil ; foreboding.

The passions of the mind,
That have thefr first conception by mis-dread.
Have atter-nouTishment and life by care.

Shale, Pericles, i. 2. 12.

we distinguish where we should not, it may not lie denied
that we miadwUngmeh. Booker, Eccles. PoUty, IIL § 8.

imsdd^de (mis-di-vid'), v. t.; pret. and pp. mis-
Owided, ppr. misdimdvng. [< rais-l + divide.']
To divide wrongly.

misdiTision (mis-di-vizh'on), n. [< mis-^ +
divmon.'] A wrong or faulty division.
misdo (mis-do'), ».; pret. misdid, pp. misdone,
ppr. misdoing. [< MB. misdon, < AS. misdon (=
OFWes. misdua = D. misdoen = MLG. misdon
=OHGr. missatuon, missiduan, MHG. missetum),
act wrongly, offend, < mis- + don, do : see mis-i
anddol.] 1. trans. If. To do wrong to ; treat
badly. Chaucer.—2. To do or perform amiss.
Ergo, soule shal soule quyte and synne to synne wende.
And al that man hath myado 1, man, wyl amende.

Piers Plowmcm (B), xviii. 839.

H. intrans. To act amiss; err in action or
conduct.

HI have miadAme,
As I have wrong'd Indeed both you and yours.

Greene, James IV., y.

Not wilfully misdoing, but unaware
Misled. MUton, P. B., i. 226.

misdoer (mis-dS'^r), n. [< ME. misdoere; < nds-
do + -erl.] One who misdoes or does wrong;
one who commits a fault or crime ; an evil-doer.

[They] compel all men to follow them, Btrengthening
their Idngdom with the multitude of all miadoers.

Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc), p. 115.

Were they not contained in duty with a fear of law,
which inflicteth sluirp punishments to misdoers, no man
should enjoy anything. Spenser, State of Ireland.

misdoing (mis-do'ing), n. [Verbal n. of misdo,
».] A wrong done; a fault or crime; an of-
fense.

Pandulph, a lawler, and Durant, a templer, comming
Tuto Elng John, exhorted him ... to r^orme his mis-
dooings. Holinshed, King John, an. 1211.

miBdoomt(mis-d8m'),«. «. [<.mis-^ + doom. Cf.
I.] To misjudge.

miseif (miz; p. pron. mez), n. [< MB. *mise, <
OP. mise, a putting, setting, laying out, expense,
judgment, tax, etc., P. mise, a putting, setting,
dressj eto.,< ML. missa (also misa, after OF.),
a laying out, expense, fem. of missus (>P. mis),
pp. of mittere (> P. mettre), send, put: see mis-
sion.'] 1. Outlay; disbursement; expenditure.
Hence, in Eng. hist. : (a) A gift of cattle, produce, or
money made to a superior as a commutation, or to secure
immunity from taxes, fines, and other impositions; thus,
formerly, in Wales, an honorary gift of the people to a new
king or prince of Wales ; also, a tribute paid in the county
palatine of Chester in England at the change of the owner
of the earldom. The phrase the mise was often used to
designate the revenue thus accruing to the crown or lord.
(0) Any payment made to secure a liberty or immunity:
tax or tallage.

Unnecessary impositions by way of excise, loans, mizes,
weekly and monthly assessments.

British Bellman, 1648(Harl. Misc., VII. 628). {Dames.)

2. In eommon-law proeedwe, in a writ of right,
a traverse by which both parties put the cause
directly upon the question as to which had the
better right.

_
A traverse upon some collateral

point in a writ of right was called an 4ssite, as
in other actions.

A court which may try the nUse joined upon a writ of
right.

W. Ndson, Lex Manerlorum (1726^ p. 86. (^ncj/c. Did.)

I think there can be no doubt that, upon the mise joined
on the mere right, every aflrmative matter going to the
right and title of the demandant, the want of which might
have been pleaded in bar of this action (as contradistin-
l^uished from matter in abatement), is necessarily put in
issue. Lee, J., in 10 Gratt. (Va.), 855.

3. Arbitration, or a settlement or agreement
reached by arbitration. See phrases below.

—

Mise of Amiens, the decision in favor of Henry III. of
England rendered on January 23d, 1264, by Louis IX. of
France, to whom the difBcutties between Henry and cer-
tain of his rebellious barons had been referred for arbi-
traUon.

—

SUse of Lewes, the compact agreement, or
compromise by which, in May, 1264, the difficulties exist-
ing between Heniy m. of England and his rebellious
barons were settled.

The "Mise ofLewes," the capitulation which secured the
safety of the king, contained seven articles.

Stuibs, Const. Hist., § 177.

That which was costly he feared was not dainty, and, mise^t, n. See mease^,
though the invention were delicate, he rmsdovbted the miseasef (mis-ez'), n. [< MB. miseise, museise.

< OP. *mesetse, mesatse, P. mes-

Know, there shall ludgement come.
To doom them right who Others, rash, m/isdoom.

Job Triumphant (tr. by Sylvester), iL 287.

misdoubt (mis-douf), V. [< mis-^ + doubfl, «.]

I, trans. 1. To suspect; regard with suspicion.
[Now colloq.]

making. SSr P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

We put him in charge of a woman who said she'd take
care of him, but I misdoubt her.

C. F. Woolson, Anne, p. 871.

2. To think; have a suspicion or inkling of.

We miedouMed that they would be slalne by the way.
HaUuyfs Voyages, I. 70.

II, intrans. To entertain doubt; have a sus-
picion.

Misdoubting much, and fearful of the event.
Dryden, Wife of Bath's Tale, L 116.

I misdoubt much if you do not begin to forswear Eng-
land. The Century, XXVI. 822.

misdoubt (mis-douf), n. [< TOJs-1 + doubt^.1

1. Unnecessary or unworthy doubt; irresolu-

tion; hesitation.

Now, York, or never, steel thy fearful thoughts.
And change misdmM to resolution.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., Iii. 1. 332.

2t. Suspicion, as of crime or danger.

He cannot so precisely weed this land
As his misdmMs present occasion.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., Iv. 1. 206.

Use not
So hard a language ; your misdmibt is causeless.

Ford, Broken Heart, v. 1.

misdoubtfulf (mis-dout'fi!il)j a. [< misdoubt +
-ful.'] Misgiving; mistrusting; suspieious.

She gan to cast in her misdaubtfuU minde
A thousand feares. Renter, F. Q., Y. vL 3.

misdraw (mis-drS,'), ».; pret. misdrew, pp. mw-
dratcM, ppr. misdrawing. [<._M.E. misdrawen

;

< mis-^ + draw."] I,

badly.

The practical arguments and the legal disquisitions in

America are often like those of trustees carrying out a
misdrawn wilL Bagehat, Eng. Const. (Boston ed.), p. 286.

There were also 40 diagrams, ... all misdrawn.
Proe. Soc. Psych. Research, III. 427.

II. intrans. To fall apart.

misdrawing (mis-drsl'ing), n.
_
[Verbal n. of

misdraw, vTi Distraction; falling apart.

For the realme ne sholde not seme blisful, yif there

were a yok of mysdrawynges in diverse parties.

Chaucer, Boetbius, iii. prose 12.

ease: see
Discom-

aise, discomfort, < mes- + eise, aise,

mis-^ and ease. Cf. malease, disease.]

fort; trouble.

And so endured the kynge in grete mysese for love of
Ygeme, and at laste he complayned hym-self to tweyne
that he moche trusted of grete angwysshe.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 64.

So that he moste for mysese awei at the ende.
Robert of Gloucester, p. 34.

miseasedf (mis-ezd'), a. [ME. misesed; < mis-
ease + -6^2.] Having discomfort or trouble.

Thanne is misericorde, as seith the philosophre, a vertu
by which the corage of man is stired by the mysese of hym
that is mysesed. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

miseasvt (mis-e'zi), a. [ME. misesy; < misease
+ -yi.] Uneasy; uncomfortable.

Standyng is me beste, vnneth male I ligge for pure mis-
easie sorowe. Testwment of Love, i.

miseditioU'l' (mis-e-dish'on), n. [< mis-i -I- edi-

tion.'] A wrong editing ; an erroneous edition.

A mis-edition of the Vulgate, which perverts the sense,

by making a wrong stop in the sentence.
Bp. Hall, Cases of Conscience, iii. 10.

miseducation (mis-ed-u-ka'shon), n. [< mis-^

+ education.] Wrong, hurtful, or imperfect
education. Carlyle, Sartor Eesartus, p. 81.

mise en SC^ne (mez on san). [P. : mise, a put-
ting, setting ; en, in, on ; scSne, stage : see mise^,
fel, scene,] The entire scenery, properties,

and detail of an acted play ; hence, the sur-

roundings of any event.

^ans: To draw or 'St mise-moneyt (miz'mun"i), n. Money given by
way of mise.
misemploy (mis-em-ploi'), v. t. [< mjs-i + em-
ploy.] T^o employ wrongly or uselessly ; make
a bad, ineffective, or purposeless use of: as, to

misemploy one's means or opportunities.

He did so much as he could do no more, all which hath
been misemployed and abused by themselves.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1885), I. 369.

misemployment (mis-em-ploi'ment), n. [<

misemploy + -ment.] Ill or useless employ-
ment ; misapplication ; misuse : as, the misemr-

ployment of time or money.

miserable

This year also he made proclamation to redress themu-
employment of lands or goods given to charitable uses.

Baker, King James, an. 1622.

misenf, «. An obsolete form of mizzen.
misenite (mis'en-it), n. [< Miseno (see def.)
+ -«te2.] In mineral., a hydrous siUphate of
potassium found in white silky fibers in a hot
tufa cavern near Miseno, Italy.

misenroU, misenrol (mis-en-rol'), v. t. [< mjg-i
+ enroll.] To enter or enroll by mistake ; en-
roll erroneously.

I should thee Tnisenroule
In booke of life.

Davies, Muses Sacrifice, p. 64. (Davies.)

misenter (mis-en't6r), V. t. [<«w«-i -I- enter''-.]

To enter erroneously or by mistake : as, to mis-
enter items in an account.
misentreatt (mis-en-tref), V. t. [< mis-^ + en-
treat.] To maltreat; abuse; treat badly. Hal-
Uwell.

misentrv (mis-en'tri), n.
;
pi. misentries (-triz).

[< OTJs-l -I- entry.] An erroneous entry or
charge, as in an account.

misepiscopistf (mis-e-pis'ko-pist), n. [< Gr.
utaelv, hate, + iirUsKo-KOQ, bishop, -I- -ist.] A
hater of bishops or of prelacy.

ThoiemlsepiseopigU . . . envied and denyed that honour
to this or any other Bishops.

Bp. Oauden, Tears of the Church, p. 640. (Davies.)

miseri (mi'zSr), n. and a. [Pormerly also mizer
(and misard) ; < ME. *miser, meser, < OP. *miser
= Sp. misero = Pg. It. misero, wretched, avari-
cious, < L. miser, wretched, unfortunate, un-
happy, miserable, sick^U, bad, worthless, etc.;
cf. Qx. /iiao;, hatred. Hence also E. miserable,
misery, etc., commiserate, mesel, etc. Por the
sense 2, cf . miserable, a., 5.] I. n. If. A mis-
erable person; one who is wretched or un-
happy.
Vouchsafe to stay your steed for humble misers sake.

Spenser, F. Q., II. i. 8.

I wish that it may not prove some ominous foretoken
of misfortune to have met with such a miser as I am.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iL

3. An extremely avaricious person ; one who
hoards money ; a niggard ; one who in wealth
conducts himself as one afflicted with poverty.
Eich honesty dwells like a miser, sir, in a poor house.

Shak., As you Like it, v. 4. 63.

'Tis strange the miser should his cares employ
To gain those riches he can ne'er enjoy.

Pope, Moral Essays, iv. 1.

SOser'B gallont, a very small measure, ptobably a gill.

Her ordnance are gallons, pottles, quarts, pints, and the
mixers gaUon. John Taylor, Works (1630). (Nares.)

II. a. Characteristic of a miser. [Rare.]

Still o'er these scenes my mem'ry wakes.
And fondly broods with miser care !

Bums, To Mary in Heaven.

miseri (mi'z6r), V. t. [< miser'-, n.] To gather
or keep Uke a miser; keep with jealous care:
hoard : with up.

miser^, mizer (mi'zfer), n. [Origin uncertain;
said to be so called as used to "miser up" or
collect the earth through which it bores; <
miser''-, v. Otherwise thought to be connected
with (J. meisel, a chisel.] An iron cylinder with
an opening in the side and a cutting Up, at-
tached to the lower end of a boring-rod, used in
the process of sinking wells in water-bearing
strata. The bottom is conical, with a valved opening
through which the earth can pass upward. In the so-
called " pot-miser," used in pebbly clay, there is no valve,
but the soil is forced upward by aworm on the outside of
the pot, which is conical in form, and over whose edge it

falls as the instrument works its way downward.
miser^ (mi'zfer), v. t. [Also mizer; < miser^, n.]

To collect in the interior of the boring-tool
called a miser: used with up.

miserable (miz'e-ra-bl), a. and n. [< OP. mi-
serable, P. miserable = Sp. miserable = Pg. mi-
seravel= It. miserabile, < L. miserabiUs, pitiable,

< miserari, pity, < miser, wretched: see miser'^.]

1. a. 1. Unhappy; wretched; hapless.

He should fear more the hurt that may be done him by
a poor widow, or a miieraMe man, than by the greatest
gentleman of them all.

Laiimer, 4th Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1649.

What's more miserable than discontent?
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., ilL 1. 201.

Fallen cherub, to be weak is miserable.

Doing or suffering. Milton, P. L, 1. 157.

2. Causing or attended by suffering or unhap-
piness; distressing; doleful: &s, a, miserable lot

or condition; TOwera&fe weather.

gross and miserable ignorance.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., Iv. 2. 178.

Being even as taking leave of this miserable world, God
did direct him to the great way or Castragan.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 41.



miserable

3. Manifesting misery; indicative of want or
suffering; shocking; pitiable: as, a miserable
hut ; to be covered with miserable rags ; miser-
able looks.— 4. Of wretched character or qual-
ity; without value or merit; very poor; mean;
worthless : as, a miserable soil ; a miserable per-
former or performance; a miserable subterfuge.

Miserable comforters are ye all. Job xvi 2.

It was miserable economy indeed, to grudge a reward
of a few thousands to one who had made the State richer
by millions. Macaiday, Hist. Eng., xxiiL

5. Covetous; miserly; niggardly. [Obsolete
or Scotch.]

The liberal-hearted man is, by the opinion of the prodi-
gal, miseraUe; and by the judgment of the miserable, lav-
ish. Hooker.

Which the king thankfully receiving, noting his misera-
ble nature, and that his gift rather did proceed from liope
of gain than good will.

PatquU's Jests, etc. (1604). (Nares.)

Our language, by a peculiar significance of dialect, calls
the covetous man the mUerable man.

Smth., Works, VIII. vi.

6t. Compassionate; merciful; commiserating.
[Bare.]

My son 's in . . . gaol, . . . and outstep [unless] the king
be miserahle, hees like to totter.
Heywood, King Edward IV. (Plays, I. 72, reprint, 1874).

=Syn. 1. Distressed, forlorn, disconsolate, afflicted, pitia-
ble. See affliction.

II. n. An unfortunate, unhappy creature ; a
wretch.

'Tia a cruel Journey to send a few miserables.
Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 36.

miserableness (miz'e-ra-bl-nes), n. 1. The
state or quality of being miserable; misery;
wretchedness.—Sf. Miserliness; niggardliness.

Miserableness
Hath brought in distress.

Skelton, Why Come ye not to Court?

miserably (miz'e-ra-bb), adv. In a miserable
manner; ealamitously

;
pitiably; deplorably;

very poorly or meanly; wretchedly.
He will miserably destroy those wicked men.

Mat zxi. 41.

Many men were lifted vp [by a tempest in the harbor of
Domingo] and carried in the aire many bow-shots, some
being thereby miserably bruised.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 910.

Where you shall be so miserably entertained.
Sir P. Sidney.

The younger clerks were . . . mtseraUy paid.
Maeamay, lord Clive.

miserationt (miz-e-ra'shon), n. [= F. mis4ra-
tion = Sp. rmser'adon = Pg. mserafSo = It.

miserazione, < L. miseraUo{n-), compassion, <
miserari, pp. miseratus, pity: see miserable.^
Commiseration; pity.

God of his miseration
Send better refoi'macion.

Skelton, Why Come ye not to Court?

Misereatur (miz'-'e-re-a't^r), n. [So called be-
cause beginning with the words "Misereatur
vestri onmipotens Deus" ('.Almighty God have
mercy upon you'): L. misereatur, 3d pers. sing,

pres. subj. of misereri, pity: see miserere.'] fii

the Boman Catholic and other Latin liturgies,

the first part of the public form of absolution,
following the Confiteor in the mass. It is also
used at prime and complin, and, with the sin-

gular pronoun (tui), in sacramental absolution.

miserectt (mis-e-rekf), i>. t. [< mis-i- + erect."]

To erect wrongly; erect with a wrong object.

Cause those miserected altars to be beaten down to the
ground. Bp. Hall, Hard Texts, Amos ill. 15.

miserere (miz-e-re 're), ». [So calledbecause be-
ginningwith tfie words, taken from the Vulgate
version of the 51st Psalm, "Miserere mei, Do-
mine " ('Pity me, O Lord'): L. miserere, 2d pers.

sing. impv. of misereri, pity, < miser, wretched

:

see miser^."] 1 . The 51st Psalm (50th'in the Vul-
gate andDouay versions) : so calledfrom its first

word. Ih the liturgies of the Roman Catholic and Greek
churches it is used in the communion of the sick, the
buriil service, and on other like occasions. Hence — (a)

The service of which the miserere forms a part, (b) A
musical setting of this psalm. The most celebrated ex-

ample is the Miserere of Allegri, written about 1636, which
forms a part of the Tenebrte service sung in Holy Week at
the Sistine Chapel in Home. In the rendering of this

miserere so much of care, skill, and striking surroundings
combine as to give it a unique effectiveness as a specimen
of Sacred music, (c) Any sacred musical composition of a
penitential character, (d) A lamentation.

No more ay-mees and rmaereres, Tranio.
Fletcher, Tamer Tamed, iii. 3.

2. A hinged seat in a church stall, made to turn
up, and bearing on its under side a bracket
capable of affording some support to one who,
in standing, leans against it. The under side of the
seat, in medieval and Renaissance examples, is usually
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Miserere, from All-Souls College, Oxford.

a, miserere seat turned back, showing carving; i, seat let down.

ornamentally carved, often with grotesques or caricatures.

Also called misericordia, Tnisericorde, misericord. See staU.

We are still sitting here in this Miserere.
Longfellow, Hyperion, iv. 1.

Miserere day. Ash Wednesday. Lee, Glossary.— Mise-
rere week, the first week in Lent. Lee, Glossary.

misericorde, misericord (miz'e-ri-k6rd'), »•

[< ME. misericorde, < OF. misericorde, mercy,
pity, also a dagger so called, F. misericorde
= Sp. Pg. It. misericordia, < L. misericordia,

mercy, < misericors, tender-hearted, pitiful,

merciful, < miserere, pity, + cor (cordr-) = E.
heart:- see miser^ and core^.] 1. Merciful dis-

position ; forgiving pity or kindness . [Obsolete
or archaic]
Now shul ye understonde that the releevynge of avarice

is misericorde and pitee largely taken.
Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

Misericord and Justice both disdain them.
Longfettoiio, tr. of Dante's Inferno, iii. 60.

2. A dagger used by a knight to put a wound-
ed man out of his misery (to give the cerop de
grdce). Against the complete
armor of the knight the weapon
would have no effect, except in
the case of a fallen enemy, the
joints of whose armor might be
found and penetrated.

The long sword with cross-
guard and the short dagger or
misericorde were now [1410] in
fashion. Eneye. Brtt., II. 666.

3. Same as miserere, 2.

The m^ricords,
or hinged seats,

are decorated with
very interesting
carved subjects,
three on each.
The Academy, No.

[890, p. 364.

miserliness
(mi'z6r-li-nes),

n. The state or
quality of be-
ing a miser or
of miserly dis-

position or hab-
its; avaricious-
ness ; niggard-
liness; penuri-
ousness.

miserly (mi'-
z6r-li), a. [<
miser^ + -ly^.]

Like a miser;
penurious; sordid; niggardly; parsimonious:
as, a miserly person, or a person of miserly hab-
its. =Syn. PariAmomkms, UTiggardly, etc. See penuriona.

mise-rollt (miz'rol), n. An official account or
record in the exchequer of mise-moneys.
misery (miz'e-ri), n.; pi. miseries (-riz). [< ME.
miserie, < OF. miserie, misere, F. mis^e = Sp.
Pg. It. miseria, < L. miseria, wretchedness, <

miser, wretched: see miser^.] 1. A state of
grievous affiiction or unhappiness ; mental or
physical suffering; wretchedness.
His soul was grieved for the misery of Israel.

Judges X. 16.

2. Any affiUctive or depressed condition; want
of the means of livelihood ; destitution : as, the
burning of the factory caused much misery
among the poor.

In Naples misery laughs and sings, and plays the Fan-
dean pipes, and enjoys itself.

T, B. Aldrich, Ponkapog to Pesth, p. 188.

3. A seated pain or ache ; an acute local ail-

ment: as, to have a misery in the teeth, or a
misery in the side or back. [Prov. Eng. and
U. S.]

Mrs. Johns . . . talked about her husband, ''and a mis-
ery In his side, . . . and how he felt it a-comin' on nigh on
ter a week ago. " M.N. Murfree, The Atlantic, XLI. 677.

Misericorde, J5th century.

A, the dagger; B, profile of hilt; C, sec.
tion of blade : D, scabbard.

misfeasor

4. That which makes miserable; a cause or
source of affliction ; misfortune ; calamity : gen-
erally in the plural.

Weep and howl for your miseries that shall come upon
you. Jas. V. L

I will not wish ye half my mUeries.
5Aa*., Hen. VIII., UL 1. 108.

Bent are they less with time than miseries.

W. Mmris, Earthly Paradise, 1. 4.

5. Miserliness; penuriousness. [Obsolete or
Scotch.]
But Brutus, skoming this mi»eTy and nigardliness [that

of Octavius Ceesar], gaue vnto euery band a number of
weathers to sacrifice, and fifty silver Drachmas to euery
souldler. JHorlh, tr. of Plutarch, p. 107L

=Syil. 4^*c«o», 6n^, Sorrow, etc. See ajRJciuni.

miseset, n. See misease.

misest'eem (mis-es-tem'), n. [< mi«-l + esteem.]

Lack of esteem; disrespect.

misestimate (mis-es'ti-mat), v. t.; pret. and pp.
misestimated, ppr. misestimating. [< mis-^ + es-

timate.] To estimate erroneously. J. S. Mill,

Logic, VI. viii. § 2.

misexpenset (mis-eks-pens'), n. [< mfe-l -f

expense.] Foolish expenditure.
wretched end of idle vanity.

Of miieoiiperue and prodigality.

The Beggars Ape (c. 1607). (Nares.)

misexpound (mis-eks-pound'), V. t. [< »iis-l +
eicpovMd.] To expound erroneously. Hooker,
Eccles. Polity, vi. 6.

misexpression (mis-eks-presh'on), n. [< mis-^

+ expression.] Wrong or improper expression.

Baxter.

misfait-f, n. [ME., < OF. mesfait, mesfaite, mis-

deed, mishap, < mesfa/ire, misdo, do harm, < me»-

+ /aire, do: see 5»is-2and/ai<l,/ea<i, ».] Mis-
hap; misfortune.
"I haue wonder of the," quod I, "that witty art holden,
Why thow ne suwest man and his make that no my^aU

hemfolwe." Piers Plowman (B,),xi.se6.

misfaitll(mis-fath'),»j. [<mis-^+ faith.] Lack
of faith or trust; distrust. Tennyson, Merlin
and Vivien.

misfalU (mis-f41'), v. i. [ME. misfallen; < mis-'^

+ falU.] To fall out unluckily.

Though the ones on a tyme mysJiUe.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1630.

misfaret (mis-far' ),v.i. [< ME . 'misfaren. < AS.
misfaran, gowrong, go astray, fare ill (= OPries.
misfara, do wrong, = leel. misfara, go amiss, be
lost), < mis- + faran, go, fare: see mis-'^ and
fare'^.] To fare ill; go wrong or do wrong; be
unfortunate.

Thi fader and al his folk so miifaren hadde.
That alle here lines in a stounde hadde be lora

WiUiam of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), L 1359.

Sigh this thynge how it misferde.
Qawer, Conf. AmanL, v,

misfaret (mis-far'), n. [< ME. mysfare (= Icel.

misfari) ; from the verb.] Ill fare ; misfortune.

Jesu ! the son of Dauid calde.
Thou haue mercy I

Alias I I crye, he heris me nogt,
He has no ruthe of my mytfare.

York Plays, p. 211.

Great comfort in her sad mi^are
Was Amoret, companion of her care,

Spenser, F. Q., IV. v. 30.

misfaringt (mis-far'ing), n. [Verbal n. of mis-

fare, v.] 1. Misfortune.— 2. Evil-doing.

For all the rest do most-what fare amis.
And yet their owne mitfaring will not see.

Spenser, Colin Clou(> 1. 768.

misfashiont (mis -fash 'on), v. t. [< j»j«-l +
fashion.] To fashion or form wrongly. Sake-
will, On Providence.
misfatet, n. [< mis-i +/ate.] ni fate or luck;

misfortune.
Through their own mis-fate in hauing none.
Or, hauing Vertues, not to haue them known.

Panareius (tr. by Sylvester).

misfeasance (mis-fe'zans), n. [Formerly also

misfeasance; < OF. mesfaisance, wrong, trespass,

< mesfaisant, doing wrong: see misfeasant. Of.

malfeasance.] In law: (a) A trespass; a wrong
done. (&) In modem use, more specifically, the

misuse of power; misbehavior in office; the

wrongful and injurious exercise of lawful au-

thority, as distinguished from malfeasance and
nonfeasance. This word is often carelessly used
in the sense of malfeasance.
misfeasant (mis-fe'zant), n. [< OF. mesfaisant,
ppr. of m^sfa/ire, mesfere (F. mifaire), do harm,
s mes- + faire, < L. faoere, do : see mis-^ and
fact, and of. damage-feasant.] In law, a tres-

passer; a misfeasor.

misfeasor, misfeazor (mis-fe'zor), n. [< OP.
mesfeisour, mesfesor, < mesfaire, inisdo : see mis-

feasant.] One who is guilty of misfeasance.



misfeat

misfeatt, n. [Also misfeet; < OP. mesfaite, an
ill deed, < mesfaire, do wrong: see misfeasant,
TOi»-2, and/ea*i.] Ill deed; wrong. Hallvwell.
misfeazancet, n. An obsolete form of misfea-
sance.

misfeazor, n. See misfeasor.
misfeignt (mis-fan'), v. i. and *. [< mis-i +
feign.2 To feign with an evil design.

Tor so misfeCgrdng her true knight to bee.
Spemer, F. Q., I. ili. 40.

misfire (mis-fir'), n. [< mis-^ + fire.^ A fail-

ure in firing, as of a gun or cannon.
In case of mUiire through no fault of the shooter, another

bird shall be allowed. Tribune Book of Sports, p. 395.

misfit (mis-flf), V. t.; pret. and pp. misfitted,
p^r. misfitting. \imis-'i- + fit^^v.'] 1. To make,
as a garment, etc., of a wrong size.— 2. To
supply with, something that does not fit or is

not suitable.

misfit (mis-fit'), ». [< WMS-l + ^t2j 5j.] A wrong
or bad fit; something, as a suit of clothes, that
fits badly.
misforgivet, v. i. and i. [MB. misforgiven, mis-
foryeven, < mis-^ + forgive.'] To misgive.

His herte Tny^orgaf hym evermo. «

Chaiieer, Troilus, Iv. 1426.

misform (mis-f6rm'), V. t. [< «is-i + form.']
To make of an iU form; put in a bad shape.
With that mCtformed spright he backe retumd againe.

Spenser, P. Q., I. i. 55.

misformation (mis-fdr-ma'shon), ». [< mis-^
+ formation.] An irregularity of formation;
malformation.
misfortunate (mis-f6r'tu-nat), a. [< TOis-i +
fortunate.] If. Producing misfortune.— 2.
Unfortunate.

We were the poorest of all, madam, and have been mis-
fortunate from the beginning. Miss Burn&y, Cecilia, i. 11.

That misfortunate wasting of his strength.
Sir 3. Taylor, Philip Van Artevelde, n., iv. 4.

misfortune (mis-fdr'tun), n. [< wis-i -I- for-
tune.] 1. Ill fortune; especially, adverse for-

tune for which the suiferer is not directly re-

sponsible ; adversity.

And never dare mitfortun£ cross her foot.

Shak., M. of V., ii. 4. 36.

2. An unfortunate event or circumstance; a
mistap or accident ; anything that causes harm
or disappointment: as, he had the misfortune
to break his leg; it was his misfortune, not his

fault.
By importunes was my life prolong'd.

To tell sad stories of my own mishaps.
Shak., C. of E., i. 1. 120.

By m/i^ortune his design'd Alterations did not anive at

Oxford till the Book was almost Printed oft.

Maundrell, Aleppo to .Terusalem, Pref.

For the purposes of the present discussion [upon bank-
ruptcy "caused by misfortune without any misconduct
on the debtor's part "], misfortune is equivalent to some
adverse event not Immediately dependent on the actions

or will of him who suffers from it, and of so improbable a
character that no prudentman would take it into his calcu-

lations in reference to the interests either of himself or of

others. Fry, L. J., L. K. 20 Q. B. 816.

3. A lapse from virtue. [Oolloq.]

"If you please, ma'am, I had a mtsforturte, ma'am," re-

plied the girl, casting down her eyes. "What, have you
not been married?" " STo, ma'am, not yet."

Marryat, Midshipman Easy, iii.

=Srn. S. MiscMnee, Mishap, Mitfortune, Disaster, Calamr
ity, Catastrophe, misadventure, ill, harm, reverse, blow,
stroke, trouble. The first six words are arranged in the
order of strength; they agree in denoting untoward events,

produced by causes presumably independent of the suf-

ferer. Misehance is the lightestword for thatwhich is real-

ly disagreeable ; a mishap may be comparatively a trivial

thing ; both generally apply to the experience of individu-

als. Misfortune is the most general of these words ; a mi»-
fortune is a really serious matter ; it may befall a person,

family, or nation. A very serious misfortune affecting

large numbers is a ecHamiity, the central idea of which is

wide-spread and general mischief. A disaster is not neces-

sarily wide-spread ; it is generally sudden, and its impor-
tance is in its effects upon other interests, as marring or
ruining particulai- plans, hopes, courses, or conditions of

things. A disasler may befall an individual ; a calamity
can come to an individual only by affecting his welfare

largely, or bringing him into deep distress. A catastrophe

is strictly a great misfortune bringing things to an end,

a final crash, a finishing stroke : as, this brought on the
catastroptie. See afflietion.

misfortunet (mis-f6r'tun), v. i. [< misfortune,

».] To fall out unfortunately or unhappily;
fail or miscarry.

The Queene, after mariage, was conoeiued with childe,

but it mi^orluned. Stow, Chron., Pref.

misfortunedt (mis-f6r'tiind), a. [< misfortune +
-ed^.] Attended by misfortune; unfortunate.

Charity hath the judging of so many private grievances

in a misfortuned wedlock.
MiUon, Tetrachordon. (Latham.)

misforyevet, v. t. and i. See misforgive.
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misframet (mis-fram'), v. t. [<»»js-i +fi-ame.]
To frame wrongly or amiss. Sir T. More,
\yorks, p. 874.

misgesturedt (mis-jes'Jurd), a. [< mis-l + ges-
ture + -ed^.] Awkward or ill-behaved.

To be misffestured in our prayers.
Bp. Hall, Contemplations, Foyle of Amalek.

misgett (mis-gef), V. t. [MB. misgeten; < mis-^
+ get^.] To get wrongly or unlawfully

;
pro-

cure by unlawful means.
Of that thei were first misget

Gower, Conf. Amant., viii.

Leave, faytor, qulckely that misgotten weft
To him that hath It better justifyde.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. 1 18.

misgief, v, t. See misguy.
misgive (mis-giv'), v.; pret. misgave, pp. mis-
given, ppr. misgiving. [< mis-^ + give\ Cf. mis-
forgvoe.] I. trans. 1\. To give or grant amiss.

I knew nothing of any of their liberty misgiven or mis-
used, till about a fortnight since.

Abp. Laud, Works, V. 264.

2. To give doubt or apprehension to ; make ap-
prehensive; cause to hesitate: used of the mind,
heart, conscience, etc., with a pronoun for ob-
ject, or with the object unexpressed.

Surely those unarmed and Petitioning People needed
not have bin so formidable to any but to such whose con-
sciences misgave them how ill they had deserv'd of the
People. MiUxm, Eikonoklastes, iv.

Her mind misgae by a she heard
That 'twas his wedding day.

Young BeMe (ChUd's BsOlads, IV. 14).

Emmy's mind somehow misgave her about her friend.
Kebecca's wit, spirits, and accomplishments troubled her
with a rueful disquiet. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xxv.

Il.t intrans. 1. To give way to doubt ; be ap-
prehensive ; hesitate.

We shrink at near hand, and fearfully misgive.

Bp. Hall, Calling of Moses.

2. To give way; break down.
Plans misgive and prospects lour and look dreary on

every side of me. Ti Chalmers, Lect. on Somans, xliv.

misgiving (mis-giv'ing), n. [Verbal n. of mis-
give, v.] A failing of confidence ; doubt ; dis-

trust.

She boasts a confidence she does not hold;
. . . conscious of her crimes, she feels instead
A cold nmgiving, and a killing dread.

C&wp&r, Conversation, L 770.

misgo (mis-go'), V. .i.; pret. miswent, pp. mis-
gone, ppr. misgoing. [< ME. mAsgon (= MD.
misgaen); < mis-^ + go, v.] If. To go wrong;
go astray,

I wot wel by the cradel I have misgo;
llere lith the miller and his wif also.

Chaucer, Keeve's Tale, 1. 835.

gif any man base in court mys-gojyne.

To porter warde he schalle be tane,

Ther to a-byde the lordes wylle.
Babees Book (B. E. T. S.), p. 310.

lord, how was I misgone' how easie 'tis to erre

!

Marston, Butch Courtezan, ii. 1.

2. To miscarry. [Bare.]

Some whole fleets of cargoes . . . had ruinously mis-
gone. Carlyle, Eeminiscences, 1. 169.

misgoggle, v. t. See misgruggle.

misgovern (mis-guv'6rn), V. t. [< mJs-1 -I-

govern.] To govern ill; administer unfaith-

fully.

misgovernancet (mis-guv'er-nauS), n. [< MB.
misgovernaunce ; i mis-i -t- governance.] 1. Mis-
behavior; misconduct.

He [Adam] for misgovemaunce
Was drive out of his heigh prosperitee

To labour, and to helle, and to meschaunce.
Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 22.

2. Misgovemment.
He [the prior] confessed that he had a vision indeed

;

which was, that the Realm of England should be destroy-

ed through the Misgmemance of King Richard.
Baker, Chronicles, p. 148.

misgoverned (mis-guv'6md), j). a. 1. Ill or

badly governed; characterized by. bad ad-

ministration, as of public affairs: as, a mis-

governed country or people.— 2t. Led astray;

misguided; ill-behaved.

Rude, misgmem'd hands from windows' tops

Threw dust and rubbish on King Richard's head.
SAaft., Rich.II.,v. 2.5.

misgovemment (mis-guv'6rn-ment), n. [<

m«-l + government.] 1 . Bad government, man-
agement, or administration of public or private

aSairs.

Men lay the blame of those evils whereof they know not
the ground upon public misgovemment. MaleCgh, Essay.

2. Want of self-restraint; irregularity in con-

duct; misbehavior.

Eschue betymes the whirlpoole of misgouernment.
Oascoigne, To the Youth of England.

misgny
Thus, pretty lady,

I am sorry for thy much TnisgovemmerU.
Shall., Much Ado, iv. L 100.

misgracioust (mis-gra'shus), a. [< ME. mis-
gracious; < mis-i -I- gracious.] Not gracious
or agreeable ; disagreeable ; uncouth.

His figure [Vulcan's],
Both In visage and of stature.
Is lothly and misgradous.

Gower, Conf, Amant., v.

misgrafft (mis-graf), V. t. [< wJs-1 -I- graff^.]
The old and correct form of misgraft. See
S-ra/iS, n.

The course of true love never did run smooth

;

But either it was different in blood, . . .

Or else vnisgraffed in respect of years.
Shak., M. N. D., L 1. 137.

misgraft (mis-graft'), v. t. [< mis-i + graft^.]
To graft amiss; graft on a wrong or unsuitable
stock.

misgreett, v. t. [< «ms-1 + greetK] To err or
offend in greeting or saluting.

And if any one of this brotherhood misgreet another, let

him make boot [amends] with thirty pence.
Quoted in English GUds (E. E. T. S.), Int., p. xviiL

misgroundedt (mis-groun'ded), a. [< mis-^ -I-

grounded.] Not well grounded; ill-founded.

Donne, The Cross.

misgrowth (mis-groth'), n. [< ««s-i + growth.]
An abnormal growth; an excrescence.

Mediseval charity and mediseval chastity are manifestly
misgrowths ... of the ideas of kindness and pnreness.

M. Arnold, Last Essays, Pret

misgruggle, misguggle (mis-grug'l, -gug'l),

v.t.; pret. and pp. misgruggled, misguggled, ppr.
misgruggling, misguggling, [Also misgoggle; <

mis-^ + gruggle, rumple, disorder; origin ob-
scure.] To mangle or disfigure ; rumple ; han-
dle roughly. [Scotch.]

Donald had been misguggled by ane of these doctors
about Paris. Scott, Waverley, xvlii.

misguess (mis-ges'), V. t. or i. [< ms-l +
guess.] To guess wrongly or erroneously.

Some false shrewes there be hee mysse gesseth amonge.
Sir T. More, Works, p. 976.

misguggle, v. See misgruggle.

misguidfance (mis-gi'dans), n. [< TO^s-i + guid-
ance.] Bad or erroneous guidance ; harmful di-

rection or advice ; evil influence over thought
or action.
By causing an errour in . . . his judgment, to cause an

errour in his choice too ; the misguidance of which must
naturally engage him in those courses that directly tend to
his destruction. South, Works, I. xii.

Grievous misguidance of the artisans by their advisers.

W. R. Greg, Misc. Essays, 1st ser., p. 8.

misguide (mis-^d'), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. mis-

guided, ppr. misguiding. [< mis-^ + guide.]

1. To guide erroneously; give a wrong direc-

tion to ; lead astray in action or thought.

Now the fair goddess, Fortune,
Fall deep in love with thee ; and her great charms
Misguide thy opposers' swords! Shak., Cor., i. 5. 23.

The chariot of government would be often, and danger-
ously, misguided by rash unskilful drivers, did not an in-

visible hand hold the reins, and gently direct the course
of it. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. viii

Vanity is more apt to misguide men than false reasoning.
Goldsmith, Polite Learning, viiL

2. To ill-use; maltreat. [Scoteh.]=S3rn. 1. To
mislead, misdirect.

misguidet (mis-gid'), ». \<.mis-'^ + guide.] Mis-
guidance

;
guidance into error ; hence, trespass

;

error; sin.

STor spirit, nor Angell, though they man surpas.

Could make amends to Ood for man's mdsguyde.
denser. Hymn of Heavenly Love, L 144.

misguidingf (mis-gi'ding), n. Mismanagement.
We have an ower guid cans this dey.

Through misgydins to spill.

BaMe of Balrinnes (Child's Ballads, VIL 226).

misglliltt(mis-gilt'), ». \<,mis-'^ + gmlt\n.] Of-

fense; fault.

For what maner misgett hastow me forsake ?

Wimam of Paleme (E. B. T. S.), 1. 1641.

misgurn (mis-g6rn'), n. [< P. misgurn; origin

obscure.] A kind of loach, Misgurnus fossilis.

Willughby.

Misgurnus (mis-ger'nus), n. [NL. (Lacdp&de,

1803), <F.m«sg'Mr'm, misgurn: see misgurn.] A
genus of Cobitidce or loaches, characterized by
the numerous barbels, which are 10 or 12 in

number, it comprises the misgurn, M. fossilis of cen-

tral and eastern Europe, and related Asiatic loaches. The
specific name of the misgurn (fossilis) refers to its bur-

rowing in the mud ; it is not a fossil fish.

misguyt, i>- 1- [ME. misgyen, misgien; < ms-l -H

guyi-.] To misguide.

Tho wiste he wel he hadde himself misgyed.
Chaucer, Monk's 'Tale, L 643.



mishallowed

mishallowed (mis-hal'od), a. [< »im-1 + lial-

lowed.l Consecrated to evil uses, or by unhal-
lowed means.

I do not And David climbing up those mishaXlowed iiilla.

Bp. Sdu, Contemplations, iii, 29.

Had set upon his conqueror's flesh the seal
Of his mishailowed and anointed steeL

A. C. Swinburne, Tristram of Iiyonesse, i.

mishajldle (mis-han'dl), v. t; pret. and pp. mis-
handled, ppr. mishandling. [< mw-i + handle.^
To maltreat.

Verye fewe be ouer manye to be so wrongefullye mysse-
handeled and punyshed. Sir T. More, Worlcs, p. 899.

mishanter, mischanter (mi-Bhan't6r), n. [A
dial, corruption of misaunter, misaventure : see
misadventure. The form mischanter is prolj.

due to association with mischance.'] Misfor-
tune; disaster; an unlucky chance. [Scotch.]
mishap (mis-hap'), n. [< MJE. mishap; < mis-1
+ hap\ n.'] 1. An unfortunate or evil hap;
mischance; misfortune.

Many grete TmsJiappes, many hard trauaile.

Sob. of Brurme, p. 175.

Secure from worldly chances and mCshape.
Shah., Tit And., L 1. 152.

2. A lapse from virtue. [CoUoq.]
Lady Betty was the friend and correspondent of Swift.

In early life she made a mishap.
Cunningham, I4^ote to Walpole's Letters, I. 95.

=8711. 1. Miachajice, Disa8ter, etc. See misfortune.

misnapt (mis-hap'), V. i. [ME. mishappen; <
mis-^ -l-feojpi, ».] To happen or turn out ill;

go wrong.
Gaweinwas euerpenslf for his vnclethat hehaddelefte

in Garmelide, that hym sholde eny thinge myshamte vpon
the wey. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ^i. 171.

For eyther I mot sleen lilm at the gappe.
Or he moot sleen me, if that me myghappe.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, L 788.

I fear all is not well,
Something *& mishapped, that he is come without her.

B. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, iii. 1.

mishappent (mis-hap'n), v. i. [< ME. itdshap-

nen; < mis-^ + happen^.] 1. To happen iU.

Hisfearefull freenda weare out the wofull night, . . .

Aflraid least to themselves the like misliappen might.
Spemer, F. Q., I. iii. 20.

2. To fare ill.

Boste and deignonse pride and ille avisement
Miihapnes oftentide. Mob. qf Brunne, p. 289.

mishappinesst (mis-hap'i-nes), n. [< mis-^ +
happiness.] Unhappiness ; wretcheiiess ; mis-
ery.

What wit haue wordes so prest and forceable
That may containe my great mUihappinitssf

Wyatt, Complaint upon Loue.

mishappvt (mis-hap'i), a. [ME. myshappy; <
mjs-i 4- nappy.'] Unhappy.

Sorwetul and miehappy is the condition of a poure beg-
gar. Chcmeer, Tale of Melibeus.

mishear (mis-her'), v. t. and i.
;
pret. and pp. mis-

heard, ppr. mishearing. [< ME. misheren, < AS.
mishyran, disobey, < mis- + hyran, hear, obey:
see mis-i and hear.] To mistake In hearing.

It is not so ; thou hast misspoke, misheard.
Shak., E. John, iii. 1. 4.

misheedf (mis-hed'), n. [< mis-'^ + heed^.]
Want of heed or care ; heedlessness.

Daily beer to die.

In Cares, and Feares, and Miserie,
By miss-heed, or by miss-hap.

Sylvester, tr. of H. Smith'; Micro-cosmo-graphia.

mishmash (mish'mash), «. [A varied redupli-

cation of masfel. Cf. equiv. Gr. mischmasch
(= Dan. miskmasJc), a varied reduplication of
mischen, mix.] A hotchpotch ; a medley.

A chaos, a confused lump, a formelesae massa a mish-
mash. Flmio, p. 96. (Haniwell.)

Their language . . . [is] a'misA-nuuiA of Arabic and Por-
tuguese. Sir T. Herbert, Travels in Africa, p. 27.

Mishmi or Mishmee bitter. See Coptis.

Mishnah (mish'na), n. [Also Mishna; Heb.
mishndh, repetition, explanation, < shandh, re-

peat.] 1. In Jewish lit., a collection of halach-
oth or binding precepts and legal decisions

deduced by the ancient rabbis from the Penta-
teuch, and itself forming a second or oral law.

See halachah. These halachoth, which had been pre-
served for several centuries by tradition among the doc-

tors of the synagogue, were gradually committed to writ-

ing. The first who attempted to reduce them to order was
Hillel I. (B. 0. 75-A. D. 10), president of the Sanhedrim,
who arranged them in six Sedarim or orders. The final

redaction, however, was made by Rabbi Jehudab, surnamed
"the holy," about the end of the second century of our era.

The Mishnah is divided into six parts, each of which con-

tains a number of treatises, which ai'e subdivided into

chapters, and these again into paragraphs or mishnoth.
The first part relates to agriculture ; the second regulates
the manner of observing festivals ; the third treats of wo-
men and matrimonial cases ; the fourth of damages and
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losses in trade, etc.; the fifth is on "holy things"—that is,

oblations, sacrifices, etc.; and the sixth treats of the sev-

eral sorts of purification. The Mishnah forms the text on
which the Gemara is baaed. See Gemara and Talmud.

The Mishnah consists chiefly of Halakhah; there is,

comparatively speaMng, little Agadah to be found in it.

It is not, however, as many think, either a commentary
on the Halakhic portions of the Pentateuch, or on the
ordinances of the Sopherim, or on both togetlier. It rather

presupposes l^e knowledge of and respect for both the

Mosaic and the Sopheric laws, and it only discusses, and
flnaUy decidea on, the best mode and manner of executing
these. Erieyc. Brit., XVI. 508.

2. [I- o-'t pl- mishnoth (mish'noth).] A para-
graph of the Mishnah.
A mishnah, if genuine, never begins with a passage of

the Pentateuch, and even comparatively seldom brings
direct proof from or gives reference to it.

JBneye. Brit., XVL 603.

Mishnaic (mish-na'ik), a. [< Mishna(h) + -de]

Of or pertaining to the Mishnah ; traditional.

The weighty reference to the Mishnaic usage remains,
however, in full force, however conservative be our deci-

sion on the date of Chronicles. Encye. Brit., Vni. 561.

Mishnic (mish'nik), a. [< MishnaQi) + -ic]

Of or pertaining to the Mishnah.

The wife whom Bashl, according to JfMnic precept
(Aboth, V. 21), married at the age of eighteen.

Binxye. Brit., XX. 281.

mishnoth, n. Plural of mishnah, 2.

misimaginationf (mis-i-maj-i-na'shon), n. [<

mis-^ + imagination.] Wrong imagination or
conception; delusion.

Who can without indignation look upon the prodigies
which this mis-imaginaUon produces in that other sex?

Bp. HaU, Kighteous Mammon.

misimprove (mis-im-prSv'), v. t.; pret. and pp.
misimproved,'ppc. misimproving. [< mis-i + iwt-

prove^.] To fail to improve or make a good
use of; misapply; neglect opportunities of im-
proving: as, to misimprove time, talents, ad-
vantages.

If a spiritual talent be misvmproued, it must,be taken
away. South, Works, XI. xiL

misimprOTement (mis-im-prSv'ment), n. [<
mis-^ + improvement.] Ill use or employment

;

failure to improve ; misapplication.

Their neglect and nUsimpraoement of that season.
South, Works, XI. xii.

misincline (mis-in-kUn'), v. t.
;

pret. and pp.
ppr- misincming. [< mis-'^ + in-

.] To give a wrong or evil inclination or
direction to.

Our judgments are perverted, our wills depraved, and
our affections misinclined, and set upon vile and unworthy
objects. SorUth, Worlcs, X. i.

misinfer (mis-in-f6r'), v.; pret. and pp. misrn-
ferred, ppr. misvnferring. [< wiis-i + infer.] I.

trans. To infer wrongly. Hooker, Eccles. Pol-
ity, V. 52.

II. intrans. To draw a wrong inference.
misinform (mis-in-fdrm'), v. [< mis-^ + in-

form^.] I, trans. To iniorm erroneously or
falsely; make a wrong statement to; give wrong
or misleading instruction to.

That he might not through any mistake . . , nasinfarm
me. Boyle, Works, I. 681.

Lest, by some fair-appearing good surprised.
She dictate false, and misinform the will
To do what Gtod expresaly hath forbid.

MUton, P. L., ix. 365.

Il.t intrans. To testify falsely ; make false
or misleading statements.

You misinforme againat him for concluding with the
Papists. Bp. Mountagu, Appeal to Csesar, xxii.

misinformant (mis-in-f6r'mant), n. [< misin-
form + -ant] One who misinforms or gives
false information.
misinformation (mis-iu-fdr-ma'shon), n. [<
mis-^ + information.] Wrong information; false
account or intelligence.

Let not such [military commandersl be discouraged (who
deserve well) by misii^ormations, and for the satisfying
the humours and ambitions of others.

Bacon, Advice to Villiers, S 28.

misinformer (mis-in-f6r'm6r), n. One who
gives wrong information.

Those slanderous tongues of his misinformers.
Bp. HaU, Account of Himself.

misinspire (mis-in-spir'),«. t.
;
pret. andpp. mis-

inspired, ppr. misinspiring. [< »is-l + inspire.]
To inspire falsely.

Some god misinepired
Or man took from him his own equal mind.

Chapman, Odyssey, xiv.

misinstruct (mis-in-strakt'), V. t. [< mis-^ ¥
instruct.] To instruct amiss.

Let us not think that our Saviour did misinstruct his dis-
ciples. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 49.

misken

misinstruction (mis-in-struk'shon), n. [< otm-1

-I- instruction.] Wrong instruction.

Correcting by the cleamesse of their owne judgement
the errors of their mis-instruction.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuns.

misintelligence (mis-in-tel'i-jens), n. [< p.
m^sintelUgence ; as mis-^ + iritelUgence.] 1.

Wrong or false information.

Mr. Lort was certainly misinformed. . . . I showed one
or two of them [tales] to a person since my recovery, who
may have mentioned them, and occasioned Mr. IJort's mis-
inteUigenee. Walpole, Letters, VII. 167. (Bavies.)

2t. Misunderstanding; disagreement.

He lamented the mistntelligenee he observed to be be-

tween their majesties. Clarendon, Life, 11. 329.

misiutend (mis-in-tend'), V. t. [< wis-l + in-

tend.] To misdirect ; aim ill.

When suddenly, with twincle of her eye,

The Damzell broke his misintended dart,

Spenser, Sonnets, xvL

misinterpret (mis-in-t6r'pret), v. t. [< P. m4s-
interprSter; as mis-^ + interpret.] To interpret

erroneously; do the work of interpreter incor-

rectly or falsely; understand or explain in a

, wrong sense.

The experience of your own uprightness misinterpreted

will put ye in mind to give it [this discourse] free audi-

ence and generous construction.
Milton, Divorce, To Parliament.

Such is the final fact I fling yon, sirs.

To mouth and mumble and to misinterpret
Brouming, Blng and Book, L 322.

=Syn. See translate.

misinterpretable (mis-in-tfer'pre-ta-bl), a. [<
misinterpret + -able.] Liable to be misinter-
preted. Donne.
misinterpretation (mis-in-t6r-pre-ta'shon), n.

[< p. m&interprStation, < misim,terpr6ter, 'inisin-

terpret: see misinterpret.] Erroneous inter-

pretation; a wrong understanding or explana-
tion.

In a manner less liable to misinterpreliatien.

D. Stewart, Fhiloa. Essays, L 3.

misinterpreter (mis-in-tfer'pre-tfer), n. One
who interprets erroneously.

Whom, as a mis-inlerpreUr of Christ, I openly protest
against. MUton, Divorce, To Parliament

misintreatt (mis-in-tref), v. t. Same as mis-

entreat.

Hadamandone neuersomuchharme, . . . if he might
once come into the Temple, it was not lawful for any to

misintreate him. Bntfton, Chronicle, vL, an. 3622.

misjoin (mis-join'), v. t. [< mis-^ + join.] To
join unfitly, improperly, or inappropriately.

Luther, more mistaking what he read,
Misjoins the sacred body with the bread.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, it 142.

misjoinder (mis-join'd6r), n. [< mis-'^ + joirir

der.] In law, a joining in one suit or action of

causes or of parties that ought not to be so

joined.

misjudge (mis-juj'), v.
;
pret. and pp. misjudged,

ppr. mifgudging. [< mis-^ + judge.] I. trans.

To err in judging of; judge erroneously or

wrongfully.

Clarendon might misjudge the motive of his retirement.
Johnson, Waller.

=:Syil. To misapprehend, misunderstand, misconceive.

n, intrans. To err in judgment; form erro-

neous opinions or notions.

Too long, misjudging, have I thought thee vrise.

Fenton, in Pope's Odyssey, It. 88.

Have we misjudged here, . . .

Enfeebled whom we sought to fortify.

Made an archbishop and undone a aamt?
Broumir^, Bing and Book, H- ^^

misjudgment, misjudgement (mis-juj'ment),
n. [<. mis-^ + judgment.] Erroneous judgment;
error in judging or determining.
miskal (mis'kal), n. [Also miscal and mitcal,

mithkal, metgdl, metical, etc.; < Ar. mithqal, a

weight (used in weighing), < thagala, be heavy,
thigl, weight.] An Arabian unit of weight, be-

ing fi (or, according to others, ^) of a derham
(which see), in Conatantinople and Smyrna the miskal
ia 4.8 grams, or 74 grains troy.

miskeept (mis-kep'), v. t. [< mis-i -f- 'keep.] To
keep ill or wrongly.

Goods are great His to those that cannot vse them

:

Misers mis-keep, and Prodigals mis-spend them.
Sylvester, Memorials of Mortality, St. 76.

misken^ (mis-ken'), v. t. ;
pret. and pp. misken-

ned, ppr. miskenning. [< mis-^ + ken^.] To be
or appear to be ignorant of; mistake for an-

other; misunderstand. [Scotch.]

Were I you, Kanald, I would be for miskenning Sir Dun-
can [and] keeping my own secret.

Scott, Legend of Montrose, xiiL



misken
And why wilt iboa thjrself mislcm t
Han, take thine old cloak aboot thee.

Take Thine Old Ctoak about The*.

misken^ (mis'ken), n. A transposed form of
mixen.

And would jrou mellow my young pretty mistreas
In such a mitkenf

FUUher and Shtrley, Xi^t-Walker, ilL

nuskemun^ (mis-ken'mp), n. [< ME. nasken-
iiinge.'] In Imo, wrong citation. Wharton.
miskin (mis'kin), >i. A small bagpipe.

Now would 1 tune my nwkins on the green.
Drayton, Eclogues, ii.

miskmdle (mis-kin'dl), V. t. ; pret. and pp. mis-
kindled, ppr. miskindUng. [< mi«-l + KindU^.I
To kindle amiss ; inflame to a bad pnrpose.
Such is the mii^dndled beat of some vehement spirits.

j^. Hall, Mischief of Faction.

misknow (mis-no'), v. t.
; pret. misknew, pp.

mishuncn, ppr. miskncmng. [< »»is-i + toiotri.]

To know imperfectly; misapprebend.
How apt are we^ if thou dost never so little vary from

oar apprehension^ to mig-know thee, and to wrong our
selves by oar niis^)pinions ! Bp. HaU, The Sesnrrection.

But greatmen are too often unknown, or, what is worse,
miabioim. CaHyle, Sartor Sesartus (1831X p. 10.

misknowledge (mis-nol'ej), n. [< m is-1 + knovc-

ledge.'] MisappTehension;impeifectknowledge.
Lest at this time men might presume further niton the

muHmouiedge of my meaning to trouble this parliament
than were convenient. WiUim, James £ {Narti.)

mislabel (mis-la'bel), r. t.; pret. and pp. mis-
labeled or mislabelled, ppr. mislabeUng or mis-
labeUing. [< n»s-i + fafceP, «;.] To markwith
a wrong label, designation, or address.

It might so eaaly have been midabeUed or mixed np
with other Syggapinn fragments,

J. Perguxam, Hist Indian Arch., p. 83.

mislay^ (mis-la'), v. <.; pret. and pp. mislaid,

ppr. mislaying. [< mis-^ + layi, c] 1. To lay
in a wrong or unaccustomed place; put in a
place afterward forgotten: as, to mislay a let-

ter or one's gloves.

Was ever any thing so provoking, to miday my . . .

jewels? Goldtmith, She Stoops to Conqner, iii.

It was midaid among a multitude of other papers, at
the time when I was solicited to communicate the former
drawing to a gentleman then writing the "History of
Music.'' Alice, Source of the Nile, L 131.

2. To place or set down, erroneously; give or
assign a wrong location to.

The fault is genially midaid upon nature. Lodct.

mislay^ (mis-la'). Preterit of mislie.

mislayer (mis-la'er), ». One who mislays, mis-
places, or loses.

The mdayer of a merestone is to blame.
Bacon, Judicature (ed. 1887).

mislet, V. and B. An obsolete spelling of mizzle^.

mislead (mis-led'), r. t. ; pret. and pp. misled,

ppr. misleading. [< ME. misledeu, < AS. mis-

Icedan (= D. misleiden = MLG. misleden = OHG.
misseleiten, Gr. missleiten = Sw. missleia), lead
astray, < mis-, wrongly, + Uedan, lead : see .nj»s-i

andjeodi.] 1. To lead or gnide wrongly; lead
astray; especially, to draw into error; cause to
err; delude: as, to mislead an inquirer.

Trust not servants who midead or misinform yon.
Bacon.

The antiquity of i<^ andbecause it is not so common, and
especially becuise some of the Ancients and of the Papists
hwie been miae-ied by these dieames.

Pvrchat, Pilgrimage, p. 37.

Do we not perpetnally see men of the greatest talents
and the purest intentions mided by national or factious
prejudice? Maeaviiv, Hitfoid's Hist. Greece.

2t. To misconduct; misbehave: used reflex-

ively.

The folk of Troie Aemaeinen so mydedai.
That, with the wors, at nyght homward they fledden.

Chaueer, Ttoilns, iv. 48.

=Syn. L Midead, Delude. Midead means to lead wrong,
whether with or without design. Ddude always, at least
figuratively, implies intention to deceive, and uiat means
are used tar that purpose. We may be mided through
ignorance and in good taStb, but we are deluded by false

representations. A person may delude himself.

By education most have been mided.
Dryden, Hind and Panther, iiL 389.

Those dreams that on the silent night intrude.
And with false flitting shades our minds ddude,
Jove never sends us downward from the skies.

Sa^ l>reams.

mjsleader (mis-le'der), n. One who misleads
or draws (another) into error.

That villanous abominable mideader of yonth, Falstaff

.

Shak., 1 Hen. lY., iL 4. 508.

misleading (mis-le'ding), j). a. Tendingto lead

astray; deceptive: as, a jnisteadin^ theory.

Mereresemblances ordissemblancesmaythereforeprove
. mideading. Jtaae Taylor, The Alphabet, II 373.
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misleadingly (mis-le'ding-li), adv. In a mis-
leading manner; deceptively.
misleared (mis-lerd'), a. [< ME. mistered, pp.
of misleren, < AS. misUeran, teach wrongly, <
mis-, wrongly, + Iceran, teach : see mig-l and
ledr^, ».] 1. Mistanght; Ul-tutored; ill-train-

ed. [Scotch.]

I win not see a proper lad so vi^deta'd as to run the
country with an old knav& Seolt, Monastery, xxvL

2. Wrongly informed; imposed upon.
Put up yonr whittle,

rm no design'd to try its mettle

;

Bat if I did, I wad be kitUe
To be midcar'd.

Burnt, Death and Dr. Hornbook.

misleam (mis-16m'), t-. t. [< «»i«-l + fearn.] To
learn wrongly or amiss.
misleamed (mis-16r'ned), p. a. [< TOis-i -t-

leamed.'] Not truly or wisely learned.

Such is this which you have here propoanded on the
behalf of your Mend, whom it seems a mideaimed ad-
vocate woidd fain bear up in a course altogether unjusti.
flable. Bp. HaU, Cases of Conscience ; Add. Case, L

mislen, n. An obsolete or dialectal form of
maslin^.

misletoet, ». An obsolete form of mistletoe.

mislickt, a. [ME., < AS. mislie (= OS. nasselic,

mistlic, missenlic, missendlie, misitd = OS. mis-
lik = OFries. mislik = OHG. missalih, misselih,

MHG. misselich, mislih, G. mislidt = Goth, mis-
saleiks), various, < mis-, Groth. missa-, etc.,

wrong, different, + -lie, E.'-Jyi: see n»is-i and
-^1.] Various; diverse; different.

mislichet, adv. [ME., also misseliche, etc., <

AS. misiice, misiUce (= OS. misliko = OHG.
missilicho, MHG. misseliche, misliche, G. intsHcA),

variously, < mislie, various: see mislich.'] 1.

Variously.

Fnlle seouen gere heo midieh foren. Layamon, L 6270.

Menne that mydych wer mnrdred Iherin,
By iustes unioyfall lugged too death.

AUKi!under<»fMacaMne (&.'&. T. S.XL 1160.

2. Wrongly; mistakenly; amiss.

Nay, Crist it for-bede
That ich more of that mateie so miadiehe thenke

!

WiBiam qf Paieme (B. E. T. S.^ L 711.

mislie (mis-ll'), v. «.; pret. mislay, pp. mislain,

ppr. mislying. [ME. mislien, mislyen, etc.; <
mts-i + Kei, v.J To Ue awkwardly or uncom-
fortably.

The dede sleepe . . . fil on this carpenter, . . .

And eft he routeth [snoreth] tor his heed myday.
Chaueer, Miller's Tale, L 461.

mislight (mis-lit'), r. t. [< mig-l + Ughi^.'\

To lead astray by or as by a light.

No will o* the wispe midigid thee.
Hcrria^ Night-piec^ To Julia.

mislike (mis-lik'), r.
;
pret. and pp. misJiked,

ppr. misliking. [\ ME. misliken; < AS. misli-

eian (= loel. misWca = OHG. misselichen), dis-

please, < mis- + lidan, please: see mis-i and
like^.'] I. trans. If. To displease ; be displeas-

ing to.

Whan i wist of this werk wite 3e for sothe.

It midikede me mochel mi^ no man me blame.
William of Paleme (E. R T. S.X 1. 2039.

2. To be averse to; disapprove of; dislike.

Some will say that children of nature lone pastime and
midike learning. Atcham, The Scholemaster, p. 44.

Giane and wisecounsellours ... in their indiciall hear-
ings do much midike all schdlasticall rhetoricks.

PvUemlum, Arte of Eng. Foesle, p. 116.

Midike me not for my complexion,
The shadow'd liveiy of the bumish'd sun.

Sh£d:., M. of v., iL L 1.

They [England and America] mistrust and midike the
centializaaon ofpower. Clad^on^MightotSight.p. 178.

3f. To offend; disgust.

BeDaria . . . oftentimes commingheiselfe into his bed-
chambCT, to see that nothing should be amis to mid&e
him. 6ir««ne,Pandosto, or the Triumph of Time (1588).

II.t intrans. To be displeased or offended;

disapprove: followed by <>/''or with.

Desiring you hereafter neuer to midike with me, for the
taking in hande of any laudable and honest enterprise.

Quoted in Boake (if Precedence (E. B. T. S., extra ser.),

[Forewords, p. iii.

I can decipher their qualities, though I vtterly midike

qf their practises.

Greene, Pandosto, or the Triumph of Time (15S8).

Theymade sport and I laught, they misprononnc't and
I migbO^ and, to make np the atticisme, they were out
and I hist. MHUm, Apology for Smectymnnns.

mislike (mis-lik'), n. [< mislike, c] The state

of not liking; misliking ; aversion.

Setting yonr scorns and your midike aside.

Shak., 3 Hen. Vl, iv. 1. 24.

O let not my secure simplicity breed your midike.
Mardon, Dutch Courtesan, iL 1.

mismanage

misliken (mis-li'ku), r. t. [< mis-l + Uken. Of.
mislike.'] To disappoint. HaUixceU. [Prov.
Eng.]
misUkeness (mis-lik'nes), n. [< mi«-l -1- like'

ness.] False likeness; misleading resemblance.
So oft by rascally midikenem wrong'd.

Southey, To A. Cunningh^. (Dartes.)

misliker (mis-K'ker), )i. One who mislikes or
dislikes.

It can always be urged by certain midikers of his . . .

that these typical phases are not the important phases.
Harper'e Mag., T.YYVTT 799.

mislikingt (mis-li'king), «. [< ME. misUkyttg;
verbal n. of misUke, o.] 1. Disapprobation;
indignation.

Going forthwith the byshop till they came to Windsor«v
bee entred the Castl^ to the great vidiking of the bysh-
opp& Stow, Hen. m., an. 1264.

2. Distaste; aversion.
ge scball, whan I am allone,
In grete mydykyng lende,
But whanne I ryse agayne.
Than schall yonre myrthe be mende.

Tork Plays, p. 237.

mislint, n. An obsplete form of maslin^.

mislingt, ». See mizzling.

mislipp^ (mis-lip'n), v. t. [< mis-1 + lippen."]

1. To disappoint.—2. To deceive; delude.

I haflins think his een hae him midwpen'd,
7a»naMZ^ Poems, p. 27.

3. To neglect to perform; pay no proper at-
tention to: as, to mislippen one's business.—4.
To suspect; mistrust.

I thought it best to slip oat quietly though, in case she
should midippen something of what we are gaun to do.

Scott, Black Dwarf, iv. 2.

HProv. Eng. or Scotch in aU senses.]

mi^ye (mis-liV), r. <•; pret. and pp. mislived,

ppr. misUving. [< ME. misUven, < AS. mislibban,
lead a bad ifie, < mis-, wrongly, + libban, live:

see mis-^ and Uve^ .] To lead a wrong or vicious
life.

If he midive in lendnes and lust.

Little bootes all the welth and Qie (rust.

Spenaer, Shep. Cat, May.

misUvedt (mis-livd'), a. [ME. myslyved; <
mis-1 + life + -ed^. Cf . mislive.'] Living amiss
or viciously.

olde, unholsom, and mydyved man

!

Chaucer, Tioilns, iv. 330.

mislivert (mis-liv'er), n. One who follows evil

courses.
As midyuen obstinate.

Roy and Baniow, £ede me and Be nott Wroth, p. 121.

[(Bomo.)

mislivingt (mis-liv'ing), n. [< ME. mislyvinge;
verbal n. of mislive, r.] Evil course of life.

Tef they wiU repent and for-sake their mydguinge, and
do as they teche hem that ben for the gretelone he lusdde
to man and gret tendimesse. Metiin (E. E. T. S.X L 2.

mislOCa1iion(mis-15-ka'shon]t, H. [< mis-1 +
location.] Misplacement.
Jfulocatum of words in the structure of a sentence.
L. Bacon, Genesis til the New England Churches, pl z.

mislodget (mis-loj'), r. t. [< mis-l + lodge.]

To lodge amiss or in the wrong place. Marston.
mlslookt (mis-luk '), n. [ME. misloke; < mis-l

-I- looh^.] A sight of some object hurtful or
unluekyr to look upon.

Onide telleth in his boke
Ensample touchend of midoke.

Gower, ConL Amant., L

misluckt (mis-luk'), n. [< mis-^ + luck.] Ill

luck; miisfortnne.

Poor man! it was his miduck to many that wicked
wife. Wodroeplie, French and English Grammar (1623),

[p. 301. (Xiatham.)

mislnck (mis-luk'), r. i. [< misludc, n.] To
meet with Ul luck; miscarry. [Bare.]

If one miduek, there may still be another tomake tenns.
Cariyle, Misc., IV. 343.

mislyt, o. See mizzly.

mismake (mis-mak'), f. t.; pret. and pp. mis-

made, ppr. mismaking. [< mis-^ + make^.] To
make wrongly ; spoil in the making: as, to mis-

make a dress.

But pronydeth that they [ttansIationB] shal not be read
if they be miae-made, ta they be by good examinacion
amended. Sir T. More, Works, p. 234.

mismanage (mis-man'aj), V. t.; pret. and pp.
mismanaged, ppr. mismanaging. [< mts-l -1-

manage.] To manage badly; conduct careless-

ly or improperly.

The debates of most princes' councils, and the business

of assemblies, would be in danger to be wiamana^d.
Locke, Human Understanding, IV. xviL 4.

mismanage (mis-man'aj), n. [< mismanage, v.]

Mistake; miscarriage.

A mtamanoffc of government Boicri^,Virginia, i. ^ 2a
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mismanagement (mis-maii'ai-ment),«. [<mis- misobserre (mis-ob-zferv'), v. t. and i.; pret. "My lords "aaid he, "I do confess that I have mi».

manage -F -me»«.] Careless or improper man- and pp. misohserved, ppr. misohserving. [< mis-^- ^^w^^^JS ""' "" presumptuously

agement. + observe.^ To observe ineorrectly or imper- l,a«ini«r, quoted in it. W.Dixon's Hist. Church of Eng., it

Such revolutions happen not upon every little mixnmn- feetly ; err in observing. The place where they were last found begging or «im-
ageimni in publick affairs. If j rmaobieme not, they [children] love to he treated as ordering themuidvet.

Locke, Of Civil Government, § 225. rational creatures sooner than is imagined. RMon-Tumer, Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 181.

mismannered (mis-man'6rd), o. [< mw-i + ''°*' ^'*"''»'*™'
§
^i- misordered (mis-6r'd6rd), j>. o. Misdirected;

mannered.'] Unbecoming. HalUweU. [Prov. misobserver (mis-ob-z6r'v6r), ». Onewhoob- irregular; disorderly.
Eng.] serves inaccurately or imperfectly. yewe of them cum to any great aige, by reason of their

mismanners (mis-man'6rz), n. pi, [< mis-^ + miSOCleret (mis'o-kler), a. [< Gr. fuaelv, hate misordered life when they were yong.

manners.] Bad manners; ill breeding. (< filmg, hatred). + LGr. K?i,vfX)g, the clergy: ^scAom, The Soholemaster, p. ss.

I hope your honour wUl excuse mymfe-monws to whis- see cleric] Hatmg the clergy. Vicious rule and mfeorderaicustomes

per before you. FanJrufl'A, The Relapse, iv. 1. King Henry VI., acted herein by some misorfere cour-
. ,.»,,, fo'-i'nenea.oMi.aBomBi.

mismark+Cmis-TnJirk'l « t r< mji-l + mnrlrll tiers (otherwise in himself friend enough to churchmen), miSOrderlyt (mis-6r der-ii), a. [< TOW-i + or-

Trrr^^.^-^^^^^.^J::i:.t^kVTLS<>^^^'^ sent ks archbishop [Chlcheley], for a new-year-sglfti a derly, a.] Irregular; improper. Ascham, Thei o mark wrongly; err m noting or marking. shred-pie ... in Jeer. JVKer, Church Hist., IV. iii. ll. Seholemaster p 28

Wh^rf^ofe'rf^wS^tSaTiS.endr'*' misogamist (mi-sog'a-mist), ». IMmisogam^ misorderlyt (mis'-6r;d6r-li), ad« [< mw-i + <„..

York Plays, J?.
258. + -ist.] A hater or marriage. derly, adv.] In an irregular or disorderly way.

mismatch (mis-maoh'),«.*. Kmis-^ + mateh^.] misogamy (mi-sog'a-mi),m. [_=-F.mUoga,mie All persons above the age of fourteene yeares, being

To match iinanitnhlv nriTi!i<.pnrBtfilvr.rmifitlv = Sp. miSOaamia = Pg. It. misogamia, < Gr. as taken begging, vagrant, & wandrmg mwonierZjf should be

MsmatehTenf(Sfs'-SaXwtri^^^ if _W./a, < ...^y.;«,f,>atmg marri^^^^^ apprehe„Ted._ ^ Q^ Elizabeth..
^. 1572

match + -ment] An unfortunate match; mis- "f"' ^**«' + 5'V<'f, marriage.] Hatred of mar- msordmation (mis-or-di-na'shon), «. [<mm.i

alliance Mrs Gore nage. + ordinatwn.] Irregular or faulty ordination.

mismate (mis-inat'),' «. t.: pret. and pp. mis- It is misogyny rather than misommy that he affects. inisotheism (mis'o-th§-izm), ». [< Qt. fuadBeoi

mated,vvx.mismaUng. l<mis-T. + matK] To . ...... (^^

f"f.
^o Colendge. <^ccew, h^e, + Bedg, God: see thetsm.] Hatred

mate oi match amiss or unsuitably. nusogrammatlstt(mis-o-gram'a-tist),m. [<Gr. ot doi. DeQumc^. [Rare.]

Be not too wise
/iiaelv, hate, + y/Daju/iora, letters, learning (see miSOWningt (mis-o'ning), a. [<.m^s-' + oivmng.]

Seeing that ye are wedded to a man,
' grammar), + -ist] One who dislikes or de- Derogatory.

Not all miimated with a yawning clown. spises learning. He abjured all articles belonging to the crafte of necro-

Tennyson, Geraint. y^^^ ^yj^^^ b^i^g ^ miiogramnuUiet, . . . hated "ano'e. or mfesotmfny to the faith,

mismeant (mis-men'), ». «. [< mis-^ + mean\] every man that could write or read. ,„ . , . .^,. -.„
jstow, aeniy vi, an. 1440.

To mistake the meaning of; misinterpret. ^""^' Worthies, ll. 341. (Dam^.) mispaint (mis-panf), v. t. [< mw-i + patnt.]

Mismeane me not. if. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 66. misogyne (mis'o-jin), ». [< Gr. luaayhm, l^i- To paint falsely or m wrong colors.

mismeasure(mis-mezh'ur),..*.; pret. and pp. ''^^.rZ^X'"
''"""'"'""'''''^

wJfc^'lI J'h^^^rit-si.e'.SIsT^Sr""'
""'"''

2~T To^L'^arrTS^rrfkr^- eTtilte mis&^^ iAMmisogyr^+
.

Car^,^., sterling, 116. »)
TOeos«re.j 10 measure mcorreotiy, estimate

.^^J ^ ^gman-hater. mispassiont (mis-pash'on), ». [< mis-^ + pas-

®"°w-?r- ...,,* ^ The hardest task is to persuade the erroneous obstinate ^^^'^ Evil passion or feeling; wicked thought.
With aun mumMmred and impetuous speed. misogynist, or woman-hater, that any discourse aoknowl- Not only the outward act of murder is a breach of the

loung, JNignc inougnis, v. 784. jjjg their worth can go beyond poetry. law, but the inward mis-passion of the heart also.

Which prefers that right and wrong should be mismea- WMuock, Manners of the English, p. 322. Bp. Hall, Hard Texts, Mat v. 22.

to"s'trhti^'^rHl?e°°°°'°"''='"^'^'°*'"°y.TS ^^''^^'"'"^^^'^XT&tberE'ismere xlv
mispayHrds-pa'), V. t. [< ME. rnispaien, ny>.

™,-o™„„„,„.=™-.^* /™^=^„„l,/,-,-„,o^+^ «, r/
Jjrs. a. wara, itoDert iismere, xiv. payen, < OF . mespater, metayer, < mes- + pater,mismeasurement (mis-mezh ur-ment), n. [< misogynistical (mi-soj-i-nis'ti-kal), a. [< mi- pa|: see «M-2 akipm^.] To dissatisfy! dis-

m u^m^T''*
Inaccurate or mexact

wffjnisi + -*c-a?.] Woiiian-hating;misogynous. please
»^"-J^"'y -J -lo uisBausiy, uis

«..-„«...4.»-± —/„»...4—..1. ., * r/ nj-p ™.',v™«*„«». This misoranisticaZRosicrucian was brought over to Ox- Wele I wote alle frayed he went fro that cite
mismetert, mismetret, « <• [< MK wwmeirew, fonj ^y Boyle. Lr. J. Brown, Spare Hours, 3d ser., p. 46. Vnto Rome misvayed to the pope's se.
mismeetren; < »jis-l + meter^, v.] To spoil the „j„.^„„„„„„ /„,• „„i/- „„„^ „ r/ ri,. .„™,^„,™ iJoft. o/ Brimne, p. 32S.

meter or measure of (verses by readi/g them TatKominTwoman hLter [u^^^TI^'i I <=- """g"* of enuie flnde

badlv.
nating women, awoman-na,ter,

^ iiuyeiv, nate, -f j^^j j mispoke haue ought behynde,

Andfortherissogretedyversite TW)?, woman.] Hatmg the female sex ; woman- Wherof loue ought be mMpoide.
In Englissh, and in writynge of our tonge, hating. Bower, Conf. Amant., ii.

So preye I God, that non myswrite the, misogyny (mi-soj'i-ni), n. [= F. misogynie = mispayret, n. [ME., var. of despair, with sub-
Ne the mym^re for d«'?°'»*

t^ifj: Sp. misoginia = Pg. misogymd = It. misoginia, stituted prefix mis-2.] Despairf

misname fmis-nam'1 « * nret ' and dd
"

mis- /
^^- ^"^'1' ?-*° Z''™''^""' l^atred of women syr, he seyde, the kyng Edgaremisname (.mis-nam ;, v. z., pret. ana pp. tojs- < maAywoc, hatmg women: see mzsogynous.] myveth the to giete myspayre.

named, ppT.mzsnam/mg. [< mu-^ + name.] To Hatred of women. Jf5. C<»n«a6. Ef. ii. 38, f. 12S. (HoKi«ie«.)

call by a wrong name; give an unsuitable or misologist (mi-sol'o-jist), n. [As misolog^ + mispenset (mis-pens'), n. See misspense.
in]unous name to. ^{_] ^ hater of reason. misperception (mis-pfer-sep'shon), to. [< mis-l
Whom you could not move by sophisticall arguing, them Socrateswamshisfriendsagainstlosingfaithininquiry. + perception.] Imperfect or "erroneous per-

youthinke to confute by soandalonsmwiMminfl'. Theories, like men, are disaSointing ; yet we should be cention
• Jffflon, Church-Government, 1. 6. neither Misanthropists nor mLiogiste. '

misnprformanrfl fniis n^r fAr'tnaiisV « r<And that thing made of sound and show Eneyc. Brit., SIX. 199. misperiormance (mis-p6r-10r maus), TO. L\

Which mortals have mtsnonwiJ a beau. ^,-„„i„„,„ /„;„';; i„„\ „ r/ r'^ ,„,xa„„„, v,„+
TOS-i -I- i)er/oj-»raoTOce.] Bad or careless per-

fieatfe. Wolf and Shepherds, misologue (mis 9-log), TO. [< Gr. /ii(T(i;ioyof, hat- formanee.

misnomer (mis-n6'm6r), TO. r< ME. *mesnomer,^ argument
:
see vusology.] A misologist.

it is an argument against the mi»performanoe of duty.

iOFmesnc^me^mer F dial mSnomer ""SOlogy (mi-sol'o-]l), n. [< Gr luaohyyia, ha- H. w. Beecher.'k.A. Rev, CXL. 192.

i?LT:,TZs'. TTo"— BamtTLl '/^^J'^^l^'h^'^r^l^^^^^Tt^t mispersuadet (mis-p^r-swad'), «. *. [<«.*.-X +
r^inare:..me:seemis'Y-^-o}ninate:] 1. o^^r^^e^t^iXo nTedo^^aToi^^^^ S,toi

To persuade amiss; lead to a wrong
A misnaming; the act of applying a wrong ^^ ._ , . ^ . . , ,. ^ , „ conclusion.

name or designation.
^^^ •' « s ^he sombre hierarchs of myology, who take away the poor reduced souls . . . were mispermaded to hate and„„„ic „i >^ooigiic»„i>,i».

jj^yj ijj knowledge. J. Morley. condemn us Bn HaU Free PrisonerManyof the changes, by a great mimomer called Par- That Bruno's scorn sprang from no mtsoJopy his own va- „,-„„„„„o'jvi^^^^^. ,^-J'i. '-/„• v, „„„\'
Uamentary reforms went, . . .in their certain . . . ef- ^ied erudition proves. Q. H. Lewes, Hist. Phllos., H. 106. miSperSUaSlDleneSSt (mis-p6r-swa Sl-bl-nes),

SS'S^.''''"""'"''"°'7«?^^^or^?^^YX°rS'misoneism (mis-6-ne'izm), ;. [< Qr. \ureiv, \ The quality of not being persuadable.

There neverwas a greater m*m«w than to call a sav- hate, -H ve6,, new/ + 4sm.] Hatred of innova- pe!^SId?d b^^'Zde^Se^fes rf^G^d"*
^^ '^"^ "'

age a child of Nature ,„_,,„„„,. „„„ tion. 46p. ieMAtoji, Com. on 1 Pet. i. 14, 16.
Quoted In ,7. .P. CTa*

,
Self-Culture, p. 223. misopinion (mis-o-pin'jon), TO. [< mis-l + opin- mispersnasion (nJs-pto-swS'zhon), n. A false

2. In tow, an errorm name; misstatement ma ton.] Erroneous opmion ; wrong ideas. persuasi(m- vreone omniondocument of the name of a person. Mimmners ia But where the heart is forstalled with miss-opiniors, ah- Th. ^„.q „»
'

r „ t„ .i'.i™l.„i,„..j„,..„™,th.ir
proceedings are now frequently amended by the court, lative directions aie first needfull to unteach error, ere ^^H^.fu? ^.l^'J'J^^ ^^Jll^^^H^ "^

provided no party has been misled or prejudiced. we can learne truth. Bp. Hall, Sermon xv.. Sept, 1662.
P^"™lar mMpermomoro to

^"l^J^l^^^^^j.^ ^ „
fml^a^l^^d^teZ^*^''^''

°^"^ °'' '^^''^**'°°
5 miSOrdert (mis-6r'd6r), to. [< mfo-1 -H order, «.] sins that I acted upon wilful ignorance and voluntarya imsappuou LBim.

Disorder ; want of method; irregularity. mi^xtrsuasion. ./er. Taj/ior, Holy Living, iv. 10.

The Anglican Church is constantly declared to be mere- _ , .... . j ,. x ..i_i/./.iin ,--1-, . . t i y ri

ly a convenient misnom^ for a subordinate function of See and consider if any muo^ be amongst our ser- mispickel (mis'pik-el), TO. [= P. misptckel, < G.

the Legislature. H. if. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 396. ^"^ """ apprentises. HaMuyts Voyages, I. 843. mispickel, in 16th century also mispuchel, mies-

imsnomer (mis-no'mfer), .. *. [< misnomer, n.] i^^.^^l^^'H'^'^'J^tm^^r^.^ht rl1^r,t"„t'!;,r'P^''''^ '
°"^ "^'"'^'•^

To designate by amistaken or unsuitablename; Sir /. Damct, Dancing »ame as arseTOops/rite.

misname. Richardson. [Bare.] misordor fmis-dr'dferl « * r< ^(..1 .f ^rf,-
misplace (mis-plas'), ».*.; pret. and pp. m»«-

misnumber (mis-num'ber), V. t. [< mis-^ + TfiTo^rder or manage am^^^^ nut ^t of
P^oe^,VV^- misplacing.^ [< mis-i + pW, «.]

number, v.] To number or reckon wrongly; ";Lr.'de™ '
^ ^"^ P^^'''^ wrongly; put in the wrong place; lo-

miacalpiilate
uiuei, ueiauge.

cate improperly or unsuitably : as, to J»«pi<M»nuBcaicmaie. ^^ ».,..,, . ,, The company entendeth not to aUow or accept igno- a hoot- »»»«nZ«™'/7 PnTififlPTir.BWhich might well make it suspected that the armies by ranee for any lawful or lust cause of excuse, in that which "°°
' "*™P«'C«» connoence.

sea, before spoken of, were misnumbered. shall be misordered by negligence. See wealth abused, and dignities mtspJoced.
MaZeigh, Hist. World, V. i. 8. HaMuyVs Voyages, I. 262. Cowper, Tirocinium, 1. 816.

misnurture (mis-n6r'tiir), V. t; pret. and pp. if the child misse ... in misordering the sentence, I Every «j»spJoce(J beauty is rather a defect.

misnurtured, ppr. misrmrturing. [< wjis-l + nv/r- would not haue the master froune. Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 3.

ture.] To nurture or train wrongly. Ascham, The Seholemaster, p. 27. misplacement (mis-plas'ment), to. [< misplace

He would punish the parents misnurturirM their chU- f.
To misconduct ; misbehave : used chiefly re- + -ment.] The act of misplacing, or putting in

dren. Bp. EaU, EUsha Cursing the Children, flexively. the wrong place.



misplay

misplay (mis-pla'), ». [< mis-^ + play.'] A
wrong play.

All balls moved by the mia-play must be retumfed to
their former position by the umpire or adversary.

Tribune Book of Sports, p. 44B.

misplead (mis-pled'), v. i. [< TOfe-1 + plead.']
To plead amiss or in a wrong manner.
mispleading (mis-ple'ding), n. [Verljal n. of
minplead, v7] In law, an error in pleading.
Perhaps the mispleading of a word shall forfeit all.

JJei). T. Adams, Works, IL 482. (Savies.)

mispleaset (mis-plez'), v. t. [< ME. misplesen
(ef. OF. mesplaire) ; < »m«-l + jjteoae.] To
displease, or fail in pleasing.
Schulde neuere than this erthe for this erthe my^Use

heuene king. Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 90.

mispoint (mis-point'), v. t. [< OTJs-l + point.]
To point improperly; punctuate wronger.
mispolicy (mis-pol'i-si), n. [< OTJs-i -1- poUcy'':]
Bad policy ; impoUoy.
mispractice (mis-prak'tis), n. [< mis-^ + prac-
tice.] Wroi)^ practice ; misdeed; misconduct.
mispraise (mis-praz'), u. *. and i.; pret. and
pp. mispraised, ppr. mispraising. \\ nrn-^ +
praise.] To praise falsely or injudiciously.

The "biographical infection," the natural frailty to mis-
praise and overpraise, has not failed to show itsdf.

Nineteenth Century, XXIV. 341.

misprint (mis-print'), V. t. [< jBis-l + print.]
To make an error in printing (something);
print wrong.
There might haue bene some ouersight, either in him-

self or in the printer, by misse writing or by miseeprynt'
ynge those figures of algorisme.

Sir T.' More, Works, p. 772.

misprint (mis-print'), n. [< misprint, v.] A
mistake in printing^ a typographical error.

misprise^t, n. and v. See ndsprise^.

misprise^, v. t. See misprize^.

misprision^ (mis-prizh'gn), n. [< OP. mespri-
sion, mesprison, mistake, error, fault, wrong,
misprision, a thing done or taken amiss, < mes-
pris, pp. otme^pre/tdre, mistake: see misprise'^,

Cf. prison.] If. Mistake; error; misunder-
standing.

To prevent therefore all future misprisions I have com-
piled this true discourse.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, Ded.

They threw away their Armes, and were friends, and de-
sired there might be a token giuen to be knowne by, least

we might hurt them by misprisitm.
Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, 1. 100.

2. In law : (a) Criminal neglect in respect to
the crime of another: used especially in con-
nection with felonies and treason, to indicate a
passive complicity, as by concealment, which
falls short of the guilt of a principal or acces-
sory.

There is some strange misprision in the princes.
Shak., Much Ado, iv. 1. 187.

Honour in us had injury, we shall prove.
Or if we fail to prove such injury
More than misprision of the fact—what then?

Brouming, Ring and Book, IL 77.

(&) More loosely, any grave offense or misde-
meanor having no recognized fixed name, as
maladministration in an of&ce of public trust

:

also teimeipositive misprision, as ^stinguished
from negative misprision, or mere neglect or con-
cealment.

Ko one of the trade shall set him to work until he shall
have made amends before the mayor and aldermen, and
before them such misprision shall be redressed.

English Gilds (E. B. T. S.), p. cxli.

UlspTlBlon of felony, concealment of a felony.— Mis-
prision of beresy, failure to denounce one who has been
guilty of heresy.

The edict further provided against all mi^>rision of her-
esy, by making those who failed to betray the suspected
liable to the same punishment as if suspected or convicted
themselves. MoUey, Dutch Republic, I. 262.

MisprlBion of treason, knowledge and concealment of
treason, without assenting to it.

This elaborate accusation contained eight counts of high
treason and misprision of treason.

StiMs, Const. Hist., g 34S.

misprision^f (mis-prizh'on), n. [< misprize^,

misprise^, + 4on, after misprision^.] An act of
undervaluing or disdaining ; scorn; contempt.

Such men they were as by the Kingdom were sent to ad-
vise him, not sent to be cavill'd at, because Elected, or to

be entertaind by him with an undervalue and misprision
of their temper, judgment, or afifection.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, i.

misprize^t (mis-priz'), n. [Also misprise; < OF.
mesprise (F,. mSprise), a mistake, < mespris, pp.
of mesprendre (F. m^rendre), be mistaken, <

mes- + prendre, < L. prehendere, prendere, take

:

see mis-^ and prise^, n.] Mistake ; misconcep-
tion; error; blunder.
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A goodly Ship, . . .

Which through great disadventure, or mesprize.
Her selfe had ronne into that hazardlze.

Spenser, F. Q., IL xii. 19.

misprize^ (mis-priz'), v. t; pret. and pp. mis-
prized, ppr. misprizing, [Formerly also mis-
prise; < misprize'^, n.] To mistake; miscon-
strue.

You spend your passion on a misprised mood

:

I am not guilty of Lysander's blood.
Shak., M. N. D., ui. 2. 74.

misprize^ (mis-priz'), v. t.; pret. and pp. mis-
prized, ppr. misprizing. [Also misprise; < OF.
mespriser (F. mepriser= Sp. menospreeiar= ¥g.
menospresar), despise, < mes- + priser, prize,
value: see mis-^ and prize^.] To slight or un-
dervalue; disparage; despise.

Mispriseme not ; I wUl trample on the heart, on the soul
of him that shall say I will wrong you.

B. Jonson, Case is Altered, iii. 3.

Less liked he still that scornful jeer
Misprised the land he loved so dear.

Soott, L. of L. M., V. 30.

misprize^t (mis-priz'), re. l<. misprize^, v.] Con-
tempt; scorn.

Then, if all fayle, we will by force it win.
And eke reward the wretch for his mesprise.

Spenser, T. Q., III. ix. 9.

misproceeding (mis-pro-se'ding), n. [< mis-1
+proceeding^ Erroneous or irregular proceed-
ing.

Which errors and misproceedings they doe fortify and
intrench. Bacon, Church Controversies.

misprofess (mis-pro-fes'), V. [< mis-^ + pro-
fess.] I, trans. To make a false profession of;
make unfounded pretensions to.

Keep me back, O Lord, from them who misprofess arts
of healing the soul or the body. Donne, Devotions, p. 86.

II. intrans. To make a false profession.

mispronounce (mis-pro-nouns'), v. t; pret. and
pp. mispronomiced, ppr. mispronouncing. [<
TO«s-i -I- pronovMce.] To pronounce erroneously
or incorrectly.

mispronouncement (mis-pro-nouns'ment), re.

[< mispronovnce + -ment.] The act of mispro-
nouncing.
mispronunciation (mis-pro-nun-si-a'shon), re.

[< mjs-i + pronunciation.] '

1. The act of pro-
nouncing incorrectly.— 3. Awrong orimproper
pronunciation.
mispr'oportion (mis-pro-por'shon), V. t. [< mis-'-

+ proportion, v.] To' fail to place in proper
proportion; join or compare without due pro-
portion.

misproudt (mis-proud'), a. [< MB. misproud;
< mis-^ + proud.] Unduly or unwan-antably
proud or vain; arrogant; haughty.

Ne no mysproude man amonges lordes ben allowed.
Piers Plowman (B), xiii. 436.

Ah I thou misproud prentice, darest thou presume to
marry a lady's sister?

Marston, Jonson, and Chapman, Eastward Ho, iii. 2.

Of thy misproud ambitious clan.

Thou, James of Bothwell, wert the man.
Scott, L. of the L., v. 26.

mispunctuate (mis-pungk'tu-at), V. t. or i.; pret.

and pp. mispunctuated, pprT mispunctuating. [<
mis-i + punctuate.] To punctuate wrongly.
mispursuit (mis-per-sHt'), n. [< mis-^ + pur-
suit.] A mistaken or misdirected pursuit.

The world, . . . given up to Atheism and Materialism,
full of mere sordid misbeliefs, mispursuits, and misresults.

Carlyle, Sterling, viii. (Dames.)

misqualify (mis-kwol'i-fi), v. t; pret. and pp.
misguaUfied, ppr. misqtuxUfying. [< >w«s-i + qual-

ify.] To qualify or characterize erroneously or
imperfectly.

What is called religious poetry, . . . which ia common-
ly a painful something misnamed by the nounand misquaii-

fied by the adjective. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 295.

misoLUemet, v. t. [ME., < mis-^. + gueme.] To
displease; offend. •

But it any man these nmqueme.
He shall be baighted as a bere. •

The Plowman's Tale, L 605.

misquotation (mis-kwo-ta'shon), n. [< mis-^

+ quotation.] 1. The act of quottag wrong.

—

2. An incorrect quotation.

misquote (mis-kwof), v. t. or ».; pret. and pp.
misquoted, ppr. misquoting. [< nm-^ + quote.]

1. To quote or cite incorrectly.
' Take hackney'd jokes from Miller, got by rote.

And just enough of learning to misquote.

Byron, Eng. Bards and Scotch Reviewers.

2t. To misread ; misconstrue ; misinterpret.

Look how we can, or sad or merrily,

Interpretation will misquote our looks.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., V. 2. 13.

=Syn. Garble, etc. See rmMHate.

misrepeat

misraise(mis-raz'),o. t; pret. and pp. misraised,
ppr. misraising. [< mis-l -1- raise.] To raise
or excite unwisely or without due cause.

Here we were out of danger of this misraised fury.
Bp. Hall, Free Prisoner, § B.

misrate (mis-rat'), u. t; pret. a,nd -pp. misrated,
ppr. misraUng. [< mis-^ + rate\ v.] To rate
erroneously; estimate falsely.

Assuming false, or migrating true, advantages.
Barrow, Works, III. xxix.

misread (mis-red'), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. misread,

ppr. misreading. [< mig-i -1- read^.] To read
wrongly; misconstrue; misinterpret; mistake
the sense or^ignificanee of.

He misread the disposition of the great body of citizens.

Froude, Csesar, p. 209.

misreading(mis-re'ding), n. [Verbal n. of mis-
read, v.] Erroneous reading or citation ; mis-
interpretation.

A similar misreading of BaiUarger, contained in a sin-
gle sentence, is the one point from which 1 dissent in the
extremely clear and concise chapter.

E. Gwmey, Proc. Soc. Psych. Research, III. 163, note.

misreceive (mis-re-sev'), v. t.; pret. and pp.
misreceived, ppr. rnisreceiving. [< reiis-i -I- re-

ceive.] To receive ungraciously ; take amiss.

There is nothing thatmore dishonoureth governors than
to misreceive moderate addresses.

Waterhouse, Apology (1653^ p. 249. (Latham.)

misrecitet (mis-re-sif), v. t. [< mis-1 + recite.]

To recite or repeat incorrectly.

The alledgers of testimonies . . . do mm-eafe the sense
of the author they quote. Boyle, Works, II. 477.

misreckon (mis-rek'n), v. t. [< mis-^ + reckon.]
To reckon or compute erroneously.

It is a familiar error in Josephus to misreckon times.
Raleigh, Hist. World, II. xvii. 10

misreckoning (mis-rek'ning), re. An erroneous
or false reckoning.

misredet, v. t. [ME. misreden, < AS. misrcedan,
advise wrongly, give bad coun8el,< ms-, wrong-
ly, + rS(ia», advise : see read\ rede^.] Toad-
vise unwisely or to bad purpose,
misrefert (mis-re-fer'), V. t. and i. [< jmw-I -I-

refer.] To refer or report wrongly.
Th' outward senses.

Which oft misapprehend and misser^erre.
Dames, Mirum in Modum, p. 12, (Davies.)

misreflect (mis-re-flekf), 0. t. [< TOJ«-i + re-

flect.] To reflect wrongly ; misrepresent : as,

to misreflect an object.

misreform (mis-rf-f6rm'), v. t. [< mis-l -I- re-

form.] To reform'amiss or imperfectly; change
for the worse. Milton.

misregardt (mis-rf-gard'), n. [< w«s-l + re-

gard^ Misconstruction.

When as these rimes be red
With misregard. Spenser, F. Q., IV. viii. 29.

misregulate (mis-reg'u-lat), v. t; pret. and pp.
misregulated, ppr. misregulating. [< mis-^ +
regulate.] To regulate wrongly or imperfectly.
Dickens.

misrehearse (mis-re-h6rs'), v. t. or ».; pret. and
pp. misrehearsed, ppr. misreliearsing. [< mis-^
+ rehearse.] To rehearse or quote inaccurate-
ly ; err in recapitulating or repeating.

He woulde make you ween here that I bothe misrehearse
and misconstrue. Sir T. More, Works, p. 1009.

misrelatet (mis-re-laf), v. t. [< m»s-i -I- relate.]

To relate falsely or inaccurately; give a false

account of.

To satisfy me that he misrdated not the experiment, he
. . . gave me the opportunity of trying it. Boyle.

misrelation (mis-rf-la'shgn), n. [< mis-'^ + re-

lation.] Erroneous relation or narration.

misreligion (mis-re-lij'on), re. [< mis-'^ + reli-

gion.] False religion.

Branded with the infamy of a Paganish misreligion.

Bp. Hall, The Ten Lepers.

misremember (mis-rf-mem'bfer), v. t. or i. [<

mis-1 -I- rememher.] To mistake in recalling to

mind; err by failure of memory.
My selfe was ouersene in that place wyth a lytle hast,

in misse-remembring one worde of his.

Sir T. More, Works, p. 1139.

He is here, practising for the mask ; of which, if I mis-

re/nwmljer not, I wrote as much as you desire to know.
Donne, Letters, i.

misrender (mis-ren'd6r), v. t. [< mis-^ + ren-

der.] To render or construe inaccurately;

translate erroneously.

They [the Psalms] must at least he allowed to contain

polished and fashionable expressions in their own lan-

guage, how coarsely soever they have been mis-rendered

In ours. Boyle, Works, II. 297.

misrepeatt (mis-re-pef), v. t. [< mis-^ + re-

peat.] To repeat' erroneously.



misrepeat

The petition was of many Btieets of paper, and contained
many false accusations (and . . . some truttis misrepeat-
ed). WinOimp, Hist. New England, 1. 122.

mlsreport (mis-re-port'), v. [< rots-l + reporfi
1. trans. 1. To report incorrectly.

Yf they be snch indeed, quod your trende, and that
they bee not mistaken or miaremrted.

Sir T. More, Works, p. 249.

2t. To give a false report o£; misrepresent ma-
liciously; Ijackbite; slander.

Not to backbite, slander, rrmreport, or undervalue any
man. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), 1. 197.

n. intrans. To make an incorrect report.

Ceesar, whose Autoritywe are now first t» follow, wanted
not who tax'd him of ynis-reporting in his Commentaries.

ItUton, Hist. Eng., L

misreport (mis-re-porf), »*• [< misreport, v.']

A false or incorrect report.

We are not to be guided in the sense we hare of that
book ... by the migreports of some ancients.

N. Orew, Cosmologia Sacra, iv. 1.

misreporter (mis-re-por'tfer), n. One who mis-
reports or reports falsely.

misrepresent (mis-rep-re-zenf), " limis-^ +
represent.'] I. trans. l.'To represent errone-
ously or falsely; give a false or incorrect ac-
count or representation of, whether intention-
ally or not.

In the very act of misrepresenting the laws of composi*
tion, he shows how well be understands them.

Macamlay, John Dryden.

2. To fail to represent correctly or in good faith

as agent or official representative ; act contrary
to the wishes or interests of, as of one's princi-

pal or constituents, in the transaction of busi-
ness, legislation, etc.

II. intrans. To convey a false impression.

Or do my eyes misrepresent? Can this be he?
XiUoa, S. A., L 124.

inisrepresentation(mis-rep"'re-zen-ta'shon),n.
[< mJs-1 -I- representation.'] 1. Erroneous or
false representation; an unfair or dishonest
account or exposition; a false statement: as,

to injure one's character by misrepresentations.

The Scriptures frequently forbid rash judgments, and
censoriousness, and a misrepresentation of other men's ac-
tions, and hard thoughts concerning them.

Jartin, Discourses, ilL

2. Incorrect or unfaithful representation in the
capacity of agent or official representative, as
of a principal in a matter of business, or of con-
stituents in legislation.—3. In map-mdkmg,
faultiness in a map-projection, estimated with
regard to its unequal scale in different parts and
to its distortion of angles.

misrepresentative (mis-rep-re-zen'ta-tiv), a.

and n. [< mis-'^ + r&presenta1me.] I.'a. Tend-
ing to misrepresent or convey a false impres-
sion; misrepresenting.
H. n. One who misrepresents, or fails to rep-

resent truly. [Rare.]

Let us hope the lovers of this sort of freedom are Ttdsrep-
resenlatives of their race. ConffregaUonalist, Aug. 12, 1888.

misrepresenter (mis-rep-re-zen't6r), n. One
who misrepresents.

misrepute (mis-re-piit' ), V. t. ;
pret. and pp. mis-

reputed, ppr. misrejmting. [< mis-'^ + repute.]

To repute or estimate erroneously; hold in

wrong estimation.

They shall vindicate the mixreputed honour of Ood.
MiUan, Divorce, it 22.

misresemblance (mis-rf-zem'blans), n. [< mjg-i

+ resemblance.] An imperfect or mistaken re-

semblance or description. [Kare.]

Betum we now
To a lighter strain, and from the gallery

Of the Dutch poet s misresemblanees
Pass into mine.

Southey, To A. Cunningham. (Davies.)

misresult (mis-rf-zulf), n. [< mjs-1 + result.]

An untoward or unwelcome result or conclu-

sion. Carlyle. See quotation under mispttr-

suit.

misrule (mis-iSl'), n. [< mis-i +rule, n.] 1.

Bad rule; misgovemment; wrongful exercise

of power or authority.

As if ... I to them [my enemies] had quitted all.

At random yielded up to their misriile.

.

Xitton, P. Lw, X. 628.

8. Absence of control or restraint; insubor-

dination; disorder.

Fare not with foil oure fos for to glade,

Ne wirk not vnwysly in thi wilde dedis,

That thi manhod be marte thurgh iMmysreale.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 6126.

The loud misrule

Of Chaos far removed. Milton, V. I., vii. 271.
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There, in the portal placed, the heaven-bom maid
Enormous riot and misnde survey'd.

Fenton, in Pope's Odyssey, i. 138.

Abbot of misrule. See abM.—LoiA or king of mis-
rule. See Urd.

misrule (mis-r61'), «>• *• °^y Pret. and pp. mis-

ruled, ppr. misruling. [< ME. ndsreulen; < mis-^

+ rule, v.] To rule badly; govern unwisely or

oppressively.

Nor has any ruler a right to require that his subjects

should be contented with his misgovemment by showing
them a neighbouring prince who oppresses and misrvles

far more. Brougham.

misnilyt (mis-ro'li), a. [< m*s-l -t- ruly, as also

in unruly.] Unruly ; ungovernable.

Curb the range of his misruly tongue.
Bp. Hall, Satires, TL 17a

miss^ (mis), V. [< ME. missen, myssen, < AS.
missan (not *missian), miss (fail to hit), escape
the notice of, = OFries. missa, be without, =
I), missen = MLGr. LG. missen = OHG. MHG.
G. missen = Icel. missa= Sw. mista = Dan. mis-

te = Goth, "missan (not recorded), miss; from
an orig. noun or adj. extant as a prefix, AS.
and B. mis- = D. mis- = OHG. missa-, MHG.
misse-, G. misse-, miss-, mis- — leel. mis- = Sw.
miss- = Dan. mis- = Goth, missa-, ' wrongly,'
' amiss,' in the adverb, E. miss^, MB. mis = D.
mis = Icel. mis, wrongly, amiss, = Goth, misso,

interchangeably, and in the derivative, AS.
mislic, misselic, mistlic, missenUc, missendUe, etc.,

= Goth, missaleiks, various, diverse, different

(see mislich): prob.with orig. pp. suffix -t (E. -<J2,

-ed^) from the root of AS. mithan (pp. miihen),

avoid, conceal, be concealed, refrain, = OS.
mifhan = OFries. mitha = D. mijden = MLG.
miden = OHG. midan, MHG. mi^en, G. meiden,
avoid. The different senses 'miss,' 'avoid,'
' change,' 'be various,' may all be derived from
that of ' deviate.' Cf. the development of senses
assooia/ted with mad^, from 'change,' 'alter,'

to 'maim' in a physical sense, 'distract' ia a
mental sense. See mis-, amiss, etc.] I. trans.

1 . To fail to reach or attain ; come short of, or
go aside or deviate from, aswhat is aimed at, ex-
pected, or desired; fail to hit, catch, or grasp:
as, to miss the mark.
Though we could not have his life, yet we Tnissed not

our desires in his soft departure.
Sir T. Browne, To a Friend.

I was to see Monsieur Vemey at his Apartment at the
upper-end of the Boyal Physick Garden, but, m/bssing my
visit, went up with a young Gentleman of my Lord Am-
bassador's Betinue, to see Mr. Bennis.

Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 63.

The pleasure miss'd her, and the scandal hit.

Pope, Moral Essays, ii. 128.

As I never miss aim, I had the misadventure to kill the
Honourable Master Crofts at the first shot.

Seott, Peveril of the Peak, zxxiv.

2. To fail or come short of, as from lack of ca-
pacity or opportunity ; fail to be, find, attain to,

or accomplish (what one might or should have
been, found, attained to, or accomplished) : as,

he just missed being a poet; you have missed
your true vocation.

The invention all admired, and each how he
To be the Inventor misi/d. Milton, P. L., vi. 499.

3. To fail to findj get, or keep ; come short of
having or receiving; fail to obtain or enjoy:
as, to miss the way or one's footing; to miss a
meal or an appointment.

In that eitty virtue shall never cease.
And felicity no soule shall misse.

Mob. of Oloucester, p. S84, App.

If she desired above all things to have Argalus, Argalus
feared nothing but to miss Parthenia. Sir P. 8w,ney.

Spur to destruction

—

You cannot mirn the way.
Flet£her, Humorous Lieutenant, ii. 2.

One must have eyes that see, and ears that hear, or one
fimses a good deal. Mrs. J. H. Emng, Idyll of theWoods.

4« To become aware of the loss or absence of;
find to be lacking; note or deplore the absence
of; feel the want or need of: as, to miss one's
watch or purse ; to miss the comforts of home

;

to miss the prattle of a child.

Neither missed we anything. . ,

of all that pertained unto him.

Thee I have miss'd, and thought it long, deprived
Thy presence. MUton, P. L., ix. 857.

The king was no sooner gone than the army missed him,
and was aU in the greatest uproar.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 21.

5. To fail to note, perceive, or observe; oveiv
look or disregard: as, to miss the best points
of a play.

The faults of his understanding and temper lie on the
surface, and cannot be missed. Maca/ulay, Hist. Eng.j viL

6. To escape ; succeed in avoiding.

miss
I have purged and vexed my body much since I writ to

you, and this day I have missed my nt ; and this is the first

time that I could discern any intermission.
Donne, Letters, xxiL

So well my Armour did resist,

So oft by Flight the 31ow I mist.
CouiUy, Anacreontics, Iv.

And yon have misa'iZ the irreverent doom
Of those that wear the Poet's crown.

Tennyson, To .

7. To omit ; leave out ; skip, as a word in re-

citing or a note in singing.

She would never miss one day
A walk BO fine, a sight so gay.

Prim, Lady's Looking-Olasg.

8t. To do without ; dispense with ; spare.

We cannot miss him ; he does make our fire.

Fetch in our wood. Skalk., Tempesti L 2. SIX.

I will have honest, valiant souls about me

;

I cannot miss thee. Fletcher, Mad Lover, ii. 1,

9t. To lack; be deprived of

.

For as a man may nat seo that mysseth bus eyen.
No more can no clerkes bote if hit be of bookes.

Piers Plourman (C), xv. 44.

To mlSB one's tip, to fail in one's scheme or purpose;
fail in effecting a desired object. [Slang.]

Jupe [a circus clown] . . . didn't do what he ought to

do. Was short in his leaps and bad in his tumbling. . .

.

In a general way that's missing his Up.
Dickens, Hard Times, i. 6.

One as had had it very sharp act'ly runs, right at the
leaders, . . . only luck'ly for him he misses his (^ and
comes over a heap o' stones.

T. Bvghes, Tom Brown at Kngby, i. 4.

To mlBB out, to omit ; leave out.

In several instances the transcriber by a slip of the pen
has missed out words or parts of words.

English OUds (E. E. T. S.}, p. 432, note.

To mlBS stays (navt.), to fail in going about from one
tack to another. See stay.—To miss the cusUont. See

eushion.

II. intrans. 1. To fail of success or effect;

miscarry; fail to hit the mark, as in shooting,

playing certain games, etc.

Howmyste y of thi mercy mys,
Sithen to helpe man thou art so hende!

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Fumivall), p. 208.

Men observe when things hit, and not when they min.

Nothing was missed
1 Sam. XXV. 15, 21.

Flying bullets now.
To execute his rage, appear too slow

;

They miss, or sweep but common souls away.
WaOer.

2t. To fall short; fail in observation or attain-

ment: with o/or in.

Butt for alle he myst of his entent.
Qenerydes (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 1383.

If your scholer do misse sometimes in marking rightlie

these foresaid sixe things, chide not hastelie.

Ascha/m, The Scholemaster, p. 31.

To that end he [St. Paul] lays down the most powerfull
Motive and Consideration : for in due season ye shall reap
if ye faint not ; i. e. ye shall notmiss of a reward from God.

StmingJUxt, Sermons, n. viL

3f. To go astray; go wrong; slip; fall.

Save, and not misse,
How long agone, and whence yt was.
The fayre ronnde worlde first came to passe,

As yt now ys ? Puttenham, Partheniaides, jL

Emongst the Angels, a whole legione
Of wicked Sprightes did fall from happy blis

;

What wonder, then, if one of women iul did misf
Spenxer, F. Q., IIL ix. 2.

missi (mis), n. [< ME. mis, mys, misse, mysse;
from the verb. CE. amiss. ] 1 . A failure to find,

reach, catch, hit, grasp, obtain, or attain; want
of success.

And so he made his mis to mende
The savrter buke right to the ende.

Holy Bood (E. E. T. S.), p. 78.

Y« misse of Lord Sandwich redoubl'd the losse to me, and
shew'd the folly of hazarding so brave a fleete.

Evelyn, Diary, June 2, 1672.

2t. Error; fault; misdeed; wrongrdoing; sin.

When we war put out of that blls
To won in midelerth for oure mis.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 68.

rakel hand, to doon so foule a mys [var. amys],
Chaucer, Manciple's Tale, L 174.

Thus, although God sent his holy spirit to call mee, and
though I heard him, yet ... I went forward obstinately
in my misse. Greene, Groata-Worth of Wit (ed. 1617).

3f. Hurt or harm from mistake or accident.

Bebolde frelete of my manhede
That makes me oft to do of myse.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Fumivall), p. 106.

And though one fall through heedless hast.
Yet is his misse not mickle.

S^mrnr, Shep. Cal., July.

4. Loss; want; hence, a feeling of loss.

I beseche you to sonde me for almes oon of your olde

gownes, which will countirvale much of the premysses I

wote wele ; and I shall be yours while I lyve, and at your
comandement ; I have grete mysl of it, Ood knows.

Paston Letters, IL 884.



miss
The boy not to be found?

... I feel
A Bad miss oj him.

MassCnger, Bashful Lover, ii. 1.

5. Specifically, in jjnmWregr, a failure on the part
of the person feeding,the blank sheets to a press
to supply a sheet at the right moment for im-
pression. The miss muBtbeoorreetedbyrunningthrough
several sheets to absorb the ink put on the blanks by the
form.

6. In the game of loo, an extra hand dealt out,
for which the players in turn have the option
of exchanging their own.-Amlss Is as good as a
mile, a narrow escape is no worse than a remote one ; so
one escapes a danger it does not matter much how near it

approached.

jnissif (mis), adv. [ME. mis, mys, mysse = D.
mis = leel. mis, adv., wrong, amiss : see miss^, v.

Of. miss, «., amiss.2 Wrongly; badly; amiss.
The thinges ben so mys entrechaunged.

Chaueer, Boethius, iv. prose 5.

To correcten that is vms I mente.
CAoMcer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 446.

miss^ (mis), n. [An abbr. of mistress, at first

prob. as a title, the form Mistress, as written
Mrs. and pronounced mis'ez, being still com-
monly abbreviated in rustic use in New Eng-
land and among the Southern negroes, to Miss,
often printed Mis'. Cf . also def . 3. See mis-
tress, Mrs.2 1. Mistress: a reduced form of

this title, which, so reduced, came to be re-

garded, when prefixe^d to the name of a young
woman or girl, as a sort of diminutive, and
was especially applied to young girls (corre-

sponding to master as applied to young boys),
older unmarried girls or women being styled
mistress even in the lifetime of the mother;
later, and in present use, a title prefixed to the
name of any unmarried woman or girl, in a re-

stricted use, the title Miss^ with the surname only, now
-distinguishes the eldest daughter of a family, the younger
daughters having the title Miss prefixed to their full name

;

as, Miss Brown, Miss Mary Brovra, etc. Some matronly
unmarriedwomen, holding independent positions as house-
holders or otherwise, are still styled Mistress {Mrs.) as a
mark of special respect, at least in some parts of the United
States. In speaking or writing of two or more persons of
the same name by the title of Miss, the plural form is often
given to the name as a whole, as the Miss Smiths, instead
of to the title, as the Misses Smith.

The four Miss Winises. Diekem, Sketches, iii.

Miss Guest held her chin too high, and . . . Miss Lauia
«poke and moved continually with a view to effect.

George Eliot, Mill on the Moss, iv. 9.

Her says to me "Are you Mrs. or Miss?" "Neither,
ma'am," I says, "I are a servant." That young woman re-

spected herself and her calling.

JSr. ana Q., 7th ser., VIl. 266.

3. A young unmarried woman; a girl, in this
:sense chiefly colloquial ; in trade use it has reference to
sizes, etc. : as, ladies', misses', and children's shoes.

Where there are little masters and misses in a house,
they are great impediments to the diversions of the ser-

vants. Svnft.
Sometimes I half wish I were merely
A plain or a penniless miss.

Locker, A Nice Correspondent.

3. A mistress (of a household). [Southern
tJ. S., in negro use.]—4t. [In this use a direct
abbr. of mistress in the same sense— a slang
use, independent of the above.] A kept mis-
"tress.

She being taken to be the Earle of Oxford's misse (as at
this time they began to call lewd women).

Evelyn, Diary, Jan. 9, 1662.

Undecent women, . . . inflaming severall young noble-
men and gallants, became their misses.

mdyn. Diary, Oct. IS, 1666.

If after all you think it a disgrace
That Edward's miss thus perks it in your face.

Pope, Epil. to Kowe's Jane Shore, 1. 46.

missa (mis'a), «. [LL., mass: see mossi.] 1.

The mass;' a mass.— 3. In the Mozarabic lit-

urgy, a variable prayer or address, called more
fully the Oratio Missce (Prayer of the Mass),
answering to the Galilean Prcefatio Missce (Pre-
face of the Mass). It probably derived its name
from the fact that the dismissal (missa) of the
catechumens originally preceded it.

missal (mis'al), a. and n. [I. a. = OF. missal,

< ML. missatis, of the mass, < missa, the mass:
see mass^. II. n. = P. missel = 8p. misal =
Pg. missal= It. messale, < ML. missale, a mass-
book, neut. of missalis, of the mass : see I.] I.

a. Pertaining to the mass, or to the missal or
Eoman Catholic mass-book.

It had been good for our m/issal priests to have dwelled
in that country. Latimer, 3d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1649.

The missal sacrifice. Bp. Hall.

Missal litanies. See litany, 2.

II. n. In the Bom. Cath. Ch., the book con-
taining all the liturgical forms necessary for

<!elebrating mass throughout the year. Origi-
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nally the ordinary, canon, and some other parts of the mass
were contained in the sacramentary, which also included
the offices for the other sacraments. In addition to this
the antiphonary, lectionary, and evangeliary had to be
used. Early in the eighth century the name of missal
(jmssalis (sc. liber), missale) came to be applied to the Bacra^
mentary, and later to books containing additional parts of
the mass. A book like the modern missal, containing all the
forms of the mass, was called a plenary missal (missale ple-
nmiwm). The modem fioman missal (the "reformed mis-
sal") was issued substantially in its present form under
Plus V. ml670, and revised again under Clement VIII. and
Urban VIII. It is the only Latin missal allowed to be
used in the Roman Catholic Church, with the exception
of the limited local use of the Ambrosian, Mozarabic,
and some monastic rites. Uoman Catholic priests iii Eng-
land do not follow the Sarum and other ancient English
uses, bu t the present Roman rites. The Uniats and other
Latinizing communities in Oriental countries are allowed
to retain their ancient offices, with alterations more or
less considerable. In the Roman missal, after the intro-
ductory matter (calendar, general rubrics, etc.) come the
introits, collects, epistles, gospels, graduals, oflertoria, se-
oreta, communions, postcommunions, etc., througliout the
year. The ordinary and canon of the mass are placed in
the middle of the book, between the proper of Holy Satur-
day and that of Easter Sunday. After these masses de
tempore follow the common of saints, votive and special
masses, etc., and masses allowed to be used in special
places. The euehologion of the Greek Church answers not
to the missal, but to the original sacramentary.

The Sacramentary became subdivided into the full
mass-book or missal properly so named.

Soek, Church of our Fathers, III. ii. 19.

As tender and reverential . . . as a nun over her missal.
0. W. Holmes, Autocrat, ii.

missal-bookt (mis'al-buk), n. The mass-book
or missal.

They present to him the Cross, and the Missal-Book to
swear upon. HoweS, Letters, I. v. 42.

missay (mis-sa'), i>. [< ME. m/issa/yen, myssayen,
mysseyen; < mis-'^ + say'^.'\ I. trans. If. To say
or utter wrongly or amiss.

Lest any thing in general might be missaidin their pub-
lick Prayers through ignorance^ or want of care, contrary
to the faith. Mm,on, Animadversions, § 2.

S. To speak ill of; slander. [Obsolete or ar-

chaic]
It is synne . . . whan that he by lightnesse or folic mys-

seyeth or scometh his neighebore. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

Be thow no chyder, ne of wordys boold ,

To myssay thy neyghbors nouther yong ne oolde.
Baiees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 42.

Far liefer had I fight a score of times
Than hear thee so missay me and revile.

Tennyson, Gaxeth and Lynette.

Sf. To reproach; rebuke.

And mysseide the lewes manliche and manaced hem to

bete. Piers Plowman (B), xvi. 127.

IL.i intrans. To speak amiss; speak ill.

Now mercie swete, yf I myssey.
Qhmicet, Auelida and Arcite, 1. 317.

missayert (mis-sa'er), m. One who missays ; an
evil-speaker.

And if that any missayere
Despise women, . . .

Blame him, and bidde him holde him stille.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 2231.

misscript (mis-skripf), «• [< mis-'^ + script."]

A word wrongly or incorrectly written. F. Mall,
Mod. Bng., p. 175, note.

missee (mis-se'), v.
;
pret. missaw, pp. misseen,

I ppr. misseeing. [< m«s-i + see, «.] I. trans. To
take a wrong view of; see in a false or distort-

ed form.

Success may blind him, and then he missees the facts

and comes to ruin. Carlyle, in Froude.

The average man, ... by conforming himself to the
common convention of the crowd, . . . secures himself

from being much misseen. New Princeton Rev., II. 6.

II. intrans. To take a wrong, false, or dis-

torted view; see inaccurately or imperfectly.

Herein hefundamentally mistook, missaw, and miawent.
Carlyle, Misc. , IV. 236. (Encye. Diet. )

misseek (mis-sek'), v. t.; pret. and pp. missought,

-pipi. misseelcing. [< mjs-i + se«A;.] To seek or

search for in a wrong way or wrong direction.

And yet the thing that most is your desire

You do misseke.

Wyatt, Of the Meane and Sure Estate.

misseemingf, a. [< m«s-l + seeming, a.] Mis-
becoming; unbecoming; sorry.

For never knight I saw in such misseeming plight.

Spenser, F. Q., I. ix. 23.

misseemingf, n. [< mis-l + seeming, «.] Simu-
lation.

With her witchcraft and misseeming sweete.
Spenser, F. Q., I. vii. 50.

missel (mis'l), n. Same as mistletJirush. Imp.
Diet.

misseldinet, misseldent, «• Obsolete variants

of mistletoe.

misselthrush, »»- See mistlethrush.

misseltoet, n. An obsolete speUing of mistletoe.

missile

missel-tree (mis'l-tre), «. In British Guiana, a
moderate-sized tree, Bellucia quinguenerms, of
the natural order Melastomacem. it bears a six-
celled berry, flavored like raspberry, seated in a permanent
yellow bell-shaped calyx. Smith, Diet. Economic Plants.

missemblancet (mis-sem'blans), n. [< ws-1 4'

semblance.] False resemblance.
missend (mis-send'), V. t.

;
pret. and pp. missent,

ppr. rrmsendmg. [< mjs-i -f send.] To send
amiss or iucorreotly: as, to missend a letter.

missenset (mis-sens'), v. t. [< rois-i -^ sense.]
To give a wrong sense or meaning to.

Missensing his lines. Peltham, Eesolves, p. 107.

missentencet (mis-sen'tens), n. [< mJs-1 +
setitence.] A wrong or undeserved sentence.
That mis-sentence which pronounced by a plain . . .

man would appear most gross.

Bp. Haclcet, Abp. Williams, I. 72. {Davies.)

misserve (mis-serv'), v. *.; pret. and pp. mis-
served, ppr. misserving. [< MB. misserven; <
TOJs-i -1- serve.] To serve badly.

I was myss&rved of ray dynere.
Lytell Gesteo/Robyn Hode (Child's Ballads, V. 78).

The good statute, , . . whereby a man may have what
he thinketh he hath, and not be abused or misserved in

that he buys. Bacon, Judicial Charge.

misset (mis-sef), V. t.; pret. and pp. misset,

ppr. missetUng. [< MB. missetten; \ mis-^ +
set^.] To set amiss

;
place wrongly.

Many a worde I overskipte
In my tale, for pure fere
Lest my wordys mysset were.

Chaueer, Death of Blanche, 1. 1210.

If, therefore, that boundary of suits [an oath] be taken
away, or misset, where shall be the end?

Bacon, Judicial Charge.

misset (mis-sef), i^.o. Outofhumor. [Scotch.]

Our minnie's sair mis-set after her ordinar, sir.

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xviii.

misshape (mis-shap'), v. t.; pret. misshaped,

pp. misshapen or misshaped, ppr. misshaping.

[< MB. misshapen; < mis-^ + shape, v.] To shape
ill

;
give bad form to ; deform.
O was it warwolf in the wood, . . .

My ain true love, that misshaped thee?
Kempion (Child's Ballads, 1. 141).

Some figures monstrous and misshaped appear.
Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 171.

misshape (mis-shap'), «. [< mis-^ + shape, n.]

A bad or distorted shape or figure ; deformity.

The one of them . . . did seeme to looke askew.
That her mis-shape much helpt.

Spenser, F. Q., V. xiL 29.

misshapen (mis-sha'pn), ^. a. Ill-shaped; de-
formed; ugly.

Ther am mo misshapen armong suche beggers
Than of meny other men that on this molde walken.

Piers Plowman (C), x. 171.

I could rather see the stage filled with agreeable objects

. . . than see it crowded with withered or mtisshapen
figures. Ooldsmtth, The Bee, No. 1. I

misshapenness (mis-sha'pn-nes), ». The state

of being misshapen or deformed.
missheathe (mis-sheTH'), v. t; pret. and pp.
missheathed, ppr. missheafhing. [< mis-'^ +
sheathe.] To sheathe amiss or in a wrong
place.

This dagger hath mista'en, . . .

And is mis-sheathed in my daughter's bosom!
Shak., R. and J., v. 3. 205.

[In this passage some editions read "And it missheathed."}

missiflcatet (mis'i-fi-kat), v. i. [< ML. missifi-

catus, pp. of missificare, celebrate mass, < missa,

mass (see mass''-), + h.faeere, make.] To cele-

brate mass. [Kare.]

What can be gather'd hence but that the Prelat would
stUl sacrifice? oonceavehim, readers, he would mi8si;!cffl«e.

Their altarsindeed were in afair forwardnesse.
MUton, Church-Government, i. 5.

missile (mis'il), a. and n. [= OF. missile = It.

missile, < L. missilis, that may be thrown, neut.

missile, a weapon to be thrown, a javelin, in pi.

missilia, presents thrown among the people by
the emperors, < iMJWere, pp. missus, send: see mis-

sion.] I. a. Capable of being thrown ; adapted
to be hurled by the hand, or discharged from a

. weapon, as from a sUng, bow, or gun, or from
a military engine.

His missile weapon was a lying tongue.

Which he far off like swiftest lightning flung.

P. Fletcher, Purple Island.

We bend the bow, or wing the missUe dart. Pope.

II. n. Anything thrown for the purpose of hit-

ting something; specifically) a weapon or pro-

jectile designed for throwing or discharging,

as a lance, an arrow, a bullet, or a cannon-

ball.
Some were whelm'd witli missiles of the wall.

And some were push'd with lances from the rock.
Tennyson, Princess, Prol



missing

missingt (mis'in^re. [< ME. myssyng; verbal
n. of miss\ i;.] Want ; lack.

Of myrthe neuermore to haue nvyssynff.

York Plays, p. 3.

missing (mis'ing), p. a. Not present or not
foiind; abseiit; gone.

If by any means he be mimng, then shall thy life be for
his. 1 Ki. XX. 39.

And for a time caught up to God, as once
Moses was in the mount, and ndssvng long.

MUlon, P. K., ii. 16.

Illaslng UTilr
, See linld.

mis-singt, V. t- and i. [< TOJs-1 + sing.'] To sing
amiss. Richardson,

Now, Bileer [Wemock], thou hast split the marke,
Albe that I ne wot I han mis-song.

W. Browne, Young Willie and Old Wemock.

missingly (mis'ing-li), adv. So as to miss or feel
the absence of something. [Rare.]

1 have missingly noted he is of late much retired from
court. Shak., W. T., iv. 2. 35.

mission (mish'on), ». [< F. mission, a send-
ing, a mission," OF. mission, expense, = Sp.
mision = Pg. missdCo = It. missions = D. missie
= G. Dan. Sw. mission, a mission, < L. mis-
sio{n-), a sending, sending away, despatching,
discharging, release, remission, cessation, <
mittere, send. The E. words derived from the
L. mittere are numerous, e. g. admit, amit^, com-
mit, compromit, demit, emit, intermit, omit, per-
mit, pretermit, remit, submit, transmit, etc.,

mise^, compromise, demise, dismiss, premise, pre-
miss, promise, surmise, admission, commission^,
dismission, etc., commissary, emissary, promis-
sory, etc., mass^, etc., mess^, message, messen-
ger, missile, mission, missionary, missive, etc.,

with numerous secondary derivatives.] 1. A
sending of an agent or a messenger; a charge
given to go and perform some service ; delega-
tion for a specific duty or purpose : as, to be
sent on a mission to a foreign government, or
to the heathen.
Whose glorious deeds, but in these fields of late.

Made emulous missions 'mongst the gods themselves.
Shak., T. and C, iu. 3. 189.

Theynever enquired whether the Miracle were wrought
©r no', or whether their Doctrine were true ; all their Ques-
tion was about their Mission, whether it were ordinary or
extraordinary. StUlingJleet, Sermons, II. L

2. That for which one is sent or commissioned

;

the power conferred or duty imposed on an
envoy or messenger; a delegated business or
function ; an errand.

Hast thou performed my mission which 1 gave?
Tennyson, Morte d'Arthur.

Hence— 3. That for which a person or thing
is destined or designed

;
predestined function

;

determinate purpose or object.

How to begin, how to accomplish best
His end of being on earth, and rndsgion high.

MUtm, P. B., ii. 114.

The ardour and perseverance with which he [William of
Orange] devoted himself to his mission have scarcely any
parallel in history. Macavlay, Hist. Eng., vii.

Miss Wisk's mission . . . was to show the world that
woman's mission was man's mission; and. that the only
genuine mission of both man and woman was to be al-

ways moving declaratory resolutions about things in gen-
eral at public meetings. Sickens, Bleak House, xxx.

What if it be the mission of that age
My death will usher into life, to shake
This torpor of assurance from our creed?

Browning, King and Book, n. 224.

4. An organized effort for the spread of reli-

gion, or for the enlightenment and elevation of
some community or region ; organized mission-
ary effort; religious propagandism: as. Chris-

tian missions; the home and foreign missions

of the Piesbyterian Church; domestic missions;

the aity mission.—5. In theRoman Catholic and
Anglican churches, a series of special religious

services organized to quicken the piety of Chris-
tians and convert the impenitent. The person
appointed to conduct such a mission is termed
a missioner.— 6. A particular field of mission-

ary activity; a missionary post or station, or

the body of missionaries established there ; a
center of organized missionary effort or of reli-

gious propagandism; specifically^, in the Roman
Catholic Church, the district assigned to a mis-

sionary priest.— 7. The office or establishment

of a foreign envoy; the charge or post of an
ambassador; a foreign legation: as, the mission

to Persia ; the members of the British mission at

Washington.— 8t. Dismission; discharge from
service.

In Caesar's army, somewhat the soldiers would have had,

yet only demanded a mission or discharge.
Bacon, Apophthegms.

=Syil. 2. OfBce, duty, charge, embassy.
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mission (mish'gn), V. t. [< mission, ».] To send

on a mission; commission. Southey. [Rare.]

Lamia, regal, drest.

Silently paced about, and, aa she went, . .

Mission'd her viewless servants to enrich

The fretted splendour of each nook and niche.
Keats, Lamia, ii.

missionary (mish'on-a-ri), a. and n. [= F.

missionnaire = Sp. misionario, misionero = Pg.

missionario, missionar = It. missionario, mis-

sionary, a missionary, < ML. missionarius, per-

taining to a mission, < L. missio{n-), a mission:

see mission.'] I. a. Relating or pertaining to

missions, especially Christian missions
;
proper

to one sent on a mission ; characteristic of a
propagandist : as, a missionary society or meet-
ing; missionary funds; missionary work; mis-

sionary zeal or energy.—Missionary bishop, a bish-

op having jurisdiction in a heathen country, or in districts

newly settled or not yet erected into dioceses. Mission-
ary bishops of the Church of England are commonly
called colonial bishops, whether their jurisdictions are in

British colonies or not. In most of the British colonies,

however, the bishops are diocesan.

II. «.; pi. missionaries (-riz). 1. One who is

sent upon a mission; an envoy or messenger.

Through the transparent region of the skies,

Swift as a wish, the missionary flies.

Garth, Dispensary, iv.

2. Specifically, a person sent by ecclesiastical

authority to labor for the propagation of his

religious faith in a community where his church
has no self-supporting indigenous organization

;

hence, any propagandist.
The Presbyterian mismnmy, who hath been persecuted

for his religion. Sw^.
The armies mustered in the North were as much mis-

sionojries to the mind of the country as they were caniers
of materials. Emerson, Soldiers' Monument, Concord.

missioner (mish'gn-er), n. [< mission + -er^.

Cf. missionary.] "l. One sent on a mission; an
envoy.

And these the mission&rs our zeal has made.
Sryden, Hind and Panther, ii. 665.

2. A missionary.

For the Missvmers living here [in Tonquin] are purpose-
ly skill'd iu mending Clocks, Watches, or some Mathe-
matical Instruments, of which the country people are
ignorant. Da/m^er, Voyages, II. i. 96.

When . . . the first European missioner entered China,
the court was informed that he possessed great skill in
astronomy. Goldsmitk, Citizen of the World, civ.

Ricci died [at Pekin] in 1610, but was succeeded hymis-
sioners not less able and zealous. Cath. Diet., p. 478.

3. One engaged in holding special religious

services at a chapel or other place appendant
to and supported by a mother church or reli-

gious society; specifically, in the Roman Cath-
olic and Anglican churches, a priest or member
of a religious order devoted to the holding of

missions. See mission, n., 5.

There was an interesting discussion on special mission
services ; some advocating mission preaching, and preach-
ers being set apart for this work. . . . Every pastor should
be a missioner, and aim at conversions.

CongregatioruUiet, June 11, 1885.

mission-rooms (mish'on-romz), n. pi. Rooms
where missionary worfc is carried on.

He recommends children's services and Eucharists, en-
couragement of healthy and innocent amusements, the
multiplication of missionrrooms in squalid districts.

Quarterly Rev., CXLV. 57.

IQission-School (mish'on-skol), n. 1. An in-

stitution for the training of missionaries.— 2.
A school for religious and sometimes secular
instruction, either (a) intended to provide for
the poorer classes and supported in whole or in
part by charity, or (6) conducted by missionary
agents in a foreign field.

missis, missus (mis'iz, -uz), n. [A contracted
form of mistress.] 1. Mistress: a contracted
form in colloquial or provincial use. The word
thus contracted is spelled out chiefiy in representations
of vulgar speech ; but as a title it is in universal spoken
use in the form *mi88ess or rather *misses (mis'ez), and is

almost invariably written Mrs. See mistress.

Mr. Harding and Mr. Arabin had all quarrelled with
missus for having received a letter from Mr. Slope.

TroUope, Barohester Towers, xxxii.

2. A wife. [Dial, and coUoq.]

"You old booby," Rebecca said (to her husband], . . .

"beseech is not spelt with an a, and earliest is." So he
altered these words, bowing to the superior knowledge of
his little Missis. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xxv.

missish (mis'ish), a. [< miss"^ + -isfti.] Like
a miss

;
prim ; affected ; lackadaisical.

You are not going to be missish, I hope, and pretend to
be affronted at an idle report.

Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice, Ivii.

missishness (mis'ish-nes), 11. Affectation of
the airs of a young miss

;
primness ; silly affec-

tation.

misspeak
I have lost him by my own want of decision—my own

missishnjess rather, in luing to have lovers in order to
teaze them. T. Hook, AU in the Wrong, ii. (Eneyc. Diet.)

Mississippi (mis-i-sip'i), n. [So called from the

river or State of that name.] An old game,
similar to bagatelle, in which balls are struck

by a cue into pockets at one end of a table, and
the players score according to the number above
that pocket into which a ball is struck. Strutt.

Misslssippian (mis-i-sip'i-an), a. and n. [<

Mississippi (see def.) + -an.'] I. a. Of or per-

taining to the State of Mississippi or the river

Mississippi.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Mississippi,

one of the Gulf States of the United States.

missitt (mis-sif), V. i. [MB. missitten; < mis-l

+ sit.] To be unbecoming.
Boon nor brekke

Nas ther non seen that myssat.
Chaucer, Death of Blanche, L 941.

missive (mis'iv), a. and n. [< F. missif (fern.

missive, n., orig. and now only as adj., in lettre

missive, a letter missive) = Pr. missm z= Sp.

misivo — Pg. It. missive, < ML. missvous, sent,

for sending, fem. sing, or neut. pi. missvea, a

letter sent, < L. mittere, pp. missus, send: see

mission.] I. a. 1. Sent or proceeding, as from

some authoritative or of&cial source.

To write your letters missive, and send out

Your privy seals. B. Jonson, Devil is an Ass, UL L

2t. Thrown or hurled; missile.

Part hidden veins digg'd up, . . .

Whereof to found their engines and their balls

Of missive ruin. Milton, P. L., vl. 619.

Letter missive. See letters.

II. n. 1. That which is sent; specifically, a

written message ; a letter; especially, in Scote

law, a letter interchanged between parties, in

which the one party offers to enter into a con-

tract on certain conditions, and the other party

accepts the offer, completing'the contract.— Sf.

A person sent; a messenger.
You

Did pocket up my letters, and with taunts

Did gibe my missive out of audience.
Shak., A. and C, ii. 2. 72.

Whiles I stood rapt in the wonder of it, came missives

from the king, who all-haUed me "Thane of Cawdor."
Shak., Macbeth, i. 6. 7.

Miss-Nancy (mis 'nan 'si), n. An affectedly

prim young person of either sex ; an effeminate

yoimg man. [CoUoq.]

The milksops and Miss Nancys among the young men
• didn't come [into the "oil country" of Pennsylvania].

Philadelphia Times, July 2, 1883.

Miss-Nancyism (mis'nan'si-izm), n. [< Miss-

Nancy + -ism.] Affected nicety or primness;

fussiness about trifles ; effeminacy. [CoUoq.]

Ineffable silliness, sneering at the demand for honesty

in politics as Miss Nancyism.
Harper's Weekly, March 20, 1886.

Missourian (mi-s6'ri-an), a. and n. [< Missouri

(see def. ) -t- -an.] I. "a. Of or pertaining to the

State of Missouri or the river Missouri.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Missouri,

one of the United States west of the Missis-

sippi and south of Iowa.
Missouri compromise. See compromise.

Missouri currant. See Riies.

Missouri hyacinth. See Jvyadnfh, 2.

Missouri sucker. See Cydepfus.
missoy-bark (mis'oi-bark), n. [Also massoy-

iaric; < missoy or massoy, a native name (f), +
E; iark^.] The bark of a species of cinnamon,

. Cinnamomum Surmanni, var. Kiamis, found in

New Guinea and the Papuan Islands. It yields

an aromatic oil, and is said to be used in Japan

in the form of a powder.
misspeak (mis-spek'), v.; pret. misspoke (for-

merly misspake), pp. misspoken (sometimes mis-

spoke), ppr. misspeaking. [< MB. misspeken; <

m«-l + speak.] I. intrans. If. To speak wrong-
ly or improperly.

Now I me repente
If I misspake. Chaucer, Troilus, I mi.

It is not BO ; thou hast misspoke, misheard.
Shak., K. John, iii. 1- *

2t. To speak disrespectfully or disparagingly

:

with of.

Who but mis-speaks of Thee, he spets at Heav'n.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Decay.

II. trans. 1. To speak or pronounce wrong-

ly; utter imperfectly.

Then as a mother which delights to heare
Her early childe mis-^eake half-ntter'd words.

Donne, Poems, p.
1'"-

2. To express improperly or imperfectly; speak

otherwise than according to one's intention



misspeak
nsedrefleiively: t&,Imisspolce myself. [CoUoq.]— Sf. To blame or calTmuiiate. Davies.
lliapeak not all for hir amiss: there bin that keepen flocks.
ThatneverchosebatoncevnoryetbegnilMlovewithmocks.

Peefc, Arraigmnent of Paris, lii. 1.

misspeakert (mis-spe'ker), n. [< HE. mis-
gpeker; < misspeak + -eri.] One who speaks
falsely or slanderously.

He was oon of the beste knyghtes, and wjseste of the
woride, and ther-to the leste mi^gpeier, and noon a-vanntor.

MerUa CE. E. X. S.X iiL 472.

misspeechf (mis-spech'), ». [< ME. misspeche,
missespeche ; < mfe-i + speech.2 A wrong
speech; CTil report; defamation.

Than MelioTS mekly hire maydenes dede calle.
And many of hire meyne for drede of mtsss^gpecAe,
And went fol wi3t]y to Wil]{i]anis inne.

WOiam ttf PaUrne (K E. T. aX L 1523.

And oUierwise of no numecAe
My conscience for to setuie.

Gmeer, Conf. Amant., iL

misspell (mis-spel'), r. t.; pret. and pp. ims-
spelled (sometimes misspelt), ppr. misspeXUng.

[< n»i»-i + speV^.'] To spell ineorrectly.

misspeUing (mis-spering), «, [Verbal n. of
misspell.'] A false spelling; false orthography.
misspend (mis-spend'), V. t. ; pret. and pp. ntts-

spent, ppr. misspmUUng. [< ME. misspenden; <
ints-i 4- spend.] To spend amiss; make a bad
or useless ezpenditore of; waste: as, to mis-
spend time or money ; to misspend life.

1 haae nij/sspefu^d my yonge age
In synne and wantmin^ede also.

PoUtical Poemg, etc (ed. Famiyal]), p. 174.

We Shan fnig^pend
The time of action. B. Jonaon, Sejanns, iL 2.

misspenset (mis-spens'), n. [Also mispense,
mispenee; < mis^ + spense (dispense).] "Wrong
or useless expenditure ; waste ; ill employment.

Ifyoor negligence^ yonr riotous mis-gpente liad empaired
yonr estate, ttien Satan had impoverished yon.

Bp. HaB, EpisQes, ii. 10.

Their mtspenceefnumey. Piynn^Histrio-Masti^Lii.

misspent (mis-spent'), p. a. Ill-spent; badly
or uselessly employed: as, misspent time ; a mis-
spent life.

misstate (mis-staf), v. t.; pret. and pp. mis-
stated, ppr. misstating. [< mts-i + state, v.] To
state wrongly; make an erroneons representa-
tion of: as, to misstate a question in debate.
misstatement (mis-stat'ment), n. [< misstate

+ -ment.] A wrong statement; an erroneous
account or relation : as, a misstatement of facts

in testimony, or of accounts in a report.

In justice both to Hr. Garrick and I>r. Johnson I tliink

it necessary to rectify this missUUament.
BotwM, Johnson, stat. 56.

misstay(mis-sta'),r.t. [<mts-i+ s<oyi.] Xaut.,
to miss stays ; fall of going about from one tack
to another : said ofasailingvesselwhentacking.

misstep (mis-step'), n. [C^nt»-l-^sJep, n.] 1. A
wrong or false step.

As he was descending a fli^t of stairs, he made a raft-

tlep, and fell headlong down five or six stairs. PrexotL

2. A mistake in conduct ; an incautious or er-

roneous act.

misstep (mis-step'), V. i. ; pret. and pp. misstep-

ped, ppr. misstepping. [< ME. misst^pen; <

mt«-i + step, c] 1. To make a false step;
. stumble.

She slian not widi hir liteE to
MissteppCj but he seeth it alL

Gmoer^ Conf. Amant., v.

2. To make a mistake ; stray.

The Tree of life ; tmename; (alas the while!)
Not for th* effect it had, bnt should hane kep^
If Han bom daty never had mis-it^at.

S^lxeiUr, tr. of Da Bartas's WeekE^ iL, Eden.

missncceedf (mis-suk-sed'), c. ». [< mtsJ- + suc-

ceed.] To succeed badly; fail; turn out ill.

By the mitauceeding of matters.
F'uaer, Worthies^ Uncoln, II. 270.

missnccesst (mis-snk-ses'), ». [< mis-1 + suc-

cess.] Ill success ; failure.

missnggestionf (mis-su-jes'chon), «. [< mis-^

+ suggestion.] A wrong or e^il su^estion.

Titese cheaters, . . . Uiat would fain win you from us
with mere tricks of msaiggesHon.

Bp. Baa, To a Worthy Knight

missidt (mis-suf), P. t. [< mis-1 + suit, v.] To
be unbecoming to ; ill become.

In a tone
MitfiaUng a great man most
Mn. Browning^ Xapoleon TTT. in Italy, zviil

missnmmation (mis-su-ma'shon), ». [< mis-^

+ summation.] An incorrect summation or
addition.

A mitmmnutiion in a fitted accoont could hardly have
surxffised him more disagreeably. ScoU, Bob Roy, iL
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missnpposal (mis-su-p6'zal), n. [< mis-l -I- sup-
posal.] An erroneous supposition. [Eare.]
In tiiis case the act [the shooting of William Bnfns] was

mis-advised, proceeding on tiie na»-9upposal of a preven-
tive circumstance.

Berdham, Intiod. to Morals and Legislation, iz. 9.

missuret, «. [< L. as if *missura, < mittere, pp.
missus, send: see mission.] Amission. Danes.
This current parts itself into two rivnletn— a commis-

sion, a commixtion: the iingsurej ''I send you," the mix-
ture, " as lambs among wolves."

Ra>. T. Adamg, Works, IL 110.

missus, n. See missis.

misswayf (mis-swa'), r. t. [< «nts-i -f- sicay, v.]

To misgovern. Davies.
Through misgicaying it seemed to decline.

Dames, Miciocosmos, p. 60.

misswear (mis-swSr'), v. i.; pret. tmsswore, pp.
missKom, ppr. misswearing. [< mts-1 + swear.]
To swear falsely.

misswomant, n. See miswoman.
missyi (mis'i), o. [<»niss2 -l-^l.] Of or resem-
bling a miss or young lady; ehiaraeteristie of
young misses; sentimental.
The common namby-pamby little mxsy phrase, ''ladies

have notlilng to do with politics.

"

Mia BdgeamrUi, Helen, zxviiL (i)aru!&)

missy^ (mis'i), n. A diminutive of miss^ : com-
mon in England and in the southern United
States.

Send yonr dog in, missy ,- ... he obeys you like a Chris-
tian. ii. J). Hadmmre, Erema, ziv.

Be a good chUd, mitgy. ChaHoUe Bronte, YiUette, L

mistl (mist), n. [< ilE. mist, < AS. mist, dark-
ness, dimness (of the air), also dimness of sigbt
(not used in the sense of 'fog' or 'vapor'), =
MD. mist, miest, D. mist, darkness, fog, mist, =
LGr. mist = Icel. mistr = Sw. mist, darkness,
mist. On the assumption that the sense 'vapor'
is more ori^nal, the word has been identified

with OS. mist = D. mist, mest = MLG. miste,

LG. mest, msss = OHG. MHG. G. mist = Dan.
mist- (in misfbcenk, a hotbed)= Gfoth. maihstus,
dung, connected with AS. meox, ME. mix, E.
mixen, dung (see mii^, mixen), Gr. b/iix^^, A/iix^,

mist, OBulg. Buss, migla, Lith. migla, mist,
Skt. mihira, a cloud, megha, cloud, mik, rain,

mist, etc., :^m a root appearing in the verb,
AS. migan = D. mijgen = LG. migen = MLG.
migen = Icel. miga = Ii. mingere = Gr. o/uxelv

= Iiith. mezhu, urinate, orig. (as in the above-
cited derivatives meaning 'cloud,' 'mist,' 'rain,'

and in Skt.) 'sprinkle,' 'rain,' = Skt. mih, uri-

nate, sprinkle.] 1. A cloud consisting of an ag-
gregation of a vast number of minute globules
of water, and resting upon the ground; fog.

Therwas such a myst that a man coude not sey« length
of a spere before him.

Bemers, tr. of Froissart's Chron., I. IviiL

Heavy Jfists obscure Uie burd'ned Air.

Congreve, Death of Qneen Mary.

2. Precipitation consisting of extremely fine

droplets of water, much smaller and more close-

ly aggregated than in rain : distinguished from
fog in that the droplets are larger and have a
perceptible downward motion. In a ship's log-

book, abbreviated m.
The met and rain wliich the west wind brmgs up from

a boimdless ocean. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., ziL

The rain had tliinned into a fine close mist.

S. Judd, Margaret, L 13.

A mist is much wetter to the feel than a fog.
B. H.ScatL

3. Something which dims or darkens and ob-
scures or intercepts physical or intellectual

vision like a fog; obscurity.

These prophetis speken so in mgtt.
What tiiei mente we neuere knewe.

Hymns to Virgin, etc (E. E. T. aX p. 41.

His passion cast a mist before his sense. Dryden.

BaiRTfig mists oner the Scripture-sense, wliich thereby

ihey misse and cannot finde. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 18.

All ndd from thence
Purge and disperse MUton, P. L., iiL 53.

Where there is a giddiness in the head, there will al-

ways be a mist before the eyes. SidtfA, Works, HL iL

Scotch mist, a particularly heavy and wetting mist like

tliatcommon in the highlands of western Scotland, which
is notably continuous, dense, and penetrating ; also, hu-
morously, rain. =Syn. 1. Pog, Baze, etc See rain.

misti (mist), V. [< ME. *miste», < AS. mistian,

grow dim (= D. migten, be misty, be foggy),

< mist, darkness, dimness: see mi^t''-, n. Hence
freq.misfte^^ jnisfe, now spelled mizzle.] I.traiis.

To cover or obscure with or as with mist;

cloud; obscure.

Lend me a loolung-glass

;

If Uiat her breath will mist or stain the stone.

Why then she lives. Shak. , Lear, v. 3. 262.

mistaken
Whose sense, if I bane missed or misted in these many

words, I crane pardon. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 14.

Xo soft bloom
Misted the cheek. Keats, Lamia.

n. infrans. To be misty or drizzling : as. it

iiiifts. [CoUoq.]
mist^. An obsolete or occasionalform of Hi issea

,

preterit and past participle of miss^.

mista'en (mis-tan'), pp. a contraction of inis-

taleii.

This dagger hath mista'en. Shak., B. and J., > . 3. 203.

mistakable (mis-ta'ka-bl), a. [< mistal-e +
-able,] That may be mistaken ; liable to be mis-
>inderstood.

They are setforth in minorand less mistoJta&te nmubers.
Sir T. Brimne, Tulg. Err., vL 1.

mistake (mis-tak'), r.; pret. misiool; pp. fliis-

taten. ppr. mistaking. [< ME. mistal-en, < Icel.
mistaka, take wrongly, make a'slip (= Sw. miss-
toga, make a mistake), < mis-, wrongly, -f- takOy
take : see mis-^ and take.] I. trans. If. To take
wrongly; appropriate erroneously or through
misapprehension.
Like a fair house built on another man's ground ; so that

I have lostmy edifice by mistaking the place where I erect-
ed it Shak., M: W. of W., iL 2. 225.

Mistake a cloak
From my lord's baclc, and pawn it

B. Jonson, Xew Inn, L 1.

2. To take or choose erroneously; choose amiss,
as between alternatives; regara (something)
as other than it is : as, to mistake one's road or
bearings ; to mistake a fixed star for a planet.

Yon have mistook, my lady,
Polixenes for Leontes. Shak., W. T., iL 1. 81.

Beasiiing at ev'ry st^ he treads,
Man yet mistakes his way.

Coirper, The Doves.

Men are apt to mi^ake the strength of their feeling for
the strength of their argument

Gladstone, Might of Bight p. 299.

3. To take in a wrong sense: conceive or
understand erroneously; misunderstand; mis-
judge : as, to mistake one's meaning or inten-
tions.

Sir, we shull a-mende to yow for vs and for oare felowes
aUe these thinges, wlth-K>ntemore seyinge,wber-ofwehane
a-gein yow n^/staken, wher-fore we be-seche yow of par-
don. Metiin (E. E. T. S.), iiL 501.

Then, good my liege, mistake me not so much
To tl^nk my poverty is treacherous.

Shak., As yon Like it, i. 3. 66.

Tobemistaten. (a)Tobemisunderstood,misconceived,
or misapprehended, (i) Tomake a mistake ; be in error

;

be wrong ; misapprehend.—To mistake awayt, to take
away wrongly or improperly ; purloin. See det L

Mistake them away.
And ask a fee for coming? i>onn£, Saiares, v.

n. intrans. If. To take a wrong part; trans-

I^yes, I preye ensample takith.
Ye that ageyns yonre love mistakith.

Bom, of the Base, L 1540.

2. To err in advice, opinion, or judgment ; be
under a misapprehension or misconception ; be
unintentionally in error.

If I mistake not thou art Hury Monmouth.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 4. 59.

mistake (mis-tak'), ». [= Dan. Sw. misstag;
from the verb.] 1 . An error in action, opinion,
or judgment; especially, misconception, mis-
apprehension, or misunderstanding; an errone-
ous view, act, or omission, arising from igno-
rance, confusion, misplaced confidence, etc. ; a
slip; a fault; an error; a blunder.

Infallibility is an absolute security of the understand-
ing from all possibility of mislake. TQlotson.

Bnt what is commonly said of Cedar, that the Worm
will not tonch it is a mistake, for I have seen of it very
much worm eaten. Damjpier, Voyages, L 29.

So mislake can be greater than that which looks on the
Boman plebs as the low multitude of a town.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 292.

A sentiment, in itself amiable and respectable, led him
[William TTT ] to commit the greatest mistake of his whole
life. Maeaiday, Hist Eng., xxiv.

2. In law, an erroneous mental conception that

influences the will and leads to action. P<»n-

eroy. it is usually considered that if neglect of a legal

duty was the cause it deprives the error of the character

of mistake in the legal sense See aaxdent, 2 (o).—And
no mistake, unquestionably ; assuredly ; certainly ; with-

out faiL [Colloq.]

I mean to go along all square, and no tnistate. TroUope.

=Syn. 1. JSrror, BuU, etc See tlunder.

mistaken (mis-ta'kn). jj. a. 1. Wrongly taken

;

misunderstood ; misconceived.

So, Uke the watchful traveller

That by the moon's mistaken light did risc^

lay down again, and closed his weary eyes.

Dryden, Astnea Bedux, L 149.



mistaken

2. Erroneously entertained, apprehended, re-
ceived, or done ; marked or characterized \>j
mistake ; erroneous ; incorrect ; blundering

:

said of acts, statements, notions, etc.

The fallacious and mistaken reports of sense.
South, Sermons, II. ii.

Lycurgus . . . founded his whole system on a mietaken
principle. Xatxaday, Mitford's Hist. Greece.

Nothing can be more Tnistaken than the comparison made
by some of those who have regretted Paganism (Schiller,
for instance, in " The Gods of Greece "), between the mel-
ancholy of Christianity and the melancholy which is the
mark of old age. J. B. Seeley, Nat. Keligion, p. 145.

3. Having made a mistake ; laboring under a
mistake; in error: said of persons.

She, mistakerij seems to dote on me,
Shak., T. N., U. 2. 36.

I believe him tnistaken, altogether mistaken, in the es-
timates which he has expressed,

D. Webster, Speech, May 7, 1834.

mistakenly (mis-ta'kn-li), adv. By mistake

;

erroneously.

mistaker (mis-ta'ker), n. One who mistakes
or misunderstands.
The well-meaning ignorance of some mistakers.

Bp. HaU, ApoL, Adv't to the Reader.

mistakingt (mis-ta'king), n. [Verbal n. of
mistake, v.^ An error; a mistake,

I have done thee worthy service.

Told thee no lies, made thee no mistakings.
Shak., Tempest, i. 2, 248.

The way to find out the Truth is by others' mistakings.
Selden, Table-Talk, p. 112.

mistakinglyt (mis-ta'king-li), adv. Errone-
ously; falsely.

mist-bow (mist'bo), n. A white rainbow ob-
served at times when mist or fog prevails ; a
fog-bow.
mist-colored (mist'kul"ord), a. Colorless or

nearly so : as, a mist-colored leader made of silk-

worm gut (a favorite leader with anglers).

misteach (mis-tech'), v. t.; pret. and pp, mis-

taught, ppr. misteaohing. [< ME. mistechen, <

AS. mistwcan, misteach, < mis- + tcecan, teach:
see »jis-l and teach.'] To teach wrongly; in-

struct erroneously.

More shame for those who have nrntaught them,
Milton, On Def, of Humb. Kemonst.

mistelt, n. See mistle^.

mistellt (mis-tel'), V. t. [= D. mistellen; as
mis-^ + tell.] To tell or number incorrectly.

Their prayers are by the dozen, when, if they Tniss-tell

one, they thinke all the rest lost,

BreUm, Strange Newes, p, 5. (Dames,)

That Bizantian Prince that did mis-tell

A four-fould Essence in the onely One.
Sylvester, Triumph of Faith, i. 36.

mistempert (mis-tem'per), V. t. [< mis-l + tem-

per, v.] To disturb ; disorder.

This inundation of mistempefd humour
B£sts by you only to be qualiiied.

Shak., K. John, v. 1. 12,

mistentt, v. t. [ME. mysetenten ; appar. < wjs-l

+ tenten, tempt, try: see tempt.] To mistake.

Syr ge haf your tale myse-tente,

To say your perle is al awaye,
That is in cofer, so comly clente.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), i. 257.

mister^ (mis'tfer), n. [Also dial, master, meas-
ter, < ME. maister, mayster, etc., whence also E.
master, ofwhich mister is merely a variant form,
now differentiated in use: see master^.] 1.

Master: a word which has lost its real mean-
ing, and become a mere conventional title:

nearly always written in the abbreviated form
Mr. (a) Prefixed to the name of a gentleman, or now, by
extension, to that of any man, as a conventional title of

address or mention. [The abbreviation Mr. (also M.), as

found in books of the sixteenth century and for some time
later, is to beread Master. (Compare Tnasteri, n., 7.) Mister
is simply a weaker form of Master,]

Has his majesty dubb'd me a Knight for you to make
me a Mister? Foote, Mayor of Garratt, L

You will come down. Mister Bertram, as my guest to

Wycombe Hall?
Mrs. Browning, Lady Geraldine's Courtship, xiii.

(6) Prefixed to the official designation of certain ofiicers or
dignitaries in formal address, as Mr. President, Mr. Sec-

retary, Mr. Speaker, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Clerk,

You, JIfr, Dean, frequent the great.

Pope, Imit, of Horace, II, vi. 113,

3. Sir: used alone, in address, when the man's
name is not known : as, mister, you've dropped
your gloves; have a paper, mister? [The disap-

pearance of Tnaster and mister, and the restricted and ob-

solescent use of sir, as an unaccompanied term of address,

and the like facts with regard to mistress, Mrs, , and nrndam,
tend 'to deprive the EnKlish langnage of polite terms of

address to strangers. Sir and madam or ma'am as direct

trains of address are old-fashioned and obsolescent in or-

dinary speech, and inister and lady in this use are confined

almost entirely to the lower classes,]
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mister^ (mis'tSr), n. [< ME. mister, myster,

mystir, mistere, misteir, mester, meister, mestier,

< OF. mestier, mester, trade, calling, occupation,

need, P. mUier = Sp. mester = Pg. mester = It.

mesMere, trade, calling, occupation, < L, miiiis-

terimn, service, office, ministry: see ministry.

Cf. mistery^, mystery^.} It. Trade; mechanical
occupation; craft.

In youthe he lerned hadde a good mister.

He was a wel good wrighte, a carpenter,
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C, T,, 1, 613,

Of hem that ben artificers,

Whiche vsen craftes and misters.

Whose arte is cleped mechanike,
Gower, Conf, Amant,, vil,

2t. Condition in life ; fortune.

I noot which hath the wofuUere mester.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1, 482,

3t. Manner; kind; sort.

But telleth me what mister men ye been.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1, 852,

What mister thing is this? let me survey it.

Beau, and PL, Little French Lawyer, ii. 3.

4. Need ; necessity ; anything necessary. [Ob-
solete or Scotch.]

Hit may wel be that mester were his mantyle to wassche.
AUit^ative Poems (ed, Morris), iii. 342.

Whan he com nygh he knewewell his vncle, and saugh
that he hadde grete myster of soooure.

Merlin (E, B, T, S,), iii. 476,

Warld's gear was henceforward the least of her care, nor
was it likely to be muckle her mister,

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xliv.

mister^ (mis'tfer), v. [< mister^, n.] I. trans.

To occasion loss to.

II, intrans. 1 . To need ; require.

As for my name, it Tmstreth not to telL
Spenser, P. Q,, III. vii, 51.

2. To be in necessitous circumstances.—3.
To be necessary or indispensable.

[Obsolete or Scotch in all uses,]

misterm (mis-t6rm'), v. t. [<"»»»s-i + term, v.]

To designate wrongly; miscall; revile.

World's exile is death ; then banished
Is death mis- termed, Shak., E, and J, , iii. 3. 21,

Not mee alone did he reuile and dare to the combat, but
glickt at Faphatchet once more, and mistermeA all our
other Poets and writers about London,

Nash, Strange Newes (1592), sig, C 2, 3.

mistershipt, n. A corruption of mistress-ship.

Tamora, How now, good fellow ! wouldst thou speak with
us?

Clown. Yes, forsooth, an yonr mislership be emperial,
Shak., Tit, And,, iv, 4. 40,

misteryif, n. An obsolete spelling of mystery'^.

mistery^t (mis't6r-i), n. See mystery"^.

miS't-flO'wer (mist'flou''''6r), n. A pretty com-
posite plant, Eu-
patorium {Cono-
clinium) cceles-

tinum, found in
theUnited States
from Pennsyl-
vania and Ohio
southward, oc-
casionally culti-

vated. Its cymose
blue heads suggest
those of Ageratum.,
but are smaller and
not so rich.

mistful (misf-
ful), a. [< mist^
+ -ful] Cloud-
ed or dimmed
with or as if

with mist.

I must perforce
compound

With m^istfvl eyes,
or they will issue
too.

Shalk,, Hen.V,,iv.6,
[35.

misthakelt,» [ME, mysthakel; < mist^ + halcel,

a cover: see misf^ and hackle^.] A covering of

mist ; a cap of clouds.

Mist muged on the mor,malt on the mountez

;

Vch hille hade a hatte, a myst-hakel huge.
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E, E. T. 8.), 1. 2081.

misthink (mis-thingk'), v.; pret. and pp. mis-
thovght, ppr. misthinking. [< ME. *misthinken,
misthenchen ; < mis-'^ + thinlc^.'] I, intrans. To
think erroneously or unfavorably.

AiVTian they misthinke, they lightly let it passe.
Court of Love, L 483,

I hope your grace will not mis-think of me.
Chapman (?), Alphonsus, Emperor of Germany, ii. 2,

Yes, there is the note and all the parts, if T misthink not,
B, Jonmn, Cynthia's Bevels, iv, 1,

Mist-flower ^.Eupatorium caeUstinuniu
a, a flower.

mistle

Thoughts which how foimd they harbour in thy breast,

Adam, misthouglit of her to thee so dear?
Milton, P, L,, ix. 289.

Il.t trans. To think ill of; have an erroneous
or unfavorable opinion of.

How will the country, for these woful chances,
Misthink the king, and not be satisfied

!

Shak,, 3 Hon. VI,, ii, 6, 108.

misthoughtf (mis-that'), n. [< OTJs-1 + thought.]

Erroneous notion ; mistaken opinion.

But I with better reason him aviz'd.

And shew d him how, through error and misthoyght

Of oui like persons, eath to be disgui^'d,

Or his exchange or freedom might be wrought.
Spenser, F, Q., IV. viii. 68,

misthrive (mis-thriv'), v.i.; pret. misthrove

(sometimes misthrvoed), pp. misthriven, ppr. mis-

thriving. [< m*s-l + thrive.] To thrive badly.

Worcester.

misthrotir (mis-thro'), v. t.; pret. misthrew, pp.
misthrown, ppr. misthrowing. [< ME. misthrow-

en; < mis-^ + throw\ v.] To cast -wrongly or

amiss.
Hast thou thyn eie ought [var. nought] misthrowe 9

Qower, Conf. Amant., i,

mistic (mis'tik), n. [Found only in the errone-

ous spelling mysUck; < Sp. m4stico : see mistico.]

Same as mistico.

misticalf. a. An obsolete spelling of mystical.

mistico (mis'ti-ko), n. [< Sp. misUco = Cat.

mistic, »is*ec?j, a vessel (see def.), < Ar. mestah,

Ut. a flat or plane ; cf. mosattah, adj., flat, plane,

sath, a flat roof.] A small coasting-vessel, in

character between a xebec and a felucca, used
in the Mediterranean trade.

mistidet (mis-tid'), v. i. [< ME. mistiden, < AS.
mistidan, turn out ill, < mis- + tidan, happen:
see mis-i and tide.] 1, To betide amiss or ill;

happen unfortunately.—3. To suffer misfor-

tune.
Atte laste he shal mishappe and mistide,

Chaucer, Tale of Melibens,

mistigris (mis'ti-gris), n. [< F. mistigri, the

knave of clubs ; origin obscure.] In a variety

ofthe game of poker, an additional card to which
the holder can give the value of any card not

already in his hand. The American Moyle.

mistiheadt (mis'ti-hed), n. [< misty^ + -head.]

Uncertainty; obscurity; mystery.
What meneth this? what is this TnysHhedef

Chaucer, Complaint of Mars, 1, 224,

mistily (mis'ti-li), adv. [< ME. misUly; < misty^

+ -Vy".] In a misty manner ; dimly ; obscurely.

Philosophres speken so mistily
In this craft that men can not come therby,

Chaucer, Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1, 383.

mistimef , v. t. [< ME. mystymen; < mis-l + time^.]

To time wrongly ; say or do inopportunely or

out of season.
Golden words, but mistimed above twelve hundred years.

Milman.

mistimed (mis-timd'), a. Ill-timed ; iU-adapted
or unsuited to the occasion or circumstances

;

inopportune; unseasonable.
This Tnistimed vaunt, Scott,

Millions will have been uselessly squandered, and all

because of mistimed economy and cra«B stupidity,
FoHnighUy Rev., N. S,, XL. 406.

mistiness (mis'ti-nes), n. A condition of being
misty; obscurity: as, mistiness of weather;
mistiness of ideas.
For the mistiness scattereth and breaketh suddenly.

Bacon, Nat, Hist,, § 91.

mistiont, n. Same as mixtion.

Both bodies do, by the new texture resulting from their

mistion, produce color. Boyle, Colours,

mistitle (mis-tJ'tl), v. t.; pret. and pp. mistitled,

p-pv.mistitUng. [_<,mis-^ + title,v.] To call by
a wrong title or name.
Buchanan writes as if Ethelfrid, assisted by Keaulin,

whom he mistitles King of East-Saxons, had before this

time a battel with Aidan, MUtrni, Hist. Eng., iv.

mistiest (mis'l), ».
,
[Also mistel; < ME. miaUe,

mistil, < AS, mistel, bird-lime, mistletoe (L. vis-

cus) (also in comp. dcmistel, ' oak-mistle,' and
mstel«o«,mistletoe), also basil (L,ocJm«?») (also

in comp. eorthmistel, 'earth-mistle,' basil) (=
MD. mistel=OHG. mistil, MHG. G, mistel- Icel.

mistil = Sw. Dan. mistel, mistletoe); prob,, with
formative -el, < *mist, bird-lime, glue, = OD.
mest, mist, bird-lime, glue, also dung, D. meet,

dung: see misf^. Hence, in comp., mistlethrush,
mistletoe.] 1. Bird-lime.— 2. Mistletoe.

If snowe do continue, sheepe hardly that fare
Crave mistle and ivie for them for to spare,

Tusser, Husbandry. (Latham.)

Mistle, which groweth upon apple-trees and crab-trees,

is a great number of white or yealow berries, viscum,
Wifhals, Diet, (ed. 1608), p. 96. (Nares.)



mistle

mistle'-'t, '•. ». An obsolete form of mizzle^.
mistlethmsll (mis'l-thrusli), n. [Also eom-
mouly missel-thrush; formerly also miselthrush,
miss( l-trush ; so called because it is fond of the
perries of the mistle or mistletoe ; < mistJe^ +
thrush^. Cf. equiv. G. misteldrossel {drossel= E.
throstle) and mistier.'] A species of thrush, the
Tardus visHvorus, common in most part? of Eu-

Mlstlethnish ( Turdtis viscivorus).

rope, and some parts of western Asia and north-
ern Africa, Like the fieldfare, maris, redwing, black-
bird, and ring-ouzel, it is an abundantand well-known Eng-
lish thrush. It is the largest European bird of its kind,
measuring from H to UJ inches in length and about 19

j

in extent of wings. The form is'stout, and the coloration
most like that of the song-thrush, T. muiicus. The upper
parts are grayish-brown, grayer on the head, and of a yel-

lowish tinge on the rump ; Uiere is a whitish streak from
the bill over the eye, and the under parts are whitish, pro-
fusely spotted with blacli:. Also called, locally, storm-cocft',

thrux-mck, tuimthruih, screeehthrush.

We meet in Aristotle with one kind of thrush called the
misel thrush, or feeder upon miseltoe.

Sir T. Brovme, Vulg. Err., ii. 6.

mistletoe (miz'- or mis'l-to), n. [Formerly also

misseltoe, misletoe, miseltoe, misleto, 7ar. missel-

den, misseldine, miscleden; < ME. *mistelton (?), <

AS.misteltdn,mistiltdn(=Icel.mistilteinn=I>axi.
mistelten), mistletoe, < mistel, bird-lime, also
mistletoe, and basU, -I- tan, a twig: see mistle^

and ta»2. The second element, having passed
out of common use as a separate word, suffered
alteration to -toe, the radical final n being ap-
par. taken as the old plural suffix -».. ] 1 . A Eu-
ropean plant, Viscum album, of the natural order
LoranthacecB, growing parasitically on various
trees, it is a jointed dichotomous shrub, with sessile,

oblong, entire leaves, and small yellowish-green flowers,
the whole forming a pendent bush, which is covered in

Branch of Mistletoe {Viscutn alburn^ with fruits.

a, lonffitudinal section through the male flower ; *, the female inflo-

rescence.

winter with small white berries containing a glutinous

substance. The shrub is said to be disseminated by birds,

which eat the berries and disperse the undigested seeds in

their droppings. It is found on a great variety of trees,

especially the apple-tree, but seldom on the oak. The
mistletoe (compare def. 2) was consecrated to religious

purposes by the ancient Celtic nations of Europe, and
was held in peculiar veneration by the Druids, especially

when found growing on the oak. Traces of this old super-

stitious regard tor the mistletoe still survive in European
countries, as in the custom of kissing under it at Christ-

mas. It was formerly highly esteemed as an antispas-

modic, but is not now so used. It seems, however, to

have some pharmaco-dyuamic properties.
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Like som rare Fruit-Tree over-topt with spight
Of Briers and Bushes . . .

Till choakt withall, it dies as they do growe,
And beareth nought but Moss and JfmeZtoe.
Sylveeter, tr. of Du Bartaa's Weeks, ii.. The Vocation.

The mistletoe hung iu the castle hall,

The holly branch shone on the old oak-wall.
T. H. Bayly, The Mistletoe Bough.

2. A plant of some other species of Tiscnm, or
of one of the genera Loranthus, Phoradendron,
and Arceuthohium, their species almost all hav-
ing the same parasitic habit. The mistletoe (Vis-
cum) mentioned by Latin writers In their account of the
Druids is thought by some to have been Laraitthvs Exiro-
^oeus of southern Europe, said to grow on a species of oak
in the south of France. The mistletoeof the eastern United
States is PhfyradendronJlavesceDS, commonon various trees,
especially the tupelo and red maple. See y(KJ-6«sA.

mistlike (mist'lik), adv. [< )«wti + like^.'] In
the manner of a mist.

UM^Uce, infold me from the search of eyes.

Shak., E. and J., iii. S. 73.

mistradition (mis-tra-dish'on), n. [< mts-1 +
tradition.'] A wrong or false tradition; mis-
applied tradition.

The huge corruptions of the Church,
Monsters of imstradition.

Tennyson, Queen Mary, Iv. 2.

mistrain (mis-tran'), ('. t. [< mis-1 + train.]

To train or educate amiss.

With corruptfuU brybes is to untruth mis-trayned.
Spenser, F. Q., V. xl 64.

mistral (mis'tral), n. [< F. mistral = Sp. mis-

tral, < R:. mistral, OPr. maestral, lit. 'the mas-
ter-wind,' < maestre, master, < L. magister, mas-
ter: see mosferi.] In southern France and vi-

cinity, a cold and dry northwest wind which
blows infurious gusts from time to time inmuch
of that region, notably in winter. The mistral
derives its peculiar properties from the character of the
country over which it blows ; it extends from the mouth
of the Ebro to the Gulf of Oenoa, but is strongest and
moat frequent over Provence, and especially in the delta

of the Khone. Also written Tnaestral.

When the Mistral blows, the sky is almost always blue
and cloudless, and the air very dry ; the contrast between
the prevailing sunshine and the piercing cold of the wind
is very striking. In the Rhone valley every second day is

a Mistr<d day ; in Marseilles it blows 175 days in the year.
Fischer.

It is only truth to say, however, that the mistral, an odi-

ous, cold, (Catting northeast wind, blows here in the winter,
and gives Avignon a bad name.

C. D. Warner, Boundabout Jom'ney, L

mistranscription (mis-tran-skrip'shon), n. [<

TOJs-1 + traiiscriplion.] A wrong or imperfect
transcription ; a faulty copy.

A mistake arising from the rmstratiscriptUm of the title.

Encyc. Brit., XV. 219.

mistranslate (mis-trans-laf), V. t.
;
pret. and

pp. mistranslated, ppr. mistranslating. [< to»s-1

+ translate.] To translate erroneously.

Ensebius by them misse4ra7islated.

Bp. Hall, Honour of Married Clergy, i. § 25.

mistranslation (mis-trans-la'shon), 11. [< mis-^

+ translation.] An erroneous translation or

version.

mistransportt (mis-tr4ns-p6rt'), V. t. [< mjs-i

-I- tran^ort.] To mislead by passion or strong

feeling.

And can ye then with patience think that any ingenuous
Christian ddould be so farre mis-transported as to condemn
a good prayer because, as it is in his heart, so is it in his

book too? Bp. HaU, An Humble Kemonstrance.

mistreadingt (mis-tred'ing), n. [< mis-'i- +
treading.] A wrong treading or going; hence,

a false step; an evil course.

But thou dost in thy passages of life

Make me believe that thou art only mark'd
For the hot vengeance and the rod of heaven
To punish my mistreadings.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iiL 2. 11.

mistreat (mis-tref), v. t. [< mis-'^ + treat, v.]

To treat badly; maltreat; abuse. [Rare.]

A poor mistreated democratic beast.

Southey, Nondescripts, iv. (Daufes.)

mistreatment (mis-tret'ment), n. [< mis-1

+ treatment] Wrong or unkind treatment;
abuse.

mistress (mis'tres), n. [Formerly also mistres,

mistris, misteris; < ME. maistresse, mast>-esse, <

OP. maistresse, F. mattresse = It. maestressa, <

ML. magisti-essa, magistrissa, magistrix (for L.

magisii-a), fem. of L. magister, master, chief

:

see mister^, master'^. In familiar use the word
has been contracted to missis or missm, a form
regarded as vulgar except when written Mrs.
andused as a title, correlated to Mr. : see missis.

The term is also abbreviated Miss, esp. as a title,

now of different signification from Mrs. : see

miss^.] 1 . Awoman who has authority or pow-
er of control, as over a house or over other per-

sons ; a female head, chief, or director ; a wo-

mistrial

man who is served by or has the ordering of
others : the feminine correlative of master: as,

the mistress of a family or of a school. It is

also extended to things which are spoken of as
feminine.
The same seruauntes do werke not to the only vse of his

said Mastresse, but to his or their owne use.
English Gilds (E. E. T. f?.), p. 330.

Vertue once made that contrie Mistres ouer all the
worlde, Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 72.

That prudent Fallas, Albions Misteris,
That Great EUza.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., Babylon.

The maids officious round their mistress wait.
Pope, Iliad, iii. 626.

At 7 the Children are set to work ; 20 under a Mistress
to spin Wool and Flax, to Knit Stocldugs.
Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Eeign of Queen Anne,

tn. 261.

2. A title of address or term of courtesy near-
ly equivalent to madam, formerly applied to
any woman or girl, but now chiefly and specifi-

cally to married women, written in the abbre-
viated form Mrs. (now pronounced mis'ez), and
used before personal names. In English law
it is the proper style of the wife of an esquire
or gentleman. See tniss^.

'Tis weU, Tnistress; your choice agrees with mine.
Shak., Pericles, IL 6. 18.

If Mr. Bickerstaif marries a child of any of his old com-
panions, I hope mine shall have the preference : there is

Mrs. Mary is now sixteen. Steele, Tatler.

Now tnistress GUpln (careful soul !)

Had two stone bottles found.
Cowper, John Gilpin.

In 1834, Memoirs of the Life and Correspondence of Mrs.
Hannah More [unmarried] . . . were published.

Chambers, Eng. Literature (ed. Cairuthers), VI. 335.

?: :^ Brawning's later poems chiefly concerned public
afi>u^. Diet. Nat. Siog., VII. 81.

3. ja woman who has mastered any art or

branch of study : used also of things.

Rest, then, assur'd,

I am the mistress of my art, and fear not.
Fletcher (and another ?), ProphetesSj ii. 1.

The mind of man is in the duties of religion so little

nvistress of strict attention, so unable to fix itself steadily

even on God. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. xix.

A letter desires all young wives to make themselves
mistresses of Wingate's Arithmetic. Addison, Spectator.

4. A woman who is beloved and courted; a
woman who has command over a lover's heart;

a sweetheart : nowused onlyin poetic language
or as an archaism.

O ! Tnistress mine, where are you roaming?
! stay and hear

;
your true love 's coming.

Shak., T. N.,a 3. 4a

5. A woman who illicitly occupies the place of

a wife.

Ay, go, you cruel man ! go to your mistresses, and leave
your poor wife to her miseries. Colman, Jealous Wife, i.

But soon, his wrath being o'er, he took
Another mistress, or new book.

Byron, Mazeppa, iv.

6t. Inthe game of bowls, the small ball atwhich
the players aim; the jack.

Zelmane vsing her owne byas, to bowl neer the rnistresse

of her owne thoughts. Sir P. Sidney, Areola, iii.

There 's three rubs gone, I *ve a clear way to the mistress.

Middleton, No Wit Like a Woman's, ii. 3.

mistress (mis'tres),' V. [< mistress, n.] I.t in-

trans. To attend as a lover upon a mistress;

pay court to women.
The idleness, which yet thou canst not flie

By dressing, tnistressing, and complement.
G. Herbert, Church Porch, st. 14.

II. trans. To become mistress of. [Rare.]

This one is a first-rate gilder, she jnistressed it entirely

in three days,
C. Seade, Never too Late to Mend, xlil. (Davies.)

mistresslyt (mis'tres-li), a. [< mistress + -ly^.]

Of or pertaining to a mistress, as of a household.

Will he take from me the mistressly management, which
I had not faultily discharged?

Bichardson, Clarissa Harlowe, I. 298. (Davies.)

nustress-ship (mis'tres-ship), II. [< mistress

+ -ship.] 1. Rule or dominion of one who is

mistress ; authority exercised by a woman.

If any of them shall usurp a mistress-ship over the rest,

or make herself a queen over them.

Bp. HaU, Kesolutions for Religion, § 11.

2t. Ladyship: a style of address, preceded by
a possessive pronoim: as, your mistress-ship.

mistrial (mis-tri'al), n. [< mis-^ + trial] In

lato : {a) A trial iihe result of which is vitiated

by errors, as by disqualification in a juror or

in the judge.

The law here grants a mtsfrioJ for inebriety among the

jurors, but sees no extenuating circumstance in the alco-

holic Insanity of the accused.
Alien, and Neurel., Vin. 27a



mistrial

(6) More loosely, an inconclusive trial ; a trial
that fails to issue in a decision, as where the
jury cannot agree.

If there had been anmtrial, the colored jurymen voting
to acquit and the white jurymen to convict, etc.

Philadelphia Press, July 1, 1889.

mist-rick (mist'rik), n. [< mist + *rick (?)
for reek, vapor.] A dense mist. [Australia.]
The dawn at "Morrahinda" was a mist-ricle dull and

dense, tlie sunrise was a sullen, sluggish lamp.
Contemporary Sev., III. 406.

mistristt, « . and v. An obsolete form of mistrust.
mistrowt, v. [< ME. mistrowen, < AS. *mistreo-
wian, mistriwan (= OHG. missatruen, MHG.
missetroueyi, Q-. misstraiien = Icel. mistrua), mis-
trow, mistrust; < mis-^ + tredwian, treiiwan,
trow: see mis-^ and troio.'] I. intrans. To dis-
trust; doubt.

And in thaire hertes thai bigan
To he mis-trffwand ilka man
To God thai groched al bidene.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 74.

36 no more so mistrowand,
But trowe trewly.

York Plays, p. 464.

But our Lady was evyr stedfast In the feit,

And myslrowid not of his resureccion,
MS. Laud, 416, 1. 42. (HalKwell.)

II. trans. To doubt; mistrust.

"Yef this be so," quod the luge, "neuer shall I mys-
trowe the." Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 21.

mistrowt, n. [< ME. mistrowe; < mistrow, v.

J

Mistrust. William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.),

1. 3314.

mistrowingt, n. [< MB. mistrowynge; verbal
n. of mistrow, «.] Distrust ; suspicion.

For espyall and mistrowynges,
Thei did than such thynges
That every man might other know.

Qower, Conf. Amant., vi.

mistrust (mis-trusf), TO. [< ME. mistrost, mis-
triste (= MD. mistroost = OHGr. missetrost); <

TO»s-l + trust.'] Lack of trust or confidence;
suspicion.

Your miatrust cannot make me a traitor.

Shak., As you Like it, L S. 68.

On mMruM that the Nations beyond Bodotria would
generally rise, and forelay the passages by land, he caused
his Fleet, makelng a great shew, to bear along the Coast.

MUton, Hist, Eng,, ii.

mistrust (mis-trusf), v. t. [< ME. *mistrusten,

mistrysten, mistristen; < mis-^ + trttst^ v."} 1. To
suspect ; doubt ; regard with suspicion or jeal-

ousy.

For though a man be falle in jalous rage,
Let maken with this water his potage.
And never shal he more his wif rrdstrigte.

Chaucer, ProL to Pardoner's Tale, L 83.

Mystruste not thy frende for none accusement.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 332.

I will never mistrust my wife again.
Shak., M. W. of W., v. 5. 141.

I am ever ready to nmtrvxt a promising title.

QoldemUh, The Bee, I^o. 4.

2. To suspect; apprehend: said of a fact or

circumstance.
This is an accident of hourly proof,
Which I migtrustAd not.

Shak., Much Ado, ii. 1. 189.

mistruster (mis-trus'tfer), ii. One who mis-
trusts. Milton.

You infidelles and mistntsters of God.
Barnes, Works, p. 354.

mistrustful (mis-trust'ful), a. [< mistrust, «.,

+ -ful.'] Having mistrust; wanting trust or
confidence; suspicious; doubting: as, a mis-

trustful spirit.

In ordinary conferences easie and apert, in conuersation

simple, in capitulation subtill and mMrustfuU.
PuUenha/m, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 246.

I hold it cowardice
To rest ndslrmtftd where a noble heart
Hath pawn'd an open hand in sign of love.

Shak., 3 Hen. VL, iv. 2. 8.

mistrustfully (mis-trust'ful-i), adv. In a mis-

trustful manner; with misgiving, suspicion, or

doubt.
mistrustfulness (mis-trust'fvd-nes), TO. The
state or quality of being mistrustful; suspicion

;

doubt,
mistrustless (mis-trust'les), a. [< mistrust, to.,

+ -less.'] Unsuspecting; unsuspicious.

The swain, wislrusfless of his smutted face,

While secret laughter titter'd round the place.

Ooldmuth, Des. Vil., 1. 27.

mistrysti, v. t. An obsolete variant of mistrust.

mistryst^ (mis-trisf), v. t. [< mts-i + tryst.

Cf . mistrust.] To disappoint by failing to keep
an engagement ; bring into trouble or confusion

by disappointing; deceive; use ill. [Scotch.]
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They are sair mistryOed yonder in their Parliament
House. Scott, Bob Koy, siv.

mist-tree (mist'tre), to. See Litsea and Mhus.

mistime (mis-tun'), v. t.\ pret. and pp. mistuned,

^^ic.mistuning. [<.mis-'^ + tune,v.] 1. To tune
incorrectly.

My instrument mystunyd shall hurt a trew song.
Skelton, A Claricorde.

Oft from the body, by long ails mistuned,
These evils sprung.

Armstronff, Art of Preserving Health.

2. To sing out of tune.

While hymn Tnistun^d and muttered prayer
The victim for his fate prepare.

Scott, Lord of the Isles, v. 28.

misturnt (mis-tem'), V. [< ME. misturnen, mis-

tournen, mistornen; < mis-^ + turn, v.] I. trans.

To turn aside wrongly
;
pervert.

Naturel entencyon ledith yow to thilke verray good, but
many manere errours mistometh yow therefro.

Chaucer, Boethius, iii. prose 3.

II. intrans. To go wrong.

And whan this littel worlde mistoumeth.
The great worlde all overtorneth.

Gower, Conf. Amant., Prol.

mistus, mixtus (mis'-, miks'tus), TO. [< L. mis-

tus, mixtus, a mixing, mingling, < miscere, pp.
mistus, mixtus, Tuiz.: seemix^.] In 6o<., a cross-

breed. Gray. See cross^, 11.

mistutor (mis-tu'tor), V. t. [< mjs-i -I- tutor, v.]

To instruct amiss.

Gay mistutored youths, who ne'er the charm
Of Virtue hear, nor wait at Wisdom's door.

T. Edwards, Sonnets, xxviii., To G. Onslow.

misty (mis'ti), a. [< ME. misty, mysty, < AS.
mistig, misty, dark (= MD. mistigh = MLGr.
mistich, foggy), < mist, darkness : see mist^, ».]

1. Accompanied or characterized by mist;
overspread with mist: as, misty weather; a
misty atmosphere ; a m,isty day.

For I have seyn of a ful mys^ morwe
Folwen ful oft a merye someres day.

Chaucer, Troilus, iit 1060.

Night's candles are burnt out, and jocund day
Stands tiptoe on the misty mountain tops.

Shak., R. and J., iii. 5. 10.

2. Dim, obscure, or clouded, as if by mist;
hence, confused; not perspicuous: as, misty
sight; a misty writer or treatise; a misty ex-
planation.

Blind were those eyes, saw not how bright did shine
Through flesh's misty veil those beams divine.

Donne, On Mrs. Boulstred.

To be misty is not to be mystic.
Lowdl, Study Windows, p. 201.

misunderstand (mis-un-der-stand'), V. t; pret.

and pp. misunderstood, ppr. misunderstanding.
[< TOis-i + understand.] 1. To understand
amiss; attach a false meaning to; take in a
wrong sense; misconceive; interpret or ex-
plain to one's self erroneously.

What ! will some men say, shall a man be ruined eter-

naUy for a misunderstood place of Scripture ?

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. xi.

This, if it be neglected, will make the reader very much
mistake and mieunderstand his meaning. Locke.

Bude America, with her . . . misunderstood yearning
for a rightful share of the culture and beauty of the older
world. Stedman, Vict. Poets, p. 389.

2. To fail to understand (a person with refer-
ence to his words or actions) : as, I misunder-
stood jo\i.=sjn. To misapprehend.'

misunderstandert (mis-un-d6r-stan'd6r), TO.

One who misunderstands.

But diners and many texts . . . semed unto the miss-
vnderstanders to speake against purgatory.

Sir T. More, Works, p. 324.

misunderstanding (mis-un-d6r-stan'ding), it.

[Verbal n. ot misunderstand, v.] 1. Mistake as
to the meaning of something; misconception;
erroneous interpretation.

Sometimes the misunderstanding of aword has scattered
and destroyed those who have been in possession of vic-
tory. South, .Sermons, I, viii.

You see how clearly I have endeavoured to explicate this
harmlesse position ; yet I perceive some tough misunder-
standings will not be satisfied.

Bp. Hall, To the Lord Bishop of Salisbury.

2. A disagreement ; difference ; dissension

;

quarrel.

Servants mistake, and sometimes occasion misunder-.
standings among friends. Swift.

misusage (mis-u'zaj), «. [< OF. mesusage (P.
m6susage), misusage, < mesuser, misuse: see
misuse, v.] Ill usage ; bad treatment ; abuse.

The fame of their misusage so prevented them that the
people of that place also, offended thereby, would bring
in no wares. Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 21.

misween

misusanceti n. [< OF. ?»esMsance, misusage, <
mesuser, misuse : see misuse, v., and cf . usance.]
Ill treatment ; misuse.

He had chafed at their misusaruie.
Bp. Hacket, Abp. WiUiams, 1. 202. (Boiifes.)

misuse (mis-uz'), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. misused,

ppr. misusing. [< ME. misusen, miseusen, < OP.
mesuser, mesuser (F. m^user), < wies- + j/sej',

use: see mis-^ and use, v.] 1. To treat or use
improperly ; apply to an improper purpose

;

make a false or improper use of.

Me thinketh these wordes thou misusest.
Qower, Conf. Amani, v.

Bacchus, that first from out the purple grape
Crush'd the sweet poison of misused wine.

Milton, Comus, L 47.

2. To use or treat badly; abuse or maltreat in

act or speech.

Hang him, dishonest varlet! we cannot>mi8««e him
enough. Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 2. 105.

He that did wear this head was one
That pilgrims did misuse.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, ii.

=Syil. Abuse, Misuse. See abuse.

misuse (mis-us'), n. [< ME. misuse, < OP. mesus,

mesuis, mesuz, ill use, < mes- + us, use : see mis-"^

and use, to.] 1. Improper use; misapplication;
employment in a wrong way or to a bad pur-
pose; perversion.

How names taken for things mislead the understanding,
the attentive reading of philosophical writers would dis-

cover, and that in words little suspected of any such mis-
use. Locke.

After the misuse of the one talent.

Bp. HaU, Cont., Veil of Moses.

2. Abuse ; ill treatment.

Upon whose dead corpse there was such misuse . . .

By those Welshwoman done, as may not be.

Without much shame, retold or spoken of.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., i. 1. 48.

=SyiI. 1. Perversion, profanation, prostitution. See
abuse, v. t.

misusementt (mis-iiz'ment), TO. [< OF. mes-

usement, < mesuser, misuse: see misuse, v., and
-j»e«i.] The act of misusing ; misuse; abuse.

And Darius coulde not bee otherwise persuaded but that

shee was slayn because she would not consent to her mis-
usentent. J. Brende, tr. of Quintus Curtius, fol. 82.

misuser (mis-ii'zfer), TO. [< misuse, v.^ + -er^.]

1 . One who misuses ; one who uses meorreet-
ly.— 2. In law, abuse of any liberty or benefit

such as may cause its forfeiture.

An office, either public or private, may be forfeited by
. . . mis-user or abuse, as if a judge takes a bribe, or a
park-keeper kills deer without authority.

BlackstoTie, Com., II. x.

misvalue (mis-val'u), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. mis-

valued, ppr. misvaluing. [< wis-i -1- value, v.]

To value falsely or too little; misesteem; un-
derrate.

I am so yong, I dread my warke
Wot be m^isvalued both of old and yong.

W. Browne, Young Willie and Old Wernook.

misventure (mis-ven'tiir), TO. [< OTJs-1 + ven-

ture. Ct. misadventure.'^ An unfortunate ven-
ture ; a misadventure.

All friends were touched with a kind of . . . joy to see,

as I said, the color of Jack's money, alter so many misven-
tures and foiled struggles. Ca/rlyle, in Froude.

misventurous(mis-ven'tur-us), a. [< mis-i -I-

venturous.] Wantingboi'dness or daring; tim-
orous; fearful.

Misven^rous Irishwomen, giving up their plan of emi-
gration. CaHyle, The Century, XXIV. 20.

misvoucht (mis-vouch'), v. t. [< mis-i + vouch.]
To vouch or allege falsely.

That very text or saying ... is misvouchied.
Bacon, True Greatness of Britain.

miswander (nds-won'd6r), v. i. [MB. misican-
deren; < mis-1 -1- wander.] To wander; stray.

The miswandryn^e errour misledeth hem into false

goodes. Chmieer, Boethius, ilL prose 2.

miswayt (mis-wa'), n. [ME. miswaie; < mis-^

+ way.] A wrong path.

Whoso that sekith soth by a deep thoght and coveyteth
nat to ben deseyvyd by no mys weyes, lat him rollen and
trenden withinne hymself the lyht of his Inward syhte.

Chaucer, Boethius, iii. meter 11.

vaiswBiYi, adv. [WE. mysiiey ; adverbial use of

misway,n.] Wrong; vwongly; amiss; astray.

Love makith alle to goon myswey.
Rom. of the Rose, \. 4766.

misweart (mis-war'), «. i. [< mw-l -I- wear^.]
To wear ill; prove bad on wearing. See quo-
tation imder miswork, v. t.

miswedt (mis-wed'), V. t. [< TOW-i + wed.] To
wed unsuitably. • Milton.

misweent (mis-wen'), v. i. and t. [< mis-^ +
ween.] To misjudge; distrust.



misween
Fan happie man (mumating much) was hee,
So nch a spoile withiii his power to se«.

Spauer. Astrophel, 1. 100.

miswendt (mis-wend'), r. I. [< ilE. mfeiceikfeH,
< AS. miswendan (= OHG. mi-gsaicenfjan, MHG.
misseirenden), turn wrong, pervert, go -wrong, <
mis- + tcendan, turn, go: see )»fe-l and jrendl.]
To go wrong: wander; stray.

And eche in his Gomphiinte telleth
How that the worlde is nunnrnt.

GmpeTf Conf. Amant,^ ProL
But things miscounselled most needs nagirend.

Spenser, Mother Huh. Talei L lii.

miswint, v, t. [ME. miswinnan; < mi^-l + irin.]

To obtain by &aud or cheating.
For-thy he eet mete of more cost, moitrewes and potages.
Of that that men mygtcomta thei maden hem wel at ese.

Pierg Mowman (C), xri. 45.

miswitt, <•. t. [ME. miswiten; < tttts^ + iciO-.

c] To know ilL

miswivet, r t. andi. [< ME. miswiren; < mis-l
+ icice.] To marry nnsnitablr.

miswomant, ». [Formerly also imsswoman; <
mis-^ + troman.] An evil woman : a temptress.

Fly the migKoman, least she thee deceiae.
Banedf/ qf Lose, L 14&

miswontillgt, » [< mis-J- + wonting.'] Disuse;
want of practiee.

These feeble beginnings of lo&e warme grace ... by
vdswoatittg perish. Bp. HaU, Divine Meditation, vii.

nus-wordt (mis-werd'), u. [< ME. migword (=
MHG. mis-wort); < mis-i- + word.] 1. A curse.
— 2. A word nttered amiss.

TheTyiants sword
Is not made drunk with blond tor a Miss-vford.

Silvester, tr. of Bu Bartas's Weeks, il. The Ca^taines.

misworkt, r. [< ME. misaerhen, misicerehen ; <
tnis-^ + icork, V.'} I. intrans. To work or do iU.

Cheresche here & chaste gif that channce falles
That sche wdd mixuxrehe wiongll any timcL

TTiHiVrDi t^PaUme CK. B. T. S.% L 5148.

IL trans. To do or make badly.

Which law [5 'ESz., c. 4], being generally tian^ressed,
makes the people bay in effect chalf for com; for that
which Is muwnw^JUwfllmiswear. £a«on. Judicialdiarge.

inisworship(niis-wer'sMp), ». [< Biig-l + tcor-

ship, n.] Worship of a wrong object; false

worship.
In respect of misworslup, hewas the son of the first Jere-

boham, who made Israel to sin.

Bp. HaU, Joash wiQi T^ia^a Dying.

Such hideous jungle of miginwshipa, misbelief, men
made as we are did actually hold by and live at home in.

CaHyU.

miswOTShip (mis-wer'ship), r. t. ; pret. and pp.
misworshiped or misworshgiped, ppr. misworship-
ing or misworshipping. [< OTts-l + worship, r.]

To worship wrongly or improperly.

There are not wanting nations . . . which hare vng-
uorgMpped it [the heaven] for their God.

Bp. Ban, Soul's Farewell to Eartji, § 3.

misworshiper, misworshipper (mis-wer'sMp-
er), ». One who misworshii)S.

God ismade our idol, andwethe vugworsh^pers of him.
Bp. HaU, Sermon at Whitehall, 1640.

miswrenchf (mis-reneh'), r. t. [< »»is-l +
icrench, r.] To twist or turn out of the right
course.

The waides of the chirche key
Through mishandlinge ben vuswreinL

Gmuer, Conf. Amant., y.

miswrite (mis-rif), c t.\ pret. miswrote, pp.
misicritten, ppr. rmswriUng. [< ME. miswriten,
< AS. miswritan, write wrongly, < mis-, wrong-
ly, + writan, write: see mis-1 and write.] To
write incorrectly; make a mistake in writing.
Chaucer.

He [Josephus] did ndg-ierite some nmnber of the years.
Balagh, Hist World, n. xxlL § &

Bat the manoscript is all in one simple, undisguised,
feminine handwriting, and with no interlineation save
only here and there the correction of a vaSwritten voTd.

The Century, XXX VIII 799.

miswrongllt (mis-r4t'), a. [< »»ts-i + icrought.]

Badly done. Bacon.
misy (mis'i), «. [Also missy; < F. misy, < L.
misy, < Gr. fiov, an ore supposed to be cop-
peras; perhaps of Egyptian origin.] A stU-

phur-yeUow mineral occurring in loose aggre-
gations of small crystalline scales. It consists
of hydrous sulphate of iiron, and is derived from the de-
compt^tion of pyrite. Also called ydtow copperas and
eopiapm.

misyoke (mis-yok'), v. t. and ».; pret. and pp.
misyolced, ppr. rmsyoMng. [< mis-i -1- yoke, v.]

To yoke or Join unsuitably.

PfflrpetaaBy and finally hindered in wedlock, by mis.
yoking with a diversity of nature as weU as of religion.

Milton, Divorce, it 19.
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missealoilS (mis-zel'us), a. [< mi>-i + zeal-

ous.] Actuated by false zeal.

Go on now, ye nuazeofoia spirits.

Bp. HaU, y oah's Dove.

mit, II. See mitt.

mita (me'ta). n. [Sp.. a tribute, payment: see
mite^.] Forced labor in mines, farms, and fac-
tories to which the Indians of Peru were for-
merly subjected. One seventh of the male population
were subject to service for a year, for which the.v were
to be paid, but they conld not be taken beyond a speoiiied
distance from their homes,
mitamet, ». A Middle English form of mitten.

mitcal (mit'kal*. /.. Same as miskal.
mitcht, «. [< ME. micche, mycche, miche (cf. MD.
MLG. micJ:e ). < OF. miche = Pr. mica, micha, a
small loaf of bread, lit. a crumb, < L. mica, a
crumb: see mical, mie.] A loaf of bread.

He that hath myeehes tweyne,
SJ-e value in his demeigne,"
Lyveth more at ese. and more is riche.
Than doth he that is chlche.

Rom. of the Bote, L 5585.

mitch-board (mieh'bord), II. Xaut., a crutch
for thesupport of aboomormast. See crMtc7|l,

3 {d). [Local, Eng.]
Mitdiella (mi-ehel'a), n. [XL. (linnseus,
1753), named after Joihn ilitthell, a botanist of
Viiginia.] A genus of plants of the natural
order Stdtiacete and the tribe Anthosperme^,
characterized by having perfect flowers with a
funnel-shaped corolla, which is from three- to
six-lobed, the stamens insertedupon its throat,
and by the hairy style, which has four thread-
shaped lobes. They are creeping herb% with opposite
round'.ovate leaves having minute stipules, and anall
white fragrant dimorphous flowers, which are axUlaiy or
tennlnal, and grow in pairs. The fruit is a scarlet bOTj-
Hke double drape. There are 2 species, an American. M.
repens, the partridge-beriy, and a Japanese which, how.
ever, may be identical wltli the .American. See partridge'
berry.

mitel (mit), 71. [< ME. mite, myte, < AS. mite
= MD. ntijte, D. wiij*= MLG. LG. mite = OHG.
miza, mizza, MHG. raise, G. (after LG.) miete =
Dan. fliide (of. F. mite, Sp. mita, ML. mita, <
LG.), a mite; prob. lit. •euttet,' 'biter,' from
the verb shown in Cfoth. maitan = leeL meita=
AS.'mcetau, cut: see emmet, ant^.] 1. A small
arachnidan of the order Acarida; any acarid.
Hitesonceformed a comprehensivegenus.^corusor&nuly
uleondc^termsnotyetobsolete; but,withtheintroduction
of many more genera, the establishment of several fami-
lies, and the elevation of thegroup to therank of an order,
a more elaborate nomenclature has been established, in
whiehneither.^caru£nor.ileari(j^E is retained. (See.iiea-
rida.) Adultmites are eight-leggedlikemostarachnidans;
but some six-l^ged immature forms at one time consti-
tuted a supposed genus Leptus. (See Leptus, and cut under
hanxstMct.} The species of mites are very numerous, di-

versified in form,and various in habits. Manyareparasitlc;
others are terr^tzlal or aquatic; others live in cheese,
flonr, sugar, etc. M^ is consequentlymnch used in com-
position. The cheese-mite or flour-mite is TVn^j^Aussvo
or T. longior; the sugar-mite is Glydphaga prunarum, or
another of the same genus. Such mites compose the fam-
fly Tyngiypfadce, and are among those longer known as
species ofAearusor Aearid€B. Itch-mites are Sareoptidm,
as Sareoptes sa^bieL (See cut under iteli-mite.) Mange-
mites are Demadiada; garden-mltes or harvest-mites,
Tnm^ndudcB; spinning-mites. Teiranyelnd^; beetle-mites
orwood-mlt^Ori&atute; spider-mit^6ama«id<e; water-
mites, Hydrajetaddae; snout-mltes, Bd^idm; gall-mites,

Phyto^idtB. Certain mites, the Ixodidee, are commonly
distinguished as tieks, as Ixodesridnux (see cut underAea-
Tida), and those of the family 2Vomiu2ntf<pare indifferently

called harrest-m&es, harreslPticks,harvest,bugs, red.t>ugs,and
by other names. See the compound and technical names.

That cheese of itself breeds mites or maggots, I deny.
Bay, Works of Creation, IL

Say what the use, were finer optics given.
To inq>ect a mite, not comprehend the heaven?

Pope, E^ay on Man, L 196.

2. Some insect like or likened to a mite, as a
dust-louse {Psoeus).

For life is so high a perfection of being that in this re-

spect the least fiy ormite is amore noblebeing than a star.

South, Works, m. x.

mite^ (mit), n. [< ME. mite, myte (= OF. mite,

a small coin,=^. mita, a payment, assessment,
tribute), <MD. jni/fejD. mijt, small coin, a mite;
prob. akin to mitei^, from the same root. Goth,
maiten, etc., cut: see wifei.] 1. A small coin
of anyMnd, of slight value ; anyvery small sum
of money. Xo coin seems to have been so
called specifically.

William wigtli with-oute any more,
Greithed him as gaili as any gom thurt bene.

Of aUe trie a-tir that to knijt longed.

So that non mlgt a-mend a mite worth, 1 wene.
WiUiam 0/ Pateme (E. R T. S.), L 4543.

And though the number of sheep increasenever so fast,

yet the price falleth not one mite, because there be so few
sellers. Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Boblnson), i.

There came a certain poor widow, and she threw in [i. e.

into the treasury] two mites [tr. Gr Xeirrov : see lepion and
minute], which make a farthing. Mark xii. 12.

miter

We Qsoally observe the same routine. I put down my
mtte first; then my young family enroll their contribtt-

tions, . . . and then Mr. Pardiggle brings up the rear.

Didtens, Bleak House, viiL

2t. An English weight somewhat heavier than
agraintroy.—3t. An oldmoney of account, the
twenty-fourth part of a penny.
4 mites is the aliquot part of a peny, viz. J. for 6 times

4 is 24, and so many mites marchants assigne to 1 peny.
T. Hm, Arithmetic (1600), HL L

4. Anything very small ; a very little particle

or quantity: also applied to persons.
" Xow ich seo," saideLy^ "that surgerye ne phisike
May nat a myte availle to medlen a-^ens Elde."

Piers Plowman ((3), xxiil 179.

I felt benevolence for her, and resolved some way or
other to throw inmy mite of courtesy, if not of service^

Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 19.

The White Sulphur waters, she said, had not done her a
mite of good. C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 256.

mited (mi'ted), a. [< mite^ + -ed^.] Damaged
or spoiled by insufficient salMng, as cured fish.

Perla/.

ISitella (mi-tel'a), n. [NL. (Tonmefort, 1700),
<L. )mteHa,dimrof fin<ra, aturban: see miter.]

Agenus of plants of the natural order Saiifraga-
ce<e and the tribe Sn.rij'rage<e, characterized by a
one-celled ovary with parietal placentse which
aie alternate with the stigmas, five petals which
are three-cleft or pinnatifid, and a superior cap-
sule without beaks. They are herbs, with long-peUo-
late heart-shaped lobed or crenate leaves, which have
memhranaceons stipules attached to the petioles, and an
erect slender scape bearing an elongated raceme of small
greenish flowers, which are often drooping. There are 5

species, indigenous to the temperate parts of > orth Amer-
ica, one of which is also found in Siberia. M.diphyUana^
M. nuda are the best-known. See bish0p's.cap.

miter, mitre (mi'ter), «. [Early mod. E. also
myter, mytre; < tfV.. mitre, myter, mytir, mytre,
< OF. mitre, F, mitre = Pr. Sp. Pg. mitra = It.

miira, Olt. metra, a miter, < L. mitra, < Gr.
f^irpa, a belt, girdle, fillet, head-band, turban.]
1. A form of head-dress anciently worn by the
inhabitants of Lydia, Phrygia, and other parts
of Asia Minor.—2. A sacerdotal head-dress, as
that worn by the ancient Jewish high priest,

or that worn by a bishop. The Jewish miter was
made of linen, and wrapped in folds about the head, like
a turban. Before the fourteenth century the miter in

the Christian church was
low and simple; but now
it consists of a coronet,
surmounted by a lofty and
deeplycleft cap. Theprivl-
l^e of wearing the miter
in the Roman Catholic
Church was a ooncessiDn
of the popes, and was for-

merly exercised by cardi-
nals and the higher digni-
taries. Bishopsand abbots
(iftobemitered)receivethe
miter from the consecrat-
ing bishop. Three kinds of
miters are distinguished

:

(1) the preciousmiter, made
of gold or sflver pl^e and
adornedwith jewels, (2)the
auriphrygiate miter,and (3)
the simple miter of white
silkorlinen. Thebishopsof
theCliurchofEnglandwore
miters as lateastile Goronar

Episcopa] Miter.— Fieach type of
the X4th ceatoxy.

tlon of George TTT
, and some Anglican bishops occasion-

ally wear them at the pressit day. See tiara, and cut un-
dor awripjaygia.

Her golden cup she cast unto the groimd.
And crowned mitre rudely threw asyde.

Spenser, F. Q., I. viil. 2S.

The Cardinal [Wolsey] sent to the King, to lend him the
M&re and Fall, which he used to wear at any great Solem-
nity. Baker, Chronicles, p. 279.

TTis Miter on his head of cloth of sUner, with two long la-

bels hanging downe behind his
neck.
Coryat, Crudities, L 37 (sig. DX
All the oldknownnwlrs still in

existence have a white ground.
Bock, Church of our Fs^ers, ii.

[109, nat&

There, other trophies deck the
truly brave, . . .

Such as on Hough's unsullied
fn»ff« shine.
Pope, EpiL to Satires, ii. 239.

3. A ehinmey-cap or -pot

ofterra-cotta, brick, stone,

or metal, designed to ex-

elude rain and wind from
the flue, while allowing the
smoke, etc.. to escape; a- Miter of gla2ed pottery;

cowl; hence, anythinghaV- i4thcentnry. FromSemur.
' . ., £n-.A.Qzai^ Fiance.

ing a similar use.

For, like as in a limbeck th' heat of Fire

Baiseth a Vapour, which still mounting higher
To the Still's lop ; when th' odoriferous sweat
Above the Miter can no further get;

It, softly thlckning, falleth drop by drop.

Sylvester, tr. of Da Bartas's Weeks, t 3.
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and a fence, against which the work rests. It is

used for making miter-joints on small moldings.

miter-joint (mi'ter-joint), n. A joint in which
t|,.^., ,„,. „ , ..,/

"

the plane of the abutting surfaces bisects the JVUtnraism (mith ra-

^v., anKle (properly 90°) form- -»«»*•] The worship a

4. In coMcfe., a miter-shell.— 5. In carp.: (a) A
scribe or guide for making saw-cuts to form
miter-joints. (6) A combined square and miter-
edge or pattern, (c) Same as miter-joint.— 6.A gusset in seamstresses' work, knitting, and
the like— Miter gearing. Same as beveled gearing
(wmon see, under gearing).

miter, mitre (mi'ter), v.; pret. and pp. mitered,
mitred, ppr. mitering, mitring. [Early mod. E.
also myter, mytre; < ME. mitren, mytren, < OP.
mitrer, F. mitrer = Sp. Pg. mitrar = It. mitrare,
Olt. metrare, < ML. mitrare, < mitra, a miter:
see miter, ».] I. tram. 1. To bestow a miter .,- ,,,.-•,

T^'rll^T'Lll^}':. ^^^^f:^^^ iMtemusl^^om (mi't6r-mush"rom),

mitigate

Uithraicism, with explanations of its alliance with Oc-
cidental Christianity.

angle (properly 90°)

ed by the abutting ;gieces.

Each of the abutting pieces is

dressed to an angle of 45° ; when
they are dressed to an angle greater
or less than 45° they are general-
ly termed bevei-joints. When the
angle formed by the junction of

two parts is 45°, and the plane of division bisects this

angle, the joint is sometimes called a ha^ miter-joint

1
, Miter-joint.

wearing a miter belongs, especially to episco-
pal rank.

More than al thy marchauns other thymytrede bisshopes.
Piers Ploviman (C), v. 193.

From such apostles, ye rmtred heads,
Preserve the church 1 Ccywper, Task, ii. 329.

2. To ornament with a miter.

Your first essay was on your native laws

;

Those having torn with ease and trampled down.
Your fangs you fasten'd on the mitred crown.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, i. 202.

3. In carp., to join with a miter-joint; make a
miter-joint in. . See miter-joint.—4. In needle- _,j4.„ „„„+ /^rz+i ;; J.^

work, to change the direction of, as a straight ™ ofJ'P"^*
••"" ^^^^-PO^*)

band, border, or the Uke, by cutting it at an ab- "
rupt angle, sacrificing a three-cornered piece,
and bringing the cut edges together: a term
derived from carpenter-work.— 5. In bookbind-
ing, to join perfectly, as lines intended to meet
at right angles—Cut and mitered string. See
string.— J/Bieiei abbey or monastery, an abbey or
monastery presided over by a mitered abbot.

The abbess received a ring, which, however, was not be-
stowed on any abbot unless his house were a mitred ab-
tey. Bock, Church of our Fathers, ii. 194.

kind of mushroom of the genus Selvella, S. Mithralze
crispa: so named from the shape of the pileus.

It grows in woods, and is delicate eating.

mlter-plane (mi'ter-plan), ». In carp. : (a) A
plane in which the bit is set at an acute angle
with the longitudinal axis of the stock. The
effect of this arrangement is to give the action
of the plane the character of a draw-cut. (6) A
plane which runs in a race in angtdar relation
to fences or gages, usually adjustable, bywhich
the stufiE to be planed is held to the action of
the tool.

Same as meeting-

mlter-shaped (mi'ter-shapt), a. Having the
shape of a miter: said especially of a form of
head-dress worn by women in the middle of the
fifteenth century.
miter-shell (mi'tfer-shel), n. The turreted shell
of a mollusk of the genus Mitra or family Mi-
tridce; a tiara-shell. See cut under Mitra.

miter-slU (mi'ter-sil), n. A raised step against
which the foot of a canal-look gate shuts on the
floor of a lock-bay. M. S. Knight.

Iuiter-so[uare (mi'ter-skwar), n. In carp., an
immovable bevel for striking upon a piece of
stuff an angle of 45°.

Pop. Sd. Mo., Literary Notices, XXXn. 560.

izm), n. [< Mithras -(-

of Mithras.
The religion of Mithra . . . played an important part

an the thought of the early centuries ol the Christian era,
yet little is known of MUhraiam at the present time.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXTTT. 288.

Mlthralst (mith'ra-ist), n. [< Mithras -^- -ist.}

A worshiper of Mithras.

This fact suggests a question . . . whether the Chris-
tians borrowed from the Mithraists, or the Mithraists from
the Christians, or whether the coincidences are casual.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXm. 283.

(mith'ra-iz), i). i.; pret. and pp.
Mithraized, ppr. Mithraizing. [< Mithras +
-ize.2 To teach, profess, or practise Mithraie
doctrines : observe the rites of Mithras.
Mithras, Mithra (mith'ras, mith'ra), n. [L.
Mithras, Mithres, < Gr. Midpag, < Ofers. Mitra
= Skt. Mitra, lit. 'friend.'] 1. A deity of the
ancient Persians, the god of light or of the sun,
who came at last to be regarded as the ruler of
both the material and the spiritual universe,
and was worshiped with an elaborate ritual,

with accompaniment of ceremonial mysteries.
In this form his worship was adopted bythe Romans under
the early empire, and enjoyed great popularity. Represen-
tations of Mithras are common in Roman art, usually sliow-
ing him as a youth in Oriental dress performing the mystic
sacrifice of a bull. Sacred caves or grottos were the reg-
ular seats of his worship.

They call upon no peculiar name of God, but onlyif^f^
ra; in the which word they all agree together in one na-
ture of the divine Majesty, whatsoever it be.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), ii. 11.

The sacred grotto of Mithras, in the Campus Martius
[Rome], . . . in the plot of ground which isnow occupied
by the Marignoli palace.
Lanciani, Anc. Rome in the Light of Mod. Discov., p. 166.

3. A genus of South American lycsenid butter-
flies. Hiibner, 1816.— 3. A genus of spiders.
Koch, 1835.

mtered abbot, back, border, etc. See the nouns.
II. intrans. In arcfe., to meet in a miter-joint.

miter-block (mi'ter-blok), TO. lajoinery, skhlock ^ ^„ . . , _
arranged for sawing pieces to an angle of 45°. mlter-valve (mi't6r-valv), n. A valve of which mithridatet (mith'ri-dat), «. lAlso methridate,

miter-board (mi'ter-bord), n. A miter-box in
which a piece is laid while the saw reciprocates

the lid or plug is the frustum of a cone, the face
of the seat being inclined at an angle of 45° to
the axis of the valve.

between guides which cause it to make the kerf miter-wheei (mi'tfer-hwel), «. 1. In mecfe., a ^o-ftum.
_i il !i..j 1- TT, TT T^ , , .

particularkind of bevel-wheel,
nt^.ti.— .

the bevel being limited to an
angle of 45°, and the teeth of
the wheel meshing with the
teeth of another of the same
bevel and diameter. The shafts
of the wheels are at right angles with
each other ; and rotarymotion in any
plane is, by this mechanism, trans-
lated, without change of velocity, into Miter-wheels,

motion in another plane at right an-
gles with the first. Miter-wheels are much used in mill-
work. See bevd-wheel and bevel-gewr.

2. In glass-cutting, a wheel used for cutting a
groove of triangular section.

miterwort (ml'ter-wert), n. A name common
to all plants of the genus Mitella False miter-

j. i.. rrn. t. X.-, wort. See coolwort and Tiarelta.
namentation. The cross-section of the groove mlthef, v. t. [ME. mithen, < AS. mithan (= OS. mi-

nt the prescribed angle. M. 3. Knight.
miter-box (mi't6r-boks), n. In carp., a long
narrow wooden box consisting of a bottom and
two sides in which kerfs at an angle of 45° (or
some other angle) are cut for the reception of
a saw : used in cutting pieces of wood to form
miter-joints. The piece of wood to be mitered is laid
In the box, and the saw, being worked through the guide-
cuts in the vertical sides, cuts the wood to the necessary
angle. (See mtter-joint.) Another form consists of a bed
and a fence, against which the work rests, and an adjusta-
ble guide for the saw, so that it admits of cutting at any
required angle. In printing the name is given to a square
channel of wood or iron having diagonal cuts in the sides,
in which a saw can move freely in cutting pieces of wood
or brass of uniform angles.

miter-cut (mi'tfer-kut), n. In glass-manuf., a,

groove cut in the surface of plate-glass for or

them= OFiies. for-mitha = OHG. midan, MHG.
miden, G. meiden), avoid, conceal, refrain from,
forbear, intr. lie concealed: see miss^."] ~
avoid; conceal.

His sorwe he couthe ful wel mdthe.
Havelok, 1. 948.

or cut is very nearly an equilateral triangle.

miter-dovetail (mi'tfer-duv'tal), n. injoinery,
a, form of concealed dovetail presenting only a
single joint-Une, and that on the angle. E. B.
Knight.

miter-drain (ml'tSr-dran), n. A drain laid „
within the metaling of roads, to convey the mither (miTH'er), n. A Scotch form of moftJ'A".

"^Jiffl *^t, ?,,^''T^•/M^ AT ^. **,, mithict, a. An obsolete spelling of m^i/MC.
miter-flower(mi'ter-flou"6r),». A plant of the Mithra «. See Mithras.
genus Cyclamen. Mithra^atlc (mith-ra-dat'ik), a. Same as
miter-gage (mi'ter-gaj), n. A gage for deter- Mithridatic, 1.

"

mining the angle of a rmter-jomt or bevrf-joint Mithrseum (mith-re'um), «. [NL.,< h.Mithras,
for picture-frames, moldings, etc. K. H. Knight. Mithras : see Mithras.2 In Bom. aktiq., a shrine
mitering-machine (mi'tfer-in^-ma-shen"), n. 1

.

In carp, and joinery, a machine for sawing or
cutting to a true angle of 45° the ends of pieces
to be joined, in order that they may be unitedby
a miter-joint, or for cutting the pieces to any
desired angle to make a bevel-joint. One form of
this machine consists of a table with a circular saw and
adjustable guides or fences ; another consists of a bed and
guide, with two blades at right angles, for making a down-
ward cut, fixed at an angle of 45° to the guide and actu-
ated by a lever. The latter form is used for mitering
picture-frames and small moldings.

2. In printing, a mechanism of iron and steel,

designed to cut the ends of metal rules with
exact bevels and secure true joints at any an-
gle. This is done in some machines by a saw,
in others by a file or chisel.

miter-iron (nii'ter-i"ern), n. Afagotforforging,
composed of a group of bars of angular section

and improp. mithradite; < OP. mithridat, methri^
dat, P. mithridate = Sp. It. mitridato = Pg.
mithridato, < ML. mithridatum for LL. mithri-
datium, an antidote, neut. of L. MithridaUus,
Mithridateus, of Mithridates, < Mithridates, <
Gr. MiBpaddrvs, MidpcSd-n;^, Mithridates VI., King
of Pontus (died about 63 B. C), who fortified
himself against poisons by taking antidotes:
a name of Pers. origin: ef. Mithras.'} bi old
phar., one of various compositions of many in-
gredients in the form of electuaries, supposed
to serve either as an antidote or as a preserva-
tive against poison.

I feel me ill ; give me some mithridate;
Some mithridate and oil, good sister, fetch me.

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, iv. 6.

Wine, an it be thy will ! strong lusty wine

!

Well, fools may talk of mithridate, cordials, and elixirs

;

But from my youth this was my only physic. »

Fletcher (and another). Sea Voyage, v. 2.

This is a course that will . . . alter slander into piety,
. . . that the viper's flesh may become mithradite.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836^ I. 7^3.

Mitliridate mustard, a kind of penny-cress. Seepep-
^ perwort.

To Mithridatic (mith-ri-dat'ik), a. [= P. mithrida-
tique = Pg. mithridaUco, < L. Mithridaticiis,
pertaining to Mithridates, < Mithridates, Mith-
ridates: see mithridate.'] 1. Of or pertaining
to Mithridates, specifically to Mithridates "V'l.

of Pontus (died about 63 B. c.) : as, the Mithri-
daticwais. Also Mithradatic.— Sf. [i.e.] Per-
taining to or of the nature of mithridate.
mithridatumt. n. [Improp. me'thridatum (after
methridate) ; < ML. mithridatum for LL. mith-
ridatium, an antidote : see mithridate.'] Same
as mithridate.
But what brave spu-it could be content to sit in his shop,

with a flappet of wood before him, . . . selling Mithri-
datum and dragons-water to visited houses [during the
plague] ? Beau, and VI., Knight of Burning Pestle, i. 3.

or sanctuary of Mithras: usually ah under-
ground cell, grotto, or crypt in which the se-
cret mysteries of Mithras were celebrated.

In the Mithrceum there were— there are still, because
we have saved the place from destruction, and added it to .4.. >i , ....
thecuriositiesofRome—the remnant of the seven torches mitlgable (mit i-ga-bl), a. [< LL. *mitigdbilis
. . . which were kept burning before the image of Mithras (in adv. mitigabiliter), < mitigare, mitigate: see

lalS^Toc. Rome in the Light of Mod. Discov., p. 192.
""'^^ate.] Capable of being mitigated.

Mithraie (mith-ra'ik), a. [_< Mithras + .ic.-] Of "*' "^"^ "* *''""='^^'"°°'°"'
'ZJ'^^ '^^ffn xv

The Mithraie doctrines appear to have comprised all mttf^nt-Sf^i^'i ™s4.\ -t
' 4. ' j -j.. ^ j

the prominent features of the Magian or Chaldean sys-
nutlgate(mit i-gat),y.i.; pret. andpp.m%a«erf,

" ppr. mitigating. [< L. mitigatus, pp. of mitigare
(>It. mitigare = Sp. Pg. miUgar = P. mitiger),

tern, and we need not be surprised, therefore, that they
are represented as embracing magical, occult, and thau-
maturgical science.
A. wilder, in Knight's Anc. Art and Myth. (1876), p. xix.wedged about a cylindrical bar within a hoop

miter-jack (mi'tto-jak), n. A simple form of Mithraicism (mith-ra'i-sizm), n.

miter-box or templet, consisting merely of a bed -I- -ism.'] Same as Mithraism,

make mild, gentle, soft, or tender, < mitis, mild,
etc., -I- agere, make: see agent."] 1. To make

[< Mithraie milder or more tolerable ; reduce in amount or
degree, as something objectionable, reprehen-



mitigate

sible, distressing, harmful, etc. ; moderate ; al-
leviate; assuage.

And dieted with fasting every day.
The swelling ol his woundes to mMgate.

I}.. I. a.. 26.

To mitigate the scorn he gives his nncle.
He prettily and aptly taunts himself. .

Shak., Rich. III., iii. l. 133.

I esteem it the office of a physician not only to restore
health, but to mitigate pain and dolours.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 196.

I may mitigate their doom
On me derived. Mmon, P. L., x. 76.

Her benevolent heart sought every means to mitigate
the authorized severities of the law.

Prescott, rerd. and Isa., ii. 16.

2. To soften; mollify; make mild and acces-
sible. [Eare.]

Where the King took displeasure, she would mUigate
and appease his mind.

Sir T. More, Int. to Utopia, p. Ixxxv.

Turning to the master of the Temple, [he] began with
gentle wordes tomOMgaU him. Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 36.

The severe little man was mitigated. Dr. J. Brown, Rab.

=Syn. 1. Alleviate, Helieve, etc. See alleviate.

mitlgatedly (mit'i-ga-ted-li), adv. In a miti-
gated degree.

This young man, indeed, was mitigatedly monastic. He
had a big brown frock and cowl, but he had also a shirt
and a pair of shoes. H. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 125.

mitigation (mit-i-ga'shon), n. [< ME. miUgon
moun, mitigaoion, < OP. (and F.) mitigation =
8p. mitigaoion= Pg. miUgagSo= It. mitigazione,
< L. mitigatio(n-), soothing, mitigation, < mitt-
gare, mitigate : see mitigate.2 The act of miti-
gating, or the state of being mitigated; allevi-

ation; abatement or diminution of anything
harsh, painful, severe, afflictive, calamitous, or
the like.

But for thi mykel mercy miligaeioun I biseche.
Piers Plmmnan (B), v. 477.

What pleasure he [the sinner] can have in the thoughts
of his former excesses, when not one drop can be procured
for t\i^mxtigation of his flames. StUlingJleet, Sermons, I. x.

The simple race
Of mountaineers . . . partake man's general lot

With little mitigation. Wordsworth, Excursion, v.

In mitigation of damages, in law, for the purpose of
showing that the damages were less than is claimed.

mitigatiTe (mit'i-ga-tiv), a-, and n. [< F. miti-

gatif = Pr. mitigatiu = Sp. Pg. It. mitigaUvo, <

LL. mitigativus, soothing, < L. miUgare, soothe,

mitigate : see miUgate.'] I. a. Lenitive ; tend-
ing to alleviate. Cotgrave.

Il.t n. That which mitigates or tends to mod-
erate or alleviate.

Which may the feruenoe of loue aslake
To the louer, as a mitigaliue.

Remedy of Love, Prol., 1. 20.

mitigator (mit'i-ga-tor), n. [= 8p. Pg. mitiga-

dor = It. mitigatore ; a,s miUgate + -or.'] One
who or that which mitigates.

mitigatory (mit'i-ga-to-ri), a. and n. [== Sp.

Pg. mitigatorio, < IJ. mitigatorius, soothing, <

miUgare, soothe, mitigate: see miUgate.'] I,

a. Tending or having power to mitigate ; alle-

viating; softening. Sir J. Mackintosh.

Il.t n. That which has power to mitigate or

alleviate.

He talks of hard usages, and straining points of law in

cases of life, and such miUgatories.
Roger North, Examen, p. 316. (Dames.)

mitingt (nu'ting), n. [ME. mytyng, myghtyng;
< mite'^ + 4ng^.] A little one : used in endear-
ment or in contempt.

No more of this matere thou move the,

Thou momel and mytyng emell.
York Plays, p. 314.

mitis (mi'tis), n. [NTj. use of L. miUs, mild,

gentle.] A South American cat : same as chati.

mitis-casting (mi'tis-kas'ting), n. The name
givenby P. Ostberg, the inventor of the process,
to a method of increasing the fluidity and low-
ering the fusing-point of iron and steel, by add-
ing a small quantity of aluminium (about half

of one per cent.) to the charge in the cruci-

ble the moment it has been melted. This is said

greatly to facilitate the casting process, and to add to the
strength of the metal. ITue aluminium is added in the form
of an alloy of 6 to 10 per cent, of that metal with iron. This
alloy is made by a patented process consisting, as is stated,

in adding clay to the iron in the process of smelting. The
mitis-castings are said to be rapidly taking the place of

malleable-iron castings.

mitis-green (mi'tis-gren), n. Same as Paris
green or Scheele's green. See green^.

Mitosata (mi-to-sa'ta), n. pi. [NL., irreg. <

Gr. /iiroQ, a thread, "+ -ata^.] In Fabricius's

system of classification, the centipeds and mil-

lepeds : equivalent to Myriapoda. [Not used.]
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mitosic (mi-to'sik), a. [<mitos{is) + -ic] Per-
taining to, characterized by, or exhibiting mi-
tosis. Also mitotic.

mitosis (mi-to'sis), »i.
;
pi. mitoses (-sess). [NL.,

< Grr. TitTOf, a thread, -t- -06JS.] 1. Splitting of
the chromatin of a nucleus, or subdivision of
any minute granular bodies embedded in living
protoplasm. The mitosis occurring in nuclear
kinetics is commonly qualified as karyomitosis.— 3. A figure occurring during mitosis as a re-
sult of that process.

mitotic (mi-tot'ik), a. [< mitosis (_-ot-) + -ic]
Same as mitosic.

This scheme of Kemak's ... is now contrasted with
anothermode of division, the mitotic division ("karyomi-
tosis," . . . "mitosis," or " indirect division " of Fleming

;

" karyoMnesis " or " karyokinetic " division of Schleicher).
Micros. Sei., XXX. U. 163.

mitotically (mi-tot'i-kal-i), adv. By mitosis.

It may be doubted whether these cells divide only mi-
tolicaUy. Jficrog. 5(»., XXX. ii. 196.

[NL., so called from the
< L. mitra.

Miter-shells.

;, Mtira •vutpecvla. b, Mitra efisco-
palis.

Mitra (mi'tra), n.

shape of the" shell,

< Gr. ^irpa, a miter, turban: see
miten-7] 1. The typical genus
of Mitridce, having a heavy long
fusiform shell with well-devel-
oped spire and
plicate columel-
la, likened to a
bishop's miter.
There are over 200
species, mostly from
the Philippine and
related waters, but
also from otherwarm
seas, as the West In-
dian. Thebest-known
is3l. episcopalis,OTiiSi'

mented with squai'e

spots of red, orange,
or salmon color. An
arctic species is M.
(\^olutimitra) groen-
landica.

2. Agenusof aca-
lephs.

Mitracea(mi-tra'-
ae-Sk),n.pl. [NL.,
i'Mitra + -acea.] Same as Mitridce.

mitracean (mi-tra'sf-an), a. and n. I, a. Of or
pertaining to the Miiraeea or Mitridm; mitri-
form.

II. n. A miter-shell; any member of the Jfi-

tracea.

mitraille (P. pron. me-traly'); n. [< P. mi-
traille, small bits of grape-shot, with unorig. r,

< OP. mitaille, fragments, as coarse filings, <

mite, a small piece of money, a mite : see mite^.]

Small missiles, especially grape, canister, frag-

ments of iron, and the like, when fired, as upon
an enemy at close quarters.

mitraille (F. pron. me-traly'), v. t.
;
pret. and

pp. mitrailled, ppr. mitrailling. [< P. mitrailler,

fire mitraille, \ mitraille, mitraille: see the

noun.] To fire mitraille at. [Rare.]

At the moment when the regiment nearest the enemy
was beginning a retreating movement, in order to entice

the Prussians on, the latter emerged from a wood be-

tween Bomey and Colombey, and mitrailled the French.
Scot»mun.

mitrailleur (F. pron. me-tra-ly^r'), n. [P.,

masc. noun of agent, < mitrailler, fire mitraille

:

see mitraille, v.] An artilleryman in charge of

a tnitrailleuse.

mitrailleuse (F. pron. me-tra-lyez'), n. [F.,

fern, noun of agent, < mitrailler, fire mitraiUe

:

see mitraille, v.] A machine-gun or combina-
tion of gun-barrels and mechanism intended to

discharge small missiles in great quantity and
with great rapidity; especially, a form of ma-
chine-gun introduced in the French armjr about

1868, and first brought into service in the

Franco-German war of 1870-1. See cuts un-

der machine-gun.

The Maxim mitrailleuse or machine gun of rifle caliber.

5a. Amer., N. S., LX. 102.

mitral (ma'tral), a. [< P. mitral = It. mitraU, <

ML. *mitraUs (neut. mitrale, a box in which to

keep a miter), < TOifra, a miter: see miter.] 1.

Of or pertaining to a miter ; resembling a miter.

Wholly omitted in the mitraU crown.

Sir. T. Browne, Garden of Cyrus, li.

2. Ina»ia*.,mitriform; bivalvular: specifically

applied to that valve in the heart which guards

the left auriculoventricular orifice . Also called

Ucuspid.— 3. In med., pertaining to the mitral

valve: as, mitral sounds; mitral insufaeienoy;

mitral disease.

mitten

mitrate (mi'trat), a. [< miter {mitr-) + -afci.J

In 6ot, bonnet-shaped, or rounded and folded r

said of the pUeus of certain fungi.

mitre, n. and V. See miter.

Mitrephoms (mi-tref 'o-rus), n. [NL., also-

Mitrephoros, < Gr. lurprifSpog, /urpo^dpo;, wearing-
a turban or miter, < ulrpa, turban, miter (see
miter), + -fopo;, < (pepsiv = E. bear'^.] 1. In cn-

tom., a singular genus of curculios, having the
prothorax armed with an anterior horn. The
only species is M. waierhousei of Brazil. Schon-
herr, 1837.— 2. In ornith., a genus of small oli-

vaceous flycatchers of the family Tyrannidce,
named by Sclater in 1859. it includes several spe-
cies, as M. fylvifrons, inhabiting the southwestern United
States, Mexico, and tropical America. The name being
preoccupied in entomology, itwas changed to Miirepkaties.
Coues.

3. A genus of worms.
Mitricue (mit'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., < Mitra +
4dm.] A family of rachiglossate peetinibran-
chiate gastropods, typified by the genus Mitra;
the miter-shells. The family is related to the volutes
and olives, and is oftenmerged in VolvMdoe. The teeth of"

the odontophore are disposed in three longitudinal rows,
and the long turreted shell has a narrow aperture with the
columella plaited near the anterior end. About 400 species
have been described, chiefly from tropical seas ; those of
the Pacific are of large size and striking colors, though
the pattern may be concealed in the living state by the
homy epidermis. Also called Mitracea. See cut under
Mitra.

mitriform (mi'tri-f6rm), a. [= P. mitriforme,

< L. mitra, a miter, -I- forma, form.]
1. In bot., resembling a miter;
conical, hollow, open at the base,
and either entire there or irregu-
larly cut: applied to certain fruits

and to the calyptra of mosses. See
calyptra.— 2. In conch., shaped
like a miter-shell; resembling the

Mitrinse (mi-tri'ne), n. pi. [NL.,
< Mitra + -inw.] 1. A subfamily Mitnfoim Cap-

of Mitridce, nearly, equivalent to ^"''•

the family.— 2. The Mitridce re- S%f/.S!S^
garded as a subfamily of some other 1S^^ ^"
family, as the Volutidm or the Muri- Se^TaiypSa
/.iHn, detached from
C/liO^. the theca.

mitry (mi'tri), a. [< OF. mitri, pp.
of mitrer, miter : see miter, v.] In her., charged
with a number of miters, as a bordure, a fesse,

or the like.

mitt (mit), TO. lAlao mit; a,\)hT. ot mitten.] 1.

Same as mitten.— 2. A sort of glove without fin-

gers, or with very short fingers. Mitts sometimes
cover the hand only and sometimes the forearm to the el-

bow. A common material is black lace ; they are also knit-
ted of silk of various colors. They were especially worn
by women early in the nineteenth century; the fashion"
has recently been revived.

3. Something resembling a mitt.

The hands and forearms of the women (of Yap, in th&'-

Westem Carolines) are tattooed with vnitts, as in the MaT'
shall Islands. P<^.Sm. Mo., XXK. 208.

mitten (mit'n), n. [Early mod. E. also mittain,'

< ME. mitaine, mytane, myteine, myten, myteyne,
< OF. (and P.) mitaine (ML. mitana, mitanna),
also mitan, miton (= Sp. miton) ; cf. ML. mita,

mitten : derived by some, in the supposed orig.

sense of 'half-glove,' from OHG. mittamo,MIlOr.
mittemo, middle, midmost (superl. of mitte, mid-
dle : see mid'^) ; by others referred to a Celtic-

source : cf . Gael. Ir. mutan, a thick glove, a muff,
Gael, miotag, miotog, amitten, Ir. mutog,a stump,
a hand or glove without fingers.] If. A glove f
a covering for the hand, with or without fiiagers.

Take the porter thi staffe to halde.

And thi mytem also.

MS. Cantab. Ff. v. 48, f. 52. (HaUiueU.)

Twey myteynes, as mete, maad all of cloutes

;

The fyngers weren for-werd & ful of fen honged.
Piers Plowman's Crede (E. E. T. S.), L 428.

2. A covering for the hand, differing from a
glove in not having a separate cover for each
finger, the thumb only being separated, made
of leather, dogskin, sealskm, etc., or knitted
of thick wool.

Mittens of dog-skin, lined with the fur of the Arctic hare.

B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 26.

3. A mitt.

My sister Clotilda was . . . studying. . . . I remember
. . . her clear white apron, her crimson muffetees and
short close black mittens.

E. S. Sheppard, Charles Auchester, iL

To get the mitten, to receive only the mitten, instead of

the hand ; be refused as a lover. [Colloq.]—To give one
the mitten, to refuse to marry one. [CoUoci.]—To han-
dle without mittens. Same as to handle without glover

(which see, under glove).

mitten (mit'n), v. t. [< mitten, n.] 1. To put-

mittens on.



mitten
Mittened cats catch no mice. Proverb.

With mittened hands, and caps drawn low.
Whittier, Snow-Bound.

2. To give tlie mitten to. See phrase under
mitten, n. [Colloq.]

For rae she mittened a lawyer, and several other chaps.
Carletcm, Farm Ballads, p. 19.

mittentt (mit'ent), a. [< L. mitten(t-)s, ppr. of
mittere, send: see mission.'] Sending forth;
emitting.

The fluxion . . . thrust forth by the part mittent upon
the inferior weak parts. Wiseman, Surgery.

mittimus (mit'i-mus), «. [So called from the
•word beginning the writ (in L. ), L. mittimus,we
send, Istpers. pi. pres. ind. act. of mittere, send:
iee mission.'] 1. In law: (a) A precept or com-
mand in writing, given by a justice of the peace
or other proper officer, directed to the keeper
of a prison, requiring him to receive and hold
in safe-keeping an offender charged with a
crime until he be delivered by due course of
law; a warrant of commitment to prison. (6)
A writ directing the removal of a suit or of a
record from the court granting it to anotiier.

—

2. A dismissal from an office or situation.

Out of two noblemen's houses he had his mittimus of
"Ye may begone."

Nash, Haue with you to Saflron-Walden.

Mittler's green. See greerO-.

mitty (mit'i), M.; pi. mitties (-iz). [Origin ob-
scure.] The small stormy petrel, Procellaria
pelagica. Montagu. [Local, Eng.]
mitu (mit'ii), ». [Braz.] 1. The galeated eu-
rassow, a South American bird of the family
CracidcB, technically called Pauxi mitu, Ourax
mitu, or Mitu galeata. See cut under Pauxi.—
2. [cap.] [NL.] A genus of the family CracidtB,

of which the mitu is the type. Lesson, 1831.
Also called Mitua, Urax, TJragis, and Pauxi.
Mitua (mit'ii-a), n. [NL., < mitu, q. v.] 1.

Same as Mitu', 2. H. E. Strickland, 1841.— 2.
In eniom., a genus of coleopterous insects.

mituporanga (mit''u-po-rang'ga), n. [Braz.]
1. The hocco, curassow, or cura§ao-bird, Crax
alector, and some related species of Craaince.—
2. [cop.] [NL.] A genus of curassows, of the
family Craddce, the type of which is Crax gloU-
cera or Mitu daubentoni. Beichenbach.
mity (mi'ti), a. [< OTJfel + -^1.] Having mites

;

abounding with mites : as, mity cheese.

Cheese is a rnity^ elf.

Digesting all things hut itself.

Proverbiai rime.

miuxus (mi-u'rus), n. [LL. miurus, miuros, <

Gr. /ieiovpoi, sc. arixoc, a shortened verse, lit.

curtailed, < /lekiv, less, + cwpa, tail.] A dac-
tylic hexameter with the thesis or first syllable
of the last foot short or apparently short; a
hexameter irregularly terminating in an iambus
(-^ —) or a pyrrhic (>^ ^) instead of a spondee
( ) or trochee (—>-'). See dolichwrus. Also
meiurus.

mi-irl (miks), v. [< ME. mixen, transposed from
*misken (as ax^ for ask^), < AS. misdan = MLG.
mischen = OHG. miskan, misken, MHG. G. mis-
chen = W. mysgu = Gael, measg = OBidg. mie-
shati = Serv. mijeshati = Bohem. misJieti = Pol.
mieszac = Euss. mieshatt, mix; also, OBulg. mie-
shiti= Serv. mijesiti = Bohem. misiti= Pol. mie-
sic = Euss. miesiti, knead, in OBulg. andBohem.
also mix ; = L. miseere (pp. mistus, mixtus) = Gr.
jiiayeiv, mix; cf. Skt. micra, mixed; with orig.

formative -sk, < Teut. •/ mik, Indo-Eur. •/ mig,

as in Gr. juyvirvm, /uyrjvai, mix. The Teut. forms
are prob. native, as the appar. deriv. mash^ in-

dicates ; but they have prob. been influenced
by the L., to which also the Celtic forms may
be referred, and to which most of the E.
words associated with mix are due, namely
mixtion, mistion, mixture, etc., admix, commix,
etc. From the L. miseere are also derived mas-
lin^, maslin'2, mastiff, messin.] I. trans. 1. To
unite or blend promiscuously into one mass,
body, or assemblage, as two or more substances,

parts, or quantities; mingle intimately or in-

discriminately: as, to mix different kinds of

wine ; to mix flour and water ; herds insepara-

bly mixed.

His life was gentle, and the elements
So mix'd in him .that Nature might stand up
And say to all the world "This was a man !"

Shak., J. C, V. 6. 74.

2. To cause to unite or blend, as one object or

quantity with another or others; bring into

close combination or association with another
or others.

3806
Ephraim, he hath miased himself among the people.

Hos. vii. 8.

You mix your sadness with some fear.

Shah., 2 Hen. IV., v. 2. 46.

3. To form by mingling; produce by blending
different ingredients: as, to mix bread.

Hadst thou no poison mix'd, no sharp-ground knife,

No sudden mean of death, though ne'er so mean,
But "banished" to kill me?— "banished"?

Shak., R. and J., iii. 3. 44.

That Psyche, wont to bind my throbbing brow.
To smooth my pillow, mix the foaming draught
Of fever. Tennyson, Princess, ii.

To mix up. (a) To confuse ; entangle mentally. (6) To
involve ; implicate. [CoUoq. in both senses.]

Years and years after Charles Albert's death, there came
back to Turin an Italian exile, who in his hot youth had
been mixed up, very much against the grain, in an abortive
plot for the assassination of the late King.

E. Dieey, Victor Emmanuel, p. 63.

= Syn. 1, Blend, etc. (see mingle), combine, compound, in-

corporate. See mixture.

II. intrans. 1. To become united or blended
promiscuously ; come together in intimate com-
bination or close union : as, oil and water will

not mix.
When Souls mia; 'tis an Happiness.

Cowley, The Mistress, Platoniok Love.

The clear water was not mixing with the blue.

Proude, Sketches, p. 96.

2. To be joined or associated; become a part
(of); become an ingredient or element (in):

as, to mix with the multitude, or to mix in so-

ciety.
I will mix with you in industry

To please.
B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, Ind.

Some, who turn their travels to the greatest advantage,
endeavour to mix with the people of the country.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 277.

mix^- (miks), n. [< mix^, v.] A mixture ; a jum-
ble; a blunder; a mess. [CoUoq.]

She'll show the note to Miss Greenway, and you'll be
ruined. Oh, poor Mr. Welling ! Oh, what a fatal, fatal—
mix ! W. D. Howdis, A Likely Story, iii.

mix'-^ (miks), «. [Also dial, mux; < ME. mix,
mex, < AS. meox (dat. meoxe, mixe, myxe) = Pries.
miux, miuhs, muck, dimg ; akin to muck^ and to
forms cited under mist^. Hence mixen.] 1.

Dung; muck. [Prov. Eng.]— 2t. Avile wretch.

The queue his moder on a time as a m/ix thougt
How faire & how fetis it was.

William of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 126.

Messenger to this myx, for mendemente of the pople.
To mele with this maister mane, that here this mounte

gemez. Mmrte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), L 989.

mix^ (miks), V. t. [< mix'^, n. Cf. wiMcfel, v.]

To clean out. Malliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
mixable(mik'sa-bl), a. [imix^ + -able.] Ca-
pable of being mixed; miscible. Also mixible.

mixed^ (mikst), p. a. 1 . Consisting of different

elements or parts ; mingled : as, a mixed feeling
of pleasure and grief.

The gouemement in that time of Moses was Tnixt, the
Monarchie being In Moses. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 110.

2. Promiscuous ; indiscriminate ; not comprised
in one class or kind.

A mixed multitude went up also with them. Ex. xii. 38.

Will shines in mixed company, where he has the discre-
tion not to go out of his depth.

Addison, The Man of the Town.

In Anne's reign it was used as a coffee-house, but it no
longer was extremely fashionable, as the company was
very mixed.

AshUm, Social Life in Beign of Queen Anne, II. 149.

3. Confused; befogged mentally. [CoUoq.]
Also spelled mixt.

Mixed actions, in law. See action, 8.—Mixed beauty,
cadence, cbalice, etc. See the nouns.—Mixed canon,
in «i!mo, a canon for more than two voice-parts in which
the intervals of pitch between the successive voices are
not the same.—Mixed choruB, quartette, voices, in
music, male and female voices combined.—Mixed cog-
nition, concomitant, equation, fabric. See the
nouns.—Mixed flsh, flsh of various kinds, including soft

flsh and hard flsh. JH«)i«r.—Mixed greens. Seegreenl.
—Mixed laws, those which concern both person and
property.—Mxed metaphor, meter, etc. See the
nouns.—Mixed mode, (a) Jumusic. Heemaneria. (6)

pi. In mstaph. See model.—Mixed nuisance, number,
olive, power, proof. See the nouns.— Mixed ques-
tions, questions which arise from the conflict of foreign
and domestic laws.—Mixed ratio or proportion, one in
which the sum of the antecedent and consequent is com-
pai-ed with the dilference of the antecedent and conse-
quent. Thus, if ffl : 6 : : c : (J, then by mixed proportion
a + b -.a — b -.-.c + d : — d.—Mixed subjects of
property, such as fall within the definition of things real,

but which nevertheless are attended with some of the
legal qualities of things personal, or vice versa.—Mixed
train, a railway-train combining both passenger-cars and
freight-cars.—Mixed voyage, a voyage for both whaling
and sealing.—Mixed yarn. See yam.

mixed^t, a. [ME., < mix^ + -eds.] ruthy ; vile.

That fule traytour, that mixed cherl. Bavelok, 1. 2533.

Mixolydian

mixedly (mik'sed-li or mikst'li), adv. In a
mixed manner.
Not to proceed precisely, or merely according to the

laws and customs either of England or Scotland, but mtxtli/.

Bacon, TTnion of England and ScoUand.

mixell, mixel, n. See mixkill. Levins; Suloet.

mixen (mik'sn),». [Also mixon, dial, muxen; <

ME. mixen, < AS. myxen, mixen, micxsen, meoxen,
a dunghill, dung; orig. adj., 'of dung,'< meox,
dung: see mix^ and -en'^. Ct. midding, Tirhiah

is remotely related.] A dunghill; a laystall.

[Obsolete or archaic]
Hooly writ nat have been defouled, na moore than the

Sonne that shyneth on the mixne. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

Charge the gardeners now
To pick the faded creature [flsh] from the pool.
And cast it on the mixen that it die.

Tennyson, Geraint.

mixen-cartf (naik'sn-kart), n. A dung-eart.
Mir. for Mags. (Malliwell. )

mixer (mik's6r), n. 1. One who or that which
mixes or mingles.

To the sewers and sinks
With all such drinks.

And after them tumble the mixer.
Longfellow, Catawba Wine.

2. Specifically, a machine for mixing various
substances. See malaxator.

mixhill (miks'hil), n. [Also dial, contracted
mixell, mixel; < mix^ + liiVX.] A dunghill.
Grose. [Prov. Eng.]

mixible (mik'si-bl), a. [< mix'^ + 4ble. Cf . mixa-
ble and miscible.] Same as mixable.

mixing (mik'sing), n. [Verbal n. of mix^, v.]

The act of mingling or compounding two or
more ingredients into one body, mass, or com-
pound; mixture.
mixing-macbine (mik'sing-ma-shen''''), n. 1. A
machine for mixing or compounding. The usnal
form is sdme adaptation of the Chilian mill with revolving
pan and ilxed mullers, scrapers, and stirrers for mixing
drugs, fertilizers, paints, etc.

2. A hollow copper cylinder used in mixing the
materials for gunpowder.
mixing-sieve (mik'sing-siv), n. A sieve for

combining ingredients intimately by sifting

them together.

mixionf, n. [< mix^ + -ion. Cf . mixtion, mis-

tion.] Same as mixtion.

mixite (mik'sit), n. [After A. Mixa, commis-
sioner of mines in "Bohemia.] In mineral., a
hydrous arseniate of bismuth and copper oe-

curring in capillary crystals of a bluish-green
color. It was first found at Joaehimsthal in

Bohemia, and later in Utah, United States.

mixobarbaric (mik''s6-bar-bar'ik), a. [< Gr.

fii^op&p^apoc,half-barbarous, < fu^o-, a combining
form of jiiyvvvaL, mix {"> fu^ic, Attic fiel^i(, a mix-
ing), + p&ppapoq, barbarous: see barbarous.]
Not purely barbaric ; showing more or less in-

fluence of civilized or refined types; noting
some working of civilization, or culture, or art

amid barbarism.
All the barbaric and miaao-ha/rharic coinages imitated

from Greek prototypes beyond the pillars of Hercules on
the west and as far as the Indus on the east.

C. T. Newton, Art and Archseol., p. 413.

Mixodectes (mik-so-dek'tez), n. [NL., < Gr.

fu^o-, mixed, + d^K-na, a biter, biting, < oaiwuv,

bite.] The typical genus of the family Mixo-
dectidcB, with very large incisor teeth and the
last lower premolar single-cusped. M. gracilis

and M. pungens are examples.
Mixodectidse (mik-so-dek'ti-de), n. pi. [NL.,

< Mixodectes + -idk.] A family of extinct

Eocene mammals, having the dental formula
of the existing lemurs, and in some respects
approaching the Baubentoniidce. There are sev-
eral genera, as Mixodectes and iNecrolemur, of

North America and Europe. See cut at Neero-
lemur.

mixogamous (mik-so^'a-mus), a. [< Gr. /iifo-,

mixed, -1- yajioQ, marriage.] In ichth., charac-
terized, by or pertaining to mixogamy.
The majority of Teleostei are mixogamous— thai is, the

males and females congregate on the spawning beds, and,

the number of the former being in excess, several maleB
attend to the same female, frequently changing from one
female to another. CtUnther, Study of Kshes, p. 177.

mixogamy (mik-sog'a-mi), n. [As mixogam-
ous + -^.j In icfetft., congregation in unequal
numbers of male and female fishes in spawn-
ing-time, the males being in excess and several

males attending one female for a time and
then changing for another.
Mixolydian (mik-so-lid'i-an), a. [< Gr. fu^o-

^Miog, half-Lydian; as a noun, sc. tiSvoc or

dp/imia, the Mixolydian mode; < fu^o-, mixed,
-I- A{idiof, Lydian: see Lydian.] See under
model.



mizon
mixon, n. See mixen.
inixt_(mikst),_/). a. Another spelling of miied^.
miztie-maxtie, a. See mixty-maxty.
mixtiform (miks'ti-form), a. [< L. mixtus,
mixed, + farma, form.] Of a mixed form or
character. [Rare.]
That so mixtiform National Assembly.

Carlyle, French fiev.. I. vil. 9.

mixtilineal (miks-ti-lin'e-al), o. [< L. mixtii.i,

pp. of miscere, mix, + Wiea, line, + -ai.] Con-
taining or consisting of a mixture of lines,
right, curved, etc.

Jnjxtilinear (miks-ti-lin'f-ar), a. Same as
mixtilineal.

mixtion (miks'chon), ?i. [Formerly »ntsiJo«; <
OF. mistion, F. mixtion= Sp. mistion, mixtion =
Pg. mixtao = It. misUone, < L. mixUo(nr-), mis-
tio(ii-), a mixing, mixtnre,< miscere, pp. miatus,
mistus, vais.: see mixl.] If. Mixture; promis-
cuous commingling.

Others, perceiving this role to fall short, have pieced it
out by the TtaxHon of vacuity among bodies, believing it is
that which makes one rarer than another.

Sir K. Digby, Nature of Bodies.

2. Among French artists, a mixture of amher,
mastic, and asphaltum used as a medium or
mordant for affixing leaf-gold to wood or dis-
temper pictures,

mixture (miks'tur), n. [< ME. mixture, < OF.
mixture, misture, F. mixture = Sp. mistura, mix-
tura = Pg. mistura = It. mistura, < L. mixtura,
mistura, a mixing, < miscere, pp. mixtus, mistus,
mix : see mixl.] 1. The act of mixing, or the
state of being mixed.
The mixture of those things by speech which by nature

are divided is the mother of all error.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, ill 3.

2. That which results from mixing; a mixed
mass, body, or assemblage; a compound or com-
bination of different ingredients, parts, or prin-
•ciples; specifically, in phar., a preparation in
which insoluble substajices are suspended in
watery fluids by means of gum arable, sugar,
-the yolk of eggs, or other viscid matter. When
the suspended substance is of an oleaginous
nature, the mixture is properly called an emuU
sion. U. S. Dispensatory.

Wbanne ge wole drawe the toon fro that othir, putte al

-that mucture into a strong watir maad of vitriol and of sal

petre. Book of QwiXe Ewetux (ed. FnmivaU), p. 9.

What if this mixture do not work at all?

ShiOc., £. and J., iv. 3. 21.

Society, iii ^he modem acceptation of a miscellaneous
mxxtvxe, which equalizes men even in their Inequality, . .

.

opened that wider stage which a growing metropolis only
oould exhibit. /. Iflgraeli, Amen, of Lit, n. 351.

3. Admixture ; something mingled or added.

The wine of thewrath of God, which is poured out with-
out miatitxere into the cup of his indignation. S.ev. xiv. IOl

His acts were some virtuous, some politick, some just,

some pious ; and yet all these notwithout some Tniacture of
Vice. Baker, Chronicles, p. IL

Therms no great Wit without some Mixture of Madness,
so saith the Philosopher. Howell, Letters, L T. 16.

4. In ehem., a blending of several ingredients
without chemical alteration of the substances,
•each of which stiU retains its own nature and
properties : distinguished from combination, in
which the substances unite by chemical attrac-

tion, lose their distinct properties, and form a
compound differingin its properties from any of
the ingredients.— 5. In organ^huilding, a flue-

stop having two or more pipes to each digital,

the pipes being so tuned as to give certain sets

•of the shriller harmonics of the fundamental
tone of the digital ; a compound stop. The stop
is known as "of two ranks," "of three ranks,"etc, accord-
ing to the number of pipes to a digitaL The harmonics
chosen for reinforcement vary with the pitch of the fun-
damental tone, a low tone being provided with higher
harmonics than a high one. The points in the compass
where changes from one set of harmonics to another take
place are called breaks. The harmonics usually chosen are
those that lie at the intervals of fifths or octaves from the
lundamental tone, rarely at those of thirds or sevenths.
Mixtures serve two purposes : to enrich the total effect of
heavy combinations by reinforcing the brilliant overtones
of the harmony, and to emphasize the upper tones ofheavy
chords by reinforcing their nearer harmonics. They are
never properly used except in combination with founda-
tion-stops. Mixtures are variously named, as comet, fur-
niture, etc.

6. A cloth of variegated or mottled coloring,

usually of sober tints.— 7. In printing, type-
setting that calls for the use of three or more
distinct faces or faces and bodies of type.

[Eng.] — 8. Same as ^<ws.— Brown mixture.
See frroum.—Deflagrating mlztures. See deflofrcOe.—

jtench mlztore. SeeJVicncA.— Griffith's nuxtnre,
a mixture containing iron carbonate ; the mistura fern
composita of the United States Fharmacopceia.—Heather
mi:rtiire. Same as Aea(A«r3.—isomoiphous mixture.
See igomorphmagroup, under iaomorpluna.—Mechanical
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mixture. See ehemieai combination, imder chemical.—
Mixture Ofcolors. Seeeolor.—(XKford mixture,woolen
cloth of a very dark gray color. Also called Oxford gray.
pegper-and-ioU., and tAunder-OTid-Ji^Atmnj?.— Prince's
mixture, adarkkind of snuS scentedwith attar of loses.

—

Bnle ofmixtures. Same a&aUigatUm,'L =S7n. 2. Mixture,
MisceUmty, Medley, Farrago, HotchpotcJi, Jumble; variety,
diversity. Mixture is a general term denoting a compound
of two ormore ingredients, more often, butnotnece^arOy,
congruous. Jfisce22a7^/ is a collection of things not closely
connected, but brought together by rational design : "A
migedlany has the diversity without the incongruity of a
medial." (C. J. Smith, Syn. Disc, p. 564.) SpeclflcaUy, a
miaoMany is a collection of independent literary pieces,
the unity lying only in their general chmacter. A medley
is a mixture or collection of things distinctly incongruous

:

the word has the specific sense of a song or tune made up
of scraps of other songs or tunes ingeniously and amus-
ingly fitted together. Farrago emphasizes the confusion
or indiscrlminateness of the mixture or collection : it is

applied chiefly to printed or spoken discourse. Hotch-
potch is a still more energetic expression of the confusion
of the collection, the idea being drawn from the boiling
together of shreds of all sorts of food. J«mWe implies the
idea of aheap turned over and over tUl everything is hope-
lessly mixed. The figurative uses correspond essentially to
the literal.

Pure from passion's mixture rude,
Ever to base earth allied. LouxB, Conun. Ode.

The world lies no longer a dull miscellany and lumber-
room, but has form and order. iJiTwram, Misc., p. 94.

The sun was in the west when we left Jellalabad with
its strange medley of associations,and strolledbackthrough
the gardens to the camp.

Arch. Forbes, Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 202.

I've heard, I confess, with no little surprise
English history call'd slfarrago of lies.

Barham, Ingoldsby L^ends, IL 338.

A mash'd heap, a hotchpotch of the slain.
Dryden. tr. of Juvenal's Satires, liL 415.

The Alhambra is a jumble of buildings, with irregular
tiled roofs, and absolutely plain, rough, uncoloredw^s on
the exterior. C. D. Warjier, Soundabout Journey, p. 247.

mixture-stop (miks'tur -stop), n. See mix-
ture, 5.

mixtus, n. See mistus.

mixty-maxty (miks'ti-maks'ti), a. [A var. re-

duplication of mixt.'] Promiscuously mingled.
Also mixtie-maxtie. [Scotch.]

Ton mxcHe-maxtie, queer hotoh-potoh.
The Coalition.

Bwme, Prayer to the Scoteh Bepresentatives.

mizen, n. See mizzen.

mizmaze (miz'maz),». [A variedreduplication
otmaze^.^ 1. A confused maze ; a labyrinth.

The clue to lead them through the Tnizz-moze of variety
of opinions and authors to truth.

Locke, Conduct of the Understanding, § 20.

Unless he had repeated that verbal mizmaze of the con-
vention. The American, YUL 308.

2. Confusion; bewilderment.

1 was all of AVKigmaze—I was all in bewilderment.
Parish's Sussex Glossary. (Davies.)

mizzen (miz'n), n. [Also mizen; early mod. B.
mizen, misen, misson, mysson, meisseine, meson;
< P. misaine = Sp. mesana = Pg. mezena, < It.

mezzana, mizzen-sail, lit. 'middle' (sc. vela,

saU), fern, of mezzano, middle, L. m^dianus, mid-
dle: seemedian^,aad.e,t.mezzanine,eit<i.'\ Naut.,
the aftermost fore-and-aft sail In a Slip, set

abaft the mizzenmast, and having its head ex-
tended by a gaff; a spanker. See spanker.

They hoist their sailes, both top and top.

The meisseine and all was tride-a.

John Dory (Child's Ballads, Vm. 195).

The mizen is a large sail of an oblong figure extended
upon the mizen-mast. Falconer, Shipwreck, iL, noto 6.

To bagpipe the mizzen. See bagpipe.

mizzeumast (miz'n-mast or -mast), n. The
mast that supports the mizzen; fiie aftermost
mast of a three-masted vessel.

mizzen-riggiJlg (miz'n-rig'ing), n. The rigging

connected with the mizzenmast ; the shrouds of

the mizzenmast.
mizzen-sail (miz'n-sal or -sl), )( . [Formerly also

misen-sail, meson-sayle, etc. ; < mizzen + saifi

Same as mizzen.

There came many small botes with mysson sayles to goe
for Chio. Hakluyt's Voyages, U. 100.

mizzle! (miz'l), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. mizzled, ppr.

mizzling. [Formerly also misU, misel, mistle; <

ME. miselen, miseUen, *mistelen, freq. of misten,

mist: see misf^, v.] To rain in very fine drops

;

drizzle.

As Tni^ing drops hard flints in time doth pearse.

G. Whetstone, A Eemembranoe of Gascoigne.

Now gynnes to mizzle, hye we homeward fast.

Spenser, Shep. CaL, November.

Another mizzling, drizzling day!
Barham, Ingoldsby L^ends, n. 397.

mizzle! (miz'l), n. [< mizzle\ «.] Fine rain.

mizzle^ (miz'l), v.
;
pret. and pp. mizzled, ppr.

mizzling. [Formerly also mizzel; origin ob-

sctire.] I. intrans. 1. To succumb; yield;

Mniotilta

hence, sometimes, to become tipsy. HaHiicell.— 2. To disappear suddenly; decamp; runoff.
[Slang.]

Cut your stick, sir—come, mizzle! be off with you !—go

!

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, n. 199.

See here, Paul ; if you keep him on here long he won't
stand it^hell mizzle out.

C. F. Woolson, Jupiter Lights, xiv.

n. trans. To overcome ; confuse ; entangle
mentally.

Then their bodies being satisfied, and their heades pret-
tily mizzeled with wine, they walke abroad for a time, or
els conferre with their familiars.

Stubbei, Anatomie of Abuses (1595), p. 57.

mizzled (miz'ld), a. [A dial. var. of meashd.']
Spotted ; having different colors. [Scotch.]
mizzling (miz 'ling), n. [Formerly also misling;
early mod. E. miseling (myselyng) ; verbal n. of
mizzle^, «.] A thick mist or fine rain ; a mist.

My doctrine droppe as doeth y« rayne, and my speach
fiow as doeth the dew, and as the myselyng vpon the
herbes, and as the droppes vpon the grasse.

BiMe qf 1&51, Deut xxxiL 2.

mizzly (mizli), a. [Formerly also misly; < miz-
zle^ + -^1.] Misty ; drizzly.

The thick driving fiakes throw a brownish mizdy shade
over all things. S. Judd, Margaret, i. 17.

mizzy (miz'i), n.; pi. m,izzies (-iz). [A var. of
meese, or of the related moss^ : see moss^."} A
bog or quagmire. HalliweU. [Prov. Eng.]
M. L. An abbreviation of -IfiddteiaWn or Jfedi-
eval Latin.

MM. An abbreviation (in French) of Messieurs
(gentlemen, sirs).

mm. An abbreviation of millimeter.

M. M. An abbreviation of MaelzeVs metronome.
See metronome.
Mme, A contraction of Madame.
TVr-n In chem., the symbol for manganese.
mnemonic (nf-mon'ik), a. and n. [= F. mne-
monigue = Sp. mnemdnico = Pg. It. mnemonico,
< NL. mnemonicus, < Gr. /iVTi/ioviKoc, belonging to
memory, < /ivji/iov (/Jimttw-), mindJEul, < /ivaadai,

remember: see mindi.'] I. a. Pertaining to
memory; especially, assisting or intended to
assist the memory: as, mnemonic wroiis; mne-
monic lines.

n. II. Same as mnemonics.

Mere processes and a sterile mnemonic.
Fitch, Lectures on Teaching, p. 24.

mnemonical (nf-mon'i-kal), a. [< mnemonic +
-al.'] Same as mnemonic. Boyle, Works, VI. 326.

mnemonician (ne-mo-nish'an), n. [< mnemonic
-H .4an.] One who is skilled in mnemonics;
specifically, a teacher or professor of mnemon-
ics.

mnemonics (nf-mon'iks), n. [Cf. F. mn&mo-
nique= Sp. Pg.'lt. mnemonica, f.; < Gr. /iv^/ioviKd,

mnemonics, pi. of /iv^/MvtKdv (sc. Texv^fui), mne-
monics, neut. oi /iv^/iovmSg, mnemonic: see mne-
monic.'] The art of improving or developing
memory; a system of precepts and rules in-

tended to assist or improve the memory. Also
mnemonic.
mnemonist (ne'mo-nist), n. [< mnemon{ic) +
-ist,] One versed in the science of mnemonics

;

one who practises the art of memory.
Various other modifications of the systems of Feinaigle

and Aim^ Paris were advocatedbysubsequent mnemonigts.
Encyc BriL, XVI. 533.

Mnemosyne (ne-mos'i-ne), n. [L., < Gr. M.v>/-

/wavvj/, the motlier of the Muses, a personifi-
cation of /ivT/fioavv!/, memory, < /ivti/jav, remem-
bering (see mnemonic), + -rnvji, a suffix of ab-
stract nouns.] 1. In Gr. myth., the goddess of
memory, daughter of Uranus (heaven) and Ge
(earth), and mother, by Zeus, of the Muses.

—

2. [NL.] In entom., a genus of hemipterous
insects of the tajaoRy FuZgoridm, separated from
Flata by Stai in 1866 for the South American
M. planters.
mnemoteciuiic (ne-mo-tek'nik), a. [< Gr. jivv-

/J-V, memory, -I- rix'"!, B,Tt.] Miiemonic.
mnemotecnnics (ne-mo-tek'niks), )i. [PI. of

mnemotechnic : see -ics.] A system of aids to

memory; mnemonics.
On what principle of mnemotechnics the ideas were con-

nected with the knots and colors, we are totally in the dark.
D. G. Brinton, Mjrths of the New World, i.

nmemotechny (ne'mo-tek-ni), n. [= F. mne-
motechnic, < Gr. fiv^/iri, memory, + rexv)/, art.]

Same as mnemotechnics.

Mniotilta (m-o-tU'ta), «. [NL., appar. < Gr.

ftvixyv, moss, -1- r;/r^f,verbal adj. of rlXMiv, pull or

pull out, as hair.] A genus of American creep-

ing warblers of the family Sijh-icolidtB or Mnio-
tiltidce, founded byVieUlot in 1816. There is only



Mniotilta
one species, M. varia, the common black-and-white creeper
of the United States. The bill and feet are black. The
entire plumage is streaked and spotted with black and
white. This bird abounds in woodland, and has the habits

-V. '?^'^. ^^\

Black-and-white Creeper {Mniotilta varia).

ol a creeper rather than of a warbler. The nest, placed
on the ground or on a stump or log, is built of moss, bark-
strips, grass, leaves, hair, etc. ; the eggs are 4 or 5 in num-
ber and white in color, profusely speckled with reddish.

Mniotilteae (ni-o-til'tf-e), m. pi. [NL., < Mnio-
tilta + -e<E.] A restricted section of Sylvicolidce;

the creeping warblers proper of the genera Jlfwi-

otilta, Parula, and Protonotaria. S. F. Baird,
1858.

Mniotiltidse (ni-o-til'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Mniotilta + -idw.'S An extensive family of os-

eine passerine birds, named from the genusMni-
otilta, formerly oftener called Sylvicolidce; the
American warblers. They have 9 primaries, 12 rec-

trices, scutellate tarsi, and amoderate bill usually notched
and furnished with rictal vibrissas. There are many genera
and upward of 100 species, all confined to America. They
are small and usually prettily colored birds of the wood-
land, all insectivorous and in temperate and cold regions
migratory. They abound in species and individuals in east-

em portions of the United States, where they form a very
characteristic feature of the avifauna. Leading genera
in that country are Dendroeca, Mniotilta, Parula (or Comp-
BotMypig). Protonotariay Helminthertis, HelTnirUhophila,
Qeothlypis, Icteria, Myiodioctes, and SetopJiaga. The fam-
ily is usually cUvided into 3 subfamilies: MniotUtince (or

Sylmcolin(e)y I&£riinoe (or QeothlypincB), and Setophagime,
or the wood-warblers, ground-warblers, and fly-catching
warblers respectively. Also called DendraeddoB.

mo, moe^ (mo), a. and adv. [= Sc. mae, < ME.
mo, ma, < AS. md (= OFries. ma = MHGr. me),
more (in number), a reduced compar. form con-
nected with the adj. mdra, more: see more^.'i

More. The form nw is often used by Shakspere, Spenser,
etc., and sometimes archaically by more recent writers;
but the mo which is common in the vulgar speech of the
southern United States is a negro pronunciation of more
(properly written mo').

His Ave Maria he lerid hym alswa.
And other prayers many ma.

MS. Lincoln A. i. 17, f. 142. (Halliwell.)

There were wont to ben 5 Soudans : but now there is no
Tno but he of Egypt. MandeoUle, Travels, p. 36.

I sawe Calliope with Muses Ttwe.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., June.

The children of Israel are mo and mightier than we.
Ex. i. 9 (Oxf., 1717). (Nares.)

Mo. In chem., the symbol for molybdenum.
mo. An abbreviation of month.

moa (mo 'a), n. [New Zealand.] A gigantic

extinct bird of the family Dinornithidce. See
cut under Dinornis.

Moabite (mo'ar-bit), n. and a. [< LL. Moabites,

< Grr. Maa^tTTis, < Mudp, also M(ia/?oc (> LL.
Moah), < Heb. Md'abh, Moab.] I. n. One of a
tribe of people descended from Moab, one of the
sons of Lot (Gen. xix. 36, 37), anciently inhabit-
ing the mountainous region lying to the east of

the Dead Sea and of the lower part of the river

Jordan.
II. a. Pertaining to Moab or the Moabites.

— Moabite stone, a slab of black basalt bearing an in-

scription of tliirty-tour lines in Hebrew-Phenician char-
acters, tlie oldest monument of the Semitic alphabet It

was found in 1868 at the ancient Dibon of Moab. Before
it could be removed it was broken in many pieces, through
the jealousies of Arab tribes, but a squeeze of the inscrip-

tion had been previously taken, and the chief fragments
are now in the Louvre Museum. The stone is the most
important surviving relic of Moabite civilization, and is"

believed to date from about 900 B. 0. The inscription re-

cords the victories of King Mesha over the Israelites.

Moabitess (mo'a-bi-tes), n. [< Moabite + -ess.']

A female Moabite. Ruth 1. 22.

Moabitic (mo-a-bit'ik), a. [< Moabite + -io.}

Relating or pertaining to the Moabites ; Moa-
bite : as, the Moabitic prophecies.

Moabitish (mo'a-bi-tish), a. Of or pertaining

to the Moabites';' Moabite.

moan^ (mon), v. [Early mod. E. mone ; < ME.
monen, moojien, also menen, < AS. mwnan, moan,
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lament: see mean*.] I. intrans. 1. To utter a
low dull sound expressive of physical or mental
suffering ; lament inarticulately or with mourn-
ful utterance.

Let there bechance him pitiful mischances
To make him jnoan. Shak., Lucrece, L 977.

A sound as though one maaned in bitter need.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 156.

2. To give forth a saddening or gloomy sound,

like one in distress; sound like a low cry of

distress.
And listens to a heavy sound.
That nwans the mossy turrets round.

Scott, L. of L. M., i. 12.

Though the harbour bar be ttwaning.
Kingsley, Three Fishers.

3t. To murmur; complain; protest.

Than they of the towne began to mmie, and sayd, this

dede ought nat to he suflred.

Berrwrs, tr. of Froissart's Chron., I. cccxlviii.

II. trans. 1. To lament; deplore; bewail.

Much seemed he to wjone her haplesse chaunce.
Spenser, F. Q., I. iii. 25.

Moan the expense of many a vanish'd sight.

Shttk., Sonnets, xxx.

2t. To cause to make lamentation ; afSiet ; dis-

tress: as, "which infinitely moans me," Beau.
and Fl.

moan^ (mon), n. [Early mod. B. mone; < ME.
mone, moyne; from the verb.] 1. A low dull

sound expressing grief or pain; a sound of

lamentation not so deep as a groan; audible
expression of sorrow; grief expressed in words
or cries.

Sullen moans.
Hollow groans,

And cries of tortured ghosts I

Pope, St. Cecilia's Day, 1. 60.

Hence— 2. A low dull sound resembling that
made by a person moaning.
Rippling waters made a pleasant moan. Byron.

3t. Lament; lamentation; complaint: espe-
cially in the phrase to make one's moan.

At-after dinner gonne they to daunce.
And synge also, save Dorigene alone.

Which mude alway hire compleint and hire mone.
CImucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 192.

They make their moan that they can get no money.
LaUm«r, 2d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1660.

Oh, here *s my friend ! I '11 WMke my moan to him.
Beau, and Fl., Wit at Several Weapons, iii. 1.

moan^ (mo'an), a. [< moa + -an.] Moa-like;
of or pertaining to a moa.
moanfult (mon'ful), a. [Formerly also mone-
ful; < moan^ + -ful.] Sorrowful; mournful.

At last, in moanfiil march, they went towards the other
shepherds. Svr P. Sidney, Arcadia, iv.

He saw a mmi^uZe sort
Of people. Warner, Albion's England, i. 4.

moanfuUyt (mon'ful-i), adv. In a moanful
manner ; with moans or lamentation.

This our poets are ever moanifvUy singing.
Barrow, Worlis, III. viii.

Moaria (mo-a'ri-a), n. [NL., < moa, q. v.] In
googeog., a typotlletical South Pacific continent
of which onlyNew Zealand and other Oceanian
or Polynesian islands remain : so called from
the supposed former range of the moas. Its as-

sumed existence accounts for many features of the present
geographical distribution of animals and plants. The name
was proposed by Dr. Mantell.

Moarian (mo-a'ri-an), o. \i Moaria + -an.] Of
or pertaining to Moaria.
moat^ (mot), n. [Early mod. E. mote ; < ME.
mote, < OP. mote, an embankment, motte, a little

hill, butt, clod, lump, turf, = Pr. mota, an em-
bankment,= Sp. Pg. mota, amound, =It. motta,

a mound, a moat, < ML. mota, a mound, hill, a
hill on which a castle is built, a castle, an em-
bankment, a ditch, also turf; prob. of Teut.
origin : ef . G. 3ial. (Bav.) mott, peat, (Swiss)
mutte, turf, = D. mot, dust of turf. Of. also Ir.

mota, a hill. For the inclusion of the two senses
'embankment' and 'ditch,' of. dike and ditch.]

If. A mound; ahiU.
I lyken it tylle a cete [city] that war wroght
Of gold, of precyouse stones sere,

Opon a iTwte, sett of berylle clere,

With walles, and wardes, and turrettes.

And entr^, and yhates, and garrettes.

Hanvpole, Prick of Conscience, 1. 8896.

2. hi fort, a ditch or deep trench dug round
the rampart of a castle or other fortified place,
and often filled with water.

Or as a m.oat defensive to a house.
Against the envy of less happier lands.

Shak., Rich. II., ii. 1. 48.

The Citadell is moted round about with a broade mote of
fine running water. Coryat, Crudities, I. 124.

3t. A building; dwelling; abode.

mobbify

By-gonde the broke by slenffi other slade,

I hoped that mate merUed wore.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), i 142,

moat^ (mot), V. t. [Early mod. B. mote; < moatl,
«.] To surround with a ditch for defense^
also, to make or serve as a moat for.

He paints, he caives, he builds, he fortifies.

Makes citadels of curious fowl and fish.

Some he dry-dishes, some moate round with broths.
£, Jonson, Staple of News, iv. 1.

The first Europeans who settled here were the Portu-
guese. They also built the great Fort : but whether they
Tnoted round the Hill, and made an Island of that spot uf
ground, I know not. Dampier, Voyages, II, i. 161.

moat^t, n. An obsolete spelling of mote^.

moatet, «>. A variant of jmiteZ.

moated (mo'ted), a. [< moat^ -I- -ed^.] Fw-
nished with a moat.

There, at the moated grange, resides this dejected Mari-
ana. Shak., M. for M,, iii. 1. 277.

A great castle near Valladolid,

Moated and high and by fair woodlmids hid.

Longfellow, Wayside Inn, Theologian's Tale.

moat-ben (mot'hen), n. Same as marsh-hen (e).

An earliername [for the moor-hen] was Moat-hen, which
was appropriate in the days when a moat was the ordi-

nary adjunct of most considerable houses in the countiy.
A. Neuiton, Encyc. Brit., XVI. 808.

mob^ (mob), n. [< MD. mop, a woman's cap
(D. mop-muts, a night-cap, < jreop + muts, a cap

:

see mutch). Cf. mop''-.] A mob-cap.
Went in our mabs to the dumb man [Duncan Campbell],

according to appointment. Addison, Spectator, No. 323.

Some pretty young ladies in mobs popped in here and
there. Steele, Guardian, No. 65.

mob^ (mob), V. t.; pret. and pp, mobbed, ppr.

mobbing. [< moftl, m,] 1 , To conceal or cover,

as the face, by a cap or hood.

Having most of them chins as smooth as women's, and
their faces mob'd in hoods and long coats like petticoats.

Dr. H. More, Epistles to the Seven Churches, Pref. to ii.

I have known her for two months take possession of our
easy chair, mabbed up in flannel night-caps.

Ooldsm^h, To the Printer.

2. To dress awkwardly. HalUwell. [Prov.
Eng.]
mob^ (mob), n. [Abbr. of mobile, orig. mobile

vulgus, the fickle crowd: see mobile^, n.] 1.

The common mass of people ; the multitude

;

hence, a promiscuous aggregation of people in

any rank of life; an incoherent, rude, or dis-

orderly crowd ; rabble.

I may note that the rabble first changed their title, and
were called the mob, in the assemblies of this club [Green
Ribbon Club]. iJoper .A^oriA, Examen, p. 574. {Dams.}

A nwb of cobblers and a court of kings.
Dryden, Cock and Fox, L 328.

The mob of gentlemen who wrote with ease.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, IL L 108.

Though he [William IV.] has trotted about both town
and country for sixty-four years, and nobody ever turned
round to look at him, he caimot stir now without a mo6,
patrician as well as plebeian, at his heels.

GremUe, Memoirs, July 18, 1880.

2. A riotous assemblage; a crowd of persons
gathered for mischief or attack; a promiscuous
multitude of rioters.

He shrunk from the dangers that threatened him, and
sacrificed his conscience and his duty to the menaces of a
mo6. Bp. Porteus, Works, V. xxii.

Fire-engines were no longer needed to wet down huge
nwbs that threatened to demolish the Carondelet Street

brokers' shops or the Cuban cigar-stores.

0. W. Cable, Creoles ol Louisiana, p. 261.

3. A herd, as of horses or cattle; a flock, as of

sheep. [Australian.]

They suggested a romantic turn of mind, whereas she

was only thinking "I wonder whether there will be a mob
of fat cattle ready for the butcher next month."

Mrs. Campbell Praed, The Head Station, p. 2.

Swell mob. SeesweH-mo6.=Syn.iJff6We, etc. Seepojm-
lace.

mob^ (mob), V. t.i pret. and pp. mobbed, ppr.

mobbing. [< mob^, n.] 1. To attack in a dis-

orderly crowd; crowd round and annoy; beset

tumiiltuously, whether from curiosity or with

hostile intent : as, to mo6 a person in the street.

The fair Mrs. Pitt has been mobbed in the park, and with
difficulty rescued by some gentlemen.

Walpole, Letters (1749), L 218.

George Thompson was mobbed from this platform.
W. Phillips, Speeches, p. 68,

2. To scold. SalliweU. [Prov. Eng.]
mobbardt, n. [ME. mohbard, mobard; origin

obscure.] A clown.

Nay, such mobardis schall neuere man vs make,
Erste schulde we dye all at onys. York Plays, p. 246.

mobbifyt (mob'i-fi), «, t l< mob^ + 4-fy.] To
mob ; beset or surround in crowds.

Mobbify out at elections conformable loyal gentlemen.
Rogeir North, Examen, p. 345. (DaviM.)
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fflobbisll (mob'ish), o. [< moV + -ishK'] Of mobility (mo-bil'i-ti), n. [< F. mohilM = Sp.
movilidad ='Pg. mobilidade = It. mobilita, < L.
mobUita(t-)s, mobility, < mobilis, mobile: see
mobile^, a.] 1. The property of being mobile
or easily movable ; susceptibility of motion or
movement; readiness to move or change in
response to impulse or slight force; hence,
changeableness : as, mobUity of features.

That extreme indbUity which belongs only to the floid

state. Herschel, OntUnes of Astronomy, § 386.

Perfect motnlUt/, the perfect absence of viscoaHy, is an
ideal attribute not possessed by any actual fluid.

or pertaining to or characteristic of a mob; re-

sembling a mob ; tumultuous ; vulgar.

A small city guard, to prevent mtMngh disorders.
Hume, Essays, ii. 11.

Mr, Fox treated the associations for prosecuting these
Ubels as tending to prevent the improvement of the hu-
man mind, and as a irutbbish tyranny.

Burke, Condition of the Minority (1793).

mobblef. -e. *. See mobk~.
mobby (mob'i), n. [Also mabby (and mobee) ;

supposed to be ofnegro (W. Ind.) origin.] If.

An obsolete variant of mabby.— 2. The liquid
or juice expressed from apples or peaches, for
distillation in the manufacture of apple- or
peach-brandy.— 3t. The liquormade from such
juice, a kind of rum. See mobee.

Their strong drink is Madeira wine, cider, mobby punch,
made either of rum from the Caribbee Islands, or brandy
distilled from their apples and peaches.

Beverley, Virginia, iv. TT '*•

mob-capt (mob'kap), n. [< mofti + cap^.'] A
cap with a bag-shaped or puffy crown and a
broad band and frills.

A mob-cap: I mean a cap, mnch mcve
common then than now, with side-pieces,

fastening under the chin.
Dicltem, David Copperfleld, xiii.

Her milk-white linen mob-cap fringed
round and softened her face.

Mrs. Oaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, xv.

mobee (mo'be), ». [Cf. snobby.']

A fermented liquor made by the
negroes of the West Indies from
sugar, ginger, and snakeroot.
mobHet (mo'bU or mob'il), a. and
n. [Early mod. E. mobil; < ME.
mobil (mixed with moble, meble, < OF. moble), <

OF. mobile, P. mobile = Sp. movil = Pg. moUl =
It. mobile, < L. mobilis, for *viovibilis, movable,
< movere, move : see move.'] I. o. If. Change-
able; fickle.

In distmction of mobS people. Testament of Love, i.

Z. Capable of being moved from place to place.

The nynde commandement es Thou sail noghte couayte
the hous or other thynge mobOX or xn-moMU of thi ueght-

Tjout. Hampole, Prose Treatises (B. K T. S.), p. 11.

3\. Moving ; in motion ; not stationary.

To treate of any star
Fyxt or els mobil.

S&dton, Why Come ye not to Court? (Latham.)

4. Movable ; easily moving or movable ; capa-

ble of facile movement; hence, changing;
quickly responding to emotion or impulse.

In all these examples, and especially in the Epbesian
Iheads, the eye appears rather as if seen through a slit in

the skin than as if set within the guard of highly sensi-

tive and -mobile lids.

C. T. ITevaUm, Art and ArchseoL, p. 79.

Mademoiselle Virginie . . . raised her mobUe French
eyebrows in sprightly astonishment.

W. CoUins, Yellow Mask.

This accounts for the viscosity of all, even of the most
-mobUe liquids. A. DanieU, Prin. of Physics, p. 226.

H. n. 1. That which is movable.

There can be no direction, distance, dimension, unless

a mobile moves in that direction, and a sensation appre-

ciates it. G.a. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, IL iv. § 45.

2. A moving principle ; a mover.
Thou first Mobile
Which mak'st all wheel

In circle round- Howell, Letters, I. v, IL

mobile^t (mob'i-le), n. [Short for L. mobile vuU
gus, the fickle crowd: mobile, neut. of mobilis,

mobile, inconstant, fickle ; vuJgus, the common
people: see vulgar. Hence later mob'^.'\ The
populace ; the rabble ; the mob.

Enciting the mobUe, headed by Tomaso Anello, common-
ly called Masaniello. Wood, Athense Oxon., IL 384.

Like a bawd in her old velvet petticoat, resigned into

the secular hands of the mobOe. Swifl, Tale of a Tub, vi.

The word mobile [mobile valgus] was first introduced

into our language about this time [1680-90], and was soon

abbreviated into mob. T. Brown, in 1690, uses both the

Latin word at length and the abbreviation ; and in the

Preface to "Cleomenes," two years afterwards, our author

uses mob with a Itind of apology— "as they call it."

Malone, Note on Diyden's Don Sebastian, Pref.

lUobilian (mo-bU'i-an), a. and n. [< Mobile (see

def.) + -fa».'] I. a. Pertaining to Mobile, the

principal city of the State of Alabama.
II. "• An inhabitant of Mobile.

moccasin

power exercised or controlled by the disorderly
classes. Compare ochlocracy.

It is a good name that a Dr. Stevens has given to our
present situation (for one cannot call it a GovernmeDtX a
Moboeraey. WalpoU, To Mann, HL 245 (1757). (Hoctm.)

A moboeraey, however, is always asnrx)ed by the worst
men. F. Armg, Works, II. 111.

2. The mob; the populace ; the common crowd

;

the uneducated or lawless class in a commu-
nity.

The American demagogne is the courtier of American
moboeraey. The Century, w YT 54.

2t.

.4. Dontett, Prin. of Physics, p. 200. mobocrat (mob'6-krat), H. [Irreg. < mob'^ +
-o-crat as in democrat, aristocrat, etc.] One of

the moboeraey or turbulent mob; a leader of

the mob; a demagogue.
The idiotic notion, possibly entertained by a brainless

mobocrat here and there, that if you only perfect your
voting apparatus yon are absolutely certain of good gov-
ernment. • P. Bayne.

These mobocrats intended to be CromweUs.
W. PhUlipe, Speeches, p. 332.

mobocratic (mob-o-krat'ik), 0. [< mobocrat +
ic.'] Of or relating to moboeraey.
mobsman (mobz'man), rt.

;
pi. mubsmen (-men).

[< mob's, poss. of rribb^, + man.'] A member of

the swell-mob ; a dressy thief or swindler who
affects the airs of a gentleman: generally,

swell-^mobsman. [Slang.]

She once went to a concert, and got acquainted with a
mobsman, who accompanied her home. Mayhew.

A vulgar story or

Movement; motion,

Thou mortall Tyme, every man can tell.

Art nothyng els but the mobHtie
Of Sonne and mone chaungyng in every degre

!

iSSr T. More, Int. to Utopia (ed. DibdinX p. Ixix.

3 (mob-il'i-ti). The populace; the mob: a use
suggested by nobility. [Slang.]

She singled you oat with her eye as commander-in-chief
of the mabSity. J>ryden, Don Sebastian, iv. 1.

During which the Door is kept by a Couple of Brawny
Beadles, to keep out the Mobility.

Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Keign of Queen Anne,
[n. 111.

mobilization (mo'bi- or mob'i-li-za'shon), n,

[< P. mobilisation (= Sp. movilizacion = Pg.
mobilisagao = It. mobiliszaziane), < mobiliser,

mobilize: see mobilize.'] Jf(7jf., the act of mo-
bilizing or putting in readiness for service;

the act of putting a body of troops on a war mob-story (mob'std'ri), n
footing: as, the mobilization of an army or a tale. Addison
corps by mustering its members and organiz-

ing, equipping, and supplying it for active op-
erations. Also spelled mobilisation.

The full strength is made np at the moment of war by
what is called jnobilisation—that is, the drawing to the
units [such as battalions, or batteries, or regiments of cav-

alry] . . . reserve men sufficient to complete them.
PortnighUy Rev., S. S., XLEEL 12.

mobilize (mo'bi-liz or mob'i-liz), v. ; pret. and
pp. mobilized, ppr. mobilizing. [< P. mobiliser

\— Pg. mobilisar), liberate, make movable or
ready, < mobile, movable: see mobiUii-.] I.

trans. To put in motion or iu readiness for mo-
tion. Specifically—(a) MUiL, to prepare (an army or
army-corps, etc) for active service. &ee 7W)b3ization.

In rude societies . . , the army is the mobilized com-
munity, and the community is the army at rest.

H. Spencer, Prin. of SocioL, § 515.

(ft) In navfd affairs, more rarely, to make corresponding

moccadot, mockadot (mok'a-do), n. [Also mo-
chado, mockadoe, mockadoo; ef. OF. moucade,
also mocayart, moecado (Cotgrave), < Olt. mo-
caiaro, moccaiorro, moecado (Florio); perhaps
so called as used for handkerchiefs: see moc-
cador, muckender.] 1 . A stuff in use in the six-

teenth and seventeenth centmies. it is men-
tioned as being made of wool and of silk, and apparently of

a mixture of either with flax, and was a substitute for the
more, expensive velvet. It was probably a material sim-
ilar to velveteen, and of many grades of fineness and
beauty.

Who would not think it a ridiculous thing to see a Lady
in her milke-house with a veluet gowne, and at a bridaU
in her cassock of mockado ?

PiMenham,, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 238.

2. Sham; mockery.
Neither of them would sit, nor put their hats on : what

modcado is tlds to such a poor sold as I

!

Richardson, Pamela, II. 37. (Davies.)

wa?f^tog.'"*°''^''°''''"*'*^'"'^'""^"™'"""^°°*mOCCadort, ™. [Also m^ckador, mockadour,
war footing.

While the great mobilized fleet was at Spithead.
Elect Rev. (Eng.), XXV. 281.

H. intrans. Milit., to prepare for motion or
action; make ready for active operations, or

for taking the field.

The Germans were TnobUizing like clock-work; the
French were trying to TnobUize, and finding that the at-

tempt produced chaos.
Arch. Forbes, Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 50.

Also spelled mobilise.

mob-law (mob'la), ». The rule of the mob or

the disorderly classes; violent usurpation of

authority by the rabble; lynoh-law.

mobleH (mo'bl), a. and n. [ME., also moeble,

meeble, meble; < OF. moble, meuble, movable, pi.

niobles, meubles, movable property, furniture,

etc., < L. mobilis, moving, movable: see mo-
bile^.] I. a. Movable; having motion.

Alle the signes, be they moist or drie, or moeble or fix.

Chaucer, Astrolabe, L § 21.

n. n. Movable goods ;
personal property.

Of my moble thou dispone.

Sight as the semeth best is for to done.
Chaucer, Troilus, v. 300.

Moebles and vnmoebles and al that thow mygte fynde,

Brenne it, bere it nougte awey be it nenere so riche.

Piers Plowman (B), iii. 267.

Eyght so men reuerenceth more the lyche for hns muche

n. -

mobilianer (mo-bil'i-an-er), n. l< Mobile (see mob-master (mob'mas'ter), n

Than for thekyn that he cam of other for hns kynde wlttes.

Piers Plowman (CX xv. 182.

moble^t, mobblet (mob'l), v. t. [Preq. of mob^.]

To wrap up (the head) in or as in a hood ; mob.

But who, 0, who had seen the mobled queen . . .

Run barefoot up and dowiL Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2. 524.

Their heads and faces are mobled in fine linen, that no

more is seen of them than their eyes. Sandys, Travels.

A demagogue.

def.) + -tan + -erl.] A fresh-water tortoise,

Pseudemys mobiliensis, of the family Cleinmyidw,

the largest of this family in the United States,

The shell is often 14'or 16 inches long. This tortoise in

Davies.

A sort of military disposition of mob-masters.

Roger North, Examen, p. 671.

The shell is often 14'or 16 inches long. This tortoise in- ~„i,np,racv (mob-ok'ra-si), «. ;
pi. mobocracies

habits the Gulf States from western Florida to Texas, and ^°^^F^rfJ^F^i^t^J,2+ Jn-cracv 3.a in de-
j.f„....„™*i„=r,i,n„*>,omarbeh«oflWnhileandothercities. (-Siz). [Irreg. ^ Jli. WOO^ -r -o traty d,s uxuc-
is frequently sold in the markets of Mobile and other cities.

jnobilisation, mobilise. See mobilization, mo-

bilize.

mocracy, arts ocraey, etc.] 1. Govemmentby
the mob or populace; ochlocracy; governing

muckador, etc., and hence muckender, q. v.; <

ME. mokadour = P. mouchoir, a handkerchief,
='It. moccatore, moccadore, a snuffer, < ML. as if

"mucatorium, < mucare, wipe the nose, < mucus,
TOMCCUS, mucus: see mucus.] A handkerchief

.

For eyen and nose the nedethe a mokadmir
Or sudary. i>y(fyate. Advice to an Old Gentleman, xL

moccasin^ (mok'a-sin or -sn), n. [Also moc-
cason, moccas-
sin, mocassen, <

Algonkin maw-
cahsun, makka-
sin, makasin ; a
shoe (see def.).]

A shoe or cov-
er for the feet,

made of deer-
skin or other
soft leather,

without a stiff sole, and usually ornamented on
the upper side : the shoe customarily worn by
the American Indians.

All the footsteps had the prints of moccasins.
J. F. Cooper, Last of Mohicans, xiL

Moccasin embroidery, ^ajae^&grass-enibroidery.

moccasin^ (mok'a-sin or -sn), n. [Also moeca-
son, mocassin (?); appar. short for moccasin-

snake, which is then < moccasin^ + snake; but
the reference to moccasin^ is not explained.]

A venomous serpent of the United States, (a)

Ancistrodon (or Toxicophis or Triyorwcephalvs) pisdvorus,

a somewhat aquatic snake of the southern United States,

resembling the copperhead, Ancistrodon contortrix, specif-

ically called water-moccasin, sometimes unUer-viper. See
cut on following page. (J) The same or a very similar

snake found on dry land, the so-called high-land moccasin,

A. atrofuscus, known in the southern United States as the

cottonmoiOh, and much dreaded, iloccasins are rather

small snakes, commonly about two feet long, dark olive-

brown above and yeUowish-brown below, with blackish

bars and blotches. They are much darker in color than the

copperhead, lacldng the bright bronzy tints of the latter,

and there is a whitish or light streak along the lip : they

also have the scales in 25 instead of 23 rows, and no lorsu

plate. The top of the head is mostly covered with scales

like those of the back, instead of large regular plates as in

innocuous serpents ; it is fiat and broad, and shows the pit

between the eyes and nose as in all the Crotalidce or pit-

vipers.



moccasin

Water-moccasin {Ancistvodon piscivortt^,

moccasined (mok'a-sind or -snd), a. [< moc-
casimX + -ed^.] Wearing or covered with moe-
easina.

Our moccasin&^ feet made no noise.
T. Sooseedt, Hunting Trips, p. 333.

moccasin-flower (inok'a-sui-flou"er), ». See
Cypripedium, Indian-shoe, and lady'sslipper.

moccasin-plant (mok'a-sin-plant), n. Same
as moeeasin-Jlower.

moccasin-snake (mok'a-sin-snak), «. [See
moccasin^.'] Same as moccasin^.

moccenlgof, n. [Also mocoiwigo, < It. mocenigo,
moceenigo, moednigo, so called from Mocenigo,
a patrician family of Venice.] A small coin
formerly current in Venice, worth about 18
United States cents.

Yott sliall not give me six crowns . . . nor half a ducat

;

no, nor a Tnocdtvigo. B. Jotrnm, Volpone, ii. 1.

Mai. Lend me the trifling ducats. . . .

Cw. "Not&Tiweceniffo, ^Air/^j/, Gentlemen of Venice, i.l,

mocha (mo'ka), n. [< Mocha (see def.).] 1. A
choice quality of coffee, properly that produced
inYemen in Arabia, Mocha being its port. The
mocha of general commerce, however, is ob-
tained from other sources. The kernels are
smaller than in other varieties.— 2. One of
certain geometrid moths, notably of the genus
Eph/yra, having somewhat the color of burnt
coffee: as, the dingy mocha, E. orMcularia; the
bireh mocha, E. pendularia.— 3. A oat of a
black color intermixed with brown: so called
from the Mocha stone. HalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]
Mocha pebble. Same as Mocha stone (which
see, under stone).

Mocba senna. Same as India senna (which see,

under semna).

Mocha stone. See stone.

moche^t, « and adv. A Middle English form of

much.
moche^ (mosh), n. [F.] A package of spun
silk: a French word used in English for the
unbroken parcels of silk received from the
continent of Europe.

mochelt, a. and n. A Middle English form of

mickle.

mochras, mochurrus (mo'kras, mo'kur-us), n.

[Hind, mochras.2 An astringent gummy exuda-
tion from a kind of cotton-tree, Bombax Mala-
harieum (B. heptaphyllum, L.), in India: used
medicinally by the natives.

mock^ (mok), V. [< ME. moJchen, < OP. maequer,

moquer, P. moquer = Pr. mochar = It. moccare,

mock; cf. MD. mocleen, mumble, = ML(t. G.

muckeii, mumble, grumble, = Sw. mueka= Dan.
muTcke, mumble ; of. W. mocio, Gael, mag, mock,
deride; L. macciis, a buffoon; Gr. iiokoq, mock-
ery, mock, mimie, ridicule. The relations of

these forms are imdetermined ; the word is

supposed to be ult. imitative.] I. trans. 1.

To treat derisively or contemptuously; make
sport of by mimicry, ridicule, or sarcasm; de-

ride.

They utterly despise and mock sooth-sayings, and divi-

nations of things to come by the flight and voices of

birds, and all other divination of vain superstition.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), ii. 11.

Elijah mocked them, and said. Cry aloud. 1 Ki. xviii. 27.

She rrwcks all her wooers out of suit.

Shak., Much Ado, ii. 1. 364.

2. To simulate, imitate, or mimic
;
produce a

semblance of.

To see the lite as lively m^ck'd as ever

Still sleep moek'd death. Shak., W. T., v. 8, 20.

I would mock thy chaunt anew,
But I cannot mimick it.

Tennyson, Second Song to the Owl.
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3. To deceive by simulation or pretense; dis-

appoint with false expectation ; fool.

Thou hast mocked me and told me lies. Judges xvi. 10.

Mind is a light which the gods mock us with,

To lead those false who trust it.

M. Arnold, Empedocles on Etna,

4t. To set at naught; defy.

I would . . . meek the lion when he roars for prey.

To win thee, lady. Skak., M. of V., ii. 1. 30.

=Syn. 1. Sidieule, etc. (see taunt), jeer at, gibe at, take
off, make game of.— 2. Mirmc, Ape, etc. See imitate,— 3.

To delude.

II. intrans. To use ridicule or derision
;
gibe

or jeer ; flout : often with at.

Yse not to scorne and macke as an Ape.
Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 110.

^ The adversaries saw h«r, and did mock at her sabbaths.
Lam. L 7.

For gnarling sorrow hath less power to bite

The man that mA)cks at it, and sets it light.

Shak., Eich. IL, i. 3. 293.

mock^ (mok), n. and a. [< rnock^, v."] I. n.

1. Derisive or contemptuous action or speech;
also, a bringing into contempt or ridicule.

And other-whiles with bitter rrwckes and mowes
He would him scorne. Speii&&r, 'E. Q., VI. vii. 49.

Afflict me with thy mocks, pity me not.

Shak., As you Like it, iii. 6. 33.

And have a great care. Mistress Abigail,
How you depress the spirit any more
With your rebukes and mocks.

Beau, and FL, Scornful JfiAy, iv. 1.

3. That which one derides or mocks.
A Puritan gentleman is her mock and nothing else,

A. E. Barr, IHend Olivia, i.

3. Mimicry; imitation. [Rare.]
Now reach a strain, my lute.

Above her [the nightingale's] mock, or be for ever mute.
Crashaw, Music's DueL

4. A trifle. [Prov. Eng.]— 5. Mock turtle.

I once had some cheap mock in an eating-house, and it

tasted like stewed tripe with a little glue.
Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 218.

To make a mock of, to make a subject of mockery ; de-
ride or bring into contempt.

They crucify again unto themselves the Son of God, and
make a mxick of him. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v., App. 1.

To ma^e mock (or mocks) at, to make light of ; make
sport of.

Was this the face . . . which I had so often despised,
made macks at, made merry with ? Lamb, Old Actors.

II. a. 1. Feigned; counterfeit; spurious: as,

TOOcfc heroism; mocfc modesty; a wocfc battle.

I fear me, some be rather mjock gospellers than faithful
ploughmen. Laivmer, Sermon of the Plough.

Who with mock patience dire complaints endure,
Which real pain and that alone can cure.

Crabbe, Works, I. 13.

3. Having close resemblance, as if imitative.
—Mock brawn, gold, etc. See the nouns.—Mocklead,
mock ore, popular names of blende.—Mock moon. See
paraselene.— TILoek pennyroyal, plane, privet. See
the nouns.—Mock sun. See »(>rnertion.—Mock turtle,
a dish consisting of calf's head stewed or baked, and so
dressed with sauces and condiments as to resemble turtle.

mock^ (mok), M. [Origin obscure.] 1. A root
or stump. HalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]— 3. A tuft
of sedge. HalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]
mockable (mok'a-bl), a. [< mocK^ + -able.']

Capable of being mocked ; exposed to derision.

[Rare.]
Those that are good manners at the court are as ridicu-

lous in the country as the behaviour of the countiy is most
mackable at the court, Shak., As you Like It, iii. 2. 49.

mockadot, mockadoet, n. See moccado.
mockadourt, n. A variant of mucTcender.

mockaget (mok'aj), n. [< mocTc^ + -age.'] Mock-
ery.

Thus speaketh the Prophete by an ironye—that is, in de-
rision, or mockage. Bible of 1651, 2 Chron. xviii., note.

I wonder at the young men of our days.
That they can doat on pleasure, or what 'tis

They give that title to, unless in mockage.
Middleton, More Dissemblers Besides Women, 1. 2.

mock-apple (mok'ap"l), n. The wild balsam-
apple. See EchinocysUs and halsam-apple.

mockardf, n. [ME. mo'karde, < OP. mocguart,
moquart, a mocker, deceiver, < mocquer, mock

:

see mocfci, «.] A mocker; deceiver.

Avaryce, ryche and harde,
Ya a thefe, a mokefrad [read mjokarde\.

MS. Barl. 1701, f. 41. {HaUiwell.)

mockawt, n. An obsolete form of macaw.
mock-beggart (mok'beg'ar), n. [< mx>ck^, v., +
obj. teggar.] An unchaiitaTDle or inhospitable
person : as, mock-beggar's hall.

A gentleman without meanes is like a faire house with-
out furniture or an^ inhabitant, save onely an idle house-
keeper; whose rearing was chargeable to the owner, and
painfull to the builder, and all ill bestowed, to make a
mock-beggar that hath no good morrowe for his next neigh-
bour. Rich Cabinet furnished with Varietie of Excellent

[Description (1616). (Nares.)

mocking-bird

mock-bird (mok'b^rd), n. A mocking-bird.

The Tnock-bird is ever surest to please when it is most
itself, OdldsmMlt, Animated Nature, III. v. 2.

mocker (mok'6r), n. 1. One who or that which
mocks, as by mimicry, derision, or deceit.

Wine is a mocker, strong drink is raging. Prov. xx. L
But, beloved, remember ye the words which were spoken

before of the apostles of our Lord Jesus Christ, how that
they told you there should be mockers in the last time.

Jude 17, la

2. A mocking-bird ; one of the Mimina.
mockernut (mok'6r-nut), n. The white-hearted
hickory, Garya tomentosa. The nut is sweet and oily,

very thick-shelled, and not flattened as in the white hickory.

See Carya, eairyin, and Mckory.

mockery (mok'6r-i), n.; pi. mockeries (-iz). [<
ME. mokkery, < OP. mocquerie, F. moquerie,

mockery, < moquer, mock: see mock^.] 1. The
act of mocking; derisive or deceitful speech
or action.

He never mocks,
For meeker}/ is the fume of little hearts.

Tennyson, Guinevere.

2. Derision; ridicule; careless insult or con-

tempt; sport; jest.
Now am I fayn,

Thow Shalt not laughe atte me in mokkery,
Sor thow hast lost thy sheld as wele as I.

Generydes (E. B. T. S.), 1. 2330.

To set before their eyes the injury that they had unjustly

done the holy place, and the cruel handling of the city,

whereof they made a mockery. 2 Mac. viil 17.

Is not this meer mockery, to thank God for what hee can
doe, but will not? Milton, Eikonoklastes, xxi.

They were delivered up to be the spoil and mockery of

nations. PrescoU, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 14.

3. Counterfeit appearance; false show; sham.

Hence, honible shadow

!

Unreal mockery, hence

!

Shak., Macbeth, iii. 4. 107.

And bear about the mockery of woe
To midnight dances.

Pope, Elegy to the Mem. of an Unfortunate Lady, L 57.

The mockery of what is called military glory.

Sumner, Speech at Cambridge, Aug. 27, 1846.

4. Vain effort; fruitless labor; that which dis-

appoints or frustrates.

It is, aa the air, invulnerable.
And our vain blows malicious mockery.

Shak., Hamlet, L 1. 146.

=Syil. 2. Mimicry, jeering, gibes.

mocketH (mok'et), n. [Cf. mocketer.] A nap-
kin. Cotgrave. {HalUwell.)
mocket^ (mok'et), n. Same as moquette.

mocketer (mok'et-er), n. Same as moccador.

mock-Godt (mok'god), n. [< mock\ v., + obj.

God.] One who mocks at God or divine things

;

a blasphemer.
You monsters, scorners, and mock-Gods.

S. Ward, Sermons, p. 100. (Davies.)

mock-guestf (mok'gest), n. [< mock\ «., -I- obj.

guest.] One who seems to offer hospitality, but
only in empty show, like the Barmecide in the

Arabian Nights. Davies.

Those mock-gvests are guilty in tempting others to tempt
them. Fuller, Holy State, I. i. 7.

mock-heroic (mok'he-ro'ik), a. Counterfeiting
or burlesquing the Heroic style, character, or

bearing : as, a mock-heroic poem ; a mock-herok
swagger.
mocking-bird (mok'ing-bferd), n. An oscine

passerine bird of the subfamUy Mimince and
restricted genus Mimus; a mock-bird or mocker.
The best-known species is M. polyglottus, which abounds
in the southerly parts of the United States ; it is the most
famous songster of America, and is much prized as a cage-

Mocking-bird {Mimu£ fio^fflotttts).

bird. Its proper song is of remarkable compass and va-

riety, and besides this the bird has a wonderful range, be-

ing aTble to imitate almost any voice or even mere noises.

This vocalization is confined to the male. Tlie bird is about

10 inches long and 14 in extent of wings. It is ashy-gray

above, soiled-white below ; the bill and feet are black, and

the wing- and tail-feathers in part pure white. The extent

of this white on the wings and tail distinguishes the sexes,



mocking-bird
bemg greatest In the male. The nest is placed in trees
and hushes, and is bulky and inartistic, built of twigs,
grass leaves, etc. The eggs are bluish-green, heavily
freckled with various brownish shades; they are 4 to 6 in
number, measuring on an average 1 inch by 0. 75 inch. See

mockingly (mok'mg-li), adv. In a mocking or
jeering manner; with ridicule, derision, or con-
tempt; so as to disappoint, deceive, or cheat.

"Let's meete," quoth Bcoho, mockingly.
Warner, Albion's England, ix. 46.

mocking-stockt (mok'ing-stok), n. A laugh-
ing-stock; a butt.

None of vs . . . [but] shall be a mocUng-stocie to our
enemies. J. Brende, tr. of Quintus Curtius, vi.

Not prophanes nor wickednes, but Eeligion it seUe is a
byword, a nwHngstock, & a matter of reproach.
PerHng, quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation, p. 6.

mocking-wrenCmok'ing-ren), n. An American
wren of the genus Thryoihorus, such as the
Carolina wren(2'. ludovieianus) orBewick's wren
(T. beimoM).

mockisb. (mok'ish), a. [< moek^ + -isfei.]

Mock; sham.
After this nwcMshe eleccion, then was he crowned.

Sir T. Mare, Works, p. 67.

mock-orange (mok'or"anj), n. 1. Any plant of
the genus Philadelphus, but especially P. coro-
narius. Its fragrance in blossom resembles that
of orange-flowers. See syringa.— 2. See wild,

orange, under orange.

mock-shadow (mok'shad'''6),». Twilight. Hal-
liwell. [Rrov. Eng.]
mock-thrush, (mok'thrush), n. A bird of the
subfamily Miminte; especially, one of the genus
Harporhynekus, as the thrasher, H. rufus.

mOCK-tuitle (mok't6r"tl), a. Imitating turtle

(soup) : only in the phrase mock-turtle soup (an
imitation of turtle soup made with calf's head).
mock-velvet (mok'Tel'vet), n. A fabric made
in imitation of velvet ; especially, such a fabric

in common use in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, supposed to be the same as mocoado.
Hee weares his apparell much after the fashion ; his

means will not suffer him to come too nigh ; they aJSord
him Tnock-velvet, or satinisco.

Sir T. Overbury, Characters, M 6 b. (Nairee.)

mocmain (mok'man), n. [Appar. of E. Ind.

or Chin, origin; perhaps < Cmn. m/uh (= Jap.
moM), tree, + mien (= Jap. men), cotton.] A
white shining fiber of great lightness and elas-

ticity, produced by the silk-ootton plant Bom-
hax Mdlabariewm.—'siocmsisi truss, a truss stuHed
with this fiber.

moco (mo'ko), «. [Braz.] A Brazilian rodent
of the family CavUdce; the rook-cavy, Cavia ru-

mocuddum (mo-kud'um), n. [Also m^okuddwrn,

mocuddim, prop, mukaddam, < Hind, niuqad-

dam, a chief, leader: as adj., preceding; < Ar.
gmoada, lead.] In India, a head man. Specif-

ically— (a) The head man of a village, responsible for the
collection of the revenue, (b) The head man of a gang of

laborers or body of peons. Yule and Bumdl.

modf, n. A Middle English form of wjoofJi.

mod. An abbreviation (a) of modern; (6) in

music, of moderato.
modal (mo'dal), a. and n. [= F. Sp. Pg. modal
= It. modale, <. ML. modalis, pertaining to a
mode, < L. modus, mode : see made\ m.] I. a.

1. Pertaining to or affected by a mode ; relat-

ing to the mode or manner, and not to the sub-

stance.
When we speak of faculties of the soul, we assert not

with the schools their real distinction from it, but only a
modal diversity. GlanvUle, Vanity of Dogmatizing, iii.

Specifically— 2. Of or pertaining to a gram-
matical mode.
Other verb-phrases, of a modal meaning, are made with

the auxiliary verbs may, can, must, and ought.
Whitney, Essentials of Eng. Grammar, 1 291.

All those adjectives which have a modoi secondary force

are future. Amer. Jour. PhUol., X. 40.

Modal alistractlon, the fixing of the attention upon one
particularmode of the object of imagination^ to the neglect

of the others : opposed to pa/rtidl abstraction, by which,

for example, we may think of the head of an animal with-

out thinking of the rest of the body.—Modal categorical.
See eategmcal.—TSoCLal compoBltlont, the composition

of an ens with one of those modes which are in their own
nature distinguished from the ens.— Modal dlatlnc-
tiont, a distinction bywhich one and the same thing is dis-

tinguished from itself by its possession of diverse modes,
as the distinction of Philip drunk from Philip sober: a
formalistio phrase.— Modal enunciation. See enuncia-

tion Modal identityt, either the absence of modal dis-

tinction, or the identity of a mode of things which may be
really distinct.—Modal proposition, a proposition in

which the predicate is affirmed of the subject under some
qualification : but the term is almost always confined to

propositions in which some fact is said to be possible, con-

tingent, necessary, or impossible.- Modal syllogism, a

syllogism one of whose premises is a modal proposition.

II. n. A modal proposition.

3811
Their characteristic property as modals belongs to form

rather than to matter ; and Aristotle ought not to be con-
sidered as unphilosophical for introducing them into the
Organon. Grote, Aristotle, iv.

Conjunct modal. See conjuiust.— Disjunct modal.
See ai^nat.

modalism (mo'dal-lzm), n. [< modal + -ism.']

In theol., the doctrine, adopted by SabeUius in
the third century, that the Father, the Son, and
the Holy Spirit are different manifestations of
one and the same person.
The orthodox doctrine of the Trinity stands between

tritheism and modalism, now leaning to the one, now to
the other, when either the tripersonality or the unity is

emphasized. P. Schaff, Christ and Christianity, p. 68.

modalist (mo'dal-ist), n. [< modal -J- -is*.] In
theol., one who iolds or professes modalism.
modalistic (mo-da-Us'tik), a. [< modalist +
4c.} In theol., of or pertaining to modalism.
The presbyter Hippolytus was successful in convincing

the leaders of that church that the Modalistic doctrine,
taken in its strictness, was contrary to Scripture.

Eamack, Encyc. Brit., XXI. 127.

modality (mo-dal'i-ti), n.
;
pi. modalities (-tiz).

[= F. modalii^= fg. modalidade = It. modaUtd,
< ML. modaUta{t-)s, < modaUs, modal: see mo-
dal.'] 1. The fact of being a mode.— 2. A de-
termination of an accident; a mode.
These excellencies are of more real and eternal worth

than the angelical manner of moving so in an instant, and
those other forms and modalities of their knowledge and
volition. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 194.

3. Mode in the logical sense; that wherein
problematical, assertoric, and apodictic judg-
ments are distinguished.

Lastly, under the head of Modality, we have seen that
all phenomena, as objects, are in themselves contingeni^
or only hypothetically necessary, i. e. necessary on the
presupposition of the existence of something else.

JE. Caird, PhUos. of Kant, p. 564.

Just as the adjectives which contain the modal force of
possibility can lose this rrwdaiUy, so also certain adjectives
can assume the same, although the modality was not origi-

nally in them. Amer. Jour. PhiloL, X. 44.

4. In civil law, the quality of being limited as
to time or place of performance, or, more loose-

ly, of being suspended by a condition : said of

a promise.— 5f. Same as modalism.

To object that the faith in the Holy Trinity obliges us
to as greate a difficulty as the Pontiflcian modalitie is very
trifling, since that is onely matter of beliefe indefinite.

We are not required to explaine the manner of the mys-
terie. JEvelyn, To Kev. rather Patrick.

Adverbial modality. See adverbial.—Ca-tegories of
modality. See category, 1.

modally (mo'dal-i), adv. In a modal manner

;

in a manner or relation expressing or indicating
a mode or form ; as regards mode or manner.
moddert, ». Same as mauther.

mode^ (mod), n. [Also, in grammar, logic, and
music, mood; also, as mere L., m^dus; in ME.
moede (def. 8), < OF. *moed, meuf, later mode, F.
mode, manner, way, mode, style, fashion, = Sp.

Pg. It. modo, manner, mode (also Sp. Pg. It.

moda, t, fashion, < F.) (cf. D. w^de = Gr. mode
=z Sw. mod= Dan. mode, style, fashion, < F.; Gr.

Sw. Dan. modus, in grammar, < L.), < L. modus,
measure, due measure, rhythm, melody, etc.,

manner, way, mode, mode in grammar, etc.;

akin to E. mete'^. The form mood, as used, along

with mode, in grammar, music, and logic, is

prob. due in part to some confusionwith mood^,
as if 'an attitude of mind.'] 1. A manner of

acting or doing ; way of performing or effect-

ing anything; method; way.

A table richly spread in regal mode.
Milton, P. K,, ii. 340

What modes of sight between each wide extreme 1

Pope, Essay on Man, i. 211.

Eing in the nobler modes of life.

With sweeter manners, purer laws.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, cvi.

2. Customary manner ;
prevaUing style; fash-

ion.

It was grown a Mode to be vicious, and they had rather

be damned than be out of the fashion.
StUlingfleet, Sermons, I. xii.

To White Hall, and in the garden spoke to my Lord

Sandwich, who is in his gold-buttoned suit, as the mode
is, and looks nobly. , Pe^s, Diary, IL 8.

If after this we look on the people of mode in the coun-

try, we find in them the manners of the last age.

Addison, Country 'Manners.

3. In gram., the designation, by the form of

the verb, of the manner of our conception of

an event or fact, whether as certain, contin-

gent, possible, desirable, or the like. The modes
of the English verb are the indicative, subjunctive, and im-

perative; and other verbal phrases are usually called by

the name of modes, as potential, conditional, and so on.

See these terms. Also commonly, but less properly, mood.

4. The natural disposition or the manner of

existence or action of anything; a form: as,

mode
heat is a mode of motion; reflection is a mode
of consciousness.

There is something in things which neither is the thing
itself, nor another thing, nor yet nothing, but a certain
medium betwixt them both. And this used to be called
a mode : for example, A degree of quality is not quality,
nor yet is it wholly nothing, but a mode.

Burgersdieius, tr. by a Gentleman.

A mode is the manner of existence of a thing. Take,
for example, a piece of wax. The wax may be round or
square or of any other definite figure ; it may also be solid

or fluid. Its existence in any of these modes is not essen-
tial ; it may change from one to another without any sub-
stantial alteration. As the mode cannot exist without a
substance, we can accord to it only a secondary or pre-
carious existence in relation to the substance, to which
we accord the privilege of existing by itself, per se exis-
tere ; but though the substance be not astricted to any
particular mode of existence, we must not suppose that it

can exist, or at least be conceived by us to exist, in none.
All modes are therefore variable states ; and though some
mode is necessary for the existence of a thing, any individ-
ual mode is accidental. Sir W. Hamilton, Metaph., viii.

I am . . . assured that those modes of consciousness
which I call perceptions and imaginations, in as far only
as they are modes of consciousness, exist in me.

Descartes, Meditations (tr. by Veitch), iii.

Where the substantiality of God, as the "highest mo-
nad,'' is insisted on, the finite monads become mere modes
of his existence. E. Caird, Philos. of Kant, p. 82.

That mode or process of the Moral Faculty which we
call Conscience. H. Sidgwick, Methods of Ethics, p. 341.

5. A combination of ideas. See the quota-
tions.

Modes I call such complex ideas, which, however com-
pounded, contain not in them the supposition of subsist-

ing by themselves, but are considered as dependencies on
or affections of substances.

Locke, Human Understanding, n. xii. 14.

There are some [modes] which are only variations or dif-

ferent combinations of the same simple idea, ... as a
dozen, or score : which are nothing but the ideas of so
many distinct units added together : and these I call sim-
ple modes, as being contained within the bounds of one
simple idea. Locke, Human Understanding, II. xii. 5.

Combinations of simple ideas of different kinds 1 have
called " mixed modes.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xii. 5.

6. In logic: (a) A modification or determina-
tion of a proposition with reference to possibil-

ity and necessity. (6) A variety of syllogism.

See mood^, the more usual but less proper form.

Tindall would be fayne wit in what figure it is made ; he
shal flnde in the first figure and in the third mode.

Sir T. More, Works, p. 504.

(c) The consignificate of a part of speech, {d)

An accidental determination.— 7. In music:
(a) A species or form of scale ; a method of di-

viding the interval of the octave for melodic
purposes ; an arrangement of tones within an
octave at certainfixed intervalsfromeach other.
Three great systems ofmodes are to be distinguished—the
ancient Greek, the Gregorian, medieval, or ecclesiastical,

and the modem. These three were successively derived
isova each other, but with noteworthy changes of both
principle and nomenclature. (1) In the Greek system each
mode consisted of two tetrachords (two whole steps and
one half-step in each) plus one whole step (the diazeuctic
tone). The nature and the name of the mode varied ac-

cording to the tetrachord used as a basis and according to

the position of the diazeuctic tone, or, in other words, ac-

cording to the relative order of the whole steps and half-

steps. When the diazeuctic tone lay between the two com-
ponent tetrachords, the mode was named simply from the
tetrachord used— themode containing Dorian tetrachords
was called Dorian or Doric, etc. ; but when it lay below or
above both of them, the prefixes hypo- and hyper- respec-
tivelywere added, as Hypophrygian, Syperlydian, etc. Be-
low is a table of the nine original modes, reckoned up-
ward, thewhole steps being indicated by—, the half-steps

by ^, the constituent tetrachords by ,
—'—., and the dia-

zeuctic tone by -1-

:

.*^* * *

I. Dorian, * ^

n, Phrygian, * -

III. Lydian, * -

+^
IV. Hypodorian, or ^itolian, *—•^*— *_«v..«-
V. Hypophrygian, Ionian, or lastian.

r * * w *

VI. Hypolydian,* — * — * — *

VII. Hyperdorian, or Mixolydian,

jv:

VIII. Hyperphrygian, or Locrian,

IX. Hyperlydian, • — *

These modes were embodied in scales of about two octaves,

sometimes called transposing scales, which were more or

less susceptible of transposition. By the later theorists fif-

teen such scales were recognized, each derived from one of

the foregoing modes, and beginning at a different pitch,

each a half-step higherthan thepreceding. These scales,

though not always differing from each other in mode, but
only in relative pitch, were also called modes, and were
named like the modes themselves. Assuming the lowest



mode
tone of tbe lowest scale to be ^ tbe series of later scales or
*' modes " wonld be

:

Hypodorian, embodying mode IV. abore, A.
Uypoionian, Hypoiastian, or lower Hypophrygian (mode
„ v.), B(,.

Hypophrygian (mode T.), B.
Hypoicollan, or lower Hypolydian (mode VI.), C.
Hypolydian (mode VI.), C;.
Dorian (mode L), D.
Ionian, lastian, or lower Phrygian (mode II.), Eh.
Phrygian (mode II.), E.
Molian, or lower Lydian (mode III.X If.

Lydian (mode III.), Fi.
Hyperdorian, or Mixolydian (mode VII. ), G.
Hyperionlan, Hyperiastian, or higher Slixolydian (mode

VIL), Gi
Hyperphryglan, or Hypermixolydian (mode VIII.), A.
Hyperaeolian, or lower Hyperlydlan (mode IX.), ^.
Hyperlydian (mode IS..), B.

The fact that the term Tiwde has been applied from very
early times both to the ideal octave-forms, or true modes,
and to the practical scales or tonalities based upon them
has led to great confusion. Furthermore, the extant data
of the subject are fragmentary and obscure, so that author-
ities differ widely. (The summary here given is talcen
chiedy from Alfred £lchter,) The esthetic and moral
7alue of the different modes was much discussed by the
Greeks, and melodies were written in one or other of the
modes according to the sentiment Intended to be expressed.
(2) Tbe Gregorian, medieval, or ecclesiastical system was
-originally intended partly to follow the ancient system.
Several of the old modes were retained, but subsequently
received curiously transposed names. The system was
initiated-by Ambrose, Bishop of Milan, in the latter part of
the fourth century, perfected by Gregory the Great about
600, and still further extended between the eleventh and
sixteenthcenturies. Itexercised a deep influence upon the
beginnings of modem music, and is still in use in the Bo-
man Catholic Church. The ecclesiastical modes differfrom
each other both in the relative position of their "finals "or
key-notes and in the order of their whole steps and half-
steps, lliey are authentic when the final is the lowest
tone of the ambitus or compass, and plagal when it is the
fourth tone from the bottom. Four anthentic modes were
established by Ambrose, the four cturesponding plagal
modes were added by Gregory, and six others were sub-
sequently appended, making fourteen in alL In each
mode certain tones are regarded as specially important—
the final, on which every melody must end, and which is

nearly equivalent to the modem key-note ; the dominant,
or principal reciting-'note ; and the mediant and particl-
pant> on which phrases (otherthan tbe first and last) may
hegin and end : these are generically called modidaUong.
All tbe modes are susceptible of transposition. Assuming
the final of the first mode to be A, the full series is as fol-

lows (finals are marked F, dominants D, and mediants H)

:

L Dorian (anthen- F M D
tic) d—e^—g—a—^b^c—

d

n. Hypodorian F M D
(plagal)..a

—

In-c—d—e>4—g—

a

F M D
m. Phrygian(authentlc)e^—g—a—b^c—d—

e

rv. Hypophrygl- F M D
an (plagal) . .b^c—d—e^—g—a—

b

F M D
V. Lydian (antfaentic) f—g—a—b^c—d—e>4
VL Hypolydian MFD

(plagal) c—d—e^—g—a—b^c
F M D

VIL Mixolydian (anthentlc) g—a~l>^c—d—e-^—

g

Vin. Hypomixolydian M F (.M) D
(plagal). d—e^—g—a—bMJ—

d

F M D
IX. .£ollan (authentic) a—b^'C—d—e^—g—

a

f MD
X- Hyposeollan (plagal) e>-f—g—a—b^c—d—

e

F M D
XI. *Iiocrian (anthentlc) b^c—d—e~f—g—a—

b

XII. Hypolocrlan F M D
(plagal) f—g—a—b-c—d— e~f

F M D
XTTT . Ionian (aotiientlc) c—d—e-f—g—a—b^c
XIV. Hypolonlan MFD

(plagal) g—a—bM!—d—e-^—

g

*yot nsed, on account of the tritone between B and F.

^3) In the modem Sfstem only two of the historic modes
are retained— the major, equivalent to the Greek Lydian
and the medieval Ionian, and the minor (In Its fuU form),
equivalent to the Greek and medieval j£ollan. These
modes differ from each other In tbe order of their whole
steps and half-steps, as foIlowB:

Major *—
^Mlnor(fnll or descending) * —

("instramental").. *—
(ascending) * —

i ^ * • » ,

See tiuijor, minor, and mile. (V) In medieval nra-sic, a
term by which the relative time-value or rhyth-

mic reUition of notes was indicated. Two kinds
of modes were recognized : the ffreat^ fixing the relation

between the notes called "large" and "lonsr," and the
few, fixing that between those called "long "and "breve";
and each of these kinds might also be per/ect. making the
longer note equal to three of the shorter, or imperfect,

making It equal to two of the shorter.

8t. Measure; melody; harmony.

Mnsyce,sdamysel ofonre howsthat syngethnow lyhtere

moedet at probaayons^ now hevyerc.
Chaucer, EoSthins, iL prose L

9. In lace-making: (a) An unnsnal decorative

stit«h or fashion, characteristic of the pattern

of any sjjeeial sort of laee ; especially, asmaU
piece of snch decorative work inserted in the

psMem of lace. Hence, because snch decorative In-

sertions are more open than the rest of the patt«n, mode
-Is used as eqnlvalent tojour.
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The use of meshed grounds extended [16S0-1720], and
grounds composed entirely of varieties of modes were
made. Encyc. Brit., XIV. 186.

(6) The filling of openwork meshes or the like

between the solid parts of the pattern.— 10, A
garment for women's wear, apparently a man-
tle with a hood, worn in England in the eigh-

teenth century.

Certain wardrobes of the third stoiy were ransacked,
and their contents, in the shape of brocaded and hooped
petticoats, satin sacques, black modes, lace lappets, etc.,

were brought down m armfuls by tbe Abigails.
Charlotte Bronte', Jane Eyre, xvlli.

Accidental mode. See mibgUintial mode.—AAvetbial
mode, that sort of modification of a proposition that may
be effected by the addition of such adverbs aa potiMy and
necessarily.—All the mode, all the fashion ; very fashion-

able.

There laid out 10s. upon pendents and painted leather
gloves, very pretty and 0^2 the mode. Pepys, Diary, I, 404.

Formal mode. Bee formal.— Immediate mode, a mode
which is attributed uumediately to its subject ; mediate
mode, one which Is attributed to its subject by the Inter-

vention of another mode.—Intrinsic mode, in loffle. See
inlringie.—Material mode. See material.—Jlleta.vitl.yA-
cal mode of expression. See mett^hyHcal.—VaxeA
mode, (a) In Tnusic. Bee maneria. (b) pi. In the phi-
losophy of Locke. See del 5—Nominal mode, that sort
of modlflcation of tbe meaning of a proposition which may
be effected by such phrases as " it is possible that," or
"it is necessary that. —Substantial mode, a mode that
affects a substance In so far as it is substance (as, for ex-
ample, existence) -, accidental mode, a mode which only
modifies an accident. = Syn. 1. Method, Way, etc. (see
mannerl), process.

modest (mod), V. i. [< mode^, x.] To conform
to the mode or fashion: with an indefinite it.

[Bare.]

He conid not nuxfe It, or comport either with French
fickleness or Italian pride.

Fiiler, Worthies, Warwick, IIL 274.

modest, n. A Middle EngUsh form of mooflK
mode-book (mod'buk), «. A fashion-book.

Her head-dress cannot be described ; It was like nothing
in the mode-book or out of it.

Mrs. Henry Wood, East Lynne, vlL

model (mod'el), n. and «. [Formerly also moci-
ell (= D. mod';!, = G. Sw. modell = Dan, modid),

< OF. modelle, Y. modile = 8p. Pg. modelo =
It. modello, a model, mold, < L. *modeUm, dim.
of modulus, measure, standard, dim. of m<id.uH,

measure: see mode^, and cf. module, modulus,
mould^, mold'*'.'} I, n. 1. A standard for imi-
tation or comparison; anything that serves
or may serve as a pattern or type ; that with
which something else is made to agree in form
or character, or which is regarded as a fitting

exemplar.
It is natural for men to think that government the best

under which they drew their first breath, and to propose
It as a model and standard for all others.

Bp. Atterbary, Sermons, I. viL

[These works] are pat Into the hands of onr vonth, and
cried up as models for imitation. Gcldsmith, The Bee,

I regarded her as a model, and yet it was a part of her
perfection that she had none of the stiffness of a pattern.

H. James, Jr., ha'a.\sa. Pallant, it

3. Specifically— (a) A detailed pattern of a
thing to be made; a representation, generally
in miniature, of the parts^ proportions, and
other details to be copied in a complete pro-
duction.

HoUandes state, the which I will present
In cartes, in mappes, and eke In models made.

Qascrlgne, Voyage into Holland (1S72).

A dozen angry models jetted steam

:

A petty railway ran. Tennyson, Princess, ProL

A little nwxfe? the Master wrooght,
Which should be to the larger plan
What the child Is to tbe man.

LongfeWne, BaOding of the Ship.

(6) In the fine arts: (1) A living pi:TS0Ti who
serves a painter or sculptor as the type of a
figure he is painting or modeling, or po-es for
thJat purpose during the execution of the work;
also, one who poses before a class to .serve as
an object to be drawn or painted. (2) In sculp-
ture, also, an imageinclay or plaster intended to
be reproduced in stone or metal. (3) A canon,
such as the sculptural canons of Polycletiis and
Lysippus, or the fancied rigid canons for the
human form in ancient Egypt. See drrryphfirmi

and Lygippan.— 3. A plan or mode of forma-
tion or constitution ; type shown or manifes-t-

ed; typical form, style, or method: as, to bnild
a hon.se on the model of a Greek temple; to
form one's style on the model of Addison.

It fa proposition] hath much the mndd and frame of onr
oath of allegiance, but with some modification.

Ikmne, Letters, cxxvt

The church remains accordln;; to the old rn/idd, thongb
it has been ruined and tepaireA.

Pococke, Descriptloo of the Eajit, IL L 133.

modeling
The cathedral at Saltzbarg Is bnilt on tbe model of saint

Peter's at Bome.
Pococke, Description uf the East, IL IL 2ia,

The ship was of a model such as I had never seen, ana
tbe rigging had a musty odor.

a. W. Curtis, Pme and I, p. 147.

4. A mechanical imitation or copy of an ob-
ject, generally on a miniature scale, designed
to show its formation: as, a model of JetTisa-

lem or of Cologne cathedral; a model of the
human body;. JHencc— 5. An exact reproduc-
tion; a facsimile. [Kare.]

I had my father's signet in my parse.
Which was the model of that Danish seaL

Shak., Hamlet, v. 2. 60.

6t. An aVjbreviated or brief fortn. See m.od-

ule, 1.

This gave occasion to the deputy govcraour to write that
treatise about arbitrary government, whicli In; first ten-
derer] to the deputies m a model, and finding it apprmed
by some, and silence In others, he drew It up more at
large. WinUirop, Hist. New England, IL 288.

The New MOdeL Hce fTew Model.

n. a. 1. Serving as a model.— 2. Worthy
to serve as a model or exemplar; exemplary

:

as, a model husband.
There Is a model lodging-house in Westminster, the pri-

vate prcmerty of Lord KInnalrd.
Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. Mi.

Kodel doll, a large figure, more or less rescinbling the
hnman form, sometimes of llfe-fizo, dressed in any fashion
which it may be desired to exemplify, and serving as a
model of dress. Such model dolls were formerly much
used.

model (mod'el), v.; pret. and jjp. modeled or

modelled, -pyr. modeling or nwdellimg, [Formerly
also modell; < F. modeler = Sp. Pg. modelar =
It. TTiodellare, model ; from the noun : see mtxUi,

».] I. trans. 1. To form or plan according
to a model ; make conformable to a pattern or

type ; eonstruet or arrange in a set manner.
By what example can they shew that the form of Church

Discipline mtist be minted and m/nleU'd ont to secular pre-

tences ? MUton, Reformation in Kng., li

Those, mighty Jove, mean time, thy glorious Care,
Who modM Nations.

Prior, I- Irst Hymn of Calllrriachus.

The camp seemed like a community modelled on tbe
principle of Plato's repnfjlic.

Qnoted in PretcaWs Ferd. and Isa., L 14.

[.Vothing] justifies even a suspicion that vertebra are
modelled siittiT an ideal pattern.

//. Spencer, Prin. of BloL, I 210.

2. To mold or shaj^e on or as on a, model
;
give

form to by any means : as, to model a hat on a
block; to model a, ship; siwciflcaUy, in drawing
or painUnf/, to give an apitearance of natural
relief to.

Evfjry face, however full.

Padded round with fiesh and fat.

Is but modeU'd on a skull.

Tentiyson, Vision of Sin, Iv.

3. To make a model of ; execute a eojw or rep-
resentation of; imitate in form: as, to Tmml
a figure in wax.

When they come to m^idel heaven
And calculate the stara. MUton, P. L., THi 79.

Many a ship that sailed the main
Was modelled o'er and o'er again.

LvnyfeUow, Baildlng of the Ship.

H. intranK. 1. To make a model or models;
especially, in the fin^e arlit, to form a work of

some nlastif} material : as, to model in wax.— 2.
To take the form of a model; anHume a typical
or natural apjiearance, or, in a drawing orpaint-
ing, an appearance of natural relief.

The lace now begins to moda said look round.
P. Fowler, Charcoal Drawing, p. 44.

modeler, modeller (mod'el-6r), n. One who
models; especially, one who forms mo<lel» or

figures in clay. wax. or plaster.
modelesat (mod'les), a. [< mode^ + -few.]

Measureless.
Trslng snche mercilesse craeltle to his forraine eri!nile%

and such modeUtue ti^'mr to his native citizens.
Greene, Carde of ^ancie {WSl).

modeline, modelling (mod'el-ing), n. (yer-
bal n. of model, v.} The aet or occupation
of forming moiUAH, or of bringing objects or
figures to a desired form; specifically, in the

fine arts, the act of a sculptor in shaping his

model for any piece of carving, or the art of

shaping models; also, the bringing of surfaces
of the carving itself int') jiroper relief and mod-
ulated relation ; in paintinfj, etc., the rendering
of the appearance of relief and of natural so-

lidity and curvature.

Anew schocdof taxidermists, with new methods, whose
aim is to combine knrrwledge of anatonnr and modMng
with taxlderroic technique, arc now coming to tbe frwi^
and the next generation will discard all processes of
"stnflhig'' in favour of OTOifei;^. Bneyc.BrU.,XXaX,'4).



modelingm pwsMit watt is Twy hippO; gr^aped, itnd nainted
»lth uu«s««l rams, Utoogh even here the iiMrf««uuTn the
numoviQS potlzaits—ostensibly those <rf the Charterhouse
peusMQers—B jwinstaldi^ rather than really Ann or ei-
pressiTe of the stmctnre beneath.

The AtmioHii, May 25, 1SS9, p. S65.

odeUar-tooIs, in om^p., the tools, made of wood,
ooo*. or metal, used by scolptars in toniung their models

M(^eHag-*y)ls.
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moderate, < moder-, modes-, a stem appearing
also in modcstus, moderate, discreet. modi'jt7<
modtis, measure : see mode^ anA modest.} I.
tra»s. 1. To reduce the amount or intensity of;
lesson: reduce; restrain; specifically, to re-
duce from a large amount or great degree to a
mediom quantity or intensity: as, to moderate
the heat of a room; to moderate one's anger,
ardor, or passions.

Ihadrath«
Your art oonld force him t» rerum that aidoar
IV) me I l>ear to hin», or give me power
To tiMdenie my passions.

FMcker (and atuMer ?), Prophetess, it 1.

Fear, . . . if it hare not the licht of tme understand-
ing oonoeming God wherewith to be mcdavteci, hreedeth
likewise superstition. Hot^ier, Bccles. Polity, v. S.

We saw sand cast upon the earth to modonte the fer-
tility. Sand^ Trarailes, p. 9S.

Though Lots RMderatef be (he best of Affections, yet
the Eiticmity of it is the wtost of Passions.

Eater. Chronicles, p. 114.

8. To decide as a moderator: jud^e. [Bare.]

at cJay or plxstor The chief forms now in use are glnQ
in the aooompanyii^ iUttStration.

modeUng-boaidCmod'el-ui^bdrd), tt. Aboard
used in loaio-molaiiig to give shape to the mold.
E. B. Km^U.
modeltng-fda^ (mod'el-ing-kla), n. Fine plas-
tic day, specially prepared foar artists' use iu
modeUugbykneadmgwith glycerin, orby other
methods.
modelins-lofl (mod'el-in^ldft), N. Same as
moid-ioft^

modellB|hpIane(mod'el-in^-plan\H. laearp..
a sliort plane used for planing on roimded sur-
faces. It is from 1 to 5 incies long, and from
J inch to i inches wide. E. H. Knitflit.

raodelin^-stand (mod'd-in^-stand), «. Li
^Yw/j>., a small wooden table with a round mov-
a)>le top, at a eouyeuieut height., used for sup-
p<xtiiig a mass of day while the sculptor is at
"KXtrk upon it. T1>e sbmi. whitA is ssnaUy noonted
on thre«I«s^hK a Oat pieee of «<ood 9et hoiiwntadly be-
tween the le^ about kalt-«ay <knn^ on wfaidi modeong-
tixit^ etc. may he laid.

modelixet (mod*ei42>. r. fc [<•«><?<?? + -««.] To
frame according to a model; give shape to;
mdd. B. Jom^ofk.

Which sivai [? deroat bm^lers wHl undeitake to manage
and W!^7ijr,

AV, h nniaa, Taais of the Chnrdi, p. 4^6. (Dma.')

modeller, modellins. ^W mo^^er. modelimp.
model-'WOOd (mod'el-wM), «. The hard lisht-

cdoped w»od of the mldaceous tree J3litia

(JVij«<*ii») ^vr^difalki, [India.]
Modene8e(mo-de-4tes'or-nei'\i>.andH. [<It.

.yt^«i:>r,< Jftxfrwff, Modena.] L <3- Of or be-
longing t)0 Modena,

II. », <iiig.<yipL Anative or an inhabitant of
the city or proTince or former duehy of ]fodeua
in northern Italv; people of Modena,
moder't, «> AMHole Englishfonu of Motih^i

.

JBOder-t, r. t [< OF. moSnr, F. moderrr = Sji.

Pir. moderar = It, moderare-, < L. moderart. reg-
ulate: see «w<ter«*r,] To moderate; regtilate,

es^iecially the temper or disposition: calm;
qiuet,

Gladly tlie tiro dakcs of Beniey and Bi^csoane voide
haae mttm»i that v,^U^E. boT th«« might nat be herde,

JS^nwv^ IT. .--f }>c*ssjir* > Chion.. TL dxxxriL

Tfc«setpdjTsr« snmewltatiiHuicfwi dr'Tt^^^aMnBeshaites,
si< thatth^wa« nere at the pcgmti' to iuue bi«t»» their
n$pi5«. fiantirc, 17. of ftotesait's ChroiL, m. dxxxrii.

moderaUet, •- [< I*, nt^davbili:^. moderate, <
BKiifefwiy. moderate: see mutderaie., r.] Tem-
perate; moderate. Oatixram,
Modendo (mod-e-iS'do), ». [< $p. mt^era^c.
moderate.] In mod. .N'twas* >/>..-'.. a meipber <rf

a pditieal party of c<uis»T«tive tendendes.
modemtoet, «-' P4E.. < OF. aKximmor = It.

nh>iit4w«3«, < ULi. motkramtia., moderation, < L.
nmkTia3>(t-\g. ppr. trf wtximnv. moderate: see
BhirfcTW*!. rO lloderation. C-nrton.

modswitism (mod'e^tan-^lDu), m. [< F. Modlr^

r««^''^wf. < sKkdl^tmi^i^. of «»>d!p«rr, regulate

:

sr-e i»<»«ilMiffle.] Tfce practice or profe^ion of
moderation, esi^edaDy in political opinion or
™fs#iires: a tennused in France dtaiiiir and
since the arst revolntimi with reference to the
ctess of p»?rsoiis called wtierwfeg in a political

sense.

b Pairs KcJbeE^ienre detaniteed tolaeraase Ihepres-
!«re«f the IVinvir: iw orr shoald a«r.sf Mm of Madmn-
ttei. SWquc fir«., sx. eon.

moderate <mod'e-ratV r. : pi«tt. and pp. oKxipr-

«»)< {^. mtodt^itimg. [< L. aHXipnites. pp. of
w^Mlermrt (> ult. S. •oAr*\ regulate, rrstrain.

K passelh mine ability to modtnte the question.
it Ocmc, Surrey of Cornwall

It any of them gradse this book a room, and suspect it

of new or dangerous docGrine, you wlio kimw us all can
best moderate. Dmrnt, Letter^ Vn.

=Syn. 1. To mitigate, abater appease^ padty, quiet, as-
suag>e, soothe, soften.

n. imtroHS. 1. To become less violent, se-
vere, rigorous, or intense : as. the storm begins
to moderate.

JCne heite fw thee is disconsolate.
My paiues also nothing me moderaU.

ImmtatMiaH ^llarj) MagtMeK. L 516.

When his profit modtrmted^
The fury itf his heart abated.

S. BmUr, Hudibras, UL it 46$.

2. To preside as a moderator, as at a meeting.
—To moderate In a eaQ, in Plesbytoian chniehes, to
preside at a congr^atioinl meeting at which a call is
addr^sed to a minister—a dutyponmned by a minister
of the presbytery to which the ooi^regation bctongs.

moderate (.mod'enrat), a, and n. [< L. mode-
nitMjt (> It. moderato = Sp. Pg. moderado = F.
•MxMf*), pp. of mioderare^ regolate: see moder-
ate^ r.] L <i. 1. Restrained ;"temperftte; keep-
ing within somewhat restricted limits in action
or opinion ; avoiding extremes or excess ; think-
ing or acting soberly or temperatdv: as, to be
moderate in all things ; a m^erate drinker.

Th^ were naticratc Divines : indeed, neitha hot nor
cold. Miih^ifk, Bef^oxm&tion in Eng.. i

The madenric sort of men thus qualified,

Inclined tlie Ijalance to the better side.

Dryden. Atis. and Achit., 1. 75.

2. Thinking, speaking, or acting with habitual
slowness: very deliberate. [CoUoq.]—S. Of
things, limited in extent, amount, or degree:
not extreme, excessive, or remarkable; re-
stricted: medium: as, wojferwtif wealth or^v-
eity; a moderate qnantitr; moderate opinions
or ahiUty; modemte weadier or exercise.

The>>e is not so much left to furnish out
A HMiiMStr table. SlMt.. T. (tf A., iii. 4. 117.

His IJames II. 's] pretensions were atedemte when com-
pared with those wliich he put forth a fewnxmths later.

Matm>d*s, Hisi^ Eng., t1

The play had a madtratf snoc^^ beii^ acted but seven
times. JL Jnhnw^ Sdections from $tede. Int., p. xx.

= Syn. 1. Modtrgtt, Tlawjxjwlie. reasonable- jndicions, mild.
When used absolutely. mcieroEtf nearly always refers to a
pcrson^s temper or Ofonions. whoeas tanptwOe samilaiiy

sed genewUy refers to s thts.™"s habits in respect to
bodily indn^ence: a wifn;;,' man is one irl;» is D,^t ex-
treme in his views or vit^ent in his sentimatts: a tew-
pavH man. <»« wlio is not addicted to ovet>-induIg«>ce
either in eatin$r or in drinking.

TT, H, One who is moderate in opinion or ae-

tiom; one who is opposed to extreme views or
cionrses, especially m politics or rdigion. ^a\

Oneof a political party in ^^in: same as JToaiawn.x ,^^

to IVeiK* JMft.. in the revolBtJooaiy petfcd, one of Taiior.s

parlies or factions fallii« sb«t <! die Tsdowe of the
Jacobins^ as the Gitondins. Dantonists, etc (e) [ei^] In
Slmtfiidi «c«i(s. Uf«., one <rf a party in the national dinivh,
oi^isating oatiy in the eighteaith century, whi<^ while
Iiss strict in doctrine, discipline, and isaiciioe than the
rival evai^elical party, inaste.1 particularly<m the main-
temaoe of lay patronage, i:id opposed tie claims of pa-
rishioners to have a vc«ce in ilie chii.^e of th^ ministes^
It was the stn^^e gainst M.xieratisru that led to the
Dlsniplion of IStS and the formatioa of the Free Church
of SoMland.

moderately ^mod'e-rat-li\ atlr. In a moderate
manner, or to a moderate degree, amount, or
extent; not excessively: as, water mf-dentt^g
warm.

.- loi^ lore dodi so.

~^3h«k, B. and J., ii. & 14,
Therefore love

moderateness (mod'e-rat-nes'^. m. The state

or character ofbeingmoderate : temperateness

:

moderator

a middle state between extremes : as, the mod-
crat(iit.<s of the heat : used commonly of things,
as moderation is of persons.
moderation (mod-e-nVshou), «. [< of. mode-
ratioH,, F. nioihrdthn = Sp. moderadon = Pg.
moderado = It. tii<iii<ro:i,:hi, < L. moderatiot,ii-),

moderating, < moderare, pp. moderatus, moder-
ate: see moderate, t'.] 1. The act of moderr*
ing or restraining; the process of temperin
lessening, or mitigating.

And what is all virtue but a modenMon of excesses?
South, Sermons, ^^.

2. The state or quality of being moderate or
keeping a due mean between opposite ex-
tremes; freedom from excess: temperance;
due restraint.

"Moderation is a good mean, though men desire a great
deal." *• Mesure is a mery mene " was a proverb, and is
quoted by Skeltou in his "Magnificence," L 3S5.

Ktehard the Eeddess, Notes, p. 23S.

Let vour moderation be known onto all men.
Pha iv- a.

Pamd. Be moderate, be moderate.
Ores, Why tell yon me of moderation f

Shak., T. and &, iv. 4. S.

The winds, that never moderation knew.
Afraid to blow too much, too faintly blew.

Dryden, Astnea Bedux, L 248.

8. Habitual slowness of thought, speech, or ac-
tion; great deliberation. [Colloq.]—4. The
act of presiding over, regulating, or directdng as
a moderator.— 5. pi. In the University of Ox-
ford, Kngland, the first public examination for
degrees.

The introduction of English Literature as a special sub-
jed; either in Moderaliont or in the final Schools.

Qwaiedy Rn., CXSVIL 257.

I believe that a man who has taken a good Class in
XodenMont would, so far as mental Izaiiiing is concern-
ed, do wisely in ta^ng up afresh subject, especiallyKod-
eca History. SMUk. Medieval and Modem Hist, p. S&.

=S;fn. 3. Forbearance, equanimity, sobriety, self-re-

slnunt, mfldness, composure, calmness.

moderatism (mod'e-ra-tizm), N, [< moderate,
a., + -«SH(.] 1. Tfie state or character of be-
ii^ moderate, in any sense. Specifically— 2.
[cop.] The attitude" and practice of the Mod-
erates in the Chtirch of Scotland. See moder-
ate, n. (e).

The following year (17^) Wesley ordained ministers
for Scotland. There ms societies were quite outside of
the established Fresbyterianism of the day, with its luke-
warm awdcratWHu Bncyc BrIL, XVL 187.

An idealising and illusive fervour which arose in an-
tagonism to the moderation, or somnolenoe in religious
matters, which had long been ivevalent.

Aftn&wgJi Rm., CTVTV. 4.

moderatist (mod'e-rirtist), n. [< moderate, a.,

+ -tsf.] One who is characterized by or pro-
fesses moderatism; a moderate.
moderate (mod-e-rS'to), adr. [It.: see moder-
ate, a.2 In mHsie, at amoderate pace ortempo

;

when combined with other terms, moderately:
as, allegro wodrrato, moderately fast. Abbre-
viated wod,
moderator (mod'e-ra-tgr), «. [= F. modera-
tetir = Sp. I^. Motferador = It. moderaiore, <
L. Moderator, one who regulates or governs,
< moderare, regulate: see moderate, r.] 1. One
who or that tndeh moderates, restrains, or re-
presses.

As by the former figure we vse to enfcHt^e our senoe^ so
by anottierwe temper our sence with wMdes ofsn^ inod-
oation as in aiqiearannce it abateth it but not in deede;, and
is by the ^ure Liptote, which tha<dore I call the Moder-
•tor. PiatadtBin, Arte of Enc. Poesie, p. 15S,

Ai^Iing wa^ after tedious study, a calmer of unquiet
thoughts, a utoderator of p:issions. and procnrer of oon-
tentedness. I. Wtdton^ Complete Angla-.

2. In »i«<;rt\*i>>j)y, a device used to diminish the
intensity or vary the eharaeter of the light
which iiltmiinates the object: it consists com-
monly of a screen of opal glass, ground glass,
or glass of a pale-bine or neutzal tint—Sf. Aa
xunpire ; a judge.

^-vl is appointed Bmieratar in this onr conlniversie.
Greens, manetomachiak

The magistrates deidared to them (what they tefimed
to forbear ^leech unseasonably, though the Modernlnrs de-
fied them) that, if theywould not forbear, it would prove
a chnl disturbance. WimHavp, Hist New Bn^and, L 3S5.

4. The personwho presides at a meeting or dis-

putation : now used chiefly in churches of the
Presbyterian and Congregational order (ss. the
mioderator of a presbytery or of the General As-
sembly^, and in town-meetings in the TTnited

States.— 5. In the universities of Cambridge
and Oxford, one of the pnbUe officers appointed
to superintend the examinations for honors
and degrees : so called because they formerly
had to moderate or i reside in the exercises at



moderator

undergraduates for the degree of bachelor of
arts.— 6. A moderator-lamp.
moderator-lamp (mod'e-ra-tpr-lamp), n. A
form of lamp in which the oil is forced through a
tube up toward the wick by a piston pressing on
its surface, to which a downwardimpulseis com-
municated by means of a spiral spring situated
between it and the top of the barrel or body of
the lamp. The passage of the oil up the tube is so reg-
ulated or moderated by an ingenious internal arrangement
of the tube that its ilow is uniform, hence the name.

moderatorship (mod'e-ra-tor-ship), n. [< mod-
erator + ship.'] The'offioe'of moderator.

moderatress (mod'e-ra-tres), n. [< F. mocUra-
iriee = It. moderatrice, < L. moderatrix, fem. of
moderator: see moderator.] Same as modera-
tnx. Fuller, Ch. Hist., 11. ii. 90.

moderatrix (mod'e-ra-triks), n. [< L. mode-
ratrix, fem. of moderator : see moderator. Cf.
moderatress.] 1. A woman who moderates or
governs : used sometimes figuratively.

Wisdom (from aboue)
Is th' only MocUratrix, spring, and guide.
Organ and honour of all Gifts beside.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's WeelM, ii.. The Magnlfloence.

2t. A female umpire or judge.

Ill sit as moderatrix, If they press you
With over-hard conditions.

Massinffer, City Madam, ii. 2.

The debate was closed, and referred to Mrs. Shirley as
moderatrix.

Sichardson, Sir Charles Grandison, VI. 387. (Dames.)

modern (mod'em), a. and n. [= D. G. Sw.
modern = Dan. moderne, < F. moderne = Sp. Pg.
It. moderno, < LL. modernus, of the present time,
modem, < nioder-, modes-, a stem appearing also

in moderare, regulate, modestus, discreet (see
moderate, modest), < modus, measure (with ref

.

to L. modo, just now, only, but, prop. abl.

of modus, lit. 'by measure'): see mode^. Cf.

L. hodiernus, of to-day, < hodie, to-day: see
liodiern.] I. a. 1. Pertaining to the present
era, or to a period extending from a not very
remote past to the passing time ; late or recent,

absolutely or relatively; not ancient or remote
in time. With reference to history, modem is opposed
to either aiicieiht or Tnedieml—modern history comprising
the history of the world since the fall of the Koman em-
pire, or since the close of the middle ages (see middle
ages, under age); but the word is often used in a much
more limited sense, according to the subject or occasion

:

as, modem fashions, tastes, inventions, science, etc., gen-
erally referring to the comparatively brief period of from
one to three or four generations. See modern languages,
below. Abbreviated mod.

Some of the ancient, and likewise divers of the modem
writers, that have laboured in natural maglck. Boom.

Garcilasso de la Vega appears to have been one of those
dubious politicians who, to make use of a modem phrase,
are always "on the fence."

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 19, note.

Man is, after all, according to the boldest speculations

of the geologist, among the most modern of living crea-

tures. Enoyc. Brit., II. 342.

Montaigne is really the first modem writer— the first

who assimilated his Greek and Latin, and showed that an
author might be original and charming, even classical, if

he did not try too hard.
Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 339.

2. Not antiquated or obsolete; in harmony
with the ideas and habits of the present: as,

modern fashions; modern views of life.— 3t.

Common; trite; general; familiar; trivial.

Full of wise saws and modern instances.

Shah., As you Like it, ii. 7. 166.

Betray themselves to every modern censure, worse than
drunkards. SAot*., As you Like it, iv. 1. 7.

Alas ! that were no modem consequence.
B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 3.

4. Infeer. Seeawc«e»<l, 5.—Modemcivlllaw. See
civil law, under eivU.

—

Modem EngUsb. See English, 2.

—Modem epoch, in geol, sometimes (though rarely)

used as the equivsdent of recent, and by this is generally

meant the latest division of the Quaternary, or, as some-

times called, the "Human period.'"—Modem formal
logic the logic of De Morgan and of Boole and their fol-

lower's.—Modem geometry, Greek, Hebrew, history.
See the nouns.—Modem impression, in engraving, an

impression taken from an old plate which has beeu worked
over and put into condition for reprinting.—Modern lan-

guages, properly, all languages now living, but usually

limited to certain living languages as opposed to ancient

Latin and Greek, especially in a restricted sense to those

civilized languages of the present time which have special

literary and historical importance, namely French, Ger-

man, Italian, and Spanish, with English, in the first rank

(two or more of these being usually included in the prov-

ince of a "professor of modem languages") and Dutch,

Danish, Norwegian, Swedish, Icelandic, etc. , in the second.

The phrase being chiefly scholastic or academical, those

great modern languages less studied by English students,

as Russian, New Greek, Turkish, Arabic, Hindustani, etc.,

are usually ignored in this classification.-Modem Lat-

in See Latm. =Syn. 1. Recent, Late, etc. See new.

II. n. 1. One who has lived or lives inmodem
times, or who lives at the present day. in dis-
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tinction from one of the ancients, or from one
who lived in time past.

There are modems who, with a "slight variation, adopt
the opinion of Plato. Boyle, On Colours.

Some in ancient Books delight,

Others prefer what Modems write.
Prior, Alma, i.

It would be impertinent in a modem to pretend to say
Betterton did not possess all those graces and qualities

which formed the complete actor.

Life of Quin (reprint 1887), p. 12.

2. One who adopts new views and opinions.

moderner (mod'6r-n6r), ». One who adopts
modern styles of thought, expression, manners,
etc.

Report(which our modemers clepe flundring Fame) puts
mee in memorye of a notable jest I heard long agoe.

Nashe, Pierce PenUesse (1592).

modernisation, modernise, etc. See modern-
ization, etc.

modernism (mod'6r-nizm), n. [= Sp. Pg. mo-
dernismo; a& modern + -ism.] 1. A deviation
from ancient manner or practice; something
recently made or introduced; especially, a
modem phrase, idiom, or mode of expression.

Scribblers send us over their trash in prose and verse,

with abominable curtailings and quaint modernisms.
Swift.

2. Modern cast or character; a modern method
of thinking, or the habit of regarding matters
from a modem point of view. [Bare.]

The intense modernism of Mr. Fronde's mind.
Saturday Sev.

modernist (mod'fer-nist), n. [= p. moderniste
= Sp. Pg. modernista; as modern + 4st.] 1 . A
modem.
Something is amiss . . . which even his brother modern-

ists themselves, like ungrates, do whisper so loud.
Swift, Tale of a Tub, ix.

2. One who admires or prefers that which is

modem; especially, an advocate of modem
learning, or of the study of modern languages,
in preference to the ancient.

The modemM of to-day demands the abolition of Greek
as a required study in a liberal course.

E. J. James, Pop. Sci. Mo., XXIV. 291.

modernity (mo-d6r'ni-ti), ». [= F. modernity
=It. modernitd; asmodern + -ity.] 1. The qual-

ity or state ofbeingmodem ; modernism in time
or spirit. [Rare.]

Now that the poems [Chatterton's] have been so much
examined, nobody (that has an ear) can get over the Tno-

demity of the modulations.
Walpole, Letters, IV. 297 (1782). (Dames.)

He is a pupil of Boulanger and Lefebvre, and thorough-
ly French in the modernity and quality of his vision.

Harpers Mag., LXXIX. 510.

2. Something that is modem.
But here is a modernity which beats all antiquities for

curiosity. Walpole, Letters, I. 313 (1753). (Dames.)

modernization (mod"er-ni-za'shon), n. [< mod-
ernize + -ation.] The act of modernizing, or

the state of being modernized. Also spelled

modernisation.

modernize (mod'6r-niz), v. t.
;

pret. and pp.
modernized, ppr. modernizing. [< F. moderniser
= Sp. modernizar = Pg. modernisar; as modern
+ -ize.] To give a modern character or appear-
ance to; adapt to modern persons, times, or

uses; cause to conform to modem ideas or

style : as, to modernize the language of an old

writer. Also spelled modernise.

From the stifl and antiquated phraseology which he
adopted, I have thought it necessary to modern'^ it a
little. Barhttim, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 209.

modernizer (mod'6r-ni-zer), n. One who mod-
ernizes or renders modem. Also spelled mod^
erniser.

No unsuccessful modernizer of the Latin satirists.

Wakefiiid, Memoirs, p. 76.

modernlyt (mod'em-li), adv. [< modern + -ly^.]

In modern times.

Thir [the Romans'] Leader, as some modemly write, was
Gallio of Ravenna. Milton, Hist. Ing., ill.

modernness (mod'em-nes), «. The quality or

character of beingmodem ; conformity to mod-
ern ideas or ways ; recentness.

The modernness of all good books seems to give me an
existence as wide as man.

Emerson, Nominalist and Realist.

The more we know of ancient literature the more we
are struck with its modernness.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 178.

modest (mod' est), a. [< F. modest^ = Sp. Pg.

It. modesto, < L. modestus, moderate, keeping
measure, discreet, modest, < modes-, a stem ap-

pearing as moder- in moderare, moderate, < mo-
dus, measure: see mode\ moderate.] .1. Eetir-

modesty

ing in disposition or demeanor ; restrained by a
sense of propriety, humility, or diffidence ; not
ostentatious, bold, or forward; unobtrusive.

And we see him as he moved,
How modest, kindly, all-accomplish'd, wise.

Tennyson, Idylls of the King, Ded.

2. Acting with decorum or delicacy; restrained

by chaste or scrupulous feelings ;
pure in thought

and conduct.

And, that augmented all her other prayse,

She modest was in all her deedes and words.
Spenser, F. Q., IV. ii. 85.

Mistress Ford, the honest woman, the modest wife.
Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 2. 136.

Thou woman, which wert born to teach men virtue,

Fair, sweet, and modest maid, forgive my thoughts

!

Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, v. 5.

3. Manifesting or seeming to manifest humil-
ity, propriety, or decorum ; not gaudy, showy,
or meretricious.

That women adorn themselves in modest apparel
1 Tim. ii, 9.

In peace there's nothing so becomes a man
As modest stillness and humility.

Shak., Hen. V., iil, 1. 4.

The yellow violet's modest bell

Peeps from the last year's leaves below.
Bryant, The Yellow Violet.

4. Moderate; not excessive or extreme; not
extravagant : as, a modest computation ; a mod-

est fortune.
Modest wisdom plucks me

From over-credulous haste.
Shak., Macbeth, iv. 3. 119.

I have in the relation of my wrongs
Been modest, and no word my tongue deliver'd

To express my insupportable injuries

But gave my heart a wound.
Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Theodoret, ii, 1.

5. Unpretentious.
There is, it is true, a modest hotel for the use of those

who make a short visit. Nineteenth Century, XXIV. 487.

=Syn. 1. Unassuming, unpretending, coy, shy. See bash-

fulness.— 2. Decent, chaste, virtuous.

modestlesst (mod'est-les), a. [Irreg. < modest

+ -less.] Without modesty.

Alas ! how faithless and how modesUess
Are you, that, in your Ephemerides,
Mark th' yeer, the month, and day, which euermore
Gainst years, mouths, dayes shall dam vp Satumes dore

!

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 1.

modestly (mod'est-U), ado. In a modest man-
ner ; with due reserve, propriety, or decorum

;

unobtrusively; delicately; moderately: as, tO'

speak modestly of one's achievements; to be-

have, dress, or live modestly.

modesty (mod'es-ti), ». [< ME. modesUe, <

OF. (and F.) modestie = Sp. Pg. It. modestia,

< L. modesUa, moderation, < modestus, modest:
see modest.] 1. The quality of being modest;

moderation ; freedom from exaggeration or ex-

cess.

Modestie : which worde not being knowen in the Eng-
lyshe tongue, ne of all them whiche vnderstonde Latine, ex-

cepte they had red good auctonrs, they improperly named
this vertue dyscrecion. Sir T. Elyot, The G overnour, L 25.

2. Retiring disposition or demeanor; disincli-

nation to presumption, ostentation, or self-as-

sertion ; unobtrusiveness ; reserve proceeding
from absence of over-confidence or self-esteem.

Suit the action to the word, the word to the action ; with
this special observance, that you o'erstep not the modesty
of nature. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2, 21.

There is a kind of confession in your looks which your
modesties have not craft enough to colour.

Shak., Hamlet, IL 2. 289.

The people carried themselves with much silence and
modesty. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 91.

Modesty is a kind of shame or bashfulness proceeding
from the sense a man has of his own defects compared
with the perfections of him whom he comes before.

SojrtA, Sermons, II. iv.

Nextto Sir Andrew in the club-room sits Captain Sen-

try, a gentleman of great courage, good understanding, but
invincible modesty. He is one of those that deserve very

well, but are very awkward at putting their talents within
the observation of such as should t^ke notice of them.

Steele, Spectator, No. 2.

3. Decorous feeling or behavior
;
purity or del-

icacy of thought or maimer ; reserve proceed-
ing from pure or chaste character.

Talk not to a lady in a way that modesty will not pennit
her to answer, Richardjson, Clarissa Harlowe.

The sister of St, Gregory of Nyssa was afflicted with a can-
cer inher breast, butcould not bear that a surgeon should
see it, and was rewarded for her modesty by a miraculous
cure. Leclcy, Europ, Morals, II. 338.

= Syn, 2. Diffidence, Shyness, etc. See bashfulness.

modestyt (mod'es-ti), V. t. [< modesty, n.] To
lose from modesty: with away. [Rare.]

Twice already have you, my dear, if not oltener,7m)<Jes«i/'(i

away such opportunities as you ought not to have slipped.
Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, IV. 88. (Davies.)



modesty-bit

modesty-bitf (mod'es-ti-bit). 71. Same as mod-
esty-piece.

SmQe if yon will, yoimg ladies
: yonrgreat-grandmoHiers

wore large hoops, peaked stomaGheis, and modetty-biu.
Smdhey, The Doctor, lyL (Dana.)

modesty-piecet (mod'es-ti-pes), n. See the
quotation.
A narrov lace . . . which runs aloiig the npper pa(t of

the stays before. . . . being ... a part of the tncker,
. . . la . • . called the modasty-pieet,

AddigOFiy Goaidian, ^N'o. lis.

modicityt (mo-dU 'i-ti), n . [< F. modici te= Pg.
modtcidade, < ML. modieHa{t-)s, moderateness,
< L. modicits, moderate, < modus, measure : see
modicum, f?i«<fel.] Moderateness; meanness:
littleness.. Cotgrare.
modicom (mod'i-kmn), n. [< L. modicum, neut.
of modicus, moderate, small, lit. keeping within
due measure, < modus, measure: see model.]
1. A small or moderate quantity; a scanty or
meager allowance ; a limited amount or degree.

Thongh nature weigh onr talenta, and dispense
To era; man his modicum at sense.

Cowper, OonTeatsation, L 2.

2. Any small thing; a diminutive person.
Marc "Where ape yon, you modieuni, yon dwarf ?
Mori. Sxxe, giantess, hereL

MasgingeTt Dnke of Milan, iL

3t. Something eaten to provoke thirst.

There wasnobootetobidmnnefor dramstodrlTedown
this undigested moddieombe.

ArmSa, Sest of Mnnies (1608). (iTonsg.)

Lay open all thy secrets and the mystical hieroe^yphick
of rashers a* tji' coales, vnadieum^ and shoTing-homes.

DeOoT, GuU's Hornbook (160»X

modifiability (mod-i-fi-a-bil'i-ti), n. [< modi-
fiable + -i^.- see -6i7i^.] Capability or sus-
ceptibility of being modified or varied, as in
character, type, form, or function.
living matter once originated, there is no necessity for

another origination, since the hypothesis postulates the
unlimited, though perhaps not indefinite, modifiability of
such matter. Miaity, Anit. Invert, p. 41.

Other causes than those which are usual become con-
ceivable ; other effects can be imagined ; and hence there
comes an increasing modi^dbQity of opinion.

H. Speiuxr, Frin. of FsychoL, § 486.

modifiable (mod'i-fi-a^bl), a. [< F. modifiable,
< L. as if *modifieaSilis, < modifieare, modify

:

see modify."] Capable of being modified or va-
ried; capable of being changed in character,
type, form, or function.

It appears to me more difficult to conceive a distinct
visible image in the uniform nnvariable essence of God
than in variously wdi^fiable matter.

Loete, Examination of Malebranche.

At the same time ... we clearly recognize the limits
which separate what is modifiable from what is nnmodi-
flabl& e. H. Leuxs, Probs. of life and Hind, XL 26.

modifiableness (mod'i-fi-a-bl-nes), n. Modifi-
ability.

Boffon, who contended for the modifiablenas of species.
Pop. ScC Mo., XyyiTT. 117.

modificablef (mod'i-fi-ka-bl), a. [< L. as
if *modifieabiHs, modifiable: see modifiabJe.']

Same as modifiable. Bailey.

modificatef (mod'i-fi-kat), r. t. [< Ii. modifir-

eatus, pp. of modifieare, moderate : see modify."]
To qualify; modify.
He [Christ] shall reign for ever and ever, not onlytothe

modifieated eternity of his mediatorship, . . . bat also to
the complete eternity of the duration of his humanity.

Bp. Pearson^ The Creed, vi.

modificatioil (mod'i-fi-ka'shon), n. [< P. modi-
fication = Sp. modificacion =r Pg. modificoi^
= It. modificazione, < L. modificatio(n-), a mea-
suring, < modifieare, limit, control, modify: see
modify.] 1. Determination by a mode or qual-
ity; qnalifieation.

The use hereof [of sense] being only to minister to the
modification of life in the vital principle, wherein the es-

sence of sense doth consist,

JIT. Grew, Cosmologia Sacra, IL 3.

2. The act or process of modifying or altering

in character, form, or function ; the act or pro-
cess of producing variation.

Unity (rf type, maintained under ezfremedissimilarities
of form and mode of life, is explicable as resulting from
descent with modification; but is otherwise inexplicable

H. ^)ai«er,Frin.of BioL, §136.

3. Alteration or change: often specifically in

the sense of abatement or reduction.

The chief ... of all signes ... is Humane voices and
the several modijicatiom hereof by the Organs of Speech,

viz. the Letters of the Alphabet, formed by the sevaal
Motions of tlie Mouth. Holder, Elem. of Speech, p. &
For those progressive modifications upon modifications

which organic evolution implies,wefinda sufficient cause
in the modifications after modifications which every_ en-

vironment over the Earth's surface has been undergoing,
tiiroaghont all geologic and pre-geologic times.

H. Spencer, Prin. of BioL, § 169.
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4. The result of variation or alteration; that
which marks or shows variation of character,
form, or function; mode, form, or condition
reached through process of change, or through
being modified.

If it [the sool] be neither matter nor any modification
of rnaOa. Clarlt, Tto Mr. DodswelL

The ^aiA modifieation is properly the bringing a thing
into a certain mode of existence, hot it is very commonly
employed for the mode of existence itself.

Sir W. BamHton, Metaph., vilL

Every act of will for the control of the mental train, or
for the apperception of an object of sense, trough con-
centrated attention, is defined by some particular mental
state or mod^ieation upon which it is directed.

G. T. Lttdd, PhysioL Psychology, pu 537.

5. In SeoU Jaic, the determining of the amount
of the stipend of the minister of a parish. This
is fixed by a decision of the Court of Teinds,
called a decree of modification.—6. In music,
same as temperament.—jjaJussA mental modifica-
tion, an unconscious activity of mind. HamHton.—Men-
tal modification, a state of themind.=Syn. Change, al-

teraUou, variation, qualification.

modificatiTe (mod'i-fi-kS-tlv), n. [= F. modi-
ficatif= Sp. Pg. It. modificaUvo; as modificate
+ -ice.] That which mo<£fies or serves to mod-
ify or qnaUfy.
We may observe that the Spirit of Truth ttself, where

numbers and measures are concerned, in times, places,
and persons, useth the aforesaid modifieatioes ['^almost"
and "very nigh "]. PvOer, Worthies, I. xiL

modificator (mod'i-fi-ka-tor), n. [< modificate
+ -or.] A modifier.

Nibogen is an agent distinctly sedative and anti-catar-
dial; sulphuretted hydrogen, a modificator of the skin
and of muconsmembranes. Snmee, XIT. 318.

modificatory (mod'i-fi-ta-to-ri), a. [< modifi-
cate + -ory.] Tending to modify or produce
change in form or condition; modifying.
A certain modificatory syllable.

WTatn^y life and Growth of Lang., p. 13L

modifier (mod'i-fi-er), rt. One who or that which
modifies.

modify (mod'i-fi), f. t. ; pret. and pp. modified,
ppr. modifying. [< ME. modifien, < F. modifier
= Sp. Pg. modifiear = It. modifieare, < L. modi-
fieare, limit, control, regulate, deponent, modi-
ficari, measure off, set bounds to, moderate,
< modus, measure, + faeere, make: see mode^
and -Jy.] 1. To qualify; especially, to mod-
erate or jreduce in extent or degree. i

Of his grace
He modifies his first severe decree. Dryden,

Morton, at once archbishop and chancellor, allowed his
jm^ment on a fraudulent executor to be modeled by the
reflexion that he would be " damn^ in helL"

Stui)t)s, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 317.

2. To change the properties, form, or function
of; give a new form to; alter slightly or not
very much; vary : as, to modify the terms of a
contract ; a prefix modifies the sense of a word

;

light is modified by its transmission through
certain media. In crystallography one crystalline form
is said to modify another when the ^o occur together in
the same crystal, the modified form predominating ; thu^
the cube may be modified by the trapezohedron. A highly
modified ciy^ital is one showing a lai^e nomber of different

crystalline forms.

The sixteenth statute doth me grete grevaunce.
Bat ye must that relesse or modifit.

Court of Love, L 1014.

The middlepartof the broad beam of white light which
fell upon the paper did, witiiont any confine of shadow to
modify it, become coloured all over with one uniform col-

our. Neujtojt, Opticks.

Modify implies iiie continued existence of the subject-

matter to be modified, but with some change or qualifica-

tion in form or qualities without touching Hie mode of
creation. It implies no power to create or bring into ex-

istence, but only the power to chan^-3 or vary in some par-
ticular an already created or existm^- thlxig.

State V. Laofence, 12 > "^;g. 297.

13ins I can understand how a flower and a bee might
slowlybecome, either simultaneously orone after the oth-
er, modified and adapted to each other in the most i>ertect

manner, by the continued preservation of allthe individu-
als which presented slight deviations of structure mutu-
ally favorable to each
other. Donrin, Origin

[of Species, p. 98.

Modified logic. See
pure logic, under logic.

modii, n. Plural of
modius.

modilichf, adi-. A
Middle EngUsh
form of moodily.

modillion (mo-dil'-

yon), n. [< OP', mo-
dillov. modiglion. F.

modiUon = Sp. mo-
dUlon = Pg. modi-
IMo, < It. modiglione,

modnlant

a modillion, < L. modulus, a model: see model,
module, modulus.] In arch., a block carved into
the form of an enriched bracket, used normally
under the corona in the cornice of the Corin-
thian and Composite, and occasionally of the
Roman Ionic, orders, and in Renaissance and
modem designs based upon these, and also in
appropriate forms in the various medieval
styles; a corbel; a bracket. Compare mutule.
Also spelled modiJlon—Angular modllUon, amo-
dUlion at the return of a cornice, in the diagonal vertical
plane passing through the angle or miter of the cornice.*

Modiola fmo-di'o-la), n. [XL.. < L. modiolus.
a bucket on a water-wheel, nave of a wheel, etc.:

s,ee modiolus.] In
conch., a. common
and well-known
genus ofmussels,
of the familyMy-
tilidte, much re-
sembling Myti-
lus, but uot hav-

Hoise-mussel llfodiala litk^luxst^\

Romanesque Modillion.

Church of Celle {Loire), France.

ing the mnbones terminal; the horse-mussels.
Jf. modidta and M. plicatvla are abundanton European and
American beaches. There are numerous others, some of
great size, all resembling the common mussel Also Mo-
diolus.

modiolar (mo-di'6-lar), a. [= F. modiolaire; as
modiolus + -iar^.J Bame as modiolifomi.
modioli, ". Plural of modiolus, 1.

modioliform (mo-di'o-li-form), a. [< L. modt-
olus; a bucket on a water-wheel, a nave (see
modiolus and JvL. Modiola), + forma, form.]
1. Shaped like the nave of a wheel; barrel-
shaped.— 2 In conch., resembling a mussel of
the genu? Modiola; mytiliform or mytiloid.

—

3. BesembUng a modiolus; colmnelliform or
columellar.

modiolns (mo-di'o-lus), ». [NIi., < L. modiolus,
a bucket on a water-wheel, nave of a wheel, a
trepan (ML. dim. of modius, ameasure(ofgrain)

,

a peek, also the socket of a wheel), < modus,
measure : see «i«d«l.] 1. PI. modfoK (-li). Li
anat., the columella cochlese or central pUlar
around which the cochlear lamina winds in a
spiral like a staircase.— 2. [cap.] In conch.,
same as Modiola. Lamarck, 17S®.— central ca-
nal of the modiolus. See canaH.
modish (mo'dish), a. [< model + -!>7il.] Ac-
cording to the niode or customary manner or
style; fashionable; stylish : often'used with a
su^estion of contempt. [Obsolescent.]
Tis not moctish to know Relations in Town.

Congreve, Way of the World, iiL 15.

AnnrseinanwdtsAPariscap. ffood. Miss Eilmansegg.

This [two young ladies in white evening dresses], as a
modish portiail^ has much merit, the drawing of the faces
being admirable^ and much delicate and unobtrusive sldll
being lavished on the rendering of tlie stufls ar.d orna-
ments. The Acadetny, May 25, 1889.

modishly (mo'dish-U), adv. In a modish or
fashionable manner.
modishness (md'dish-nes), n. The quality of
being modish ; stylishness ; fashionableness.
modist (mo'dist), n. [< mode^ + -ist.] A fol-
lower of the mode or fashion.
modiste (mo-dest'), n. [F. (= Sp. Pg. It. oio-
dista), a milliner, < mode, mode, fashion : see
model.l Awomanwho deals in articles of fash-
ion, par+' -jularlyinwomen's apparel ; a milliner
or dressmaker.
They [the English] maymake good colonists, sailots, and

mechanics ; bat they do not make good singers, dancei^
actors, artistes, or modules. Sn&es, Character, p. 263.

modius (mo'di-us), n.; pi. modii (-i). [L. mo-
dius (> Gr. jBodjof), a dry measure (see def. 1), a
vessel of this capacity, < modus, measure : see
mode^.] 1. A Roman dry measure, one third
of the amphora, containing about Si liters or
550 cubic inches, and thus equal to nearly 2
English gallons.— 2. In classical art, a head-
dress of high cylindrical form,approaching that
of modius, the measure of capacity (see def. 1),

worn typically by certain divinities. See cut
on following page.
modiwartf, v. Same as moldwarp.
Modot (mo'do), n. [Appar. a made name. Cf

.

Mahu.] The prince of darkness ; the fiend.

The prince of darkness is a genUeman : Modo he's called,

and Maha. Shale., Lear, iii. 4. 149.

Modoc whistle. See whistle.

modo et forma (mo'do et for'nm). [L.: modo,
abl. of modus, manner; et, and; forma, abl. of

forma, form : see mode^ and form.] In man-
ner and form : a phrase used in old Latin law-
pleadings.

modoqna (mod'o-kwa), «. Same as madoqua.
modnTant (mod'u-lant), «. [< L. moduJan(t-)s,

ppr. of modulari, modulate: see modulak.]



modulant

Modius.—Head of Statuette of Kora or Proserpine, found at Cnidus.

That which modulates or varies. See modulate,
V. t., 2.

In modem English verse alliteration only plays the
subordinate part of a inuid'alant, not to be unduly decried
where not overdone.

E. Wadham, Bng. yersiflcation, p. 119.

modular (mod'u-lar), a. [= F. modulaire; as
module + -arS.'\ "Pertaining to modulation;
pertaining to or regulated by a module or a
modulus—Modular ec[uatlon. See equation.—MoA-
ular focus, afocus of a conicoid or guadrlc surface. "The
distance of any point on the quadric from such a focus is

in a constant ratio to its distance from the corresponding
directrix, the latter distance being measured parallel to
either of the planes of circular section." (Salmon.)—Mod-
ular function, a higher periodic function connected
with a group of periods

(ax + &\
^^+^)'

where ad — be = 1.—Modular method of generation
ofQuadriCS, amethodbased on the fundamental property
of the modular foci.—Modular numbers, in Landen's
transformation, numbers approximating to the value of
the new modulus. They are the successive approxima-
tions in the process of finding the arithmetico-geometrical
mean of the old complementary modulus and unity.

—

Modular ratio, the modulus of a system of logaritluns.
See Jo^art«A«i.—Modular transformation of an ellip-
tic integral, a transformation of the elliptic integral into
another with a different modulus.

modulate (mod'u-lat), v. ; pret. and pp. modu-
lated, ppr. modulating. [< L. modulatus, pp. of
modulari, measure, regulate, modulate, < modu-
lus, measure : see modulus. Cf . module, «.] I.

trans. 1. To modify; adjust; adapt; regulate.

With the gift of song, Carlyle would have been the
greatestof epic poets since Homer. Without it, toraodu-
late and harmonize and bring parts into their proper rela-

tion, he is the most amorphous of humorists, the most
shining avatar of whim the world,has ever seen.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 148.

2. To vary or inflect the sound or utterance
of, especially so as to give expressiveness to

what is uttered; vary or adapt in tone.

In all vocal musiok it [the tongue] helpeth the wind-
pipe to moduUUe the sounds.

N. Grew, Cosmologia Sacra, I. v. 16.

He listened to the voice of nature, and Tnodulated his

own unto it. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, v. 8.

Caius Gracchus, it is said, when he harangued the Roman
populace, ntodiUated his tone by an oratorical flute or
pitch-pipe. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 213.

We are conscious of a murmuring humble voice : it is a
beggar, who is modidating a prayer for alms and bowing
assiduously. Harper's Mag., LXXTX. 680.

3. To vary the pitch of; inflect; melodize.

The master's hand, in modidated air.

Bids the loud organ breathe.
SomervUle, The Chase, iii.

He [Gliick] is to play on a set of drinking-glasses, which
he modulates with water. Walpole, Letters, 11. 14.

4. In music, to change from one key (tonality)

to another, by utilizing one or more of the tones

common to both.

II. intrans. 1. In otmsjc, to pass from one key
(tonality) into another, or from the major into

the minor mode, or vice versa. See modula-
tion, 3 (6). Hence— 2. To vary, oscillate, or

fluctuate. [Rare.]

It is written from no well-deflned standpoint, but modu-
lates from illustrations of the Bochefort experimenters to

the telepathic drawings of the English society for psychic

research, and thence to the localization diagrams of Fer-

rier, with no clear method. Amer. Jmir. Peychol., I. 516.
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modulation (mod-u-la'shon), ». [< F. modula-
tion = Sp. modulacion = Pg. modulagao = It.

modulazione,<h.modulaUo{n-),^ modulari, regu-

late, modulate: see moduMte.^ 1. The act of

modulating, (o) The act of modifying, adjusting, oi

adapting.

The emperours . . . dellted in daunsyng, perceyuing
therein to be a perfecte measure, whiche maye be called

mt>dulation. Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, i. 20.

When we fix ourselves upon the .meditation and modw-
latirni of the mercy of God, even his judgments cannot put
us out of tune, but we shall sing and be cheerful even in

them. Donne, Sermons, ii.

(Jb) The act of inflecting the voice or any instrument in a
musical manner.

The rings of the wind-pipe are fitted for the modulation
of the voice. N. Qrew, Cosmologia Sacra, I. v. 10.

(c) The modification of the voice or of utterance to express
various shades of meaning or emotion.

The poets of Elizabeth had attained an art of modvlatian
which was afterwai'ds neglected and forgotten.

Johnson, Waller.

2. A state or condition reached by a process of
modulating, modifying, or varying.

That delicate modidation of surface treatment which
gives high value to the best Florentine metal work.

C. C. Perkins, Italian Sculpture, p. 124.

3. (a) In Gregorian music, one of the tones in
a mode with which every phrase of a melody in
that mode must begin and end. The regular mod-
ulations of each mode include the final, the dominai^,
the mediant, and the participant, each of which has its

,
own peculiar functions. (See these words, and also model.)
To these are added two other tones in each mode, called
conceded modulaiions, which are of minor importance.

(6) In mod. music, the act, process, or result of
changing, in the com-se of a piece, from one key
(tonality) to another, so that a new tone be-
comes the key-note and the relative significance
of aU the tones common to both tonalities is

altered, when a tone foreign to the original tonality of
a piece is used, a modulatory effect Is nearly always pro-
duced. If this effect is carried out into a cadence in the
new key, the modulation is called ^noZ; otherwise it is

passing or transient. All modulations, howevei\ require
a return to the original key before the end of the piece.
The tone by which the transition is introduced or eflfected

is called the Tiote ofmodulaHon; this tone in the simpler
forms of modulation is usually the fourth or the seventh
tone of the new key. The simplicity of a modulation de-
pends upon the closeness of relationship between the
keys involved. The simplest modulations are into the
keys either of the dominant or of the subdominant, and are
effected by sharping the fourth tone or flatting the seventh
tone respectively of the original key. Modulations into
the relative minor or into the minor keys of the supertonic
or of the mediant are effected by sharping the flfth, the
first, or the second tone of the original key respectively.
Numerous other more intricate modulations are possible,
especially in instrumental music. A modulation is abrupt,
distant, or extraneous,^ when it leads into a key not closely
related with the original one. , It is deceptive when it uti-

lizes a series of chords in an unusual and startling way. It

is melodic when produced by the introduction of a tone for-

eign to the original tonality, and harmonic when produced
by the use of a chord common to both tonalities first in its

relation to one and then in that to the other. It is enhar-
monic when it is effected on an instrument of fixed intona-
tion, like the pianoforte, by calling a key (digital) first by
one name and then by another, as when E[, in the key of Bb
is called Bjt in the key of Bt]. Modulation is one of the
most important resources of modem music. It introduces
endless variety of both melodic and harmonic effect, with
great possibilities in the way of sequences and imitations.
It increases the unity of a composition and the importance
of the original tonalityby introducing atemporary disturb-
ance of original tonal relations,with a subsequent complete
and emphatic resumption of them. It affords means for
the expression of very complex emotional conditions, par-
ticularly those of unrest, contrast, etc. In the style of
Wagner it has often been pushed to the limit of toleration,

so as almost to destroy that sense of fixed tonality which
is the basis of musical certitude. The most remarkable
harmonic convenience for modulation, at least in instru-
mental music, is a chord of four tones consisting of three
minor thirds successively superposed, which is called the
chord of the diminished seventh. This chord may be re-

garded as based upon any one of its four tones, which is

then the seventh tone of either a major or a minor scale.

Its harmonic nature is therefore peculiarly ambiguous and
unstable, (c) A musical composition exemplify-
ing modulation.— 4. Sound mod,ulated; mel-
ody.

Innumerous songsters, in the freshening shade
Of new-spring leaves, their modulations mix
Mellifluous. Thomson, Spring, 1. 609.

5. In arch., the proportion of the different parts
of an order according to a module. = syn. 1 (6).

Accent, etc. See injlection.

modulator (mod'u-la-tor), n. [= F. modula-
teur = Sp. Pg. modulador = It. modulatore, <

L. modulator, a regulator, director, < modulari,
regulate: see modulate.'] 1. One who or that
which modulates.

What a variety of uses hath nature laid upon that one
member, the tongue, the grand instrument of taste, the
faithful judge, the centlnel, the watchman of all our
nourishment^ the artful modulator of our voice

!

Derhwm, Physico-Theology, v. 6.
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2. A chart of the musical scale, indicating the
relations of its essential tones to each other
and of the whole scale to its

related scales. The form of
modulator generally used in the
tonic sol-fa system of teaching
music is shown in the accompany-
ing chart.

modulatory (mod'u-la-to-
ri), a. [<. modulate 4- -ory.]

Of or pertaining to modu-
lation.

Modulations are really govern-
ed by the same laws which apply
to any succession of harmonies
whatsoever, and the possibilities

of inodulatory device are in the
end chiefly dependant upon in-

telligible order in the progres-

sion of the parts.

Oroves Diet. Music, II. 345.

module (mod'iil), n. [< F.
module = Sp. mddulo = Pg.
It. modulo, a measure, mod-
ule, < L. modulus, a small
measure, a measure, mode,
meter, dim. of >»odJW, measure: eeemode^. Cf.

fnodulus, model, moldK] If. A little measure;
hence, a small quantity.— 2. In arch., a stan-

dard of measure often taken, particularly in

antiquity and the middle ages, to regulate the

proportions of an order or the disposition of an
entire building, in the classical styles the diameter
or semidiameter of the column at the base of the shaft is

usually selected as the module, and this is subdivided into

parts or minutes, the diameter generally into sixty or
the semidiameter into thirty. Some architects employ
no fixed number of divisions of the module, but divide
it into as many parts as they deem seiTiceable for the
work In hand.

3t. A model or representation ; a mold ; a pat-

tern.

Among so many Modules admirable,
Th' admired beauties of the King of Creatures,
Com, com, and see the Womans rapting features.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 6.

4. In numis., the size of a coin or medal, mea-
sured by the diameter. [Eare.]

modulet (mod'iil), v.t. [< F. moduler = Sp. Pg.
modular = It. modulare, modolare, modulate,
< L. modulari, regulate, modulate: see modvr
late."] 1. To model; shape.

0, would I could my father's cunning use,
And souls into well moduled clay infuse.

Sandys, Ovid (1638), p. 10. (Latham.)

2. To modulate.
That Charmer of the Night, . . .

That moduleth her tunes so admirably rare,

As man to set in parts at first had learn'd of her.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xiii. 70.

modulett (mod'u-let), n. [< module + -e*.] A
small model ; a microcosm.

But soft, my Muse: what? wilt thou re-repeat
The Little-Worlds admired Modulet f

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 7.

Modulidse (mo-dli'li-de), n. pi. [NL., < Modulus
.

-f- -idee.'] A family of tsenioglossate rostriferous

gastropods represented by the genus Modulus.
The animal has a radula like that of the CerttMOa, but
has no siphon, and the shell is holostomatous and trochi-

form, but with a columellar tooth. The species are inhabi-
tants of tropical seas, and one. Modulus tectum, is abun-
dant in the West Indies.

modulizet (mod'u-liz), v. t. [< module + -ize.]

To model.
While with the Duke, th' Etemall did deuise,
And to his inward sight did modulixe
His Tabernacle's admirable Form.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Laws.

modulus (mod'u-lus), n. [< L. modulus, a mea-
sure, dim. of modus, measure: see module,
mode^."] 1. In math., a real positive number
that serves as measure or parameter of a func-
tion or effect. Represented by M. or ii.— 2.

In physics, the measure of an effect imder con-
ditions whose measure is unity. Thus, a physi-
cal modulus is not a number, but a physical
quantity.— 3. [cap.] In cowcfe., a genus of gas-

tropods, referred to the Littorinidce or periwin-
kles, or made type of the family ModuUdce. The
shell is depressed and trochiform, with a deeply
cut columellar tooth and many-whorled oper-

culum—Absolute modulus of gravitation, the ac-

celeration due to the gravitation of a body toward a mass
of one gram at a distance of one centimeter. It amounts
to 648 X 10— '» centimeters per second.— Angle of the
modulus, in math., the angle of which the modulus is

the sine.—Complementary modulus, in math., the co-

sine of the angle of the modulus.—Gravlty-modulUB
in physics, a modulus of elasticity in which the weight of

a unit mass is taken as the unit of force.—Lengtll of
modulus, in physics, a modulus of elasticity expressed as

a length by taking the weight of the unit volume of the
material referred to as the unit of force.—Modulus Of a
congruence, inmMK, that measure or divisor which givei



modnlns
eqaia remainders when tlie two congraent nnmbers are
divided by It, this constimting the congruence. Thus 23
is oongnient to 2, the modnlns being 7; and this is wiit-tm by Omx and othas 2S= 2 (mod. 7).—Modnlns Of aunear transfannatlon, in matA., the sqnare ol the de-
tetnunant ot the matrtr of traosfoimation—tliat is, if the
transformation takes place according to the eqaaUons

x = ai + b^ + ei

z = fff + &, + if,

then the modnlns of transformation is

I
a, 6, e I 3

I », *, • I

Hodnlns ofa machine, the ratio of the load to the power
in eqnihbrinni.—Hodnlns ofa matrix, in math., the de-
terminant of the malarix, thishaving the same constitnents
arranged in the samew^.—Hodnlns ofan elliptic in-
tegral, dlfiiBTentia]. or function, in matA., that poGitiTe
number less than unity the sqnare of which multiplies the
square of the sine of the amplitnde or variable angle in the
delta or square root which enters into Ote expression of
snch a quantity.—Modnlns Of all jmaginaiy, in math-,
that real pofiyiTe number which multiplied by a root
of unity gives the imaginary.— Modnlns Of a system
of lo^atitbins, in nuUA. See Icgarithm.—ModldllS Of
dastlGlty, injuiysies, in its general sense, the quantity of
elasticityor the ratio of astz^ to the strain that occasious
it : but applied by older and less careful writers to Young's
modulus [named after its inventor. Dr. Thomas Young,
a celebrated Rngliah physicist (1773-1839)], which is the
pressure or tension on the end ox a bar per unit of section
dividedbythe compression or^ongationper unit oflength
so produced. See riaHieity.—Modnlns Of gravitation,
in attron., the square root of the component acceleration
due to gravitation of any body toward the sun at a dis-
tanee equal to the mean distance of the eartli. See abso-
lute modulus, above.—Modnlns ofpropulsion. See the
quotation.

As 100 cubic inches of cylinder capacity are needed to
move an engine with 20 tons adhesive weight one incli, if

we divide 100by 20 we willget the cylinder capacity need-
ed for each ton. That is, 100 -h 20 = 5 cubic in. cylinder
capacity per ton (of 2,000 lb&) of adhesive weight is need-
ed to move any locomotiTe one inch. 1%is quantity we
have named the modulus qfpropulsion.

Forney, Locomotive, p. 415.

Quadratic modnlns, in math., the square of the deter-
minant.—Yonng*s modnlns. See modulus of elastidty,
above.

modus (mo'dns), n. [< L. modus, maimer, mode

:

see model.] i. Manner; mode: same as mode\
We are not to hope that the modus of it should fall, or

be comprehended, under human enquiry.
Baeon, Physiiad Fables, viiL, ExpL

The same evangelical power did institute that calling,
for the modus of whose election it took such particular
order. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), IL 164.

2. In Bom. and crri7 lata, and early Eng. law,

the manner or qualifyingterms of a gift or dis-

X>osition of property. The intzoducHon of writing as
tlie instrument of gift or transfer enabled donors to vary
the customary l^al consequences by expressing an intent
as to the manner or mode in which the act should have
effect ; and that part of the instmment which thus quali-

fied what otherwise would have been the ordinary l^al
effect wastermed the modus, and the same term was used
to designate the legal qualification thus imposed. Hence,
more specifically—(a) The danse in a will or ether gift

(and the legal obligation created thereby) by which the
donor charged an obligalaon iqion the l^atee or donee,
not as a condition tiie breach of which would create a for-

feiture, but as a personal obligation, wliich the legatee
would assume by accepting the gift, (d) Also, in eariy
Bng. Uno, the clause in a conveyance enlarging orresbic^
ing the estate which otherwise would be granted by it, as
for instance by giving to the donee and his heirs, or his
heirs and assigns, orhj giving to the donee and onlya spe-
cified class of heirs. Hence the old common-law madms
modusetoonBenHovineuntUgemwiimod/uslegemdatdona-
tioni, meaning specific qualification and express agreement
override the law, or g^e the law to the transfer, (c) In
cedes, law, the exemption, or partial exemption, from the
payment cittithes, tenned modusdedmandi and modus non
d«einiand» respectively.

One terrible circumstance of this hill isturning the tithe
of flax and hemp into what the lawy^s call a modus, or a
ceitalnsnminlienof a tenth part of the product. SicifL

A tithe of tnrt and a tithe of furze hadbeen lately infio-
dnced, and cotain moduses, or compositions, which had
elsewliere been substituted for other tithe^ were in this
province [Munster] unknown.

Leeky, Eng. in 18th Cent, xvL

Modns operand!^ a idan or mode of working.—Modus
ponens, in logic, mfa^nce from a hypothetical proposi-

tion and the tmUi of the antecedent to the Imth of the
consequent: a^ If I am bad, I deserve prniishmait; I am
bad, hence I deserve pnniiJiTnent.—Modns toll^iB, in
logie, the infei^cefnnn a hypothetical proposition and the
f^sity of the consequent to the falsity of the antecedent:

as. If I were to jump out of the window, I should break
mv neck : now I won't break my neck, hence I sha'ntjnmp
out of the window.—Modus Vivendi, a manner or way
of living ; a temporary arrangement pending a settlement
of matters in debate, as between two nations.

modwall (mod'wSl), n. [Also mudwdll, mid-
watt; origin o'bscTire.] The bee-eater, Merops
apiaster. [Local, British.]

mody^ (mo'di), a. [< »io(fcl -f- -yl.] Fashion-
able; modish.
Mr. Longman, you make me too rich and too mody.

Biehardmn, Pamela, L 12& (Daaes.)

mody%, a. An obsolete form of moody.
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moei, a. and adv. See mo.
moe^t, n. and r. An obsolete form of motcS.

moeblet, a. and n. Same as mobW-.
moellon (mo'el-lon), n. [F., < OF. moUon, moy-
loii, broken stone, rubble, cf. motion, moelon,
middle, center, < moeUe, marrow, pith, = Sp.
meoUo= Pg. medulla= It. midollo, < Ii. medulla,
marrow, pith, crumbs, < medixis, middle. Cf.

OF. moye, moie, the soft part of stone, < L.
media, fern, of medtus, middle : see medium. Cf

.

moiety.^ Eubble-stone, sometimes used in ar-
chitecture, set in mortar, for such nses as fill-

ing between the facing-walls of a structure or
in the spandrels of a bridge.
moerologist (me-rol'o-jist), ». [< mcerolog-y +
-«sf.] A profession^ mourner. [Rare.]
m(Brology (me-rol'o-J), n. [< Gr. itolpa, part,
lot, fate, + -/XT) to, '<. /JyEtv, speak: see -ology.^
The practice or art of professional mourning.
MoBSOgOth (me'so-goth), n. [< NL. (ML. T)

MtBSogothi, pi., < L. Mcesi, Gr. Motaot, Mvooi, a
people of Thrace, L. Mcesia, Gr. *Mo«r(a, Hvala
(HtxTf'a i) h> 'Evpitni), Mysia in £urope, in distinc-
tion from Mysia in Asia Minor), their conntry
(see def.), -I- GotU, Gr. ToBoi, Goths: see Gotli.^

One of those Goths who settled in Mcesia, a
Boman province north of the Balkans, sonth of
the Dannbe, and east of lUyricnm, and there,
nnder the protection of the Roman emperors,
devoted themselves to agricultural pursuits.
The Hcesogoths were converted to Christianity in itsAriaa
form by Bishop Ulfilas in the fourth century. See QotK
Mcesogottaic (me-s6^oth'ik), a, and n. [< XL.
MoBsogofhieus, < MoesogoiM, the Moesogoths: see
Maesogoth.'] I. a. Of or pertaining to the Moeso-
goths or their language.
n. n. The language of the Moesogoths. See

Gothic, n.

mofet, V. An obsolete form of more.
mofette (mo-fef), n. [= Sp. mofeta,< It. (diaL)
mofetta,<. L'. mephiUs, a noxious exhalation: see
mephitie.'] An irrespirable gas escaping from
the earth; a gas-spring, it is sometimes (although
rarely) applied by writers in T^gliBh to carbonic-acid gas
escaping from the rocks in regions of nearly extinct vol-
canism, and, by extension, to the openingsfrom which this
gas escapes. The molettes are analogous to the soffioni
or **hlow-hole£^" but betoken a still further advance of
the region toward complete extinction of the volcanic
forces.

moffle (mof'l), I . «. ;
pret. and pp. moffled, ppr.

moffling. fPreq. of j«tt^(!). Gt.maffie.'\ To do
anything clumsily or ineffectually; botch. HaU
Uwett. [Prov. Eiijg.]

mofnssil (mo-fns'il), ». [Hind, mufassal, the
country as distinguished from the town, lit.

separate, < Ar. fasala, separate, fassala, cut,

cnt out, detail.] In India, the conntry stations
and districts as distinguished from the residen-
cies ; or, in a district, the rural localities as dis-

tinguished from a station or ofScial residency;
the country as distinguished from towns.

A whiff of freshness and fragrance from the mofussU
will be as the mangoes and the dorians.

J. W. Palmer, The New and the Old, p. 303.

moglf, r. . See mug^.
jnog^ (rnog), V. i. ; pret. and pp. mogged, ppr.
mogging. [Origin obscure.] To move away.
HaOitDeU. [Prov. Eng.]
Mogadore gmn. Same as Barbary gum (whicb
see, nnder guw^).
Mogdad coffee. See coffee.

moggan (mog'an), ». [< Gael, and Ir. mogan.']

A footless stockii^. [Scotch.]

mogilalia (moj-i-lali-a), ». [NL.. < Gr. fuiyiXa-

?joc, hardly speaking, ? uo-} ic. hardly, + Aa^iv,

talk, prattle.] la patlwl., stammering speech.

Mograbian (mo^ra'bi-an), a. and ii. [< Ar.
and Tnrk. Moghrab, Mograb (see MograSin), +
-iaiKl Sameas Mograbin.
M<^rabin(mo'gra-bin), o. andn. [Also3fa^A-
rabin, Miighrabin, Mohgrabin (?), Maugrdbin;
< Ar. Turk. Moghrabi, < Moghrab, Mograb (see

def.). Ct. Mograbian. "i I. a. Relating to Mog-
rab, a region in northern Africa, regarded as
nearly equivalent to the coast-region of Mo-
rocco and Algeria.

TT n. Ati inhabitant of Mograb.

My proper name is only known to my brethren. The
men beyond our tents callmeHayraddinMaugrabin— tliat

is, Hayraddin the African Moor.
Scott, Quentin Durward, xvi

Mognl (mo-gul'), n. and a. [= F. Sp. Pg. Mogol
= Ar. Mt^hvl = Pers. Moghol, Mughal = Turk.
Mughul, < Hind. Mughal, < Mongolian Mongol,
Mongol: see3fon^o7.] I. n. 1. AMongol orMon-
golian; specifically, in hist., one of the follow-

ers of Baber, conqueror of Hindustan in the six-

teenth century.—2. A name for the best qual-

Mohammedan
ity of playing-cards—Mogul enginei Seeenjrfn^.-
The Great Mognl (a) The common designation among
Europeans of the sovereign of the so-called Mt^nl em-
mre, or empire of Delhi, at one time including most of
Hindustan, established by Baber about 1526, and brought
under British control in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, the last nominal emperor being deposed in lSc<7.

Also called simply the MoguL

King, poet, priest, the Mogul was to the good Mahom-
medan what a descendant of the House of Jesse wonld be
to a nation of Jews. IT. H.Jiunea, Diary in India, 11.62.

Hence—(&) Any great personage.

IL a. Of or relating to the Moguls, or the
Mongol empire in India: as, the Mogul lan-
guage ; the Mogul dynasty.—Mogul architecture,
the style of Mohammedan architecture evolved and car-
riedoutbytheMogul emperors in India, from the sixteenth
to the nineteenth centniy. The period was one of tevish
expenditure in building, and innumerable mosques, royal
tombs, and palaces testify to its artistic originality, to its

excellent use of both axt^ed and columnar construction.

Mognl Anihitectiire.—The Taj Hahal, Agra. India.

and of the dome, characteristically of bulbous form, and
to the delicacy and good taste of its decorators in carving
and in inlaying with precious stones. The arehes are usu-
ally pointed,and as a rule resemble In outline the so-called
Tudor arch. Minarets and especially small xKivHlons cov-
ered with domical roo&^ either surrounding a large dome
or placed in great nnmbers at the angles or along the par-
apets of the copings of palaces, are other characteristic
features.

Mognntine (mo^un'tin), a. [< L. Moguntia,
also Mogontiacum, Magontiacum, Magontiacus,
the ancient name of the city now c^ed in G.
Mainz, sometimes Metitz, in F. Mayence.'] Of
or pertaining to Mainz, a city at the junction of
the Rhine and the Main.
moha (mo'ha), n. The grass Setaria Italiea, or
Italian millet.

mohaiT (mo'har), n. and a. [Formerly also
mociaiie; < OF. mouhaire, mouaire, mohere, F.
moire (> ]E. moire, G. mohr, moire = Pr. moira
= Sp. moare, muer, mxte= Pg. morim= It. moer-
ro), mohair; cf. It. moeajardo, haircloth; prob.
< Ar. mukJiayyar, a fabric of goat's hair, a kind
of camlet.] I. n. 1. The hair of the Angora
goat, a native of Asia Minor.— 2. A kind of fine

camlet made of snch hair, sometimes watered
(see moire); also, an imitation of the real mo-
hair made of wool and cotton, mnch nsed for
women's dress.

doth of Wooll, Karsies, Moetaires, Chamlets, and all

sdrtes of Silke. HaUuytTs Voyages, IL 273.

She, . . . when she sees her friend in deep despair.
Observes how much a chintz exceeds mohair !

Pope, Moral Essays, iL 170.

Mohair glac^ a French dress.goods made of cotton and
goafs hair.

H. a. Made of mohair: as, a nioAatr cloak.

—

Mohair braid, worsted braid used forbinding garments.
—Mohair luster, a black dress-goods of cotton and mo-
hair. It has some resemblance to alpaca.

mohair-shell (md'hSr-shel), n. In conch., a cer-

tain species of Valuta, of a closely and finely

reticulated texture, having a resemblance to

mohair.
Mohamedant, a. and n. An obsolete form of
JtfoA<i»i»ie^<zn.

Mohammedan(mo-ham'e-dan), a. and n . [Also
Mohammadan, Muhammadaii (also Mahomedan,
Mahometan, q. v.) (= D. MohamedcMn = G. Mo-
hamedaner = Sw. Mohammedan, Muhamedan
= Ban. Muhamedaner = Hind. Muhammadi), <

Mohammed, < Ar. Mohammad, a man's name,
lit. 'praised,' < hamada, praise. From the Ar.

Muhammad are also nit. E. Mahound,_ Mahoun,
maumet,mammet, etc.] I. a. Pertaining to Mo-
hammed, or Mahomet ( about A. D. 570 to 632),

the founder of the Moslem religion, and after

his flight from Mecca (622) the creator of the

realm which grew into the Saracenic empire

;

pertaining to the religions and social system
founded by Mohammed.—Mohammedan calen-
dar, era, etc. See the nouns.



Mohammedan
II. n. A follower of Mohammed, the founder

of the Moslem religion ; one who professes Mo-
hammedanismj a Moslem or Mussulman.
Mohammedanism (mo-ham'e-dan-izm), «. [<
Mohammedan + -ism.^ 1. The"Mohammedan
religion and polity ; the religious and ethical
system taught in the Koran; Islamism.— 2.
Belief in or adherence to the teachings of Mo-
hammed.
Mohammedanize (mo-ham' e-dan-iz),i;. «.; pret.
and pp. MohammedanUed, ^pt."MnhammecUmiz-
ing. [< Mohammedan + -ize.^ To make con-
formable to the principles or rites of Moham-
med; make Mohammedan; convert to Islam.
Also spelled Mohammedanise.
Mohammedism (mo-ham'e-dizm), n. [< Mo-
hammed + -ism.] Same as Mohammedamsm.
Mohammedize (mo-ham' e-(Hz), v. t.; pret. and
pp. Mohammedized', ppr. Mohammedizing. Same
as Mohammedanize.
moharra, mojarra (mo-har'a), n. [Pg.] l.
An emhiotocoid fish, Bypswrus caryi, having a
very short anal fin: so called from its resem-
blance to the GerridcB, which are known by the
same name. [Local, Monterey, California.]

—

2. Any fish of the family Gerridce.

Moharram (mo-har'am), n. Same as Muhar-
ram.
Mohawk (m6'h§,k), n. [Formerly also MohocTc,
Mohack ; Amei.hii.'i 1. Oneof a tribe of Amer-
ican Indians of the Huron-Iroquois family, situ-
ated along the Mohawk river. It was the east-
ernmost of the Five Nations. See Iroquois.—
2. A rufBan; specifically [eap. or I. c], one of
those who infested the streets of London about
the beginning of the eighteenth century: so
called &om the Indian tribe of that name.

Give him [a youngster] Port and potent Sack

;

From a Milksop he startF up Mohock.
Prior, Alma, iii.

Did I tell you of a race of rakes, called the 3fbhocks, that
play the devil ahout this town eveiy nighty slit people's
noses and beat them, etc. ?

Svrift, Journal to Stella, March 8, 1711.

The 3foAoc%-club, a name borrowed it seems from a sort
of cannibals In India, who subsist by plundering and de-
vouring all the nations about them.

,
Stede, Spectator, No. 324.

Who haa not trembled at the Mohock^s name?
Oay, Trivia, iii. 326.

Mohegan (mo-he'gan), a. and n. Same as
Mohican.
Mohican (mo-he'kan), a. and «. [Also Mohegan;
from the native name.] I. a. Of or relating to

the Mohicans
or Mohegans.

II. n. One
of a tribe of
American In-
dians of the Al-
gonkin stock.

Moho (mo'ho), «»______«„«- J, ^^ .

n. [NL.,<Ha- ^ ^'^^H^^ :^ ^^'

waiian moho,
the bird here
defined.] 1. A
genus of meli-
phagine birds
peculiar to the
Sandwich Isl-

ands, named
by Lesson in

1831. The bUl is

arcuate, longer
than the head,
with naked oper-
culate nostrils

;

the tarsi are boot-

ed ; and the plu-

mage is blackish
with yellow pecto-
ral tufts and some
white tail - fea- Vellow-tufted Moho {Moho nobilis).

thers. There are
2 species, M. nobUis and M. apiealis, formerly called yel-

low-tufted bee-eater. Also Mohoa (Reiehmbach, 1850) and
Acniloeercm (fiabanis, 1847).

2. [I. c] Any bird of this genus.

Mohocbt, »• An obsolete form of Mohawlc.

mohoe (mo-ho'), n. [Also moho, mohaut.'] Same
as malioe, 1.

mohr (-mor), 71. [Ai'. : cf. mohr, a colt.] An
African antelope or gazel, Gazella mohr. The
hoi-ns are annulated with ten or twelve complete rings. It

is much sought after by the Arabs, on account of produ-

cing the bezoar-stones so highly valued in Eastern medi-

cine, commonly called in Morocco mohr's eggs. A re-

lated species, Gazella soemmeringi, is known as Siimnw-

riv^'e mohr. Also ynohor and rrihrnr.

mohsite (mo'sit), n. [Named after Friedrich

Mohs, a German mineralogist (1773-1839).]

Native titanic iron, or ilmenite.
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mohnr (mo'her), 11. [Also mohar; < Hind.
muhar, muhr, mohr, < Pers. muhur, muhr, mohr,
a seal, a gold coin.] A modern gold coin of

India imder the British dominion, equivalent

Obverse. Reverse.

Mohur. (Size of the original. ]

to 15 rupees, or about $7; also, a gold coin of

the native princes of India from the sixteenth
century onward.
mohwa-tree, n. See mahwa-tree.

moider (moi'd^r), v. [Also moither; cf. mud-
dle.'] I. trans. 1. To confuse; perplex; dis-

tract; bewilder.

I've been strangely moyder'd e're sin "bout this same
news oth' French king. I conno believe 'tis true.

Wit of a Woman (1705). (Nares.)

Youll happen be a bit moithered with it [a child] while
it's so little. George jEliot, Silas Marner, xiv.

2. To spend in labor.

She lived only to scrape and hoard, mmdering away her
loveless life in the futUe energies and sordid aims of a
miser's wretched pleasure. ComhiU Mag.

[Obsolete or prov. Eng. in both uses.]

II. intrans. To labor hard; toil. [Prov. Eng.]
moidore (moi'dor), n. [Also moedore; < Pg.
moeda d'ouro, lit. money or coin of gold: moeda,
< L. moneta, money; de, < L. de, of; ouro, < L.
aurum, gold: see money, de^, and aurum, or^.']

obverse. Reverse.

Moidore. (Size of the original.)

A gold coin (also called Usbonvne) formerly cur-
rent in Portugal. It was equivalent in value
to about $6.50.

He says his expenses in the relief of our prisoners have
been upwards of fifty moidores.

Jefferson, Correspondence, 1. 231.

moiety (moi'e-ti), n,
;
pi. moieties (-tiz). [For-

merly also moitie; < F. mdtid = Sp. mitad =
Pg. metade = It. metd,, a half, < L. medieta{t-)s,

a naif, the middle, a middle course, < medium,
middle: see mediety and medium.] 1. A half
part or share; one of two equal parts: as, a
moiety of an estate, of goods, or of profits.

The charge there would be so great by crauers and ex-
penses that the moitie of the proflte would bee wholly
consumed. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 257.

3. A portion; a share.

Methinks my moiety, north from Burton here,

In quantity equals not one of yours.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 1. 96.

Anti-moiety law, a United states statute of 1874, which
repealed all United States moiety acts.—Moiety act, a
statute giving one half of fines, penalties, and forfeitures

to informers or private prosecutors.—Moiety system, a
system at one time adopted by the United Sfetes govern-
ment for finding out the names and indebtedness of delin-

quent taxpayers, bywhich the informer or person making
the discovery and aiding in the collection received as com-
pensation a certain proportion of the amount collected.

moill (moil), V. [Early mod. E. also moile,

moyle; < MB. moilen, moillen, moylen, moisten,
< OF. moiller, moiler, moillier, muiller, F. motdl-
ler = Pr. molhar = Sp. moXlear, mojar = Pg.
molhar = It. mollare, wet, moisten, < L. as if

*molliare, for mollire, soften, < mollis, soft: see
molP. Connection with L. moliri, toil (see
molimen), or with W. mael, toil, or with obs.
E. moit^, a mule, need not be assumed.] I.

trans. If. To wet; moisten.—2. To soil; dirty;

daub.
When the day was therefore come, and that he saw that

it rayned still worse then it did before, hee pitied the
centinels so too rrwyled and wette.

Hakluyt's Voyages, in. 354. (Richardson.)

All they which were left were moiled with dirt and mire
by reason of the deepness of the rotten way.

EnoUes, Hist. Turks.

moirologist

At first happy news came, in gay letters maUed
With my kisses.

Mrs. Browning, Mother and Poet, st. 7.

3. To fatigue by labor; weary.
II. intrans. 1. To soil one's self; wallow in

dirt.

A simple soule much like myselfe dyd once a serpent find,

Which (almost dead with cold) lay moyling in the myre.
Gascoigne, Constancie of a Louer.

2. To drudge; labor; toil.

I never heard a more pertinent Anagram than was made
of his Name, William Noy, I rrwH [rruml] in Law.

Bowell, Letters, I. vi. 17.

They saw him daily TnoUing and delving in the common
path, like a beetle. Longfellow, Eavanagh, i.

moili (moil), n. [< moiU, v.] 1. Defilement.

The moiZ of death upon them. Browning.

2. Labor; drudgery.

Made to ti'ead the mills of toil.

Up and down in ceaseless moU.
Whittier, Barefoot Boy.

moil^t, n. [Early mod. B. also moyle; < ME.
*moile, < OF. *moile, mule, a mule: see muk.j
A mule.
And at the sayd Noualassa we toke nwyUs to stey us vp

the mountayne. Sir E. Guylforde, i^lgrymage, p. 80.

Endure this, and be tum'd into his moH
To bear his sumptures.

Chapman, Byron's Conspiracy, iii. 1.

moiFt, »• [< OF. *moile, mule, F. mule = Sp.
mula (also dim. mulilla) = It. mula, a slipper,

<

L. mulleus (se. ealceus), a red leather shoe, <

mullus (> OP. moil), a red mullet : see mullet^.]

A kind of high shoe.

Thou weai''st (to weare thy wit and thrift together)
Moyles of velvet to save thy shoes of leather.

J. Heywood, Works and Epigr. (Nares.)

moil* (moil), ». [Origin obscure.] In glass-

making, the metallic oxid adhering to the glass

which is broken from the end of the blowpipe.
E. H. Knight.

moil^ (moil), n. [Origin obscure.] A tool oe-

casionally used by miners in certain districts

instead of a pick when accurate cutting is to he
done . The moil (also called a set) is usuallymade of drill-

steel, abouttwo and a half feet long, and pointed at the end
like a gad. The gad, however, is Bhori, and intended to be
struck with the hammer ; the moil is held and worked in

the hand, like a short crowbar.

moilet, «• [< E. moelle, marrow, = Sp. meollo =
Pg. medulla = It. midolla, < L. medulla, marrow:
see medulla.] A dish of marrow and grated
bread. Bailey, 1731.

moiler (moi'16r), ». A toiler; a drudge.
moilleref, «. See muUer^.
molly (moi'U),w. Same as WM^e^. [Prov. Eng.]
moinean (moi'no), n. [< F. moineau, a bastion
(see def.), a ravelin, a piece of ordnance (Cot-

grave) ; appar. a fig. use of moineau, a sparrow,
< OF. moinel, moisnel, oontr. of moissonel, dim.
of moisson, a sparrow, < L. as if *muscio{7ir), <
musca, a fly: see Musoa.] la fort, a smalliflat

bastion raised in front of an intended fortifi-

cation, to defend it from attacks by means oi

small-arms.
moire (mwor), n. [< F. moire, watered sUk

:

see mohair.] 1. A clouded or watered appear-
ance on metals or textile fabrics.— 2. A kind
of watered silk; also, watered mohair. See
watered.

My wife and I went to Pater-Noster Rowe, and there we
bought some greene-watered Moyre, for a morning waste-
coate. Pepys, Diary, Nov. 21, 1660.

Moire antique, silk watered in the antique style so as
to resemble the materials worn in olden times.

moir§ (mwo-ra'), to. [P.] Same as moire, 1.—
Moir^ antique. See moire antique, under moire.— Moi-
l6 m^tallique, tin-plate, or iron-plate which has been
first coated with tin, so treated by acids as to give it a
clouded, variegated, or variously crystallized surface. The
effect is enhanced by heating the plate irreguUu'ly with
a blowpipe immediately before applying the acids, or by
first heating the plate, and then sprinkling it with water
to cool it irregularly, and immediately applying the acids.

The surface to be treated is first cleaned by washing with
alkaline water, then dried, then dipped in dilute nitric or

hydrochloric acid, then washed in pure water, and after-

ward in lime-water, to neutralize any remaining traces of

acid, and dried. Lastly, the surface is usually covered
with a tinted transparent lacquer. Plates of clean iron

dipped in melted zinc, in the so-called galvanizing pro-
cess, often acquire a beautiful crystalline surface, resem-
bling in general effect the moir^ m6tellique.

moir6 (mwo-ra'), v. t.; pret. and pp. moiried,
ppr. moirMng. [< moir6, to.] To give a variety
of shades to, by the moir6 m^taUique process
of tin-coating.

The solution [salt, or sal ammoniac] may be applied to

the surfaces to be moiried with the aid of a sponge.
W. H. Wahl, Galvanoplastio Manipulations, p. 621.

moireentj to. See moreen.
moirologist (moi-rol'o-jist), TO. Same as WKerola-
gist. [Bare.]



moirologist

The moinlogitUwiU sing of the loneliness of the liring,
of the honors of death, of the black earth, and the oold
drearj frozen Hades. Qtuartaiy Ba., CXLm. 215.

moise (moiz), n. [Cf. OF. moise, meisse, maise.
a barrel: see meoce-.'] 1. A kind of pancake.
Halliaen.—2. Cider. HalliireU. [Prov. Eng.
in both senses.]

moisont, <'• pfE., also moysoun,< OF. moisott,
F. moisson, harrest, leaping-time, < L. mes-
gio{n-), a reaping, < metere, pp. nifo.>«#, reap (>
mesxii^, harvest).] Harvest

;
growth.

>ome ther ben of other maymun.
That drowe nygh to her sesoun.

Bom. of the Bole, L 1677.

moist (moist), a. and n. [< ME. mmst, moyst,
< OF. moigte, F. moite, damp, moist, < L. mits-
teus, new, fresh, < mugtum, new wine, mustus,
new, fresh: see m««(2.] ^ a. 1. New; fresh.
[Obsolete or prov. Eng.]

Hire hosen weroi of fyn scarlet reed,
FqI streyte y-teyd, and shoos fnl moysle and newe.

Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., 1. 457.

Z. Damp; slightlywet; suffusedwithwetness in
a moderate degree: as, niot^t air; a moist hand.

In places drie and hoote we most assigne
Hem mooldes moUi, and ther as it is colde.

PaBadnu, Hosbondrle CE. E. T. S.X p. 81.

The hUls to their [the clondsn snpply
Vapour, and exhalation, dnsk and maitt.
Sent up amain. MUton. P. L., zi- 74L

JCoist Chamber, a chamber which enat>les objects un-
der microscopic examination to remain moist, and be
studied without int^rentiun of thin glass. Micrographie
DieL—Hoist color. Seeeoior.— Hfldst gaosrene. See
^angreite, 1.—Moist gam. Same as dextnne.=Syn. 2,
Damp, Dank, MoiA, Bwmid. Damp is generally applied
where the slight wetness has come from without, and
also where it is undesirable or unpleasant : as, a damp
cellar, damp sheets, a damp CTening. Dant strongly sug-
gests a disagreeable, chilling, or unwholesome moist-
ocsbl Jfout may be a general word, but it is rarely used
where the wetness is merely external or where it is un-
pleasant : as, a moUt sponge, a moigt hand, moigt leather.

"If we said the ground was moist, we should probab^
mean in a favorable condition for vegetation ; if we said it

was damp, we should probably mean that we ought to be
careful about walMng upon it." (O. J. Smith, Synonyms
Discriminated, pu 293.) Hvmid is a literary or scientific

term for moigt, but woold be applicable only to that which
is so penetrated with moisture tiiat the moisture seems a
part of it: as, humid ground, but not a humid sponge or
hand.

Combing out her long black hair
Dan^ from the river. Tennyson, Princess^ iv.

My lipe were wet, my tjuoat was cold.

My garments all were dank.
Coleridge, Ancient Hariner.

Give me your hand ; this hand is moist, my lady.

ShiOt., OtheUq, iiL 4. 3&
Growtlis of jasmine tnm'd

Their humid arms festooning tzee to tree.

Tamgson, Pair Women.

n. n. Wetness; wet; moisture.
So, too much Ifout, which (vnconcoct within)
file Liner spreads betwixt the flesh and skin.

Puffs vp the Patient, stops the pipes and pores
Of Excrements.

prater, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, L 2.

moist (moist), r. f. [< 'ilE. moisten, moysten; i

moist, o] To make moist; moisten. [Obso-
lete or archaic]
PhHoeophres som tyme wenten upon theise HiUes, and

helden to here Kose a Spounge moysled with Watre, for

to bave Eyr. MandeaBe, Travels, p. 17.

Write till yotir ink be dry, and with your tears

Moi^ it again, and frame some feeling line.

Sftafc, T. G. of v., iiL 2. 76.

moisten (moi'sn), i. [< moigt + -e»l.] L i«-

tran.i. To become moist.

Xor let her true hand falter, nor blue eye
Moisten, till she had lighted on his wound.

Teimj/son, Geraint.

n. trans. 1. To make moist or damp; wet
snperfiuially or in a moderate degree.

So that it [the river] as well manures as moyttens with
the fat and pregnant slime which it leaveth behind it.

Sandys, TravaQes, p. 76.

The wood is moistened before it is placed upon the
burning coals. B. W. Lane, Modem Egyptians, I. 258.

2f. To soften; make tender.

It moistened not his executioner's heart with any pity.

PuOer.

moistener (mois'ner), n. One who or thatwhich
moistens.

moist-eyed (moist 'id), a. Having the eyes
watery or wet. especially with tears.

moistnil (moist 'ful), a. [< moist + -/uJ.]

Abounding in moisture ; moist.

Her momfid temples bound with wreaths of quivering

reeds. Drayton, Polyolbion, xviiL 28.

moisti^ (mois'ti-fi), V. t. ;
pret. and pp. moig-

tified, ppr. moistifying. [< moist + -»-/y.] To
make moist; wet. [Humorous.]

Scotland, my anld, respected Mither

!

Tho' whylesye maistify your leaUier.

Ainu; Prayer to Uie Scotch Bei»esentatiTes, Postscript.
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moistless (moist'les). a. [< moUt. n.. + -fe«s.]

Without moisture ; dry. ITamcr, Albion's Eng-
land, viii. 29.

moistness (moist'nes\ H. [< ME. moystnesse;
< moiit + -ness.^ The state of being moist;
dampness; a small degree of wetness.

moistryt, «. [< moist + -ry.] Moisture.

Generally fruitful thougzh little moiitry be used fliereqn.

fuller. Worthies, Somerset, II. 21 ;.

moistnre (mois'tur), n. [< ME. moysture, most-
ure, < OP. moisieur, moisUmr, F. moiteur, moist-
ness. < moiste, moist: see moisi.'] 1. Diffused
and sensible wetness; fluid diffused or exud-
ing; damp.

0^ that infected moisture of his eye

!

Shot., Lover's Complaint, L 323.

Lignum^oesarelikeOline trees, butsomewhatgreater

;

the innermost part of the wood is b^t, with blacke and
browne veines, and yeelding an Oylie moysture; it is sold
in wei^t against SQuer and Gold.

Purehae, Pilgriinage, p. 507.

2. Liquid. [Bare.]

If some penurious source by chance appeared
Scanty of waters when you scoop'd it dry.
And offer'd the full helmet up to Cato,
Did he not dash th' nntasted moisture from him?

Addison, Cato, IiL 5.

Atmospheric molstore, the aqueous vapor of the atmo-
sphere and the aqueous i>artacles suspended in the form
ctf fog and clond, or precipitated as rain, haH, snow, etc
The proportion of aqueous v^ior in tbe air is variable ; it

may amoimt to one twentieth part or more of the whole
atmosphere^ See hygrometer, hygrometry.

moistnret (mois'tur), v. t. [< moisture, n.] To
moisten; wet.
Who deuideth the abonndance of the waters into riuers,

or who maketh a waye for yc stormy wether, liiat it wa-
tereth and movstureth the drye and baren ground?

Bible 0/ 1561, Job xxzviiL 26.

moistnreless (mois'tnr-les), a. [< moisture +
-less.'] Without moisture.

moislTf (mois'ti), a. [< MK moisty; < moist +
-yl.] 1. Xew; fresh.

For were it win, or old or moisty ale
That he hath dranke, he spekdEh in his nose.

Chaucer, ProL to Manciple's Tale, L 60.

2. Wet; moist.

The miste which the moystie Miles did cast forth took
not awav derely the vse of the prospect.

J. Brende, tr. of Qnintns Curtius, foL 87.

moither, r. See moider.

mojaixa, n. See moharra.
mokadorf, n. See moecador, muckender.

mokeM, '"• An obsolete form of muck^.

moke^ (mok), n. [Possibly connected with
mesh^, in one of its variant forms mask^, AS.
max (*masc) : see mesh^.'] The mesh of a net

:

hence applied to any wickerwork. Sdliiwell.

[Prov. Eng.]
moke^ (mok), ». [Cf. leeL mok, dozing, moka,
doze.] 1. A donkey.

A girl in our society accepts tiie best puti which offers

itself just as Miss Chnmmey, when entreated by two
young gentiemen of the order of costermongeis^ inclines

to the one who rides from market on a mote, rather than
to the gentleman who sells his greens from a hand-bas-

kdi Thaekeray, Sewcomes, xxx.

Hence— 2. Astnpid fellow; a dolt.—3. Theat.,

avarietyperformerwho plays on several instru-

ments.—4. A negro. [Slang in all senses.]

mokeH, a. A Middle English form of much.
Bailey, 1731.

mokelt, a. and h. A Middle T^Inglish form of

mickle.

mokerert, ». Same as muckerer.

mokihana (mo-ki-han'a), n. [Hawaiian.] A
tree of the Sandwich Islands, Melieope (Pelea)

anisata, all parts of which, especially the cap-

sules, emit when bruised a strong, spicy, anisate

odor. The wood is used in making ornaments.

mokret, r. An obsolete form of mucker^.

mokyt.o- An obsolete variant of mi/ciy.OMtt^py.

molt, ». A Middle English form of muTO-.

mola (mo'la), n. ;
pi. molte (-le). [NL., < L.

mola, a millstone: see molar'^.'] 1. In entom.,

the grinding surface of a molar or broad basal

tooth of the mandible.

—

2. leap.'] In iehth., the
typical genus of pleetog-

nath fishes of the fam-
ily called either Molidte

of Orthagoriscidce, having
as type the sunfish or

head-fish,named Orthago-
risGus mola by Bloch and
Schneider, or M. rotunda
of Cuvier and recent au-

thors. It is a large clumsy
fish of extraordinary shape,

which varies much with age,

inhabiting most tavipical and Snnfish {ifola rotunda).

mold
temperate seas, and attainiDgaweightof 700 or800pounds;
the skin Is thick and granular, and the vertical fins are
confluent behind. Also called Ceph/dvs.

molant, molaynef, 'I. [ME., alsomoJane, »iu7<in,

moleyne; appar. of OP. origin.] A bit for a
horse.

His molaynes& alle the metail anamayled was thenne.
Sir Gauayne and the Grten Enight (E. E. T. S.X L 169.

molarl (mo'lar), a. and ». [= F. molaire =
Sp. Pg. molar = It. molare, < L. molaris, be-
longing to a mill : as a noun (sc. lapis) a mill-
stone, also (sc. dens, tooth) a grinder-tooth; <
mola, a millstone, in pL mol(P, a mill, < violere,

grind: see mill^. Cf. mole^, mole*'.] L a. 1.

Grinding, triturating, or crushing, as distin-
guished from cutting, piercing, or tearing, as a
tooth.— 2. Of or pertajning to a molar or mo-
lars : as, moJarglaiids.—3. In entom., of or per-
taining to a mola: as, a molar space or area.

—

olariSailds. Seegland.

IL 1. 1. In anaf., a grinding tooth or grind-
er; abacktooth; especially,amolartoothwhich
is not preceded by a milk-molar or milk-tooth

:

distinguished from premolar, canine, and in-

cisor. In man there are three true molars on each side
of each jaw. The two next to these are called premolars
orfalse mtHars. The posterior molar is the wisdom-tooth.
See dentalformula (imdo- dental) and toofA, and cut xmder
ruminanL
2. In icMh., a tooth which has a rounded or
convex surface, as in sparoid fishes, or a flat

surface, as in the MyliobatidcB.—3. In entom.,
one of the thick internal processeswith a grind-
ing surface found on the mandibles of many in-

sects, near the base.—False molar, a molar which
has b^n preceded by a mUk-molar ; a premolar.

molar^ (mo'lar), a. [< L. moles, a great mass
(see jnofeS), + -ar^.] Pertaining to a mass or
to a body as a whole ; acting on or by means
of la^e masses of matter ; acting in the aggre-
gate and not in detail; massive: ordinarily
used in contrast to molecular Holar force. See
forced.

molar^ (molar), a. [< mole* + -arS. Cf. mo-
lar\ of same ult. formation.] Belating to or
having the characters of a uterine mole: as,

molar pregnancy. See mole^.

molarifbrm (mo-lar'i-form), a. [< L. molaris,

a molar, + forma, form.] Having the shape
of a molar tooth; resembling a molar tooth.

Molariform teeth in a continuous series.

JBneye. BriL, XT. 430.

molaiimeter (mo-la-rim'e-ter),n. [< L. niolan's,

a millstone, + Gi. /lerpov, a measure.] A ther-
mometer for determining the temperature of
meal as it issues from the mill-spout. Its pecu-
liarityis a sort ofjacket or ehutewhich conducts
the outflowing meal to and arotmd the bulb.

molary (mo'la-ri), a. [< L. molaris: see mo-
lar'^.] Fitted for grinding or bruising food:
speeiiSeally applied to projections on the inner
side of the mandibles of certain insects.

Molasse (mo-las'), n. [F., < mollasse, flabby, <
mol, soft, < L. mollis, soft.] In geol., a name
given in Switzerland to an important geologi-
cal formation belonging in part to the Mio-
cene and in part to a position intermediate be-
tween the Eocene and the Miocene. The formation
is in places over 6,000 feet thick, and chiefly of lacustrine
origin. The fossil v^etation of the Molasse is of great
interest, being subtropical in character, containing palms
of an American type, and also the coniferous genus iSe-

quoia, now limited to California. It is the upper mem-
ber of the Molasse which contains these plant-remains,
and this part of the series is made up of red sandstones,
marls, and conglomoate (uagelfluhX The lower division
of the Molasse is a sandstone containing marine and
brackish-water shells.

molasses (mo-las'ez), n. [Formerly also, and
prop., melasses; = P. melasse= It. melaeeo (also,

after F., melassa), < Sp. melaza = Pg. mela^o,

molasses,<L. meffaceus, honey-like,< mel(mell-),

honey: see mell^.] The unerystaUized syrup
produced in the manufacture of sugar, it prop-
erly difieis &om treacle in that it comes from sugar in the
process of making, while tzeacle is obtained in the process

of refining : but the two words are often used synonymous-
ly.—Maple molasses. See mapie.

molaynet, »• See molan.

moldl, monldl (mold), «. [< ME. mold, molde,

moolde, < AS. molde, dust, soil, ground, earth,

the earth, = OFries. molde= OHG. molta, molt,

MHG. molte, multe, G. dial, molt, dust, earth, =
Icel. mold pz Sw. vmU = Dan. muld, mold, =
Goth, mulda, dust ; with formative -d (orig. -d^),

from the verb represented by Groth. malan =
AS. *»jaJan, etc., grind: see meaP-. Cf. mMifl,

dust, malm, soft stone, sand, etc., from the

same source. The proper spelling is mold, like

gold (which is exactly parallel phonetically);

but mould has long been in use, and is still com-
monly preferred in Great Britain.] 1. Pine



mold
soft earth, or earth easily pulverized, such as
constitutes soil ; crumbling or friable soil.

In that thi scions or thi planntes may
Be sette a little asonder, gemmes three
Of scions under nwolde is sette alway.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), P- 67.

The black earth, everywhere obvious on the surface of
the ground, we call mould. Woodward.

2. The earth ; the ground. [Obsolete or pro-
vincial ; in Scotch usually in the plural, moulds,
mools.'i

Thej Horn were under molde.
Other elles wher he wolde.

King Bom (E. E. T. S.), 1. 317.

There is moo mysshape peple amonge thise beggeres
Thane of alle maner men that on this mdde walketh.

Piers Plowman (B), vii. 96.

Affrighted then they did behold
His body turning into movld,
And though he had a month been dead,
This handkerchief was about his head.

The Suffolk Miracle (Child's Ballads, I. 222).

Their bones are mingled with the movld,
Their dust is on the wind.

Bryant, The Greek Boy.

8. The matter of which anything is formed;
material.

No mates for you.
Unless you were of gentler, milder movld.

Shak., T. of the S., L 1. 60.

Nature formed me of her softest mould,
And sunk me even below my own weak sex.

Addison, Cato, i. 6.

In or under the molds, in the earth ; buried. [Frov.
Eng. and Scotch.]

Late, late i' the night the baimies grat,

Their mither, she under the moots heard that.

Old baUad.

The truth . . . first came out by the minister's wife,
after Sir John and her ain gudeman were baith in the
Tnovlds. Scott, Eedgauntlet, letter xi.

moldi, mouldi (mold), v. t. [< moldX, m.] To
cover with mold.
Guinea grass requires to be molded, when the stalks and

roots throw out new stalks and gra£s shoots.
T. Btmghley, Jamaica Planter's Guide (1823), p. 309.

mold^, mould^ (mold), v. [First in early mod.
E. mould, rmvilde; a later form, with excrescent
d, of ME. moulen, mowlen, mollen, earlier muw-
len, mulen,grow musty, mold, < Icel.mygla (= Sw.
mogla), grow muggy or musty, mold (cf . mygla
= Sw. mogel, mold, moldiness), < mugga, soft
drizzling mist, mugginess: see mug^, muggy.
The form mould instead of m^ul arose partly
out of confusion with the pp. mouled, also
spelled mowled, mowlde, and used as an adj.

(whence the later adj. mouldy, moldy), and part-
ly out ofconfusion of the noim mould^ (for *moul)
with otomZ^i, mold^, friable earth, dust, etc.

(with which the word has generally been iden-
tified), and also with mould^, mold^, for mole^,
a spot, and, as to form, with mauld^, mold^, a
model {the diamould^, mMd^, andmo«M*, mold^
being also excrescent).] I. intrans. To grow
musty; become moldy; contract mold.

Other leten thinges muwlen other [or] rusten.
An^yren Hiwle, p. 344.

Let us not moulen [var. Tnowlen] thus in idlenesse.
Chaucer, ProL to Man of Law's Tale, L 32.

baked meats will
Bacon.

There be some houses where ,

movld more than in others.

II. trans. To cause to contract mold: as,damp
molds cheese.

mold^ti mould^t, P- «• [< ME. mould, mouled,
mowled, mowlde, moiled, muled, pp. of moulen,

grow musty: see mold'^, v. This form, prop.
mouled, is put here as involved in mold^, v. and
«.] Grown musty; molded; moldy.

This white top writeth min olde yeres

;

Min herte is also movled as min heres.
Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 3867.

And with his blode shall wasshe undefouled
The gylte of man with rust of synne i^mouled.

Lydgate. (HalliweU.)

Thy drynkes sowren thyTitoZ^yd mete.
Where with the feble myghte wel

fare. US. Cantai. Ff. ii. 38, f. 16.

[(HalliweU.)

mold^, mould^ (mold), n. [See
mold^, V. andp. a."] A minute
fungus or other vegetable
growth of a low type, espe-

cially one of such vegetable
organisms as appear on arti-

cles of food when left neglect-

ed, decaying matter, bodies
which lie long in warm and
damp air, animal and vege-

table tissues, etc.; in a some-
what looser sense, mustiness Moid (.PenMitium

or incipient decay. Most of the ^r^ltjSS^'t
common molds belong to the ge> tbe conidia.

3820
nus Mucor. M. Mucedo forms small downy tufts of grayish-

white color on bread, decaying fruit, etc. M, Syzygiles oc-

curs on decaying mushrooms. Phycomyces nitens, a related

form, grows on oily or greasy subs^nces. The common blue
mold on decaying bread, cheese, etc., is PenicUlium glau-
cum. See Mucor, Mu&yrini, PenicUlium.

All m-ovlds are inceptions of putrefaction, as the moulds
of pies and flesh, which mMMs afterwards turn into

worms. Bacon, Nat. Hist., I 339.

Black mold, a general name for certain hyphomycetous
fungi having dark-colored or carbonized mycelium, be-

longing chiefly to the family DermatieoB.

mold^, mould^ (mold), «. [A later form, with
excrescent d, of mole^. Prob. due in part to

confusion with moW-, mold^. The form is ex-

tant chiefly in iron-mold.'] A spot; a stain, as

that caused by rust.

Upon the little brest, like christall bright,
Slie mote perceive a litle purple mold,
That like a rose her silken leaves did faire unfold.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. xii. 7.

molds, moulds (mold), v. t. [< mold^, w.] To
stain, as with rust.

mold^, mould* (mold), n. [< ME. mold, moold,
molde, with unorig. medial d, for *molle, < OF.
molle, moule, mole, mosle, modle, F. moule = Sp.
Pg. molde, a mold, measure, < L. modulus, a mea-
sure, model: see modulus, model.] 1 . A form or
model pattern of a particular shape, used in de-
termining the shape of something in a molten,
plastic, or otherwise yielding state.

The movld of a man's fortune is in his own hands.
Bacon, Essays, Fortune.

New honours come upon him.
Like our strange garments, cleave not to their mould
But with the aid of use. Shak., Macbeth, i. 3. 145.

Made in his image ! Sweet and gracious souls,
Dear to my heart by nature's fondest names.
Is not your memory still the precious mould
That lends its form to Him who hears my prayer?

0. W. Holmes, Love.

2. Form ; shape ; cast ; character.
My Sonne, if thou of suche a molde
Art made, now tell me pleine thy shrift,

Gower, Conf. Amant., iv.

French churches, both under others abroad and at home
in their own country, all cast according to that movld
which Calvin had made. Hooker, Eccles, Polity, Pref., ii.

The expectancy and rose of the fair state.

The glass of fashion, and the mxtuld of form,
Shak., Hamlet, iii. 1, 161,

Men of mould
Well embodied, well ensouled,

Emerson, Monadnoc.

3. Specifically, in founding, the form into which
a fused metal is run to obtain a cast. Molds for
metals and alloys having a low melting-point, as lead,
type-metal, Britannia metal, etc., are made of iron or plas-
ter of Paris, and may be used many times. Molds for the
less fusible metals and alloys, as iron, brass, bell-metal,
etc., are made in sand or loam and are divided into three
classes : (a) Open molds, in which the pattern is impressed
in the sand and withdrawn, and the molten metal is then
poured in and finds its level, (b) Close molds, or molds in two
parts called the drag and the case (orcope), forming together
a two^poH JUtsk, one part being placed over the other, and
each being impressed with one half of the matrix or pat-
tern. See Jlask, 2. (c) Loa/tn-molds, or molds built up with
a core of brickwork or other material, and covered with
founders' loam. As in the case of open molds, with close
molds a pattern, usually of wood, is used, being impressed
one half at a time in the two parts of the flask or molding-
box, which, when put together so as to correspond, form
the mold. Loam-molds are used especially in making
large hollow castings, and do not require a pattern. These
molds are of every shape and size, from molds for kettles
and water-pipes to those for engine-cylinders and great
cannon. Fine molds for making castings of insects, flow-

ers, and other delicate objects are formed by suspending
the object in a box bymeans of wires and covering it with
plaster of Paris. When set the mold is heated until the
object is burned, and the ash is then blown out, leaving
the original shape in s^ara^ '^
the mold. Another (X bfjg!J» C-^i—a c[
method is to fashion " '~

the flgure in wax,
bed it in plaster or
clay, and then melt
out the wax {eire

perdu). In making
plaster casts of parts
of the human body,
or of sculptors' mod-
els, the originalmold
requires to be cut to
remove it from the
object, and the parts
are afterward fitted

together. Gelatin,
papier mach^, and
sulphur are also
used for making
certain kinds of

molds. The type-
mold of type-found-
ers is of steel in two
pieces, making right
and left halves, on
the top of which,
when conjoined, the
matrix is attached.

Details of Type-mold,
«, the two halves of the mold united but

without the matrix, showing the face of the
type H as formed in the mold ; b, one half
of^the mold ; c, the other half of the mold,
showing the body ofthe letterH in position

:

rf. the matrix relatively enlarged, showing
the face of the letter I

Every body of type has its special mold, which canbeused
tor that body only, but the mold is made adjustable tor
the varying widths of type.

mold-box

4. In terra-cotta work, the plaster forms used
in making terra-cotta architectural ornaments.
They are usually in a number of parts, and when the clay
is set sufficiently the mold is carefully taken apart. Sim-
ilar molds are used also for glass, pottery, and waxwork,
5. In stucco-work, a templet or former for shap-
ing cornices, centerpieces, etc.— 6. In paper-
manufacture, a frame with a bottom of wire
netting which is filled with paper-pulp that in
draining away leaves a film of pulp which is

formed mto a sheet of paper.— 7. In sMp-huild-
ing, the pattern used in working out the frames
of a vessel.— 8. A former or matrixused in vari-

ous household operations, as an incised stamp
of wood for shaping and ornamenting pats of
butter, or a form of metal, earthenware, etc.,

for giving shape to jellies, blanc-mange, ices,

etc.— 9. In cookery, a dish shaped in a mold:
as, a mold of jelly.

We had preserved plums to the movld of rice. Siekem.

10. In amat, same a,Bfontanelle,2.— 11. .Ajnong
gold-beaters, a number of pieces of vellum or a
like substance, laid over one another, between,
which the leaves of gold are laid for the final

beating—Elastic mold. See etoeic.—Gold-beaters*
mold. See gold-beater.

mold*, mould* (mold), v. t. [< OF. moller,moler,

F. mouler = Sp. Pg. moldar, < L. m^dulari, mea-
sure; from the noun: see mold^, m.] 1. To
form into a particular shape; shape; model;
fashion; oast in or as in a mold; specifically,

to form articles of clay upon a whirling table
or potter's wheel, or in molds which open and
close like those employed in metal-casting.

Though he have been or seemed somewhat harsh here-
tofore, yet now you shall find he is new moulded.
Sherley, quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation, p. 229.

If these two things be supposed, that a man set before
him honest and good ends, and again, that he be resolute,

constant, and true unto them, it will follow that he shall

mmdd himself into all virtue at once.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii, 300.

Did I request thee. Maker, from my clay
To mould me man? Milton, P. L., jl. 744.

2. In sMp-building, to give the required depth
and outline to, as ships' timbers Diamond-
molded glass. See ^tos.—Molded breadth, the greatest
breadth of a ahi$, measured to the outside of the frame-
timbers.

—

Molded charcoal. See charcoal.—Moiiei
glass, glass which is blown in a mold. The mold fits

around the melted glass held on the end of the pontil,
and is adapted for easy and rapid adjustment.—Molded
wood, wood embossed in designs by having the pattern
stamped deeply on the end grain of the wood, this end
being then planed down to the bottom of the impression,
and soaked in water, when the compressed parts swell up
into high relief. Medallions and other decorative objects
were produced in this way in the seventeenth and eigli-

teenth centuries,

mold^t, n. An obsolete form of mole^. Levim.
moldability, mouldabillty (mol-da-bil'i-ti), n.

[< molddble : see -hility.] Capability of being
molded.
moldable, mouldable (mol'da-bl ),a. [imold^
+ -able.] Capable of being molded or formed.

The differences of impressible and not impressible ; flg-

urable and not figurable ; movldaUe and not mouldaVU.
Bacon, Nat Hist,, § 846.

moldaleti «• [ME., also molde-ale, a funeral
feast, < molde, earth (with ref . to burial), + ale,

a drinking, a feast: see mold^ and ale. Cf.

moldmeat. Hence mulled ale : see mulled.] A
funeral feast. Prompt. Parv., p. 341.

Molda'Vian (mol-da'vi-an), a. and n. [< Molda-
via (see def.) + -an.] "I. a. Of or relating to
Moldavia, a former principality of eastern Eu-
ropcj now forming part of the kingdom of Eu-
mania— Moldavian balm, a blue-fiowered labiate herb,
Dracocephalum Moldavica, cultivated in flower-gardens,
and of some culinary use,— Moldavian ClOaJc, a long
outer garment worn by women about 1860, having a cape
in front covering the arms and serving on each side as a
kind of sleeve.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Moldavia.
mold-board (mold'bord), n. 1. The curved
board or metal-plate in a plow, which turns over
the furrow.— 2. Infounding, the board onwhich
the pattern for a mold is laid ; a follow-board.
mold-box (mold'boks), n. A box used in cast-
ing steel under pressure for the manufacture
of guns, etc. As devised by Sir Joseph Whitworth,
this is a cylindrical box in which melted^crucible steel
or Siemens-Martin process steel is subjected to a hydro-
static pressure of 6,000 pounds per square inch. Two
closely fitting hoops ol steel of ample strength are fitted
on the interior with cast-iron lags having vertical channels
on the faces fitted to the hoops, and numerous channels
leading from the vertical channels to the interior of tbe
mold-box. The interior surfaces of the lags are lined with
refractory sand. A central core of cast-iron faced with re-

fractory sand, and provided with horizontal and vertical
channels like the lags, is erected in the box, leaving an an-
nular space into which the metal is run. By means of a
hydraulic press an annular piston or plunger is driven
down upon the upper surface of the molten metal. The



mold-boz
gases which would otherwise be retained in the metal are
thus forced out, escaping through the channels in the lass
and the core.

mold-candle (mold ' kan ' dl), n. A candle
formed in a mold, as distinguished from a
dippedeandle or <Hp. See dip, n., 2.

mold-cisteni (mold' sis 'tem), n. In sugar-
making: (a) The vat -whioh receives the drip-
pings from the sugar-loaves. (6) A tank in
which the molds are washed after use. E. H.
Knight.
molderi, monlderi (mol'dSr), %: [A freq. form
of raoWl, moirf<P.] I. intrans. 1. To turn to
mold or dust by natural decay; waste away hy
a gradual separation of the component parti-
cles, especiallywithout the presence of water;
crumble.
The ninth [means to induce and accelerate putrefaction]

is by the interchange of heat and cold, or wet and dry; as
we see in the mouldering of earth in frosts and sunne.

Boom, Nat Hist, § 337.

To Dust most all that Hear'n of Beanty come

!

And must Pastora tnoulder in the Tomb 1

CGngreee^ Death of Queen Mary.
The brass and marble remain, yet the inscriptions are

effaced by time, and the imagery inoutderx away.
Locke, Human Understanding, II. z. 5.

2. To be diminished; waste away gradually.

If he had sat still the enemy's army would have moul-
dered to nothing. Clarendon, Great Bebellion.

n. trans. To turn to dust; crumble; waste.

These rocks [falling from moimtain-tops] . . • when
their foundations have been vumldered with age.

Addison, Bemarks on Italy.

molder^f, mouldeiit (mol'd^r), ». [< molder\
r.] Mold; clay.

Not thatwe are privy to the etemall counsel of God, but
for that by sense of onr ayrie bodies we have a morc re-
lined facidty of foreseeing than men possibly can have
that are chained to sucfa heavie earthly moulder.

Nashe, fierce Penilesse, p. 85. {HaUivxU.)

molder^, moulder^ (mol'der), n. [< ME. *mol-
dere, moldare, mooldare, a former (Imeader); <
moldi + -erl.] One who molds or forms into
shape; specifically, one who is employed in
making castings in a foundry.
Unthinking, overbearing people, who . . . set up for re-

formers, and new motdders of the constitution.
Bp. BerlceUy, Discourse to Magistrates.

More distinct style than even blank-verse, and qnite as
plainly takes the stamp of its maider.

The Century. 'XTIX. 506.

Holders' clamp, flask, etc. See damp, etc

moldeiy (mol'der-i), a. [< molder^ + -yi.]

Of the nature of or like mold. L<nidon.

mold-fadng (mold'fa'sing), n. In iron- and
hrass-founding: (o)Athin coating of finely pul-
verized material dusted upon the inside faces
of molds, to insure smooth ontside surfaces on
the castings. For iron, powdered charcoal and mill-

dust; and sometimes plumbago^ are used. For brass, pease-

meal, powdered soapstone, rottenstone, graphite, and
chalk are variously employed. (6) A wash of plum-
bago and water laid on the faces of a mold by
gentle manipulation with a soft brush, and al-

lowed to dry before the cast is made.
moldiness, monldiness (mol'di-nes), n. [<

moldy^ + -ness. Cf. moWness.] The state of

beingmoldy; moldy growth; minnte fungi. See

His few Greek books a rotten chest contain'd.
Whose covers much of mouidiness complain'd.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, iiL

molding^, moulding^ (mol'ding), n. [Verbal
n.otmoleP;mould^,v.'] The act of coveringwith
mold ; mold nsed to cover the roots of plants.

When the sprouts [of sugar-cane] are six or eight inches
high, it wOI be necessary to put a gang in to give them a
plentiful molding, in order to cover their roots and feed
their stems.

T. BmgUeg, Jamaica Planter's Guide (1823X p. 335.

molding^, moulding^ (mol'ding), ». [f\'erbaln.

of mol^, mouM*, ».] 1. The process of shaping
any plastic substance into a given form, aswas
into artistic figures, or clay into bricks.

For therc was never man without otir molding.
Without our stamp npon him, and onr justice,

left any thing three agra after him
Good, and his own. Fletcher, Tamer Tamed, iii. 3.

2. Anything cast in a mold, or anvthing formed
as if by a mold.— 3. In arch., a member of con-
stmetion ordecoration so treatedas to introduce
varieties of outline or contour in edges or sur-

faces,whether on projections or in cavities, such
as on cornices, string-courses, bases, door- or
window-jambs, Untels, etc. In classical architecture

moldings are divided into three classes : the right-lined,

as the fillet^ tsenia, listel, regnla; the curved, as the sstia-

gal or bead, the toms, the cavetto, tile quarter-round,

ovolo, and echinus : and the composite, as the ogee, talon, or
cyma reversa, the cyma lecta or doucine, and the scotia or
trochilos, all of which are known by many synonymous
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names. In Soman architecture all curved moldings are
formed of portions of circles, while in Greek architec-
ture they are for the most pait formed of some conic sec-
tion, of which the curve, in good work, is always of ex-
treme refinement. All these moldings are frequently en-

Sections of Medieval Moldings.

t, Xonnan style ; 2, Early English style ; 3, Decorated style

;

4, Feipendicalar style.

riched by carving. In the architecture of themiddle ages
there is very gr«tt diversity in the form and arrangement
of the moldings. In the Norman style they consist almost
entirely of rounds and hollows, variously combined with
splays and fillets, a striking peculiarity of this sl^le being
the recurrence of moldings broken into zigzag lines. In
the succeeding Bnglish s^le, the early Pointed, the mold-
ings arc much lighter and more bold^ cut In the Deco-
rated style of the fourteenth century there is still greater
diversity, and this period is further characterized by the
introduction of the roll-molding, and another termed the
icave-molding. In -the Perpendicular style laige and often
shallow hollows prcvail,andthemoldingsareingeneralof
flatter profile and less effective than those of earlier peri-

ods Themoldingsof medievalarchitecturearevetycom-
monly sculptured with surface-ornament beautifnl in de-
sign and elaborate in workmanship. See cuts under dog-
tooth, doubie-cone, egg, irtdented, keet^moldibng, lozenge,fret?,

3.—Belt-molding, a molding passing entxtelyaround the
interior of a passenger-car, d&^ctly above the windows.
Car-BuUdei's Diet.—DOTetail-molding. See dovetaU.—
Embattled molding. See embattled.— Nail-beaded
molding. See naU-headed.—'Se'bTily molding, in arch.,

a molding in Bomanesque architecture the edge of which

.^^-^

Nebuly Molding.—Southwell Minster, England.

forms an andulating or waved line : introduced in corbel-
tables and archivolts.

—

TtaWng molding, a molding in-

clined from the horizontal or vertical, as thatwhich often
follows the line of a staircase^ the rail of an ascending
balustrade, etc.

molding-bed (mol'ding-bed), n. Amaehine for
working rectilinear moldings in marble. A trav-
eling frame carries revolving grinders, and is adjustable
vertically by a screw to the height required by the f^ck-
ness of the marble. The grinders are solid cylinders of
cast-iron, and are coimterparts of the required moldings.

molding-board (mol'ding-bord), n. Same as
mold-board.
molding-box (mol'ding-boks), n. In foundry-
KorV, a molding-flask.

molding-crane (mol'ding-kran), n. A crane
adapted for use in a foundry in handling molds
and flasks; a foundry-crane.
molding-cutter (mol'ding-kut'er), n. A tool

working on the principle of the plane-iron or

cutter of a hand-plane, the edge of which is

formed by a bevel on one side of the tool. The
edges of molding-cutters are formed to correspond with
the outline of the cross-sections of the moldings to be cut,

each cntter being adapted to only one pattern of molding.
Thus, to cut a molding of semicircular cross-section, the
edge of the cutter must be a semicircle of the exact size

of the molding. Such moldings were formerly cut by
hand-planing, but this is now almost entirely superseded
by power-planing machines with rotary cutters.

moIding-file (mol'ding-fil), n. A file with a
concave facensedforflnishingmolded surfaces.

molding-flask (m^'ding-fla^), n. 1. Same
as.^osA-, 2.—2. In dentistry, a jointed recepta-

cle in three parts, in which the vulcanite model
and plaster mold are secured in making den-
tures ready for the muffle. E. 3. Knight.

moldness

molding-frame (mol'ding-fram), n. Jn found-
ing, the templet by which an object is shaped
in loam-molding. E. H. Knight.
molding-hole (mol'ding-hol), n. In founding.
an excavation in the foundry-floor in which
eastings of large size are made.
molding-loam (mol'dlng-lom), n. A mixture
of clay and sand employed by founders in con-
structing molds for loam-molding.
molding-machine (mol'ding-ma-shen^), It. 1.
In iooodr-working, one of a class of high-speed
power-machines for planing, recessing, shap-
ing, molding, profiling, and paneling wood.
Such machines occupy in wood-working much the same
position as the milling-machine in metal-work, as both
operate by means of revolving cutters. In molding-ma-
chines all thework is performed by revolving cutter-heads
having variously shaped knives. These cutters are used
singly, as in some panel-machines, and project through
the table on which the work is laid, or they are arranged
in gangs and series so that the wood in passing through
tilemachine is exposed successively to all the cutters. By
this gang-system of cutters it is possible to cut moldings
and edgings of the most complicated pattern. One form
of the madiine has the cutteis between the cutter-arbor
hearings, and is known as a matchin^.ma£kine or uood-
planing machine, or an inside-molding machine. In an-
other form the cutters project up through the table and
are arranged to work npon the inside edges of moldings.
This type is known as the edge-molding machine. Some-
times called carving-machine, variety-planer, or reli^-
paneling machine.

3. A machine for making molding from an ar-

tificial composition. The material is forced from a
hopper by a compressor, is carried by an apron beneath
a die-wheel, and after being shaped by this it is delivered
on a table.

3. In sheet-'tnetal working, a rolling-machine
with shaped roUers of which one is the coun-
terpart of the other, for molding sheet-metal
into shape for cornices, balusters, etc.— 4. In
founding: (a) A machine for making loam-
molds in flasks from small patterns carried by
the machine. (6) A gear-molding machine.

—

Gear-molding machine, an apparatus for molding large
gear-wheels from apattem of a small section of the gear,
as of two teeth and the interdental space.—Stone-m<dd-
ing macliine, a machine for working stone moldings.
It resembles one form of stone-saw, but differs from it in
having the frame which carries the revolving grinder ad-
justable, by means of a screw beneath, to the tbickness of
the slab. The grinder is kept constantiy supplied with
moist sand.—Surface-molding machine, a form of
molding-machine with double-edged cutters and a rapid
reverse motion. It is used to cut scrolls and plain or
molded designs on the surface of solid wood, to rout such
work as ends of pews and stairs, to form grooves for in-
laid work, to make tracings for carving, ete.

molding-mill (mol' ding-mil), n. A sawmill
or shaping-mill for timber.
molding-plane (mol'ding-plan), n. Injoinery,
a plane used in forming moldings; a match-
plane. Such planes have various patterns or convex and
concave soles for making the different parts of moldings,
as hollows and rounds.

molding-plow (mol'ding-plou), n. A plowwith
two mold-boards to throw the soil to both sides
at once ; a ridging-plow. It is used in forming
ridges, in hilling potatoes, ete.

molding-sand (mol'ding-sand). It. A mixture
of sand and loam of which molds for use in a
foundry are made.
molding-saw (mol'ding-sfi), n. A circular saw
or combination of circular saws for cutting out
blocks approximating to the shapes of orna-
mental moldings. The molding is finished by
cutters formed to the exact curve.

molding-table (mol'ding-ta'bl), h. a table
on which a potter molds his ware, it has a trug
or trough in which the workman moistens his hands, and
a block-and-stock board on which he places the tile-mold.

There are also four p^s driven into the table at the cor-

ners of the block-and-stock board, to sustain the mold and
r^nlate the thickness of the tile.

mold-loft (mold'ldft), M. A lai^ room in a
ship-building yard in which the several parts of

a ship are drawn out in their proper dimen-
sions from the construction drawings. Also
called modeling-loft.

[The] various problems [of layiug-off] are solved upon
the fioor of a building known as the Mould Loft, where
the drawings furnish^ by the designer are transferred in

chalk lines in full size, and then by the aid of geometry,
and in the manner discussed in the following pages, the
draughtsman determines and draws in the shapes of the

varioos components of the frame. Moulds are made to

the lines, and with these moulds and other data furnished

by the draughtsman the workmen are enabled to trim

the timbers, or bend the angle-irons, and place such
marks upon them as shall leave nothing but the putting

together and fastening them in their places in order to

construct the frame of the ship.

TheaAe, Naval Architecture, § 1.

moldmeatt, «• [OSc. mouldmete; < tiwW- +
meat\ Cf. moldale.'] X funeral feast.

moldnesst, monldnesst, »• [ME. moirlednes;

< m^>W, a., + -ness.] Moldiness. Cath. Ang.,

p. 244.



mold-stone

mold-stone (mold'ston), a. The jamb-stone of
a door or window.

mold-turner (m6H't6r"u6r), n. A maker of
metal frames or shapes. Simmonds.
moldwarp, mouldwarp (mold'wSi-p), n. [Also
molewarp; cf . dial, molwart, moodiewart, moudie-
wart, etc.; < ME. moldwarp, moldwerp, molde-
warp, nwldewerp, molewarpe, molwarpe (= MD.
molworp, mulworp, molworm, D. molworp =
MLG. molworm, LG. mulworp, molworm = OHG.
moltwerf, m,ultwurf, moltwerfe, muwerf, MHG.
moltwerf, moltwerfe, mulwerf, mulwelf, murwerf,
G-. maulwurf = leel. moldvarpa = Sw. mullvad
= Dan. muldvarp), < AS. molde, the earth, dxist,
-I- weorpan, throw: see moldX and warp. Cf.
^mole'^.'] The mole, Talpa europcea. See mole^.
[Now only prov. Eng.]

Ffor nwldewarpei cattes Is to kepe,
To ligge in waite to touche with her cle.

PaMadi'us, Huabondrie (B. E. T. S.), p. 109.

In this, as Glendour persuaded them, they thought they
should accomplish a ftopheoy ; as tho' King Henry were
the Mouldwarp cursed of God's own Mouth.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 161.

moldyi, mouldyi (mol'di), a. [< mold^ + -^i,

taking the place of the p. a. mold^, mould^, and
of the ME. mowly, < moulen, mold : see moM%
m^mld^,'] Overgrown or filled with mold ; mil-
dewed; musty; fusty; decaying; stale.

As the kynge sate at mete, all the brede waxe anone
mowly and hoor, yt no man myght ete of it.

Golden Legend, fol. 65.

Ulysses and old Nestor, whose wit was mmildy ere your
^andsires had nails on their toes.

Shak., 1. and C, ii. 1. 116.

There was not
So coy a beauty in the town but would^
For half a motudy biscuit, sell herself
To a poor bisognion.

Xassinger, Maid of Honour, iv. 1.

moldy^, mouldy^ (mol'di), n.
;
pi. moldies, moul-

dies (-diz). [See moldwarp, moleK'] A mole-
catcher. [Prov. Eng._]

moldy-hill, mouldy-nill (mol'di-hil), n. [Also
dial, moadie-hill; < msldy^, mouldy'^, + MUX.']

A mole-hill. [Prov. Eng.J
He haa pitch'd his sword in a Tnoodie-hUl,

And he has leap'd twenty lang feet and three.
Grceme and Bewick (Child's Ballads, 111. 84).

moldy-rat, mouldy-rat (mol'di -rat), n. A
mole. [Prov. Eng.]
molel (mol), n. [Also dial. (Sc.) m^il (in this

form mixed with mail\ ult. < L. macula, a spot),

also by some confusion maul, moil; < ME. mole,

mool, < AS. mdl, mcel, a spot, = OHG. MHG.
meil, OHG. also meila, meild, MHG. m^le =
Goth, mail, a spot, perhaps orig. *mahal = L.
macula, a spot ; whence macula, macule, made,
maeicle, maiU. A diff. word from AS. mail =
MD. mael, D. maal = OHG. MHG. mdl, G. mal,

a mark, a point of time, time, = Goth, mel, a
point of time: see meal^. Hence, by corrup-
tion, mold^, mould^.] 1. A spot; a stain, as on
a garment.
"BiCriste," quod Conscience tho, "thi best cote, Haukyn,
Bath many moles and spottes ; it moste ben ywashe."

Piers Plowman (B), xiii. SL

One yron male defaceth the whole peece of lawne.
Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 39.

Specifically— 3. A small permanent abnormal
spot on the surface of the human body, usually

of a dark color and slightly elevated, and often

hairy; a pigmentary neevus; also, a vascular
msBvus. See ncevus.

On herleft breast

A Tnole cinque-spotted, like the crimson drops
I' the bottom of a cowslip.

Shak., Cymbeline, ii. 2. 38.

Upon laying together all particulars, and examining the
several males and marks by which the mother used to de-

scribe the child when he was first missing, the boy proved
to be the son of the merchant. Addison, Spectator, Mo. 130.

molest (mol), V. t. [< ME. molen; < mole^, ».]

To spot or stain.

He had a cote of Crystendome as holykirke bileueth,

Ac it was moled in many places with many sondrl plottes.

Of Pruyde here a plotte, and there a plotte of vnboxome
speche. Piers Plmmnan (B), xiii. 276.

mole^ (mol), n. [Early mod. E. also mool,

moule, mowle, mold, < ME. mol, molds, molle

(= D. mol = MLG. mol, mul), appar. an abbr.

of orig. molewarp, prop, moldwarp. Such ab-

breviation so early as in the ME. period is not

satisfactorily explained.] 1. An insectivo-

rous mammal of the family Talp^dce (which see

for technical characters). There are at least 7 gen-

era of moles, of which Talpa, Mogera, Parascaptor, and
Scaptochirm are confined to the Old World, and Condy-

lura, Scalops, and Scapanus to America. The several spe-

cies are much alike in general appearance and habits, all

living under ground, where they burrow with wonder-
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ful facility, and construct galleries often of great extent
and complexity. They are stout thick-set animals, usually
6 or 8 inches long, with very, small or rudimentary eyes
and ears, sharp snout, no visible neck, strong and high-
ly fossorial fore feet, and short tail. They teed chiefly upon
earthworms. The best-known is the common mole of

Europe, Talpa europfxa. The Japanese mole is Mogera
wogura. All the American moles diifer decidedly from
those of Europe and Asia ; they are called shrew-Tnoles, and
the commonest is Scalops aquaticvs, of wide distribution
in the United States. 'liie American moles of the genus
Scapanus are nearest those of the Old World. There are
two of these, the hairy-tailed or Brewer's (S. atn&ricanus or
brew&ri) and S, townsendi; the latter is confined to west-
em portions of the continent. The star-nosed mole of

NorthAmerica is Candylura cristata. See cuts under Talpa,
Scalops, and Comdylura.

The mcUde, and other suche as diggeth lowe,
Anoie hem not, in harde lande yf thai growe.

PaUaMus, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 108.

When in the darkness over me
The four-handed male shall scrape.

Tennyson, To . (Poems omitted after 1833.)

2. A kind of plow or other implement drawn or
driven through the subsoil in making drains ; a
mole-plow.—Cape mole, (a) The chrysoohlore or gold-
en mole of South Africa, Chrysochloris aureus. (&) The
rodent bathyergue or mole-ratof South Africa, Bathyergus
maritimus.—CtOldejl mole. Same as Cape mole (a).—
Oregon mole, a large mole, Scapanus townsendi, inhabit-
ing the Pacific States.

mole^ (mol), «. ;
pret. and pp. moled, ppr. mol-

ing. [imole^,n.'] I, irans. 1. To clear of mole-
hills. [Prov. Eng.]— 3. To burrow or form
holes in, as a mole : as, to mole the earth.

II. inirans. To destroy moles. [Prov. Eng.]
mole^ (mol), «. [< P. mdle (> Euss. mola) = Sp.
m^le, muelle = Pg. molhe = It. mole, molo (> G.
molo), < L. moles, a great mass, a massive struc-
tm-e, esp. of stone, a pier, dam, mole, pile, hence
a burden, difficulty, effort, labor. Hence ult.

amolish, demolish, emolument, molecule, molest,

etc.] 1. A moimd or massive work, formed
largelyof stone, inclosing aharboror anchorage,
to protect it from the violence of the waves.
The foundations of Nero's port are still to be seen. It

was altogether artificial, and composed of huge males run-
ning round it, in a kind of circular figure, except where
the ships were to enter.

Addison, Bemarks on Italy (ed. Bohn), I. 456.

Bid the broad arch the dangerous flood contain.
The male projected break the roaring main.

Pope, Moral Essays, iv. 20O.

2. A form of ancient Eoman mausoleum, con-
sisting of a round tower on a square base, in-
sulated, encompassed with columns, and cov-
ered with a dome. [Bare.]
mole* (mol), n. [< P. mdle = Sp. Pg. It. mola,
< L. mola (= 6r. /iiih/), a false uterine forma-
tion, a particular use of mola, a millstone : see
milU.'i A somewhat shapeless, compact fleshy
mass occurring in the uterus, either due to the
retention and continued life of the whole or
a part of the fetal envelops after the death
of the fetus (a maternal or true mole), or being
some other body liable to be mistaken for this,

as the membrane in membranous dysmenor-
rhea, or perhaps a polypus (a false mole).—
Cystic, hydatid, or TeBlciUar mole, a true mole com-
posed largely of myxomatous growths originating in the
chorionic villi.

moleB (mol), n. [< L. mala (= Gr. /ivhi), spelt
coarsely ground and mixed with salt {mola
salsa) ; cf . jwoto; a millstone : see milP-.'] Coarse
meal mixed with salt, in ancient times used in
sacrifices.

She with the Tnole all in her handes devout
Stode neare the anlter. Surrey, iBneid, iv.

Crumble the sacred mole of salt and com.
Next in the fire the bags with brimstone burn.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Pastorals, viii.

molest, V. i. [A ME. var. of mele^.'] To speak.
This valyant bieme

Moles to hir mildly with fuUe meke wordes.
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 8067.

mole-bat (mol'bat), n. See mole-but.

mole-boutt, n. Same as mole-but.

Bota, a fish that grunteth, called a Mole-hout.
Florio (1698).

mole-but (mol'but), «. The short sunfish, a typ-
ical species of Molidce, technically called Mola
mola, M. rotunda, or Orthagoriscus mola. Also
mole-bat. See cut at Mola.
mole-cast (mol'kast), n. A mole-hill.

mole-catclier (m61'kaoh"er), 11. One whose
business is to catch moles.

mole-cricket (m61'krik"et), n. A fossorial

orthopterous insect of the genus Gryllotalpa

:

so called from its habit of burrowing in the
ground like a mole by means of its large and
peculiarly shaped fore legs. There are upward of 20
species,found in various partsofthe world; that common in
Europe is O. vulgaris, about IJ inches long, and of a brown
color. It constructs extensive subterranean galleries, cut-
ting through the roots of theplants encountered, and thus

molecule

Mole-cricket (.Gryllotalpa borealis).

a, adult, somewhat enlarged ; b, anterior tarsus or fore foot, greatly
enlarged.

doing much damage in gardens. Also called /en-ciMet,
fan-erixkA, and sometimes earth-erab.

molecular (mo-lek'u-lar), a, [= P. moUeulawe
= Sp. Pg. molecular, i' NL. *'molecularis, < mo-
fecMto, a molecule : see molecule."] 1. Relating
to molecules; consisting of molecules: as, mo-
lecular structure.

The general principle of molecular science . . . finds

numerous examples both in inorganic chemistry and in

biology. O. T. Ladd, Physiol. Psychology, p. 649.

2. Acting in or by means of the molecules or

ultimate physical elements of a substance.
Compare malar^.
Our thoughts are the exj^ression of maleevlar changes in

that matter of life which is the source of our other vital

phenomena. Huxley, Physical Basis of Life.

The inaleeular movements within animals of the sim-
plest class are the digestion of food and the elaboration of

the materials of reproduction.
E. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 231.

Atomic or molecular heats of bodies. See aUmdo
Molecular attraction, that species of attraction which
operates upon the molecules or particles of a body, as dis-

tinguished from the attraction of gravitation. Cohesion
and chemical afllnity are instances of molecular attraction.

—Molecular force. See/orcei.—Molecular weights.
See weight.

molecularity (mo-lek-u-lar'i-ti), n. [< moleea-
lar + -ity.] The condition or character of be-
ing molecular.
molecularium (mo-lek-u-la'ri-um), n. [NL. : see
molecular.'] An apparatus invented by Berliner
for illustrating a number of electrical phenom.
ena on the theory of molecular vibration.

molecularly (mo-lek'n-lar-li), adv. As regards
molecules.
The expansion and contraction of the protoplasm give

motion to the prearranged and moleeularly unyielding
levers of the animal engine. Pop. Sci. Mo., XIII. 667.

molecule (mol'e-kiil), n. [< F. moUcule = Sp.
moUcula = Pg. molecula = It. molecula, mole-
cola, < NL. molecula, a molecule, dim. of L.
moles, a mass: see mole^.] 1. The smallest
mass of any substance which is capable of ex-
isting in a separate form—that is, the smallest
part into which the substance can be divided
without destroying its chemical character
(identity). All the physical changes of a body, as
the dissolving of sugar in water, the melting of lead, the
change of water into steam, the magnetization of steel,

and so on, are phenomena which take place without the
loss of identity of the substance itself, and which con
cem the relations of the molecules among themselves.
Hence the molecule is taken as tlie physical unit. A lie
mogeneous body is regarded as made up of similar mole-
cules, whose relations determine its physical qualities,
and particularly its physical state as a gas, liquid, or
solid. A gas, according to the kinetic theory of gases,
is composed of molecules darting about in paths,which
are very nearly rectilinear through the greater part of
their lengths. Liquids are supposed to be composed
of molecules which wander about, but have not nearly
rectilinear paths ; while solids are believed to be com-
posed of molecules bound together by cohesion and mov-
ing in quasi-orbital paths. A molecule of any substance
is conceived as made up of one or more atoms, whose
relations to each other are considered in chemistry. (See
atom.) The exact nature of the molecules is still largely
a matter of hypothesis, but as regards their size Sir Wil-
liam Thomson has reached a quasi-definite conclusion as
follows: "Ifadropof water were magnified to the size of
the earth, the molecules or granules would each occupy
spaces greater than those flUed by small shot and smaller
than those occupied by cricket-balls."

A molecule may consist of several distinct portions of
matter held together by chemical bonds. ... So long as
the different portions do not part company, but travel to-
gether in the excursions made by the molecule, our theoiy
calls the whole connected mass a single molecule.

Clerk Maxwell, Heat, p. 286.

The molecule of any substance is, by some chemists, de-
flned as being the smallest portion of that substance to
which can be attributed all the chemical properties of the
substance ; by others, as the smallest portion which, solong
as the substance is chemically unchanged, keeps together
without complete separation of its parts.

Encyc. Brit., XVL 611.



molectue 3S23 moUa
We have, I believe, what we may almost call anew chem-

istry, some day to be revealed to us by means of photo-
graphic records of the behaviour of mUecules.

J. y. Loekyer, Spect. AnaL, p. 109.

Hence— 2. A veiy small particle or bit of
something; a particle; an atom. [CoUoq.]—
3. In ontitft., the tread or cieatrienla of a feeun-

by corresponding interspinal bones (in the adult at least 4

or 5 above and 8 or 9 below) and connected with the posterior
surfaces of the neural and hemal spines of the last complete
(typically 16tii) vertebra. The familycontains several fishes

of remarkable appearance, whose body ends behind so ab-

ruptly that it seems as if cut off. The best-known, Mola
rotundOf attains great size, sometimes weighing 700 or 800
pounds; it is best known by the name of sun^sA. Other
species, belonging to two different genera, are smaller.
The ftuidly is alsonamed OrfAa^oriscidce, and issynonymous
with the subfamily C^halineB. See cut under ifoto, 2.

cies, common in the Tnited States and Canada. See cut

under JSIonno.

2. Any American mole ; a shrew-mole. All the

American TalpidcB (genera Scal<qig, Scapanus, and Condy-
lura) differ from the Old World moles, and somewhat ap-

proach shrews in character. The name is also applied to

^\ur'jtrichus gibba^ which is of a different fanuly {Sori-

exdce).

dated ovxun. [Rare.] — Constituent molecule, a moleskill (mol'skin), h. and a. I, «. 1. The
molecule which is united with others unlike itself, as some rIHti of a mole,—2. A kind of fustian, double-

mSl<iSr^Sfji<;^a^nl-'SS^X£^^^f^^ twilled and extra strong and cropped before MoUeresque (mo-Var^sk'), a. [< Moliere (see

capable of neither generation nor cormption, which were dyeing, Compare oeatf/ f^fw. ^.

supposed by Bnffon to account for the properties of living H. a. Made of or resembling moleskin : as, a
matter. =SyiL l._^«<wi«. etc. Seeixirttcie. wioZesfcin vest ; a TOOfesfriw purse.
mole-eyed (mol id), a. l. Having very small mole-spade (mol'spad), n. A spade or spud
eyes, like a mole's; having imperfect sight; used in prodding for moles, or in setting traps
purblind. for them.
Bat this mUe-eyed, dragon-tailed EOMmlnation [a croco- poore Menaphon neither asked his swaynes for his

dUe] ... was utterly loathsome Bheepe^ nor tooke his iJwJMpode on his necke to see his
e. W. Curta, Nde Notes of a Howadji, p. 75. pastSes. Greene, Menaphon, p. 33.

Hence— 2. Figuratively, short-sighted; taking molest (mo-lest'). r. t. [< ME. molesten, < OP.
a narrow view of things: as, mole-eyed parsi-

mony.
mole-hecipt, n. Same as mole-'hill. Minsheu.
mole-MU (moJIiil), n. A little hill, hillook,

mound, or ridge of earth thrown up by moles
in burrowing underground. When moles are work-
ing near the surface in search of food, the hills become
tortaoos ridges which may be traced sometimes for many
yards with little or no interruption.

A devil of pride
Banges in airy thoughts to catch a star.

Whiles ye grasp moUhUis. Ford, Fancies, L 3.

The glass through which an envious eye doth gaze
Can easly ma^e a moie-fdU mountain seem.
P. Fletcher, Upon his Brother's Book, Christ's Victory.

To make a moimtain of (or out of) a mole-hill, to

magnify an insignificant matter.

mole-hole (mol'hol), «. The burrow of a mole.

molendinaceons (mo-len-di-na'shius), a. [<

LL. molendinum, a mill-house (< L. molendus, ge-

rundive of molere, grind : see miKi), -I- -aceous.']
"""; resembling the sails of awind-

molester, I", molester= Sp. Pg. niolestar= It. mo-
lestare, < L. molestare, trouble, annoy, molest,

< molestus, troublesome, < moles, a burden, diffi-

culty, labor, trouble: see mole^.'] To trouble;

disturb; harass; vex; meddle with injuriously.

But how this cas doth Troilus moleste.

That may none erIMy mannes tonge seye.

Chaucer, TroUus, iv. 880.

My Fatherwas afterwards most unjustly and spitefully

molesUd by y* jeering judge Bichardson, for repreeving
the execution of a woman. Fvelfpi, Diary, Nov. 3, 1633.

The moping Owl does to the Moon complain
Of such as, wand'ring near her secret bower,
Molest her ancient, solitary reign. Gray,

=Syil. Annoy, Plagtte, etc,

commode, inconvenience.

molestt (mo-lesf), II. [< molest, r. Cf. molesiie.']

Trouble.
Thus clogg'd with love, with passions, and with grief,

1 saw the country life had least mdUst,
Greene, Song of a Country Swain, in The Mourning

[Garment.Like a windmill

;

_
mill: applied to fruits or seeds which have molestation (mol-es- or mo-les-ta'shon), h. [=
many wings. [Rare.]

_
F. molestation, < ML. *molestatio{n-), < L. mo-

molendinariOUS (mo-len-di-na'ri-us), o. [<LL. Restore, trouble: see motesi, f.] 1. The act of

molendinarius : see molendinary.'\ Same as molesting.— 2. The state of being molested;
molendiruieeous.

molendinary (mo-len'di-na-ri), a. [< LL. mo-
lendinarius, < mhlendinum, a mill-house: see

molendinaceons.'] Eelating to a mUl ; acting as

a miUer. [In the quotation the word is inten-

tionally pedantic]
Dismount, then, O lovely Molinara, unless thou wonldst

rather that I should transport thee on horseback to the

house of thy nuiendinary father. Scott, Monastery, rsis.

mole-plant (mol'plant), n.

mole-plovr (mol'plou), n.

annoyance ; vexatious interference.

The knight and his companion, having reached the cas-

tle^ now passed the bridge, and entered the gate without
molestaiion.

Hodle, tr. of Ariosto's Orlando Fnrioso, xiv., note 8.

3. In Scots law, the troubling or harassing of

one in the possession of his lands. An action of

molestation arises chiefly in questions of commonly or of

controverted marches or land-boundaries. = Syn. 1. See

Same as mole-tree,
molester (mo-les'ter), „. One who molests,

A plow having a
jUgturbs, or annoys.

def.) + -esgue.] Pertaining to or resembling
Molifere (Jean Baptiste Poquelin, called Mo-
lifere, 1622-73), the greatest comic writer of

France, or his plays.

Crispin and Turcaret are tmqaestionably ifoii^esque,

though they are perhaps more original in their following
of Moli&re than any other plays that can be named.

Bneyc BriL, XIV. 473.

molimen (mo-li'men), n. [< L. moUmen, great

e£Eort,< moliri, toil, < moles, a burden, difficulty:

seemoZeS.] Great effort or endeavor; specifi-

cally, in physiol., extraordinary effort made in

the performance of any function: as, the men-
strual molimen.
moliminOQS (mo-lim'i-nus), a. [< L. moUmen
(-mi»-),greatefEbrt,+ -o««.] 1. Madewithgreat
effort or endeavor.— 2t. Of grave import; mo-
mentous.
Prophesies of so vast and mdvmmoia concernment to

the world. Dr. E. More, Mystery of Godliness, p. 281.

moliminonsly (mo-lim'i-nus-U), adv. In a mo-
liminous or laborious and imwieldy manner.
See the quotationunder cumiersoTOeJv. [Bare.]

(seet««e),incomm"oke,'^ Molina(m6-]i'na),«.j,J. [NL.,<.M9to+ -i««2.]
^ ''

Gunther's third group of Gymnodontes : same
as the famUy Molida.
moline (mo'lin), «. and a. [< LL.
molinus, pertaining to a mill,

molina, a mill, < L. mola, mill-

stone, mill: see milP-.'] I. n.

The crossed iron sunk in the
center of the upper millstone,

for receiving the spindle fixed in
the lower stone ; a mill-rynd.

II. a. In her., resembling a moline.—Cross
moUne. See crossi.

Molinia (mo-lin'i-a), n. [NL. (Schraiik,_1789)

Cross Moline.

pointed iron shoe secured to the end of a stan-

dard, used in itmking a deep drain for water.

mole-rat (mol'rat), «. 1. A myomorphie ro-

dent quadruped of the family 5i)oJac»d(E (which molestful (mo-lest'ful), a.

see for technical characters): so called from
its resemblance to a mole in appearance and
habits. The mole-rats are stout-bodied rodents, with

short, strong limbs (of which the fore ones are fossorial),

Surely to every good and peaceable man it must in na-

ture needs be a hateful thing to be the displeaser and mo-
leiter of thousands. MUton, Church-Govemmenii il, PreL

[< molest + -/irf.]

Troublesome; annoying; harassing.

But that [pride] which breaketh ont to the disturbance

and vexation of others is hated as maUstfuU and mischie-

Yons Barra-x, Works, I. xrii.

short or rudimentary tan, and minute or rudimentary eyes
j^jj^g^jg^^ „ [;i£E. , < OF. molestie = Sp. Pg. It,

molestia, < L. molestia, troublesomeness, trou-

ble, < molestus, troublesome: see molest, k.]

Trouble; distress.

In this manere he ne geteth hym nat sufflsaunce that

power forleteth and that moleste [var. molestie] prikketh.

Chaucer, Boethius, iiL prose 9.

molestions (mo-les'ehus), a. [< molesiie +
-otis.l Troublesome; annoying.

moletf, n. A Middle English form of mullet^.

mole-track (mol'trak), n . The track or course

of a mole under ground.

mole-tree (mol'tre), n. A biennial plant, caper-

spurge (Euphorbia Lathyris), considered effica^

cious in clearing land of moles. Its seeds have

been used as a cathartic. Also mole-plant.

molette (mo-lef), «. [OF.: see m«J?*f2.] in
and ears. They live under ground and burrow vMy ex- , oame as muMet^.
tensively. All belong to the Old World. The best-known "%-'^^ „ ^^ mnldmarn
species is Spalax t^us of Europe and Asia. Others are molOWarp, « bee moMwarp.

Indian and African, of the genera fleterowpftoJus and iJAi- moley, a- bee molyK
zamys. The bathyergnes are mole-rats of the subfamily molevnet, ". A Middle Enghsh form ot muUen.
BathyergituB, inhabiting Africa, as the strand mole-rat, ,. /~5/ii'\ n FNative name.] A small tree,
Bathuenw marOimus. and species of the genera Hebo- ^^^^ Schizaktha, growing in elevated re-

Mole-rat {_S/alax tyfkhts).

Bathyerffus maritimus, and species

phobus and Gemychus.
.

2. A fossorial murine rodent of the family 3f«-

ridce and subfamily Siphneinm. It resembles the

preceding superficiallyand in habits to some extent. These

mole-rats are confined to the palearctic region, where t±ey

are represented by the genera Sipftn«« and jEZJoftHB. The
zokor, & ospoiaa;, is the best-known.

3. The Australian duck-mole or duck-biUed ](i(,iidje(mol'i-de), n.i>?.

platypus, Ornithorhynchus paradoxus. - .

mole-shrew (mol'shro), n. 1. An . ^ ^

short-tailed shrew, of the family Soricidte and fighes.'^moie-buts, or moloids. They have a com-

genus Blarina, somewhat resembling a small ppessed-oblong body, longer than high, and a pcMtenor mar-

mole. B.6,««(i«da is the largest and best-known spe- ginal or caudal fin between the dorsal and anal, supported

eions in the Somali country, Africa, it yields a

Kirtof dragon's-blood, said not to be exported, yet i-esein-

bling, if not identical with, that known asdri^dragons-

Uood, attributed to Draaena Ombet of the island of socotra.

A resin of acidulous flavor obtained from the rmii tree

(Drac»na Schizantha). ScL Amer., >. o., LT. 344.

nSTL., < Mola + -idcB.'i

. . . A family of gynmodont plectognath hshes, of „ mollah (mol'a), »An American ^^^ sapeiia.imlj Moloidea ; the sunfishes, head- mo^a, moiid,uj.mu ..^

named after J. Molina, a writer upon Chilian
plants and animals.] A genus of grasses of

the tribe Festueew and the subtribe EragrostetE,

characterized by an elongated narrow panicle,

small spikelets with from two to four flowers,

and awnless glumes, the empty ones being
slightly smaller than the flowering ones. There
is but a single species, M. coendea, found throughout
Europe, and variously named hive or purple melic-grass,

purple moor-grass, and Indian grass. It is a rather coarse

stiff perennial, often three feet high, having narrow flat

leaves, which are chiefly radical and form large tufts.

It is common in woods, on moors, and in wet heathy
places, but is of little agricultural value.

Molinism (mo'li-nizm), n. [< Molina (see def.)

+ -ism.] The doctrine, propounded in 1588 by
Luis Molina, a celebrated Spanish Jesuit, that

the efficacy of divine grace depends simply on
the will which accepts it— that grace is a

free gift to all, but that the consent of the will

is requisite in order that grace may be effica-

cious.

Molinistl (mo'U-iiist), n. [< Molina (see Moli-

nism) + -isi.] One who holds the opinions of

Molina in respect to grace, free wiH, and pre-

destination. See Molinism.

Molinist^ (mo'li-nist), »<. [< Molinos (see def.)

+ -ist.'] A quietist, or foUower of Miguel de

Molinos (1627-96), who taught the direct rela-

tionship between the soul and (Jod.

moUtnre (mol'i-tur), n. [< ML. molitura, a
grinding, < L. molere, grind: see millX. Cf. mul-

ture.'] A fee paid in Mnd for the use of a miU

;

multure. Davies.

This [Hie Bishop of Rome's] claim of universal power
and autiiority doth bring more vuMtUre to their mill.

Abp. BramhaU, Works, IL 159.

Molll (mol), n. [Also Mall, Mai (also Aim.Mol-

ly,MolUe); a reduced form of -Sfory. It occurs

with dim. -l-in in malkin, mawlin.'] 1 . A famil-

iar form of the feminine name Jfa)>— 2. [/. 0.]

A female companion not bound by ties of mar-
riage, but often a life-mate : a word in common
use amongnawies,eostermongers,and the like.

[Eng.]—MoU Thompson's brand, M. T. (i. e. empty):

applied to an empty jug, decanter, bottle, or other ves-

sel for liquor. [Colloq. and jocular.]

moll2 (mol), o. [< L. moUis, neut. moUe, soft.]

In music, minor : as. C moU, or C minor.

aoUa, mollah (mol'a), ». [Also moolah, mool-

lah, muUa, mullah; < Turk. Pers. moUa, mevla =
Hind, maiili, maulavi, < Ar. »iouia, a dignitary,

judge, etc., master, lit. patron.] 1. A Moham-



moUa
rcedan title of honor or eompliment given to va-
rious religious dignitaries, as heads of orders,
and others exercising functions relating to the
sacred law, as well as to students of that law,
It is not conferred by formal authority, but is
an expression of public respect, like master.—
2. A superior judge of the Moslem sacred law.
The nomination [of the mufti of Constantinople] must

fall on one of the nuMahs, who fonn the upper stratum of
the hierarchy of uleraa. Eneyc. Brit., XXU. 661.

moUet, n. A Middle EngUsh form of muUK
moUemoke, n. Same as mallemudk.
MoUes (mol'ez), n. pi. [NL., pi. of L. moUis,
soft. Of. mollusk.] In Lamarck's classification
(1801-12), an order of Vermes, containing the
tapeworms and flukes.
molleton (mol'e-ton), n. [P., < molkt, dim. of
mou, mol, soft, < t. mollis, soft.] Swanskin ; a
kind of woolen blanketing used by printers as
an elastic impression-surface. Simmonds.
moUewellet, n. [ME. ; origin obscure. Of. mil-
well.'] The sea-calf. MominaleMS. {Salliwell.)
moll-hern (mol'hSm), n. The common Euro-
pean heron, Ardea einerea. [Local, Eng.]
MoUia (mol'i-a), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of L.
m^)lUs, soft: see moll^, Molles.^ In Lamarck's
classification (1801-12), an order of his class
Badiaria, containing the acalephs.
moUicity (mo-lis'i-ti). n. [Irreg. < L. mollifies,

softness (see molliUes), + ity.'\ Softness ; mol-
lities.

mollie (mol'i), n. [Abbr. of mallemaroking.
Cf. molly^.'] A meeting of ship-captains held
on board one of several whaling-ships when
ice-bound in company. See the quotation.
[Naut. slang.]

Whenever the whaling fleet is stopped for a number of
days in the ice, it is the practice for the captains to as-
semble on board one or tne other of the ships to discuss
the prospects of the season's catch. These interviews
are called MoUies, and are announced by a bucket hoisted
as a signal at the fore-royal masthead. . . . Generally
speaking, a XoUie means making a night of it.

Schley and Soley, Rescue of Greely, p. 183.

moUient (mol'i-ent), a. [= Sp. moliente, < L.
m^lUen(t-)s, pprV of mollire, soften, < mollis,

soft: see moK2.] Softening; emollient; sooth-
ing. Bailey, 1727.

mollieutly (mol'i-ent-li), adv. With softening
or soothing effect.

'

mollifiable (mol'i-fi-a-bl), a. [= Sp. moUfiea-
hle = Pg. mMUficavel"; as mollify + -able.'] Ca-
pable of being mollified, softened, or soothed.
Ash.
mollification (mol"i-fi-ka'shon), m. [< F. molli-

fication = Pr. molUfieacio ="Sp. molijioacion =
Pg. moUificaeao = It. molUficaeione, < ML. molli-

ficatio(n-), < LL. mollificare, soften: see mol-

Wy-\ !• The act of mollifying or softening.

For induration, or TnoUification, it is to be enquired
what will make metals harder and harder, and what will
make them softer and softer.

Bactm, Physiological Kemains.

2. Pacification; an appeasing; something that
will soothe.

Some mollificaMon for your giant, sweet lady,
Shak., T. H., i 6. 218.

mollifier (mol'i-fi-6r), n. One who or that
which moUifies. Bacon.
mollify (mol'i-fi), V.

;
pret. and pp. mollified,

ppr. mollifying. [< F. mollifier = Pr. molliflcar

= Sp. molificar = Pg. mollificar = It. mollifi^

care, < LL. mollificare, soften, < m,ollificus, mak-
ing soft, < L. mollis, soft, + facere, make : see

-fy,] I, trans. 1. To soften; make soft or

tender.

When they haae killed a great beast, they cut out all

the veines and sinewes . . . and likewise all the Suet:

which done, they diue them in water to motlifie them.
PuTGhas, Pilgrimage, p. 213.

They have not been closed, neither bound up, neither

mollified with ointment. Isa. i. 6.

2. To soothe; mitigate; appease; pacify; calm
or quiet.

AH things tending to the preservation of his life and
health, or to the molUfying of his cares, he [a king reli-

gious and zealous in God's cause] procureth.
Saleigh, Hist. World, V. ii. 3.

Chiron moUify'd his cruel mind
With art, and taught his warlike hands to wind
The silver strings of his melodious lyre.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love, i.

3. To make less harsh; qualify; tone down;
moderate; abate.

Mince the sin and moHi/y damnation with a phrase.
Dryden.

They would . , . sooner prevail with the houses to «mjZ-

lify their demands. Clarendon, Great Eebellion.

4. To induce or incUne by making tender.

3824
If it wrought no further good in him, it was that he, in

despight of himselfe, withdrewe himselfe from barkening
to that which might moUifie his hardened heart.

Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

I shall deliver words will nwUify
The hearts of beasts to spare thy innocence.

Beau, and PI., Philaster, v. 2.

=S3m. 2 and 3. To mitigate, ease, moderate.— 2. To
soothe, quiet.

II. ,
intrans. To become soft or tender.

[Bare.]

Philanax, feeling his heart more and more mollifying
unto her, renewed the image of his dead master in his
fancy. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iv.

mollignt (mol'i-gut), n. The angler or goose-
fish, XopfeJMS^iscatolrw. [Connecticut, U. S.]

molline (mol'in), n. [< L. mollis, soft, -I- -ime^.]

A base for ointments used in the treatment of
skin-diseases, it is essentially a soft soap mixed with
excess of fat and glycerin. It is made of caustic potash
lye having a specific gravity 1.146, glycerin, and cocoanut-
oil, in the proportions 100 parts of oil, 40 parts of lye, and
30 parts of glycerin. The saponification of the oU is care-
fully performed without heat. The glycerin is afterward
thoroughly incorporated by carefully heating and mixing,
and the result is a yellowish-white substance of soft con-
sistence containing 17 per cent, of uncombined oil, which
is easily removed from the skin by either warm or cold
water.

It is necessary to say that no lard is ever used, a sub-
stitute being found in a saponaceous preparation which is

known under the name of molline.
Lancet, No. 3423, p. 698.

Mollinedia (mol-i-ne'di-a), n. [NL. (Euiz
and Pavon, 1794), named after F. MolUnedo, a
Spanish chemist and naturalist.] A genus of
dicotyledonous apetalous plants of the natural
order Monimiacece and the tribe Monimiece,
characterized by sessile or stalked drupes on a
disk-shapedreceptacle, fromwhichthe perianth
falls off like a lid, by subsessile anthers with
the cells united into one at the apex, and by
an indefinite number of stamens. They are trees
or shrubs, with opposite leaves and insignificant green
flowers, which are usually dicecious and grow in axillary
or subterminal clusters. There are 30 species, natives of
Australia and the warmer parts of America. Several
species are highly aromatic, like the nutmeg. See iiik-

berry, 3.

mollinet (mol'i-net), n. [< OF. molinet, F.
moulinet (= Sp. molinito), a small mill, dim. of
moulin = Sp. moUno = Pg. moinho = It. molino,
a mill : see mill^. Cf. mouUnet.] A mill of small
size. Bailey, 1731.

mollipilose (mol-i-pi'los), a. [< L. mollis, soft,
-I- pilus, a hair : see pilose.] Having soft or fine
pelage or plumage, as a quadruped or bird ; be-
ing fleecy, fluffy, or downy, as hair or feathers.
mollipilosity (mol"i-pI-los'i-ti)j n. [< mollipi-
lose + -ity.] Fleeciness or flumness of the pel-
age or plumage of quadrupeds or birds.

moUities (mo-lish'i-ez), n. [L., softness, <»BoKis,
soft.] lumed., softness; softening Mollitles
cerebri, softening of the brain.—MolIitieB OBSlum, soft-
ening of the bones ; osteomalacia.

mollitious (mo-lish'us), a. [< L. moUities, soft-

ness : see molliUes.] Luxurious.

Here, mollitious alcoves gilt,

Superb as Byzant domes that devils built

!

Browning, Sordello, iii.

moUitude (mol'i-tfld), n. [< L. molUtudo, soft-

ness, < mollis, soft.] Softness; effeminacy.
Camptell.

MoUugineae (mol-u-jin'f-e), n.pl. [NL. (Fenzl,

1840), < Mollugo {Mollugin-) + -em.] A tribe
of dicotyledonous polypetalous plants of the
natural ovdiBvMcoidece, characterized by a deep-
ly five-parted calyx, andby having from three to
five petals, or sometimes none, and hypogynous
or partly perigynous stamens, it includes 14 gen-
era, Mollugo being the type, and about 73 species, the ma-
jority of which grow in Africa ; but a few genera, as Mol-
lugo and Glinux, are very widely distributed.

Mollugo (mo-lu'go), n. [NL. (Linnaaus, 1737), <
L. mollugo, a plant also called lappago, < mollis,

soft.] A genus of plants of the natural order Fir-

coidece and the tribe Molluginem, characterized
by a capsular fruit, a three- to flve-oeUed ovary
containing many ovules, and stipulate leaves
which often appear to be whorled. They are erect
or diffuse herbs, usually having forked branches, linear-
obovate or spatulate leaves, and inconspicuous greenish
flowers in axillary umbel-like cymes. About 13 species
have been enumerated, which are common in the warmer
parts of the globe. M. vertidllata is common through-
out the United States. See carpet-weed, and Indian chick-
weed (under chickieeed).

mollusc, n. See mollusTc.

MoUusca (mo-lus'ka), n. pi. [NL., pi. of mol-
luscum, a soft-bodied animal, a mollusk: see
moUush.] One of the leading divisions of in-

vertebrated animals; an extensive series of in-

vertebrates whose bodies are soft, without any
jointed legs, and commonly covered with a hard
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shell in one, two, or more pieces, and whose
principal parts are neither segmented into a,

series of longitudinal rings, as in insects, crus-
taceans, and worms, nor radiately arranged,
as in echinoderms ; the moUusks, as the univalve
or bivalve shell-fish of ordinary language. MoI-
lusks have no trace of a notochord or urochord, which
distinguishes them from certain organisms, as ascidians,
formerly classed withthem. They are primitively bilater-
ally symmetrical, or have a right and left "side along a
main axis ; this form is best expressed in the chitons, and is.

evident in bivalves, slugs, etc., but its expression is often
obscured by a twisting to which the body is subjected in
various univalves as those whose shells are spiral. (See
Isopleura, Anisopleura.) There is always a well-defined
alimentary canal, with definite walls, A nervous system
is well developed as a set of ganglia with connecting com-
missures, one characteristic feature of which is the forma-
tion of a nervous ring or collar around the gullet, and
another is the torsion of the visceral commissures in
those forms whose bodies are twisted as above said. (See
Ewthyneura, Streptoneura.) Most molluskshave a distinct
head, which, however, is not apparent in bivalves, leading
to a division of headless moUusks (Acephala or Lipo-
cephala). A characteristic organ of Glossophora or mollusks
with heads is the odontophore, buccal mass, or lingual
ribbon, whose radula serves as a rasping-organ in a mouth
otherwise soft and toothless. Various modifications of the
radular teeth give rise to several descriptive terms. (See
ptenoglossate, rachiglossate, rhipidoglossate, tcenioglosaate.)

There is always a heart, with a ventricle and at least one
auricle, and dorsal in position. Its relative situation with
respect to the gills differs in certain groups of moUusks.
(See opiathobranchiate, prosobranchiate.) The circulation
is double. The respiratory system is branchial, and in some
cases, as of snails and slugs, modified for breathing air into
a kind of lung. (See Pidmonata, Gasteropoda.) Theprimi-
tive typical gills are paired organs called etenidia; but
these undergo many modifications, and their function of
respiration may be assumed vicariously by other parts of
the body not homologous with them. These modifications,
give rise to the names of many subordinate groups of mol
lusks, especially of gastropods, besides that of the great
series Lamellibranchiata. The renal organs of mollusks
are technically called nephridia, or organs of Bojanvs.
(See cut under LameUibraruiMata.} The sexual organs are
developed, either in the same individuals, or in different in-

dividuals of opposite sexes. The characteristic organ of lo-

comotion is the foot or podium, a development of the un-
der surface of the body;which may be a broad flat sole (see
cut under Gasteropoda), upon which the mollusk creeps, or
otherwise shaped. It is often wanting, as in the oyster,

or may give rise to a threadybyssus by which the animal is
rooted, as in the mussel. Forms of the podium give names
to most of the leading groups of moUusks, as cephalopods,
pteropods, scaphopods, heterqpods, gastropods, and pdecy-
pods. A large part of the soft integument of moUusks
forms what is called the manUe or pallium, from which
the sheU, when present, is developed (see integropalliate,
sinupalliate), and the impression of the edge of the mantle
on the inside of the shell is thepallial line. Some molluslcs
are entirelynaked, or have only a rudimentaryand conceal-
ed shell, as land-slugs and sea-slugs, and also most of the
living cephalopods. The body of cephalopods is strength-
ened by an internal skeleton, the calamary or cuttlebone,
though no mollusk has an articulated internal skeleton.
But the great majority of mollusks have a hard shell
(whence the old names Testacea, OstracodermMa), of a
homy or chitinous ormore decidedly calcareous substance.
Those whose shell is single are called univalves; those in
which it forms a hinged pair of shells are bivalves: but
the former mayhave an additional sheUy piece, closing the
aperture, the opereidum; and the two main valv.es of the
latter may be supplemented by accessory valves' (see cut
under accessory). Bivalves are the natural group of head-
less or lamellibranch mollusks ; but univalves include sev-
eral orders, though the word is chiefly used of the numer-
ous and conspicuous gastropods. A few mollusks are
technically muUivalve; such are the chitons, hence called
Polyplacophora, having several segments of the sheU in
lengthwise series. (See cut under chiton.) Cirripeds used
to be considered multivalve mollusks. The shell isusuaUy
covered outside with a rough skin or epidermis; inside it

maybe beautifully lustrous, as with mother-of-pearL Most
moUusks live either in salt, brackish, or freshwater ; land-
moUusks are mostly found in damp places. Most are loco-
motory, either by creeping or by swimming ; some swim,
by flapping their sheUs, others by moving various appen-
dages ; many adhere to or even burrow deeply In rocks ; a
few are parasitic. Some are carnivorous, others herbiv-
orous ; most are oviparous, a few ovoviviparous. Many
are important as food, and the shells of many are put to-

useful or ornamental purposes. Certain bivalves furnish
pearls. The Mollusca have been variously rated, limited,
and classified ; at one time the bodies of the animals were
differently named from their shells. (See Umax.) (1)
The name was originally proposed by Jonston in 1650 for
naked cephalopods and for Aplysia, and adopted by liii-

na!us in 1758 as his second order of Vermes, including
simUar naked forms and some heterogeneous elements.
Linnseus made the Testacea or shelled moUusks his third
order of Vermes; and these two groups were combined
as a class by Poll in 1791. (2) About 180O Cuvier made
Mollusca the second of his four branches of the animal
kingdom, with seven classes. Cephalopoda, Gasteropoda,
Pteropoda, Acephala, Brachiopoda, Nuda, and CirrhopodOr
(the Nuda being ascidians, and the drrhopoda being
crustaceans), (3) In Lamarck's system, 1819, Mollusca, as.

a class, were exclusive of the bivalves (called by him Cm-
chifenra^, and were divided into five orders, Pteropoda, Gas-
teropoda, Tracheltpoda, Cephalopoda, and Heteropoda. (4)
In 1839 Swainson extended Mollusca to all invertebrates
except the articulates. (B)The cirripeds having been rec-
ognized as crustaceans by Thompson in 1830, and the same
naturaUst having at the same time investigated the poly-
zoans, the relation of the latter to the brachiopods led H.
Milne-Edwards in 1844 to associate the two Cuvierian
groups Brachiopoda and Nuda with the Polyzoa in a divi-

sion caUed MoUuscoidea (the vertebrate aiflnities of the
Ifuda or ascidians not being recognized till much later, in
1866). (6) These dissociations from MoUusca in a former
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sense have left the eronp now geDerally recognized and as
above defined. It is regarded as a pbylnm wboee mala
dlnsions are clasEtrs. These main groaps are. Id one series
of headless moUosks, Acephtda or Lipoeephala, the single
class vanously called Ccnekiftra, LamdUbrane/aala,Bl4ilo-
ftraiKftia, Pdeeypoda, Cormopoda, and by other names of
bivalves; and, in another series, Ce^uOo^umi, Odonto-
pnmt, OTGtoamphora the four daases Gailenpoda, Seapho-
poaa, Pteropoda, and Cephalopoda. But from among the
rastropods are to be taken the chitons (together witt
Aeomeiaa and CluxUiderma), nnless GaUenpoda is used in
a very broad sense ; and some aathois also dissociate the
heteropods as a class. See further under the above tech-
nical names.

mollnscan (mo-lns'kan), a. and n. [< L. mol-
luscus, soft vNL. trwXluseum, a mollusk). + -an.']

L a. Soft-bodied; pertaining to the Mollusca
in any sense, or having their characters; mol-
luseoid; malacozoic: as, a moKMScan type.
H. n. A mollusk; a shell-fish; any member of

the MoQusca, MoUuseoidea, or Malacozoa.
mollnscoid (mo-lns'koid), a. and n. [< XL. mol-
itt«c«m, mollusk, + Gr. eHof, form.] I. o. l.Like
a moUnsk; mollnscan or molluscous.— 2. Spe-
cifically, as much like amollusk as a braebiopod
or a moss-animal is ; pertaining to the MoUus-
eoidea, or having their characters.
IL n. An animal of the group MoUuseoidea

in any sense.

Mollnscoida (mol-us-koi'da), n.pl. [NL.: see
molluseoid.] Same as MoUuseoidea.
mollnscoidal (mol-ns-koi'dal), a. [< moUuseoid
+ -ai.'i Same as moUuseoid.

mollnscoidan (mol-us-koi'dan), a. and n. Same
as moUuseoid.
MoUuseoidea (mol-ns-koi'de^), n.pl. [NIi.,<
MoUusca + -oidea."] A sablkingdom or branch
of the animal kingdom related to the MoUusea
proi)er, constituted by Henri Mihie-Edwards
in 1844 for certain animals which had before
been included in J/bHiwca. (a) At first embracing
the classes of brachiopods, polyxoans or bryosoans, and
tonicatesorascidians. (5) Restricted to the tnnicates and
polyaoans. (e) Bestricted to the brachiopods and polyzo-
ans. (<2) Further restricted to the brachiopods alone.

mollnscoidean (mol-ns-koi'de-an), a. andn. I.

a. Same as 7nottugeoid, 2.

n. n. Same as moUuseoid.
Mollnscoides (mol-ns-koi'dez), n. pi. [NIi., <
Mollusca + -oides.] The original form of the
word Molluseoida or MoUusmidea. H. Milne-
Edwards, 1844.

molluscous (mo-lns'kus), a. [< moUusTc + -oas.]

Same as moUuscan: as, moUuscous softness or
flabbiness.

A moUuscous man, too suddenly ejected from his long-
accustomed groove, where, like a toad imbedded in the
rock, he had made his niche exactly fitting to his own
shape, presents a wretched picture of helplessness and
^ii^nes& Saturday Bev.

mollasctun (mo-lus'kum), n. [NL., neut. of L.
moUuseus, soft : see moUusTc.] fii pathol., a term
applied to certain soft cutaneous tumors of slow
growthwithout constitutional symptoms Mol-
lUSClim adenosuin. Same as vwUvscum epUAeiude.—
Holluscam alUnosiun. Same as moUuseum Jibrosum.

—HoUnscuin bodies, peculiar round or oval bodies,

sharply defined and of a fatty appearance, seen under the
microscope among the contents of the tubercles of mol-
Inscnm epitheliale.—HOlIllScam ContagiOSimL Same
as moUugeum epitAeZuiZe.^Molluscam epitheliale, an
epidermic growth in the form of papules and tubercles
from the size of a pinhead to that of a pea, or rarely larger,
ps^ish and waxy in app^rance, and containing molluscum
bodies. It has been said on questionable evidence to be
contagious.—Holluscam fitoosom, an affection of the
skin consisting of sessile, painless, soft or sometimes firm
fibromata,from the size of apea to that of an ^;g or larger.

—Moniiscmnnon-oontaglosimi orpendulum. Same
as moUuxumfibnman.—Hollnscnin sebaceum or ses-
sile. &iiae B&mdUvaetsm epitheliale.—MoUuscumsim-
plez. Same as viMwiCum fihrosum.

mollusk, mollusc (mol'nsk), /> . [< F. moUusque
= Sp. moluseo = Pg. It. moUuseo, < NIi. moUus-
ctim, a mollusk (cf. L. moUusciim, a fungus
which grows on the maple-tree ; ntoUusca, a nut
with a thin shell), neut. of L. moUuscus, soft,

< moUis, soft : see moU^.] A soft-bodied ani-
mal, usually with an external shell; a member
of the MoUusca in any sense. See MoUusea.—
ArtlCOlated molln^S, a former name of De BlainvUle's
MaletUoziiaria, comprising the cirripeds and the chitons,
unnaturally associated- See yemab^oda^ Polypiaxiphora.

—Hemal mollnsks, those mollusks (and supposed mol-
Inscoids) whose intestine has a hemal flexure, as the het-

eropods, many gastropods, etc.— Neural mollusks, ttiose

mollnsks and mollnscoidswhose intestlDehasa neural flex-

ure. They are the ceplLalopods,pteropods,pnlmonates, and
lamellibranchs, together with brachiopods and polyzoans.

mollnskigerons (mol-ns-kij'e-ras), a. [Prop.
'moUuscigerous; < NL. mol£ascum, a moUusk,
+ L. gerere, cany : see -ger, -gerous.'] Having or
bearing mollnsks : specifically applied by Hux-
ley to the elongated tubular sacs occasionally

found attached by one end to an intestinal ves-

sel of an echinoderm, Synapta digitata, and con-
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taining the ova or embryos of the mollnscan
parasite Entoeoneha mirabUis.
moll-washer (mol'wosh'er), n. The washer or
wagtail, a bird. Also called moUy wash-dish,
etc. [Local, Eng.]
moIl-Wlre (mol'wir), n. A pickpocket who
robs women only. [Thieves' slang.]
MoUyi (mol'i), n. [Dim. of MoU, or var. of the
orig. Jtfary: seeMoiP-.'] 1. A familiar form of
the feminine name Mary.—2. [i.e.; pL mollies
(-iz).] The wagtail, a bird: as, the yellow nwBy
(the yellow wagtail) ; the molly wash-dish (the
pied wagtaQ). [Local, Eng.]
moUy® (mol'i), «.; pi. moUies (-iz). [Abbr. of
moUymawk, mallemuck.'] The mallemuck or
fulmar, Fulmarus glacialis. See fulmar^.

jnol]y*_(mol'i), ».; -pi. mollies (-iz). [Hmd.mali.]
In India, a gardener or one of the caste of gar-
deners. Also mallee.
Our garden is nearly washed away, and our moUy, or

gardener, does not present as with our morning bouquet.
W. H. BusuU, IKary in India, IL 121.

mollycoddle (mol'i-kod-1), n. [Also moOcodcae;
<.MoUy\Molt^, + eodcUe^.] Onewho lacks reso-
lution, energy, or hardihood; an effeminate
man: used in derision or contempt.
He [Fielding] couldn't do otherwise than laugh at the

puny cockney bookseller, pouring out endless volumes of
sentimental twaddle, and hold him up to scorn as a mdU-
eoddle and a milksop.

Thaeteray, English Humorists, Hogarth, Smollett, and
[Fielding.

molly cottontail. See cottontail.

Molly Magnlre (mol'i ma-gwir'). [A name as-
sumed (from Molly, a famUiar form of the femi-
nine name Mary, and Maguire, a common Irish
surname) by the members of the organization
(def. 1), in allusion to the woman's dress they
wore as a disguise. There is no evidence-that
the name referred orig. to a particular person
naraeAMoUy Ma^ire.] 1. A member of a law-
less secret association in Ireland, organized
with the object of defeating and terrorizing
agents and process-servers, and others engaged
in the business of evicting tenants.
These MdUyMagtares were generally stout active young

men, dressed np in women's clothes, with faces blackened
or otherwise disguised. ... In this state they used sud-
denly to surprise the unfortunate grippers, keeper^ or
process-servers, and either duck them iu bog-holes or
beat them in uie most unmerciful maimer, so that the
MoUy Maguires became the terror of all oar officials.

W. S. Treiuh, Realities of Irish Life, vi

Hence— 2. A member of a secret organization
in the mining regions of Pennsylvania, noto-
rious for the commission of various crimes,
including nmrderous attacks upon the owners,
ofSeers, or agents of mines, until their sup-
pression by file execution of several of their
leaders, about 1877.

mollymawk (mol'i-m4k), n. A variant of
mallemuek.

molly-pufft (mol'i-pnf), n. A gambling decoy.

Thou moUy-puff! were it not justice to kick thy guts
out? ShMey, The Wedding, iv. 3.

Moloch (molok), n. [Also sometimes Moleeh;
< LL. Moloch, < Gr. 'HoXdx, Mo?mx, < Heb. molekh
(usuallywith the article) (also MiUcom, Malkdm,
> Gr. MeXxou, E. Milcom) ; ef. melekh (= Ar.
melik, king, < maXakh, reign, part. molekJi, reign-

ing).] 1. The chief god of the Phenicians, fre-

quently mentioned in Scripture as the god of

theAmmonites,whoseworship consisted chiefly

of human sacrifices, ordeals by fire, mutilation,

etc.: also identified with the god of the Cartha-
ginians called by classical writers Kronos or

Saturn. Hence the word has now become a designation
of any baneful influence to which eveiything is sacrificed.

And they built the high places of Baal, ... to cause
their sons and their daughters to pass through the fire

unto iidUch; which I commanded tiiem not.

Jer. xxxiL 35.

First Moloch, horrid king, besmear'd with blood
Of human sacrifice, and parents' tears.

JfiKon,P. I..,l392.

It was a very Mdoeh of a baby, on whose insatiate altar

the whole exMence of this particular young brother was
offered up a daily sacrifice. JHckem, The Haunted Man, it

2. [NL.] The typical genus of MolochiruB.
There is but one species, M. honidug of Australia, one of

the most repulsive^ though in realityone ofthe mostharm-
less, of reptiles, the horns on the head and the numerous
'spines on the body giving it a formidable aspect.

3. [I. c] A lizard of this genus: as, the spiny
moloch.

Molochinae (mol-o-ki'ne), n.pJ. [NL.,< Moloch
+ -»n<B.] A subfamily of agamoid lizards hav-
ing a depressed body, a very small mouth, and
the upper teeth directed horizontally inward.
The body is beset with large spines, especially on ttie

head, giving an ugly and formidable appearance to an
entirely hairnless creature.

Molothms

molochine (mol'o-Mn), a. and n. L a. Of or
pertaining to the Moloehiiue.

H. Ji. A moloch.
Moloduze (mo'lok-iz), r. i.

;
pret. and pp. Mo-

hehized, ppr. Molochizing. [< Moloch + -ise.]

To sacrifice or immolate as to Moloch. [Bare.]

I think that theywould Moloehize them [their babies] too.
To have the heavens clear. Tennyson, Harold, L L

moloid (mol'oid), a. and n. I. a. Of or per-
taining to the Moloidea.
n. ». A member of the family Molidee.

Moloidea (mo-loi'df-a), n. pi. [NL., < Mola +
-oidea.] In Gill's' iehthyological system, a
superfamily of gynmodont plectognath fishes,

founded upon the single family Molidte. The
moloids are without pelvis or ribs ; they have the body
truncated behind, the caudal region aborted, and the jaws
without median sutures. See MoHdee.

Molokan (mol-o-kan'), «.; pi. Molokani (-e).

[Russ. molokanu,<.moloko,va!ik: see milk.] A
memberof aKussian sect living chieflyin south-
eastern Kussia. They condemn image-worship, fast-

ings and episcopacy, and accept the Bible as the oidy rule
of foith and conduct They hold their religions services
in private houses, and have a simple church organization.
Their name is derived from their reputed practice of drink-
ing milk on fast^days—a departure from the custom of the
Orthodox Church. Also writtenMalakan.

The Molokani are Russian sectarians— closely resem-
bling Scotch Presbyterians. D. M. WaUaee, Russia, p. 157.

molompi(mo-lom'pi),n. [Native name.] The
African rosewood. See rosewood.

molopes (mo-lo'pez), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. /i^Aijij/

(jiaMnr-), tlie mark of a stripe, a weal.] In
pathol., same as vSnees.

molosse (mo-los'), n. [< F. molosse = Sp. mo-
loso, < L. molossiis, a foot so called: see molos-
sus.] Same as molossus, 1.

molossi, n. Plural of molossus, 1.

Molossian (mo-los'i-an), a. and n. [< L. Mo-
lossia, < Gr. iioAoaaia, the country of the Mo-
lossi, < MoioiToog, Molossian, pi. Hoioaaoi, L.
Molossi, the Molossians.] I, a. Relating or
belonging to the Molossians, or Molossi, a tribe
of ancient Epims, in northern Greece.
H. «. 1. One of the Molossian tribe.—2.

[I. c] One of the Molossidee.

molossic (mo-los'ik), a. [< Molossus + -ic]
In pros., being or pertaining to a molossus.
Molossids (mo-los'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,< Molossus
+ -id<B.] The' Molossina regarded as a family
composed of the genera Molossus, Nyetinomus,
and C/iiromctes/ the bulldogbats, ormastiffbats.

Molossinae (mol-o-sx'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Molos-
sus + -ince.] A subfanuly of bats of the family
JEmbaXlonuridte; the molossoid or bulldog bats:
so called from the physiognomy, a peeuuar ex-
pression beingconferred by the thickpendulous
chops, like a bulldog's. They have large feet, with
the first toe, or first and also the fifth, much larger than
the rest, the feet free from the wing-membrane^ which
foldunderthe forearm, a retractile interfemoialmembrane
sheathing and sliding along the tail, and a single pair of
large upper incisors. InM the genera, excepting Mysla-
dxta, the long tail is produced far beyond the interfemoral
membrane. Leading genera are Molossus, Cfdromeles, and
Mystadna.

molossine (mo-los'in), a. and n. [< Molossus
+ -jjiel.] L a. Pertaining to the MolossiruB,

or having their characters ; molossoid.
H. n. A bulldog bat ; a molossoid.

molossoid (mo-los old), a. and n. [< Molossus
+ -oid.] I. a. Molossine, in a wide sense

;
per-

taining to or resembling the Molossinte.

H. n. A member of tiie Molossinte; a molos-
soid bat.

Molossus (mo-los'us), n. [In def. 1, L. molos-
sus, a metrical foot, < Gr. /wh>aa6c, a metrical
foot of three long syllables, < Mo/^odg, Molos-
sian. In def. 2, NL., < L. Molossus, a Molossian
hoimd, < Gr. Moixxrad^, Molossian: see Molos-
sian.] 1. {I. c. ;

pi. molossi (-i).] In classical

pros., a foot of three long syllables.— 2. In
mammal., the typical and leading genus of 3fo-

lossinfB. There are nameroas species, inhabiting tropi-

cal and subtropical America, as M. glauHnus, M. obscums,
etc. These bolide^ bats have the tail long and exserted,

thick pendulous Ups, prominent nostrils, large rounded
ears, the incisors one above and one or two below on each
side, and the premolars two below and one or two above
on each side.

3. In conch., a genus of mollusks. Montfort,

1808.
,

Molothrus (mol'o-thms), n. [NL. (Swainson.

1831), said by tte namer to come from Gr.
" */i6h>0poc, qui non vocatus alienas sedes in-

trat," an unbidden guest, appar. an error for

Molohrus (as givenbyJ.Cabanis), < Gt. fioh)Pp6g,

a greedy fellow.] A genus of American oscine

passerine birds of the family Icteridce and sub-

family Agelceince, parasitic in habit; the cow-
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birds, co-wpen-birds, or cow-btmtings. There are
several species, of North and South America, all of which
lay their eggs in other birds' nests, so far as is known,
lilte the Old World cuckoos. M. ater oipecaris abounds in
most parts of the United States. M, (eneus, a large hand-
some species, Inhabiting Texas and Mexico, is the bronzed
or red-eyed cow-bird. The genus is also called Hypobletis.
See out under cmo-bird.

molrooken (morruk-en), n. [Origin obscure.]
Tbe great crested grebe, Podiceps wistatus. C.
Swainson. [Lough Neagh, Ireland.]
molsht, a. See mulsh.
moltif. An obsolete preterit of meZii. Chancer.
molts, moultl (molt), v. [With unorig. I, < ME.
mouten.mowten = D. muiten = MLG. LG. mn-
ten = OHGr. muzon, MHG-. muzen, change, G-.

mavsen, change the feathers or skin, molt, <
L. mutare, change : see mute^ and mew^, dou-
blets of molt^.2 I. trans. To shed or oast, as
feathers, hair, or sMn; slough off: often used
figuratively.

So shall my anticipation prevent your discovery, and
your secrecy to the king and queen mmdt no feather.

Shak., Hamlet, il. 2. 306.

Mute the skylark and forlorn.
When she Trundts the firstling plumes. Coleridge.

We all Tntndt our names in the natural course of life.

Southey, The Doctor, Ixxx. (Dames.)

II. intrans. 1. To oast or shed feathers,
hair, skin, or the like ; undergo or accomplish
a molt; exuviate; mew. See the noun.
long as the bird may live, and often as it may moult, the

original style of markuigs never gives way to any other.
A. Neik<m, Encyc. Brit., IX. 3.

2. To be about to be east off or shed, as plu-
mage.
Our hero gave him such a sudden fist in the mouth as

dashed in two of his teeth that then happened to be
TnmdtiTig. Brooke^ Fool of Quality, L 104. (Dames.)

molt^, moulti (molt), n. [< molt^, moulfi-, ».] 1

.

The act or process of shedding or casting any
tegumentary, cuticular, or exoskeletal struc-

tures or appendages, as feathers, hair, skin,

naUs, horns, hoofs, claws, or shell; ecdysis;
exuviation. The surface of the body of most animals,
outside of the parts which are vascular or supplied with
blood, Isworn awayby friction, attrition, or othermechan-
ical means. This process may be slight and gradual or
continuous, as in the case of man , where it results in scarf-

skin and dandruff ; or it may be periodical and very ex-

tensive, affecting the whole cuticle or its appendages.
Mammals shed their hair usually once a year. Birds molt
their feathers usually at least once, often twice, sometimes
thrice ayear, the last two cases constituting the double and
the triple truolt. Boththese classes of animals, in some cases,

molt cuticular substances in mass. Thus, the American
antelope sheds the sheath of the horn; lemmings and
ptarmigans drop their claw^ : some birds of the auk family
shed the homy parts of the beak ; snakes cast their cuti-

cle whole, even to the layer over the eyeball; crusta-

ceans slough the whole shell ; and numberless other in-

vertebrates have a proper molt of similar or analogous
chfu^icter.

3. The period or time of molting.

moltablet (mol'ta-bl), a. [Irreg. for meltable^

That can be melted; fusible,

moltet. An obsolete past participle of meW-.
Chaucer.

molten^ (mol'tn),^. a. [Pp. of melfi-.^ 1. Melt-
ed; in a state of fusion or solution: as, molten
gold.

Love's mystick form the artizans of Greece
In wounded stone or molten gold express. Prior.

Solid iron floats upon molten iron exactly as ice floats

upon water. TyndaU, Forms of Water, p. 124.

A prince whose manhood was all gone,
And TruiUen down in mere uxorionsness.

TennysoTtf Geraint.

3. Made or produced by means of melting.

And he received them at their hand, and fashioned it

with a graving tool, after he had made it a molten calf.

Ex. xxxil. 4.

Sf. Liquid.
Sum hem kepe

Three nyght in molton dounge.
Palladius, Husbondrie (E. B. T. S.), p. 64.

molten^t, moultent (mol'tn), p. a. prreg. for

molted, pp. of moi«2, «.] Having molted ; being
in the state of molting.

A clip-wing'd Griffin, and a mmiUen Kanen.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV. (foL 1623), iii. 1. 152.

moltenly (mol'tn-li), adv. Like what is in a

melted state ; liquidly.

A living language . . . m/oltenly ductile to new shapes

of sharp and clear relief in the moulds of new thought.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 166.

molting, moulting (mol'ting), n. [With un-

orig. I, as in moli^, moult\ v., < ME. mouUng,
mowtynge; verbal n. of molt% moult^, «.] 1.

The act or process of molting; molt.

O hath my leaden soul the art t' improve
Her wasted talent, and, unrais'd, aspire

In this sad mmdting time of her desire?
QuarUa, Emblems, v. 4.
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2+. The molting season.
Also in sothe. the seson was paste

ffor hertis y-heedid so by and so noble
To make ony myrthe ffor mmvtynge that nyghed.

Richard the BedMess, ii. 12.

molto (mol'to), adv. [It., very much, < L. mul-
tus, much: see multitude.'] In music, very;
much : as, allegro molto, very fast.

Molucca balm. See Moluccella.

Molucca bean, deer, etc. See lean, etc.

Moluccella (mol-uk-sel'a), n. [NL. (Linnseus,

1737), named from the Molucca Islands, of

which the plant was supposed to be a native.]

A genus of labiate plants of the tribe Stachy-

dem and the subtribe Lamiece. it is characterized
by the posterior lip of the corolla being usually concave
and covered with long soft hairs, by the calyx being larger
at the apex, with an oblique limb Imving from five to thir-

teen unequal spiny teeth, and by having the anther-cells
extremely divergent They are very smooth annual herbs,
with petiolate leaves and axillary whorls of small flowers.

There are but 2 species, both native in the eastern Medi-
terranean region. M. IcBvis, an old garden-fiower from Asia,

once supposed to come from the Moluccas, is called Moluc-
ca balW', and also sfiell-Jlower, from its large cup-shaped
calyx, which has the small corolla at the bottom.

Molva (mol'va), n. [NL. (Nilsson,1832), a name
of this fish.] A genus of gadoid fishes, related
to the burbots and cusks, having the mouth
terminal, anal fin entire, and canine teeth on
the vomer and mandible. M. molva or vulgaris
is the common ling of North Atlantic waters.
See cut under ling.

molwartt, «. See moldwarp.
molyi (mo'li), a. [Also moley; < mole^ + -^1.]

Like a mole or its habits. [Bare.]

He . . . did . . . infinite service in discouraging . . .

the moley, creeping style, which at that time iirEected all

the ranks both of the lail7 and clergy.
Goldsmith, Encouragers and Discouragers of English

[Literature, ii.

molyS (mo'li), n. [< L. moly, < Gr. ualv, a fabu-
lous herb.] 1. A fabulous herb of magic pow-
er, represented as having a black root and the
flower milk-white, said by Homer to have been
given byHermes to Odysseus (Ulysses) to coun-
teract the spells of Circe.

And yet more med'cinal is it than that moly
That Hermes once to wise Ulysses gave.

Milton, Comns, 1. 636.

But as ye hearb moly hath a fioure as white as snow,
and a roote as blacke as incke, so age hath a white head,
showing pietie, but a black hart, swelling with mischiefe.
I^ly, Euphues and his England (Arber's fieprints, IV. 231).

Homer is of opinion That the principall and soveraigne
hearb of all others is moly; so called (as he thinketh) by
the Gods themselves. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxv. 4.

3. Wild garlic, Allmm Moly. The moly of Dios-
corides is said to have been Allium subhirsutum ;
the dwarf moly is A. Chamcemol/y.

molybdate (mo-lib'dat), »i. [<mo%6d(«c) -f-

-afei.] A compound of mblybdio acid with a
base—Molybdate of lead, yeUow lead ore ; the min-
eral wulfenite. See wtUfemte.

molybdena (mol-ib-de'na), n. [= F. molyMdne
= Sp. It. moUbdena = Fg. molybdene, molybdena,
< L. molybdcma, < Gr. /zoMjSdaiva, galena or lith-

arge, (.jiSkv^Sog, lead, = Ij. plumbum, lead: see
plumb.'] Same as molybdenum.
molybdeniferous (mol"ib-de-nif'e-rus), a. [<
L. molybdcma (see molybdena) + ferre = E.
bear^.] Containing molybdenum.
molybdenite (mol-ib-de'nit), n. [< mMybdena
+ 4te^.] Sulphid ofmolybdenum, occurringin
foliated masses or in scales, less often in hex-
agonal crystals, ofa lead-gray colorand metallic
luster. It is very soft, and, like graphite, which
it closely resembles, leaves a trace on paper.
molybdenous (mol-ib-de'nus), a. [< molybde-
num + -ous.] Pertaining to or obtained from
molybdenum.
molybdenum (mol-ib-de'num), n. [< NL. m^>lyb-

dosnum, a laterform forL. molybdcena: see molyb-
dena.] Chemical symbol, Mo ; atomic weight,
96. A metal of a silver-white color, but harder
than silver, which fuses with difficulty, if at
all, at the highest temperature of a wind-fur-
nace. Its specific gravity is 8.6. It is chemically re^
lated to chromium, tungsten, and uranium, and, like those
metals, forms trioxids which are acid-forming and yield
very characteristic salts. It is remarkable for the number
of oxids and corresponding chlorids which it forms ; but
it is the least important economically of the group to
which it belongs. The most abundant ore of molybdenum
is the sulphuret (molybdenite), and the strong external
resemblance of this mineral to graphite (Latin plumbago)
led to the confusion of molybdena with that substance;
moreover, external resemblance and certain chemical pe-
culiarities caused still further difficulties of nomencla-
ture, in which manganese, antimony, and even magnesia
were involved. Thus, the peroxid of manganese was
called by Linnaeus nwlybdosnum Tnagnesii. These per-
plexities were not cleared up until toward the end of
the last century ; but Anally, as the result of the labors
of Scheele, Bergman, and Hjehn (1778-90), the metal

moment
molybdena, or molybdenum, as it is now more generally

called, was isolated from its combinations. The ores of
molybdenum are somewhat widely diffused, but rarely

occur in any considerable quantity. The principal molyb-
deniferous minerals are molybdenite and wulfenite. There
is also a molybdic ocher (the trioxid) and a carbonate
(pateraite); various ores of iron also contain traces of

this metal.

molybdic (mo-Ub'dik), a. [= P. molybdique ; as
molybd(enurn) + -ic] Pertaining to or obtained
from molybdenum

—

Molybdic acid, H2M0O4, an
acid of molybdenum, which may be obtained in yellow
crystalline crusts. Its salts are called mxilybdatee.—'Blo-

lybdic ocher, native molybdic oxid.

molyb(Un (mo-lib'din), n. [< molybd{enum) +
-in^.] Molybdic ocher.

molybdite (mo-lib'dit), n. [< molybd(enum) +
-ite%] Molyb'dic ocher.

molybdocolic (mo-lib-do-kol'ik), n. [< Gr. /idTivfi.

dof, lead, + Ki,>7[.iidi, coUc: see colic] Lead-colic.

molybdomenite (mo-lib-do-me'nit), n. [< Gr.

li61vp6oQ, lead, + iJ-h"!, moon, -I- -ite^ (cf . sele-

nite).] A rare lead selenite, occurring in thin

transparent scales of a white or greenish color,

found with other selenium minerals at Cacheu-
ta in the Argentine Kepublic.

molybdoparesis (mo-lib-do-par' e-sis), n. [NL.,

< Gr. fidfvjidoc, leadj + ^apsaic, palsy.] Lead-
palsy.

molybdosis (mol-ib-do'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. /id-

IvjiSog, lead.] Lead-poisoning.

molyne (mo-U-na'), a, [See moline.] In }wr.,

same as moUne when applied to a cross.

molysite (mol'i-sit), n. [Said to be < Grr. *ii6Xv-

mg, var. of jiSTi-wati, a staining, defilement, < /«-

Xvpsw, stain, also half-cook, -t- -ite^.] A ehlorid

of iron occurring as a thin yellow or red incrus-

tation on lava at Vesuvius.
momt, a., n., and v. See rnurn^.

momblementf, n. See mvmblement.
momblishness (mom'blish-nes), n. Muttering
talk. Bailey. 1731.

mome^ (mom), n. [< OP. mome, a mask: see

mum^.] A buffoon; a fool; a blockhead; a

ninny; a dull person; a stupid fellow.

I dare be bold awhile to play the mome.
Out of my sacke some other faults to lease.

Mir. for Mags., 466. (Narei.)

Mome, malt-horse, capon, coxcomb, idiot, patch

!

Shak., C. of E., ili 1. 32.

Words are but wind, but blowes come home,
A stout tongu'd lawyer *s but a tiurnie.

Brome's Songs (1661), p. 105. (HaMwdl.)

Parnassus is not dome
By every such mome.

Drayton, Skeltoniad, p. 1373. (Nares.)

Away with this foolish mmne!
Flodden Field (Child's Ballads, Vn. 73).

mome^ (mom), o. [Ct.mum^.] Soft; smooth.
Halliwell. [North. Eng.]
moment, n. [ME. mome = MD. moeme, D. moei
= MLG. mdm£ = OHG. muomd, MHG. muome,
G. muhrn^, aunt, cousin ; cf . loel. mona, mother;
prob. orig. 'mother's sister,' and related to AS.
modoTj'E. mother: see mother'^.] .An aunt. No-
minale MS. (Salliwell.)

momelet, v. An obsolete form of mumble.
moment (mo'ment), n. [< P. moment = Sp.

Pg. It. momento, a moment, < L. momentum, a

balance, balancing, alteration, a particle suffi-

cient to turn the scales, hence a particle, point,

point of time, short time, moment, a cause,
circumstance, matter, weight, influence; contr.

of *mov(i)mentum, < movere, move : see move, v.

Cf. movement.] 1. A space of time incalcula-
bly or indefinitely small, (a) Time too brief for

reckoning ; an instant : as, I have but a mxrment to spare

;

wait a mom&nt.

We shall all be changed, in a rnmnent, in the twinkling
of an eye. 1 Cor. xv. 62.

Do not delay ; the golden moments fly !

Longfeiuow, Masque of Pandora, viL

(6) Precise point of time ; exact or very instant, as of a

motion, action, or occurrence : as, at that moment he ex-

pired.
A prince, the moment he is crown'd.
Inherits every virtue sound.

Swift, On Poetry, 1. 90.

Every mmnerd dies a man.
Every moment one is bom.

Tennyson, Vision of Sin, iv.

(c) A brief interval; the passing time: in the phrase /or
a or the moment : as, for a Tnoment he was at a loss.

The lip of trath shall be established for ever ; but a ly-

ing tongue is but/or a moment. Prov. xii. 19.

The "Daily News" expresses the general sense ... in

recognizing defeat as decisive /or the moment.
New York TrOmne, July 16, 1886.

3. The present time
_; especially, with the def-

inite article, the precise instant of opportunity.

The moment should be improved ; if suffered to pass

away, it may never return.
Washirigtan, in Bancroft's Hist. Const, I. 21.



moment
3. Momentum ; impetus ; moTing cause ; im-
pelling force or oeeaaon.

Each OD himself relied.
As only in his arm the moment lay
Of victory. J/flton, P. L. , tL 239.

4. Notable purport; iveight or value; impor-
tance; consequence: as, his opinions are of
little moment to us.

Being for many respects of greater nwmeTit, to haue
them iprinces] good and TertaoDS then any inferior sort
of men. PuUenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 28.

Captall criminals, or matters of moment, before the
Chan himselfe, or Prime ConnseEs, of whom they are al-
wayes heaid, and speedily discliarged.

CapL John Srmtk, Tme Travels, L 36.

5t. A forcible or convincing plea.
He ... pressed the former ajr^oments, refuted the

cavil^ . . . andadded . . . many fnownlsand weights to
his discoorse. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. lS35i IL 77.

6. An essential or constituent element: an
important factor.

It is a complete mistake historically to assmae that the
vnoment of Cartesianism is conscioosness.

Teitch, Introd. to Descartes's Method, p. Ixsis.

7. In maik., an increment or decrement; an
infinitesimal change in a varying quantity.— 8.
In meeh., in general, effect ; avaU. The phrases in
which it appears have exact meanings, though the pre-
cise sense in which the word itself istaken in these phrases
isnotalwaysclear.—Bendlng-moment, Same as moment
qf /encr«.—Equation of moments. See equation.—
Logical moments. See Jogiad.—Homent-azis of a
couple, the line which represents in direction the direc-
tion of a couple, and by its length the moment.—Moment
Ofa couple, the product of the force 1^ the loigth of the
aim.—Moment of a force, (a) with TEgard to a pointy
the prodnct of a force by its di^ance from the point. (&>
With refs<ence to a line or axi^ the product of the com-
pcment of the force in Uie plane perpendicular to the line
by &e distance of that component from that line.—Mo-
ment of a ma^iet, or magnetic moment, the product
of the nomericiu strength of either pole of the magnet by
the distance between the poiea.

The total moment qfa magnet is the moment when it is
at right angles to the lines (n forca

J. S. H. Gordon, Elect, and Uag., L 151.

Moment of deviation or dlstorUon. Same as product
qfinertia (wlilch se^ under mertuzX—Moment of flex-
ure. Seejexure.—Moment of inertia. See inertia.—
Moment of rupLurt^ the moment of flexure of a beam
calculated Air a predetermined or assumed breaking load
and levoage. Its formula is M = r\fbhfi, in which b =
breadth, h = depth, n a factor varying with shape of cross-
section, and/ a factor depending on the nature of the ma-
teriaL Both factors n and/are determined and tabulated
tor diffsent materials from experimental data.—Moment
of stability of a body or structure supported at a given
plane joint, the moment of the couple of forces which
must be applied in a given vertical plane to that body or
stTUCtore in addition to its own weight, in order to transfer
thecent^ ofresistanceof the joint to tiie limiting position
consistentwith stability. JTontine.—Ritualmoment of
a force, the product of the force by the virtaal velocity
at the point of applicatiOD. = Syn. 1. Moment, Minute, In-
wbmt, twinkling, second, trice, flash. A moment has dura-
tion, an ingtant has not : as, wait a moment; come this
watanL Practically, however, the tn-o are oft^ the same.
Amniv/eisjnst sixty seconds; a momen/ is a short but less

definite period.

Moments make the year. Toung, Love of Fame, vL 2(6.

There are minutes that fix the fate

Of battles and of nations.
B. H. Brovrnett, The Bay-Kght.

The dnke does greet you, general.
And he requires your haste-post-haste appearance.
Even on the iiutont. Shak., Othello, L 2. 38.

moment (mo'ment), P. t. [< moment, ».] To
order or arrange to a moment.

All accidents are minuted and momented by Divine
Providence. PuJ2ct-, Worthies, Suffolk, IL 334. (Daviet.)

momenta, «- Plural of momentum.
momenta! (mo'men-tal or mo-men'tal), a. [<
OF. momental, < CL. *momentaUs (in adv. mo-
meiUaliter), of a moment, < momentum, moment

:

see moment.'] If. Pertaining to a moment.— 2t.
Lasting but a moment ; very brief.

2fot one vu/menttd minute doth she swerve.
Breton, Sir P. Sidney's Onrania (1606).

St. Momentous.—4. Of or pertaining to mo-
mentum.—MOmental eUipeoid. SeeeB^soid.

momentallyt (mo'men-tal-i), adv. 1. For a
moment.
Air but momentaUy remaining in our bodies hath no

proportionable space for its conversion, only of length
enough to refrigerate the heart. Sir T. Browvui, Vulg. Err.

2. From moment to moment.
MomeniaBy the corptsall spirits are dissolved and con-

sumed, as a^, in like maimer, the humours, and solide
parts. Benxatuto, Passengers' Dialogne^ (1612). (iVa7«8.)

momentanet, o. [^ OF. momentaine, < T.Ti . mo-
mentaneus, of a moment: see momentaneou.?.']

Moment^meous; momentary.
You win ronember how transitorie this present life is,

and howe short and momentane the pleasure of this filthie

flesh is. Stow, Chronicles, I'he Mercians, an. 749.
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momentaneonst (mo-men-ta'ne-ns), a. [= F.
momentanee, OF. mom^taine (see momentatte)
= Sp. momentdiieo = Pg. It. momentaneo, < LL.
momentaneus,<, L. momentum, a moment : see mo-
ment.] 1. Lasting for a moment; momentary.
Johnson.—2. Pertaining to instants of time

;

instantaneous.

momentaninesst (mo'men-ta-nl-nes), n. [<
momentany + -ness.] !&omentariness. Bp.
Sail, (Character of Man.
momentanyf (mo'men-tar-ni), a. [< LL. mo-
mentaneus : see momentaneous.] Lasting for a
moment; momentary.

^fairing it momentany as a sound.
Swift as a shadow, short as any dream.

S»afc, M. N. D., L 1. 143.

Other momentany delights only supple the forehead, not
unburthen and solace the heart. Ford, line of Life.

momentarily (mo'men-ta-ri-li), adv. 1. So as
to be momentary; for a moment.

I repeatedly watched the flowers, and only once saw a
humble.bee inom«nta.nZy alight on one, and then fly away.

Ikcrwin, Different Forms of Flowers, p. 84.

2. From moment to moment: as, he is momen-
tarily expected.
Why endow the vegetable bird with wings, which nature

has made momentarily dependent npon the soil?
Shemtone. ^Latham.)

momentariness (mo'men-ta-ri-nes), n. The
state of being momentsuy.
momentary (mo'men-tMi), a. [< LL. momen-
tarius, of a moment, brief, < L. momentum, a
moment: see moment.] 1. Lasting but a mo-
ment or for a very short time ; of short dura-
tion: as, a momentary pang.

Jove's lightningsi, the precursors
O^ the dreadful thunder-claps, more momentary
And sightKiutmnniug were not.

Shak., Tempest L 2. 202.

With wings more momentoTV-swift than thought.
Shal., T. and a, iv. 2. 14.

Upon serions consideration of the frailtyand uncertainty
of tliis fnomentary life, ... I ... do make and declare
. . . my last wHl and testament.

Winthrop, Hist > ew England, IL 436.

His griefs are momentary and ills joys immortaL
SeOe, Spectator, No. 75.

2. Short-lived; likely to die soon or at any
moment. [Obsolete or archaic]

Men are the subjects of fortune^ and therefore momen-
tarie. Greene, Penelope's Web (15S7).

Only give it [tliis paper) leave to tell you that that lord
whom perchance the king may be pleased to hear in it is

an old and momentary man. Donne, Letters, cxxix.

That hour perhaps
Is not so far when momentary man
Shall seem no more a sometlUng to himself.

Tennyson, Lucretiiis.

3. Oeeurring every moment : as, momentary in-

terruptions.

The due clock swinging slow with sweepy sway.
Measuring time's flight with momentary soimd.

Warton, Inscriptions.

momently (mo'ment-U), adc. From moment
to moment; every moment.

Of tuneful Caves and playful Waterfolls

—

Of Moontains Tsxylng momently their crests

—

Proud be this land

!

TTordsicorth, Glen of Loch Etive.

Momently \he mortar's iron throat
Boared from the trenches.

WTuttier, Dream of Pio Nono,

momentous (mo-men'tns), a. [< LL. momen-
tosus, of a moment, < L. momenUim, a moment

:

see moment.] Of moment or consequence; of

surpassing importance ; critical.

We ought constantly to bear in our mind this momen-
tous truth, that in the hands of the Deity time is nothing,
that he has eternity to act in. Foley, Sermons, xxii.

The emigration of the fathers of these twelve common-
wealths . . . was the most momentous event of the sev-
enteenth century. Bancroft, Hist. U. S., IL 45a

:=Syn. Grave, serious.

momentously (mo-men'tns-li), adv. To a mo-
mentous degree; 'with important effect or in-

fluence: as, this engagement bore momentously
on the course of the war.

momentonsness (mo-men'tus-nes), H. The
state or quality of being momentous or of grave
importance.
These and many other difficulties beset Dr.M in the

course of his study ; nor is he unaware of their variety
or momentousness.

'

Amor. Jour. PhSot., \m. 225.

momentum (mo-men'tum), «.; pi. momenta
(-ta). [< L. vlomentum, balance, alteration,

cause, etc., orig. 'a movement': see moment.]
1. In mech.. the product of the mass and velo-
city of a body ; the quantity of motion of a body

.

In all relations between bodie^ such as impacts, the al-

gebraic sum of the momenta is preserved constant. See
energy.

Momotus
When the velocity is the same, . . . the momentum, or

moving force, of bodies is directly proportional to their
mass or quantity of matter. . . . 'When the Tnomenta of
two bodies are equal, their velocities will be in the in-
verse proportion of their qnantities of matter.

Lardner, Handbook of XaL Phllos., §§ 195, 199.

The rate of mass displacement Is mmnentum, just as the
rate of displacement is velocity.

Clerk MaxuxU, Matter and Motion, art IxviL

2. An impulse; an imjwlling force; impetus.
This preponderating weight . . . compleated that mo-

mentxan of ignorance, rashness, presumption, and lost of
plunder which nothing has been able to resist.

Burlce, Bev, in France.

He never asks whether the political momentum set np
by his measure, in some cases decreasing but in other
cases greatly increasing, will or will not have the same
general direction with other like momenta.

H. Spencer, ilan vs. State, p. 36.

3. Constituent or essential element. Compare
moment, 6.

I shall state the several momenta of the distinction in
separate propositioiis. Sir W. HamHton.

4. In musical notation, an eighth-rest,

momie, «• A variant of mummy'>:
momie-cloth, ». See mummy-doth.
Momier(mom'i-er), »i. [F., lit. amummer: see
m ummer.] A term ofreproach applied to those
Swiss Calvinists who, about 1818, separated
from the state church and maintained a strict

Calvinistic theologyand Methodistie discipline,

momishf (m6'mish),a. [< womel -I- -isfcl.] Fool-
idi; dull. Levins.

Thy pleasant framed style
Discovered lyes to momish mouthes.

Verses preJLced to Googe's Eglogs. (Pat)ies.y

momismf (mo'mizm), n. [< Momas, 1, + -/.s-m.]

Carping; faultfinding. Minsheu.
momistt (mo'mist), n. [< ilomus, 1, + -ist.] A
faultfinder.

As for the crabbed & criticall interpretation of many,
... I waigh it little, and lesse the detracting speeches
of barking MomiOs. Times' WMMe (E. E. T. S.), p. m.
mommeryt, »• -^ obsolete form of mummery.
mommicEt, «• [Var. of mammock, n.] A scare-
crow. [Prov. Eng.]
TnoTnTnif-h- (mom'ik), f . t. [Var. of mammocic, v.]

To cut awkwardly; mess or make a mess of:
as. he mommicks ms food. [Obsolete or prov.]
mommy (mom'i), n.

;
pi. mommies (-iz). [A var.

of mammy; cf. old-wife, old-squau:, old-granny,
etc.] A duck, Hareida glacuUis, the old-wife
or south-southerly. [Cape May, New Jersey.]
Momordica (mo-m6r'di-&), n. [NL. (Tonme-
fort, 1700), so called in allusion to the seeds,
which have the appearance of being bitten; <
L. mordere (perf. momordi), bite : see mordant.]
A genus of plants of the natural order Cucur-
IntacetB and the tribe Ciicumerine<€, character-
ized by the stamens being inserted below the
month of the calyx, bythe calyx being provided
with two or three scales, and by having a cam-
panulate coroUa and simple tendrils. They are
dimbing h«:h^ either annnal or perennial, having entire-

lobed or compound leaves and rather small wiiite or yel-
lowish flowery which are monoecious or dicecious. The
fruit is oblong or cylindrical, beny-like or opening into
tliree valves, having few or many seeds. Twenty-five spe-
cies are known, natives chiefly of Africa, but also of tropi-
cal Asia and .Australia. "Fbey are plain plants except for
their fruit, which in some species is red or orange-ySlow,
and which bursts when fully ripe, disclosing the red-ariled
seeds. Such are the species M. Balsamina, the balsam-
apple, and M. Charantia, sometimes caUed balsam-pear,
the best-known cultivated species. The squirting cucum-
ber, which grows in the south of Europe, was formerly
placed in this genus, under the name M. Elaterivm, but is
now regarded as the type of a distinct genus, Ed)aUium.
momot (mo'mot), n. Same as molmot.
Momota (mo-mo'ta), n. [NL.] Same as .ifo-

motus. Sltaic, 1809.

Momotidae (mo-mot'i-de), ». pi. [NL., < Mo-
motus + -idie.] An American family of serra-

tirostral picarian birds, typified by the genus
Momotus; the motmots or sawbiUs, They are re.

lated to the kingflshers. The tail is long and graduated,
of 10 or 12 rectrices, of which the middle pair are usnally
long-exserted and spatnlated, forming a pair of rackets

;

the plumage is aftershafted, the bill serrated, and the ster-

num doubly fenestrated; there are no caeca nor spinal
apterium ; and there are two carotids. The Momotidae
are confined to the warmer parts of America. There are
only about 15 species, of the genera JfomoftH^Oy6rftts.Pa-
ryphthengu% Eumomofa, Frionorhynehus, and Hylomanes,
The family is also called Prionitidte. See motmiA.

MomotinsB (mo-mo-ti'ne), n. ph [XL., < Mo-
motus + -/hop.] 1'. The only subfamily of Mo
motidte. Also called PriowiWntB.—2. TheMomo-
tidw as a subfamily of some other family.

Momotus (mo-mo'tus), ». [NL. : see momot,
motniot.] The typical genus of Momotida, es-

tablished by Brisson in 1T60. It was formerly coex-
tensive with the famfly, but is now restricted to sucb
species as M. brasUiensis. M. txeruleieeps, the bine-head-
ed sawhill, is the only member of its genus or family found



Momotus

Blue-headed Sawbill iMa»totus cteruteiceps).

BO far north as the Mexican border of the United States.
Also Momota, Barypkonus, and Pnonites, See tnotTtiot.

Momus (mo'mus), n. [NL., < Gr. M.a/j.og, a per-
Bomfioation of fia/ioc, blame, ridieule.] 1. In
classical myth., a son of Night, the god of rail-

lery and censure. He is said to have complained that
themanmade by Vulcan had not a window in his breast to
let his thoughts be seen.

2. In ornith., a genus of humming-birds, of the
family Trochilidw, the type of wmoh is M. ida-
liw of Brazil. Mulsant and Verreaux, 1866 a
disciple or a son (or daughter) of Momus, a facetious
or funny person ; a wag ; a clown in a circus.

''*I do not tliink that Wickam is a person of vei7 cheer-
ful spirits, orwhat one would calla " "A davghter qf
liamus" MisB Tox softly suggested.

Dickens, Dombey and Son, vlii.

mon^t, »«. An obsolete form of moarO-.

mon^ (mon), n. A dialectal (especially Scotch)
form of man. See man, and compare munK

inon^t, v. i. Same as movn.
mon* (mon), n. [Jap.] A per-
sonal erest^ badge, or cogni-
zance used in Japan and intro-
duced into decoration of all

sorts. For examples, see hiha-
mon and Mrimon.

mon-. See mono-.
mOna (mo'na), n. [NL., < Sp. ^TotuBawa Mon—
T, TA *'

J? 1 1 that IS, the mon Of the
Pg. It. mona, a female monkey : Tokugawa family,

see monkey.'] An African mon-
key, Cercopithecus mona, of highly variegated
coloration and docile disposition, often kept in

captivity. See cut under Cercopithecus.

monacalt, a. An obsolete spelling of monachal.
monacanthid (mon-a-kan'thid), a. [< Gr. /iov&-

Kavdog, with one spine (see monacanthous) +
-i(J2.] Having uniserial adambulacral spines,

as a starfish: distinguished from diplacanthid

and polyacanthid.

lAonacanthinSB (mon"a-kan-thi'ne), n. pi.

[NL., '\ Monacanthus + -inw.'] A subfamily of

balistoid fishes, typified by the genus Monacan-
thus. They have the anterior dorsal fin reduced to a sin-

gle spine upon the head (whence the name), and have
fa-om 18 to 21 vertebrBB (7 abdominal and 11 to 14 caudal).

The subfamily includes a number of tropical and sub-
tropical marine fishes, some of which are Isnown as lea-

ther-jacketB, on account of their villous coriaceous integu-

ments.

:moiiacantIime (mon-a-kan'thin), a. and n. I.

a. Of or pertaining to the Monacanthinw.

II. n. A. fish of the subfamily Monacanthinw.

imonacanthous (mon-a-kan'thus), a. [< Gr.

/lovdKavdog, vrith one spine or prickle, < ftdvog, sin-

gle, + aKavda, a spine or prickle : see acantha.']

Having but one spine; monacauthine.
JVConacantlms (mon-a-kan'thus), n. [NL.:

see monacanthous.'] The typical genus of Mona-
canthinw, having a spine for a first dorsal fin.

Cuvier, 1817. Xhey are numerous inwarm seas; M. oc-

cidentalis Is West Indian, and is occasionally found on the

southern coast of the United States.

JMonacha (mon'a-ka), n. [NL., < Gr. /iovaxSg,

single, solitary, i /iHvoc, single: see monk.'] 1.

A genus of mollusks.— 2. In ornith., same as

Monasa. P. L. Sclater, 18B2.

Monaaa of Vieillot I have ventured to correct into Mono-

cha. Sclater, Monog. PulTbirds, p. xL

monachal (mon'a-kal), «. [Formerly also mona-

cal; < OF. monachat', monacal, F. monacal = Sp.

Pg. monacal = It. monacale, < ML. monaehalis,

of a monk, < LL. monachus, a monk: see monk.']
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Of or pertaining to monks or nuns ; belonging
to or characteristic of monastic life, especially

with reference to external relations or person-
al conduct; monastic; monkish: as, monachal
morals ; monachal austerity.

Robert de Brunne, to illustrate moruicTuU morals, inter-

spersed domestic stories ; and . . . that rhyming monk
affords the most ancient specimens of English tales in
verse. I. ifIsraeli, Amen, of Lit., I. 208.

monachism (mon'a-kizm), n. [= F. inona-

chisme = Sp. monaqmsmo = Pg. It. monachismo,
< ML. monachismus, < LGr. fiovaxia/idc, monk-
ery, < fiovaxii, a monk: see monk.'] 1. The
principle of living in the manner of monks;
the system or course of life pursued by monks
and nuns; primarily, the practice of Uving
alone in religious retirement from the world;
religious seclusion; secondarily, the coi^orate
life of religions commxmities under vows of
poverty, celibacy, and obedience to a superior.

See monk.

The root-idea of monachism is . . . retirementfrom so-

ciety in search of some ideal of life which society cannot
supply, but which is thought attainable by abnegation of

self and withdrawal from the world. This definition ap-
plies to all forms of momickism, . . . whether amongst
Brahmans, Buddhists, Jews, Christians, Moslems, or the
communistic societies of the present day, even when theo-
retically anti-theological. This bread general conception
of moTMchism is differenced in the following ways :— It

may take the form of absolute separation, so far as practi-

cable, from all human intercourse, so as to give the whole
life to solitary contemplation— theanchoretic type ; or it

may seek fellowship with kindred spirits in a new asso-
ciation for the same common end— the coenobitic type

;

it may abandon society as incurably comipti as a City of
Destruction out of wUch the fugitive must flee absolutely
—the Oriental view, for the most part ; or it may consid-
er itself as having a mission to influence and regenerate
society— which has been, on the whole, and with minor
exceptions, the Western theory of the monastic life.

Bncyc Brit., XVI. 698.

3. A monastic characteristic or peculiarity;
also, such characteristics collectively.

Florence of Worster^Huntingdon, Simeon of Durham,
Hoveden, Mathew of Westminster, and many others of
obscurer note, with all their monachisms.

Milton, Hist. Eng., iv.

Monachus (mon'a-kus), n. [NL., < Gr. /lova-

X^S, single, solitary, LCjr. a monk : see monk.']

1 . In mammal,, a genus of Phocidm, having four
incisors above and below; the monk-seals. There
are 2 species. M. aibiventer is the seal of the Mediter-
ranean and Black Sea. Jf. tropwalis is the West Indian
seaL Also called Pdagius and Heliophoca.

2. In ornith., a genus of warblers containing
such as the common blackcap, Sylvia atrica-

pilla. J. J. Kaup, 1829.— 3. In ewfOM., a large

and important genus of leaf-beetles, erected
by Suffrian in 1852. It is composed of small bluish
beetles with or without red spots, and with the body very
convex. There are about 100 species, all American, of which
6 belong to North America and the rest to more tropical

regions.

monacid (mon-as'id), a. [< Gr. /i6vog, single,

+ E. acid.'] Capable of saturating a single
molecule of a monobasic acid: applied to hy-
droxids and basic oxids.

monact (mon-akt'), a. andm. [< Gr. /z6voc, sin-

gle, + oKTlg, a ray.] I. a. Having only one ray

;

monactinal,
II. n. A monactinal sponge-spicule.

monactinal (mo-nak'ti-nal), a. [< monactine
+ -al.'] Single-rayed; unifadiate, as a sponge-
spicule.

monactine (mo-nak'tin), a. [< Gr. /lAvog, single,
-1- d/cr/f (a/cTif-), a ray.] Same as monactinal.
Sollas.

Monactinellinse (mo-nak''ti-ne-li'ne), n.pl.
[NL., < Gr. lidvos, single, + d/crif (aKrw-), a ray,
+ dim. -ella + -ince.] A grouj), subordinal or
other, of fibrosUicious or ceratosilieoid sponges,
having comparatively little oeratode, the skele-
ton being mostly composed of single straight
sUieious spicules, whence thename. The bread-
crumb sponge, Balichondria panicea, is a char-
acteristic example. See Monaxonida.
monactinelline (mo-nak-ti-nel'in), a. Of or per-
taining to the MonacUnellince.

monad (mon'ad), n. and a. [= F. monade =
Sp. mdnada = Pg. monada = It. monade, < LL.
monas (monad-), < Gr. fwvdg (jwvaS-), aunit,unity,
as adj. solitary, single. < iidvog (Ionic /wivog,

Doric ftavoQ, orig.*/iovFog), alone, solitary, single,

sole, only; appar. akin to /ita, tern, of elg (iv-),

one.] I, n. 1. In metaph., an individual and
indivisible substance. Theword was introduced into
philosophy by Giordano Bruno to denote the minimum
parts of substances supposedbyhim tobe at once psychical
and material. In the philosophy of Leibnitz the concep-
tion of the monad is that of an absolutely unejrtended sub-
stance existing in space, its existence consisting in its

activities, which are ideas ; and the universe was conceived
by him as made up of such existences. The history of each

monadic
monad follows an internal law, and all interaction between
the monads is excluded ; but there is a preestablished har-
mony between these laws for the different monads. (See
LeHmitzuin.) The Leibnitzian theory of the monad was, in
many particulars, revived by Hermann Lotze.

Pythagoras his nuyirnds, so much talked of, were nothing
else but corporeal atoms.

Cvdworth, Intellectual System, p. 13.

The soul is a monad (according to Bruno). It is never
entirely without a body. God is the monad of rrumads; he
is the minimum, because all things are external to him,
and at the same time the maximum, since all things are
in him, . . . The atoms of the ancients differed &om one
another in magnitude, figure, and position, but not quali-
tatively or in internal character. The monads of Leibni^
on the contrary, are qualitatively differentiated by their

ideas. All monads have ideas, but the ideas ofthe different

monads are of different degrees of clearness. . , . God is

the primitive monad; all othermonads are its fulgurations.
Ueberweg, Hist. Philos. (tr. by Morris), IL 27,

2. In hiol. : (a) Any simple single-celled organ-

ism. The name covers a great many similar but not ne-
cessarily related unicellular organisms, some of which are
monads in sense (b), others being plants; others again
are free flagellate cells representing an embryonic con-

dition of some other organism or of wholly indeterminate
character.

We are warranted in considering the body as a common-
wealth of moTiads, each of which has independent powers
of life, growth, and reproduction.

H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 493.

(jb) In zoiil., specifically, a flagellate infusorian;

one of the Infusoria flagellata, characterizedby
the possession of one or two long whip-like

flageUa, and generally exhibiting an endoplast
and a contractile vacuole. The word in this

sense is derived from the name of the genus
Monas.—3. In cliem., an element whose atoms
have the lowest valence or atomicity, which
valence is therefore taken as unity.

II. a. In chem. and hiol., of or pertaining to

monads; of the nature of a monad; monadi-
form.
Many monad metals give us their line spectra at a low

degree of heat. J. N. Lockyer, Spect. Anal., p. 124.

There is reason to think that certain organisms which
pass through amonad stage of existence, such as the Myx-
omycetes, are, at one time of their lives, dependent upon
external sources for their protein matter, or are animals

;

and, at another period, manufacture it, or are plants.
Huxley, Animal and Vegetable EingdoniB.

monad-deme (mon'ad-dem), 7i. [< monad +
deme^.'\ A colony or aggregate of undifferen-
tiated monads.

Starting from the unit of the first order, the plastid or
monad, and terming any undifferentiated aggregate a
deme, we have a monad-deme. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 843.

monadelph^ (mon'a-delf), n. [< Monadelphia\]
In hot., a plant w£os6 stamens are united in

one body or set by the filaments.

monadelph^ (mon'a-delf), n. [< MonadelpUa^.]
Inzool., a member of that division of mammals
in which the utems is single.

Monadelphia^ (mon-a-del'fi-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr, fiovog, alone, + -aiETiApia,

< adclipdg, brother : see -adel-

phia.i The name given by
LinnsBus to Ms sixteenth
class of plants, comprising
those that have their sta-
mens united into one set
by their filaments.

Monadelphia2 (mon-a-del'-
fi-a), n. pi. An erroneous
form for Monodelphia.
monadelphian (mon-a-del'fi-an), a. [< Mono-
delphia^ -I- -an.] Same as nibnadelphous.
monadelphic (mon-a-del'fik), a. [As Jfcma-
delpMa^ + -ic. ] Pertaining to a family consist-
ing of a single individual Monadelphic form,
in rruMi.. , a form belonging to a monadelphic t^e.—Mon-
adelphic type, in math., a type containing a single nu-
merical parameter.

monadelphon (mon-a-del'fon), n. [NL.: see
Monadelphiai-.'] In hot., an androecium of which
the filaments are combined into a single column.
monadelphons (mon-a-del'fus), a. [Asmona-
delph^ -t- -ous.'\ In iot., having the stamens
united into one set by their filaments ; belong-
ing or relating to the class Monadelphia.
monadiary (mo-nad'i-a-ri), n.; pi. monadianes
(-riz). [< NL. *monadlarium, i LL. monas {mo-
nad-), a monad : see monad.'] The common en-

velop of a colony of monads or monadiform
infusorians.

monadic (mo-nad'ik), a. [< Gr. fwvaScKd;, single,

< /iovd^ (/wv'ad-), a unit: see monad.] 1. Per-

taining to monads; having the nature or char-

acter of a monad.— 2. Single; not occurring
in pairs. [Rare.]

So, too, we have the seven openings of the head, the

three twin pairs of eyes, ears, and nostrils, witli the mo-
nadic mouth to make the seventh.

J. Hadley, Essays, p. 342.

Monadelphous Flower.



2, ibe amoebifixiB stale of ail en-
ceUofdie

monadical

monadical (mo-nad'i-kal). a. [< monadic +
-<i<.] Same as'woiuidter i>r. J. Jfore, Def. of
Philosophic Cabljala, App., ix.

Jnonadically (mo-nad'i-kal-i), aOc. As a
monad or miit ; by oneness."

Ereiy nnmber sabsisU monaAieaBy in nnity.
T. Taylor, Xiaus. ot Ilatiniis (1791X Int. p. tttjt

Honadidae (mo-nad'i-de), n. j)Z. [XL., < IiLi.

monas_ {monad-) + -i<J<B.] The monads propea-,
a family of flagellate infosonans. These animat
coles are naked or illoricate, and entirely free-swimmjiig,
with the flageilnm single and temiina], no distinct oral
apertnre,an endopli^t ornncleos, andnsnaHyoneormore
contractile Tacnoles. Also Monaddia.
mtmadifarm. (mo-nad'i-fdrm), a. [< IAj. monas
{wuntad-), a unit, + L. forma, form.] In hiol.,

having the form
or eharaoter of l

a monad; re-
sembling a mo-
nad. Suxiey. ^ mooadifccm akdodermal fWI ai

Anat. Invert..

p. 96.

manadigerons (mon-a-dij'e-ms), a. [< LL.
monas (monad-) + ll gerSre, cany : see -ger,

-genmsJ\ In zooL, bearing or eomi>osed of
monads or monadiform cells: as, the monadi-
gerous layer of a sponge, which is the layer
of cells lining the vralls of the flagellated
chambers o£ sponges. B. James CJarh.

Monadina (mon-^di'na), ». pi. [NL., < lili.

monas (monad-) f-ina^J] Ehrenbeig's name of
the monads or flagellate infosoiians now called

Monadidce.
monadine (mon'a-din), a. Of or pertaining to
the Monadina or Monadidce; having the char-
acter of a monad. Carpenter, Hicros., $ 418.

Monadilieae (mon-a<lin'e-e), n. pi. [Nil. (Cien-
kowski), < Gr. jiova^Qumai-), aumt,+ in-+ -ees.J

An ordercffongi of the class J/j/2oniyeeteg. Th^
are slimy plants growing inmoistplaces freqnaitlyparasit-

ic, and piodnce zoocysta, ^lorocy^B, plaanodia, zoo^MKes,
and indnring sp(»es,'the aoocysts emflUug at maturity one
to many zod^cces or amcBba-like bodies.

monadism (mon'a-dizm), n. [= F. monadisme
= Sp. monadismo; as monad + -ism.] 1. A
philosophical system which accepts, in some
form, t£e theory of monads; also, a theory of

monads.
Xot onfreqaently he [Leibnitz] inteodnoes his theory of

monadism by the ai^nment Qiat thoe mostbe simple sub-
stances since tiiae are composite things, for the compos-
ite is only an aggregate of simple onitfi.

S. Caird, PhUoe. of Eant^ p. S6.

2. The application of the conception of the

monad to the solution of the problems of chem-
istry and physics ; atomism.

Of the different forma of the atomic theory, that of Bos-

ct>Tich may be taken as an example of the pnrest m/wi/t-

dtsn. Eneyc Brit, UL 37.

monadology (mon-a-dol'o-ji), «. [= F. mona-
dologie, < Gr. jiova^ (/jouorf-), a unit (see monad),
+ -jioyiOjK. Aiyen-, speak: see -ology.'] In the
philosophyof Leibnitz, the doctrine ofmonads

;

also, any gimilaT metaphysical theory, as that

of Iiotze. See monad, 1.

Lrabnitx's monadaloffy maybe a fme system ; bnt also it

maynot; and oorfacDltiesdo not enable ns to saywhether
it is or is not. La/ie Stephen, £ng. Thought, t § 35.

Lotse, however, saves liiing<»1f from a materialistic dual-

ism through his monadology. Mind, JLLL 589.

monal (mo-iml'). ». Same as monaul.

monamine (mon'am-in), n. [< Gr. ftivoc, single,
-)- E. amine.'] One of a class of chemical com-
pounds formed by substituting one or more
alcohol radicals for the hydrogen ia a single

ammonia molecule. Mouamines are primary,
secondary, or tertiary, according as one, two, or

three atoms of hydrogen are replaced.

monanapestic (mon-an-a-pes'tik), a. [< Gr. iio-

pof, single,

+

ava-awToc, anapest : see anapestie^

In anc. pros., containing but one anapest: not-

ing certain logaoedic meters. See monodaetyVe,

monander (mo-nan'der), n. [< Gr. /wof, sin-

gle, + av^p (aiiiSp-), man, male (in mod. bot. sta-

men). Ci. monandrous.2 In tot., a plant hav-
ing one stamen only.

Monaildria (mo-nan'dri-5), n.pl. [NIi., < Gr.

uot«of, single, + av^p (ivdp-), man, male (in mod.
bot. stamen).] "flie first class in Linnseus's

systemof plants, comprehendingallgenerawith
perfect flowers having only one stamen.

monandrian (mo-nan'dri-an), a. [< Monandria
+ -an.] Same as monandrous.

monandrOUS (mo-nan'drns), a. [<Gr. fiivavipo^,

having but one fmsband, < /imoc, single, + av^p

(avSp-), man, male. In def. 2. cf. Monandria.]

1. In sool. and anikrop.: (o) Having one male
orhusband; living in monandry; monogamous,
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Mooandnxis
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Mare's • lail

(Hif^atris -JnU-

garis) ia the
axilaftfaeleaL
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as a female. (6) Belating to monandry: as

a monandroxis system or custom.—2. In hot.

having a single stamen; belonging
to or having the characters of the
class Moncmdria.
monandry (mo-nan'dri), ». [< Gr.
/Mvavdpia, the 'having but one hus-
band, < /lovavipoc, having but one
husband: see monan^ous.] The
monandrous state ; the practice of
having only one husband.
Once xntzodaced, monandry mnst neccs-

sarily s^ead in proportion as life becomes
ea^er ; for a man to have a wife to him-
s^f must be the respectable thing; and
with this there will go a corresponding
progress towards ciTilised ideas of conjogal
fidelity. W. S. Smith, Kinship and Uar-

[riage, p. 141.

HUmanthonS (mo-nan'thus), a. [<
Gr. /lovoc, single,' + ai^, flower.]
In hoL, producing but one flower:
said of a plant or peduncle.
monarch (mon'ark), n. [Early mod. E. mon-
arke; < OF. (and F.) monarque = Sp. monarca
=:Fg.monareha= It. monarca, < LL. monarcha,
< Gr. fiavapxK, l'^i»apx<K, ruling alone, a mon-
arch, dictator, a sovereign (ef. /umapxav, rule
alone), < pAvoc, alone, + apxea; rule.] 1. The
chief of a monarchy; a supreme governor for
life, entitled varioi^y emperor (or empress),
Mng (or queen), czar (or czarina), sultan, shah,
etc. ; primarily, a sole or autocratic mler of a
state, but in modem times generally a heredi-
tary sovereign with more or less limited pow-
ers. See monarchy.

It [mercyl becomes
The throned monarch better than his crown.

Shak., M. of T., It. L 189.

The Sovez^gn, if a sin^e person, is or should be called
a Monarch. Maine, '^Aj Hist, of Institntion^ p. 3aa

2. Any possessor of absolute power or supe-
riority ; one who or that which holds a dominat-
ing or preeminent position, literally or figura-

tively : as, the oak is the monarch of the forest.

Come, thon monarch of Hie vine,

Kompy Bacchus with pink eyne

!

Suik., A. and C, ii. 7 (songX

I am monarch of all I snnrey.
My right there is none to dispute.

Cotiper, Alexander Selkirk.

=Syn. 1. Xing, etc (see princei, potentate, autocrat^

d^^tot

Monarcha (mo-nar'ka), 71. [NIi., < TiTi. mo-
narcha, amonajrch : see monartA.] An extensive

genus of true flycatchers, of the family Musd-
capidtE, founded byVigors andHorsfield in1826.
It contains about ^ s^iecies, especially characteristic of

Anstralia,New Guinea,theHolnccas, and Polynesia. They
are birds of brilliant aai validated colnalaon.

manarchal (mo-nar'kal), o. [= It. monaretde;

as monarch + ^.] Of or perUuning to a mon-
arch; befitting a monarch; sovereign.

The princes' persons being in all monarchal govern-

ments the very knot of the people's welfare.
Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, t.

Satan, whom now tnnscendeiit glory raised

Above his fellows, with monarchal prid^
Conscious of highest worth, unmoved thus spaka^^

MOton, P. L, a 428.

monarchessf (mon'ar-kes), «. [< monardi +
-ess.] A female monarch; a queen or empress.

The monareheis of the four-comer'd earth.

MiddlOan, Solomon Paraphrased, viii.

Bome, what made her snch a Jf(>n(irieA£8se,bntonely the

adnentnreE of her youth, not in riots at home, but in dan-

gers abroad? CafL John Smith, Works, n. 197.

monarchia (mo-nar'M^), n. [LL.: see mon-
archy.] In tftebl., same"as monarchy, 5.

numarchial (mo-nar'ki-al), a. [< LL. monar-

cWo, monarchy (see monarchy), +-ai.] Same as

monar^tical.

It aU the evils which can arise among us from the re-

publican form of OUTgovernment, from tliis day to the day

ot judgment, could be pnt into a scale against what this

conntiy suffers from its monarchial form in a wee^ . . .

the latter would be preponderate.
Jefferson, Correspondence^ n. 205.

T>f«¥naTnhia.ii (mo-nar'ki-au), n. [= F. mo-
narehien = Pg. monarchtano ; < Gr. /lovapxK,

monarch, luavapxia, monarchy: see monarchy

and -an.] One of a body of Antitrinitarian

Cliristians in the latter part of the second and
the third century. Th^Treredivldedintotwogroups—
the dynamic (dyjuaniitiet ot raHanaH*^ Morutrchians,

who regarded Christ as filled with a divine powra- and de-

nied his divinity, and the Patripassians, who regarded the

Father and the Son as the same; the latts were called

modalistie Monarchians, from thdr advocacy of a threefold

mode or manifestation of the deity.

By monarcKam of the former [dynamlstic] class Christ

washeldtobe a mereman, miraculonslyconceived indeed,
bnt constitated the Son of God simply by the infinitely

monaTcliizer

high degree in which be had been filled with Dirine wis-
dom and power. Eneyc BriL, XVI. 71S.

ISonarchianism (mo-nar'M-an-izm), ft. [< Mo-
narchian + -ism.] the theological doctrine re-

spectingthe Grodheadmaintainedby the Monar-
chians.
Hodalistic mcnarckianigm, conceiving that the whole

fulness of the Godhead dwelt in Christ, took exception to
the " subordinatianism " ofsome churchwriters, andmain-
tained that the names Fatiier and Son were only two dif-

ferent designations ci the same subject, the one God, who
"with reference to the relations in which He had pre-
viously stood to the worid is called the Father,bnt in r«f-

ersice to Bis appearance in himianity is called the Son.'
fnij/e. BriL, XVL Tlfl.

monardlianistic (mo-nar-M-a-nis'tik), a. [<
Monarchian + -istic] Belating to or resem-
bling the theory of the Monarchians.

Monarchiajtistie comparisons of Angustina
UeiKneeg, SisL PhUos. (trans.), I.

monarchic (mo-nar'kik), a. [< F. monarchique
= Sp. mondrquieo = Pg. monorchia) = It. mo-
narckieo, < Gr. /lovapxiKdg, of a monarch or mo-
narchical, < pAvapxoc, a monarch: see monarch,
monarchy.] Selating or pertaining to a mon-
arch or to monarchy; monarchical.
The DunumAtcland aristocratlcal and popular partisans

have been jointly laying their axes to the root of aU gov-
ernment. Burke, Vind.«Df Nat. Society.

Without justice aU forms, democratic or monarehie, are
tyrannical alike. Froude, Cssar, p. 190.

monarchical (mo-nar'M-kal), a. [< monarchic
+ -oJ.] 1 . Pertaining to a monarch or to mon-
archy; characteristic of or subject to a mon-
arch ; of the nature of monarchy: as, monarchi-
cal rule or methods; a monarchical country or
government.

Monarehieal their States
Bnt prudently confined, and mingled wise
Of each harmonious power. Thonaan, Liberty, iv.

Ina fTumorcAteaZstate inwhich the constitution is strong-
est, tile laws may be relaxed without danger.

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, L

It is not impossible tiiat the political movements of our
time, which seem on the surfoce to have a tendency to
d^nocracy, may have in reality a monaretaeai bias.

IHsraeli.

2. Of or pertaining to government by a mon-
arch.

It was nottheMonarehieal way of Government that was
so displeasing to God or Samuel ; for their Government
was of tiiat Form already. Stmingjieet, Sermons, U. ir.

3. Begarding monarchy as the best form of
government ; adhering to the principles of mon-
archy. The name Monarehieal parly was often applied
to flie FMsalists of the United States by their opponents.

Also monarchial.
=Syn. SeejTmueandroj/oJ.

monarchically (mo-nar'H-kal-i), adv. In the
form of a monarchy, or in accordance -with the
principles or methods of monarchical govern-
ment,
monarchise, monarchiser. See monarchizc,

monarchizer.

monarchism (mon'ar-Mzm), 71. [< F. monar-
ehisme= Sp. monarquismo ; as monarch+ -ism .]

The principles of monarchy; love of or prefer-

ence for monarchy.
monarchist (mon'ar-kist), n. [< F. mmiar-
cMste = Sp. monarquista = Pg. It. monarchista

:

as niwkircA + -ist.] An advocate of or believer
in monarchy; one who holds or maintains mo-
narchical principles.

I proceed to examine the next supposition of the church
monarchists, which is, That Saint Peter's primacy with its

rights and prerogatives was not personal but derivable lo

his successors. Barrow, On the Pope's Supremacy.

There is no Frenchman, be heBepublican or Monarchist,

who does not feel this insult Lowe, Bismarck, IL 141.

monarchize (mon'ar-kiz), r. : pret. and pp.
monarchized, ppr. monartjiising. [= F. monar-
chiser: as monarch + -ize.] I. intrans. To play

the king ; act as a monarch.
Allowing him a breath, a little scene
To monarchize, be fear'd, and kill with looks.

ShaJc, Bich. IL, iiL 2. 165.

TT. trans. 1. To mle over as a monarch.

Bywhom three sever'd Bealms in one shall firmly stand.

As Britain-founding Brute first monarchized the land.
Drayton, Polyolbion, v. 6S.

2. To convert into a monarchy.
So far we shall be from mending our condition by mon-

ardiizinn onr Government, whatever new Conceit now
possesses ns. Milton, Free Commonwealth.

[In all senses obsolete or unnsuaL]
Also spelled monarchise.

monarchizer (mon'ar-M-zer), It. One who
plays the monarch, 'or upholds monarchy ; a

monarchist. Also spelled «no»iar<*iscr. [Bare.]

liCt the pride

Of these our irreligious monarchifers

Be crown'd in blood.
HeyvMod, Bape of tncrece, iil



monarchy

monarchy (moii'ar-ki)jM.
;
pi. monarchies (-kiz).

[< ME. monareliie = F. monarchie = Sp. mo-
narquia = Pg. It. monarchia, < LL. monarchia,
< (Jr. fwvapxia, absolute rulej sole power, mon-
archy, < /idvapxoc, a sovereign, monarcli: see
monarch.^ 1. Supreme power wielded by a
single person ; absolute personal authority.

They imagined that he [Jesus] . . . should subdue the
rest of the world, and make Jerusalem the seat of an uni-
versal monarchy. Hooker, Eocles. Polity, vii. 16.

But let us not deceive our selves, the pretensions are as
high and as great at ftome to this Monurchy as ever they
were. StUUngfleet, Sermons, II. ii.

2. The principle of government by a monarch

;

the monarchical system.

The first, the most ancient^ most general, and most ap-
proved, was the govermnent of one ruling by just laws,
called monarchy. Raleigh, Hist. World, I. ix. 2.

I hear there are people among you who think the ex-
perience of our governments has already proved that re-

publican governments will not answer. Send those gen-
try here, to count the blessings of jnonarchy.

Jefferson, Correspondence, II. 221.

3. A government inwhich the supreme power is

either actually or nominally lodged in the hands
of a monarch or sole ruler, who holds his posi-

tion for life, generally with hereditary succes-
sion. There have been elective rrumarchies, in which the
successor to a deceased sovereign was chosen without obli-

gatory regard to the hereditary principle ; but this prin-
ciple has finally prevailed, to the exclusion of choice, in
all existing civilized monarchies. The former kingdom
of Poland was a purely elective monarchy. The German-
Koman empirewas originally, and always nominally, elec-

tive; but for many centuries the chosen successor was
almost invariably the heir of the former emperor. An
absolute ovde^otia monarchy is one inwhich the will of the
monarch or sovereign is supreme over all other authority
or powers of government ; a Ivnvited or constiMtional mon-
archy, one in which the sovereign is limited to the exercise
of particular powers or functions by the laws or constitu-
tion of the realm. More or less limited monarchies have
nearly always existed. About the fifteenth century a note-
worthy increase of the power of the sovereign took place
(as in England under Edward IV., in France under Louis
XI., in Spain under Ferdinand the Catholic and Charles
v.). Till the close of the eighteenth century the prevalent
theory and practice on the continent constituted nearly
unrestricted absolutism ; this has now almost disappeared
from Europe, whUe still maintaining a foothold in Asia»
But whether absolute or limited, the monarch is theoreti-
cally regarded as the source of all power, and all acts of
government are done in his name.

The obvious definition of a monarchy seems to be that
of a state in which a single person, by whatsoever name
he may be distinguished, is intrusted with the execution
of the laws, the management of the revenue, and the com-
mand of the array. But, unless public liberty is protect-
ed by intrepid and vigilant guardians, the authority of so
formidable a magistrate will soon degenerate into des-
potism. Gibbon.

It has often indeed been noticed that a Feudal Monar-
chy was an exact counterpart of a Feudal Manor, but the
reason of the correspondence is only now beginning to
dawn upon us. Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 77.

4. The territory ruled over by a monarch; a
kingdom; an empire.

"What scourge for perjury
Can this dark monarchy afford false Clarence?

Shak., Rich. III., i. 4. 61.

5. In theol., the doctrine that there is in the
Godhead only one principle (,ap%^), cause (at-

ria), source or fountain (niry^) of deity, namely
God the Father, from whom the Son and the
Holy Ghost derive their divinity. Also monar-
c7wa.—Hfth Monarchy Men. See fifth.

Monarda (mo-nar'da), n. [NL. (Linneeus,

1737), named' after Isf. Monardes, a Spanish
physician and botanist of the 16th century.]

A genus of labiate plants, type of the tribe

MonardecB, characterized by the anthers hav-

Branch of Oswego Tea {.Mtmarda didyma'), with flowers.

ing a very small connective, the cells confluent

into one, and by having a tubular calyx with

3830

fifteen nerves, which is almost equally five-

toothed. They are odorous erect herbs with entire or

toothed leaves, and quite large fiowers arranged in a few
terminal or wh rled heads, surrounded by many bracts,

and varying in color, being bright-red, pu:^le, white, and
in one species pale-yellow. About 7 species are known,
all natives of North America. M. punctata, the American
horseraint, is stimulant and carminative. M. didyma, the
Oswego tea, or bee-balm, has bright-scarlet flowers, if.

flstvlosa is the wild bergamot.

Monardeae (mo-nar'df-e), n. pi. [NL. (Ben-
tham, 1833), < Monarda + -ece.'] A tribe of

plants of the natural order Labiatw, charac-
terized by having two perfect ascending sta-

mens, in which one cell of each anther is either

wanting or separated from the other. It embraces
11 genera, Monarda being the type, and about 490 species,

the majority of which are widely scattered throughout the
temperate and warmer regions of the earth.

monardin (mo-nar'din), re. [< Monarda + -irfl.1

A crystalline solid which separates from the oil

of horsemint, Monardapunctata. It is isomeric
with thymol.
monarsenous (mon-ar'se-nus), a. [< Gr. /idvoc,

single, -I- aparpi, male.] In zool., having but one
male for several females.

monarticular (mon-ar-tik'u-lar), a. [< Gr. ^6-

voc, single, -I- L. arUculvs, a joint : see articular.']

Inpathol., affecting a single joint.

monas (mon'as), n. [NL., < LL. monas, a unit:

see monad.'] 1. A monad; a monadiform in-

fusorian.— 3. [cap.] The typical genus of Mo-
nadidcB. M. lens is an example Monas prodlgl-
osa, BacUlus prodigiosus. This microscopic organism
forms short rods ; it is not pathogenic, but is found on
starchy substances, such as bread, rice, and potatoes, also
on milk. It produces a red pigment, and it or the sub-
stances which it discolors are sometimes called blood^ain,
bleeding bread, bleeding host, and red mUk.
Monasa (mon'a-sa), re. [NL. (Vieillot, 1816),
an error for Monacha : see Monaeha.] A genus
of South American barbets or puff-birds, of
the family Bucconidm; the nun-birds or mon-
ases. There are seven species, of comparatively large
size, with somber blackish plumage usually relieved with
white on the face or wings, and coral-red bills, as M, nigra,
M. morpkeus, and M. nigrifrons. Also Monasta, Moruistes,
Monaeha, Lypomix, and ScotocTiaris. See cut at nun-bird.

Monascidiae (mon-a-sid'i-e), re. pi. [NL., < Gr.
/idvog, alone, -I- NL. Ascidim.] A superfamily
group of tunicates, the Ascidice simplices; the
sea-squirts; simple and either solitary or social
ascidians.

monascidian (mon-a-sid'i-an), a. and n. [< Gr.
/idvoc, single, -f- E. asddian.] I. a. Simple, as
an ascidian; not composite or compound, as
many ascidians are; of or pertaining to the
Monascidiw.

II. re. A member of the Monascidice; an ordi-

nary sea-squirt.

monase (mon'as), re. [< P. monase, NL. Mo-
nasa : see Monasa.] A fissirostral barbet of
the genus Monasa; a nun-bird.

monaster (mon-as't6r), n. [< Gr. /idvoc, single,

-I- aoT'^p, star.] In embryol., the original aster
or single-star figure which occurs in the process
of caryocinesis ; the mother-star of the nuclein

:

distinguished from diaster or dyaster.

monasterial (mon-as-te'ri-al), a. [= Sp. mona-
sterial = It. monasteriale, < LL. monasterialis, of

a monastery, < monasterium, a monastery: see
monastery.] Of or pertaining to a monastery.

One of the bishops had been in solitary confinement in
this monasteHal prison 17 years.

Th£ Century, XXXV. B6, note.

monasterially (mon-as-te'ri-al-i), adv. Monas-
tically.

It is not the habit that makes the monk, many being
monasterially accoutred who inwardly are nothing less

than monachal.
Urquhart, tr. of Eabelais, i.. Author's Prol. (Davies.)

monastery (mon'as-te-ri), re.; pi. monasteries
(-riz). [In early form minster, q. v.; = P. mo-
nastdre= Sp. monasterio= Pg. mosteiro= It. mo-
nasterio = OBulg. monastyri, monostyr^=: Serv.
manastir = Pol. monasterz = Hung, monostor (<
Slav.), < LL. monasterium, < Gr. iiovaarfipuyv, a
solitary dwelling, in LGr. a monastery, cf. LGr.
liovaaTrjpioc, adj., Gr. uavaaTt];, a solitary, LGr. a
monk, < /mvd^Eiv, be alone, dwell alone, < /idvoc;,'

alone : see monad. Cf . monk, from the same ult.

source.] A house or other place of residence
occupied in common by persons seeking reli-

gious seclusion from the world : commonly ap-
?lied to such a house exclusivelyusedbymonks,
he term, however, strictly includes the abbey, the priory,

the nunnery, and the friary, and in this broad use is synon-
ymous with conveni. Monasteries in the Christian church
were probably first established in the fourth century. St.

Benedict of Nursia in the sixth century established a mo-
nastic rule which has been the foundation of nearly all the
rules which govern monastic vows. Vows under different
rules were made from the beginning of Christianity. Tlie

monaul
number of monasteries in Europe was much diminished at
the Reformation, when their rich estates were in part ap-
propriated by sovereigns to their own use, andin parttrans-
ferred to universities and other educational institutions,

etc. We owe to the monasteries the first definite begin-
nings or revival of civilization in many countries, especial-

ly Germany and France, almost all the missionary work of

the early middle ages, and the preservation of nearly all

ancient classical and early medieval literature. The mo-
nastic life has been practised from pre-Christian times
among the Buddhists. See rule.

The hypocrites hath loste their more than pryncely hab-
itacions, theyrTnonosteries, conuentes, hospitalles, preben-
daries and chaunteryes, with theyrfatte fedyng and warme
couches, foryl gotten goodwyl home agayne.

Bp. Bale, Image of the Two Churches, i.

Abbeuile is a goodly faire Citie, . . . wherein ... are
many Monasteries of men and women.

Coryat, Crudities, 1. 18.

The ancient Monastery's halls,

A solemn, huge, and dark red pile

Placed on the margin of the isle.

Scott, Marmion, ii. 9.

The eastern monasteries, with the important exception

of a vow of obedience, differed little from a collection of

hermitages. They were in the deserts ; the monks com-
monly lived in separate cells ; they kept silence at their

repasts ; they rivaled one another in the extravagance of

their penances. Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 121.

Mltered monastery. See miter.— Monasteries' Dis-
solution Acts, English statutes of 1636 and 1639, vesting

in the king certain monasteries and other religious houses,

and the rights and property belonging to them.

monastic (mo-nas'tik), a. and re. [< P. monas-
Ugue= Sp. niondstico = Pg. It. monastico, < LGr.
imiacTMSg, living in solitude, pertaining to a
monk, < /iovauT^c, a monk : see monastery.] I,

a. 1. Pertaining to or characteristic of monks
ornuns; ascetic: as, moreasiic life, vows, or prac-

tices.

The clergy, and the monastic orders especially, had been
good farmers. Stitbbs Const. Hist, § 464.

2. Adapted to or suitable for monks or nuns;
of ascetic character or use : as, monastic build-

ings or architecture ; monastic seclusion.

To forswear the full stream of the world, and to live in

a nook merely monastic. Shak., As you Like it, iii. 2. 442.

The grounds of the villa, raised on the ancient walls of

the monastic precinct, look down at once on the waves of

Hadria. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 29S.

3. -An epithet noting a style of book-decoration
in which medieval forms of compact ornament
are strongly stamped on the sides or back of

the book without any use of gold-leaf Mo-
nastic bishop, in the ancient Celtic churches of Ireland
and Scotland, and sometimes in other countries in the
earlier middle ages

—

(a) an abbot who was also a bishop;
or (&) a monk consecrated bishop, resident in a monastery,
and exercising his ofiice in confirmations, ordinations, etc.,

but without jurisdiction.— Monastic vows, the vows im-
posed under monastic rule. They are three in number,
poverty, chastity, and obedience.

II, re. A monk; a religious recluse.

An art . . . preserved amongst the numasticks.
Sir T. Herbert, Travels in Abica, p. 143.

It seems plain that the treble value was intended spe-
cially to protect the newmonastwain their tithes byheight-
ening the peril of disputing them.

J?. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xv.

monastlcal (mo-nas'ti-kal), a. [< monastic +
-al.] Same a,s monastic."
monastically (mo-nas'ti-kal-i), adv. In a mo-
nastic manner; in a retired manner; after the
manner of monks. Swift.

monasticism (mo-nas'ti-sizm), n. [< monastic
+ -dsm.] 1 . The corporate life of religious com-
munities under the vows of poverty, celibacy,
and obedience to a superior; the monastic sys-

tem or condition.

It may be questioned whether anything but tmmasticism
could have kept the church and clergy free from the po-
litical combinations and dangers of the early time.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 84.

2. The condition or state of living like a monk,
in religious retirement from the world.

In older Anglo-Saxon Britain nwnasticism itself had bat
seldom aspired either to the dreamy quietude of the East
or the passionate and excessive austerity of the West : it

was a religious profession, no more.
MUman, Latin Clu'istianity, vii. 1.

monasticon (mo-nas'ti-kon), ». [< LGr. fiovac-

tik6v, neut, of /MivaaTrndg, monastic : see monas-
tic."] A book relating to or describing monas-
teries.

monatomic (mon-a-tom'Ik), a, [< Gr. fi&voc,

single, -1- aro/iog, atom: see atomic] Having
the same valence or atomicity as hydrogen,
Represented by unity.
monaul (mp-n4l'), re. [Also monal, manaul, mi-
naul; E. In'd.] A pheasant ; specifically, an im-
peyan, or pheasant of the genus Lophopliorus,
and especially X. impeyanus. See out under
Impeyan pheasant.
The magnificent Monavls, Lophophorus.

A. Newton, Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 733.



monanlos
inonanlos (mo-n&'Ios), h.; pi. monauU (-H).
ILu, also moHauhi.i. < 6r. iwvav/jK, a single Ante,
< IMvoc, angle, + ai/jjc, pipe, flute.] A Greek
flute or flageolet eonsistmg of a single pipe or
reed, as opposed to the diautos, or double flute.
Monanlus (mo-n&aus), «. [XL. <Yieillot, 1816),
< monaul.2 A genus of Phasianidm; the mo-
nauls

: same as Lopltophorus.
monanral (mon-a'ral), a. [< Gr. iiAvoc, single,
+ L.attrt« = E. eorl; see aMraA] 1. Having
only one ear.—2. Referring to or involving the
use of a single ear.

Directton cannot be appreciated by mmauni obaerva-
*><»- Pop. So. Mo., YYTTTl s7.

nmnaxial (mon-ak'si-al), a. [< Gr. /uivof, sin-
gle, + L. axi«, aads: see axial.'^ Having hut
one axis; rniW-rial

monaxoil (mon-ak'son), a. and n. [< Gr. ii6voq,
single,_+ a^av, axis: see oron.] L a- Having
one axis, as a sponge-spicule : monaxiaL Also
monaxoniaL

TL. fl. A sponge-spicule of the group Monax-
otua.

Mbnaxonia (mon-ak-eo'ni-a), n.pl. [XL. . < Gr.
liAtyc, single, + a^av, axis.] Monaxon or uni-
axial spouge-splenles, having one straight or
curved axis.

monaxoilial (mon-ak-sd'ni-al). u. [< monaxon
+ -taJ.] Same as montuonl

monazoilic (mon-ak-son'ik), a. [< monaxon +
-tc] Having but one axis ; imismal.

A qdierical (homaxonic) or oon&^faaped (fnonamac)
perfonUed ^bsSl of membiaDOOs consistence toiown astbe
centaal capsule. Encye. BriL, XIX. S4d.

Monaxonida (mon-ak-son'i-da), n.pl. [XL., <
2Ionaxonia + -ida.'] A suborder of sponges, of
the orderC&«iu2roj!poR^uE,havingmonaxou spic-
ules or being without supporting skeleton, the
spiculestylostylarandusuaUysituatedradially.
It includes such &niilies as Teihyida, SoUasd-
UdcB, Spirastrettid(B, Suberamatidm, and Suberi-
tidcE. Lendenfetd.
monazite (mon'a-^t). ». [Irreg. < Gr. fiova^etv,

be solitary: see monastery.^ A phosphate of
the eeriom metals, usually confining some
thorium silicate. It is a rare min»a], occnrring in
anan tKownisJwed orycUowiah-biown moooclinic czystal^
also luaaave wiUi lesinoos Inster, and is found at Xorwich
in Connecticnl^ in Nortti Carolina, among tbe Crals, and
elsewba^. It is a prominent accessory constituent of
granitic rocks in some localities, and when these rocks
have been disintegrated by natural causes it has been (as
in Iforth Carolina and BraxQ) obtained, by washing Uie
gravels, in vexy large quantities.

monchet, p. An obsolete form of munch.
monckt, n. An obsolete spelling of monk:
Monciieff gnn-caiTiage. See gun-carriage.

Monday (mun da), n. [< MIE. Monday, Monen-
day, < AS. monandceg, rarely eontr. mondeeg (=
OFries. monendei, monads = D. maandag :=

ilLG. mdndach, manendach = OHG. monetae,
HHG. mdntae, G. montag = IceL mdnadagr =
Sw. mdndag = Dan. mandag), Monday, lit.

'moon's day,' < monan, gen. of mono, moon. -I-

digg, day : see moon^ and day^ . The day was so
called after its name in L., dies lunte, lunce dies

(> P. lutUU), tr. Gr. v -^ Ze>.^vik ^M^pa, 'the
moon's day.' See tcee^.] The second day of
the week.
The next according to the course of the dayes of the

week was the idoll of the moone, whereof we yet retaine
the name of Monday instead of Hooneday.

Ventegan, Bestitntaon of Decayed Intelligence^ iiL

Black Monday- (») Easter Monday, the 14th of April,
1360. See Oie qnotation.

The 14 day <rf April and the monow after Easter day.
King Edward (HL] with his hoast lay before the citty of
l^ris, which day was full darke at mist and haile and so
bitter cold that many men dyed on their horses wij^ cold

;

wfaexefore vnto this day it hath beene called the BUuHx
Mvaday. Slow, AhhmIr p, 264.

Hence— (&) Any Baster Monday.
Then itwas not for nothing that my nose fen a-bleeding

on Blaek-Monday last. Shot., M. of V., iL 5. 25.

(e) The first Monday after schoolboys' holidays.—Blue
Monday, the Monday before Lrait : so called in Bavaria,
from the color with which churches are ornamented on
that day.—Cobbler's Mionday, Collop Monday,Hand-
aelMonday. See the qualifying words.

Mondayi&h (mun'da-ish), a. [< Monday +
-«s*i.] Tired; worn out; weary: said of clei^y-
men who sufferfrom fatigue ^ter their Sunday
services. [Colloq.]

mondaynet, a. An obsolete form of mundane.
monde (mond), n. [< F. monde= Sp. Fg. mundo
=It. mondOfiii. mundus, theworld: see mound^,
mundane.'] 1. The world: generally used in
phrases adopted from the French: as, the beau
monde, the world of fashion.—2. A globe used
as an ensign of royalty : usually mound. See
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mandiallf, a. [ME., < OF. mondial, mundial, of
the world. < monde, the world: see monde,
toomikP.] Worldly; niundane.

A gret man this was, And of noble fame.
And wel at ease of goodes nunufio/Z.

Itom.ofParten(^(B.^T. 5.).L18.

mone^t, 'i. A Middle English form of moonl.
mone^, r. and n. A Middle English form- of
moa»i.

inoiie*t, F.fc [<ME.»ioiife», < AS.flKwiaiiiiiioiw-
aH, bring to mind, exhort, advise, instruct, tell,

clatm, = OS.manon = OFries. monia = OHG.
manon, manen, admonish, suggest; akin to
mean\ mind^, mine^, etc.] To admonish; ad-
vise; explain.

What may this mene, qnod these mene

;

JTons it us mare.
JfS. iMieoin A. L IT. t 233. (ffofliireB.)

"By a tale j shal 30U mom
That fyl betwyx the fadyr and the sone.

MS. Hati. 1701, t S. (HoBittaL)

mone^, ». [ME. ; appar. a var. of min(^, af-
fected by mo«e3.] Hind

; preference.

Sjii^tes and squier
AUe dmnkoi of the her.
But Horn alone
ifadde thenif nomone.

King Horn (£. E. I. S.X 1. 1114.

mone^, n. [ME., < AS. gemdna, society, gemwne,
common: see ni«an^.] A companion.

Kolde he nogt go one [alonel
Athulf was his nuniA.

King Hom(B^ E. T. S.)i 1. 528.

mone^, n. A Middle English form of money.
mone'^t, r. i. Same as momt^.
moneciail, monedoiis, etc. See monceaan, etc.

monekt, n. A Middle English form of monk.
monemakert-, ». A Middle English form of
money-maker. York Plays, Int., p. xxi.

monembiyaiy(mon-em'bri-a-ri), a. [<Gr. //rf-

vof, single, -1- iiifipvov, an embryo : see enibryo
and -ary^ Having a single embryo.
mone-pinst, n. pi. An obsolete vanant of mun-
pins.

moaer (mo'ner), n. [< XL. moneron, q. t.] An
oi^anism having the form of a non-nucleated
protoplasndc body, in which no definite struc-

ture can be discerned. The moners.consist, of indif-
ferent protoplasm containing no nncleus or endoplast; and
thus are conveniently, if not naturally, distinguished from
the highs senes of protoaoans known as JBrutopUutiea.

Monera (mo-ne'r§), fl. pi. [XL., pL of mone-
ron.2 1. Haeckel'sname ofa class of protozoans
of the simplest possible characters. The Jfoium
are apparently structureless particles of protoplasm, agree-
ing with other rhizopods in piotmding pseadopods, but
diffmng from the normal amoeboids in lacking any recog-
ni^d)le nndeos. ITnlike foraminifer^ they form no shelL
The group is iffovisionaL and perhaps hypotheticaL The
name ist^t of alegitimate biological conception; but since
it is by no means certain that evsy moner is not a stage
or state of a somewhatmore definitely organizedrhizopod,
the group so named has no assured zoological stan^ng.
The Monera are sometimes nominally divided into Gym-
nonwnera and Lepomonera, the former of which are always
nakeiL while the lattermay acquire a cell-walL Also Jfo-

neroeoa.

2. [I. c] Plural of moneron.

moneral (mo-ne'ial), a. [< Monera + -aZ.]

Same as moneran,
moneran (mo-ne'ran), a. and n. [< Monera +
-an.] L a. "Of or" pertaining to a moner, or
to the Monera. Also moneric, moneral.
Tf B. A moner or moneron.

moneigisill (mon'er-jisan), n. [< Gr. /tome, sin-

gle, + Epjtw, = E. irori (see erg), + -ism.] In
theol., the doctrine that the Holy Spirit is the
only efficient agent in regeneration—that the
hnmau will possesses no inclination to holiness

until regenerated, and therefore cannot cooper-
ate in regeneration.

moneric (mo-ne'iik), a. [<. Monera + -ic.] Same
as moneran. IT. B. Carpenter, Micros., J 394.

moneron (mo-ne'ron), n.; pL monera (-ra).

[XL. , irteg.< 'Gt.pov^pK, single. solitary,_< /mroc.

single (see monad), + apapiaixtv (y^ap), join, fit

(cf. ii^pK, doubly fitted).] A moner.

Each individnal liriug particle of this structoreless mass
'psotoplasm] is called a Moneron,

Haeetel, Erolution of Man (trans.X II. 31.

To pnt his [Haeckel's] Tiews into a few words^ he con-

ceives that all forms of life originally commenced as mo-
nera, or simple particles of protoplasm, and that these

mon^ma originated from not-living matter. Hvaiey.

Monerozoa(mo-ne-ro-z6'a),n.j>i. [XL.. < Gr.

/iovrip!;c. single, solitary (see moneron),+ ~C>-jy, an
animaL] Same as Monera. Saeckel.

monerozoan (mo-ne-ro-zo'an), a. and n. [<

Monerozoa + -an.] t a. Of or pertaining to

the Monera or Monerozoa.
n. n. A moner or moneron.

money

monerozoic (mo-ne-ro-z6'ik), a. [< Monerozoa
+ -If.] Same as monerozoan. W. B. Lorpen-
ter. Micros., § 4,3.

monemla (mo-ner'o-la), n. : pi. monerulte (-le).

[XL., dim., < Gr. fwv^p^c. single. soUtarr: see
moneron.] In embryol., a name given byHaeekel
to a supposed non-nucleated stage of an im-
pregnated ovum, when it has the form-value
of a simple cytode, or moner. it is supposed that
the nucleated ovum, immediately upon fecundation by
spramatoaoa, undergoes retrogressive metamorphosis.
loses its nucleus, and beojra es a mere mass of protoplasm

:

that then a new uacleos is formed, in the formation of
which the spermatic protoplasm takespait; and thatthere-
upon the ovum resumes its form-value of a nucleated cell
as a cytula, having been a monorula in the interval be-
tween the loss of the original nncleas and the acqnisition
of the new one. The word i? one of a series, oth^ mem-
bers of which are eyUda. monda, biastula, and gaatnda.
Moneses (mo-ne'sez,i, n. [XL. (Salisbury.
1821), prob. so named on account of the pretty
and solitaryflower : < Gr. /wvoc. alone, + icic, de-
light.] A genus of plants of the natural order
ErieaeetB and the tribe Pyrolea, characterized
by spreading petals, by the capsule opening qi>-
ward from the base, and by soUtary flowers.
There is but a single specie^ M. vrnfiora. the one-flowoed
pyrola, which isa small poennial with rounded and veiny
SQiate leaves and a scape bearing a white or roeeeolraed
flowo'. It is a native of middle and northern Europe the
coldff ports of Amorica, and Japan.

monesia(mo-ne'sia),n. [Origin uncertain.] A
vegetable extract thought to be derived &om
the bark of ChrysophyUum glyciphlteum, export-
ed from Brazilinhard thick cakes. It seems to
have some stomachic, alterative, and astringent
properties.—Honesia bark. See CArywpftyOton.

monesin (mo-ne'sin), II. [< monesia + -in*.]

An acrid principle obtained from monesia, and
considered identical with saponin.
monestel,c t. AMiddle English form of monish.
monetaginm(mou-e-ta'ji-um), M. [ML.] Same
as moneyage, 2.

monetanly (mon'- or mun'e-ta-ri-li\ adc. As
regards monetary affairs; from a monetary
point of view; financially.

monetary (mon'- or mun'e-ta-ri), a. [= F.
monetaire = Sp. monetario = Pg. monetario,
moedeiro = It. monetario, pertaining to money,
< L. monetarius, pertaining to the mint; as a
noun, a mint-master, a minter; < moneta, mint,
money: see money. Cf. minter, ult. < L. nio-

netarius.] 1. Pertaining to money; consist-
ing of money.—2. Financial Honetaiy chain,
a chain of precious metal each link of which is of definite
weight or value : snch links were formerly used as money.
—Monetary unit, the unit of currency. In the United
States this is the gold dollar, having a standard weight of
25.8 grains. The nnit is the pound in the British empire,
the banc in Ranee, the mark in Germany.

monetht, monettalyf. Obsolete forms of month,
monthly.

monetazation (mon'- or mun'e-ti-za'shon), ft.

[= F. monetisaiion ; as monetize + -ation.] The
act of monetizing; the act or process of giving
something the character of money or of coin-
ing it into money: as, the monetiza^on of silver.

monetize (mon'- or mun'e-tiz), r. t. ; pret. and
pp. monetised, ppr. monetizing. [< L. moneta,
money (see money), + -ize.] To give the char-
acter ofmoney to; legalize as money; coin into
money.
money (mun'i), n. [Formerly also mony, monie;
< ME. moneys, mone, monoye, < OF. moneie, mo-
noie, moimoye, F. monnaie = Pr. Sp. moneda =
Pg. moeda = It. moneta, < L. moneta, a mint,
money: see minii; which is also ult. from L.
moneta, and thus a doublet of money.] 1. Coin,
or, more strictly, current coin; stamped metal
thatmaybe giveniu exchange forcommodities

;

gold, silver, or other metal, stamped by public
authorityand used as the medium of exchange

:

in this sense used only collectively.

Forthe thel went alle tiire

To pay the scheperde liis mon^.
JfS. Cantab. Ft v. 48, t 53. (SofiureQ.)

Everyman alsogavehimapiece of nion^y. Joblxii.ll.

2. In a wider sense, any article of value which
is generally accepted as amedimn of exchange

;

also, by extension, something which, though
possessing little or no intrinsic value, is recog-
nized and accepted as a substitute for money
as above defined, such as papermoney ; any cir-

culating medium of exchange. Money is adopted
for the sake of convenience to facilitate the exchange of
one kind of wealth for anoUier and as a standard of value-

Its common form is that of a stamped metallic currency ;

but in primitive times, among uncivilized peoples, and
tmder special conditions by civilized people, many ottier

articles have been used as money. Bank-notes, green-

backs, gold and silver certificates of the ITnited States

government, etc., all representing coin, are called paper
money, and are used for convenience instead of the coin



money
Itself. Money in this sense Is not often used in the plural,
unless to indicate sums of money or different systems of
money or coinage. See def. 4.

Importune him for mjmoneys. Shak., T. of A., ii. 1. 16.

Every lady should meet her lord.
When he is newly come frae sea

;

Some wi' hawks, and some wi' hounds,
And other some wi' gay monie.

The EnigMs Qhoat (Child's Ballads, I. 210).

What moneys I have is at your disposing; and upon
twelve I will meet you at the palace with it.

Beau, and FL, Honest Man's Fortune, ii. 2.

There are several different sorts of paper money; hut the
circulating notes of banks and bankers are the species
which is best known, which seems best adapted for this
pui-pose. Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, II. 'ii.

Money is bought and sold like other things, whenever
other things are bought and sold for money. Whoever
sells corn, or tallow, or cotton, buys maney.

J. S. MiU, Pol. Econ., in. viii. § 2.

Our ancestors in Maryland and Virginia, before the revo-
lutionary war, and for some time after, in default of gold
and silver, used tobacco as money, made it money by law,
reckoned the tees and salaries of government officers in
tobacco, and collected the public taxes in that article.

Cyc. of Pol. Sei., II. 879.

Money is the medium of exchange. Whatever performs
this function, does this work, is nwney, no matter what it

is made of, and no matter how it came to be a medium at
first, or why it continues to be such.

Walker, Pol. Boon., III. iii. 144.

With the aid of money all the difficulties of barter dis-

appear ; for money consists of some commodity which all

people in the country are willing to receive in exchange,
and which can be divided into quantities of any amount.
Almost any commodity might be used as money in the
absence of a better material. In agricultural countries
corn was so used in former times.

Jevons, Pol. Econ., p. 104.

3. Property, in whatever form, which is read-
ily convertible into or serves the same pur-
poses as money as above defined; available
assets ; wealth: as, a man of money.

The Tnoneye on this molde that men so faste holden,
Tel me to whom that tresour appendeth ?

Piers Plowman (A), i. 43.

Money can neither open new avenues to pleasure, nor
block up the passages of anguish. Johnson.

Money, taken in the largest sense, as the representative
of all kinds of property, is one of the greatest means of
human education. J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 266.

4. The currency of any country or nation ; a
denomination or designation of value, whether
represented in the coinage or not : in this sense
also used in the plural : as, English mowe^; the
weights and moneys of different nations; a
money of account.

For right als thai boght ihesu fre

For thiitty penis of thaire moni.
So war thai sold to thaire enmy
Euer thritty lews for a peny.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 89.

Words are the tokens current and accepted for conceits,

as mioneys are for values.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, IL 285.

5. A way or line of investing money. [CoUoq.
or vulgar.]

I sell dry fruit, sir, in February and March, because I
must be doing something, and green fruit 's not my money
then. Maykew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 95,

Acknowledgment money. See aekrfu>wledgment.—Pi.iA-

ed money. See add.—Bent money, bowed money, a
coin purposelybent and gi^en as a love-token, or in certain
cases used as a votive offering. Such coins seem to have
been bent to prevent their use as money.

1 bequeathe him my rope of })owed nobles that I hang my
great whistle containing CCC angels.

WiU of Sir Edward Howard, 1512, in Archseologia,
(XXXVm. 370.

Cargo money or Guinea money, a peculiar species of
porcelain shell used as money in Guinea.— China money,
the name given (in the provincial form chany^ or " chains
money) to tokens of porcelain issued by the Pinxton China
Works in East Derbyshire. They were oval, plano-convex
in section, and bore on the convex side their value in

large figures, as 5«. ,78. See china-token.—Coat-aud-con-
duct money. See coajz.—Conscience money. Seecon-
science.—Covered money, a technical phrase used in

United States legislation and administration for money
which has been deposited in the Treasury in the usual
manner, and which can be drawn out only to pay an appro-
priation made by Congress.—Creation money, effec-

tive money, tldiy money. See the qualifying words.

—Fiat money, paper currency issued by a government
as money, but not based on coin or bullion ; paper cur-

rency containing no promise to pay coin, and therefore

not convertible into coin. [CoUoq.]

This overflowing deluge of fiat money alarmed and dis-

sipated the old-fashioned gold and silver coins of our pro-

genitors. The Century, XXXVI. 763.

Fiddler's money. See fiddler.— Tot love or money.
See lovel.—TOI money, for cash : on the stock exchange,

in the case of a contract/(wmon*^, the securities sold are

transferred immediately to a designated name, and the

broker for the buyer pays for them: distinguished from
for the account (which see, under account).—FOT my
moneyt, to my mind ; what I prefer.

A bom/or my money. Shak., Much Ado, ii. 3. 63.

Guinea money. See cargo money.—Hammered money.
See Aanwn«ri.— Hard money, metallic money; coin.

W. S.]
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I du believe hard coin the stuff

Fer 'lectioneers to spout on

;

The people 's oilers SQft enough
To make hard money out on.

Lowell, Biglow Papers, Ist ser., vi.

Imprest money. See imyre«f2._Kimmerldge-coal
money, small circular pieces of shale two or three inches

in diameter and a quarter of an inch thick, bearing the
marks of having been turned in a lathe, found near Smed-
more in the parish of Great Kimmeridge, in Dorset, Eng-
land, in the son, two or three feet from the surface.

It is considered probable that the Eimeridge coal-money
may be simply the refuse from which rings or armlets have
been turned in a lathe, or they may be the bases of vases

or bowls.
H. B. Woodward, GeoL of Eng. and Wales, 2d ed., p. 336.

Lawful, lucky, maundy, milled money. See the quali-
fying words.—Money makes the mare go. See marei.
— Money of account. See account.—JlLoney of neces-
sity. Seen«<»«s»'i3/.—Money on call. SeecoSi.-Paper
money. See def. 2.—Pot of money, a large amount of

money; a heavy sum. [Colloq.]— Present money. Same
as ready money.

1 am not furnish'd with the present money.
Shak.,C.otK,iv.l.3i.

Ready money, money paid or ready to be paid at the time
a transaction is completed ; cash : also used adjectively

:

as, a ready-money purchase.

Hee is your slaue whUe you pay him ready Money, but
if hee once befriend you, your Tyrant, and you had better
deserue his hate then his trust.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Shop-keeper.

Let 's e'en compound, and for the Present Live,
'Tis all the Beady Many Fate can give.

Cowley, Pindaric Odes, viii. 6.

Bight moneyt, money paid as the condition or consider-
ation of acquu-ing a right to the pm'chase of lands.

As no rightmoney is to be paid for these lands, and quit-

rent of two shillings sterling ahundred, demandable some
years hence only, it is highly presumable that they will al-

ways be held upon a more desirable footing than where
both these ai-e laid on with a vei-y heavy hand.

Washington, quoted in H. B. Adams, Washington's
plnterest in Western Lands.

Soft money, paper money. [Slang, V. S.]—To OOln
money. See coini.-Token money. See token.—To
make money, to gain or procure money; become rich.

—

To take eggs for money. Seeeggi.-Value of money.
See the quotation.

It will be well to deal with a use of the phrase value of
money which has led to much confusion. In mercantile
phraseology the value ofmojiey means the interest charged
for the use of loanable capital. Thus, when the market
rate of interest is high, money is said to be dear, when it

is low, money is regarded as cheap. Whatever may be the
force of the reasons in favour of this use, it is only men-
tioned here for the purpose of excluding it. For our pres-
ent subject, the value of athing is what it will exchange
for ; the value of money is what money will exchange for,

or its purchasing power. If prices are low, money will buy
much of other things, and is of high value. The value of
money is inversely as general prices, falling as they rise

and rising as they fall. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 721,

White money, silver coin ; also, coin of base metal imi-
tating sUver.

Here's a seal'd bag of a hundred; which indeed
Are counters all, only some sixteen groats
Of whi^ money V the mouth on 't.

Beau, and Fl., Wit at Several Weapons, ii. 1.

(See also earnest^^money, head-money, light-money, pin-
money, ship-mon^.)=^yn. 1 and 2. Money, Cash. Money
was primarily minted metal, as copper, brass, silver, gold,
but later any circulating medium that took the place of
such coins ; as, wampum was used as money in trade with
the Indians

;
paper money. Cash is ready money, primari-

ly coin, but now also anything that is accepted as money

;

it is opposed to credit.

money (mun'i), «. t. \^i money, n.'] 1. To sup-
ply with money.
Knaves have friends, especially when they are well

monied. Greene, Conny-Catohing, iL

I know, Melitus, he out of his own store

Hath monied Casselane the general.
Beau, and Fl., Laws of Candy, i. 1.

2. To convert into money; exchange formoney.
[Rare.]

Our prey was nch and great,

... a hundred fiftie mares.
All sorrell, . . . and these Boone-monied wares.
We di'aue into Neleius' towne, faire Pylos, all by night.

Chapman, Iliad, xi. B90.

moneyage (mun'i-aj), n. [< OF. moneage, mon-
neage, monaage, mbnetage, P. monnayage = Sp.
monedaje, minting, = Pg. moedagem = It. mone-
taggio, < ML. *monetaticum, also monetagium
(after OP.), a land-tax, mint, <L. moneta, mint,
money: see money.1 1. A mintage; the right
of coining or minting money. Cowell.— 2. A
tribute formerly paid in England by tenants to
their lord, in return for his undertaking not
to debase the money which he had the right to
coin. Also monetagium.
Moneyage was also a general land-tax of the same nature,

levied by the two first Norman kings, and abolished by the
charter of Henry I. Hume, Hist. Eng., App. 2.

money-bag (mun'i-bag),»i. 1. Abagformoney;
a purse.— 2. A large purse.

moneybags (mun'i-bagz), n. A wealthy per-
son. [Slang.]

money-bill (muD'i-bil),». 1. A bill for raising

or granting money, (a) In the British Parliament, a

moneyless
bill for granting aids and supplies to the crown. Such
bills originate in the House of Commons, and are rarely

altered substantially in the House of Lords. Sir E. May.
(b) In the United States Congress, a bill or project of law
for raising revenue and making grants or appropriations
of the public money. The Constitution of the United
States, Article I., Section VII., provides that "All bills for

raising revenue shall originate in the Houseof Eepresenta-
tives; but the Senate may propose or concur with amend-
ments, as on other bills."

money-box (mun'i-boks), n. A box for holding-

money or for receiving contributions of money.
money-broker (mnn'i-br6'''ker), n. A broker
who deals in money.
money-changer (mun'i-chan''j6r), n. A chan-
ger of money; a money-broker.
money-corn (mun'i-k6rn), n. Same as mang-
corn.

money-cowry (mun'i-kou''''ri), n. A shell, Cy-
prcea moneta, extensively used as moneyor cur-

rency in parts of Asia, Africa, Polynesia, etc.

See out under cowry.

money-dealer (mun'i-de'lfir), ». A dealer
in money ; a money-changer.
money-drawer (mun'i-dr&''''er), n. A shop-
keeper's drawer for the keeping of money re-

ceived or used in the course of business; a till.

money-dropper (mun'i-drop"er), n. A sharper

who drops a piece of money on the street and
pretends to have found it, in order to dupe the

person to whom he addresses himself.

A rascally money-dropper.
Smollett, Koderick Kandom, xv.

moneyed (mun'id), a. [Also monied; < money
+ -ed^.2 1. Supplied with money; rich inmon-
ey; having money; able to command money;
wealthy; affluent.

A means to invite m^onied men to lend to themerchauts,
for the continuing and quicke^jiing of trade.

Bacon, Usury (ed. 1887).

When I think of the host of pleasant, numied, well-bred

young gentlemen, who do a little learning and much boat-

ing by Cam and Isis, the vision is a pleasant one.
Huxley, Universities.

2. Consisting of money ; in the form of money

:

as, moneyed capital.

If exportation will not balance importation, away must
your silver go again, whether moneyed or not moneyed.

Locke.

Moneyed corporation. See cmporation.

moneyer (mun'i-&r),M. [Formerly also monier;
< MB. monyour, < OP. monier, monnier, monoier,

monnoyeur, F. monnayeur= Sp. monedero= Pg.
moedeiro = It. m^metario, monetiere, < LL. mone-
tarius, a mint-master, minter: see monetary,
and ef. minter, ult. a doublet of moneyer. '\ 1.

One who coins money; a minter; amint-master.
Impairment in allay can only happen either by the dis-

honesty of the moneyers or minters or by counterfeiting
the coin. Sir M. Hale, Hist. Pleas of the Crown, xviii.

They [Greek coins] bear magistrates' names on both
sides ; that on the obverse, in the nominative case, is the

moneyer's name. B. V. Head, Historia Numorum, p. 266.

2. Abanker; onewho deals inmoney. Johnson.

But se what gold ban vserers.
And silver eke in her gamers,
Taylagiers, and these monyoairs.

Ram. of the Rose, 1. 6811.

Company of moneyers, certain officers of the British

mint, under whose responsibility and superintendence
the various moneys of the realm were manufactured.
Their duties were transferred in 1837 to other officers under
the more immediate appointment of the master of the
mint. Imp, Diet.

money-flower (mun'i-flou''er), n. The common
honesty, Lunaria annua (X. biennis).

money-grubber (mun'i-grub"er), n. An avari-

cious or rapacious person. Lamb. [Colloq.]

money-jobber (mun'i-job''''6r), «. A dealer in

money or coin.

A public bank by this expedient might cut off much of

the dealings of private bankers and money-jobbers.
Hume, Essays, ii. 3.

money-land (mun'i-land), TO. hilaw: (a) Land
articled or devised to be sold and turned into

money, in equity reputed as money, (b) Money
articled or bequeathed to be invested in land,
in equity having many of the qualities of real

estate. [Rare in both senses.]
money-lender (mun'i-len'''d6r), n. One who
lends money on interest.

moneyless (mun'i-les), a. [Formerly mowtos;
< ME. moneyeles, monelees; < money + -less.]

1 . Without money
;
poor ; impecunious.

Meteles and moneyles on Maluerne huUes.
Piers Plowman (C), x. 295.

Poore thou art, and knowne to be
Even as nwnUesse as he.

Herrick, To his Saviour, a Child, a Present by a Child.

His hope was to unite the rich of both classes in defence
against the landless and moneyless multitudes.

Frmde, Csesar, p. Ul



moneyless
2. Acting or operating otherwise than through
money; beyond the range of money inflnence.
Brttoy and corruption solicit^ paltring the free and

momlette power ot diacipline wiUi a canudl satisfaction
by the puree. MObm, Chorch-GoTeniment, iL 3.

money-maker (mnn'i-matSr), H. l. Aeoiner
of counterfeit money. BoiKweH.— 2. One who
accnmnlates money,
money-making (mun'i-mating), ». The act
or process of accnmnlatiiig money or acqnir-
ing wealth.
The Jews were Uie first; their strange obetinancy in

money^making made them his perpetual victims.
JfiZmof^ latin Christianity, zL 8.

money-making (mun ' i -ma ' king), a. Lucra-
tive; profitable: as, a money-mdhmg ImsjaeBS.
money-market (mun'i-mar'ket), n. The mar-
ket or field for the investment or employment
of money; the sphere within which financial
operations are carried on.
money-matter (mun'i-mat'er), n. A matter
or affair involving the relationship of debtor
and creditor; something in which money is
concerned.
What if yon and I, Nick, should inqnire how money-

mnUen stand between ns? JjinObnot, Hist. John BoU.

money-monger (mnn'i-mnng'ger), n. A dealer
in money; a usurer. Dames.
Thievery needs no more than the name to prove it a

water of stealth, ... a sin which nsnrers and money-
mongers do bitterly rail at Rev. T. Adamu, Works, 1. 185.

money-mongering (mun'l-mong'geT-iDg), n.
Dea]ingwithmoney(inagraspingway). Davies.

The last place in which he win look- for the canse of bis
misery is in that very money-mongering to which he now
clings as frantically as ever. Kutgiiey, Yeast, xv.

money-order (mnn'i-dr'der), n. An order, pay-
able at sight, granted, upon payment of the
sum and a small commission,byone post-of&ce,
and payable at another Honor-aider office.
(a) In the TTnited States, a division of ihe post-office de-
partment of the government^ the office of the snperin-
tendraitof the money-order system. (S) A money-order
post-office.—Money-order post-offlce, in the United
states^ a postoffice designated by Uie Posbnaster-General
to issne and pay money-ordeis.

money-pot (mun'i-pot), n. Amoney-box, espe-
cially of earthenware, fromwhich coins can be
taken only by breaking the vessel.

money-scrivener (mun'i-skriv'ner), ». A per-
son who raises money for others; a, money-
broker.

Suppose a yoong unexperienced man in the hands of
mon^fterioenerv; snch feUows are like your wire-drawing
mills : if t^ey get hold of a man's finger, t^ey vriil pnll in
his whole body at last. ArbuOmot, Hist John BnIL

money-spider (mun'i-spi'der), n. A small spi-

der of the family AttiSte, Epiblemum scenicum,
of common bccurrence in North America, sap-
posed to prognosticate good luck or the receipt
of money to the person it crawls on.

money-spinner (mun'i-spin'er), n. Same as
money-slider.

moneys-worth (mun'iz-werth), n. 1. Some-
thing as good as money, or that will bring
money.
There is eith^moneyormon^a-uwrtA in all the contro-

versies of Iit& Sur R. L'Estrange.

2. Full value ; something that is worth what
one pays for it.

money-taker (mun'i-ta'k^r), ». l. One whose
office it is to receive payments of money; es-
pecially, a doorkeeper at some public place who
receives the money for admissions.—2f. One
who is open to bribery.

Sayth mastCT mony-iaker, greasd i' th' fist,

"And if tho[n] comst in danger, for a noble
lie stand Uiy friend."

Times' WhUOe (E. E. T. S.X p. 48.

moneywort (nram'i-wfert), n. The creeping
herb Lysimachia KumnwJaria: so called from
its round leaves. See Lysimachia, creeping-
jenny, and herh-twopen<it. The name is given also
to several otlier plants, as Thymus eJumuedrys, Anagattis
tendla, eic— Comisll moneywort, SHOiorpiaEmvpcea.
mongi (mung), n. [Also mang; < ME. mong,
iiiang. < AS. gemang, genwng. a mingled throng,
crowd, assembly, esp. in the phrase on gemang,
on gemong, or simply gemang, gemong (= OS.
on gemange), among: see among and ming^.
Cf. mong^.'\ If. M&tnre ; association.

Ich Dsbbe no m/ang . . . with Uie world.
Old Eng. Horn. (ed. HorrisX L 185^

2. A mixture of grain; a mixture of barley
ground up with husks for feeding swine; a
mash of bran and malt. Also mang. [Prov.
Eng.]
mong^, f . [< HE. mongen, mangen, < AS. man-
gian, gemangian (= IceL manga), trade, traffic
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(ef. leel. mang, trade, business) ; appar. < L.
mango, a trader, slave-dealer, but in form at
least associated with gemang, gemong, a min-
gled throng, crowd: see mong^.'] I. intrans. To
trade ; traffic. Ancren Biwle.
n. trans. To trade in; traffic in; deal in.

Repent yon, marchantes, your strannge marehandises
Of personages, prebends; avowsons, of benefices.
Of landes, of leases, of office^ of fees.
Your monging of vitayles, come, batter, and cheese.
The FvnemUes Iff King Edward the Siil(}MO). {Narei.)

mong^ (mung), prep. An abbreviated form of
among : usually written 'mong.
mongan (mong^gan), n. [A native name.] A
phalanger, Phalangista herberiensis, of the Her-
bert river country, Queensland.
mongcom, n. [Also muncom; < HE. mong-
eorn ; < mong^ + cornl.] Same as mangeom.
monger (mnng'ger), n. [< ME. monger, mon-
gere, mangere, < AS. mangere (= MD. mangher,
mengher, D. mangelaar= MLG. menger, manger,
liGr. monger, menger, manger = OHG. mangari,
mengari, MHG. mangcere, mengcere = Icel. man-
gari), a trader, dealer, merchant, < mangian,
gemangian,ttaAe: see mong'^.'\ 1. A trader; a
dealer: now used only or cMefiy in composi-
tion : as, fishnion^er, ironwion^er. It is often used
allnsively, implying a petty or discreditable traffic or activ-
ity, as in scandal-flum^^er, matton-mon^CT", whoremonger.

Godefiay the garlek-nion{7«re.

Piers PUnnrum (C), viL 373.

This chanon has a brave pate of his owne

!

A shaven imte ! A right monger, yVaith

!

This was his plot. R. Jonson, Tale of a Tab, iL 3.

2t. A small kind of trading-vesseL Blount.
monger (mnng'ger), r.(. [< monger, n.] To traf-
fic in ; deal in ; make merchandise of: ehiefiy
used in composition with its object, and often
implying a petty and discreditable traffic.

The folly of all motive-mon^mn^. Coleridge,

Monge's eqnation. See equation.

Mongol (mong'gol), «. and a. [= F. Mongol
= Ar. Pers. Hind. Mughal (> E. Mogtd), < Mon-
Solian Mongol. Said to be ult. < mong, brave.]

. fl. One of an Asiatic race now cMefly resi-

dent in Mongolia, a vast region north of China
proper and souta of Siberia, forming a posses-
sion of China. Mongols are also found elsewhere in
the Chinese empire and in Siberia, etc. The Mongols in
the thirteenth century conquered a large part of Asia and
overran eastern EuropcL See Mogvl.

n. a. Of or pertaining to Mongolia or the
Mongols.
Mongolian (mong-goli-an), a. and n. [< Mon-
gol + -tan.'] I. a. Same as Mongol mongo-
lian race, the second in Blumenbach's classification of
,the races of mankind. The chief characteristics are—an
'oblong skull flattened at the sides, broad cheek-bones, low
retreating forehead, short and broad nose, and yellowish
complexion. It included the Chinese, Turks, Tatars, Indo-
Ciiinese, I.apps, Eskimos, etc.— Mongolian subregion,
in zoogeog., a subdivision of the great Palearctic re^on,
stretching eastward &om the Caspian Sea to include most
if not all of Japan, and lying south of the Siberian sub-
region ; bat its boundaries are not well defined. In orni-
thology this subr^on has more peculiar genera than any
other one of the Palearetic subdivisions.

n. ». 1. Same as ifoM^oZ.—2. By extension,
a Chinese, or member of the Mongolian race
(according to Blumenbach's classification).

—

3. The language of the Mongols, a branch of
the Ural-Altaie family. It has three principal
dialects—Kalmuck, East Mongolian, and Bn-
riatie.

Mongolic (mong-gol'ik), a. [= It. Mongolico;
as Mongol + -«<;.] Of or pertaining to the Mon-
gols; Mongolian.
Mongolidae (mong-gol'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Mon-
gol + -idcB.'] The Mongols and races regarded
as akin to them, according to the classification

of certain authorities.

Mongolioid (mong-go'li-oid), a. and n. [< Mon-
gol {Mongolian) + -oW.] I. a. Kesembling the
Mongols ; having Mongolian characteristics.

TT . n. One having physical characters like

those of the typical Mongols (including (Chinese,

Japanese, etc.). Suxl^.
Mongoloid (mong'go-loid), a. and ii. [< Mongol
+ -oid.] Same as Mongolioid.

mongoos, mungOOS (mong'-, mung'gos), n. [Al-

so written mongoose, mongoos, mongouz. mongoz,
monguz, moongus, mungoose, etc.; F. mongouz,
NL. specific name mongoz; < Telugu mangisu,
Mara^ mangus, a mongoos.] 1. A common
ichneumon of India, Herpestes griseus. Being
easily domesticated, it is kept in many houses in Hin-
dostan to rid them of reptiles and other vermin, as rats,

mice, etc. Ithas been said that it neutralizesthe poison of
snakes, which it fearlessly attacks, by eating, during its

contests with them, the Ophiorhiza Uungos, but its immu-
nity is really due tothe extreme celerity of its movements.
It is of a gray color, flecked with black, and about the

monilicom
size of a cat. The name is commonly extended to all the
related ichneumons of the subfamily Herpettinoe, of which
there are several genera and many species ; and also to
some of the VioerrimB. All these belong to one family,
Vicerrida. See Herpestes, and cat at iehneunton.

2. A species of lemur or maki. Lemur mongoz.
having a white color and the tail not ringed

:

also called mongoos lemur. See maki.
mongrel (mung'grel), n. and a. [Early mod.
E. also mungrel, mongril, mongriU, moungrel; <
late ME. mengreU for *mengerel, *mongerel, <
mang, mong, a mixture (see mong^), + -erel, a
double dim. (-er*, -el^), as in cockerel, pickerel,
etc.] I, n. 1. An individual or a breed of
animals resulting from repeated crossing or
mixture of several different varieties ; the pro-
geny of varieties, and especially of artificial

varieties, as distinguished from the hybrid, or
cross between two different species (but the
distinction is not always observed).
This greater variability in mongrels than in hybrids does

not seem at all surprising. For the parents of mongrds
are varieties, and mostly domestic varieties . . . and this
implies that therehasbeenrecent variability, whichwould
often continue and be added to that arising from the act
of crossing. Danmn, Origin of $>ecies, p. 261.

2. Specifically, a dog of mixed breed.
Hoimds and greyhounds, mongrels, spaniels, cars,

Shonghs, water-rags, and demi-wolves are clept
All by the name of dogs. Shale, Macbeth, iiL 1. 93.

The Ounce or wild Cat is as big as a Mungrel.
S. Clarke, Four Plantations in America (1670), p. 33.

3. Anything of mixed breed; anything that is

a mixture olf incongruous elements.

Th^ say they are gentlemen,
Bntthey ^ewmungrels.

Fischer (_and another). Sea Toyage, iv. 1.

Dioclesian the Emperonr bestowed Elephantina and the
irarties adloyning on the Blemi and Notetae, whose Beli-
gion was a mungr^ of the GreeUsh, E^ptian, and their
own. Purchas, Algrimage^ p. 586.

His two faculties of serving-man and solicitor should
compound into one mongrd. MiUon, Colasterion.

H. a. Of a mixed or impure breed; begotten
or made up of different kinds : usually in a dis-
reputable sense.

There is a mongrel dialect^ composed of Italian and
French, and some Spanish words are also in it ; which they
call Franco. Howell, Forreine Travell, p. 53.

It was hard to imagine Bichard Je^n . . . partaking
of amoroas dalliance from the same dish with a mongrel
gipsy. J. W. Palmer, After his Kind, p. 224.

mongrelt, v. t. [Formerly also mungrel, moun-
grel; < mongrel, «.] To make mongrel; mon-
grelize.

Shal our blood be moungreld with the cormption of a
siiagling French? Marston, What yoa Win, L 1.

mongrelism (mung'grel-izm), «. [< mongrel -I-

-i»m.] Mixture of different breeds ; the being
of mixed breeds.

He [F. Galton] continued his experiments [of ta-ansfn-
sion of blood in rabbits] on a still larger scale for two more
generations, without any sign of mongrelism showing it-

self in the very numerons offspring.
Darwin, Var. of Animalg and Plants, p. 350.

mongrelize (mung'grel-iz), v. t. ; pret. and pp.
mongreUzed, ppr. mongrelising. [< mongrel +
-izej} To make mongrel; give a mongrel na-
ture or character to.

How. . . comesit that such avast number of the seed-
lings are 97u?fi^rv{ized.^ I suspect that it must arise from
the pollen of a distinct variety having a prepotent effect
over a flower's own pollen, and that this is part of the gen-
eral law of good being derived from the intercrossing of
distinct individuals of the same species.

DanHn, Origin of Species, p. 101.

mongrel-skate (mung'grel-skat), Ji. The an-
gel-fish, Sguatina angelus. [Local, Eng.]
moniaUt, «. [ME., < OP. moniale. a nun, fem.
of roonta7,monastic,< moine, a monk: see monk.']

A nun.
Menkes and moniales, that mendinauns sholden fynde,
Han mad hQre kyn knyghtes. Piers Plowman (C), vL 76.

monial^, n. Same as mullion.

monlcont, n. Same as damonico.
monied, a. See moneyed.
moniert, «. An obsolete form of moneyer.

monies, " . An erroneous plural of money, some-
times used.
monilated (mon'i-la-ted), a. [< L. monile, a
necklace, -1- -afel -I- -ed^.] Having alternate

swellings and contractions, like a string of
beads; moniUform.
There is an accessory gland composed of dichotomous

monHated tubes. Huxley, Anat Invert, p. 359.

monilicom (mo-nil'i-k6m), a. and n. [< L. «io-

nfte, necklace. + cornM=E. 7iorn.] I. a. Hav-
ing monilated or moniliform antennte, as an
insect ; specifically, of or pertaining to the Mo-
nilicornes. See cut under moniUform.

H. n. A monilicom beetle.



Monilicomes

Monilicornes (mo-nil-i-kdr'nez), K. pi. [NL., <
L. monile, a necklace, + cornu = E. Jiorn.'^ A
group of momlicorn beetles ; the fourth of five
tribes into which Swainson divided the order
Coleoptera, composed of five families, Cassidw,
Chrysomelidte, Clyth- ^._^ ^^

.

/rra^
i-f6mi), a. [< L. Head of Meal-beetle iTenttrui
monile, necMaoe, + ""'•'•»'), greatly enlarged, showing

forma, form.] Ke-
"""•i*'™ ^'=-^-

sembbng a string of beads : applied in zo6I-
ogy and botany to organs, vessels, stems, roots.

ri^, JSrott/lidce, and
Sispidm. [Not in
use.]

monilifonu (mo-nil'-

Monlliform Farts of Plants,

I- Tuberiferous rhizome of Equisetutn JiuviatUe. a. Fruits of So-
phora Japonica,

pods, etc., which have a series of beady swell-
ings alternating with constrictions. Also mo-
nilioid.

In most Polychseta the intestine acquires . , , merely a
Trwniliform appearance. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 207.

moniliformly (mo-nil 'i-f6rm-li), adv. In a
moniliform manner; in the form of a string of
beads.
monilioid (mo-nil'i-oid), a. [< L. monile, a
necklace, + Crr. eldog, form.] Same as monili-
form.

monimentt, n. An obsolete variant of momi-
ment,
Monimia (mo-nim'i-a), n. [NL. (Du Petit-
Thouars, 1804), suggested by its affinity to a ge-
nus previouslynamed JlfJt/»rJdafeo,< L.JtfoKimo,
< Gr. M.ovliiri, wife of Mithridates.] A genus of
diootytedonous apetalous plants, type of the
natural order Monimiacew and of the tribe Mo-
nimiece. it is characterized by globose dioecious flowers,
the staminate becoming split into four to six lobes, by nu-
merous stamens, each bearing two glands at its base, and
by the fruit, which consists of several very small one-seeded
drapes inclosed within the enlarged perianth. Three spe-
cies are known, natives of the Mascarene Islands. They are
shrubs with rigid opposite leaves, and very small flowers,

closely clustered in the axUs. Fossil plants of this genus
occur in the Tertiaryformations of Europe and of Australia,
and closely allied forms, called Monimiopgis, at the very
base of that formation in France and in the Fort Union
group on the Yellowstone river in Montana.

Moniiuiacese (mo-nim-i-a'se-e), ».j?2. [NL.
(Endlieher, 1836)', < Monimia + -acem.'] A natu-
ral order of dicotyledonous plants of the apeta-
lous series Micrembryem, typified by the genus
Monimia. it is characterized by a globose or cup-shaped
perianth, toothed or deeply divided at the border, by nu-
merous stamens covering the perianth, and by having sev-

eral or many distinct ovaries, each with a single ovule,

a minute embryo, and copious fleshy albumen. The order
includes about 22 genira and 160 species, natives of the
warmer parts of South America, Asia, and the South Pa-
cific islands. They are trees, shrubs, or rarely climbers,

generally aromatic, with rigid opposite leaves and small
flowers, in axillary or sometimes terminal clusters, which
are shorter than the leaves. Several furnish wood for

building and cabinet-work, or leaves used as a tonic or an
aromatic seasoning.

Monimiese (mon-i-mi'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (A. L.

de Jussieu, 1809), < Monimia + -eas.] A tribe

of plants of the natural order Mo'nimiaeecB, of

which Monimia is the type, it is characterized by
having pendulous ovules, and anthers opening by a longi-

tudinal fissure (instead of uplifting valves as in the other

tribe of the order, Atheroepemue). It includes 8 genera,

natives of tropical America, Australia, and adjacent isl-

ands, with one genus in Africa.

monimostylic (mon"i-mo-sti'lik), a. [< Gr.

ftovifwg, lasting, stable, + gtv?j)^, pillar.] Hav-
ing the quadrate bone fixed, as a skull: corre-

lated with autostylic and hyostylie.

moniourt, »• AMiddle English form of moneyer.

moniplies (mon'i-pliz), n. sing, and pi. Same
asm,anypKes. [Seotch.]

monisht (mon'ish), V. t. [< MB. momysshen,

monysehen, moneishen, also monesten, < OF. mo-
nester, < ML. *monistare, for LL. monitare, freq.

of L. monere, warn, admonish, akin to meminisse,

remember. Of. admonish, m-omtion, etc.] To
admonish; warn.
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For I yow pray and eke mmieste
Nought to refusen our requeste.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 3679.

Of father Anchises thee goast and giislye resemblaunce . .

.

In sleep mee monisheth, with visadge buggish he feareth.

Stanihurst, jEneid, iv. 372.

I write not to hurte any, but to profit som ; to accuse
none, but to monish soch.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 66.

monisher (mon'ish-6r), ». [< ME. monyschere;
< monish + -eri.] .An admonisher. Johnson.
monishmentt (mon'ish-meut), n. [< monish +
-ment.'] Admonition. SKerwood.
monism (mon'izm), n. [< Gr. /tdvo;, single, +
-jsm.] 1. .Any system of thought which seeks
to deduce all the varied phenomena of both the
physical and spiritual worlds from a single prin-
ciple; specifically, the metaphysical doctrine
that there is but one substance, either mind
(idealism) or matter (materialism), or a sub-
stance that is neither mind nor matter, but is

the substantial ground of both: opposed to dv^
al/ism. The term was applied by Wolf, its inventor, to
the forms of the doctrine which were then known, namely,
to the denial of the substantiality either of mind or ofmat-
ter ; but it is now extended to the doctrine that the dis-

tinction between physical and mental facts is only phe-
nomenal, and that in themselvesthey are not distinguished.
Many special modifications of monistic speculation, espe-
cially on its materialistic side, have accompanied the re-
cent developments of physical science, particularly the
doctrine of evolution. (See quotation from Haeckel under
mormUc.) Such doctrines as that energy, electricity, etc.,

are categories of substance different from matter are not
taken account of by those who use the term, so that it is

not easy to say whether they would be considered as de-
nials of monism or not. Also called unitism and unilari-
animri.

MoTmm led a miserable existence in philosophical dic-
tionaries, until, as a denotation of the Hegelian philosophy,
it obtained a very wide use. It had again in some mea-
sure fallen out of use when it was taken up by modern
natural philosophy, and made the watchword of a doctrine
which considers mind and matter neither as separated nor
as derived from each other, but as standing in an essen-
tial and inseparable connection.
M. S. Phelps, tr. of Eucken's Fundamental Concepts, p. 114.

If the essence of the materialist hypothesis be to start
with matter on its lowest terms, and work itthence up into
its highest^ I did it no wrong in taking "homogeneous ex-
tended solids "as its specified datum and its only one; so
that it constituted a system of mffnism.

J. Martineaiz, Materialism (1874), p. 108.

2. Any theory or system which attempts to ex-
plain many heterogeneous phenomena by a sin-
gle principle.

The solution offered by Psychophysical Monigm, that
functional brain-motion and feeling are two aspects of one
and the same fact in nature— this solution, when closely
examined, turns out to be an altogether dualistic and un-
thinkable assertion. E. Montgormty, Mind, IX. 366.

3. labiol., same sts monogenesis(c).—B.ylozoistic
monism. Same as hylozoism.— Idealistic monism, the
monism which regards the single principle of the universe
as mind or spirit^ of which matter is the product.— Mate-
rialistic monism, the monism which regards the single
principle as matter, of which mind or spirit is the product.

monist (mon'ist), «. and a. [< mon{ism) + -jst]

I. n. An adherent of the metaphysical doctrine
of monism in some one of its forms.

The philosophical unitarians or mmiists reject the testi-

mony of consciousness to the ultimate duality of the sub-
ject and object in perception, but they arrive at the unity
of these in different ways. Some admit the testimony of
consciousness to the equipoise of the mental and material
phenomena, and do not attempt to reduce either mind to
matter, or matter to mind. They reject, however, the evi-
dence of consciousness to tlieir antithesis in existence,
and maintain that mind and matter are only phenomenal
modifications of the same common substance. This is the
doctrine of absolute identity— a doctrine of which the
most illustrious representatives among recent philoso-
phers are Schelliug, Hegel, and Cousin. Others again deny
the evidence of consciousness to the equipoise of subject
and object as cobrdinate and original elements ; and, as the
balance is inclined in favor of the one relative or the other,
two opposite schemes of psychology are determined. If
the subject be taken as the original and genetic, and the
object be evolved from it as its product, the theory of ideal-
ism is established. On the other hand, if the object be
assumed as the original and genetic, and the subject b^
evolved from it as its product, the theory of materialism
is established. Sir W. Hamalbm, Metaph., xvi.

II, a. Same as monistic.

monistic (mp-nis'tik), a. [< Gr. ii6voq, single,

+ 4st-ie.'] Of or pertaining to monism; of the
nature of monism. See monism and monist.

Idealism is monistic in its whole conception of the uni-
verse. It claims to be a " one-substance " theory, although
it should in consistency call itself a '

' no-substance " theory
instead. Bibliotheca Sacra^ XLV. 103.

The opponents of the doctrine of evolution are very fond
of branding the monistic philosophy grounded upon it as
"materialism," by confusing philosophical materialism
with the wholly different and censurable moral material-
ism. Strictly, however, our monism might, as accurately
or as inaccurately, be called spiritualism as materialism.
The real materialistic philosophy asserts that the vitalphe-
nomena of motion, like all other phenomena of motion,
are effects or products of matter. The other, opposite ex-
treme, spiritualistic philosophy, asserts, on the contrary,
that matter is tlie product of motive force, and that all ma-

monitor
terial forms are produced by free forces entirely indepen-
dent of the matter itself. Thus, according to the mate-
rialistic conception of the universe, matter or substance
precedes motion or active force. According to the spirit-

ualistic conception of the universe, on the contrary, active
force precedes matter. Both views are dualistic, and we
hold both of them to be equally false. A contrast to both
views is presented in the monistic philosophy, which can
as little believe in force without matter as in matter with-
out force. Haeckel, Evol. of Man (trans,), II. 466.

monistical (mo-nis'ti-kal), a. Same as monisUc.
monite (mo'nit), n. [< Mona (see def.) -I- -jie2.]

A hydrous calcium phosphate occurring in
loosely coherent massive forms of a snow-
white color, found with monitite in the guano-
formation of the islands of Mona and Monita,
West Indies.

monition (mo-nish'on), n. [< ME. monicion,
< OP. (E.) monition = Pr. monition = Sp. mo-
nicion = It. monizione, < L. moniUo{n-), a re-

minding, < monere, pp. monitus, remind, admon-
ish: see monish.l 1. Admonition; warning;
instruction given by way of caution: as, the
monitions of a friend.

And after, by mmeycum of the Archaungell Gabryell,
they made a Churche or oratory of our Lady.

Joseph of Arimathie (B. E. T. S.), p. 34.

Unruly ambition is deaf, not only to the advice of
friends, but to the counsels and monitions of reason itself.

Sir R. L'Estrange.

2. Indication; intimation.

We have no visible monition of the returns of any other
periods, such as we have of the day by successive light and
darkness. Holder, On Time.

3. (a) In civil and admiralty law, a summons or
citation, especially used to commence a suit,

or in a proceeding to confirm a title acquired
under a judicial sale and to silence all adverse
claims. General Tnonitions are used in suits in rem,
where the object is to bind all the world ; a special moniiUm
directs that specified persons be summoned and admon-
ished.

They appere in the yeld halle, at the day and houre
limitted by the seid Eaillies, vpon manieion to them yeven
by eny seriaunt. English OUds (E. E. T. S.), p. 408.

(6) In cedes, law, a formal notice, sent by a
bishop to one of the subordinate clergy, to re-

quire the amendment of some ecclesiastical

offense ; a monitory letter. Monitions are of two
classes

—

in ^ecie, where the name of the offender is dis-

tinctly mentioned, and in g&ruere, where it is not.

A bull of Innocent VIII followed by a severe nw-
niUon from Archbishop Morton to the abbot of St. Albans.

Hallam, Const. Hist,, I. 84, note.

=Syil. 1. Admonition, Monition, Reprehension, etc. See
admonition.

monitite (mo-ni'tit), n. [< Monita (see def.) +
-jte^.] An acid calcium phosphate occurring
in minute white or yellowish trieliuio crystals,
found in the guano-formation of the islands of

Monita and Mona, West Indies.

monitive (mon'i-tiv), a. [< L. as if *moniUvus,
< monitus, pp. of monere, admonish.] Admoni-
tory ; conveying admonition. Ba/rrow, Works,
n. xii.

monitor (mon'i-tor), n. [= P. moniteur = Sp.
monitor = It. monitore, < L. monitor, one who
reminds or admonishes, < monere, pp. monitm,
remind, admonish: see monish.'] 1. One who
warns of faults or informs of duty ; an admon-
isher; one who gives advice and instruction by
way of reproof or caution ; an admonisher.
You need not be a Tnonitor to the king. Bacon.

2. A senior pupil in a school appointed to in-

struct and look after a junior division or class;

a pupil appointed to superintend other pupils;
in some American colleges, a student appointed
to keep a record of the attendance of the other
students upon certain exercises, as morning
prayers.— 3f. A constable or officer of the lavf.

If they will pay what they owe, . . . they will save me
the trouble of sending and themselves of paying a Moni-
tor. Adv't in Boston Gazette, September, 1767.

4t. A backboard.
. »
Posterity will ask . . .

What was a Tnmdtor in George's days.
A mmiitor is wood-plank shaven thin

;

We wear it at our backs, . . .

But, thus admonish'd, we can walk erect.

Cowper, Task, ii. 680.

5. [cap.] In herpet., the typical genus of Moni-
toridcB, so caUedTbecause one of the species was
fabled to admonish man of the presence of the
crocodile of the NUe. Also called Varanm.—
6. A lizard of the genus Monitor or family ifb-
nitoridcB. See cut under Hydrosawus.— 7. A
heavily armored iron-clad steam-vessel with
a very low free-board, of a type invented by
Ericsson, carrying on deck one or more revolv-
ing turrets, each containing one or more great
guns, and designed to combine the maximum
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of gun-power witli the minimum of exposure

:

so eaOled from the name of the first vessel of the

Ericsson's Monitor.
a, side elevation ; *, transverse section through the center of the

turret.

type, which was built during the American civil
war, and in 1862 arrested the destructive course
of the Confederate iron-clad ram Merrimac.

1 now anbmit foryourapprobation aname forthefloating
battery at Green Point, luxe impregnable and aggressive
character of this stractnre wUl admonish the leaders of the
Southern KebeUion that the batteries on the banks of their
rivers will no longerpresent barriers to the entrance of the
Union forces. Tie iron-clad intruder will thusprove a se-
vere Tnomtor to those leaders. . . . ''DowningS&eef'will
hardly view with indifference this last "Yankee notion,"
this moTwtor. . . . On these and many similar grounds I
propose to name the new battery Monitor.

Ericsson, to Assist. Sec of Navy, Jan. 20, 1862.

8. A raised part of a roof, nsnaUy fitted with
openings for light and ventilation, as in a pas-
senger-car or omnibus. See monitor-roof.—
Tegaexin monitor. See Ameividts.

monitorial (mon-i-to'ri-al), a. [= F. Pg. moni-
torial = It. monitoriale ; as monitory + -aZ.]

1. Monitory; admonitory.— 2. Pertaining to

or connected with a monitor or n[ionitors, es-

pecially in the scholastic sense ; conducted or
carried on by monitors; proceeding from or
performed by monitors; hence, in a general
sense, educational; disciplinary: as, a monito-
rial school; a, monitorial system.; monitorial vor

struotion; monitorial duties.

Astonishing incidents which preceded, accompanied,
or have followed the settlement of America . . . plainly
indicate a general tendency and cooperation of things
towards the erection, in this country, of the great Trurni-

tonal school of political freedom.
Eoerett, Orations, 1. 152.

monitorially (mon-i-to'ri-al-i), adv. In a moni-
torial manner; by monition; after the manner
of a monitor.

Monitoridae (mon-i-tor'i-de), n.pl. [NL., <

Monitor, 5, + -idcB.^ A familyof LdeerUlia, typi-

fied by the genus Monitor; monitory orvaranoid
lizards. See cut under Sydrosaurus. Also
called Varanidce.

monitor-lizard (mon'i-tor-liz'ard), n. Same as
monitor, 6.

monitor-roof (mon'i-tgr-rof), ». In a raalroad-

car, a central longitudinal elevation rising

above the rest of the roof, with openings in the
sides for light and ventilation. Also called

monitor-top. [U. S.]

monitory (mon'i-to-ri), a. and n. [= P. moni-
toire = Pr. monitori = Sp. monitorio = Pg. mo-
nitorio, n., = It. monitorio, < L._ monitorim,
serving to remind, < monitor, a reminder, moni-
tor: see monitor.'] I. a. Giving monition or

admonition; admonitory; spoken by way of

warning; instructing by way of caution.

Losses, miscarriages, and disappointments BJKTnonitory

and iustractive. SirIL L'Estrange.

It is remarkable that^ even in the two States which seem
to have meditated an interdiction of military establish-

ments in time of peace, the mode of expression made use
of is rather monitory tnan prohibitory.

A. HamiUon, The Federalist, No. 26.

JSonitory letter, in cedes, law, a monition.

—

Monitoiy
lizard, a monitor.

n. n.; pi. monitories (-riz). Admonition;
warning.

I see not why they should deny God that libertie to im-

pose, or man that necessitie to need such TnoTotories.

Purehax, Pilgrimage, p. 24.

monitress (mon'i-tres), n. [< monitor + fem.

-ess. Cf. monitrix.'] A female monitor.

Thus far our pretty and ingenious monitress; were 1 to

say any tiling after her, my case would be that of the tire-

some actor. TJie Student, U.3ffl. (LaOuvm.)

monitrix (mon'i-triks), n. [< L. as if 'moni-

trix, fem. of monitor, monitor: see monitor.']

Same as monitress.
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monjonrou (mon-jS-ro'), n. [E. Ind.] The
Indian musk-shrew. See miisk-shrew.

monk (miingk), H. [Foi-merly also munlc, moncl;
munch; < ME. monlc, monke, muiike, monek,
munek, muncc, < AS. munec, munuc= OS. munek,
monek = OFries. munek, munik, monik = MD.
moniek, munek, D. monniJe = MLG. mminih,
monnek, monk, monnink = OHG. munich, MHG.
miitiech, mUnich, G. monch = leel. miinkr = Sw.
Dan. munk= It. monaco, < LL. monachus, < LGr.
fumaxi^, a monk, < fuavaxd^, living alone, soli-

tary (of. OF. moigne, F. moine = Pr. monge =
Cat. monjo = Sp. monje = Pg. monge, a monk,
< LL. as if *monim, < Gr. /tovi6(, solitary), <
/lovog, alone, single : see monad. Ct. monastery
and minster, from the same source.] 1 . Origi-
nally, a man who retired from the world for
religious meditation and the practice of re-
ligious duties in solitude; a religious hermit;
in later use, a member of a community or fra-

ternity of men formed for the practice of re-
ligious devotions and duties, and bound by
the vows of poverty, celibacy, and obedience
to a superior; specifically, a regular male
denizen of a monastery. Communities of a more or
less monastic character in Palestine and Egypt before the
diffusion of Christianity were the Essenes and Therapeu-
tse (which see). The ordinary Christian life of the first

three centuries, even when not celibate, was largely as-
cetic and in communities. Christian monasticism in a
definite form originated in Tipper Egypt in the third or
fourth century (perhaps with St. Anthony; according to
other accounts it is traced to the ascetic Paul, about A. D.

250). The first monks were anchorites, living in soli-

tude. The collection of anchorites in a monastery (laura
or ccenobium) is ascribed to Pacbomius, in the fourth cen-
tury. The institution spread rapidly, and was greatly
helped in theWestby the establishment ofthe Benedictine
order in the sixth century. Various developments of the
monastic system are to be found inthe middle ages, as the
military orders, friars (often distinguished from monks
proper), etc. Since the Reformation, and especially since
the French revolution, monachism has declined in Western
countries, or has been overshadowed by the society of Jes-
uits, but still continues to flourish in Eastern churches.

When of hys brother Fremont hnrd declare
That he monJce was shorn, dole had and gret care.

Som. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.}, 1. 3211.

A vwvk, whan he is reccheles.
Is likned to a fissch that is waterles

;

This is to seyn, a timwiA out of his cloystre.

, Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 179.

The civil death commenced, if any man was banished
or abjured the realm by the process of the common law,
or entered into religion ; that is, went into a monastery,
and became there a numk professed : in which cases he
was absolutely dead in law, and his next heir should have
his estata E^acksUme, Comu, 1. 1.

I envy them, those monks of old.

Their books they read, and their beads they told.

G. P. E. James, The Monks of Old.

2. A name of various animals, (a) The bullflnch,

Pyrrlmla vulgaris. (6) A variety ol domestic pigeon with
a white crest, (c) A monk-bird, monk-seal, monk-flsh,
etc. : see the compounds, (d) Any noctuid moth of the sub-
family CucuUince : so called in Great Britainfrom the erect
collar, like a monk's hood or cowl.

3. In printing, an over-inked spot or blotch in
print, usually made by imperfect distribution

of ink. Compare friar, 2.— 4. MiJit. , a fuse for

firing mines.
The most common methods of firing mines are by the

use of the monk and the box-trap. . . . The monk is a bit

of agaric 1^ inches in length. Farrow, Mil. Encyc, n. 376.

Black monk, a black-robed monk.

Also in the Abbey of Seynt Justine virgyne, a place of

Vlake monkys, lyght delectable and also solytaiy.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. TraveU, p. 9.

Cloister monk, a monk who lives within a monastery.

—

Extern monk, a monkwho lives outside a monastery, but
serves the church connected with it.— Grazing monks,
the Boskoi

Companies like the ^ookoC, or "grazing mmiks," of Mes-
opotamia and Palestine, who roved about, shelterless and
nearly naked, as Sozomen and Evagrius tell us, in the
mountains and deserts, grovelling on the earth, and brows-
ing like cattle on the herbs they casually found.

Eneyc. BrU., XVI. 701.

Monkprofessed. Seei>ro/e«8.=Syn.l. ffermi^etc. See
anchoreL

monk-bat (mnngk'bat), n. A molossoid bat
of Jamaica, Molossus nasutus or fumarius, the
smoky mastiff-bat : so called because the males
are often found in great numbers together. P.
H. Gosse.

monk-bird (mungk'berd), ii. The leatherhead
or friar-bird. See leatlwrhead, 2, and cut under
friar-iird.

monkery (mnng'ker-i), n.; pi. monkeries (-iz).

[Early mod. B. monhrye; < monk + -ery.] 1.

Monasticism, or the practices of monks: gen-
erally opprobrious.

It toucheth notmonkery, nor maketh any thing at all for

any such matter. Latimer, Sermon of the Plough.

Monkery and the neglect of rational agriculture con-
spired to turn garden-lands into deserts and freemen into

serfs. Pop. Set. Mo., XXIX. 228.

monkey
2. A monastery, or the inhabitants of a monas-
tery.

Anon after ther arose oute of it a certain of monkery, not
in apparel, but in appearance of a more sober life.

Bp. Bale, English Votaries, i.

Coeval with the conquest^ it [the Benedictine St. Mary's]
was one of the richestand strongest mojikeries in therealm.

Barper's Mag., T.YYTY 836.

3. The country or rural districts; also, in a
collective sense, tramps or vagrants. [Slang.]

I don't know what this 'ere mmikry will come to, after
a bit. Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 266.

monkey (mung'ki), n. [Formerly also monkie,
mwnkie, munkye (not found in ME., where only
ape, the general Teut. word, appears); prob.,
with double dim. -fc-w, -k-ie (as also later in don-
key), < OF. monne= Sp. Pg. mono, < It. monna,
Olt. mona, a female ape, a monkey (whence Olt.
dim. monicchio (a form supposed by some, erro-
neously, to be the immediate source of the E.
word; the term, -iechio, < L. -iculus; also OF.
monnine, jreonJBe, a monkey: see also ototki, mo-
no), appar. a particular use (as if ' old woman'),
in allusion to the resemblance of a monkey's
face to the weazen face of an old crone, of
monna, a woman, in familiar use (like E. dame),
'goody,' 'gammer' (hence 'old woman')), a
coUoq. contraction of madonna, lady, mistress,
lit. 'my lady,' 'madam': see madam and ma-
donna, of which monkey is thus nit. a contract-
ed form, with an added sufBx.] 1. A quadru-
manousmammal of the order Primates and sab-
oideiAnthropoidea; aeatarrhine orplatyrrhine

Guenon, or Common Green Monkey ( Cercopithecus sadeeus).

simian; anyone of the Primates except man and
the lemurs; an ape, baboon, marmoset, etc.
The term is very vague, and has no technical or fixed re-

striction. Those monkeys which have very short tails and
faces are commonly called apes, most of them belonging
to the higher family Simiidoe. The monkeys with long
faces like dogs are usually termed bodooTU; they are at
the bottom of the series of Old World simians, in the
family Cynopithecidce. The small bushy-tailed monkeys
of America are usually known as rmtrmosets. Excluding
these, the name monkey applies mainly to long-tafled sim-
ians of either hemisphere. All the Old World monkeys,
in any sense of the word, are catarrhine, and have 32 teeth,

as in man. They constitute two families, Simiidoe and
Cynopithecidce. (See cuts under CercopUhecus, Catarrhina,
and Diana, 2.) All the New World monkeys are platyr-
rhine : there are two families, Cebidce, with 36 teeth and
mostly prehensile taUs, and MidMce or marmosets, with
32 teeth and bushy non-prehensile tails. (See cuts under
Cebinae, Eriodes, and Lagothrix.) The genera of monkeys
are about 35 in number, including several that are fos-

sil. The species are particularly numerous in Africa and
South America, especially in the tropical parts. There aie

many, however, in the wanner parts of Asia, and even up
to the snow-line; a single one is found in Europe, the
Barbary ape, Inuus ecaudatus. (See cut at ape.) Almost
all the leading species have specific names in thever-
nacular as well as their technical scientific designations.

The strain of man 's bred out
Into baboon and monkey.

Shai., T. of A., L 1. 260.

2. An epithet applied to any one, especially to

a boy or girl, in either real or pretended disap-

proval: sometimes expressing endearment.

Now God help thee, poor monkey! But how wilt thou
do for a father? Sliai., Macbeth, iv. 1. 69.

Help your companions, but don't talk religious senti-

ment to them ; and serve the poor, but, for your lives, you
little monkeys, don't preach to them.

Buskin, Letter to Young Girls.

3. A pile-driving instrument with two handles,

raised by pulleys, and guided in its descent so

as to cause it to fall on the head of a pile and
drive it into the ground; a fistuca; a beetle-

head.—4. A sort of power-hammer used in

ship-building for driving bolts, composed of a

long pig of iron traversing in a groove, which
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is raised by pulleys, and let fall on the spot
required.— 5. A small crucible used in glass-
making.— 6. A certain sum of money: in the
United States, $500; in Great Britain, £500:
used especially in betting. [Slang.]

A mmkey at least to the credit side of your own book
landed in about a minute and a half.

Whyte Melvaie, Good for Nothing.

The Grand Hurdle Handicap, the added money to which
is a monkey. Daily Chronicle, Feb. 3, 1885. (Bneye. Diet.)

7t. A kind of bustle formerly worn by women.
See the quotation.

The vumkey was a small "bustle," which in the days of
very short waists was worn just below the shoulder blades.

Jf. and Q., 7th ser., VII. 498.

8. Same as water-monkey.

In the front room a mxmkey and two tumblers stood on
the center table.

Olive Schreiner, Story of an African Farm, ii. 8.

9. A fluid composed of two parts of chlor-
hydrio acid (generally called spirits of salt by
workmen) and one part of zinc, used in solder-
ing. It is applied to the joints to be soldered, and acts
both to prevent oxidation when heat is applied and to dis-
solve any oxid which mayhave already formed, and which
would otherwise prevent the adherence of the solder.

—

Gibraltar monlEey. Same as Barbary ape (which see,

under ope).—Leonme monlEey, masked monkey, etc.

See the adjectives.—Konkey B allowajice. See the
quotation. [Humorous.]

You fellows worked like bricks, spent money, and got
midshipman's half-pay (nothing a day, and And yourself)
and TTUynkey's ailowance (more kicks than half-pence).

Mngsley, Letter, May, 1866. (Dames.)

Monkey's dinner-bell. See Hura.—Mustache mon-
key, negro monkey, etc. See the qualifying words.—
Silky monkey. Same as marikina.—To have or get
one's monkey up, to have one's temper roused; get
angry. [Slang.]—To SUCk the monkey, (a) To suck
wine or spirits from a cask through an inserted tube or
straw. (6) To drinkrum or other liquor. [Nautical slang.]

Jack will ffiujk the monkey, in whatever form or wherever
he presents himself. Macy.

"Do you know what tucking the monkey meaiiBl" " No,
sir." "Well then, I'll tell you; it is a term used among
seamen for drinking rum out of cocoanuts, the milk having
been poured out and the hquor substituted."

Marryat, Peter Simple, xxx.

monkey (mung'ki),*. [(.monkey, n.'] I.intrans.

To act in an idle ormeddlesome manner; trifle

;

fool : as, don't monkey with that gun. [CoUoq.]

Ihopehe'llfetchmoney. I'vehadenougho' mjonkeying
long o' checks. Ha/rpffi^& Mag., LXXIX. 465.

II, trans. To imitate as a monkey does ; ape.
[Kare.]

All cursed the doer for an evil

Called here enlarging on the Devil,
There monkeying the Lord.

Mrs. Browning, Tale of Villafranca, st. 8.

monkey-apple (mung'ki-ap"l), n. The West
Indian tree Clusiajla/va.

monkey-bag (mung'ki-bag), n. A small bag
used by sailors for holding money, hung round
the neck by a string.

monkey-block (mung'ki-blok), n. Naut., a
small swivel-block used as a leader for running
rigging.

monkey-board (mung'M-bord), n.. The con-
ductor's footboard
on an omnibus.
Hoppe. [Slang,

Bug.]
monkey-boat
(mung'ki-bot), n.

A half-decked nar-
row boat used in

docks and on riv-

ers. [Bug.]

monkey-bread
(mung'ki-bred), n.

The fruit of the
baobab-tree; also,

the tree itself. The
fruit is an oblong inde-

hiscent capsule, 8 to 12

inches long, contain-

ing numerous seeds embedded in a palp, which is slightly

acid, and edible by man as well as by the monkey. See

baobaib and Adamonia.

monkey-cup (mung'ki-kup), ». A plant of the

genus Nepenthes.

monkey-engine (mung'ki-en'''jin), n. A form
of pile-driver having a ram or monkey working
in a wooden frame. The monkey is held by a staple

in a pair of tongs which sei«e it automatically, and is

raised by means of a winch. The tongs open and drop

the monkey when their handles come in contact with a

couple of inclined planes at the top of the lift.

monkey-fiower (mung'ki-flou"6r), n.

of the genus Mimuliis.

monkey-gaff (mung'ki-gaf), n. A small gaff

placed on some large merchant ships above the

spanker-gaff, for displaying the flag.
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a, Monkey-gaff.

Foliage, Fruit and Flower of Monkey-
bread Tree {AdaTtsonia digitata).

monkey-grass (mung'ki-gr&s), n. A coarse
stiff fiber afforded by the leaf-stalks of Attalea

funifera : used largely on the Amazon for cord-
age and brooms, and in London and Paris for

the brushes of street-sweeping machines.
monkey-hammer (mung'ki-ham"er), n. Adrop-
press in which the wei^t, sliding in guides, is

suspended from a cord by which it is raised
and let fall. Also called monkey-press.

monkeyism (mung'M-izm), n. [< monkey +
-ism.'] An action or behavior like that of a mon-
key. [Bare.]

Numerous passages . . . might be quoted (tioia come-
dies and satirical journals^ at^cking the monkeyi»m and
parrotism of those who indiscriminately adopted foreign
manners and customs, D. M. Wtdlace, Itussia, p. 413.

monkey-jacket (mTing'ki-jak"et), n. A short
close-fitting coat or jacket, generally made of
stoutmaterial, aspilot-cloth, much wornby sail-

ors in cold weather ; a Guernsey frock.

monkey-pot (mune'ki-pot), n. See Zecythis.
—Monkey-pot tree, the tree bearing the monkey-pot
fruit

monkey-press (mung'M-pres), n. Same as mon-
key-hammer.
monkey-pump (mung'ki-pump), n. Naut., a
straw or quill introduced through a gimlet-hole
into a wine- or spirit-cask, for the purpose of
sucking the liquor.

monkey-puzzle (mung'ki-puz"l), n. The Chili
pine, Araucaria imbricata.

monkey-rail (nmng'M-ral), n. Naut,, a light

rail raised about half a foot above the quarter-
rail of a ship.

monkey's-face (mung'kiz-fas), n. A plant of
the genus Mimusops.
monkey-sMne (mung'ki-shin), n. A trick or
prank like a monkey's; buffoonery ; tomfoolery;
monkeyism. [Slang, TJ. S.]

You may have noticed barefooted boys cutting up nwn-
key-shines on trees with entire safety to themselves.

A. B. Grote, Pop. Sci. Mo., XIII. 435.

monkey-spar (mung'ki-spar), n. NoMt., a re-

duced mast or yard for a vessel used for the
training and exercise of boys.
monkey-tail (mung'ki-tal), n. Naut.: (o) A
short round lever formerlyused fortraining car-

ronades and for like purposes. (6) A piece of
rope with a knot at the end, seized to the back of

a hook, used as a handle in attaching the hook,
to prevent the hand from being jammed.
monkey-wheel (mung'ki-hwel), ». A tackle-
block over which runs a hoisting-rope ; a whip-
gin, gin-block, or rubbish-pulley.

monkey-wrench (mung'ki-rench), n. In mech.,
a screw-key with a movable jaw, which can be
adjusted, by a screw or wedge, to the size of
the nut which it is required to turn. Weale.

monk-fish (mimgk'fish), m. 1. The angel-fish,

Squatina angehis.— 2. The angler, Lophiuspis-
catoriMs. [Maine.]
monkhood (mungk'hM), n. [< mowfc -t- -'hood.']

1 . The character or condition of a monk.
He had left olf his mtyiikhood too, and was no longer

obliged to them. B

monoblepsis

monkishness (mung'Msh-nes), n. The quality
of being monkish : a term of contempt.
monkly (mungk'li), a. [< monk + -ly^.] Re-
lating to a monk; monkish. [Rare.]

monk-mongerf (mungk'mung"g6r), n. A fos-
terer of monasticism.

Never age afforded more pluralist bishops. . . . Oswald
(a great monk-manger, of whom hereafter) held York and
Worcester. Fuller, Ch. Hist., IL v. 24.

monk-seal (mungk'sel), n. A seal of the genus
Monaehus.
monk-seam (mungk'sem), n. Same as monkfs-
seam.

'

monk's-gun (mungks'gun), ». The wheel-lock
gun of tiie beginning of the sixteenth century:
so called from the legend that it had been in-

vented by the monk Schwarz, the supposed
discoverer of gunpowder.
monk's-harO[uebus (mungks'har"kwe-bus), n.

Same as monVs-gun.
monk's-hood (mungks'hM), n. A plant of the
genus Acomitv/m, especially A. NapelVus. Also
called friar's-cap, foxbane, helmet-flower, Ja-
cob's-chariot, and wolf's-bane. See Aconitum
and aconite.

monk's-rhubarb (mungks'r6"barb), n, A Eu-
ropean species of dock, Rumex Patienfia. See
dock^.

monk's-seam (mungks ' sem), n. 1. Naut., a
seam formed by stitching through the center of

a joining made by laying the selvages of two
cloths of canvas one over the other and stitch-

ing them on both sides. Also called middle
stitching.— 2. The mark left on a bullet by the
mold at the junction of its two halves. [Eng.]

Also monk-seam.
monmouth (mon'muth), n. A flat cap origi-

nally made at Monmouth, England, formerly
much worn by seamen.

Caps which the Dutch seamen buy, called mmummth
caps. D^oe, Tour through Great Britain, II. 339. (Daviee.}

Monmouth cock. A fashion of wearing the

flap-hat imitated from the Duke of Monmouth,
son of Charles II., and still prevailing in the

early part of the eighteenth century.

The smartest of the country Squires appear still in the
Monmmith Cock, and when they go a wooing, whether
they have any post in the militia or not, they generally
put on a red coat. Spectator, No. 129.

Monmouth hat. A hat worn with a Monmouth
cock.

monnett (nion'et),». See the quotation.

Little ears denote a good understanding, but they must
not be of those ears Which, being little, are withall do-

formed, which happens to men as well as cattel, which for

this reason they call mfmnets; for such eai'S signifie noth-
ing but mischief and malice.

Saunders, Physiognomic (1653). {Nares.)

mono (mo'no), n. [8p. mono, m., a monkey; cf

.

msna.] The black howler or howling monkey.

A plant

2. Monks collectively.

I think the name of Martin Luther alone sufficient to
relieve all monkJiood from the reproach of laziness.

Longfellow.

monkingt (mung'Mng), a, [< monk + -mg^.]
Monkish: a term of contempt.

Monasteries and other monking receptacles. Coleridge.

monkish (mung'kis'h), a. [< monk + -ish^.]

Like a monk: pertaining to monks or to the
monastic system; monastic: often a term of
contempt: as, monkish manners; monkish soli-

tude.

mono-. [L., etc., mono-,<. Gr. /wvo-, stemot /i6vog,

single, only: see monad.] A prefix in many
words of Greek origin or formation, meaning
'single,' 'one.'

monoazal (mon-6-ak'sal), a. [< Gr. /idvoc, sin-

gle, + L. axis, axis: see axal.] Pertaining to

a single axis—Monoazal isotropy, the case in which
the homotatic coefiicients are completely isotropic round
one axis only.

monobasic(mon-9-ba,'sik),o. [<Gr.;[t(Svof,single,

-f- pdaic, base.] Having one base: applied in

chemistry to an acid which enters into combi-
nation with a univalent basic radical to form a

neutral salt, or a salt containing one equiva-
lent of a base.
monoblastic (mon-o-blas'tik), a. [< Gr. jiAvoi,

single, + ^laordc, germ.] Relating to that con-
dition of the metazoic ovum or embryo which
immediately succeeds segmentation, in which
a single germinal layer is alone represented:
correlated with diploblastic and triploblastic.

Monoblepharidese (mon-o-blef-a-nd'e-e), n.pl.

[NL., < Monoblepharis (-«(?-) + -^ce.]
'A mono-

typie order of oomycetous fungi, closely related
to the Peronosporece. The thallus-hyphts bear both
terminal and interstitial oogones, in which the whole pro-

toplasm contracts and forms the oosphere. Propagation
takes place by the formation of uniciliated zoBspores in

zoQsporangia, as in the well-known genus Phytopmhara.

Monoblepharis (mon-o-blef 'a-ris), n. [NL.
(Cornu), < Gr. ji&vog, single, + 0Xiipapov, eyeUd.]
A genus of fungi, typical of the order Mono-
blepharidem.

monoblepsis (mon-o-blep'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

IJidvoq, single, + /JA^i/Jif, sight, < pXiweiv, see, look
on.] In pathol., a condition of vision in which
it is more distinct when one eye only is used.



monobracMns
monobra«ihiBS (mon-o-bra'ki-ns), n.

; pi. ,mno-
ftrocft.. (-1). [KL., < (ir. /,6voc, single + L. 6ro-
cAtum the arm.] In teratol., a monster having
a single arm.
monobromated (mou-o-bro'ma-ted), o [< Gr
/«ivof, single, + E. brbm{hw) + -afei + -ed2.]
Containing one bromine atom : used only of or-
ganic compounds in which one atom of bromine
has been introduced into each molecule by sub-
stitution or addition._Monol»roniated camphor.
See camphora monobromata, under camphor.
monobromized (mon-o-bro'mizd), a. [< Gr.
/•owof, single, + Irom^ine) + -ize + -ed2.] Same
as monobromated. Xature, XL. 539.
monocarbonate (mon-o-kar'bo-nat), ». [< Gr.
/idvo^, single, + E. carbonate.y A carbonate iu
which both hydrogen atoms of the acid are re-
placed by basic elements or radicals: distin-
guished from hicarbonates, in which only one
hydrogen atom is so replaced. More appropri-
ately called normal carbonate.
monocarp (mon'o-karp), n. [< Gr. /idvoi, single,
+ Kopirdg, fruit.]' In bat., a plant that peri^es
after having once borne fruit ; an annual plant.
monocarpeilary (mon-o-kar'pe-la-ri), a. [< Gr.
fidmg, single, + E. carpel + -aryi.'\ Composed
of one caiyel. Campaxe polycarpeUary.
monocarpic (mon-o-kar'pik), o. [< monocarp
+ -tc.] Same as monoearpom (o).

monocarpons (mou-o-kar'pus), a. [< monocarp
+ -ous.'i In bot. : (a) Producing fruit but once
in its life: said of annual plants. (&) Noting
a flower in which the gynoecium forms only a
single ovary, whether simple or compound.
Monocaulidse (mon-o-ka'li-de), n.pl. [NL., <
Monocaulis + -idw.'l A family of tubularian
hydroids or gymnoblastic Hydroida, typified by
the genus Monocaulis, having a simple hydro-
soma with a single fixed hydranth,
Monocaulis, Monocanlns (mon-o-k4'lis, -lus),

n. [XL., < Gr. fiAvo^, single, + icavXSc, a stalk,
stem: see caulis.'\ The typical genus of Mono-
caulld<B. M. peiidula is a simple tabular liydromedusa
with a single hydranth pendulous upon the nodding or
cemuoos stem, and bearing two circlets of tentacles. It
is of very soft, delicate structure and pink color, attaining
a length of 4 inches. Also Monocaidos.

monocellnlar (mon-o-sel'u-lar), a. [< monocel-
lule + -ai"3.] Same as unicellular. Nature, XLI.
148.

monocellnle (mon-o-sel'ul), n. [< Gr. f^vog,
single, -I- E. ceUule.'] A unicellular organism;
an animal or a plant which consists of a single
ceU.

monocentric (mon-o-sen'trik), a. [< Gr. /livoc,

single, + Kevrpov, center: see centric.'] 1. Hav-
ing or proceeding from a single center.— 2. In
anat., unipolar : applied to a rete mirabile which
is not gathered again into a single trunk : op-
posed to amphicentric.

Monocentrids (mon-o-sen'tri-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Monocentris -f- -»<te!] A family of acanthop-
terygiau fishes, typified by the genus Monocen-
ti'is. They have the body covered with large angular
bone-like scales, the head rounded and cavernous, a spi-

nous dorsal fin separate from the soft dorsal and composed
of 5 large spines divaricatedand not completely connected
by membrane and the ventrals represented only by very
Iiu^e spines. There is but one species, Monocentris japo-
nicits of the Japanese seas.

Monocentris (mon-o-sen'tris), ». [NL., < Gr.
liAvoQ, single, + nivrpov, point, center: see cen-

ter^.] The typicalgenus of Monocentridoe, char-

acterized by ttie great development of the ven-
tral spines. Block and Schneider, 1801. Also
Monocentnis.
monocephalous (mon-o-sef'a-lus), a. [< NL.
monocephalus, < Gr. /lovoKcjxiSxig, one-headed, <

/«H»of, single, + Ks^aX?, head.] 1. Having only
one head; in bot., bearing a single capitulum
or head.— 2. Specifically, having the character

of a monocephalus.
monocephalus (mon-o-sef'a-lus), n.

;
pi. mono-

cepAafJ (-li). INL.-.seevionocephalous.] In tera-

tol., a double monster having only one head but
two bodies. Also called ayncephalus.

monocercous (mon-o-sfer'kus), a. [< Gr. ii6voq,

single, + KkpKoi, the tail of a beast: see cercus.]

Having only one "taU," or flageUum; unifla-

gellate, as an infusorian.

monoceros (mo-nos'e-ros), «. [< L. monoceros,

< Gr . /lovdKEpag', a unicom,< /wvdKepoi, also uavoKe-

Qoroi, one-homed, < fiAvog, single, + nkpa^, horn.]

1. A unicorn, or some other one-homed ani-

mal, real or imaginary.

MiEhty Monoceroses with immeaaured tayles.

Spenser, F.Q.,rLxiL 23.

2. icap.'\ A constellation, the Unicom, south

of the Twins and the Crab, and between the two

3837

Dogs, introduced by Jacob Bartseh in 1624.

—

3. The narwhal, Monodon monoceros.—4. [cap.]
In :ool. : (a) A genus of prosobranchiates of
the family J/^Mricid<B, so called
from the large spine on the
outer lip ; the unicom-shells.
There are several species
from the west coast of Amer-
ica. Zamarck, 1809. (6) A
genus of baUstoid fishes.
Block and Schneider, 1801.

monocerous (mo-nos'e-ms),
a. [< Gr. /lovdicepoic, one-
homed: see monoceros.'] Hav-
ing one horn or hom-like
part; imiCOm. Mtmoceros imbrica.

monochasial (mon-o-ka'si-al),
'""

a. [< monoekasium + -al.]' Jn bot., pertaining
to or resembling a monochasium.
monochasium (mon-o-ka'si-um), «.; pi. mono-
ckasia (-a). [NL., < Gr. /idvo^, smgle, -I- x^'^K,
separation, chasm, < x'^veiv, gape: seecAosm.]
In bot,, a cyme with one main a-yig

; a uniparous
cyme: a term proposed by Eichler.
Monochitonida (mon'o-ld-ton'i-da), H. pi.
[NL. (cf. Gr. jjuyvoxiruv, wearing only a tunic),
< Gr. fiAvoQ, single, + x't<^, a tunic (see cJiiton),

+ -ida.] A division of tuineaiies or Tunicata,
containing those which have the inner and out-
er integuments united in a single tunic, such as
the SalpidcB and Doliolidm: opposed to Dichi-
tonida. Fleming, 1828.

monocMtonidan (mon'o-M-ton'i-dan), a. and
n. I. a. Having a single tunic; specifically,

pertaining to the Monockitonida, orhaving their
characters.

II. n. A member of the Monochitonida, as a
salp or doUolid.

Monochlamydese (mon'6-lda-mid'e-e), n. pi.
[NL. (A. P. de Candolle, 1819), fem."pl. of Twon-
ochlamydetis : see monochlaynydeous.] Adivision
of dicotyledonous plants, characterizedby apet-
alous flowers— that is, flowers with a perianth
of a single row of envelops—and so distin-

guished from the divisions Polypetake and Ga-
mopetalce, which have two rows, or both calyx
and corolla ; the ApetaUe. it includes 36 orders,
among them the amaianui, chenopod, buckwheat, pepper,
laurel, euphorbia, nettle, walnut^ oak, and willow families.

monqchlamydeous (mon'6-kla-mid'e-us), a.

[< NL. monochlamydeus, < Gr. fi6voc, single, +
X^/ni (x^^vd-), a
cloak: see chlamys.]
In bot., having a sin-

gle instead of a dou-
ble perianth: applied
to flowers. The missing
set is considered to be the
inner, or corolla. Compare
achlamydeous and dichla-
Tnydeoux. See JfonocUo-
TvydetB.

monocliord (mon'o-
kord), n. [= F. numo-
corde = Sp. Pg. monocordio = It. monocordo, <

LL. monockordos, monoclwrdon, < Gr. fumSxopdov,

a monochord, neut. of /iovdxopooc, with a single

string, < ftdvo^, single, + xop^, string.] An
acoustical instrument, invented at a very early

date in Egypt or Greece, consisting of a long
resonance-box over which a single string of gut
or wire is stretched, the vibrating length, and
thus the pitch, of which is fixed by a movable
bridge. The position of the bridge required to produce
particular intervals may be mathematically determined,

and marked on the body of the instrument. The mono-
chord has been much used in acoustical demonstration and
in teaching pure intonation. In the middle ages smaller

instruments with several strings were made, and were
often permanently tuned to give certain intervals. (See

fi£licon (a).) The notion of a primitive keyboard-instru-

ment doubtless sprang from some such beginning.

monochroic (mon-a-kro'ik), a. [< Gr. /wvdxpmc,

of one color, < /livoc, single, + XP^^i color.]

Having but one color ; monochromatic.
monocfiromatic (mon'o-kro-mat'ik), a. [= P.

monochromatique = Pg. mmockromatico, < Gr.

/lomxpi^fui-oc, of one color, < /idvoc, single, + xp^
/at^T-j, color: see chromatic] Consisting of

light of one wave-length, and in that sense

of one color only, as the light produced by a
Bunsen flame in which sodium is being vola-

tilized. The light of the flame is almost entirely that
due to the two sodium lines, the colors of which are barely
distinguishable from one another, and the consequence is

that objects viewed by this light are all yellow, and differ

only in form and illumination. A monochromatic light

gives a single bright line wheu viewed with the spectro-

scope.

monochrome (mon'o-krom), «. [= F. mono-
chrome = Pg. numochroma, < ML. monochroma,

a. Monochlamydeous Flower

—

Daphne Mesereutn. b. Perianth
cut open.showingthe single envelop.

monoclinohedric

fem. of L. monochromijs, < Gr. /wvuxpofwc, also
/wvoxpafiaToc, of one color (see monochromatic),
< /i6vog, single, + XP<->H^, color.] Painting or
a painting in one color, which may, however,
be relieved by the use of lighter and darker
shades. Compare camaieu and grisaille.

monochromical (mon-o-kro'mi-kal), a. [As
monockrom(ai)ic + -at] Of a single color;
one-colored.

monochromv (mon'o-kro-mi), n. [As mono-
chrome + -yo.] The 'art or practice of painting
in monochrome, or in one or more shades of a
single color.

MoTwckromy is advantageously employed when it is de-
sired, on the one hand, to avoid the brilliancy attendant
on the Introduction of several distinct colours, and, on the
other, the dullness consequent on the exclusive use of a
single tone. 0. N. Rood, Modern Chromatics, p. 310.

monochrome (mon-o-kron'ik), a. [< LL. mono-
ckronos, of the same time or measure, < Gr.
/lovdxpovos, of the same time or measure, con-
sisting of one time or measure, temporary, <
fiAvog, single, + XP^^OQ, time.] Of one and the
same time ; existing or happening at the same
time; contemporaneous; in geol., deposited,
or apparently deposited, at the same period:
said of organic remains.
monochronous (mo-nok'ro-nus), a. [< Gr. /wvo-

xpovog, of the same time or measure : see mono-
chronic.] In anc. jyros., consisting in or equal
to one time or mora ; monosemic.
monociHated (mon-o-sU'i-a-ted), a. [< Gr. fid-

vog, single, -I- NL. cilium + -ate^ + -ed* ] Hav-
ing one cilium or flageUum ; uniciliate or uni-
flagellate.

monocle (mon'o-kl), n. [= OP. monocle, one-
eyed, P. monocle, a single eye-glass, < LL. mono-
CM^JW, one-eyed: se& monoculous.] 1. Amonocu-
lous or one-eyed animal; a monoeule.— 2. A
glass for one eye ; a single eye-glass.

Another [man], with a vumocUm his eye, watched each
new comer, his vacant and necessarily glassy stare express-
ing neither present pleasure nor anticipation.

The Century, YTTm 208.

Monoclea (mon-o-kle'a), n. [NL. (W. J. Hook-
er, 1820), so called because the sporangia open
only on one side ; < Gr. fiivoQ, single, + fOizlg, a
key.] A monotypic genus of eryptogamous
plants of the class HepaUcce, giving name to the
order Monocleacete. They are small plants with
frondose thallus, and have much the appear-
ance of Marchantia.
Monocleaceae (mon'o-klf-a'se-e), n.pl. [NL.
(Nees von Esenbeck', 1833-8)^ < Monoclea +
-aceee.] A small order of eryptogamous plants
of the class Hepaticce, intermediate in position
between the JungermanniaceiB and theAntho-
cerotacece. The vegetative structure is either thalloid
or foliose ; the sporangium dehisces longitudinally, and
contains elaters, but has no columella. The order contains
the genera CoM/ryum and Morwdea,

monoclinal (mon'o-kli-nal), a. and n. [< mono-
cline + -al.] I. a. Tugeoi., dipping in one direc-
tion : said of a zone of stratified rocks through-
out which the strata all incline toward the
same point of the compass. The term was intro-
duced by H. D. Kogers (1842), and has taken the place of
Darwin's hybrid word unidinal: thus, monodinal valley
(a valley bounded by ridges the strata of which all dip in
the same direction); moruK^inal ridge; monoclinal flex-

ure, etc. A numocliTiol Jiexure may be r^arded as a half
of an anticlinal fold, which woidd have been completed
had the flexing action not been limited to one side of the
axis, the strata resuming their horizontality ou the other
side.

The Echo-Cliff flexure, the Water-Pocket flexure, one of
the grandest monoclinals of the west, and the San Bafael
flexure, all monoclinal flexures ofimposing dimensions and
perfect form, Capt. Dutton considers go far back iu Ter-
tiary time, and possibly are pro-Tertiary.

Reade, Origin of Mountain Ranges, p. 230.

U. ». A monoclinal fold or flexure. See I.

monoclinate (mon'o-kli-nat), a. [< Gr. fiM-og,

single, + kMvciv, incline, + -ate^.] Same as
monoclinic.

monocline (mon'o-klin), n. [< Gr. /idvog, single,

+ xXivciv, incline: see dine.] Same as mono-
clinal.

monoclinic (mon-o-klin'ik), a. [= P. mono-
clinique; < Gx. /i6voc, single, + iMveiv, incline.]

In mineral., an epithet noting that system of

crystallization in which the crystals are re-

ferred to three imequal axes, two of which in-

tersect each other at an oblique angle, while

they are at right angles to the third. See crys-

tdliograpky. Also monosymmetric, clinorkombic,

kemiortkotype, monoclinometric, and monodino-
kedric.

monoclinohedric (mon-o-kli-no-hed'rik), o. [<

Gr. /i6i>og, single, -t- likLvuv, incline, + i6pa, seat,

base.] Same as monoclinic.



monoclinometric

monoclinometric (mon-o-kli-no-met'rik), a.

[< Gr. /i(ivof, single, + lAlvuv, indliae, + /ihpov,

measuie.] Same as monoclinic: as, "monocli-
nometric prisms," Frey.

monoclinous (mon'o-kli-mis), a. [< Gr. ii6voq,

single, + liKlvrj, bed, < kXIveiv, incline: see
clinic/] 1. In hot., hermaphrodite, or having
both stamens and pistils in the same flower.— 2. In geol., monoclinal.

MonoC(B]ia_ (mon-o-se'U-a), ». pi. [NL., <

Gr. fiivog, single, + )coj/Ua, a cavity, hollow: see
cmlia.'] Animals whose encephaloeoele is sin-

gle,neuron epaxial only,and axommsegmented.
The lancelet (BraTuihioamna) is the only example. Sy-
nonymous with Aerama, CephcUochorda, Leptocardii, and
MoTwlomlaria. WUder, Amer. Nat., Oct., 1887, p. 914.

monoccelian (mon-o-se'li-an), a. [< MonocwUa
+ -an.] Having the eneephalocoBle single;

specifically, of or pertaining to the MonocoeUa.
mono-compound (mon'o-kom"poxmd), n. [<
Gr. fidvog, single, + B. compound^.] In chem.,

a compound containing one atom of the ele-

ment or one individual of the radical specified,

as monoohloraeetic acid, which contains one
atom of chlorin, and monophenylamine, which
contains one molecule of phenyl.

Monocondyla (mon-o-kon'di-la), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. /idvog, single, -I- KdvSv^g, a knuckle, joint,

knob: see condyle.] The -BepiiKa and .4w« (rep-

tiles and birds) collectively : so called from the
single occipital condyle characteristic of these
classes among the higher vertebrates. The
term indicates a group exactly conterminous
with Sauropsida. Opposed to Amphicondyla.

monocondylar (mon-o-kon'di-lar), a. Same as
monocondylian.

monocondylian (mon"o-kon-dil'i-an), a. [As
Monocondyla + -ian.]

' Having one occipital

condyle, as the skuU of birds, reptiles, and
some fishes : distinguished from dicondylian.

monocotyledon (mon-o-kot-i-le'don), n. [< Gr.
/idvog, single, -1- KOTvki)Si)/v, a hollow, a sucker,

etc. : see cotyledon^ A monocotyledonous
plant; anendogen. %ee endogen, and cut un-
der cotyledon.

MonOCOtyledones (mon-6-kot-i-le'don-ez), n.

pi. [NL. (Bay, 1703), <'Gr. /i<5vof, "single, +
.KOTvkriSldiv, a cup-shaped cavity: see cotyledon.]

A natural class of flowering plants, having a
single seed-leaf or cotyledon in the embryo.
They have generally the parts of their flowers in threes
<not in fives, as in dicotyledons^ their earliest leaves alter-

nate, and the veins ;parallel. From the structure of the
-stem, increasing by internal or endogenous growth, they
are also called endogens. The wood of their stems occurs
in longitudinal bundles of fibers, scattered, as in Indian
corn, or becoming compact, as in palms. New bundles of

fibers form between the old, not, as in dicotyledons or ex-

ogens, in an annual external layer enveloping the stem.
Tlie class is divided into 34 orders, among
which are the lily, iris, amarylUs, orchis, ba-
nana, palm, pineapple, screwpine, arum,
rush, sedge, and grass families. By Ben-
tbam and Hoolier these are classed in seven
groups or series; by
others in three, the
spadiceous, peta-
loideous, and glu-
anaceous divisions.
About 20,000 spe-
cies are Isnown, in-

cluded in about
1,500 genera.

monocotyledch
nous (mon-o-
kot - i - le ' don -

us), a. [< mon-
ocotyledon +
-ous.] In hot.,

having only one
seed-lobe or
seminal leaf.

monocracy(mo-
nok'ra-si), n.

;

pi. monocracies
(-siz). [< LGr.
/imoKpaTia, sole dominion, < Gr. fi&voq, single, +
Kpareiv, rule, < Kparog, strength.] Government
or rule by a single person; autocracy.

A scene of wholesale bacchanalian fraud, a posse comi-

tatus of liars, which would disgust any man with a free

government, and make him sigh for the inoTWffracy of Con-

stantinople. Sydney Smith, Ballot, (Latliam.)

monocrat(mon'6-krat), n. ICt.MQi./JovoKpdrop,

a sole ruler; < Gr. /i6vog, single, + Kpareiv, rule,

< KpdTog, strength. ] 1 . One who governs alone

;

an autocrat.— 3. In U. S. hist., a name often

applied by opponents to a member of the Fed-
eralist party, to which monarchical tendencies

were imputed.
monocular (mo-nok'u-lar), a. [= F. monocu-

laire, < LL, monocultis, one-eyed: see monocri-

loi

Monocotyledonous Embryo.

Grain of wheat iTrtiicum zfui^are),

;itudinal section, showing the embryo
ana the endosperm (.ffMrf). 2. Germinating
plantlet of Indian corn (the test of the seed
and the endosperm removed to show the
cotyledon) : Coi, cotyledon ; 7f, the primary
root ; r, a. secondary root.
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lous.] 1. Having only one eye. Also monocu-
late.— 2. Of or referring to one eye or vision

with one eye ; suited or intended for the use of

one eye only—Monocular microscope. See miero-

scope.

monocularly (mo-nok'u-lar-li), adv. By means
of one eye ; so as to be seen by one eye only.

No one who has only thus worked monoeularly can ap-

preciate the guidance derivable from binocular vision.

W. B. CarperOer, Micros., § 36.

monoculate (mo-nok'u-lat), a. [As monocu-
l(ar) + -ate^.] Same as monocular, 1.

monocule (mon'o-lml), n. [< NL. Monoculus.]
A member of the genus Monoculus.

monoculite (mo-nok'u-lit), n. [< LL. monoctt-

lus, one-eyed (see monoculoiis),+ -ite^.] A fos-

sil animal that appears to have but one eye.

monoculous (mo-nok'u-lus), a. [= OF. mono-
cle, monocule = Sp. mondeulo = It. monocolo, <

LL. monoculus, one-eyed, < Gr. /i6vog, single, +
L. oculus, eye : see oculus. Of. monocle.] One-
eyed; monocular.
Dr. Enoz was the morwmlous Waterloo surgeon, with

whom I remember breaMasting.
O. W. Holmes, The Atlantic, T.TX. 638.

Monoculus (mo-nok'u-lus), n. [NL., < LL.
monoculus, one-ejeA: see monoculotis.] 1. An
old and disused genus of the Linnean class In-

secta and order Aptera, having or seeming to

have only one eye— that is, two eyes coalesced
in one. These "apterous insects" were entomostracous
crustaceans. Monocuhis and some other entomostracans
were afterward made by Latreille his first order of Enio-
tmstraca, called Branchiopoda and divided into two prin-
cipal sections, Lophyropoda and Phyllopoda.

2. [I. c] A one-eyed animal; a monocule or

monocle.— 3. [I.e.] A bandage for one eye.

monocycle (mon'o-si-kl), n. [< Gr. /wv6kvk?mc,

having but one wheel or circle, < fi6vog, single, +
kvkXoq, a circle, a wheel : see cycled. ] A vehicle
with one wheel: used figuratively in the quota-
tion. [Rare.]

Nay, a not unfrequent "penance " consists in tying the
hands to the ankles, and turning round and round like a
cart-wheel. Near G<)ruckpoor the train of Lord Dalhousie
met dozens of these animated numoeyclee.

Pop. Sa. Mo., XXII. 263.

Monocyclia (mon-o-sik'li-a), n.pl. [NL., < Gr.

li,6voQ, single, -I- Kmiog, a circle : see cycle'-.] A
division of holothurians containing those in

which the tentacles are in one circle or series

:

correlated with Seterooyclia.

monocyclic (mon-o-sik'lik), a. [< Gr. fiovdiwiOMg,

having but one circle : see monooycle and 4c.]

1. Disposed in a single whorl or circular series,

as the stamens in many flowers.— 2. Of or per-
taining to the Monocyclia.

monocyst (mon'o-sist), n. [< Gr. fi&vog, single,

-I- Kvang, a bag, pouch.] A tumor consisting
of only one cyst. TAomos, Med.Dict.
Monocystaceee (mon"6-sis-ta'se-e), n.pl. [NL.,

< Gr. ftdvog, single, + miang, a bladder, + -acew.]

A family of fungi of the order Monadimecs. They
are moisture-loving plants, occurring on living Alg(e ana
Protozoa, with the organs of reproduction reduced to the
form of sporocystfi. The family contains 3 genera.

monocysted (mon'o-sis-ted), a. [As monooyst
+ -ed^.] Having a single cyst ; monocystidean.

The developmental history of the mmwcysted grega-
rines. T. GiU, Smithsonian Keport, 1885.

monocystic (mon-o-sis'tik), a. [< monocyst +
-ic] Consisting of a single cyst, as a gregarine,
Encyc. Brit, XIX. 853.

Monocystidea (mon"9-sis-tid'e-a), m. pi. [NL.,
< MonocysUs + -idea.] A division of Grega-
rinida, containing those gregarines whose body
consists of a single sac: contrasted with Di-
cystidea. Also Monocystidw, as a family.

monocystidean (mon^o-sis-tid'e-an), a. Mon-
ocysted ; of or pertaining to the Monocystidea.

Monocystis (mon-o-sis'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. fid-

vog, single, + Kvang, a bag, pouch,] The typical

genus of Monocystidw. M. agilis is foimd in the
male organ of the earthworm.
Monocyttaria (mon"o-si-ta'ri-a), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. fidvog, single, + twrrdpiov, dim. of Kiirrapog,

a hollow, a cell, < niiTog, a hollow.] A division

of EadAolaria, containing those radiolarians
which have a single central capsule: distin-

guished from Polycyttaria. Most radiolarians
are of this character. Also called Monozoa.
monocyttarian (mon'o-si-ta'ri-an), a. and n.

[As Monocyttaria + -am.] I. a. Saving a sin-

gle central capsule, as a radiolarian ; of or per-
taining to the Monocyttaria. Also monoeoan.

II. n, A radiolarian whose central capsule
is single.

monodactyl, monodactyle (mon-o-dak'til), a.

Same as monodactylous. Nature, XXXVHI. 623.

Monodonta

monodactylic (mon^o-dak-tU'ik), a. [< Gr.
/x6vog, single, + 6dKTv7iog, a fingerj a dactyl : see
dactylic] In anc. pros., containing but one
dactyl: noting certain logaoedic meters. See
monanapestic.
monodactylous (mon-o-dak'ti-lus), a. [= F.
monodactyle= Pg. moriodaetylo, < Gr. uavoSaKrv-

/lof, one-flngered, < fidvog, single, + odKTv^og, a
finger or toe: see dactyl.] 1. Having but one
finger or toe; unidigitate.— 2. In Crustacea,

subchelate : applied to the subcheliform limbs
of crustaceans and arachnidans, in which there
is no opposable finger to convert the terminal
hook into a pincer-like claw or chela proper.

monodelph (mon'o-delf), n. [< Gr. ^og, sin-

gle, + 6eh^g, womb.] A monodelphian mam-
mal.
Monodelphia (mon-o-del'fi-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. fidvog, single, + Se^iig, wdinb.] The highest

of three primary divisions of mammals, or

subclasses of the class Mammalia (the other
two being Didelphia and Ornithodelphia)

;
pla-

cental mammals, or Placentalia. The subclass con-
tains all mammals except the marsupials and monotremes.
The young are retained in the womb by means of placental
attachment till they are well developed ; the scrotum is

never in front of the penis ; and the uterus and vagina are

never paired. The brain has a well-developed corpus cal-

losum, and comparatively small anterior commissure,
Tlie Monodelphia are variously divided into an upper and
a lower serieEf, EditcabUia or Megaelhena and iTieducaMlia
or Microsttiena; or into Archencephata (man alone), Gy-
rencephala, and Lissencephcda; or directly into a number
of orders. The orders of living monodelpbians now UBU-

ally adopted are eleven : Primates, Ferce, Ungidata, By-
racoidea, Prohosddea, Sirenia, and Cete, of the upper se-

ries ; and Chiroptera, InsecHvora, Olires (or Hodentia), and
Bruta (or MdenJMa), of the lower series. The families ate

aboutl20innumber. fiitAerialsasynonym. Also,wrongly,
Monadelphia.

monodelphian (mon-o-del'fi-an), a. and ». [<

MonodelpMa + -an.] '

I, a. Saving the female
generative passages single ; specifically, per-

taining to the Monodelphia, or having their

characters.

II. n. A monodelphian mammal.
monodelpMc (mon-o-del'fik), a. [< monodelph
+ -ic] Same as rnonodelphian.

monodelpbous (mon-o-del'fus), a. Same as

monodelphian.
monodia (mo-no'di-a), n. Same as monody,
monodic (mo-nod'ik), a. [= It. monodico, < Gr.

/iov(i>SiK6g, < /lovCjidia, a monody : see monody.] la
music, pertaining to monody or homophony;
homophonic. Also monophonic—JiionodiD school
or style, that style of composition which supplanted the
purefy polyphonic or contrapuntal about 1600.

monodical (mo-nod'i-kal), a. [< monodic + -ah]
Same as monodic.
monodically (mo-nod'i-kal-i), adv. In a mo-
nodic manner.
monodichlamydeous (mon-o-di-kla-mid'e-ns),
a. [< Gr. /idvog, single, + 6o-, two, -1- x^P-^cXx^-
p-vS-), a cloak.] In hot., having indiJBEerently

either a calyx only, or both calyx and coroUa.
Lindley. [Not now in use.]

monodimetric (mon-'o-di-met'rik), a. [< Gr.
/idvog, single, + dig, St-, twice, + /lirpov, measure

:

see dimetric] In crystal., same as dimeMc or

tetragorutl.

monodist (mon'o-dist), n. [= Pg. monodista;
as monod-y+ -ist.] One who composes or sings
in a monodic style, as opposed to the polyphon-
ic style : opposed to contrapuntist.

Monodon (mon'o-don), n. [NL., < Gr. /tovddovg

(/lovodovT-), having but one tooth: see moru)-

dont.] X. A genus of delphinoid odontoeete
cetaceans, containing only the narwhal, M. mo-
noceros, distinguished by its unique dentition.
With the exception of some rudimentary and irregular
teeth, the whole dentition consists of a pair of teet^ lying

skull and Tusk of Male Narwhal iSfonodon tmmeceros),

horizontally in the jaw ; in the female they remain em-
bedded and cemented in their sockets, but in the male
the left one grows into an enormous tusk, like a horn pro-
jecting from the forehead, sometimes half as long as the
entire animal, straight, slender, cylindricid, but spirally

grooved sinistrally, and thus resembling a rope. The ver-

tebrse are 50 in number, the ribs 11 ; the cervicals are nor-

mally free, and there is no dorsal fin. See cut under nar-

whal.

2. In conch,., same as Monodonta. Cuvier, 1817.

monodont (mon'o-dont), a. [< Gr. /wvddovg (/lovo-

dovT-), having but one tooth, < /idvog, single, +
bdoiig = E. tooth.] Having only one tooth.

Monodonta (mon-o-don'ta), n. [NL., < Gr.

fiovddovg (/iovorfovr-), having but one tooth: see

monodont.] A genus of top-shells of the family
Trochidce, having a toothed columella: named



Monodonta

Montxlonta labia. Monodonta (Ctancuius)
fharaonis.

by Lamarck in 1799. There are a ntimber of
^eeies, known as rosarysheUs.
Monodontinse (mon'6-don-tS'ne), «.j>Z. CNL.,
< Monodon (*-) + -iiue^ The narwhals as a sub-
family of Delphinidce : now usiially merged in
the subfamily DelphinapteriruB.
Monodora (mon-o-do'ra), ». [NL. (Dunal,
1817), so called in'allusion to the solitary flow-
ers; < G-r. /idvog, single, + dapov, gift.] A genus
of dicotyledonous polypetalous plants of the
order Anonacem and the tribe Mitrephorece,
distmgnished by a one-celled compound ovary
with numerous seeds attached over the whole
surface of the walls. They are b-ees with large soli-

tary validated flowexs, hanging upon a long stalk which
tenniijates the stem or is opposite the leaves. Xbe; have
ttiree sepals, six wavy petal^ many short stamens, and a
shield-shapai stigma ; uieir lai^ glohose woody fruit con-
tains numerous seeds in a resinous central pulp. There
are 3 species, natives of central Africa, of which M. Myris-
tica, the calabash-uutm^ furnishes in its seeds a nutmeg-
like spice. It is cultivated in Jamaica, etc, and hence
caHeiAmeneany Jamaica, auA Mexican nutmeg, M.At^o-
lensis yields a similar product.

monodrama (mon-o-dra'n^), n. [NL., < Gr.
/iivoQ, single, + dpajia, a drama.] A dramatic
piece for a single performer or actor: some-
times used also for a piece for two performers.
monodramatic (mon'o-dra-mat'ik), a. [<.mon-
odrama + -atic^.'i Pertaining to a monodrama.
monodramet, n. [< monodramaJ] Same as
monodrama.
monodromic (mon-o-drom'ik), a. [< Gr. u6voc,

single, + 6p6/iog, a course, running, race.] In
math., having a single- sheet in the Biemann's
surface; not having different values for one
value of the variable. A monodromicfunction is one
having the property that i^ by a continuous change, the
variable m^es an excursion and returns to its original
value, the function will also return to its original value.
Also monotropic.

monody (nion'o-di),n.; yLmotiodies (-diz). [Also
monodia; = F." monodie= Sp. monodia= Pg. It.

monodia, < ML. monodia, < LL. monodia, mono-
dium,KQT.fwvip6ia, asolo, lament, </ittii'Of, single,

+ ii6r), a song, ode: see ode.] 1. In music: (a)

A style of composition inwhich one voice-part
decidedly preponderates in interest over the
others; homophony: opposed to polyphony, in
which all the voice-parts are equally important.
The term is specially applied to the modem sfyle which
arose somewluit before 1600 in Italy, andwhich led rapidly
to the invention and great popularity of the opera, the ora-

torio, and the insbnmental suite. The style itself hadlong
before been known in popular songs and dances, but only
-then asserteditself as a controllingpower in artistic music.

(6) Apiece written inmonodic style ; a melody,
tune, or air, usually for the voice, (c) A com-
position written in one part only ; a solo. Also
monophony.

Funerall songs were called . . . Monodia if they were vt-

tered by one alone, and this was vsed at the enterment of
Princes and others of great accompt, and it was reckoned
2t great ciuilitie to vse such ceremonies.

PuttenJiam, Arte of £ng. Foesie, p. 39.

2. Monotonous sound; monotonousness of
sound.

Hear the tolling of the bells

—

Iron bel^

!

What a world of solemn thought their monody compels

!

Poe, The Bells, iv.

monodynamlc (mon'o-di-nam'ik), a. [< Gr.
jiAvoc, single, + Swa/iic, power: see dynamic.'}

Having but one power, capacity, or talent.

[Rare.]

Monodynamic men, men of a single taien^ are rarely
misapprehended. be Qidncey.

Monoeca (mo-ne'ka), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. fiivoc,

single, + olicof, House.] In De Blainville's

classification (1825), the second of three sub-
classes of hisParac^halophora, contrastedwith
Dioica and Hermaphrodita, named in the form
Monoiea.
Monoecia (mo-ne'shi-a), n.pl. [NL., < Gr. /aJwof,

single, + oIkoc, house'."] The twenty-first class

of plants in the artificial system of Linnreus.

In this class the stamens and pistils are in

separate flowers on the same plant, as in the

AracetB.

Branch of the Moaoecious
Tree Alnus viridts.

, male catkins; b, female
catkins ; c, fruiL
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moncecian, monecian (mo-ne'shi-an), a. and
«. [< monwd-ous + -an.] 1. a. Same as monce-
eious.

n. H. A monoecious animal.
monoecious, monecious (mo-ne'shus), a. [<
Gr. fiAvo(, single, -t- oocof,

house.] 1. In bat: (a) In
phanerogams, having the
stamens and pistils in
different flowers on the
same plant. (6) In crypto-
gams, having both male
and female organs on the
same individuaL— 2. In
sool., having both male
andfemale sexualorgans

;

hermaphrodite ; andro-
gynous: applied accord-
ing to the corresponding
usage inbotany: opposed
to diceeious. in numberless
lower invertebrates the male
andfemale products of genera-
tion, or ova and spermatozoa,
mature in the same individnsj
without sexual intercourse. In
many other cases, as those of
worms and snaH^ every indi-
vidual is both male and female,
but there is sexual intercourse
and reciprocal impregnation
between two individuals.

monoecionsly, moneciously (mo-ne'shus-li),
adv. In a monoecious manner ; with a tendency
to moncecism—Monoeclously polygamous, in bot.

See pdygam-ous.

moncecism, monecism (mo-ne'sizm), n. [< mo-
noBc(iotcs) + -dsm.} The state or quality ofbeing
monoecious; hermaphroditism; androgyneity.
monoembryony (mon-o-em'bri-on-i), n. [< Gr.
u6voc, single, + e/iPpvov, embryo : see embryo.']
in bot., the condition of possessing only a sin-

gle embryo, as the seeds of most angiosperms.
monoflagellate (mon-o-flaj'e-lat), a. [< Gr.
fidvog, single, + E. flagellate^, a.'] Monomasti-
gate or uniflagellate, as an infusorian.

monogam (mon'o-gam), n. [< LL. monogamies,
< LGr. /loviyaiioc, married but once : see monoga-
mous.'] In bot., a plant that has solitary flowers
with the anthers united.
Monogamia(mon-o-ga'mi-a),re.pZ. [NL.,<LGr.
uov6yafu>s, married but once : see monogamotis.]
In bot., one of the six orders of the nineteenth
class, the Syngenesia, in the Linnean system, in
which the flowers are solitary and have united
anthers.

monogamian (mon-o-ga'mi-an), a. Same as
monogamous.
monogamic (mon-o-gam'ik), a. [< MGr. pmrvo-

ya/wmc, < /wv&ya/wg, one married but once : see
monogam.] Same as monogamous. H. Sidg-
wick. Methods of Ethics, p. 227.

monogamist (mo-nog'ar-mist), n. [< monogam-y
+ -ist.] 1. One who'has been married only
once ; one who believes that a person shouldnot
marry oftener than once— that is, that a wid-
ower or widow should not remarry.

I maintained . . . that it was unlawful for a priest of the
Church of England, after the death of his first wife, to take
a second, or, to escpress it in one word, I valued myself upon
being a strict monogamic. Goldsmith, Vicar, iL

2. Onewho has but one (living and undivorced)
wife, as opposed to a bigamist or a polygamist.

monogamistic (mon'o-ga-mis'tik), a. [< mo-
nogamist + -ie.] Same as monogamovs.
monogamous (mo-nog'a-mus), a. [< F. mono-
gams = Sp. mon6gamo"=: Pg. It. monogamo, <

LL. monoganms, < LGr. lundyaiwi, married but
once, < Gr. /i&voq, single, + ya/mf, marriage.] 1.

Practising or supporting the principle of mo-
nogamy, (o) Marrying only once— that is, not remarry-
ing after the death of the spouse : opposed to digaTnous.

(b) Manying only one at a time : opposed to bigamous or
polygamoug.

2. Of or pertaining to monogamy: as, monogor
mows doctrines or customs.—3. In zool., having
only one mate ; living in pairs : as, a monoga-
movs family of birds.— 4. In bot., having soli-

taryflowerswithunited anthers, asinXofteKo.

—

Doubly monogajnous, in onvUk., said of birds the male
of which takes part in nest-building, incubation, and care
of the young, as pigeons and many other birds.

monogamy (mo-nog'a-mi), n. [= F. motiogamie
= Sp. monogamia = Pg. It. monogamia, < LL.
monogamia, < LGr. fiovaya/iia, single marriage, <
/iov6ya/wc, married but once : see monogamous.]
1. The practice of marrying only once, or the
principle which upholds that practice ; the prin-
ciple tiiat forbids remarriage after the death of
a former husband or wife : opposed to digamy.
See bigamy, 2.—2. The condition ofbeingmar-

monogeny

ried to only one person at one time : opposed to
bigamy or polygamy. See bigamy, 1.

The monogamy of the modem and western world is, in
fact, the tnonogamy of the Bomans, from which the license
of divorce has been expelled by Christian moialliy.

Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 60.

3. In zool., the habit of having only one mate

;

the habit of living in pairs ; the paired state.

—

Double monogamy, in omith., the state or habit of be-
ing doubly monogamous. See phrase under moTwgamous.
monoganglionic (mon-o-gang-gli-on'ik), a. [<
Gr. /iSvog, single, + E. ganglion + -ic.] Having
a single ganglion.

monogastric (mon-o-gas'trik), a. [= P. mono-
gastrique, < Gr. u&vog, single, + yaariip, stomach:
see gaster^, gastric.] Having only one stomach
or digestive cavity— Konogastric Dlphyids or
DiphydSB. See the quotation under diphyzomd.

Monogenea (mon-o-je'nf-a), n.pl. [NL., < Gr.
fiovoyev^S, only-begotten, single: see monoge-
nous.] A division of fluke-worms or trematoids,
containing those which undergo scarcely any
change or comparatively little transformation
in development: opposed to Digenea. There
are several families and numerous genera.
monogeneous (mon-o-je'nf-us), a. [< Gr. /i6-

voc, single, + yivoc, land.]' 1. In MoL, gener-
ated in the same form as that of the parents

;

homogeneous as regards stages of development

:

speciflcaHysaid of theJlfonogrenea.—2. Jnmath.,
having a single differential coefficient.

monogenesis (mon-o-jen'e-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
tf^vof, single, + yiveaif, origin : see genesis.] In
biol. : (o) Development of the ovum from a pa-
rent similar to itself: opposed to metagenesis.
E. van Beneden. (jb) Generation of an individ-
ual from one parent which develops both male
and female products, or ova and spermatozoa.
A. Thomson, (c) Descent of aU living things
from a single cell. Haeckel.
monogenesy (mon-o-jeu'e-si), n. [As mono-
geiwsis.] Same as monogenism or monogony.
Encye. Diet.

monogenetic (mon*o-je-net'ik), a. [< monogen-
esis, atter genetic.] i. Of or pertaining to mono-
genesis.—2. Of or relating to monogenism.
The monogenetic theory, which believes in the original

common origin of all mankind from one pair.

Science, VIL 169.

3. In geol., being the result of one genetic pro-
cess : applied by Dana to mountain-ranges.

The Appalachians, a range of many mountain ridges
and valleys, constitute one individual among mountains,
because a result of one genetic process, or, in a word,
mmtogenetie. Dana, Han. of GeoL (3d ed.), p. 796.

monogenism (mo-noj'e-nism), n. [< monogen^
+ -ism.] The descent of the whole human
race from a single pair. Also called monogeny.
— Adamltic monogenism, the descent of the human
racefrom Adam andEv^ according to the Mosaic account.
Huaiey, Critiques and Addresses, p. 159.

monogenist (mo-noj'e-nist), n. and a. [< jko-

nogen^ + -ist.] I. n. 1. One who maintains
the doctrine of monogenesis in any form.

To meet the inevitable question of "'Whence the first

organic matter?" the Mamogenist is reduced to enumer-
ate the existing elements into which the simplest living
jelly or sarcode is resolvable. Oioen, Anat. (1868), iii 817.

2. One who believes in the doctrine of mono-
genism.

According to the.Kon^eniste, all mankind have sprung
from a single pair, whose multitudinous progeny spread
themselves over the world.

Bwdey, Critiqaes and Addresses, p. 15a

n. a. Of or pertaining to monogenesis or
monogenism : as, a monogenist theory.

monogenistic (mon'o-je-nis'tik), a. [< mono-
genist + -ic] Same as monogenist.

monogenous (mo-noj'e-nus), a. [< Gr. /wvoyevjic,

only-begotten, single, < /imoc, single, + -yev^c,

< -/j-Ev, produce: see -genous.] 1. Generated
or generating by means of fission, gemmation,
or sporulation, as modes of asexual reproduc-
tion.

BeprodDction by fission, which, with that by budding
and spore-formation, is included under the term moiM-
gcTums asexual reproduction.

Clans, Zoology (trans.), p. 96.

2. Of or pertaining to monogenism.—3. In

math., having a single differential coefficient

considered as a rule of generation—Uonoge-
nous function, a function, X + Ti, at the imaginary

variable x + yi, such that

a5"~ay aw aa;'

It is usually defined as a function having a differential eo-

efficient.

monogeny (mo-noj'e-ni), n. [< Gr. ft&voc, sm-

gle, + -yevetu, '< •/ /ev, produce : see -geny,] 1.



monogeny
Same as monogony, 1, or monogenesis.— 2. Same
as monogenism.
monoglot (mon'o-glot), a. [< LGr. /lovdyTionrog,

/iovdy'Aaaaog, speaking but one language, < Gr.
fidvoc, single, + yXCyrra, Attic form of yTMoaa,
tongue, language.] 1. Speaking or using only
one language.— 3. Written or published in
only one language.
mon'ogoneutic (mon"o-go-nu'tik), a. [< Gr.
li6vog, single, + yovevkv, produce, < ydi/og, off-

spring, generation.] In entom., single-brooded

;

having only one brood during a year.
monogonic (mon-o-gon'ik), a. [< monogony +
-ic] Of or pertaining to monogony: same as
monogenous, 1.

Monogonopora (mon'^o-go-nop'o-ra), n. pi.
[Nil., neut. pi. of mo'nogonoporus: see mono-
gonoporous.'] A division of dfindrocoelous tur-
bellarian worms, having the sexual opening
single, whence the name, it contains the land and
fresh-water planarians of the families Playiariidis and
OeoplanidcB. Opposed to Diffonopora.

monogonoporic (mon-o-gon-o-po'rik), a. [As
monogonopor-ous + -ic."] Having a single sex-
ual opening or generative pore; specifically,

pertaining to the Monogonopora, or having
their characters.

monogonoporous (mon"o-go-nop'o-rus), a. [<
NL. monogonoporus, < Gv.'/Iivog, single, + ydvog,

generation, -t- Trdpog, passage.] Having a single
genital pore, as a tuibellarian; pertaining to
the Monogonopora : opposed to digonoporoiis.

monogony (mo-nog'o-ni), n. [< Gr. /i6voc, single,

+ -yovla, < -^ ytv, produce: see -gonyJ\ 1.

Asexual reproduction; agamogenesis : used by
Haeckel in distinction from ampMgony. Monog-
ony is exhibited in the lowest animals, in which there is

no sex, as in cases of reproduction by fission or gemmation
without conjugation. The term is not applied to asexual
modes of reproduction, as parthenogenesis, which occur
in sexed animals. Also moTwgeny, raonogmesy.
2. Same as monogenesis.
monogram (mon'o-gram), n. [= P. mono-
gramme= Sp. monograma= Pg. It. monogramma,
< LL. monogramma, < Gr. /iovoypd/i/iarov (not
*/M)v6jpa/i/ia), a character consisting of several
letters in one, neut. of /jovoypd/i/iarog, consisting
of one letter (/iov6ypa/i/iog, drawn with single
lines, outlined, > li. monogrammus, an outUne
sketch, skeleton, shadow), <. jiAvog, single, +
ypdfi/ia{T-), letter: see gram^'] 1. One char-
acter in writing; a mark or design formed or
consisting of one letter.

If in compasse of no art it [my superficies] came
To be described by a manogrmn.

B. Jonson, Discoveries, Ixx.

2. Two or more of the letters of a name or
word, or- of the initials of several names or
words, so combined as to form or appear to
form a single character.

That the founder was a Bishop Euphrasius is shown by
his irwnogrwm on many of the stilts.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 101.

3t. A picture drawn in lines without color; a
sketch.

A kind of first draught or ground colours only, and
monogra/m of life. Hmmrwnd, Works, IV. 571. {L(Uha/m.)

monogram-machine (mon'o-gram-ma-shen"),
n. A foot-press used to stamp monograms, ini-

tials, etc., on paper and the like.

monogramma! (mon'o-gram-al), a. [< mono-
gram (IiLi. monogramma)+ -al'."] Same as mono-

[Rare.]

monogrammatic (mon''6-era-mat'ik), a. [==

F. monogrammaUque, < LL. monogramma{t-),
monogram: see monogram.'] In the style or

manner of a monogram
;
pertaining to mono-

grams.
One photo-lithographed plate of monograamrwMc em-

blems, the meaning of which remains unknown.
The Academy, April 6, 1889, p. 243.

monogrammic (mon-o-gram'ik), a. [= F. mono-
grammigue; as monogram (LL. monogramma) +
-ic.\ Same as monogrammatic.
monograph (mon'o-graf ), n. [= F. monographs
= Pg. monographo, < Gr. [jAvog, single, + ypafr/,

writing.] An accoimt or description of a sin-

gle thing or class of things ; a treatise on a sin-

gle subject or a single department, division,

or detail of a branch of study.

A monogrc^h on the ant, as treated by Solomon, show-

ing the harmony of the Book of Proverbs with the results

of modem research. George Eliot, Middlemarch, xvil

monograph (mon'o-graf), V. t. [< monograph,

».] To write or 'produce a monograph on;

treat in a monograph.
The British species of Lumbricus have never been care-

fully mmwgraphed.
Darain, Formation of Vegetable Mould, p. 8.
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monographer (mo-nog'ra-fer), n. A writer of
monographs.
monographic (mon-o-graf'ik), a. [= F. mono-
graphigue= Sp. monogrdfico = It. monografico;
as monograph + -ic] 1. Of or pertaining to
a monograph; of the nature of a monograph.

It does not pretend to monografpMc completeness,which
would require far more profound and exhaustive studies.

Sdenee, VII. 95.

2. Pertaining to or of the nature of a mono-
gram.
A monograpMc combination of the letters A and P.

Hoaxer's Mag., LXXTI. 746.

3. Drawn in lines without colors.

monographical (mon-o-graf'i-kal), a. [< mono-
graphic + -aZ.] Same as monographic.
monographically (mon-o-graf'i-kal-i), adv.
In the manner or form of a monograph.
monographist (mo-nog'ra-fist), «. [< mono-
graph + -ist.] One who writes a monograph.
monographous (mo-nog'ra-fus), a. [< mono-
graph + -o«s.] Monograpliio.
monography (mo-nog'ra-fi), n. [= P. mono-
graphic = Sp. m'onografia = Pg. monographia
= It. monografia, < Gr. [idvog, single, + -ypcupia,

< ypdfsiv, write.] 1. A delineation in lines
without colors ; an outline sketch.— 2. A mon-
ograph ; also, a system of monographs.
In order to write a complete mmwgraphy of the Kash-

miri style, we ought to be able to trace it very much fur-
ther back than anything in the previous pages enables us
to do. J. Fergvason, Hist. Indian Arch., p. 294.

monogyn (mon'o-jin), n. [< Gr. jidvog, single,

-I- ymifj, female (in mod. bot. a pistil).] In tot.,

a plant having only one pistil or stigma.
Monogynia (mon-6-jin'i-a), n. pi. [NL. : see
monogyn.'] In T>ot., the name of the first order
in each of the first thirteen classes in the Lin-
nean system, comprehending such plants as
have only one pistil or stigma in a flower.

monogjrnian (mon-o-jiu'i-an), a. [< NL. Mono-
gynia + -an.] Pertaining to the order Mono-
gynia; having only one pistil or stigma.
monogynist (mo-noj'i-nist), n. [< monogyny +
-ist. ] One who adopts or favors monogyny.
monogynoecial (mon"o-ji-ne'gial), a. [< Gr.
/j.6vog, single, + NL. gynoecium + -al.] In bot.,

formed by the pistil of one flower : applied to
simple fruits.

monogynous (mo-noj'i-nus), a. [< momgyn-^ +
-oiis.] 1. Having only one wife; living in mo-
nogyny; monogamous, as a man: correlated
with monand/rous.—2. 'La.zool., having only one
female mate.— 3. Same as monogynian.
monogyny (mo-noj'i-ni), n. [< Gr. /j^vog, single,

-I- yvvfi, female.] In nool. and anthrop., a mat-
ing with only one female or wife ; the monogy-
nous state: correlated with monandry.
monohemerous (mon-o-he'me-rus), a. [< Gr.
/iovo^/iepog, prop, /wv^uspog, lasting one day only,
< /idvog, single, -I- ^/^epa, day.] fii med., lasting
or existing only one day.
monohydrated (mon-6-hi'dra-ted), a. [< Gr.
/iSvog, single, + Map {iiip-), water: see hydrate.]
Containing one molecule of water. This term was
formerly applied to such acids as were regarded as formed
from an oxid by the addition of one molecule of water, as
monohydrated nitric acid, (HN0a)2, formed from the oxid
N2O5 by adding a molecule of water, H2O.
monohydric (mon-o-hi'drik), a. [< mono- +
hydr(ogen) + -ic] Containing one atom of hy-
drogen. Specifically applied to such acids as have a
single hydrogen atom replaceable by a basic atom or radi-
cal, as formic or lactic acid ; and also to alcohols which by
oxidation exchange two atoms of hydrogen for one of oxy-
gen, and form acids containing the same number of car-
bon atoms as the alcohols from which they were derived.

Monoica (mo-noi'ka), n. pi. Same as Monmea.
monoid (mon'oid), a. and n. [< Gr. /tovoeiSiig,

of one form, uniform, < /idvog, single, -I- el6og,

form.] I. a. In anc.pros., containing but one
kind of foot: noting certain meters. Monoid me-
ters are also called pure meters or smipte meters, and dis-
tinguished from compound (episynthetic) meters and mAxed
or logatxdic meters.

II. n. In math,, a surface which possesses a
conical point of the highest possible (n—l)th
order.

mono-ideism (mon"o-i-de'izm), n. [< Gr. /idvog,

single, + ISia, idea (see idea), -f- -ism.] Con-
centration of the mind upon one thought or
idea ; a brooding on one subject ; mild mono-
mania. [Rare.]

It is observed that the mental condition of hypnotised
"subjects " is often one of markedmojio-^tMsm— of strong
and one-sided attention.

Proc. Soc. Psych. Research, III. 407.

monolatry (mo-nol'a-tri), n. [< Gr. /lomg, single,
-I- ?iaTpeia, service, worship: see latria.] The
idolatrous or pagan worship of one divinity;

monomachy
also, the worship of one God, but not necessari-
ly with an explicit disbelief in other divinities.

Thus results a worship of one 60A— monolatry, as Well-
hausen calls it— which is very different from genuine
monotheism. Huxley, in Nineteenth Century, XIX. 495.

monolith (mon'o-lith), n. [= P. monolithe =
Sp. monoHto = Pg. monoUtho, a monolith, <

LL. monolithus, < Gr. /lovohdog, made of one
stone, as a pillar or column, < fidvog, single, +
TiWgg, stone.] A single stone; by extension,
any structure or object in stone formed of a
single piece : it may be an independent monu-
ment standing alone, as an Egyptian obelisk,

or a menhir, or any part of a structure, as a
column.
monolithal (mon'o-lith-al), a. [< monolith +
-al.] Same as monolithic.

monolithic (mon-o-lith'ik), a. [= P. monoUth-
ique = Pg. monoUihico; as monolith +• -ic] 1.

Formed of a single stone, as an obelisk or the
shaft of a column.— 2 . Consisting of monoliths

:

as, a monolithic circle.— 3. Of or pertaining to

a monolith.

There is no doubt that thevc monolithic character is the
principal source of the awe and wonder with which they
have been regarded.

J. Fergusson, Hist. Indian Arch., p. 338.

monolobite (mo-nol'o-bit), «. [< Gi.udvog, sin-

gle, -I- ?x>/36g, lobe (see lobe), + -ite^.j A'trilo-

bite in which the mlobed or tripartite charac-
ter of the upper surface is almost lost, as in

the genus Eomalonotus.
monolobiilar (mon-o-lob'u-lar), a. [< Gr. /idvog,

single, + NL. lobulu's, lobule':" see lobular.] Con-
sisting of or pertaining to a single lobe.

monolocular (mon-o-lok'u-lar), a. [< Gr. fidvoc,

single, + L. locuhis, a compartment (cell), dim.

of locus, place : see loculus.'] Same as unilocular.

Monolocularia (mon-o-lok-ii-la'ri-a), n. pi.

[NL. : see monolocular.] Those animals whose
hearts are monolocular, or which have but
one cardiac cavity. Wilder^ Amer. Nat., 1887,

p. 914.

monologianf, n. [< monology + -an.] Same
as monologue, 1. Minsheu.
monologist (mo-nol'o-jist), n. [= Sp. monoh-
gista; as monologue ¥ -ist.] 1. One who talks

in monologue or soliloquizes.— 2. A monopo-
lizer of conversation. De Quincey.

monologue (mon'o-log), n. [< P. monologue =
Sp. mondlogo = Pg. It. monologo, a sole speaker,
also a soliloquy, < LGr. iiavokyyog, speaking
alone or to oneself, < Gr. pivog, alone, 4- Xiyciv,

speak.] If. One who does all the talking. Min-
sheu.—2. That which is spoken by one person
alone. Especially—(a)Adramaticsoliloquy. (!))Akind
of dramatic entertainment, consisting of recitations, imi-

tations, anecdotes, songs, etc., performed throughout by
one person.

He [Charles Mathews] instituted in 1818, in imitation of

Eoote and Dibdin, a species of entertainment in the form
of a monologue, which, under the title of "Mathews at

Home," proved very successful. Amer. Cyc, XI. 279.

(c) A long speech or harangue uttered hy one person, es-

pecially in the course of a conversation.

He sate at the feet of the teacher and listened with
much apparent interest to monologues, not one-fifth part
of which he could anyways understand. W. Black.

His [Wordsworth's] finest passages are always mom-
logues. Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 240.

monologuize (mon'o-log-iz), v.i.; pret. and
pp. monologuized, ppr. monologuizing. [< mmi-
ologue + -ize.] To soliloquize. [Rare.]

Her lips had a habit of silently monologuizing, moving
in the manner of one who speaks with great rapidity, but
with no audible utterance.

W. Besant, Children of Gibeon, i.

monology (mo-nol'o-ji), n. [< LGr. jimoTuoyia,

simple language (taken in sense of ' a solilo-

quy'), < fiovdAoyog, speaking alone: see morir

ologue.] The act or habit of indulging in

monologues, or of monopolizing conversation
by long narratives or dissertations ; the habit
of soliloquizing.

It was not by an insolent usurpation that Coleridge
persisted in monology through his whole life. De Quiruxy.

monomachla (mon-0-ma'ki-a), «. [LL.: see

monomMchy.] Same' as monomachy.
monomachist (mo-nom'a-kist), n. [< monom-
ach-y -¥ -ist.] One who fights in single com-
bat ; a duelist. [Rare.]
monomachy (mo-nom'a-ki), n. [Also monomch
chia; < P. monomachie= Sp. monomaqtda = Pg-
It. monomachia, < LL. monomachia, < Gr. /xavofia-

Xla, single combat, < /lovoft&xoSt fighting in single

combat, < /idvog, single, + ftdeadai, fight.] A
single combat; a duel.

Heroicall monmnachiea.
Barney, Pierce's Supererogation (1598)^



monomachy

SX^ J^,^„s^°™^.ir.'«'!"«*s'.

3S41 monopetalous
monometaUic (mon'o-me-tal'ik), a. [< Gr. tormusele, as an ovster: specificaUy, of orper-
^^, su^le, +^aM«v, metal: see metal.1 Con- taming to the Monomyaria Also I^mlansistmg of but one metal; specificaUy, oompris- H. n. A monomyarian bivalvemoSmgeomsthatconsistof butonemetal(ora]loy), monomyary (mon^-mi'a-ri), a. and n r= Fas gold or silver: as, a mommetaUio ciOTency. inonmnyaire, < NL. Monomyaria.2 Same as woh-

izm), n. [< omyarian.
. . ^ -J 1

of only one Mononeura (mon-6-nu'ra), n. »?. TNL < Gr
f!^.?1* standard of value in the coinage of f^m, single, + veipav, neA-e.] Animal^ with

„ .,.„,
^country, also, the economic theory that advo- only a gangUonie nervous system. BudoliM

, < Gr. /lAvog, single, + uavia, ^^„AfYf^?.^^^ standard. See binietallisvi. mononomial (mon-o-no'mi-al), a. [< Gr. udvoc,
mia.^i 1. Insanity'in WclJ ™°?°5?^*^*F^^/?°?.-^'^t* S^^;^)- "• [< """^ single, + L. Ha,H(e«), name": see TK^inaZ. cl:
r less complete limitation of ^'""""\'^) "^ -'if.J One who advocates the the- vmnom.ial.'] In zool. and 6o«., consisting of a

single word or term: applied to the name of an
animal or a plant : opposedto binomial anipoly-
nomial. Coaes, The Auk, 1.320. Mso monomial.

Weimar and RoiHey, Cure for a Cuckold. L 2.

monomane (mon'o-man), n. [< p. monomanf
(= ±'g. monomano),<. monomanie,

rith monomama; a monomaniac. [Rare.] Imp. Diet
monomania (mon-o-ma'ni-a), ;i. r= F. mono

\— '&• "nfiwmuimj, \ monomanie, monomania- "" 6"*-*"^
fV.'"''^' ^ * monometallic currency,

see JHonowoHM.] One afllict^d with monoma" ™<M»0™etalUsm (mon-6-met'al-izm), n. [" monometaU(,uy) + -tm.] The use of only one Mononeura (mon-6-nu'ra), n. »?.

m,,,ie = Sp. OTonoBJanfa =~Pg. Itrmonomania, ** <;°"°°7;
< NL. monomania, < r^r ,,Av^ =i—^i„ j. „-..?:' eates such
madness: see mania
there is a more or less complete limitation of
the perverted mental action" to a pMticuIar "'y of "monometallism: opposed to W7»eteZZ»s*.
field, as a specific delusion, or an impulse to

moiODieter (mo-nom'e-tfer), a. and n
do some particular thing. The other mental
functions may show some signs of degenera-
tion.— 2. In popular use, an unreasonable zeal
for or mterest in some one thing; a craze.

^. *^*?'= was as aimous as any prince could be about
-?1!?"!?T °' '^ "™y- Pnt tbis anxiety never degen

[< LL.
manometer, &s a, noMa monometron, < QrT. luno- . , __,...„_„ ^„„„ „^,.„„
I^Tpog, consisting of one measure, </u}»wr, single, mononuclear '(mon5-nfi'Me-5r), o°." "r<"Gr uo-
^l^PO", a measm-e: see jnctej-2.] L a. In vof, single, + L. nactei/*, nucleus : seenucleaT.-]
pros., consisting of a single measure. Having a single nucleus ; uninuclear : as, laree

11. n. liij)ros., a meter consisting of a single mononuclear ceVis. ffueppe. Bacteriological In-

-t^ . - '• . ~.^.., „oT>=. >.^™. ™®*^™®-
, vestigations (trans.), p. 68.

nometer + -ic-al.^ Pertaining to or consisting "?"*> ro^ded behind, and rough on top; of dull or dark
/^f mi->n/^-rv..^^»«» . «—4-„;_; ^i _ ^ coloF

; aud with tho foFC Icgs raptoria], fitted fOF clutclung
insect prey.

monome mononym (mon'6-nim), n. [< Gr. /lovcmv/ioi,

1.11/7; ».«7.™/.™,v.7' o„„ 1
-,niulUno- having one name' </«}vof, single, + 5vo«a,6wua,

1 T^^^t^T ;«^^®l^°i"""""f'"*"'-^ J- " ^ "«^e: see onym.T A na£e consistiug oFa
of .^e^ikHH^f^^fS* '"^^0°''/ ^"^ ^'\°°* «i^gl« t«™; ^ mononomial name in zoSlogyofseveraladdedtogether.—2. In20o7.and6o*., Cos^, The Auk, I 321

""•"KJ'-

^™tj?£^T"^*"'~"°''°°^ dlfferentiant mononymic (mon-6-nim'ik), a

some paiticolar thing without intelligible motive and un-
restiained by considerations of propriety, moralily, or per-
sonal prudence. Persons manifesting tliis form of mental
deiaugement usually have exhibited signs of more or less
extensive mental degeneration. It includes suicidal in-
samty, homicidal insanity, dipsomania, pyromania, klep-
tomania, and certain forms of perverted sexual instinct
Also called frnptdmie imantty. =Syn. L Lunacy, Derange-
ment, etc See insanity.

monomaniac (mon-o-ma'ni-ak), a. and n. [=
F. monomanieique = Sp. It. monomaniaco; as
moimmnia + -ac.2 I. a. Same as momma-
niaceU.

n. «. 1. A person affected bymonomania.

—

II. n. In a^., an expression or quantity con-
sisting of a single term. See binomial. Also

^ ^__ monome.
2. In {air,_ one who is insane upon some one or -Blonomorinm (mon-o-mo'ri-um), ?i. [NL., <
more subjects, and apparently sane upon all
others.

monomaniacal (mon'o-ma-ni'a-kal), a. [<
monoman iac + -al.'] Of or pertaimng to mono-
mania; also, afflicted with monomania.

Patients confess thattheyhave been under the influence
of mononumiaeal ideas and terrible hallucinatious for a
long period, without their existence being suspected even
by their most intimate associates.

F. B. Window, Obscure Diseases of the Brain, ix.

Monomastiga (mon-o-mas'ti-ga), n. pi. [ML.
(in neuter) pi. of Monomastix. ] A division of
flagellat« infusorians having one flagellum,
as the Mpnadidte, etc. : distinguished from Di-
mastiga.'

monomastigate (mon-o-mas'ti-gat), a. [< Gr.
uimc, single, + iiaori^ (jiaariy-), a whip, scourge.]
Having one flagellum ; uniflagellate : said of the
Monomastiga.
Monomastix (mon-o-mas'tiks), n. [NL., < Gr.
/idvoc, single, + '/laoTt^ {/laarty-), a whip,
scourge.] A genus of uniflagellate infusori-
ans proposed by Diesing in 1850, giving name
to the Monomastiga.
monome (mon'om), n. [< F. mondme = Sp. Pg.
It. monomio, < NL. ^monomium, for *mono-
nomium. < Gr. fiovoc, single, + L. nom^en),

... . ,, [< mononym +
-ic. ] Havingbut one name ; named in one word

;

mononomial: applied in zoology to a system of
nomenclature inwhich the name of each species
is a single word : opposed to dionymal oaApoly-
onymic.

In a mononymic system we shonld require as many sep-
arate names as there are objects to be named.

J. W. Dumting, EntomoL Monthj^ Mag., vttt 274.

Gr. ii6voQ, single, + fidpmv, dim. of /«ipoc, a part,
piece.] Agenusof JformtcidfE, havingthemeta-
tho^axunarmed,themandiblesnarrow, andthe _

^'^i^'aS'on^Stte-commt'Smf^^r* mononymizatiin (nxon^o^-i-za'shon), «. [<
pharaonis. Thiswell-known domestic pest America owes fnononymise + -anon.] The substitution of a

single word for several which had been used to-
gether as the name of something, as the em-
ployment of the name iter for a part of the
brain usually called iter a tertio ad guartum ven-
triculum. [Bare.]

The desired mononymizatum is best attained by simply
dropping the superflnous genitive [in the phrase " torcn-
lar Herophili"].

Buefs Handbook o/Med. Sciences, YUL 525, note.

mononymize (mon'o-nim-iz), ». t.; pret. and
pp. 7)iononymi;:ed, ppr. mononymizing. [< TO(w^o-
nym + -ise.] To convert (a polynomial name)
into a mononym.
Mononyz (mon'o-niks), «. [NL., < Gr. fiAvoQ,
single, + ovwf, anaU: see onyx.'] laentom.: (a)
The typical genus of Mononychinee, founded by
Laporte in 1837. M. amplicoUis is a large, broad
South American species ; M. stygius is found in
the southern United States. (6t) An unused
genus of coleopterous insects. BndU, 1838.

o 6 'si-an), a. Same as

Phaiaoh's Ajit (Mtmomorium fiharaonts).
I, female ; a, worker. ( Lines show natoial sizes.)

to Europe, though it has generally been considered of
American origin ; it is now almost cosmopolitan. It does
no great damage, but is troublesome from its myriads, its
habit of overrunning almost everything in the house that „
is eatable, and the great difflcnlly or impossibility of its monOOUSian (mon
extermination. monoousious.

Hence monomial. Cf. Unomial.l Same monomorpMc /mon-o-mor-^), «^ [^^^^ m^oonsion. (mon-o-S'si-us), a.
.
[< LGr..;<o«.as monomial.

Monomerat (mo-nom'e-ra), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
urn'oiupT/g, consisting oif one part, sjmgle: see
mono)nerous.'\ A section of coleopterous in-
sects proposed by Latreille for the reception
of certain minute species, it is now known that
his observations were imperfect^ these insects having real-
ly several tarsd joints, and pertaining to families which
LalTeille had included in other groups. _
Monomerosomata (mo-nom'e-ro-so'ma-ta), n.

pi. [NL. : see monoinerosomatoiis.1 The aea-
rids or mites as an order of tracheate arach-
nidans; the .4corida or .dcaridea. in teach's sys-

tem fliere were 4 orders of Arachnida— Dimerosomata,
spiders ; Potymerosomata, scorpion^ etc ; Monomeroso-
mata, mites; and Podosomata, the Pycnogomdce. West-
wood interposed Adeiarthrosomata between the second
and the tbird of these.

monqmerosomatons(mo-noin'e-ro-som'a-tus)
a. " ~

monomerous
the ,

parentlyunsegmented—as an acarid; of orper-

morph-ous + -»c.] 1. Jngool., of one and the
same (or essentially similar) type of structure;
formed much alike; notably uniform in mor-
phie character: said of a number of animals
coUeetively, or of the zoological group which
they constitute : as, birds are a highly mono-

ovaiog, of single essence, < Gr. fiAmg, single, +
ovaia, essence, < av (fem. ovaa), ppr. of dvai, be

:

see6el,e»s. Ct.homoousious.'] Having the same
substance; consisting of the same matter: used
to describe the Sabellian confounding of God
the Father and God the Son.

morp^tw class ^animals.- 2. In e« torn., having monoparesis (mon^-par'e-sis), n. [NL., <Gr.but one form, structure, or morphological char- ^o^^ij^i^, -^ ^ip^„^ ^ weakening,'-pariysis
aeter; identical or mvanable m form through- gee pare^.] Jji pathol, the parS of a s^gle
out successive stages of development; mono- part of the bodyfas of one li5mb.

t;^^'?™?.^^. *'°'?°""^^'"^''^?T*^^°?/^ . monopathic(moA-o-path'ik),a. Kmonopath^monomorphous (monK.-m6r'fus)j (7. [<Gr./«}- +.ic':^ In i,a*fto?.. involving the disorder rf
only one organ or function : said of disease.
monopathy (mo-nop'a-thi), n. [< LGr. /anwrd-
6eia, suffering in' one part of the body only, <

voc, single, + /wpf^, form.] 1. Same as mono-
morphic in any sense.— 2. Of invariable form:
specifically applied to certain neuropterous in-
sects which in their larval state are similar in
form to the perfect insect, though wingless.

taining to the Monomerosomata, or having their -J^^er in a common um
characters, as a mite: distinguished from di- Monomyaria (mon'o-n

merosomatous. volvmerosomatous, etc. ^^- f^' smgle,+ ftyc.merosomatous, polymerosomatous,

monomerous (mo-nom'e-rus), a. [< Gr. /jovo-

lupiic, consisting'of one'part, < it^yos, single, +
ItkpoQ, part.] 1. In zool., having the tarsi

single-jointed; uniarticulate, as a tarsus; spe-

cifically, of or pertaining to the Monomera.—2.

In bot., having but one member in each cycle

(pistil, stamen, petal, or sepal): said of a

flower. Compare dimerous, 2.

son being nearly complete, but united with the
other in a common umbilicus.

mi-a'ii-a), n. pi. [NL., <

muscle, + -aria.] An
order of bivalve moUusks with a single adduc-

Gr. jiivoQ, single, + tvMoq, suffering.] If. Soli-
tary suffering or sensibility.

Every one calcnlateth his nativity, and sentenceih his
own future fate, by crying at his buth ; not coming only
from the body's m&nepathy, or sole sufiering bychange of
itswarm quarters ; buf^ according to some, from sympathy
with the divining soul, that knoweth itself for a time ban-
ished from the Father of Spirits.

Whiaock, Manners of the :^lish (1654), p. 32. (Latham.)

2. In pathol., a disease or affection in which

tor muscle, or with one such muscle enlarged at °?iy°°\°;;f,7°'„^^
the expense of another, subcentral in portion monopersonal (mon-o-per son-al), a.

and remote iT-nm t.liBT.alHa.1 TtiaririTi. ti,« „»i., M°^} Single, 1-
and remote from the pEkllial margin. The order
contains the scallops, oysters, pearl-oysters, and related
forms, and is nearly coincident with AsipJumata. See cut
under dborium.

monomyarian (mon'6-mi-a'ri-an\ a. and n. [<
Monomyaria + -an.] I. a. Having one addue-

[<Gr.
L. persona, person: see jjersow-

al.] In iheol., having but one person or one
mode of existence.

monopetalous (mon-o-pet'a-lus), a. [= F.
monopetale = Sp. monopetnlo = Pg. It. mono-
petalo, < Gr. /wvof, single, + -i-dhiv, leaf (pet-



monopetalous

al).] In hot, havingthe petals united into one
piece Ijy their edges : more properly gamopeta-
lous or sympetalous,

monoplianous (mo-nof a^-nus), a. [< LGr. fw-
voipavi/c, visible alone, < Gr. fidvog, single, alone,
+ (jmiveadac, appear.] Having an appearance
similar to something else ; resembling each
other. [Bare.] Imp. Diet.

Monophlebites (mon"6-fle-bI'tez), n.pl. [NL.,
< QT.uAvoe, single, +' ijiU-ip (^/le/3-), a vein, +
-ites, B. -iie2.] A tribe or section of the homop-
terous subfamily Cocoinoe, including the largest
bark-lice known. Some Australian forms are
nearly two inches long.

monophobia (mon-o-fo'bi-a), TO. [NL., < Gr.
liovoQ, single, + -(jto^ia, < ^k^Eadai, fear (> ^6poQ,
fear).] hipafhol., morbid dread of being left
alone.

monophonic (mon-o-fon'ik), a. [< monophon-y
+ -»c.] Same as monodic.
monophonous (mon'o-fo-nus), a. [< Gr. /mv6-

(fiuvoc, with but one voice or sound, < Gr. /i6mc,

single,+ 0uv^,voice.] Producing a single sound
or note at one time : said of an instrument.
monoptaony (mon'o-f6-ni),m. [^As monophon-otis
+ -^3.] Same as monody, 1.

monophote (mon'o-fot), to. [< Gr. fi6vog, single,

+ 0(if (06t-), light.] An electric arc-lamp regu-
lator designed to work in single series, or on the
parallel-are system, between the leads of an
electric-light circuit. More fully named mono-
phote regulator.

monophthalmus (raon-of-thal'mus), n. [NL.,
< Gr. /wv6ij)da?\,/toQ, one-eyed, < /idvog, single, + 60-

ea/l/i(if, the eye.] In <erafo?., a monster with one
eye ; a cyclops.

The term anophthalmus unilateralis would seem to serve
better . . . than the term mon(^ht]wZ7nus, given by some
writers. Medical News, LII. 638.

monophthong (mon'of-th6ng), TO. [< Gr. fjovd-

(pBoyyog, of or with but one sound, containing
but one vowel; as a noun, a single vowel; <

/idvoc, single, + <jid6yyog, sound. Cf . diphthong.}
1. A simple vowel-sound.
Again, the sound of the so-called long English a in make,

pa/per, &C., although once a monophthong, is now pro-
nounced as a diphthong. Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 782.

2. A combination of two written vowels pro-
nounced as one.

monophthongal (mon'of-th6ng-gal), a. [<
monophthong + -at.'} Consisting of or pertain-
ing to a monophthong.
monophthongization (mon-of-th6ng-gi-za'-
shqn), TO. [< monophthongize + -ation.'\ The
reduction of a diphthong to a single sound.

Examples of the moTiophthonffization of et, so far as they
are found in the text of the Homeric poems.

Amer. Jour. Philol., VI. 420.

monophthongize (mon'of-th6ng-giz), v. t.;

pret. and pp. monophthongised, ppr. monoph-
thongizing, {(.monophthong + -ize."] To reduce
in enunciation to a single sound.

A monophthongized diphthong.
Am^. Jour. PhUol., VI. 436.

monophyletic (m6n"9-fi-let'ik), a. [< Gr. iwv6-
(jmXoi, of one tribe, <'Gr. fidvog, single, + cpvyj,

a tribe, > (jniXirtig, a tribesman, <Iiv?[,etik6c, be-
longing to a tribesman: see phyl^m^.'\ Of or
pertaining to a single phylum : said of a group
of any grade in zoology, with reference to the
origin of all the members of such group from a
common ancestor: opposed to polyphyletic. The
Tjwnophyletic hypothesis, in its logical application to the
animal kingdom, derives all animals from a single proto-
type; it is equivalent to the monogenetic hypothesis in
phylogeny.

My gastrsea theory, on which I base the monophyletic ge-
nealogy of the animal Idngdom.

HaecTcd, Evol. of Man (trans.), I. 247.

monophylitic (mon"6-fi-]it'ik), a. An errone-
ous form of monophyletic.

Polyphylitic origin, so far from being improbable, is as
likely an occurrence as monophylitic origin.

SoUai, Encyc. Brit., XXII. 426.

monophylline (mon-o-fil'in), a. [As mono-
phyll-ous + -j«ei.] Same as monophyllous.

monophyllous (mon-o-fil'us), a. [= F. mono-
phylU= Pg. monophilo = It. monofilo, < Gr. iu>v6-

^vXiog, having but one leaf, < fiivog, single, +
0iiX/W, leaf.] In hot., having but one leaf;

formed of one leaf.

Monophyllus (mon-o-fil'us), n. [NL., < Gr. iiov6-

^2/lof, having but one leaf: see monophyllous.']

A genus of leaf-nosed bats of the family Phyl-

lostomidce, founded by Leach in 1822. M. red-

mani is a West Indian species, about 12 inches

in extent, and of a grayish-brown color.
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monophyodont (mon-o-fi'o-dont), a. and n . [<

Gr. fiovofv^ig, of simple' nature, single, as teeth

(< /j6vog, single,+ (pvEW, produce),+ bSovg (bSovr-)

= E. tooth.] I. a. Having only one set of

teeth : opposed to diphyodont andpolyphyodont.
II. TO. An animal having only one set of teeth.

Monophyodonta (mon-o-fi-o-don'ta), TO. pi.

[NL. : see monophyodont'.] A'division of mam-
mals containing those which are monophyo-
dont, as the cetaceans. Sir B. Owen.
Monophysite (mo-nof'i-sit), to. and a. [= P.
monophysite, < L6r. fiovofvctlTrig, one who held
that Christ has but one nature, < Gr . ii6vog, single,

+ ^hatg, nature : seephysic.] I. to. Onewho holds
that there is but one nature in Christ; more
specifically, one of a sect which teaches that
there is but one commingled or compound na-
ture in Christ, partly divine and partly human,
in contradistinction to the orthodox doctrine
that by the incarnation two complete and per-
fect natures, the divine and the human, are
united without confusion ormutation in the one
person of Christ. Among Monophysites in the wider
sense are included the Eutychians and Monothelites. The
sect of Eutychians wasfounded by Eutyches, who was con-
demned at the Council of Chalcedon, A. D. 461. Theytaught
that there is but one nature in Christ, the divine. The
Monophysites properly so called hold that the divine and
human natures in Christ are combined into one compos-
ite nature. The first leaders of the Monophysites, and
founders of the present Monophysite or Coptic Church
of Egypt, were Dioscorus, condemned at Chalcedon (died
A. D. 454), and Timothy .^lurus ('Cat'), made patriarch
A. n. 467. In later times their most important leader was
SeveruB, about a. d. 620, whose followers were called Se-
verians, CorrupHcolcc, or Phthartolatrce, while those of an
opposite Monophysite sectwereknown as Jvlianists, Aph-
thartodocetOB, and Phantasiaists. In the sixth century the
Monophysites spread widely in Syria, and were named
JacoMtes, from Jacob Baradseus, Bishop of Edessa, S41-
78. At various times the Monophysites divided mto a
great number of sects, known by more than thirty dif-

ferent titles. These represented different shades of ori-

ginal Eutychianism and Monophysitism and attempts at
approach to orthodoxy. The most subtle form of Monophy-
sitism is Monothelitism (which see). Monophysitism is

at the opposite pole of doctrine to Nestorianism, the ortho-
dox doctrine as to the nature of Christ lying midway be-
tween the two. As distinguished from the Monophysites,
the orthodox are called Diphysites and Melchites. At the
present day the two great bodies of Monophysites are the
Copts and the Syrian Jacobites. The Armenian Church is

also often regarded as Monophysite or Eutychian, and the
Maronites before their submission to the Soman Church
were Monothelites. See Acephali (6), Agnoetae, Theopa-
schite, Tritheigt.

II. a. Same as Monophysitical.

Monophysitical (mon"o-fi-sit'i-kal), a. [< Mo-
nophysite + -ic-al.] (5f or pertaining to the
Monophysites or their doctrines ; of the nature
of the doctrines of the Monophysites.
Monophysitism (mo-nof'i-si-tizm), TO. [< Mo-
nophysite + -ism.] The doctrines of the Mo-
nophysites. Compare diphysitism.

Eutychianism revived in the form of Monophysitism, or
the doctrine that Christ had but one composite nature.
It makes the humanity of Clirist a mere accident of the
immutable divine nature.

Schaff, Christ and Christianity, p. 62.

monoplacid (mon'o-plas-id), a. [< Gr. /jAvog,

single, + nAaKovg, a flat cake: see placenta.]
Having but one madreporic plate, as a star-
fish: diatingnished from polypladd.
monoplacula (mon-o-plak'u-la), ». ;

;pl. mono-
placulcB (-le). [NL., < Gr. "/i&vog, single, +
KL.placula, q. v.] A single-layered germ; a
plaoula of one layer of cells, formed by vertical
fission of the germ: opposed to diploplacula.

Byatt, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1884. p. 89.

monoplacular fmon-6-plak'u-lar), a. [< mono-
placula + -ar^.] Single-layered, as a germ;
having the characteristics of a monoplacula.
monoplaculate (mon-o-plak'u-lat), a. [< mono-
placula + -ai«i.] Same as monoplacular. A.
Hyatt.

monoplast (mon'o-plast), n. [< Gr. jjAhoq, sin-
gle,+ TT^aardg, formed, molded, < TrMaaciv, form,
mold.] An organism consisting of a single
cell ; a simple or homogeneous form-element.
monoplastic (mon-o-plas'tik), a. [< monoplast
+ -ic] Of or pertaining to a monoplast.

monoplegia (mon-o-ple'ji-a), TO. [NL., < Gr.
ft&voc, single, + T^Ty^, stroke.] lapathol., pa-
ralysis limited to a single part, as of one arm or
leg. Compare hemiplegia, paraplegia.

monopleurobranch (mon-o-pl6'r5-brangk), a.

and TO. [< Gr. /iSvog, single, + irTUvpA, side, -1-

Pfi&yxia, gills.] I. a. Having giUs on only one
side ; of or pertaining to the Monopleuro})ran-
ehiata.

II. 71. Aia.emheTott'he Monopleurobranchiata.
Monopleurobranchia (mon - o -pi6-ro-brang '-

ki-a), TO. pi. [NL. : see monopleurolraneh.]
Same as Monopleurobranchiata.

monopolical

monoplenrobranchian (mon-6-pl6-ro-brang'-
ki-an), a. and ». [< monopleurobranch + -ian.]

Same as monopleurobranch.
Monopleurobranchiata (mon-o-plo-ro-brang-
ki-a'ta), n. jpi. INli.: see monopleurobranch.] A
suborder of opisthobranchiate gastropods hav-
ing plumose gills usually on one side, the right,

under the edge of the mantle. This name was pro-
posed by De Blainville in 1826 as that of the third order of
his Paraeephalophora monmca, divided into 4 families, as
the sea-hares and their allies. It is synonymous with Tec-
tibranchiata of Cuvier. The group is also called Pomaio-
branchiala. Also Monopleurobranehia. J. E. Gray, 1821.

monopleurobranchiate (mon-o-plo-ro-brang'-
ki-at), a. and n. [< monopUurooranch '+ -afei.]

Same as monopleurobranch.
Monopneumona (mon-op-nu'mo-na), n. pi.

[NL., neut. pi. : see Monopneumones.] Adivi-
,

sion of Dipneusta or Dipnoi, containing those
dipnoanswhich are single-lunged: distinguish-

ed from Dipneumona. The only existing rep-
resentative is Ceratodus.

Monopneumones (mon-op-nu'mo-nez), TO. pi.

[NL., < Gr. fidvog, single, + nveii/im), lung, usu-
ally pi. irvci/Mveg, the lungs.] Same as Monop-
neumona.
Monopneumonia (mon"op-nu-m6'm-a), n. pi.

[NL. : see Monopneumones.] Same as Monop-
neumona.
monopneumonian (mon^op-nu-mo'ni-an), a.

and n. [As Monopneumonia + -an.] I. a. Hav-
ing only one lung: specifically applied to the
Monopneumonia,

II, TO. A lung-fish, as Ceratodus.

monopneumonous (mon-op-nu'mo-nus), a.

[As Monopneumones + -ous.] Having only one
lung; of or pertaining to the Monopneumona,
Monopneumones, or Monopneumonia.
Monopnoa (mo-nop'no-a), n.pl, [NL., < Gr. /id-

vog, single, + -nvoog, breathing, < nvclv, breathe.]
In Owen's classification, a "subclass of Mep-
Ulia," containing all reptiles which breathe in

one way only—that is, by lungs: distinguished
from Dipnoa or Branchiotoca, which breathe in

two ways—that is, either by gills first and lungs
afterward in the case of the same individual,
or some of them by giUs and others by lungs.
In this scheme, not easy to define satisfactorily, Prof.

Owen makes his "class ReptiUia" cover not only tteptUia
in the usual sense, but also AmpkSbia or Batra£hia. His
Dipvwa are then conterminous with AmphStda proper.
He divides Mom^noa into the orders Pterosauria, IHno-
sauria, CrocodUia, Chelonia, Lacertilia, Ovhulia, Anorm-
dontia, Sauropterygia, and Ichthyopterygid. Comp. Anat.
Vert. (1868), III. 860.

monopode (mon'o-pod), a, and TO. [Cf . LL. mono-
podius, one-footed, L. monopodium, a table or
stand with one foot, < Gr. /tovSnovg duovoirorf-),

one-footed, < /i6vog, single, + Trovg (Trod-) = E.
foot] I. a. Having but one foot.

II. TO. 1. Any object supported on one foot
only; specifically, one of a fabled race of men
having but one leg. These, the Monoscelli or Sci-
opodes, are described by Pliny (Hist. Nat., viii.) as dwell-
ing in Ethiopia, and as possessing a single foot, so large
that it served when held up to shade them from the sun
when they lay down to rest.

The moMpodee, sheltering themselves from the sun be-
neath their single umbrella-like foot.

LoweU, Fireside Travels, p. 172.

2. In &a^., same as monopo^um.
monopodial (mon-o-po'di-al), a. [< monopodi-
um + -al.] Eesenibling or after the manner of

a monopodium.
monopodic (mon-o-pod'ik), a. [As monopod-y
+ -ic] In. pros., constituting a single foot; of
or pertaining to a single foot, or a measure con-
sisting in a single foot: as, OTOTOopofiic measure-
ment : opposed to dipodic.

monopodium (mon-o-po'di-um), TO.; pi. mono-
podia (-a). [NL., neut. of LL. monopodius.i
Gr. /mudirovg, one-footed: see monopode.] In
bot, an axis of growth which continues to ex-
tend at the apex in the direction of previous
growth, while lateral structures of like kind
are produced beneath it in acropetal succes-
sion. Goebel. Compare sympodium and dichot-
omy.
mqnopody (mon'o-pod-i), w.

;
pi. monopodies

(-iz). [< LL. monopodia, < Gr. /.unioiroSia, a
single foot, esp. as a measure, < fi&vog, single, +
TTot'f (jTod-) = B. foot.] In pros., a measure
consisting of but one foot : opposed to dipody.
See measure, 11.

monopolert, n, [< OF. monopoUer (P. monopo-
leur), < monopoU, monopoly: see monopoly.] A
monopolist. Cotgrave.

monopolicalt (mon-o-pol'i-kal), a. l<.*mono-
polic (= Pg. monopoiico) (< rnonopol^ + -ic) +
-al.] Monopolistic.



monopolical

taIr^ •eeofdlng to the decree ot Dsrius, that whosoeuer
to anenemy to oar peace, aod seeketh, either by^ie
oar veUaie, Oat his house was puUed downe

Quoted in Capt John SmM's Works, IL 5S.

monopolisatioii, monopolise, etc.
oUzation, etc.

See monop-

monopolist (mo-nop'o-list), H. [= Sp. Pg. It.
ntonopolUta; as monopol-y + -ist.^ 1. One Tvho
monopolizes or possesses a monopoly; one who
has exclusivecommand or control of anybraneli
of trade or article of commerce ; speeiacaUy, a
buyerup of the whole of a commodity in market
for the purpose of seUing at an advanced price

;

one having a license or privilege granted by
authority for the sole buying or semng of any
commodity. See monopoly.— 2. One who ob-
tains, assumes, or occupies anything to the
exclusion of others: as, a monopolist of advan-
tages.

monopolistic (mo-nop-o-lis'tik), o. [< monop-
olist + -»c.] Belating'to a monopoly or to a
system of monopolies; of a kind promoted by
monopoly; existing for the maintenance of a
monopoly: as, monopolistic abuses; a monopo-
listic corporation.
monopolitant (mon-o-pori-tan), n. [As mo-
nopoUte + -an, after the erroneously assumed
analogy of co^nopoUtan, ete.3 A monopolist.

Hee was no dinng politician.
Or project-seekliig monopoHtan,

John Taylor, Works (1630). (JToresL)

Uonopolitam of starch, tin, fish, clotli, oil, vin^ar, salt,
and what not. Quoted in Oldyt's Sir Walter Balei^

monopolitet (mo-nop'o-lit), ». [< monopoly +
•ite, after the erroneously assumed an^ogy of
eosmopoUteSi Same as monopolist.

You marchant Hercers, and Monopolites,
Gain-greedy Chap-men, periur'd Hypocrites.

Sylvester, tr. ol Du Saitas's Weeks, L 3.

monopolization (mo-nop'o-U-za'shon), n. [<
monopolise + -afion.] The act or process of
monopolizing. Also spelled monopolisation.
monopolize (mo-nop'o-Hz), v. (.; pret. and pp.
monopolized, ppr. monopolizing. [= F. monopo-
liser = Sp. monopolizar = Pg. monopoUsar; as
monopol-y + -iee.'] 1. To obtain a monopoly of;
have an exclusive right of trading in: as, to
monopolize all the com in a district.

The Arabs have a law that, if three camels depart at the
same time, the convent shall be obliged to pay thirtypias-
ters ; which 1 suppose is designed to prevent any one Arab
with sererai camels nwnopMizinff tlie whole business of
couTeying the monks.

Poeoeke, Description of the East, I. la9L

2. To obtain or engross the whole of; obtain
exclusive possession of.

As it this age had monopolized all goodness to itself.

Puller.
Gold alone does Passion move.
Gold mmopoHzes Love

!

Coaleg, Anacreontics, viL

Also spelled monopolise.

monopolizer (mo-nop'o-li-zer), )i. Same as
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lies. Both these classes of grants hav^ however, been con-
demned by some as partaking ot the character of monopo-
lies.

K any man, out of his own wit, indns^, or endeavour,
find outanything beneficial to theCommonwealth, orbring
out any new Invention which every subject of this king-
dom may use, yet, in r^ard of his pains and travel there-
in, her Majesty perliapE is pleased to grant him a privi-
lege to use the same only, by himself or his deputies, for
a certain time. This is one kind of Jfonopo^i/. Sometimes
there is a glut of things, when they be in excessive quan-
tity, as perhaps of com ; and perhaps her Majesty gives
licence of transportation to one man. This is anotherkind
of Monopoly. Sometimes there is a scarcity or a small
quantity ; and the like is grant^ also.
Baeon, in B. A. Abbott's Account of his life and Woits.

I winhave no private monopolieg, to enrich one man, and
b^gar a mnltitude.

Burton, Anat of MeL. To the Header, p. 68.

He thinks he can never trade to his advantage nnless he
can have the nionopoiy of everything he values. South.

3. Inpolit. econ., and as used in a general sense
in law, such an exclusive privilege to carry on
a traffic, or deal in or control a given classof
articles, as will enable the holder to raise prices
materially above what theywould be if the traf-
fic or dealing were free to citizens generally.
In this sensei, that exclusive control ot a particular kind of
product which results from the legitimate ownership of
the onlyland from which it can be obtained, as in the case

monorhine

Mcnoptenm.—Temple ofVesta at TiroU, near Rome.

of some mineral waters, or eartli, or ores, is sometimes MonOPtemS (mo-nop'te-rus), n. fXli. fcf. Gr.
funiOTrrepog, lit. having one wing (see moiiop-
teron), < Gr. /lovog, single, + irrepAv, a wing.]
The typical genus of Monopteridce, containing
anguilliform or eel-like fishes whose fin-system
is reduced to a continuous maiginalmembrane
around the tail. M. javanicus is a common fish

of the Indian archipelago, about 3 feet long.
monopteiygian (mo-nop-te-rij'i-an), a. and n.

I. a. Pertaining to the Monopterygii, or having
their characters.

n. n. A monopterygian fish.

Monopterygii (mo-nop-te-rij'i-i), n.pl. [NL., <
Gr. fi6voQ, single,+ !rripvf(-TEpiry-), flii.] Pishes
whose fins are reduced to one. Bloch and
Schneider.

[= F . monoptote,
< IiL. mont^totus (in neut. pi. monoptola), <
LGr. iJov&inwTOQ, with but one case, < Gr. jj/^m,,

single, + tttEkti^ (jmar-), case, < 7:i--ea\ fall.j

In gram., a noun or an adjeetiYe having but one
case-form, a monoptote may be (o) a word with only
one case in nse, or (6) a word with but one case-form which
may be used for several or for all cases.

moiwpoMs^ espeeiaUyin sense 2: as, a mo»<>po- monopolylognet (mon-6-pol'i-log), n. [< Gr.
Ziserof convereation. Also spelled monopoUser.

'

Those senseless monopt^izersot time thatform the court
of a dul[& Shelley, in Dowden, I. 204.

spoken ot as a natural vaonopo^, in contrast to the artifi-
dal monqpoUet created by state grant See virtual mo-
nopoly, below.

4. That which is the subject of a monopoly:
as, in Bengal opium is a moTu^oly.—5. The
jKJSsession or assumption of anything to the
exclusion of other possessors: thus, a man is
popularly said to have a monopoly of any busi-
ness of which he has acquired complete con-
trol.

Jonson, who, by studying Horace, had been acquainted
with the rules, yet seemed to envy to posterity tiiat know-
ledge^ and to make a monopoly of his learning.

Dryden, tr. of .raveiial, Ded.

Caleb hain't no monopoly to court the seenoreetas.
LouxU, Biglow Papers, 1st ser., it

6. Loosely, a company or corporation which monoptote (mon'op-tot), n

enjoys a monopoly

—

Monopoly Act an English
statute of 1623 (21 Jas. L, c. 3), declaring ^ monopolies
for the manufacture^ sale, or use of anything to be void,
excepting to inventors their patent rigbta Also known
as the Stabde qf Monopolies.—Virtual monopoly, a term
in constitutional law and the history of legislation (the ap-
propriate applications of which have been much contest-
ed) used to characterise a business which, though not de-
clared bylaw to be a monopoly or ezdosive franchise pro- monopns (mon'o-pus), ?^. CNL., KGt. Movditof^,
tect^ as sncl^as by a patent or an exclusive charter is yet one-&oted, < iJmr, single, + sroic (ttoS.) = E.
so related to the great channels and currents of commerce Av„*-i j' *JZ„*„7 „ " ' ^„_ i,„..i „ v t
that the anowlng of it to enjoy the same protection as f?°':i , ^ feratoj., a monster having but a
other private property and business secures to it indirect- smgie foot or nind^ limb.
ly exclusive advantages substantially equivident to a legal MonopyleS (mon-o-pil'e-e), n. pi. [Nli., < Gr.
monopo^. Thus the great grain-elevatois ofmodem com- fidvoQ, single, -H :ri?J7, a gate.] A division

of PluBOdaria, containing those phseodarians
which have onlyone pseudopodal opening: op-
posed to AmpTiipyleee.

monopylean (mon-o^il'f-an), a. and n. [As
MonopylecB -I- -an."} I. o. fiaving one pore or
pseudopodal opening; pertaining to the Mono-
pylece, or having their characters.
H, n. A monopylean radiolarian.

merce, although erected as private property on private
lands, if by their situation they have exclusiyeadvantages
tor the izansfer ot grain from vessels at Hie wharf to the
railroad tenninns of a trunk-line, are said to constitute
a virtual monopoly, becansei, it not subjected to a legisla-
tive power to restrict their charges such as other private
property and business are not subjected to, theymight be
conducted in a manner oppressive to commerce.

/i6vog, single, + ira'/xTjsrfOQ, much talking, < iro/l&f,

many, much, + "kkyuv, ^eak.] An entertain- monopyrenons (mon'o-pi-re'nus), a. [= P
ment in which a single actor sustains many monopyrene, < Gt. /jAvoc, single, -t- -irvpip/, the
characters. Brande.

_
stone ola fruit.] In 6ot., having but one nutlet

monoprionidian (mon-o-pri-o-nid'i-an), a. [< or stone.

Gr. fuivog, single, + irpia'v, a saw (< a'pietv, saw), monordud (mo-n6r'kid), a. [< tnonorcAis, after

-I- -litov, dim. suffix, -t- -an.'] Having small orcAtd.] Having only one testicle; exhibiting
uniserial serrations ; unisermlate : specifically or characterized by monorchism,
applied to those graptolites or rhabdophorous monorchis (mo-n6r'kis), n.; pL monorchides
coelenterates which have the cells or hydrothe- (-M-dez). [< Gr. /lavoc, single, -i- ipx^, testicle.]

Cffi in a single row: opposed to diprionidian. An animal or a jwrson having onlyone testicle,

j'te-ral), a. [< inonopteron Monorchides, as they are called, have been known to be
-t- -aJ.] 1. la arcft., formed as a monopteron. prolific .^. & roj^for, MedicalJurispmdence, p. 726.

—2. LisooJ., having a single fin, wing, or alate monorchism (mo-ndr'Mzm), n. [_Asmonorch(is)
part. + -ism.] The presence of only one testicle.

Specifically, in Em. constitutional hist., and Monopteridae (mon-op-ter'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < monorganic (mon-6r-gan'ii), a. [< Gr. /lAvoc,

ice sometimes in Imcr. fa«7, such an exclu- Monopterus -h -td^B.] A family of symbranchi- smgle, -t- dpyavov, oiggm: see organte.] Per-
- - - ate teleostean fishes, typified by the genus .MO- * ^

nopterus, having the shoulder-
girdle directly connected with
the skull, and the abdominal
and caudal regions of the body
excessively elongated.

monopoly(mo-nop'o-li), n.; pL monopolies (-liz).

[= P. monopole = Sp. Pg. It. monopoUo, < L.
monopolium, < Gr. liomaiAtav, a right of exclu-
sive sale, iiavoTToVa, exclusive sale, monopoly,
< iiAvoQ, sole, -f -^iSfjdv, barter, sale.] 1. Axi ex-
clusive privilege to carry on a traffic.

Monopolies are much the same offence in other branches
ot trade that engrossing is in provisions, being a license
or privilege allowed by tke king for the sole buying and monopteral (mo-nop'te-ral), a.
Belling; making, working, or using ot any thing whatso- ^_ - ^ • , .- •• .

ever ; whereby the subject in general is restrained from
that liberty ot mannfacturing or trading which he had be-

fore, midalone. Com. (ed. Waite), IT. 159.

2
hence
sive privilege when granted by the crown or

state to an individual, association, or corpora-

tion, forthe sake of the pecuniary advants^e of

its exelusiveness. aprlvil^e notgrantedbythe state,

but secured bybuyingup the article; is termed by theEng-
lish law en^rontn^. The l^al objection to a monopoly, ^
in this sense ot the word, is that it can be secured only by monOPteron. monODterOS (mo-
forbidding all other citlsens except the favored grantee to „„_/?„ „„' -n<,>*^„ rLv
exercise a common-law right. Exclusive privileges grant- ""V iv run, -rut,), n. L— ^ ;

ed by the state to a limited number of persons tor the sake

of enabling the state the better to regulate the traffic for

the protection ot the rest of the community, as in case of

banUng franchise liquor traffic, etc , are not deemed mo-
nopolies, although the same privileges would be, it cen-

tered on a single or a very few grantees, for the sake of

thepecuniarybeneflttothem. So the exclusive privileges

conferred on inventors and authors, by thepatent and copy-

right laws, tor flie sake of the cnconragement of the arts

and literature, and extending only to articles originally de-

vised under that encouragement, are not deemed monopo-

monoptere = Sp. monopterio, <
L. inonopteros, < Gr. /lovAKTepo^,

taining to or affecting one organ or set of or-

Monorhina (mon-o-ii'na), h. J)i. [>Tj. : see

monorhine.] A primary division of the Vertc-

brata, or other major group of vertebrates, rep-

resented by the Marsipobranchii (Cyclostomi or
roundmoutiis), the lampreys and hags (Hypero-
treta and .Hy^eroarHa), in which the nasal pas-

sage is single: distinguished from all other

cranial vertebrates, or 3»ipAirAiHa. Also, more
with only one row oiE pUlars. < /lovog, single, -t- correctly, Monorrhina.
7r-Ep6v, a wing, a row of columns along the monorh&al (mon'o-ri-nal), a. [< monorhine +
sides of a Greek temple.] In aroA., a type of -al.] Having the nostril single; monorhine.
temple or portico, usually with an inclosed eir- monorhine (mon'o-rin), a. and n. [< Gr. jo-

cular ceUa, composed of columns arranged in vof,single,+ pi'c(/^'i-). the nose.] I. a. Having
a circle and supporting a cupola or a conical but one nasal passage; single-nostriled : spe-
roof. cifically applied to the Monorhina.

Plan ofHonopteron.



monorhine

II. )(. A monorhinal vertebrate, as a lamprey
or a hag.
Also spelled monorrhine.

monorime, monorhyme (mon'6-mn), M. [=
P. moHorime, < Gr. /idvog, single, + E. nme^.] A
composition in verse in wHch all the lines
end with the same rime.
Monorrtaina, monorrhine. More correct forms
of Monorhina, monorhine.
monoschemic (mon-o-ske'mik),a. [< Gr. fiavd-

axvfoc, of but one form; < fidvoc, single, + cxvfa,
form.] In anc. pros., consisting of one form
of foot throughout ; containing spondees only
or dactyls only: noting a variety of the dac-
tylic hexameter, a hexameter said to contain only
dactyls necessarily lacks the last syllable of the last dac-
tyl—that is, contains five dactyls and a trochee. See
isochromil.

mouosemic (mon-o-se'mik), a. [< Gr. /lovdari-

IJ-og, having but one' signification, < ii6vog, single,
+ c^iia, a sign, mark, mi/ielov, a sign, mark,
unit of time, mora.] In anc. pros., consisting
in or equal to a single semeion (mora or unit
of time) ; equivalent to or constituting an or-
dinary or normal short; monochronous : as, a
monosemic arsis; a tnonosemic pause. See di-

semic, trisemic.

monosepalous (mon-o-sep'a-lus), a. [= P.
monos^ale; < Gr. /xdvog, single, + NL. sepalwm,
sepal.] In 6of., having the sepals united by
their edges : more properly gamosepalous.
monosiphonous (mon-o-si'fon-us), a. [< Gr.
IJ^voQ, single, + a'ujiav, siphon: see siphon.'] Hav-
ing a single siphon ; not polysiphonous : applied
in botany to certain of the higher algse {Flori-
dece) in which the siphons or pericentral tubes
are wanting. See siphon.

monosist (mo-no'sis), n. [< Gr. fidvaaig, solitari-

ness, separation, < /iovom, make single or soli-

tary, < fi6vog, single: see monad.'] In iot., the
isolation of an organ from the rest. Cooke,
Manual.

Monosomata (mon-o-s6'ma-ta), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of monosomatus : see monosomatous.']
An order of Bhizopoda, containing simple single-
celled or unicellularforms, naked or eapsulated,
such as the families Proteidce and ArcelUdw.
They are the ordinary normal amoebiform pro-
tozoans.

Juonosomatous (mon-6-som'a-tus), a. [< NL.
m^nosoinattis,<.GrT. /xdvoc, single, -f- ca/ia (aofiar-),

body.] Having a single body—that is, cell;

unicellular, as a rhizopod.
monospasm (mon'o-spazm), n. [< Gr. /i6voc, sin-
gle, + dTzaafidg, a spasm.] In pathoL, spasm of
a particular part, as a limb or portion of a
limb.

monosperm (mon'o-sp6rm), n. [= F. mono-
sperme = Sp. monospermo, < Gr. /iSvog, single, 4-

anip/ja, seed: see sperm.] A plant that has
only one seed.

monospermal (mon-o-sper'mal), a. [< mono-
sperm + -al.] Same as monospermous.
monospermoiIS (mon-o-sper'mus), a. [< mono-
sperm -i- -ous.] In bot., having one seed only.

monospherical (mon-6-sfer'i-kal), a. [< Gr.
/idvog, single, + cr^afpa, sphere: see spherical.]

Consisting of or having a single sphere.

monospoudylic (mon"6-spon-dil'ik), a. [< Gr.
fwvog, single, -I- tnv6vSv)MQ, a joint of the back-
bone.] Having a single centrum, as a vertebra

;

without intereentra, as a vertebral column;
not diplospondylio or embolomerous.

monospored (mon'o-spord), a. [< Gr. ii&vog,

single,+ cndpog, a seed, + -ed?.] Same as mono-
sporous.

monosporous (mon'o-spor-us), a. [< Gr. /idvoc,

single, + airdpog, a seed.] In mycology, hav-
ing but a single spore, as the threads ot Garia
intricata or the aseus of Pertusaria communis.

monostachoas (mo-nos'ta-kus), a. [< Gr. ftdvog,

single, + ardxvg, an ear of com, a spike.] Li
dot, having a single spike.

Monostega (mo-nos'te-ga), n.pl. [NL., neut.

pi. of *monostegus : see monostegous.] A divi-

sion of foraminifers.

monostegOUS (mo-nos'te-gus), a. [< NL. *mo-
nostegvs, < Gr. /i6vog, single, + crfyog, for riyog,

a roof.] Having a single covering ; specifically,

of or pertaining to the Monostega.

jnonostich (mon'o-stik), n. [= F. monostigue

= Sp. mondstico, monostiqido = It. monosHco, <

LL. m^nosUckum, monosUcMum, < Gr. /jovdcnxog,

consisting of but one verse, neut. jiovdanxov, a

single verse, < iJ.6vog, single, + mixog, a line,

verse.] A single or isolated verse; also, an
epigram or a poem consisting of but one verse.
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monostichous (mo-nos'ti-kus), a. [< Gr. idvog,

single, -t- arixog, a line. Of. monostich.] Ar-
ranged in one vertical row, rank, or series, as
the flowers in the spike of some species of Spi-^

ranthes; uniserial: opposed to distichous.

monostigmatous (mon-o-stig'ma-tus), a. [<

Gr. fidvog, single, + ariy/ja, pointj' stigma : see
stigma.] In bot., having only one stigma.

MonOStomata (mon-o-sto'ma-ta), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of monostomatus : see monostomatous.]
1. A suborder of aoalephs, or disoophoran Hy-
drozoa: same as ilfowo«tomea.— 2. A prime se-

ries or division of Metazoa, including all met-
azoic animals excepting the sponges or Poly-
stomata. Huxley, Quart. Jour. Micros. Sei.,

1875.

monostomatous (mon-o-stom'a-tus). a. [<
NL. monostomatus (cf. Gfr. /lovScrro/iog), <. Gr. [id-

vog, single, + ardfia, the mouth.] Having a sin-

gle mouth, pore, or stoma; of or pertaining to
the Monostomata : opposed to polystomatous.

Monostomea (mon-o-sto'me-a), n. pi. [NL., <
Gr. /wvdarouog, having a single'inouth: see mono-
stomatous.] An order of acalephs, or diseopho-
ran Mydrozoa, with single central mouth and
one polypite. They are free oceanic jelly-fishes, some
of them of enormous size, the disk 6 or 7 feet in diameter,
and the tentacles trailing 50 feet. The leading forms are
Pelagiat Cyanea, and Aurelittt each of them type of a fam-
ily. Also Monoetoma, MonostomcB, Monostomata, and Pe-

monostomean (mon-o-sto'me-an)^ a. and n.

[<. Monostomea + -an."i I, a. fertamingtothe
Monostomea, or having their characters.

II. n. A jelly-fish of the order Monostomea.
Monostomidse (mon-o-sto'mi-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Monostomum + -idee.] A family of digeneous
parasitic worms of the order Trematoda, repre-
sented by the genus Monostomum.
Monostomum (mo-nos'to-mum), n. [NL., < Gr.
liovdaTOjiog, having a single mouth : see monosto-
matous.] A genus of flukes or trematoid worms,
typical of the family Monostomidm, of an oval-
elongated form, with only one sucker which sur.
rounds the mouth, a strong pharynx, and the
sexual openings near the anterior end of the
body. Several species ot these parasites are named, as
Jf. rKutaWle, which is viviparous and infests birds ; M. hi-

partitum, from the gills of fishes ; M. lerttis, found in the
crystalline lens of the human eye. Also called Monostorrut.
See cuts under cercaria.

monostropbe (mo-nos'tro-fe), n. [< LL. mono-
stroplms, < Gr. /iov6aTpo<liog', consisting of a single
kind of strophe, < udvog, single, + arpo^fi, a
strophe: see strophe^ Ini)ros.,apoeminwliich
all the strophes or stanzas are of the same
metrical form.

monostrophic (mon-o-strof'ik), a. [< Gi.fiovo-
OTpcxpiKSg, i^/iovdarpofog, consisting of a single
kind of strophe: see monostrophe.] Tji pros.,
consisting of a succession of systems or stro-
phes all of which are of the same metrical
form; of or pertaining to such a succession of
systems. Monostrophic composition is a subdivision of
antistropbic composition, and is opposed to composition
by pericopes. Most English poems which are composed
In strophes or stanzas are monostrophic (as, for instance,
our ordinary ballads, short- and long-meter hymns, etc.)

—

composition by pericopes being limited to imitations of
the Greek dramatists and lyric poets. See systematic.

monostyle^ (mon'o-stn), a. [< Gr. /iAvog, single,

+ E. style^.] In arch., having the same style of
architecture throughout. Oxford Glossary.

monostyle^ (mon'o-stil), a. [< Gr. /iSvog, single,

-I- oTiJAof, pillar: see siyle^.] In arch., having
or consisting of a single shaft: applied to me-
dieval pillars, in contradistinction to polystyle.

monostylous (mon'o-sti-lus), a. [As monostyle
+ -ovs.] In iot., having only one style.

monosy (mon'o-si), a. [NL. (Morren, 1852),
< Gr. /i6v(j)(7ig, singleness, < /iovom, make single,

< fiSvog, single: see monad.] In bot, an abnor-
mal condition in which organs that are ordi-

narily entire, or more or less united, have be-
come split or disunited, as when a normally
entire leaf becomes lobed or partite, it includes
two kinds of abnormal isolation —(ft) when the separation
is congenital (ademsy), and (6) when it is the result of the
separation of parts previously joined (dialysis).

monosyllabic (mon'''o-si-lab'ik), a. l=F.mono-
syllabique = Sp. monosildbico = Pg. monosylla-
bico (cf. Sp. monosilabo = It.,monosillabo, adj.),

< L. monosyllabus, < Gr. /jtovoaiMa/Sog, of one
syllable, monosyllabic : see monosyllable.] 1.
Consisting of one syllable: as, a monosyllabic
word.— 2. Consisting of words of one sylla-
ble: as, a monosyllabic verse.—MonosyllaMo
echo, an echo of such kind that separate monosyllables
are distinctly heard. This requires that the reflecting
surface be about 112 feet from the observer. See echo.

monotheism

monosyllabically (mon"o-si-lab'i-kal-i), a<Jv.

In monosyllables ; with the use of monosyllables.
monosyllabism (mon-o-sU'a-bizm), n. [=P.
monosyllabisme; as monosyllab(le) + -ism.] 1 . A
predominance of monosyllables ; the exclusive
use of monosyllables ; as, the monosyllabism of
Chinese.— 2. The state ot being monosyllabic

;

the character of a monosyllable.
monosyllable (mon'o-sil-a-bl), n. [For 'rnono-
syllabe (as syllable for *syllabe) = F. monosyl-
labe = Sp. monosilabo = Pg. monosyllabo = It.

monosillaba, a monosyllable, < L. monosylla-
bus, < Gr. iwvoaiiXkapog, of one syllable, < fidvog,

single, + avWa^ri, syllable: see syllable.] A
word of one syllable.

she dealt in nothing but in numosyUtMes, as if to have
spoken words of greater length- would have cracked her
voice. JJelcker, Lanthorne and Candle-Light, i.

monosyllable (mon'o-sil-a-bl), v.t.; pret. and
pp. m^)nosyllabled, ppr. monosyllablvng. [< mon-
osyllable, n.] To express in or reduce to one
syllable. [Eare.]

Nine tailors, if rightly spelled.
Into one man are morwsyllabled. Cteavdand.

monosyllogism (mon-o-sil'o-jizm), n. [< Gr.
[livog, single, + E. ^llogism.] A syUogism
viewed as an isolated and independent whole.
monosyllogistic (mon - o - sil - o - jis ' tik), a. [<
monosyllog-ism + -isUc] Consisting of a single
syllogism.— Monosyllogistic proot See protf.

monosynuuetric (mon"o-si-met'rik), a. [< Gr.
ji&iiog, single, + E. symmetry + -ic.] In crys-

tal., noting that system of crystallization in
which there is but one plane of symmetry, the
clinodiagonal plane : same as monoelinic.

monosymmetrical (mon^o-si-mefri-kal), a.

[< Gr. fi&vog, single,+ E. symmetric + -al.] In bot,

applied to flowers or other structures which
can be bisected into similar halves in only one
plane : ^^onymous with zygomorphous.
monota ^o-no'ta), n.

;
pi. monotce (-te). [NL.,

< Gr. imiuTog for /lovoitarog, one-eared, < fi&vog,

single, -1- ovg (ur-), ear, handle : see ear^.] A
one-handled vase.

Amphora with small monota beside it.

-B. V. Head, Historia Numomm, p. 621,

monotelephone (mon-o-tel'e-fon), n. [< Gr.
fidvog, single, -I- E. telephone.] A telephone
adapted for transmitting or receiving a sound
of definite pitch or frequency of vibration.

monotelepnonic (mon-o-tel-e-fon'ik), a. [As
monotelephone + -ic] Adapted for transmit-
ting one note or sound of dTefinite pitch.

monotessaron (mon-o-tes'a-ron), n.
;
pi. mono-

tessara (-ra). [NL.,'< QT."ii6vog, single, + ria-

aapeg, four".] A Scriptural narrative prepared
from a collation of the four evangelists ; a har-
mony of the four gospels ; a diatessaron.
monotbalaman (mon-o-thal'a-man), a. and n.

[< monothalam-ous -I- -an.] Same as monotha-

Monotbalamia (mon'^d-tha-la'mi-a), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. /idvog, single, +' fld^/iof, "chamber:
see thalamus.] 1. A division of reticulate
amoebiform protozoans, or Foramimfera, con-
taining those whose test is single-chambered:
opposed to Poh/thalamia. The term does not
indicate any natural division of the foramini-
fers. See' cut under Foramimifera.— 2. In
conch., a division of Cephalopoda, containing
those cephalopods whose shell is single-cham-
bered, as the_ genus Argonauta. Lamurck.
monothalamian (mon''''o-tha-la'mi-aii), a. and
n. [< Monothdlamia -f- -an.] I. "a. Single-
chambered; unilocular; having but one com-
partment: especially applied to Foraminifera
of this character, in distinction from polyfha-
lamian. See cut under Foraminifera.

II, n. An organism whose test or shell is

unilocular or monothalamous : said of cephalo-
pods, and especially of foraminifers.
Also monothalaman.

monothalamous (mon-a-thal'a-mus), a. [< Gr.
fidvog, single, -I- 6dla/iog, chamber: see thala-
mus.] 1. In bot., single-chambered; having
but one compartment; unilocular: applied to
galls upon plants, and also rarely (asby Tuck-
erman) to the apothecia of certain Uchens.—
2. In entom., having but one cavity: applied
to the nests or galls of insects when they have
only a single chamber.
monothecal (mon-o-the'kal), a. [< Gr. /i6vog,

single, + e^io!, case, receptacle: see theca.]
In bot, having only one loeulament or cell of
the pericarp.

monotheism (mon'o-the-izm), n. [= F. mono-
thUsine = Sp. manoiMsma = Pg. monotheismo =



monotlieisiii

It. motwteismo^ Gr. /lAvog, single, + dtds, God:
see theism.^ The doctrine or belief that there
is but one God;
monotheist (mon'o-the-ist), n. [= F. nwno-
theigte = Sp. rnonoieista, < Gr. /xdvog, single, +
8e6c, Grod: see theist.l One who believes that
there is but one (lod.

monotheistic (mon'o-thf-is'tik), a. [< mono-
theist + -tc] Of or pertaining to monotheism;
of the nature of monotheism ; believing in mon-
otheism.
Monotheletic (mon'6-the-let'ik), a. Same as
MonotheUtic.

Monotheletisill (mon-o-thel'e-tizm), 7>. Same
as MonoffieliUsm.

Closely connected with Monopbysitiam was Iftttwaiele-
tinn, or the doctrine that ChriBt has bat one will, as he
has but one person. Sehaff, Cbiist and Christianity, p. 62.

monothelious (mon-o-the'li-ns), a. [< Gr. ftd-

vof, single, _+ e^Auf, female.] In eool., polyan-
drous : noting species in which several males
serve to fecundate a single female.
Monothelism (mo-noth'e-lizm), n. [= F. mono-
thelisme = Sp. mbnotelismo; as monothel(ite) +
-ism.'i Sajae as Monoth^Utism.

Monotheligm was the simple and natnial conseqnence
of Monophysitism, and originated from the endeavors
which the State Church made in tlie seventh centniy to
conciliate the Monophysites. Schaff-Herzog, Encyc.

Monothelite (mo-noth'e-lit), n. [= F. monothe-
lite = Sp. It. manotelita, < LL. MonothelitCB, <
LGr. /iovo8e?^ai, the sect of the Monothelites.
(cf. itovc/Bs^iToq, of one will), < Gr. pAvog, single,

+ dkkscv, will, > Behr^g, one who wills.] One
who holds that Christ has but one will, the
divine; specifically, one of a heretical sect or
party in the Eastern Empire in the seventh
century, which held that in Christ there are
but one will (the divine will absorbing the
human) and one operation or energy {kvkpyeui).

The Church hath of old condemnedJfonotAefites as here-
tics, for holding that Christ had bnt one wHL

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 48.

TbeMonaUuKIa, a sectwho adopted in a modified form
the views of the Monophysites, were condemned by the
Sixth General Council in 68<X Their opinions took root
among the Hardaites, a people of Lebanon, who aboat
the end of the seventh centoiy received the name of Ma-
ronites, from Maro, their first bishop. They afterwards
abjored the Monothelite heresy, and were admitted into

commonion with Borne in 11S2.
Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet^ L 292.

MonotheUtic (mon'o-the-lit'ik), a. [Also^on-
otheUUc; < Monothelite + -^."l _

Pertaining or
Ekkin to the Monothelites or their doctrine.

Monothelitism (mo-noth'e-li-tizm), n. [= F.
monothSUtisme; as Monofhelite + -ism.'] The
doctrine that in the person of Christ there are

but one will and one energy or operation
;_
op-

posed to the orthodox doctrine (dyothelism)

that since the incarnation Christ has two dis-

tinct wills, the divine and the human, and two
distinct bnt harmonious operations. The Mo-
nothelites argaed that his will most be one^ will being
attached to personality. The orthodox nrged that there

most be two wills m him, as otherwise ei&er the divine

or the hnman natnre would be imperfect, and cited the
texts Mat xxvL 42 ; Lake zxil 42 ; John v. 30, vl 38. See
MonoOidiU. Also Monathdetigm, Monotheliem.

monothetic (mon-o-thet'ik), a. [< Gr. /tdvog,

single, + Berii, verbal adj. of riBivcu, put: see

tA«^.] Inphilos., positii^ or supposing a sin-

gle essentia element.
monotint (mon'o-tint), n. [< Gr. /i6voc, single,

+ E. tint.} Ihrawing, painting, printing, etc.,

in a single tint. Compare monodarome.

The characters are mere studies in TnonoUjiL
CanUmporary Bev., "L. 405.

monotocons (mo-not'o-kns), «. [< Gr._/«wo-

t6koq, bearing but one at a time, < iiAvoq, single,

one, + T'ucreiv, reKEiv, bear (> tSkik, birth).] 1.

In zool., having only one at a birth; uniparous,

as thehuman species usually is ; laying but one

egg before incubating, as sundry birds.—2. In

hot., bearing progeny (fruiting) only once, as

in annuals or biennials: same as monocarpous.

Also monotoJcous.

Monotonia (mo-not'o-ma), n. [NL., < Gr-jtS-

vog, single, + 'to/4, a cutting.] The typical

genus of MonotomidcB, often referred to XatA-

ridiidm or Cryptophagida, founded by Herbst

in 1793. They are of small size, superficially resemble

species of SUmmu, and have the antennae moderate, with

a one-jointed club. About 2.t species are known, 9 from

North America, as M. ameruana, and the rest mainW
from Europe. Th^ are found under bark and stones and

in ants' nests.

monotome (mon'o-tom), a. [< Gr. /tivoc, single,

-f T<i/tt>f, section, volume: see tome.] Com-

prised in one tome or volume. [Kare.]
,
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This translation . . . was first published in the mono.

tame edition of Gibbon's Miscellaneous Works.
F. HaU, Mod. Eng., p. 56, note.

Monotomidae (mon-o-tom'i-de), n. oJ. [NIi.,<
Monotoma + -ida.] ' A family of clavicom Co-
leoptera, typified by the genus Monotoma. The
dorsal segments of the abdomen are partly membranous

;

the ventral s^ments are free ; the tarsi are 3-jointed ; the
wings are not fringed ; the second joint of the tarsi is not
dilaj^ ; the elytra are truncate ; the first and fifth ventral
segments are longer than the others ; the maxillie are bilo-
bate ; and the &ont coxse are small and rounded.

monotomonst (mo-not'o-mus), a. [< Gr. jiivoq,

single, + ri/jvetv, rafulvjeut.] Inmineral., hav-
ing cleavage distinct in only one direction.

monotone (mon'o-ton), ». [< Gr. /lov&rovoc, of
one and the same tone, < Gr. fiivoi, single, +
rdvog, tone: see tone.] 1. In rhet., a sameness
of tone ; the utterance of successive syllables
at one unvaried pitch, with little or no inflec-

tion or cadence.—2. Monotony or sameness of
style in writing or speaking.
He speaks of fearfnl massacres ... in the same mono-

toTie of expression. Saturday Rev.

3. In music: (o) A single tone, without har-
mony or variation in piteh. (6) Eeeitation of
words in such a tone, especially in a church ser-
vice, sometimes with harmonic accompaniment
and with occasional inflections or melodic va-
riations; intoning; chanting. Monotone is a natu-
ral device for increasmg the sonority of the voice, so that
itmay readily fill a large space, and is also tiioughtby some
to have a peculiar solemnity of effect. It is much used as
an element in chanting.

4. Something spoken or written in one tone or
strain.

"In Memoriam," . . . althougha tTionotoTie, [is]nomDre
monotonous than the sounds of nature, the murmur of
ocean, the soughing of Uie mountfdn pines.

Stedman, Vict. Poets, p. 169.

monotone (mon'o-ton), v. t. and i.
;

pret. and
pp. monotoned, ppr. monotoning. [< monotone,
n.] To recite in a single, unvaried tone ; in-

tone; chant, strictly speaking, to monotoTie and to
intone are not the same, the latter having a technic^
meaning in connection with Gr^orian music; but in
common usage they are made synonymous.

monotonic (mon-o-ton'ik), a. [< monotone +
4c.] 1. Monotonous. [Bare.]— 2. Pertain-
ing to a monotone ; uttered in a monotone

;

also, capable of producing but a single tone,
as a drum.
The use of Mojiotonic Becitation is of extreme antiquity,

and wasprobably suggested, in the first instance, as an ex-
pedient for throwing the voice to greater distances than it

could be made to reach by ordinary means.
Grotx'i Diet Music, U. 355.

monotonical (mon-o-ton'i-kal), o. [< monotonia
+ -al.] Same as monotonic.
We should not be lulled to sleepby the length of a vumo-

tonical declamation. Chesterfield.

monotonically (mon-o-ton'i-kal-i), adv. In a
monotonic or monotonous manner.
monotonist (mo-not'o-nist), n. [< monotone +
-ist.] One who talks or writes persistently on
a single subject. Davies.

monotonous (mo-not'o-nus), a. [= F. mono-
tone= Sp. mmtdiono ='Pg. It. jnonotojw, < LGr.
/iovAtovoq, of one tone, < Gr. /aSwof, single, + rdvoc,

tone: see tone. Cf. monotone.] 1. Character-

ized by monotony; continued in the same tone
vrithout inflection or cadence; unvaried in. tone.

Every line was perhaps uniformly recited to the same
monotonous modulation with a pause in the midst.

T. Warton, Hist Eng. Poetry, n.

Then came silence, then a voice.

Monotonous and hollow like a ghost's.
Tennyson, Guinevere.

2. Unvarying in any respect; tiresomely uni-

form.
One salmon behaves much like another ; and after one

has caught four or five, and when one knows that one can
catch asmanymore as one wishes, impatient people might
find the occupation monotonous Froude, Sketches, p. 85.

Uonotonous fiinction, in mats., a function whose value

within certain limits of the real variable continually in-

creases or continually decreases.

monotonously (mo-not'o-nus-li), ado. In a mo-
notonous manner; with monotony, tiresome

uniformity, or lack of variation.

monotononsness (mo-not'o-nus-nes), n. The
state or quality of being monotonous; monot-
ony; irksome or dreary sameness.

monotony (mo-not'o-ni), n. [= F. momytonie

= Sp. monotonia = tg. It. 7nonotonia,< Gr.juovo-

Tovla, sameness of tone, < /lovorovoc, of one ajid

the same tone: see monotone.] 1. Uniformity

of tone or sound ; want of inflections of voice in

speaking or reading ; wantof cadence or modu-
lation; monotone.
Our earliest poets were fond of multiplying the same

final sound to the most tedious monotoTty.

T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, L 21.

monotrochian
"It is in vain longer," said my father, in the most qnero.

lous monotony imsginable, "to struggle as I have done."
Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iv. 19.

2. Tiresome uniformity or lack of variation in
any respect ; sameness ; want of variety.

At sea everything that breaks the monotony of the sm
rounding expanse attracts attention.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 19

Monotremata (mou-o-trem'a-ta), n. pi. fNL.,
< Gr. ii6i>og, angle, 4- Tp^fiaij-^, a perforation,
hole, < Terpaiveiv, / rpa, bore, perforate.] 1.
In mammal., the lowest order of the class Mam-
malia, containing those mammals which have
a single or common opening of the genital, uri-
nary, and digestive organs, and are oviparous.
The order coincides with the subclass Omithode^hia, and
also with Prototberia and Amasta; It is divided into two
suborders, Taehyglossa and Platypoda, respectively con-
stituted by the families Tachyglossidae (or JSefddnidee) and
OrmthorhynchidoB (or PkUypodidcB). There are mam-
mary glands, but no nipples. There is a common cloaca,
into which empty the sperm-ducts, oviducts, and tireters,
.and which also receives the fec.es, as in birds; and the fe-

males lay eggs like those of reptiles. The testes, like the
ovaries, remain abdominal. 'There is a peculiar T-shaped
epistemum or interclavicle, and the coracoid joins the
sternum, as in birds. (See cut at interdavide.) There are
no true teeth. The very peculiar mammals which consti-
tute this order are the duck-mole or duck-billed platypus,
OmithorJq/nchus paradoxus, and several species of so^^all-

ed spiny ant-eaters, of the genera .ScAutTia or Tachyglossus
and Zaglossus or Acanthoglossui. See cuts under dudrUZt
and Eckidnidee.

2. In conch., a division of geophUoos pulmo-
nate gastropods, having the external male and
female oriflces contiguous or common : opposed
to Ditremata.
monotrematOUS (mon-o-trem'a-tns), a. [As
Monotremata + -ous.] ' Having a single or
common opening for lie genital, urinary, and
digestive oi^ans, as a mammal; pertaining to
the Monotremata, or having their characters;
monotreme; prototherian.

monotreme (mon'o-trem), a. and «. [< Gr.

fdvog, single, + Tp^fia, hole : see Monotremata.]
. a. Same as monotrematous: as, monotreme
mammals; a monofreme egg.

H. n. A member of the Monotremata, as a
duck-mole or prickly ant-eater.

monotremous (mon'o-tre-mus), a. Same as
monotrematous.
monotriglyph (mon-o-tri'glif), n. [= F. mono-
triglyphe = Sp. It. monotriglifo, < L. monotri-
glyphus, < Gr. /uiivof, single, + 'Tpiy7.v^i see tri-

glyph.] In arch., the usual•intercolumniation

^^ "E
Monotriglyph, Temple of Assos.— Axctaaic Doric. (From Report of

Investigadons, iSSx, ofAzchaeolo^cal Institnte of America.)

a, comice ; b, frieze composed of alternating triglyplis and meto-
pes ; c. ajcfaitrave or epistle.

of the Doric order, embracing one triglyph and
two metopes in the entablature immediately
above it.

MonotroCha (mo-not'ro-iS), n. pi. [Nli., < Gr.

/lovArpoxoc, a one^wheeled car, prop, aidj., having
one wheel, < /tivog, single, + rpoxoc, wheel.] 1

.

In Ehrenberg's classification, a prime division

of Botifera, containing those wheel-animaleules
inwhichthe wheel is single, continuous,and cili-

ated : distinguished from Sorotrocha, with com-
pound or divided wheel. He divided them into

two orders, Holotrocha and Schizotrocha, each of

two families.— 2. In entom., one of two great

divisions of Symenoptera, including those

groups in which the trochanters have but one
]oint, proposed by Hartig in 1837. It comprises

the supertamilies Ttibulifera, Eeterogyna, Foaores, Di-

plopteryga, and AnOmphUa. It is distinguished from Di-

trocha. which includes the PhyUophaga, Xylophaga, and
ParasiHea,

monotrochal (mo-not'ro-kal), a. [As Jfonolro-

cha + -al.] 1. Having a single ciliated band,

as a larval worm : as, a monot^ehal polychse-

tous larva. Encyc. Brit., XXI. 8.-2. In en-

tom., having a single trochanteric joint; of or

pertaining to the MonotrocTui.

monotrO(£ian(mon-o-tro'ki-an), a. andn. [As
Monotrocha + -ian.]

'

I. a. Monotroehous, as a
rotifer; not sorotrochous.



monotrochian

n. n. A wheel-animalenle whose wheel is

single and undivided ; any memljer of the Mo-
notrocha.

monotrochous (mo-not'ro-kus), a. [As Mono-
trocha + -ovs.'] Same as monotrochal.
Monotropa (mo-not'ro-pa), n. [NL (Linnseus,

1737), so called in allusion to the nodding flow-
ers, which are 'turned to one side'; < Gr. /idvos,

single, + Tpiireiv, turn. Cf. Gr. fwv6Tpoirog, of
one kind, living alone, < fidvog, single, + rpdwog,

a turn, way, kind, < rpiiretv, turn.] A genus of
dicotyledonous plants, the type of the natural
order Monotro
pece,

ized

Flowering PlantofIndian-pipe (J/ww^w/ia
UMtfiora).

a, stamen ; i, fruit

character-
by a soli-

tary flower vfith

separate petals.
But one species is

known, M. uniflora,
of North America,
Japan, and the Him-
alayas, the Indian-
pipCjCorpse-plantjOr
ice-plant. This plant
is a root-parasite or
feeds on vegetable
mold; it is fleshy,

white or pinkish
throughout, its sim-
ple clustered stems
5 or 10 inches high,
clad -with small
scales, the nodding
flower with about
ten similar sepals
and petols. The
pine-sap or bird's-

nest, often classed as
Jf. HypopUySy is now
referred to a separate
genu^ Hypopitys.
See bird's-n^ 1 (6),

and beech-drops.

Monotropacese (mon"o-tro-pa'se-e),m.i)Z. [NL.
(Lindley, 1836), < Monotropa +'-aeecB.] Same
as Monotropem.
Monotropese (mon-o-tro'pf-e), n. pi. [NL.
(NuttaU, 1818), < Monotropa + -em.'] A natu-
ral order of dicotyledonous plants of the cohort

- Ericales, typified by the genus Monotropa. it is

composed of leafless parasitic herbs, with a four- to six-

celled superior ovary. Nine genera are known, with 10 or

12 species, natives of woods in the- north tempeiate zone,

especially in America. They have short, scaly, unbranched
stems, and no green color, but are tawny, white, or reddish.

monotropic (mon-o-trop'ik), a. [< Gr. fimdrpo-
KOQ, of one kind: see Monotropa.'] Same as
monodromic.
monotypal (mon'o-1i-pal), a. [< monotype +
-al.'\ Same as monotypic.

monotype (mon'o-tip), n. and a. [= P. mono-
type, < Gr. /idvog, single, + rinrog, type: see

type.'] 1. n. 1. The only, single, or sole tyjie,

as a species single in its genus, a genus in its

family, etc.; a typical representative alone of

its kind.— 3. A print from a metal plate on
which a picture is painted, as in oil-color or
printers' ink. Only one proof can be made,
since the picture is transferred to the paper.

We do not remember to have seen the word monotype
before, nor have we seen a public exhibition of examples
of this curious combination of painting and printing ; but
the process, or something like it, is one well known among
artists, and consists of taking off, on a sheet of wet paper,
by means of a press, a transfer of a picture simply painted
on a polished plate of metal. The Academy, No. 891, p. 384.

II. a. Monotypic.
tnonotypic (mon-o-tip'ik), a. [< monotype +
-jc] 1. Having but one type; consisting of a
single representative ; represented by a mono-
type, as a genus of one species, a family of one
genus, etc.— 3. Being a monotype; alone rep-

resenting a given group, as a species single

in its genus.
.Also monotypal and monolmical.

monotypical (mon-o-tip'i-kal), a. [< monotypic
+ -a?.] Same as monotypic.

monovalence (mo-nov'a-lens), n. [< monova-
len(t-) + -ce.] (The ctafacter of being mo-
novalent.

monovalency (mo-nov'a-len-si), n. Same as

univalency.

monovalent (mo-nov'a-lent), a. [< Gr. ii6vog,

single, + L. valen(t-)s, ppr. of valere, be strong.]

In chem., having a valence equal to that of hy-

drogen, represented by unity. Also, and more
properly, called univalent.

monoxid, monpxide (mo-nok'sid, -sid or -sid),

n. [< Gr. /i6vog, single, + E. oxid.] An oxid con-

taining a single oxygen atom combined either

with two univalent atoms or with one bivalent

atom. The term is used where several oxids of the same
element are to be distinguished, as carbon monoxid, CO,

to be distinguished from carbon dioxid or carbonic acid,

COa.
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monozyle (mo-nok'sil), n. [< Gr. iwv6^v7m>: see

monoxylon.'i 'Same as monoxylon. B. F. Burton,

tr. .Aj-abian Nights, IV. 168, note.

monoxylon (mo-nok'si-lon), n. [< LGr. /iovd^v-

hrv, neut. of fi6v6^vh>c, made of a solid trunk:

see monoxylous.'] 1 . .A canoe or boatmade from
one piece of timber.—3. In the Ionian Islands,

a boat propelled by one oar. Admiral Smythe.

monoxylous (mo-nok'si-lns), a. [= P. monoxyle,

< L. monoxylns, < Gr. fiov6^vh>g, made of a soUd
trunk (neut. fiovd^vXov, so. irAotov, a boat so

made), also made of wood only, < ftdvog, single,

only, + ftiAov, wood, a piece of wood.] Pormed
of a single piece of wood. . Dr. Wilson.

Monozoa (mon-o-z6'a), n. pi. Same as Mono-
cyttaria.

monozoan (mon-o-zo'an), a. [As m^)no0o(ic) +
-an.'] Same as monozoic or monocyttarian.

monozoic (mon-o-zo'ik), a. [< Gr. fid/vog, single,
-1- Zvov, an animal.] In eool., having a single

central capsule, as a radiolarian.

Monozonia (mon-o-zo'ni-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

/idvof, single, + C^i^, a belt, girdle.] A divi-

sion of myriapods. Brandt.
Monroe doctrine. See doctrine.

Monro's foramen. Bee foramen of Monro, un-
der/oramem.
mons (monz), n.

;
pi. monies (mon'tez). [L., a

mount.] In anat., the mons Veneris.—Mons
Veneris, the mount of Venus, the prominence over the
pubic symphysis of the human female, cushioned with fat

and covered with hair.

Mons. An abbreviation of the French Mon-
sieur.

monseigneur (m&n-sa-ny&r'), «• [F. (= Sp.

monseHoi' = Pg. monsenhor = It. monsignore,
after P.), lit. my lord, < mon (< L. mews, aec.

meum), my, -I- seigneur, < L. senior, elder, ML.
lord: see senior, seignor, sefior, etc. Cf. «io«-

signor and monsievr.] A French title of honor,
equivalent to 'my lord,' given to princes, bish-

ops, and other dignitaries of the church or court.
At different times the meaning has been con-
siderably extended. Abbreviated Mgr.
Monseigneur, one of the great lords in power at the Court,

held his fortnightly reception in his grand hotel in Paris,

Diekens, Tale of Two Cities, ii. 7.

monsieur (P. pron. me-sy6'), n.
;
pi. messieurs

(P. pron. me-sy6'). [Formerly partly Angli-
cized as monseer, mounsiew, mounseer; = Sp.
monsiur= It. monsA, < P. monsieur, OP. monsieur
(also messire, mesire = It. messer, orig. 'my sir,'

i. e. my lord), < mon, < L. meus, ace. meum, my,
-I- sieur, OF. sire, etc. (> E. sir), oontr. of OF.
seigneur, seignour, etc., lord, ht. 'elder': see
sir, sire, seignor, signor, seflor, senior. Of. mon^
seigneur, of which monsieur is, on analysis, a
contracted form.] 1. Literally, my lord; sir:

the common title of courtesy in France, answer-
ing to the English Mr. Abbreviated M., Mons.

;

plural MM., Messrs.

For Monsieur Malvolio, let me alone with him.
Sbak., T. N., ii. 3. 144.

Did you ever know a Frenchman that could not take an
affront? I warrant nwmeer knows what he is about; don't
you, monseer? Miss Bumey, Evelina, xxv.

3. A title given to the eldest brother of the
King of Prance.

O.! let the King, let Mounsieur and the Sover'n
That doth Nauarras Spain-wronged Scepter gouem,
Be all, by alL their Countries Fathers cleapt. '

Sylvester, tr. of Du Barias's Weeks, ii., The Handy-Crafts.

3. A Frenchman: vulgarly and humorously
mounseer.

A shoeless soldier there a man might meet
Leading his numsieur by the arms fast bound.

Drayton, Battle of Agincourt.

Now the Baron was as unlike the traditional Mounseer
of English songs, plays, and satires as a man could well
be. W. Collins, Lady of Glenwith Grange.

4t. A gentleman : said of a Frenchman.
There is a Frenchman his companion, one
An eminent Tnonsieur, Shak. , Cymbeline, i. 6. 65.

Monsieur de Paris, a euphemistic title given in France
to the public executioner.

At the gallows and the wheel—the axe was a rarity—
Monsieurjde] Paris, as it was the episcopal mode among
his brother Professors of the provinces Monsieur [d'] Or-
leans and the rest, to call him, presided.

Dickens, Tale of Two Cities, ii. 7.

monsignor (mon-se'nyor), n. [< It. monsignor,
monsignore: see monseigiieur.] In the Rmn.
Cath. Ch., a title conferred upon prelates, and
upon the dignitaries of the papal court and
household. Also, in the fuller Italian form, mon-
signore, plural monsignori. Abbreviated Mgr.

It seemed the whole court of Rome was there—mo»-
signoH and prelates without end. Disraeli, Lothair, Ixvi.

Themaster of the ceremonies, Jfowis'norFabei, advances
up the Chapel. J. R. Shorthouse, Jfohn Inglesanl^ xxx.

monster

Mons Msenalus. [NL.: L. mons, mount ; Mcena
lus, < Gr. Maivaiog, MaivaTurv, a range of moun-
tains in -Arcadia.] A constellation, the moun-
tain Mtenalus, formed of a few stars in the feet

of Bootes. It was introduced in 1690, in a posthumoos
work of Hevelius. The name (that of a mountain in Ar-

cadia) is connected with the myth of Areas and his mother,
personages identifled with the Great Bear and Bootes by '

the Greeks. The constellation is not now admitted.

Mons Mensae. [L^named after Table Eock at

the Cape of Good Hope : mons, mount ; mensm,
gen. of mensa, table.] A constellation intro-

duced by Lacaille in 1752, between the south

poles of the equator and the ecliptic. Its

brightest star is of the fifth magnitude.

monsoon (mon-son'), «. [Formerly also mon-
son; cf. Sw. monsoon = Dan. monsun (< E.),

Sw. mousson (< P.); P. monson, mon^on, now
mousson = Sp. moneon= Pg. moncao =lt. mon-
sone, a monsoon; with accom. Kom. term., <

Malay rrmsim, monsoon, season, year, = Hind.
mausim, time, season, < Ar. mawsim, a time, sea-

son, < wasama, mark.] 1. A wind occurring in

the alternation of the trade-winds in India and
the north Indian ocean. During the half-year from
April to October the regular northeast trade-winds are re-

versed, and, with occasional interruptions, the wind blows
ahnost a steady gale from the southwest. In some places

the change of the monsoons is attended with calms; in

others with variable winds; and in others, as in China,

with storms and much rain. These tempests seamen call

the breaking up of the monsoon. The reversed trade-wind
is termed the summer, southwest, or wet monsoon, and the

trade-wind is teimed the winter, northeast, or dry mon-
soon.

The times of seasonable windes called Monsons, wherein
the ships depart from place to place in the East Indies.

Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 278.

They often lose the benefit of their m,onsoons, and much
more easily other winds, and frequently their voyage.

Boyle, Works, lU. 771.

Tile summer monsoon is a much stronger current than
its winter correlative; and in India this fact is recognized
in popular language, since it is often spoken of distinc-

tively as "the monsoon," the claim of the imrttermmisoon
to the same designation being for the moment tacitly ig.

nored. H. F. Ekmford.

3. Any of the winds that have annual alterna-

tions of direction and velocity, arising from dif-

ferences of temperature between continents or

islands and the surrounding ocean.

AU the great monsoons are found in countries and on
oceans adjacent to high mountain ranges. W. Ferret,

On the Brazilian coast, about and to the south of the
tropic, there is so much regularity in the alternation of

winds, although but for a few points, that their two pre-

vailing currents, from south-east to north-east, are often

called monsoons. Fitz Roy, Weather Bookj p. 146.

monsoonal (mon-so'nal), a. [< monsoon -\- -al.]

Of or relating to monsoons ; of regular or peri-

odical occurrence : said of winds.
monster (mon'stfer), n. and a. [< ME. monstre,

mounstre, < OP. monstre, P. monstre = Sp. mon-
struo = Pg. monstro = It. monstro, mostro, < L.

monstrum, a divine omen, esp. one indicating
misfortune, an evil omen, a portent, prodigy,
wonder, monster, < monere, warn : see monish.
Cf. monster, v., muster, monstraUon, etc.] I.

n. If. Anything extraordinary, supernatural,
or wonderful; a thing to be wondered at; a
prodigy.

For wende I never by possibilitee,
That swich a monstre or merveille mighte be.

Chmuxr, Franklin's Tale, 1. 616.

3. A fabulous animal of grotesque or chimeri-
cal figure and often of huge size, compounded
of human and brute shape, or of the shapes of

various brutes, as the sagittary ,centaur, sphinx,
mermaid, minotaur, grif&n, manticore, etc.

This is some Tntmster of the isle. . . . Four legs and two
voices : amost delicate monster ! Shak. , Tempestj ii. 2. 94.

Then Enoch traded for himself, and bought
Quaint nwnsters for the market of those times,
A gilded dragon, also, for the babes.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

3. -Any very large animal; anything unusually
large of its kind.

Where the wallowing mtmster spouted his foam-fountains
in the sea. Tennyson, Lotos-Eaters, Choric Song.

4. An animal or a plant of abnormal form or

structure; any living monstrosity. The deviation
consists sometimes in an excess, sometimes in a deficiency,
of certain organs or parts ; sometimes in a generaJ or par-
ticular malformation, and sometimes in the presence of
organs or parts not belonging to the sex or species. The
body of scientific doctrine or knowledge of such creatures
is known as teratology.

5. A person regarded with horror because of

his moral deformity, or his propensity to com-
mit revolting or unnatural crimes.

He cannot be such a monster. Shak., Lear, 1. 2. 102.

6. Something unnatural and horrible.



monster

A. ;» it. ^ heaTen, he echoes me,AS II aere were aome moniter in his thought.Too hideous to be shewn. SJiot, OtheUMit 3. 107.

7f. An example; a pattern.

_,.... Trewlyahe
Was hir chefe patnme of beante
And chefe ensampio of all hir werke
And moujwtre.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, L 912.

5*^^°S^- JBPi*"®* *"™ "»« SI* river in Arimna.

)

A large Iirard, Hetodmna twspeetum, of the family Htlo-
deriJuifaB of dnmsy flgnre and most repnlsire aspMt, not^
able as the only member of the order iocertOfaltaown

S» .1!???"°?^ ®*^* *^^ ^«^ similar ff. ftorriatim,
the en««iMrd, found in Meiica The name is also givento^Aomdum.—Many-headed monster. Seemany-

n. a. Of inordinate adze op numbers: as, a
monster gnn; a monster meeting.
mon|ter (mon'ster), V. t. [< ME. monstreti,
< OF. monstrer, < L. monstrare, show: see mon-
ster, n., and monish. Cf. muster, c] 1. To ex-
hAit; show; muster. See muster. MaOiwea.
[Prov. Eng.]— Sf. To make monstrous; exag-
gerate or magnify extravagantly.
**"•

^ , , , Pray now, sit down.
Cor, I liad rather have one scratch my head i* the sun

When the alarum were struck, than Idly sit
To hear my nothings momtei'd, Shak., Cor., iL 2. SL
Monstera (mon'ste-ra), n. [NIi. (Adanson,
1763); origin xmknown.] A genus of mono-
eofyledonous climbing shmbs of the natural
order Araeete, type of the tribe Monsteroideee
and the subtribe Monsterece, characterized by
foulr ovules in a two-celled ovary. There are 12
species, natives of lanpical America, They have large

'a 6
Monstera deliciosa.

u, die spadix vithin the qiatfae ; b, Uie floirer.

firm two-ranked leaves, often with a row of large ellip-
tical holes. Their flowers are small, without calyx or co-
rolla, crowded upon a spadix, with a boat-shaped spatbe,
often yellow. The succulent fruit of coherent berries i^
in the case of the Mexican M. ddidosa, an article of food.
Several species are cultivated under glass for their singu-
lar foliage.

Honstereae (mon-ste're-e), n.pl. [NL. (Eng-
ler, 1887), < Monstera '+ -€<e.] A subtribe of
plants of the order Araeete, embracing 9 genera,
Monstera being the type, and about 59 species,
confined to tropical regions.
monster-mastert (mon'ster-mas't^r), n. A
tamer of brutes. [Bare.]

This nwmiernuater stout [Ifimrod],
This Hercules, this hammer-HL
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, iL, Babylon.

Monsteroideee (mon-ste-
roi'de-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Engfep, 1887), < Mon-
stera + -oidecB.^ A tribe
of plants of the natural
order Araeece {Aroidece).
It embraces the subtrfbes Man-
iteria, SpathCphyttax, and Sj/m-
ftoearpoB, with14 genera, Jfcrn-

Mtra being the type^ and about
81 species.

monstership (mon ' ster -

^P)i "• [^ monster +
-sWp.] The state of being
a monster : in the quota-
tion used humorously as
a title.

Cath. It [hnmor] is a gentle-
man-like monster. . . .

Coi. m none on it ; hamonr,
avannt, Iknow you not, begone.
Letwho willmakehungrymeals
for your monger-ship, it shall

not be L JS. ^oi»a», Every Man
[in his Humour, iiL 2.

monstrance (mon'strans),
n. [< OF. monstrance =
It. mostranza, < lEL. mon-
strantia, a monstrance, < .?i™='^?^,r:^5?^„l!?J?_

, , . \ i of theend ofthe i4thcentuiy.
li. monstran{t-)s, ppr. or (From l-An pour tous.")
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monstrare, show: see monster, v., monstration,
and cf. mustrance.^ In the Bom. Cath. Ch., ori-
ginally, any receptacle in which sacred relics
were held up to view : after the fourteenth cen-
tury, restricted to the transparent or glass-
faced shrine in which the consecrated host is
presented for the adoration of the people, either
while being carried in procession or when ex-
posed on the altar, it is placed in a stand, generally
made of precious metal, and sometimes richly jeweled.
See lunette, 11. Also called enwatorunn, ostensory, re-
monstrance, and theotheea.

monstration (mon-stra'shon), n. [< L. mon-
stratio{n-), a showing, < monstrare, pp. monstra-
tus, show, point ou^ indicate, ordain, indict,
also advise : see monster, f. ] A showing ; dem-
onstration; proof.
The blood burst incontinent out of the nose of the dead

king at the comming of his Sonne, geuing thereby as a cer-
taine monitracion howe he was the author of his death.

Ontfion, Hen. XL, an. 33.

monstrator (mon'stra-tor), n, [(.Jj. monstrator,
< monstrare, pp. monstrd'tus, show: see monstra-
tion.^ An exhibitor; a demonstrator. [Rare.]
This exhibition a university ought to supply ; and at the

same time, as a necessary concomitant, a competent mm-
ftrator. Sir W. HamObm.
monstricide (mon'stri-ad), n. [< L. monstrum,
a monster, -I- -cicHum, < ceedere, HU.] The
slaughter of a monster. [Humorous.]

If Perseus had cut the latter's cmel head off, he would
have committed not nnjnstiflable numstrinde.

Thackeray, Yirginians, xxv.

monstriferonst (mon-strif'e-rus), a. [< L. mon-
strifer, monster-bearing, K monstrum, a mon-
ster, + ferre = E. 6eori.] Producing mon-
sters.

This monetriferouse empire of women ... is most de-
testable and dunnable. Knox, First Blast, Pref., p. 5.

monstrosity (mon-stros'i-ti), n.; pL mmistrosi-
ties (-tiz). [Also formerly monstruosity; < F.
monstruosit^ = Sp. mons^-uosidad = Pg. mon-
struosidade = It. mostruositd, mostrositd, < LL.
monstrosita{t-)s, Tnonstruosita{t-)s, monstrous-
ness, < monstrosus, monstruosus, monstrous:
see monstrous.'] 1. The state or character of
being monstrous, or formed out of the com-
mon order of nature; the character of being
shocking or horrible.

This is the monstruosity in love, lady—that the will is

infinite, and the execution confined.
Shak., T. and C, iiL 2. 87.

In either case, it is a deviation from the normal type,
and, as such, is analogous to the monstrosities, both of ani-
mals and of v^etables.

Budde, Civilization, IL vL (Latham.)

At long intervals of time, out of millions of individuals
reared in the same conntry and fed on nearly the same
food, deviations of structure so strongly prononnced as to
deserve to be called monstrosities arise; but monstrosities
cannot be separated by any distinct line from slighter vari-
ations. Darvnn, Origin of Species, p. 23.

Z. An unnatural production; a monster.
monstrous (mon'strus), a. [Formerly also
monstruous, < P. monstruewc = Sp. Pg. monstru-
oso = It. monstruoso, mostruoso, < Mj. monstno-
osus, monstrosus, preternatural, strange, < L.
monstrum, a portent, monster: see monster.] 1

.

Of unnatural formation; deviating greatlyfrom
the natural form or structure; out of the com-
mon course of nature: as, a monstrous hirth or
production.

His Diadem was neither brass nor rust^

But monstrous metal of them both b^ot.
J. Beaumont, P^ch^ L 15.

In monstrous plants we often get direct evidence of the
possibilitj of one organ being transformed into another.

Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 392.

2. Enormous; huge; prodigious; unparalleled.

And euen whole families of these numerous men are
found at this day in America, both ueere to Yiiginia, as
Captain Smith reporteth, and . . . about the Straits of
Magellan, neere which he found Giants.

Furclias, Pilgrimage, p. 38.

What a monstrous tail our cat has got

!

Carey, Dragon of Wantley, iL 1.

Sown in a wrinkle of the mombrous lull.

The city sparkles like a grain of salt.

Tenrtyson, Will.

3. Shocking; hateful; horrible: as, a mon-
strous delusion.

^ov monstrous
It was for Malcolm and for Donalbain
To kill their gracious father

!

Shak., Macbeth, iiL 6. &
They err who write no Wolves in England range

;

Here Men are all tum'd Wolves ; O monstrous change I

Howell, Letters, L vL 68.

What a monstrous Catalogue of sins do we meet with in
the first Chapter to the Romans

!

StUlingJIeet, Sermons, IL iiL

4t. Full of monsters or strange creatures.

Uontanistic
Where thou, perhaps, under Hie whelming tid^
^ isit'st the bottom of the monstrous world.

Milton, Lycidas, L 1S8.

= Syn. 1. AbnormaL—2. Prodigious, vast, colossal, stu-
pendous.— 3. Wicked, Atrocious, eta (see atrocious).

monstrous (mon'strus), adr. [< nuMisirous, a.]
Exceedingly; extremely; wonderfully: as, mon-
strous difficult, [Now vulgar or colloquial.]
An I may hide my face, let me play Thisby too : 111

speak in a monstrous little voice. Shak., M. N. D., L 2. 54.

You are angiy.
Monstrous angry now, grievously angry.

Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, iiL 1.

It is such monstrous rainy weather that there is no doing
w«h it- Su!(ft, Journal to Stella, x.

monstrously (mon'stms-li), adr. In a mon-
strous manner, (a) In a manner out of the common
order of nature ; hence, shockingly ; hideously ; horribly

:

as, a man numstroudy wicked.

They melted down their atoln ear-rings into a cal^ and
momiroudy cryed out : These are thy ^ids, Israel

!

Sir T, Browne, Vulg. Err., L 2.

(6) Exceedingly ; inordinately; enormously.

These truths with his example yon disprove.
Who with his wife is monsbrou^y in love.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, vL

monstrousness (mon'strus-nes), n. The state
or quality of being monstrous, in any sense
of that word; especially, enormity; exceeding
wickedness.
The statelinesse of the bnildinges and the mon^ouaenesse

of the sepulchres.
Guevara, Letters (tr. by HeUowes, 1677), p. 29;

0, see the monstrousness of man
When he looks out in an ungrateful shape

!

Shak., T. of A., ill. 2. 79.

monstruosityf, monstraoost, etc. Obsolete
forms of monstrosity, etc.

Montacuta (mon-tar-ku'ta), n. [NL. (Turton,
1819), named after CSeorge Montagu, an English
naturalist (died 1815); later also Montagua.]
A genus of bivalve moUusks referred either to
the family KeUiidcB or to the family Erycinidce,
or made type of the Montacutidce. The shell is
oblique, with the cartilage in a pit between two strong
teeth, and there is no anterior tube. M.ferrvginea is a
small shell found on the northern coast of Europe.
Montacutidae (mon-ta-ku'ti-de), n. pi. [NL,,
< Montacuta -I- -mJcb.^ A family of bivalves
named from the genus Montacuta, now gener-
ally merged in Eryoinidee.

montagnard(m6n-ta-nyar'), n. \F.,<.montagne,
mountain : see mountain.] 1 . A mountaineer.—2. [cap.] One of the extreme democratic
party in the legislatures of the first French
revolution ; hence, in general, a member of the
radical or extreme liberal party. See TheMoun-
tain, under mountain.

montainet, "• A Middle English form of moun-
tain.

montana (mon-tan'ya), n. [Sp. : see mountain.]
See monie, 1.

In the Peruvian Andes "inon2aflkK"hasapeculiarmean-
ing. It is the densely forested region on the eastern slope
of the range, this country being divided into three longi-
tudinal belts—the "Coast," "Sierra," and "Jfojitoflo,"the
"Sierra" being the region of the .\nde& proper.

J. O. Whitney, Names and Places p. 99.

montancet, " • AMiddle English form of moun-
tance.

montane (mon'tan), a. [= F. montane, OF.
montain = Sp. Pg. It. montano, < L. montanus,
belongingtoamountain:seem«UR<atn.] Moun-
tainous; belonging or relating to mountains:
as, a montane fauna.
montanic (mon-tan'ik), a. [< montane + -ie.]

Pertaining to mountains ; consisting of moun-
tains.

Montanism (mon'ta-nizm), n. [< Montanus
(see def.) + -ism.] The tenets of a sect of the
Christian church, now extinct, founded during
the second century by Montanus of Phrygia.
The Montanists believed in the divine and prophetic
inspiration of Montanus, the continuance of the miracu-
lous gifts of the apostolic church, the immediate approach
of the second advent of CHuist, and the establishment of
the heavenly Jerusalem at Pepuza in Phiygia ; they prac-
tised rigorous asceticism.

All the ascetic, rigorous, and chiliastic elements of the
ancient church combined in Montanism.

Schaf, Bist. Christian CSinroh, IL 417.

Montanist (mon'ta-nist), K. [< LGr. Movra-
vurHjg, a follower of Montanus, < yiovravi^, Uj.
Montanus: see Montanism.] A believer in the
tenets of Montanism,
These zealots hailed the appearance of the Paraclete in

Phrygia, and surrendered themselves to his guidance. In
so doing, however, they had to withdraw from the church,

to be known as Montanists, or "Kataphiygians," and thus
to assume the character of a sect Eneyc BriL, XVL 776.

Montanistic (mon-ta-nis'tik), a. [< Montanist
+ -fc.] Pertaining to the doctrines, customs,

or character of the Montanists.



Montanistical

Montanistical (mon-ta-nis'ti-kal), a. [< Mon-
tanisUc + -al.'] Same'as Montdnistic.

montanite (mon-ta'nit), n. [< Montana (see
def.) + -»*e2.] A rare telluiate of bismuth oc-
curring as a yellow earthy incrustation on te-
tradymite at Highland in the State of Montana.
Montanize (mon'ta-mz), v. i.; pret. and pp.
Montanized, ppr. Montanizing. [< Montanus
(see Montanism) + 4ze.'] To follow the opin-
ions of Montanus.
montant (mon'tant), a. and n. [< P. montant,
an upright beam or post, also an upward blow
or thrust (= Sp. montante, an upright post of a
machine, a sword, = Pg. montante, a two-handed
sword), <moJitore* (= Sp. Pg. montante= It. mon-
tante), < ML. montan{t-)s, rising, ppr. otmontare,
mount : see TO0Mn<2. Ci.mountant.^ I.a. Eising;
specifically, in her., (a) increasing, or in her
increment (applied to the moon), or (&) placed
in pale and with the head or point uppermost
(same as haurient in the ease of a fish).

II. n. It. Infenomg, apparently a blow from
below upward, but the sense is uncertain.

To see thee pass thy punto, thy stock, thy reverse, thy
distance, thy montant. SMk., M. W. of W., li. 3. 26.

2. In joinery, the intermediate vertical part of
a piece of framing which is tenoned with the
rails. See cut under door.

montantot (mon-tan'to), n. [Irreg. < Sp. mon-
tante, rising, a sword, etc.: see montant.^ 1. A
straight broadsword for two hands.— 3. Same
as montant, 1.

'Slid 1 an these he your triclts, your passados, and your
montatUos, I'll none of them.

B. Jomon, Every Man in his Humour, iv. 5.

mon.t-de-pi6t6(m6n'd6-pe-a-ta'), n. [P., = Sp.
monte de piedad, < It. monte di pietcb, lit. 'fund
of pity' (cf. equiv. Sp. montepio, 'pious fund'),
< L. mon( t-)s, hill, heap, ML. also pile of money,
fund, bank; de, oi; pieta{t-)s, piety, ML. oom-

\ passion, pity: see moM»<i, de2,j3ie^,i>%.] An
institution established by public authority for

lending money on the pledge of goods, at a
reasonable rate of interest. These establishments
originated in Italy in the fifteenth century, the object in
founding them being to countervail the exorbitantly usu-
rious practices of the Jews. The funds, togetherwith suit-

able warehouses and other accommodations, are managed
by directors, and the goods pledged are sold if the money
lent on them is not returned by the proper time.

monte (mon'te), n. [< Sp. monte, a hill, moun-
tain, wood, heap, a gambling-game, < L. mons
(mont-), a hill, moimtain: see mount'^.'] 1. A
tract more or less thickly covered with shrubby
vegetation or scanty forests ; a forest, in South
America, and especially in the northern parl^ the word
mfmU is used to designate more or less scantily forested
regions or narrow belts of forest vegetation, while numtafia
is applied to broad, densely forested areas. In Mexico and
Galuomia monte more generally has the signification of
'forest.'

Less than a league above there is [in Kew Granada] a
spot destitute of trees. All such are called llano— plain—
whether they be flat or hilly ; and all land covered with
thicket is called im/mte if it be but a few miles through,
and montafia if more. /. F. HoUon, New Oranada, p. 436.

The msmtes of South and Central Uruguay form narrow
fringes to the larger streams, and rarely exceed a few
hundred yards in width. Seen from distant higher ground,
they resemble rivers of verdure meandering through the
bare campos, from which they are sharply defined—the
reason being that the wood only grows where it is liable

to inundation. Eneye. Brit., IX. 406.
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movable rim, and decorated with flutings and
a scalloped edge. It was also used for cooling
and carrying wine-glasses.

New things produce new words, and thus MorOeUh
Has by one Vessel sav'd his name from Death.
Quoted in Axhttm's Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,

[1. 183.

Silver cisterns could not have been common or often

put to the baser use [rinsing forks and spoons during din-

ner] ; but when they were discarded from the table, the
more interesting TnortieUh, with its movable rim, tall

punch-glasses, lemon-strainer, and ladle, took their place.

JSr. and Q., 7th ser., Vn. 260.

2. [Appar. of different origin from the above,
but from the same surname . ] A kind of cotton
handkerchief having white spots on a colored
ground, the spots beingproducedbya chemical
which discharges the color. Diet. Needlework.

monte-jus (P. pron. m6ht'zhii), n. [P., < mom-
ter, raise, +jus, juice : see mounts, v., and juice.']

In sugar-manuf., a
force-pump by
which the juice
from the cane-mill
is raised to the elar-

ifiers on a story
above, it consists of
a vessel with a well sunk
in the bottom and hav-
ing three valved pipes,
one by which the juice
is received, another by
which it is discharged,
and a third by which
steam is admitted. The
steam, entering above
the surface of the juice,

forces it up through the
delivery-pipe to the clar-

ifiers. The steam then
condenses, and leaves a

Monte-Jus.

2. A favorite Spanish and Spanish-American
gambling-game, played with the Spanish pack
of forty cards. The players bet on certain cards of alay-
out, and win or lose, according as others drawn from the
pack do or do not match with these. Monte was the most
popular of the gambling-games of California in the early

times of the gold discoveries.—Three-card monte, a
gambling-game, of Mexican origin, played with three
cards, of which one is usually a court-card. By skilful

manipulation, the cards are so thrown on the table, face

down, as to deceive the eye of the manipulator's opponent,
who bets on the position of one of the cards, usually the
court-card-

monte-bank (mon'te-bangk), n. A gaming-
table or an establishment where monte is play-

ed; also, the bank or pile of money usually

placed in front of the dealer, and used in pay-
ing the stakes.

montebrasite (mon-te-bra'zit), n. [< Monte-
hras (see def.) +. ite^'] A variety of am-
blygonite from Montebras in Prance.

Montefiasco (mon-te-fias'ko), n.
_
Same as

Montefiascone : an erroneous abbreviation.

Moiltefiascone(mon''te-fias-k6'ne),». [It.: see

def.] Afine vrineproduced near Montefiascone,
in central Italy.

monteiro, n. Same as montero^.

monteith (mon-teth'), n. [So called after the

inventor.] 1. A large punch-bowl of the

eighteenth century, usually of silver and with a

vacuum, and the operation of alternately filling and eject-

ing continues. E. H. Knight.

montem (mon'tem), n. [Short for L. proces-

sus ad montem, going to the hill: processus, a
going forward, orig. pp. oi proeedere, go for-

ward (see proceecC); ad, to, toward; montem,
aec. of mons, a hill, mount: see moimt^.'] The
name given to an ancient English custom,
prevalent among the scholars of Eton till 1847,

which consisted in theirproceeding every third

year on Whit-Tuesday to a tumulus or mound
near the Bath road, and exacting "money for

salt," as it was called, from all persons present,

or passers-by. The sum so collected was given to the
captain, or senior scholar, and was intended to assist in
defraying the expenses of his residence at the university.

The "sait-money" has been known toreach nearly £1,000.

Montenegrin, Montenegrine (mon-te-neg'-
rin), a. and n. [< Montenegro (see def.), an It.

translation of Serv. Crna Gora, Black Moun-
tain (Serv. cm, black, gora, mountain) ; < monte,
< L. mons (mont-), mountain, -t- negro, nero, <

L. niger, black: see mounts and negro."] I. a.

Eelating to Montenegro, a small country of

Europe, east of the Adriatic, nearly surrounded
by Austrian and Turkish territory, or to its in-

habitants.

II. n. 1. A native or an inhabitant of Mon-
tenegro. The Montenegrins are of Servian
race, and speak a dialect of that language.— 2.
[I. c] An outer garment for women, the form
of which was taken from some Eastern mili-

tary costtmies, close-fitting, and ornamented
with braid-work and embroidery.

Montepnlciano (mon'te-pul-cha'no), n. [It.:

see det.] A rich wine produced at or near Mon-
tepulciano, in central Italy.

Monterey cypress. See cypress, 1 (a).

Monterey pine. Seepim.
montero^ (mon-ta'ro), n. [< Sp. montero, a
huntsman, < monte, a mountain, wood, < L.
mon{t-)s : see mounts] A huntsman.

As Don Lorenzo approached the camp he saw a montero
who stood sentinel. Irving, Moorish Clironicles, vii. 77.

monthly

montero^ (mon-ta'ro), n. [.Also monteiro; prop.
*montera, < Sp. montera (= Pg. monteira = It.

montiera), a hunting-cap, < montero, a hunter.]

A horseman's orhuntsman's cap,having around
crown with flaps which could be drawn down
over the sides of the face.

His hat was like a helmet or Spanish momteiio. Baxm.

montero-cap (mon-ta'ro-kap), n. Same as morir

tero^.

The Montero oaf was scarlet, of a superfine Spanish
cloth, dyed in grain, and mounted all round with fur, ex-

cept about four inches in the front, which was faced with
a light blue, slightly embroidered.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, vl. 24.

The cedar bird, with its red-tipc wings and yellow-tipt

tail, and its little monteiro cap of feathers.
Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 437.

montes, «• Plural of mons.

montetnt, n. Same as monteitJi.

montgolfier (mont-gol'fi-6r; P. pron. m&n-gol-
fya')) n. [< P. montgolfiire, a balloon, so called

feom the brothers Montgolfier, who in 1783 sent

up the first balloon at Aimonay, Prance.] A
balloon filled with air expanded by heat.

Mon'tgomery Charter. See charter.

month (munth), n. [Early mod. E. moneth; <

MB. month, moneth, < AS. monath, monoth (in in-

flection syncopated month-) = OPries. monath,
monad, mond = D. maand = MLG. manet, LG.
maand = OHG. mdnod, MHG. mdnot, manet, G.

monat = Icel. mdrmdhr = Sw. m&nad = Dan.
maaned = Goth, menoths, a, month; cf. Gael.

mios, Ir. mios, Olr. mt (gen. mis) = W. mis =
OBulg. miesetsi = Serv. mjesec = Bohem. mesie
= Pol. miesiac = Buss. miesyatsU = Lith. mene-
sis = Lett, menes = L. mensis = Gr. iiipi (for

*liijvg), month, = Skt. mas (for *mdns, "mens),

month: names derived from or connected with
the name for 'moon,' AS. mona = Goth, merm
= Gr. ftv"'?, etc.; but the phonetic relations

are not entirely clear: see moonK] 1. Origi-

nally, the interval from one new moon to the

next, called specifically a lunar, synodical, or

illuminative month. This seldom varies more than a
quarter of a day from its mean value, which is 29.630589

days, or 29 days, 12 hours, 44 minutes, and 2.7 seconds.
There are, besides, other periods of the moon which
are termed mxmthg by astronomers. These are— (o) The
arwmaliiitie WAmth, or mean period of the revolution of

the moon from one perigee to the next : it is 27 days, 13

hours, 18 minutes, 37.4 seconds, (b) The sidereal numth,
or mean period required by the moon to make a circuit

among the stars : it is 27 days, 7 hours, 43 minutes, 11.6

seconds, (c) The tropical month, or the mean period ol

the moan's passing through 360 degrees of longitude, as
from one vernal equinox to the next: it differs from
the sidereal month only by an amount corresponding to

the monthly precession of the equinoxes, and is 27 days,

7 hours, 43 minutes, 4.7 seconds, (d) The nodical or dra-

ctmttc month, which is the mean time between two suc-

cessive passages by the moon through its rising node : it is

27 days, 6 hours, 5 minutes, and 36 seconds.

2. One twelfth part of a tropical year, or 30

days, 10 hours, 29 minutes, 3.8 seconds: called

specifically a solar month.—8. One of the twelve
parts into which the calendar year is arbitrarily

divided: called specifically a calendar month.
The calendar months are'Jannaiy, 31 days; February, 28
(except in leap-year, when it has 29); March, 31; April, 30

;

May, 31 ; June, 30 ; July, 81 ; August, 81 ; September, 30;

October, 31 ; November, 80 ; December, 31.

4. At common law and in equity, month has
been understood tomean 'a lunarmonth,' which
is assumed to be 28 days, exceptwhen the con-

trary appears, and exceptwhenused of mercan-
tile transactions, such as negotiable paper, etc.

In ecclesiastical law, and now in sol cases throughout the
United States generally, its legal meaning is 'a calendar
month,' except when the contrary appears. For the pur-
pose of calculating interest, a month is generally consid-
ered the twelfth part of a year, and as equivalent to 30 days.

5t. pi. Same as menses. Minsheu; Cotgrave.
Abbreviated mo.

A month's mind. See mindi.— Consecution montb.
See consecution.—Fence mouth. See/ence-motah.

Monthier's blue. See bUe.
monthling (munth'ling), n. [< month + -K»^i.]

That which has lasted for a month, or is a

month old.
Yet hail to thee,

Frail, feeble MontHingl
Wordsworth, Address to my Infant Daughter, Dora.

monthly (munth'li), a. and n. [Early mod. E.

monetMy; < ME. monethly, < AS. monathlic (=
OHG. mdnotUch, G. monatUch = MD. maande-
Ujk, D. maandelijlcsch = Sw. m&natlig = Dan.

3dUg), monthly, < monath, month: see

month.] t. a. 1. Cfontinued for a month, or

performed in a month: as, the monthly^ revolu-

tion of the moon.— 2. Done or happening ones
a month or eveiy month: as, a monthly meet-
ing; a monthly visit.— 3. Lasting a month.

Minutes' joys are monthlie woes. Greene, Menaphon.



monthly
A monthly mind. See a month's mind, nnder mimP-.—
MratlOy nurse, rose, etc See the noons.
n. n.; pi. monthlies (-liz). 1. A magazine

or other hterary periodical published once a
month.— 2. pL Menses.
month^ (munth'li), adv. [= D. maandelyks
= MLG. manttike = G. monatUch; < monWy, a.]
1. Once a month; in everymonth: as, the moon
changes mon th ly.— 2t. As if under the influence
of the moon ; in the manner of a lunatic.

The man talks montAIy : . . .

I see hell be stark mad at our next meeting.
lUdaUetm and, DMot, Soaring Girl, T. 2.

month's-mindt, n. See mind^.
monticellite (mon-ti-sellt), n. [Named after
T. JfonttceHi Q759-1846), anitalian chemist and
mineralogist.J A rare member of the chryso-
lite group, consisting of the silicates of calcium
and magnesium, it occnis at Vesnvlas in yellowish-
gray ciystolsj also on Motmt Monzoni, in Tyrol, In large
crystals which are often altered to augite or to serpentine.
Also called batraehite.

monticle (mon'ti-kl), n. [= p. monUcule, < LL.
montioulus, dim. of mon{t-)s, a hill, mountain:
seemounti.] AlitUe mount; a hillock. Bailey,
1731. Also monUcule.
monticolme (mon-tik'o-lin), a. [< L. monticola,
a dweller in the mountains, < mons {mont-), a
mountain,+ colere, inhabit.] Inhabitiiigmoun-
tains. Also monticoUnis.
monticillate (mon-tik'H-lat), a. [< monticule
+ -afei.] Eiaying little projections or hills.

Smart.
monticule (mon'ti-kul), n. [< P. monticule, <
LL. monticuhis, a little hill: see monUele.'\
Same as monticle.

monticnlons (mon-tik'u-lus), a. [< HL. mon-
ticulosus, MUy, < LL. mo'nticidus, a little hill : see
monticule, monticle.^ Same as monticulate.

monticnlns (mon-tik'u-lus), n.; pi. manticuU
(-li). [< LL. Tnoniiculus, a little lull : see mon-
ti<de.'] In anat., a little elevation; amontioule.
—HonticnlUB cerebelU, the prominent central part of
the saperior Termiform process of the cerebellom.

montiform (mon'ti-f6rm), a. [< L. mons (mont-),

a mountain, + forma, form.] Mountain-like

;

having the shape of a mountain.
montifiringilla (mon'ti-frin-jil'a), n. [NL., <

L. mons (mont-), a mountain, -I- fringilla, a
chaffinch.] An old book-name of the bram-
bling, FringiUa montifringiUa. It was made a
generic name of the same by Brehm in 1828,

the finch being called MontifringiUa nivaUs.

See cut nnder J>rambling.

montigenoOB (mon-tij'e-nus), a. [< LL. monti-
gena, mountain-bom, < L. mon{t-)s, mountain,
-I- gignere, genere, be bom: see -genous.'i Moun-
tain-bom; produced on a mountain. Bailey,

1731.

montmartlite (mont-mar'trit), n. [< Mont-
martre (see def.)+ -»fe2.] Amineral of a yellow-
ish color, occurring massive, found at Mont-
martre in Paris. It is soft, but resists the
weather. It is a variety of gypsum, contain-

ing calcium carbonate.
montmorillonite (mont-mo-ril'on-it), n. [<
MontmoriUon (see def.) +'-t*e2.J a hydrous
silicate of aluminium occurring in soft day-like
masses of aTose-redcolor,originallyfromMont-
morillon in Prance.
montoir (mdn-twor'), n. [P., <mo»<er, mount:
see mounts, o.] A horse-block; a block to step
upon when mo -uting a horse. Also monture.

monton (mon 'ton), j>. [Sp., < monte, < L.
mon{t-)s, a hill, mountain: see mounfi-.'] A
unit of weight employed in Mexico chiefly for

ore under the process of amalgamation, it va-

ries greatly in different miniog districts, being at Goana-
jaato 3,200 Spanish poond^ and in some other localities

only 1,800. Huport.

montre (mon'ter), n. [P., a sample, pattern,

show, show-case, case of an organ, etc., < mon-
tre, sdiow, < L. monstrare, show: see monster,

t>.] 1. In organ-buUcUng, a stop whose pipes

are mounted as a part of the visible organ-case,

or otherwise set in a special position apart from
the others ; usually, the open diapason of the

great organ. See also mounted cornet, under
cornet\ 1 (c).—2. An opening in a kiln for pot-

tery or porcelain through which the superin-

tendent looks to judge of the progress of the

baking.
montross, n. A corrupt form of matross.

monture (mon'tfir), n. [< P. monture (= Sp.

vtontadura, a trooper's equipments, = It. mon,-

tura, lively), < monter, mount: see mwint^, v.

The same word in older use appears as moun-

ture.'i If. A saddle-horse. Compare moiin^,

2(a).
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And forward spurred his monture fierce withall,
Witliin his arms longing his foe to strain.

Fair/ax, tr. of Tasso, vil 96.

2. Same as montoir.— 3. A mounting, setting,

or frame; the manner in which anything is

set or mounted : as, the monture of a diamond.
— Shaft-monture, a kind of monnting for the heddles of
looms in flgore-weavlng. By its use warp-threads can be
arranged in special systems of sheds. A meclianical draw-
boy operates the heddles systematically to form the sheds
in accord with the figures to be woven. Also called apHl-
harness.

monument (mon'u-ment), n. [Formerly also
moniment; < M&.'monument, monyment, < OP.
(and P.) monument = Sp. Pg. It. monumento, <

L. monumentum, monimentum, that which calls

a thing to mind, a memorial, < monere, remind:
see OTOJiisft.] 1. Anything by which the mem-
ory of a person, a period, or an event is pre-
served or perpetuated; hence, any conspicuous,
permanent, or splendid building, as a medieval
cathedral, or any work of art or industry con-
stituting a memorial of the past; a memorial.

Onr bruised arms hang up for numumenig.
ShaJc., Bich. m., L 1. 6.

I know of no such thing as an Indian monumevi, for I
wouldnothonourwith thatname arrowpolnts, stonehatch-
ete^ stone pipes, and hali-shapen images.

Jefferson, Notes on Virginia (1787^ p. 1S&

2. Specifically, a pile, pillar, or other structure
erected expressly in memory of events, actions,
or persons.

To flU with worm-holes stately monuTneTite.
Shak., Lncrece, L 946.

I would . . . pile up every stone
Of lustre from the broolc, in memory
Or monument to ages. MMon, P. L,, zi 32&

3. A stone shaft, or a stmeture of stone or
other enduring material, erected over a grave
in memory of the dead.—4t. A burial-vault;
a tomb.
Lord, if thou be he, shewe me the mjonwment that I pat

the in. Joseph of Arimatlde (£. E. T. S.X Ik 33.

Make the bridal-bed
In that dim mjonument where Tybalt lies.

SAtub., S. and J., iii. 6. 203.

5. Any enduring evidence or example ; a sin-

gular or notable instance.
I doe much reverence the memory of so famous a man,

that with the monumento of bis wit . . . hath much bene-
fited the Common-weale of good letters.

Coryat, Crudities, 1. 100.

The last ten yearshave seen the production of Mr. Free-
man's Norman Conquest^ which ... is a monument of
criti(»l eradition and genius.

SxMs, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 57.

6. In surveying and the law ofconveyancing, any
object, natur^ or artificial, fixed in the soil and
referred to in a deed or other document as a
means of ascertaining the location of a tract

of land or any part of its boundaries, in this

sense the word is applied to such objects as trees, river-

banks, and ditches ; and its importance is in the general
rule that in case of discrepancy courses or distances men-
tioned in a description most give way so far as necessary
to conform to a moaoment.

7t. A treatise.

Qohen I had done refyning ii^ I fand in Barret's Alve-
atie, qobilk is a dictionarie AjigUco-latinum, that Sr.

Thomas Smitli, a man of nae less worth then learning;

Secretarie to Qaeen Elizabeth, had left a learned and judl-

ciouse monument on the same subject.

A. Hume, Orthographic CE. E. T. S.), Dect, p. 2.

8t. Distinctive mark; stamp.

Some others [heaps of gold] were new driven, and distent

Into great Ingowes and to wedges square

;

Some in round plates wlthouten Tnonimeiit.
Spenser, F. Q., II. viL 6.

Celtic monuments. See megaJOhie monuments, under
megalithie.—CbOTa&.c monument,harpy monument,
megalittalc monuments. See the qualifying words.

=SyiL 1-3. ifemento, etc. See memorial.

monument (mon'u-ment), V. t. [< monument,

«.] 1. To erect a monument in memory of.

The ecclesiastical dignitariesburythemselves andmonu-
ment themselves [in the cathedrall to the exclusion of al-

most everybody dse in these latter times.

Hau!thome, English Note-Book% Jane 17, 1856.

2. To place monuments on; adorn with monu-
ments: as, a region nwnumented with glorious

deeds.

monumental (mon-u-men'tal), o. and n. [=
P. Sp. monumental, i L. monumentalis, of or be-

longingto a monument, < monumentum, a monu-
ment: see monument.'\ I. a. 1. Of, pertain-

ing to, or connected with a monument ormonu-
ments: as, a nwrnumento? inscription.

Some have amused the dull sad years of life . . .

With schemes of monumental fame ; and sought

By pyramids and mansolean pomp,
Short-liv'd themselves, f immortalize their bones.

Cowper, Task, v. 182.

2t. Belonging to a tomb.
Softly may he be possess't

M his monumentiU rest. Crashaw.

mood
3. Serving as a monument or as material for a
monument; memorial; preserving memory : as,
a monumental pillar.

And monumental brass this record bears,
'* These are— ah no ! these were the gaxetteers

!

"

Pope, Dnnciad, it 313.

4. Having the character of a monvuuent; re-
sembling a monument.

Me, goddess, bring
TO arched walks of twilight groves,
And shadows brown, that Sylvan loves.
Of pin^ or monumental oak.

MUton, H Fenseroso, 1. 135.

5. Conspicuous and permanent; historically
prominent; impressive.

Darius himself is, if wemay use the expression, amonu-
mental figure in history.

Fon Banie, ITniv. Hist, (trans.); p. 114.

6. Conspicuous as a monument; notable; ex-
cessive; amazing: as, monumental impudence.
[Colloq.]—Moniimental cross, Seecrossi, 2.—Monu-
meatal tiieology, the study of ancient monuments, in-

scriptions, coins, medals, statues, paintings, architecture,
etc, in so far as they throw light upon theology.

H. n. A monumental record ; a memorial.

When ras'd Messalla's monumentals must
lie with Sicinus's lofty tomb in dust,
I shall be read, and tntvellers that come
Transport my verses to their fathers' home.

Cotton, tr. of Martial's Epigrams, vllL 3.

monnmentality (mon'u-men-tal'i-ti),'?!. [<
monu7nental + 4ty.'] The state or quality of

being monumental; the fact or the degree of

serving as a monument.
monnmentalization (mon-u-men'tal-i-za'-
shon), ». [i monumental -i- -ize -i- -ation.'i The
act of makmg or the state of being monumen-
tal ; the recording by monuments.
This monumenialisation of superhuman contemporary

knowledge. Piaiai Smyth, Pyramid, p. 32.

monumentally (mon-u-men'tal-i), adv. 1. By
way of memorial: as, the pOlar was erected
monumentally.— 2. Bymeans of monuments.

—

3. In a high degree : as, monumentally tedious.

[Colloq.]
monyi (mon'i), a. An obsolete or dialectal

(Scotch) form of many^.
mony^, n. An obsolete form of money.
-mony. [(a) = P. -moitie = Sp. Pg. It. -monia, <

L. -monia, f., a suffix forming nouns from adjec-
tives, nouns, or verbs, as in aerimonia, sharp-
ness, ccsrimonia, a rite, parsimonia, thriitiness,

saneUmonia, saeredness, etc. (6) = P. -moine
= Sp. Pg. It. -monia, < L. -moniwm, neut., used
similarly, as in alimonium, nourishment, matri-
monium, marriage, testimonium, evidence, etc.]

A suffix in some nouns of Latin origin, as in
acrimony, ceremony, parsimony, sancUmony, ali-

mony, matrimony, testimony, etc. See ety-
mology. The suffix is not used as an English
formative.
monymentt, " An obsolete form of monur-
ment.
moo^ (mo), V. i. [Imitative of the lowing of a
cow. Cf. mew^, imitative of the crying of a
cat.] 1. To utter the characteristic cry of a
cow; low.

I nsed to smell the grass, and see the dew shining, and
hear the pretty sweet cows a mooing.

Mrs. TroUope, Michael Armstarong, rriv. (Davies.)

2. To make a noise like lowing. [Rare.]

The mooing of the waters seemed to deepen, more and
more abysm^ly, tbroagh all the hours of darkness.

Harper's Mag., LSXVI. 738.

moo^ (mo), n. [< mooi, i'.] The low of a cow;
the act of lowing.
moo^, a. and adv. An obsolete form of mo.
moo-cow (mo'kou), II. A cow. [Childish.]

The moo-<xnii low'd, and Grizzle nelgh'd.

W. Combe, Dr. Synta:^ i. 14. (Sores.)

mood^ (mod), n. [< ME. mood, mode, mod, < AS.
mod, mind, heart, soul, spirit, courage, pride,

haughtiness, magnificence, zeal, = OS. mod,
muod = OPries. mod = D. moed = MLG. mot,

moit, mout, mat, LG. mot, mat, mind, heart,

courage, = OHGr. muot, MHG. muot, sense,

spirit, G. mut, muth, courage, = Icel. modhr,
wrath, grief, moodiness, = Sw. Dan. inod, cou-
rage, = Gtoth. mods, wrath; orig. appar. any
strong or excited state of feeling; perhaps,
with formative -d, from a root appearing in Gr.
/taleadcu, endeavor, seek, whence prob. jjuAoa,

muse : see Muse^.'] If. Mind ; heart.

This is his wyll alter Moyses lawe,

That ye shulde bryng your beistes good,
And offer theme here your God to knawe.
And frome your synns to tume your moode.

Tark Plays, p. 434.



mood
2. Temper of mind; state of the mind as re-
gards passion or feeling; disposition; hiunor:
as, a melancholy mood.

When Fortune, in her shift and change of mood,
Spurns down her late beloved. Shak., T. of A., L 1. 85.

Every landscape fair.

As fit for every mood of mind,
Or gay, or grave, or sweet, or stern, was there.

Tennyson, Palace of Art.

By mental Tnooda is ordinarily understood those collec-
tive conditions of the mind which are characterized by
some fundamental tone, but without any special feelings
accompanied by clear consciousness of their inducing
causes. Q. T. Ladd, Physiol. Psychology, p. 520.

3t. Heat of temper ; anger.

Atte laste aslaked was his mood.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, L 902.

Who, in my mood, I stabb'd unto the heart.
Shak., T. G. of V., iv. 1. 51.

4t. Zeal: in the phrase with main and mood,
with might and main ; with a will.

Saint Elyne than was wunder fayne . . .

That ilk figure of the rode
Honured thai wiih mayn and mode.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 88.

5. A morhid or fantastic state of mind, as a fit

of bad temper, sudden anger, or suUenness;
also, absence of mind, or abstraction: gen-
erally used in the plural.

Then tum'd Sir Torre, and, being in his moods,
Ifeft them. Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine,

6. A state of mind with reference to something
to be done or omitted ; a more or less capricious
state of feeling disposing one to action : com-
monly in the ;^ase in the mood: as, many art-
ists work onlywhen they are in the mood.

It should be remembered that the motive power always
becomes sluggish in men who too easily admit the su-
premacy of moods. Lowell, New Princeton Rev., 1. 167.

mood^ (mod), n. [A later form of mode^, which
is preferable in both the grammatical and logi-

cal uses, though not usual in the latter: see
modeX.'] 1. In gram., same as mode^, 3.

The mood is an affection of the verb serving thevarietie
of utterance. A. Hume, Orthographic (E. E. T. S.), p. 30.

2. In logic, a variety of syllogism depending on
the quantity (universal or particular) and qual-
ity (affirmative or negative) of the propositions
composing it. in the traditional logic the names of
the moods (mvented by Petros Hispanus) are— First fig-

ure, Barb&ra, Celarent, DSxil, FSrio, B9x911pton, Celantes,
D&bltis, Fapesmo, FrisSsttmorum ; Second figure, CesSrS,
Camestres, Festin6,_Bar6cO; Third figure, Daraptl, Felap-
ton, Dls&mis, Datisi, BocardO, F6rison. These names are
merely mnemonic, and many of their letters are signifi-

cant. The vowel a denotes a jiniversal affirmative propo-
sition, e the universal negative, i the particular affirma-
tive, and the particular negative. By the first syllable
is indicated the major premise, by the secoud the minor,
and by the third the conclusion. For example, the name
Barbara shows that the first mood of the first figure con-
sists of two universal affirmative premises leading to a
universal affirmative conclusion. The same understand-
ing is to be had in regard to the vowels of the other words.
Certain of the consonants also are significant. Thus, all

indirect moods designated by a word beginning with 6
should be reduced to Barbara, the first mood of the first

figure ; all that are designated by a word beginning
with 0, to the second mood, Celarent; all in d to Darii,
the third ; and all in / to Ferio, the fourth. Other letters
indicate how to reduce indirect to direct moods: thus
« signifies that the proposition denoted by the vowel im-
mediately preceding is to be simply converted in the re-
duction

; p, that the proposition denoted by the vowel im-
mediately preceding should be converted per accidens

;

m, that the premises should be transposed—that is, the
major should be made the minor, ana conversely ; and c,

that the mood designated by the word in which it occurs
should be reduced per impossibile : whence the verses :

Simpliciter vult 8 verti, p vero per acci

;

M vult transponi, c per impossibile duoL
Servat majorem, varlatque secunda minorem

;

Tertia majorem variat, servatque minorem.

A Tnoode is a lawful placing ofpropositions in their dewe
qualitie or quantitie. Sir T. Wilson, Art of Logic, fol. 26.

3. In miisic, same as mode^, 7.

Anon they move
In perfect phalanx to the Dorian mood
Of flutes and soft recorders ; such as raised
To highth of noblpst temper heroes old
Arming to batteL > Milton, P. L., L 560.

indirect or inverse mood, amood of indirect syllogism.

See indirect.

mood^ (mod), n. [A var. of mud, or of mother^.^

Mother-of-vinegar. [Prov. Eng.]

moodily (m5'di-li), adv. In a moody manner;
peevishly; sullenly; sadly.

moodiness (mo'di-nes), n. The state or charac-
ter of being moody; peevishness; sullenness.

moodir, n. See mudi/r.

moodisn (mo'dish), a. [< moodX + -isfei.]

Sulky; sullen.

moodishly (m6'dish-li), adv. In a moody,
sulky, or sullen manner; moodily. Michard-

gon. Sir Charles Grandison, I. 166.
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moodooga-oil (m5-d5'^a-oil), n. An oil ob-
tained in small quantities trora the seeds of
Butea frondosa in India and Java. It is bright,
clear, and fluid, and is used medicinally.

moody (mo'di), a. [< ME. moody, mody, modi,
< AS. modig (= OS. modag, modeg, modig = D.
moedig = OHG. muotig (only in oomp.), MHG.
muotic, G. muUg = Icel. modhugr = Sw. Dan.
modig = Goth, modags), angry, < mod, mood,
temper: see moodX.I If. Spirited; high-spir-
ited; proud; obstinate.

Eof on ich herde sale,

Ful modi mon and proud.
XS. Digby 86, f. 165. (HttlliweU.)

2t. Angry.
When, like a lion thirsting bloud,
Did moody Richard range
And made large slaughters where he went.

Warner, Albion's England, vii. 33.

3. Subject to or indulging in moods orhumors

;

hence, peevish; fretful; out of humor; gloomy;
suUen; melancholy.

Sweet recreation barr'd, what doth ensue
But jnoody and dull melancholy?

Shak., C. of E., y. 1. 79.

In a moody humour wait,
While my less dainty comrades bait.

Cowper, ic. of Horace's Satires, i. 5.

Moody madness laughing wild
Amid severest woe.

Gray, Ode on Prospect of Eton College.

4t. Corresponding or adapted to moods or vary-
ing states of mind. [Rare.]

Give me some music— music, moody food
Of us that trade in love. Shak., A. and C, ii. 5. 1.

moody-hearted (me'di-har'ted), a. Melan-
choly. Salliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
moody-madt (mo'di-mad), a. Mad with anger.

Moody-Tnad and desperate stags
Turn on the bloody hounds with heads of steel.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 2. 60.

mool (mol), n. A dialectal variant of mold^.

By worms they're eaten, in maols they're rotten.
Clerk Saunders (Child's Ballads), II. 324.

Or worthy friends rak'd in the mools,
Sad sight to see ! Bums, To the Toothache.

moolah, mooUah (mS'lS,), ». Same as molla.

moolheryt, n. A Middle English form of mul-
berry.

Mooud (mS'lid), n. [< Ar. ma/ulid, nativity,
esp. the nativity of Mohammed.] An Egyp-
tian festival in celebration of the birth of Mo-
hammed and the dawn of Islamism; a birthday.

I have now a cluster of lamps hanging before my door,
in honour of the mao'lid of a sheykh who is buried near
the house in which I am living.

E. W. Lame, Modern Egyptians, I. 307.

mooly, mooley (mul'i), a. and ». See muley.
moon^ (mon), n. [< ME. moone, mone, < AS.
mona = OS. mano = OPries. mona = MD.
maeiWf D. maan = MLG. mane, man, LG. maan
= OHG. mrnio, MHG. mane, mon, also (with ex-
crescent t, due prob. in part to association with
manet, month) mdnte, mdnde, G. mond = Icel.

mdni = Sw. m^ne = Dan. maane = Goth. mSna
(all masc), the moon; = Gr. nvfuri, the moon,
= Lith. men's,, the moon; of., with appar. for-

mative s, OBulg. miesetsi, etc., moon, month, L.
mensis, month, Gr. /i^ (for */^iik), month (M^yv,

the Moon-god, L. Lunus, M^, the Moon-god-
dess, L. Lwna), Skt. mas (for "mans, *mens) =
Zend mas, > Pers. mdh (> Hind. Turk, mah),
moon, month. The relations of these forms
to each other, and to the words for 'month'
(see month), and their -alt. root, are undeter-
mined. The usual explanation is that the
moon is the 'measurer' (so. of time), < V ma,
Skt. md, measure (whence ult. E. mete^ and
measure). The L. name of the moon (luna)
and the L., Gr., and Teut. names for the sun
(L. sol = AS. sol, etc.; Gr. ^Xtog; AS. swnne,
B. sun, etc.) come from other roots, meaning
' shine.'] 1 . A heavenly body which revolves
around the earth monthly, accoropanying the
earth as a satellite in its annual revolution,
and shining by the sun's reflected light. Next to
the sun, the moon is the most conspicuous and interesting
of celestial objects. The rapidity of its motion, the vari-
ety of its phases, and especially the striking phenomena
of eclipses, compelled the attention of the earliest observ-
ers; and the fact that lunar observations can be made
available to determine the longitude has given the theory
of the moon's motion the first rank in economic impor-
tance, while the mathematical problems involved have
proved most interesting and fertile from the scientific
point of view. Of all the heavenly bodies (meteors ex-
cepted) the moon is nearest to us. Ite mean distance
is a little more than sixty times the radius of the earth,
or 238,800 miles. The dimensions of the moon as com-
pared with those of the earth are far greater than those
of any other satellite in proportion to its primary. Its

A Part of the Moon's Surface.

moon
diameter is 2,162 miles (about 0.273 of the earth's equar
torial diameter), and its volume, or bulk, is 0.0204, or about
one forty-ninth of that of the earth. Its mean density,
however (about 3.4 times that of water)^ is only about
three fifths of that of the earth, and its mass about one
eightieth. The inclination of its orbit to the ecliptic is
6° 8' 40". It completes its revolution around the euth In
an average period of 27d. 7h. 43m. 1 1. 5s. , which constitutes
the sidereal month ; the ordinary, or synodical, month, from
new moon to new moon again, is a little more than two
day8longer—29d.l2h. 44m. 2.78. (Beemonth.) Themoon's
orbital motion is subject to considerable in equalities, due
to the disturbing action of the sun, and the investigation

of these inequalities makes up the major part of the "lu-
nar theory. The moon
revolves on its axis once
in a sidereal month, thus
always presenting nearly
the same face to the earth
— a circumstance which
has led to the fallacy of a
denial of its rotation. (See

rotatimu) Its disk appears
to the naked eye diversi-

fied by dark and bright
patehes, giving rise to the
" man in the moon " of

popular fancy (see under
man); but on examination
with a powerful telescope
these are lost sight of,

and replaced by a crowd
of interesting objects,

such as mountains and
valleys, craters and clefts, on a scale unknown upon the
earth ; the surface-structure seems to be mainly volcanic,
resembling very closely in certain respects, and differing

most markedly in others from, that which is charaoteristio

of volcanic regions on the earth's surface. The moon has
no clouds, shows no indications of an atmosphere or of
the presence of water, and is believed to have a tempera-
ture which at its maximum does not rise above the melt-
ing-point of ice. See libration.

To gralle and sowe in growing of the moone,
And kytte and mowe in wanyng is to doon.

Palladim, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 80.

what time the mighty moon was gathering light.

Tennyson, Love and Death.

2. A satellite of any planet: as, the moorts of

Jupiter; Uranian maons.—3. The period of a
synodical revolution of the moon rormd the
earth; a month.

This mone, in sunny dales and serene
Withottten frost, thi comes, weede hem clene.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.X p. 46.

One twelve moon^ more shell wear Diana's livery.

Shak., Pericles, iL 5. IOl

This roaring Tnoon of daffodil
And crocus,

Tennyson,, Pref. Sonnet to Nineteenth Centory,

4. Something in the shape of a moon, espe-
cially of a half-moon or crescent. Specifically—(a) A crescent as a symbol or banner; especially, the
Turkish national emblem, (jb) In fort., a crescent-shaped
outwork.

Much means, much blood this warlike Dane hath spent
To advance our flag above their hornfed moom.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, i. 3.

(c) In brickmaHng, an implement of the nature of a slice-

bar, tor slicing or loosening fires in the grates of brick-

kilns. It is somewhat longer than half the width of the
kiln, and has a nearly circular blade perforated in the
middle, which is shoved in on the top of the grate and un-
der the flrei, to clear out ashes and brighten up the ^-e.

5. The golden-crested wren, Megulm cristatus.

Also mx)onie, muin. C. Swainson. See cut under
goldcrest.—6. The moon-daisy or moon-flower.
Also mi)ons—Acceleration of the moon. See accd-
eration—Age Of the moon. See o^e,— Beyond the
moon- beyond reach; extravagantly; out of depth.

Whither art thou rapt,
Beyond the moon that strivest thus to strain 7

Drayton, Eclogues, v.

Blue moon, an absurdity ; an impossibility,

Yf they saye the mone is ielewe.
We must beleve that it is true,
Admittynge their interpretacion,

Roy and Barlow, Rede me and Be nott Wroth, p. 114,

((fiames.)

Change of the moon. See cAan^e.—Coition of the
moon. See coiUon.—Dark moon. Same as dark of
the moon—Dark of the moon, the time in the month
when the moon is not seen.— Ecclesiastical or calen-
dar moon. See eorf«»«M«ical—Full moon. Seefidl^.
—Ubration of the moon. See libraUon.—'Uaii In
the moon. See 7»a».—Mean moon. See mean/^.—Wi-
chaelmas moon. See Mie?taelmat.—ja.odk moon. See
paraselene.—JHooa hoax. See hoaa.-Mooa In dis-
tance, a nautical phrase used when the angle between the
moon and the sun or a star admite of measurement for
lunar observation,—Mount of the moon, mpalmislry.
aeenumnt, 6.—The old moon in thenew moon's arms,
that appearance of the moon during the first quarter in
which flie whole orb is made faintly visible by earth-shine,

I saw the new Tnoon late yestreen
Wi' the auld moon in her arm.

Sir Patrick Spens (Child's Ballads), in, 164,

To bark at the moon. See ftarw.—To level at the
moon, to cast beyond the moon, to be very ambitious

;

calculate deeply; make an extravagant conjecture. See
also under cagt. HalliweU. (Prov, Eng,]
moonl (m6n), V. t. [< moon\ to.] I, trans. 1.
To adorn with a moon or moons ; furnish with
crescents or moon-shaped marks.— 2. To ex-



moon
pose to the rays of the moon. [Rare in both
uses.]

11 they would have it to be exceeding white indeed, they
seethe It yet once more, after it hath been thas snnned and
inoon^- Holland.
From 7 to 10 the whole population will be in the streets,

not sunning bat mooning themselves.
Kingdey, 1S64 (Life, n. 175). (,Damet.)

II. intrans. To wander or gaze idly or mood-
ily about, as if moonstruck. [CoUoq.]
He went mooning along with his head down in dull and

helpless despondency.
Mrg. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman, xliv.

moon^t, V, and n. An obsolete spelling ofmoan^.
moonack (mo'nak), n. [Also iiwnax; Amer.
Ind.] The wooddiuek, Arctomys monai. J.
Burroughs. See cut under Arctomys. [South-
em U. S., as Virginia, etc.]
moonbeam (mon'bem), Ji. A ray of light from
the moon.

To fan the moonbeama from his sleeping eyea.
Shale., M. N. D., iii. X. 176.

moonbiU (mon'bil), «. The ringbUl or ring-
neoked scaup-duck, Mthyia coUaris. G. Trum-
huU. [South Carolina.]
moon^blasted (mon'blas'ted), a. Blasted by
the influence or supposed influence of the
moon,
moon-blind (mSn'bllnd), a. 1. IHm-sighted;
purbUnd. SiMtt.— 2. Same as moonstruck.
inoon-bUnk(mon'bluigk),n. Atemporaryeveu-
ing blindness said to be occasioned by sleeping
in the moonshine in tropical climates.
moon-boz (mon'boks), ». A theatrical device
for displaying an imitation moon on the stage.
moon-calf (mon'kaf), V. [= G. mondkaTb, a
moon-calf, a dolt, a false conception, lit. a i>er-
son or conception influenced by the moon.] 1

.

A monster ; a deformed creature.

1 hid me under the dead moonrcaifs gaberdine.
Shot., Tempest, iL 2. 115.

2. A dolt; a stupid fellow.—3. A mole or mass
of fleshymattergenerated in the uterus ; a false
conception. Cotgrave.

moon-creeper (mon-kre'per), n. Same as
moon-Jiower, 2.

moon-culminating (mon'knl'mi-na-ling), a. In
astron., passing the meridian atnearlyme same
time and on nearly the same parallel of decUna-
tion as the moon.

—

Moon-culmiiialiins stars, stars
which culminate at about the same time and nearly on
the same parallel of declination as the moon. They are
the stars of which the places are given in the Nautical
Almanac (generally four in number for each day) for the
days on which themoon can be observed, for use in longi-
tude determinations.

moon-cnlminations (mon'knl-mi-na'shonz), n.

pi. In astron., a method of determining the
longitude of a place by observing with a tran-
sit-instrument the times at which the limb of
the moon and certain stars in the same part
of the sky culminate, or cross the meridian.
The fundamental principle is essentially the same as
that involved in the naatical method of "lunar dis*

tances." Among the stars the moon's position is utilised
to make known the Greenwich time— but ilie transit ob-
servations are more easy and accurate than those made
with a sextant, and the reductabns are more simple. The
method has been entirely superseded by the telegraphic
method wherever circumstances render the latter prac-
ticable.

moon-daisy (mon'da'zi), n. The oxeye daisy,
Chrysanthemum Leucanihemum.
Broad mmm-iaiaa among the ripe and almost sapless

grass of midsummer. The Century, XXXVI. 804.

moon-dial (mon'di'al), n. A dial for showing
the hours by the moon.
mooned (mond or mo'ned), a. [< moon + -ed2.]

1. Having the moon as symbol; identified with
the moon.

And mooned Ashtaroth,
Heaven's queen and mother both.

jnzton, Natlvil?, L 200.

2.- Marked or spotted as with moons.
When witAi his mooned train

The strutting peacock, yawling 'gainst the rain.

Flutters into the Ark, l^ his shrill cry

Telling the rest the tempest to be nigh.
Drayton, Noah's Flood.

3. Eesembling the moon; crescent-shaped.

While thas he spake, the angelic squadron bright

T^um'd fiery red, sharpening in mooned horns
Their phalanx. Milton, P. L., iv. 978.

4. Furnished with a moon; bearing the Turkish

symbol of the crescent.

Torbans and scimitars in carnage roll'd.

And their»m«on'd ensigns torn from every hold.

Mickle, Almada HilL

mooner (mo'n6r), n. One who moons; one who
wanders or gazes idly or moodily about, as if

moonstruck. Dickens. [CoUoq.]
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moonet (mS'net), «. [< moon + -et.'] A little

moon ; a satellite.

The moonets about Satom and Jupiter.

Bp. BaU, Free Prisoner, | 2.

mooney, a. and n. See moony.
mooneye (mon'i), n. l. An eye affected, or
supposed to be affected, by the moon.— 2. A
disease of the eye in horses.— 3. A name of
several fishes, (o) in the Mississippi valley, the moon-
eyed or tool^ied herring, Hyodon tergisux, a herring-like

Mooneye {Hyodon tergisus\
(From Report of U. S. Fish Conunission.)

fish with the belly rounded in front of the venixals and
caiinated behind tiiem. It is acommon handsome fish, of
no economic value. See Byodon. Hence— (6) Any fish of
the family HyodontidiB. (e) The Cisco of Lake Michigan
and Ontario, Coregonus ht^
mooneyed (mon'id), a. 1. Affected with moon-
eye ; having eyes affected by the moon, or sup-
posed to be so affected.— 2. Dim-eyed; pur-
bUnd. Dryden, Britannia Eediviva, 1. 94.— 3.
Noting certain fishes, as the SyodontidtB or
mooneyes.
moon-face(mon'fas), n. A full round face— ac-
cording to Orient-al ideas, one of the principal
features of beauty in a woman.
He . . . surveyed the beauties of his time as the Caliph

the moortfaces of his harem. Thackeray, Newcomes, InL

moon-faced (mon'fast), a. 1. Having a round
face like the rising full moon: usually in con-
tempt.—2. Having a radiant or beautiful face.

Maud, the beloved of my mother, the moon-faced darling
of aU. Tennyson, Maud, i.

moon-fern (mSn'fem), «. The moonwort, Bo-
tryehium Lunaria.
moonfisb (mSn'fish), Ji. A name of several
fishes, (a) The snnflsh, Mda rotunda: so called from
its shape. [Local, Eng.] (6) AcaraDgoidfish,£Ne2enevo77i«r,
the horsehead or lookdown, having a much-compressed
body, a verydeep head abruptly angulated at the occiput^
and smooth silvery skin, (c) A stromateid fish, Stromateui
(or PeprUvs) aiepidotus, the harvest-fish. [Blorida, U. S.]

(d) An ephippioid esh,Cluetodipterue(piParephippui)/a-
lier, also called angel-Jiih, spade-fish, three-banded sheeps-
head, and tkree-taited porgy. [Local, U. S.] (e) The horse-
fish, Fonursefipinnig. Also called do2Zar-,/EgA. See cuts un-
der Mola, horsehead, and Chcetodipterus.

moonflaw (m6n'fl&), n. A flaw or defect sup-
posed to be caused by the moon ; especially,

an attack of lunacy.

I fear she has a Moonflaw in her brains

;

She chides and fights tliat none can look upon her.
Brome, Queen and Concubine, iv. 7.

moon-flower (mon'flou'er), n. 1. The oxeye
daisy, Chrysanthemum Leucanfhemum.— 2. A
tropical night-blooming species of Ipom€ea,
witii lai^ fragrant white flowers, I. Bona-
nox or I. grandiflora. The moon-flower now culti-

vated as a summer plant northward is probably /. Bona-
nox, though sometimes called /. nottiphyton, etc Also
moon-creeper.

moong (mong), n. [E. Ind. mung _(?); cf. mun-
go.'] In the East Indies, a name given to some
varieties of Phaseolus Mungo, a species of kid-

ney-bean.
moonglade (mSn'glad), n. The track of moon-
light on water. [tJ. S.]

Moon^ade : a beautjful word for the track of moonlight
on the water. LoaeU, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., Int.

moongus (mong'gus), n. Same as mongoos.

moonish (mo'nish), a. [< moon + -»sAi.]_ like
the moon; variable as the moon; fickle; flighty.

At which time would I, being but a nuwTi&A youth,
grieve^ be eSeminate, changeable, longing, and liking.

Shak., As you Like it, iiL 2. 430.

moonja, moonjah (mon'ja), n. [E. Ihd., < Skt.

munja.'] A grass, Saccharum ciUare (S. Munja),
indigenous to India, possessing great tenacity,

twisted into tow-ropes, rigging, etc.

moon-knife (mon'mf), n. A crescent-shaped
knife used by leather-workers in shaving off the
coarse fleshy parts of skins. It is sharpened
on the convex edge.

The dyed leather is washed withpure water, dried, [and]
groundal with a curious moon'kn^fe.

Eneye. BriL, XIV. 389.

moonless (mon'les), a. [< moon^ + -less.'] Des-
titute of a moon ; without moonlight.

When the dim nights were moonless.

SheBey, Bevolt of Islam, i. ie.

moonshine

moonlight (mon'Ut), n. and a. [< ME. mone-
licht (= D. maanlicht = G. mondlicht) ; < hjoobI
-I- light\ «.] I. n. The light afforded by the
moon; sunlight reflected from the surface of
the moon.
n. a. Pertaining to moonlight; illuminated

by the moon ; occurring during or by moon-
light.

If you will patiently dance in onr round
And see our moonlight revels, go with us.

STio*., M. ^". D., iL 1. 141.

A moonlldlt flittillg. See flitting.

moon-lighted (mon'U'ted), a. Same as moon-
lit.

moonlighter (mon'li'tfer), n. 1. A member of
one of the organized bands of desperados that
carried on a system of agrarian outrages in
Ireland.—2. Same as moonshiner.— 3. One of
a party who go about serenading on moonlight
nights. [Local, TJ. S.]

moonlighting (mSn'li'ting), ti. [< moonligh t +
-ing^. Cf. moonlighter.'] 1. Systematic agra-
rian outrages in Ireland. See moonlighter.— 2.
Moonshining.
moonlingt (mSn'ling), n. [< mooiii -t- -Jhigi^.]

A simpleton; a fool; a lunatic.

I have a husband, and a two-l^ged one.
But such a moonling as no wit of man
Or roses can redeem from being an ass.

B. Jonson, Devil is an Ass, L 3.

moon-lit (mon'lit), a. Lighted or illuminated
by the moon.

When smoothly go onr gondolets
O'er the moonlit sea. Moore, National Airs.

moon-loved (mon'luvd), a. Lovedby the moon.
The yellow-skirted Fayes

Fly after the night-steeds, leaving their moon-lov'd maze.
Milton, Nativity, L 236

moon-madness (mon'mad'nes), 71. Lunacy;
the madness supposed to be producedby sleep-

ing in the full rays of the moon.
Want, and moon-madness, and the pesfs swift bane, . . ,
Have each their mark and sign.

Shdley, Kevolt of Islam, vi. 17.

moon-mant (mon'man), n. 1. A limatic. See
quotation under def. 2.—2. A Gipsy.

A mooneman signifies in English a madman. ... By a
by-namethey are called Gipsies, they call themselves £gip-
tians, others in mockery call them moonemen.

Dekker, Lanthome and Candle-Light, viiL

moon-month (mon'munth), /<. A lunar month.
See month.
moon-penny (mon'pen'i), n. The oxeye daisy.
Chrysanthemum Leucanthemum.
moon-plant (mon'plant), ». Same as soma-
plant.

moon-raker (mon'ra'ker), n. 1. A stupid or
silly person: said to refer primarily to one
who, mistaking the moon's shadow in water for
a cheese, set mmself to rake it out.—2. Naut.,
same as moon-sail.

moon-raking (mon'ra'king), n. Wool-^ther-
ing. See moon-^dker, 1.

Being called the master now, ... it irked me much
that anyone should take advantajge of me; yet everybody
did so as soon as ever it was known that my wits wer«
gone moon-raking. R- D. Blaekmore, Loma Doone, xviL

moonrise (mon'riz), n. The rising of the moon,
or its appearance above the horizon.

The serene Tnoonrise of a summer night. J. Moiiey.

moons (monz), n. Same as moonl, 6.

moon-sail (mon'sal or -si), n. Naut., a saU set
above a skysaU. Also called moon-raker.
moonseed (mon'sed), n. A plant of the genus
Menispermum Canadian moonseed, M. Canadense.

moonset (miSn'set), n. [< moon^ + se*l ; formed
on analogy of sunset.] The setting of the moon.
Browning. [Bare.]

moon-shaped (mon'shapt), a. Shaped like the
moon; crescent-shaped.

moonshee (mon'she), ». [< Hind, miinshi, <

At. munshi, a writer, secretary, tutor.] In Hiu-

dustan, a secretary; also, an interpreter; i^

teacher of languages.

His good wife sat reading her Bible, in Hindoostanee,

under the guidance of a long-nosed, white-bearded old

moonshee. W. H. BusseO, Diary in India, IL 77.

moon-sheered (mon'sherd), a. Xaiit., noting
a ship the upper works of which rise very high
fore and aft. [Eare.]

moonshine (mSn'shin), m. and a. [= D. mane-
schijn = MHG. mdnsktne, mdnsehin, G. mond-
sehkn = Icel. manaskin = Sw. mSnsken = Dan.
maaneskin; as moori^ + shine.] I. n. 1. The
shining or light of the moon.

Flower-cnps all with dewdrops gleam.

And moomhine floweth like a stream.
Motheru-eU, The Voice of Love,



moonshine

2. Figuratively (as light without heat), show
without substance or reality; pretense; empty
show ; fiction : as, that's all moonshine.
Labouring for nothings, and preaching aU day lor shad-

ows and inoonehine. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), 11. 126.

You may discourse of Hermes' ascending spirit^ of Or-
pheus' enchanting harpe, of Homer's divine furie, . . .

«nd I wott not what marvelous egges in mooneshine.
Harvey, Pierce's Supererogation.

S. A month. [Burlesque and rare.]

I am some twelve or fourteen Ttioonshines
Lag of a brother. Shak., Lear, i. 2. B.

4t. A dish of poached eggs served with a sauce.

Draw, you rogue ; for, though it be night, yet the moon
shines ; I'll make a sop o" th' moonshine of you.

Shot., Lear, U. 2. 36.

5. Smuggled spirits: so called as beiugbrought
in or taken away at night. [Prov. Eng. and
southern U. S.]

At Plddinghoe they dig for nwonshine.
N. and Q., 6th ser., IX. 401.

II. a 1. Illuminated by the moon. [Rare.]

I was readie to set foorth about eight of the clocke at
night, being a faire mmne shine night.

HaMuyfs Voyages, H. 100.

S. Nocturnal. [Rare.]

You moonehine revellers. Shale., M. W. of W., v. B. 42.

3. Empty; trivial.

moonsniner (mBn'shi'''n6r), n. One whopursues
a dangerous or illegal trade at night, as a smug-
gler ; specifically, in the southern United States,
an illicit distiller. Also called moonlighter.

moonshining (mon'shI''''ning), n. [< moonshine
+ -treoi. Cf. moonshiner.'] Illioit distilling.

[U.S.]
The poet and the novelist . . . might (ifthey shut their

eyes) make this season [of hop-picking] as romantic as vin-
tage-time on the Khine, or rrwonshining on the Southern
mountains. C. D. Warrwr, Their Pilgrimage, p. 288.

moonshiny (m5n'slu''''ni), a. [< moonshine +
-^1.] 1. Illuminated by moonlight.

I went to see them in a jnoonskCny night. Addison.

2. Visionary; xmreal; fictitious; nonsensical.

Here were no vague moonshiny ideals.

The Ceraury, XXXI. 186.

moon-sickf (mon'sik), a. Crazy; lunatic. Da-
vies.

If his itch proceed from a moon-sUA head, the chief in-
tention is to settle his brains.

Sev. T. Admm, Works, I. 602.

moonstone (mou'ston), n. [= D. maansteen =
G. m^ndstein = Sw. mlknsten = Dan. maanesten;
as moon^ + stone.] A variety of feldspar which
by reflected light presents a delicate pearly play
of color not unlike that of the moon, it belongs
in part to a variety of orthoclase called adidaria, but in
part also to albite or oligoclase. It is often cut and used
for ornamental purposes. The finest specimens (adularia)
come from Ceylon.

moonstricken (mSn'strik''''n), a. Same as
moonstruck.

Happily the moonstricken prince hadgone a step too far.

moonstruck (mon'struk), a. Affected or re-

garded as affected in mind or health by the light
of the moon ; lunatic ; crazed ; dazed.

Demoniac phrensy, moping melancholy,
And moon-strtKk madness. Milton, P. L., zi. 486.

A motmstrucic, silly lad, who lost his way.
And, like his bard, confounded night with day.

Byron, Eng. Bards and Scotch ££viewers.

Some of the transcendental Kepublican Germans were
honest enough in their moon-struek theorizing.

The Century, XXXVni. 690.

moon-trefoil (m6n'tre'"foil), n. The tree-medic,
Medicago arborea, a shrubby evergreen species,

native in Italy, cultivated in gardens. It is said
to increase the secretion of milk in cattle.

moonwort (mSn'wfert), n. A fern, Botrychivm
Lunaria. See lunary^, 2, and cut under Botry-
cfeium.—Hemlock-leafed moonwort, the American
fern In cultivation, Botrychium Virginianum: so called
from tlie resemblance of the fronds to the leaves of the
hemlock.

moony (mo'ni), a. and n. [Formerly also moon-
ey; i moon^ + -i/^.] I. a. 1. Like a moon, (o)

Crescent-shaped, (b) Bound : used of a shield.

Nor bear the helm, nor lift the moony shield.

Dryden, Iliad, xiii.

2f. Bearing or furnished with a crescent as an
emblem, badge, or standard ; having the cres-

cent as a standard.

If they once perceive, or understand
The moony standards of proud Ottoman
To be approacliing.

Sylvester, tr. of Dn Bartas's Weeks, L 2.

3. Giving light like that of the moon; resem-
bling moonlight.
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Soft and pale is the moony beam.

J. R. Drake, Culprit Fay.

The maony vapour rolling round the Icing,

Who seem'd the phantom of a Giant in it.

Tennyson, Guinevere.

4. Lighted by the moon.
Leave tenantless thy crystal home, and fly.

With all thy train, athwart the moony sky.
Poe, Al Aaraaf.

5. BewilderedorsiUy, as if moonstruck; hazy.
Violent and capricious or m/>ony and insipid.

George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xxii.

6. Sickly; of weak bodily constitution. [Prov.
Em.]— 7. Intoxicated; tipsy. [CoUoq.]

II, n. A simpleton; a noodle. [CoUoq.]
moonya (mSn'ya), n. [B. Ind.] A fiber ob-
tained in India from a grass of the genus Arun-
do. It is used formaking ropes and twine. The
split stalks are made into the durma mats of
Calcutta.

moon-year (mSn'yer), ». A lunar year.

moop (mop), 11. i. [Cf. «MM»p^.] 'To nibble.
[Scotch.]

But aye keep mind to mmip an' mell
Wi' sheep o credit like thysel'.

Bums, Death of Poor Mailie.

moor^ (mor), n. [= So. mui/r; < ME. moore, more,
< As. mor, waste land, a field, a marsh, fen,
also high waste ground, a mountain-waste, =
OS. mor = D. moer, a morass, = LG. mor =
OHG. MHG. muor, a fen, rarely a lake, G. moor
(< LG.), a fen, moor, = Icel. mor (gen. mos),
orig. *m6rr, a moor, heath, peat, = Sw. Dan.
m^r, a moor

;
prob. related to AS. mere= OHG.

OTm=Goth. marei, etc., a lake, mere, =L. mare,
sea: see msre^.] 1. A tract of open, untilled,
and more or less elevated land, often overrun
with heath.

A medowe called the lake medowe, w' a more therto ad-
ioyning called lake medowe more.

English OUds (E. E. T. S.), p. 237.

We'll sing auld Coila's plains and fells.

Her maors red-brown wi' heather bells.

Bums, To W. Simpson.

2. A tract of land on which game is strictly
preserved for the purposes of sport.— 3. Any
uninclosed ground. Salliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
[Not used in any sense in U. S.] =Syn. 1. Morass,
etc. See rruirsh.

moor^ (mor), V. [Prob. (with a change of vowel
not satisfactorily explained) < D. marren, for-
merly maren, tie, bind, moor (a ship), hinder,
retard, = E. marl: see marl.] i_ trams. 1. To
confine or secure (a ship) in a particular station,
as by cables and anchors or by lines; specifi-
cally, to secure (a ship) by placing the anchors
so that she will ride between them, thus occu-
pying the smallest possible space in swinging
round.
They therefore not only mnored themselves strongly by

their anchors, but chained the sides of their gallies to-

gether. Baleigh, Hist. World, V. L 3.

2. To secure ; fix firmly.

O'Neva of the banded isles.

We moor our hearts in thee

!

0. W. Holmes, America to Bussia.

Mooring anchor. See aiwAori.— To moor head and
stem, to secure (a ship) with one or more cables leading
from the bows and with others from the stern.—TO moOr
with an open hawse. See hawse^.

VL.,intrans. 1. To be held by cables or
chains. [Rare.]

On oozy ground his galleys moor.
Dryden, ^neid, vl.

2. To fasten or anchor a boat or ship.

The pilot of some small night-foundered skiff.

Deeming [leviathan] some island, oft, as seamen tell.

With fixed anchor in his scaly rind
Moors by his side under the lee. MiUmi, P. L., i. 207.

moor2 (mor), ». [imoor^jV.] The act of moor-
ing—A fljdng moor, the act of mooring while under
way, by first letting go an anchor and veering twice as
much cable as is needed, then letting go the second an-
chor and, while veering its chain, heaving in half the
cable veered on the first one.

moor^ (mor), a. A dialectal form of more^.

mooring
mixed race, chiefly of Arab and Mauritanian origin. The
name is applied especially to the dwellers in we cities.

The Arabic conquerors of Spain were called Moors.

The folk of that Contree ben blake y now, and more
blake than in the tother partie ; and thei ben clept Mowres.

MandevUle, Travels, p. 166.

The Sea-coast-Jfoors, called by a general name Baduini:
which in Arabia and Egypt is the title of the people that
line in the Champaine and Inland Countries.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 687.

Hence— 2. A dark-colored person generally;
a negro ; a black.

hold thy hand, thou savage tnoor.
To hurt her do forbear.

The Cruel Black (ChUd's Ballads, III. 874).

Between us we can kill a fly

That comes in likeness of a coal-black Moor.
Shak., Tit. And., iU. 2. 78.

Moor'B head, in her. , the head of a negro, represented in
profile unless otherwise stated in the blazon, usually hav-
ing a heraldic wreath about the head and an ear-ring in
the ear ; a blackamoor's head.

moor^ (ni6r), n. [Manx.] An officer in the Isle

of Man who summons the courts for the several
districts or sheadings. Wharton.

moor^ (mor), n. [Cf. maire, mayor, in same
sense in Rom.] A baiUff of a farm. Salliwell.

[North. Eng.]
moorage (mBr'aj), TO. [<.moor^ + -age.] Aplace
for mooring. [Rare.]

moor-ball (mor'bai), n. A curious sponge-like
ball found at the bottom of fresh-water lakes,

and consisting of plants of an alga. Conferva
Xgagropila. it consists of a mass of branched articu-

lated green threads, resembling the hair-balls sometimes
found in the stomach of ruminants.

moorband (mOr'band), n. Same as moorpan.

moorberry (m6r'ber"i), n. See cramberry, 1.

moor-blackbird (m6r'blak''b6rd), a. The ring-

ouzel, Tardus torquatus or Merula torquata.

moor-bred (mor'bred), a. Produced on moors.

When, as from snow-crown'd Skidow's lofty cliffs

Some fieet-wlng'd haggard, tow'rds her preying hoar.
Amongst the teal and moor-bred mallard drives.

Drayton, Barons' Wars, vi. 66.

moor-buzzard (m8r'buz''''ard), n. The marsh-
harrier. Circus wruginosus: so called from fre-

quenting moors. See cut under marsh-harrier.

moor-coal (mor'kol), n. In geol., a friable vari-

ety of lignite.

moor-cock (mSr'kok), n. The male moor-fowl.

moor-coot (mor'kot), n. Same as moor-ken, 2.

Moor-dance (mBr'dans), n. Same as Morisco, 3.

Moorery (mor'er-i), n. [< Moor^ + -ery, after

8p. moreria,<Moro,'MooT. Ct. Jewry.] A quar-
ter or district occupied by Moors. [Rare.]

They arose and entered the moorery, and slew many
moors, and plundered their houses.

Southey, Chron. of the Cid (1808), p. 386. (Davies.)

Mooress (mor'es), n. [< Moor^^ + -ess.] A fe-

male Moor.
moor-fO'Wl (mor'foul), n. 1. Same as m^or-
game.— 2. The ruffed grouse. J. Bartram,
1791. [South Carolina.]
moor-game (mor'gam), n. The Scotch grouse
or red-game, Lagopus scoticus. See cut under

Moor* (mor), n, [Early mod. E. also Moore,
More; < ME. More, Moore, Mowre = D. Moor=
MLG. Jlfor= OHG. MHG. Mor, G. Mohr = Sw.
Dan. Mor (cf. equiv. MLG. Morian = Dan. and
Sw. Morian, Dan. also Maurer) = F. More, also
Maure = Pi. Mor = Sp. Moro = Pg. Mouro =
It. Moro, < L. Maurus, ML. also Morus, < 6r.
Matjpof, a Moor; perhaps ijiavpog, afiavp6(, dark
(see amaurosis); but perhaps the name was of
foreign origin. Cf. hlachamoor. Hence Morian,
Moresque, Morisco^morris'^.] 1. One of a dark
race dwelling in Barbary in northern Africa.
They derive their name from the ancient Mauri or Hauri-
tanians (see MauriJtaniaii), but the present Moors are a

moor-grass (mor'gras), n. The grass Sesleria

coerulea. it is widely spread throughout Europe in moun-
tain pastures. A cotton-grass, Eriop}torum angu^divm,
and other diverse plants, have also been so called.— Pur-
ple moor-grass. See Molinia.

moor-hawk (mSr'hftk), n. The moor-buzzard
or marsh-hawk. Circus ceruginosus.

moor-heath (mor'heth), n. Heath of several
species, especially Erica vagans, also called
Cornish heath. See heath, 2.

moor-hen (mor'hen), «. l. The female moor-
fowl.— 2. The common British gallinule or
water-hen, Gallinula chloropus. Also moor-coot.— 3. The American coot, Fulica americana.
moor-ill (m6r'il), n. A certain disease to
which cattle are subject. Also called red-

water. [Scotch.]

Though he helped Larabside's cow wee! out o' the moor-
Hi, yet the louping-ill 's been sairer amang his sheep than
ony season before. Scott, Black Dwarf, x.

mooring (mor'ing), n. [Verbal n. of moor^, v.]

1. Naut. : (a) The act of securing a ship orl)oat
in a particular place by means of anchors, etc.

There is much wantof room for the safe and convenient
mooring of vessels, and constant access to them.

Burke, A Begicide Peace, iii.

(&) Mostly in the plural, that by which a ship is

confined or secured, as the anchors, chains, and
bridles laid athwart the bottom of a river or har-
bor : as, she lay at her moorings. Hence, gen-
erally— 2. That to which anything is fastened,
or by which it is held.

My nmnings to the past snap one by one.
Lowell, To G. W. Curtis.



mooring-bend

mooring-bend (mSr'ing-bend), n. Xaut, the
bend by which a cable or hawser is secured to
a post or ring.

mooring-bitte (mSr'ing-bits), n. pi. Strong
posts of wood or iron fastened in an npright
position on a ship's deck, for securingmooring-
ohains or cables.

mooring-block (mor'ing-blok), n. A sort of
cast-iron anchorused in some ports for mooring
ships.

mooring-blidle (mSr'ing-bri'dl), n. Xaut, a
chain or hawser attached to permanent moor-
ings, and taken on board through the hawse-
pipe in mooring.
mooring-chocks (mor'ing-ehoks), n.pJ. Large
blocks of hard wood fastened in a snip's port-
holes, with scores in them to h(dd the moormgs.
mooiing-pall (mor'ing-p&l), n. Same as moor-
ing-post.

mooring-post (mor'ing-post), n. 1. A strong
upright post of wood, stone, or iron, fixed firm-
ly in the ground, for securing vessels to a land-
ing-place by hawsers or chains.—2. pi. Same
as moorinq-hitts.

moorillg-shackle (mSr'ing-shakI), n. Same as
mooring-sunvel.

moorillg-stlimp (mor'ing-stump), n. A fixture
to which boats were formerly moored. It consist-
ed of a large stone,weighing from S to 4 tons, witha hole in
the middleabont8inches in diameter, intowhicha straight
white-oak butt, abont 17 feet long, was ins^ted, so that at
high tide some 3 or4 feet
of the stomp appeared
above the water. To it
were attached acrab and
a piece of cable, wtiich
were kept afloat by a
bnoj. [01oacester,)lliES-
achnsette.]

mooiing-swivel
(mor'ing-swiv'l), n.

Kaut., a swivel used
in mooring a ship to
shackle two chains
together so that
they may not l)e-

come twisted. Also
mooringslMdcle.
moorish^ (mor'ish), a. [< moor^ + -»sAi.]

Marshy; resembling a moor.
There now no rivers coarse is to be seene.
But moorisA fennes, and marshes ever green&

i^KTMsr, Sains of Time, L 140.

The Gioond here [Amsterdam], which is all twiztMaah
and ITooruA, lies not only level bat to the apparent Sight
of tile Eye far lower than the Sea. HoweU, Letters^ L L 6.

Along the mxrish fens
Sighs the sad genias of the coming storm.

Thammn, Winter, L 6&

2. Belonging to a moor; growing on a moor:
as, moorish reeds.—3. Having the qualities of
a moor; characterless; barren.

They be pathless, moorigh minds,
That^ being once made rotten with the dang
Of damned riches, ever after sink
Beneath the steps of any villainy.

B. Jomon, Poetaster, v. L
Moorish^ (mor'ish), a. [< Moor* + -isU. Gt.

MoriscOjMoresciue, morris^.'] Of or pertaining to
the Moors.

—

Hoorikh art, decoration, etc., the art of
the Mohammedan people of northern Africa both at home
and in Spain during their occapation of that coontiy. It
is a branch of the Saracenic art, and bears a close general
resemblance to Arabic art, as seen in Syria,and especially

Moorinfr-^wnrel or Mooriiig.diackle.

1.
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In Bgypt, bnt is generally inferior in dignity, refinement,
and variety. Like other Saracenic art, it is nearly devoid
of the representation of animal or v^etable lite, and is

especially rich in purely conventional or geometrical pat-
terns, such as interlacings, produced in stamped and col-

ored plaster, in glazed and painted tiles, in carving, etc
Alhambraic art is a late development of theUoorish. See
cut onder arabesque,—Moori^ dnun, a tambourine.

—

HooilBll pottery, pottery made by the people of north-
em Africa : a name specifically given to the bacini built
into the walls of ancient Italian churches, assumed by
modem writers to have been brought from Africa as tro-

phies.

moorland (mor'land), n. and a. [< ME. *mor-
land, < AS. morland, < mor, moor, + land, land.]

I. n. A tract of waste land; a moor.
the dreary, drearyTTWOTiond.' O the barren,barren shore!

Tamyton, Locksley Hall.

H. a. Consisting of moorland; having the
properties of a moor.
Moorman (mSr'man), ». ;

pi. Moormen (-men).
[< Moor* + -man.] A Moor; one supposed to
be a Moor : specifically applied to Mohamme-
dan tradesmen of Arabic descent in Ceylon.
Loku-Appu, tying the Moorman up in the sack, and tak-

ing his clothes and bundle of cloth, then hid himself.
2^ Orientalut, IL 53.

moor-monkey (mor'mung'M), n. A book-
name of a Bomean macaque, Macacus maurus:
so called from the blackish color. It is about
18 inches long, with scarcely any tail.

moomt, v. Ajx obsolete spelling of mouni^.
moorpan (mor'pan), 7». [< moorl + pan. Cf

.

hard-pan.'} A hard clayey layer, frequently
ferruginous, found at a depth of 10 or 12 inches
in mossy districts. Also moorband.
moor-peat (mor'pet), ». Peat derived chiefly
from varieties of sphagnum or mpss. [Eng.]
moorstone (mor'siion), n. Granite. [Comwidl
and Devonshire, Eng.]
Hard giouan is granite or moorstone. Pryee (1778X

moor-tit (mor 'tit), n. 1. The stonechat or
wheatear, SaxicolacBnaathe.— 2. The whinchat,
Pratineola mbicola.— 3. The meadow-pipit, An-
thtispratensis. [Local Eng. in all senses.]

moorva(mor'va),n. [E. Ind., < Skt. murva.] An
East Indian p£ait, Sansevieria Zeylanica; also,

its long, tenacious, silky fiber, wmch makes an
excellent cordage. Also called marool, and,
with other species of the genus, iotostririg hemp.
moor-whin (mor'hwin), n. See whin.

moorwort (mor'wert), ». A shrub, Andromeda
polifolia. Also rosemary 7»oorwort.

mooryi (mor'i), a. [< ME. *mory, < AS. morig,
moory, < mor, moor: see moori- and -y'-.]

Marshy; fenny; boggy; watery.

moory^ (mor'i), n. [E. Ind.] A blue cloth

principally manufactured in the presidency of

Madras in Lidia and exported to the Malay peo-
ples of the south. Balfour.

moost, «• -A-n old form of moose.

moose (mos), n. [Formerly also moosis; <A1-
gonMn musu, Knisteneaux moustraJt : said to

^-^fU

Moorish Alt.—Doorway of Mosque, Tangieis, Moiocco.

Moose {AUes rmUe/ns).

mean 'wood-eater.'] An animal of the fam-
ily Cenida, the Cervus alces or Alces malchis of

those who hold that it is the same as the elk of

Europe ; the moose-deer of America, by some
considered specifically distinct from the elk of

Europe, and then called Alces americana. it is

the largestanimal of its kind in America, and corresponds

to the elk of Europe, being very different from the Ameri-
can elk or wapiti, Elaphia (Certms) mnadenei*. The male
may attain the height of 17 hands, and weigh 1,000 pounds
ormore. Theformisveryungainly, with humped withers

and sloping quarters, and a very hea^-y, unshapely head.

The horns are enormous and completely palmate, with

many short points. A kind of bag or pouch hangs from
the throat. The limbs are thick, with broad hoofs; the

tail is very short; the ears are large and slouching; and
. the muzzle is very broad, with a thick pendulous upper

moot
lip. The color is brown of variable shade. The female
is hornless, and much smaller and mote slightly built than
the male. The moose inhabits the northemiuost part of
the United States, as northern New England, and much
of British America.

The large-limb'd ifoogis with the tripping Dear.
S. Clarke, Four Plantations in America (1670), p. 32.

moose-bird (mos'berd), n. The Canada jay or
whisky-jsiek, Perisoreus canadensis : so called
from its frequent association with the moose.
moose-call (mos'kai), n. A trumpet of birch-
bark used by hunters in calling moose to an
ambuscade or blind. Sportsman's Gasstteer.
[IT. S. and Canada.]

moose-deer (mos'der), n. The moose.
moose-elm (mos'ehn), n. See elm.

moosewood (mos'wud), n. 1. The leather-
wood, Dtrcapaiusfr-is.— 2. The striped maple,
Acer Pennsylvanieum. See maple^.
moose-yard (mos'yard), n. A space or area in
the woods occupied by a herd of moose in win-
ter, shut in on all sides by deep snow. The snow
wh«% the animals herd together to browse upon moose-
wood, moss, etc., being trampled down, a sort of inclosure
is formed, which may be occupied by many individuals as
long as the supply of food lasts. [U. S. and Canada.]

Mooslim, " and a. Same as Moslem. ^
moostt, a. A Middle English form of most.

moot! (mot), n. [< ME. moot, mote, mot, imot,

< AS. mot (found only in comp.), usually jetnoi,

meeting, assembly (witena gemot, assembly of
coimselors, parliament: see mtena-gemot), =
OS. mot, muot = MLG. mote, mute, LG. mote
= MHG. muoz = leel. mot = Goth. *gamdt (in

deriv. gamo^an, meet), a meeting (cf . Sw. mote,
Dan. mode = E. meet, n.). Hence moof^, v., and
meet!.] If. A meeting; a formal assembly, in
this sense obsolete, except as used, chiefly in the archaic
(Middle English) form mate, in certain historical terms, as
/oOanoot or/oOinote, luMmaU, etc. See det 3.

The monke was going to London ward.
There to holde grete mote.
LyUa Oeste qf Jtobyn Hode (Chfld's Ballads, V. S8)l

2. The place of such a meeting.—3. In early
Eng. hist., a court formed by assembling the
men of the village or tun, the hundred, or the
kingdom, or tbeir representatives, it exercised
political and administzrative functions with some judicial
powers. Compare tritena^gemot See the quotation.

The four or ten villagers who followed the reeve of each
township to the general muster of the hundred were held
to represent the whole body of the township from whence
they came. Their voice was its voice, their doing its do-
ing, their pledge its pledge. The handred-nu>o£, a moot
which was made by this gathering of the representatives
of the townships that lay within its bounds, thos became
at once a court of appeal from the moots of each separate
village as well as of arbitration in dispute between town-
ship and township. The judgment of graver crimes, and
of life or death, fell to its share ; while it necessarily pos-
sessed the same right of law-making for the hundred that
the village-moot possessed for each separate village. And
as hundred-moot stood above town-moot, so above the
hnndred-moot stood the Folk-moot, the general muster of
the peoplein arms^ at once war-host and highest law-court^
and general Farliunent of the tribe. Batwhether in Folk-
moot orhundred-moot, the principle of representation was
preserved. In both the constitutional forms, the forms
of deliberation and decision, were the same. In each the
priests proclaimed silence, the ealdormen of higher blood
spok^ groups offreemen from each township stood round,
sha^ng their spearsinassen^ clashing shields in applause,
settling matters in the end by loud shouts of "Aye" or
" Nay." J. S. Green, Hist of Eng. People I. L

4. Dispute; debate; discussion; specifically,

in law, an argument on a hypothetical case by
way of practice.

The pleadynge used in conrte and chauncery called
motes, where ... a case is appoynted to be moted by
certayne yonge men, contaynyng some doubtefull contio-
uersie. Sir T. Myot, The Govemour, L 14.

I hard that your Grace, in the disputes of al purposes
qoherwlth, after the exemple of the wyse in former ages,
you use to season your moot

A. Hum«, Orthc^raphie (E. E. T. S.), Ded., p. 2.

Orators have their declamations; lawyers have their
moots. Bacon, Chnrch of Eng.

Mark moot. See marli.—Swain moot or mote, inoM
Eng. iaxD, a coort of the forests, held periodically before
the verderers, and having jurisdiction of poaching, eta
Sometimes written swan moot.—Wood moot or mote,
in old Eng. forest law, an inferior court held every forty

days, a sort of minor "regard" or inspection, in which
presentments were made and attachments received.

Stubbs.

mooti (mot), a. [As an adj., to be regarded as
contracted from mooted. Otherwise mootpoint
and moot case must be compounds, < moof^, n.,

+ point, <)asel.] Kelating to or connected with
debatable questions ; subject to discussion; dis-

cussed ordebated; debatable; unsettled

—

Hoot
court. See court.

moot^ (mot), r. [< ME. moten, mooten, motien,

cite to a meeting, discuss, < AS. motian, cite to

a meeting, < mot, gemot, a meeting: see moot\
n.] I. trans. 1. 'To debate; discuss; argue for

and against; introduce or submit for discus-



moot
If men would be as diligent in tlie rooting out of vices

and grafting in of Tirtues as they are in mooting guestlonB,
there would not be somany evils and scandals among the
people. Thomas a Kempis, Imit, of Christ (trans.), i. 3.

This is the most general expression of a problem which
hardlv has been mentioned, much less mooted, in this
country. Sir W. HamUton.

Leibniti' rrwoted this objection. Westminster Bev.

Speeifieally— 2. In law, to plead or argue (a
cause or supposed cause) merely by way of ex-
ercise or practice.— 3t. To speak; utter.

The first sillabis that thow did mvte.
Was pa da lyn [Where's Davie Lyndsay?].

Sir D. Lyndsay, Works, p. 263.

Il.t intrans. 1. To argue; dispute.

Agens thee nyle y not moate.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Fumivall)^ p. 202.

2. To plead or argue a supposed cause.

There is a difference between moating and pleading, be-
tween fencing and fighting. B. Jonson, Discoveries.

He tallES statutes as fiercely as if he had mooted seven
years in the inns of court.

Bp. EwrU, Micro-cosmographie, An Attorney.

moot^ti n. An obsolete variant of mot^.

The master of the game, or his lieutenant^ sounded three
lone,moote>, or blasts with the horn, tor the uncoupling
of the hart hounds. StnM, Sports and Pastimes, p. 79.

moot* (mot), V. t. [Origin obscure.] To dig.

Davies.

mootable (mo'ta-bl), o. [< moof^ + -able.'] Ca-
pable of being mooted; disputable; open, as a
question.

He declareth the matter, and argneth it by cases of law,
much after the maner of a motable case.

Sir T. More, Worlss, p. 944.

moot-bookf (mot'buk), n. See the quotation.

Plowden'a queries, or a maoUbook of choice cases, usefull
for young students of the common law. This was several
times printed. Wood, Athense Oxon.

mootchie-WOOd (mo'ehi-wud), n. In India, the
soft white wood of Erythrina Indica, used for
making light boxes, scabbards, toys, etc.

mooter (mS'tfer), ». 1. One who moots; a
disputer of a moot ease. Todd.— 2. In ship-

building, a workman who makes treenails.

[Eare.]
moot-taallf (mSt'h&l), n. [< ME. moothalle, mote-
hall; < moot^ + hall.] A hall of meeting, de-

bate, or judgment, in the moot-halls formerly con-
nected with the inns of courts imaginary or moot cases
were argued by the students of law.

I shal no reutbe haue
While Mede hath the maistrye In this moot-TuUle.

Piers Plowman (B), iv. 135.

Thanne thei ledden Jhesus to Calfas into the mool-haUe,
and it was eerll. Wyclif, Jolm xviiL 28.

moot-WU (met'hil), ». [< moof^ + hilU. No
ME. or AS. form appears.] In old Eng. hist.,

a hill of meeting on which the moot was held.

The life, the sovereignty of the settlement, was solely

in tlie body of the freemen whose holdings lay round the
•moot-ldU orthe sacred tree where the community metfrom
time to time to order its own industry and to malce its

own laws. J. B. Oreen, Making of England, p. 187.

moot-houset (mot'hous), ». [< MB. mothm, <

AS. mothus, < mot, gemot, meeting,+ hms, house.]
Same as m^)ot-hall.

mooting (mo'ting), n. [< ME. moUng, motyng,
< AS. motung, conversation, discourse ; verbal
n. of motian, discuss, moot: see moot\ v.] 1.

Pleading; disputing.

Her pardoun is ful petit at her partyng hennes.
That any mede of mene men for her motyng taketh.

Piers Plowman (B), viL B8.

Stand sure and take good toting,

And let be al your mating.
SMton, Boke of Colin Clout.

2. The exercise of pleading a moot case.

The society of Gray's Inn has revived mooHngt, it is un-
derstood with some success. Eneyc. Brit., XTTT. 89.

moot-manf (mot'man), n. One who argued a
hypothetical case in the inns of court.

mooty (mo'ti), n.
;
pi. moottes (-tiz). [A native

name (f).] A very small bluish falcon, an Ori-

ental finch-falcon, Microhierax ccerulescens.

mooveti "• -Aa obsolete spelling of move.

mop^ (mop), V. i. ;
pret. and pp. mowed, ppr.

mopping. [Early mod. B. moppe; = D. moppen
= Gr.muffen(>'LG. mnffen), pout, grimace: see

TOopl, n., and cf . mop^, mops. Cf. mow^. Also,

in another form and modified sense, mope.] 1

.

To make a wry mouth.

I beleeve hee hath robd a jackanapes of his jesture;

marke but Us countenance, see how he nwps, and how he
mowes. and how he straines his lookes.

B. Bich, Faults and nothing but Faults, p. 7. (Nares.)

2. To fidget about. [Prov. Eng.]
mopi (mop), n. [Early mod. E. moppe, = late

MHG. mupf, muff, a wry face : see mopi, n. Cf

.
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mops, mopsy, m^pet^, moppet^. The words
mopi, mop^, moppet^, moppet^, etc., are more
or less confused in use.] 1. A wry mouth; a
pout; a grimace.
What Tnops and mows it makes ! heigh, how it frisketh!
Is 't not a fairy, or some small hob-goblin?

Fletcher, Pilgrim, iv. 2.

2. A pouting person, especially a pouting child

;

hence, a pet child; a child; a young girl; a
moppet.
Understanding by this word a litle prety Lady, or ten-

der young thing. For so we call litle fishes that be not
come to their full growth, as whiting moppes, gurnard
moppes. Puttenham, Arte of £ng. Foesi«^ iM. 2.

St. A young fish. See the quotation uB£!er 2ef

.

2.—4. The haddock. HalUwell.—jn the mops,
sulky. BaMiweU.

mop2 (mop), n. [< ME. moppe, a puppet, a fool

;

ef. mopi.] A fool.
Daunsinge to pipis

In myrthe with moppis, myrrours of synne.
Bichard the Beddess, iii. 276.

This m«p meynes that he may marke men to thet Bie^e
He makis many maistries and mervayles emange.

York Plays, p. 299.

mop3 (mop), n. [Prob. a var. of map (cf. chop^
chap, strop strap, flop flap, crop crap, knop knap,
etc.): seemap^. The Celtic words,W. mop, wjopa,

a mop, Gael, mab, mob (?), a tuft, tassel, mop,
moibeal, Ir. moipal, a mop, are appar. from E.,

or from the orig. L.] 1. A napkm. Balliwell.

[Prov. Eng.]— 2. A buneh of thrums or coarse
yam, or a piece of cloth, fastened to a long
handle and.used for cleaning floors, windows,
carriages, etc. A smaller utensil of the same
sort is used for washing dishes, etc.—3. Any-
thing having the shape or appearance of a mop.
A young girl with eyes like cool agates and a map of

yellow-brown hair appeared for a moment.
The Century, XXX VI. 846.

4. A statute fair to which servants of all kinds
come to be hired byfarmers and others . [Prov.
Eng.]
A grandmotherwho had pattered Komany, and practiced

palmistry at eveiy fair or map in Midlandshire.
J. W. Palmer, After his Kind, p. 81.

5. A tuft of grass. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]—
Rubber mop, amop which has at its head a plate of thick
india-rubber, serving as a scrubber or squeezer. E. 3.
Knight.

mop* (mop), V. t.; pret. and pp. mapped, ppr.
mopping. [<«iqp3,»i.] 1. To rub or wipe with
or as with a mop ; clean with a mop.— 2. To
muffle up. HalMwell.— 3. To drink greedily.

HalHwell. [Prov. Eng.] —To mop up, to absorb or
take up, as liquid with a cloth or mop.

mopboard (mop'bord), ». The wash-board or
skirting of a room. See wash-board.
mope (mop), v.; pret. and pp. maped, ppr. mop-
ing. [Var. of mop^, v.] I. intrans. To be very
dull or listless; especially, to be spiritless or
gloomy; yieldtogloom or despondency: ascom-
monly used, it implies a rather trivial and weak
melancholy.

Or but a sickly part of one true sense
Could not so mope. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 4. 81.

Demoniac phrensy, moping melancholy.
And moon-struck madness. MUtan, P. L., xi. 485.

The moping owl doth to the moon com^ain.
Gray, Elegy.

Went maping under the long shadows at sunset.

D. a. Mitchell, Rev. of Bachelor, ill.

II. trans. To make spiritless or melancholy.
Another droops ; the sunshine makes him sad

;

Heav'n cannot please ; one 's mop'd, the other 's mad.
Qttarlee, Emblems, L 8.

He is bewitch'd or mop'd, or his brains melted.
Could be find no body to fall in love with.

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, iv. 6.

Has he fits of spleen?
Or is he melancholy, moped, or mean?

OraVbe, Works, Vin. 4.

mope (mop), n. [< mope, «.] A low-spirited,

listless, melancholy person; a drone.

No meagre, Kuse-rid mope, adust and thin.

In a dun night-gown of his own loose skin.
Pope, Dunciad, ii.

mope-eyed (mop 'id), a. Short-sighted; pur-
blmd ; stupid. Also mopsy-eyed.

What a mope-ey'd ass was J, I could not know her [

Fletcher, Pilgrim, iii. 3.

He pitieth his simplicity, and retumeth him for answer
that, if he be not mope^eyd, he may find the Procession of
the Divine Persons in his Creed.

Abp. Bramhdn, Schism Guarded, L 2.

mopeful (mop'fiil), a. [< mope + -ful.] Mop-
ish; stupid; duU.
mop-fair (mop'far), n. Same as mop^, 4.

mop-head (mop'hed), n. 1 . The head of a mop.— 2. A person with a rough, unkempt head of
hair, resembling a mop.— 3. A clamp consist-

Moquilea

ing usually of amovable jaw operatedbya screw
or swivel, for holding the mop-cloth or mass of
yarn to the mop-handle.
mop-headed (mop'hed"ed), a. Having rough,
uniempt hair, resembling the head of a mop.
moping (mo'ping), n. [verbal n. of mope, v.]

A lisUess, melancholy condition; a gloomy
mood.
mopingly (mo'ping-li), adv. In a moping or
listless manner.
mopish (mo'pish), a. [< mope + ish^.] Dull;
spiritless; stupid; dejected; mentally or physi-
cally depressed.

One day in his preaching he [the pastor of an Indepen-
dent church in Scotland] cursed the light, and fell down
as dead in his pulpit. The people carried him out, laid

him upon a gravestone, and poured strong waters into

him, which fetched him to life again ; and they carried

him home, but he was mopish.
Journal of Oeorge Fox (Phila. ed.), p. 282.

mopishly (mo'pish-li), adv. In a mopish man-
ner.

Here one mopishly stupid, and so fixed to his posture
as if he were a breathing statue.

Bp. Bail, Spiritual Bedlam, Solil., xxix.

mopishness (mo'pish-nes), TO. Dejection; dull-

ness; stupidity.

Without this [moderation], justice is no other tlum
cruell rigour : . . . sorrow, desperate mopishnesse.

Bp. HaU, Christian Moderation, L 1.

moplah (mop'la), n. [B. Ind.] A Mohamme-
dan inhabitant of Malabar in southwestern In-

dia, descended from Arabs who settled there

and married native women.
mopper (mop'fer), n. A muffler. [Prov. Eng.]

moppet^ (mop'et), n. [Dim. of mqpi, prob,

after moppet^.] A grimace. Davies.

Albeitwe see them sometimes counterfeit devotion, yet

never did old ape make pretty moppet (moue).
Ur^hart, tr. of Babelais, ill.. Author's ProL

moppet^ (mop'et), n. [Dim. of mop^.] 1. A
puppet made of cloth; arag-baby.—2. Ayoung
girl. Also m^sy, mopsey.

Did one ever hear a little moppet argue so peiTersely
against so good a cause? Dryden, Don Sebastian, iii. 2.

3. A lap-dog.

moppy (mop'i), a. [Origin obscure.] Tipsy;
intoxicated. [Slang.]

mops (mops), n. [= LGr. Gr. Sw. Dan. mops, a
pug-dog; a var., with insignificant formative
-s (asinmna;! andwawAw), of mop, awrymouth:
see mopi.] A pug-dog.
Mopsea (mop'se-a), n. [NL. (Lamarck).] A
genus of isidacediis alcyonarian corals of the

family Isididce, having alternate calcareous and
fibrous nodes. There are several deep-sea spe-

cies,some ofthemusedforornamentalpurposes.
mopsey, n. See mopsy.
mopsical (mop'si-kal), a. [< mopsy,mwpsey, + -c-

+ -al. Cf. Gr. mopsig, stupid, morose.] Short-

sighted; purblind.; mope-eyed; stupid.

Their mopsical humours being never satisfied but in

fancying themselves as kings and reigning with Christ.

Bp. Gauden, EUeraspistes, pref. sig. b (1653). iLatham.)

mopstick (mop'stik), n. In the pianoforte, a
vertical rod at the rear end of a key, by which
the damper is raised when the key is depressed.
Also mopstick.

mopsy, mopsey (mop'si), n.
;
pi. mopsies, mop-

serjs (-siz). [< mops + dim. -y, -ey.] 1. A young
girl : same as moppet^, 2.— 2. An untidywoman.
Halliioell. [Prov. Eng.]
mopsy-eyed (mop 'si -id), a. Same as mope-
eyed. Davies.

mopus^ (mo'pus), n. [A Latinized form of

mope or mop^.] A mope ; a drone.

I'm grown a mere mapus; no company comes
But a rabble of tenants.

Swift, The Orand Question Debated.

mopus^ (mop'us), n.; pi. mopusses (-ez). [Also
mawpits : said to be a corruption of the name
of Sir Giles Mompesson, a monopolist notorious
in the reign of James I.] Money : usually in

the plural. [Slang.]
mociuette (mo-kef), n. [Also moeket; < P. mo-
quette, a kind of carpet.] A stuff with a thick

,

soft velvety nap of wool, and a warp of hemp
orlinen, especially such amaterialheavyenough
to be used for carpeting.

Moquilea (mo-kwU'e-a), n. [NL. (Aublet,

1775) ; from a' native name in Guiana.] A ge-

nus of rosaceous trees of the tribe Chrysoba-
laneee, distinguished by small anthers, stamens
much longer than the flower, and a single ovary
immersed in the base of the calyx-tube. About 16

species are known, natives of northern South America and
theWest Indies. They have rigid alternate leaves, and small
fiowers variously clustered, usually without petals. See
caraxpi.



-mor

-mor, -more^, a. [Grsel. and It. mor, great.] A
Celtic adjective, meaning 'great,' nsed as a com-
ponent in personal and place names : as, Can-
nwre, 'great head,' Strathnjore, 'great strath.'
moral (mo'ia), «.; pL morm (-re). [L., delay;
hence tQt. nioration, demur.'] 1. Inane. pros.,
the unit of time, equivalent to tiie ordinary or
normal short; the semeion or primary tune.
See time.—2. In civil law, anyunjustifiable delay
in the fulfilment of an obligation, for which the
party delaying is responsible, it may be either on
the side of tlte debtor who refuses to fulfil or on that of the
creditor who refuses to accept. In the first case it gives
rise to an action for damages, in the latter case the debtor
is diachaiged of liability for the loss of the thhig.

mora^ (mo'^), ». [it., appar. a particular use
of mora, defay, < £. mora, delay: see mora^.]
An old game stiU common in Italy, in vhich
one of the players, after raising the right hand,
suddenly lowers it, with one or more of the
fingers extended, the other players trying to
guess the number so extended.
mora^ (mo'ra), n. [Guiana name.] A majestic
leguminous tree, Dimorphandra [Mora) excelsa,

abounding in Guiana and Trinidad. Its hard
toogh wood ia much esteemed for shlp-hoilding, and is

also fitted for cabinet-work by its sosceptibility of polish,
its chestnut-brown color, and its somelamea flgnred grain.

Moradabad work. See work.
Morsea (mo-re'a), n. [NL. (linnffius, 1767),
named after JoHannes MorcBus, father-in-law of
Linnseus.] A genus of plants of the order Iri-

dea, type of the tribe Morceete. it is distingoished
by t^e i>etaIoid winged branches of the style, and by the
perianth being completely divided to its baseL Abont 40
species are known, nailves of tropical and souflieni Africa,

Australia, and tlie Mascarene Taiagiig They are bulbous
plants or grow from a short rootstock, with long narrow
upright leaves, and several or many handsome fragrant
flowers, bln^ purple, yellow, or variou^ colored. Some
species produce edible bnlbs, and many from Qie Cape of
Good Hope are cultivated for ornament, among them M.
papOionaceaf the butt^fly-iris.

Moraees (mo-re'e-e). n. pi. [NIi. (Bentham
and Hookier,' 1883), < Mor<ea + -ece.'] A tribe

ofmonocotyledonous plants of the order Jridete,
typifiedby the genus Morcea, and characterized

by two ormore flowers from one spathe, and by
having branches of the style opposite the an-
thers and often closely applied to them, it con-
tains abont ISS species, Jn 12 genera ; ihe best-known are
Tigridia, Irii, and the South African Mojvea and Marica.

morainal (mo-ra'nal), a. Same as moraime.
moraine (mo-ran')7». and o. [< F. moraine;
cf. It. ;n«ro,' a heap of stones, < G. dial. (Bav.)

mur, sand and broken stones, debris.] I. n.

The accumulations of ro£k and detrital ma-
terial along the edges of a glacier, in monntains
where the glaciers are bordered by diffs, the materials

of which these are composed, being loosenedby frost, rain,

and gravity, fall upon the ice beneath and are gradually

conveyed downward, receiving additions as they move.
A simple glacierhas ordinarily two such lateral moiaines,

and when two glaciets meet and unite the two adjacent

lateral moraines coalesce and form a medial moraine, and
the same thing may be repeated again and again as vari-

ous lateral glaciers unite themselves with the main ones.

At the point where the glaciers end the detritus of the

lateral and medial moraines is thrown upon the ground,

and forms a more or less irregular pile of debris, called

the terminal moraine.
TT. a. Same as morainie.

morainic (mo-ra'nik), a. [< moraine + -ic.]

1. Connected with or formed by a moraine:
as, morainic deposits ; a morainic barrier.—2.

Forming or constitating a moraine: as, mo-
rainie matter.

moral (mor'al), a. and n. [Formerly also mo-
raU, moralef= D. moraal = G. Dan. Sw. morcH,

< F. moral = Sp. Pg. moral = It. fijorofe, relat-

ing to ethics ; as a noun, F. m4>ral, moral con-

dition, moriOe = Sp. Pg. moral = It. morale,

morals ; < L. moraiUs, relating to manners or

morals (first used by Cicero, to translate Gr.

^uaJf, moral: see e&ic), < mos {mor-), manner,
custom, pt mores, manners, customs, morals.

Prom li. mos are also ult. E. morose^- and de-

mure.'] L a. 1. Of or pertaining to rules of

right conduct; eoneeming the distinction of

right from wrong ; ethieaL In this sense moral

is opposed to non-moral, which denotes the ab-

sence of ethical distinctions.

Thies bodely dedis ar tokyne and shewynge of moraUe
vertues, witb-oate which a aoule is not ^le fortoweike

gostely. Bampote, Frose Treatises (E. E. T. S.X p. a.

The former properly relates to natural, and the latter to

momZ philosophy, or civasocieiy. . . ^ ,^, ... x. ,

Boom, Fhyacal Fables, m., ExpL

In Hatters of Eeligion, Moral Difficulties are more to be

regarded than InteUectnaL SiKHinaAwt, Sermons,HLvL

Another sort of relation, which is the conformity or dis-

agreement men's voluntary actions have to a rule to which

they are referred, and by which they are judged o^ . . .

may be called monil relation.

Lode, Human Understandingi n. iivm. 4.
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We are bound to note the circumstance that the moral,

which at one time coincides with the "ethical," at other
times is co-extensive wiUi the "voluntary.

"

A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 520.

Even the feelings which we call moral, on accountof
their connection with will and desire, often have an in-

definite part of them so combined with feelings located

in the bodily organism, or so dependent on its functions

for their quantity and quality, tlut a strict separation be-

comes impossible.
O. T. Ladi, PhysioL Psychology, p. 507.

Eant says that tlie end of Self-love, our own happiness,

cannot be an end for the Moral Reason ; that the force of

the reasonable Will, inwhich Virtue consists, is alws^ ex-

hibited in resistance to natnral egoistic impulses.
H. Sidguiek, Methods of Ethics, p. 347.

When in his seU-conscionsness he [man] realized that

through transgression he had become guilty, doubtless

all things about him seemed different, because in his own
soul there had been a nwral revolution.

BCblioOieea Saera, XLY. 645.

War is a moral teacher: opposition to external force is

an aid to the highest civic virtues.
Wootxy, Introd. to International Law, § 8.

2. In accord with, or controlled by, the rules

of right conduct: opposed to immoral. In this

sense moral is oftenused specifically of conduct
in the sexual relation.

The wiser and more morale part of mankind were forced
to set up laws and punishments, to keep the generallity of
mankind in some tolerable order.

Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 355.

Take amoral act. What is it that constitutes it moral ?

Its tendency, at least according to Shaftesbury's system, is

to promote tie general welfare or the good of mankind.
Fowler, Shaftesbury and Hutcheson, p. 94.

"Whatdo you mean byathorougblymflraZman?" said

I. "Oh, I suppose every one means the same by that,"

said Melissa, with a slight air of rebuke. "Sir Gavial is

an excellent family man—quite blameless there; and so
charitable round his place at Tiptop." . . . When a man
whose business hour% the solid part of every day, are
spent in an unscrupulous course of public or private ac-

tion which has every calculable chance of causing wide-
spread injury and misery, can be called moral because he
comes home to dine with his wife and children and cher-
ishes the happiness of his own hearth, the augury is not
good forthe use ofhigh ethical and theological disputation.

George Eliot, Theophiastus Such, xvL

3. In a special sense, relating to the private

and social duties of men as distinct from civil

responsibilities: specifically so used in the
Hegelian phUosophy.
"When St Crispin steals leather to make shoes for the

poor, that act is moral (moralisch) and wrong (nnrecht-

lich)"—a remark which explains Heel's use of vwraliseh
better than much commentary.

Z>. G. JHtchie, Hind, XTTT. 433.

4. Connected with the perception of right and
wrong in conduct, especially when this is re-

garded as an innate power of the mindj con-
nected with or pertaining to the conscience.

See moral sense, moral law, below.

The development ofa highmoral sensibility can scarcely

fail to bring suffering with it, as the mind recognises the

meanness of actoal attainment.
J. SuUy, Sensation and Intuition, p. 156.

The problem of exercising the child's morai feelings is

clearly connectedwith thatofforming hismoral character.

J. SuUy, Outlines of PsychoL, p. 568.

5. Capableof distinguishingbetween right and
wrong; hence, bound to conform to what is

right; subject to a principle of duty ; account-

able.

Amoral agent is a being that is capable of those actions

tiiat have a moral quality, and whidi can properly be de-

nominated good or evil in a moral sense, virtuons or vi-

cious, commendable or fonlty.

Bdmards, Freedom of the Will, L 5.

6. Depending upon considerations ofwhat gen-
erally occurs ; resting upon grounds of proba-

bility: opposed to demons*ratit)e: as, jnoroJ evi-

dence ; moral ai^nments. See moral certainty,

under certainty.

A moral universality is when the predicate agrees to the

greatestpart of the puticulars which are contained under
the subject Watb, Logick.

Physical and mathematical certiunty may be styled in-

fallible ; and moral certainly may be properly styled in-

dubitable. -Bp. waum.
Be that my task, replies a gloomy derk.

Sworn foe to m^tery, yet divindy dark

;

Whose pious hope aspires to see the day
When moral evidence shall qtiite detay.

And damns implicit faitJi, and holy lies.

Prompt to impose, and fond to dogmatise.
Pope, Dnnciad, iv. 462.

7. Of or pertaining to morals.—8f. Having a
moral; emblematical; allegorical; symbolical.

By my troth, I have no moral meaning; I meant plain

holy-thisUe. Shot., Much Ado, iiL 4. 80.

A thousand moral paintings I can show.

That Shan demonstrate these quick blows of Fortune's

Hore pregnantiy than words. SluJc, T. of A., 1 1. 9a

9. Pertaining to the mind; mental: opposed
to physical.

moral
Youth, thou bear'st thy father's face

;

Frank nature, rather curious than in haste.
Hath well composed thee. Thy father's moral jtarts

Hayst thou inherit too '. Shot., All's Well, L 2. ZL

10. Pertaining to the will, or eonative element
of the soul, as distinguished from the intellect

or cognitive part. This refers to the usual pre-
Kantdan division of the soul.— 1 1 . Moralizing.
[Bare.]

France spreads his banners in our noiseless land, . . .

Whiles thon, a moral fool, sitst still asiA criest,

"Alack, why does he so?" Shak., Lear, iv. 2. 58.

Moral cause, aperson who incites another to do or not to
do something.

Author here is said to be him who, proposing reasons,
persuades the principal cause either to or from action;
he is also caUed tiie moral eauie.

Burgersdicius, tr. by a Gentieman.

Moral certain^. See certainty.—Moral defeat. See
moral nictorv.—moral dependence, evidence, force.
See the nouns.—Mo:ral faculty. Same as moral sense.

—Moral good either virtue or a virtuous action, or a
pleasure or pain coming from such an action.—Moral
goodness. See goodnets.—Moral Inability. See m-
aMZtty,2.—MoralJnsanlty. See {Tiainitv.—Moral law.
(a) The law of conscience or doty ; either a single central
principle of right conduct, or the system of rules which
should govern conducts Q>) See 2au>l.—Moral neces-
sity. See wecesafi/.—Moral pMloSOphy. (o) The phi-

losophy of mind; psychology. (6) Ethics ; the science of

morality.—Moral sense, a phrase nsed by Shaftesbnry,
but brought into greater prominence by Fmncis Hutehe-
son in 1725, to denote a determination of the mind to re-

ceive amiable or disagreeable ideas of actions, antecedent
to any opinion of advantage or loss to redound from them

;

conscience,—Moral theology, morals viewed as a system
of spiritual laws proceeding from a divine law-giver ; theo-

logical ethics.—Moral victory, an actual defeat claimed
as a virtual victory. This designation is often applied to

a defeat which, as &om the reduction of a former adverse
majority in a vote, or from other concomitant circum-
stances, is regarded as having in it the elements of future
victory, or at least as giving occasion for some measure of
satisfaction.—Moral Virtue, a virtue taught by natnral

ethics, witiiont revelation : opposed to iheoiogical virtue, or
faith, hope, charity.

H, B. If. Morality; the doctrine or practice

of the duties of life. [Rare.]

Their Moral and (Economy
Most perfectly they made agree.

iVior, An Epitaph.

2. pi. (o) Conduct; behavior; course of life in
re^rd to right and wrong; specifically, sexual
conduct: as, a man of good morals.

Some, as corrupt in their morals as vice could make
them, have yet been solicitous to have their children so-

berly, virtuou^, and piously brought up.
South, Sermons. (LaHuim.)

I pray ye flog them upon all occasions;
It mends their Tnorals; never mind the pain.

Byron, Bon Juan, iL 1.

(6) Moral philosophy; ethics.—3. The doctrine
inculcated by a fable, apologue, or fiction; the
practical lesson which anything is designed to

teach; hence, intent; meaning.
Wherof ensamples ben enowe
Of hem, that tiiilke mercS diowe.

Gotoer, Conl Amant., vil

Beat Yon have some moral in this Benedictus.
Mary. Moral ! no, by my troth, I have no moral meaning.

Sbat., Huch Ado, iiL 4. 7&
So, lady Flora, take my lay.

And, if you find no mora/ there,

Go, look in any glass, and say
What moral is in being fair.

Tennyson, The Day-Dream, HoiaL

4. An emblem, personification, or allegory; es-

pecially, an allegorical drama. See morality, 6.

The fox, the ape, and the humble-bee.
Were still at odds, being but three.

There's the moral. Now the I'envoy.
Shak., L. L. L., iiL 1. 88.

IFish. SuchwhaleshaveIheardono'theland,whoneva
leave gaping till they^e swallowed the whole parish

—

chnrc^ £eeple, bell^ and alL
Per. A pretty moral. Shak., Pericles, iL 1. 39.

In the middle of bis play (be it pastoral or comedy, mor^
da or tiagedie). DeHier, Gull's Homebook.

Lastiy, Morals [or moralities] teach and illustrate the
same religious truths, not by direct representation of Scrip*

tural or l^endary events and personages, but by allegori-

cal means, abstract figures of virtues or qualities being per-
sonified in the characters appearing in these plays.

A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit, I. 23.

5. A certainty. [Slang.]— 6. An exact like-

ness; a counterpart. [Obsolete or coUoq.]

He has got the trick of the eye and the tip of the nose

of my uncle; . . . and as for the long chin, it is the very

moral of the govemor^s.
SmoOett, Humphrey Clinker, p. 385.

She's the very pictnr—yes, the verymoral of Dick Tur>.

pin's Bess. _
D. Jerrold, St Giles and St James, p. 110. (Hoppe-I

=Syn. 2. See morality.— 3. See inference,

moralt (mor'al), f. i. [< moraU, a.] To morw
aUze.

When I did hear

The motley fool thus moral on the time,

My lungs began to crow like chanticleer.

Shak., As yon like it, iL 7. 2a



morale

morale (mo-ral'), »• [Intended for P. moral, m.,
mental or moral condition, confused with mo-
rale, t. , morality, good conduct, < moral, moral

:

see mwalJ] Moral or mental condition as re-
gards courage, zeal, hope, confidence, and the
like: used especially of a body of men engaged
in a hazardous enteiprise, as soldiers or sailors
in time of war.
From a date much earlier than the dajr when Caesar, de-

feated at Dyirachium, gained the empire ol the world by
so acting as to restore the morale of his army before the
great contest at Pharsalia, it has been on this nice feeling
of the moral pulse of armies that the skill of great com-
manders has chiefly depended. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 343.

moralert (mor'al-6r), ». \<.moral,v.,+ -er'i:'] A
moralizer; a moralist.

Come, you are too severe a moraler.
Shah., Othello, it 3. 301.

moralisation, moralise, etc. See moraligation,
etc.

moralism (mor'al-izm), n.
_ [< moral + dsm.']

1 . A moral maxim or saying ; moral counsel or
advice; moral sermonizing; inculcation of mo-
rality. [Rare.]

Accustomed as he was to the somewhat droning moral,
ieme of his "congenial friends." Farrar, Julian Home, xx.

2. The practice of morality as distinct from
religion; the absorption of religion in mere
morality.

The first thing that disclosed to Dr. Chalmers the fu-
tility of the mordliem which was all the religion he had
when he began his pastorate at Kilmany was the discov-
ery that it could not bear the scrutiny of the sick-bed.

A. Phdps, My Study, p. 301.

moralist (mor'al-ist), n,. [= F. moraliste = Sp.
Pg. It. moralista ; as moral + -ist."] 1 . One who
teaches morals; a writer or lecturer on ethics;
one who inculcates moral duties.

Nature surely (if she will be studied) is the best moral-
ist, and hath much good counsel hidden in her bosome.

Sir H. Wotton, Reliquiee, p. 77.

The advice given by a great moroMst to his friend was
that he should compose his passions. Addison.

The national Moralists (Cudworth, Wollaston, Clarke,
Price) give no account of the final end of morality.

A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 257.

2. One who practises moral as distinguished
from religious duties ; a merely moral as distin-

guished from a religious person. [Rare.]

Another is carnal, and a mere nujraUst.
South, Sermons, VTL 286.

Sweet nwralist ! afloat on life's rough sea.

The Christian has an art unknown to thee.
Coviper, A Reflection on Horace, book ii., ode 10.

moralistic (mor-a-lis'tik), a. [< moraUst + -ic]
Inculcating morality; didactic: as, moralistic
poets.

morality (mo-ral'i-ti), n.
;

pi. moralities (-tiz).

[< ME. moraiitee = D. moraliteit = G. moralitdt
= Sw. Dan. moralitet, < OP. moralite, P. mora-
liU = Sp. moralidad= Pg. moralidade = It. mo-
ralitd,, morality, morals, < LL. moralita{t-)s,

manner, characteristic, character, < L. mora-
Us, of manners or morals, moral: see msral.l
1. The doctrine or system of duties; morals;
ethics.

The end of morality is to procure the affections to obey
reason, and not to invade it.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii.

Moral philosophy, morality, ethics, casuistry, natural
law, mean all the same thing, namely, that science which
teaches men their duty and the reasons of it.

Paley, Moral Fhilos., i. 1.

The attempt to exhibit morality as a body of scientific

truth fell into discredit, and the disiwsition to dwell on
the emotional side of the moral consciousness became
prevalent. H. Stdgwiek, Methods of Ethics, p. 91.

2. The character of being moral; accord with
the rules of right conduct; moral quality; vir-

tuousness : often used in a restricted sense to

denote sexual purity.

The morality of an action is founded on the freedom of

that principle by virtue of which it is in the agent's power,
having all things ready and requisite to the performance
of an action, either to perform or not perform it.

Soiath, Sermons.

Until we have altered our dictionaries, and have found
some other word than morality to stand in popular use for

the duties of man to man, let us refuse to accept as moral
the contractor who enriches himself by using large ma-
chinery to make pasteboard soles pass as leather for the

feet of unhappy conscripts.
George Eliot, Theophrastus Such, xvi.

3. Moral conduct ; the practice of the duties

inculcated by the moral rules that are recog-

nized as valid; in a general and collective

sense, those forms of human conduct which are

the subject of moral judgments.

Morality [in Shaftesbury's theory] is only Beauty in one
of its higher stages.

Fowler, Shaftesbury and Hutcheson, p. 126.
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Our theory has been that the development of morality is

founded on the action inman of an idea of true or absolute
good, consisting in the full realisation of the capabilities

of the human soul.

T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, § 286.

In point of tact, however, morality means nothing more
nor less than that state of natural neutrality or indifference
to good and evU, to heaven and hell, which distinguishes

man from all other existence, and endows him alone with
selfhood or freedom. H. James, Subs, and Shad., p. 4.

Hence— 4. The practice of moral duties re-

garded as apart from and as not based upon
vital religious principle.

All others, they [the Jews] thought, served Ood onlywith
their own Inventions, or placed their Religion in dull rrw-

rality. StiUingfleet, Sermons, I. viii.

Morality, thou deadly bane,
Thy tens of thousands thou hast slain!
Vain is his hope whose stay and trust is

In moral mercy, truth, and justice!

Bums, Dedication to Oavin Hamilton.

5. A moral inference or reflection ; a morali-
zation; intent; meaning; moral.

But ye that holden this tale a folye.
As of a fox, or of a cok and hen,
Taketh the nuiralite thereof, goode men.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 620.

A genial optimist, who daily drew
From what he saw his quaint rrurralities,

Bryant, The Old Man's Counsel.

6. A kind of drama which succeeded the mira-
cle-plays or mysteries, and in which the per-
sons of the play were abstractions, or allegori-

cal representations of virtues, vices, and men-
tal powers and faculties, a popular feature of the
moralities was the introduction of the Devil and a Vice
who under many names attended him, and who was finally

merged in the fool of the later drama.

A morality may be defined as a play enforcing a moral
truth or lesson by means of the speech and action of char-
acters which are personified abstractions— figures repre-
senting virtues and vices, qualities of thehuman mind, or
abstract conceptions in general.

A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit., I. 58.

=SyiL 1-3. Morality, Morals, Manners, Virtue, Ethics.
Morality (ov morals) and nuinners stand over against each
other as respectively conforming to right or propriety in
the great duties and in the minor forms of action and in-

tercourse. Morality is often popularly applied to conform-
ity to right in that particular in which right conduct is

most felt to be important, as chastity or honesty. Virtue
is morality of the fullest type and regarded as a part of
personal character. Ethics is the technical, as morals is

the popular, name for the science of virtue.

moraUzation (mor''''al-i-za'shon), n. [< P.
moralisation, = Sp. rnoralisaciori'= Pg. morali-
sagSo = It. moralizeazione, < ML. moralisa-
iio(nr), moraUzatio(n-), < moralizarej moralize:
see moralize.'] 1. The act of moralizing or re-

fleeting upon morals; amoral reflection.— 2.
The act of giving a moral meaning or effect to
something ; explanation in a moral sense.

It is more commendable, and also commodious, if the
players haue red the moraiaatimi of the chesse, and whan
they playe do thynke vpon it.

Sir T. Elyot, The Govemour, L 26.

Annexed to the fable is a nwrdlization of twice the
length in the octave stanza.

T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, III. 417.

John de Vigney wrote a book which he called "The
MoraUzation of Chess," wherein he assures us that this

game was invented by a philosopher named Xerxes in the
reign of Evil Merodach, king of Babylon, and was made
known to that monarch in order to engage his attention
and correct his manners. "There are three reasons,"
says de Vigney, "which induced the philosopher t» insti-

tute this new pastime : the first, to reclaim a wicked king

;

the second, to prevent idleness ; and the third, practically
to demonstrate the nature and necessity of nobleness."

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 406.

3. The act of rendering moral; subjection to
moral rules; the process of giving a moral
character to something.
The elimination of ethics, then, as a system of precepts,

involves no intrinsic difficulties other than those involved
in the admission of a natural science that can account for

the rfhorcdisation of man.
T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, § 8.

The highest type of moralisation lies in acquiring such
an abstract basis of principle as makes a man a spontane-
ous and independent fountain of justice and goodness, not
a mere channel through which runs a public and common
beneficence. W. WaUace, Mind, XIII. 425.

Also spelled moraUsation.

moralize (mor'al-iz), v. ;
pret. and pp. moral-

ized, ppr. moralizing. [= D. moraliseren = G.
moraUsiren= Sw. moralisera=Dan. moraUsere, <

P. moraliser = Sp. Pg. moralizar= It. moraliz-

zare, < ML. moralisare, moralize, < L. moraUs,
moral: see moral and -*«e.] I. trans. 1. To
apply to amoral purpose, or to explain in a mor-
al sense ; draw a moral from ; found moral re-

flections on.
But what said Jaques?

Did he not moralize this spectacle?
Shak., As you Like it, ii. 1. 44.

2. To supply with a moral or practical lesson;

furnish with edifying examples.

morass
Fierce warres and faithful loves shall moralize my song.

Spenser, F. Q., Prol.

High as their Trumpets Tune his Lyre he Strang,
And with his Prince's Arms he mmaliid his Song.

Prior, Ode to the Queen, st. 1,

While chastening thoughts of sweetest use, bestowed
By wisdom, moralize his pensive road. Wordsworth,

3. To exemplify the moral of : as, to moralize a
fable. [Rare.]

That which is said of the elephant, that being guilty of

his deformity he cannot abide to look on his own face inthe
water (but seeks for troubled and muddy channelsX we see

well rrmmiized in men of evil conscience, who know Uielr

souls are so filthy that they dare not somuch as viewthem.
Bp. Hail, Meditations and Vow^ U. § 4.

This fable is moralized in a common proverb.
Sir R. L'Estravge.

4. To rendermoral; give a moral character to.

It had a large, share in moralizing the poor white people
of the country. G. Bamsay,

'Tis yours with Breeding to refine the Age,
To Chasten Wit, ^^^ UoraUze the Stage.

Steele, Conscious Lovers, Prol

Ab a rule, it will only be to a man already pretty thor-

ough^ moralised by the best social infiuences that it will

occur to reproach himself with having unworthy motives
even in irreproachable conduct.

T. E. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, § 300.

5. To afifeot strongly the moral or religious

sense of; bring into a state of Intense moral
or religious feeling. [Rare.]

The negroes and many of the poor whites were, for a
week or two, not exactly "demoralized" [by an earth-

quake], but intensely moralized, giving themselves to re-

ligious exercises of a highly emotional character.
Science, IX 491.

II. intrans. 1. To make moral reflections;

draw practical lessons from the facts of life.

Thou hear'st me moralize.

Applying this to that, and so to so.

For love can comment upon every woe.
Shah, Venus and Adonis, 1. 712.

I know you come abroad only to moralize and make ob.
servations. Steele, Tatler, No. 170.

Peter of Blois moralising "de prsestigiis fortunse," on the
magic tricks of Fortune exemplified in the career of his

royal patron. Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 147.

2. To have an influence, especially a beneficial

influence, on morals.

It is not so much that a social life passed in peaceful
occupation is positively moralizing^ as that a social life

passed in war is positively demoralizing.
M. Spencer, Prin. of SocioL, § 575.

Also spelled moralise.

moralizer (mor'al-I-zer), n. 1. One who moral-
izes or makes moral reflections; an instructor

in morals. ,

My uncle was a moralizer who mistook his apophthegms
for principles. T. Hook, Sayings and Doings.

In fact there is scarcely any point upon which moral.
izers have dweltwith more emphasis than this, that man's
forecast of pleasure is continually erroneous.

H. ^dgtuick. Methods of Ethics, p. 121.

2t. One who has a habit of finding an allegory
or hidden meaning in passages.

Moralizers, you that wrest a never meant meaning out of
everything, applying all things to the present time, keep
your attention for the common stage.

JTash, Sumner's Last Will and Testament

Also spelled moraliser.

moralizing (mor'al-i-zing), TO. [Verbal n. of

moralize, v."] A moral reflection; a moraUza-
tion. Also spelled moralising.

It will be seen by these edifying moralizings how emi-
nently Scriptural was the course of Sam's mind.

H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 869.

morally (mor'al-i), adv. 1 . Prom a moral point
of view; with reference to the moral law; in a
moral or ethical sense; ethically.

By good,morally so called,bonnm honestum ought chief-

ly to be understood. ' South, Sermons.

The essential thing morally is the man's direction of
himself to the realisation of a conceived or imagined ob-
ject, whether circumstances allow of its issuing in out-
ward action, action that affects the senses of other people,
or no. T. H. Green, Prolegomena to EUiics, § 144.

2. In accordance with moral law; rightly; vir-

tuously; uprightly.
To take away rewards and punishments is only pleasing

to a man who resolves not to live moraUy. Dryden.

3. Virtually; practicaUy; to all intents and
purposes.

It is morally impossible for a hypocrite to keep himself
long on his guard. Sir S. L'Estrange.

morass (mo-rfts'), n. [= Gr. morast= Sw. moras
= Dan, niorads, < D. moeras, MD. moerasch,
moorasch, maeraseh = LG-, MLG. moras, a
marsh, fen; prob. orig. adj., Ml>.*moerisch (=
E. moorish^), belonging to a moor, confused ap-
par. with P. marais, > ME. mareis, etc., a marsh

:

see marish."] A tract of low, soft, wet ground
the drainage of which is insufficient either from



morass

Its depressed sitnation or from its nniform flat-
ness ; a marsh; a swamp; a bog; a fen Mo-
rass oie, bog-iron OTe.=Sy]l. Swamp, etc. See marth.
morass-weed (mo-ras'wed), n. The plant
homwort, CeratophyUum demersum.
morassy (ma-ras'i), a. [= D. moerasig = Gt.

morasttg = Sw. morasig = Dan. tnorw&ig; as
morass + -yl.] Marshy; fenny.
The sides and top are covered with numusy earth.

Pennajit

morat (mo'rat), n. [< It. morato, mulberry-
colored, < ntoro, < L. morum, a mulberry: see
JBore*.] A beverage composed of honey fla-
vored with nmlberry-jnice.
There was grace after meat with a fist on the board.
And down went the morat, and ont flew the sword.

Sir B. Taifior, Edwin the Pair, ii. 6.

moratet, o. [< L. moratus, mannered, < mos
{mor-), manner: see inoraWi Mannered.
To see a man well morate so seldome applaaded.

Omdt, Magastromancer, p. 138. (Eneye. Diet.)

morationt (mo-ra'shon), n. [< L. moratio(n-),
delay, < morari, pp.' morattis, delay, tarry, <
jHoro, delay: see mora^.'] The act of staying,
delaying, or lingering ; delay.
For therein [in the northern hemisphere, and in the apo-

geom] his moration is slower, and so his heat respectively
unto those habitations as of dnration, so also of more ef-

fect. Sir T. Browne, Vnlg. Err., vi. la
moratorlnm (mor-a-to'ri-um), n. [L., neat,
sing, of moratorius, causing delay, dilatory.]
In late, legal title to delay in making a due pay-
ment : as a legislative authorization of suspen-
sion of payment by a government bank.
Moravian (mo-ra'vi-an), o. and n. [< Moravia
(see def.) + -iin.] I." a. 1. Pertsdning to Mo-
ravia or the Moravians.— 2. Pertaining to the
religions denomination of the Moravians.

II, n. 1. A native or an inhabitant of Mora-
via, a crownland of the Cisleithan division of
Austria-Hungary, lying southeast of Bohemia.
The Moravians are Slavs in race and language,
closely allied to the Czechs.— 2. A member of

the Christian denomination entitled the TJnitas

Pratrum or 'United Brethren, which traces its

origin to John Huss. itsmemberswere expelledfrom
Bohemia and from Moravia in 1627, bnt in 1722 a remnant
settled in Hermhat, Saxony (hence thebrethren are some-
times, in Germany, called Hermhuier). The organiza-
tion at present has three home provinces (German, Brit-

ish, andAmerican—each of which has its owngovernment
by5ynod)and9everalniissioQ provinces. All these together
form a wholes represented by a general synod, which
meets every ten years in Herrnhnt. The ministers are
bishops (not dlocesa^ presbyters, and deacons. The wor-
ship is litnrgicaL The members of the denomination be-

lieve in the Scripturesas the only role offaith and practice,

and maintain the doctrines of the total depravityof human
nature, the love of God the Kither, the actual humanity
and godhead of Jesus Christy the atonement; the work of

the Holy Spirit, good worte as the fruit of the Spirit the
second coming of Christ, and the resurrection of the dead.
The Moravians are especially noted for their energy and
success in missionary work.

Moravianism (mo-ra'vi-an-izm), ». [< Mora-
vian + -tSJB.] iThe retigious doctrines and
church polity of the Moravians, or United
Brethren.
moray (mo'ra), n. [Also maray, muray, murry;
origin uncertain.] One of many apodal eel-

like fishes of the family MurmnidcB, and espe-

cially of the genus Murcena, of which there

are several subdivisions, as Sidera. The spotted

moray is M. {Sidera) mmviga, of the tropical Atlantic,

Spotted Moiay 'Sidera tnormga).

everywhere with innumerable small dark spots in a fine

network of the whitish ground-color. Several other mo-
rays occur on the soatliem Atlantic coast of the United
States, and M. mordax is a Caljfomian moray attaining a
length of 5 feet

morbid (mor'bid), a. [< P. nwrbide = Sp. mdr-
bido = Pg. It. morhido, < L. morhidus, sickly, <

morbus, disease: see morbus.'] 1. Diseased;

sickly; not sound and healthful. As applied to

mental conditions, it commonly implies an over-sensitive

state, involving depression of spirits, in which matters

affecting the emotions assume an exaggerated significance.

A vicious ingenuity, a morbid quickness to perceive re-

semblances and analogies between things apparently het-

erogeneous. Jfocaujoy, Ihyden.

The morbid asceticism that cnlminates in the lite of the

Buddhist saint, eaUng his food with loathing from the

alms-bowl that he carries, as though it held medicine.

E. B. Tytor, Prim. Culture, IL 96.

2. Proceeding from or characteristic of disease

or a diseased condition.
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'VVhllst the distempers of a relaxed fibre prognosticate

and prepare all the morbid force of convulsion in the body
of the state. Burke, A Begicide Peace, i.

3. Relating to disease: as, morbid or patho-
logical anatomy Morbid concretions. See con-

cretion. =Syn. 1. Biaeaxd, etc See oat
morbidezza (mor-bi-det'za), «. [It. (> Sp. Pg.
morbidez = P. morbidesse)~ sickliness, delicacy,

< morbido, sickly : see morbid.'] TMt quality

of flesh-painting which simulates the supple-

ness, elsifitie firmness, and soft delicacy of nat-

ural flesh.

Natore has been closely consulted, and has revealed to

the master a few d^cate touches which serve to accentu-

ate themovement, and to give to the flesh iiia.tmorbidezza
which is the illusion of the softness and palpitation of life.

Harper's Uag., LXXVL 248.

morbidity (in6r-bid'i-ti), )!. [< p. mofbidiU;
as morbid t -«^.] 1. A morbid condition or

state; morbidness.
TTnable from some defect or morbidity. Kingdey.

There are no women to chaff with, and torub yourmind
out of its morbid^. S. Bauilet, in Merriam, I. 369.

2. The proportion of diseased persons in a com-
munify; the sick-rate. [Keeent.]

This term,which is of recent introdnclion, is employed to

denote the amount of disease or illness existing in a given
community; and, as "mortality"expressesthe death-rate,

so morbidity indicates the sick-rate, whether the disease
be fatal or not. Quoin, Med. Diet, p. 998.

morbidly (m6r'bid-li), a^v. In a morbid or dis-

eased manner; in a way that indicates a dis-

eased or morbid condition. See morbid, 1.

The actions of men amply prove that the faculty which
gives birth to those arts is morbidly active.

MacxttjUay, Dryden.

morbidness (m6r'bid-nes), n. The state of

being morbid, diseased, sickly, or unsound;
morbidity.
morbiferal (m6r-bit'e-ral), a. [As morbifer-

ous + -a?.] Bringing or inducing disease.

Notices of the Press . . . resembling certificates to the
virtues of various morbiferai panaceas.
LoweUf Biglow Papers, Notices of an Independent Press.

morbiferous (m6r-bif'e-rus), a. [< LL. mor-
biferus, morbifer, < L. 'morbus, iUness, + ferre
= B. bear^.] Bringing or producing disease

;

morbific.

morbific (m6r-bif'ik), a, [= P. morbifi^e =
Sp. morbifico= Pg. It. morbifico, < L. as if *»8or-

bifieus (> LIi. morbifieare, produce disease), <
morbus, disease, + facere, make.] Causing dis-

ease ; inducing disease.

Nothing bnt the removal of the feverish and morbific

matter within can cany off the distemper.
SotM, Sermons, VL 311.

Horl>lfic agent. Seeo^ent.

morbiflcal (mor-bif 'i-kal), a. [< morbific +
-al.] Same as morbific.

morbifically (m6r-bit'i-kal-i), adv. In a mor-
bific manner ; so as to cause or generate disease.

morbilli (mdr-bU'i), n. [ML., dim. of L. mar-
bus, disease: see morbus.] Same as measles, 1.

morbilliform (m6r-bil'i-f6rm), a. [< ML. mor-
billi, measles, + L. forma, form.] In pathol.,

resembling measles.
morbillons (m6r-bil'us), a. [= P. morbiOeux
= It. morbilloso, < NL. as if "jiiorbillosus, < ML.
;»or&«i7t, measles: see morbiUi.'] Pertaining to

the measles
;
partaking of the nature of mea-

sles, or resembling the eruptions of that dis-

ease.

morboset (m6r-b6s'), a. [= F. morbeux = Sp.

Pg. It. morboso, < L. morbosus, sickly, diseased,

< morbus, disease: see morbus.] Proceeding
&om disease; morbid; unhealthy.

Seignior Malpighi, in his Treatise of Galls, under which
name he comprehends all preternatural and Tturrbose tu-

mors and excrescencies of plants.
Bay, Works of Creation, L

morbosityt (m6r-bos'i-ti), n. [< LL. morbosi-

ta(t-)s, sieMiness,< L. morbosus, sickly: see

morbose.] The state of being morbose; a dis-

eased state.

If we take the Intention of nature In every species, and
except the casual impediments or morbosiOeg in individ-

uals. Sir T. Browne, Vnlg. Err., iiL la

morbus (mSr'bus), n. [L.] Disease—Cholera
morbus. See eftoiera.—Morbus COZaiins. See Up-
joint dixase, under dieea»e.—Morbus Gallicns, syphilis.

—Morbus macnlosos, purpura hsmorrhagi<».

morcean (m6r-s6'),n.; pi- morceaux (soz'). [P.:

see morsel.] A bit; a morsel; a small piece,

(o) A short piece or a passage of a literary composition,

(i) In fnusK.- (1) A short composition, usually of simple

character. (2) An excerpt or extract.

Morchella (m6r-kel'a), n. [NL. (Dillenius,

1719), < (x. morchel, a mushroom: see morelH.]

A genus of edible fungi of the division Hyme-
nomycetes, having a flstular stalk and roundish

Mordella

or conical pitted pileus. It includes Jf. escu-

lenta, the morel. Other species of the genus
are eaten. See morel^.

mordacious (m6r-da'shus), a. [= OP. mordace
= Sp. Pg. mordaz = It. mordace, < L. mordax
(mordac-), biting, < mordere, bite : see mordant]
1. Biting; given to biting.— 2. Acrid; violent
in action.
Many of these [composts] are not only sensibly hot, bnt

morda^ioua and burning. Evelyn, Terra.

3. Sarcastic.

mordaciously (mdr-da'shus-U), adv. In a mor-
dacious or biting manner ; sarcastically.

Buchanan, a learned though violent Scot, has morda-
eioudy taunted this tradition.

Waterhmue, On Fortescue, p. 301.

mordacity (m6r-das'i-ti), n. [< P. mordaciU
= Sp. mordacidad= fg. morda^ildade = It. mor-
dacita, < L. mordacita(t-)s, bitingness, < mordax
(»«>rdac-)j biting : see mordacious.] The prop-
erty of being mordacious; bitingness.

Such things as have very thin parts, yet notwithstanding
are without all acrimony or mordacity, are very good sal-

lets. Bacon, Hist Life and Death, § 25.

The facility of doggerel merely of Itself could not have
yielded tlie exuberance of his [Skelton's] humour and the
mordacity of his satire. I. D'Isradi, Amen, of Lit, 1. 318.

mordant (mdr'dant), a. and n. [< ME. mor-
daunt (def. II., l)', < OF. mordarefc F. mordant=
Sp. mordiente = Pg. mordente = it. mordente (>
E. mordent), < 'L. m^>rden(,t-)s, ppr. of mordere (>

It. mordere= Sp.Pg.morder=F.mordre),'bite,
sting, prob. orig. *smordere = AS. smeortan, E.
smart, sting: see smart, v. From L. mwdere
(pp. morsus) are also ult. E. mordacious, etc.,

morsel, morceau, remorse, eta., viuzzle.] I. a. 1.

Biting; keen; caustic; sarcastic; severe.

It [salt] in physick Is held for mordant, burning, cans-
tike, and mundlficative. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxx. 10.

2. Having the property of fixing colors.

II. n. 1. A metsJ chape covering one end of

a strap or belt, especially if so arranged as to

hook into a clasp on the other end to facilitate

securing the belt round the person. The mordant
often forms with the belt-plate a single design, the deco-
rated front being either as large as the plate or of such
shape as to combine with it to form a circular or other
regular figure. Also mourdanL

Sychesse a girdelle hadde upon.
The bokele of It was of a stoon, . . .

The mourdawnt, wrought in noble wise.

Was of a stoon folle precious.
Bom. of the Bote, 1. 1094.

2. In the fine arts: (a) Any corrosive liquid,

such as aqua fortis, which will eat into a me-
tallic or ol^er surface when applied to it in the
process of etching. See etching. (6) A gluti-

nous size used as a ground for gilding; a gold-
mordant; an adhesive mixture for attaching
gold-leaf to an indented dotted pattern as
a picture-background.— 3. In dyeing, a sub-
stance used to fix colors; a substance which
has an affinity for, or which can at least pene-
trate, the tissue to be cblored, and which pos-
sesses also the property of combining with the
coloring matter employed, and of forming with
it an insoluble compound within or abont the
fibers. Albumin, gluten, casein, gelatin, tannin, certain
oils, certain acids, certain resins, alumina, soda, and lead
salts, pure or in compounds, are osed as mordants. A
mordant is also termed a bagis or base.

Opposite is the best mordant to fix the color of your
thought in the general belief.

O. W. Holmes, Med. Essays, p. 272.

mordant (m6r'dant), r. t. [< mordant, n.] To
imbue or treat with a mordant.
Before dyeing, cotton must therefore be mordanted; t e.

it must be ch^ged with some substance or substances

which cause it to take up the colour.

BenedUd, Coal-tar Colours (trans.), p. 4a

The cloth may be snmaced and mordanted as usaal with
tin, and then dyed. ITorfoAop JJeeeipfe, 1st ser., p. 33.

mordantly (m6r'dant-li), adv. In a mordant
manner.
Mordella (mfir-del'a), n. [NL. (Linnseus,

1758), < L. mordere, l)ite: see mordant.] An

Mordella S-punctata.

a, larra; b, pupa; c, beetle, outline side view of female; d, dor-

sal view of same : e, antenna, magnified ; /, seriated tarsal claw,

higbly magnified. (Lines show natural sizes.)



Mordella

important genus of 'beetles, typical of the fam-
ily MordelUdcB, characterized by the moderate
subequilateral seutellnm. These beetles are of
small or medlDm size, usually shining-black in color, and
inhabit fungi or twigs. There are more than 100 species,
most of which inhabit Europe or North and South Amer-
ica, 17 being recorded as North American, as Jf. 8-punctata.

Mordellidse (m6r-del'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Mor-
della + 4dcE,'] A family of heteromerous Cole-
optera, typified by the genus MordsUa. They have
the anterior coxal cavities open behind, the head strongly
constricted at the base and suddenly narrowed behind, the
lateral suture distinct, the base as wide as the elytra, the
antennffi filiform, and the hind coxse laminlform. These
insects resemble the Rhipiphoridce, but the antennce are
filiform, and the thorax has a lateral suture ; they are of
small size, pubescent, and glistening-blacl:. They are
abundantlyfound on flowers, particularly on certain Com-
potitce. The larvse have short legs, the joints of which are
indistinct ; they live in fangi and twigs. The family was
established by Stephens in 1832.

mordenite (m6r'den-it), n. [< Morden (see def
.

)

+ -j<e2.] ^ zeolitlc mineral ocourring in small
hemispherical forms with a fibrous structure,
whitish color, and silky luster, it is a hydrous sili-

cate of aluminium, calcium, and sodium, and is found
near Morden in Nova Scotia.

mordent (mdr'dent), n. [< It. mordente, in mu-
sic, a beat, a turn, a passing shake, < mordente,
biting, pungent: see mordant.'] In rmisic: (a)
A melodic embellishment, not so frequent now
as formerly, consisting of a rapid alternation of
a principal tone with a tone a half-step below it.

It is single or short when the
by-tone is used but once; oth*
erwise double or lort^. Tlie
signs for the single and doa-
ble mordents are ^vi^ and AAiV
respectively. When the sup-
plementary tone needs to be
chromatically altered, a

jj;, |)^

or t] is added below the sign.

(6) Same as acciacca-
tura or passing trill (Grerman Pralltriller), the
latter of which is also called an inverted mor-
dent.

mordente (m6r-den'te), n. [It.: see mordent.']
Same as mordent.

mordert, n. and v. An obsolete form of murder.
mordicancyt (m6r'di-kan-si), n. [< mordican(,t)
+ -cy.] A biting quality; corrosiveness.

The •mtyrdicancy thus allay'd, be sure to make the mor-
tar very clean, after having beaten Indian capsicum, be-
fore you stamp any thing in it else. Evelyn, Acetaria, § 47.

mordicantf (m6r'di-kant), a. [= F. mordicant
= Sp. Pg. It. mordicante, < LL. mordican(t-)s,

ppr. of mordieare, bite, sting, < mordicus, biting,

K L . mordere, bite : see mordant. ] Biting ; acrid.

He..presumes that the TnordicaTit quality of bodies must
proceed from a fiery ingredient " '

/V«V

^ m
'-^^

Mordent.
I, as written ; a, as performed.

mordicationt (m6r-di-ka'shon), n. [= P. mor-
dieation = Sp. mordicacion = Pg. mordicapao =
It. mordicazione, < LL. mardicatio(n-), a griping,

lit. biting, < mordieare, pp. mordicatus, bite : see
mordicant.] The act of biting or corroding ; cor-

rosion.

Wise physicians should with all diligence inquire what
simples nature yieldeth that have extream subtile parts,

without any mordication or acrimony.
Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 692.

mordicative (m6r'di-ka-tiv), a. [= Sp. It. mor-
dicativo; as mardicat{ion) + -me.] Same as mor-
dicant. Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 774.

mordret, ». and v. An obsolete form of murder.
more^ (mor), a. and n. [Also dial. (Sc.) mare,
mair; < ME. more, raor, earlier mare, mar, < AS.
mdra = OS. mero = OPries. mara = D. meer =
MLG. mer, LGr. meer = OHG. mero, MHG. mere,

G. mehr = Icel. meiri = Sw. mera = Dan. mere
= Goth, maiza (for *majiza) (alsowith additional
eompar. suffix, ME. marere= D. meerder=MLG.
merer, merder = OHG. meroro, meror,MIlG.
merer, G. mehrer), more, = L. major (maior),

neut. majus {mains), more, greater (see also the
adv.); with oompar. suffix (Goth. 4za,_ E. -er^,

etc.), from a positive *mag, existing in Teut.

only in derivatives, as in the eompar. more and
mo, superl. most, and (prob.) in micMe, much,
and found in L. magnijs, great, Gr. |U^yaf, great:

see mickU, much, main^, magnitude, etc. Of. mo
and mos*.] I. a. 1. Greater: often indicating

comparison merely, not absolutely but rela-

tively greater, (a) In size or extent, as comparative of

w/ueh in its original sense 'great.' [Obsolete or archaic]

The mare lyght sail be namid the son,

Dymnes to wast be downe and be dale.
York Plays, p. 11.

The mare part knew not wherefore they were come to-

gether. Acts xix. 32.

(b) In number, especially as comparative of many.

The children of Israel are Tnare and mightier than we.
Ex. L ».

3858

They were inare which died with hailstones than they
whom the children of Israel slew with the sword.

Josh. X. 11.

Pray for my soul. Mare things are wrought by prayer
Than this world dreams of. Tennyson, Morte d' Arthur.

(c) In degree or intensity, especially as comparative of
much or as exceeding a small or smaller quantity.

Because he that first put them into a verse found, as it

is to be supposed, a tnore sweetnesse in his owne eare to

haue them so tymed.
PyUenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 90.

Her best is bettered with a nwre delight.

Skal.., Venus and Adonis, 1. 7^.

Kind hearts are mare than coronets.
Tennyson, Lady Clara Vere de Vere.

(d) In rank, position, or dignity: opposed to less.

And in or way homwarde we come to ye churche yt the
Jacobyns holde, in the whiche place seynt James the mArre
was hedyd by Herode. Sir R. Cmylfarde, Pylgrymage, p. 21.

Likewise thou
Art mare thro' Love, and greater than thy years.

Tennyson, Love and Duty,

2. Greater in amount, extent, number, or de-
gree : the following noun being in effect a par-
titive genitive : as, more land ; more light ; more
money; more courage.—3. In addition; addi-
tional: the adjective being before or after the
noun, or in the predicate.

There is two or three lords and ladies mme married.
Shak., M. N. D., iv. 2. 17.

This one wrong mare you add to wrong's amount.
Brawmng, Ring and Book, 1. 187.

A moment nun-e, and Alhama would have been thrown
open to the enemy. Irving, Granada, p. 65.

The more the merrier. See tucttj/i.

II. n. 1. A greater quantity, amount, or num-
ber.

The children of Israel did so, and gathered, some mare,
some less. Ex. xvi. 17.

I heard thy anxious Coach-man say.

It costs thee more in Whips than Hay.
Prior, Epigram.

When our attention passesfrom a shorter line to a longer,
from a smaller spot to a larger, from a feebler light to a
stronger, from a paler blue to a richer, from a march tune
to a galop, the transition is accompanied in the synthetic
field of consciousness by a peculiar feeling of difference,
which iswhat we call the sensation of Tnore,—more length,
more expanse, more light, more blue, more motion.

W. James, Mind, XII. 15.

2. Something superior or further or in addition

:

corresponding to I., 2, with partitive genitive
merged.

'Tis not in mortals to command success

;

But we 11 do mare, Sempronius ; we 11 deserve it.

Addison, Cato, i. 2.

Who does the best his circumstance allows
Does well, acts nobly ; angels could no more.

Young, Night Thoughts, ii. 92.

3t. Persons of rank ; the great.

The remenant were anhanged moore and lesse.
' Chaucer, Doctor's Tale, 1. 275.

Where there is advantage to be given.
Both Tnore and less have given him the revolt.

Shak,, Macbeth, v. 4. 12.

To make more of. See muke'^.

morel (mor), adv. [.Also dial. (Sc.) mare, mair;
< ME. more, mare, etc., < AS. mare = OPries.
mar, mer = MD. mer, D. meer = MLG. mer, me
= OHG. mer, MHG. mer, mere, G. mefer = Icel.

meirr= Sw. mer, mera= Dan. m^r, mere= Goth.
mais, adv., more; prop. neut. of the adj.: see
more^, a. Cf. mo.] 1. In a greater extent,
quantity, or degree.

*
Sotlili for sothe no seg vnder heuene
Ne seise neuer no route arai3ed mare beter.

Waiiam of Paleme (E. E, T. S.), L 4279.

Israel loved Joseph mare than all his children.
Gen. xxxvii. 3.

If it be a high point of wisdom in every private man,
much more is it ih a Nation to know it sell.

Mitton, Hist. Eng., iil.

I (ear myself mffre than 1 fear the Devil, or Death.
HaweU, Letters, ii. 53.

Thicker than arguments, temptations throng.
At best mme watohful this, but that mare strong.

Pope, Essay on Man, ii. 76.

[In this sense mare is regularly used to modify an adjective
or adverb and form a comparative phrase, having the same
force and effect as the comparative degree made by the
termination -er'A : as, rrutre wise (mser), nwre wisely ; mare
illustrious, more illustriously ; more contemptible ; mare
durable. It may be used before any adjective or adverb
which admits of comparison, and is generally used with
words of more than two syllables, in which the use of ttie

suffix -er would be awkward : as, mare curious, mare emi-
nent, etc. ; formations like curiauser, virtuamer, eto., being
avoided, though occasionally used in older writers. For-
merly mare was very often used superfluously in the com-
parative: as, Ttwre better, braver, fitter, mighiier, etc.]

2. Purther; to a greater distance.

And yet we ascendid 7?ior and came to the place wher
ower Savyor Crist seying and be holdyng the Citle of Jlie-
rusalem vpon Palme of Sonnday wepte.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. TraveU, p. 29.

80 leagues we sayled more Northwards not finding any
inhabitants. Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, 1. 176.

moreen
I was walking a mile,
More than a mile from the shore.

Tennyson, Maud, ix.

3. In addition; besides; again: qualified by
such words as any, no, ever, never, once, twice,

etc. , the two being in some cases also written
together as one, as evermore, nevermore, and for-
merly nomore.

The jolly shepheard that was of yore
Is nowe nar jollye nor shepeheard mare.

Spenser, Shop. Cal., September,

Once Tnore unto the breach, dear friends, once mare.
Shak., Hen. V., iil 1. 1.

More and more, with continual increase.

And alway Tnore aTid more it doth encrese

;

God wote I am no thing in hertys ease.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 741.

Amou trespassed Tnore and more. 2 Chron. xxxiii. 23.

More by token, (a) In proof of this: a corroborative
phrase. (&) Besides; indeed.

Surely a dragon was killed there, for you may see the
marks yet where his blood ran down, and Tnore-by-token

the place where it ran down is the easiest way up the hill-

side. T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 1,

More or less, about; in round numbers: an expression
denoting nearness, but excluding the idea of precision

:

as, five miles Tnore or less.—None the more. See nonel.—
Not the more. See no«i.—To be no more, to be no
longer living ; to be dead.

Cassius is no more. Shak., J. C, v. S. 60.

merest (raJaiYv. t. [< ME. moren (= MLG. meren,
mereren=OHG. meron,MHG. meren, G. mehren)

;

< more^, a.] To make more ; increase ; enhance.

What he will make lesse he lesseth,

Wbat he will make more he nwreth.
Oower, Conf. Amant., vii.

It is ordeyned that the Aldirman and maistres schul sif

no clothyng to no persone in moryng the pris of the liuere.

English QUds (E. E. T. S.), p. 461.

more'^t (mor), ». [<ME . more, moore, < AS . moru,
also more, f., and in eomp. mora, m. , a root, z=

MD. moore= OHG. moraha, morha, mora, MHG.
more, mohre, G. mohre, also in comp. mohr-rUbe,
a carrot; ult. origin unknown. Ct.moreX^.] 1.

A root ; stock.

Al hit com of one More that vs to dethe brougte.
And that vs to lyue ajein thorwh Ihesus that vs boujte.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 19.

She that was soothfaste, crop aiid moare,
Of al his lust or joyes heretofore.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 26.

2. A plant.

And all the earth far underneath her feete
Was dight with fiowers ; . . .

Tenne thousand mores of sundry sent and hew.
Spenser, F. Q., VIL viL 10.

merest, v. t. [ME. moren; < more"^, n.] To
root up.
The erchebissope's wodes ek the king het ech on, . . .

That echtre were vpmorerfthatit nespronge namore there.

Bob. of Gloucester p. 498.

more^ (mor), n. If. An obsolete form of moori.— 2. AMU. Salliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
more*t (mor), n. [ME., also moore, tnour, in

comp. also mur-, < AS. mor-, mUr- = D. moer-
= OHG. mor-, mmr- (in comp.) = OP. more,
meure, < L. morus, a mulberry-tree, morum, a
mulberry, < Gr. /lapov, /i6pov, a mulberry, fiopia,

a mulberry-tree. Hence, in comp., ME. mor-
herie,*molberie, mulherie, moolberie, now mvl-
lerry : see mulberry. Cf . morat and murrey.]
A mulberry-tree, Morus nigra.
more^t, »• [ME., < L. mora, delay: see mora^.]
Delay.

That gan to hem clerly certifye,
Withoute more, the chlldis dwellynge place.
Lydgate, MS. Soc. Antiq. 134, f. 24. (BaUiweU.)

-more^. [< me. -more; being the adv. more, used
after the analogy of -most taken as the adverb
most, but really of diff. origin (see -most), as a

formative of comparison.] A formative of com-
parison, indicating the comparative degree. It

is used with adjectives or adveibs, the superlative being
expressed by ..most: oi, furthermore, innermore, oiUermare,
ete. In some instances, as evermore, farevermore, never-
more, the more is merely the adverb morel used inten-
sively.

-more^. See -mor.

Moreae (mo'Te-e),n.pl. [NL. (Endlicher, 1833),

< Morus + -ece.] A tribe of dicotyledonous
plants of the apetalous order Vrticacece, typified

by the genus Morus, and characterized by pen-
dulous ovules and inflexed filaments reversing
the anthers in the bud. it contains 23 genera, hi-

cluding the mulberries and the Osage orange. They are

generally trees or shrubs with a millty juice.

moreen (mo-ren'), n. [Pormerly moireew; prob.

< P. *moirine, a conjectural trade-name, < moire,

mohair: see mohair, moire.] A fabric of wool,
or very often of cotton and wool, similar to tam-
my, commonly watered, but sometimes plain.



moreen
It is used for petticoats, bathing-dresses, etc.,
and the heavier qualities for curtains.
.^he gaudy buff-coloured tnunpeiy moreen which Mra.
Proudle had deemed good enough lor her husband's ovi-n
room. Tnll<^, Barchester lowers, y.

morees, ». [Origin obsouie.] English cotton
cloths made for exportation, as to Africa. Diet.
of Seedlevoork.

more-handt, n. [ME. more hand, more-hand;
< more^ + hand.'} More.

To make the quen Uiat wat; so 3onge,
What more-hond mojte he a-cheue?

AUOerative Poems (ed. Morris), I 474.

more-hongll (mor'hok), n. Same as blend-water.
moreish (mor'ish), a. Same as morish.
moreli (mor'el ormo-rel'), a. andn. (T. a. < OP.
moreJ, moreau, dark-colored, blackish (jnoref. mo-
reau, n., a dark horse), F. moreau, black, = It.

morelJo, dark-colored, blackish, tawny, murrey,
< ML. moreUus, maureUus, dark, blackish, appar.
dim. of L. Maurus, a blackamoor. Moor (see
lfoor*),but perhaps equiv. to L. moruitis, black-
ish, 'black and blue,' dim. , < morum, a mulberry

:

see more*. Hence the surname MoreU, Mor-
reU, Morrill. U. n. In def. 2, < It. moreUo, dark-
colored: see the adj. In def. 3, also moreVle,
formerly morreU, < ME. 'ntoreUe, moreole, < P.
morette = Pr. moreUa = Pg. morilha= It. morel-
la, nightshade ; prop. fern, of the adj. : see I.]

1. a. I)ark-eolored; blackish.

n. n. If. A dark-colored horse ; hence, any
horse.

Have gode^ now, my gode mord.
On many a stour thou hast served me weL

MS. AskmoU^ f. 49. (BaBucOL)

2. A kind of cherry. See moreUo.

Morel is a black cherry, fit for the conseiratory before
it be thorough ripe, but it is bitter eaten raw. Mortimer.

3. (warden nightshade, Solanum nigrum. See
nightshade. Also moreUe.

Thou seest no wheat helleborus can bring,

Nor barley from the madding morr^ spring.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas. (ITarts.)

morel^ (mor'el ormo-rel'), n. [AlsomoriZ; =D.
morilje, moriUe; < P. morille, dial. merouiUe, me-
roiUe, a mushroom, < OHGr. morhela, MHG. tnor-

hel, morchel, G. morchel (> Dan. morkel = Sw.
murkla), a mushroom, dim. of OHG-. morahd,
morhd, etc., a root, carrot: see more^.} An ed-

ible mushroom; speeifically, 3/i»rc/ie77<i escMJen-

ta, which grows abundantly in Europe, particu-

larly in England, as well as in many pajrts of the
United States, it is much used to flavor gravies, and
is also dressed &esh in various ways; it is sometimes em-
ployed instead of the common mushroom, Agaricus eam-
pegtris, to make catchup.

Spungy morele in strong ragouts are found.
And in the soup the slimy snail is drowned.

Gay, Trivia, iiL 203.

morelandt, ». An obsolete form of moorlajid.

Morelia(mo-re'li^),n. PSTL. (J. E. Gray,1831).]

1. An Australian genus of pythons or rock-

snakes, of the family PythonidcB, having the ros-

tral plate and several of the labials pitted. They
grow to a large size, some being 10 feet long. M. gpSotes

is known as the diamimd-aiate, and Jf. variegata as the

earpet-tnaie.

2. [I. c] A python of the genus MoreUa.
morelle (mo-rel'), n. Same as moreP^, 3.

morello (mo-rel'o), ». [< It. moreUo, dark-ool-

ored: see inoreU.} A kind of cherry with a
dark-red skin, becomingnearlyblack if allowed
to hang long. The flesh is deep porpUsh-red, tend^,

ivdcy, and acid. It is a standard cherry, much used in

cooking and jireserved in brandy. _ Also TnoriUon.

more mcUOmm (md're ma-jo'rum). [L.: more,

abl. of mos, manner (see moral) ; majorum, gen.

of majores, ancestors, pi. of major, eompar. of

magnus, great : see Titajor.'] After the manner
of (our) ancestors.

morendo (mo-ren'do). [It., ppr. of morire, <

L. mori, die : 'see mortK} In music, dying away

;

diminuendo at the end of a cadence.

morenesst (mor'nes), n. [< fBorei + -ness.]

Greatness; superiority.

Moreness of Cairist's vicars is not measured by worldly

nkrfiewsg. ir»<!i<r,I«tter, in Lewis's life, p. 284.

moreover (mor-6'ver), adv. [< more^ + over.}

Beyond what has been said; further; besides;

also; likewise.

The English ConsnU of Aleppo is absolute of himselfe,

. . . eip^ in theirlanguage, . . . being morcowr of such

a spirit^not to be danted. Sandyi, Travailes, p. 66.

more-pork (mor'pork'), n. [An imitative

nameT] 1 . In Tasmania, a kind of goatsucker,

Podargus cuvieri.

Somewhere, apparenUy at an immense distance, a more-

DOT* was chanting his monotonous ciy.port was cmm b ^ Kingdey, Geoffry Hamlyn, rm.
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2. In XeTv Zealand, a kind of owl, Sceloglaux
norce-zelandite. H. Xewton.
Morescot (mo-res'ko). a. [<It. Moresco. 'iS.oar-

ish: see Moresque, Morisco.} An obsolete form
of Moresque.

The said mamedine is of siluer, hauing the Moreaeo
stampe on both sides. Halduytt Voyages, IL 272.

Moreskt, a. and II. An obsolete form of Mo-
resque.

Moresque (mo-resk'), a. and n. [Formerly also
Moresk (also Moresco, Morisco, Morisk); < F.
moresque, formerly also morisque, < It. moresco
= Sp. Pg. morisco, < ML. Moriscus, Moorish:
see Moorish^. Cf. Morisco (< Sp.) and morris^
(< F.).] I. a. Moorish; of Moorish design, or
of design imitating Moorish work Moresque
dancet. Same as marris-daiux.

H. n. A style of decoration by means of flat

patterns, interlacings, simple scrolls, and the
like, and usually in crude color or in slight re-
lief on metal-work, foundedupon Moorish deco-
ration. Also spelled Mauresqne.
Moreton Bay chestnut, ^e hean-tree and
chestnut.

Moreton Bay fig. A fig-tree, Picus macrophyUa,
of eastern Australia.
Moreton Bay pine. Same as hoop-pine.
moreynet, n. An obsolete form of murrain.
morfewt, n. See morphew.
morfondt, v. %. and f. [Also morfoundre; < OP.
morfondre, take cold, become chilled; prob. <
morve, mucus, rheum, also glanders. -I- fondre,
pour: see/ouJKjS.] To take cold; have a cold
in the hesMl ; also, to affect with cold : said of
horses.
InGalycetheryuersbetroublousand coolde, andbycause

of the snowes that dyscende downefiome t^emonnt^nes,
wherby they and Uieyr horses, after theyr trauayle all

the daye in the hote sone, ^all be mor/mmdred or they
be ware. Bemers, tr. of Froissart's Chron., IL Ixxl

I morfonde as a horse dothe that wezeth styffe by taking
of a sodayne colde, je me morfons. Pal^rave.

morfondt, »• [Also morfound, morefound; <

morfond, o.] A disease in a horse occasioned
by its taking cold. SaUiwell.

Of the Sturdy, Tuming-evill or More-found.
Treatise on Diseases of Cattie. (Nares.)

morfrey(m6r'fri), «. [Acorruption ofhermaph-
rodite.] A kind of cart. See the quotation.
[Prov. Eng.]
A cart that may also be used as a waggon is, it seen^

known loc^ly as a hermaphrodite, bnt the word has in

popular use become morfrey.
Athenceum, Feb. 4, 1888, p. 145.

morgaget, n. and V. An obsolete spelling of
mortgage.
morganatic (m6r-ga-nat'ik), a. [= F. morgan
na tique = Sp. morgandtico= Pg. It. morganaHco
(cf. D. G. morganatisch = Sw. Dan. morgana-
tisk),<. ML.morganaUcus (also morganicus) (with

aceom. L. term, -aticus, -ieus), of the morning;
fem. morganaUea (also morganica), equiv. to

7norgangifa, <OSGr. morgangeba, MHG. morgen-

gabe, G. morgengabe = D. MLG. morgengave =
Sw. morgongafva= Dan. morgengave= AS. mar-

gengifu, a morning-gift, < morgen, mom, +
gifu, gift, < gifan, give: see morn, morrmc, and

gift. Cf. morning-gift.} An epithet notmg a

marriage of a man of high rank to a woman
of lower station which is contracted_ with a

stipulation that neither she nor the issue, if

any, shall claim his rank or property in conse-

quence; pertaining to a marriage of a woman
of high rank to a man of lower station: hence

applied also to a wife or a husband who has

agreed to such a marriage contract. Such unions
are also called l^handed marriages, because at the nup-

tial ceremony the left hand is often given.

morganatical (m6r-g*-nat'i-kal), a. [< mor-

ganatic + -al.} Same as morganatic.

morganatically (m6r-ga-nat'i-kal-i), adv. In

the manner of a morganatic marriage.

morganlzet (m6r'gan-iz), V. t. [< Morgan (see

def. ) + -i>e.] To assassinate secretly, in order

to prevent or punish disclosures, as the Free-

masons were said to have done in the ease of

William Morgan in 1826.

morgay (mdr'ga), n. [< W. morgi, dogfish, lit.

' sea-dog,' < mor, sea (see mereX), + ei, dog (see

hound).} The small spotted dogfish or bounce,

a kind of shark, Scyllium eanieula. it is regarded

as a pest by fishermen, whose bait it takes. When proper-

ly cooked, its flesh is not unpalatable. [Prov. Eng.)

morgeline (m6r'gel-in), n. [< p. morsgeline, L.

morsus gaVintB, henbit (Prior).] A plant, Ve-

ronica hederifolia.

morgen (mdr'gen), n. [< D. morgen = MLG.
morgen = OHG. morgan, morgan, MHG. G. mor-

.
gen, a measure of surface.] A measure of snr-

mongerons

face, now or formerly in use in Germany and
elsewhere in Europe, it has varied considerably in
extent. The Berlin morgen is equal to about 0.631 acre.
It is said to have been 2.0076 acres in Amsterdam. Th9
word was frequently used in old conveyances of property
along the Hudson river in the United States.

Twomori^eTWofarablelandoppositeStony-point. [Note
3. Four acres.] A. J. Weise, Hist. Troy, p. 11.

Seven mffrgens of land were equal to fifteen acres.
JfunseZ2, AnnaiR of Albany, X. 170

morgivet, "• [< AS. morgengifu: see morgO'
natic, morning-gift.} Same as morning-gift.
morglayt (mor'gla), «. [Same as claymore, the
elements being inverted.] 1. Same as clay-

more.
They can inform you ofa kind of men
That first undid the profit of those trades
By bringing up the form of carrying
llieir morglays in their bands.

Beau, and Fl., Honest Man's Fortune, L 1.

2. {cap.} The name given to the famous sword
of Sir Bevis of Arthurian legend.

And how fair Josian gave him Arundel his steed.

And Morglay his good sword. DrayUm, Polyolbion, it

morgue^ (m6rg), ». [< F. morgue, a haughty
demeanor, haughtiness, an-ogance, conceit, for-

merly a sad or severe countenance, a solemn
or sour visage, < OF. morguer, look at solemnly
or sourly, P. brave, defy; origin obscure.]
Haughty demeanor; hauteur. |^are.]

The absence in him [Gladstone] of aristocratical ezclu-
siveness is one of the causes of his popularity. But not
only is he free from morgue, he has also that rarest and
crowning charm in a man who has triumphed as he has,
been praised as he has : he is genuinely modest.

M. Anwld, Nineteenth Century, XLX. 662.

morgne^ (m6rg), «. [< P. morgue, a morgue,
a transferred use of OF. morgue, "in the chas-
telet of Paris, a certain chair wherein a new-
come prisoner is set, and must continue some
hours, without stirring either head or hand,
that the keepers ordinary servants may the
better take notice of his face and favour"
(Cotgrave); < morguer, look at solemnly or
sourly: see morgue^.} A place where the
bodies of persons found dead are exposed, that
they may be claimed by their friends ; a dead-
house.
moria (mo'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gr. /ujpta, foUy, <

/Mpdc, ? L. nihrus, foolish.] In med., foolish-

ness; fatuity. Dunglison.

Morian (mo'ri-an), r. [Also Murrian; < OF.
Morien, Moryen'ia}so Moriaine,'W. ^si.. Maiirien,

Moriane, Mouriane, a Moor, < ML. Morus, a Moor
(cf. Mauritania, Mauritania) : see Moor*.} A
Moor; a blackamoor. [Archaic.]

A faire pearle in a Mvrrians eare cannot make him
white. ^fly, Eaphues and his England, p. 315.

The Moriani/' land [authorized version, "Ethiopia,"
translating Cush] shall soon stretch out her hands to God.

V Bool; qf Common Prayer, Psalter, Ps. IxvUL 31.

moribund (mor'i-bund), a. and n. [= P. mori-
bond = Sp. Pg. moriburido =It. mmibondo, <L.
moribundus, dying, < mori, die: see mortl, mor-
tdlJ}^ I. a. In a dying state.

The patient was comatose and morOmrid.
Copland, Diet. Pract. Medicine, art. Apoplexy. (Laiham.')

He seems at least to have tacitly acknowledged that his
sanguinary adventure in statesmanship was moribund.

The Century, XiXVUL 843.

n. n. A dying person. Wright.

moricet, n. An obsolete form of morris^.

morigeratet (™o-rij'e-rat), «. i. [< L. morige-
ratus, pp. of morigerari (> It. morigerare = Sp.
Pg. morigerar), comply vvith, < morigervs, com-
plying: see mongerous^ To obey; comply.
Cockeram.

morigeratet (mo-rij'e-rat), a. [< L. morigera-
tus: see morigerate, v.} Obedient.

Than the armies that wente fro Rome were as well dis-

ciplined and morigerate as the sohooles of the philoso-

phieis that were in Greece. Golden Boke, it

morigerationt (mo-rij-e-ra'shon), H. [< OP.
morigeraOon = Sp.' mortgeracion = Pg. morige-

ragSo, < L. morigeratioin-), compliance, < mo-
rigerari, comply with: see morigerate.} Obe-
dience; compliance; obsequiousness.

Xot that I can tax or condemn the vnorigeration or ap-

plication of learned men to men of fortune.

Baton, Advancement of Learning, L

That fond morigeraiion to the mistaken customs of the

age. Evelyn, To Hon. Robert Boyle.

Ck)urtesie and Morigeraiion will gaine mightily upon
them [the Spaniards]. BmtxR, Forreine TraveU, p. 29.

morigeronst (mo-rij'e-rus), a. [< L. morigerus,

complying, obsequious, < mos (mor-), custom,
manner, + gerere, carry.] Obedient; compli-

ant; obsequious.
But they would honour his wife as the princesse of the

world, and be morigerous to him as the commander of

their soules. Patient Griael, p. 6. (SaOnoell.)



moril

moril, n. See moreP.
morilliform (mo-ril'i-f6rm), a. [< moreP, moril,
+ L. forma, shape.] Having the shape or ap-
pearance of a morel or moril. See moreP.
morillon (mo-ril'on), n. [< P. morillon, a shel-
drake, also a kind of hlaok grape (Cotgrave), <
OF. morel, dark: seemoreA.] 1. The golden-
eye, Clangula glaucion : so called with reference
to the black head, neck, and back. Pennant,
Arc. Zo81., 1785.— 2. Same as morello.

MoriUam we have from Germany and other places be-
yond sea; . . . the outer side is like a honey-combe.

Aulyrey'i Royal Soc. US.

morin (mo'rin), n. [< L. morus, mulberry-tree
(see Morus), + -ij}2.] ^ yellow coloring matter
obtained from fustic, Chlorophora Unctoria.

Morinda (mo-rin'da), n. [NL. (Vaillant, 1722),
so called from the shape and color of its fruit,

and its locality ; irreg. < L. morus, the mulber-
ry, -I- Indicus, Indian.] A genus of rubiaceous
plants, type of the tribeJfonmtfetB, distinguished
by its small heads of many confluent flowers.
About 40 species are known, all tropical, mainly in Asia
and Oceania, a few in Africa and America. They are
Bhrubs or trees, with white flowers in axillary or terminal
clusters, and opposite leaves. M. citr%folia and ilf. tinetoriat

and sometimes all species of the genus, are called Ijidian
mulberry. These and other species yield important dyes.

See ach^, ach-root, al-root. M. Royoc of the West Indies
has the name yaw-weed. Seven fossil species have been
described, all from the Tertiary of Europe.

Morindese (mo-rin'de-e), n.pl. [NL. (A. P. de
CandoUe, 1830), < Morinda + -ece.'] A tribe of
plants of the order Bufriacem. it is characterized
by an ovary of from two to four cells, each with one ovule
attached to the partition, and contains 10 genera and
about 60 species, all tropical trees or shrubs.

morinel (mor'i-nel), n. [< F. morinelle, dim., <

L. morus, < Gr. luapdg, silly.] The dotterel,

Endrormas morinellm : so called from its appa-
rent stupidity. See cut under dotterel.

Moringa (mo-ring'ga), n. [NL. (A. L. de Jus-
sieu, 1789) ; from its native name in Malabar.]
A genus of dicotyledonous polypetalous trees,

forming the order Mormgew, and characterized
by a disk investing the tube of the calyx, ten
stamens, five one-celled anthers, and anovary of
one cell with three parietal placentse and many
ovules. Three species are known, natives of northern
Africa, western Asia, and the East Indies. They have
white or red flowers in axillary panicles, long pods, and
twice- or thrice-pinnate alternate leaves. One species,

perhaps two, are important, for which see ben-nut, beTtroU,

horgeradUh-tree, ana nephritic wood (under wood).

Moringacese (mo-ring-ga'se-e), «. pJ. [NL.
(Lindley, 1846), < Moringa + -aceceJ] A syn-
onym for Mori/ngece.

Moringese (mo-rin'jf-e), n.pl. [NL. (R. Brown,
1826), < Moringa + -ea?.] An anomalous order
of plants, polypetalous, but allied to the Gamo-
petalcB, consisting of the single genus Moringa.
Moriugua (mo-ring'gu-a), n. [NL.] A genus
of mursenoid iishes founded by Sir John Rich-
ardson in 1845, type of the family Moringmdoe.
X. lumbricoides is of worm-like appearance, the vertical

fins being reduced to a fold around the end of the tail.

Moringuidae (mo-ring-gu'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Moringua + -idw.'] A family of murcenoid apo-
dal fishes represented by the genus Moringua.
They are of eel-like form, with specially elongated ab-
dominal region ; the heart is situated farbehind the gills,

and the pterygopalatine arch and opercular apparatus are
Impeilect. The several species inhabit Oriental seas. Also
Ptyobranehirm.

Morin's apparatus. [After the French inven-

tor A. J. Morin (1795-1880).] An apparatus
designed to illustrate the laws of falling bodies.
It consists of a lightwooden cylinder covered with paper,

made to rotate uniformly about a vertical axis, in front of

which falls a small weight, guided by two light wires. A
pencil attached to the falling weight traces out on the
paper of the rotating cylinder a hne which, so long as the
effect of the air-resistance is negligible, is found to be
a parabolic curve. The distance fallen through is thus

shown to vary according to the square of the time, in ac-

cordance with the theoretical law.

Morio (mo'ri-o), n. [NL., < L. morio, a fool, a
monster.] 1. In ereiom., a genus of earaboid bee-

tles, containing such as M. monilieornis of the

southern United States. The genus pertains to the
Bcaritid section of CaraMdce, and is sometimes made type

of a family Morionidce. It is of wide distribution, but has

only about 25 species. These are mainly South American,

but some are found in Africa, the East Indies, and Aus-
tralia, and 2 in Europe. One occurs in the United States.

LatreUle, 1810.

2. AgenusofmoUusks. Montfort, 1810.

morion^ (mo'ri-on), n. [Formerly also morian,

morrion, murrion, murrian; < OF. (and F.) mori-

on = It. morione = Pg. morriSo, < Sp. morrion, a

morion, prob. < morra, the crown of the head, <

morro, anythinground; cf. «oro», a hillock; per-

haps < Basque murua, a hiU.] A form of helmet

of iron, steel, or brass, somewhat like a hat in

shape, often with a crest or comb over the top,
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Morion of Spanish make, with comb ; i6th century.

and without beaver or vizor, introduced into
England from France or Spain about the be-
ginning of the sixteenth century.

Swords, Morriom, Pouldrons,Vaunt-brace, Pikes, & Lances
Are no defence, but rather ninderances.

Sylvester, tr. of DuBartas's Weeks, ii.. The Vocation.

I have provided me a morion, for fear of a clap on a
coxcomb. Ford, Lover's Melancholy, iv. 2.

Their beef they often in their murrions stew'd.

W. King, Art of Cookery.

Cockscomb morion. See cockscomb.— Spanish morion,
a form of morion which has a broad brim like a hat^ as con-
trasted with the combed morion.

morion^ (mo'ri-on), n. [Appar. short for L.
mormorion, a kind of dark-brown rock-crystal.]

A variety of smoky quartz having a very dark-
brown or nearly black color. It is probably the
same as the Tnommyrimi of Phny, although some writers
refer this to black tourmalin.

Morionidae (m6-ri-on'i-de),M.^Z. [NL., <il!fo-

rio(n-) + -»(ZcB.] A family of caraboid Coleop-
tera, named from the genus Morio. They have the
middle coxee separate, and the fore legs more or less en-
larged at the tip. There are about 12 genera, mainly
discriminated by the peculiarities of the elytral striee.

Though the species are not numerous, they are distrib-

uted throughout most of the warm portions of the globe.

morioplasty (mo'ri-o-plas-ti),»8. [<.GrT./i6piov,

dim. of fiopog, a partj + nhiaTdg, verbal adj. of
v^aaaeiv, form.] In swrg., the repair of lost or
injured parts ; autoplasty; plastic surgery.

Morisco (mo-ris'ko), a. and n. [Formerly
also Morislco (and MorisJc) ; < Sp. morisco: see
Moorish^, Moresque, morris^.'] I. a. Same as
Moresque.
They trim it with paint after the Tnorisco manner.

Sir T. Herbert, Travels in Africa, p. 129.

A piece of as good Morisco work as any I had yet seen.

H. Swinburne, Travels through Spain, xxxi.

II, n. 1. In <Spa»8. tei., a person of the Moor-
ish race ; a Moor. The name was applied to the Moors
after their conquest by the Spaniards ; they were expelled
from Spain in 1609.

These two circumstances leave no reasonable doubt that
the writer of the poem was one of the many Moriacos who
. . . had forgotten their native language and adopted that
of their conquerors. Ti^knor, Span, lit., I. 86.

St. The language of the Moors of Spain.

He, leaping in front of all, set hand to his falchion, and
said, in morisco, let none of you that are here stir. . . . The
Moors, hearing their master say so, were marvellously
amazed. Shelton, tr. of Don Quixote, iv. 14. (Latlmm.)

3t. The Moorish dance known also as morris-
dance.—4t. A dancer of the morris-dance.

I have seen
Him caper upright like a wild Morisco,
Shaking the bloody darts as he his hells.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iiL 1. 365.

5. A dance performed by one person, differing

from the morris-dance. See the last quotation.

Your wit skips a morisco. Marston, Whatyou Will, iv. 1.

To this purpose were taken vp at Borne these forraine
exercises of vaulting and dancing the Moriske.

HaJkewUl, Apology, p. 366.

Ihe Morisco or Moor dance is exceedingly different from
the morris-dance, . . . being performed by the castanets,

or rattles, at the end of the Angers, and notvrith bells at-

tached to various parts of the dress.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 309.

6t. The style of architecture or ornamentation
commonly called Moorish.

morish (mor'ish), a: [< morel -|- -jgfel.] i. guoh
that more is needed ; insufBoient. [Prov. Eng.]

Lady S. How do you like this tea. Colonel?
Col. Well enough. Madam, but methinks it is a little

Ttioreisk.

Lady S. Oh, Colonel, I understand you ; Betty, bring the
cannister. Swift, Polite Conversation, L

2. Such that morels desired; nice. [CoUoq.]
Moriskt, Moriskot, «• and n. Obsolete forms of
Morisco.
Morisonian (mor-i-s6'ni-an), a. and n. [< Mori-
son (see def. of Morisonianism) + -ian.^ I, a.

Pertaining to Morisonianism.

II. n. A member of the Evangelical Union.
See Morisonianism.
Morisonianism (mor-i-s6'ni-an-izm), n. [<
Morisonian + -ism.'] The system of doctrines

Mormon
professed by one of the religious denominations
of Scotland, the Evangelical Union (which see,

under evangelical). [The terms Morisonian and Mori-
sonianism, derived from the name of James Morison, one
of the originators of the body, are now very Uttle used.]

morkint (mdr'kin), n. [For *morthin, < OF.
mortekine, mortecine, morticine = Olt. morticino,

"any dead carrion" (Florio) (Ir. muirtchenn =
W. lurgyn), < ML. mortidnum, a beast that has
died of disease, neut. of L. morUmms, that has
died (as an animal), dead, hence carrion, <

mor\t-)s, death: see morfl. Cf. mortUng.] A
beast that has died by sickness or mischance,
or (according to HalUwell) that ik the product
of an abortive birth.

Could he not sacrifice

Some sorry marHn that unbidden dies?

Bp. Hall, Satires, HI. iv. 4.

morl (mdrl), n. [Appar. a native name.] An
Asiatic deer, Cervus wallichi.

morlandf, n. An obsolete form of moorland.

morling, mortling (m6r'-, mdrt'ling), n. [<

mort^ -I- -ling^. Cf. morkin.'] 1. A dieep or

other animal dead by disease.

A wretched, withered mortling, and a piece

Of carrion, wrapt up in a golden fleece.

Fasciculus Florum, p. 36. (Nares.)

2. Wool from a dead sheep. Blount.

morlop (m6r'lop), ». [Ori^n obscure.] A vari-

ety of jasper pebble found in New South Wales.
See the quotation.

Amongst the jasper pebbles are some of pale mottled
tints of yellow, pink, drab, brown, bluish gray, iSo. These
are termed morlops by the miners, and are regarded by
them with much favor, as they say that they never And
one in the dish without diamonds accompanying it.

V. S. Cons. Report (1886), No. 70, p. 319.

mormaer (mor'mar), n. [< Gael, mormhaor,
high steward, < OTor, great, + maor, steward. Cf.

maormor.'] Same as maormor.
mormaership (mor'mar-ship), n. [< mormaer
+ -ship.'] The office of a mormaer or maormor.

From these mormaerships, which correspond with the
ancient mor tuatha, came most^ if not all, the ancient
Scottish earldoms. Fncyc. Brit., X. 800.

mormalt (mdr'mal), n. [< ME. mormal, mor-
mall, morimal, rribrrimal, marmole, mortmal, <

OP. mortmal, mormal, P. mort mal, OF. also

malmort, < ML. malum mortuum, an old sore, an
evil : malum, neut. of malus, bad, evil ; mortuum,
neut. otmortwus, dead: see mortl.] A cancer
or gangrene ; an old sore.

Oret harm was it, as it thonghte me.
That on his schyne a mormal badde he.

ChoMcer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 386.

Luxiria ys a lyther momuUe.
Polilicttl Poems, etc. (ed. ITumivall), p. 218.

They will give him a quantity of the quintessence shall

serve him to cure kibes or the rruyrmal o' the shin.

B. Jonson, Mercury Vindicated.

mormelucliet, n. [< Gr. /iop/ioMK?i, uop/wTivKelmi,

/iop/ioM)Keiov, /wp/io^iiaov, a bugbear, hobgoblin, <

/iopiM^iiTTeaaat, also /idp/ivaoeoBai, firighten, scare,

be soared, < /wpfii), a bugbear.] A hobgoblin;
a bugbear.
They bear and see many times, devils, bugbears, and

movmeluches. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 659.

mormo (m6r'm6), n. [NL. in sense 2, < Gr.

uopiiii, also iiopfiiw, a hideous she-monster, a

bugbear.] If. A bugbear; false terror.

One would think by this play the devils were mere mor-
mo8 and bugbears, flt only to fright children and fools.

Jeremy CoUier, English Stage, p. 192. (HaUiwett.)

The mormos and bugbears of a frighted rabble.
Warlmrtm, Prodigies, p. 80.

2. [cap.] In ent&m,, a genus of noctuid moths
of the subfamily Amphipyrince, erected by Hiib-
ner in 1816, having the tufted abdomen extend-
ed beyond the hind wings. The only species,

M. maura, is distributed throughout Europe.
Mormon^ (mfir'mgn), n. [NL., < (3t. ftop/i6v, a
bugbear: see morma,] Li zool., the name,
generic or specific, of several animals, (o) In
mammal.: (1) [t. c] The specific name of the mandrill, a
baboon, Cynocephalus morrrum. See mandrill. (2) A ge-
nus of such baboons founded by Lesson, 1840. M, Uueophce-
us is the drill. See Cynoceplialus. (6) In ornt'tA., a genua
of puffins of the family Alcidce, founded by lUiger, 1811

:

now more frequently called Fratereula. M. aretiem is a
current name of the common puffin ; M. cirratus, of the
tufted puffin. See Fratereula, Lunda, and cut nnieipuffin.

Mormon^ (mfir'mon), n. [Prop, attrib. use (the

Mmrmwi Church, fiible. etc.) ot Mormon, one of

the characters of the "Book of Mormon," from
whom it derives that name.] An adherent of a
religious body in the United States,which calls

itself " The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-
day Saints." This denomination was founded in 1830
by Joseph Smith, a native of Sharon,"Vermont. The gov-
ernment of the church is a hierarchy consisting of two or-

ders of priesthood, an order of Melchizedek (the higher)
and an Aaronic or lesser order. The former is presided
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over by a president and two connselors whose aathority MonnymS (in6r-mi'rus), n. [NL. (cf. L. mor-
extends over the entire chnrch, and it inclades the twelve
apostles, the seventies, the patriarch, the high priests,
and the elders. The twelve apostles constitnte a Ravel-
ing high coancil, which ordains other officers and is in-
trusted with general ecclesiastical aathority ; the seven-
ties are the missionaries and the propagandists of the
body; the patriarch pronounces the blessing of the
church : the high priests officiate in the offices of the
chnrch in the absence of any higher authorities ; and the
«lders conduct meetingsand superintend the priests. The
Aaronlc priesthood includes the bishops, the priesi

teachers, and the deacons ; the two last named are the sub-
ordinate orders in the church. The duties of the bishops
ai« largely secular. The entire territory governed b^ the
church is divided and subdivided into districts, for the
more efficient collection of tithes and the administration
of the government. The Mormons accept the Bible, the
Book of Mormon, and the Book of Doctrine and Covenants
as authoritative^ and regard Uie head of their church as
Invested with divine authority, receiving his revelations

as the word of the Lord. They maintain the doctrines of

repentance and faith, a literal resurrection of the dead,
the second coming of Christ and his reign upon earth
^having the seat of his power in their territory), baptism
by immersion, baptism for the dead, and polygamy as a
sacred duty for all those who are capable of entering into

such marriage. The Mormons settled first at Eirtland,

Ohio, then in Missouri, and after their expulsion from
these places in Kanvoo, Illinois ; In 1847-8 they removed
to Utah, and have since spread into Idaho, Arizona, Wyo-
ming, etc They have frequently defied the United States

government, llxere is also a comparatively small branch
of theMormon Church, entitled "The Keoiganized Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-d(^ Saints," which is opposed to

polygamy and is ecclesiastically independent of the ori-

ginal organization. Also ifoniiOTUgt, Mormonite.—Book
of HoimOB, one of the authoritative writings of the Mor-
mon Church. According to the Mormons, it is the record

of certain ancient peoples in America, abridged by the
prophet Mormon, written on golden plat«s, and discovered

byJoseph Smith at Cumorah(westernNewYork),and trans-

lated by him. ^anti-Mormons it is generally regarded as

takenfrranaromancewrittenabout 1811bySolomonSpauld-
ing, whose manuscript was used by Smith and Sigdon.

Moimondoni (mdr'nion-dum), n. [< Mormon^
+ -dom.'] The commtuiity or system of the

Mormons ; Mormons colleetively.

Mormonism (m6r'mgn-izm), n. [< Mormorfi +
-ismJ] The system of doctrines, praetiees (es-

peei^y polygamy), ceremonies, and church
government mauitained hy the Mormons.

It is not possible to attackJTormoiusm with very delicate mom-dayli^tf, n
weapons. The Nation, Feb. 23, 1882, p. 161. jug,

Mormonist (m6r'mon-ist), n. [< Mormon^ +
-isf.'i Same as Morinot^.

Mormonite (m6r'mon-it), n. [< Jfor»»o»2 +
-ite^.'i Same as Mormon^.
Mormoops (m6r-m6'ops), «. [NL.] Same as

Mormops.
moimope (m6r'mop), n. A hat of the genns
Mormops.
Monnopidx (m6r-mop'i-de), n. pi. pTL., <

Mormops+ -ida.'i Afamily of bats namedfrom
the genus Momu^s. It coincides with Lobosto-

matinee.

Mormops (mSr'mops), «. [Kli., < Gr. fwpfia,

a bugbear, + ijf, face, countenance.] A ge-

nus of tropical
American phyl-
lostomine bats

myr), < Gr. fiop/ivpo^, a sea-fish.] 1. An African
genus of fishes representing the family ilormy-
ridtE, M. oxyrhynchus is the mizdeh, oxyrhynch, or sharp-
nosed mormyre of the Mle. It is held in high esteem, and
was venerated by the ancient Egyptians, and never eaten,

because it was supposed to have devoured the privymem-
ber of the god Osiris. Some species are highly esteemed
for food.

3. [/. c] A species of this genus; a mormyre.
^S?Pl',.*^%P^?h*?JS! morn (morn), H. [< ilE. ,,wrn, coutr. of mor-

wen, morgen, mcer^en, < AS. morgen, mergen =
OS. morgan = OFries. morn = D. morgen =
MLG. LG. morgen = OHG. morgan, morgen,
margin, MHG. 6. morgen = Icel. morgunn,
morginn = Sw. morgon = Dan. morgen =Goth.
maurgins, morning; perhaps connected with
OBulg. mirlnati, become dark, niraku, dark-
ness, the morning being in this view the 'dim
light ' of early dawn. In another view, the word
is orig. 'dawn,' connected with Lith. merlcti,

bunk, Gr. /tap/mipcti; shine, glitter (see marble).

The same word, in the ME. form morwen, mor-
gen, lost the final -n (which was xmderstood as
a suffix) and became, through morge, morwe,
the source of E. morrow; while a deriv. form
momirtg has taken the place of both forms in
familiar use: see morrow, morning.~i 1. The
first part of the day; the morning: now used
chiefly in poetry and often with personifica-

tion. See morning.

Wbjt as mome mSk.
Chawxr, Gen. PioL to C. T., L 358.

FrommoTft
To noon he fell, from noon to dewy eve.

Jftlton, P. L., L 742.

2. Morrow: usuallypreeededbyfA*: as,ihemom
(that is, to-morrow). [Obsolete or Scotch.]

Abraham ful erly watz vp on the mome.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), i. 1001.

But Duncan swore a haly aith
That Meg should be a bride the mom.

Burm, There was a Lass.

The mom's morning, to-morrow morning : as. 111 be
with you the mom's mormng. [Scotch.]

" "

[ME.] The light ofmom-

So forth passyd till mom-day-lyght to se.

Bom. qfPartenay (E. E. T. S.), L 763.

mome (m6m), n. [OP., < mome, blunt.] 1.

Therebatedheadof atUting-lance.

Compare coronal, 2 (o).

The speare hedded with the mom«.
Quoted in StnMs Sports and Pastimes,

(p. 15.

Yet so were they [lances] colour* d, with
hookes near tlie moume, that they prettily

represented sheep-hookes.
Smt p. Sidney, Arcadia, iL

Tilting lances with momes, coronels, and vamplate.
Jour. Brit. Archaiol. Ass., XXXEL 125.

sinks between mornes wooded to their

Harper's Mag., T.X\TX. 846.

Face <AMormops blitiMmitei.

of the subfami-
ly Lobostomati-
«<p ; so called

from the extra-

ordinary physi-
ognomy, which
is remarkable
evenamong the
many strange
expressions of face presentedbybats. -If. htain-

vUlei is the tvpe. Also Mormoops.

mormyre (mdr'mir), ». A fish of the genns

Monni/rus; a mormyrian.
mormyiian (m6r-mir'i-an), n . [< Mormyriis +
-»ai».] A fish of the family Mormyridte.

Mormyrids (m6r-mir'i-de), II .pi. [NL., < Mor-

myrus + -ida".] A family of soyphophorous

fishes, exemplified by the genus Mormyms, to

which different limits have been given. (o)By

Bonaparte and most ofhers it is restricted to ttose species

which have weU-developed dorsal and anal fins more or

less nearly opposite each otiier but of vaiymg extent, and

a weU-developed caudal remote from the dorsal and anrf.

It includes aU but one of the scyphophorous fishes. (6)

ByGOnther it isextended toindudethe foregomg togetter

with species without an anal or caudal »? ptac^ l-yoOot

authoreta Hie family Gynumdudoi. AU have the body

and tail scaly, head scaleless, maigm of the nppCT jaw

formed in the middle by the intermaxillanes, which ooa-

lesS into a single bon^ «nd laterally by the m^flto^
The interoperculum is sometimes rudimentary and on

each side of Uie single parietal bone is a canty leading into

tbe interior of the skulL The family contains a number

of fresh-water African fishes, representing several genera,

tm^iXch are remarkable for ^e prolong^on of ttie

snout There is also great diversity m Oie devdopment

of the dorsal and anal fins, in some cases these being much
f^hen^andinothersveiyshort. Mormyrus oxyrhynr

<AiS is common In the XUe. Also Jfomnm.
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2. A small rounded hill,

The road .

summits.

mom6 (m6r-na'), a. [OF. mom4, pp. of morner.

blxmt, < mome, blunt: see mome.'] In her.,aa

epithet noting a lion rampant when depict-

ed in coat-armor with no tongue, teeth, or

claws.
momed (m6md), a. [< morne + -eiP.] In Iter.,

blunted; having a blunt head : said especially

of a tilting-spear used as a bearing.

momiflef, « See mumiral.

morning (mdr'ning), M. and a. [< ME. morn-

inge,moromnyHge, moricening. morgening,< morn

morwen, morgen. mom, + -ing^. Cf. evenin{f, <

ei-en^ + -iwffl.] I. »• 1- The first part of the

day, strictiy from midnight to noon. In a more

limited sense, morning is the time from a little before to

a little after sunrise, or the time beginning a httle before

sunrise, or at break of day, and extending to the hour of

breakf^ or to noon. Among men of busmess and peo-

ple of fashion, the 7;>or?ii"n<; is often considered to extend

to the hour of dining, even when this occurs several hours

afternoon.

The friday erly in the witsonwike, that was a feire

moroumynge and a softe, and yet was not the water ne the

enchauntement lefte. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), u. 351.

To-morrow, ere fresh morning streak the east

With first approach of light, we must be risen.

JfOton, P. L., IV. 623.

The Duke of Devonshire took a moraiiifl's ride before

dinner yesterday at seven o'clock in the afternoon.

BvU Advertiser, April 16, 1796 (quoted in >". md Q.,jOi
[ser., Vl 383).

2. Figuratively, the first or early part.

O life ! how pleasant in thy morning !

Bums, To James Smith.

We are Ancients of the earth.

And in the Jiwmfns' of the times.

Tennyson, Day-Dream, L^nvoi.

3. A morning dram or draught. [Scotch.]

morning-tide

Of this he took a copious dram, observing he had al-

ready taken his morning ~with Donald Bean Lean.
Scott, Waverley, xvliL

4. A slight repast taken at rising, some time
before what is called breakfast. Jamieson.
[Scotch. ] —Good morning. See good.—The mom's
morning. See mom.
n. a. 1. Pertaining to the first or early

part of the day ; being in the eai'ly part of the
day, or before dinner: as, a morning concert.

—

2. Existing, taking place, or seen in the morn-
ing: as, morning dew; morning light; morning
service : often used figuratively.

She looks as clear
As morning roses newly wash'd with dew.

Shak., T. of the S., ii. 1. 174.

The broad brow [of Chaucer], drooping with weight of
thought, and yetwith an inexpugnable youth shining out
of it as from the morning forehead of a lx>y.

LoweU, Study Windows, p. 229.

Morning gun, hour, etc. See the nouns.

moming-cap (m6r'ning-kap), «. A cap worn
during the day, on other than ceremonial occa-
sions ; especially, a cap worn by women in the
morning to cover and protect liie hair.

moming-flO'Wer (mSr'ning-flou'er), n. A plant
of the iris family, Orthrosantlius mtilUflorus.

[Australia.]

morning-gift (m6r'ning-gift), n. [A mod.
translation of AS. morgengifu (= G. morgen-
gabe, etc.), < morgen, mom, morning, + gifu,

gift. Cf . morganoHc.'] A gift made to a wo-
man by her husband the morning after mar-
riage : a practice formerly common in Europe
(in some places a legal right of the bride), but
now nearly obsolete.

Kow he has wooed the young countess,
The Countess of Balqnhin,

An' given her for a mondng-gift
Strathboggie and Aboyne.
iMrd Thomas Stuart (Child's Ballads, m. 367).

She Is described as dwelling at Winchester in the pos-

session, not only of greatlanded possessions, the monxitig-

gifis of her two marriages, but of immense hoarded wealth
of every kind. E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, II. 3.

morning-glory (m6r'ning-gl6'ri), n. A plant

of the genus Iponuea, especially I. purpurea.

See kaladana.
jnoming-gown (mor'ning-goun), n. A gown
suitable for wearing in the morning.
Seeing a great many in rich monwng-gowns, he was

amazed to find that persons of quality were up so early.

Addison.

morning-land (m6r'ning-land), n. [Cf. G. mor-
genland, the East.] The East. [Poetical.]

Where through the sands of monting-land
The camel bears the spice.

Maeaulay, Prophecy of Capys, st 31.

morning-room (mor'ning-rom), «. Aroomused
by the women of a family as a boudoir or sit-

tii^-room, and supposed to be occupied only

,.^, - , . - before dinner. [Great Britain.]
[French-Ameneau.] morning-speech (mor'ning-spech), n. [ME.

"" ^ "" ' momspeehe, morwespeclie : see morrow-speeeh.']

Same as morrow-speeeh. See the quotation.

The word moming-speeeh (moijsen-sptec) is as old as An-
glo-Saxon times ; " morgen" signified both ** morning" and
"morrow," and the origin of the term would seem to be
that the meeting was held either in the morning of the

same day or on the morning (the morrow) of the day after

that on which the Gild held its feast and accompanying
ceremonies, and that it afterwards t>ecame applied to other

similar meetings of the Gild-brethren.
English GUds (E. E. T. S.), Int, p. xxxlii.

moming-spllinz (mor'ning-sfingks), n. See
sphinx.

morning-star (mor'ning-star'), n. [Cf . AS. mor-

gensteorra (cf . G. morgenstem), < morgen, mom,
morning, + steorra, star.] 1. See stor.— 2. A
weapon consisting of a ball of metal, usually

set with spikes,

either mounted
upon a long
handle or staff,

usually of wood
and used with
both hands, or
slung to the
staff by a thong
or chain. Also
called holy-wa-
ter sprinkler.

(Compare trar-

.^»Z.—Morning-
star halberd, a
long-handled wea-
pon having the .^ . ^ „
blade of a halberd or partizan, and below it a heavy baU
or similar mass of iron set with spikes. Also mormng-
star partizan. See fariJerd, portaon.

morning-tide (m6r'ning-tid), n. Mommg ; fig-

uratively, the earlv part of any course, espe-

cially of Ufe. Compare moirow-tide.

Morning-star or War-flail, beginning of
15th century.
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momspeecllt, »• Same as mm-row-speech.

It is ordeyned to hauen foure momspeches in the gere.
English OUdi (E. E. T. S.), p. 46.

morn-tideti «• Same as morrow-tide.

mom-whilet, «• [ME. morn.ewhile.'] The morn-
ing time.

Bot be ane altyre mydnyghte alle his mode cbangede

;

He mett in the m&nie while fulle mervaylous dremesi
MorU Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3224.

moro (mo'ro), n. [NL., < L. morus, a mulberry:
see moi'ei, Mortis.'] The vinous grosbeak, stone-
bird, or desert-trumpeter, Carpodacus {Bucane-
tes) githagineus, a small fringilliiie bird.

Moroccan (mo-rok'an), a. [< Morocco (see mo-
rocco) + -am.] Of or pertaining to Moroooo, a
sultanate in northwestern Africa, lying west of
Algeria, or its inhabitants.

The Jew is still the most remarkable element in the Jfo-
roccan population. The Academy, No. 891, p. 371.

morocco (mo-rok'6), n. and a. [Short for Mo-
rocco leather; cf. equiv. maroquin, < P. maro-
quin = Sp. marroqui = Pg. marroquim = It.

marrocchino, with aecom. adj. term., = B. -ireei

;

so called from Morocco or Morocco (ME. Mar-
roh), < Ar. Marrakush, the city which gave its

name to the country, and in which the manu-
facture of morocco leather is still carried on.]

1, n. 1. Leather made from goatskins, tanned
with sumac, originally in the Barbary States,
but afterward very largely in the Levant, and
now produced in Europe from skins imported
from Asia and Africa. The peculiar qualities of true
morocco are great firmness ot tejtture with flexibility, and
a grained surface, of which there are many varieties. This
surface is produced by an embossing process called graiii-

ing. True morocco is of extreme hardness, and makes the
most durable bookbindings ; it is used also for upholster-
ing seats and for similar purposes, and to a certain extent
in shoemaking.
2. Leather made in imitation of this, often of
sheepskins, and used for the same purposes,
but much more largely in shoemaking.— 3t. A
very strong kind of ale anciently made in
Cumberland, said to have a certain amount
of beef among its ingredients, the recipe be-
ing kept a secret—French morocco, in bookMndivg,
an inferior quality of Levant morocco, having usually a
smaller and less prominent grain.^Levant moroccO.
See lemnt^.

II. a. Made or consisting of morocco ; also,

of the common red color of morocco leather.

morocco (mo-rok'6), V. t. To convert into mo-
rocco.

Morocco gum. See gur)i arabic, under gum^.
morocco-head (mo-rok'6-hed), n. The Ameri-
can sheldrake or merganser, Mergus america-
nus. [New Jersey.]

morocco-jaw (m9-rok'6-j&), n. The surf-scoter

or surf-duck, CEderma perspidllata: so called
from the color of the beak. G. Trumbull, 1888.

[Long Island.]

morology (mo-rol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. /xupoloyUi,

foolish talking, < fiupoTidyog, talking foolishly,

< fiopdg, foolish, + Myeiv, speak: see -ology.]

Foolish speech. Coles, 1717. [Bare.]

morone (mo-ron'), n. [< L. morus, a mulberry-
tree : see more*, Morus.] Same as maroon^.

Morouobea (mor-o-no'bf-a), n. [NL. (Anblet,

1775), < moronobo, the native name of the tree

among the Galibis of Gruiana.] A genus of di-

cotyledonous plants of the polypetalous order
GuttifercB, type of the tribe Moronobew, distin-

guished by short sepals, erect twisted petals,

and spirally twisted filaments partly mona-
delphous. One species, M. coceinea, is known, native of

tropical America ; it is a tall tree, with long horizontal
branches, large white solitary flowers, spirally grooved
berries, and a copious gununy juice. See hog-gum.

Moronobese (mor-o-no'bf-e), n.pl. [NL. (End-
lioher, 1836), < Moronob'ea + -em.] A tribe of

plants of the order GutUferce, typified by the
genus Moronobea, and characterized by the ab-
sence of cotyledons and by an elongated style.

It includes 5 genera, of tropical America, Africa, and
Madagascar, all shrubs or trees with gummy juice, one
of which, the Platonia of South American forests, reaches

an immense size.

morose! (mo-ros'), a- [= 'P morose, < L. mo-
rosus, particular, scrupulous, fastidious, self-

willed, wayward, capricious, fretfuh peevish,

< mos (mor-), way, custom, habit, self-will: see

moraU.] If. Fastidious; scrupulous.

Speak morose things always, and jocose things at table.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), ii. 29.

2. Of a sour temper; severe; sullen and aus-

tere.

A morose, ill-conditioned, iU-natured person in all clubs

and companies whatsoever. South, Sermons, VI. iii.

Somewhat at that moment pinched him close,

Else he was seldom bitter or morose.
Cowper, Epistlfc to J. Hill.
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=Syn. 2. Gloomy, Sully, etc. (see sullen), gruff, crabbed,
crusty, churlish, surly, ill-humored, ill-natured, cross-

grained.

morose^t (mo-r6s')» « [= OF. moros = Sp. It.

moroso, lingering, slow, < ML. morosus, linger-

ing, slow, < L. mora, delay : see mora^. The
form was appar. due in part to morose^.] Lin-
gering; persistent.

Here are forbidden all wanton words, and all mwose de-

lighting in venereous thoughts. Jer. Taylor.

Morose delectationt, in theol., pleasure in the remem-
brance of past impurities.

morosely (mo-ros'li), adv. In a morose man-
ner; sourly; with sullen austerity.

moroseness (mo-ros'nes), n. The state or
quality of being morose; sourness of temper;
suUenness.
morosityt (mo-ros'i-ti), n. [< p. morositS, < L.
morosita(t-)s,' peevishness, < morosus, peevish:
see morose^.] 1. Moroseness.
Blot out all peevish dispositions and morosiUea.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), 1. 199.

2t. Morose people.

Feare not what those •marosie [read m^yrositie] will mur-
mure whose dead cinders brook no glowing spaikes, nor
care not for the opinion of such as hold none but philoso-

phie for a subject. Greene's Vision.

Diogenes was one of the first and foremost of this rusty
Ttwrosotie. Nash, Unfortunate Traveller.

morosophf (mo'ro-sof), n. [< OF. morosophe, <

LGr. iiapdaofog, foolishly wise, < Gr. jiupd;, fool-

ish, -i- co(p6i, wise. Cf. sophomore.] A philo-

sophical or learned fool.

Hereby you may perceive how much I do attribute to
the wise foolery of our nwrosoph, Triboulet.

Rabelais, tr. by Ozell, iii. 46. (Wares.)

morosoust (mo-ro'sus), a. [< ML. morosus, lin-

gering : see morose^.] Same as morose^.

Dally experience either of often lapses, or rmrosom de-

sires. Sheldon, Miracles (1616), p. 201.

morowet, »• A Middle English form of morrow.
morowespeclieti »• Same as morrow-speech.

morowetldef, n. Same as morrow-tide.

moroxite (mo-rok'sit), n. [< Gr. /iSpo^oc, /^pox-
Bog, a variety of pipe-clay, + -ite'-.] A crystal-

lized form of apatite, occurring in crystals of

brownish or greenish-blue color. It is foimd
in Norway.
Morphean (m6r'fe-an), a. [< L. Morpheus, q. v.,

+ -an.] Of or belonging to Morpheus, a god of

dreams in the later Roman poets.

The Marphean fount
Of that fine element that visions, dreams.
And fitful whims of sleep are made of.

Keats, Endymion, i.

morptaetic (m6r-fet'ik), a. [Irreg. < Morpheus,
q. v., -I- -eticJ] Pertaining to sleep; slumber-
ous. [Bare.]

I am invulnerably asleep at this very moment; in the
very centre of the mjorphe^ domains.

Hiss Bumey, Camilla, iL 4.

Morpheus (m6r'fiis), n. [L. (in Ovid, the first

classical writer who m.entions Morpheus), < Gr.
as if *Mop(l>evg, god of dreams, so called from
the forms he calls up before the sleeper, < /jop-

<j)?!, form.] In the later Koman poets, a god of
dreams, son of Sleep ; hence, sleep.

morphewt (mdr'ffi.), n. [Also morfew, mor-
pheaw, morphea; < P. morphSe, morfee = Sp.
morfea = Pg. morphea = It. morfea, morfia, <

ML. morphea, also morpha, a scurfy eruption,
prob. for *morphma (cf . equiv. morpha), prob. <

Gr. iwp^ri, form, shape.] A scurfy eruption.
Mson.

A morpheu or staynyng of the skynne.
Elyot, Dictionary, under Alphos, ed. 1559. (SaMiwell.)

No man ever saw a gray haire on the head or beard of
any Truth, wrinckle, or morptiew on its face.

If. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 23.

morphewt (mdr'fu), -o. t. [< morphew, n.] To
cover with morphew.

Whose bandlesse bonnet vails his o'ergrown chin
And sullen rags bewray his morphew'd skin.

Bp. Hall, Satires, IV. v. 26.

Do you call this painting?
No, no, but you call 't careening of an old
Morphewed lady, to make her disembogue again.

Webster, Duchess of Malfl, ii. 1.

morphia (m&r'fl-a), re. [NL., < L. Morpheus,
q. v.] Same as morphine.

morphic (mor'fik), a. [< Gr. /Mpij4, form,-H -ic]
In biol., of or pertaining to form ; morphologi-
cal: as, a TOOrj)Wc character.

The majority of specific characters are of divergent ori-

gin—are morphie as distinguished from developmental.
E. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 111.

Morphic valence, morphological value or equivalency
in the scale of evolution of organic forms. Thus, any or-
ganism in the gastrula stage of development is a gastrula
form, having the morphic valence of a gastrula. Coues.

morphogeny

Morphida (m6r'fi-de), n. pi. [NL., < Morpho
+ .idee.] The Morphince rated as a family.

Morphinae (m6r-fi'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Morpho
+ -«)!(B.] A subfamily of nymphalid butter-
flies, typified by the genus Morpho, with large
wings, grooved to receive the short abdomen
and oeellated on the under side, and filifonn

antennSB. They are found in tropical America and the
East ludian islands, with a few in continental Asia. Ten
genera and upward of 100 species compose the subfamily.

morphine (mor'fln), «. [< P. morphine = Pg.
mor^hina = It. morfina, < NL. morphina, mor-
phine, < L. Morpheus, the god of sleep: see
Morpheus.] An alkaloid, C17H19NO3, the most
important narcotic principle of opium, it crys-
tallizes in brilliant, colorless, odorless, and bitter prisms.
It dulls pain, induces sleep, promotes perspiration, checks
peristalsis, contracts the pupil, and is extensively used in

medicine in the form of its soluble salts. In large doses
it causes death with narcotic symptoms.— Moipblne or

morphia process, in photog., a dry collodion process,
now abandoned, in which the preservative agent was a
bath of morphine acetate, one grain to the ounce.

morphinism (m6r'fin-izm), «. [< morphine +
-ism.] A morbid state induced by the use of
morphine.

That class of diseases in which morphinism, caffeism^

and vanillism are found. The American, XII. 289.

morphinomania (m6r"fl-n9-ma'ni-a), re. [NL.]
Same as morphiomania.
morphinomaniac (m6r'''fi-n9-ma'ni-ak), n.

Same as morphiomaniac.
morphiomania (m6r"fi-o-ma'ni-a), re. [< NL,
morphia, q. v.,+ L. mania, madness : see mania.]
A morbid and uncontrollable appetite for mor-
phine or opium ; the morphine-habit or opium-
habit.

morphiomaniac (m6r ' fi - o -ma ' ni - ak), re. [<
morphiomania + -ac] One who suffers from
morphiomania.

The question arose as to how morpMomaniacs procured
the morphine. Lancet, No. 3444, p. 461.

morphiometric (m6r"fi-6-met'rik), a. [< NL.
morphia + Gr. fiirpov, measure.] Measuring
the amount of morphine : as, morphiometric as-

says of opium.
Morphnns (mSrf'nus), re. [NL., < L. morphnos,
a kind of eagle that lives near lakes, < Gr. fi6piji-

vog, dusky, dark : said of an eagle.] A genus of

South American diurnal birds of prey founded
byCuvierin 1817; the eagle-hawks. There is but
one species, M. guianensis, of large size, 3 feet

long, with a crest. Also Morphinus.
Morpho (mor'fo), re. [NL., < Gr. Mop^oi, 'the
shapely,' a name of Aphrodite at Sparta, <

liopff), form, shape.] A genus of magnificent
njrmphalid butterflies, typical of the subfamily
Morphince. There are upward of 30 species, mostly
South American, some expanding over 7 inches, others of

celestial blue hues above and oeellated below. M. achUles,

M. laertes, M. q/pris, M. neoptolemits, and M. polyphemus
are examples.

morphoea (m6r-fe'a), re. [NJj., for morphaa, <
ML. morphea, *rtwfph(ea, a scurfy eruption: see
morphew.] A disease of the corium presenting
multiple roundish patches, at first pinkish and
slightly elevated, later pale, smooth, shining,
and level or slightly depressed. There is atrophy
of the papillary layer of the corium, and cellular infiltration

about hair-foUicles, sweat-glands, and sebaceous glands
and vessels ; this infiltration contracts, with subsequent
atrophy of glands, follicles, and vessels. The disease is

allied to sclerodermia.

morphogenesis (mdr-fo-jen'e-sis), n. [NL., <

Gr. jJtoptpii, form, + yivimg, origin: see genesis.]

The genesis of form ; the production of morpho-
logical characters ; morphogeny.
morphogenetic (m6r"fo-je-net'ik), a,. [< mor-
phogenesis + 4c: see genetic] Of or pei"tain-

ing to morphogenesis ; morphological, with spe-
cial reference to ontogeny and phylogeny; em-
bryological in a broad sense ; evolutionary or
developmental, with reference to biogeny.
morphogenic (m6r-fo-jen'ik), a. Same as mor-

morphogeny (mdr-foj'e-ni), re. [< Gr. uopijiv,

form, + -ykvem, generation : see -geny. Cf. mor-
phogenesis.] 1. In biol., morphogenesis; the
genesis of form; the production or evolution
of those forms of living matter the study of

which is the province of the science of mor-
phology.— 2. The history of the evolution of

the forms of organisms; morphology, or the
science of the forms of living bodies, with spe-

cial reference to the manner in which, or the
means by which, such forms originate or de-

velop; embryology in a broad sense.

Biogeny, or the history of the evolution of organisms,,
up to the present time has been almost exclusively «iw-
phogeny. Haeekel, Evol. of Man (trans.), II. 461.



morphographer

morphographer (mdr-fog'ra-fer), n. [< mor-
phograph-y + -erl.] One wKb investigates mor-
phology or writes on that science.
morphographical (mor-fo-gi-af 'i-kal). a. [<
morphograph-y + -ic-al.']

' Of or pertaining to
niorphography. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 818.

morphography (mor-fog'ra-fi), «. [< Gr. fwff^,
form, + -ypa(jiia, < ypd^eiv, write.] Descriptive
morphology; the systematic investigation, tab-
ulation, and description of the structure of
animals, including comparative anatomy, his-
tology, and embryology, and the distribution of
animals in time and in space, with special ref-
erence to their classification; general or sys-
tematic zoology.

Morphography.—The work of the collector and sys-
temaUst : exemplified by Liiina)U8 and his predecessors.

Eneyc. BiiL, XXIV. 803.

morpholecithal (m6r-fo-les'i-thal), a. [< mor-
pholecithits + -aj.] Gterminal or formative, as
the viteUus ; of or pertaining to the morpholeci-
thus.

morpholecithns (m6r-fo-les'i-thns), n. [Nil., <
Gr. /wfxj)^, form, + XckiOoq, the yolk of an egg.]
In emhryol., the vitellus formativus, or forma-
tive yoit, which undergoes segmentation and
germination . It constitutes all the yolk of holoblastic

^Sgs, as those ofmammals, but onlya part (usually a small

.

part) of the yolk of meroblastic eggs, as of birds, the rest
being all food-yolk or tropholecithus.

morphologic (m6r-fo-loj'ik), a. [= F. rtwrpho-
logique; as morphoiog-y + -ic.'\ Same as mor-
phological.

morphological (m6r-fo-loj'i-kaI), a. [< morplio-
logic + -al.'] Of or perttuning to morphology

;

of the character of morphology.
The most characteristic nwrphoiogical peculiarity of the

plant is the investment of each of its component cells by a
sac the walls of which contain cellulose or some closely

analogous compound. . . . The most characteristic mor-
phologieal peculiarity of the animal is the absence of any
such cellulose investment. Uuxley, Anat. Invert., p. 46.

HOTphoIogical botany. See 6o(ani^.—Morphological
classification, a statement or tabulation or other exhibit

of the degrees of structural likeness observed in animal or
Tegeteble organisms. Such classification, based on form
without regard to function, and thus appreciating true
morphological characters while depreciating mere adap-
tive modifications, is the main aim of modern taxonomy
in zoology and botany. The term is also sometimes
applied to clarifications of languages,

—

Moiphologlcal
equivalents. See equivalent.

morphologically (m6r-fo-loj'i-kal-i), adr. In a
morphological manner; with reierence to the

facts or principles of morphology ; from a mor-
phological point of view.

morphologist (mdr-fol'o-jist), n. [< morphol-
og-y + -ist.] One who is"versed in morphology

;

a student of morphology.
morphology (mdr-fol'o-ii), n. [= P. vioipholo-

gie = Sp. morfologia = Pg. nwrphologia, < Gr.

uofHp^, form,+ -h>yia, < Ai> en; speak : see -ology.^

1. The science of organic form; the science of

the outer form and internal structure (without

regard to the functions) of animals and plants

;

thatdepartmentof knowledge which treats both
of the ideal types or plans of structure, and of

their actual development or expression in liv-

ing organisms. It has the same scope and appli-

cation in organic nature that crystallology has
intheinoiganie.— 2. The science of structure,

or of forms, in language. It is that division of the

study of language which deals with the origin and func-
tion of inflectious and derivational forms, or of the more
formal as distinguished from the more material parii of

speech.

Morphology is the science of form (Gr. Mop^i), and ishere

applied to the forms of words as developed by the various

kinds of mutation.
S. S. BaMeman, Outlines of Etymology, p. 17.

morphometrical (m6r-fo-met'ri-kal),a. [<mor-
phometr-y + -t"c-a?.] Of' or pertaining to mor-
phometry.
morphometry (m6r-fom'et-ri), n. [< Gr. iwpfi],

form, + -lierpia, < /lirpov, measure.] The art of

measuring or ascertaining the external form of

objects. Tliomas, Med. Diet
morphon (mdr'fon), ». [NL. , < Gr. iiopff/, form.]

A morphological element or factor.

morphonomic (m6r-fo-nom'ik), a. [< nwrplion-

om-y + -»c.] Of or pertaining to morphonomy

;

morphologically consequent.

morphonomy (m6r-fon'6-nii), «. [< Gr. fiopf^,

form, + -vo/ila, < vi/ietv, distribute : see »io»ie*.]

In biol., the laws of morphology; the observed

sequence of cause and efEeot in organic forma-

tion ; that department of biologjy which investi-

gates the principles of organic formation or

configuration.

morphophyly (mdr-fof'i-li), «. [< Gr. /jom,

form, + ^^, a tribe.] The tribal history of
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forms ; that branch of phylogeny, or tribal his-

tory, which treats of form alone, without refer-

ence to function, the tribal history of the lat-

ter being caMei physiophyly. Saecltl.

morphosis (mdr-fo'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. /i6p<tKj-

ff/f, a shaping, < iiop<povv, form, shape, < pop(pi],

form.] Morphogenesis; the order or mode of

formation of any organ or organism.
morpion (mor'pi-on), H. [< F. morpion, a crab-
louse, appar. < liiordre (< L. mordere), bite, +
pion (= It. pedone), < ML. *pedw{n-), equiv. to

pedicidiis, a louse, < pedis, a louse, (.pes (ped-),

= E. foot.^ The crab-louse, Phthirius pubis.

See cut under crah-louse.

Swore you had broke and robbed his house.
And stole his talismanic louse, . . .

His flea, his inorpion, and punque.
S. BvUer, Hudibras, III. i. 433.

morpnnkee (m6r-pung'ke), «. [< Hind, mor-
pankhi, a boat with a peacock decoration, a
pleasure-boat, < mor, a peacock, + jmnl^hi, a
fan, also a bird, dim. otpanllid, a fan, <paiM,
a feather, wing, pinion : seepiiida.^ A native
pleasure-boat formerly much used for state
occasions on the rivers of India. It is very long
and narrow, often seating thirty or forty men ; it is pro-
pelled with paddles, and steered with a large sweep which
rises from the stern in the form of a peacock or a dragon.

Morrenian (mo-re'ni-an), a, [< Morren (see

def.) + -Jan.] Pertaining to the Belgian natu-
raUst C. F. A. Morren (1807-58): specifically

applied in zoology to certain glands of worms,
as the earthworm, the function of which seems
to be to adapt the ingesta for nutrition.

Morrhua (mor'6-a), H. [NL., < ML. moriia,

morula (F. moriw), a cod: said to be ult. < L.
merula (?), a fish, the sea-carp.] The principal
genus of gadoid fishes, including the common
cod: now called Gadus. if. vulgaris is the
cod, -if. aglefinus the haddock, etc. See cuts
xmder cod^ and haddock.

morrice, morrice-dance, etc. See morris^, etc.

morricer (mor'i-ser), n. [< morrice + -erl.] A
morris-dancer. Scott, L. of the L., v. 22.

morriont, «• See morion^.

morris^ (mor'is), «.ando. [Also»iO)T(fe; <ME.
mon-is, morres, inorice, < OF. *moreis, moresque,

raorisque. F. moresque = It. moresco, < Sp. Mo-
risco, Moorish, < Moro.a, Moor: see Moor^. Of.

Moresque, Morisco.'] I. n. 1. Same as morris-

dance.
We are the huisher to a morris,

A kind of masque, whereof good store is

In the country hereabout B. Jonmn, The Satyr.

He had that whole bevie at command, whether in Tnor-

rice or at May pole. MMm, Apology for Smectymnuns.

2. A dance resembling the morris-dance.

Well have some sport.

Some mad morris or other for oUr money, tutor.

Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, iii. 1.

Nine men's morris, a game in which a figure of squares

one within another was made on a table or on the ground,

and eighteen pieces or stones, nine for each side, which
were placed by turns in the angles,were moved alternately,

as at draughts. He who was enabled to place three in a
strateht line took off one of his adversary's at any point

he pleased, and the game ended by the loss of all tlie men
of one of the players. Itwas also a table-game played with

counters. Also called nine wieris merels. Strutt.

The ninemen's morris is flll'd up with mud.
And the quaint mazes in the wanton green

For lack of tread are undistinguishable.
5Aa*.,M. y. D.,ii. 1. 98.

n. a. Belonging to or taking part in a mor-
ris-dance.

morrisi (mor'is), <. [< morris\ ;;.] I. trans.

To dance or perform by dancing. See morris-

dance.
Since the Demon-dance was morrvxd.

Hood, The Forge.

n. intrans. To "dance" or "waltz"' off; de-

camp; be off; begone. [Slang.]

Zounds ! here they are. Morrice ! Prance

!

GoUxmith, She Stoops to Conquer, iii

morris^ (mor'is), ». [>fL., so caUed after WU-
liam Morris, who first found it, on the coast of

Wales.] A curious fish, aUied to the eels, of

the genus Leptocepltains. Its body is so com-
pressed as to resemble tape.

morris-bellsf, n. pi. Bells for a morris-dance.

morris-dance (mor'is-dans), «. [Also mor-

rice-danee; < ME. morrys-dauiice; < morris^ +
dance.'] 1. A dance of persons in costume,

especially of persons wearinghoods and dresses

tagged with beUs ; also, anymumming perform-

ance in which dancing played a conspicuous

part. Thus, the morris-dancers of May-day commonly
represented the personages of the Robin Hood legend;

the hobby-horse was a prominent character in morris-

dancing of every description.

morrow-tide

Unless we should come in like a morrice-dance, and
whistle our ballad ourselves, 1 know not what we should
do. B. Jonson, Love Restored.

I judged a man of sense could scarce do woi-se
Than caper in the morrii-dance of verse.

Cou-per, Table-Talk, 1. 519.

2. A kind of eountry-dauee still popular in the
north of England. The music for all these dances
was, so far as is known, in duple time.

Also called Morisco, Moor-dance, and former-
ly Moresque dance.

morris-dancer (mor'is-dan'sfer), n. [< ME.
morresdauncer; < morris^ + dancer.'] One who
takes part in a morris-dance.

Item, paide in charges by the appointment of the pa-
risshioners, for the settinge forth of a gyaunt morresdaun-
sers with vj. calyvers, and iij. boles on horsback, to go in
the watche befoore the Lord Malore uppon Midsomer even,

. . . vj. IL ix. s. ix. d.

Accounts of St. GHes', Cripplegaie, 1571. {HaUiwell.)

And, like a vwrris-dancer dress'd with bells,

Only to serve for noise, and nothing else.

£^. Butler, Human Learning, ii.

morris-dancing (mor 'is -dan* sing), n. The
morris or morris-dance; the act of dancing
the morris.

May-games, morris-danci'ngs, pageants, and processions
. . were commonly exhibited throughout the kingdom.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 20.

morris-pikef (mor'is-pik), n. [Also morrice-

pike, morice-pike, morys pike, etc.; < morris^, in

orig. sA^. sense 'Moorish' (?), + pike''-.] Apike
supposed to be of Moorish origin.

He, sir, . . . that sets up his rest to do more exploits

with his mace than a morris-pilre. Shak. , C. of E. , iv. 3. 28.

The guards their morrice-pikes advanced.
Scott, Marmiou, L 10.

morrot (mor'ot), n. Same as marrot. [Firth

of Forth.]
morrow i(mor'6), n. and a. [< ME. moroice,

morwe (by loss of the final -n, appar. taken as

inflective), for morwen, < AS. morgen, morning:
see morn, morning.] I. n. 1. Morning: for-

merly common in the salutation good morrow,
or simply morrow, good morning.

Vse this medicyn at morowe and euen, and the pacient

schal be hool withoute doute.
Book of Quinte Essence (ed. Fnrnivall), p. 21.

The bisy larke, messager of daye,

Salueth in hire song the morwe graye.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, L 634.

Morrow, my lord of Orleans.

Beau, and Ft., Honest Man's Fortune, L 1.

Many good morrows to my noble lord

!

Shak., Rich. III., iii. 2. 36.

2. The day next after the present or after any
day specified.

Give not a windy night a rainy morrow.
To linger out a purposed overthrow.

Shak., Sonnets, xc.

To-morrow you will live, you always cry.

In what far country does this morrow lie?

Cowley, tr. of Martial's Epigrams, v. 59.

3. The time immediately following a particu-

lar event.

On the morrow of a long and costly war.
John Fiske, The Atlantic, LVin. 377.

The morroo! of the death of a public favorite is apt to be
severe upon his memory. New Priruxton Bev., III. 1.

To morrow, on the morrow ; next day. See to-morrow.
[Now generally written as a compound.]

H. a. Following; next in order, as a day.

AUe that nyght dide he wake in the chief mynster, till

on the morowe day. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 106.

A sadder and a wiser man
He rose the morrotv morn.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, vii.

morrO'Wlngt (mor'o-ing), «. [< morrow + -("(/i.]

Procrastination. Davies.

Daily put thee off with morrowing.
Till want do make thee wearie of thy lending.

Breton, Mother's Blessing, st 66.

morrow-masst, «• -A mass celebrated early in

the morning : opposed to high-mass.

As young and tender as a inorrow mass priest's lemman.
Greene, Disputation (1592).

morrow-speecht, ". [ME. morwespeche, morn-
speche, < AS. morgensprcec, < morgen, morrow,
morning, + sprcec, speech.] A periodical con-

ference or assembly of a gUd held on the mor-
row after the gild-feast. Also, as a modem
translation, morning-speech.

morrow-tidet, «• [ME. m^trwetid, morettd, mor-
gentid, < AS. morgentid, mergentid (= OS. mor-

gantid= Icel. morguntidhir, pi.), < morgen, mor-
row, mom, -I- lid, tide, time.] Morning.

Ehc moretid ther moste cume
Tuo maidenes with muchel honur
Into the heseste tur.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), L 558.



morsbunker

morsbunkert, "• See mosshunJcer.

morse^t (m6rs), «. [Also morsse, mors; < F.
morse = Lapp, morsk, perhaps < Russ. morju,
morzhu, a morse, perliaps < more, the sea (of.

morskaya Tcorova, the morse, lit. 'sea-cow')-
In another view, morse is a contracted form,
< Norw. mar, the sea, + ros, a horse ; ef . Norw.
rosmar, with the same elements reversed; and
ct". walrus.'] 1. The walrus.

iN'eere to New-found-land in 47. deg. is great killing of
the Morse or Sea-oxe. . . . They are great as Oxen, the hide
dressed is twice as thicke as a Bulles hide : It hath two
teeth like Elephants, but shorter, about a foote long grow-
ing downe wards, and therefore lesse dangerous, dearer
sold then luoru, and by some reputed an Antidote, notin-
feriour to the Vnicomes home.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 748.

The tooth of a trwrse or sea-horse.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 23.

2. In her., same as sea-lion.

morse^ (m6rs), n. [< L. morsus, a biting, a
clasp, < m^rdere, pp. morsus, bite : see mor-
dant] The clasp or fastening of a cope and
similar garments, generally made of metal, and
set with jewels. Also called pectoral.

To hinder the cope from slipping off, it was fastened
over the breast by a kind of clasp, which here in England
was familiarly known as the inorse, ... in shape flat or
convex. Rock, Church of our Fathers, ii. 37.

Morse alphabet. See alphabet.

Morse key. See telegraph.

morsel (mor'sl), n. [Also dial, mossel; < ME.
morsel, mossel, mussel, < OF. morsel, morcel, F.
morceau (also used in E.: see morceau) = It.

morsello, < ML. morsellum, a bit, a little piece,

dim. of L. morsum, a bit, neut. of morsus, pp.
of mordere. bite : see morse^, mordant. Of. »««-
2fe.] 1. A bite; a mouthful; a small piece of

food ; a small meal.
And after the mogsel, thanne Satanas entride into him.

Wydif, John xiii. 27.

Ete thi mete by smalle trwsselles.

Babees Book (B. E. T. S.), p. 18.

Liquorish draughts
And morsels unctuous.

SAoi.,T. of A.,iT. 3. 196.

She so prevails that her blind Lord, at last,

A morsell of the sharp-sweet fruit doth taste.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Imposture.

2. A small quantity of anything considered as

parceled out, often of something taken or in-

dulged in ; a fragment ; a little piece.

Revenge was no unpleasing nwrsel to him.
MUtcn, Eikonoklastes, ix.

Of the morsels of native and pure gold he had seen, some
weighed many pounds. Boyle.

St. A person : used jestingly or in contempt.

To the perpetual wink for aye might put
This ancient morsel, this Sir Prudence.

Shak., Tempest, ii. 1. 286.

How doth my dear nwrsd, thy mistress?
Shak., M. for M., ia 2. 67.

morselization (mor'sl-i-za'shon), n. [< morsel
+ -ize + -aUon.'] The act of breaking up
into fragments ; subdivision ; decentralization.

[Rare.]

The unsatisfactory condition of the foremost nations of

Europe resulted . . . from the infinite ??iorseZi2(rii(m(mor-

oellement inflni) of interests.

A. a. Warner, tr. of Le Play, in Pop. Sci. Mo., XXIX. 793.

morsing-hom (m6r'sing-h6m), n. [< *morsmg,
verbal n. of *morse, v., prob. for *amorce, < F.
amorcer, prime (a gun), bait, < omorce, prim-
ing, bait: see amorce.] The small flask for-

merly used to contain the fine powder used for

priming ; hence, a powder-horn in general.

Buff-coats, all frounced and broider'd o'er.

And Tnorgmg-komg and scarfs they wore.
Scott, L. of L. M., iv. 18.

morsitationt (m6r-si-ta'shon), n. [< ML. as if

*morsitatio(n-), < *moi:sitafe, freq. of mordere,

pp. morsus, bite: see mordant, m/jrse^.] The
act of gnawing ; morsure. Worcester.

morsure (mdr'§ur), n. [= F. morsure = It.

morsura, < L. as i£ *morsiirus, < mordere, pp.
morsus, bite : see morse'^.'] The act of biting.

It is the opinion of choice virtuosi that the brain is only

a crowd of little animals, and . . . that all invention is

formed by the mmsaire of two or more of these animals

upon certain capillary nerves.

Swift, Mechanical Operation of the Spirit, § 2.

morsus (m6r'sus), n. [L., a biting, bite: see

morse'^.] In anat, a bite, biting, or morsure.
—Korsus dlaboli, or morsus dlabollcus, the devil's

bite; the diabolical biting: a fanciful name for the fim-

briated or infundibulifonn orifice of the Fallopian tube or

oviduct.

mortlf (mdrt), n. [< F. mort= Sp. muerte= Pg.

It. morte, < L. mor(t-)s, death, < »joH(pp. mor-

tuus), die, = Pers. mir, murddn = Skt. / mar,

die {mrita, dead). Cf . murth, murder, from the
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same ult. root.] 1. Death.— 2. A flourish

sounded at the death of game.
He that bloweth the rrwrt before the fall of the buck,

may very well miss of his fees. Greene, Card of Fancy.

They raised a buck on Booken Edge,
And blew the mort at fair Ealylawe.
Death ofParey Meed (Child's Ballads, VL 141).

mort^ (m6rt), a. and n. [< F. mort= Sp. muerto
= Pg. It. morto, < L. mortuus, dead (= Gr. ^pordi

(for ^iifiprndg, 'fipord;, cf . neg. afiPpoToc), mortal,

= Skt. mrita, dead), pp. of mori, die : see mort^.]

I.t a. Dead.
Thy mede is markyd, whan thow art mort, in blysse.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 159.

II, n. The skin of a sheep or lamb which
has died by accident or disease. [Obsolete or

Scotch.]

The Sadler he stuffes his pannels with straw or hay and
over gaseth them with haire, and makes the leather of

them of Mortis or tan'd sheep's skins.

Oreene, Quip for an Upstart Courtier (HarL Misc., V. 413).

mort^ (m6rt), n. [Also murth (Halliwell)
;
per-

haps < Icel. mart for margt, neut. of margr =
E. many: see many^.] A great quantity or
number. [Prov. Eng.]

And sitch a Tnort of folk began
To eat up the good cheer.

Bloamfield, The Horkey.

But pray, Mr. Fag, what kind of a place is this Bath ?

—

I ha'heard a deal of it— here's a mort o' merry-making,
hey? Sheridan, The Rivals, i. 1.

mort*t (™6rt), M. [Origin obscure.] Awoman.
[Thieves' slang.]

Male gipsies all, not a mort among them.
B. Jonson, Masque of Gipsies.

When they have gotten the title of doxies, then they
are common for any, and walke for the most part with
their betters (who are a degree above them), called morts.

... Of rrtorts there be two kindes—that is to say, awalking
mort and an antem Tnort. The walking vnort is of more
antiquitie then a doxy, and therefore of more knaverie

;

they both are unmarried, but the doxy professes herself

e

to bee a maide (if it come to examination), and the walk-
ing mort sayes shee is a widow. ... An antem mort is a
woman married (for antem in the heggers' language is a
church). Dekker, Belman of London (1608).

mortaiseM, n. and v. See mortise.

mortaise^t,i'- *• [Earlymod.B. alsomorto^/se; <

ME. mortaisen, morteisen, < OF. mortasier, grant
in mortmain, < mort, dead: see morf^, and cf.

mortmam.] To grant in mortmain. Palsgrave.

Churches make and found, which deuised were

;

Bothe landes, rentes, thought he morteis there,

To found and make noble churches gret.

Bom. ofParterMy(E. E. T. S.), L 6083.

mortal (m6r'tal), a. and n. [< MB. mortal,

mortel, < OF. mortel, mortal, F. mortel = Sp. Pg.
mortal = It. mortale, < L. mortalis, subject to

death, < »»or(*-)s, death: seemort^.] I. a. 1.

Subject to death; destined to die.

Thou Shalt die,

From that day mortal.
Milton, P. L., viiL 331.

Hence— 2. Human; of or pertaining to man,
who is subject to death : as, mortal knowledge

;

mortal power.
Thys geant tho fall to mortal deth colde

With that mighty stroke Gaflray hym yeuyng.
Som. of Partenay (E. B. T. S.), 1. 4719.

The voice of God
To mortal ear is dreadful. Milton, P. L., xii. 236.

When the Lord of all things made Himself
Naked of glory for His mortal change.

Tennyson, Holy Grail.

3. Deadly; destructive to life ; causing death,

or that may or must cause death; fatal.

This gentleman, the prince's near ally.

My very friend, hath got his mortal hurt
In my behalf. Shak., K. and J., iii. 1. 116.

The fruit

of that forbidden tree whose mortal taste

Brought death into the world, and all our woe.
Milton, P. L., i. 2.

4. Deadly : implacable ; to the death ; such as
threatens ufe : as, mortal hatred.

Longe endured the mortall hate be-twene hem, as longe
as thu lif dured. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 124.

Dead or alive, good cause had he
To be my morkd enemy.

Scott, Marmion, iv. 21.

5. Such that injury or disease affecting it may
cause death.

Laatof aU, against himself he tumshis sword, but, miss-
ing the mortal place, with his poniard finishes the work.

Milton.

6. Bringing death; noting the time of death.

Safe In the hand of one Disposing Power,
Or in the natal, or the mortal hour.

Pope, Essay on Man, L 288.

7. Incurring the penalty of spiiitual death;
inferring divine condemnation: opposed to
venial : as, a mortal sin (see sin).

mortalize

Some sins, such as those of blasphemy, perjury, im-
purity, are, if deliberate, always m/nlal.

Cath. Diet., p. 763.

8. Extreme ; very great or serious : as, mortal
offense. [CoUoq.]

The nymph grew pale, and in a mortal fright.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph, 1. 733.

I go there a mA>rtal sight of times.
Dickens, Bleak House, xlv.

9. Long and uninterrupted; felt to be long and
tedious. [CoUoq.]

Six mortal hours did I endure her loquacity. Scott.

They performed a piece called Pyramus and Thlsbe, in
five mortal acts. S. L. Steoemon, Inland Voyage, p. 265.

10. Euphemistically, confounded; cursed: as,

not a mortal thing to eat.— 1 1 . Drunk. [Slang. ]

He had lost his book, too, and the receipts ; and his men
were all as mortal as himself.

R. L. Stevenson and L. Osbonme, The Wrong Box, vi.

II. n. 1. Man, as a being subject to death;

a human being.
And you all know, security

Is mortal^ chiefest enemy.
Shak., Macbeth, ill. e. 33.

2. That which is mortal.

So when this coimptible shall have put on incorcuption,

and this mortal shall have put on immortality, then shall

be brought to pass the saying that is written, Death is

swallowed up in victory. 1 Cor. xv. 64.

mortal (mdr'tal), adv. [< mortal, a.] Extreme-
ly; excessively; perfectly: as, mortal angry;

mortal drunk. [Colloq.]

I was mortal certain I should find him here.
D. Jerrold, Men of Character, iiL

Forty-two mortal long hard-working days.
Dickens, Oliver Twist, xviil

mortalise, v. t. See mortaliee.

mortality (m6r-tari.-ti), n. [< ME. mortalite,

mortdlyte, <. OF. mortalite, F. mortality = Sp.

mortalidad = Pg. mortalidade = It. mortaUtd,, <

L. mortaUta(t-)s, the state of being subject to

death, < mortalis, mortal : see mortoZ.] 1. The
condition or character of being mortal, or of

being subject to death, or to the necessity of

dying.
When I saw her dye,

1 then did think on your mortalitie.

Carew, An Elegie

We that are in this tabernacle do groan, being burdened

:

not for thatwe would be unclothed, but clothed upon, that

mortality might he swallowed up of life. 2 Cor. v. 4.

2. Death.
Gladly would I meet

Mortality, my sentence. MUton, P. L., x. 776.

3. Frequency of death; numerousness of

deaths; deaths in relation to their numbers:
as, a time of great mortality.

In that bataile was grete Tnortalite on bothe parties, but
the hethen peple hadde moche the werse.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), I 66.

Ther fell suche a mortalyte in the boost that of flue ther

dyed thre. Bemers, tr. of Froissart's Chron., I. cccxxzt.

In the extreme mortality of modern war will be found
the only hope that man can have of even a partial cessa.

tion of war. The Century, XXXVL 886.

4. Specifically, the number of deaths in pro-

portion to population : usually stated as the

number of deaths per thousand of population.— 5. The duration of human life. [Rare.]

This Age of ours
Should not be numbered by years, dayes, and howrs,

T. But by our brave Bxployts ; and this MorUUity
Is not a moment to that Immortality.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Magnificence.

6. Humanity ; human nature ; the human race.

Like angels' visits, short and bright,
Mortality 'b too weak to bear them long.

Norris, The Parting.

Bills of mortality, abstracts from public registers shov-
ing the numbers that have died in any parish or place dur-

ing certain periods of time.

He proceeded to acquaint her who of quality was well

or sick withinthe WUs ofmortality. Steele, Tatler, No. 207.

Law ofmortality ,the principle, deduced from a study and
analysis of the bills of mortality and the experiences of in-

surance companiesduiing along number of years,which de-

termines what average proportion of the persons who enter

upon a particular period of life will die during that period,

and consequently the proportion of those who will survive.

Tables showing the estimated number of persons of a given

age that will die in each succeeding year are called tMes
of mortality. Thus, of 100,000 persons of the age of 10, 490

will not reach the age of 11 ; of 99,610 persons remaining
alive, 397 will die before reaching the age of 12, and so on.

On these tables are largely founded the calculations of in-

surance actuaries in regard to rates of premium, present)

value of policies, etc.

mortalize (m6r'tal-iz), V. t.
; pret. and pp. irmr-

talized, ppr. mortdUmig. [<..mortal + -ize.] To
make mortal. Also spelled mortalise.

We know you're flesh and blood as well as men.
And when we will, can mortalize and miUce you so again.

A. Brome, Plain Dealing.



X>iaiQond-mortar. a, section.

mortally

mortally (m6r'tal-i), adv. [< ME. mortally;
< mortM + -Jy2.]" i_ in the manner of a mor-
tal.

Yet I was mortaUy brought forth, and am
No other than I appear. Shak., Perlclea, v. 1. 106.

2. In sucli a manner that death mnst ensne;
fatally: as, mortally wowaded.— 3. Extremely;
intensely; grievously. [Now chiefly oolloq.]

He wol yow haten mortaUy, certeyn.
Chaucer, Manciple's Tale, L 211.

A little after, bnt stUl with swollen eyes and looking
mortaUy sheepish, Jean-Marie reappeared and went osten-
tatiooaly about his business.

it L. Stevenson, Treasure of Franchard.

mortalness (m6r'tal-nes), n. The state of he-
ing mortal; mortality.
In the one place the mortalnesge, in the other the misery

of their wounds, wasted them alL
Sir U. SavOe, tr. of Tacitus, p. 46.

mortar^ (mdr'tar), n. [Formerlymore prop, nior-
ter, the spelling mortar feeing in mod. imitation
of the L.; < ME. morter, < AS. mortere = MLG.
morter, morter, LG. morter = OHG. mortdri,
morsdri, MHG. morsare, morser, Gr.mdrser, OHG.
also morsali, MHG. morsel, G. morsel= Sw. mor-
tel = Dan. morter, a mortar (def . 1) = OP. mor-
Uer, a mortar, a Mnd of lamp, F. mortier (> D.
mortier) = Pr. mortier = Sp. mortero = Pg.
morteiro = It. mortajo, a mortar (defs. 1 and
2), < L. mortarium, a vessel in whioh substances
are pounded Trith a pestle, hence a vessel in

which mortar is made, mortar (see mortar^);
akin to mareus, dim.
mareulus, martulus,

a hammer, < / mtir,

pound, grind: see
mUP-, Tneal^. Hence
jBortor^.] 1. A ves-
sel in which sub-
stances are beaten
to powderby means
of a pestle. The chief
use of mortars now is in
Uie preparation of drugs.
Mortars are made of hard and heavywood, such as lignum-
Tits, of stone, marble, pottery, metal, and glass.

Though thou shouldeat bray a fool in a mortar among
wheat with a pestle, yet will not his foolishness depart
from him. Prov- xxrii. 22.

2. In a stamp-miU, the cast-iron box into which
the stamp-heads fall, at the bottom of which is

the die on which they would strike if it were
not for the interposed ore with which the mor-
tar is kept partly filled, and on whose side is the

grating or screen through which the ore escapes

as soon as it has been broken to sufficient fine-

ness to pass through the holes in the screen.

—

Sf. A kind of lamp or candlestick with a broad
saucer or bowl to catch the grease and keep
the light safe; hence, the candle itself: in

modem times, chiefly in ecclesiastical use, in

the French form mortier.

For by this morter, which that I se brenne,

Enow I ful wel that day is not ferre henne.
Chaucer, Troilus, Iv. 1245.

Mony morteret of wax merkked wlth-oute

With mony a borlych best al of brende golde.

AtttteraUfie Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 1487.

A mortar was a wide bowl of iron or metal ; it rested

upon a stand or branch, and was filled either with fine oil

or wax, whioh was kept burning by means of a broad wick

[at funerals or on tombs].
, _„ . , ™,

Dugdale, Hist St. Paul's (ed. Ellis), p. 27.

4t. A cap shaped like a mortar. Compare mor-

tar-hoard.

So that methinkes I could flye to Rome (at least hop to

Kome as the olde Pionerb is) with a morter on my head.

Ded. Epistle to Kemp's Xine Dales Wonder (1600).

He did measure the stars with a false yard, and maynow
travel to Borne with a mortar on 's head, to see if he can

recover his money that way. „.„.,,..- „
Pleteher (and another), Ito- Maid of the Inn, v. 2.

5. A piece of ordnance, short in proportion to

the size of its bore, used in throwing bomb-

shells in what is called vertical fire. The sheUs

are thrown at a high angle of elevation, so as to drop

from above into the enemy's intrenchment See cut m
next column.

Cannons full five they brought to the town,

With a lusty, large, great mortar.

Undaunted Londonderry (Child's Ballads, VH. 250).

Ufe-saYlng mortar. See life.saving.

mortari (mdr'tar), ». t. [< mortar\ «.]

bray in a mortar.

Such another craftie morlring druggeir orltalian por-

redge seasoner. Nash, Haue vrith you t» Saflron-Walden.

mortar2 (mdr'tar), n. [Formerly more prop.

morter, the spelling mortar being in mod. imi-

tation of the L.; < ME. morter, mortter, < OF.

mortier, F. mortier = Pr. mortier = Sp. mor^o
= Pg. morteiro= lt. mortajo =Ji.mortel= MlAt.
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To

Mortals in the Federal Mortar-battery before Yorktown, Vir^nia.

morter, MHG. mortere, morter, mortel, G. mmtel,
< L. mortarium, mortar, a mixture of lime and
sand, so called from the vessel in which it was
made, amortar: seemortaci.] Amaterialused
(in building) for binding together stones or
bricks so that the mass may form one compact
whole. The use of mortar dates back to the earliest re-

corded history, but various materials were employed for
that purpose. "Bitumen " (aspbaltum and maltha), or bi-

tuminous mixtures, are Imown to have been used in Baby-
lon and Nineveh. Plaster (calcined sulphate of lime)was
the cement employed on the Great Pyramid, and appa-
rentlyby the Egyp^ans generally, but not to the entire ex-

clusion of what is now ordinarily called mffrtar. The sub-
stances mentioned are frequently designated as mortor in
non-technical works. What is now generally understcwd
by this term among builders and architects is a mixture of

Ume with water and sand, in various proportions, accord-
ing to the "fatness" of the lime and the desire to econo-
mize the more costly material. This kind of mortar was
well known to both Greeks and Romans. Mortar made
of ordinary lime "sets" (hardens) in the air (not under
water) and slowly, since the absorption of carbonic acid
and the consequent conversion of the hydrate of lime into

the carbonate is by no means a rapid process. The hard-
ening of the mortar depends in large part on the crystal-

lization of the carbonate of lime around the grains of

sand, by which these are made to cohere firmly ; hence,
a clean sand of which the grains are angular is of impor-
tance in forming a durable mortar. The kind of mortar
which sets under water is sometimes called hydraulic
mortar, but is more generally known as hydraulic cement,

or simply cement. See eeinetit and cement-^OTie.

A morter fast is made aboute the tree.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (EL E. T. S.), p. 108.

So biycke was their stone and slyme was theyr morter.
BiUe of 1651, Gen. xi. 3.

mortar^ (mor'tar), V. t. [< mortar^, re.] To
fasten or inclose with mortar.

Electricity cannot be made fast, Tnortared up, and ended
like London Monument, Emerson, Eng. Traits, xiii.

mortar-battery (m6r'tar-bat'er-i), n. See bat-

tery.

mortar-bed (m6r'tar-bed), «._ The frame of

wood and iron on which the piece of ordnance
called a mortar rests.

mortar-board (mor'tar-bord), n. 1. Aboard,
generally square, used by masons to hold mor-
tar for plastering. Hence— 2. A square-
crowned academic cap. [CoUoq.]

mortar-boat (m6r'tar-b6t), n. A vessel, usu-

ally of small size, upon wMch a mortar (or very
rarely more than one) is mounted.
mortar-carriage (mdr'tar-kar'aj), n. See sea-

coast artillery, under ariiUery.

mortar-mant (m6r'tar-man), «. A mason.

Those morter-jnen . . . whose work deserved the nick-

name of Babel or confusion.
Bp. Gauden, Tears of the Church, p. 613. (Davies.)

mortar-mill (m6r'tar-mil), n. A mixing and
stin-ingmachine for combining lime, sand, and
other materials to make mortar. Such machines
take the form of pug-mills and Chilian mills, and are

worked by hand- or steam-power. _
mortar-piecet (m6r'tar-pes), n. A mortar
(piece of ordnance).

They raised a strong battery, and planted upon it a mor-
tar-piece that cast stones and granadoes of sixteen inches

diameter. Bater, Charles I., an. 164a

mortar-vessel (m6r'tar-ves'el), n. Same as

nu/rtar-boat.

mortaryt, n. An erroneous form of mortuary.

They will not dreame I made him away
When thus they see me with religious pompe,
T^o celebrate his tomb-blacke mortarie.

Greene, Selimus.

mortasf, n. An obsolete form of mortise.

mortcloth (mSrt'kloth), n. [< morti- + eloth.2

A pall. [Scotch.]

And let the bed-clothes for a mort-doth drop
Into great laps and folds of sculptor's work.

Brouming, The Bishop Orders his Tomb.

mortgage-deed

mort d'ancestor (mort dan'ses-tor). [OF.;
mort, death; de, of; ancestor, ancestor.] luEng.
law, a writ of assize by which a demandant sued
to recover possession of an inheritance (com-
ing from his father or mother, brother or sister,

uncle or aunt, nephew or niece) of which a
WTong-doer had deprived him on the death of
the ancestor. It was repealed by 3 and 4 Will.
IV., c. 27.

mort-de-cllieil (mor'de-shian'), n. {¥., lit.

dog's death: inort, death; de, of; ehien, dog.]
Spasmodic cholera.

morteiset, v. t. A variant of mortaise^.

morteret, "• An obsolete form of mortar'^.

morteret, »• An obsolete form of mortar^.

mortgage (mdr'gaj), H. [Formerly also mor-
gage; < ME. mortgage, morgage, < OF. morgage,
mortgaige, morgage, morouage, prop, separate,
mort gage, mortgage, F. mortgage, lit. a dead
pledge,<moi% dead,+ gage, a pledge : see mort^
and grovel.] 1. (o) At common law (and accord-
ing to the present rule in some of the United
States, and in form in nearly all, if not all, the
States), a conveyance of real estate or some in-

terest ttierein, defeasible upon the payment of
money or the performance of some other con-
dition. (6) By the law of most of the United
States, a lien or charge upon specific property,
real or personal, created bywhat purports to be
an express transfer of title, with orwithout pos-
session, but accompanied by a condition that
the transfer shall be void if in due time the
money be paid or the thing done to secure
whioh the transfer is given, it differs from ^pledge
in that it is not confined to personal property, and in that
it is in form a transfer of title, while a pledge is of chat-
tels and is usually a transfer of possession without the
title, but with authority to sell and transfer both title and
possession in case of default. (See pledge.) At common
law a mortgage was regarded (as in form it is still almost
universally expressed) as actually transferring the title.

(See (a), above.) Courts of equity established the rule that
a mortgager of real proper^ conld, by payment or per-
formance, redeem it even after default, at any time before
the court had adjudged his right foreclosed or the mort-
gagee had caused a sale of the property to pay the debt
(see equity of redemption, under e^i^); consequently
mortgages ceased to be regarded in most juiisdictions
as a transfer of the title, and are now generally held to
create a mere lien, although the form of the instrument
is unchanged. The term mortgage is applied indifferent-

ly (a) to t^e transaction, (&) to the deed by which it is ef-

fected, and (c) to the rights conferred thereby on the
mortgagee.

2. A state or condition resembling that of
mortgaged property.

His trouth plite lieth in morgage,
Whiche if he breke, it is falsehode.

Gower, Conl Amanl, vii.

Though God permitted the Jews, in punishment of their
rebellions, to be captivated by the devil in idolatries, yet
the Jews were but as in a mortgage, for they had been
God's peculiar people before. Donne, Sermons, ill.

Chattel mortgage. See cAottel.—EqultaUe mort-
gage, a transaction which has the intentbut not the form
of a mortgage, and which a court of equity will enforce to
the same extent as a mortgage, as, for instance, a loan on
the faith of adeposit of title-deeds.—General morl^sase-
bond. See itnufi.—Mortgage debentnres. See de-
hentwre, 1.—Welsh mortgage, a kind of mortgage for-

merly used in Wales and Ireland, by which the moi^ager,
without engaging personally for the payment of the debt,
transferred the title and possession of Uie property to the
mortgagee,who was to take the rents and profits and apply
them onthe interest ; and there might be a stipulation that
any surplus should be applied on the principaL Under
this form of mortgage the mortgagee could not compel
the mortgager to redeem or be foreclosed of his right to
redeem, for no time was fixed for payment^ and the mort-
gager was never in default; but the mortgagee had the
right at any time to redeem (and, though there were no
personal debt, an account might be taken as if there were,
in order to ascertain what he must pay to redeem); and
the statute of limitations did not begin to run against his
claim until after full payment of the principaL

mortgage (m6r'gaj), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. mort-

gaged, ppr. mortgaging. [< mortgage, «.] 1.

To grant (land, houses, or other immovable
property) as security for money lent or con-
tracted to be paid, or other obligation, on con-
dition that if the obligation shall be discharged
according to the contract the grant shall be
yoid, otherwise it shall remain in full force.

See mortgage, n., 1. Hence— 2. To pledge;

make liable
;
put to pledge ; make liable for the

payment of any debt or expenditure
;
put in a

position similar to that of being pledged.

Mortgaging their lives to Covetise,
''

Through wastfull Pride and wanton Riotise,

They were by law of that proud Tyrannesse.
Spetxser, F. Q., L v. 46.

I suppose Samuel Rogers is mortgaged to your ladyship
for the autumn and the early part of the winter.

Sydney Smith, To Lady Holland, vii.

mortgage-bond (mor'gaj-bond), II. A bond se-

cured by a mortgage.
mortgage-deed (m6r'gaj-ded), «. A deed given

by way of mortgage.



mortgagee

mortgagee (mor-ga-je'), n. [< mortgage + -eel.]
One to whom property is mortgaged.
mortgageor, mortgagor (m6r'gaj-or), n. [<
mortgage + -or.] Same as mortgager. [Rarely
used except in legal documents.]
mortgager (m6r'gaj-er), n. [< mortgage + -ej-i.]

One who mortgages ; the person who grants an
estate as security for debt, as specified under
mortgage. [The barbarous spelling mortgageor
is preferred by legal writers and in legal docu-
ments.]
morthert, «• and v. A Middle English form of
murder.
mortherert, » A Middle English form of mw-
derer.

mortice, ». See mortise.
mortieri, ». [F.: see mortori.] 1. A cap for-
merly worn by some English officials, and stUl in
use among the judiciary of France. See mor-
tar\ 4.— 2t. A headpiece
in medieval armor. See
second cut imder armor.—3. See mortar^, 3.

mortier^t, n. An obso-
lete form of mortar"^.

mortier-^-cire (m6r-tia'-
a - ser'), n. [P. : morUer,
mortar; d, with; ci/re,

wax: see cere.'] A mor- Mortier-k-dre of Henri Deux

tar in which a wax-Hght SSin?"" *" "'""""^^^

was set afloat.

Mortierella (mor"ti-e-rel'a), n. [NL. (Coe-
mans), named after !b. du" Mortier, a Belgian
botanist.] A genus of fungi, typical of the sub-
family MortierellecB. it has the mycelium dichoto-
luouB, branching, and anastomosing ; the sporangia-bear-
ing hyphse aggregated, inflated at base, and erect ; and the
stylospores echinulate. About 20 species are known.

Mortierellese (mor"ti-e-rerf-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Van Tieghem), < Mortierella jh -ece.] A sub-
family of fungi (molds) of the order Mucoror-
eece, it has the fructifying branches racemose, and the
sporangia spherical, polysporous, and destitute of colu-
mella. It contains 2 genera, SIorHereUa and Herpodadi-
wn, the latter with a single species.

mortiferoust (m6r-tif'e-rus), a. [= F. morti-

fhre = Sp. mortifero = Pg. It. morUfero, < L.
mortiferus, mortifer, < mor{t-)s, death, + ferre
= E. 6earl.] Bringing or producing death;
deadly; fatal; destructive.

But whatever it [the cicuta] is in any other country, 'tis

certainly mortiSenrmis in ours, Emlyny Acetaria.

mortificatj^on (m6r"ti-fi-ka'shon), «. [< F. mor-
tification, = Sp. mortificaeion = Pg. mortifieaqao

=It. mortificazione, < LL. morUficatio(n-), akill-

ing, < mortificare, pp. morW^cate, kill, destroy:

see mortify.] 1. The act of mortifying, or the
condition of being mortified. Specifically— (a) In
pathol., the death of one part of an animal body while the
rest is alive ; the loss of vitality in some part of a living

animal; necrosis ; local death
;
gangrene ; sphacelus.

It appeareth in the gangrene or tmirtification of flesh.

Bacon, Nat. Hist.

(J) The act of subduing the passions and appetites by
penance, abstinence, or painful severities inflicted on the
body ; a severe penance.

It leadeth vs into godly workes, and into the vwrtifica-

cum of the fleshly woorkes. Sir T. Mere, Works, p. 700.

He carried his austerities and vuyrUflcaMons so far as to

endanger his health. Preseott, H'erd. and Isa., ii. 25.

(c) Humiliation ; vexation ; the state of being humbled or
depressed, as by disappointment or vexation ; chagrin.

The Sight of some of these Kuins did flll me with Symp-
toms of Mortification, and made me more sensible of the
Frailty of all sublunary Things. Howell, Letters, I. i. 38.

It was with some mortification that I suffered the rail-

lery of a fine lady of my acquaintance, for calling, in one
of my papers, Dorimant a clown. Steele, Spectator, No. 75.

(dt) In ehem. and metal., the destruction of active quali-

ties (now called sickening both in the United States and
in Australia, with especial reference to quicksilver and
amalgamation).

Inquire what gives impediment to union or restitution,

which is called mmUfication, as when quicksilver is morti-

fied with turpentine. Baeon.

(e) In Scots law, the act of disposing of lands for religious

or charitable purposes.

2. That which mortifies ; a cause of chagrin,

humiliation, or vexation.

It is one of the vexatious mmUflcaiiom of a studious man
to have his thoughts disordered by a tedious visit.

» Sir R. VEstrange.

3. In Scots law, lands given formerly to the

church for religious purposes, or since the Eef-

ormation for charitable or jjublie uses. By the

present practice, when lands are given for any charitable

purpose, they are usually disponed to trustees, to be held

either blench or in feu. [Nearly synonymous with mort-

main. 1 —Mildew mortiflcatioa See mildew. =Sya. 1.

(c) Vexation, Chagrin, Mortification. These words advance

in strength of meaning, as to both cause and effect. Vexa-

tion is a comparatively petty feeling, produced by small
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but annoying or irritating disappointments, slights, etc.

Chagrin is acute disappointment and humiliation, perhaps
after confident expectation. Mortifiaation is chagrin so
great as to seem a death to one's pride or self-respect. See
tease and angerl.

mortifiedness (m6r'ti-fid-nes), n. [< mortified

pp. of mortify, + -ness.] Hurailiation; subjec-
tion of the passions. [Eare.]

Christian simplicity, mortijiedness, modesty.
Jer. Taylor (7), Artificial Handsomeness, p. 114.

mortifier (m6r'ti-fi-6r), n. One who or that
which mortifies; one who practises mortifica-
tion.

John Baptist was a greater mortifier than his Lord was.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 28.

mortify (m6r'ti-fi), v.; pret. and pp. mortified,
ppr. mortifying. [< ME. mortifien, mortefien, <
OF. mortifier, mortefier, F. mortifier = Sp. Pg.
mortificar = It. mortificare, < LL. mortificare,
kiU, destroy; cf. mortificus, deadly, fatal, < L.
TOor(*-)s, death, + /acere, make.] I. trans. 1.

To destroy the life of; destroy the vitality of (a
part of a living body) ; affect with gangrene.

If of the stem the frost mortify any part, cut it off.

Eiielyn, Sylva, II. i. § 3.

2t. To deaden ; render insensible ; make apa-
thetic.

strike in their numb'd and mortified bare arms
Pins. Shale., Lear, iL 3. 15.

3t. To reduce in strength or force ; weaken.
Thegoode werkes thathe dede bifom that he fll in synne

been al mmtefied and astoned and dulled by the ofte syn-
nyng. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

Thai thaire bittre soure wol mcrrtifie.

Or kepe hem in her owen leves drie.
Palladius, Husbondrie (B. B. T. S.), p. 57.

4. To subdue, restrain, reduce, or bring into
subjectionby abstinence or rigorous severities;

bring under subjection by ascetic discipline or
regimen; subject or restrain in any way, for
moral or religious reasons.
Mortify therefore your members which are upon the

earth. Col. iii. 5.

He [Bradford] was a most holy and Tnortified man, who
secretly in his closet would so weep for his sins, one would
have thought he would never have smUed again.

Ftdler, Worthies, Lancashire, II. 193.

Mortify your sin betime, for else you will hardly mortify
it at all. Jer. Taylor, Works (1835), II. 19.

The Christian religion, by the tendency of all its doc-
trines, . . . seems to have been so throughout contrived
as effectually to mortify and beat down any undue com-
placence we may have in ourselves.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. xviii.

5. To humiliate; depress; affect with vexation
or chagrin.
Arrived the news ofthe fatal battle ofWorchester, which

exceedingly morUfi£d our expectations. Evelyn.

He had the knack to raise up a pensive temper, and
mAirtify an impertinently gay one.

Steele, Spectator, No. 468.

6t. In chem. and metal., to destroy or diminish
the active powers or characteristic qualities of.

This quiksilver wol I mortifye
Ryght in youre syghte anon, withouten lye,

And make it as good silver and as fyn
As ther is any in your purs or myn.

Cfuittcer, Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1, 115.

Talte also a litil quantite of Mer[curie ?] and vnortifie it

with fastynge spotil, and medle it with a good quantite of
poudre of stafi-sagre.

Boole of Quinte Essence (ed. Furnivall), p. 19.

7. In iScots law, to dispose of by mortification.

See mortification, 3.

Referring to pre-Keformation grants, he [Mr. Marshall]
says mortified lands are such as have "no other ' reddenda

*

than prayers and supplications and the like"—that is,

masses for the souls of the dead.
N. and Q., 7th ser.. III. 333.

=S;ni- 5. To shame, chagrin. See mortification.

n. i/ntrans. 1. To lose vitality and organic
structure while yet a portion of the living body

;

become gangrenous.— 2. To become languid;
fall into decay.

'Tis a pure ill-natur'd Satisfaction to see one that was a
Beauty unfortunately move with the same Languor, and
Softness of Behaviour, that once was charming in her

—

To see, I say, her mortify that us'd to kiU.
Steele, Grief A-la-Mode, iii. 1.

3. To be subdued; die away: said of inordi-

nate appetites, etc. Johnson.

mortis causa (m6r'tis k&'za). [L., in case of
death : causa, abl. of causa, cause, case ; mortis,

gen. of mor(t-)s, death: see cause and mor<i.]

In contemplation of

death

—

Donatio or gift
mortis causa. See (iona-

tien,

mortise (mdr'tis), n.

[Also mortice, early

mod. E. also mortaise,

morteise, mortesse; < ME. morteis, mortais, mor-
tas, < OF. mortaise, mortoise, F. mortaise; cf. It.

Mortise-joint.

, mortises : * d, tenons.

Mortise and Tenon.
M, mortise ; T, tenon.

mortmain

mortise (Florio), Sp. mortaja, a mortise; ult.

origin unknown. The equiv. W. mortais, Ir.

mortis, moirtis, Gael, moirteis, are of E., and
Bret, mortez is of F. origin.] 1. A hollow cut
in a piece of wood or

other material to re-

ceive a correspond-
ing projection, called

a tenon, formed on an-
otherpieoe in order to
fix the two together.
The junction of two pieces
in this manner is called a
Tnortisc-joint.

Also vpon the hight of

the same Mownte of Cal-

very, ys the very hold or
mtyrteys hevyn out of the stone £ooke wherin the Crosse
stode, with ower biyssyd Savyor at the tyme of hys pas-
sion. Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 43.

The joyner, though an honest man, yet hee maketh his
joynts weake, and putteth in sap in the mtrrtesels [read

7riortes8es% which should be the hart of the tree.

Greene, Quip for an Upstart Courtier.

If it [the wind] hath ruffian'd so upon the sea.

What libs of oak, when mountains melt on them,
Can hold the mortise? Shale., Othello, ii. 1. 9.

2. Figuratively, stability; power of adhesion.

Oversea they say this state of yours
Hath no more Tnortice than a tower of cards.

Tennyson, Queen Mary, iiL 1.

Chase mortise. See chase-mortise.

mortise (mdr'tis), v. t. ; pret. and pp. mortised,

ppr. mortising. [< ME. morteysen, < OP. mor-
taisier, mortoiser, mortise ; from the noim.] 1.

To join by a tenon and mortise ; fix in or as in

a mortise.
Mars he hath Tnorteysed his mark.

York Plays, p. 228.

To whose huge spokes ten thousand lesser things
Are Tnortised and adjoin'd. Shak., Hamlet, ill. 8. 20.

2. To cut or make a mortise in.

mortise-block (m6r'tis-blok), n. Apulley-block
in which the openings for the sheaves are cut

in a solid piece.

mortise-bolt (m6r'tis-b61t), n. A bolt the head
of which is let into a mortise instead of being
left projecting.

mortise-chisel (m6r'tis-chiz"el), n. In Corp.,

a strong chisel used in making mortises.

mortised (mdr'tist), a. In her., same as enclave.

mortise-gage (m6r'tis-gaj), «. A scribbling-

gage having two points which can be adjusted

to the required distance of the mortise or tenon
from the worMng-edge, as well as to the width
of the mortise and the size of the tenon.

mortise-lock (m&r'tis-lok), n. A lock made to

fit into a mortise cut in the stile and rail of a

doorto receive it.—Mortise-lock chisel. SeecAfeeJa.

mortise-wheel (m6r'tis-hwel), n. A wheel hav-
ing holes, either on the face
or on the edge, to receive the
cogs or teeth of another
wheel.
mortising-machine (m6r'-
tis-ing-ma-shen"), «. A ma-
chine for cutting or boring
mortises in wood, such ma-
chines range from a pivoted lever,
worked by the hand or foot and op-
erating a chisel moving in upright
guides, to power gang-boring machines for making a num-
ber of mortises at once in heavy timber. These larger
machines employ either chisels, that cut out the mortises
by repeated thrusts, or routers and boring-tools.

mortlingt, «. See morling.
mortmain (mdrt'man), n. [< OF. mortemain,
also m^ain morte, F. mmnmorte = Sp. manos
mu^rtas, pi. , = Pg. mao morta= It. mano morta,

< ML. mortua manus, manus mortua, mortmain,
Ut. 'dead hand': L. mortua, fem. of mortuus,

pp. of mori, dead; manus, hand: see mori^ and
mainS. Cf. mortgage.] In law, possession of

lands or tenements in dead hands, or hands
that cannot alienate, as those of ecclesiastical

corporations; unalienable possession. Convey-
ances and devises to corporations, civil or ecclesiastical,
were forbidden byMagnaCharta,and have been restrained
and interdicted by subsequent statutes. Also called dead-
hand.

All purchases made by corporate bodies being said to

be purchases in mortmain, in mortua manu ; for the rea-

son of which appellation Sir Edward Coke offers many
conjectures ; but there is one which seems more probable
than any that he has given us : viz., that these purchases
being usually made by ecclesiastical bodies, the members
of which (being professed) were reckoned dead persons in

law, land therefore holden by them might with great pro-
priety be said to be held in mortua manu.

Blaekstone, Com., I. xviii.

Though the statutes of Tn^yrtmain had put some obsta-
cles to its increase, yet . . . alargerproporUonof landed
wealth was constantly accumulating in hands which lost

nothing that they had grasped. HaUam, Const Hist, ii

Mortise-wheel.



mortmain
HCTe (SicDy), in the end, Eome laid her mortmain upon

Greek, Phmnioian, and Sikeliot alike, turning the island
into a granary and redncing its inhabitants to sertdom.

J. A. Sytnonds, Italy and Greece, p. 143.

Alienation in mortmain, an alienation of lands or
tenements to any corporation. Bole or aggregate, ecclesi-
astical or temporal, particularly to religious houses, by
which the estate becomes perpetually inherent in the cor-
poration and unalienable.—Mortmain Act, an English
statute of 178<) (9 Geo. n., c. 36), based on the impolicy of
allowing gifts, under the name of chaiity, to be made by
persons in view of approaching death, to the disinheritance
of their lawful heirs. It prohibits, except in the instance
of some universities and colleges, all alienation of land
for charitable purposes (unless on full and valuable con-
sideration) otherwise than by deed indented and executed
iu the presence of two or more witnesses, twelve months
before the death of the donor, and enrolled in chancery
within six months after its datci and taking effect in pos-
session immediately after the making thereof, and with-
out power of revocation or any reservation for the benefit
of the grantor or persons claiming under liim.—Statutes
of mortmain, the name under which are known a num-
ber of English statutes, beginning in 1225 (9 Hen. m., c.

S«; 7 Edw. I., St. 2; 13 Edw. I.,o. 32; 15 Rich, n., o. 5; 23
Hen. YUL, c. 10), restricting or forbidding the giving of
land to religious houses. The Jfortinatn Act (which see^
above) is sometimes incorrectly called a staiate of mart-
vtain.

mortmalf, ». See momial.
mortn6j a. An erroneous form of nwrni.
mortono (m6r-t6'Ti-6), n. [It., also inortoro, <
iiiorto, dead: see mort^.2 A sculptured group
representing the dead Qirist. *

In the mortoTTo of the church of San Giovanni Becollato
atModeua, thedead body ofour Lord lies upon the ground.

C. C. PerHns, Italian Sculpture, p. 227.

mortpayt, «. [< OF. mortepaye, mortepaye; <
mort, dead, + paye, pay: see mort^ suadpay^,
n.] Dead-pay.
The seuere punishing of mort-payes, and keeping backe

of souldiours wages. Bacon^ Hist. Hen. Vll., p. 101.

mortressf (mSr'^'es), /). [Early mod. E. mor-
tesse (PaJsgrave), for *inortresse, < ME. mor-
ireus, mortreux, mortrewes, morints, morterews,
mortrels, appar. pi., the sing. *mortrel, mortrell
being scarcely used; < OF. vwrtretix, mortrmts,
morteruel, mortereol, a mixture of bread and
milk, appar.< morter, mortier, mortar (in general
sense of 'mixture'): see jnortar^.'i A kind of
soup, said to have been "white soup," a deli-

cacy of the middle ages in England.

Ac thei ete mete of more coste, mortretoes, and potages;
Of that men mys-wonne thei made hem wel at ese.

Piers Plowman (B), xiit 41.

He cowde roste, and sethe, and broille, and frie,

Maken mortreux, and wel bake a pye.
Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., L 384.

A mortress made with the brawn of capons, stamped,
strained, and mingled with like quantity of almond but-
ter, is excellent to nourish the weak. Bacon, >iat. Hist.

moitrenzt, mortrewest, »• See mortress.

mort-safe (mfirt'saf), n. [< mort- + safe.'] An
iron coffin.

Iron coffins, called mort safes, were used in Scotland as
a precaution against resurrectionists. After time had
been allowed for the wooden coffin to decay, the grave was
reopened, and the mort safe taken out for further use.

JT. and Q., 7th ser., VL 516.

anortstonef (mfirt'ston), n. [< morP + sUme.']

A lai^e stone by the wayside between a village

and the parish church, on which in former
times the bearers of a dead body rested the
cofSn.

Tishere,
Six furlongs from the cbapeL What is this?

Oh me I the mortstone^
Sir B. Taylor, Edwin the Fair, v. 7.

mortuary (m6r'tu-a-ri), a. and n. [= F. mof-
tiiaire = Sp. mortdorio = Pg. mortuario = It.

viortorio, mortoro, < Ii. nwrtuarius, belonging
to the dead, ML. neut. mortuaHwn, also mor-
tuoHum, a mortuary, < L. mortutts, dead: see

jHortS.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the burial of

the dead Mortuary chaplet, a wreath or crown put
upon the head of a corpse at the funeral ceremony and
often left with it in the tomb. Such a garland was known
"by theEomans as eoroOarium. In medieval Europe these

wreaths were common, especially in the case of women
who died unmarried. They were sometimes made of flli-

^ree-work with gold and silver wire^—Mortuary Chest,

a coffer of wood or other material intended to receive the

remains of bodies once buried elsewhere, when the graves

have been disturbed.

n. H.; pi- mortuaries (-nz). 1. In taw, a

sort of ecclesiastical heriot, a customary gift

claimed by and due to the minister of a parish

on the death of a parishioner, it seems to have

been originally a voluntarybequest or donation, intended

to make amends for any failure in the paj-ment of tithes of

whichthe deceased hadbeen guilty. Mortuanes.wheredue

by custom, were recoverable in the ecclesiastical courts.

The curate clamed y« beryng shete fora mortuary.
HaU, Hen. VUL, an. 6.

The Payment of Mortuaries is of great Antiquihr. It was

antiently done by leading or driving a Hrase or Cow <S;c,

liefore the Corps of the Deceased at his Funeral. It was

considered as a Gift lefthy a Man at his Death, by Way of
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Becompence for all Failures in the Payment of Tithes and
Oblations, and called a Ckirse-present.

Bourne's Pop. Antiq. (1777), p. 25.

2. A bmial-place. Tfliitloel:— 3. A place for
the temporary reception of the dead; a dead-
house.— 4. A memorial of the death of some
beloved or revered person; especially, in the
seventeenth oentniy, a sword bearing some em-
blem of the wearer's devotion to the memory of
Charles I. and the cause of royalty.

Swords of this type {cavalry sword, time of the Com-
monwealth] are often called mortuary, as a number of
them were made in memory of Charles I., and bear his
likeness upon the hilt

Edgertmi-CasUe, Schools and Masters of Fence, p. 240.

morola (mor'ij-la), ;(. ; pi. moruUs (-le). [NL.,
dim. of L. morum, a mulberry : see nwre*.] In
etiibryol., the condition (resembling a mulberry)
of an ovum after complete segmentation of the
vitellus or yolk and before the formation of a
blastula, when the contents are a mass of cells

derived by cleavage of the original and suc-
cessively formed nuclei; a mulberry-mass of
blastomeres or cleavage-ceUs. See monenda,
ilastula, gasirula, and out under gastrvXaUon.

The number of blastomeresthus increases in geometrical
progression until the entire yelk is converted into a mul-
berry-like body, termed a montla, made up of a great num-
ber of small blastomeres or nucleated cells.

Huxley, Crayfish, p. 206.

momlation (mor-o-la'shon), n. [< morula +
-a<»om.] In emJyryol., the conversion of the vitel-

lus or yolk of an ovum into a mulberry-mass
(morula) of cleavage-ceUs.

momloid (mor'o-loid), a. [< morula + -aid.']

Having the character of a morula ; resembling
a morula.
Moms (mo'rus), «. [KL. (Toumefort, 1700), <

L. moms, a mulberry-tree : see more^J] A ge-
nus of dicotyledonous trees of the apetalous
order Urticacew, type of the tribe Morem; the
mulberries. It is characterized by spicate flowers, the
fertile with a 4-parted perianth, and by leaves 3-nerved
from the base. The mulberry-fruit is a multiple fleshy
fruit formed by the coalescence of many ovaries and in-
vesting perianths. About 12 species are known, natives
of the northern hemisphere and of mountains in the trop-
ics ; some are valued for their edible fruit, and some for
their leaves, which are used as silkworm-food. See nad-
berry.

Morvan's disease. A disease described by
Morvan in 1883, characterized by a progressive
anaesthesia and akinesia, especially of the ex-
tremities, accompanied by tropluo disturb-

ances, including ulceration and necrosis. The
nerves have been found to exhibit an intense inflamma-
tion, so that it has been regarded as a multiple neuritis.

Also called analgesiapanaris and pareso^analgesia.

morwet, «• -^ Middle English form of morroic.

morwent, n. A Middle English form of moi-n,

morroic.

morweningt, «. AMiddleEnglishformofmor?!-
ing. Ch-aucer.

morwespechet, «. See tnorrow-speech.

mosaic^ (mo-za'ik), a. and n. [Formerly also

nwsaick, musaick; = F. mx>saigue = Sp. mosd-
ico = Pg. mosaico = It. mosaieo, musaico, < ML.
nwsaicus, prop. *musaious, < MGr. ^/lomdiKSg,

equiv. to &r. /iovaelo^ (> L. museiis and fnusi-

vus), mosaic, lit. of the Muses, i. e. artistic,

neut. fiovaaXiUiv, also /lovaelov (> L. miistBum, also

musivum, so. opus, mosaic work), < /wvaa, a Muse

:

see MuseK Cf . museum.'] I. a. Made of small
pieces inlaid to form a pattern ; also, resem-
bling such inlaid work.

The roofe compact, and adorned with Jfosaw* painting.
Sandys, Travailes, p. 24.

In the bottom of this liquid Ice

Made of Musaick work, with quaint denice

The cunning work-man had contriued trim

Carpes, Pikes, and Dolphins seeming even to swim.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii, The Trophies.

Mosaic canvas, theflnest sort of canvas, prepared for em-
broidery. Diet, ofXeedleum-k.—mosaic glass, gold, etc
See the nouns.—Mosaic theory, a doctrine respecting

the physiological action of the compound eyes of arthro-

pods, which supposes that each retinal cell perceives but
a part of the picture, the several parts being connected
by the action of the brain as a kind of optical mosaic

—

Mosaic wool-work, rugs, etc.. m.ide of variously colored

woolen threads, arranged so that the ends form a pattern.

The threads are held firmly in a frame, so as to form a
dense mass, with the upper ends of the threads presenting

a close surface ; this sinface is sme-aredwith a cement, and
has a bacldug of canvas attached, after which a transverse

section is cut the desired thickness of the pile, and so on
with a number of similar sections.

n. n. 1. Mosaic work; inlaid work, especial-

ly in hard materials, as distinguished from in-

lays of wood, ivory, or the like. The most common
materials for mosaic are colored stones and glass, pave-
ments and floors being more commonly made of the for-

mer. Glass mosaic is composed either of pieces cut from
small colored rods which are prepared in a suitable vari-

ety of colors and shades, and by means of which pictorial

mosaicist

effects can readily be obtained, as in Homan mosaic, or of
tesserae made each by itself, the colors used iu this method
being fewer and the pieces usually about a quarter of an

Mosaic—Detail from apse of the Basilica of Torcello, near Venice;
iztb centuiy. .

inch square. The latter variety may be distinguished as
Byzantine or Venetian mosaic. Mosaic was a usual deco-
ration among the later Greeks and the Romans, and among
the Byzantines and their immediate artistic followers,
as at Kavenna and Venice, and in the splendid Norman-
Saracenic churches of Sicily, displayed a preeminent ex-
cellence of design and magnificence of color. The arthas
recently been revived, with especial success in Italy and
France.

Each beauteous flower,
Iris all hues, roses, and jessamin,
Kear'd high their flourish'd heads between, and wrought
Mosaic.

'

Milton, P. L, iv. 700.

The liquid floor inwrought with pearls divine.
Where all his labours in mosaic shine.

Savage, The Wanderer, v.

3. A piece of mosaic work : as, a Florentine mo-
saic; a Roman mosaic; a glass mosaic.

Herschel thought that the workers on the mosaics of the
Vatican must have distinguished at least thirty thousand
different colors. G. T. Ladd, Physiol. Psychology, p. 333.

3. Anythingresembling a piece of mosaic work
in composition.
Xo doubt every novel since time began has been a mo-

saic. The author flts into one picture bits of experience
found in many places, in many years.

A. Lang, Contemporary Rev., LIV. 817.

Alexandrine, fictile, Floirentine, etc., mosaic. Seethe
adjectives.—Cloisozmi mosaic, a modem decorative
art in which dividing lines, bars, or ridges are made
prominent features of the design, the spaces between be-
ing filled with colored material, asopaque glass.—Boman
mosaic. See the quotation.

The modem so-called Boman mosaic is formed of short
and slender sticks of coloured glass fixed in cement, the
ends, which form the pattern, being flnaUy rubbed down
and polished. Bruyc Brit., XVI. 864.

Straw mosaic, fine straw in different shades of color at-

tached by glue to a cardboard foundation ; used in vari-

ous forms of decoration. Art of Decoration, IL 33.

Mosaic^ (mp-za'ik), a. [= F. mosaique = Sp.
m^isaieo = Pg. It. mosaico (ef. G. mosaiseli), <

NL. *Mosaicus (cf. LL. Moseins. Moseus), < LL.
Moses, Moyses, < Gr. Muff^f, Jlutw^f, Moses, <

Heb. Mosheh, Moses, appar. < mashdh, draw out
(sc. of the water, with ref . to Ex. ii. 3-5), but
prob. an accommodation ofthe Egyptianname.]
Relating to Moses, the Hebrew lawgiver, or to

the writings and institutions attributed to him.
—Mosaic law, the ancient law of the Hebrews, given to
them hy Moses, at Mount Sinai, and contained in the books
of Exodus, Leviticus^, Numbers, and Deuteronomy.

mosaical^ (mo-za'i-kal), a. [< mosaic^ + -al.]

Same as mosaic^. [Kare.]

Behind the thickets again [were] new beds of flowers,

which being under the trees, the trees were to them a
pavilion, and they to the trees a inosaical floor.

5¥r P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

Mosaical^ (mo-za'i-kal), a. [< Mosaic'^ + -al.]

Same as Mosaic^.

After the Babylonish Captivity, when God did not give

any new command concerning the Crown, tho the Boyal
Idne was not extinct, we find the People returning to the
old Mosaieal Form of Government again.

Milton, Answer to Salmasius.

mosaically (mo-za'i-kal-i), adv. In the man-
ner of mosaic work.

mosaicist (mo-za'i-sist). «. [< m^saic^ + -ist.]

One who makes or deals in mosaics.



mosaicist
By far the greater number of these colors are discov-

eries or improvements of the venerable mosaicist Lorenzo
Eadi. Howells, Venetian Life, xvi.

Mosaism (mo'za-izm), n. [= P. mosaisme; as
Mosa(ic)^ + -'ism.'\ The religious laws and
ceremonies prescribed by Moses; adherence
to the Mosaic system or doctrines.
mosalt, ». [For *mosul : see musUn.'] Muslin.

There [in Grand Cairo] there are diverse ranks of Drapers
shops ; in the first rank they sell excellent fine linnen, fine
Cloth of Cotton, and cloath called Mosal, of a marvellous
bredth and flnenesse, whereof the greatest persons make
shiits, and scarfs to weai' upon their Tulipants.

5. Clarke, Geog. Description (1671), p. 56.

mosandrite (mo-zan'drit), n. [Named after K.
G. Mosander, a Swedish chemist, 1797-1858.]
A rare silicate containing chiefly titanium and
the metals of the cerium group, occurring in
reddish-brown prismatic crystals, and also in
massive and fibrous forms. It is found in the
elsBolite-syenite of southern Norway.
mosandrium (mo-zan'dri-um),^. \_i Mosander:
see mosandrite.^ A supposed chemical element
found in samarskite, but now believed to be a
mixture.
Mosasauria (mo-sa-s^'ri-a), n. pi. [NL. : see
Mosasaurits."] A group of remarkably long-
bodied marine reptiles, from the Cretaceous
rocks of Europe and America. It is typified by the
genus Mosasaurus, which attained a length of over 13 feet
and possessed some 100 or more vertebrse. The skull re-
sembles that of the monitors in the large size of the nasal

. apertures and the fusion of the nasals into one narrow
bone. Now called PythonomorpJia.

mosasaurian (mo - sa - s& ' ri - an), a. and n. [<
Mosasauria + -««.] I. a. Pertaining to the
Mosasauria; pythonomorphic.

II. n. A member of the Mosasauria.
Mosasaurus, Mososaurus (mo-sa-s^'rus, mo-
so-s^'rus), n. [NL., < L. Mosa, thie river Meuse

(P.) or Maas
(D.), on which
Maestricht is

situated,where
the first was
found, -I- Gr.
aavpog, lizard.]

The typical ge-
nus of Mosa-

SkuU of Mosasaurus hofmanni. SdUrid. M. catri'

pen was discov-
ered in 1780 in the Maestricht, and originally called La-
eerta gigantea. The genus is also called Saurochami/psa.
Also written Mosoesaurus.

moschate (mos'kat), a. [< NL. mosehatus (ML.
muscatus), < LL. muscus, ML. also moscus, mos-
chus, < LGr. ii6axog, musk: see mtiseat.'] Ex-
haling the odor of musk. Gray.
moschatel (mos'ka-tel), n. See Adoxa.
mOBChatoUS (mos'ka-tus), a. [< NL. moseha-
tus : see moschate.'] " Same as mosehate.

Moschidae (mos'ki-de), n. pi. [NL., < Moschus
+ -idee.] The MoscMnce, or musk-deer, rated
as a family apart from Cervidce.

moschiferous (mos-kif'e-rus), a. [< ML. mos-
ehus, moseus, musous, Hi', muscus (LGr. fidaxoc),

musk,+ L. ferre = E. 6eari.] In eool., bearing
or producing musk: as, moschiferous organs; a
moschiferous animal.

Mosclimse (mos-M'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Moschus
+ 4nce.'] A subfamily of Cervidce represented
by the genus Moschus, containing small Asiatic

deer both sexes of which are hornless, and the
male of which has long canine teeth projecting

like tusks from the upper jaw, and secretes an
odoriferous substance called music; the musks
or musk-deer. The young are spotted as in Ceroidce, the
adults plain-brownish. Both true and false hoofs are long
and widely separable ; the tail is very short, and the hind
quarters are high. There are 2 genera, Moschus and Hydro-
potes. Also Moschina and Moschidce. See m/usk-deer.

mosctaine (mos'Mn), a. [< Mosch-us + -jraei.]

Pertaining to the Moschince, or having their

characters; musky: as, a moschine deer; a
moschine odor.

moschitot, »*• See mosquito.

Moschus (mos'kus), n. [NL., < ML. moschus,

< LGr. fi6axo^, musk: see musTcl The leading

genus of Moschince. The common musk-deer
is M. moschiferus.

Moscoviteti » and a. An obsolete variant of

Muscovite.

m.Ose^, n. [Prob. < ME. mose, mase (used to

gloss the corrupt ML. words adtrica and me-

phas), appar. the name of a disease
;
prob. =

MD. *mMse, masche = MLG. m^se = OHG.
masd, MHG. mase, a spot: see measles. Cf.

mose\ V.'] A disease of horses. HalUwell.

mose^t, f. i. [< mose^, re.] To have the disease

called the mose : in the phrase to mose in the
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chine (also to mourn of the chine, where mourn
is a diiEerent word from mose : see mourn^).

His horse hipped, with an old mothy saddle, and stir-

rups of no kindred ; besides, possessed with the glanders,
and like to mose in the chine. Shak., T. of the S., iii. 2. 61.

mose^ (moz), re. [Cf. moss'^.'] A smolder of

wood. HalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]
moselt, n. and v. A Middle English form of

muzzle.

Moselle (mo-zel'), n. [< P. Moselle, G. Mosel,

< L. Moselld, the river Moselle: see del] One
of the wines produced along the Wver Moselle,
The most esteemed brands are those known as sparkling
Moselle, which are considered lighter than champagne
and almost as good as the sweeter champagnes.

moses (mo'zes), n. [Promthename Moses (?).]

Naut., a flat-bottomed boat used in the West
Indies for carrying hogsheads of sugar to ships.

moses-boat (mo'zes-bot), re. [Cf. moses."] An
old style of skiff or small boat with a keel.

[Provinoetown, Massachusetts.]
moseyi (mo'si), a. A dialectal variant of mossy.
mosey^ (mo'zi), v. i. [Origin obscure ; thought
by some to be abbr. from vamose.] 1 . To move
off or away quickly; get out; "light out."
[Slang, U. S.]

And whereas, and seein', and wherefore,
The times being all out o' j'int.

The nigger has got to mosey
From the limits o' Spunky P'int.

J. Bay, Banty Tim.

2. To be lively; be quick; "hustle." [Slang,

Hurry 'long, D'rindy, you-uns ain't goin' ter reel a hank
ef ye don't nwsey.
M. N. Murfree, Prophet of Great Smoky Mountains, xiiL

mosk, re. See mosque.
moskered (mos'kerd), a. [Also masJcered; ori-

gin obscure.] Decayed; rotten; brittle.

The teeth stand thin, or loose, or moskered at the root.
Granger, Com. on Ecclesiastes, p. 320 (1621). (Lathmn.)

Some moskered shining stones and spangles which the
waters brought downe. Capt. John Smith, Works, 1. 12.5.

mosklet, «. Same as mussel.

Moslem (mos'lem), re. and a. [Also Moslim,
Muslim, Mooslim; < Turk. musUm, pi. muslimm
(< Ar.), muslimdn (< Pers.), also used as sing.;

< Ar. muslim, also transliterated moslem, pi.

muslimm, a believer in the Mohammedan faith,

lit. one who professes submission {islam) to the
faith, < sellim, consign in safety, resign, submit,
< salama, be safe and sound. Cf. Islam, Mus-
sulman, and salaam, from the same source.] I,
n. A follower of Mohammed; an orthodox Mo-
hammedan.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the Mohammedans

;

Mohammedan.
They piled the ground with Moslem slain.

HaUeck, Marco Bozzaris.

Moslemism (mos'lem-izm), re. [< Moslem +
-ism.] The Mohammedan religion.

Moslim (mos'lim), n. and a. Same as Moslem.
moslings (moz'lingz), n. pi. [Perhaps for
*mosselings, < mossel, dial, form of morsel, a
bit, a piece : see morsel.] The thin shreds of
leather shaved off by the currier in dressing
skins. They are used to rub oil from metals
in polishing them.

It is necessary, between the application of each powder,
to wipe the work entirely clean, with rags, cotton-waste,
sawdust, moslings (or the curriers' shavings of leather).

0. Byrne, Artisan's Handbook, p. 374.

mosolin (mos'o-lin), re. [OP.: see muslin.]
Stuff made at Mosul, in Asiatic Turkey; ori-

ginally, costly materials of different kinds for
which Mosul was famous in the middle ages.
Compare musUn.
Mososaurus, n. See Mosasawus.
mosque (mosk), re. [Also mosk, and formerly
mosch, masche, moschee, musJcey (also mesquit,
mesTcit, mesMto, meschit, mesqvMa, mosquita,
musTcethe, etc : see mesquif^) ; < P. mosqude =
It. moschea (> G. moschee), < Sp. mezquita =
Pg. mosquita, < Ar. masjid, masjad, a temple, <
sajada, prostrate oneself, pray.] A Moham-
medan place of worship and the ecclesiasti-
cal organization with which it is connected;
a Mohammedan church. The architectural char-
acter of mosques varies greatly, according as they oc-
cupy free or cramped sites, and as in construction they
are original foundations or adaptations of existing build-
ings. The normal plan of the mosque is rectangular, and
includes, besides the covered place of worship proper, an
open cloistered court with a fountain for ablutions, and
one or more minarets from which the faithful are sum-
moned to prayer at stated hours. The dome, supported
on pendentives, and the arch, usually pointed, of the horse-
shoe (Saracenic) form, and springing from slender columns,
together with elaborate and often splendidly colored sur-
face-ornament, mainly geometrical, are features of very
frequent occurrence. In the interior the chief decora-

mosquito-canopy
tion is found in numerous hanging lamps. The direction
of Mecca is indicated b^ a niche or recess, sometimes a
mere tablet inscribed with verses from the £oran, called

Mosque of Mehemet Ali in Cairo.

the mihrab. A class ofmosques is set apart for the instruc-
tion of young men, and with many of the larger there are
connected hospitals and public kitchens for the benefit of
the poor. See cuts under Moorish, mimbar, and minwet.

Por the Sarrasyns kepe that place in greate reuerence,
and worshyp it ryght moche in theyr manor, and haue
made thereof theyr Muskey.

SirA Ouylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 20.

The places of most Keligion amongst themselues are
their Mosches, or Meschits: that is, their Temples and
Houses of prayer. Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 297.

By his [Mahomet II. 's] command the metropolis of the
Eastern church was transformed into a mosch.

Oibbon, Decline and Fall, Ixviii.

mosquital (mus-ke'tal), a. [< mosquito + -al.]

Of or pertaining to or produced by a mosquito

:

as, masquital saliva.

mosquito, musquito (mus-ke'to), n.
;
pi. mos-

quAtos, mosquitoes, musquitos, musquitoes (-toz).

[Formerly also musTceto, moschito, musldto ; = P.
m^usUque, for *mousquite = G. mosMte, < Sp. Pg.
mosquito, a little gnat, dim. of mosca, a fly,< L.
mvsca, a fly : see Musca.] One of many different
kinds of gnats or midges the female of which
bites animals and draws blood. They are insects
of the order Dijptera, suborder Nemocera, and chiefly of the

Mouth-parts of Mosquito IJCulexpipiens). enlarged.
a, antennae ; I, labrum ; mp, maxillary palpus ; m, mandibular

sets ; mx, maxillary setas ; Ig, ligula : li, labium.

family CvUddae or gnats, though some members of related
families, as Simuliidw, are called mosquitos, the term be-
ing applied in most parts of the world to gnatswhich have
a piercing and sucking proboscis and annoy man. The
name is said to have arisen in the West Indies, where it
specifically designates Oulex mosquito, a gnat streaked
with silvery white and having a black proboscis. Mosqui-
tos are commonly supposed to be especially tropical in-
sects; but they swarm in summer in almost inconceivable
numbers in arctic and cold temperate latitudes, as In Lab-
rador, or in the region of the Red Kiver of the North, and
throughout the moist wooded or marshy regions of Brit-
ish America. They breed in water, and hence are most
numerous in marshy and swampy places. The life of the
adult insect is very brief, and its natural food is a drop
or two of the juice or moisture of plants. See Anopheles
and cut under gna.ti.

In 66. deg. 33. min. they found it very hot, and were much
troubled with a stinging File, called Muskito.

Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 741.

This summer was very wet and cold (except now and
then a hot day or two), which caused great store of mtw-
ketoes and rattle-snakes.

WirUhrop, Hist. New England, 1. 104.

Mosquito fleet. Seejleet2.

mosquito-bar (mus-ke'to-bar), «. A mosquito-
net. It may be a net-covered frame for a window, a net
window-screen that can be rolled up or let down by means
of pulleys, or a net canopy for a bed.

mosquito-canopy (mus-ke't6-kan'''o-pi), n. A
covering of fine netting supported 'on a frame



moscLuito-canopy
or tester and suspended over a bed as a protec-
tion against insects.

mosciUlto-Cllltain (mus-ke'to-Wr'tan), n.
Same as mosquito-net.

mosciuito-hawk (mus-ke'to-hak), n. 1. A
dragon-fly. The name applies to any of these insects
in the United States, from their preying upon mosqnitos
and other gnats. This habit is so well marked that

Mosquito-hawk t^Calopieryx apicalis), natural size.

propositions have been made for.the artificial propagation
and protection of dragon-flies as a means of relief from
mosguitos in places where the latter are exceptionally
numerous.
2. The night-hawk, a caprimnlgine bird, Chor-
deiles popetue, or some other species of the same
genus.
mosciuito-net (mus-ke'to-net), n. A screen or
covering of plain lace, coarse gauze, or mos-
quito-netting, used as a protection against
mosquitos and other insects.

mosOLUito-lietting (mus-ke'to-nef'ing), re. A
coarse fabric with large open meshes, used for
mosquito-bars, etc. The most common kind is a sort
of gauze of which the warp has single-threaded strands
and the weft strands of two loosely twisted threads hold-
ing the thread of the warp between them.

moss^ (m6s), n. [(a) Early mod. E. also m.osse ;

< ME. mos, \ AS. *mos (not found in this form)
= MD. mos, also mosch, mosse, moss, mold, D.
mos, moss, = MLGr. mos = OHG. MHG. mos, Gr.

moos = loel. mosi = Sw. mossa = Dan. mos,
moss ; akin to (6) E. dial, mese, < ME. *mese, <

AS. me6s = OHG. mios, MHGr. Gr. mies, moss
(the two series of forms being related phoneti-
cally like loss, n., and lese^, leese^, v.); akin to

L. museus (> It. Sp. musco = Pr. mossa = Or,
mms, mousse, E. mousse, the Pr. and P. forms
prob. in part from OHGr. ) , moss ; cf. W. mwswg,
mivswgl, mwstvn, moss; OBulg. muhu = Bulg.
muh = Serv. mah = Bohem. Pol. meeh = Russ.
moTchu (> Hung. moK), moss. Cf. moss^.] 1. A
small herbaceous plant of the natural order
Musci, with simple or branching stems and nu-

Fertile Plant of the Moss Sariula hrachytkylta.

a, the capsule with the operculum and calyptrai *,Uie capsule

with the operculum ; c, transverse section of thf leaf! rf, the apeiof

Se leaf; t, part of the annulus i /; part of the annulus and the pen^

tome, with a few spores above i .r. leaf, in the axil of which are to be

seen the antheridiWand paraphyses i h, antheridium and paraphysis.

merous generally narrow leaves: usually ap-

plied to a matted mass of such plants growmg

together; also, in popular use, any small

cryptogamio plant, particularly a lichen: as,
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Iceland moss, club-woss, rook-?raoss, coral-moss,
etc., and sometimes small matted phanero-
gams, as Pyxidanthera.
Paul primus heremita had parroked hym-selue,
That no man myghte se hym for muche mos and leues.

Piers Plowman (C), xviii. 13.

And on the stone that still doth turn about
There groweth no nwsse.

Wyatt, How to Use the Court.

Moss groweth chiefly upon ridges of houses, tiled or
tiiatched, and upon the crests of walls.

Bacon, Nat. Hist, § 537.

The short moss that on the trees is found.
Drayton, Barons' Wars, iii.

3. Money: in allusion to the proverb, "a roll-

ing stone gathers no moss." [Slang.]—itnlmal
mosses, the moss-animalcules or Bryozoa.—Black moss.
Same as lonn-moss.—Bog-moss. See Sphagnum.—Cana-
SIT-moss, a lichen, Parmelia perlata, used in dyeing.

—

eylon moss, a seaweed, Qracillaria licJienoides, of Cey-
lon and the Indian archipelago, similar to Irish moss,
and used in immense quantities by the inhabitants of
those islands and the Chinese. Also called Jaffna mess
and agar-agar.— Clubfoot moss. Same as elub^moss.—
Corsican moss, an esculent seaweed, Plocaria Helmin-
thoGhorton.— Cup-moss, a name of various species of
lichens, particularly of the genera Lecanora and Cladonia.— Feather-moss, a name sometimes given to some of the
larger species of flVjmttm.—Florida moss. Same as long-
moss.—Floweiing moss, the Pyxidanthera harrbulata, a
prostrate and creeping evergreen plant of the pine-barreus
of JTew Jersey, having small leaves and numerous white
or rose-colored flowers.— Fork-mOBB, a name sometimes
applied to certain species of iMcranwm.— Golden moss.
See iesfea.—Hair-moss. Same as haircap-moss.—lce-
land moss, a lichen, Cetrwria Istandica, so called from its
abundance in Iceland, where it is used as a food and to
some extent as a medicine. Before use it requires to be
steeped for several hours to rid it of a bitter principle,
after which it is boiled to form a jelly, which is mixed with
milk or wine, or it maybe reduced to powder and used as
an ingredient in cake and bread. In Germany it is used for
dressing the warp of webs in the loom. It is also mixed
with pulp for sizing paper in the vat. See Cetraria.— Idle
moss, a name of various pendulous tree-lichens, particu-
larlj; tfsnea bariata.— Indian moss, a garden name for
Saoafraga hypnoides.—IiiBh moss, a seaweed, Chondrus
crispus. See carrageen.— Irish-mosa ale, ale of which
Irish moss or carrageen forms an ingredient. It is sup-
posed to be potent in some diseases.— Jaffloa moss. Same
as Ceylon moss.—Long moss. See long^moss.—New Or-
leansmoss. SameasZon^-Tnoss.—Scale-moss. SeeJtiTi-
germanniaceaB.—Spanish moss. Same as long-moss.—
Tree-moss, a name for various species of I/ycopodium.,
particularly L. (feradroMteKm.—Water-moss. See FmM-
noMs. (See also beard-moss, black-muss, reindeer-moss.)

DIOS3I (m6s), V. [< ME. mossen, mosen; < moss^,
n.'] I. trans. To cover with moss.

Do clay uppon, and mose it alle aboute.
Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 74.

Under an oak whose boughs were m.oss'd with age.

And high top bald with dry antiquity.

Shale., As you Like it, iv. 8. 105.

Il.t intrans. To become mossy; gather moss.

Selden maseth the marbleston that men ofte treden.
Piers Plowman (A), x. 101.

Syldon massgth the stone
That oftyn ys tornnyd & wende.

Book of Precedence (B. E. T..S., extra ser.), i. 39.

moss^ (m6s), n. [< ME. moss, mos, < AS. mos
(moss-), a swamp, = MD. mose, a swamp, bog,

sink, kitchen-sink, = OHGr. MHGr. m^s, G. moos
= Icel. mosi = Sw. mosse, mdsse = Dan. mose,

a swamp; akin to E. mire, < ME. mire, myre,

< Icel. myrr, myri = Sw. mA/ra = Dan. myre,

myr = OHGr. mios, MHG. Gr. mies, a swamp (see

mire^); prob. orig. 'a place overgrown with
moss,' derived from and partly confused with
mass^.^ A swamp or bog; specifically, a peat-

bog or a tract of such bogs ; also, peat.

Sone in a moss entryt are thai,

That had wele twa myle lang of breid.

Out our that moss on fute thai yeid.

Barbour, xix. 738. (Jamieson.)

We think na on the lang Scots miles,

The mosses, waters, slaps, and stiles.

That lie between us and our hame.
Bums, Tam o' Shanter.

It [the road] went over rough boulders, so that a man
had to leap from one to another, and through soft bottoms
where the moss came nearly to the knee.

H L. Stevenson, Merry Men.

moss^t, »• -^ erroneous form of morse^.

The mosses teeth, all kinds of Furrs, and wrought Iron

do here sell to much profit. Sandys, Travailes, p. 67.

moss-agate (m6s'ag"at), n. A kind of agate

containing brown or black moss-like dendritic

forms, due to the oxids of manganese or iron

distributed through the mass. Also called

dendrachate.

moss-alcohol (m6s'al"'ko-hol), n. See alcohol, 1.

moss-animal (m6s'an"i-mal), n. A moss-ani-

malcule.
moss-animalcule (m6s'an-i-mal'''kul), n. A
bryozoan orpolyzoan: so called from the mossy
appearance of some of them, especially the

phylactolrematous polyzoans, translating the

moss-owl

scientific name Bryozoa. Also moss-animalf
moss-coral, moss-polyp. SeePolyzoa.
mossback (mos'bak), re. 1. A large and old
fish, as a bass : so called by anglers, in allusion
to the growth of seaweed, etc., which may be
found on its back.— 2. In U. S. politics, one
attached to antiquated notions; an extreme
conservative. [Slang.]— 3. In the southern
United States, during the civil war, one who
hid himself to avoid conscription. [Slang.]
moss-bass (mds'bas), n. The large-mouthed
black-bass, Micropterus salmoides, a oentrar-
choid fish. [Indiana, U. S.]

mossberry (m6s'ber"i), re.; pi. mossberries (-iz).

See cranberry, 1.

moss-box (m6s'boks), n. A kind of huge stuff-

ing-box used in a method of sinking shafts in-

vented by M. J. Chaudron, a Belgian engineer,
for preventing water from entering at the bot-
tom of the tubing, it consists of flanged rings ar-
ranged to form an annular box, in which moss is placed
to form a packing and compressed by the weight of the su-
perincumbent tubing, thus permanently stopping the in-

flow of water from upper strata which would otherwise de-
scend outside the tubing and enter the pit at the bottom.

mossbunker (m6s'bung-k6r), n. [Also moss-
bonker, mossbanker, massbanker, marshbunker,
marshbanker, morsebonker, morsbunker, mouse-
bunker, etc., and abbr. bunker, in earlier form
marsbancker (1679), < D. marsbanker, the scad or
horse-mackerel, Caranx trachurus, which an-
nually visits the shores of northern Europe in
immense schools, and swims at the surface in
much the same manner as the mossbunker

—

this name being transferred by the Dutch of
New York to the fish now so called (it occurs so
applied, in the form masbank, in a Dutch poem
byJacob Steedman in 1661). The D. marsbanker
(Gronovius, 1754) is not in the dictionaries.

Its formation is not clear; appar. < mars, a
peddler's pack (or mas, a mass, crowd), + bank,

bank, -I- -er (= E. -er'^)
;
prob. in allusion to its

appearance in schools.] The menhaden, Bre-
voorUa tyrannus. See cut under Brevoortia.

This bay [New York] swarms with flsh, both large and
small, whales, tunnies, . . . and a sort of herring called
the marsbaruikers.
Bankers and Sluyter, Voyage to New York, 1679 (tr. in 1867

[for Coll. Long Island Hist. Soc, L ICO).

He saw the duyvel, in the shape of a huge moss-bunker,
seize the sturdy Anthony by the leg, and drag him beneath
the waves. Irving, Knickerbocker (ed. Grolier), II. 223.

moss-campion (m6s'kam'''pi-on), n. A dwarf
tufted moss-like plant, with purple flowers, Si-

lene acaulis. it is found in high northern latitudes, ex-
tending southward on the higher mountains.

moss-capped (mds'kapt), a. Capped or covered
with moss.
moss-cheeper (m6s'che"p6r), re. The titlark.

[Scotch.]

In descending the Urioch hill, I found the nest of a tit-

lark, or moss-cheeper.
FlemArtg, Toiu- in Arran. {Jam^ason.y

moss-clad (m6s'klad), a. Clad or covered with,

moss. Lord Jjyttelton.

moss-coral (mSs'kor'al), re. Same as moss-ani-
malcule.

moss-crops (m6s'krops), re. The cotton-grass,

a bog-loving plant. See cotton-grass and Erio-
phorum. [Local, Scotch.]

moss-duck (m6s'duk), n. See duck^.

mossel (mos'el), n. An obsolete or dialectal

form of morsel.

moss-grown (mds'gron), a. Overgrown with,

moss.
Shakes the old beldam earth, and topples down
Steeples and moss-groum towers.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 1. 33.

moss-hags (m&s'hagz), n. pi. Dead peat, dried

up and more or less blown away, or washed
away by the rain, so as to leave a curiously

irregular surface, over which it is hardly pos-
sible to walk with safety. [Scotch.]

mosshead (m6s'hed), «. The hooded mergan-
ser, Lophodytes cucutlatus. [South Carolina.]

The colored women often use a large bunch of "Florida
moss," Tillandsia usneoides, as a cushion for the heavy
loads they carry on their heads, and I am inclined to be-

lieve that mosshead was suggested by this practice, ra-

ther than by any direct resemblance to moss in the bird's

crest. G. TmmlmU, Bird Names (1888), p. 75.

mossiness (m6s'i-nes), re. The state of being
mossy, or overgrown with moss.

moss-locust (m6s'16"kust), n. See locust^.

mosso (mos'so), a. [It., pp. of muovere, move:
see move.] In mMSic, rapid: as, _pm mosso, more
rapid; meno mosso, less rapid.

moss-owl (m6s'oul), n. A dialectal form of

mouse-owl. [Scotch.]



moss-pink

moss-pink (mos'pingk), n. A plant, Phlox sub-
ulata, found on the rocky hills of the central
United States, and often cultivated for its
handsome pink-purple flowers.

moss-polyp (m6s'pol"ip), n. Same as moss-ani-
malcule.

moss-rake (mds'rak), n. A kind of rake used
in gathering Irish moss, Chondrws crispus.
moss-rose (mos'rdz), ». A beautiful cultivated
rose, so named from its moss-like calyx. It is
considered a variety of the cabbage-rose.

moss-rush (mds'rush), n. An Old World species
of rush, growing on peaty land: same as goose-
corn.

moss-trooper (m6s'tr6"per), n. One of a num-
ber of men who troop or range over the mosses
or bogs (compare hog-trotter) : applied specifi-
cally to the marauders who infested the bor-
ders of England and Scotland in former times.

A fancied rfiois-tirooper, the boy
The truncheon of a spear bestrode,

And round the hall, right merrily,
In mimic foray rode. Scott, L. of L. M., i. 19.

The moss-troopers of Connecticut.
Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 305.

moss-trooping (m6s'tr8"ping), a. Having the
habits of a moss-trooper.

A stark moss-trooping Scott was he.
As e'er couched border lance by knee.

Scott, L. of L. M., L 21.

moss-wood (mos'wud), n. Trunks and stumps of
trees frequently found in morasses. Halliwell.

mossy (mSs'i), a. [Early mod. E. also mossie,
and with single s (as in ME. mos), also mosy,
mosie, moosie, moocie, etc. , dial, mosy, mosey; <
wjossl -t- -1/1.] 1 . Overgrownvsdth moss ; abound-
ing with moss.

We are both old, and may be Bpar'd, a pair
Of fruitless trees, mossie and withered trunks.

Shirley(and Fletcher 7), Coronation, ii. 1.

A violet by a mossy stone. Wordsworth, Lucy.

The Ttwssy marbles rest
On the lips that he has pressed
In their bloom. 0. W. Holmes, The Last Leaf.

2. Like moss. Specifically— (o) Hairy; rough. (6)
Downy. Levins.

Inxpiens barta, a younge moocie bearde. Ulyot, 1B59.

(c) Mealy, (d) Moldy. [In these specific senses mostly
prov. Eng. or Scotch, and usually mosy.]

most (most), a. and ti. [< ME. most, mast, < AS.
mwst = OS. mesi = OPries. mast = D. meest =
MLG. mest, meist = OHGr. MHO. Gr. meist =
Icel. mestr = Sw. Dan. mest = Goth, maists,
most; superl. going with more and mo, corn-
par.: see morel.] I. a. 1. Greatest in size or
extent ; largest : superlative of much or nvickle

in its original sense 'great,' 'large,'

They slepen til that it was prime large.
The mo8te part, but it were Canace.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, L 354.

Hit wern the fayrest of forme & of face als.

The most & the myriestthat maked wern euer.
Alliterative Poems (E. E. T. S.), U. 254.

2t. Greatest in age; oldest.— 3t. Greatest in
rank, position, or importance ; highest; chief.

Thanne Ooddard was sikerlike
Under God the moste swike [traitor]

That eure in erthe shaped was. Havelok, L 422.

But thou art thy mAiSte Enemy.
PoliticaZ Poems, etc. (ed. Fumivall), p. 190.

Chese yow a wyf in short tyme atte leste
Bom of the gentiUeste and of the mxste
Of al this lond. Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 75.

Feith, hope, & charite, nothing colde

;

The mooste of hem is charite.

Hymm to Virgin, eta. (B. E. T. S.), p. 117.

So both agreed that this their bridale feast

Should for the Gods in Froteus house be made

;

To which they all repayr'd, both most and least.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. xl. 9.

4. Greatest in amount, degree, or intensity:

superlative of much.

Thou hast lore thin cardinals at thi meste nede.
Flemish Insurrection (Child's Ballads, VI. 273).

I had most need of blessing. Shak., Macbeth, ii. 2. 32.

5. Greatest in number; numerous beyond
others; amounting to a considerable majority:

superlative of many : used before nouns in the
plural.

Most men will proclaim every one his own goodness.
Prov. XX. 6.

He thinks most sorts of learning flourished among them.
Pope.

For the most part, mostly ;
principally.

II. n. 1. The greatest or greater number: in

this sense plural.

Then began he to upbraid the cities wherein most of his

mighty works were done. Mat. xi. 20.

He has his health and ampler strength indeed
Than most have of his age. Shak., W. T., iv. 4. 415.
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2. Greatest value, amount, or advantage; ut-

most extent, degree, or effect.

A covetous man makes the most of what he has and can
get. Sir £. L'Estrange.

At most, or at the most, at the utmost extent ; at fur-

thest ; at the outside.

Within this hour at most
I will advise you. Shak., Macbeth, iii. 1. 128.

They [the works of the great poets] have only been read
as the multitude read the stars, at most astrologically, not
astronomically. Thoreau, Walden, p. Il3.

Least and mostt. See leasts.—7o make the most of.
See TiMjicl.

most (most), adv. [< ME._ mos*, mast, < AS.
mcest, adv., orig. neut. of mcest, a. : see most, a.']

1 . In the greatest or highest or in a very great
or high degree, quantity, or extent; mostly;
chiefly; principally.

Thy soverein temple wol I most honouren
Of any place. Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1549.

Women are most fools when they think they 're wisest.

Beau, and Fl., Scornful Lady, iv. 1.

Those nearest the king, and most his favourites, were
courtiers and prelates. Milton.

He for whose only sake,
Or most for his, such toils I undertake.

Dryden, Mneii, i. 859.

2. Used before adjectives and adverbs to form
a superlative phrase, as more is to form a com-
parative: as, mos* vile; mos* wicked; mosfillus-
trious ; most rapidly. Like more with comparatives,
it was formerly often used superfluously with superlatives

:

thus, most boldest, dearest, heaviest, worst, etc. See morel.

For whan his semblant is moste clere.

Than is he iiwsle derke in his thought.
Gower, Conf. Amant., ii.

For in the wyuter season the fowler spedyth not but in
the moost hardest and coldest weder ; whyche is grevous.

Jtdioina B&mers, Treatyse of Fysshynge, p. 4.

This was the most unkindest cut of all.

Shah., J. C, iii. 2. 187.
Most au-endt. See anend.

-most. [An altered form, by confusion with
most, of ME. -mest, < AS. -mest, a double superl.
suffix, < -ma (= L. -m«s), as in forma, first, for-
mer, -f- -est (E. -esii), as in fyrst, first.] A dou-
ble superlative sufSx associated with -more, a
comparative suffix, now taken as a suffixal form
of most, as used in forming superlatives, as in
foremost, hindmost, uppermost, utmost, inmost,
topmost, etc. Compare -more'-.

mostelf, mostent, •«. Middle English forms of

moste^t, a. and n. A Middle English form of
moist.

mostly (most'li), adm. For the greatest part

;

for the most part ; chiefly ; mainly
;
generally.

This image of God, namely natural reason, if totally or
mofAly defaced, the right of government doth cease.

Bacon.

My little productions are mostly satires and lampoons on
particular people. Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 1.

mosto (mos'to), n. [= Sp. Pg. It. mosto, < L.
mustum: see must^, ».] Must; specifically, a
preparation used for "doctoring" wines of in-
ferior quality: same as doctor, 6.

mostourt, n. A Middle English form of moist-
ure.

mostwhatt (most'hwot), adv. For the most
part.

For all the rest do most-what fare amis.
Spenser, Colin Clout, 1. 757.

mosy, a. See mossy.

mot't, ri. An obsolete form of motel.

mot^ (mot), n. [< P. mot = Pr. mot = Sp. Pg.
mote = It. motto (> E. motto), a word, motto, <
ML. muttum, a word, L. a mutter, a grunt, <
L. muttire, mutire, mutter: see mutter.'] It. A
word; a motto.

God hath not onely graven
On the brass Tables of swift-turning Heav'n
His sacred Mot.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Columnes.

2 (F. pron. mo). A saying, especially a brief
andforeibleor witty saying; abon-mot. [Re-
cent.]

But, in fact, Descartes himself was author of the mot— "My theory of vortices is a philosophical romance."
Sir W. Hamilton.

mot^ (mot), n. [< ME. mote, mot, < OP. mot,
a note of a horn (another use of mot, a word),
< L. muttum, a murmur, grunt: see »jo<2.] A
note on the bugle, hunting-horn, or the like;
also, a note in the musical notation for such
instruments.

Strakande ful stoutly raony stif motez.
Sir Gawayne and the Green Enight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1364.

Three mots on this bugle wDl, I am assured, bring round,
at our need, a jolly band of yonder honest yeomen.

Scott, Ivanhoe, xl.

mote

mot* (mot), n. [See moat'^.'] 1. An obsolete or
dialectal form of moat.—2. A mark for players
at quoits. Halliwell.

motacil (mot'a-sil), m. [= P. motacille = Sp.
motacilla = Sg. motaciUa, < L. motadlla, the
white water-wagtail, < motus (with dim. suffix),

pp. of movere, move : see mMie. The L. word
is commonly explained as lit. 'wagtail,' as if

irreg. < L. motare, move (freq. of movere, move),
+ *cilla, assumed to mean ' tail.'] A wagtail.
See Motacilla.

Motacilla (mo-ta-sil'a), n. [NL., < L. motacil-
la, the white water-wagtail : see motadl.'] A
genus of chiefly Old World oseine passerine
birds, typical of the family Motacillidce or wag-
tails. The name has been used with great latitude and
little discrimination for many small singing birds of all

Sarts of the worid, as the true Sylviidce or Old Worid war-
lers, various Mtieeicaptdce or Old World flycatchers, many

of the American Sylvioolidce or wood-warblers, and for all

the MotacUlidoB, including the pipits or titlarks of the
subfamily Anthinoe. It is now restricted to the black-
and-white or pied wagtails, as M. alba, of lithe form, with
massed coloration of black, white, and ashy, long vibratUe
tail of twelve weak narrow feathers, pointed wings whose
tip is formed by the first three primaries, and whose inner
secondaries are long and flowing, and long slender feet

without specially lengthened or straightened hind claws.
There are many species, widely distributed in Europe,
Asia, and other parts of the Old World, one or two of which
sometimes straggle to America. Thus, M. alba has been
found in Greenland and M. ocularis in California.

Motacillidse (mo-ta-sil'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Motacilla + 4dce.^

"A family of oseine birds of

the order Passeres, typified by the genus Motor
cilia; the wagtails. The bill is shorter than the head,
straight, slender, acute, and notched ; the primaries are
nine in number; the inner secondaries are lengthened;
the feet are long and slender, with scutellate tarsi and
usually long and straightened claw ; and the tall is usually
as long as the wings. The MotacUlidce are small insec-

tivorous biids of terrestrial habits, resemblinglarks (Alau-
didce) in some respects, but widely separated by the lami-
niplantation of the podotheca. Two subfamilies are gen-
erally recognized, MotacUlince and Anthince, or wagtails
proper and pipits or titlarks.

Motacillinse (m6'''ta-si-]i'ne), n. pi. [< Mofa-
ciUa + -ince.'] 1. The MotaeiUidm as a sub-
family of some other family, as Sylviidce.— 2.

A subfamily of MotaeiUidm. it contains the wag-
tails proper as distinguished from the pipits or Anthinoe,
having the point of the wing formed by the first three
primaries, the tail as long as the wing or longer, and the
coloration either pied with black and white or varied witli
yellow and green. There are some 50 species, chiefly of
two leading genera Motacilla and Budytes. See wagtail.

motacilline (mo-ta-sil'in), a. Pertaining to or
resembling the MotaciMnce.
motationt (mo-ta'shon), n. [< LL. motatio(n-),
< L. motare, keep moving, freq. of movere, move

:

seemojie.] Theactof moving; mobility. Bai-
ley, 1731.

^

motatorious (mo-ta-to'ri-us), a. [< LL. mota-
tor, a mover, < L. motare, pp. motatus, move:
see motation.'] Vibratory; mobile: said of
the legs of an insect or arachnid which, on
alighting, has the habit of moving them rapid-
ly, keeping the body in a constant state of vi-
bration. This habit is found especially among
certain long-legged spiders and crane-flies.

Motazilite (mo-taz'i-lit), n. [Prom an Arabic
word meaning ' to separate.'] One of a numer-
ous and powerful sect of Mohammedan heretics,
who to a great extent denied predestination,
holding that man's actions were entirely within
the control of his own will. They held extremely
heretical opinions with reference to the quality or attri-
butes of Deity. They appeared a few generations after
Mohammed, and became one of the most important and
dangerous sects of heretics in Islam.

motel (mot), n. [Formerly also moat; < ME.
mot (dat. mote), < AS. mot, a particle, atom,
= D. mot, dust; cf. D. moet, a knob, speck,
mark; Sp. mota, a bur in cloth. Cf. moat^.j
1. A small particle, as of dust visible in a ray
of sunlight; anything very small.

As thlkke as motes in the sonne-beame.
Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 12.

Why beholdest thou the mote tliat is in thy brother's
eye? Mat. vii. 3.

These Eels did lie on the top of that water, as thick as
motes are said to be in the sun.

I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 169.

2t. A stain ; a blemish.
Mote ne spot is non in the.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), i. 763.

3. An imperfection in wool.— 4. The stalk of a
plant. HalUioell. [Prov. Eng.]— 5. A match
or squib with which, before the introduction of
the safety-fuse, it was customary to ignite the
charge in blasting.

mote^ (mot), 1). [< ME. mote, mot (pret. moste),
< AS. *mdtan (pres. mot, pret. moste; not foimd
in inf.) = OS. motan, pres. mot = OPries. pres.



mote
mot, pret. moste = MD. D. mr,etf>i = MLG.
motcH, LG. moten = OH6. muo::e)i. MHG. infie-
~en, G. mussen = Goth, motan. gamotan (pres.
mot, pret. gamoite). be obliged; relations doubt-
ful. The word remains only in the pret. (and
now also pres. l magt^ and in the archaic subj.
mote.l 1. May; might : chiefly in the sub-
junctive: as, so mote it be. [Archaic]— 2t.
Must. See mu^.

Tit nujt he doon bothe right to poore and lycbe^
Al be that hire estaat be nat yliche.

Chaucer, Good Women, I. 38S.

At ]ast their waTe5 so feU, that they mate part.
Spemer, F. Q., HL iii. 62.

mote^t, II. and r. An obsolet« form of moot^.
mote^t, M. An obsolete form of moat.
aaoteSf, 'i. [ME., < L. motus, motion, < movere,
pp. motus,niove : see more; ef. /notion.] Motion.
The residae is the mene mote for the same day and the

same honre. Cltaueer, Astrolabe^ iL 44.

mote-bellt (mofbel), n. AbeU used to summon
people to a moot or court.

3aoted (mo'ted), a. [< mote^ + -cd^.] Contain-
ing motes ; abounding in motes.

And the old swaUow-hannted boras

—

Brown-gabled, long, and fall of seams
Tbrongfa Thicji the noted soidight steams.

mutier, Witch^ Dan^t».

moteless (mot'les), a. [< ME. moteles; < motei-

+ -fe-ss.] 1. Free of motes.
In this fnoteleig air were placed test-tabes.

Tlie Americxm, IV. 298.

2. Spotless; without blemish.

Ihat moteleg meyny may nener remwe,
I^ that maskelea mayster neaer-tho-les.

AllSeraine Poena (ed. UorrisX L 398.

moteling (motling), n. [< Miofel + -Knji.] A
little mot« ; something very small.

A dond of MoaUings hnms
Above OOT heads.

SyUegter, t?. of Dn Baitas's Weeks, iL, The Vocation.

Motella (mo-tel'a), n. [XL., < F. moteOe, the
eel-pout (et m usteUe, the whistlefish) ; < Ii.

musteUi, a fish, the eel-pout : see Mustela.'i A
genus of gadoid fishes : the roeklings. They are
of small size, with elongate body, small scales, two dorsal
fins, and one anaL There are several species, of Tarioos
seas, as jr. must^a.

moteret, r. A Middle English form of mutter.

Prompt. Pare, p. 30.

motet (mo-tef), ». [Also moiett, mottett; = F.
motet = Sp. Pg. motete, < It. mottetto (MIi. mo-
tetum), a motet, dim. of motto, a word, saying:
see mop, motto.'] In music : (a) A voeal com-
position in somewhat strict polyphonic style,

having a Biblical or similar prose text, and in-

tended to be sung in a church service. Origi-

nally the motet was designed as a contrast to the plain-

song of the remaindra' of the service, and probably it

often possessed something of the graceful intricacy of

the madrigaL The earliest motets date from about 1300.

The use of an instrumental accompaniment is nsoally
limited, and often avoided altogether. (6) Any vocal
work in harmony intended for use in a church
service ; an anthem. SbricUy speaking, a motet is in

medieval st^e, and an anthem in modern style ; bnt the
distinction is often ignored,

motettdst (mo-tet'ist), n. [< motet, motett, +
-ist.2 A eonoiposer or singer of motets.

motetns (mo-te'tus), ». [ML., also nwtetum.l

In medieval m usic, a middle voice or voice-part

;

a mean,
mothl (moth), n. [< ME. mofhe, moththe, <

AS. mo^ihe = MD. motte, D. mot = MLG. LG.
mutte = MHG. motte, matte, G. motte = leel.

motti, a moth, = Sw. mott, a moth ; also E. disd.

mought, < ME. moughte, movcghte, moughthe, <

AS. mohthe. Perhaps akin to ma^, madei^,

whence maddoch, maitk, a maggot. The forms

are somewhat discordant; perhaps two or more
orig. diff. words are involved.] 1. Anoctnmal
orcrepnseularlepidopterousinsect: amemberof
the order Lepidoptera and suborder jHeterocero.

Moths resemble biftterflies^ but for the most part fly by

night Instead ofby day, and theh antennffi, thoogh exhibit-

ing great diveisitv of siae and shape, are notrhopalocerous

orclnbbedatthe"endlikethoseof batteiflies. There are

many families and very numerous genera and species.

Aside from numberless specific names, moths are distin-

guished by the leading families under English names.

Hawk-motiis are SphmgieUB and related famihes ; butterfly

hawk-moths,Urta^tiiBiYazvmBpopnIarnames),^9«miite;

clear-winged hawk-moths, ./fijerjtite; swift-motlis,fl(3»o-

lidce; lappet-moths or silkworm-moths, Bombyddw; tiger-

moths, AretudtB; lackey-moths, IMhoaida; rustic moths,

Soetuidis: geometrid moths, Geomelrida; meal-moths,

PyraUdce; leaf-rolling moths, Torlrieida; ermine-moths,

Tpoaomeutidte; lea{-miningmotbs,3Vneuto; plnme-moth^

MueitideBOarPteroplumdte). The tineids include the va-

rious small moths injnrions to carpets and other woolen

fabrics. The smaller moths, of sevaal famJies. are often

collectively designated Microlepidoplera- Jorm^ small

white mealy moths are caUed rmOen. See the above
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names, and cuts under q>fi*);j, E'-nnbyx^ Cidaria, Eaeleg,
Carpocapia, and Agntii.

An Tnredy rene thi reiidue shal spene,
That menye moOUht was maister yime. in a mynte-while.

Piers Ploirmau (CX liil. 216.

2. Any larva that destroys woolen fabrics.— 3.
Figiu^tively, one who or that which gradually
and silently eats, consimies, orwastes anything.

If 1 be left behmd,
A mttJi of peace, and he go to the war.

5Aat, OtheUo, t 3. 257.

Bee-hawkmoth. See bee-Aoui'.—SnffiLlo moth, apopu-
lar misnomer of the dermestld beetle AirfArcnu* acropAu-
laruBt derived from the brown hairy humped larva. See
cuts under Anlhnniu: and caruet-frMtfe.—Clothes moth.
See dotAes-inofA. —Death's-head, deltoid, emperor,
harlequin moth. See the qnalifyiug words.—Grape-
berry moth. See grapei .—Hebrew-Character moth.
See Heftreir.—Honeycomb moth. ?*e honeycomb.

moth^t, ». An obsolete variant of mote^.
Feibuxo [IL], a UtUe sticke, a fease-straw, a tooth-picke,

a moth, a little beame. Florio.

A moth it is to trouble the mind's eye.
Shai:, Hamlet, 1 1. U2.

moth-bljght (moth'blit), n. A homopterous in-
sect of the genus Aleurodes or femily Aleurodi-
d(e: so called from their resemblance to moths
and the injury they do to plants. They are re-
lated to the coccids or scale-insects, and to the
aphids or plant-lice.

moth-cicaaa (mdth'si-ka'da), n. A homopter-
ous insect of the family Flatidce; a flatid.

moth-eat (mdth'et), r. t. To eat or prey upon,
as a moth eats a garment: only in tie past
participle.

Koine and n^lect have so moatheaten her [the town of
Fettipore] as at this day she lies prostTate^ and become the
object of danger and misery.

Sir T. Berbert, Travels in Africa, p. 61.

mothed (motht), a. [Xmoth + -erf"-.] Moth-
eaten. [Rare.]

Shredded perfume, like a cloud
From closet long to quiet vowed.
With mothed and dropping arras hung.

Browning, Paracelsus.

mothent (moth'n), a. [< moth + -e«2.] Full of
moths ; moth-eaten.

We rake not up olde, mouldie, and niothen parehmentes
to seeke our progenitours' names.

Full-e agaiwt AUen (1580), p. r25.

mother^ (musn'er), )(. [With th for orig. d, as
also in. father; < ME. moder (gen. moder), < AS.
modor, moder, moddor (gen. modor, dat. meder)=
OS. mddar, muoder=OFTigs.moder=D. moeder,
moer = MLG. moder, LG. moder, mor = OHG.
MHG. muoter, G. mutter z=lcel. mddhirz=Sw.
Dan. moder (not found in Goth., where the word
for 'mother' was aithei and for 'father' atta) =
Oil. mathir, Ir. Grael. mathair= L. mater (mdtr-)
(>It. Sp. Pg. modre= Pr. maire= OF. mere, F.
mere) = Gr. itirnip, Doric imrrip = OBulg. mati=
Buss, mati = Lith. mote =_Pol. ma^-a (with
dim. term, -ka) = OPers. mata, Pers. mdder =
Skt. mdtd (stem mdtar), mother; a general In-
do-Eur. word(thoughabsentin Gothic andmod.
W.), with appar. sufSx -tar, of agent, from a
root usually taken to be •/ mo, Skt. md, mea-
sure or make ; but this is conjectural. Cf . mat-
ter, from the same ult. root.] 1. A woman in
relation to her child ; female parent : also used
of female animals in relation to their offspring.

Thus brought merlyn the messagers of the kynge to

his tTwder place. Jferiin (E. R T. S.), L 30.

Many was the modur son
To the kyrk with him can fare.

J2oU» Hood and the Monk (Child's Ballads,V. 5).

Ladies ! thon, Paris, mov'st my langhter.
They 're deities ev'ry mother's daughter.

Cotton, Burlesque upon Burlesque, p. 25S. {Domes.)

2. That which has given birth to anythiug;
source of anything

;
generatrix.

Alas, poor country ! ... It caimot
Be called our moUier, but our grave.

Shak., Macbeth, iv. 3. 166.

Athens, the eye of Greece, mother of arts

And eloquence. JftZton, F. £., iv. 240.

3. A familiar appellation or term of address of

an old or elderly woman.
But, mother, I did not come to hear Mr. Rochester's for-

tune ; I came to hear my owil
Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, lii.

4. A title sometimes given to an abbess, and
to other women holding an important position

in religious or semi-religious institutions.

Why should these ladies stay so long? They must come
this way ; I know the queen employs 'em not ; for the rev-

erend mother sent me word they wordd all be for the gar-

den. Beau, and Fl., Philaster, it i

5. A hysterical malady.

O, how this mother swells up toward my heart

!

Sltak., Lear, iL 4. 56.

mother-in-law
The mother is a pestilent, wilful, troublesome siLkness.

Middteton, Michaelmas Term, iil 1.

6t. The thickest plate, forming the body or
principal part, of the astrolabe.

The moder of thin Astrelabie is the thlkkeste plate,
perced with a large hole, that resieyvyth in hir wombe
the thyime plates compowned for (hverse clymatx, and
thi net shapen in manere of a net or of a webbe of a loppe.

Chaucer, Astzolabe, L 3.

Arttfldal mother. See brooder.— Congregation Ofthe
Mother of (Sod. See congregation.— Every mother's
son, all, withont exception. [CoUoq.]—Mother Carey's
Chicken. SeeeAtoteni.—Mother CaiOT's goose. See
900M.—Mother ehnrtih. SeeeAurcA.— Mother of eels,
a lycodoid fish, Zoarees angiatlaris, more commonly known
as eei-pout.—Mother of God, a title given to the Virgin
Haiy.—Mother Of herrings, the anice. (Prov.Eng.]—
Houier of the wijtidg, the chief of the ladies of honor at
the English coivt—Mother ofthe mawkins. See nioi-
kin.—Mother's mark, abirth-mark; a strawberry-mark,
mole^ or other neevns.

mother! (mu^H'er), r. t. [< mother^, ».] To
be or act as a mother to ; treat in a motherly
fashion.

The queen . . . would have mothered another body's
chad. HoweU, Hist^ Eng. , p. 170.

I mothered all his daughters when
Their mother's life cut short.

Barper's Mag., T.XXVllL S29.

mother^ (muTH'er), n. [Altered, by confusion
with mother^ from *mudder, < 3ID. modder, mud,
dregs, lees, D. moer= MLG. moder, moer, dregs,
lees, LG. moder ( > G. moder, also mutter) = Dan.
Sw. madder, mud, mold; akin to mud, q. v.]

1. Dregs; lees.

Near a Nymph with an Urn, that divides the High-way,
And into a Puddle throws Mother of Tea.

Prior, Down-Hall, st 15.

2. A stringy, mu(»laginous substance which
forms in vinegar during the acetous fermenta-
tion, and the presence of which sets up and
hastens this kind of fermentation. It is produced
by a plant, Myeoderma aceU, the germs ofwhich, like those
of the yeast-plant, exist in the atmosphercL

Unhappily the bit of tnotAer from Swiffs vinegar-baixel
has had strength enough to sour all the rest [of Carlyle's
characteristics]. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 124.

mother^ (muTH'er), v. i. [< mother^, n.] To
become concreted, as the thick matter of li-

quors ; become mothery.
They oint their [sheep's] naked limbs with vnothend oiL

J>ryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgic^ iii. 683.

mother^ (muTH'er), n. Same as mouther.

A filing for a mother, a bow for a boy,
A whip for a carter.

Tusser, FiveHundred Pomts of Good Husbandry. {Latham.)

mother-cask (mnTH'er-kask), «. The cask in
which acetous fermentation is carried on in the
manufacture of vinegar.
mother-cell (musH'er-sel), n. See ceU.

mother-cloves (muTH'er-klovz), n. See clove*:.

mother-country (muTH'er-kun'tri), n. 1. A
country which has sent colonies to other coun-
tries: used in speaking of it in relation to
its colonies.— 2. One's native country.— 3. A
country as the mother or producer of anything.
motherliood (mnsn'er-hud), «. [ME. *moder-
hod, moderhede; < mother^ + -hood.'] The state
of being a mother.
Mother-Habbaxd (muTH'er-hub'ard), H. A
loose full gown worn by women: so named
from its generalresemblance to that considered
characteiistie of "Mother Hubbard" in the
rimes of "Mother (Joose."

One misning - . . he opened his door and beheld the
vision of a woman going towards the breakfast-room in
a robe de unit, bnt which turned out to be one of the
Mother Bubbards which have had a certain celebrity as
street dresses in ^me parts of the West.

C. D. Warner, Thehr Pngrimage, p. 61-

mothering (muTH'er-ing), n. [< mother^ +
-ing^.] A rural custom of visitmg one's pa-
rents and giving them presents on Mid-Lent
Sunday : supposed to be derived from the cus-

tom in former times of visiting the mother
church on that day. Also called midientinq.

[Eng.] m to thee a smmel brmg
'Gainst thou go'st a mothering.

Herriek, To Dianeme^

mother-in-law (muTH'er-in-la'),n. 1. The
mother of one's husband or wife.— 2. A step-

mother. [Now only prov. Eng.]

To violate so gentle a request of her predecessor, was an
ill forgoing of a mother-in-law's harsh nature.

Middleton, Anything for a Quiet life, L L

3. An English drink composed of equal propor-

tions of old strong ale and bitter ale : so called

in jocose allusion to the qualifications 'old' and
'bitter.' The name has also been recently applied in the
United States to a similar mixture^



mother-land

mother-land (muTH'6r-land), n. The land of
one's origin; fatherland; the land whence a
people originally sprang.

Their effect upon the poets of our rruytherland across the
sea. The Century, XXIX. 507.

motherless (muTH'fer-les), a. [< ME.moderles;
< mother^ + -less.^ Destitute of a mother;
havinglost a mother : as, motherless children.
motherliness (muTH'er-li-nes), n. The quality
of being motherly. Bailey, 1727.

mother-liquor (muTH'er-lik'''or), n. Same as
mother-water.

mother-lode (muTH'er-lod), n. [Translation of
Mex. veta madre.'] A certain very important
metalliferous vein in Mexico. The name is also
sometimes used in California as a designation of what is

more commonly called the "Great Quartz Vein," a vein-
like mass of quartz which has a very conspicuous outcrop
and has been traced nearly continuously for a distance of
fully 80 miles from Mariposa to Amador county.

mother-love (muTH'er-luv), n. Such affection
as is shown by a mother.
motherly (muTH'6r-li), a. [< ME. moderlich,
< AS. moderltc, < moder, mother,-!- -Uc = E. -?^i.]

1 . Pertaining to a mother : as, motherly power
or authority.— 3. Becoming or characteristic
of a mother; tender; parental; affectionate:
as, motherly love or care.

The motherly airs of my little daughters.
Addisorif Spectator.

3. Like a mother.

She was what is called a motherly woman, large and ca-
ressing, and really kind.

Mrs. OKphant, Poor Gentleman, xxxi.

=SyTl. Motherly, Maternal, Parental. The same distinc-
tion holds between the Anglo-Saxon word and the Latin
ones in this list that is found in the words compared un-
der brotherly and wiAerfatherly.

motherlyt (muTH'er-li), adv. [< motherly, a.]

In the manner of a mother.

She casteth the rod into the fire, and coUeth the child,

giveth it an apple, and dandleth it most motherly.
J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc, 1853), 11. 87.

mother-lye (muwH'er-li), n. Same as mother-
water.

mother-maid (muSH'er-mad), n. The Virgin
Mary.

Thou Shalt see the blessed m,othermaid
. . . exalted more for being good
Than for her interest of motherhood.

Donne, Progress of the Soul, ii.

mother-naked (musH'6r-na"ked), a. [< ME.
modirnakid (= G-. mutter^nackt); < moiher^ +
naked.'] Naked as at birth; stark naked. [Ar-
chaic]

1 saw a child modir naJcid,

New born the raodir fro.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. B. T. S.), p. 58.

mother-of-coal(muTH'6r-ov-kol'), ». See coal.

mother-of-pearl (muTH'Sr-ov-perl'), n. The
nacreous inner layer of the shell of various
bivalve mollusks, as of the pearl-oyster, when
hard, sUvery, iridescent, or otherwise sufficient-

ly beautiful to have commercial value ; nacre.
It is the substance of which pearls consist, a pearl being a
mass of it instead of a layer. The large oysters of the In-
dian seas secrete this nacreous layer of sufficient thickness
to render tlieir shells available for purposes of trade. The
genus Meleagrina furnishes the finest pearls as well as
mother-of-pearl. These shells are found in the greatest
perfection round the coasts of Ceylon, near Ormuz in
the Persian Gulf, and in the Australian seas. Mother-of-
pearl is procured from many different shells, univalve as
well as bivalve, and is extensively used in the arts, particu-

larly in inlaid work, and in the manufacture of knife-

handles, buttons, toys, snuff-boxes, etc.—Mother-of-
pearl work, a kind of embroidery in which many small
pieces of mother-of-pearl are sewed to the background,
small holes being bored in them for the purpose. The
outlines of the flowers, leaves, etc., made by the thin
mother-of-pearl are indicated by silk or gold thread, in

which material are also made the light sprays, stems, etc.

mother-of-thousands (muTH ' 6r - ov - thou '-

zandz), n. The Kenilworth or Colosseum ivy.

See ivy^. The name is less frequently applied to a few
other pjknts, especially SoiXifraga samientosa, the straw-

berry-geranium, of similar habit. [Prov. Eng.]

mother-of-thyme (muTH'er-ov-tim'), n. The
wild thyme, Thymus Serpyllum. See thyme.

mother-of-vinegar (muTH'er-ov-vin'e-gar), n.

See mother^, 2.

mother-pearlt, n. Same as mother-of-pearl.

mother-queen (muTH'er-kwen), re. The mother
of a reigning sovereign ; a queen-mother.

With him along is come the mother-queen, i

An Ate, stirring him to blood and strife.

Shak., K. John, ii. 1. 62.

mothers (muTH'Srz), n. Same as mother-water.

mothershipt, n. [ME. *modersehipe, moderchep;

< mother^ ¥ -ship.'] Motherhood.

He hathe seyde as myche ther ageyns as he dar do to

have hyr gode -moderchep. Paslon Letters, I. 258.
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mothersome (muTH'fer-sum), a. [< mother +
-some.] Careful or anxious, as a mother is.

Mrs. Trollope, Michael Armstrong, xv.

mother-spot (mulH'er-spot), n. A congenital
spot and discoloration of the skin; a birth-mark.
See ncevus.

mother-tongue (muTH'er-tung'), n. 1. One's
native language.— 2. A tongue or language to

which other languages owe their origin.

mother-vessel (muTH'er-ves"el), n. A souring-
vat used in the manufacture of wine-vinegar.
mother-water (muTH'er-w^"t6r), n. In chem.
and phar., and in chemical industries, water
which has contained dissolved substances, and
which remains after a part or the whole of these
substances has crystallized or has been precip-
itated in an amorphous condition. Also called
mother-liquor, mother-lye, and mothers.

mother-wit (muTH'er-wif), n. Native wit;
common sense.

For whatsoever Tnother-wit or arte
Could worke, he put in proofe.

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 1138.

Eath. Where did you study all this goodly speech?

—

Pet. It is extempore, from my mother-wit.
Shak., T. of the S., ii. 1. 266.

motherwort (muTH'6r-wert), n. 1. A labiate
plant, Leonurus Cardiaca, which grows in waste
places. It has sometimes been used in amen-
orrhea.— 2t. The mugwort, Artemisia vulgaris,
formerly used for uterine affections.

mothery (muTH'er-i), a. [< mother^ + -y'^.]

Containing or of the consistence of mother (see
mother^) ; resembling or partaking of the nature
of mother : as, the mothery substance in liquors.

Is it not enough to make the clearest liquid in the world
both feculent and mothery ? Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ii. 19.

moth-gnat (mdth'nat), n. A dipterous insect
of the family Psychodidm.
moth-hawk (m6th'hak), n. The nightjar.

moth-hunter (m6th'hun"t6r), re. 1. Alepidop-
terist.— 2. A goatsucker or moth-hawk; any
bird of the family Caprimulgidce. See cut under

mothing (moth'ing), re. l<moth^ + 4ng^.] The
catching of moths. [Rare.]

He [the entomologist] need not relax his endeavors day
or night. Mothing is night employment.

A. S. Packard, Study of Insects, p. 84.

moth-mullen (m6th'mul"en), n. See muUen.
moth-orchid (m6th';6r''kid), re. Same as moth-
plant.

moth-patch (mdth'pach), re. A term loosely
applied to various patches of increased pig-
mentation in the skin.

moth-plant (moth'plant), re. A plant of the
genus Phalmnopsis.
moth-sphinx (m&th'sfingks), re. A moth of the
family CastnOdce.

moth-trap (m6th'trap), re. In lee-keeping, a de-
vice to capture the moths whose larvae prey
upon the bees in the hive, or to capture the
larvaa themselves.
mothy (m6th'i), a. [<.moth'^ + -y'^.] Contain-
ing moths ; eaten by moths.
An old mothy saddle. Shak., T. of the S., iii. 2. 49.

motif (F.pron.mo-tef'),'»- If. A Middle Eng-
lish form of motive.

Freres fele sithes to the folke that thei preohen
Meuen motifs meny tymes insolibles and fallaces.

That both lered and lowed of here byleyue douten.
Piers Plowman (C), xvii. 230.

2. [F.] A datum, theme, or ground for intel-

lectual action: used as French.

The motifs or data which give to the mind its guidance
in achieving its more difficult tasks are the spatial series of

muscular and tactual sensations which are caused by the
motions of the eye for parallel turning, for accommodation,
and for convergence in near vision.

G. T. Ladd, Physiol. Psychology, p. 463.

3. [P.] IhreiM^ic: (a) A figure. (6) A subject
or theme, particularly one that recurs often in

a dramatic work as a leading subject.

motific (mo-tif'ik), a. [< L. rewtJts, motion (see

mote^), + facere, make.] Producing or indu-
cing motion; motor or motorial. Good. [Rare.]

motile (mo'til), a. and re. [< L. as if *moUlis, <

movere, pp. motus, move : see move.] I. a. Ca-
pable of spontaneous motion ; executing auto-
matic or apparently voluntary movements: as,

a motile flagellum ; motile cilia, spores, etc.

II. n. One in whose mind motor images are

predominant or especially distinct.

This division of men into visuals, audiles, motHea, . . .

\i. e., cases where motor representations are the favorite

furniture of the mind]. Mind, XI. 415.

motility (mo-til'i-ti), re. [= F. motilite = Pg.
motilidade, <. L. as if *motilita(t-)s, < *motilis,

motion

motile : see motile.] The quality of being mo-
tile ; capability of moving ; capability of auto-
matic or spontaneous motion: the opposite of
stability.

motion (mo'shon), re. [< ME. motion, mocion, <

OF. motion, F. motion = Sp. mocion = Pg. mo-
gao = It. mozione, < L. m6tio{n-), a moving, an
emotion, < movere, pp. motus, move : see move.]
1. Change of place; transition from one point
or position in space to another ; continuous va-
riation of position: used both concretely, for a
single change of position, and abstractly, to^

denote such change considered as a character
belonging to the moving body, and also gener-
ally for a class of phenomena.

There's not the smallest orb which thou behold'st
But in his motion like an angel sings,

Still quiring to the young-eyed cherubins.
Shak., M. of V., v. 1. 61.

Encouraged thus, she brought her younglings nigh.

Watching the motions of her patron's eye.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, i. 633.

The atomists, who define rrtotum to be a passage from,

one place to another, what do they more than put one sy-

nonymous word for another? For what is passage other
than motion! Locke, Human Understanding, III. iv. 3.

All that we know about motion is that it is a name for
certain changes in the relations of our visual, tactile, and
muscular sensations.

Huxley, Sensation and Sensiferous Organs.

Consider for a moment a number of passengers walking-

on the deck of a steamer. Their relative motions with re-

gard to the deck are what we immediately observe, but if

we compound with these the velocity of the steamer itself

we get evidently their actual motion relatively to the earth.

Thomson and Tail, Nat. Philos., § 45.

2t. The power of moving; ability to change
one's position.

As long as there is motion in my body.
And life to give me words, I'll cry for justice

!

Fletcher, Valentinian, iii. 1.

Swallow'd up and lost

In.the wide womb of uncreated night,
Devoid of sense and mxitwn. MUton, P. L., ii. 151.

3. Style or manner of moving; carriage-

[Rare.]

A true-bred English Beau has, indeed, the Powder, th&
Essences, the Tooth-pick, and the Snuff-box, and is as
Idle ; but the fault is in the Flesh, he has not the motion^
and looks stiff under all this.

C. Bumaiby, The Reform'd Wife (1700), p. 32, quoted in
[N. and Q., 7th ser., V. 334.

4. In astron., angular velocity; amount of an-
gular movement, especially the rate of move-
ment of a heavenly body in longitude: as, the
mean daily motion of the sun is 3548".— 5. In
mech., any mechanism for modifying the move-
ment in a machine, or for making certain parts
change their positions in certainways; also, the
action of such mechanism: as, the slide-valve
motion of an engine ; heart-reio^iore in spinning-
machines, etc.—6t. Apuppet, ora similar figure
mechanically moved; also, a puppet-show.

Like dead motions moving upon wires.
Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, iii. 1-

They say there is a new motion of the city of Nineveh,
with Jonas and the whale, to be seen at Fleet-bridge.

B. Jmson, Every Man out of his Humour, ii. 3.

Like the masters of a puppet-show, they despise those-
motions which fill common spectators with wonder and
delight. Swift, Change in Queen's Ministry.

7. In philos., any change: a translation of d-
vrjdig. There are four kinds of motion, according to Aris-
totelians— generation and corruption, alteration, augmen-
tation and diminution, and change of place. Bacon distin-
guishes nineteen kinds of simple motions, which seem to-

be something like elementary forces.

8. A natural impulse, as of the senses, but es-
pecially of the mind or soul; tendency of de-
sires or passions ; mental agitation.

When we were in the flesh, the motions of sins, which
were by the law, did work in our members to bring forth
fruit unto death. Kom. vii. 5.

Hee found more nwtions of Beligion in him than oouldi
be imagined. Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, II. 69.

The people, exorbitant and excessive in all thir motions,.
are prone oftimes not to a religious onely, but to a civil

kind of Idolatry in Idolizing thir Kings.
MUton, Eikonoklastes, Pref.

Catch, in the pauses of their keenest play.
Motions of thought which elevate the will.

W&rdsworth, Sonnets, iii. 40.

Woman's pleasure, woman's pain

—

Nature made them blinder wiotioiwbounded in ashallower
brain. Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

9t. Animal life; the faculty of automatic move-
ment and sensation or feeling; the exercise
of such faculty ; something which usually be-
longs equally to soul and body, though occa-
sionally confined to one or the other.

Ay, but to die and go we know not where

;

To lie in cold obstruction and to rot;
This sensible warm moUon to become
A kneaded clod. Shak., M. for M., iii. 1. 120i



motion
10. Inclination; disposition; imptdse; will:
as, of one's own motion.

fhI?J?
Edw. IV., 14V6, . . . [the tynenwevera] . . . "of

IS.n „ "f^*;* '^l ^^"^ bounden thayme and thayre
n^LSf^^'°^y,-^ ''^P* • • "Pon Corpus Cristi daj a
pageant. . . . (Council Book m. fo. 20' v.)

York Playe, lot., p. xzvU.
11. Proposal; instigation; incitement.

T I^ul H"^^ to hys cardynals. Sirs, make you redy, for
1 won U) itome. Of that mocyon his cardynaUes were sore
abashed and ^pleased, for they loued nat the Bomaynes.

Bemen, tr. of rroisaarta Chron., L cccxxtL
Between the acting of a dreadful thing
And the flist motion, all the interim is
Like a phantasma, or a hideous dream.

Shak., J. C, it 1. 64.

12. A proposal or proposition formally made;
specifically, a proposal formally submitted in a
deliberative assembly, with a view to its discus-
sion and adoption ; also, the act of submitting
such a proposal: as, the motion to appoint a
committee was carried.

The motion abonte setting forth ye fishing ship (caledy Frindship) came first from ye plantation.
Brad/ord, Plymouth Plantation, p. 286.

Valentine and HoUis held the Speaker down in his seat
by main force, and read the motion amidst the loudest
*houU. Macavlay, Jfugent's Hampden.

13. In law: (a) An appUoation to a court or
judge, usually in the course of a legal proceed-
ing. Whatever is asked of a court by a suitor
is asked by a motion. (6) More narrowly, an
application which is incidental to the progress
of a cause, as distinguished fi-om the trial or
investigation of the issue : as, a motion for an
injunction ; a motion to open a default, still fur-
ther distinctions are made in common parlance. Thus,
applications on the trial incidental to its progress, such
as to strike out testimony or to grant a non-suit, are called
motiom, though, being on the trial, and the result being
included in thejudgment, they are not motions within the
roles r^ulating the formalities required for making mo-
tions, the record of the decision, the award of costs, or
the mode of roTiew. (c) In some of the United
States, the paper drawn up by the attorney
of the moving party, saying, "now comes the
plaintiff (or defendant)," etc., "and moves,"
etc. (much in the same way that an application
to the court would be entered in the minutes),
and filed with the clerk in advance of apply-
ing to the court, and usually also served on
the other party.— 14. In music: (a) The me-
lodic change of a voice or voice-part from one
pitch to another ; melodic progression, it is con-
crete, conjurut, or conjoint when it consists of a single step,
discreteoTdisjunctwhenotasMp. (6) The melo(fiopro-
gression of any two voice-parts in harmonic
writing in relation to each other, it is similar
when both voice-parts rise or fall at the same time, paral-
lel when they together rise or fall by the same interval,
contrary or opposite when one rises and the other falls,

oblique when one rises or falls while the other remains sta-
tionary, and Tnid^edwhen all varieties occur at once in sev-
eral parts. In genera], between important or conspicuous
parts, contrary motion is sought Parallel motion in per-
fect fifths or octaves is regularly forbidden ; and similar
motion to a perfect fifth or octave is employed sparingly.

15. In the fine arts, the change of place or po-
sition which, from the attitude represented, a
figure is portrayed as making, it can only be im-
plied from the attitudewhich prepares the subject tor the
given change, and therefore differs from action.

16. In 7)ie(J., evacuation of the intestine; alvine
discharge.

Shall I lose my doctor? no; he gives me the potions
and the motions. SItak., M. W. of W., iiL 1. 105.

17. In milit. tactics, one of the stages into
which each movement prescribed in the man-
ual of arms is divided to facilitate instruction.
—Absolute motion, change of absolute place.—Accel-
erated motion. See accelerate.—Active motion, in
kinesHherapy, motion of the limbs or other parts of the
patient produced by his own exertion, in contradistinction

to passive motion, where the limbs are moved by the at-

tendant—Angular motion. See oTijTuZor.—Brunonian
motion. Same as Brotcnian movement (which see, under
£rozonui»).—Center Of motion. Seecenterl.— Cillaiy
motion. See ciliary.—Consensual motions. See con-

sefisual.— Contrariety of motion. See contrariety.—
DUTerentUd motion. See differential.— Jiiiect mo-
tion, (a) In astron., increase in the longitude of a star,

(i) In music See dtrert.— Disjunct motion. Seedef.

14 (a).—Slomal motion of a planet, elliptic motion,
equable motion. See the adjectives.—EneiCT^ ofmo-
tion. See energy, 7.—Equation Of motion. See equa-

tion.—Focusofmeaiimotion,oftrnemotion. See/o-

ciii.— HSainonlous motion. See ftar7n<m<o««.—Heart-
motion, in spinning, winding, and analogous machines,

a motion produced by means of a heart-shaped cam.—
Horary moUon, the space moved through by a heaven-

ly body in an hour.— Hourly motion, in astron., the

change of position which takes place in an hour.— In-
testUiaL Irrotatlonal motion. See the adjecHves.—

Lateral motion, in a railroad-car, the end-play or

freedom of movement of an axle in its boxes, or the

freedom of movement between a swing-bolster and a

truck.—Laws of motion, specifically, Newton's ttree

laws of motion, which are as follows : F%rst Law. Every

body continues in its state of rest, or uniform motion in
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a straight line, except so far as it may be compelled by
force to change that state. Secmul Law. Chauge of mo-
tion is proportional to force applied, and takes place in
the direction of the straight line in which the force acts.
Third Law. To every action there is always an equal and
contrary reaction ; or, the mutual actions of any two
bodies are always equal, and oppositely directed.— Line
of motion. See Une^.—Local motion. See local.—
Lost motion, in mech., any difference of motion between
the driving parts of a motor and the driven machiae, or
between the parts of a machine that communicate mo-
tion from one to another. It results from faulty construc-
tion of the parts, or from looseness of the boxes of ajtles
or shafting or of a belt, which is thus permitted to slip.

—

Natural motion, an involuntary movement of the body,
as the beating of the heart.—Overhead motion, a mech-
anism, consisting of countershafts and speed-pulley ar-
rangements of gears or any other contrivances, for increas-
ing speed or force, interposed between some prime mover
or main line of power-transmission and a machine with
which it communicates. It is so called because, for con-
venience in transmission, or that it may not occupy work-
ing-space, it is placed over the machine affected by it. Also
called overhead Mwr*.— Paracentric motion, motion to
or from an attracting center.—Parallel motion, (a)
See parallel. 0) In music. Seedef. 14 (ft).—Passive mo-
tion. See under active TnoKon.—Pm)etual motion,
(o) A machine which should do work without exhausting
any power of doing work— that is, its work must not be
accompanied by any displacement (such as the fall of a
weight, or the uncoiling of a spring) or transformation
(such as the combustion of fuel) which could not be un-
done by a replacement or counter-transformation with-
out the expenditure of as much work as the machine has
done. Such a machine is impossible, and contrary to all
experience ; for power of doing work is never increased
nor diminished. Nevertheless, very many pretended per-
petual motions have been put forth by deluded or knavish
inventors. Most of them are of two classes—1st, those
which depend upon gravity or magnetism, and, 2d, those
which depend upon centrifugal force or other pressure
mistiiken for mo^ving power, (ft) The mode of motion of
such a machine, (c) By a popular abuse of the term, a
movement or machine which could go on indefinitely by
its own self-generated power. Thus, if a man should
pretend to have a wheel which turned upon its bearings
without resistance, so that it would go on moving indefi-
nitely, or to have a fiuid which, though viscous, was fric-
tionless, so that its motion, though continnally decreas-
ing, never came to rest, neither claim would be a claim
to a perpetual motion, nor (however unfounded) would it

violate any fundamental principle of mechanics. On the
other hand, a machine (such as has actually been pro-
posed) which would not go on moving of itself forever,
but would require a little external force to overcome fric-
tion, but which with that little force should be capable
of doing an indefinite amount of work, would, properly
speaking, be a perpetual motion.—Positive motion, in
mech., an arrangement of apparatus connecting related
parts of a machine in such manner that^ as one moves,
the other must move in accordance with the law of the
relation. For example, the system of gearing which takes
motion from the lathe-spindlei, and imparts motion to
the lead-screw of a lathe, is a positive motion. On the
other hand, any mechanism which moves a part of a ma-
chine in a manner that permits the possibility of some
subsequent motion, or variation of the motion, of the part,
through the action of any force not directly transmitted
by such mechanism, is not positive. Examples of motions
not positive are— the mechanism actuating a tilt-ham mer,
which falls by its gravity ; a spring which by its elasticity
recoils ; and pulleys driven by belts in which the motion
may be varied through slip.—Positive-motion loom.
See Jooml.—Primary motion, the dlumal motion of a
fixed star.—Proper motion, in a^ron., that apparent
motion or angular velocity of a fixed star which is due to
a real movement of the star itself relatively to the other
stars.—Quantity of motion, momentum, the sum of the
velocities of all the particles each multiplied by the mass.
—Rectilinear, parabolic, or circular motion, motion
in a rectilinear, parabolic, or circular path.—Relative
motion, change of relative place.—Retrograde mo-
tion, in astron., decrease in the longitude of a star.

—

Rotational motion. See vortex-Tnotum.— Secondary
motion, the proper motionofafixed star.—Simple liar-
monic motion, a motion like a uniform motion round the
circumference of a circle which is looked at edgewise

:

"when a point Q moves uniformly in a circle, the perpen-
dicular QF drawn from its position at any instant to a fixed
diameterAA' of the circle intersects thediameter at a point
P, whose position changes by a simple harmonic motion."
Thomson and TaiL— SUde-valve motion, in a steam-en-
gine, broadly, the valve-gear ; any one of a great variety of
devices for imparting to a slide-valve its proper motion for
induction, cut-off, exhaust, and compression or cushioning
of steam at the end of the piston-stroke ; specifically, the
motion of a slide-valve produced by the valve-gear. The
link-motion is one of the most important of valve-gears. In
the majority of slide-valve motions theprimary movement
is derived &om an eccentric keyed to the crank-shaft In
other cases motion is taken from the cross-head. In the
Joy valve-gear the primary movement is obtainedfrom the
connecting-rod. See induction, cut-off, exhaust, eccentric,

and valve-gear.—Take-up motion, in a loom, the mech-
anism which takes up and winds the woven cloth on the
cloth-beam as fast as the warp is unwound from the warx>-
beam. The name is also given to analogous mechanism
in many other kinds of machines.—Violent motiont, in
older writers, a motion impressed upon a body by an ex-
ternal force.—^Voluntary motion, motion ensuing on
an act of will, in contrast with refiex action or motion.
= Syn. Motion, Movement, Move. Motion may be consid-
ered separate from that which moves ; movement is al-

ways connected \vith the person or thing moving : hence
we speak of the laws of motion; of heat as a mode of
motion; and of perpetual motion—notof TnowiTiCTitinany
of these cases ; hence^ also, motion is the more scientific
and technical term. Motion is more general and more
voluntary; movement, more particular and occasional:
hence we speak of a motion with the hand ; a movement of
troops; involuntary move^nents; the movements of the
heavenly bodies; t^e Y9.te of motion or oi movement. The
figurative uses of the two correspond to the literaL The

motive
chief uses of move are founded upon the idea of mov-
ing a piece, in chess or a similar game, for winning the
game.

motion (mo'shon), V. [ME. mocionen ; < motion,
H.] I. trans. 1. To guide by a significant mo-
tion or gesture, as with the hand or head: as,
to motion a person to a seat.— 2. To propose;
move.

Here's Gloucester, a foe to citizens.
One that still motions war and never peace.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., L 3. 63.

II. intrans. 1. To make a significant move-
ment or gesture, as with the hand or head : as,
to motion to one to take a seat.— 3. To make
a proposal; offer plans. [Kare.]
B-ychard Stratton told me that whyll he was in servyse

with WbethyU, John Redwe mocyond hym onys myche
aftyr this intent, etc. Paston Letters, in. 168.

Well hast thou motion'd, well thy thoughts employ'd.
Milton, P. L., ix. 229.

motional (mo'shon-al), a. [< motion ¥ -a?.]

Of or pertaining to motion; characterized by
(certain) motions: specifically applied to par-
ticular imitative diseases exhibiting peculiar
muscular actions, as tarantism.
motion-bar (mo'shon-bar), n. In a steam-en-
gine, a guide-bar oif -rod. E. H. Knight.
motion-distortion (m6'shon-dis-t6r'shon), n.

A distortion of a Une of a spectrum due to rela-
tive motions of the parts of the source of light.

motionerf (mo'shon-er), n. [< motion + -erl.]

A mover.
Without respecte of any worldly rewarde or thanke, to

referre the fruiet and successe of his labours to God the
mocioner, the autonr, and the woorker of all goodness.

UdaU, To Queen Catherine.

motion-indicator (mo'shon-in'di-ka-tor), n.
An apparatus for showing the speed or the num-
ber of revolutions of any machine or part of a
machine in a given time, it differs from a counter
in that the latter merely registers movement, indepen-
dently of time.

motionistt (mo'shon-ist), n. [< motion + -ist.]

One who makes a motion.
Hilton [uses] moOonist. F. Hall, False Philol., p. 57.

motionless (mo'shon-les), a. [< motion -I- -less.]

Without motion ; being at rest.

motion-mant (mo'shqn-man), n. An exhibitor
of a puppet-show. See motion, «., 6.

And travel with young Goose the motion-man.
B. Jonson, New Inn, i. 1.

motivate (mo'ti-vat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. moti-

vated, ppr. motivating. [< motive + -atfi.'] To
motive ; act as a motive or as the inciting cause
of; induce.

The expulsions from Southern Bussia have not been
motivated by any new circumstances.

American Hebrew, XXXVI. 38.

motivation (mo-ti-va'shpn), n. [< motivate +
-ion.'] The act or manner of motivating; the
act or process of famishing with an incentive
or inducement to action.

motive (mo'tiv), a. and n. [I. a. = Sp. Pg. It.

motii'o, < ML. motivus, serving to move, motive,
< L. movere, pp. motus, move: see move. U. n.

< ME. motif, < OP. vwtif, P. motif= Sp. Pg. It.

motivo, < Mil, motivmn, a motive, moving cause,
neut. of motivus, serving to move : see I.] I. a.

Causing motion; having power to move some
one or something ; tending to produce motion.

Generals, even in spiritual things, are less perceived and
less nu}£tt» than particulars.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 67.

Motive power or force, (a) The whole power or force
acting upon any body or quantity of matter to move it
(6) Moving or impelling force in a figurative sense.

Such men as Spenser are not sent into the world to be
part of its motive power.

LoweU, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 166.

(c) That which moves, as a locomotive; in railroadijig,
the locomotives collectively of a railroad: as, the super-
intendent of the nwUve power.

TL. n. 1. A mental state or force which in-

duces an act of volition; a determining im-
pulse; specifically, a desire for something; a
gratification contemplated as the final cause
of a certain action of the one desiring it. The
term motive is also loosely applied to the object desired.

The noun motive, in this sense, was brought into general
use by writers iiifluenced by Hobbes (though he uses the
adjective only), who held that men's actions are always
governed by the strongest motive, and denied the freedom
of the win. It is now, however, in common literary and
conversational use, apart from any theory.

What moves the mind, in every particular instance, to

determine its general power of directing to this or that
particular motion or rest? And to this I answer, the Tno-

tive, for continuing in ^he same state or action is only the
present satisfaction in it; the motive to change is always
some uneasiness.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xxi. § 29.

Without another life, all other motives to perfection will

be insufficient Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. xi, Pref.



motive
By rtwtive, I mean the whole of that which moves, ex-

cites, or invites the mind to volition, whether that be one
thing singly, or many things conjunctly.

Edwards, On the B'Teedom of the Will, i. 2.

When the effect or tendency of a motive is to determine
a man to forbear to act, it may seem improper to make
use of the term motive; since motive, properly speaking,
means that which disposes an object to move. We must,
however, use that improper term, or a term which, though
proper enough, is scarce in use, the word determinative.

BetUham, Introd. to Morals and Legislation, x. S, note.

2. The design or object one has in any action

;

intention; purpose; the ideal object of desire.

The conversion of the heathen was the motive to the
settlement. Bancroft, Hist. U. S., I. 20.

We must measure morality by mMives, not by deeds.
H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 250.

3._ One who or that which is the cause of some-
thing ; an originator.

It hath fated her to be my motive
And helper to a husband.

Shak., All's Well, iv. 4. 20.

Nor are they living
Who were the motives that you ilrst went out.

, Shak., T. of A., v. 4. 27.

4t. Movement.
Her wanton spirits look out

At every joint and motive of her body.
Shak., T. and C, iv. 5. 67.

5. Prevailing design. Specifically —(a; In nmsle,
same aA subject, (b) In the Jine arts— (1) the prevailing
idea in the mind of an artist, to which he endeavors to
give expression in his work ; or (2) a subject or example
prominently characteristic of any work or part of a work,
and elaborated or often repeated with more or less varia-
tion.

The Fanathenaic procession furnished Pheidiaa with a
series of sculptural motives, which he had only to express
according to the principles of his art.

J. A. Sytnonds, Italy and Greece, p. 218.

6|-. Motion; proposition.

Suche motyues thei moeue this maistres in her glorie,

And maken men in mysbileue that muse moche on her
wordes. Piers Plowman (B), x. 113.

Leading motive. Bee leading^. =Sya.l. Motive,Meason,
InduceTnent, Incentive, Itripulset consideration, prompting,
stimulus. The differences among the first five of these
words are suggested by the derivations. A Tnotive is that
which moves one to act, addressing the will, as though di-

rectly, and determining the choice; it is the common
philosophical term, and may be collective : as, the whole
field of maUve. A reason is that which addresses the ra-

tional nature by way of argument for either belief or
choice. An inducemerU leads one on by his desire for
good : as, to hold out an additional inducem.ent. An in-

centive urges one on like martial music. An im^pulee drives
one on, but is transitory.

motive (mo'tiv), v. t.; pret. and T^pJmoUved,
ppr. motiving. [< motwe, re.] To act on as a
motive, or with the force of a motive

;
prompt;

instigate. [Recent.]

When he has satisfied himself . . . that itwas made by
such a person as he, so armed and so motived, . . . the
problem is solved. Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 10.

motiveless (mo'tiv-les), a. [< motive + -less.']

Having no motive or aim ; objectless.

Though inconceivable, a motiveless volition would, if

conceived possible, be conceived as morally worthless.
Sir W. Hamilton.

motivelessness (mo'tiv-les-nes), n. The char-
acter of being motiveless.

That calm which Gwendolen bad promised herself to
maintain had changed into sick motivelessness.

Oeorge Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xxiv.

motivity (mo-tiv'j-ti), n. [< motive + 4ty.']

The power of moving; form of motion or loco-

motion.
The active power of moving, or, as I may call it, motiv-

ity. Z/Octe,Human TJnderstanding, II. xxiii. 28.

motley (mot'li), n. and a. [Formerly also mot-
ly; < ME. m^tteleye, mottelay, mottelee, motle, a
mixture of colors, a party-colored dress ; of un-
certain origin. Aecormng to Skeat, < OF.
mattele, clotted, curdled, of. equiv. mattonni,

curdled, < mattes, curds, < Gr. dial. (Bav.) matte,

curds ; but the sense does not suit. In meaning
the word motley is like medley; but the forms
disagree. The supposed derivation from W.
mudliw, a changing color, < miid, change, + lliw,

a stain, hue, and that from W. ysmot, a patch,

spot, do not suit the conditions. Hence mottle.']

in. 1. A habit made of pieces of cloth of

different colors in glaring contrast: the usual

dress of the jester or professional fool.

A worthy fool ! motley 's the only wear

!

Shak., As you Like it, it 6. 34.

Hence— 2. A jester; a fool.

Will you be married, motley?
Shak., As you Like it, iii. 8. 79.

3. Any mixture, as of colors.

With notes to each and all, interlacing the pages into a
motley of patchwork.

J), a. Mitchell, Wet Days at Edgewood.

A nwOey of white and gray on the head, neck, shoul-

ders, and back. Amer. Nat., May, ) 689. p. 449.
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Man of motleyt, a man dressed in motley ; a fool.

Never hope.
After I cast you off, you men of motley.

Fletcher, Wit without Money, iii. 4.

II. a. 1. Party-colored; variegated in color

;

consisting of different colors : as, a motley coat.

Expence and after-thought, and idle care,
And doubts of motley hue, and dark despair.

Dryden.

2. Composed of or exhibiting a combination of

discordant elements; heterogeneous in compo-
sition; diversified.

Inquire from whence this motley style

Did first our Roman purity defile.

Dryden, tr. of Persius's Satires, i. IBS.

Motley color, in cerami,, a kind of metallic luster given
to some kinds of English pottery, in the seventeenth cen-

tury and later, by dusting them with powdered lead and
manganese.

motleyt (mot'li), v. t. [< motley, n. Cf. mot-
tle.'] To variegate

;
give different colors to.

The course of th' holy Lakes he leads,
With thousand Dies hee Tnotleys all the meades.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., Eden.

motley-minded (mot'li-min"ded), a. Having
a mind or character like that of a profes-
sional fool or clown ; exhibiting incoherence
in thought; having thoughts of a motley char-
acter.

This is the motley^minded Kentlemtin.
Shak., As you Like it, v. 4. 41.

motlyt, n. and a. An obsolete spelling of mot-
ley.

motmot (mot'mot), n. [Also momot; said to be
so named fromthe bird's note,which sounds like

mot-mot, slowly repeated.] A bird of the family
Momotidce OT Prionitidoe ; a sawbill. These birds
are peculiar to America, inhabiting tropical and subtropi-
cal forests, and ranging north nearly or quite to Texas.
The average size is about that of the jays, to which they
have some superficial resemblance ; but they are more like

the bee-eaters of the Old World, Meropidce, having a simi-
lar Blender form, with long tail, of which the middle fea-

thers project beyond the rest and are spatulate, forming a
kind of racket. The bill is serrate, the coloration is varie-
gated, chiefly greenish and bluish. These birds are of soli-

tary habits, like kingfishers, to which they are closely re-

lated ; they feed upon reptiles, insects, and fruits. See
cut under Sfmnotus,

moto (mo'to), n. [It., = Pg. wioto, < L. motits,

motion : see mote^.] In mmsic : (a) Motion ; the
direction in which the harmonic parts move

:

as, moto contrario (contrary motion). See mo-
tion, 14. (6) Energetic or spirited movement

;

spirit: as, con m^to (with spirited movement).
motograph (mo'to-graf), ». [< L. motus, mo-
tion, + Gr. yp&peiv', write.] Aform of telegraph-
er telephone-receiver, invented by Edison, de-
pending for its action on the variation of the
friction between two conductors in relative mo-
tion,when a current of electricity is passed from
one to the other across the surface of contact.
A revolving drum is interposed in the circuit, one of the
electrical connections being made through a movable ter-

minal in contact with the surface of the drum. This con-
tact-piece is connected to arecording lever or to atelephon-
ic diaphragm, and, in consequence of the variations of the
friction produced by the electric currents, causes the lever
to record, or the diaphragm to repeat, the message.

motograpUc (mo-to-graf'ik), a. \<.m^tograx>li

+ -ic] Of or pertaining to the motograph.
There are models of . . . the automatic and autographic

telegraph, the motographic translator and repeater.
Elea. Rev. (Amer.), XIV. 6.

motonif, n. An obsolete form of mutton.

moton^t (mo'ton), n. [OF. (?).] A piece of ar-

mor of the fifteenth century, forming part of the
defense of the arm and shoulder. Perhaps (as

thought by Meyrick) it was a gusset for the
armpit.

motonert, n. See muttoner.

motophone (mo'to-fdn), n. [< L. motus, mo-
tion, + Gr. ^(ji4, voice.] A sound-engine actu-
atedby aerial sound-waves, invented by Edison.
Vibrations of adiaphragm, produced, as in the phonograph,
by sound-waves, are converted into motion of rotation by a
stylus and ratchet-wbeeL

motor (mo'tor), n. and a. [= F. motevr = 8p.
Pg. motor ='lt. motore, a motor, < LL. motor,
one who moves (applied to one who rocks a
cradle), < L. movere, pp. motus, move : see move.]
I.n. 1 . One who or tnat which imparts motion

;

a source or originator of mechanical power ; a
moving power, as water, steam, etc.

These bodies likewise, being of a congenerous nature,
do readily receive the impressions of their motor.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 2.

Specifically— 2. In math., an operator or a
quantity which represents the displacement of
a rigid body, it involves the designation of a particu-

lar line in space, and the association with it of a length and
an angle.

mottetto

This Is in complete analogy with his [Clifford's] Intro-
duction of the word motor to embrace the species twist
and wrench. The Academy, June 29, 1889, p. 462.

3. In maeh., a prime mover; a contrivance for-

developing and applying mechanically some
natural forcf, as neat, jiressuro, weight, the
tide, or the wind ; a machine which transforms
the energy of water, steam, or electricity

into mechanical energy: as, an electric mo-^

tor. See macMne, 2.—4. A motor-ear.— 5.

In anai., specifically, a motor nerve Air-
motor, (a) A machine driven by compressed air. Such
machines are constructed like steam-engines, and use the
air expansively or non-expansively, according to the char-
acter of the encine. They are, strictly speaking, heat-
engines, in which the heat naturally existing in air, or
this in connection with heat derived from the work of
compression, is converted into outer work. When the air

is used expansively, the expansion is regulated by cut-off
valve-year, as in a steam-engine. Expansion is, however,
not generally so available as with steam, on account of

the chilling of the air during the period of expansion and
consequent freezing of precipitated aqueous vapor, which
clogs the valve-ports with ice, and seriously interferes
with the working of such engiues. This difficulty is

avoided by heating the air prior to its induction to the
cylinder of the engine, but, except in the so-called calorie

engine, this principle has not been widely adopted. See
caloric engine (under ealoric), ice-machifie, and cut under
air-engine. 0) A motor-car driven by an air-motor.—
Domestic motor, a small motor used for pumping water,
or running a sewing-machine, etc.— Electric motor.
See eleetrie.—'PirBt motor, a prime motor.— Hydraulic
motor. See hydravUe.—tHoWr OCUll, the third pair of
cranial nerves, giving motor impulse to most of the
muscles of the eye. Also called oeulrnnotar. See second
cut under brain.

II. a. 1. Giving motion ; imparting motion.

Asceticism throws away a great power given by God to
help and improve us. It abandons to evil what might be
a vast motor force leading to good.

J. F. Clarice, Self-Culture, p. 892.

2. laphysiol., conveyingfromthecentertoward
the peripjiery an impulse that results or tends to

result in motion, as a nerve : opposed to sensory.

— 3. Of or pertaining to or acting through the

motor nerves or tracts.

A vigorous motor system, ready to act, and to act ener-

geticaSy, is a condition of a rapid development of will.

J. Sully, Outlines of Psychol., p. 698.

Motor dynamo, a dynamo used as a motor. When one

dynamo is being driven by another the driver is sometimes
called the motor dynamo.—Kotor nerve, any nerve whose
function is to excite muscular contraction, and thus effect

movement In an animal body. Most nerves are of mixed
character, or sensorimotor, effecting both motion and sen-

sation. See vasomotor.—JBotOT printer, a printing tele-

graph in which the mechanism Ismovedl^ electric, steam,
or other motive power.

motor-car (mo'tor-kar), n. A car which car-

ries its own propelling mechanism, as an elec-

tric motor, pneumatic engine, steam-engine,
etc., and is therefore a locomotive. Many sueli

cars have sufficient power to draw other cars

attached to them.
motor-cycle (mo'tor-si'kl), n. A bicycle driven

by an electric or other motor; an automobile
bicycle.

motorial (mo-to'ri-al), a. [<. IjL. motorius,

motory (see motory), + -al.] Of or pertaining

to motion; specifically, of or pertaining to a
motor nerve ; motor, as a nerve : as, motorial

nerve-fibers; a motorial Impulse.

motorlum (mo-to'ri-um), n.
;

pi. motoria (-a).

[NL., < LL. motorium, the power of motion,
neut. of motorius, moving: see motory.] That
part of an organism which moves or is moved,
as distinguished from that which feels, senses,

or perceives: the opposite of scnsorium. since
a sensorium has no determinable physical location, the
motorium is the entire physical organism.—MotOrilUB
commune, a hypothetical common center in the brain
for motor impulses.

motorius (mo-to'ri-us), n.
;
pi. motorii (-i). [NL.,

KJAi. motorius, moving: aee motory.] In anat.

and physiol., same as motor, 4 Motorins oculL
Same as motor oeuli or oculomotor. More fully called ner-

vus motorius oeuli.

motorman (mo'tor-man), n. One whose busi-

ness it js to drive a motor-car, or automobile
vehicle. [Recent.]

motorpathic (mo-tor-path'ik), a. [< motor-
path-y + -ic] Of or belonging to motorpathy
or the movement-cure ; kinesitherapentic.
motorpathy (mo-t6r'pa-thi), n. [fceg. < L.
mstor, a mover (see ,notdr), + Gr. -TruBeia, <wiBoi,
suffering: see pathos.] In we(Z., the movement-
cure; kinesitherapy.
motory (mo'to-ri), a. [= Pg. motorio, < LL.
motorius, moving, < L. motor, mover: see mo-
tor, n.] Same as motor or motorial.

mottif. An obsolete preterit of mete.
mott^t, n. An obsolete form of mot^.
motteleyt, n. and a. An obsolete form of motley.
mottetto (mot-tet'to), n. [It.: see motet.]
Same as motet.



mottle

mottle (mot'l;, r. t.-, pret. and pp. mottled, ppr.
mottling. [< motley, taken as *»io«Jy.] To
mark with spot- or blotches of different colors
or shades of color ; blotch; variegate; cloud.

Boughs grotesque
MrAUe with mazy shades the orchard s &k>p&

Soulhey, So<ferick, it.

mottle (mot'l), n. [< mottle, r.] The pattern
or arrangement of spots and cloudings forming
a mottled surface, espeeiaDy in marble or in
the natnral veining of wood,
mottled (mot'ld), J), o. 1. Spotted; variegated;
marked with blotches of color, of unequal in-
tensity, passing insensibly into one another.
The strong pecnliarity of Harvey's style : . . . thooght

pressed on thought, m^kliog with imageiy, mottled with
learned aUnsions, and didactic with subtle criticifm.

/. iriiraeli, Amen, of Lit., n. 111.

BlesB the mottled little legs of that there precions child
(like Canterboiy brawn, his own dear father saysX

Diekeng, Martin Choz^ewit, xlix.

Specifically—2. In entom., marked with irreg-
ular spots, generally formed of hairs of a dif-

ferent color from the ground ; having two or
more colors irregularly mingled in spots, but
not running into one another.—3. In metal.,

an epithet noting the appearance of pig-iron
when in a stage intermediate between the
stages designated as the vhite and the gray.
In mottled iron the whiter parts of the metal are dissemi-
nated through the grayer, so that the whole has a spotted
or motSed appearance. The grayest iron contains the lar-
gest amount of graphitic carbon ; the whitest iron the least

graphitic and the most combined carbon.—Mottled call.
Seeeal/i.

mottle-faced (mot'1-fast), a. Having a mot-
tled face.

The mottle-faced gentleman spoke with great energy
and determination. Dickens, Pickwick, xluL

mottling (mot'ling), n. [Verbal n. of motile, r.]

1. Variegation of a surface by irregular spots.—2. pi. In entom., the marks of a mottled sur-

face.

motto (mot'o), n.; pi. mottos or mottoeg (-6z).

[< It. motto (= P. mot), a saying, motto : see
mot^."] 1. A short pithy sentence or phrase,
sometimes a single word, used to indicate the

tenor of that to which it is attached (as an es-

say or a treatise), or adopted as expressive of

one's guiding idea or principle, or appended to

a device or a coat of arms. In heraldry the motto is

carried on a scroll, allnding to the bearing or to the name
of the bearer, or expressing some principle or tenet. The
heraldic motto, strictly consider^, is not hereditary, but
personal; but it is frequently used by successive bearers of
the escutcheon to which it belongs, especially when, as is

often the case, it refers to some part of the achievement.

2. The poetry or verse contained in a motto-
kiss or paper cracker.

Then we let off paper crackers, each of which contained

a motto. W. S. GOtiert, Ferdinand and Elvira.

3. A motto-kiss. [U. S.]—Motto indention. See
indentions.

mottoed (mot'od), a. [< motto + -ed^.J Hav-
ing a motto; bearing a motto: as, a mottoed

scroll.

motto-kiss (mot'o-kis), n. A candy or sweet-

meatwrapped infancypaper andhaving a scrap
of love-poetry or a motto inclosed with it, used
for the amusement of children. In the United
States called motto simply.

mottramite (mot'ram-it), «. [< Mottram (see

def
.
) + -ite^.j A hydrous vanadate of lead and

copper occurring as a crystaUine incrustation

of a velvet-black color on sandstone at Mottram
in Cheshire, England.
motty (mot'i), a. [< mo<l, mote^-, + y^.'] Con-

taining motes. [Scotch.]

The mxitty dust-reek raised by the workmen. H. iliUer.

mou (mo), n. A Scotch form of mouth.

mouch (mouch), V. i. [Also mooch; var. of

miche\ q. v.] 1. To skulk; snesik; move
slowly and stupidly. See miclie^. [Slang.]

These hedge fellows are slow and dull ; they go moueh-

inff alone as if they were croaking themselve^

Uayhew, London Labour and London Poor, L 472.

2 To live a sort of semi-vagabond life, without

a 'fixed place of abode, selling water-presses

and other wild produce. Seemoucher. [Slang.]

moncharaby (mo-shar'a-bi), «. [F.] In

arch.: (a) A balcony inclosed with latticework

in a customary Oriental fashion, in such a man-

ner that a person upon it can see the street

without being seen. Also caXledlattice^aindow.

See cut under lattice-window. (6) A balcony

with a parapet and with machicolations, often

embattled, projecting from the face of a wall

over a gate, to contribute to the defense of

the entrance. See cut in next column.
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mound
and under this head are included all the earthworks of the
Mississippi Valley, were quite within the limits of his ef-
forts. L. Carr, Mounds of the Mississippi Valley, p. 3.

moimdi (mound), V. t. [< moundX, ».] To for-
tify with a mound; add a barrier, rampart, etc.,
to.

We will sweep the curled vallies.
Brush the banks that rrwu-nd our alleys.

Drayton, Muses' Elysium, ill.

A spacious city stood, with firmest walls
Sure mAmnded and with numerous turrets crown'd.

J. Philips, Cider, i.

A sand-huilt ridge
Of heaped hills that mound the sea.

Tennyson, Ode to Memory, v.

mound^ (mound), m. [<F.TOO«^= Sp. Vg.mun-
do = It. mondo, < L. mundus, tlie

world, the universe, cosmos, lit. or-
nament, decoration, diess; hence
ult. B. mundify, etc., mundane, etc.

Cf. mappemounde.J A figure of a
globe, taken as an emblem of sov-
ereignty. The emblem is of ancient
Roman origin, being associated with Jupi-
ter, as in a Pompeiian wall-painting. It
often surmounts a crown. Also rrumde. Mound.
She willed them to present this crystal

mxmnd, a note of monarchy and symbol of perfection, to
thy more worthy deity. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 3.

lUOUnd-bird (mound'berd), n. A bird of the
fa.vinij Megapodiidm, and especially of the genus
Megapodius. The mound-birds are so called from the
great mounds or tumuli which they construct for the re-

ception of their eggs, which are hatched by the heat of de-
composition of the decaying vegetable substances in which
they are buried. See cut Milieu Megapodius^

Jnound-'builder (mound'bil"der), n. 1. One of
a race of people by whom the various earth-
works called Indian mounds (see moundX) were
constructed. That these works are not necessarily of
great antiquity, and that they were built by a race in
no essential respect different from that found inhabiting
the region where they occur when this was first settled
by the whites, is the present opinion of nearly all the
best-informed investigators of American archaeology. See
quotation under Indian immnds, above.

In districts where the native tribes known in modern
times do not rank high even as savages, there formerly
dwelt a race whom ethnologists call the Mound-BuUders,
from the amazing extent of their mounds and enclosures,
of which there is a single group occupying an area of four
square miles. E, B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, I. 50.

2. A mound-bird.
mounded (moun'ded), a. [< mound^ + -ed^.']

Possessing a mound; formed into or shaped
like a mound. [Poetical.]

When wealth no more shall rest in mounded heaps.
Tennyson, Golden Year.

mound-maker (mound'ma"k6r), n. Same as

mound-bird.
mounseer (moun-ser'), n. An old Anglicized
form of monsieur, now used only as ludicrous.

mount! (mount), n. [< ME. movmt, mont, munt,
< AS. munt = OF. mont, mount, munt, F. mont
= Sp. Pg. It. monte, < L. mons, montis, a hill,

mountain ; from a root seen also in eminere, put
out: sae eminent, prominent. Hence ult. (<L.
mon(Jh)s) E. mountain, mount'^, amount, para-
moimt, surmount, etc., monte, etc.] 1. An eleva-

tion of land, more or less isolated; a hill; a

mountain : in this sense chiefly archaic or poet-
ical, except before a proper name as the par-

ticular designation of some mountain or hill

:

as, Mount Etna ; Mount Calvary.

Doun ouer the ynovrnt of Olyuete,
Als it fell in thare iomay.
To ierusalem the redy way,
Graithly furth thai held the gate.

Boly Rood (B. B. T. S.), p. 128.

On the nwwnt
Of Badon I myself beheld the King
Charge at the head of all his Table Round.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Blaine.

•2t. A mound ; a bulwark or breastwork for at-

tack or defense.

Hew ye down trees, and cast a numnt against Jerusalem.
Jer. vi. 6.

They raised vp mounts to plant their artillery vpon.
Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 122.

3. In /ort., a cavalier. See cavalier, 5.— 4. In

her., a bearing which occupies the base of the

shield in the form of a green field curved oon-

vexly upward, except when the summit of the

escutcheon is occupied by a tree or tower, in

which case the mountmerely slopes toward this.

It is not necessary to mention its color, which
is always vert.— 5. In ^aimsiry, a prominence
or fleshy cushion in the palm of the hand.
These mounts are seven in number, and surround the

TioUow part in the center of the palm (called the plain of

Wars), as follows : (a) Mount of Apollo, at the base of the

third finger ; (6) Mount of Jupiter, at the base of th e fore-

iflnger
;
(c) Mount of Mars, between the Mount of Mercury
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and that of the moon ; (d) Mount of Mercury, at the base
of the little finger

;
(e) Mount of the Moon, near the wrist

on the side of the hand furthest from the thumb; (/)
Mount of Saturn, at the base of the middle finger ; (17)

Moun^t of Venus, the large fleshy base of the thumb.

—

Mount grieced or in degrees, in her., a mount terraced
in the form of steps.

mount^ (mount), V. [< ME. mounten, monteii,

munten, < OF. munter, P. monter (= Sp. Pg.
montar = It. montare), < ML. montare, mount,
lit. go up hill, < L. mon{t-)s, a hill: see mounts.
Cf. dismount, surmount."] I. intrans. 1. To
rise from, or as from, a lower to a higher po-
sition; ascend; soar: with or without «p.

Doth the eagle mount up at thy command?
Job xxxix. 27.

The Cabalist . . . moM»ite*A with all his Industrie and
intention from this sensible World vnto that other Intel-

lectualL Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 761.

As high as we have mourded in delight,
In our dejection do we sink as low.

Wordsworth, Resolution and Independence.

She mustered up courage to look her straight in the
face, and a trifle of colour mounted to her face. W. Black.

2. Specifioally,to get on horseback: as,tomoMm*
and ride away.

The mony come count, and let me m-ouni.
Robin Hood and the Butcher (Child's Ballad^, V. 34).

3. To amount; aggregate: often with wp ; as,

the expenses mourit up.
Sir, you know not

To what a mass the little we get daily
Mounts in seven years.

Fletcher, Beggar's Bush, iv. 1.

II. trans. 1 . To raise from, or as if from, a
lower to a higher place ; exalt ; lift on high.

That we, down-treading earthly cogitations.

May mount our thoughts to heav'nly meditations.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 7.

What power is it which mounts my love so high.
That makes me see, and cannot feed mine eye?

Shak., All's Well, i. 1. 235.

2. To get upon; place or seat one's self upon,
as that which is higher; ascend; reach; climb:
as, to m^unt a horse; tp mount a throne.

So men in rapture think they mount the sky.
Whilst on the ground th* intranced wretches lie.

Dryden, Essay on Satire, 1. 118.

3. To set on horseback; furnish-with ahorse
or horses for riding : as, the groom mounted the
lad on a pony ; also, to seat in a coach or the like

conveyance.
Gone ev'ry blush, and silent all reproach,
Contending princes mount them in tbeir coach.

Pope, Dunciad, iv. 564.

Six Moorish scouts, well mounted and well armed, en-
tered the glen, examining every place that might conceal
an enemy. Irving, Granada, p. 78.

He mounted me on a very quiet Arab, and I had a pleas-
ant excursion. Macaulay, in Trevelyan, I. 324.

4. To place in suitable position with adjust-
ment of parts, so as to render available for use

:

as, to mount a cannon ; to mount a loom.

Let France and England mount
Their battering cannon charged to the mouths.

Shak,, King John, ii. 1. 381.

On this rampart he mounted his little train of artillery.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., 11. 12.

Specifically— 5. To prepare for representation
or exhibition by furnishing and accompanying
with appropriate appurtenances and accesso-
ries, as a stage-play or other spectacle.— 6.

To be equipped or furnished with; carry as
equipment or armament: used specifically of

anything that carries war material: as, the
fort mounts fifty guns.— 7. To put in shape for

examination or exhibition by means of neces-
sary or ornamental supports or accessories;

furnish, fit up, or set with necessary or appro-
priate appurtenances: as, to mount a picture
or a map ; to mount objects for microscopic ob-
servation; to mount a sword-blade; to mount
a jewel To mount guard, to take the station and
do the duty of a sentinel.—To mount the high horse.
See horsed.

mount^ (mount), n. [< moumt^, v.] 1. That
upon which anything is mounted or fixedfor use,

and bywhich it is supported and held in place.
Specifically

—

(a) The paper, cardboard, or other material
to which an engraving or a drawing is attached in order
to set it off to advantage. A mount maybe a single sheet,

or two sheets to one of which the print is attached, while
the other, with a space cut out somewhat larger than the
print, is placed over it, permitting it to be seen, while
protecting it from abrasion.

The crude white mounts wholly or practically destroy
the value of those " high lights " always so carefully placed
by Turner, and which were with him so integral a part of

every composition. Nineteenth Ceniury, XIX. 401.

(6) The necessary frame, handle, or the like for any deli-

cate object, as a fan.

Perforated cedar, sandalwood, nacre, ivory, such is the
proper mount of an elegant fan.

Art Journal, N. S., VIII. 90.

mountain

(c) The paper, silk, or other material forming the surface
of a tan.

A paper mount pasted on a wooden handle.
Coryata Crudities, quoted in Art Journal, N. S., XVII. 173.

To this period belong the fans called "Cabriolet." In
these the mount is in two parts, the lower and narrower
mount being half-way up the stick, the second mmmt in
the usual place at the top of the stick.

Harper's Mag., LXXIX. 404.

(d) Apparatus for the adjustment and attachment of a
cannon to its carriage.

The carriages and mounts of the guns are made entirely

of bronze and steeL Tlie Century, XXXVI. 889.

(e) pi. The metal ornaments serving as borders, edgings,
etc., or apparently as guards to the angles and prominent
parts, as in the decorative furniture of the eighteentli

century in Europe. (/) The glass slip, with accessories,

used to preserve objects in suitable form for study with
the microscope. The object is usually covered with very
thin glass, in squares or circles, and, except in the so-called

dry mounts, is immersed in a liquid {fbuid mounts), such
as Canada balsam, glycerin, etc. ; a cell, as of varnish, is used
in some cases.

2. The means of mounting or of raising one's

self on or as on horseback, (a) A horse, especially

in riding or hunting use.

I have got a capital mount. Dickens,

(b) A horse-block. HalKwell. [Prov. Eng.] (c) A bicycle.

mountable (mouji'ta-bl), a. [= F. montahle;
as mount^, v., + -aile,'\ Capable of being as-

cended or mounted. Cotgrajve.

mountain (moun'tan), n. and a. [< ME. moun-
taine, moimtein, montain, montaime, muntaine,
montaigne, < OF. montaigne, muntaine, F. mon-
tagne = Pr. montanha, montagna, montayna =
Sp. monta%a = Pg. montanha = It. montagna, <

ML. montanea, also montana, a mountain, a
mountainous region, < L. montana, neut. pi.,

mountainous regions, < montanus, of or belong-
ing to a mountain, mountainous, < mon(t-)s, a
mountain: see mounts. Mountain is related to

mounts as fountain is to fount'^.l I. n. 1. An
elevation of land of considerable dimensions
rising more or less abruptly above the surrovmd-
ing or adjacent region. Ordinarily no elevation is

called a mountain which does not form a conspicuous
figure in the landscape ; hence, what is a mountain in one
region might be regarded as simply a hill in another. A
region may have great elevation above the sea-level, but
not be recognized as a mountain. Thus, the Plains, or the
region between the Missouri and the Rocky Mountains,
have an elevation on their western edge as great as that
of the highest points of the Appalachian range. Elevated
regions not mountains are often called plateaus. Eleva-
tions, although of considerable height, if quite isolated or
precipitous, are often called rocks: as, the Rock of Gibral-
tar. Peak is occasionally used in the same way: as,

Pike's Peak; the Peak of Teneriffe; and in the United
States, in regions formerly occupied or explored by the
French, the word butte is employed with a somewhat simi-

lar meaning, while mound is used over a considerable ex-

tent of country, especially in Wisconsin, as nearly the
equivalent of butte or m^mnt. For ranges or connected
series of mountains, see mountain-chain.

We retourned towardes Iherusalem by the momdaynes
of Jude.

'

Sir R. Guylford, ijlgrymage, p. 38.

Mountains interpos'd
Make enemies of nations.

Cowper, Task, ii. 17.

'Tis distance lends enchantment to the view.
And robes the mountain in its azure hue.

Campbell, Pleasures of Hope, i. 7.

3. Something resembling a mountain in being
large ; something of extraordinary magnitude

;

a great heap : as, a mountain of rubbish.

So many hadde thei slayn ofmen and of horse that the
mountdns of bodyes were a^houte hem so grete that noon
myght come to hem but launchinge.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 333.

If it can confer anie thinge to the movtan of your Ma-
jesties praise, and it were but a clod use it and the auctour
as yours. A. Hume, Orthographie (E. E. T. S.), Ded., p. 3.

See skulking Truth to her old cavern fled.

Mountains of Casuistry heap'd o'er her head I

Pope, Dunciad, iv. 642.

3. A wine made from grapes grown on high
ground. See II., 2.

Very little old Mountain or Malaga sweet wine is grown.
Redding, Modem Wines (1851), p. 20L

Oldman ofthe moimtaiii. ?:eeAssassin,!.—lbs Moun-
tain. A name given to the extreme revolutionary party
in the legislatures of the first French revolution. The
name was derived from the fact that they occupied the
higherpartof the hall. (Compare .Jfoj»teffnor<f, 2.) Among
the chief leaders were Robespierre and Danton. Thetiame
was temporarily revived in the legislatiu'es following the
revolution of 1848.—To make a mountain of a mole-
hill. See mole-hUl.

II. a. 1. Of or pertaining to mountains;
found on mountains; growing or living on a
mountain: as, mountain air; mountain pines;
mountain goats.

And in thy right hand lead with thee
The mountain-nyraTih, sweet Liberty.

Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 36.

3. Produced from vines growing on the slopes
of a mountain, a hill, or any high ground : as,



moantain
aiountain wine.— 3. Like a mountain in size;
vast; mighty.

The higb, the mountain majesty of worth
Shonld be^ and shall, surriTor of its woe.

Byron, Childe Harold, UL 67.

Mountain t>attery, boomer, cavy, howitzer, lime-
stone, maize, eta See the nouus.

mountain-artillery (moun'tan-ar-til'e-ri), n.
See artillery.

monntain-asll (moun'tan-ash'), n. 1. One of
several small trees of the genus Pyrus, having
ash-like leaves, primarily P. aw«Mpor»a. This, the
rowan-tree orqoick-beam, grows wild in file northern parts
of the Old World, and is in general coltivation for orna-
ment, on account of its handsome pinnate leaves, its small
but numerous corymbed white flowers, and its bright^red
berries. The wood is used for tools ; the berries afford
malic acid, and all parts of the tree, as also of the American
species, are astringent The best-known American moun-
tain-ash is P. Amerieana, a similar tree, but wltb larger
leaves, and smaller though deeper-colored fruit. It is na-
tive in the mountains of the eastern United States and
northward, and is also cultivated. The western moun-
tain-ash, P. mmbvdfolia, a not very different tree, extends
across the continents See dogbeny, 2, and wicken.

2. One of several species of Eucalyptus, es-

pecially E. amygdaliiui, E. gotiiocalyx, E. Sie-

beriana, and E. pUularis (the flintwood). [Ans-
tralia.]

mountain-avens (moun'tan-av'enz), H. A ro-
saceous plant, Dryas octopetala.

mountain-balm (moun' tan-bam), n. 1. An
evergreen plant, Eriodictyon glutinosum (prob-
ably also £. tonientosum). Also called yeria
santa.— 2. The Oswego tea, Monarda didyma:
so called in the drug-trade.
mountain-beauty (moun'tan-bn'ti), n. The
California mountain-trout.
mountain-beaver (moun'tan-be'v6r), ». The
sewellel, ffaplodon rufus. See setBeUel, and cut
under Haplodon.
mountain-blackbird (moun'tan-blak'b^rd), /(.

The ring-ouzel, Merula torqudta. Also called
mountain-coUey, mountain-ouzel, or mountaiii-

thrush. [Local, Eng.]
mountain-blue (mouu'tan-bl5), ». 1. The blue
carbonate of copper. See azurite, 1.—2. Same
as 6?we ashes (which see, under blue).

mountain-bramble (moun'tan-bram'bl), 71.

The cloudberry, Bubus ChanuEinorus. See
cloudberry.

mountain-cat (moun'tan-kat), n. 1. A cata-

mount; a wildcat.— 2. An animal about as
large as a cat, Bassaris astuta. See Bassaris, 1.

[Southwestern U. S.]— S. In her., same as

catamount, 2.

mountain-chain (moun'tan-chan), n. A con-
nected series of mountains or conspicuous ele-

vations. In the formation of mountains other than vol-

canic the process has usually been of such a character
that a long strip of country has been raised in a sort of

crest or wall ; indeed, regions thoasands &f miles in length
have occasionally been thus affected. Thu elevated ridge
or wall has either in the original process of mountain-
building been raised into masses or subdivisions of vary-

ing height and more or less isolated from each other, or
else long-continued erosion and exposure to atauospheric
agencies have brought about the same result. The more
or less separated and distinct peaks, summits, or crests

together make up the range. It Is impossible to establish

any criterion by wliich one mountain-range can be sepa-
rated from another adjacent one. In most cases, how-
ever, there is more or less similarity, if not absolute iden-
tity, between the different parts of a range, from both a
geological and a topographical point of view ; but there
are ranges which are made up of parts differing from each
othergreatly in lithological character and in the epoch of
their formation, and which, nevertheless, are always popu-
larly considered as forming one system, and are so desig-
nated : this is the case with most of the greater mountain-
chains, as the Himalayas, the Andes, and the Cordilleras.

mountain-cock (moun'tan-kok), n. The male
oapercaUlie, Tetrao urogaUus.

mountain-cork (moun'tan-kdrk), n. A white
or gray variety of asbestos, so called from its

extreine lightness, as it floats in water. Also
called mountain-leather.

mountain-cowslip (moun ' tan -kon' slip), n.

See auricula, a,nd French cowslip (under cowslip).

mountain-crab (moun'tan-krab), n. A land-

crab of the family GeearcinidtB.

mountain-cranberry (moun'tan-kran'ber-i),

n. The cowberry, Vaccinium Vitis-IdtBa.

mountain-cross (moun'tan-krfis), n. In her., a

plain cross humet6 or eouped.
_

mountain-curassow (moun'tan-ku-ras'o), n.

A bird of the subfanuly Oreophasinte.

mountain-damson (moun'tan-dam'zn), n. A
West Indian tree, Simaruba a»iara,which yields

a bitter tonic and astringent.

mountain-deer (moun'tan-der), ». The cham-

ois. [Rare.]

It is a taste of doubt and fear,

To aught but goat or mountein-deer.
SeM, Lord of the Isles, iv. 8.
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mountain-dew (moun'tan-du), ». Whisky, es-

pecially Highland whisty. [Scotch.]

The shepherds, who had all come down from the moun-
tain heights, and were collected together (not without a
quench of the mountain-deic orwater of life) in a large shed.

J. WU«on, Lights and Shadows of Scottish Life, p. 305.

mountain-ebony (moun'tan-eb'o-ni), n. The
wood of an Indian tree, Bauhinia variegata.

mountained (moun'tand), a. [< mountain +
-etP.] 1. Covered with mountains.
This motaUaitied world. Keats, Hyperion.

2. Heaped up high.

Giant Vice and Irreligion rise
On niounttun'd falsehoods to invade the skies.

Brown, Essay on Satire.

mountaineer (moun-ta-ner'), u. [Formerlyalso
mountainer; < OP. montanier, montagnier, mon-
taignier = It. montagnaro, montanaro, < ML.
montanarius, a mountaineer, prop, adj., < L.
montana, mountains: see mountain and -eer.'\

1. An inhabitant of a mountainous district;

hence, a person regarded as uncouth or bar-
barous.

Who call'd me traitor, momUaineer.
Shot., Qonbeline, iv. 2. 120.

A few nwuntainers may escape, enough to continue the
human race ; and yet, being illiterate rusticks (as moun-
taimrs always are), they can preserve no memoirs offormer
times. Bentley, Sermons (ed. 1724), p. 108. (Latham.)

2. A climber of mountains : as, he has distin-
guished himself as a mountaineer.

mountaineer (mouu-ta-ner'), v. i. [< moun-
taineer, n.'] To assume'or practise the habits of

a mountaineer ; climb mountains : seldom used
except in the present participle or the parti-
cipiaJ adjective.

Not only in childhood and old age are the arms used for
purposes of support, but in cases of emergency, as when
mountaineering, they are so used by men in full vigour.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., § 60.

mountaineering (moun-ta-ner'ing), n. [Verbal
n. of mountaineer^ v.'] The act or practice of

climbing mountains.
mountainert (moun'tan-er), ». Same as moun-
taineer.

mountainett (moun'tan-et), n . [Formerly also

mountanet; < OP. montagne, montaignette, dim.
of montagne, montaigne, a mountain: see moun-
tain.'] A small mountain.
Betwixt her breasts (which sweetlyrose up like two fair

mountainets in the pleasant vale of Tempe) there hung a
very rich diamond. jSir P. Sidney, Arcadia, L

mountain-fern (moun'tan-fern), n. A common
European fern, Aspidium Oreopteris, closely al-

lied to the maJe-fem, A. Filix-mas.

mountain-fever (moun'tan-fe'vfer), n. A name
given somewhat loosely to certain fevers occur-

ring in the Cordilleras. They are usually ma-
larial or typhoid.

mountain-nncll (moun 'tan -finch), n. The
brambling or bramble-finch, Fringilla monti-

fringilla. See brambling.

mountain-flax (moun'tan-flaks),«. 1. Aplant,
Linum cathartieum or Polygala Senega. See flax,

1 (o) and (6), and Linum.— 2. A fibrous asbes-

tos, especially when spun and made into cloth.

mountabl-fringe (moun' tan -frinj), n. The
climbing fumitory, Adlumid cirrliosa. See cut

imder Adlumia.
mountain-grape (moun' tan -grap), n. See
grape^.

mountain-green (moun'tan-gren), «. 1. Same
as malachite-green, 1.—2.' Same as May-pole, 3.

mountain-guava (moun'tan-gwa'va), n. See
guava.
mountain-hare (moun'tan-har), n. An alter-

native name of the northern or varying hare,

Lepus variabilis, and of some of its varieties.

mountain-holly (moun'tan-hol'i), «. A
North American plant, Neinopanfhes Canaden-

sis, a branching shrub with ash-gray bark.

mountain-laurel (moun'tan-l&'rel), n. 1. Kal-

mia laUfolia. See cut under EaZmia.—2. XJm-

beUularia Califomica.—S. A plant of the genus
Ocotea {Oreodaphne).

mountain-leather (moun ' tan -Ioth ' 6r), ».

Same as mountain-corlc.

mountain-licorice (moun'tan-lik'o-ris), n. A
European species of trefoil,' 2Vt/o?»!rt» alpinum.

mountain-lumet (moun'fen-lin'et), n. Asmall
fringiUine bird of Europe,' Linota montium, the

twite.

mountain-lion (moun'tan-li'on), n. The cou-
gar, Felis concolor. See cut tmder cougar.

[Western U. S.]

There deer, bears, mountain-lioni, antelope, and tur-

keys are in abundance. Harper's Mag., LXXVU. 878.

mountain-tea

mountain-lover (monn'tan-luv'fer), n. [Tr.
NL. Oreophila, Nuttall's name of the genus.] A
proposed name for plants of the genus Paehys-
tima— Canby'a mountain-lover, P. Canbyi, a shrub
with deep-colored evergreen leaves, discovered in the
mountains of Virginia in 1868.

mountain-magnolia (moun'tan-mag-n6'li9,), »

.

See Magnolia.
monntain-mahoe (moun'tan-ma'ho), n. See
malioe.

mountain-mahogany (moun ' tan -ma -hog ' a -

ni), n. See mahogany.
mountain-man (moun'tan-man), ft. A trap-
per: so called in the Roclry Mountains. Sports-
man's Gazetteer.

mountain-mango (moun'tan-mang'go), n . See
mango.
mountain-maple (moun'tan-ma'pl), n. See
OTopfel.

mountain-meal (moun'tan-mel), >i. Bergmehl.
mountain-milk (moun'tan-milk), n. A very
soft spongy variety of carbonate of lime.

mountain-mint (moun'tan-mint), n. See Pyc-
nanthemum.
mountainous (moun 'tan -us), a. [Pormerly
also mountanous; < OP! montaigneux, P. mon-
tagneux = Sp. montaHoso = Pg. montanhoso =
It. montagnoso, < LL. montaniosus, mountain-
ous, < L. montana, neut. pi., mountainous re-

gions: see mountain.'] 1. Abounding in moun-
tains : as, the mountainous country of the Swiss

.

The Ck>nntry is not mountanous, nor yet low, bat such
pleasant plaine hils, and fertile valleyes.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, L 115.

2. Large as a mountain ; huge ; towering.

What custom wills, in all things should we do 't.

The dust on antique time would lie unswept^
And mountainous error be too highly heapt
Tor truth to o'er-peer. Shak., Cot, ii. 3, 127.

3t. Inhabiting mountains ; barbarous.

In . . . destructions by deluge and earthquake, . . .

the remnant of people which hap to be reserved are com-
monly ignorant and mountainous people, that can give no
account of the time past. Bacon, Vicissitude of Things.

mountainousness (moun'tan-us-nes), fl. Moun-
tainous character or condition. Brerewood.

mountain-parsley (moun'tan-pars'U), n. l.
The plant Peucedanum Orebselinum.— 2. The
parsley-fern of Europe, Cryptogramme (AUw.^
rus) crispa.

mountain-pepper (moun'tan-pep'fer), n. The
seeds of Capparis Sinaica.

'

mountain-plum (moun'tan-plum), H. A tree,

Xihienia Americana.
mountain-pride (moun'tan-prid), «. A tree of
Jamaica : same as May-pole, 3.

mountain-rhubarb (moun 'tan-ro 'barb), n.

The plant Bumex alpinus.

mountain-rice (moun'tan-iis), ». 1. Anupland
rice grown without irrigation in the Himalayas,
Coemn-China, and some districts of the Unit-
ed States and Europe.— 2. Any of the several
grasses of the genus Oryzopsis.

mountain-rose (moun'tan-roz), n. The alpine
rose, Bosa alpina.

mountain-sandwort (moun'tan-sand'wert), n.

See sandwort.
mountain-sheep (moun'tan-shep),«. The com-
mon wild sheep of the Rocky and other North
American mountains; the bighorn, Ovis mon-
tana.

mountain-sickness (moun'tan-sik'nes), ». A
morbid condition, marked by various distress-
ing symptoms, caused by very high altitudes.

mountain-soap (moun'tan-sop), n. A clay-like

mineral, having a greasy feel, which softens in

water and is said to have been used as a soap:
it is generally regarded as a variety of halloy-

site.

mountain-sorrel (moun'tan-sor^'el), n. Aplant
of the genus Oxyria.

mountsun-sparrow (moun'tan-spar'o), n. The
tree-sparrow, Parser montarius.

mountain-spinadi (moun'tan-spin'aj), 71. A
tall erect plant, Atriplex hortensis, of the natural

order Chenopodiacece, a native of Tatary. it is

cultivated in France, under the name orroc*«, for the

sake of its large succulent leaves, which are used as

spinach. Also called garden-orach.

mountain-sweet (moun'tan-swet), ». New
Jersey tea. See CeanotJnis.

mountain-tallow (moun'tan-tal'6), n. A miner-

al substance having the color and feel of taUow.
It occurs In a bog on the borders of Loch Fyne in Scot-

land, in a Swedish lake, and in geodes in the Grlamorgan

coal-measures. Also called luitchettiie, hatcketUn.

mountain-tea (moun'tan-te), n. The American
wintergreen, Gaultheri'a procumhens.



mountain-tobacco

mountain-tobacco (moun'tan-to-bak'o), n. A
composite plant, Arnica montana,
mountainward (moun' tan -ward), adv. [<
mountain + -tcard.l In the direction of moun-
tains ; toward the mountains.
There is a fine view of the country seaward and moun-

tainward. The Aaantic, LXIV. 366.

mountain-witch (moun'tan-wich), n. A wood-
pigeon, Geofr^giOft sylvatica. P. H. Gosse.

mountain-wood (moun'tan-wud), n. Avariety
of asbestos. See anbestos, 3.

MomUain wood occurs in soft, tough masses ; it has a
brown colour, much resembling wood, and is found in Scot-
land, I'rance, and the Tyrol. Spom' Enayc. Manvf. , 1. 341.

mountauceti '^ [ME. mountaunee, montaunce,
< OF. montanee, mountance, a rising, amount,
< monter, mount: see mounP, v. Ci. mounte-
nanoe.'] Amount; extent.

Of al the remenant of rayn other care
Ke sette 1 nat the mountaunee of a tare.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, I. 712.

Everyche of hem hath be Zere the mountance of 6 score
Floreynes. JUandemlle, Travels, p. 38.

mountant (moun'tant), a. [< F. montant,
mounting, ppr. of monter, mount: see mounts,
V. Cf. montant.'] High; raised: a quasi-her-
aldio epithet.

Hold up, you sluts.

Your aprons mountant; you are not oathable—
Although, I know, you'll swear.

Shak., T. of A., iv. 3. 13.^

mountebank (moun'tf-bangk), n. and a. [For-
merly also mountibank; < It. montambanco,
montimbanco, earlier monta in banco (Florio), a
mountebank, < montar' in banco, play the moun-
tebank (Florio), lit. mount on a bench : m,ontare,

mount; in, on; banco, bench: see mouni'^, in^,

bank^, bench. Ct. saltimbanco.'] I. «.l. A peri-

patetic quack; one who prescribes and sells

nostrums at fairs and similar gatherings.
We see the weakness and credulity of men is such as they

will often prefer a mountebank or witch before a learned
physician. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 190,

The front looking on the greate bridge is possess'd by
mourdebanks, operators, and puppet-players.

Evelyn, Diary, Feb. 3, 1644.

Perhaps the latest mmmtebank in England was about
twenty years ago, in the vicinity of Yarmouth. He was
selling "cough drops "and infallible cures for the asthma.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, L 217.

Hence— 2. Any impudent and unscrupulous
pretender; a charlatan.

Nothing so impossible in nature but unountehan^g will
undertake. Ariuthnot, Hist. John Bull.

I tremble for him [William IV.] ; at present he is only a
m/nrntebarUe, but he bids fair to be a maniac.

OremUe, Memoirs, July 30, -1830.

3. The short-tailed African kite, Selotarsus
ecaudatus: so called from its aerial tumbling.
=SjnL Em^pirie, etc. See quack, n.

II. a. 1. Pertaining to or consisting of

mountebanks ; sham
;
quack : as, a mountebank

doctor.
Observed ye, yon reverend lad
Mak's faces to tickle the mob ;

He rails at our mountebank squad

—

It's rivalry just i' the job.
Bums, Jolly Beggars.

2. Produced by quackery or jugglery.

Every numrdebank trick was a great accomplishment
there [in Abyssinia].

Bruce, Source of the Nile, Int., p. Ixxiv.

Uountebank Bhrimp. See shrimp.

mountebank (moun'te-bangk), V. [< mounte-
bank, M.] I. trans, l'. To cheat by unscrupu-
lous and impudent arts

;
gull.

I'll mountebank their loves,

Cog their hearts from them.
5Ao*., Cor., ilL 2. 132.

2. To introduce or insinuate by delusive arts

or pretensions.
Men of Paracelsian parts, well complexioned for hones-

ty :.. . such are fittest to Mountebanke hie [Beelzebub's]

Chimistry into sioke Churches and weake Judgements.
N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 2.

H. intrans. To play the mountebank: with
indefinite it.

Say if 'tis wise to spurn all rules, all censures,

And inounlebank it in the public ways,
Till she becomes a jest.

Kingsley, Saint's Tragedy, ii. 4.

mountebankery (moun'te-bangk-6r-i), n. [<

mountebank + -ery.] The practices of a mounte-
bank; quackery; unscrupulous and impudent
pretensions.
Whilst all others are experimented to be but mere em-

pirical state mountebankery. Barrmwnd, Works, IV. 609.

mountebanking (moun'te-bangk-ing), n. [Ver-

bal n. of mountebank, v.] ' Mountebankery.

Do not suppose I am going, sicut meus est mos, to in-

dulge in moralities about buffoons, paint, motley, and
vumntebanJcinff.

Thackeray, lUiundabout Papers, De Juventute.
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mountebankish (moun'te-bangk-ish), a. [<

mountebank + -is7ii.] Characteristic of a moun-
tebank

;
quackish ; knavish.

A Satnrnian merchant born in Rugilia, whom for his
cunningness in negotiating, and for some Hocos-pocos
and mountebankish tric^ I transformed to a fox.

Howell, Parly of Beasts, p. 87. (fiavies.)

mountebankism (moun'tf-bangk-izm), n. [<
mountebank + -ism.'] Same as mountebankery.
mounted (moun'ted), p. a. [Pp. of mount^, v.]

1. Raised; especially, set on horseback: as,

mounted police; specifically, in her., raised
upon two or more steps, generally three : said
especially of a cross.— 2. Elevated; setup.

—

3. Furnished; supplied with all necessary ac-

cessories.
She is a little haughty;

Of a small body, she has a mind well mounted.
Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, ii. 2.

Mounted Andrewt, a merry-andrew or mountebank.
Davies.

While mounted Andrews, bawdy, bold, and loud,
Like cocks, 'alarum all the drowsy crowd.

Verses prefixed to Rennet's tr. of Erasmus's Praise of Folly.

Mounted comet, in organ-building. See cornet^, 1 (c).

—Mounted power, a horse-power designed for service
without dismounting. E. E. .^m^At.—Mounted work,
silverware of which the ornaments are soldered on instead
of being raised in relief from the body itself by chasing or
repousse work.

mounteet (moun'te), n. Same as mownty.
mountenancet (moun'te-nans), n. [< ME.
mountenance, also mownten'aunce, montenance,
an erroneous form (appar. simulating the form
of maintenance) of mountance: see tnountance.]

Amount ; space ; extent. Compare mountance.

The montenans of dayes three.
He herd hot swoghyne of the flode.

Thomas of Ersseldoune (Child's Ballads, I. 103).

Man can not get the ttwunt'nance of an egg-shell
To stay his stomach. B. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, iii. 5.

mounter (moun'ter), TO. [<. mounts + -er^. Cf.

F. monteur.] 1. One who mounts or ascends.
— 2. One who furnishes or embellishes; one
who applies suitable appurtenances or orna-
ments: as, a mounter of fans or canes.— 3t.
An animal mounted; a monture.

And forward spurr'd his mounter fierce withal.
Within his arms longing his foe to strain.

Fairfaa;, tr. of Tasso, vii. 96.

mountiet, »• See mounty.
mounting (moun'ting), n. [Verbal n . of mounts,
v.] 1. The act of rising or ascending; espe-
cially, the act of getting on horseback; ascent;
soaring.

There was mmtnting 'mong Graemes of the Netherby clan

;

Forsters, Fenwicks, and Musgraves, they rode and they
ran. Scott, Young Lochinvar.

It was in solitude, among the flowery ruins of ancient
Rome, that his highest mmintings of the mind, his finest

trances of thought, came to Shelley.

E. Dowden, Shelley, II. 261.

2. The act or art of setting stuffed skins of

animals in a natural attitude; taxidermy.

—

3. That which serves to mount anything, as a
sword-blade, a print; or a gem: see mount?, v.,

7.— 4. That which is or may be mounted for

use or ornament : as, the mountings for an an-

gler's rod.— 5. Same as harness, 5.

mounting (moun'ting), a. In her., rising or

climbing: applied to beasts of chase when they
are represented in the position called rampant
in case of a beast of prey. Compare mountant.

mounting-block (moun'ting-blok), n. Ablock,
generally of stone, used in mounting on horse-
back.
mountingly (moun'ting-li), adv. By rising or

ascending; so as to rise high.

But leap'd for joy.

So mountingly I touch'd the stars, methought.
Middlcton, Massinger, and Rowley, Old Law, ii. 1.

mounting-stand (moun'ting-stand), n. A small
table containing a sand-bath, heated by a
lamp, and having adjustable legs and other

conveniences for mounting objects for exami-
nation with a microscope.

mountlett (mount'let), re. [< OF. montelet, dim.

of mont, mountain: see mount^ and -let.] A
small mountain ; a, hill

.

Those snowie mountelets, through which doe oreepe
The milkie riuers that ar inly bred
In siluer cistemes. G. Fletcher, Christ's Viotorie, st. 60.

mount-needlework (mount 'ne'^dl-wferk), «.

Decorative needlework, embroidery, etc.,

wrought upon a foundation which is mounted
on a panel or stretched in a frame. Diet, of
Needlework.

Mount Saintt. An obsolete card-game.

Coeval with Gleek we find Hount Saint or more properly

Cent, in Spanish Cientos, or hundred, the number of points

mourn
that win the game. . . . Mount Saint was pl&yed by covint~

ing, and probably did not differ much from Picquet, or
picket, as it was formerly written, which is said to have-
been played with counters.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 436.

mounturet, n. [< ME. mounture, mountour,
monture, < OF. monture, F. monture = It. mon~
tatura, < ML. as if *montatura, a mounting, <

mowtore, mount: see »80«B«2. Qt. monture.] 1.

A mounting.

The mounture so well made, and for my pitch so fit,

As though I see faire peeces moe, yet few so fine as it.

Oascoigne, Complaint of the Oreene Enight.

2. A horse or other animal to be ridden; a.

mount.
After messe a morsel he & his men token.

Miry watz the mornyng, his mounture he askes.

Sir Oaumyne and the Oreen Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1691.

Most writers agree that Poms was four cubits and a.

shaft length high, and that being upon an elephant's back
he wanted nothing in bight and bigness to be proportion-
able for his mounture, albeit it were a very great elephant.

North, tr. of Plutarch, p. 684.

3. A throne.

And in the myddes of this palays is the mmmlour for
the grete Cane that is alle wrought of gold and of pre-

cyous stones and grete perles. MandemUe, Travels, p. 217.

mountyt (moun'ti), n. [Also mountie, mountee;
< OF. montee, a mounting, rising, prop. pp. of
monter, mount: see mount^, v.] In hawking,

the act of rising up to the prey that is already
in the air.

The sport which for that day Basilins would principally^

show to Zelmane was the mountie at a heam.
Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii.

mourf, n. A variant of more^.

mourdantt, »• An obsolete form of mordant.

Mouriria (mS-rir'i-a), n. [NL. (A. L. do
Jussieu, l'r89), < mouririchiri, native name in

Guiana.] A genus of dicotyledonous shrubs, of

the polypetalous order Melastomaeew and of
the tribe Memecylece, all other genera of which
have the ovary with more than one cell. About
30 species are known, found from Mexico to Brazil, es-

pecMly in Guiana. Hiey bear small rosy-yellow or white
flowers, rigid sessile opposite leaves, and round coriaceous,

berries. M. myrtUloides of the West Indies is called

small-leafed ironwood, and, with the geuus in general,

silverwood.

mournl (mom), v. [< ME. mournen, mornen,
murnen, < AS. murnan, meornan = OS. mornian,
mornon = OHG. mornen = (Jroth. maurnan =-

Icel. morna, grieve, mourn. Connection with
G. murren = loel. murra, murmur, grieve, L.

murmurare, murmur, and with L. mcerere, moe-

rere, mcereri, be sad, grieve, mourn, Gr. /lipi/iva,

care, etc., is doubtful.] I. intrans. 1. To ex-
press grief or sorrow; grieve; be sorrowful;:

lament.
Alisaundrine anon attelede to hire boure,
& momed neish for mad for Meliors hire ladi.

WUliam of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), L 1760.

Blessed are they that mourn, for they shall be com-
forted. Mat. V. 4.

A plentifull Haruest found not labourers to inne it, but
shed it selfe on the ground, and the cattell mourned for
want of milkers. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 631.

2. To display the appearance of grief; wear
the customary habiliments of sorrow.

We mmimin black; why Tnoumwe not in blood?
SlMk., 1 Hen. VI., i 1. 17.

What though no friends in sable weeds appear.
Grieve for an hour, perhaps, then mourn a year.

Pope, Elegy to an Unfortunate Lady, 1. 66.

=Syn. 1. Grieve, etc. See la/ment, v. i.

II. trans. 1. To grieve for; lament; bewail;
deplore.

As when a father mourns
His children aU in view destroy'd at once.

Maton, P. L., xi. 760.

Portius himself oft falls in teai's before me,
As if he mmtm'd his rival's ill success.

Addison, Cato, i 6i

I go at least to bear a tender part,
And nwum my lov'd one with a mother's heart.

Pope, Iliad, xviii. 84k

2. To convey or express grief for.

Soft is the note, and sad the lay,

j?hat mourns the lovely Rosabella.
Scott, L. of L. M., vl 23.

mourn^t, a. [ME. mume : see mourn^, v.] Sor-

rowful.
Ther let we hem sojourne,
And speke we of chaunces hard and mume.

Arthour and Merlin, p. 308. (HaMwA'i

mourn^t, » [^ )bo«™1, v.] Sorrow.

Hold, take her at the hands of Radagon,
A pretty peat to drive your mmam away.

Greene and Lodge, Looklng-Glass for Lend, and Eng. , p. 1 24.

[(.Dames.)

moum^t, V. i. [Found first in the verbal noun
mourning ; prob. orig. as a noun, *mourne, er-



monm
roneously, in farriers' use, for 'mourue (being
confused with the E. mourn''-), < OF. mourue,
mourrue, older morue, in pi. m<)uru,es, mourrues,
morues, hemorrhoids or piles, also the mumps
and a disease of horses; prob. (like piles),

with ref. to the shape oi hemorrhoids, < L.
morum, a mulberry: see more*. Confusion
with OF. mort, death (as asserted in the quot.
from Topsell), seems improbable; but there
may have been confusion with OF. morve, mu-
cus of the nose, as used in the name of a dis-

ease of horses, '"les morves de petit point, a
kind of frenzie in an horse, durmg which he
neither knows any that have tended him, nor
hears any that come near him" (Cotgi-ave).

There seems to have been confusion also with
mose, the expression to mose in the chine being
equivalent to to mourn of the chine: see vwse^.
None of the expressions appear in literary use
except in allusive slang; and their origin was
appar. never clearly known.] To have a kind
of malignant glanders: said of a horse, and
allusively of persons, in the phrase to mourn
of the chine or mourning of the chine. Compare
to mose in the chine (under mose^), and see
mourner^.

The Frenche-man Baythe '
'mort de langne, et de eschine

sount maladyes saance mediciae," the nummynge of the
tongue and ^ the chyne are diseases without medicyne.

FOzherbert, Husbandry (1534).

This word mimming of the chine is a corrapt name bor-
rowed of the French toong, wherein it is called mote [la-

ter editions iTwrte] deschien, that is to say. the death of the
backe. Because many do hold this opinion, that this dis-

ease doth consume the marrow of the haclse.

Topsell, quoted in N. and Q., 7th ser., III. 184.

This Loner, fuller of passions than of pence, began (when
hee entred into the consideration of his owne estate) to
moume of the chyne, and to hang the lippe.

ehreene. Sever too Late.

mourner^ (mor'nfer), II. 1. One who mourns
or laments.
Because man goeth to his long home, and the mourners

go about the streets, Eccles. xiL 5.

2. One employed to attend funerals in a habit
of mourning.
And the mourners go home, and take off their hatbands

and scarves, and give them to their wives to make aprons
of. B. B. Samsay, Kem. of Scottish Life, p. 20.

3. Anything associated with mourning.

The mourner-yew and builder-oak were there.
Dryden, PaL and Arc., ill 961.

4. In certain localities, at a funeral, one who is

recognized as belonging to the circle of those
most afflicted by the death and has a special

place accordingly. [CoUoq.] —Indian mourner.
Same as sad-tree.

moumer^t (mor'ner), n. [< mourn^ + -er^;

with aUusion to niourner^.'\ One who has the
mourning of the chine. [Slang.]

He's chin'd, he's chin'd, good man ; he is a mourner.
Beau, and Ft., Custom of the Country, iiu 3.

monmflll (morn'ful), a. [< motfrnl -^ -/«?.] 1.

Sorrowful; oppressed with grief.

The future pious, mournful Fair, . . .

Shall visit her d&tinguish'd Um.
Prior, Ode on Death of Queen Mary.

2. Denoting or expressing mourning or sorrow

;

exhibiting the appearance of grief: as, mourn-
ful music ; a mournful aspect.

Yet cannot she rejoyce,

IS'or frame one warbling note to pass out of her mmLmfvU
voyce. Gascoigne, Flowers, Lamentation of a Lover.

Yet seemed she to appease
Her moumefuU plaintes.

Spenser, F. Q., I. L 54.

No funeral rite^ nor man in mourning weeds,
;>ror ^noumful bell shall ring her bui^L

ShaJc., Tit. And., v. 3. 197.

3. Causing sorrow ; deplorable ; doleful : as, a
mournful death. =SyiL Lugubrious, doleful, afflictive

grievous, lamentable, deplorable, woful, melancholy.

mournfully (morn'ful-i), adv. In a mournful
manner ; sorrowfully ; as one who mourns.
What profit is it that we have kept his ordinance, and

that we have walked mawmfuUy before the Lord of hosts?
Mai. iii. 14.

Beat thou the drum, that it speak mournfuUy.
Shale, Cor., v. 6. 15L

motinifulness (mom'ful-nes), n. 1. The con-
dition of being mournful; sorrow; grief; the
state of mourning; the quality of sadness.

—

2. An appearance or expression of grief.

mournful-widow (mom'ful-wid'o), n. Same
as mourning-bride.
moumingi (mor'ning), n. and a. l(. ME. moum-
yng, moorning, mornyng, < AS. mumung, mourn-
ing, verbal n. of muman, mourn: see jnourni.]

I. ». 1. The act of lamenting or expressing
grief; lamentation; sorrow.
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1 . . . ne had al owtterly foryeten the wepinge and the

mowmynge that was set in myn herte.

Chaucer, Boethius, Iv. prose 1.

But when my mournings I do think upon.
My wormwood, hemlock, and affliction.

My soul is humbled in rememb'ring this.

Donne, Lamentations of Jeremy, iii. 19.

' And at end of day
They reached the city, and with mourning sore
Toward the king's palace did they take their way.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 349.

2. The outward tokens or signs of sorrow for

the dead, such as the draping of buildings in

giving expression to public sorrow, the wear-
ing of garments of a particular color, the use
of black-bordered handkerchiefs, black-edged
writing-paper and visiting-cards, etc. The color
customarily worn on such occasions differs at different

times and in different countries : in China and Japan, for
instance, white is the mourning color, and basted un-
hemmed gai-ments the style. At present in Europe and
America the customary color is black, or black slightly

relieved with white or purple, black crape playing an im-
portant part especiaUy in the mourning worn by women.
Sometimes a distinctive garment, such as the widow's cap,

is added.

No Athenian, through my means, ever put on Tnouming.
Langhorne, tr. of Plutarch's Pericles.

And even the pavements were with Tnouming hid.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., iiL 942.

To be in mourning, to be under the regulations and re-

straints, as regards dress, social intercourse, etc., which,
and for such length of time as, custom or fashion pre-
scribes on the occasion of the death of a relative or some
one held in peculiar respect.

II. a. Having to do with mourning for the
dead; of such Mnd as is used in mourning for
the dead: as, a mourning garment; a mourning
hat-band.

Six dukes followed after, in black mourning gownds.
Death of Queers Jane (Child's Ballads, YII. 78).

mourning^t, «• See mourn^.
mourning-bride (m6r'mng-brid'),H. The sweet
scabious, Scabiosa atropurpurea : so calledwhen
its flowers are deep purple or crimson, but they
are sometimes rose-colored or even white.
mouming-broocll (mor'ning-brSch), n. A
brooch of jet or other suitable material, worn
by women as a sign of mourning.
mourning-cloak (mor'ning-klok), n. 1. A cloak
formerly worn by persons following a funeral,

usually hired from the undertaker.—2. A but-
terfly, Vanessa antiopa.

mourning-coach (mor'ning-koch), n. 1. A
coach used by a person in mourning, black in

color, ard sometimes covered outside as well
as inside with black cloth, the hammer-cloths
also being black.

It was the fashion to use a Tnourning coach all the time
mourning was worn, and this rendered it incumbent upon
people to possess such a vehicle; consequently they were
frequently advertised for sale.

Ashton, Social Life in Keign of Queen Anne, n. 176.

2. A closed carriage used to convey mourners
on the occasion of a funeral.

mouming-dove (mor'ning-duv), n. The com-
mon American or Carolina turtle-dove, Zenai-

dura carolinensis : so called from its plaintive

cooing. See cut under dove.

mourning-livery (mor'ning-liv'er-i), «. Liv-
ery worn by men-servants in commemoration
of the death of a member of a master's family.

moumingly (mor'ning-li), adv. In the manner
of one who mourns.

The king very lately spoke of him admiringly and
moumingly. Shak., All's WeU, i. 1. 34.

mourning-piece (mor'ning-pes), «. A picture

intended as a memorial of the dead, it repre-

sents a tomb or an um inscribed with the name of the de-
ceased, with weeplng-wiUows, mourners, and other fune-
real accessories.

Theygo to sea, you know, and fall out o' the riggin', or
get swamped in a gale, or killed by whales, and there
ain't a house on the island, I expect, but what's got a
mourning-piece hangin* up in the front room.

M. C. Lee, A Quaker Girl of Nantucket, p. 48.

mourning-ring (m6r'ning-ring),n. Aringworn
as a memorial of a deceased person, such rings

were commonly inscribed with the name and the dates of

birth and death of the person commemorated. The cus-

tom of wearing them is almost obsolete.

mourning-stuff (mor'ning-stuf), n. A luster-

less black textile material, such as crape, cash-

mere, or merino, regarded as especially fitted

for mourning-garments.
moumJng-Wldow (mor'ning-wid'o), n. 1. A
dusky-petaled geranium of central and western
Europe, Geranium phceum.— 2. Same as »K>«r«-

ing-iride.

mournivalt, ». See mumival.
moumsome (mom'sum), a. [< mourn^ + -some.']

Mournful. [Recent and rare.]

mouse
Then there came a mellow noise, very low and moum-

some, not a sound to be afraid of.

R. D. Blaekmore, Loma Doone, iii.

mouse (mous), n.
;
pi. mice (mis). [< ME. vious,

mas (pi. mys, myse, laveljmusu^), < AS. mUsJjil.
mys) = D. muis = MLG. mils, LG. mus = OHG.
MHG. mus, G. maus = Icel. mus = Sw. Dan. mus
= L. mUs (mur-) = Gr. /ivg (jtv-) = OBulg. myshi
= Bulg. misld-a = Serv. vii-sh = Bohem. mysh =
Pol. mysz = Russ. »( uishi= Pers. ( > Turk. ) mush
= Skt. muslrn (>Hind. musd, must), dim. mushika
(PaU musiko), a rat, a mouse ; prob. ' stealer,' <
•/ mus, Skt. •/ mush, steal. Hence ult. (< L.
mas) muscle^, muscular, etc.] 1. A small ro-
dent quadruped, Mus musculus, of the family
Murida : a name extended to very many of the

Mouse {Mus tmiscjttus).

smaller species of the same family, the larger
ones being usually called rats. Mice proper, be-
longing to the genus Mus, are indigenous to the Old
World only, though M. musculus has been introduced
and naturalized everywhere. The native mice of America
all belong to a different section of Muridoe called Sig-
modonbes, and to such genera as Hesperomys. See cuts
under deer-mouse, Arvicola, and Evotomys. [Mouse, like

rat, enters into many compounds indicating different spe-

cies or varieties of murines, and many other small quad-
rupeds, not of the same family, or even of the same
order : as, harvest-mouse, meadow-7?touse, field-7nou«e. See
these words.]

Now yif thou saye a mous amonges oother Tnusus [var,

myse] that chalengede to hymself-ward ryht and power
over alle other mysus [var. Tnyse], how gret scorn woldis-
thow han of it

!

Chaucer, Boethius, ii. prose 6.

2. Some animal like or likened to a mouse, as
a shrew or bat. See shrew-mouse.

And there ben also Myse als grete as Houndes; and
zalowe Myse als grete as Kavenes.

Mandemtte, Travels, p. 291.

3. A moth of the family Amphipyridce.— 4.
Some little bird : used in composition : as, sea-

mouse and sand-moMSe, the dunlin or purre,
Tringa alpina, a sandpiper. [Local, Eng.]—
5. A familiar term of endearment.

Let the bloat king . . . call you his mouse.
Shale., Hamlet, iii. 4. 183.

6. Xaut. : (at) -A- knob formed on a rope by spun-
yam or parceling, to prevent a running eye
from slipping. (6) Two or three turns of spun-
yarn or rope-yam about the point and shank
of a hook, to'keep it from unhooking. Also
called mousing.— 7. A particular piece of beef
or mutton below the round ; the part immedi-
ately above the knee-joint. Also called mouse-
piece and mouse-buttock.— 8. A match used in

blasting.— 9. A swelling caused by a blow; a
black eye. [Slang.]—Economistmonse. See econo-

mist.

—

Hare-tailed mouse. Same as lemming.— Jjea.-

them mouse, a bat.—Long-tailed mouse, one of the
MurimB, as the common European wood-mouse, Mus sylva-

Ucus, or the American deer-mouse. Hesperomys leucopus

:

so called in distinction from the short-tailed field-mice,

voles, or Arvicolinae.— Pharaoh's mouse. Same as Pha-
raoh's rat (which see, under rat)..

mouse (mouz), !-.
; pret. and pp. moused, ppr.

mousing. [< mouse, ».] I. intrans. 1. To hunt
for or catch mice.

Your puss, demure and pensive, seems
Too fat to mouse. F. Locker,My Neighbour Kose.

2. To watch or pursue something in a sly or in-

sidious manner.
A whole assembly of mousing saints, under the mask of

zeal and good nature, lay many kingdoms in blood.
Sir £. L'Estrange.

A mousing, learned New Hampshire lawyer.

B. Cabot Lodge, Daniel Webster, p. 107.

3. To move about softly or cautiously, like a

cat hunting mice; prowl.

When we were not on the water, we both liked to mouse

about the queer streets and quaint old houses of that re-

gion. T. W. Higginson, Oldport, p. 62.

n. trans. 1. To tear as a cat tears a mouse.

And now he feasts, mousing the flesh of men.
Shak., K. John, ii. 1. 354.

2. To hunt out, as a cat hunts out mice. [Eare.]

He preached for various country congregations, and usu-

ally returned laden with boxes and bundles of literary odds

and ends, moused from rural attics and bought or begged

for his collection. New York Evangelist, Oct. 20, 1864.



mouse
3. Naut, to pass a few turns of a small line
round the point and shank of (a hook), to keep
it from unhooking.
mouse-barley (mous'bar"li), n. Sordeum mu-
rinum, a grass of little value.
mouse-bird (mous'bferd), n. Any bird of the
African genus Colius; one of the colies: so
called from their color.

mouse-bur (mous'ber), n. See the quotation,
and Martynia.

On our way across the camp we saw a great quantity of
the seeds of the Martynia proboscidea, nwn«e-&«rr8, asthey
call them, devil's claws or toe-nails.

Lady Brassey, Voyage of Sunbeam, I. vl.

mouse-buttock (mous'buf'ok), n. Same as
mouse, 7.

mouse-chop (mous'chop), n. A species of fig-

marigold, Mesembryanthemum murinum.
mouse-color (mous'kul'''or), n. The gray color
of a mouse.
mouse-colored (mous'kul"grd), a. Having the
gray color of a mouse, or a color somewhat simi-
lar ; dark-gray with a yellowish tinge, the color
of the common mouse.
mouse-deer (mous'der), n. A chevrotain or
tragulid: a small deer-like ruminant of the
family Tragulida.
mouse-dun (mous'dun), a. See dvm^.
mouse-ear (mous'er), n. 1. A species of hawk-
weed, Hieradum Pilosella, found throughout
Europe and northern Asia. It Is a low herb with
tufted radical leaves and leafy barren creepers, its heads
of letiion-colored flowers borne on leafless scapes. Also
called nwuse-ear hawkweed.
2. One of various species of scorpion-grass or
forget-me-not of the genus Myosoiis : so called
in allusion to their short soft leaves. See My-
OSoUs.—Goliea mouse-ear, Hieradum aiirantiaeum,
a European species with golden-red corymbed heads.

—

Mouse-ear chiclcweed. See ehiekweed.—JlLouBe-eax
cress, Sisymbrium Thaliana.—Mouse-ear everlastiiig,
a common composite plant of North America, Antenna-
ria plantaginytoliat with whitish heads in small corymbs,
blooming very early in the spring. Also called plantain-
lea/ed everlasting.— JHouse-eax hawkweed. See def. 1.

—Mouse-eax scorpion-grass, JHyosoHs palustrii.

mouse-fallt (mous'fai), n. [ME. mmsfalle,
mowsefelle, mowsfalle; < mouse + fall.] A
mouse-trap which falls on the mouse.
mouse-fish (mous'fish), n. An anteunarioid
fish, Pterophryne histrio, which is party-colored,
and chiefly inhabits the Sargasso Sea, where it

builds a sort of nest. The skin is smooth and pro-
vided with tag-like appendages, the mouth Is oblique, the
ventral flns are long, and the dorsal and anal fins are well
developed. Also called marbled angler, frogjUh, and toacL-

fish. See cut under Pterophryne.

mouse-grass (mous'gras), n. 1. A grass, Aira
caryophyllea, having short soft leaves. [Local,
Eng.]— 3. Another grass, Dichelachne crinita,

of similar habit. [Australia.]

mouse-hawk (mous'hak), n. The rough-legged
bustard. See Archibuteo. [New Eng.]
mouse-hole (mous^hol), n. A hole where mice
enter or pass, or so small that nothing larger
than a mouse may pass in or out ; a very small
inlet or outlet.

If you take us creeping into any of these rtwuse-holes of

sin any more, let cats flay off our skins.

Massinger, Virgin-Martyr, ii. 1.

mouse-hound (mous'hound),w. A weasel. Hal-
liwell. [Prov. Eng.]
mouse-hunt (mous'hunt), n. 1. A hunting for

mice.

—

2\. Amouser; one who watches or pur-
sues, as a cat does a mouse.

Aye, you have been a Tnovse-hunt in your time.

But I will watch you from such watching now.
Shak., R. and J., iv. 4. 11.

Many of those that pretend to be great Kabbies in these

studies have scai'ce saluted them from the strings, and the
titlepa^e, or, to give 'em more, have bin but the Ferrets

and Merushunts of an Index.
MUtonj Reformation in Eng,, i.

mousekin (mous'kin), «. [< mouse + -kin.] A
little or young mouse.

"Frisk about, pretty little mouseJdn," says gray Grimal-

kin. Thackeray, Virginians, xxxviii.

mouse-lemur (mous'le'^mfer), «. A small kind

of lemur of the genus Cldrogaleus, as C. milii

or C. coquereli. See Galagininw, and cut under
Chirogaleifs.

mouse-mill (mous'inil), n. See mill.

mouse-owl (mous'oul), n. The short-eared owl,

Asio hrachyotus or accipitrimis.

mouse-pea (mous'pe), n. See Lathyrus.

mouse-piece (mous'pes), n. Same as mouse, 7.

mouser (mou'zer), n. .An animal that catches

mice; specifically, a cat: commonly used with

a qualifying term to describe the proficiency of

the animal as a mouse-oateher.
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When you have plenty of fowl in the larder, leave the

door open, in pity to the poor cat, if she be a good mouser.
Swift, Advice to Servants, ii.

Owls, you know, are capital mousera.
Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 28.

mouse-roller (mous'r6'''16r), n. In printing, an
inking-roUer which jumps up to take ink, and
then jumps back to put this ink on the inking-
table.

mousery (mous'6r-i), n.
;
pi. mouseries (-iz). [<

mouse + -ery.'] A place where mice abound;
the breeding-grounds of large numbers of mice
or voles.

The disturbance of this populous mousery by the visits

of owls. F. A. lAUsas, The Auk, T. 280.

mouse-sight (mous'sit),»i. Myopia; short-sight-
edness ; near-sightedness.

mousetail (mous'tal), n. A plant of the genus
Myosurus, especially M. minimus: so named
from the shape of the elongated fruiting re-
ceptacle.

mousetail-grass (mous'tal-gras), n. 1. One
of the foxtail-grasses, Alopecurus agresHs.— 2.
Another grass, Festuca Myurus.
mouse-thorn (mous'thdm), n. The star-thistle,

Centaurea Calcitrapa, in the form commonly
known as C. myacantha. The involucre bears
long spines.

mouse-trap (mous'trap), n. [< ME. mowse-trap;
< m^use + trapK'] 1 . A trap for catching mice.—2. A certain mathematical problem. Itisasfol-
lows : Let a given number of objects be arranged in a circle
and counted round and round, and let every one against
which any multiple of a given number is pronounced be
thrown out when this happens ; then, which one will be
left to the last?—Mouse-trap switch, in elect., an auto-
matic switch which is shifted from one position to an-
other when the current passing through the coil of a con-
trolling magnet falls below a certain limit, in which case
the released armature draws away a detent and allows the
movement of the switch.

mouse-trap (mous'trap), v. t. [< mouse-trap,
m.] To catch, as a mouse, in a trap ; entrap.
mousie (mou'si), n. A diminutive of mouse.
[Scotch.]

But, Movsle, thou art no thy lane,
In proving foresight may be vain.

Burns, To a Mouse.

mousing (mou'zing), a. and n. I, a. Mouse-
catching

;
given to catching mice.

A falcon, towering in her pride of place,

Was by a mouxiibg owl hawk'd at and kill'd.

Shak., Macbeth, ii. 4. 13.

II. n. 1. The act of watching for or catching
mice.— 2. Naut., same as mouse, 6.— 3. In a
loom, a ratchet-movement.
mousing-hook (mou'zing-huk), n. A clasp-
hook or other form of hook for ropes or harness
having a latch or mousing-contrivauce to lock
a rope or ring in the hook.
mousCLUetaire (mos-ke-tar'), n. [F. : see muske-
teer.'] 1. A musketeer.— 2t. A turn-over collar,

usually of plain starched linen, and broad, worn
by women about 1850.— 3. A cloak of cloth,

trimmedwith ribbons or narrowbands of velvet,

and having large buttons, worn bywomen about
1855— Monsauetaire glove, a glove with long loose
top, and without lengthwise slit, or with a very short open-
ing at the wrist : so called as resembling a military glove.

mousseUne (mo-se-len'), n. [F., lit. muslin:
see muslin.'] A very thin glass used for claret-

glasses, etc.

mousseline-de-laine (m6-se-len'd6-lan'), «.

[P. : mousseline, muslin; de, of ; laine (< L. lana),

wool: see muslin, de^, lanary.] An untwilled
woolen cloth made in many colors and printed
with varied patterns. .Also called musUn-de-

mousseline-glass (m8-se-len'glas), n. See mus-
lin-glass.

moustache, ». See mustache.

mousy (mou'si), a. [< mouse + y'^.] 1. Of or
relating to a mouse or the color or smell of a
mouse.— 2. Abounding with mice.

mout (mout), V. The earlier, now only dialectal,

form of molt^,

moutardt, ». [ME. mowtard ; < mouten, mowten,
jaolt: seemolt^.] Amoltingbird. Prompt.Pan.
moutert, »• A Middle English form of molU^.

mouth (mouth), ». [<ME.mouth, muth, < AS.mUth
= OS. muth = OPries. mund, mond = D. mond
= MLG-. munt, LG. mund = OHG. mund, MHCJ.
munt, Gr. mund= Icel. munnr, mudhr = Sw. mun
= Dan. mund (> E. dial, mun) = Goth, munths,
mouth.] 1. The oral opening or ingestive

aperture of an animal, of whatever character
and wherever situated ; the os, or oral end of

the alimentary canal or digestive system. The
mouth is in the head in most animals, and serves for tak-

ing in food, mastication, deglutition, and the utterance of
the voice. In nearly all vertebrates the mouth is com-

mouth
posed of upper and under jaws and associate parls, and
consequently opens and shuts vertically; in many the
orifice is closed by fleshy movable lips, and the cavity is

furnished with teeth
and a tongue. Ap-
propriate salivary
and mucous glands
moisten the interior,

which is lined with
epithelium. In most
invertebrates, as the
enormous assem-
blage of arthropods,
the basis of the
mouth is clearly seen
to be modified limbs,
and the jaws work
sidewise. In other
cases the mouth,
though definite in
position and charac-
ter in each case,

varies too widely to
be defined excepting ^
as the ingestive ori- *
flee. In protozoans
any part of the body
may act as a tempo-
rary mouth; and in
many worms there is

never any mouth or
special digestive
system, food being
absorbed directly
through the integu-
ment. The most
complicated mouths
are found among in-

sects and crusta-
ceans (see cut under
mouth-part). SeeosS.

L-on^itudinal Vertical Section of Mouth,
Nose, etc., talcen a little to the left of the
middle line. a. cervical vertebrae ; *, fful-

let or esophagus ; c, windpipe or trachea

;

rf, larynx ; e, epiglottis ; /, uvula ; J", open-
ing of left Eustachian tube ; /e, opening of
left lacrymal duct in the nose; i, hyoid
bone ; Jk, tongue ; /, hard palate ; m, ft,

base of cranial cavity ; ff, fi, g, superior,
middle, and inferior turbinate bones. The
pharynx extends from r to s.

Stoma, and cuts under m^dvxtform, Actinozoa, Haliphy-
sema, anthozooid, Aurelia, and house-fiy.

Made hem to be vn-armed and waish theire moMhes and
theire visages with warme water.

Merlin (E. E, T. S,), iii. 645.

Hys Tnowthe, hys nose, hys eyn too,

Hys herd, hys here he ded also.

Holy Rood (B. E. T. S.), p. 171.

2. Specifically— (a) The human mouth regard-
ed as the channel of vocal utterance.
Assoyne . . . excuse sent by the mmdh of another for

non-appearance when summoned.
English Gilds (E. E, T. S.), p. 464.

Now that he is dead, his immortall fame surviveth, and
flourisheth in the mmithes of all people.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

(6) The interior hollow of the mouth ; the buccal
cavity: as,inflammation of the mouth and throat,

(e) The ejrterior opening or orifice of themouth

;

the lips: as, a well-formed mouth; a kiss on
the mouth, (d) In entom., the mouth-parts col-

lectively; the oral organs or appendages which
are visible externally: as, the trophi of a man-
dibulate mouth.— 3. Anything resembling a
mouth in some respect, (a) The opening of any-
thing hollow, for access to it or for other uses, as the
opening by which a vessel is filled or emptied, charged
or discharged ; the opening by which the charge issues
from a firearm : the entrance to a cave, pit, or den ; the
opening of a well, etc. ; the opening in a metal-melting fur-
nace fromwhich the metal flows ; the slot in a carpenters'
plane in which the bit is fltted ; the surface end of a min-
ing-shaft or adit ; etc.

Turn thou the mouth of thy artillery,

As we will ours, against these saucy walls.

Shak., K. John, ii, 1. 403,

(J>) The part of a river or other stream where its waters
are discharged into the ocean or any large body of water

;

a conformation of land resembling a river-mouth.

It [the river Po] disgorgeth itself at length into the gulfe
of Venice, with aixe greate mouths.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 97.

(c) The opening of a vise between its cheeks, chops, or
jaws, (d) In fort., the interior opening of an embrasure,
Itmaybe either rectangular or trapezoidal in form. Some
militaiy writers call this opening the throat of the embra-
sure, and apply the term mouth to the exterior opening.
See embrasure^, (e) In an organ-pipe, the opening in the
side of the pipe above the toot, between the upper and the
lower lip. See pipe. (/) In ceram., a name given to one
of the fli'eplaoes of a pottery-kiln. The kilns for firing the
biscuit have several of these mouths built against them
externally, and a flue from each mouth leads the flames
to a central opening, where they enter the oven, (g) The
cross-bar of a bridle-bit, uniting the branches or the rings
as the case may be.

4. A principal speaker; one who utters the
common opinion ; an oracle ; a mouthpiece.
Every coffee-house has some particular statesman be-

longing to it> who is the mouth of the street where he lives,

Addison, Coffee House Politicians,

5. Cry; voice.
The fearful dogs divide,

All spend their mouths aloft, but none abide.
Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph,, iv, 108.

6. Flavor ; taste in the mouth : said of beer.
—By mouth, or by word of mouth, by means of spoken
as distinguished from written language; by speech; viva
voce.

But did not the apostles teach aught by motth that they
wrote not?
Tyndale, Ans. to SirT. More, etc. (Parker Soc, 1860), p. 26.

Down In the mouth, dejected; despondent; "blue.'
[CoUoq.]



month
The Boman orator was dmm in the mouth, flnding him-

self thus cheated by the money-changer.
Bp. Baa, Works, Vn. 369.

From hand to montli. See Aand.—Full, Imperfect,
mastlcatoiy, etc, mouth. See the adjectires.—Man-
dllmlate month. Same as nuutieatory mouth.—Hark
Ofmontb. Seemarlri.—Month-glne. Seeglue.—novCtb
Ofaplane, the space between the catting edgeof aplane-
iron and the part of the plane-stock immediately in &ont
of the iron, through wldch the shavings pass in hand-
planing.— Hoatb ofa shovel, the part of a shovel which
in use flist begins to receive the charge or load; the front
edge of a shovel. This part is frequently made of steel,
snch shovels beingcalledsfaelnumtAed.—TO bebomWith
a silverspoon In one's mouth. See homi.—To carry
abonelnthemonth. Seeionei.—To crookthemouth,
See croot.—To give mouth to, to utter; express.—To
have one's heart In one's month. See heart.—to
lao^ out ofthe other side ofone'smontb. Seetau^A.
—To look a gtft-horse in the mouth. See gift-hone.
—To make a month, or to make months, to distort
the mouth in mockery ; make awry face ; pont^

Ay do, persever, counterfeit sad looks.
Make mouihs apon me when 1 turn my back.

Shale, M. N. D., ilL 2. 238.

To make orhave one's month water. See water.—To
make up one's month for. See nuOei.-To put one's
head Into the lion'smonth. SeeUon Tb stop one's
monUl, to put one to silence.

month (mouTHV v. [< ME. inouthen; < mouth,
"•] I. tratis. If. To utter.

Xbanne Mercy fol myldly mouthed thise wordes

:

"Throw eiperience," quod she, "I hope they shal be
saaed." Pfers Plowman (B), xviiL 150.

2. To utterwith a voice affectedly big or swell-
ing, or with more regard to soimd than to sense.

Speak the speech . . . trippingly on the tongue; but
if you mouth it, as many of yonr players do, I haA as lief
the town-crier spoke my lines. Shot., H^nlet, iiL 2. 3.

I hate to hear an actor moutMng trifles.

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, xzL

3. To touch, press, or seize with the mouth or
lips; take into the mouth; mumble ; lick.

The beholder at first sight conceives it a rude and in-
formoas lump of flesh, and impntes the ensuing shape
onto the mouthing of the dam.

Sir T. Broume, Vnlg. Err., iil 6.

He mouthed them, and betwixt his grinders caught.
Dryden, tr. of Fersins's Satires, L 231.

Psyche . . . hugged and never hugg'd it [her infant] close
enoogh.

And in her hunger moutKd and mumbled it.

Tennyson, Princess, ri.

4. To reproach; insult.

Then might the debauchee
Unta«mbling mouth the heavens.

Blair, The Grave.

n. intrans. 1. To speak with a full, round,
or lond voice; speak affectedly; vociferate;
rant: as, a mouthing actor.

Xay, an thonlt mouth,
111 rant as well as thou.

Shak., Hunlet, v. 1. 306.

Ill bellow out for Bome and for my country.
And mouth at Ceesar till 1 shake the senate.

Addison, Csijo, L 3.

2. To join mouths; kiss. [Bare.]

He wonld mouth with a beggar, though she smelt brown
bread and garlick. ShiUc., H. for M., ill 2. 194.

3. To make a mouth; make a wry face; gri-

mace.
Well I know when I am gone
How she mouths behind my back.

Tennyson, Vision of Sin, iv.

monthable (mou'THa-bl), a. [< moufh + -able.'i

That can be readily or fluently uttered ; sound-
ing well.

And other good mouthable lines.

O. W. Holmes, The Atlantic, LIX. 640.

month-axm (mouth'arm), n. One of the oral
arms or processes from the mouth of a jelly-fish

or other hydrozoan. Science, V. 258.

moath-blower (monih'blo'er), n. A common
blowpipe.
month-case (mouth'kas), n. In entom., that
part of the integument of a pupa that covers
the month,
monthed (montht), p. a. Furnished with a
mouth: mainly used in composition, to note
some characteristic of mouth or of speech, as in
hard-mouthed, foul-mouthed, mealy-mouthed.

A iangler, and enill mouthed one.
Goaer, Conf. Amant., v.

And set me down, and took a mouthed shell

And murmur'd into it, and made melody.
Keats, Hyperion, il

monther (mou'THer), n. One who mouths; an
affected deelaimer.

month-filling (mouth'fll'ing), a. Filling the

month.
Swear me, Kate, like a lady as then art,

A good mouth-Ming oaXh.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., lit 1. 259.

mouth-foot (month'fut), n. Amouth-partwhich
consists of a modified foot or limb ; a £oot-jaw or
maxilliped: generally in the plural.
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month-footed (month 'fut'ed), a. Having
mouth-feet ; having foot-jaws or maxillipeds

;

specifically, stomatopodous.
month-friend (mouth'frend), «. One who pro-
fessesfriendship without entertaining it ; a pre-
tended or false friend.

May you a better feast never behold.
You knot of mouth-JHends !

Shot., T. of A., ilL 6. 99.

monthfnl (mouth'fid), n. [< mouth + -ful.'] 1 .

Asmuch as the mou&will contain or as is put
into the mouth at one time.

A' [a whale] plays and tumbles, driving the poor fry be-
fore him, and at last devours them all at a nunUhful.

Shak., Pericles, iL 1. 35.

2. A small quantity.

Ton to your own Aquinum shall repair.
To take a mouthful of sweet conntry air.

Dryden, tr. of Jnvenal's Satires, iii. 499.

month-gage (mouth 'gaj), n. An instrument
consisting mainly of graduated bars and slides,

nsed by saddlers for measuring the width and
height of a horse's mouth, as a guide in fittrng

a bit.

month-glass (mouth'glas), n. A small hand-
mirror used in dentistry for inspecting the
teeth and gums, etc.

month-honor (mouth'on'or), n. Respect or def-
erence expressed without"sincerity.

Curses, not loud but deep, mouth-honour, breath.
iSAot., Macbeth, v. 3. 27.

monthing (mou'Tmng), n. [Verbal n. of mouth,
f.] Kant.
These threats were the merestmouthing, and Judasknew

it very welL Tlie Century, XKXVni. 895.

monthing (mou'THing), p. a. Banting.
Akenside is respectable,becausehe reallyhad something

new to say, in spite of his pompous, nunUhing way of say-
ing it. LomeU, Study Windows, p. 18a

monthing-machme (mou'thlng-ma-shen'), n.

In sheet-metal working, a swaging-machine for
striking up the mouths or tops of open-top tin
cans, to receive the covers, and also for crimp-
ing the bottoms of the cans.

monthless (mouth'les), a. [< ME. "mouthles, <
AS. muthleds, < muth, mouth, + -leds, E. -less:

see mouth and -less.'] Having no mouth ; asto-
matous.
month-made (mouth'mad), a. Expressed with-
out sincerity; hypocritiesil.

Kiotous madness,
To be entangled with those mauth-made vows.
Which break themselves in swearing ! .

Shak., A. and C, L 3. 3a

month-organ (mouth 'fir'gan), fl. 1. Pan's-
pipes, or a harmonica.

A set of Pan pipes, better known to the many as a moutA-
organ. JHekens, Sketches. {DwBies.)

2. In zool., one of the parts or appendages of
the mouth.
The degraded mouth-organs of the SugenUa.

A. S. Packard.

month-part (mouth'part), »,

oi^n that en-
ters into the
formation of
the mouth of
an insect, crus-
tacean, myria-
I>od, etc. See
alsocuts under
house-fly, hy-

oid, and Tnos-

quito.

monthpiece
(mouth ' pes),
7!. 1. In an
instrument or
utensil made
to be inserted

movable

mouth-ring (mouth'ring), n. The oral or eso-
phageal nervous ring of an echinoderm.
monthroot (mouth'rot), «. The goldthread,
Coptis trifolia. The root is a tonic bitter, and
is used in some places for the cure of sore
mouth.
mouthy (mou'thy), a. [< mouth + -jl.] Lo-
quacious; ranting; affected.

Another said to a mouthy advocate. Why barkest thou
at me so sore? Putlenham, Arte of Bng. Poesie, p. 148.

A tnrgid style of moidhy grandiloquence.
Be Quineey, SLhetoric.

monton (mS-ton'), «. [OF., a coin so called
from the paschal lamb on the obverse, lit. 'a
sheep': see »iutton.~} A gold coin current in
Prance in the fourteenth century, having types
similar to those of the agnel,andweighingabout

An appendage or

MouOi-paits of a Beetle (Harpalus caligi-
rwsiu), viewed from the under ade.

M, M, the mandibles; G, een^ or dieek;
z, glossa, and 2, 2, the pari^ossae, together
composing the l^iila ; % labial palp

,. , nia: 5,ralea; 6, majtiilaiy palp(4,i„
or applied to posing Oie maxilla) : 7, a small part of the

. . 4. iad-
(4, 5. 6 com-

labrnm visible; 8, mentmnj ,.

zo, gala; iz, antenna (9, 8, 3, z, and 1 toother
the labium or under Up and its ap-

penr"

the mouth, the
part which
touches the
Ups or is held in the month, as in a musical
instrument, a tobacco-pipe, cigar-holder, etc.

See cut under clarinet.— 2. One who delivers
the opinions of others ; one who speaks on be-
half of others: as, the mouthpiece of an as-

sembly.
I come the mouthpie^ of our King to Doorm.

Tennyson, GerainL

mouth-pipe (month'pip), «. 1. That part of

a musical wind-instrument to which the month
is applied.— 2. An organ-pipe having a Up to
cut the wind escaping through an aperture in

a diaphragm. E. M. Knight.

Obveise. Reverse.

French Mouton of Heniy V. of England.

70 grains ; also, a gold coin with similar types
(sometimes called agnel) struck by Edward HI.
and Henry V. of England for their French do-
minions. The mouton of Edwardweighed about
70 grains, that of Henry about 40 grains.

mouzah (mo'za), 71. [E. Ind.] In India, a vil-

lage with its snrroxmding or adjacent township.
mouzlet, f. An obsolete form of muzzle.

movability (mo-va-bil'i-ti), n. [Also moveabU-
ity; < movable -i- ^ty : see -bility.2 The quality
or property of being movable ; movableness.
movable (mo'va-bl), a. and n. [Also moveable;
< ME. movabyUe, moevable, mecable, < OF. jjio-

vable, mouvable = Pr. movable = Sp. momble =
Pg. movivel = It. moribile, < L. as S *moviMlis,
contr. mobilis (> ult. E. moble^, mobile^, q. v.), <

movere, move: see 7Hoi'e.] I. a. 1. Capable of
being moved from place to place ; admitting of
being lifted, carried, drawn, turned, or con-
veyed, or in any way made to change place or
posture; susceptible of motion; hence, as ap-
plied to property, personal.

To the thiidde his goodes meuahle.
Rob. of Glotlcester, p. 686.

A stick and a wallet were all the moveable things upon
this earth that he could boast of. Gddsnath, Vicar, six.

2. Capable of being transposed or otherwise
changed in parts or details : as, in printing, a
form of movable type.—3. Changing from one
date to another in different years : as, a movable
feast.

The lunarmon^ is natural and periodical, by which the
motetMe festivals of the Christian Church are regulated.

Holder.

4t. Fickle; inconstant.

Lest thou shouldest ponder the path of life, her ways
are moveable, that thou canst not know them. Prov. v. 6.

Movable bairs, the cross-bars of a printers' chase which
are detachable.—Movable dam. Same as barrage.—
Movable do. See do4 and sotmizatum Movable feast.
See feastl, 1.—HovaUe kidney. Same as JtoaUng kid-
ney (which see, nnder kidney).—Movable ladder. See
{odder.—Movable property, personal property.

n. n. 1. Anything that can be moved, or
that can readily be moved.
The fliste moeoable of the eighte spere.

Chaucer, Astrolabe, t 17.

2. Specifically (generally in the plural), per-
sonal property; any species of property not
fixed, and thus distinguished from houses and
lands. Movable things are those which could be removed
or displaced without aJfectlng their substance, whether
the displacement might be effected by their own proper
force or by the effect of a force external to them. Goud-
smit In Scots law, movables are opposed to heritage ; so
that every species of property, and every right a person
can hold, is by that law either heritable or movable.

If you want a greasy paire of silke stockings also, to

shew yourselfe in at Courts they are to be had too amongst
his moveables. Ifash, Fotn- letters Confuted.

Books of travel have familiarized every reader with the
custom of burying a dead man's movables with him.

H. Spencer, Prin. of SocioL, § 103.

3. An article of furniture, as a chair, table, or
the like, resting on the floor of a room.

An ample court, and a palace fumish'd with the most
rich and princely moeeoftfes. Evdyn, Diary, Oct. 11, 1644.

It's much if he looks at me ; or if he does, takes no more
!^otice of me than of any other Moveable in the Boom.

Stede, Conscious Lovers, iii. 1.

Heirship movables. See ItetrsMp.



movabled

movabledt, «• [< movable + -ed2.] Furnished.
They entered into that straw-thatched cottage, scurray

built, naughtily tneveoMed, and all besmoked.
Urquhart, tr. of Eabelais, iii. 17. (Damet.)

movableness(m6'va-bl-nes),»i. [Also moveahle-
ness; < movable + -ness.'] The state or property
of being movable; mobility; susceptibility of
movement.
movably (mo'va-bli), adv. [Also moveably; <
movable + -?//2.] In a movable manner or state

;

so as to be capable of movement.
moval (mo'val), «. [< move + -al.] Movement;
removal.

And it remov'd, whose moveUl with loud shout
Did fill the echoing aire.

Vicars, tr. of Virgil (1632). (Nares.)

move (mov), V.
;
pret. and pp. moved, ppr. mov-

ing. [Early mod. E. also moove, mieve; < ME.
moven, moeven, uneven, mefen, < OF. mover, mou-
ver, muver, also moveir, muveir, movoir, F. mouvoir
= Sp. Pg. mover = It. movere, muovere, < L. mo-
vere, move, = Skt. miv, push. Hence ult. (<
L. movere) E. amove, remove, promote, remote,
mobile, moble^, mob^, mote^, motile, motion, mo-
tor, motive, amotion, emotion, commotion, mo-
ment, mutine, etc.] I. trans. 1. To cause to
change place or posture in any manner or by
any means; carry, convey, or draw from one
place to another; set in motion; stir; impel: as,

the windmoves a ship ; the servantmoved the fur-
niture. Specifically, in chess, draughts, and some similar
games, to change the position of (a piece) in the course of
play : as, to move the queen's bishop.

Were she the prize of bodily force.
Himself beyond the rest pushing could tnove
The chair of Idris. Tennyson, Geraint.

My liege, I move my bishop. Tennyson, Becket, Prol.

2. To excite to action; influence; induce; in-

cite; arouse; awaken, as the senses or the
mental faculties or emotions.

But Medea mouet hym a moneth to lenge.
Then leuyt thai the iond and no leue toke.

Destmction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 986.

The Sowdon anon he ganne his councell to meve
Of that mater that towchid hym soo nere.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1760.

I tnoved the king my master to speak in the behalf of

my daughter. Sliak., All's Well, iv. 5. 76.

I little thought, good Cousin, that you of all Men would
have 'moved me to a Matter which of all Things in the
World I most decline. Baker, Chronicles, p. 225.

I told him that my business was to Cachoa, where I had
been once before ; that then I went by Water, but now I
was moved by my curiosity to travel by Land.

Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 94.

3. To rouse or excite the feelings of; provoke;
stir up : used either absolutely or with a phrase
or preposition to indicate the nature of the feel-

ings roused: as, he was moved with or to anger
or compassion. Used absolutely: (a) To affect with
anger; irritate.

Be not moowec? in case thy friend tell thee thy faultes full

playne

:

Eequyte him not with mallyce great, nor his good will dis-

dayne. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 99.

Being m^oved, he strikes whate'er is in his way.
Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 623.

(b) To affect with tender feelings ; touch.

She gan him soft to shrieve.

And wooe with fair intreatie, to disclose
Which of the Nymphes his heart so sore did mieve.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. xii. 26.

My poor mistress, moved therewithal,
Wept bitterly. Shak., T. G. of V., iv. 4. 175.

" Trust in God " is trust in the law of conduct ;
" delight

in the Eternal " is, in a deeply moved way of expression,

the happiness we all feel to spring from conduct.
M. Arnold, Literature and Dogma, i.

(c) To agitate or influence by persuasion or rhetorical art.

Seeing their power to m.ove the masses, the pontiffs accu-
mulated privileges upon them. Welsh, Eng. Lit,, I. 78.

These tidings produced great excitement among the
populace, which is always more Tnoved by what impresses
the senses than by what is addressed to the reason.

Macavlay, Hist, Eng., vi.

4. To propose ; bring forward ; offer formally

;

submit, as a motion for consideration by a
deliberative assembly : now used only in such
phrases as to move a resolution, or to move that

a proposal be agreed to.

I durste meve no mateere to make him to langle.

Piers Plowman (A), ix. 113.

I speak this of a conscience, and I mean and move it of a
good will to your grace and your realm.

Latimer, 2d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1560.

Let me but move one question to your daughter.
Shak., Much Ado, iv. 1. 74.

This ... he moved as a sixth article of compact.
Bancroft, Hist. Const., II. 115.

5. To submit a question, motion, or formal pro-

posal to.
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The pastor moved the govemour if they might without

offence to the court examine other witnesses.
Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 375.

6t. To address one's self to; call upon; apply
to ; speak to about an affair.

I have heard y* when he hath been moved in the bussi-

nes he hath put it of from him selfe, and referred It to
ye others. John Robinson, quoted in Bradford's Plymouth

[Plantation, p. 48.

The Florentine will move us
For speedy aid. 5Aoft., All's Well, i. 2. 6.

7+. To complete the course of.

After the monethis were m£uyt of the mene true.

Then waknet vp were and myche wale sorow

!

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 8182.

8. To cause to act or operate: as, to move
the bowels. =Syn. 2. To influence, actuate, persuade,
prompt, incite, induce, incline, instigate.— 3. To stir, agi-

tate.

II. mtrans. 1. To pass from place to place;
change position, continuously or occasionally

:

as, the earth moves round the sun.

The movinn waters, at their priestlike task
Of pure ablution round earth's human shores.

Keats, Last Sonnet.

2. To advance as in a course of development or-

progress.
Al of nougt hast maad to meeue,
Bothe heueu & eai'the, day & nyst.

Hymns (o Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 101.

One far-off divine event.
To which the whole creation mmes.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Conclusion.

3. To change one's place or posture consciously,
or by direct personal effort : often in a specified

direction from or to an indicated place.

The Janizary seemed to be much afraid, talked often of
the heat of the weather, and would not move until he
knew they [the Arabs] were gone, and which way they
went. Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 132.

He generally says his prayers without mmying from his

shop. E. W. harve. Modern Egyptians, I. 189.

4. To walk; proceed; march.

While stillmomng in column up the Jacinto road he met
a force of the enemy, and had his advance badly beaten
and driven back upon the main road.

U. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 412.

There was nothing of the superb gait with which a regi-

ment of tall Highlanders moves behind its mifsic, solemn
and inevitable, like a natural phenomenon.

R. L. Stevenson, Inland Voyage, p. 202.

5. To carry one's self, with reference to de-

meanor, port, or gait: as, to move with dignity

and grace.

He moves a god, resistless in his course.
And stems a match for more than mortal force.

Pope, Iliad, xii. 557.

Katie never ran ; she moved
To meet me, Tennyson, The Brook.

6. To change residence : as,we moue nextweek.
— 7. To take action; begin to act ; act.

As this affair had happened, it might have been of bad
consequences to have moved in it at Damascus, so I took
no further notice of it.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 127.

God m/yves in a mysterious way
His wonders to perform.

Cowper, Light Shining out of Darkness.

8. In chess, draughts, and some similar games,
to change the position of a piece in the course
of play : as, whose turn is it to move f

Check—you move so wildly. Tennyson, Becket, Prol.

9. To bow or lift the hat; salute. [Colloq.]

At least we move when we meet one another.
Dickens, Bleak House, xxix.

10. In music, of a voice or voice-part, to pro-
gress from one pitch to another

;
pass from tone

to tone.

move (mov), n. [< move, v.'] 1. A change of

position or relation. Specifically, in chess, dramghte,
etc. : (a) A change of the position of a piece made in the
regular course of play.

The signora did not love at all, but she was up to any
move on the board. TroUope, Barohester Towers, xxvii.

(6) The right or turn to move a piece : as, it is my move
now.

Becket. It is your move.
Henry. Well— there. [Moves.]

Tennyson, Becket, Prol.

2. A proceeding; a course of action: as, he
hoped by that move to disconcert his opponents.

An unseen hand makes all their moves.
Cowley, Destiny.

On the move, moving or migrating, as animals ; active or

progressive.

—

To have the move, in draughts, to occupy
the situation in which that player is who can first force his

adversary to offer a man to be taken.—To know a move
or two, or to tie up to a move, to be smart or sharp

;

be acquainted with tricks. [Slang.] =Syn. Movement, etc.

See motion.

moveable, moveableness, etc See movable,

etc.

movement

move-allt, » The name of a game, apparently
like "my lady's toilet." DaVies.

Come, Morrice, you that love Christmas sports, what say
you to the game of move-all > Miss Bumey, Cecilia, i. 2.

moveless (mbv'les), a. [< move + -less.'] Not
moving; immovable; fixed.

The Grecian phalanx, moveless as a tow'r.

On all sides batter'd, yet resists his pow'r.
Pope, Iliad, xv. 144.

Moveless as an image did she stand.
WiUiam, Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 216.

movement (mov'ment), ». [< OF. movement,
P. mouvement = Sp'.' movimiento = Pg. It. movi-

mento, < ML. movimentum, movement, < L. mo-
vere, move: see move, v. Cf. moment, momen-
tum.^ 1. The act or condition of moving, in

any sense of that word.

Sound and Tnovemont are so correlated that one is strong
when the other is steong, one diminishes when the other
diminishes, and the one stops when the other stops.

Blasema, Sound, p. 7.

The circumstances of awakening from sleep, wherein
movement as a general rule appears to precede sensation.

A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 298.

2. A particular act or motion; figuratively, a
quality or effect as of motion.

Forces are not communicated by one thing to another

;

only movements can be communicated.
Lotze, Microcosmus (trans.), I. 68.

The movements ot living things have direct reference to

consciousness, to the satisfaction of pleasures, and to the
avoidance of pains.

E. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 231.

That crenellated palace from whose overhanging cornice

a tall, straight tower springs up with a movement as light

as that of a single plume in the bonnet of a captain.
H. James, Jr., Confidence, i.

3. Action; incident.

The dialogue is written with much vivacity and grace,

and with as much dramatic movement as is compatible
with only two interlocutors. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 18.

4. A course or series of actions or incidents

moving more or less continuously in the direc-

tion of some specific end: as, the antislavery

movement; a reactionary movement.

The whole modem movement of metaphysical philoso-

phy. J. D. Morell.

That much-misunderstood movement of old times known
and ridiculed as euphuism was in reality only a product
of this instinct of refinement in the choice of terms.

The AOarMc, LVIIL 425.

5. The extent or value of commercial transac-

tions for some specified time or place : as, the
movement in coffee is insignificant.

The total mAyvement of bonds held for national banks was
S87,967,300. Rep. See. Treas. (1886), L 68.

6. A particular form or arrangement of mov-
ing parts in mechanism : as, the movement of a
watch (that is, all that part of a watch that is not
the ease) ; the movement of an organ or a piano-
forte.— 7. Milit., a change of position of a
body of troops in tactical or strategical evolu-
tions.— 8. In music: (a) Motion; melodic pro-
gression. See motion, li. (6) Rhythm; meter;
accentual character: as, a march movement.
(c) Tempo

; pace ; relative speed of perform-
ance : as, with a quick movement, (d) A prin-
cipal division or section of an extended work,
like a sonata or a symphony, having its own
key, tempo, themes, and development, more
or less distinct from the others Amoeboid
movements, Brownlan movement, ciliary move-
ment, circus movements. See the qualifying words.—
Geneva movement, in clockwork, calculating-machin-
ery, and recording-mechanism , a peculiar system of wheel-
work, consisting of a notched wheel and a single-toothed
wheel (which may be smaller than the notched wheel),
the spaces between the notches on
the wheel B being made concave on
the perimeter, and the concave parts
being arcs of circles having the same
radius as the toothless part of the
perimeter of the wheel A. The
wheels are so centered in relation
with each other that, in rotating, the
tooth of the wheel A engages a notch
in the wheel B, moving the latter
radially, and after the tooth releases
itself from the notch the perimeter
of the wheel A engages with the ad-
jacent concave in the wheel B and
locks the latter, restraining it from
moving till the wheel A has again
brought its single tooth around into
engagement with the next notch in
the wheel B. The latter is thus
moved once and locked at each turn
of the wheel A. If the wheel B has
ten notches, it will turn once, and
can thus be made to carry or record
one for every ten turns of the wheel
^ , and in this form it is much used in
various measuring-, counting-, and adding-machines emd
recording-instruments. Where a stop-movement of the
wheel B is desired, the notches are spaced according to the
movement required, and the wheels have equal diameters.

The Geneva Stop
Movement, used in
Swiss watches to limit
the number of revolu-
tions in winding up.
the convexly curved
part, rt 6, of the wheel
S serving as the stop.



movement
This form of the movement is used in watch-worfc, and
is sometimes called stop-vkeA.—GraTO, mnscilJaT, etc,
moTement. Seetheadjectires.—Hovement Ofplants,
the spontaneous acHTity of planter abondantl; attested in
« great variety of ways, and latterly the sabject of an im-
portantbranch of vegetable physiology. Host nnicellolar
plants (bacteria, etc.) possess proper motions of their own,
not distinguishable from those of animals, and the same is
tnie of the spores of algse and the spermatosooids of most
cryptogams. For the movements of the more highly organ-
ized plants, see eiraanmiiation, geotropigm, heliotropigm,
apogeetrvpixm, aphMatnpism, diageotmpigm, drahdiotro-
pigm,^c—OxfOTd Hoyement, a name sometimes given
to a movement in the Chorch of England toward High-
chorch principles, as against a snppo^d tendency toward
liberalism and rationalism : so called from the fact that
it originated in the University of Oxford (1833-41X See
Tra^arianigm^Pua^flgm.= S^a, Move, etc. Seenuttum.

movement-cure (mov'ment-kur), n. The nse of
selected bodily movements with a view to the
cure of disease ; kinesitherapy.

anoventt (md'vent), a. and n. [= OP. movant,
P. mouvant^ Sp. moiiente = Pg. It^tnorente, <
L. moven(t-)s, ppr. of movere, move: see mope.]

L a. Moving; not quiescent.

To suppose abody to l>e self-existent, ortoiiave thepow-
er of Being, is as absnrd as to suppose it to be self-fnocent,

or to have the power of motion.
-V. Grea, Cosmologia Sacra, L 1.

IL n. That which moves anything.

But whether the sun or earth be the common mcvent
cannot be determin'd bat by a farther appeal.

GHanvSle, Vanity of Dogmatizing, iz.

onover (mo'ver), H. [< move + -erl. Cf. OP.
moveor, tnoveur, mouveur = Sp. Pg. movedor
= It. movitore, mover.] 1. One who or that
which imparts motion or impels to action.

O thoa eternal Mover of the heavens.
Look with a gentle eye upon this wretch

!

Sluik., 2 Hen. VL, ilL 3. 19.

2. One who or that which is in motion or ac-
"tion.

In all nations where a number are to draw any one way,
there must be some one principal mover.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, viL 8.

3. A proposer; one who submits a proposition
or recommends anything for consideration or
adoption: as, the mover of a resolution in a
legislative body.

Attempts were made by different members to point out
-the absence from the resolution of any specific or tangible
•charge, or to^xtract from the mover some declaration that
he bad'heen informed or believed that the President had
7>een guilty of some olficial misconduct.

G. T. Cwrtix, Buchanan, IL 248.

-4. One whose business is to move furniture

and other household goods, as from one place of

Tesidenee to another. [CoUoq.]—First mover.
(a) The primum mobile ; that formeriy supposed sphere
-of the heavens which carries all the others, and in which
are fixed <fhe fixed stars.

Do therefore as tiie planets do : move always and be car-

ried with the motion of your Jtrtt mover, which, is your
sovereign ; a popular judge is a deformed thing.

Baeon, Charge to t^e Jadges in the Star-chamber.

(b) The first cause.—Filme mover. See prime.

moveresst (m6'ver-«s), n. [ME. moveresse; <

mover + -ess.] A female mover ; a stirrer of

debate and strife.

Amyddes saugh I Hate stonde.
That for hir wrathe, yre, and onde,
Semede to ben a mmeresge.

Rom. of the Rose, L 119.

moving (mo'ving), j>. a. 1. Causing to move
or act; impelling; instigating; persuading;
influencing: as, the moving cause of a dispute.—2. Exciting the feelings, especially the ten-
der feelings; teuching; pathetic; affecting.

Have I a moving countenance? is there harmony in my
voice? Ford, Love's Sacrifice, iL 2.

1 played a soft and doleful air,

1 sang an old and moving story.

Coleridge, Love.

Action Of a moving system. See (i«tu>n.—Moving fil-

lister. See >!ai8t«r.—Moving force, in meeh. See mo-
jnentttm.

moving (mo'ving), n. [< ME. moevyng; verbal
n. otmote, r.] Movement; motion; impulse.

Firste moevyng is cleped moevyng of the firste moevable
of the eighte spere, which moevyng is fro est to west.

Chaucer, Astrolabe, L 17.

How many binds of motion or moving be there? Six

:

that is to say. Generation, Corruption, Augmentation,
Diminution, Alteration, and Moving from place to place.

Blundeume, Arte of Logicke, L xxiL

movingly (mo'ving-li), adc. In a moving man-
ner; in a manner to excite the feelings, espe-

cially the tender feelings ;
pathetically.

movingness (mo'ving-nes), «. The power of

moving; the qnalityof exciting the feelings,

especially the tender feelings; affectingness.

There is a strange movingne^ . . . to be found in some
passages of the St^pture.

Boyle, Sfjle of Holy Scripture, p. 242.
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moving-plant (mS'ving-plant), n. An East
Indian plant, Desmodium gyrans. Also called
telegraphrplant.

mow! (mo), r.
; pret. mowed, pp. mowed or

mown, ppr. mowing. [Sc. maw; < ME. mowen,
m/iwen (pret. mew), < AS. mdwan (pret. me6w) =
OPries. mea = D. maaijen=MLG. meien, meigen,
megen, LGr. maien, meien = OHG. mdjan, moan,
man, MHG. tncejen, mcegen, mewen, Q. rnalien =
Sw. mga= Dan. meie (< G. f), reap; not record-
ed in Goth.; cf. Icel. md, blot out, wear out,
destroy; < -y/ md, me, seen also in Gr. (with a-

copulative) o/iaw,reap,d/Hp-of,a reaping,harvest,
and in L. (with formative -t) metere, reap; cf.

It. meithle, reaping, reapers. Hence ult. mead-
ow, »«ead2.] I. trans. 1. To cut down (grass
or grain) with a sharp implement ; cut with a
scythe or (in recent use) a mowing-machine;
hence, to cut down in general.
He has got somebody's old two-hand sword, to mow you

off at the knees. B. Jonsan, Epicoene^ iv. 2.

The many-leaved locks
Of thriving Charvel, which the bleating Flocks
Can with ttieir daily hunger hardly moioe
So much as daily dot^ stfll newly growe.

Sjfivetter, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii, The Lawe.

2. To cut the grass from : as, to mow a meadow.— 3. To cut down indiscriminately, or in great
numbers or quantity.
He will tnouT all down before him, and leave his passage

polled. Shak., Cor., iv. 5. 214.

n. intrans. To cut down grass or grain; prac-
tise mowing ; use the scythe or (inmodem use)
mowing-machine.
An ill mower, that mows on still, and never whets his

scythe. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, L 96.

mow^ (niou), n. [< ilE. mowe, mu^e, < AS.
muga, muha, a heap or pile of hay, mow, = Icel.

mitgr, mugi, a swath, a crowd (lit. a heap), =
Norw. muga, mua, niue = Sw. dial, muga, muva,
a heap, esp. of hay; akin to niMcfcl, q. v. Cf.
ML. muga, mugium,amow (< AS.).] 1. A heap
or pile of hay, or of sheaves of grain, deposited
in a bam; also, in the west of England, a lick
or stack of hay or grain.

O, pleasantly the harvest moon.
Between the shadow of the mmos.
Looked on them through the great elm-boughs

!

WTuUier, Witch's Daughter.

2. The compartment in a bam where hay,
sheaves of grain, ete., are stored.

mow^ (mou), v. t. [< mow^, n.] To put in a
mow; lay, as hay or sheaves of grain, in a pile,

heap, or mass in a bam: commonlywith away.
mow*t, V. i. [ME. mowe, mowen, inf. and pres.

ind. plural of may''-: see mayl. Cf. mounl.]
To be able ; may. See mayi.

For who is that ne wold hire glorifie

To moiren swich a knyght don lyve or dye?
Chaucer, Troilns, iL 1594.

But that may not be upon Jesse than wee inowe falle

toward Hevene, fro the Erthe, where wee ben.
MandevOle, Travels, p. 184.

moW*t, n. [ME., also mowe, Tiwge, mage, < AS.
mieg, mtege, a kinswoman: see tnay^.^ A kins-
woman ; a sister-in-law. Prompt. Part.

mow" (mo), H. [Formerly also moe; < ME.
mow, mowe, < OF. moue, moe, P. mou£, a gri-

mace, < MD. mouwe, the protruded under lip in
making a wry face.] 1 . A grimace, especially
an insnlting one ; a mock.
Of the buffettes that men gaven hym [Christ], of the

foule moves and of the reproves thatmen to hym seyden.
Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

Each one, tripping on his toe,

Will be here with mop and mow.
Shak., Tempest, iv. 1. 47.

And other-whiles with bitter mockes and mowes
He would hiin scome. Spenser, F. Q., VL vii. 49.

2t. A jest ; a joke : commonly in the plural.

And whan a wight is from her whiel ythrow.
Than laugheth she [Fortune] and maketh him the mowe.

Chaucer, TioHus, iv. 7.

Tett was our meeting meek eneugh.
Begun wi' merriment and jnowes.

Raid of the Reidswire (Child's Ballads, VI 133).

The men could Weill thair wapones weild

;

To meit them was no mowes.
Battle of BalHnnes (Child's Ballads, VIL 224).

Nae mowes, no joke. [Scotch.]

mow" (mo), V. i. [Formerly also mowe; < ME.
mowen; < mow^, ».] To make mouths or gri-

maces; mock. Compare mop^.

Summe at me mowis. somme at me smylis.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Fumivall), p. 185.

Sometime like apes that mow and chatter at me.
And after bite me. 5Sa*., Tempest, it 2. 9.

mow* (mou or mo), n. A CMnese land-measure,
equal to about one sixth of an English acre.

Also spelled mou.

moya
mowbnm (mou'bfem), ». i. To heat and fer-

ment in the mow through being placed there
before being properly cured: said of hay or
grain. Xot only the straw, but the seed or kernel is in-
jured by mowbuming. this greatly impairing the nutri-
tive valne of hay or grain, and unfitting grains for malting.

mowerl (mo'er), II. [< ME. mowere, mawer, <

AS. *mdwere,< »iaican,mow: see moifland-erl.]
1 . One who mows.

And the milkmaid slngeth blithe.
And the mower whets his sithe.

MiUon, L'AUegro, L 66.

2. A mowing-machine Front-cut mower, amow-
ing-machine in which the cutting mechanism is in front,
and the team or power which impels it is behind. Except
for clover-headers and lawn-mowers, this arrangementhas
not been much used in modem machines. Also called
propdler-m/rwer.

mower^ (mo'er), n. [< mow^ + -e;l.] One who
mows, mocks,- or makes grimaces.
mowing^ (mo'ing), H. [Verbal n. of moic'i-, ».]
1. The act of cuttingwith a scythe.— 2. I^nd
from which the crop is cut.

"And be off lying in the mowing, like a patridge^ when
they come after ye. That's one way to do businesE^** said
Hepsy. B. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 37.

mowing^ (mou'ing), n . [Yerhal n. of mow^, ».]

The process of placing or storing hay or grain
in a mow.
mowing^, n. [Verbal n. of moirS, ».] Ability.

It is opin and cler that the power ne the mowinge of
shrewes nis no power. Chaucer, Boethius, iv. prose 2.

mowing^ (mo'ing), n. [< ME. mowynge; verbal
n. of mow^, r.J Grimacing; mocMng.
mowing-macMne (mo'ing-ma-shen'), n. A
machine for mowing grass. The terms mowing-
machine, harvester, and reaper are in a measure int^-
changeable. While essentially the same machine, the
mowing-machine or mower is used for cutting grass and
clover, and the reaper for cutting grain. Both mowers
and reapers, more properly the latter, are harvesters.
The mowing-machine is essentially a vehicle fitted with
some form of gearing for transmitting the motion of
the axle to a set of reciprocating knives. An arm pro-
jects from the vehicle and carries a series of points or fin-

ger-like guards, in and between which play a series of
lance-shaped knives. This bar is made to travel close to
the ground while the shearing action of the row of recip-

'

rocating knivesbetween the guards mows down the grass.
A track-clearer orwing at the end of the bar guides the cut
grass toward the machine, so that a clear ti-ack will be
formed for the tread-wheel at the next passage of the
mower in the field. Mowers have one driving-wheel or
two, and either a fixed and rigid cutter-bar or, more often,
a bar hinged so that it can be turned up out of the way
when not in use for mowing.
mowl, n. A dialectal form of moW^.
mow-land (mo 'land), n. [< moiol + land^.'i

Grass-laud; meadow-land. [New Eng.]
mowlet, r. A Middle English form of mold^.
mowledt, mowldet,J>. a. Middle English forms
of mol/P.

mow-lot (mo'lot), n. A piece of ground or a
field in which grass is grown. [Local.]

1 kept him [a colt] here in the mow-lot
S Judd, Margaret, ii. 7.

mown^. A past participle of motol.

mown^, ». ». Same as mouii^.

mowntanef, n. A Middle Englishform of moun-
tain.

mowret, "• A Middle English variant of mire^.

mowset, »• -An obsolete spelling of mouse.
mowthet, «. A Middle English form of mouth.
mow-yard (mou'yard), n. [< mow^ + yard^.'\

A riekyard ; a stackyard.
We've been reaping all the day, and we'll reap again the

morn.
And fetch it home to mow-yard, and then we'll thank the

Lord.
it D. Blaeknwre,Loma Doone, xxix. , Exmoor Harvest-

[Song.

mowyer (mo'yer), n. [< mow^ + -yer.'] If.

One who mows; a mower.—2. The long-billed

or sickle-billed curlew, Xumenius longirostris.

G. TrumbuU. See cut under curlew. [Cape
May, New Jersey.]

moxa (mok'sa), «. [Chin, and Jap.] 1. A soft

downy substance prepared in China and Japan
from the young leaves oi Artemisia Moxa, used
as a cautery.—2. The plant from which this

substance is obtained.— 3. In med., a vegetable
substance, either cut or formed into a short

cylinder, which when ignited will bum without
fusing, used as a cautery or a counter-irritant

by being applied to the skin Galvanic moxEU
platinum reu(^red incandescentby a galvanic current, and
used as a moxa.

mozibnstion (mok-si-bus'ehon), n. [< moxa
+ (com)bustion.1 In med., the act or process
of burning or cauterizing by means of moxa or

a moxa.
moya (moi'a), Ji. [S. Amer.] Mud poured
out from a volcano during the time of an erup-

tion. The name is a local one, and was originally given



moya
to the dark carbonaceous mudpoured out from the volcanic
vents near Quito. These flows are also called mtid-lam,
and by the Italians lava d'acqua or lava di fango. The
term moya is used chiefly by writers on South American
geology.

moyennet (moi-en'), n. [OF., fem. of moien,
moyen, middle, mean: see mean^.l A size of
cannon formerly in use, about 10 feet long.

moyleif, »• and re. An obsolete form of moiP-.

moyle^t, « See moil^.

moyleret, n. A Middle English form of mulier'^.

moyreti "• -A-n obsolete form of moire.

moystt, o. and v. An obsolete form of moist.

moysturet, n. An obsolete form of moisture.
mojiiher (moi'THfer), v. Avariant of moither, for
moider.

Mozambican (mo-zam-be'kan), a. [< NL. Mo-
zamhica (< Mozambique : see def.) + -an.] Of
or pertaining to Mozambique, aPortuguese pos-
session on the east coast of Africa Mozambi-
can subregion, in zoogeog., a subdivision of the Ethiopian
region, south of the Libyan subregion, and extending per-
haps to Sofala. Encyc. Brit., III. 768.

Mozambique gram. See gramS.
Mozarab (mo-zar'ab), re. [< Sp. Mozdrdbe, <

Ar. Mostareb,<. te'arrab, become an Arab, < arab,
Arab: see Arab.'] One of those Christians in
Spain who lived among and measurably assimi-
lated themselves to the Moslems, but continued
in the exercise of their own religion.

Mozarabian (mo-za-ra'bi-au), a. [< Mozarab
+ -iari]. Same asMozarabic.

Mozarabic (mo-zar'a-bik), a. [< Mozarab +
-Jc] Of or pertaining to the Mozarabs: as,

Mozarabic Church, architecture, liturgy, etc.
—Mozarabic liturgy, Mozarabic mass, the ancient
national liturgy of the Spanish church. In its present
form, which shows some assimilation to the Roman mass,
this liturgy was restored and revised by Cardinal Ximenes
in A. D. 1500, and is still in use in the chapel of a college
at Toledo founded by him, and in a few other chapels or
churches. The Eoman liturgy was made compulsory in
Spain, with the exception of a few churches, about A. D.

1100, and in the thirteenth and succeeding centuries the
national liturgy had fallen into almost entire disuse. The
inappropriate epithet Mozarabic— that is, 'Arabizing'

—

may have been given to this liturgy from its longer reten-
tion in that part of Spain which was held by the Moors,
or may have been meant as an unfavorable reflection upon
it by the friends of the Itoman rite. Apart from obvious
Boman insertions, this liturgy is found to agree with
canons of early Spanish councils, especially that of Toledo
in A. D. 633, and with an account of the Spanish liturgy
given by St. Isidore of Seville at about the same date.
The Mozarabic liturgy closely resembles the Galilean litur-

gies, belongs with them to the Ephesine, Galilean, or His-
panp-Gallican group of liturgies, and, as the only full and
complete extant member of that group, serves as its type
and representative. Among the marked peculiarities of
this liturgy are—(1) the nature, arrangement, and un-
equaled variability of its parts ; (2) its Oriental afilnities,

such as remains of the epiclesis, proclamations by the
deacon, the position of the pax, the presence of the
Sancta Sanctis, etc. ; (3) the elaborate ritual of the fraction

;

and (4) the use of a peculiar nomenclature for the parts,

considerably different even from that of the GaUican uses,

as, for instance, qffUnum for introit, sacrifieium for offer-

tory anthem, illation for prefacei etc. See Ephesian, 6al-
liean, liturgy.— JHozaxiMc o£B.ce, the ofiice for the ca-

nonical hours according to the ancient Spanish rite, as
given in the breviary published by Ximenes in A. D. 1502.
— Mozarabic rite, the Mozarabic oflioe and liturgy.

Mozartean (mo-zar'te-an), a. [< Mozart (see
def.) + -e-are.] Of or pertaining to Wolfgang
Amadous Mozart (1756-91), an Austrian musi-
cal composer, or resembling his style.

mozetta (mo-tset'ta), re. [< It. mozzetta,<. mozzo,
cut short.] ' A short ecclesiastical vestment or

cape which covers the shoulders and can be
buttoned over the breast, and to which a hood is

attached, it is worn by the pope, cardinals, bishops,
abbots, and some other prelates who are especially privi-

leged liy custom or ^apal authority. It is, however, a dis-

tinctive marl£ of a bishop.

mozing (mo'zing), re. [Verbal n. of "moze; ori-

gin obscure.] The operation of gigging. See
gigging^.

M. P. An abbreviation of Member ofParliament.
Mr. An abbreviation of Master or Mister.

M-roof (em'rof), re. A kind of roof formed by
the junction of two simple pitched roofs with

a valley between them, so that in transverse

section it resembles the letter M.
Mrs. An abbreviation of Mistress or Missis.

MS. An abbreviation of manuscript.

M. S. In music, an abbreviation of mano sinis-

tra, 'the left hand,' noting a note or passage

to be played with the left hand.
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MSS. .An abbreviation of manuscripts.

Mt. An abbreviation of mount.

M-teeth (em'teth), n.pl. In a saw, teeth placed
in groups of two, so as to resemble the letter M.
mu (mu), n. The Greek letter /i, corresponding
to the English m.
muablet (mil'a-bl), a. [< ME. muable, < OF.
muable, < L. rnutabilis, changeable : see mutable

and mwe, meio'*.] Mutable; changing; change-
able. Chaucer, Boethius, iv. prose 6.

mubble-fubblest (mub'l-fub"lz), ». pi. [Also
muble-fuble; a slang term.] A causeless de-

pression of spirits ; the blue-devils. [Old
slang.]

Melancholy is the creast of courtiers armes, and now
every base companion, being in his mjuU^uhlea, says he
is melancholy. I'yly, Mydas, v. 2. (Nares.)

miicate (mu'kat), re. [< muc{ic) -^ -ate^.] A
salt formed by the union of mucic acid with a
base.
mucet, n. An obsolete form of muse^.

mnceain, mucedine (mii'se-din), n. [< LL. mu-
cedo (wacedjre-), mucus : see mucedinous.'i 1. A
fungus of the iajvoily Mucedinece.— 2. A nitro-

genous constituent of wheat gluten, soluble in
alcohol.

Mucedinese (mu-se-din'f-e), n.pl. [NL., < LL.
mucedo (mucedin-), muciis: see rmicedinous.l A
family of microscopic hyphomyoetous fungi.
They are molds and mildews growing upon living^ or de-
caying animal or vegetable substances, and contributing
to their decay. They appear as a downy coating composed
of minute thread-like white or colored bodies.

mucedinous (mu-sed'i-nus), a. [< LL. mucedo
(mucedin-), mucus (< L. mu^us, mucus), + -oiis.']

In bot., having the character of mold or mildew

;

resembling mold.
much, (much), a. and n. [< ME. muelie, moche,
myche, miche, abbr. from muchel, mochel, mycliel,

michel, assibilated form of mukel, mikel (> E.
miekle, muchle), < AS. micel, myeel, great, much

:

seemickle.'] I. a.; compar. more, superl. »os<.

If. Great in size; big; large.

And AntOr, that hadde this childe norisshed till he was
a moche man of xv yere of age, he hadde hym trewly nor-

isshed, so that he was faire and moche.
Merlin (E. B. T. S.), i. 97.

2. Great in qu?,ntity or extent ; abundant.
In that Lend is fuUe mocheUe waste.

MandevUle, Travels, p. 198.

If thou well observe
The rule of— Not too much, by temperance taught,
In what thou eat'st and drink'st, . . .

So mayst thou live. Milton, P. L., xi. 581.

My much business hath made me too oft forgetMondays
and Fridays. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 453.

When many skin-nerves are warmed, or much retinal

surface illuminated,ourleeling is larger thanwhen a lesser
nervous surface is excited. W. James, Mind, XII. 8.

[In this sense much is sometimes used ironically, imply-
ing little or none.

How say you now 7 Is it not past two o'clock ? and here
much Orlando

!

" Shak., As you Xike it, iv. 3. 2.

Much wench ! or mMch son 1

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, iv. 4.]

3t. Many in number.
Edom came out against him with Ttiuch people.

Num. XX. 20.

4t. High in position, rank, or social station;

important.

He ne lafte not for reyn ne thonder
In siknesse nor in meschief to visite

The ferreste in his parlsshe, mocftc and lite.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 494.

Mucb Of a muchness. See muchnets.—Too much for
one, more than a match for one : as, he was too much for
me. [Colloq.]

II. re. 1. A large quantity; a great deal.

And over al this yet seyde he muchil more.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1992.

Unto whomsoever much is given, of him sliall be much
required. . Luke xii. 48.

They have much of the poetry of Maecenas, but little of
his liberality. Dryden.

The parents seldom devote much of their time or atten-
tion to the education of their children.

E. W. Lane, Modem Egyptians, I. 63.

2. A great, uncommon, or serious thing; some-
thing strange, wonderful, or considerable.

It was . . . much that one that was so great a lover of
peace should be so happie in warre.

Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII., p. 234.

This gracious act the ladies all approve.
Who thought it much a man should die for love.

And with their mistress join'd in close debate. Dryden.

To make much of. See makel,

much (much), adv. [< ME. muclie, moclie, myche,
miche, abbr. form of muchel, michel, etc., assib-

ilated form of mukel, mikel, < AS. micel, micle,

miclum, adv., prop. aec. sing., and dat. sing,

and pi., of micel, adj . : see my^h, a.] 1 . In a great

much-what

degree ; to a great amount or extent
;
greatly

;

far.

Soche on myght meche helpe us to be-gile his pepill, like

as the prophetes be-giled us. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 2.

Jonathan, Saul's son, delighted Ttvuch in David.
1 Sam. xix. 2.

Upon their plaines is a short wodde like heath, in some
countries like gaile, full of berries, farre much better than
any grasse. Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 89.

They do not much heed what you say.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 239.

There seemed to be a combination among all that knew
her, to treat her with a dignity much beyond her rank.

Sutift, Death of Stella.

Read much, but do not read many things.

J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 317.

2t. Very.
And he hadde take the semblannce of a moche olde man.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 91.

It [JSsop's Fables] is a moche pleasant lesson.

Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, i. 10.

This figure hath three principall partes in his nature
and vse much considerable.

Pvttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 81.

Thus far my charity this path has try'd

(A much unskilful, but well-meaning guide).

Dryden, Beligio Laici, 1. 225.

In this sense much was formerly often used ironically, im-
plying denial.

With two points on your shoulder? much!
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 4. 143.

To charge me bring my grain unto the markets.
Ay, rmush! when I have neither bam nor gamer.

B. Jmaan, Every Man out of his Humour, i. 1.

In present use, mmih or v&ry much corresponds, before a
comparative or a superlative with the, to very before a posi-

tive : thus, very great,, but much or very much greater,

much or very much tJic greatest.

Thou art much mightier than we. Gen. xxvi. 16.

To strength and counsel join'd

Think nothing hard, much less to be despair'd.

MUtm, P. L., vi. 495.

3. Nearly: usually emphasizing the sense of

indefiniteness.

I heare saie, you haue a Sonne, moch of his age.

Ascha/m, The Scholemaster, p. 20.

Much like a press of people at a door.
Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1301.

Men's thoughts are much according to their inclination.
Bacon, Custom and Education.

All left the world much as they found it.

Sir W. Temple,

[The adverb much is very often prefixed to participial

forms, etc., to make compound adjectives: as,^much-
abused, 7»ucA-endunng, muc/i-debated.]—Much about.
See about.

—

Much about it, nearly equal ; about what it

is or was. [Colloq. ]

—

Much at one, nearly of equal value,

effect, or influence.

The prayers are vain as curses, Tnuch at one
In a slave's mouth. Dryden.

Not so much as, not even.

Our Men entered the Town, and found it emptied both
of Money and Goods ; there was not so mmch as a Meal of
Victuals left for them. Darwpier, Voyages, 1. 144.

much (much), V. t. [< much, a. Cf. ME. muche-
len, < AS. micelian, become great: see micMe,
».] 1. To make much ; increase.— 2. To make
much of; coax; stroke gently. Halliwell.

[Prov. Eng. and U. S.]

muchelt, muchellj-, a., re., and adv. Same as
much.
muchelhedet, re. [ME.,<.muchel + -?»ede, -head.]
Greatness; size.

Of fairnesae and of muchelhede,
Bute thu ert a man and heo a maide.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. 62.

mucherus, n. Same as mochras.
muchetert, muchitert, ». Same as muckender.
muchly (much'li), adv. Greatly; much. [Ob-
solete or slang.]

Went gravelie dight to entertaine the dame
They m/uchiie lov d, and honour'd in her name.

MS. Bibl. Reg., 17 B. xv. (,HaUiweU.)

muchness (muoh'nes), re. The state of being
much ; large quantity.

We have relations of muchness and littleness between
times, numbers, intensities, and qualities, as well as spaces.

W. James, Mind, XII. 15.

Much of a muchness, nearly of like account ; of about
the same importance or value ; much the same : a trivial

colloquial expression.

Oh ! child, men 's men ; gentle or simple, they're much
(tf a muchness. Oeorge Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xxxi.

much-whatf (much'hwot), adv. Nearly; al-

most.
This shews man's power and its way of operation to be

much-wliat the same in the material and intellectual world.
Locke, Human Understanding, II. xii. § 1. (Nares.)

much-whatt (much'hwot), re. [< ME. *much-
hwat, much-quat; < much + what.'] Nearly
everything; everything.

Thus thay meled of much-guat til myd-morn paste.
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1280.



mucic

mucic (mu'sik), a. [< muc(us) + -tc] Pertain-
ing to or derived from gums. Speclflcally appUed
to an acid (CeHioOg) formed by the oxidizing action of
dilute nitric acid on sugar ot milk, gum, pectin bodies, or
mannite. It forms a wlilte crystalline powder, difHcultly
soluble in cold water.

mucid (mu'sid), a. [z= It. mucido, < L. muci-
dus, moldy, < muoere, be moldy or mugty, < mu-
CMS,_mucus: seewMCMS.] Musty; moldy. Bailey.
mucidliess(mu'sid-nes), 7i. Muatiness; moldi-
ness. Ainsworth.
mucidous (mli'si-dus), a. Same as mueid.
[Rare.]

muciferous (mu-sif'e-ms), a. [< L. mucus, mu-
cus, + ferre = B. iear^.] Secreting mucus;
muciparous.

The nmeifermis system of many deep-sea fishes is devel-
oped in an extraordinary degree.

Oiinther, Encyo. Brit., XII. 684.

mucific (mu-sifik), a. [< L. mucns, mucus, +
facere, make.] Muciparous ; muciferous.
muciform (mti'si-form), a. [< L. mucus, mucus,
+forma, form.] In med., having the character
of mucus ; resembling mucus.
mucigen (mii'si-ien), n. [< mucHn) + -gen,

producing.] A clear substance secreted by the
cells of mucous membranes and of certain
glands, and which becomes converted into
mucin.
nmcigenous (mu-sij'e-nus), a. [< L. mmcms, mu-
cus, + -genus, producing : see -pe»o«s.] Same
as muciparovs.

Out of the breeding-season none of these mudgenoua
cells are tobefound in the kidneys. Nature, XXXIZ. 188.

mucilage (mii'sl-laj), n. [< F. mucilage = Sp.
mucilago = Pg. muoilagem = It. mucellaggine,
mudlagine, mucilage, < LL. mucilago, muceilago
(-gitir), a moldy, musty juice, < L. mucere, be
moldy or musty: see muoid, mv^us.'] If. Moldi-
ness ; mustiness ; rottenness ; a slimy mass.

The hardest seeds corrupt and are turned to nmeUage
and rottenness, . . . yet rise again, in the spring, from
squalor and putrefaction, a solid substance.

Evelyn, True Keligion, I, 196.

2. Gum extracted from the seeds, roots, and
bark of plants, it is found universally in plants, but
much more abundantly in some than in others. The
marsh-mallow root, tubers of orchids, the bark of the lime
and elm, the seeds of quinces and flax, are examples of
plant-products rich in this substance. In the arts the
name is applied to a great variety of sticky and gummy
preparations, some of which are merely thickened aque-
ous solutions of natural gum, which is easily extracted
from vegetable substances by hot water; while others are
^preparations of dextrine, .glue, or other adhesive mate-
rials, generally containing some preservative substance
or compound, as creosote or salicylic acid. -

3. In chem., the general name of a group of

carbohydrates, having the formula CgHioOKn.
The mucilages have the common property of swelling
enormously in water, so that they are in a condition near
to solution, leaving no jelly-like mass as many gums do.

Members of the group difl'er greatly in properties, some
being closely related to the gums, others to cellulose.

Their chemical constitution is not yet determined.— Ani-
mal mucilage. Same as mueus, 1.— Mucilage-canals,
special mucilage-secreting passages or canals observed in

many plants, as those traversing the parenchyma of the
pith and cortex of the MaraMaceK, the stems of the Cyca-
aace<e, the posterior side of the leaves of some species of
Lycopodium, etc.—Mucllage-reserTOlrs. Same as rim-
eUage-canals,

mucilage-cell (mti'si-laj-sel), n. An individual
cell secreting mucilage, as those which occur
in various ferns, mosses, etc.

mucilage-slit (mu'si-laj-slit), n. In hot., in the
Anfhocerotem, a slit on the under surface of the
thallus, with no special guard-cells, and lead-

ing like a stoma into an intercellular space
filled with mucilage. Goebel.

mucilaginous (mii-si-laj'i-nus), a. [< P. mum-
lagineux = Sp. Pg. mucilaginoso = It. mucellag-

ginoso, mucitaginoso, < LL. as if *mu&,lagmosus,
(.mucilago: see mucilage.'] 1. In area*., mucip-
arous; secreting a glairy or viscid substance
like mucus: specifically applied to synovial

membranes, certain of whose fringed vascu-

lar processes were called mucilaginous glands

by Clopton Havers in 1691. [Obsolete.]— 2.

Slimy; ropy; moist, soft, and slightly viscid;

partaking of the nature of mucilage : as, a mu^
cilaginous gum—MucUaglnous extracts, in chem.,

extracts which dissolve readily in water but scarcely at all

in alcohol, and undergo spirituous fermentation.— Muci-
laginous glands. See gland.

—

Mucilaginous sheath,
an envelop or coat of mucilage surrounding the filaments

of certain algse, occurring particularly in the Conjugatce.

mucilaginousness (mii-si-laj'i-nus-nes), «.

The state of being mucilaginous ; sUminess

;

stickiness.

mucin (mii'sin), n. [< L. muctis, mucus, +
-j»2,] A nitrogenous body found in all con-

nective tissue, and the chief constituent of
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mucus. It is a glutinous substance, soluble in
weak alkalis, but not in water.
mucinoid (mH'si-noid), a. [< mucin + -oid.]

Resembling mucin.
mucinous (ma'si-nus), a. Pertaining to or of
the nature of mucin.
muciparous (mii-sip'a-rus), a. [=F. mucipare,
< L. mucus, mucus, +"parere, bring forth.] Se-
creting or producing mucus. .Also mucigenous.
Mucivora (mu-siv'o-ra), n. pi. [NL., < L. mu-
cus, a moldy juice (see mucus), + vorare, de-
vour.] A group of dipterous insects which feed
upon plant-juices. Desvoidy.

mucivore (mti'si-vor), n. [< NL. Muei/uora,

q. v.] A mueivorous insect.

mucivorous (mu-siv'o-rus), a. [< NL. Muci-
vora + -OMS.] Feeding upon the juices of plants,
as Mucivora.
muck^ (muk), n. and a. [< ME. muck, muk,
mok, mokke, mukke, < Icel. myki = Dan mog,
dung (whence ult. E. midding, midden, q. v.);
cf. Dan. muk, grease. Prob. orig. 'heap' (of.

a similar sense of dung) : cf . Norw. mukha =
Sw. dial. mAhha = Dan. mokke (Aasen), a heap,
pile : not connected with AS. m^ox, dung, for
which see mix^, mixen.'] I. ». 1. Dung in a
moist state ; a mass of dung and putrefied vege-
table matter.

With fattening muck
Besmear the roots. J. Philips, Cider, i.

Hence— 3. Manure in general.

And money is like mveie, not good except it be spread.
Bacon, Seditions and Troubles.

3. A wet, slimy mass; a mess. [Colloq.]

One of them, I thought, expressed her sentiments upon
this occasion in a very coarse manner, when she observed
that by the living jingo she was all of a mvek ot sweat.

Goldsmith) Vicar, ix.

Beer . . . which is made of noxious substitutes [for
the proper constituents], and which is fitly described in
the Eastern counties by the somewhat vigorous word
mucic. Nineteenth Century, XXI. 126.

4. Money: so called in contempt.

He married her for mucTce, she him for lust

;

The motives fowle, then fowly live they must.
Davies, Scourge ot Folly (1611). (Nares.)

Swamp-muck, imperfect peat ; the less compact varie-
ties of peat, especially the paring or turf overlying peat.

II. a. Resembling muck; mucky; damp.
[Provincial or rare.] —Muck iron. See won.
muck^ (muk), V. [< ME. mukke, manure with
muck, remove muck from; < Icel. mykja =
Dan. moge, manure with muck, Icel. moka =
Sw. mocka = Dan. muge, remove muck from;
from the noun.] I. trans. 1. To manure.—2.
To remove muck or manure from.

I can always earn a little by . . . muc^n^r out his stable.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, 1. 489.

II, intrans. To labor very hard; toil. Sal-
liwell. [Prov. Eng.]
muck^ (muk), n. An erroneous form, due to

mistaking the adverb amuck for a noun with
the indefinite article. See amuck.

Frontless and satire-proof he scow*rs the streets,

And runs an Indian w/uck at all he meets.
Dryden, Hind and Panther, iii. 1188.

Ran a Malayan nmck against the times.
Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

muck-bar (muk'bar), n. -Aji iron bar which has
been passed through the muck-rolls only.

muckendert, muckindert (muk'en-d6r), «.

[Also muokinger, mucketer, muckiter, corrupt
forms, appar. simulating muck^, of moccador,
mockador: see moccador.'] A handkerchief
used like the modern pocket-handkerchief, but
generally carried at the girdle.

The new-erected altar of Cynthia, to which aU the Pa-

phiaiLwidows shall after their husbands' funerals offer

theiinvet muetcinders. Chapman, Widow's Tears, iv. 1.

Be of good comfort ; take my muekinder
And dry thine eyes.

B. Jonsan, Tale of a Tub, iii. 1.

muckeri (muk'^r), ». [< ME. muklcer; < wivoAi

+ -eri.] One who removes muck from stables,

etc. Cath. Ang., p. 246.

mucker^ (muk'er), V. [< ME. muokeren, muck-
ren, mokeren; appar. freq. of muck^, v.] I.t

trans. To hoard up ; heap.

Lord, trow ye a coveytous or a wreeche,'

That blameth love, or halt of it despite.

That of tho pens that he gan mohre [var. moke] and theohe.

Was ever yet igeve him suich delite.

As is in love in o pointe in soon plyte?
Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 1376.

But as sone as thy backe is turned from the preacher,

thou runest on with al thy forcasting studies, to mmckre
vp ryches. J. Udall, On .Tas. i.

II. intrans. 1. To make a mess or muddle of

any business; muddle; fail. [Prov. Eng.]

She [Lady Coventry] said .

she should be m/uckibus.

mucoid
By-the-bye,Welter has muckered; you know that by this

time. H. Kingsley, Bavenshoe, xiv.

2. To be dirty or untidy. Halliwell. [Prov.
Eng.]

mucker'-^ (muk'Sr), n. [< mucker^, «.] A heavy
fall as in the mire or muck. [Prov. Eng.]
He . . . earned great honour by leaping in and out of

the Loddon ; only four more doing it, and one receiving a
mucker. Kingsley, 1852 (Life, I. 849). (Davies.)

mucker^ (muk'6r), ». [< G. mucker, a sulky per-
son, a hypocrite, < mucken, mutter, grumble.]
1. In Germany, a person of canting and gloomy
religious tendencies ; specifically [cap.'], one of
a sect accused of immoral practices, adherents
of J. W. Ebel, a clergyman in Konigsberg,
Prussia, about 1810-39. Hence— 2. A person
lacking refinement; a coarse, rough, person.
[Slang.]

muckerert (muk'6r-6r), «. [< ME. mokerere; <
mucker'^ -I- -erl.] A miser; a niggard.

Avarice maketh alwey rtiokereres to ben hated.
Chaucer, Boethius, ii. prose 5.

muck-fork (muk'fdrk), M. A dung-fork; a fork
for distributing manure.
muck-heap (muk'hep), n. [< ME. mukkehepe;
< muclc^ + heap.] A dunghall.

muck-hill (muk'hil), n. [< MB. mukhil, mochil;
< muck''- + MIU.] A dunghill.

muckibus (muk'i-bus), a. [Appar. < muck^ +
Ahus, a L. termination as in omnibus and (as-

sumed) in circumbendibus, etc.] Confused or
muddled with drink; tipsy; maudlin. [Old
slang.]

if she drank any more,
Walpole, Letters, III. 10.

muckindert, «. See muckender.
muckiness (muk'i-nes), n. Pilthiness; nasti-

ness.

muckingerf, n. Same as muckender.
muckintogs, muckingtogS (muk'in-, muk'ing-
togz), n. [A corruption of mackintosh, simu-
lating mucky (weather) and togs, toggery.] A
mackintosh. [Vulgar.]

A little "gallows-looking chap," . . .

With a carpet-swab and mucking-togs, and a hat turned
up with green. Barha/m, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 187.

muckitert, n. Same as muckender.
muckle (muk'l), a. and n. A dialectal (Scotch)
form of mickle.

muckle-hammer (muk'l-ham'^er), n. A heavy
ax-like hammer for spalling or scaling off small
flakes of granite.

muck-midden (muk'mid''''n), n. A dunghill.
[Scotch.]

muck-pit (muk'pit), n. Apit formanure orfllth.

Thou must be tumbled into a muckpit.
Dekker, Wonderful Year.

muck-rake (muk'rak), n. A rake for scraping
muck or filth. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress.

muckret, v. An obsolete form of mucker''^.

muck-rolls (muk'rolz), n. pi. The first pair of
rolls in a mill for rolling iron. The iron is passed
through these rolls, and afterward finished by another pail
of rolls, called merchant train or puddle-ba/r train.

mucks, n. See mux^.
muck-sweat (muk'swet), n. Profuse sweat.
Dunglison.

mucksy, a. See muxy.
muck-thrift (muk'thrift), ». A miser. D. Jer-

rold.

muck-worm (muk'wferm), n. 1. A worm that
lives in muck.— 2. A miser; one who scrapes
together money by mean devices.

Misers are m/uck-worms, silk-worms beans.
And death-watches physicians.

Pope, To Mr. John Moore.

the money-grubbers ! Sempiternal muckwcfrmA

!

Lamb.

mucky (muk'i), a. [< muck"^ + -^i.] Contain-
ing or resembling muck; filthy; vile.

Thereafter all that mucky pelfe he tooke.

The spoile of peoples evil gotten good.
Spenser, F. Q., V. IL 27.

mucky (muk'i), v. t.; pret. and pp. tomcWcc?,

ppr. muckying. [< mucky, a.] To soil.

She even brought me a clean towel to spread over my
dress, "lest," as she said, "I should mucky it."

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxix.

mucocele (mu'ko-sel), n. [< L. mucus, mucus,
+ Gr. K^^)7, a tumor.] An enlarged laerymal

sac ; a tumor that contains mucus.

mucodermal (mii-ko-der'mal), a. [< L. mucus,

mucus, + Gr. dip/ia, skin: see dermal] Of or

pertaining to the skin and mucous membrane.
mucoid (mii'koid), a. [< L. mucus, mucus, +
Gr. eWof, form.] Resembling mucus or mucous
tissue.



mucoid
The membrane is coated in places with a scanty mucoid

exudation. Lancet, No. 3447, p. 606.

Mucoid degeneration. See (JeseneroMon.— Mucoid tis-
sue, mucous tissue.

mucopurulent (mu-ko-pu'ro-lent), a. [< L. mu-
cus, mucus, + purulentus, purulent: see mucus
and purulent,^ Of or pertaining to mucus and
pus: as, a mucopurulent discharge (a discharge
in which these two substances are present).

muco-pus (mti'ko-pus), n. [< L. mucus, mucus,
+ pus, matter of a sore.] In pathol., a mor-
bid liquid product containing a considerable
amount of mucin and numerous leucocytes.

jnucor (mu'kor), n. [< L. mueor, mold, moldi-
ness, < mucere, be moldy: see mucid.2 1.
Moldiuess; mustiness.—2. leap."] [NL.] A ge-
nus of zygomycetous fungi, typical of the sub-
order Mucorece; the true molds. The reproduction
is asexual, by the formation of numerous spores in a rela-
tively large sporangium, and sexual, by the coningation
of two hyphse, which gives rise to a zygospore. The most
common species is M. Mucedo. See moZ(2^.

3. In med., mucus.
Mucoreae (mu-ko're-e), n. pi. [NL., < Mucor +

-ecB.'] A suborder of zygomycetous fungi of the
order Mucorini, typified by the genus Mueor.
They are mostly saprophytic, occurring on bread, fruits,
saccharine Huids, excrement of animals, etc. Sometimes
called Mueorei.

IMucorini (mii-ko-ri'ni), n. pi. [NL., < Mucor
+ -ini.'] An order of zygomycetous fungi, the
tyj)ioal genus of which is Mucor. Sometimes
written Mucoracece.

mucosa (mu-ko'sa), n. [NL., sc. membrana : see
TOMCOMS.] A mucous membrane. More fully
called membrana mucosa.
mucose (mu'kos), a. [< L. mucosus: see mu-
cous.^ Same as mucous.
mucoserous (mu-ko-se'rus), a. [< L. mucus,
mucus, + serum, serum: see serous."] Of or per-
taining to mueus and serum. A mucoserous
discharge consists of serum containing mueus
in considerable quantity.

mucosity (mu-kos'i-ti), n. [= P. mucosiU =
Sp. mucosidad= Pg. mucosidade = It. mucosita;
as mucose, mucous, + 4ti/.'] 1. Mucousness;
sliminess.— 2. A fluid containingorresembling
mucus.

mucososaccharine (mu-ko-so-sak'a-rin), a. [<
L. mucosus (see mucous) + saeeJiarum, sugar:
see saccharine.] Partaking of the properties
of mucilage and sugar.

mucous (mii'kus), a. [= P. mugueux = Sp.
mucoso, mocoso = Pg. It. mucosa, < L. mucosus,
slimy, < mucus, slime, mueus: see mucus.] 1.

Pertaining to mueus or resembling it; slimy,
ropy, andlubricous.— 2. Secreting a slimy sub-
stance; pituitary: as, the mucous membrane.
—Mucous canals, in icMh. See the quotation.

In most, if not all, ilshes the integument of the body and
of the head contains a series of sacs, or canals, usually dis-

posed symmetrically on each side of the middle line, and
filled with a clear gelatinous substance. . . . These sensory
•organs are known as the "organs of the lateral line," or
mucous canals. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 79.

Mucous fever, flsh, glands, ligament. See the nouns.
—Mucous layer, see mesobiast.—Mucous membrane.
See ni«m!)ro7je.—Mucous tissue, gelatinous connective
tissue. The cells may be round, branching, or fusiform,
and the intercellular substance is of jelly-like consistence
and contains mucin. Mucous tissue forms the chief bulk
of the navel-string, or umbilical cord, in
which case it is called the jelly of Wharton,
The vitreous humor of the eye also con-
sists mainly of this tissue.

mucousness (mii'kus-nes), ». The
state of being mucous; sliminess.
Johnson.
mucro (mu'kro), n.; pi. mucrones
(mu-kro'nez). [L., a sharp point,

esp. of a sword.] A tip; a spine
or spine-like process ; a mucronate
part or organ; a sharp tip or point.

True it is that the mucro or point thereof
inclineth unto the left.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 2.

Specifically—(a) In entom., an angular pro-

jection on the margin or surface of a hard
part, as oh the thighs or the tips of the
elytra ; an angular process shorter than a
spine. (6) In bot, a short and abrupt point
of a leaf or other organ.—Mucro cordis,
the lower pointed end of the heart.

mucronate (mii'kro-nat), a. [= F.

mucronS=: Pg. mucronado = It. mu-
cronato, < L. mueronatus, pointed,

< mucro{n-), a sharp point: see mu-
cro.] Narrowed to a point; end-
ing in a tip ; having a mucro : as,

a mucronate feather, shell, leaf; a
mucronate process. Mucronate

mucronated (mu'kro-na-ted'), a. ^ajw^fh^i,^'

Same as mucronate. a, the mucro.
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mucronately (mu'kro-nat-U), adv. In a mu-
cronate manner; in "or with a tip or pointed
end.

mucrones, n. Plural of mucro.
mucroniferous (mti-kro-nif 'e-ms), a. [< L.
mucro{n-), a sharp point, + ferre = E. bear^.]
Same as mucronate.

mucronulate (mu-kron'ii-lat), a. [< NL. mucro-
nulatus, < *mucr6nulus, dim. of L. mucro(n-), a
sharp point: see mucronule.] In
bot. andeool., minutelymucronate;
having a little point, as the carpels
of Sida mucronulata.

mucronule (mii'kro-niil), n. [<
NL. *mucronulus, dim. of L. mu-
cro(n-), a sharp point: seemutro.]
A small mucro.
muculentt (mil 'ku-lent), a. [<
LL. mueulentus, full "of mucus, <

L. mucus, mueus: see mucus.] 1.

Slimy; moist and moderately Leaflet of kjcjVj

viscous. Bailey.— Z. Resembling
S'ucron'uie"'

""

mucus; mucoid; gelatinous; cel-

lulose. Behrens, Micros, in Botany (trans.), v.

Mucima (mu-ka'na), n. [NL. (Adanson, 1763),
< mucuna, tiie Brazilian name of one of these
plants.] A genus of leguminous climbing herbs
and shrubs of the tribe Phaseolece, characterized
by showy flowers with the banner smaller than
the wings or the acute keel, and anthers of two
shapes. About 22 species are known, usually climbing
high, natives of warm climates throughout the globe, with
clusters of purplish or yellowish flowera, leaves of three
leaflets, and fleshy pods, usually clothed with stinging
hairs. The cowhage or cowitch of New South Wales is

M, gigantea. For M. pruriem, see cowJiage, 1.

mucus (mu'kus),«. \_<.Ij. mucus, muccus (= Gr.
jj/vKog, foxmd only in grammarians, and perhaps
after the L. word), mucus, slime; ef. Gv.uiiK?;;,

snufi of a wick, /nv^a, mueus, akin to inro-iivaociv,

wipe away, L. mungere, blow the nose, Skt.

V much, release .] 1 . A viscid fluid secreted by
the mucous membrane of animals. It is charac-
terized by the presence of considerable quantities of mu-
cin. Also called am'inoZ mucilage.

2. In bot., gummy matter soluble in water.

—

3. The slime of fish— Mucus-glands. See mucous
glands, under gland.

mucyline (mii'si-lin), n. [< muc(ilage) + -yl +
-ine^.] A sizing for woolen yam. it is a solution
in water of a paste compounded of stearin, soap, glycerin,
and sulphate of zinc.

mud (mud), n. [i< ME. mud, mod, 7»udde, <

MLGr. mudde, LG. mudde, mod = Sw. modd,
mud, mire ; cf . MHG:. mo*, Gr. mott, peat (see
moat^). Hence ult. mother^, q. v.] Moist and
soft earth or earthy matter, whether produced
by rains on the earthy surface, by ejections
from springs and volcanoes, or by sediment
from turbid waters ; mire.

mud (mud), V.
;
pret. and pp. mudded, ppr. mud-

ding, [(.mud, «.] I. trans. 1. To bury in mud
or mire ; cover or bedaub with mud.

I wish
Myself were mudded in that oozy bed
Where my son lies. SMk., Tempest, v. 1. 161.

2. To make turbid or foul with dirt; stir the
sediment in (liquors).

Mud not the fountain that gave drink to thee.
Shak., Lucrece, 1. 577.

The fount of my teares, troubled and mudded with the
toadlike stirring and longbreathed vexation of thy venim-
ous enormities, is no longer a pure silver spring but a
miry puddle for swine to wallow in. Nash, Christ's Tears.

II. intrans. To go in or under the mud, for

refuge or warmth, as does the eel.

mudar, n. See madar.
mud-bank (mud'bangk), n. An accumulation
of mud, especially as formed by streams.

mud-bass (mud'bas), n. A centrarchoi^ fish,

Acantharchus pomotis. it has an oblong-oval form;
teeth on the tongue, palate, and pterygoids; alarge mouth;

Mud-dauber (.Pelopaits iunatus).
(About natural size.)

\m
Mud-bass {Acantharchus fomotis).

(From Report of U. S. Fish Commission.)

cycloid scales ; convex caudal fin; and eleven spines in
the dorsal and five in the anal fin. It is £bout 4 inches
long, and is found in still fresh-water streams near the At-
lantic coast of the United States from New Jersey to South
Oarolina.

muddle

mud-bath (mud'bath), n. A kind of bath con-
nected with some mineral springs, consisting
of mud transfused with saline or other ingre-
dients, in which patients suflering from rheu-
matism, etc., plunge the whole or parts of the
body with supposed good results : as, the mud-
baths of St. Amand or of Barbotan, in France.
mud-bit (mud'bit), n. In well-boring, a chisel-

edged toolused for cutting through dense strata
of clay shale and the like.

mud-boat (mud'bot), n. A boat for carrying off

and discharging the mud dredged from a bar or
river-channel.

mud-bUrrower (mud'bur"o-6r), n. A crusta-

cean of the genus CalUanassa.

mud-cat (mud'kat), n. A catfish, Leptops oli-

varis. See Leptops, 1.

mud-cock (mud'kok), n. Acock inaboilerused
in blowing out the deposits of sediment; a
purging-valve or -cock.

mud-cone (mud'kon), n. A conical elevation of

more or less decomposed material (lava and
ashes) softened by water ; a mud-volcano : of

frequent occurrence in solfatario areas or re-

gions of dying-out voleanism. See mud-volcano.

mud-coot (mud '-

kot), n. The com-
mon American
coot, FuUca ame-
ricana.

mud-crab (mud'-
krab), n. A crab
of the genus Pa-
nopceus.

muddar, «. Same
as mudar.
mud-dauber
(mud'da"b6r), n.

A digger-wasp of

the family Sphegidm. See blue-jacket, 2.

mud-devil (mud'dev"l), n. A menopome.
muddify (mud'i-fi), v. t; pret. and pp. muddi-
fied, ppr. muddifying. [< mud + L. facere,
make: see-fy.] To make muddy; cloud; soil.

Don't muddify your charming simplicity with contro-
versial distinctions that will sour your sweet piety.

Walpole, Letters (1789), IV. 491. (Daines.)

muddily (mud'i-li)^ adv. 1. In a muddy man-
ner; turbidly; with foul mixture.— 2. Ob-
scurely; cloudily; confusedly.

Lucilius writ not only loosely and muddily, Vryden.

muddiness (mud'i-nes), )(. 1. The quality or
condition of being muddy ; turbidness ; foul-
ness caused by mud, dirt, or sediment : as, the
muddiness of a stream.— 2. Obscurity; want of
perspicuity.

mud-dipper (mud'dip'Sr), n. The ruddy duck,
Erismatura rubida. G. Trumbull. See cut un-
der Erismatura. [Virginia.]

muddle (mud'l), v.
;
pret. and pp. muddUd, ppr.

muddling. [Preq. of mud, v.] I. trans. 1.

To make fotd, turbid, or muddy, as water.

He did ill to muddle the water. Sir S, L'Estrange.

2. To bewilder
;
perplex.

Fagging at Mathematics not only fatigues, but hope-
lessly muddles an unmathematical man, so that be is in
no state for any mental exertion.

C. A. Bristed, English University, p. 267.

3. To intoxicate partially; cloud or stupefy,
particularly with liquor: as, to muddle one's
brains.

I was . . . often drunk, always muddled.
Arbuthnot, Hist. John Bull.

4. To spend profitlessly ; waste ; misuse ; frit-

ter : usually with away.
His genius disengaged from those worldly influences

which would have disenchanted it of its mystic enthu-
siasm, if they did not muddle it ingloriously away.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 143.

5. To bring into a state of confusion; make a
mess of.— 6. To mix; stir: as, to m«ci(i/e choco-
late or drinks.

II. intrans. 1. To contract filth; become
muddy or foul.

He never muddles In the dirt Suiift, Dick's Variety.

2. To become confused, especially from drink.— 3. To potter about; wander confusedly.

There are periods of quiescence during which he not
only feels comparatively well, but really acts well in the
sense of Ttvuddling about, somewhat crippled it may be,
but with a convalescent energy deserving praise.

Lancet, No. 3464, p. 947.

muddle (mud'l), M. l< muddle, v.] 1. A mess;
dirty confusion ; filth.— 2. Intellectual confu-
sion ; cloudiness ; bewilderment. [Colloq.]

We both grub on in a muddle. Dickens.



muddle

8. A kind of chowder; a pottle made with
crackers. See j)o«?e, 2— Mush muddle. See
tmu&l.

muddlehead (mud'1-hed), n. A confused or
stupid person ; a blockhead.
Mankind axe not wanting in intelligence ; bnt^ as a body,

they have one Intellectnal defect— they are muddfe-Aeads.
C. Seade, Sever too late to Mend, vi. (JJacieA.)

maddle-headed (mud'l-hed'ed), a. Having
the brains muddled; stupidly confused or duU;
doltish: the opposite of clear-headed.

\Miat a precious muddle-htaded chap yon are

!

Dieteta, OUtct Twist, xxx.

mnddle-headedness (mud'l-hed'ed-nes), ».

The quality of being muddle-headed; confu-
sion; want of clearness of thought.
Sach is the rmtddk-headednesgot modem English spell-

ing, which seems to be almost worshipped for its incon-
sistencies. W. W. Skeat, S. and Q., 6th ser., IX. Si

muddler (mnd'ler), H. A chuming-stiok for
muddling chocolate or for mixing toddies.

mud-drag (mud ' drag), ». An implement or a
machine for clearing rivers and doclis; a hedge-
hog. See hedgehog, 4.

m.ud-dredger (mud'drej'er), ». A dredging-
machine.
mud-drum (mud'drum), n. A chamber placed
below the steam-generating part of a steam-
boiler, and commvmicating by an upper and
a lower passage or passages with the water-
space in the boiler. It is usually of cylindrical form
(whence the name drum), and its function is to collect the
sand or earthy matters deposited from the water which
is fed to the boiler. The foreign substances so collects

ed are removed from the mud-drum thioogh hand-holes
in it

muddy (mud'i), a. [= MLG. moddich, in uddieh,

LG. muddig = G. mottig = Sw. moddig; as mud
+ -yl.] 1. Abounding in, covered with, or con-
taining mud; foul with mud; turbid, as water
or other fluids ; miry.

The true fountains of science out of which both painters
and statuaries are bound to draw, . . . without amusing
themselveswithdipping in streamswhich are oftenmuddy,
at least troubled ; 1 mean the manner of their masters after
whom they creep.

Dryden, On Dn Fresnoy's Art of Painting.

2. Consisting of mud or earth ; hence, gross

;

impure; vile.

Such harmony is in immortal souls

;

But whilst this muddy vesture of decay
Doth grossly close it in, we cannot h&s^ it.

Shak., M. of V., v. 1. 64.

3. Not clear or pure in color: as, a muddy
green ; a muddy complexion.—4. Cloudy in
mind; confused; dull; heavy; stupid.

Dost think I am so vwddy, so unsettled.
To appoint myself in this vexation?

Shak., W. T., L 2. 326.

5. Obscure; wanting in clearness or perspicu-
ity: as, a muddy style of writing,

muddy (mud'i), v. t.; pret. and pp. muddied,
ppr. muddying. [< muddy, a.] 1. To soil with
mud; dirty.

Here is a'purr of fortune's, sir, or of fortone's cat, that
has £allen into the unclean fishpond of her displeasure,

and ... is muddied withal. Shak., All's Well, v. 2. 23.

2. To cloud; make dull or heavy.

Excess . . . muddies the best wit, and makes it only to
flutter and troth high. N. Grew, Cosn^ologia Sacra.

muddy-brained (mud'i-brand), a. Dull of ap-
prehension; stupid.

O, the toU
Of hnmonring this abject scum of mankind,
Muddy-brain'd peasants

!

JFord, Ferkin Warbeck, U. 3.

muddybreast (mud'i-brest), n. The American
golden plover, Charadrius dominieiis, in the
transition stage of its plumage, ff. Ti-umbuU.

muddy-headed (mud'i-hed'ed), a. Having a
dull understanding; muddy-brained; muddle-
headed.
Many boys are muddy-headed till they be clarified with

age. Fidier, Holy State, p. 100.

muddying (mud'i-ing), ji. [Verbal n. of mud-
dy. t\] A mode of fishing in which attendants
stir up the muddy bottom of a lake or stream.
[Southern U. S.]

As soon as the heat of summer has thoroughly warmed
the waters of these lakes, and has somewhat rednced their

volume, the season for muddying begins.
SparUman'% Gazetteer, p. 371.

muddy-mettled (mud'i -met 'Id), o. DuU-
spirited.

A dull and muddn-mettted rascal.

Shak., Hamlet^ iL 2. 594.

mud-eel (mud'el), n. 1. A long slender sala-

mander which Uves in the mud, as Siren laeer-

tina or 2fur(stwpsis tridactyla. Also called mud-
puppy. See axoloU.— 2. An eel of any kind;
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especially, in Xew England, a yellow-bellied
sluggish variety of the common eel, found in

muddy water.

mudfi^ (mud'fish), II. A fish which lives or

burrows in the mud. Specifically—(a) A dipnoan fish,

Protopterus anneetens, of me family Lepidosirenidce. (b)

Mudfish [Protofterus anneciens).

The Australian Ceratodiis forsteri. (c) The Xorth Ameri-
can bowfln,Amia calva. Also called marsh-Jish, (d) Some
or any species of the genus Umbra or family Umbridce.
Also called mud-minnow, (e) A former Anglo-American
name in New York of a killifish. Sehoepff. {/) A gobiine
fish, Gillichthys mirabUig, remarkable for the great exten-
sion backward of the maxillary bones. It attains a length
of 6 inches, and burrows in the mud between tide-marks,
so that its burrow is exposed at low tide. It abounds along
the coast of California, (g) A Xew Zealand fish of the txm-
UyGalaxiidte; the Seochantuiapoda. P.L.Sdater. (See
cuts under AmiidtB. Lepidosiren, Unibra, and GUlichthys.)

mud-flat (mud'flat), n . Amuddy low-lying strip

of ground by the shore, or an island, usually
submerged more or less completely by the rise

of the tide.

mud-frog (mud'frog), JI. A European frog of
the family Pelohatidce, Pelobates fuscus.
mud-goose (mud'gos), n. Hutchins's goose,
Bemida hutchiim, ofwide distribution iu North
America, it closely resembles the common wild or
Canada goose, but is smaller and has fewer tail-feathers.

J. P. Giraui. [Long Island, New York.]

mud-hen (mud'hen), H. 1. The common gal-

linule, GalUnida galeata. [Local, TJ. S.] Also
mud-puUet. [Florida.]— 2. The American coot,
Fulica americana.— 3. Same as marsh-hen (5).— 4. A bivalve mollusk of the family Veneridw
and genus Tapes. It is common along the Eu-
ropean coasts on sandy bottoms near low-water
mark. See hen, n., 4.

mud-hole (mud'hol), ». l. A place full of

mud; a spot where there is mud of consider-
able depth; a depression where water and mud
stand, as in a road.

All mudholes of course should be filled promptly at all

times, so that no water may stand in the road,
The Century, XXXVm. 956.

2. In steam-engines, an orifice vrith steam-
tight covering in the bottom of a boiler,through
which the sediment is removed. Also )Hi«f-

ralve.— 3. A salt-water lagoon in which whales
are captured. [Whalers' slang, CaUfomia.]
mud-hook (mud'huk),!!. An anchor. [Slang.]

mudiet, a. An obsolete spelling of moody.
mudir (mo-der'), n. [Also nioodir; Ar. (> Turk.)
inudir, a manager, director, administrator, etc.,

< adir, manage, inspect.] An administrator.
Specifically— (a) In Turkey, the head of a "kasa," or can-

ton. (6) In Egypt^ the governor of a district called a mu-
dirieh, or province.

mud-laff (mud'laf), H. Same as laff^.

mud-lamprey (mud'lam'pri), n. The young
of the sandpride. Petromyzon branchialis.

mud-lark (mud'laxk), n. 1 . A manwho cleans

out common sewers, or any one who fishes up
sn^dl articles from the mud on the strands of

tidal rivers. [Slang.]

Themud-torfe collect whatever theyhappen tofind, such
as coals, bits of old iron, rope, bones, and copper nails that

drop from ships while lying or repairing along shore.

Mayheui, London Labour and London Poor, IL 173.

2. A neglected or deserted child,who is allowed
to run and play about the streets, piekingnp his

living and his training anyhow : a street Arab

;

a gamin.— 3. A kind of pipit, Antlius. Encyc.

Brit., XIV. 317.

mud-lava (mud'la'va), H. Same as moya.

mud-minnow (mud'min'6), n. Same as mud-
fish (d). See rinbrid<e.

mud-plantain (mud'plan'tan), n. See Seteran-

thera.

mud-plug (mud'plug), «. In steam-engines, a

tapered screw-plug for filling a mud-hole.

mud-puppy (mud'pup'i), n. See hellbender, and
mud^l, 1.

mud-rake (mud'rak), n. Oyster-tongswithlong
poles or handles. [New Jersey.]

mud-scow (mud'skou), n. A flatboat or barge
for the transportation of mud, generally used in

connection with dredges.

mud-shad (mud'shad), n. A fish of the family

Dorosomidce. Dorosonia cepedianum. It has a su-

perficial resemblance to the shad. The snout is projecting

and blimt ; the mouth is small, inferior, and oblique ; the

maxillary bones are narrow, short, and simple ; and the

lower jaw is short, deep, and enlarged backward. It is

very abundant in many parts of the United States, espe-

ciallysouthward. It hasmany other names, as lan^^r-sAod,

muezzm
stink-»had, hairy-baAatthread-herringCm North Carolina^
and on the St J ohn's river ffUzard-ehad or wUte-eyed shad.
See cut under gizmrd-shad.

mudsill (mud'sU), n. 1. The lowest siU of a
structure, resting on the groimd.— 2. A low-
bom, ignorant, contemptible person. [U. S.]

The term mud-siU is supposed to be used contemptu-
ously in the Southern States to designate the lowest rank
of the people : those who use nothing and have nothing to
use but muscle for their maintenance; men who are un-
educated and indifferent to education ; men without other
aspiration or ambition than that which incites them to ap-
pease their hunger and to ward off the blasts of winter.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVL 39.

mud-snail (mud'snal), JI. Same as pond-snail.
mud-snipe (mud'snip), ». The American wood-
cock, Philoliela minor. [Local, V. S.]

mudstone (mud'ston), n. A fine argillaceous !

rock, often containing more or less sand, some-
what harder than clay, and destitute of any
distinct lamination. [Kare.]

mud-sucker (mud'siik'^r), n. 1. An aquatic
fowl which obtains its food from mud.

In all water-fowl . . . their legs and feet correspond to
that way of life [swimming] ; and iu mud-suckers two of the
toes are somewhat joined, that they may not easily sink.

Berham, Physico-Theology, viL 1, note w.

2. A catostomoid fish. See sucker.

mud-swallow (mud'swol'6), Ji. The cliff-swal-

low or eaves-swallow, Petrochelidon lunifrons,

which builds its nest of pellets of mud. See cut

under eares-swallom.

mud-teal (mud'tel), «. See green icing.

mud-tortoise (mud'tdr'tis), n. Same as mud-
turtle.

mud-turtle (mud'ter'tl), /(. A name given in

the Ignited States to various turtles whieh live

in the mud or muddy water, as species of Tri-

onychidcB and EmydidtB.
mud-valve (mud'valv), n. Same as mud-hole, 2.

mud-volcano (mud'vol-ka'no), «. A conical

hill or miniature volcano surrounding an orifice

or crater, and the result of the pressure and es-

cape from below of steam or gases, given out
either continuously or at intervals. Such accu-
mulations of mud are not uncommon in regions of dying-
out volcanism, the material being the result of the soften-

ing and decomposition of the lava or ashes by solfataric

agencies. Somewhat similar mud-cones or mud-volca-
noes sometimes occur in regions not volcanic, where they
appear to be caused by the combustion of sulphur or of

coal.

mud-walled (mud'wald), a. Having a wall of

mud, or of materials laid inmud instead of mor-
tar.

Folks from Mud-waWd Tenement
Bring Landlords Pepper-Corn for Kent

;

Present a Turkey, or a Hen,
To those might better ^are them ten.

Prior, To Fleetwood Shepherd, 1. 19.

mud-wasp (mud'wosp), ji. Same as dauier (e).

mudweed (mud'wed), n. Same as mtidirort.

mud-worm (mud'werm), JI. A worm that lives

in the mud, as a lugworm; specifically, one of

the LimicoUe.

mudwort (mud'wfert), n. A plant, LimoseVa
aquatica. Also called mudweed.
muet, V. t. An obsolete spelling of ineic^.

Uuehlenbergia (mii-len-ber'ji-a), Ji. [NL.
(Von Schreber, 1789), named after Eev. G. H.
E. Muehleiiberg, an eminent botanist of Penn-
sylvania, 1753 -1815.] A genus of grasses of the
tribe Agrostidew, known by its capUlary awns,
small spikelets, and grain tightly invested by
the delicate glume. About 60 species are known,
mostly of North America or the Andes, and a few in Asia.

They are low grasses, sometimes forming aturf, with many-
panicled fiowers. On account of the early deciduous seed

these grasses are called dropseed, especially M. diffusa

(also c^ed mjnWe-i/jtfi). .V. capiUaris, an extremely deli-

cate species, shares with various other grasses the name
of hair-grass. The species have no marked agricnllntal

worth.

Muellerian, a. See 2Iiillerian.

muermo (mo-er'mo), H. [Chilian.] A fine rosa-

ceous tree of C!hili, Eucryphia cordifolia. it

reaches a height of 100 feet Its wood is preferred to aU
other in Chili for rudders and oars. Also called ulmo.

muett, a. A Middle English form of mute^.

muezzin (mu-ez'in), n. [Formerly also mued-
din, muetdih: < Ar. mitez:in. muazzin (prop.

muedhdhiii), a public crier who calls to prayer,

< m«-, formative prefix, + 'azzana, inform (cf.

'fl-((ii, the call to prayer, 'ii^n, the ear), < 'azana,

hear. The consonant here represented by z is

dhal, prop, pronounced like th in E. this, but in

Turk., Pers., etc., like E. a.] In Mohammedan
countries, a crier who proclaims from the min-

aret of a mosque (when the mosque has one,

otherwise from the side of the mosque) the

regular hours of prayer. These hours are dawn,
noon, four o'clock in the afternoon, sunset, and
nightfall.



muezzm
On which is a Tower, as with us a Steeple, whereupon

the Muetden or Thalisman ascendeth.
Purckas, Pilgrimage, p. 300.

The musical chant of the TnuRzzirts from the thousand
minarets of Cairo sounds most impressively through the
clear and silent air.

S. Curzon, Monast. in the levant, p. 82.

muffi (muf), n. [Early mod. B. muffe, < ME.
'muffe (in deriv. verb muffle), < D. mof, a muff (>
Gr. muff), = Sw. muff= Dan. muffe; prob., after
F. moufle, etc. (see muffle'^), < ML. *muffa, dim.
muffula, moffula, a muff, < OHG. *mouwa, MHG.
mouwe=LQr.moiK,maue=:MD.mouwe,'D.maauw,
a wide, hanging sleeve. Hence muffie'^-.^ 1. A
cover into wMch both hands may be thrust in
order to keep them warm, it is commonly cylin-
drical and made of fur, but sometimes of velvet, silk,

plush, etc., in bag shape or other fanciful design. The
inufl was introduced into Ifrance toward the close of the
sixteenth century, and soon after into England. It was
used by bothmen and women, and in the seventeenth cen-
tury was often an essential part of the dress of a man of
fashion ; but it is now exclusively an article of female ap-
parel.

In the early part of Anne's reign it was fashionable for
men to wear muffs, as it had been ever since Charles the
Second's time.

J. Athtrni, Social Lite in Seign of Queen Anne, I. 156.

3. The whitethroat,,S^Wacmerea. MacgilUvray.
Also muffet.— 3. A cylinder of blown glass
ready for slitting and spreading open in the flat-

tening-fumace to form a plate.—4. A joining-
tube or coupler for uniting two pipesend to end.

muflf^ (muf),i). [='D.muffen,A.otB,=Q:.muffen,
be sulky, sulk. Of. freq. muffle'^ and mvmble,']

1. trans. 1. To mumble; speak indistinctly.

[Prov. Eng.]—2. To perform clumsily orbadly

;

fail, as in some attempt in playing a game;
muddle ; make a mess of.

I don't see why you should have muffed that shot.

Lawrence, Guy Livingstone, vi.

You know we consider him a rhetorical phenomenon.
Unfortunately he always mAiffs anything he touches.

Harper'a Mag., LXXVIII. 737.

3. Specifically, in ball-playing, to fail to hold
(the ball) when it comes into the hands.

II. intrcms. To act clumsily or badly, espe-
cially in playing a game, as in receiving a ball

into one's hands and failing to hold it.

muff2 (muf), n. [Cf. D. mof, a clown, boor;
from the verb.] 1. A simpleton; a stupid or

weak-spirited person. [CoUoq.]

The Low Dutch call the High "7miffes"—tt\sA is, ^tour-
dis as the French have it, or blockhead—upbraiding them
with their heavinesse. Sir J. Rearaby, Travels (1657).

A nmffot a curate. Thackeray, Lovel the Widower, L

2. An inefficient apprentice craftsman.

These boys [who have no liking for their craft] often

grow up to be unskilful workmen. There are technical
terms for them in different trades, but perhaps the generic
appellation is muffs.

MayJiew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 377.

3. Anything done in a clumsy or bungling fash-

ion, as a bad stroke of play in a game of ball;

specifically, in ball-playing, failure to hold a
ball that comes into one's hands.

muff-dog (muf'dog), n. A very small lap-dog,

such as a woman can carry in her muff.

muffet (muf 'et), n. l<muff'>- + -et] Same as

otm/i, 2.

muffetee (muf-e-te'), n. [< muff'L + -et + -ee^.]

A small muff worn over the wrist ; a wristband
of fur or worsted worn by women.

muff-glass (mul'gias), n. Same as pot-glass.

muffin (muf'in), n. [Perhaps < muff^.'] 1. A
light round spongy cake, the English variety of

which is usually eaten toasted and buttered.

—

2. A small earthen plate.

muffin-cap (muf'in-kap), n. A round flat cap
worn by men. The name is given in particular to two
varieties : (a) A cheap cap of

coarse woolen, worn by charity

boys and occasionally by oth-

ers. (6)A fatigue-cap worn by
some regiments of the British

army. [Eng.]

muffineer (muf-i-ner'), n.

[< muffin + -eo-.] 1. A
dish in which to serve

toasted muffins, crum-
pets, etc., so arranged as

to keep them hot.— 2. A
vessel of metal with a
perforated cover, used to

sprinkle sugar or salt on
muffins.

muffin-man (muf ' in -

man), ?i. A seller of muf-
fins. Muffineers, def. 2.

The mmffinman carries his
i. , .

delicacies in a basket, wherein they are well swathed m
flannel, to retain the heat.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 214.
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muffin-ring (muf'in-ring), n. A ring of iron or

tin in which muffins are baked.
muffle^ (muf'1), n. [< ME. *muffle (in deriv. verb

muffle), < MD. moffel (> G. muffel) = OP. mofle,

moufle, a kind of mitten or muff, P. moufle, a
muff, a muffle, = Sp. mufla= It. muffola, a muff
or mitten, < ML. muffula, moffula, a muff, dim.
of *muffa, a muff: see muffK'] If. A muff for

the hands.

This day I did first wear a rrmjle, being my wife's last

year's muffle. Pepys, Diary, Nov. SO, 1662. (Eneye. Diet.)

2. A boxing-glove.

Just like a black-eye in a recent scuffle

(For sometimes we must box without the muffle).
Byron, Don Juan, IL 92.

3. Same as muffler (c).—4. A cover or wrap,
especially one used to deaden sound.

Yesterday morning he sent for the officer on guard, and
ordered him to take all the muffles off the drums.

GreviMe, Memoirs, July 18, 1830.

5. In chem. and metal., an arched vessel, re-

sisting the strongest fire, made to be placed
over cupels and tests in the operation of assay
ing, to preserve them from coming in contact
with fuel, smoke, or ashes, though at the same
time of such a form as not to hinder the action
of the air and fire on the metal, nor prevent the
inspection of the assayer.

In the coppilling of a fixed metall, which, as long as any
lead or drosse or any allay remains with it, continueth
still melting, flowing, and in motion under the muffle.

Howdl, Parly of Beasts, p. 148. (Damet.)

6. A small furnace with a chamber in which
pottery orporcelain paintedwith metallic colors
is baked or fired.— 7. A pulley-block contain-
ing several sheaves. E. B. Knight.—BaxdmaOe-
colors. See Affli-d.—Muffle-painting, ceramic decoration
by painting which will not bear the heat o,f the porcelain-
furnace, but is glazed or fixed at the lower temperature
of the muffle. Painting upon enamel, whether the enamel
is applied upon metal or a ceramic paste, is of this nature.
Muffle-pamting is divided into two kinds—hard muffle-
painting, or demi-grand-feu, and ordinary or soft muffle-
painting.

muffiel (muf'l), V. t.; pret. and pp. muffled, ppr.

muffUng. [< ME. muffelen, conceal (the face)

;

cf. D. moffelen, conceal, pilfer; from the noun
(see muffle^, n.); perhaps in part confused with
muffle^, V.'] 1 . To infold or wrap up, especially
in some cloth or woven fabric, so as to conceal
from view or protect from the weather ; wrap
up or cover close, particularly the neck and
face ; envelop or inwrap in some covering.

As though our eyes were jnuffled with a cloude.
Gascffigne, Chorusses from Jocasta, iii.

The face lies muffled up within the garment,
Addison, Cato, iv. 3.

2. To blindfold.

Alas, that love, whose view is muffled still,

Should, without eyes, see pathways to his will I

Shak., K, and J.,i. 1. 177.

3. Figuratively, to wrap up or cover; conceal;
involve.

The sable fumes of Hell's infemail vault . . .

Muffled the face of that profound Abyss.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 1.

They were in former ages muffled up in dai'kness and
superstition. Arbuihnot, Hist. John Bull.

4. To envelop more or less completely in some-
thing that deadens sound: used especially of
bells, drums, and oars. See m/uffled.

The bells they were mMffled,
And mournful did play.

The Death of Queen Jane (ballad).

5. To restrain from speaking by wrapping up
the head; put to silence.

Go, tell the Count Kousillon, and my brother.
We have caught the woodcock, and will keep him m/uffled

Till we do hear from them, Shak., All's Well, iv. 1. 100.

I wish you could mjuffle that 'ere Stiggins,
Dickens, Pickwick, xxvii,

= Syn. 6. MusHe, etc. See gag.

muffle^ (muf'l), V. i.; pret. and pp. muffled, ppr.

muffling. [< D. moffelen = Gr. dial, muffeln,

mumble ; freq. of the verb represented by muff^,
V. Of. maffle.'] To mumble; mutter; speak
indistinctly.

The Freedom or Apertness and vigour of pronuncing
as ... in the Bocca Komana and giving somewhat more
of Aspiration ; And . . . the closeness and Muffling, and
. . . Laziness of speaking, . . . render the sound of their

Speech considerably different.

Holder, Elements of Speech, p. 79.

muffle^ (muf'l), n. [< F. mufle, the muffle, < Gr.

muffel, a dog or other animal with large hang-
ing lips.] The tumid and naked part of the
upper lip and nose of ruminants and rodents.

muffled (muf 'Id), J), a. 1. Wrapped up closely,

especially about the face ; concealedfrom view

;

also, blinded by or as by something wrapped
about the face and covering the eyes.

mug
A plague upon him ! muffled 1 He can say nothing of

me. SkaJi., All's Well, iv. 3. 134.

Muffled pagans know there is a God, but not what this

God is. Sen. T. Adams, Works, III. 180. (Barnes.)

2. Dulled or deadened: applied to a sounding
body or to the sound produced by it.

A sort of muffled rhyme— rhyme spoilt bythe ends being
blunted or broken off. Oraik, Hist. Eng. Lit., II. 94.

Muffled drum. See druml.—Muffled oars, oars having
mats or canvas put round their looms when rowing, to pre-

vent Uiemfrom Inaking a noise against the tholes or in the
rowlocks.

muffle-furnace (muf'l-f6r"nas), n. Beefurnace.
mufflejaw (muf'l-j&), n. A cottoid fish, Vram-
dea richardsoni, a kind of mUler's-thumb.

muffler (muf'lfer), n. Anything used to muffle

or wrap up . Specifically

—

(a) A sort of kerchief or scarf

worn bywomen in the sixteenth centmy and later to cover

the lower part of the face, the neck and ears, etc., either for

protection against the sun or wind, or for partial conceal-

ment when in public. See half-mask.

He might put on a hat, a. muffler, and a kerchief, and so

escape. Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 2. 73.

(&) A glove, generally without fingers but with a thumb

;

a mitten.

Threadbai'e mufflers of grey worsted, with a private
apartment only for the thumb, and a common room or tap

for the rest of the fingers. Dickens, Chimes, i.

(c) A wrapper or scarf for the throat, usually of wool or
silk ; a large silk handkerchief so used. Also muffle, (d)

In mech., any device for deadening sound : usually a cham-
ber or box for inclosing cog-wheels or other noisy parts of

machinery, or steam- or air-valves in which the sound of

escaping steam and air is desired to be muffled, as in the
automatic air-valves of steam-radiators, etc. In the piano-

forte the muffler is a device for deadening the tones, usu-

ally consisting of a strip of soft feltj which can be inserted

between the hammers and the strings bypuUing a stop or
lever.

mufflin (muf'lin), n. [Origin obscure.] A tit-

mouse: as, the long-tailed mufflin, Acredula
rosea. [Local, Eng.]
mufflon, n. See niouflon.

muftil (mufti), J). [< Ar. mufti (> Turk. Hind.
mufti), a magistrate (see def. 1), one who gives

a response, < mu-, a formative prefix, + afti,

judge Qfetwah, a judgment, doom: see/etoa).]

A Mohammedan law-officerwhose duty it was to

expound the law which the kadi was to execute.

mufti^ (muf'ti), n. [Appar. for *mufU-dress, the

dress of a mufti, i. e. civil officer or civilian.

See mufti^.'] In India, citizen's dress worn by
officers when off duty : now commonly used in

this sense in the British army.
Hehas nomufti'Coa.t, except on e sent him outby Messi's.

Stultz to India in the year 1821.
Thackeray, Newcomes, viii.

An officer of the stationwho accompanied us was dressed
in m/ufti, so that^ altogether, we presented by no means
an imposing appearance.

W. H. RusseU, Diary in India, II. 230.

mufty (mufti), n.; pi. mufties (-tiz). [Cf.

muffi^.'i The whitethroat : same as muff\ 2.

mug^ (mug), n. [< Icel. mugga, soft, drizzling
mist. Cf. W. mwg, smoke, fume, mwci, mtocan,
fog, mist ; Gael, mugach, gloomy, cloudy. Cf

.

also Dan. muggen, musty, moldy, and Dan. mog,
E. muck^ ; but these are hardly allied. Hence
muggy.

'i A fog; a mist. HalUwell. [Prov.
Eng.].

mug2 (mug), n. [Early mod. E. mugge; cf. Ir,

mugan, a mug, mucog,, a
cup ; Sw. mugg, an earthen
cup; Norw. mugge, a mug
(< E.?).] 1. A small cy-
lindrical drinking-vessel,
commonly with a handle;
a small jug.

With mug in hand to wet his
whistle. Cotton.

2. The contents of a mug;
as much as a mug will hold

:

as, a mug of milk and water.
The clamorous crowd is hush'd

with mugs of mum,
Till all, tuned equal, send a gen-

eral hum.
Pope, Dunciad, ii. 385. „ ,.' Beer - mufc. — German

mUK'' (mue),M. [Origin Ob- pottery with pewter mount-

soure
;
perhaps a slang use

'"^'
'

""' "°'"'^-

of mug^. It IS supposed by some to be of Gipsy
origin, ult. < Skt. muklia, the face.] 1. The
mouth or face.

Brougham is no beauty ;. but his mug is a book in which
men mayread strange matters— and take him as he stands,
face and figure, and you feel that there is a man of great
energy and commanding intellect.

Noctes Amhrosianee, Dec, 1834.

2. A grimace. [Prov. Eng. or slang.]

mug3 (mug), V. i.; pret. and pp. mugged, ppr.
mugging. [Formerly also mog; < mug^, m.] To
distort the face ; make grimaces.



mug
Wit hung her blob, ev'n Hmuoiir Beem'd to monm,
And sullenly sat mogging o'er his nm.

Coaini, Miscellanies (1762), p. 122, (HaBiiwU.)

The low comedian had vrugtjfd at him in his richest
manner fifty nights for a wager.

Dietmt, Little Dorrit, L 20.

To nmgl nil. (a) To paint one's face. (6) To cram for
an examination. [Slang, Eng.]

mag^ (mag), n. [E. Ind.] Same as green gram
(which see, under gram^).
mnga (mo'^), «. [E. Ind.] 1. A silkworm of

Assam in British India, Anfhercea assama, par-

tially domesticated. Also, erroneously, munga.— 2. A kind of sUk, the production of the muga
silkworm in India, e^eeially in the hill-coun-

tiy on the northeast coast, where the plants

grow upon which the worms feed.

moget, n. [< OF. muge, mouge, < L. mugil, a mul-
let: see MugU.^ A fish, the sea-muUet.

muggar (mug'Sr), n. [E. Ind.] A kind of croco-
dile : as, the Siamese muggar, CrocodUiis siamen-
sis. Also mugger.
mnggard (mug'ard), a. [< mugS + -ard. Cf.

G. mucker, a sulky person : see miwkerS.^ Sul-

len; displeased. Grose.

mugger, r. Same as muggar.
milgget'^ (mng'et), n. [Origin not ascertained.]

Chitterling.

I'm a poor botching tailor for a court.

Low bred on liver, and what clowns call mugget
Woleot (Peter Pindar), The Remonstrance. (Dmiet.)

mugget^t (mng'et), ». [Also mugwet, mugttei; <

F. muguet, woodruff.] A name applied to vari-

ous plants, especially to the woodruff (.4«perirfa

odoratd) and the lily-of-the-vaUey.

mugginess (mug'i-nes), n. The state of being
muggy.
muggms (mug'inz), n. [Origin obscure.] 1. A
children's game of cards played by any num-
ber of persons with a full pack divided equally
among the players. Eachoneintumplacesacardface
np in a pile in front of him, and if the top card of one player
matcheswith thetop card of some other plsver, that one of
the twowho first cries "Jfuppiiu .' " adds his card to the pile

of the other. This continues until all the cards are placed
in one pile— the player who owns this being the loser.

2. A game of dominoes in which the players
count by fives or multiples of five. Each player
putting down a domino with 5 or 10 spots on it, or one
with such a number of spots as, united with those on
the dominoes at either or both ends of the row, make o
or a multiple of 5, adds the number so made to his score.

The player first reaching 200 if two play, or ISO if more
than two, wins the game.

muggish (mug'i^), a. [<»Ji«7l + -is7il.] Same
as muggy.
mugglet (mug'l), )i. [Cf. ni«jr3.] A contest be-
tween drinkers to decide which of them can
drink the most.
moggled (mug'ld), a. [Appar. an arbitrary
var. of smuggled.^ CJheap and trashy, as goods
offered for sale as smuggled articles; sham.
[Slang.]

Another mse to introduce muggled or "duffer's " goods.
Mayhem, London Labour and London Poor, II. a.

Mnggletonian (mug-l-to'ni-an), n. [< Mvg-
gleton (see def.) + -wn.] A member of a sect
founded in England by Ludowiek Mu^leton
and John Reeve about 1651. The members of the
sect believed in lAe prophetic inspiration of its founders,
as being the two witnesses mentioned in Kevelation xi.

3-6, and held that there is no real distinctioa between tbe
persons of the Trinity, that God has a human body, and
that Elijah was his representative in heaven when he de-
scended to die on the cross. "Hie last member of the sect
is said to have died in 1868.

mngglingt (mug'ling), n. [< muggle + -tnj.]

The practice of drinking in rivalry.

nmgg^ n. pi. See mugs.
muggy (mug'i), a. [< mtup- + -yl

;
prob. in part

confused with mu^cy,'\ 1. Containing moist-
ure in suspension ; damp and close ; warm and
humid: as, muggy air.

Muggy stilL An Italian winter is a sad filing, but all the
other seasons are charming. Byron, Diary, Jan. 6, 1831.

2. Moist; damp; moldy.
Cover with muggy straw to keep it moist. Mortimer.

Also muggish.

Mughal (mS'gal), n. Same as Mogul.
mug-house (mujg'hous), n. An ale-house.

Onr sex has dared the mughouse chiefs to meet,
And purchased fame in many a well-fought street.

Tiekeli, Epistle from a Lady in England to a Gentleman at
• [Avignon.

mug-hunter (mug'hun'ter), n. One who en-

gages in sporting contests solely with the aim
of winning prizes (which are frequently cups)

:

an epithet of opprobrium or contempt. [Slang.]

mugienCTt (mu'ji-en-si), n. [< mugien(t) +
-cy.] A bellowing." /Sir T. .Brwcne, Vulg. Err.,

iii. 27.
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mugientt (mu'ji-ent), a. [= Sp. mugienie = It.

mugghiante, < li'. mugien{t-)s, ppr. of mugire
(> It. mugghiare), bellow as a cow, hence also

blare as a trumpet, rumble as an earthquake,
roar as thunder, creak as a mast, etc.; cf. Gr.
/tmaadat, beUow; orig. imitative, like E. moo^.'i

Lowing ; bellowing. [Obsolete or archaic]

A bittern maketh that mugient noise or . . . bumping.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., Iii. 27.

Mugil (mu'jil), n. [L., a mullet: see mullet^.']

The leading genus of MugiUda; the mullets.

Mngilidse (mli-Jil'i-de), n.^)/. [NL., < Mugil
+ -idvB.'i A family of percesocine fishes, typi-
fiedby the genus Jftujrt?; the mullets. (o)In Bona-
parte's system, same as MvgHoidei. (b) In recent sys-

tems restricted to mogiliform fishes with only 24 ver-
tebne and rudimentary or very weak teeth, and in this
sense accepted by nearly all modem authors. There are
about 80 species, of 7 or 8 genera, mostly inhabiting tropi-

calor subtropical regions eitherin salt or fresh water ; but
several extend much further, both north and south. Two at
least are common in Britishwaters, and two others abound
along the Atlantic coast of the United States. None oc-
cur on the Pacific coast north of southern California.

Most of the MugUidtB feed almost entirely upon the or-
ganic matter contained in mud. The mud is worked for
some time between the pharyngeal bones, which are pecu-
liarlycomplicated ; the indigestible parts are then ejected,
and the r^ is swallowed. See cut under muUet,

mngiliform (mu'ji-li-fdrm), a. [< L. mugil, a
mullet, -1- forma, form.] Having the form of
a mullet; resembling the Mugilifirmes.
Mugiliformes (mu.'ji-li-f6r'mez), n. pi. PSTL.:
see mugUiform.'] Giinther's eleventh division
ot Aeanthopterygil. It includes Mugilidce, Athe-
rinidte, and Sphyr(Knid(B.

mugiloid (mil'ji-loid), a. and n. [< L. mugil, a
mullet, + Gr. eWof, form.] I. a. MngiUform;
of or pertaining to the MugUidm or Mugiloidei.

n. n. A mugUoid or mugUiform fish. Agas-
sis; Sir J. Bichardson.
Mugiloidei (mH-ji-loi'de-I), n. pi. [Nil.] Cn-
vier's eleventh family (in French ifitg^oides)

of Acanthopterygii, comprising forms with the
ventral fins abdominal or subabdominal in posi-
tion, two dorsal fins, and small teeth. It in-

cluded the MugilidtB, Tetragonuridce, and Athe-
rinidcB of subsequent systems.
mugs, muggs (mugz), n. pi. [Origin obscure.]
The Teeswater breed of sheep. [Scotch.]

mugweed(mug'wed),n. [Perhaps a corruption,

simulating weefJi, of »Jt«ff(7ef; see »JM<ir(/et2.] The
crosswort, Galium crudatum. Also golden mug-
weed.

mugwett) «. See mugget^.

mugwort (mug'wert), n. [Also dial. (Sc.) 7nug-

gart, muggon; < ME. mugworte, corruptly mu^ft-
warde, < AS. mu<;gwyrt, mugicyrt, a plant, Jrfe-

misia vulgaris, < *mucg, myeg, midge, + wyrt,

plant.] The plant Artemisia vulgaris; also,

sometimes, A. Absinthium, in the United States the
western mugwort is A. LudoviciaTta, the leaves, as in .^.

vulgaris, white-tomentose beneath.

—

East TTidiaTi mug-
wcnrt, Cyatlwdine lyrala, related to Artemisia.—West In-
dian mugwort, Parthenium Hystenphorus.

mugwump (mug'wump), n. and a. [< Algonkin
mugguomp, a great man, chief, captain, leader:
used in Eliot's translation of the Bible (1661) to

renderthe E.terms captain, dule, centurion, etc.]

1. n. li. An Indian chief ; anindianleader. Said
to have been used among the Indians and whites of Mas-
sachusetts and Connecticut in the seventeenth and eigh-

teenth centuries.

2. (a) A person of importance ; a man of conse-

quence ; a leader, in this sense long in local nse
fdong the 'coast of Massachusetts and the Connecticut
shore of Long Island Sound. Hence— (6) A person
who thinks himself of consequence ; a self-im-

portant man : a humo3>}us or satirical use of the
preceding, in this sense thewordwas also long in local
nse as above, and occasionally appeared in print (as in
the Indianapolis "Sentinel," in 187% and the New York
"Sun," March 23d, 1884).

The great Mugurump [a Democratic (Locofoco) candidate
for county oommissioner] was delivered of a speech upon
the occasion, which was highly applauded by the great
"Doctor Dum-never."
T^peeanae Log-cabin Songster, May 29, 1840 (a later edl-

[tton, dated July 4, 1840): issued "from the office

[of the ' Great Western."

"

fin a "song" following the above, in the "negro" dia-

lect, the same person is referred to as "ole mug," and
"honest, honest, mugicump coon."]

Then the greatmu^trump [a Democratic (Locofoco) can-
didate for (ingress] was delivered of a speech which the
faithful loudly applauded.

Solon Bobinson, editorial in the "Great Western,'
[Lake Co., Ind., July 4, 1840.

We have yet to see a Blaine organ which speaks of the
Independent Kepublicans otherwise than as Pharisees,

hypocrites, dudes, mtigu^umps, transcendentalists, orsome-
thing of that sort. SeicTork Evening Post, JaneW,lSSi.

The educated men In all the university towns . . . are

in open revolt now. . . . We presume they can be partially

mulberry
disposed ot by calling them free-traders— all educated
men are free-traders, it seems— and if any of them hold
out after that^ they can be called mugwumps.

The Nation, July 24, 1884, p. 61.

3. [cap.'] In XT. S. polit. hist., one of the Inde-
pendent members of the Eepublican party who
m 1884 openly refused to support the nominee
(June 6th) of that party for the presidency of
the United States, and either voted for the
Democratic or the Prohibitionist candidate or
abstained from voting. The word was not generally
known in any sense before this time, but it took the popu-
lar fancy, and was at once accepted by tbe Independents
themselves as an honorable tiUe. [U. S. political slang
in this sense and the next.]

4. In general, an independent.

For that large class of people— natural mugummps—
who regard the right of property as far above those of per-
sons, economy seems commendable.

The American, XVL 227.

n. a. 1. Of or pertaining to amugwump (in

sense 2 (6)).

The faithful forty-seven [Locofoco voters] would do well
to be careful how they follow the lead of this mugurump
coon. Solon Robvnson, editorial in "Great Western,"

[Lake Ca, IlL, Aug. 8, 1840.

[See also note following the first quotation nnder L, 2 (i).]

2. Of or pertaining to a political mugwump (in

sense 3 or 4).

The Democrats now are satisfied as to the strength of
the Mugwump stomach. The American, XVL 229.

mugwump (mug'wump), V. i. [< mugwump, «.]

To act Uke a mugwump ; assert one's indepen-
dence. [Slang.]

They mugvmmped in 1884.

Sew Tort TrOmne, March 10, 1889.

mugwumpery (mug'wumi)-6r-i), n. [< mug-
wump -i- -ery.] The principles or conduct of a
mugwump in tlie political sense. [Slang.]

The second service . . . rendered to the commnnity is

in reminding the practitioners of the spoils system l^t
they cannot in our day get rid of Mt^unanperyuaA all

that the term implies. Tlie Nation, XLvJIL 378.

mugwumpism (mug'wump-izm), n. Same as
mugwumpery.
Muhammadau, Muhammadanism, etc. See
Mohammedan, etc.

Muharram (mo-har'am), n. [Ar.] A Moslem
religious festival, held during the first month
of the Mohammedan year. The ceremonies with
the Shiah Moslems have special reference to the death of
Husain, grandson of Mohammed, who is looked upon by
the Shiahs as a martyr; with the Sunnites they have ref-

erence to Qie day of creation. Also Moharram.

muir (miir), «. A Scotch form of OTOorl.

muir-duck (miir'duk), n. See duch^.

muir-ill (mitr'il), «. A Scotch form of moor-ill.

muirland (mlir'land), n. A Scotch form of

moorland.
muir-poot (miir'pot), n. A young moor-fowl
or grouse. Seott. [Scotch.]

muiik (mo'zhik), n. Same as muzhik.
mult, " An obsolete form of mull^.

mulatto (mu-lat'6), n. and a. [= G. mulatte
= D. Dan. mulat = Sw. mulatt = P. muldtre =
It. mulatto = Pg. mulato, < Sp. mulato, a mu-
latto, equiv. to muleto, a mulatto, so called as of
hybrid origin, lit. a mule, dim. of mulo, a mule

:

see »»!(?«.] I. n. One who is the offspring of
parents of whom one is white and the other
a negro. The mulatto is of a yellow color,with frizzled
or woolly hair, and resembles the European more than the
African.

II. a. Of the color of a mulatto.

There were a dozen stont men, black as sable itself,

about the same number of women of all shades of color,
from deepest jet up to light mulatio.

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 84.

mulattress (mu-lat'res), n. [< mulatto +
-tress.'\ A female mulatto.
mulberry (mul'ber'i), «. and a. [< ME. mul-
bery, moolbery, prob. < AS.*m6rl)erie (not re-

corded, but of. moriedm, mulberry-tree ; the
AS. form 'miirberie, often cited, is erroneous)
= D. moerhe^ie = LG. mtj/6en"e= OHG. morberi,

murberi, MHG. muXbere,

G. maulbeere= Sw. muJ-
bar= Dan. morbcer, mul-
berry, the mulberry-
tree, < *mor, ME. more,
< L. morum, < Gr. /i6pm;

fiapov, a mulberry; L.
morus, Gr. fiopta, a mid-
berry-tree : see more*
and berry'^. The dissimi-
lation of the first r to I

is due to the following
r.] I. n. : pi. mulber-
ries (-iz). 1. The berry-
like oolleetive fruit ofBlack Mulberry {Afffrus nigra).



mulberry

the mulberry-tree.— 2. Any tree of the genus
Morus. The black mnlberry, U. nigra, native somewhere
in western Asia, has been known in Europe from antiquity.
It yields a pleasant dark-colored fruit, and its leaves were
formerly in extensive use for feeding silkworms. The white
mulberry, M. alba, introduced from China much later, has
almost superseded the black in silkworm-culture. It has
been to some extent introduced into the United States. The
red mulberry, M. rubra, a native of the United States, is the
largest species of the genus. Its wood, wliich is very
durable in contact with the soil, is used for posts, and for
cooperage, ship- and boat-building, etc. Its leaves are
less valued for silk-production than those of the other
species, but its fruit is excellent. The Mexican mulberry,
extending into Texas, etc., is M. mierophyUa.
3. One of several plants of other genera.

—

4. In embryoL, a mulberry-mass or mulberry-
germ; a morula. See out under gastrulation.—
Dwaif mulberry. See krumtberry and dmidherry.—
French mulberry. See CoiJicajpa.—Indian mulber-
ry, a small tree, Marinda citrifolia^ See aeh-root, al-root,

and Uorinda,— Mulberry-sUkworm, Bombyx mari,
which feeds on the mulberry.—Native mulberry of
Australia. See Hedyearya.—Faper-muLberry. See

II. a. Relating to the mulberry (the tree or
its fruit) ; having the shape or color of a mul-
berry (fruit).—Mulberry calculus. See caleulm.

mulberry-faced (mul'ber-i-fast), a. Having
the face deep-red, the color of a mulberry.

Vile as those that made
The mvlb&rry-faced Dictator's orgies worse
Than aught they fable of the quiet Gods.

Tennyson, Lucretius.

mulberry-germ (mul'ber-i-j6rm), n. Same as Swainson.
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the orig. L.] 1. A hybrid animal generated
between the ass and the horse. The cross is usually
between a jackass and a mare, that between a stallion and
a she-ass being called a hinny. The mule is a valuable
product of artificial selection, in some respects superior to
either parent, and is extensively bred in America (Ken-
tucky, Missouri, Mexico, etc.), in Spain, in Foitou (France),
etc. It retains to some extentthe specific characters of the
ass, in the comparatively large head, long ears, reached
mane, slim tail, and narrow, pointed hoofs, but acquires
much of the size, strength, and symmetry of the mare. The
animal matures slowly, is very long-lived, little liable to dis-

ease, and able to do more work than a horse under hard
treatment and poor fare. Being also very agUe and sure-

footed, it is serviceable as a"- pack^nimal in countries
where a horse could scarcely be used. The mule is not less

docile and intelligent than the horse, and its strength is,

in proportion to its size, probably greater. Mules are or-

dinarily incapable of procreation, and such seems to be al-

ways the case with the jack; but mstances of impregnation
of the hinny by the mie ass or by a stallion are not rare.

They drewe owt of dromondaries dyverse lordes,
Moytlez mylke whitte, and mervaillous bestez,
Elfaydes, and Arrabys, and olyfauntez noble,
Ther are of the Oryent, with honourable kynges.

Xorte Arthure (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 2287.

So is the rmile, whose panch being full with sucking, she
kickes her dam. Deklcer, Catch Pole's Masque (1613).

2. A hybrid in general; a mongrel; a cross
between different animals.

No certain species, sure ; a kind of mule
That's half an ethnic, half a Christian.

B. Jon^on, Staple of News, ii. 1.

mulier

mulberry-juice (mul'ber-i-jSs), n. The Mori
suecus of the British Pharmacopoeia ; the juice
of the ripe fruit of Morm nigra : used in medi-
cine as a refreshing, slightly laxative drink.

mulberry-mass (mul'ber-i-mas), n. In em-
iryol., a morula. Also mulberry-germ.

mulberr^y-rasll (mul'ber-i-rash), n. The char-
acteristic eruption of typhus fever.

mulberry-tree (mul'ber-i-tre), n. See mml-
ierry, 2.

mulch, a., n., and v. See mulsh.

mulct (mulkt), n. [= OP. multe = Sp. Pg. It.

multa,K L. mulcta, multa, a fine, penalty; a word
of Sabine origin.] 1. A fine or other penalty
imposed on a person for some offense or misde-
meanor, usually a pecuniary fine.

Or it this superstition they refuse,
Some mvlct the poor Confessors' backs must bruise.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, v. 120.

It seeks to saue the Soule by humbling the body, not by
Imprisonment, or pecuniary miUcL

Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

2t. A blemish; a defect.

The abstract of what's excellent in the sex.

But to their mtdcts and frailties a mere stranger.
Massinger, Emperor of the East, iv. 5.

= Syn. 1. Amercement, forfeit, forfeiture, penalty, fine.

mulct (mulkt), V. t. [= OF. multer, F. mulcter

= Sp. Pg. multar = It. muUare, < L. multare,

mulctare, fine, punish, < multa, mulcta, a fine : see

mulct, B.] 1. To punish by fine or forfeiture;

deprive of some possession as a penalty; de-

prive: formerly with either the crime or the
criminal as object, now only with the latter:

followed by in or of before the thing: as, to

mulct a person in poO; to mulct a person of
something.

All fraud must be . . . soundly punished, and mulcted
with a due satisfaction. Bp. HaU, Cases of Conscience, L 6.

*'I will not spare you^" was his favourite text;

Kor did he spare, hut raised them many a pound

;

Ev'n me he m/ulet for my poor rood of ground.
Craibe, Works, 1. 130.

2t. To punish, in general.

Howmany poor creatures hast thou mulcted with death,

for tliine own pleasure ! Bp. HaU, A Meditation of Death.

mulctary (mulk'ta-ri), a. [< Ii. mulcta, a fine,

penalty, + -ary.'i ' Consisting of or paid as a
pecuniary penalty ; imposing such a penalty.

mulctuary (mulk'tu-a-ri), a. [Irreg. for mulc-

tary, the term. -u-ary'a.'ppa.T. conformed to that

of sumptuary, etc.] Same as mulctary.

muldet, »• and ». A Middle English form of

mold^.

mule (mul), n. [Early mod. E. also moil, moyle;

< ME. mule, muile, < OP. mule, P. mule= Sp. Pg.

It. mulo = AS. mul = D. muil = OHG. mul,

MHG. mUl, miile= lce\. mull:=Sw. mula^Dau.
mule; also, in comp., D. muilezel = MHG. mule-

sel, G. maulesel = Dan. mulmsel = Sw. muldsna

(D. eeel, etc., ass: see ass^); MHG. multier, G.

rrmul-thier = Dan. muldyr (OHG. MHG. tier, G.

fhier, Dan. dyr, beast, = E. deer) ; < L. mulus, a

mule. The E. mule does not come from the

AS. mul, which would give a mod. form *mowl
(cf . owl, < AS. ule) ; it depends on the OP. or

3. The scaup-duck, Fuligula marila. Bev. C.

[Prov. Eng.]—4. In 6oi., a plant or
vegetable produced by impregnating the pistil

of one species with the fecundating element of
another ; a hybrid.

Several rrmdes have been produced between the species
of this genus (Verbascum). Loudon.

5. In spinning, a machine invented by Samuel
Crompton (completed 1779), in which the rov-
ings are delivered from a series of sets of
drawing-rollers to spindles placed on a car-

riage which travels away from the rollers while
the thread is being twisted, and returns toward
the rollers while the thread is being wound: so
named because it was a combination of the
drawing-rollers of Arkwright and the jenny of

Hargreaves.— 6. In numis., a coin, token, or
medal which, owing to mistake or caprice, con-
sists of two obverse or two reverse types, or of

which the obverse and reverse types are acci-

dentally associated. Thus, a denarius having a head
of Tiberius on each side, or a denarius having the head
of Tiberius on the obverse and a reverse type struck from
one of the coin-dies of Augustus, would be a mule.

The encouragement given to the creation of new varie-

ties [of English tradesmen's tokens in the eighteenth cen-
tury] by combining obverse and reverse dies that had no
real connection was satirized by a token bearing the re-

verse type of an ass [that is, a token-collectorj and mule
saluting each other, [and] having for the legend " Be as-

sured, friend mule, you shall never want my protection."
The very appropriate term mule was ever after applied to
these illegitimate varieties.

T. Sharp, Cat. of Chetwynd Coll. of Tokens, p. iv.

7. A slipper without heel-piece or quarter.

—

8. The foot of a wine-glass.— 9. A disease in

horses.

There are several kinds of scratches, distinguished by va-

rious names, as crepances, rat-tails, muZes, kibes, pains, &c.
Reea, Cyc.

mule-armadillo (murar-ma-dil'''6), n. A book-
name of Dasypus hybridus.

mule-canary (mill'ka-na"ri), n. A hybrid be-
tween the canary anA some other finch.

mule-chair (miU'char), n. Same as cacolet.

mule-deer (miil'der), «. The blaoktail or black-

tailed deer, Cariacus microtis: so called from the
large ears, it is decidedly larger and more stately than
the Virginia or white-tailed deer, and is next in size to the

Bfacktail, or Muie-deer {Cariacus macrons').

wapiti and caribou among the North American CenAdae.
The tail is very short and slim, and mostly white, bnt with
a black bmsh at the end. The antlers are characteristic,

being doubly dichotomons— that is, the beam forks, and
each tine forks again ; whereas in C. virginianut ihebeam
is curved and all the tines spring from it. The animal is

the commonest deer in many wooded and mountainous

Head of Mule-deer Fawn.

parts of western North America, but Is not found east of
the great plains.

mule-doubler (mul'dub'^lfer), n. In cotton-

manuf., a machine upon which the operations of
doubling and twisting areperformed with many
spindles, and which m general mechanism re-

sembles the spinning-machine called mule.

mule-driver (mtU'drFv^r), «. [= D. mwildry-
ver = MHG. multriber = Dan. muldriver.'] A
driver of mules ; a muleteer.
muleherdf , «. [ME. mulehyrde; < mule + herd^.']

A keeper or driver of a mule or mules. Cath.

Ana., -p. 246.

mule-killer (mul'kil"6r), ». The whip-tailed
scorpion, Thelyplionus giganteus. Also called

mgger-lciller and grampus. [Florida.]

mule-skinner (mul'Bkin'''6r), n. Aprairie mule-
driver. [Western U. S.]
Mvle-aHnnera, stalking beside their slow-moving teams.

T. Eooeemlt, The Century, XXXV. 499.

mule-spinner (miil'spin'''6r), n. 1. One who
spins with a mule.— 2. Same as mule, 5.

muletf, n. [< F. nmlet, a mule, < mule, < L. mu-
lus, a mule : see mule. Cf . mulatto.'] A mtde.
muleteer (mu-le-ter'), n. [Early mod. E. mu-
leter, muUter ; < F. muletier (= Sp. mulatero,

muletero = Pg. mulateiro = It. mulattiere), <

mulet, a mule : see mulet.'] A mule-driver.
We agreed with certain Muccermen, so call they their

muUterB of AUeppo, to carry us unto Tripoly.
Sandys, 'Travailes, p. 156.

mule-twist (mtil'twist), n. Cotton yarn spun
on a machine called a mule. The yam produced
by mule-spinning is of more uniform quality than that
spun on the original water-frame. See mule, d, and waier-
/ra/me.

mulewort (miil'wfert), n. A fern of the genus
Hemionitis.

muley (mu'li), a. and n. [Alsomoofy, moily, moo-
ley, mulley ; origin uncertain

;
perhaps, through

an OF. form mulle (?), < L. mutilatus, mutilated

:

see mutilate. Cf. mulP.] I. a. Hornless: said

of cattle.

Muley cattle have been in Virginia for a great many
years, and their descendants have also been uniformly
poUed. Amer. Nat.,XSXi.sa'L

II. n. 1. Any cow: a colloquial abbreviation
of muley cow.— 2. Same as muley-saw.

muley-tixle (mu'li-ak'^sl), n. A car-axle having
no collars at the ends.

muley-head (mu'li-hed), n. The sliding guide-
carriage of a muley-saw.
muley-saw (mu'li-sa), n. A mill-saw which is

not strained in a gate or sash, but has a rapid
reciprocating motion, and has guide-carriages
above and below. E. H. Knight.
mulga-grass (mul'ga-gras), «. See Neurachne.
Mulgeuum (mul-je'di-um), n. [Nli. (Cassini,

1824), < L. OTM^ere, milk : see milk.'] A section
of the genus Lactuca; the blue lettuce, formerly
regarded as a distinct genus. See Lactuca.
muliebrity (mii-li-eb'ri-ti), «. [< LL. muliehri-
ta{t-)s, womanhood, <"Ij. muUebris, of woman,
womanly, < mulier, a woman: see mulier^.] 1.

Womanhood; the state of puberty in a woman.— 2. Womanishness ; womanliness.
There was a little toss in their movement, full of mulieb-

rity. 0. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 32.

[Bare in both uses.]
muiierl (mu'li-6r), n. [Now only in legal use, in
L. form; < ME. muliere, moillere, moylere, < OF.
mulier, mulier, moiler, moillier, muiller, etc., =
Sp. mujer = Pg. mulher = It. moglie, mogliera,
mogliere, a woman, wife, < L. mulier, a woman.
There is no probability in the old etym. (given
by Isidore) which explains mulier as if *mollier,

< moMs, soft.] In law, a woman; a wife.
mulier^ (mu'li-fer), «. [< ME. mulier, < ML.
(AL.) mulier, a child bom in legitimate mar-
riage, < L. mulier, a woman : see mulier^.] A
legitimate son, in contradistinction to one bom
put of wedlock.—Mulier puisne, a younger son bora



mnlier
in wedlock and preferred before an elder brother bom out
of wedlock, who was called baiitaTd eigne.

mnlierlyf (mu'li-er-U), adv. In the manner or
condition of amulier; in wedlock; lawfully.
To him, as next heire, being mvUerle bom.

Sla-nilmrgt, Chron. Ireland, an. 1558.

mulierose (mu'li-e-ros), a. [< L. mulierosvs,
fond of women, < inuUer, awoman : see mulier^.^
Excessively fond of women. C. Beade, Cloister
and Hearth, xxxiii. [Rare.]
mulierosity (mi'li-e-ros'i-ti), n. [< L. muUe-
rosita{t-)s, fondness for women, < mulierosus,
fond of women: seetnuUerose.'] Excessive fond-
ness for women. [Rare.]
Both Gaspar Sanctus and he tax Antiochus for his mu-

lieroeity and excess in luxury.
Dr. H. More, Mystery of Iniquity, n. x. 1 3.

Prithee tel 1 me, how did you ever detect the noodle's mu-
UerogUy! C. Jieotfe, Cloister and Heartb, xxxllL (Dames.)
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2. To hoU or stew. MaUiweU. [Prov. Eng.]
n. intrans. 1. To stir; bustle; make a stir.

[Rare.]— 2. To work continuously at an3thing
without making much progress; toil steadily

and accomplish little ; moil.
Milbome was not likely to act upon impulse, and there

is even reason to believe he took much time vuiUing over
the matter after it developed in his mind.

The AOaiUie, LXIV. 188.

mullet (mul), n. [Cf. muUetj, muley.'] A cow.
Compare muley. Satyr againstHypocrites (1689)

.

(Nares.)

mnll^ (mul), V. i. [Perhaps coutr. of muggle^.
Cf. molcP (ME. moulen, muwlen, etc.).] To rain
softly. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
mull? (mul), h. [Abhr. of mulmul.'] A thin,
soft kind of muslin used for dresses, trim-
mings, etc.: known as India mull, French mull,

Also mulmul, miiUmuU.etc. , .„,..

mulierty (mii'U-er-ti), a. [< OP. *mulierte (?), mullagatawny (mnl'a-ga-ta'ni), n. Same as
< L. mulienta(t-)s, womanhood, < mulier, a wo- mulligatawny. " "muUigatawny.

mullah (mul'a), n. Same as 7nolla.

mullar, n. if. An obsolete form of mulier^.—
2. A stamp engraved in intaglio for making a
salient impression in metal by percussion.
mullen, nmllein (mul'en), n. [< ME. moleyn,
< AS. molegn, defined as "mullein, Ferbasaivi
tJiapsus," by Cockajrne, etc. ; but molegn, also
molegen, moleng, moling, is found only in glosses,
explained byML. calmum (among things apper-
taining to the table), calmum being elsewhere
explained as the droppings of a candle which
adhere to the sides of the candle or of the can-
dlestick; by galmum, explained as a reduced
form of galbanum, a gum-resin, or the plant pro-
ducing it (see gaXbanum) ; by gahnilla, gamiUa,
which glosses both molegn and Um-mulegn {Mm,
viscous substance, E.
Kmel); asoAToy galmulum,
which glosses molegn-
styece (styece, piece).

The term seems to have
been transferred from
the droppings of a can-
dle to the weed, which is

elsewhere compared to

a candle-wick or candle-
stick or torch. Cf. '

' herba
liminaria [read lumina-
rial, moleyn, feltwort," in
a ME. gloss ; and see quo-
tation and phrase candle-
wiclc mulUn, below. The
origin of AS. molegn is

unknown. The OP. mo-
laine, moulaine, F. molene,
muUen, appears to be <

E. For the AS. form mo- MuUen ( Vcrbascum Thap-
7 ^*niT 7-11 ^Mf]. I, the innorescence: z,

legn, ct. AS. holegn, holly : the leaf; a, the fruit

see Aoite«,/io%i.] AweU-
knowntall, stout weed, Verbaseum Thapsns, with
a long dense woolly raceme of yellow flowers,

and thick, denselywoollyleaves; also, any plant
of the genus Verbaseum. An infusion of the leaves
of the common mullen is used In domestic practice for

catarrh and dysentery ; while the name huUoel^s or emo's
lungwort indicates another medical application. (For other
uses, ^e^efish-poiscn and hag-taper.) This plant has received
numerous fanciful names, as Adam's jUimtet, blanket-leaf,

feltwffrt Jlannel-Jiffwer, hare's-beardfice-leaf,jupiter's-8taff.

The moth-mullen is V. Blattaria, a less stout plant, with
the flowers yellow, or white tinged with purple. The
white mullen is V. LycknUis. These species are fully, or
the last sparingly, naturalized in the United States from
Europe.

M&idaine [F.], mvUen, wooll-blade^ long-wort, hares-
beard, big-taper, torches. Cotgrave.

Candle-wick mullen, the common mullen: so called
because anciently it was covered with tallow and used as
a candle or torch. See hag-taper.

MescheTiierc [F.], candle wick midlein. Cotgrave.

Mullen dock, the common mullen. See dockl, 2.—Mul-
len foxglove. See/oasrioM.—Mullen pink. See Lych-
nis, 2.—Petty mullen, an old name for the common cow-
slip, Primvla veris.

isrupp"osedtoTaveiXeneed^hedevei^^^^^ Ashark-moth,

of the word; and in the sense of 'keep stirring'
C«c««»« verbasct, whose larva feeds on the mul-

the dial. niMH3 for wiHl may be partly concern- _^; ,, ,,. , ry ^-n , 7?

ed.] I. trans. 1. To heat knd spice for drink- muUerl (mul er), n [< OF moleur,motdleur, a
-

- -
f.-.

- grinder, < OF. moire, mouldre, moulre, P. mou-
dre, < L. molere, grind, < mola, a millstone : see
miWi, wjea/i, etc.] 1. The grinder in an amal-

man: see mulier^.'] la law: (o) Lawful issue

(6) The position of one legitimately bom.
miQisIl (mii'lish), a. [< mule + -isfel.] Like a
mule ; having the characteristics of amule ; sul-

len ; stubborn ; also, of a hybrid character.

It [tragi-comedy] will continue a kind of mvlish pro-
duction, with all the defects of its opposite parents, and
marked with sterility. Goldsmith, The Theatre.

The curbs invented for the mviish mouth
Of headstrong yonths were broken.

Cowper, Task, ii. 744.

mulishly (mu'lish-li), adv. In a mulish manner

;

stubbornly.
mulishness (mu'lish-nes), n. The state or qual-
ity of being mulish; obstinacy or stubbornness.
mullterf, n. An obsolete form of muleteer.
mulll (mul), n. [< ME. mull, mol, molle, mul, <
AS. myl (rare), dust, = D. mul = MLG. mul,
LG. muU = MHG. mul = Icel. mol, dust; aMn
to AS. molde, etc., earth, mold (which has a for-
mative -d), meiu, meal, etc., < *malan = OHG.
malan =lcel.mala, etc., grind: see moUP-, meaU,
milP-. Cf. mold^, with which mulP- has appar.
been in part; confused (the Icel. mold, Sw. mull,
Dan. muld, are cognate with E. wioMi).] If.
Dust; rubbish; dirt.

I am bot mokke & mul among.
AUiierative Poems (ed. ilorris), i. 904.

2. Soft, crumbling soil. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]— 3. [<OT«?P, «.,§.] A muddle; amess; afail-
ure: applied to anyt;hing that is involved or
confused through mismanagement. [CoUoq.]
The party was a rmdl. The weather was bad. ... In

fine, only twelve came. Qearge Eliot, in Cross, II. xii.

muU^ (mul), 0. t. [ME. mul, mulen; < mull\ n.

Perhaps in part due to maul^.'] 1. To reduce
to dust ; break into small pieces ; crumb.
[A sister] that went by the cloyster, and as me thought

scho bare meet mvled [var. croumed] apon parchemyn.
Quoted in Cath. Aug., p. 246, note.

Here's one spite fire as he comes ; he will go nigh to
mull the world with looking on it.

Midcttetcm, World Tost at Tennis.

2. To rub, squeeze, or bruise. Halliwell. [Prov.
Eng.]— 3. To confuse; mix up; muddle; make
a mess of.

Peace is a very apoplexy, lethargy ; mulled, deaf, sleepy,
insensible. Shdk., Cor., iv. 5. ^9.

mull^ (mul), n. [Prob. < Icel. mali, a jutting
crag, a promontory ; otherwise < Grael. maol, a
promontory, < maol, bare, bald.] A cape or
promontory: as, the mull of Galloway; the
mull of Kintyre. [Scotland.]

muU^ (nnil)i »• A dialectal (Scotch) form of
milU.
mull* (mul), V. [Appar. a back formation from
mulled ale (and the later mulled wine, cider, etc.),

mulUd ale being an erroneous form of muld-ale
or mold-ale, < ME. mold-ale, molde-ale, a funeral
feast, < molde, the earth (the grave), + ale, ale,

a feast: see mold-ale. Some confusion with
mull^, v., or with F. mouiller, < L. mollire, soften.

mullet

(1820-64), professor at Wtirzburg Hiilleilan
fibers. See sustentaeular fibers.— JBiUlei'B muscle or
Miiller's palpebral muscle. See nnder muscle.

Miillerian^ (mti-le'ri-an), a. [< Miiller (see
def.) + -ian.'i Pertaining to Johannes Mulier
(1801-58), a German physiologist. .Also Mul-
lerian, Muellerian— MtUlerian duct. See duct of
Mulier, under dvct.

One commences'at the anterior abdominal orifice of the
primary duct, and has no further relations to tbe kidney.
This is the MvRerian duet.

Gegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 604.

Miiller's fluid. See fluid.

Muller's glass. Same as hyalite.

mulleti (mul'et) , n . [< ME. molet, mulct, < OF

.

mulct, F. mulct, a mullet, dim. of midle, < L.
maHiw, the red mullet: see MuUus.'] 1. A fish

of the genus Mugil or of the family Mugilidce.
Of the true mullets the genus ilugH is the type. The
chai-actCTistlcs are—a nearly cylindrical body covered with
large scales ; six braDChlostegal rays ; head convex above

;

the scales large; the muzzle short; an angular rise in
the middle of the lower jaw, which &t& into a corre-

spice

ing, as ale, wine, or the like ; especially, to make
into a warm drink, sweetened and spiced.

Do not fire the cellar.

There's excellent wine in 't, captain; and though itbe cold
weather,

I do not love it muU'd. Fletcher, Loyal Subject, iv. 7.

Now we trudged homewards to her mother's farm,
To drink new cider, mull'd with ginger warm.

Gay, Shepherd's Week, Friday.

The luncheon basket being quickly unpacked, the good

gamating-pan, or any similar form of pulveriz-
ing and amalgamating apparatus.— 2. An im-
plement of stone or glass with which paints
are ground by hand,
mulier^ (mul'er), M. [< m«H* + -eri.] 1. One
who mulls wine, eider, etc.— 2. A vessel in
which wine or other liquor is mulled.

priest warmed our food and produced a bottle of port -..--ii . f ; " ,r, I'l'i'JJ^ *= ^r, r;..„ ,

wine, which he mulled for our benefit. MUllenanl (mu-le n-an), a. [< Mulier (see

Lady Bratsey, Voyage of Sunbeam, II. xxi. def.) + -ian.l Pertaining to H. M. Miiller

Gray or Striped Mullet [Mugil cefhatus or albuUC).

(From Report of U. S. Fish Commisstou.)

spending hollow in the upper; and cUiiform teeth. The
best-known species is the common gray mullet or great
mullet (Jf. capita), found round the shores of the British
islands, and in particular abundance in the Mediterra-
nean. It grows to the length of from 12 to 20 inches,
and exceptionally to nearly 3 feet. It is of a bottle-green
color on the back, light on the sides, which are marked
with longitudinal bands, and of a sflvery white under-
neath. It frequents shallow water, and in spring and
early summer often ascends rivers. It has the habit of
rooting in the mud or sand in search of food. Another
species, also known as the gray mullet (IT. cephalv£\, a na-
tive of the Mediterranean, is distinguished by having its
eyes half covered by an adipose membrane. It weighs
usually from 10 to 12 pounds, and is the most delicate of
all the mullets. A smaller species, the thick-lipped gray
mullet (Jf. chelo), is common on the British coasts. Many
other species, natives of the llediterranean, India, and
Africa, are much esteemed as food.

The Indian Manat and the MvUel fioat

O'er Mountain tops, where yerst the bearded Goat
Did bound and brouz.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, L 2-

2. A surmullet, or fish of the famUy MuXlidce.—3. The white sucker or red-horse, Moxosto-
ma macrolepidota. [Local, TJ. S.]— 4. One of
various fishes of the family Catosiomidte and
Cyprinidce in the United States.— 5. One of
various species of the family Scianidm and ge-
nus MenUoirrus along the coast of the United
States— Black mullet, MerUicirrus nebulosus, a scise-

nid, the kingfish. See cut VLadevkingfish.—Blue mullet,
MoxosUrma coregonus, a catostomid. [Morgantown, North
Carolina.]—Golden mullet, a catostomid, Moxostoma
macrolepidota, or red-horse.—Ground-mnllet,a scifenid,
Mentidrrus albumus, the southern kingfish.—Jumping
mullet, a catostomid, Moxostoma cemva.—King of the
mullets. See iin^i.— Long-headed mullet, a cyprinid,
Squalivs atrarius.—Bed mullet, one of various species
of MuUidce.— Silvery mullet, a catostomid, Moxostoma
carpio.— Striped mullet, a catostomid, Minytrema me-
larops. [Interior TI. S.]—Thick-headed mullet, a catos-
tomid, Moxostoma congesta.—Whitefish-mullet, a catos-
tomid, Moxostoma coregonus.

mullet^ (mul'et), n. [Earlymod. E. also mulct;
< ME. molette, < OF. molettc, molleite, the rowel
of a spur, a painter's grindstone, F. molette, a,

rowel, = Sp. Pg. moleta, mullet, = It. molette,

pl.,pineers(cf. It. moJto, a millstone,mUl-wheel,
clock-wheel), < L. wtoto, a millstone : see mill^.j

1. The rowel of a spur.

The brydylle reynys were of sylke.

The molettys gylte they were.
MS. Cantab. Ff. ii. 38, f. 87. (BaUivxU.)

2. In her., a star-shaped figure having some-
times five, sometimes six points. It is thought to
represent the rowel of a spur, but this is more particularly

suggested by the mullet pierced
(see below). The midlet is one
of the common marks of caden-
cy, and is taken to indicate the
third son. Also astroid and mo-
lette.

St pi. Small tongs or pin-

cers, especiallythose used
for curling the hair.

Moiette (It.], mullets, fire-

tongs, pincei-s. . . .

Pilaturo [It.], a pair of mulOs
to pull out haires with. Florio.

Where are thy mullets ? Three Mullets iu chief: anus
B. Jonson, CJynthia's Eevels, v. 2. of William, Lord Douglas.



The osprey or

mullet

Mullet pierced, in her., a star-sljaped figare having a
round hole in the middle. It is supposed to represent the
rowel of a spur, and has usually Ave points.

muUet^t (mul'et), V. t. [< mullet^, m.] To deck
or adorn by means ofmullets or cuiling-pincers.
Her ladiships browes must he mvUitted.

Ovaries, Virgin Widow (1656).

mullet-hawk (mul'et-hak), n.

fish-hawk, Pandion haliaetus.

mullet-smelt (mul'et-smelt), n.

mullet-sucker (mul'et-suk"6r), n. Same as
mullefl, 3.

mulley (mul'i), a. and n. Same as muley.
mullhead (mul'hed), /I. A stupid fellow. Mal-
liwell. [Prov. Eng.]

Mullidse (mul'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Mullus +
-iticB.] A family of acanthopterygian fishes,
typified by the genus Mullus. They have an ob-
long compressed body covered with large deciduous scales,
unarmed opercular bones, no bony preopercnlar stay, and
a pair of movable barbels at the throat. About 60 species
Inhabit tropical or subtropical seas, and one, tlie red mul-
let or surmullet, MvUus lurmvletvx, goes northward to the
British and neighboring waters.

mulliegrumsti n. An obsolete form of mulli-
grubs.

Peter's successour was so in his mvUiegrums that he had
thought to have buffeted him.

Nmhe, Lenten Stufle (HarL Misc., TI. 172). (DavUi.)

mulligatawny (mul"i-ga-t&'ni), n. [Tamil mil-
agu-tannir, lit. pepper-water.] A famous East
Indian soup made of meat or fowl, strongly fla-

vored with curry. Also spelled mullagatawny.
In MtUUgataumy soup - . . Australian meat forms a

very serviceable ingredient.
Saiurda}/ Rev. (London), May 24, 1873, p. 691.'

mulligrubs (mul'i-grubz), n. [Formerly also
mulliegrums; appar. a slang term, and perhaps
as such of no definite origin.] 1. A pain in
the intestines ; oolio. [Slang.]

Doctors for diseases of wind and doctors for diseases of
water, doctors for mvUigmba and doctors for "miseries."

The AOantic, XXI. 268.

2. Ill temper; sulkiness; the sulks: as, to have
the mulligrubs. [Slang.]— 3. The dobson or
hellgrammite. [Local, tJ. S.]

muUingOUg (mul'in-gong), n. [Australian.]
The duck-billed platypus, Ornithorhynchus pa-
radoxus. Also malangong. See cut under duck-
bill.

muUiou (mul'ygn), n. [A corruption of mun-
nion, perhaps by some vague association with
mullet^, a five-pointed star: see
munnion.'] Inarch.: (a) A divi-

sion, typically of stone, between
the lights of windows, screens,
etc. MuUions were first used toward
the close of the twelfth century, and
reached their most perfect develop-
ment about the middle of the thirteenth
century. In the later medieval archi-
tecture, while becoming constantly
more elaborate in design and in mold-
ings, and exhibiting much science in
the methods of assembling, the mul-
lions are artistically less satisfactory

in their lines. The word is in the plu-
ral almost synonymous with tracery.

See also cuts under batement-light,
geometric, decorated, Jtarnboyartt. (6)
One of the divisions between
panels in wainscoting.
Formerly monidl.

mulllon (mul'yon), v. t. [< muU
lion, n.'\ To form into divisions
by the use of mullions.

mullioned (muryond), a. [< mullion + -ed^."]

Having mullions.

muUitt, v. t. See mullet^.

mull-madder (murmad"6r), «. An inferior

quality of madder, consisting of the refuse sift-

ed or winnowed out in the preparation of the
finer qualities.

mullmuU (mul'mul), n. See mulmul.

mull-muslm (mul'muz'^Iin), n. A muslin of

the finest quality, thin, soft, and transparent,

used for women's dresses and the Uke. The
name is usually given to the English and other
imitations of mull. See muW.
mullock (mul'ok), n. [Early mod. E. also mol-

loche, < ME. mullok, dim. of mul, mulle, dust:

see tomKI and -ocfc.] 1. Rubbish; refuse; dirt;

dung. [Obsolete or prov. Eng.]

The mullok on an hepe ysweped was.

Chaucer, ProL to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, I. 385.

The Ethiopians gather together ... a great deal of

rubbeshe and mullocke.
Fardle of Fadons (1565), vL (f!ath. Aug.)

2. In mining, rubbish ; attle ; mining refuse

;

that which remains after the ore has been sep-

arated. [Australia.]— 3. A blundered piece

Renaissance Mul-
lion.—H«tel deVille,
Beaugency, France.
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of business ; a mull or mess. [Prov. Eng.]—
4. The stump of a tree. HalUwell. [Prov.
Eng.]
MuUus (mul'us), n. [NL., < L. mullus, the red
mullet. Cf. mulle fl."] The typical genus of
Mullidm, whose best-known species is the mul-
lus of the ancients, now known as the red
mullet or surmullet, M. surmuletus.

mulmul (mul'mul), ». [Also mullmull; < Hind.
malmal.^ Same as muW.
mulne, n. An obsolete or dialectal form of milP-.

mulse (muls), n. [= Pg. It. mulso, mulsa, < L.
mulsum, honey-wine, mead, neut. (so. vinum,
wine) of mulsus, pp. of mulcere, sweeten, lit.

stroke, soothe, soften. Cf . emulsion.'] 1. Sweet
wine.— 2. Wine sweetened artificially.

mulsh (mulsh), a. and n. [In technical use as
noun and verb now commonly mulch, but prop.
mulsh (cf. Welch, prop, and now usually Welsn);
< ME. molsh = G. dial, molsch, mu&ch, soft,

mellow, rotten ; cf. LG. molschen, mulschen, be-
come weak; cf. AS. molsnian, also in eomp.
a-molsnian, for-molsnian, ge-molsnian, molder,
decay, rot, prob., with formative -s, < molde,
earth, mold {cf. AS. milds, ME. milse, milce, mild-
ness, similarly formed, <mjWe, mild) : see moMi.
Less prob. < AS. myl, dust: see mulV-.] I. a.

Soft; meUow: said of soil.

Thi vynes soile be not to molsh nor hardde.
But sumdel molsh, neither to fatte ne leene.

Pttlladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 48.

II. M. In gardening, strawy dung, or any other
material, as leaves, loose earth, or hay, spread
on the surface of the ground to protect the
roots of newly planted shrubs or trees, of ten-
der plants, etc.

mulsh (mulsh), V. t. [< mulsh, «.] To cover
with mulsh. Also written mulch.
mult (mult), V. t. [< late ME. multen (ML. mul-
tare), a back formation (perhaps confused with
L. multare, fine: see mulct) < multer, multure
(ML. moUtura), toll for grinding: see mul-
ture.'] To take toll from for grinding corn.
See multure.

mult-. See multi-.

multangular (mul-tang'gu-lar), a. [Also mul-
tiangular; = F. multangulaire = Sp. Pg. mul-
tangular = It. moltangolare, < L. multangulus,
multangular (cf . LL. multiamgulum, a polygon),
< multus, many, -I- angulus, angle : see angle^,

angular.] Having many angles
;
polygonal.

multangularly (mul-tang'gu-lar-li), adv. In
multangular form; with many angles or cor-
ners.

multangularness(mul-tang'gu-lar-nes),». The
character of being multangular or polygonal.
multanimous (mul-tan'i-mus), a. [< L. mul-
tus, many, + animus, TmaA.] Exhibiting many
phases of mental or moral character ; showing
mental energy or activity in many different di-

rections ; many-sided.

That rmiltunimoiix nature of the poet, which makes him
for the moment that of which he has an intellectual per-
ception. Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 314.

multarticulate (mnl-tar-tik'u-lat), a. [Also
multiarttaulate ; < L. multus, many, -f articulus,

joint: see article, articulate.] Many-jointed;
having or composed of many joints or articula-

tions, as the legs and antennie of insects, the
bodies of worms, etc. Usually multiarticulate.

Apns glacialis presents an elongated vermiform body,
terminated by two long muZtiarticulate setose styles.

HuxXey, Anat, luvei't., p. 242.

multeity (mxd-te'i-ti), ». [< ML. as if *multei-

ta{t-)s,<, L. mvltu^, much, many: see multitude
and -j^.] Manifoidness ; specifically, extreme
numerousness; numerosity; multitudinousness;
the character of existing in such great numbers
as to give the averages of chance the character
of certainty and law.

There may be mvlteity in things, but there can only be
plurality in persons. Coleridge.

If it should appear that the field of competition is de-

ficient in that continuity of fluid, that mtrfteitj/ of atoms,
which constitute the foundations of the uniformities ol

physics. F. Y. Fdgeworth, Mathematical Psychics.

multert, ™. A Middle English form of multure.

multer-arkt, »• A vessel in which the multure
or toll for grinding corn was deposited. Cath.
Ang., p. 246.

multer-disht, n. A dish or vessel used in mea-
suring the amount of multure or toU for grind-
ing. Cath. Ang., p. 246.

multi-. [L. multi-, before a vowel mult-, com-
bining form of multus, much, many : see multi-

tude.] An element in many words of Latin ori-

gin or formation, meaning 'many' or 'much.'

multidenticulate

multiangular (mul-ti-ang'gu-lar), a. Same as
multangular.

multiarticulate (mul'^ti-Sr-tik'n-lat), a. Same
as multarU^late.
multiaxial (mul-ti-ak'si-al), a. [Prop, "mult-
axial, < L. multus, many, + axis, an axle : see
axial.] Having many or several axes or lines
of growth. S. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., § 50.

multicamerate (mul-ti-kam'e-rat), a. [< L.
multus, manjr, -I- camera, a chamber : see cam-
erate.] Having many chambers or cells ; mul-
tiloculate. Gegenbawr, Oomp. Anat. (trans.),

p. 282.

multicapitate (mul-ti-kap'i-tat), a. [< L. mul-
tvs, many, + capitatiis, having a head : see capi~

tate.] Having many heads ; multicipital.

multicapsular (mnl-ti-kap'su-lar), a. [= p.
multicapsulaire = Pg. multicapsular = It. molU-
capsolare, < L. multus, many, + (NL.) capsula,

capsule : see capsule, capsular.] Having many
capsules: used especially in botany.

multicarinate (mul-ti-kar'i-nat), a. [< L. mul-
tus, many, + carina, a keel: see carina, cari~

nate.] Having many keel-like ridges, as the
shells of certain mollusks.

multicauline (mul-ti-k&'lin), a. [< L. multus,

many, + caulis, a stem: see cauUs.] Having
many stems. Thomas, Med. Diet.

multicavous (mul-tik'a-vus), a. [= Pg. multi-

cavo, < L. multicavus, many-holed, < multus,

many, + cavus, hollow: see caveK] Having
many holes or cavities.

multicellular (mul-ti-sel'u-lar), a. [< L. mul-
tus, many, -I- cellula, a small room : see cellula,

cellular.] Having several cells; consisting of

several cells; many-ceUed: as, a multicellular

organism. Compare unicellular.

To enable this multicellvlar to be used as an inspectlonal
instrument, ... a mirror supported in a frame ... is

supplied. Elect. Hemew (Eng.), XXV. 625.

multicentral (mul-ti-sen'tral), a. [< L. multus,

many, -1- centrum, center: see central.] Having
many centers; specifically,havingmany centers

of organic activity or development, as nuclei.

The changes undergone by the nucleus in this rapid mul-
ticentrai segregation of the parent protoplasm have not
been determined. E. B. Lankester, Encyc. Brit, XIX. 837.

multicharge (mul'ti-charj), a. [< L. multus,
many, -I- E. cliarge.] Having or capable of con-
taining several charges: as, a multicha/rge gun.
See pM«i.

multicipital (mul-ti-sip'i-tal), a. [< L. multus,
many, + caput (in eomp. -ciput), head : see ca-

put, capitaU.] In zool. and bot., having many
heads; multicapitate.

multicolor, multicolour (mul'ti-kul-gr), a. [=
F. muUicolore= Pg. multicolor = It! multicolore,

< L. multicolor, many-colored, < multus, many,
-I- color, color: see color.] Having many colors.

Also multicolored. [Kare.]
multicolorous (mul-ti-kul'or-us), a. [< LL.
multicolorus, many-colored: see mulUcolor.]
Of many colors

;
party-colored; pied.

multicostate (mul-ti-kos'tat), a. [< L. multus,
many, -I- costo, a rib: seecostofe.] 1. In Jot,
palmately nerved. See nervation, and cut tinder

leaf.— 2. In goal., having many ribs, ridges, or
costsB.

multicuspid (mul-ti-kus'pid), a. and n. [< L.
multus, much, + cuspis (citspid-), a point: see
cusp.] I. a. Having more than two cusps, as a
tooth. Also multicuspidate.

II. n. A multicuspid tooth.

multicuspidate (mul-ti-kus'pi-dat), a. [< L.
multus, many, -t- cuspis {cuspid-), a point: see
CJisp, cuspidate.] Same as multic/uspid.

multicycle (mul'ti-si-kl), n. [< L. multus, many,
-I- cyclus, a circle, a wheel : see bicycle.] 1. A
velocipede or "cycle" with more than three
wheels ; specificaily, a form of velocipede first

introduced to public notice in 1887, by a series
of experiments at Aldershot in England, to test
its value as a vehicle for infantry, it is intended
to carry from five to twelve men. It lias seven pairs of
wheels, six pairs being actuated by twelve men, two men
to a pair, the space over the axle between the wheels of the
seventh pair being occupied as a baggage-van. The pro-
pulsion is performed entirely by the feet of the men, and
the vehicle is steered by one man.
2. A bicycle designed to carry more than two
riders.

multidentate (mul-ti-den'tat), a. [< L. multus,
ma,nj,-i-den{t-)s= 'E. tooth: seedentate.] Hav-
ing many teeth or tooth-Uke processes Multi-
dentate mandible. See nmndiblel.

multidenticulate (mul"ti-den-tik'u-lat), a. [<
L. multus, many, + denticuhis, dini. of den(t-)s
= E. tooth: see denticulate.] Having many den

-

tioulations or fine teeth.



mnltidigitate

lBBltidigitato(iini]4i-dij'i-tst),d. l<J^mmlna,
jDUiT, + digilmg^ fing^: see <l^'laiF.] Having
waaj fingers, roes, or digitate pioe^ses.
mnltldilBiBnsannal (nud'ti-di-men'shgD-alX a.

[< L. aMltus, many, + dimemmo{H-'). dimension:
s«e dimemsiom, dimeatioiuUJ] In auiA^ of more
tli&n Three dimen^ons; a-dimessionaL
QidT BMUiaiaticiani cazi rafc out ^^temE at bob-

T^riwfam g««inet(j, w of mmMUmeamenml ^aee.
JS. A- Pndur, Gentlanaa's :\b^, OGHT. S6.

mntti&ced (mol'ii-fast"' . <; . [<L. mmUta,manr.
+ faeies, face, + E. -«<P.] l^^jngmanT &ees,
Si eerriin aysials ; pieseniing manj differeni
appearanees.
mnlti&tiet, a- [< IX. mMUifari<tg, manifold:
see mmHifarious.'i Same as mmHifariomg.

Asaoo^ we sent mto the bad of Knnee
Kb Unosuid people; mea c< good pussme^
To Terre tqio ber hiBdring mudt^mrie.

HmHmgft Ftjiatw, I. IJT.

mnlii&rioiIS (mnl-ti-^'ri-asj, a. [= Sp. mnJ-
lifario, < LL. aurflifarias, mamfold, < I<. nwIAis,

many. + -farita ^ Gr. -ooCTOf, < acji-ajfliu,^oc
^aw, appear. (^htfartomsS} 1. HaTing gr^at

multiplieity; ofgreat divcrsitytffvariety: made
up of many differing parci.

Haa is s complex and madHrmrima being, iotcsfated of
IndyiBdaoaL ^ Pniiir. nataokklliflas^p. 7.

2. In bot. and aooL, arranged in many rows or
ranks.—3. In Uem (of a pleading in eqnity),

combining in the same Inll of complaint dBs-

tinetud separate plaim-t of distinct natures or
affeenng di&Kent persons not connected tiiere-

in. wliiehon^t to be made the sobject of sepa-
rate suits. As tbeo^tediao is founded octlieisooiiTe-
Biowe of tzjiflg tagelher dirose nattas. wiiat is to be
legsded IS BnltifuiaBS E lais^ dfeaeliaoaiT vitti^
tRdeont.

Bnilti£aii0flis]y (mnl-ti.&'ri^<is-Ii). adt. In a
nmlti&rions way: witli great divera:^.
mnlti&xioiisaes (mnl-ti'&'ri-ns-nes), . The
state or quality of being nmtti&nons; nmlti-
plied diTCrsity.

amlUiiaroas (mnl-tife-ms), a. [= F. multi-

fire = ^ m>iltifero~< L. audlf^, findtfal, <
mtMus, mneh. + fern= E. beorl.] Booing or
prodaeii^mneh or many. SaHeg, 1731.

mottifid (mnl'ti-^d), a. [= F. mOe^ = It.

mmitijSdo, < L. muM^dms, many-defl, < audtiig,

jaanj,+fiaAre,-^^,t3s&Te: seejis^oa.] Hav-
ing many fissions or divisions ; cleft into many
parts, lobes, or segments, as certain leaves:

ehieSy a 20dl<^eal and botanical term.

ranltifidons (mnttifi-dnsX a- [< Ii- mnlti^
dmt: see aMi&HdL] Same as muMiJId.

mnltifidllS (mol-tifi^-disX *.: pi. tmltifiM (-£).
pill., < li mudttfidms, many-cleft : see mmlUjid.']

Xa amat., <me ofthe muscles of the fifth or deep-
est layer of the back, consisting of many fleshy
and tendinons &seicnli wfaieh pass obliqnely
upward and inward from one vertebra to an-
wiier, tiie whole fining tiie groove between the
spinous and transverse processes &om flie sa-

erom to tiie asis: more tolly eaQed. HiemmUifi-
dkg^tta, and also fidi^Uudis._

mnltijiagellate (nnd-U-fl^'e^at), a-. [< Ii.

urfAe, mmy, + JIageBmmt, whip: see fiigi^
lofel.] Possessing nmny fl'g'Tlg.j or wMpJifce
appendages: correlated with mi^lagellate, H-

mulUiliimiiM (mnl-ti^o'ias), a. [= F. mmJti-

Jlon=^. I^. It. mmUiJIoro, < Uj. miMifionis,
aboondii^ in flowers, < Ii. mmUus, many, +
^los (jfor-X a flowex: see Jlorfr.] Ibny-fiow-
ered; having many flowers.

nniltffliy* (mol'ti-^o), a. [< L. madhis, mmiy,
+ £. Jlncl.] Having many flnes, as tite boiler
€£ a loc<Hnotzve. [A trade use.]
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mnltifail (mol'ti-foil), a. and a. [< L. wmltiig,

muiy, + fiiHmm, a leaf: see foiP-.'] L <:- In
nrdk., detmvUom, etc., having more than five

foils or arcnate divisions : as, a mulSfoi] areh.

IL *• Mnltifoil ornament.
In Us udiiteetDTe the <neay, scraO-inxt, and aodii-

jM bewjida us. and dlrert atteatiaB ftom tlie main de-

sagn. £tadaa^TH:t.Boets,p^33St

gnittifold (mnl'ti-fold), a. [< Lk mmUus, many,
-i- £. -fiMS] Many tunes doubled: manifold;
nnmerons.
mnltifona (mul'ti-f6nn), a. and a. [= F. mtil-

ii/orme = Sp. Pg. umltifofme = IL mmUiforme,
moHifmiHe, < L. muUiforMis, many-shaped, <
urnUus, many, -i- foram, form.]] L a. Having
mffiiy forms ; highly diversiform; polymorphic.

Air, and ye demacit^ the ^d^ faoHi
Of SatBre's vodlIi; tbat in qoatemicHi mn
fop^Bil dicie, avMfii^vrat, and mix
AndnawisbanQiings. JHaoB, P. L., t. l£i.

JTh^C^wm asgr^^ates vbicii di^b^ in tiie liigbest de-
gree tbe pbexKHnena ca BralBlion stractsntUy otmaidaed.

H. ^meeT, Ban. <rfKaL, 1 36.

Koltifiann £(E&c3XBl,a foncdoD sadi ibat Tilbin a gireo
areaof^eT^alde^eiatteTcanpKsoanlinaoaslytliroa^
a^de of values 90 thatvbeai itrerams toitsanginalTalne
the function diaU bare a diSetent Talne &am tbat vbidi
i: bad at tnt, Als? called mom-toK^irmfiaKiiem.

n. a. That which is multiform; that which
gives a mnltiplied representation ormany rep-
etitions of anything.

Tbe wtd saltsmany diffaent mat&^tdam^
And agBofies a mtiM^mwt of deaOi.

Mn. Bromrnims, Aaron Tjsa^ m.

multiformity (mnl-ti-f6r'mi-ti). N. [= OF. mul-
aformUe=^. mtdSformidad= Pg. muHiformi-
dade, < IiL. mmltiformita{t-)s, < L. multiformis,

many-shaped: see mmll^orm.'] The character
of being mnl^orm; diversity of forms: vari-

ety of shapes or appearances in one thing.

Bram fliat most one God flovs andi^iimifitF <it etteetB ;

and from tba£ ^cmall God temporan effects.

BpL. fiiiB, 3i^oah^ Dove.

]i we contesiplate primiUve bnmaa life as a vbole, ve
see Ibat maiH^firmSjf ci sequence ratber tban nnliDnnity
<rfseqaeace is Ibe BOtifHivbi^ it tesdb to geBexate.

a. fencer, EnD. otl^fdnL, §4^SS.

mnltifoimons (mnl-4i-fdr'nuis), a. [< multi-

form + -OKS.'] Same as mmltiform, [Bare.]

His mtdlifrnmiuMi places nnmpi^'d snch a £v:azm of
smtdstobiDnaboatbim.^ Badai, Abp. WHBams, L aoi. (Sanis.)

moHagaaigliOIiate (mul-ti-gang'gli-on-at^. a.

[< L. mmltMg. many. + (lAu) gamgUon. a tumor:
see gaagUon.'i Havingmany gan^ia. Wivrleji.

BDlltigeneEate (mul-ti-jen'e-rat^, a. [< !.
mtiltms, many,+ gemeratng, ppTof pfwerarf. gen-
erate: see generate.'] Generated inmanyways.
—Knltagaierate flmrtign,m math , a fimrllfai nnt mn
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mnltigeneroiIS (mnl-tl-jen'e-ms), a. [<L.
muUigemeris, also mul^geHemi, of many ^mds,
< mMxs, many, + gemms (gator-), Mnd: see

gatms.'i Of many kinds; having many kinds.

mnUJ^amilate (nml-ti-gran'^-lsit), a. [< L.
multus, many, -r gramiliim. a grain: see gnaur-
1ate.2 Having or consisfing ofmany grains.

mnltigyiate (nmMi-^'rat), a. [<'li. mmltus,

many, + gtfns, a eirele, eireoit, rii^: see gg-
nile.3 Having many gyres or eonvoIuMons;
mneh convoluted, as a biain.

mnUajIlgate (mnttirjo'gat), a. Same as midti-

jmgoas.
mnltjjagaBS (innt-&-jo'gas), a. [< L. awj^^iir

gms, wm^agig, yoked many tog^ier, < malUis,

mmiy, + jmgmm, yoke.] In Sot, eonsistzng of
maiiy psiis of leiuBets.

iimTtflamTnittfi (mnl-tj-lam^i-nat^. a. [<Ij.Bia^

tag, many, + Itrntina. a tiiin plate of wood: see
laatmofej Having many layers orlamins.

ranltilateral (mnl-tiJ^e^l), a. [Ct F. aua-
IHafire = Sp. malUldtero = Pg. audtOatero =
B. ataitilaiav; < L midtms, many, + laius Qa-
ter-\, side: see latavi.'i 1. In siaft., having
more Enes or sidesthan one. Hence— 2. Gen-
erally, mmy-sided.
Tbe«bifepoem leivesents tbe HriUZoterai cbaneto- <d

Hmdoian. J.-K Ct«iifc,TtBGaeatBfl^ions,fii.&.

imiVaiiTiga.1 (mnl-ti-Jin'f-al), a. [= I^- amUi-
liaeal, < !». inittas, many."+ Wmea, a line : see

Umeijl.J Having many fines.

wmKalTnaa.T (mmm4ni'e-|r). o. t< I^ maHms,
muiy, + Uata, a line: see itaenr.] Same as
muiaiimeah
mnltllobate (m]il-tt4o'bit), a. [< L. maltus,

many, -h XL. lobas, a lobe,+ -afei : see lobaie.^

Havingmanvlobes : eonsistingofseveiallobes.

omltaj^ted (mnl'ii-ldbd), a. [< L. maltas,

many, + NL. lobas, a lobe, + -aP.] Having
muiy lobes ca lobe-like parls : mnttilobate.

multipartite

mnltiloblllar (mnl-ti4ob'n-Ua'), a. [< L. l
tas, many, + XL. fo&HJng, loSnle : see lobaiar.l
Having many lobules.

mnltilocillaT (iQiLL-ti-lok'u-Iar). a. [= F. anii-

tOocalaire= Pg. malOloeaiar= It. moMloeiaare,
<li. niMis.many, + loealag, & eeU, + -arS; see
loca/or.] Havingmany cells, chambers,or com-
partments: as, a BMiMiocti/arpericarp; Amalti-
Utealar spore; maUloemlar sJieils. See pluri-
loea&rr^Maimoenlar crypt, s^eoja*.

mnltilocillate (mul-ti-lok'n-lat}. a, [< L. mal-
ias, many, + loeaJus, a cell,'+ -<ifel.] Same as
maltHocalar.

mattUoqpience (mnl-til'o-^wens), n. [p= It.

moltiloqaeiua. < L. maltta, mamy, + loqaemUa.,
a talking, < loquea(t-i. ppr. of loqai, speak,
talk: see loeuiiOH.] TTse of many words; ver-
boaty; loquacity.

mnltuomieilt (muL-tU'o-kwent), a. [< L. aud-
fus, mnch, -I- loqneH{i-jg. ppr. of loqai, speak.]
Speaking mneh; very talkative : loquacious.

mnltiloqiioiis (mul-til'o-kwns), a. [= ^.
moMloeao = Pg. maltHoqao = It. auUUogao, <

L. atidiBogpua, talkative, < maltas, mndi, -f

loqaij speak, tijk.] Same as maliHoqaeat,

mnttiJoQnyt (mnl-dl'o-kwi), a. [= ^- »alli-

loqaio = It. mctSloqno,waiUUoqaio, < Ij. rnaUi-

loqaiaat, talkativeness, < amUHoqmas, talkative

:

see amUUo^oas.'] Ssaae as nmUUo^ieiux.

HHlltimillilHiaire(mnl'ti-im2-Tgn-ar'). . [<!..
ataltag + E. millionatre.] One who possesses
property worth several million dollars (or
pounds, or francs, etc).
mnttiliodal (nml-ti-no'dal), a. [< L. malims.
many, + nodus, knot: see aodol.] Having
many nodes, in any sense of that word.
mnltmodate (mnl-ti-no'dat). o. [51^ maltms,

many,+ aodas, knot : see aode.2 Same as atirf-

tiaodal,

mnttillodiOllS (mnl-ti-nd'dns). a. £< T.T.. malti-

Hoda-s. atatUaodis, having many knots, < L. aml-
tas, many, -i- ao^is, knot: see node.] Same as
maliiaoSuL
mnltmomial (mul-U^io'ini-al). a. and a. [=
Sp. It. maltiaomio, < E. maltas, many. + aomea,
a name: see aome^, aoaiea. Cf. iiaomial,]

Same as polifaomial namnamial thecoem, an
extaaaon of the irinamial tbetK'an.

mnltutamtlial (mul-ti-nom'i-nal), a. [< L.
maltas, many, + aoaiea (aomia-). name: see
aoatiaaL2 Same as maltiaomiaoas.

nmltinomtllOllS (mnl-tl-nom'i-nus), a. [< UL.
maltiHomi'iif. many-named, < L. maltag, many,
-i- RORiwii (iioMlii-),name: seeiKi»iel.] Having
many names or terms; multinominal: polyony-
mons.
Tenos is aitdtiiieainme^ to give example to ber pnsli-

tnte dsaples. JtoaiK, XandoiBS.

mnltiinicIeaT (mnl-1i-nn'kle-|r), a. [< L. mal-
ta.?, many, + natieas, a kernel: see aaWeor.]
Same as malHaadeate.

mnltiinicleate (mul-ti-nu'kle-at), a. [< L.
maltas, many, -^ nadeas, a kernel: see HKefo-

ate.2 Havingmanyor several nndei, as a ceD.
Eaege. Brit., XXIV. 125.

mraltlinicleated(nml-tir-na'kle-a4ed),a. Same
as maltiaatieate.

moltilllicledlate (nrntfrnnlde-o-lat), a. [<
I4. audtas, many, -f aatieolas, dnn. of ttadeas, a
kernel: see aadeoiateJi Having many or sev-

eral nueleoH.
mtdtiOTOlate (mnl-tird'vn-lat), a. [< L. and-

fiig,niany, -t-omJHH, ovule: see oniJe.] Indot.,

containing or bearing many ovules.

mnltipaxa (mnl-tip'a-ia), «•: pL mal^ant
(-re). CNIi.,feni. of maUiparag: see aialt^-

roas.'] In eibstet, , a womanwho has had two or

more ehildien, or who, having had one, is psr-

turient a second time: opposed io primtptau.

MDltipaiity (mutti-^jar'i-ti). a. [< mudi^m-
roas + -iQf.] Plural birfli; production of ser-

eral at a Mrth.
mnltiparOUS (mnl-^ip'a-rus;. d. [= ". maUi-
pare = It. moltiparo. K'NU. anUHparat, giving

or having given birth to many, < E. maltag,

many, -i- parere, bear.] 1. Prodncing many
at a birth.

ibat aie feeUe and taMKOBS are geaep-

*Bf M^Spmvai. £^, Worts «« OeatioB, p. 138.

2. In c-?r.. manv-bearing: said of a cyme with

tiiree or more lateral aies {the pleiot^agiam of

Kehler).
moltipaitite (mnl-n-^Ar'et), a. [= F. mattt-

partite = It. maO^iaiao, < L. mmltipm^iag-

much-divided. < miUag, much, + parUmg, yp.

of partirf. divide^ < pars {part-}, a pMt: see



mtiltipartite

part, V.'] Divided or cleft into many parts

;

having several parts ; multifld.

multiped, multipede (mul'ti-ped, -ped), a. and
ti. [= F. midtipide ; < L. multipes {-ped-), many-
footed (> multipeda, a many-footed insect), <
multiis, Ta&ny, + pes (ped-) = 'E. foot.'] I. a.

Having many feet
;
polypons.

II. );. A many-footed or polypous animal.
multiphase (mul'ti-faz), a. Having many
phases, in any sense of that word. [Recent.]
multipinnate (mul-ti-pin'at), a. [< L. muUus,
many, -I- j)i)OTa<MS, feathered: see pinnate.'] In
bot., many times pinnate. See pinnate.

multiple (mul'ti-pl), a. and n. [= F. multiple
= Sp. miiltiplo = Pg. multiple = It. multiplo, <

ML. m^ultiplus, mamfold, < L. multus, many, -I-

-plus, a,s in duplus, double, etc., akin to E. -fold:
see -fold, and cf. duple, triple, etc. Cf. multi-

plex, with diff. second element.] l.a. 1. Mani-
fold ; having many parts or relations.— 2. Con-
sisting of more than one complete individual.
—Law of multiple proportion, in chem., the law, flrst

announced by Dalton, that, when a given quantity of an
element A unites with several ditferent quantities of B
to form definite compounds, these several quantities of
B will bear a simple ratio to each other.— Multiple arc,
the system of connecting electric batteries, lamps, or other
circuits to the leads or main conductors where terminals
of each lamp or other circuit are connected to the leads,
so as to form an independent arc or circuit between them.
See parallel circuit, vmAer parailel.— 'multiple contact,
drilling-machine, etc. See the nouns.— Multiple
echoez. See echo, 1.

—

Multiple epidermis, in Sot,
an epidermis of several layers of superposed cells, result-

ing from the division of the original epidermal cells by
partitions parallel to the surface.— Multiple fruit. See
fruit, 4.—Multiple Images. See imose.-Multiple In-
tegral, in math,, a quantity which results from the per-
formance of integration more than once, generally with
reference to different variables.— Multiple lines, in
fort., several lines of detached works or ramparts ar-
ranged for the defense of a military position.—Multiple
neuritis, a neuritis involving several nerves at once-
Multiple point or tangent, in math., one which results
from the coalescence of two points or tangente. The wjul-
tiple points of curves are made up of the three kinds of
double points : namely, the point where the curve crosses
itself, the outlying point, and the cusp. In like manner,
the multiple tangents are made up of three kinds of double
tangents— the tangent from one real convexity to an-
other, the outlying tangent with no real point of tan-
gency, and the tangent at an inflection.— Multiple pole.
Same as mxdtipolar.—Multiple star. Seestor.— Multi-
ple values, in alg., symbols which fulfil the algebraic
conditions of a problem when several different values are
given to them, as the roots of an equation, certain func-
tions of an arc or angle, etc.

II. n. In arith., a number produced by mul-
tiplying another by a whole number: as, 12

is a multiple of 3, the latter being a submulti-

ple or ahquot part of the former Common
multiple of two or more numbers, a number that is di-

visible Dy each of them without remainder : thus, 24 is a
common multiple of 6 and 4. The leoM cormnon m,ultiple

is the smallest number of which this is true : thus, 12 is

the least etmvrmm rmdtiple of 6 and 4. The same defini-

tions apply to algebraic quantities.- Multiple of gear-
ing, a train of gearing by which a specific power to accom-
plish a definite act or function is attained through change
of speed-ratio. Thus, in powerful shears, etc., a high speed
is changed to a low speed with great increase of pressure
exerted through a small distance on the cutting blade

;

conversely, by a multiple of gearing a high speed with less
pressure may be obtained.

multiplepoinding (mul'ti-pl-poin"ding)^ n. In
Suots law, double poinding or double distress.
It gives rise to an action by which a person possessed of
money or effects which are claimed by different persons
obtains an adjudication for settlement and payment ; cor-
responding to interpleader in England and the United
States. See poinding.

multiplex (mul'ti-pleks), a. and n. [= Sp. muh
tiplice = Pg. multiplex, multipUce = It. multi-
plice, moltiplice, < L. multiplex (LL. also multi-
plicus), manifold, < multus, manjr, -i- plieare,
fold: see plicate.] I. a. 1. Manifold; multi-
ple ; multiplicate.

In favour of which unspeakable benefits of the reality,

what can we do but cheerfully pardon the mvltiplex inep-
titudes of the semblance?

Carlyle, Misc., IV. 137. ^Davies.)

2. In bot., having petals lying over one another
in folds. Also multiplicate.— Multiplex tele-
graphy, a method by which several messages (specifi-

cally, more than four) can be sent over the same wire.

By Edison's method (see quadruplex) four messages can
be sent, and the number has been Increased by Bowland
to twelve or sixteen. See duplex telegraph,

II. n. In math,, a set of objects.

multiplex (mul'ti-pleks), V. t. [< multiplex, a.]

To render multiplex ; manifold. [Colloq.]

multipliable (mul'ti-pli-a-bl), a. [< F. muUi-
pliabU, < L. multipliahilts : see multiply. Cf.

multiplicable.] Capable of being multiplied.

There is a continually increasing demand for popular
art, mMltipliaUe by the prlutiug-press. Illustrative of daily

events, of general literature, and of natural science.

BusHn, Lectures on Art (1872), p. 10.

multipllableness (mul'ti-pli-a-bl-nes), n. C&-
pableness of being multiplied.
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multiplicable (mul'ti-pli-ka-bl), a. [= OP. mi/l-

tijilicable, multipliable, F. multipliable = Sp.
multiplicable = Pg. multiplicavelz= It. moltiplica-
bile, that may be multiplied, < L. multiplica-
bilis, multiplied, manifold, < multiplicare, mul-
tiply: see multiply.] Multipliable; capable of

existing in many individual cases.

multiplicand (mul'ti-pli-kand), n. •[= F. mul-
tiplicande = Sp. Pg. multipUcando = It. luolti-

plicando, < L. multiplieandus, gerundive of mitl-

tiplicare, multiply: see multiply.] In arith., a
number multiplied or to be multiplied by an-
other, which is called the multiplier. See mul-
tiplication, 2.

The two numbers given or assignd in every multiplica-
tion have each of them a peculier name, for the greater is

called the multiplicand and the lesser is named the multi-
plier. T. am, Arithmetick (1600), fol. 23Q.

multiplicate (mul'ti-pli-kat), a. [= Sp. Pg.
multiplicado = It. moltipUcato, < L. multiplica-
tes, pp. of multiplicare, multiply: seemultijHy.]
1. Consisting of many, or more than one.— 2.
In bot, same as multiplex, 2.

multiplicatedt (mul'ti-pli-ka-ted), a, [< mul-
tiplicate -h -ed^,] Multiplied; put in two or
more folds.

The Persian "cap was linnen multiplioated."
Sir T, Herbert, Travels (1664), p. 319.

multiplication (mul"ti-pli-ka'shgn), n. [< ME.
multiplicacion, < OF. muUiplicacion, F. multipli-

cation, < Sp. multiplicacion = Pg. multiplicagdio

= It. moltiplicazione, < L. multtplieatioin-), riyaX-

tvp\\a3:tioTi.,imultipUcare, pp. mulUplicatus,rau\-
tiply: see multiply.'] 1. The act or process of
multiplying or of increasing in number; the
state of being multiplied : as, the multiplication

of the human species by natural generation.

In hiUes feet towarde Septentrion
Good humour hath Trndtiplicadon.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E, E. T. S.), p. 175.

It may be doubted whether any of us have ever yet real-

ized the enormous change which has taken place in the
conditions of national progress by the multiplication and
diffusion of cheap books. ^ Nineteenth Century, XXIV. 499.

2. An arithmetical process in which one num-
ber, the multiplier, is considered as an operator
upon another, the multiplicand, the result, called
the product, being the total number of units in

as many groups as there are units in the mul-
tiplier, each group being equal in number to
the multiplicand ; more generally, the operation
of finding the quantity which results from sub-
stituting the multiplicand in place of unity in
the multiplier. Thus, the multlpUcation of 4 by 6 gives
6 times 4, or the number of units in fivegroups of four units
each; so the multiplication of | by ^ consists in finding if

not of unity, but of i of unity. By a further generalization,
multiplication in the highermathematics is regarded as the
process of bringing an operand under an operator. Thus,
in quaternions, if u be the operation of turning a line in a
given direction through a given angle, and if t> be another
similar versor, then uv, or the result of the multiplication
of w by ti, is the rotation which would result from turning
a line first through v and then through u. In like manner,
in the theory of differential equations. If Dx denote the
operation of dift'erentiation relatively to the variable x, and
By denote the same operation relatively to the variable y,
then the operation of differentiating firstrelatively to «and
then relatively to a: is regarded as the product of Vy by
Dx, and is written DxBy. In the algebra of logical rela-

tions, the multiplication of onerelatlve by another consists

in putting the relates of the multiplicand disjunctively in

place of the correlates of the multiplier. In other cases,

multiplication consists in conjoining (in some specific way)
,each unit of the multiplier with each unit of the multipli-
cand: and this definition may be regarded as including
every other. ITius, the multiplication of 2 feet of length
by 8 feet of breadth is considered as giving 6 feet of area,

in each of which square feet one unit of length is conjoin-
ed with one unit of breadth. So the momentum of abody
having a motion of translation is said to be the product of
the mass into the velocity— that is. Is the result of impart-
ing to each particle of the mass the whole of the given
velocity. In the Boolian algebra, theproduct oftwo classes

A and B is the whole of the class embraced by both— that
is, it embraces all the individuals each of which reunites
the characters of A and of B. In algebra, multiplication
is denoted by writing the multiplier before the multipli-
cand, either directly, or with a cross ( x ) or a dot (. ) inter-

posed between them. All multiplication follows the dis-

tributive principle, expressed by the formula

(a + b)(,c + d:) = ac + bc + ad + bd.

Under certain restrictions, all multiplication follows the
associative principle, expressed by the formula a{bc) =
(aby. According to the nature of the conjunction of units,

multiplication does or does not follow the commutative
principle, expressed by the formula ait = ba,

3. Specifically, in bot., increase in the number
of parts of a flower, either (a) in the number
of whorls or spiral turns, or (6) in the num-
ber, of organs (pistils, stamens, petals, or se-

pals) in any whorl, circle, or spiral turn. Also
called augmentation. See chorisis.— 4t. The
supposed art of increasing gold and silver by
alchemical means. Cha/ueer.

multiply

It Is ordained iind stabllshed. That none from hence-
forth shall vse to multiply Gold and Silver; nor use the
Craft of MuUiplication ; and if any the same do, and bo
thereof attaint, that he incur the Pain of Felony In this

case. Stat. 5 IJen. IV., cap, 0.

Multiplication of Gold or Silver, the Art of encreaslng
those Metals, which in the Time of K. Henry IV was pre-

sum'd possible to be effected by means of Kllxlrs, or other
Chymical Compositions.
(laoteiX In Boohe of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.),!. 111.

Item, you commaunded multiplication and alcumlstrlo

to bee practised, thereby to abaft the king's colno.

Stow, Edw. VI., an. 1649.

Anagrammatlc. commutative, internal multlpUca-
tion. See the adjectives.- CrOBS or duodecimal mul-
tiplication. See duodecimal, n., 2.— Multiplication
tilDle, a table containing the product of all the simple
digits, and onward to some assumed limit, as to 12 times

12.— Polar or external multiplication, a multtpUciu
tion in which the reversal of the order of the factors in-

variably reverses the sign of the product, while not alter-

ing its numerical value. Contrasted with inUrnal multU
plication.

multiplicative (mul'ti-pli-ka-tiv), a. and n.

[=F.multi2jUcaHf=Sp. Pg. It. mulUplicativo

;

as multiplicate + -ivc.'] I. a. Tending to mul-
tiply or increase ; having the power to multiply
numbers.

II. n, A numeral adjective describing an ob-
ject as repeated a certain number of times or
as consisting of a certain number of parts,

such as single, double (duplex), triple (treble),

quadruple, quintuple, or twofold, threefold, four-

fold, fivefold.

multiplicator (mul'ti-pli-ka-tor), n. [= F.

multipUcateur = Sp. Pg. multiplicador = It.

muUiplicatore, < LL. multiplicator, a multiplier,

< L. multiplicare, pp. multipUcatus, multiply:

see multiply.] Same as multiplier, 2.

multiplicioust (mul-ti-plish'us), a. [< L. mul-
tiplex (multiplici-), multiplex, + -ous.] Mani-
fold; multiplex.

The animal [amphisbasna] is not one, but miullipHeimii,

or many, which hath a duplicity or gemination of princi-

pal parts. Sir T, Browne, Vulg. Err., III. 15.

Tills Bonse [smelling] . , . although sufilclently grand
and admirable, (yet) is not so multiplidouH as of the eye
or ear. Derham, Physico-Theology, Iv. 4.

multipliciouslyt (mul-ti-plish'us-li), adv. In
a manifold or multiplex manner.
multiplicity (mul-ti-plis'i-ti), n. 1= F. muU
tiplicitS = Sp. multiplicidad = Pg. muUipUci-
dade = It. moUiplicitii, < LL. multix)limta(t-)8,

manifoldness, < L. multiplex, manifold: see
multiplex.] l.-The state of being multiplex
or manifold or various ; the condition of being
numerous.
Moreover, as the manifold variation of the parts, so the

mMltiplieUy of the use of each part. Is very wonderful.
N. drew, Cosmologla Sacra, I. 6.

2. Many of the same kind; a large number.

Had they dlsconrsed rightly but upon this one princi-
ple that (lod was a being Infinitely perfect, they could
never have asserted a multiplicity of gods.

South, Sermons.

A multiplicity of laws give a Judge as much power as a
want of law, since he Is ever sure to find among the
number some to countenance his partiality.

OddmuUh, Reverie at Boar s-Head Tavern.

Multiplicity of a curve, the total number of multiple
points, crunodes, acnodes, and cusps, or of their compound
equivalents, belonging to it. Thus, a curve having no sin-

gularity except a ramphoid cusp has a multiplicity of 2,

since a ramphoid cusp Is equivalent to a simple cusp and a
crunodc— Order of mtatlpUclty of a right line with
reference to a surface, the number of tangent planes to
the surface from the line.

multiplier (mul'ti-pli-fer), n. 1. One who or
that which multiplies or increases in number.

Broils and quarrels are alone the great accumulators
and multipliers of Injuries. Decay of Christian Piety.

2t. An alchemist. Compare multiplication, 3.

Alchymlsts were formerly called multipliers, although
they never could multiply ; as appears from a statute of
Henry IV. repealed in the preceding record.

J, D'Israeli, Curios, of Lit., I. 376.

3. The number in the arithmetical process of

multiplication by which another is multiplied.
Also mullnplicator.— 4. A flat coil of conduct-
ing wire used as the coil of a galvanoscope.
The tendency to deflection is proportional near-
ly to the number of coils.— 5. An arithmome-
ter for performing calculations in multiplica-
tion. E.M. Knight.—6. A multiplying-reel; an
attachment to an anglers' reel which gathers in

the slack with multiplied speed at each revo-
lution of the crank. See ree?.—indeterminate,
las^ etc., multiplier. See the adjectives.

multiply (muPti-pli), V. ; pret. and pp. multi-
plieil, -ppr, multiplying. [< ME. multiptien, mul-
tiplyen, multepUen, < OF. mulimUer, malteplier,

< F. multiplier = Sp. Pg. muUipticar = It. multi-

plicare, moltiplicare, < L. multiplicare, make
manifold, multiply, increase, < multiplex, mani-



multiply

fold: s*e mnWplex.'] J. trans. 1. To make
manifold; iocrease in number or qiiantitjr:
make more by natural generation or reproduc-
tion, or by aeeomolation, addition, or repe-
tition: as, to mHliipljf men or horses ; to miiW-
pljl evils,

That Ocd for bus grace gaaxe gnyn iwrfliiirfw.

Piert flwfmi. p. IK^ (AKterdm.)
I wiE liarden Fhannh^ heait, and muM^lg mf signs

aiKl my wondos in the Und of Egjp^ B^ ™- ^
Therefore dottk Job i^^ea bis moath in vain ; be mutUi-

flitik words witboot knowledge^ Job nxr. 1&
When theyareeome to tbebotttHne, anotberCanepres-
*' resents it sdfe, Thich teciifletb those that enter

le mtdtifiigd soonds of Cabals Aod mcoath min-
PimMu, Pilsiimage, p. sai.

Xotbii^ bat Groans and Sighs were heard aroond.
And Eccbo muMf^d each moamtol Soond.

On^i8«, Teais of Amaijllis.

2. In (jn'tt., to perform the operation of multi-
plication upon. See mHUiplieaiioit, 2.— 3+. To
increase (me precious metals) by alchemical
means. See m«ltipUeatioit, 3.

An Impostor that bad like to have impos'd npoo ns a
pretended secret of mmOiplifima gold.

Smlgm, Diaty, Dec 14, l^a
nttHOytBS camera, gearing, ^ass, etc See the

ently
Willi

strd£ie.

H, imtraHS. 1. To grow or increase innxunber
or extent; extend; spread.

Be tniitfal and aadc^^ Gen. L ±i.

The word ot God grew and miMfliti. Actsxil.24.

As dangeis and difficulties mvMplind, she multiplied
i^norces to meet them. Pnaeott^ Ferd. and Tsa., ii. Ifi.

2. In ariSi,, to perform the process of multi-
plication. See m«ltiplicaiioi>. 2.—Sf. To in-
crease gold or sUTer by alchemical means.

Wboso that listetb oaten bis folj-e.
Lat bim eome forth, and leme tmdtifiga.
Ckmnar, Frol. to Canon s Yeoman's lUe, L 3S3L

mnlti^yillg-leiis (mul'ti-pn-ing-lenz). N. See
}eHS.

mnltiplying-inarliiiig (mul'ti-pG-in^-ma-
shen'), N. A form of calculating-machine.

multiplTiJIg-wlieel (mul'ti-pU-ing-hwa), M,

A wheel which increases the number of move-
ments in machinery.
multipolar (mnl-ti-pdlSr), a. and h. [< Ii.

amtUtA, many, + polus, pde : see jrator.] I. a.

Haring many poles, as a nerre-cell or a dyna^
mo: opposed to unipolar, bipolar. See cut un-
der e^l. 5—Multipolar dynamo, adynamo in which
more Hian one pair ai magnetic pedes are used.—Kulti-
polar telephone, a magneto-telephone In whieb nxxe
uun <Hte pole is opposed to tbe membrane.
LL N. An eJeetnunagDetie machine in which

severalmagnetic poles are used or exist. Also
called mmUiplepole.
milltipotent (mul-tip'o-tent), a, [< L. m«;-
tipoteH(t-)s, very powerful, < mnliis, much,
+ po1eH(t-)s, jKJwerful: see potent,} Having
manifold power, or power to do manv things.
[Bare.]

Sy Jots mnltipoli-tiL
Tboo sbooldst not bear from me a Greekisb member
ATber«in my sword bad not impressnre made
Of oomnkfoad. ^Mt, X. and a, ir. 5, I3Sl

nmltipresenoe (mul-ti-prez'ens), n, [< m«7#-
presen{t) + -oe. Cf. presence.J The power or act
of being present in many places at once, or in
more places than one at the same time.

Ibis deeTidess tale of mmsnbstantiation was sorely
b^Might into the world, and jspaa tbe stage, by that other
table of theMtdl^pmna of Cau&fs Body.

Bp. HmU, So feace with Borne, I. ilL 3.

The medisTal schoolmen and modem B<nnan dinnes
ascribe omnqtresesce only to tbe divme nature and per-
son of Cbiist; on^vesenee to bis bnman body in bearai,
and a mtncaloas mn^Hframa to bis body and Uood in
tbe sacxastent ftf tbe altar.

&*a#, Christ and Cauislianity, p. 73,

multipresent (mul-ti-prei'ent), a. [< L. mnl-
tus, many, -I- pra»e»(t-)s, jifesent: see present^
o,] Being present in more places than one;
having theproperty orpower of multipresence.
mnltiradiate (mul-ti-ra'di-at), a. [< L. wirf-
tms, many. + radius, ray: see radiate, a.J
Havingmany rays : polvactiiial

.

muttiradicate (mutti-iad'i-k^), a. [< LL.
mmliiradix (-radio-), many-rooted (< L. mulhis,
many, + radir (radic-'), a root): see radicate.}

Having many roots.
tiiTiUnTamifi ftri (mul-ti,iam'i-fid), a. [< L. wuil-

tus. many, + rawtms, a branch. +faeere, make:
see ramify.'] Hnch-branehed; having many
branches.

The Headlongs daim tobe not less gennine dennlJTes
foxn tbe aoliqoebtancfa of CadwaQader than any of the
last-named wnU^aaa/ui tunHies.

fmeoek, Headloog Han, L

3S95 multivocal
nmltiramose (mul-ti-ra'mds). a. [< L. mhIais,
many, -I- ramus, branch: see ramose.} Having
many branches,
mnltiramons (mul-ti-ra'mns). a. Same as mnl-
tiramose.

mnltisaccate (mul-ti-sak'at), a. [< L. multHS,
many, + saccus, a sac : see iMwaff.] Having
manv sacs.

mnltiscient (mul-tish'ent). o. [< L. mnlttis,

many, +seieHs(scient->"ppT. of sc»rf,know: see
sdent.} Knowing many things: having much
learning.

mnltiscionst (mul-tish'usV a. [< !•. multi-
iciiis. knowing much, < multii^. much, + seiiis,

knowing, < sebre. know.] Having variety of
knowledge. Bailey.

mnltisect (mul'ti-sett ), a. [< L. multns, many,
+ Stctus, pp. of Mywrf, cut.] Having many
segments, as an insect or a worm.

milltisect (mul-ti-sekt'), «. t To divide into
more than two parts.

multisection (mul-ti-sek'shgn), N. The act of
multisecting.

mnltiseptate (mul-ti-sep'tat),a. [<L.m4atHS,
many. + sepUrm. a partition: see septate.} In
jsooJ. and 6<»t,,haTingmanysepta, dissepiments, multitndinary (mul-ti-tn'di-na-ri), a. [< L. as
or partitions: as, mnltiseptate spores. it 'miiltitudiHariiis, < multihido (-din-), a multi-
mmtiserial (mul-ti-se'ri-al), a, [< Ii. mnltus, tnde: see mWfifiKfe.] Multitudinous; manifold.
many, + *!-r»<^->. series: see seriaL} Having [Eare.]
many series: arranged in many rows ; mnltifa- mnltitndillOTIS (mul-ti-tu'di-nus), a. [< L. as
rious

; polystichous. _ if *muliitudiiiosiis. < mulUtudo (-din-), a multi-
mnltiseriate (mul-ti-se'ri-at), a. SameasmiiJ- tude: see ww/ft'tMdf.] 1. Consisting of a mul-
iiserial. titude or great number,

mnltisiliqiions vnml-ti-sU'i-kwus), a. [= F.

It is a fault in a mvltitvde of preacheis that tbey at-
teriy neglect method in their harangues. ITotti.

S. A crowd or throng: a gathering or collec-
tion of people. According to some ancient legal an-
thorities, it reqaired at least ten to make a maUttndt.—
The multltade, the popnlace, or the mass of men with-
out reference to an assemblage.

.
Tke hasty nudtOiide

.\dmiring enter'd ; and the work some prais^
And some the architect. MiUon, P. L, L 730.

That great enemy of reason, Tirtae, and religion, the
multitude. Sir T. Brmrtte, Religio Hedici, ii 1.

=Syn. ituHitude, Throng, Cnini, swarm, mass, host, le-
gion. A mtdtUude, however gr^t, may be in a space
so large as to gire each one ample room : a throng or a
croinf is generally smaller than a ntuUitudt. but is gath-
ered into a close body, a throng being a company that
presses together or forward, anda crowd carrying the close-
ness to uncomfortable physical contact.

A very subtle argument could not have been commnni-
cated to the mtUt^idet that visited tbe shows.

IM Quineey, Secret Societies, L
We are enow, yet living in the field.
To another up the English in our throngs.
If any order might be thought upon.

SkaJt, Hen. v., iv. 5. 2a
It crosses here, it croses there.
Thro' aU that emni confused and load.

l\enr^f8on. Hand, xxvl

mnlti^iUquenjc = Sp. mnltisilieHOio, < L. tnultHS
many, -I- sUimia., siliqua: see siiiqnous.} Hav-
ing many pods or seed-vessels.

moltisoilOlIS (mul-ti£'o-Dus;i. o. [= Pg. mnlti-
sonc, < L. mtiUisonMS. loud-sounding, < multiis,

much, -I- sonHS, sound.] Havingmany sounds,
or sounding mtlch.

moltispiral (mul-ti-spi'ral\ a. [< L. multtif:.

many, -t- spira, spire: "see spiral.} Having
many turns or wliorls : applied in conchology
(o) to spiral univalve shells ofmany whorls, and
(6) to opercula of many concentric rings.

miutistamiliate (mul-ti-stam'i-nat), a. [< L.
multits, many, + stamen, the thread of a warp

Mvltitttdiruna echoes awoke and died in tbe distance.
Longfellotr, Evangeline. iL 2.

2. Of vast extent or number, or of manifold di-
versity ; vast in number or variety, or in both.

iSj hand will rather
The midtitudinoui seas incarnadine.
Making the green one red.

Shot., Hacbetfa, IL S. 63.

One might with equal wisdom seek to whistle tbe vague
niiiiiliufuioia hum of a forest.

jB. Gumet/, :S~inete»iUi Coitniy, IXXL 44&

St. Of or pertaining to the multitude.
At once pluck out

The tmdtitudlnout tongue ; let than not lick
Hie sweet which is their poison.

Shale, Car., in. 1. 1S6.

(XL. stamen) : see stem^iKilF.J In dot., bearing mnltitndinOTlsly (mul-H-tu'di-nus-li), <7(fr. In
manv stamens. a multitudinous manner; in great number or
mnltistriate (mul-ti-stri'at), a. [< L. mirftN.«, with great variety,

many, -¥ stria, a streak: see striate.} Having mnltitndinousiiess (mul-ti-tu'di-nus-nes), ».

many stris, streaks, or stripes. The character or state of being mtdtitudinous.
mnltisnlcate (mnl-ti-sul'kat). a. [< I4. mHltits, Its [nature's] mnllitudiiiouatett is commanded by a sen-

many, + snleus, furrow: see s^ileate.} Having »** «* powers. J. JlarHneau, Materialism, p. ISI.

many sulci or furrows ; much-furrowed. multivagantt (mul-tiv'a-gant), a. [< L. mid-
mnltisyllable (mul'ti-sU-a-bl), «, [= It. molti- tHS, much, + ragan^ t-'^s. ppf. of ragari, wander:
sillabo, < L. Muijfe^^:. many, + Sjifiaba, syllable: see ragrant.} Same as multiragoHS.
see sifllaNe.} A word of many syllables; a milltivag0list(mul-tiv'a-gus),a. [<L.iN«/t»r<i-
polysyUable. gtis, that wanders about nmch, < im«K»s, mnch,
mnltitentacnlate (nml'ti-ten-tak'u-l&t), a. [< + ragus. wandering, strolling: see tagne.} Wan-
L. multvs, mai^-, + XL. tentaenlum, tentacle: dering much. Bauley.
see ten Uieulate.} Having many tentacles.

multititnlax (miil-ti-tit'n-lar),' a. [< L. wh?-
tiis. many, + titmlns, title: see titnlar.} Hav-
ing many titles.

mtutitnltercnlate (mul'ti-tn-ber'kD-lat), a. [<
L. mnltus, many, + tubert^ium-, a small swell-
ing, tuberde : see tuberenlate,} Having many
tubercles, as teeth. JUieros.Saienee^'SXIX.i.'SO.

mnltivalence (mul-tir'a-lensl. n. [< multica-
len{t) + -te.} The property of being nmltiva-
lent.

multivalent (mul-tiv'a-lent), a. [< L. mnltiif.
many. -I- ralen{t-)s, ppf. ol ratere, be strong. Cf!
equiralent.} In e*«»,, equivalent in combining
or displacing power to a number of hydrt^en
or other monad atoms.

mnltitnbeicnlated (mul''ti-ru-ber'kn-la-ted). mnltiyalve (mul'ti-valT^. a, and n. [= F. mnl-
a. Same as mtdtitnberctilate. VT. H. FUncer,
Ene^. Brit, XV. 376.

mnltitabnlar t.mnl-ti-ru'bu-l&r), a. f< L. mnl-
tMS. many, + tubnlns, a tube: see tubular.}

Having many tubes: as. a mnltitiAular boiler,

multitude (mul'ti-tud>, it. [< F. multitude =
Sp. muUitud = Pg. muUHude, muliidSo = It.

firali^e, < L. multus, many, + ralra. door: see
ralce.} L o. Having many valves. Poimeriy spe-
cifically ap^ed—(a> among moQnsk^ to the coatof-nuH
shells, chitons or Chitomdig; and (b) among crustaceans,
to tbe acom-shells or cinipeds of the family AiteiaAB
<v X^aiiulis, once supposed to foe moUu^s. Also midti-
tabmar.
n. n. A multivalve zoological sheU.

multiiHdine. moltitudine, < L. multitudo {-din-), a MnltiTalvia (mul-ti-val'vi-a), n. pi. [KL., <
great number, a multitude, a crowd, in gram. L. multus. many, + talra. door: see muliiralre.}

me plural number, < multv^. OL. moltus, much. In Linnseus's system of classification, a divi-

many, appar. oiig. a pp. <.cf. altus, hi^i. deep, sion of his Testacea, including his genera Chi-

orig. pp. of alen, nounsh, grow : see alHfyide, ton and Lepas.
old).} 1. The character of being many; nu- multivalvular (mul-ti-val'vu-lar), o. Same as

merousness; also, a great number regarded multiralre.

collectively or as congregated together. Aquinas multiversant (mul-ti-ver'santl. a. [< L. mul-
wd otbos dstinguish tsmaxitdental and awtennl mat- tus, many. + rersan{t-)s, ppr. of rersare. turn

about, intens. of rerfcre, turn: see rerse. Ct.

eonrersant.'] Turning into many shapes; as-

suming many forms ; protean,

multivions (mnl-tir'i-us). a. [< L. multinus,

having many ways, < multus, many, -I- via,

,_,.,^-,^.^ j,K-»v wav.l Having manv -wavs or roads. rRare.]
by cost of time, by danger, and also by tbe experience __iVj„__i /.JLi *i^' j; v-i\ _ _„j _ r/ t
that mmlta»^ot ii^^repared and unoigaii^ are multiVOCal (mul-tiv o-kal), O. and n. [< L.
h^dess in presence of an oivaniisd few. mmtus. much, many, -r roi (too-<. voice: see

H. St'.-r^vr, Prin. of Sc-cjoL, j 4& r<;oal.] L a. Ambiguous : equivocal

2. A great number, indefinitely. An ambiguous or aiuttfnxal word. Coleridge.

tUmde; bat it is difficult to attach any definite conception
to transcendental mulUtnde, which te tbeoppoate of tran-

seendodal imity. Mataial multltade is tbe mnltitade of
individaals ctf tiie same ^lecles, an expresaon wlfich sup.
poses matter to be the principle of individuation.

Aimed freemoi scattered over a wide area are deterred
firom attotding tbe periodic assemblies by ctst of travel.



multivocal

II. n. A word or an expression that is equiv-
ocal, or susceptible of several meanings.

Muitivocais, as conducing to brevity and expressiveness,
are unwisely condemned, or deprecated.

F. HaU, Mod. Eng., p. 170.

multivoltine (mul-ti-vol'tin), a. [< L. multus,
many, + It. volta, a turn, winding: see volfl.}
Having several (at least more than two) annual
broods; generated oftener than twice a year:
said of silkworm-moths and their larvss.

Some [races of silkworms] are rmdtivoltine.
Encyc. Brit, XIII. B&

multivorous (mul-tiv'o-rus), a. [< L.
much, + vorare, devour.] Voracious.
multocular (mul-tok'u-lar), a. [< L.
many, + oculus, eye:' see ocular.'] Having
more than two eyes; having two eyes each of
many facets or ocelli, as a fly.

Flies . . . are multocvlar, having as many eyes as there
are perforations in their cornea.

Derhaim, Physlco-Theology, viii 3, note *.

multum (mul'tum), n. [< L. multum, neut. of
multus, much: see multitude.'] In brewing, a
conlpound consisting of an extract of quassia
and licorice, used as an adulterant.
multum in parvo (mul'tum in par'vo). [L.:
multum, neut. of multus, much; in, in; parvo,
abl. of parvus, small.] Much in small compass.
Multungulat (mul-tung'gu-la), «. j)Z. [NL.
(Blumenbach), < L. multus, many, + ungula,
hoof.] The seventh order of mammals, con-
taining hoofed quadrupeds with more than two
hoofs, as the hog, tapir, rhinoceros, and ele-

phant: later called Multungulata.
Multuugulata (mul-tung-gu-la'ta), n.pl. [NL.,
neut. pi. of multungulatus : see inultungulate.']

An order of Mammalia comprising ungulate
quadrupeds which have more than two func-
tional hoofs. It is approximately equivalent to the
Pachydermata of Cuvier and to the suborder Perissodac-
tyla of modem naturalists, but agrees exactly with no nat-
ural division. Illiger in 1811 divided it into 6 families

:

Lrnnmmguia (hyrax), Proboseid(e (elephants), Nwsiearma
(rhinoceroses), Oiesa (hippopotamuses), Ntisuta (tapirs),

and Setigera (swine). Earlier MulMiTLgvla, Compare 5o-

multungulate (mul-tung'gu-lat), a. and n. [<
NL. multungulatus, many-hoofed, < L. multus,
many, -1- ungula, a hoof: see ungulate.] I. a.

Having more than two functional hoofs; spe-
cifically, of or pertaining to the Multungulata.

II. n. A multungulate mammal.
multuplet, o- [Var. of multiple, with term, as
in duple, quadruple, etc.] Manifold. Roger
North, Lord Guilford, u. 78. (Davies.)

multure (mul'tur), n. [Early mod. E. also

moulture, mouter" mowter ; < ME. multu/re, mut-
ter, < OF. multure, moulture, molture, F. mouture
= Pr. moldura, moltura, moudura, a grinding,

toll for grinding, < L. molitura, a grinding, < mo-
lere, pp. molitus, grind: see milP-.] 1. The act
of grinding grain in a mUl.— 2. The quantity of

grain ground at one time; a grist.—3. In Scots

law, the toll or fee given, generally in kind, to

the proprietor of a mill in return for the grind-
ing of com.
Out of one sack he would take two nwultwes or fees for

grinding. Urgyhart, tr. of Sabelais, i. 11. (Daviee.)

It is always best to be sure, as I say when I chance to

take miUtwre twice from the same meal-sack.
Scott, Monastery.

multurer (mul'tur-Sr), n. [< multure + -er^.]

A person who lias grain groimd at a certain

mill. Multurers are or were of two kinds —first, such as

were thirled (thralled) to a certain miU by the conditions

on which they occupied their land ; and, second, those
who used the miU without being bound by the tenure to

do so. The former were termed ineucken miiUurerg, the
latter outsucken mtUturers. [Scotch.]

TtiiiTnl (mum), a. [< ME. mum, mom, used inter-

jectionally, expressing a low murmuring sound
made with the lips closed, used at once to attract
attention and to command silence ; an imitative

syllable, the basis of the verbs mumble, mump\
mv/nfl, and their numerous cognates ; cf . L. mu,
Gr. fiv, a mere murmured syllable ; also murmu/r,

and similar ult. imitative words.] Silent.

Shall we see sacrifice and God's service done to an in-

animate creature, and be mum?
J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soo., 1853), EL 281.

The citizens are mum, and speak not a word.
Sluik., Eioh. ni., iii. 7. 3.

mum^ (mum), V. i. ; pret. and pp. mummed, ppr.

mumming, [< MIE. mummen = D. mommem =
G. mummem, mumble, mutter; imitative of the

sound: see mum\ a. Gt. mumble, mump\] To
be silent ; keep silence.

Better imrnvme than meddle ouermuch.
Gascoigne, Steele Glas (ed. Arber), Epil., p. 83.
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[The imperative is often used as an interjection.

Mum then, and no more. ShM., Tempest, ill. 2. 59.

But to his speach he aunswered no whit, . . .

As one with griefe and anguishe overcum.
And unto every thing did aunswere mwm.

Spemer, F. Q., IV. vii. 44.

I know what has past between you ; but, mum.
Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, v.]

mum^ (mum), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. mummed, ppr.

mumming. [Also mumm; < ME. *mommen, <

OF. momer, < MD. mommen, D. mommen (= G.
mummen), mask, play the mummer, < MD. mom-
me, D. mom = G. mumme, a mask ; cf. G. mum-
mel, a hobgoblin, bugbear; supposed to have
been used orig., in connection with the syllable
mum, by nurses to frighten or amuse children,
at the same time pretending to cover theirfaces

:

see otmtoI.] To mask ; sport or make diversion
in a mask: as, to go" a mumming.

Disguised all are coming.
Bight wantonly 3u-mumming.
Quoted in Chambers's Book of Days, II. 739.

mum^t (mum), n. [= D. mom = Dan. mumme, <

G. mumme, a kind of beer, said to be so named
from Christian JlfMWTOe, who first brewed it, in
1492.] A strong ale popular in the seventeenth
century and in use down to a later time, it
seems to have been made from wheat-malt, with a certain
amount of oat-malt, and flavored with various herbs, with
sometimes the addition of eggs.

An honest Yorkshire gentleman . . . used to invite his
acquaintance at Paris to break their fast with him upon
cold roast beef and mMm. Steele, Guardian, Ko. 34.

A sort ofbeverage called m/um, a species offat ale,brewed
from wheat and bitter herbs, of which the present genera-
tion only know the name by its occurrence in revenue
acts of Parliament, coupled with cider, perry, and other
exciseable commodities. ScoU, Antiquary, xL

mum* (mum or m'm), a. A dialectal variant of
ma'am for madam.
mumble (mum'bl), v.; pret. and pp. mumbled,
ppr. mumbling. [< MB. momelen= D. mommelen
= G. mummeln = Sw. mumla = Dan. mumle,
mumble; freq. of mum\ v. Cf. mumble.] I,

intrans. 1. To speak with the vocal organs
partly closed, so as to render the sounds inar-
ticulate and imperfect; speak in low tones,

hesitatingly, or deprecatingly.

Muttering and m/umblin^, idiotlike it seem'd.
Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

2. To ehew or bite softly or with the gums;
work food with the gums on account of lack or
defectiveness of teeth.

I have teeth, sir

;

I need not mumble yet this forty years.
MiddleUtn, Chaste Maid, i. 1.

The man who laughed but once, to see an ass
MumMing to make the cross-grained thistles pass.

Dryden, The Medal, 1. 146.

II. trans. 1. To utter in a low inarticulate
voice. ,

He singes the treble part.

The meane he mumiles out of tune, for lack of life and hart.
Omcoigne, Memories.

MumMing of wicked charms. Shak., Lear, ii. 1. 41.

The chiefe Bonzi in an vnknowne language m/utnbleth
ouer an hymne. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 632.

He with mumbled prayers atones the Deity. Dryden.

2. To ehew gently; work (food) by rubbing it

with the gums on aeeonnt of lack of teeth.

Gums unarmed to ymumble meat in vain.

Dryden, tr. of .Juvenal's Satires, x. 319. {Latham.)

The sea laps and m/umUes the soft roots of the hills,

and Ucks away an acre or two of good pasturage every
season. LfyweLl, Fireside Travels, p. 278.

St. To cover up or hide, as if by uttering in a
mumbling, unintelligible fashion; say over in-

articulately : with up.

The raising of my rabble is an exploit of consequence,
and not to be mumUed up in silence. Dryden.

Take heede that you flshe not so faire that at length you
catch a frogge, and then repentannce make you mumble
up a mass with miserere. Qreene, Carde of Fancie.

mumble (mum'bl), n. [< mumble, v.] A low,
indistinct utterance.

mumble-matinst (mum'bl -mat ''ins), n. [<
mumble, v., + obj. matins.] An ignorant priest.

Davies.
How can they be learned, having none to teach them but

Sii Jo\m Mumble-matins > Bp. PfiHnfrtoi, Works, p. 26.

mumblement (mum'bl-ment), n. [Formerly
also momblement; < mumble + -merit,] Low in-

distinct words or utterance ; mumbling speech.
Carlyle, French Rev., III. iii. 8. [Rare.]

mumble-newsf (mum'bl-nuz), n. [< mumble, v.,

+ obj. news.] A tale-bearer; a prattler.

Some carry-tale, . . . some nvumble-news.
Shak., L. L. 1., v. 2. 464.

mumbler (mum'blto), n. One who mumbles.
Mass mffmblers, holy-water swingers.

Bp. Bah, A Course at the Bomyshe Foxe (1543), foL 88.

mummer
mumble-the-peg (mum'bl-the-peg'), n. [<
mumble, v., + flie^ + obj. peg.] A boys' game
in which each player in turn throws a knife

from a series of positions, continuing until he
fails to make the blade stick in the ground.
The last player to complete the series is compelled to draw
out of the ground with his teeth a peg which the others

have driven in with a certain nmnber of blows with the

handle of the knife. Also mumble-peg, and corruptly
mumMy-peg, mmnblety-peg.

mumbling (mum'bUng), TO. [i'hliS^. momellynge

;

verbal n. of mumble, v.] The act of speaking
in a low tone or with the vocal organs partly

closed; an indistinct utterance.

These makes hippynge, homerynge,
Of medles momeUynge,

MS. Unealn A. i. 17, f. 206. (Haaiwell.)

A series of inarticulate though loud mumblings over his

food. Bhoda BroughUm, Ked as a Rose is She, xxziii.

mumblingly (mum'bling-li), adn>. In a mum-
bling manner; with a low inarticulate utter-

ance.
mumbo-jumbo (mum'bo-jum'bo), n. [Said to

be a native African name ; but it may be a
mere loose rendering in E. of African jargon.]

1 . A god whose image is fantastically clothed,

worshiped by certain negro tribes.

Worship mighty MuTnbo-Jumbo
In the Mountains of the Moon.

Bon Gavltier Ballads, Lay of the Lovelorn.

Hence— 2. Any senseless object of popular
idolatry.

He never dreamed of disputing their pretensions, but
did homage to the miserable Munwo-Jumbo they paraded.

Diekew, Little Dorrlt, i. 18.

mum-budgett (mum'buj*et), inteij. [< rnurn^ -I-

*budget, put for budge, used like mum to com-
mand silence.] An exclamation enjoining si-

lence and secrecy. [In the first quotation it is

resolved into its component parts, and used as

a kind of masonic sign.]

I come to her in white and cry m/iim; she cries budget;
and by that we know one another.

Shak., M. W. of W., v. 2. 6.

Avoir le vec geld, to play mumbudget, to he tongue-tyed,
to say never a word. Cotgrave.

" Nor did I ever wince or grudge it

For thy dear sake." Quoth she, "Mum budget."
S. Butler, Hudibras, L iii. 208.

mumchancet (mum'chans), n. and a. [= G.
mummenschanz; as mum'^ -t- chance.] 1. n. 1.

A game of hazard with cards or dice in which
silence was absolutely necessary.

In comes the setter with his cards, and asketh at what
game they shal play. Why, saith the verser, at a new
game called Tnum-chan^e, that hath no policie norknaverie,
but plain as a pike staf : you shal shuttle and ile cut ; you
shal cal a carde, and this honest man, a stranger almost to
us both, shal cal another for me, and which of our cards
comes first shal win. Greene, Conny-Catching (1591).

But leaving cardes, lett's goto dice awhile.
To passage, treitrippe, hazarde, or mum-clian^e.

Machiavdl's Dogg (1617), sig. B. (Nares.)

2. One who has not a word to say for himself;
a fool.

Why stand ye like a TrvuTn-cha-nee ? What, are ye tongue-
ty'd ? Plautus made English (1694). {Nares.)

Kethinksyou look like Mumchance, that was hanged for
saying nothing. Sie^ft, Polite Conversation, i.

3. Silence. Huloet.

II. a. Silent.

The witty poet [Swift] depicts himself as cutting a very
poor figure at Sir Arthur's dinner-table in the presence
of the dashing dragoon captain, and indeed sitting quite
mumchance. N. aiuA Q., 7th ser., II. 242.

mum-houset (mum'hous), n. A tavern where
mum was sold.

I went with Mr. Norbury, near hand to the Fleece, a
mum^hamse in Leadenhall, and there drunk mum.

Pegys, Diary, II. 124.

mumm (mum), v. i. See mum^.
mummachog (mum'a-chog), n. Same as mum-
mychog.
mummanizet (mum'a-niz), v. t. [Irreg. <

mummr-y + -an + 4he (ef. humanize).] To
mummify.

Deere Vault, that veU'st him,
Mummanize his corse,

Till it arise in Heauen to be crown'd.
Davies, Muse's Tears, p. 9. (Damea.)

mummef, n. See mumS.
mummer (mum'fer), n. [< OF. momeur, < momer,
mum: see mum^.] One who mums, or masks
himself and makes diversion in disguise; a
masker; a masked buffoon; specifically, in

England, one of a company of persons who go
from house to house at Christmas performing
a kind of play, the subject being generally St.

George and the Dragon, with sundry whimsi-
cal adjuncts.



nrammery
mummery (mmn'er-i), n. ; pi. mummeries (-iz).

[Formerly also vwmmery; < OF. mommerie, F.
momerie (= ^. momeria = D. mommerij = G.
fnummerei = Dan. mummeri), mmmnery, < mo-
mer,muxa, go a muminmg: see mi(m2.] 1. Pan-
tomime as enacted bymummers; ashoworper-
formance of mummers.

Tour fathers
Disdain'd the mummery of foreign strollers. FerUon.

This testlTal [of fools] was a religious mummery, usually
held at Christmas time.

StruU, Sports and Pastimes, p. 308.

2. A ceremony orperformance considered false
or pretentdous; farcical show; hypooritieal dis-

guise and parade : applied in contempt to vari-
ous religious ceremonies by people who are of
other sects or beliefs.

The temple and its holy rites profan'd
By mufnm'ries he tiiat dwelt in it disdain'd.

Couper, Expostnlation, L 145.

But for what we know of Eleosis and its mum/meries,
which is quite enough for all practical purpose^ we are
indebted to none of you ancients, but entirely to modem
sagacity. De Quinxy, Secret Societies, i.

mnmmet (mnm'et), n. [Perhaps a dial, cor-

ruption of noonmeat (ME. nonemete): see qnot.]
Luncheon. [Local, Eng.]
This nonemete—which seems to have beenameal in lieu

of a nap— is still the word by which luncheon was called
at Bristol in my childhood, but corrupted into mummeL

Southey.

mumniiaf (mum'i-&), ». [ML.: see mummy.

1

Same as mummy^, 2.

Hee supposed that Mwnvnaa was made of snch as the
sandshad surprised and buried quick : but the truer Mwn-
mia is made of embalmed bodies of men, as they rse to
doe in Egypt PuTc\ag, Pilgrimage, p. 230.

Your followers
Have swallowed you like mummia.

Webster, White Devil, L L
mnTninit'lr (mum'ik), f. f. [Cf. mmnmki.'] To
eat awkwardly and with distaste. [Prov. Eng.
and local U. S.]

miunmied (mum'id), p. a. Mummified. The
Academy, No. 891, p. 383.

mummlficatioil (mum'i-fi-ta'shon), n. [= F.
momificaiion ; as mummify + -ation.'] 1. The
process of mummifying, ormaking into a mum-
my.—2. In pathol., <Sy gangrene. See gan-
grene, 1.

mnmmifoim (mum'i-form), a. [< mummy^ +
li. forma, form.] EesembUng a mummy: ap-
plied in entomology to the nymphs of certiun

L^idoptera.
mnmmifjr (mum'i-fi), v. t.; pret. and pp. mum-
mified, ppr. mummifying. [= F. momifier; as
tnuntmyi + -fy.^ To make into amummy ; em-
balm and dry as a mummy; hence, to dry, or
to preserve by drying.

Thou art far

More richly laid, and shalt more long remain
Still mummified within the hearts of men.

John BoB, Poems (1646), p. 50.

There had been broughtback to France numerousmum-
fnified corpses of the animalswhich the ancient Egyptians
revered and preserved. Hvxley, Amer. Addresses, p. 33.

mimuning (mum'ing), n. [< ME. mommyng

;

verbal n. of mum'^, «.] The sports ofmummers

;

masking or masquerade.

That no maner of personne, of whate degree or condicion
tiiat they be of, at no tyme this Christmas goo a mommyrtg
with cloce visaged. English GUdg (B. 'K T. &.), ^ ^H.

She had borrowed the suit under pretence she meant to

play in some muntnnn^ or rural masquerade.
S&M, Monastery, xxiz.

"Disguisiugs" and "fnwmmings,'* L e. dances or other
appearances in costume, no doubt often of a figurative
description, were in vogue at Court from the time of Ed-
ward m. A. W. Ward, Eng. Iham. Lit, L 82.

mTUnmock (mum'ok), n. [Var. of mammock.
Ot. mommick. ] An old coat fit to put on a scare-
crow.

I havent a rag or a miemmoek
To fetch me a chop or a steak;

I w^ that the coats of my stomach
Were such as my uncle would take, T. Hood.

mnmmyi (mum'i), n. ;
pi. mummies (-iz). [For-

merly also mummie, mummee; in late ME. mo-
myn, momyan (def. 2) ; =D. G. Sw. Dan. mumie,
< OF. mumie, F. momie = Sp. Pg. momia = It.

mummia, < ML. mumia, momia, mummja =z'SGt.

fwv/ua

=

Turk, mumiyd= Pers. mumiyai ( >Hind.
momiydi), a mummy (Hind, also a medicine), <

Ar. mumiya, pi. moiodmi, an embalmed body, a
mummy, < mum (> Pers. mum, > Hind, mom),
wax (used in embalming) ; cf . Coptic mum,
bitumen, gum-resin.] 1 . A dead human body
embalmed and dried after the manner of the

ancient Egyptian preparation for burial. An im-

mense number of mummies are found in Egypt, consist-

ing not only of human bodies, but of those of various ani-

Bead of MoniiDy of Seti I., father
of Rameses U.
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mals, as baUEi, apee, ibises, crocodiles, fish, etc The pro-
cesses of embalmii^ bodies werevery Tarioas. The boclies

of tbe poorer classes were
merely dried with salt or
natron, and wrapped up
in coarse clotiis. Those
of the rich and the great
underwent the most com-
plicated operations, and
were laboriously adorn-
ed with Tarious orna-
ments. The embalmers
extracted the brain
throi^h the nostrOs, and
the entrails through an
incision'in the side. The
body was then shaved
and washed, the belly

filled with perfom^, and
the whole body covered
with natron, and steeped
in Uie sfflme material for

seventy d^ys. After this

the cozpee was washed,
treated with balsam or
other antiseptics, and

then wrapped up in linen bandages, sometimes to the num-
ber of twenty tbicknessea. The body was then put into an
ornamented case of wood or cartonnage. Sometimes the
cases were double. The termmummy is likewise used of
human bodi» preserved in other ways, either by artificial

preparation or by accident. The Onanche^ or ancient
people of tbe Canaries, embalmed t^eir dead in a simple
but effectual manner. In some situations the conditions
of ihe soiland atanosphere, bythe rapidity with which they
I>ermit the drying of the animal tissues, are alone sufficient

for t^e preservation of the body wit^ the general charac-
teristics of a mummy. This is the case in some parts

of South. America, especially at Arica (formerly in Pern),

where considerable numbers of bodies have been found
quite dry, in pits dug in a dry saline soiL In some places

natural mummies are occasionally found in caverns or
in crypts, as in a well-lmown church-crypt in Bordeaux,
France. Natural mununies of various ftnimala axe often
found in such st^;e of preservation as to allow of scien-

tific description of many of their parts.

An imposture perhaps contrivedby the Water-men, who^
fetching them [t^e arms andl^s]&om the JfuniTTUs, . . .

do stick them over-night in the sand.
Sandys^ Travailes, p. 99.

2t. The substance of a nmirmiy; a medicinal
preparation supposed to consist of the sub-
stance of mummies or of dead bodies; hence,
a medicinal liquor or gam. in general. Also
mummia. See first quotation under mummia,
Mitmmy hath great force in stanching blood, which may

be ascribed to the mixture of balms tdiat are glutinous.
Bacon, Nat. Hist, § 980.

'TIS true ; there's magic in the web of it : . . .

And it was dyed in mummy which tlie skilful

Conserved of maidens' hearts.
Sbak., Othello, iit 4. 74.

Make mummy of my flesh, and sell me to the apothe-
Cfuiea. Sfariey, Bird in a Cage, L 1.

In or near this place is a precioi^ liquor or mvmmy
growing; . . . amoist,redolentgum it is, sovereign against
poisons. Sir T. Herbert^ Travels in Africa, p. 124.

Jfummy is said to have been first brought into ase in

medicine by tiie malice of a Jewish physician, who wrote
that flesh thus anbalmed was good for the cure of divers
disease^ and particularly bruises* to prevent the blood's

gathering and coagulating. Chdmbertts Cyc, 1738.

3. In liort.j a kind ofwax used in grafting and
planting trees.— 4. A brown color prepared
from the asphalt taken from Egyptian mum-
mies, and used as an oil-color by artists, it re-

sembles asphaltnm in its general qualities, and has the ad-

vantage of being less liable to crack. It was supp(»ed
that the asphalt taken from the Egyptian mummies made
thefinestcolor. ITrv, Diet, IIL 381.—To beat to a mom-
my, to beat soundly, or till insensible.

mnmmy^ (mum'i), «. t, ;
pret. and pp. mummied,

ppr, mummying, [< mummy\n^ To embahn;
mummify. Enoyc, Brit., XVn. 21.

ninniiny2 (mum'i), n .; pi. mummies (-iz). [Short

for mummychog,'] A mummychog. Massachur-

setts Fisheries Beport for 1872, p. 51,

mmniliy-case (mum'i-kas), ». In Egyptian ar-

ch^Boh, a ease ofwood or cartonnage in which a

mummy was inclosed, having as nearly as pos-

sible the shape of the mummy, and carved and
painted so as to represent the dead person.
The mummy-cases of the rich were often very elaborately

painted and inlaid, and were inclosed in a second or outer

case of wood, or a sarcophagus of stone, the latter being

sometimes also of the form of the mummy, but more fre-

quently rectangular. See cut in next column.

mnXDinychog (mum'i-chog), n. [Amer, Ind.

mummaehog.'i A salt-water minnow, the com-

nrmmp

Mmnmycbog {FundttiMs majalis).

mon Mllifish, Fimdulus heteroditus ; also, one of

numerous otiier small cyprinodonts, Mil ifishes

or top-minnows. See kiUiJisli. Also written

Mummy-case of Kha-Hor, between two others.—Boulak Museimi.
Cairo, Efypt.

mumTnachog, mummichog, jnammichug, mammy-
chug. '

mmniny-cloth (mum'i-kldth), «. 1. Cloth in
which mummies are enveloped, a fabric as to
the material of which there is -some dispute,but
which is generally admitted to be linen.—2,
A modem textile fabric made to some extent
in imitation of the ancient fabric, and used
especially as a foundation for embroidery.—3.
A fabric resembling crape, having the warp of
either cotton or sSk and the weft of woolen:
used for mourning when black on account of its

lusterless surface. Also jnomie-cloth.

mmiiiiiy'-wheat (mum'i-hwet), ». A variety of
wheat, origin^ly considered a distinct species,
Triticum compositum, cultivated in Egypt and
Abyssinia , and to some extent elsewhere, it has
been raised ]hx>m grains found inmummy-cases—probably
placed there, however, by fraud.

nminpi (mump), i;. [<D.7»07Wpen, mump, cheat;
a strengthened form of mommen, mumble: see
TOMmi, V. The Groth. 'bi-mampjan, deride, is

perhaps ult. related. In part perhaps associ-
ated with munch, as crumps with crunch, hump
with hunch, lump^ with lunch, etc. Hence
mumpg.^ I. intrans. 1. To mumble or mutter,
as in sulMness.

And when he's crost or sullen any way.
He tnufTtpg, and lowres, and hangs the Up^ they say.

John Taylor^ Works (1630). iNares.)

When they come with their counterfeit looks, andmump-
ing tones, think them players. Lamb, Decay of B^^ara.

2. To nibble ; chew ; munch, or move the jaw
as if munching.
Aged mun^ng beldames. Ifash, Trarors of the Night
Spend but a quarter so much time in mumping upon

6flj>rieli5m.

Nash, Dedication to Haue with you to Saffron-Walden.

3. To chatter ; make mouths ; grin like an ape,

2^. The tailor will mn mad upon my life for t
Ped. How he mumps and bridles ; he will ne'r cut clothes

again. Fletcher and RouHey, Maid in the Mill, ilL 1.

4. To implore alms in a low muttering tone;
play the be^^; hence, to deceive; practise

imposture.
And then went mumping with a sore 1^, . . . cautang

and whining. Burke.

Doubtless Ids church will be no ho^ital
For superannuate forms and mumping shams.

Lmodl, The CathedraL

H. trans. 1, To utter with a low, indistinct

voice ; chatter unintelligibly.

Who mump their passion, and who^ grimly smiling,

StiU thus address the fair with voice begmling.
G<)ldsmHh, Epilogue Spoken by Mrs. Buckley and

EMlssCatley.

2, To munch; chew: as, to mump food.

She sunk to the earth as dead as a doore naile, and
never mun^ crust after. Naxhe, Lenten Stuffe.

3. To overreach.
What, yon laugh, I warrant, to think how the young

Baggage and you will mtanp the poor old Father; but if

all her Dependance for a Fortune be upon the Fatiier, he
may chance to mump yon both and spoil the Jest

Wycheriey, Gentleman Dancing-Master, iiL L
mnmpQ (mump), n. [Origin obscure.] 1. A
protuberance ; a lump. [Prov. Eng.]— 2. Any
great knotty piece of wood; a root. HaUiwelL
[Prov. Eng.]



mumper
mumper (mum'pfer), «. A beggar.

Since the king of beggars was married to the queen of
sluts, at Irfwzy-hill, near BegBars-bush, being most splen-
didly attended on by a ragged regiment of mumpers.

Poor RoMn (1694). (Narea.)

The country gentleman [of the time of Charles II.] . . .

was . . . deceived by the tales of a Lincoln's Inn mumper.
Maeaulay, Hist. Eng. (Latham.)

mumping-day (mump'ing-da), n. St. Thomas's
day, the twenty-first of December, when the
poor go about the country begging com, etc.
HaUiwell. [Prov. Eng.]
mumpish (mum'pish), a. [< mump''- + -ish^."]

Dull; heavy; sullen; sour.

mumpisUy (mum'pish-li), adv. In a mumpish
manner; dully; sullenly.

mtmipishness (mum'pish-nes), n. The state of
being mumpish; suUenness.
mumps (mumps), n.pl. (also used as sing.). [PI.

ot*mump^,n.,<.mump\v. Ci.mump^.] 1. Sul-
lenness; silent displeasure ; sulks. [Rare.]

The Sunne was so in his mMmps uppon it, that it was al-

most noone before hee could goe to cart that day.
Nashe, Lenten Stufle (Harl. Misc., VI. 168). (Daviee.)

2. A contagious non-suppurative inflammation
of the parotid and sometimes of the other sali-

vary glands and of the circum^landular connec-
tive tissue ; idiopathic parotitis. Mumps Is usual-
ly an innocent affection without dangers or sequeles. It
begins with pain and then swelling behind the jaw, close
to the ear, on one side. The pain at first is caused by mo-
tion of the jaw or the presence of acids. The other side

^
is involTed a day or two later. There may be inflamma-
tion of the testes and scrotum in males, or of the mammee,
ovaries, and vulva in females ; this extension is, however,
mostly conflned to pubescence and adult life. One attack
usually protects. The period of incubation is thought to
be from 7 to W days.

3t- A drinking game.
Now, he is nobody that cannot drinke super nagulum,

carouse the hunter's hoop, quaffe upsey freze crosse, with
leapes gloves, mwmpof, frolickes, and a thousand such
domineering inventions. Naihs, Pierce Fenilesse.

mumpsimus (mump'si-mus), n. [A term ori-

ginating in the story of an ignorant priest who
m saying his mass had long said mmnpsimm for
sumpsimus, and who, when his error was point-
ed out, replied, "I am not going to change njy
old mumpsimus for your new sumpsimus." The
story evidently refers to the post-communion
prayer "Quod ore sumpsimus," etc.] An error
obstinately clung to ; a prejudice.

Some be to stiffe in their old mumpfflm/us, others be to
busy and curious in their newe sumpsimus.

HaU, Hen. VIII., f. 261. (BaUiwett.)

Mere chance of circumstances is their infallible deter-
minator of the true and the false, and, somehow, it cannot
but be that their old mumpfimvus is preferable to any new
sumpsimus. F. Hcul, Mod. Eng., p. 137.

muni (mun), n. [< ME. mun, prob. < Sw. mum
= Dan. mund= G. mund = D. mond = E. mouth :

see mouth.'i The mouth.

One a penny, two a penny, hot cross buns.
Butter them and sugar them and put them in yourmwTW.

Popular rime, quoted by Halliwell.

mun^, V. A variant of moun\ maun— that is,

must. [Now only provincial.]

A gentleman mun show himself like a gentleman.
B. Jonton, Every Man in his Humour, i. 1.

mun^ (mun), n. [Origin not ascertained.] One
of a band of dissolute young fellows who, in the
reign of Queen Anne, swaggered by night in

the streets of London, breaking windows, over-

turning sedans, beating men, and offering rude
caresses to women ; a Mohawk.
mun* (mun), n. 1. A dialectal variant of man,
used indefinitely for both numbers of the third

personal pronoun (he, him, they, them),

I've seed Tmin [him] do what few has.
Kingdey, Westward Ho, xxx.

Look to mjun [them]— the works of the Lord.
Eingsley, Westward Ho, xxx.

2. A familiar term of address applied to per-

sons of either sex and of any age : usually at

the end of a sentence and practically expletive

:

as, mind what I'm telUn' you, mun. [Prov. Eng.
and southern U. S.]

muncll (munch), v. [Formerly also maunch,
mounch; < ME. munchen, var. of mMnchen,

maunchen, var. of maiingen, mangen, eat: see

mange, v. For the relation of munch to maunch'i^,

cf . that of crunch to craunch.'] I. trans. To chew
deliberately or continuously; masticate audi-

bly; champ.
And some wolde rrvunche hire mete al allone.

Chaucer, Troilus, L 915.

I could munch your good dry oats.

Shak., M. N. D., iv. 1. 36.

n. intrans. To chew continuouslyand noisily.

3898
A sailor's wife had chestnuts in her lap.

And mun^h'd, and munch'd, and munch'd.
Shak., Macbeth, i 3. 6.

munch (munch), n. [< m^nch, «.] Something
to eat. Halliwell. [Colloq. or prov.]

muncher (mun'ohfer), n. One who munches.
munch-presentt, «• A variant of mauneh-pres-
ent.

Muncke battery- -A- galvanic battery the plates

of which are in the form of a horseshoe with
one zinc and one copper arm soldered together.
These are placed in sncn a manner as mutually to inter-

lock on a frame which is immersed in a trough of acidu-
lated solution.

muncom, » Same as mangeorn.
mund^t, n. [AS.: see mottjwjl.] In Anglo-Saxon
faio, protection; security. Compare »««>wi!JMm.

Till ... a waiver was given, the wrong-doer remained
in the folk's mund; and to act against him without such
a waiver, or without appeal to the folk, was to act against
the folk itself, for it was a breach of the peace or frith to
which his mjund entitled him.

J. li. Green, Oonq. of Eng., p. 28.

mund^t (mund), n. [< L. mundus, world: see
mound^.'] A globe or ball: same as mound?.
Another angel, nimbed, supporting in his muffled hand

a wMnd or boll surmounted by a double transomed cross.

Sock, Church of our Fathers, 1. 268.

mundane (mun'dan), a. and n. [In ME. mon-
dain, < OF. mondaAn, F. mondan,n = Sp. Pg.
mwnaamo = It. mondano; < LL. mundamis, be-
longing to the world, < L. mundus, the world,
< mundus, adorned, elegant, clean; cf. cosmos^.}

1. a. 1. Belonging to thisworld; worldly; terres-

trial ; earthly : as, this mundane sphere ; mun-
dane existence.

The pompous wealth renouncing of mondain glory.
Sob. of Oloueester, p. 679, App. No. 2.

I, Eing Pericles, have lost

This queen, worth all our mundane cost.

Shak., Pericles, ill. 2. 71.

A sight . . . fitted tor meditation on the volatility of
mundane things. Lalhrop, Spanish Vistas, p. 96.

2. In astrol., relating to the horizon, and not
to the ecliptic. Thus, nmndame paraUeU are small
circles parallel to the horizon; mundane a^ecta are dif-

ferences of azimuth amounting to some simple aliquot
part of the circle. But the mundane aspects are calcu-
lated in such violation of the truths of trigonometry as to

leave room for dispute as to what is intended.—Mim-
dane astrology. Beeootroio^^,!.—Mundane era. See
era.

Il.t n. A dweller in this world.

By the shyppe we may vnderstande ye folyes and er-

roures that the mondaynet are in, by the se this presente
worlde. ProL to WaUorUa tr, of Ship of Eools.

mundanely (mun'dan-li), adv. In a mundane
manner; with reference to worldly things.

mundanity (mun-dan'i-ti), n. [= F. mon-
danitd = ft. mondanitd,, i ML. mu/ndanita(t-)s,

love of the world, < L. mundanus, of the world:
see mundane."] The quality of being mundane

;

worldliness; worldly feelings ; the way of the
world.

The love olmundanity, wherein do reside the vital spirits

of the body of sin. W. Montague, Devoute Essays, I. xx. 1.

He could have blessed her for the tone, for the escape
into common mundantty.

Mra. Humphry Ward, Eobert Blsmere, II. xvi.

mundationt (mun-da'shon), n. [= It. monda-
zione, < LL. mmidaMo(n-), a cleansing, < L. mun-
dare, pp. mundatus, cleanse, < mundus, clean:
see mundane.^ The act of cleansing. BaMey,
1731.

mundatory (mun'da-to-ri), a. and n. [< LL.
mundatorius, belon^ng to cleansing, < muai-

dator, a cleanser, < L. mundare, pp. mundatus,
cleanse : see mundation.'] I.t a. Having pow-
er to cleanse ; cleansing. Bailey, 1727. [Rare.]

II. n.; Tpl. mundatories (-viz). B&Tae &a pvri-
flcator.

mund-hjrrdt (AS. pron. mund'blird), n. [AS.
(= OS. mundbwd = OHGr. mundiiurd), vToteo-
tion, patronage, aid, a fine (see def.), ^mxmd,
protection, -I- *hyrd,<. heran, bear: see oear^ and
oirth.2 In early Eng. hist., a fee or fine paid
for securing protection.

In the laws of Ethelbert the king's mundbyrd is fixed

at fifty shillings. Stvtba, Const. Hist., § 71.

mundic (mun'dik), n. [Com.] Iron pyrites,

either pyrite or marcasite, and including also

arsenical pyrites, or arsenopyrite, which is

sometimes called arsenical mundic.

There are mines of silver mixed with copper at Knten-
berg, to the west of Prague, in which there Is a crystal that
is thought to be Flores cupri ; they find likewise both white
and yellow mundic, and formerly they had antimony there.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. IL 239.

mundicidioust (mun-di-sid'i-us), a. [< L. mun-
dus, the world, 4- cadere (in comp. -cidere), fall,

happen: see cadent, chance.] Happening, to

mungo
be met with, or to be looked for in this world.

[Rare.]

Atwaey ate mundiffidioua evUs.

N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 21.

mundiflcant (mun-dif'i-kantj, a. and n. [=
Pg. mundiflcante = It. mondificante, < LL. m«»-
d«^caw(t-)«, ppr. oi mundificoA-e, cleanse: see

mundify.] 1, a. Having the power to cleanse

and heal; cleansing.

II. n. A cleansing and healing ointment or

plaster. Also mundifier.

mundification (mun"di-fi-ka'Bhgn), n. [= F.

mondification = Pg. mundifioagSCo = It. mondifi-

canione, < ML. mundificatio(n-), < LL. mvmMfl-
care, pp. mundiflcatus, cleanse : see mv/ndify.]

The act or operation of cleansing any body
from dross or extraneous matter.

The Juice both of the braunches and heaibe Itself, as also

of the root, is singular for to scour the Jaundice, and all

things els which have need of clenslng and mundtfteation.
Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxiv. 6.

mundificativet (mun'di-fi-ka-tiv), a, and n.

[= F. mondificaUf= Sp. Pg. rnwndifioalmo = It.

mondificativo, < ML. mundijicatvoua, < LL. mun-
dificare, pp. mundiflcatus, cleanse: see mundi-

fy.] Same as mundiflcant.

mundifier (mun'di-fi-6r), n. Same as mundifl-

cant. Bees.

mundify (mun'di-fi), v.; pret. and pp. m^ndi-

fied, ppr. mundifying. [< P. mondifler. = Sp.

Pg. mundiflcar = It. mondificare, < LL. munai-

ficare, cleanse, < L. mundm, clean, + facere,

make.] I, trans. To cleanse; make clean; pu-
rify.

Here mercury, here hellebore,

Old ulcers rmmdifying-
Drayton, Muses' Elysium, v.

Whatever stains were theirs, let them reside

In that pure place, and they were nmndijled,
Crabbe, Works, Vin. 182.

II, intrans. To do something by way of

cleansing.

To cleanse and mundifle where need is.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxiiL *.

Or at least forces him, upon the ungrateful Inconvenlen-
cy, to steer to the next barber's shop, to new rig and mun-
difle. Counl/ry Oentlema/n'e Vade-meemn (1699). (Narei.)

mundil (mun'dil), n. Same as mandil^.

mundiumt, »• [ML.: see mundX.] In Anglo-
Saxon law, protection. See the quotation.

And the worst oppressions in consequence of the nw»-
dium [protection given by a noble or rich man to a poorer,
for services to be rendered and assessments paid by the
latter] led to the fear that a new serfdom might arise.

Englieh Gilds (E. E. T. 8.), Int., p. ex.

mundivagant (mun-div'a-gant), a. [< L. mum-
dus, the world (see nmndane),+ vagan(t-)s, ppr.
of vagari, wander: see vagrant.] Wandering
over the world. J. Philips. [Rare.]
mundul (mun'dul), n. Same as mandil^.

mundungot, mundungust (mun-dung'go, -gas),

n. [Of. Sp. mondongo, paunch, tripes, black-
pudding.] Tobacco made up into a black roll.

With these mmidMnqo'a, and a breath that smells
Like standing pools in subterranean cells.

Satyr againat Hypoertitet (1689). (Nora.)

Exhale mmidunaua, 111-perfumlng scent.
J. PhlUpa, Splendid Shilling.

munerary (mii'ne-ra-ri), a. [< LL. munera/ritM,
belonging to a gut,'< L. munus (muner-), a gift:

see munerate.] Having the nature of a gift.

Bailey, 1731. [Rare.]

muneratet (mii'ne-rat), v. t. [< L. muneratus,
pp. of munerare ("> It. munerare), give, < munus
(mu/ner-), OL. moenus (moener-), a service, of-

fice, function, favor, gift, present^ a public
show : cf . munia, moerka, duties, service. Hence
remunerate.] Same as remunerate.
munerationt (mu-ne-ra'shpn), n. [== It. mune-
razione, < LL. mv/neraUo(n-'), a giving, < L. m/u-

nerare, pp. nvuneratus, give: see munerate.]
Same as remuneration.
munga (mung'ga), n. Same as bonnet-macaque.
mungcom (mung'kdm), n. Same as mangeorn.
mnngeet. n. See mmjeet.
mungo^ (mung'go), n. [Perhaps < "mung, mong,
mang, a mixture, as in mangeorn, mungcom.
But the termination, in this view, is not ex-
plained. The early history is not known. Some
conjecture that the word is due to a proper
name, Mungo. This is a Sc. name.] Artificial
short-staple wool formed by tearing to pieces
and disintegrating old woolen fabrics, as old
clothes. The cloth made from it when mixed with a lit-

tle fresh wool has a fine warm appearance, but from the
shortness of the fiber is weak and tender. See thodd/y,

mungo^ (mung'go), n. [Cf. NL. Mungos, the
specific name of the plant: see Mumgos.] An



mungo
East Indian plant, Ophiorhiza Mungos, whose
roots are a reputed cure for snake-bites. See
mongoos.
mungofa (mun-go'fa), n. The gopher, a kind
of tortoise.

mungoos, n. See mongoos.
Mungos (mung'gos), n. [NL. : see mongoos.']
1. A genus of African viverrine quadrupeds of
the subfamily BMnogaUnw. The Mungos fas-
ciatus is a common species.— 2. [I. c] Same as
mongoos.
mungrelt, ». and a. An obsolete spelling of
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The proposal seeme to aim at the trntnidpalisation of

land, by placing the local authority in the position of
ultimate landlord. nineteenth Century, XVIII. 525.

Such is the present position of aSaiis in Paris, and it

certainly points in the direction of the munimpalisation
of the bread trade. Lancet, ^o. 3465, p. 209.

The flesh of the gopher, or m«noo/o, as it is also called, ^TinininoniT r^r, r^ic'A -nal i\ ^Ai Tt. o muni
is considered exoeUent eating. jknaic. Brit., X. 78o!

mUniCipaUy (mu-nis i-pal-i), adv. iJi a muni-
cipal manner ; as regards municipal rule.

municipium (mu-ni-sip'i-um), n.; pi. munici-
pia (-a). [L. : see municipal.'] In ancient
times, an Italian town with local rights of self-

government and some of the privileges of Ko-
man citizenship ; later, a town-government
similarly constituted, wherever situated.

A colony was brought to it [the ancient Carnuntum] ; it

was made a munidpiwm ; and the emperor Aurelius spent
much of his time in this city.

Poeocke, Description of the ^ast, II. ii. 241.

munificf (mu-nif'ik), a. [< It. munifico, < L.
munificiis, bountiful, liberal, < mumus, a pres-
ent, -f- /acere, make.] Liberal; lavish. Black-
lock, Hymn to Divine Love.

munificatet (mu-nif'i-kat), v. t. [< L. munifica-
tus, pp. of munifieare, present, < murdfieus, pres-
ent-making: see munific.] To enrich. Cock-
eram.
munificence^ (mu-nif'i-sens), n. [< F. munifi-
cence = Sp. Pg. munifice'nc^a = It. munificenza,
munifleenzia, K L. munificenUa, boimtifulness:
see munificent.] The quality or character of

being munificent ; a giving or bestowing with
great liberality or lavishness; bounty; liberal-

ity. Also munificen<}y.= Syn. Uberality, Generosity,
etc. (see ieneficence), bounteousness, bountifulness.

munificence^t, n. [Irreg. < L. muni-re, fortify

{s&e muniment), + -ficenUa, <facen(t-)s, ppr. of

facere, make.] Fortification or strength; de-
fense. Spenser, F. Q., II. x. 15.

muniflcency (mu-nif'i-seu-si), n. Same as m«-
nifi,cenceK Sandys, Travailes, p. 72.

munificent (mu-nif 'i-sent), a. [= It. munifi-
cente, < L. as. if *munifi,cen(t-)s, equiv. to muni-
^CMS, bountiful : see mvmific] 1. Extremely
liberal in giving or bestowing; very generous:
as, a mun^cent benefactor or patron.

Think it not enough to be liberal, but Tnunijicent.

Sir T. Brovme, Christ. Mor., i. 5.

munguba (mun-g8'ba), n. [Native name.] A
stately species of silt-cotton tree, BombaxMun-
guba, found on the Amazon and Rio Negro.
mungyt (mun'ji), a. [Origin obscure.] Dark;
clouded; gloomy.

Disperse this plague-distilling cloud, and clear

My mungy soul into a .glorious day.
Qvarlei, Emblems, T 5.

Munia (mii'ni-a), n. [NL. (Hodgson, 1836), from
an E. Ind. name.] An extensive genus of plo-

ceine birds of India and islands eastward, as M.
maja or M. malacca, in which genus the paddy-
bird is placed by some authors. See Padda.
municipal (mu-nis'i-pal), a. [< F. mwmcipal
= Sp. Pg. municipal ="It. munidpaU, < L. mw-
nicipalis, of or belonging to a citizen or a free
town, < municeps (municip-), a citizen, an in-

habitant of a free town (> municipium, a free

town, having the right of a Roman citizenship,

but governed by its own laws), < munus, duty
(see munerate), + capere, take; see capable.]
1. Of or pertaining to the local self-govern-
ment or corporate government of a city or town.

When the time comes for the ancient towns of England
to reveal the treasures of their municipal records, much
light must be thrown uponthe election proceedings of the
middle ages. Stubbs, Const. Hist, § 422.

2. Self-governing, as a free city.

There are two distinct and opposite systems of adminis-
tration, the municipal or self-governing, and the central-
izing or bureaucratic.

W. R. Greg, Misc. Essays, 2d ser., p. 48.

3. Pertaining to the internal affairs of a state,

kingdom, or nation, and its citizens : as, muni-
cipal law (which see, below) municipal bor-
ough. See bmrmxghX, 2 (aX—Municipal corporation,
court. Judge, etc. See the nouns.—jnunldpal law, a
rule of civil conduct, prescribed by the civU power in a
state, respecting the mtercouree of the state with its

members and of its members with each other, as distin-

guished from irvtemational law, the law of nations, etc.

In this phrase, derived from the Roman law, the word
municipal has no speciflc reference to modern municipal-
ities.

The m^untdpaZ laws of this kingdom . . . are of a vast
extent, and . . . include in their generality all those sev-

eral laws which are allowed as the rule and direction of
justice and judicial proceedings.

Sir M. Hale, Hist. Com. Law of Eng.

I call it municijpoZ law, in compliance with common
speech ; for, though strictly that expression denotes the
particular customs of one shigle municipium or free town,
yet it may with sufficient propriety be applied to any one
state or nation which is governed by the same laws and
customs. Blaekstone, Com., Int., § 2.

The term rmmicipal [for local or provincial law] seemed
to answer the purpose very well till it was taken by an
English author of the first eminence to signify internal
law in general, in contradistinction to international law,
and the imaginary law of nature. It might still be used
in this sense, without scruple, in any other language.
Bentha/m, Introd. to Morals and Legislation, xvii. 26, note.

municipalisation, n. See munidpaMzaUon.
municipalism (mu-nis'i-pal-izm), n. [= F. mu-
nicipalisme; as municipal '^- .4sm.] Systematic
municipal government ; the tendency to or pol-

icy of government by municipalities.

municipality (mu-nis-i-pal'i-ti), n.; phmunid-
palities (-tiz). [= F. mumidpalitS = Sp. muni-
cipalidad = Pg. mumoipalidade = It. mvmicipa-

litA; as municipal + ^ty.] A town or city pos-

sessed of corporate privileges of local seli-gov-

ernment; a community under municipal juris-

diction.

We have not relegated religion (like something we were
ashamed to shew) to obscure municlpaliMes orrustick vil-

lages. Burke, Rev. in France.

London claims the first place . . . as the greatest mwni-

ctpoJit!/, as the model on which . . . the other large towns

of the country were allowed or charged to adjust their

Stuhis, Const. Hist., § 486.

municipalization (mu-nis"i-pal-i-za shon), n.

[< municipal + -ize + -ation.'] The act or pro-

cess of converting (a community) into a munici-

pality, of bringing it undermunicipal control, or

of providing for it the privileges of local self-

government. Also spelled municipalisation.

2. Characterized by great liberality or lavish
generosity: a,s, a. munificent gift.

Essex felt this disappointment keenly, but found con-
solation in the most m/unijiccnt and delicate liberality.

Macaulay,' Lord Bacon.

=S7n. Bountiful, bounteous, princely. See beneficence.

munificently (mu-nif'i-sent-li), adv. In a mu-
nificent manner; with remarkable liberality or
generosity.

munifyt, «• *• [Irreg. < L. muni-re, fortify, -I-

-fy.] To fortify. [Rare.]

The king assails, the barons muwify'd.
Drayton, Barons' Wars, ii. st. 34.

muniment (mu'ni-ment), n. [Formerly also

monyment and, rarely, miniment; < OF. muni-
ment = L. munimentum, a defense, < munire.

Oh. moenire, furnish with walls, fortify, < moe-
nia, mcema, walls.] If. A fortification of any
kind; a stronghold; a place of defense.— 2.

Support; defense.
The arm our soldier.

Our steed the leg, the tongue our trumpeter.
With other muniments and petty helps.

Shak., Cor., i. 1. 122.

We cannot spare the coarsest mitnimeni of virtue.
Einerson, Conduct of Life.

3. A document by which claims and rights are
defended or maintained ; a title-deed; a deed,

charter, record, etc., especially such as belong
to public bodies, or those in which national,

manorial, or ecclesiastical rights and privileges

are concerned.

The privileges of London were recognized [at the time
of the coronation of William the Conqueror] by a royal

writ which still remains, the most venerable of its muni-
ments, among the city's ai'chives.

J. S. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 563.

4. Any article preserved or treasured as of spe-

cial interest or value, as jewels, relics, etc.

Upon a day as she him sate beside,

By chance he certaine miinimerUs forth drew
Which yet with him as relickes did abide.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. viii. 6.

Muniment-house, munlment-room, a house or room
in cathedrals, colleges, coUegiate churches, castles, orpub-
lic buildings, purposely made for keeping deeds, charters,

writings, eto.

munion, n. See mtmnion.
munitet (mu-nif), v. t. [< L. munitus, pp. of mu-
nire, oil. moenire (> It. munire = Pg. F. munir,
furnish with walls, fortify), < moenia, moenia,

walls,] To fortify; strengthen.

mur
Men must beware that, in the procuring or muniting of

religions unity, they do not dissolve and deface the laws
of charity. Bacon, Unity in Religion.

Monasteries strongly rrmnited against the incursions of
robbers and pirate. Sandys, Travailes, p. 64.

munition (mu-nish'on), n. [< F. munition= Sp.
munieion = Pg. miihipSo = It. munizione, < L.
munitio(n-), a defendmg, a fortification, < mu-
nitus, pp. of munire, defend: see munite.] If.
Fortification.

Keep the muroMon, watch the way. Nahum it 1.

2. Materials used in war for defense or for at-
tack; war material

j military stores of aU kinds;
ammunition

;
provisions : often in the plural.

A very strong citadel at the west end, exceedingly well
furnished with munition, wherein there are five hundred
pieces of Ordinance. Coryat, Crudities, I. 97.

His majesty might command all his subjects, at their
charge, to provide and furnish such number of ships, with
men, munition, and victuals, and for suchtime as he should
think fit. Hallam.

Torpedo-boats, iron-clads, and perfected weapons and
munitions at the service of any government that has money
to buy them. Tlie Century, XXXVIII. 313.

3. Figuratively, material for the carrying out
of any enterprise.

Pen. Cant. Your man of law
And learn'd attorney has sent you a bag of munition.
Pen.Jun. . . . What is 't?

Pen. Cant. Three hundred pieces.
B. Jonson, Staple of News, i. 1.

munityt (mii'ni-ti), n. [< OF. munite, for im-
munite: see immunity.] Immunity; freedom;
security. fF. Montague, Devoute Essays, I. iv. 2.

munjah (mun'ja), n. Same as moonja,

munjeet (mun-jef), n. [Also mungeet; < Hind.
manjit, a drug used for dyeing red.] 1. An
East Indian madder-plant, Jkubia cordifoMa,tak-
ing to some extent the place of the common
madder, and like the latter affording garancin.
— 2. The dyestuff obtained from its root.

munjistin Cmun-jis'tin), n. [< munjeet (*mun-
ji[_s]t) -I- -M»2.] An orange coloring matter
(CsHgOs) contained, together with purpurin, in
munjeet or East Indian madder. It is nearly
related in composition to purpurin and alizarin.

munna (mun'a). [Same as maunna.] Must
not. [Scotch.]

munnion (mun'yon), n. [Also munion; < P.
moignon, a blunt "end or stump, as of an am-
putated limb (= Sp. mufton, the stump of an
amputated limb, = Pg. munhSo, a trunnion of
a gun, = It. mugnone, a carpenters' munnion,
moneone, a stump), < OF. moing (> Bret, mon,
moun, etc.) = It. manco, maimed, < L. maneus,
maimed: see mank^. The F. moignon does not
appear in the particular sense 'munnion,' the
P. form for which is meneau, OF. menel. Hence,
by corruption, mullion, now the common form
in areh. use. Monial^, munUn, and munting ap-
pear to be other forms of the same word, due to
some orig. misunderstanding.] 1. A muUion.
[Obsolete or provincial.]— 2. In ship-building:

(a) A piece of carved work placed between the
lights in a ship's stern and quarter-galleries,

(o) A piece placed vertically to divide the
panels in framed bulkheads.
mun-pins (mun'pinz), n. pi. [< ME. mompyns,
mone-pins; < mun^ -i- pin.] Teeth. [Obsolete
or prov. Eng.]

Thy mone-pynTies bene lyche old yvory,
Lydgate, Minor Poems, p. 30. lEaUiweU.}

munst, n. [Cf . mun^.] The face. Bailey, 1731.

muntt, n. A Middle English form of mint^.

muntin, munting (mxm'tin, -ting), n. [See
munnion.] The central vertical piece that di-

vides the panels of a door.

Muntingia (mun-tin'ji-a), TO. [NL. (Plumier,

1703), named afterAbraham Munting, professor

ofbotany at Groningen,who died about 1683.] A
genus of dicotyledonous shrubs, of the polypet-

alous order Tiliacece and the tribe Tilieai, knovm
by its many-seeded berry. There is but one species,

M. Caldbura, a native of tropical America, bearing white

bramble-like flowers and fruit like cherries. Its wood is

used for staves, etc., its bark for cordage. See caldbur-tree

and sUkwood.

muntjac, muntjack (munt'jak), to. [Java-

nese.] A small deer of Java, Cervulus muntjac,

belonging to the subfamily Cervulince. The t«rm
is extended to the several species of the same genus.

They are diminutive deer, resembling to some extent

musk-deer and chevrotains. The male has small simple

spiked antlers and long tusk-like canine teeth ; the female

is hornless and without tusks. These animals inhabit

southern and eastern parts of Asia as well as some of the

adjacent islands. Also written munljak, mintjac.

Muntz's metal. See metal.

murl (mer), n. [A var. of mouse, ME. mous, mm,
< AS. mUs = L. mus (mur-), a mouse : see

mouse.] A mouse. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]



mur
nmr^t, » See mwre^.
mnr^, murri, ». [Also murre; origin obscure.]
If. A catarrh ; a severe cold in iSe head and
throat.

With thepoBe, mm, and such like rheumea.
BoUand, tr. ot Hutarcli, p. 686. (Sneyc Diet.)

Some gentlemanly humour,
The murr, the headache, the catarrh.

Chapman, Mens. D'Olive, ii. 1.

In Booth, madam, I have taken a murr, which makes my
noBe run most pathetically and unvulgarly.

Maraton, Antonio and Mellida, II., ill. 2.

2. An epizootic disease, having some resem-
blance to smallpox, which affects cattle and
sheep, and is said to have been transferred to
man. Dunglison,
Mlirsna (mu-re'na), n. [NL., < L. murmna,
nairena, the murena, a fish (> It. Sp. Pg. mu-
rena = P. murine, a kind of eel, the lamprey),
< Gr. /iiipaiva, a sea-eel, lamprey, a fern, form, <
/ivpog, afivpoQ, a kind of sea-eel.] 1. The typical
genus of Murantidw. The name has heen indiscrimi-
nately applied to almost all the symbranchlate and true
apodal Qshes, but by successive limitations has become
restricted to the European murry and closely related spe-
cies.

y. [I. c] A fish of this genus. Also written
murena.

MlirSBnesocidffl(mu-re-ne-sos'i-de), n.j)l. [NL.,
< Murainesox (-esoc-) + -idee.] A family of en-
ohelycephalous apodal fishes, exemplified by
the genus Murcmesox. They have a regular eel-like
form, with pointed head, lateral nostrils and branchial
apertures, and tongue not free. The family consists ot a
lew tropical or subtropical sea-eels.

Mlirsnesocina(mu-re"ne-so-si'na,),7t.»2. [NL.,
< Murcmesox {-esoc-) + -ina^'.'\ In Crilnther's sys-
tem, a group of Mur<emd(S platycldstw : same as
the family Murwnesocidce.
Mnrsnesox (mu-re'ne-soks), n. [NL., < Mu-
rwna + Esox.'] The typical genus of Murcme-
sooidw, resembling Murcena, but with the snout
extended like a pike's, whence the name. M,
dnerus, an East Indian species, attains a length
of 5 or 6 feet.

MuTsnidse (mu-re'ni-de), n. pi. [NL., < Mu-
rcena + -idce.'i A family of apodal fishes, typi-
fied by the genus Murcena. la) In Bonaparte's sys-
tem of classification, a family of Malaeopterugii, embracing
all the Anodes as well as the OymnoH. (6) In MUUer's and
Ounther's systems, a family of physostomous flBhes of elon-
gate-cylindric or cestoid shape, with the vent far from tlie

ead, no ventral ftns, vertical fins, it these exist, confluent
or separated by the tip of the tail, the sidea of the upperJaw
formed by the tooth-bearing maxillaiies, the fore part by
the intermaxillary (which 1b more or leas coalescent with
the vomer and ethmoid), and the shoulder-girdle not at-

tached to the skull. It corresponds to the Apodet and
Lyameri ot recent s^stematists. (c) In Cope's system, a
family of Colocephali, with three or fewer opercular bones,
no scapular arch, no gloaaohyal, and no osseous lateral
branchihyals.

mUTSenoid (mu-re'noid), a. and n. [< L. mu-
rcena + G-r. etSo(, form.] I. a. Pertaining to
the MurcenidcB, or having their characters.

n. n. One of the MurcenidcB. Sir J. Sichard-
son.

Mursenoididse (mfl-re-noi'di-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Murcenoides + -idai^ A family of blenniiform
fishes, typified by the genus Murcenoides. Also
called Xiphidiontidce.

mnraee (mli'raj), n. [< F. murage (OF. muraige,
a wall), < mwre/-, wall: see mure'^,v. Of. murager,
tnurenger.'] Money paid for keeping the walls
of a town in repair.

The grant ot Murage by the Bovorelgn for the privilege
of fortifying the cities and repairing the walls.

N. and, Q., 7th aer., II. 27B.

muragerf, n. See murenger.

muraill^ (mu-ra-lya'), a- [F., walled, pp. of
murailler, < muraille (= Pr. muralh = Sp. mu-
ralla= Pg. nmralha= It. muraglia), awall, < mur,
< L. murus, a wall : see mure^.l In her., walled.
Also muralU.
mural (mii'ral), a. and n. [< F. mural = Sp.
Pg. mural = It. murale, < L. mwalis, belonging
to a wall, < murus, a wall: see mwrei.] I. a. 1.

Of or pertaining to a wall.

Disburden'd heaven rejoiced, and aoon repair'd

Her m/ural breach. Milton, P. L., vi. 879.

2. Placed on a wall; of plants, trained on a wall.

Where you desire mural fruit-trees should spread, gar-

nish, and bear, cut smoothly off the nextunbearfng branch.
Evdyn, Calendarlum Hortense, January.

These painting^ so wonderfully preserved in this small
provincial town [Pompeii], are even now among the best
specimens we possess ot nmral decoration. They excel

the ornamentation ot the Alhambra, as being more varied
and more Intellectual. J. Fergumon, Hist. Arch., I. 870.

3. Resembling a wall; perpendicular or steep

:

as, a mural structure or formation.— 4. Inpa-
thol., noting vesical calculi when rugous and
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covered with tubercles. Suoh calculi are com-
posed of oxalate of lime, and are also called

mulberry cnlciiU Mural arch, a wall or walled arch,
placed exactly in the plane ot the meridian for the fix-

ing of a large quadrant, sextant, or otlier instrument
to observe the meridian altitudes, etc., of tlie heavenly
bodies.—Mural circle, an instrument which superseded
the mural quadrant, and which has in its turn ueen au-

perseded by the meridian- or transit-cirde. It consists
of an accurately divided circle, fastened to the face ot a
vertical wall with its plane in the plane of the meridian.
It is furnished with a telescope and reading-mlcroscopea,
and la used to measure angular distances in the merid-
ian, ita principal uae being to determine declinatlona ot
heavenly bodiea. See tranMt-eirde.—JU'OI^ crown, a
golden crown or circle ot gold, indented and embattled,
bestowed among the ancient Romans on him who flrat

mounted the wall of a besieged place and there lodged a
standard.—Mural painting, a painting executed, espe-
cially in distemper colors, upon the wall of a bullaing.—
Mural quadrant, a large quadrant attached to a wall,
formerly used tor the aame purposea as a mural circle.

—Mural standards. See otaitiant.—Mural tower, hi
milit. a/rch., a tower strengthening a wall but not pro-

Iecting beyond it on tlie outaide. 0. T. Clark, Arclueol.
nst. Jour., I. 102.

II. n. A wall.

Now is the murcU down between the two neighbours.
Sltak., M. N. D., v. 1, 208.

muraled (mti'rald), a. [< mural + -ed^.'] Made
into a mural crown.

Ardent to deck ]]is brows with murald gold.
J. Philips, Cerealia.

murallS (mu-ral-a'), a. In her. , same as murailU.
murally (mii'ral-i), adv. In a form or arrange-
ment resembling that of the stones in a wall.

MuraUy divided spore-cells.
E. Tueleerman, Oenera Liohenum, p. 138.

Muranese (mii-ra-nes' or -nez'), a. [< Murano
(see def.) + -ese'."] Of or belonging to Murano,
an island town near Venice, celebrated for its

glass-manufactories.
Murano ^lass. See glass.

Muratorian (mii-ra-to'ri-an), a. [< MiM-atori
(see def.) + -am.]" Of or" pertaining to L. A.
Muratori (1672-1750), an Italian scholar.—Mu-
ratorian Qragment (or oonon), a Hat of the New Testa-
ment writings, edited by Muratori. It datea probably from
the second century.

The Muratorianfragment on the Canon must have been
written about A. D. 170. AtheruKum, No. 8282, p. 447.

muray (mii'ra), n. Same as moray.
murcnisonite (m6r'chi-son-it), n. [Named after
Sir Roderick I. Murchison (1792-1871), a British
geologist.] A mineral, a flesh-red variety of
orthoclase or potash feldspar, occurring in the
New Red Sandstone near Exeter, England. It

shows brilliant golden-yellow reflections in a
certain direction.

murder fm6r'd6r), n. [Also and more orig.

murther (now nearly obsolete) : < MB. mordsr,
mordre, morther, morthre, < AS. morthor, mor-
thur, murder, torment, deadly injury, mortal
sin, great wickedness (= Goth, maurthr, mur-
der, > ML. murdrum^ OF. mortre, F. meurtre,
murder, homicide) ; with formative -or, < morth,
death, murder, homicide, destruction, mortal
sin (> ME. murth, slaughter, destruction: see
murih), = OS. morth= OFries. morth, mord= D.
moord = MLG. LG. mart = OHG. mord, MHG.
mort, G. mord = Icel. mordh = Sw. Dan. mord,
murder, = L. mor(t-)s, death, = Lith. smcr-
tis, death, akin to Gr. ppord;, mortal, W. marw
= Bret, marv, death, L. mori, die (> mortuus,
dead), Skt. V mar, die : see mort^, mort^, mor-
tal, etc., immortal, ambrosia, amrita, etc.] 1.

Homicide with malice aforethought ; as legal-

ly defined, the unlawful killing of a human
being, by a person of sound mind, by an act
causing death within a year and a day there-
after, with premeditated malice.

What form of prayer
Can serve my turn ? Forgive me my foul murder/
That cannot be ; since I am still poaaesa'd

Of thoae effecta for which I did the murder,
My crown, mine own ambition, and my queen.

Sliak., Hamlet, 111. 8. 62.

The name of murder (aa a crime) waa anciently applied
only to the secret killing of another ; . , . and it was de-
fined, homicidium quod nullo vidente, nullo soiente, clam
perpetratur. Blaekstme, Com., IV. xlv.

2t. Slaughter: destruction.- Agrarian murder,
. See agraHam,.—Wxr&et will out, the crime ot murder
is not to be hid ; something is or will be disclosed which
was meant to be kept concealed.- Statute Of mur-
ders, an English statute of 1512 tor the punlahment ot
murder.

murder (m6r'd6r), V. t. [Also and more orig.

murther; < ME. murdren, mordren, murtheren,
morthren, < AS. myrthrian, in comp. for-myr-
thrian.of-myrthrian; cf. OFries. morthia, mor-
dia = D. moorden = OHG. mwdjan, MHG. miir-

den,morden, morden, G. er-morden = Icel. myrdha

mure
= Sw. marda = Dan. myrdc = Goth, maurlhrjan,
murder; from the simpler form of the noun
(OS. morth = OFries. morth, etc.): see murder,
H.] It. To kill; slay in or as in battle,

Manl ot here miijthi men [were] murdred to dethe;
tlierfor the quen was earful.

William qf Paleme (R. E. T. 3.), 1. 2860.

2. To kill (a human being) with premeditated
malice; kill criminally. See murder, n., 1.— 3.
To kill or slaughter in an inhuman or barba-
rous manner.

Calling death banishment,
Thou cutt'st my head oil with a golden axe,

And smilest upon the stroke tliat m/urdera me.
Sluik., R. and J., ill. S. 23.

4. To destroy; put an end to.

Canst thou quake and change tliy colour,

Mwder thy breath in middle ot a word.
And then begin again, and atop again?

Shak., llich. III., ill. 6. S.

5. To abuse or violate grossly; mar by bad
execution, pronunciation, representation, etc.

:

as, to murder the queen's English; the actor
murdered the part he had to play— Marderlng
bird or murdermg pie, the shrike or butoher-bird. Also
called nine-murder. =Siyn. 2. Slay, Despateli, etc. See
kail.

murderer (m6r'd6r-6r), n. [Also and more
orig. murtherer; < ME. mordrere, morihefcr; <

murder + -sj-i.] 1. A person who commits
murder.

In that Yle is no Thief, ne Mordrere, ne comoun Woman,
ne pore beggere, ne nevere was man slayn in that Contree.

Mandevule, Travels, p. 292,

2t. Some destructive piece of ordnance. One
kind thus named was usually placed, on shipboard, at the
bulkheads ot the forecastle, naif-deck, and steerage, and
used to prevent an enemy from boarding. Also murdering.
piece.

But we, haning a Murtherer in the round house, kept the
Larbord side cleere, whilst our men with the other Ord.
nance and Muaquets playd vpon their ships.

John Taylor, Works (1680). (Nans.)

Mr. Vines landed his goods at Maohlas, and there set up
a small wigwam, and left five men and two murdmwe to
defend it. Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 16'2.

=Syn. 1. Manslayer, cutthroat, aBsasBin, thug. See kilH,
V. t.

murderess (m6r'd6r-es), n. [Also murdress; <

murder+ -ess."] Afemnle who commits murder.
Hast thou no end, fate, of my affliction?

Was I ordain'd to be a common murdressf

Fletcher, Wife for a Month, v. 1.

murdering-piecet (m6r'd6r-iiig-pes), ». It.

Same as murderer, 2.

my dear Gertrude, this,

tike to a murdering-pieee, in many places
dives me superfluous death.

Shak., Hamlet, iv. 6. 96,

A father's curses hit far oil, and kill too

;

And, like a murderin^-piece, aim not At one.
But all that stand within tlie dangerous level.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, iv. 2.

2. pi. Bits of old iron, nails, etc., witli which a
gunwas loaded to sweep the decks of an enemy's .

ship. Also murdering-shot. Bailey, 1731.

murdermentt (m6r'd6r-ment) , « . [< murder +
-meut.l Murder.
To her came message ot the nmrdermmt. Fair/ax.

murderous (m6r'd6r-us), a. [Formerly also
murtherous; < murder + -ous."] 1. Of the na-
ture of murder; pertaining to or involved in
murder : as, a murderous act.

Since her British Arthur's blood
By Mordred's murtlierous hand was mingled with her flood.

Drayton, Folyolbion, i. 184.

It she has detorm'd this earthly Life
With nmrd'rous Rapine and seditious Strife, . . .

In everlasting Darkness must she lie?

Prior, Solomon, iiL

2. Guilty of murder; delighting in murder.
Enforced to fly

Thenoe Into Egypt, till the murderous king
Were dead who sought hia life.

MUton, P. R., U. 76.

8. Characterized by mui-der or bloody cruelty.

Upon thy eye-balla mMrderous tyranny
Site in grim majesty, to fright the world.

Sluik., 2 Hen. VI., ill. 2. 49.

4. Very brutal, cruel, or destructive. =Syn. San-
guinary, bloodthirsty, blood-guilty, fell, savage.

murderously (m6r'd6r-us-li), adv. In a murder-
ous or bloody manner.
murdress (mor'dres), n. [< OF. murdricre, F.
mourtriire, Bjloo-phole.'] 1. Amurderess.— 2. In
old fort., a battlement with interstices or loop-
holes for firing through.
mure^t (miir), n. [< P. mur = Sp. Pg. It. mum
= AS. mar = OS. miira = OFries. mUrc = D.
muur = MLG. mure = OHG. mura, mUri, MHG.
miire, miure, G. mauer = Icel. mUrr = Sw. Dan.
mur = Ir. MJer, a wall. < L. mUrus, OL. moerus,
moiros, a wall.] 1. A wall.
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murk
The soothing lapse ot morn to mirk.

Emerson, The Celestial Love.

murki, mirk (mferk), v.t. [< ME. merken, mirken
(= Icel. myrkna), darken; < murk''-, o.] To
darken. Palsgrave.

murk^ (mferk), ». [Cf. OTarc2.] Refuse or husks
of fruit after the juice has been expressed;
marc.
murkily, mirkily (mfer'M-li), adv. In a murky
manner; darkly; gloomily.
murkiness, mirkiness (m6r'ki-nes), n. The
state of being murky ; darkness

;
gloominess

;

gloom.

As if within that murkinesB of mind
Worlt'd feelings fearful, and yet undefined.

Byron, Corsairj i. 9.

murklinst (mferk'linz ),adv. [< murk^ + -lins for
-lings : sw -ling'i.'] In the dark. Bailey, nz\.
murknesst, mirknesst (m^rk'nes), ». [< ME.
mirknes, myrknes, merkenes; < murk^-, a., +
-ness.'] Darkness.

For in myrknes of unknawyng thai gang,
Withouten lyght of understandyng.

Haampole, Prick of Conscience, L 193.

In hell sail neuer myrknes be myssande,
The myrknes thus name I for nighte.

York Plays, p. 7.

murksomet, mirksomet (m6rk'sum), a. [<
murk^ + -some.'\ Darksome.

Through mirkesome aire her ready way she makes.
Spenser, r. Q., L v. 28.

murksomenesst, mirksomenesst (merk'sum-
nes), n. The state of being murksome; dark-
ness. Bp. Mountagu, Appeal to Csesar, viii.

murky1, mirky (mSr'ki), a. [< murk^ + -yi-.

The older ad], is mwrfci.] Dark; obscure;
gloomy.

The murkiest den,
The most opportune place, the strong'st suggestion

Our worser genius can, shall never melt
Mine honour into lust. Shak., Tempest, ir. 1. 25.

murky^ (mer'ki), n. A variety of harpsichord-
music in which the bass is in broken octaves.

murlin, murlan (mur'lin, -lau), ». A round
narrow-mouthed basket. [Scotch.]
murlins (mSr'linz), n. [Origin obscure.] Bad-
derlooks, Alaria eseulenta. See Maria and bad-
derlocks. [Ireland.]

murmur (m6r'm6r), n. [< ME. murmur, < OF.
murmure, F. murmure = Pr. murmur, murmuri
= Pg. murmur =:lt. mormure; at. Sp. Pg. mur-
murio, mormoreo = It. mormorio, < L. murmur, a
murmur, humming, muttering, roaring, growl-
ing, rushing, etc., an imitative word (ef.

Hind, murmur, a crackling, crunching), a re-

duplication of the syllable *mur, cf . L. mu, Gr.

fiii, a sound made with closed lips, E. mum^,
etc. Cf. murmur, v.'] 1. A low sound contin-
ued or continuously repeated, as that of a
stream running in a stony channel, of a num-
ber of persons talking indistinctly in low tones,

and the like ; a low and confused or indistinct

sound; ahum.
In that Vale heren men often tyme grete lempestes and

Thondres and grete Murmures and Noyses, alle dayes and
nyghtes. Mandemlle, Travels, p. 2S1.

The current that with gentle murmur glides.

Shale., T. G. of V., ii. 7. 25.

The still murmur of the honey-bee.
Keats, To My Brother George.

2. A muttered complaint or protest; the ex-
pression of dissatisfaction in a low muttering
voice; hence, any expression of complaint or

discontent.

Murmur also is oft among servants and grutchen when
hlr soveraines biddeq hem do lefnl thinges.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

Palomydon, the proud kyng, prise of the Grekes,
Made murmur full mekyll in the mene tyme.

Destruaim of Tray (B. B. T. S.), 1. 7196.

Some discontents there are, some idle murmurs.
liryden, Spanish Friar, iv. 2.

3. In med., any one of various sounds, normal
and pathological, heard in auscultation— Car-
diac murmur, an adventitious or abnormal sound heard
in auscultation of the heart.— Direct cardiac mur-
murs, murmurs produced by the blood while moving for-

ward, as in stenosis of any onflce.—Dynamic murmurs.
See dynamic.— T]iD.Va murmur, a murmur resembling
that of mitral stenosis as developed in cases of aortic re-

gurgitation in which there is no mitral stenosis.— Nor-
mal vesicular murmur, the respiratoiy sounds of

health, including the inspiratory and expiratory divisions.

— Regurgitant cardiac murmurs, murmurs produced
by the blood as it rushes back paat a leaky valve.—Res-
piratory murmur, the sound of the breathing as heard
in auscultating the chest. Also called respiration.

murmur (mer'mto), v. [< ME. murmuren, <

OF. (and F.) murmurer = Sp. murmurar, mor-
murar = Pg. murmurar = It. mormorare, mur-
murare = OHG. murmuron, murmulon, MHG.
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Gr. murmeln, < L. murmurare, murmur, mutter,
= Gr. /top/ivpew, later fivp/iipeiv, roar as the ocean
or mshing water : see murmur, n. Cf. ML. mur-
rare, D. morren= MHG. G. murren= Icel. murra
= Sw. morra = Dan. murre, murmur.] I, in-

trans. 1. To make a low continuous noise, like

the sound of rushing water or of the wind among
trees, or like the hum of bees.

They murmured as doth a swarm of been.
Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 196.

The murmuring surge.
That on the unnumber'd idle pebbles chafes.

Cannot be heard so high. Shak., Lear, iv. 6. 20.

I, drawn near.
The murmuring of her gentle voice could hear,

As waking one hears music in the morn.
WUlia/m Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 299.

2. To utter words indistinctly; mutter.— 3.

To grumble; complain; utter complaints in

a low, muttering voice; hence, in general, to

express complaint or discontent: with at or

against.

The Jews then murmured at him. John vi. 41.

Since our disappointment at Guiaquil, Cant. Davis's Men
murmured against Captain Swan, and did not willingly
give him any Provision, because he was not so forward to

go thither as Capt. Davis. Dumpier, Voyages, 1. 160.

=Syn. 3. To repine, whimper.

II. trans. To utter indistinctly; say in a
low indistinct voice ; mutter.

I . . . heard thee murmur tales of iron wars.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., it 3. 61.

Though his old complaints he murmured still,

He scarcely thought his life so lost and ill.

WUliamii Morris, Barthly Paradise, II. 156.

murmuratiout (mto-mS-ra'shon), TO. [< ME.
murmuradoun, < OP. murmuracion, F. murmu-
ration = Sp. murmuracion, mormuradon = Pg.
murmuragao = It. mormorazione, murmurazione,
< L. murmuratio{n-), a murmuring, < murmu-
rare, pp. murmuratus, murmur : see murmur, «.]

1. Murmuring; discontent; grumbling.

After bakbityng cometh grucchyng or murmuradoun.
Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

2. T-D. falconry, a gathering of starlings.

murmurer (m6r'm6r-6r), n. One who murmurs

;

one who complains sullenly; a grumbler.
murmuring (m6r'm6r-ing), TO. [Verbal n. of
murmur, «.] A continuous murmur; a low
confused noise.

As when you hear the murmuring of a throng.
Drayton, David and Goliath.

murmuring (m6r'm6r-ing), p. a. 1. Making
or consisting in a low continuous noise.

Where rivulets dance their wayward round.
And beauty bom of murmuring sound

Shall pass into her face,

Wordjsworth, Three Years She Grew.

2. Uttering complaints in a low voice or sullen
manner

;
grumbling ; complaining : as, a person

of a murmuring disposition.

murmuringly (m6r'm6r-ing-li), adv. With mur-
murs ; with complaints.
murmurish (m6r'm6r-ish), a. [< murmur -f-

-jsfel.] In pathol., resembling a murmur; of
the nature of a murmur. See murmur, to., 3.

Lancet, No. 3411, p. 78.

murmurous (m6r'm6r-us), a. [< OF. murmwros,
murmurous= Pg. murmuroso= It. mormoroso, <
ML. murmurosus, fuU of murmurs, <.'ij,murmur,

murmur: see murmur, to.] 1. Abounding in

murmurs or indistinct sounds ; murmuring.
It was a sleepy nook by day, where it is now all life and

vigilance ; it was dark and still at noon, where it is now
bright and murmuram. Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 148.

And all about the large lime feathers low.
The lime a summer home of rmirmurous wings.

Tennyson, Gardener's Daughter.

2. Exciting murmur or complaint.

Bound his swoln heart the murmurous fury rolls.

Pope, Odyssey, xx. 19.

3. Expressing itself in murmtirs.

The murmiirous woe of kindreds, tongues, and peoples
Swept in on every gale.

Whittier, In Eemembrance of Joseph Stnrge.

murmurously (m6r'm6r-us-li), ad/B. With a low
monotonous sound ; with murmurs.
murnivalf (m6r'ni-val), TO. [Also mournvoal,
mournifal; < OF. mornifle, "a trick at cards,

also a cuff or pash on the U^s " (Cotgrave), still

used in the latter sense ; origin unknown.] 1.

In the card-game of gleek, four cards of a sort.

A mumivdi is either all the aces, the four kings, queens,
or knaves, and a gleek is three of any of the aforesaid.

Compleat Gamester (1680), p. 68. (Nares.)

2. Hence, any set of four ; four.

Cen. Let a protest go out against him.
Mirth. A moumivaZ of protests, or a gleek at least.

B. Jonson, Staple of News, iv. 1.

murre

murphy (mfer'fl), to.; pi. murphies (-fiz). [So
called from the Irish surname Murphy; appar.

in allusion to the fact that the potato is the

staple article of food a;mong the Irish— it is

called the "Irish potato" in distinction from
the sweet potato.] A potato. [CoUoq.]

You come along down to Sally Harrowell s ; that's our
school-house tuck-shop— she bakes such stunning m«r-
phies, we '11 have a penn'orth each for tea.

T. Hughes, 'Tom Brown at Eugby, i. 6.

murr^, n. See mur'^^.

murr^ (mSr), v. i. [Imitative; cf. purr.} To
purr as a eat. Sogg. [Scotch.]

murra (mur'a), to. [L., less prop, murrha, myr-
rha ; in Gr. jloppla or fidppia, also /loppivti, a ma-
terial first brought to Eome by Pompey, 61

B. c. ; appar. the name, like the thing, was of

Asiatic origin.] In Bom. antiq., an ornamental
stone of which vases, cups, and other orna-

mental articles were made. This material and the
various things made from it are mentioned by several

Greek and Latin authors, but Pliny is the only one who
has attempted any detailed description of it. Unfortu-
nately his accounts are so vague that the material can-

not be positively identified, nor has anything been found
in the excavations at Kome which is certainly known to

be the ancient murra. In the opinion of the best aulhori-

ties, however, it was fluor-spar, for of the known materials

this is the only one found in abundance which has the pe-

culiar coloration indicated by Pliny. The principal ob-

jection to this theory is that no fragments of fluor-spar

vases have been found in Eome or its vicinity. Vessels of

muiTa were at one time considered by the Bomans as of

inestimable value.

murrain (mur'an), to. and a. [Formerly also

murren; < ME. murrin, morrein, < ME. moreyne,

moryn, < OP. marine = Sp. morriHa = Pg. mor-

rinha = It. moria, sickness among cattle, < L.

mori,die: see morfl.] I. n. A disease affecting

domestic animals, especially cattle; a cattle-

plague or epizootic disease of any kind ; in a

more limited sense, the same as foot-and4nouth
disease (which see, under /oot).

For til moreyne mete with ous ich may hit wel a-vowe,
Ne wot no wight^ as ich wene what is ynowh to mene.

Piers Plownum (C), xxL 226.

This plague of m/urrein continued twenty-eight yeare ere

it ended, and was the first rot that euer was in England,
sum, Edw. I., an. 1257.

Murrain take you,amurraintooronyou,etc.,plague
take ^ou ; plague upon you.

A murrain on your monster 1 Shak., Tempest, iii. 2, 88.

II. a. Affected with murrain.
The fold stands empty in the drowned field.

And crows are fatted with the murrion flock.

Shak., M. K. D., ii. 1. 97.

murrainlyt (mur'an-li), adv. [Also murrenly; <

murrain -^-ly^.} Excessively; plaguily. Davies.

And ye 'ad bene there, cham sure you'Id Tnurrenly ha
wondred. Bp. SliU, Gammer Gurton's Needle, iii. 2.

murray (mur'a), n. Same as moray.
Murraya (mur'a-a), to. [NL. (Linnseus, 1771),
named after J. A. Murray, a Swedish botanist.]

A genus of dicotyledonous trees of the poly-
petalous order Butacece and the tribe Aurantiece,
known by its pinnate leaves, linear awl-shaped
filaments, and imbricate petals. Four species are
known, of tropical Asia and the islands as far as Austra-
lia, very small summer-flowering trees with dotted leaves,
small oblong berries, and fragrant white flowers resem-
bling orange-blossoms, jif. exotica has been called Chinese
box, and its large variety (sometimes regarded as a species,
M. Sumatrana^ Sumatra orange. The species is valuable
for its perfume, and yields a bitter extract, murrayin. The
seeds of M. Kcenigii afford a fixed oil called sirnbdee-oil.

See curry-leaf.

Murray cod. See cod^.
murrayin, murrayine (mur'a-in), to. [< Mwr-
raya + -jre2.] gee Murraya.

'

murre^t, n. See mur^.
murre^ (™6r), n. [Also marre; origin obscure.]
1. The common guillemot, Uria oiLomvia troile,

and other species of the genus, as X7. orX. hriin-

Murre, or Foolish Guillemot ^Ltrntvia troile).

nichi, the thick-billed murre or guillemot.— 2.
The similar but quite distinct razor-billed auk,
Alca or JJtamania torda. See cut luiAeT razor-bill.



mnrrelet

mnrrelet (mSr'let), n. [< murre^ + -?et.] A
small bird of the auk family, Alddce, related to
the murres. Several species of murrelets inhabit iie
North Pacific ; they belong to the genera Brachyrhamplaa
and Synthliborhamphut. The marbled murrelet is B. ttm r-
morattu; the crested muirelet is & wumiguzume. Coves,

mnrrenf, ». An obsolete form of murrain.
murrey (miir'i), a. and n. [< OP. m<yree = Sp.
Pg. DMrado = It. morato, mulberry-colored, <
ML. moratus, black, blackish (cf . moratum, a
kind of drink, wine colored with mulberries:
see morat),<. L. moras, a mulberry: see moi-e*.]

I. a. Of a mulberry (dark-red) color.

The leaves of some trees tume a little murry or red-
dish. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 512.

After him followed two pert apple-squires ; the one had
a murrey cloth gown on.
Qreene, Quip for an Upstart C!ourtler (HarL Misa, V. 420)i

H. n. In her., a tincture of a dark-red-
dish brown, also called sanguine, indicated in
heraldic representations in black and white
by lines crossing each other diagonally at right
angles.

murrlia, n. See murra.
murrhina, n. See murrina.
Murriant, n. A variant of Morian.
murrina (mu-n'na), ». pi. [L., also less prop.
murrhina, myrrhina, neut. pi. of murrinus, of
murra : see murrine.'] Munine vessels, chiefly
shallow vases and cups. See murra.
MurrMna continaed to be in request down to the close

of the empire, and legal writers are continually mention-
ing them as distinct things from vessels of glass or of the
precious metals. King, Nat Hist of Gems, p. 188.

murrinallt, n. An error for mumival.
murrine (mup'in), a. [Also murrhine, myrrhine,
< L. murrinus, less prop, murrhinus, myrrhinus,
of murra, < murra, murra: see murra.'i Made
of or pertaining to murra. See m urra.

How they quaff in gold.
Crystal, and myrrhine cups, emboss'd with gems
And studs of pearl. Milton, F. K., iv. 119.

Murrine glass, a modem decorative glass-manufacture,
in which gold and other metals are used for decoration in
the body of the glass and are seen through fjie glass itself

:

precious stones are sometimes embedded in the paste.

murriont, n. An obsolete form of morion^.
murry (mur'i), n. Same as moray.
mursnia (mSr'shed), n . [Ar. ( > Turk. ) murshid,
a spiritual guide ; of. rdshid, orthodox, rashid,

prudent,rosAd,prudenee,orthodoxy.] The head
of a Mohammedan religious order. Mncyc. Brit,
Vn. 113.

murthH, »• A Middle English form of mirth.

murth^, n. [ME., < AS. morth, murder: see
murder.^ Murder; slaughter.

The stonre was so stithe tho strong men among.
That full meknll was the murthe, & mony were ded.

Destruction nf Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 5983.

murther, murtherer, etc. See murder, etc.

murumuru-palm (mo-ro'mo-ro-pam), ». A
palm, Astrocaryum Murumuni.
muruxi-bark (mo-ruk'si-bark), n. The astrin-
gent bark of Byrsonima spicata, of the West In-
dies and South America, used in Brazil for tan-
ning.

muryef, a. An obsolete form of merry^.
Mus (mus), n. [NL., < li. mus = Gr. /ivg = E.
mouse.'] The leadinggenus of ^urtdcp, typical of
the subfamily Jtfurjnce. The term was formerly used
with great latitude for the whole family and various other
rodents. It is now restricted to species like the common
house-mouse, Mus muscuius; the common rat, if. cLecuma-
nus; the blac]£ rat, M. raUus; M. sylvaOcus, the wood-
mouse of Europe ; and M. minutus, tiie harvest-mouse of
the same continent It still includes a great many species
of mice and rats, aU indigenous to the Old World. Also
Jfuaculus. See cut under harvtstmouse.

Musa (mu'za), «. [Nil. (Plumier, 1703), prob.
< At. muze, "banana.] A genus of monocotyle-
donous plants, type of the order Scitaminece and
the tribe Musew, known by its tubular calyx.
There are about 20 species, natives of the tropics. They
are herbs with thick smooth tre&-like stems formed of
sheathing petioles, rising 5 to 30 feet high from solid wa-
tery bulbs, with large oblong leaves from 3 to 20 feet long,
and yellowish flowers in the arils of large ornamental
bracts (often purplish), the whole forming a long nodding
spike, jr. mpientum is the banana. M. paradiSaai (per-
haps not distinct from the former) is the plantain. M. tex-

iUis is the Manila hemp. The finest ornamental species is

M. Ensete, the Abyssinian banana. See cuts under banana
and plantain.

Musaceae (mu-za'sf-e), n.pl. [Nil. (Massey,
1816), < Musa + -dcece.'] A natural order of

monoeotyledonous plants, typified by the ge-

nus Musa; the banana or plantain family. It

embraces 4 other genera.

musaceous (mu-za'shius), a. [< Musaeem +
-ous.'] In 6o*., of or relating to the Musacece.

musaeograptaist, musaeography, etc. See mu-
seographist, etc.
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musaickt, a. and H. An obsolete form of mo-
saic^.

musal (mii'zal), a. [= Pg. musal; as Jfitse^ +
-aJ.] Relating to the Muses or poetry; poeti-

cal. [Kare.]

musalchee, n. See mussalchee.

Musahnan (mus'al-man), n. and a. Same as
Mussulman.
musang (mu-sang'), n. [Malay mu£a?is'.] A
viverroid mammal of the genus Paradoxurus,
P. hermaphroditus (also caUed P. musanga, P.

Musang iMtisafiffa/asciata).

typus, and. P. fasdatus), occurring throughout
the countries east of the Bay of Bengal

—

Burma, Siam, the Malay peninsula, Sumatra,
Java, and Borneo, it has the back generally striped, a
pale band crosses the forehead, and the whiskers are black.
The name extends to any paradozure, and to some similar
animals. The golden musang is P. aureus; the hill-mu-
sang is P. grayi; the three-striped white-eared musang
is Arelogale leucotis. See paradamre.
musart (mu'zar), n. [Cf. musette.'] An itine-
rant musician who played on the musette; a
bagpiper. TFebster.

Musarabic (mn-zar'a-bik), a. A variant of
Mozarabic.
musard (mu'zard), n. [< ME. musard, < OF.
(andP.)nMtsar(J(= lt.musardo),<. m«ser, muse:
see muse^.] If. A muser or dreamer; a vaga-
bond.

Alle men wole holde thee for m,usarde.
That debonair have founden thee.

Bmn. <ff the Rose, L 4034.

We ne do but as musardes, and ne a-wayte nought elles

but whan we shall be take as a bridde in a nette, for the
Saisnes be but a iourne hens, that all the contre robbe and
distroye. Merlin (E. E. T. S-X ii. 183.

2. AfoolishfeUow. HaMweU. [Prov. Eng.]
Mus. B. An abbreviation of Bachelor of Music.
Musca (mus'ka), n. [L., =Gr. ftvla, a fly: see
midge. Hence ult. mosquito.] 1. A genus of
flies, or two-winged insects, founded by Lia-
nsBUS in 1763. Formerly applied to Diptera at large,

and to sundry other insects, as many of the Hymenoptera;
now the type of the family Muscidce, and restricted to such
species as the common house-fiy, M. dtnnestica. As at
present restricted, Musca is characterized by having the
antennal bristle thicldyfeathered on both sides, the fourth
longitudinal vein of the wings bent at an angle toward
the third, and middle tibiie without any strong bristles or
spnra on the inner side. In this sense it is not a very large
genus, having but 14 species in Europe and 5 in North
America, two of the lat1:er, M. domestica and M. corvina,
being common to both continents. See cut under ?untse-

fly.

3. \l. c] A fly or some similar insect. [In this

sense there is a plural, muscee (-se).]— 3. The
Fly, a name given to the constellation also

called Apis, t£e Bee. it is situated south of the
Southern Cross, and east of the (Thameleon, and contains
one star of the third and three of the fourth magnitude.
The name was also formerly given to a constellation situ-

ated north of Aries.—MUSC8Q tripiles, an old name of
the ichneumon-flies : so called from the three threads of
the ovipositor.— Muses vlbrantes, an old name of the
ictmeumon-fiies : so called because they continnally wave
their anteimse.— MUSCSS TOlltantes, specks appearing
to dance in the air before the eyes, supposed to be due to
opaque points in the viia^ous humor of the eye.

muscadel (mus'ka-del), ». [Also muscatel;
early mod, E. muslcadeU; < OF. muscadel, also

museadet, F. miiscadet = ^. Pg. moscaiel = It.

moscadeUo, moseatello, < ML. vmscateUum, also,

after Bom., muscadellum, a wine so called, dim.
of muscatum, the odor of musk (> It. moscato,
musk, etc., > F. muscat, a grape, wine, pear
so eailed): see muscat. Cf. muscadine.] 1. A
sweet wine : same as m uscat, 2.

He calls for wine, . . . quaff'd off the muscadel,
And threw the sops all in the sexton's face.

Shak., T. of the S., iiL 2. 174.

2. The grapes collectively which produce this
wine. See Malaga grape, under Malaga.
In Candla ther growe grett Tynes, and specially of mal-

wesy and muskadeU.
TortingUyn, Diarie of Eng. TraveU, p. 20.

3. A kind of pear.
muscadin (P. pron. miis-ka-dan'), n. [F.: see
muscadine.] A dandy; a fop.

muscatorium
Your muscadine of Paris and your dandies of London.

Disraeli, Coningsby, iv. 15.

muscadine (mus'ka-din), «. and a. [Formerly
also mushadine, <F. nuscadin, a musk-lozenge,
also dandy, beau, <It. moscatino, a grape, pear,
apricot so called (Florio), < moscato, musk: see
muscat.] I. n. Same as muscadel.

He ... is at this instant breakfasting on new-laid eggs
and muscadine. Scott, Kenfiworth, L

H. a. Of the color of muscadel.

Most decoctions of astringent plants, of what color so-
ever, do leave in the liquor a deep and m,uscadine red.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vl 12.

muscse, n. Plural of musca, 2.

Muscales (mus-ka'lez), n. pi. [NL., pi. of *mus-
calis, of moss, < L. muscus, moss: see moss^.]
In J)ot., an aUianee of acrogens, divided into
Hepaticoe and Musci : same as Miiscinece.

muscallonge, ». Same as maskalonge.
muscardine^ (mus'kar-din), n. [< F. muscar-
dine, a fungus so called (cf. muscardin, a dor-
mouse: see muscardine^), < It. moscardino, a
musk comflt, grape, pear, etc., var. of mosea-
dino, F. muscMin, a musk-lozenge: see mus-
cadine.] 1. A fimgus, Botrytis Bassiana, the
cause ofa very destructive disease in silkworms.—2. The disease produced in silkworms by the
museardine.
muscardine^ (mus'kar-din), n. [<P. muscardin,
a dormouse, prob. for muscadin, a musk-lozenge,
with ref. to tiie animal's odor.] The dormouse,
Muscardinus aveUanarius.

Muscardinus (mus-kar-di'nus), n. [NL., < P.
muscardin, a dormouse : see museardine^.] A
genus of dormice of the family Myoxidte, with
a cyUndric bushy taU and thickened glandular
cardiac portion of the stomach. The common
dormouse ofEurope,M. aveUanarius, isthe type.
See cut under dormouse.
Muscari (mus-ka'ri), m. [NL. (Philip Miller,

1724), said to be so called "from their musky
smell," < LL. muscus, musk : see music. But the
term, -ari is appar. an immediate or ult. error
for -arium. The word intended is appar. Mus-
carium, so called in ref . to their globular heads,
< L. muscarium, a fly-brush, afio an umbel, <
musca, a fly.] A genus of ornamental plants
of the order lAliacece and the tribe Scillece, char-
acterized by its globose or um-shaped flowers.
About 40 species are known, natives of Europe, northern
Africa, and western Asia. They bear a few narrow fleshy
leaves from a coated bulb, and leafless scapes with a ra-
ceme of nodding flowera, usually blue. They are closely
akin to the true hyacinth. The species in general are
called grape- or globerhyaantb, especially M. botryoides, a
common little g^xten-flower of early spring, with a dense
raceme of dark-blue flowers, like a minute grape-cluster.
It is now naturalized in the United States. M. nuwcAotum,
from its odor, is called musk- (ffrape-)hyacinth.

Muscaria(mus-ka'ri-a),n.i)Z. [NL.,<L.tomsco,
a fly: see Musca.] A tribe of brachycerons
dipterous insects, containing those flies whose
proboscis is usuallyterminatedby a fleshy lobe,

as in the house-fly: now equivalent to Musci'
dm in the widest sense.

muscarian (mus-ka'ri-an), n. [< NL. Muscaria,
q. v., -I- -an.] Any ordinary fly, as a member
of the Muscaria.
muscariform (mus-kar'i-fdrm), a. [< L. mtis-

carium, a fly-brush (< musca, a fly), + forma,
form.] Having the shape of a brush ; brush-
shaped; in hot., furnished with long hairs to-

ward one end of a slenderbody, as the style and
stigma of many composites.

muscarine (mus'ka-rin), ». [< NL. muscarius
(see def.) + -ine^"] An extremely poisonous
alkaloid (C5H13NO2) obtained from the fly-

fungus, Agaricus muscarius. It produces myosis,

infrequent pulse with prolonged diastole^ salivation, vom-
iting, spasm of the muscles of the intestines, tumultuous
peristalsis, great muscular weaisness, dyspncea, and death.

muscat (mus'kat), n. [< P. muscat, a grape,

wine, pear so called, < It. moscato, musk, wine,

< ML. muscafum, the odor of musk, neut. of

m uscatus, musky, < LL. m uscus,musk : see musk.

Hence muscatel, muscadel, muscadine.] 1. A
grape having a strong odor or flavor as ofmusk.
There are several varieties of grape, mostly white, which
come within this cat^ory.

2. Wine made from muscat-grapes, or of similar

character to that so made, usually strong and
more or less sweet. Also called muscadel.

He hath also sent each of us some anchovies, olives^ and
mvscatt; but I Imow not yet what that is, and am ashamed
to ask. Pepy>, Diary, I. 282.

muscatel (mus'ka-tel), n. Same as muscadel.

—Muscatel raisin." See raisin.

muscatorium (mus-ka-to'n-um), >i. [ML., a

fly-brush, < L. musca,"a, fly.] Eccles., same as

flabellum, 1.



muschelkalk

muschelkalk (mush'el-kalk), n. [G., < mu-
scliel, shell, + kalk, lime or ehalk.] One of the
divisions of the Triassio system as developed
in Germany, oooupying a position between the
Keuper and Bunter. See Triassic. In both Ger-
many and France it is subdivided into tlu-ee zones, the
apx)er one of wiiicli is a true shelly limestone, as the name
indicates, while the other two are also chiefly limestone,
but much less fossiliferous than the first. The forma-
tion is important on account of the beds of salt and anhy-
drite which it contains.

mnschetor, muschetour (mns'che-tor. -tor), n.

[< OF. mouscheture, F. moucheture, little spots,
? OF. mousoheter, F. moucheter, , .

spot, < OF. mousche, F. mouche,
a fly, a spot, < L. musca, a fly:

see mouche.'} In her., a black
spot resembUng an ermine spot,
but differing from it in the ab-
sence of the three speoks. See
ermi/ne^, 5.

Musci (mus'^), »i.^?. [NL.jpl.
of L. rmiscus, moss: see moss^.'] A large class

of cryptogamous plants of the group MnscinecB
or Bryopnyta; tiie mosses. Ihey are low tufted
plants, a tew inches in height, always with a stem and
distinct leaves, producing spore-cases (sporogonia) which
usually open by a terminal lid and contain simple spores
alone. The germinating spore gives rise in the typical
families to a filamentous conferva-like prothallium, upon
which is produced the leafy plant, these together consti-

tuting the sexual generation or oophyte. The sexual or-

gans are antheridia and archegonia, and from the fertilized

oosphere proceeds the sporogonium or "moss-fruit,"
which in itself comprises the non-sexual generation or
sporophyte. The sporogonium or capsule, which is rare-

ly indehiscent or splitting by four longitudinal slits, usu-
idly opens by a lid or operculum ; beneath the opercu-
lum, and arising from the mouth of the capsule, are com-
monly one or two rows of rigid processes, collectively the
peristome, which are always some multiple of four; those
of the outer row are called teeth; those of the inner, ctilia.

Between the rim of the capsule and the operculum is an
elastic ring of cells, the annulus. The MusH are classified

under four orders— the Bryaceoe or true mosses (which are
further divided into acrocarpous, or terminal-fruited, and
pleurocarpous, or lateral-fruited), Phcucaceoef Andrceacece^

and Spha^TiocecB. See cut under inosg.

Muscicapa (mu-sik'a-pa), »i. [NL., < L. musca,
fly, + capere, take.]' A. Linnean genus of fly-

catchers. It was formerly of great extent and indis-

criminate application to numberless small birds which
capture insects on the wing, but is now restricted to the
most typical MusffCcapCdoB, such as the blackcap, M. atri-

eapUla, the spotted flycatcher, M, grwolay the white-col-

lared flycatcher, M. coUaris, etc. See cut vindetjlyeatelier.

Muscicapidse (mus-i-kap'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Muscicapa + -4dcB.'] A family of Old World os-

cine passerine birds, typified by the restricted

genus Muscicapa; the flycatchers. They are cich-

lomorphic turdiform or thrush-like Panares, normally
with 10 primaries, 12 reotrices, scutellate tarsi, and a gry-

panian bill of a flattened form, broad at the base, with a
ridged culmen and long rictal vibrissts. Their character-
istic habit is to capture insects on the wing. None are

American, though manyAmerican fly-catching birds of the
setophagine division of Sylvieolidte and of the clamatorial

lamUy Tyrannidm have been included in MusdcatpCche.

Upward of 60 genera and nearly 400 species are placed in

this family in its most restricted sense.

Muscicapinse (mu-sik-a-pi'ne), w. pi. [Nil., <

Muscicapa + mm.'] The flycatchers as a sub-
family of MuscicapidcB or of some other family.

mUBCicapine (mu-sik'a-pin), a. Pertaining or

in any way relating to the genus Miiscicapa.

muscicole (mus'i-kol), a. [< L. muscus, moss,
+ colere, inhabit.] In bot., living upon decayed
mosses or SepaUcce, as certain lichens.

muscicoline (mu-sik'o-lin), a. [< muscicole +
-jmei.] Same as muscicole.

miiscicolous (mu-slk'o-lus), a. [< musacole +
-ous.'i Same as musdcole.

Muscidse (mus'i-de), TO. pi. [NL., < Musca +
-id(B.2 The representative and by far the lar-

gest family of the order Diptera ; the flies. The
Umits and definition of the family vary widely. It is

now commonly restricted to forms with short three-

jointed antennse, the third joint of which is setose ; the

proboscis normally ending in a fieshy lobe and the pal-

pi generally projecting; five abdominal segments; two
tarsal pulviUi ; and no false vein in the wing. The Musddce
comprise more than a third of the order Diptera, and are

divided into numerous subfamilies, which are regarded as

families by some writers. They are primarily divided into

CalyptraUx and Aealyptratce, according as the tegulsB are

large or very small.

musciforml (mus'i-f6rm), a. [< NL. musmfor-
mis, < L. musca, a fly, + forma, form.] Fly-

like; resembUng a common fly; of or pertain-

ing to the Musdformes.
musciform^ (mus'i-f6rm), a. [<L. muscus, moss,

+ forma, form, shape.] la hot., same as mus-
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MllSCins fmu-si'ne), to. pi. [NL., < Musca
+ -JTOCB.] A subfamily of Musddoe, exemplified

by the genus Musca, in which the antennal bris-

tle is feathered to the tip, and the first posterior

cell of the wing is much narrowed or closed.

Muscineae (mu-sin'e-e), to. pi. [NL., < L. mus-
cus, moss, -I- 4n +' -ew.'\ A group of higher
cryptogams, coordinate in rank with the Ihal-

lophyta, Pteridophyta, and Phanerogamia, and
embracing the two classes Musci and Mepaticce:

same as Bryophyta.
Musciphagat (mu-sif'a-ga), TO. [NL., < L.
mtisca, a fly, + Gr. fayelv, eat.] A genus of fly-

catchers : same as Dumicola.
Muscisaxicola (mus"i-sak-sik'o-ia), to. [NL., <

Musci{capa) + Samcola.'\ A geiius of clama-
torial flycatchers of the family Tyrannidm,
founded by Lafresnaye in 1837 : so caUedfrom
some resemblance to chats. The species are
numerous, all South American. M. rufivertex

and M. flavinucha are examples.
muscite (mus'it), to. [< L. muscus, moss, -I-

-»<e2.] ^ fossil plant of the moss family, found
in amber and certain fresh-water Tertiary
strata. Page.
Muscivora (mu-siv'o-ra), to. [NL., < L. nrnsca,

a fly, -I- vorare, devour.] A genus of South
American crested flycatchers of the family
TyranrvidOB. it was established by Cuvier in 1799-1800,
and was afterward called by him Musdpeta, the mouche-
rolles. There are several species, as M. cnstata and M.
coronata. The term has also been variously applied to
other birds of the same family, as by G. B.. Gray in 1840
to species of MUmil'ue, and by Lesson to certain fly-catch-

ing birds of a different family.

muscle^ (mus'l), TO. [Earlymod. B. also mushle; <

F.muscle=:Fr.muscle,moscle=Sp.miisculo=Pg.
nmseulo = It. muscolo= D. G. Sw. Dan. mvskel, a
muscle, < L. musculus, a muscle, a little mouse,
dim. of TOiMS, a mouse, = Gr. fwt, a mouse, also a
muscle, = G. maus, a mouse, a muscle ; cf. F.
souris, a mouse, formerly the brawn of the arm,
Com. logodenfer, calf of the leg, lit. mouse of

leg : the more prominent muscles, as the biceps,
having, when in motion, some resemblance to a
mouse : see mouse. Hence mu^cle^, mussel. The
pron. mus'l instead of mus'kl is prob. due to the
ult. identical muscle^, mussel, where, however,
the pron. of c in -cle as ' soft' is irregular,though
occurring also in corptiscle.'] 1. A kind of
animal tissue consisting of bundles of fibers

whose essential physiological characteristic is

contractility, or the capability of contracting

muscle

2. A certain portion of muscle or muscular tis-

sue, having ^finite position and relation with
surrounding parts, and usually

fixed at one or both ends. Anyone
of the separate masses or bundles of

muscular fibers constitutes a muscle,
which as a whole and in its subdivisions

is enveloped in fascial connective tissue

and usufdly attached to the part to he
moved by means of a tendon or sinew.

Muscles are for the most part attached

to bones, with the periosteum of which
their tendons are directly continuous.

The most extensive or most fixed attach-

ment of a muscle is usually called its

origin; the opposite end is its insertion.

Individual muscles not only change
their shape during contraction, but are

of endlessly varied shapes when at rest,

indicated by descriptive terms, as con-

ical.fusi/arm, penrnfffrm, digastric, del-

toid, etc., besides which each muscle has
its specific name. Such names are given
from the attachments of the muscle, as

stenwdidomastoid, omohyoid; or from
function, as Jlexor, extensor; or from
position, as pectoral, gluteal; or from
shape, as dettoid, trapezoid; or from
some other quality or attribute, in an
arbitrary manner. Circular musdies are

those whose fibers return upon them-
selves ; they constitute sphincters, as of

the mouth, eyelids, and anus. The swell-

ing part of a muscle is called its belly;

when there are two such, separated

by an intervening tendon, the muscle
is double-bellied or digattric. Muscles Aponeimiac or
whose fibers are set obliquely upon an Fascial Investment

axial tendon are pemiiform or bipenni- of Muscles of Right

farm. Muscleswhose fibers are all paral- ^^. ^- K"""
lei are called MTjipZe or rectiiiKeor; those 4, biceps; j, supi-

whose fibers intersect or cross each natorlongus.'

other are called compound. Muscles
which act in opposition to one another are termed ardago.

nistic; those which concur in the same action are termed

Musciformes (mus-i-f6r'mez), n.pl. [NL., pi.

of musoiformis: see musaiform^.'] A section of

musciform TipuUdce, containing those crane-

flies which resemble common flies, having a
comparatively stout body and short legs.

Muscles ofHuman Head, Face, and Neck.

a, anterior, and S, posterior belly of occipitofrontalis, extendtne
over the scalp; c, stemoclidomastoid ; ti, trapezius (a small part or

it) ; e, attoUens aurem ; _/; attrahens aurein ; £r, retrahens aurem ;

h, orbicularis palpebrarum ; i, comigator supercijii ; J, orbicularis

oris ; A, four small muscles of the nostril (the Ime marks the anterior

dilatatornaris, behind which is the posterior dilatator ; the compressor
narium is next to the tip of the nose, and the depressor alse nasi is di-

rectly below the posterior dilatator) ; /, levator labii superioris alaeque
nasi : m, levator labii superioris, beneath which lies, unmarked, the
levator auKuli oris ; tt, zygomaticus minor ; 0, zygomaticus major

;

p, superficial, and ff, deep parts of the masseter; r. rlsorius, be-

neath which lies the buccinator, unmarked, little shown ; s, depressor

anguli oris ; /, levator menti ; w, depressor labii inferioris ; v. ante-

rior, and m, posterior belly of digastricus ; x, mylohyoid ; y, stylo-

hyoid ; z, hyoglossus ; aa, myrohyoid ; ad, sternohyoid ; ac, anterior,

and arf, posterior belly of omohyoid ; ay, a small part of inferior con-
strictor of the pharynx, just above which a small part of the middle
constrictor appears; a^, scalenus medius; ah, scalenus anticus; at,

scalenus posticus : aj, levator aneuU scapulse ; aA, splenius capitis.

(The platysma, which covers much of the neck and the lower part of
the face, has been removed.)

in length and dilating in breadth on the appli-

cation of a proper stimidus, as the impulse of

a motor nerve, or a shock of electricity; flesh;

"lean meat." By such change of form, the muscles
become the immediate means of motion of the different

parts of the body, and of locomotion of the body as a
whole.

Principal Muscles of the Human Body.

.4. x,z, occipitofrontalis; 2, temporalis ; 3, orbicularis palpebrarum;

4; masseter; 5, stemoclidomastoid; 6, trapezius; 7, platysma my-
oides ; 8, deltoid ; 9, biceps ; zo, brachialis anticus ; xi, triceps ; 12,

supinator ; 13, 14, extensots of thumb and fingers ; ik, pectoralis ma-
jor ; 16, latissimus dorsi ; 17, serratus magnus ; 18, oDliquus extemus
abdominis ; 19, rectus abdominis ; 20, glutseus medius ; 21, gluta:us

maximus; 22, tensor vaginae femoris; 23, vastus extemus; 24, biceps

femoris or biceps Rexor cmris ; 25, 25, iimer and outer heads of

gastrocnemius ; 26, tibialis anticus ; 27, extensor longus digitorum ; 28,

28, tibialis posticus; 29, peroneus longus; 30, peroneus brevis; 31,

peroneus tertius ; 32, muscles of little toe, opposite insertion ofperoneus

tertius; 33, tendon of extensor proprius hallucis; 34, flexor longus

digitorum ; 35, tendo Achillis.
3. I. deltoid; 2, insertion of pectoralis major ; 3, coracobrachialis;

4, biceps ; s, brachialis anticus ; 6, a small part of triceps ; 7, pronator

radii teres ; 8, supinator longus ; 9, flexor carpi radialis ; zo, palmans
longus, expandii^ below into the palmar fascia ; rz, flexor sublimu
digitorum ; 12, flexor carpi ulnaris ; x^, flexor bivvis pollicis ; i4« ad-

ductor pollicis; 15, abductor minimi digiti.

C. z, border of glutseus medius; 2, tensor vaginae femoris ; 3, inacus
and psoas magnus; 4,pectineus; 5, adductor longus ; 6, 6, 6,saTtorius;

7, gracilis; 8, rectus femoris ; 9, vastus extemus ; zo, vastus interaus;

iz, insertion of biceps femoris ; Z2, ligament of patella, or commoo
tendon of insertion of 8, 9, zo ; X3, tibialis anticus ; ZA, extensor longus
digitorum; Z5, peroneus longus; z6, inner head of gastrocnemius;
Z7, inner part of^soleus; z8, peroneus brevis.



muscle
emgeturoia. Muscles subject to the will are voluntary;
taea fibers are striped, and they compose the great bulk
01 the muscular system. Invotuntaty muscles are not sub-
ject to the will ; they are generally unstriped, though the
heart is an exception to this. Hollow organs whose walls
are notably muscular, as the hearty Intestine, bladder, and
womb.arecalledAoSowmiBcte*. Striped or voluntair mus-
cle is sometimes called muKla of ammal life, as distin-
guished from unstriped involunttuy muede qf organic life.

3. A part, organ, or tissue, of whatever Idsto-
logicaJ character, which has the property of
contractility, and is thus capable of motion in
itself.—4. Figuratively, muscular strength;
brawn: as, a man of muscle Active Insuffi-
ciencyofamuscle. Seeinsuffieieney.—Alaiymaatiles,
in insects, delicate fan-shaped muscles in the upper part
ot the abdomen, each pair uniting by the expanded portion
below the dorsal vessel or heart : collectively they have
been called the pericardial septum. Their function ap-
pears to be to promote the circulation of the blood by^-
tering the size of the pericardial cavity.— Amatorial
muscles. See aTnatonal.—Appendicular muscles,
those which belong to the appendicular skeleton ; muscles
of the limbs.—Artificial muscle, an elastic band of
caoutchoao worn to supply the place of or to supplement
the action of some paralyzed or w^ikened muscle.—Axial
muscles, those wbioh belong to the axial skeleton ; mus-
cles of the trunk, including the head and tall.—Canine,
ctllary, dermal, etc, muscle. See the adjectives
Grief-muscles, a name given by Darwin to tlie orbicu-
laris palpebrarum, corrugator supercilii, pyramidalis nasi,
and central anterior puts of the occipitofrontalis mus-
cles, which draw the features into an expression of grief.

—

CMiming-muscIe, the levator anguli oris, one of the mus-
cles of expression.— Hilton's muscle. [After the anato-
mist Hilton.] The lower aryepiglottic or inferior aryteno-
epiglottidean muscle, called by Hilton compressor saceuli
larynffis.—Uomei's muscle. [After the anatomist Hor-
ner.] The tensor tarsi, a very small muscle at the inner
side of the orbit, inserted into the tarsal cartilages of the
eyelids.—Hypazial, bypothenar, etc., muscles. See
the adjectives.—Intercostal muscles, two sets of mus-
cles, the external and the internal, their fibers crossing
each other obliqnely, connecting the adjacent margins of
the ribs throughout nearly their whole extent. They are
concerned in the act of respiration.—Eisslng-musde, the
orbicular muscle or sphincter of the mouth : technically
called the orbicularis oris, osetdaris, and basiator.—Mlil-
ler's palpebral muscle. [After H.M.jru2Zer.] A layer
of smooth muscular fibers in either lid, inserted near the
attached margin ot the tarsus, and innervated through the
cervical sympathetic Muscles ofdeglutition, ofmas-
tication, etc. See d^lutition, mastiixition, etc.—Orbic-
ular, pyramidal, quadrate, etc., muscles. See the ad-
jectives.— Snarllilg-muscle, the levator labii snperioris,
as of the dog, which, when it acts, displays the teeth, as in
snarling.—Sneerlng-musde, the human levator labii
superioris alseque nasi, which acts in the expression of
sneering. (For other mnscles, see their special names.)

muscle^.m. See mussel.

muscle-band, n. See musseUiand.
mnsclebill (m>is'l-bil), n. The surf-scoter, a
dnck, CEdemiaperspicillata. G. Trumbull. [Ken-
nebuiik, Maine.]
muscle-case (mus'1-kas), n. A muscle-compart-
ment.
muscle-casket (mus'l-kas'ket), «. A. muscle-
compartment.
muscle-cell (mus'1-sel), n. A cell from which
muscular tissue is derived; a myamoeba; a
myocyte.
The connection with the muscle-cells.

C. Claw, Zo6L (trans.), p. 45.

muscle-clot (mus'l-klot), n. The substance
formed as a clot in the coagulation of muscle-
plasm; myosin.
muscle-column (mus'l-kol'um),n. l. A bundle
of muscular fibers.— 2. A muscle-prism.
muscle-compartment (mus'l-kom-part'ment),
n. The prismatic space bounded at both ends
by Krause's membrane (intermediate disk) and
laterally by the longitudinal planes which mark
out Cohnheim's areas. It is occupied by a mus-
cle-prism. Also muscle-case, muscle-eashet.

muscle-corpuscle (mus'l-k6r''pus-l), n. A mus-
cle-nucleus, especially in a striated muscle.
muscle-current (mus'l-kur'ent), ». See cur-
rent
muscled (mus'ld), a. [< muscle^ + -ecP.'] Hav-
ing muscles or muscular tissue; musculated:
used in eonrposition : as, a stroDg-musded man.
muscle-nucleus (mus'l-nii'klf-us), n. A nu-
cleus of a muscle-fiber. In the striated muscles of
ma'omals these are usually placed on the inner surface of
tLe sarcolemma.

muscle-plasm (mus'l-plazm), n. The liquid
expressed from muscle minced and mixed while
livingwith snow and a little salt. It coagulates,
forming a clot (myosin) and muscle-serum.
muscle-plate (mus'1-plat), n. A primitive seg-
ment or the mesoderm of an embryo destined
to become a muscle or series of muscles ; a myo-
comma, myomere, or myotome. Also called
muscular plate.

Most of the voluntary mnscles of the body are developed
from a series of portions of mesoderm which . . . are
termed the mtacle^^ilates. Quain, Anat., n. 132.

muscle-plum (mus'1-plum), », A dark-purple
plum. SdHitoeU,
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muscle-prism (mus'l-prizm), ». The prismatic
mass ox muscle-rods occupying a muscle-com-
partment.
muscle-reading (mus'l-re'ding), «. The de-
tection and interpretation of slight involuntary
contractions of the muscles by a person whose
hand is placed upon the subject of experimen-
tation.

In the researches I made on Tnuscle-readinff, it was
shewn over and over that by pure chance only the blind-
fold subject would, under certain conditions, find the ob-
ject looked for in one case, and sometimes in two cases
out of twelve. Proc. Soc. Psych. Research., I. 17.

muscle-rod (mus'l-rod), «. A segment of a
muscle-fibrilla between two successive Krause's
membranes (intermediate disks).

muscle-serum (mus'l-se'rmn), n. The serum
formed on the coagulation of muscle-plasm.
muscle-sugar (mus'l-shug'ar), n. Inosite.

muscling (mus'ling), n. ['<; muscle^ + -irap'i.]

Exhibition or representation of the muscles.
A good piece, the painters say, musthavegood mMsding,

as well as colouring and drapffly. Shafleslncry.

muscoid (mus'koid), a. and n. [< L. musms,
(see mass^), moss, + Gr. eWor, form.] I. a. IJi

hot., moss-Uke ; resembling moss. Also mtisci-
form.
H. n. One of the mosses; a moss-Hke plant.

muscological (mus-ko-loj'i-W), a. [< muscol-
og-y + -^c-al.^ Belonging or pertaining to mus-
cology.

muscologist (mus-kol'o-jist), n. [< muscology
+ -tst.] One skilled in the science of muscol-
ogy; a bryologist.
The tribe of Sphagnacess, or Bog-Mosses, is now sepa-

rated by Jf«A»Io^i8t> from true Mosses.
W. B. Carpenter, Micros., § 339.

muscology (mus-kol'o-ji), n. [= P. museologie,
< L. iMisGUS, moss, + Gr. -Tuoyia, < Myeiv, speak

:

see -ology.'] The branch ofbotany that treats of
mosses ; also, a discourse or treatise on mosses.
Also called bryology.

muscosity (mus-kos'i-ti), n. [< L. muscosus,
mossy,<?nM«(nts, moss (see mossi),+ -j<y.] Mos-
siness.

muscovado (mus-ko-va'do), n. [Also muscova-
do; =F. moscouade, mascouade,< Sp. moscabado,
moscdbada, mascohado, maseobada, for azucar
mascobado, inferior or unrefined sugar.] Unre-
fined sugar; the raw material from which loaf-
sugar and lump-sugar are procured by refining.
Muscovado is obtained from the juice of the sugar-caue
by evaporation and draining oS the liquid part called
nwlasses.

Muscovite (mus'ko-vit), ii. and a. [Formerly
also Moscovite; < 'F. Moscovite, now Muscovite
= Sp. Moscovita = D. Moslcoviet = G. Moskowi-
ter = Sw. Dan. Moskoiit; as Muscom/ (ML. Mus-
covia), Bussia (< Buss. Moslcova (> G. MosTcau,
F. Moseou), Moscow),+ -ite^.'] I. m. 1 . A native
or an inhabitant of Muscovy or the principal-
ity of Moscow, or, by extension, of Bussia.— 2.
[2. c] In mineral., common or potash mica (see
mica^), a silicate of aluminium and potassium,
with the latter element in part replaced by hy-
drogen; the light-colored mica, varying from
nearly white to pale smoky brown, which is

characteristic of granite, gneiss, and other re-
lated crystalline rocks: formerly called Jf««co-
vy glass, in granitic veins it sometimes occurs in plates
of great size, and is often mined, as for example in western
North Carolina; in thin plates it is nsed in stoves, win-
dows, etc. When ground up it is used as a lubricator, for
giving a silvery sheen to wall-paper, etc. Fhengite is a
varied of muscovite containing more silica than the com-
mon kinds. The name hydromica or hj/dramuscouite is

sometimes given to the varieties which yield considerable
water on ignition. These usually have a pearly or silky
luster and a talc-like feel, and are less elastic than the less
hydrous binds; damourite, margarodite, and sericite are
here included. Fnchsite is a green-colored variety of
muscovite containing chromium. In 1887 the production
of mica (muscovite) in the United States was about 70,000
pounds, valued at nearly $160,000; 2,000 tons of mica-
waste, valued at $15,000, were ground for use. (Min. Se-
sources nf the IT. S., 1887.)

3. [/. c] The desman or Muscovitic rat.

n. a. Of or pertaining to Muscovy, or Mos-
cow, a former principality in central Russia,
and the nucleus of the Bussian empire ; by ex-
tension, of or pertaining to Bussia.

I have used the word Mtisemdte in the sense of "pertain-
ing to the Tsardom of Muscovy," and Moscovite in the
sense of "pertaining to the town of Moscow."

D. a. Wallace, Bussia, p. 420.

Muscovitic (mus-ko-vit'ik), a. [< Muscovite +
-tc] Same as Muscovite.
muscovy (mus'ko-vi), n.; pi. muscovies (-viz).

[Short for Muscovy duch (see muslc-ducJc).'] A
Muscovy duck or musk-duck. See duck^, 1,

and musk-duck, 1.

Muscovy glass. See muscovite, 2.

musculation
She were an excellent lady but that her face peeleth like

Muscovy-glass. JlarsUm and Webster, Malcontent, i. 3.

muscular (mus'ku-lar), a. [= F. musculaire
= Sp. Pg. muscular = It. musculare, muscolare,
< NL. 'muscularis, of muscle, < L. musculus,
muscle: see muscle^.'] 1. Of or pertaining in
any way to muscle or muscles; composing, con-
stituting, or consisting of muscle : as, the mus-
cular system; muscular origin or insertion;
muscular fiber or tissue.— 2. Done by or de-
pendent upon muscle or muscles: as, muscular
action; ?nMSCM?acmovement; m^scuterstrength.—3. WeU-museled; havingwell-developedmus-
cles; strong; sinewy; brawny: as, a muscular
man.—4. Figuratively, strong and vigorous.
No mind becomes muscfular without rude and early ex-

ercise. Buiwer, My Novel, ix. 16.

Muscular CluiBtianlty. See Christianity. [The origi-
nation of this phrase has been generally attributed to
Charles Kingsley ; but he expressly repudiates it

We have heard much of late about "Muscular Christi-
anity.'' A clever expression, spoken in jest by I know not
whom, has been bandied about the world, and supposed
bymany to represent some new ideal of the Christian char-
acter. For myself, I do not know what it means.

Letters and Memories of Charles Kingdey, U. 212.]

Muscular fascicle, fasciculus, or lacertns, a bundle
of a variable number of parallel muscular fihers.—Mus-
cular fiber, (a) Muscular tissue, as composed of fibers.

(&) One of the fibers of which muscular tissue is ultimate-
ly composed.—Muscular flbijl, fitirillation. See the
nouns.— Muscular impression, the mark of the inser-
tion of a muscle, as of an adductor muscle on the inner sur-
face of a bivalve shelL See cut at ciborium.—Muscular
insertion, one of the attachments of an individual mus-
cle, generally that inserted in the smaller or more movable
part—Muscular motion, muscular movement, the
motion or movementwhich resultsfrom the action of mus-
cles.— Muscular plate. Same as muscle-plate.—HuBcn-
lar rheumatism. Same as myalgia.—Muscular sen-
sations, feelings which accompany the action of the mus-
cles. {James Mill,18W.) By these a knowledge is obtained
of the condition of the muscl^ and the extent to which
they are contracted, of the position of various parts of the
body, and of the resistance offered by external bodies.

—

Muscular sense, muscular sensations or the capacity
of experiencing them, especially considered as a means
of information.—Muscular stomach, a stomach with
thick muscular walls, as the gizzard of a fowl : distin-
guished from the glandular stomach, or proventricnlns.

—

Muscular system, the total of the muscular tissue or
sum of the individual muscles of the body ; musculation
or musculature, regarded as a set of similar organs or
system of like parts, comparable to the Tiervous system,
the osseous sysAem, etc.— Muscular Idssue, the proper
contractile substance of muscle; muscular fiber. It is

of two kinds— striated or striped muscle, and smooth
The former, of which all the ordinary muscles of the trunk
and limbs and the heart are composed, consists of bundles

striated Muscular Tissue, magnified about 350 diameters.

A, a muscular fiber without its saicolemma, brealcing up at one
end into its fibriUse : B, two separate fibrilla ; C, a muscular fiber
breaking up into disks ; D, amuscularfiber of which the contractile
substance (a, a) is torn across, while the sarcolemma ( b) has not given
way.

of fibers which present a striated appearance, and are
enveloped in and bound together by connective tissue
which also supports the vessels and nerves of the muscle.
Striated muscle-fibers, except those of the heart, have an
outer sheath of sarcolemma. Smooth mtiscu^ tissue

consists of elongated band-like non-striated fibers, each
with a rod-like nucleus ; they do notbreak up into fibrillse,

and have ntf sarcolemma.— Mnsculax tube, in icMA., a
myodome. = Syn. 3. Sinewy, stalwaii^ sturdy, lusty, vig-
orous, powerful
muscularity (mus-ku-lar'i-ti), n. [< muscular
+ -»%.] The state, quality, or condition of be-
ing muscular.
muscularize (mus'ku-lar-iz), «. *.; pret. and pp.
musoularized, ppr. muscularizing. [< muscular
+ -!><>.] To make muscular or strong; de-
velop muscular strength in. Lowell, Among
my Books, 2d ser., p. 5.

mnscularly (mus'lm-lar-li), adv. With mus-
cular power; strongly; as regards musculai
strength.

musculation (mus-ku-la'shon), n. [= F. mus-
culation; as L, musculus, muscle,+ -atton.] The



musculation

way or mode in which a part is provided with
muscles ; the number, kind, and disposition of
the muscles o± a part or organ.

It is notby Touch, Taste, Hearing, Smelling, MuseulaUon,
etc., that we can explain astronomical, physical, chemical,
and biological phenomena.

a. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. 446.

=Syn. Mitsmlation, Musculature. Musculation is more
frequent in merely descriptive anatomy, with reference to
the attachments or other topographical disposition of in-
dividual muscles; musculature is the more comprehensive
morphological or embryological term.

musculature (mus'ku-la-tur), n. [= Sp. musou-
latura; as L. musculus, muscle, + -ature.'] The
furnishing orproviding ofalivingorganismwith
muscles, or the method or means by which mus-
cles are formed; also, the muscular tissue, sys-
tem, or apparatus itself, considered with ref-
erence to its origin, development, and subse-
quent disposition; musculation.
The mwcvlature of the right side of the larynx is still

free, and, when acting, a crater-like cavity is seen, lined
with granulations. Lancet, No. 3436, p. 12.

Dermal musculature. See dermal. = Syn. See mus-
culation.

musculet (mus'kul), n. [< L. musaulus, muscle

:

see muscle^.l A muscle.
musculi, n. Plural of musculus, 1.

musculine (mus'ku-lin), n. [< L. miisculus, mus-
cle (see muscle^), '+ 4ne^.'\ The animal basis of
muscle ; the chemical substance of which mus-
cle chiefly consists. See muscle-plasma and

musculite (mus'ku-lit), «. [< L. musculus, mussel
(see mussel) , + -ite^.'] A fossil shell like a mus-
sel or Mytilus, or supposed to be of that kind.
musculocutaneous (mus"ku-16-ku-ta'ne-us), a.

[< L. mtisculus, muscle, + ' cutis,' skin :' see cu-
taneous.2 Muscular and cutaneous : specifically
said of certain nerves which, after giving off

motor branches to muscles, terminate in the
skin as sensory nerves. The superior and interior
musculocutaneous nerves of the abdomen are two branches
of the lumbar plexus, more frequently called the itiohy-
pcgaxtric and Uio-inguinal. (See these words.) The mus-
culocutaneous nerve in the arm is a large branch of the
brachial plexus, which supplies the coracobrachialis and
biceps muscles, and in part the brachialis anticus, and then
ramifies in the skin of the forearm. That of the leg is one
of two main branches of the external popliteal or peroneal
nerve, which supplies the peronei muscles and then rami-
fies in the skin of the lower leg and foot.

musculopallial (mus'ku-lo-pal'i-al), a. [< L.
musculus, roMSoXo, + "Rh. pallium: seepallial.']

Supplying or distributed to muscles and to the
mantle or pallium of a moUusk: specifically

applied to the outer of two nerves given off

from the visceral ganglion, the other being
the splanchnic nerve. Trans. Soy. Soc. Edin.,
XXXU. 628.

musculophrenic (mus'''ku-16-fre'nik), a. [< L.
musculus, muscle, + Grr. fp^v, diaphragm.] Per-
taining to the musculartissue of the diaphragm

:

specifically applied to a terminal branch of the
internal mammary artery, which supplies the
diaphragm and lower intercostal muscles.

musculosity (mus-ku-los'i-ti), n. [= F. mus-
eulosiU, < L. as if *musculosita(t-)s, < muscu-
tosjw, musculous : see «m««cmZoms.] The quality
of being musculous ; muscularity.
musculospiral (mus"ku-ld-spi'ral), a. [< L. mus-
CMto, muscle, T spjra, spire : see spiral.] Inner-
vating a muscle and winding spirally around a
bone : specifically applied to the largest branch
of the brachial plexus, which winds around the
humerus in company with the superiorprofunda
artery, and supplies the muscles of the back
part of the arm and forearm and the skin of

the same part.

musculous (mus'ku-lus), a. [= F. mmseulevx
= Sp. Pg. musculoso = It. muscoloso, musculoso,

< L. musculosus, muscular, fleshy, < musculus,

a muscle: see muscle^.'] 1. Pertaining to a
muscle or to muscles.
The UVOU8 coat or iris of the eye hath a Trmscutous power,

and can dilate and contract that round hole in it called

the pupil or sight of the eye. Hay, Works of Creation, ii.

2. PuU of muscles; hence, strong; sinewy.

[Obsolescent.]

He had a tongue so musctUmis and subtile that he could

twist it up into his nose. Swift, Tale of a Tub, xi.

musculus (mus'kii-lus), n. [L. : see mwscZei.]

1. PI. musculi (-U). In ana*., a muscle. Muscles
were all formerly named in Latin, mMsculus being express-

ed or implied in their names, but few retain this designa-

tion, though the Latin form of the qualifylngword orwords
may remain, as pectordlis, fflutceus, etc.

2. [cap.] In;?od7.: (a) Agenusof mioe,of which
Mus musculo is the type : same as Mtts. Bafi-

nesque, 1818. (b) A term in use among the

conehologists of the seventeenth and eigh-

teenth centuries for various bivalve shells, as

3906

Panopma, Unionidce, CyrenicUe, Mytilidoe, etc.

(c) A genus of brachiopods of the family Tere-

bratuUdcB. Qiienstedt, 1871.

Mus. Doc. An abbreviation of Musicce Doctor
(Doctor of Music).

muse^ (muz), V.
;
pret. and pp. mused, ppr. mus-

ing. [< ME. musen, gaze about, ponder, won-
der, muse, < OF. muser (= Pr. OSp. musar =
It. musare), ponder, muse, dream, F. loiter,

trifle, dawdle ; origin uncertain
;
prob. same as

It. mussare, mutter, mumble, F. dial. (Walloon)
muser, hum, buzz, < ML. musare, mussare, L.
mussare, murmur, mutter, be in uncertainty ; cf

.

Norw. musa, mussa, mysja, mutter, whisper ; Gr.

fii^Eiv, mutter; ult., like mum^, mumble, mutter,

etc., imitative of a low indistinct sotmd. An-
other etymology (Diez, Skeat) rests on It. mu-
sare, 'gape about,' explained as orig. 'sniff as

a dog' (cf. F. muser, begin to rut), < OF.
*muse (= It. mMSo), the mouth, muzzle, snout
(whence dim. musel, mosel, > ME. mosel, > E.
muzzle), < L. morsus, bite, ML. also muzzle,
snout,beak: seemuagle,morse^. Forthe change
of L. morsus to OF. *muse (mus), of. OF. jus, <

L. deorsum, OP. sus, < L. seorsum. But the Pr.
OSp. and It. forms, in this view, must be bor-
rowed from the OP., a thing in itself highly
improbable at a date so early, and sufficient,

with the improbability of such a transfer of
notions, to disprove this explanation. In ano-
ther view, also improbable, the word is < OHG.
muozen, be idle, muoza, G. musze, idleness, lei-

sure. Hence amuse.'] I. intrans. 1. To pon-
der; meditate; reflect continuously and in si-

lence ; be in a brown study.

night hertely she hym loved, and w/used here-on so
moche that she was sore troubled, and fayn wolde she haue
hym to be her lorde. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 229.

Taking my lonely winding walk, I mux'A,
And held accustom'd conference with my heart.

Courper, The Four Ages.

And the young girl mused beside the well.

Till the rain on the unraked clover felL
WhittMr, Maud MuUer.

2t. To be astonished; be surprised; wonder.
I muse my Lord of Gloucester is not come

;

'Tis not his wont to be the hindmost man.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 1. 1.

Yonder is ther an host of men,
I m/asen who they bee.

Captain Car (Child's Ballads, VI. 150).

This may be a sufficient reason to us why we need no
longer muse at the spreading of many idle traditions so
soon after the Apostles. Milton, Frelatical Episcopacy.

3. To gaze meditatively.

As y stood m,usynge on the moone.
Politicdl Poems, etc. (ed. FumivaJl), p. 148.

Then came the fine Gawain and wonder'd at her,
And Lancelot later came and m/used at her.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

= S7n. 1. Meditate, reflect, etc. (see list under corOem-
plat^, cogitate, ruminate, brood.

II. trans. 1. To meditate on; think of re-
flectively.

Thou knowist all that hertes thenke or Tmise,
All thynges thou seest in thy presence.

Bom. ofPartermy (E. E. T. S.), L 6441.

Come, then, expressive Silence, mmse His praise.
Tturnison, Hymn, 1. 118.

2t. To wonder at.

muse^ (muz), n. [< ME. muse, < OF. muse, muze,
musing, amusement, < muser, muse : see muse^,
V.I 1 . The act of musing ; meditation ; reverie

;

absent-mindedness; contemplative thought.

Thys king in mjuses ther was full strongly
In the noblesse of this castell alway.
That almost he slepte, but not a^Elepe fully.

Rom. ofParlenay (E. E. T. S.), L 5611.

2. Wonder; surprise.

This dedication . . . may haply make your Honors muse;
well fare that dedication that may excite your mtue.

Flario, It. Diet. (1598), Ep. Bed., p. [8].

He . . . was fill'd

With admiration and deep mmse, to hear
Of things so high and strange.

Mitton, P. L., vil. 62.

At or In a muse, in doubt or hesitation.

Which euent beeing so straunge, I had rather leane
them in a mmse what It should be, then in a maze in telling
what it was. I^ly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 104.

For the duke and our fleet, we are now all at a muse what
should become of them.

CauH and Times of Charles II., I. 261.

Muse^ (miiz), n. [< OF. mu^e, P. muse = Pr. Sp.
Pg. It. musa = D. muze = G. muse = 8w. Dan.
muse, < L. musa, < Gr. /iovaa, .^oUc ftoiaa, Doric
uoaa, Laconian /liia or fiad, a Muse (see def. 1),
hence also music, song, eloquence, in pi. arts,

accomplishments, and in general fitness, pro-
priety; prob. contr. of */idovaa (reg. contr. fiaaa),

rem. ppr. of */ideiv, a defective verb (perf . /ji-

museograpliy

/laa, part, /le/ia&g, pres. mid. /laadai), strive af-

ter, seek after, attempt, long for, desire eager-

ly, covet, etc. The lit. meaning of /wvaa is

sometimes given as 'inventress' (as ancient
writers assumed), from the sense 'invent' in-

ferred from the sense 'seek after '; but the term
more prob. referred to the emotion or passion,

the "fine frenzy," implied in the verb in the
usual sense ' strive after ' dut/iaoif, excited), and
in its derivatives, among which are counted
imiveadat, be in a frenzy, jiavla, frenzy, madness,
ftavTig, a seer, prophet, etc.: see mania. Mantis.
Hence museum, music, mosaic^, etc.] 1. In Gr.
myth., one of the daughters of Zeus and Mne-
mosyne, who according to the earliest writers
were goddesses of memory, then inspiring god-
desses of song, and according to later ideas di-

vinities presiding over the different kinds of po-
etry, and over the sciences and arts, while at the
same time having as their especial province
springs and limpid streams. Their number appears
intheHomeric poems not to be fixed; later it seems to have
been put at three, but afterward they are always spoken of

as nine: Clio, the Muse of heroic exploits, or of nistory;
Euterpe, of Dionysiac music and the double flute ; Thalia,
of gaiety, pastoral life, and comedy ; Melpomene, of song
and harmony, and of tragedy ; Terpsichore, of choral dance
and song ; Erato, of erotic poetry and the lyre ; PUymnia
or Polyhymnia, of the inspired and stately hymn ; Vrania,
of astronomical and other celestial phenomena ; and Cal-

liope, the chief of the Muses, of poetic inspiration, of elo-

quence, and of heroic or epic poetry. The Muses were
intimately associated in legend and in art with Apollo,

who, as the chief guardian and leader of their company,
was called Musagetes.

In this city [Cremona] did thatfamous Poet [VirgU] con-
secrate himseU to the Muses. Coryat, Crudltiei^ 1. 140.

Hence— 2. [cop. or Z.c] An inspiringpower;
poetic inspiration : often spoken of and apos-

trophized by poets as a goddess.

O for a Muse of fire, that would ascend
The brightest heaven of invention I

Shak., Hen. V., t, Pro).

Of Man's first disobedience, and the fruit

Of that forbidden tree, whose mortal taste

Brought death into the world, and all our woe, . .

Sing, heavenly Muse. Milton, P. L., 1. 6.

3. A poet; a bard. [Rare.]

So may some gentle Muse
With lucky words favour my destined urn

;

And, as he passes, turn
And bid fair peace be to my sable shroud.

Milton, Lycidas, L 19.

muse^ (mus), n. [< OP. musse, a little hole or

comer to hide things in, < musser, hide: see
miche^,mooch, mouch.'] 1 . An opening in a fence
through which a hare or other game is accus-
tomed to pass. Also muset.

As when a crew of gallants watch the wild muse of a Bore,
Their dogs put in full crie, he rusheth on before.

Chapman, Iliad, xl. 368. (Nares.)

The old prouerbe . . . "'Tis as hard to find a hare with-
out a mjuse as a woman without a sense."

Greene, Thieves Falling Out (HarL Misc., VUL 387).

(.Nares.)

Like to an hunter skilfuU in marking the secret tracts

and muces of wild beasts, [he] enclosed many aman within
his lamentable net and toyle.

BdOand, tr. of Ammianus Marcellinus (1609). (Nares.)

2t. A loophole ; a means of escape.

For these words still left a miuse for the people to escape.

N. Bacon.

3. The mouthpiece or wind-pipe of a bagpipe.
Also written smuse.

mused (mfizd), a. [< musei- + -e(J2.] Overcome
with liquor; bemused; muzzy.

Head waiter honour'd by the guest,
B.Bll-mused, or reeling ripe.

Tennyson, Will Waterproof.

museful (muz'fvd), a. [< TOMsei, n., + -/«!!.]

Thinkingdeeplyor closely; thoughtful. Dryden.
musefully (miiz'fiil-i), adw. In a museftd man-
ner; thoughtfully.

muselt, n. An obsolete variant of muzzle.

museless (miiz'les), a. [< Muse'^, n., + -less.']

Without a Muse; disregarding the power of
poetry.

Museless and unbookish they [the Spartans] were^ mind-
lug nought but the feats of Warre.

Milton, Areopagitica (Clarendon Press), p. 7.

musenna, n. See mssenna.
museographer (mii-ze-og'ra-fer), n. [< muse-
ograph-y + -erl.] Same stamuseograpMst.
museographist (mu-zf-og'ra-fist), n. [< muse-
ograph^ + 4st.] One" who describes or classi-

fies the objects in a museum. Also musoeog-
raphist. [Recent.]

Most of the naturalists and rmiseographistshave Included
shells in their works.

MeTtdes da Costa, Elements of Conchology, p. 67.

museography (ma-zf-og'ra-fi), n. [< Or. /wvael-

ov, a museum, + -ypdipla,<."ypi^uv, write.] The-



museography
systematic description or written classification
of objects in a mosenm. Also mugeEoaraphy.
[Eecent.] ^ ^^

mnseolo^st (mu-zf-ol'o-jist), n. [< m useolog-y
+ -ist.'i One versed id museologv.
mnseology (mn-ze-oro-ji), ». [<'XL. museum,
museum, + Gr. -/Jiyia, < iiyuv, speak : see -oto-

^•J The science of arranging and managing
museums. Also muswology. [Eecent.]
Bat the accoant of the last [general amuigements of the

sereral mnseiuDsi is generally ansatisfactoiy and imper-
fect, while very slight or no mention is made of such de-
Tict^ ^ are characteristically American, and in which
m wie-jlogy has been notahly advanced by ns.

Saence,YI.SS.

mnser (mii'zer), II. One who muses; one who
acts, speaks, or writes as in a reverie ; an ab-
sent-minded person.

He [Anudd] is not, like most degiac poets, a mexe sad
mtaer; he is always one who finds a secret of joy in the
midst of pain. Contemporary Bee., XTjy. 53a

muse-rid (muz'rid), a. Bidden by a Muse or
the Muses; possessed by poetical enthusiasm.
[Bare.]

Xo meagre, JftoB-rid mope^ adost and tbin.
In a don n%ht.gown of Ids own loose akin.

Pope, Danciad, iL 37.

mnset (mn'set), n. [Also m usit : dim. of muse^.]
Same as nmst^, 1.

The many muxett throogh the which he [the hare] goes
Are like a labyrinth to amaae his fc^s.

Shak., VenTis and Adonis, L ^3.

musette (mn-zet'), ». [F., dim. of OF. muse, a
pipe, a bagpipe, = It. musa, < ML. musa, a
bagpipe, < £. musa, a song, a Muse: see
Jfitse^.] 1. A small and simple variety of
oboe.—2. A form of bagpipe once verypopular
in France, having a compass of from ten to thir-

teen tones.—3. A quiet pastoral melody, usual-
ly with a drone-bass, written in imitation of a
bagpipe tune : often introduced as one of the
parts of the old-fashioned suite, especially as
a contrast to the gavotto. Sach melodies were often
used as dance-tones; and thns the term musette was ex-
tended to the dance f(v which they were nsed.

]niiseillll(mn-ze'inn), n. [=F. museum, musee=
Sp. «iM*eo = Pg. museu = It. museo, < L. otm-

seum, < Gr. jumaeiov, a temple of the Muses, a
plac« of study, a library or museum, also (late)

mosaic, < /umaa, a Muse : see Muse^J} A build-
ing or part of a building appropriated as a re-
pository of things that nave an immediate re-

lation to literature, art, or science ; especially
and usually, a collection of objects in natural
history, or of antiquities or curiosities. Among
the leading mnseoms may he mentioned—in Italy, the
Y^can (developed laig^ firom the sixteenth to the eigh-
teenth oentmies) and the Capitidine at Kome, Qie UfBxi
and Pit^ Palace at Florence, the great Hoseo S'azionale at
Kaides, and the Brera atUilan ; in France, the IiOaTre(per-
haps the most imp«tant in the world, opened 1793X the
Lozembonrg (devoted to recent artX the Xrocadero, and
the Hdtel de dnny at Faiis ; in Germany, Uie Zwinger
(foonded in the ei^teenth centnry) at Dresden, the mn-
seoms of Berlin, and the Glyptoth^ and Pinakothek at
Monich ; inGreat Britain, the Ashmolean at Oxford (open-
ed 1G83) and the Britash Mosenm (the largest in the conn-
try, foonded 1753) and the Soom Kensington Moseom
^ostrallTe of the indnstzial art^') at London. There are
very notable mnseoms at St. Petersborg, at Madrid, and
at Athens; and the mosenm at Ghizeh (formerly BoolakX
near Cairo, has a world-wide repotataon. In the United
States the chief mnsenms are the Hoseom of Sine Arts at
Boston, the Metropolitan Mnseom at >ew York, and the
>ational Hnsenm at Washington. The meaning bo the
term muaeta» is sometimes extended, especially on Gie
continent of Sorope;, to tnclode galleries c£ picteres and
scolptore.

mnslli (mush), n. [Prob. oiig. a dial. var. of
mesh'-, -van. of J»as*l, a mixture : see mash^. Xot
< G. mus, pap.] 1. Anything mashed. SalU-
weB. [Prov. Eng.]—8. Meal boiled in water
or milk until it forms a thick, soft mass : as,

oatmeiJ mush; mush and milk; speeifieaUy,
sach a preparation made from Indian com:
hasty-pudding.

In thickness like a cane, it Xatore ronl'd

Close op in leaver to keep it from the cold

;

Which being groond and boyl'd, Miah they mak&
Bardie, last Toy^e to Bermoda (1671X (BarOetL)

^v'n in thy native regions, how I blosh
To hear the Pennsylvanians call thee Miah !

JoH Barlow^ Hasty Pudding, L

Why win people ooclk it [rice] into a DiuaA .' See how
separate the grains are !

IT. jr. Baker, Ifew Timothy, p. m
3. Something resembling mush, as being soft

and pulpy: as, mush of mud.
I hate, where I looked for a manly fortherance, or at

least a manly re^stance, to find a fimaA of concession.
EineTKm, Frifflidsh^

4, Fish ground up; chum; pomace; stosh.

—5. Dust; dnsty refuse. SaOiwea. [Prov.

3907
Eng.]—6. The best kind of iron ore. Salli-
irell—Hnsh muddle, pot-pi& [Cape Cod.]

mnsh^ (mush), V. t. [Perhaps a var. of mesh\ r.]

To nick ornotch (dress-fabrics) round the edges
with a stamp, for ornament.
mushed (musht), a. [< musftl + -ed2.] Shat-
tered; depressed; "used up." [Prov. Eng.]
Going abont all daywithout changing her cap. and look-

ing as if she was inuAed.
George Eliot, Vill on the Floss, iiL S.

mnsheront, n- An obsolete form of mushroom.
moshetonr, «. In her., same as muschetor.
mnshqiiasll-root, n. Bee musquash-root.
mushroom (mush'rdm), n. and a. [Also dial,

or obs. mushrome, mushrump, musheron; < ME.
musheron, muscheron, < OF. mousdieron, mouse-
ron, a mushroom, < mousse, moss: see moss^.']

L ' 1. A cryptogamio pl^t of the class fVin-

gi: applied in a general sense to almost any
of the larger, conspicuous fungi, such as toad-
stools, puffbaUs, Hydnei, etc., but more partic-
ularly to the agaricoid fungi and especially to
the edible forms. The species most nsnallycnltrvated
is the Afforicus eampestrig, edible agaric or mushroom.
Mushrooms are fonnd in all parts of the world, and are
usually of very rapidgrowth. In some localities theyform
a staple article of food. In Tierra del Fuego the natives live
largely npon Cytfiaria Dancimi, and in Australia many
species of Boletus are used as food by the natives. Many
moshrooms are poisonous, and the selection of those suit-
able tor cooking shoold be introsted to competent judges.
See cut under AgaricuA.

Hither the Bmperoor (TUuidios repaired, in hope to re-
cover his health throogh the temperature of the air, . . .

hotcontraiHyhexe metwith the fmuAnHnes that poysoned
him, Sandj/s, Iravailes, p. 236.

Hence— 2. An upstart : one who rises rapidly
from a low condition in life.

But cannot brook a night-grown fnushrump—
Such a one as my lord of <>>mwall is

—

Should bear us down of the nobility.

Jfar2otee, Edward XL, L 4.

And we must glorl^
A mushroom .' one of yesterday

!

R. Jonson, CatHine, iL 1.

3. Asmallmushroom-shapedprotuberancethat
sometimes forms on the end of the negative
carbon in arc-lamps.—Cup-mushroom, a common
name for certain discomycetoos fongi, partacolarly of the
genoaPezuo. SeeIHgeomyoaessaiAPesiza ^Devil'smaah-
room, a name given to many poisonous fungi resemblmg
edihle mushrooms. [Colloq.]—Faiiy-ring mushroom.
See dumtpiffnon and Jfanuimug.—sL Geoige's mush-
room, a species of mushroom, Agarieus gambogus, which
appears in May and June, growing in rings. The name is

also given to A. arvensix.

IL, a. 1. Of or pertaining to mushrooms;
made of mushrooms : as, mushroom sauce.— 2.
Resembling mushrooms in rapidity of growth
and in unsubstantiality; ephemeral; upstart:
as, mushroom aristocracy.

Somebody buys all the quack medicines that boUd pal-
aces for the mushroom, say rather the toadstool, million-
aires. O. W. Holmes, Med. Essays, p. 186.

Mushroom antihor,catchup, cozal, etc Seethe nouns.
—Mushroom head, the nose-plate on the inner part of
tbebreech-plugof abreech-loadmgcannon. Seenose-^late,

and second cut under/erTTWture.

mushroom (mush'rom), f . t. [< mushroom, «.]

To elevate suddenly in position or rank.

The prosperous npetart mushroomed into rank.
Biehardson, Clarissa Harlowe, I. 297. (Davies.)

mnshroom-hitches (mnsh'rom-Meh'ez), n. pi.

Inequalities in the floor of a coal-mine, occa-

sioned by the projection of basaltic or other
stony substances. HalliweV. [Prov. Eng.]
mushroom-spawn (mush'rom-sp&n), n. The
substance in which the reproductive myeeUum
of the mushroom is embodied.
mushroom-stone (mush'rom-ston), n. A stone

or fossU that resembles a mushroom.

Two small fnuaArootii-sfofK^ in form of a blontish cone.

. . . Fifteen othertnushroom-stonesof near the same shape
with the precedent. . . . Theseareof a white colour, and
in shape exactly resembling a sort of coralline fongos of

marine original, which I have by me.
Woodward, On Fossils, p. 137.

mushroom-strainer (mush'rom-stra'ner), n.

An inverted-dish strainer for cistem-pumps, so
named from its shape. E. S. Eiaght.

mushroom-sugar (mush'rom-shug'ar), ». Man-
nite.

mushru (mush'ro), n. fEDnd. mashru^a.'i A
washablematerialmadeinlndia,haviiigaglossy
silk finish and a cotton back. It is used for

wearing-apparel, and is very durable.

mushrump (mush'rump), n. An obsolete or

dialectal form of mushroom.
mushy (mush'i), a. [< mush'^ + -y^.] Like
mush; soft; pulpy; without fiber or firmness.

The death penalty is disappearing, like some better

tilings, before a kind of mushy and unthlnlnng donht of its

morality and expediencr. The Ifation, Feb. 3, 1870, p. 67.

music
A child-bearing, tender-hearted thing is the woman oS

our people ; . . . aiie's not mushy, but her heart is tender.
George EUot, Daniel Deronda. xlvi

OveT-ripe, muAy, bruised, and partially decayed fruit
makes a poor dark-C(dored dried product.

Sd. Amer., X. S., T.VT 2S2.

music (mu'zik), «. [< ME. musil: mcsjit, niM-
sike = D. mu^iel; mu:Hjk = MLG. ACHG. mu-
sel-e = G. Dan. Sw. musUc, < C>F. (and F.) mu-
sique = Sp. musica = Pg. It. musica, music, < L.
musica = At. musiqa = Turk. Hind, musiqi, <
Gr. iwvaudj (sq. rexfi), any art over which the
Muses presided, esp. lyric poetry set to melody,
music; fern, of /wvaixdg, of the'iluses (6 /wvai-
/iui", a votary of the Muses, a, poet, musician,
man of letters), < /lovaa, a muse: see MuseK^
1. Any pleasing succession of sounds or of
combinations of sounds ; melody or harmony

:

as, the music of the winds, or of the sea.

For the armony
And sweet accord was so good musike
That the ooice to angels most was like.

Flouxr and Let^
In sweet musie is such art.

Killing care and grief of heart
Fall asleep, or hearing die.

Shak., HeiL VUL, iii. 1 (song).

When those exact co-ordinations which the ear per-
ceives as rhythm, tune, and tone-color are suggested to
the ear by a series of musical sounds, the result is music.

S. Lanier, ScL Eng. Verse, p. 48.

The bird doth not betray the secret springs
Whence note on note her music sweetly poors.

Jones Very, Poems, p. 29,

2. (a) The science of combining tones in rhyth-
mic, melodic, and harmonic order, so as to pro-
duce effectsthat shall be intelligible and agree-
able to the ear. (6) The art of using rhythmic,
melodic, and harmonic materials in the produc-
tion of definito compositions, or works naving
scientific correctness, artistic finish and pro-
portion, esthetic effectiveness, and an emo-
tional content or meaning.
In Candia sine Creta was musyke Qiste founder and also

tourneys and exercyse of armes on horsbacke.
Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgiymage, p. 13.

Music has been developed according to certain roles
which depended on unknown laws of nature since dis-
covered;. . . it cannot be separated from these laws, and
. . . within them there is a field large enough for all the
efforts of human &ncy. Nasema, Soimd, p. 1S7.

Degrees in music are not conferred by the TTniversity of
London. Gnce's DicL Music, I. 452:

3. A composition made up of tones artistically

andscientificallydisposed, orsuchcompositions
collectively: as, a piece of musie. Unsic is clas-
sified and named with respect to its origin or general
style as barbarous popular, nationaL artistic, sacred, sec-
ular, etc. ; with reject to its technical form as melodic,
harmonic, polyphonic or conteapnntal, homophonic, Gre-
gorian, classical, romantic, strict, tree, lyric, epic, dra-
matic, pastoral, mensurable^ figured, etc. ; with respect to
its method of performance as vocal, instrumental, solo,

choral, orchestral, concerted, etc ; and with respect to its

apidication as ecclesiastical or chorch, theatrical, operatic,
inflitary, or as concert-, chamber-, dance-music, etc

His [Bossini's] use of the crescendo and the "cabaletta,"
though sometimes carried to excess, gave a brilliancy to
his music which added greatly to the exceUence of its ef-

fect. Bneyc Brit, XX. 86L

4. A musical composition as rendered by in-

struments or by the voice.
Some to Church repair,

Xot for the docfarine, but the music there.
Pope, Essay on Criticism, L 344.'

5. The art of producing melody or harmony by
means of the voice or of instruments.

Also there shalbe one Teacher of Musicke, and to play
one the Lote, the Bandora, and Cytteme.

Book qf Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.X L 7.

6. The written or printed score of a composi-
tion ; also, such scores collectively: as, a book
of mtisic; music for the piano or die fiute.—7.

A company of performers of music ; a band ; an
orchestra.

Enter music
Page. The vftusic is come, sir.

Pill. Let them play. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., a 4. 213.

I am one of the music, sir.

Fischer, Wife for a Month, iL &.

8. Pleasurable emotion, such as is produced
by melodious and harmonious sounds; also,

the source, cause, or occasion of such emotion.

Such Musicke is wise words, with time concented.
S!pen»er, F. Q., IT. iL 2.

The graces and the loves which make
The music of the march of life.

WhiOier, Last Walk in Antonm.

9. Lively speech or action; liveliness; excited

wrangling; excitement. [C!olloq.,U. S.]— 10.
Diversion; sport; also, sense of the ridicu-

lous. In this sense apparentiy confused with
amuse; compare musicaJ, 5. [New Eng.]—
Broken, cathedral, church, congregational music.
See the qnalifying words.—Dynamics Of music. See



music
dynamics.—TlOTli, Gregorian, iaoizaxy music. See
the qualilylng words.—Mafilc music, a game in which
Bome article is bidden, to be sought for Dy one o£ the com-
pany, wbo is partly guided by the music of some instru-
ment which is played fast as he approaches the place of
concealment and more slowly as he wanders from it.

A pleasant game, she thought ; she liked it more
Than magic music, forfeits, all the rest.

Tennyson, Princess, Prol.

Martial music. See martioZ.— Measurable, mea-
sured, mensurable music. See mensuratle, 2.—Mili-
tary music. See military.— Muslo Of the future, a
phrase firstused byRichardWagner to express an elaborate
combination of poetic, musical, dramatic, and scenic art
into extended works, but often used in a narrower sense
as descriptive of a musical style similar to that of Wagner.
—Music Of the spheres. See harmony of the spheres,
under harmony.— Music trade-mark. See trade-mark.
—Organic music. See organic.—Program music, mu-
sic intended to conyey to the hearer, by means of instru-
ments and without the use of words, a description or sug-
gestion of definite objects, scenes, or events. The term is
often very vaguely used.—To face the muslc. Seefacei.— Turkish music. Same asjanizary music.

musict (mii'zik), v. t. [< music, ».] To entice
or seduce with music.

A man must put a mean valuation upon Christ to leave
him for a touch upon an instrument, and a faint idea of
future torments to be fiddled and musieVd into hell.

Qer^e/man Instructed, p. 135. {Davies.)

musica (mu'zi-ka), n. [L. and It.: see rrmsic.1

Music—Musica Acta, falsa, or colorata, false or
feigned music : a term applied in the fourteenth, fifteenth,
and sixteenth centuries to music in which accidentols or
notes foreign to the scale of the mode were introduced for
the sake of euphony.

musical (mii'zi-kal), a. and n. [< P. 8p. Pg.
musical = It. miisicale, < Nli. *musicaUs, < L.
musica, music: see muMe."] I. o. 1. Of or per-
taining to music, in any sense ; of the nature
of music: as, mimcal proportion.—2. Sound-
ing agreeably; affecting the ear pleasurably;
conformable to the laws of the science ofmusic

;

conformable to the principles of the art of mu-
sic; melodious; harmonious.

As sweet and musicaZ
As bright Apollo's lute.

Shak., L. L. L., Iv. 3. 342.

All little sounds made mvMcdi and clear
Beneath the sky that burning August gives.
While yet the thought of glorious Summer lives.

WiUiam Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 375.

3. Pertaining to the performance or the nota-
tion of music.—4. Fondofmusic; discriminat-
ing withregardtomusic : as, the child is musical,
or has a »«MSJca? ear.— 5. Amusing; ridiculous.
[Slang, New Eng.]—Musical box, a mechanical mu-
sical instrument, consisting essentially of a barrel or cyl-
inder, caused to revolve by clockwork, in the surface of
which are small pegs or pins, so an'anged as to catch and
twang the teeth of a kind of steel comb. These teeth are
graduated in size, and carefully tuned ; and the dispo-
sition of the pins is such as to sound them in perfect
melodic succession and rhythm, so that even very elabo-
rate music may be faithfully reproduced. The position
of the barrel may usually be slightly shifted from side to
side, so that more than one tune can be played from the
same barrel; and sometimes more than one barrel is pro-
vided for the same box, so that an extensive repertoire is

possible. Occasionally small bells, or even small reeds
blown by a bellows, as in the hand-organ, are added to in-
crease the resources of the instrument. The effects pro-
duced are often very pleasing and varied.— Musical
characters. See cAarocter.-Musical clock, a clock to
whichamusical box or barrel-organ is so attached as to play
tunes at certain periods.

—

Musical Condenser, a con-
denser to the terminal plates ofwhich thewiresfrom a tele-
phone-transmitter are attached. When a musical sound
Is produced in the neighborhood of the transmitter, it is
reproduced by the condenser.—Musical director, the
conductor, director, or leader of a choir, chorus, band, or
orchestra. Also called music-director.—Musical drama.
Seeqpent.—Musical ear. See ear\ s.—Musical glasses.
See 92a«8.—Musical harrest-flles, the Cicadid<e.—1H-a-
slcal notation. See notatixm.— Musical progression.
Same as harmonicprogression (which see, under harmomc).
— Musical scale. See scaZe.

II, n. A meeting or a party for a musical en-
tertainment : same as musieale.

Such fashionable cant terms as theatricals scadmusicaZs,
invented by the fiippant Topham, still survive among his
confraternity of frivolity.

I. VIsraeli, Curios, of Lit., HI. 346.

musieale (mii-zi-kar), n. [< P. mu^cale (soiree

musieale, a musical party), fern, of musical, mu-
sical: see musical.'] A performance or concert
of music, vocal or instrumental, or both, usually

of a private character; a private concert.

musicality (mn-zi-kari-ti), n. [< musical +
-i^.] Same as musicalness.

musically (mii'zi-kail-i), adv. In a musical man-
ner ; in delation to music.

musicalness (mii'zi-kal-nes), n. The character

of being musical.

music-book (mil'zik-biik), n. A book contain-

ing music.
music-box (mH'zik-boks), H. 1. Same as tom-

sieal box (which see, under musical).

3908
We shut our hearts up nowadays.
Like some old muHc-box that plays
Unfashionable airs.

Austin Dobson, A Gage d' Amour.
2. A barrel-organ.

Aminadab that grinds the music-box.
Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, i. 1.

music-cabinet (mii'zik-kab"i-net), n. An orna-
mental stand or rack for holding music-books
and sheet-music.
music-case (mii'zik-kas), n. 1 . A set of shelves,
compartments, or drawers for holding music,
whether bound or in sheet form.— 2. A roll, fo-

lio, or cover for carrying music, especially sheet
music. Also called music-roll, musie-folio, etc.— 3. A printers' ease or tray fitted with parti-
tions for music-types.

music-chair (mii'zik-char), n. Same as music-
stool.

music-clamp (mii'zik-klamp), n. A clip or file

for holding sheet-music.

music-club (mu'zik-klub), n. An association
for the practice of music.
There were also mAi^c-etvhs, or private meetings for the

practice of music, which were exceedingly fashionable
with people of opulence.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 383.

music-demy (mii'zik-de-mi"), n. An English
size of printing-paper, 20f X 14| inches.

music-desk (mii'zik-desk), n. A music-stand.
"Tap—tap— tap," went the leader's bow on the rmtsic-

desk. Sickens, Sketches, viii.

music-folio (mii'zik-f6''li6), n. Same as music-
case, 2.

music-hall (mu'zik-h&l) , n. A public hall used
especially for musical performances or other
public entertainments; specifically, in Eng-
land, such a haU in which the entertainment
consists of singing, dancing, recitations, or im-
itations in character, burlesque, variety per-
formances, and the like.

So this is a miuMc-hatt, easy and free,
A temple tor singing, and dancing, and spree.

F. Locker, The Music Palace.

music-holder fmii'zik-h61"der), n. 1. A mu-
sic-case.—2. A rack, clip, or hook for holding
music for a performer.
music-house (mu'zik-hous), n. X. A house
where public musical entertainments are given.

Towards the close of the seventeenth century, the pro-
fessed musicians assembled at certain houses in the me-
tropolis, called muxie-hmjtses, where they performed con-
certs, consisting of vocal ana instrumental music, for the
entertainment of the public.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 382.

2. A firm or other business concern dealing in
printed music, or musical instruments, or both.
musici (mii'zi-si), n. pi. Same as harmonici.
musician (mii-zish'an), n. [Early mod. E. also
munition; < P. musi'iien; as music + -jam.] One
who makes music a profession or otherwise de-
votes himself to it, whether as composer, per-
former, critic, theorist, or historian.

The praise of Bacchus then the sweet mvsieian sung.
Dryden, Alexander's Feast, 1. 47.

musicianer (mu-zish'an-er), n. [< musician +
-eri.] Same as musician. [Obsolete or coUoq.]
Musicianer I had always associated with the militiar

musters of my boyhood, and too hastily concluded it an
abomination of our own, but Mr. Wright calls it a Nor-
folk word, and I find it to be as old as 1642 by an ex-
tract in Collier. Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., Int.

musicianly _{mu-zish'an-li), a. [< musician +
-%!.] Having,' exhiliiting, or illustrating the
properties of good music, or the skill and taste
of a good musician.
musicianship (mu-zish'an-sMp), n. [< musi-
cian + -skipT] Skill in musical composition or
expression ; musical acquirements.

As a whole, "St. Polycarp" is a work which bears testi-
mony both to the thorough musicianship and to the nat-
ural gifts of its composer. Athenceum, No. S178, p. 392.

musicless (mu'zik-les), a. [< music + -less.']

Unmusical; inharmonious.
Their miuxicldesse instruments are frames of brasse hung

about with rings, which they jingle in shops according tS
their marchings. Sandys, TravaUee, p. 172. (Davies.)

music-loft (mii'zik-ldft), n. Same as organ-
loft.

music-mad (mii'zik-mad), a. Inordinately and
morbidly devoted to the study or pursuit of
music ; afSicted by musicomania.
music-master (mu'zik-mas"t&r), n. A male
teacher of music.
music-mistress (mu'zik-mis'''tres), ». A female
teacher of music.
musicodramatic (mTi^zi-ko-dra-mafik), a.

Combining music and the drama ; at once dra-
matic and musical.

musive
His operas, although by no means written " with a pur-

pose," represented an entirely new ^pe of m/usico-ara-
matic art. Quarterly Bev., CXLVI. 66.

musicography (mu-zi-kog'rarfi), n. [< Gr. fiov-

aiKij, music, -f ypaipuv, write.] The science or
art of writing music out in legible characters

;

musical notation.

musicomania (mti"zi-ko-ma'ni-a), n. [= P.
musioomanie = It. mmsicomania,"i NL. musico-
mania, < Grr. fiovaiK^, music, + /lavia, mania.]
In pathol., a variety of monomania in which the
intellectual faculties are deranged by an ab-
sorbing passion for music. Dunglison. Also
called musomania.
music-paper (m^'zik-pa'per), n. Paper ruled
with staffs for recording music.

music-pen (mu'zik-pen), n. An instrument con-
sisting of a wooden handle and a piece of brass
so bent upon itself as to make five small chan-
nels or gutters. When the channels are filled with
ink and the pen is drawn across paper, five parallel lines
are made, which constitute a staff for writing music.

music-rack (mii'zik-rak), n. A rack or in-

clined shelf attached to a musical instrument,
or mounted upon an independent support, de-
signed to hold the music for a singer or player.
Also called music-holder.

music-recorder (mii'zik-re-k6r"d6r), n. A de-
vice for recording music as it is played on any
sort of keyed instrument, as the organ or piano-
forte. Mr. Fenby's recorder, named by him a phoru-
graph, does this by means of a stud attached to the under
side of each key. When the key is pressed down, the stud
comes in contact with a spring, which in turn sets in action
an electromagnetic apparatus, which causes a tracer to
press against a fillet of chemically prepared paper moving
at a uniform rate. The arrangement is such as to denote
the length and character of the notes. Abb6 Moigno's pho-
nautograph records notes by means of a pencil attached
to a kind of spheroidal drum, which vibrates when any
musical notes are sounded, whether by the mouth or by
an instrument.

music-roll (mti'zik-rol), n. Same as music-

ease^ 2.

musicryt(mTi'zik-ri),m. [<. music + ^y.] Music.
Marston, Scourge of Villanie, xi. 131.

music-school (mii'zik-skol), n. A school where
music is the principal subject taught: when
on a large scale, also called a conservatory.

music-shell (mu'zik-shel), n. A volute, foluta
musica, inhalDiting the Caribbean Sea, having
the shell marked with color in a way that re-
sembles bars of music, the spots being in
several rows or series. See cut under volute.

music-smith (mii'zik-smith), n. A workman
who makes the metal parts of pianofortes, etc.

Simmonds.
music-stand (mii'zik-stand), n. 1. A music-
rack or music-case.— 2. A raised platform, as
in a park, on which a band plays.
music-stool (mii'zik-stol), n. A stool, often
with an adjustable seat, for a performer on the
pianoforte or similar instrument. Also music-
chair.

music-t3rpe (mii'zik-tip), n. Type for use in
printing music.
music-wire (mii'zik-wir), n. Steel wire such as
is used in making the strings of musical instru-
ments.
Musigny (mll-ze'nyi), n. [P.] An excellent
red wine of the Cdte d'Or in Burgundy.
musimon, musmon (m1l'si-mon, mus'mon), n.

[= P. musimone, musmon = It. muMmoni, < L.
musimo{n-), mAismo(;n,-) (Gr. fwiia/iav), a Sardinian
animal, supposed to be the mouflon.] A wild
sheep, the mouflon, Ovis musimon.
musing (mii'zing),«. [< MB. musyng; verbal n.
otmuse^,v.] The act of pondering; meditation;
thoughtfulness.

Generydes stode stillIn grete musyng.
And to the queue gaue answere in tUs case.

Qmerydes(E. E. T. S.), 1. 491.

Sometimes into mmmgs tell.

So dreamlike that he might not tell his thought
When he again to common lite was brought.

WiUiam Morris, Earthly Paradise, 11. 274.

musing (mii'zing), p. a. Meditative ; thought
ful; preoccupied.

With even step and muotnagait.
Milton, U Penseroso, L 38.

musingly (mu'zing-li), ode. In a musing way.
musion, n. [Appar. a corrupt form of musi-
mon.] In Iter., a wildcat used as a bearing.
The Cat-a-Mountain, musion, or wild cat.

Encyc. Brit, XI. 699.

musitt, n. An obsolete form of muset for
muse^, 1.

musitiont, »• An obsolete spelling of musician ,

musive (mu'ziv), a. [= P. musif, < LL. mtisi-

vum, < Gt. uovceiov, mosaic : see museum and
mosaic^.] Same as mosaic^.
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la beaded or ogag oatllne seen between two reiy doee and somewhat resemble tats.

parallel lines on a white groood) has been explained by milsk-OOdt (mask'kod), N. Amnsk-bag; hence,
sapiwang^the Rtiral image otsnch a line is =t> anafl fignratiTelv, a scented fop.
that, as It fans acrosB this auuue sicftee, one minute sec- "e-""" .' » o"i-c^ •."i-

tioo ot it would excite only one o(H>e, wlule the sectfons It s a sweet ntuteod, a pnie spic d gnlL

immediately above and bdow would cova halres of two - -
•

a^aMntcone^aDd,enattngbothtoactiTity^OTldapp«|r mosk-deei (mxisk'der), n. 1. A small rrani-
tw,« as lazge. 6. S. HM, Gexman Cnlture, p. -79.

J^
j,<«c»V. n,osfl,if^HS, of the famUy C«rri-

masiid, n. Same as ma^id.
mask (musk), h. [< ME. must, < OF. amse, F.
mu^c = Pr. muse = Sp. umsfo (obs., the usnal
term being almizth = Pg. oAmVt"?*-, almistar,

fiom the At. . with Ar. art.) = It. M«seo, musfhio
= D. w mM'u.$= G. r/ i^i?! w<= Sw. mndcus= Dan.
mii^-M«, moskus, < LL. ihii^cm*, ML. also mosrlms,

< 6r. /i^;iDC, < Ar. WMsAik, wksI:, mist' = Turk.
Ui}.^ < Peis. must. Mist- = ;ffind. w«^it, mask,
< Skt- mnskta., testicle, prob. < / must, steal,

whence also nit. mouse. Hence nit. ih uscat. in hj;-

mtW, MHseadel, mnscatluie. etc., and the second
element of tuimeg.^ 1. An odoriferons snb-

d<e and snbfamilT iloschiiuF, the male of which
yields the scent called musf:. These little deer in-

habit the derated plateaus and mountain-ranges ot cen-

tial Asia, especially the Altaic chain. The male is about
3 feet long and 20 inches high, hoinless, with long canine
te^h and coarse pelage of a dirty-brown color, whitish un-
donedth. Thedoe is smaller, and hasno mask. Thegland
or bag of the malewhich contains the pertnme i^ of about
the sixe of a hen's ^g. of an oval form flattened on one
side. It is an accessory sexual oigan.

In an improper use, a tragnlid, chevrotain,

'n'e most live like our Puritan fathers, who always went
to church, and sat down to dinner, when the Indians were
Id their neighbortiood, with their mu^ket-loek on the one
side, and a drawn sword on the other.

W. PkOipt, Speecfies, p. a
____

mnsketot, «• See mosquito.

JmSm; SaHiomastix. muskctoon (mus -ke - ton' ), n. [Formerly also
musquetooH; < F. mousquetoii. < It. moschettone,
<mosd»etU>, amnsket: see muslct-.'] 1. Alight
and short hand-gnn: in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries a nsoalweapon of cavalry.

One of them ventor'd npon him (as he [John Lisle] was
going to Church accompanied with the chief Magistracy)
and shot him with a Mtuquetoon dead in the place.

IFood, Athene Oxon., H. S3&

2. A soldier armed with a musketoon : gener-
ally xised in the plnral.

A double guard of azcheis and mvAatoom.
Sir T. Berbejt, TrsTels in Africa.

Cai>able of
2. ,_^ , „ ,

or kanchil, small rmninants of the family Tra- mnsket-prOof (mus'ket-prof\ o.

gtiUdtP. They superflcially resemble musk-deer, but be- resisting the force of a mnsket-ball.

long to a different family. The males are hcaned, and hare mnsket-rest (mns'ket-rest), n. Aforknsedas
no musk.—Knsk-deer plant. See Lmonia.

tanee secretedby the male mnsk-deer,J/osc*«j*
iiiqs|^.^,ic]^ (musk'dnk), n. 1. Aduck, Cairina

moseJiiferits. See mu^-deer. The secretion i

Tiscid fluid, whidi dries as a brown putreniline sntetance,

of a slightly bitto' tasteand extremely poweita], penetiat-

ins- and persistent odor. It is the strongest and DKSt
lasting of perfumes, and is also used in medicine as a dif-

fusilile stimulant and antispasnodic The commeicial
atticie is imported from Asia in the natoial pods or bags,

treanently mixed with blood. tU, and haiis, and adulter-

ated with foreign substances. Yarioos other animals Se-

crete a sobstance like mu^ and aercxal are named from
this fact. See cconpounds following.

moschaia, of the tanalj AHatidtr and subfamily
AHatinte, commonly but erroneously known as

the mns(OFg and Barban/ duck: it is a natiTe of

tropical Arnica, now dom^ticated eTeiywhcxe. It is

la^^ than the mallard, and the upper parts are of a

^£^ gieeniab-black oolw.

2. A dnek of the genus Bisiura, as £. lobata of
Australia : so called from^ the musky odor of

the male.

Which theHBnters(.tthatUmechasmgthesaid beast) mnskCg (mns'k^), «• [Amer. Eld.] Abog; a

doeeat<rf^anddriewainsttheSimne,anditpion^hthe soft mossy or peaty spot. |.Canada.J
bestjrnteinthewodd. Puretea, Mgrimage, p. 428. j^,jg^gj . ^ ^^ obsolete form of nmsefeS for

That oil'd and curl'd Assyrian Boll musseiSmellingof««*andofiig^^^^^^^^^„
[< ».«.^rf + -yL] MuscnUr.

2 Aldndof artificial muskmade by theactitm J^^^^^^^^ "^ "* ^« ^*^^
of nitne acid upon oil of amber.—S. The smell woktU, Diet (ed. leos), p. 404. (.Vaiw.)

™°??f^^^™^ resembling it
;
am aromatio

m,,sj.etlf (mue'ket). ... [Also musguet; < ME.
"""

mushet, mitsJcgtie, < OP. moystft. mosquet, mos-smeU; a perfume.
The woodbine spices are wafted abroad.

And the monk ot the rose is blown.
IVnajWn, Mand, xxiL L

4. Same a^ m*si-plaiit, in both senses.

musk (musk), r. t [< mmsIe, h.] To perfume
with musk.
mnskallonge (mus'ka-lonj), n. See Mosfai-

tonge.

mn^&tt. •• .^ obsolete form of muscat.

mnsk-lM^ (muskOtag), a. 1. A small bag con-

taining musk and other perfnmes, sometimes
used as a sachet. Closei of Sarities (1706).

(Xares.)—2. The podj poneh, or cyst of the

musk-deeT which contains the musk.

diet, moHsdtet, moudiet, etc. (F. mouchet, emou-

cXet (ML. museetus, ««seJk«tMs) = It. moschetto,

also with diff. suffix, moseardoV a kind of hawk,
so called with ref. to spots on its breast, or
more prob. &om its small size, being compared
to a fly, dim. < L. musea, a fly (> OF. movscMe,

P. wouelie, a spot, a fly: see mondie). Cf. mos-
quito.'] In /atomry, an inferior Mnd of hawk;
a spaRow-hawk. See ej/as-mtistet.

One they mi^t trust their commmi wrongs to wreak;
The Miaquit and the Ojystrd woe too weak.

Brydat, Hind and Pantho', iii. 1119.

mnaiket^ (mns'ket), n. [Formeriy tisomasqHet;

mnsk-ball (musk'bSl), «. A ball of some sub-

stance impregnated with musk and other per-

fumes, kept among garments after the man-
ner of a sachet to perfume them.

Curious HmtJkoBt, to cany about on^ or to lay in any
places AeanKfUA'dFrmalelmthnKtorCLTiS). (JFaraa.)

musk-beaver (mnsk'be'Ter), »,

JFSier ^betMifMS.

musk-beetle (muskTie'tl), w. A ceiambyoid
beetle, CaUifiavwia mosduria. See cut under
CfTomftjer.

musk-cake (mx^k'kakv H. Musk, rose4eave8,

and otheringredientsmade into a cake . Closet

ofSarities (1706). (3are*.)

musk-cat (musk'kat), n. A eivet-cat ; figura-

tively, a scented, effeminate person; a fop.

Hereisapmrotfortmie'^ sir, or of fwtune's cat—but
DOtamot-cat. SWt, All's Well, v. 2. 20.

Away, wuat.tai; B. Jmuom, Cynthia's Serel^ it. 1.

musk-cattle (musk'kat'l). «. pi. Musk-oxen.
musk-cavy (musk'ka^vi), H. AWest Indian ro-

= i>. mH^t= G. 'mnskete= Sw. mtiskot= Dan.
musixt, < OF. motisquete, moiisqtiet(F. monsqiief),

m., moHsdiete, mosdete, f.. = Sp. Pg. mosquete

(Mil. mnsehetta, mHseheta), < It. moseketto, a

The mtiirat,' ^^^^ <mosd,etto, aKnd ofhawk: see ««stefi.]

A hand-gun for soldiers, introduced m Jsnio-

a prop to support the heavy musket in use in
the sixteenth eentnry. Also called croc.

He will neTer come within the signe of it, the sight of a
cassock, or a mateC-reit againe.

B. Jomon, Ersy Man in his Humour, iL &

musketry (mus'ket-ri), «. [< F. mousmxterie
(= Sp. mosqueierla = It. moschetteria), < mous-
quet, musket: see mushed.] 1. The art or

science of firing small-arms: as, an instmctoi
of musketrji.—2. Muskets collectively.

The cannon began to flte on one ^de, and the ntvmuirg
on both, and the bridge of £othw^ vith the banks ad-

jacent, woe iuTidved in wreaths of smoke.
Scott, Old Mortality, irri.

3. Abody of troops armed with muskets,
musket-shot (mns'ket-ahot), n. 1. The dis-

charge of a musket; a bullet from a nrasket:
as,hewaskilledbya»nisfte^sA<>t.—2. Therange
or reach of a mu&et.—St. A musket-baU.

With more than tmajtet-skot did he charge his qnlU
when he meant to inyeigh. UfaA, Unf(Httmate Trav^a.

musk-flover (mnsk'flou'^r), n. Same as musk-
pUmt, 1.

musk-gland (musk'gland), ». The glandular
organ of the male musk-deer which secretes

musk. It is an accessory sexual organ, corre-

sponding to the preputial follicles of many
mammals.
mukk-hyacillth (mnsk'hi'a-sinth), n. One of

the grape-hyacinths, Mus^ri mosckattim, with
musky scent.

muskiness (mns'ki-nes), R. The quality or

state of being musky; the scent of musk.
SaHeg, 1727.

muskit-grass (mus'Mt-gras), It. Same as mes-

qnite-grass.

muskiest, «• An obsolete form of Miigeiel.

muskle%, M- An obsolete form of mussel.

pean armies in the sixteenth century
:_
it suc-

ceeded the harquebus, and became in time the

common arm of the infantrr. itwas at flistT«y

heavy, and was pioTided with a rest^ The eariiest mus-
kets were matchlocks, which were snpeiseded by the

wheel-loci^ the sni^iaiic^ flie flintrlods and the perens-

sion-guns. Themu^et was made lighter, while stul gain-

ing in efficiency and accuracy. Ihe lifle-mnsk^ was in-

troduced in the middle of the nineteoith century. See
rijie, and cuts under wtatditadt and gtaii^

AndisitI
That drive thee from the ^KHtive court, where thou
Wast shot at with fair eyes,to be the mark
Of smoky HBfcfj.' SUt, AU's Well, iiL S. 111.

Bastazd nmsbet, a hand.gnn used in the sixteenth cen-

tmy. Seecoluer.
dent of the fainilv Ocft>A>ii*"<te, subfanulv £<•*»- _~''.

. ", , ,, . .-, „ . _i,„_4. „_• musket-arrowt (mus^et-ar'o), «. a snort ar-

row thrown from a firearm. These arrows sean

plant,Jfoira mosciato. See «i<ii7<HP.—2.Aplant

of the old genus Abelmosehus. the abelmc^k.

muskmelou (musk'mePon), n. [Formerly, and
still dial., mtisl~minio»;~< mmsL- + mekm.] A
well-known plant, Cucumis Mtlo, and its &xut.
The seeds have diui^c laopeities, and were fcoineriy

used in catarrhal affections. See Cucwia^ meloni, 1, and
dbdalan.

So, being landed,wewenttip and downe, and could finde
nothing hut stones, heath, and mosse, and wee ejected
wanges, limonds, figges, mv^x-mSlioni. and potatoes.

aakn TVtsior, Woiks a630X iSata.)

musk-mole (musk'mol), «, An insectivorous

quadruped, Seaptoehirus mosehafyis, of the mole
family, Talpidee. It resembles the common
mole,' and is found in Mongolia. Also called

MHSliy-MOfe.

musk-okra (musk'o'kra), n. See oJar-a.

mUSk-OTCllis (musk'Sr'kis), n. A plant. Her-

S ^w^^Sn^^^SS.^o.Sl^^S^'^ m?^-« (mn^'oks), n. Aruminant mammal,

and a disk-shaped butt, which appear to haTCbeoi in-

>Iiisk-ca<T |CV mujt^il'rida\

tended for fliis use. Ben. Bogal OnRMiMm, 13^

musketeer (mus-ke-ter'\ «. [Formerly also

mndseUefr, muAvtier, musqueteer; = D. G. mus-
ixtier = Sw. wmsletor = Dan. wMsketeer, < F.

moHspKUure (= Sp. mosq«etero = Pg. tuospie-

teiro = It mosdiet^ere). a soldier armed with
a musket, < mousqiiete, a musket : see muslxf-.'i

1. A soldier armed with a mnsket.

Balegh, leavii^ his gaily, took eight sui«i«<un in his

barge. Oidyi^ Sir Walta Baleish.

2. A musket ; a mnsket-lock.

Kd they . . . into pikes and mvsqv/tBat
Stamp beakers, Gnp& and ponin^eis ?

& Bmer. Hndibias. I. ii. afil

OeUms mCffhatiis. of the familyBoaiAe and snb-

family Oribocitue, intermediate between an ox

and a sheep in size and many other respects.

Tbae are han^in both sexes, those of themalebeingvoy
Ixoad at flie base and meeting in the middle of the fbre-

iiow.v>jMr, and genus Capromi/s: so called from musket-lock (mns'ket-lok'). m. 1. The lock of

its muskv odor. Bicre are » g>ecies in Cuba, C. j<- a musket.—2. A musket. [Rare.]

2-M!"



musk-ox
head, then turning downward for most of their length, and
finally recurved. The pelage is very long and fine, the
hairs hanging like those of a merino sheep, and has occa.
sionally been woven into a fine soft fabric. The musk-ox
was formerly an animal of ciroumpolar distribution, but is
now found only in arctic America, where it lives in herds
of a dozen or more. It is very fleet, active, and hardy,
and sometimes performs extensive migrations. The beef
is eaten, though the animal smeUs strongly of musk. Also
called musk-sheep.

musk-pear (musk''par), n. A fragrant kind of
pear.

musk-plant (musk'plant), n. 1. A small yel-
low-flowered plant, Mimulus moschatus, culti-
vated for its odor.—2. The musk lierou's-bill,
Erodium moschatum.
musk-plum (musk'plum), n. A fragrant kind
of plum.
muskquasbt, n. An obsolete form of musquash.
O. Cuvier.

muskrat (musk'rat), Ji. 1. A large murine ro-
dent quadruped, Fiber zihethicv^, of the family
MuridcB and subfamily ArvicoUnm: so called
from its musky odor, it is of about the size of a small
rabbit, of a very stout thick-set form and dark-brown
color, grayish underneath, with small eyes and ears, large
hind feet with webbed toes, and long naked scaly tail,

compressed ivi the horizontal plane so as to present an up-

Muskrat [Fiber zillethicus).

per and an under edge, and two broad sides. In the char-
acter of the fur, the scaly tail, and aquatic habits, the musk-
rat resembles the beaver, and is sometimes called musk-
beaver; but its actual relationships are with the voles and
lemmings. It is one of the commonest quadrupeds of

North America, almost universally distributed throughout
that continent, living in lakes, rivers, and pools, either in
underground burrows in the banks, or in houses made of
reeds, rushes, and grasses, as large as haycocks and of sim-
ilar shape. The fur is of commercial value, and the ani-

mal is much hunted. Also called tmisqtKUih and ondatra.

2. An insectivorous animal of musky odor lik-

ened to a rat, such as the European desman,
Mygale pyrenaica, and the Indian musk-shrew
or rat-tailed shrew, Sorex indieus or Crocidura
myosura, also called Indian mushrat and mon-
jouroii.— 3. A viverrine quadruped, the South
African genet, Genetta felina Indian muskrat.
Same as 7n(mjour<m.

musk-root (musk'rot), n. 1. The root of i^b-

rula Sumbul, containing a strong odorous prin-
ciple resembling that of musk. It is employed
in medicine as a stimulating tonic and anti-

spasmodic. Also called sambul or sumbul.— 3.
Adoxa Mosehatellina. See Adoxa.
musk-rose (musk'roz), «. A species of rose,

so called from its fragrance.

I know a bank where the wild thyme blows, . . ,

Quite over-canopied with luscious woodbine.
With sweet musk-roses and with eglantine.

Shak., M. N. D., ii. 1. 262.

musk-seed (musk'sed), TO. See amber-seed.

musk-sheep (musk'shej)), n. Same as musk-ox.

musk-skrew (musk'shrS), n. The rat-tailed

shrew, Sorex indieus or Crocidura myosura, a
large Indian species having a strong musky
odor. Also called muslcrat.

musk-thistle (musk'this"l), n. A plant, Car-
duus nutans, of the north-temperate part of the

Old World, locally naturalized in Pennsylvania.
It has a winged stem, from 1 to 3 feet high, and a solitary

nodding head of crimson-purple flowers.

musk-tortoise (musk't6r"tis), n. A tortoise

of the family Cinosternidce, having a strong

musky scent. Six kinds inhabit the fresh waters of

the United States, as Aromoehdys odoratus, which has bo

strong an odor that it is commonly called stijUtpot.

musk-tree (musk'tre), n. A composite tree,

Olearia {Eurybia) argophylla, of Australia and
Tasmania, with musk-scented leaves, it grows
26 or 30 feet high, and affords a white, olosegrained wood,
used for cabinet-work, implements, etc.

musk-turtle (musk't6r"tl), «. Same as musk-
tortoise.

musk-weasel (musk'we'zl), n. Any viverrine

carnivorous quadruped of the family Viverridw.

muskwood (musk'wud), n. Either of the two
small trees Guarea tridhilioides and Trichilia

mosdhata, natives of tropical America, the lat-

ter confined to Jamaica.

3910

musky (mus'ki), a. [< musk -\- -y^.] Having
the character, especially the odor, of musk;
fragrant like musk.

West winds, with musky wing.
About the cedarn alleys fling

Naxd and cassia's balmy smells,

MUton, Comus, 1. 989.

muskyUet, «• An obsolete form of mussel.

musky-mole (mus'ki-mol), ». Same as musk-
mole.

muslet, n. An obsolete form of muzzle.

Muslim (mus'lim), n. and a. Same &% Moslem.
muslin (muz'lin), «. and a. [Formerly also

muslen (andmussoUn, < It.); = G. Sw.Dan. mus-
selin, < F. mousseline = Sp. muselina, < It. mus-
solino, muslin, prop, adj., < mu^solo (E. formerly
mosal), muslin, < ML. Mossula, Gr. Mossul, E.
Moussul, Mosul, etc., Turk. Mossul, Mossil, < Sy-
riae Mosul, Muzol, Mauzol, Ar. Mawsil, a city in
Mesopotamia, on the Tigi'is, whence the fabric
first came. Cf. calico, damask, nankeen, also
named from Eastern cities ; and cambric, dor-
nick, lawn^, from European cities.] I. n. 1.

Cotton cloth of different kinds finely made and
finished for wearing-apparel, the term being
used variously at different times and places.
(a) A very flne and soft uncolored cloth made inIndia ; also,

any imitation of it made in Europe. The India muslin Is

known by different names, according to its place of manu-
facture and its fineness and beauty. - See mvUT.

She was dressed in white Tnuslin very much puffed and
fnlled, but a trifle the worse for wear.

H. James, Jr., Pass. Pilgrim, p. 184.

(&) A material somewhat stouter than India muslin, used
for women's dresses, plain or printed with colored pat-
terns, or having a slight dotted pattern woven in the stuff.

Also jaconet and orgavdw, according to its fineness, (c)

In some parts of the United States, cotton'cloth used for
shirts, other articles of wearing-apparel, bedding, etc,

2. One of several different moths : a collectors'

name, (a) A bombycid moth, as the round-winged
muslin, Nudaria senex. The pale muslin is N. mundana.
(&) An arctiid moth, as Arctia mend-ica. Also called mus-
Ibtrmoth.— ItnaX muslin, an extremely flne muslin made
in Arni, in the presidency of Madras, India.— Corded
muslin, a muslin in which a thick hair cord is intro-
duced into the fabric.—Dacca muslin, a very thin vari-
ety of India muslin made at Dacca in Bengal. The mod-
ern Dacca muslin is used chiefly for curtains ; it is two
yards wide when flgured, and narrower when plain. It
was formerly used in Europe for women's dresses and sim-
ilar purposes.— Darned muslin, thin and fine muslin
decorated by needlework, as in darned embroidery.—Fig-
ured musun, (a) Muslin wrought in the loom to imi-
tate tamboured muslin. (6) Muslin with figures printed
in color on it.— India muslin. See def. 1 (o).-Linen
muslin. Same as Uno.—Muslin appllqu4, a decorative
needlework consisting of the sewing upon net, as a back-
ground, of fiowers or other patterns cut out of very fine
muslin, the finished work having a resemblance to some
kinds of lace.;— Swiss muslin, a thin sheer muslin striped
oi- figured in the loom, made in Switzerland.

II, a. Made of muslin: as, a muslin dress.

The ladies came down in cool m/uslin dresses, and added
the needed grace to the picture.

C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 23.

muslin-de-laine (muz'lin-d6-lan'), /t. See
mousseline-de-laine.

muslined (muz'lind), a. [< muslin + -ed^.']

Draped or clothed with muslin.

The airy rustling of light-m?«Zine(f ladies.

Howells, Their Wedding Journey.

muslinet (muz-li-nef), n. [< musUn + -et.']

A fine cotton cloth, stouter than muslin. Some
varieties of it are figured in the loom, others are made
with satin finish, stripes, etc. [Eng. trajde-namc]

muslin-glass (muz'lin-glas), n. A kind of blown
glassware having a decorated surface in imita-
tion of muslin. Also mousseline-glass.

muslin-kale (muz'lin-kal), n. [< musUn -^-

kale; prob. so called from its thinness or want
of anyrich ingredient.] Broth composed simply
of water, shelled barley, and greens. [Scotch.]

I'll sit down o'er my scanty meal.
Be 't water-brose or nrnslin-kaU.

Bums, To James Smith.

musmon, n. See musimon.
musnud (mus'nud) ,n. [< Hind, maenad, a cush-
ion, seat, throne, < Ar. misnad, a cushion for the
back, < sanada, lean against.] In India, a raised
seat, overspread with carpets or embroidered
cloth and furnished with pillows for the back
and elbow. This forms the seat of honor, as in the
zenana, where it is the seat of the lady of the house, and
privileged visitors are invited to share it as a mark of re-

spect and favor. It is also the ceremonial seat or throne
of a rajah. Also maenad.

They spread fresh carpets, and prepared the royal mux-
nud, covering it with a magnificent ^awl.

Uajji Baba of Ispahan, p. 142. (Yvle. and Bumdt.)

Musnud-carpet, a piece of stuff about two yards square
(sometimes carpeting, but frequently brocade, embroi-
dered silk, or the like), hned and wadded, laid on the floor to
receive the musnud. Persons conversing with the occu-
pants of the musnud, if inferior in rank, sit on the carpet

—

on its extreme edge if they wish to express humility.

muss

musomania (mii-zo-ma'ni-a), n. [< Gr. /ioiaa,

muse (see music), 4- /lavia, madness. Cf . miisi-

comania.'] Same as musicomania,

musont, »• [ME., < OF. moison, moeson, mueson,
muson, muison, measure, < L. mensio{n-), a mea-
suring, < meteri, pp. mensus, measure : see mete'^,

measure, and cf. dimension.'] A measure.

Lo ! logyk I lered hire and al the lawe after.

And alle musons in musyk I made hire to knowe.
Piers Ploviman (A), xi. 128.

JftMOTW, measures. . . . The meaning of "measures" is

the time and rhythm of mensurable music, as opposed to

plain chanty which was immensurable. . . . Since muson-
meant measure, it was easily extended to signify measure-
ment or dimension. Piers Plowman, II. 153 (notes refer-

[ring to the above passage).

Musophaga (mu-sof'a-ga), n. [NL., < Musa +
Gr. fayelv, eat.] The typical genus of Muso-
phagidce, formerly coextensive with the family,

now restricted to such species as M. violaeea

and M. rossce, of a glossy bluish-black color and
furnished with a frontal shield or casque.

Musophagidae (mu-so-faj'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Musophaga + 4dce.'] A family of euouline pi-

oarian birds, most nearlyrelated to the cuckoos,
having also some resemblance to gallinaceous
birds ; the plantain-eaters and touraoous. Th&
feet are zygodactylous, with homalogonatous and desmo-
pelmous musculation. The plumage is aftershafted, with
tijfted elseodochon, and there are no cseca. The family is
confined to continental Africa. ^The leading genera are
Musophaga, Turaeus (or Carythaix), and Schworhis. There
are about 15 species. The family formerly included the
colies (Coliidai).

Musophaginae (mii'''so-faTJi'ne), n. pi. PjTL., <

Musopliaga + -incB.] The only subfamily of
MusopliagidCB. in a former acceptation of the family
it was divided into two subfamilies, Musophagime andf
Colmios.

musophagine (mu-sof'a-jin), a. Having the
characters oiMusophaga ; pertaining to the Mu-
sopJiagidm or Musophagince.
Mnsophyllum (mu-so-fil'um), n. [NL. (Gop-
pert, 1854), < Musa + Gr. <j>h72.ov, leaf.] A ge-
nus of fossil plants based on leaf-impressions
having nearly the same nervation as those of
the genusMusa, to whichthey are assumed to be
closely related. Nine species have been described
from the Upper Cretaceous of southern France, the Eocene
of France, Java, and Colorado, and the Miocene of Italy,

Bohemia, and Hesse.

musquash (mus'kwosh), n. [Formerly also
mtiskquash, mussacus; Amer. Ind.] Same as
muskrat, 1.

musquash-root (mus'kwosh-rot), n. Same as
beaver-poison.

musquett, n. See musket^, musket^.
musquetoont, n. See musketoon.
musquito, n,. See mosquito.
musrol, musrole (muz'rol), n. [Formerly also
musroll; < F. muserolle (= Sp. muserola = It.

museruola), OF. muse, nose : see muzzle."] The
nose-band of a horse's bridle.

And setteth him [a horse] on with a Switch and holdetb
him in with a Musrol. Comeia/m, Visible World, p. 122.

muss^ (mus), n. [< OF. mousche, the play called
muss, lit. a fly, F. mouche, a fly, < L. musca, a fly:

see Musca. The word muss, prop. *mush, of
this origin, seems to have been confused with
another muss, a var. of mess'^, itself a var. of
mesh^, and ult. of masli^, a mixture, of which
mushX is a third variant. The words are mainly
dial, or colloq., and, in the absence of early
quotations, cannot be definitely separated.] If.

A scramble, as for small objects thrown down
to be taken by those who can seize them.

Of late, when I cry'd " Ho !

"

Like boys unto a nrnse, kings would start forth.
And cry " Your wiU." Shak., A. and C, iii. 18. 91.

Ods so ! a muss, a mvxs, a muss, a m/uss ! [Falls a scram-
bling for the pears.] B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, iv. 1.

A musse being made amongst the poorer sort in hell of
the sweet-meat scraps left after the banquet.

Dekker, Bankrout's Banquet.

2t. That which is to be scrambled for.

They 'U throw down gold in musses.
Middleton, Spanish Gypsy, U. 1.

3. A state of confusion: disorder: as, the things
are all in a muss. [Colloq., TJ. S.]—4. An in-
discriminate fight; a squabble; a row. [Slang,

muss^ (mus), V. t. [< muss\ ».] 1 . To put into
a state of disorder ; rumple ; tumble : as, to
»»Ms,s one's hair. [U.S.]— 2. To smear; mess.
muss^t (mus), n. [A var. of mouse (ME. mus),
or, more prob., directly < L. mus, a mouse, used
as a term of endearment: see: mouse.] Amouse:
used as a term of endearment.
What ail you, sweetheart! Are you not well ? Speak,

good muss. B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, ii. 1.



mnssacns

miLSsacus (mus'a-kus), n. [See musquash.'] It.
The muskrat or musquash. Capt. John Smith.—
2. [cap.'] The genus which the muskrat repre-
sents: same as Fiier or Ondatra. Oken, 1816.

Mossaenda (mu-sen'da), n. [Nil. (LiinnsBus,

1753J, from a natiye name in Ceylon.] A ge-
nus of shrubs and trees of the order Euhiacece,
type of the tribe Musscendeoe, and known by its

flowers in terminal corymbs with one of the five

calyx-lobes enlarged and colored white or pur-
ple. About 40 species are fonnd, natives of tropical Asia
and Africa and of the Pacific islands. Ttiey have opposite
or whorled leaves and abundant salver-shaped yellowisfa
flowers of singular beanty, with the corolla-tube far pro-
longed beyond the handsome calyx. Some species are
locsdly esteemed for tonic and febrifngal properties^ etc
The ttest-lmown greenhouse species is Jf. /rondosa.

Musssendes (mu-sen'df-e), n.pl. [NL. (Ben-
tham and Hooker, 1873)j < Mussfenda + -eoe.] A
tribe of dicotyledonous plants of the order B«-
biatx<e, typified by the genus Mussmida, and
known by its valvate corolla and berries with
many minute seeds. About 35 genera are

known, all tropical, and mostly trees or shrubs.

mnssal, mnssanl (mu-s&l'), n. [< Hind, ma-
sha'l, masluU, mascH, < Ar. masha'l, a torch.]

In India, a torch, usuallymade of rags wrapped
around a rod and fed with oil. Tule and £ur-
neU.

mnssalchee (mu-sSl'che), n. [Also musalchee,
mussaulckee; < Hind, mashalchi, less prop, tna-

shdlchi, a torch-bearer, among Europeans also

a scullion, < mash'al, less prop, mashdl, masal,
a torch, < Ar. mish'al, a torch.] In India, a
household servant who has charge of torches
and lamps ; a torch-bearer ; a scullion.

Others were mmalehees, or torch-beu«rs, who ran bythe
side of the palkees, throwing a light on the path of the
bearers from flambeaux.

W. H. Btaadl, Diary in India, n. 83.

Mnssarabian (mus-a-ra'bi-an), a. A variant
of Mozarabian.

mussatll, n. See mussal.

mussel, muscle^ (mus'l), n. [Early mod. E.
also muskle; < ISJl!. muscle, muskle, muskylle,

moslle, < AS. muxle, mucxle = D. mossel =
MLGr. viussel = OHG. muscula, MHG. mus-
ehele, muschel, G. musch^l = Sw. mussla = T)a.n.

musling = P. tnoiile = Sp. musculo = Pg. mus-
culo = It. musculo, < L. musculus, a small fish,

a sea-mussel, same word as musculus, a lit-

tle mouse, also a muscle : see muscZel.] Any
one of many bivalve moUusks of various gen-
era and species, (a) Any species of the family NyH-
hdcB, especially of the genera MutSus and Modvtia, of a
triaogolar fOrm and blackish or darlc color, with two ad-

ductor muscles and a large byssus or beard. They are
chiefly marine, and abound on most sea-coasts. Thecom-
mon mussel is MytUxu edvlis. Horse-mussels are species
of ModMa. IkUesheUs or boring musseU are species of
Lithodxnnus wliich excavate the hardest rocks. (6) Any
species of the family Unionida, more fully called firesh-

teotermusaefe. The species iu« very numerous and belong
to several different genera. See cuts under IrameBi-
branchiaia and dates/uU,

When cockle shells turn siller bells,

And mussels grow on every tree.

When frost and snaw shall warm as a*.

Then shall my love prove true to me.
Waly, Waly, but Love be Botmy (Child's Ballads, TV. 132).

mussel-ltand (mus'1-band), ». An ironstone in
which the remains of lameUibranch shells are
abundant. Also called mussel-bind. [Local,
Eng.]
mussel-bed (mus'1-bed), n. A bed or repository
of mussels.
mussel-bind (mus'1-bind), n. See mussel-band.

mussel-digger (mus'l-dig'er), ». The Califor-
nia graywnale, Bhachianeetes glaucus : so called
from the fact that it descends to soft bottoms
in search of food, or for other purposes, and
returns to the surface with its head besmeared
with the dark ooze from the depths. C M.
Scammon.
mnssel-dnck (mus'I-duk), n. The American
scaup-duck. See scaup. G. Trumbull.

mussel-eater (mus'l-e'ter), «. The buffalo

perch, Aplodinotus grunniens, of the Mississippi

valley.

mnsseled (mus'ld), a. [< mussel + -«flt2.] Poi-

soned by eating mussels.

One affected with such phenomena [symptoms of urti-

caria] is said, occasionally, to be mussded.
DvngUsoti, Med. Diet (unds Mytilns Edulis).

mussel-pecker (mus'l-pek'er), «. The Euro-

pean oyst-er- catcher, Hmnatopus ostrUegtis.

[Local, British.]

mussel-shell (mus'1-shel), «. A mussel, or its

sheU.
mussiness (mus'i-nes), «. The state of being

mussy, rumpled, or disheveled.
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A general appearance of mussiness, characteristic of the
man. N. Y. Independent, March 26, 1869.

mnssitatet, v. i. [< L. mussitatus, pp. of mus-
sitare (> OF. musiter = Sp. musitar), freq. of

mussare, murmur (see muse^): an imitative

word, like murmurare, murmur: see murmur.^
To mutter. Minsheu; Bailey.

mussitationt (mus-i-ta'shpn), n. [< E. mussi-
tation = It. musitazione, mussit<i~ioiie, < LL.
niussitatio(n-). a murmuring, < L. musisitare, pp.
mussitatus, murmur: see mussitate.] A mum-
bling or muttering.
musslte (mus'it) , H . [So called from the Mussa
Alp in the Ala valley, in Piedmont.] A va-
riety of pyroxene of a greenish-white color.

Also called alalite and, more commonly, diop-
side.

mussuck, mussuk (mus'uk), />. fE. Ind.] A
large water-bag of sMn or leather used by a
Hindu bheesty or water-carrier. It is usually
the whole sMn of a goat or sheep tanned and
dressed.

Mussulman (mus'ul-man), n. and a. [Also
Miisulma-n, Musalman ; ="¥. Sp. musulman,mus-
sulmano = Pg. musulmSo, mttsulmano — It.

musulmano = G. muselmann = Sw. muselman,
musulman = Dan. musulman, muselmand; ML.
musulman, < Turk, musulman, < Pers. musulman,
mussalmdn, a Moslem, < muslim, < Ar. muslim,
mosUm, Moslem: see MosUm.'] I. n.

;
pi. Mus-

sulmans (-manz). A Mohammedan, or follower
of Mohammed; a true believer, in the Moham-
medan sense ; a Moslem.

Now, my brave Mussulnuins,
You that are lords o' the sea, and scorn us Cliristiaus,

Which of your mangy lives is worth tills hurt here?
Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, il 1.

II. a. Of or pertaining to Moslems, or to

their faith or customs.

Our Laura's Turk still kept his eyes upon her.

Less in the Mussulman than Cliristiaa way.
Byron, Beppo, st. 81.

Mossulmanic (mus-ul-man'ik), a. [< Jdussul-

m/in + -ic] Pertaining to or resembling Mus-
sulmans or their customs. Wright.

Mussulmanish (mus'ul-man-ish), a. [< Mussul-
man + -ts7(i.] Mohammedan.
They proclaimed them enemies to the Mussidinanish

faith. Sir T. Herbert, Travels in Africa. (Latham.)

Mussulmanism (mus'ul-man-izm), n. [< Mus-
sulman + -ism.'] The religious system of the
Mussulmans; Mohammedanism.
Mussulmailllket(nius'ul-man-lik), ((. Moslem.

Our subiects may with all securitie most safely and
freely tranell by Sea and land into all and singular parts
of joviMusulmanlike Empire. HaMuyt's Voyages, II. 159.

Mussulmanly (mus'ul-man-li), adv. [< Mussul-
man + -ly^.] In the manner of Mussulmans.
Wright.

Mussulwoman (mus ' l-wum ' an), «. ;
pi. Mus-

sukcomen (-wim'en). [< MtJissnil{man^ -1- wo-
man.] A Mohammedan woman. [Burlesque.]

The poor dear MussuLwomen whom I mention.
Byron, Beppo, st. 77.

mussy (mus'i), a. [< muss^ + -yi.] Disor-

dered; rumpled; tousled.

Tho' his head is buried In such a mussy lot of hair.

Reading (Penn.) Morning Heridd, April 4, 1884.

must^ (must), V. i., without inflection and now
used both as present and as preterit. [< ME.
moste (pi. mosten, moste), < AS. moste (pi. moston),

pret. of motan, pres. pret. mot, may : see mote^.]

To be obliged; be necessarily compelled; be
bound or required by physical or moral neces-

sity, or by express command or prohibition, or

by the imperative requirements of safety or in-

terest; be necessary or inevitable as a condi-

tion or conclusion : as, a man imist eat to live

;

we must obey the laws: you must not delay.
Like other ansliaries, must was formerly used without a
following Yerb (go, get, and the like) : as, we must to horse.

Whertor they musten, of necessitee.

As for that night departen compignye.
Chaucer, ^an's Priest's Tale, L 172.

He most* passe be the Desertes of Arabaye; be the
wMche Desertes Moyses ladde the Peple of Israel.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 57.

likewise must the deacons be grave. 1 Tim. iii. 8.

Out of the world he must who once comes in.

Heniek, None Free from Fault

Faith is not built on disquisitions vain

;

The tilings we must believe are tew and plain.

Dryden, Eeligio Laici, 1. 432.

The navigation of the Mississippi we must have.
Jefferson,

Popularly, what everybody says must be true, what
everybody does must be right.

E. B. Tylor, Prim. (Mtnre, L 12.

mustachial

Well must ye, an elliptical phrase for wistdng good luck
to any one. BaUiwetl. [Prov. Eng.]
must^ (must), n. [Also formerly sometimes
musto (< It.); < ME. must, most, < AS. must =
D. 7nost = OHG. MHG. G. most = Icel. Sw.
must = Dan. most = OF. vioust, F. mout = Sp.
Pg. It. mosto, < L. mustum, new wine, prop,
neut. (so. vinum) of mustus, new, fresh, whence
also ult. _E. moist. Hence musty, mustard.]
1. New wine; the unfermented juice as pressed
from the grape.

Butt thei are drounken, all thes menje.
Of muste or wyne, I wolle warande.

York Plays, p. 470.

They are all wines ; hut even as men are of a sundry and
divers nature, so are they likewise of divers sorts ; for new
wine, called muste, is hard to digest,

Senvenuto, Passengers' Dialogues (1612). (Kares.)

And in the vats of Luna
This year the must shall foam

Sound the white feet of laughing girls,

Whose sires have marched to Home.
Macaulay, Horatius, st. 8.

2t. The stage or condition of newness : said of
wine.
The draughts of consulary date were but crude unto

these, and Opimian wine but in the must unto them.
Sir T. Broume, Urn-burial, iii.

3. The pulp of potatoes prepared for fermenta-
tion.

must^ (must), H. [Prob. < Skt. matta, pp. of

\/ mad, be excited or in a rage.] A condi-
tion of strong nervous excitement or frenzy to
which elephants are subject, the paroxysms
being marked by dangerous irascibility.

must* (must), «. li musty, a.] 1. intrans. To
grow stale and moldy ; contract a sour or musty
smeE.
n. ti-ans. To make stale and moldy; make

musty or sour.

Others are made of stone andlime; but they are subject
to give and be moist, which will must com.

Mortimer, Husbandry.

must* (must), n. [< musi^, v.] Mold or moldi-
ness; fustiness.

A smell a£ of unwholesome sheep, blending with the
smell of must and dust. Dickens, Bleak Houses xxxix.

mustache, moustache (mus-tash'), «. [Also
mustachio, and formerly rat<stec7!0, mostacho, and
in various perverted forms, muschacho, mut-
chato, etc., after Sp. or It.; < F. moustache =
Sp. mostacho, < It. mostacchio, mustaechio, mos-
taccio, a face, snout, = Albanian mustakes, <

Gr. jivara^, also ;3i<rra^, m., the upper lip, mus-
tache, a dial. (Doric and Laeonian) form of
/idara^, f., the mouth, jaws, < imaaadai, chew

:

see mastax.] 1. The beard worn on the upper
lip of men ; the unshaven hair of the upper lip

:

frequently used in the plural, as if the hair on
each side of the lip were to be regarded as a
mustache.
This was the auncient manner of Spaynyardes ... to

cutt of all theyr beardes close, save only theyrm««cAacAoes,
which they weare long.

Spenser, State of Ireland (Globe ed.), p. 635.

Will you have your m.ustachoes sharpe at the ends, like

shoemakers aules ; or hanging downe to your mouth like

goates flakes? Lyly, Midas, iii. 2.

Sf. A long ringlet hanging beside the face, a
part of awoman's head-dress in the seventeenth
century.— 3. In zooJ.: (o) Hairs or bristles

like a mustache ; whiskers ; rictal vibrissse

;

mystaces. (6) A mystacine, malar, or maxil-
lary stripe of color in a bird's plumage—Mus-
tache monkey, the Cercopithecus cephus, of western
Africa.—Mustache tern. Sterna leucoparia.—Old mus-
tache [tr. F. vidUe moustache], an old soldier.

Do you think, O blue-eyed banditti.

Because you have scaled the wall,

Such an old mustache as I am
Is not a match for you all?

Longfellow, Children's Hoar.

It was, . . . perhaps, no very poor tribute to the stout

oldmaustache [Marshal Soult] of the Kepnblic and the Em-
pire to say that at a London pageant his war-worn face

drew attention away from Prince Esterhazy's diamonds.
J. McCarthy, Hist. Own Times, i.

mustache-cup (mus-tash'kup), H. A cup for

drinking, made with a fixed cover over a part

of its top, through which a small opening is

made, allowing one to drink without dipping

his mustache into the liquid.

mustached, moustached (mus-tashf), a. [<

mustache + -eS'.] Wearing a mustache. Also
mu^tacliioed.

The gallant young Indian dandies at home on furlough—
immense dandies these, chained and moustached.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, Ix.

mustachial, moustachial (mus-tash'i-al), a.

[< mustache + -ial] Eesembling a mustache

:

applied (by erroneous use) to a patch of con-

spicuous color on the lower mandible of awood-
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pecker. Also mystaeial. Encyc. Brit., XXIV.
652.

mustachio (mus-tash'io), n. Same as mustache.
mustachioed (mus-tasli'iod), a. [< mustachio
+ -ed^.'i Same as mustached.
mustang (mus'tang), n. [Origin obscure.] 1.
The wild horse of the pampas and prairies of
America, it is descended from stock of Spanish im-
portation, and has reverted to the feral state. The mus-
tangs live in troops, are very hardy, and are often caught
an^ broken for use. Indian ponies and the various kinds
of small horses used in the western United States and
Territories are mustangs or their descendants. See bronco
and cayuse.

2. Ai officer of the United States navy who
entered the regular service from the merchant
service after serving through the civil war, in-
stead of graduating from the Naval Academy.
[Slang.]—Mustang grape. See cutthroat, 2.

mustanger (mus'tang-er), n. One whose busi-
ness is to lasso or catch mustangs. [Western
V. S.]

The business of entrapping them [mustangs] has given
rise to a class of men called mustamers, . . . the legiti-
mate border-rufflans of Texas. Olmsted, Texas, viii.

mustard (mus'tard), TO. [Earlymod. E.alsomtw-
terd; < ME. mustarde, mostard = D. mostaard,
mostart, mosterd = MLGr. mostart, mustert =
MHGr. musthart, mos-
tert (Gr. mostrich), <
OP. motistarde, F.
moutarde (= Pg. It.

mostarda; of. Sp. mos-
taza), mustard, orig.

pounded mustard-
seed mixed with must
or vinegar, < OF.
moust, < L. mustum,
must: see TO«st2.] 1.

A plant of the genus
Brassica, formerly
classed as Sinapis.
The ordinary species are
B. nigra, the black mus-
tard; B. alba, the white
mustard; and B. Sinapis-
trwm, the wild mustard or
charlock. The black and
white mustards are largely
cultivated in Europe and
America for their seed (see
def. 2). B. juncea, the In-
dian mustard, is used for
the same purposes. The
seed of the charlock is infe-
rior,but yieldsagood burn-
ing-oil. All the species
mentioned yield oils fit for lamps or for use as food, and,
in Asia especially, the Indian and various other sorts are
raised in large quantities for the sake of this product. The
leaves of various mustards form excellent antiscorbutic sal-

ads. (See Brassica and charlock.) The " tree " which grew
from "a grain of mustard seed," mentioned in LuKe xiii.

19, was probably the true mustard, Brassica nigra, which
attains m Palestine a height of 10 or even 15 feet ; accord-
ing to Royle and others, the tree meant is Salvadfyra Penr-

siea, a small tree bearing minute berries with pungent
seeds, which bear the same name in Arabic as mustexd.
2. The seed of mustard crushed and sifted (and
often adulterated), used in the form of a paste
as a condiment, or, in the form of a poultice
(sinapism), plaster, or prepared paper (mus-
tard-paper), as a rubefacient.

Now mustard and brawn, roast beef and plumb pies,

Were set upon every table.

RoUn Hoods Birth (Child's Ballads, Y. 346).

3. One of numerous mustard-like plants, almost
all cruciferous : used with a qualifying word.
See names below—Buckler-mustard, (o) A plant
of the cruciferous genus BiecuteUa, whose seed-vessels as-

sume a buckler-like form in bursting. (6) Clypeola Jon-
thla^pi.—Tiva'baxa. mustard,the ordinaryflour of mustard
prepai'ed by a process, first employed at Durham, Eng-
land, of crushing between rollers, pounding, and sifting.

—Frencb mustard, mustard prepared for table use by
the addition of salt, sugar, vinegar, etc. It is milder
than the ordinary preparation.—Craxlic-mustard, an
Old World oruoifer, Sisymbrium Alliaria, having when
bruised the scent of garlic—Mitlirldate mustaxdt. (a)

Properly, the raithridate pepperwort, Lepidium campes-
tre. (6) Sometimes, erroneously, the pennycress, Thiaspi
arvense. Britten and Holland, Eng. Plant-Names.— Oil
of mustard, sllylthiocarbionide, CS.N.C3H5, a volatile,

pungent, and Irritating oil formed in mustard by fer-

mentation when it is wet. See myroTiate.-Tansy-mus-
taxi,the Xmencsm^lxat Sisymbrium eanescens.—'I(tweT-

ra.\ia\,ax&, Arabis perfoliata ; also, jl. rMrrifa.-Treacle-
mustard, a plant of the genus Erysinmm, especially E.
eheiranthoides.—WilA mustard, the charlock, Brassica

Sinapistrum.—WozWSee&-mxiBtaxA,Erysimmn cheiran-

thoides. (See also kedge^nustard.)

mustard-de-vyllerst, «• Same as mxmtardvU-
lars.

mustarder (mus'tar-d6r), n. One who deals in

mustard.

All the little stock-in-trade of the local sea-coal dealer,

pepperer, mustarder, spicer, butcher, . . . are included

[in the Schedules of Assessment for Taxes on Movables).

S, Dowell, Taxes in England, I. 80.

I, part of the inflorescence of
mustard (Brasst'ca ni^ra). a, a
leaf, a, flower cut longitudinally,
the petals removed. 6, a pod.
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mustard-leaf (mus'tard-lef), n. Same as mus-
tard-paper.

mustard-paper (mus'tard-pa"p6r), ». Paper
coated with mustard lii a solution of gutta-
percha : a form of sinapism used for counter-
irritation.

mustard-plaster (miis'tard-pl4s"t6r), n. Same
as mustard-poultice.

mustard-pot (mus'tard-pot), n. A covered ves-
sel for hwding mustard prepared for the table,

the cover having an opening for the handle of

a mustard-spoon.
mustard-poultice (mus'tard-pol'tis), ». Apoul-
tiee or plaster made of equal parts of ground
mustard and linseed-meal (or flour). It is a
powerful rubefacient and counter-irritant. Also
called mustard-plaster and sinapism.

mustard-seed (mus'tard-sed), n. 1. The seed
of mustard.
The kingdom of heaven is like to a grain of mustard

seed, . . . which indeed is the least of all seeds.
Mat. xiii. 31.

2. A very fine kind of shot used by ornitholo-
gists and taxidermists for shooting birds with
least injury to the plumage; dust-shot. The
name includes No. 10 shot and finer numbers.
A small bird, that would have been torn to pieces by a

few large pellets, may be riddled with mustard-seed and
yet be preservable. Coues, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 4.

mustard-shrub (mus'tard-shrub), n. A West
Indian shrub, Capparisferruginea, bearing pun-
gent berries.

mustard-spoon (mus'tard-spon), n. A spoon
for serving mustard, usually of small size, and
with a round, deep bowl set at right angles to
the handle.
mustard-token (mus'tard-t6"kn), n. Some-
thing very minute, like a mustard-seed.
I will rather part from the fat of them [the calves of his

legs] than from a imt^itard-toleen's worth of argent.
MOiSsinger, Virgin-Martyr, ii. 2.

mustardvillarst, mustredevilliarst, n. [Also
(MB.) mystyrddevyllers; perhaps so called from
Moustierviller, a town in France.] A kind of
mixed gray woolen cloth, which continued in
use up to Elizabeth's reign. Halliwell.

Mymodyr sent to my fadyr to London for a goune cloth
of miustyrddevyUers, Faston Letters, III. 214.

mustee (mus-te'), n. Same as mestee.

Mustela (mus-te'la), n. [NL., < L. mustela,
also mwstella, a weasel, also a fish so called, <
mus, a mouse, = Gr. p-vq, mouse: see mouse.1
The typical genus of Mustelidce, formerly nearly
coextensive with the family,butnow restricted;
the martens and sables. The species are of medium
and rather lai'ge size, with moderately stout form ; sharp
curved claws ; tail longer than the head, bushy, terete, or
tapering ; soles furrywith naked pads ; pelage full and soft
but not shaggy, and not whitening in winter ; progression
digitigrade ; and habits arboreal and terrestrial, not fos-

serial or aquatic. There are 38 teeth, or 4 more than in
Putorius, and the lower sectorial tooth usually has an ad-
ditional cusp. The leading species are the marten or pine-
marten, M. mnrtes or atnetum; the beech-, stone-, or white-
breasted marten, M.foina; the Kussian sable, 3f. z^Uina;
the American sable, M. americarM; and the fisher, pekan,
or Pennant's marten, M. pennunti. See cuts under marten
wai fisher, 2.

Musteli (mus-te'li), ». ^i. [NL., pi. of JfMs^e-
ius.] iTiichth.jSaxus&sMvstelidae^. MuUerand
Benle, 1841.

Mustelidee^ (mus-tel'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Mus-
tela + -idee."] A family of arctoid fissiped car-
nivorous quadrupeds of the order Perm, subor-
der Mssipedia, and series Aretoidea, typified by
the genus Mustela, having only one true molar
in the upper jaw, and one or two in the lower
jaw, with the last upper premolar normally sec-
torial. The family is represented in most parts of the
globe, except the Australian region, and reaches its high-
est development in the northern hemisphere. There are
about 20 genera, representing 8 subfamilies : Mustelinoe,
martens, weasels, etc.; MeUixoriruie, ratels; Mdince, bad-
gers ; Helictidinm; ZorUliruB, African skunks ; Mephitirue,
American skunks ; Lutrinae, otters ; and Enhydrince, sea-
otters. See cuts under marten, badger, Helictis, skurUc, En-
hydris, and otter.

Mustelidse^ (mus-tel'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Mus-
telus + 4dce.'\ A familyof sharks, typified by the
gBnus Mvstelvs, having a nictitating membrane,
and the small teeth frequently so set as to form
a kind of pavement. The group is now commonly
regarded as a subfamily of GaieorhitMoe or Carehariidee.
See cuts under Galeorhmus and Carcharinus.

mustelidan (mus-tel'i-dan), n. A shark of the
family MusteUdm. Sir J', Bichardson.

Mustelina^ (mus-tf-U'na), n. pi. [NL., < Mus-
tela + -wo2.] 1. Same as MusteUnce^. J. E.
Gray.
Mustelina^ (mus-te-li'na), «. pi, [NL., < Mus-
telus + -ireo2.] A group of Carehariidee: same
as Mustelince^. Giinther.

muster

Mustelinse^ (mus-te-li'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Mus-
tela + -ince.'] The leading subfamily of Muste-
lidce, typified by the genus Mustela. The teeth are
38 or 34, according to the number of premolars, and of un-
equal numbers in the two jaws. The upper molar is sin-

gle on each side and of much greater width than length,

or with the longest axis transverse. The back upper pre-

molar is the large sectorial tooth ; the first lower molar is

sectorial, followed by a tubercular molar. The postorbital

process is moderately developed ; the anteorbital foramen
is small. The bony palate is produced far back of the
molars, the posterior nares are thrown into one, and the
auditory bulla) are much infiated. The feet have bent
phalanges and retractile claws ; the digits are slightly or

not at all webbed ; and progression is digitigrade or sub-

plantigrade. The external appearance and the economy
of the species are very variable, for they range from the

smallest and most slender of weasels to the great, stout,

shaggy wolverene. There are 4 leading genera: Gulo,

Oalictis, JUuMa, and Putorius, or the wolverenes, grisons,

martens, and weasels. See outs under wolverene, Galictis,

galera, and marten.

Mustelinse^ (mus-te-li'ne), re. pi. [NL., < Mus-
telus -H -irue.l A subfamUy of sharks of the

family Graleorhinidm or Carehariidee, corre-

sponding to Mustelidce'^. It contains the com-
mon spineless dogfishes of Europe and North
America and some other related small sharks.

musteline^ (mus'te-lin), a. and n. [= It. mus-
tellino, < L. mustelinus, mustellinus, belonging to

a weasel, < mustela, a weasel: see Mustela."] I.

a. 1. Resembling a marten or weasel; of or

pertaining to the Mustelince, or, in a broader
sense, to the Mustelidce or weasel family.—2.

Specifically, tawny, like a weasel in summer;
fawn-colored.

II. n. A musteline mammal; a member of

the Mustelince.

musteline^ (mus'te-lin), a. and n. [< Mustelus
-4- -ine^.2 I. a. Dogfish-like; of or pertainiog

to the Mustelince.

II. n. A musteline fish.

Mustelini (mus-tf-li'ni), n. pi. [NL., < Muste-
lus + -ini."] In iehth. , in Bonaparte's system of

classification (1837), same as Mustelines^.

musteloid (mus'te-loid), a. and n. I, a. Of or

relating to the Mustelidce; weasel-like.

II. n. A mammal of the family Mustelidce.

Mustelus (mus-te'lus), n. [NL., < L. mustela,

a weasel, also a kind of fish.] The typical genus
of Mustelince 01 Mustelidce ; spineless dogfishes.

Cuvier, 1817.

muster (mus't6r), V. [Early mod. E. also mons-
ter; < ME. musteren, mustren, moustren = MD.
monstern, D. monsteren= MLGr. munsteren = G.
mustern = Sw. monstra = Dan. monstre, < OF.
mostrer, mustrer, monstrer, F. montrer= Sp. Pg.
mostrar = It. mostrare, < L. monstrare, show, <

monere, admonish: see monstraUon, monster.
Of. muster, n.] I. trans. It. To show; point;
exhibit.

He m/ttstered his miracles amonge many men.
And to the pepull he preched. York Plays, p. 481.

So dide Galashin that often was he shewed, and mwitred
with the fynger on bothe sides.

MerUn (E. E. T. &.\ iiL 407.

2. To bringtogether into a group or body for
inspection, especially with a view to employ-
ing in or discharging from military service ; in

general, to collect, assemble, or array. Com-
pare muster, n., 3.

Thei mmMred and assembled all the peple that thei
myght gete. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ill. 560.

Gentlemen, will you go mvMer men?
Shah., Eich. II., 11. 2. 108.

Wherewith Indignation and Qriefe imiMering greater
multitudes of fearefull, vnqulet, enraged thoughts in his
heart. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 369.

All the gay feathers he could muster.
Sir R. L'Eslrange.

To muster in, to muster into service, to bring before
the enrolling officers and register the names of ; receive as
recruits.-To muster out, to muster out of service, to
bring together, as soldiers, that they may be discharged

;

discharge from military service.—To musterthe watch,
to call the roll of the men in a watch.

—

To muster up,
to gather; collect; summon up: now generally in a fig-

urative sense : as, to mugter up courage.

To muster up our Bhimes, without our Reason,
And forage for an Audience out of Season.

Congreve, Pyrrhus, Prol.

One of those who cslo muster up sufficient sprightliness
to engage in a game of lorfeits. Bailitt.

=S3m. 2. To call together, get together, gather, convene,
congregate.

II. intrans. If. To show; appear.
Vndir an olde pore abyte [habit] regneth ofte
Grete vurtew, thogh it mostre poorely.
Book of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 105.

2. To assemble; meet in one place, as soldiers

;

in general, to collect.

And so they went and mostred before the Caatil of Arde,
the whiche was well fumysshed with Englysshemen.

Bemers, tr. of Froissart's Chron., I. ccliv.
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mute
mutei (mut), a. and n. [< ME. meut, mewet, <
F. miiet = Sp. Pg. mudo = It. muto, < L. mutus,
dumb; cf. Skt. muka, dumb; appar. < mu, L.
mil, Gr. /iv, a sound uttered with closed lips:
see mM)»i, etc.] I. a. 1. Silent; not speaking;
not uttering words.
Whan thei were aJle to-geder, the! were alle stille and

Tnewet as though thei hadde be dombe.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 172.

But I was mute for want of person I could converse with.
Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 100.

2. Incapable of utterance; not having the
power of speech; dumb; hence, done, made,
etc., without speech or sound.

With mute caresses shall declare
The tenderness they cannot speak.

Bryant, Crowded Street

He felt that mute appeal of tears.

Whittier, Witch's Daughter.

3. In gram, ajii philol.: (a) Silent; not pro-
nounced : as, the 6 in dumb is mute. (6) Involv-
ing a complete closure of the mouth-organs in
utterance: said of certain alphabetic sounds:
see II., 2.— 4. In mineral., applied to metals
which do not ring when struck.— 5. In entom.,
not emitting audible sounds : opposed to so»o»i,
stridulating, shrilling, etc. : said of insects.—6.
Showing no sign; devoid; destitute. [Rare.]

I came into a place mute of all light.

Longfellow, tr. of Dante's Inferno, v. 28.

In mutet, to one's self ; inwardly.

In mewet spake I so that nought asterte
By no condicion, worde that might be harde.

Court of Lave, 1. 148.

Mute swan, the European Cygnus olor.—To stand mute,
in law, to make no response when arraigned and called on
to answer or plead.

Regularly, a prisoner is said to stand mute when, being
arraigned for treason or felony, he either (1) makes no an-
swer at all ; or (2) answers foreign to the purpose, or with
such matter as is not allowable, and will not answer other-
wise ; or (3), upon having pleaded not guilty, refuses to
put himself upon the country. Blackstone, Com., IV. xxv.

='S3m. 1 and 2. Dumb, etc. See silent.

II. TO. 1. A person who is speechless or
silent ; one who does not speak, from physical
inability, unwillingness, forbearance, obliga-
tion, etc. (a) A dumb person ; one unable to use articu-
late speech from some infirmity, either congenital or ac-

quired, as from deafness ; a deaf-mute. (V) A hired atten-
dant at a funeral.

The hatchment must be put up, and Tnutee must be
stationed at intervals from the hall door to the top of the
stairs. Ashton, Social Life in Eeign of Queen Anne, I. 47.

(c) In some Eastern countries, a dumb porter or door-
keeper, usually one who has been deprived of speech.

Either our history shall with full mouth
Speak freely of our acts, or else our grave.
Like Turkish mute, shall have a tongueless mouth,
Not worshipp'd with a waxen epitaph.

Shak., Hen. V., i. 2. 232.

(d) In theaters, one whose part is confined to dumb-show

;

also, a spectator ; a looker-on.

You that look pale and tremble at this chance,
That are but mutes or audience to this act.

SlMk., Hamlet, v. 2. 345.

(e).In law, a person who makes no response when ar-

raigned and called on to plead or answer.

To the Indictment here upon he [John Biddle] prays
Council might be allowed him to plead the illegality of it

;

which being denied him bythe Judges, and the Sentence of

a mute threatened, he at length gave into Court his Excep-
tions ingrossed in Parchment.

Wood, Athense Oxon., II. 304.

2. In gram, and pMlol., an alphabetic utter-

ance involving a complete closure of the mouth-
organs; a check; a stop; an explosive. The
name is especially appropriate as applied to the surd or
breathed consonants, t, p, k, since these involve a momen-
tary suspension of utterance, no audible sound being pro-

duced during the continuance of the closure, whose char-

acter is shown only by its explosion upon a following
sound, or, much more imperfectly, by its implosion upon
a preceding sound ; but it is also commonly given to the
corresponding sonant or voiced consonants, d, 6, g, and
even to the nasals, n, m, ng.

3. In music: (a) In stringed musical instru-

ments of the viol family, a clip or weight of

brass, wood, or ivory that can be slipped over

the bridge so as to deaden the resonance with-

out touchingthe strings; a sordino. (6) In met-
al wind-instruments, a pear-shaped leathern

pad which can be inserted into the bell to

check the emission of the tone.

mutei (mut), V. t.; pret. and pp. muted, ppr.

muting. [< mute\ n.] 1. In mvMC, to deaden
or muffle the sound of, as an instrument. See
WiMfel, TO., 3.

Beethoven mutes the strings of the orchestra in the slow

movement of his 3rd and 5th P. F. Concertos.
Grove's IHct. Husic, II. 439.

Her voice was musically thrilling in that low muted
tone of the very heart, impossible to deride or disbelieve.

i G. Meredith, The Egoist, xxxv.

2. To check fermentation in. See mutage.
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mutest (miit), V. [Also meute (and moult, molt,
mout), < L. mutare, change, contr. of *movitare,
freq. of movere, move: see m<yve. Cf. molt^,
mewS.'] I. intrans. To change the feathers;
mew ; molt, as a bird.

II. trans. To shed; molt, as feathers.

Not one of my dragon's wings left to adorn me 1

Have I muted all my feathers?
Fletcher and Shirley, Night-Walker, iv. 4.

mute^ (mut), n. [Formerly also meute; < ME.
mute, *meute, < OF. muete, meute, mute, an in-

closure for hawks, a mew, also a kennel for
hounds, the lodge of a beast (as the form of a
hare, etc.), a shift or change of hounds, a pack
of hounds, = It. muta, a shift of hounds, a pack
of hounds, < ML. muta, a mew, mota (after
Rom.), a pack of hounds, etc.; the same in
form as OF. muete, meute, ML. mota, a mili-
tary rising, expedition, revolt, sedition, etc., <

ML. muta, a change, < L. mutare, change, and
ult. < L. movere, pp. motus, move: see mute^
and mew^.'\ 1. A mew for hawks.
The cloisters became the camps of their retainers, the

stables of their coursers, the kennels of their hounds, the
meuies of their hawks. MUman.

2t. A pack of hounds.
Thenne watz hit lif vpon list to lythen the houndez.
When alle the mute hade hym met.
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (B. E. T. S.), 1. 1720.

Sf. The cry of hounds.

Hit watz the myriest mute that euer men herde.
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1915.

mute* (miit), V.' pret. and pp. muted, ppr.
muting. [< ME. muten, mueten, < OF. mutir,
esmeuUr, esmeltir, F. Smeutir = It. smaltare,
mute, dung, < OHG. smelgan, MHG. smelzen,
G. sehmelzen = MD. smtlten, smitten, smelt,
liquefy: see smelt.'] I. intrans. To pass excre-
ment: said of birds.

ForyoUj Jacke, I would have you imploy your time, till

my comming, in watching whathoure of the daymy hawke
mutes. Returnfrom Parnassus (1606). (Nares.)

I could not fright the crows
Or the least bird from muting on my head.

B. Joraon.

II. trans. To void, as dung: said of birds.

Mine eyes being open, the sparrows muted warm dung
into mine eyes. Tobit ii. 10.

mute* (miit), n. [< mute^, t).] The dung of
fowls.

And nigh an ancient obelisk
Was raised by him, found out by Fisk,
On which was written, not in words.
But hieroglyphic mute of birds,

Many rare pithy saws.

S. Butler, Hudibras, II. iii. 400.

mute^ (miit), n. [Origin obscure.] See the quo-
tation. [Prov. Eng.]

A mule of the male kind out of a she-ass by a horse,
though some will have it that a mule so bred is termed
a mute without reference to sex. HalliweU.

mute-hillt, «. An obsolete form of moot-hill.

mutely (mut'li), adv. In a mute manner; si-

lently ; without uttering words or sounds.
muteness (mut'nes), «. The state of being
mute ; dumbness ; forbearance from speaking,
or inability to speak.
muti (mo'ti), n. [Appar. < Hind, muth, Prakrit
mUtthi, fish, hand.] A small Indian falcon,

Microhierax coerulescens, carried in the hand in
falconry.

mutic (mti'tik), a. [< OL. muticus, curtailed:

see muUcous.'] Same as muticous, 2.

Mutica (mu'ti-ka), n.pl. [NL., neut. pi. of OL.
muticus, curtailed : see muUcous."] One of the
divisions of the Entomophaga, or insectivorous
Edentata, established for the reception of the
South American ant-eaters of the genera Myr-
meeophaga and Cyclothurus.

muticous (mii'ti-kus), a. [< OL. muticus, cur-

tailed, docked; cf. "L.muUlus, maimed: see mu-
tilate.] 1. In 6oi, without any pointed process
or awn: opposed to mucronate, cuspidate, aris-

tate, and the Uke.—2. In zool., unarmed, as a
digit not provided with a claw, the shank of a
bird not furnished with a spur, or the jaw of a
mammal without teeth: opposed to unguiculate,

calcarate, dentate, etc. Also mutic.

mutigigella (mu'''ti-ji-iel'a), n. [NL., from a
native name (?).] The Abyssinian ichneumon,
Herpestes mutigigella.

Mutilatat (mu-ti-la'ta), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.

of L. mutilatus, pp. of mutilare, mutilate : see

mutilate.] An old division of mammals formed
for those which have no hind limbs, as the ce-

taceans and sirenians.

mutilate (mii'ti-lat), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. muti-

lated, ppr. mutilating. [< L. muUlatus, pp. of

Mutilla

mutilare (> It. mutilare = Sp. Pg. mutilar =
P. mutiler), maim, < mutilus, maimed; cf. Gr.
/itrvTiog, /ivriXog, curtailed.] 1. To cut off a
limb or any important part of ; deprive of any
characteristic member, feature, or appurte-
nance, so as to disfigure ; maim : as, to mutilate

a body or a statue ; to mutilate a tree or a pic-

ture.

Gonsalvo was affected even to tears at beholding the
mutilated remains of his young and gallant adversary.

Frescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 12.

Of the nine pillars of the upper verandah only two re-

main standing, and these much mutilated, while all the six

of the lower storey have perished.
J. Fergusson, Hist. Indian Arch., p. 141.

2. Figuratively, to excise, erase, or expunge
any important part from, so as to render in-

complete or imperfect, as a record or a poem.

As I haue declared you before in my preface, I will not
in any worde wyllinglye mangle or muUlate that honour-

able man's worke. Sir T. More, Works, p. 1291.

Among the mutilated poets of antiquity, there is none
whosb fragments are so beautiful as those of Sappho.

Addison.

= S3m. 1. Mutilate, Maim, Cripple, Mangle, Disfigure.

Mutilate emphasizes the injury to completeness and to

beauty ; as, to mutilate a statue. Maim and eri^le note

the injury to the use of the members of the body, maim
suggesting perhaps more of unsightliness, pain, and actual

loss of members, and cripple more directly emphasizing
the diminished power of action ; as, eripiied in theleft arm.
Mangle expresses a badly backed or torn condition : as,

a mangled finger or arm. Disfigure covers simply such
changes of the external form as injure its appearance or

beauty : one may be fearfully mangled in battle, so as to

be disfigured for life, and yet finally escape being mutilat-

ed or maimed, or even crippled.— 2. Mutilate, Garble, Mis-

quote. To mutilate is to take parts of a thing, so as to

leave it imperfect or incomplete ; to garble is to take parts

of a thing in such a way as to make them convey a false

impression ; to misquote is to quote incorrectly, whether
intentionally or not : as, to mutilate a hymn ; to garble a

passage from an official report ; to garble another's words

:

to misquote a text of Scripture. Garble has completely lost

its primary meaning.

mutilate (mii'ti-lat), a. and n. [= F. mutiU
= Pg. mutilado = It. mutUato, < L. mutilatus,

pp. of mutilare: see mutilate, v.] I. a. If. Same
as mutilated.

He . . . caused him to be . . . shamefully mutulate.
Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, iii. 6.

Cripples, mutilate in their own persons, do come out per-

fect in their generations. Sir T. Broume, Vulg. Err., vii. 2.

2. Specifically, deprived of hind limbs, as a
cetacean or a sirenian. See Mutilata.

II. n. A member of the Mutilata; a cetacean
or a sirenian.

mutilated (mu'ti-la-ted), p. a. [< mutilate +
-ed^.] 1 . Deprived of some important or char-

acteristic part.— 2. In ejjt(»»., cut short; gi-eat-

ly abbreviated.— Mutilated elytra or wing-cov-
ers, those elytra or wing-covers which are so short as to
appear aborted, as in some Orthoptera and Coleoptera.—
Mutilated wheel, in wMch.,
a form of gearing consisting
of a wheel from a part of the
perimeter of which the cogs
are removed, usually em-
ployed to impart an inter-
mittent motion to other cog-
wheels, or a reciprocating
motion to a rack-bar. M. B.
Knight.

mutilation (mii-ti-la'-
shgn), n. [< P. mutila-
tion = Sp. mutiladon=
Pg. muUlacSo = It. tom-

Ulazione, < LL. mutila-
1Ao{n-), < L. mutilare,
mutilate : see mutilate.]
The act of mutilating, or the state of being
mutilated; deprivation of a necessary or im-
portant part, as a limb.

Mutilations are not transmitted from father unto son.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vii. 2.

The loss or mutilation of an able man is also a loss to
the commonweal. Raleigh, Hist. World, V. iii. 2.

The laws against mutilation of cattle—laws really di-

rected against the damage done to a beast which in a per-
fect state was the general medium of exchange— . . .

prove that such a mode of payment was still common in
the opening of the eighth century in Wessex.

J. R. ffree», Conq. of Eng., p. 218.

mutilator (mii'ti-la-tor), n. [< F. mutilateur =
Pg. mutilador = It. mutilatore, < L. as if *mu-
tilator, < mutilare, mutilate : see mutilate.] One
who mutilates.

The ban of excommunication was issued against the Ex-
arch [Eu^chius of Ravenna], the odious mutMator and de-
stroyer of those holy memorials.

MUman, Latin Christianity, iv. 9.

Mutilla (ma-tU'a), n. [JSTL. (Linnseus, 1758).]
The typical genus of Mutillidce, characterized
by the simple antennse of both sexes, and the
ovate eyes, more or less acutely emarginate in
the male, it is a very large and wide-spread genus,

Fonns of Mutilated Gearing.



Mutilla
of which abont 50 European and 25 American species are
catalogaed. Jf. ocddentalis is said to dig deep holes and
store them with insects. The larval habits are imperfectly
known.

Mutillidse (mu-til'i-de), /(. pi. [NL., < Mutilla
+ -t<te.] A family of fossorial hymenopterous
insects founded by Leach in 1817, known as
soUtary anU. The females are wingless, without ocelli,
and armed with a powerful sting ; the males are winged
with tew exceptions. About 150 species are kno^rn in the
United States ; theyaremostabundantintheSouth. Their
habits are mainly diurnal, though the African species of
Dorylus are nocturnal Nearly all the species make a
creaking noise when alarmed. This is produced by the
friction of the abdominal segments. About a dozen gen-
era have been described. A common Texan species is

known as the eow-kUler ant. Also called MutiUadae, Mu-
taiarice, UvUUiia, MutOlides, MutOlUes.
mutiloust (mii'ti-lus), a. [= It. miitilo, < L.
TOaii7«s, maimed: see mutilate, v.'] Mutilated;
defective; imperfect. [Eare.]
The abscission of the most sensible part, for preserva-

tion of a mvtiioit£ and imperfect body.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 269.

mutinet, mntin'l' (mii'tui), u.-and a. [< OP. mil-

tin, meutin, F. mutiii, a mutineer, <.mutiii, meu-
iiii, mutinous, tumultuous; as a noun, also a
sedition, mutiny (= Sp. motin = Pg. motim, a
mutiny), < meute, a sedition: see mute^.'] I. n.

A mutineer.
Methonght I lay

Worse than the muHnes in the bilboes.
Shak., Hamlet, v. 2. 6.

n. a. Mutinous.
Suppresseth mvHn force and practicke fraud.

Hi^mtunes qf Arthur (1587). (Naret.)

jnutinet (mil'tin), r. i. [< F. muUner (= Sp.
Pg. a-motinar = It. ammutiiiare (ef. G. meu-
ter)i),TjiritiBy, < m»rt», mutinous: see miiiiiic, h.]

To mutiny.
Kails at his fortunes, stamps, and mvlines, why he is not

made a councillor, and called to affairs of state.

B. Jonson, Eplcoene, i. 1.

For the giddy favour of a mutining rout is as dangerous
as thir furie. Milton, Hist. Eng., ii.

He staieth the legion at Bebriacum, being hardly with-
holden from mutining, because he would not lead them
to flght. Sir B. Savile, tr. of Tacitus, p. 65.

mutineer (mu-ti-ner'), n. [Formerly also mu-
tiner; < OP. mutinier, a mutineer, < muHn, mu-
tinous, a mutiny: see mutine.'] One guilty of

mutiny; especially, a person in military or
naval service (either in a man-of-war or in a
merchant vessel) who openly resists the au-
thority of his of&cers, or attempts to subvert
their authority or in any way to overthrow due
subordination and discipline.

The morrow next, before the Sacred Tent
This Muiiner with sacred Censer went.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Lawe.

Murmurers are like to nvutiners, where one cursed vil-

laine may be the mine of a whole camp.
Breton, A Murmurer, p. 8. {Davies.)

mutineer (mn-ti-ner'), V. i. [< mutineer, «.]

To mutiny
;
play a mutinous part.

But what's the good of muUneering? continued the
second mate, addressing the man in the fur cap.

Daily TeUgrapli (London), Nov. 26, 1881. (Encye. Diet.)

mutinert, «• An obsolete form of mutineer.

muting^ (mu'ting), n. [Verbal n. of mute^, «.]

The act or process of damping or deadening
the sound, as of a musical instrument.

A more complete muUng by one long strip of buff lea-

ther, the "sourdine." Srtcyc. BriU, XIX. 70.

muting^ (mii'ting), «. [Verbal n. of mute^, v.]

The act of passing excrement: sai'd of fowls:
also, the dung of fowls.

With hooting wild.
Thou causest uproars ; and our holy things,

Font, Table, Pulpit, they be all defil'd

With thy broad imiHufis.
Dr. H. Mare, Psychozoia, ii. 119.

mutinous (mu'ti-nus), a. [< mutine + -ous.']

1 . Engaged in or disposed to mutiny ; resisting

or disposed to resist the authority of laws and
regulations, especially the articles and regula-
tions of an army or a navy. See mutiiii/.

A voyage the natural difficulties of which had been much
augmented by the distrust and mutinous spirit of his fol-

lowers. Preseott, Ferd. and Isa., L 18.

2. Seditious.

Then brought he forth Sedition, breeding stryf

e

In troublous wits, and mutinous uprore.
Spenser, F. Q., V. ix. 48.

He is verie seditious and mutinous in conuersation, pick-
ing quarrella with euerie man that will not magnifie and
applaudhim. Xash, Haue with you to Saffron-Walden.

The city was becoming mutinous. Macaulay.

3. Rebellious; petulant; mischievous. =S3[n. 1.

Eefractoiy, insntmrdinate, riotous, rebellious. See insitr-

reetion.

mutinously (mu'ti-nus-li), adv. In a mutinous
manner; seditiously.
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A woman, a young woman, a fair woman, was to govern
a people in nature mutinously proud, and always before
used to hard govemours. Sir P. Sidney.

The vakeel wavered, and to ray astonishment I heard the
accusation made against him that . . . the whole of the
escort had mutinously conspired to desert me.

Sir S. W. Baker, Heart of Africa, p. 171.

mutinousness (mti'ti-nus-nes), n. The state of

being mutinous; seditiousness ; resistance or

the spirit of resistance to lawful authority, es-

pecially among military and naval men.
mutiny (mH'ti-ni), )(. ;

pi. mutinies (-niz). [<

mutine.'] 1. Forcible resistance to or revolt

against constituted authority on the part of

subordinates ; specifically, a revolt of soldiers

or seamen, with or without armed resistance,

against the authority of their commanding offi-

cers.

Their mutinies and revolts, wherein they show'd
Most valour, spoke not for them.

Sfta*., Cor., iii. 1. 126.

Bymilitarymen muiinyis understood to imply extreme
insubordination, as individually resisting by force or col-

lectively opposing military authority. Ives.

2. Any rebellion against constituted authority

;

by statute under Britishrule, any attempt to ex-

cite opposition to lawful authority, particularly
military or naval authority, or any act of con-
tempt directed against officers, or disobedience
of their commands ; any concealment of muti-
nous acts, or neglect to take measures toward
a suppression of them.

U this frame
Of heaven were falling, and these elements
In mutiny had from her axle torn
The stedlast earth. Milton, P. L., ii. 926.

In every mutiny against the discipline of the college he
was the ringleader. Macaulay, Samuel Johnson.

3t. Tumult ; violent commotion.
And, in the mutiny of his deep wonders.
He tells you now, you weep too late.

Beati. and Fl.

They may see how many mutinies, disorders, and dis

sentions haue accompanied them, and crossed their at
tempts. Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, 1. 1G4.

4. Discord; strife.

A man of complements, whom right and wrong
Have chose as umpire of their mutiny.

Shak., L. L. L, i. 1. 170.

Indian mutiny. Sepoy mutiny, a revolt of the Sepoy or
native troops in British Indivwnich broke out at Meerut
May 10th, 1857, and spread through the Ganges valleyand
Central India. Sie chief incidents were the massacres of
Europeans at Cawnpore and elsewhere, the defense of

Lucknow, and the siege of Delhi. The revolt was sup-
pressed in 1858, and a consequence or result of it was
the transference of the administration of India from the
East India Company to the crown.—Mutiny Act, a series

of regulations enacted from year to year after 16^ by the
British Parliament for the government of the military

forces of the country, merged in the Army Discipline and
Regulation Act ol 1879 and in the Army Act of 1881.—
Mutiny of the Bounty, a mutiny of the sailors of

H. M. S. Bounty, commanded by William Bligh. which
took place in the Pacific ocean in 1789 under the lead
of Fletcher Christian. A part of the mutineers settled

in Pitcaim Island, and werelong governed byJohn Adams.
Descendants of the mutineers and of Tahitians still occupy
the island. =Syn. 1 and 2. Sedition, Revolt, etc. See inr

surreeOon.

mutiny (mii'ti-ni), V. i.; pret. and pp. muti-

nied, ppr. mutinying. [< mutiny, ».] To revolt

against lawful authority, with or without
armed resistance, especially in the army or

navy; excite or be guilty of mutiny, or muti-

nous conduct.

The same soldiers who in hard service and in battle are

in perfect subjection to their leaders, in peace and luxury
are apt to mutiny and rebel. South, Sermons, II. iv.

Mutisia (mu-tis'i-a), n. [NL. (Carolus Lin-

naeus fiUus,' 1781), named after its discover-

er, Jos6 Celestino Mutis (1732-1808), a South
American botanist.] A genus of erect or climb-

ing shrubs, type of the tribe Mutisiacece, charac-

terized by pistillate flowers, plumose pappus,
alternate leaves commonly ending in a tendril,

and large solitary heads with the flowers pro-

jecting. There are about 36 species, all South American,
commonly leaf-climbets, with large purple, pink, or yellow
flowers, many highly ornamental in the greenhouse.

Mutisiaceae (mu-tis-i-a'se-e), n.pl. [NL. (Les-

slng, 1832),< Mutisia + -a'cern.'] Atribe of shrubs
and herbs of the order Compositm, typified by
the genus Mutisia, and distinguished by two
prolonged tails at the base of the anthers and
a two-lipped corolla, it includes 5 snbtribes and 62

genera, mostly in South America and Mexico, also in Africa

and Asia north to .Tapan. Five genera are found witlii-^

the limits of the United States, chiefly in the extreme
south and southwest.

mutism^ (mii'tizm), n. [= F. mutisme; as mute^
+ -ism.] The state of being mute or dumb ; si-

lence.

Paulina was awed by the savants, but not quite to

mutism; she conversed modestly, diffidently.

Charlotte Bronte, Villette, xxviL

mutton

mutism^ (mu'tizm), n. [= F. mutisme; as
TOMfel + -ism.] Same as mutage.
mutive (mu'tiv), a. [<mH(e2-f -fie. Ct. mu-
tative.] Changeful; mutable. [Bare.]

Where while on traytor sea, and mid the 7ntK!ic wiudes.
A Herrings Tayle (1698). (Nares.y

mutograph (mti'to-graf ), n. A camera designed
fortaking a series of pictures of moving objects.
It is capable of taking about one hundred pic-
tures a second.
mutOSCOpe (mii'to-skop), n. An instrument,
resembling a stereoscope, in which pictures
taken by a mutograph can be seen. The pictures
are so ananged and moved as to be seen in rapid succes-
sion, producing upon the beholder tlie effect of sueing the
original movements of the olijects photugraphed.

mutter (mut'er), V. [< ME. mutereii, moteren
= G. muttern (cf. LG. mustern, musseln), mut-
ter, whisper; cf. It. dial, muttire, call, L. mut-
tire, mtitire, mutter; ult. imitative, like mum^,
murmur, etc.] I. intrans. 1. To utter words
in a low tone and with compressed lips, as in
complaint or sullenness ; murmur

;
grumble.

No man dare accuse them, no, not so much as mutter
against them. Burton, Anat. of MeL, p. 213.

2. To emit a low rumbling sound.
The deep roar

Of distant thunder mutters awfully.
Shelley, Queen Mab, i. 4.

II. trans. To utter with imperfect articula-
tion, or in a low murmuring tone.

Your lips have spoken lies, your tongue hath muttered
perverseness. Isa. lix. 3.

mutter (mut'er), n. [< mutter, v.] A murmur
or murmuring; sullen or veiled utterance.

I hear some mutter at Bishop Laud's carriage there [in

Scotland] that it was too haughty and pontifical.

Howell, Lettei-s, I. vi. 23.

mutteration (mut-e-ra'shon), «. [< mutter, v.,

+ -ation.] The act of muttering or complain-
ing. [Kare.]
So the night passed off with prayings, hopings, and a lit-

tle mutteration.
Riekardson, Sir Charles Grandison, IV, 282, {Dames.)

mutterer (mut'er-er), n. One who mutters; a
grumbler.
The words of a m.utterer, saith the Wise man, are as

wounds, going into the innermost parts.

Barrow, The Decalogue, Ninth Commandment,

muttering (mut'er-ing), n. [Verbal n. of mut-
ter, v.] The sound made by one who mutters

;

grumbling; mvmibling: as, an SjUgry muttering.

It [the relinquishing of some places] would take away
the mutterings that run of Multiplicity of Offices.

Howell, Letters, I. iv. 18.

mutteringly (mut'er-ing-li), adv. In a mutter-
ing manner ; without distinct articulation.

mutteroUS (mut'er-us), a. [< mutter, v., +
-ous.] Muttering; murmuring; buzzing.

Like bees . . . that . . . toyle with m.utterou& humbling.
Stanihuri^ .£neid, L 435.

mutton (mut'n), n. [< ME. moton, motoun,
mutoun, motone, molton, multon, < OF. moton,
mouton, multon, molton, P. mouton = Pr. multo,

molto, moto = It. montone = Cat. molto = It.

montone, dial, moltone, < ML. multo(n-), mol-
to(n-), monto{n-), montonus, a wether, a sheep,
also a coin so called; cf. Ir. molt = (jael. mult
= Manx mult = W. mollt = Bret, maout, meut,

a wether, sheep ; the Celtic words are appar.
not orig., but from the ML.; the ML. may be
connected with mod. Pr. mout, Swiss mot, mutt,

castrated, mutilated (cf. mod. Pr. cdbro mouto,

a goat deprived of its horns, L. capra mutila);

prob. < L. mutilus, maimed, mutilated. In this

view ML. multo{n-), molto{n-) was orig. a cas-

trated ram or, less prob., a ram deprived of-its

horns: a rustic word displacing the common
L. aries, a ram, and extended to mean ' sheep

iu general.'] 1. A sheep. [Obsolete or ludi-

crous.]
The hynde in pees with the Icon,

The wolfe in pees with the mxtUon.^
Gower, Conf, Aroant., ProL

The wolf in fleecy hosiery ... did not as yet molest her

[the lamb], beingreplenished with the mattonhermamma.
Thackeray, Newcomes, L

2. The flesh of sheep, raw or dressed for food.

The moton boyled is of nature and complexion sanguyne,

the whiche to my jugement, is holsome for your grace.

Du Guez, p. 1071, quoted in Babees Book (B. E. T. S.),

[Index, p. 102.

3. A loose woman ; a prostitute. [Slang.]

The old lecher hath got holy mutton to him, a nunne,

my lord. Greene, Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay.

4. An Anglo-French gold coin: so called from

its being impressed with the image of a lamb.

See mouton and agnelK Davies.



mutton
Beckonwithmy father about that; . . . he will pay you

gallantly ; a French mutton for every hide I have spoiled.
Scott, Fair Maid of Perth, vi.

Laced muttont, a loose woman. [Slang.]

L a lost mutton, gave your letter to her, a laced mutton ;
and she, a laced Tmttton, . . . gave me, a lost mutton, no-
thing for my labour 1 Shak., T. G. of V., i. 1. 102.

Cupid hath got me a stomach, and I long for laced mMt-
ton. Middleton, Blurt, Master-Constable, i. 2.

mutton-bird (mut'n-bferd), n. A bird of the
family ProcellariidcE and genils (Estrelata; one
of several kinds of petrels found in the southern
seas, as (E. lessoni, which is also called wMte
night-hawk. See cut at (Estrelata.

mutton-chop (mut'n-ohop'), n. and a. I, n. A
lib-piece of mutton for broiling or frying, hav-
ing the bone cut, or chopped off at the small
end. The name is also extended to other small
pieces cut for broiling.

II. a. Having a formnarrow and prolonged at
one end and rounded at the other, like that of

a mutton-chop. This designation is especially applied
to side whiskers when the chin is shaved both in front and
beneath, and the whiskers are trimmed short: also called
Ttt/utton-cvUet whiskers.

muttonert, motonert, n. Awencher; a mutton-
monger. i/ydgate,Tp. 16S. (SalUwell.) [Slang.]

mutton-fish (mut'n-fish), n. 1. A fish of the
family Lycodidce, Zoarces anguillaris. it is of a
stout eel-like form, with confluent vertical. fins and an in-

terrupted posterior interval in the dorsal where the rays

Mutton-lish {2oarces anguillaris).

are replaced by short spines. The color is generally red-

dish-brown mottled with olive. It is an inhabitant of the
eastern American coasts from Delaware to Labrador, and
is used as food. Also called ctmger-eel, ling, and la/m^er-

eel.

2. A kind of ormer or ear-shell, BaUotis iris, of

New Zealand.
mutton-fist (mut'n-fist), n. A large, thick,

brawny fist.

Will he who saw the soldier's muUtmfltt,
And saw thee maul'd, appear within the list

To witness truth?
Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, xvi. 45.

mutton-ham (mut'n-ham), n. Aleg of mutton
salted and prepared as ham.
muttonhead (mut'n-hed), n. A dull or stupid
person.
mutton-headed (mut'n-hed''''ed), a. Dull ; stu-

pid.

A lion— an animal that has a ma] estic aspect and noble
antecedents, but is both tyrannical and mean, mutton^
headed and stealthy. P. Robinson, Under the Sun, p. 194.

mutton-legger (mut'n-leg''''6r)j n. A leg-of-

mutton sail ; also, a boat carrying this style of

sail.

mutton-mongerf (mut'n-mung'''g6r), n. One
who has to do with prostitutes; a wenoher.
[Slang.]

Is 't possible the lord Hlpolito, whose face is as civil

as the outside of a dedicatory book, should be a mutton-
mmtger? Dekker and middleton, Honest Whore, iL

mutton-thumper (mut'n-thum'''p6r), n. Abim-
gling bookbinder. [Slang, Eng.]

muttony (mut'n-i), a. [< mutton + -y'^-.'i Re-
sembling mutton in flavor, appearance, or other

of its qualities ; consisting of mutton.

mutual (mu'tu-al), a. [< P. mutuel (= Sp. mu-
tual), with snMx -el, B. -al, < OP. mutu = Sp.

mUtuo = Pg. It. mutuo, < L. mutuus, reciprocal,

in exchange, borrowed, < mutare, change, ex-

change : see mute^."] 1 . Reciprocally given and
received; pertaining alike or reciprocally to

both sides; interchanged :• as, wiwiManove; to

entertain a mutvM aversion.

To take away all such mutual grievances, injuries, and
wrongs, there was no way but only by growing unto com-
position and agreement amongst themselves.

'
Hooker, Bccles. Polity, i. 10.

A contract of eternal bond of love,

Conflnn'd by mutual joinder of your hands.
Shak., T. N., v. 1. 160.

And many were found to kill one an other with mutuaU
combats. Purehas, PUgrimage, p. 168.

Among unequals what society

Can sort, what harmony, or true delight?

Which must be mutual, fn proportion due
Given and received. Wiiton, P. L., viit 885.

We ... do conceive it our bouuden duty, without de-

lay, to enter into a present consociation amongst ourselves

for mutual help and strength in all future concernment.
Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 122.

Who buried their mutual animosities In their common
detestation against the creditors of the Nabob of Arcot.

Burke, Nabob of Arcot's Debts.
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Love between husband and wife may be all on -one side,

then it is not mutual. It may be felt on both sides, then
it is nmtual. They are mutiuU friends, and something
better ; but if a third person step in, though loyal regard
may make him a friend of both, no power in language can
make him their mutual friend,

N. and Q., 7th ser., VL 192.

2. Equally relating to or affecting two or more
together; common to two or more combined;
depending on, proceeding from, or exhibiting
a certain community of action; shared alike.

Allide with bands of miutuall cou^ement
Spenser, F. Q., IV. iii. 52.

High over seas
Flying, and over lands, with,mutual wing
Easing theh: flight. Milton, P. L., vii. 429.

In this manner, not without almostmz^uoZ tears, I part-

ed from him. Evelyn, Diary, Aug., 1678.

3. Common: used in this sense loosely and
improperly (but not infrequently, and by many
writers of high rank), especially in the phrase

muzzle

mutuationt (mu-|u-a'shon), n. [= Pg. muiua-

fSo = It. mutuazione, < L. mutuaUoin-), a bor-

rowing, < mutuare, pp. mutuatus, borrow, < mu-
tuus, borrowed: see mutual.'^ The act of bor-

rowing.
mutuatitioUBf (mii''Jii-a-tiBh'us), a. [< LL.
mutuatiUus, borrowed, "< L. mutuare, borrow:
see mutuaUon.'\ Borrowed; taken from some
other.

The mutuatHious good works of their pretended holy

men and women.
Dr. U. Mare, Antidote against Idolatry, x.

mutule (mti'tul), n. [= P. mutule = It. mutulo,

< L. mutulus, a mutule, modillion.] In arch.,

a projecting piece in the form of a flat block

I have little intercourse with Dr. Blair, but will take
care to have the poems communicated to him by the in-

tervention of some mutual friend.

BlacMock, 1786, quoted in N. and Q., 7th ser., V. 298.

Sir Walter Scott, writing to Messrs. Hurst; Bobinson &
Co., under date Feb. 25, 1822, says, I desired our mMtual
friend, Mr. James Ballantyne, &b.

Quoted In If. and Q., 7th ser., V. 298.

"By the by, ma'am," said Mr. Bofiln, . . . "you have a
lodger? ... I may call him Our Mutual Friend."

Dickens, Our Mutual Friend, ix.

Mutual accounts, accounts in which each of two parties

has one or more charges against the other.—Mutual
contract. See contraci.—Mutual distinction, one
which separates its two members equally from each
other, and not like a distinction between whole and part.

—Mutual gable, Induction, etc. See the nouns.—
Mutual promises, concurrent and reciprocal promises
which serve as considerations to support each other, un-
less one or the other Is void, as where one man promises
to pay money to another, and he, In consideration thereof,

promises to do a certain act, etc. Wharton.—Mutual
will. See uliU. =Byn. Bee reciprocal.

mutualism (mu'Ju-al-izm), n. [< mutual +
ism.] A symbiosis in which two organisms
living together mutually and permanently help
and support one another. {DeBary.) Lichens
are examples among plants.

mutualist (mii'tu-al-ist), ». [= P. nmtuaUste;
as mutual + -j«i.] In zool., one of two com-
mensals which are associated, neither of which
shares the food of or preys upon the other. E.
Van Beneden.

mutuality (mii-tu-ari-ti), n. [= P. mutuaUti;
as mutuM + -»*j!.] i'. The state or quality of

being mutual; reciprocity; interchange. Thus,
a contract that has no consideration is said to

be void for want of mmtuality.

There is no sweeter taste of friendship than the cou-
pling of souls in this mutvMity, either of condoling or com-
forting. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iil.

In both [parts of an organic aggregate or of a social ag-
gregate], too, this mmtuamy increases as the evolution ad-
vances. E. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 217.

2t. Interchange of acts or expressions of affec-

tion or kindness ; familiarity.

When these mutualities so marshal the way, hard at
hand comes the master and main exercise.

«!oft.,Othello,li. 1.267.

His kindnesses seldom exceed courtesies. He loves not
deeper mutualities.

Bp. Ea/rle, Micro-cosmographie, A Plausible Man.

mutually (mti'tu-al-i), adto. 1. In a mutual
manner; reciprocally; in a manner of giving
and receiving.

A friend, with whom I mutually may share
Gladness and anguish, by kind intercourse
Of speech and offices. J, Philips, Cider, 1

There sat we down upon a garden mound.
Two mmtwMy enfolded ; Love, the third.

Between us, In the circle of his arms
Enwound us both. Tm/ngmn, Gardener's Daughter.

2. Equally or alike by two or more ; conjointly

;

in common. [Held to be an erroneous use:
see mutual, 3.]

So then it seems your most offenceful act
Was mutually committed.

Shak., M. for M, 11. 3. 27.

mutuary (mu'Ju-ar-ri), n. ;
pi. mutuariea (-riz).

[= Pg. mutuarlo, a borrower, < LL. mutuarius,

mutual, < L. nmtuua, borrowed, mutual: see
mutual.'] In law, one who borrows personal
chattels to be consumed byhim in the use, and
returned to the lender in kind.

mutuatet (mu'tu-at), v. t. [< L. mutuatus, pp.
of nmiuare (> ft. mutuare = Pg. WMtuar), bor-
row, <raMf4t«», borrowed: Bee mutual."] To bor-
row.
Whiche for to set tbemselfes and their band the more

gorgeously forward had tmutuale and borowed dyuerse
and sondry summes of money.

Hall, Henry VII., an. 7. (HaUiwdl.)

I. tn mm, Greek Mutules. a. m' m', Roman Mutules.

under the corona of the Doric cornice, corre-

sponding to the modillion of other orders. The
mutules are placed one over every triglyph and metope,
and bear on the under side guttes or drops, which rejire-

sent the heads of pegs or treenails in the primitive wood-
en construction, to the rafter-ends of which the mutules
correspond. See out under gutta.

mutuum (mii'Ju-um), n. [L., a loan; neut. of

mutuus, borrowed: see mutual.] In Scots law,

a contract by which such things are lent as are

consumed in the use, or cannot be used with-

out their extinction or alienation, such as com,
wine, money, etc.

muwett, a. A Middle English form of mute'^.

Chaucer.
mux^ (mukB),«). *. [Avar, of mix^, confused with
muss^, mushX.] To botch; make a mess of;

spoil : often with an indefinite it : as, he muxed
it badly that time. [Colloq.]

By vice of mismanagementon the part of my mother and
Nicholas Snowe,who hadthoroughly muxed up everything.

J2. D. BlackTnore, Loma Doone, Ixii.

mux^ (muks), n. [< mux\ v.] Work performed
in an awkward or improper manner ; a botch

;

a mess : as, he made a mux of it. [Colloq.]

mux^ (muks), ». [A var. of TOia;2.] Dirt; filth:

same as mix^. [Prov. Eng.]
muxy (muk'si), a. [< mux^ + -y'>-.] Muddy;
murky. Also muclcsy. [Prov. Eng.]
The ground . . . was . . . soaked and sodden—as we call

it, mjucksy. R. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, xlvi.

Muzarab (mu-zar'ab), n. A variant of Mo-
zarab.

Muzarabic (mu-zar'a-bik), a. A variant of

Mozarainc.
muzhik (m6-zhik'), n. [Russ. muzhikH, a peas-
ant,] A Russian peasant. Also written mu-
jiJc, moujik.

There stood the patient hetaAeAirmzMk (peasant) in his
well-worn sheep-Bkln. D. M. Wallace, xMwAs., p. 406.

Muzio gambit. See gambit.

muzz (muz), V. i. [Prob. a dial. var. of muse.]
To muse idly; loiter foolishly.

If you but knew, cried I, to whom I am going to-night,
and who I shall see to-night, you would not dare keep me
mua^ng here. Mme. D'ArUay, Diary, 1. 158. (Daviee.)

muzzelthrush (muz '1 -thrush), n. Same as
mistlethrush. [Prov. Eng.]
muzziness (muz'i-nes), n. [< muzzy + -ness.]

The state of being muzzy.
muzzle (muz'l), n. [Early mod. E. also muzlc,
musle, mousle, musell, mozell; < ME. mosel, <

OP. mu^el, museau, muzeau (P. museau), orig.

*morsel (> Bret, morzeel, muzeeV) = Pr. mursel,
mursol (ML. reflex musellus, musellum; cf . Gael.
muiseal, < E.), the muzzle, snout, or nose of a
beast, mouth, opening, aperture, dim. of OF.
muse, mouse = Pr. mus = It. muso, muzzle, < L.
morsus, a bite, ML. also the muzzle of a beast
(ML. musum, musus, after OP.): see morse^,
morsel.] 1. The projecting jaws and nose of
an animal, as an ox or a dog ; the snout.

It [the hogflsh] feedeth on the grasse that groweth on
the banks of the Bluer, and neuer goeth out; It hath a
mouth like the muxell of an Oxe.

Purehas, Pilgrimage, j>. 697.

His fWilliam the Testy's] nose turned up, and the cor-
ners of his mouth turned down, prettymuch UkethenMU-
xle of an irritable pug-dog. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 210.

The creature laid his muide on your lap.
Tennyson, Princess, 11.



muzzle

2. The mouth of a thing: the end for entrance
or discharge : applied chiefly to the end of a
tube, as the open end of a gun or pistol.— 3.
Anything which
prevents an ani-
mal from biting,
as a strap around
the jaws, or a sort
of cage, as of wire,
into which the muz-
zle (def. 1) is in-
serted.

With golden mmzU» all

their mouths were
bound.
Dryden, Pal. and Arc,

[iii.68.

4. In armor,
openwork covering century.

for the nose, used for the defense of the horse,
and forming part of the bards in the fifteenth
and sixteenth centuries.— 5. A piece of the
forward end of the plow-beam by which the
traces are attached: same as ftn'fJte, 5.—Muzzle-
energy, the energy of a shot when it leaves the muzzle of

a gun, expressed by the formula

„„ Muzzle of War-horse, forming part
*''^ of the bards or defensive armor ; i6th

Common Clam ililya arenaria).

a, anterior adductor muscle; b, posterior ad-
ductor muscle ; c, heart ; d, mantle with its

fringe; *, body ;y, foot; j^, gills or branchiae

;

k, mouth ; i, one of the labial tentacles ; ^, ex-
halent siphon ; /, branchial siphon.

.
— = foot-tons

32.16 X 4880
01" energy,w representing the weight of shot in pounds and
V the velocity in feet per second.—MUZZle-velOdty, in
gun., the velocity, in feet per second, of a projectile as it

leaves the muzzle of a piece. See vdoeity,

muzzle (muz'l), v.; pret. and pp. muzzled, ppr.
muzzling. [Early mod. E. also muzle, motisle,

mouzle, mosel, etc., < ME. muselen, < OF. (and P.)
moseler, < *mosel, musel, muzzle: see muzzle.^

1. trans. 1. To bind or confine the mouth of in
order to prevent biting or eating.

As Osye bigan to speke
Thou schalt musell helle cheke
And hell barre thi hand schal breke.

Holy Rood (B. E. T. S.), p. 213.

Thou Shalt not rmuszle the ox when he treadeth out the
com. Deut. xxv. 4.

My dagger rmazled.
Lest it should bite its master.

Shak., W. T., i. 2. 156.

2. Figuratively, to gag; silence.

How wretched is the fate of those who write

!

Brought rmaded to the stage, for fear they bite.

Dryden, Prol. to Fletcher's Pilgrim.

The press was muzded, and allowed to publish only the
reports of the official gazette. Bwrper^s Mag. , LXXVl. 929.'

St. To mask. Jamieson.

They danced along the kirk-yard ; Oeillie Duncan, play-
ing on a trump, and John Han, rmix^ed, led the way.

Neweefrom ^caUaiui (1591).

4t. To fondle with the closed mouth; nuzzle.

The nurse was then muzzling and coaxing of the child.

Mr R. L'Estrange.

5. To grub up with the snout, as swine do.

Salliwell. [Prov. Eng.]— 6t. To handle or pull
about.

He ... so mousled me. Wycherley, Country Wife, iv. 3.

Muzzle the pegt. Same as mmmble-the-peg. = Syn. Muffle,
etc. See gag, v. t.

II. intrans. 1 . To bring the muzzle or mouth
near.

The bear muzzles and smells to him. Sir S. L'Estrange,

2. To drinkto excess; guzzle. BalUwell. [Prov.
Eng.]— 3. To loiter; trifle; skulk. Salliwell.

[Prov. Eng.]
muzzle-bag (muz'1-bag), n. Naut., a painted
canvas cap fitted over the muzzle of a gun at
sea, to keep out water.

muzzle-lashing (muz'l-lash"ing), «. Naut., a
rope used to lash the muzzle of a gun to the
upper part of a port when housed.
muzzle-loader (muz'l-16"d6r), n. A gun which
is loaded from the muzzle : opposed to breech-

loader.

muzzle-loading (muz'^lo'ding), a. Made to
be loaded at the muzzle : said of a gun.

muzzle-sight (muz'l-sit), n. A sight placed on
or near the muzzle of a gun ; a front sight.

muzzle-strap (muz'l-strap), n. Astrapbuckled
over the mouth of a horse or other animal to

prevent biting: it is a substitute for a muzzle.

muzzy (muz'i), a. [Appar. var. of *musy, <

muse' + -y\ Cf . muzz.'] Dazed ; stupid ; tipsy.

Mr. L. , a sensible man of eighty-two, ... his wife a
dull muzzy old creature.

Mme. D'ArUay, Diary, I. 305. (Bavies.)

Very mway with British principles and spirits.

Bulwer, My Novel, xii. 31.

my (mi), pron. [< MD. myn, mine, myne, < AS.
min, of me, as a poss., mine: the final n being

lost as in a for an, thy for thine, etc. : see mine''-.]

Belonging to me: as, this is my book: always
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used attributively, »iinebeing used for the pred-
icate. Formerly mirw was more usual before a vowel, and
my before a consonant, but my now stands before both : as,

my book ; my own book ; my eye.

Therfore may no man in'that Contree seyn. This is my
Wyl : ne no Womman may seye, This is »ijm Husbonde.

MandemUe, Travels, p. 179.

I would sit in my isle (I call it mine, after the use of
lovers), and think upon the war, and the loudness of these
far-away battles. JR. L. Stevemon, Memoirs of an Islet.

Mya^ (mi'a), n. [NL., < L. mya for *myax, <

Gr. fiiia^, a sea-mussel, < fivg, a muscle, mussel,
mouse : see
mouse, mus-
cled] A ge-
nus of bivalve
shells towhich
very different

limits have
beenassigned.
By Llnnceus nu-
merous species
belonging to dif-

ferent families
were included in it. By later writers it was successively
restricted : Ketzius, in 1788, limited it to the Unionidm,
but by subsequent authors itwas used for theJVi/a arenana
and related species, and as such it is universally adopted
at the present time. U. arenaria is the common clam or
cob of the coasts of the northern hemisphere. M. truncata
is a second species, truncated behind.

Mya^ (mi'a), n. [NL., more prop. *Myia, < Ur.
Iivla, rarely iii)a, a fly : see Musca.] A genus of

flies.

mya^, n. Plural of myon.
mya-. See myio-, myo-.

IV^acea, Myacese (mi-a'sf-a, -e), n. pi. [NL.
(Menke, 1830), < Mya + -acea, -acece.] 1. A
family of bivalves: same as Myidm.— 2. A su-
perfamily or suborder of bivalves constituted
for the families Myidw, CorbuUdcB, Saxicavidce,

and related types.

Myadae (mi'a-de), n.pl. [NL. , < Mya^ + -adce.']

In conch. : (a) In earlier systems, a grou^ of

bivalve shells, or siphonate lamellibranchiate
moUusks, related to the cob or clam, Mya, in-

cluding numerous genera, such as Tellina, Ana-
tina, Lutraria, Pandora, etc., now separated
into different families. (6) Same as Myidw.
myalgia (mi-al'ji-a), «. [NL., < Gr. fivg, mus-
cle, + dAyof, pain.]' Inpathol., a morbid state

of a muscle, characterized by pain and tender-
ness. Its pathology is obscure. Also calledmj/o-

dynia and muscular rheicmatism Myalgia lum-
balls, lumbago.

myalgic (nu-al'jik), a. [< myalgia + -ic.] Of
or pertaining to myalgia; affected with myal-
gia. Quain, Med. Diet., p. 1212.

myall, myall-tree (mi'al-tre), n. One of sev-

eral Australian acacias',' affording a hard and
useful scented wood. The Victorian myall is Acaeia
homalopTiylla. It has a dark-brown wood, sought for turn-

ers' work, and used particularly for tobacco-pipes ; from
its fragrance the wood is sometimes called violet-wood.

Another myall is A. acum,inata of western Australia, its

wood scented like raspberry, and making durable posts
and excellent charcoal. Others are A. pendtda and A.
^aucescens, the latter prettily grained but less fragrant.

Myaria (mi-a'ri-a), n. pi. [NL. : see Myai.] A
family of bivalves : same as Myidce in its more
comprehensive sense. [Formerly in general
use, but now abandoned.]
myarian (mi-a'ri-an), a. and n. [< Myaria +
-an.] I. a. Pertaining to or resembling a
clam; of or pertaining to the Myaria.

II. n. A clam, or some similar bivalve.

myasthenia (mi-as-the-ni'a), n. [< Gr. /ivg, mus-
cle, + auBheta, weakness : see asthenia.] Mus-
cular debility.

myasthenic (mi-as-then'ik), a. Affected with
myasthenia.
myccheti »• See mitch.

mycele (nu-sel'), n. [< NL. mycelium.] Same
as mycelium.

mycelial (mi-se'U-al), a. [< mycelium + -al.]

Of or pertaining to mycelium

—

Mycelial layer.
Same as Tnembranovg mycelium.—Mycelial Strand,
Same as^&rou« mycelium.

mycelioid (mi-se'li-oid), a. [< NL. myceli(um) +
-aid.] In bot., resembling a mushroom.
mycelium (mi-se'li-um), n. [NL., < Gr. /liiKT/c,

a fungus, -f- v^g, naU, wart, an excrescence on
a plant.] The vegetative part of the thallus of

fungi, composed of one or more hyphse. The
vegetative system of fungi consists of filiform branched or
unbranched cells called hyphxe, and the hyphss cqllectively

form the mycelium. Also mycele. See cuts under Fungi,
mold, mildew, ergot, and kavMorium.—FibrillOBe myce-
lium. Same as fibrous mycelium.

—

Fibrous myceUvun,
mycelium in which the hyphss form, by their union, elon-
gated branching strands.—Filamentous mycelium, my-
celium of free hyphss which are at most loosely interwoven
with one another, bat without forming bodies of definite
shape and outline. Se Bary.—FloecoBe mycelium.

Mycetozoa
Same as filamentous mycelium.—Membranous myceli-
um. See menOyrarKmx.

Mycetales (mi-sf-ta'lez), n. pi. [NL. (Berke-
ley, 1857), < Mycetes^.] A former division of
cryptogamous plants, including fungi and li-

chens.
Mycetes^ (mi-se'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. fJVKj/T7/c, a
bellower, < ^vKaaBai, bellow; cf. L. mugire, bel-
low: seemugient.] The typical and only genus
of Mycetimce, established by Illiger in 1811 ; the
howlers: a synonym of Aluatta of prior date.
There are several species, as M. urginus, iimabiting the
forests of tropical America from Guatemala to Paraguay.
See cut under howler.

Mycetes^ (mi-se'tez), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. /ivKvreg,

pi. of iiiiKJicj a fungus, mushroom.] The plants
now called Fawpi; atermproposedby Sprengel.
Mycetinae (nu-se-ti'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Mycetes^
+ -ince.] A subfamily of Cebidas, represented
by the genus Mycetes; the howliiig monkeys,
howlers, or alouates. They are platyrrhine monkeys
of tropical America, having the cerebrum so short that it

leaves the cerebellum exposed behind, the incisors verti-

cal, and the hyoid bone and larynx enormously developed,
the former being expanded and excavated into a hollow
drum, a conformation which gives extraordinary strength
and resonance of voice. They are the largest of Ameri-
can monkeys, nearly 3 feet in length of head and body, in-

cluding legs, with long prehensile tan and non-apposable
thumb.

mycetogenetic (mi-se''''t9-je-net'ik), a. In bot.,

produced by fungi.

Phenomena of deformation by Fungi may be termed 9712/-

ceto^£7ie£ic metamorphosis. DeBary, Fungi (trans.), p. 368.

mycetogenous (mi-se-toj'e-nus), a. [< Gr. /iiK?!g

(/iVKT/T-), a fungus, -f- -yeviig, producing : see -ge-

nous.] Same as mycetogenetic.

mycetology (nu-se-tol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. fiiKTic (/m>-

Knr-), a ftmgus, 4- -%dyia, < 'ktyuv, speak: see
-ology.] The science of fungi: same as my-
cology.

mycetoma (mi-sf-to'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. iivKT/g

(fiviaiT-), a fungus, -I- -oma.] 1. A chronic dis-

ease of the feet and hands occurring in Hindu-
stan. The foot (or hand) becomes riddled with sinuses
which discharge pale-yellow masses of minute bodies re-

sembling fish-roe (pale or ochroid form of mycetoma), or
dark masses resembling gunpowder (dark or raelanoid
form). In the latter the fungus Chianyphe Carteri has been
found. The disease lasts for decades, and the only relief

seems to be in the amputation of the affected member.
Also called Madura foot, Madura disease, fungus disease,

and fungus-foot qf India.

2. leap.] In entom., a genus of coleopterous in-

sects.

mycetophagid (mi-se-tof'a-jid), a. and «. I.

a. Of or relating to the Mycetophagidce.

II. n. One of the Mycetophagidce.

Mycetophagidae (mi-se-to-faj'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Mycetophagus + -idee.] A family of

clavieom Coleoptera, typified by the genus My-
cetophagus. They have the dorsal segments of the abdo-
men partly membranous, the ventral segments free, the
tarsi four-jointed, the wings not fringed with hair, the
anterior coxse oval and separated by the corneous prester-
num, the head free, and the body depressed. The species
live in fungi and under the bark of trees. The family is

small, but of wide distribution, containing about 10 genera
and less than 100 species. The beetles of this family are
sometimes distinguished as hairy fungus-beetles from the
Erotylidte, in which case the latter are called smoothfun.

mycetophagous (mi-se-tof'a-gus), a. [< NL.
Mycetophagus, < Gr. /iixcj/f (/uvk^t-), a fungus, +
(kiyeiv, eat.] Feeding on fungi ; fungivorous.

Mycetophagus (mi-se-tof'a-gus), ». [NL. (Hell-
wig, 1792) : see mycetophagous.] The typical ge-

nus of Mycetophagidce. About so species are known

;

all feed on fungi ; 12 inhabit Korth America, and the rest

are found in temperate Europe.

Mycetophila (mi-sftof'i-la), «. [NL., < Gr.

/iVK?;g ifivK^T-), a fungus, -f ^t/lof, loving.] 1.

The typical genus of Mycetophilidce, founded by
Meigen in 1803. The larvse live in fungi and decaying
wood. The genus is large and wide-spread ; over 100 spe-

cies are European, and 20 are described from North Amer-
ica. Also A^/cethopkUa, Mycetophyla.

2. A genus of tenebrionine beetles, erected by
Gyllenhal in 1810, and comprising a number of

European and North American species, 14 of

which inhabit the United States. The genus is

the same as Mycetocharis of Latreille, 1825, and the latter

name is commonly used, Mycetophila being preoccupied

Mycetophilidae (mi-se-to-fil'i-de), n. pi. [NL.

,

< Mycetophila + -idee.] A family of nemocer-
ons dipterous insects, typifiedby the genus My-
cetophila; the agaric-gnats, fungus-gnats, or

fungus-midges. There sre many hundred species, of

small or minute size, agile and saJtatorial, having tew-

veined wings without disoal cell, long coxie, spurred tibiae,

and usually ocelli. The larvss are long slender grubs, like

worms, and feed on fungi, whence the name. Also Myee-

tophilides, MycetophUince, MycetophUmdx.

Mycetozoa (mi-se-to-z6'a), n. pi. [NL., pi. of

mycetozoon.] A group of fungus-like organisms,



Mycetozoa

amounting at the present time to nearly 300
speoies. The larger number of them are contained in
the division Myxamycetes, or slime-fungi, together with
the smaller one distinguished by Van Tieghem under the
name of AcrasUae. (fie Bary.) Their nutrition is sapro-
phytic, and the organs of reproduction are sufBoienUy like
those of fungi to allow the same terminology to be ap-
plied to them. The vegetative body, however, differs
widely, being a naked protoplasmic mass. See Myxomy-
cetes.

m^cetozoon (nu-se-to-zo'on), n. [NL., < Gr.
livKT!^ {livKTiT-), a fungiis, + f^ov, animal.] Any
member of the Mycetozoa.
The naked protoplasm of the Mycetmoan's Plasmodium.

Encyc. Brit., XIX. 832.

mycoderm (mi 'ko- derm), n. [< Mycoderma,
q. v.] A fungus of the genus Mycoderma.
Mycoderma (mi-ko-dSr'ma), n. [NL., < Gr.
fiiiaig, a fungus, + 6'6p/m, skin : see derm.'] A ge-
nus or form-genus under which certain of the
fermentation-fungi are known. See fermenta-
tion, and mother^, 2.

mycodermatoid (mi-ko-d6r'ma-toid), a. [<
Myeoderma{t-) + -oid.'i Same as mycodermic.
mycodermic (mi-ko-d6r'mik), a. [< Mycoder-
ma + -jc] Of or pertaining to the genus My-
coderma.
mycodermitis (mi"k9-d6r-ma'tis), n. [NL., <
G-r. /ivKog, mucus, + 'dipfia, skin, + -itis.'] In-
flammation of a mucous membrane.
mycologic (mi-ko-loj'ik), a. [< mycolog-y +
-jc] Same as niycological.

mycological (mi-ko-loj'i-kal), a. [< mycologic
T -al,] Relating to mycology, or to the fungi.

mycologically (mi-ko-loj 'i-kal-i), adv. In a my-
cological manner ; from a mycological point of
view.
mycologist (mi-kol'o-jist), n. [< mycolog-y +
4st.2 One who is versed in mycology.
mycology (mi-kol'o-ji), n. [= P. mycologic; <
Gr. ptiiaic, a fungus," + -loyla, < Xtyetv, speak: see
-otogy.'] The science of fungi, their structure,
affinities, classification, etc. Also called /«n-
gology and mycetology.

mycophagist (nu-kof'a-jist), n. [< mycophag^
T -Jst.] One who eats fungi.

mycophagy (mi-kof'a-ji), n. [< Gr. /^{i/cf/f, a
fungus, + -fayia, < ^aytlv, eat.] The eating of
fungi.

The divine art of mycophagy reached a good degree of
cultivation. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXIV. 408.

mycoprotein (mi-ko-pro'te-in), n. [< Gr. /liiioic,

a fungus, + E. prbtem.2 ' A gelatinous albu-
minoid compound closely allied to protoplasm,
of which the putrefaction-bacteria are com-
posed.

The bacteria consist of a nitrogenous, highly refractive,

usually colorless substance, protoplasm or mycoprotein,
imbedded in which glistening, oily-looking granules can
sometimes be observed.
W. T. SedflM, delations of Micro-Organisms to Disease,

[p. 6.

Mycorrhiza (mi-ko-ri'za), n. [< Gr. /liiaig,

a fungus, + ^i^a, root.] A fungus-myceUum
which invests the roots of certain pheenogams,
especially Cupmliferce and some other forest-

trees. It is believed to aid them in absorbing nutri-
ment from the soil— a case of symbiosis. See symbiosis.

mycose (mi'kos), n, [< Gr. /iviai(, a fungus, -I-

-ose.] A peculiar Mnd of sugar (CiaHggOn +
SHgO) contained in the ergot of rye, and also

in trehala manna, produced by a species of in-

sect {Larinus) found in the East, it is soluble
in water, does not reduce copper-solutions, and is convert-
ed by acids into a fermentable sugar. Also called trehalose.

mycosis (mi-ko'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. /imt;;, a fun-
gus, + -osis.'] 1. The presence of fungi as

parasites in or on any portion of the body.— 2.
The presence of parasitic fungi together with
the morbid effects of their presence ; the dis-

ease caused by them.
mycotic (mi-kot'ik), a. [< mycosis (-ot-) -i- -ic]

Of or pertaining to mycosis. Lancet.

Mycteria (mik-te'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gr. jivKxiip,

nose, snout, < fiiaaeadai (in comp.), blow the

nose; cf. L. mungere, blow the nose: see mu-
cus.'] A genus of storks, of the family Cico-

niidcB and the subfamily CiconUnw, having the
head and neck mostly bare of feathers, and the
biU enormously large and recurved, m. ameri-

cana is the jabiru. Certain Old World storks are some-
times included in Mycteria, sometimes called Xenorhyn-
chm and Ephippiorhynchus. See cut under^'oMrw.

mydaleine (mi-da'lf-in), n. [< Gr. /ivSaMoc, wet,

dripping, < fivdav, be'damp or wet: see Mydaus.]

A poisonous ptomaine obtained from putrefy-

ing liver and other organs.

Mydas, n. See Midas^.

Mydasidse (mi-das'i-de), n. pi. Same as Mi-
didce, 2.
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Mydaus (mid'a-us). n. [NL., irreg. < Gr. fivSav,

be damp or wet, < pASog, damp, wet, clamminess,
decay.] A genus of fetid badgers, of the family
Mustelidce and subfamily Melince, including the
stinking badger of Java, or Javanese skunk, M.
javanensis or M. melieeps. See teledu.

myddingt, «. An obsolete spelling of midding.
mydget, »«• An obsolete spelUng of midge.
mydriasis (mi-dri'a-sis), n. [L., < Gr. iivSpiaatg,

undue enlargement of the pupil of the eye.]
In med., a morbid dilatation of the pupil of the
eye.

mydriatic (mid-ri-at'ik), a. and n. [< mydri-
(asis) + -atic^.] I. a. Pertaining to or causing
mydriasis.

II. n. A drug which causes mydriasis.
myelasthenia (mi-el-as-the-ni'a), n. [NL., <

Gr. /ivsMg, marrow, -f- do&EVEja, "weakness: see
asthenia.] In^ai/soJ., spinal exhaustion; spinal
neurasthenia.
myelatrophia (mi"el-a-tr6'fi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
uveUi, marrow, + arpo^ia, atrophy: see atrophy.]
In patJiol., atrophy of the spinal cord.

Myeleiicepliala(mi"el-en-sef'a-la), n.pl. [NL.,
neut. pi. of myelenoephalus : see" myelencepha-
lous.] In Owen's classification, same as Verte-
irata. [Not in use.]

myelencephalic (mi-el-en-se-fal'ik or -sef 'a-
lik), a. [< myeleneephal-on + -jc] 1. Of "or

pertaining to the cerebrospinal axis ; cerebro-
spinal.— 3. Of or pertaining to the medulla
oblongata. See myelencephalon.—3. Same as

myeleiiceplialon(mi"el-en-sef'a-lon), n. [NL.,
< Gr. five'Adg, marrow, + eyKCipaXoi, brain; see
enc^halon.] 1. The cerebrospinal axis; the
bram and spinal cord taken together and con-
sidered as a whole. Owen.— 2. The hindmost
segment of the encephalon ; the afterbrain or
metencephalon, more commonly called the me-
dulla oblongata. See cuts under encephalon and
irain. Huxley.
myelencephalous (mi"el-en-sef'a-lus), a. [<
NL. myelencephalus, < Gr. /ive?.dc, marrow, +
kyKi<jia?iog, brain: see encephalon.] Having a
brain and spinal cord ; cerebrospinal. Also my-

myelin, myeline (mi'e-lin), ». [< Gr. /iveyidg,

marrow, + -in^, -ine^.] In anat., the white sub-
stance of Schwann, or medullary sheath of a
nerve.
myelitic (mi-e-lit'ik), a. [< myelitis + -de] Of
or pertaining to myelitis ; affected with mye-
litis.

myelitis (mi-e-li'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. fweUg,
marrow, + -itis.] In pathol., iiifiamniation of
the spinal cord

—

Anterior comual myelitis. See
cormuU.

myelocele (mi'e-lo-sel), n. [< Gr. /iw^f, mar-
row, + Ki^A)?, tumor.] A variety of spina bifida.

myelocerebellar (mi*'e-16-ser-e-bel'ar), a. [<
Gr. fivsTidg, marrow,+ L. cerebellum, cerebellum

:

see cerebellar.] Pertainingto the cerebellum and
the spinal cord: as, the myelocerebellar tract.

myeloccele (mi'e-lo-sel), n. [NL., < Gr. /iveXdg,

marrow, + KolTioc, hollow.] The entire cavity
of the myelon or spinal cord, consisting primi-
tively of a syringocoele with a posterior dilata-
tion termed rhomboccele. See out under spinal,

myelocyte (nu'e-Io-sit), ». [< Gr. /iveTidc:, mar-
row, + K{irof, cell.] Same as myocyte. Mature,
XLI. 72.

myelohjrplise (mi'^el-g-M'f§), ». pi. [NL., prop.
*myelyphce, < Gr. fiveUg, marrow, -t- iif)^, web : see
hypha.] The hyphse olE Uohens, which are rigid,

elastic, containing lichenine, not becoming pu-
trid by maceration, with no faculty of penetrat-
ing or involving, while the hyphse of fungi are
caducous, soft, flexile, with thin walls, etc.

myeloid (mi'e-loid), a. [= P. myehnde, < Gr.
*fivehyudiiQ, contr. in)t\6&riQ, likemarrow, < /ivsMg,

marrow, + eUoc, form.] Medullary.

myeloma (mi-e-16'ma), w.; pi. myelomata (-ma-
ta). [NL., < Gr. /j.veX6;, marrow, + -oJBa.J "A.

^ant-celled sarcoma.
myelomalacia (mi"e-lo-ma-la'si-a), n. [NL., <
Gr. iwMq, marrow, + fialaida, softness: see
malaeia.] In pathol., softening of the spinal
cord.

myelomeningitis (mi"e-lo-men-in-ji'tis), n.

[NL., < Gr. /ive^ig, marrow, + NL. meningitis,

q. v.] In pathol., spinal meningitis.

myelon (mi'e-lon), n. [NL., < Gr. iive7u6v, neut.,
earlier fiveX6g, m., marrow.] The spinal cord;
the part of the cerebrospinal axis which is not
the brain. See cuts imder spine, spinal, and
PharyngobrancMi.

. Msriagra

myelonal (mi'e-lon-al), a. [< myelon + -al]
Of or pertaining to tlie myelon.
myelonic (mi-e-lon'ik), a. [< myelon -I- 4c.]
Same as myelonal. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 680.

myeloplaz (mi'e-lo-plaks), n. [< Gr. /jveMg, mar-
row, + TT/laf, anything flat and broad.] A large
multinucleated protoplasmic mass, occurring
in the marrow, especially in the neighborhood
of the osseous substance. These masses, also called
osteoclasts or giant cells, are concerned in the process of
bone-absorption.

Myelozoa (mi*e-lo-z6'a), n.pl. [NL. (Geoffrey
St. Hilaire, 1852), < Gr. /tvcXdg, marrow, + f^v,
an animal.] Aclassofvertebrated animalswith
a spinal cord or myelon, but no brain or skull.
They are the acranial or acephalous vertebrates, repre-
sented by the lancelet or amphioxus. See cuts under
lancelet.

myelozoan (mi"e-16-z6'an), a. and n. I. a. Of
or pertaining to the Myelozoa.

II. n. A member of the Myelozoa.

Mygale (mig'a-le), n. [NL., < P. mygale, < L.
mygale, < Gr. iivya7\,fj, fivyaTiiri, /ivoydTit/, field-

mouse, < five, mouse, + yaTii?;, yakfi, a weasel.]
i . A Cuvierian genus of insectivorous quadru-
peds, the desmans: later changed to Myogale or
Myogalia. Cuvier,1&5Q.— 2. The leading ge-
nus formerly of the
nowdisusedfamilyif!/-
galidce. Thisgenusinclud-
ed the very largest and hair-
iest spiders, in the United
States known ii%taranivlas,

a name which in Europe
belongs to quite a different
kind. The common taran-
tula of the southwestern
United States was called M.
hentzi, a hairy brown spe-
cies of large size and much
dreaded. M. avicularia is

a former name of thcSouth
American bird-spider, able
to prey upon small birds,

but under this designation
several large hairy spiders have been confounded. It is

now placed in the genus JBurypelm^. M. javanica and M.
smnalrensis inhabit the countries whence their names are
derived. They inhabit tubular holes in the ground, under
stones, orbeneath the bark of trees. The bite is very pain-
ful and even dangerous. See cuts under Arajieida, arachr
nidial, and ehelicera. LatreHle, 1802.

Mygalidse (mi-gal'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,< Mygale +
-id(e.] A former family of spiders, typified by
the genus Mygale. it included the largest known spi-

ders, with four pulmonary sacs, eight eyes clustered to-

gether, and great mandibles which work up and down.
Mygale, Ctenim, and Atypus were leading genera. The
American tarantulas, the trap-door spiders, and others be-
longed to this family. Synonymous with TheraphoMoe,
See TerrUdaria.

Mygalina (mig-a-U'na), n. pi. Same as Myoga-
linm.

myghtt, myghtet. Obsolete spellings of mighf^.

half natural size.

myghtyt, a. An obsolete spelling of i

mygranet, mygreynet, »• Middle English
forms of migraine, tor megrim.
Myiadestes (mi"i-a-des'tezX n. [Mj. , improp.
for *Myiedestes, < (?r. /ivla, a fly,+ edear^g, an eat-
er , < e6eiv= L. ederg= 'E.eat.] The leading genus
of Myiadestince, containing most of the species.
M. tovmsendi inhabits thewestern part ot the United States.
It is of a dull brownish-ash color, paler below, the wings
blackish with tawny variegations, the tail blackish, some of
the feathers tipped with white, the bill and feet black, the
eye suiTOunded with a white ring. The bird is 8 inches
long, the wing and tail each about 4i. It is an exquisite
songster, and nests on the ground or near it, building a
loose nestof grasses, and laying about four eggs of a bluish-
white color with reddish freckles, 0.96 of an inch long by
0.67 broad. Several other species inhabit the warmer
parts of America.

Myiadestinae (mi"i-a-des-ti'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Myiadestes + mcB.'i' An American subfamily
of oscine passerine birds, typified by the genus
Myiadestes, usually referred to the Turdidm, but
also placed in the Ampelidce; the fly-catching
thrushes. The bill is short, much depressed,wideat base,
and deeply cleft. The feet are small, with booted tarsi and
deeply cleft toes, of which the lateral ones are of unequal
length. There are ten primaries, the first spurious, and
twelve narrow tapering rectrices ; the tail is double-round-
ed ; the head is subcrested ; the plumage is somber, spot-
ted in the young ; the sexes are alike. There are about 12
species, belongmg to the genera Myiadestes, OiehlopsU, and
Flatycichla, all but one of them inhabiting Central Amer-
ica, South America, and the West Indies. They are frugiv-
orous and insectivorous, and highly musical.

myiadestine (mi'l-a-des'tin), a. Pertaining to
the Myiadestince, ofhaving their characters.
Myiagra (mi-i-ag'ra), n. [NL., < Gr. iivla, a fly,

+ aypa, hunting (taking).] The typical genus
of Myiagrinm, founded by Vigors and Horsfield
in 1826. It contains some 20 species of small flycatchers
with very broad flat bills and copious rictal vibrissas, in-
habiting the Austromalayan and Oceanian regions. M.
rutncuLa is a characteristic example.
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Myiagrinse {mi'i-a^gii'iie), ». pi. [NL.. < My-
iagra + -in<e.'i A subfamily of Musdcapidee,
typified by the genus Mwaqra, uamed by Caba-
nis in 1850.

MyiarcllllS (mi-i-ar'kus), n. PTL., < Gr. iniia,

a fly, + itpx^, a leader, chief, commander.]
A notable genns of tyrant flycatchers of the
family TyrannidKf. it is attypically ot olivaceous
coloration with yellow belly and dusky wings and tail,
both varied with rotons tints, and no colored patch on the
crown, which is slightly crested. There are numerons
species^ inhabiting America from Canada to Paraguay,
known as ash-throated or rofons-tailed flycatchers. The
beslrkuown is the common great crested flycatcher of the
t'nited States,M. erinitux, which is abundant in woodlands,
is of quarrelsome disposition, has a loud harsh voice, and
habitually uses snake-skins in its nest. M. eifienaxm is

a similar species ot the southwestern parts ot the United
States. If. loitTtnci is a much smaller species ot Texas
and Mexico. Jf. validus inhabits the West Indies, and
there are many others in subtropical and tropical America.

Myidae(mi'i-de),n.j>J. [Nli.,<.Jfyai + -«te.] A
family of dimyarian bivalves, typified by the
genus ifya, to which various limits have been
assigned. .As most restricted, it comprises those which
have the mantle open in front only tor the foot and ex-
tended backward into a sheath covered by a rugous epi-
dermis tor the siphons, which are elongate and united to
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whip-ray? and gUng-rays, but they are not to he confotmd-
ed with true sting-rays of the family Trygoniia. (6) In
Giinther's system, a family ot Batoidei, containing Mylio-
batitUt (a) and Ceplialopteridm.

myliobatine (mil-i-ob'a-tin), a. Pertaining to

the Myliohatida, or having their characters.

IMyliobatis (mU-i-ob'a-tis), n. [Nli., < Gr.

laAUtf (sc. "fJBoQ, a stone), a millstone (< iiv7jj,

mill, millstone: see hii7?1),+ /Sartf, a flat fish,

the skate.] The typical genns of Myliobatida,
with tessellated teeth adapted for gjrinding,

whence the name. M. aquila is an example.
See cut under eagle-ray.

myliobatoid (mU-i-ob'a-toid), a. and H. I. a.

Pertaining to the MyliioiaUdtE, or having their

characters.

n. «. One of the MyJiobatidce.

myllet, ». An obsolete spelling of jMtJP.

myInert, ». An obsolete form of miller.

Mylodon (mi'lo-don\ n. [NL., < MGr. jivUSovg

(-o(5bvr-), a molar tooth, a grinder, < Gr. /ii^J?, a
mOl,+ oooirf (odoiT-) == E. tooth.'] 1. Agenusof
gigantic extinct sloths from the Pleistocene,

Mya trumcata.

near their ends ; the toot small and lingoiform ; the two
pairs ot branchiae elongated, but not ^tended into the
branchial siphon; the shell inequivalve^ having sabme-
dian omboues, gaping at the ends, its left or smallestvalve
provided with a flattened cartilage process; and the pal-
Ual sinus deeply excavated. It is a group of generally
large bivalves, some of which are of considerable econom-
ical value. They are known as eobg, donu, ga^ng-damt,
and gayen. Also Myadee, Myacea,

Myiodioctes (mi'i-0-.di-ok'tez), n. [NL., < Gr.
/njjo, a fly, + Stiusnic, a pursuer : see Bioetes.'] A
genus of fly-catching warblers of the familySy?-

Skeleton of Mylodon.

having teeth more or less cylindrical and in

structure resembling those of the extant sloths.
M. rotnutus is a well-known species from Sooth America.
The animal was lar^e enough to browse on the foliage of

'WilsoQ's Black-capped Fiy-catchiog Waibler iHyiodiocUs
fHSiUus).

ricoUdeeand the sabfamUjSetopTuighuE,founded
by Audubon in 1839. Three species ar« well-known
and abundant birds ot Uie Tnited States. These are the
hooded warbler, Jf. miiratus; the Canadian, Jf. caiutdensis;

and Wilson's black-capped. M.pusiUug.

myitis (mi-i'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. /tic, a muscle,
+ -itis.^ In pathol., inflammation of a muscle.
Also, improperly, myositis.

B^lt, n. An obsolete si>elling of miW-.

l^labridae (ml-lab'ri-de), ». pi. [NL. (Leach,
1817), < Mylabris + -iAb.] A family of blisteiv

beetles named from the genus Mylabris, now
usually merged in CantJiarulm.

Mylabris (mil'a-bris), n. [XL. fPabricius,

1775), < Gr. uv?.a^pic, also /iv/jrypif and /ivAaicplg,

a kind of cockroach in mills and bakehouses,
cf. imXaxplc, a millstone, < foi^Ji, a mill.] A ge-
nus of blister-flies of the family Cantharida, or
the type of a family 3fyfa6rtd<E. There are several
species possessing vesicatory properties and used as can-
tharideSjSnchasJT ctcAorn andJf. tndtea. Thegenn3:'sof
great extent, with over 250 species^ almost confined to the
Old World, and distaibnted throngh Europe, Asia, and Af-
rica, if. ehrysurus and M. diimdUiia are the only geo-
graphical ext^ptions, and there is some doubt about their
position. The elytra cover the abdomen, the mandibles
are short, and the antennse, inserted above the epistomal
suture, are gradually enlarged toward the tip. These bee-
tles are often ot large size, and the coloration is yellow
bands or spots on a black ground, or vice versa, liieyfly

in the bright sunlight and frequent low ground.

Sylet, "• A Jliddle English form of mile.

yliobatids (mU'i-o-bat'i-de), n. ph [NL., <
Myliobatis + ^dce.']

' A family of ray-Uke se-

lachians, typified by the genns Myliobatis; the

eagle-rays or whip-rays, (o) A family ot masticn-
roos raya with a very broad disk formed by the expanded
pectoral fins, cephalic flns developed at the end of the
snout, and interlocking hexagonal teeth, set like a pave-

ment in the jaws. Abont 20 species are known, chiefly

from tropirail seas. Their broad pointed pectoral-l&e
wings give them the name eagte-rayt and from the whip-
like tail armed with a spine near the base they are called

2. [I. c] An animal of this genus.
mylodont (mi'lo-dont), a. and ». I. a. Per-
taining to the mylodons, or having their char-
acters.

H. n. A mylodon.
myloglossus (mi-lo-glos'us), ». ;

pi. myloglossi

(-i). [NL., < Gr. fmhi, a mill, a molar tooth, a
grinder, + y^Ziaoa, the tongue.] A muscular
slip accessory to the styloglossus, passing from
the angle of the jaw or the stylomaxOaiy liga-

ment to the tongue.

mylohyoid (mi-lo-hi'oid), a. and n. [< Gr.
uti^, a mill, a molar tooth, + E. ftyotd.] I. a.

Pertaining to the molar teeth and to the hyoid
bone.—Uylobyold artery, a branch ot the inferior

dental, which runs in the mylohyoid groove and ramifies
under the mylohyoid muscle.— Hylohyoid groove and
ridg^ a groove and a ridge along the inner surface ot the
lower jaw-bone in the course of the mylohyoid vessels and
nerve.— l^loliyoid muscle, Hie mylohyoid. See cut
under muacfei—Kyloliyoid nerVB, a branch of the infe-

rior dental accompanying the artray of the same name
to the mylohyoid muscle and the antoior belly of the di-

ll. «. The mylohyoideus, or the mylohyoid
muscle, which extends between the mylohyoid
ridge on the under jaw-bone and the hyoid
bone, forming much of the muscular floor of

the mouth.
mylohyoidean (mi16-hi-oi'de-an), a. Same as
mylohyoid.

mylohyoidetlS (mi16-hi-oi'de-us), «.; pi. my-
lohyoidei (-i). [NL. : see mylohyoid.'] The my-
lohyoid muscle.
Mymar (nn'mar), n. [XL., < Gr. fw/iap, a dial,

form of //u/iop, for/tt»,uoc, blame, Momus : see Mo-
mvs.] The typical genus of Mymarinoe. They
have the tarsi fonr-jointed, the abdomen distinctly petio-

late, and the anterior wings widened only at the tip. Two
species are known, both European. CurUs, 1832.

Mymaridae (mi-max'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < My-
mar + -idae.] The Mymannm rated as a fam-
ily. Saliday, 1S40. AlsoMymares,Myviarides,
Mymarites.
Mymaxinae (mi-ma-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL., < My-
mar + -tfUE.] A subfamily of the hymenopter-
ous family Proctotrypida, containing some of

the smallest insects known. The front tibise have
but one spur, the mandibles are dentate, the antennse rise

above the middle ot the face, and the very delicate hind
wings are almost linear. Iliese insects are all parasitic,

many of them on bark-lice. One of the smallest Alaptus
exdsus, measures 0.17 millimeter in length.

mymarine (mi'ma-rin), a. and n. I. a. Pertain-

ing to the Mymartnte, orhaving theireharacters.
n. n. A member of the Jfymarina.

myodynamia

mynt,pron . AMiddleEnglish form of mine\ my.
myna, mynab, v. See mina-.
mynchent, «• See minchen.
myncheryt, ". See minchery.

myndet, « An obsolete speUing of mineP-.

mynet. -An obsolete form of OT«nei, mine^.

mjrnSt) !"• An obsolete form of ming'^, ming^.
msrnheer (min-har'), u. [< D. mijn heer (= G.
mein herr), sir, lit. 'my lord': see my and herr.]

1. The ordinary title of address among Dutch-
men, corresponding to mein lierr among Ger-
mans, and to sir or Mr. in English use. Hence— 2. A Dutchman. [Colloq.]

mynnet, a. A Middle English foiTU of min^.
mynourt, ". A Middle English form of miner.

mynstert, mynstret, «. Middle English forms
of minster.

mynstralf, mynstralcief, etc. Middle EngUsh
forms of minstrel, etc.

myntt. An obsolete form of »((«fl, mint^, mint^.

myo-atropby (mi-o-at'ro-fi), n. [< Gr. /wg, mus-
cle, -I- arpo^ia, atrophy: see atrophy.] Muscu-
lar atrophy.
myoblast (mi'o-blast), n. [< Gr. //if, muscle,
+ jlAooTiif, germ.] A cell which gives rise to

muscular fibers ; the formative cell-element of

muscular tissue. Myoblasts are sometimes known by
the name of n^vroTnuscuiar cells; and when in sheets or
layers they are called muscle-epithelium. A myoblast may
be either in partorwholly converted iutoa muscular fibriL.

myoblastic (mi-o-blas'tik), a. [< myoblast +
•ic.] Of or pertaining to myoblasts, or to the
process of forming muscle from myoblasts.

myocardial (mi-o-kar'di-al), a . [< myocard%{mn )

-I- -al.] Of or pertainingto the myocardium.
myocarditis (mi*o-kar-di'tis), H. [NL., < myo-
cardium + -itis.]

' In pathol., infiammation of

the myocardium.
myocardium (mi-6-kar'di-um), 11. [NL., < Gr.

/Jtif, muscle, + Kopiia = E. heart.] The muscu-
lar substance of the heart.

myocomma (mi-o-kom'a), n. ; pi. myocommata
(-a-ta). [NL., < Gfr. fiiig (jivog), a muscle, -I- Ko/ifia,

tliat which is cut off: see comma.] A primitive
division of myoblasts or muscle-epithelium
into longitudinal series corresponding to the
segments of the axis of the body; a muscular
metamere; a myotome. Thus, one of the aerial

flakes ot the flesh of a fish, very obvious when the fish is

baked or boiled, is a myocomma. The arrangement is

generally obscured by ulterior modifications in tile higher
vertebr^«s, but even in man, tor example, the series ot
intercostal muscles between successive ribs, and those be-
tween contiguous yertebrse, represent original myocom-
mata.

myocyte (ml'o-at), n. [NL., < Gr. /jSc (m^)i
a muscle, + KiTog, a hollow, cell.] A muscle-
cell ; the formative cellular element of the eon-
tractile tissue of most sponges. They are of

various shapes, usually slenderly fusiform with
long filamentous ends. Sollas, Encyc. Brit.,

XXn. 419. Also myelocyte.

Myodes (mi-6'dez), n. [NL., < Gr. /ivaS^g,

mouse-like, < //if, mouse (= E. mouse), + eUog,

form.] Agenusof lemmings of the family 3f«-
rida and the subfamily Arvicolinte. The sknll is

massive and depressed, with a zygomatic width equal to
two thirds it£ length. The species are ot small size and
stout compact form, with very obtuse hairy muzzle, small
ears, short labbit-like tail, large fore claws, and moUipilose
pelage ot variegated colors, which does not turn white in
winter. They are arctic animals, sometimes swarming in
almost incredible numbers. The common or Norway lem-
ming is Jf. lemmus; that ot Siberia is Jf. obensis. from
which the corresponding animal ot arctic America is

probably not distinct; and some others are described.

The lemmings which turn white in winter belong to a
different genus, Cumeulux. See cut under lemming.

lIyodo<£a (mi-od'o-ka), n. [NL. (LatreiUe,

1807), < Gr. /tuo5d;foc, harboring mice, < five,

mouse, + 6tx^adai, receive, harbor.] A genus
of heteropterous insects, typical of the sub-

family MyodoehiruB. Four species are known, three

of which are Mexican, while the other, Jf. serrlpes, is

found in the eastern United States.

Myodocllinse(na-od-6-]d'ne), «.i)Z. [NL. (StSl,

1874, as Myodoehind), < Myodoeha + -ince.] A
subfamily of heteropterous insects of the fam-
ily Lygteidw. Thirty-seven genera have been described,

of which twenty-six inhabit Xorth America.

myodome (mi'o-dom), «. [< Gr. fwc, a muscle,

-h(5(5/H)f, chamber: see do/nel.] A tubular cham-
ber or recess within the cranium of most osse-

ous fishes for the insertion of the rectus muscles

of the eve. it is isolated from the brain-cavity by the

development of a platform from the basioccipital contin-

uous with horizontal ridges diverging from the prosotics.

Uyodvme (muscular tube) developed and the cranial cav-

ity open in front, GUI, Amer. Kat, XXTT . 357.

myodynamia (mi'o-di-na'mi-a), II. [NL.,<Gr.
Htic, muscle, + Siva/uc, power: see dynamic]
Muscular force.
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myodynamics (nu'o-di-nam'iks), «. [< Gr. five,

muscle, + E. dytmmics.'i The mechanics of
muscvilar action.

myodynamometer (mi-6-di-na-mom'e-t6r), n.

[< Gr. iiv(, muscle, + E. dynamometer.'] An in-
strument for measuring muscular strength; a
dynamometer.
myodynia (^mi-o-din'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr. /i&f,

muscle, + oSiivrj, pain.] Same as myalgia.
myofibroma (mi"6-fi-l3r6'ma), n.; pi. myofi-
hromata (-ma-ta).' \l!i'L.,<.my'6{ma)+ fibroma.]
A tumor in part myomatous and in part fibro-

matous.
Myogale (mi-og'a-le), n. [NL., < Gr. /j-voyaXv,

/iv-ya'A^, a shrew-mouse, < /ivg, a mouse, + jaTi.iti,

oontr. ya?,^, a weasel. Cf . Mygale.] The typi-
cal genus of the subfamily Myogalince, contain-
ing the aquatic desmans, musk-moles, musk-
shrews, or muskrats of the Old World, M. mos-
ehata oi Bussia and M. pyrenaica of the Pyre-
nees. The former is the giant of the Talpidce, some 16
inches long, with a proboscis, webbed feet, and a long scaly
tail vertically fiat, like that of a muskrat, and used simi-
larly in swimming. In the smaller species the tail is round,
and the proboscis still longer. The dental formula of both
is 3 incisors, 1 canine, 4 premolars, and 3 molars in each
upper and lower half-jaw. Also Mygale and Myogalea.
See cut under desvnan.

MyogalidSB (mi-o-gal'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,< Myo-
gale + -idee.] The Myogalince rated as a family
of Insectivora. See Myogale, Myogalince.

Myogalinse (mi'''o-ga-li'ne), n. pi. [Nh.,<. Myo-
gale +-incB.] A subfamily ofinsectivorousmam-
mals of the family Talpidce. There is no accessory
carpal ossicle, the clavicle and humerus are moderately
long, the manubrium sterni is moderate, and the scapula
has a metacromion, the fore limbs being thus fitted for
simple progression, not specially fossorial. The incisors ai'e

fewer than in any other Talindte, being 2 in each upper and
lower half-jaw, or 2 in each upper and 1 in each lower half-

jaw. The group contains the genera (or subgenera) My-
ogale, OttleospalaXy Scaptonyx, UropsUws, Urotrichux, and
Neurotrichus, all but the last confined to the Old World.
They are known as desmans, musk-moles, and muslc-slirewB.

OalemyinoR is a synonym. Also Mygalina.

myogaline (mi-og'a-Un), a. Pertaining to the
Myogalince, or having their characters.

myogenic (mi-o-jen'ik), a. [< Gr. iwq, muscle,
-f yivoi, origin.] Of muscular origin.

myoglobulin (mi-o-glob'u-lin), n. [< Gr. jMq,

muscle, + E. gloiulin.] A globulin obtained
from muscle. It coagulates at a lower tempera-
ture than paraglobulin.

myogram (mi'o-gram), n. [< Gr. five, muscle,
-t- ypd/ijM, a writing, a lino : see gram^.] The
tracing of a contracting and relaxing muscle
drawn by a myograph.
myograph (mi'o-graf ), n. [< Gr. /ivc, muscle, -1-

ypii<l>etv, write.] ' An instrument for taking tra-

cings of muscular contractions and relaxations.

myographer (mi-og'rar-fSr), n. [< myograph-y
+ -eri.] One who describes muscles or is versed
in myography.
myographic (ml-o-graf'ik), a. [= P. myogra-
phigue = Pg. myographieo = It. miografico; as
myograph-y + -«c.] 1 . Descriptive of muscles

;

pertaining to myography.—2. Obtained with a
myograph: a,s, Sb myographic tra^eiag.

myograpMcal (ml-o-graf 'i-kal), a. [< myo-
graphic + -al.] Same as myographic.

myographically (mi-o-graf'i-kal-i), adv. By
means of the myograph.
myograpMon (mi-o-graf'i-on), n. [NL., < Gr.

(Kt)f, muscle, -I- ypa(j>eiv, write.] A myograph.
myograptaist (ml-og'ra-fist), n. [< myography
-h -ist.] A myographer.
myography (mi-og'ra^fi), n. [= P. myographic
= Sp. miografia = tg. myographia = It. mio-

grafia, < Gr. fivQ, muscle, + -ypcupta, < ypd<liuv,

write.] Descriptive myology; the description

of muscles.
myohematin (mi-6-hem'a-tin), n. [< Gr. /iig,

muscle, + E. hemdtin.] The specific pigment
of muscle. .Also myohcemaUn.
myoid (mi'oid), a. [< Gr. jivoud^g, oontr. /iv66ric

(cf . Myodes), like a mouse (taken in sense of

'like a muscle'), < /ivg, a mouse, muscle, -I-

ddog, form.] Resembling muscle.

myoidema (mi-oi-de'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. mig,

muscle,+ olSri/ia, a swelling, < oldelv, swell.] The
wheal brought out by a smart tap on a muscle
in certain conditions of exhaustion.

myolemma (mi-o-lem'a), n. [NL., < Gr. uvi,

muscle, + /l£|U/tti,'peel, < Aiireiv, peel: see lepis.]

Sarcolemma.
myologic (mi-6-loj'ii), a. [= Pg. myologico =
It. miologico; "as myolog-y + -ic] Same as my-
ological.

myological (mi-o-loi'i-kal), a. [< myologic +
-al.] Of or pertaining to myology.—Myolori-
cal formula, in omUh., a formulated statement of the

^i
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presence or absence of certain muscles of the legs of birds,

for classiflcatory purposes, invented by A. H. Garrod, who
used the symbols A, B, X, and Y to denote the am1>iens,

semitendinosus, accessory semitendinosus, and semimem-
branosus respectively : thus, a bird with the myological
formula A, B, X, has the first three of these muscles and
laclcs the last.

myologist (mi-ol'o-jist), n. [< myolog-y + -ist.]

One who is versed in myology; a myological
anatomist.

myology (mi-ol'o-ji), n. [= F. myologic = Sp.
miologia = Pg. myologia = It. miologia, < Gr.

if, muscle,+ -/loyi'a, < Myeiv, speak: see -ology.]

^he science of muscles ; myological anatomy.
To instance in all the particulars were to write a whole

system of myology.
6. Cheyne, Phil. Prin. of Natural Religion.

myoma (mi-o'ma), ». ; pi. myomata (-ma-ta).

[NL.,< Gr. jivq, a muscle, -I- -oma.] A neoplasm
or tumor composed of muscular tissue Myoma
caTemosnm, myoma teleangiectodes.—Myoma Issvi-
cellulare, a myoma composed of smooth muscular fiber.

Also called iiomj/oma.—Myoma striocellulare, a myo-
ma composed of striated muscular tissue. Also called
rAo&domj/oma.—Myoma teleangiectodes, excessively

vascular myoma.
myomalacia (mi"o-ma-la'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
avg, muscle, + iiafuaKia, softness : see malaoia.]
Morbid softening of a muscle such as might
be induced by an embolus of the nutrient ar-

tery—Myomalacia cordis, softening of the myocar-
dium from obstruction of the coronary arteries.

myomancy (mi'o-man-si), n. [< Gr. iivq, mouse,
+ fiavrela, divination, < uavrti;, prophet: see
Mantis.] A kind of divination or method of

foretelling future events by the movements of

mice.
Some authors hold Tny&maney to be one of the most an-

cient kinds of divination, and think it is on this account
that Isaiah (Ixvi. 17) reckons mice among the abominable
tilings of the Idolater. JRee», Cyc.

myomantic (mi-o-man'tik), a. [As myomancy
{-mant-) + -ic] Of or pertaining to myomancy.
myomata, n. Plural of myoma.
myomatous (mi-om'a-tus), a. [< myoma{t-) +
-ous.] Pertaining toj of the nature of, or affect-

ed with a myoma.
myomectomy (mi-o-mek'to-mi), n. [< NL. myo-
ma + Gr. eKTo/i^, a cutting out.] Removal of
a uterine myoma by abdominal section.

myomere (mi'o-mer), n. [< Gr. ^5f, a muscle,
+ |U£pof, a part'.] A muscular metamere ; a my-
ocomma or myotome.
The rudimentary myotomes or mytmieres of the tail.

Eneyc. Brit., XXIV. 186.

myomorph (mi'o-m6rf), ». A member of the
Myomorpha; a murine rodent.

Myomorpha (mi-o-m6r'fa), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
/ivg, a mouse, + i'op(j>^, form.] A superfamily
of simplicidentate rodents ; one of three priine

divisions of GUres simplicidentati, containing
the murine rodents, the others being Mystri-

comorpha and Sciuromorpha. They have no post-

orbital processes, slender zygomatic arches, the angular
part of the mandible springing from the lower edge of the
incisor socket (except in Bathyergince), perfect clavicles

(except in Lophiomyidoe), and the tibia and fibula anky-
losed to some extent. Myomorpha include 9 families

:

MyoaAdce, dormice; LopMomyidce, skullcaps; Mwidts,
mice and rats, etc. ; Spaladdce, mole-rats ; Geomyidoe, go-

phers ; Saccomyidce, pocket-rats and -mice ; Theridmnyid(B
(fossil); Dipodidoe, jerboas; and Zapodidce, jumping deer-

mice. See cuts under mole-rat, Muridce, Oeomyidce, and
deer-TTumse.

myomorphic (mi-o-m6r'fik), a. [< Myomorpha
+ -ic] Murine in form or structure

;
pertaining

to the Myomorpha, or having their characters.

myomotomy (mi-o-mot'o-mi), n. [< NL. myo-
ma + Gr. To/j^, a cutting.] Removal of a uterine
myoma by abdominal section; myomectomy.
myon (mi'on), n.; pi. mya (-a). [NL., < Gr.

fiv&v, a cluster of muscles, < ^£f , a muscle : see

muscle^.] Any individual unit of musculature

;

a muscular integer. Coues, The Auk, V. 104.

myonicity (mi-o-nis'i-ti), n. [< *myonic (< Gr.
/j.v6v, a muscular part of the body) (see myon)
+ -ity.] The characteristic property of living

muscle, namely its power of contracting.

myonosus (mi-on'o-sus), n. [NL., < Gr. fivg,

muscle, + v6aog, disease.] In pafhol., a disease

of the muscles.
myopalmus (mi-o-pal'mus), n. [< Gr. /iv(, mus-
cle, + waXfidg, a vibration, quivering, < ndX^cv,

poise, vibrate, quiver.] A twitching of the mus-
cles ; subsultus tendinum.

myopathic (mi-o-path'ik), a. [< myopathy +
-ic] Of or pertaining to myopathy.
myopathy (nu-op'a-thi), n. [< NL. myopathia,

< Gr. iivQ, muscle, + -irddeia, < irddog, disease.]

Disease of a muscle.

myope (nu'op), n. [= F. myope = Sp. miope =
Pg. myope = It. miope, < LL. myops {myop-), <

Gr. fiiaili {/ivuk-), short-sighted, lit. ' closing the

myoscope

eye,' i. e. blinking, < /iiiuv, close, + uf (<jt-),

eye.] A short-sighted person. Also myops.

myophan (mi'o-fan), n. [< Gr. /ivc, muscle, -I-

-fav7!(, < ipaiveadai, appear.] The layer devel-

oped in many Infusoria that contains muscle-
like flbrillse. Baeckel.

myophore (mi'o-for), n. [< NL. myophorus:
see myophorous.] A part or an apparatus of
the shell of amoUusk specialized for the attach-

ment of a muscle, as in the genus Eligmus.

myophorous (mi-of'6-rus), o. [< NL. myopho-
rus, < Gr. /ivg, muscle, + -^opoq, < (^ipeiv = E.

bear'':] Bearing or connected with a muscle,

as a myophore ;
provided with a myophore, as

a moUusk.
myophysical (mi-o-fiz'i-kal), a. [< myophysic-s
+ -al.] Pertaining to myophysics.

myophysics (mi-6-fiz'iks), n. [< Gr. fwc, mus-
cle, + fvmicd, physios: see physic and physics.]

The physics of muscle.

Such outstanding questions of myophyeica as the pre-ex-

istence of muscular currents, the presence of aparelectro-

tonio layer, the number and nature of cross-disks, etc.

Q. S. Hall, German Culture, p. 221.

myopia (mi-6'pi-a), n. [NL., < LL. rnyops, < Gr.

*/ivoma, also /xvairtaat; (Galen), < /liiail), short-

sighted: see myope.] Short-sightedness ; near-

sightedness: the opposite of hypermetropia. in
this condition, parallel rays of light are brought to a focus
before they reach the retina, the accommodation being re-

laxed ; tlie near-point and far-point of distinct vision ap-
proach the eye. Also called hrachym^tropia.

myopic (mi-op'ik), a. [< myop-y + -ic] In
pathol., of or relatmg to myopia; affected with
myopia; short-sighted; near-sighted. Also
brachymetropic.

myopolar (mi-o-p6'lar), a. [< Gr. /uSf, muscle,

-f ffd/lof, pole: see ^b2e,jjoZar.] Pertaining to

the poles of muscular action, or to muscular
polarity.

Correcting for the movement of the indifference point
along the myopolar tract. Amxr. Jour. Psychol., L 186.

Myoporacese (ml-op-o-ra'se-e), «. J)Z. [NL.
(Lindley, 1835), < Gr. fimtv, close, + ndpog, pore
(see pore^), + -acece.] Same as Myoporinew.

Myoporinese (mi-op-o-rin'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (R.

Brown, l'&W),<.Myoporiim + -dn-ecs.] Anorderof
dicotyledonous gamopetalous shrubs of the co-

hort Lamiales, typified by the genus Jf^oporam.
It is distinguished by a two-lipped or oblique corolla,

didynamous stamens, a two- or four-celled ovary with one
or two seeds in each cell, drupaceous fruit, axillary flowers,

and usually alternate leaves. There are 5 genera and about
80 species known, mainly Australian.

myoporineous (mi-op-o-rin'e-us), a. Belonging
to, resembling, or pertainingtothe Jfyopo)'»!e(c.

Myoporum (mi-op'o-rum), n. [NL. (Banks and
Solander, 1797), so called in allusion to the spots
covering the leaves, which suggest pores closed

with a semi-transparent substance ; < Gr. fihtiv,

close, + ndpog, a pore.] A genus of plants,

type of the order Myoporineae, characterized by
somewhat bell-shaped flowers and ovary-cells

one-ovuled. About 20 species are known, ranging from
Australia to Japan. They are smooth or glutinous shrubs
or low trees bearing small white flowers, introduced to-

some extent into greenhouses. M. serratum of Australia
is called hlv£heFry-tree ; M. Icetum of New Zealand, named
guitarwood, is useful for shade, and its wood takes a fine

polish. M. Sanduicense of the Sandwich Islands, etc., af-

fords a fragrant wood which has been substituted for san-
dalwood, hence the name bagta/rd sandttlvbood.

Myopotamus (mi-6-pot'a-mus); n. [NL., < Gr.

/wg (fivdc:), mouse, + Trofa/j.6c, river. Cf. hippo-

potamus.] A South American genus of hystri-

comorphio rodents of the family QctodonUdce
and the subfamily Eehimyinoe; the coypous.
There is but one species, M. coypus. See cut
under coypou.
myops (mi'ops), n. [LL.: see myope.] Same
as myope.
myopsid (mi-op 'sid), a. [NL., irreg. < Gr.

fiveiv, close, + 6ftg, vision.] Having the cornea
of the eye closed, so that the water does not
touch the lens, as certain decapod oephalopods:
opposed to oigopsid.

myosarcoma (mi"o-sar-k6'ma), ii.
;
pi. myosar-

comata (-ma-ta). [NL., < G^r. /iif, muscle, +
adpKuiza, a &es!hy excrescence: see sarcoma.]
In pathol., a tamor composed in part of muscu-
lar and in part of sarcomatous tissue.

myosarcomatous (mi"o-sar-kom'a-tus), a. [<

myosarcoma{t-) + -ous.] Of, pertaining to, or
affected with myosarcoma.
myoscope (mi'o-skop), «. [< Gr. iivg, mugcle,

-f- oKOTzelv, view.] An apparatus or instrument
for the observation of muscular contraction.

With the aid of an apparatus which he terms the myo-
scope, M. F. laulani^ has studied the contraction phenom-
ena of muscles retained in their normal environment and
connections. Jour, of Soy, Micros. Soc, 2d ser. , VI. i. 47.



myosin

myOGan ^iti'o-sia), . [< Gr. fo^, nmsde, +
-me -r -ui3.] A g^bolm, tiie duef tt^redient
vhieh s^antes frran imisele-plasma on eoag-
^jatjoa. It is !.fm(adbod}-fc]iBi!isn dKlKi^v^
j*wiM t>iij MBS. insolaUe in pare Ti2^ bat leid-
i-j sciabfeJBitDlOBa'ceiit.att 5.:tniiia. BbesseiD
ooagalue at as* C UBia9(ilB>dei9m^niSet3ai aots-

As vekMvtku die laeeBis m fwaliia dtei^n the
penfiar ojiiwitOTt sf snie, a^iu. :i is t be eoa-
ctadel tbatOe BtosqpUI satetuicE is ddcireoBipaeed
«*vma BwAf, Cay^h, p. 136.

myosis (mi-o'Eis). . pfl.., < Gr. ^»et», dose,
r-e sb^T. 15 the eye.] Almacmal ecmlzaetiora of
*-^ pui-il <rf the eye.

jnyositic ini->-?j»'ik). a. [< XL. bjosk (-it-)
"^ wV.] Iti i?f^if . . x^Ttalmng to myoas. fiamsrwg
eontzaetioB <tf ibe pupil: said <iS eertain laedi-
cises, as «ipii™

,

myositis (mi-o-a'tls , . [KL., ineg. < G^.
aif (jaacy, a mnscle, 4- -tiis.] In paMol.. in-
Sammatiara of a mosele; mTitis.

]^a80tis(iBi-o-e5'tis),ii. [?a<.CDiIleiiiiis,1719).

< Lu mgoioSi, also mgogota, < G^. /aoeuric, als^o

- :
'jr«rL 7, il^ ; is two mods iraof off, ^nrif or.;, the

y'ar.T moose-ear, f<w^>rt-me^^iot,

<

/of, gat. n^,
moose, + «er ("t-), ^t-J A genus rf dieotyle-
donous gamopetalo:if |d£ziTS of the natmal <H'-

der Bormgimem and the tnbe Boragat, known
by the Ifoweis without hiBCts, their lonnded
lobes eonvolnte in the bod. More Oan » ^ecaes
are a itli ii Hi aiieiygrg eoMa- reeJ""^ IV^aieaadl
Iitaatewitfc«llgaateleaig> aiaiOy weafcaeaas. aad n-

5<]<Uae,pnk.ar«Uieaowas. JLjalmruis^
- Ito ^
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motdis ^onee : speeifieaJQy ap^ied to fish cf

the geaus Jtfriaeaaiiuf.
Hynacantlnis (mir'i-A.ku'fliiB), . [Nl...

Gr. f*p>oc, mimberiesB, + damca, tiuon, sx'iiie.

j

A g>r:i:is of raj-s fouii.led by Agajgiz in 1S57.
Xiiey abonnded in the Uas.
myriad (mir'i-ad), . and a. [= F. mgriade=
^. mjfriada =lt. miriadt, < Gr. iofwic (nfMa^;

.

anmnb^ of ten thccis^^n i. < utp^, mmibeiless,
ewmtless ; as a def. nnmeial, lapm, pL, ten
Ihoasand.] L a. 1. The nnmber of ^er thou-
sand.
Htm BMSt, bnOa; hDv Baar tteasaBds, cr laAs

k<>v Eia^T atjiria^. Oat is, ten n~—u.~i.. of tke Jeas
tkoeaieaUclib^iere. ^ Pnnaa, Bipos. <( Oeed, B.

2. An indefinitely great nnmbear.
Sad.O^koa'falks: tuv chiaged

Roaa Uaa, lAo in the he T^ leal^ ofU^t,

JTaina^thoa^briite: JHb^P.I., i.8f.

Ifeai' vodd on VDdd in mriad annadtno
Hoandas^ eachw^ diffoait po»qs.

Taaayaaa. Beathd WdBagtoi, ii.

TT a. Xnmberless: innnmeialde; multitn-
dinons; EiaxdfoM.

I (mi-o-^az'oDis). a. [XL.. < Gr.
air. moose,-!- r^rcriiac, qosm.] ^aanoreiamp
(^ a lama^l^

myotetie (isS-o-taflk), a. [< Gr. /or, mnsel^
-i- near (?«^-), tenaon, < Ttrrna V ra), stretch:
see fc»d.J PatainingtOT>ei*-r=ioiiof a mns-
ele—Wjnil lIU coBftnctioiL ^^e^Txtf^^i; ixodaoad bf
sBddedrsacteUBgtheans.::^^. ui-yl-Vin'jBthA'ta-
<kM. AIaBcalledfcaJi»^;^e^ iii^-npcz, cr tE»f:»-jant—Mya«ii>tTT«t»iiiii«y_ihcf».if»jy >rf re^ociiing to
^riiirBHiiliMin, byamafaatxina: aaU of a kek^^^

myotie (no-ofik). a. and . [< mfooi -c-t- -i-

-•c] I. a. Frateinii^ to or nasm^ myoas. or
eootzaetiffli of tiie piraiL

IL - A ^1^ wUen easces myosis.
myotility (rai-6-tiL'i-ti), a. [Fo' 'mtiumtoiaai,
< Gr. joi, ransde. 4- K mirtBi^.] Gimbaetil-
ity of mieeles; myonieity.
myotOBM (nn'o-tdml, a. [= P. mofoioaK, < Gr.
^r, timsrlf, -i- rifMor, Tmjtaw, ent.] 1. A mo&-
enlar segnient or metaonse; a myoecmma.
See eat m^er PkanpigobramAii.
la Oe laa LJt Terteinta . . . ^ datf anralar as-

tern ofOe tzaA eoaads cC fte riarfcrlrtal aaasck^
aUcfe fmm tUck laaal aia--F.-~- zi loa^BadiBal Staes,
oSrviad l>_i tin m in iiiiii—nali i ^lii iato 'e™' ^i'

<dr Jfj«aBHn ci»Tyy»diBg siBi Oe lutiMa-
Aatiigg^ AaaL Tat,iL 15.

2. An insfnrai£3it for dividi!^ a muscle.
jUlillMM (nil fi liiiii'il ). II [< ajoftOK', <H' BJF-
otMt-jr, -I- -«e.] 1. I>inded or dividing into
myotooKs; oC or peitainii^ to a ngrotfflgae.

—

2. Of or pcftjining to myotomy.
myotomy (no-ofo-oi), . [= F. m^-jl-ymie =.

V^ mfaUtmia = It. nolBBta, < Gr. >ir 0«ar),
mosele. -I- rifwta, T^azn-. enfc,] 1. Disseetiara
oCm]iseles:Bam8eiilar^i^«ny.— 2. Asmgie^
operation eoBssting in lihe i&r^^jz. of mnsele.
myotoue (o-o-tora'ik), a. [As mjfotom-g -r -tc]
Peitainiiig to mitstailar tone. <s myottmy.
^yoteoy (nn-oT'-i-^X - t< Gr- Vir, nmsde,
-P Tnrar. t^z^'^-r : see Amc^] MoacBlar fODeu

]^axite(iai-ok'si-de},B.j>l. [3ai.,<jr9ga»s-!-
-«dr.] A £imily of myo^Miipliie rodents; the
domdee. IhEybareB0eBe^B,a1aBehnytaa,lHge
ejveaadeai^. sauJI&JTelHr '

6: =r-aH ufaiuete. iz hujls
4 -ioefa—^jrjpano^JTaaemii
I^ aboecee a< a cz<raK ii aaa^i^MBg .ttdnii

HyoxiBae (mi-ok-a'neX a-#L [KL., <J^ww
-S- -rac.] 13ie docmiee a^ a jaiTrfamily nf .ifa-

See JfjFOnAr.
! (in-^r'an). c Haringthe ehazaet^ts

of a donnoase: r&seEil>anga doxmoiise.
]^faxilS(nd-ok'ss£>,B. [XL..<liGr.|na£arrGr.
.-<wf:<, the donnoBse, < 'S^. moose (the second
eleiaeiit is nneertain).! A s?nn= of docmiee
at the family Jl^pandB^ hafi^ a distiehoas
bndiy tail ai^sfznpTc stomach. J[.glig€€^a-
Tope is the type. See cot under dormomge.

m^eH, 1. A'Hidd^ Kngfeji ^ellii^ of mii^.
myre^, r. I. AMiddle Kngiish spellingofintS.
mynaOLlrtlKms (mir'i-a-kan'thns). a. [=F.
mgriaeaatMe. < Gr. sifiac. nnmberiess (see ayr-
imit), -J- oBsaiSB, thora, ^ne.j HaTing verym-

n^aClhecn^pdjetxKik^
Than of the w~y-ini nrirfrirr nf thr mrMJ.
'Whea its ovnVaaee ciin^ to eack blade of grasa,
isA ereiy Toice is nothiae.

Taiagaaa, lanedot and Elaine.

myriad-millded. (mir'i-ad-mm'ded), a. Of vaft
inteOeet cr great Tersa&lity of mind.
<Mr wofrimi anadrf Sat^ere. CWtm^t. Half. T it .it.

llyiia^OSEa mir^i-a-^os'lX ». pi. [XL.,
prop. 'MgriogUtssa, < CGr. ^tpio^ '/joccoi, of nnm-
berie^ tongues, < .raptor, nnmbeile^ -i- -jAaasa,

tongne: see j^os»3.] Those moUiisks whoee
admedian (latraal) teeth are indefinite in nnm-
ber (furt> to fiftr), and which hare a median
tooQu Emege. Srit.. XVL 611.

myriagiam, mynagiamme (mir'i-a-giam), .
[< r. mgriagraantf, prop, 'mynogrammu, < Gr.
jopmi, ten thonsaiid, -i- LOr. ypofifm, a small
ve^it: see gram-^ In uie m^rie Sfgtem, a
wes^it of 10,000 grams, or 22.0462 pounds
avtMidnpoiB.

WJI lalftfTj wiyriaKtrp (mir'i-a-l^'TcT . a. [^
Cjg. ^pioStro = It. mirialUro. < F. nyrioSbie,
pz<^ 'wnpioStre, < Gr. japtoc, ten tho^and, -r

F. li&e,I&ber: see fiter^.] Ameasnre ^ eagn-
eity, containing 10,000 liteas, or one deeastere,
equl to 2,642 TJiJte-i States gdkms.
lyiliiiiif Ur. myiiametare (mir'i^Hne'ter), «.

[= I^. mnpiamtebv = It. mirUtrnKtro. < F. aty-

riaaM^e^ prop. 'mgrioaKirc, < Gr. itrptaL, ten
thousand, -^ F. nCTtr, meter: see meter^.'] In
the BKfrie qrstm, a measure oi lei^fh, eqnal
to 10 kilomebers, or 6.2I3T T^igiish miles, or 6
iriles ::• . o yards.
MyriiiiiMg (ndr'i-a-idd), a. [< XL. Mgriamida
(s^de£.),< &.npa>c,nDmbaless.] Amarine
wasn of the &mi]y SgUidm, Mipiamida phtmi-
gerOy widi the head zvTmded in &ont. three
darate antennc, andthe segmentEwhite tians-
TerseH- m^^ed with yellow. It is a Uttraal
Earopean sr-e-iies. aboot If inches long, re-

markable f<v its lepiodnctifln.

^he Jfyrimaiia ^sdosPS a . . . vaidQrfal Mbliay, for

of OiB beaalifBl Toes the TOBtEnar half ben^KS aetfdi-
as axpai1% eadof th^acqpkine
iges rf the tai^iaJ brforea^ tifce

l^ave ^ti —T"'" rhi wiilii la S^ c i—lMina the
aboat viCZ: a ancat^BCed tonbAnd cf

SkB^ TiaijMia ilh il Wcn^ jl 1S3.

mynamd (mir'^a^od), a. and a. [Prop, mgri-

«nnI,<F. mgriapode, mgnefode,
CBIm. *mgriepmt (.^od-). < MGr.
Mtfm6\ ini,, harii^ ten thousand
feet, < fe ^ipn, ten tiioTisar.d.

-H -: ; (=a*-) = E. WT.] L «-

Himi^ vmy nnmerons !e^:
speei&eaDy, pertaining to die

Ibfri^oda, or haTing their

diaraeters.

IL a. A member o£ Ae Mfri-
apoda; a centred or miDeped.
AMo mmriapodam.

MsnafoSa, (mir4-ap':-i| . «.

pL pilj.,i8rop.irtTKf»>i'.:. ' e - -
pLof^aqrrMpas.-'seeaqrriapo^-i Adassofar-
tienlafe animalsofthesnUJi^dom^frtkropoda;
the eentroeds and in^epeds. Th^haie a loeg

a^na-SEBO^r of ^ ^tiMliii - :? Saticsed iana, ifmapaaed

tfboHM toaoR aaa am r=:zs c<: segBaK^ 9csnl|'er
ialB ibiTTSX aad alidnaafiii ; a fie-

itt kgs to each aontte
1 th? jaa^ are

Tnyri'ngttiq

diFiizrT. 13iere li no jH^pa metaAonkhoas. bai die
J : :i^^ r^Te fever ^c^menis and legs tha^ tiK adnlt^ the
Don=-C -:anlia' being acquired by saeoesre mdts. Rt-
da Hz r the paaitipods and Budarapods, tbe ¥yi I'ajarfn

<>^iiT iindflr tao veU-defined typea. bxaaii^twooadeiB

—

t^e CMjgaafta or OiflK-idm, nuDepeds or f»lly-w -r-a

azd the CkOtj-Jdm or f^ra^adlAa. eent^eds. See cis ia-
da ta^^ei, mOlcfed, rrrî lic . tatgar. and aqgi^ad.
myiiapodan (mir4-ap'o.dan,<. a. and n. [< i >-
riapod + -am.'] Same &i 'mgriapod.
myriapodoilS (mir-i-ap'o-dns), a. [< mgriapod
+ -OB*.] Same as mi/napod.
mynaidl (mir'i-aik). a. [< Or. /npiapx^, /oo-
apxoc- commander of ten thousand men,< lapioi,

ten :h:05^310. -t- oi(>x»f. mler, < apjar, mle.] A
ivminarder o-f ten thousand ire::.

myriare ^irir'i-ar), «, [= Pg. iijpriare, < F.
wapiare, < Gr. fipm:, ten tiiousand, -f F. ore,
are : see art^S\ A land^neasore of 10,000 ares,
or l.i»J.C«-"J square meters, eqnal to 247.105
acres.

l^lica (mi-d'ka), a. [KL. (linnsas, 1737),
< Gr. wp^ocr. the tamarisk.] A sCnmglymarked
genus of siimte dmstitoting the order Jfjrri-

eaeta. and eh^neterized by sraminate eatkms,
an OTaiy with one cell and one ovnle, and the
seed not lobed. A^o:i:K^ieaesaieb>oan,fDaBdiB
t^apameorvai^ eaiaiaies. naiir thnwglkoat thevotld.
nie vaxy-er^sed benies -z-i M. eeriferm, vbicli abc'Ci^ds

in the eoa^-eands of the Ailaatic United StatesTidd bay-

beRy4aIIav, fixmedyin eoaadoabie
^i^ofed as a doaaetie iLiufly far djseatay. Ta
aOter ^axs, ts JL oaiivW «f Soafh .iMeat, aCoad a
asefal wax. Scsoe ji^d edible fiail^ u JC. Mfi, '-e

J it ail i of C''-<, the eophee << East :bdiBn Tzoantaia
KfiaB^ a^ jr. Fkfm f< H^Hta The goas JTync^

E Tay abaadaat in the fioEal atafe^ ^id ^ure than IgO
ioeal ^ecieshavebeea descxfted.fc^rd in dieOetaeeoas
and Totiaiy B—atinas of seaily Ul pans d. the vorid
in vUrh Oeae tDnatioBS aie loBisd to oooSain Tegeiabie

Hyzicaeeae (ndr-i-ka'se-e), m.pl. [XL. (lind-
ley, 1S36), < J^priea -f -ochk.] An order of
dieotyledonoiis apetaloos pla^s of His series

UmiaamaleSj c<HisistiEg ofme gect^ Xgriea,

myiica-tallow (mi-a'kf-tal'o.,, c. Same as
mgrBe-wax.
mynan, raynaBe (mi^'an), a. [<Mgriea +
-ta^.-iae^.] Oneofthesobetaiicesafwlachwax
is eompoeed. Xyrioa fe &e satter 1^ asdEsotred
aha-aazEbiaed-ailhalaihaL It cnaitBts fr:= 30
to 30pa ceatf. of thewa^ of beesaax, aad E a grxyj^i-

v^tteaoGd. apafanitaieaEB^isi^
myzicyKnura'al), a. [< Jfjfrioo -I- -jL] S.arLe

\, a. A Middle Zriish frm al erryl.
(mi-zi'zil'. .rl. ^vL.. < G*. ^apowf

(Tar.^npi>cc. &six<I<.iMr»>s),ases^^i. Cf.

Marana.'] Jn Gfindier's system, a group of

Jfamjdr plaifgtiiigtv. ik^y haie efll-ttir niat i

seya^ed bf^aa iato^aee. noEtt^UnL toaigaeBotbe^
^ei-i if QilanraaBdedlqrAeta. The g«Bc:s -xiriaas

ib iial T liinaul II alilmiii i T —*-

llyiiBS (mi-ri'ne), m.pl. [XL_<X*tw -S" -"«.]

A srr'^mi^ of Ci>»«*^idir, haTizLs the tail

snrrctizided'by a fin ss is nsiial in eels: eoor

rrsste-i Ts-ldi ''r « i<*A> «?.

myringitis rziiir-m-^ tis . a. [XL.. < mgrmga,
the mantsrans tytrr-a^ ' . -r -ife.] In jMiAoL,
-^-::,——

^

^-- .;f the membraua tympani.



Myriolepidinse

MyriolepidinSB (mir^i-o-lep-i-di'ne), n. pi.
[NL., < Myriokpis (-id-) '+ -ince.'\ A subfamily
of Cfeindte exemplified by the genus Myriolepis.
It includes chirold flshes with blunt bead, entire opercle,
and obsolete anal spines, and was established for the re-
ception of Jf. zoK^fer, a marine flsh found in rather deep
water off the Californian coast.

myriolepidine (mir"i-o-lep'i-diQ), a. and n. I.
a. Of or pertaining to the Myriolepidince, or
having their characters.

II. n. A myriolepidine ohiroid flsh.

Myriolepis (mir-i-ol'e-pis), n. [NL., < Gr. ftv-
ptoi, ten thousand, + /Um'c, a scale.] The typi-
cal genus of Myriolepidinte. These fishes are
covered with many small scales on most parts
of the body, head, and fins. LocMngton, 1880.

myriophjrllite (mir"i-5-fil'it), n. [< LGr. fivpid-

^/Uof, with numberless leaves (see myrkmhyl-
lous), + -ite2.] A kind of fossil root with nu-
merous fibers, found in the coal-measures.
myriophyllous (niir"i-o-fil'us), a. [< LGr. /ivpid-

^Xlog, with numberless leaves, < Gr. iivploQ,

numberless, + ^/l/lov, leaf.] Literally, having
ten thousand leaves; specifically, in hot., hav-
ing a large number of leaves.
Myriophyllum (mir"i-6-firinn) , TO. [NL. (Vail-
lant, 1719) (L. myriophyllon), < LGr. /ivptdfyTi^

Mv, spiked water-milfoil, neut. oi uvpidijniMog,

with numberless leaves: seemyriopnyllous. Cf.

milfoil.'] A genus of dicotyledonous plants,
the water-milfoil, belonging to the polypeta-
lous OTder Balorage(B, characterizedbyan ovary
with two or four deep furrows. About 16 species
are known, growing submerged in fresh water throughout
the world. They are plume-like, erect, creeping, or float-

ing plants, with small sessile pinkish flowers solitary in
the axils of the usually dissected leaves.

myriopod, Myriopoda, etc. More correct forms
of myriapod, etc.

myiiorama (mir^i-o-ra'ma), ». [NL., < Gr.
fivplog, numberless, -I- opa/ia, view, < Spdv, see.]

A picture made up of interchangeable parts
which can be harmoniously arranged to form
a great variety of picturesque scenes. The
parts are usually fragments of landscapes on
cards
myrioscope (mir'i-o-skdp), to. [< G:T. fivpiog,

numberless, + aiumeiv, view.] 1 . A variation
of the kaleidoscope, consisting of a square box
having a sight-hole in front, and two plane mir-
rors at the rear arranged at a suitable angle.
On horizontal rollers a piece of embroidery or other orna-
mental pattern is caused to traverse the bottom of the
box, when the multiplied images coalesce in such a man-
ner as to form geometrical patterns.

2. A form of this device used for exhibiting
carpets; a carpet-exhibitor. The mirrors are so
arranged as to repeat a carpet-pattern iu its correct re-

lations, and thus show from a small piece how the carpet
will look when laid down. It is sometimes supplied with
an attachment for causing a strip bearing pieces of dif-

ferent carpets to pa^s through the machine so as to exhibit
the different patterns in turn.

myriosporous (mir^i-o-spc'rus), a. [< Gr. jivpioQ,

numberless, + airdpog, a seed.] la hot., con-
taining or producing a great number of spores.

myristic (mi-ris'tik), a. [< Myristiea.1 De-
rived from or related to nutmeg Myristic acid,
an acid (C14H28O2) found in spermaceti, ou of nutmeg,
and some other vegetable oils, generally as a glyceride,
myristin.

Myristica (nu-ris'ti-ka), n. [NL., < LGr. fivpi-

ctik6q, fit for anointing, < Gr. fivpi^eiVj anoint, <

3922

ments, a single ovary-cell and ovule, and alter-

nate leaves. About 80 species are known, mainly in

tropical Asia and America. They are aromatic trees, with
small white or yellow flowers, the leaves often pellucid-

dotted, and the fleshy fruits split in two or four parts, dis-

dosing an arillode, usually colored, which incloses the hard
seed. M./ragram (M. moschata) is the nutmeg-tree, abushy
evergreen, 40 or 50 feet high, native in the eastern Moluc-
cas, cultivated in the Malay peninsula and islands, Fenang,
etc. Seemace^smimUmeff. For other species, see tecwiSa-

nvt, dali, doUee-wood, and nutmeg.

2. \l. c] In phar., the kernel of the seed of

Myristica fragrans. It is aromatic and some-
what narcotic. See out un-
der arillode.— 3. lixeool., a
genus of gastropods. Swain-
son, 1840.

Myristicacese (mi-ris-ti-
ka'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Lindley, 1835), < Myris-
tica + -aeecB.'] Same as
Myristic&B.

Myristicese (mir-is-tis'e-e),

TO. pi. [NL. (Endlioher,

1836), < Myristica + -em.]

A natural order of dicoty-
ledonous apetalous plants
of the series Mierembryew,
consisting of the genus My- Myristica melongena.

Blanch ofNutmeg {Myristica fragrans). with male flowers.

a. the female flower : *, the stamens of the male flower: c, the fruit.

jiipav, an unguent : see myronic.'] 1 . A genus

of apetalous trees, constituting the order My-
risticece, and characterized by dioBcious regular

flowers with a three-lobed calyx and united flla-

Myristicivora (mi-ris-ti-siv'o-ra), TO. [NL . : see
myristicivoroicsJ] A genus of iruit-pigeons of

the subfamily Carpophaginw, having the tail

short and the plumage black and white; the
nutmeg-pigeons.
myristicivorous (mi-ris-ti-siv'o-rus), a. [<
NL. Myristica + L. vorare, devour.] Devour-
ing or habitually feeding upon nutmegs.
myristin (mi-ris'tin), n. [< myrist{ic) + -in^.]

The crystalline constituent of oil of nutmeg : a
glyceride of myristic acid.

myrkt, a., to., and V. A Middle English form of

myrmecobe (m6r'me-k6b), TO. An animal of
the genus Myrmecobius.
Myrmecobiidae (m6r"me-k9-bi'i-de), TO. pi.

[NL., < Myrmecohms +' -«dte.] The myrme-
cobes regarded as a family.

Myrmecobiinse (m6r-me-k6-bi-i'ne), TO. pi.

[NL., < Myrmecohivs + -hue.] A subfamily of

Dasyuridce, sometimes elevated to rank as a
fwmVj MyrmecohiidcB, containing the single ge-
nus Myrmeeohius, and distinguished from Dasy-
uriruB by the long extensile tongue and larger
number of molar teeth.

myrmecobiine (m6r-me-k6'bi-in), a. and to. I.

a. Fertamingto the Myrmecobiidw, or having
their characters.

II. TO. A member of the Myrmecohiidm.
Myrmecobius (mer-mf-ko'bi-us), TO. [NL., <

Gr. iiipiii]^ {fivp/iTjic-), an ant,+ fiioc, life.] 1 . A ge-
nus of insectivorous marsupials, typical of the
subfamily Myrmecobiinw. The tongue is protrusile
and vermiform, as in other ant-eaters. The teeth are more
numerous than in any other extant mammalian quadruped,
M. faseiatua, of Australia, is about the size of a squirrel, of

a chestnut-red color, the back faaciate with white bands
on a dark ground. The animal lives on the ground, feeds
on ante, and is known by the name of ant-e{Uer.

2. In entom.,3, genus of dermestid beetles, erect-

ed by Lucas in 1846. The only species is M.
agilis, an active little black beetle, one twelfth
of an inch long, found in ants' nests in Algeria.

Myrmecoleou (m6r-me-k6'le-on),m. [NL.,<Gr.
/ivpfi?iK6Aeo)v, ' ant-lion,' < p-vpiiri^ {jivpiiTjK-), ant, -1-

Murv, Hon.] See Myrmeleon.
myrmecological (m6r"me-ko-loj'i-kal), a. [<
myrmecolog^ + ^cal.] Of or relating to ants.

Myrmeeologieal studies. Nature, XXXIII. 240.

myrmecology (mer-me-kol'o-ji), TO. [< Gr. pAp-
prj^ {pmpiaiK-), an ant, + -Tjiyia, < Tityeiv, speak:
see -ology.] That branch of entomology which
treats of ants.

Myrmecophaga (mfer-mf-kof'a-ga), to. [NL.,
fern, of myrmecophagus : see myrmecophagous.]
1 . The typical genus of ant-eaters of the family
Myrmecophagida. M. jubata is the great or
maned ant-eater or ant-bear of South America.
See cuts under ant-bear, Edentata, and xenar-
thral.— 2. In ornith., agenus of ant-birds: same
as Formicarius.
myrmecophage (m6r'me-ko-faj), to. An ant-
eater of the genus MymiecoplMga.
Myrmecophagidse (m6r"me-ko-faj'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Myrmecophaga + -jtte.] ASouthAmer-
ican famify of vermilinguate edentate quadru-
peds, typified by the genus Myrmecophaga, and
alone representing the suborder Verniilingma of

the order Edentata orBruta; the ant-eaters or
ant-bears. They are entirely toothless, with tubular

myrobalan

mouth, long worm-like protrusile tongue, short stout

limbs, hairy body, bushy tail, and hind feet pentadactyl or

tetradaotyl. The family is divided into Myrmecophagiru»
and Cycloturince.

Myrmecophaginse (m6r-me-kof-a-ji'ne), n.;pl.

[NL., < Myrmecophaga + 4na3.] A subfamily

of Myrmecophagidas, represented by the genera

Myrmecophagaand Tamandua, with the fore feet

pentadactyl and the third digit enlarged with a
very long claw. There are 8 species— the maned ant-

bear, M. jubata; the collared tamandu, T. Umttata; and
the yellow tamandu, T. longioaudata.

myrmecophagine (m6r-me-kof'a-jin), a. and TO.

T, a. Pertainingtothe MyrmeoophagincE, or hav-

ing their characters.

II, TO. A member of the Myrmecophagince.

myrmecophagous (m6r-me-kof'a-gus), a. [<

NL. myrmecophagus, < Gr. piipp-v^ (pvppm-), ant,

+ (payetv, eat.] Ant-eating; specifically, of or

pertaining to the Myrmecophagidce.

Myrmecophila (m6r-me-kof'i-la), TO. [NL., <

myrmecophilus : see myrmecophilous.] 1. A ge-

nus of crickets of the family GrylUdoe, which
live in ant-hills, and closely resemble cock-

roaches in form, though they are of diminutive

size and great activity, jif. pergandei is a North
American species. M. acervorum is the commonest Euro-
pean species ; another is M. ochracea.

2. pi. [I. c.j Myrmecophilous insects: a gener-

al designation, having no classificatory impli-

cation. Among the insects which live in ant-hills as

inquilines are included representatives of coleopters, hy-
menopters, lepidopters, dipters, orthopters, and homop-
ters, especially the flrst-named of these ; and some aracn-

nidans also come in the same category.

myrmecophilous (m6r-me-kof'i-lus), a. [< NL.
myrmecophilv^^ Gr. php/it/^ {pvppw), ant, + fi-

Aof, loving.] Fond of ants : applied to insects

which live in ant-hills, also to plants which are

cross-fertilized or otherwise benefited by ants.

In the preface to the descriptions of his exceedingly

beautiful and well-known myrmecophilovs ri\&rA&, Beccari

puts forward the very view taken by Prof. Henslow.
Nature, TfyvTY 172.

Myrmeleon (m6r-me'le-on), TO. [NL. (Linnse-

us, 1748), for Myrmeeoteon, q. v.] A genus of

Myrmeleonidai ; the ant-lions. See ant-lion. m.
rnvmactdatits is the best-known American species. M. eu-

ropc&m and M. formicarius are found in Europe. Also Myr-

Myrmeleonidae (mer-me-le-on'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Myrmeleon + -ddce.]
' The ant-lion fam-

ily of planipennine neuropterous insects. Also
MyrmecoleonidcB, MyrmecoleonUdte, Myrmeleon-
tidw, Myrmeleonides, Myrmelionidce. See ant-

lion.

Myrmica (mfer-mi'ka), to. [NL., < Gr. /iipp.}!?

(pvpurjn-), ant.] The typical genus of Myrmiei-
dce and of Myrmicinw, established by Latreille

in 1802. It contains some of the commonest
and best-known species, as the red ants.

Myrmicidse (m6r-mis'i-de), n.^l. [NL. , < Myr-
mica + -idee.] A family of stmging ants of the
order Hymenoptera, founded by Leach in 1817

on the genus Myrmica, and distinguished from
all other ants by the two-jointed instead of

one-jointed petiole of the abdomen.
MyrmicinsB (m6r-mi-si'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Myr-
mica + -ince.] The Myrmiciace as a subfamily
of FormicidcB.

myrmicine (mfer'mi-sin), a. Having the char-
acters of the Myrmiddm; pertaining to the Myr-
middm. ,

Myrmidon (mfer'mi-don), TO. [= P. myrmidon,
< L. Myrmidones, < Gr. Mvp/ic66vei, a warlike peo-
ple of Thessaly, sing. MvpuMv (see def . 1).] 1

.

One of a warlike ancient (jreek people of Phthi-
otis in Thessaly, over whom, according to the
legend, Achilles ruled, and who accompanied
him to Trojr. Hence— 2. \l. c] A devoted and
unquestioning or unscrupulous follower; one
who executes without scruple his master's com-
mands—M3rnnidoaa of the law, bailiffs, sheriffs' offi-

cers, policemen, and other inferior administrative officers

of the law. [CoUoq.]

I found all these household treasures in possession of
the mymMons of the lam. Thackeray.

Myrmidonian (m6r-mi-d6'ni-an), a. [<J „

don + -jare.] Of or pertaining to the Myrmi-
dons.

Some beam of comfort yet on Greece may shine.
If I but lead the MynaMonian line.

Pope, Iliad, xvi. 67.

myrobalan (mi-rob'a-lan), n. [Formerly also
miroholan, myrobalan, "myroholam, myrabolan,
mirabolan, etc. ; < F. myrobolan = Sp. mirabo-
lano = Pg. myroholano = It. miraholano, < L.
myrobalanum, < Gr. livpo^AhivoQ, < liiiporv, an un-
guent, + pakavoq, acorn, or similar fruit.] The
dried drupaceous fruit of several species of
Terminalia, chiefly T. Bellerica and T. Chebula.



myrobalan
Onioooant of their astringent palp, these tnUtswere tar-
maif in grest i^ute u a remcdj tm dianhea. etc, bat
they are now used only, unless in the Easl^ for dyeing and
tanning. The Indian or citrine myrobalan, also called
hmtm-mit. is the mrodnct of r. dtriitti, bat the other kinds
are alaa Indian. ThesiMaUedemblicnijiotaalans arefrom
*Dma^atedtre»,rf4iaaj<auiEwMiai. See P*»BalkiK,
oelterte, hmrm-nut, ink-iutt, and rernunolta.

There (and bot there) giowes the all-healiog Balm,
There ripes the rare cheer<Jieek Jfynstalin,
Minde-gladding Fnnt, that can Tn^de a Uan.
^/Itattr, tr. of Da Bartas's 'VTe^^ it. The Scbisme.

These harks lade oat . . . JTyraAoiantdrieandcondite.
Batlu^t rojft^a, IL 216.

myronate (mi'io-nat), M. [<»»yrt>ii<ic)+-«fri.]
A salt of myioiiio acid Fotasstaim myxonate, a
gtnooside fiovnd in the s-eeds of black mostard, which,
Then vet nnder the actiou <4 a ferment, is lesotred into
potassiam sulphate, glaeose, and <m1 of mostaid.
myronic (mi-ron'ik), a. [= F. mifroniqHe, < Gr.
/iipoi'. an Tmgaent, peifDme, any sweet jnice
distilling from plants and used far nngnents
or perfumes.] An epithet used only in the
following phrase Hyronic add, an add foond in
black mnstara. See mffroiuitg,

inyropolistt (mi-rop'o-list), ». [< Gr. ufposit-

/fK. a dealer in i>erfumes, < /ivpov, perfume, +
sTMAfir, seU.] One who sells imgnents or per-
fumery. JoJbtsoH.

myrosill (mi'ro-sin), m. [< iiiyrfoNi>) + -ose +
-<K-.] A nitro^nous fennent eontalned in tto
seeds of blaek mustard, and possibly in hoxse-
radish-root. By its aetion potassium myronate
is decomposed, forming potassium sulphate,
glucose, and oil of mnstara.

]i^rTOZyloil(mi-3rok'si-lon),ii. pni.(C.Iiinnffius,
filius,1781), < Gr.^^fMVfasweetjmeefromplants,
+ ci/j)r, wood.3 A genus of trees of the order
Xjegimitiosa and the tribe Sopkoif^B, disttn-

gn^ed by a one-seeded pod -winged at the
base and anthers longer than the filaments.
Aboat 6^edes are known,ulSoath Am^lcan, having the
leaves and whitish flow^^ mach as in the related Mgro-

and BntsSimii 6««nn (all nnda- battamX yrrfc.aaed, and
qmrnoMA.
myini (m6r), «, [Xow spelled according to the
L. ; earlymod. E. mirTe,< ME. mirre, < AS. mgrre,
mifrra =. OS. mgrra = D. mirre = OHG. myrrn,
lOIG. atirre. G. mgrrke = Sw. Dan. mf/rrha =
OF. Mirre, F. mjfirte = Sp. mirra = Pg. mgrrlia
= It. mirra, < L. mtirrha, mHrrka, murni. < Gr.
uippa, myrriij the balsamic juice of the Arabian
myrtle, < Ar. mitrr (= Heb. mor), myrrh, < rnurr,

bitter. Cf.JfaraA.] 1. A gummy resinous exu-
dationfrom several species of Commiphora {Bal-
samo<ieitdron). Thelargestpart^andtheinopermj'iTh,
is derived from C Jfyrrte, a spiny shmb with scanty f<di-

age, auall green axOlazy flowo^ and small oral fruits,

nie myrrh of Smptnie was doabUess largely obtained
from this jdant. F<^ a second kind, see iaaboL A. third
is from the same plant as the balm of Oilead (which see,

underbaiwX These idants are fband in parts of Arabia
and eastern Afirica. Myrrh Is an astringent tonic It is

also used for incense; peitnmeiy, and minor muposes.
The inyrrfa carried by the Ishmaelites into fgypt is

thought to hare been the siime as ladanwut. See Com-
mipkera, and compare bddUvsL

They {the wise men] saw the yoang child with Maiy his
mother, and . . . presented unto him gifts; gold, and
frankincense, and wj/rrA. Hat. IL 11.

A royal oblation of g^d, franldncense, and nyrrfc is still

annaafly pr^ented by the qaean on the feast of Epiphany
in the Chapd Boyal in Loiraoa, this i^istom having been
inexisteoce cert^nly as early as the re^n of Edward I.

Akj^ £rit,Xm. 141.

2. The sweet cicely of Europe. See Myrrh L<.

CEng.]— India myrrh. Same as feMM.—Tbrkey
lUyilllja fonna- oommenaal name ai the troe mynh.
myrrlac (mir'ik), a. [< mgrrk + -«!.] Pertain-
ing to or obtained fromm^nli : as, myrrftur acid.

mynMn (mer'in'i. ». [< myrrA + -«nS.] The
fixed resin of myrrh,
myirtaine (mer'in), a. See mvrriiie,

Myirilis (mir'isX «, pCI>. (Scopoli, 1760), <
L. myrrkis, murris, < Gr. uvppic, a plant, sweet
cicely, < uipx, myrrh: see iiiyrr*.] A genus of
dieo^edonous plants of tiie order UmbeUifeng
and &e tribe AumiHea, known by its long-
beaked narrow fruit, almost winged, furrowed
seed, and obscure oil-tubes, jr. odarakt, the sweet
cicelyor sweet cherni of Ean^e, the Cancasos,and Soath
Ameiriea, is a Im^-cnltiTated giacefol i^ant with while
flowQS in eompoond ombds. fin^ divided leaves, and
pleasant-Havwed roots and stems. The onlyotha species

is jr. Hvidoitefe (perhaps better fitjuntoMaX foond in Ore-
god, etc

myrrliol (mir'ol), ». [< wijfrrk + -«?.] The vola-

nle oil of mviih.
Jiwrrhophore(mir'o-f6r). H. [<Gr./ri^>p<^tnynh,

H- -^opic- bearing,< atpew = E. bear^J] Myrrh-
bearer : specifically, in the Gr. C%. and in the

Jme art./, a name given to one of the Marys who
came to see the sepulcher of Christ. They are

usually rejiresented as bearing vases of mynh.
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myrrh-plaster (m^r'plas't^r), h, A plaster
made by incorporatingwith lead-jjlaster myrrh,
camphor, and balsam of Peru.
myrrh-seed (m^r'sed), «. The balsamic seed
of Mj/roii/loit pnht^ixHs, native of the United
States of Colombia.
myrrhy (mer'i), <i. [< wyrrA + -yl.] Smell-
ing of, perfumeiii with, or producing myrrh.

The aiyrTftjr lands. Brmeniiig, Waring, L &
IbrsilUtoese (mer-si-na'se-e), «. pi. [XL.
(londley, 1835). < Mi/rsine 4- -acete.'] Same as
MgrsiHete,

myrsiliaceons (m^r-si-na'shius), a. Belong-
ing to, resembling, or pertaining to the natural
Older Mj/rsi>ie(e (MyrsiHaeea).
Hyrsilie (mfer'si-ne), n. [NT,. (linnseus, 1737),
<Gr. jtvpaivr,. a myrtle : see wyrffe.] A genus of
dicotyledonous gamopetalons shrubs and trees,

type of the natural order Mgrsmetc, known by
iis single seed immersed in the placenta, and
its latCTaUv clustered flowers. There are abont so
^eci^ mainly in tropical Asia, Africa, and America, with
small flowers, and smooth rigid leaves, osoally evergreen.
jr. AfiriauM,widely distributed in Africa, is called Afriam
huoraiafrae. JT. melaiuipMem of the Cs^ of Good Hope
has a tongfa close-grained wood used in wagon-work, and
has been named Cape teedh. JT. laia of the West Indies
is called Moeir ti^tmod; it is one of the bully-trees. JT.

Jiapanaa of Soath America and the West Indies extsids
into Florida.

S^rsinese (m^-sin'e-e), n.pL [XL. (Bentham
and Hooker, 1876), <'Mi/rsiHe + -eos.] Anatural
order of trees and shrubs of the cohort PrhKU-
lales, typified by the genus Mj/rsine, and char-
acterize by its indehiscent fruit, one-celled
ovary with free central placenta, and two or
more ovules. About 300 species in 2Sgeoaa areknown,
all tropical. Both their asnally white or pink flowers and
thar attemate leaves are filled with resinous ^ands.

myrtt, 1- [ME. mirt; <L. myrftts, myrtle : see
myrtfe.] Myrtle,

The seed of mirt, if that thoa maist it ^te.
Of birch, of ttt, carabbe, and wild olyve,
Leteyeve hGn nowe andnowe for duuinge of mete.

PnBtufun, Hnsbondrie (E. E. T. &X P- 21-

MjltoaeSB (mer-ta'se-e), h. pi. [XL, (R. Brown,
1814), < Mjfrtvs + -aeea.'] The myrtle family,
an order of dicotyledonous trees and shrubs
of the polypetalous cohort Myrtalts. typified
bythe genus Myrtus, and known by the numer-
ous stamens and leaves without stipules, gener-
ally opposite, dotted, and with a marginal vein.
There are aboat 1,800 species, of 76 genera and 4 tribes,

natives <3i warm dimates, osually with racemed flowos
and paraded by a fragrant volatile oil: some are valuable
as^oes, as myrtle, dove,pimento ; others for edible fruit,

as the gnaya, jamrosade, monkey-pot, and Brazil-naT

;

others tat timb^, as the gum-trees l£w:al^jtu£) of Aus-
tralia and the iron-tre» (Melroaderoi) of Java.

myrtaceons (mfer-ta'shius>, a. [< L. myrto-
ceus, of myrtle, < myrttts, myrtle: see wyrtfe.]

In &of,, of, resembling, or pertaining to the nat-
ural order Myrtaeea.
Mjfrtales (mer-ta'lez), M. p7. [NI<. (Lindley,

1833), < MyrtHS, q. v.] A cohort of the polypeta-
lous-series Calydflorce, known by its undivided
style and two or more ovules in each cell of the
ovary, which is united to the calyv. or included
in it. It comprises 6 orders, of which Myrtaeem is the
chi^ and OnO'-jraric^T the b^it-represented in the ITmted
States.

Myites (mer'te-e). «, j)f. [XL, (A. L, de Jus-
sieu, 1825), < Jfyrfc? + -«f,] A tribe of shrubs
and trees of the order Myrtatea: typified by the
genus Myrtus, and characterized by an ovary
of two or more cells, the fruit an indehiscent
berry or drupe, and the leaves opposite and dot-

ted- It includes 1 ? genera, amon^them Eugenia
(dove, etc.) and Psidium (guava).

myrltform (mer'ti-fdrm), a. [= P. myrUforme
= Sp. »urUforme = Pg. myriiforme = It. mirU-
forme, < L. myrtus, myrtle,+ forma, form,] Re-
sembling myrtle or myrtle-berries—Kjrtifinm
fitssa. See/ocni.

myrtle (mSr'tl), «. [Formerly mirffe. mirtit; <
OF. mirtil, mirliUe, myrtiUe, a myrtle-berry, also

the lesser kind of myrtle (= Pg. myrtOlo =
It, mirfi^o^. dim, of wyrf*, •Mtirfe', F. myrte, Sp.

mirto = Pg. myrto = It, mirto (= ME. mirt: see

^jfrt), < !•• myrtus, mnrtiis, myrtti. murta. < Gr,
ircoTof (also /afxriit;. uvppiir;^. < Pers. mwrd, the
myrtle.] l'. A plant of the genus Myrtus.
primarily M. eommHHig. the clasae and favorite

common myrtle. It is a bosh or anaU tree with shin-
ir^ evergreen leaves and fragrant white flowers, common
in the Medftenanean region.^ In andent times it was sa-

cred to YeDDs, and its leaves fonned wreaths tar bloodless
victras ; it was also a symbol of civil antht»ity. It is used
in modeam tames for bridal wreaths. The plant is an nn-
impcfftant asirii^ent. Its arunaticberries nave been used
to flavorwineand in cookery. Itsflowers,asalsoitsleaTes^
aftird perfume^ the latt^ used in sachets, etc Its hard
mottled wood is isiied in tumeiy. JT. LwmU and JT jreK

myself

z, branch vitfa flowos of myrtle illfjrriui ewmmMmit'i ; a, blanch
vitfa fruits; «, vertical sectioD t>f afio«er; ^. calyx, tnivs, aiid pistil;
c, tfaefivit; < vertica] section of die seed, ^mwing the embryo.

in Chili furnish valuable hard timber. X. \ummtdaritt,
the taanttary-myrtle, is a little trailing vine wiOi edible
hemes, foimd fran Oiili southward.

2. A name of various similar plants of other
genera of the myrtle &mily (Myrtafetc), and of
other families, many unrelated Australian
msrUe (besides true myitles\ the lillypilly (which seeX
—Bine myrUe. c^ee c«iiu>tik«a.—B(^-myrUe, candle,
boiy-myrtle, the sweet-gale. See pnfeS and Myrica.—
Craiie-II17rtl& ^^ee Indian lOae, under UZoc—Dntcb
myrUe. (a) The sweet^«ale. [Prov. :D]g.] (6) A broad-
leafed varied of the true myrtle.—Fringe myrUe, the
myTtaceoas genus CiameelavdUMn of Australia.—Jews*
nrarUe. See jreuc'-myrtle.—Jimiper myrtle, the Aub-
tiallan genus Ferfwonfin.—HyrUe flag,glass,or sedge,
names in Great Britain of the sweet-flag, allncling to its

sc^it.—Otalieite myrtle, one or more species of the
euphwbtoeeous genus SeaaineffCL—Peach myrUe, the
myityeous genus Hffpodamma of Australia,—Kunning
myrtle, more often simply myrtU, a name al the <xm>-
mon poiwinkle. (C. S.]—Sand-myrtle, a smooth, dwarf
shmbh Leicg;^yBwai buxifolivan ofuie Briecuxa^ foond in
the eastern United States.—Tasmania myzHe. SeeFa-
pus.—Wax-mjnrtle, Xyriea eerifera.

myrtle-berry (mer'tl-ber'i), ». The fruit of
the myrtle.
myrtle-bird (m^'tl-berd), n. The golden-
crownedwarbler or yellow-rump, Dendraeca eo-
ronata. it is one of the most abundant of the vrarblras
in mtist parts of the United States and Canaila, is migra-
toryand insectivorous breeding in the far north, and win-
tering in most of the States ^st of the Mississippi It
is aboat 5| inches long, slaty-bine streaked with black,
below white streaked with black, the throat and lar^e
blotches in the tail white, the nmip, a crown-spot, and
each side of the breast bright-yellow, hill and feet black.

myrtle-green (mer'tl-gren), m. A rich pure
green of full chroma but low luminosity.
myrtle-'Waz (mer'tl-waks), II. The product of
the Myriea eerifera. Also called myriea-iaaow.
Myrtus (mSr'tns), n. [XL. (Toumefort, 1700),
< L. myrftis, < Gr. /ivproc, myrtle : see myriie.2
A genus of shrubs, type of the natural order
MyrtaeeiF and of the tribe MyrU<r. It is charac-
teiiied by the nninerons ovules in the usually two or three
ovaiy-ceUs. small cotyledons, and the calyx-lobes fully
fwmed in the bud. Thtste are over 100 ^Kcies, mostly in
Soath America beyond the tropics, some in tropical Amei^
ioi, and a dozen in Australasia. The typical &i>ecies, how-
ev^ jr. e^mwmnag, is native in Asia, and has long been
naturalized in aoathem Europe. See inyrtfe.

Myms (mi'rus), M. [NL., < Gt. pipos, a kind of
sea-eeL] A genus of eels, typifj^g the sub-
familv Myrinte,

mysell (mi-self'), proH. [< ME. my stlfe. me
setfe, my selve, me yrfre, myseleen, < AS. gen.
BMW selfes, dat. me selfum, ace, me s(l/>u\ uom.
1^ selfa; being the pron. if. me, with the adj,

self in agreement: see iiiei and self. Cf. Jktm-

self.'i An emphatic or reflexive form of the first

personal pronoun / or me, either nominative or
(as originally) objective. In the nominative it is

always nsed for emphasis, in apposition with /or alone;
in the objectjTe it is either reflexive or emphatic, bting,
wh^i emphatic, usually in apposition with me. Compare
iUaii«e(^, ikerw(r, etc.

He is my le^ man lelly thoa knowes.
For holly the Iimdes that he has he hcddes of att-MiH.

Wmiam qf PaUme (K. K. T. S.)k L llT.^i.

I w<>l mytebien ^adly with you ryde^
Chttueer, Gen. ftoL to a T., L SOS-

I had as lief not be as live to be
In awe of snch a thini; as I myseif.

Shot..!. C 1. 2. 96.

Which way I fly is hell ; nij«(fam hdL
JTiIfon, P. L, iv. 7.S-

Myi^f will moant the rostrom in his favour,

And strive to gain his pardon. Additon, Cato, iL S>



myself

The fact is, I was a trifle beside myself—oi rather, out of
myself, as the French would say.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, li.

myselvent, pron. A Middle English variant of
myself.

Mysiaae (mis'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Mysis + -idoB.']

A family of sehizopod podopnthalmic crusta-
ceans, typified by the genus Mysis; the opos-
sum-shrimps. The abdominal region Is long, jointed,
and ended by caudal swimmerets ; there are six pairs of
ambulatory thoracic limbs, to which the external gills are
attached, and which also function as a kind of brood-pouch
in which the eggs are carried about, whence the vernacu-
lar name.

Mysis (mi'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. /iiimf, a closing
the lips or eyes, < iii)eiv, close, as the lips or
eyes.] The typical genus of Mysidai, founded
by Latreille in 1802. M. chameleon is a com-
mon species of the North Atlantic. See opos-
sum-shrimp.
mysophobia (mu-so-fo'bi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. iih-

aog, uncleanness, + ^i5/3oc, flight, panic, fear.]

A morbid fear of contamination, as of soiling
one's hands by touching anything.

mystacial (mis-ta'si-al), a. [< mystax (mystac-)
+ -ial.'i Same as niustachial.

Mystacina (mis-ta-si'na), n. [NL., < Gr. fihara^,

the upper lip, the beard upon it (see mystax),
+ -mai.] A genus of molossoid emballonurine
bats. The tail perforates the interfemoral membrane and
lies upon its upper surface ; the middle finger has three
phalanges ; the wing-membrane has a thicliened leathery
edge ; the solea of the feet are expansive and somewhat
sucker-like ; and the poUex and hallux have each a supple-
mentary claw. The single species, N. tuiereulata, is con-
fined to New Zealand, composing with Chalinolobus the
whole indigenous mammalian fauna. The peculiarities
of the genus cause it to be made by some authors the type
of a subfamily llystacirue.

Jffystacins (mis-ta-si'ne), n. pi. [NL., pi. of

Mystacina.'] A group of molossine Emballonu-
ridce, represented by the genus Mystacina.

mystacine (mis'ta-sin), a. Having the charac-
ters of Mystacina; pertaining to the Mystacince.

mystagopc (mis-ta-goj'ik), a. [< mystagog-ue +
-ic] Having the character of, relating to, or

connected with a mystagogue or mystagogy;
pertaining to the interpretation of mysteries.
Jer. Taylor, Rules of Conscience, iii. 4.

mystagogical (mis-ta-goj'i-kal), a. [< mysta-
gogic + -al.'] Same as mystagogic.

mystagogue (mis 'ta-gog),m. l<F.mystagogue=
Sp. mistagogo= Pg. mystagogo = It. mistagogo,
< L. mystagogvs, < Gr. /zvara-yo/ydg, one introdu-
cing into mysteries, < iivariif, one initiated (see

mystery^ ), -t- ayeiv, lead (

>

ayuydg, aleader).] 1.

One who instructs in or interprets mysteries;
one who initiates.— 2. Specifically, in the ear-

ly church, the priest who prepared candidates
for initiation into the sacred mysteries. Smith,

Diet. Christ. Antiq.— 3t. One who keeps church
relics and shows them to strangers. Bailey.

mystagOgUB (mis-ta-go'gus), n.; pi.

(-ji). [L. : see mystagogue.'] Same as
gogue.
That true interpreter and great myetagogua, the Spirit

of God. Dr. H. Mare.

mystagogy (mls'ta-go-ji), n. [< p. mystagogie,

< Gr. iivarayayia, initiation into mysteries, s

ftvarayirySg, one who introduces into mysteries

:

see mustagogue.'] 1. The principles, practice, or
doctrines of a mystagogue ; the interpretation

of mysteries.—2. In the Gr. Ch., the sacraments.
mystax (mis'taks), n. [NL., < Gr. /liiara^, the
upper lip, a mustache : see mustache.] In en-

tom., a brush of stiff hairs on the lower part of
the face, immediately over the mouth-cavity;
it is conspicuous in certain Diptera, especially

of the family Asilidce.

mystert, «• See mister^.

mysterial (mis-te'ri-al), a. [< OF. misterial =
It. misteriale, < ML. misterialis, mysterialis (LL.
in adv. mysterialiter), mysterious, pertaining to

a mystery, < L. mysterium, a mystery: see mys-
tery^.] Containing a mystery or an enigma.

Beauty and Love, whose story is mygteritd.

B. Jonson, Cove's Triumph.

mysteriarch (mis-te'ri-ark), n. [< LL.
riarches, < Gr. /ivariipidpx'lC, one who presides

over mysteries, < jivaTripuni, mystery (see mys-

tery^), + apxig, chief, < &px^'^t rule.] One who
presides over mysteries.

mysterious (mis-te'ri-us), a. [Formerly also

misterious; = P. mystSrieux = Sp. misterioso =
Pg. mysterioso = It. misterioso, full of mystery,

< L. mysterium, mystery: see mystery''^.'] 1.

Partaking of or containing mysteryj obscure

;

not revealed or explained ; unintelligible.

By a silent, unseen, myiterioue process, the fairest flower

of the garden springs from a small insignificant seed.

Bp. Home, Works, IV. xxix.
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God moves in a mygterioue way
His wonders to perform

;

He plants his footsteps in the sea
And rides upon the storm.

Comper, Light Shining out of Darkness.

2. Expressing, intimating, or implying a mys-
tery: as, a mysterious look; his manner was
very mysterious and important. =Syn. Mysterious,

Mystic, Cabaliatie, dark, occult, enigmatical, incompre-
hensible. Inscrutable. Mysterious is the most common
word for that which is unknown and excites curiosity and
perhaps awe ; the word is sometimes used where mystic
would be more precise. Mystic is especially used of that

which has been designed to excite and baffle curiosity.

Involving meanings in signs, rites, etc., but not with suffi-

cient plainness to be understood by any but the initiated.

Mystic is used poetically for mysterious; it may imply the

Eower of prophesying. The meaning of eaimiielic is shaped
y the facts of the Jewish Cabala. The word is therefore

applicable especially to occultmeanings attributed to writ-

ten signs.

mysteriously (mis-te'ri-us-li), adv. In a mys-
terious manner; byway of expressing or im-

E
lying a mystery ; obscurely: as, he shook his

ead mysteriously.

mysteriousness (mis-te'ri-us-nes), «. 1. The
quality of being mysterious; obscurity; the
quality of being hidden from the understanding
and calculated to excite curiosity or wonder.

—

2. That which is mysterious or obscure. Jer.

Taylor.— 3. The behavior or maimer of one
who wishes or affects to imply a mystery: as, he
told us withmuch mysteriousnessto wait and see.

mysterizet (mis'te-riz), v. t. [< myster-y + -ime.]

To interpret mystically.

The Caballsts, . . . myiteriiinij their ensigns, do make
the particular ones of the twelve tribes aocommodable
unto the twelve signs in the zodlack, and twelve months
in the yeai-. Siir T. Browne, Vulg. Err. , v. 10.

mysteryi (mis'te-ri), n.; pi. mysteries (-riz).

[Formerly also mistery; < ME. mysterie = P.
mystire = Sp. misterio = Pg. mysterio = It. mis-
terio, < L. mysterium, < Gr. uvar^piov, secret doc-
trine or rite, mystery, < iivarrig, one initiated, <

jivtlv, initiate into the mysteries, teach, instruct,

< fiheiv, close the lips or eyes, < fw, a slight sound
with closed lips.] \. pi. In ancient religions,

rites known to and practised by certain initi-

ated persons only, consisting of purifications,

sacrificial offerings, processions, songs, dances,
dramatic performances, and the like: as, the
Eleusinian mysteries. Hence— 2. (a) In the
Christian Church, especially in the early chm-oh
and in the Greek Church, a sacrament. This name
originally had reference partly to the nature of a sacrament
itself as concealing a spiritual reality under external form
and matter, and partly to the fact that no catechumen was
instructed in the doctrine of the sacraments (except par-
tially as to baptism) or admitted to be present at their
administration except through baptism as an initiation.

(6) pi. The consecrated elements in the eucha-
rist; in the singular, the euoharist.

My duty is to exhort you ... to consider the dignity
of that holy mystery [the Holy Sacrament], and the great
peril of the unworthy receiving thereof.

Book of Cmrnium Prayer, Communion Office, First
[Exhortation.

(c) Any religious doctrine or body of doctrines
that seems above human comprehension.

They counte as Fables the hoUe miisUries of Christian
Religion. Asckam, The Scholemaster, p. 82.

Great is the mystery of godliness. 1 Tim. ill. 16.

3. In general, a fact, matter, or phenomenon
of which the meaning, explanation, or cause is

not known, and which awakens curiosity or in-

spires awe; something that is inexplicable; an
enigmatic secret.

'Twas you incensed the rabble

:

Cats, that can judge as fitly of his worth
As I can of those mysteries which heaven
Will not have earth to know. Shah. , Cor., iv. 2. 35.

Over whose actions the hypocri^ of his youth, and the
seclusion of his old age, threw a singular mystery.

Maecmay, History.

Mystery does indeed imply ignorance, and In the re-

moval of both the principle of curiosity is involved ; but
there may be ignorance without mystery.

Mark Hopkins, Essays, p. 10.

4. A form of dramatic composition much in
vogue in the middle ages, and still played in
some parts of Europe in a modified form, the
characters and events ofwhichwere drawn from
sacred history.

Properly speaking. Mysteries deal with Gospel events
only, their object being primarily to set forth, by an illus-

tration of the prophetic history of the Old Testament, and
more particularly of the fulfilling history of the New, the
central mystery of the Redemption of the world, as accom-
plished by the Nativity, the Passion, and the Resurrection.

A. W. Ward,.'Eng. Dram. Lit., I. 28.

mystery^t (mis'te-ri), ». ; pi. mysteries (-riz).

[Commonly confused with mystery'^, to which it

has been accom. in spelling; prop, mistery, <

ME. misterie, mysterie, for mister, mistere, mys-

mysticism

ter, mester, etc^ a trade, craft, etc., ult. < h.

ministerium, office, occupation: see mister''^.]

Occupation; trade; office; profession; calling;

art; craft.

Freestes been aungeles, as by the dignitee of hlr mys-
terye. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

Gouernour of the Tnysterie and companie of the Mar-
chants aduenturers for the discouorie of Regions.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 2«6.

'Tis in the malice of mankind that he thus advises us

[to stealj ; not to have us [thlevesl thrive in oar mystery.
Shak.,T. of A., iv. 8. 466.

mystic (mis'tik), a. and n. [Formerly also mia-

tiek, mystick; < F. mystique = Sp. mistico = Pg.

mysiico = It. mistico, <. L. mysticus,<. Gr. nvariKig,

secret, mystic, < /iiori/f, one who is initiated: see

mystery^l] I. a. 1. Pertaining to any of the

ancient mysteries.

The ceremonial law, with all Its myaio rites, ... to

many, that bestow the reading on It, seems scarce worth
it : yet what use the apostles made of it with the Jews I

Boyle, Works, II. 278.

2. Hidden from or obscure to human know-
ledge or comprehension ; pertaining to what is

obscure orincomprehensible;mysterious'dark;
obscure: specifically, expressing a sense com-
prehensible only to a higher grade of intelli-

gence or to those especially initiated.

And ye five other wandering fires, that move
In mystic dance not without song, resound
His praise. Miltmi, P. L., v. 178.

3. Of or pertaining to mystics or mysticism.

No mystic dreams of ascetic piety had come to trouble

the tranquillity of its humanistic devotion. J. Caird,

4. In the civil law of Louisiana, sealed or

closed: as, a mystic testament

—

Mystic bexa/-

gram. See Jiexagram, 2,— Mystic recitation, the reel,

tation of those parts of the Greek liturgywhich are ordered

to be said in a Tow or inaudible voice, like the secrete of the
Western ofllces : opposed to the ecphoneses (see ecphme.
sis, 2). =Byn. 2 and 3,' Cabalistic, etc. See mysterious.

II, n. One who accepts or preaches some
form of mysticism; specifically [cap.], one who
holds to the possibility of direct conscious and
unmistakable intercourse with God by a species

of ecstasy. See Quietist, Pietist, Gichtelian.

mystical (mis'ti-kal), a. [< mystic + -al.] Same
as mystic.

Almighty Ood, who hast knit together thine elect In

one communion and fellowship (n the mystical body of

thy Son.
Book of Common Prayer, Collect for All Saints' Day.

The mystical Pythagoras, and the allegorizing Plato.

I. tfleroM, Amen, of Lit., II. 899.

'Tis the sunset of life gives me mystical lore.

And coming events cast their shaJdows before.

Campbell, Lochiel's Warning.

Mystical body of tbe cburcli. See body.—Kjeaeal
fan. See flabellum.—'tS.yBtleal sense of Scripture, a
sense to be apprehended only by spiritual expenence.—
Mystical theology, the knowledge of God or of divine
things, derived not from observation or from argument)
but wholly from spiritual experience, and not discrimi-
nated or tested by the reason.

mystically (mis'ti-kal-i), adv. In a mystic
manner, or by an act implying a secret mean-
ing; in Greek liturgies, in a low or inaudible
voice ; secretly. See mystic recitation, under
mystic.

mysticalness (mis'ti-kal-nes), n. The quality
of being mystical. Bailey, 1727.

Mysticete (mis-ti-se'te), n.pl. [NL., irreg. for
*mystacocete, < Grr. /udffraf, the upper lip (see

mustache), + KijTog, pi. Kfyrri, a whafe : see tete^.]

A suborder of Cete or Cetacea, having no teeth
developed, the upper jaw being provided with
baleen plates ; the balssnoid whales or whale-
bone-whales: opposed to Denticete. The supra,
maxillary bone is produced outward in front of the orbits,

the rami of the lower jaw remain separate, the nasal bones
project forward, and the olfactory organs are well devel-
oped. There are two families, Baloenopteridce and Balce-

nidce. See cut under Balcenidce.

mysticete (mis'ti-set), a. [< NL. Mysticete.]
Having baleen instead of teeth in the upper
jaw; belonging to the Mysticete.

mysticism (mis'ti-sizm), n. [= P. mysticisme
= Sp. misticismo = Pg, mysticismo = It. misti-

cismo; as mystic + -ism.] 1. The character of
being mystic or mystical; mysticalness.— 2.

Anymode of thought, or phase of intellectual or

religious life, in which reliance is placed upon
a spiritual illumination believed to transcend
the ordinary powers of the understanding.
The lofty mysticism of his [Plato's] philosophy.

D. Steware, Philos. Essays, li. 6.

Mysticism Is a phase of thought, or rather perhaps of
feeling, which from its very nature is hardly susceptible of
exact definition. It appears in connection with the en-
deavor of the human mind to grasp the divfaie essence or
the ultimate reality of things, and to enjoy the blessed-
ness of actual communication with the Higheat.

Encyo. Brit., XVII. 128.
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Mytilacea

2. A superfamiljf or suborder of bivalves, com-
prising the families MyMlidfr, Aviciilhla; Pra-
sinidcc, and those differentiated from them.
mytilacean (mit-i-la'sf-an), a. and n. I. a.

Mussel-like; mytiloid or'mytiliform; pertain-
ing to the Mytilacea.

11. H. A mussel or some similar shell ; any
member of the Mytilacea.

mytilaceoua (mit-i-la'shius), a. [< NL. Myttlus
T -aceous.'] Kesembling a mussel ; mytiliform

;

mytiloid; of or jjertainiug to the Mytilacea.
Mytilaspis (mit-i-las'pis), n. [NL. (Targioni-
Tozzetti, 1868), < Gr. /ivHXo;, a sea-mussel, -I-

aairig, a, round shield.] A large and important
genus of scale-inseots, of the homopterous
family Cocddce and subfamily Diaspince. They
belong among the armored scales, and have the scide
long, narrow, more or less curved, with the exuvise at the
anterior extremity. The genus is cosmopolitan, as are
many of its species, if. pomorum ia the common oyster-
shell scale-insect of the apple. Some discussion has arisen
respecting the precedence of this genus or Lepidosaphes of
Shimer, proposed in Januai-y, 1868, but most systematists
retain Dlytuaspis as the generic name. See cut under
scale-insect.

Mytilidffi (mi-til'i-de), n. pi. [NL. (Fleming,
1828), < Mytilus + -idce.^ A famUy of byssif-
erous (byssogenous) asiphonate bivalve mol-
lusks, typified by the genus Mytilus; the mus-
sels. The shell is equivalve, inequilateral, thickly coated
with epidermis, with a weak and generally toothless hinge
and marginal ligament. The animal is dlmyarian, with a
large posterior and a small anterior muscle ; the mantle
is united by its margins behind into a fringed rudiment
of an anal siphon. A well-developed byssus is always
present ' The species are mostly marine. Mytilus, Hodi-
dus, and lAthodomus are representative genera. These
and their allies constitute the subfamily Mytilina. See
cuts under Mytilus, Modiola, Dreissenidce, and date-shell.

mytiliform (mi-til'i-fArm), a. [< L. mytilus (see

Mytikis), a mussel, +forma, form.] Shapedlike
a mussel-shell ; resembling a mussel ; mytiloid.

Mytilinse (mit-i-li'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Myttlus
+ -in(B.'\ A subfamily of Aryt»?WoB, represented
by the genus MyUltis and closely related forms.

mytilite (mit'i-lit), n. [< NL. Mytilus + -ife^.]

A fossil mussel-shell like, or supposed to be, a
member of the genus Myttlus, or referred to an
old genus Mytilites.

mytiloid (mit'i-loid), a. and n. [< L. mytilus

(see Mytilus), a mussel, -t- Gr. eHof, form.] I.

a. Like a mussel; mytiliform; of or pertaining
to the Myttlidm.

II. n. A member of the family Mytilidai; a
mussel.
mytilotoxine (mit"i-lo-tok'sin), n. [< Gr. fivrl-

Mg, a sea-mussel, -I- to^{ik6v), poison, -t- -inc'^.J

A leucomaine (CjjHisNO^) found in the com-
mon mussel. It IS an active poison.

Mytilus (mit'i-lus), n. [NL.,< L. mytilus, mitu-
lus, < Gr. |«vr&of, furhhig, a sea-mussel, < iivg, a
shell-fish : see mouse and niche.']

A genus of bivalves to which
very different limits have been
assigned, in modem systems it is

the typical genus of MytUidas, character-

ized by its terminal umbones. M. edu-
lis is the commonest mussel, found on
most coasts, adhering by the byssus in
multitudes to rocks, submerged wood,
etc. They are often used for food,

sometimes cultivated, and used in large
quantities for manure. Also written
MytUlus, Mytulus.

myxa (mik'sa), «.; pi. myxcs
(-se). [NL., <"Gr. /iV^a, nostril,

beak, also mucus: see mucus.']

In ornith., the terminal part of

the under mandible of a bird,

as far as llie symphysis or gonys extends, cor-

responding to the dertrum of the upper mandi-
ble. [Little used.]

myxedema (mik-sf-de'ma), n. [< Gr. /iv^a, mu-
cus, + E. edema.] A disease having the follow-

ing characters: (l) An increase and degeneration of

connective tissue over the body, so that it yields an ex-

traordinary quantity of mucin, and hence an edematold
condition of the skin, which does not, however, pit on pres-

sure. This is accompanied by dystrophy of epidermic
structures and failure of dermal secretions; aniesthesia,

paresthesiao neuralgias, and digestive troubles also are

complained of. (2) Muscular and mental sluggishness,

which may advance to extreme dementia; subnormal tem-

perature in most cases, and high arterial tension in many.

(3) Atrophy or other disease of the thyroid gland. The
disease usually occurs in women over forty years of age,

but has been observed in men and children. Its course is

chronic, lasting six years and upward, and progressive, with

occasional halts and sometimes temporary improvement.

myxedematous (mik-se-dem'a-tus), a. [< myxe-

dema(t-) + -ous.] Pertaining to, of the nature

of, or affected with myxedema.

3926

Myxine (mik-a'ne), v. [< Gr. fiii^a, slime, -1-

-ine".] A genus of myzouts which have a very
slimy body and attach themselves to fishes by
means of their sucker-like mouth, typical of

the family j)/(/.r/»id«; the hags. See cut un-
der hag^, 3.

Myximdse (mik-sin'i-de), II . pi. [NL. , < Mymne
+ -idee.] A family of hyperotretous marsipo-
branchs, cyclostomes, or myzonts, represented
by the genus Myxlne. (a) In Gill's ichthyological
system, hags with six pairs of branchial sacs which open
by ducts confluent with an inferior median cannl disohai'g-

ing by one aperture. These hags have an elongate eel-like

form, and live in the colder waters of both the northern
and the southern hemisphere. They are destructive to
other fishes. Often when a fish is caught upon the line,

they bore Into the body and feed upon the ileah. They
ai'e known as hags, hagfishes, slime-eels, and suokers. (b) In
Gilnther's system, a family of cyclostomatous fishes whose
nasal duct penetrates the palate, including the MyodnidcB
proper and the HeptxilnremKlm or Bdeaattmnidce.

myxinoid (mik'si-noid), a. and n. I. a. Per-
taining to the Myxinidw or Myxinoidea, or hav-
ing their characters.

II. n. A myzout («) of the family Mymnidw
or Myxinoidw, or (6) of the order Myxinoidea.
myzochondroma (mik"so-kon-dr6'ma), n.; pi.

myxochondromata (-ma-ta). [NL., <"Gr. fii'^a,

mucus, + NL. chondroma, q^. v.] A tumor com-
posed of mucous tissue mixed with cartilage

;

myxoma united with chondroma.
myofibroma (mik"so-fi-br6'ma), ».; pi. myxo-
fibromata (-ma-ta). ' [NL., < (Jr. fti^a, mucus,
-f- NL. fibroma, cj'. v.] A tumor composed of

mucous mixed with connective tissue.

Myxogastres (mik-so-gas'trez), «. pi. [NL.
(Fries), < Gr. fii^a, mucus, -I- yaav^p, stomach.]
Same as Myxomycetes.
myxogastric (mik-so-gas'trik), o. [< NL. Myxo-
gastr-ea 4- -ic] Same as myxogastrous.

myxogastrous (mik-so-gas'trus), a. [< NL.
Myxogastr-es + -ous.] Pertaining to the Myxo-
pastres.

myxolipoma (mik"s6-li-p6'ma), 11.; pi. myxoli-

pomata (-ma-ta). fNL., < Gif. fih^a, mucus, -I-

NL. Kpoma,"q.\.] A tumor composed of mu-
cous mixed with fatty tissue.

myxoma (mik-so'mii), n.
;

pi. myxomata (-ma-
ta). [NL., < Gr. /i&|a, mucus, -t- -ojwa.] A tu-

mor consisting of mucous tissue—that is,

a tissue with round, fusiform, or stellate cells

in a transparent, semifluid, intercellular sub-
stance containing a large amount of mucin.
Also called collonema.

myxomatous (mik-som'a-tus), a. [< myxoma(t-)
-i--OMS.] Pertaining to a inyxoma ; affectedwith
myxoma.
Myxomycetacese (mik-so-mi-sf-ta'se-e), ». j)?.

[NL., < Myxomycetes + -aceai.] ' Same as Myxo-
mycetes.

Myxomycetes (mik"8o-mi-se'tez), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. |Uifa, mucus, + jiiio!;, ipl. fiiiKtiTec, a mush-
room, fungus.] A group of^fungus-like organ-
isms, the slime-molds or slime-fungi, belong-
ing, according to the classification of De Bary,
to the Mycetozoa, and numbering about 300
species. They form slimy yellow, brown, or purple
(never green) masses of motile protoplasm during the
period of active growth, and are then destitute of cell-

wall and nucleus. Under certain conditions they secrete

a cellulose wall and pass into a resting state. This rest-

ing state is brought about either by the absence of the
requisite moisture, producing larger, somewhat irregulai'

masses, the so-called sclerotlum stage, or when the plas-

Sea-nitisseI(^^iV«J
smaraffdinus).

medium seems to have concluded Its vegetative period,

! protoplasm then becoming heaped into a mass which
breaks up internally into a large number of rounded bod-

MyzoBtomum

Myxopoda (mik-sop'o-dB), n.pl. [NL.: see'

myxopod.] Protozoans whose locomotive ap-
pendages assume the form of pseudopodia^
synonymous with Bhieopoda. Euxlcy.

myxopodous (mik-sop'o-dus), a. Of or per-

taining to the Myxopoda; possessing pseudo-
podia. Also myxopod.
myxosarcoma (mik'^so-sar-ko'ma), n.

; pi. myx-
osarcomata (-ma-t!i). ' [NL., < Gr. fih^a, mucus,
+ adpKU/ja, a fleshy excrescence: see sarcoma.']

A tumor composed of mucous and sarcomatous,

tissue.

myxosarcomatous (mik'so-sar-kom'a-tus), o.

[< myxosarcoma(,t-) + -ous.] Pertaining to a

myxosarcoma.
MyxospongiSB (mik-so-spon'ji-e), n.pl. [NL.,

< Gr. /ii<^a, mucus, + (nroyytA, a sponge: see

sponge.] A division of the iSpongida or Porifira,

established for the reception of the genus Bali-

sarea, consisting of certain gelatinous sponges.

myxospore (mik'so-spor), «. [< Gr. //rfo, mu-
cus, -I- cirdpoQ; seed.] In certain fungi, a sporo'

produced m the midst of a gelatinous mass,

without evident differentiation of ascus or b{i-

sidium as in ascospores or basidiospores.

myxosporous (mik-so-sijo'rus), a. [< myxo-
spore 4 -ous.] Containing, producing, or re-

sembling a myxospore.
myxotheca (mik-so-the'ka), «.; pi. myxothecw
(-se). [NL.,< Gr. /ii^a, mucus, 4- 6f/io!, a sheath.]

The inferior unguicorn of a bird's bill, or homy
sheath of the end of the lower mandible, corre-

sponding to the dertrotlieca of the upper man-
dible.

Myzomela (mi-zom'e-la), n. [NL., < Gr. /ii-

feiv, mutter, + //^/lof, song.] The tyjjical ge-

nus ot Myzomelinee, containing most of the spe-

cies of the subfamily, nearly 30 in number.
The bill is long and slender, and curved ; the tall is two
thirds as long as the wing ; the coloration of the males-

is chiefly black and red, with or without yellow on the
under parts, and that of the femoles is generally plain

olive aoove. M. cardinalis is known as the cardinal

honey-eater ; M. sanguinoleata as the sarwuin£0U8 or-

cacmnedl ereeper; the former inhabits New Hebrides, the

latter Australia.

Myzomelinse (mi-zom-e-li'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Myzomela + -inai.] A subfamily of Melipha-
gidce, typified by the genus Myzomela.
myzomeline (mi-zom o-lin), a. Pertaining to-

the Myzomelinai, or having their characters.

myzont (mi'zont), a. and n. [< NL. myzon (in

pi; Myzontes), < Gr. fiiii;un> (^ufovr-), ppr, of /lii-

(eiv, suck.] I. a. Sucking or suctorial, as a
lamprey or hag; of or pertaining to the Mygon-
tes; cyclostomous or marsipobranchiate, as a
fish.

II. n. Any member of the Myzontes; a lam-
prey or hag.

Myzontes (mi-zon'tez), n.pl. [NL., pi. of mp-
zon: see myzont.] A class of vertebrates m
which the skull is incompletely developed and
there is no lower Jaw. The brain is distinctly de-
veloped. The heart Is also well developed, and partitioned
into an auricle and a ventricle. The gills have a pouch-
like form, irin the adult the mouth is circular and suc-
torial. The Myzontes are the lampreys and hags, repre-
senting two orders, HyperoarUa and Hyperotireta. Also-

called Cyolostomi, Marsipobranchii, and Monorkina.

Myzostomida (mi-zo-stom'i-da,), n. pi. [NL.,
< Myzostomum + -ida.] An order of doubtful
affinities, referred by some to the worms and
by others approximated to the mites, it com;

ies, the spores, each one of which is provided with a cell-

walL Under proper conditions these spores burst their
walls and become motile nucleated masses of protoplasm
(swarm-spores) which divide separately by simple fission.

After a few days two or more or these swarm-spores coa-

lesce and form new Plasmodia, which differ only in size

from the original. They occur on decaying logs, tftn-bai'k,

decaying mosses, etc. See Mycetozoa.

myxomycetous (mik"so-mi-s6'tus), a. [< NL.
Myxomycetes + -ous.] Pertaining to the Myxo-
mycetes.

myxont (mik'son), n. [< L. myxon, m,yxo{n-), <

Gv. fiii^uv, also /iv^ivos, a smooth sea-fish, a kind
of mullet, appar. < uifo, mucus : see mucus.] A
mullet of the family Mugilidce.

myxopod (mik'so-pod), n. and a. [< NL. myxo-
pus C-pod-), < Gr. liii^a, mucus, -I- Trotif (Trot!-) =
E. foot.] I. n. A protozoan animal possessing
pseudopodia, as distinguished from a mastigo-

pod, one which has cilia or flagella ; one of the
Myxopoda. See cut under Protomyxa.

Il, a. Same as myxopodous.

prises symmetrical animals provided with an external.... ^^
nd supporting ]

inal apertures, (

ThevareoaraB
MyzostfymaUi.

movable pai'apodla, each
alln

are extruded. They are parasitic on and In crinolds. Ajso

chltinous cuticle, five pairs
with a hook and supporting
with oral and anal apertures, through whieh latter

with a hook and supporting rod, and an allmentaiT canal
the

Myzostomidse (mi-z6-stom'i-de)j n. pi. [NL.,
< Myzostomum + -idie.] A family of Myzosto-
mida with ramified alimentary canal, parapodia
connected by muscles which converge to a cen-

tral muscular mass, body-cavity divided into

paired chambers by incomplete septa, and usu-

ally four pairs of suckers. They are hermaphrodite
or dioecious ; the ova are evacuated through a cloaca ; and
the male generative apertures are situated laterally.

myzostomous (mi-zos'to-mus), a. Of or per-

taining to the Myzostomida or having their

characters.

Mvzostomum (mi-zos'to-mum), n. [NL., < Gr.

/j-vCeiv, suck, -t- ard/ia, the mouth.] The typical

genus of Myzostomida;, comprehending certain
small creatures which are parasitic upon ori-

noids. They are not over one fifth of an Inch in length,
and have the form of a flattened disk. Siebotd, 1843, atter-

Myzostoma of Leuckart, 1827.
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naevose

naevose (ne'vos), a. [< NL. *ncevosiis: see
ncevous.'\ Same as nceoous.

naevous (ne'vus), a. [< NL. "mevosus, < L. nte-

vHs, mole, wart, a birth-mark: see nceviis.']

Spotted, as if marked with nsevi.

usevus (ne'vus), n.
;
pi. ncevi (-vi). [L., a mole,

wart, birth-mark, spot, a blemish, prob. for
*gn(svus, < -v/ gna, produce, bear, in gnatus, na-
tas, bom, Mosci, be bom: see nataU, ken^J] 1.

A congenital local discoloration of the sMn, in-
cluding nsBvus vascularis and nmvus pigmento-
sus. Also called hirfli-mark, mother's mark, and
ncBvus maternua. Compare mofei. Hence— 2.
In zool., a spot or mark resembling a nsevus.

—

NffiVUS plgmentosas, a pigmented mole ; a spot of ex-
cessive pigmentation on the slcin, with more or less hy-
pertrophy of corium, epidermis, or epidermal structures
(hairs). The pigment is found both in the rete mucosum
and in the corium.—NSBTUS pllOSUS, a pigmented mole
with an excessive growth of hair. Also called noemig pi-
laris.—NiBTUS BpUus, a smooth pigmented mole.— Nse-
VUS unlUB lateris, a pigmented mole of a kind the dis-

tribution of which corresponds to that of one or more
cutaneous nerves. Also called papUloma muropatMctim.
—Nsevus vascularis, a vascular nsevus, an angioma of
the skin or slun and subcutaneous tissue, which may or
may not rise above the level of surrounding skin, may be
from a bright-red to a dark-purple color, according to its

depth, and may be small or very extensive. Also called
gtrawberry-mark and daretrcheek.—NSSVUS verrucosus,
a pigmented mole with a warty surface.

nag^ (nag), V. ; pret. and pp. nagged, ppr. nag-
ging. [Also written fcnap ; prop, (orig.) g'Map,

related to gnaw as drag to draw ; cf. Sw. Norw.
nagga, gnaw, nibble, tease ; a secondary form
of the verb represented by gnaw, q. v.] I.

trans. 1. To nick; chip; slit. HalUwell. [Prov.
Eng.]— 2. To irritate or annoy with continued
scolding, petty faultfinding, or urging

;
pester

with continual complaints ; torment ; worry.

You always heard her nagginff the maids.
Vickem, Knined by Railways.

Is it pleasing to . . . have your wife nag-nagging you
because she has not been invited to the Lady Chancellor-
ess's soiree or what not?

T?Mckeray, Level the Widower, iiL

II. intrans. To scold pertinaciously; find

fault constantly.

forgive me for nagging ; I am but a woman.
6. Reade, Cloister and Hearth, xovil.

nagi (nag), 11. [< nag'^, «.] A nick ; a notch.

A tree they cut, wi' fifteen naggs upo' ilk side.

Jock o' the Side (Child's Ballads, VI. 83).

nag^ (nag), ». [Formerly also neg. So. naig,

early mod. E. nagge ; i ME. nagge, < MD.
negge, negghe, D. negge, a small horse ; akin to
»ic*gf7»i, q. v.] 1. A horse, especially a poor or
small horse.

He neyt as a nagge at his nosethrilles ]

Deslruclion of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 7727.

Like the forced gait of a shufBing nag.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iiL 1. 135.

I saw but one horse in all Venice, . . . and that was a
little bay nagge. Coryat, Crudities, I. 287.

2t. A worthless person; as applied to a woman,
a jade. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 4. 205. [Slang.]

Yon ribaudred nag of Egypt [Cleopatra],

Whom leprosy o'ertake 1

Shak., A. and C, iii. 10. 10.

Gull with bombast lines the witless sense
Of these odd nags, whose pates' circumference
Is flU'd with froth.

Marston, Scourge of Villainy, vL 64.

nag3 (nag), TC. ICi.knag.'] A wooden ball used
in the game of shinty or hookey. [North of

Ireland.]

Naga, n. See Naja.

Nagari (na'ga-re), n. [Skt. nagari (Hind, na-

grT), deva-^dgari (Hind, dev-ndgrt) ; < nagara,

city, town.] An Indian alphabet especially

well known as used for Sanskrit. Also called

Deva-nagari.

The most important group of Indian alphabets is the
Nagari, or, as it is usually called, the Dmanagart.

Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, II. 349.

nagdana (nag-da'na), ii. [E. Ind.] A resin of

a deep transparent red color, from an unde-
termined burseraeeous tree of India, it exudes
freely during the hot months, and much finds its way into

the ground, whence it is dug after the tree has disap-

peared. Also called loian. Sponi! Encyc. Marmf.

nagef, n. A Middle English variant of natch^.

nagelflull (na'gel-flo), n. [G. dial., < nagel,

nail, + fluh, the wall of a rock.] In Switzer-

land, a coarse conglomerate forming a part of

the series called the Molasse by Swiss geolo-

gists. These rocks are of Oligocene Tertiary age, and
are conspicuously displayed in the Righi and its vicinity.

Sometimes called gompholite.

nagesar, n. Same as nagkassar.

nagger (nag'6r), n. [< nag^ + -eri.] One who
nags; a scold; a tease.
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naggle (nag'l), v. i.; pret. and pp. naggled, ppr.

naggling. [Freq. of nag\ v. (?).] To toss the
head in a stiff and affected manner. Salliwell.

naggont (nag'qn), ». [TUm. ot nag^.'] Same as
nag^. [Eare.]

Wert thou George with thy naggon, that foughtst with
the draggon, or were you great Pompey, my verse should
bethumpe ye, if you, like a javel, against rae dare cavil.

John Taylor, Works (1630). (Nares.)

naggyi (nag'i), o. [< magfl + -i/l.] l. IncUned
to nag or pester with continued complaints
or petty faultfinding.— 2. Irritable. Salliwell.

[Prov. Eng.]
naggy2 (nag'i), n.

;
pi. naggies (-iz). [Dim. of

nag^.} A little nag.

Yet here is [a] white-footed Tiagie,

I think he'll carry baith thee and me.
Diek o' the Cow (Child's Ballads, VI. 80).

nagkassar (nag-kas'ar), n. [Also nagesar, nag-
kesur, nagkushur; < IfInd. nagesar, the plant Me-
sua ferrea or its flowers, the Indian rose-chest-
nut.] One of two allied Indian trees, Ochrocar-
pus (Calysaecion) longifoUus and Mesua ferrea;
also, and more commonly, their flower-buds,
which are used by the natives for perfume and
for dyeing silk yellow and orange: once im-
ported into England. The former species is also
called swriga—Nagltassar-oU. See Mesua.

nagor (na'g6r), ». [African.] 1. The Senegal
antelope, Cervicapra redunca, a rietbok or reed-

Nagor (
Cervicapra redunca).

buck of westernAfrica, having the horns curved
forward. Also called wanto.— 2. [cap.'] A ge-

nus of reedbuoks: synonymouswith Cemcopra.
Ogilby.

nag-tailed (nag'tald), a, [Appar. < nag"^ + taiP-

-^ -6^2.] Having the tail nicked or docked.

In 1799 nag-tailed horses were ordered to be ridden [by
the cavalry regiment Scots Greys].

N. and Q., 7th ser., Vni. 84.

nagyagite (naj'a-^t), n. [< Nagyag (see def.)

-I- -Jte2.] A. native telluride of lead and gold.
It occurs usually in foliated masses (and hence is also call-

ed foliated tellurium), rarely crystallized, and of a blackish
lead-gray color and brilliant metallic luster. It is found at

Nagyag in Transylvania and elsewhere.

nahor-oil (na'h6r-oil), n. [E. Ind.] See Mesua.
Naia, ». See Naja.
Naiad (na'yad), n. [= F. nazade, < L. Naias
(Naiad-), pVNaiades, = Gr. Naidc, pi. NaUdsg, a
water-nymph, < vdeiv, flow, akin to vavg, a ship

:

seenave^.] 1. In Gr. and .Koto, »w^*7^., a water-
nymph; a female deity presiding over springs
and streams. The n^aiads were represented as beauti-
ful young girls with their heads crowned with flowers,

light-hearted, musical, and beneficent.

2. [I. c] In bot., a plant of the genus Naias;
also, sometimes, any plant of the Naiadacew,

Naiadaceae (na-ya-da'se-e), ». jjZ. [NL. (Lind-

ley, 1845), < Naias (Naiad-) + -acece.'] An or-

der of monocotyledonous water-plants, of the
series Jpocarpece, typified by the genus Naias,

and characterized by a free ovary without en-

velops or with a herbaceous perianth, usually

oftwo orfour segments. About 120 species are known,
in 16 genera, growing in fresh or salt water. They have
small flowers, often in terminal spikes, submerged or float-

ing leaves or both, with parallel veins, and often with pe-
culiar sheathing stipules in their axils. The largest genus
is Potamwgeton, the pond-weeds. The arrow-grass, ditch-

grass, and grass-wrack also belong here. Also Naiadoe,
Ifaiades.

naiadaceous (na-ya-da'shius),a. In bot.,ot, per-

taining to, or of the nature of the Naiadacece.

nail

Naiadse (na'ya-de), n.pl. Same as Naiadace<B.

Naiadeae (na-yad'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Agardh,
1822), < Naias (Naiad-) + -ece.'i A tnbe of
Naiadacece, consisting of the genus .^a*as/ the
naiads or water-nymphs.
Naiades (na'ya-dez), n. pi. [L., < Gr. Nojadej,

pi. of Noidf (^' li. Naias), a water-nymph: see
Naiad."] 1. In Gr. and Bom. myth., the Naiads.

Circe with the sirens three^

Amidst the flowery-kirtled Naiades.
Milton, Comus, 1. 254,

2, [NL.] In hot., same as Naiadacece. J. L.

de Jussieu, 1789.

naiant (na'yant), a. [< OF. naiant, naant, ppr.

of naier, naer, < L. natare, swim: see natant.]

In her., in the attitude of swim-
ming: said of a fish used &a a
bearing. See cut under natant.

Naias (na'yas), n. [NL. (Linnae-

us, 1737), < L. Naias, < Gr. NaZof,

a Naiad or water-nymph: see

Naiad.] A genus of immersed
aquatic plants, type of the order
Naiadaceceand the tribe NaiadecB,
knownbytheaxUlary flowers and
a solitary carpel with one basilar

ovule. There are about 10 species, in

fresh water, both tropical and temper-
ate. They are usually delicate plants,

with a filiform creeping rootstock, slen-

der linear leaves, and minute flowers in

the axils. The species are called naiad
or water-nymph.

Naididae (na-id'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,

< Nais (Naid-) + -idee.] A fam-
ily of oligochsetous annelids, rep-
resented by the genus Naiis. They
are small aquatic or limicoline worms
with a delicate thin skin and colorless
blood, abundant in fresh-water pools.

Though they lay eggs in the ordinary
way, they also have a remarkable mode
of asexual reproduction by a process of

budding, through which one individual
becomes two. See cut under Nats.

naif (na-ef'), a. [= D. naif, naief
= G. Sw. Dan. naiv; < F. naif, < L. naii/ous,

native, rustic, simple : s&onatite.] 1. Ingenu-
ous; artless; natural: the masculine form, maiw
being the corresponding feminine (but used
also, in English, without regard to gender: see
naive).— 2. Having a natural luster: applied
by jewelers to precious stones.

nail (nal), n. [Early mod. E. also nayle; < ME.
naile, nayle, neile, < AS. ncegel (in inflection

ncBgU), a nail of the finger or toCja naU of metal,
= OS. «ag'a?= OFries. neil, nilz=D. nagel= MLG.
LG. nagel = OHG. nagal, MHG. G. nagel, a nail

ofthe flnger ortoe, a nail of metal, = Icel. nagl =
Sw. wopeZisDan.rjegii, a nail of the finger or toe,
= Icel. nagli = Sw. nagel = Dan. nagle = Goth.
*nagls (in deriv. verb ga-nagljan, fasten with
nails), a nail of metal ; ef . OBulg. nogiiti= Serv.
nokat = Bohem. nehet =Fol. nogiec = Russ. no-

gotz= Lith. nagas, a, nail, claw, = Skt. nakha, a
nail of the finger or toe. Not related, or related
only remotely,by a doubtful transposition, with
Olr. inga, Ir. ionga= L. unguis= Gr. owf (mvx-),
a nail, claw (see ungulate, onyx). The sense of
' a nail of metal' occurs early (in Goth., etc.), but
it is derived from that of a ' nail ' or ' claw.'] 1

.

Fruiting Plant of
NaiasJiexilis.

a, the fruit.

Cross-section of Human Nail.

enlaiged.

d, tile nail ; a. lateral fold of

skin : c. bed of the nail, with its

ridges.

A thin, flat, blunt layer of
horn growing on the up-
per side of the end of a
finger or toe. a nail, tech-
nically called unguis, consists
of homy substance, which is

condensed and hardened epi-
dermis, the same as that form-
ing the horns, hoofs, and claws
of various animals. A claw is a sharp curved nail ; a hoof
is a blunt nail large enough to inclose the end of a digit.

The white mark at the base of the human nail is called
the lunula.

Pare clene thy naUes. Baiees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 2a

With their sharp NaUs, themselves the Satyrs wound.
Congreve, Death of Queen Mary,

2, In entom,, the uncus.— 3. In ornifli., the
hard homy end of the bill of any lamellirostral
bird, as a duck or goose, it is usually quite distinct

from the skinny part of the bill, and resembles a human
finger-nail. A similar formation, but more claw-like, oc-

cupies the end of the upper mandible of various other
water-birds, as the pelican.

4. The callosity on the incner side of a horse's leg
near the knee or the hook.— 5 . A pin or slender
piece of metal used for driving tm-oughor into

wood or other material for the purpose of hold-
ing separate pieces together, or left projecting
that things may be hung on it. Nans usually ta-

per to a point (often blunt), are flattened transversely at
the larger end (the head), and are rectangular or round
in section. Very large and heavy nails are called spikes

i
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naivete

naivete (na-ev-ta'), n. [F., < LL. nativita(^)s,
nativeness : see nativity, naif, »awe.] Native
simplicity ; a natural unreserved expression of
sentiments and thoughts without regard to con-
ventional rules, and without weighing the con-
struction which may be put upon the language
or conduct.

Mrs. M'Catchley was amnsed and pleased with his Iresh-
ness and naiveti, so unlike anything she had ever heard
or seen. Bvlwer, My Novel, v. 8.

naivety (na-ev'ti), n. [< naive + -ty.'] Same
as navveti.

Naja (na'ja), re. [KL., also Naia, Naga, < Hind.
JMigr, a snake.] A genus of very venomous ser-
pents, of the family Elapidce or made the type
of atamily NajidcB, having the skin of the neck
distensible into a kind of hood, the anal scute
entire, the urosteges two-rowed, and no post-
parietal plates; the cobras. The common cobra of
India is N. tripudians; the asp of Africa is If, haje. See
cute under aspa and cotra-de-eapello.

Najidae (naj'i-de), re.Jp/. [NL., < Naja + -idceJ]

A famUy ofveryvenomous serpents, ofthe order
Ophidia, typified by the genus Naja; the cobras.

naket (nak), v. t. [ME. naken, < AS. noMan,
also be-nacian (rare), make naked: see naked.']
To make naked. [Eare.]
O nyce men, why nake ye yowre backes?

Chaucer, Boethius, iv. meter 7.

Come, be ready, nake your swords,
Think of your wrongs

!

Toumeur, Revenger's Tragedy, v,

naked (na'ked), a. [< ME. naked, < AS. nacod,
naced, naked (> nceced, nakedness), = OFries.
nakad, naked = D. naakt = MLGr. naket, naktnt,
nakendieh = LG. naked, nakd = OHG. nacdhut,
nahhut, nachot, MHGr. nacket, nackent, G. nackt,
nackend (dial, also naekig, nadhtig) = leel. nok-
vidhr, later naktr = Goth, nakwaths = Ir. nochd
= W. noetli = L. nUdus (for *novdus, *nogvidus ?)

(> It. Sp. Pg. nudo = P. MM = E. nude), also with
difE. term. OFries. naken = leel. naJdnn = Sw.
naken = Dan. nogen = Skt. nagna, naked ; these
being appar. orig. pp. forms in -ea^ and -enX re-

spectively; bat no verb appears in the earliest
records (the verb nake being a back formation,
of later origin); also, akintoOBulg. nag'ii= Serv.
nag = Bohem. nahy= Pol. nagi= Russ. nagoi =
Lith. nogas= Lett, noks, naked ; rootunknown.]
1. Unclothed; without clothing or covering;
bare ; nude : as, a naked body or limb. The word
is sometimes used In the English Bible and in other trans-
lations in the sense of scantily clad— that is, having no-
thing on but a short tunic or shirt-like undergarment, with-
out the long sheet-like mantle or outer garment.

There we wesshe vs and bayned vs all nakyd in the wa-
ter of lordan, trustynge to be therby wesshen and made
clene from all our synnes.

(Sir if. Quylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 42.

And he left the linen cloth, and fled from them naked.
Mark xiv. 52.

2. Without covering; especially, without the
usual or customary covering; exposed; bare:
as, a naked sword.
The Ban and the kynge Bohors com on with swerdes

naked in her handes, all blody, and chaced and slough all

that thei myght a-reche before hem.
Herlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 409.

In his hand
He shakes a naked lance of purest steel.

With sleeves turn'd up.
Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, iii. 2.

Specifically

—

(a) In T)ot., noting flowers without a calyx,

ovules or seeds not in a closed ovary (gymnosperms), stems
without leaves, and parts destitute of hairs. (6) In zo'61.,

noting mollusks when the body is not defended by a calca-
reous shell, (c) In entom., without hairs, bristles, scales,

or other covering on the surface.

3. Open to view, (o) Not inclosed: as, a naked fire.

ifi) Figuratively, not concealed ; manifest
;
plain ; evident;

undisguised : as, the naked truth.

All things are naked and opened unto the eyes of him
with whom we have to do. Heb. iv. 13.

"Robin," said he, " 111 now tell thee
The very naked truth."

The Kings Disguise (Child's Ballads, V. 380).

The system of their [the ancients'] public services, both
martial and civil, was arranged on the most naked and
manageable principles. De Quincey, Rhetoric.

4. Mere; bare; simple.

Not that God doth require nothing unto happiness at the
hands of men save only a naked belief.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

Most famous States, thoughnow they retaine little more
then a naked name.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 242.

Much more, if first I floated free,

As naked essence must I be
Incompetent of memory.

Tennyson, The Two Voices.

5. Having no means of defense or protection
against an enemy's attack, or against othei in-

jury; unarmed; exposed; defenseless.
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Thou hast no weapon, and perforce must suffer.—
Look in upon me then, and speak with me.
Or, naked as I am, I will assault thee.

Shak., Othello, v. 2. 268.

Man were ignoble, when thus arm'd, to show
Unequal Force against a rmked Foe.

Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

6. Bare; unprovided; unfurnished; destitute.

I am a poor man, naked.
Yet something for remembrance ; four a-piece, gentlemen.

Fletclter, Humorous Lieutenant, iii. 5.

What strength can he to your designs oppose.
Naked of friends, and round beset with foes?

Sryden, Absalom and Acbitophel, L 280.

Sea-beaten rocks and naked shores
Could yield them no retreat.

Cowpeir, Bird's Nest.

7. In music, noting the harmonic interval of a
fifth or fourth, when taken alone.— 8. In laio,

unsupported by authority or consideration : as,

a naked overdraft; a naked promise Naked
barley, a variety of Hordemnwdgan, sometimes called U.
eoeleste, superior for peeled barley, inferior for brewing.—
Naked beard-grass. See beard-grass.—VSLkei bedt, a
bed in which one lies naked : from the old custom (still

common in Ireland and Italy, and nearly universal in
China and Japan) of wearing no night-linen in bed.

When in my naked bed my llmbes were laid.

Mir. for Mags., p. 811.

And much desire of sleepe withall procured.
As straight he gat him to his naked bed.

iSir J. Harington, tr. of Ariosto, xvii. 75. (Nares.)

Naked bee, any bee of the genus i\ro7na<f(i.—Naked
"broom-rape, a plant of the genus AphyUan. See Oro-
banehacem.—Naked bullet. See tuMeJ.—Naked eggs,
in entmn., eggs which are unprotected and are dropped
loosely in the substance which is to furnish food to the
larvse.—Naked flooilng, in carp. Seeytoorsn^.—Naked
mollusk, a nudibranch. See .^udifrroncAuito.-Naked
pupse, pupse which are not surrounded by a cocoon.

—

Naked serpeuts, the cserilians, a group of worm-like am-
pliibians technically callei' QymnophitmaoY Ophvymorpha.
— Stark naked, entirel naked.

Truth . . . goes (whei she goes best) stark naked; but
falshood has ever a cloake for the ralne.

Sekker, Gull's Home-Booke, p. 68.

The naked eye, the eye unassisted by any instrument,
such as spectacles, a magnifying-glass, telescope, or micro-
scope. =Syn. 1. Uncovered, undressed.— 5. Unprotected,
unsheltered, unguarded.

naked-eyed (na'ked-id), a. Having the sense-
organs uncovered, as a jelly-fish; gymnophthal-
matous: the opposite of hidden-eyed: as, the
naked-eyed medusans.
naked-lady (na'ked-la'di), n. The meadow-
saffron, Colchicum autumnale: from the fact
that the flower appears without any leaf.

nakedly (ua'ked-U), adv. [< ME. nakedUche;
< naked + -ly^.] In a naked manner; barely;
without covering ; absolutely ; exposedly.

You see the loue I beare you doth cause me thus nakedly
to forget myselfe.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 210.

How have you borne yourself I how nakedly
Laid your soul open, and your ignorance.
To be a sport to all 1 Fletisher, Mad Lover, i. 1.

nakedness (na'ked-nes), n. [< ME. nakednesse,

< AS. ncecednes, < nacod, naced, nceced, naked:
see naked and -ness."] The state or condition of
being naked; nudity; bareness; defenseless-
ness; undisguisedness.
nakeawood (na'ked-wud), n. One of two trees,

Coluhrina reclinata and Eugenia dichotoma,
which occur from the West Indies to Florida.

nakent (na'ken), V. t. [< nake -t- -erei.] To make
naked.
naker^t (na'kfer), n. [< ME. naker, < OF. nacre,

nacar, nacaire, nakaire, naquaire, etc., = Pr. ree-

cari = It. naccaro, nacchera, < ML. nacara, < Ar.
ndkir, ndkur (> Pers. nakd/ra), a kettledrum, <

nakw, hollowed out: see nacre.] A kind of

drum ; a kettledrum.

Pypes, trompes, nakeres, clariounes.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1653.

A flourish of Norman trumpets . . . mingled with the
deep and hollow clang of the nakers. Scott, Ivanhoe, xsix.

naker^t) »• -An obsolete form of nacre.

nakerint, a. [MB., < naker^ + -^m1.] Of or
pertaining to nakers or kettledrums.

Ay the nakeryn noyse, notes of pipes.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 1413,

nakeryt (na'k6r-i), n. Same as naker^.

nakketi n. A Middle English form of neck.

nalet, «• [In the phrase at the nale, atte nale,

properly at then ale, at the ale-house : see ale.]

An ale-house. See ale, 4.

Make him grete feestes affe nale.

ChoMcer, Friar's Tale, 1. 49.

nallt (nM), re. See ruml.

namH. Preterit of nirriX.

nam^t, n. [ME., also name, < AS. nam, naam
(> ML. namium), a seizure, distraint (= Icel.

nam = OHG. ndma, a taking, seizure, apprehen-

name
sion, leaving), < nimun (pret. nam), take: see
nimi.] In old law, distraint ; distress.

The practice of Distress— of taking name, a word pre-
served in the once famous law term withernam— is attest-

ed by records considerably older than the Conquest.
Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p, 262.

To take nams, tomake a levy on another'smovable goods

;

distrain.

In the ordinance of Canute that no man is to take nams
unless he has demanded right three times in the hundred,

Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p, 270,

nam^t. A Middle English contraction of ne am,
am not. Chaiicer.

namable, nameable (na'ma-bl), a. [< namei-

+ -able.] Capable of being named.
namation (na-ma'shon), n. [< ML. namare, dis-

train, < namium, seizure, distraint: see nam^.]
In law, the act of distraining or taking a dis-

tress.

namby-pamby (nam'bi-pam'bi), re. and a. [A
varied (Cm. reduplication otAmbrose, in allusion

to Ambrose Philips (died 1749), a sentimental
poet whose style was ridiculed by Carey and
Pope: see quotations.] I. re. SiUyverse; weak-
ly sentimental writing or talk.

Naniby-Pamby, or a Panegyric on the New Versiflcation,

Carey, Poems on Several Occasions (1729), p, 65,

And Namiby-Pamby be preferred for wit.
Pope, Dunciad, iii. 322.

[This line appeai-s in vaiious editions belonging to 1729. In
later editions it reads : "Lo I Ambrose Philips is preferr'd

for wit."]

Another of Addison'sfavouritecompanionswas Ambrose
Philips, a good Whig and a middling poet, who had the
honour of bringing into fashion a species of composition
which has been csdled, after his name, Namby Pamby.

Macaulay, .Addison.

II. a. Weakly sentimental ; affectedly nice

;

insipid; vapid: as, namby-pamby Timea.

namby-pamby (nam'bi-pam'bi), V. t. [< nam-
by-pamby, n.] To treat sentimentally; coddle.

A lady of quality . . . sendsme Irish cheese and Iceland
moss for my breakfast, and her waiting gentlewoman to
naniby-pamby me. Miss Edgeworth, Absentee, xvL

name^ (nam), re. [< ME. name, nome,<. AS. nama,
noma= OS. namo = OFries. nema, nama, noma
= MD. naem, D. naam = MLG. name, LG. name
= OHG. namo, MHG. name, nam, G. name, na-
men= Icel. nafn (for *namn) = Sw. namn= Dan.
navn = Ooth. namo = L. nomen, for *gn6men
(as in agnomen, cognomen) (> It. Pg. nome = Sp.
nombre=Y. reom, OF. non,nun, noun, >E.re(mre),

= Gr. bvofia, dvvfia, ovvo/ia {bvofiar-) (for "oyvofia,

*byvo/iav- ?)= Skt. ndman (for *jndman ?) = Pers.
nam (> Hind, nam), name; appar. lit. 'that by
which a thing is known,' from the root *gno,

Teut. *knd, Gr. ytyvaaittw, L. noscere, *gnoseere
= AS. cnawan, B. know (see know^), but this
view ignores phonetic difficulties in the rela-

tions of the above forms, and fails to explain
the appar. cognate Ir. ainm, W. enw, and
OBulg. ime" = Serv. ime = Bohem. jme, jmeno
= Pol. imie = Russ. imya = OPruss. emnes,name.
It seems probable that all the words cited are
actually related, and that the appar. irregulari-
ties are due to interference or conformation.
From the L. form are ult. E. nominal, nominate,
etc. , cognomen, etc., noun,pronoun, renown, etc.,

with the technical nome^, nomen, agnomen, no-
mial, binomial, etc.; fromthe Gr. are ult. B. syno-
nym, paronym, patronymic, metronymic, etc.,

onym, mononym, poh/onymous, etc. Prom the E.
noun are name, v., neven.] 1 . A word by which
a person or thing is denoted ; the word or words
by which an individual person or thing, or a
class of persons or things, is designated, and
distinguished from others; appellation; de-
nomination; designation, in most communities of
European civilization at the present day the name a per-
son bears is double— consisting of the family name or sur-
name and the Christian or distinctively personal name,
which latter ordinarily precedes the surname, but in some
countries stands last. Either of these name-elements may
and (the personal name especially) often does consist of
two or more names as component parts. An ancient Ro-
man of historical times had necessarily two names, one
distinguishing his family or gens, the namen, or nomengen-
tUieium, and the other, the prenomen, distinguishing the
individual : as, Caim Marius— that is, Cains of the gens of
the Marii, Every Roman citizen belonged also to a familia,
a branch or subdivision of his gens, and hence had or might
have a third name, or cognomen, referring to the familia.
This cognomen was always borne by men ot patrician es-
tate ; and in the case of men of distinction a fourth name or
epithet (cognomen secundum, or agTwmen) was sometimes
added, In reference to some notable achievement of the
individual: thus, Lucius Cornelius Scipio Asiaticus was
Lucius, of the Scipio branch of the Cornelian gens, who
had won personal distinction in Asia, Women as a rule
bore only the feminine form of the nomen of their gens : as,

Cornelia, TuMia. But sometimes, especially at a compara-
tively late date, they received also an individual preno-
men, which was the feminine form of the prenomen of



name
"the husband, or, still later, was given to them, as in the
case of boys, in Infancy.

Ye Aldirman schal clepene vpe ij. men be name,
Englxah GUtU (E. E. T. 8.), p. 276.

Bat, gode sir, neuenes me thi name' TorlcPlayt, p. 4/4.

If I may be bo fortunate to deserve
The name of friend from you, I have enoogh.

Beau, and Ft., Laws of Candy, it 1.

Sy the Tyranny of Tarqoinlus Superbus (the last Bo-
man King) the very Name of King became hate^ to the
People. Congreve, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, zL , note.

There is a fanit which, though common, wants a name.
It is the very contrary to procrastination.

Steele, Spectator, No. 374.

2. Figuratively, an individual as represented
l)y his name ; a person as existing in the mem-
ory or thoughts of others.

Neither is there salvation in any other ; for there is none
other name under heaven given among men whereby we
must be saved. Acts iv. 12.

3. That -which is commonly said of a person;
reputation; chai-acter: as, a good name; a had
name; a itame for benevolence.
A good name many folde ys more worthe then golde.

BiAeesBookO^ K T. SO, p- 42.

I know thy works, thatthouhasta name that thou livest,

and art dead. Act. iii. 1.

4. Renown; fame; honor; eminence; distinc-
tion.

Than this son of chosdroas
In his heit euill angerd was
That this cristen king had name
More than he or his sire at hame.

Holy Mood (E. E. T. S.), p. 124.

"What men of name resort to him ?

Shak., Bich. HI., Iv. S. 8.

Why mount the pillory of ahook.
Or barter comfort for a name?

Wluttier, To J. T. T.

5. The mere word hy which anything is called,

as distinguished from the thing itself ; appear-
ance only, not reality: as, a &iend in name, a
rival in reality.

Beligion becomes but a meer naTne, and righteousness
but an art to live by. SUUingfleet, Sermons, I. IL

And what la friendship but a name .'

Goldsmith, The Hermit.

6. Persons hearing a particular name or patro-
nymic ; a family ; a connection.

'i^rhe able and expterienced ministers of the republlp,
-mortal enemies of his narne, came every day to pay their
ieigned civilities. MoOey.

v. A person or thing to be remembered.
I died a Queen. The Soman soldier found
Me lying dead, my crown about my brows,
A name for ever

!

Tennyson, Fair Women.

St. In gram., a noun.—9. Right, ownership,
or legal possession, as reijresented by one's

name : as, to hold property in one's own tiatne,

or in the name of another, in this nse the word
usually implies that where there is a recorded tiUe It

stands in the name referred to, but not necessarily that
there is any record of title.—A handle to one's name.
See handle,—Baptismal, binary. Christian name.
See the adjectives.—By the name of, called; known as:
.a^ a man by the name qf Strong ; familiar as a l^end on
Leialdic beaoings.

A Wyvem part-per-pale addressed
Upon a helmet barred; below
The scroll reads "By the name qf Howe,"

LongfeUow, Wayside Inn, Prelude.

tSeneric name. See^enerie.—Given name. Same as
Christian name.—In Uie name Of, or in (such a one's)

name, (a) In behalf of; on the part of ; bythe authority
of : used often in invocation, adjuration, or the like : as. it

was done in the name q^ the people ; in the name qf com-
mon sense, what do you mean? in God's name, spare us.

You are to bid any man stand, in the prince's name.
Shak., Much Ado, iii. 3. 27.

A letter has been sent to these volunteers [sixty-eight

English astronomers], inviting them, in the name qf the
American expeditionary parties, to accept this much-need-
ed assistance [that is, to sail with those inviting them],

R. A. Proctor, Light Science, p. 103.

<6) In the capacity or character of.

He that receiveth a prophet in the name of a prophet
shall receive a prophet's reward ; and he that receiveth a
righteous man in the name qf a righteous man shall re-

ceive a righteous man's reward. Mat z. 41.

Being thus crammed in the basket a couple ot Ford's
knaves . . . were called forth ... to carry me in the

name <j^foul clothes to Datchet-lane.
S?uik., M. W. of W., iiL 5. lOL

Maiden name. Seemaiden.—Name ofChrist, in £i7t>.,

all those things we are commanded to recognize in Jesus
and to profess of his Messianic dignity, divine authority,

memorable sufferings ; the peculiar services and blessings

conferred by him on man, so far as these are believed, con-
fessed, or commended. (Mat. x. 22 ; John L 12 ; Acts v. 41.

)

Compare nameqfGod.—ffaine of God. inSbrp., all those
qualities by which God makes himself known to men ; the
divine majesty and perfections, so far as these are ap-

prehended or named, as his titles, his attributes, his will

or purpose, his authority, his honor and glory,_ his word,

bis grace, hte wisdom, power, and goodness, lus worship

or service, or God himself. (Ps. xx. 1, Ixviii. 4, cxxiv. 8;
John xvii. 6.}—Specific name. See apec^—To call
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names. SeeeoB.—Tohaveone'snamelntheGazette.
See gazette.—To keep one's name on the boards. See
board—To tate a name in vain, to use a name pro-
fanely or lighOy.

Thou Shalt not take the name of the Lord thy God t» vain,
Ex. XX. 7.

Who, never naming God except for gain.
So never took that useful name in vain.

Tennyson, Sea-Dreams.

=S;n. 1. Jfame, Appellation, Title, DeoffnaHon, Senomi-
nation. Style. Name is the simplest and most general
word for that by which any person or thing is called : as,

"His name is ,Iohn," Luke L 63. An appMation is a de-
scriptive and therefore specific term, as Saini Louis ; John's
appellation was the Baptixl; George Washington has the
appellation of Father of hit Coun&y. A tide is an official

or honorary appellation, as reverend, bishop, doctor, colonel,

duke. A designation is a distinctive appellation or title,

marking the individual, as Charles the Simple, James the
Less. Denomination is to a class what designation is to
an individual: as, coin of various denominations; a com-
mon use of the word is in application to a separate or in-
dependent Christian body or organization. Style may be
essentially the same as appeUatum, but it is now gener-
ally limited to a name assumed or assigned for public use

:

as, the style of his most Christian Majesty ; they transacted
business under the firm style of Smith & Co.—4. Sepute,
credit, note.

namel(nam),». 1,; pret. andpp.named, ppr. Jjani-

itig, [< ME.namen, <AS. genamian=OS.nam6n=
OPries.7iOTOMi,na)»a, from thenoun: see name^,
n. The usual verb in older use was earlymod. E.
neven, nemne, < ME. nevnen, nemnen, nemmen, <
AS. nemnan, nemnian: see ne«en.] 1. To dis-

tinguish by bestowing a particular appellation
upon ; denominate ; entitle ; designate by a par-
ticular appellation or epithet.

She named the child Ichabod. 1 Sam. iv. 21.

But the poet names the thing because he sees it, or
comes one step nearer to it than any other.

Emerson, The Poet.

2. To mention by name
;
pronounce or record

the name of: as, the person named in a docu-
ment; also, to mention in general; speak of.

(Jentill sir, Cometh [come] forth, for I can not yet yow
namen, and resceive here my doughter to be youre wif

.

Merlin (E. E. T. &.), a. 319.

Wherever I am Tuim'd,
The very word shall raise a general sadness.

Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, ilL 1.

If I should beginbut to name the several sorts ofstrange
fish that are usually taken in many of those rivers that run
into the sea, I might beget wonder in you, or unbelief,
or both. I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 197.

Good friend, forbear ! you deal in dangerous things,
I'd never name queens, ministers, or kings.

Pope, ProL to Satires, L 76.

And far and near her name was named with love
And reverence. Bryant, Sella.

3. To nominate ; designate for any purpose by
name; specify; prescribe.

Thou Shalt anointunto me him whom 1 name unto thee.
1 Sam. xvl 3.

He [a gossip] names the price for every office paid.
Pope, Satires of Sonne, iv. 162.

Mr. Kadcliffe, the last Derwentwater's brother, is actu-
ally named to the gallows for Monday.

Walpole, Letters, II. 6&

4. In the British House of Commons, to men-
tion formally by name as guilty of a breach of
the rules or of disorderly conduct calling for
suspension or some other disciplinary measure.—5. To pronounce to be ; speak of as; call.

Celestial, whether among the thrones, or named
Of them the highest iftJton, P. L., zL 296.

To name a day or the day, to fix a day for anything;
specifically, to fix tlie marriage-day.

I can't charge my memory with ever having once at-

tempted to deceive my little woman on my own account
since she named the day. Dickens, Bleak House, xlvii.

=Syn. 1. To call, term, style, dub.

name^f, «. See nanfi,

nameable, a. See namable.

name-board (nam'bord), n. Naut,, the board
on which the name of a ship is painted; or, in
the absence of such a board, the place on the
hull where the name is painted.

name-contll'l', a, [ME., also nomemthe, nome-
kowthe, < AS. namcufli, well known, < noma,
name, + cuth, known: see name and couth,']

Known by name ; renowned ; well known.
A ! nobm kyng & nomekmethe ! notes in your hert,

And suffers me to say, Symple thof Lbe.
Destnietidn qf Troy (E. B. T. S.X 1. 2630.

name-day (nam'da), «. The day sacred to the
saint whose name a person bears,

name-father (nam'fa'TH^r), ». 1. An inventor
of names. [Rare.]

I have changed his name by virtue of myown single au-
thority-. Enowest thou not that I am a great name-father?

Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, IV. 45. (Davies.)

2. One after whom a chQd is named. [Scotch.]

nameless (nam'les), a. [< ME. nameJes (= D.
tut^xmhos = MLU. nam^los = OHGr. namolos,

nan
MHG. namelos, G. namenlos = Sw. namnlos =
Dan. navnlos); < name + -less,] 1. Without a
name ; not distinguished by an appellation: as,
a nameless star.

Thy issue blurr*d with nameless bastardy.
Shak., Lucrece, L 522.

Behold a reverend sire, whom want of grace
Has made the father of a nameless race.

Pope, Moral Essays, L 233.

2. Not known to fame ; obscure; ignoble; with-
out pedigree or repute.

To be ruxmeless in worthy deeds exceeds an infamous
history. Sir T. Browne, Urn-burial, v.

Nameless and birthless villains tread on the necks of the
brave and long-descended. SaM,

3. That cannot or should not be named: as,
jiametess crimes.—4. Inexpressible; indescrib-
able ; that cannot be specified or defined.

For nothing hath begot my something grief

:

. . . 'tis nameless woe, I wot
Shale., Bich. II., ii. 2. 40.

From a certain nameless awe with which the mad as-
sumptions of the mummer had inspired the whole party,
there were found none who put forth hand to seize him.

Poe, Masque of the Red Death.

He brought the gentle courtesies.
The Ttameless grace of France.

^
WhUMer, The Countess.

5. Anonymous : as, a nameless poet ; a nameless
artist.

The other two were somwhat greter parsonages, and
natheles of their bnmilite content to be nameles.

Sir T. More, Works, p. 67.

Nameless creek, the place where anglers catch the larg-
est fish, the locality of which is not divulged ; any or no
place ; a kind of no-man's-land. [Slang.]

namelessly (nam'les-U), adv. In a nameless
manner.
namelessness (nam'les-nes), ». The state of
being nameless or without a name ; the state of
being undistinguished.
namelichet, namelikef, adv. Middle English
forms of namehf.
namely (nam'li), adv, [< ME. namely, name-
liche, namelike (= D. namelijk = MLG. name-
liken, nemeliken, nemelink= &. namenUich = Sw.
namneligen =Dan. navnlig) ; < name + -ly^,] If.
Expressly ; especially ; in particular.

And sitte nauht to longe
At noon, ne at no time ; and nameliche at soper.

Piers Plowman (C), ix. 276.

Erthe and namely woode laude best is hold
For pastyning.

Palladius, Hnsbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 48.

2. To wit; that is to say; videlicet.

A vice near akin to cupidity, namely envy, I believe to
be equally prevalent among the modem Egyptians, in
common with the whole Arab race.

E. W. Lane, Modem Egyptians, I. 398.

llie object of aversion is realised at a definite point,
namely when the pain ceases.

J. SuUy, Outlines of PsychoL, p. 582.

name-plate (nam'plat), ji. A plate bearing a
person's name; specifically, a plate of metal,
as silver-plate or polished brass, upon which
a person's name is engraved, placed upon the
door or the door-jamb of a residence or a place
of business.

namer (na'mer), ». [< name + -erl.] One who
gives a name to anything, or who calls byname.

Skilful Merlin, namer of that town [Caermarthen].
Drayton, Battle of Agincourt

name-saint (nam'sant), n. The saint after
whom one is named ; a saint whose name one
has as his baptismal name or as part of it.

namesake (nam'sak), n. One who is named
after or for the sake of another; hence, one
who has the same name as another.

1 find Charles Ullie to be the darling of your affections;

that you have . . . taken no small pains to establish him
in the world ; and, at the same time, have passed by his
name-sake at this end of the town. Steefe, Tatler, No. 142.

It was supposed that, on her death-bed, Mrs. Egerton
had recommended her impoverished namesakes and kin-

dred to the care of her husband. Bulvxr, My Novel, u. 5.

name-son (nam 'sun), ?J. One who is named
after another; a namesake.
I am your name-son, sure enough.

Smollett, Sir L. Greaves, xiL

naming (na'ming), n. [< ME. naming, verbal

n. of nawiei, ».] flie act of giving a name to any-
thing: as, the naintn^ and description of shells.

nammad, «. Same as ««m«d.
nan^h a, and pron, A Middle English form of
nonei,

nan^ (nan), n. [A familiar nse of the fem.
name Xan, var. of Ann.] A small earthen jar.

HalliioeU. [Prov. Eng.]
nan^ (nan), interj. [By apheresis from anan.'i

Same as anan. [Prov. Eng. and U. S.]



nanander

nanander (na-nan'd6r), n. [NL., < L. nanus,
a dwarf, + Gr. avr/p {hvSp-), male.] Same as
mierandei'.

nanandrous (na-nan'drus), a. [As nanander +
-ous.'] Having short or dwarf male plants, as
algsB of the order (Edogoniacea. Compare ma-
crandrous.

nan-boyt (nan'boi), n. [< Nan, a fern, name
(see nan^), + hoy.'] An effeminate man; a
"Miss Nancy."

The gittam and the lute, the pipe and the flute,

Are the new alamode for the navrboys.
Merrie DroUerie, p. 12. (,Dames.)

nancy (nan'si), n.
;
pi. nancies (-siz). [A famil-

iar use of the fern, name Nancy, a dim. of Nan,
a var. of Ann, Cf. nan^.] A small lobster.
HalliweU. [Prov. Eng.]
nancy-pretty (nan'si-prifi), n. [A corruption
of none-so-pretty.'] A plant, Saxifraga umbrosa.
Nandidse (nan'di-de), ». pi. [NL., < Nandus
+ -id(B.] A family of acanthopterygian fishes,

typified by the genus Nandus, having different
limits, (a) In Ounther's system, a famQy of Acanthop-
ierygii perdjormes with perfect ventrals, no bony stay for
the preoperculum, and interrupted lateral line. (!>) In
later systems, restricted to the Naniina.

nandin (nan'din), «. [Jap.] The sacred bam-
boo, Nandina domestica.

Nandina^ (nan-di'na), n. pi. [NL., < Nandus +
-ina^.] In Giinther's classification, the second
group of NandidcB, having no pseudobranchite,
five ventral rays, and palatine and vomerine
teeth. It includes sundry East Indian fresh-
water fishes.

Nandina^ (nan-di'na), n. [NL. (Thunberg,
i781),< nandin + -ina^-.] A genus of plants of

the order Berieridew and the tribe Berierea;,

characterized by its numerous sepals and pet-

als. It consists of a single species, N. domestica, a tree-

like shrub with much-divided leaves and ample panicles
of small white flowers ; it is the sacred bamboo of China.
See sacred baniboo, under barnboo.

nandine^ (nan'din), a. and n. [< Nandus -I-

-ine^.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the Nandina.
II. n. A fish of the group Nandina.

nandine^ (nan'din), n. [< Nandinia.] A quad-
ruped of the genus Nandinia, N. binotata, a

Nandine t,riandinia binotata).

handsome kind of paradoxure having a double
row of spots along the sides, inhabiting Guinea.

Nandinia (nan-din'i-a), n. [NL., from a native
name.] A genus of viverrine quadrupeds of

the family 'Vmerridm and the subfamily Para-
doxurince; the nandines. J. E. Gray, 1864.

nandu (nan'd6), n. [S. Amer.] The South
American ostrich, Mhea americana, and other
species of that genus. Also spelled nandoo.

Kandus (nan'dus), n. [NL.] The typical ge-

NaHdus martnoratus.

nus of fishes of the family Nandidce, iacluding a

few East Indian species.

nane (nan), a. anA. prmi. A dialectal (Scotch)

form of none'^.

nanest, adv. A Middle English form of nonce.

nanga (nang'ga), n. [African.] A small harp

having but three or four strings, used by the

negroes of Africa; a negro harp.

nanism (na'nizm). «. [= P. nanisme; as < L.

namis (>F. nain),<Grr. vavog, also v&woq, a dwarf,

-I- -ism.] Aberration from normal form by de-

crease in size ; the character or quality of being

dwarfed or pygmy; dwarfishness: opposed to

nanization (na-ni-za'shon), n. [< L. nanm,
< Gr. vavog, a dwarf, + -ise + -ation.] The arti-
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ficial dwarfing or production of nanism in trees,

especially as practised by the Japanese.

Prof. Eein can be poetical without ceasing to he practi-

cal as well. He is, perhaps, a little hard on the Japanese
love of dwarfing, or Nanization.

The Academy, No. 888, p. 318.

nankeen, nankin (nan -ken'), n. [< Chinese
Nanking, lit. 'southern capital,' a city of China
now known as Kiang Ning fu, the capital of

the province of Kiang-su and formerly the resi-

dence of the court, where the fabric was ori-

ginally manufactured.] 1. A sort of cotton

cloth, usually of a yellow color, made at Nan-
king in China. The peculiar color of these fabrics is

natural to the cotton (Gossypium herbaceum, var. religio-

8um) of which they are made. Nankeen is now imitated

in most other countries where cotton goods are woven.
See cotton-plant and kimt^.

His nether garment was of yellow TUinkeen, closely fitted

to the shape, and tied at his . . . knees by large knots of

white ribbon. J. F. Cooper, Last of Mohicans, i.

2. pi. Trousers or breeches made of this ma-
terial.

Some sudden prick too sharp for humanity— especially

humanity in nankeens— to endure without kicking.
Bvlwer, My Novel, i. 2.

Nankeen color, in dyeing, the shade of huff obtained
from iron salts.

nanmu (nan'mS), n. [Chin.] A Chinese tree,

Persea Nanmu. its wood is highly esteemed in China
for house-carpentry, cofiins, etc., on account of its durabil-

ity and fragrance, and is exported to some extent.

nanninose, nannynose (nan'i-nos), n. Same
as maninose.

nanny^ (nan'i), n.
;
pi. nannies (-iz). [Short for

nanny-goat] A nanny-goat.
nanny^ (nan'i), «. ;

pi. nannies (-iz). [Origin
obscure.] Incoal-mining, a natural joint, crack,

or slip in the coal-measures: nearly the same
as cleats. Gresley. [Yorkshire, Eng.]
nanny-berry (nan'i-ber"i), n. The sheepberry,
Viburnum Lentago.

nanny-goat (nan'i-got), ». [< Nanny, dim. of

Nan, afem. name (see nan^), + goat. Cf. billy-

goat] A female goat.

nanoid (na'noid), a. [< Gr. vavog, a dwarf, +
eldog, form.] Dwarfish.
nanomelus (na-nom'e-lus), rt. [NL.,< Gr. vavog,

a dwarf, -I- /j.i/Mg, a limb.] In teratol., a mon-
ster with a dwarfed limb.

nanosaur (na'no-s3,r), n. A small dinosaur of

the genus Nano'saurus.

Nanosaurus (na-no-ssi'rus), n. [NL., < Gr. va-

vog, a dwarf, + aavpog, a lizard.] A genus of

small dinosaurs, founded by Marsh in 1877.

nanosomia (na-no-so'mi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. vo-

vog, a dwarf, -t- 'aaiia, body.] A dwarfing or
dwarfed state of the body; nanism; microso-
mia.
nanpie (nan'pi),^^. [< Nan, a fern, name (see

^),+pie'^. Gt. magpie.] The magpie. Hal-
" [Prov. Eng.]

Nantest (nau'tez), n. pi. [NL., pi. of L. nans
(nant-), ppr. of hare, swim.] In zool.j in Lin-
nseus's system of classification, the third order
of the third class, Amphibia, including the Clion-

dropterygii of Artedi, or the sharks, rays, chi-

mseras, and marsipobranchs, and some true

fishes erroneously considered to be related to

them. See Amphibia, 2 (a).

nantokite, nantoQLUite (nan'to-kit), n. \<Nan-
toko (see def.) + -ite^.] A chlorid of copper
occurring in white granular masses having an
adamantine luster, found at Nantoko in Chili.

naos (na'os), n. [< Gr. vadg, Ionic vt/dg, Attic vE&g,

-^ilolic vavog, a temple, a sanctuary, lit. a dwell-

ing, < vaieiv, dwell, inhabit.] 1. In archmol.,

a temple, as distinguished from hieron, a shrine

(chapel) or sanctuary (in this latter sense not
necessarily implying the presence of any edi-

fice).— 2. In arch., the inclosed chamber or

cella of an ancient temple, where were placed
the statue and a ceremonial altar of the di-

vinity. It is sometimes restricted to an innermost sanc-
tuary of the cella, which, however, when present, is more
properly called sekos ovadytum. The open vestibule com-
monly placed before the naos was called the proncms, and
the corresponding vestibule frequently added at the rear
was termed the opistfiodomos, or, by some modem writers,

the epinaos. See cut under pronaos.

A passage round the naos was introduced, giving access
to the chambers, which added 10 cubits to its dimensions
every way, making it 100 cubits by 60.

J. Fergussan, Hist. Arch., I. 216.

napi (nap), V. i.; pret. and pp. napped, ppr.
napping. [< ME. nappen, < AS. Iinappian, hncep-

pian (cf., with added formative, OHCx. hnaffezen,

naffizan, MHG. wa/«en), slumber, doze; cf. hnip-
ian, bend, bow the head, also nipian (in pret.

pi. nipeden), nod, slumber; Icel. hnijya, droop.

nape

hnipna= Goth, ga-nipnan, droop, despond. The
Cuban negro napinapi, nap, sleep, is perhaps-

from E.] To have a short sleep; be drowsy.

Tho cam Sleuthe al by-slobered with two slymed eyen.

"loh most sitte to he slu'yuen," quath he, "or elles shal

ich nappe." Piers Plowman (C), viii. 2.

To catch or take one napping, (a) To come upon one
when he is unprepared ; take at a disadvantage.

Nay, I have ta'en you napping, gentle love.

Shak., T. of the S., iv. 2. 46.

I took thee naptmiff, unprepared
S. Butter, Hudibtas, I. iii. 821.

(6) To detect in the very act: hence the phrase in the

quotation.

Band Napping— tYya.i is, when the criminal waa taken

in the vei7 act [of stealing cloth].

Befoe, Tour through Great Britain, III. 143. (Daiiteg.).

napi (nap), n. [< nap'^-, v.] A short sleep.

After dinner, ... we all lay down, the day being won-
derful hot, to Bleep, and each of us took a good nap, and.

then rose. Pepys, Diary, III. 189.

nap2 (nap), n. [Var. of nop, < ME. noppe (the

AS. Vmoppa, in Somner, is not authenticated)

= MD. noppe, D. nop (> OP. nope, noppe, P. dial.

nope) = MLG. noppe, LG. nobbe, nubbe (cf. G.

noppe) = Dan. noppe, nap of cloth : usually ex-

plained as orig. knop or knob, but the forms cited

forbid this identification.] 1. The wooUy or

villous substance on the surface of cloth, felt,

or other fabric . It is of many varieties, as the uniform

short pile of velvet, the knotted pile of frieze and other-

heavy water-proof cloths, etc. Compare pile.

Jack Cade, the clothier, means to dress the common-
wealth . . . and set a new Tiap upon it.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 2. 1.

Ay, in a threadbare suit ; when men come there

They must have high naps, and go from thence bare.

Chapman, Bussy d'Ambois, i. 1.

2. Some covering resembling the nap of cloth..

The velvet nap which on his wings doth lie.

Spenser, Muiopotmos, 1. 333-

3. Afelted clothusedin polishing glass, marble,

etc.— 4. pi. The loops of the warp in uncut
velvet, which, when cut, form the pile.— 5.

Dress; form; presentation.

A new lauriat, who, for a man that stands upon paines

and not wit, hath performed asmuch as anie stone dresser

may doo that sets a new English nap on an olde Latine

apothegs. Nashe, Pierce Penilesse (1693).

nap^ (nap), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. napped, ppr. nap-

jnng. [< nap^, n.] To raise or put a nap on.

nap^t (nap), n. [MB., also nep, < AS. hncep,

hn<epp, once irreg. hncepf, a cup, bowl, = D. nop
= MLG. nap = OHG. nnapf, napf, naph, MH6.
naph, napf, G. napf (> ML. hanapus, nappus, >

It. nappo= OP. lianap, > E. hanap, and hanaper,
hamper^, q. v.), a cup, bowl, beaker.] A beaker.

nap* (nap), n. [A simpler spelling of knap^, but
in part perhaps < Icel. hnappr, a button, bevy,
cluster, a var. of knappr, a knob, button : see

knap^.] A knob ; a protuberance ; the top of
a hill. [Local, Eng.]
nap5 (nap), V. t. ; pret. and pp. napped, ppr. nap-
ping. [< Sw. nappa= Dan. nappe, catch, snatch
at, seize. Prob. in part a simpler spelling of
/OTopi; see knap'^, and cf. nab^. Hence, in

comp., fcidnop.] To seize; grasp. [Prov. Eng.]
nap8 (nap), V.

;
pret. and pp. napped, ppr. nap-

ping. [A simpler spelling of knap^, perhaps in-

volving also ult. AS. TinflppjoaM (rare), strike. See

.
-'^•] I. trans. To strike. [Prov. Eng.]

li. intrans. To cheat.

Assisting the frail square die with high and low fuUums,
and other napping tricks.

Tom Brown, Works, III. 60. (Dames.)

nap7 (nap), n. An abbreviated form of napo-
leon, 2.

Napsea (na-pe'a), n. [NL. (Linnseus, 1753), <

L. napmns, < Gr. va'iraiog,^ of a wooded vale : see
Napcean.] A genus of dicotyledonous plants of

the order Malvacece and the tribe Malvece, known
by its dioecious flowers, it consists of a single spe-
cies, N. dioica, the glade-mallow, a tall perennial with ma-
ple-like leaves and abundant small white flowers, found,
though rare, in limestone valleys in the eastern and cen-
tral United States. See cut on following page.

Napeean (na-pe'an), a. [< L. napaius, < Gr. va-

walog, of a wbodeii vale or dell (L. nymphm napcem
or simply NapoB(B, nymphs of a dell), < v&ttti, a
woodland vafe.] Pertaining to the nymphs of

dells and glens. Vryden.
nap-at-noon (nap'at-non'), «. The yellow
goat's-beard, Tragopogon pratensis; perhaps
also T. porrifoUus : so called because their flow-
ers close about midday. [Prov. Eng.]
napei (nap), n. [< ME. nape; perhaps derived
from or identical with nap^, with orig. ref. to

the slight protuberance on the back of the head,
above the neck; but this is doubtful.] 1. The-



nape

« e
Flowering Branch of the Male Plant of Napsa dioica.

a, female flower ; b, fimit ; c, seed.

back upper part of the neck, teelmically called
nuclia : generally in the phrase nape of the neck.

Foist kit owte the nape in the nek the sholdnrs before.
Babees Book (K K T. S.X p. 145.

She tnm'd ; the ve^ nape of her white neck
Was rosed with indignation. 2Vnni/»ni, Princess, vt

2. The thin part of a fish's belly next to the
head. A beheaded fish, split along the belly,
shows a pair of napes.
nape^ (i>^P)> v- 1-

;
pret. and pp. naped, ppr. nap-

ing. [< nopel, «.] To cut through the nape of
the neck.
Take a pyke and napehym and drawe hym in the bely.

/. WaUoriy Complete Angler, p. 140, nota

nape^, ». [ME., < OF. nape, nappe, F. vfappe, a
cloth, table-cloth, sheet or surface (as of water,
etc.), < ML. nappa, napa, L. mappa, a cloth, a
napkin, a towel: see map^, and cf. napkin,
apron.~i A table-cloth.

Tho ouer nope schalle dowbulle balaydc^
To tho attur syde he seluage brade.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S-X p. 321.

nape-crest (nap'krest), ». A bird of the Afri-
can genus Schizorhis. E. Blyth.

napee (na-pe'), n. [Burmese (f).] A prepara-
tion, half piekled, half putrid, of a fish resem-
bling the sprat, highly esteemed as a condiment
by the Burmese.
napeUine (na-pel'in), ». [< NL. Napellus (see
def.) -I- -ine^.l An alkaloid obtained from the
root of Aconitum Xapeltus.

napery (na'per-i), n. [Formerly also nqppery,
napperie, napry ; < ME. tiaperye, < OF. naperie,

F. napperie, < nappe, a cloth, a table-cloth: see
nape^.^ 1. Linen cloths used for domestic pur-
poses, especially forthe table; table-cloths, nap-
kins, etc.

Good son, loke that thynaperybe soote <& also feyre& clene,
Bordclothe, towelle & napkyn, foldyn alle byden&

BaJbeei Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 120.

Tis tme that he did eat no meat on table-cloths;— ont
of mere necessity, because they had no meat nor napery.

G<iyton, Notes on Don Quixote, p. 93.

Three tables were spread with napery, not so fine as sub-
stantial. Lamb, Chiraney-Sweepers.

2t. Linen worn on the person; Unen under-
clothing.

And see your napry be cleane, & sort euery thing by it

selte, the cleane from the tonle.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 66.

Thence Clodins hopes to set his shoulders free
From the light bnjnlen of his napery.

Bp. Hall, Satires, V. i 88.

napha-water (na'K-w4'ter), n. A fragrant
. perfume distilled from orange-flowers.

naphew (na'fii), n. See navew.
napbtha (naf'tha or nap'tha), n. [Formerly
also naptha, napfiia / = F. nnphte = Sp. It. nafta
= Pg. naphta, < L. naphtha, < Gr. va^a, sJso
vd(p8ag, a kind of asphalt or bitumen (see def.).]

1. In ancient writers, a more fluid and volatile

variety of asphalt or bitumen. pUny hesitates

about including naphtha with bitnmen, on account of its

volatility and inflammability.

It fan oil in which arrows were steeped] was composed
of Naphta. Pitrchas, Pilgrimage, p. 346.

Starry lamps and blazing cressets, fed
With napfUha and asphtdfcns, yielded light

• As from a sky. MOton, P. L., L 729.

2. In modem use, an artificial volatile colorless

liquid obtained from petroleum, it is a general

term applied to the products of the distillation of crude
petroleum between gasolene and refined oiL Ordinary
petroleum now yields from 6 to 12 per cent of this mate-
rial, the specific gravityofwhich isfrom 76" to 60°(Beaum 4).

Napht^ as a solvent has largely taken the place of tor-
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peutine, camphene. benxol, and other similar products in
industrial art, being often superior, and always much less

expensive. In this way it is used in the manufacture of
rubber goods, paints and varnishes, fioor- and table-cloths;
also by dyers and clothing- and glove-cleaners. In its

many applications for light and heat it is very largely tak-
ing the place both of coal and crude oil for the manufac-
ture of illuminating gas and for street-lighting by naphtha-
lamps, as well as for cooking by vapor-stoves in the use of
the grade called stove.gasolene.

naphthalene (naf'tha-len)', ». [< naphtha +
al(coho1) + -ene.] A benzene hydi-ocarbon (Cxo
Hg) usually prepared from coal-tar. It forms
white crystalline le^ets, having a peculiar odor. It is

used internally as an intestinal antiseptic and as an expec-
torant. It is insoluble in water, soluble in alcohol and
ether. Naphthalene derivatives form an important group
of coal-tar colors. Also napM/udin, imphtMUne.—Naph-
tbalene red, a coal-tar color used in dyeing, obtained
from nsphthylamine, belonging to the induline class. It
is used for producing light shades on silk. Also known
as Magdala red.

naphthalin (naf'tha-lin), n. [< naphtha +
dl{cohoV) + -in^.'] Same as naphthalene.
naphthalize (naf'tha-liz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
naphthalized, ppr. naphHiaUzing. [< naphtha
(cf. naphthalene) + -I- + -ize.'] To impregnate
or saturate with naphtha ; enrich (an inferior
gas) or carburet (air) by passing it through
naphtha.
naphthamein (naf-tham'f-in), n. [< naphtha
+ am(ine) + -e- + -«n2.] 'A coal-tar color used
in dyeing, formed by oxidizing alpha-naphthyl-
amine. it is in some respects similar to aniline black,
and produces grays and violets, but not very fast. Also
called naphUtalene violeL

naphtliol(naf'thol), »i. l<naphffia + -ol.'\ Any
one of the phenols of naphthalene having the
formula OjpH^OH. One of the group, beta-naphthol,
is an antiseptic, and is used locally in skin-diseases. Also
called naphtholtnn and wonapUAoi.—Naphthol blue, a
coal-tar color used in ,dyeing, prepared by the action of
nitroso-dimethyl-anilineonalplm-naphthol. Itgivescolors
similar to indigo, moderately fast to light bnt sensitive to
acids.—Naphthol green. Seetrreeni.—Naphtliol yel-
low. See yeUow.

naphtholize (naf'tho-liz), v. t. To saturate or
impregnate with the vapor of naphtha.
naphtnylamine (naf-thil'a-min), n. [< naph-
tlui + Gr. i/b?, wood, matter, -I- amine.'] A
chemical base (CjoHviSrHg) obtained from ni-
tronaphthalene by reducing it with iron-filings
and acetic acid, it occurs in fine crystals, insoluble
in water, and having a disgusting odor. It unites with
acids to form crystallizable salts, and is the scarce of cer-
tain coal-tar dyes.

naphthylic (naf-thil'ik), a. [< naphtha + -yl

+ -fe.] Containing or relating to naphthalene.
napier-cloth (na'per-kl6th), n . A double-faced
cloth, having one side of wool, and the other
of goat's hair from Cashmere or of vicuna-hair
or -wool from South America.
Napierian (na-pe 'ri-an), a. [< Xapier (see
def. ) -I- -ton.] Of or pertaining to Jolm Napier
(1550-1617), famous as the inventor of loga-
rithms. See logarithm. Also Xeperian.
Napier's analogies, rods (or bones), etc. See
analogy, rod, etc.

napifouons (na-pi-fo'li-us), a. [< L. napus, a
tiuTiip, + folium, a leaf.] Having leaves like

those of the turnip.

napifonn (na'pi-f6rm), a. [< L. napus, a turnip
(seeneep^),+ forma,toTia.'\ Having the shape
of a turnip— that is, enlarged in the upper part
and slender below : as, a napiform root.

napkin (nap'Mn), n. [< ME. naph/n; < nape^
+ -kin.'] 1. A handkerchief; a kerchief of any
kind.

And dip their napHTis in his sacred blood.
Sliak., J. C, iiL 2. 138.

And take a napkin in yonr hand.
And tie up baith your bonny een.

Clerk Saunders (Child's Ballads, n. 46).

She hang ae napkin at the door.
Another in the ha'

;

And a* to wipe the trickling tears
Sae fast as they did fa'.

Fair Annie (Child's Ballads, HL 195).

2. A smaU square piece of linen cloth, now
usually damask, used at table to wipe the lips

and hands and to protect the clothes.

Set your napkyns and spoones on the cupbord ready,
and lay euery man a trencher, ft nnpkyn, & a spone.

Baiees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 66.

Here is thy pound, which I have kept laid up in a nop-
kin. Luke xis. 20.

The napkins white, the carpet red

;

The gnests withdrawn had left the treat.

Pope, Imlt. of Horace, II. vl 195.

napkin-ring (nap'kin-ring), n. A ring in which
a table-napkin maybe held folded or roUed up
when not in use.

napless (nap'les), a. [< nap^ + -less.] 1. Hav-
ing no nap, as many textile fabrics.—2. Much
worn ; deprived of its nap bywear; threadbare.

napping

Never would he
Appear i' the market-place, nor on him put
The napless ve&tuxe of humility.

Shot., Cor., ii. 1. 250.

Naples yellow. See yeUoic.

nap-me'ter (nap'me'ter), n. A machine de-
signed to test the wearing quality of cloth, it
consists of a double-flanged wheel on which a piece of
cloth attached to it is caused to rotate against rasps under
a fixed pressure. The number of rotations is shown by
counting-wheels and dials, and the endurance of the cloth
is shown by the number of rotations required to wear it

threadbare.

napoleon (na-po'lf-on), n. [< F. napoUon, a
coin so called after Xapoleon Bonaparte.] 1.
A modem French gold coin of the value of 20
francs, or slightly less than S4; a twenty-franc

Obverse. Reveise.

Napoleon. (Size of the original.)

piece, or pHee de vingt francs. See louis.— 2.
A French modification of the game of euchre,
played by not more than six persons, every one
for himself. Ihe American Hoyle. Also nap.
Napoleon blue, gun, etc. See hlue, etc.

Napoleonic (na-po-le-on'ik), a. l< Napoleon
(see def. ) 4- -ic] Of,' pertaining to, or charac-
teristic of either of the emperors Napoleon (Na-
poleon I. (Bonaparte), bom 1768 or 1769, died
1821, and Napoleon IH., bom 1808, died 1873),
or their dynasty.
Napoleonism (na-p6'le-on-izm), n. [< Napo-
leon + -ism.] l.The political system, theory,
methods, etc., of the Napoleonic dynasty, or
its traditions.— 2. Attachment to the Napole-
onic dynasty ; Bonapartist partizanship : same
as Bonapartism.

^oritz Carriere, in his able and fascinating book on
"The Moral Order of the World," b^ins with thanksgiv-
ing for the downfall of Napoleonism.

a: a. Rev., CXXVII, 457.

Napoleonist (na-po'lf-on-ist), n. [< Napoleon
+ -ist.] A supporter of the Napoleonic dynas-
ty: same as Bonapartist.
napoleonite (na-po'le-on-it), u. [< Xapoleon
+ -ife2.] A granitoid rock composed of anor-
thite and hornblende with a little quartz, these
being concentrically grouped so as to form lay-
ers of alternately lighter and darker shade. It
is a variety of corsite. Also sometimes called
orbicular diorite.

nappe (nap), n. [F., a cloth, table-cloth, sheet
or surface (as of water, etc.): see iiape^.] A
surface swelling ont from a point in the form
of a cone or hyperboloid about its vertex jet-
nappe, a nappe formed by a jet impinging normally on
the rounded end of a rod.

The dimensions of the apparatus maybe varied to suit
jets of different sizes ; it is highly desirable, however, that
the >et nappe should well overlap the inner margin of the
ring-shaped electrode. Science, VII. 601.

napperl (nap'er), n. [< nap'^ + -er^.] One
who naps or slumbers.
napper^ (nap'er), n. [< nap^ + -erl.] An im-
plement used to nap or smooth cloth or knitted
goods. Specifically—(o) A mallet or beetle for this
purpose. (6) A machine by which knitted goods are
cleaned, napped, and surfaced. It consists essentially of
a roller on which the goods are stretched and brushed
with a card or teazel, to remove specks, burs, seeds, etc,
to raise the nap, and restore the softness and pliancy of
which the fabric has been deprived by washing.

napper* (nap'er), n. [< wope2 -I- -ej-i.] In Eng-
land, the holder of an honorary office at a coro-

nation or other royal function. The office is con-
nected with that of chief bntler, and is marked by the
carrying of a napkin.

Rev. George Herbert apphed for the office of Napper,
which was reused.

List of Claims to Service <U Coronation <if Geo. IV.

napperer (nap'er-er), H. [< naper{y) + -ei-i.]

1. A person who maies or supplies napery.

—

2. Same as napper^.

napperty (nap'er-ti), n. Same as hnapperU.

napperyt, «. An obsolete form of napery.

nappiness (nap'i-nes), «. [< nappy^ + -^ess.]

The quality of being nappy, or having a nap;
abundance of nap, as on cloth.

napping (nap'ing), n. [Verbal n. of nap^, c]
In nat-making, a sheet of partially felted fur

before it is united to the hat-body. E. H.
Knight.



napplng-machine

napping-machine (nap'ing-ma-shen^), n. A
maohine for raising, trimming/or shearing the
nap of cloth.

Jiappyl (nap'i), a. and n. [Prob. < nap'^ + -2/I.]

I. a. 1. Heady; strong: applied to ale or beer.
NappU ale, so called because, if you taste it thoroughly.

It will either catch you by the nape of the neck or cause
you to take a nappe of sleepe. Minsheit.

With nappy beer I to the barn repair'd.
Oay, Shepherd's Week, Tuesday, 1. 56.

But most, his rev'renoe loved a mirtliful jest

:

Thy coat is thin ; why, man, thou 'rt barely dressed

;

It '8 worn to th' thread ; but I have nappy Xieei
;

Clap that within, and see how they will wear 1

Crabbe, Works, I. 130.

:2. Tipsy; slightly elevated or intoxicated with
drink. [Obsolete or Scotch.]
Wee are to vexe you mightely for plucking Elderton out

of the ashes of his ale, and not letting him enjoy his nappie
muse of ballad-making to himselte.

Nash, Foure Lettera Confuted.

The carles grew nappy. Patie'a Wedding. (Jamieson.)

n, n. Strong ale. [Scotch.]
An\ whiles, twalpennie-worth o' nappy
Can mak the bodies unco happy.

Burns, The Twa Dogs.

3iappy2 (nap'i), a. [< nap^ + -yK'i Covered
with nap ; naviag abundance of nap on the sur-
face : as, a nappy cloth.

Thou burre that onely stickest to nappy fortunes!
Marston and Webster, Malcontent, ii. 3.

nappy^ (nap'i), a. [< napS for Jmap'^, break,
+ -1/1.] Brittle ; easily broken. [Scotch.]

nappy* (nap'i), n. : pi. nappies (-iz). [Dim. of
Jiaj^.] A round dish of earthenware or glass
with a flat bottom and sloping sides.

napront, n. An obsolete and more original
form of apron.

Tiaptakingt (nap'ta'king), n. [From the phrase
to take napping : seewopi, «;.] A taking by sur-
prise, as when one is not on his guard; an un-
expected onset when one is unprepared.

Naptaikings, assaults, spoilings, and firings have, in our
forefathers' days, between us and France, been common.

R. Carew, Surrey of Cornwall.

napthat, n. An obsolete' form of naphtha.
:nap-warp (nap'wS,rp), n. A secondary or outer
warp, usea in material which is to have a vel-

vety surface, to furnish the substance for the
nap or pile.

nart, adv. A Middle English form of weari.

naraka (nar'a-ka), n. [Hind.] In post-Vedic
Hind. myth, aud'ln Buddhism, the place of tor-

ture for departed evil-doers, represented as
consisting of numerous hot and cold hells,

which have been variously described.

narceia (nar-se'ia), «. [NL., < L. narce = Grr.

v6,pKri, numbness, torpor.] Same as narceine.

:narceine (nar'se-in), n. [< L. «orce, numbness,
torpor, -I- -ine^.l An alkaloid (C23H29NO9)
contained in opium. It is sparingly soluble in water
and alcohoL It forms fine silky inodorous bitter crys-

tals. Narceine is sometimes used in medicine as a substi.
tute for morphine.

narcissine (nar-sis'in), a. [< L. narSssintis, <

Gr. vapdaaivoc, of the narcissus, < vapmaaog,

narcissus : see narcissus.'] Relating to or re-

sembling plants of the genus Narcissus.

narcissus (nar-sis'us), n. [= P. narcisse =
Sp. narciso = Pg. It. narcisso, < L. narcissus =
Pers. nargis = Gr. vipucao^, a plant, a narcissus,
so called from its narcotic qualities, < vapurj,

numbness, toi'por: see narcotic.'] 1. A plant
.of the genus Narcissus. See cut under eyatM-

mil:

Petyantkus Narcissus iNareissus Taxetta),
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form.— 2. {cap.] [NL.] Agenusof monoooty-
ledonous plants of the order Amaryllidacece
and the inhe Amaryllem, known by its undivid-
ed cup-shaped corona. There are about 20 species,
mainly European, with narrow upright leaves from a coat-
ed bulb ; they are favorite garden-plants^ mostly hardy,
bearing their conspicuous yellow or white, often fragrant,
blossoms in early spring, also much employed for forcing.
N. poetwits, the poet's narcissus, has white flowers, the
crown, edged with pink, scarcely projecting from the
throat. N". hifiorus, with the scapes two-flowered and
the crown forming a short cup, is the primrose peerless
of the old gardeners. N. Polyanthus and Jf. Tazetta, with
varieties, have the flowers numerous, and are called poly,
anthus nardsms. N. odorus and others furnish oils or es-

- sences to the perfumer. For other species, see bell-fiower,

2, daffodil, janquU, butter-and-eggs, and hoc^-petticoat. See
also outs under daffodil nai jonquil.

8. In her., a flower composed of six petals, or a
sort of hexafoil or architectural ornament of six

lobes, used as a bearing.

narcolepsy (nar'ko-lep-si), n. [< NL. nar-
co(^sts) + E. {epi)lepsy.] 1 . A condition charac-
terized by a tendency to fall into a short sleep
on all occasions.— 2. Petit mal, when present-
ing a simple brief loss of consciousness.
narcoma (nar-ko'ma), n. [< Qi. vapK?/, numb-
ness, + -oma.] Stupor produced by narcotics.

narcomatOUS (nar-kom'a-tus), a. [< narco-
ma(t-) + -ous.] Pertaining to or of the nature
of narcoma.
Karcomedusse (nar"ko-me-du'se), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. vapKTj, numbness, -I- NL. Medusa : see Me-
dusa, 2.] In Haeckel's classification, an order
of Hydromedusai, in which the marginal bodies
or sense-organs are tentaculicysts, and the
genitalia are in the wall of the manubrium
or in pouch-like manubrial outgrowths. Also
spelled Narhomedusm.
narcomedusan (nar'^ko-me-dii'san), a. and n.

I. a. Pertaining to Mke Narcomedusce, or having
their characters.

II. n. A member of the Narcomedusce.
narcose (nar'kos), a. [< Gr. vapioj, numbness,

-I- -ose.] Narcotic.

narcosis (nar-ko'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. vdpKoaig, a
benumbing, < vapnovv, benumb, render uncon-
scious: see narcotic.] la. pathol., fho stupefy-
ing effect of a narcotic ; narcotism Nussbaum's
narcosis, the condition produced by a dose of morphine
followed by the administration of chloroform.

narcotic (nar-kot'ik), a. and n. [< Gr. vapKan-

k6c, making stiff or numb, narcotic, < vapKovv,

benumb, < vapuri, numbness, torpor, perhaps
orig. *avapKri, related to E. snare and narrow^.]

1. a. 1. Having the power to produce stupor.

Narcoticke medicines bee those that benum and stupifie

with their coldnesse, as opium, hemlocke, and such like.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, Explanation of the Words of Art

2. Consisting in or characterized by stupor: as,

narcotic effects.

II. n. A substance which directly induces
sleep, allaying sensibility and blunting the
senses, and which, in large quantities, pro-
duces narcotism or complete insensibility. Opi-
um, Cannabis Indiea, hyoscyamus, stramonium, and bellar

donna are the chief narcotics, of which opium is the most
typical.

"Direct narcotics . . . either produce some specific effect

upon the cerebral grey matter, or have a very decided ac-

tion on the blood-supply of the brain.
Quain, Med. Diet, p. 1018.

narcotical (nar-kot'i-kal), a. [< narcotic + -al.]

Same as narcotic.

narcotically (nar-kot'i-kal-i), adv. After the
manner of a narcotic; by means of a narcotic.

narcoticalness (nar-kot'i-kal-nes), n. The
property of being narcotic, or of operating as a
narcotic.

narcoticness (nar-kot'ik-nes), n. Same as nar-
coticalness. Bailey, 1727.

narcotine (nar'ko-tin), n. l<narcot(ic) + 4ne^.]

A crystallized alkaloid of opium, C22H2SNO7.
It is white, odorless, and tasteless. It was at first sup-
posed to be the narcotic principle of o^iura, but this has
been shown to be a mistake, as narcotme is possessed of
little if any narcotic power. It is said to be sudorific and
antipyretic.

narcotinic (nar-ko-tin'ik), a. [< narcotine +
4c.] Pertaining to narcotine: applied to an
acid formed when narcotine is heated with
potash.
narcotism (nar'ko-tizm), n. [< narcot{ie) +
-ism.] The influence exerted by narcotics, or

the effects produced by their use.

narcotize (nar'ko-tiz), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. nar-

cotized, ppr. narcotizing. [< narcot{ic) + -ize.]

To bring under the influence of a narcotic; af-

fect with stupor.

nard (nard), n. [< MB. narde, < OP. (and P.)

nard = Sp. Pg. It. na/rdo = OHG. narda, MHG.
G. narde, < L. nardus= Grr. vapdog, nard, < Pers.

narrable

nard, < Skt. nalada, Indian spikenard.] 1. A
plant : same as spikenard. See Nardostachys.

Or have smelt o' the bud of the brier?

Or the nard in the fire?

B. Jrnieon, Devi] is an Ass, IL 2.

2. An aromatic unguent prepared from this

plant.
While the Hebrew in his sumptuous Chamber

Disports himself, perfum'd with Nard and Amber.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Decay,

3. Same as mat-grass, 2. See also Nardus.—
4. A European plant, Valeriana Celtiea, for-

merly used in medicine ; also, one of other spe-

cies of valerian.

nard (nard), V. t. [< nard, ».] To anoint with
nard.

She took the body of my past delight,

Narded and swathed and balm'd it for herself.

Tennyson, lover's Tale, i.

nardine (nar'din), a. [< nard + -j«ei.] Per-
taining to nard; having the qualities of spike-

nard.

nardoo (nar-do'), n. [Native Australian.] An
Australian plant, JlfaTO2eaDrMj»mo»(iOT (M. ma-
cropus of Hooker), its spores' or spore-cases are

pounded by the natives, and made into gruel and por-

ridge.

Nardostachys (nar-dos'ta-kis), ». [NL., < Gr.

vap86aTaxvQ, spikenard, < vdpdog, nard, + ardxvg,

an ear of grain, a spike : see nard and stachys.]

A genus of aromatic plants of the order Valeri-

anacece, known by its purple flowers with four

stamens. I'here are 2 species, natives of the Himalayas,
with Uiick fragrant rootstocks, producing long narrow
leaves and dense clusters of fiowers. See Jatamanei and
spikenard.

Nardus (nar'dus), n. [NL. (Linnteus, 1737), an
arbitrary transfer of L. nardus = Gr. v&pio(,

nard : see nard.] A genus of plants of the or-

der GraminecB and the tribe Hw.dem, known by
the absence of the empty glumes and of the

stalklet beyond the flower. The*e is but one
species, N. stricta. See mat-grass^ 2.

nare (iuur)> n. [< L. naris, a nostnl, usually in
pi. nares, the nostrils, the nose, akin to nasiis,

nose: see nasal, nose^. Hence ware/.] A nos-
tril ; especially, the nostril of a hawk.

Yet no nare was tainted,
!Nor thumb, nor finger to the stop acquainted.
But open, and unarmed.

B. Jonson, Epigrams, cxxxiii.

narelt (nar'el), n. [Also narrel; < OP. narel, <

L. mans, nostril: see mare.] A nostril. Cotgrave.

nares, n. Plural of naris.

narghile, nargileh (nar'gi-le), n. [Also nar-
gile,nargiU;= F.narghileh,narguiU, < Turk.Ar.
(< Pers.) narghile, a kind of pipe (see def.), orig.

made of cocoanut-shell,< E. Ind. nargil, a cocoa-
nut-tree : see nargil.] An Eastern tobacco-pipe
in which the smoke passes throughwater before
reaching the lips, the water being contained in a
receptacle originally of cocoanut, now often of

glass, porcelain, or metal. (Compare sheesheh.)

The stem is a long flexible tube, often called a
snake. See kalian,

nargil (nar'gil), n. [E. Ind.] In southern Hin-
dustan, the cocoanut-tree. Simmonds.
narial (na'ri-al), a. [< L. naris, nostril (see
nare), + -al.] Of or pertaining to the nostrils;
narine : as, the narial openings or passages.
naric (nar'ik), a. Same as narial.

naricorn (nar'i-k6rn), n. [< L. naris, nostril,+
cornu, horn.] The homy nasal sheath of the
beak of some birds, overlying or incasing the
nostrils, as in petrels and albatrosses ; the rhi-

notheca, or nasal case : in some birds, as alba-
trosses, it is a separate piece.

The naricorn or rhinotheca is [in the albatross] an ir.

regularly convoluted little scroll.

Corns, Proc. PhUa. Acad., 1866, p. 278.

nariform (nar'i-f6rm), a. [< L. naris, a nostril,

+ forma, form.] Shaped like a nostril; re<

sembling a nostril in form,
narina (na-ri'na), n. [NL., < L. naris, a nostril;

see nare.] An African trogon, Sapaloderma
narina.

narine (na'rin), a. [= p. narine; as L. nans, a
nostril (see nare), + -ine^.] Of or pertaining to
the nostrils ; narial.

naris (na'ris), n.
;
pi. nares (-rez). [L., nostril

:

see nare.] A nostril—Anterior nares, the external
nostrils.—Posterior nares, the internal opening of the
narial passages into the pharynx, behind the soft palate.
Also called choawe. See cuts under skidl^, CroeodUta, and.
sinus.

Narkomedusse, n.pl. See Narcomedusce.
narit, n. An obsolete form of gnarP-.
narr. An abbreviation of narratio.
narrablet (nar'a-bl), a. [= Sp. narrable, <
L, narrdbilis, < narrare, relate, report: see



narrable

narrate.'i Capable of being related, told, or
narrated. Cockeram.
narras-plant (nar'as-plant), n. [< S. African
narras + E. plant.'] A very peeiUiar cucurbi-
taceons plant of Sontb Africa, Acanthosicyos
horrida, growing on sandy downs near the sea.
Without leaves and covered with stout spines, it fonns
impenetrable thickets of the height of a man. The fruit
is abundant, as large as a small melon, the pulp white and
delicate, very retr^hing and wholesome. The seeds also
are eaten by the natives.

narrate (na-raf or nar'at), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

narrated, ppr. narrating. [< L. narratus, pp.
of narrare {> It. narrare = Pg. Sp. Pr. narrar =
F. narrer), relate, make known, for *gnarrare,
< / gna, seen also in E. know. Cf. L. gnarus,
knowing: see gnarity.li To tell, rehearse, or
recite in detail; relate the particulars or inci-

dents of; relate in speech or writing.

I may aptly narrate the apologue. Sir E. Coke.

When I have least to narrate—to speak in the Scottish
phrase—I am most diverting.

JSiehardxm, Clarissa Harlowe, VX 223. ^Daviei.)

= Syn. Describe^ Narrate (see describe), detail, recount, re-
peat.

narratio (na-ra'shi-o), n. [L.: see narration."]

In eivU law, an account or formal statement in
pleading, setting forth the facts constituting
the plaintifTs cause of action : used to some ex-
tent at common law. Abbreviated «<irr.

narration (na-ra'shon), n. [= P. narration =
Pr. narratio = Sp. narracioii= Pg. narrapSo =
It. narrazione, < L. narratio{n-), a relation, a
narrative, < narrare, relate: see narrate.] 1.

The act of recounting or relating in order the
particulars of some action, occurrence, or affair

;

a narrating.

In the juanOion of some great design.
Invention, art, and fable, all must join.

Drydenand Soame, tr. of Horace's Art of Poetry, iil. 160.

The power of diffusion withoutbeing diffuse would seem
to be the highest merit of narratibn,. giving it that easy
flow which is so difficult. Loaell, Study Windows, p. 278.

2. That which is narrated or recounted; an
orderly recital of the details and particulars of

some transaction or event, or of a series of
transactions or events ; a story or narrative.

The great disadvantage our historians labour under is

too tedious an interruption by the insertion of records in

their narration. Felton.

Specifically— 3. In rhet, that part of an ora-

tion in which the speaker makes his statement
of facts. The narration is to be distinguished from the
proposition (piotbesis) or statement of tiie subject. Be-
sides the principal narration or narration proper (the

diegesis), ancient rhetoricians distinguished subordinate
forms of narration— the catadiegesis, epidiegesis, hypodie-
gesis, paradiegesls, and prodiegesis.—ObUcine narra-
tion. See oKique. =SjlL 2. Account, Relation, Ifarratme,
etc. See account,

narrative (nar'a-tiv), a. and n. [= P. nan-a-

tif= Sp. Pg. It.'jtarroftro, < L. narrativus, suit-

able for relation, < narrare, pp. narratus, re-

late: see narrate.] I. a. 1. (S or pert-aining

to narration or the act of relating the details of

a transaction or an event: as, narrative skill.

—2. Given to narration or the telling of stories

and the recounting of incidents and events.

[Bare.]

The tattling quality of age ... is always narrative.

Dryden, Orig. and Prog, of Satire.

n. ». 1. That which is narrated; a connected
account of the particulars of an event or trans-

action, or series of incidents ; a relation or nar-
ration ; a story.

By this narratiue you now vnderstand the state of the
queatioiL Bacon, Hist. Hen. Vll., p. 53.

The XarraUBe is a mere imitation of history.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, it 143.

Some write a narrative of wars, and feasts

Of heroes. Courper, Task, iiL 139.

2. The art of narrating or recounting in de-

tail : as, he is very skilful in narrative.

The principles of the art of maroixee mqst be equally
observed. R. h. Stevejison, A Humble JElemonstrance.

Narrative of a deed, in Scots Utw, that part of a deed
which describes the grantor and the person in whose
favor the deed is granted, and states the cause of granting.

==SyiL 1. Account, Station, Narrative, etc See account.

narratively (nar'a-tiv-li), adv. In or by a nar-

rative or narration.

narrator (na-ra'tor), n. [= P. imrrateur, OP.
narreur = Sp. Pg. narrador = It. narratore, <

L. narrator, a narrator, < narrare, pp. narratus,

relate: see narrafe.] 1. One who narrates;

one who recounts or states facts, details, etc.

Hee is but a narrotor of other men's opinions.

Bp. Mountagu, Appeal to Cssar, L

2. In the older oratorios and passions, the per-

sonage who sings the Mstorieal parts of the text.
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so as to give the proper setting for the dramatic
and lyric numbers,
narratoryt (nar'a-to-ri), a. l< narrate + -ory.]

Of the nature of narrative ; consisting of nar-
rative.

Now Letters, though they be capable of any Subject,
yet commonly they are either Narratory, Objurgatory,
Ckjnsolatory, Monitory, or Congratulatory.

Hoicdl, Letters, L L 1.

narre^t, ». «. An obsolete spelling of gnar^.
Levins.

Iiuirre,asadoggedothewhanheisangTed. Paligrave.

Narre lyke a dogge whych is madde. BuloeL

narre^t, «• A Middle English form of nearK
narrow^ (nar'6), a. and n. [< ME. narovs, na-
rowe, narewe, narwe, nam, < AS. nearu {nearw-)
= OS. naru, naro, narowo, narrow, = OFries.
*naro (in deriv. nara, oppression) = D. naar,
dismal, ghastly, frightful, sorrowful, depressed,
= ML6. nare, narwe, LG. naar, dismal, ghastly,
= OHG. *naru (*narw-), in deriv. narwa, narwo,
MHG. narwe, G. narbe, a closed wound, a scar;
cf. Icel. njorvasund, 'narrow strait' (applied to
the Strait of Gibraltar); perhaps orig. with
initial s, akin to snare. Certainly not connect-
ed with ncorl.] I. a. 1. Of little width or
breadth ; measuring relatively little from side
to side ; not wide or broad : as, a narrow chan-
nel or passage ; a narrow ribbon.

By little it [the land] cometh in, and wazeth narrovxr
towards both the ends.

Sir T. More, ITtopia (tr. by EobinsonX ii. 1.

Strait is the gate, and Tuirrow is the way, which leadeth
unto life. Mat. viL 14.

The narrow seas that part
The French and English,

Shak., M. of V., il. 8. 2&

Those small Perquisites that I have are thrust up into
a little narrow Lobby. HoweU, Letters, L vl 39.

2. Limited as regards extent, resources,means,
sentiment, mental view, scope, individual dis-

position, or habits, etc. (a) Small ; confined; cir-

cumscribed.

Had I not beene bronght into such a juirrow compasse of
time. CorytU, Crudities, L 144.

It is a large subject [the dissensions at Home], but I shall

draw it into as narrow a compass as 1 can.

Swift, ^Nobles and Commons, iii.

(6) Straitened ; limited; impoverished: as, Tiarrou? fortune.

Sociiuos embraced the Catholic religion from convic-
tion, and studied it with great application, as far as his

narrow means of instruction would allow him.
Bruce, Source of the Nile, IL 398.

(c) Contracted; lacking breadth or liberality of view;
illiberal; bigoted.

I hold not so narrow a conceit of this virtue as to con-
ceive tliat to give alms is only to be charitable.

Sir T. Browne, Beligio Medici, iL 3.

The hopes of good from those whom we gratify would
produce a very narroMi and stinted charity. Bp. Smalridge.

There is no surer proof of a narrow and ill-instrncted

mind than to think and uphold that what a man takes to

be the tmtii on religious matters is always to be pro-

claimed. Jf. Arnold, Literature and Dogma, Fref.

(d) Niggardly; avaricious; covetous.

To narrow breasts he comes all wrapt in gain.
Sir P. Sidney.

3. Close ; bare ; so small or close as to be al-

most inadequate; barely sufficient: as, a nar-

row majority or escape (that is, a majority so
small or an escape so close as almost to fail of

being a majority or an escape).

The Lords, by a narrow majority, . . . adopted the same
declaration. Broughatn.

The Republican majority in the lower house is very nar-
row. It comprises eighteen Southern members.

The Nation, XLVIL 453.

4. CJlose; near; accurate; scrutinizing; care-

ful; minute.
I hate her more

Than I love happiness, and plac'd thee there

To pry with narrow eyes into her deeds.
Beau, and Fl., Fhilaster, iii. 1.

These two, far off.

Shall tempt thee to just wonder, and, drawn near.

Can satisfy thy Tuirroujest curiosity.

Shirley, Love in a Haze, iL 2.

But first with narrow search I must walk round
This gardes, and no comer leave nnspied.

Uatan, P. L., iv. 528.

5. Bestricted or brief, with reference to time.

Prom this narrow time of gestation [may] ensue a minor-
ity or smallness in the exclusion.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., IiL 6.

Narrow ditnunstances. See armrmstamx.— Narrow
Clotlis. See dotA.—Narrow gage. See gagiii, 2 (o).—

The narrow sea or seas, the English Chaimel, or, specif-

ically, the Stxait of Dover.

Keep thees two townes [Calais and Dover], aire, to your

As your twein eyen, to keep the narow see.

LibeH ofSnglithe Polieye, 1436 (ed. Hertzberg).

narrowness
Antonio hath a ship of rich lading wrecked on the nar-

row seas; the Goodwins, I think they call the place.
Shak., M. of V., iiL 1. 4.

Far beyond.
Imagined more than seen, the skirts of France. . . .

" God bless Vie narrow sea which keeps her off."

Tennyson, Princess, ConclnsioiL

=S3TL 1 and 2. Cramped, pinched, scanty, mean.
U. n. 1. A strait; a narrow passage through

a mountain, or a narrow channel of water be-
tween one sea or lake and another ; a sound

;

any contracted part of a navigable river or har-
bor: used chiefly in the plural : as, the ^(htoifs
at the entrance of New York harbor.
The sea-current, especially observable in narrows, like

the Hellespont. Amer. Jour. Philol., IX. 366.

2. A contracted part of an ocean current : usu-
ally in the plural: as, the narrows of the Gulf
Stream at the south point of Florida.— 3. pi.
In coal-mining, roadways or galleries driven at
right angles to drifts, and smaller than these in
section. GresUy. [North. Eng.]
narrow^ (nar'o), adv. [< ME. narwe, < AS.
nearwe, narrowly, < nearu, narrow: see narrow^,
a.] Narrowly. [Rare.]

Yndir his lift side y my silf stood.
And aftir bis soule ful naruj a-spied.

Hymns to Virgin, etc (B. E. T. S.), p. 48.

narrow^ (nar'o), v. [< ME. narowen, narwen, <

As. nearvoiait, nirtcan, make narrow, become
narrow, genearwian, make narrow, < nearu, nar-
row: see narrow''-, a.] I. trans. 1. To make
narrow or contracted; reduce in breadth or
scope: as, to narrow one's sphere of action.

At the Straits of Magellan, where the land is narrowed,
and the sea on the other side, it [the needle) varieth but
five or six [degrees]. Sir T. Browne, Tulg. Err., iL 2.

Narrow not the law of charity, equity, mercy.
Sir T. Browne, Christ Mor., L 11.

Desuetude does contract and norrour our faculties.

Govemsnettt qfthe Tongue,

One science [theology] is incompai'ably above all the
rest, where it is not by corruption narrowed into a trade.

Locke,
Who, bom for the universe, narrowed his mind.
And to party gave up what was meant for mankind.

Goldgndth, Ketallation.

Specifically— 2. In Tcnitting, to reduce the num-
ber of stitches of: opposed to widen: as, to
narrow a stocking at the toe.

H. intrans. 1. To become narrow, literally

or figuratively.
Following up

The river as it narrow'd to the hills.

Tennyson, Princess, iiL

2. In the manege, to take less than the proper
ground in stepping, or bear out insufficiently to
the one hand or the other: said of a horse.

—

3. In knitting, to reduce the number of stitches,

either by knitting two together or by slipping
one and binding it over the next : as, when you
reach this point you must narrow.

narrow^t, a. See nary.

narrower (nar'o-er), h. One who or thatwhich
narrows or contracts.

narrow-gage (nar'o-gaj), a. In railroads, of a
gage less than the standard gage of 4 feet 8}
inches.

narrowing (nar'o-ing), n. [Verbal n. of nar-
row'-, v.] 1 . In Icnitting, the act of reducing the
breadth of the work, as bythrowingtwo stitches

into one.— 2. The part of the work which has
been thus narrowed or contracted.

narrowly (nar'6-li), adv. [< ME. *nanceUche,
neruhliche, < AS. nearvlice, narrowly, < nearu,

narrow: seenarrojcl, o.] l.With little breadth,

extent, or scope ; restrictedly as regardsbreadth
or scope.

He does not think the church of England so narrowly
cflcnlated that it cannot fall in with any regular species

of government. iftu^/i^Sentimentsof aCh.of Eng.Man,iL

2. Sparingly; with niggardliness.— 3. Close-

ly; with careful or minute scrutiny ; attentive-

ly; carefully: as, HairoMiZ^ watched, inspected,

or seen.
We will watch the bishop narrowly.

Lest some other way he should ride.

RMn Hood and the Bishop of Hereford (Child's Ballads
[V. 296).

Look weU, look narrowly upon her beauties.
Fletcher, B^gar's Bush, iv. t

4. Nearly; within a little ; by a small distance.

His ancestor was a brave man, and narrowly escaped be-

ing killed in the civil wars. Steele, Spectator, No. 109.

narrow-minded (nar'6-min'ded), a. Of eon-

fined views or sentiments; bigoted; illiberal.

narrow-mindedness (nar'o-min'ded-nes), n.

The quality of being narrow-minded.

narrowness (nar'o-nes), n. [< ME. "narotcnes,

< AS. nearuness, narrowness, < nearu, narrow-'



narrowness

see narrow^, o.] The quality or condition of
being narrow, in any sense of that word.
narrow-nosed (nar'o-nozd), a. In zool., catar-
rhine : specifically applied to the Catarrhina or
Old World apes and monkeys.
narrow-souled (nar'o-sold), a. Illiberal; de-
void of generosity.

narrow-work (nar'6-w6rk), n. In coalmin-
ing, all the work done in the mine in the way
of opening it, previous to the removal of the
pillars : nearly the same as dead-work, or that
which is done preparatory to beginning to take
out the coal.

narry, a. See nary.

nartt. A contracted form of ue art, art not.

Narthecium (nar-the'si-um), n. [NL. (Mohring,
1742), < Gr. v&pBr/^, a tall hollow-stemmed um-
belliferous plant: see narthex.2 A genus of
herbs of the order lAUacem, type of the tribe
Narthedem, known by its single style, stiff open
flowers, and rigid linear leaves in two ranks,
rising from a creeping rootstock. There are 4 spe-
cies, of north temperate regions, with yellow flowers in ra-
cemes. The name bog-asphodd, applied to the genus, be-
longs especially to N. omfragum, the Lancashire aspho-
del of England, and N, Americanurti, a rare plant of New
Jersey.

nartnex (nar'theks), n. [NL., < L. narthex, < Gr.
v&pBri^, a tall hollow-stemmed umbelliferous
plant (L. ferula), also a wand of this plant, a
case, casket; in LGr. also as in def. 1.] 1.

A part of an early Christian or an Oriental
church or basilica, at the end furthest from the
bema or sanctuary, and nearest to the main en-
trance. It was originallyseparatedfrom the nave merely
by a railing or screen ; but after the earliest Christian cen-
turies it was generally divided from the church proper by
a complete wall, in which were the main entrance-doors
to the church, the narthex thus forming a capacious and
lofty vestibule of the full width of the church. In primi-
tive times the narthex was the part of the church to which
the catechumens, the energumens, and the class of peni-
tents called audientes or hearers were admitted. Some-
times it was set apart for the women of the congregation.
Occasionally it was double, in which case the inner division
was called the esona/rthex and the outer division the exo~
narthex. In the church-building of western Europe, in
certain types of monastic churches, notably in those of the
Benedictines and Cistercians, the narthex persisted until
the end of the twelfth century, and often formed a very
important architectural feature, as in the splendid example
in the great abbey-church of V^zelay, France. Also called
avtechurck, a/iUenave, pronaoe. See diagram under bema.

2. In antiq., a small box or casket for unguents
or perfumes.— 3. [eap.'i An old genus of um-
belliferous plants, now referred to Ferula. See
asafetida.

narwef, a. and adv. A Middle EugUsh form of

narrow^,
narwhal (nar'hwal), n. [Also narwhale, narwal;
= F. narval = Gr"narwal, < Sw. Dan. narlwal=
Icel. wafe«a?r, a narwhal; the Icel. form is appar.
lit. ' a corpse-whale,' < udr (nom. ; in comp. no-),

a corpse, -f- hvalr= E. whale, and is usually sup-
posed to be so called from its pale color; but
the term seems unusual, and the form does not
suit the Sw. Dan. narhval. The name may be
a native (Greenland?) term adapted to Icel.;

of. Greenland anarnah, a kind of whale. Cf . wal-
rus, AS. horskwml, in which the element whale
appears.] A cetacean, Monodon monoceros, of
the family Delphinidm and the subfamily DeU

Narwhal {MonodpH frtenaceros).

phinapterincB ; the sea-unioom, unicorn-whale,
or unicorn-fish. One of the teeth of the male is enor-
mously developed into a straight spirally fluted tusk from
6 to 10 feet long. This tusk is sometimes almost as long
as the rest of the creature, and furnishes a valuable ivdry.

The narwhal also yields a superior quality of oil. It in-

habits arctic seas. See also cut under Monodon.

nary (ner'i), a. [Also narry, and formerly
narro, narrow; cf . ary, formerly also ery, arra,

arrow,"] A corruption of ne?er a, never a (the

article being sometimes erroneously repeated
after the word in which it is contained).

I warrants me, there is narrow a one of all those officer

fellows but looks upon himself to be as good as arrow a
'squire of 500Z. a-year. Fielding, Tom Jones, viii. 2.

As for master and the young squire, they have as yet
had nffljTO glimpse of the new light.

Smollett, Humphrey Clinker, W. Jenkins to Mrs, Mary
[Jones, p. 186.

nas^t. An obsolete contraction of ne was, wafe

not.

nas^t. An obsolete contraction of tie has, has
not.

nasal (na'zal), a. and n. [As a noun, in def. 1,

ME. nasellj'i OF. nasal, nasel, nazel, a part of

the helmet which protected the nose ; in other
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senses modern^ < P. nasal = Sp. Pg. nn,sa? =
It. nasale, < NL. nasalis, of the nose, < L. na-
«MS=E. Mosei; seenose^.J I. a. 1. Of or per-
taining to the nose or nostrils ; narial; rhinal.— 2. Uttered with resonance in the nose, or
with admission of the ex;pelled air into the
nasal passages, by relaxation or dropping of

the palatal veil that shuts them off from the
pharynx. A nasal sound uttered with complete closure
of the mouth-organs is a nasal stop, or check, or mute, or
oftenest called a nasal merely : such in ISnglish are n,

m, ng, uttered respectively in the mouth-positions of d,

b, g. There are apt to be in any language as many such
as there are positions of mute-closure ; thus, in .Sanskrit
there are five. A nasal uttered in a vowel-position of the
mouth-organs is a nasal vowel: such are the French an,
on, in, un, the Portuguese do, etc. Nasal semivowels are
also possible. And
sometimes the (ii\, f ST /iilI -^

whole utterance Ji/yJ
is rendered more jtJT
or less nasal (the '"

"nasal twang") by
habitual relaxa-
tion of the velar
closure.

3. In entom.,
pertaining to
the nasus
clypeus.

nasb-gab

Nasal Fossa or Man, vertical longitudinal
sectionjusttoone side of septum: left-hand
figure, outer wail of right cavity ; right-hand

or figure, inner or right wall of left cavity, being
» the left side of the median septum.

on'^SinnA n ^.TniTi '» olfactoty ncrvc, its filaments passing
sal Done, a nasal, through a, crlbrifoni plate of ethmoid, to
.See II., 8,—Na- ramify upon Schneiderian membrane (/ is

sal Cailal, crest, situated in brain-cavity of the skull), y,
A-nnf Rnn i\\k branches of trigeminus nerve: Pa, palate

J^Jrik MooSl "oorinE nasal cavity, roofing the inouth;
nouns. nasal sp, free posterior margin of nasal septum

;

I0SS8B. (a) In ST, superior turbinal bone; MT, middle
a/najt., the nasal turbinal bone (these are both cthraoturbi-

{\aaaaiToa , i\\a \,n^ uals) ; /T", inferior turbinal boue, or maxillo-)as8ageB , tne noi- turbinal,
ow interior or cav-
ity of the nose. In man the nasal fossie are right and left,

separated by the nasal septum, and each is subdivided into
three fossae or meatus, superior, middle, and inferior.

(6) In omilh., the depressions upon the bill of a bird in
which the external nostrils open. These are usually well-
marked fossee at or near the base of the bill, on either side
of the culmen, naked or filled in with feathers, or arched
over by an operculum or nasal scale ; their characters are
often of zoSlogical importance. See cuts and diagram un-
der iiill,—Nasal helmet, the helmet of the early middle
ages to which a nasal was attached. See II,, 1, —Nasal
Index. See cram'om^trj/.—Nasal meatus. Seemeatua.
—Nasal plate, in herpet., one of the special plates of the
head of a reptile through or between which the nostrils
open : a nasal.—Nasal point, in araniom., the nasion,

—

Nasal scale, in omith., the horny operculum of a bird's
nostril ; a naricom ; a rhinotheca,—Nasal septum, the
partition between the right and left nasal fosses, in man
complete and consisting of the perpendicular plate of
the ethmoid bone or mesethmoid, the vomer, and a large
cartilage called trkmgvlm.—TSaiial spine, a spinous
process of bone of the nose. Three su^ are named in
man : (a) Jrontal, a process of the frontal bone in part
supporting the two nasal bones

; (&) anterior, a median
process of each maxillary bone, together forming one
spine which projects at the base of the outer' nostrils or
anterior nares ; {c)pogterior, a corresponding median pro-
cess of the conjoined palate-bones in the floor of the pos-
terior nares, at the root of the uvula. The last two pro-
cesses are sometimes called vrenasaZ and poetTimal. The
anterior process has some ethnological significance, being
best developed in the higher races of men, and is also
one of several datum-points in craniometry.—Nasal Su-
ture, in entom., the impressed line dividing the clypeus
from the front : same as clypeaZ 8uture (which see, under
clypeai).—Nasal tube, in omith., a tubular naricom or
rhinotheca, such as oc-

curs in the petrel fam-
ily and some of the goat-
suckers.

II. n. 1. Apart of

a helmet which pro-
tects the nose and
adjacent parts of the
face. It wasmade in
various forms. Also
called »o«e-piecfi. See
also outunderhelmet.
Neuertheles he a-raught hym vpon the helme, and kutte

of the nasell Merlin (E. E. T. S,), ill 629.

2. A sound uttered through or partly through
the nose : especially, a nasal mute or stop, as m,
n, ng.—3. In anat., one of the nasal bones, in
the higher vertebrates they are a pair of bones of the sur-
face of the skull, in relation with the frontal, lacrymal, or
maxillary bones, covering in more or less of the nasal cav-
ity. They arevery variable in shape in different animals, less
so in position and relations ; in man theyform the bridge of
the nose. In the osseous fishes difl'erent bones have been
identified as representatives of the nasals. According to
Cuvier, they are a pair of separated small tubiform bones
in front of the frontals, called by others turbinals. Ac-
cording to Owen, they are represented by an unpaired
projecting bone In front of the frontals. more generally
considered to be the ethmoid. The nasals were regarded
by Owen as forming the neural spine of the foremost,
rhinencephalic, or nasal vertebra. See cuts under era-

nio/acial, Crotalus, Lepidoeiren, Anura, and holorhinal.

4. In herpet., a nasal plate or shield.

Kasalis (na-sa'lis), n. [NL., < L. nasits = E.
nose^ : see " nasal.'] A remarkable genus of

semnopitheoine monkeys, containing the pro-
boscis-monkey of Borneo, Semnopithecus nasa-
lis or Nasalis larvatus. Geoffroy St. Silaire. See
cut in next column.

Nasals (adjustable), 13th century.

Kahau, or Proboscis-monitey [Nasatis larvatus).

nasality (na-zal'i-ti), n. [< nasal + 4ty.] The
state or quality of being nasal.

The Indian sound differs only in the greater namlUy of
the first letter. Sir W. Janet, Orthog. of Asiatick Words.

nasalization (na'''zal-i-za'shpn), n. [< nasalize

+ -aUon.] The act of nasalizing or uttering
with a nasal sound.
nasalize (na'zal-iz), v.; pret. and pp. nasaUssed,

ppr. nasalizing. [< nasal + -ize.] I. trans. To
render nasal, as the sound of a letter or syllable

by modification or addition.

II. intrans. To speak or pronounce with a
nasal sound; speak through the nose.

nasally (na'zal-i), adv. In a nasal manner; by
or through tlie nose.

nasard (naz'ai;d), n. [= Sp. naswrdo, < F. na-

sard, an organ-stop (cf. OP. nasart, naza/rt,

part of the helmet which protected the nose:
same as nasal, n., 1), < L. nasus = E. nose^.]

In organ-building, a mutation-stop, usually sim-
ilar to the twelfth. Also nasarde, and corrupt-
ly nassart, nazard, nazad, nasat.

nasardly (naz'ard-lL), a. [< "nasard, appar. <

OP. nasarde, a flout, mock, a rap on the nose, <

L. nasus (P. nez), nose : see nose. Cf. nasard.]
Mean; foolish. Davies.

Wliat ! such a namrdly Pigwiggen I

Cotton, Burlesque upon Burlesque,

nascency (nas'en-si), n. [= P. naissance = Pr,
naissensa, nays'ensa, naisquenza = OSp. nasecn-
cia = It. naseenza, < L. nascentia, birth, origin, <

nascen(t-)s, ppr. of nasm,, be born: see nascent.]
Origin, beginning, or production.
nascent (nas'ent), a. [= P. naissant = Pg. It.

nascente, < L. nascen(t-^s, ppr. of nasci, orig.

*gnasci, be born, inceptive verb, < / gna, bear,
related to \/ gen, bear, beget, = E, Icen"^: see
Icen'^, genus, etc. Prom L. nasci are ult. E. nas-
cent, naissant, renascent, renascence, renaissance,
etc., natal^, nation, native, etc., agnate, cognate,
etc.] Beginning to exist or to grow; commen-
cing development; coming into being; incipi-
ent.

The asperity of tartarous salts, and the fiery acrimony
of alcallne salts, Irritating and woundnig the nerves, pro-
duce nascent passions and anxieties in the soul,

Bp. Berlteley, Siris, § 86.

Wiping away the nmcent moisture from my brow.
Bmhmm, Ingoldsby Legends (2d ed.), Pref., p. xll.

Nascent state, in chem., the condition of an element at
the instant it Is set free from a combination in which It

has previously existed.

naseberry (naz'ber'''i), «.; pi. naseberries (-iz).

[Also neesberry, nisberry, an accom. form, simu-
lating berry^ (as also in barberry), < Sp. nispero,
medlar, alsonaseberry-tree, < L. mespilus, med-
lar: see medlar.] The tree Achras Sapota, or
its fruit. See Achras, bully-tree, chicle-gum,
and sapodilla—Naseberry bully-tree, a name of
two West Indian trees, Achras Sapota, commonly the tall-

est tree of Jamaican woods, and Lucuma multifiora, the
latter distinguished as broad-leafed, the former sometimes
as numntain.

naseberry-bat (naz'ber-i-bat), n. A West In-
dian insectivorous and frugivorous bat of the
genus Stenoderma ot Artibeus, as A.jamaicensis
or A. perspicillatus : so called from its fondness
for the naseberry.
nasethmoid (na-zeth'moid), a. [< L. nasus, = E.
nose'-, -H E. ethmoid.] Of or pertaining to the
nasal and the ethmoid bono : as, the nasethmoid
suture.

nash-gab (nash'gabJL n. Insolent talk; im-
pertinent chatter. Scott, Old Mortality, viii.

[Scotch.]



nasi

nasi, n. Plural of nasus.
nasically (na'zi-kal-i), adv. [< nasik + -al +
-iy2.] After the manner of a nasik square or
cube.

nasicorn (na'zi-k6m), a. and n. [< L. nasus, =
E. reosei, + cornu = E. horn.} I. a. Having a
horn on the nose, as a rhinoceros; of or per-
taining to the Nasicomia; rhinoeerotio.

II. n. A memher of the Nasicomia; a rhino-
ceros or rhinocerotid.
Nasicomia (na-zi-k6r'ni-a), n.pl. [NL., < L.
nasus, = E. nose^, + cornu = 'E. horn.} One of
the five divisions of Illiger's group MuUungu-
lata, containing the rhinoceroses. See Bhino-
cerotidw.

nasicornousf (na'zi-k6r-nus), a. [As nasicorn
+ -ous.'] Same as nasicorn. Sir T. Browne.

nasiform (na'zi-f6rm), a. [< L. nastis, = E. nose''-,

+ forma, form.] Having the shape or func-
tion of a nose.
nasik (na'sik), a. [From the name of a town
in India.] Having, as a magic square or cube,
other constant summations than in rows, col-

umns, and diagonals.

nasilabial (na-zi-la'bi-al), a. Same as nasola-
bial.

nasilablalis (na-zi-la-bi-a'lis), n. Same as na-
solabialis, 2.

nasimalar (na-zi-ma'lar), a. Same as naso-
malar.

nasio-alveolar (na'zi-g-al-ve'o-lar), a. [< na-
sion + aVoeolus + -arS.j Pertaining to the na-
sion and the alveolar point: as, the nasio-alveo-

lar distance.

nasio-bregmatic (na"zi-6-breg-mat'ik), a. [<
nasion + bregma(t-) + -ib.] Pertaining to the
nasion and the bregma, as the arch of the cra-

nium between these two points.

nasio-mental (na'^zi-o-men'tal), a. [< nasion -{-

mentum + -al.} Pertaining "to the nasion and
the mentum: as, the nasio-mental length (the

distance between these points).

nasion (na'zi-on), «. [NL., < L. nasus = E.
nose^.} In craniom., the median point of the
nasofrontal suture. See craniometry.

Nasiterna (nas-i-ter'na), n. [NL., < L. nasi-

terna, nassiterna, a watering-pot with a large

nose or spout, < nasus = B. »o«ei.] A genus of

Psittacidw; the pygmy parrots. They are the
smallest birds of the order, with muoronate tail-feathers,

and of a green color varied with other hues. JV. pygmcm
and N. puiio are examples.

naskt, n. [Origin obscure.] A prison. Halli-

well. [Old cant.]

naskyt (nas'ki), a. [Not found in ME. ; < Sw.
dial, nashug, nasty, dirty; cf. LGr. naslc, also

unnaslc (with neg. «»-, here intensive), nasty;
Norw. naslc, greedy; orig. appar. with initial s

as in Sw. dial, snaskig, Sw. snusldg, nasty,
snask, dirt ; of. Sw. snaska = Dan. snaske, eat
like a pig ; cf . also Norw. nasTca, champ ; other
connections uncertain. Not connected with
nesh. Hence, by variation, nasty, q. v.] Nasty.
Cotgrave.

Nasmytb hammer. See hammer'-.

Nasmytb's membrane. See membrane.
naso-alveolar (na"z6-al-ve'o-lar), a. [< L. na-
sus, = E. nose'-, + NL. alveolus + -ar^.} Per-
taining to the nasal and alveolar points: as,

the naso-alveolar line. See craniometry.

nasobasal (na-zo-ba'sal), a. [< L. nasus, = E.
nose'-, + Grv. pdatg, base: see basal.} Pertaining
to the nose and the base of the skull : as, the
nasobasal angle of Welcker. See craniometry.

nasobasilar (na-z6-bas'i-lar), a. [< L. nasus, =
E. nose'-, + B. basilar.} Pertaining to the nasal
point and the basion : as, the nasobasilar Hne.
See craniometry.

nasocular (na-zok'u-lar), a. [< L. nasus, = E.

nose'-, + ocutus, eye: see ocular.} Of or per-
taining to the nose and the eye; nasorbital:

as, the nasocular or lacrymal duct.

naso-ethmoidal (na"z6-eth-moi'dal), a. [< L.
nasus, = E. nose', + B. ethmoidal.'} Of or per-

taining to the nasal and ethmoidal regions of

the skull.

nasofrontal (na-z6-fron'tal), a. [< L. nasus, =
E. »o«ei, + frons (front-)', forehead: see /ron-

ton.] Of or pertaining to the nasal bone and
the frontal bone : as, the nasofrontal suture.

nasolabial (na-z6-la'bi-al), a. and n. [Also,

more prop., nasilabial; ^L. nasus, =:'E. nose'-, +
labium, lip: see labial.} I. a. Of or pertaining

to the nose and the upper Up.

II. n. A nasolabial muscle.

nasolabialis (na-z6-la-bi-a'lis), ». ;
pi. nasola-

Uales (-Iqz). [NL. : sqq nasolabial.} 1. In^w-
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man anat., a small muscle connecting the upper
lip with the septum of the nose, being one of a
pair of muscular slips given off from the orbicu-
laris oris. The interval between them corresponds to

the vertical depression seen on the surface between the
nose and the lip. Also called TUigaMs laMi ffuperkyrU^

depressor sepU, Tnobilis narium, and depressor apids na-
rium. E. Wilson.

2. The proper lifter of the nostril and upper
lip, usually called levator labii superioris akeque
nasi. Coues and Shute. Also nasilabiaUs. See
first out under muscW-.
nasolacrymal (na-z6-lak'ri-mal), a. [< L. nasus,

= B.»o«ei, + lacryma,tea,i: see lacrymal.} Per-
taining to the nose and to tears : as, th'e naso-
lacrymal duct, which carries tears from the eye
to the nose.

nasology (na-zol'6-ji), n. [< L. nasus, = B.
nose'-, + Gr. -?.oyta, < ?,^eiv, speak: see -ology.}

The study of the nose or of noses.

Mr. Dickens is as deep in nosology as the learned Slaw-
kenbergius.

S. Phillips, Essays from The Times, II. 336. (,J)avies.)

nasomalar (na-z6-ma'lar), a. [Also nasimalar;
< L. nasus, = E. nose'^, -I- NL. mala, the cheek:
see malar.} Of or pertaining to the nose and
the cheek or cheek-bone.
nasomaxillary (na-z6-mak'si;la-ri), a. [< L.
nasus, = E. nose, + maxilla, the jaw-bone : see
nMjMlary.} Of or pertaining to the nasal bone
and the upper jaw-bone : as, the nasomaxillary
suture.

Nason flute. See flute'^.

nasopalatal (na-zo-pal'a-tal), a. [< L. nasus,
= E. nose'-, + palatum, the palate : seepalatal.}
Same as nasopalatine.

nasopalatine (na-zo-pal'a-tin), a. [< L. nasus,
= E. nose'-, + palatum, Vtxe palate, + -ine'-i see
palatine.} Of or pertaining to the nose and to
the palate or palate-bones ; nasopalatal Naso-
palatine canal or foramen, one of the anterior palatine
canals or foramina, for the transmission of a nasopala-
tine nerve from the nose to the mouth.—Nasopalatine
nerve, a branch of Meckel's ganglion which ramifles in
the mucous membrane of the nose and mouth. Also called
nerve of Scarpa, nerve qf Cotunnius, and w)ierruxl spheno-
palatine nerve,

nasopharyngeal (na-zo-fa-rin'je-al), a. [< na-
sopharynx {-pharyng-Y

+'
-al.} Pertaining to

the nasal fossse and the pharynx.
nasopharynx (na-zo-far'ingks), n.

;
pi. naso-

pharynges (na"z9-fa-rin'jez). [< L. nasus, = E.

nose'-, + NL. pharynx, q. v.] That part of the
pharynx which is behind and above the soft

palate, directly continuous with the nasal pas-
sages : distinguished from oropharynx.

nasorbital (na-z6r'bi-tal), a. [< L. nasus, =
B. nose'-, + orbita, orbit: see orbital.} Of or
pertaining to the nose and the orbits of the
eyes; orbitonasal; nasocular.

nasosubnasal (na"z6-sub-na'zal), a. [< L. na-
sus, = B. nose'-, -h sub, under, +"nasus= E. nose

:

see nasal.} Connecting the nasal and the sub-
nasal point. See craniometry.

Kassa (nas'a), n. [NL. (Lamarck, 1799), < L.
nassa, naxa, a wicker basket with a narrow neck
for catching fish, a weel.] The leading genus
of Nassidw. Some of the species are known as dog-

whelks. Several abound on the Atlantic coast of the
United States, as N. obsoleta and N. trivUtata.

Nassau grouper. A West Indian fish: same
as hamlet^.

Nassellaria (nas-e-la'ri-a), n.pl. [NL., < *nas-

sella, dim. of L. nassa, a wicker basket (see Nas-
sa), + -aria.} Haeckel's name of radiolarians

with the central capsule originally invariably

uniaxial, oval, or conical, with two different

poles of the axis, having at one pole the chajp-

acteristio porous area through which the whole
of the pseudopodia project like a bush.

nass-fish (nas'fish), n. The angler, Lophius

nasty

nasten (n&s'tn), v. t. [< nasf- + -en^.} To ren-
der nasty. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
nastily (nas'ti-li), atto. In a nasty manner;
filthily; dirtily; disagreeably; impleasantly.
nastiness (nas'ti-nes), jj. 1. The character of
being filthy; filthiness; dirtiness; filthy habits
or condition.

The nasliness of the beastly multitude. SirJ. Hayward.

2. Disgusting taste; nauseousness.
That quality of unmitigated nasliness which so famil-

iarly attests the genuineness of our Western doses.
The AUantic, XXI. 204.

3. Disagreeableness ; unpleasantness: as, the
general nastiness of the weather. [Colloq.,
chiefly in Great Britain.]— 4. Meanness ; dis-
honorableness : as, the nastiness of the trick.
[CoUoq.]— 5. That which is filthy; filth.

The swine is as filthy when he lies close In his stye as
when he comes forth and shakes his nastiness in the
street. Sovth, Sermons, VIII. L

6. Moral filth or filthiness
;
grossness or inde-

cency; obscenity.

The common quality, however, of all Dryden's comedies
is their nastiness, the more remarkable because we have
ample evidence that he was aman of modest conversation.

Lowell, Among my Books, Ist ser., p. 45.

=S3T1. Foulness, defilement, pollution.

nasturtion (nas-ter'shon), n. See nasturtium, 2.

Nasturtium (nas-t6r'"shi-um), n. fNL. (R.
Brown, 1812), < L. nasturtium, a cress,with ref . to

its somewhat acrid smell, < L. nasus, = E. nose'-,

+ torqu,ere, yp. tortus, tvrist: sector*.] 1. A ge-
nus of plants of the order Cruelferm and the tribe

Arabidece, known by the pod with seeds in two
rows and turgid valves. There are about 20 species,
branching herbs, in water or on land, usually with small
white flowers, pinnately divided leaves, and pods short
or elongated. They bear the general name of water-cress,

Nassidffi (nas'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Nassa +
-*d<B.] A family of buocinoid or whelk-Uke
gastropods, typified by the genus Nassa; the

dog-whelks. The animal has a large foot, generally

bifla behind, a long siphon, and a radula with the median
teeth multidentate and the lateral generally bicuspid and
with intermediate denticles ; the operculum is unguicu-
late and usually serrate. The shell is generally small, com-
pact, and highly sculptured, with a twisted or plaited colu-

mella, and usually a calloused colamellar lip. The species

are numerous, and occur in all seas. See cut under dog-

whelk.

Nassinse (na-si'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Nassa -I-

-ince.} The Nassidm considered as a subfamily
of Buceinidm; the dog-whelks.
nasti (nast), n. [< nast-Aj.} Dirt; nastiness.

Halliwell. [Prov. Bng.]
nast^t. An obsolete contraction of ne hast, hast

not.

Flowering Plant of Nast»riiu?n officinale,

a, flower; b. pod.

but jr. oftdncde is the water-cress proper, a creeping herb
of springs and brooks, much cultivated, a native of Eu-
rope and temperate Asia, naturalized in America and else-

where, particularly in New Zealand, where it is said to

grow so vigorously as to choke up rivers. Other species,

as the wide-spread N. palustre, the marsh-cress, are weedy-
looking plants of little consequence.

2. [I. c.} One of various species of the genus
Tropceolum. The most common is T. majtis, the Indian
cress or lark's-heel, a showy climber, the large flowers vary-

ing from orange to scarlet and crimson. A smaller sort

with paler flowers is T. minus. A third kind is the tuber-

ous nasturtium, T. tuberosum. These plants are consid-

ered antiscorbutic ; the fruits are pickled and used in the

place of capers, and the leaves and flowers serve for a

3. [?. c.} A rich orange color. See capucine^.

Nastus (nas'tus), re. [NL. (A. L. de Jussieu,

1789), so called as having the stem not hollow,

but filled with pith; < Gr. vaardg, filled, solid.]

A genus of tall grasses of the tribe Bambusece,

known by the numerous empty glumes, the

grain adnate to the pericarp. There are 2 or 3 spe-

cies, natives of the Mascarene Islands, of tree-like habit,

with leaves like those of the bamboo, and one-flowered

spikelets in panicles. N. Borbonicm of the Isle of BSuniou
(or Isle of Bourbon) forms a belt entirely around the moun-
tains of the island. It is a fine species, reaching a height

of 60 feet.

nasty (nas'ti), a. [A var. of the earlier nasky.}

1. Filthy; dirty; foul; unclean, either literally

or figuratively, (a) Physically filthy or dirty.

Honeying and making love

Over the nostj/ sty. Shak., Hamlet, ili. i. 9t.



nasty
I am a nastyer heap than those, and may
Taint thy sweet Lustre by my filth's excess.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, ii. 135.

A people breaths not more savage and naxty; crusted
with dirt. Sandys, TravaUes, p. 86.

(h) Of filthy habits.

Therefore the Lord, this Day, with loathsom Lice
Plagues poor and rich, the nastie and the nice,
Both Man and beast.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Lawe.
ThiB day our captain told me that our landmen were

very nasty and slovenly, and that the gun-deck, where they
lodged, was so beastly and noisome with their victuals
and beastliness as would much endanger the health of
the ship. Winthrop, Hist. New England, p. 12.

(c) Morally filthy; indecent; ribald; indelicate: applied
to speech or behavior.

Sir Thomas More, in his answer to Luther, has thrown
out the greatest heap of nasty language that perhaps ever
was put together. Bp. Attertmry.

2. Nauseous; disgusting to taste or smell: as,
a nasty medicine.—3. tn a weakened sense,
disagreeable ; bad. [CoUoq., Eng.]
Lady A said here [in England] at a dinner, . . .

speaking to her husband, . . . who thought it proper not
to touch his soup, Do take some, A : it's not at all
nasty. £. O. WhiU, England Without and Within, xvi.

4. Foul; stormy; disagreeable; unpleasant:
wplied to the weather. Compare dirty and
fouP- in the same sense. [CoUoq., Eng.]
A stormy day fis called in England] a nasty day.

R. a. Whtte, England Without and Within, xvi.

5. Troublesome; annoying; difficult to deal
with, or threatening trouble; of a kind to be
avoided: as, a nasty eu'stomer to deal with; a
nasty cut or fall.— 6. Ill-natured; mean; dis-

honorable ; hateful : as, a nasty remark ; a nasty
trick. [CoUoq.]

She is a nasty, hardened creature ; and I do hate her.
. . . How a woman can be so nasty I can't imagine.

Trollope, Is he Popenjoy? lix.

= Syn. 1 and 3. Nasty, Filthy, Fovl, Dirty. These words
are on the descending scale of strength. Nasty is the
strongest word in the language for that which is offensive
to sight, smell, or touch by the quality of its uncleanness
or uncleanliness. The English fondness for the colloquial
use of the word in connection with bad weather, and fig-

uratively for anything disagreeable, is not matched by
anything in America ; on the contrary, the word is con-
sidered too strong for ordinary or delicate use, and/owZ is

used of bad weather. All the words apply to that which
is filled or covez'ed in considerable degree with anything
offensive. The moral uses of the word correspond with
the physical.

nasty-man (nas'ti-man), ». See garroting.

Nasua (na'su-a), n. [NIj.,<L. MasMs= E. wose;
see »o«el.] 'fhe only genus of coatimondis, of
the subfamily Nasuinm. Several described species
are reducible to two, N. nairica and N. rufa. The genus
was founded by Storr, 1780. See cut under coati.

Nasninse (na-su-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Nasua
+ -ince.2 A subfamily of the racoon family,
ProayonidcB, typified by the genus Nasua; the
coatimondis or eoatis. They have an extremely long
snout, with corresponding modification of the cranial
bones ; the auditory bulla is small and flattened, and the
mastoid extrorse. See cut under cooM.

nasuine (nas'u-in), a. and n. I. a. Of or per-
taining to the Nasuince.

II. n. A member of the Nasuince; a coati.

nasus (na'sus), n.; pi. nasi (-si). [L., = B. nose:

see nose^.'] 1. In anat., the nose ; the nasal or-

gan.— 2. In entom., same as clypeus, 2 Forni-
cate nasus. See/oraicatei.— Included nasus. See in-

elude.

Nasutae (na-sti'te), n. pi. [NL., fem.pl. of L.
KasMte«, large-nosed : seenasute.^ InNitzsoh's
system of classification (1829), a superfamily of

birds, equivalent to the Tubinares or Procellari-

idce of authors in general, including the petrels,

albatrosses, shearwaters, and their relatives.

nasute (na-siit'), a. [= OF. nasu, nazu, < L.
nasutus, large-nosed, hence critical, censori-

ous, < nasus = E. nose: see nose^."] 1. Having
along or large nose or snout; snouty; specifi-

cally, in ornith. , of or pertaining to the Nasutw;
tubinarial.— 3. Having a quick or delicate per-
ception of smell ; keen-scented.

They are commonly discovered by a Nasute swine, pur-
posely brought up. Evelyn, Aoetaria, § 39.

Hence— Sf. Critical; nice; censorious; cap-
tious.

The naguter critics of this age scent something of pride
in the eccleeiasticks.

Bp. Oavden, Hieraspistes (1653), p. 303. {Laihmn.)

nasuteness (na-sUfnes), «. The quality of being
nasute ; aouteness of scent; hence, nice discern-

ment. Dr. B. More.
nasutiform (na-s1i'ti-f6rm), a. [< L. nasutus,

long-nosed (see nasute), + forma, form.] In
entom., produced in an elongate form in front

of the head : said of the clypeus.

nat^t, o,dv. A Middle English form of not?-.
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nat^t. A Middle English contracted form of
ne at, not at, or nor at.

nat^t (nat), ». [Early mod. E. also natt, natte;
< ME. natte, < OF. natte, < LL. natta, a mat.
JVa<3 is ult. a var. of mat^, as nape^, nap- in
napkin, etc., are of the prob. ult. identical mopi

:

see mail, mapi.] A mat. Palsgrave.

nat* (nat), n. [E. Ind.] In Burma and Siam, a
spirit or angel powerful for evil and for punish-
ment; a demon; a genie.

natheless

same as Mutilata.— 3. In eonch.: (a) A division

of azygobrauchiate gastropods, containing the
natant or free-swimming oceanic or pelagic
forms usually called heteropods, and corre-

sponding to the class or order Heteropoda:
opposed to Beptantia. (6) A section of cepha-
late moUusks proposed for the cephalopods.

—

4. A suborder of peritrichous ciliate infusori-

ans, containing those which are free-swimming:
opposed to Seaentaria.

natali (na'tal), a. and n. [< ME. natal, < OF. natantly (na'tant-U), adv. In a natant man-
natal (vernacularly nael, noel, > E. nowel, noel), ner; swimmingly; floatingly.

F. natal =B^.'Pg.natal= lt.natale,<.li.natalis, natatilet (na'ta-til), a. [< LL. natatilis, ih&t
can swim, < L. motore, swim : seejmteni.] That
can swim ; capable of swimming.

A NatatUe Beet [the water-beet], do you say! Nay, ra-

ther a Cacatile Beast. Who ever heard of, or ever read the
Name of, a Swimming Beet?

N. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, IL 147.

natation (na-ta'shon), n. [= F. natation= Pg.
natagSo, < t. nataiio(n-), a swimming, a swim-
ming-place, < nature, swim: see natant.^ The
art or act of swimming. Sir T. Browne, Vulg.
Err., iv. 6.

Natatores (na-ta-to'rez), n.pl. [NL., pi. of L.
natator, a swimmer,< watere, swim : see natant.^

la ornith.: (a) In some systems, as those of Vig-
ors and Swainson, the order of palmiped birds,

or those which habitually swim ; the swimmers.
It was one of the groups of the quinary system, correlated
with Insessmres, Scansores, Rasores, and Grallatores. [Not
in use.] (6) By Blyth (1849) restricted to the
LameXlirostres.

natatorial (na-ta-to'ri-al), a. [< natatory +
-al.^ Swimming or adapted for swimming;
natatory; specifically, of or pertaining to the
Natatores.

natatorious (na-ta-to'ri-us), a. [< natatory -(-

-OMS.] Same as natatorial.

natatorium (na-ta-to'ri-um), n.; pi. natatori-

ums, natatoria (-umz, -a). [LL., a place for
swimming, < matetonMS,"pertaining to a swim-

see natatory.'] A swimming-school; a

pertaining to birth or origin, < nasd, pp. natus,
be bom: see nascent. Cf. noel.] 1. a. 1. Of
or pertaining to one's birth ; connected with or
dating frotn one's birth.

And thou, propitious Star ! whose sacred Pow'r
Presided o'er the Monarch's natal Hour,
Thy radiant Voyages for ever run.

Prior, Prol. spoken at Court on Her Majesty's Birthday,
[1704.

2. Presiding over birthdays or nativities.

By natal Joves feste. Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 160.

3+. Native; own; original.

Seed in natal soil.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 191.

How youTlg Columbus seem'd to rove,
Yet present in his natal grove.

Tennyson, The Daisy,
a. 1. Natural, etc. See native.

[. n. A person's nativity; birthday. [Rare.]

Why should not we with joy resound and sing
The blessed natals of our heavenly king!

Fitz-Oeoffrey, Blessed Bu-thday (1634), p. 1. (^Latham.)

natal^ (na'tal), a. [< L. naUs, rump : see nates.]
Pertaining to the nates or buttocks

;
gluteal.

natalitial (na-ta-lish'al), a. [As nataliti-ous +
-al] Of or pertaining to one's birth or birth-
day; consecrated to one's nativity.

The quarre, which is within a mile of the Parish of Ad-
combe, my dear natalUiaU place. Coryat, Cradities, I. 84.

natalitious (na-ta-lish'us), a. [= OF. natalice
= Sp. Pg. nataliiio = It. nataUzio, < L. «a;

=Sy

mer
^ _ ^ ^^^^^ _ ^^_ ,„„,„„„„„, , „. ,„„„^.„.-

place for swimming,

<te,'^pertaining to^irtror t^^^^ natatory (na'ta-to--ri), a. [= P. natatoire =•--• - - ~ •".... Sp. Pg. Matotono (cf. It. matotona, a bath, pool,

pond), < LL. natatorius, pertaining to a swim-
talis, of birth: see nataP-.] Same as nataUUal.

natality (na-tal'j-ti), n. [= P. natality, < L. na-
faK«, of birth : see nataP-.] 1+. Birth.

I should doubt whether Samuel Foote visited Truro
more than once since the natality of Mr. Polwhele was
proclaimed to his kindred.

Jon Bee, Essay on Samuel Foote, p. Ixxvii.

2. The ratio of the number of births in a given
time, as a year, to the total number of popula-
tion; birth-rate.

The European defective classes, whose natality and in-
fantile death rates are enormous, are forcibly exported in
great numbers to this country.

Sci. Amer., N. S., LVII. 160.

mer or to swimming, < L. natator, a swimmer,
< natare, swim: see natant.] 1. Swimming;
having the habit of swimming in water.
There is little doubt that the natatory Sirenian order

was derived from it [Aniblypoda^ by a process of degrada-
tion. J?. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 278.

2. Used in or adapted for swimming : as, nata-
tory organs ; natatory membranes.
natchl (nach), n. and v. A dialectal form of
notch.

Losh, man ! ha'e mercy wi' your natch,
Your bodkin 's bauld. Bums, To a Tailor.

nataloin (na-tal'o-in), n. [< Natal (see def.) + natch^ (nach), n. [Formerly also nache; < ME.
• "

-• . .

.
. .

.
. . . . — . - ^acfee, nage, < OF. nache, naiche, nasche, nage,

naige (= It. natica), buttock, < ML. naticoi, < L.
nates, buttocks: see nates.] The buttocks or
rump. [Obsolete or prov. Bug.]
Width [of a cow] at the nache, 14 inches.

Marshall. (Latham.}

and 3 incisors and 3 premolars in each lower natch-bone (nach'bon), n. [Formerly nache-
half-jaw, and a short conical tragus. N. strami- hone, etc. ; < rmtch + hone. Cf . aitch-bone.] The
weM6- is an example. bone of the rump, as of an ox; an aitch-
natant (na'tant), a. [< L. natan{t-)s, ppr. of bone.
natare (> It."natare = Sp. Pg. nadar = OF. nates (na'tez), n. pi. [L. natis, usually in pi.—y, nates, buttock, rump.] 1. The buttocks; the

haunches; the gluteal region of the body; in
man, the seat.— 2. The larger, anterior pair of
prominences of the corpora quadrigemina or
optic lobes of the brain in man and other mam-
mals, the smaller, posterior pair being called
the testes. See corpora quadrigemina, under

A Fish Natant. corpus.— 3. The umboncs of a bivalve shell.

„„ . T natnt. An obsolete contracted form of ne^aWi,

, •„ ,
• .- [NL-, <L.ma- hath not. Chaucer.

tan(t-)s,vvi- ot natare, swim: see mtant^ 1. In ^athe (na^PH), n. A corrupt form of nave^-.
Cuvier's classification, the thirdtribe ofthe coral [Prov. Eng.]

And let the restlesse spokes and whirling nathes
Of my eternal chariot on the proud
Aspiring back of towring Atlas rest.

PhUlis of Scyros (1666). (,Nares.)

] A bitter principle contained in Natal
or Cape aloes. See aloin.

Natalus (nat'a-lus), n. [NL.] A genus of
tropical American bats of the family Vesperti-

lionidm and subfamily Miniopterinm, having 2
incisors and 3 premolars in each upper half-jaw

nater, naer), swim, freq. of nare,

swim, sail, flow, fly; cf. Gr.
vauv, flow, vhiv, swim.] Swim-
ming; floating. SpeoiflcaUy—(a)
In her., same as naiant. (6) In zoM.,
swimming on or in the water; of or
pertaining to the Natantes or Na-
tantia. (o) In bot., floating on the sur-

face of water; swimming, as the leaf

of an aquatic plant.

Natantest (na-tan'tez), n. pi

family, corresponding to the modern Pennatu-
lacem of alcyonarian polyps. It contained the
genera Pennatula, Virgularia, Veretillum, and
Unibellularia.— 2. In Lamarck's classification

(1801-12), an order of Polypi, containing the nathelesst, nathlesst (na'^Hg-les', naTH'les'),
._;—;j. o T_ -nr-i^i 1„ „i„™;fi„„4.;— _ ^^^_ [-^ jj^j; nathelcss, < a8. nd thy IcBS, not

the less: see moi, the^, less^.] Nevertheless;
not the less; notwithstanding. Chaucer.

Natheles William wistli worthili him grette.
WiUiam of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4608.

The torrid clime
Smote on him sore besides, vaulted with fire.

Nathless he so endured. Milton, P. L., i. 299.

Natheless, as we have had sudden reason to believe, this
Princess Elizabeth . . . has obtained certain knowledge
of the trains which we had laid. Scott, Monastery, xvi.

crinoids.— 3. In Walokenaer's classification, a
division of spiders, such as those of the genus
Argyroneta; the diving- or water-spiders.—4.
The swimming birds. See Natatores.

Natantia (na-tan'shi-a), n.pl. [NL., neut. pi. of
L. natan(t-)s, ppr. of natare, swim : see natant]
1. The free rotifers: opposed to Sessilia.— 2\.

In lUiger's classification of mammals (1811),
the fourteenth order, containing the sirenians
and cetaceans as two families, Sirenia and Cete

:



Natica alderi, with
extended foot, deposit-
ing its collar of eggs.

Natica {Cermna) flue-
tuata.

nathemore

nathemoret, nathmoret (na'THe-mor', naTH'-
mor'), adv. [< ME. na the more": see no\ the^,
more^. Cf. nafheless.'] Not the more; never
the more.

But Ttathenutre would that corageons swayne
To her yeeld passage gainst his Lord to goei

Spenser, F. Q., I. tIu. IS.

nat. hist. An abbreviation of natural history.

Natica (nat'i-kg), n. [NL., < ML. *natica, in pi.

naUecB, buttock": see natch^. Cf. natiform.'] The
typical genns ofNaU-
ddoB, containingsome
200 species, and sub-
divided into numer-
ous subgenera. These
sea-snaOs are all active,
predatory, and carnivor-
ous, and several areamong
the largest univalve shel£
found on the coasts of the

NatUa canrena. United States. A veiy
common one along the At*

lantic coast, JtT. {ha-naiia) herog^ is sometimes 5 inches long
and 3^ broad. Its egg-masses, seen everywhere on the
beaches, are popularly known as
saTwl-saucers.

Naticidae (na-tis'i-de), n. pi.
[Nil., < Natica + idie.'] A
family of gastropods, typified
by the genus Natica; a con-
spicuous group of carnivorous
mollusks, mostly dwelling on
sandy or gravelly sea-bottoms at moderate
depths. The animal has a lai^e flat foot provided with
a custinct fold or propodium re-

flected upon the head, tentacles
slender, eyes abortive, teeth 3.1.3,
the central one trlcuspidate, the
lateral subrhombiform, dentiger-
ons, and the marginal unciform.
The shell is generally snbglobn-
lar, with a semilunar entire aper-
ture and more or less callous
about the umbilicus. They have
sometimes been called sea-sruiils.

naticiform (nat'i-si-f6rm),

a. [< Nil. NaticajO. v., +
L. forma, form.] Having the form or aspect of
the genus Natica; naticoid.

Naticina (nat-i-si 'na), n. [NL., as Natica +
-ireal.] A genus of gastropods of the family
NaUcidcE.
Naticins (nat-i-si'ne), n.pl. [NL., pi. of NaU-
cina.'i A subfamily of gastropods. Swainson,
1840.

naticine (nat'i-sin), a. Pertaining or related to
Natica ; resembling a member of that genus.
naticoid (nat'i-koid), a. and n. [<NL. Natica,
q. v., + -oid.'] I. a. Like Natica or the NaO-
cida; naticiform or naticine.

H. n. A member of the Natiddm.
natiform (nat'i-f6rm), a. [< L. nates, the but-
tocks, -1- forma, form.] Like or likened to but-
tocks, as the umbones of a shell : as, the nati-

form tubercles of the brain.

The natiform protuberance of the temporal lobe.
HvaHey, Anat. Vert., p. 60.

nation (na'shon), n. [< MB. naeion, nadoun, <
OF. naeion, nation, nasion, F. nation= Pr. naUo,
naision= 8p. naeion= Pg. na^ao= It. nazione=
D. natie= MLG. naoie= G. Sw. Dan. nation,^. L.
nat»o(M-), birth, a goddess of birth, a race, a peo-
ple, < nasci, pp. natus, be bom : see nascent.^ 1.
In a broad sense, a race of people ; an aggrega-
tion of persons of the same ethnic family, and
speaking the same language or cognate lan-
guages.

There arryven Cristene Men and Sarazynes and Men of
aUe Nadounx. ManieoiUe, &avels, p. 28.

This londe ofJherusalem hath ben in thehandes of many
sondry .dTocj/on^ as of Jewes, Cananeis, Assirlens.

Sir R. Guylforde, ^ylgrymage, p. 22.

2. In a narrower sense, a political society com-
posed of a sovereign or government and sub-
jects or citizens, and constituting a political

unit ; an organized community inhabiting a cer-
tain extent of territory, within which its sov-
ereignty is exercised.

X nation may be defined as a body of population which
its proper history has made one in itself, and as such dis-
tinct from all others.

A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit, Inti, p. xvL

A Tujtion is an organized community within a certain
tesrritory ; or, in other words, there must be a place where
its sole sovereignty is exercised.

Wooliei/, Introd. to Inter. Law, § 52.

Nation is nearly synonymons with people, and In the
United States it is applied to the whole body of the peo-
ple coming under the jurisdiction of the Federal govern-
ment. Coaley, Const. Limit (Stb ed.), Prin. Const Law, 20.

Hence— 3. A tribe, community, or congrega-
tion, whether of men or animals.
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Even all the jiaOon of unfortunate
And fatail birds about them flocked were.

Spenser, F. Q., U. xit 36.

There his well-woven toils and subtle trains
He laid, the brutish nation to enwrap.

Spenser, Astrophel, L 98.

You are a subtile luztion, you physicians

!

B. Jonson, Sejanus, t 2.

But lawyers are too wise a rmtion
T' expose their trade to disputation.

& BwUer, Hudlbras, m. iiL 483.

4. A division of students for voting purposes,
aeeoiding to their place of birth, as in the uni-
versities of Aberdeen and Glasgow, and former-
ly in that of Paris.

These several naUom [in the university of Paris] first

came into existence some time before the year 1219, and
all belonged to the faculty of arts. . . . Each of the no-
timis . . . was, like a royal colony, in a great measure self-

governed. Encye. Brit., XXIII. 835.

5t. Eaee; species; family; lineage.

Alias ! that any of my TUtdoun
Sholde evere so foule disparaged be.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 212.

Fnl ofte tyme he hadde the bord bygonne
Aboven aUe nadauns in Pruce.

Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., L 53.

6. A great number; a multitude. [Colloq.]

The French had such a nation of hedges, and copses, and
ditches. Sleme, Tristram Shandy, v. 21.

Law of nations. See law^.—Host favored nation
Clatise. Seeeiatue.=S;n.laud2. iia<!e,etc. &ee people.

nation (na'shon), adv. [An adverbial use of
nation, ?i., 6 ;

prob. also in part an abbr. of dar-
naiion.'] Very; extremely; by avast deal: as,

nationmean ; naWoB pa'ticlar. [Prov. Eng. and
New Eng.]

There, full oft, 'tis nation cold.
Essex Dialect, Noakes and Styles. {BarUett.)

It . . . makes a noise like father's gun.
Only a ruMon louder. Yankee Doodle (song).

national (nash'on-al), a. [= F. national = Sp.
Pg. nacional= It. nazionale = D. nationaal= G.
Sw. Dan. national, < NL. nationalis, < L. naUo(n-),
nation: see nation.} 1. Of or pertaining to a
nation, or a country regarded as a whole : op-
posed to local or provincial, and in the United
States to State : as, national troops, defenses,
debt, expenditure, etc. ; hence, general

;
pub-

lic: as, national interests; the national wel-
fare.

The spirit [of the people] rose against the interference
of a foreign priest with their national concerns.

Macaulay, Burleigh.

As a ruxtumal tax levied by the Witan of all England,
and passing into the hands of theking of all England, this
tax [the DEUiegeld] practically brought home the noMonaZ
idea as it had never been brought home before.

J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 389.

3. Established and maintained by the iiation,

or by authority of its laws : as, national banks

;

a national system of education; a national
church.— 3. Peculiar or common to the whole
people of a country: as, national language, cus-
toms, or dress; a national trait; a national re-

ligion ; national pride.

They, in their earthly Canaan placed.
Long time shall dwell and prosper, but when sins

National interrupt their public peace.
Maton, P. L., xii. 317.

To urge reformation of national HI.

Cotcper, The Flatting MilL

4. Characterized by attachment or devotion to

one's own race or country, or its institutions.

His high and sudden elevation naturally raised him up
a thousand enemies among a proud, punctilious, and in-

tensely naUon^U people. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., iL 8.

National air. See air3.

—

NationalAssembly, in French
hist. : (a) See assembly, (b) llie name of the popular assem-
bly sitter the revolution of 1848, and again in 1871 after the
fall of the second empire in 1870. (c) According to the
Constitution of 1875, the name of the two houses, the Sen-
ate and the Chamber of Deputies, when in joint session.

—

National banlL See bant^, 4.— National church, the
church established by law in a country or nation, gener-
ally representing the prevalent form of religion. In Eng-
land t£e national church Is Anglican or Episcopal, and
in Scotland the national church is Protestantand Presby-
terian—the sovereign being in both countries the tem-
poral head of the church, and represented at the General
Assembly of the Established Church of Scotland by a com-
missioner.—National convention. Council,Covenant.
See the nouns.— National Currency Acts. See mr-
re7ic3(.— National debt. See deM.—National domain.
See domain.— National ensign, the flag of a nation.—
National guard, (a) An armed force identified with the
French revolutionary epoch, first formed in 1789 under
the name of garde bovrgeoise. It was abolished by the gov-
ernment in 1827, but reorganized in 1830, and formed an
important part of the armed force of the kingdom under
Louis Philippe. (6) A name sometimes given to the organ-
ized militia in some parts of the United States. Abbrevi-
ated JT. ff.-National Institute. See InstUide ofFrance,
underitig«i*ute.—National Liberals. See Liberal.— liar
tlonal party, in C. S. Jdst., a name of the Greenback-La-
bor party (which see, under greenback).— 'Sa.Uoiaal Re-
jmuican, salute, schools, etc. See the noons.

nationalize

nationalisation, nationalise, etc. See nation-
alization, etc.

nationalism (nash'qn-al-izm), n. [< national +-
-ism.'i 1. National' spirit or aspirations; devo-
tion to the nation ; desire for national unity,
independence, or prosperity.

The Seqnani, as the representatives otnationalism, know-
ing that they could not stand alone, had looked for friends-
elsewhere. Fraude, Caesar, p. 220.

2. [co^).] Specifically, in Ireland, the poUtieal
program of the party that agitates for more or
less complete separation from Great Britain.

—

3. An idiom or a phrase peculiar to a nation ; a
national trait or peculiarity.

nationalist (nash'on-al-ist), )i. and a. [< nation-
al -H ^_*.] I. n. 1. lii theol., one who holds ta
the divine election of entire nations as distin-
guished from that of particular individuals.
Quarterly Sev.— 2.Amember of a Jewish politi-
cal party in the time of Christ; a zealot.— 3.
[cap.'] A supporter of Irish nationalism.

The Unionists cried out against a remedy for the coer-
cion of the disloyal Irish Nationalists which would neces-
sitate the coercion by the latter of the loyal inhabitants of
Ulster. AppleUm's Ann. Cyc, 1886, p. 403.

n. a. Of or pertaining to nationalists; advo-
cating or upholding nationalism.
nationality (nash-o-nal'i-ti), n.; pi. nationali-
ties (-tiz). [=F. naftsonaKfe= Sp. nacionalidad

;

as national + -ity.] 1. The fact of being a
member of a particular nation ; birth and mem-
bership in a particular nation ; relationship by
birth and race to a particular nation: as, the
nationality of an immigrant.— 2. Relationship,
as property, etc., to a particular nation, or to
one or more of its members: as, the nationality
of a ship.— 3. The people constituting a par-
ticular nation ; a nation ; a race of people.

When the revolution of 1848 broke out^ oppressed na-
tionaliiies were heard of everywhere.

H. S Edwards, Polish Captivity, II. vL (Latham.^

Hadjisand merchants from all the neighboring countries
elbow the native Persians, and each nationality is easily
distinguished. O'Donovan, Merv, xL

The war which established our position as a vigorous
natumali^ has also sobered us.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 78.

4. Separate existence as a nation; national
unity and integrity.

Institutions calculated to insurethe preservation of their
naaomility.

Quoted in H. S. Edwards's Polish Captivity, II. vi.

The partition of Poland . . . was the event that forced
the idea of nationaMy upon the world.

Stiibbs, Medieval and Modem Hist, p. 236.

5. Nationalism; devotion or strong attachment
to one's own nation or country.

In antiquity they [the Jews] developed an intense sen-
timent of ruUioTiality. J. Fiske, Idea of God, p. 72.

nationalization (uash^'on-al-i-za'shon), n. [<
nationalize + -ation.'] 1. 'The act of rendering
national in character instead of local.

Calhoun's letter to Pakenhamwas the official proclama-
tion of the nationalizaiion of slavery, only, however, so far
as it imposed duties upon the Union, but by no means
with regard to any corresponding rights.

H. von Hoist, John C. Calhoun (trans.), p. 239.

2. The act of making national as regards pos-
session, use, and control; especially, as advo-
cated by many socialists, the abolition of pri-

vate property, as in lands, railways, etc., and
the vesting of it in the nation for national use

:

as, the nationalization of land.

Without compensation, rmtUmalizaUon. of the land is-

flagrantiy unjust and quite hopeless ; with compensation,
its benefits are remote and doubtfuL

Orpen, tr. of Laveleye's Socialism, p. 299.

NoMonalizabiffn of the land makes its appearance in the
list of many a London Working Men's Qub. NatAonaU.
zation of ordinary capital and state regulation of wages
appear hardly less frequently.

Contemporary Rev., Lin. 149.

Also spelled nationalisation.

nationalize (nash'on-al-iz), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.

nationalized, ppr. nationalizing. [< national +
-ize.} 1. To make national: as, to nationalize

an institution.— 2. To give the character of a
nation to ; stamp with the political attachments
which belong to citizens .of the same nation : as,

to nationalize a foreign colony.

New England now [1801] contains a million and a half

of inhabitants : of all colonies that ever were founded the
largest, the most assimilated, and, to use the modern jar-

gon, nationalized. Fisher Ames, Works, II. 134.

3. To make the property of the state or nation
for national uses; abolish private ownership
in, and vest in the nation for national use : as,

to nationalize the land of a country.



nationalize

Kome again and again natioruUited large tracts of land,
and again and again made provision for the poor to occupy
it. Nineteenth Century. XIX. 76.

Also spelled nationalise.

nationalizer (nash'on-al-i-zer), n. [< nation-
alize + -eri.] One -wlib advocates nationali-
zation, as of land, railways, etc. Also spelled

Sir Rowland Hill and the English railway noMonaiiiere
proposed that the state should own the lines, but that the
companies should continue to work them.

Contemporary See., LIV. 384.

nationally (nash'on-al-i), adv. In a national
manner or way; witH'regard to the nation; as
a whole nation.

The Jews . , , being nafionaZ^y espoused to God by cov-
enant. South, Sermons, II. i.

nationalness (nash'on-al-nes), ». The state of
being national. Joftnson.

nationhood (na'shon-hud), n. [< nation +
-liood,'] The state of being a nation.

Toward growth into naXionhood.
The Century, XXXI. 407.

natis (na'tis), n.; pi. nates (-tez). [L. nates,

pi., the buttocks: see nates.l In anat., one of
the buttocks ; either half of the gluteal region

:

commonly in the plural. See nates.

native (na'tiv), a. and n. [= F. natif, naif=
Pr. natiu, nadiu = Sp. Pg. It. nativo, <. L. Jiati-

viis, bom, inborn, innate, natural, native, <

nasci, pp. natus, be born : see nascent. Cf . naif,

naive.'] I. a. If. Coming into existence by
birth; having an origin ; bom.
Anaximander's opinion is, that the gods are native, ris-

ing and vanishing again in long periods of time.
Cvdvjorth, Intellectual System, 1. ill. § 23.

2t. Bom of one's self; ovfn.

There is but one amongst the foure
That is TaY native Sonne.

Gentleman in Thracia (Child's Ballads, VIII. 162).

3. Of or pertaining to one by birth, or the
place or circumstances of one's birth: as, na-

tive land; native language.

Ere the King my feir coTintrie get.

This land that 's nativest to me,
Mony o' his nobilis sail be cauld.

Sang of the OuUaw Murray (Child's Ballads, VI. 26).

The language I have learn'd these forty years.

My native English, now I must forgo.
Shale, Rich, n., i S. 160.

But still for us his native skies
The pitying Angel leaves.

WhitUeir, lay of Old Time.

4. Of indigenous origin or growth ; not exotic

or of foreign origin or production ; belonging
by birth: as, the native grapes of the South; a
native name.

Ere her native king
Shall falter under foul rebellion's arms.

Shale, Rich. II., iii. 2. 25.

They feigned it adventitious, not native.

Bacon, Fables, xL, Expl.

Our music, in its most enchanting form, is purely na-
tive, independent of any Saxon, Danish, or Norman aid.

O'Curry, Anc. Irish, II. xxxviiL

Bayard Taylor always considered himself nfdive to the
East, and it was with great delight that in 1861 he found
himself on the banks of the Nile. Eneye. Brit., XXIII. 91.

[With reference to names or other words, native is espe-

cially used to designate a name or word indigenous in a
country or among a people beyond the ordinary pale of
Anglo-Saxon or European civUization ; thus, the native
products and customs of the barbarous tribes of Africa or
Australia or of the imperfectly civilized peoples of India,

Arabia, etc., have "native names" which are commonly so

referred to when it is inconvenient or impossible to give a
precise designation of the language, or etymological history

of the word, concerned. In this dictionary, in the etymol-

ogies, "native-name" means a name used (and usually ori-

ginating) in the country or among the people indicated in

the definition or otherwise.]

5. Connected by birth; hence, closely related;

near.

To join like likes and kiss like nAiUve things.
Shah., AU's Well, L 1. 238.

There's consolation when a friend laments us, but when
a parent grieves, the anguish is too native.

Steele, lying Lover, v. 1.

6. Being the place of birth (of). [Bare.]

Athens, the eye of Greece, mother of arts

And eloquence, native to famous wits

Or hospitable. MttUm, P. R. , iv. 241.

7. Conferred by birth; inborn; hereditary;

not artificial or acquired ; natural.

I love nothing in you more than your innocence
;
you

retain so native a simplicity. '

B. Joneon, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

High minds, of native pride and force.

Most deeply feel thy pangs, Remorse !

Scott, Marmion, iii. 13.

It is not what a poet takes, but what he makes out of

what he has taken, that shows what n«(rae force is in him.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 164.
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8. Occurring innature pure oruncombinedwith
other substances: said of mineral products, and
especially of the metals: as, native mercury;
native copper: also used to describe any min-
eral occurring in nature in distinction from the
corresponding substance formed artificially:

as, galena occurs naUve and also as a furnace
product.— NativeAmericanparty. See American.—
Native bear, native sloth. Same as toaJa.— Native
bread, a fungus, Mylitta Australia, used by the natives of

Australia as a sort of bread. It is often several inches in

diameter, and when dry looks like a hard, compacted lump
of sago.— Native cat, the spotted dasyure of Australia.

—Native cinnabar, cod, devil, mercury, trooper,
etc. See the nouns.— Native companion, the large gray
crane of Australia. = Syn. 7. Natal, Native, Natural. Natal
has the narrow meaning of belonging to the event of one's

birth ; hen-ie it is chiefly used with such words as day, hour,

gtar. Native means conferred by birth : as, native genius

;

or, belonging by birth or origin : as, native place, country,
language. Natural applies to that which is by nature, aB
opposed to the work of art. Native eloquence is opposed
to thatwhich is acquired ; natural eloquence to thatwhich
is elaborated by rules.—4 Indigenous, etu. See original.

n. «. 1. Onebomin a certain place or coun-
try, a person or thing which derives its origin

from a specified place or country.

Well hast thou known proud Troy's perfidious land.
And well her natives merit at thy hand t

Pope, Iliad, vL 70.

That shadowy realm where hope is a native.
D. 6. Mitchell, Reveries of a Bachelor.

[Any person bom in a given countiy is a native of it; hut
the term, with reference to a country, is naturally most
used by foreigners, to whom as discoverers, explorers, tra^

velers, writers, etc., "the natives" are the aboriginal in-

habitants, until in the progress of settlement and coloniza-
tion the native-bom colonists claim or receive the name of
"native" also.]

2t. In feudal times, one bom a serf or villein,

as distinguished from a personwho had become
so in any other way.
So that neither we nor our successors for the future

shall be able to claim any right in the i^foresaid [native]

on account of his nativity (L e., being in the condition of

a native, or slave, of Whalley), saving to us our right and
challenge with respect to any others our natives.

Sir Gregory de Norbury, Abbot of Whalley, who died in

[1309, quoted in Raines's Hist. Lancashire, II. 9, note.

By acts of emancipation or manumission the native was
made a freeman, even though with the disabilities he lost

the privileges of maintenance which he could claim on the
land of his lord. Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 496.

3. In astral., a person bom under that aspect
of the stars which is under consideration.

The length of time in which the apheta and anareta, as
posited in each respective figure of a nativity, will be in
forming a conjunction, or coming together in the same
point of the heavens, is the precise length of the natim's
life. Sibley, Astrology, p. 464.

4. [cap.] In TT. S. polities, same as Know-
nothing. See American party, Tinder American.— 5. An oyster raised in a bed other than the
natural one.

Oysters raised in artificialbeds are called natives, and are
considered very superior to those which are dredged from
the natural beds. Zdb. Universal Knowledge, XI. 169.

His eyes rested on a newly-opened oyster-shop on a mag-
nificent scale, with luMves laid, one deep, in circular mar-
ble basins in the windows.

Dickens, Sketches, Characters, vii.

6t. Natural source; origin.
Th' Accusation

Which they haue often made against the Senate,
All cause vnbome, could neuer be the Natiue
Of our so franke Donation.

Shak., Cor. (folio 1623), IIL 1. 129.

[Some modern editions read here motive.}

native-born (na'tiv-b6ni), a. Bom in the
country specified or understood.

Surely no native-bom woman loves her country better

than I love America. The Century, XXXVIII. 931.

natively (na'tiv-li), adv. By birth ; naturally

;

originally.

We wear hair which is not natively our own.
Jer. Taylor (?), Artif. Handsomeness, p. 77.

nativeness (na'tiv-nes), n. The state of being
native, or produced by nature ; naturalness.

nativism (na'tiv-izm), n. [< native + -ism.] 1

.

In pMlos., the docti-ine of innate ideas; the

view that sensation is not the sole source of

knowledge, but that the mind possesses ideas

or at least forms of thought and perception
that are innate. See innate.

The author makes an exception in favor of the Stoics,

who, he holds, combined the truth that is in sensational-

ism with the truth that Is in jiafo'oiem. Mind, XII. 628.

2. [cap.] In Tf. S. politics, the program of the
Native American party (which see,under^TOer-
ican).

But the baleful Nativism which had Just broken out
[1844] in the great cities, and had been made the occasion
of riot, devastation, and bloodshed in Philadelphia, had
alarmed the foreign-born population.

H. Greeley, Amer. Conflict, I. 168.

natroborocalcite

nativist (na'tiv-ist), n. [(.native + -ist.] 1.

In philos., one who maintains the doctrine of

innate ideas.— 2. [cap.] In U. S. politics : (a)

One who supports or favors the program of the

Native American party. (6) One who supports

the program of the American party. See Amer-
icati.

Fillmore was In Europe when he was chosen by the

Ndtivists of Philadelphia as their standard-bearer.
H. von Hoist, Const. Hist, (trans.^ V. 436.

nativistic (na-ti-vis'tik), a. [< nativist + -ic]

In philos., of or pertaining to nativism or the

nativists.

Thus the natiiMic school of explanation is replaced by
the "empiristic" school, as Helmholtz calls it.

Science, VI. 309.

nativity (na-tiv'i-ti), ».; pi. nativities (-tiz).

[< ME. nativite, <"0F. natieete, F, natimiti, also

naivete (see naivete, naivety), = Sp. naUvidad =
Pg. natividade = It. nativita, < L. nativita(t-)s,

hirth, knativuSfhom: see native.] 1. The fact

of being bom ; birth.

At thy nativity, a glorious quire

Of angels, in the flelds of Bethlehem, sung
To shepherds, watching at their folds by night

Maton, P. R., I. 242. (

Christmas has come once more—the daydevoted by the
large majority of Chiistians to the commemoration of the

Nativity of the Saviour. Channing, Perfect Life, p. 215.

2. The circumstances attending birth, as time,

place, and surroundings.

They say there Is divinity in odd numbers, either in na-

tivity, chance, or death. Shale., M. W. of W., v. 1. 4.

A Prince bom for the Good of Christendom, if a Bar in

his Nativity had not hindred it. Baker, Chronicles, p. 67.

3. In particular, the birth of Christ; hence, (a)

the festival commemorating the birth of Christ;

Christmas; (6) a picture representing the birth

of Christ : as, the Nativity of Perugino in the

hall of the Cambio at Perugia.—4. In feudal

times, the condition of servitude or villeinage.

See native, »., 2.

The different ranks of the bondmen or unfree class [in

Scotland] have been preserved in the code of laws termed
" quoniam attachamenta." They are there termed native

men (nativi), and we are told that there are several kinds
of nativity or Bondage (nativitatis sive bondagii).

Quoted in Kibton-Turrm's'Vagts.iita and Vagrancy, p. 334.

5. In astrol., a scheme or figure of the heavens,

particularly of the twelve houses, at the mo-
ment when a person was born; a horoscope.

As men which judge nativities consider not single stars,

but the aspects, the concurrence and posture of them, so

in this, though no particular past arrest me or divert me,
yet all seems remarkable and enormous.

Donne, Letters, cxxiv.

Domicile of nativity. See domicile, 2.— Feast of the
Nativity of Christ, Christmas.—Nativity of a saint,

in titles of church festivals, the day of a saint's physical

death, regarded as his birth into a higher life. In the case

of the Virgin Mary and St. John Baptist, however, the day

of physical birth is meant, as In the Nativity of Christ-
Nativity of St, John Baptist, in the Roman Catholic,

the Greek, and the Anglican Church, a festival observed on

June 24th, In honor of the birth of St John the Baptist-
Nativity Of the Blessed Virgin Maiy, in the Roman
Catholic and In the Greek Church, and also in the Anglican

Calendar, a festival observed on September 8th, in com-

memoration of the birth of the Virgin Mary.-To cast a
nati'Tlty, In astrol., to draw out a scheme of the heavens at

the moment of birth, and calculate according to rules the

future influence of certain stars upon the person then born.

nativity-piet (na-tiv'i-ti-pi), n. A Christmas

pie. Miuliwell.

And will drop you forth a libel, or a sanctlfled lie.

Betwixt every spoonful of a nativity-pie.

B. Jonson, Volpone, L 1.

nat. phil. An abbreviation of natural philoso-

phy : so used in this work.
Natricidse (na-tris'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Natrix
(4c-) + 'idx.] A family of colubrine snakes,
named from the genus Natrix: now merged in

Colul)rid<e.

Natricinee (nat-ri-si'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Natrix
(-ic-) + -incB.] A subfamily of Colubrida, typi-

fied by the genus Natrix. it includes those having
the head distinct, the body and tail moderately elongate,
and the teeth ungrooved and not longer in front as the
black-snakes of the United States (Natrix or Scotophis and
Bascanion) and numerous others.

natricine (nat'ri-sin), a. Of or pertaining to

the Natricinw.
Natrix (na'triks), n. [NL., < L. natrix, a water-
snake, < nature, swim: see natant.] 1. A ge-
nus of colubrine snakes to which various limits

have been given, (a) ByLauTenti(1768)itwasusedfor
a large assemblage now dissociated among many genera.

(6) By Merrem it was used for species now combined un-
der the genus Tropidonotus, including the T. natrix of Eu-
rope and allied ones, (c) By Cope it was limited to the
genus usually called Scotophis, represented by the pilot
black-snake of the United States.

2. [I. c] A snake of this genus.
natroborocalcite (na-tro-bo-rp-kal'sit), n. [<
natron + ioron + caldte.] Same as ulexite.



natrolite

natrolite (nat'ro-lit), «. _[< natron + Gr. Wog,
a stone : see -Kte.] A zeolitie mineral occurring
in slender aeicular crystals, also in masses with
a fibrons and radiating structure, generally of
a white color and transparent to translucent.
It is a hydrous silicate of aluminium and sodium (whence
the nameX common in cavities in basalt and other slm-
ilai' Igneous rocks, less so in granite and gneiss. Also
called mda-mesotype and n^edle-zeoUte.—Iron natrolite,
a dark-green variety of natrolite containing a considerable
amount of iron.

natrometer (na-trom'e-tfer), n. K natron +
Gr. ukrpov, a measure: see meter'-.'] An in-

strument for measuring the quantity of soda
contained in salts of potash and soda. E. 3.
Knight.
natron (na'tron), n. [= P. Sp. natron, < Ar. ma-
trun, nitrun, native carbonate of sodium: see
niter, from the same source.] Native carbonate
of sodium, or mineral alkali (Na2CO3.10H2O).
It la found in the ashes of several marine plants, in some
lakes, as in those of Egypt, and in some mineral springs.

nattet, n. See nats.

natter (nat'er), V. i. [Cf. nattle; cf. also loel.

g'Boddo, murmur.] To find fault ; nag. [Prov.
Eng. and Scotch.]

*'Ha' a drop o' warm broth?" said Lisbeth, whose mo-
therly feeling now got the better of her naUering habit.

George Miotj Adam Bede, iv.

nattered (uat'erd), a. [< natter + -ed^.] Pee-
vish

;
querulons ; impatient. [Prov. Eng. and

Scotch.]

As she said of herself, she believed she grew more tuU-
tered as she grew older; but that she was conscious of her
Tiatteredness was a new thing.

Mrs. QaskeUf Kuth, xxix. (Davies.)

natteredness (nat'erd-nes), n. Peevishness;
querulousness. See quotation under nattered.

natterjack (nat'er-jak), n. A very common
European toad, Bufo calamita, belonging to the
family Bufonidce. Its color is light-yellowish, inclin-

ing to brown, and clouded with dull olive, and it has a

Natterjack {Bje/i} calamita').

bright-yellow line running along the middle of the back.
It does not leap or crawl with the slow pace of the com-
mon toad, but its motion is more like mnning, whence it

has also the name of walldng toad or running toad. Ithas
a deep, hollow voice, which may be heard at a considerable
distance.

natterjack-toad (nat'er-jak-tod), n. Same as
natterjaeJc.

nattei^ (nat'er-i), a. [< natter + -y.] Petu-
lant; ill-natured; crabbed.
[Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

nattes (nats); n. pi. [<
P. natte, a piece of mat-
ting or braiding, a tress:

seemot2.] 1. The French
word for matting or braid-
ing: used in English for
such workwhen ofunusual
or ornamental character.
Hence— 2. Surface-deco-
ration resembling or sug-
gesting intertwined or
plaited work.

nattily (nat'i-li), ods. In a
natty manner; with neat-
ness; sprucely; tidily.

[CoUoq.]
Sweeting alone received the

posy like a smart, sensible little

man as be was, patting it gal-

lantly and natiSy into his but-
ton-hole.

Chariotte Bronte, Shirley, xv.

nattiness (nat'i-nes), n.

The quality or state of be-

ing natty or neat. [Col-

loq.]

Everything belonging to Miss
Kancy was of delicate purity and
nattineas:. . . and as for her own
person, it gave the same Idea

of perfect unvMylng neatness as

the body of a little bird.

George Eliot, Silas Mamer, zi.

nattingt (nat'ing), ». [< na«3 + -Jrag'i. Ct.maU
ting'-.] Matting.

248

Romanesque Column with
Shaft and Abacus ornament-
ed with Nattes.— Cloister

of Elne, near Ferp^nan>
France.
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For covering the seates with ruMing in the Dean's closet,

Is. Fabric Rolls of York Mimter, p. 348. (Encyc. Diet.)

nattle (nat'l), v. %.; pret. and pp. nattled, ppr.

nattling. [Origin obscure.] 1. To nibble;
munch. [Scotch.]— 3. To be busy about tri-

fles; potter. [Prov. Eng.]—3. In coal-mining,to

make a faint crackling or rustling sound pre-

monitory of a giving way of the rook; fizzle.

[Prov. Eng.]
natty (nat'i), a. [Formerly also netty; a dial,

dim. of neat^: see neat^, net^.] Neat; tidy;

spruce. [Colloq.]

How fine and how Tiettie

Good huswife should jettle

from morning to night.
Tusser, Husbandry, p. 159.

A connoisseur might have seen "points " in her which
had a higher promise for maturity than Lucy's natty com-
pleteness. George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, L 7.

A very Tiotty little oflBcer, whose handsome uniform was
a source of great pride and a matter of great care to him.

Harper's Mag., LX.XIX. 819.

natty-boxes (nat'i-bok'^sez), n. pi. The contri-

bution paid periodically by the workmen in
various branches of trade to the trade-union to

which they belong. HalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]
natura (na-tii'ra), n. [L. : see nature.] Na-
ture ; especially,"nature personified Natura na-
turans, nature regarded as a creative energy ; the natural
world with respect to its energizing principle.—Natura
naturata, nature regarded as a result or product of cre-
ative energy ; the total of sensible objects ; the natural
world.

naturable (nat'u-ra-bl), a. [< OF. naturaWe ;

as nature + -able.] i. Natural.— 2. Kind. Hal-
liwell.

natural (naj'u-ral), a. and n. [< ME. naturel,

naturill, < OP. naturel, F. natural = Sp. Pg.
natural = It. naturale, < L. naturalis, by birth,

in accordance with nature, < natura, birth, na-
ture : see nature.] I. a. 1. Being such as one
or it is by birth or by nature, (at) Lawfully bom

;

legitimate ; opposed to adopted and to iUegitiTnate.

Then Ector eftersones entrid agayne.
With the noble men, . . . [and] his naturill brether.

Destruetion of Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 6844.

Sept. 18, 1641.—Grant of tuition, <&c., of Anne Lawrence— A&nghieT, natural and legitimate daughter of Lawrence
Edmundson, late of MaghuU, co. Lancaster, deceased, to
Thomas Edmundson of MaghuU, aforesaid, her uncle.

Admon. Act Book, P. C. Chester, quoted in N. and Q.,
[7th Sep., 451.

(6) By bu'th merely ; not legal ; illegitimate ; bastard

:

as, 9l natural son: a use which dates from the beginning
of the seventeenth century.

In England we have unquestioned descendants by Tiat-

ural (i.e., illegitimate) descent of Stuart as well as Plan-
tagenet N. and Q., 7th ser., VI. 436.

2. Native; native-born; indigenous: as, «a<«-
ral citizens or subjects.

Beforeall thingsGodcommaundedthatthekingesshoulde
be naturaU of the kingdome—that is to understande, that
hee shuld be an Hebrue circumcised, & no Gentile.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 8.

Jewish ordinances had some things natural, and of the
perpetuity of those things no man doubteth.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, iv. 11.

Besides the natural inhabitants of the aforesaid places,

they had, even in those days, traffic with Jews, Turks, and
other foreigners. HaUuyt (Arber'sEng. Gamer, I. 20).

3. Produced or implanted at birth or when
constituted or made ; conferred by nature; in-

herent or innate ; not acquired or assumed : as,

natural disposition ; natural beauty ; a natural

gait.
A wretch whose natural gifts were poor.

Shak., Hamlet, L 5. 51.

God loving to bless all the means and instruments of

his service, whether they be natural or acquisite.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 269.

Acasto has natural good sense, good nature, and dis-

cretion, so that every man enjoys himself in his company.
Steele, Spectator, No. 386.

4. Bom; being such as one or it is from birth.

I saw In Bosetto two of those naked saints, who are

commonly natural fools, and are had in great veneration
in Egypt. Pococke, Description of the East, I. 14.

5. In keeping with or proper to the nature,

character, or constitution; belonging to birth

or constitution; normal: as, the natural posi-

tion of the body in sleep ; the natural color of

the hair; hence, as easy, spontaneous, etc., as

if constituting a part of or proceeding from
the very nature or constitution: as, oratory

was natural to him.
For custome doth imitate nature, and that which is ac-

customable, the very same thing is now become naturaU.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 257.

These cloaks throughout the whole island he all of one
colour, and that is the natural colour of the wool.

Sir T. Mare, Utopia (tr. by Kobinson), ii. 4.

A certaine contriued forme and qualitie, many times
natmraUta thewriter, many times his pecuiier by election

and arte. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 123.

natural
Persons in afFrightmenthave carried burdens, andleaped

ditches, and climbed walls, which their jiatural power
could never have done.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 281.

Hence—6. Not strained or affected; without
affectation, artificiality, or exaggeration; easy

;

unaffected: applied to persons or to their con-
duet or manners, etc.

On the stage he was natural, simple, affecting

;

'Twas only that when he was off he was acting.
Goldsmith, Retaliation.

With respect to the exercise of the sesthetic judgment,
children should be encouraged to be natural, and to pro-
nounce opinion for themselves.

J. Siitty, Outlines of Psychol., p. 652.

7. Obedient to the better impulses of one's na-
ture; affectionate; kiadly.

Was this a natural mother, was this naturally done, to
publish the sin of her own son?

Latimer, Sermon bef. Bdw. VI., 1650.

No child can be too natural to his parent.
B. Jontan, Catiline, lit 2.

8. In a state of nature ; unregenerate ; carnal

;

physical.

The natural man receiveth not the things of the Spirit
of God. 1 Cor. it 14.

You see, children, what comes o' follerin' the nateral
heart; it's deceitful above all things, and desperately
wicked. She followed her nateral heUrt, and nobody
knows where she 's gone to. H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 336.

9. Formed, produced, or brought about by na-
ture, or by the operations of the laws of na-
ture ; real ; not artificial or cultivated: as, nat-
ural scenery; a natural bridge.

This rock is famous for a natural tunnel, passing direct-
ly through its heart. B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 276.

Confining our attention, in the first place, to natural
meadow grass, let us glance at the process [of hay-making].

Eniyc. Brit., I. 379.

A good deal of the beauty of cultural objects turns on
association. J. SuUy, Outlines of PsychoL, p. 536.

10. Being in conformity with the laws of na-
ture; happening in the ordinary course of
things, without the intervention of accident or
violence ; regulated or determined by the laws
which govern events, actions, etc. : as, natural
consequences ; a natural death.

To haue and enioy the said office of Gouemour, to him
the said Sebastian Cabota during his naturaU life, without
amouing or dimissing from the same roome.*

HakluyVs Voyages, I. 268.

There is something in this more than natural, if nhiloso-
phy could find it out. Shak., Hamlet, il. 2. 386.

It would seem natural that we should first of all have
asked the question how the mere understanding could ar-

rive at all this knowledge a priori, and what extent, what
truth, and what value it could possess. If we take natural
to mean what is just and reasonable, then nothing could
be more natural. But if we miderstand by natural what
takes place ordinarily, then, on the contrary, nothing is

more natural and more intelligible than that this exami-
nation should have been neglected for so long a time.

Kant, tr. by Max Muller.

Saving men from the natural penalties of dissolute liv-

ing eventually necessitates the infliction of artificial pen-
alties in solitary cells, on tread-wheels, and by the lash.

H. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 19.

11. Of or pertaining to nature ; connected with
or relating to the existing system of things;
treating of or derived from nature as known
to man,. or the world of matter and mind; be-
longing to nature: as, natural philosophy or
history; natural religion or theology; natural
laws.

I call that natural religion which men might Imow . . .

by the mere ponciples of reason, improved by considera-
tion and experience, without the help of revelation.

Bp. Wakins.

The study of mental life has led us into paths far re-

moved from those along which the explanation of natural
phasnomena is wont to move.

Lottie, MicroGOsmus (trans.), L 267.

12. Same as naturalistic, 3.

It is difficult to give an exact definition or even descrip-

tion of what I have called the natural view of man. Per-

haps it may be best defined, negatively, as the view which
denies to reason any spontaneous or creative function in

the human constitution.

W. B. Sorley, Ethics of Naturalism, p. 2a

13. In math., having 1 as the base of the sys-

tem: applied to a function or number belong-

ing or referred to such a system: as, natural

numbers (that is, those beginning with 1) ; nat-

ural sines, cosines, etc. (those taken in arcs

whose radii are 1).— 14. In mvMe, a term ap-

plied either (a) to the diatonic or normal scale

of C (see scale) ; or (6) to an air or modulation

of harmony which moves by easy and smooth,

transitions, changing gradually or but little

into nearly related keys; or (c) to music pro-

duced by the voice, as distinguished from in-

strumental music; or (d) to the harmonics
or overtones given off by any vibrating body



natural

over and above its original soiind Naturai
act, an act wtucti is connectea with its subject by a nat-
ural cause.— Natural allegiance. See aaegianee, 1.

—Natural astrology. See ostroJosj/—Natural bait,
any article of tood proper to a flsh, used to induce the flsh
to take the hook, as distinguished from an artificial bait
or imitation of the flsh's natural food : sometimes simply
called bail, when the artificial article is distinguished as a
Iwe. Among natural baits are many small fishes, as min-
nows ; frogs ; certain crustaceans, as crawfish ; worms of
various kinds ; mollusks of various kinds; some insects or
their larvce ; spawn of various fishes and crustaceans, etc.

—Natural being. See 6ei7j^.— Natural belief, an in-

stinctive, a priori cognition.

—

Natural body, according
to St. Paul's teaching, the physical body in its present visi-

ble condition; literally, the psychical body— that is, the
body belonging to the soul, as the breath of life : opposed
to spiritual body, the body belonging and adapted to the
spirit or highest part of man's nature. See smil, psychical,
spiritual.

It is sown a 7iatur(^ body; it is raised a spiritual body.
There is a Tiatural body and there is a spiritual body.

1 Cor. XV. 44.

Natural cause, a cause which acts by natural necessity, as
opposed to compulsion and to freedom.— Natural child,
cognition, etc. See the nouns.—Natural conscious-
ness, the form of consciousness possessed by all men ;

pri-

mary consciousness.— Natural day, a space of twenty-
four hours.

In the space of o day naturel—
This is to seyn, in foure and twenty houres.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 108.

Natural definition, 'a definition which states the essen-

tial parts of the thing defined, as when man is defined as
a substance composed of a body and an intellective soul.

—Natural dualism, finger-breadth, flannel, gas,
goodness, etc. See the nouns.—Natural egotistical
idealism, the doctrine that the immediate object in per-

ception is a mode of the mind which it is determined to
present by its own natural laws.—Natural harmonic,
in musical instruments of the viol, lute, or harp families,

one of the harmonics or overtones of an open string:
opposed to artififfiai harmonic, which is derived from a
stopped string. Also used pleonastically for any harmon-
ic—Naturalharmony, in mueic, harmony without mod-
ulations or derived chords Natural hezachord, in tn«-

dieval music, the second hexachord (and also the fifth) : so
called because it began on C, the key-note of the "nat-
ural" key. See fej/i.—Natural history, inunutationt.
Infirmity. See the nouns.—Natural mfancy, a phrase
sometimes used by law-writers to designate infancy under
the age of seven years, as being a period of natural and
complete incapacity in a legal sense.—Natural inter-
vals. Seeijiterixrf.—Natural key. See ftej/i.—Natural
law, the expression of right reason or the dictate of reli-

gion, inheiing in nature and man, and having ethically a
binding force as a rule of civil conduct ; the will of man's
Maker. Etacksicme. See law o/ nature, under imture.—
Natural liberty. See liberty.

—

Natural line of sight.
See siffAt—Natural logarithm. See logarithm.—Nat-
ural logic, love, magic, magnet, man, marmalade,
method, motion. See the nouns.—Natural modula-
tion, in Tnusic, a modulation of easy and direct character,
as from a given key (tonality) to one of its near relatives.

—Natural necessity, necessity which springs from with-
in, from an internal principle of development, not from
outward compulsion.— Natural obligation, an expres-
sion used in the civil law, in two different cases: (a)

Where two difterent persons, though no agreement ex-

press or implied had been made, came into such a rela-

tion that the pretor was induced to impute to it some of

the legal characteristics of an obligation: for example,
the fact of becoming unduly enriched at another person's
expense. (6) Where an obligation was imperfect, so that
no action could be maintained on it, and yet certain legal

effects, which were not the same in all cases, were attrib-

uted to it by law. The equivalent Bnglish phrase is im-
per/ect obligation.—THaXvixal order, in bot, an order be-
longing to the natural system of classification, in contra^
distinction to one of an artificial system devised for the
mere convenience of a student. In this system all the or-

gans must be taken into consideration, and the affinity of

any two or more plants will be determined by their agree-
ment or disagreement first in the more important organs
and then in the less important.— Natural perfection, a
perfection due to natural causes, or belonging to nature.

—

Natural persons. See person—Natural philosophy,
originally, the study of nature in general ; now, more com-
monly, the branch of physical science which treats of

those properties and phenomena of bodi^ which are un-
accompanied by an essential change in the bodies them-
selves. It thus includes the various sciences classed under
physics. See physics. Abbreviated »>at.jpA3.— Natural
pitch, the pitch of a wind-instrument, especially of an or-

gan-pipe, when not overblown.- Natural price, print-
ing, etc. See the nouns.— Natural propensity or ap-
p^ite, a congenital or innate one, although it may not be
actually developed until later in life.— Natural realism,
the doctrine that the immediate object of perception is

the real external object or thing.—Natural rights. See
rigfU.— Natural scale. See natural key, under fteyl.

—

Natural science, a phrase employed in much the same
signification as natural history in its widest sense, and used
in contradistinction to menial, wwral, or mathematical sd-

ence.—Natural selection, theology, eto. See the nouns.
— Natural sign, a sign which stands for its object inde-

pendently of any human convention. Natural signs are

either/ormoi, standing for their objects in virtue of resem-

bling them, or material, standing for their objects byvirtue
of some natural connection or real relation with them, as

a weathercock to the wind. The former are called icons,

the latter indices. The distinction seems to have origi-

nated with Paulus Venetus.—Natural system, in bot.

See Jussieuan, and natural order, above.—Natural
whole. In logic, a whole determined by the logical com-
prehension ; either an essential or a mathematical whole.

=Syn. 1, 2, and 4. Natal, etc. See na&ve.

ll. n. it. That wHoh is natural to one ; nat-

ural quality, disposition, or expression.

That is, when he [our courtly poet] is most artiflciaU,

so to disguise and cloake it as it may not appeare nor
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seeme to proceede from him by any studie or trade of rules,

but to be his naturall.
Piittenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 263.

It is with depraved man, in his impure naturaMs, thatwe
must maintaine this quaielL Bp. Hall, St. Paul's Combat.

And yet this much his courses do approve.
He was not bloody in his rudural.

Daniel, Civil Wars, iv. 42. (Nares.)

2t. A natural gift or endowment.
Buthow out of purpose and place do I name art? When

the professors are grown so obstinate contemners of it, and
Sresumers on their own naturals, as they are deriders of all

iHgence that way. B, Joitson, Alchemist, To the Reader.

3. One bom without the usual faculty of rea-

soning or understanding; a fool; an idiot.

This drivelling love is like a great n^wral, that runs loll-

ing up and down to hide his bauble in a hole.

Shak., R. and J., iL 4. 95.

I own the Man is not a Natural; he has a very quick
Sense, tho' very slow Understanding.

Steele, Conscious Lovers, ii. 1.

4t. A native ; an original inhabitant.

The moi'e severe that these are to the naturaUs, the
greater their repute with the Spaniards, who enrich them-
selves by extorting from the other.

Sandys, TravaUes, p. 202.

5t. A production of nature.

The abjectest TuituraMs have their specificall properties,

and some wondrous vertues ; and philosophy will not flat-

ter the noblest or worthiest naturals in their venoms or
impurities. Harvey, Pierce's Supererogation.

6. An oyster of natural wild growth, not
planted. [New Jersey.]— 7. In music: (a) On
the keyboard, a white key (digital) as distin-

guished from a black key. (6) In notation, the
sign

fl,
placed before a note to counteract the

effect of a sharp or flat in the signature or pre-

viously introduced as an accidental. Naturals are
not used in signatures except where a change of key takes
place and one or more of the sharps or fiats of the original

signature are to be annulled. Also called a cancel. See
aandental,n.,a.i\isigrmture. (c) A note affected by
a B, or a tone thus represented.—8. A kind of

wig worn in England early in the eighteenth
century.

In 1724 the peruke-makers advertised "full-bottom tyes,

full bobs, minister's bobs, naturals, half naturals, Grecian
flyes, curley roys, airey levants, qu (= queue) perukes, and
bagg wiggs" among the variety of artificial head-gear
which they supplied. Encyc Brit., XXIV. 560.

natural-born (nat'u-ral-b6rn), a. 1. Native
in a country ; not alien.

Naiural-bom subjects are such as are born within the
dominions of the crown of England ; that is, within the
ligeance, or, as it is generally called, the allegiance of the
king. BlacksUme, Com., I. x.

No person except a natural-bom citizen, or a citizen of

the United States at the time of the adoption of this con-

stitution, shall be eligible to the office of president.

ConstituMon of the United SHates, art. iL § 1.

3. So by nature ; born so : as, a natural-iorn

fool.

naturalia (nat-u-ra'li-a), n.pl. [Nil., neut. pi.

of L. naturaUs, natural: see natural.'] The
sexual organs.

naturalisation, naturalise. See naturaliga-

naturalism (nat'u-ral-izm), n. [= F. natura-
lisme = Sp. naturaiUsmo; as natural + -ism.'] 1

.

A state of nature ; uncivilized or unregenerate
condition.

Those spirited and wanton cross-worms, as they call

themselves, who are striving with speed and alacrity to
come up to the naturalism and lawless privileges of the
first class.

Bp. Lavingtim, Moravians Compared and Detected, p. 63.

[(LotAom.)

2. Conformity to nature or to reality ; a close

adherence to nature in the arts of painting,

sculpture, poetry, etc.: opposed to ideaMsm, and
implying less of crudeness than realism.

Gogol, the father of Russian ?iat«raZigm, who wrote
fifty years ago, was as full of literary consciousness as

Thackeray or Dickens. Harpen's Mag., LXXVl 479.

3. Specifically, in the fine arts, the rendering
of nature, as it is, by the arts of design, but
without either slavish fidelity or attempt at il-

lusion. It is the mean between idealism and
realism.— 4. In philos., that view of the world,
and especially of man and human history and
society, which takes account only of natural (as

distinguished from supernatural) elements and
forces.

On the basis of NaXuraMxm,, we may either look upon
man as an individual distinct from other individuals, , . .

or we may consider the race as itself an organism, apart
from which the individual is unintelligible.

TT. R. Sarley, Ethics of Naturalism, p. 17.

5. In theol.: (a) The doctrine that natural reli-

gion is sufficient for salvation. (&) The doctrine

that all religious truth is derived from a study
of nature without any supernatural revelation,

naturalize

and that all religious life is a natural develop-

ment unaided by supernatural influences.

naturalist (nat'u-ral-ist), n. [= F. naturaliste

= Sp. Pg. It.'naturalista, < ML. naturalista, a

naturalist, < L. naturaUs, natural : see natural

and -dst.] 1. One who understands natural

causes ; one who is versed in natural science or

philosophy; specifically, one who is versed in

or devoted to natural history; in the most re-

stricted sense, a zoologist or botanist.

Naturalia observe that when the frost seizes upon wine
they are only the slighter and more waterish parts of it

that are subject to be congealed. South, Sermons, II. xii.

2. One who holds the theological theory or doc-

trine of naturalism.

So far as the Spirit of God is above reason, so far doth a
Christian exceed a mere naturalisL

Bp. Hall, Meditations and Vows, ii. § 34.

n,aturalistic (nat'u-ra-lis'tik), a. [< naturalist

+ -ic] 1. Of, pertaining to, or in accordance

with nature; natural; not formal, conventional,

or conventionalized; hence, simulating or re-

sembling nature: as, a MafetraMsftc effect of light

on the stage.

Such vivacious and naturalistic expletives as would
scarcely have passed the censor.

Athenaeum, No. 2840, p. 421.

2. Eealistic.
" No one," as Seiior Vald^s truly says, " can rise from the

perusal of a nxAuraUsHc book . . . without a vivid desire

to escape " from the wretehed world depicted in it.

Harper's Mag., IXXIX. 963.

3. Of, pertaining to, or based on naturalism in

its philosophical or theological sense—Natural-
istic theory. See mythical theory, under mythical.

naturalityt (nat-u-ral'i-ti), n. [< ME. natural-

itie, < OF. (and ^.) naturalit^=Bp. naturalidad

= Pg. naturalidade = It. naturalitd,, < L. natu-

ralita{t-)s, naturalness, < naturaUs, natural: see

natural.] The quality of being natural; natu-

ralness.

The goddis by their naturalitie and power close vp the
furies, and goueme the steares.

Oolden Boke, x. {Richardson.)

naturalization (naV'u-ral-i-za'shon), n. [<

naturalize + -aUon.] ' Tlie act of naturalizing,

or the state of being naturalized ; specifically,

in law, the act of receiving an alien into the con-

dition, and investing him with the rights and
privileges, of a natural subject or citizen, in the
United States, by Rev. Stat., 1878, title xxx., §§ 2165, etc.,

persons of age, of the classes enumerated below, may be
naturalized, with their resident minor children, upon
taking an oath to support the Constitution of the United
States, and renouncing all allegiance to a foreign prince

or stal^ : those over 21 who have (a) resided here at least

five years continuously, and have legally declared their

intention to be naturalized and to renounce foreign alle-

giance more than two years before naturalization ; or (&)

resided here for a continuous period of five years, of which
three were during minority ; or (c) resided here one year

and have served in and been honorably discharged from
the military forces of the United States; or (3) served
three years on a merchant vessel of the United States

after legal declaration of Intention, ete. Citizens, etc., of

countries at war with the United States are excepted.
There are also provisions— now nearly obsolete— relating

to the naturalization of aliens residing in the United States

before January 29th, 1795, or between June 18th, 1798, and
June 18th, 1812. Widows and children of those who have
made legal declaration before death are deemed citizens.

In Great Britain, by the Naturalization Act of 1870, an
alien resident in the United Eingdom for a term of not less

than five years, or who has been in the service of the crown
for not less than five years, may obtain a certificate of nat-

uralization. Also spelled naturaligaMan.

All States that are liberall of naturalization towards
strangers are fit for empire.

Baeon, Kingdoms and Estates.

NaluraMzalHon implies the renunciation of a former na-
tionality, and the fact of entrance into a similar relation
towards a new body politic.

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, § 66.

Naturalization Act, a British statute of 1870 (amended
in 1872), under which aliens are allowed to hold real and
personal property in the United Kingdom, additional fa-

cilities for aliens to become British subjects being also
given, and provisions embodied enabling British subjects
to become aliens.

naturalize (nat'u-ral-iz), v.; pret. and pp. nat-
uraUzeA, ppr. naturalizing. [= F. naturaliser
= Sp. Pg. naturalizar =:lt. naturalizzare; as nat-
ural +4se.] I, trans. 1. To reduce to a state
of nature; identify with, or make a part of,

nature.

Human freedom must be understood in some different
sense from that with which our anthropologists are famil-
iar, if it is to stand in the way of the scientific impulse to
naturalise the moral man.

T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, § 6.

2. To make natural ; render easy and familiar
by custom and habit.

He rises fresh to his hammer and anvil; custom has
natural-^d his labours to him. South.

3. To confer the rights and privileges of a nat-
ural subject or citizen upon; receive under



Batnralize

sanction and form of lav as a citizen or sabjeet.
See naturalisation.

Xlhen the best way for a fag^gaer to break your exdi^
siTenees is to be natvnloBd.

Harpa'tMag., LXXVUL 938.

4. To receive or adopt as native, natnral, or
vernacular; incorporate into ormake part and
parcel of a language ; receive into the original
or common stock: as, to naturalize a foreign
word or egression.
Shemastbefbadroyantandpymmdal— if these French

adjectiresm^ be nabtnUized for this one particalar emer-
gency. O. W. Helmet, ElaeTenner, nL
5. So to adapt to new conditions of life that
those conditions shaW appear to be native to
the person or thing naturalized; to introduce
and acclimatize or cause to thrive as if indige-
nous: as, to naturalize a foreign plant or ani-
niaL [A plant that is natnraliaed is not mer^ hafaitn-

ated to the rfii«»*o bnt grows without cnltfration. A
natnraliaed "limal ig not only acclimatixed, as an dephant
fx a tiger in captivity, bat shifts for itself and propagates,
as rabbits in Anstralia or T^nglisb sparrows in America.]

Uring so amongst those Black% by time and canning
they seeme to bee natunUized amongst them.

Capt. John Smitk, Tme Travel^ L 48.

Out melons, oar pea^e^ oar figs, oar ^ricote, and
chenies are stiangers among as. imported in different
ages, and luitumKzed in our ^'"g'''''' gardens.

.ilddSon, The Soyal Exchange.

6. Ea muMeal notation, to apply a natnral or
cancel (t) to.

H. intrant. 1. To ez]glainphenomenaby nat-
ural laws, to the exclusion of the supematuiaL
We see bow tm the mind of an age is infected by this

matKniaiBg tendeni?: let as note a few of the thousand
and one forms in which it upears.

BvshneU, Nataie and the Si^eniat., L

2. To become like a native.
I have noliiniitsnl hoe [in London) psfectiy, and have

been more kindly recetredthan is goodfor mymodest to
remember. Jtfnu.

3. To become a citizen of another than one's
native eountay.
Also spelled naturalise.

naturally (nat'u-ral-i),a<tp. 1. By nature; not
by art or habit f as, he was na^rani/ eloquent.

Fire, whoee f\aiae if ye marke it, is alwaies pointed, and
aoturafiy 1^ his forme ooaets to clymbe.

PuttenAoin, Arte of Eng. Foesie, p. 78.

We fUttunUlg know what is good, bat natumtty porsne
what is erlL Sir T. Browne, Beligio Medici, L 55.

2. Spontaneously ; without art or cultivation.

F(flr syth he wrought it notndtoroi^ bat willingly [por-
posely], he wrought it not to the Tttermoet of his power,
bat witti such degrees of goodnes as his bye pleasme
lyked to lymit. S'r T. More, Works, p. 129.

There is no placewherewheat notvraiZy grows. JoAnam.

3. Without affectation or artificiality; with ease
or grace.

That part
Was aptly fitted and natumUy perfonn'd.

Shot., T. of the S., Ind., L 87.

4. According to the usual course of things; by
an obvious consequence ; of course.

Foverty notunii^ begets dependence.
GoUUmiih, Citizen of the World, xzviL

naturalness (nat'n-ral-nes), n. 1. The state of
being natural : as7 naturalness of conduct.

And to show the natttralnegg of monarchy, all theforms
of goTemment insensibly partake of it, and slide into it.

South, Sermons, TTT ziL

2. Conformity to nature, truth, or reality; ab-
sence of artificiality, eza^eration, or a^eeta-
tion : as, the naturalness of a person's conduct.

To seek to be natural implies a cousciousness that for-

bids all naturalness forever.
Lomtt, Study Windows, p. Ste.

nature (na'tfir), n. and a. [<ME. nature, < OP.
nature, F. nature= Sp. Pg. It. natura= OPries.
nature = D. naiuur = AITiG. nature= OHG. na-
tara, MHG. nature, natiure. Q. natur= Sw. Dan.
natnr, < L. natura, birth, origin, natural consti-

tution or quality,< nasa, pp. natus, be bom, ori-

ginate: see nascent."] 1. n. 1. Birth; origin;

parentage ; original stock.

"We are broderen," quod he^ "of on nature,

Kyng Anferios my fader is also."

Generydes (E. K T. S.), L SffiG.

All of one nature, of one substance bred.
Shot., 1 Hen. IV., L 1. 11.

Wewho are Jews by nature, and not sinners of the Gen-
tiles. (JaL ii. 15.

2 . The forces or processes of the material world,

conceivedof as an agencyintermediatebetween
the Creator and the world, producing all organ-

isms and preserving the regular order of things:

as,in the old dictum, "naftirc abhors a vacuum."
In this sense nature is often personified.

And there is in this business more than nature

Was ever condnct ot Shak., Tempest^ t. 1. 343.
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Thou, nature, art my goddess; to thy law
Uy BOTices are boan£ ShaJc, Lear, L 2. 1.

.Vofvr; is the last of all causes that fabricate this cor-

poreal and sensible world, and the utmost bound of incor-
poeal substances. Which, being full at reasons and pow-
ers^ osdras and presides ot9 all mundane affairs.

i>rtKlu> (fr. by Cndwortb), Comm. in Timsnm, L

Wherefore, since neither all things are produced forta-

itously. or by the nnguided mechanism of matter, nor God
himself may reasonably be thought to do all things imme-
diately and miracolously, it may well be concluded that
there is a plastic nature under bim, which as an inferior

and subordinate instmment doth dmdgii^lyexecute that
part of his providence which consists in the regular and
orderly motion of matter ; yet so as that ihexe is also be-
sides this a higher providence to be acknowledged, which,
presiding over i^ doth often supply the defects of it, and
sometimes overrule it ; forasmuch as this plastic nature
cannot act dectively nor with discretion.

Cuduorth, Intellectnal System, i. 3.

Kature never did betray
The heart that loved her.

Wordmmrth, Ttntem Abbey.

3. The metaphysical principle of life ; the pow-
er of growth; that which causes oi^anisms to
develop each in its predeterminate way. Aris-
totle defines nattu% as the princifde of motaon'in those
things that move themselves, meaning by motion espe-
oally generation and cormption. Inasmuch as the most
striking characteristic of growth is its regularity, natore is

also conceived by Aristotle as the princqile of inward ne-
cessity, as opposed to constraint on the one hand and to
chance or freedom on Uie other. Hraice nature is in lit-

erature frequently contrasted with /ate and with compul-
sum, as well as with/orfun« and/ree Section.

There are in sublunary bodies both constant tendencies
and variable tendencies. The constant Aristotle calls na-
ture, which always aspires to good, or to perpetual reno-
vation of forms as perfect as may be, though impeded in
this work by adverse inflaences, and therefore never pro-
ducing any thing bat individuals comparatively defective
and sure to perish. Thevariable he calls spontaneity and
chance, forming an independent agency inseparab^ ac-

companying ixatwre—always modifying, distorting, fros.

trating the full purposes of nature. Moreover, the differ-

ent natnral agencies often interfere with each other, while
the irregular tendency interferes with them aD. So far as
nature acts in each of her distinct agencies, Qiephoiomena
before ns are re^rnlar and predictable ; all that is uniform,
and all that, without being quite uniform, recurs asually
or frequently, is her work. But, besides and along with na-
ture, Uiere is the agency of cliance and spontaneity, which
is essentially irregolar and unpredictable^

Orate, Aristotle^ iv.

Cel. Let OS sit and mock the good honsewife Fortune.
. . . Those that ^e makes fair she source makes honest,
and those that she makes honest she makes very ill-fa-

vonredly.
Bos. Nay, now thou goest from Fortone's office to No-

tvrtfs : Yixtane reigns in the gifts of the world, not in the
lineaments of Xature. Shak., As you Like it, L 2. 44.

Yet had the number of her days
Beea as complete as was her praise,

Ifature and Fate had had no strife

In giving limit to her life.

MUton, ^itaph on Marchionessd Winchester, L 13.

4+. Cause ; occasion; that which produces any-
thing.

TSie nature of his great offence is dead.
Shot., All's WeU, V. 3. 23.

5. The material and spiritual universe, as dis-

tinguished from the Creator; the system of
things of whichman forms a part : creation, es-

pecially that part of it which more inmiediately

surrounds man and affects his senses, as moun-
tains, seas, rivers, woods, etc. : as, the beauties

of nature; in a restricted sense, whatever is

produced without artificial aid, and exists un-
changed by man, and is thus opposed to art.

AH things are artificial; tor Nature is the art of God.
Sir T. Browne, Xeligio Medici, L 16.

He Deeded not Oie spectacles of books to read Nature;
he looked inwards, and found her there.

Dryden, Essay on Dram. Foesy.

Nature is that world of substance whose laws are laws

of canse and effect; and whose events transpire^ in orderly

succession, luider those laws.
BuAneU, Xature and the Snpemat, p^ 43.

Nature, in the common sense, refers to essences un-

dumged by uian : space, the air, the rivCT, the leaf.

Bmersoa, TiTatore, p. 7.

Nature in the abstract is flie aggr^ate of the powers
and propaliesof all things. JITotore means^e sum of all

phenomena, togetherwith the causeswhich produce them

;

indnding not only all that happen^ bat aD that is capable

of luq>pening ; the unused capabilities of causes being as

much a part at the idea of nature as those which take ef-

fect JS. Ma.

Hence—6. Thatwhich is conformed to nature

or to truth and reality, as distinguished from
that which is artificial,' forced, conventional, or

remote from actual experience; naturalness.

With this special observance; that you o'erstep not the
modesty of naftin : for anything so overdone is from the

purpose of playing, whose end, both at the first and now,
was and is, to hold, as "tweia the mirror up to natore.

Shale., Hamlet, ilL 2.

Only na<<ir« can please those tastes which are unpreju-

diced and refined. Addison.

7. Inherent constitution, property, or quality:

essential character, qnalily, or kind; the quali-

natnxe

ties or attributes which constitute a being or
thing what it is. and distinguish it from all

others; also, kind; sort; species; category: as,
the nature of the soul; the divine nature'; it is

the nature of fire to bum; the compensation
was in the nature of a fee.

I^ve thon sc>leyn, wermis compcioun

!

For no iors is of lak of thy nature.
Chaucer, Parliament of Fowl^ L 615.

Things rank and gross in nature.
Shak., Hamlet, L 2. 136.

I wish my years
Were fit to do yon serrie'e in a iuiture
That might become a gentleman.

FUteher, Spanish Curat^ L 1.

Onely this is certajne, that many regions lying in the
same latjtade afford Mines very ridi of divers natures:

Capt. JOm Smith, Works, L li^.

13iey [theJews]api^ehended the Crown of Thorns which
was pat upon our ^viour*s head was the fittest represen-
tation of the nature of his Eh^om.

StUUngJieet, Sermon^ L viil

The nature of her [Catherine Sedley's] influence over
James is not easily to be explained.

Maeaulay, Hist. Eng., t1

8. An original, wild, undomesticated condition,

as of an a.iiiTna1 or a plant; also, the primitive
condition of man antecedent to institntions,

especially to political institutions: as, to live

in a state of nature.

That the condition of mrae nofuns—that is to say, of ab-
solute liberty, snch as is theirs that are neither sovereigns
nor subjects, is anarchy and the condition of war ; that the
precepts by which men are guided to avoid that condition
are the laws of natore; Oiatacommonwealthwithout sov-

ereign power is but aword wiUiout substance, and cannot
stand; that subjecfs owe to sovereigns simple obedience
in an things in which their obedience is not repugnant to
the laws of God, 1 have sufficiently proved.

Hobbes, Leviathan, ii. 31.

9. The primitive aboriginal instincts, qualities,

and tendencies common to mankind of all races
and in aU ages, as unchanged or uninfluenced
by civilization; especially, the instinctive or
spontaneous sense of justice, benevolence, af-

fection, self-preservation, love of show, etc.,

common to mankind ; naturalness of thought,
feeling, or action; humanity.
For when the Gentil^ which have not the law, do by

nature the things contained in the law, these, having not
the law, are a law unto Uionselves. fiom. IL 14.

Bos. Bu^ to Orlando : did he leave him there.
Food to the sucked and hungry lioness?

Oli. Twice did he turn his back and pnrpoeed so

;

But kindness, nobler ever than revenge,
And nature, stronger than his just occasion.
Made him give bsftle to the lioness.

Shak., As you Like it, iv. 3. 130.

One touch of nature makes the whole world kin.

That all, with one consent, praise new-bom gawds.
Shak., T. and C, iiL 3. ITS.

If thou hast nature in thee, bear it not
Shak., Hamlet, i. 5, $1.

Oh mother, do not lc>se your name ! forget not
The touch of nature in you, tenderness

!

Beau, and PI., Thierry and Theodoret, v. 2.

10. The physical or moral constitution of man

;

physical or moral being; the personality.

As surfeit is the father of much fas^
So every scope by the inunoderate use
Tarns to restraint. Our natures do pursue,
L&e rats that ravin down their proper bane^
A thirsty evU ; and when we drink we die.

Shak., M. forU., L 2. 132.

In swinish sleep
Their drenched nalur«g lie as in a death.

Shak., Macbeth, L 7. 68L

Thus have they made profane tiiat nature which God
hath not onfy deans'd, but Christ also hath assum'd.

MUton, Church-Government, IL S.

Tir'd Natures swert restorer, balmy sleep

!

Toung, Kight Thoughts, L 1.

XX. Inborn or innate character, disposition, or
inclination; inherent bent or disposition; indi-

vidual constitution or temperament ; inbred or
natural endowments, as opposed to acquired

;

hence, by metonymy, a person so endowed: as,

we instinctively look up to a superior nature.

His nature is too noble for the world;
He would not flatter Neptune for his trident,

Or Jove for *8 power to Sunder- His heart 's his mouth

:

What his breast forges, that his tongue must vent.

Shak., Cor., iiL 1. 255.

This can only sacceed according to the nature and man-
ners of the person they court, or sdicit.

Bacon, Moral Fables, iv., E^O.

It is your nofure to have all men slaves

To you, but you acknowledging to none.
B. Jonton, Sejanns, ilL 1.

12. The vital powers of man; vitality; vital

force; life; also, natural course of life; life-

time.
And the most fMrt of hem dyen with outen Syknesse,

whan nature faylethe hem for dde.
MandevOle, Travel^ p. 293.

Tin the foul crimes done in my days of nature

Are burnt and purged away. Shak. , Hamlet,L 5. 12



nature
My offences being many, I would repent out the re-

mainder of nature. Shak., All's Well, iv. 3. 272.

0, sir, you are old

;

Nature in you stands on the very verge
Of her confine. Shak., Lear, ii. 4. 149.

13. In theol., the natural unregenerate state of
the soul; moral character in its original condi-
tion, unaffected by grace.

We all . . . were by nature the children of wrath, even
as others. Eph. ii. 3.

Yet if we look more closely we shall find
Most have the seeds of judgment in their mind;
Nature affords at least a glimmering light

;

The lines, though touch'd but faintly, are drawn right.
Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 2L

The Judgment, umpire in the strife
That Grace and Nature have to wage through life.

Couiper, Tirocinium, L 30.

14. Conscience.
Make thick my blood

;

Stop up the access and passage to remorse.
That no compunctious visitlngs of nature
Shake my feU purpose, nor keep peace between
The effect and it! Sliak., Macbeth, i. 5. 46.

15. Spontaneity; abandon; felicity; truth;
naturalness.

With Shakspear's nature, or with Jonson's art.

Pope, Dunciad, ii. 324.

Course of nature, crime against nature, debt of na-
ture, effort of nature, freak of nature. See coursei,
crime, etc.—Formal nature. See formal.—GooA na-
ture, (at) Due natural affection.

And therfor alle faders and moders after good nature
aught to teche her children to leue alle wrong and euelle
wales, and shew hem the true right weye.

Book of the Knight qf La Tour Landry, p. 4.

(6) Kindly disposition ; a natural disposition such that
one does not readily take or give offense ; an easy, indul-
gent spirit.—Ill nature, natural bad temper.—In a state
Of nature, (a) Naked as when born ; nude. (6) In theol.,

in a state of sin ; unregenerated.—Indivlduand nature.
See indTOdiMUM?.- Individuate nature. See indwMu-
ate.—Interpretation of nature. See interpretation.—
Law of nature, (a) An unwritten law depending upon
an instinct of the human race, universal conscience, or
common sense. [This was the usual sense before the mid-
dle of the seventeenth century.]

If the young dace be a bait for the old pike, I see no rea-
son in the law of nature but I may snap at him.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iii. 2. 367.

(b) The regular course of human life.

1 died whilst in the womb he stayed.
Attending nature's law,

Shak., Cymbeline, v. 4. 38.

(c) See towi, 3.— light Of nature. SeeK^rAti.-Long by
nature. See Jonyi.-Plastic nature. See the quotation
from Cudworth under def. 2.—The nature Of things,
the regular order or constitution of the universe.—To go
(rarely walk) the way of nature, to pay the debt of
nature, to die.

He 's walked the way of naiure,
And to our purposes he lives no more.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 2. 4.

To relieve or ease nature, to evacuate the bowels.

II. a. Natural; growing spontaneously: as,

nature giSbsa; naturehaj. [Scotch.]
nature (na'tOr), v. t.; pret. and pp. natured,
ppr. naturin'g. [< MB. naturen; < nature, to.]

To endow with distinctive natural qualities.

He which tiatureth every kynde.
The mighty God. Gower, Conf. Amant., vii.

Others, similarly natured, will not permit him ... to
do this. Spencer, Date of Ethics, § 97.

nature-deity (na'tur-de"i-ti), n. A deity per-
sonifying a phenomenon or force of physical
nature.
nature-god (na'tur-god), n. Same as nature-
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amander of fire, a gnome of the earth, or an un-
dine of the water.

nature-worship (na'tur-w6r"ship), n. A re-

ligion which deifies the phenomena of physical
nature, such as the heavenly bodies, fire, the
wind, trees, etc. ; also, the principles or prac-
tice of such a reli^on.

naturism (na'tur-izm), TO. [=i¥.naturisme; as
nature + -ism.^ 1 . In med., a view which attrib-

utes everything to nature . Dunglison. [Bare . ]— 3. Worship of the powers of nature: same
as natiire-worsliip. Encyc. Brit., XX. 367.

naturist. (na'Jur-ist), TO. [= F. naturiste; as
nature + -ist.^ If. See the quotation.

Those that admit and applaud the vulgar notion of na-
ture, I must here advertise you, partly because they do so,

and partly for brevity's sake, I shall hereafter many times
call naturists. Boyle, Works, V. 168.

3. A physician who trusts entirely to nature
to effect a cure.

naturistic (na-tu-ris'tik), a. [< naturist + -«c.]

Of or pertaining to naturism or nature-worship.
Eneyc. Brit., XX. 366.

naturityt (na-tu'ri-ti), to. [< nature + -ity.']

The quality or state of being produced by na-
ture. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

naturizet (ua'tur-iz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. ««<«-

rized, ppr. natiirizing. . [< nature + 4ze.'] To
endow with a nature or special qualities.

'Tis the secret
Of nature rwiurized 'gainst all infections.

B. Jomffti, Alchemist, ii. 1.

nauch, to. See nautclt.

Nauclerus (nft-Me'rus), to. [NL., < Gr. vai)K\ri-

poQ, a ship-owner, shipmaster, skipper, < vavq,

a ship, -I- xX^poi, lot, property: see elerk.^ 1.

In ornith., a genus of Falconidce, of the sub-
family Milvince; the swallow-tailed kites. The
type is the African N. rioctmri, and the genus has often
also included the American N. fureatwe, now usually call-

ed Elanoidesforjicatus. See cut under Elarwides.

3. In ichth., a spurious genus of fishes, based
on the young of Nauerates, or a stage of de-
velopment of the young pilot-fish, Nauerates
ductor, when a first dorsal fin and preopercular
spines are present. Cuvier and Valenciennes,
1839.— 3. [I. c] The stage of growth repre-
sented by the spurious genus Nauclerus, 2, as
of Seriola or any other genus of carangids.

Naucoridse (na-kor'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Nau-
coris + -idcB.'] A family of heteropterous in-
sects founded by Leach,m 1818, upon the genus
Naucoris; the water-scorpions. They are preda-
ceous aquatic bugs, flat-bodied, and usually oval, living in
quiet reedy pools, where they swim and creep about in
search of their prey. They are widely distributed, and
abound in the southwestern United States and Mexico.

Naucoris (na'ko-ris), ». [NL. (Geoffiroy, 1762),
< Gr. vavg, a ship, + Kdpic, a bug.] The typi-
cal genus of NaucoridcB, formerly referred to
the Nepidce. The species are Old World, being
replaced in America by the members of the
genus Pelocoris.

Nauerates (na'kra-tez), TO. PSTL., < Gr. vavKpa-
T^S, a fish so calleii, lit. holding a ship fast (cf.

Eeheneis), < vavg, a ship, + Kparelv, rule, govern.]

naturel, a. If. A Middle English form of nat-
ural.—3. [F.]_ In her., same a,a proper.

natureless (na'tfir-les), a. [< nature + -less.l

Not consonant with nature; unnatural. Milton.

nature-myth (na'Jur-mith), to. A myth sym-
bolical of or supposed to be based on natural
phenomena.
nature-print (na'tur-print), to. An impression
obtained directly'from a natural object, as a
leaf, by means of one of the processes of na-
ture-printing.

nature-printing (na'tur-prin'ting), to. A pro-
cess invented by Alois Auer, in Vienna, Aus-
tria, in 1853, by which objects, such as plants,
mosses, ferns, lace, etc., are impressed on a
metal plate so as to engrave themselves, copies
or casts being then taken for printing. The ob-
ject is placed between a plate of copper and one of lead,

which are passed between heavy rollers, when a perfect
Impression is made on the leaden plate. From this im-
pressed lead plate an electrot^ed printing-plate is made.
There are other processes, one of which consists in ob-
taining an impression from natural objects on sheets of
softened gutta-percha, from which an electrotype or a
stereotype ma^ then be taken. Also c&lleAphysMypy.

nature-spint (na't8r-spir'''it), TO. An elemen-
tal ; an imaginary being, supposed to be a spirit

of some element, as a sylph of the air, a sal-

Pilot-lish {Nauerates ductor).

A genus of fishes of the family Carangidw; the
pilot-fish. N. ductor is the type. Seepilot-fish.
naufraget (na'fraj), to. [< F. naufrage = Sp.
Pg. It. naufragio, < L. naufragium, a shipwreck,
< navis, a ship, +frartgere (y/ro^), break, dash
to pieces: see nave^, fraction, fragile.'] Ship-
wreck.
Guilty of the ruin and nmifrage and perishing of infi-

nite subjects.
Bacon, Speech on taking his place in Chancery.

naufrageoust, a. See naufragous.
naufragiatet (na-fra'ji-at), v. t. [< naufrage
(L. naufragium) + -ate^.J To shipwreck. Lith-
gow, Pilgrim's Farewell (1618).

naufragoust (nft'tra-gus), a. [Also naufra^
geous; = Sp. Pg. It. naufrago, < L. naufragus,
wrecked, causing shipwreck, < navis, ship, -I-

frangere (\^frag),'bveaM.: aee naufrage.'] Caus-
ing shipwreck.
That tempestuous, and oft nanflrageoua sea, wherein

youth and handsomeness are commonly tossed with no
less hazard to the body than the soul.

Jer. Taylor (?), Artif. Handsomeness, p. 38.

nauger (na'gfer), to. [Also nawger; earlier form
of auger, which is due to misdivision of a nau-

naughtily

ger as an auger. See auger.] An auger. [Ob-
solete or prov. Eng.]

' They bore the trunk with a nawger, and ther issueth
out sweet potable liquor. HoweU, Familiar Letters (1650).

naught (n&t), TO. and a. [In two forms: (1)

naught, < MB. naught, naugt, naut, nawt, naght,

nagt, naht, < AS. nawiht, *nawuht, with vowel
shortened from orig. long, nawiht, contr. nduht,
ndht; (2) nought, < ME. nought, nougt, nout,

nowt, noght, nogt, nowiht, etc., < AS. nowiht,

contr. ndht (= OS. neowiht, niowiht = OPries.
ndwet, naut, nat= MLG. niet = 'D.niet= OHG.
neowiht, niewiht, nieht, niht, MHG. nioht, G.
nicht), nothing; in gen. wafetes = OFries. na-
wetes, naweUs, nates = D. niets = MHG. tdhtes,

G. nichts, used in the predicate, of nothing, of

no value, nothing; in aco. nawiht, naht, etc.,

as adv., not: see not\ a shorter form of the
same word; < ne, not, + dwiht, dwuht, owiht,

owuht, etc., aught, anything : see ne and aught^,

ought^.] I. TO. 1. Not anything; nothing.

There was a man that hadde nought;
There come theuys & robbed hym, & toke nought.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 35.

Mirrors, though decked with diamants, are nought worth.
If the like forms of things they set not forth.

B. Joneon, The Barriers.

Of naught is nothing made.
Harlowe, Jew of Malta, i. 2.

All human plans and projects come to naught.
Brouming, Eing and Book, vii. 902.

3. A cipher; zero. [In this sense also com-
monly nought; but there is no ground for any
distinction.]

Cast away like so many Naughts in Arithmetiok.
Jifilton, Eikonoldastes, xxviL

3t. Wickedness.
Feire lordes, we haue euell and folily spedde of the

atynes that we haue vndirtake a-gein the Queenes knyghtes
for envye and for nought. Merlin (E. K T. S.), iii. 490.

Be naughtt, a familiar malediction, equivalent to "a
plague (or a mischief) on you " : sometimes followed by
the words awhile or the whUe.

Marry, sir, be better employed, and be naught awhUe.
Shak., As you Like it, 1. 1. 39.

So
;
get ye together, and he naugMl

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant^ v. 3.

To call one to naughtt, to abuse one grossly.

He called them aU to naught in his fury, an hundred reb-
els and traitors.

N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 120.

To come to naught, to come to nothing; fail; be a
failure ; miscarry.-TO Set at naught, to slight or disre-
gard ; despise or defy.

Ye have set at ruyught all my counsel. Prov. i. 26.

And Herod with his men of war set him at nought, and
mocked him, . . . and sent him again to Pilate.

Luke xxiii. 11.

To set naught byt. Same aa to set at namght.

The Saisnes ne sette nought thei-hy, ne deyned not to
arme the fourthe part of hem. Merlin (E. B. T. S.), iii. 44a

II. a. If. Of little or no account or value;
worthless; valueless; useless.

Things naught, and things indifferent.
Booker, Eccles. PoUty.

Being past these Isles which are many in number, but
all rumght for habitation, falling with a high land vpon
the mayne, found a great Pond of fresh water.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 174.

St. Lost; ruined.

Go, get you to your house ; be gone, away

!

All will be naught else. SAai., Cor., iii. 1. 281.

My cause was naught, for twas about your honour.
And he that wrongs the innocent ne'er prospers.

Fletcher, Rule a Wife, T. 8.

3t. In a moral sense, wicked; bad; naughty.

God giveth men plenty of riches to exercise their faith
and charity, to confirm them that be good, to draw them
that be namght, and to bring them to repentance.

Latimer, 2d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1650.

But when his [Pharaoh's] tribulation was withdrawen,
than was he naught againe.

Sir T. More. Cumfort against Tribulation (1578), fol. 11.

No man can be stark rumght at once. Fuller.

naughtt (n4t), adv. [Also mmght; < ME. naught,
naugt, etc., nought, noght, etc., < AS. nawiht,
ndht, etc., aco. of nawiht, n. : see naught, to. See
TOo<l, a shorter form of the same word.] In no
degree ; not at all ; not. See too*1.

I saw how that bis houndes have him caught.
And freten him, for that they knew him rumght.

Chaucer.

Where he hits ruyught knowes, and whom he hurts nought
cares. Spenser, F. Q., IL Iv. 7.

naughtily (na'ti-li), adm. it. Poorly; indif-
ferently.

26th. To the Duke's house, to a play. It was Indiffer-
ently done, Gosnell not singing, but a new wench, that
sings naughtUy. Pepys, Diary, III. 85.



nanglitily

2. Wickedly; corruptly; dishonora'bly ; im-
morally.

Toa Bmile and mock me, as if 1 meant naughtily,
Shak., T. and C, iv. 2. 3&

How cam'st then by this mighty snm? if navghtUy,
I must not take it of thee ; 'twill undo me.

Fletcher, Beggar's Bnsh, It. 1.

3. Perversely; misehievonsly; improperly: said
especially of ehildren.
naughtiness (n&'ti-iies), n. l. The state or
condition of 'being naughty; wickedness; had-
ness.

1 know thy pride and the nattghHiiesa of thine heart.
ISam. ZTiL28.

2. Perverseness ; mischievousness; misbeha-
vior, as of children.

naoghtlyf (nS,t'li), ad». NaughtUy; vieionsly.

Well, thus did I for want of better wit,
Because my parents nomghUy brooght me up.

MiT. Jar Mags., p. 297.

naughty (n&'ti), a. [Earlymod. E. aiaonoughty

;

< ME. naughty, naugty (= J), nietig = G. nich-
tig); < naught + -yi.] If. Having nothing;
poor.

And alle maner of men that thow myste aaspy^
That nedy ben and Tiaujty, heipe hem with thi godis.

Piers Plaumian (B), vi. 226.

2t. Worthless; good-for-nothing; bad.
Then semeat a noughty knave.

Playe of BoSyn Hade (Child's Ballads, V. 427).

Perchance it is the Comick, whom TMughtie Flay-makers
and Stage-keepers have instly made odious.

Sir P. Sidney, ApoL for Foetiie.

The other basket had very navghty figs. Jer. xxiv. 2.

3. Disagreeable.

'TIS a naughty night to swim in. Shak., Lear, iii. 4. 116.

4. Morally bad; wicked; corrupt.

Using their olde accustomed deTelishe and noughty
practises and devises.

Lauis of PkUip and Mary (1654), quoted in Slbton-
[Tumer's Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 4S9.

Thou seest what najughty straggling vicioos thoughts
and motions 1 have.

J. Broward, Works (Parker Soc, 1853), n. 260.

How far that little candle throws his beams 1

So shines a good deed in a n/iughty world.
Shak., M. of V., v. L 91.

5. In a mitigated sense, bad in conduct or
speech; improper; mischievous: used with
reference to the more or less venial faults or
delinquencies of children, or playfully to those
of older persons: as, a naughty child; naughty
conduct ; oh, you naughty man !

—

Nauibty pack,
a naughty person : formerly a term of opprobrium, later,

in a mitigated sense, applied to children.

Having two lewde daughters, no better than TUtiughty

packs. Apprehens. qf Three Witches. (Jfa/res.)

Got a wench with child,
Thou naughty packe, thou hast undone thyself for ever.

BoiUey, Shoemaker a Gentleman, G 4. {Nares.)

nanlage (nS'laj), n. [< OP. naulage (ML. nati'

lagium), < L. haulum (> Pg. naulo), < Gr. vavXov,

vav^, passage-money, fare, freight, < vavg, a
ship: see nave^.'] The freight or passage-
money for goods or persons going by water.
Bailey, 1731.

naumachia (n&-ma'ki-a), n. [L.: see nau-
machy.~\ Same as naumdchy.
nanmachiumt (n&-ma'ki-um), n. [NL., neut.:
see naumachy.'i Same as naumachy, 3.

nanmachy (nS'ma-ki), n.
;
pi. naumachies (-Hz).

[= F. naumachie '=: Sp. naumaquia = It. nau-
machia, < L. naumachia, < Gr. vav/iax'ta, a sea-
fight, < vavfiaxo^, fighting at sea, vai/iaxog, per-
taining to a sea-fight, < vavs, ship, -I- /idxeoBcu,

fight, ftaxtl, a fight.] 1. A naval combat; a
sea-fight.— 2. fi Bom. antiq., a mock sea-fight

in wiiich the contestants were usually captives,
or criminals condemned to death.— 3. A place
where such combats were exhibited, as an
artificial pond or lake surrounded by stands or
seats for spectators. In some circuses and
amphitheaters the arena could be flooded and
used for shows of this nature.

nanmannite (na'man-it), n. [Named after K.
F. Naumann (1797-^1873), a Gterman mineralo-
gist.] A selenide of silver and lead, occur-
ring rarely in cubical crystals, also granular,

and in thm plates of iron-black color and bril-

liant metallic luster.

nauntf, ». [< ME. naunt; a form due to mis-
division of mine or thine aunt, as my naunt, thy

naunt. The Walloon nante, aunt, is of similar

(F.) origin.] Aunt.

llierfore I ethe [ask] the, hathel, to com to thy naunL
Sir Oawayne and the Oreen Knight (£. K T. S.X 1. 2467.

Alin. And, then, nnncle
Alph. Prithee, keep on thy way, good naunt.

Fisher, Pilgrim, iv. L

Nauplius of a Fiawn
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naupathia (n4-pa'thi-a), «. [NL., < Gr. vavg,

a snip, -I- TTo^of, suffering.] Seasickness.
nanpual 'a^'pli-al), a. [< nauplius + -aZ.]

Having ine character of a nauplius; nauplii-
form. Encyc. Brit., VI. 652.

naupliiform (na'pli-i-fdrm), a. [< NL. Nau-
plius + L. forma, form.] Having the form of a
nauplius ; being in the stage of development of
a nauplius ; resembling a nanpUus ; naupUoid.
nanplioid (n&'pU-oid), a. Same as naupliiform.
NanpUns (n^'pU-us), n. [NL., < L. nauplius,
a kiid of sheU-fish, " that sails in its shell as a
ship" (cf. Nauplius = Gr.
'SavKMoQ, a son of Posei-
don and Amymone), < vavg,

a ship, + irTixleiv = irAejv,

sail.] 1. A spurious ge-
nus of crustaceans named
by O. P. Miiller in 1785.
Hence—2. \l. c. ; pi. nau-
pUi (-1).] A stage of de-
velopment of low crusta-
ceans, as cirripeds and en-
tomostraoans, in which the
larva has three pairs of legs, a single median
eye, and an unsegmented body. Many crusta-
ceans hatch as naupUi. See cuts under Cirri-
pedia—Nauplius form, the form of a nauplius ; a crus-
tacean in the nauplins stage of development.

—

Nauplius
Sta^e, the primitive larv£d state of a crustacean, when it

has the form or morphological valence of what was called
Jfauplius under the impression that it was a distinct ani-
maL
nauropometer (na-ro-pom'e-ter), n. [< Gr.
vavi, a ship, + /xmr/, inclination, sinking (< pe-
7r«v, incline, sink), -i-^i^pov, a measure.] Anin-
stnunent for measuring the amount of a ship's
heel or inclination at sea. Admiral Smyth.
nanscopy (n&s'ko-pi), n. [< Gr. vavg, a ship, -|-

-tjKfmia, < oKinrelv, view, examine.] The art, or
pretended art, of sighting ships orland at great
distances.

nausea (n&'sia), n. [= P. naus^e = Sp. ndiisea
=Pg. It. nausea, < L. nausea, nausia, < Gr. vavaia,

vavria, seasickness, nausea, disgust, < vavc, a
ship : see nave^.'i Seasickness ; hence, any sen-
sation of impending vomiting ; qualm CSreatic
nausea. See crealic.

nanseant (n&'se-ant), n. and a. [< L. nau-
sean{t-)s, ppr. of nauseare, be seasick, cause dis-

gust : see nauseate.'] I. n. A substance which
produces nausea.
n, a. Producing nausea; nauseating: as,

nauseant doses.

By giving the drug after meals its nauseant and purga-
tive actions are greatly lessened. Lancet, XUX. 43.

nauseate (n^'giat), v.; pret. and pp. nauseated,
ppr. nauseating. [< L. nauseatus, pp. of nauseare
(>It. nauseare = Sp. Pg. nausear), < Gr. vavaiav,

vavTiav, be seasick, cause disgust,< vavaia, vavria,

seasickness: see nausea.'] I. intrans. To be-
come affected with nausea or sick at the stom-
ach; be inclined to vomit.
A spiritual nauseating or loathing of manna.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 796.

We are apt to nauseate at very good meat when we know
that an ill cook did dress it

Bp. BeyruUds, On the Passions, -rgr^-r

n. trans. 1. To loathe; reject with disgust.

horrid! Marriage I What a Pleasureyou havefound
out 1 1 nauseate it of all things.

Wycherley, Plain Dealer, ii. 1.

1 nauseate walking ; 'tis a Country Diveision.
Congreve, Way of the World, iv. 4.

2. To affect with nausea ; cause to feel loathing.

He let go his hold and turned from her as if he were
nauseated. Swift.

=S3ai. 2. To sicken, disgust, revolt.

nauseation (n§,-siS'shon), n. [< L. as if *nau-
seatio(n-), < nauseare, nauseate : see nauseate.]

The act of nauseating, or the condition of being
nauseated.
There is no Tiauseation, and the amount of chloroform

administered is not enough to cause poisoning.
Science, VI. 164. (From "La Nature.")

nanseative (n&'gia-tiv), a. [= OP. naitseatif; as
nauseate + -ive.]

' Causing nausea or loathing.

nauseous (na'gius), a. [= Sp. Pg. It. nauseoso,

< L. nauseosus, that produces nausea, < nausea,

seasickness: see nausea.] Exciting or fitted to
excite nausea ; turning the stomach ; disgust-

ing; loathsome.
Those trifles wherein chfldren take delight

Grow nauseous to the young man's appetite.

Sir J. Denham, Old Age, iv.

Happily it was not every Speaker that was like Rich,
whose extant addresses to the king are nauseous compli-
ments on his majesty's gifts of nature, fortune, and grace.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 272.

=Syn. Sickening, revolting, repulsive.

nautiloid

nauseously (n4'sius-li), adv. 1. In a nau-
seous manner; with aversion or loathing.

A maudlin flatterer is as nauseou^y troublesome as a
maudlin drunkard. Wyeheriey, Plain Dealer, L 1.

2. So as to produce nausea.

The swell rolled slowlyfrom the quarter from which the
wind had stormed, and caused the "Braave" to wallow
most nauseously. W. C. RussM, Death Ship, xxilL

nauseousness (na'sius-nes), «. The quality
or state of being nauseous or of exciting dis-
gust; loathsomeness.

There is a nauseofu^nessm a city feast, when we are to
sit four hours after we are cloyed.

Liyden, Don Sebastian, Pref.

nausityf (nSi'si-ti), n. [Irreg. < nausea + -ity.]

Nauseation; aversion; disgust. [Kare.]

A kind of nau»ity to meaner conversations.
Cotton, tr. of Montaigne, Izzvi. (,Davies.)

naut. A common abbreviation of nautical.

nautch (n&ch), n. [Also nauch; < Hind, ndch
(Pali nacham), dance, prob. < Skt. ndtya, dance,
play.] In India, a Mnd of baUet-dance per-
formed by professional dancers called by Eu-
ropeans nautch-girls ; any kind of stage-enter-
tainment, especially one which includes dan-
cing.

nautch-girl (nslch'gerl), n. In India, a woman
who performs in a nautch; a native dancing-
girl; a bayadere.

All that remains (of the Dutch establishment] is the In-
dian pagoda, where religions ceremonies . . . and dances
of nautch-girls occasionally take place.

Lady Brassey, Voyage of Sunbeam, II. xxvi

nautic (n3,'tik), a. [= P. nautique = Sp. nduUco
=Pg. It.nautico, < L. nautic^ls, ^Gr, vavriidc, per-
taining to ships or sailors, < vavnjq, a sailor, sea-

man, shipm'an, < vavi = L. navis, a ship: see
nave^.] Same as nautical. [Obsolete or po-
etical.]

nautical (n^'ti-kal), a. [< nautic + -al.] Per-
taining to ships, seamen, or navigation: as, nau-
tical skill. Abbreviated na«<.—Nautical alma-
nac See aZmanae.—Nautical assessors, persons of nau-
tical experience appointed to assist the judges of British
courts in marine cases.—Nautical astronomy, that part
of astronomy which is applied to navigation.— Nautical
day. See dayi, 3.—Nautical dlstakce, the arc of a
rhumb-line intercepted between any two pmces expressed
in nautical miles.—Nautical mile. See mite.— Nauti-
cal signal. Sees^ruU.— Nautical tables, tables com-
puted for the solution of problems in navigation. =Syn.
Marine, Naval, etc. See marUime.
nautically (na'ti-kal-i), adv. In a nautical man-
ner ; in matters pertaining to ships, seamen, or
navigation: as, nautically speaking.
Nautilacea (n4-ti-la'se-a), ». pi. [NL., (.Nau-
tilus + -acea.] In old systems, a group of ceph-
alopods, named from the genus Nautilus, cor-
responding to the family NauUlidfB.

nautilacean (n4-ti-la'se-an), a. and n. I, a.

Of or pertaining to tKe" Nautilacea; nautili-
form; nautiloid.

H. n. A TaerdbeT oi \h.e Nautilacea ; a nauti-
loid.

nautili, n. Plural of nautilus.

nautilian (nlUtU'l-an), a. [< KauUlus + -ian.]

Same as nautiloid. " A. Byatt.
Nautilida (na-tU'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < NauUlus
+ -idee.] Afamily of tetrabranohiatecephalo-
pods, typified by me genus Nautilus, to which
different limits have been assigned, (a) In the
older systems it was equivalent to the NautUoidea in
the widest sense. (6) In Woodward's classification it in-

cluded all the tetrabranchiates with the body-chamber
capacious, the aperture and also the sutures simple, and
the siphuncle central or subcentral—thus embracing the
restricted NautUidce, LHuiiidae, and Trochoceratidoe, as
well as Clymerdidos, of other conchologists. (c) In its

narrowest sense it has been restricted to those having the
shell essentially similar to that of SavtSius.

nautiliform (na'ti-li-f6rm), a. [< L. nautilus,

a nautilus, -I-/orma, form.] Formed like a nau-
tilus ; resembling a nautilus in shape ; nauti-

loid.

Nautilinidse (n4-ti-lin'i-de), n.pl. [NI/., <

NauUUnus (dim. of Nautilus) + -idw.] A fam-
ily of goniatite ammonoids having smooth and
more or less depressed whorls, and simple su-

tures with only a broad lateral lobe and undi-
vided ventral lobe. A. Hyatt, Proc. Best. Soc.

Nat. Hist. (1888), p. 308.

nautilite (n3,'ti-lit), n. [= F. nautilite; as nau-
tilus + -ite^.] A fossil of the genus Nautilus,

or a fossil shell like that of Nautilus.

Nautilitest (nS-ti-li'tez), n. [NL., < Nautilus

+ Gr. /liflof.] A genus of cephalopods embra-
cing most of the Ammonitoidea as well as the
Nautiloidea.

nautiloid (n4'ti-loid), a. and n. [< NL. Nauti-
lus + -aid.] I. a. 1. Nautiliform; having the
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characters of a nautilus ; belonging to the Nau-
tiloidea.— 2. Resembling a nautilus : specifical-

ly applied to those foraminifers whose many-
chambered test resembles a nautilus-shell.

II. n. That which is nautiloid, as the test of
an infusorian.

Nautiloidea (na-ti-loi'de-a), n.pl. [NL., < Nau-
tilus + -oidea."] A suborder or an order of
tetrabranehiate oephalopods, including those
having shells with the suture-line simple or
nearly so and the initial chamber conical and
with a cicatrix, it includes the families Ortkoceratidce.
JSndoceraUdoB, OoTnphoceraiidce, AscoceratidcB, Poteriocera-
tidw, CyrtoceratidoB, Lituitidce, Trochoceratidce, NavMlidtKj
and BoctriiidcB. Contrasted with Airnnonitoidea.

nautilus (nft'ti-lus), «. ; pi. nautili {-U). [NL.,
< L. nautilus, a nautilus, < Gr. vavriXog, a sailor, a
nautilus, a poet, form for vain-ijQ, a sailor, <.vavQ,

a ship: see nau-
tic, nave'^.l 1.

The Argonauta
argo, or any oth-
er oephalopod
believed to sail

by means of the
expanded ten-
tacular arms.

—

2. [cop.] A ge-
nus of tetra-
branehiate ce-

phalopods, type
of the NautUor-
cea or Nautilidw,
to which very
different limits
have been as-

signed. ((i)ByLln-
nseUS it was made to Nautilus elegans, half natural size.

include all the cam-
erate or tetrabranehiate cephalopods as well as foraminif-
erous shells having like forms. It was afterward gradual-
ly restricted. (!>) By recent writers it is restricted to the
living pearly nautilus and related extinct species.

3. A Portuguese man-of-war. See Physalia.— 4. A form of diving-bell which requires no

A European form of Diving-bell or Nautilus.

Water admitted through the cock a into the pipes * * flows into

the exterior chambers c c, causing the apparatus to sink. When the

water in c ^ is displaced by air, the nautilus rises. It may also be
hauled up by ropes. Air for ventilation and for displacement of the
water-ballast is supplied by air-pumps from above through flexible

tubes connected with the interior chamber, and is allowed repass into

the chambers c d- by opening valves. Dead-lights in the sides and
top admit light to the interior.

suspension, sinking and rising by the agency of

condensed air Glass nautilus, Carirmria cynMum,
a heteropod of the family Carinariidce : so called from the

hyaline transparency of the shell. Also called Vemts's-

alipper. See out under Carinarm.— Faper-nautilUB, any
species of ArgonavJta.—Veaxl^ nautilus, any species of

the restricted genus IfaubUus.

nautilus-cup (ua'ti-lus-kup), n. An ornamental
goblet or standing-cup the bowl of which is a
nautilus-shell, or made in imitation of a nauti-

lus-shell.

navagiumt (na-va'ii-um), n. [ML., < L. navia,

a ship : see ndve^ and -ageS] A duty devolving

on certain tenants to carry their lord's goods

in a ship. Bugdale.

naval (na'val), a. and n. [= F. Sp. Pg. naval

= It. navale, < L. navdlis, pertaining to a ship or

ships, < navis = Gr. vaiis, a ship: see nave^.']

1. a. 1. Of or pertaining to a ship or ships, their

construction, equipment, management, or use;

specifically, of or pertaining to a navy: as, »a-

wJ architecture ; a jmitoZ victory; amamZforoe;

a naval station or hospital; naval stores.

By the transformation of the ships into sea-deities, Vir-

gil would insinuate, I suppose, the greatadvantages of cul-

tivatinz a naval power, such as extended commerce, and

the dominion of the ocean. JoHiji, Diseertations, vi.

2. Possessing a navy, as, a naval power.—
Naval armies. 8ee ormy, 2.—Naval cadet. Seemid-

ihipman, 2.—Naval orown, englneermg, hospital. See

the nouns.—Naval law, a system of regulations for the

government of the United States navy under the acts of

Congress.—Naval office, in colonial times preceding the

decfiiatioD of independence by the United States, a gov-
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ernment office for the entry and clearance of vessels and
other business connected with the administration of the

Navigation Act.-Naval Oflcer. (a) An officer belonging
to the naval forces of a country, (o) In the United States,

an officer of the Treasury Department who, at the larger

maritime ports, is associated with the collector of cus-

toms. He assists in estimating duties, countersigns all

permits, clearances, certificates, etc., issued by the col-

lector, and examines and certifies his accounts. In the
American colonies before the Revolution the naval officer

was the administrator of the Navigation Act.=Syu. Mor
fine, Nautical, etc. See maritime.

Il.t n. pi. Naval affairs.

In Cromwell's time, whose Tiavals were much greater
than had ever been in any age. Clarendon's lafe, II. 607.

navally (na'val-i), adv. In a naval manner; as
regards naval matters.

The days when Holland was navMy and commercially
the rival of England. J. Fixke, Amer. Pol. Ideas, p. 146.

navarch (na'vark), n. [= P. navarque = Sp.

navarca, < L. navarchus = Gr. vaiiapxoQ, themas-
ter of a ship or of a fleet, < vaiig, a ship, + ap-

xsiv, rule.] In Gr. anUq., the commander of a
fleet ; an admiral.

navarchy (na'vSr-ki), n, [< Gr. vavapxia, the
command of a ship or of a fleet; of. vaiiapxoQ,

the commander of a ship, < vavQ, a ship, -i- ap-

X^iv, rule.] 1. The office of a navarch.— 2.

Nautical skill or experience.

Navarehy, and making models for buildings and riggings
of ships. Sir W. Pettie, Advice to Hartllb, p. 6.

ITavarrese (nav-a-res' or -rez')) "• and n. [<

Navarre (see def.") + -ese.] I. a. Of or pertain-
ing to Navarre or its inhabitants.

Ferdinand . . . knew the equivocal dispositions of the
Ifavarrese sovereigns. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., it 23.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Navarre,
a former kingdom of western Europe, now in-

cluded ia France and Spain, in the western
Pyrenees. The last king of Navarre, who became fomid-
er of the Bourbon line of French kings as Henry IV., bore
the double title of "king of France and of N avaire," which
title was reteined by his successors down to 1830.

nave^ (nav), n. [< ME. nave, nafe, < AS. nafu
= MD. nave, D. nave, naaf, ave, aaf = MLG.
LG. nave = OHG. naba, MHG. G. nabe = Icel.

nof= Sw. naf= Dan. nav (= Goth. *naba, not
recorded), nave, = Lett, naba, navel, = Pers.

ndf, navel, = Skt. nabhi (> Hind, ndbh, ndbhi),

nave, navel, center, boss, ndbhya, nave ; cf . L.
umbo{nr-) (for *m»6o(w-), *nobo(,n-) ?), boss ; Skt.

•\^ nabh, burst forth. Hence navel, q.v., and
oiig. nauger, nov au{ier.'] 1. The central part
of a wheel, in which the spokes are inserted

;

the hub. See cuts under/eH^ and hub.

In a "Wheele, which with a long deep rut
His turning passage in the durt doth cut,

The distant spoaks neerer and neerer gather.

And in the Naue vnite their points together.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartaa's Weeks, i. 25.

2t. The navel.

He unseam'd him from the Tiave to the chaps.
And flx'd his head upon our battlements.

Shak., Macbeth, i. 2. 22.

nave^ (nav), n. [< OP. nave, F. nef= Pr. nau
= Sp. nave = Pg. ndo, nau = It. name, a ship,

a nave of a church, < L. navis, a ship, ML. also
nave of a church,= Gr. vav;= Skt. nau, a ship.

Nave.— Rheims Cathedral, France ; 13th century.

Navicella

= E. snow^, a ship. Prom L. navis are also ult.

naval, navigate, navy'^, etc. ; from Gr. vavg are

nautic, nautical, nausea, nauseous, nautilus, etc.]

The main body, or middle part, lengthwise, of

a church, extending typically from the chief

entrance to the choir or chancel. In all but verj

small churches it is usual for the nave to be flanked by
one or more aisles on each side, the aisles being, unless

exceptionally, or typically in some local architectural

styles, much lower and narrower than the nave. See oisfe,

and diagrams under cathedral, iasUioa, and bema.

nave^ (nav), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. naxed, ppr. nav-

ing. [inave^, ».] To form as a nave ; cause

to resemble a nave in function or in effect.

Stand on the marble arch, . . . followthe graceful curve
of the palaces on the Lung' Amo till the arch is naved by
the massy dungeon tower . . . frowning In dark rellet

Shelley, in Dowden, II. 316.

nave^t. A Middle English contraction of ne

have, have not.

nave-box (nav'boks), n. A metallic ring or

sleeve inserted in the nave of awheel to dimin-
ish the friction and consequent wear upon the

nave.
nave-hole (nav'hol), n. A hole in the center

of a gun-truck for receiving the end of the

axletree. Admiral Smyth.

navel (na'vl), n. [Formerly also navil; < ME.
navel, navele, < AS. nafela = OFries. navla = D.
navel = MLG. navel = OHG. nabalo, napalo,

MHG. ndbele, nabel, G. nabel = Icel. naJU = Sw.

nafle=Dan. navU= Goth. *nabalo, not recorded,

also with transposition, Olr. imbliu = L. (with
added term.) umbilicus (see umbilicus and numh
bles, nombril) = Gr. 6/i^^6g, navel; lit. 'little

boss,' dim. of AS. nafu, etc., nave, boss: see

nave^.'] 1. In anat., a mark or sear in the
middle of the belly where the iimbilioal cord
was attached in the fetus; the umbiUous; the
omphalos. Hence— 2. The central point or

part of anything ; the middle.

This hill [Amara] is situate as the nauU of that Ethio*
plan bodie, and centre of their Empire, vnder the Equi-
noctial line. Purchdt, Pilgrimage, p. 677.

Within the navel of this hideous wood,
Immui''d in cypress shades, a sorcerer dwells.

MUton, Comus, 1. 620.

3t. The nave of a wheel.

His body be the Tiavel to the wheel,
In which your rapiers, like so many spokes.
Shall meet. Massinger, Parliament of Ix)ve, ii. 3.

4. In ordnance, same as navel 6o?i.— Intestinal
navel, the mark or scar on the intestine of most verte-
brates denoting the place where the umbilical vesicle is

finally absorbed in the intestine. The point is sometimes
marked also by a kind of ceecum, which forms a diver-
ticulum of the intestine, and may have a length of some
inches.— Navel bolt, the bolt which secures a carronade
to its slide. Also called naveZ.^ Navel orange. See
orange.— Navel point, in her., the point in a shield be-
tween the middle base point and the feeae-point. Also
called nomlrril.

naveled, navelled (na'vld), a. [< navel +
-ed^.'\ Furnished with a navel.
navel-gall (na'vl-gai), n. A bruise on the top
of the chine of a horse, behind the saddle.
navel-hole (na'vl-hol), n. The hole in a mill-
stone through which the grain is received, ffal-
liwell.

navel-ill (na'vl-il), n. Inflammation of the
navel in calves, causing redness, pain, and
swelling in the parts affected.

navelled, a. See naveled.

navel-string (na'vl-string),- n. The umbilical
cord.

navelwort (na'vl-w6rt), M. 1. A plant of the
genus Cotyledon, chiefly C. Umbilicus: so called
&om the shape of the leaf. See Cotyledon, 2,
jack4n-the-bush, 2, and Indneywort, 1.— 2. A
plant of the genus Omphalodes: so called from
the form of the nutlets. 0. vema is the blue or
spring navelwort, 0. linifolia the white navelwort; both
are garden-flowers.—Venus'a-navelwort, either of the
above species of Omphaiodes.
nave-shaped (nav'shapt), n. Same as modioli-
form.
navette (na-vef), ». [< F. navette, OF. na/i>ete

=It. navetta, < ML. naveta, a little boat, dim. of
L. navis, a ship, boat: see nave^.^ An incense*
boat ; a navlcula.
navew (na'vii), n. [Also naphew; < OP. naveoM,
navel, < ML. napellus, dim. of L. napu^ (> AS.
nmp, > E. neep% a kind of turnip: see »eep2.]
The wild turnip, Brassi-
ea campestris. It is an an-
nual weed with a tapering
root, found in waste grounds
throughoutEurope and Asiatic
Russia. [Eng.]

Navicella(nav-i-sel'a),».
[NL., = F. navicelle, '<. L.

'
!. a smaU vessel, NavicniatcrcauKa.



Navicella

dim. of navis, a ship: see nave^.'] 1. In coneh.,
a notable geuns of fresh-water nerites, or lim-
pet-like shells of the family Neritidce. They re-
semble an opercalate slipper-limpet, having the aperture
nearly as large as the shell. They inhabit the Indian archi-
pelago.

2. Jl. c] In jewelry-work, a minute hollow
vessel of the general form of a bowl, a dish, or
the like, used as a pendant or drop, as to an
ear-ring.

navicula (na-vik'ii-la), n.
;
pi. naviculm (-le). [<

L. navicula, a small vessel, dim. of navis, a ship

:

see MO»e2.] 1. Eccles., a vessel formed like the
hull of a boat, used to hold a supply of in-

cense for the thurible; an incense-boat.—2.
{cap.l [Nil. (Bory, 1822).] A genus of dia-

toms, typical of the family NavicuXaceoe, having
the oblong or lanceolate frustules free, the
valves convex, with a median longitudinal line,

and nodules at the center and extremities.

s,JVavicuIa tumiefatdiffeicntYievrs; z, J^avicuiavtriiiis; 3,A^»-
Tncuia ^lututdta; 4, Navicula sfkaropkora; s, Navicula trun-
cata; ft, Navicula scutelloides, ( All magnified.]

valves striated, and the striae resolvable into

dots. The genus is widely distribated, and contains sev-

eral hundred species, many of which rest on very slight

characters.

NaTiculacese (na-vik-u-la'se-e), n.yl. [NX., <

Navicula + -acewJ] A! family of diatoms, typi-

fied by the genus Navicula.

navicular (na-vik'n-lar), a. and n. [= F. no-
viculaire = Sp. Pg. navicular = It. navicolare,

< LL. navicularis, relating to ships or shipping,

< L. navicula, a small ship or boat : see navicu-

la.'] I. a. 1. Relating to small ships or boats

;

shaped like a boat; oymbiform. Specifically—
2. In anat., scaphoid: applied to certain bones
of the hand and foot. See n.—3. In entom.,

oblong or ovate, with a concave disk and raised

margins, as the bodies of certain insects.—4.
In bot., resembling or belonging to the ge-
nus Navicula; boat-shaped Naviculax fossa, the
scaphoid fossa at the base of the pterygoid bone, giving
attachment to the tensor palati muscle.

II. «. In aiiat.: (o) The scaphoid bone of

the carpus ; the radiaJe, or bone of the proxi-
mal row on the radial side of the wrist. See
cut under hand. (&) The scaphoid bone of the
tarsus, a bone of the proximal row, on the in-

ner or tibial side, in special relation with the
astragalus and the cuneiform bones. See cut
under/oo*. (c) A large transversely extended
sesamoid bone developed in the tendon of the
deep flexor, at the back of the distal phalangeal
articulation of the foot of the horse, between
the coronary and the cofBn-bone. See cut im-
der fetter-bone.

naviculare (na-vik-n-la're), n.
;
pi. navicularia

(-ri-a). [NL., neut. of LL. navicularis, relating

to s£ips or shipping : see navicular.'] A navicu-
lar or scaphoid bone : more fully CEdled os navi-

culare.

naviculoid (na-vik'u-loid), a. [< L. navicula,

a small ship or boat, + Gr. £Z(Jof,.form.] Boat-
shaped ; scaphoid ; navicular.

naTlfonu (na'vi-fdrm), a. [< L. navis, a ship,

+ forma, form.] Besembliug a boat; navicu-

lar : applied to parts of plants.

navigability (nav"i-ga-bil'i-ti), n. [= F. navi-

gability; as navigable "+ -it'y : see -bility.] The
state or condition of being navigable ; naviga-

bleness.

navigable (nav'i-ga-bl), a. [= P. navigable =
Sp. navegable = Pg! navegavel = It. navigabile.
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navicahile, < L. navigabilis, < navigare, pass over
in a ship: see navigate.] 1. Capable of being
navigated; aSordmg passage to ships: as, a
navigable river. At common law, in England, a river is

deemed navigable as far as the tide ebbs and flows. In
the United States the legal meaning of navigable has been
much extended, and it includes generally all waters prac-
tically available for floating commerce by any method, as

by rafts or boats.

The Loire ... is a very goodly naviffable river.

Caryat, Crudities, L 49.

2. Subject to a public right of water-passage
for persons or property.
navigableness (nav'i-ga-bl-nes), re. The prop-
erty of being navigable ; navigability.

navigably (nav'i-ga-bli), adv. So as to be
navigable.

navigantf (nav'i-gant), n. [< OF. vMoigant
= Sp. navegante = "It. navigante, tMvieante, a
navigator, < L. navigan{t-)s, ppr. of navigare,
pass over in a ship: see navigate.] Anavigator.
Sakluyfs Voyages, I. 213.

navigate (nav'i-gat), v.
;
pret. and pp. navigat-

ed, ppr. navigating. [< L. navigatus,m. of navi-

gare (> It. navigare, navicare = Pg. Sp. navegar
= Pr. nav^ar, naveyar = OF. navier, also nager,
F. nager, also naviguer), sail, go by sea, sail

over, navigate, < navis, a ship, + agere, lead,

conduct, go, move: see nav^ and agent.] I.

intrans. 1. To move from place to place in a
ship; sail.

The Fhcenicians navigated to the extremities of the West-
em ocean. Arbuthnot, Anc. Coins,

2. To direct or manage a ship.

II. trans. 1. To pass over m ships ; sail on.

Drusus, the Father of the Emperor Claudius, was the
first who navigated the Northern ocean.

Arbuthnot, Anc. Coins, p. 272.

2. To steer, direct, or manage in saiUng ; direct

the course of, as a vessel, from one place to an-
other: a,s,to navigate a. sliip. [The word is also used
by extension, in all its senses, of balloons and their use, and
colloquially of other means and modes of progression.]

navigating-Iieutenant (nav'i-ga-ting-lu-ten''-

ant), n. See master^, 1 (6).

navigation (nav-i-ga'shgn), n. [= P. naviga-
tion = Sp. navegacion = Pg. navegagdh) = It.

navigazione, navicazione, < L. navigatio{n-), a
sailing, a passing over in a ship, < navigare,

sail: see navigate.] 1. The act of navigating;

the act of moving on water in ships or other
vessels ; sailing: as, the navigation of the north-
em seas; also, by extension, the act of "sail-

ing" through the air in a balloon (see aerial

navigation, below).—2. The science or art of

directing the course of vessels as they sail from
one part of the world to another. The manage-
mentof the sails, etc, the holding of the assigned course
by proper steering, and the working of the ship generally,

pertain rather to seamanship, though necessary to suc-

cessful navigation. The two fundamental problems of

navigation are the determination of the ship's position at

a given moment, and the decision of the most advauta-

geous course to be steered in order to reach a given point.

The methods of solving the first are, in general, four : (1)

by reference to one or more known and visible landmarks

;

(2) by ascertsdning through soundings the depth and char-

acter of the bottom; (3) by calculating the direction and
distance sailed from a previously determined position (see

dead-rei^omng, log^, and compos^ ; and (4) by ascertain-

ing the latitude and longitude by observations of the hea-

venly bodies, (See Zatttude and ton^ttwde,) The places of

the sun, moon, planets, and fixed stars are deduced from
observation and calculation, and are published in nauti-

cal almanacs (see almanac), the use of which, together

with logarithmic and other tables computed for the pur-

pose, is necessary in reducing observations taken to de-

termine latitude, longitude, and the error of the compass.

3. Ships in general; shipping. [Poetical.]

Though the yesty waves
Confound and swallow navigalicm up,

Shak., Macbeth, iv, 1. 53.

4. An artificial waterway, or a part of a nat-

ural waterway that has been made navigable;

a canal. Also navvy. See navvy^. [Eng.]

"The Kennet Navigation"— a, very old canal, which
connects the waters of the East with those of the West
country. The Academy, July 6, 1889, p. 13,

Act Of Navigation, an act which was first passed by the

British Parliament in 1651, under Cromwell's administra-

tion, was reenacted in 1660, and remained in force, with var

rious modifications ; it was greatly altered in 1825 and at

other times, and finally repealed in 1849. Its object was
to encourage the British merchant marine by reserving to

it the whole of the import trade from Asia, Africa, and
America, and the chief part of that from Europe. This
end it accomplished by denying to foreign vessels the
right to bring to England any goods not produced in their

respective countries, and also by restrictions in regard to

fisheries and the coasting-trade. The act was aimed es-

pecially at the Dutch, who possessed at that time almost
a monopoly of the carrying-trade of the world.

—

Aerial
navigation, the sailing or floating in the air by means of

balloons or airships ;
particularly, theprinciples,problems,

and practice involved in the attempt to pass from place to

place through tie air by means of balloons or flying-ma-

cliines capable of being propelled and steered.—Arterial

navy
navigation, see orten'aJ,—inland navigation, the
passing of boats or vessels on rivers, lakes, or canals in the
interior of a country; conveyance by boats or vessels
within a country.—Navigation laws, the various acts
and regulations in any country which define the nation-
ality of its ships, the manner in which they shall be reg-
istered, the privileges to which they have claim, and the
conditions regulating the engagement of foreign ships in
the trade of the country in question, either as importers
and exporters or with relation to coasting-trafBc. The
first British navigation law of importance was enacted
under Kichard II, It provided that no merchandise
should be imported into England or exported from the
king's realms by any of his subjects except in English
ships, under penalty of forfeiture of vessel and cargo,

navigational (nav-i-ga'shon-al), a. [< navi-
gation + -al.] Of or pertaming to navigation;
used in navigation.

navigator (nav'i-ga-tor), n. [= F. navigateur
= Sp. Pg. navegador'=: It. navigatore, navica-
tore, < L. navigator, a sailor: see navigate.]

1. One who navigates or sails; especially, one
who directs the course of a ship, or is skilful in

the art of navigation, in the merchant marine the
commanding officer usually navigates the vessel ; in men-
of-war, of nearly all nationalities, one of the line-ofBcers

or executive officers (in the United States navy the third

in rank) is detailed for that duty. In the United States

navy the navigator, in addition to his other duties, has
charge of the log-book, of the steering-gear, of the an-

chors and chains, and of the stowage of the hold, and has
also general supervision of the ordnance and ordnance-
stores.

2. A laborer on a "navigation" or canal (see

navigation, 4), or on a rsulway. Now usually

abbreviated navvy (see nawy'^). [Eng.]
nawyi (nav'i), n. [Abbr. of navigation, 4.]

Same as navigation, 4.

In Skipton-in-Craven the canal is vulgarly called " the
navvy." The horse-path or towing-path is always "the
jMwy bank"; a bridge in Mill-hill Street is "the navvy
brig" ; and a garden on one of the slopes of the canal was
always called "the navvy garden."

N. and Q., 4th ser., TL 425.

nawy^ (nav'i), re. [A}obv.otnavigator,2.] 1.

Same as navigator, 2.— 2. A common laborer
engaged in such work as the making of canals

or railways. [Eng.]

It has been for years past a well-established fact that the
English navvy, eating largely of fiesh, is far more efficient

than a Continental navvy living on a less nutritive food.

H. Spencer, Education, p. 239.

3. A power-machine for excavating earth, a
common form has an excavating scoop, crab, or analogous
device for scooping up earth or gravel, or grasping stones,
with a boom and tackle for lifting and operating the
scoop, etc., and a steam hoisting-engine, all mounted on
a supporting platform provided with car-wheels so that it

can be moved on a temporary railway for changing its

position. Similar machines are also mounted on large
scow-boats for use along water-fronts. Also called steam-
excavat&r.

navyi (na'vi), re.; pi. navies (-viz). [< ME. na-
vie, navye, naveye, navee, < OP. navie, also navei,

navey, navoi, navoy, a ship, a fleet, a navy, < LL.
iMvia, ships, neut. pi. for L. TMves, fern. pi. of

navis, a ship: see nave'^.] If. A ship.

A gret number of naueye to that hauen longet.

Wmiam ofPaleme (E. E. T. S.X 1. 2719.

And noman may passe that See be Navye, ne be no man-
er of craft, and therfore may no man knowe what Lond
is bezond that See. MandeBille, Travels, p. 273.

2. A company of ships ; a fleet. <

My gracious sovereign, on the western coast
Kideth a puissant navy. Shak., Rich. III., iv. 4. 434.

3. All the ships belonging to a country, collec-

tively; in a wide sense, the ships, their officers

and crew and equipment, and the department
of the government charged with their manage-
ment and control. Specifically—(o) All the war-ships
belonging to a nation or a monarch ; the military marine

:

in Great Britain distinguished by the title of Royal Navy.
In the United States the control of the navy is vested in

a cabinet officer called the Secretary of the Navy, the

head of the Navy Department (See department,) The
government of the royal navy is vested in the Board of

Admiralty, or lords commissioners for discharging the

office of lord high admiral The board consists of the

following members : the first lord, who has supreme au-

thority, and is a member of the cabinet; the senior naval

lord, who directs the movements of the fleets, and is re-

sponsible for their discipline ; the second naval lord, who
superintends the manning of the fleet, coast-guard, trans-

port department, etc. ; the junior naval lord, who deals

with the victu^ing of the fleets, medical department,

etc. ; a civil lord, member of Parliament, who is also con-

nected with the civil branch of the service ; a controller

of the navy ; and an expert civilian. Under the board is

a financial secretary, changing, like the flve lords, with

the government in power. There is a permanent secre-

tary, and a number of heads of departments. (6) All the

ships and vessels employed in commerce and trade : usu-

ally called the merchant marine or merchant navy.

4. The men who man a navy or fleet; the

officers and men of the military marine.

Than was the name appereiled and entred in to shippes.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.X iii. 644.

Navy blue. See blue.

navy^t, re. An obsolete form of navvy^.



navy-agent

navy-agent (na'vi-a'jent), n. A disbnising
agent of the United States navy. Agents ol this
class were formerly stationed at every large seaport. The
office no longer exists^ all disbursements being now made
by naval paymasters.

navy-bill (na'vi-bil), «. 1. A bill drawn by an
officer of the British navy for his pay, etc.— 2.
Abill issuedbythe British admiraltyinpayment
of stores for ships and dockyards.— 3. A bill of
exchange drawn by the paymaster of a United
States vessel, while abroad, to procure money
for the expenses of the ship or fleet.

navy-list (na'vi-list), n. An official account of
the officers of the British navy, with a list of
the ships^ published quarterly.

navy-reglster (na'vi-rej"is-t6r), n. An official

list, published semi-annually, of the officers of
the United States navy, their stations, rates of
pay, etc., with a list of the ships.

navy-wordt (na'vi-w6rd), «. A watchword, pa-
rol, or countersign.
navy-yard (na'vi-yard), n. A government dock-
yard ; in the United States, a dockyard where
government ships are built, repaired, and fitted

out, and where naval stores and munitions of
war are laid up. There are such yards at Kitteiy in
Maine (near Portsmouth, New Hampshire), at Charlestown
in Massachusetts, at Brooklyn in New York, at Norfolk in
Virginia, at Fensacola in Jlorida, at Mare Island in Cali-
fornia, etc.

nawab (na-w&b'), n. [Hind, nawdb, nawwdb :

see nabob.'] Same as nabob,
nawger, n. See nauger.
nawlt (n&l), n. [Also nail; a form of awl, due
to misdivision of an awl as a nawl : see awl.]
An awl.

Bewar also to spurn agein an nolle.

Chaucer, Truth, 1. 11.

There shall be no more shoe-mending

;

Every man shall have a special care of his own sole,

And in his pocket carry his two confessors.
His llngel and his tmioI.

Fletcher, Women Pleased, iv. 1.

nay (na), adv. [< ME. nay, nai, < leel. nei (= Sw.
nej= Dan. nei), nay, < «-, orig. ne, not, -I- ei, ever,

ay, = AS. a, ever : see ne and aye^, and cf . »ol.]

1. No: an expression of negation or refusal.

"ITai, hi the peril of my soule," quod Pers.

Piers Plowman (A), vi. 47.

I tell you nay; but, except ye repent, ye shall all like-

wise perish. Luke xiii. 5.

2. Not only so, but; and not only (that which
has just been mentioned), but also ; indeed ; in
point of fact: as, the Lord is willing, nay, he
desires, that all should repent.

Nay, if he take you in hand, sir, with an argument^
He 11 bray you in a mortar. B. Jonson, Alchemist, ii. 1.

C!ome, do not weep ; I must, nay, do beheve you.
Beau, and PL, Thierry and Theodoret, iii. 2.

To say (any one) nay, to deny ; refuse.

The fox made several excuses, but the stork would not
be mid nay. Sir B. L'Estrange.

nay (na), «. [< -nay, adv.] 1. A denial; re-
fusal.

There was no nay, but I must in.

And take a cup of ale. W. Bnrume.

2. A negative vote; hence, one who votes in
the negatiye: as, the yeas and nays it is no
nayt, there is no denying it.

Wherfore to hym I will, this is noo naye,
Where euer he be, I say yow certaynly.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1136.

To nick With nay. See mCck^.

nay (na), v. [ME. nayen, naien; < nay, adm. Cf.
nai^,nite.] I. intrans. To say nay; refuse.

With how deef an ere deth crewel torneth awey fro
wreches and Ttaieth [var. nuyteth] to closyn wepynge eyen.

Chaucer, Boethius, i. meter 1.

H. trans. To refuse ; deny.

The swain did woo ; she was nice

;

Following fashion, nay'd him twice.
Greene, Shepherd's Ode.

naylet, n. and V. An obsolete spelling of nail.

naytet, v. See »ait2.

nay-wneref, adv. A Middle English form of

nowhere.
A man no better myght hit employ nay-where.
For this knight is a worthi baculere [bachelor].

Rmn. ofPartenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 192B.

naywordt (na'werd), n. 1. A byword; a pro-

verbial reproach.

If 1 do not gull him into a Tiayword, and make him a
common recreation, do not think I have wit enough to lie

straight in my bed. SMk., T. N., IL 3. 146.

2. A watchword.
And, in any case, have a nay-word, that you may know

one another's mind. Shak., M. W. of W., a 2. 131.

nazard, nazardly. See nasard, etc.

Nazarean (naz-a-re'an), a. and n. [< L. Naea-
reiis, < Gr. Nafap'atof, of Nazareth, an inhabitant
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of Nazareth, < THa^aped or Nafapir (LL. Nazara),
< Heb. Nazareth.] Same as Naim-ene, 2.

Nazarene (naz-a-ren'), n. [< L. Nasarenus, <

Gr. 'Sat^ap/fi>6^, of Nazareth, < Nofap^S, Nazareth:
see Nasarean.] 1. An inhabitant of Nazareth,
a town in Galilee, Palestine : a name given (in

contempt) to Christ, and to the early converts to

Christianity (Acts xxiv. 5) ; hence, a Christian.
— 2. A member of a sect of Jewish Christians
which continued to the fourth century. They
observed the Mosaic ritnal, and looked for a millennium on
earth. Unlike the Ebionltes, they believed in the divinity
of Christ. See Bbioniie.

Nazarenism (naz-a-re'nizm), n. [< Nazarene +
-ism.] The dootriies or practices of the Naza-
renes. See Nazarene, 2.

Nazarite (uaz'a-rit), n. [< LL. Nasarita, < Gr.
Na^aptTTic, < S.ei>. ndzar, separate oneseK, vow,
abstain.] Among the ancient Hebrews, a re-

ligious devotee, separated to the Lord by a spe-
cial vow, the terms of which are carefully pre-
scribed in Num. vi. They included entire abstinence
from wine and other intoxicating liquors, from all cutting
of the hair, and from all approach to a dead body. The
vow might be taken either for a limited period or for life.

—Nazarite tresses, long hah-.

With Ifazarite-tresses to my crosse will I bind her cross-
ing frowardness and contaminations.

Nash, Christes Teares over Jerusalem,

Nazariteship (naz'a-rit-ship), ». [< Nazarite
+ -ship.] The state or condition of being a
Nazarite.

Nazaritic(naz-a-rit'ik), a. [< Nazarite -i- 4c.]
Pertaining to a Nazarite or to Nazaritism.
Nazaritism (naz'a-rit-izm), n. [< Nazarite +
-ism.] The vows or practices of the Naza-
rites.

naze (naz), n. [Var. of ness, perhaj)s due to loel.

nos, Sw. ndsa, nose : see ness, noseK] A promon-
tory- or headland: as, the naze of Norway.
nazir (na-zer'), n. [Ar. (> Hind.) nazir.] In
India, a native official in the Anglo-Indian
courts, who has charge of the treasury, stamps,
etc., and the issue of summonses and processes.
TuU and Burnell.

N. B. An abbreviation of the Latin nota bene,
literally, mark or note well—that is, take par-
ticular notice.

Nb. In chem., the symbol for niobium.
n-dimensional (eu'di-men'shon-al), a. Having
any number, n, of dimensions : as, an n-dimen-
sional space.—jT-dlmenslonal determinant. See
determiruLVt.

ne (ne), adv. [< ME. ne, < AS. ne = OS. ne, ni
= OPries. ni, ne = MD. ne, en, D. en = MLG.
ne = OHG. ni, ne, MHG. ne = Icel. ne = Goth.
ni = Ir. Gael. W. ni = L. ne (> It. nd = OF.
ne, ni, P. ne, ni) = Gr. vi;-, preiix, = Skt. na,
not. This negative contracts with certain fol-

lowing words beginning with a vowel (or h or
w) to form a word of opposite sense, as in nay,
no^, no'^, none^, nor, neither, and, formerly, to
negative some auxiliary verbs, as nam, ne am,
nart, ne art, nis, ne is, nah, ne have, nas, ne
was, ne has, nere, ne were, nill, ne will, etc.]
Not; never; nay. [Obsolete or archaic]

Of xiiij"' that he brought . . . ne myght he not assem-
ble vj*" that alle ne were dede or taken, and ne hadde be
oon adventure that fill, ther hadde neuer of hem ascaped
oon a-wey. Merlin (E, E, T, S,), ii. 237.

Is 't true? Ne let him runne into the warre.
And lose what limbes he can : better one branch
Be lopt away then all the whole tree should perish.

Chaigman, JUl Fools, i.

net (ne), eonj. [< ME. ne, < AS. ne, eonj. ; < ne,

adv^ Nor.

For he thoughte nevere evylle ne dyd evylle.

MandemHe, Travels, p. 2.

No Indian drug had e'er been famed.
Tobacco, sassafras not named;
Ne yet of guacum one small stick, sir,

B. Jonson, Volpone, ii. 1.

neaf (nef), n. [Also (Se.) neif, neive, nieve; <
ME. nefe, neve, < Icel. hnefi, nefl = Sw. nafve
= Dan. »(Pwe, the fist.] The fist or hand. [Prov.
Eng. and Scotch.]

His face was al to-hurt and al to-schent.
His newis swellyng war and al to-Uent,

Lancelot of the Laik (E. E, T. S.), 1. 1222.

And smytand with nei_^ hir breist, allace

!

Gavin Douglas, tr. of Virgil, p. 123.

Giue me your neafe, Monnsietir Mnstardseed,
Shak., M. N. D. (folio 1623), iv. 1, 19.

neagerf , n. An obsolete spelling of nigger.

nealt (nei), v. [Also neil; by apheresis from
ann^aU.] I. trans. To temper by heat; anneal.

And then the earth of my bottles, which I dig.
Turn up, and steep, and work, and n&Ett, myself.
To a degree of porcelane.

Jj. ./omon, Devil is an Ass, ii, 1,

near
But divers In Italy at this day ezcell in that kind [mo-

saic painting]
; yet make the particles of clay, gilt and

coloured before they be neUed by the Are,

Sandys, Travadles, p. 25.

II. intrans. To be tempered by heat. See
anneaP-. [Bare.]
Beductlon is chiefly effected by flre, wherein. If they

stand and neZe, the imperfect metals vapour away.
Bacon, Physiological Kemains.

nealed-tof (neld'tS), a. Having deep soundings
close in : said of a shore. PhUUps, 1706.

nealogic (ne-a-loj'ik), o. [< nealog-y + -ic.]

Youthful; juvenile; adolescent; of or pertain-
ing to nealogy. See quotation under epheboUc.

nealogy (ne-al'o-ji), n. [Irreg. toineology (q.v.),

or for *nealology, < Gr. vsa7\ijQ, young, fresh
(< vfoc, new, young), -I- -TMyia, < /Uyetv, speak:
see -ology.] The doctrine of the morphological
correlations of early adolescent stages of an
animal, usually derived from the adult of a
more or less closely approximate stock of the
same division of the animal kingdom. Hyatt.
neamf, ». [ME. neme, a form due to misdivi-
sion of myne erne, thyn erne, as my neme, thy
neme, etc. : see eam.] Uncle : same as eam.

"Lo, childe," he saide, "this is thy neme;
Ther, Father, brother thou may senne in heuen."

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 102.

Neanderthaloid (ne-an'der-tal-oid), a. [<
Neanderthal (see def.) -I- -oid.] Pertaining to
the Neanderthal, in the Rhine Province, Prus-
sia; resembling a now historic skull, of a very
low type, found in that locality; noting this
type of skull.

A type [of cranium] which has received the name Nean-
derthaloid, because it reaches the extreme developement
in the famous skull discovered in the Neanderthal, near
Bonn. W. B. Flower, Jour, Anthrop, Inst., XVI, 377,

neapi (nep), a. and n. [< ME. neep, < AS. nep,
scant or lacking (found alone but once, in the
poet, phrase "forthganges nep," without power
of advancing), in eomp. nepflod, low tide, ebb,
lit. ' neap flood' ; cf . Icel. Jeneppr, neppr, scanty

;

Sw. Icnapp = Dan. Jcnap, scanty, strait, narrow,
nceppe, scarcely

; perhaps orig. ' pinched,' being
appar. conneetedTwith nip^. But the history is

obscure.] I. a. Low; lowest: applied to those
tides which, being halt-way between spring
tides, have the least difference of height be-
tween flood and ebb. See Ude.

II. n. 1. A neap tide.

Her [the sea's] motion of ebbing and flowing, of high
springs and dead nea^pes, are still as certaine and constant
as the changes of the moone and course of the sunne,

Bakewdl, Apology, n, viii, 1,

2. The ebb or lowest point of a tide.

At everie full sea they flourish, but at every dead neape
they fade, Greene, Carde of Fancie,

The lowest ebbe may have his flow, and the deadest
neepe his full tide, Greene, Tullie's Love.

[In the following passage from "English Gilds" Tjeepse-
sons is defined by the editor as "the autumn;" by Skeat
as "the neap-tide seasons, when boats cannot come to the
quay,"

Item, it hath been vsid, the Maire [of Bristol] this quar-
ter specially to oversee the sale of wodde commynge to
the bakke and to the key, , , . And that all grete wodde,
callid Berkley wodde, be dlschargid at the key beyond
the Towre there, and all smalwodde to be dlschargid at
the 13ak. Prouydid always that the woddesillers leve not
the bak all destitute and bare of wodde, ne sofflr not the
halyers to hale it all awey, but that they leve resonable
stuff upon the bak fro spryng to spryng, to serne the pouere
people of penyworthes and halfpeny worthej in the neep
'""~"' English Gads (E. E. T. S.), p. 425.)

Deep neap, a neap tide shortly before a full or change ot
the moon, when there is a higher flood than at other neaps.
neap2, v. See neep'^.

neapi* (nep), n. [Origin obscure.] The tongue
or pole of a wagon or ox-cart.
neaped (nept), a. \<.neap^+ -ed^.] Left aground
by the spring tides, so that it cannot be floated
until the next spring tide : said of a ship or
boat. Also heneaped.
Neapolitan (ne-a-pol'i-tan), a. and n. [< L.
Neapolitarms, pertaining'to Neapolis, < Neapo-
lis (> It. Napoli, > F. Naples, E. Naples), < Gr.
'Ned'KoXtC, Naples, < viog, new (= E. new), + tto-

Aif , a city : see police.] I. a. Of ..
or pertaining to Naples or its in- -^
habitants—Neapolitan medlar. See
oairoJe.—Neapolitan giztb, in mmio, a
chord consisting of the subdominant of a minor tonality
with its minor third and minor sixth (see the cut). Its
derivation is much disputed.

II. n. An inhabitant or a native of the oirv
of Naples, or of the province or the former king-
dom of Naples.
neari (ner), ad/v. and prep. [Early mod. E. also
neer, neere, nerre ; <ME. neer, nere, ner, nar, near,
near, <AS. nedr, nyr, adv. and prep., nigher, near,
contr, of *ne(ihor (= OS. ndhdr=t). naar= MLCJ.



'J^fi?';,
neger, naer, LG. nager = OHG. nahor,

MHG. ndher, naher, nar, G. naher = Icel. nmr,
near, nearer, nearly, almost, when, = 8w. nar
= Dan. nwr, near, nearly, almost, soon,= Goth.
meftM)is,nigher, nearer), compar.,with reg. com- , „ „
par. suffix -er2 reduced to -r (superl. next, simi- model; observant of the style or manner of the

near 3949
He hath sent me an earnest inviting, which many mynmr occasions did urge me to put off.

SlMk., T. of A., iii. 6. 11.

A matter of so great and riear concernment. Locke,

5. Close
f
not deviating from an original or

del; observant of
"

thing copied; literal: as, a near translation.—
6. So as barely to escape injuiy, danger, or ex-
posure; close; narrow. [Colloq.]
long chases and near escapes of Tantia Topee.

W. H. Siasell, Diary in India, IL 396.

7. In riding or driving, on the left: opposed
to off: as, the near side; the near fore leg.

Our neere horse did fling himself, Iticlcing of the coach-
box over the pole ; and a great deal of trouble it was to
get him right again. Pepys, Diary, IV. 74.

The near wheeler, who was breaking her trot.

Lawrence, Guy Livingstone, viii.

Hence, without comparative force, and with a 8. Short; serving to bring the object close,
new comparative nearer, superlative nearest— "Tis somewhat about,
2. Nigh ; close ; at, to, or toward a point which But I can find a nearer way.
is adjacent or not far ofE: with such verbs as Shirley, The Traitor, ilL 3.

be, come, go, draw, move. 9- Economical; closely calculating; also, close;
parsimonious.

larly contracted), of nedh, E. nigh : see nigh, adv.
The eompar. near came to be regarded as a pos-
itive, and a new comparative nearer, with su-
perl. nearest, was develoj)ed. Of. near\ a.] I.
ado. It. Nigher; more nigh; closer: compara-
tive of nigh.

And either while he goth afarre.
And other while he draweth neere.

Oower, Conf. Amant., 1.

All disceyte and dissimulation . . . is n«rr£ to dispraise
than commendation, all though that therof mought ensue
some thinge . . . good. Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, iii. 4.

So thei wenten forth alle thre tiU thei com net at Tinta-
geU. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 76.

And still the nearer to the spring we go.
More limpid, more unsoiled the waters flow.

Dryden, Keligio Laici, L 340.

Death had need be near
Unto such men for them to heed him aught.

William JUorrig, Earthly Paradise, II. 283.

3. Nigh, in a figurative sense.

I think one tailor would go near to beat all this com-
pany with a hand bound behind him.

B. JoTistm, Bartholomew Fair, v. 3.

4. Naut.j close to the wind : opposed to off.
—

5. Closely; intimately.

The Earl of Amagnac, near knit to Charles.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. 1. 17.

6. Almost; nearly.

We made Sayle backward jC myle towards Corfew,
whyche we passyd by a fore, because our vitales war ner
spent. rorWn^toTi, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 63.

In a Forest, jieere dead with griefe & cold, a rich Farmer
found him. Caipt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 4,

A literary life of jieor thirty years.

UacmiHay, Hist. Eng., vii.

7. Into close straits ; into a critical position.

Near and provident in their families, commending good
husbandry. R- Knox (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 339).

Miss, he's so near, it's partly a wonder how he lives at
aU. Miss Bumey, Cecilia, ii. 9.

His neighbours call him n£ar, which always means that
the person in question is a lovable skinflint.

Oearge Eliot, Mill on the Floss, ii. 12.

10. Empty. HalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]—Near
handt. See hand and «ear-Aan<f.=Syn. 1. Contiguous,
proximate, neighboring, imminent, impending, approach-
ing. Nearest, Next are sometimes synonymous words : as,
nearest or next of kin ; but specially the first denotes the
closest relative proximity, while the second denotes the
proximate place in order. Compare the nearest house
with the neod house.

near^ (ner), v. t. [(= G. nahern= Sw. ndrma =
Dan. ncerme, bring near); < near\ adv. The
older verb is wigh.'] I, trans. To come near
or nearer; stand near; approach: as, the ship
neared the land.

Give up your key
TTnto that lord that neares you.

Heywood, Boyal King,

II, intrams. To come nearer ; approach.
A speckj a mist, a shape, I wist 1

And still it neared and neared.
Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, iii.How neere, my sweet Mness, art thou driven

!

n n n
Marlowe and Nashe, Dido. 1. 173. near-^, n. See neer^.

Near ! no nearer I (nam*.), words used as a warning to the IiearS (ner), eonj, A contracted form of neither.
helmsman, when steering by the wind, not to come closer [Prov. Eng.]
to the wind.—Never the neart, ne'er the neart, never near-by (ner'bi), a. Close at hand; not far

off; adjacent; neighboring: aa, near-by towns.
the nearer ; with no success ; unsuccessful.

Weep thou for me in France, I for thee here

;

Better far off than near, be ne'er the rtear.

Shai:., Kich. II., v. 1. 88.

All was nere the near. Oreene, James IV., 1. 80.

I will not dispute the matter with them, saith God, from
day to day, and n,ever the near. LaMmer, Works, I. 245.

TL, prep. 1. Nigh; close to; close by; at no
great distance from.

I have heard thee say
No grief did ever come so n£ar thy heart.

Shak., T. G. of v., iv. 3. 19.

This is a very high oool retreat, and we saw the tops of
the mountains near this place covered with snow.

Pocacke, Description of the East, n. i. 96.

2. Nigh or close to, in a figurative sense.

You 11 steal away someman s daughter ; am I near you ?

Middleton, Chaste Maid, i. 1.

It is thought this calamity went too Tiear him.
Steele, Guardian, No. 82.

[The comparative and superlative forms nearer and near-
est are similarly used with the force of prepositions : as,

the nearer the bone the sweeter the meat.]

near^ (ner), a. [Early mod. B. also neer, neere;

< ME. nere, nerre, < AS. nedrra, nedra, nerra,

merra (= OHG. ndhere, MHG. ndher, nmher, G.
naher = Icel. ncerri = Sw. ncera = Dan. ncer),

nearer; comp. adj., formed, with the adv., from
the positive adv. and prep, nedh, nigh: see

nigh and superl. next, and cf. near\ adv.'] 1.

Being nigh in place; being close by; not dis-

tant; adjacent; contiguous.

The near and the heavenly horizons.

[CoEoq., U. S.]

The near-by trade and Western dealers are buying mod-
erately. Tlte Independent (New York), May 1, 1862.

Nearctic (ne-ark'tik), a. [< Gr. veog, new, +
d/D/cn/cdf, northern, arctic : see arctic.'] In zoii-

geog., belonging to the northern part of the New
World or western hemisphere : specifically ap-
plied to one of the six prime divisions of the
earth's surface made by Solater with reference
to the geographical distaibution of animals : dis-

tinguished from Neotropical in the New World
and Palearctic in the Old. The Nearctic region in-

cludes all of North America with Greenland to a latitude
on the average of about the tropic of Cancer ; but such is

the character of the country toward its southern boundary
that it properly stops at sea^level opposite the mouth of
the Rio Grande on the one side of Mexico, and at Mazatlan
on the opposite coast, but In the table-lands extends much
further south, and in the tierra fria or mountainous regions
quite through Guatemala. Also Neoarctic and Anglogcean.

near-dweller (ner'dwel"er), n. A neighbor.
We may chance

Meet some of our nea/r-dwellers with my car.

Keats, Endymion, i.

near-hand (ner'hand), adv. [< ME. nerehande;
< near^ + hand. Cf. nigh-hand.] Near at hand

;

nearly; almost. [Old Eng. and Scotch.]

And I awaked there-with witles nereJuiTide,

And as a freke that fre were forth gan I walke.
Piers Plowman (B), xiii. 1.

I have been watchman in this wood
Near hand this forty year.

Rotdn Hood and the Beggar (Child's Ballads, V. 194).

Mad. deaasparin(tca,na.). near-hand (ner'hand), a. Near; close at hand;

2. Closely allied by blood ; closely akin. nigh ; adjacent. [Old Eng. and Scotch.]

She is thy father's near kinswoman. Lev. xviil. 12. They haue euer gently and louingly intreated such as of

. . , „ »„*„„„., „i.«™„f„i„o friendly mind came to them, as-well from Countries nearc

«°'°^^"^'°^''"'™°^ro»*:inWto^X^irX223. Aa«d,/sfarre remote. Hakluyfs V<,yages. ^L 231.

3. mtimate; united in close ties of affection 'll¥dtSged(ner;;ieg;ed_^oj^^^^^^

or confidence; familiar: as, a mear friend.

Every man is nearest to himself.
Fmrd, Perkin Warbeck, ii. 2.

They abhor all companions at lasl^ even their nearest

acquaintances. Burton, Anat. of MeL, p. 240.

4. Affecting one's interest or feelings; touch-

ing; coming home to one.

with the feet so near each other that they come
in contact. Shak., T. of the S., iii. 2. 57.

nearly (ner'li), adv. 1. Close at hand ; in close

proximity; at no great distance; hence, narrow-
ly ; with close scrutiay.

'Tis dangerous for the most innocent person in the world
to be too frequently and nearly a witness to the commis-
sion of vice and folly. Bp. Atterbwry, Sermons, I. x.

neat
See the facts n^orZ;/, and these mountainous inequalities

vanish. Ejnerson, Compensation.

2. Closely: as, two persons reeariy related.— 3.
Intimately

;
pressuigly ; with a close relation to

one's iuterest or happiness.
Madam, the business now impos'd upon me
Concerns you nearly.

Beau, aiid Fl., Woman-Hater, v. 6.

4. Within a little of ; almost: as, mcaWj/ twenty

;

the prisoner nearly escaped; nearly dead with
cold.

I took my leave, for it was nearly noon.
Tennyson, Princess, \.

5. With niggardliness or parsimony.— 6. Ex-
actly; precisely.

As nearly as I may,
I'll play the penitent to you ; but mine honesty
Shall not make poor my greatness.

Shak., A. and C, ii. 2. 91.

nearness (ner'nes), n. The state or fact of be-
ing near, in any sense

;
proximity ; imminence.

near-point (ner'point), n. The nearest point,
as i^% far-point is the farthest point, which the
eye can bring to a focus on the retina.

near-sighted (ner'si"ted), a. Short-sighted;
seeing distinctly at a short distance only; my-
opic.

near-sightedness (ner'si'ted-nes), n. The
state of being near-sighted; myopia.
neat^ (net), n. and a. [Also dial, note, nout,
nolt (< Icel.); < ME. neet, nete, net, < AS. nedt, pi.

nedt (also deriv. niten, nyten), an ox or cow, cat-
tle coUeetively (= OPries. ndt = OHG. MHG.
noz, G. dial, noss = Icel. naut (also deriv. neyti)

= Sw. not= Dan. nod, cattle, in Seand. also an
ox); prob. so called as being 'used' or employed
in work (cf. cattle and stock), or because orig.

'taken' and domesticated, < nedtan, mrftow, use,
employ, = OS. miotan = OEries. nieta = OHG.
niozan, MHG. niezen, OHG. giniozan, MHG.
geniezen, G. geniessen = Icel. njota= Sw. njuta
= Dan. tufde = Goth, mutan, take part in, ob-
tain, ganimtan, take (with a net); cf. Lith.
nauda, usefulness. From the same verb is de-
rived the naunnoteK] 1. n. 1. Cattle of the
bovine genus, as bulls, oxen, and cows: used
collectively.

And loyned til hem on lohan most gentil of alle.

The prys neet of Peers plouh passynge alle othere.
Piers Plowman (C), xxii. 266.

From thence into the open fields he fled,

Whereas the Heardes were keeping of their neat.
Spender, F. Q., VI. ix. 4.

2. A single bovine animal. [Eare.]

A neat and a sheep of his own. Tusser, Husbandry.

Neat's-foot oil, an oil obtained from the feet of neat
catUe.-Neat's leather, leather made of the hides of neat
cattle.

As proper men as ever trod upon neat's leather have gone
upon my handiwork. Shak., J. C, L 1. 29.

II. a. Being or relating to animals of the ox
kind : as, neat cattle.

We must be neat ; not neat, but cleanly, captain

;

And yet the steer, the heifer, and the calf
Are all called neat. Shak., W. T., i. 2. 125.

neat^ (net), a. [< ME. net, nette, *nete (= D.
net = G. nett = Sw. ndtt = Dan. «e«), < OP.
»e<, fem. nete, P. net, fem. nette (> mod. E. net^)
= Pr. net = Sp. neio = Pg. nedeo = It. netto,

clear, pure, neat, < L. rdtidus, shining, neat, K
nitere, shine. Cf. net^, and niUd, from the same
source.] 1. Clear; pure; unmixed; undiluted;
unadulterated: as, a glass of brandy neat.

'Tis rich Tieat canary.
Marston, Antonio and Mellida, I., iL

After the soap has been finished in the copper, it may
... be put in the neat state direct into the cooling-boxes
or "frames." W. L. Carpenter, Soap and Candles, p. 174.

2. Clear of any extraneous matter; clear of the
cask, case, wrapper, etc. ; with all deductions
made: as, Mea< weight. [In this sensenow usu-
ally net.]

The new Cairo answereth euery yeere in tribute to the
grand Signlor 600,000 ducates of golde, neat and free of all

charges growing on the same. Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 200.

3. Pree from what is undesirable, offensive, un-
becoming, or in bad taste; pleasing; nice.

Sluttery to such neat excellence opposed.
Shak., Cymbeline, i. 6. 44.

He desired not so much Tieat and polite as clear, mascu-
line, and apt expression.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, Pref., p. xi.

They make the neatest shewe of all the houses in Paris.
Coryat, Crudities, I. 30.

Alin. What music 's this?

Jid. Retire : 'tis some neat joy,

In honour of the king's great day.
Fletcher, Pilgrim, v. 4.

I have not heard a neater sermon a great while, and more
to my content. Pepys, Diary, L 310.



neat

4. Characterized by nicety of appearance, con-
struction, arrangement, etc.; nice; hence, or-
derly; trim; tidy; often, specifically, clean: as,
a neat box; the apartment was always very
neat; neat in one's dress.
These [elephants] have iieat little hoarded Houses or

Castles tastened on theirbacks, where the great men sit in
state, secur'd from the Sun or Eain.

Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 73.

Her artless manners and her neat attire.

Cowper, Task, iv. 536.

5. "WeU-shaped or well-proportioned; ciean-
cut : as, a neat foot and aiUde.—6. Complete in
character, skill, etc.; exact; finished; adroit;
clever; skilful: applied to persons or things.

Men. To be a villain is no such rude matter.
Cam. No, if he be a iieai. one, and a perfect

:

Art makes all excellent.

Fletcher, Wife for a Month, L 2.

Paddy overtook him at last, and gave him a clippeen on
the left ear, and a neat touch of the foot that sent him
sprawling. Lever, Dodd Family Abroad, I. letter L
The neat repartee, the eloquence that left the House

too profoundly affected to deliberate, the original of the
novelist's greatest creation— they are all vanishing like
frost foliage at sunrise.

Q. W. Curtis, Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 472.

7t. Spruce; finical; over-nice.
Still to be neat, still to be drest

As you were going to a feast
B. Jmaon, Epiooene, L 1.

8t. A commendatory word, used somewhat
vaguely.
To tell what dressing up of howses there were by all the

neaX dames and ladies within the freedome.
Ddchsr, Oration of Parsimony.

This gentleman did take to wife
A neat and gallant dame.

Gentleman in Thraeia (Child's Ballads, VUI. 169).

=S;n. Clean, cleanly, unsoiled.

neat^ (net), adv. [< neat^, a.] Neatly.

They've ta'en her out at nine at night, . . .

And headed her baith neat and fine.

The Laird of ITarigtoMii (Child's Ballads, III. 322).

'neath (neth), adv. An abbreviated form of
beneath.

neat-handed (net'han'''ded), a. Using the
hands with neatness ; deft ; dexterous.

Herbs, and other country messes.
Which the neat-handecL Phyllis dresses.

Miltm, L'Allegro, 1. 86.

Nor is he [Bishop Burnet] a neat-handed workman even
of that [penny-a-liner] clafis. Craik, Hist. Eng. Lit., II. 177.

neatherd (net'herd), n. [< MB. neetherde, net-

herde ; <. neat^ + lierd^. Ct. noutherd.'] A per-
son who has the care of cattle ; a cow-keeper.

Would I were
A neat-herd's daughter.

5Aaft.,Cymbeline, i. 1. 149.

neatherdess (net'h6rd-es), n. [< neatherd +
-ess.'] A female neatherd; aneatress.

But hark how I can now expresse
My love unto my Neatherdesee.

Herriek, A Beucolick, or Discourse of Neatherds.

neat-houset (net'hous), n. [< neat^ + house.]

A house for neat cattle ; a cow-house.
neatifyt (ne'ti-fi), v. t. Same as neUfy.
neat-land (net'land), n. [< neat^ + land^.]

In law, land let out to yeomanry. Cowell.

neatly (net'li), adm. In a neat manner; with
neatness, in any sense of that word.
neatness (net'nes), n. The state or quality of
being neat, in any sense of that word.
neatresst (net'res), n. [Irreg. < neat^ + -eri -I-

-ess.] A female neatherd. Warner, Albion's
England, iv. 20.

neb (neb), n. [Also in mod. use in var. form
nib; < ME. neb, < AS. neb, nebb, biU, beak (of

a bird, ship, plow, etc.), nose, of a person, also

face, countenance, = D. neb, mouth, bill, nib,

= MLG. nebbe, nibbe, LGr. mbbe, nipp, niff, niiff

( > It. niffo, niffa, snout) = Icel. nef, also nebbi =
Sw. ndf, nabb = Dan. nceb, beak, bill; prob.
orig. *sneb; cf. MD. snebbe, D. sneb = MLG.
snebbe, smbbe, LG. snibbe, snippe, bill, snout, =
Gt.schneppe,-D.oz\e; also with dim. term., OFries.
snavel, snavl, mouth, = D. snavel, snout, = MLG.
snavel= OH(J. snabul, MHG. snabel, G. schnabel

= Dan. Sw. (after G.) snabel, biU, snout, probos-
cis, nozle; cf. Lith. snapas, bill, beak; perhaps
from the root of the verb snap, but whether
orig. the bin of a bird or snout of a beast,

which * snaps' up what is to be eaten, or the
snout of a beast or nose of aman,which 'snorts'

or 'sniffs' (G. schnappen, gasp, schnauben,

snort, sniff, snuff), is not clear. See snap,

sniff, snuff, snivel, etc.] 1. The bill or beak of

a bird ; also, the snout or muzzle of a beast.

How she holds up the neb, the bill, to him

!

And arms her with the boldness of a wife
To her allowing husband ! Shak. , W. T., i. 2. 183.
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The amorous worms of loVe did bitterly gnawe and teare

his heart wyth the nebs of their forked heads.
Painter's Pal. of PI., cited by Steevens. (Narea.)

2. Thenose: as, alangneft; asharp»e&. [Ob-
solete or Scotch.]

See, yonder 's the Hatton's Skenv; he aye held his neb
abune the water in my day, but he's aneath it now.

Scott, Antiquary, vii.

3. The face. [Obsolete or Scotch.]

Josep cam into halle and sau his brethren wepe

;

He kisseth Benjamin, anon his neb he gan wipe.
MS. Bodl. 652, (. 10. (HaUiweU.)

4. The tip end of anything; a sharp point: as,

the neb of a lancet or knife. See nib. [Scotch.]— 5. The nib of a pen. See nib.

Those pennes are made of purpose without nebs, because
they may cast inck but slowly.

Dekker, Lanthome and Candle-light.

Neb and feather, completely ; from top to toe. [Scotch. ]

—To dab nebst. See da*i.

Nebalia (nf-ba'li-a), n. [NL. ; origin not
ascertained'.] 1. A"remarkable genus of un-
certain position among the lower crustaceans,
ranged by Huxley among the phyllopodous
Branehiopoda, by others in a peculiar order
named Phyllocarida or Leptostraca. it has a large
carapace (cephalostegite) with mobile rostrum ; the eyes
are large and pedunculated; there are well-developed
antennee, mandibles, and two pairs of maxillGe, the anterior
of which ends in a long palp.

2. A genus of rotifers. Grube, 1862.

nebalian (nf-ba'li-an), a. and n. I. a. Per-
taining to or" having the characters of the ge-
nus Nebalia, 1.

II, n. A nebalian crustacean.
Nebaliidse (neb-a-li'i-de), n. pi. [< NebaUa +
-id(B. ] A family of crustaceans, typified by the
genus Nebalia. it has been variously located in the
systems, and is now usually considered a synthetic type
nearly related U> some Silurian forms, and representa-
tive of an order or suborder named Phyllocarida or Lepto-
straca. The anterior part of the body has a large com-
pressed bivalvular carapace with a separate anterior
tongue-shaped process; the abdomen is long and seg-
mented ; there are eight pairs of phyllopodous legs to the
trunk, four pairs of large pleopoda behind, and no telson.

The living species are marine, and have been referred to
8 genera.

nebbuk-tree (neb'uk-tre), n. [< At. nebbuh +
E. tree.] A shrub, ^eyphus Spina-Christi, one
of the Christ's-thoms.

The channels of streams around Jericho are filled with
n£bbuk trees. ... It is a variety of the rhamnus, and is

set down by botanists as the Spina Christi, of which the Sa-
viour's mock crown of thorns was made.

B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 68.

nebby (neb'i), a. [< neb -f -^l.] Snappish;
saucy; impudent; bold; pert. [Scotch.]
nebel (neb'el), n. [Heb.] A stringed instru-
ment of the ancientHebrews, bysome supposed
to have resembled a harp, by others a lute. The
name is differently rendered in different parts
of the English version of the Bible.

neb-neb (neb'neb), n. See bablah.

Nebraskan (nS-bras'kan), a. and n. [< Nebraska
(seedef.) + -an.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the
State of Nebraska, or its inhabitants.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Nebraska,
one of the Western States of the United States,
lying west of the Missouri river and north of
Kansas.
nebris (neb'ris), ». [L. nebris, < Gr. ve^pig, afawn-
skin (see def .), < vel3p6i, a fawn.] A fawn-sMn

;

specifically, in ancient Greek and affiliated art
and ceremonial, the skin of a fawn or of a sim-
ilar animal, as a kid, worn as a special attribute
by Dionysus or Bacchus and his attendant
train (Pan, the satyrs, the msenads, etc.), and
assumed on festival occasions by priests and
priestesses of Bacchus, and by his votaries gen-
erally.

nebula (neb'u-ia), n.
;
pi. nebulw (-le). [< L. ne-

bula = 6r. ve^tXri, a cloud, mist, vapor : see neb-
ule.] 1. A luminous patch in the heavens, far
beyond the limits of the solar system. Some
nebulfs are resolvable into clusters, generally globular, in
which the separate stars can be distinguished. These are
torthemost part in the Galaxy. The remaining nebulee are
of two types, according as their spectra are continuous
or consist of bright lines. The latter class are greenish-
blue, have fairly definite outlines, and show a tendency to
concentration toward the galactic circle. Of the three
brightest lines in their spectra two are unidentified, and
one is the F line of hydrogen. There are six or seven
otherfaintlines,twoof them hydrogen. There are besides
nebulous stars, or stars with haze about them which in
some cases is of vast proportions. The continuous spectra
indicate that all these nebulse are solid, liquid, or, if gase-
ous, enormously condensed. The nebute in Andromeda,
Orion, and Argo are visible to the naked eye. The Gsdaxy,
the Magellanic clouds, and the clusters Berenice's Hair
and PrsBsepe are not included by astronomers among the
nebulae.

2. Inpathol., a cloud-like spot pn the cornea.

—

Dumb-bell nebula, a nebula whifeh, seen in a telescope of

A Fesse Nebuli.

nece

small power, appears to have a form like a dumb-bell in.

scribed in a fainter ellipse, but with a more powerful in-
strument is seen to luive a spiral structure.—Planetary
nebula, a circular or elliptical gaseous nebula, with a well-
defined outline.—Resolvable nebula, a nebula in which
a powerful telescope detects many points of light, which,
however, are not usually distinguished as perfectly as in a
cluster.—Bins nebula, or annular nebula, a nebula
which appears like a nng with a dark center.— Spiral
nebula, a nebula which presents the appearance either
of a contorted stream or or a number of such streams pro-
ceeding from a center.

nebular (neb'u-lSr), a. [= P. nebulaire, < NL.
nebularis, < li! nebula, a cloud: see nebule.] 1.

Like a nebula; cloudy.— 2. Pertaining or re-

lating to a nebula—xbe nebular hypothesis, a the-

ory of the formation of the solar system, originated by the
philosopher Eant and the astronomer Sir William Her-
schel, and developed by Laplace and others. The solar

system is supposed to be the result of the gradual con-
densation of a nebula under the actionof the mutual gravi-
tation of its parts.

nebule (neb'ul), n. [< ME. nebule, < OP. nebvle
= It. nebula, < L. nebula, a cloud, a mist, vapor,
= Gr. ve(pi'?i,7i, a cloud, mass of clouds, = OS.
nebhal = OFries. nevil = D. nevel = MLG. neoel,

neffel, LG. nevel = OHG. nebul, nepol, MHG. G.
nebel = Icel. nifl (in comp.), mist, fog ; of. Icel.

njol, night.] If. A cloud.

light without nebule, shining in thy sphere.
Ballade in Com/mend, of Our Lady.

The stocking is of silver tissue, worked with gold bird^
flowers, blue, yellow, and white, and a peculiar ornament—

a. nebule, white and blue, with yellow rays shootingfrom
its edge. Rock, Church of our Fathers, ii. 251.

2. In her., a line nebula. See nebuU.
nebul6(neb-u-la'), a. [HeraldicP.,< OF, nebule,

a cloud: see nebule.] In her.,

wavy ; curved in and out, in fan-
cied resemblance to the edge of
a cloud. A line nebula may
form the boundary of a fesse,

bend, etc. Also nebulose, nebuly,

nebuliferous (neb-u-lif'e-rus),
a. [< L. nebula, a cloud, +ferre
= E. bear^.] Having nebulous or cloudy spots.

Tliomas, Med. Diet.

nebulist (neb'u-list), n. [< nebula + 4st.] One
who upholds the nebular hypothesis. Page.
nebulize (neb'u-liz), v. t.\ pret. and pp. neb-
ulized, ppr. nebulizing, [s nebule + 4ze.] To
reduce to a spray; atomize.
nebulizer (neb'1i-li-z6r), n. An instrument for

reducing a liquid to spray, for inhalation, disin-

fection, etc. ; an atomizer.

The spray from a . . . Tte&uJ&er being made to impinge
upon the wall of the vessel containing the tubes and liquid.

Medical News, XLIX. 697.

nebulose (neb'u-los), a. [< L. nebulosus, misty:
see nebulous.] '

1. Cloudy; foggy; nebulous.

Alle fatty, weet, <fe cloudy nebulose.
PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 175.

2. hi entom. , having indistinct darker and paler
markings, resembling the irregular coloring of
a cloud: said of a surfaoe.—3. Infter., sameas
nebul4.

nebulosity (neb-u-los'i-ti),. n.
;

pi. nebulosiUes
(-tiz). [= P. nSbulosiU = Sp. nebulosidad =
Pg. nebulosidade = It. nebulositd,, < LL. nebu-
losita{t-)s, cloudiness, obscurity, < L. nebulosus,
cloudy: see nebulous.] 1. The state of being
nebulous or cloudy; cloudiness; haziness; the
essential character of a nebula.

All the material ingredients of the earth existed in this
diffuse nebulosity, either in the state of vapour, or in some
state of still greater expansion. WheweU.

2. The faint misty appearance surrounding cer-
tain stars ; an Ul-demied nebula without local
condensation ; also, a nebula in general.

Various connected nebulosities stretching in marvellous
ramifications along the heavens.

J. N. Loekyer, Harper's Mag., LXXVIIL 690.

A nebulosity of the mUky kind, like that wonderful, in-
explicable phenomenon about 9 Orionia.

A. M. Gierke, Astron. in 19th Cent, p. 29.

nebulous (neb'u-lus), a. [= P. n^buleua = Sp.
Pg. It. nebuloso, < L. nebulosus, cloudy, misty,
foggy, <nebula, miat, cloud: see nebula, nebule.]

1. Cloudy; hazy: used literally or figuratively.

Epicurus is impatient of the nebulous regions which only
exist, according to him, for highly sensitive and senti-
mental souls. W. Wallace, Epicureanism, p. 146.

2. In astron., pertaining to a nebula; having
the appearance of a nebula; nebular.— Nebu-
lous star. See nebula.

nebulousness (neb'u-lus-nes), n. The state or
quality of being nebulous ; cloudiness.
nebuly (neb'li-li), a. [< heraldic P. nebuU:
see nebule.] Savae as nebuU Nebuly molding.
See mMing.

necet, «• A Middle English form of niece.
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necessf, c t. [ME. necfssen, < ML. necessare,
make necessary, compel,<Ii. necesse,r>ecessaTy:
see necessary.] To make necessary; compel.
Ne foreyne causes neeetgeden the nevere to compoune

werkof floteiTngematere. CAaueer, Boetliins, iiL meters^

aecessart, o. [< OP. necessaire, < L. necessarius,
necessary: see necessary.] Necessary. [Scotch.]
The giyt adois neteaar. Aherd. Reg. MS. (Janueaan.)

necessarian (nes-e-sa'ri-an). a. and n. [< L.
neeessarius, inevitable, necessary, + -an.] I.
a. Eelating to necessarianlsm ; necessitarian.

H. n. One who accepts the doctrine of neees-
sarianism ; a necessitarian.

The only qaestion in dispate between the adrocates of
jdiflosophicallibertyand the rutaaariamiaOas : "whether
olltion can take place independently of motive."

W. Btitham, Fhjloa of the Mind, iz. § 1.

Neeessariam win say that even this [volontazy effort for
a good end] is ultimately the effect of caoses extzaneoos
to the man's self. H. Sidginet, Methods of Ethics, p. 2S&

necessarianism (nes-e-sa'ii-an-izm), n. [<
necessarian + -ism.^ The doctrine that the
action of the mil is a necessary effect of ante-
cedent causes ; the theory that the will is sub-
ject to the general mechanical law of cause and
effect. Also necessitarianism, and rarely neees-

sism.

Let ns sappos^ fnrtber, that we do not know more of
cause and effect than acerbun definite order of succession
among facts, and that we have a knowledge of the neces-
sity of that succession—and hence of necessary laws—and
1, for mJ part, do not see what escape there is from utter
materialism and neeesaarianimn. Huxley.

neoessaiily (nes'e-ea-ii-ll), ado. In a neces-
sary manner; by neeessi^; so that it cannot
be otherwise ; inevitably.

The Author has shown ua t^t design in all tJie Works
of I^atnre which necaxaHy leads us to the Knowledge of
its first Cause. AddiKm, Spectator, Ka 339.

Powerful temperaments are naxnoriZv intense.
Fnude, Sketches, p. 183.

necessaiiness (nes'e-sa-ri-nes), n. The state of
being necessary. Johnson.
necessary (nes'e-sa-ri), a. and n. [Formerly
also necessar; < 3fE. necessarye, necessarie, <
OF. necessaire, F. neeessaire = Pr. necessari =
Sp. necesario= Pg. It. necessario, < L. necessa-

rius, unavoidable, inevitable, indispensable,
reqnisite (as a noun, neeessarius, m., necessaria,

f . ,a relative,kinsman, friend, client ; netxssaria,

neut. pL, necessaries of life; ML. neeessarium,
neut., necessaria, f., a privy), < necesse, adj., un-
avoidable, inevitable, indispensable, neut. adj.

with esse and habere, prop, adv., sJso in OL.
necessum, prob. orig. ne cessum or non eessum,

< ne, non, not, + cessus, pp. of cedere, yield:

see cede.] I. a. 1. Such as must be; that can-
not be otherwise, (o) As an inference, evidently of
such a form that every like ioference &om lame premises
will always yield a true conclusion, in eveiy state of facts.

In philosophy it is zeqnisite to distinguish an irresistibU

inference, the force of which may be blindly felt, from a
necagary one, which is seen to belong to a possible class

of inferences, all true. (&} As a proposition or fact^ true
or taking place not merely in tjie actual state of things, but
in every possible state of things (within some meaning of
the word pogkble). A neeaaary proposition should not be
confounded with an absolutely certain one, far less with
one we are irresistibly compelled to believe, (e) As athing
or being, existing in every possible state of things ; having
existence involved in its essence. Thus, God is said by
AnsKlm, Descartes, and others to be a neceaaary b^ng.

Death, a neeeggary end.
Will come when it wHI come.

ShaJc, J. C, a 8. 36.

In asserting that the human mind possesses in its own
ideas an element of neeeaary and universal tmOi, not
derived from experience, Eant had been anticipate by
Price, by CudworUj, and even by Plato.

Whemdl, Philos. of Discovery.

Given such a cause— that is, accept the idea of God—
and worship follows as a rational, nay, a necessary conse-
quence. Jfnort, Nature and Thought, p. 230.

The onlyway that anything Ijiatis to come to pass here-
after is or can be necessary is by a connection with some-
thing that is necesson/ in itsown nature, orsomething that
already is or has been : so that, the one being supposed,
the oi^er certainly follows. Bdtmrds, On the Will, L 3.

2. Such that it cannot be disregarded or omit-
ted; indispensable; requisite; essential; need-
ful; required: as, air is necessary to support
^mmal Ufe; food is necessary to nourish the
body.
Aduertisementes and connsaiHes verie necessarye for aU

noble men and connsaillors.

Booteitf Precedence (E.S. T. S., exb» ser.X i 71.

A nimble hand is necessary for a cut-purse.
ShaJc, W. T., iv. a 68&

A coimtry replenished with all manner of commodities
necessary for mans life. Coryat, Cnidities, L 108.

Neither dares any man complain of injustice, . ._ . tho

his cause be never so just : and therefore patience is in this

Country as necessary far poor people as in any part of the

World. Dampier, Voyages, n. L 78.
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The enemies of the court mightUiink it fair, oreven ab-

solutely necessary, to encounter bribery with bribery.

Ma^atday, Hallam's Const. Hist.

3. In law : (a) Requisite for reasonable con-
venience and facility or completeness in ac-

complishing the purpose intended: as, the land
necessary for bmldmg a railroad. (6) Natu-
rally and inseparably connected in the ordi-

nary course : as, necessary consequences. Thus,
the necessary consequences of a trespass, such as depre-
ciation in v^ue of a thing injured, or tiie suffering of a
person injured, are genial damages, and need not be
pleaded ; but loss of profits or medical expenses are not
necessary consequences in the l^al sense, and must be
specially alleged.

4. Acting from compulsiou or the absolute de-
termination of causes : opposed to free. See
free.
Agents that have no thought, no volition at all, are in

every thing necessary agents.
Loeie^ Human Understanding, IL xxL 13.

Heoesaaiybeing,one whose non-existence is impossible

;

God.—Necessaiycaose. Seeeau«e,i.—Necessarycon-
dition, ens, inference,mark, etc. See the nonns.—Ne-
cessary propoaitian, a proposlHon which asserts a fact
to be necessary ; also, one which we cannot help believing.

—Necessary roles of thongbt. those withoutwhich no
use of the understanding would be possible.—Necessary
sign, one which affords a certain indication of the tiling
represented.—Necessarytoanend, preceding or accom-
panyingtheend in everypossible state of things; requisite
as ameans to the end.=Syn. 2. Aecessary, f^ssoitial, itcfio-
sOe, Needful. The following remarks refer to tile applica-
tion of the words to ordinary practical affairs, not to philos-
ophy. Necessary is so general a word that it covers all the
others, and has the additional sense, which they do not
have, of ineoitable. Bsseniiai is an absolute word, noting
thatwhich is apartof the chiefend of the action, orof every
mode of bringing that end about. Bequisite is less strong
than essential, and needful is less strong still ; yet each is

strongand emphatic, applyingto thatwhich is imperatively
needed. Needfvl generally applies to concrete, and often
to temporary, things : as, knowledge of the countries vis-

ited is re^tasile, and even essential, to enjoyment of tinvel,

but money is needfid in order to be able to travel at alL
Seedful is often applied tothatwhich must be supplied to
produce or effect a perfect state or action.

H. H.; pi. necessaries (-riz). 1. Anything that
is necessary or indispensable ; that which can-
not be disregarded or omitted : as, the neces-

saries of life.

And thei alle ban alle necessaries, and alle tbat hem
nedethe, of the Emperonres Court.

MandedUe, Travels, p. 239.

Fear of povertymakes Ims allow himself only plain ne-
cessaries. Steele, Spectator, Xo. 114.

2. Aprivy; awater-closet.—Necessariesofashlp,
articles wmch should form part of the ordinary and rea-
sonable ouiit for the business in which the vessel is en-
gaged; whatever a prudent owner would order if present.

necessism (ne-ses'izm), n. [< L. necesse, neces-
sary, + -tsni.] Same as necessarianism. Con-
temporary Set). [Bare.]
necessitarian (ne-ses-i-ta'ri-an), a. and n. [<
necessit-y + -ariah.2 I. a. CTf or pertaining to

necessity or to necessitarianism : opposed to
{t&ertarian.
TT

, «. One who maintains the doctrine of

philosophical necessity, in opposition to that of

the freedom of the will: opposed to libertarian.

The Arminian has entaoigled theCalvinlsf, theCalvinist
has entangled the Arminian, in a labyrinth of contradic-
tions. The advocate of free-will appeals to conscience and
instinct—to an a priori sense of what ought in equity to be.
The necesgjtorum faJls back upon the experienced reality

of facts. Prmtde, Calvinism.

necessitarianism (nf-ses-i-ta'ri-an-izm),n. [<
necessitarian + -ism.'] Same as necessarianism.

necessitate (nf-ses'i-tat), ». t.; pret. and pp. ne-

cessitated,'ppt.'necessitaUng. [<ML. necessifafu.*,

pp. of necessitare (> It. necessitare = Sp. nece-si-

tar= Pg. necessitor= P. necessiter),make neces-
sary, < L. necess»to(t-)s, necessity: see necesst^,

and cf. necessite and necess, v. For the form,
cf . felicitate.'] 1. To make necessary or indis-

pensable; render unavoidable; cause to be a
necessary consequence.

The politician neverthought l^t he might fall danger-
ously sick, and that sicloiess nee^siiate his removal from
the court South.

Right, as we can think it, necessitates the thought of
not right, or wrong, for its correlative.

H. Spencer, Data of Ethics, § 99.

2. To force irresistibly; compel; oblige; im-
pel by necessity.

No mauls neoessi^aled to more il, yet no mansHlislesse
excns'd. J^b. BaHe, Micro-eosmographie, A Poore Man.

3f. To reduce to a state of need; threaten or
oppress by necessity or need, or the prospect
of need.

It was a position of the Stoics that he was not poorwho
wanted, but he who was necessitated.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835X L 379.

We wei-e now greatly necessitated for food, and wanted
some fresh orders from the King's mouth for our future
subsistence. R. Kiua (Arber's Eng. Gamer, I. 380).

=Syn. 2. To constrain, drive.

necessity

necessitation (nf-ses-i-ta'shon), n. [< rwcessi-
tate + -ion.] Tfie act of necessitating ormak-
ing necessary; the state of being made neces-
sary; compulsion. Sobbes, Liberty and Neces-
sity.

necessitef (n§-ses'it), v. t. [< OP. necessiter,

necessitate: see necessitate.] To necessitate;
compel.

Who, were he now necessUed to beg.
Would ask an alms like Conde Olivares.

B. Jonson, New Inn, iv. 3.

necessitied(nf-ses'i-tid),a. l<necessity+ -ed^.]
In a state of want ; necessitous ; contToUed by
necessity.

I bade her, if her fortunes ever stood
Necessitied to help, that by this token
I would relieve her. Shak., All's Well, v. 3. 85.

necessitous (ne-ses'i-tus),o. [<F. «eces»iteui=
Pg. It. necessitoso; as necessity + -ous.] Pressed
bypoverty; unable to procure what is necessary
for one's station ; needy. Applied—(a) To persona
That we may suffer together with our calamitous and

necessitous brethren. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), L 199.

Th^ who were envied found no satisfaction in what
they were envied for, being poor and necessitous.

Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

We gentiemen of small fortones are extremely ?ieec8si-

tous in this particular. Steele, Tatier, No. 208.

(&) To circumstances.

He was not in jieeessitous circumstance^ his salarybeing
a liberal one. F. B. WinxUnc, Obscure Mental Diseasea.

=Syn. Needy, Neces8itmiS{s&e needy)
; penniless, destitute,

pinched, poor,

necessitonsly (nf-ses'i-tus-li), adv. In a neces-
sitous manner : as, to be necessitausly circum-
stanced.

necessitoosness (nf-ses'i-tns-nes), n. The
state of being necessitous ; the want of what is

necessary for one's station; need.
Where there is want and neeessitousness, there will be

quarrelling. T. Burnet, Theory of the EarUi.

necessitndet (ne-ses'i-tud), n . [< L. ;iecessi<«<Jo,

inevitableness, need, distress, also intimate re-

lationship or friendship, < necesse, inevitable,

necessary: see necessary, necessity.] A sacred
obli^tion of family or friendship ; a tie orbond
of relationship or intimacy.

Between kings and their people, parents and their chil-

dren, there is so great a neces^lude, propriety, and inter-

course of nature. Jer. Tasfior,

The mutual neeessitudes of human nature necessarily

maintain mutual offices, and correspondence between
them. iS& M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind.

necessity (ne-ses'i-ti), n.; pi. necessities (-tiz).

[Earlymod. Si. also neeessitte, necessitee; < ME.
necessite, necessitee, nessesite, < OF. necessite, P.
necessity= Sp. necesidad= Pg. necessitade= It.

necessity, < L. neccssita(*-)s, nnavoidableness,
compulsion, exigency, necessity, < necesse, un-
avoidable, inevitable: see Jiecessoi'j/.] 1. The
condition or quality of being necessary or need-
ful ; the mode of being or of truth of that which
is necessary; the impossibility of the contrary;
the absolute character of a determination or
limitation which is not merely without excep-
tion, but which would be so in any possible

stat« of things; absolute constraint.

But who can tume the stream of destinee^

Or breake the cbayne of strong necessitee.

Which fast is tyde to Joves etemaU seat?
Spenser, F. Q., L v. 25.

He must die, as others

;

And I must lose him ; 'tis necessity.

Fletcher, Yalentinian, ilL 3.

That strength joyn'd with religion, abus'd and pretended
to ambitious ends, must of neee^ity breed the heaviest and
most qaeUing tyranny. MUlon, Chnrch-Govemment, iL a
2. As applied to the human will, the opposite

of liberty, (a) Compulsion, physical or, more generally,

moral: a stress upon the mind causing .a person to do
something nnwDlingly or with extreme reluctance: aa,

to make a virtne of necessity.

Thenne of necessite

They them withdrewe^ and towarde tlie Citee

They toke the way. GeBer»de»(RE. T.S.XL2552.

Then take his Head ; Yet never say that I

Issu'd this Warrant, but Xecessity.

J. Beaumont. Psyche, ilL 194.

Necessity . . . was the argument of tyrants, it was the

creed of slaves. Pitt, On the India Bill, Nov. 18, 1783,

And the great powers we serve themselves may be
Slaves of a tyrannous Jfeeessity. M. Arnold, Mycerinus.

(d) In phUos., the inevitable determination of the human
will by a motive or other cause. This is only a special use

of the word in the free-will dispute. In philosophy gen-

erally, by the nece^ity of a cognition is property meant a

cognized necessity, or universality in reference to possible

states of things ; although some writers use the word to

denote a constraint upon the power of thought

Will and reason (reason also is choice).

Useless and vain, of freedom both despoil'd.

Made passive both, had served neceatty.

Notm^^ MQton, P. L., ill. lia



'Wherever tlumght is wholl; \nuitiiis, or ihe pover to
act or forbear according to the dlreotioD of thougot, there
iMKjsity t»kes place.

Lodbt, Hnmao Understiuidins, n. xxL IS.

S, A conditioii requisite for the attaiument of
any purpose; also, a ueoess;uy of life, -svithout

wMon life, or at least the life appropriate to
one's station, would be impossible.

These should be honis tor n«cessitus.
Not for delights. SHuUc., Hen. \'xn., v. 1. 2.

Whan war is called a netxssitii, it is meant, of course,
that it6 object cannot be attained m any other way.

Sumner, Orations, I. 4&

4. "Want of the means of living; laok of the
means to live as becomes one's station or is

one's habit.

OS me shall ye have both ayde and comfort
In all your nedes of ntcessite.

Som. qf Parimay (E. B. T. S.X 1. 881&

I abjore all roofs, and choose
To wage against the enmity o' the air

;

To be a comrade with the wolf and owl

—

Natxsti^s sharp pinch 1 Shai., Lear, IL 4. 3U.

5. Bztreme need, in general.

See what strange arts nect^siti* Andes oat.
Mariotn tmd Xasht, Dido, 1. U2.

Signior A'aMaity, that hath no law,
S<»Tce ever read his liUeton.

Tjnws' WtastU (K E. T. S.), p. 4Cv

Seeassity is the mother of invention.
it Fnmet, Northern Memoirs (written in 1658,

[prhited in 16»t). iBarOttt.)

6t. Business ; something needful to be done.

They that to you haue n«s^^«
Be gracious euer through your gentilnes.

PoKtieal Poems, etc. (ed. FumivallX P- *!•

Whan he haddehym awhile conveied, he toke lere, and
yede thourgh the courte in his othlr necessitfes.

Xiaim (JS. £. I. S.X i. 64.

7. Bad aiieit spirit. SaJlitoell. [Prov. Eng.]
—Doctrine of necessity, the doctrine that all human
actions are absolutely determined by motives, so that the
will is not tree.—Internal necesmty. See internal.—
Legal necessity, constraint by the law ; also, that which
one is constrained by the law to do, irrespective of con-
sent Xhe word tucessity is also used in the law to denote
that degree of moral necessity which is recognised as jus-

tif\'iug or excusing an act otherwise unlawful, such as the
killing of an assailant in selt-defeuse ; also, particularly in

the phrase public iwcessi^, to designate the requirement
of \vhtit is needed for reasonable convenience or facihty

and completeness in accomplishing a public purpose.—
IiOgical necessity, truth, not merely in the existiug state

of ^ngs, but in every state of tilings in which the projK)-

sition to wliich the necessity belongs should preserve its

signihcation ; the troth of that to know which it is suffi-

cient to know the meanings of the words in which it is

expressed.-Money of necessity, coins (generally of un-
usual shape, and rudely fabricated) issued during a siege

(see siege-piece), or in times of necessity, when there is an
insufBcient supply of gold and silver and the operations of

the ordinary mints are snspended.— Moral necessity.
See def. 2, above.— Natural necessi^. See tuituraL—
Physical necessity, the necessity which arises from the
laws of the material universe. This necessity is condition-

al, not absolate.—Works Of necessity, in the Sunday
laws, any labors which are necessary to be done on Sun-
day for ute, health, comfort, general welfare, and reason-

able convenience for enjoying the leisore and the privi-

I^es of the day, such as the running of horse-cars, ferries,

and, within reasonable limits, railroad-trains, and such la-

bors as are requisite for maintaining in their necessary
continuity processes of manufacture incidental to eiviliza-

tion, such as keeping up the fires of a blast-furnace. =Syn.
Nedssity, Need. Sreeesstti/ ismore urgent than need : a mer-
chant may have need of more money in order to the most
successful managing of Ills business ; he may have a nectis-

tity for more cash in hand to avoid going into bankruptcy.

neck (nek), n. [< ME. necke, nekk«, nkVc, nakke,

< AS. hiteccn, the neokj the back of the neck,

napeoftheneokj=OFnes. hiieH-a, jifAtv=MD.
neck, nick, naek, D. nefc=MLG. nacke, LG. nakke
=:OSOt.hnac{fmacch-),hnach-,nac,MBG.>iaclc-
knac, Gr. n<uih»n = loel. hnakki = Sw. nacke =
Dan. nakke, nape of the neck, back of the head.

C!f . n«ifce, nape of the neok.] 1 . That part of an
animal's body whioh is between the head and
the trunk and oonueots these parts, in every ver-

tebrate the neok corresponds in extent to the cervical

vertebrae, when such are distinguishable. It is usually

narrower or more lender than the parts between which
It extends. See cuts under mtude.

He hatha abouten his NeUce 800 Perles oryent, gode and
KTete, and knotted, as Pater Nostres here of Amber.

MandevOle, Travels, p. 197.

Or necklace for a neck to which the swan's

Is tawnier than her cygnet's.
Tennysoti, Lancelot and Elaine.

2. riguratively,life,fromthebreakiiig or sever-

ing of the neok in legal executions: as, to risk

one's neck; to save one's neck.—8. In entoni.:

(o) The membrane oonneoting the hard parts of

au inseot's head with those of the thorax, and
visible only when the head is forcibly drawn
out. (6) The posterior part of the head when
this is suddenly narrowed behind the eves, (c)

A slender anteriorprolongation of the prothorax

found in certain ZHptera and Bynienoptera.—4.

In anat. , a constricted part, or constriction of a
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part., like or likened to a neok: as. the necl' of

the thigh-bone
J
the neck of the bladder; the

neck of the uterus. See cut under /*i»«r.— 5.

The flesh of the neck and adjoining parts: as,

a iK'ci- of mutton.— 6. Thatpartofa thingwhich
corresponds to or resembles the neck of an ani-

mal.
Some of them upon the tMdto of their launce haue an

hooke, wherewithall they attempt to pollmen out of their

saddles. BM^'t Voyag*^ I- <>^

(o) That part of a garmentwhich covers the neck : as, the
high neck of a srown. (6) A long narrow strip of land con-
necting two huver tracts; an isthmus.

They followed vs to the neeke of Laud, which we thooght
had beene severed from the mayne.

Quoted in Clnpt. John Smith's Works, 1. 107.

(e) The slender upper part of any vessel which has a larger
ronnded body : as, the neck of a bottle, retort, etc.

Take the noblest and the sttengest brennynge watir that
je may haue distillid out of pnremysty wiyn, and putte it

into a gl.is demd amphora, with a long iwatr.

Book (ff Qtttitte Essence (ed. FurnivallX p. 5.

(d) In stringed musical instruments of the viol and lute
families, the long slender part extending upward from
the boc^, culminating in the head where the tension is

re^rnlated, and bearing in front the finger-board over
which the strings (or such of them as are to be stopped)
are stretched. (<) The part of an axle that passes through
the hub of the wheel ; also, a diminished part of any shaft
resting in a bearing. (/) The round shank connecting
the blade and the so&et of a bayonet (o) The constricted
part joining the knob to the breech m a gun. (A) The
contracted part of a furnace over the bridge between the
stack and the heating- or melting-chamber. {%) In prini-

ing, the slope between the face and the shoulder of a type.

Scnuetimes called beard. (J) In bot.: (1) In mosses, the
collum or tapering base of the capsule. (2) In histology,

the rim or wall of the axohegonium which projects above
the prothalliura. It rests upon the venter, and is ordina-
rily composed of four longitudinal rows of cells, (k) The
fllled-up pipe or channel through which volcanic mate-
rial has found its way upward. In modem volcanic areas
the vent through which the lava, cinders, or ashes :U'e

ejected and reach the sortaco is generally concealed from
view by the accumulated material which has been thrown
ouu in eruptive r^ions belonging to the older geologi-
cal systems denudation has occasionally removed the over-
lying debris, so that the connection of the volcanic orifice

with the more deep-seated regions can be seen and ex-

amined. This is particularly the case in the (Carboniferous
and Permian volcanic areas of Scotland. (I) The crook of
the head of a golf-club where it joins the shaft

7. In,the clamp process of brickmaking, one
of a series of walls of unburned bricks which
together constitute a clamp. The walls are built
three bricks thick, about sixty long, and from twenty-tour
to thir^high, and incline in« ard against a central upright
wall. The sides and top are cased with burned bricks.

8. A small bundle of the best ears of a wheat-
harvest, used in the ceremony of " crying the
neok." [Prov. Eng.]—9. As a geographical
designation, a corner or triangular district : as,

Penu's Xeck. [Local U. S. (New York, New
Jersey), and South African.]—a stiff neck, in
Ser^, persistence in disobedience ; obduracy.

But [they] made their iiecir ^^ff, that they might not
hear, nor receive insbmotion. Jer. xvii. 2S.

Derbyshire neck, bronchooele or goiter : frequent in the
hilly parts of Derbyshire, England.—Nape Of the neck.
See lutpsi.-Neck and crop. See cro^—Neck and
heels. Same as neck and crop.

The liberty of the subject is brought in neck and herU,
as they say, that the Ban might be popular.

Soger JortA, E-xamen, p. "i

Neck and neck, at an equal pace ; stride for stride ; ex-

actly even, or side by side : used in racing, and hence ap-
plied to competition of any kind.—Neck canal-cell, in
iot.the same, or nearly the same,asn<at-«(!U.—Neckof a
column or of a capital, in anh., the space between the
top of the shaft proper and the projecting part of the cap-
ital, if any separation is indicated. Thus, in the Doric col-

umn, the continuation, whether plain, ornamented, or re-

cessed, of the shaft above the incision or hypotrachelium as
far as the annulets of the echinus, is the neck. Sometimes
called trachelittm. See necking, and out under column,—
Neck ofagim,the partbetween the muule moldings and
the cornice-ring.—Neok Of an embrasure, in /Oft., the
narrowest part of the embrasure, within the wider outer
part, called the niotitA.—Neck of a rib, the part between
the head (or capitulum) and the shoulder (or tnberoulum).
—Neck ofthe bladder, the part of the bladder adjoining
the urethral outlet— Neck Ofthe calcaneum, the slight-

ly constricted piu-t in frontof the tuberosity.—Neok ofthe
femur, the constricted part ofthe temur between the head
and tlie top of the shatt—Neck Of the fOOt, the instep.

HaUiirell. [Prov.£ng.]—Neck of the humerus. (o)In
anat, the slight constriction separating the head from the
shatt of the hone ; the circumference of the articular sui^

face, allorduig attachment to the capsular ligament (V)

In surfr., a weak point in the shaft of the bone, a little

below "the tuberosities: so called from the frequency of
fracture at this point-Neck Of the uterus, the lower,
narrower part of the ntema, projecting into the vagina;
tbe cervix uterL—Neok or nothing, at every risk ; des-
gorately : as, 1 11 take the chances, neck or noUting.—On, or
1 the neck of, immediately after ; closely following ; on

the heels of.

He deposed the king

;

Soon after that, deprived him of his life

;

And, in tJu neat <tf that, task'd tlie whole state.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. S. 92.

fTpon th» Keck of this began the (Juarrel in Holbum be-
tween the Gentlemen of the Inns of Chancery and some
Citiiens. Baker, Chronicles, p. 19S.

neckercher

The devU on his neck. Seedrril.—To break theneck.
to put one of the bones of the neok out of j<^t ; dialooate

a cervi(»d vertebra. In legal execution by hanging the

aim is to cause spee^ly or instantanc-ns death by dislo-

cating the atlas or first bone from the axis or second bone,

and at the same time injuring the spinal coid. See cA«ct-

Ugamei^ under KgameKL—To break the neck ot See
hwjk—To give the neckt, to give the finishing stroke.

'Whom when his lOe presumes to check«i
His seruants stand to give the necke.

BrrhiH, Daflodns and Primroses, p. 6. (Z>inwi^)

To harden the neck, to grow obstinate or obdurate ; be
more and more perverse and rebellious.

Our fathers dealt proudly, and AordMud tkefr nacta; and
betokened not to thy commandments. Neh. ii. IS.

To tie neck and heels, to omflne by forcibly bringing
the chin and knees of a person oU>se together.-To tread
on the neck of, flgurativelj-, to subdue utterlj- : oppiees.

—To win by a neck, in mcuw, to be first by the length

of a head and a neok; make a close finish.

neck (nek), r. t. [= MD. mrken, D. nekhm,
kiU; from the noun: see neck, «,] 1. To
strangle or behead.

It he should neglect

One hour, the next shall see him in my grasp.

And the next after that shall see him neck'd.

Keats, Cap and Bells, st. 22.

a. To bend down or break off by force of the

wind: said of ears of com. [Prov. Eng.]

neck-band (nek'band), «. If. A goi^t. PaJs-

grave.— 2. The part of a shii-t whieh encircles

the neck : the band to whioh the collar is sewed,
or to which a separate collar is buttoned.

ne(^-barro'V7t (uek'bar'6), m. Aform of shriup

in whioh relics or
images were carried
on the shoulders in
processions. HaXli-

well.

neck-bearing (nek'-
bSr'ing),!*. Inolocks
and watches, a bear-
ing for a journal of
a wheel which is at-

tached to the end of
the arbor exterior to

Neck-beazioff.

a. sb&n ; e, ovttrhan^QS pinion

;

t, neck-beanng.

tlie bearing, so that the journal forms a sort

of neck for the support of the wheel,
neck-beef (nek''bef), «. The coarse flesh of the
neck of cattle.

They 11 sell (as cheap as iimMx^ for counters, S«ift.

ne(^-bone (nek'bon), «. [< ME. nekke bon : <

neck + ftoiifi.] It. The nape of the neck.

A hand him smot upon the luMr-Nioit.
CAauen-, Man ot Law's Tale, L 571.

'2. Any of the cervical vertebrse, of whioh there
are seven in nearly all mammals.
nec^-break (nek'brak), II. Complete ruin.

Balliirrn. [Prov. Eng.]
neck-cell (nek'sel), H. In bot., one of the cells

that enter into the composition of the neok.
See neck, 6 (j) (2).

neck-(diain (nek'chan), II. A chain serving as
a necklace.

neck-cloth (nek'kl6th). n. Afolded cloth worn
around the neok as a bJind or cra'vat; an ar-

ticle of dress whieh replaced the ruff and fall-

ing band, and formed a marked feature in the
fashionable dress of men in the reign of Louis
XIV. Throughout tlie seventeenth centurytbe endswere
commonly ot lace and fell over the hrcAst (See sfeinkirie.)

Later, and down to about ls-20, the neck-doth was plain

and composed ot fine white linen.

The loose nedfcloth had long pendent ends termhiiiting

in lace, if it was not entirely made of that material.

Encye. Brit., \1. 474.

neck-collart (nek'kol'Sr), ». A gorget, i'd?.-'-

ffrare.

necked (nekt), a. [< neck + -e(f^.} Having a
neck of a Mnd indicated: generally used in

composition, as in long-Hecterf, stiS-iieckecU

When you hear the drum,
And the vile squealing ot the wry-n«dt d fife.

Shak., M. of v., ii. 6. SO.

Neckera (nek'er-S), n. [NL. (Hedwig, 1801),
named after 'N" J"ifeeker, a German bot«nist.]
A genus of pleurooarpous bryaceous mosses,
type of the 2\eck(traoeee. They are long, erect or pen-
dent, widely cospitose plants, with flat glossy leaves and
double peristome, the Innermembrane ot which is divided
into filiform segments.

Neckeracesa (nek-g-rS'se-S), «. »!. [NL., <

Xeokera + •acew.']' A division of bryaceous
mosses, taking itsname from the genus Keckera.
They are charaoterlEed by havltig the capsule generally
immersed in the periahfetium,theoalyptracncnllate-con-
ical, often hairy, and the peristome dmple or double, or
(rarely) absent.

neckercher (nek'6r-oh«ir), n. A corrupted form
of neckerchief. [Low.]

Pawned her neckerehers for dean hands tor him.
B. Joneon, Every Man in his Humour, iii. a
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necromant
Emetren [It,], a precious stone much esteemed of the

Assyrians, and vsed of nigromanta. Flarki.

necromantic (nek-ro-man'tik), a. and n. [=
OF. nigromantiqne = Sp. nigromdntico = Pg.
necromantico = It. negromantieo, nigromantico,
< ML. necromanticus, negromanticus, < L. necro-
mantia, necromancy: see necromancy.'] I, a.
1. Of, pertaining to, or performed by necro-
mancy.

These metaphysics of magicians.
And Tiecfrvma/ntic books, are heavenly.

Marlowe, Doctor Faustus, i. L
Thluk'st thou that Bacon's rvicrmnardicke skill
Cannot pertorme his head and wall of brasse?

Qreem, Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay, 1. 848.

2. "Witching; enchanting; magical.

O pow'rful NeermiWMtic Eyes

!

Who in your Circles strictly pries
Will find that Cupid with his Dart
In you doth practice the black Art.

Howell, Letters, I. v. 22.

3. Conjuring.

A NekrommMke priest did aduertise him that hee should
not dismay. Qvmara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1677), p. 33.

II. ». 1. A magical or conjuring trick; a
magical act; conjuring. [Bare.]

How curious to contemplate two state-rooks,
Studious their nests to feather in a trice.

With all the neeronuirdicB of their art.

Flaying the game of faces on each other

!

Young, Night Thoughts, viii. 846.

2. A conjurer; a magician.

Perchaunce thou art a Nekronuintike, and haat enchaunt-
ed him. Queva/ra, Letters (tr, by Hellowes, 1577). p. 142.

necromanticalt (nek-ro-man'ti-kal), a, [< nec-

romantic + -al.'] Practising necromancy or
the black art.

Most Tiecromantical astrologer I

Do this, and take me for your servant ever.

T. Tomkii (?) Albumazar, i. 7.

necromantically (nek-ro-man'ti-kal-i), adv. By
necromancy or the black art; by donjuring.

necronite (nek'ro-nit), n. [Irreg. < Gr. vcKpdg,

a dead body, -I- -iie^.] Fetid feldspar, a variety
of orthoclase. when struck or pounded it exhales a
fetid odor like that of putrid flesh. It is found in small
nodules in the limestone of Baltimore.

Necrophaga (nek-rof'a-ga), n. pi. [NL., neut.
pi. of neerophagus : see necrophagous.'] A di-

vision of pentamerous Coleoptera, proposed by
Macleay, including various beetles which feed
upon carrion, as the Dermestidce, SilphiclcB, Niti-

dulidce, and Engidce, See cut under Silpha.

necropliagan (nek-rof 'a-gan), a. and «. [<
Nearophaga + -an.] I. a. Of or pertaining to

the Neerophaga.
II. n. A member of the Necrophaga, as a

burjring-, sexton-, or carrion-beetle.

neCTOpnagOUB (nek-rof'a-gus), a. [< NIi. ne-

erophagus, < Gr. venpotpayo;, eating dead bodies
or carrion, < veiipS;, a dead body, -t- (payelv, eat.]

Eating or feeding on carrion.

necropnilism (nek-rof'i-lizm), n. [< Gr. veKp6g,

a dead body, + <j>i?io;, loving, + -Asm.] An un-
natural or morbid state characterized by a re-

volting attraction toward the dead, it mani-
fests itself in various ways, those subject to it living

beside dead bodies, exhuming corpses to see them, kiss

them, or mutilate them, etc. Necrophilism sometimes
develops into a sort of cannibalism.

necrophilous (nek-rof'i-lus), a. [< NL. Necro-
philus, < Gr. veKp6(, a dead body, + (plXoc, lov-

ing.] Pond of carrion; specifically, pertaining
to the genus NeeropMlus.
Necropnilus (nek-rof'i-lus), n. [NL. (La-
treiUe, 1829): see neero^hilous.] A genus of la-

mellicom coleopterous insects of the family SiU
phidcB. It closelyresembles StZpAa proper, but the inter-

nal mandibular lobe is unarmed at the end, the palps are

more filiform, the third antennal joint Is almost as long
as the first, the second and sixth are submoniliform, and
the seventh to eleventh form a club enlarged and serrate

;

the middle coxie are contiguous, and the first joints of the
front and middle tarsi are in the males a little dilated.

There is a European species, and several are found in north-

western America.

necrophobia (nek-ro-fo'hi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

vexpdg, a dead tody, '+ -ipoli'ia, < 0<}/3of, fear.] 1

.

A morbid horror of dead bodies.— 2. An ex-

aggerated fear of death; thanatophobia.

necrophore (nek'ro-for), n. A beetle of the ge-

nus Necrophorus.

Necrophorids (nek-ro-for'i-de), n. [NL., <

Neorophorug + 4dce.] A family of beetles,

founded by Fabricius in 1775, now merged in

the Silphidie.

necrophorOUS (nek-rof'o-ms), a. [< Gr. veKpodd-

poi, bearing dead bodies, < vexpdg, a dead body,
-I- -fdpoc, bearing, < (p^peiv = B. hear^.] Convey-
ing and burying dead bodies ; specifically, per-
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taining to or characteristic of beetles of the ge-
nus Necrophorus, or having their habits.

Necrophorus (nek-rof o-rus), n. [NL.: see

necropliorous.] The typical genus of Necropho-
ndcB, having ten-jointed antennse. Theyare most-
ly large dark-colored beetles, sometimes ornamented with
reddish or yellowish bands ; they usually exhale a musky
odor. They have long been noted for bniying the bodies
of small dead animals, in which they lay their eggs. The
larvie resemble those of Silptia, but are longer and attenu-
ate at both ends, with a short labrum. The genus is wide-
spread, with numerous species. See out under burying-

nectarize

The sweet peace-making draught went round, and lame
Ephalstus flid

Nectar to all the other gods. Chapman, Iliad, 1, 578.

2. Hence, any delicious and salubrious drink.
Specifically— (a) A drink compounded of wine, honey,
and spices. AUo called j

' ' '" ' '

necropolis (nek-rop'6-lis), n. [NL., < Gr. ve-

icpdiToAig, a cemetery, < veupdg, a dead body, +
Tzdlig, a city.] A cemetery; specifically, one of

the cemeteries of ancient peoples. Such burylng-
grounds, in the neighborhood of some sites of ancient cities,

are very extensive and abound in valuable remains. From
the ancient cemeteries a large part of modern archaso-

logical knowledge has been derived, owing to the practice
among the peoples of antiquity of depositing in their
tombs objects of art and of daily use, and very generally
of ornamenting them with characteristic monuments of
architecture, sculpture, painting, or epigraphy. The name
is sometimes given to modern cemeteries in or near towns.

necropsy (nek'rop-si), n. [< Gr. veKpdg, a dead
body, -)- 6fig, sight : see optic] Same as necro-

scopy.

necroscopic (nek-ro-skop'ik), a. [< necroscop-y
+ -ic] Pertaining to necroscopy or post-mor-
tem examinations.
necroscopical (nek-ro-skop'i-kal), a. [< necro-

scopic + -al.] Same as necroscopic.

necroscopy (nek'ro-sko-pi), n. [< GJr. vcKpdc, a
dead body, + -anonia, < anovelv, view.] The ex-
amination of a body after death

,
post-mortem

examination ; autopsy Also necropsy.

necrose (nek'ros), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. necrosed,

ppr. necrosing. [< necrosis, n.] To be or be-
come affected with necrosis

He was taught in cases of comminuted fracture to take
out the spicules of bone, . . . lest they should nearorn and
give rise to trouble. liediuxil News, LIII. 188.

necrosis (nek-ro'sis), n. [NL., < L. necrosis, <

Gr. veKpaatg, a killing, in passive sense dead-
ness, < veKpoirv, kill, deaden, intr. and pass, mor-
tify, < vcKpig, a dead body.] 1. InpathoL, the
death of a circumscribed piece of tissue, it

may be produced by stoppage of the blood-supply, as in
embolism, by mechanical violence, by chemical agency, or
by excessive heat or cold. It may involve large masses of
tissue, or small clusters of cells,or scattered individual cells.

The necrosed tissue may be absorbed and replaced by nor-
mal tissue or by cicatricial tissue. It may form a caseous
mass, or the cavity may fill with lymph, forming a cyst.

2. In bot, a disease of plants, chiefly found upon
the leaves and soft parenchymatous parts, it
consists of small black spots, below which the substance
of the plant decays. Also called spotting.— Coagulation-
necrosis. See coagulation.

necrotic (nek-rot'ik), a. [< necrosis (-ot-) + -ic]
Characterized by necrosis ; exhibiting necrosis

;

dead, as applied to tissues.

necrotomic (nek-ro-tom'ik), a. [< necrotomy
+ -ic] Of or pertaining to necrotomy.
necrotomy (nek-rot'o-im), n. [< Gr. veKpdg, a
corpse, -t- -TO/iia, < ri/lveiv, ra/ielv, cut.] Dissec-
tion of dead bodies.

necrotype (nek'ro-tip), n. [< Gt. VBKpdg, a corpse,
-f rimog, a type.] A type formerly extant in

any region, afterward extinct: thus, indigenous
horses and rhinoceroses are nec/rotypes of North
America. Gill, Smithsonian Beport, 1881, p.
460.

necrotypic (nek-rp-tip'ik), a, [< necrotype +
ic] K/ving the character of a necrotype.

Nectandra (nek-tan'dra), n. [NL. (Eolander,
1776), irreg. < Gr. viKrap, nectar, -t- av^p {avdp-),

male (mod. bot. stamen).] A genus of trees of
the apetalous order Laurinew and the tribe Per-
seacece, known by the anthers with four cells in
a curving line. There are about 70 species, found
from Brazil to Mexico and the West Indies. They bear
alternate rigid feather-veined leaves, loosely panlcled
fiowers, and globose or oblong berries. The genua fur-

nishes important timber-trees and some oils and aro-

matic products. See greenheart, 1, and bebeeru.

nectar (nek'tar), n. [= F. nectar = Sp. n4ctar =
Pg. nectar= It. nettare, < L. nectar= Gr. viicrap,

the drink of the gods (see def. 1); usually ex-
plained, without probability, as < vt-torvri-, not
(see ne), + -y/ ttra in ktuvuv, kill (cf. a/ippooia,

ambrosia, the food of the gods, ult. < a- priv. -1-

•/ fwp, die).] 1. In classical myth., the drink or
wine of the Oljrmpian gods, poured out forthem
by Hebe and Ganymede, the cupbearers of
Zeus. It was reputed to possess wondrous life-giving
properties, to impart a divine bloom, beauty, and vteor to
him so fortunate as to obtain it, and topreserve all that it

touched from decay and corruption. See ambrosia.

He esteems the nectar of the goddes.
Homers Nepenthe, to come short by oddes
Of this delicious inice.

Timeii WMtOeifi. E. T. 8.), p. 62.

int. (6) A sweet wine pro-

duced In the Greek islands : a name given indeterminate-

ly to wines of similar quality.

3. In bot., the honey of a flower; the superflu-

ous saccharine matter remaining after the sta-

mens and pistils have consumed all that they
require.

nectar-bird (nek'tar-bferd), n. A honey-sucker
or sunbird of the family NectarinUdce.

nectareal (nek-ta're-al), a. [< nectare-ous +
-al.] 1. Pertaining to nectar; neetarean.— 2.

Same as nectarial.

neetarean (nek-ta'rf-an), a, [< L. nectareus, of

nectar (see neetareous), + -an.] Pertaining to

nectar; resembUng nectar; very sweet and
pleasant.

Choicest neiUmean Juice orown'd largest bowls
And overlook'd the brim, alluring sight,

Of fragrant scent, attractive, taste dfvlne.

Qay, Wine.

nectared (nek'tard), a. \<. nectar ¥ -ed'i.] Im-
buedwith nectar; mingled withnectar; abound-
ing in nectar.

And a perpetual feast of neelar'd sweets.

Where no crude surfeit reigns.
Milton, ComuB, 1. 479.

nectarellf, a. [In the quoted passage for

"nectarall, < nectar + -al.] Like nectar; nee-

tareous.
For your breaths too, let them smell
AmbrOsia-like, or neetareU,

UerHek, To his Mistresses.

neetareous (nek-ta're-us), a. [= Sp. neetdreo

= Pg. nectareo = It. nettareo, < L. nectareus, < Gr.

veKT&peog, neetareous, < viarap, nectar: see nee-

tar.] Same as neetarean.

Annual for me the grape, the rose, renew
The Juice nectareout and the balmy dew.

Pope, Essay on Man, 1. 136.

nectareously (nek-ta'rf-us-li), adv. In a nee-

tareous manner.
nectareousness (nek-ta're-us-nes), n. The
quality of being neetareous.

ne(^ar-gland (nek'tar-gland), ». A gland se-

creting nectar or hoiiey.

nectarial (nek-ta'ri-al), a. [< nectary + -al.]

Of or pertaining to tie nectary of a plant.

nectaned (nek^a-rid), a. [< nectary + -ed^.]

Provided with nectaries or honey-producing
organs : said of flowers or plants.

ne(%arilyma (nek"ta^ri-li'ma), ». [NL., < nec-

tarium, nectary, -I- (Grr. ?i,v/^a, what is washed
or wiped off, < hAetv, L. lucre, wash : see Vute'^,

lame^T] In hot., a collection of long hairs found
on the inner surface of some flowers, as

.'

'

anthes.

nectarine (nek'ta-rin), a. and re. [< OF. riec-

tarin = Sp. neciarino, < NL. 'nectarimus, < L.

nectar, nectar: see nectar.] I, a. Sweet or deli-

cious as nectar.

To their supper fruits they fell—
Nectarine fruits, which the compliant boughs
yielded them. ttatm, P. L., Iv. 832,

II. re. A variety of the common peach, from
which its fruit differs only in having a rind de-

void of down and a firmer pulp. Both fruits

are sometimes found growing on the same tree.

See peach.
Nectarinia (nek-ta^rin'i-a), n. [NL^ < *necta-
rinus, of nectar: see ne'eta/rine.] The rejjre-

sentative genus of the family Nectariniidai, in

which the middle tail-feathers of the male are
long-exserted. The species are African. N.Ja-
mosa is an example. Cvnnyris is a Bynonym.

Nectarlniidae (nek"ta-ri-ni'i-de), re. pi [NL., <

Nectarinia + -idee,] "A family of oscine passer-
ine birds, repregentedby the genua Nectarinia

;

the nectar-birds, honey-suckerg, or sunbirds.
They have an acute, often very long and arcuate bill, no
vIbrlsBa!, and a naked nasal scale. The tongue Is lonir,

protruslle, and at the end bifid in such a way as to form a
kind of tube or haustellum for sucking the Juices of flow-

ers. There are 10 primaries, 12 rectrlces, and the tarsi

are scutellate. The plumage as a rule is gorgeous or
exquisite in its iridescence or sheen, greens anuyellows
being the principal colors. These beautiful birds are
confined to the Ethiopian, Indian, and Australian regions.
They arc non-migratory, and generally lay two white eggs
in a woven pensile nfcHt. The nectar-birds represent or
replace humming-birds in the Old World, though the
two families belong to different orders. Nearer New
World relatives are the Cop.rfMdai or guitguits. Tiie Nee-
tarirdidae are sometimes divided into NeetartnUnoe, Pro.
meroxAnx, and AraehnoOieriruie. Also Cinnyridte, Nee-
tariniadce, Nectarlnidte.

nectarize (nek'tar-iz), v. t.
; pret. and pp. nec-

turized, ppr. necta/rizing. [< nectar + 4ze.] To
mingle with nectar ; sweeten, Cockeram.



needle

ndhterin, a seamstress); prob. orig. with initial
4', and thus related to Ir. sndthad, a needle,
9nddhe, a thread, and AS. snear, string, snare
(see snare), and ult, connected with L. nere
= Gr. vhiv, veiv, spin (the Gr. deriv. v^pm, a
spindle, < vi(^eiv) + -rpov, is nearly identical in
formation with E. needle) .] 1 . A small pointed
instrument, straight or curved, for carrying a
thread through a woven fabric, paper, leather,
felt, or other material. It consists of a slender shaip-
pointed bar pierced with a hole for the thread, either at
the blunt end, at the point, or in the middle. The first

Upholsterers' and Sailmakers' Needles.

1, 3^-inch sail ; 2, 2%-inch spear-point carpet ; 3, iJ^inch carpet

;

4, 2j4-inch carpet ; 5, 2i4-inch speying ; 6. upholsterers' skewer ; 7,
S-inch packing ; 8, 6-inch regulator ; 9, 6-inch No. 14 gage, liglit spear
double point ; 10, 6-inch No. 13 gage, heavy round single point ; 11.

6-inch No. 14 gage, light round double point; 12, 2-inch fine round
tufting ; 13, 2^-inch nne round tufting ; 14, 3-inch flat single round
curved ; 15, 4-inch round single point curved ; z6, 5-inch round single
point curved.

form is that of the common sewing-needle ; the second,
which is practically an awl with an eye at the point, is that
of the sewing-machine needle, and the third form, which
is made with a point ateach end, is employed in some em-
broidery-machines. Sewing-needles are commonly made
of steel ; they range in size from coarse darning-needles
to fine cambric-needles, and besides the distinctions of pur-
pose and size are classified, according to the shape and
character of the eye, the sharpness of the point, and the
Btyle of finish, as drill-eyed, goLden-eyed, sTmrpg, betweeria,

hluntSf blue-pointed needles, etc.

Take two stronge men and in Themese caste hem,
And bothe naked as a nedle her none sykerer than other.

Piere Plowman (B), xiL 162.

Their thimbles into armed gauntlets change,
Their needles to lances. Shdk., K. John, v. 2. 157.

Sharp as a needle; bless you, Yankees always are.

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 274.

2. In a wider sense, any slender pointed instru-

ment shaped like a needle or used in a similar

way: as, a knitting-, crochet-, or engraving-
needle; a surgeons' needle.— 3. Anything re-

sembling a needle in shape.
The turning of iron touched with the loadstone towards

the north was found out in needles of iron, not in bars of
iron. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii.

Specifically—(a) A small piece of steel pointed at both
ends, and balanced centrally on a pivot, such as is used(l)
in the magnetic compass, in which it points to the mag-
netic poles, and (2) in the needle-telegraph, in which its

deflections, produced by electric currents, are used to give
indications. See compass, irutgnet, dipping-needle, gcUva-
rtameter, and needle-telegraph.

Castez coursez be crafte, whene the clowde rysez.

With the nedytte and the stone one the nyghte tydez.
Morte Arthure (B. E. T. S.), 1. 752.

After which he obserued a little Needle, supposed tohaue
a power of fore-signifying danger.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 81.

(6) A thin rod, usually made of copper, which is inserted
in a drill-hole while this is being charged with powder.
When the rod is withdrawn, it leaves a space in which can
be inserted the tube of rush or grass, or the fuse, by which
the charge is ignited. Also called a blasting-needle, or a
naU. (c) In weaving, a horizontal piece of wire with an
eye to receive the lifting-wire in a Jacquard loom. E. H.
Kniffht. (d) A sharp pinnacle of rock ; a detached pointed
rock, (e) In chem. and mineral., a crystal shaped like a
needle ; an aciform crystal. (/) In zool., a slender, sharp
spicule; an aciculnm. (p) In bot., a needle-shaped leaf,

as of a conifer: as, a pme-needle. (ft) In a central-fire

hammerless gun of the variety called needle-gun, a pointed,

slender, longitudinally sliding bolt or wire which, being
driven forcibly forward by the spring-mechanism of the

lock when the gun is fired, strikes with its front end against
a fulminate or fulminating compound attached to the in-

terior of the cartridge. The famous Prussian needle-gun

is believed to be the first gun constructed to tie fired on
this principle. See cut under needle-gun,

4. In arch., a piece of timber laid horizontally

and supported on props or shores imder a wall

or buildlDg, etc. , which it serves to sustain tem-
porarily while the foundation or the part be-

neath isbeing altered, repaired, orunderpinned.
— 5. A beam carrying a pulley at the end pro-

jecting from a building. The fall is worked by
a crab inside the building—Adam's needle and
thread. See .4(i(»m.—Cannulated needle. Seeeannu-
2a<«.—Declination, declension, or Tariation of the
needle. See decZinotton.—Dip or inclination of the
needle. See dip.— Magnetic needle. See magnetic.—
Mariners' needle, the magnetic needle ; the mariners'

compass.—NeedleohervU. Seecftema.—Needle furze.
See furze.—To hit the needle, in archery, to strike the
center of the mark ; often used metaphorically.

3956
Indeede she had hit the needle in that devise.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, p. 305. (Nares.)

To look for a needle tn a bottle ofhay or In a hay-
stack. See bottle^ and haytiaiik.

needle (ne ' dl), v.
;
pret. and pp. needled, ppr.

needling. [< needle, ».] I, trans. 1. To form
into crystalsin the shape of needles.— 3. To
perform or work with a needle.

Scom'd each important toil of female hearts.
The trickling ornament and needled arts.

Brooke, tr. of Jerusalem Delivered, ii.

II. mtrans. To shoot in crystallization into
the form of needles. Wright.

needle-annunciator (ne'dl-a-nun''''si-a-tgr), n.

1. A dial-telegraph.— 2. A form of annuncia-
tor in which several messages, numbers of
rooms, office-departments, etc., are inscribed
on a board, and a needle or pointer is caused
to point to any one of these indications, at
the option of the person sending the message.
E. M. Knight.

needle-bar (ne'dl-bar), n. The bar that sup-
ports the needles in a knitting-machine, or the
reciprocating bar that carries the needle of a
sewing-machine.
needle-beam (ne'dl-bem), TO. 1. A transverse
floor-beam of a bridge, resting, according to the
construction of the bridge, on the chord or the
girders; also, a crosspiece in a queen-post truss,
serving to support a floor.— 2. Incar-biiilding, a
transverse timber placed between the bolsters,
beneath the longitudinal siUs and floor-timbers,
to which it is bolted.

needle-board (ne'dl-bord), n. In the Jacquard
loom, a perforated board orplate through which
the points of the needles presented to the cards
pass, and the perforations ofwhich act as guides
for the needles when the latter are actuated by
the cards. The needle-board holds all the needles in
proper relation with the prism or cylinder to which the
cards are attached, and with the perforations in the cards.

needle-book (ne'dl-buk), n. Pieces of cloth,
kid, chamois, or other material, cut and sewed
together in the form of the leaves of a book,
and protected by book-like covers, used to con-
tain needles, which are stuck into the leaves.
needle-bug (ne'dl-bug), n. Anj bug of the
genus Banatra, as iS. fiisca or B. quadridentata,
of very long, slender form, with long, slender
legs.

needle-case (ne'dl-kas), n. [< ME. nedyl-case;
< needle + case^.'] A small ease or box for hold-
ing needles.
needle-clerk (ne'dl-klerk), n. A telegraph-
clerk who receives telegrams by means of a
needle-instrument.

The Needle-derk has to glance alternately from his
needle to his paper.

Preece and Sivewright, Telegraphy, p. 93.

needle-file (ne'dl-fil), n. A long, roimd, nar-
row file used by jewelers. E. H. Knight.
needle-fish (ne'<U-flsh), n. 1. One of several
diiferent garfishes or biU-fishes ; any belonid

:

so called from the sharp, slender snout. See
BelonidcB and gar^.— 2. A pipe-fish, Syngnathus
acus, or other species of the genus or family
Syngnathidw. See Syngnathiis.— 3. The ago-
noifi fish Aspidophoroides monopterygius.—4.
Same as needle-shell.

needle-forceps (ne'dl-f6r''''seps), n. A forceps
for holding needles in suturing.

Needle-forceps.

needleful (ne'dl-ful), n. [< needle + -/«;.] As
much thread as is put at once into a needle.

She took a new needleful of thread, waxed it carefully,

threaded her needle witli a steady hand.
Charlotlc BroiiU, Jane Eyre, xvi.

needless

needle-gun (ne'dl-gun), n, A form of breech-
loading rifle in which the cartridge is exploded
by the rapid impact at its base of a needle or
small spike. This firearm attained celebrity in 1866 as
one of the chief causes of the swift Prussian victories over
the Austrians. It has been superseded by other rifles of
superior efficiency. See needle, 3 (ft), and cut in preceding
column.

needle-holder (ne'dl-h61"d6r), «. In surg., an
instrument for holding a needle in suturing.

Also called porteaiguille. See out under aeu-
tenaculum.

needle-hook (ne'dl-hiik), «. A needle-pointed
or barbless fish-hook.

needle-house (ne'dl-hous), n. [< ME. nedle-

hows, nedylhows (= Sw. n&lhus = Dan. naalehus);

< needle + house (prob. < Icel. husi, a case) : see
housed and hussy*.^ A small ease for needles.

Lydgate. (Halliwell.)

needle-instrument (ne'dl-in-'stro-ment), n.

-Any instrument the action of which depends
upon an application of the magnetic needle, as

the plain compass or vernier-compass and the

vernier-transit.

needle-loom (ne'dl-lom), n. A form of loom
used especially for narrow fabrics, in which the
weft is carried through the shed formed by the

Prussian Needle-gun.

a, cartridge; *, bullet; c, paper wad carrying detonating compound
in recess; i^cliarge of powder; «, needle passing through and slid-

ing in the breech-piece, and stzikir^ on the detonating compound ; X,
breech-piece; g; sUdtiig spring-bolt which carries and operates the
needle; h, a collar on the bolt, £; which engages the sear when g is

drawn back ; », the sear; Jb, spring on which the sear, t, is formed, and
which is pressed downward t^the trigger to release the bolt, j-, when
the gun is fired ; /, the trigger, which engages the spring, A, by a for-

wardly projecting lip ; m, thumb-piece of spring-catch, which latter

holds the breech-piece in place during the firing, and which, pressed
downward, releases the breech-piece ; o, thumb-piece of lock-tube ; r,

handle of the breech-piece. When fn is depressCT, *- may be turned to

the left and the breech-piece drawn backward for inserting the car.

tridge. After the cartridge is put in and the breech.piece is pushed
forward, the drawing back of the lock-tube engages A with the sear,
i, and the gun is then ready to be fired.

Hamshaw's Needle-loom.

The needle-stock D -slides on bars, a a, projecting from the side of

the loom, and is actuated by a rocker-shaft £, a vibrating arm c, and
connections. The shuttle e has a segmental guide-grtxjve, and is

operated by a divaricated arm n, upon a rocker-shaft j4.

warp-threads by means of a reciprocating nee-
dle instead of a shuttle. The loop of the weft
is locked at the selvage by the passage through
it of a shuttle with its thread.

needleman (ne'dl-man), ». ; pi. neecClemen,

(-men). A man whose occupation consists of

or includes sewing, as a tailor, an upholsterer,
etc.

The open thimble being employed by tailors, upholster-
ers, and, generally speaking, by needl^men.

Ure, Diet,, IIL 995.

needle-ore (ne'dl-6r), n. Aeicular bismuth or
aikinite. See aileinite.

needle-pointed (ne'dl-poin'''ted), a. 1. Pointed
like a needle.— 2. Barbless, as a fish-hook.

needier (ne'dler), re. [< ME. nedeler, neldere; <

needle + -eri.] 1 . One who makes or deals in
needles.

Thomme the tynkere and tweye of hns knaues,
Hikkethe hakeneyman and Hughe the nedeler.

Piers Plovmtan (B), v. 318.

2. Figuratively, a sharper ; a niggard. Encyc.
Diet.

needle-setter (ne'dl-set'^'er), re. An attachment
to a sewing-machine for assisting to put the
needle in place in the needle-bar. It is often
combined with a needle-threader.
needle-shaped (ne'dl-shapt), a. Shaped like a
needle ; long and very slender, with one or both
ends sharp ; aeicular : applied in botany to the
leaves of the pine, fir, yew, and other conifer-
ous trees.

needle-sharpener (ne'dl-sharp'^nSr), re. 1. An
emery-cake or -cushion used for sharpening nee-
dles.— 2. -An emery-wheel used for pointing
needles.

needle-shell (ne'dl-shel), re. A sea-urchin: so
called from its spines. Also needle-fish.

needle-spar (ne'dl-spar), re. An acicularvariety
of aragonite.

needless (ned'les), a. [< ME. needles, nedUs;
< need -^ -less."] If. Having no need; not in
want of anything.

Weeping in the needless stream.
Sfto*., As you Like it, ii. 1. 46.

2. Not wanted; unnecessary; not requisite:
as, needless labor ; needless expense.

rriends . . . were the most needless creatures living,
should we ne'er have use for 'em, and would most resem-
ble sweet instruments hung up in cases that keep their
sounds to themselves. Shak., T. of A., L 2. 100.

That Herod's ominous Birth-Day forth may bring
A needless Death to every kind of thing.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, lil. 171.



needless

needleast (ned'les), adv. [<ME. needles; < need-
less, o.] Needlesdy ; witiiout cause.

O Tieedtet was Bhe tempted in assay I

Chawxr, Clerk's Tale (ed. Skeat), 1. 621.

needlessly (ned'les-li), adv. In a needless man-
ner ; without necessity ; unnecessarily.

I would not enter on my list of friends
. . . the man

Who needletdy sets foot qpon a worm.
Cooper, Task, vi. 663.

Heedlessness (ned'les -nes), n. The state or
quality of being needless ; unneeessaiiness.
needle-stone (ne'dl-stdn), ». Aname given by
the older mineralogists to aeicular varieties of
natroUte, seoleeite, and other minerals.
needletail (ne'dl-tal), n. A spine-tailed swift

;

a bird of the genus Chcetura, as the common
chimney-swift of the United States. See cuts
under Ouetura and mucrotiate.

needle-tailed (ne'dl-tald), a. Spine-tailed;
having mucronate tail-feathers, as a swift.

needle-telegraph (ne'dl-tel'e^raf), n. A tele-

graph in which the indications are given by the
deflections of a magnetic needle whose normal
position is parallel to a wire through which a
current of electricity is passed at will by the
operator. E. M. Knight.

needle-test (ne'dl-test), n. In the testii^ of
underground telegraph-lines, a method of dis-

covering a particular wire in a cable by send-
ing a current through it from the telegraph-
station, and at the distant point making con-
tact to the diCFerent wires by means of a nee-
dle passed, through the covering, the needle
forming the terminal of a circuit containing a
galvanoscope or detector. The test is also some-
nmes used to find between what iM>intB (joint- or test*

boxes) an **earth" fault lies^ by finding the last of these
points which the current passes in the wire.

needle-threader (ne'dl-thred'er), n. A device

for passing a thread through
the eye of a needle. One snch
device is a hollow cone with a perfo-
rated apex which is adjusted to the
eye of the needle^ the thread being
pushed through the cone.

needlewoman (ne ' dl -wum'-
an), n. ;

pi. needlewonien(-wim''-

en). A woman who is an ex-
pert in sewing or embroidery,
or one whose business is sew-
ing or embroidery ; specifical-

ly, a woman who earns a liv-

ing by sewing.; a seamstress.

needlework (ne'dl-w6rk), n.

[< MB. nedleworlce ; < nee^ +
work.'] 1. The work or occu-
pation of one who uses the nee-
dle, especially in sewing.—2. Work produced
by means of the needle, especially embroidery
in all its forms, which is in this way discrimi-

nated from decoration produced by weaving,
knitting, netting, etc.

line linen, Turkey cushions boss'd with pearl.

Valance of Venice gold in needlevmrk.
Shale, T. of the S., IL 1. 356.

3. la arch., a form of construction combining
a framework of timber and a plaster or mason-
ry filling, employed very commonly in medie-
val houses, and for some partitions, etc.

needleworker (ne'dl-wSr'kfer), ». One who
works with a needle ; a needlewoman.
needle-woven (ne'dl-wo'vn), a. Made by the
needle, so as to resemble that which is actually

woven.—Keedle-woven tapestry, decorative needle-
work made by mnning with a needle colored aQks and the
like in and out of the threads of canvas, coarse linen, and
similar materials, so as to produce decorative designs.

needle-zeolite (ne'dl-ze'6-llt), n. Same as na-
troUte.

needling^t (aed'Ung), n. [< need + -ling^'] A
needy person; a person who is in want.

A gift to Weedlinm is not given, but lent.

Sylvetter, te. of Dn Bartas's Weeks, a. The Schisme.

needling^ (ned'ling), n. [< needle + -ing^.']

1. Needlework. [Local.]

"Haven't the Bambmy folks any more work for you ?
"

cried the baker; "haven't flieyshirts and gowns, or some
other sort of needling?"

F. R. Stockton, Baker of Eambniy.

2. The process of using a surgical needle.

Needling was again performed, with the escape of very
little sabretinal flnid. Medical News, UXL 135.

needlingst, adv. [< ME. nedelyngis, < AS. ned-

Knga, neadling, forcibly, insdd, nyd, force, need:

see need and -Ung^.] Necessarily.

Sithe it nedelyngis shall be so.

JfS Barl. 2252, f. 97. (HaUiweU.)

249

a, needie-threader,
in which the thread is

caught by baibs and
drawn through the
eye of the ne^e, *.
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needly^t (ued'U), adv. [< ME. needely, nedelich ;

< need + -ly^.] 1. Necessarily.

He bad his folk leuen,
And only semen him-self and hijs rewle sechen.
And all that nedly nedeth, that schnld hem noast lakken.

Pien Plowman'i Crede(K E. T. S.), L 602.

Or if sour woe delights in fellowship.
And neediy will be rank'd with other griefs.

Shak., R. and J., ilL 2. 117.

2. Urgently.
A rink sondes

Abon too NectanaboB and needely bym praies,

That he cofly comme too carpen her tylL
Aliaaunder of Maeedoine (£. E. T. S.), L 748.

needly2 (ned'li), a. [< needle + -y\'] Kelating
to or resembling a, needle or needles: as, a
neediy thorn.

I looked down on his stiff bright headpiece, small quick
eyes, and black jieedly beard.

it D. Blackmore, Xoma Doone, zziil

needment (ned'ment), ». [< need + -ment.'] 1.

Something needed or wanted; a requisite; a
necessary. [Bare.]

His sraip did hang, in which his needments he did bind.
Spenaer, F. Q., I. vl 35.

Mothers and wives ! who day by day prepare
The scrip, with needments, for the mountain air.

Eeats, Endymion, L

2t. Need.
The Princes hane tyrannized further, especially in Afri-

ca, where they haue not left the people sufficient for their
needments. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 621.

needna (ned'na). Need not. [Scotch.]

need-nott (ned'not), n. Something unneces-
sary; a superfluity.

Snch glittering needr-nots [gold and silver] to human hap-
piness. Fvller, Pis^h Sight, L iii. § 6. (Davies.)

needs (nedz), adv. [< ME. needes, nedes, nedis,

< AS. nydes, nedes, of need, necessarily, adver-
bial gen. of nyd, ned, need: see need, n.] Of
necessity; necessarily; unavoidably: general-
ly used with must.

When she sye that, she sigh wele that nedes she muste
kepe the cuppe. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i 67.

For if the befaauyonre of the gouemour be enill, needes
must the Chylde be euiU. Babees Book (E. E. T. &.\ p. 63.

Needs must they gowhom the deuill driueth.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 82.

All pleasures that affect the body must needs weary,
because they transport Steele, Tatler, No. 211.

The reader had needs be careful, or he will lose the
main path, and find himself in what seems at first a hope-
less labyrinth. J. W. Hales, Int. to Milton's Areopagitica.

needs-costt (nedz'kost), adv. [ME. needes-cost;

< needs, gen. of need, + cost^.'] Necessarily; of

neeessily.

Needes-cost he moste himselven byde.
Chawxr, Knight's Tale^ 1. 619.

needslyt (nedz'U), adv. [Improp. < needs+ -ly'^.]

Of necessity; for some pressing reason.

But earnest onherway, she [the TJske] neafsivwillbe gone

;

So much she longs to see the ancient Carleon.
Drayton, Polyolbion, iv. 133.

needy (ne'di), a. [< ME. nedy, necessitous

(= D. noodig = MLGr. nodich= Gr. noihig = Sw.
Dan. nodig, necessary); < need + -yi.] If.

Needful; requisite; necessary.

And these onr ships, you happily may think, . . .

Are stored with com to make yonr needy bread.
ShiA., Pericles, L 1. 95.

2. Necessitous; indigent; very poor.

Tellen hem and techen hem on the trinite to bilene.

And feden hem with gosUy fode and nedy tolke to fynden.
Piers Plowman (B), rv. 564.

But fewe r^ard their needy neighbours lacke.

Gaseoigne, Steele Glas (ed. Arber), p. 59.

To relieve the needy and comfort the afflicted are duties

that fall in our way every day. Addison, Spectator.

=SyiLi. Needy, Necesatoiu. Jfeedy seems to apply prima-
rily to the person, but also to the condition ; necessitmts to

the condition and rarely to the person. Needy implies a

more permanent state than neeegsitous; a necessitmis con-

dition is more painful and ui^ent than a needy condition.

needyhood (ne'di-hud), n. [< needy + -hood.1

Neediness. [Bare.]

Floure of fuz-balls, that's too good
For a man in needy-hood.

Beniek, The Beggar to Mab, the Fairie Queen.

neeldet, neelet, ». Obsolete forms of needle.

neelghau, n. Same as nilghau.

neem (nem), n. An East Indian tree, the mar-
gosa.

neem-bark, neem-oil. See margosa, and also

under tari^.

neeplf, a. and n. An obsolete form of neap^.

neep^ (nep), n. [Also neap; < ME. tieep, nepe,

neppe, < AS. nwp, < L. napus, a kind of turnip (>

ult. E. navew, q. v.). Hence, in comp., tumep,
now tumip.J A turnip. [Obsolete, except in

Scotland.]

nefand
Nowe rape and neep in places drie is sowe.
As taught is erst, and radissh last this moone
Atte drie is sowe.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. K T. S.), p. 172.

neer^t, adv. and a. An obsolete spelling of uear^.

neer^ (ner), n. [Also near, neir; < ME. neere,

nere (not found in AS.), < leeL nyra, pi. nyru
= Sw. njure = Dan. nyre = MD. niere, D. nier
= MLGr. LG. nere = OHG. nioro, niero, MHG.
n iere, nier, G. niere, kidney (OHG. also scrotum )

;

Goth, not recorded, but prob. *niur6 for *niwro ;
Teut. stem *negwron-, prob. = L. dial, nefrones,
nefrendes, nebrundines, pi., testicles, = Gr. ve-

fpdc, kidney (> E. nephritis, etc.). The word
neer, obs. in E. use, exists in the disguised com-
pound kidney (ME. Mdnere). see kidney.] A
kidney. [Obsolete or Scotch.]
ne'er (nar), adc. A contraction of never.

ne'er-be-lickit (nar'be-lik'it), n. Not so much
as could be licked up by dog or eat ; nothing
whatsoever; not a whit. [Scotch.]

ne'er-do-gOOd (nSr'dB-gud), n. A ne'er-do-weU.

ne'er-do-weel (nar'do-wel), u. and n. A Scotch
form of lus'er-do-well.

ne'er-do-well (nar'do-wel), a. and (i. I. a.

Likely never to do well; past mending.
TT n. One whose conduct indicates that he

will never do well; a good-for-nothing.

Among civilians, I am what they call in Scotland a ne'er-

do-ujeU. Dickens, Bleak House, zzvit

neesberry (nes'ber'i), n. Same as naseberry.

neeset, v. i. See neeze.

neesewort, ». Same as sneezewort.

neet^f, n. An obsolete spelling of neat^.

neet^, n. An obsolete or dialectal form of nitl.

ne exeat (ne ek'se-at). Same as ne exeat regno.

ne exeat regno (ne ek'se-at reg'no). [L., let

him not go out of the kingdom: ne, not; exeat,

3d pers. sing. pres. subj. of exire, go out, de-

part (see exit); regno, abl. of regnum, kingdom:
see reign, ».] A writ issued from chancery to

forbid a defendant to leave the kingdom (or

jurisdiction) without permission ; a provision-
al remedy in chancery corresponding some-
what to arrest at common law (for the defen-
dant could be attached, and compelled to give
security). The same Remedy is now preserved under
the codes of procedure in equitable actions in which the
departure of the defendant might prevent the judgment
of the court from having effect^ as when the object of the
action is to compel him to account or to convey.

neezet, neeset (nez), v. i. [< ME. nesen (not in
AS.) = D. niezen = OHG. niusan, niesan, MHG.
G. nieseii = Icel. hnjo^a = Sw. nysa = Dan.
nyse, sneeze; parallel with AS. fneosan, ME.
fnesen = D. fniezen = Sw. fnysa = Dan. fnyse,
sneeze, a var. of the preceoing form, further
varied to ME. snesen, E. sneeze, the now common
form: see sneeze.] To sneeze.

If thou of force doe chance to neeze. then backewards tume
away. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. WJ.

And then the whole quire hold their hips, and laugh.
And waxen in their mirth, and jieeze, and swear
A merrier hour was never wasted there.

Shak., M. N. D., iL 1. 66.

neezewort (nez'w6rt), n. Same as sneezewort.

neezingt, neesingt (ne'zing), n. [Verbal n. of

neeze, v.] 1. Sneezing; a sneeze.

The spitting, the coughing, the laughter, the neezing.

B. Jonson, Epiccene, iv. 1.

His neesings flash forth light.

Job xli. 18 (revised version).

2. An exhalation. [Bare.]

Ton summer nee^ngs, when the Sun is set

That fill the air with a quick-fading fire.

Cease from your fiashings

!

H. More, Exorcismns. {Nares.)

neezle, v. A dialectal form of nestle.

nef (nef), TO. rP., < L. navis, a ship, ML. a
nave: see nav^.] If. The nave of a church.

The long nef [of the church of St. Jnstina] consists of a
row of five cupolas, the cross one has on each side a single

cupola deeper and broader than the others.

Addison, Semarks on Italy (ed. Bobn), I. 384.

2. An ornamental vessel used for the decora-

tion of the table, having a form resembling

a ship of the middle ages. Nefs were commonly
pieces of valuable plate, and were set before the lord or

master of the house, their use being to contain some of

the table utensils especially appropriated to him, or some-

times to his guests. See cadenas.

3. At the present day, a vessel of any unusual

and fanta^ic shape resembling more or less

closely a ship or boat.

A nef, a kind of cup, somewhat in form like a nautilus-

shell, executed in gold. Society of Arts Beport.

nefandf (ne-fand'), a. [= OF. nefande = Sp.

Pg. It. nefdndo, < L. nefandus, unspeakable : see

nefandovs.] Same as nefandous.

Nefand abominations.
Sheldon, Slirror of AnHchristj p. 198.



nefandous

nefandous (ne-fan'dus), a. [< L. nefandus, im-
pious, exeoraWe, < ne, not, + fundus, ger. of
fari, speak: see/a6Z«.] Impious; abominable;
very shocking to the general sense of justice
or religion.

He likewise belch'd out most ruifartdom blasphemies
against the God of heaven. C. Mather, Mag. Chris., vi, 7.

He had been brought very close to that immane and ne-
fandous Burke-and-flare business which made the blood
of civilization run cold in the year 1828.

0. W. Holmee, Old Vol. of Life, p. 44.

nefarious (ne-fa'ri-ns), a. [= Sp. Pg. It. ne-
fario, < L. nefarius, impious, abominable, < ne-

fas, something not according to divine law,
impious, execrable, abominable, or wicked, a
wicked deed, < ne, not,+ /as, lawful: see/os<J.
Cf . Jie/fwi.] Wicked in the extreme ; heinous

;

abominable; atrociously sinfvd or villainous;
detestably vile.

To flourish o'er iiiefarioux crimes,
And cheat the world.

5. Bvaer, To the Memory of Du Val.

They grope their dirty way to petty gains,
WhUe poorly paid for their n^arious pains.

CraMe, Works, II. 61.

=Syn. JVcs/iirMKJs, ExecraMe, FlagtUons,Enormous, Villain-
ous, AhamituMe, Horritle, atrocious, infamous, iniquitous,
impious, dreadful, detestable. The first seven words char-
acterize extreme wickedness. As with the words under
atrocious, when loosely used they approach each other in

meaning ; hence onIj[ their primary meanings will be in-

dicated here: ruifarious, unspeakably wicked, impious;
execrable, worthy of execration or cursing, utterly hate-

ful ; fagitious, proceeding from burning desire (as lust),

grossly or brutally wicked or vile ; enormous, not com-
mon in this sense except with a strong noun, as enormous
wickedness, but sometimes meaning wicked beyond com-
mon measure ; villainous, worthy of avillain, greatly crim-
inal or capable of great crimes ; abominable, loathsome in

wickedness, the object of a religious detestation ; horrible,

exciting horror, mental agitation, or shrinking ; shocking

:

it is less common as applied to moral conduct. See aban-
doned, atrocious, ervmmal, and irreligious,

nefariously (ne-fa'ri-us-li), adv. In a nefari-
ous manner; with extreme wickedness; abomi-
nably.
nefariousness (ne-fa'ri-us-nes), n. The quality
or state of being nefarious. Bailey, 1727.

nefast (ne-fast'J, a. [= Sp. Pg. It. nefasto, <

L. Me/aste,impious, unlawful, irreligious, prop,
xmlawful (dies nefasti, dayp on which judgment
could not be pronoimoed or public assemblies
held), < ne, not, +fastiis, lawful: see fasti. Cf.

nefarious.'] Detestably vile ; wicked; abomi-
nable. [Rare.]

Monsters so na/ast and flagitious. Bvlwer, Gaxtons, x. 1.

negt, n. An obsolete form of nag'^.

negant (ne'gant), n. [= Sp. negante, < L. ne-

gan{t-)s, ppr.'of negare, deny: see negate.] One
who denies. [Rare or technical.]

Theaflirmants . . . were almost treble so many as were
the negants.
W. EingsmiU, quoted in Strype's Cranmer, il 4. {Davies.)

negart, ». An obsolete spelling of nigger^.

Minsneu.
negate (ne'gat), v. t.; pret. and pp. negated,
ppr. negating. [< L. negatus, pp. of negare (> It.

negare = Pg. Sp. negar= F. nier), deny, refuse,
decline, reduced from *nec-aiare (or a similar

form), < nee, not, nor (contr. of neque, nor, < ne,

not, + -^ue, a generalizing suffix) (a negative
also used as a prefix in negligere, neglect, and
negoti/um, business: see neglect and negotiate),

+ aiere, say, a defective verb, used chiefly in
pres. aio, etc., I say, impf. aiebam, etc., I said

(= Gr. f;/lt, I say, a defective verb, used only in
pres. r/ftl, I say, impf. ^, I said, ^, he said),

perhaps = Skt. v/afe, speak. Hence, in comp.,
denegare, > ult. B. deny: see derM/ and denay.]
To deny; negative; make negative or null.

[Bare or technical.]

At the cost of negating ... his past opinions.
Proe. Soe. Psych. Research, Deo. 14, 1885, p. 274.

But desire for negation is still not aversion, until pain-
fulness is added. The object to be negated must be felt

to be painful, and may also be so thought of.

F. H. Bradley, Mind, Xni. 22.

negatedness (ne'ga-ted-nes), ». The state of

being negated or denied.

Heal pain is the feeling of the negatedness of the self,

and therefore, as such, it is bad.

F. H. Bradley, Ethical Studies, p. 118.

negation (ne-ga'shon), n. [= P. negation= Sp.

negacion = Pg. negaqdto = It. negazione, < L.

negatio(n-), denial, < negare, pp. negatus, deny:
see negate.] 1. The act of denying or of nega-
tiving; the opposite of the act of affirming.

Descartes was naturally led to regard error as more or

less a negation, or rather privation.

Vnlch, Introd. to Descartes's Method, p. lix.

By his principle, that " determination is negation," Spi-

noza is driven, in spite of himself, to dissolve everything
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in the dead abstraction of substance, in a pure identity

that has no difference in itself, and from which no differ-

ence can by any possibility be evolved.
E. Caird, Philos. of Kant, p. 48.

The affirmation of universal evolution is in itself the
negation of an "absolute commencement" of anything.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., App,. p. 482.

Japanese art is not merely the incomparable achieve-

ment of certain harmonies in colour ; it is the negation,

the immolation, the annihilation of everything else.

Fortnightly Bev., N. S., XLIII. 746.

3. A denial; a declaration that something is

not, or has not been, or will not be.
Our assertions and negations should be yea and nay;

whatsoever is more than these is sin. D. Rogers.

It is mere cowardice to seek safety in negaHons.
George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, v. 3.

3. The absence of that which is positive or

affirmative; blankness; emptiness.
I hate the black negation of the bier.

Tennyson, Ancient Sage.

Conversion by negation, in logic. See contraposilwn.

negationist (nf-ga'shon-ist), n. [< negation +
-ist.] One who denies or expresses negation;
especially, one who simply denies beliefs com-
monly held without asserting an opposite view.

We thus perceive that the Skeptic is not the denier or
dogmatic Negationist he is commonly held to be.

J. Owen, Evenings with Skeptics, Pref., p. vli.

negative (neg'a-tiv), a. and n. [= F. n4ga1Af
= Pr. negatiu = Sp. Pg. It. negativo, < L. nega-
tivus, that denies, negative, < negare, pp. nega-
tus, deny: see negate.] I. a. 1. Expressing
or containing denial or negation: opposed to

affirmative : as, a negative proposition.

I sale againe that I weigh not two chips which way the
wind bloweth, bicause I see no inconuenience that may
insue either of the afflrmatiue or negatiue opinion.

Stanihurst, Descrip. of Ireland.

We have negative names, which stand not directly for
positive ideas, but for their absence, such as insipid, si-

lence, nihil, &c., which words denote positive ideas, e. g.

taste, sound, being, with a signiflcation of their absence.
Locke, Human Understanding, II. viii. § 5.

2. Expressing or containing refusal ; contain-
ing or implying the answer " No" to a request:
as, a negative answer.—3. Characterized by the
omission or absence of that which is affirma-

tive or positive : as, a negative attitude ; nega-
tive goodness.
There is another way ... of denying Christ, which is

negative, when we do not acloiowledge and confess him.
South, Sermons.

The negative standard of goodness, which results at best
in abstaining from evU rather than in doing good, and is

only too apt to degenerate into something very like hy-
pocrisy. H. N. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 34.

Christ would never hear of negative morality; "thou
Shalt" was ever his word, with which he superseded "thou
Shalt not." R. L. Stevenson, Scribner's Mag., lY. 765.

4. Having the power of stopping or restraining
by refusing assent or concurrence ; imposing a
veto.

Denying me any power of a Tiegative voice as king, they
are not ashamed to seek to deprive me of the liberty of
using my reason with a good conscience. Eikon BasUike.

5. In photog., showing the lights and shades in
nature exactly reversed : as, a negative picture

;

a negative plate. See IL, 5.— 6. Measured or
reckoned in the opposite direction to that which
is considered as positive ; neutralizing the posi-
tive: as, a debt is negative property Negative
abstraction, argument, conception, condition, etc.

See the nouns.— Negative crystal. See crystal and re-

/rocfioB.—Negative electricity, (a) According toFrank-
lin's theory, that state of bodies in which they are deprived
of some part of the electricity which they naturally con-
tain. (6) Electricity developed by friction on resinous sub-
stances, as by rubbing sealing-wax with silk or flannel

;

resinous electricity.— Negative evidence, eyepiece.
Image. See the nouns.—Negative exponent. See pow-
er.—Negative Index of a logarithm. See logarithm.

—Negative plate, the metal or equivalent placed in op-
position to the positive in the voltaic battery. The negor
live may be coke, carbon, silver, platinum, or copper; the
positive is usuallyzinc—Negative pole ofamagnet, the
south-seeking pole. See magnet.— Negative pole of a
voltaic battery, the extremity of thewue connected with
the positive plate.—Negative power. See power.

—

Neg-
ative prescription, m Scots law. See prescription.—
Negative proposition, in logic, a proposition which de-
nies agreement between the subject and its predicate.
— Negative quantities. See juontib/.-Negative rad-
ical, in chem., a radical which is acid or electronegative
in relation to the element or radical with which it is com-
pared.—Negative result ofan expertmeutal inquiry,
the conclusion that nothing remarkable happens under
the circumstances inquired into.—Negative servitude,
sign, etc. See the nouns.— Negative well. Same as
absorbing-weU (which see, under absorb).

II. n. 1. Aproposition expressing a negation;
a negative proposition.
Of negatives we have the least certainty ; they are usually

hardest, and many times impossible to be proved.
TUlotson.

The positive and the negative are set before the mind for
its choice, and it chooses the negative.

Edwards, Freedom of the Will, L 1.

negativity

Of a life of completed development, of activity with the
end attained, we can only speak or think in negatives, and
thus only can we speak or think of that state of being in

which, according to our theory, the ultimate moral good
must consist T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, § 172.

2. A term or word which expresses negation or

denial.

If your four negatives make your two affirmatives, why
then, the worse for my friends and the better for my foes.

Shak., T. N., v. 1. 24.

3. The right or power of refusing assent ; a ve-

to ; also, the power of preventing.

Their Gouerment is an Anarchic ; euery one obeying and
commanding, the meanest person amongst them hauing a
Negatiue in all their consultations.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 628.

This man sits calculating varietie of excuses how he may
grant least ; as if his whole strength and royaltie were
plac'd in a meer negative. MUton, Eikonoklastes, xi.

It was not stipulated that the King should give up hia

negative on acts of Parliament.
JUacmUay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

4. That side of a question which denies what
the opposite side affirms ; also, a decision or an
answer expressive of negation : as, the question

was determined in the negative.— 5. hxphotog.,

a photographic image on glass or other suitable

medium, in which the lights and shades are the

opposite of those in nature. The negative is used
chiefly as a plate from which to print positive impressions

on paper or other material. Its image presents natural

high lights as more or less opaque, ana diminishes in

opacity by delicate gradations to the deepest shadows,

which should be represented by unstained or transparent

film.

6. Electricity like that developed by friction on
resinous substances. See electricity.— 7. In
elect., the negative plate of a voltaic element;
the metal or equivalent placed in opposition to

the positive in the voltaic battery.— Double neg-
ative, a sign of negation repeated. In English and Latin,

and in Sanskrit, such a double negative is equivalent to an
affirmative, destroying the negation, but in most languages
and in vulgar speech it is not.—Negative nothing. See
TiotAin^'.-Negative pregnant, in law, a negation imply-
ing an affirmation favorable to the adversary, or admitting
of such an implication : as, in pleading, if one alleged to
have done a thing denies that he did it in manner and
form as alleged, which is taken as admitting that he did
it in some ouier manner.

negative (neg'a-tiv), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. nega-

tived, ppr. negativing. [< negative, a.] 1. To
deny, as a statement or proposition ; affirm the
contradictory of; contradict; negate.

Although well armed, she is not, I think, a ship of war.
Her rigging, build, and general equipment all negative a.

supposition of this kind. Poe, MS. Found in a Bottle.

2. To disprove
;
prove the contrary of.

The omission or Infrequency of such recitals does not
negative the existence of miracles. Pdey.

3. To refuse assent to ; refuse to enact or sanc-
tion; veto.

The proposal was negatived by a small majority.
Andrews, Anecdotes, p. 169.

We passed a bill . . . two years ago, but it was nega-
tived by the President.

D. Webster, Speech, Senate, March 18, 1834.

4. In gram., to modify by a negative particle

;

alter by the substitution of a negative for a

positive word.
negative-bath (neg'a-tiv-bath), n. 1. In pho-
tog., the silver solution or sensitizing-bath used
in the wet process to sensitize coUodionized
plates.— 2. The glass holder for the silver solu-

tion used in sensitizing photographic plates in
the wet process.

negatively (neg'a-tiv-li), adv. In a negative
manner, (a) With or by denial or refusal: as, to answer
negatively, (o) By means of negative reasoning ; indirect-
ly: opposed ioposUively.

I shall show what this image of God in man is, negative-
ly, by showing wherein it does not consist, and positively,

by showing wherein it does. SoUUu

(c) With negative electricity; by friction on some resinous
substance.

Two negatively electrifled bodies repel one another.
S. P. Thompson, Elect, and Mag., p. 6.

negativeness (neg'a-tiv-nes), n. The state or

quality of being negative, in any sense of that
word.
negative-rack (neg'a-tiv-rak), n. In photog.,
a grooved skeleton frame in which plates are
supportedon edgewith one comerlowest, either
to drain or for convenient storage or use.

negativism (neg'a-tiv-izm), n. [< negative +
-ism.] The stand-point assumed, or the view»
held, by a negationist.

A philosophy of most radical free thought "is present-
ed," that is no negativimn, no agnosticism, and no meta-
physical mysticism. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXV. 787.

negativity (neg-a-tiv'i-ti), n. [= F. nSgatwiti,'
as negaiwe + -iiy.] Same as negativeness. Imp,
Diet.



negator

negator (ne-ga'tor), n. [= Sp. Pg. negador =
It. negatore, < LL. negator, a denier, < L. negare,
deny : see negate.'i One who negates or denies.

Sects [in Enssia] with less horrible practices are numer-
ous. One sach calls itself the Negators, and its members
keep themselves aloof from all men. Soma, XI. 178.

negatory (neg'a-to-ri), a. [= F. negatoire= Sp.
Pg. It. negatorio, < LL. negatorius, negatory, <
negator, a denier, < L. negare, deny: see ne-
gate.^ Expressing denial or negation; nega-
tive. [Rare.]

On Friday, the Uth of July, 1791, the National Assembly
decides ; in what lugatory manner we know.

Carlyle, French Bev., L zL 9.

negert, n. An obsolete form of nigger'^.

neght, negbet, adv. and v. Middle English
forms of nigh.

neghent, a. and n. A Middle English form of
nine.

neghstf, a. A Middle English form of next.

Hampole.
negl^^t (neg-lekt'), v. t. [< L. neglectus, pp. of
neglegere, negligere, neclegere (> It. negligere =
F. n^Uger), not heed, not attend to, be regard-
less of, < nee, not, nor (see negate), + legere,

gather: see legend. Ct. collect, ete.; sUbo negli-

gent, etc.'] 1. To treat carelessly or heedless-
ly; forbear to attend to or treat with respect;
be remiss in attention or duty toward; pay
little or no attention to; slight: as, to neglect
one's best interests ; to neglect one's friend.
I negiect phrases, and labour wholly to inform my read-

er's understanding.
Burton, Anat. of MeL, To the Beader, p. 21.

In the Netherlands the English Garrison at Alost in
Flanders being negleeUd, the GoTemor Figot, and the
other Captains, for want of Pay, upon Composition yielded
up the Town to the Spaniard. Baker, Chronicles, p. 361.

When men do not only neglect Religion, but reproach
and contemn it. StiUingjleet, Sermons, IL iv.

The garden has been sujfered to run to waste, and is

only the more beautiful for having been n^UeUd.
Macaylay, in Trevelyan, L 324.

2. To overlook or omit; disregard: as, the dif-

ference is so smaU that it may be neglected.—
3. To omit to do or perform; let slip; leave
undone ; fail through heedlessness to do or in
doing (something) : often with an infinitive as
object.

If thon neglect^gt or dost unwillingly
What 1 command, HI rack Idiee with old cramps.

Shak., Tempest, L 2. 368.

In heaven.
Where honour due and reverence none neglects.

MOton, P. L., iiL 738.

4t. ^o cause to be neglected or deferred.

1 have been long a sleeper; but I hope
My absence doth neglect no great designs,
Wnich by my presence might hare been concluded.

Shak., Kich. HL, iiL 4. 25.

=^Syn. Neglect, Diaregard, Sight. Slight always expresses
int^tion; it applies to persons or things. Neglect and
disregard apply more often to things, and may or may
not express intention ; disregard is more often intentioufd
Uian neglect. Only neglect may be followed by an infini-

tive : as, to n^^feet to write a letter ; among th£igs it gen-
erally applies to action ttiat is needed, while disregard
commonly applies to failure to heed or notice : as, to dis-

regard counsel, a hint^ a request^ the lessons of experi-
ence, the signs of coming rain ; to neglect a duty. See neg-
ligent and negligence.

neglect (neg-lekt'), n. [< L. neglectus, a neg-
lecting, < neglegere, pp. neglectus, neglect: see
neglect, v.] 1. The act of neglecting; the act
of treating with slight attention, heedlessness,
or disrespect some person or tbitig that requires
attention, care, or respect.—2. Omission; over-
sight; the not doing a thingthat should ormight
be done.

Without blame.
Or our neglect, we lost her as we came.

MilUm, Comns, 1. 510.

3. Disregard; slight; omission of due attention
or civilities.

I have perceived amost faint neglect of late ; which I have
rather blamed as my own jealous cariosity than as a very
pretence and purpose of nnkindness. Shak., Lear, i. 4. 73.

There are several little negleds, thatone mighthave told

him of, which I noted in reading it hastily.

Qray, Letters, L 174.

4. Negligenee ; habitual want of regard.

Bescne my poor Bemains from vile Neglect,

With Virgin Honours let my Herse be deckt,
And decent Emblem.

Prior, Henry and Emma, L 616.

5. The state of being disregarded Gross, oidl-
naiy, and sllgbt neglect. See negligence, 2.=S^ 1.

Failure, defanlt, heedlessness.— 1, 3, and 4. Bemissness,

etc. See negligmce.

neglect (neg-lekt'), a. [= OF. neglect, <Ij. ne-

glectus, pp. : see the verb.] Neglected.

It should not be neglea or left undone.
Tyndale, Ana. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc, 1850), p. 71.
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neglectable (neg-lek'ta-bl), a. [< neglect +
-able. Cf. negleetible.'] "That can be neglected
or passed by; that may be omitted or not taken
into aecoimt, as a force or a consideration, in
an estimate, calculation, problem, etc., without
vitiating the conclusions reached; of little or
no moment or importance ; negli^ble.
And subsequent experiments proved that all of these

[causes of the loss of energy] are practically neglectable.

Proc. Boy. Soc., XXXVin. 42.

neglectedness (ueg-lek'ted-nes), n. [< neglect-

ed, pp. of neglect, v., + -ness.'] The state of be-
ing neglected; a neglected condition.
neglecter (neg-lek't6r), n. [< neglect + -erl.]

One who neglects.

The chase, or any other pastime which occurred, made
Halbert a frequent neglecter of hoars.

Scott, Houasteiy, xiii.

neglectful (neg-lekt'ful), a. [< neglect + •/«?.]

1. Characterized by neglect, inattention, or in-
difiEerence to something which ought to be or is

worthy of being done, attended to, or regarded;
heedless; inattentive; careless: used either ab-
solutely, or with of before the object of neg-
lect : as, he is very neglectful; neglectful ofone's
duties.

His lovely daughter, lovelier in her tears, . . .

Silent went next, negiedfid ofher charms.
GoldsmM, Des. VH,, 1. 377.

The wearers of the crown have not been negU^Jvl of
their duty to visit Norway and to reside in Christdania.

Nineteenth Century, Yxm. 63.

2. Indicating neglect, slight, or indifference.

A cold and neglectful countenance.
Locke, Thoughts on Education, § 57.

=Syil. 1. Bemiss, etc. See negligent.

neglectfully (neg-lekt'ful-i), adv. In a neglect-
ful manner; with neglect; with inattention;
with carelessness or negligence.

neglectfillness (neg-lekt'ffd-nes), n. The state
or quality of being neglectful.

negleetible (neg-lek'ti-bl), a. [< neglect+ -ible.']

Neglectable.

neglectingly (neg-lek'ting-li), adv. [< neglect-

ing, ppr. of neglect, v., + 3^2.] With neglect;
carelessly; heedlessly; discourteously.

Answer'd neglectingly, I know not what.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., i 3. 52.

See how neglectingly he passes by me

!

Beau, and Fl., Scornful lady, iv. 1.

neglectlon (neg-lek'shgn), n. [= It. neglezione,

< li. neglectio(n-), a neglecting, < neglegere, pp.
neglectus, neglect: see neglect, «.] Neglect;
negligence.

And this neglection of degree it is

That by a pace goes backward, with a purpose
It hath to climb. Shak., T. and C, L 3. 127.

neglectivef (neg-lek'tiv), a. [< neglect + -iee.]

Inattentive; regardless; neglectful.

It is not for us to affect too much cheapness and neglec-
tive homeliness in our evangelical devotions.

Bp. HaB, Holy Decency in the Worship of God.

It is a wonder they should be so neglecUve of their own
children. FuUer, Holy War, p. 202.

negligee (neg-le-zha'), n. and a. [F. negligee,

fern, of niglige, pp. of negliger, neglect: com-
monly used without reference to gender: see
neglect, v.] I. n. 1. Easy and unceremonious
dress in general: as, she appeared in negligee.—
2. A form of loose gown worn bywomen in the
eighteenth century ; also, in recent use, a loose
house gown.
He fancied twenty Cupids prepared for execution in

every folding of her white negligee. Goldsmith.

3. See negligee necklace, below.

H. a. Carelessly arranged or attired; un-
ceremoniously dressed; careless.

I was up early, and going out to walk in my night-cloak
andnight-gown, I met Mr. Fish going a hunting. I should
not have been rid of him quickly if he had not thought
himself a little too neglw^; his hair was not powdered.

Dorothy OS>ome, Letters (ed. Pany), p. 246.

Neglig^ beads, beads (for a necklace or a similar orna-
ment) of irregular form not shaped by art^ especially of
coiuL—Negl^^e necklace, a coral necklace of which
the beads are irr^ular fragments, pierced for stringing
without other preparation.

negligence (neg'U-jens), n. [< ME. negligence,

neeUgence, neclygens, < OF. negligence, F. negli-

gence = Sp. Pg. negligencia = It. negligemia,
negUgema, <L. neglegenOa, nedegentia, careless-

ness, heedlessness, {neglegen(t-)s, careless, neg-
ligent: see negligent.'] 1. The fact or the char-
acter ofbeing negligent or neglectful ; deficien-

cy in or lack of care, exactness, or application;
the omitting to do, or a habit of omitting to do,
things which ought to be done, or the doing of

snchthingswithontsufBcientattentionandcare;
carelessness ; heedless disregard of some duty.

negligent

I trow men wolde deme it neeUgence
If I foryeteto telle the dispence
Of Theseus.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale (ed. Morris), L 1023.

Traitor, thy lif lost and goo

!

By thy neclygens my moder haue loste !

Bom. ofPartenay (E. E. T. S.), L 4899.

She let it drop by negligence.
And, to the advantage, I, being here, took 't up.

Shak., Othello, iii 3. 31L

2. Specifically, in law, the failure to exercise
that degree of care which the law requires for
the protection of those interests of otherpersons
which may be injuriously affected by the want
of such care, if such failure directly results In injury
to the interests of another person, who did not by his own
negligence contribute to the result, the negligence is ac-
tionable negligemce. If the failure to exercise due care is
wilful, liability is incurred irrespective of contributory
n^ligence, but the failnre may still be treated at the op-
tion of the person injured as mere negligence, so far at
least as concerns the liability of the person actually gnilty
of it, and in some cases also for the purpose of holding his
employer liable. By a rule of law which obtains in some
of we United States, the person injured may recover not-
withstanding his own negligence if it was slight as com-
pared with that of the defendant (comparative negligence).
Contributive or contributory negligence is negligence, on
the part of the person injured, which contributed to pro-
duce the injury. Gross negligence is the failure to ex-
ercise even slight car^ and is usually measured by refer-
ence to that degree of care which every person of ordinary
sense, however inattentive, takes of his own interests.
Ordittary negligence is the failure to exercise ordinary
care, usuallymeasured by reference to that degree of care
which a man of common prudence and capable of govern-
ing a family takes of his own interests. Slight negligeTlce IB

the failure to exercise a high degree of care, usually mea-
sured by reference to that diligence with which a circum-
spect and thoughtful person would attend to hisown inter-
ests. Whether these three degrees are proper distinctions
to be observed as a test of liability for damages is much
disputed, but there is no question that the law fully recog-
nizes in a general way the corresponding degrees of care
as required of persons in various different relations, nor
that degrees of neglect most be noticed by the law in de-
termining other questions than that of liability for dam- «
ages, as good faith, fidelity, etc.

3. Lack of attention to niceties or convention-
alities, especially of dress, manner, or style;
disregard of appearances ; easy indifference of
manner.

Many there are who seem to slight all Care,
And with a pleasing Negligence ensnare.

Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

Horace still charms with graceful negligence.
And without method talks us into sense.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, L 653.

4. An act of negleetfulness ; an instance of neg-
ligence or carelessness.

. I must also point out his
Blair.

5. Contempt; disregard; slight; neglect.

To this point I stand.
That both the worlds I give to negligence.
Let come what comes. Shak., Hamlet, iv. 5. 134.

6. A kind of wig in fashion for morning dress
about the middle of the eighteenth century.
=Syil. 1. Heedlessness, inconsiderateness, thoughtless-
ness.—1 and 2. Negligence,Neglect,Bemis8nes8,JnatterUion,
Inadvertence, (hxnight. Indifference. As contrasted with
neglect, negligence generally expresses the habit or trait,

and neglect the act. Inadvertence and oversight expressly
mean that there was no intention of neglect ; indifference
lies back of action in the failure to care;, such failurebeing
generally blameworthy. Bemissness is careless n^lect of
duty.

_ InattentioniB a failnre, generally culpable, to bring
the mind to the subject. See neglect, v. t, and riegligent.

negligent (neg'li-jent), a. [< ME. negligent, <

OP. negligent, P. n^ligent = Sp. Pg. negligente
= It. negligente, nigligente, < L. neglegen(t-)s, ne-
gligen{t-)s, ppr. of neglegere, negligere, neglect:
see neglect.'] 1. Characterized by negligence
or by neglectful habits; neglectful; careless;
heedless ; apt or accustomed to omit what ought
to be done, or to do it in a careless or heedless
manner: followed by o/ when the object of the
negligence is specified: as, a negligent man; a
man negligent of his duties.

Thou must be counted
A servant grafted in my serious trust

And therein negligent. Shak., W. T., i 2. 247.

He was very negligent himselfe, and rather so of his per-
son, and of a pliilosophic temper.

Evelyn, Diary, March 22, 1675.

2. Indicative of easy indifference or of disre-

gard of conventionalities.

ATI loose her negligent attire.

All loose her golden hair.

Scott, L. of L. M., L 10.

Negligent escape, the escape of a prisoner without the
biowledge or consent of the sheriff, as distinguished from
escape by permission, called a voluntary escape. The im-
portance of the distinction is in the right of the sheriff to

retire the prisoner, and in the fact that in case of mesne
process retaking before suit broughtbythe creditor against
the ^eriS is a defense; whereas {oravolantary escape the
sheriff is liable absolutely. =Syn. Negligent, Neglectf%d,Be-
nUts, Heedless, Thoughtless, inattentive, regardless, indif-

ferent, slack. Of the first five word^ remiss is the weak-

Bemarking his brauties,
negHgeiues and defects.



negligent

est ; it especially applies to failure to attend to what is
considered duty. Negligent is generally applied to inat-
tention to things, negleetfid to inattention to persons.
Negleclfvl, by derivation, is stronger than mgligent, but
the difference is really small. Heedless, thougMess, eto.,
indicate lack of heed, care, attention, thought, etc., where
they are needed or due. All these words may apply to a
particular occasion of failure^ or indicate a habit or a trait
of character : as, he is very heeMew. See veglect, v., and

negligently (neg'li-jent-li), adv. 1. In a neg-
ligent manner; witK negligence; carelessly;
heedlessly; with disregard of niceties of ap-
pearance, manner, or style, or of convention-
alities.

That care was ever had of me, with my earliest capacity,
not to be negligently train'd in the precepts of Christian
Beligion. Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

Britain ! whose genius is in verse express'd,
Bold and sublime, but negligently dress'd.

Waller, On Uie JBarl of Roscommon.

Sf. So as to slight or show disrespect.

negligible (neg'li-ji-bl), a. [= F. nigligeaUe, <
negliger, < L. neglegere, negligere, neglect: see
neglect.'] Capable or admitting of being neg-
lected or disregarded ; negleetable.
negligibly (neg'li-ji-bli), adv. In a quantity
or to a degree which may be disregarded.
The work wasted . . . is 7ie^7if;t&Zj/ small compared with

the work done in driving the generator part.
Phaosophical Mag., XXVI. 160.

negocet (nf-gos'), ». [< OP. negoce, F. nSgoce
= Sp. Pg. negocio = It. negoiio, < L. negoUum,
ML. also negocium, employment, occupation, <

mec, not, + oUum, leisure, ease, inactivity: see
otiose. Hence negotiate, etc.] Business; oc-
cupation; employment. Sentley.

negociate, negociation, etc. Variants of nego-
tiate, etc.

negotiability (nf-go-shia-biri-ti), n. [< F. nS-
godabiUti; as negotiable + '-^ty (see -MUty).']

The quality ofbeing negotiable, or transferable
by assignment.

negotiable (nf-go'shia-bl), a. [< F. nSgodahle=
Sp. negociahle= Pg. negooicmel = It. negoziaUle,
< ML. negotiabilis, < L. negotiari, negotiate : see
negotiate.'] Capable ofbeingnegotiated.—Nego-
tiable paper, negotiable instrument, etc. , an evidence
of debt which may be transferred by indorsement or deliv-
ery, so that the transferee br holdermay sue on it in his own
name with like eflect as if it had been made tohim original-
ly : such are bills of exchange, promissory notes, diufts, or
checks payable to the order of a payee or to beai'er. {Par-
sons.) The peculiar effects of negotiabUity are, in the rule
of law, that a transferee in good faith and for value, in the
ordinary course of business and before maturity, can usu-
ally recover of the maker, drawer, or acceptor, irrespective
of defenses the latter might have against the transferrer

;

and that a transferee by indorsement can recover of the
indorser in case of default of the maker, acceptor, or
drawer, if due notice thereof.was given. A sealed instru-
ment, unless issued by a corporation or state, is not usual-
ly deemed negotiable.

negotiant (ne-go'shi-ant), n. [< F. nigodant, <
L. negotianifys, ppr. 61 negotiari, carry on busi-
ness: see negotiate.] One who negotiates; a
negotiator.
Ambassadors, negotiants, and generally all other minis-

ters of mean fortune in conversation with princes and
superiouTS must use great respect.

Raleigh, Arts of Empire, xxv.

negotiate (ne-go'shi-at), v.i pret. and pp. ne-

gotiatedjjppT.'negotiaUng. [Formerly also nego-
ciate; < L. negotiatits, pp. of negotiari (> It. nego-
ziare = Sp. Pg. negodar = F. n^gocier), carry
on business, < negotimn, business : see negoce.]

I. intrans. It. To carry on business or trade.

They that received the talents to n^egotiate with did all

of them, except one, make profit of (hem. Hammond.

2.. To treat with another or others, as in the
arrangement of a treaty, or in preliminaries to
the transaction of any business; carry on ne-
gotiations.

He that negotiates between Qod and man.
Cowper, Task, ii. 463.

II. trans. 1. To'arrange for or procure by ne-
gotiation ; bring about by mutual arrangement,
discussion, or bargaining: as, to negotiate a
loan or a treaty.

Lady is gone into the country with her lord, to
nagoiiate, at leisure, their intended separation.

The German chancellor, Bishop Conrad of Hildesheim,
who had crowned Jhe King of Cyprus, rtegotiatedtheiaav-
riage and succession.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 171.

2. To direct ; manage ; transact.

I sent her to negotiate an Affair in which if I 'm detect-

ed I 'm undone. Congreve, Way of the World, iii. 4.

3. To handle ; manage. [Colloq.]

The rider's bodymust bekept close to the saddle in leap-

ing, for if he were jerked up, the weight of say only a 10-

stone man coming down on the horse a couple of seconds
after he has negotiated a large fence is sufficient to throw
him down. Eneyo. Brit., XII. 197.
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The fallen timber on the slopes presents continnal ob-

stacles, which have to be negotia&d with some care to
avoid being spiked by the sharp dead branches.

Fortnightly Sev., N. S., XLHI. 90.

4. To put into circulation by transference and
assignment of claim by indorsement: as, to ne-

gotiate a bill of exchange.

The notes werenot negotiated to them in the usual course
of business or trade. Kent.

5. To dispose of by sale or transfer: as, to ne-
gotiate securities.

negotiation (ne-go-shi-a'shon), n. [Formerly
also negodation; < P. riAgoikaUon = Sp. nego-
dacion = Pg. negodagSo = It. negoziazione, <

L. neg6tiatio{n-), the carrying on of business, a
wholesale business, < negotiari, carry on busi-
ness: see negotiate.] If. Trading; mercantile
business; traf&oking.

I exceedingly pitied thisbrave unhappy person, who had
lost with these prizes £40,000 after 20 yeares' negociation
in y» East Indies. Buelyn, Diary, Sept. 29, 1666.

2. Mutual discussion and arrangement of the
terms of a transaction or agreement, whether
directly or by agents or intermediaries ; the act
or process of treating with another or others in
regard to the settlement of some matter, or for
the purchase or sale of a commodity, etc. : as,

the negotiation of a treaty or a loan.

Any treaties of confederacy, of peace, of truce, of inter-
course, of other forrein negotiatCims (ths,t is specially noted
for one of my inkhom words).

Hwniey, Kerce's Supererogation.

In negotialionmth others, men are wroughtby cunning,
by importunity, and by vehemency.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 294.

Languid war can do nothing which negotia^on or sub-
mission will not do better.

Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

3. In com., the act or procedure bywhich a bill

of exchange, etc., is made negotiable— that is,

made capable, by acceptance and indorsement,
of being passed from hand to hand in payment
of indebtedness, or of being transferred to an-
other for a consideration. See negotiable.

negotiator (ne-go'sM-a-tor), n. [< F. n4goda-
teur = Sp. Pg! negodadof= It. negoziatore, < L.
negotiator, one who does business by wholesale,
a banker or factor, a tradesman, an agent, < ne-
gotiari, carry on business : see negotiate.] One
who negotiates ; one who treats with others as
either principal or agent in commercial trans-
actions, or in the making of national treaties or
compacts.
negotiatory (nf-go'shi-a-to-ri), a. [< LL. nego-
tiatorius, of or belonging to trade or tradespeo-
ple, < L. negotiator, a trader, negotiator: see
negotiator.] Relating to negotiation.

negotiatriz (ne-go'shi-a-triks), n. [= F. n^go-
datriee = It. negoziatrice, < 'Lh.negoUatrix, fem.
of L. negotiator, negotiator : see negotiator.] A
female negotiator.

Our fair negotiatrix prepared to show the usual degree
of gratitude. Miss Edgeworth, MancBuvring, xv.

negotiosityf (ne-go-shi-os'i-ti), n. [< L. negoti-

osita(t-)s, an abundance of business or occupa-
tion, < negotiosus, busy: see n,egoUous.] -The
state of being negotious, or engaged in busi-
ness ; continued and absorbing occupation.
negotioust (nf-go'shus), a. [= Sp. Pg. nego-
doso = It. negozioso, < L. negotiosus, full of busi-
ness, busy, < negotiwm, business, occupation:
see negoce. Ci.oUose.] Engrossed in business;
fully employed ; busy; active.

Some servants, if they be set about what they like, are
very nimble and negotious. J. Rogers.

negotiousnesst (ne-go'shus-nes), n. The state

of being actively employed; activity.

God needs not our negotiovsness, or double diligence, to
bring his matters to pass.

D. Rogers, Naaman the Syrian, p. 606.

negress (ne'gres), n. [= F. n4gresse; as negro
+ -ess. The Sp. Pg. It. term is negra.] A fe-

male negro ; a female of one of the black races
of Africa.

Negrillo (ne-gre'lyo), n. [< Sp. negriUo, dim.
of negro, black: see negro.] Same as Negrito.

negrita (ne-gre'ta), n. [Sp., fern, of negrito:
see Negrito.] A serranoid fish, Hypoplectrus ni-

gricans, of the Caribbean Sea and Florida, hav-
ing large spur-like spines on the preopercle, a
uniform dark color tinged with violet, and yel-
low pectoral and caudal fins.

Negntian (ne-grish'an), a. and n. See Nigri-
tian.

Negrito (ne-gre'to), n. [< Sp. negrito, dim. of
negro, black: see negro.] One of a diminutive
dark-skinned negro-like race found ia the Phil-
ippine Islands (of which they seem to have been

negroism

the original inhabitants), and in New Caledo-
nia, etc., according to some authorities. The
average height of the Negritos of the Philippine

Islands is about 4 feet 8 inches. Also Negrillo.

negro (ne'gro), n. and a. [= F. nigre (> E. ne-

ger, now nigger = D. G. Dan. Sw. neger = Buss.
negrii : see nigger^), < Sp. Pg. It. negro, black,

as a noun, negro, m., negra, f., a black person,

a negro ; It. also nero = Pr. negre, nier = OF.
negre, nigre, necre, ner, nei/r, F. noir, black, < L.

niger (nigr-), black, dark, dusk, applied to the

night, the sky, a storm, etc., to pitch, etc., to

ivy, etc., to the complexion ('dark')) etc., and
also to the black people of Africa, etc. (but the

ordinary term s for ' African negro ' or ' African

'

were ^thiops and Afer); also, fig., sad, mourn-
ful, gloomy, ill-omened, fatal, etc. Cf. Skt. niq,

night ; but whether Skt. nig, night, is related to

nmta, night, or either to L. niger, black, is not
clear. From L. niger are also ult. E. nigrescent,

nigritude, Nigella, niello, anneal^ (in psuii), etc.

The wordsMoor^, blackamoor,in. the same sense,

are much older in E.] I. n.
;
pi. negroes (-groz).

A blackman ; specifically, one of a race of men
characterized by a black skin and hair of a wool-
ly or crisp nature. Negroes are distinguished from
the other races by various other peculiarities—such as Uie
projection of the visage in advance of the forehead ; the
prolongation of the upper and lower jaws ; the small facia!

angle; the flatness of the forehead and of the hinder part
of the head ; the short, broad, and flat nose ; and the thick

projecting lips. The negro race is generally regarded as
comprehending the native inhabitants of Sudan, Senegam-
bia, and the region southward to the vicinity of the equa-
tor and the great lakes, and their descendants in America
and elsewhere ; in a wider sense it is used to comprise also

many other tribes further south, as the Zulus and Eaflts.

The word negro is often loosely applied to other dark or
black-skinned races, and to mixed breeds. A s designating

a "race," it is sometimes written with a capital.

Toward the south of this region is the kyngedome of
Guinea, with Senega, laiofo, Gambra, and manye other re-

gions of the blacke Moores cauled Ethiopians or Negrm,
all whiche are watered with the ryuer IN'egro, cauled in
owlde tyme Niger.

R Eden, Pirst Three English Books on America
[(ed. Arber), p. 374.

II. a. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of

black men or negroes: as, negro blood; negro
dances.

It is often asked what Races are Negro, as the meaning
of the term is not well defined. . . . The word is not a
National appellation, but denotes a physical type, of which
the tribes in North Guinea are the representatives. When
these characteristics are not all present, the Race is not
Negro, though black and woolly-haired.

R. N. Cust, Mod. Langs, of Africa, p. 53.

Negro bat, Vesperugo Tnaurus, a bat of a dark or black
color, widely distributed in Europe and Asia.—Negro
cachezy, case. See the nouns.—Negro coffee. SeeCiu-
SOT and co/ee.—Negro com, or negro euinea-com, a
name given in the West Indies to Indian millet or durra.—Negro fly, the Ps^ rosoe, a dipterous insect, so named
from its shining-black color. It is also called carrot-Ay,

because the larvae are very destructive to carrots.—Ne-
gro lethargy. SeefefAorpyi.-Negro minstrels. See
minstrel, 8.—Negro monkey, the budeng, SemnopHheau
m««n«.—Negro peach, pepper, tamarln, yam. See
the nouns.

negro-bug (ne'gro-bug), n. A black, white-
striped hemipterous insect, Corimelixna pnlica-
ria, resembling the common chinch-bug. it feeds
on the raspberry, strawberry, apple, quince, and many
other plants, puncturing and injuring fruit, blossom, and
stem, and imparting to the fruit a nauseous odor and taste
which often render it unsalable. The name is extended
to the other members of the Corimelcenidte. See cut un-
der Corimelcena,

negrofy (ne'gro-fi), v. t; pret. and pp. negrofied,
ppr. negrofying. [< negro + -fy.] To turn iato
a negro. Davies. [Rare.]

And if no kindly cloud will parasol me,
My very cellular membrane will be changed

;

I shall be negrofied. SofUthey, Nondescripts, iii

negro-head (ne'gro-hed), n. 1 . A kind of tobac-
co: same &s cavendish.— 2. An impure quali^
of South American india-rubber, entering com-
merce in the form of large balls. Enoyc. Brit.

negroid (ne'groid), a. [< negro + -oid.] Re-
sembling or akin to the negroes. Also negrooid.
A series of life-sized models in native costume, com-

mencing with the diminutive unclad Andamanese. Ti^^otd
in colour. Westminster Rev., CXXVI. 31.

Negroid type or race, in the classification of Huxley, one
of the chief types of mankind ; the negro and negro-like
tribes.

negroism (ne'grd-izm), n. [< negro + -ism.] A
peculiarity, as in pronunciation, grammar, or
choice and use of words, of English as spoken
by negroes, especially in the southern United
States.
The slang which is an ingrained part of his being, as

deep-dyed as his skin, is, with him [the negro], not mere
word-distortion ; it Is his verbal breath of life, caught from
his surronndingsand wroughtup by him into the wonder-
ful figure-speech specimens of which will be given later
under the head of Negroisms.

Trans. Amer. PhUol. .4ss., XVI., App p xxni.
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oegropid (ne'gro-oid), a. Same ae negroid.
ttegro S-head (ne'groz-hed), n. The ivoiy-pahn,
PijfteUpMasmaerocarpa: soeaQedfrom the ap-
pearance of its fruit. See irory-nut.
J^imdo (ne-gun'do), n. [NL. (Moeneh, 1794)

;

from a native name.] 1. A genus of dieoly-
ledonotis trees of the oider Aeeracea {Sapin-

Biandi with Ftnits of BoX'Clder ifffgaaadB aceroide^ », a male
flcnrer; ^ a leaflet, slxnrii^tlieiieivalion.

daeete), distinguished from the maples by its

prniiate leaves, lere are 3 m- 4 species^ of Korth
^Bierica snd Japan, They are difficions tre^ bearing
dnoiHng racemes ot key-fruits jH^ceded by small long-
pediceled pendiUoiis flowers with minate greenish cal^
and no iM^als^ appearing before the leaves. Gomnum
names of the species are boa^-^der and aiMet^fed mapU.
If. aeenides is well diffused in America east of the Bocky
MonntainR, and (tften planted for shade and ornament.
If. Cdl^ondettm is a similar tree of the western coast.

2. p. c] A tree of this genns.
negns^^ (ne'gns), n. [80 eaUed from its inven-
tor, CoL Ifeffos.'] A mOd warm pimch of wine
(properly port), made with a little lemon and
not mnch sugar.

The mixtore now called mffta was invented in Qaeen
Anne's tame [1703-14] by Colonel Negus.
Malcne, life of Siyden (prefixed to Prose Wwks^ p. 484.

»9ii«, aweak compoond of sheny andwarm water, osed
to be exhibited at dancing parties, bat i^ now, I should
think, anknown save by name.

IT. Baant, Vittj Tears Ago, pl 171.

llie little Doctor,standing at the sideboard, was brewing
a large beaker of port-wine negus.

W. Biadc, In Far Lochaber, il

Hegns* (ne'gns), n. [Abyssinian.] The title

of the kings of Abyssinia.

Nor could his eye not ken
The empire of Negus to his ntmost port.

Uaim, P. L., xi 307.

nehar (ne-har'), n. [E. Ind.] A fish of the
family SynodoHttdcB, Harpodon nehereus, the ob-
ject of an extensive fisheryalongpartsof the In-
dian and Chinese coasts, it has a clavifonn body,
a deeply deft month, and cardiform teeth, besides long
barbed teeth in the lower jaw. Also called Bombay dude
and buxmnala.

Kehnshtaa (nf-hnsh'tan), n. [Heb. neehusK-
tdn, lit. ' a pieee of brass' (eopper), < nechoseth,
lit. 'brass' (copper).] See the quotation.

He [Hezekiah] . . . brake in pieces the brasen serpent
that Moses had made ; for onto Uiose days the chUdren of
Israel did bom inc^ise to it ; and he called it yehushUxn.

SEi. xviii.4.

neit, a jr. An obsolete variant of nay.

neiet, r. i. An obsolete spelling of neigh^.

neif, I*. See neaf.

neifet, neive^t (nef, nev), n. [< OF. neif, naif,

in serf neif, < L. servus natwus (fern, serva rutU-

ra), a bom slave or serf : see nmf, native.'} A
woman bom in villeinage.

1316 chndrai of villeins were also in the same state of
bondage witb thor parents ; wh«ice tiiey were called in
Xatln nativl which gave rise to the female appellation

of a villein, who was called a neiTe-

JSaekstone, Com., IL vl.

neiftyt (nef'ti), n. [OF. 'n^fete, naivete, nativ-

ity: see nativity, naivete, neife."] The servitude,

bondage, or villeinage of women.
Tbete was an ancient writ called writ of neifty, whereby

the lord claimed sadi a woman as bis nei^ now oat of ase.

Jamb, Law Diet.

nei^i (na), V. i. [Early mod. E. also ney, neie,

diaL also me, nye, nee; < ME. neighen. neyen, ne-

gen, < AS. hncBgan= MD. neyen=MLG. neigen=
HHG. negen = leel. gnegga, hneggja, gneggja =
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Sw.gwagga = Dan. gntegge, neigh: supposed to
be imitative ; it may be so, remotely, like the
equiv. Mitnv^, tcA«nny.] 1. To ntter the cry of
a horse ; whinny.

Wlieai they (the Indians] heard the Horses ney, theyhad
thooght the horses coold speak&

PuTtkat, Pilgrimage, p. 784.

There (he laird garr'd leave oar steeds^
For fear Vbat they ahonld stamp and ms.

Kinmont WiOie (Child's Ballads, TL 63).

^ Meanwhile the restless horses tteighed aload.
Breathing oat fire^ and pawing where they stood.

Addison, ir. of Ovid's Metamorph., IL

2t. To scoff; sneer.

Yes, yes, tis he, I win aasare yoa, ancle;
The very he ^ the he yoor wisdom play'd withal
(I thank yoa for t) ; neigh'd at his nakedness.
And made his c(dd and povei^ yoor pastime;

Fleteher, Wit withoat Money, iv. 1.

neighi (na), n. [< neigV-, r.] The cry of a
horse ; a whinnying.

Steed threatens steed, in high and boostfol neighs
Piercing the nighfs dall ear.

Shak., Hen. V., iv., ProL, L 10.

The clash of sted, the naghs of barbed steeds.
Ford, Lady's Trial, it 1.

neigll^, a. and adv. An obsolete form of ni<;A.

neigbbior, neighbour (nalior),!). and a. [<ME.
nagKbonr, neighebour,neighS>or, neghebor,neghe-
Jtar, neUiebur, neyhkbour, neighburgh, etc., < AS.
neiOigebur, nehgebur, nebkebur, nehebir, nedhbir
(= OS. nabwr = D. nc^wr = MLGr. nodttr, na-
biUDer, liGr. nabur, naber, nabber = OHG. ndhgi-
bur, nahgibure, MH6. ndchgebUr, nd(^ebuTe,
G. naekbia; naekbaur, now nachbar; cf. Icel.
ndbui= Sw. Dan. nabo), a neighbor, lit. ' a nigh-
dweUer,' one who dwells near another, < n^h,
oi^L, -H jeftur, a dweller (< ge-, a collective pre-
fix, -I- fruan, dwell) : see neigh^, nigh, and bower^.}
1. n. 1. One who lives near another; one who
forms part of a circumscribed community; a
person in relation to those who dwell near him,m the houses adjacent, or, by extension, in the
same village or town.
And on a daye he hadde another lewe, one of his neygh-

bouTS, to dyner. Hdy Rood (E. R T. S.X p. 16R

Therfore men seyn an olde sawe, whohath agoodene^A-
bour hath goode morowe. Merlin (E. S. T. 8.X iii- 434^

When a yeapolitan cavatier has nothing else to do, he
. . . ^dlsatombling over his papers to see if he can start
a law-soit, and jdagne any of his naghbotars.

Addison, Kemarks on Itidy (ed. Botm), L 43&

2. One who stands or sits near another ; one in
close proximity.

Here one man's hand lean'd on another's head.
His nose being sbadow'd by his neighbour's ear.

Shak., Lacrece, L 1416.

See in her cell sad Eloisa spread.
Propped on some tomb, a neighbour of the dead.

Pope, Eloisa to Abelard, L 304.

3. A person in relation to his feUow-men, re-
garded as having social and moral duties to-

ward them.
He that did Qke office of a neighbour, he was neighbour.

Latimer, 2d Sermon bef. Edw. VL, 155a

Thoa Shalt love the Lord thy God with an thy heart, . . .

and tliyne^Mattr as thyself. Lake x. 37.

The gospel . . . makes every man my neighbour.
Bp. Spratt, Somons.

Qiat father held it for a rale
It was a sin to call oar neighbour fooL

Pope, ProL to Satires, L 383.

4. One who lives on friendly terms with an-
other: often used as a familiar term of address:
as, neighbor Jones.

Wen said, i' faith, neighbour Verges.
Shot., Mach Ado, ilL S. 39.

At length the bosy time begins.
''Come, neighbmrs, we most wag."

Cooper, Tearly Distress.

5f. An intimate ; a confidant.

13ie deep revolving witty Buckingham
So more shall be the neighbour to my coans^

Shot., Sicb. HL, iv. 2. 43.

Good ne^lSllMCS. See good/alk.jmieT good.

TT f a. Neighboring; adjacent; situated or
dwelling near orin neighborhood: as, the ne><;A-

Jorvill^e; nei^AJor farmers.

In oar neigf^rour (Toantrey Ireland, wheare traeUe learn-

ing goeth very bare, yet are theyr Poets held in a denoate
reaerence. Sir P. Sidney, ApoL for Poetrie.

I longd the neighbour towne to see.

Spenser, Shep. CaL, January.

And thither Phylax flies.

Perching anseen upon a neighbour boagh.
J. Beaunumt, P^che;, iL 36.

nei^bor, nei^bonr (na'bgr), v. [< neighbor,

»•] I. trans. 1. To border on or be near to.

like some weak lords

—

neighboured by mighty kings.

Sir P. Sidney (Arber's Bng. Gamer, L 517).

neighborhood
Mean whEe the Danes of Leister and Xorthamptonshire,

not likeing perhaps to be neighbour'd with Strong Towns,
laid Sejge to lorchester. JfOton, Hist Kng., v.

These [trees] grow at the Soath end of the Island, and
on the leisurely ascending hils that neighbour the shore.

Sandys, Trsvailes, p. Id

2t. To make near or familiar.

And sith so neighbour'd to his youtli and havioor.
Shak., Haml^ iL 2. U.

n. intrans. To inhabit or occupy the same
vicinity as neighbors; dweU near one another
as members of the same community; be in the
neighborhood; be neighborly or friendly.

As a king's daughter, being in person sought
Of diveis princes, who do neighbour near.

Sir J. Baoies, Immortal, of SouL xxx.

Copies thereof exhibited to the chorches of the jaris-
diction of PUmouHi, such' of them as are neighbouring near
unto them. N. Morton, Kew England's Manorial, p. 3^

neighborer, neighbonrer (na'bor-er), ». One
who neighbors, or stands in dose proximity to
another; a neighbor.

A nfl^^AAounrof thisI^ymph'% ashigh in fortune'sgrace.
Drayton, Polyolbion, L 366.

neighboresst, neighbonresst (na'bor-es), «. [<
neighbor + -ess.} A female neighbor. [Bare.]

That ye maye leme your donghtezs to moome, and that
eaeiy onemay teache her n^/ghbouresse to make lamenta-
cion. Bible qf 1551, J^. ix. 20.

neighborhood,nei^bonrhood (nalrar-hud), n

.

[<neighbor + -hood. Ct.neighborred.} 1. The
condition or quality of being neighbors ; the
state of dwelling orbeing situatednigh ornear

;

proximity; nearness: as,ne^AdorAood oftenpro-
motes friendship.

HieMoon (who by privHedge of her neighbourhood pre-
dominates more over as than any other cselestjal body).

HoweU, Prel to Cotgrave's French Diet.

13iisdayl hear that my pretty grocer'swif^ Mrs-Bever-
ham, over the way there, her husband is lately dead of the
plague at Bow, which I am sorry for, for fear of losing her
neighbouThood. P^ys, Diary, n. 323.

The German baSt his solitary hat where Inclination
loompted. Close neighborhood was not to his taste.

MoOey, Dutch Bepublic, I. 9.

2. Conduct as a neighbor.
TheDnke ot Sogorbe and the Menkes of the vale of Para-

dise did beare cache other iU wH, and did Tse euill neigh.
borhoode. Guevara, Letters (tr. by HeUowes, 1377), p. 126.

3. The kindliness and mutual readiness to be
friendly which arise out of the condition of be-
ing neighbors; the reciprocity andmntualhelp-
fulness becoming to neighbors; neighborlyfeel-
JTigs and acts.

We . . . shaUconsemetheoldelibertieof trafficke,and
all other things which shaU seeme to apperteine to neigh-
bourhood betweene vs and your Maiesty.

Halduyts Voyages, J. 338.

Let an the intervals orvoid spaces of time be employed
in . . . works of nature, recreation, charity, frieniUiness.
and n^AiourAood. Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, L 1.

I pray therefore forget me not, and believe for me also.

if there be sucha piece of neighborhood among Christians.

N. Ward, Simple CoUer, p. 93.

4. The plae« or locality lying next or nigh to
some specified place ; adjoining district; vicin-
ity: as, he lived inmy neighborhood: frequent-
ly used figuratively.

The canse of his dls^ace was his catting off so many
Gre^ villages in the neighbourhood of that city, by which
the lands were left uncultivated.

Pococte, Description of the East, LL L 242.

I could not bear
To leave thee in the neigTAourfiood of death.

Addison, Cato, iv. 1.

life slips from ondemeath us, like that arch
Of airy workmanship whereon we stood.
Earth stretched b^ow, heaven in oar neighborhood.

Wordsworth, Desaltory Stanzas.

5. Those living in the vicinity or adjoining
locality; neighbors collectively: as, the fire

alarmed the whole neighborhood.

These are tiie men formed for society, and those little

communitieswhichwe express by thewontneii^AAourAoods.
Steele, Spectator, >'o. 49.

Beingapprized ofoar approach,thewhole vu^AAourAood
came oat to meet Uieir minister. GotdsmUh, Vicar, iv.

6. A district or locality, especially when con-
sideredwith reference to its inhabitants or their
interests : as, a fashionable neighborhood; a ma-
larious neigMtorhood.

There is not a low neighbourhood in any part of the city
which contains not two or three [coal-shed men] in every
street. Mayhew, London lAhour and London Poor, XL 94.

In the neighborhood of, nearly ; about [Sewspaper
use, V. S.]

The Catholic clergy of this city have purchased in the

neighborhood qf forty acres of land . . . for a cemetery.
Baltimore Sun, June S7, 1857. (BartletL)

=Syn. 1 and 4. Neighborhood, Vieinily, Proximity. The
first two differ from proximity in being used concretely

:

as, the explosion was heard t^roughoat the wighborliood
or aeinity (bat not proximityy yeighborhood is closer and



neighborhood
livelier than vicinity; prixmnity is the closest nearness.
Neighborhood regards not only place, but persons ; vicinity
only the place ; hence we say he lived in the vicinity of
New York or the Hudson, but he lived in the neighborhood
of Irving ; his house was in close proximity to the one that
was on fire. See adjacent

neighboring, neighbouring (na'bor-ing), a.

[< neighbor + -ing^.'\ Living or situated near;
adjoining: as, neighboring races; neighboring
countries.

Whether the neighbouring water stands or runs,
Lay twigs across and bridge it o'er with stones.

Addison, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, iv.

Around from all the neighbouring streets
The wondering neighbours ran.

QoldsmUh, Elegy on the Death of a Mad Dog.

neighborliness, neighbourliness (na'borr li-

nes), n. [< neighborly + -ness.^ The state or
quality of bein^ neighborly in feelings or acts.

neighborly, neighbourly (na'bor-U), a. [<
neighbor + -lyK\ 1. Becoming a neighbor;
kind; considerate: as, & neighborly a,iteiu\iorx.

Judge it this be neighbourly dealing. Arivthmit.

2. Cultivating familiar intercourse; interchang-
ing visits; social: as, the people of the place
are very neighborly.

It was a Tieighborly town, with gossip enough to stir the
social atmosphere, L. M. Alcott, Hospital Sketches, p. 100.

=S7n. Obliging, attentive, friendly.

neighborly, neighbourly (na'bor-li), adv. [<
neighborly, «.] In the manner of a neighbor

;

with social attention and kindliness.

Some tolerable sentence neighborly borrowed, or featly
picked out of some fresh pamfiet.

Harney, Pierce's Supererogation.

Being neighbourly admitted, ... by the courtesy of
England, to hold possessions in our province, a country
better than their own.

MUton, Articles of Peace with the Irish.

neighborredt, n. pUCE. negeburredde, neliebore-

den; < neighbor + -red. Cf. neighborhood.']
Neighborhood. Old. Eng. Horn., i. 137.

neighborshipt (na'bor-shiip), n. [= D. nabuur-
schap = MTiGr. nabwrschm, LG-. naberschaft, ne-

berschaft, neberschap = G-. nachbu/rschaft, noch-
perschaft, nachbarsehaft= Sw. naboskap= Dan.
naboskab; as neighbor + ship.] The state of

being neighbors.
neighbor-stainedf (na'bor-stand), a. 8tained
with the blood of neighbors.

Rebellious subjects, enemies to peace,
Profaners of tMs neighbour-stimyed steeL

Shak., R. and J., L 1. 89.

neighing (ua'ing), n. [Verbal n. of neigh\ v.]

The cry of a horse ; a whinnying.
When the strong neighings of the wild white Horse
Set every gilded parapet shuddering.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

neilt, adv. [ME., < (?) OP. nil, < L. nil, nothing:
see nil^.2 Never.
Wbos kyngdome ever schalle laste and neU fyne.

hydgate, MS. Soc. Antiq. 134, t. 2. (HaUiwM.)

Neillia (ne-U'i-a), n. [NL. (D. Don, 1802),

named after Patrick .NisJH, secretary of the Cal-

edonian Horticultural Society.] A genus of
branching shrubs, of the order -BosacetB and the
tribe Spirceew, known by the copious albumen
and by the carpels varying from one to five.
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ne injuste vexes (ne in-jus'te vek'sez). [L.,

vex not unjustly: iie, not; iryuste, unjustly, <

injustiis, unjust (see injiisf); vexes, 2dpers. sing,

pres. subj. of vexare, vex: see vex.] In old
Eng. law, a writ issued in pursuance of the
provisions of Magna Charta, forbidding a lord
to vex unjustly a tenant by distraining for a
greater rent or more services than the latter

was legally bound for.

neir, n. See meer2.

neirnand, adv. An obsolete or dialectal form
of near-hand.

neist (nest), adv., prep., and a. A dialectal

form of next.

neither (ne'THSr or ni'sHer), a. and pron. [<

MB. neither, neyther, nethir. also nather, nawther,
nowther, nouther, nother, < AS. nather, ndthor,

nother, nduther, ndutheer, nawther, contr. of nd-
hwmther (= OFries. nahweder, nauder, nouder,
ner), adj., pron., and conj., neither, < ne, not,

-I- dhwcBther, dwther, etc., either: see either.

The form neither conforms in spelling and pron.
to either; it would reg. be only nother (no'-
TH6r) , therebeing noAS. form of cegther(whence
E. either) with the negative. The variation in
the pronunciation of neither depends on that
of either. See either.] I. a. Not either. See

nemathecium
Neime, neivie, nick-nack.
Which hand will you tak'?

Tak' the right, tak' the wrang,
I'll beguile you if I can. Scotch rime.

nekketi »• A Middle English form of neck.

N61aton's line, probe. See line^, probe.

nelavan, ». Same as negro lethargy (which see,

under lethargy'^-).

nellent, v. See nilV-.

Nelumbium (nf-lum'bi-um), n. [NL. (A. L.
de Jussieu, 178^), < Nelumbo.] 1. Same as Ne-
Vumbo.— 2. [I. e.] In decorative a/rt, the lotus-

flower represented conventionally, especially

when supporting the figure of a divine person-

age. See lotus.

Nelumbo (nf-Ium'bo), n. [NL. (Hermann,
1689), < nelumbo, its"^ name in Ceylon.] 1. A
genus of water-lUies, forming the tribe Nelum-
bonecB in the order Nymphceacece, known by the

broadly obconical receptacle. There are two spe-

cies, plants with creeping rootstocks in shallow water, the
large bluish-green centrally peltate leaves on thick stalks,

commonly projecting from the water, the solitary flower

Love made them not : with acture they may be.

Where v^either party is nor true nor kind.
Shak., Lover's Complaint, 1. 186.

II. pron. Not one or the other. See either,

pron.

Ac hor nather, as me may ise in pur righte naa.
Bob. of Oloucester, 1. 174.

Which of them shall I take?
Both? one? or neither^ Neither can be enjoyed
If both remain alive. Shak., Lear, v. 1. 58.

In this Division of Advices, when they could not do both,
they did neither. Baker, Chronicles, p. 159.

Both thy brethren are in Arthur's hall,

Albeit neither loved with that full love
I feel for thee. Tennyson, Gareth and Lynette,

Neither nothert, neither the one nor the other.

For as for me is lever non ne lother,

I am withholden yet with neyther rutther.

Chaucer, Good Women, L 192.

neither (ne'SHSr or ni'THer), eor0. [< ME.
neither, neyther, etc., nawther, nowther, nouther,

nother, etc., contr. also nor, which now prevails

as the second form in the correlation neither

. . . nor; < neither, a. and pron., being the
same as either with the negative prefixed: see
neither, a. aoA pron.] 1. Not either; not in
either ease: a disjunctive conjunction (the

negative of either), preceding one of a series of

two or more alternative clauses, and correla-

tive with Mor (or, formerly, neither or ne) before
the following clause or clauses.

NeythffT with engyne ne with lore.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 565.

Whosoever speaketh against the Holy Ghost, it shall not
be forgiven him, neither in this world, neither in the world
to come. Mat. xU. 32.

And feast your eyes and ears
Neither with dogs nor bears.-

B. Jonson, Masque of Owls,

Abul Hassan spared neither age, nor rauk, nor sex.

Irving, Granada, p. 61.

2. Not in any case; in no case; not at all:

used adverbially for emphasis at the end of the
last clause, when this already contains a nega-
tive. This usage is no longer sanctioned by good au-
thorities, either being now employed. See either, conj., 2.

If the men be both nought, then prayers be both like.

For neither hath the one lyst to pray, nor thother neither.

Sir T. More, Cumfort against Tiibulation (1573), fol. 44.

I saw Mark Antony offer him a crown ; yet 'twas not a
crown neither, 'twas one of these coronets.

Shak., J. C, 1. 2. 238.

I never was thought to want manners, jmu- modesty
'neither.

Fruiting Brancli of Ninebarlc ^Neitlia ofitlifolia),

a, a flower ; *, fruit ; c, a leaf, siiowing tlie nervation.

There are 4 or 6 species, of North America, Manchuria, and
mountains of India and Java. They bear alternate lobed

leaves and clustered white flowers followed by purplish

pods. N. i,Spircea) opidifolia, called ninebark from the

numerous layers of its loose bark, is common in the inte-

rior of the United States, and is sometimes planted.

3. And not; nor yet.

The judgments of God are for ever unchangeable ; nei-

ther is he wearied by the long process of time.

Raleigh, Hist. World, Pref., p. vU.

Ye shall not eat of it^ neither shall ye touch It.

Gen. iil. 3.

Neither here nor there. See A«rei.—Neither off nor
on. See on.

neive^ (nev), n. A variant of neaf.

neive^t, n. See neife.

neivie-nick-nack (ne'vi-nik'nak), n. [A loose
alliterative formula ; < neive, neaf, fist, + niclc-

iiacli.] A game played by or with children in

Scotland and the north of Ireland, a coin, but-
ton, nut, or other small object is concealed in the fist.

Both fists tightly closed are whirled round each other,

while the rime given below is repeated. The object is for-

feited to the child who guesses in which flst it is held.
[Scotch.]

a b I

Water-chinkapin [Nelumbo luteai.

a. ttie fruiting receptacle ; d, a stamen ; c, a. fruit.

very large. N. spedosa, the nelumbo of tropical and sub-
tropical Asiaand Australia, thePythagorean or sacredbean
of the ancients, has the flowers deep rose-colored with
white and blue cultivated varieties. (See lotut, 1, and ar-
rowroot.) N. lutea, the American nelumbo, water-chin-
kapin, or wankapin, with leaves of circular outline some-
times 2 feet in diameter, the flowers 5 to 10 inches broad
with papery yellowishpetalB, abounds in the waters of the
interior and southern United States. See imter-chinkapin.

2. [I. c] A plant of this genus.
Nemachilus (nem-a-ld'lus), n. [NL., < Gr.
v^/M, a thread (< velv, spin : see needle), + x"^St
a lip.] A genus of cobitid fishes or loaches
having barbels on the lips and no suborbital
spine, as the common European N. iarbatuhis.
See cut under loach.

Nemsean, a. See Nemean.
Nemaliese (nem-a-li'f-e), n. pi. [NL., < Netna-
lion + -em.] A"subbrder of florideous algsB,

typified by the genus NemaMon.
Nemalion (nf-ma'li-on), n. [NL. (Duby, 1830),
so called from the cylindrical solid fronds;
irreg. < Gr. v^fia, a thread.] A small genus of
marine algse, typical of the suborder .NcmaKew,
with repeatedly dichotomous gelatinous fronds.
N. mndUjidwm Is the most common and widely diffused
specie^ ; it has brownish-purple lubricous fronds, from 2
to 8 inches long.

nemalite (nem'a-lit), n. [< Gr. vijija, a thread,
-I- XiBoQ, a stone"] The fibrous variety of bru-
cite, or native hydrate of magnesium. It ocean
in slender fibers, which are elastic, sometimes curved,
and easily separated ; the color is white with a shade of
yellow, the luster highly silky.

nemathece (nem'a-thes), n. [< nemathecium.]
Same as nemathedmm.
nemathecial (nem-a-the'gial), a. [< nemathe-
cium + -al.] Of or pertaining to the nemathe-
cium: as, the nemathecial filaments.
nemathecium (nem-a-the'si-um), n.

;
pi. nema-

thecia (-a). [< Gr. v^'/m, a thread, + djjidov, dim.
of B^KTi, a case or receptacle : see theca.] A
wart-like elevation developed on the surface of
the thalluB of some of the higher algse (Flo-
ridece), and ordinarily containing clusters of
tetraspores mixed with barren hyphss or pa-
raphyses: but in some forms the antheridia
and cystocarps are also produced in similar
protuberances.



iiematlielmintli

nemathelmintll (nem-a-thel'minth), a. and n.

L a. Of or pertaining to the Semafkelminateg.
Also nemaOuHmintlrie.

n. K. A member of the Semafktiminthes.
Hemathelmintha (nem'a-thel-min'tha), n.pl.
[Nil.] Same as Semaikelmintlieg.

Jfemathelliunthes (nem'a-thel-min'thez), n.
pi. PvL., < Gr. vijua (i^uor-), thread, + SifmiQ
(eX^in^), worm.] A class of Fermes, inelnding
nematoid worms and certain related forms ; the
roundworms or threadworms. They ire round at
cylindiicvwm^sometimesextreme Blender and filiform
fir ttaread-lik^ from less than an mch to seronl feet in
length, found eTetywhoc, and mostly panaitie (endopai^
asiticX Tboae that are nerer pansttic are geaoally of
very minute size^ Some are patasitic in the larval sbUe,
and freewhen adolt; in others this is rerosed. Thebody
is not tenly s^mental, thon^^h tile cuticle may be ringed.
The class is chieflymade npot the A'awaftuVfaa: itindndes,
howerer, the Aaatkae^iiata (Edmorkpiehida), and for-
merly the CkoBlagnaOui (SagiUa) were added. The t«m
is sometimes nsed synonymously with NtmaUMea. See
cats under Ne^ustaideay Aeanthoetphaia, and SagiOa.

Tipinat.tiplinint.>iii» (nem'a^el-min'thik), a.

[< nemathelminth + -tc] ~ Same as nematkel-
minHi.

Kematistiidx (nem'a-tis-ti'i-de), n. pi. [XL.

,

< Sematistius + -tdoC] A family of acanthop-
terygian fishes,represented bythe genns Nema-
Ustiiis. The body is obloqg, ooTOed with scales, and
haTing a cooianuoQS lateral line; Hbe head is compressed,
and the mouth obliquely cleft; the eyes sre lateral and the
opercular bones unarmed; thrae are 2 dorsal fins, the first

with 8 spines, most of which are elongate and filamentous

;

the anal is moderate lon^ with 3 spines : the venteals
have a spine with 5 rays, the innermost of which is com-
posed ofmany piffallel branches ; andthecaudal isfnicate.

Nematistiiis (nem-^tis'ti-ns), n. [NIi., prop.
*Semaihistitis, < Gt'v^iia (vii/uct-), thread, + la-

Tuf, web: see Aistoid.] The typical genns of
XemaUstiid/B, so called from the thready ex-
tension of the spines of the first dorsal fin.

There is only one species, 3". pectoralis.

nematoblast (nem'a-to-blast), n. [< Gr. v^/ia

{niiiar-), a thread. +~^?Jurr6c, a germ.] Same as
spermatoblast. Sertoli.

nematocalycme (nem'a-to-kal'i-sjn), a. [<
nematocabjx (-fo^c-) +"-JBcl.] Pertaining to
or having the character of a nematooalyx.

nemaitocalyz (nem'a-to-ka'liks), n.
;
pL nema-

toco/yxes, nematoealyces (-kalik-sez, -bJ'i-sez).

[XLi.,< Gr. v^iia {rni/urr-), thread,+ icoxuf, calyx

:

see caiyx.J A calyx of some hydrozoans, as
PlumutarUdtB, containing nematocysts.
Nematocera (nem-a-tos'e-ra), n. pi. [NIi.,

nent. pL of nematoeeiras: seehematoeerous.'] A
suborder or section of JHptera, containing the
nomerous insectsknown as gnats, midges,mos-
qnitos, crane-flies, gall-4ies, etc. : so calledfrom
the long thready antemue. These ragans are usu-
ally many-jointed, witii from 6 to 16 joints, most of which
are alike and often plumose or setose ; and the maxillary
pal^ are often long, t- cr fr-jointed. See JTsauesra.

nematocerons (nemra-tos'e-ms), a. [< NL.
nematoeenis,< Gr. v^/ia(v7i/iar-), tfairead, + Kipag,

horn : see eeras.'] Having long or thready an-
temue, as a dipterous insect ; of or pertaming
to the Jfetnatoeera; nemocerons.
nematocyst (nem'a-to-sist), ». [< Gr. v^jia (yv-
liar-), a thread,+ imsric, bladder, bag : see cyst.']

A thread-cell or lasso-ceQ ; a cnidocell or eni-

da; one of the oigans of offense and defense

Tentade and Xematocysls utAtMsiybia.

z, tentade, with A, pedsnde ; B, invohicniis of C. tlie «armlns
with D, itsfilamecls; ^ectodenn: e.cuiaAcna',/^^. nemaforyas;
3, two separate DematDcysts, enlaxged. the lover one it, vitb its fila-

ment c. [Moiected from the sfaeatli o.

peculiar to cflelenterates, as jellyfishes, by
means of which they sting. See cuts nnder
CHida, Aetinozoa, and WiJlsia.

nematocystic (nem'a-to-sis'tik), a. [< nemato-

eyst + -tc.] Pertaining to or having the char-

acter of a nematoeyst; cnidarian.

Nematoda fnem-a-td'da), n.pl. [XL., irreg. for

Xematodea, yemdtoidea: see nematoid.] Same
as Sematoidea.
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nematode (nem'a-tod), a. and n. [< Gr. vtiua-

TurfiTf, thread-like: see nematoid.] Same as
nematoid.

Nematodea (nem-a-to'de-a), n.pl. [NI.., < Gr.
v^fioTudK, thread-like : see~iieiiu«to(d.] Same as
Xematoidea.
Kematodonteae (nem'a-to-don'te-e), n.pl.
[NL., < Gr. v^ua (miiair-), a thread, -I- hooi^

(iiovT-). = E. too^, + -etB.] A division of
mosses in which the teeth of tiie peristome are
not provided with transverse septa: opposed
to the Arthrodoniete, in which tiie teeth are
transversely septate.

nematogen (nem'a-to-jen), n. [< XL. nemato-
genus : see nematogeiious.] The vermiform em-
bryo of a nematoid worm; one ot the phases
or stages of nematoid embryos: opposed to
rhombogen. See cut under Dityema.
Nematogena (nem-a-toj'e-na), n.pl. [XL.,
neut. pL of nematogenus: see Hematogenous.]
Those nematogenous IHcyemida which give rise

to vermifonn embryos, as distinguished from
Bhombigena, which produce infosoriform em-
bryos. See cut under Dieyema.
nematogenic (nem*a-to-jen 'ik), a . Same as
nematogenous. Encye. brit., XVJJl. 259.

nemat<^eiI01IS (nem-a-toj'e-nus), o. [< XL.
nematogen us. < Gr. v^/ia{piiiiar-), thread, -I- -ytvK,
producing: see -gen.] Producing vermiform
embryos, as anematoidworm ; having the char-
acters of a nematogen.

Thns the nematogenous Dieyema gires rise by a gamo-
genetic process to new Dicyemas.

Hvaieyf Anat. InTert., p. 560.

Nematoglossata (nem'a-to-glo-sa'ta), n. pi.

[XL.] Same as Tfemoglossata.

nematognath (nem'a-tog-nath), a. and n. [<
XL. *nematognathus, "K Gr. v^ua (vii/air-), thread,
-I- -yvoBoc, jaw.] I. a. Having barbels on the
jaws, as a catfish; specifically, of or pertaining
to the yematognatki.
IL M. A member of the yematognatki; any

catfish.

Kematognal^ (nem-a-tc^na-thi), n.pl. [NL.,
pL of *nematognafhus : see nematognaih.] An
order of teleost fishes in which the sapramax-
illary bones are lateral and short or rudimen-
tary, and covered with skin which forms bar-
bels at each corner of the mouth, whence the
name ; the nematognaths or eatfi^hes. The in-

tennaxillaries sre closely apposed to the ethmoid and im-
movably fixed ; there is no snbopertmlar ; the four ante-
rior rertebie are ciulesced into a sii^e piece; and de-
ments are detached to form bones whitdi connect the air-

bladder with the organ of hearing. Nematognaths have
no true scales ; Qiey are eith^n^ed or have i^poidages
developed as plates on all or a part of the bod^. Aboot
800 species are known ; they are specially nnmeroos in
tropical waters, both fresh and salt. By some aathors all

have beoi referred to one family, SHuridjB; by others from
3 to 12 families are admitted, lliey are most doeelyrelated
to idectoepoudyloas fishe^ as the chaiacinids and cypri-

Doids. l^e two most prominent &milies are SUwida
proper and LofiearOda. See cuts under SUwrida and
LoHearia.

nematognathons (nem-a-t-og'na-thus), a. [<

XL. *nematognaih»s.] Same as nematognath.

nematoid (nem'a-toid), a. and n.
_
[< Gr. 'vt/-

fiaroaS^, contr. i»7/urr^<^, thread-like, thready,

fibrous, filamentous, < vijita (rni/utr-), thread, +
eJA)f, form.] I. a. Thread-like, as aworm. (o)In
zoaL, nemathdmlnth; of or pertaining to the Xematoi-
dea. (&) In ii^iMl.,tlaead-like or filamentous: af>plied to

the hnihs or mycdinm.
TT n. A threadworm, hairworm, round-

worm, orpinworm.
Also nematode, nematoidean.

Nematoidea (nem-a-toi'de-a), n. pi. [NL.: see

Ifematoda.] An order of Ifemathelminthes, or
cla^of Fermes, having a mouth and an alimen-

tary canal and separate sexes, and being usual-

ly parasitic ; the nematoid worms ; the round-
worms andthreadworms. Thenamewasintroduced
hy Sudolphi for worms previously known under the name
of Agearideg, a term afterward used in a mnch restricted

sense. Host of these worms are endoparasitic at one or
another stage of their life or during the whole of it ; those
which arenot aremostly of minute size. There are several
distinct fti™nip«^ and most of them have popular names.
Thus,the^seoritte containtheroundwormsand pinworma
of the human rectum. tUie SrongyUdie or sbrongles are
parasites of various parts of thehody, like the TVieAamdts
or measles of pork. The .F^Soreuto are the guinea-worms.
The Gordiidce are the horsehair-worms, found in ponds
and brooks and in the bodies ot insects. AngumilidtB
are tbe little creatures known as vin^ar-eds. Some
nematoids are marine. In Cnvier's system, in which the
XemtUoidea are the first order of ErOxaoa, they induded
the lemaean cmstaceans. In a late arrangement they are
made the fourth phylum or main divlsiou of ccElomatous
animal^ and divided into three classes, called Eunema-
toidea, Chatatomana (with genera duEtasuma and Bluib-

dogoMer), and ChatogmMa (Sagitta and SpadeOaX Also
Sematoda, Xematodea. yematodes, yematada. See cut in

next column,and cuts under Oxyurig, FSaria, and Gortiuia.

Nematopoda

A Tlueadvonn i.AnginUM]a bmns^atus),
I. male; II. faiiale;ni, female frenitaloigais; I\\saiiinaloofpos-

des. .4,anns;Z>, ankellDlarcutaiieailsglaodsataiialend; 7^, fatty-
looUng gland ; G. sexual apertme ; ^, seminal coipnscies; T, testis;
a, esophagus; a', chitinized oial cap^e: c, gastric, and d. rectal
pajrts of uimentaiy canal ; ^.g", anterior and posteiitr thickeiijj^s
with tfaeircomnussmes; 07.OTanuin; r, dilatatnoof utems, serring

nematoidean (nem-a-toi'df-an), a. and n. [<
Nematoidea + -an.] ' Same^ nematoid.

Kematoneniat (nem'a-to-nu'r|), n.j>{. [XL.,
< Gr. v^jia (yii/ia--'), a ttread, -I- vevpav, a sinew,
nerve : see nerre.] A division of aniTnalg pro-
posedbyOwen for the higherBadiata of Cnvier,
in which a nervous s;^item is apparent. The
group included the echinoderms, rotifers, poly-
zoans, and ccelehninths.

nematonenrons (nem'a-to-nu'rus), a. Of or
pertaining to the yemdioneura.
Kematophora (nem-a-tof'o-ra), n.pl. [XL.. <
Gr. t-^/m (vii/mr-), thread, -( -^6poc, < ^pecv = E.
6eari.] A prime division of CceleHtera, con-
taining all those which have thread-cells or
stinging-hairs ; the nematophorans, nematoph-
orous c<Blenterates, or Cnidarite: distingnished
from Pori/i?ra or sponges, llie name isasynonym of
Gzfentcni in the usual and current sense of that term, as
coveringthe^ntAnaofS^Hydrosoa, and Ctenopftora. In some
arrangements, as thatot £. E. laJokester, ITematqplwra are
a prime division or ph^um of animalfs with four classes

:

(1) Bydrvmedtace, (2) Scaj^iomedvtcB, (3) AeUiuaoa, and (4)
CtenopAoro. Also called Cmdaria, BpOAetaria.

nematophoran (nem-a-tof'o-ran), a. and n. I.
a. Same as nematophorous, 2.

n, n. A member of the yematopkora; a cni-
darian or c<Blenterate having thread-cells or
stinging-organs.

nematophore (nem'a-to-for), n. [< Gr. v^iia

(viiiiaT-), a thread, + ><ipor, < ^pecv= E. bear^.]
A cup-shaped cecal appendage of the ccenosarc
of the polypary of plumularians, sertnlarians,
and other hydromednsans, containing numer-
ous thread-cells ornematocysts at its extremity.
nematopborons (nem-a-tof'o-rus), a. [Asnema-
iophore + -ous.] 1 . Of or pertaining to anema-
tophore.

—

Z. Pertaining to the Xematopliora, or
having their characters; cnidarian. Alson«nui-
tophoran.

Nematoilby€ea(nem'a-to-fi'se-e),n.j)2. [NL.,
< Gr. v^/ia (yiifucr-), a thread, -I- ^iwof, a seaweed,
+ -«B.] An order of midticellular ehlorophyl-
laceous algs, consisting of a single branched or
unbranched filament of cells, propagating by
means of oospores or zoo^nidia. It contains, ac-
cording toBabenhors^ the families UlvaeetB, Sphanpieetet
Confervaeeae, CBdogotdaeacB, Ula&riehetB, OnSCe^idSaK, and
ChoAophoreat. I^ter algdogists have made d&erent dis-

position of several of these families, placing fliem in the
- Zoogporea.

Nematophycos (nem'a-to-fi'kns), n. [NL., <
Gr. v^fM (v^furr-), thread, "+ ^woc, a seaweed.]
The name given by Carmthers to a plant first

found in the Devonian of Gasp^ in Canada,
by Dawson, and named by him Prototaxites

and considered to belong to the Coniferee, al-

though differing in certain important respects.
The same plant, to which Dawson later gave the name of
Nemalop^ton, was "tbipi"*^ by Carnithers and placed
among the Algce, he considering it an anomalons alga and
one which it was not possible to correlate with certainly
vith any known alga. Later Qn 1S75) the same plant was
discovered by Hicks much low^ in the geological series^

uamely, in tiie Denbighshire grits (a rock occupying a
rather uncertain position, but probablynear the limit be-

tween Upper and Lower Silurian). The specimens from
this position have been identified with the ilTematopJiyctu

of CuTuthers (the PrototaxUeg of Dawson) by Etheiidge,
who consideis it as unquestionably forming a portion of

a colossal seaweed, whose habits resemble those of flie

Xortb Pacific species of the genns NmocysHt and the ar-

borescent Legsonice.

Nematophyton (nem-a-tof'i-ton), n. See JW-
matophyeus.
Nematopoda (nem-a-top'o-da), n. pi. [XL., <

6r.v5ua(v>7uar-), thread.+ -oif (!ro*-)=E._rbof.]

De Blainville's name (1S25) of the cirripeds. as

the first class of his Malentozoaria, contrasted



Nematopoda
with a second class Polyplaxiphora, containing
the chitons : so called from the thready legs of
barnacles or acorn-shells. The Ifematopoda were
divided into two familieSj Lepadicea and Balanidea. See
cuts UDder ItepadidtB and Balanus.

Nematoscolices (nem^a-to-skol'l-sez), n. pi.
[NL., prop. *Nematoscolece's, < Gr. v^iia (yiifmr-),

thread, + aKiikrj^, a worm: see seolex.'] A su-
perordinal division, proposed by Huxley for the
J/ematoidea and their allies, which are as re-
markable for the general absence of cilia as are
the Tnchoscolices for their presence, and which
are further distinguished by the nature of their
eedysis and by the disposition of their nervous,
muscular, and. water-vascular systems.
nematoscolicine (nem^a-to-skol'l-sin), a. Per-
taining to the Nematoscotices, or having their
characters.

nematOZOoid (nem'»'a-t9-z6''oid), n. [< Gr.

vfifia (yri/iaT-), thread,"+ B. eooid.'] A stinging-
tentacle or -filament of a siphonophore regard-
ed as a zooid.

Nematura (nem-a-tu'ra), «. [NL., < Gr. wy/io

(mjimT-), thread, -i- ovpd',t&Tl.'] luzool., a name
of various genera, (o) In andth.: (l) A genua of
sand-grouse : a synonym of SyrrJiaptes. Fischer, 1812. (2)

A genus of Asiatic warblers, containing such as N. eya,-

nura, N. rujiiaia, etc. In this sense originally Nemura.
Hodgson, 1844. (b) In conch., a genus of rissoid gaatro-
pods, subsequently named Stenothyra. Benson, 1836. (c)

In entom., a genus of pseudoneuropterous insects of the
family Perlid^B. The body is depressed, and the abdomen
ends in two long filaments ; the labial palpi are short and
approximate; and the second tarsal joint is very short.

'J^e larvae are aquatic. The genus is a large one, and the
species are wide-spread. They are known as wStlow-fibes.

Originally written Nemoura, LatreiUe, 1796. See cut un-
der Perla.

nem. con. An abbreviation of nemme contra-
dicente.

Nemeee (ne'me-e), n. pi. [NL. (Fries), < Gr.
viy/«i, a thread, + -ecE.] Cryptogams: so called

by Fries in allusion to the supposed fact that
they germinate by means of a protruded thread,
without indications of cotyledons, a character
which does not hold, good in all. See Crypto-
gamia.
Nemean (ne'me-an or ne-me'an), a. [< L. Ne-
mSus or Nemeus, also Nemeceus, incorrectly Ne-
iruBUS, < Gr. Ni/ieog, Ni/ieiog (neut. pi. liii/ieia, the
Nemean games), also 'Ne/neaiog, TSe/iEialoc:, per-

taining to Nemea, < Ne/i^a (> L. Nerma), a valley
in Argolis in Greece, appar. ' pasture-land,' < ve-

fiioQ, a wooded pasture, \vi/ieiv, pasture.] Of or
pertaining to Nemea, a valley and city situated
in the northern part of Argolis, Greece, held
byArgos during almost the whole of the histori-

cal age of ancient Greece, in the valley was the
wood In which, according to tradition, Hercules slew the
Nemean lion,which feat iscounted one of histwelve labors.

My fate cries out,
And makes each petty artery in this body
As hardy as the jyetnean lion's nerve.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 4. 83.

Nemean games, one of the four great national festivals

of the ancient Greeks (the others being the Olympian, Pyth-
ian, and Isthmian games). These games were celebrated
at Nemea in the second and fourth years of each Olympiad,
near the temple of the Nemean Zeus, some (Doric) columns
of which are still standing. According to the mythological
story, the games were instituted in memory of the death of
the young hero Archemoros or Opheltes by the bite of a
serpent as the expedition of "the Seven against Thebes"
was passing through the place. The victor's garland at
the Nemean games was made of parsley.

nemelt, a. An obsolete form of nimble.

Nemertea (ne-mer'te-a), n. pi. [NL., < Ne-
mertes, q. v.] ' A class" dl Vermes having a long
straight alimentary canal, an anus, a protrusile
proboscis, and usually distinct sexes ; the ne-
mertean or nemertine worms. They were formerly
classed with the platyhelminths, and known as the rhyn-
chacaXam turheUaria'ns; but they are more nearly related
to annelids. They have well-developed muscular, blood-
vascular, and nervous systems. Most of the species are
dioecious, and some are viviparous. There are commonly
ciUated pits on thehead. The object known as npUidium
is the free-swimming larva of a nemertean. These worms
vary greatly in general outward aspect, in size, and in
habits. Some are minute, others very long. (See Lmei-
dcB.) They live for the most part in the sea, but some live

in the mud or on land, and some are parasitic, l^e Ne-
mertea are often divided into two orders, calledAnopla and
Enopla according as the proboscis is axmed with stylets or
unarmed. Of the latter order is the family NemertidcB (or

Amph'^oridoe) ; the lAneidce and CephcUothricidce are an-
oplean. Another division is into Hoploneinertea, Schizo-

Tiemertea, and PaliBonemertea. See TiAj/ncAocasia, and cuts

ander inlidiumaniproctucha. Also written Ifemertoidea.

nemertean (n§-m6r'te-an), a. and n. [< Ne-
mertea + -an,.']' I. a. tertaining to the Nemer-
tea, or having their characters.

II. n. A worm of the class Nemertea.

Nemertes (ne-mer'tez), re. [NL., < Gr. Nt/fiiprvg,

the name of a Nereid, < v^fiepr^C, unerring, in-

fallible, < V71- priv. (see ne) + a/iaprdveiv, miss,

err.] A genus of nemertean worms, to which
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different limits have been given, (a) The genus
also called Borlasia. (jb) The genus also cidled lAneus.

nemertian (ne-m6r'ti-an), a. and n. [< Netner-

tea + -Jan.] "Same as nemertean.

nemertidan (ne-m6r'ti-dan), a. and re. [< .^e-

mertea + -id^ 4- -an.] Same as nemertean.

nemertine (ne-m6r'tin), a. and re. [< Nemertes
+ -ine^.] Same as nemertean.

nemertoid (ne-m6r'toid), a. and re. [< Nemer-
tes + -oid.] "I. a. Resembling a nemertean;
pertaining to the Nemertea, or having their char-
acters; nemertean; nemertine.

II. re. A nemertean. ,

Nemesic (nf-mes'ik), a. [< Nemesis + -»c.]

Having or exhibiting the character of Nemesis

;

fatal, in the sense of necessary; retributive;
avenging.
Nemesis (nem'e-sis), re. [< L. Nemesis, < Gr.
TSifieaig, a goddess of justice and divine retri-

bution, < vi/iEiv, deal out, distribute, dispense

:

see nome^, nome^, etc.] 1. In Gr. myth., a god-
dess personifying allotment, or the divine dis-

tribution to every man of his precise share of

fortune, good and bad. it was her especial function
to see that the proper proportion of individual prosperity
was preserved, and that any one who became too prosper-
ous or was too much uplifted by his prosperity should be
reduced orpunished; she thus came to be regarded as the
goddess of divine retribution. Sometimes Nemesis was
represented as winged and with the wheel of fortune, or
boine in a chariot drawn by griffins, and confounded with
Adrasteia, the goddess of the inevitable.

Hence— 3. Ketiibutive justice.

Is Talbot slain, the Frenchmen's only scourge.
Your kingdom s terror and black Nemesis'

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 7. 78.

Against him invokes the terrible Nemesis of wit and
satire. Buehneil, Nature and the Supernat., v.

3. [NL.] In eool., a genus of crustaceans.
Eoux, 1827.—4. The 128th planetoid, discov-
ered by Watson in 1872.

Nemestrinidae (nem-es-trin'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Nemestrim/us + -idee.] A family of dipterous
insects founded by Macquart in 1834 upon the
genus Nemestrinus. They are distinguished by the very
numerous cross-veins of the wings, which thus appear
almost reticulate. They are medium-sized flies, slightly
haiiy, of dark-brown or black color with lighter bands or
spots, and most of them have a very long proboscis. It is a
small family of about 100 known species, of which scarcely
a dozen inhabit Europe and North America.

Nemestrinus (nem-es-tri'nus), re. [NL.] A
genus of dipterous insects founded by Latreille

in 1802, formerly placed in Tabanidce, now made
typical of Nemestrinidoe.

Nemichthyidse (nem-ik-thi'i-de), re. pi. [NL.,
< Nermdhthys + -Mice.] A family of deep-sea
apodal or mursenoid fishes,typified bythe genus
Nemichthys. The body is much elongated, and scale-

less ; the head is long with greatly prolonged jaws, like
beaks, armed with teeth of various kinds ; the branchial
apertures are lateral ; the anus is near the breast; and the
tail is thread-like. The family is composed of 8 or 9 spe-
cies, represented by 4 genera. All inhabit the deep sea,

and with one exception are extremely rare. Some are
known as snipe-fishes.

nemichtliyoid (ne-mik'thi-oid), a. and re. [<

Nemichthys + -oi'd.] I. a. Of or having the
characteristics of the Nemiehthyidce.

II. re. A fish of the family Nemiehthyidce.

Nemicllth,ys (ne-mik'this), re. [NL. , < Gr. v^/ja,

thread, + (;i:0t>f, fish.] A genus of apodal fishes

having a thread-like tail, typical of the fam-
ily Nemiehthyidce. N. soolopaceus is a deep-sea
form known as snipe-fish. Richardson, 1848.

nemine contradicente (nem'i-ne kon"tra-di-

seu'te). [L. : nemine, alDl. of nemo, nobody;
contradicente, ppr. abl. of contradicere, contra-
dict.] No one contradicting or dissenting;
unanimously. Abbreviated nem. con.

nemlyt, odv. An obsolete variant of namely.

nemnet, v. t. See neven.

Nemocera (ne-mos'e-ra), n.pl. [NL., < Gr. vjj/ia,

a thread, + icepag, horn'.] In LatreUle's system,
the first family of dipterous insects, represent-
ed bythe genera Tipula and Cukx of Linnseus, or
the crane-flies, midges, gnats, etc. It is equiva-
lent to the modern suborder Nematocera.

nemoceran (ne-mos'e-ran), a. and re. I. a.

Same as nemocerous.

II. re. A dipterous insect of the suborder .ATe-

mocera.

nemocerous (ne-mos'e-rus), a. [< NL. *nem.oee-

rus, < Gr. vijfia, "a thread, + idpag, a horn.] Per-
taining to the Nemocera, or having their char-
acters; having filamentous antennte; nema-
tocerous.

nemocyst (nem'o-sist), re. Same as nemato-
oyst. Gegenbaur.
Nemoglossata (nem^o-glo-sa'ta), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. vij/ia, a thread, + yTioaaa, Attio yVJTra,

the tongue.] A tribe of hymenopterous in-

Army-wonn Tachina-fly (^Nemoraa Uttca-
niee), (Line shows natural size.)

nenla

sects, including those bees which have a long
filiform tongue. Also Nematoglossata.

nemoglossate (nem-o-glos'at), a. [< Gr. vrjim,

a thread, -t- yTJiiaBa, tongue.] Having a thready
or filamentous tongue, as a bee.

Nemopanthes (nem-6-pan'thez), re. [NL. (Rafi-

nesque, 1819), so called in allusion to the
thread-like flower-stalk or "foot-stalk"; irreg.<

Gfr. vrjim, a thread, H- jroif, = E./oo<,+ avdog, flow-

er.] A genus of shrubs of the dicotyledonous
order Hicinece, known by its one-flowered pedi-

cels ; the mountain holly. The single species is com-
mon in damp shade in the northern United S^tes and Can-
ada. It bears small greenish flowers with distinct linear

petals, oblong alternate leaves, and red berry-like drupes.

Nemoptaila (ne-mof'i-la), re. [NL. (Nuttall),

fern, of *nemophil'us : see nemophilous.] A genus
of ornamental plants of the gamopetalous order
Sydrophyllaceoe and the tribe Hydrophyllece,

known by the included stamens and the calyx
with appendages : the grove-love. There are 7 or

8 species, natives of North America, chiefly of California;

they are tender hairy annuals with dissected leaves and
blue, white, or spotted bell-shaped flowers. They form
beautiful garden-plants, sometimes called Califondan Nue-
beU. Among the species is N. iimgnis, with a pure-blue
corolla an inch broad.

nemopMlous (ne-mof'i-lus), a. [NL. ''nemo-

philus, < Gr. vi/wg, a wooded pasture, + ^I'/lof,

loving.] Fond of woods and groves; inhabit-

ing woodland, as a bird or an insect.

Nemorsea (nem-6-re'a), re. [NL. (R. Desvoidy,

1830), prob. < L! reerewts (nemor-), a grove.] A
genus of para-
sitic tachina-
flies of medi-
um or large
size, quite
bristly and
blacM^ or
gray, some-
times with the
tip of the abdo-
men reddish-
yellow. . Their
flight is remark-
ably swift. N,
leucanioe is an important insect, being the commonest
parasite of the destructive army-worm, Leueania unipuru:-

ta, and often so abundant that scarcely one of these worms
can be found unparasitized.

nemoral (nem'o-ral), a. [= OF. nemoral, F.

nimoral = Sp. 'nmim-al, < L. nemoraUs, woody,
sylvan, < nemus {nemor-), a wood, grove, prop,
a wooded pasture, < Gr. vi/iog, a pasture, a
wooded pasture, < vijieiv, pasture : see nome^,
nome^.] Of or pertaining to a wood or grove.

Nemorhaedinae (nem'o-rf-di'ne), n.pl. [NIj.,

< Nemorhcedus + -ire<B.]' A'group, conventionally
regarded as a subfamily, of antelopes,composed
of the genera Nemorhcedus and Maplocerus (or

Aploceros) ; the goat-antelopes. The former is Asi-
aflc. The common Indian goral, JV. goral, and the cam.
bing-utan of Sumatra, N. sunuUrensU, are representative
species. The Rocky Mountain goat, HaplocerM nwntanus,
is the corresponding American animal. Also Nenurrhe-
diTMB. See cuts under goral and Ha];doceru8.

nemorhaedine (nem-o-re'din), a. Of or per-
taiaing to the Nemorhwdinw.
Nemornaedus (nem-o-re'dus), re. [NL., < L. ne-

mus (nemor-), a grove,+ hcedus, a kid.] A genus
of Asiatic goat-antelopes, typical of the sub-
family Nemorhcedince ; the gorals. The common
species is N. goral of the Himalayas. The cambing-utan
of Sumatra, N. sumairensis, is placed in this genus or
separated under Ca^nieomis. Also Nemorhedia. See cut
under goral.

nemoricole (ne-mor'i-kol), a. [< L. nemus, a,

grove,_ + coler'e, inhabit.] Inhabiting groves.
nemoricoline (nem-o-rik'o-lin), a. [As nemor-
icole + -jreei.] Same as nemoricole.
nemorose (nem'o-ros), a. [< L. nemorosus,
woody, abounding in woods, also bushy, < ne-

mus, a grove: see nemoral.] In bot., growing
in groves or woodland.
nemorous (nem'6-rus), a. [= OF. nemoreux =
Pg. nemoroso, < ti. nemorosus: see nemorose.]
Woody

;
pertaining to a wood.

Paradise itself was but a kind of nemorous temple, or
sacred grove. Evelyn, Sylva, iv.

Nemours blue. See blue.

nempnet (nemp'ne), v. t. See neven.
nengeta,re. [S. Amer.] A South American tse-

niopterine flycatcher, Tcenioptera nengeta. It is

of an ashy or cinereous black and white color, about 9
inches long, and inhabits the pampas. See Tcenioptera.
Also called pepoaza.

nenia, naenia (ne'ni-a), ».; pi. reerete, namice (-e).

[< L. nenia, ncenia, a dirge, a song of lamenta-
tion; according to Cicero (Leg. 2, 24), a Gr.
word; but it is found only in LGr. vrrvla, which
is appar. < L.] A funeral song; an elegy.



nente

nentet, a. An. obsolete form of tUnth.
nfinteynt, a. and n. An obsolete form of mii«-
teen.

nentyf, a. and It. An obsolete form of ninety.

nenuphar (nen'n-fSr),«. [<.F.H^uphar,n4nu-
far = Sp. nenufar, < At. nin&far, nUufar =
Turk. nOufer, < Pers. nUttfaar, nilupar, the water-
lUy. Ct. NvpXar.'i The great White water-lily
of Europe, CkigtaUa speeiosa (Xya^JuBa alba)

;

also, the yellow water-lily, IfjfmpluBa (Nuphar)
luted.

neo-. [li. fico-,ete.,< Gr.v&c,new, young, recent,
etc., =E. neic: see new.] An element meaning
• new,' ' young,' ' recent,' used inmanywords of
Greek origin or formation to denote tiiat which
is new, modem, recent, or innovating in char-
acter. In the physical sciences otnuK centh is used in a
somewhat similiir sense, and palao-^ pouso- is opposed to
both »AK and esno-.

Neoarctic (ne-o-aik'tik), a. Same as Xearctie.

neobiolonst (ne'c-M-oro-pst),' b. [< Gr. reof,

new, + e7biologist.'] Abiologist of a new or
a future school. BeaU, Proto^asm, p. 24.

neoblastic (ne-o-blas'tik), a. [< Gr. veoQ. new,
+ ^/jurric, a germ.] Having the character of
a new growth, as any tissue appearing in parts
where it did not before exist.

neo-Gathollc (ne'o-katt'o-lLk), a. Xew Cath-
olic: applied (a) to a party in the Anglican
Church which openly sympathizes with the Bo-
man communion; (6) to the party of liberals
in lite French Church represented by Lamen-
nais.

Neocene (ne'd-sen), a. and n. In geol., the later
Tertiary, including the Miocene and Pliocene.
Neoceratodns (ne'o-se-rat'o-dus), n. [NL.. <
Gr. i^, new, + Nil Ceratodvs, q. v.] A genus
of ceratodont fishes, established for the fiving
representative of the family, tiie barramunda,
N.forsteri or Ceratodus forsteri.

neo-Christian (ne-6-kris'tyan), a. and n. [=F.
neot^retien = Sp. neoeristitaio, < Gr. v^oc, new,
+ XpurrioviSr, Lli. Ckristuinus, Christian: see
Christian.'] 1. a. Ot, pertaining to, or profess-
ing neo-Christianity.

IL ». A professor of neo-Christianity ; a ra-
tionalist.

neo-Chlistianily (ne'6-kris-ti-an'i-ti), n. [<
Gr. »^of, new, -J- LL. CHirisUamta{t-')s, Christian-
ity.] Bationalistio views in Chnstian theol-
ogy; rationalism.

Neocomian (ne-o-ko'mi-an), a. and n. [So
calledwith ref. to'Xeudidtd, in Switzerland (F.,

< li. notms, neut. novum, new,+ east^um, a cas-
tle, Mli. also a village) ; < Gr. vioc, new,+ Kit/ai,a
village.] In geai. , the name given to the lower
division oftheCretaceous system. "nieKeocomian
indndes thelowerGieensand andtheWealden at the Eng.
fish getdogists. In the present Tuore genfX^Dj adopted
nomenclatore of the Ctetaceoos sabgroape in fiance and
Bdginm, the Seooomian iadndesthe Hauterivian and the
Valemginian. The typicalr^on of the Neocranian is in
the Jnra, especially near ^each&tel, in Swltzeiland, and
also in the south of Fiance, where the series reaches a
thickness of 1,600 feet, the rocks being chi^y limestones
and mails.

neocosmic (ne-o-koz'mik), a. [< Gr. rioc, new,
+ Koa/wc, the universe : see cosmos^, cosmic.]
Pertaining to the present condition and laws
of the universe : specificallyapplied to the races
of historic man.

AntedOuTian men may, ... in geology, be Fleistocene
as distingnished from modeni, or Falseocosmic as distin-

guished from Xeocosmie. Daimm, Origin of World, xiiL

neocracy (nf-ok'ra-si), h.
; pL neocraaes (-siz).

[<Gr. iwof, new,+ -«paT-la,<«porEtv, rule.] Gov-
ernment bynew or inexperienced officials ; the
rule or supremacy of upstarts. Imp. Diet.

NeOCrina (nf-ok'ri-nS), n. pi. [XL., < Gr. vioc,

new, + Kphm; a lily.] Ji. some systems, one
of two orders of Crinoidea, distinguished from
PabBOcrina.
neocrinoid (ne-ok'ri-noid), a. and n. [< JVeo-

erina + -oid.^ T, a. Pertaining to the Xeo-
erina, or having their characters.
TT

, n. A member of the Xeocrinti.

neodamode (ne-od'a-mod), n. [< Gr. vto&t/iaiiK,

lately made a citizen, or one of the Svi'oc (at

Sparta), < vfoc, new, + Sauoc, Doric form of

d^lioc, tiie people, the body of citizens, -I- ct6oc,

form (of. ihiii£>d^, popular).] In ancient Sparta,

a person newly admitted to citizenship; a new-
ly enfranchised helot.

neoembryo (ne-o-em'bri-o), «. [XL., < Gr.

»-^, new, + iu3pvav, embryo.] The earliest of

the eUiated stages of a metazoan embryo, in

which it is similar to a planula, a trochosphere,

a pilidium, ete.
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neoSmbryonic (ne-6-em-bii-on'ik), a. [< nfo-

embryo{n-) + -tc.] I'ertaining to a neoSmbryo.
Neoflber (ne-of'i-ber), n. [XL., < Gr. vfoj, new,
+ XL. Fiber: see Fiber^.] A genus of Ameri-
can muskrats, of the famOy Muridoe and sub-
family ArviooUneB, resemblii^ Fib^, but having
the tail cylindiic. JT. aUeni, lately discovered
in Florida, is the only species known.
Neogsea (ne-o-je'a), n. [XL., < Gr. vioc, new,
+ yaia, the earEh.] In zoogeog., the Xew
World or western hemisphere, considered with
reference to the geographical distribution of
plants and anima£: opposed to Palceogoea.

Neogsan (ne-o-je'an), a. [< Neogma + -an.]

Of or pertaining to Seogcea; indigenous to or
autochthonous in the New World; American.
neogamist (nf-og'a-mist), n. [< Gr. vEiya/iog,

one latelymarried f< vioc, new, -1- yo/ieZv, marry),
+ -tst.] A person recentlv married. Bailey,
1727.

Neogene (ne'o-jen), a. [< Gr. varjev^, new-bom.
< P£Of, new, H- -ytviK, -bom: see -gen.] Xeiv-
bom; later developed: an epithet sometimes
applied to the later Tertiary as distinguishing
it from the older Tertiary, which latter would
embrace the divisions now denominated -Eoc«ie
and OUgqcene. This change has been advocated for
the allied reason that sach a dassiflcation of the Terti-
ary would be more in accordance with the results of pale-
imtolagical investigations than that at present generally
adopted. Alsoieogaae.
neogiammaiian (ne'o-gra-ma'ri-an), n. [<
Gr. wfof, new, -^ E. grammarian; to. G.jung-
grammaUlier.] An adherent of a school of
stodents of comparatiTe Indo-European gram-
mar (since about 1875), who insist especially
upon the importance and strictness of the lavrs
of x>honetic change.
neogranunatical (ne'o-gra-mat'i-kal), a. [<
Gr. vioc, new, -I- E. grammaU<!al.] lielating to
the neogrammarians, or to their tenets.

neography (ne-og'ra-fi), n. [= F. neographie=
Sp. neografia, < Grf v^ypa^, newly vnitten, <
»ieof, new, + ypa^eo), write.] A new system of
writing. Gent. Mag.
Beohelienism (ne-o-hel'en-izm), n. [< Gr. r&f,
new, + E. Hellenism.] A new or revived Hel-
lenism; the body of Hellenic ideals as existing
in more or less modified form in modem times

;

the cult of HeUenie letters and Qie pursuit of
Hellenic ideals eharacterizingthe Renaissance,
especially in Italy.

This scene, which is perhaps a genuine instance of what
we may can the neohdUmsm of tiie RenaiRsance, finds its

parallel in the "Phceniss» " of Euripides.
J. A. Symond^ Italy and Greec€^ p. S7.

neoid (ne'oid), n. jTrreg. < Gr. viav, swim, +
Etdof, form.] A curve which, being the water-
line of a ship, gives the least resistance with a
given Telocity.

neo-Eantian (ne-o-kan'ti-au), a. [< Gr. vto^,

new, -J- E. Kantian.] Pertaining to the doc-
trines of the followers and successors of Kant.
neokoros (ne-ok'o-ros), II . [< Gr. veanopo^,< ve&c,

va6Q, a temple, -I- Kopuv, sweep.] In dr. antiq.,

the guardian of a temple : in some cases merely
a janitor or temple-sweeper, in others a priest-

ly of&cer of much dignity, having charge of the
treasures dedicated in the temple. Under the
Ttmnaii impcanal dominion the title was accorded by the
senate to certain cities regarded as custodians of the cere-

manual woi^bip of Borne and of the emperor.

neo-Latin (ne-6-lat'in), a. [= P. neo-Latin =
Sp. Pg. It. neolatino, < Gr. wfof, new, + 11. Lati-

nus, Latin: see ZaUn.] 1. Xew Latin : an epi-

thet applied to the Romance lai^uages. as hav-
ing grown immediately out of the Latin.

H. Baynonaid declarestlut he expounds the numerous
affinities between the six neo-L<Mn languages : namdy, I,

the language of the Tronbadonis ; 2, the Catalonian ; 3,

Spanish ; 4, Portuguese ; 5, Italian ; ^ French.
Bdihburffh Sev.

2. Latin as written by authors of modem
times.

neolite (ne'o-lit), «. [< Gr. vioc, new, -1- ^Woc,

a stone.] A silicate of aluminium and m^ne-
sium, dark-green in color, owingto thepresence
of protoxid of iron. The mineral is massive or
fibrous, the fibers being in stellate groups.

NeolitMc (ne-6-lith'ik), a. [< Gr. vioc, new, +
>J8oc, stone (ot. neolite), -t- -ic] _

Belonging to
the period or epoch of highly finished and pol-

ished stone implements. The praiod so noted is a
division of the "stone age^and Uie term is especially ap-
plicable to northwestern Europe, where there is, on the
whole, a chronolc^cal advance from a timewhen coaiser
implementswere used (theFaleoUthic age) to one in which
a much more peifect standard of workmanship prevailed
(the NeoUthic)._ SeePaltoKtlde.

neologianQpe-o-lo'ji-an), a. and n. [< neolog-y

+ -Mm.] L d. Pertaining to neology.

neomenia

H. ». One who introduces needless innova-
tions in language or thought: specifically ap-
plied to a modem school of rationalistic inter-
preters of Scripture. See neology.
neologic (ne-o-loj'ik), a. [= F. n^ologique =
Sp. neologieo = Pg. It. tieoU>gieo; < neolog-y +
-tc.] Same as neologicai.

neological(ne-o-loj'i-kal),(7. l<neologi<;-i--al.]
Of or pertaining to neology ; having the char-
acter of neology or neologism.
I seriously advise him [Dr. Johnson] to publish ... a

genteel n£clogical dictionary, containing those polite,
though perhaps not strictly giammatica], words and
phrases commonly used, and sometimes undeistood, by
the beau monde. Chatafidd, The World, Xo. 32.

neologically (ne-o-loj'i-kal-i), adv. In a neo-
logicai manner.
neologise, r. i. See neologise.

neologism (ne-ol'o-jizm), n. [= F. neologisme
= Sp. Pg. It." neoiogismo; as neolog-y + -ism.]

1. A new word or phrase, or a new use of a
word.

Philologists have marked out . . . how ancient words
were changed, and Inonnan neoiogismg introduced.

/. jyigraOi, Amen, of lit., L 133.

2. The use of new words, or of old words in
new senses.

I learnt my complement of classic French
(Kept pure of Balxac and neolcgiaa).

Mn. Brotcnmg, Anroni Leigh, L
3. A new doctrine.

neologist (ne-ol'o-jist) n. [= P. n^logiste =
Sp. Pg. neologistd; as neolog^ -i- -ist.] 1. One
wno introduces new words or phrases into a
language.
A dlctionaiy of barbarisms too might be collected from

some wretched nedogisU. whose pens are now at woi&

!

I. lyjtnuii. Curios, of Lit, m. 347.

2. Same as neologian.

There sprung up among the Gre^s a class of si>ecnla-

tive neok^itlx and rationalizing critics, called Sophists.
BtidaieB, Katore and the Supemat., i.

neologistic (ne-ol-o-jis'tik), a. [< neologist +
-tc] Relating to neology or neologists; neo-
lo^oal.
neologistical (ne-ol-o-jis'ti-kal), a. [< neolo-

gisUe -(- -oL] Same as neologistic.

neologize (nf-ol'o-pz), v. i. ;
pret. and pp. ne-

oHogiBed, ppr. neologizing. fX neolog-y -r -ire.]

1. To introduce oruse new terms, ornew senses
of old words.—2. To introduce or adopt ration-

alistic views in theology; introduce or adopt
new theological doctrines.

Dr. Candlish lived to neologize on his own account.
TtiUoch.

Also spelled neologise.

neology (ne-ol'o-ji), n. [= P. n^ologie = Sp.
neologia = "Pg. It. neologia, < Gr. vioc, new, +
-Aoyto, < /i;f«', speak: see-otoj^.] 1. Innova-
tion inlanguage; the introduction ofnewwords
or new senses of old words.

Keotogy, or the novelty of words and phrases, is an inno-
vation which, with the opulence of our present language,
the T^gliah phnologer is most jealous to allow.

/. irisraM, Curios, of Lit., IIL 343.

2. The invention or Introduction of new ideas
or views.

They endeavour, by a sort of neology of their own, to
confound all ideas of right and wrong.

BooUiby, On Burke, p. 266.

3. Specifically, rationalistio views in theology.

neomembrane (ne-o-mem'bran), n. [< Gr. veoc,

new, -(- E. membrtate.] A false membrane.
neomenia (ne-o-me'ni-a), n. [= F. neom^ie=
Sp. neomeiMla=Pg. It. fieoiii«ma,<LL. neomenia,
< Gr. veo/t^vta, Attic vov/jirvia, the time of new
moon, the be^nning of the month, < vioc, new,
+ laivti, the moon, /i^, a month: see moon^,
month.] 1 . The time ofnewmoon ; the begin-
ning of the month.—2. In ant^piity, a festival

held at the time of the new moon.— 3. [cop.]

[NL.] A genus of animals of disputed chaiae-

.

ters and affinities, type of a family Neomen^diB.

f/eotm£Kij carirtaXa. natural size

It has been made by Sars a group (TVfaofrntne&tata)d
opisthobianchiate mollnsks ; by Lankester a class {StuMeo-

morpha) and a superclass (Lipogiossa) of moUusks ; byVon
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Jbering a class or phylum {Amphineura) of worms ; and
by some writers an order (yeomenioidea) of isopleoroua
gastropods. N. carinata is a worm-like organism found
on the European coast of the North Atlantic, about an inch
long, shaped like a pea-pod, of a grayish color with a rosy
tint at one end, covered with smaJl spines which give it a
velvety appearance, with a retractile pharynx, a many-
toothed lingual ribbon, and the mouth reduced to a small
ring around the anus, inclosing paired gills. Also called
Solejiqfus.

neomenian, (ne-o-me'ni-an), a. and u. [< Jfeo-
menia + -a».] 1. a. Pertatning to the Neome-
nia, or having their characters ; neomenioid.

II. n. An animal of the genus Neomenia.
NeomeniidaB (ne*o-me-m'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Neomenia + -Mce.^ A family of moUusks, typi-
fied by the genus Neomenia. There is a second
genus, Proneomenia, more elongate and vermiform. The
family is also raised to ordinal rank, under the names
NeomenuE, Neomeniaria, and Neomenioidea.

neomenioid (ne-o-me'ni-oid), a. [< Neomenia
+ -oid.'] Resembling the animals of the genus
Neomenia; neomenian.
neomorphism (ne-o-m6r'fizm), 7t. [< Gr. veo(,

new, + NL. morjpliia + 4sm.} A new forma-
tion ; development of a new or different form.
Nature, XXXIX. 151.

Neomorphus (ne-o-m6r'fus), n. [NL.,< Grr. vtof,

new, + /iopiji^, form.] A notable genus of ter-
restrial cuckoos peculiar to South America,
founded by Gloger in 1827. They have the bill and
feet stout, the head crested, the tail long and graduated,
the wings short and rounded, and the plumage of brilliant
metallic hues. There are several species, about 18 inches
long, as N. geoffirayi, N. salvini, and N. rufipennis. Also
called Cultrides. Pueheran, 1851.

neon (ne'cn), n. [< Gr. v^ov, new.] An elemen-
tary substance discovered in liquid argon.
neonism (ne'o-nizm), n. [Irreg. < Gr. viog (neu-
ter veov), new, + ism.'\ A new word, phrase,
or idiom. Worcester. [Eare.]
Neonomiant (ne-o-no'mi-an), n. and a. [< Gr.
v£of, new, + vdfioQ,la,w: seewome*.] I. n. One
who holds that the old or Mosaic law is abolish-
ed and that the gospel is a new law. See Neo-
nomianism.

One that asserts the Old Law is abolished, and therein is

a superlative Antinomian, but pleads for a New Law, and
justiflcation by the works of it, and therefore is a Neono.
rmati. Neonomianism XTivmasked (1692), quoted in

[Bluut's Diet of Sects, p. 365.

H. a. Relating to the Neouomians.
Neonomianismt (ne-o-no'mi-an-izm),n. [< Ne-
onomian + -ism.'] Tie doetnne that the gos-
pel is a new law, and that faith and a partial
obedience are accepted in place of the perfect
obedience of the old moral law. These views were
held by certain British dissenters about the end of the
seventeenth centuiy, and are said to have been held also
by the Hopkinsians, etc.

neonomons (nf-on'o-mus), a. [< Gr. viog, new,
-I- vdfwf, law.]' In hiol., having a greatly and
lately modified form or structure ; new-fashion-
ed, or specialized according to recent conditions
of envu'onment : specifieally applied by S. Lo-
v6n to echinoids of the spatangoid group.
neontologist (ne-on-tol'o-jist), n. [< neontol-

og-y + -is*.] One who is versed in neoutology.
neontology (ne-on-tol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. vkoq, new,

-I- iiv (ovT-), being, +' -Tijyyia, < Tisjciv, speak:
see -ology.'] The zoology of extant as distin-

guished from extinct animals; the science of
living animals: opposed to paleontology.

The division of zoBlogy into palssontolog;^ and neontology
is one which is, no doubt, logically defensible.

Nature, yTXlx 364.

neonym (ne'o-nim), n. [< Gr. viog, new, + 6vv/m,
ivo/ia, name.]] A new name. B. G. Wilder.

neonymy (nf-on'i-mi), ». [As neonym + -y

(of. synonyrm/).'] The coining of names. B. G.
Wilder, Jour. Nervous Diseases, xii. (1885).

neopaganism (ne-o-pa'gan-izm), n. [< Gr. vcog,

new, + E. paganism.'] A revival or reproduc-
tion of paganism.

It [pre-Eaphaelltism] has got mixed ui> with eestheti-

cism, neO'paganivm, and other such fantasies.

J. M'Carthy, Hist. Own Times, V. 248.

neopaganize (ne-o-pa'gan-iz), V. t. ; pret. and
pp. neopaganizedj ypi. neopaganizing. [< Gr.
vioQ, new, + E. paganize.] To imbue vpith a
new or revived paganism. Also neopagawise.

neophobia (ne-o-f6'bi-a), n. [= Sp. neofohia=
Pg. neophobia,^ Gt. vioc,iiew,+ -<popia, < fe^eadai,

fear.] Fear of novelty; abhorrence of what is

jiew or unaccustomed; dislike of innovation.

In the student, cariosity takes the place of neophobia,.

Pop. Sci. STo., XXIX. 782.

Neophron (ne'o-fron), n. [NL., < Gr. veofpuv,

of childish mind or intelligence, < via;, new,
young, H- <j>p^, mind.] A genus of Old World
vultures, technically characterized by the hori-
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zontal nostrils, and typified by the Egyptian
vulture. Neophron perctiopterus. This celebrated
bird is about 2 feet long, and when adult is white, with
black primaries, and rusty-yellowish neck-hackles extend-
ing up the occiput ; the head is bare, with scanty down
on the throat and a few loral feathers ; the bill is horn-

Egyptian Vulture, or Pharaoh's Hen ^^Neophron percttopterus').

brown ; the feet are whitish, and the irides reddish. The
young are blackish-brown varied with fulvous. The bird
is widely distributed in coun tries bordering the Mediterra-
nean, and thence to Persia, India, and South Africa, One
of its many names is rachamah, used by Bruce in 1790, but
subsequently applied (in the New Latin form Racanui) to
the Angola vulture, G^poMerax avgoknsig, which is a very
different bird. N. ginginianus is a second species of the
genus, closely resembling the foregoing, found in India

;

N. TrumacUvs and AT. pileaZus are both African and much
alike, but quite different from the others.

neophyte (ne'o-fit), a. and n. [= P. niophyte
= Sp. nedfito = Pg. neophyte = It. neofito, < L.
neophytus (in inscriptions also neofitm), < Gr.
ve6(pvTog, newly planted, a new convert, < vio^,

new, + (jivrdg, verbal adj. of ^eiv, produce,
bring forth, fvecBat, grow, come into being.]
1. a. Newly entered on some state ; having the
character of a novice.

It is with your young grammatical courtier, as with
your neophyte player, a thing usual to be daunted at the
first presence or interview.

B. Jonstm, Cynthia's Kevels, iii. 4.

II. m. 1 . A new convert ; one newly initiated.
Specifically—(a) In the primitive church, one newly bap-
tized. These formed a distinct class in the church ; at
first, because of the reference in 1 Tim. iii. 6 to a novice,
they were regarded as unfit for ecclesiastical office.

After immersion [in baptism in the ancient church]
the neophyte partook of milk and honey, to show that he
was now the recipient of the gifts of God's grace.

Eneyc. Brit., III. 351.

(p) In the Rom. Cath. Ch., a converted heathen, heretic, etc.

(c) Occasionally in the Rom. Cath. Ch., a novice.

2. A tiro ; a beginner in learning.

Jorevin reports that in Charles the Second's time, in
Worcestershire, . . . the children were sent to schoolwith
pipes in their satchels, and the schoolmaster called a halt
in their studies whilst they all smoked— he teaching the
neophyte).

J. Aghtan, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, I. 207.

=S3m. 1. Proselyte, Apostate, etc. See convert.

neophytism (ne'o-fi-tizm), n. [< neophyte +
-8SOT.] The condition of a neophyte or noviee.

neoplasm (ne'o-plazm), n. [NL.,<Gr. i'£of,new,

-I- irMa/ia, anything formed.] A new growth
or true tumor; a morbid growth more or less
distinct histologically from the tissue in which
it occurs.

neoplastic (ne-o-plas'tik), a. [< Gr. veSirXaarog,

newly formed, <i'Eof, new,-f- »r^(rT(if, verbal adj.

of n^iaaetv, form, mold : see plastic.'] Pertain-
ing to or of the nature of a neoplasm; newly
formed.
Neoplatonic (ne'o-pla-ton'ik), a. [< Gr. viog,

new, + E. PlatonicT] ' Relating to the Neopla-
tonists or their doctrines.

Neoplatonically(ne"o-pla-ton'i-kal-i), adv. In
accordance with Neoplatonism; iii the manner
of the Neoplatonists.

The NeoplatonieaMy conceived Fons Vitae of the Jew
Gebirol. Encyc. Brit., XXI. 429.

Neoplatonician (ne-o-pla-to-nish'an), n. [<
Gr. VEof, new, + E. riatonician.] Same as
Neoplatonist. [Rare.] _ ,

Neoplatonism (ne-o-pla'to-nizm), n. [< Gr.
viog, new, -I- E. Platonism.] A system of philo-
sophical and religious doctrines and princi-

ples which originated in Alexandria with Am-
monius Saccas in the third century, and was
developed by Plotinus, Porphyry, lamblichus,
Hypatia, Proelus, and others in the third,

fourth, and fifth centuries. The system was com-
posed of elements of Platonism and Oriental beliefs, and
in its later developmentwas influenced by the philosophy

Neotoma
of Philo, by Gnosticism, and by Christianity. Its leading
representative was Plotinus. His views were popularized
by Porphyry and modified in the direction of mysticism
by lamblichus. Considerable sympathy with Neoplato-
nism in its earlier stages was shown by several eminent
Christian writers, especially in Alexandria, such as St.

Clement, Origen, etc. The last Neoplatonio schools were
suppressed in the sixth century.

Neoplatonist (ne-o-pla'to-nist), n. [< Gr. vh(,

new, -¥ E. Platotiist.] A believer in the doc-

trines or principles of Neoplatonism.
Neopns (ne-6'pus), n. [NL.j < Gr. vccmS;, young-
looking, < veog, new, -H iiij) (utt-), face.] An East
Indian genus of hawks having the tarsi feather-

ed to the toes, the outer toe reduced, the claw
of the inner enormous, and aU the claws little

curved ; the kite-eagles. N. malayensis is the

only species.

Neopythagorean (ne-'o-pi-thag-o-re'an), a. [<

Gr. vfof, new, + E. Pythagorean.] Belonging
to the doctrines of the later philosophers call-

ing themselves Pythagoreans, after that school

had ceased to exist. The Neopythagoreans flourished

chiefly in the first century B. 0. and the flrst and second
centuries of the Christian era.

'

neorama (ne-o-ra'mS), n. [< Gr. mdf, Attic

vEuf, a temple, -f- bpaua, that which is seen, a
view, < opav,, see.] A panorama representing
the interior of a large building, in which the
spectator appears to be placed. Imp. Diet.

Neosorex (ne-6-s6'reks), n. [NL. (Baird, 1857),<
Gr. veog, new, -i- L. sorex, a shrew-mouse.] A ge-

nus of aquatic fringe-footed American shrews,
with 32 teeth, long close-haired tail, and the feet

not webbed. The type is N. navigator, from the Pacific

United States ; the best-known species is N. palustris, of

general distribution in North America, a large silvery-gray

shrew, white below, with the tail as long as the body.

neossine (nf-os'in), n. [< Gr. veoaaid, a nest,

< veoaadg, a' young bird, a nestling, < viog,

young: see new.] The substance of which
edible bird's-nests are partly composed; the
inspissated saliva of certain swifts of the ge-
nus Collocalia.

neossology (ne-o-sol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. veoaadg, a
young bird (see neossine), + -Tioyia, < 'Uyeiv,

speak: see-oZog'^.] The study of young birds

;

that part of ornithology which relates to incu-
bation, rearing of the young, etc. Compare
caliology.

neoteric (ne-o-ter'ik), a. and n. [= P. n6ote-

rique = Sp. neotSrico = Pg. It. neoterieo, < LL.
neotericus, < Gr. veorepiKdg, youthful, natural to

a youth, < vE&TEpoc, younger, newer, compar. of

v&f, young, new: see new.] I. a. New; recent
in origin ; modern.
The neoterick astronomy hath found spots in the sun.

GlanviUe, Vanity of Dogmatizing, xviii.

Among the educated, and, in especial, among the most
highly educated, the same sort of feeling [rather an an-
tipathy than a reasonable dislike] with regard to neoteric
expressions seems to be sedulously instilled.

F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 99.

II. n. A modern.
How much mistaken both the philosophers of old and

later Tteoteries have been, theirown ignorance makes man-
ifest. Ford, Hononr Triumphant^ i.

neoterical (ne-o-ter'i-kal), a. [< neoteric +
-al.] Same as neoteric.

"

neoterism (nf-ot'e-rizm), n. [< Gr. vsarepia/idi,

an innovation, < veurept^eiv, innovate: see ne-
oterize.] 1. Innovation; specifically, the intro-
duction of new words or phrases into a lan-
guage; neologism.— 2. A word or phrase so
introduced; a neologism.

neoterist (nf-ot'e-rist), n. [< neoteriiee) + 4st.]
One who invents new words or expressions ; an
innovator in language ; a neologist.
neoteristic (ne-ot-e-ris'tik), a. [<.neoterist +
-ic.] Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of ne-
oterism or neoterists.

neoterize (nf-ot'e-riz), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. neote-

rized, ppr. neoterizing. [< Gr. vearepifyiv, inno-
vate, < veirrepog, compar. of viog, young, new:
see neoteric] To innovate ; specifically, to coin
new words or phrases ; neologize.
Our scientists, since they neoterize, would find their ac-

count in entertain-
ing a few consult-
ing philologists.
i^.£ririJ,Mod.Eng.,

[p. 175, note.

Neotoma (ne-
ot'o-ma), h.

[NC. (Say and
Ord, 1825), <
Gr. viog, new,
+ ri/iveiv, ra-
pAv, cut.] A
genus of very
large sigmo-
dont Uurinm Florida Wood-rat (A'«<»may7»,A/»««).
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peculiar to Xorth America ; the wood-rats. They
UTe tliick soft far. a long tail either scant-baited or
bnshy, pointed mobile snont, large foil eyes, large round-
ed ears, the fore feet with fonr ^ifect clawed digits and
mdimentazythnmb. and the hind feet five-toed. S.fiari-
dana is the common wood-rat of the soathem Cnited
State& It has white paws and tinder parts, and is nine
inches in Isigth, with a tail about six inches long. y.
fruc^ts is the black-footed wood-iat of Califomia. .V.

ferrtiginea is a reddish Mexican species. S. tintrea is a
T»7large boahy-tailed wood-rat which inhabits the Socby
Hoontains and other moontains of the west.

neotome (ne'o-tom), n. A sigmodont rat of the
genus yeotoiiia. S. G. Goodrich.
Neotragns (nf-ot'ra-giis), n. [NL., < Gr. uiof,

new, + -payo(, a goat.] A genns of pygmy an-
telopes of Africa; the stetnboks. it includes the
smallest representatiTes ofthe group, asthecommon stein-
bok {Jf. tragulusX thegray steinbok (JT. mdanotog\ and the
madoqna (X madaqua\ The genos was established by
Hamilton Smith. It has been used with different limits,

and yaotraffus Is synonymctis.

Neotropiial (ne-o-trop'i-kal), o. [< Gr. vcog,

new, + E. tropical.'] In 'soogeog., 1>elonging
to that division of the NewWorld which is not
Nearctio : specifically applied by Sclater to one
of six prime divisions of uie eartli's surface, and
including all of America which is south of the
Nearctic region.

Neottia (ne-ot'i-a), n. [XL. (Llnnseus, 1737),

so called in allusion to the interwoyen fibers of
the roots of the plants; < Gr. vcooaia, Attic veot-

Tia, a nest of young birds, a nest : see neossine^
Agenus of orchids,type ofthe tribe-3reoW»e<E, be-
longing to the snbtnbe Spiranihete, and known
byme long column and leafless habit. There are
3 specie^ of northern Asia and Europe, supposed para-
sites, bearing a raceme of short-pediceled flowers on a
sh<»t stem covered with sheaths and proceeding from a
dense cluster of short fleshy roots, y. yidta-auig is the
biid's-nest orchis. It has also be«i called goowtusL See
bircTt-nat, 1. _

Neottieae (ne-o-U'e-e), n. pi. pfL. (liindley,

1826), < NeotUa +' -ea.'] A tribe of endoge-
nous plants ofthe order Orchidea, known by the
separate and parallel anther-cells and granular
pollen. Itin<dudes6sabtribes andSlgenera. Theyare
generally toreslnal, with thickened rootstocks or tubers,

but withoutbolbons stems. Qf this tribei^wmnfAc^Goad-
yera, AreOaaa, Calopogon^ and Pogonia are well-known
orchids of the northern United States, and Vatdtta an im-
portant tropical genus.

neovolcanic (ne'o-vol-kan'ik), a. A term used
by Bosenbnseh to designate the modem vol-

canic rocks, or those more recent than the Cre-

taceous, wMle those older than this are called

by him paieovolcanic. The older emptire rocks have
as a role undergone a larger amoimt of alteration (see

nutoHwrjMgm) than the more recent, but this affords no
reliable criterion for a general dassiflcataon.

Neozoic (ne-o-z6'ik), a. [< Gr. veog, new, +
^ui, Ufe.] A'designation suggested by Edw^ard
Forbes, but notgenerally adopted,for that divi-
sion of the geological series which includes the
Mesozoic and Tertiary. According to this method
of nomendatore^ the entire seqnraice of geological fossilif

-

erous rocks would be divided into Paleosoic and Neozoic.

nepi{nep),n. [AlsodiaLii«p/<ME.neppe,fi«pte,
nept, < AS. nepte, nefte = WD. nepte, neppe,

nep, D. neppe= G. nept=OF. nepte=It. neputa,

dim.n«piiena,catnip,< li-nepeta,KL.also nepita,

Italian catmint: see 2fepeta. Hence, in eomp.,
'eatrup, now catnip.'] The catnip, Nepeia Cata-

ria inid nep, the common teyony, Bryonia duiea.

nep^ (nep), n. A variant of neep^. [Prov. Eng.]
nep^ (nep), n. [Perhapsavar.of n<ip^forifctuip^.]

A knob, swelling, protuberance, or knot which
exists in imperfect cotton-fibers as a result

either of unsymmetrical growth or of opera-
tions (principally gimiing) to which the cotton
is snbjected preparatory to carding or comb-
ing.

nep3 (nep), r. t; pret. and pp. nepped, ppr. nej>-

ping. [< n€p3, n.] To form knots, &obs, or
protuberances in (cotton-fibers) during the pro-

cesses of ginning, opening, eto., preparatory to

carding and combing.
Nepa (ne'pa), «. PIL., < L. nepa, a scorpion

(an African word).] The typical genus of bugs
of the family ^epidte, founded by Linnseus in

1748 ; the water-scorpions. They are related to Ra-
natra, but are easily distinguished by the broad flat body
and less raptorial fore tarsL The genns is wide-spread,

though only one species occurs in Europe and one in the

Tnited States. All are aquatic and predaceous. The com-
mon water-scorpion of Europe, N. dntrea. is a large bug,

an inch lon& of an dliptical form ; N. c^ieidata is a simi-

lar bnt smaller one fonnd in the XTnited States.

Nepal aconite, labnnnun, paper, etc. See

aconite, ete.

Nepanlese (ne-p4-les' or -lez'), a. and ». [< JVe-

poid {NeptX) + -ese.] L a. Of or pertaining to

Nepal (Xepal, or Nepaul), an independent state

in the Himalayas, north ofHindustan and south

of Tibet.

Nephelococcygia

nous plants of the order LabiaUe, typified by
the genus Sepeta. it is known by the asnally Ofteen-
nerred calyx and the superior stamens longer than the
lower pair. It contains 8 genera and atmat 1S4 species.

nepballsm (nef'a-Uzm), H. [< Gr. vri^Mi/i6g,
soberness, < v^^/ioc, sober, < T^ipav, be sober.]
The principles or practice of those who abstain
from spirituous liquors ; total abstinence ; tee-
totalism.

Scime figtu%s had been extracted from a reporton Intem-
perance and Disease withoat the corresponding ex|dana-
tion, and had been misunderstood as implying tiiat nepka-
Zi«7n wasmore fatal than dppling. Xan^ ^0.3423, p. 70^

nephalist (nef'a-Ust), «. [< nephal-ism + -ist.]

One who practises or advocates nephalism, or
total abstinenee from intoxicating drink; a
teetotaler.

nephela (nef'e-la), «.; pi. nepheUe (-le). [XL.,
< Gr. vcoi/jj, a cloud, a disease of the eyes, = L.
nehula, a cloud: see netnila, nebule.] A white

. , _ spot on the cornea.
I*"""! ^»«.TlieBa¥en.

jjgpjjgjg (j^gf^^lg) „ [< Gr. vE(ie/j„ a cloud:
Crown ns with asphodel flowers, that arewet with the ggp neohela.'S In the Gir. Ch., the outermost

dews of n«p«UA<^ ionflftSou., Evangeline, u. 4. e^d^^^gtie veil : same as a.rl, 7.

nepenthes (ne-pen'thez),n. [Cf.F.n^»entft«s= jiepiieli]i^neplieline(nef'e-lin), n. [< Gr. ve-

Pg. n^en&es =p.nepeiit = G. nepanthe; <_Li. ^Q^^ a cloud, -I- -in2, -ine2.] a mineral oecur-
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n. «. An inhabitant or inhabitants of Xe-
pal.

nepe^t, a. and R. An obsolete form of neopt.

nepe^t, «. An obsolete form of neep2.

Nepentliaces (ne-pen-tha'ae-e), n. pi. [XL.
(Iimdley,1836),< jrepen<*«s+"-oceffi.] An order
of dicotyledonous apetalons plants, with nu-
merous ovules in the ovary-celU, dioecious flow-

ers, and fleshyalbumen, consisting of the single

genus 2\epeniheg.

nepenthe (ne-pen'the), ti. [Pronounced as if

L.; but IJie L*. form is nepenthes : see n^enthes.]
Sajne as nepenthes, 1.

Nepenths is a drincke of sover^nie grace.
Devised by the God^ for to asswage
Haitfi gri^ and bitter gall away to cbace.

SpenxT, F. Q., IV. iiL 43.

Or else Nepenthe, enemy to sadness,
Bepelling sorrow^ and repealing gladness.

Sylmter, tr. of Dn Bartbs's Weeks, iL, Eden.

Quaff, oh, quaff this kind nqxnthe, and forget this lost

nepenthes, described as a plant which, mingled
with wine, had an exhilarating effect ; < Gr. m?-

~£v6^, removing sorrow, free from sorrow; ap-
plied in the Odyssey to an Egyptian drugwhich
lulled sorrow for the day; as a noun, v^ev6e(,

neut. (so. ^apfioKov) ; < vi?- priv., not, + nhidoc,

grief, sadness.] 1 . A magic x>otion, mentioned

ring in glassr white or yellowish hexagonal
crystals or grains in volcanic rocks, as on
Monte Somma,Vesuvius (the variety sommite),
and also in masses with greasy luster and a
dark greenish or reddish color (the variety

eheolite). It is a silicate of aluminium, sodi-

um< and potassium. Also nephelite.
by ancient writers,which was supposed to make nephelin-basalt (nef'e-lin-ba-s&lt'j, fi. Arock
-ersons forget their sorrows and misfortunes. - " "' 'pel
tjsed poetically, and commonly in Uie form nepenOie, for

any draught or drug capable of inducing forgetfulness
of pain or care.

Xot that NepenOiei which tlie wife of Thone
In Egypt gave to Jove-bom Helena
Is of such power to star up joy as this.

MUton, Comns, L 675.

8. [cap.] [Nil. (liinncens, 1737).] A genus
of pitoher-plants, comprising 31 species, and

of the basaltic family in which the feldspathic
constituent is largely or wholly replaced by
nehpelin. It is more coarsely raystalline than nephe-
linite, to which, however, it is closely related, and it con-
tains more aogite than that rock, nephelin (which is fre-

quently largely replaced by hatiyne) and angite constitut-

ing its essential ingredients. Nepfaelin-tnsalt is much
more common than nephelinite, occurring in many locali-

ties in Europe. Like tiie true basalts, Ute nephelln-rocks
are frequently foiuid to contain varions accessory miner-
als, as olivin, haiiyne^ apatite, magnetite, etc

a , Pitther-plant iJVefemiJkes distUlatoruH ; #, tbe Pitcher c( Ne^at-

ribs of many of the leaves transfonned into pitches.

constituting the order Jf^mthtuietB, found es- n^hglinic (^-e-li?S), a. [< nepheUn + -ic]

Sn^^^^SL^^felo^'n35^ Perbdmngtoorof the nature of nephelin: as.

a nepheuntc tephnte.
nephelinite (nef'e-lin-it), ». [< nepheUn +
(_aug)ite.] The name given by Bosenbnseh to
what had previously been generally designated
as " nephelin-dolerite." The difference be-
tween this rock and nephelin-basalt is exceed-
ingly slight. See nepheliti-basaU.

nephelinitoid (nef-e-Iin'i-toid), a. An epithet
applied by Bovicky to a rock reseml;}ing and
passing into nephelin-basalt, but having, in
many instances at least, the angite either whol-
ly or in large part replacedby hornblende. The
rocks described under this name oeour chiefly

in Bohemia.
nephelin-rock (nef'e-lin-rok), n. A volcanic
rock closely allied to the basalts in character,

but in which nephelin takes the place of feld-

spar either wholly or in large part. Nephelin-
rocks are almost exclusively of neovolcanic age.

nua ui uuui, ui U.C .=».« „_„»-. , —, See tt^heUn-basait and n^helin-tephrite.

closed in the bud by a lid, glandular within, and secreting nephelin-tephlite (nef'e-un-tef'rit), n. That
a liquid which aids in the assimilation of insects caught -rariety of t«plirite (see tephrite) which is char-
Their flowers are snuUl and greenish,m racemes, foUowed

ju,f„-:'pj v_ ti,„ ™-p_„p „f T,pT,l,pliTi Un^b.
by somewhat cobical capsules. See pitcha:flant. ®fif?^v "7 presence oi nepnean. Ko^
u7~ii«i,T.^. ^1^. i~ ^ ^ of this character are especially well developed m the Ca-
Nepenan, a. Same &s Aaptenan.

naiy Islands. According to Rosenbusch, a rock occnrring
Nepeta (nep e-ta), ». [JNL. (iavmus, Itsaoj, ^ in the Rhongebirge and described by F.Sandbeiger under

li. nepeta, catmint, catnip : see n^^.] A genus tiie name of budwiuU belongs to the nephelin-tepbrites.

of labiate plants, type of the tribe Nepetete, nephelite (nef'e-lit), n. [< Gr. ve^7ji, a cloud,

known by the tubular calyx and anther-cells + -»fe2.] Same as nephelin.

diverging or divaricate. There are about 130 spe- Nepheliiun (ne-fe'U-um), n. [XL. (Linnffius,

des, widely scattezed in the northern parts of the Old 1767),<L.n«pA«iton, akindof plant,<Gr.i'c6£/.un',

a little cloud, < vefihi, a cloud: see nephela.] A
genus of dicotyledonous trees of the polypet-

alous order Sapindace<e and the tribe Sapindem,

known by the regular cup-shaped five-toothed

calyx, indehiscent warty fruit, and long pro-

jecting stamens. There are about ao species, mostly
of the East Indies and Austtalia, some, yielding delicious

fruits, of China and the Indian arcbipehigo. They bear
axillary and terminal panicles of many small flowers, al-

ternate evergreen abrupQy pinnate leaves of a beautiful

pink when young, and roundish fruit with an areolated

crust partly fllled within by a sweet edible pulp inclosing

the bitter shining seed. Se« dTttgon's-eye,longa,n,asiAramt-

fridan. Compare Udd.

Nephelococcygia (nef'e-lo-kok-sij'i-|), n. [<

Gr. 'SeipeXoKOKKvyia, 'Cloud Cuokoo-town' (see

def.), < vc^Bji, a cloud, + mSimf, a cuckoo.] In
Aristophanes's comedy " The Birds," an imagi-
nary city built in the clouds by tiie birds at

the instigation of two Athenians, and repre-

sented both as a fantastic caricature of Athens
in the poet's day and as a sort of Philistine Uto-
pia full of gross enjoyments ; hence, in literary

allusion, cloudland; fools' paradise.

Floweiu^ Plant ofGnmnd^vy {.Nefita GUchamai. <x, a Sower.

World, a few in the tropics. They are erect, spreading,

or creeping herbs with toothed leaves and many-flowered
whorls of bluish or white flowers. Two species are very

common, JIT. Cataria, the catmint, and If. GUehoma, the

groond-ivy.

Nepetes (ne-pet'e-e), n. pi. [Nli. (Bentham,
18S2), < Nepeta +'-etB.] A tribe of dicotyledo-



Nephelococcygia

Ab respects the New England settlers, however visionary
some of their religiouB tenets may have been, their politi-
cal Ideas savored of the reality, and it was no Nephelococ-
cygia of which they drew the plan, but of a commonwealth
whose foandation was to rest on solid and familiar earth.

LovkU, Among my Books, Ist ser., p. 238.

nepheloid (nef 'e-loid), a. [< Gr. v£0£te(%,
cloud-like, cloudy, < ve^ihj, a cloud, + Mog,
form.] In med., cloudy; turbid, as urine.
nephelometer (nef-e-lom.'e-ter), n. [< Gr.
ve<lii?i}i, a cloud, + /lirpov, measure.] A proposed
instrument which wiU make a continuous rec-
ord of the proportion of cloudiness of the sky.
No such instrument has yet been constructed.

It bears about the same relations to the nephelometer
which we should have that the sun-dial bears to the clock.

Amer, Meteorological Jour., I. 4.

nepheloscope (nef'e-lo-skop), n. [< Gr. ve^t'kri, a
cloud, -I- anoTTEw, view.] An apparatus devised
by Espy for illustrating the formation of cloud.

nephelospliere (nef'e-lo-sfer), n. [< Gr. ve(^iX^,

a cloud, -f- a(j>alpa, sphere.] An envelop or at-

mosphere of cloud surrounding the earth or
any heavenly body.

It [water mist] gathers into a vaporous envelope, consti-
tuting a true atmosphere or nmthetoephere.

Wimhetl, World-Life, p. B43.

nephew (nev'u or nef'ti), n, [Formerly also
nevew, dial, nevy; < ME. nephewe, nephoy, neveia,

nevow, neveu, nevw^evo, < AP. nevu, OF. neveu,
nevo, neood, neud, F. neveu (> Sw. nevo = Dan.
neveu) = Pr. nebot, neps, nebs = Sp. nieto = Pg.
neto = It. nepote, nipote, < L. nepos (nepot-), m.,
a son's or daughter's son, a grandson (also f., a
granddaughter), later also a brother's or sister's

son, a nephew, in general a descendant ; = Skt.
napdt, a grandson, son, descendant, s: Gr. vi-

miSec, pi., children (a rare word, applied by Ho-
mer to seals, viTToSeg Kokfig 'iJMav&vrig, ' children
of fair Amphitrite,' whence applied by later
poets to water-animals generally), = (with loss

of the final consonant of the stem) OHG. nevo,

nefo, MHG. neve, G. neffe, sister's son, rarely
brother's son, also uncle, and in general 'kins-
man,' = MLG. neve, LG. neve = OFries. neva
= D. neef, grandson, nephew, cousin, = Icel.

nefi, kinsman, = AS. n^a = MB. neve, grand-
son, nephew. Usually explained from the L.,

as < ne-, not, + potis, strong; but this does not
hold for the other forms. The application, as
with all other terms denoting relationship be-
yond the first degree, formerly varied ('grand-
son,' 'nephew,' 'cousia,' 'kinsman,' etc.); its

final exclusive use for 'nephew' instead of
' grandgon ' is prob. due in part to the fact that,

by reason of the great difference in age, a
person has comparatively little to do with his
grandsons, if he has any, while nephews are
proverbially present and attentive, if their un-
cle is of any importance. The pron. nef'u, com-
mon in the United States, is not original, but
conforms to the irreg. later spelling nephew,ph
being always pronounced as / except in this

word and ia Stephen (Middle English Steven).']

If. A grandchild; sometimes, a more remote
lineal descendant.

His [Jove's] blynde nevew Capido.
Chimcer, House of Fame, 1. 617.

Their eldest sonnes also, that succeeded them, were
called Tones ; and their nephews or sonnes sonnes, which
reigned in the tliird place, Hercules.

Holinshed, Descrip. of Britaine, ix.

Nephews are very often liker to their grandfathers than
to their fathers. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 776.

He is by several descents the nephew of Hugo Grotius
[died 1645]. . . . Let it not be said that in any lettered
country a nephew of Grotius asked a charity and was re-

fused. Johnson, to Dr.Vyse, July 9, 1777 (in Boswell).

St. A cousin.

Henry the Fourth, grandfather to this king,

Deposed his nephew Bichard, Edward's son.

The first begotten, and the lawful heir

Of Edward king, the tliird of that descent.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., ii. 6. 64.

8. The son of one's brother or sister. Thisis now
the usual meaning. Sometimes, in the interpretetion of

wHls, the word is understood as including also 'grand-
nephew.'

As thei rode in soche maner thei mette fyve childeren
that be youre neuewes. . . . These ... be youre suster

Bones. Xerlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 230.

The uncle is certainly nearer of kin to the common stock,

by one degree, tliantlienepA«!»; though the n^Aeto,by rep-

resenting his father, has in him the right of pnmogeniture.
BlacksUme, Com., n. xiv.

Nepllila (nef'i-la), n. [NL. (?), irreg. < Gr. velv,

spin, + (pihig, loving.] A genus of spinning-

spiders of the family Epeiridce, having a long
Bylindrical abdomen. N.plumipes is well known
»nd abundant in the southern United States.

Leach, 1815.
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nephological (nef-o-loj'i-kal), a. [< nmhohg-y
+ -ie-al7\ Pertaining to nephology; relating to

clouds or cloudiness.

But at no time was it observed that the nephelogical

[read naphx^gical] ^ate of the atmosphere overhead or

the prevalence of tog banks gave rise to anytbing like an
aerial echo. Are. Cruise qf the Corwin, 1881, p. 14.

nephology (ne-fol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. ce^of, a cloud,

+ -/loyj'a, < MyEtv, speak : see -ology."] That part
of meteorology which treats of clouds.

nephoscope (nef'o-skop), n. [< Gr. vkijioQ, a cloud,
+ mcnrelv, view.] ' An instrument used in deter-

mining the apparent velocity and the direction

ofmotion of clouds, it usually consists of a horizontal
mirror, with compass-points or degrees drawn on the mir-
ror or on the surrounding frame, together with an adjust-

able sighting-piece placed at various positions above the
mirror. The sighting-piece serves as a fixed point for

viewing the cloud-image as it moves away from the cen-
ter of the mirror, upon which point the image is initially

adjusted.

nephralgia (nef-ral'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr. ve^pdg,

a kidney, + aAyof, pain.] lapathol., pain in the
kidneys; renal neuralgia.

nephralgic (nef-ral'jik), a. [< nephralg4a +
ic.'i Pertaining to, of the nature of, or afiected
with nephralgia.

nephralgy (nef-ral'ji), n. [< NL. nephralgia,

q. v.] Same as nephralgia.

nephrectomy (nef-rek'to-mi), n. [< Gr. vE<l>p6g,

kidney, -I- ckto/j.'^, excision.] In surg., excision
of a Mdney.
nephridlal (nef-rid'i-al), a. [< nephridium +
-o7.] Of or pertaining to the nephridia: as, a
neph/ridial organ or function.

Each of the eight setse often appeared to have a nephrid-
ial tuft specially related to it.

Micros. Smenee, XXVIII. 397.

I should be glad to draw attention to the, in some ways,
still more interesting features of the nephridiaZ system in
Megascolides australis. Nature, XXXYllI. 197.

nephridion (nef-rid'i-on), n.; pl. nephridia (_-&).

Same as nephridium.

nephridium (nef-rid'i-um), n.; pl. nephridia (-a).

[NL., dim. of Gr. ve<l>p6g, kidney: see neer^.']

The sexual or renal organ of moUusks, corre-
sponding to the kidneys of the vertebrates,
having an excretory and depurative office ; the
so-called organ of Bojanus. The term is extended
to similar organs in other invertebrates. In mollusks
the nephridia are tubulai' structures which place the
cavity of the pericardium in communication with the
exterior.

The renal organs, nephridia, or organs of Bojanus as
they are frequently called from the celebrated anatomist
who discovered them, are always present [in mollusks].

Stand. Nat. Hist., 1. 261.

nephrite (nef'rit), n. [< Gr. vE<ppiT7jg, pertain-
ing tothe kidneys, < TE^piif, a kidney : see neer^.']

A tough compact variety of amphibole (liemo-
lite or actinolite), of a leek-green color, often
found in rolled pieces

;
jade. It was formerly

worn as a remedy for diseases of the kidneys.

nephritic (nef-rit'ik), a. and n. [= F. n&phri-
tique = Sp. nefritico = Pg. nephriUco = K. ne-
fritico, < LL. nephriUcus= Gr. ve<j)piTiK6g, affected
with nephritis, < ve^plrig, nephritis : see nephri-
tis.2 I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to the kidneys:
as, a nephritic disease.

The balsam of Peru obtained by boilingwood and scum-
ming the decoction . . . [is] a very valuable medicine
and of great account in divers cases, particularly asthmas,
nephrmc pains, nervous cohcs and obstructions.

Bp. Berkeley, Suis, § 62.

2. Pertaining to or affected with nephritis: as,

a nephritic patient.

The diet of nephritic . . . persons . . . ought to be . , .

opposite to the all^lescent nature of the salts in their
blood. Arbuthnot, Aliments, iv. 2. § 16.

3. Believing disorders of the kidneys in gen-
eral: as, a nephritic medicine.—4. Of the na-
ture of nephrite or jade Nephritic colic, renal
colic

;
pain due to the passage of a calculus from the

kidney.—Nephritic retinitis, retinitis dependent on
nephritis.—Nephritic stone. Same as »i«pArtte.—Neph-
ritic tree^ a small leguminous tree of the West .In(fies,

PUhecolobium Vnguis-cati.— Nephritic wood, the lig-

num nephriticum of old pharmacologists—a wood, sup-
posed to be that of the horseradish-tree, which has been
used in decoction for affections of the kidneys, etc.

II. «. A medicine adapted to relieve or cure
diseases of the kidneys, particularly gravel or
stone in the bladder.

nephritical (nef-rit'i-kal), a. [< nephritic +
-al.'\ Same as nephriUc.

nephritis (nef-ri'tis), n. [NL. , < L. nephritis =
Gr. ve^plTig, a disease of the kidneys, fern, of
vf^p'iTrjQ, pertaining to the kidneys : see neph-
rite.'] In pathol., inflammation of the kidneys.
See Bright's disease, under disease Amyloid
nephritis, the presence of lardacein in the renal tissues.
— Desquamative nephritis. See desquamalim.—'Dil-

Nephrops

ftase nephritis^ inflammation InTolTing^both epithelial

and connective-tissue elements of the kidney.

—

Hemor-
rhagic nephritis, nephritis with hemorrhages into the
substance of the kidney.— Interstitial nephritis, in-

flammation involving primarily and principauy the inter-

stitial connective tissue of the kidney. It produces con-
tracted kidney.—Nephritis gravidarum, nephritis de-

veloping in pregnant women without antecedent renal
disease.—Parenchymatous nephritis, inflammation
involving primarily and principally the epithelium of the
uriniferouB tubules.— Suppurative nephritis, inflam-

mation of the kidney resulting in the formation of ab-

scesses. It never is a part of Bright's disease, but may
occur in pyemia, ulcerative endocarditis, pyelitis (see py-
dcmephrttis), and more rarely in dysentery and actinomy-
cosis ; also, of course, from direct wounds of the ladney.

nephrocele (nef'ro-sel), n. [< Gr. vEippdc, a kid-

ney, + K^hi, a tuinor.] In pathol., hernia of

the kidney.
nephrodinic (nef-ro-din'ik), a. [< n^hr(idia)
+ (por)odinic.'i Porodinic by means of ne-

phridia, as a moUusk; having nephrogona-
duots wMoh discharge the genital products.

Encye. Brit., XVI. 682.

Nephrodium (nef-ro'di-um), n. [NL. (Richard,

1803), < Gr. ve^pCidrig, veipppetdi/Q, like a kidney: see

nephroid.'] Ail extensive genus of cosmopoli-

tan polypodiaeeous agpidioid ferns with cor-

date-reniform indusia. By many recent jiteridolo-

gists the species are referred to the genus A^idium, of

which they form a well-characterized section, N. nwlle

is frequently found in collections of cultivated plants.

See hay-scent and male-fefm.

nephrogonaduct (nef-ro-gon'a^dukt), n. [< GrT.

vE^p6g, a kidney, -I- E. gonaduci.] The nephridi-
lun of a mollusk when it serves as a gonaduct.
See idiogonaduct.

nephrography (nef-rog'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. VB<l>p6c,

a kidney, + -ypaijiia, < ypdipscv, write, mark,
draw.] In anat., a description of the kidneys.

nephroid (nef'roid), a. and n.

[< Gr. vEtjipoeiS^c, like a kidney,
< veil>p6(, a kidney, -t- eldof,

form.] I. a. Kidney-shaped;
reniform; in bot., resembling
the genus Nephrodium.

II. re. In math., a curve of
N^ptad.

the sixth order with one triple and one single
crxmode, the polar equation being

r = a (1 -I- 2 sin JO).

Nephrolepis (nef-rol'e-pis), n. [NL. (Schott,

1834), so called from the reniform indusia; < Gr.
ve<pp6c, a kidney, -1- Tieiric, a scale.] A genus
of i)olypodiaeeous ferns of the tribe Aspidiece,

having pinnate fronds with the pinnse articu-

lated at the base and often very deciduous in

the dried plant. The veins are all free, and the soil

arise from the apex of the upper branch of a vein, and are
covered with a reniform or roundish indusium. The ge-
nus is tropical or subtropical, and contains 7 species, of
which 2 are found in Florida. See cut under/enj.

nephrolithiasis (nef"ro-li-thi'a-sis), n. [NL., <

Gr. vEfpdc, a kidney, + hOiaa'ig, stone (a dis-

ease): see lithiasis.'] The formation of cal-

culi in the substance or in the pelvis of the
kidney.
nephrolithic (nef-ro-lith'ik), a. [< Gr. vefpds,
a kidney, + ?U6os, a stone.] In med., relating
to calculus in the kidney.
nephrolithotomy (nef"ro-li-thot'o-mi), n. [<
Gr. vEtppog, a kidney, + XWog, stone, + -rouia, <

TE/ivEcv, Taiielv, cut.] In swg., the removal of a
calculus from the kidney by an incision.
nephrologist (nef-rol'o-jist), n. r< nephroi
+ -ist.] One who is versed in nephrology.

nephrology (nef-rol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. vE^p6q, a
kidney, + -loyla, < AkyEiv, speak: see -ology.]
Scientific knowledge or investigation of the
kidney.

Nephropneusta (nef-rop-niiB'ta), n. pl. [NL.,
< Gr. VE<pp6g, a kidney, + *7tvEmT6g, verbal adj.
of TTVElv, breathe.] A superfamily group of
pulmonate gastropods, equivalent to the Geo-
phila or Stylommatophora, containing the land-
snails and -slugs, which are thus contrasted
with the Branchiopneusta or Basommatophora,
including the aquatic snails : so called on the
ground that the respiratory sac is morphologi-
cally a kind of urinary bladder.
nephropneustan (nef-rop-nus'tan), a. and «.

I. a. Having lungs of the nature of kidneys

;

pertaining to iih^ Nephropneusta, or having their
characters.

II. n. A pulmonate gastropod of the super-
family Nephropneusta.
Nephrops (nef*rops), n. [< Gr. vE^pdg, a kidney,
+ i>il>, eye.] A genus of long-tailed ten-footed
crustaceans of the family fibmondtB; so called
from the nephroid eyes. N. norvegicus, known
as the Norway lobster, is found on the Atlantic
coasts of Europe, and has commercial value.



nephrorrhagia

nephrorrhagia (nef-ro-ra'ji^l), n. [XL., < Gr.
v^pdg, a kidney, + -itecyia, <" 'ptr,vii!m, break.]
Benal hemorrhage.
nephrorrhapliy (nef-ror'ar-fi), n. ||< Gr. va^pd^,

a kidney, 4- /w^^, a sewing, < pa^rreiv, sew.]
The stitching of a (movable) kidney to the lum-
bar abdominal paiietes.

nephrostoma (nef-ros'to-mS), n.; pL nephro-
^toniata (nef-TOS-to'ma-ti). "[NL., < Gr. vc6p6(,

a^dney, + arSfia, montfi.] One of the ciliated
infundibular orifices ofa primitiye kidney. See
pronephroH.
nephrostome (nef'ro-stom), «. Same as n*-
jihrostoma.

Uephrostomons (nef-ros'to-mns), a. Of orper-
taining to a nephrostoma.'
nephrotomy (nef-rot'o-mi), n. [< Gr. vt^pof, a
kidney,+ -ro/ua, < Ti/tvtiv, raiuiv, cut.] Insur^.,
the operation of incising the kidney, as for the
extraction of a calculus.

nephrozymose (nef-ro-a'mos), n. [< Gr. vE-

fpoc, kiduey, + E. zi/mbse.'] A diastatic ferment
occurring in urine.

Nephthyids (nef-thi'i-de), n.pl. [NIj.,< Xeph-
ihys + -ida.'i Afamily of annelids, typified by
the genus 2f<^h^ys, They have similar ringE^ a Teiy
hage proboscis and me brancbise in the form of a sickle-

sbapea process between tbe foliaceons lobes of the legs.

Ihey live chiefly in the sand of the sea-shoT&

Nephthys (nef'this), ». [Nil.] The typical ge-
nus of Ne^htkyidte. N. cteca is aBritisSi species,

the white-rag worm, also known as the lurg and
the liairybait.

Nepidae (nep'i-de), n.pl. [NI^. (Leach, 1818),

< Kepa + -W<E.] A family of aquatic hetcrop-
terous insects of the order Hemiptera, typified

by the genus Nepa; the water-scorpions. They
have a flattened ^Jiptical or oval form, and ambnlatoiy
as well as natatory legs, with thefore femoia enlaiged and
channeled to receive the fore tibise and taisi, which fold

into them. The abdomen ends in a pair of channeled
slylets which unite to form a respiratory tnbe. The nar-

row head bears piominait eyes, and the membranons and
corioos parts of tbe wing-covers are well distinguished.
Three genera are recognised,

ne plus tlltra (ne plus ul'tra). [L., no fnrUier

:

ne, no, not; plus (compar. of multus), more; ul-

tra, beyond.] IJot (anything) more beyond;
the extreme or utmost point; completeness;
perfection.

nepos, n. See nepus.

nepotal (nep'ojtal), a. [< L. nepos {nepot-), a
grandson, a neptew: see nephew-l Of or per-

taining to a nephew or nephews. Gentlemur^s

Mag.
nepotic (nf-pot'ik), a. [< L. nepos (nepo^), a
grandson, a nephew : see nephew. Cf . nepotism.]

Of or belonging to nepotism ;
practising or dis-

playing nepotism.

The itepoSe ambition of the mUng pontiff. IKZiqan-

nepotions (n§-p6'shus), a. [< L. nepos {nepot-),

agrandson, a nephew: see ncpofeiZ, etc.] Over-
fond of nephews and other relatives; nepotic.

We may use the epithet nepotima for those who carry

fMs fondness to tiie extent of doting^ and, as expr^sing
that degree of fondness, it may be applied to William
Dove; hewasan9oCiouganCl&

Sauthey, The Doctor, z. (Vmiet.')

BepotJsm (nep'o-tizm), n. [= F. nepotisme =
Sp. Pg. It. nepotismo, < NL. n^oHsmns, < L.
nepos {nepot-), a grandson, a nephew: see neph-

eu>.] Favoritism shown to nephews and other
relatives; patronage bestowed in consideration
of family relationship and not of merit. The
wordwas invaif^ to characterizeapropensilyofthepopes
and otiierhigh ecclesiastics in theBoman Ca&olic Chnrch
to aggrandize their fomily by exorbitant grants or favors

to nephews or rdatives.

To this hnmoor ofIS^oHsmBome owes its present splen-

dour. Additon.

nepotist (nep'o-tist), n. [< nepotism + -is*.]

One who practises nepotism.

Wer« Uieyto sabmit . . . to be accused of Nepofasmljy
NepM^t . . . The real disgrace would have been to have
sDbmitted to this.

Sydney Srmth, To Archd. Singleton. (Pomes.)

neppy (nep'i), o. [< n«p3 + -yl.] Nepped, as

eotton-flber. Spans' Mneyc. Manvf., L 748.

neptet, »• A Middle Knglish form of nep\

Nepticnia (nep-tik'u-la), n. [NL. (Von Hey-
den, 1342), < LL. nepHeula, granddaughter, dim.

of nepUs, a granddaughter: see niece.] A ge-

nus of microlepidopterous moths, giving name
to the family Jfeptietilida. There are several spe-

cies as Jf. awroia, N. gpleniUiiima, and JIT. mterotJierieOa,

allamongthesmanestofthetineids. Thelanrae.asfaras

known, are all leaf-miners.

NepticnJids (nep-ti-^'K-de), ». pi. [NL., <

Neptieula + -idee.] A family of microlepidop-

terous insects, typified by the genus NepHeula.
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Neptune (nep'tOn), n. [= P. Xeptune = Sp.
Pg. N^tuno = It. Xettuno, < L. Xeptunus, a
sea-god: see def.] 1. In Som. myth., the god
of the sea, who came to be identified by the
Bomans themselves with the Greek Poseidon,
whose attributes were transferred by the poets
to the ancient Latin deity, in art Xeptone is usu- -,-,,
any represented as a bearded man of stately presence, nepns-gaDle (ne pns-ga'Dl), n.

with Uie trident as his dtiief attribnte, and the horse and
the dolphin as symbols.

2. Figuratively, the ocean.
Ye that on the sands with prinflesB foot
Do chase the ebbing ITeptvne.

Jus), reduced from bakehouse and fteHAoM-se.] A
gable. [Scotch.]

In the title-deeds of an old property in St. Enoch Square^
Glasgow, now occupied as an hotel called ^'His Lord^i^'s
Larder," reference is made to i3ie garret room, 10 feet
sqoar^ in the middle or nepog of the storey.

IT. and Q., 7th ser., IV. 6S.

A gable.
[Scotch.]

There being then no ronns to the honses, at every place,
especially where the nepus-^abteswere towards tiie sti«et^
Uie rain came gashing in a spent.

GaU, The Provostv p. 301. (Jamieson.)

Shak., Tempest, v. 1. 36.
^^^^ nerolf, o. Nearer. Cluiucer.

3. In her., same as Triton.— 4. The outermost nere^, ode., prep., and a. A Middle English
known planet of the solar system, and the third form of near^.
in volume and mass, though quite invisible to nere^, ». A Middle TVnglJRh form of neer^.
tbe naked eye. it was discov»ed in the antomn of nereH. A Middle English contraction of ne
1846. Urani^Uie planet next to ^'eptnne, revolvingabout .n^g were not.
the son in eighty-four years, was d^covCTed in 1781 ; but _ _ J, -„ a— „-u.,..i .,*-« « ^......4-^a «.^-». «*
observatioiSrf ft as a fixed star were scattered th^ngh ncreSf, adv. An obsolete contracted form of

tiie eighteenth century. In 1821 Bouvard found fliat tbe never.
observBtionsotlfranuscouldnotbesatisfledbyaivtheory Nereid (ne're-id), fl. [< L. Nereis {Nereid-) =
based on the gravitation ot known bodies, and hinted at an 0^ Sripdg (yijpelS-), a sea-nymph, daughter of
undiscovered planet. During ihe following twenty years
farther observations satisfied astronomers that such a
planet must exist. To find where it could be wastheprob-
lem which two mathematicians, J. C Adams in England
and U- J. J. Leverrier in France, set themselves to solve
by mathematics. The calculations of Leverrier aligned
theboundaries of a not verylarger^onwithin which the
unknown planet might be. In consequence of tbe indica-

taons of AaaiDS, the astronomer Cballisobservedtheplanet
Neptune Angnst4thand 12th, 18M^ but, neglecting to woi^
up his observations, failed to recognize it as a planet;
while, in consequence of the indications of Leverrier,
Galle of Berlin discovered Xeptune September 23d, 1816.
Tbe orbit of the new planet, having been determined from
direct observation^ was found to di£fer excessively from
thepredictions in all its elements ; so much so that Lever-
rier declared these elements "incompatible with the na-
ture of tile irregular perturbations of Uranus." The dis-

tance from the sun was 30 times instead of 36 fames tiiat of
the earth, as predicted; and tbe orbit, instead of being
more elliptical than tiiat of any planet except Mercury,
was in &ct the most circular of aH. When Keptune was
discova«d by Dr. Galle it was only 1° from tiie predicted
place ; but IJiis would not have been so at the epoch to
which t^e calculations refeired, and there was notiiing in
their nature to render them particularly accurate for 1846;

so Ijiat this coincidence mustbe r^ardedas in greatmea-
sureahappyaccident, such as would occur bymere chance

Nereus, < y/ipHg, Xereus, a sea-god, < vtip6c,

wet.] 1. In Gt. myth., a sea-nymph, one of

the daughters of Kerens and Doris, generally
spoken of as fifty in number. The most famous
among them were Amphitilte, Theti^ and Galatea. The
Nereids were baiutiful maidens helpful to voyagers, and
consUtnted the main body of the female, as the Tritons

did ot tile male, followers of Poseidon or Xeptime. Th^
wereimagined as dancing, singing, playingmusical instm-
ment% wooed by the Triton^ and passing in long proces-

sions over the sea seated on bqkpocamps and other sea-

monsters. Monuments of ancient art represent them
lighf^ draped or nnde, in poses characterized by undu-
lating lines, harmonizing with those of the ocean, and of-

ten riding on sea-monsteis of fantastic forms.

Her gentlewomen, like the Nereides,

So many mermaids; tended her.
Shak., A. and C, U. 2. 211.

2. [?. c] In zool., a sea-centiped; an errant

marineworm of the family XereidcB; in a wider
sense, a marine annelid: applicable to nearly
all of thepolychset-ousworms.—3t. [I.e.] Some
ocean organism that shines by night. See the

quotation under noctilucous. Pennant.
once in 180 times. A satellite to Neptune was detected »ir-T.-4J~ f'Tin-re'i-det « oL HNL . < Nereis +
to October, 1846,byLasselL Its period of revolution is 5 '''?PM^®A^^t™;,i „i^"" ^Vjj^'" 1^1;^
days, 21 hwi^and 8 minutes, aid its maximum elonga. -«d<B.] A family of annelids, typified by the

tion IS'. The mass of Neptune, having been calculated genus Nereis. They have similar rings, a large pro-

from these data, was found to be Yshns ^^^ °^ ^^ s°^ boscis, and the branchiae obsolete or much rednced and
against {ffedicted values nearly twice as great. With the combined with the lobes of the l^s. The species live

mass so ascertained, the perturbing action upon Uranus mostly along the sea-Bhor&
was calculated, and found to sati^ the observations of Nereides (ne-re'i-dez), n.^i. [NXi..pLof3ems.]
tiiat planetmuch betterttan eitherLevemertorAdams's ^ famjiy of'worms, essentially the same aS Ne-
hypothesis had done. This was because tbe real action of -cv "w**"j "*- •»" "«> j

Neptune upon the orbit of Uranus was of a different kmd reidte.
r^ .«- .j

bom what it had been assumed to be, those terms of the ncieidian (ne-re-id'i-an), a. and n. [< iiereid
mathematical eipre^ons whidi had been asnmed to be -{- -jan.] I, a. Resembling a nereid; pertain-
the prmcipal ones being really insignificanl^ and tiiose

whi(di had been n^ected as insignificant being really the
conlTolling ones. The name Neptune was conferred by
Sncke, Lev^rierhaving signified tiiat he wished it called

by bis own iiam& The diameter of Xeptune is 37,000

ing to the NereidtB, or having their characters;

nereidous.

II. n. A nereid, or sea-worm of the family
Nereidee.

miles. Its distance from the sun is about ^800,00(^000 _-__{j "_ /^s'l^-i/l ^l=^ <i f^amn ns nerddian
miles, and its period of revolution about lU yeara.-Nep- nCTeiOOTlS (ne re-id-ns), a. ^ameas nereuuan.

tone's ]u>rs& a fish of the family Bippocampidce; a Darmn, Voyage of Beagle, II. 259.

Heptane's mffles^a retepore.—Heptane's Xfereis (ne're-is), n. [NL., < L. Neras, a Ne-
spoonwnnn, a gephyrean, T/iaiassema n«pium.

Neptnnian (nep-tn'ni-an), a. [< L. Neptunius,

pertaining to Neptune, marine, < Aeptuniis,

Neptune: see -JTepiune.] 1. Pertaining to Nep-
tune, the god of the sea, or to the ocean or sea

itself.—2. In geol., formed by water or in its

presence. The word is used especially to designate an
aqueous origin of certain formations, now generally ad-

mitted to be volcanic, but which according to the views of

Werner were deposited from water. (See Huttonian and
TFemerian.) A most violent discussion to r^^rd to tbis

subject was carried on, during the latter third of the

eighteenth century, by geologists and theologians.

Neptunist (nep'tun-ist), n. and a. [< Neptune
+ -ist.] I. n. It. A navigator; a seaman.

Let the brave engtoer, fine Daedalist, sUlfal Neptunist,

marvelous Yidcanist, and every ilercuriall occupationer

... be respected. Haney, Herce's Supererogation.

2. In geol., an advocate of or believer in the

Neptunian theory ; an opponent of theVulcan-

ists.

Whenever a zealous Neptanist wished to draw tile old

man [Desmarest] mto an argumentj he was satisfied with

replying *" Go and see." _
fifrC. iyeK, Priu.ofGeoL(ed.l83qiI.87.

n. a. Of, pertaining to, or advocating the

Neptunian theory,

For tiie

1. The typical genus of

Itwas formerly
reid: see Nereid.']

the ta,rinljNereidiB.
used with great latitude for nearly all of

the nereidsorerrantmaiine annelids. N.
peZo^iicaisawell-knownsea-wonnofboth
coasts ofthe Atlantic. JT.snmuisalarge
New England speciesfrom 18 to 20 toches
long, known as the eAamworm.
2. In entom., a genus of lepidoi>-

teronsinsects. fiiSftner, 1806.—3.

In bot., a systematic account of

the algee or seaweeds of a locality

or country: as, the Nereis Bore-
aU-Americana, by Harvey.
nereite (ne're-it), ». [< NL. Nere-
ites, < L. Nereis, a j^ereid (see Ne-
reid), + -«fe2.] A fossU anneUd
related to the nereids, or sup-
posed to be one of them; a member of a genus
Nereites of Psdeozoic age.

Nereites (ne-re-i'tez), ». [NL.: see ncreife.]

1. A generic name of nereites.

A few of these fossilsmay taflybe of a vegetable nature,
whilst as to others (such as Nereites) no certato conclusion

can be arrived at.

H. A. Nicholsm, Man. of Palseontology, xin.

Bait-v
{NereispelagiccCU

. ^ ... • _« 2. A genus of moUusks. Emmons, 1842.

onc^unive^^^uSu^'^^^lKl^^tton Nereo^is (ne're-o-^'tis), n, [NL., <_Gr.

substituted an aqueous action, marine and fluviatile, con-

tmnoi^y operating as we now see it, antagonized by a
periodic igneous action.

H. ;Sjeji<!er, StudyofSocioL, p. 227.

'KTipeiig, a sea-god (see Nereid), + idtaric, a bag,

a bladder.] A gigantic seaweed of the natural

order Laminariaoew, having a simple filiform

, stem, sometimes several hundred feet in length,
nepns (ne'pus), n . [Also nepos, wpos; perhaps terminating in a huge club-shaped or spherical

< nip, or some similar form (cf. Sw. knapp, nar-
-bladder, from which springs a tuft of dichoto-

row, scanty ; E. neap\ in orig. sense ' scanty ), njo„siy dividing fronds, jr. L&tema, the only spe-

+ house (ME. hus. etc.). For the second ele- cies,isfoandonthenorthwestemcoastofAmericaandthe

ment, cf. the surnames Backus, BeUotcs (Bel- opposite shores of Asia, where by its tangled stems it fre-



Nerita ustuZata.

Nerita folita.—New Zealand.
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quently forms floating islands upon which the sea-otters
rest. It is there called bladder-kelp. See Jreip2.

nerft, «. A Middle English form of meme. Chav-
cer.

Nerine (ne-ri'ne), n. [NL. (Herbert, 1821), < L.
Nerine, a Nereid, < Nereus, Nereus : see Nereid.']
A genus of ornamental flowering bulbs of the
monocotyledonouB order Amaryllidew and the
tribe Amaryllew, known by the versatile an-
thers, many biseriate ovules in each cell, fila-

ments dilated at the base, and thong-like leaves.
There are about 9 species, all South African, producing a
stout scape with an umbel of large scarlet, pink, or rose-
colored flowers, if. SamUnsis, the Guernsey lily, has been
cultivated in iBui-ope two hundredyears or more, especially
on the island of Guernsey, where tradition says it was in-
troduced accidentally by shipwreck. It was mistakenly
ascribed to Japan. This and the other species are now
coming much into notice as autumn bloomers.

Nerita (nf-ri'ta), n. [NL., < L. nerita = Gr.
vT/pi-HK, mipeWrii, a sea-mussel, a periwinkle, <
'SiipevQ, a sea-god: see Ne-
reid.'] A genus of moUusks
used with widely varying
limits, (o) By Linnseus it was
applied to a large and heteroge-
neous assemblage, (b) By later
writers it has been restricted to
a more or less well-deflned group
typical of the family Neritidoe.
Also written Nerites.

neritacean (ner - i - ta ' se-
an), a. and n. [< nerite 4- -acean.] I. a. Hav-
ing the characters of a nerite ; of or pertaining
to the Neritidce.

II. n. A member of the Neritidce; a nerite.

nerite (ne'rit), n. A gastropod of the genus
Nerita or the family NeriUdw.
Neritidse (ne-rit'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Nerita +
idee.] A family of gastropods, typified by the
genus Nerita. As limited by recent conchologists, it in-

cludes thysanopod rhipldoglossates, with a radula charac-
terized by? median teeth
(a small central, 2 wide
transverse ones, and 4
small external ones), and
on each side a wide lat-

eral tooth and numerous
narrow marginal ones.
The shell is generally
Bubglobular, but varies
to a patelUCorm shape;
it has a flattened or sep-
tiform columella and a

semilunar aperture, while the interior is absorbed and
destitute of whorl-partitions. The species are numerous
and occur in all tropical seas, and a few are also residents
of fresh waters. See cut under Navieella.

neritite (ner'i-tit), n. [< L. nerita, a sea-mus-
sel (see Nerita), + -ite^.'] A fossil nerite.

Nerium (ne'ri-um), n. [NL. (Toumefort, 1700),
< L. n-erium, nerion, < Grr. vijptov, the oleander.]
A genus of dicotyledonous gamopetalous shrubs
of the otAstApoeynacecB and the tribe Echitidece,

and type of the subtribe Nerieee, known by its

erect follicles. There are 2 or 3 species, native from
the Mediterranean to Japan. They are smooth erect
shrubs, with rigid narrow whorled leaves, fragrant and
showy pink, white, or yellowish flowers, and long straight
pod-like fruit filled with woolly seeds. See oleander.

nero-antico (na*r6-an-te'k6), n. [It.: nero,

black (see negro) ; antico, ancient (see antique).]

Amarble of deep anduniform black,which takes
a high polish. It is found among ruins of ancient
buildmgs of the Itoman empire, and the pieces have been
ranch used by decorators of later times.

nerret, c^dv. An obsolete form of near^.

nerval (nfer'val), a. [= P. Pg. nerval = It.

nervale, < LC nemalis, < L. nerv-iis, sinew,
nerve: see nerve.] Of or pertaining to a nerve
or nerves ; neural.

nervation (ner-va'shon), n. [= P. nervation;

as nerve + -ation.] I'he arrangement or dis-

tribution of nerves. Specifically—(a) In bot., the
disposition of the fibrovascular bundles in the blades of

leaves, the sepals or petals of flowers, the wing-like ex-

pansions of samaroid fruits, etc.: a character which has
assumed special importance in the study of fossil plants,

since it has been proved to have generic ranl^ while the

form and outline of leaves have only specific rank. The
nervation of leaves, as
studied and classified

by A. P. de CandoUe
(1827), Giuseppe Bian-
coni (1838), Baron von
Ettingshausen (1861-

61), Oswald Heer (1866),

and later authors, is

based primarily on the
relative rank of the
nerves, and secondarily
on their course through
the leaf. As regards the
rank of the nerves, the
leavesofdicotyledonous
plants are usually either
pinnately or palmately
nerved. This refers to

the primary nerves. In
pinnately nerved leaves

Figs, z to 9 show varieties of nervatiOR
of fossil leaves.

X, pinnately nerved camptodrome
leaf of Ficus Crossii. from the Cre-
taceous (Laramie) of Colorado ; 2, pin-

nately nerved craspedodrome leaf of
Utmtis flaneroiaes, from the Fort
Union eroup of Montana ; 3, marginal
nervation ofa \eaioiEucalyptus, from
the Cretaceous of Martha's Vineyard ;

4, aerodrome leaf of Zizyphus, from
the Cretaceous of Montana.
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there is only one primary nerve, the midrib, which may
be regarded as a continuation of the petiole, and from
which there are given off secondary nerves which pro-
ceed at various angles through the blade toward or to its

margin. These secondaries may or may not give off other
nerves called tertiaiies, and even these may produce quar
ternary nerves. In palmate-
ly nerved leaves there arise,

usually from the summit of

the petiole, two or more
(sometimes numerous) more
or less divergent primary
nerves, which may have
nearly equal strength, hut
more commonly the central
one is thickest and may still

be denominated the midr0.
In the latter case the others
are called lateral primaries.
Any or all of the primaries

5, palmately nerved brochido-
drorae paryphodrome leaf of Coc-
culus Haydenianus, from the
Fort Union group of Montana ; 6,

of a palmately nerved leaf S"^",S'.t?r^m''^r tefa^t"
may give off secondaries as (Laramie) of Wyoming.
in pinnately nerved leaves,

but these more commonly proceed from the outer pair,
leaves of only three primaries are sometimes called tripli-

nerved ; those of five, gvmlMplmerved. Peltate leaves usu-
ally have a peltate nervation, which may be regarded as a
modification of the' palmate nervation. The pedate nerva-
tion is simply a case of palmate nervation in which there
are several neaily equal primaries. The termspenninerved,
pahmnerved, pelUnervedy and pedalinerved were suggested
by De CandoUe for these several kinds OjE leaves. As re-
gards the course of the nerves through the blade and their
ultimate disposition, the following classes are distin-
guished : (1) craspedodrofme [< Gr. Kpao-weSoi', edge, margin,
+ -8po/xo«, < Spaij.e'i.v, run], the nerves passing directly to the
margin of the blade ; (2) cmnptodrome [< Gr. Ka/iirTos, verbal
adj. of K6.fj.imiv, bend, curve], the nerves curving (usually
forward) near the mai^in, and either losing themselves in
the parenchyma, or joining, arching, or otherwise anasto-
mosing within the margin

; (S)broch.idodrome [<Gr. /Spoxis

OpoxiS-), dim. of Ppoyos, a noose, loop], the nerves forming
loops within the blade of the leaf

; (4) aerodrome [< Gr.
aKpoi, at the point], the nerves passing upward and for-
ward and terminating in the apex or point of the leaf ; (6)
dictyodrim\£ [< Gr. Siktvov. a net], the nerves soon dividing
up and losing themselves in the general network of the leaf
(see explanation of nervUles, below)

; (6) hyphod/rame [< Gr.
uiji^, a web], the nerves, of lowerrankthan primaries, so lost
in the thick, coriaceous tissues of the leai as to be nearly
or quite invisible at the surface; (7) paryphodrome [< Gr.
wapv^rj, a border woven along a robe], a strong nerve pass-
ing round the entire margin of the leaf, forming a sort of
hem or border

; (8) TnargimUt a distinct nerve passing along
the margin of the leaf, parallel to it, but separated from it

by a narrow interval ; (9)paraUdodr(rme [< Gr. irapaA^ijAoi,

7, transversely parallelodrome nervation of Macrotseniopteris ntag.
nifolia, from the Trias of Virginia.

parallel], the nerves running parallel to one another, either
longitudinally, as in grasses, or horizontally from the mid-
rib to the margin, as in the banana-tree ; (10) campjilodrame

8, longitudinalljr parallelodrome nervation of a fossil palm-leafl
from the Fort Union group of Montana; 9, campylodrome leaf or
Oreotioxites plicatus.lTom the Cretaceous (Laramie) of Colorado.

[< Gr. Ka/uiriiAot, curved], the nerves passing in a gentle
curve from base to apex of the leaf, the interval between
them increasing gradually in width from either end to the
middle. The last two classes are almost wholly restricted
to monocotyledonous plants. Besides the above, there is

the dielwtomam or farking nervation of most ferns and
some other plants. From the various nerves as thus de-
scribed there usually proceed manymuch finer ones which
join and anastomose in various ways, forming a network of
meshes of different shapes, usually angular, and either rec-
tangular, trapezoidal, or nearly square, the spaces inclosed
by which are known as areol/B. To such nerves the term
BcrmHes has been applied. Physiologically considered, all

nerves consist of vascular bundles whicli pass from the
branch through the petiole, if there is one, into the base
of the leaf, the primary fascicle of which is subsequently
divided up to furnish the various nerves of the leaf, the
primary nerves further dividing to supplythe secondaries,
these to supply the tertiariea, etc., and no nerves or fibers
originate within the leaf. (6) In zool. , the arrangement or
disposition of the nervures, nerves, or veins of an insect's
wing ; the set or system of nerves as thus arranged ; neura-
ation ; venation, (c) In anat., the way or mode in which

nerve
the nerves are disposed : as, the nervation of a vertebrate
consists of a cerebrospinal and a sympathetic system.

nervature (n6r'va-tur), n. [< nerve + -ature,]

In bot., zool., and'anat, same as nervation.

nervaura (n6r-v4'ra), n. [NL., < L. nervus,

a nerve, + aura, air'.^ A hjrpothetioal subtle
essence radiating or emanating from the ner-
vous system, and enveloping the body in a kind
of sphere : same as aura^, 1.

nervauric (ner-vS,'rik), a. [< nervaura + -ic.]

Of or pertaining to nervaura.
nerve (nferv), ». [< ME. *nerve, nerfe, nerf =
LG. nerf, nerve = G. nerv, nerve = Sw. nerv =
Dan. nerve, < OP. nerf, P. nerf = Sp. nervio,

OSp. niervo = Pg. It. nervo, < L. nervus, a sinew,
a tendon, a fiber, a nerve, string of a musical
instrument or of a bow, etc., also vigor, force,

strength, energy, = Gr. vevpov, a sinew, tendon,
nerve, a string; perhaps ult. akin to snare.]

If. A sinew, tendon, or other hard white cord
of the body : the original meaning of the word,
at the time when nervous tissue was not dis-

tinguished from some forms of connective tis-

sue. See (

Men myghte many an arwe fynde
That thyrled hadde horn and ne)/ and rynd.

Chaucer, Troilus, il. 642.

Thy nerves are in their infancy again.
And have no vigour in them.

Shak., Tempest, ii 1. 484.

3. In anat., a nerve-fiber, or usually a bundle of
nerve-fibers, running from a central ganglionic
organ to peripheral mechanisms, either active
(as glands and muscles) or receptive (sense-or-
gans) . The nerve-flbers are bound together into a primi-
tive bundle called a funievlvx. The connective tissue be-
tween the fibers within the funiculus is the endoneurium,
and the connective tissue sheathing the funiculus is the
perinAurium. In the larger nerves several funiculi may
be bound together into one trunk by connective tissue
which forms the epineurium. See cut under medirni.

But to nobler sights
Michael from Adam's eyes the film removed,
. . . then purged with euphrasy and rue
The visual nerve, for he had much to see.

Maum, P. t., xi. 416.

In its essential nature, a nenie is a definite tract of liv-

ing substance through which the molecular changes which
occur in any one part of the organism are conveyed to and
affect some other part. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 61.

3. Something resembling a nerve (either a
sinew, as in the earlier figurative uses, or a
nerve in the present sense, 2) in form or func-
tion.

We do learn
By those that know the very nenea of state.
His givings-out were of an infinite distance
From his true-meant design.

Skcik., M. for M., i. 4. 63.

But the spachies and Janizaries . . . are the nerves and
supporters of the Turkish Monarchy.

. Sandys, Travailes, p. 38.

Chromatic tortures soon shall drive them hence.
Break all their nerves, and fritter all their sense.

Pope, Dunciad, iv. 66.

"My dear Eende," he said, taking hold of the stole and
thereby establishing a Tierve of communication, " let me
present my beautiful wife !

" The Century, XXXVIL 271.

4. Strength of sinew; bodily strength; firm-
ness or vigor of body ; muscidar power ; brawn.
More specifically—(a) Strength, power, or might in gen-
eral ; fortitude or endurance under Irying or critical cir-
cumstances; courage.

The infantry ... is the nerve of an army.
Bacon, Kingdoms and Estates (ed. 1887).

Having herin the scripture so copious and so plane, we
nave all that can be properly calld true strength and nxrve;
the rest would be but pomp and incumbrance.

Milton, Civil Power.
O iron nerve to true occasion true,
O fall'n at length that tower of strength
Which stood four-square to all the winds that blew

!

Tennyson, Death of Wellington, iv.

(6) Force; energy; spirit; dash.

The nene and emphasis of the verb will lie in the prepo-
sition. Abp. Sanarqft, Sermons, p. 80. (Latham.)-

He . . , [Governor Stuyvesant] spoke forth like a man
of nerve and vigor, who scorned to shrink in words from
those dangers which he stood ready to encounter in very
"^ed. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 339.

The Normans, so far as they became English, added nerve
and force to the system with which they identified them-
selves. Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 91.

(c) Assurance; boldness; cheek. [Slang.]

5. pi. Hysterical nervousness. See nervous-
ness (e). [CoUoq.]— 6. In emtom., a nervure

;

a vein ; a costa ; one of the tubular ridges or
thickenings which ramify in the wings. See
nervure, 3.-7. In bot., one of a system of ribs
or principal veins in a leaf. See nervation.— 8.
In arch., same as nervure, 1.— 9. A technical
name applied to the non-porous quality ac-
quired by cork when, in its preparation for
use in the arts, its surface is slightly charred.
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by heat, and its pores are thus closed. Eneyt.
-?'"''•• ^- W-—Abdacent nerve. See abdtuent—
Acceleians nerves. Same as a<veiera(ornm»s.—Accel-
erator nerves, certain nervous fllamente passing to the
heart tlirough the sympathetic,and causing on stimulation
an increased polse-tate. AIm called ttuffinentor nemo.—
Accessory nerve of WQlia, the spinal accessory nerve.—ACOOSUC nerve. Same as oudMry ncnx.—Alveolar
nerves, ambnlacral nerve. See the adjectives.—An-
terior cutaneonsnerves ofthe abdomen, two or three
small branches of the abdominal intercostals.—Anterior
cutaneous nerves of the thorax, terminal twigs of the
intercostal distribated to the skin over the pectoralis ma-
jor muscle.—Anterior tibial nerve. See tiMdi.—Ar-
nold's nffl^e, the anricolar branch of the vagus nerve.

—

Andttoiy nerve. See auditory.—AxUlaiy nerve. See
aadOaiy.—Bell's nerve, the postoioT thoracic nerve, a
branch &om the brachial idexus to the serratus m&gnos
muscle, called by SirC BeU the gxtaiuU rapfmtory n«n».
—Buccal, bnctdnator, bnccolaWal, carotid, cavern-
ous nerve. See the qualifying words.— Cardiac nerve,
(a) Three nore^ superior, middle, and inferior, from tiie
cervical sympathetic to the snpet^cial and deep cardiac
^exnses. (b) Branches of the pnenmogastric to the car-
mac plexus, vaiialde in numb^. Those arising in the
neck are called tervieal eardiae; in the thorax, Uiorttde.—
GerebroG^dnal nerves, nerves coming directly from the
cerebrosfpinal axis: in contradistinction to ^/mpatAetie
iKrTa.—Oervlcardiac nerves. Seeeoriamfuie.— Cer-
vicofiudal nervevone of the divisions of the focial nerv^
dlstzibuted to the lower face and upper neck.—OUaxy,
ctrenmnBOpTinc'^l. drcnmflex. cranial, crural, de-
pressor nerveL See the qnali^fing words.—D^tal
nerves, branches of the fifth nerve supplying the teeth
and gams, (a) AMterior denial norm, a teanch of the su-
p<eri<v maxillaiy supplying the upper&ont teeth and con-
tiguous part of the antrum. Also called gt^eriar anieriar
aUtotar, (b) Iitferior denJUd nerve, the latest branch of
the inf^or maxillary, running through the inferior den-
tal canal and supplying the teeth of the lower jaw. It
gives off the myli^yoid and mental branches. Also called
brfenoT aheolar. (e) Poaferior dental nene, a branch of
the supenor maxillary distributed to the mucous mem-
brane ot Oie che^ and gum and the ba<i teeth of the
upp^ jaw. Also called posLmor ngxrior aivtolar.—De-
aoendins cervical nerve, a branch of the hypoglossal
in the net^ rec^ving filaments from the cerrical nerv^
and distributed to the omo-, stemo-, and thyro-hyoid
muscles. Also called deseendefunom.—^IMgastacicnerve,
dorsal nerves. See the adjectives.—Eighth nerve,
(a) The glossopharyngeaL (6) The gloesopharyngeal, va-
gus, and spinal accessory nervea.—^ophageal nerves
blanches of the vagus that go to bxm the esophageal
plexus.-Bxteraaleataneousnerreoftbearm. See
vuuaUoeuiatuotu.—^External cutaneous nerve ofthe
thlg-h a branch &om the second and third Inmbar nerves
passing under Foapart's li^moit to be distributed to the
integimient of the oota side of the hip and thigh.

—

External saphenous nerve; See «Q>kniou&—Itacial
nerve. SeeyaeiaJL—Rfth nerve, the trigeminus nerve
—Fourth nerve, the trochlear nerve.—Ftontal, gen-
ital, ghwsoidiaiTngeal, gtnteal, gnstatoryrhypo-
glossal nerve. See the adjectivea—Gastric nerves,
terminal branches of the vagus, mainly distributed to the
stomach. Those of the left side fmn the anterior gastric
plexuson the anterior wall, and those of the right side the
posterior gastric plexus on the postmor wall of the stom-
ach. The post^ior especially assists in the formation of
the sympa&etic plexuses of the otb& abdominal viscera.

—Great auricular nerves. See imneular.-inferior
cardiac nerves a nerve ran eitho' side arising from the
inferior cervical or first thoracic ganglion, and passing
down to join the deep cardiac plexus. Also called nermu
eardiaaa minor.—^iferior humurrhoidal nerve, a
branch of the padic distribated to the external sphim^er
and the skin (^ the anus, and in thefemale to thelower part
of the vagina.— Infieiiar pudendal nerve. See ^wden-
dol.-mfiramaxinaiy.inlilbttoiy inteioostal,]nter-
costohumeral nerve. See the adjectives.—Intenial
cutaneous nerve of the aim, a branch of the innra-

cord of the brachial plexus^ di^ibuted to the skin of the
lower inner part of the arm and of the ulnar side of the
forearm.—Internal cutaneous nerve of the lei^ a
branch at the antovn' craial distributed to the skin on
the inner side of the thigh and upper part of the leg.

—

bitemal saphenous nerve. See ai^ikauNe.-inter-
oeaeOUB nerves (<>) Anterior, the longest bnnch of flie

median, arising a little below the elbow, and lying upon
the interoeaeoos memlnane. It supplies the flexorlongos
ptdlici^ deep digital flexor, interosseous membrane^ fore-

arm-bones, and wrist-joint. Q>) OJthejoot, slend«branches
of the antervH' tibial to the metatarso-phalangeal articu-

lations, (e) Posterior, the larger terminal diviaon of the
mosculosfriraL It supplies the short supinator and an the
extensor muscles on the back of the arm, except the long
radiocarpaL—Jacobson^ nerve, the tympanic branch
of the ^oBsophatyngeal nerve.—LaciTmal nerve, a
branch <tf the ophtiialmic nerve distributed to the lacry-

mal gland and upper eyelid. Also called laerymo-palpe-

broL—Latexal cutaneous nerves, branches of the in-

tercostal nerves distributed chiefly to the skin ot the side

of the chest and abdomen and that over the sc^ola
and latissimus dorsi muscle.—Lingual nerve^ Innriiar

nerves, median nerve, mental nervesL See the ad-

jectives.—Masseteric nerve, a branch from ttie inferitv

maxillary nerve to the masseter musde.—Meningeal
nerve, a small l»anch of the vagus distributed to ihe

dura <d the ceaixSSwc fossa. Also called reeurmO.—
Middle irwv«<'»*! nerve. See eonttde.-Motor oculi
nerve, the third cranial nerve, supplying all the muscles

of the oihit except the superior oblique and external rec-

tos, and giving motor filaments to the iris and ciliary

masdes. It arises snperflciallyfram the inner side of the

cms, in front ot the pons. Also called oe«lomotor.—My-

lohyoid. nasopalatine, ete., nerve. See the adjecUves.

iTasal nerve, a teanch of the <q>htha]inic nerve dis-

tribated to the mucoos membrane at the f<«e part of the

nose, and to the skin of Hie tip and wing. It gives oS
the long ciliary nerves, the infratrochlear, and a branch

to the ophthalmic gan^on. Also called oe^onataL—
Nerve of Cotonnius (named after Cotngno, an Italian

anatomist, 1736-18221 the nasopalatine naye from Meck-
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el's ganglion. See luuopafaMne.—Herve Of Scarpa.
Same as natopalaline ii^rr&—Nerve of Wrlsberg. (a)

The lesser internal cutaneous nerve of the arm, a branch
of the brachial plexus to the integument on the inner side
of the arm. (&) The pars intermedia of the facial nerve.

—Nerves of Undsi, certain longitudinal striations on
the upper surface of the corpus (^osum. Also called
ebrice iongitudinalet.—Ninth nerve, (a) The glosso-
pharyngeal nerve. (6) The hypoglossal nerve.-Obtura-
tor, ophthalmic, optic, orbital, palatine, pathetic,
etc., nerve. See the qualifying words.—Palmar cuta-
neous nerves, branches of the median and ulnar to the
integument of the palm of the hand.—Perforating cu-
taneous nerves, a slender branch of the fourth sacral,

distributed to the skin over the inner and lower part of
the glnteus maximus Perforating nerve of Casser,
the musculocutaneous nerve from &ie brachial plexus,
which perforates the coracobrachialis muscle.—Perineal,
peroneal, petrosal, pbaiyngeal. idirenic, plantar,
popliteal, pteiygold, pudlc, pulmonary, etc, nerve.
See the adjectives.— Posterior auricular nerve, a
branch of the facial nerve supplying the postanricular
and occipital muscles Posterior tibial nerve. See
UbidL.—Radial nerve, one of the two principal branches
of the musculospiral nerve, running along the radial side
of theforearm in relation with the radial arteiy.—Sdatic
nerves, sensorimotor nerve, sensorynerve. Seethe
adjectives.—Seventh nerve, (a) The facial nerve. (*)
The facial and auditory nerves.—Sixth nerve, the abdn-
G«it nerve.—Small internal cutaneous nerve, a small
branch from the inner cord of the brachial plexus^ dis-
tribated to the skin of the inner lower half of the upper
arm. Also called nerve qf WriAerg.— Small ocdpltal
nerve. See octipHal.—^henopalatine nerves. See
^henopalaiine,— Spinal accessory nerves. Seeoeoe*-
sory.-Spinal, splanchnic, subocopital, sabscapular
nerve. See the adjectives.—Supralor,upper, or super-
ficial cardiac neiye, a nerve arising from the superior
cervical sympathetic ganglion, the right nerve going to
the deep, and the left usually to the superficial cardiac
plexus. Also called n<nus<upei3^i»ii2ts«)nit&—Superior
maxillary nerve. See maialla^.—Snpiaclavicnlar,
suprascapular, sympathetic, temporo£9cial,tem-
poromalar, etc., nerve. See the adjectives.—niird
nerve, the ocnlomotco' nerve.—nioradc, trochlear,
tympanic, ulnar, etc, nerve. See the adjectives.

—

'ndian nerve, a nerve formed by the union of the large
superficial petrosal from the facial nerve and ^e deep
petrosal from the carotid plexus of the sympathetic, and
pataring ttuough the Vidian canal to termhiate in Meckel's

'ion.

nerve (nerv), r. t. ; pret. and pp. ii^rred, ppr.
nerving. [< nerce, «.] To give nerve to ; supply
strength or vigor to ; arm with force, physiet^
or moral: as, rage nerved his arm.

I thank thec^ Bodenck, for the word

!

It nerves my heart, it steels my sword.
Seatt, L. of the L., v. 14.

Didst thou, when nernng thee to this attempt,
Ne'er range thy mind's exten^ as some wide hall,

Daxxled by shapes that filled its length with light?
Brmeninff, Paraoelsas.

The song that n^rre^ a nation's heart
Is in itself a deed. Tenni/son, Epilogue

Not fumes to slacken thou^t and will.

But bracing essences that rMrre
To wait, to dare, to strive, to serve.

Loadl, To C. F. Bradford.

nerve-atira fnerv'&'ra), «. Same as nervaura.

nerve-broach (nervTJTOeh), n. A wire instru-

ment, sometimes notched, for extracting the
nerve of a tooth.

nerve^Kinal (nerv'ka^nal'), ». Same as fu^
cavity.

nerve-capping (nerv'kap'ing), n. A eapplaced
over a t<M>th to preserve an exposed nerve.

nerve-cell (nferv'sel), n. 1. Any cell consti-

tuting part of the nervous system.—2. More
particularly, one of the essential cells of the
nervous centers, forming, in its entirety or in
part, the parts along wMot the nervous im-
pulses are propagated and distributed in the
activity of such centers. These ceDs have usually
finelybranched processes, and&om some of them proceed
the fibers of p^pheral nerves. Also called gangUofKA
See cut under eeO.

nerve-center (nerv'sen'ter), n. A group of
ganglion-eells closely connected with one an-
other and acting together in the performance
of some function, as the cerebral centers, psy-
chical centers, respiratory or vasomotor cen-
ters.

nerve-chord, ». See nerve-eord.

nerve-collar (nerv'kol'ar), 5i._ The nervous
ring or collar around the gullet in many inver-

tebrates.

nerve-cord (nerv' k6pd), n. A eord composed
of nervous tissue ; a nerve. Also iwJiTe-cSord.

llie tatnilar condition of the eer^io-^onal nenx-eard
at Tertebrata. Enej/e. liiL, XXIV. 1M.

nerve-corpuscle (nerv'kor'pus-l), ». A nerve-
cell.

nerved (nervd), a. [< nerre + -ed^.] 1. Hav-
ing nerves ; especially,havingnerves of a speci-

fiedcharacter. Specifically—2. In &ot., ribbed:
applied to leaves having fibrovascnlar bundles
ramifying tlirough fhem, like veins or nerves
in the animal structure. Also nerrous. See
nerraUon.—3. In eniom., having nervuies or

nerve-tissue

veins: applied to the wings of insects.—4. In
her., having nerves, as a leaf: said of a leaf
when the nerves and veins are of a different
tincture from the rest of the leaf.

nerve-drill (n6rv'dril),». A dental instrument
for drilliug or enlarging a pulp-cavity.
nerve^nding(nerv'en*dingK (I. Thestructure
in which a nerve terminates, as an end-plate in
a muscle.

nerve-fiber (nerv'fi'b^r), ;i. A minute cord
conveying molecular disturbance which serves
as a stimulus to some peripheral active organ
or' to some central nervous mechanism. The
nerve-fibersmayform peripheral nerves, or may constitute
parts of the cerebrospinal axis, or of similar central organs
in invertebrates. Two principal forms are recogniaed, the
medullaUd narve-fiben and the non-MKduUated nerve-fiien
(or fibera of Bemak).

nerve-fibril (nerv'fi'bril), n. One of the ex-
ceedingly fine filaments of which the axis-cylin-
der of a nerve-fiber is composed.

nerve-fibrilla (nerv'fi-bril'a), n. Same as
nerve-fibril.

nerve-force (nerv'fors), h. The energy, actual
or potential, of the nervous system; the capa-
city of the nervous system for work.

nerve-hlll (nerv'hil), «. A nerve-hillock or
neuromast. J, A. Ryder.
nerve-hillock (nSrv'hil'ok), n. Same as neuro-
mast.

nerveless (nferv^es), a. [< nerve+ -Zess.] With-
out nerve ; destitute of strength ; weak.

There sunk Thalia, nervdess, cold, and dead.
Pope, Dnnciad, iv. 41.

His [Peter Angells's] pencil was easy, bright, and flow-
ing, but his colouring too tain^ and nervdess.

Wttlpole, Anecdotes of Fainting, IV. L

Xo doubt we have in Coleridge the most striking exam-
ple in literature of a great genius given in trust to a nerve-
less will and a fitful purpose LoweU, Coleridge

nervelessness (nSrvles-nes), n. A nerveless
state; lack of vigor; weakness; imbecUity.

A pusillanimity and nervdessness utterly unparalleled.
Ifew York Tribune, April 31, 1862.

The **North China Herald" says the quality of nervdess-
ness dislanguishes tha Chinaman from the European.

Sei. Amer., N. S., UX. 198.

nerve-motion (nferv'mo'shgn), »i. Molecular
movement in nervous substance, constituting
nervous action.

I maintain that feeling is not a product of ixerve-maUon
in anything like the sense that light is sometimes a pro-
duct of heat, or that friction-electricity is a product of
sensible motion. J. Fiiie, N. A. Kev., CXXVL 36.

nerve-needle (nerv'ne'dl), ». In dentistry, a,

tool used for broaching out a pulp-cavity.

nerve-obtnndent (nerv'ob-tun'dent), n. A
medicine used to deaden the nerve of a tooth:
more commonly oitundent.

nerve-paste (nerv'past), n. A mixture of ar-

senic (generally with creosote or morphine)
used to Vill the nerve of a tooth.

nerve-path (nSrv'path), n. A course, especial-
ly in the central nervous organs, along which a
nervous impulse can propagate itself.

nerve-pentagon (nerv'pen'ta-gon), » . In echi-
noderms, same as esophageal ring (which see,

under esophageal).

nerve-plate (nerv'plat), n. A layer or lamina
of nervous tissue which may develop into a
nerve-tube or nerve-cord.

Oontinnataon of dorsal nerve-pit^ as a nerve-cord.
Eneyc. BriL, XXIV. 187.

nerve-ring (nerv'ring), n. The nervous system
of some aealephs, as the Medusa, forming a
fibrous ring round the edge of the disk, with
cellular ganglionic enlai^ments at regular in-

tervals; a nerve-coDar.

This nerve-ring^ which is most accurately known in the
Geryonicte, is supported on the annular cartilage.

Gegenbamr, Comp. Anat (trans.^ p. 109.

nerve-mdiment (nerv'ro'di-ment), n. The ru-

diment of a nerve.

Ilie original attachment of the nerve-rudiment to the
medullary wall is not permanent.

Fooler and Baffonr, Embryology, p. 1S9.

nerve-shaken (nerv'sha'kn), a. Having the
nervous system weakened or enfeebled.

nerve-storm (nerv'st6rm), M. A paroxysmal
attack of nervoxis disturbance, as a megrim.
nerve-stretching (nerv'strech'ing), n. In
surg., the operation of forcibly stretching a
nerve, as for neuralgia.

Iierve-sabstance(nerv'sub'stans'i. 71. The sub-

stance of which the essential part of a nerve-

or ganglion-ceU and its processes is composed.

nerve-tire (n^rv'tir), «. Neurasthenia.

nerve-tissue (nerv'tish'6), «. The tissue of

which the nervous system is composed, exdlu-



nerve-tissue

sive of the requisite sustentaoular and vascular
parts. It includes the nerve-fibers and the
ganglion-cells.

nerve-track (nferv'trak), n. Any path of nerve-
fibers, but especially in the cerebrospinal axis,
along which nervous impulses travel.

nerve-tube (n^rv'tub), n. If. A nerve-fiber.
Hdblyn.— 2. A hollow cord of nervous or em-
bryonic nervous tissue, as the spinal cord of
a vertebrate embryo.
The Craniates' ancestor had a dorsal median nerve,which

has increased in size and importance so as to become the
neri>e4ube of existing forms. Eneye. Brit., XXIV. 183.

nerve-tuft (nerv'tuft), n. A minute plexus or
network of nerve-fibers. Beale, Protoplasm,
p. 267.

nerve-tunic (n6rv'tu"nik), n. An investiture
by nerves or nervous tissue ; a plexus or rami-
fied set of nerves inclosing the body or any
part of it.

An elongate animal, with a plexiform Tieroe-tnmic.

Eneyc. Brit., XXTY. 184.

nerve-twig (nSrv'twig), n. One of the small
or ultimate ramifications of a nerve ; a little

nerve given ofE from a larger branch.
nerve-wave (nferv'wav), n. Wave-motion in a
nerve, transmitting nerve-commotion in a man-
ner analogous to the progress of a water wave.
Compare brain^ivave.

Throughout the world the sum-total of motion is ever
the same, but its distribution into heat-waves, light-
waves, nerve-waves, etc., varies from moment to moment.

J. Fake, N. A. Kev., CXXVI. 86.

nerve-winged (n6rv'wingd), a. In entom., hav-
ing the nerves or nervures of the wings con-
spicuous ; specifically, of or pertaining to the
Newroptera; neuropterous.
nerviduct (ner'vi-dukt), n. [< L. nervus, a
nerve, -t- dicctus, a duct.] An opening in a bone
through which a nerve is conducted. Coues,
1882.

nerville (ner'vil), n. [< Nil. *nervillus, dim. of
L. nenms, nerve: see nerve.'] In bot., a very
fine nerve or vein traversing the parenchyma
of a leaf. See nervation.

nervimotion (ner'vi-mo-shgn), n. [< L. ner-

vus, a nerve, + motio^n-), motion: see motion.]

1. The reflex action of the nervous system;
motion excited in nerves by external stimuli
and reflected in muscular motion. Dutrochet.— 2. In hot. , the power of self-motion in leaves.

nervimotor (ner'vi-md-tor), a. and n. [< L.
nervus, a nerve, + motor, a mover : see motor.]
1. a. Pertaining to or causing nervimotion.

II. n. That which causes nervimotion.
nervimuscular (n6r-vi-mus'ku-lar), a. [< L.
nervus, a nerve, + muscuVus, a muscle: see
muscular.] Of or pertaining to both nerve and
muscle; neuromyologioal. Coues, 1887.

nervine (n^r'vin), a. and n. [< L. nervvims, made
of sinews or fibers, < nervus, a sinew, a fiber, a
nerve: see men;e and -i»el.] I, a. 1. Of or per-
taining to the nerves.— 2. Capable of quieting
nervous excitement, or otherwise acting upon
the nerves.

II. n. A drug used in nervous diseases.

nervose (nSr'vos), a. [< L. nervosus, full of
sinews or fibers, nervous: see nervous.] 1.

In bot., same as nerved.— 2. In zool., nerved,
as an insect's wingj having nervature.

nervosity (nSr-vos'i-ti), n. [= F. nervosity =
Pr. nervositat = Sp. nervosidad = Pg. nervosi-

dade =lt. nervosita, < L. iiervosita(t-)s, strength,
thickness, < nervosus, full of sinews, nervous, <

nervus, nerve: see nerve.] 1. The quality of

being nervous; nervousness. Worcester.— 2.
In bot., the state of being nerved.

nervous (n6r'vus), a. [= F. nervdux = Sp. Pg.
It. nervosa, < L. nervosus, full of sinews or fibers,

sinewy, nervous, vigorous, < nervus, sinew,

nerve: see nerve,] 1. Ftill of nerves.

We may easily Imagine what acerbity of i>ain must be
endured by our Lord ... by the piercing his hands and
test, parts very nervous, and exquisitely sensible.

Barrow, Sermons, I. 32.. (/^ha/m.)

2. Sinewy; strong; vigorous; well-strung.

What nenmis arms he boasts I how firm his tread

!

His limbs how tum'd I

Broome, in Pope's Odyssey, viii. 147.

3. Possessing or manifesting vigor of mind

;

characterized by force or strength in sentiment

or style: as, a nervous historian.

The pleadings . . . were then shori^ rwrvowi, and per-

spicuous. BlacJcstone.

Though it ["Arcadia"] contains some nervous and elegant

passages, yet the plan of it is poor.

Qifford, Note to B. Jonson's Every Man out of his
[Humour, ii. 1.
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The style is sometimes clumsy and unwieldy, bat ner-

vous, masculine, and such as became a soldier.

De Quincey, Style, iit

4. Of or pertaining to the nerves ; seated in or

affecting some part of the nervous system: as,

a nervous disease; a nervous impulse; a ner-

vous action.— 5. Having the nerves affected;

having weak or diseasednerves ; easily agitated
or excited; weak; timid.

Poor, weak, nervous creatures. Cheyne.

Some of Johnson's whims on literary subjects can be
compared only to that strange nervove feeling which made
him uneasy if he had not touched every post between the
Mitre tavern and his own lodgings.

Maeavlay, Boswell's Johnson.

Seneca himself was constitutionally a nervous and timid
man, endeavouring, not always with success, to support
himself by a sublime philosophy.

Leaky, Enrop. Morals, I. 204.

6t. In bot., same as nerved—Nervous center. See
nerve-center.—Kervous deafhess, deafness from disease
of the auditory nerve or brain-centers.— Nervous fever.
See feverl.—Nervous fluid, the fluid formerly supposed
to circulate through tiie nerves, and regarded as the agent
of sensation and motion.—Nervous beadache, headache
with nervous irritability; megrim.—Nervous impulse.
See impulse.— ttervova prostration, weakness or de-
pression due to the want of nervous power ; neurasthenia.
—Nervous substance, the substance ofwhich the essen-
tial part of a nerve or a ganglion-cell and its processes is

composed.—Nervous system,the nerve-centers with the
peripheral nerves and organs of sense. The function of
this system is to direct the functions of active organs,
muscular and epithelial, in response to the varying states

of the body, its several parts and its environment, in such
manner as shall conduce to life and health and the bearing
and raising of healthy otfspring. Whether the nervous
system has a direct trophic influence on passive tissues,

protective or sustentacidar, is undetermined.— Stomato-
fastric nervous system. See stomatogastric.—Svmpa-
betlc nervous system. See sympathetic. = Syii. 3.

Forcible.— 5. Timorous, excitable, high-strung.

nervously (ner'vus-li), adv. In a nervous man-
ner, (a) With strength or vigor.

He [Marston] thus nervously describes the strength of
custom. T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, IV. 47.

(b) With weakness or agitation of the nerves; with restless

agitation.

Kendered nervously cautious and anxious by so many
successive losses. Scott.

nervousness (n6r'vus-nes), n. The state or
quality of being nervous, (a) The state of being
composed of nerves. (6) Strength ; force ; vigor.

If there had been epithets joined with the other substan-
tives, it would have weakened the nervousness of the sen-
tence. J. Warton, Essay on Pope.

(c) Morbid psychical irritability ; unsteadiness of nervous
control ; a state ofdespondency consequent on an affection

of the nerves.

If we mistake not, moreover, a certain quality of nervovs-
ness had become more or less manifest, even in so solid a
specimen of Puritan descent as the gentleman now under
discussion. Swwthome, Seven Gables, viii.

nervular(n6r'vii-]ar), a. [< nervule -\- -ar^.] In
entom.

,
pertaining to, on, or near the nervures

of an insect's wing: as, nervular iots, lines, etc.

nervule (n6r'viil), n. [= P. nervule, < L. nervu-
lus, dim. of nervus, a nerve : see nerve.] A small
nerve; specifically, in entom., a small nervure
or vein of the wing, emitted by a larger one or
connecting two other nervures. Also called
nervulet, vemlet, venule, or branch.

nervulet (n6r'vu-let), n. [< nervule + -let.] In
entom., same asWrcMZe.—coronate nervulet. See
coronaJte.

nervure (nfer'vur), n. [< F. nermre, a rib (in

arch. ,bot. , etc.)J ili.nervus, a sinew, fiber,nerve

:

see nerve.] 1 . In arch. : (o) Any one of the
ribs of a groined vault, but especially that part

Nervures or Venation of Wings in Insects.

a, Coleoptera : common chafer {filelolontha vulgaris') ; *, Eu-
pUxoptera: saxmg {Forficula auricularis); c.Neuroptera: drag-
on-fly i^^schna macvtatissima); d, Lepuieptera: butterfly (/'«»--

nassius apoHo) \ e. Dipteral a fly {Bible marci).

neshen

of a rib which forms one of the sides of a com-
partment of the groining. (6) A projecting
molding, particularly if small and acute-angled
in profile. Also called nerve.— 2. In hot., a vein
or nerve of a leaf.— 3. In entom., one of the
tubes or tubular thickenings which ramify in

an insect's wing; a nerve, vein, or costa pro-

ceeding along one of certain definite lines, to

strengthen the wing and, through a central hol-

low, to nourish it. The wing is developed as a sac-

like projection of the body-wall, and is hence composed of

two closely applied membranes. The nervures are ex-

actly apposed thickenings of the dorsal and ventral mem-
branes. In most insects a groove extends along the inner
surface of the thickening of each wall, forming a tube in

the center of each nervure within which the fluids of the
body circulate. The largerones also contain trachese. The
number of these nervures is greatest and their arrange-

ment is most complicated in some of the Orthoptera and
Neuroptera, while mey are.almost entirely wanting in some
of the small Hymenoptera. The nervures furnish impor-
tant zoSlogical characters. See cut In preceding colimin.

—Coronate, cross, discoldal, extemomedian,lnter-
nomedlan, marginal, etc. , nervure. See the adjectives.

— Inner apical nervure. See inner.

nervus (ner'vus), ». ;
pi. reera (-vi). \\j. nervus:

see nerve.] In anat. and zool., a nerve.

nervy (nfer'vi), a. [< nerve + -y^.] 1. Vigor-

ous; sinewy; strong, as if well-nerved or full

of nervous force.

Death, that dark spirit, in 's nervy arm doth lie.

Shak., Cor., iL 1. 177.

Between
His nervy knees there lay a boar-spear keen.

Keate, Endymion, L

2. Courageous; having or exhibiting fortitude

or nerve.

Yonder brisk and sinewy fellow has taken one shorty

nervy step into the ring, chanting with rising energy.
O. W. Cable, The Century, XXXT

, 628.

Nessea (nf-se'a), n. [ISTL. (Commerson, 1789),

< L. Nesese, <"Gr. 'Stiaairi, the name of a sea-

nymph or Nereid, fern, of vijaalog, of an island,

< v^aog, an island.] A genus of polypetalous
plants of the order Lythrariece and the tribe

Lythrem, known by the three- to six-celled cap-
sule wholly concealed within the calyx. There
are 27 species, leafy erect herbs or shrubs, with four-
angled branches and purplish or bluish flowers, natives of
warmer Asia, Africa, Australia, and America, with one, N.
verticillata, in the United States, a conspicuous inhabitant
of shallow waters, with opposite or whorled leaves and
long arching tufted stems, enormously thickened below,
with remai'kable white spongy aud floccose tissue (aeren-
chyma). This species is called swamp-loosestrife. See
hanchiru)l and Heimia.

nescience (nesh'iens), «. [= F. nescience= Sp.
Pg. nescienoia = It. nescienza, < LL. nesdenUa,
ignorance, < L. nescien(t-)s, ignorant: see nes-

cient.] The state of not knowing; lack of know-
ledge; ignorance.
The ignorance and involuntary nescience of men.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 800.

nescient (nesh'ient), a. [= OF. nescient, < L.
nescien{t-)s, ppr. of nescire, be ignorant, know
not, < ne, not, -I- scire, know : see science.] Des-
titute of knowledge; ignorant; characterized
by or exhibiting nescience. Coles, 1717.

nescious (nesh'^lus), a. [< L. nescius, igno-
rant.] Same as nesment.

He that understands our thoughts . . . cannot be nes-
cious of our works. Sev. T. Adamg, Works, IL 171.

nescockt, n. See nestcoek.
neseif, v. i. An obsolete form of neeze.

nese^t, n. An obsolete form of nose^.
nesh (nesh), a. [< ME. nesh, nesch, nesseh,

neysch, < AS. hnesc, h/ncesc, soft, tender, = MD.
nesch, nes, soft, wet, = Goth, hnaskwus, soft, ten-
der. Of. nasK, nashy, nasty.] If. Soft; tender.

I was fader of his flesch.

His Moder hedde an herte nesch.
Holy Bood (E. E. T. S.), p. 143.

Take wylde tansey, and grynde yt, and make yt neshe, &
ley it therto. Political Poems, etc. (ed. Fumivall), p. 36.

It semeth for love his harte is tender nessk.

Court vt Love, L 1092.

2. Delicate; weak; poor-spirited. [Prov. Eng.]
Synne was harde, hys blood was nessche,
To defende folk fro feendys wode.

Boly Rood (E. E. T. S.^ p. 217.

3. Soft; friable: crumbly. [Prov. Eng.]— For
hard or for neshf , In hard or in nesht, come weal,
come woe ; in good fortune or bad.

In nesse, in hard, y pray the nowe,
In al stedes thou him avowe.

Arthowr and Merlin, p. 110. (HoSiweS.)

nesht (nesh), v. t. [< nesh, a.] To make soft,
tender, or weak.
Nesh not your womb [stomach] by drinking immoder-

ately.

Ashnwle, Theatrum Chemicum (1652), p. 113. (Latham.)

neshen (nesh'n), v. t. [< nesh + -erei.] To make
tender. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]



nesiote

aesiote (ne'si-ot), «. '< Gr. i-r^.tlr-:?, an isluid-
er. < r—^, an island.]" Lasnlar: inhabiting an
isianJ.

iieski,nesklli(nes'ki;,ii. [At.] Theemstrew
running hand ordinanly ns^i in Arabic manu-
scripts and pamited books.
Two sf^teiD-S d vTJtin^ were used coaeonritiBtij, tbe

case or UDciil md Uie St^U or niuiii« bad.
Ak^c £>&, TTTT. 117.

Kesogsea (n»-96-je'|), . pfL., < Gr. »5r ;. an
island. + yvja, the earth.] In ^oogatg^ Pvly-
nesia or Oeesnia, with New Zealand exeliidrj.
•--on^iiered with reference to the geographieal
distribution of its animals.

Jfesog^ean (ne-so-je'an), a. [< yiegogaa + -an.]
In ;Mogeog^ of or pertanoing to Xefogaa.
HesoMa (nf-so'M^), h. [NK] a genus of
murine rodents of me sab&milT PTtlaomi/ina,

having a short, sealT. nearly naked tail, and
indnding several spe<:^es of Tndian bandieoot-
rate, as N. bamdieola. J. Z. Grag.
XeaomyB (oes'o-mis). «. [NXl, < Gr. viaoc, an
island, + /a^, a mouse.] A remarkable genus
of marine rodents of the fanaljMmridte, haring
ieeUi of aigmodont pattern, ic is peculiar to M3d»-

ssscar. There it ^o'«of tro genera vhiciicoDsdtiite the
entire rodent teona of tiie i^uid, h> iax as is known. Hk
genus ns estaUfebed bf W. fetets id ISTOL

Jesoiietta (nes-o^iefa), a. [NIj., < Gr. t^coc,

an island, + vy. lU. a dock.] A genns of eiis-

maturine dneks of fiie family AmaHda and the
subfamitT ErigmaturiHeE, esteUished by G. B.
Gray in 1641. JV. auddamduM, the ool^ speeies
known, inhabits the Auckland Islaii'i~. iHienee
the name.

Wesotragns (nf-sot'ra-gus). . pTL.. < Gr.
--•^rc-;. an islaci. + r>r; >-. a goat.] A genus of
small antelopes inliatiiniis Zanzibar and Mo-
zambique- S. m^idutbis is the typic^ species.
Same as Xeotragus.

ness (nes), n. [< ME. nesse. < AS. mass = leeL
»eg = Dam. fias = Sw. nSs, a headland; akin
to iio«el.] A point of land running into the sea

:

a promontory; a headland; a cape.

We wejred mka. azid bare deeie of tbe ikskl

(Xafoeemsasa teniiiiat»3ga{tl>e names of some jmn-
ontoiiesorbeadlaiidE: ^ Sbeeno?. Imrseaox.]

-ness. [< ME. -mes, -nesse, < AS. -ues, -tds, -w^
-me*s, etc., ^ OS. -msH, -mgsea, -mssM, -messi,

-rnuisi, -mussia = OPries. -»esge = MD. -Jiesse, D.
-His =: MLG. -iMSse :=OHG. -massi, -mms^, -irtgsi,

-mssa. -mesm, -»essa, MH6. -nisse, -NK^e. -ms,
-nms, G. -iii«, -miss := Goth, -nassms >'as in Hrimdi-

iuM.*»MS, kingdom), prop. -»-assu-?. the m belong-

ing orig. to the stem (adj. or pp.) of the -vr.ypi.

and the suffixbeing -asgit«(=:OHG. -issa,-HSsa,

-m.ifi). as in mfar-aggms, snperftuity; perhaps
orig. *-as-1u-g, a trnrilaT termination occurring

in wttsO-, q. t. The termination is fern, in AS.,

et'? . . but^so nent.inOHG. . and ma~c- . in Goth.]

A suffix of Anglo-Saxon origin, used to form.

fxvna adjeetJTes, nouns denoting the abstract

'quality of flie adjective, ss j?-:- w"^**. stcettness.

mUbmess, hwmilemess, *opef«'Tf?--. gpiritmalmess,

frrtokedmess. megUetedmess, obHgimgmess, the qual-

itrorstateof being good. swTwt. white, etc. m
250
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SBcii words irr mginaltf a]]Etiaefc,bstaaBiehaTeeaiiieio
be used also as coo^^Ce. as vdiKa, aperson who gireE tes~

timony, inZdeneo^aw^regioii. TbesnlSxisap^icaUe
•J any adjecttre: but in adjeetlTes of latin oogiii tbe
eqarnlenc suffix -Af, of Latin ongin, e also os^d (and ^
oAen preieiable): as in tarfidmat, anlMnra, eqatratait
totorpid&jf, eredibQOjf.

Hesslerizatioil (.nes ler-t-za'shgn), H. [< Xesg-
leri^e + -atiom.'\ Ihe process of Kessleriaing.
See ^(essfertse.

Hesslerise (nes'ler-iz), c. t ; pret and pp. Kess-
lerized, ppr. SessieTizimg. [< SessUr (see def. j

+ -ire.] To treat with Neper's reagent; de-
termine (ammonia) with the help of Xessler's
reagent.
Hesiler's reagent. See reagemt.

nest^ (nest), n. [Earlr mod. £. also meast; <
ME. mest, mist, myk, < AS. mest = D. iCLG. LG.
OHG. MHG. G. mest, nest (not found in Soand.
ar<j0th. >.=Iiith. Hcdas=li. midus (tai ^misdus)
(> It. Sp. mido = P. mid^. a nest, = Skt. mda,
a lair, dec , for *misda, periiaps < m, down, +
^sad. si:: see aefilierl and«>l. Ci. Goth, sitlg.

anest,r=£.«e<fl«l. a seat: *t—re^. stKrt, «if, etc.,

beingthns related to mest. CL leeL hitli, a nest.
akin to Gr. mrT^, a couch (< bocBiu, lie), and to
£. AoMe. Whether Bret, meiz, Ir. GaeL iieiu^ a
nesT. are related to the Teut. and L. word is

not dear. The OF. mest is from E. Prom tbe
L. word {midus) are derived E. mide, midus, midi-

fieatiom, ngt^, mUis, egos, etc.] 1. A structure
formed or used by abird forineubation and tbe
rearing of its young. Sadi nestii^-ilaees ate of tbe

none at aD, vbile odiars eoostmet for tbar eggs recep-
tacles iBnuiiliie ranaitaJble ^v:^ and indostry- Tbe ma-
terials used are also extreme larioas, a^ trig^ leaTes,
grass, nMEE,'«nol,feafiier&, mud or day. etc Smnebiid%
for the sake of safety, ^ccavate boiTows TOT tJieirD
banks cr sandy difl^ or boles in trees. See cuts

Briddes ich by-bdde in bosses maden aolBK.
Pirn FUmmaitiP), jr. 156.

Ibe foxesbare boie^ and tbe birds of the airhxie aab;
but the S^n of man bath not whae lo lay bis head.

Mat. 710.301

2. A place where the eggs of inseets, turtles,

etc., are laid : a place in which the young of cer-
tain small at-niniala are reared, or a number of
sneh animalK dwelling togeUier: as. a mest of
rabbits.

Seek not a seovpian's megt,

Xor set no footing CHI this unkind ^MTEL
Skit, S Hen. TL, m. 2. vi

3. Asnugplaeeofresidence: habitation; abode.
Xot farre avay, not meet far any gnest,
Thev -T'lde a little cottage, like s^me poore ms-B noL

Spauar, F. Q, IT. t. 32.

4. Any abode, especially of evil tilings: as. a
mest of vice.

I^, come from that iKst

Of deafli, ewitagirm. and nmntntal deep.
aafc. B. and J., . 3L 151.

5. A number of pers-^ns dwelling or consorting
t<^etiier or resorting to the same haunt, or the
haunt itself: generally in a bad ser^e.

The imbecile govenraten^ iDcs^iabled d^eiidiiig izsekf^

imploied GonsalTo'? aid in didodsing this mesi al fcami-
daUefteehootos. Pmxtt, Feid. and Isa, n. 3.

In afanoGt an of the pooro- districts of Imdosi are to be
found '^iKabof Iri^*—asflieyarecaned—or courts in-

habited f-lely by the Itidi oostaraongas.
Mmi^iat, Ion i:a Labour and londim Boor, L 115.

Te seem a neaf of traitors—none to tms^
Since oar arms fuTd. Taat^/KBrn^ Rinees^ v.

6- A series or set, as of boxes, baskets, bays,
bowls, etc, of fKnifnigliTiig sizes- each fiUuig
wiQiin the next in order.

He has zt-: cti Ids Tbde ik^ of "g»'*'^*r°& Jaiaom, ^hoibi^ ir. I.

nmne avay vith a iiiif of gob-
Xar^im, Dutch Oomte^uL i. 1.

7. A connected series of cog-wheels or pnlleys.

—8. In getH.. an aggregated mass of any ore
or mineral in an isolated state, within a rock.

—

Gtaw^ nest. &!« cratVaot.—SmaK^ neat. See
laarah.—H^re^ nest. See wmnX,—

H

esfc ofdraWBTB,
a set or a cabinet of anall diavas.—SwaBow^s nest.
S<e^ mtfn htntrnduaa, ur.dst wiiMS.—TO fJRathfiT ODe^
nest. See/ialfeT.

nesi^ (nest), r. [< iTE. mesfem. < AS. migtam, mh-
tiam (=HHG. itts£fii),make anest,< mest, anest:
see nesfi, ».] L imirams. 1. To build or occupy
anest.
GvDswy coiMJdujMy in Sieir mode of megUmff, bat it

is alir2v3 in accotdance with tbeir structure and lialalh.

J. S. WaHaee, yaz. Setect. p. as.

Tbe field-mc,<ise vsnis no b^ts {dace to aof than be-
neath a large. Sat stone.

J. ^mvmgki. The Centtin^. TTT. eia

2t. To relieve nature. Dories.

Tke most manneriy step' tot to the door, and aof np<»
fhedairs.
MtienAemmt ?/ S»fl«4. IKO (Harl. IGsc, TL US).

Cogging Oodedemoiy i

lets.

nestling

3. To seajoh for nests: jS. to gowe^ftiij/orlrird-

H. T:ims. 1 . To lodge or house in or as in a
nest ; provide with a X'lace of shelter or 'esort

;

build habitations for : bouse: often use-ire ilex-
ively.

The gallies ha^Hty conuning to th€ir accustomed bar-
borow, . - . and all the ^Usteis »i:l mjriiiers of then
bai^ then meaUd in their owne homes.

Batbqirt Vogaga, TL t&
Him who aaled Umae^f into the chief pover of Genera

after the erT-^i=i jn of tiue lawful FrincsL
SomSM, Sermon^ v. t.

Tlie featheiy throng,
XnUd in the Temal realms
Of the poplars and the elms.

T. B. Btad, Wagona- of the Jille^ianies.

2. To place (articles of gra-itiaTel size belong-
ingtoa set onewithinanotijer. See ii«fl, ., 6.

These shells are we^iei, the smiller inside the larger,
sometimes six or sexeninaset- .Shmd. SaL But., HL asa.

nest%, <idr„ J>rep., and a. A Middle TWiglish

form of meit.

But soasl can declare it I thoik^
And nemotie no name; but tho that ae^ vere.

BiiiawdaieBeietat, !. aL

nestcockf (nesfkok), II. [Also meseoti:, meiiU-
eodk; < iMsfl + nxil.] A fondling; a deUeate
or efieminate man who stays much at home.
Compare eoefciMy.

nestet. See miste.

nest-%g nest'eg'. n. 1. An egg (natural or
artifieial; placed or left in a nest to prevent a
laying hen from forsaking the nest.—2. Some-
thing laid up as the beginning or nucleus of a
continued growth or accumulation.

Besnr^ in the mortificatiDns of nn, viDin^ty or care-
It^y to leave no mrrfti- = of i^ bo me^^tgg^ no principleE
of iJ^ no adectioos to it.

Jer. Ttrgbir, Works (ed. 1S3SX IL 17.

Igotmybitof aae8t-e99- - . allbymyomsharpziess

—

ten siiTTeign& it was—vf dooang the foe at Tony = miU.
an'it'sgrovedan'gTDvedbyalHtan'alxt, tin I'n got a
matto" o' thirty poond.

etow^SUal, llin on Oe noes, t. S.

nestle (nes'I . r. : pret. and pp. mesSed, ppr.
me=stiimg. [< ME. mestlem, mestt^em, <AS. mesMam,
mistUam {= J), mestlem), make a n e st. freq. < mest,

a nest : see mesi^, n.] I. imirams. 1. To make or
use a nest ; have a nesting-place : said chiefly of
birds.

And the birds Headed in hire brandies and thinges tyn-
ing Tae fed of that tree. .^«ye, Sxpos. of Sanid, iv.

The kingfi^er vonts commonly br tbe vateiade, sjid
merles in hoUov banks. Sir R. L'.^tnmffs.

2. To lie close and snng, as a bird in her nest.

And sveet hoDies maOe in these dales.
irUBaET, La^ Walk In Antnmn-

brf tile "vai^s edge at tbe moontain's foot.

jE. a. .PnaeaMa, Tenio^ pu 300.

3. Todisposeone'sself comfortably for rest or
rer-jse ; snug^e : cuddle.
EL trams. 1. To provide with a nest : house

or sielter: senle as in a nest: often used re-

flciively.

SieKcts . - - cameandaoOnf MesueliiesinLoiifliiaB,
in the Met^ and otho- coimtries :z ']ie neereto ourborders.

ReUmOed, Hist. &ie., ir. S2.

niey bare seen pojory and mnrder lusAe Hfi WFlifi
into a Onone, lire triumphant, and 'lie pe^^ejtty-

a:L-:.'„"5*rtn;ni. IV. ir.

Cnpid - . . foond adownr Bed,
And maOed in his Utile Head.

Aigr, Lore Msaimed.

2. To cherish; fondle closely; cuddle, as abird
her young.

This Ithic-5 =: li^dy is •idear'd
To his Minema that her band is en^ in Us deeds

;

She like his mother aotferhim.
Claj—J mad. Ilia. 6S0l

nestle-COCkt (nesl-kok), . Same as mesieodi.

nestler (nesaer), m. A nestling.

Theazetrf Hu&mB^Ser^ comic, and its tiny beseerfiigg
veakness is oompeosaxed p9fect|y by the ba^^v patron-

izing hnk <i the moths. Emtawn, Dnmeatic Life.

nestlingl (nesting), N. [Verbal n. of ««s«fevr.]

1. The act of makrng a nest or going to nest

:

flie act of settling or cuddling down.

Snmb was the sea. and if the beecfa-vood stirred.

Twas with the metOiag of the gray-winged bird

SOdst its ttdck leans. ^ _
WiOiam Morris, Earthly Faradis. L 3»1.

2t. A nest or nestling-^laee.

Biey [the obysidansT inqnire not :: the iiver=laes of

the parts, the secretaes of the pass^es. and tfce seats«
oOu^g* of the hnmoms. ., _

Bacon, Adrancan^it of Learning; n.

lake them [ariariesl not, except they . . . hareHvir?
I^aiits sr 1 boshes al in them, that the birds may haTe
more s-i-^: t« and natoral ncdiCHft.

E-:,.xn. Gsrdeni (ed. lSg:>



nestling

nestling^ (nest'ling), n. and a. [< ME. nestling;
< nesO- + -Ungi ; due in part to the verb nestle:
Bee nestUng^'i I. n. 1. A young bird in the
nest, or just from the nest.

The pliant boaeh
That, moTuig, moves the neat and nesuing.

Tennyson, Sea Dreams.

2t. The smallest bird in the nest; the weakest
of the brood.

Second brothers, and poore negtlings.
Whom more injurious Ifature later brings
Into the naked world. Bp. Hall, Sattoes, II. ii. 43.

II. a. Being stUl a nestling; being yet in the
nest.

I have educated nasUing linnets under the three best
singing larks.
Barringlon, Experiments on Singing Birds. (Eneyc. Diet.)

Nestor (nes'tor), ». [NL. L., < Gr. Marop, in
Greek legend a king of Pylos in Greece, the
oldest of the chieftains who took part in the
siege of Troy.] 1. The oldest and wisest (be-
cause most exj)erienced) man of a class or com-
pany: in allusion to Nestor in Greek legend.
Hence— 2. A counselor; an adviser.—3. In
ornith., a genus of parrots having a remarkably
long beak: named from the gray head. Ne^ar
rummlU is the New Zealand kaka; N. productus is an-
other species. There are several others, some recently
extinct.

Nestorian (nes-to'ri-an), a. andm. [< LL.
Nestorianus, < Nestorvus" Gr. TSeardpiog, Nestori-
us (see def.).] I. a. Of or pertaining to Nes-
torius (see Nestorianism), or the Nestorians or
their doctrines.

The people are of sundry kinds, for there are not only
Saracens and idolaters but also atew Nestorian Christians.

le. Brit., XXXV. 760.

NestOIlan liturgy. See liturgy, 3 (3).

n. ». 1 . A follower of Nestorius ; one who
denies the hypostatic union of two natures in
one person in Christ, holding that he possesses
two distinct personalities, the union between
which is merely moral. After the Council of Ephe-
sus the Nestorians obtained possession of the theological
schools of Edessa, Nisibis, and Seleucia, and were driven
by imperial edicts into Persia, where they firmly establish-
ed themselves. Iiater they spread to India, Bactria, and
as far as China. About 1400 the greater part of their
churches perished under the persecutions of Timnr, and
in the sixteenth century a large part of the remainder
joined the Itoman Catholics, These are called ChaZde-
ajis. See def. 2, and Nestorianism.

3. One of amodem Christian bodyin Persia and
Turkey, the remnant of the once powerful Nes-
torian denomination. They number about 140,000,
are subject to a patriarch (the patriarch of Urumiah) and
eighteen bishops, recognize seven sacraments, administer
communion in both kinds, and have rafiny fasts. Another
community of Nestorian origin still exists on the Malabar
coast of India, but since the middle of the seventeenth
century these are said to have become Monophysites. See
Christians of St. Thomas, under ChrisHan.

The Persian kings were always more favourable to Nes-
torians, as believing them to deny the True Divinity of our
Lord. J. M. Neale, Eastern Church, i. 142.

Nestorianism (nes-to'ri-an-izm), n. [< Nes-
torian + -ism.'i In tlieol.,' the doctrine that in

the God-man the two natures, the divine and
the human, are not united in one person, and
that consequently he possesses two distinct
personalities. Nestorianism is at the opposite extreme
of Christological doctrine from Monophysitism. It derives
its name from Nestorius, patriarch of Constantinople in the
fifth century, who >vas condemned by the third and fourth
ecumenical councils (that of Ephesus in 431 and that of
Ohalcedon in 451) as promulgating teachings which in-
volved this* doctrine and as refusing to assent to the de-
cision of the Ephesine Council. See Theotocos.

As Eutychianism is the doctrine that the God-man has
only the one nature, so Nestorianism is the doctrine that
He has two complete persons. Encyc. Bril., XVII. 356.

The celebrated school at Edessa . . . remained firm
against the Arian heresy, but gave way to Nestorianism
about the time of Zeno.

J. M. Neale, Eastern Church, i. 127.

Nestoridse (nes-tor'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Nestor
+ -idee."] A family of parrots represented by
the genus Nestor, now peculiar to New Zealand.

A. Newton.
Nestorinae (nes-to-ii'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Nestor
+ -incB."] A subfamily of PsittaddcB, represented

by the genus Nestor.

nestorine (nes'to-rin), a. Of or having the
characteristics of the Nestorince; pertaining to

the genus Nestor.

nest-pan (nest'pan), n. A moderately deep pan
of earthenware, made of convenient size, in

common use among pigeon-fanciers as a recep-

tacle for the nests of their brooding birds.

nest-spring (nest'spring), n. A spiral spring

having one or more coils of springs inclosed.

neti (net), n. and a. [< ME. net, < AS. net, nett

= OS. netti, net = OFries. nette, nitte = D. net
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= MLG. nette = OHG. nezi, neeei, MH6. iietze,

G. nete = Icel. net= Sw. ndt= Dan. net= Goth.
nati, a net : cf . Icel. not, a large net. Eoot un-
known.] 1, n. 1. An open textile fabric, of

cotton, linen, hemp, silk, or other material, tied
or woven with a mesh of any size, designed or
used for catching animals alive, either by in-

closing or by entangling them; a netting or

network used as a snare or trap. Nets are of high
antiquity, and there are almost as many kinds of them as
there are ways in which a piece of netting or a network
can be adapted to the capture of animals. It is character-
istic of nets to take the game alive, either by surrounding
or inclosing it as in a bag or by entangling it in meshes.
Many kinds of net are described and named— from the
nature of the game, as, Wrd-nets, butterfly-nets, fish-nets;
from the way in which the game is taken, as, gUl-net, gill-

ing-net; from the way in which the net is handled or
worked, as, beating-net, dip-net, draw-net, drag-net, dryft-

Tiet, drop-net, hand-net, landing-net, set-net, stake-net, scoop-

net; from the shape of the netting, as, bag-net, purse-net,
etc. In the fisheries in which nets are most used, many
of them take other names, aja fyke, pound, seine,weir,trap.
(See these words and the above compounds.) Nets range
in size from a few inches to a mile or more : thus, seines
have been made reaching (with the ropes which haul
them) 5 miles, and sweeping more than 1,000 acres of
water-bottom. The material ranges from the finest silk,

muslin, etc., to stout cordage; gut or sinew is sometimes
used. The mesh is always made with a fixed, not running,
knot. The appliances of nets are numerous : as, buoys or
buoy-lines to fioat one border of the net or indicate the
whereabouts of a net under water ; sinkers, leads, or lead-
lines to sink one border of the net to the bottom of the
water; cords or ropes for setting, stretching, hauling,
pursing, etc., often worked by mechanical contrivances,
as a windlass operated by horse- or steam-power

;
poles

or stakes for setting, etc. In some kinds of set-nets or
weirs the staking or paling is so extensive in comparison
with the netting that the contrivance is converted into a
wooden trap, and is, in fact, called a trap. See net^, v. t, 2.

Bat as a brid, whiche woll alight
And seeth the mete, but nought the nette.

Gower, Conf. Amant., iii.

And nets of various sorts, and various snares.
The seine, the cast-net, and the wicker maze.
To waste the watery tribes a thousand ways.

Fawkes, tr. of Idylls of Theocritus, xxi,

2. Figuratively, a snare or device for entrap-
ping or misleading in any way; a moral or
mental trap or entanglement.

Hue were laht by the net so bryd is in snare.
Flemish Insurrection (Child's Ballads, VI. 272).

So will I turn her virtue into pitch.
And out of her own goodness' make the net
That shall enmesh them all.

Shak., Othello, ii. 3. 367.

Skill'd to retire, and in retiring draw
Hearts after them tangled in amorous n£ts,

Milton, P. R., ii. 162.

3. A light open woven fabric, as gauze or
muslin, worn or used as a protection from an-
noying insects : as, a mosquito-»ef spread over
a bed.—4. Machine-made lace of many kinds.
The varieties of machine-net formerly made were whip-
net, mail-net, patent net, drop-net, spider-net, balloon-net
The modern varieties, named according to the kind of
mesh employed, are warp-net, point-net, and bobbin-net.

Broad net is woven as wide as the machine will allow.
Quillings are narrow widths, several being made at one
time in the breadth of the machine. Fancy net has a gimp
pattern worked in by hand (called laee-da/ming) or by the
Jacquard attachment.

Here's a bit o' net, then, for you to look at before I tie

up my pack : . , . spotted and sprigged, you see, beauti-
ful, but yallow

—
's been lyin' by an' got the wrong colour.

Oeorge Eliot, Mill on the Floss, v. 2.

5. A light open meshed bag for holding or con-
fining the hair. Some are made of threads so
fine that they are called invisible nets.

The hair is usually plaited down on each side of the face
and inclosedJn a, net-ov cowl. Encyc. Brit., YI, 470.

6. Anything formedwith interstices or meshes
like a net.

Nets of checker-work, and wreaths of chain-work, for
the chapiters. 1 Ki. vii. 17.

Now on some twisted ivy-jwt.

Now by some tinkling rivulet, . . .

Her cream-white mule his pastern set.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Guinevere.

7. In arMt. and zoiil., a reticulation or cancel-
lation; a network of anastomosing or inoscu-
lating filaments or vessels; a web or mesh; a
rete.— 8. In math., a rectilinear figure drawn
as follows. For a plane net, four points in a plane are
assumed, and through pairs of them, and of points sub-
sequently obtained as intersections of lines, straight lines
are drawn. For a net in space, five points are assumed,
through triads of which, and of points subsequently ob-
tained as intersections of three planes, planes are drawn,
—Bag-and-Stake net, a kind of net-weir similar to that
form of seine sometimes used to take bluefish. In Eng-
land the bag-and-stake nets are included in the law for-
bidding the use of fixed engines for the capture of salmon.
Massachusetts Report (1866), p. 28.—Balrd net, a form
of collecting-net: named from its designer. Prof, S, F,
Baird,— Bar-net, that part of a stake-net which is hung
on stakes in a line at right angles with the shore, and with
which the flsh first come in contact. See stake-net. [Cana-
da.]—Brussels net. (a) The pillow-made ground of
Brussels application lace, (b) A machine-made ground

net
imitating the above.

—

BttU-net, a large dip-net worked
from the rigging by block and tackle, and used in unlad-
ing a purse-seine.

—

Casting-net, a fishing-net consisting
of a circle of netting varying in diameter from 4 feet to
15 or more. To its circumference are attached, at short
intervals, leaden weights. There is a central opening,
usually constituted by a ferrule of bone or metal. One
end of a long rope passes through this ferrule, and to it

are attached numerous cords extending to the lead-rope.

The net is used by gathering up the casting-rope in a coil

on one arm, and taking the net itself on the other. By a
dexterous fling of the arm holding the net, this is thrown
in such a way as to spread out completely, and it is some-
times hurled to a distance of many feet, so as to fall flat

on the surface of the water. The leads sink immediately,
forming a circular inclosure, and imprisoning any flsh that
happen to be under it at the time. The rope is then
hauled in from the other end, causing the whole circum-
ference to pucker inwardly, the leads and pucker coming
together in a compact mass. These nets are extensively

used in the West Indies and the southern United States.— Cast-net, a fishing-net that is cast; a casting-net.

—

Cherry-net, a net spread over a cherry-tree to keep off

birds.

To catch a dragon in a cherry net.

To trip a tigress with a gossamer.
Were wisdom to it. Tennyson, Princess, v.

Clue-net, a purse-seine. [New Jersey.]— Collectlng-
net, a small seine used for collecting fish for specimens
of natural history; a collecting-seine.—Damed net,
net of any kind, embroidered with either white or colored
thread of any material. It differs from damed embroi-

dery in giving less solid and uniform opaque surfaces,

and in depending more upon the outline formed by a

single thread carried through the meshes. See damed
netting, under netting.

—

Diving-net, a net arranged some-
what like a fyke, for taking rock-fish, perch, etc. [New
.lersey.]—Draft-net, a haul-seine. [New Jersey.]—

Drag-net, a small seine dragged or hauled in shoal wa-
ter, one end of the net being fastened in the mud by -

means of the staff. The drag-net is from 75 to 100 yards
long, and 25 to 37 meshes deep, with a mesh of from Ii to
2 inches. The lead-line is provided with heavy lead sink-

ers, the cork-line with floats.—Dredge-net. See roie-

(fretise.-Drift-net, a fishing-net which drifts with the
tide. Drift-nets are arranged on the same principle as

giU-nets (see mU-net), except that they are allowed to drift

about with the tide instead of being secured to stakes.

They are shot or paid out from boats in a straight line,

and kept perpendicular by buoys along the top and leads
at the bottom, and are drawn out straight across the cur-

rent by a boat rowed in the proper direction.—Dutck
net, a pound-net. [North Carolina,]—Gang or boolc of
nets. See^aB?.-Oladenet. Bee glade-net.— 'SHaXeas
net, in lace-making, a ground or r^seau in which the Mal-
tese cross appears, especially one consisting of octagons
each inclosing a Maltese cross, and alternating with elon-

gated hexagons and small triangles, producing a very
complex pattern.—Run net, darned netting of a simple
sort in which the needlework is not elaborately stitched,

A. S. Cole, Embroidery and Lace.—TO run the net, to
feel for flsh that may have been caught, by handling the
cork-line of a net without further disturbing its set in
the water; run the cork-line hand over hand. The strug-

gling of the fish is readily felt in this way, and they are
ungilled as soon as possible, that they may not injure
themselves nor be devoured by other flsh.—Water-net,
a fresh-water alga, Hydrodictyon vtrievlatum. See Ey-
' '• ion.

II. a. 1. Made of netting: as, a net fence.— 2. Eesembling netting; having a structure
which is like netting—that is, one which has
open meshes, large in proportion to the thick-
ness of the threads.— 3. Caught in a net; net-
ted: as, weifish.— 4. Reticulate or canceUate:
netted or net-veined, as an insect's wings.—Net
embroidery, (a) Decorative needlework done upon net
as a foundation. (6) Decorative work done upon net, but
not strictly needlework, as muslin appligu6 (which see,

undermTOfm).-Net-mackerel. See mackeren.
neti (net), V.

; pret. and pp. netted, ppr. netting.

[< Me*i, TO.] I. trans. 1. To make as a net;
make network of; form into a netting; mesh;
knot or weave in meshes.
In mediseval times the vestments of tjie clergy fre-

quently had netted coverings of silk.

Drapers' Diet., p. 23fl.

2. To capture or take vrith a net, as game;
insnare, entangle, or entrap in or by means of
network, as any animal. Quadrupeds are not often
netted, traps or snares or guns being commonly used for
their capture. Birds are netted in several different ways

:

by springing a net over them ; by driving them into a
winged and tunneled net, as ducks ; by the use of a hand-
net on a pole, as in taking insects ; and by entangling them
in the meshes of a spread net. Fishes, including shell-
fish, are netted by every device which can be put into
effect by means of network. The use of the net in these
cases is, however, in one of two leading methods, en-
tangling and inclosing. In the former of these, the fish

swims against a vertical sheet of netting, finds the mesh
too small to go through, and is caught by the gills in
trying to back out. Insects are netted by collectors in
one of two ways : with the butterfly-neti which is a very
light bag of silk, gauze, etc, on a frame and pole; and
with the beating-net, a bag of stout cloth or light canvas
on a frame, with a short handle, used to beat or brurfi the
grass and bushes. See net^, n.

3. To take as if with a net; capture by arts,
wUeSj, or stratagems; entangle in difficulty;
beguile.

And now I am here netted and in the toils. Scott.

4. To put into or surround with a net for pro-
tection or safe-keeping; hold in place by
means of a net, as one's hair; veU or cover, as



net

the headwithanet ; spreada net over or aronnd,
as a fruit-tree to keep ofE the birds, or a bed to
keep out mosqnitos.
To leave his feToorite tree to stoangers, after all the

pains he had been at In neOing It to keep off the birds.
Mia Edgnmrih, Belinda, zzL (Danes.)

Old Yew, which graspest at the stones
That name the under-lying dead.
Thy fibres net the dreamless head.

Thy roots are wrapt abont the bones.
Tntnj/wn, In Hemoriam, ii.

n. itttrans. 1. To make nets or form net-
work; be occupied in knotting or wearing a
suitable material into netting.

Ideal visits I often pay yon, see yon posting ronnd yonp
sylvan wal^ or sitting noting in yonr parlour, and tlUnk-
ing of your absent friends. Seuxtrd. ILaOam.)

Urs. Spaisit netting at the fireside, in a side-saddle atti-

tude, with one foot in a cotton stirrup.
Sidans, Hard Tunes, L U.

2. To use the net in capturing game as an art
or industry : as, he nets for a lining.

net^ (net), o. [Also nett; < F. vet = It. netto (>
D. G. Sw. Dan. netto), clean, clear, neat, < L. ni-

tidus, shining, sleek, neat: see neaf^, an earlier
form from the same source.] 1. Clear; pure;
unadulterated; neat: as, net (unadulterated)
wines.

Clii. Nay, look what a nose he hath.
Be, My nose is net crimson.

Chapman^ Humorous Say's Uirth.

ifeayvoty
WiUiont adome of gold or silver bright

Spenser, F. Q., m. xil 30.

2. Clear of anything extraneous ; with all de-
ductions (such as charges, expenses, discounts,
eonmiissions, taxes, etc.) made: as, n«< profits

or earnings; net proceeds; net weight.
.Esthetic enjoyment is a net addition to the sum of life's

pleasures. J. Sutty, Outlines of Psychol., p^ 533.

3. Lowest; not subject to further deduction or
discount : as, these prices are net.—Net measure,
in architecture, measure in which no allowance is made
for finishing; in the work of artificers, measure in which
no allowance is made for the waste of materials.—Net
proceeds, the amount or sum left from the sale of goods
after every charge is paid.—Net Iirofits, what remains as
the dear gain of any business adventure, after deducting
the capital invested in the business^ the expenses incurred
in ita management, and the losses sustained by its opera-
lion.—Net stock,the netproceeds atafishing-tripafterall

expenses have been deducted.—Net Weight, the weight
of merchandise after allowance has been made for casks,

bags, cases, or any inclosing material.

net^ (net), V. t.; pret. and pp. netted, ppr. net-

ting. [< net^, a.J To gain or produce as clear

profit: as, to net a thousand dollars in a busi-

ness transaction; the sale netted a hundred
dollars.

net-berth (nefb^rth), n. The space or room
occupied in the water by a net when fishing,

equivalent to the superficial extent of the area
in which a fish may be taken, and differing

somewhat from the whole area represented by
the dimensions of the net.

net-braider (nefbra'der), n. One who makes
nets.

Ife&rmden, or those that have no cloathes to wrappe
their hides in or bread to put in their mouths but what
they eame and get by brayding of nets.

Sashe, Lenten Stuffe.

net-Gault (net'k&l), n. 1 . Amode of hair-dress-

ing : same as erespine.—2. A net.

net-cntter (net'kut-er), n. A device attached
to the nose of a torpedo for cutting a torpedo-

net.

nete^t, ». A Middle English form of neafi.

nete^, a. A Middle English form of neat^.

nete^ (ne'te), n. [< Gr. v^, eontr. of vedny (so.

Zop^Vt chord), fern, of viarog, last, < veoc, new:
see new.'i In one. Gr. music, the upper tone
of the disjunct tetraehord: so called because
it was the last or uppermost tone of the earlier

and simpler systems. Its pitch is supposed to
have been about equivalent to the modem E
next above middle C. See tetraehord.

net-fern (net'fem), n. A name sometimes ap-

plied to species of the genus GUtehenia.

net-fish (net'fish), n. 1. A fish, as the cod,

taken in nets: opposed to trawl-Jish and liite-

fish, [Gloucester, Massaehusette.]—2. The
basket-fish or Medusa's-head, a many-armed
ophiurian. J". Winthrop,

net-fisherman (net'fish'er-man), H. One who
fishes with a net, as distinguidied from one

who tises the line,

net-fishery (net'fish'er-i), n. A place where
net-fishing is done ; also, the business of fishing

with a net.

net-fishing (net'fish'ing), n. The act, process,

or industry of fishing with nets, whether mova-
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ble or fixed. Xet-fishing is regulated, and in
some instances prohibited, by legislation,

nethelesst, adv. A variant of natheless.

Sethetette, let them a Gods name feede on th^yr owne
folly, so the^ seeke not to darken the beames of others
gloi7. Spenter, Shep. CaL. Epistle.

nethemostf, a. superl. An obsolete variant of
nethemiost,

nether^t (neTH'er), adv. [ME. nether, nither,

< AS. ntfAer, nithor, neolHor = OS. nithar =
OPries. luther, neder = D. neder= MLG. nedder
= OHG. nidar, MHG. nider, G. nieder = IceL
nidhr= Sw. neder= Dan. neder-= Goth. *nifhar
(not recorded), downward; with compar. suffix

-ther= L. -fer, -teras = Gr. -rspog, and connected
with several later forms with other suffixes, as
AS. neoGian, down, beneath, from beneath, neo-
thane, beneath, = OS. iiithana = MLG. neden,
nedden = OHG. nidana, MHG. nidene, niden, G.
ntec2e», below, beneath, = Icel. nedhan, from be-
neath, = Sw. nedan= Dan. neden, beneath, ned,
down (see heneafh, aneath, 'neaih); from a stem
*«j, Skt. n», downward. The stem occurs in
nesfi-, q. v.] Downward ; down.

And nitbfnl neddre, loth an lither,
Sal gliden on hise brest nethar.

Genesis and Bxodvs, L 370.

'Se warp thu me nawt neotJier into helle.
SL Marherete (fA. CockayneX p. 17.

nefherl (nesn'er), a. [Early mod. E. also
neather, neyther; < ME. netAere,< AS. neof*era,
neofAra = OS. nithiri = OPries. nithere, nedere,
neer= D. neder= MLG. neddere= OHG. nidari,
nidiri, nideri, MHG. nidere, nider, 6. nieder- =
Sw. nedra, nedre= Dan. nedre, adj., lower ; from
the adv.: see Jief/ierl, a(7r.] 1. Lower; under:
opposed to upper: as, the nether millstone.

Ob, that same drawing-in your nether lip there
Foreshews no goodness, lady

!

Fle&her (and anotAcr !), Nice Valour, L 1.

Silenns the Jester sat at the nether end ot the table.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, 1 79.

These gaiUemen and ladyes sate on the neyther part of
the rock.
Bp. HaU, quoted in Strutt's Sports and Pastimes, p. 241.

We were now in the nether principality of the kingdom
of Naples, and in the antient Lucania.

PoeoeiK!, Description ot the East, II. ii. 202.

2t. Pertaining to theregions here below; earth-
ly-

This shows yon are above.
You jnsticers, that these oar ne&er crimes
So speedily can venge. ShaJc, Lear, iv. 2. 79.

3. Pertaining to the lower regions or hell; in-

fernal.
This nether empire ; which might rise^

By policy and long process of time.
In emulation opposite to heaven.

MUton, P. L., iL 296.

Netherhouset, the lower honse, as of a parliamentary as-

sembly : opposed to vpper house. Baker, Chronicles^ p. 196.

nether^ (neTH'er), V. t. [< ME. 'netberen, nith-

eren, nithren, neotheren, < AS. nitberian, nifhrian,

neihiorian, bring low, humiliate, accuse, con-
demn (= OHG. nKferren, bring low, humiliate,
condemn, = Icel. nidhra, put down), < nitAer,

down, below, nether: see neHier^, adv. Hence
dial, nidder, q. v.] To bring low; humiliate.

nether^t (neTH'er), n. Avariant of nedder'^, nad-
der, adder^.

netherestf, a. superl. [ME. (= OHG. nidarost,

MHG. niderest, niderst = Icel. nedhstr, neztr =
Sw.Dan. jieifersf); superl. of netAeri, a.] Low-
est; nethermost.
Fro the neOteresle [var. mthemaxt] lettre to the upper-

este. Chaucer, Boethius, i. prose 1.

nether-formed (neTH'er-f6rmd), a. In geol.,

hypogene.
Netherlander (nesra'cr-lan-der), « . [= D. and
Plem. Nederlander = G'.' Mederldnder = Sw.
Xederldnder^Jism. ^^ederlcender; as Netherland
(= D. and Plem. Nederland = G. Skderland =
Sw. Dan. Nederldnd), inpL Xetherlands, the Low
Countries (see nether'^, a., and land^), + -er^.]

A native or an inhabitant of the Netherlands
or Holland, a kingdom of Europe situated near
the North Sea, west of Gtermany and north of

Belgium ; an inhabitant of the Netherlands in
an extended sense, including, besides the pres-

ent kingdom, the former Spanish and Austrian
NetherlMids (now the kingdom of Belgium).

The i'etherittnders set baits for the eye ; th^ represent
either pleasant objects, or such as are revered— saints and
prophets. BdiriburgA Bev., CXIT. 19.

Netherlandish (nesH'er-lan-dish), a. [= D.
Nederlandsch = G. Niederlandisch = Sw. Neder-
Idndsk = Dan. XederUindsl: ; as Xetherland (see

Netherlatider) + -isW-.'] Pertaining to the Neth-
erlands or to the Netherlanders.

netted

netherlings(neTH'er-lingz), n.pl. [< iiether'i +
-lingl. Ct. nether-stock.'} Stockings. Dickens.
[Ludicrous.]
nethermore (ncTH'^r-mor), a. eompar. [< neth-
eri -I- -morel.] Lower. [Kare.]

For them the nethermore abyss receives.
For glozy none the damned would have from them.

LongfeOou), tr. of Dante's Inferno, ili. 41.

nethermost (ncTH'er-most), a. superl. [< neth-
eri + .most. In ME. nethemest, nethemast, < AS.
nithemest, nyihemest, neothemest, lowest, superl.
to nether, neother, nether: see nether^. Cf. ne(A-
ermore.'] Lowest; undermost: as, the nether-
most heU.
When I have cut the cards, then mark the nethermost

of the greatest heap. Oreene, Art of Conny Catehing.

Thither he plies.
Undaunted to meet there whatever power
Or spirit of the nethermost abyss
Might in that noise reside. MUton, P. L., it 956.

Thathe might humble himself to the neOermoSt state
of contempt^ he chose to descend from the seed of Abra-
ham. South, Sermons, YIIL x.

Sack to the nethermost cavesretreated the bellowing ocean.
Lonsfellow, Evangeline, L S.

nether-stockt (nesH'er-stok), ji. [< nether^ -I-

stock.'i 1. The lower part of the hose or leg-
covering, as distinguished from the tnmk-hose,
or thigh-covering: usually in the plural.
A pleasant old courtier wearing ... a long beaked

donblet hanging downe to his thies, <& an high paire a£
sUke nether-stoAs.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 237.

2. The stocking as distinguished from the
breeches : usually in the plural.

They are clad in Scale skins, . . . with their breeches
and nethentoclKS of the same. Hakluyfs Voyages, I. 491.

Ere I lead this life long, 111 sew nether stocks, and mend
them and foot them too. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iL 1. 130.

nether-vert (neTH'6r-v^rt), n. Undeigrowth;
coppice.

Xether-vert, which is properly all manner of underwoods,
bushes, thorns, etc
W. Nelson, Laws concerning Game, p. 231. (En^e. BicL)

netherward, netherwards (neTH'er-ward,
-wardz), adv. [= D. nederwaarts = MLG. ned-
denoorf = OHG. nidarwert, nidarort, MHG. ni-

derwert, niderwart, G. niederwdrts; as nedier^
+ -ward, -wards.l In a downward direction;
downward.
Nethinim (neth'i-nim), n. pi. [Heb. netMnim,
pi. of ndthin,what is given, a slave ofthe temple,
< ndtAan, give.] Persons employed in menial
offices in the ancient Jewish temple service,
chiefly in hewing wood and drawing water to
be used in the sacrifices.

netiftrt (net'i-fi), v. t. [Also neatify; < OP. nete-

fier, make clean or neat, < net, neat. -1- -fier, E.

-fy.} To render neat,

net-loom (net'lom), H. A machine for weaving
network.
net-maker (net'ma'ker), n. [< ME. nette mak-
er.} One whose business is the making of nets.
—Net-makers' knife, a short cutting-blade having in
place of a handle a ting at the end to fit over one finger.

net-making (net'ma'king), H. The act, art, or
industry of making nets. Nets were formerly made
by the aid of a flat piece of wood and a needle with two
eyes and a noteh at each end to prevent the twine from
slipping as itwas loop^ and knotted avound tiie piece of
wood. Most of the nets now used are woven on a net-
loom, invented by Paterson of Mnsselbnrgh, Scotland, in
1820.

net-masonry (net'ma'sn-ri), ». Beticulated
bond, the joints of which resemble in appear-
ance the meshes of a net ; open reticulation.

net-mender (net'men'der), n. One whose busi-
ness is the mending of nets.

net-shoret (net'shor), n. Forks of wood upon
which nets are set for game. Xomenclator.
net-stmcture (net'stmk'tflr), K. In lithol.,

same as mesh-structure.

netsuke(net'su-ka),H. [Jap.] Asmallknobor
button, of horn, wood, ivory, or other material,
often elaborately carved or inlaid, lacquered, or
decorated with enamel, used by the Japanese
as a bob or toggle in connection with a cord for

suspending a tobacco-pouch, inro. or similar

article in the belt or girdle.

Nothing win satisfy the desire for netsukfy when it once
sets in. The Academy, Feb. 4, Is&S, p. je.

!Many of the netsuk^s are real sketches direct from na-
ture, and a good ivory carver carries around with him on
his daily waUcs pencil and note-book, finding subjects in

daily life in street or canal to be finished in ivory.

Harper's Mag., LXXVL 714.

nett (net), a. A former spelling of net", still

occasionally used,

netted (net'ed), J), o. [< n*fi -I- -ed^.] 1. Made
into a net or network; formed of meshes or

open stitches : reticulated.



netted

I make the netted sunbeam dance
Against my sandy shallows.

Tmnyson, The Brook.

2. Covered or provided with a net: as, a, netted
window.— 3. Caught in a net, as fish; kept in a
uet, as turtles for sale.— 4. Covered or marked
with a network of intersecting lines; reticulate

;

cancellated : as, the netted wings of a dragon-fly.— 5. Forming a network; intersecting: as, the
netted veins of an insect's wings.
netted-carpet (net'ed-kar"pet), n. A moth,
Cidaria reticulata.

netted-veined (net'ed-vand), a. In iot., hav-
ing a reticulated venation; traversed by fine
nerves (nervilles) disposed like the threads of
a net, a character common to most dicotyledons
and rarely occurring in other plants. See nerva-
tion.

netter (net'er), rt. One who makes or uses nets.
The only persons interested in the trade are the export-

ers, and the TieHers and snarers employed by them.
Quarterly Bev., CXIVI. 89.

nettiet, a. An obsolete variant of natty.

netting (net ' ing), n. [Verbal n. of net^, i>.]

1. A net; a piece of network, as of cord or
wire ; an openwork fabric, as for a hammock, a
screen, etc. Specifically— (a) A fine light fabric, as of
gauze or muslin: as, mosquito-n«*K«^. (b)pl. Naval: (1)
A network of ropes formerly stretched along the upper
part of a ship's quarter to hold hammocks when not in
use : hence sometimes called tuvrmnock-nettings. The name
ham-mock-rteUinge is still applied to the wooden or iron
compartments or boxes on the upper railing of a ship,
although the nettings have not been used for many years.

(2) A stout network of wire or rope stretched around a ship
above the rail duiing an engagement, to keep off boarders

:

hence called boarding-nettings. (3) A network of light rope
stretched over a ship's deck during an engagement to pre-
vent injuries from falling spars, splinters, etc. : specifical-
ly called ^linter-nettings.

2. The art or process of making nets or net-
work ; net-making

—

Darned netting, an imitation
of darned lace made by embroidering with a darning-
stitch upon plain netting, and much used forwindow-cur-
tains and the like, which are often called laee curtains,
etc.—Diamond netting, netting of the plainest kind,
in which the meshes are of uniform size, and square or
lozenge-shaped.— Grecian netting, a kind of netting
used for making small articles of silk, and larger articles,

such as curtains, of cotton. It consists of flat meshes of
twoditferent sizes. Diet. Needlework.—Mignonette net-
ting. See mignonette.

netting-maclline (net'ing-ma-shen'''), n. 1. A
net-loom.—2. A machine by means of which
the action of the hands in netting is imitated,
and a fabric is produced secured by knots at the
intersections of the lines. In general, the name net-
ting-machine is given to any machine producing the net
or background of lace.

netting-needle (net'ing-ne"dl), ». A kind of
shuttle used^
in netting. ^=^—-^ ^^;ii=&
Nettion(net'-
i-on),n. [NL.,
< Gr. vfJTTiov,

a duckling,
dim. of wjTTa, a duck : see Anas.'\ A genus of
very small and pretty ducks of the family Ana-
tidcB and the subfamily Anatince, containing
such as N. crecca of Europe and the similar
N. caroUnensis of North America; the green-
winged teals. See teal.

nettle^ (net'l), n. [< ME. nettle, netle, < AS.
netele, netle = D. netel = MLG. netele, nettele

= OHG. nezzila, nezila, MHG. nezzel, Gr. nessel

= Dan. nelde (for *nedle) = Sw. nassla (after

<>., the reg. form being *ndtla) ; with dim. suf-

X
Ancient Hgyptian Netting'-needles.
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fix -el (-la), from a simple form seen in OHG.
nazza, a nettle : root unknown

;
perhaps con-

nected with net'-. The OPruss. noatis, Lith. no-

tere, Ir. nenaid, nettle, appear to be unrelated.

Skeat assumes an orig. initial h, and com-
pares Gr. Kvi&r/, a nettle, andE. nifl- (AS. hnitu);

but if there were an orig. initial h, it would
appear in OHG. and AS., as in other cases.] 1

.

A herbaceous plant of the genus Urtica, armed
with stinging hairs. U. dimca is the common, great, or
stinging nettle, native in the northern Old World, natural-
ized in the United States and elsewhere. This plant is

now somewhat cultivated in Germany for its fiber, which,
properly dressed, is fine and silky. The tender shoots ai'e

not unfrequently used as a pot-herb. This and the small
nettle, U. urens, were formerly in use as diOi'etics and as-

tringents. The Soman nettle of southern Europe iaU.in-
lulifera. U. cannaMna of Siberia is locally utilized as a
fiber-plant

Out of this nettle, danger, we pluck this flower, safety.

Shah, 1 Hen. IV., ii. 3. 10.

The Earth doth not always produce Hoses and Lilies,

but she brings forth also Nettles and Thistles.
Howell, Letters, I. vi. 57.

2. One of several plants of other genera of the
nettle family ( UrUcacece) ; any nettle-like plant

:

generally with a qualifying word CJliUi nettle.
See Loasece.—False nettle,Boehmeria eylindrica. IV. S.]

—In dock, out nettle. See docii.-Neilgherry nettle,
the East Indian Qirardinia ( Uriica) heterophyUa. It yields
a flne white and glossy strong flber, locally important-
Nettle broth, nettle porridge, a dish made with nettles
cut early in the season before they show any flowers.

There we did eat some n£ttle porrige, which was made
on purpose to-day for some of their coming, and was very
good. Pepys, IJiary, Feb. 27, 1661.

nettle^ (net'l), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. nettled, ppr.

nettling. [< ME. netlen ; (.nettle^n."] To sting;
irritate or vex

;
provoke

;
pique.

I am whipp'd and scourged with rods.
Nettled and stung with pismires, when I hear
Of this vile politician, Bolingbroke.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., i 3. 240.

She hath so nettled the King that all the doctors in the
country will scarce cure him.

Beau, and Fl., Philaster, ii. 4.

Nay, I know this nettles you now ; but answer me, is it

not true? £. ,/on«07i. Poetaster, i. 1.

She was not a little nettled at this my civility, which
passed over her head. Steele, Lover, No. 7.

I, tho' nettled that he seemed to slur
With garrulous ease and oily courtesies
Our formal compact, yet, not less, . . .

Went forth again with both my friends.
Tennyson, Princess, i.

nettle^ (net'l), n. Naut., same as knittle, 2.

nettle-bird (net'1-berd), n. A little bird which
creeps about hedges among the nettles, as the
whitethroat, Sylvia cinerea, or the blackcap, S.

atricapilla. [Local, Eng.]
nettle-blight (net'1-blit), n. The Meidium urti-

cce, a parasitic fungus common on nettles.

nettle-butterfly (net'l-but'^er-fli), n. A com-
mon European butterfly, Vanessa urUcce. The
cosmopolitan Pyra/meis cardui and P. atalanta, whose
laryee feed on nettles, are also sometimes Imown by this
name.

nettle-cell (net'1-sel), ». A stinging-cell or
thread-cell, one of the urtieating organs of a
nettle-fish: a cnida or nematocyst.
nettle-clotn (net'l-kl6th), n. A thick cotton
cloth which, when japanned, is used instead of
leather for waist-belts, vizors for caps, etc.

nettle-creeper (net'l-kre''''p6r), n. Same as
nettle-bird.

nettle-fever (net'l-fe''''ver), n. TTrticaria.

nettle-fish (net'l-fish), n. A jelly-fish ; a sea-
nettle : so called from its stinging or urtieating.
nettle-geranium (net'l-je-ra'''ni-um), n. See

upper Part of a Fruiting Stem ofNettle i^Urtica dioicai.

the male flower; *, the female flower; c. a stinging hair, taken
from the leaf, highly magnifled.

nettle-leaf (net'1-lef), n. In Tier., a leaf of or-
dinary rounded form but with the edge very
deeply serrated in long sharp points.

nettle-monger (net'l-mung''''g6r), n. Same as
nettle-lnrd.

nettler (net'Wr), n. [< nettW^ + -eri.] One
who or that which stings, provokes, or irritates.

These are the nettlers, these are the blabbing Books that
tell, though not halfe, your fellows' feats.

Milton, On Def. of Humb. Kemonst.

nettle-rash (uet'1-rash), n. An eruption on the
skin like that produced by the sting of a net-
tle; urticaria.

nettle-springe (net'l-sprinj), n. The nettle-
rash. SalUweM. [Prov. Eng.]
nettle-stuff (net'1-stuf), n. Naut, a thin twist
of two or three yarns, laid up or twisted by
hand, and rubbed smooth. It is used for ham-
mock-clues and stops.

nettle-tap (net'l-tap), n. A moth, Simaethis
fabriciana.

nettle-thread (net'l-thred), n. One of the
stinging hairs of aoalephs ; a cnidocil.

neume

nettle-tree (net'l-tre), ». 1. A tree of the ge-
nus Celtis of the nettle family, chiefly the Old
World species C. australis and the North Amer-
ican C. occidentalis : so named from the aspect
of the leaves. The former is a desirable shade-tree, and
its yellow-tinged wood is hard, dense, and flne-grained,

suifcible especially for turning and carving. See hackberry
and lotus-tree, 2.

2. An Australian tree of the genus Laportea.
Two species, L. giQOS and L. photiniphylla, are large trees,

more or leas stinging ; a third, L. m&roides, is a small tree,

the stinging hairs extremely virulent. Also tree-netUe.~

Jamaica. nettle-tree, Trema {Sponia) micrantha.

nettlewort (net'l-w6rt), n. [< nettle'^ + worti.]

A plant of the nettle family ( UrUcacece).

nettling (net'ling), n. [< nettle^ + -ing^.J In
rope-making : (a) A. method of spinning or twist-
ing together the ends of two ropes so as to unite

them with a seamless joint. (6) A system of '

tying in pairs the yams when they are laid on
the posts in a ropewalk, in order to prevent en-

tanglement or confusion.

netty (net'i), a. [< net^ + -y^."] Resembling
a net; interlaced or interwoven like network;
netted.

This reticulate or net-work was also considerable in the

inward parts of man, not onely from the first subtegmen,
or warp of his formation, but in the netty fibers of the
veins and vessels of life.

Sir T. Browne, Garden of Cyrus, iiL

net-veined (net'vand), a. 1. In entom., display-

ing numerous veins or nervures tending to form
a more or less confused network on the surface,

the principal longitudinal veins being almost
lost, as in the wings of certain Semiptera and
many Orthoptera : opposed to parallelrveined.—
2. In hot., same as netted-veined.

net-winged (;iet'wingd), a. In entom., having
netted or net-veined wings ; specifically, neu-
ropterous.

network (net'werk), n. 1. .Anything formed
in the manner or presenting the appearance of

a net or of netting ; work made of intersecting

lines which form meshes or open spaces Uke
those of a net ; an openwork or reticulated fab-

ric, structure, or appearance; interlacement;
technically, anastomosis; inosculation; rete:

as, a networh of veins or nerves ; a network of

railways. See cut under latticeleaf.

Her hair, which is plaited in bands within golden net-

work, is surmounted by a truly beautiful crown.
Encyc. Brit., VL 469.

The woven leaves
Make net-work of the dark-blue light of day.

SheUey, Alastor.

2. Netting decoratedwith darned work or other

needlework. Compare net embroidery, under
»e<l.— 3. Work in metal or other tenacious
and ductile material resembling a net in having
large openings divided by slender solid parts.

Compare fretworlc.

Beautiful net-work of perforated steel.

Hamilton Sale Cat., 1882, No. 986.

Darned network, (a) Same as darned netting. (i>) Or-
namental threadwork used as a ground for various kinds
of embroidery, especially when a set of parallel threads are
made into a netting by other threads worked across them
with the needle.

neuettet, n. An old spelling of newt.
neuft, n. An error for neif. See neaf.
Neufchatel cheese. See cheese^.

neuftt, n. An obsolete variant of newt.
neuk (nuk), n. A Scotch form of nook.
neuma (nH'ma), ra. [ML. : see »e««ie.] Same
as neume.
neumatic (nu-mat'ik), a. [< neume + -atic^.

Cf. pneumaUc.'i Iii music, of or pertaining to

neumes

—

Neumatic notation. See notation.

neume (niim), n. [< ME. neume, newme, neme,
< OF. neume, " a sound, song, or close of song
after an anthem" (Cotgrave), < ML. pneuma,
also neupma, neuma, a song, a sign in music,
< Gr. 7cvev/ia, breath, breathing: see pneuma.
In the sense of 'sign,' some compare Gr. vci/m,

a nod.] If. Modulation of the voice in sing-
ing. Nominale MS. (Halliwell.)

Neumie [var. ifevme, neme] of a songe, neupma.
Prompt. Pan., p. 35B.

2. In musie : (a) A sign or character used in

early medieval music to indicate a tone or a
phrase. A large number of these characters were used,
more orlees complicated in form and meaning. They were
first written alone over the text to be sung, but soon one
and then two or more horizontal lines were added to in-

dicate some fixed pitch, as F or C. Neumes were in use as
early as the eighth century ; thefr origin is obscure. They
were the first important step toward a graphic mnsicu
notation in which relative pitch should be indicated by
relative position on a page. They passed over gradually
into the more definite ligatures and the staff-notation o(
later times. The earlier examples cannot be deciphered
with entire certainty, (ftl A melodic phrase or



neume
division, sung to a single syllaWe, especially at
the end of a clause or sentence; a sequence.
[In this sense also pneuvta.'i
neumic (nu'mik), o. [< neume + -io.] Of or
pertaining to neumes: as, neumic notation.

neiira, n. Plural of neuron.
neurad (nu'rad), adv. [< neur(al) + -adS.I
Toward the neural axis or neural side of the
body, in direction or relative position: op-
posed to hemad.
neuradjniamia (nu'ra-^-na'mi-a), n. [NL.,
< Gr. vevpm, nerve, + adma/ua, weakness: see
adynamia.'] Neurasthenia.
neuradynamic (nii''ra-di-nam'ik), a. [< neura-
dynamia + -sc] Pertaining to, of the natvire
of, or suffering from neuradynamia.

neureemia, neursmic. See neuremia, neuremic.

neural (nii'ral), a. [< Gr. vevpov (= L. nervus),
a sinew, nerve (see nerve), + -al. Cf. nerval.]

1. Pertaining to nerves or the nervous system
at large; nervous.— 2. Specifically, of or re-

lating to the cerebrospinal nervous system of a
vertebrate. Hence—3. Situated on that side of

the body, with reference to the vertebral axis,

on which the brain and spinal cord lie ; dorsal
or tergal: opposed to ventral, sternal, visceral,

or hemal.—4. laphysiol., done or tamng place
in the nerves.—Neural arcdi, the arch of a vertebra
which incloses and protects the corresponding part of
the spinal cord, consisting essentially of a pair of neura-
pophyses, to which various other apophyses aie usually af-

fixed, as diapOphyses, zygapophyses, etc. : opposed to tie-

nuU arch ; also extended to a similar segment of the skull
by those who hold the vertebrate theory of the skull, ac-
cording to which, for example, the exoccipital and supra-
OGCipiral bones are parts of the neui'al ai-ch of the hind-
most cranial vertebra. See cuts under endoskdeUm and
cermoai.— Neural axis, canal, lamina, molluaks, etc.

See the nouns Neural spine, the spinous process of a
vertebra, developed at the junction of a ^air of neura-
pophyses, over the neural canal : usually single and me-
dian, sometimes paired or biild : opposed to hemai spine.

See cuts under cervicai, endostceletonf lumbar^ carapace,
CKeJonio, andpleurospondUia.—Neuraltremors,neural
units, in psychol. See the quotation.

If . . . we . . . confine ourselves to the Nervous Sys-
tem, we may represent the moleculai* movements of the
bioplasm by the Tieurat tremors of the psychoplasm ; these
tremors are what I call neural mnts— the I'aw material of
Consciousness ; its several neural groups formed by these
units represent the organized elements of tissues.

0. H. Lewes, Probs. of Lite and Mind. 1. 108.

neuralgia (nu-ral'jia), n. [Also neuralgy; =
F. nioralgie = Sp. neuralgia = Pg. neeralgia =
It. neuralgia,<NL. neniralgia, < Gr. vevpov, nerve,
-I- oXyoc, pain.] A pain, oorresponding fre-

quently to the distribution of some one nerve,
which is not due immediately and simply to

excessive stimulation of the nerve or nerves
involved by some gross or extra-nervous lesion,

but to a nutritive or other molecular change in

the nerves themselves or their central connec-
tions. The pain is usually paroxysmal, varying in in-

tensity, and described as shooting, stabbing, boring, burn,
ing, or deep-seated. Neuralgia is largely confined to
adult life, is more frequent in women than in men, and
is especially apt to occur in neuropathic individuals. It
is induced by cold, exhaustion (from overwork, worry,
over-lactation, mental shock, lack of food and rest), ane-
mia, malaria, alcohol, lead, and glycohemia. In addition to

this so-called idiopathxe neitralgxa, sympUmuitic neuraHgia
is sometimes used to designate neuralgiform pains inci-

dent to some gross lesion.— Ciliary, Intercostal, etc,
neuralgia. See the adjectives.

neuralgic (nu-ral'jik), a. [< neuralgia + -ic]

Pertaining to, of the nature of, or aSeoted by
neuralgia: as, neuralgic pains; a n«ura2g%'c pa-
tient.

neuralgiform (nu-ral'ji-f6rm), a. Besembling
or of the nature of neuralgia.

neuralgy (nu-ral'ji), n. Same as neuralgia.

[Obsolete or" provincial.]

neuralist (nu'ral-ist), «. [< neural + -is*.] A
neuropath.
neuramOBba (nu-ra-me'ba), n.

; pi. neuramce-

iw (-be). [NL., ( Gr. vevpov, nerve, + NL.
anueha: see amrnba, 3.] A nerve-ceU regarded
as an organism of the morphio valence of an
amoeba: correlated with myammba and ostea-

moeba. Coues, 1884.

neuranal (nu-ra'nal), a. [< Gr. vevpov, nerve,

+ L. anus, anus: see anal.] Of or relating to

the outlet of the canal of the neural cord of a
vertebrate embryo.

A current of water, which escaped bythe newnmal canal

(as in larval AmphioxuB). Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 184.

neurapophysial (nu-rap-a-fiz'i-aJ), a. [< neu-

rapophysis + -ah] Of or pertaming to a neu-

rapophysis.
neurapophysis (nH-ra-pofi-sis), n.

;
pi. neura-

popltyses (-sez). [< Gr. vevpov, nerve, -I- aird^v-

oif, an offshoot, process: see apophysis.'] In

anat., a process or part of a vertebra which,
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meeting its fellow In midline over the centrum
of the vertebra, constitutes a neural arch and
completes a neural canal, a neurapophysis con-
sists essentially of the parts of a vertebra known in human
anatomy as the pedicel and lamina; it usually bears other
apophyses, as diapophyses or transverse processes, zyga-
pophyses or oblique or articular processes, and is usu^y
surmounted by a neural spine or spinous process. See cut
under cermcai.

neurasthenia (uii-ras-the-ni'a), n. [NL., < Gr.
vevpov, nerve, + dadeveta, weakness: see asthe-

nia.] In med., nervous debility; nervous ex-
haustion.

neurasthenic (nu-ras-then'ik), a. and n. [<
neurasthenia + -ic.] I. a. Of or pertaining to
neurasthenia or nervous debility; affected or
characterized by neurasthenia.

II. n. A person suffering from nervous de-
bility.

Neurasthenics almost always gain by being a great deal
in the open air. Buck's Handbook oflied. Sciences, V. 164.

neurasthenically (nu-ras-then'i-kal-i), adv.
In a neurasthenic manner ; as regarils neuras-
thenia.

neuration (nu-ra'shon), n. [< Gr. vevpov, a nerve,
-t- -ation. Cf. nercciion.] 1. In entom., nerva-
ture ; venation, as of an insect's wing.— 2. In
a»at.,tlie way or mode of distribution of nerves

;

the system of the nerves ; nervation.
neuratrophia (nu-ra-tro'fi^-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
vevpov, nerve, + arpofia, wasting : see atropliy.]

Impaired nutrition of the nervous system, or of
some part of it.

neuratrophia (nii-rartrof'ik), a. [< neuratrophia
+ -ic] Pertaining to neuratrophia.

neurectomy (nu-rek'to-mi), n. [< Gr. vevpov,

a nerve, + eKTo/i^, a cutting out, < kicri/j.vetv, m-
Ta/ielv, cut out, < ek, out, -1- H/iveiv, ra/ielv, cut.]
The operation of excising or cutting out a part
of a nerve.
neuremia, neursemia (nu-re'mi-a), «. [NL.
neurcemia, < Gr. vevpov, a sinew, tendon, nerve,
+ a}/ia, blood.] A purely functional disease
of the nerves. LaycocJc.

neuremic, neuraemiC (nu-re'mik), a. [< neu-
remia + -ic] Relating to or affected witii neu-
remia.
neurenteric (nii-ren-ter'ik), a. [< Gr. vebpav,

nerve, + evrepov, intestine: see enteric] Per-
taining to the neuron and to the enteron; con-
necting the neural canal with the enteric tube.
—Neurenteric canal or passage, the temporary pas-
sageway or communication which may persist for a time
in vertebrates between the neural and the enteric tube.
This connection leads from the hinder end of the neural
tube into the enteric cavity, and is said to have been dis-

covered by Gasser.

neurepithelial(nii-rep-i-the'li-al),a. See iieuro-

epithmal.
neuriatry (nu-ri'a-tri), n. [< Gr. vevpov, nerve,

-I- iarpeta, healing, < larpevetv, heal, < Jarpdc, a
physician: see iatric] The treatment of ner-
vous diseases.

neuric (nii'rik), a. [< Gr. vevpov, a nerve, +
-ic] 1. Belonging to a nerve or to the nervous
system; nervous.

Dr. Barety. . . has attempted to show that actual "ti«u-

rie rays " are emitted by eyes and fingers, which are sus-

ceptible of reflection from mirrors, concentration by
lenses, etc. Proc. Soe. Psych. Besearch, Oct., 1886, p. 173.

2. Having a nervous system.

neuricity (nu-ris'i-ti), n. [< neuric + -ity.]

Thepeculiar or essentiaJproperties orfunctions
of nerves collectively ; nerve-force.

Neuricity is not electricity any more than is myonicity.
Owen, Comp. Anat., I. iv.

neuridine (nu'ri-din), n. [< Gr. vevpov, nerve,

sinew, + -»d2 + -ine^.] A ptomaine (CsHj^Ng)
commonly produced in the putrefaction of pro-
teids. It forms crystalline salts with gold and platinum
cblorids, and when pure is not toxic in its effects.

neurileinma (nii-ri-lem'a), «.; pLneurilemmata
(-a-ta). [NL., prop, ^neurolemma, < Gr. vevpov,

a nerve, + Tiimm, a husk, skin, < XeTrEjv, stiip,

peel: see fepis.] 1. The delicate structureless

sheath of a nerve-fiber ; the primitive sheath

;

the sheath of Schwann.— 2. The sheath of a
nerve-funiculus; the perineurium.— Sf. Of the

spinal cord, the pia mater.

neurilemmatic (nu'ri-le-mat'ik), a. Pertain-
ing to the neurilemma.
neimlemmitis (nu'ri-le-mi'tis), n. [NL.,< neu-

rilevwia + -itis.] In pathol., inflammation of

the neurilemma.
neurility (nu-ril'i-ti), n. [= F. neuriliU; &s
Gr. vevpov, nerve, -t- -ile + -ity.] The specific

function of the nervous system—that of con-
ducting stimuli.

We owe to Mr. I.ew es our very best thanks for the stress

which he has laid on the doctrine that nerve-fibre is unl-

Third Cervical Vertebra of
Young Echidna, the pieces
slightly separated : ncs. neu-
Tocentral suture; na, neutal
arch ; c, centrum ; /, trans-
verse process ; v, vertebrar-
terial canal.

neurohs^nology
form in structure and function, and for the word neurility.
which expresses its common properties.

W. E. Clifford, Lectures, n. 139.

neurine, neurin (nu'rin), n. [= P. neuriue; as
Gr.iJeiJpov, nerve, -l--«He2, -;:h2.] i, Aptomaine,
and possibly also a leueomaine, having the for-
mula (CH3)3.C2H3.NOH. It has decided toxic
properties.— 2. A basic substance having the
formula (CH3)3.C2H4.0H.NOH : same as cho-
line.

neurism (nii'rizm), n. [< Gr. vevpov, nerve, -1-

-ism.] Nerve-force. jB. Z). Cojje, Origin of the
Fittest, p. 20. [Rare.]
neuritic (nu-rit'ik), a. [< neurit-is + -ic] Of,
pertaining to, characterized by, or affected with
neuritis.

neuritis (nu-ri'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. vevpov, nerve,
-I- -Ms.] in pathol., inflammation of a nerve.
—Upomatous neuritis, the condition of a nerve in
which, as the terminal stage of an interstitial neuntis,
there is an accumulation of fat in the newly formed con-
nective tissue of the nerve.—Multiple neuritis. See
multiple.— Optic neuritis, inflammation of the optic
nerve, especially of its retinal termination, the optic pa-
pilla ; papillitis.—Rheumatic neuritis, neuritis due to
exposure to cold.

Neurobranchiata (nu-ro-brang-M-a'ta), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. vevpov, nerve, -I- NL. brdnchiatus,
having gills: see branchiate.] The so-called

Pulmonata operculata, or operculate pulmonif-
erous gastropods, as of the families Cyclostomi-

dm, AdeulidcB, and related forms.
neurobranchiate (nu-ro-brang'M-at), a. Per-
taining to the Neurobranchiata, or having their
characters.

neurocentral (nft-ro-sen'tral), a. [< Gr. vev-

pov, nerve, + idvrpov, center: see eenti-al.] Re-
lating both to the neural
arch and to the centrum
of a vertebra Neurocen-
tral suture, the line on each
sideof thecentrum along which
a neurapophysis meets and
fuses wiUi the centrum. The
body of a vertebra may be thus
in part neurapophysisd.

neurocoele (nU'ro-sel), ».

[< Gr. vevpov, nerve, +
Kolkov, cavity: see coe-

lum.] The entire hollow
or system of cavities of the cerebrospinal axis,

neurocoelian (nu-ro-se'li-an), a. [< neurocoele

+ -ian.] Of or pertaining tc 'le neurocoele.

neurocrane (nii'ro-kran), n. [< Gr. vojpov,

nerve, + Kpaviov, sl^ull, cranium: see cranium.]
The brain-case; the cranial as distinguished
from the facial and chronosteal parts of the
skuU.
For the three segments of the cranium,forming a vaulted

tubular brain-case, or Tteurocrane. are morphologically
complete without the intervention of a chronosteou.

Coues, Amer. Jour. Otology, IV. 19.

neurocranial (nfi-ro-kra'ni-al), a. [< neuro-
crane + .4al,] Of or pertaining to the neuro-
crane. Coues.

neurodeatrophla (nti-ro-de-a-tro'fl-a), n. [NL.,
< Gr. vevpiidtiQ, like sinews or nerves (see neu-
roid) (applied to the retina as abounding in
nerves), -f a,Tpo<pia, atrophy.] Atrophy of the
retina.

neurodynamis (nu-ro-di'na-mis), n. [NL., <

Gr. vevpov, nerve, H- dvva/u(, power.] Nervous
energy.

neuro-epithelial (nU'ro-ep-i-the'li-al), a. [<

Gr. vevpov, nerve, + E. epithelial.] t'ertaining

to the endings of nerves in the skiTi where spe-
cial modifications of both the nervous and the
epidermal tissues restllt. Neuroepithelial struc-

tures are especially characteristic of the skin of water-
breathing vertebrates, and consist of end-buds and nerve-

hUlocks or neuromasts. Preferably neurepitheliai.

neuro-epithelium(nii'ro-ep-i-the'li-um), «. [<

Gr. vevpov, nerve, + E. ejpithelium.] Neuro-
epithelial tissue.

neuroglia (nu-rog'U-a), «. [NL., < Gr. vevpov,

nerve, + y^a, glue : see glue.] The peculiar

sustentacular tissue of the cerebrospinal axis.

neurogUac (nu-rog'U-ak), a. [< neuroglia +
-ac] Having the character of neuroglia.

neurogliar (nu-rog'li-ar), a. [< neuroglia -I-

-ar.] Of or pertaining to neuroglia.

neurography (nu-rog'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. vevpov.^

nerve, + -ypafid, < ypafeiv, write.] Descrip-

tive neurology; a description of or treatise on
nerves.

neurohypnologist (nu'ro-hip-nol'o-jist), «. [<

iieurohypnolog^ + -ist.]
' One who is skiEed in

orwho practises induction of the hypnotic state

.

Also neurypnologist.

neurohypnology (nii'ro-hip-nol'o-ji), «. [<

Gr. vevpov, nerve,+ i-ttvo^, sleep, -I- -Tioyla, < Uyeiv,



neurohypnology

speak: see -ology.'] 1. Knowledge or investi-
gation of hypnotism.— 2. The means or process
employed for inducing the hypnotic state. See
hypnotism.
Also neurypnology.

neurohypnotism (nu-ro-hip'no-tizm), n. [< (Jr.

vevpov, nerve, + E. hypnotism .2' Same as hypno-
tism.

neuroid (nU'roid), a. and n. [< Gr. vevpoeidTig,

vEvpi)&t](, like a sinew, sinewy, < vevpov, sinew,
nerve, + £t(5of, form.] I. a. Eesembhnganerve,
or the substance of the nerves.

II. n. One of the pair of distinct neural ele-
ments which compose the neural arch of a ver-
tebra; a netu'apophysis : correlated with _ptejt-

roid. G. Baur, Amer. Nat., XXI. 945.

neurokeratin (nH-ro-ker'a-tin), n. [< Gr. vevpov,

nerve, + nipac; (Kepar-), horn, + -i»2.] ^ sub-
stance allied to oeratin. it forms the sheath of
Schwann and the inner sheath about the axis-cylinder, as
well as the connecting-bands traversing the myelin be-
tween these, but is found in largest quantity in the white
substance of the brain.

neurological (uti-ro-loj'i-kal), a. [< neurology
+ 4c-al.'] Of or pertaining to neurology.

neurologist (nu-rol'o-jist), n. [< neurology +
-is*.] One who is versed in neurology.

neurology (na-rol'o-ji), n. [< NL. newrologia
(NGr. vevpokoyia), < Gr. vevpov, nerve, -I- -TMyia,

< T^eiv, speak: see -ology.
"l

Scientific know-
ledge or investigation of the form and func-
tions of the nervous system in sickness and in
health.

neuroma (nu-ro'ma), ». ;
pi. neuromata (-ma-ta).

[NL., < Gr. vEipov, nerve, -I- -oma.'] 1. A tumor
formed of nervous tissue.— 3. A fibroma de-
veloped on a nerve.

neuromalacia (nii"ro-ma-la'si-a), re. [Nil., <
Gr. vevpov, nerve, + /iahiKia, softness.] Soft-
ening of nerves or nefvous tissue.

neuromast (nii'ro-mast), n. [< Gr. vevpov, nerve,
-I- /Mardg, a hillock.] In zooL, a neulro-epithe-
lial sense-organ, or modified epidermal tract,

specialized as a sensitive surface or area, it
may be free on the general surface of the integument, or
more or less covered in a special sac or inversion of the
epidermis, or even entirely withdrawn from the epidermis
into canals of the corium, hence called iwuromastic canals.
These canals may be strengthened by bones or scales de-
veloped about the site of the neuro-epithelial tract. Neu-
romasts are found in all fishes and aquatic amphibians,
but not in the higher air-breathing vertebrates. Also
called nerve-hiUock.

neuromastic (nu-ro-mas'tik), o. [< nevromast
+ -ic.'] Pertaining to or connected with neuro-
masts: as, neuromasUc canals, into which these
structures may be withdrawn; nev/romasUc
bones or scales, developed in connection with
neuromasts.
neuromata, n. Plural of neuroma.
neuromatous (nu-rom'a-tus), a. [< neuroma(t-)
+ -ous.^ Pertaining to or of the nature of a
neuroma.
neuromere (nu'ro-mer), n. [< Gr. vevpm>, nerve
(with ref. to neuron), + fiipoq, a part.] A seg-
ment or division of the neuron.
neuromerous (nu-rom'e-rus), a. [< neuromere
+ -ous.'] Segmented, as the neuron of a ver-
tebrate ; having or consisting of nervous meta-
meres.
neuromimesis (nu'-'ro-mi-me'sis), re. [< Gr.
vevpov, nerve, + /li/iJiaig, imitation: see mime-
sis. "] Imitation in neurotie patients of organic
disease; nervous mimicry.
neuromimetic (nii"ro-mi-met'ik), n. [< neuro-
mimesis, after mimetic.'] Pertaining to or ex-
hibiting neuromimesis.
neuromuscular (nii-ro-mus'ku-lar), a. [< Gr.
vevpov, nerve, -1- L. musculiis, muscle : see mics-

eular.'] Pertaining to nerve and to muscle ; es-

pecially, resembling or partaking of the nature
both of nervous and of muscular tissue ; having
a character intermediate between that of mus-
cle and that of nerve; representing or physio-
logically acting both as a nerve and as a mus-
cle: as, the neuromuscular cells of the fresh-

water polyp (Hydra), in these cells, which exhibit
the beginnings both of a nervous and of a muscular system,
the indifference of such systems is seen ; for every single
cell is in part nervous, responding to stimuli, and in part
muscular, or executive of movements which result from
the stimulation of the other part. The motile filaments
into which these neuromuscular cells are drawn out are
called fliers of Kleinenberg. The whole complex of the
nervous and muscular systems of any animal is to be re-

garded as based upon and derived &om this primitive,

simple, and direct continuity of parts of a single neuro-
muscular form-element, one part functioning as a nerve
and the other as a muscle. Also nervimmeular.

neuromyological (nu-ro-nu-o-loj'i-kal), a. [<

neuromyolog-y + -ic-al.] Of or pertaining to

neuromyology.
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neuromyology (nu"ro-mi-ol'o-ji), n. [< Gr.

vevpov, nerve, + /J.vc, muscle, -f- -Xoyia, < Myeiv,

spetkk: see -ology. Ct. myology.'] A system of

classifying and naming muscles with reference
to the nerves; myology based upon neurology.

Neurology is the key to myology ; and a jwuro-myology
is practicable.

Coues and Shuts, N. Y. Med. Eecord, XXXII. 93.

neuron (nu'ron), n.; pi. neura (-ra). [NL., <

Gtx. vevpov, nevye: see nerve.] 1. The cerebro-
spinal axis in its entirety; the whole of the
enoephalon and myelon, or brain and spinal
cord, considered as one.— 2. In entom., a nerv-
ure of an insect's wing; a vein or costa.

neuronosos (nu-ron'o-sos), n. [NL., < Gr. vevpov,

nerve, + vdaoi, disease.] Any disease of the
nervous system. Also neuronosus.

neuropath (nU'ro-path), n. [< neuropath^.]
1. la pathol., one who assigns to the nervous
system an excessive if not exclusive responsi-
bility for disease.— 2. A person of a nervous
organization liable to or e:riiibiting nervous dis-

ease.

neuropathic (nS-ro-path'ik), a. [< neuropathy
+ -ic] Of or pertaining to neuropathy.

neuropathical (nii-ro-path'i-kal), a. [< neuro-
pathic + -al.] Sanie as neuropathic.

neuropathically (nii-ro-path'i-kal-i), adv. In
a neuropathic manner.
neuropathological (nii-ro-path-o-loj'i-kal), a.

[< neuropatholog-y+ -ic-al.] Pertaining to a
diseased condition of the nervous system or
some part of it.

neuropathologist (nu"ro-pa-thol'o-jist), n. [<
neuropatholog-y + 4st.] One who is skilled in
neuropathology.
neuropathology' (nii"ro-pa-thoro-ii), re. [< Gr.
vevpov, nerve, -\- naSog, suftering, 4- -Turyta, < y^e-

yeiv, speak: see -ology. Cf. pathology.] The
sum of human knowledge concerning the dis-

eases of the nervous system.
neuropathy (nu-rop'a-thi), n. [< Gr. vevpov,

nerve, + -naBeia, < nddog, sufferingi] Jnpathol.,
a general term for disease of the nervous sys-
tem.
neurophysiological (nu-ro-fiz"i-o-loj'i-kal), a.

[< neurophysiology + -ic-al.] Pertaining to
neurophysiology.
neurophysiology (nii-ro-fiz-i-ol'o-ji), n. [< Gr.
vevpov, nerve, 4- ^vaio^yla, physiology.] Physi-
ology of the nervous system.
neuropodial (nu-ro-po'di-al), a. [< neuropo-
dium -i- -al.] Pertaining to neuropodia: as, a
neuropodial cirrus or filament. See cuts under
Polynoe, prcestomium, andipygidium.
neuropodium (nu-ro-p6'di-um), ».; pi. neuropo-
dia (-a). [NL., < Gr. vevpov, nerve, -I- noiig (nod-)

= E. foot] One of the series of ventral or in-

ferior foot-stumps of a worm ; one of the lower
parapodia of an annelid; a ventral oar: opposed
to notopodivm. See parapodium.
neuropore (nii'ro-por), n. [< Gr. vevpov, nerve,

-1- Ttdpog, pore.] ' An orifice of communication
between the neural canal and the exterior in
the embryos of some animals. An anterior neuro-
pore, where the brain remained last in connection with
the epidermis, may correspond to the pineal body. In the
lancelet it is a permanent opening. A posterior neuro-
pore may be a neuranal orifice, or on closure of that orifice

may be diverted into a neurenteric canal.

neuropsychology (nu-ro-si-kol'o-ji), n. [< Gr.
vevpov, nerve, + E. psychology.] Neurology in-
cluding psychology.
neuropsychopathic (nu-ro-si-ko-path'ik), a. [<
Gr. vevpov, nerve, + iwxVt soul, -f vaBdg, suffer-

ing: seepathic] Pertaining to disease of the
nervous system, including those parts of it sub-
serving psychic functions

—

Neuropsychopathic
constitution, a permanent condition of irritable weak-
ness of the nerve-centere, especially the higher or psychi-
cal ones, exhibiting itself in irregular sleep, exaggerated
febrile reactions, liability to delii'ium and convulsions,
headache, susceptibility to alcohol, diminished or exag-
gerated sexual instinct, self-consciousness, fickleness in
emotions, lack of determination, insane temperament or
diathesis.

neuropter (nu-rop't6r), re. [NL.] Aneuropter-
ous insect ; a member of the order Neuroptera.
Neuroptera (nu-rop'te-ra), re. jjZ. [NL., neut.
pi. of *newropterus, < Gr. vevpov, nerve, -I- izrepdv,

a wing.] An order of the class Insecta, founded
by Linnreus in 1748. it waa originally composed of
the genera LibeUiUa, Ephemera, Phryganea, HemeroH-
us, Myrmeleon, Parurrpa, and Raphidia (Rhaphidia), the
winged termitesbeing included in Hemerobius. The ^oup
thus constituted has suffered many changes, and entomolo-
gists are still far from agreed upon its proper definition.
Fabricius founded a distinct order Odonato for the Linnean
LibeUiUcB or dragon-fiies. Kirby separated the Linnean
Phryganece or caddis-flies under the ordinal name Tri-
choptera. Erichson founded the order Pseudoneuroptera
for those Linnean neuropters whose metamorphosis is in-

neuroskeleton
complete and whose pupsB are active. These eliminations
left the Neuri^tera to consist of the families SitUidce,

HemerobiidoB, Mantispidm, Myrmeleonidcs, and Panorpi^o;.
By some authors the PhryganeidcB (the Trichoptera of Kir-
by) are still assigned to Iferuroptera, though M'lachlan,
Brauer, and others exclude them. The last-named authori-
ty has the largest following in restricting the order Neu-
roptera to the four families SiaZidoB, HemerobiidcB, Man-
tispidoe, and MymKleanidx, forming a separate order Po-
norpalce for the family Panorpidce, and leaving the Tri-
choptera out as a sepai'ate order. In this restricted sense
the technical characters of the Neuroptera are —wings four
in number and reticulate ; labial palpi three-jointed, the
joints free ; mandibles free ; pupse distinctly mandibulate

;

and larvae as in Myrmeleon. These insects are all carnivo-
rous in the larval state, and are either aquatic or teiTes-

trial, the aquatic forms pupating terrestrially. See cute
under Chrysopa, Mantix, and nervure.

neuropteral (nu-rop'te-ral), a. [_Asneuropter-

ous + -al.] Saine as nemropterovs.

neuropteran (nu-rop'te-ran), n. [As neuropter-

ous -i- -an.] A neuropter.

NeuropteriS (nu-rop'te-ris), n. [NL., < Gr. vev-

pov, nerve, + n'repi;, fern.] A genus of fossil

ferns, established by Brongniart in 1828, very
widely distributed, especiaUy characteristic of

the coal-measm-es (of Carboniferous age) in

different parts of the world, and not passing
above the Permian. The fronds are simple, bipin-

nate or tripinnate, the pinnules rounded, heart-shaped, or
auriculated at the base, the median nerve sometimes al-

most entirely wanting, and generally disappearing alto-

gether before the point of the pinnule is reached—the
nervation diverging from the base or from the middle
nerve, fan-like and curving backward. In several species
the main stem bears rounded or kidney-shaped leaflets,

which were formerly referred to a distinct genus (Cyclop-

teris). The fructification of Neuropterie has not yet been
clearly made out. The genera Neur{^teris, Lesleya, Dic-
tyopteris, and Odontopteris are referred by Lesquereux to
the section of Neuropterids.

neuropterology (nu-rop-te-rol'o-ji), n. [< NL.
Neuroptera + Gr. -TMyia, < Myecv, speak: see
-ology.] That branch of entomology whieli

treats of neuropterous insects.

neuropteron (nu-rop'te-ron), n. [NL. : see
neuropter.] An insect of the ovdei Neuroptera;
a neuropter.

neuropterous (nu-rop'te-ms), a. [< NL. *neu-
ropterus, < Gr. vevpov, nerve, + irrepov, wing.]
Having conspicuous neuration of the wings;
netted-winged ; specifically, pertaining to the
Neuroptera, or having their characters. Also
neuropteral. See cut under nervure.

neuropurpuric (nii"ro-per-pii'rik), a. [< Gr.
vevpov, nerve, -I- NL. purpura -t- 4c.] Pertain-
ing to the nervous system and to purpura.

—

Neuropurpuric fever, epidemic cerebrospinal menin-
gitis.

neuroretinitis (nu-ro-ret-i-ni'tis), n. [NL., <

Gr. vevpov, nerve, -t- NL. retina, q. v., -i- -itis.]

Inflammation of the retina and the optic nerve.
neurorthopter (nu-r6r-thop't6r), n. A member
of the order Neurorthoptera.
Neurorthoptera (nii-r6r-thop'te-ra), re. pi.

[NL., < Gr. vevpov, nerve, -I- Nh-'Orihoptera.]
An order of fossil insects of the coal period,
founded by C. Brongniart for the reception of
numerous forms which resemble the modem
leaf-insects or Phasmidce.
neurorthopterous (nu-r6r-thop'te-rus), a. Of
or pertainmg to the Neurorthoptera.
neurosal (nu-ro'sal), a. [< neurosis -¥ -al.] Of
the nature of or pertaining to a neurosis ; origi-

nating in the nervous system: as, reearosai dis-
orders; the neurosal theory of gout.
neurose (nu'ros), a. [< Gr. vevpov, nerve, +
ose. Gt. nervose, nervous.] 1. In 6ot., same as
nerved.— 2. In entom., having many nervures
or veins : applied specifically to an insect's wing
when it has discal as well as marginal nervures.
See cut under nervure.

neurosis (nu-ro'sis), re. ; pi. neuroses (-sez).
[NL., < Gr. vevpov, nerve, + -osis.] 1. A ner-
vous disease without recognizable anatomical
lesion, as epilepsy, hysteria, neuralgia, etc.—
2. Normal action of a nerve ; molecular change
in a nerve or nerve-center.

neuroskeletal (nu-ro-skel'e-tal), a. [< reeu-

roskeleton -i- -al.] Of or pertaining to the neu-
roskeleton; endoskeletal; skeletal, with special
reference to the nervous system.
neuroskeleton (nii-ro-skel'e-ton), re. [< Gr.
vevpov, nerve, + oke^tAv, a di-y body (skeleton)

:

see slceleton.] The endoskeleton of a verte-
brate; the skeleton proper, or, as ordinarily
understood, that which consists of the interior
bony framework of the body, and is developed
in special relation with and upon the pattern of
the nervous system, serving to inclose and sup-
port the cerebrospinal axis and main nervous
trunks: a term introduced by Carus in 1828.
The term is correlated with dermoskaeton, sderoskeletm,
and splarwhnoskeleton. All the bones of "the skeleton



neuroskeleton
ol ordinaiy langnige are nemoekeleUl. Compare efido-

*deUm and < ' ' '

nenrospastt (nu'ro-spast), h. [< Gr. vatpo-

•jTTaoToc, drawn or actuated by strings, as a
pnppet, < vevpcv, a sinew, fiber, string, + <y^a-

'^oc, verbal sidj. of o-av, draw out or forth: see
<p<i«ni.] A pnppet: a little figare pat in motion
by a steng.
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n. M. It. A neutral.

Shall we, that in the battle sate as neutert.

Serve him that's overcome?
FUlehtr (and anatker). False One, i

Damn'd neuters, in their middle way of steering,

Are neitlier fish, nor flesh, nu' good red herring.

neutralization

The right of blockade is one affecting neutralt, and a
new kind of exercise of this right cannot be introduced
into the law of nations without their consent

Woci^y, Introd. to Inter. Law, App. UL, p. 443.

neatralisation, nentralise, etc. See neutrali-

zation, etc.

That outward form is bat a neuro^a^.
Dr. H. Hon, Fsychathanasia, L iL 34.

ne\ ict (nu-ro-spas'tik), a. [< neurospast
-ic.J Of or pertaining to or resembling a

neurospast.

To these, with sabtUe wires and nettro^mtie springs,
they give^ now and then, Tarioos motions of head, ud
eves, which they have made to weep.

JBta^M, Ime Seligion, IL 3S1.

nenroterons (nn-rot'eHras), a. Pertaining to

the genus XeuroterusT
Neturoteras (nti-rot'e-rus), n. [XL. (Hartig,
1S40).] A genus of hymenopterous gaU-insects
of the family CifniptdtB, exhibiting partheno-
genesis. Forms of one of the alternate generations are
known as Spatkegagter. X. leniicularis makes oak-galls,

the insect produced in which in torn makes galls of an-

other kind, which yield S^athegtaler. The nenroterons
generation is represented only by females, the spathe-

gastric by both sexes.

neurotherapeiiticsCnu-ro-thep^-pn'tiks), /I. [<

(Jr. iTt'pm', nerTe,+ E. tteropenftes.] Therapeu-
tics of nervons disease.

nenrotberapy (nu-ro-ther'a-pi), «. [< Gr. »fr--

pov, nerve, + 6cpa-cia, medical treatment]
Same as neuroAerapeuties.

neurotic (nn-rot'ik), o. and ». [< neurosis

(-ot-) + -ic.'i "L a. 1. Eelating to tiie nervous
system or to neuroses : as, a neurotic disease.

AH of n^ in certain naoMe crises, hear music w see

pictures or receive othv striking and mysterious impres-
sions. Nob Princeton Ben., SL 158.

2. Prone to the development of neuroses.

The neurotie woman is sensitive, zealoos, managing,
self-t«gettal, wearing hersdf for others ; the hystoic,
whether languid or impulsive, is purposeless, intro^iec-

tive^andsdflsh. Biuifi H<a>iBboiikqfMed.Saencet,Y.V&.

3. Capable of acting on the nerves; nervine.

TT ft, 1. A disease having its seat in the

nerves.— 2. A medicine for nervous affec-

tions; a nervine.

nenrotamical (nu-ro-tom'i-kal), o. [< neurol-

om-y + -JcwiJ.] Pertaining to neurotomy.
nenrotomy (nu-rot'o-mi). ». [< Gr. veipov, a
tendon, sinew,"nerve, + -To/iia, < Ti/ivccv, ra/teir,

cut.] In surj/., the division of a nerve.

neurotonic (nu-ro-ton'ik), n. [< Gr. veipov, a
nerve, + E. iottic.'\ A medicine employed to

strengthen the nervons system.

nenrotropMc (nu-ro-trof'ik), a. [<Gr. vevpaw,

nerve, + Tpo^v, nourishment.] Pertaining_ to

or dependent on trophic injauenees coming
throng the nerves.

nenrypnologist (nu-rip-nol'o-jist), «. [< hcm-

rifpnoloff-u + -istJ] Same as neurokgpnoiogist.

nenrypnology (nn-rip-nol'o-ji), ». Same as

Heuro^pnoJogy. Braid.

Nenstnan (nus'tri-an), a. [<3 eustria (see def.)
-(--an.] Of or pertainingto Nenstria, akingdom
of the West Franks in the sixth, seventh, and
eighth centuries, eomprisiBig France north of

the Loire, and Flanders : as generally used, op-

posed to Austrasian.

To no small extent the Seustrian Franks had lost their

old Germanic vigour. .fi^iQK^ BriL, IX. SSL

Bent. An abbreviation of neuter.

neuter (nu'ter), a. and n. [< L. neuter, neither

:

in granimati<»l use, nenter. It. Gr. ovdhrpos

(neutrum genus, tr. Gr. ^fwof obihrpov, nenter

gender); <ne, not (see ne), + uter, either, one

of two.] L o. 1- Neither the one thing nor the
other; not adhering to either party; taking no
part with either side, as in a contention or dis-

cussion; neutral.

TbB doke and allhis countrey abode as neuter, and hdde
^vith none of both parties.

Boner*, tr. of Froissart's ChroiL, I. ccUi.

1 cannot mend it, I must needs confess ; . . .

Bat since I cannot, be it known to you
I do remain as neuter. S»afc, Bich. EL, it S. 1S9.

Mr Barchell, on the contrary, dissuaded her with great

aidonr ; and I stood neuter. Goidtimlh, Mear, xiiL

2. In gram.: (a) Of neither gender: neither

masculine nor feminine : nsed when words are

•rrammatieaUy or formally distinguished as

mascuHHe, feminine, and netUer—a distinction

made in English only in the pronouns he. she,

it. (6) XeiSier active nor passive; intransi-

tive. Abbreviated ». and neut.— S. In hot,

same as neutroL—^ In sool.. having no fully

developed sex: as, n«tferbees.

Oryden, EpQagne to the Duke of Guise, L 39. neutralist (nu'tral-ist), H. [< neutral + -ist.]

3. An animal of neither sex, and incapable of Onewhoprofessesneutrality: anentral. [Bare.]

propagation ; one of the imperfectly developed Intmsflng of the militia and navy in the hands of neu-

females of certain social insects, as ants and traMs*^ unfaithful and disaffected pssons.

bees, which perform all the labors of the com- ^'*««» lfO,eaiyif London to Oe Hmae qfComnunu,

mnnity: a woAer. See cuts under bee, Atta, i-i_# - , w- .^x

and TerfHes.—3. In hot., a plant which has "|?*'^*"W."^-*™1 A**)
neither stamens nor pistils, bee cut nnder

[161S, p. & (Latham.)

«. [= F. neutralite=

neutral.—4. In gram., a noun of the nenter
gender. Abbreviated ». and n«uf.

neutral (nu'tral), a. and n. [= Sp. Pg. neutral

= It. neutrale, < L. neutralis, neuter, < neuter,

neither: see neuter."] L ". 1. In the condition
of one who refrains from taking sides in a
contest or dispute ; taking no active part with
either of two contestants or belligerents ; not
engaged on or interfering with eitiier side.

Who can be wise, amaaed, temperate and furious.

Loyal and nmlra^ in a moment? Koman.
Shot., Macbeth, u. 3. 113.

He [Tanple] was placed in the territory of a great neu-
tral power, betwe«tt the territories of two great powers
whifdi were at war with England.

ilacaulag. Sir William Temple.

A neutral State is one which sustains the relations of

ami^ to both the belligerent parties, or, negativdy, is a
mm hostas, . . . one which sides with neitJier party in a
war. Woolicy, Intarod. to Inta. Law, § 155.

2. Belonging to a neutral state: as, neutral

ships; a neutral flag.—3. Neither one thing
nor the other; intermediate; indifferent; me-
diocre.

Some things good, and some things ill do seem.
And neutrtU some, in her fantastic eye.

Sir J. Dames, Immortality of the Soul, xx.

I was resolved to assnme a look p&fecQj neutral: . . .

a complete virginity of face^ uncontaminated with the
smallest symptom of meaning.

Gcldaiuth, Citizen of the World, xcvL

4. In chem., exhibiting neither acid nor alka-

line qualities: as, neural ssdts.—5. In hot.,

sexless: having neither stamens nor pistils, as

Neutral Fknrere of (a) Snow-ban Tree {»'»»»»«« C!^»i«t): («&
reotns -xrticiUata (a lay^flower) ; («) BmMffiwua Texana.

the ray-flowers of many ComposittB. the mar-
ginal flowers of Bydrangea, and the upper flor-

ets ofmany grasses. See cut under Sydrangea.
—6. In elect, and magnetism, not electrified;

not magnetized.— 7. fii eoJor, of low chroma;
without positive quality of color; grayish—Hen-
tral axis, in meeh. See azui.—Neutral Une, eqnl-
mnium. See tlie nouns.—Neutral line or equator <^

amagnet Seenu^net—Neutral salts,ineAeiii.,saUsin

which all the hydrogen atoms capable of replacement by
adder basic radicalshave been so replaced, as sodium sul-

phate (NaaS04X distinguished from bydn^en-sodium sul-

phate(NaHS04). :S^eutral salts may, however, react dther
add, alkaline, or neutral with test-paper. Also called nor-

maJtoftg.—Neutral vowel,the vowel-soundheard in such
accQited syllablesasbut, wn,/(iad, truM,firm, earn, etc.,and
verywidely in nnaccaited syllables : so called because of

thevirtual absence in its utterance of a positive determin-

ing position of 3ie organs, it being rather the product of

intonation of their indifferrait positioa in breidhing, and
theformtoward which vowels excessively slighted in pro-

nuncialioa tend. It is instanced also by the French
"mute «" (where this is not alt<^ther silenced), by the

« of many unaccented syllables in German, and so on.

—

Neutral zone, in ftot, in the Charaeeos, the motionless

hyaline band ra protoplasm, entirely destitute of chloro-

phylgraius. which mwks the boundary brtween two cur-

rents of oppositely rotating protoplasm in active growing
cells. Alao called indigervnt line.

IL ». A person, party, or nation that takes

no X)art in a contest between others ; one who
or that which occupies a neutral or indifferent

position.
As a painted tyrant, Pyrrhus stood.

And like a nsutmJ to his vOl and matter.

Did nothing. Shak., Hamlet, iL ^ 908.

Sp. neutralidad = Pg. neutraUdade = It. neu-
iralita = D. neutraliteit = G. neutralitat = Sw
Dan. neutralitet, < ML. neutralita(t-)s, a neutral
condition, < L. neutralis, neutral: see neutral.']

1 . The state of being neutral or of being unen-
gaged in a dispute or contest between others

;

the taking of no part on either side ; in inter-

national law, the attitude and condition of a
nation or state which does not take part direct-

ly or indirectly in a war between other states,

but maintains relations of amity with all the
contending parties. It is not a departure from neu-
tralify to furnish to either of the contending parties sup-
plies which do wA fall within the description of contra-

band of war—tliat is, arms and munitions of war, and
Uiings out of which munitions of war are made.

Purchase but their neutrality, thy sword
Will, in despite atx>racles, reduce
The rest of Greece. Glover, Athenaid, ix.

Venice, with her usual crafty policy, kept alool, main-
taining a position of iKUtmiay between the belligerents.

Preaeott, Ferd. and Isa., il 14.

2. Indifference in quality; a state neither very
good nor very evil. [Bare.]

There is no healUi ; physicians say that we
At best enjoy bat a neutraHl!).

Donne, Anatmny of the Worid.

3t. The state of being of the nenter gender.

Hence appeareththetruth of thosewordsofour Savionr,
... 1 and the Father are one, where the plurality of the
verb, and the neutrality of the noun, with the distinction

of thdr person^ speak a pafect identity of their essence.

Bp. Pearson, Expos, of the Creed, iL 3, § 38.

4. In diem., the state of being neither acid nor
basic; absence of the power to saturate or

combine with either an acid or a base—.Aimed
nentraUty. See armed.—Proclamation of nentraU-
tf.iaU.S. UiL , the proclamation by which Washington,
in 1793, announced the neulnlity ot the TTnited States in

the war then begun between Great Britain and France.

=Syil. 1. JTeutrSi^, Indigerenee. A nation may be very
far from viewing or regarding with indiferenee a war be-

tween two of its neighbors, and yet itmay preserve a strict

neutratOy—Qat is, it may refrain sMct^ from helping
tile one that it wishes to see victorious or hindering the

one that it wikhes to see defeated.

A state taa^ stipulate to observe perpetual neutrality

towards some or all of its surTonnding neighbtHS, on con-

dition of having its own neuiraliiy respected.

WooUey, Introd. to Inter. Iaw, § 195.

Uet
With blank mdiWereiux, at with blame reproved.

jr. Anuid, Buried life.

neutralization (nu'tral-i-za'shon), n. [= F.
neutraUsaUon ; as neutrdU^e + -^fton.] 1. The
act of neutralizing; specifically, in diem., the
process by which an add and a base are so com-
bined that the resnltang compound has neither
acid nor basic properties. Thus, if a solution of so-

dium hydrate is carefnlly added to sulphuric add, the
addlty of the mixture grows less and at length quite dis-

appears, leaving tiie mixtore with neither acid nor basic

Sroperties. Thisis the n«u(ni<^afi(m))otnt If mc»e so-

lum hydrate is added, it imparts a basic or alkaline prop-
erty to the mixtore. Neutralisation can then be bron^t
about only by addition of an acid. In these cases the
add and iMse are said to neutrol&ae eadi other. The name
neutralisation is also gtvrai to the deoompoeition of alka-

line cartwnates by tiie addition of some stronger add in

quantity just sufficient wfaol^ to displace carbonic add.

There are some cases in which the nevtn^izatian is ef-

fected by the addition of a substance which, even it added
in excess, produces a precipitate, and so leaves the solu-

tion neutoal, so that the addition of an excess of the pre-

dpitant is without much importance.
Lea, Photography, p. 42S.

2. (a) An act of one or more nations impos-

ing uj)on one of their number or upon another

state a condition of permanent neutrality by
ordaining that it shall not take part in any war
into which the others may enter, in considera-

tion for which its freedom from attack is nsn-

ally guaranteed, as in the case of Switzerland

in 1815, and Belgium since its separation from
the Netherlands in 1830. (6) An act of military

powers agreeing that certain persons, property,

and places, such as sui^ons, chaplains, and the
wounded, medical supplies, hospit^ and am-
bulances, shall be deemed neutral in war, and
not subject to capture, etc., as was agreed by
the Geneva Convention, 1864. (c) More loosely,

the act of securing by convention immunity



neutralization

for certain territory or waters from being made
the scene of hostilities or of exclusive national
maritime jurisdiction, as for the Black Sea,
1856, and for the Congo in Central Africa, 1885.
{d) The condition of immunity and restriction
resulting from any of such acts.
Also spelled tieutralisation.

neutralize (nu'tral-iz), v. t.; pret. and pp. neu-
tralised, ppr. neiiiralizing. [= P. neutralise)- =
Sp. Pg. neutralizar = It. neutrallzsare ; as neu-
tral + 4ze.'] 1. To render neutral ; reduce to
a state of neutrality between different parties
or opinions. Specifically— (a) To bestow by conven-
tion a neutral character upon (states, persons, and things
wliich would or might otherwise bear a belligerent char-
acter); declare non belligerent. (6) To prohibit hostili-
ties within the limits of, as territory or waters.

The articleof the treaty which referred to the Black Sea
is of especial importance. "The Black Sea is neviralised ;
its waters and its ports, thrown open to the mercantile
marine of every nation, are formally and in perpetuity in-
terdicted to the flag of war of either of the Powers pos-
sessing its coasts or of any other Power."

J. M'Carthy, Hist. Own Times, xxviil.

2. In chem., to destroy or render inert or im-
perceptible the peculiar properties of, by chem-
ical combination. See neutralization, 1.

Ammonia neutralizes the mostpowerful acids, and forms
a very important class of salts.

W. A. MiOer, Elem. of Chem., § 369.

3. To render inoperative; invalidate; nullify;
counterbalance : as, to neutralize opposition.

He acts as Archimedes would have done if he had at-

tempted to move the earth by a lever fixed on the earth.
The action and reaction TieutralUe each other.

Maemday, West. Keviewer's Det. of Mill.

As one poison will sometimes nevJtralise another, when
wholesome remedies would not avail, so he was restrain-
ed by a bad passion from quaffing his full measure of
evlL Biekeae^ Martin Chuzzlewit, xi.

Also spelled neutralise.
=S7n. 3. Annul, NvUify, Annihilate, Neutralize. These
words agree in meaning the bringing of a thing to nothing,
causing it to cease to be absolutely, or as to some special
relation. Annul represents an official or authoritative act

;

as, to annuZ an edict. {See abolish,) iVuZZ^^, to render in-
valid or of no avail, is more general and less often official

:

a lawmay be illegally nullified by inert resistance. To an-
nihilate is to reduce to nothing, and should be used onjjr

where absolute putting out of existence is meant ; such
expressions as "his army was literally annihilated*' are
manifestly improper; "his army was annihilated" would
be proper by strong hyperbole, if the army was so broken
up that no parts of it were ever gathered together again.
To neutralize is to bring to nothing in respect to some spe-
cial relation, or to render inoperative or inefficacious in
respect to certain other agencies or forces, by a contrary
or counterbalancing force : as, to neutralize an acid ; his
e£forts were neutralized by the influence of his opponent.
That which is neutralized would naturally have force in
itself ; hence we should not speak of neutralizing a law or
a command.

neutralizer (nu'tral-i-zer), n. [< neutralize +
-er^.'] One who or that which neutralizes ; that
which destroys, disguises, or renders inert the
peculiar properties of anything. Also spelled
neutraliser.

This ruiuitralizer should be set on a higher level, that no
further pumping, to the end of the acetate of lime pro-
cess, may be necessary. Spout! Encye. JUanuf., L 13.

neutrally (nu'tral-i), ach. In a neutral man-
ner ; without taldng part with either side ; as a
neutral.

neutria, n. See nutria.

netitrophile (nii'tro-fll), a. [< L. neuter, neither,
+ Gr. 0(/lof, loving.] In histol. and bacteriol.,

staining with dyes of neutral reaction.

neuvaine (n6-van'), n. [P. (= Sp. Pg. It. no-
vena), a period of nine days : see novena.'] Same
as novena.

nevadite (ne-va'dit), n. [< Nevada, one of the
United States, + -iie^j gee rhyoUte.

neveH, »• [MB., < AS. nefa, nephew: see neph-
ew,^ A nephew.

Vt of Egipte, riche man,
Wente Abram in to lond Canaan

;

And Loth hise neue and Sarray
Bileften bi-twen Betel and Ay.

Censsis and Exodus (E. B. T. S.), 1. 799.

Preieth a pater noster priuely this time
For the hend erl of Hertord, sir Humfray de Bowne,
The king Edwardes newe at Glouseter that ligges.

WUliam, o/Paleme (E. E. T. S.), L 166.

neve^t, n. [< L. nepos, a spendthrift, prodigal

:

see nephew.'j A spendthrift. HaUiivell.

neve^t, n. A Middle English form of neaf.

neve*, n. See 7icBve.

nivd (na-va'), »• [F., < L. nix (niv-), snow: see
snow^.'\ Same as firn. Also glacier-snow.

nevel (nev'el), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. neveled or

nevelled, ppr. neveling or nevelling. [Also spelled,

erroneously, Tcnevel; freq., < neve, neaf, the fist:

see neaf.^ To pommel; beat with the fists.

[Scotch.]
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Twa land-loupers . . . got me down, and knevelled me
sair aneuch. Scott, Guy Mannering, xxiv.

nevent (nev'en), V. t. [< ME. neveuen, nevnen,

nempnen, nemnen,(. AS. nemnian, nemnan (= OS.
nemnjan = OHG. nemnan, MHG. neninen, neii-

nen, G. nennen = Icel. nefna = Goth, namnjan),
name, < noma {naman-), name: see name\ n.

Cf. name'^, v.] To name; call; tell; say.

He that neuenes God and sweris fals dispyse God.
Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 10.

1 wol yow telle, as was me taught also.

The foure spirites and the bodies sevene,
By ordi-e, as ofte I herde my lord hem nevene.

Chaucer, ProL to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, L 268.

never (nev'er), adv. [< ME. never, nevere, nevre,

nefer, nefre, ncevre, etc. (also eontr. neer, < ME.
nere, ner), < AS. nmfre, never, not ever, < me,

not, + dfre, ever:, see ne and ever.'\ 1. Not
ever; not at any time; at no time, whether
past, present, or future.

He ansuerde that he wolde neuer beknyght before that
the beste knyght of the worlde that eny man knewe hadde
yove hym axmes and the acoole.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 520.

One day we shall blessedly meet again, never to depart.
Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

She never was to me but all obedience.
Sweetness, and love,

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, iv. 4.

Regions of sorrow, doleful shades, where peace
And rest can never dwell ; hope never comes,
That comes to all. Milton, P. L., i. 66.

Never did a more gallant and self-confldent little army
tread the earth. Irving, Granada, p. 86.

2. In no degree; not at all; not a whit; not,
emphatically.

" Throw down the ba', ye Jew's daughter.
Throw down the ba' to me !

"

"Never a bit," says the Jew's daughter,
" Till up to me come ye."

Hugh qf Lincoln (Child's Ballads, III. 139).

Let it not displease thee, good Bianca,
For I will love thee ne'er the less, my girl.

Shak., T. of the S., 1. 1. 77.

At this rate a head will be reckoned never the wiser for
being bald. Steele, Spectator, No. 497.

Never fear, he's the son of an excellent Scottish lawyer

;

he'll shew blood. 111 warrant him.
Scott, Guy Mannering, xxxvii.

[Never in this use, with the following indefinite article a,

is equivalent to no, or none, and in the contracted form
Tie'era is the source of the dialectal or slang adjective VMry.

'Tis no matter : ne'er a fantastical knave of them all

shall flout me out ot my calling.

Shak., As you Like it, iii 3. 107.]

Never indebted, in law, a plea allowed at common law in
actions of debt on simple contracts other than negotiable
paper, to the eifect that defendant " never was indebted
in manner and form as in the declaration alleged," which
plea in general put in issue whatever plaintifE might be
required to prove under his declaration.

—

Never so,
never such, to whatever extent or degree ; no matter how
(much, great, etc.); as never before was.

Though there be never so moche taken awej; thereof on
the Day, at Morwe it is as fulle azen as evere it was.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 32.

Which will not hearken to the voice of charmers, charm-
ing never so wisely. Ps. IviiL 5.

But as for the women, poore soules I bee they never so
good, they have the gates shut against them.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 46.

[In this idiom there is a suppressed comparison— 'never
(at any other time) so (great, good, much, etc.) as in the
case supposed or considered.' Never, becommg merely
emphatic, is now usually replaced by e»er,]—Never the
neart, never the nearer. See near. [Never is much
used in composition, as in never-ending, ?i£ver-failing,

never-dying, never-ceoBing, neoer-fading.]

nevermore (nev'6r-m6r'), adv. [< ME. never-
more, nevremore; < never + more^.1 Never
again; at no future time.

She wanderd to the dowje glen.
And nerfir mair was sein.

Sir James the Rose (Child's Ballads, HI. 76).

And my heart from out that shadow, that lies floating on
the floor,

Shall be lifted— nevermxre. Poe, The Eaven.

never-strike (nev'6r-stnk), n. A man who
never yields. [Rare.]

So ofE went Yeo to Plymouth, and returned with Drew
and a score of old never-stnkes.

Mngsley, Westward Ho, xvL

nevertheheldert, adv. [ME., < never + the^ +
helder, < Icel. Jieldr (= Sw. hellre, heller = Dan.
hellere, heller= Goth, haldis), more, rather, but.]
None the more ; not in a greater degree.

Nawther faltered ne fel the treke neuer-the-helder,
Bot stythly he start forth vpon styf achonkes.
Sir Oawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), L 430.

neverthelatert, conj. [Also neverthelatter ; <
never + the^ + later, latter."] Nevertheless.

Neverthelater, many temptations go over his heart, and
the law, as a right hang-man, tormenteth his conscience.
Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc, 1860), p. 35.

new
Neverthelatter ye shall soke the Lord your God euen

there, and shall fynd hym yf thou seke hym with all thync'
bearte and with all thy soule. Bible of 1561, Deut. iv. 29.

nevertheless (nev'er-THg-les'), conj. [< ME.
never the lesse, never the lasse, etc. ; < never + the^

+ te«i.] Not or none the less ; notwithstand-
ing.

They [though] that hyt be so, that there been many other
Wayes that men goon by aftur Countrees that theycomen
fram, nevere the lasse thay turne alle un tylle an ende.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 128.

Yet neuer the lese, sithe I vnderstonde
Your purpose is to depart owt of the land,
I wolle fiUfille your pleaaur in this case.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), L 1103.

That which irresistibly strikes us as true, that which
seems self-evident, that which commends itself to us, may
nevertheless, we learn, not be true at all.

J. R. Seeley, N&t. Keligion, p. 8.

neverthemoret, adv. [< never + the^ + moj-ei.]

None the more.
There is another like lawe enacted agaynst wearing of

Irish apparrell, hut neverthemore is it observed by any.
Spenser, State of Irelanci,

neveut, nevewt, »• Obsolete forms of nephew.
Chaucer.

nevey, nevy (nev'i), n. Dialectal forms of
nephem.
nevowt, nevot, nevoyt, n. Forms of n^hew.
new (nu), a. [< ME. reeroe, niice, nywe,<.Aw. niwe,

nedwe, nUwe= OS. niwi, niuwi = OPries. nie =
D. nieuio = MLG. nie, nige, nigge, LG. nij, nije

= OHG. niwi, niuwi, MHG. niuwe, G. neu = Icel,

nyr = Sw. Dan. ny = Goth, niujis = W. newydd
= Ir. Gael, nuadh = Bret, nevez (Old Celtic, ia
place-names, Novo-, Novio-) = L. novus (> It.

nuovo = Sp. nuevo = Pg. novo = P. neuf) =
OBulg. novH, novui = Euss. novuii = Lith. nau-
jas = Gr. veoQ, orig. *viFoQ = Pers. nau = Skt.
nava, na/vya (> Hind, nau), new ; of. Skt. nutana,
new; prob. lit. ' that which now is' or has just
appeared, < Skt., etc., nu, Goth, nu, AS. nu, E.
now : see now. Prom the L. novus are ult. E.
novel, novelty, etc., inrtovate, renovate, etc.] 1.

Lately or freshly made, invented, produced,
grown, or in any way or by any means come
into being oruse; novel; recent; having existed
a short time only: opposed to old, and used of
things : as, a new coat ; a new book ; a new fash-
ion; a new idea; new wine; new cheese; new
potatoes.

He gan synge this nywe song byuore alle that were ther
ney. Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 56.

For men seyn alle weys, that newe thynges and newe
tydynges ben plesant to here. MandevUle, Travels, p. 314.

Hire . . . schoos fnl moyste and newe.
Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T. (ed. Morris), L 457.

The most calamitous events, either to themselves or
others, can bring new afiliction.

Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 2.

The thing that hath been, it is that which shall be : . . .

and there is no new thing under the sun. Is there any
thing whereof itmay be said. See, this is new ? it hath been
already of old time, which was before us. EccL i. 9, 10.

Then a whole new loaf was short 1 for I know, of course,
when our bread goes faster.

Hood, A B.iBe at the Father of Angling.

2. Lately introduced to knowledge ; not before
known; recently discovered: as, a »ew metal;
a new species of animals or plants.

Any silk, any thread.
Any toys for your head.

Of the new'st and flnest, finest wear-a?
Shak., W. T., iv. 4. 327.

3_. Appearing in a changed character or con-
dition, or in a changed aspect of opinion, feel-
ing, or health, resulting from the influence of
a change in the dominant idea, principle, or
habit; changed from the former state, physical,
mental, moral, or spiritual, of the same person.
In our differences with Rome he is strangely vnflx't, and

a new man euery day, as his last discourse-liooks Medita-
tions transport him.
Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Scepticke in Religion.

Sigh
The full new life that feeds thy breath
Throughout my frame.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, IxxxvL
[In the following extract used substantively

:

' Ne in hire wille she chaunged for no newe.
Chaueer, Good Women, 1. 1875.]

4. Not habituated; unfamiliar; unaccustom-
ed: as, he is new to his surroundings; a state-
ment new to me.

Twelve young mules, a strong laborious race,
Aewto the plough, unpractis'd in the trace.

Fentrni, in Pope's Odyssey, iv. 861.

As Mr. Verdant Green was quite new to round bowling,
it was rather too quick for him.

Cuthbert Bede, Verdant Green, L 2.

5. Other than the former or the old ; difEerent ;

not the same as before: as, a new horse.



new
"Ban, "Bau, Cacaliban
Hfks a nnc master : get a netr man.

Shot., Tempest, U. 2. 189.

JV«w instmmeDts are seldom handled at first with per-
fect ease. Beitlham, Introd. to Morals and Leg^lation,

[xn. 1^ note.

The amount of work done inside thehnman body by the
heart in maintaining the circulation of the blood is so
great that^if it were done at the expense of the mnscolar
tissue of the heart itself, a new heart would be required
erer} week ! W. L. Carptntar, Energy in Nature, p. 192.

The same subject, dealt with on a iww side of Ocean,
will be in some sort a new subject,

B. A^ Fivenutn^ Amer. Lects., p. 7.

6. Freshly emei^d from any condition or the
effects of any event.

Nor dare we trust so soft a messenger,
JTffic from her sickness, to that northern air.

Dryden, To the Duchess of Ormond, L 102.

7. Not previously well known ; not belonging
to a well-known family, or not long known to
history: as, iieir people.
By superior capacity and estensiye knowledge, a nem

man often mounts to tayour. Addison.

8. Not nsed before, or recently bronght into
use; not second-hand: as, a new copy of a
book; new furniture.

Ky very good L. may se how coblerlike I have douted a
neu> patch to aa olde sole.

Gaseotgus, Philomene (ed. Arber), Knis.

9. Beoentlybegiui; starting afresh: as, a new
moon.

And the twit smi rose, bringing the new year.
Temtyson^ Passing of Arthur.

10. Betaining original freshness ; unimpaired.
These ever now, nor subject to decays.
Spread and grow brighter 'with the lengOi of days.

Pop't Temple of Fame , L SI.

11. Xot the old; distinguished from the old
while named after it: used specifically in
place-names: as, JVeicTork; JN'eir London; Xew
Guinea.— 12. Modem; in present use : as, J\>ir

High German; Xew Latin: JTeic Greek Deduc-
tionfi>rnew. Seededuciidn.—New asslgniaent, bark,
Une, CliriBtians. See the nouns.—New birtb. See
Ttpenenttion.—New *^bnTn^ a new arrival from the old
country ; a greenhorn. [Australia.]

A ttete chum is no longer a new chum when he can plait
astock whip. Jfrs. CSm^abdl Praed, Head-Station, p. S3.

NewGburcb. SeeSwedenborgian—New Court Party.
See eouri—Newdeparture,diTinlt7, foundation, etc
See the nouns.—New for (dd, the name of amle nsed in
adjusting a partial loss in marme insurance. Under this

rule, the old materi:Us are applied toward payment for the
new by deducting their value from the gross amount of
the expenses for repairs. From the balance one third of
the total cost of the repairs is deducted by the insurer^
to be charged against the shipowner as an equivalent for
his estimated advantage in the substitution of new work
tw the old which it replaces.—New Israelite. Same as
Southeottiati.—New Jerusalem, in ^br^, the heavenly
ciigr; the abode of CSod and his saints.

I John saw the holy city, nets Jerusalem, coming down
frojn God out of heaven. Rev. xxi 2.

New Jerusalem Church. See Sia!denborgittn.—Vew
Latin. See Z>itm.—New Li^tS. See i^Mi.—New
man, Tiffatii^ii««^Ti, measurement. See the noims.

—

New promise, m Imp, a promise creating a liability

upon a past consideration which'alone might not support
an action, as where a l>ankrupt after discharge promises
a cieditw that he will pay him notwithstanding.—New
red. Seefuehsin—NewBed Sandstone. Seesondslong.

—New sand, freshly mixed founding-sand which has not
yet been used.—New Sdhool Presbyterians. Seei>r«-
hsierian Newstvle. See s^^—New Sunday. Same
as Lorn Sunday (which see, under Jois^).—New Testa-
ment, triaL See the notms.—New week, in the Gr. Ok.,
Easter week. See raitfunl.—The New Covenant, the
New TjatTiiing, the new meteonflogy, etc. See the
nouns.—TheNew World. North and Sontli America; the
western hemisphere. =Syn. Jfetr, -Votrf, Modem, Frtsh,

lieeent. Late. In this connection new is opposed to old;

norti to.famiZun'; modem to aneient, medieval, antiquated,

old-/asMoned; /i«sA to stale; recent and lale to early. 2tew
is the gener^ word ; Qiat which is notd is unexpected,
strsnge, striking, often in new form, but also pleasing:

as, a novel combioataon of old ideas; tJiat which is modem
andfi^^ exists at the time referred to; that which is re-

cent or tob is sep.irated from the time al action by only a

short interval : as, the late minisby, a recent arrival, recent

tames.

new (nu), adf. [< ME. newe, < AS. nme, nige

(also niicon, nedwan, neon), adv., newly, < niire,

adj., new: seeftew, a.] 1. Newly; lately: re-

cently.

Hy be^ gos^ that thrusteth alway ngire.

To seen this floor so yong, so fresh of hewe.
Chaucer, Good Women, L 103.

Is it sweet William, my ain true love.

To Scotland n^ir come home ?

Smet William andMay Margaret (CMld's Ballads, XL 152).

Soldier. Art thou of the true faith? . . .

Soger. Ay, that am I, new converted.
Tennyson, Queen Mary, L S.

2t. Anew.
Buy

The covesjng off o' churches ; . . .

Let them stand bare, as do their auditory

;

Or cap them ncic with shingles.

B. Jonfon, Alchemist, it 1.
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{New is much used adverbially in composition : as, in new-
born, »«w.dropped, iirw-made neir-grwwn, fi«i0.formed,
wrtT-found.]— All newt, recently: freshly; anew.

He was shave al iteice in his manere.
Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 5S'2.

New and newt, again and again.

Pandare wep as he to water wolde.
And poked ever his nece fi«trs and netce.

Chaucer, Troilns, ill. 116.

Of new. Of the newt, anew; afresh; newly. Compare i)^

oU, under a2(f.

This ordynannce they had made qf nexK, thatthe french-
men kuewe nat of.

Berners, tr. of Frolssart's'Chron., I. clxL

newt (nu), V. l< JIE. neicen, < AS. nitcian (=
OS. »iiwon=OHG. iituirdn, niicon, MHG. niiiweii,

iiiicfn=Groth., in comp., ana-niiya»), make new,
< Hiiff, new: see new, a. Cf. reiieic.2 I. trans.
To make new ; renew.

goure karis weren netced.
And coueitise hath crasid goure cronne ffor euere

!

Bichard the Bedeless, 1 S.

And . . . allethegrauntes,lybarties,quytaunce,andfre
cnstnmes . . . weconferme . . . tothesamedtesensand
to their successours, . . . and hem of our specyall grace
we newe and graunte hem to holde free euer.

Charier (ff' London, in Arnold's Chron., p. 2L

n, intrans. To renew itself ; become new.
Every day Mr beaute newed.

Chancer, Death of Blanche, L 906.

The worlde^ whiche neweth euery dale.
Goicer, Conf. Amant, Prol.

newaltyt, «. [< *)iewal, newel-,+ -ty; an aeeom.
of nofelU/.'} A new thing ; a novelty.

Good Gorel, stand back, and let me see a little ; my wife
lores neu?alties abominationly, and I must tell her some-
thing about the king. The Toung King (1698). {Ifares.)

Newberrya (nu-ber'i-a), « . [NL. (Torrey. 1864),
named after its discoverer. Dr. J. S. XewJ>errj/Ji

A genus comprising a single species. A', coii-

gesta, of the order Monoti«pe<e, the Indian-pipe
familvj known by the two sepals. This singular
CalifoiiuaD parasitic plant is a smooth, erect, scaly herb,
without leaves or green color, bearing a fiatt^ed head of
urn-shaped flowers.

newberyite (uu'ber-i-it), ». [Named after J.

C. Xetobery of Melbourne.] A hydrous phos-
phate of magnesium occurring in orthorhombie
crystals in the bat-guano of the SMpton Caves,
Victoria, Australia.

new-bom (nu'bfim). a. Just bom, or very
lately bom.

On parent knees, a naked new-bom child.

Weeping thou sat'st, while all around thee smiled

;

So live that, sinking in thy last long sleep.

Calm thou may'st smile, while all around thee weep.
Sir W. Jones, From the Persian.

Newcastle cloak. An inverted barrel with
holes cut in it for the head and hands, put upon
a man as if it were a garment: a punishment
for drunkenness formerly inflicted in England.
new-come (nu'kum), a. and n. [< ME. iieowe-

eumen, < AS. niwcumen, niicanemneii, newly
come (as a noun, a novice), < niwe, new, + cu-

»!<*», pp. of fmiiaii, come : see fOHie.] I. o. Just
arrived; lately come.

*' Afy gown 15 on," said the new-come bride,
*^ My shoes are on my feet."

Fair Annie (Chfld's Ballads, m. 196X

n. ». 1. A strangernewly arrived ; a new-
comer. Holinsked^ (3onq. Ireland, p. 55. {Hal-
Uirell.)— 2. The time when any fruit comes in
season. HcMiwell. [Prov. Eug.]
new-comer (nii'kum'er), «. One who has lately

come.
new-create (nu'kre-af), r. t. To create anew.

Is it Ms use?
Or did the letters work upon Ms blood.

And ne%iM;reate this fault?
Shot., Othello, iv. 1. 287.

new-cntt (nu'kut), n. An old game at cards, of

which there is no extant description.

If you play at !i«r cut, I am soonest Mtter of any one
heere for a wager.

Heywood, Woman Xilled with Kindness.

They are deeply engag'd
At new-cut. and wiU not leave their game.

Adventures of Pitie Hours (1663). (Aorea.)

newest, a. and adv. An old spelling of new.

newe^, ». Same as nere^.

newe^, «. A Middle English form of noy.

newel^ (nu'el), «. [Formerly nowel, nueU, <

OP. Hueil. nual, noieJ, P. noyau = Pr. nogaXh,

nogaUl, the stone of a fruit, a newel, < ML.
*nucale, stone of a fruit, a newel, neut. of LL.
nucalis, of a nut, < L. »mj.t («h<?-\ nut: see nti-

cleus.'i 1. In arch., an upr^ht cylinder or pil-

lar which forms a eent-er from which the steps
of a winding stair radiat«, and supports their
inner ends from the bottom to the top. in stairs

where the steps are merely pinned into the waU by their

Xewet, in the Chateau de
Blois, France.

newfangled
outer ends, and there is no central pillar, the staircase is
said to have an open newel. The newel is sometuues con-
tinued through to the roof, so
as to serve as a central shaft
for receiving the ribs of the
covering vault.

The stairs likewise to the up-
I>w rooms, let them be upon a
fair and open neicel, and finely
railed in with images of wood
cast into a brass colour.

Bacon, Building (ed. liS7V

2. In carp., the taU and
more or less ornamental
post at the head or foot of
a stair, supporting a hand-
rail.— 3. In engin., a cy-
lindrical pillar terminat-
ing the wing-waU of a
bridge.—4. In a ship, an
,upright timber which re-
ceives the tenons of the
rails leading from the
breastwork of the gang-
way.
newel^, ». [Irreg. < new
+ -el, after nord. Ct. newalty.'] A new thing;
a novelty.

He was so enamoured with the neic«22,

That nought he deemed deare for the JewelL
Spenser, Shep. CaL, May.

neweUchet, adv. A Middle English form of
newly. Cliaueer.

NewEngland Confederation. See confedera-
tWH.
New-Englander (nu-ing'glan-d&r), n. [< New
England + -«rl.] An inhabitant of Xew Eng-
land, the northeastern section of the United
States of America, comprising the six States
of Maine, New Hampshire Vermont, Massa-
chusetts, -Rhode Island, and Connecticut.
New England theology. See theology.

newfangelf.new-fang^esset. Obsoleteforms
of newfangle, nmvfangleness.

newfangle (nu-fang'gl), a. [Early mod. E.
also newfangel; < ME. newfangel, newefangel,
newfangilU, disposed to take up new things,
catching at novelty, < neice (< AS. niwe), new,
+ *fangel, < AS. '*fangol, disposed to take, <

fon, pp. /(Tjijeii, take: see fang, v. The form
*fangle (ME. *fangel) is not used alone, the ac-
tual formation of MK - newfangel being «eir -1-

fang + -f7, the adj. suffix applying to the com-
bined elements n<?ir -I- .fang.'\ "Disposed to take
up new things; eatclung at novelty; fond of
change ; inconstant : with reference to persons
(or animals).

Forf^oughthoQ . . . yivehem [caged birds] sngr^ honey,
breed and mylk, . . .

Yet ... to the wood he wd, and wormes ete.

So nem^fungH ben they of Mr mete.
And loven novelries of propre kynde.

Chaucer, Squire's 'Eale, L 610l

Sonne, if thou be weel at ease.
And warme amonge tM neigboris sitter

Be not newfangU in no wise,
Neither hasU for to channge ne flltte.

Batxes Book (E. E. T. S.X p. 51.

Quicke wittes commonlie be in desire newfan^e, in
purpose vnoonstant. Aschanx, The Scholemasto-, p. SS.

newfanglef (nu-fang'gl), n. [< newfangle, a., er-
i^neously tsiken as new + *fangle, n. ; whence
in later use fangle as an independent noun.]
A new or novel fashion; a novelty.

Xot only gentlemen's servants, but also handy craftmen,
yea, and almost the ploughmen of the cotm^, with all

other sorts of people, use much strange and proud n^c-
.fangles in their apparel.

iKr T. More, Utopia (tr. by fiobinson), L

A Pedlers luicke of newefomgles.
Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 116.

newfanglef (nu-fang'gl), r. t. [< newfangle, o.]

To change by introducing novelties.

Xot hereby to controule and new fangle the Scripture,
God forbid, but to marke how corruption and Apostacy
crept in by degrees. Milton, Prelatical Episcopacy.

newfangled (nu-fang'gld), a. [< newfangle,v.,
+ -«d2.] 1. Disposed to take up new things;
fond of change: same as newfangle: with refer-

ence to persons.

Xot to have fellowsMp with new-fanned teachers.
1 Tim. vi. (beading).

There is a great error risen now-a-days among many of
US, which are vain and new-fanned men. Latimer.

2. New-made or new-fashioned; novel; formed
with affectation of novelty: with reference to

things.

Howbeit this commimlcation of mine, though perad-
venture it may seem unpleasant, . . . yet cannot I see
why it should seem strange, or foolishly neufangled.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Sobinson), L



newfangled
Let us see and examine more of this newfangled plii-

losophy. Fryth, Works, p. 21.

For they (charitie'S) are not new-fangled devices of yes-
terday, whereof we have had no Ijnowledge, no experi-
ence. Bp. Anx/bwry, Sermons, 1. xvii.

newfangledly (nu-fang'gld-li), oAv. In a new-
fangled manner: as, newfangledly dressed.
newfangledness (nu-fang'gld-nes), n. The
character of being newfangled ; novelty.
They began to incline to this conclusion, of remoovall to

some other place, [though] not out of any newfaiiglednes,
or other such like giddie humour.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 22.

newfangleness (nu-fang'gl-nes), n. [< ME.
newefangelnes ; < newfangle + ^ess.'] The char-
acter of being newfangled or desirous of novel-
ty ; fondness for change ; inconstancy.

As doth the tydif, for newfarigelTissse.
Chaucer, Prol. to Good Women, 1. 164.

The schooles they flU with fond new fanglenesse.
And sway in Court with pride and rashnes rude.

Spenser, Tears of the Muses, 1. 327.

newfanglistf (nn-fang'glist), n. [< newfangle +
-*si.] One who is eager for novelty; one given
to change.
Learned men . . . haue euer . . . resisted the priuate

spirits of these naw-fanglistx, or contentious and quarrel-
ous men. Tooker, Fabric of the Church (1604), p. 90.

newfanglyt (nu-fang'gli), adv. [< newfangle +
-^1.] m a newfangle manner; with a disposi-
tion for novelty.

Diuers yonge scholers thei found properly witted, feate-
ly lemed, and newfangly minded.

Sir T. Mare, Works, p. 213.

new-fashion (nil 'fash "on), a. [< new, a., +
fashion, ».] Recently come into fashion; new-
fashioned; novel.

Learn all the -new-fashion words and oaths. Suyift.

new-fashion (nu'fash"on), v. t. [< new, adm., +
fashion, «.] To modfirnize; remodel in the
latest style.

Had I a place to new-fashwn, I should not put myself
into the hands of an improver.

Jan£ Austen, Manstield Park, vi.

new-fashioned (nil' fash "ond), a. [< new +
fashion + -ed^.] Made in a new form or style,
or lately come into fashion.

new-fledged (nu'flejd), a. Wearing the first

feathers ; lately fledged.

And as a bird each fond endearment tries
To tempt its new-fledg'd offspring to the skies.

Goldrnitth, Des. Vil., I. 168.

Newfoundland (oftenest nu- found 'land; on
the island itself generally nii-fund-larid'; also
nii'fund-land), n. Same as Newfoundland dog.

He . . .

Would care no more for Leolin's walking with her
Than for his old Newfoundland's.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

Newfoundland cuSb, mittens worn by fishermen.
[Slang.]

Newfoundland dog. See dog.
Newfoundlander (nu-found'lan-d6r, etc. : see
Newfoundland), n. 1 . A native'or an inhabitant
of Newfoundland, an island belonging to Great
Britain, situated east of Canada.—2. A vessel
belonging to Newfoundland.
They got a few [seals] afterwards, which made up 450,

and got out of the ice again. Afterwards they fell in with
a Newfoundlander, and bought 40, and came home.

Fisheries of U. S., V. il. 477.

Newgate (nu'gat), v. t.; pret. and pp. Newgated,
ppr. NewgaUng. [< Newgate, a famous prison
in London.] To imprison.

Soon after this he was taken up and Newgated.
Soger North, Examen, p. 258. (J)ames.)

[Nashe, in his "Pierce Penilesse," says that Newgate is " a
common name for all prisons." Halliwell.]

Newgate calendar. A list of prisone^rs con-
fined in Newgate prison, London, setting forth
their crimes, etc.

Newgate frill. A beard shaved so as to grow
only under the chin and jaw: so called in allu-

sion to the position of the hangman's noose.
Also called Newgate fringe. [Slang, Eng.]

New Haven Divinity. See divinity.

newing (nu'ing), n. [< new + -dng^.J Yeast or

barm. [Prov. Eng.]
newish (nu'ish), a. [< new + -4*7(1.] Rather
new.
New Jersey tea. See tea.

new-land (nu'land), n. Land newly broken up
and plowed. [Prov. Eng.]
New-light (nu'lit), n. and a. I. ». 1. See New
Lights, under lights.— 2. Fomoxys annularis, a
centrarohoid fish of the Mississippi river. Also
called campbellite.

II. a. Pertaining to new doctrine or to the

New Lights New-Ught Divinity. See divinity.
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newly (nu'li), adv. [< MB. newly, neuly, nuly,

newely, neweliche, < AS. niwlice (= D. nieuwelijlks

= MLGr. nielik, nielike = MHG. niuweliche, niu-

liche, G. neulich = Icel. nyliga = 8w. nyligen =
Dan. nylig), newly, < niwlic, new, < niwe, new, +
-Uc,^.-ly^: see wew, a., and -i^2.] i_ Lately;
recently; freshly; just: a,s, newly weAded; new-
ly painted.

But that myghte not ben to myn avys, that so manye
scholde have entred so newely, ne so manye newely slayn,

with outen stynkynge and rotynge.
MandevUle, Travels, p. 284.

Morning roses n&wly wash'd with dew.
Shak., T. of the S., ii. 1. 174.

Are ye my true love, sweet William,
From England newly come?

William and Mairjtyrie (Child's Ballads, II. 149).

With such a smile as though the earth
Were nemly made to give him mirth.

WiUimn Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 202.

2. Anew ; afresh ; in a new and different man-
ner or form.
By deed-achieving honour newly named [Coriolanusj.

Shak., Cor., ii. 1. 190.

Such is the powre of that sweet passion.
That it all sordid baseness doth expell,
And the refyned mynd doth neidy fashion
Unto a fairer forme.

Spenser, Hymn in Honour of Love, L 192.

newmarket (nii'mar"ket), n. [Named after
Newmarket in England.] 1 . A game of cards
played by any number of persons with.a pack
from which the eight of diamonds has been dis-
carded, on a board upon which duplicate ace of
spades, king of hearts, queen of clubs, andknave
of diamonds have been fastened face up. On
these cards are placed bets which are won by the player
who can play the corresponding cards in accordance with
the rules of the game.
2. Same as Newmarket coat.

Newmarket coat. \. A close-fitting coat, ori-

ginally worn for riding.

He was dressed in a Nevmwrket coat and tight-fitting

trousers. Dickens, Hard Times, i. 6.

2. A long close-fitting coat for women's out-
door wear, usually made of broadcloth.
New-Mexican (nii-mek'si-kan), a. and n. [<
New Mexico (see def.) + -an"'] I. a. Of or be-
longing to New Mexico, formerly a part of Mex-
ico, now a territory of the United States.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of New
Mexico.
new-model (nii'mod"e]), V. t. To give a new
form to ; remodel.
The constitution was new-7nodeUed so as to resemble

nearly that of this country. Broughmn.

New Model (jm mod'el), n. In Eng. hist., the
reorganized army of the Parliamentarians,
formed 1644-5, largely through the influence
of Croniwell.

newness (nii'nes), n. [< ME. newnes, < AS. niw-
nes, niwnys, newness, < niwe, new : see new and
-ness.] The state or quality of being new. (a)
Lateness of origin ; the state of being lately produced, in-

vented, or executed : as, the newness of a dress ; the new-
ness of a system or a project.

The -newness of the undertaking is all the hazard.
Dryden, Albion and Albanius, Pref.

They show finely in their first newness, but cannot stand
the sun and rain, and assume a very sober aspect after
washing-day. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xii.

(&) The state of being newly introduced ; novelty.

Newness in great matters was a worthy entertainment
for the mind. South.

For the discovery
And neumess of thine art so pleased thee.

Tennyson, Ode to Memory.

(c) An innovation ; a recent change.

Some newnesses of English, translated from the beau-
ties of modern tongues, as well as from thr elegancies of
the Latin. Dryden, Don Sebastian, Pref.

(d) Want of practice or familiarity.

His newness shamed most of the others' long exercise.

Sir P. Sidney.

(e) A new condition ; reformation or regeneration.

Even so we also should walk in newness of life,

Rom. vi. 4.

The Newness, a name given to New England Transcen-
dentalism at the time of its prevalence.

Next to Brook Farm, Concord was the chief resort of the
disciples of the Newness. The Century, XXXIX. 129.

=Syn. See new.

New Orleans moss. Same as long-moss.

New-Platonist (nu-pla'to-nist), n. Same as

news (niiz), TO. [First in late ME. newes, newys;
pi. of new (early mod. E. newe) ; not a native E.
idiom, but as a translation of F. nouvelles, news
(see novel, to., 2). The supposition that news
represents the AS. partitive genitive in hwcet
niwes (= L. quid nam), ' what news ?

' lit. ' what

news-house

of new,' lacks the confirmation of ME. examples.
That news is or was felt to be somewhat out of
accord with E. idiom is also indicated by an
absurd etymology still sometimes propounded,
nam ely, that news is " informationfrom the four
quarters of the compass"—N E W S, north,
east, west, south. Though plural in form, news
is singular in use.] 1. A new or uncommon
and more or less surprising thing; a new or un-
expected event or occurrence.

A case so graue, a newes so new, a victorie so seldome
heardeof. Letters of Sir Arttonie of Guevara, ^. i.

The next newes that happened in this time of ease was
that, a merry fellow hauingfound some few Dollars against
the Flemish wracke, the bruit went currant the treasure

was found. Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, II. 135.

It was no news then [in a time of famine] for a Woman
to forget her sucking child, so as not to have compaasion
upon the Son of her Womb. StiUingfleet, Sermons, I. viii.

It is no news for the weak and poor to be a prey to the
strong and rich. Sir R. L'Estrange.

In Burmarsh you could not cross a roadwithoutsome one
seeing you and making news of it.

W. C. RueseU, Sailor's Sweetheart, L

2. Recent, but not necessarily unexpected, in-

telligence of something that has lately taken
place, or of something before unknown or im-
perfectly known ; tidings.

And laye in the hauyn where as they were before, of the
whiche n£wys oure sayde company were ryght joyous and
thanked Almyghty God.

Sir B. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 64.

Thus answer I in name of Benedick,
But hear these ill news with the ears of Claudio.

Shak., Much Ado, ii. 1. 180.

He that hath bargains to make, ornews to tell, should not
come to do that at church. Donne, Sermons, iv.

Although our title, sir, be News,
We yet adventure here to tell you none.
But shew you common follies.

B. Jonson, Staple of News, Prol.

There is fearful News come from Germany.
Howell, Letters, I. iL 4.

The newspaper creates and feeds the appetite for news.
When we read it, it is not to find what is true, what is im-
portant, what we must consider and reflect upon, what we
must carry away and remember, but what is new.

J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 310.

3. A newspaper. [Obsolete or provincial.]

So when a child, as playful children use.
Has burnt to tinder a stale last-year's news.

Cowper, On Names of little Note in Biog. Brit.

4t. A messenger with news.
In the mean-time there coming a News thither with his

horse to go over. Pepys, Diary, July 31, 1665.

News-ink. See ijiJi. =Syn. 2. News, Intelligence, Tid-
ings, Advices. News is the most general word, applying'to
real information which is or is not important^ interesting,
or expected; nswsmeetsespeciallythedesiretoknow. In-
telligence is also a general word, applying to news or infor-
mation of an interesting character, enabling one to under-
stand better the situation of things in the place from which
intelligence comes : as, inteUigenee from the Sandwich Is-

lands to the 1st ult.; intelligence of a mutiny. Tidings are
awaitedwith anxiety. Advices Siveitems of information sent
for the benefit or pleasure of those receiving them. Thus,
Philip II. expected no intelligence from the Armada for
some days after it sailed ; soon rumor brought him false
news of a glorious victory gained over the English ; his first

reliable news of the defeat of the Armada came through
advices; he received from time to time tidings of uniform
disaster.

Beyond it blooma the garden that I love

;

News from the humming city comes to it.

Tennyson, Gardener's Daughter.

Prince Eugene afterwards very candidly declared that
he had himself given for intelligence tliree times as much

- as Marlborough was charged with on that head.
Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., i.

To hear the tidings of my friend.
Which every hour his couriers bring.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, cxxvi.

At night he retires home, full of the important advices
of the day. Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, iv.

news (niiz), v. t. [< news, to.; prob. due in
part to noise, v.] To report; rumor: as, it was
TOeto«e(? abroad that the bank had failed. [Prov.
Eng. and U. S.]

new-sad (nii'sad), a. Recently made sad.
[Rare.]

I . . . entreat.
Out of a new-sad soul, that you vouchsafe
In your rich wisdom to excuse or hide
The liberal opposition of our spirits.

Shak., L. L. L., v. 2. 741.

news-agent (niiz'a"jent), TO. A person who
deals in newspapers ; "a news-vender.
news-bookt (nuz'buk), ». A newspaper.

No news from the North at all to-day ; and the news-
book makes the business nothing, but that they are all dis-
persed. Pepys, Diary, Nov. 26, 1666.

newsboy (niiz 'boi), to. •A boy who hawks news-
papers on the streets or delivers them at houses.
news-house (niiz'hous), to. An oface for print-
ing newspapers and other periodicals: (fistin-
guished from one for book-work and jobbing.



newsless

newsless (nnz'les), a. [< news + -few.] With-
out news or information.

I am as newness as in the dead of snmmer.
Walpole, Letters, n. 4W.

news-lettert (nuz'leffer), ». A letter or report
containing news intended for general circula-
tion, originally circulated in manuscript. The
news-letters were the precursors of the later newspapers.
They appear to have arisen about the commencement of
the seventeenth ceutmy, to have reached special promi-
nence about the time of Charles IL , and to have continued
tu the middle of the eighteenth century.

I love News extreamly. I have read Three A'eics Letters
to day. I go from CoSee House to Cottee House all day
on Purpose.

Quoted in AstUon's Social Life in Keign of Queen Anne,
[I. 219.

The first English journalists were the writers of Tieirg-

^efters, originaUy the dependants of great men, each em-
ployed in keeping his own master or patron well-inform-
ed, during his absence from courts of all that transpired
there. Eneyc Brit., XVII. 413.

newsman (niiz'man), n.
;
pi. newsmen (-men).

A man who sells or delivers newspapers.
newsmonger (niiz'mung'g6r), n. A person who
deals in news ; one who employs much time in
hearing and telling news ; a retailer of gossip.

Many tales devised . . .

By smiling pick-thanks and base newsmongers.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iiL 2. 25.

It is not worth the making a schism betwixt newsnum-
fjers to set up an antifame against [a ridiculous report].

Puner, Holy State, iiL 23.

newsmongeryt (nuz'mung''ger-i), n. [< news-
monger + -y (see -e™).] The act of dealing in
news ; the retailing of news or gossip.

Wilt thou . . . invest that in the highest throne of art

and schollership which a scrutinie of so manie millions
of wel discerning condemnations hath concluded to be
viler then iieios mongery? Nash, Foure Letters Confuted.

news-pamphlet (niiz'pamf'let), n. Formerly,
a pubueation issued occasionallywhen any spe-
cial event seemed to call for it. Such pamph-
lets were precursors of newspapers, and ap-
peared especially in the sixteenth century.

newspaper (nTiz'pa'per), H. A paper contain-
ing news: a sheet containing intelligenoe or
reports of passing events, issued at short but
regular intervals, and either sold or distribut-

ed gratis; a pubUe print, or daily, weekly, or
semi-weeMy periodical, that presents the news
of the day, such as the doings of political, legis-

lative, or other public bodies, local, provincial,

or national current events, items of public in-

terest on science, religion, conmierce, as well
as trade, market, and money reports, advertise-

mentsand announcements, etc. Newspapers may
be classed as general, devoted to the dissemination of
intelligence on a great variety of topics which are of in-

terest to the general reader, or special^ in which some par-
ticular subject, as religion, temperance, literature, law,
etc., has prominence, general news occupying only a sec-

ondary place. The first English newspaper is believed to

be the *' Weekly News," issued in London in 1622. The
beginnings of newspapers in Germany and Italy are said
to reach back to the sixteenth century, although it is

often stated that the oldest newspaper is the "!Frank-
furter Journal," founded in 1615. In the United States
"Publick Occuirences" was started in Boston in 1690, but
was suppressed; the Boston "News-Letter" followed in
1704 ; but the oldest existing newspaper in the country is

the "New Hami>shire Gazette, " founded in 1756.

This month, a certain great Person will be threatened
with death or sickness. This the News Paper will tell

them. Isaac Bickerstaff, Predictions for the Year 1708.

There now exist but two newspapers which were in being
in Queen Anne's reign, namely the "London Gazette " (but
that has been kept alive through its official nursing) and
— but one due to private enterprise— Berrow's "Worces-
ter Journal," whiMi was established in 1709.

J. Ashton, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, II. 66.

newspaper-clamp (niiz'pa'per-klamp), n. A
newspaper-file.

newspaperdom (niiz'pa'per-dum), n. [< news-
paper + -dom.^ The realm of newspapers

;

newspaper life. The Writer, HI. 126. [CoUoq.]

newspaper-file (nTiz'pa'per-fil), n. A frame
for holding newspapers ready for convenient
reference, it is made in several forms, but consists in

general of a pair of rods hinged at one end, which are

opened to receive between them the middle fold of the

newspaper sheet, and then shut and fastened by means
of a hook or screw at the end opposite the hinge, so as to

hold the paper in the frame. Also called a paper-JOe or

paper-damp.

newsroom (nuz'rom), n. A room where news-
papers, and often also magazines, reviews, etc.,

are kept on file for reading; a reading-room.

news-stand (nuz'stand), «. A stand or place

at which newspapers, periodicals, etc., are sold.

news-vender (nliz'ven'der), 11. A seller of

newspapers.
Newspapers in London are sold by the publishers to

newsmen or newsoenders, by whom they are distributed to

the purchasers in town or country. , „. ^ „
M'CvUoch, Diet. Commerce.
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news-writer (nuz'ri'tSr), «. A writer of or for
news-letters.

1 am amazed that the press should be only made use of
in this way by news-mriters, and the zealots of parties.

Spectator, No. 124.

new^(nii'zi), a. [(.news + -y^."] PuUofnews;
gossipy. [CoUoq.]
news-yacht (nuz'yot), n. A fast-sailing craft
formerly employed by the publishers of news-
papers for such service as intercepting incom-
ing ships, in order to obtain news in advance of
their arrival in port.
The steamships Bavaria . . . and the China . . . passed

this point at 11 o'clock this morning, and were boarded by
the news-yacld of the press.

Sew York Trilimie, June 16, 1862.

newt (niit), n. [< ME. ncwte, an erroneous form
due to misdivision of an ewte ; ewte, euete, etc.,

being the same as evet, eft : see e/tl.] A tailed
batraohian ; an animal of the genus Ti'iton in
a broad sense, as T. cristatus, the great warty

Crested Newt ( Tri'tprt cristatus),

or crested newt, or T. (Lissotriton) punctatus,
the common smooth newt ; an eft ; an asker ; a
triton. They begin life as tadpoles hatched from eggs,
but never lose the tail. They are hai-mless and inoffen-
sive little creatures, from 3 to 6 inches long, living in
ponds and ditches, sometimes crawling out of the water
in damp places ; they live on animal food, as water-insects
and their larvee, worms, tadpoles, etc. The name is ex-

tended to any similar batrachian of small size, as one of
the Amblyst&midae, Plethodontidce, Satamandridas, etc.

Newts and blind-worms, do no wrong.
Come not near our fairy queen.

Shak., M. N. D., it 2. 11.

Blind newts, the CcecUiidce.

Newtonian (nu-to'ni-an), a. and «. [< Newton
(see def.) -H -win.] I. a. Pertaining to Sir Isaac
Newton (1642-1727), or formed or discovered
by him.—Newtonian criterion, Seecriterion.—New-
tonianphilosophy, the doctrine of Newton that the chief
phenomena of the heavens are due to an attraction of gravi-

tation, and that similar attractions explain many molecu-
larphenomena.—Newtonian potential,apotential vary-

ing inversely as the distance, like that of gravitation.—

Newtoniajl system. See solar system, under solar.—

Newtonian telescope. See telescope.—Newtonian
theory of light. &eeligm,\.

II. ». 1. A follower of Newton in philosophy.
—2. A Newtonian reflecting telescope.

The resultwas a Newtonian ai exquisite definition, with

an aperture of two, and a focal length of twenty feet.

A. M. Clerke, Astron. in 19th Cent., p. 109.

Newtonic (nu-ton'ik), a. [< Newton (see New-
tonian) -I- -ic] Same as Newtonian—Newtonic
rays, the visible rays of the spectrum. See spectrum.

First, we have the visible rays of medium refrangibility,

ranging from red to violet, and sometimes called the New-
tonic rays. J. Piske, Cosmic Philos., L 19.

Newton's color-diagram, diagram, disk. See
color-diagram, etc.

Newton's law of cooling. See towi.

Newton's metal. See metal.

New-year (nH'yer ' )
, « . [Early mod. E. also Newe

Teere,ete. ; < ME. new yere, «(>«' je)-,etc.,< AS.mjce
gedr, new; year : see ne^o and year.'\ I. n. 1. The
year approaching or newly begun : as, it is com-
mon to make good resolutions for the New-year.
— 2. New-Year's day; the first day of the year.

For hit is jol [Yule] and nwe ger.

Sir Gawayne and the Green KnigM(E. E. T. S.), 1. 284.

For I would see the sun rise upon the glad New-year.
Tenr^san, May Queen, New-Year's Eve.

3t. A congratulation or good wish for the com-
ing year.

A scholler presented a gratulatorie new-yeere unto su-

Thomas Moore in prose, and he reading it . . . ask'd him
whether hee could turne it into verse?

Copley, Wits, Fits, and Fancies. (Nares.)

New-Year's day, the first day of the New-year; the
first day of January. In many countries the day is a legal

holiday, and is celebrated by the giving of presents and
general festivities.

New Year's Day, however, was his [Peter Stuyvesant'a]
favorite festival. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 403.

next

New-Yorker (nS-ydr'ker), H. [< New York (see
def.) -I- -erl.] A native or an inhabitant of
the State or city of New York.
New York fern. A common shield-fern, As-
pidium Nofeboracense, of the eastern United
States.

New York godwit. See ijodwit.

New-Zealand falcon, flax, suhregion, etc.
See falcon, etc.

nexal (nek'sal), o. l<nex{iim) -i- -ai.] InSotn.
law, involving or exacting servitude for debt..

Even the nexal creditor's imprisonment of his defaulting
debtor, . . . which was not abolished until the fifth century
of the city, may not unfittingly, in view of the cruelties
that too often attended it, be said to have savoured more
of private vengeance than either punishment or procedure
in reparation. Eneyc. Brit., XX. 876.

Nexal contract, the contract by which a debtor who was
unable to pay bound himself as if he were a slave to his
creditor. See nexum.

The Poetilian law of 428, abolishing the nexal contraet.
Eneyc. Brit., XX. 681.

nexi, n. Plural of nexus^.

nexible (nek'si-bl), a. [< LL. nexibilis, tied or
bound together, < L. nectere, pp. nexus, tie

together, interlace. Of. annect, connect, etc.]

Capable of being knitted together. Blount.
[Rare.]

next (nekst), adf. &nd prep. [< ME. next, necst,

nest, < AS. nehst, nylist, next, nedhst= OS. nahist
= OFries. nest = OHG. ndhost, nahist, MHG.
ndhest, nceliest, ncehst, ndst, ndst, G. nahest =
Sw. ndst = Dan. ntest, nesrt, nearest, nighest,
superl. of nedh, nigh: see nigli, of which next
is simply the older superlative. Cf. near^, the
old_r comparative of nigi/f.] I. adv. 1. Nighest;
nearest ; in the place, position, rank, or turn
which is nearest: as, next before; next after
you.

Nothing will bring them from theyr uncivill life sooner
then learning and discipline, next after the knowledge and
feare of God. Spenser, State of Ireland.

Before you, and Tiext unto high heaven,
I love your son. Shak., All's Well, L 3. 199.

Who knows not that Truth is strong next to the Al-
mighty? MUton, AreopagiticB, p. 52.

2. In the place or turn immediately succeed-
ing : as, Who comes nextf

What impossible matter will he make easy Tiextf
Shak., Tempest, iL 1. 89.

Out men with what came next to hand were forced to
make their passage among them.

Quoted in Copt John Smith's Works, I. 101.

Next, her white hand an antique goblet brings

—

A goblet sacred to the Pylian kings.
Pope, Iliad, xL 772.

Next to. (a) Immediately after ; as second in choice or
consideration.

Next to the statues, there is nothing in Rome more sur-
prising than that amazing variety of ancie.nt pillars of so
many kinds of mai'ble.

Addison, Kemarks on Italy (ed. Bohn), I. 476.

They were never either heard or talked of— which, next
to being universally applauded, should be the object of
ambition of all magistrates and rulers.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 148.

(b) Almost ; within a little of being : as, next to nothing.

That 's a difficulty Twxt to impossible. Roiae.

The Puritans . . . forgot, or never knew, that it [cleri-

cal subscription] was invented, or next to invented, by the
episcopal founder of Nonconformity.

R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xx.

What is a sad thing is that one man should be dining
off turtle and ortolans, and another man have next to no
dinner at all. W. H. MaUock, Social Equality, p. 203.

Next to nothing. See nothing.

H, prep. Nearest to; immediately adjacent

to. ["Nigh," "near," "rtext" . . . maybe regarded in

construction as prepositions, or as adjectiveswith the prep,
osltion "to" understood. Angris, Handbook of the Eng-
lish Tongue, p. 234.]

next (nekst), a. [< ME. nexte (also nest, > E.

dial, neest, Se. neist), < AS.nexta, neksta, nyhsta

(= OS. nahisto = OFries. neste= OHG. ndhisto,

MHG. ndheste, nceheste, ncelist, G. ndhest, ndchst

= Sw. ndst = Dan. neest), next, nighest, < nelist,

adv., superl. of nedh, nigh: see next, adv. Cf.

nigh, o.j 1. Nighest; nearest in place or posi-

tion; adjoining: as, the next town; the next

room.
I have been with Sir Oliver Martext, the vicar of the

next village. Shak., As you Like it, iii. 3. 44.

2. Nearest in order, succession, or rank; im-
mediately succeeding: as, advise me in your

next letter; next time; ji&rt month.

I'he nexlen tune that it play'd seen . . .

Was "Fareweel to my mither the queen."
The Tica Sisters (Child's Ballads, IL 243).

Pray let it appeal- in your nc^rt what a Pi'oficient you
are, otherwise some Blame may light on me that placed

you there. Howell, Letters, I. v. 2&



next
This year, on the last day ol November, being the last

day of the next week, there was heard several loud noises,
or reports. N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 325.

This is in order to have something to brag of the next
time. Congreve, Way of the World, i. 9.

3t. Nearest or shortest in point of distance or
of time ; most direct in respect of the way or
means.

This messager on morwe, whan he wook,
Unto the castel halt the nexte wey.

Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 709.

A prophet I, madam ; and I speak the truth the next
way. Shak., All's Well, L S. 63.

The Ttext way home 's the farthest way about.
Quarles, Emblems, iv. 2.

4. The last preceding.
Graunte us sone

The same thing, the same bone.
That to thise Tiexte folke thou hast don.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1776.

Bach following day
Became the next day's master, till the last

Made former wonders its.

Shak., Hen. VIII., i. 1. 17.

Next door to. See door.—Next friend, in law. See
friend.— TSe^ Of kin. See *i»i.—Next suit, in cards,
the other suit of the same color. = SjOl. Ssarest, Next. See

neztert, a. [Irreg. < next + -ei-^, compar. suiEx.]
Same as next.

In the nexter night.
6ascoign£, Philomene (ed. Arber), p. 111.

nextlyt (nekst'li), adv. In the next place ; next.

The thing nextly chosen or preferred when a man wills
to walk. Edwards, Freedom of the Will, i, 1.

nextness (nekst'nes), n. The state or fact of
being next, or immediately near or contiguous

;

contiguity.

These elements of feeling have relations of nextness or
contiguity in space, which are exemplified by the sight-

perceptions of contiguous points.

W. E. Clifford, Lectures, I. 244.

next-ways (nekst'waz), adv. Directly. Mal-
liwell. [Prov. Eng.]
nexTUn (nek'sum), n. [L., an obligation, con-
tract, neut. of nexus, pp. of nectere, to bind to-

gether: see nexible.^ In Bom. law: (a) The
contract, and the public ceremony manifesting
it, by which, under the form of a sale with
scales and copper, the ostensible pecuniary
consideration, a debtor who was unable to pay
became the bondman of his creditor. (6) The
obligation or servitude, usually implying close
confinement on the el-editor's premises, and
power of chaining and flogging. The contract
or obligation was sometimes dependent on or
only enforceable by judicial proceedings.
nexusl (nek'sus), n.

;
pi. nexus (-sus). [< L. nexits

{nexu-), a tie, bond, connection, < nectere, tie

together, bind: see nexible.'] 1. Tie; connec-
tion; interdependence existing between the
several members or individuals of a series or
group.— 2. In medieval music, melodic motion
by skips.

nexus^ (nek'sus), n.; pi. nexi (-si). [L. nexus,

pp. of nectere, tie together, bind: see nexible,

nexum, etc.] In Rom. law : (a) A free-bom per-
son who had contracted the obligation called
nexum, and thus became liable to be seized by
his creditor if he failed to pay, and to be com-
pelled to serve him until the debt was dis-

charged. (6) The bond or obligation by which
such\ person was held.

neyt, adv. and prep. An obsolete form of neigh^

and nigh.

Ng. In ehem., the symbol for norwegium.

N. G. An abbreviation (a) of National Guard;
(6) [I. c] of no good or no go. [In the latter

use coUoq. or slang.]

N. (Jr. Aji abbreviation of New Greek.

N. H. Gt. An abbreviation of New High Ger-
man.

nit, K. See nyh
Ni. In chem., the symbol fo^niclcel.

Niagara limestone, Niagara shale. See lime-

stone, shale.

niare (ni-ar'), n. [Native name.] The African
or Cape buffalo. See buffalo'^.

niast (ni'as), n. [Also niaise, nyas (and corrupt-

ly eyas, by misdivision of a nias) ; < OF. (also

F.) niais = Pr. nizaic, niaio = It. nidiace, also

nidaso, niaso, a young hawk taken in its nest,

appar. < L. nidus, a nest: see nest^, nidm.'] 1.

A young hawk; an eyas.— 3. A ninny; a sim-

pleton.

Laugh'd at, sweet bird ! is that the scruple? come, come,
Thou art a nmiae. B. Jonson, Devil is an Ass, i. 3.

nib^ (nih), n. [Also hnib; a mod. var. of neb,

perhaps in part due to association with nibble :

leeneb.'i 1. The beak or bill, as of a bird; neb.
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— 2. The point of anything, as the pointed end
of a pen or the extremity or toe of a crowbai'.

—

3. A small pen of the usual form for insertion
in a penholder.— 4. The handle of a scythe-
snath, to which it is attached by a sliding ring
that can be tightened by a bolt or wedge. X
H. Knight.— 5. A separate adjustable limb of a
permutation-key. IC. S. Knight.— 6. In the
picker of a loom fitted with a drop-box for car-

rying two or more shuttles, a projection from
the back side of the picker, working in a groove
or guide-way, and cooperating with the picker-
spindle to reduce friction and cause the picker
to strike squarely against the end of the shuttle.
— 7. See coffee-nib and cacao.

The seeds [of the cocoa] are reduced to the form of nibs,

which are separated from the shells or husks by the action
of a powerful fan blast. Encyc. Brit., VI. 102.

nib^ (nib), V. t.; pret. and pp. nibbed, ppr. nib-

bing. [< »j6l, ;i.] To furnish with a nib or
point ; mend or trim the nib of, as a pen.

How profoundly would he nib a pen

!

Lamb, South-Sea House.

nib^t (nib), V. i. [A var. of nip^. Of. nibble.']

To nibble. John Dennys (Arbor's Eng. Garner,
1. 151).

Nibban (nib'an), «. The Pali form of Nir-
vana.

nibble (nib'l), v.; pret. and pp. nibbled, ppr. nib-

bling. [Not found in ME. (= LG. nibbeln, knib-
beln, nibble); freq. of nib^, nip^ (cf. dibble, <
dip).2 I. trans. 1. To eat by biting or gnawing
off small bits

;
gnaw.

All tenderest birds there find a pleasant screen, . . .

Nibble the little cupped flowers, and sing.
Keats, Sleep and Poetry.

The paint brush is made by chewing the end of a reed
till it is reduced to filaments, and then nibblitig it into a
proper form. B. Curzon, Monast. in the Levant, p. 88.

2. To bite very slightly or gently ; bite off small
pieces of.

The roving trout . . .

. . . greedily sucks in the twining bait,

And tugs and nibbles the fallacious meat.
Gay, Rural Sports, L

3. To catch; nab. [Slang.]

The rogue has spied me now ; he nibbled me finely once,
too. Middleton, Trick to Catch the Old One, i. 4.

II. intrans. 1. To bite gently; bite off small
pieces : as, fishes nibble at the bait.

Thy turfy mountains, where live nibbling sheep,
And fiat meads thatch'd with stover, them to keep.

Shak., Tempest, iv. 1. 62.

2. Figuratively, to carp; make a petty attack:
with at.

Instead of returning a full answer to my book, he mani-
festly falls a nibbling at one single passage in it. TUlotson.

I saw the critics prepared to nibble at my letter.

Steele, Tatler, No. 87.

3t. To fidget the fingers about.

To Tiibble with the fingers, as unmannerly boies do with
their points when they are spoken to.

Baret,15S0. (Halliwell.)

nibble (nib'l), «. [(.nibble, v. "] The act of nib-
bling; a little bite; also, a small morsel or bit.

Yo'r sheep will be a' folded, a reckon, Measter Pratt, for
there '11 ne'er be a vaJbble o' grass t» be seen this two month.

Mrs. Oaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, xli.

nibbler (nib'Wr), m. [(nibble + -er^.] 1. One
who nibbles ; one who bites a little at a time.

The tender nibbler would not touch the bait.

Shak., Passionate Pilgrim, 1. 53.

2. A fish: same as chogsH.
nibbling (nib'ling), n. [Verbal n. of nibble, «.]

1. The act of one who nibbles.— 2. In lens-

making, the reduction of a glass blank to round-
ness preparatory to grinding, it is done by means
of a pair of soft iron pliers called shavJcs, which,prumble
away the glass from the edges without slipping. Also
called shanMng.
nibblingly (nib'ling-li), adv. In a nibbling
manner. i

niblick (nib'lik), n. [Origin obscure.] In
golf, a small, narrow-headed, heavy iron club
used to get the ball out of bad places, as ruts.

See golf-club.

nib-nib (nib'nib), n. See bablah.

nibourt, n. An obsolete form of neighbor.

nibs (nibz), n. A nonsensical title : used in the
phrase " his royal n«6s." [Slang.]

nibu (ne'bo), n. [Jap., < ni, two, + bu, a divi-

sion.] An oblong square-cornered silver coin
with untrimmed edges, formerly current in
Japan.
nlbung (nib'ung), n. [Malay.] An elegant
palm, Oncosperma filamentosa, growing massed
in swamps in the Malay archipelago, it is a
slender tree, 40 or 50 feet high, its wood useful in build-
ing, its terminal bud used in Borneo like that of the cab-
bage-palm.

nice

Nicseno-Oonstantinopolitan ^ni - se ' no - kon-
stan'''ti-no-pori-tan), a. Of or pertaining to
Nicsea anil to Constantinople; noting the second
form of the Nioene creed as agreeing with that
authorized at Niesea and as promulgated by the
first council of Constantinople. See Nicene.

Nicaraguan (nik-a-ra'gwanX a. and n. [< Nic-

aragua (see def.) + -an.} I. a. Of or pertain-

ing to Nicaragua, a republic in Central Amer-
ica, south of Honduras and north of Costa
Eica: as, the Nicaraguan lizard.

11. n. A native or an inhabitant of Nicaragua.
Nicaragua wood. See peach-wood.

niccolic (ni-kol'ik), a. [< NL. niccol-um +
4c.2 Pertaining to or consisting of nickel.

niccoliferous (nik-q-lif'e-rus), a. [< NL. nic-

coliim, nickel, -t- L. ferre = E. 6eari.] See
iticJceliferous.

niccolite (nik'g-lit), n. [< NL. niccol-um, nickel,

-f- -ite^.J Native nickel arsenide, a mineral
occurring usually massive, of a pale copper-red
color and metallic luster. Also called copper-

nickel and nickeline.

nice (nis), a. [< ME. nice, nyce, nys, < OF. nice,

niche, nisce, simple, foolish, ignorant, F. nice,

simple, foolish, = Pr. nee, nesci = Sp. necio =
Pg. nescio, foolish, impudent, ignorant, = It.

Mescio, ignorant, < L.}iesaMS,ignorant, not know-
ing; cf. nescire, know not, be ignorant of, < ne,

not, + scire, know : see science, and cf. nesdous,

nescient. All the senses proceed from the lit.

meaning 'ignorant,' whence 'unwise, impru-
dent, foolish, fastidious, particular, exact, deli-

cate, fine, agreeable,' etc., in a process of de-

velopment which may be compared with that

otfond^, 'foolish, weakly affeetioned, affection-

ate,' etc., of innocent, 'harmless, simple, fool-

ish, lunatic,' etc., of lewd, 'ignorant, simple,

rude, coarse, vile,' etc., ot silly, 'happy, blessed,

innocent, foolish,' etc., and otherwords inwhich
the notion of 'ignorance ' is variously developed
in opposite directions. Some assume a confu-
sion of nice with the OF. and F. niais, simple
(see nias); but this is unnecessary.] If. Igno-
rant; weak; foolish.

Now witterly ich am vn-wis & wonderliche nyce,
Thus vn-hendly & hard mi herte to blame.

William of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 491.

But say that we ben wise and nothing nice.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 82.

I brougte thee bothe god & man in fere

;

Whi were thou so nyce to leete him go?
Hymns to Virgin, etc. (B. E. T. S.), p. 54.

2t. Trivial; unimportant.
The letter was not nice, but full oi charge
Of dear import. Shak., E. and J., v. 2. 18.

3. Fastidious ; very particular or scrupulous

;

dainty ; difficult to please or satisfy ; exacting

;

squeamish.
Be not to noyows, to nyce, ne to newfangle

;

Be not to orped, to overthwarte, & othus thou hate.
Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 66.

'Tis, my Lord, a grave and weighty undertaking, in this
nice and captious age, to deliver to posterity a three-years
war. Evelyn, To my Lord Treasurer.

lAtey. Nay, Sir Lucius, I thought you wa'n't rich enough
to be so nice!
Sir Luc. Upon my word, young woman, you have hit it

:

— I am so poor that I can't afford to do a dirty action.
Sheridan, The Rivals, ii. 2.

I have seen her [the Duchess of York] very much amused
with jokes, stories, and allusions which would shock a very
nice person. GremUe, Memoirs, Aug. 16, 18ia

4. Discriminating; critical; discerning; acute.

We imputed it to a nice & scholasticall curiositie in such
makers. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 86.

Our author, happy in a judge so nice.
Produced his play, and begg'd the knight's advice.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 278.

He sings to the wide world and she to her nest—
In the rnce ear of Nature which song is the best?

Lowell, Vision ol Sir Launfal, i.

5. Characterized by exactness, accuracy, or
precision ; formed or performed with precision
or minuteness and exactness of detail; accu-
rate

; exact ;
precise : as, nice proportions ; nice

calculations or workmanship.
Poetic Justice, with her lifted scale.
Where, in nice balance, truth with gold she weighs.

Pope, Dunciad, i. 53.

No pathway meets the wanderer's ken.
Unless he climb, with footing nice,
A far projecting precipice.

Scott, L. of the L., i. 14.

In the business of life, prompt and decisive action has
again and again to be taken upon a nice estimate of prob-
abilities. Mivart, Nature and Thought, p. 17.

6. Pine; delicate; involving or demanding
scrupulous care or consideration; subtle; dif-
ficult to treat or settle.



nice
Why, brothei. wherefore stand jon on nice points?

ShaJc, S Hen. TI., iv. 7. S8.

I have now said all that I coold think convenient upon
6<"» inee a subject.

Suift, Sentiments of a Ch. otEng. Man, ii.

It is a nice question to decide how far histoiy may be
admitted into poetry; like "Addison's Campaign," the
poem may end in a rhymed gazette.

I. D'ftmeU, Amen, of Lit, IL 249.

7. Delicate; soft; tender to excess; hence,
easily influenced or injtired.

Conscience is really a met and tenda thing, and ooght
not to be handled roughly and severely.

Stmingfleet, Sermons, HL xiiL

With how much ease is a young Muse betray'd

!

How nice the reputation of the maid I

Roscommon, On Translated Verse.

8t. Modest; coy; reserved.
Dear love, continue iiice and chaste. Donne, Song.

Th^ were neither nice nor coy.
RMn Hood and the Tanner (Child's Ballads, V. 2SS).

9. Pleasant or agreeable to the senses; deli-
cate; tender; sweet; delicions; dainty: as, a
nice iiit; a nice tint.

Sweet-breads and cock's combs . . . are very moe.
C Johnstone, Chrysal, IL 9.

10. Pleasing or agreeable in general. (a)£l^ant
or tasteful; affording or fitted to afford pleasure; pleas-
ing ; pleasant : often used with some implication of con-
tempt.

Thou stndiest aftyr nyee aray.
And makist greet cost in clothing.

Political Poems, etc (ed. Fumivall), p. 173.

I intend to dinewith Mrs. Borgrave, and in the evening
take a nice walk.

Mils Carter, Letters to Mrs. Montagu (17fi8X H- 34.

Miss Brown's is a pretty book, written inverymiesAmeri-
can, about two charming girls who went to college

Athencatm, No. 3067, p. 172.

(i) Agreeable; pleasant; good: applied to persons. [Col-
loq.)

'Xot niee ofMaster Enoch," said Dick. . . . '*YoumuHtnt
blame un," said Geoffrey. . . . *'When he 'shad a gallon of
cider . . . his manners be as good as anybody's."

T. Hardy, Under the Greenwood Tree, v. 1.

She had the best intention of being tuee to him.
Atlantic Monthly, LTIEL 436.

[Nice in this sense is very common in colloquial use as a
general epithet of approbation applicable to anything that
pleases.]—Tomakenlce oft. Seematel.=Syn.3. JHc^
Dainty, Fastidious, Squeamish, finical, delicate, exquisite,
effeminate, fussy. Nwe is the most general of the fi^ four
words ; it suggests careful choice ; as, he is nice in his lan-
guage and in his dress : it is rately nsed of overwrought
delicacy. Dainty is stronger than nice, and ranges from
a commendable particularity to fastidiousness : as, to be
dainlyin one'schoiceof clothes or company; aifatn^vir-
tne. Paitidious almost always means a somewhat proud
or haughty particularity; a fasHdiaus person is hard to
please, because he objects to minute points or to some
point in almost everylliing. Squeamish is founded upon
the notion of feeling nausea ; hence it means fastidious
to an extreme, absurdly particular.—4. Definite, rigorous,
strict— 5. Accurate, Correct, Exact, etc See accurate.—
9. Luscious, savory, palatable.

nicelingt (nls'ling), «. [< nice + -ling'':^ An
over-nice person or critic ; a hair-splitter. [Ob-
solete or rare.]

But 1 would ask these XiceUngsoue question, wherein if

they can resolve me, then I will say, as tikey say, that scarffs

are necessary-, and not flags of pride.
StuMes, Anat of Abuses, p. 79.

aicely (nis'li), adv. [< nice + -ly^.'] In a nice
manner, in any sense of the word nice, (o) Fas-
tidiously ; critically ; curiously : as, he was disposed to look
into the matter too nicely.

Be satisfied if poetry be delightful, or helpful, or inspir-
ing, or all these t<^ether, but do not consider too nudy
why it is so. lAnceU, Wordsworth.

(6) With delicate perception : as, to be nicdy sensible, (e)

Accurately; exacQy; with exact order or proportion: as,

l^e parts of a machine or building nicely adjusted ; a shape
nie^y proportioned ; a dress nicely fitted to the body, (d)

Agreeably; becomingly; pleasantly: as, she was nicely

dressed. («) Satisfactorily : as, the work progresses nicely.

[Colloq.]

Nicene (ni'sen), a. [< LL. yiecBmis, less correct-

ly Slcemis, of Nicsea or Nice {Xicwna fides, the
Nicene Creed), < yicwa, also Xicea, < Gr. 'S'uaua

(> 'SiKoiog, adj.), a name of several cities (see

def.), < vuauog, victorious, < viai, victory.] Of or
pertaining to Nicsea or Nice, a town of Bithy-

nia, Asia Minor Hicene conndl, eitlier of two gen-
eral councils which met at Nicsea. The first Nicene coun-
cil, which was also the first general council, met in .&. D.

323, condemned Arianism, and promulgated the Nicene
Creed in its earlier form. The second Nicene conncfl,

accounted also the seventh general council, was held in

787. and condemned the Iconoclasts. The recognition of

the first Nicene council as ecumenical has beenalmost uni-
versal among Christians of all confessions ; it is acknow-
ledged to the present day not only by the Roman Catholic

and the Greek churches, and bymany Protestant churches,

but by Nestorians, Jacobites, and Copts. The Anglican

Church does not accept the second Nicene council as ecu-

menicaL—Nicene Creed or Symbol, a summary of the

chief tenets of the Christian faith, first set forth as of ecu-

menical authority by the first Nicene council (A. D. 325),

but closely similar in wonling to ancient creeds of Oriental

eburchess and especially founded upon the baptismal creed
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oftfaechurcbofCiesareainPalestine. The distinctiveword
added at Mce to exclude the possibDlty of an Arian con-
struction was homoousion (consub^antial), which word,
however, was already in w^-establ^ed theological use.
This creed ended wiOi the words and in the Holy Ghost, and
an anathema against the distanctlTe tenets of the Arians
was subjoined to it. The second general council— that is,

the first Constantinopolilwi (.1. D. 381)—reafBrmed this
creed, and also authorized, as subsidiary to it^ an explan-
atory version previously formulated, probably in a local
synod atAntioch, and closely similar to the baptismal creed
of the church of Jerusalem, differing from the Nicene form
veryslightly in wording,but adding a fuller statement as to
the Holy Ghost, directed against the hereby of the Macedo-
nians, andconcluding as in the form still used. AttheChal-
cedonian (or fourth general) council (A. D. 451), the second
form was authorized equ^y with the first as the Nicene
faith, and was officially and historically known from that
time forward as the Ntcene Creed; church historians, how-
ever, sometimes speak of it as the Kiaeno-Constantinopol-
itan Creed. Both these forms have been reaffirmed ever
since by all councils claiming to be ecumenicaL The sec
ond form came into general use in the Eastern Church in
the latter part of the fifth century, and has remained tmal-
tered In tnat church to the present day. It remained un-
altered in the West also for some centuries, but an impor-
tant addition, namely, the word fiUoque, 'and (from) the
Son,' after thewords wAo j>n>ixede(A.Avin tA« .fVitAcr, in the
last paragraph, was inlsvduced in the sixth century, and,
though still rejected by the Roman Church in the ninth
century, had bythe eleventh become accepted throughout
all western Europe. It is this form, with the interpolated
Jdioque, which is used by the Roman Church, theAnglican
Church, and all Protestant churches which accept the Ni-
c«ie Creed, and it is this last form, therefore, which is gen-
erally called by that name. The Western forms begin " I
believe," not "We believe," as in the Greek. The Nicene
Creed in its second form is the only authoritative creed of
the Eastern Church.

niceness (nis'nes), n. The character or qual-
ity of being nice, in any sense of that word.
=Syn. See nice.

nicery (ni'ser-i), H . [< nice -I- -ery.'] Daintiness

;

affectation of delicacy. Chapman.
nioeteet, n. A Middle English form of nicety.

nicety (ni'se-ti), n.
;
pi. niceties (-tiz). [< ME.

nieetee, nyeete, nysete, < OP. nicete, simpleness,
foolishness, etc., < nice, simple, fooli^: see
Jiice and -«^, -^.] If. Iterance; foUy; fool-
ishness; trivisdity.

He halt hit a nycete and a foul shame
To beggen other to borwe bote of God one.

Piers Plmcman (C), ivil. 37(1

Now, parde, fol, yet were it bet for the
Han holde thj pes than shewed thy nysete.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, L 572.

2. Fastidiousness : extreme or excessive deli-

cacy: squeamishness.
So love doth loathe disdainful nieety. Spenser.

Pray, Mr. Thomas, what is it all of a sudden offendsyonr
yieety at our house? Steele, Conscious Lovers, L 1.

Thai; perhaps, may be owing to his nicety. Great men
are not easily satisfied. Goldsmith, Good-natured Man, 11.

If you wish your wife to be the pink of nieety, yon should
clear your court of demi-reputations.

it L. Stevenson, Prince Otto, ii. 10.

3. Nice discrimination; delicacyof perception;
acuteness.

Nor was this Nieety of His [the Earl of Dorset's] Judg-
ment confined only to Books and Literature ; but was the
same in Statiuiry, Painting, and all other Parts of Art

Prior, Poems, Ded.

4. Anice distinction; arefinement; asubtlety;
a fine-drawn point or criticism.

Thns much for the terme, though not greatly pertinent
to the matter, yet not vnpleasant to know for them that
delight in such nicities.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 210.

These are nicities that become not those that peruse so
serious a mystery. Sir T. Browne, Rellgio Medici, 1. 22.

Pray stay not on Niceties, but be advis'd.

Steele, Grief A-la-Mod^ lit L
5. DeUeacy; exactness; accuracy; precision.

Sy his own nicety of observation he had already formed
such a system of metrical harmony as he never afterwards

much needed, or much endeavoured, to improve.
Johnson, Waller.

She touchedthe imperious fantastic humour of the char,

acter with Tiice^. Lamb, Old Actors.

Conscience is harder than our enemies.
Knows more, accuses with more nicety.

George Eliot, Spanish Gypsy.

Hia [Grey's] nicety in the use of vowel-sounds.
LoweU, New Princeton Rev., L 169.

6. A dainty or delicaey; something rare or
choice : usually in the plural.

Of these maner of meetees ye shal flnde in many places

of our booke. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. ILL

7. Nice appearance ; agreeableness of appear-

ance.—To a nicety, to a turn ; with great exactness.

nicht, adv. [ME., lit. 'not I,' < AS., < ne, not,

-I- -ic, L] No.
niche (nich), n. [< F. niche. < It. nicchia, a niche,

a recess in a waU likened to the hollow of a
shell, < nieehio, a shell, also a niche, with a
change of initialm to n (seen also in It. nespola,

< L. mespUum, a medlar, and in mopi, napkin,
mafi, and nat^, etc.), and a reg. change of L.

nicify

-tuJiis to It. -ccAto (as in vecchio, < L. vettdu.<!,

old, etc.), < L. mitvlus, mytilus, mytulus, a sea-
mussel: see Mytilus.'] 1. A nook or recess;
specifically, a recess in a wall for the reception
of a statue, a vase, or other ornament, in an-
cient Roman architecture niches were generally semicir-
cular in plan, and terminated in a semi-dome at the top.
They were sometime^ however, square-headed, and in clas-

-- F."'i^J'':i~'"'""

Niche in central pier of great webleiu portal. Amiens Cathedral,
France ; 13th century.

sical architectnre sometimes also square in plan. They
were ornamented with pillars, architraves, and consoles,
and in other ways. In the architectnre of the middle ages
niches were extensively used in decoration and for the re-
ception of statoes. In the Romanesque style they were so
shallow as to be little more than panels, and the figures
were frequently carved on the back in high relief. In the
Pointed style they became more deeply recessed, and were
highly enriched with elaborate canopies, and often much
accessory ornament. In plan they are most frequently
a semi-octagon or a semi-hexagon, and their heads are
formed of groined vaulting, wi& txtsses and pendants ac-
cording to tiie prevalent architecture ofthe time. They are
often projected on corbels, and adorned with pillars, but-
tresses, and various moldings. Compare cut under j^oflert/.

In each of the niches are two statoes of a man and wo-
man in alto-relieva

Pococlce, Description of the East, IL i. 134.

There are inches, it is tru^ on each side of the gateway,
like those found at Marttand and other Pagan temples

;

but, like those at Ahmedabad, they are without images.
J. Fergusson, Hist Indian Arch., p. iil.

Hence—2. Figuratively, a position or condition
in which a person or tiling is placed; one's
assigned or appropriate place.

After every deduction has been made, the work fills a
niche of Its own, and is without competitor.

Booie of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), p. 49, note.

niche (nich), v. t.; pret. and pp. niched, ppr.
niching. [< niche, h.] 1. To fnmish witii a
niche or with niches.— 2. To place in a niche,
literally or figuratively.

At length I came within sight of them, . . . where they
sat cosily niched into what you might call a bunker, a lit-

tle sand-pit, dry and snug, and surrounded by its banks.
Scott, RedgaunUet, letter x.

So you see my position, and why I am niched here for
life, as a schoolmaster. H. B. Sowe, Oldtown, p. 227.

Those niched shapes of noble mould.
Tennyson, The Daisy,

nichelf, ». See nichil.

nicherf, n. An obsolete form of nicker^.

nichilt, nichelf, «. K OP. nichU, < L. niAi7,

nothing: see nViU, mP.] Nothing; in old Eng.
law, a corrupt form of the Latin nihil, used by
a sheriff in making return that assets or debt-
ors are worthless Clerk of the nichels. See lierk.

nichil, I'. [<n«c7n7, n.] I.t intrans. TnoldEn^.
laic, to make return, as sheriff, that a debt is

worthless, either because the debtor cannot be
found, or because of his inability to pay.

In case any sheriff . . . shall nichil or not duly answer
any debt, . . . levied, collected, or received, ete.

Eng. Stat qf 1716.

n. trans. To castrate. SaUiweU. [Prov.

Eng.]
Nicholson's hydrometer. See hydrometer.

nicht (nidht), n. An obsolete or Scotch form
of night.

nicifyf (ni'si-fi), r. t. [< nice+ *-Jy.'] To make
nice of (a thing); be squeamish about. [Eare.]

Faire la sadinette, To mince it, ntdfie it, make It dainty,

be very squeamish, backward, or coy. Cotgrave.



nick

nicki (nik), K. [A var. of nock, prob. in part
due to confusion with nich^, but mainly for di-
minutive effect, as in tip, var. of tap, etc., tick-

toclc, imitative of a light and a heavy stroke, etc.
Cf . (J. knick, a flaw, knicken, crack. There are
perhaps several orig. difiE. words confusedunder
this form.] 1 . A hollow cut or slight depres-
sion made in the surface of anjrthing; a notch.

Split that forked stick, with such a nick or notch at one
end ot it as may keep tlie line from any more of It ravel-
ling from about the stick than so much of it as you intend.

/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 137.

The hollow groove extending across the shank (of a
type] ... is the nick, which enables the workman to
recognize the direction ot the type and to distinguish dif-
ferent founts of the same body. Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 698.

2. A score or reckoning: so called from the
old practice of keeping reckonings on tallies or
notched sticks.—3t. A false bottom iu a beer-
can, by which customers were cheated, the
nick below and the froth above filling up part
of the measure.

Cannes of beere (malt sod in fishes broth),
And those they say are flll'd with nick and froth.

Sowlands, Knave of Hearts (1613). (Nares.)

Out of all nlckt, past all counting.

I tell you what Launce, his man, told me ; he loved her
out of ail nick. Shak., T. G. of V., iv. 2. 76.

nickl (nik), V. [< mck\ to.] I. trans. 1. To
make a nick or notch in; notch; cut or mark
with nicks or notches.
My master preaches patience to him, and the while
His man with scissors nicks him like a fool.

Shak., C. of E., v. 1. 176.

The farmer Is advised [in Fitzherbert's book on Hus-
bandry, published in 1523] to have a payre ot tables (tab-
lets), and to write down anything that is amiss as he goes
his rounds ; if he cannot write, let him nyckc the defantes
upon a Btycke. OUphant, The New English, I. 407.

2. To sever with a snip or single cut, as with
shears. [Scotch.]

' "Ay, ay !

" quo he [Death], and shook his head,
** It s e en a lang, lang time indeed
Sin' I began to nick the thread,

And choke the breath."
Burm, Deatili and Doctor Hornbook.

St. To cut short ; abridge. See Jiicfci, »., 3.

The itch of his affection should not then
Have nick'd his captainship at such a point.

StuOc., A. and C, iii. 13. 8.

There was a tapster, that with his pots smalnesse, and
with frothing of his drinke, had got a good summe of mon-
ey together. This nicking of the pots he would never
leave. Hfe of RoUn QoodfMow (1628). (Halliwett.)

4t. To break or crack; smash as the nickers
used to do. See nicker^, 2.

You men ot wares, the men of wars will nick ye

;

For starve nor beg they must not.
Fletcher, Mad Lover, i. 1.

Breaks Watch-men's Heads, and Chair-men's Glasses,
And thence proceeds to nicking Sashes.

Prior, Alma, iii.

5. In coat-mining, to cut (the coal) on the side,
after kirving, holing, or undercutting. The part
of the coal-seam which has been kirved and nicked is then
ready to be wedged or blasted down.—To nick a horse's
tail, to make an incision at the root ot the tail to cause
the horse to carry it higher.

nick^t (nik), V. i. [<ME. nicken, nikken= OFries.
hnekka = MD. nicken, D. nikken, also knikken,
nod, wink, = MLGr. LG-. nicken = OHG. nicchen,
MHG. G. nicken = Sw. nicka = Dan. nikke, nod

;

freq. of AS. hnigan = OS. hnigan = OFries.
hniga, niga = D. nijgen = MLG. nigen = OHG.
hnigan, nigan, MHG. nigen = leel. Jiniga = Sw.
niga = Dan. »e;e = Goth, hneiwan, strong verb,
incline, bow, sink, fall; cf. AS. hnigan, gelmm-
gan=OS. hnegan=OHG. hneigan, neigen, MHG.
G. neigen = Goth, hnaiwjan, weak verb, cause
to incline, bend, etc.

;
perhaps akin to L. co-

nivere, wink at, nicere, beckon, mcfare, wink:
see connive, nictate, nictitate.1 To nod; wink.
—To nick with nay, to meet one with a refusal; dis-
appoint by denying.

5if BChe nickes with nay & nel nongt com sone.
Waiiam ofPaleme(E. E. T. S.), 1. 4145.

As I have but one boon to asl^ I trust you will not nick
me v^h nay. Scott, Abbot, xxxviii.

nick^ (nik), n. [Perhaps a particular use of
TOcfci, as a 'point marked' ; otherwise < nick^,

a ' wink' in the sense of ' moment.'] 1. Point,
especially point of time : as, in the nick of— that
is, on the point of (being or doing something).

Sch(^. Does the sea stagger ye ?

Mast. Now ye have hit the nick.

Fletcher, Pilgrim, iii. 6.

in the rdck ot being surprised, the lovers are let down
and escape at a trap-door. Steele, Guardian, No. 82.

2. The exact point (of time) which accords
with or is demanded by the necessities of the
case; the critical or right moment; the very
moment: used chiefly in the phrases in the nick
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or in the nick of time— that is, at the right mo-
ment, just when most needed or demanded.

The masque dogg'd me, I hit it in the nick;
A fetch to get my diamond, my dear stone.

Middleton, Blurt^ Master-Constable, ii. 2.

Most fit opportunity ! her grace comes just i' th' nick.

Ford, Love's Sacrifice, ii. 2.

I never could have found him in a sweeter temper for
my purpose— to be sure, I'm just come in the nick!

Sheridan, The Rivals, iv. 3.

This harsh restorative . . . was presented to English
poetry in the niek of time.

E. Oosse, From Shakespeare to Pope, p. 40.

3. A lucky or winning throw in the game of

hazard: as, eleven is the nick to seven. See
hazard, 1.

nick^ (nik), V. [< nick^, «.] I. trans. If. To
strike or hit right; hit or hit upon exactly; fit

into ; suit.

In these verses by reason one of them doth as it were
nicke another, and haue a certaine extraordinary sence
with all. PuUenham,, Arte of Bng. Poesie, p. 111.

Words nicking and resembling one the other are appli-
able to different significations. Camiden, Remains, p. 158.

And then I have a salutation will nick all.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, ii. 1.

The just season of doing things must be nicked, and all

accidents improved. Sir R. VEsWange.
He had . . . just nicfrec? the time of dinner, for became

in as the cloth was laying. Ooldgmith, The Bee, No. 3.

2t. In gaming, to throw or turn up ; hit or hit
upon.
My old luck : I never nicked seven that I did not throw

ames ace three times following.
OoldsmitJt, She Stoops to Conquer, iii.

St. To delude or deceive ; cozen ; cheat, as at
dice.

We must be sometimes witty.
To nick a knave ; 'tis as useful as our gravity.

Fletclier (and another 7), Prophetess, iii. 1.

4. To catch in the act. Halliwell. [Prov.
Eng.] —To nick the nick, to hit exactly the critical
moment or time. Hailiwell.

II. intrans. 1. To fit; unite or combine;
be adapted for combining : said, in stock-breed-
ing, of the crossing of one strain of blood with
another.— 2. To suit; compare; be compara-
ble. [Colloq.]

Only one sport "nicks" with cycling, and that is fair toe
and heel walking, doubtless owing to th^ strengthening
of the legs generally, and the ankle work.

Bury and Hillier, Cycling, p. 227.

3. In the game of hazard, to throw a winning
number. Compare nick^, n., 3.—4t. To bet;
gamble.
Thou art some debauch'd, drunken, leud, hectoring,

gaming Companion, and want'st some Widow's old Gold
to nick upon. Wycherley, Plain Dealer, ii. 1.

Nick* (nik), TO. [Not foimd in ME.; known in
mod. use only in Old Nick, the devil, supposed
to be a perverted use of (St.) Nicholas (G. Nico-
laus, in popular formNickel, appliedto the devil,
etc.). It is otherwise taken to be derived, with
a transfer of sense, from AS. nicor, a water-
goblin: for this, see TOJcfceri.] The devil: usu-
ally with the addition of Old.

Don't swear by the Styx.

It 's one ot Old NieUs
Most abominable tricks

To get men into a terrible fix.

J. G. Sajxe, Dan Phaeton.

nick^t (nik), V. t. [< nick(name).'] To nick-
name ; hence, to annoy or tease by nicknaming.

Warbeck, as you nick him, came to me.
Commended by the states ot Christendom,
A prince, though in distress.

Ford, Perkin Warbeck, iv. 3.

nickar-nilts, n. pi. Same as bonduc-seeds.

nickar-tree, n. See nicker-tree.

nick-eared (nik'erd), a. Crop-eared.

Thou nick-eared lubber.
Sir H. Taylor, Ph. van Artevelde, II., iii. 1.

nicked (nikt), p. a. [< nick^ + -ed2.] Notched

;

emarginate; specifically, in entom., having a
small but distinct notch : said of a margin.
nickel (nik'el), to. and a. [= D. G. nickel =
Dan. nikkel = F. nickel = Kuss. nikkeli = NL.
niccolum, < Sw. nickel, nickel, so called by Cron-
stedt in 1754, abbr. from Sw. kopparnickel (G.

kupfernickel), a mineral containing the metal, <

koppar (=E. copper) + *nickel, a word identified

by some with G. Nickel, the devil (see Nick^)
(of. cobalt as related to kobold), and by others
compared with Icel. hnikill (Haldorson), a ball,

lump.] I. 11. 1. Chemical symbol, Nl; atomic
weight, 58.7. A metal closely related to co-
balt, with which it almost always occurs. The
two are,infact,somuchalike that theirchemical separation
is by no means an easy task. Tlie specific gravity of nickel
is given at 8.867 when cast,and 8.729 if rolled; in this and
in atomic weight it differs little from cobalt. Nickel and

nicker

cobalt are also closely allied to iron, which they resemble
in color, although slightly whiter than that metal, the
former having rather a yellowish tinge, the latter a bluish.
They are both magnetic, but in a less degree than iron.
Both also stand on a par with that metal in regard to most
of those qualities which make it valuable in the arts,

namely tenacity, malleability, and ductility, but both are
so much scarcer than iron that there is no possibility of
their replacing thdt metal to any considerable extent.
The occurrence of nickel (as also of cobalt) in connection
with iron in meteorites is interesting and peculiar. (See
meteorite.) The native metal ot terrestrial origin has been
found in only one locality, Fraser river, where it occurs
in small flattened grains among the scales of gold. The
ores ot nickel are somewhat widely disseminated, but no-
where occur in great abundance. The arseniuret (kup-
fernickel) and the silicate are the principal sources of this
metal, the latter having been tound within a few years in

considerable quantity in New Caledonia, where it is ex-

ceptionally free from cobalt. Nickel was discovered by
Cronstedt in 1761 ; but it is only within a few years that
it has begun to be of considerable commercial impor-
tance. Its value has varied greatly since it came into
general use. It is an ingredient of certain valuable al-

loys and especially of German silver, and is now much
experimented with in this direction. ' It is largely used
for plating iron in order to improve its appearance and
preserve it from rusting. It is also somewhat exten-
sively employed in coinage, in the United States, Belgium,
Switzerland, Germany, and Mexico. Nickel bromide has
been used in medicine as an antispasmodic, and the chlorid
and sulphate as tonics.

2. In the United States, a current coin repre-
senting the value of five cents, made of an al-

loy of one part of nickel to three of copper.
[Colloq.]

II. a. Consisting of or covered with nickel.

nickel (nik'el), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. nickeled or

nickelled, ppr. nickeling or nickelling. [< nickel,

M.] To plate or coat, as metal surfaces, with
nickel, either by electrolytic processes or by
chemical operations.

nickelage (nik'el-aj), ». [< nickel + -ogie.] The
art or process of nickel-plating. Also nickelnre.

What he [Ladislas Adolphe Gaiffe] called "nickelure,"
and what his imitators style nickdage, has become an ex-
tensive industry. Sd. Amer., N. S., LVL 840.

nickel-bloom (nik'el-blom), n.- Same as anna^
bergite.

nickel-glance (nik'el-glans), n. Same sis gers-

dorffite.

nickel-green (nik'el-gren), TO. Same as anna-
hergite.

nickelic (nik'el-ik), a. [< nickel -I- -Jc] Per-
taining to or containing nickel.

nickeliferous (nik-e-lif'e-rus), a. [< nickel -l-

L. ferre = E. bear'^.'] Containing nickel: as,

nickeliferous pyrrhotite. Also niccoliferous.

nickeline (nik'el-in), n. [< nickel -^ -iMe^.]

Same as niccolite.

nickelize (nik'el-iz), v. t.; pret. and pp. niekel-

ized, ppr. nickelieing. [< nickel + -ige.'i Same
as nickel. Also nickelise.

Nickelised or nickel-plated iron should be employed.
Ure, Diet., IV. 388.

nickel-ocher (nik'el-6"ker), TO. Same as anna-
bergite.

nickeloilS (nik'el-us), a. [< nickel+ -o«s.] Re-
lated to or containing nickel.

nickel-plated (nik'el-pla'''ted), a. Coated or
plated with nickel.

nickel-plating (mk'el-pla"ting), n. Theprocess
of covering the surface of metals with a coating
of nickel, either by means of a heated solution
or by electrodeposition, for the purpose of im-
proving their appearance or their wearing qual-
ities, or of rendering them less liable to oxida-
tion by heat or moisture.
nickel-silver (nik'el-sil'''ver), TO. One of the
many names of the alloy best known in English
as German silver, and in German as Neusilbei:
See German silver, under silver.

nickelnre (nik'el-ur), «. [< nickel -I- -ure.'\

Same as nickelage.

'

nickerif (nik'Sr), to. [< ME. *mcker, nycker,
niker, nikyr, nyker, nykyr, a water-sprite, < AS.
nicor (in inflection also nicer-, nicr-, nicer-,
nicer-), a sea-monster, a hippopotamus, = MD.
nicker, necker, D. nikker = ML(>. nicker, LG.
nikker (?) (> G. nicker) = OHG. nihhtis, nichus,
MHG. niches, nickes (very rare), a crocodile, G.
nix, a water-sprite (also fem. OHG. niccliessa,

MHG. *nichese, *nixe, in comp. wasser-nixe, wa-
ter-sprite) (whence E. nix'^, nixy^, nis, q. v.), =
Icel. nykr, a water-goblin, a hippopotamus, =
Sw. neck,ndck

=

Dan. nok, nnkken, a water-sprite

:

appar. orig. applicable to any " monster of the
deep" not definitely named (as the crocodile,
hippopotamus), and transferred to imaginary
water-sprites

; perhaps akin to Gr. vlZeiv, vlnreiv,
Skt. •\/ nij, wash. This word, becoming asso-
ciated with one of the old Teutonic supersti-
tions, passed out of common use, and its traces
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in ATdt, Old JViofc (see JViofc*), and in mxl and
niryl, borrowed from G., are scant.] A demon
of the water; a water-sprite; a nix or nixy.
Prompt. Parv., p. 35?.

"Nov tell me, Frtnce [said the Amal], rmi aie old
enOTigh to be our tatiier; ftod did you ever see a nieorf"
"My brother saw one, in the Northern sea, Qiree fathoms
long, with the body of a bison-buU, and the head of a cat,

and the beard of a man, and tusks an ell long lying down
on its breast, watching for fishermen."

Kingdty, Hypatia, xiL

nicker^ (nik'to), t,. [< nicA-l + -trl.] 1. One
who or that which nicks. Specifically—(a) A wood-
pecker. See mcker-pecker. (b) The cutting-point at the
enter edge of a center-bit, serving to cut the circle of the
hole as the tool advances.

2t. One of a company of brawlers who in the
early part of the eighteenth centnry roamed
about London by night, amnsing themselves
with breaMng people's windows.
Did not Pythagoras stop a company of drunken bnllies

from storming a civil house, bychanging the strain of the
pipe to the sober spondsens? And yet your modem mu-
sicians want art to defend their windows from common
nUken. MttrUma ScribUnu.

Kow is the time that Bakes their Sevells keep

;

Kindlers of Riot, Enemies of Sleeik.

His scatter'd Fence the Sying -Vidter flings.

And with the Copper Show'r the Casement rings.

Gay, Trivia, iiL 323.

Sf. A kind of marble for children's play.

nicker^ (nik'er), V. i. [Formerly sJso nicher,

neigher; freq. of nei^Ai.] 1. To neigh.

ni giethee all these nulk-whyt steida.

That prance and mcTier at a speir.

Joiaae ArmOTang (Chfld's Ballads, TL 46).

Mounted on nags that rtidter at the clash of a sword as

if it were the clank of the lid of a com-chest.
.Scott, Monastery, xxxiii.

The horses came to him in a body. One with a small
head . . . mekered low and gladly at sight of him.

L. WaUaee, Ben Hnr, p. 28&

2. To laughwith half-suppressed catches of the

voice; snigger. [Scotch.]

nicker^ (nik'er), n. [<.HickerS,r.'\ Aneigh;also,

a vulgar laugh.

When she came to the Harper's door.

There she gae mony a meher and anear.

Lodanabm Harper (Child's Ballad^ VI. 6X

nicker-nnts (nik'^r-nuts), n. pi. Same as 6o»-

duc~seeds.

Ilicker-I>ecker (nik'er-i)ek'er), n. A wood-
pecker ; especially, the greenwoodpecker, Geei-

nus riridis. Also eaUed nidUe. [Prov. Eng.]

nicker-tree (nik'er-tre), n. The name of two
climbing shrubs, CcBsalpima BonduceUa and C.

Bondac, found in the tropics of both hemi-
spheres. Their seeds, called moter-nute, tondveseeiU,

or Moiueea beang, are carried by ocean currents to remote
parts. In India these, as also the root, are used as a tonic

andfebrJAige. Seelmubte-ieeds. AtaowntUnnuiar-tree.

nickblg-file (mk'ing-fil), n. A thin file for

making the nicks in screw-heads. £. S. Knight.

nicking-saw (nik'ing-s&), n. A small circular

saw for making the nicks in serew-heads, etc.

nickle (nikl), n. [Var. of nicker^.'} Same as

nicker-pecfcer.

nicknack (mk'nak), n. 1. See fowcfcfowK*.

The furniture, the draperies, and the htmdred and one
nicknacks lying aroond on tables and ^tag&res showed the

touch of a tasteful woman's hand.
T. B. Aidrick, Ponkapog to Festh, p. 64.

2t. A repast to which all present contributed.

James. 1 am afraid I cant come to cards; but shall be
sure to attend the repast A laek-nack, I suppose?
Com. Yea, yes ; we aU contribute, as usnaL

Foote, The Nabob, L

nicknackeiy, n. See kniekknackery.

nicknacket (nik'nak-et), n. [< nic&noci- + -et ]

A little knickknack.
'iliis comes of carrying popish nieknackets about yon.

Scott, Abbot, zix.

nickname (nik'nam), w. [< ME. nekename,

prop, ekename (an ekename being misdivided

a nekenatite) (= leel. auknefni = Sw. oknamn
= Dan. ogenavn; also =!•&. eket-, el;er-name=
D. oekemame (corrupt forms), LG. also as verb,

nieknamen; prob. after E.) •,<eke+ name. In

the P. nom de nique, a nickname, n%que is appar.

< G. nicker, nod: see niek^.'i 1. A name given

to a person in contempt, derision, or reproach;

an opprobrious or contemptuous appellation.

He is upbraidingly caUed a poet, as if it were a contemp-

tible nickiuime. * •"'"»»»•

Ckrigtum. IanotyournamelIr.By-ends,ofB!airSpeech?

Ai-rndx. Thisisnotmyname,butindeeditisan«*n<nne
tluJis given me by some that cannot abide me; and I

most be content to bear it as a reproach.
Bunyan, PUgnm's Progress, l

2. A familiar or diminutive name.

Fromii»i*nara«ornnr8enames came these(. . . ittebnt

mv conlecture) fBill and Wai for William, Clem for Clem-

ent, etS] Camden, Bemains, Surnames.
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Awerygoodnameit [Job] is; onlyone I know that ain't

got a mchuinM to it Dickens, Pickwick, xvL

nickname (nik'nam), v. t.; pret. and pp. nick-

named; ppr. nickmaming. [< nickname, n.] To
give a nickname to. (o) To call by an improper or
opprobrious appellation.

You nickname virtue ; vice yon shotild have spoke.
STiak., L. L. L., V. 2. 349.

And, instructed in the art of display, they ntter with an
airof plansibilitythis jargon, which they mtot-ruitTw meta-
physics. WhSby, Five Points, Advertisement

(b} To apply a familiar or diminutave name to : as, John,
ntcknamcd Jack.

nick-stdck (nik'stik), n. A notched stick used
as a tally or reckoning. [Scotch and prov.
Eng.]
He was in an unco kippage when we sent him a book

instead o' the nick-sticks, whUk, he said, were the true an-
cient way o' counting between tradesmen and customers.

Scott, Antiquary.

nickum (nlk'um), «. [Appar. < JVicfc* + -um,
a mere addition.] A rogue ; one given to mis-
chievous tricks. [Scotch.]
nicol (nik'ol), !). [Short for Xicolprism; named
after the inventor, William Sicol of Edinburgh
(died 1851) : see prism.'] A Nicol prism. See
prism—Crossed nloola. See polarization.

Kicolaitan (nik-o-la'i-tan), n. [< "Nicolaite (<

LL. McolaittB, < &r. Suio?xu-ai, pi., a sect prob.
so called from a person named yi<^olaus, Gr.
Noc(i?uiof, > L. Nicolaus) + -an.] One of an an-
tinomian sect mentioned in Eev. ii. 6, 15, of
which little is known.
nicolo (nik'o-16), n . [It.] A kind of laige bom-
bardon, a reed-instrument used in the seven-
teenth century, one of the forms from which
the oboe and bassoon were developed.

nicort, n. See nicker^.

Nicotnoe (ni-koth'o-e), «. [NL.] A genus of
parasitic siphonostbmous crustaceans ; lobster-

Uee.
nicotia (ni-ko'shia), «. [NL., < Xicot (see nico-

tian) + -Ml.] Nicotine.

nicotian (ni-ko'shi-an), n. and a. [= It. ni-

coziana, < F. nicoOaiie (NL. nicoUana), tobacco,
so called after Jean Nicot. a French ambassa-
dor to Portugal, who sent a species of the
plant from Lisbon to Catherine de Medicis,
about 1560.] I. n. If. Tobacco.

To these I may associat and joyn our adulterat ilTiootuxn

or tobaco^ so called of the kn. sir Nicot, that first brought
it over, which is the spirits incubus, that begets many
Uig^ and deformed phantasies in the brain.

Optick Gtaxte of Humours (1639). (liares.)

And for yonr green wound— your Balsamum and your
St John's wort are all mere gnlleries and trash to i^ es-

pecially yonr Trinidado ; your Nicotian is good too.

B. Jonton, Every Man in his Humour, iiL 2.

2. One who smokes or chews tobacco. [Bare.]

It isn't for me to throw stones, though, who have been
a Nicotian a good deal more than halfmy days.

O. W. Holmes, Poet at the Breakfast-table, v.

TT,f a. Pertaining to or derived from tobacco.

What shall I saymore? this gourmand . . . whiffes him-
selfe away in Nicotian Incense to the idol of his vain in-

temperance. Bp. HaU, St Paul's Combat, 1st sermon.

Nlcotianal (ni-ko-shi-a'na), n. [NL. (Toume-
fort, 1700), < F. nieoUane, tobacco : see nicotian.]

Agenus ofnarcotic plants ofthe order Solanacfo:
and the tribe Cestrinea, known by the many-
seeded capsule and cleft calyx. The species are

estimated at from 35 to 50^ mostly American, with a few

i,QawKnngbisachof^ia)tTafiaTa^a^ufit; 2, a leaf ftom the stem:
a, the fniit ; d, tiansveise section of a fruit.

in Australasia and the Pacific islands ; Oxen are mainly
herbs, a few shrubs, and one a small tree. OTiey have un-
divided leaves, and white, yellowish, greenish, at purplish

flowers in panicles or racemes. This is the tobaccogenas.
the common species being N. Tdbaaan. See tobacco.

Bidder

nicotiana^ (ni-ko-shi-a'na), n. pL [< nicoti(an}

+ -ana.] The literature of tobacco.
nicotlanin (ni-ko'shi-an-in), n. [< nicotian +
-»h2.] a concrete oil extracted from the leaves
of tobacco. It has the smell of tobacco-smoke,
and affords nicotine.

nicotlna(nik-o-ti'nii), 71. [NL.] Same as nico-

Hne.

nicotine (nik'o-tiu), ». [=F. nicotine= Sj>.nico-

tina,<. XL. nicotina, tobaeeo,< JVifoi(see nicotian)

+ -iJKjl.] A volatile alkaloid base (C10H14N2)
obtained from tobacco, it forms a colorless clear
oily liquid, which has a weak odor of tobacco, except
when ammonia is present, in which case the smeU is pow-
erfuL It is highly poisonous, and combines with acids,

forming acrid and pungent salts.

nicotined (nik'o-tind), a. [< nicotine + -ed^.]

Saturated or poisoned with nicotine.

nicotinism (mk'o-tin-izm), n. [< nicotine +
-ism.] The various morbid effects of the ex-

cessive use of tobacco.

nicotinize (nik'o-tin-iz), r. t.
;

pret. and pp.
nicotin i:ed, ppr. nicotin izing. [< nicotine + -i:e.]

To impregnate frith nicotine.

nicotyliat (nik-o-til'i-a), n. [< nicot(ian) + -yl

+ -ia.] Same as nicotine.

nictate (nik'tat), c. i.
;
pret. and pp. nictated,

ppr. nictating. [< L. nictatus, pp. of nictare,

wink: see nidfl.] To wink; nictitate.

Neither is it to be esteemed any defect or imperfection
in the eyes of man that they want the seventh muscle, or
the nictating membrane, which the eyes of many other
animals are famished withal. Ray, Works of Creation, ii.

nictation (nik-ta'shon\ n. [< L. nictatio()i-),

a winking, < nictare, wink: see nictate.] Same
as nictitation.

Not only our nietatiofts for the most part when we are
awake, bnt also our noctnmal volutations in sleep, are
performed w^ith very little or no consciousness.

(htdvjorth. Intellectual System, p. 161.

nictitans (nik'ti-tanz), «.; pi. niclitantes (nik-

ti-tan'tez). [NL., sc. »ie»n&rajia : see JiicHtaH t.]

The winker ; the third eyelid or nictitatingmem-
brane of many animals : more fully called nieui-

irana nictitans.

nictitant (nik'ti-tant), a. [< L. nictitan(t-)s.

ppr.ofntct<tore,wink: seenictitaf*.] Jnentam.,
having the central spot or pupil lunate instead
of round : said of an oeellated spot.

nictitate (nik'ti^tat), V. i.; pret. and pp. nicti-

tated, ppr. nictitating. [< L. nictitatvs, pp. of
nicUtare, freq. of nictare, wink: see nictate.]

Towink— Nictitating membrane. See membrane.—
Nictitating spasm, in pathol., a variety of histrionic

spasm consisting in persistent winking or clonic spasm of
the orbicularis palpebrarum.

nictitation (nik-ti-ta'shon), II. [< nictitate +
-ion.] The act of winking. Also nictation.

The eye is sensitive even to the near approach of mis-
chief, and resents a hostile demonstration, the quickness
of nictitation exceeding even that of vision itsell

BOMotheca Sacra, XLV. 12.

nidamental (nid-a-men'tel), u.

-1- -aZ.] Protec-
tive of e^;s,em-
bryos, or young;
covering or con-
taining such ob-
jects; secreting
an egg-case or
capsule: thus, a
bird's nest is

nidamental with
respect to the
eggs and young.
—Nidamental
capsule. See cajM/te.—Nidamental glands. Seeplond.

-^Nidamental ribbon, the string of eggs of some mol-
lusks, covered and connected by the secretaon of the nida-

mental gland.

nidamentnm (nid-a-men'tum), n.; pi. nidanien-

ta (-tS). [L., the materials for a nest, a nest.

< nidus, a nest : see nide.] An egg-case ; a pro-

tective case or covering of ova.

The eggs . . . are usually deposited in aggr^ate masses,

each enclosed in a common protective envelope or nida-

mentum. W. B. Carpenter, Micros., § 581.

nidaiyt (nid'a-ri), n. [< L. nidus, a nest. -I-

-ary.] A eoUeetion of nests.

In this rupellary mdary does the female lay eggs and
breed. Evdyn.

nidation (ni-da'shon), n. [< L. nidus, a nest

(see nide, nidus), + -atian.] The development
of the endometrial epithelium in the intermen-

strual periods.

nidder (nid'er), V. t. [A dial, form of nethe)-\

v.] 1. To keep down or under.

Sair are we niifder'i iioss, Helenore, p. 51. (Jamieson.)

2. To press hard upon; straighten: applied to

bounds. Jamieson.— 3. To pinch or starve with

[< nidamentnm

Nidamental Capsole of the Common
Whelk {Buccinxm uiuiatMf^yoa an oyster-

^elL a, 6, jxyiaig wbellcs.



nidder

cold OT hunger; hence, to stunt in growth.
Jamieson.— 4. To harass; plague; annoy.

They niddart ither wi' lang braid swords.
Till they were bleedy men.

Hose the Red and While Laiie (Child's Ballads, V. 403).

[Scotch in all uses.]

niddicockt (nid'i-kok), n. [< niddy + cocfcl,

used as a dim. suffix.] A foolish person; a
noodle.
They were neuer such fond niddicoekes as to offer anie

man a rod to beat their own tailes.

Holinshed, Chronicles of Ireland, p. 94.

Oh Chrysostome, thou . . . deservest to be stak'd, as
well as buried in the open fields, for being such a goose,
widgeon, and niddecock, to dye for love.

GayUm's Festivmis Notes, p. 61. (Nares.)

niddipoUt (nid'i-pol), a. [< niddy + poin-l
Foolish ; silly. Stanihurst, ..Eneid, iv. 110.

niddle-noddle (nid'l-nod'l), v. i. [Preq. and
dim. of nidnod.'i To nod or shake lightly;
waggle.
Her head niddle-Twddled at every word.

Hood, Miss Eilmansegg, Her Christening.

niddle-noddle (nid'l-nod"l), a. [< niddle-noU-
dle, ».] Vacillating: as, "niddle-noddle poli-
ticians," TV. Combe, Dr. Syntax, iii. 1.

niddy (nid'i), «. ;
pi. niddies (-iz). [Appar. a

var. of noddy. 2 A fool; a dunce; a noodle.
[Prov. Eng.]

nidet (nid), n. [= F. nid, OF. ni (> E. obs. ny^)
= Pr. niu, nieu, mis, ni = Sp. nido = Pg. ninho
= It. nido, nidio, < L. nidiis, a nest, a brood : see
nesil.] A nest; a nestful; a clutch or brood:
as, a nide of pheasants. Johnson.

niaeringt (nid'er-ing), a. [A var. of niding,
nithing.^ Same as nithing.

Faithless, mansworn, and nidering. SeoU.

niderling (nid'6r-ling), n. [A var. of nidering,
with term, -ling^.'] Same as nithing. [Prov.
Eng.]
nidge (nij), v. t.

;
pret. and pp. nidged, ppr. nidg-

ing. [An assibilated form of nig^."] In ma-
sonry, to dress the face of (a stone) with a sharp-
pointed hammer instead of a chisel and mallet.
Also »J(/.—Nidged or nigged ashler, stone dressed on
the surface with a pick or sharp-pointed hammer.
nidgeryt (nij'er-i), n. [< OP. nigerie, trifling,

<«((jfer, trifle. GLnidget."] A trifle ; a piece of
foolery. Skinner; Coles.

nidgett (nij'et), n. [Also nigeot, nigit, nigget;
< OP. niger, trifle. Cf. nidgery.'] A noodle ; a
fool ; an idiot.

Fear him not, mistress. 'Tis a gentle nigget; you may
play with him, as safely with him as with his bauble.

Middleton and Rowley, Changeling, iii. 3.

It [niding] signifleth,as it seemeth, no more thanabiect,
base-minded, false-hearted, coward, or nidget.

Camden, Kemains, Languages.

This cleane nigit was a foole,
Shapt in meane of all.

Armin'9 Nest of Ninnies (1608). {HalUweU.)

nidging (nij'ing), a. [< *nidge, implied in nidg-
ery, nidget, + -ing^.'] Insignificant; trifling.

If I was Mr. Mandlebert, I 'd sooner have her than any
of 'em, for all she 's such a nidginff little thing.

Miss Burney, Camilla, v. 3. (Davies.)

nidi, n. Plural of nidus.
'

nidificant (nid'i-fi-kant), a. [< L. nidifican(t-)s,

ppr. of nidificare, build a nest: see nidificate.']

Nest-building; constructing a nest, as a bird.

nidificate (nid'i-fi-kat), V. i.; pret. andpp.wJA'-
ficated, ppr. nidificating. [< L. nidificatus, pp.
of nidificare, build a nest: see nidify,'] To
build a nest ; nestle.

With every step of the recent traveller our inheritance
of the wonderful is diminished. . . . Where are the fishes
which nidificated in trees?

Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 172.

nidification (nid"i-fi-ka'shon), n. [< nidificate
+ -40?}.] Nest-building ; the act or art of con-
structing nests, especiallywith reference to the
mode or style in which this is done.

nidify (nid'i-fl), r. /. ;
pret. and pp. nidified, ppr.

nidifying. [< OP. nidifier, make a nest (also

vernacularly nicher, niger, F. nicher, make a
nest, nestle), = Sp. Pg. nidificar= It. nidificare,

< L. nidificare, build a nest, < nidus, a nest, +
-ficare, <.facere, make: see nide and -fy.] To
build a nest ; nidificate.

Most birds nidify, i. e. prepare a receptacle for the eggs,

to aggregate them in a space that may be covered by the
incubating body (sand-hole of Ostrich), or superadd ma-
terials to keep in the warmth. Owen, Anat, II. 267.

It is not necessary to suppose that each separate spe-

cies [of conspicuously colored female birds] had its nidi-

fying instinct specially modified.
Darwin, Descent of Man, IT. 164.

nidingi (ni'ding), n. and a. See nithing.

nidnod (nid'nod), V.
;
pret. and pp. nidnodded,

ppr. nidnodding. [Avaried redupl.of HOfZ.] To
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nod repeatedly; keep nodding, as when very
sleepy.

And Lady K. nid-nodded her head,
Lapp'd in a turban fancy-bred.

Hood, Hiss Kilmansegg, Her Fancy Ball.

That odd little nid-nodding face is too good to be kept
all to ourselves.

Miss Ferri^r, Inheritance, iii. 104. {Dames.)

nidor (ni'dgr), n. [= It. nidore, < L. nidor, a
vapor, steain, smell, savor.] Odor; savor; sa-

vory smell, as of cooked food.

The fiesh-pots reek, and the uncovered dishes send forth

a nidor and hungry smells.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 702.

nidorose (ni'do-ros), a. [< L. nidorosus, steam-
ing, reeking, (.'nidor, a steam, smell, aroma : see
nidor.] Same as nidorous. Arbuthnot. [Bare.]

nidorosity (m-do-ros'i-ti), n. [< nidorose+ -ity.]

Eructation witli the taste of undigested meat.
The cure of this nidorosity is by vomiting and purging.

Mayer, Preternatural State of the Animal Humours.
[{Latham.)

nidorous (ni'do-rus), a. [Sometimes nidrous;
= P. nidoreux = Pg. It. nidoroso, < L. nidorosus,
steaming: see nidorose.] Steaming; reeking;
resembling the odor or flavor of cooked meat.
Incense and nidorous smells, such as were of sacrifices,

were thought to intoxicate the brain, and to dispose men
to devotion. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 932.

nidose (ni'dos)', a. [Short for nidorose.] Emit-
ting a stench like that of burnt meat, rotten
eggs, or other decaying animal matter.
nidulant (nid'u-lant), a. [< L. nidulan(t-)s,-pTpi.

of nidulari, build a nest: see nidulate, v.] In
"hot., lying free in a cup-shaped or nest-like
body, as the sporangia in the receptacle of
plants of the genus Mdularia; also, lying loose
in pulp, like the seeds of true berries. Idndley.
Also nidulate.

Nidularia (nid-u-la'ri-a), n. [NL. (Tulosne,
1844), < L. nidulus, a little nest, < nidus, a nest:
see nide, nidus.] A genus of gasteromycetous
fungi, typical of the family Nidulariacece. The
peridium is sessile, globose, at first closed, but at length
opening with a circular mouth; sporangia numerous;
spores minute. Fourteen species are known, growing on
wood, some of which are. popularly known as fairy-purses.

Nidulariaceae (nid-u-la-ri-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL.-
(Elias Pries, 1822), < Nidularia + -acew.] A
family of gasteromycetous fungi, taking its

name from the genus Nidularia. The spores are
contained within a distinct peridium, either simple or
double, which becomes transformed into a gelatinous sub-
stance over the apical region, exposing the interior. Also
Nidvlariacei. See hird's-nestfung'us, under hird's-nest.

Nidularie8e-(nid"u-la-ri'e-e),«.pZ. [NL., < Ni-
dularia + -ece.] Same as Nidulariacece.

Nidularium (nid-u-la'ri-um), m. [NL. (Le-
maine, 1854), so called in allusion to the head of
blossoms sessile among taller involueral leaves
as in a nest ; < L. nidulus, a little nest, dim. of
nidus, a nest : see nide, nidus.] A genus of tropi-
cal monoootyledonous plants of the order Bro-
meliacece and the tribe Bromeliew, known by its

free sepals, partly coherent petals, involueral
leaves, and anthers attached by their back.
By Bentham and Hooker it is made part of the
genus Karatas. See Jcaratas a,T\&. silk-grass.

nidulate (nid'u-lat), v. i.\ pret. and pp. nidu-
lated, ppr. nidulating. [< L. nidulatus, pp. of
nidulari, build a nest, make a nest for, freq. (cf

.

nidulus, dim.), < nidus, a nest : see nide, nidus.]
To build a nest; nidificate; nidify.

nidulate (nid'u-lat), a. [< L. nidulatus, pp.: see
the verb.] In bot., same as nidulant.

nidulation (nid-u-la'shon), n. [< nidulate +
-ion.] 1. Nidification; nest-building. Sir T.

Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 10.—3. Nestmg, as of
young birds.

nidus (ni'dus), ».; pi. nidi (-di). [L., a nest:
see nide, ny^, and nesf^.] 1. A nest; specifi-

cally, in entom., the nest, case, or cell formed by
an insect or a spider for the reception of its

eggs.— 2. A place or point in a living organism
where a germ, whether proper or foreign to the
organism, normal or morbid, may find means of
development : as, the nidiis of the embryo in the
womb; the nidus of a parasite in the intes-
tine ; the nidus of pus.

The poison of small-pox has Its nidvs in the deep layer
of the skin; hence its characteristic eruption.

Dr. T. J. Madagan.

3. Any one of the small collections of ganglion-
cells in the medulla oblongata and elsewhere
which constitute the deep origins of cranial
nerves: usually called WMcteMS Nidus avis. Same
as nidus himndinis.—NlduS eoLUSe, a mare's-nest. [Hu-
morous.]

A singularly fine example of a nidus equce.

W. T. Blanford, Nature, XXXII. 243.

niello

Nidus llirundlnis,orsM'<rfiow's-n««(,adeep fossa on either
side of the under surface of the cerebellum, between the
posterior medullary velum and the uvula,

niece (nes), n. [< ME. nece, neice, neipce, < OP.
niece,niepce, P. nidce = Pr. nmsa (< ML. *neptia),

cf . Pr. nepta = Sp. nieta = Cat. Pg. neta, < ML.
nepta; the forms *neptia and nepta being var.
forms of L. neptis, a granddaughter, niece, =
AS. nift, ME. nifte = OS. OPries. nift = D. nicht
= MLG. nichte, nifte, LGr. nicht (> G. nichte) =
OHa. nift, dim. niftila, MHG. G. niftel = leel.

nipt (pron. nift), niece ; = Skt. napti, daughter,
granddaughter; a fem. form to nephew: see
nepheic] If. A grandchild, or more remote
lineal descendant, whether male or female

;

specifically, a granddaughter.

Laban answeride to hym: My dowytres and sones, and
the flockls, and alle that thou beholdist, ben myne, and
what may I do to my sones and to my neces?

Wyclif, Gen. xxxi. 43.

The emperor Augustus, among other singularities that
he had by himself during his life, saw, ere he died, the
nephewof his niece— that is to say,hisprogenyto thefourth
degree of lineal descent. Holland, tr. of Pliny, i. 162.

Who meets us here ? my niece Plantagenet^
Led in the hand of her kind aunt of Gloucester.

Shak., Rich. III., iv. 1. 1.

2. The daughter of one's brother or sister.

I scarce did know you, uncle ; there lies your niece.

Whose breath, indeed, these hands have newly stopp'd.
Shak., Othello, v. 2. 201.

by the bright head of my little niece.

You were that Psyche, and what are you now?
Tennyson, Princess, ii.

niecesllip (nes'ship), n. [< niece -I- -ship.] The
relationship of a niece. [Bare.]

She was allied to Ham ... in another way besides this
remote niece-ship. Sovihey, Doctor, Ixxii. {Dauies.)

nieti, n. An obsolete form of neaf.

niel (ni-el'), n. and v. [< F. nielle: see niello.]

Same as niello.

nielled(ni-eld'),j). a. \<.niel + -ed^.] Nielloed.

niellistt (ni-el'ist), n. [< niello + -^st.] A
worker in niello ; a maker of niellos.

Michelangelo di Viviano was employed at the Mint, and
highly reputed as a niellist, enamellist, and goldsmith.

C. C. Perkins, Italian Sculpture, p. 310.

niello (ni-el'o), n. [= P. nielle = Sp. niel, < It.

niello, < ML. nigellum, neut. of L. nigellus, black-
ish, dark, dim. of niger, black : see negro, nigres-

cent.] 1. A design in black on a surface of
silver, as that of a plaque, chaliee, or any or-

namental or useful object, formed by engrav-
ing the design and then filling up the incised

Niello, from top of snuff-box.

furrows with an alloy composed of silver, cop-
per, lead, crude sulphur, and borax, thus pro-
ducing the effect of a black drawing on the
bright surface. The process is of Italian ori-
gin, and is still extensively practised in Russia,
where the finest niello is now produced. In
many examples, conversely, the ground is out
out and inlaidwith the black alloy, onwhich the
design appears white or bright, as in the cut.

—

2. An impression taken from the engraved sur-
face before the incised lines have been filled up.
Itis from such impressions, accidental or intentional, that
the modern art of incised engraving on metal is held to
have originated in the fifteenth century, in the shop of
the Florentine goldsmith Finiguerra.



niello

3. The dark compound used for suoli inlays in
silver, made up of different alloys of sulphur,
silver, copper, etc.

The kneeling and standing figures engraved on the
lower panels, whose outlines were filled with mlello long
since removed, are absolutely Byzantine in style.

C. C. PerHne, Italian Sculpture, Int., p. xli.

4. Inlaid work of the kind defined ahove.
Others not only so engraved, hut wrought as well with

nielli or designs out into silver and filled in with a black
metallic preparation. Mock, Church of our Fathers, i. 258.

Nlello-work, the art of decorating by means of niello

;

filling engraved patterns so as to produce a surface alter-
nating black with the color of the metallic ground.

niello (ni-el'o), v. t. [Also niel; < niello, m.] To
decorate by means of niello-work; treat with
niello or by the niello process.
The nielloed plate was very highly polished.

Bneyc. Brit, XVII. 494.

niellure (ni-el'ur), n. [< F. niellure, < niel, niel-
lo: see niello and -ure.'i The process of deco-
rating with niello; also, the work so done.

—

Faience k nlellure, decorated pottery in which the or-
naments are incised or stamped, the spaces being after-
ward filled in with clay of a different color, producing a
kind of mosaic.

niepa-bark, n. [< E. Ind. niepa + E. bark^.']

The bark of a bitter East Indian tree, Samadera
Indica, with properties alUed to those of quas-
sia ; samadera- or niota-bark.

Uierembergia (ni"e-rem-b6r'ji-a), n. [NL.
(Euiz and Pavou, it94), named after J. E. Nie-
remberg (1590-1663), a Jesuit and professor of
natural history at Madrid.] A genus of creeping
or spreading herbs of the order Solanacece and
thetribe Salpiglossidem, knownbyits five exsert-
€d stamens attached to the apex of the slender
corolla-tube. There are about 20 species, from South
America to Texas. They have smooth undivided leaves and
«olitai'y pedicels bearing pale-violet or whitish flowers,
often with an ornamental border. Various species are in
garden cultivation, sometimes called cup-Jhwer, Among
them are N. gracUis and JV. rivularig, the latter having
white flowers with yellow center, used in the decoration of
graves.

ITiersteiner (ner'sti-n§r), «. [< Nierstein (see

def
.
) + -eri.] A kind of Ehine wine named from

Nierstein, near Mainz.
nieve (nev), n. See neaf.

nift, conj. [ME., abbr. and contr. from an if:

see a»2 and «/.] An if ; unless.

Gret perile bi-twene hem stod,

Nif mare of hir knygt mynne.
Sir Gawayne and tlie Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1769.

niff (nif), V. i. [Cf. miff.'\ To quarrel; be of-

fended. SalKwell. [Prov. Bug.]
niffer (nif'Sr), v. t. [Said to be < neaf, nieve,

neive, the fist: see neaf] To exchange or bar-
ter. [Scotch.]

So they agreed on the subject, and he was niffered away
for the pony.

MibtonrTumer, Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 351.

niffer (nif'6r), n. [< niffer, v.] An exchange

;

a barter. [Scotch.]

Te see your state wi' theirs compar'd.
An' shudder at the mifer.

Burm, Address to the Unco Guid.

niffle^ (uif'1), 11. i.
;
pret. a^d pp. niffled, ppr.

niffiing. [Formerly also ni/vel; < ME. *nijlen,

nivelen, < OP. nifler, sniftte, snivel
;
perhaps <

LG. niif, nose, snout: see neb.1 To snifBe;

snivel; whine.
niffle^ (nif'1), V. t.

;
pret. and pp. niffled, ppr.

niffiimg. [Origui obscure ; of. nifle.] 1 . To steal

;

pilfer. [Prov.Eng.]—2. To eat hastily. [Prov.

Eng.]
niffnaff (nif'naf), n. [Cf. nifle.] A trifle ; a
knickknack. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

niffnaffy (nif'naf-i), a. and n. [< niffnaff +
-^1.] I. a. Fastidious; dainty; troublesome
about trifles.

She departed, grumbling between her teeth that " she

wad rather lock up a haill ward than be fiking about thae

nif-najy gentles that gae sae muckle fash wi' their fan-

cies." Scott, Guy Mannering, xliv. (Jamieson.)

II. n.; pi. niffnaffies (-iz). A trifling feUow.

[Prov. Eng. or Scotch in both us6s.]

niflet, n. [ME., also nyfle; < OP. mfle, trifle.]

1. A trifle; a thing or a matter of no value.

He served hem with nyjies and with fables.

Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, 1. 62.

Trash, rags, niflet, trifles. Cotgrave.

2. A part of women's dress, probably a veU,

worn in the latter part of the fifteenth century.

Niflheim (nifl'him), n. [Icel., < nifl, mist (=
L. nebula, cloud, mist: see nebule), + heim = B.

home.'] In Scamd. myth., a region of mist and
fog, ruled over by B!el.

nifiingt(nif'liug),o. i<nifle + ^ng^.] Trifling;

insignificant.
251
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For a poor niJUng toy, that's worse than nothing.

Lady Alimony, E 3 b. (yoreo.)

niftt, n. [ME., also nifte, < AS. nift, a niece:
see niece.] A niece.

nifty (nif'ti), a. [Origin obseui-e.] Good in
style and appearance; uptothemark. [Slang.]

nigif (uig), a. and n. [MB. nig (rare), < Icel.
hnoggr = Sw. njugg = AS. hnedw, stingy, nig-
gardly, scanty. Hence niggard, niggish, nig-
gle, nigon, etc.] I. a. Stingy; niggardly.
[Bare.]
Ifig and hard in al [h]is live. Quoted in Stratmann.

II. n. A stiugy person; a niggard.
Some of them been hard nigges.
And some of hem been proude and gale.

Plomman'g Tale, 1. 715.

nigif (uig), V. i. [< nig\ a.] To be stingy; be
niggardly.

Is it not better to healpe the mother and mistress of thy
country with thy goods and body than by withholding
thy hande, and nigging, to make her not hable to kepe out
thine ennemy? Aylmer (1569). (Datiies.)

nig2 (nig), n. [Perhaps a var. of nicfci.] A
small piece ; a chip. [Prov. Eng.]
nig2 (nig), V. t.

;
pret. and pp. nigged, ppr. nig-

ging. [<.nig^,n.; at niggle. 'Hence nidge.] 1.
To clip (money).— 2. Same a.B midge.

nig3 (nig), n. An abbreviation of nigger^.
[Slang.]

The field hands will be too much for her, I reckon ; some
of the little nige have no clothes at all.

Harper's Mag., T.XXVm. 248.

nigardt, nigardiet, »• Obsolete forms of nig-
gard, niggardy.

Krigella (ni-jel'a), n. [NL. (Toumefort, 1700),
fem. of L. nigelUis, dark, blackish, dim. oiniger,
'blaok: see nigrescent. Gt. niello.] A genus of
ornamental plants of the polypetalous order
Banunculacece, the tribe Helleborece, and the
Bubtribe Isopyrece, known by the imited carpels
forming a com-
pound ovary.
There are about 23
species, natives of
the Mediterranean
region and west-
ern Asia. They
are erect annuals,
with alternate
feathery dissected
leaves, and whit-
ish, blue, or yel-

lowish fiowers.
The species are
called fennel-Jkyw-
€fr, especially the
common N. Da-
maacena and jV.

sativa. Both are
garden-plants, the
former vividly af-

fecting the imagi-
nation, as appears
from the names
biskop's-wffrt, dev-
il-in-a-bush, love-

in-a-mist and rag-
ged-Xady. For the
latter, see fennd-
JUywer, caramay, 2, gith, nutmeg-flower, and Uaek cumin
(under c«mm).—Nigella-seed, the seed of JT. eativa.

nigeotf, n. See nidget.

nigert, n. An obsolete spelling of nigger^.

nigernesst, n. [< L. niger, black, + -me«s.]

Blackness.
Their nigemeise and coleblack hue.
Oolding, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., vil. (Encyc. Diet.)

Niger oil. A food- and lamp-oil expressed from
Niger seeds.

Niger seeds. See GmeoUa.
niggard (nig'ard), n. and a. [Early mod. E.
nigard; < ME', nigard, mygard, miser; < nig'>- +
-ard.] I.n. 1. A stingy or close-fisted person;

a parsimonious or avaricious person ; one who
stittts, or supplies sparingly ; a miser.

He is to greet a nygard that wolde weme
A man to llghte his candle at his lanteme.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 333.

But these couetous nigardes passe on with pain alway
v« time present, & alway spare al for their time to come.

Siir r. Jfor«, Works, p. 88.

If Fortune has a Niggard been to thee,

Devote thy self to Thrift.

Congreoe, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, xi.

2. A false bottom in a grate, used for saving

fuel. Also nigger.

Niggards, generally called niggers (i. a. false bottoms
tor grates).

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 8.

II. a. Sparing; stinting; parsimonious.

Niggard of question ; but, of our demands.
Most free in his reply. Shak., Hamlet, ill. 1. 13.

Those lands which a nipfliard nature had apparently con-
demned to perpetual poverty and obscurity.

Motley, Dutch Republic, 1. 88.

Flowering Branch of Nigella Damascena.
a, the fruit.

nigger

I^gard (nig'ard), v. [< niggard, n.] I. trans.
To stint ; supply sparingly. [Rare.]

The deep of night is crept upon our talk.
And nature must obey necessity;
Which we will niggard with a little rest.

Shale., J. C, iv. 3. 228.

II. intrans. Tobe parsimonious or niggardly.
Within thine own bud bnriest thy content,
And, tender churl, makest waste in tviggarding.

Shak., Sonnets, i.

niggardiset, «. [Also niggardize, nigardise; <
niggard + -4se, .ice.] Niggardliness

;
parsimony.

Shut vp and starued amidst those Treasures whereof
he had store, which niggardise forbade him to disburse in
his owne defence. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 74.

'Twere pity thou by niggardise shouldst thrive
Whose wealth by waxing craveth to be spent.

Drayton, Legend of Matilda.

niggardliness (nig'ard-li-nes), n. The quality
of being niggardly or stingy; sordid parsimony.
niggardly (nig'ard-li), a. [Early mod. E. nig-
a/rdVy ; < niggard + -liy'^.] 1. Like a niggard;
sordidly parsimonious or sparing ; close-fisted

;

stingy: as, a niggardly person.

Where the owner of the house will be bountiful, it is

not for the steward to be niggaa'dly. Bp. Hall.

She invited us all to dine with her there, which we
agreed to, only to vex him, he being the most nigga/rdly
fellow, it seems, in the world. Pepys, Diary, II. 295.

2. Characteristic of a niggard; meanly parsi-
monious; scanty: as, niggardly enteTtSiinvnent;

niggardly thrift.

A living, ... of about four hundred pounds yearly
value, was to be resigned to his son ; ... no niggardly
assignment to one of ten children.

Jane Austen, Northanger Abbey, xvi.

=Syn. ParsimonAovs, Stingy, etc. (seejienurums), illiberal,

close-fisted, saving, chary.

niggardly (nig'ard-li), adv. [Early mod. E.
nigardly, nygerdly; < niggardly, a.] m the man-
ner of a niggard; sparingly; parsimoniously.

We gave money to the Frier-servants, and that not nig-
gardly, considering our light purses and long journey.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 156.

niggardness (nig'ard-nes), n. Niggardliness.

All preparations, both for food and lodging, such as
would make one d etest niggardness, it is so sluttish a vice.

Sir P. Sidney.

To hinder the niggardness of surviving relatives from
cheating the dead out of the Church's services.

Sock, Church of our Fathers, ii. 315.

niggardoust (nig'ar-dus), a. [< niggard + -ous.]

Niggardly; parsimonious.

This couetous gathering and nigardmis keping.
Sir T. More, Works, p. 94.

niggardshipf (nig'ard-ship), n. [< niggard +
-ship.] Niggardliness; stinginess.

Surely like as the excesse of fare is to be iustly reproned,
so in a noble man moch pinchyng and nygardshypot meate
and drynke is to be discommended.

Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, ill. 21.

niggardyt (nig'ar-di), n. [< ME. nigardie, niga/r-

dye; < niggard '4- -^3.] i. Niggardliness.

Yit me greveth most his nigardye.
Chmwer, Shipman's Tale, 1. 172.

2. Niggardly or miserly persons.

The negardye in kepynge hyr rychesse
Pronostik is thow wilt hire toure asayle.

CJiaucer, Fortune, 1. 53.

nigger^ (nig'er), n. [< nig^ + -eri. Cf . equiv.

niggard, n., 2.] Same as niggard, 2.

nigger^ (mg'ifr), n. [Formerly niger, neger,

negar, neager; = D. G. Sw. Dan. neger = Buss.
negrH, < F. negre (16th century), now nigre, < Sp.
Pg. It. negro, a black man, a negro: see negro.

Nigger is not, as generally supposed, a " cor-

ruption" of negro, but is regularly developed
from the earlier form neger, which is derived
through the F. from the Sp. Pg. negro, from
which E. raegrro is taken directly.] 1. A black
man ; a negro, [Nigger is more English in form than
negro, and was formerly and to some extent still is used
without opprobrious intent ; but its use is now confined
to colloquial or illiterate speech, in which it generally con-

veys more or less of contempt.]

In most of those Provinces are many rich mines, but
the Nega/rs opposed the Portugalls for working in them.

Caipt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 49.

The chairman owned the niggers did not bleach.

As he had hoped.
From being washed and soap'd.

Hood, A Black Job,

When they call each other nigger, the familiar term of
opprobrium is applied with all the malice of a sting.

The Atlantic, XVin. 79.

2. A native of the East Indies or one of the
Australian aborigines. [CoUoq.]

The political creed of the frequenters of dawk bunga-
lows is . . . that when you hit a ni^^er he dies on purpose
to spite you. Tremyan, The Dawk Bungalow, p. 225.

One hears the contemptuous term nigger still applied to
natives [of India] by tnose who should know better, es-



nigger

pecially by youtbs just £ome from home, and somewhat
intoxicated by sudden power. Contemporary Rev., L. 76.

1 have no doubt . . . that Karslake and his men had
potted niggers iu their time.

Mrs. Campbell Praed, The Head-Station, p. 129.

The hiacke Iting of Neagers.
Dekker, Bankrout's Banquet.

3. A black caterpillar, the larva of J thaUa cen-
UfoUa, the tximip saw-fly.— 4. A kind of holo-
thurian common off the coast of Cornwall, Eng-
land: so called by Cornish fishermen.— 5. A
steam-capstan on some Mississippi river boats,
used to hatil the boat over bars and snags by a
rope fastened to a tree on the bank.—6. A strong
iron-bound timber with sharp teeth or spikes
protruding from its front face, forming part of
the machinery of a sawmill, and used in cant-
ing logs, etc.— 7. An impurity in the covering
of an electrical conductor which serves to make
a partial short circuit, and thus becomes suf-

ficiently heated to bum and destroy the insula-
tion. [Colloq.]

The consequence of neglect [in examining a wire] might
be that what the worl^men call a nigger would get into the
armature, and burn it so as to des&oy its service.

Sei. Amer., N. S., LIV. 308.

nigger^ (nig'er), v. t. [< nigger^, n. The ref.

in def. 1 is to the blackened logs ; in def. 2 to

the imperfect methods of agriculture followed
by negroes.] 1. To biirn (logs already charred
or left uneonsumed by former fires) : with <yff':

also, to burn (a log) in two in the middle. [Lo-
cal, IT. S. and Canada.]
They niggered the huge logs off with Are, which was

kept burning for days.
Stephen Powers, in "Country Gentleman."

2. To exhaust (soil or land) by working it year
after year without manure: with out. S. Be
Vere, Americanisms, p. 116. [Local, TJ. S.]

niggerdom (nig'6r-dum), n. [< nigger^ + -dom.']

Niggers collectively.

Swarming with infant niggerdom.
W. H. ItusseH, My Diary, i 123. (Encye. Diet.)

nigger-fish (nig'6r-fish), n. A serranoid fish,

Epinephelv^ or Enneacentrus pimctatus, of an
olivaceous yeUoworred color, relievedby small
round blue spots, with one or two dark spots
on the tip of the chin and one on the caudal
peduncle. It is found in the Caribbean Sea and along
the coast of Florida. It is one of the groupers, and is also

called lyiMer-jixh and amg.

niggerhair (nig'6r-har), n. A seaweed, FoTiy-

siphonia Harveyi.

niggerhead (nig'6r-hed), n, 1. An inferior

kind of tobacco pressed in a twisted form.

—

2. A rounded boulder or rock; especially, a
roundish black rook on the coast of Florida,

sometimes covered with only a few inches of

water.
niggerish (nig'6r-ish), a. [< nigger^ + -isfei.]

Pertaining to or characteristic of a nigger.

When I say "colored," I mean one thing, respectfully,

and when I say niggerUh, I mean another, disgustedly.
The AUantic, XVni. 79.

nigger-killer (nig'er-ldl"6r), n. The whip-tailed

scorpion: same as ^rampas, 6. [Florida.]

niggerling (nig'6r-lmg), ».. [< nigger^ + -ling\}

A fittle nigger.

All the little Niggerlings emerge
As lily-white as mussels. Hood, A Black Job.

"Oh see !" quoth he, "those niggerlings three,

Who have just got emancipation."
Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 395.

niggery (nig'Sr-i), a. [< nigger^ + -i/i.] Nig-
gerish. [CoUoq.]

The dialect of the entire population is essentially and
unmistakably niggery. New York Tribune, May, 1862.

niggett, n. See nidget.

niggisht (nig'ish), a. [< nig^ + -isfel.] Nig-

gardly; stingy; mean.
Nothing is distributed alter a niggish sort, neither is

there any poor man or beggar.
Sir T. Mare, Utopia (tr. by Eobmson), u. 12.

niggle (nig'l), V. [Appar. freq. of nig^, v.;

but cf. AS. hmyglan, hnygela, shreds, parings.

As in nig^, two or more words may be ult. con-

cerned. The history is scant.] t. intrans. 1.

To eat sparingly; nibble. SdUiweU. [Prov.

Eng.]—2t. To act in a mincing manner: work
in a finicking, fussy way.— 3. To trifle; be
employed hi teifling or petty carping.

Take heed, daughter.

You niggle not with your conscience.

Massinger, Emperor of the East, v. 3.

Niggling articles, which enumerate the mistakes and
misstatements of a book, ignoring the fact thati withmuch
carelessness of detail, the author has shown a great grasp

of knowledge of his subject.
Stubbs, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 53.
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4. To fret; complain of trifles. Halliwell.

[Prov. Eng.J
II. trans. If.Todraw out unwillingly; squeeze

out or hand out slyly.

I had but one poor penny, and that I was glad to nig-

gle oat, and buy a holly-wand to grace him through the

streets. Dekker and Middleton, Honest Whore, pt. ii.

2. To play with contemptuously; make sport

or game of ; mock ; deceive.

I shall so niggle you
And juggle you. Fletcher, Pilgrim, iv. 3.

3. To fill with excess of details; over-elaborate.

niggle (nig'l), «. [< niggle, «.] Small cramped
handwriting; a scribble; a scrawl.

Sometimes it is a little close niggle.

T. Hood, Tylney Hall, Int.

niggler (nig'16r), n. [< niggle + -erl.] 1.

One who niggles or trifles.—2. One who is

clever and dexterous. Grose. [Prov. Eng.]
niggling (nig'ling), n. [Verbal n. of niggle, «.]

Finicking, fussy, or over-elaborate .work.

Not a few of us, whatever our code of literary esthetics,

may find delight, fleeting though it be, in the free outline
drawing of Cooper, after our eyes are tired by the ni^jKns'
and cross-hatching of many among oiu* contemporary real-

ists. The Cervtury, XXXVIII. 796.

niggling (nig'ling), a. [< niggU + dng^.'] 1.

Mean ; contemptible. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
— 2. Finicking; fussy.

Titian is said to have painted this highly finished yet
not niggling picture ["The Tribute-Money"] in order to

prove to some Germans that the effect of detail could be
produced without those extreme minutise which mark the
style of Albert Dilrer. Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 416.

nigh (ni), adv. and prep. [< ME. nigh, nygh,
neigh, nig, nyg, nyge, ney, neg, negh, neh, my, etc.,

< AS. nedh, neh = OS. nah = OFries. ni, nei =
D. na — MLG. na, nage, LGr. neeg = OHGr. nah,

ndho, MHG. ndhe, ndch, nd, Gr. nahe, adv., nach,

prep., = Icel. nd- = Goth, nehw, nehwa, nigh,

near
;
prob. akin to enough, AS. genoh, L. nancis-

ci, reach, Gr. heyKelv (kveK-), bear, bring (> ^ve/c^f,

reaching), Skt. / nag, attain. Hence nigh, v.

,

neighbor, near'^, next, ete.'] I. adv. 1. Close at

hand; not far distant intime or place; at hand;
near.
Theire hertes trembled, . . . and [they] seide con to

a-nother that the worlde was nygh at an ende.
Merlin (B. E. T. 8.), lii. 393.

There Nestor the noble Duke was negh at his hond.
With a company clone in his close halle.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1948.

2t. Closely.
The B.eve was a sclendre colerik man

;

His herd was shave as ny as ever he can.
Chmicer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., L 688.

3t. Near the quick; keenly; bitterly.

Freeze, freeze, thou bitter sky.

That dost not bite so rdgh
As benefits forgot.

Stak., As you Like it, il 7. 186.

4. Nearly; almost; within a little (of being).

Hue may ney as moche do in a mounthe one
As soure secret seel in sexscore dayes.

Piers Plowman (C), iv. 182.

Brother, now lepe vp lightly, for grete foly haue ye do
to go so fer oute of oure company, for full nygh hadde ye
more loste than wonne. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 196.

Was I for this »iirA wreck'd upon the sea?
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 2. 82.

The rustic who, musing vacantly, seems deep in thought,
is not really thinking ; he is pretty n^h unconscious, and
therefore goes on musing for any length of time without
weariness. MamdSey, Mind, XIL 498.

II. prep. Near to ; at no great distance from.

Pros. But was not this nigh shore?
Ari. Close by, my master.

Shak., Tempest, i. 2. 216.

The bookeseith that . . . [the town] stode vpon a plain
grounde, ne ther was nother hill ne mouuteyne ny it of
two myle. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), IL 264.

He wones to ny^e the ale-wyffe,

And he thouht ever fore to thryffe.

MS. Ashmole 61. (HaUiwell.)

But no Cristen man ys not suffered for to come ny it [the
gate]. TorMngton, Diarie of Eng. TraveU, p. 30.

nigh (ni), a. [< ME. nighe, neighe, etc.; < nigh,

adv.'] 1. Being close at hand; being near.

She heard a shrilling Trompet sound alowd,
Signe of nigh battaill, or got victory.

Spenser, V. Q., HI. xil 1.

2t. Near in relationship or interest; closely
allied, as by blood.

For-thi I conseille the for Cristes sake Clergye that thow
louye,

For Kynde Witte is of his kyn and neighe cosynes bathe.
Piers Plmmrum (B), xii. 95.

Whiche two gentylmen be nyghe cosyns vnto mayster
Vaux and to my lady Guylforde.

Sir B. Qvylfarde, Pylgrymage, p. 5.

3. Penurious; stingy; close; near: as, a nigh
customer. [Prov. Eng. and IT. S.]

—

4. On the

night

left: as, the nipfc horse. [Colloq.]—Nigh handt.
See Aond.

nigh (ni), V. [< ME. nyghen, neighen, neghen,

neigen, negen, nyen (= OS. ndhian=OHG. ndhan,
ndhen, MHG. ncehen, G. ndhmi= Goth, nehurjan),

come nigh ; < nigh, adv.'] I. intrans. To come
nigh; draw near; approach. [Obsolete or ar-

chaic]
Yt were better worthy trewely
A wonne to neghen ner my flour than thou.

Chaucer, Prol. to Good Women, I. 318.

Love gan nyghe me nere. Bom. of the Sose, L 1776.

The joyous time now nighes fast

That shall alegge this bitter blast
Spenser, Shep. CaL, March.

The laden heart
Is persecuted more, and fever'd more,
When it is nighing to the mournful house
Where other hearts are sick of the same bruise.

Keats, Hyperion, ii.

Il.t trans. To come near to ; approach.

The saianes pressed to releve the kynge Sonygrenx, but
the xli] felowes hem deffended so that theimyghthym not
nyegh, and so was he foule troden vndir horse feete.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 216.

nigh-handt (ni'hand), adv. [< ME. nighhande,

neighond, etc.; < nigh + hamd. Cf. near-hand.']

Nearly.

The tiding than were tijtly to themperour i-told.

And he than swoned lor sorwe & swelt neishonde.
Waiiam ofPaleme (E. E. T. S.), L 1494.

And whenne that he was come nygh hande therate,

A fayre mayde ther openyd hym the gate.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), L 62.

nighlyt (ni'U), adv. [< ME. "nehliche, < AS.
*nedhlice, nedUee (= OHG. ndhlicho = Icel. na-

liga), nearly, < nedh, nigh, near, -I- -lice, B. -ly^.]

Nearly; within a little ; almost.

Their weedes bene not so nighly wore.
Spenser, Shep. Cal., July.

Suppose a man bom blind, and now adult, and taught
by his toucli to distinguish between a cube and sphere,

(suppose) of ivory, nighly of the same bigness, so as to tell

when he felt one and t' other.
Molyneux, To Locke, March 2, 1692.

nighnesst (ni'nes), n. The state of being nigh;
nearness

;
proximity in place, time, or degree.

He could not prevail with her to come back, till about
4 years f^ter, when the Garrison of Oxon was surrender'd

(the nighness of her Father's house to which having for

the most part of the mean time hindred any communica*
tion between them), she of her own accord returned.

A. Wood, Milton, in Fasti Oxon. (Latham.)

night (nit), n. [<ME. night, nigt, niht, nyght, etc.,

nagt, naht, < AS. niht, wyht, neht, neaht, nceht =
OS. naht = OFries. naoht = D. ndcht = MLG.
nacht = OHG. naht, MHG. G. naeht = Icel.

ndtt, nott = Sw. natt = Dan. nat = Goth, nahts
= "W. nos= Ir. noclid= Bret. nozz=OBulg. noshti

= Kuss. TOOc/m= Lith. »}aMs= Lett. rmhts='L.
nox {noct-) (> It. notte= Sp. noche= Pg. noite=
Pr. noit, noich, nuoit = OF. noit, F. nuif) = Gr.

vtjf (yvKT-) = Skt. nakta, nakti, night; root un-
certain; usually referred to Skt. y nag, vanish,
perish. Cf . Skt. ni^, night, which is doubtful-
ly connected with L. niger, black: see negro.]

1. The dark half of the day; that part of the
complete day during which the sun is below the
horizon ; the time from sunset to sunrise. See
day'^.

Ek wonder last but nine nyght nevere in tonne.
Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 688.

God saw the light was good

;

And light from darkness by the hemisphere'
Divided : light the day, and darkness nigM
He named. MUtcn, P. L., vii. 251.

2. Evening; nightfall; the end of the day: as,

he came home at night.— 3. Figuratively, a
state or time of darfaiess, depression, misfor-
tune, or the like, (a) a state of ignorance; intellect-

ual darkness : as, the night of the middle ages. Qj) A
state of concealment from the eye or the mind ; obscurity.

Nor let thine own inventions hope
Things not reveal'd, which the invisible King,
Only Omniscient, hath supprees'd in night.

Maton, P. L., viL 123.

Nature and Nature's laws lay hid in night

:

God said, " Let Newton be I and all was light.

Pope, Epitaph intended for Newton.

(c) The darkness of death or the grave.

Bid him bring his power
Before sunrising, lest his son George fall

Into the blind cave of eternsd night.

Shak., Kich. III., v. 8. 62.

She closed her lids at last in endless night.
Dryden, MneiA, iv. 992.

(d) A time of sadness or sorrow ; a dreary period.

The night of sorrow now is tum'd to day.
Shak., Venus and Adonis, L 481.

And all Is well, tho' faith and form
Be sunder'd in the night of fear.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, cxxvll
(e) Old age.



night 3991 night-hawk
Yet hath my nn^M of life some memoiy. If you night-feeder fnit'fe'dfir^ h An animal thatMy wastmg lamps some lading glimmer lelfL Hear the common people corse yon, ffprts mn=t^„ xtl^f- i v • t^

ammai tnat

Shik., C. of E., T. 1. 3U. Be sure you are taken lor one of the prime tught-capt. *^®'f
mostly or entirely by mgbt: speeificaUv

Blrdof night, the owU- Cloud of night See doudi, Weiweer, Duchess of Malfl, ii. l. ^PpmO. to the had ^yctlonlis amictus. Most
1 (eX— Fourteenth nlghtt. See /ourtientA.— Good night-cart (nit'kart), n. A cart used to re-

nsnes are said to be night-feeders, yet all of
mgM. See good day, under ffood.— Night blue, cod, move the contents of TiiHvieR hv niffht ™^™ ^^^°- ^°'^^ °^ less in the daytime.
dl^ja8mlne.etc. see «u., etc- Noon of night, see ^^^^i^7^t"eh£),'^'" tt"s^«^^^^*oo?. night-flre (mt'fir) «. 1. Fire b^ing in the

nightt (nit), V. i. [< ME. nighten, nyghten (= night-cham (nit'eharm), n. A charm or spell ""f
*-~'^-.^ ^^''^> wiU-o'-the-wisp.

Icel,«lt^, become night ^s t^e^^ht); <
''^^'^'^'^

'''^^^'^^^^„,^,,,,^^ SL^l'ir^»ire^°'^,SL\^^":^"'=
^"

ni^H n.] To grow dark; approach toward Have tmn-dallairtoeSh*S^°th^yrit These are the pleasures he|e
"^g"!'- Upon my heart, like night^Oiarms, black and heavy. Herbert, Dotage. {Latham.)

Into tyme that it gan to nj/9At« Beou. o7i<2 J?i., Thierry and Theodoret, iiL 2. night-fish (nit'fish), n. A varietv of the codThey spaken of Cryseyde, t^l^ b^ghte.
^ ^^ night-chnTT (nit'cher), n. Same as nightjar. with a dark back, taken on some of the New-

niirhf- ono /..T<^'5r,^ -, * 1 i' ^

'. tT,„ night-clothes (nit'kl6THz),»i. pi. Garments de- foundland banks, as well as on the east coast

^^^ft^^i ^^'
v

l>ook-iiame of the ^^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^^' ^ of Prince Edward's Island. They are of large

rte^
^^ ^^^'''^^ '^'" ni^t-cloud (mt'Moud), ». The form of cloud size, and wffl, it is said, lake the hook at night

'ni.1.4' ^,.4. /-wv^.tN „ A 1 t i7v,77.-..«i7 callod stTatus, wMch frequently ascends from only.

^rth F„^l
' ^ Saatwell.

t^g g,„^^ ^gj. subset, continues during the night-fishery (nit'fish'er-i), n. A mode of fish-

T.,-n^fc+Slii7?Tf'v„n „ A i,„n *„, „=„ „+ „,-„!,+ night, and disappears with the rise of the morn- ing by night, or a place where fishing is done by

^^^?mSil?i^w'Jl^.tLL i.^Lirv^ ' ™g sun. W. dLey, Modem Metrology, p. 128. night. Night-flshery is practiced to some extent by an-as in rousing a physician or an apothecary,
nieht-comer (nit'£im'er> n r< ME ret/ofei S^'^ The best months for it are the latter part ofJune,

night-bird (nit'berd), n. 1. Abirdthatmes^;^^™^/^';'^^ "'oL^i^- "^^ and July and August, and the best nights afe those that
by night; especially, an owl; in the foUowing ,T*^JjiJhJ^^^J^ ^^ -li

Une who comes toiiow a hot day.

quotSion, the nightieron. ™it^® "S^t, especially with evil intent, as a night-flier (nit'fli'er), «. A bird that flies in
robber, tlie night

niSro^'Jd1^^"t?^ce •„^^>^°LiTn^5h'£i?e^' ""Vda;"'''*
''^ °" ^'^'"'^ "' ''^°'^'' °° " night-lower (nit

'
flou ' er), «. The night-jas-

^f„?^.^?hli*'''^ '^ •/^»,,^^^ w''^?¥^'°^" Andsiftthenburiedehusbodyandbedenfliatmensholde ^e, Jfy^*^''/^?* ^'*<^-*^^-
,^ ,^. . „^sault, or betaiy them. ffommond, W<wks, m. 587. Kepen hit fro nyght-commrrm with knyghtes y-armed. night-fly (nit'fll), n. An insect that flies in the

2. A bird that sings by mght; speeifleally, the PiersPlomman (cx xm. 144. night.

nightingale. night-crakef, n. [KE. niglit-crake ;<. night + Bather, sleep, llest thou in smoky cribs,-

Or when to the lute crake.'] Same as niqht-crow. ^5°° ""easy pallets stretching thee,

She sung, and made the n^At-Mrd mute, Tiiffht-ornw fmt'lrrn^ n r^ MTF. nijihtprntnp
And hush'd with buzzing nii/M-Jlies to thy slumber,

That still records with moan. mglM-crow (.nil Kro;, «. l\2aj>j.nuinTcrawe, Than in the perfumed chambers of the great.

Sfca*., Periclesi iv., ProL, 1. 26.
nyghtecrawe; <. ntght + crow^.] 1. Same as 5Aa*., 2Hen. IV._ ui.i. u.

S. The Manx shearwater, Pu^»«s ora^ioruOT. "^it^^!^^,™ hv.,ht^ wi^-™,™. ...h h.fh tw „,,,,„
^^*"^°® (^*'*°)' "• One who attacks by night.

rcti IT T 1 J T .1 mi- n* i js -^ lue jiMnfe cro«w hyghte jiicticorax, and hath that name „„, - , , ,. ,* x[Skelllg Islands.]—4. The gallinule of Europe, tor he lonith the nyghte, and fleeth aid seketh hys meete „ »Y^S'?''5?v?^°
guard we his roy^ tent,

GaUimila chloropus. [Prov. Eng.]— 5. One by nyghte. Quoted in CotA. ^nflj, p. 25S.
But to defend his person from ntg/rf-/oe^'

who stays out late at night, or works chiefly The owl shriek-d at thy birth—an evil sign; • v* * • i. / -i»j! ,<.''. *°'t '"J-J^
by night. [CoUoq ] The n^A^cro^c cried, aboding luckless time. nignt-IOSSlCKer (nit fos'i-ker), n. In gold-dig-

night-tlindness (nit'bUnd'nes), «. Inability Sto*., 3 Hen. VI., >. 6. 46. ffino, one who robs a Egging by night,

to see in a dim light; nyctalopia. Also called Notwithstandnig all the dangers I laid afore you, in mgHt-fOS^Cking (mt fos'i-kmg), >i. In gold-

daysight. See nyctalopia s.udhemeralopia.
thevoiceof a^^M-cn™. B. ./on«m, ^.ccene, m. 2. d»<,gr»n<,, the practice of robbmg diggings by

night-blooming (nit'Wming), o. Blooming 3. The mght-jar or goatsucker, Cap«mMjgr«s night. See /os^cfc, «., 2.

or blossomingm the mght._Nlght-blooniing^ ^f<^^- See cut under ffoateucfeer. [Prov. mght-foundered (nit foun^derd), o. Lost or

tns,cer«u8. £e ««*« and C«-««£?-NlghtrWooming ?ng.] distressedm the night.

jasmine, a cultivated flower from the West Indies, Cei- night-deW (nit'du), n. The dew formed in the Either some one like us night-fouttder'd here,
trum noctumum, extremely fragrant at night. night. Or else some neighbour woodman, or, at worst,

night-bolt (nit'bolt), n. 1. A bolt or bar used Ti,e utUe birds in dreams their songs repeat, ^™^ ""^S "'^^^ "'^^S to his feUows.

to fasten a door at night. And sleeping flowers beneath the night-dew sweat. Ifttton, Comus, 1. 483.

See that your polish'd arms be primed with care ;
Dryden, Indian Emperor, iii. 2. nightfowlt (nit'foul), n. [ME. nihtfuel (= leel.

And drop the rdght-hott; rofflana are abroad. night-dOCtor (nit'dok'tor), n. A surgeon or his WttfugV) ; < night + /oic?.] A night-bird.
CoujKT, Task, iv. 568. agent imagined as prowling the streets or roads Upon the middle of the night

2. A spring-bolt in a lock which can be opened at night to eateh live subjects to kill for dissec- Waking she heard the 7i^A*-/owJ crow

:

by a knob from inside the door, but only by a tion : a bugbear of negroes. [Southern V. S.]
™'= "^^ '""^ '"'' *" '"'"I ^ril™L Mariana,

key from the outside. night-dog (nit'dog), n. A dog that hunts in the _._vi i., « x, i 4. * n i'^- 7t
nigtt-born (nit'b6m), a. Bom in the night; "^^ht, es^^ciallyl^e used bf poachers. StSsVlni^lS)t*"!"Xe^^^^^^^^produced m dar^ess when mgh^dogs run, all s»ts o^aeerare^hased ^*e&tsSted SO as tornrn&"l

^tzZ'^^^i^^mi^r" Lett^^,L^m^:' --?i^ iig¥ f T^'it'
""^ "^"^ ^"p*"^ '"'

Mir./orMags.,p.78i. (.Latham.) And goblins ride mem my sleep to jelly, seeing objects at night.

night-brawler (nit'br&'ler), n One who ex- ^^^^r^aSflSerry and Theodore, L 1. If^^'iZe^^olT^ii^'in ^n^ilL^t
cites brawls or makes a tumult at mght.

night-dress (nit'dres), n. 1. Night-clothes.— night or in lie daytime; a dressing-gown; a
_. . ,

What's the matter, Q A nightgown. robe de chambre; a negligee gown or house-
That you unlace your reputation thus ™,?..,.^,j,. it J Ji 'XX.

O O D
And roend your rich optoion for the name ™? *" o°«' '««! such maladies as these, dress, for either men or women.
Ota.night^lmuierf Sftot., OtheUo, ii. 3. 196.

When each new m^M-<ir«ss gves anew dis^e. Get on your 7i^ft«?o«i», lest occasion can us,

-V4.V , -^.'-^ - ^ A I VI
Pope, E. of the L, IV. 38. And show us to bS watchers.

mght-breeze (mt brez), n. A breeze blowmg nighted (ni'ted), a. [< night + -ecP.'] 1. Over- Shak., Macbeth, IL 2. 70.

inthemgit.
. ^ , taken by night ; belated. The Lady, tho'wniing to appear undresti had put on her

nignt-bUtterny (mt but'er-m), n. A nocturnal Now to horse- best Looks, and painted herself for our Reception. Her
lepidopterous insect; a moth. I shall be nioAted ' Haur appeared in a very nice Disorder, as the JT^M Cotro

niglltcap (nit'kap), n. [< ME. nightcappe; < Middleton (arid others). The Widow, iL 2. ^^^1^ '»^'™ "P"" ^^"^ JS^^sZ^^C^^lt
fltltALl: it ^Z^^^^^'^" ^^^ i^"

^- I^^'^«°«<i; "l^^d^*^ ' ^^^'^- ^^^-^ Oth;rs come in their ^i^M-^^oJTsauoter aw'ay thei^
tended to be wom in bed. in the tune of the Tu- Edmund, I think, is gon^ time. Steele, Spectator, No. 49
dors, and down toQueen Anne's reign, nightcaps, frequent- In pity of his misery, to dispatch r. a • xj. j j? v t. iu x.
ly of very rich material and ornament, were wom by men His tiighted life. Shak., Lear, iv. 6 13. <». -a- noght-dress tor women, mgh m the neCK,
dm-ing the daytime after their wigs were taken ofl.

jughtertalet (ni'ter-tal), n. [< ME. nightertale,
^^^^ l<»g

f^^'^^t 5°"^ covering the whole per-

Theysjy in Wales, when certain hills have tteirn^M- ^gtertale, after Icel. idttartal, nightie; as fn.-3. A mght-dress for men. [CoUoq. or
caps on, they mean mischiet Bocon, NaL Hist, § 819. „^\j + ^^fcl i Night-time. ^TxT"^"^, -.,v ^ a -. v.
They put on a damp n^ftteop and relapse; ^ So bote he tovedfthat bv Tuofttertofe

night-hag (mt'hag), n. A witch supposed to
They thought the, must^^l^^^Z^-^ tad. g-edSp'^^m^reS^ d=^S«ngale. wander or fly abroad In the night.

oouiper, conversation, L 322. CAoucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., 1. 98. Nor uglier follow the n^M-Aoff, when, call'd

She ties the strings of her mght-eap in the folds of her go it be thicke and poured in a ponne ^ secret, riding through the air she comes.
double chin. r. If. Boier, New Tunothy, p. 306. The mous by ny^Mcrtefe on it wol fonne. JfiZlon, P. L., a 662.

Handsomely worked caps— called n^Atcap^ although PoHodirM, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 33. night-hawk (nit'h&k), n. 1. A capiimulgine
only wom in the daytime

;
some kind of nigM mp hjiring night-Oyed (nit'id), a. Having eyes suited for bird of the genus Chordeiles. The common nights

'**™r"5S^%^i"^f^';fSn^f*D^™''I^T*i^ seeing well at night; sharp-eyed; nyctalopie. hawk of the United States is C. popete or C. mrpfntanu.,
J^. ^«A«oi», Social Life m Eeign of Queen Anne, L 160. ^ „ . JT Jm... - j .1 * alsocaUed6«B6ot,andintheWestIndiesi»s*andpiramv

a A TintaHnn of smirit nr wiT.fi taVBTi hflfn,.o » .
Our n^W-eyed Tiberius doth not see

dfa. it flies chiefly toward evening and in cloudy weather,

• ?^^!^ rlaT^l Q A ll^^ox^ ^"' °""°° '
^^'^ *• -^""^ ^^^^""^ " * and belongs to the same famUy (Capnmtdi^te) as thi

goin^ to bed. [blang.J—S. A cap drawn over nightfall (nit'fai), n. [< night + fall. Of. Icel. whippoor^l and chuck.wfflVwidow, though it is of a
a crumnal's face when he 18 hanged. Some- „att^aK, dew.] The faU of night ; the close of '^^^""'g^^PS " '^9°''i»"±^/^^f'h??."-^,*^°l?J
times Jiorse-ntghtcap. [Slang.] thpflav o™;!ir,<T wmgs, of a shm form, with very small bUl but widely cleft

„ V ^ J * VVk^__. AX. y '
«^emng. and capacious mouth, long, sharp, thin-bladed wmgs.

He better deserves to go up Holbowrn ma wooden char- Atn^AyoK . . . in a darksome place forkedtail and smaUweak feet; the plumage is inUmately
lot, and have a hor^mght-cap put on at the farther end. Under some mulberry trees I found blended with black, brown, gray, and tawny shades, some-
Dtalogue on (ktfard Parliament, 1681 (HarL Misc., n. 125). a litUe pool. thing like dark-veined marble, and the male has a pure

I always come on to that scene with a white mghtrcap * -Arnold, The Sick King in Bokhara, white T-shaped mark on the throat, and large white

and a halter on my arm. ... He [the hangman] then night-farins (nit'far^'ing), a. Traveling in the Wotcheson the wings and tail which ore tawny in the fe-

placesthewhitecapoverthemanshead, and the noose "^""J-^^^uiS V'"'' J^!*! ^S), " ^ aYcixiisiiii,uB ^^^ it abounds in temperate North America, and is a

about his neck.
nigni. ^^^ ^j powerful flight, often seen careeringm pursuit of

Uayhew, London Labour and London Poor, ILL 153. Will-a-Wisp misleads night-faring clowns inseote, twisting and doubling with great ease and grace,

. O'er hills, and sinking bogs, and pathless downs. and frequently falling through the air with a hoarse cry.

4t. A buUy ; a mght-brawXer. g^y^ Shepherd's Week, Saturday, L 57. It lays two eggs of elliptical form and dark variegated
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about the middle of April and passes the summer, it is

quite locaUy distributed, being very common in some
places, and rare in or absent from others apparently equal-
ly suited to its habits. It haunts woods, copses, and hedge-
rows, especially where the soil is rich and moist, and is so

Common Night-haVk {Chordeiles^opetue),

color, placing them on the ground with little or no nest.
The bird Is migratory, and retires beyond the United States
in the autumn. There are several other species of the same
genus, as C, hemryi and 0. texeni:i».

2. The night-jar or goatsucker, Caprimulgus
europcBus. [Eng.]— 3. One of certain petrels
of the genus (Estrelata : as, thewhite night-hmok
or mutton-bird, CE. lessoni.

night-heron (nit'her"on), n. A heron of cre-
puscular or somewhat'noctumal habits. There
are several species, of most parts of the world, belonging
to the family Ardeidee, and genera Nyctiardea or NyeUco-
rcas and Nydherodiua. The common European bird to
which the name night-heron (and also night-raven) was
originally applied is Ardea nycticorax of the older writers,
now Nyctiardea nycticorax, jY". gardeni, Nycticvrax griseus,

Nightingale {Dautias luscint'a).

Night-heron {Nyctiardea grisea).

etc. The bird is 2 feet long and 41 inches in extent of
wings ; the crown and middle of the back are glossy black-
ish-green, and most other parts are bluish-gray with a li-

lac or lavender tinge, the forehead, throat-line, and under
parts being whitish. Two or three very long white flla^

mentous feathers spring from the back of the head ; the
eyes are red, the bUl is black, and the lores and legs are
greenish. The sexes are alike. The young are very differ-

ent, being some shade of dingy brown or chocolate-brown,
bold^ spotted with white. Night-herons nest in heronries,
sometimes of vast extent ; they build a bulky frail nest of
twigs, and lay 3 or 4 eggs of a pale-green color, 2 inches
long by H in breadth- The common night-heron of the
IJnited States is not specltlcally distinct from the fore-
going ; it is popularly called qua-lird and squawk, from its

cry. The night-herons of the genus Nyctherodi'us are quite
different. N. molaceus is the yellow-crowned night-heron,
common in the southern United States.

night-house (nit'hous), n. A tavern or public-
house permitted to be open during the night.

[Eng.]
The coach-stands in the larger thoroughfares are de-

serted ; the nigM-Jurueee are closed.
Dickens, Sketches, Scenes, L

nightingale^ (m'tin-gal), n. [< ME. nighlm-
gale, mgtmgale (with unorig. medial n), nighte-

gale, nygJitqale, < AS. nihtegale, mhtegala, nehte-

gaU (in old glosses also naectegdle, nectcegalae,

nieUgalae, a nightingale, also rarely a night-
raven) (= OS. nahUgala = MD. nachtegale,

D. nachtegaal = OHG-. nahtagala, nahUgala,
MHO-, nahtegale, nahtegal, Cr. nachUgall; cf.

mod. loel. ruetrgaU = Sw. naktergal = Dan. nat-

tergal, after G.), a nightingale, < niht, gen.

nihte, night. + *gale, singer, < galan, sing: see

gale^.'l 1 . A small sylviine bird of Europe, Asia,
and Africa, belongmg to the order Passeres,

the suborder Oseines, the family SylvUda, and
the genus Daulias. There are two kinds, formerly
regarded as specifically identical, and variously called by
ornithologists XotaeUla or Sylvia or Philomela or lAumnia
liMdnia ovphiliymela, and by other New Latin names. The
two kinds are most commonly distinguished as Daulias
luaeinia or D. vera, the true nightingale, and D, phUomela.
The former is the one which is common in Great Britain,

and to which the name nightingale specially pertains. The
poets call both birds phuomel or Philomela. The famous
song of the nightingale, heard chiefly at night, is the love-

song of the male, which ceases as soon as his propensities

are gratified, as is usual with birds. The nightingale is

migratory, like nearly all insectivorous birds of the north-

cm hemisphere, extending its migrations far to the north

of Europe in the spring. In England, where it appears

secretive as to he oftener heard than seen. The favorite
food of the nightingale is the larvee of insects, especially
the hymenopters, as wasps and ants. The nest is placed
on the ground or near it; the eggs are 4 or 6 in number,
pale olive-brown, about ^ inch long by a little over ^ inch
broad. The length of the bird is 6j inches ; its extent of
wings is lOi inches. The sexes are alike reddish-brown
above, below pale grayish-brown, whitening on the throat
and belly, the tail being brownish-red. This nightingale
is sometimes specified as the brake-nightingale, when the
other species (D. phUomela) is called thrush-nightingale.

This sotted preest, who was gladder than he?
Was never brid gladder agayn the day,
Ne nyghHngale in the sesoun of May,
Nas never noon that luste bet to singe.

Chmuser, Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 382.

The nightingale, if she should sing by day,
When every goose is cackling, would be thought
No better a musician than the wren.

SAa*., M. of v., V. 1. 104.

3. Some bird which sings sweetly and hence
is likened to or mistaken for a nightingale.
Thus, the bird called Virginia nightingale is a finch, the
cardinal grosbealc, Cardinalis virginianus ; that called In-
dian nightingale is a kind of thrush, Kittadncla macrura.
Persian nightingales are various bulbuls of the family
Pycnonoiidce, (See Pycnoiwtus.) The mock nightingale
is the black-capped warbler, Sylvia oiricamiio.— Irish
nightingale, the sedge-warbler, Acroeephalus phragmi-
tis.—Scotch nightingale, the Irish nightingale. [Local,
Eng.]

nightingale^ (ni'tin-gal), n. [So called after
Florence Nightingale, conspicuous as a hospi-
tal nurse in the Crimean war and later. The
surname Nightingale is derived from the name
of the bird: see nightingale^.'] A sort of flan-

nel scarf, with sleeves, designed to be worn by
persons confined to bed. It was largely used
by the sick and wounded in the Franco-German
war, 1870-1. Imp. Diet.

nightingalize (nl'tln-gal-Iz), v. «.; pret. and
pp. nighti/ngaUgedj-ppt. nighUngaUzing. [< night-
ingale^ + -ize."] To sing like a nightingale.
[Rare.]

He sings like a lark when at mom he arises,

And when evening comes he nightingalizes.
Southey, Nondescripts, vllL (Da/ines.)

nightish (ni'tish),- a. [< night + -isfei.] Per-
taining to night, or attached to the night.

But if thou chaunce to fall to check, and forceon erie fowle.
Thou Shalt be worse detested then than is the nightish

owle. Turberville, The Lover. ^Sicfia/rdson.)

night-jar (nit 'jar), n. A bird, Caprimulgvs
europceus, of the family Caprimulgidce. The name

Nightjar {Cafinmulgus eurofieeus).

is sometimes extended to all the goatsuckers or birds
of the same famQy. Also called night-ehurr, night-crow,
churrnnd, femrowl, etc.

And with a sudden rush from behind the citron's shade
the night-jar tumbled out upon the evening air.

P. RMnson, Under the Sun, p. 66.

night-key (nit'ke), n. A key for opening a
door that is fitted with a night-latch.

nightmare

night-lamp (nit'lamp), n. A lamp specially
adapted to be kept burning during the night in

a bedroom.
Thou art staring at the wall.

Where the dying night-lamp flickers, and the shadows rise

and faU. Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

night-latch (nit'laoh), n. A form of door-lock
with a spring-latch which may be opened by a
knob or handle from the inside, but only by a
key from the outside.

nightless (mt'les), a. [< night + -less.'] Hav-
ing no night : as, the nightless period in the are-

tic regions.

night-light (nit 'lit), n. 1. An artificial light

intended to be kept burning aU night.

Here the night-light flickering in my eyes
Awoke me. Tennyson, Sea Dreams.

Specifically— (a) A shortthick candle with a wick small in
proportion and arranged so as to give a small fiame for

many hours. (Ei) A short wick attached to a fioat which
rests on the surface of oil in a vessel.

2. A phosphorescent marine infusorian, Nocti-

luca miliaris.

night-line (nit'lin), n. A fish-Une set over-

mght.
The . . . boys . . . took to fishing in all ways, and es-

pecially by means of night-li'nes.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Oxford, 1 9.

night-liner (nit'li''''n6r), n. 1. One of a line or

class of public vehicles which stand all night
in the streets to pick up passengers.—2. The
driver of suoh a conveyance. [CoUoq. in both
senses.]

night-long (nit'16ng), a. [< ME. ^nightlong, <

AS. nihtlang, nihtlopg, < niht, night, + lamg,

long. Cf . nightlong, adv.] Lasting a night.

Sleep, kinsman thou to death and trance
And madness, thou bast forged at last

A nightlong Present of the Past
In which we went thro' summer France.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, IxxL

nightlong! (nit'ldng), adv. [< ME. nihtlonge,

nihtlonges, < AS. wihtlanges (= MHGr. nahtlame
= Icel. nattlengis, of. neut. ndttlangt), with gen.
suffix, < nihtlang, adj., night-long: see night-

long, a.] Through the night.

nightly (nit'li), a. [< ME. *nightVy, nihtlie, <

AS. nihtlie (= D. naehtelijk = MLG. nachtlik =
OHG. nahilih, MHG. nachtUch, G. ndchtUch =
leel. ncetrligr = Sw. nattlig = Dan. natlig), <

niht, night : see night and -Z^l.] 1 . Happening
or appearing in the night: as, nightly dews.

A fortnight hold we this solemnity,
In nightty revels and new jollity.

Shak., M. N. D., v. 1. 376.

A cobweb spread above a blossom is sufilcientto protect
it from nightly chill. TyndaU, Radiation, § 16.

2. Taking place or performed every night.

Hell heard her curses from the realms profound.
And the red fiends that walk the nightly round.

Pope, Iliad, ix. 686.

3. Used in the night.

For with the nightly linen that she wears
He pens her piteous clamours in her head.

STwle., Lucrece, 1. 680.

=Syn. Sightly, Jfoetumal. The former Is the more famil-
iar. Nightly tends to limitation to that which occurs
every night (see definition 2), while noetiumal tends to
cover both that which belongs to the night, as nocturnal
insects, flowers, vision^ and that which exists or occurs,
however accidentally, in the nighlv as a nactumal ramble.

nightly (nit'li), adv. [< nightly, a.] If. By
mght.

Chain me with roaring bears,
Or shut me nightly in a charnel-house.

Shak., K. and J., Iv. 1. 81.

2. Every night.

And nightly to the Ust'nlng earth
Kepeats the stoiy of her b&th.

Addison, Paraphrase of Fs. xix.

night-magistrate (mt'maj'is-trat), n. A con-
stable of the night; the head of a watch-house.
night-man (nit'man), n. [= Dan. natmand, a
scavenger, = Sw. nattma^, a headsman, execu
tioner.J 1. One who is on duty at night, as a
watchman.— 2. A scavenger whose business is

the cleaning of ash-pits and privies in the night.

It has been frequently observed that nighimen, on de-
scending into the pits of privies, have been attacked with
serious indisposition on breaking the crust, and not a few
have perished. Dunglison, Elements of Hygiene, L 3.

nightmare (nit'mSr), ». [< ME. nightemare,
nigtmare (not in AS.) (= MD. nacktmoere, D.
nachtmerrie = MLG. naehtmdr = G. nachtmahr);
< night + mare^.] 1. An incubus or evil spirit
that oppresses people during sleep.

S. Withold footed thrice the old

;

He met the nightmare, and her nine-fold

;

Bid her alight.
And her troth plight,

And, aroint thee, witch, aroint thee I

Shale., Lear, Ut 4. 128.



nightmare
stars shoot and meteors glare oftener across the valley

than in any other part of the country, and the mghbniaftei
with her whole nine fold, seems to make it the favorite
scene of her gambols.- Ining, Sketch-Book, p. 418.

2, An oppressed state during sleep, aeeompa-
nied by a feeling of intense fear, horror, or anx-
iety, or of inability to escape irom some threat-
ened danger or from pursuing phantoms or
monsters. Also called incubus.

What natural effects can reasonably be expected, when
to prevent the ephialtes or night-mare we hang up a hol-
low stone in our stables? Sir T. Brmime, Vulg. Err., v. 24.

In savage animism, as among the Australians, what we
call a nigfUraare is of course recognized as a demon.

Bneyc. Brit., VII. 62.

3. Any overpowering, oppressive, or stupefy-
ing influence.

nightmarish (nit'mar-ish), a. [< nightmare +
-j«Ai.] Like a nightmare.
A Chronicle of Two Months is a Bomb*/hat nightmarish

performance. The Academy, Oct. 5, 1889, p. 216.

night-martt (nit'mart), n. Trading or bargain-
ing carried on at night; concealed or deceitful
dealings.

The many many fatdts (as they report} of Mariners in
priuate truckings & night-marts, both with our men and

Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 760.

night-monkey (nlt'mung''''ki), n. A night-ape
or owl-monkey.
night-moth (uit'mdth), «. Any moth of the
family Noetuidee.

night-oldt (nit'old), a. [< ME. nyght-oU, < AS.
niht-eald, a night (or a day) old: see night and
old.'] Having happened or been made or gath-
ered yesterday.

Laboreres that ban no londe to lyuen on bote here handes
Deyned noght to dyne a-day nyght-olde wortes.

Piers Plowman (C), ix. 332.

night-owl (nit'oul), n. [= D. nachtuil = Gr.

nachteule = leel. ndttugla = Sw. nattugla =
Dan. natugle; as night + owl.] An owl of no-
tably or exclusively nocturnal habits . AH owls
are nocturnal, but some less so than others, and
night-owl is used in contrast to day-owl.

Night'Owla shriek where mountain larks should sing.
STiak., Rich. II., iiL 3. 183.

night-palsy (mt'pM"zi), n. Numbness of the
extremities coming on at night: it occurs
sometimes in women at the menopause.

night-parrot (mt'par"ot), n. The kakapo or
owl-parrot of New Zealand, Stringops habropti-
lus.

night-partridge (mt'par*trij), n. The Amer-
ican woodcock, Philohela minor. [Maryland
and Virginia.]

night-peck (nit'pek), n. The American wood-
cock, Philohela minor. [North Carolina.]

night-piece (nit'pes), n. 1. A pictTire repre-
senting some night-scene ; a nocturne ; also, a
picture so painted as to show to the best ad-
vantage by artificial light.

He hung a great part of the wall with nighl-p^^ces, that
seemed to show themselves by the candles which were
lighted up, and were so inflamed by the sun-shine which
tell upon them that I could scarce forbear crying out fire.

Addison. (LaOumi.)

2. A piece of literary composition descriptive
of a scene by night.

His [Pamell's] "Nightrpiece on Death" was indirectly
preferred by Goldsmith to Gray's celebrated Elegy.

Chamheris Eng. IM., Famell,

night-porter (mt'por'ter), n. A porter or an
attendant who is on duty at night in a hotel,

infirmary, etc.

nightrailt (nit'ral), m. [(.night + raM^.'] 1. A
nightgovyn.

Sickness feign'd.

That your rdghi-raiUs of forty pounds apiece
Might be seen with envy of the visitants.

Massinger, City Madam, iv. 4.

Four striped muslin night-rails very little frayed.
Steele, Tatler, No. 246.

I could wager a rose-noble from the posture she stands

.

in that she has clean head-gear and a soiled night-raU.
Scott, Fortunes of Nigel, xvii.

2. A head-dress, apparently a kind of cap or
veil, worn in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries.

night-raven (mt'ra^'vn), n. [< ME. nyghte ra-
ven, < AS. nihthrwfn, nihtrmfen, nwhthrefn, naeht-

hraefn, nihthrefen, nihtrefn, nihthremn, etc. (=1).
nachtraaf = MLG. nachtraven = OHG. naht-

hraban, IMHG. Gr. nachtrabe = Icel. ndtthrafn =
.Dan. natteravn), < niht, night, -t- h/refn, raven.]

A bird that cries iii the night; the night-heron.

Also called night-crow.

The Ifightrauen or Orowe is of the same manner of life

that the Owle is, for that she onely oommeth abrode in the

darke night, fleing the daylight and Sunne.
Maplet, A Greene Forest, p. 44. (Cath. Ang.)

Woody Nightshade (Soianutn
Ltulcamara).
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I ptay Ood Ms bad voice bode no mischief. I had as

lief have heard the night-raven, come what plague could
bive come after it. Shak., Much Ado, 11. 3. 84.

night-robe (nit'rob), n. A nightgown.
All in her n^At-ro&e loose she lay reclined.
And, pensive, read from tablet ebumine

Some strain that seemed her inmost soul to find.

Scott, L. of L. M., vL 19.

night-rulet (mt'rol), n. A night revel; a tumult
or frolic in the night.

How now, mad spirit I

What nightrride now about this haunted grove?
Shttk., M. N. D., iii. 2. 5.

nights (nits), adv. [< ME. nightes, < AS. nihtes

(= OS. nahtes = OFries. nachtes= OHG. nahtes,
MHG. nachtes, Gr. nachts), at night, adverbial
gen. of niht, night: see night.] At night; by
night. [Obsolete, or coUoq., TJ. S.]

Eitterllche shaltow banne thanne bothe dayes and nigtes
Couetyse-of-eyghe that euere thow hir knewe.

Piers Plowman (B), xl 30.

"So thievish they hev to take in their stone walls nights.

"

. . . And, by the way, the Yankee never says "o' nights,"
but uses the older adverbial form^analogous to the German
nachts. Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., Int.

night-school (nit'skol), n. A school which is

held at night, especially for those who cannot
attend a day-school.
night-season (nlt'se''''zn), n. The time of night.
Ps. xxii. 2.

nightshade (nit'shad), n. [< ME. ^nightshade,
< AS. nihtscada (= D. nachtschade = MLG.
nachtschaden, nacht-
scheden = OHGr. naht-
scato, MHGr. naht-
schate, Qt. nachtschat-
ten), nightshade (a
plant), < niht, night, -1-

sceaudu, shade. The
lit. sense is modem.]
1. A plant of the genus
Solan/wm, or of the So-
lanacece or nightshade
family, (a) Chiefly, & ni-
grum, the common or black
nightshade, a homely weed
of shady places, or S. Dvl-
caimaira, the bittersweet or
woody nightshade. See bit-

tersweet, 1. (&) The bella-

donna or deadlynightshade.
See Atr(q^, atrtyi^n, and bdladonna. (c) The henbane or
stinking nightshade. See henbane and Hyoscya/mus.

2. The name of a few plants of other orders,
as below.

Here and there some sprigs of mournful mint.
Of nightshade, or valerian, grace the well
He cultivates. Cowper, Task, iv. 767.

3t. The darkness of the night.

Through the darke night-shade herselfe she drew from
sight. Phaer, tr. of ^neid, ii. (Lathwm.)

4t. A prostitute. [Cant.]

Here comes a night^shade.
Beau, and Fl., Coxcomb, ii. 2.

Deadly nightshade, a poisonous plant, Atropa Belladon^
na. Seebalttdonna.— Enchanter's mghtshade. See
eTwRanfer.—Malabar nightshade, a plant of the CAe-
rwpodiacets, Basella rubra, the only species of its genus,
found in tropical Asia and Africa. It is a much-branched
twining herb, trained over trellises and native houses
in India, succulent, and used as a pot-herb.— Stinking
nightshade. Same as henbane.—Tbree-leafed night-
shade, a plant of the genus TrUlium.

night-shirt (nit'shfert), n. A plain loose shirt

for sleeping in.

night-shoot (nlt'shot), n. A place for casting
night-soil.

nii^t-side (nit'sid), n. The side or aspect pre-
sented by night; the dark, mysterious, omi-
nous, or gloomy side.

night-sight (nit'sit), n. Same as day-blindness.

night-singer (nit'sing"er), n. A bird that sings
by night, as the nightingale ; specifically, m
Ireland, the sedge-warbler, Aerooephalusphrag-
miUs, sometimes called the Irish nightingale,

night-snapt (nit'snap), n. A night-thief.

Duke. What is'tyoulookfor, su-^have you lostany thing?
John. Only my hat i' the scuffle ; sure, these feUows

Were night^snaps. Fletcher, The Chances, ii. 1.

night-soil (nit'soil), n. The contents of privies,

etc. (generally removed in the night), employ-
ed as a manure.
night-sparrow (nit'Spar'-'o), n. The chip-bird,

vmich often trills a few notes at intervals dur-
ing the night. [Bare.]

And the rUght-sparrom trills her song
All nigh^ with none to hear.

Bryant, The Hunter's Serenade.

night-spell (nlt'spel), n. [ME. nyght-spel ; <

night + spell.] A night-charm ; a charm or spell
against accidents at night; a charm against the
nightmare.

night-warbling
Ther-wlth the nyghtspel seyde he anonrightee^
On foure halves of the hous aboute.
And on the thresshfold of the doro with-oute.
Chaucer, Miller's Tale (ed. Gilman, 1. 3480 of C. T.).

Spell is a kinde of verse or charme that in elder tymes
tiiey used often to say over everything that they would
have preserved, as the Nightspel lor theeves, and the
wood-speU. Spenser, Shep. Cal., March (Gloase).

night-steed (nit'sted), n. One of the horses rep-
resented as harnessed to the chariot of Night.

The yellow-skirted Fayes
Fly after the night-steeds, leaving their moon-lov'd maze.

Hilton, Nativity, L 236.

night-stool (nit'stol), 71. [= G. nachtstuhl =
Sw. nattstol = Dan. natstol; as night + stool.]
A commode or close-stool for use at night, as
in a bedroom.
night-swallow (nit'swol"6), «. The night-iar
or goatsucker, Caprimulgus europaus : so called
from its nocturnal habits and its mode of flight
in catching insects on the wing.
night-sweat (nit'swet), n. I?ofuse sweating
at night, as in phthisis.

night-taper (mt'ta"p6r), n. A taper made to
bum slowly, for use as a night-light.

The honest-bags steal from the humble-bees.
And for night-tapers crop their waxen thighs
And light them at the fiery glow-worm's eyes.

Shak., M. N. D., iii. 1. 172.

night-terrors (mt'ter"orz), n. pi. Sudden and
incomplete waking from sleep (on the part of
young children) in a state of confusion and
terror.

night-time (nit'fim), n. [= Icel. ndttartimi,
ncetrUmi; as night + time.] The period of the
night.

ni^t-tradert (nJt'tra"der), n. A prostitute.

All kinds of females, from the night-trader, in the street.

Massinger, The Picture, L i.

night-tripping (nit'trip'ing), a. Tripping about
in the night.

O that it could be proved
That some rdght-tripping fairy had exchanged
In cradle-clothes our children where they lay I

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., L 1. 87.

night-waket (nit'wak), n. [< ME. nighte wake,
< AS. nihtwaou (= D. nachtwaak, nachtwake =
OHG-. nahtwaJca = Icel. nattvaka; cf . D. nacht-
wacht = MLGr. naehtwaeht = MHGr. nahtwahte,
Gr. naehtwaeht= Sw. natiodkt = Dan. nattevagt),

< niht, night, -I- wacu, wake, watch: see night
and wake'^, n. Cf. night-^atch.] A night-watch.

night-waker (iut'wa"ker), n. [< ME. nighte-

waker; < night + waker.] A night-watcher.

night-waking (mt'wa'Ung), a. Watching in
the night.

Yet, foul night-waking cat, he doth but dally.

While in his hold-fast foot the weak mouse panteth.
Shak., Lucrece, 1. 664.

night-walk (nit'wak), n. A walk in the even-
ing or night.

If in his night-walk he met with irregular scholars . . .

he did usually take their names, and a promise to appear
before him, unsent for, next morning.

/. Walton., Life of Sanderson.

night-walker (nit'wa"ker), n. 1. One who
walks in his sleep; a somna.mbulist.— 2. One
who roves about in the night for evil purposes

;

a nocturnal vagrant.

Men that hunt so be either ignorant persones, preuie
stealers, or night walkers. t

Ascha/m, The Scholemaster, p. 63.

Night-walkers are such persons as sleep by day and walk
by night, being oftentimes pilferers or disturbers of the
peace. Jacob, Law Dictionary. (iotAom.)

3. A prostitute who walks the streets at night.

night-walking (nifw^'^king), n. 1. Walking
in one's sleep; somnambulism.— 2. A roving
in the streets at night with evil desigrns.

night-walking (nit'wS,"king), a. Walking about
at night.

Mght^aJOdng heralds. Shak., Kich. in., i. 1. 72,

They shall not need hereafter in old Cloaks, and false

Beards, to stand to the courtesy of a rdght-widking cud-

geller for eavesdropping.
Milton, On Def. of Humb. Bemonst

night-wanderer (nit'won"der-6r), n. One who
wanders by night; a nocturnal traveler.

Or stonish'd as night-wanderers often are.

Their light blown out in some mistrustful wood.
Shak., Venus and Adonis, L 826.

night-wandering (mt'won"d6r-ing), a. Wan-
dering or roaming by night.

Night-wandering weasels shriek to see him there

;

They fright him, yet he still pursues his fear.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 807.

night-warbling (nit'wftr'bling), a. Singingin
the night.

Silence yields

To the mght-warUing bird.
Milton, P. 1., V. 40.



niglitward

nightward (nit'ward), o. [< night + -ward.~\
Approaching night ; of orpertainlngto evening.

Their night-ward studies, wherewith they close the day's
work. Hilton, Education.

night-watch (mt'woch), n. [< ME. nightwacche,
nihtwecche, < AS. nihtwcecce, a night-watch, <
niht, night, + wwece, a watch: see watch, Cf.
night-wake.'\ 1 . A watoh or period in the night.

I rememher thee upon my bed, and meditate on thee in
the night watches. Ps. Ixlii. 6.

2. A watoh or guard in the night.

NiglitwaecJie for to wake, waites to blow;
Tore lyres in the tenttes, tendlis olofte.

Deetruction qf Troy (E. E. T. S.), I. 7S62.

A critic, nay, a night-waUh constable.
Shah., L. L. L., ui. 1. 178.

night-watcher (iut'woeh"6r), ». One who
watches in the night, especially with evil de-
signs.

night-watchman (nit'woch*man), n. One who
acts as a watchman during the night.
night-witch (nit'wich), M. Anight-hag; awiteh
that appears in the night.

night-work (nit'werk), n. Work done at night.

nighty (ni'ti), a. [< night + -^l.] Of or pertain-
ing to night. Davies.

We keep thee midpathwith darcknesse nightye beueyled.
Stanihurst, iBneid, ii. 369.

night-yard (nit'yard), n. A place where the
contents of cesspools, night-soil, etc., collected
during the night, are deposited; a night-shoot.

nigont,™- [IMS., aX8onygon,nigoun,negon,negyn;
< mjfl'i + -on, a F. termination.] A niggard; a
miser.

To gow thereof am I no nigon.
Occleve, MS. Soc. Antiq. 134, f. 282. (HaUiweU.)

nigrescence (ni-gres'ens), n. [< nigrescen(t) +
-ce.] The process of "becoming Uack. S<^nee,
vn. 84.

nigrescent (ni-gres'ent), a. [< L. mgreseen{t-)s,
ppr. of mgrescere, become black, grow dark,
inceptive of wigrere, be black, < niger, black:
see tiegro.'] Blackish; somewhat black; dusky;
fuscous.
nigricant (nig'ri-kant), a. [< L. nigncan{t-)s,

be blackish, < niger', black: see nigrescent, etc.]

In hot., same as mgrescent.

nigriflcation (mg"ri-fi-ka'shon), n. [<LL. nigri-

ficare, make black, blacken, \ L. niger, black,
+ facere, make.] The act of making black.
Johnson.

nigrin, nigrine (hi'grin), ». [< L. niger (nigr-),

black, + -m2, -ine^.2 A ferriferous variety of

rutile.

Nigrita (ni-gri'ta), n. [NL., < L. niger (nigr-),

l3laek.] A geniis of Airican weaver-birds of

the family Ploceidm, established by Strickland
in 1842. The species, more or less extensively black, are
seven : N. canicapilla, emiluB, Ivte^fronSf /Tteconotaiaf uro-
pggialix, bicolor, and wmaudi.

nigrite (nig'rit), ». [< L. rdger {nigr-), black,
+ -jte2.] j^jx iasulating composition composed
of caoutchouc and the black wax left as a re-

siduum in the distillation of paraffin.

Nigritian (ni-grish'an), a. and n. [Also Negri-

Uan; < NigriUa (see def.) -I- -a».] I. a. Of or
pertaining to Nigritia, a region in central Afri-

ca, nearly equiv^ent to Sudan, and the home of

the most pronounced types of the negro race

;

hence, of or pertaining to the negro race.

A congeries of huts of the ordinary Nigritian type.

The Academy, Ko. 905, p. 148.

II. n. An inhabitant of Nigritia; hence, a

negro.

The Nubians have, in skin, hair, or shape of head, no
racial connection with the Nigritians, who are pure ne-

groes. Sei&nce, Xlll. 159.

nigritic (ni-grit'ik), a. Of or pertaining to the
negro race; specifically, of or pertaining to

the Oceanic negroes.

nigrities (ni-grish'i-ez), n. [L., < wiper, black.]

Dark pigmentation.
nigritude (nig'ri-tiid), ». [< L. nigritude, black-
ness, <m»g'er, black: see nigrescent.'] Blackness.

I like to meet a sweep, . . . one of those tender novices,
blooming through their first nigritude, the maternal wash-
ings not quite effaced from the cheek.

Lamb. Chimney Sweepers.

nigromancient, »• [ME., also nigremanden, <

OF. nigromancien, a necromancer, < nigromancie,
necromancy: see necromancy.] A necromancer.

Hee cliped hym his clerkes full conning of witt.

Full noble Nigremandem.
Alisaunder of Uacedaine (E. B. T. S.), 1. 837.

nigromancyt, n. See necromanay.
nigrosine (nig'ro-sin), n. [< L. niger {nigr-),

black, + -ose +'-ine^.'\ A coal-tar color used
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in dyeing, prepared from the hydrochlorid of

violaniline. This product is variously modified in the
process of manufacture: several shades, varying from
blue through bluish-gray to gray-violet to black (the last

being called nigrosineX are produced. Other names for

the various other shades are violaniline, Elber/eld blue,

bengaline, aniline gray, Caupiei'B Hue, etc.

nihil (ni'hil), n. [< L. nihil, contr. nil, also

nihilum, contr. nUum, nothing, < n.e, not, -1- hilum,

a little thing, a trifle. Ct.nichil,nil^.'\ Nothing.
—Clerk of uie nlhUs. See cferft.—Nihil (or nil) ad
rem, nothing to the point or pmpose.—Nihil albumt,

the flowers or white oxid of zinc—Nlllll capiat per
breve (that he take nothing by his writ), a common-law
judgment against a plaintilf.—Nihil (or nil) debet (he
owes nothing), a plea denying a debt.—Nihil (or nil)

dlcit (he says nothing), a common-law judgment when de-
fendant makes no answer.—Nihilhabuit In tenementis
(he had nothing in the tenement or holding), a plea in an
action of debt brought by a lessor against a lessee for
years, or at will without deed.

nihilianism (ni-hil'yan-izm), n. [< *nihUian (<

L. nihil, nothing, + -iara) 4- -ism.] A name
given by the opponents of Peter Lombard to

his view that the divine nature did not undergo
any change in the incarnation, and that there-
fore Christ did not become human.
nihilism (ni'hil-izm), n. [= F. nihilisme= Sp.
nihilismo; as L. nihil, nothing, -I- -4sm.] 1.
In metaph., the doctrine that nothing can really

be known, because nothing exists ; the denial
of all real existence, and consequently of all

knowledge of existences or real things.

NihUixm is scepticism carried to the denial of all exis-

tence. Fleming, Vocab. Fhilos.

2. In theol., same as nihiUardsm.— 3. Total dis-

belief in religion, morality, law, and order.

NihUism arrives sooner or later. God is nothing ; man
is nothing; life is nothing ; death is nothing ; eternity is

nothing. J. F. Clarke, Ten Great Heligions, viii. 4.

4. (o) Originally, a social (not a political) move-
ment in Eussia, in opposition to the customary
forms of matrimony, the parental authority,
and the tjrranny of custom. In this sense the
word was introduced by TnrgenefE in 1862. See
nihilist, 3. (6) Later, a more or less organ-
ized secret effort on the part of a large body
of malcontents to overturn the established or-

der of things, both social and political. Nihilism
comprises several Kussian parties, cufiering In the means
of action employed and in the immediate results aimed at,

some leaning more toward political radicalism and vio-

lence, and others toward economic reorganization and
socialism. The movement originated about 1840, and is

due largely to the influence of the universities. About
1855-62 it became increasingly democratic, socialistic, and
revolutionary under the leadership of Herzen and the
magazine "Contemporary." Aboutl870revolutionaryideas
became the subject of a propaganda among workmen,
peasants, and students. The adherents of this movement
formed a "people's pai'ty " (" Land and Freedom "), purpos-
ing the complete overthrow of the existing order of things
and the establishment of a socialistic and democratic or-

der in its stead. Under the influence of Bakunin (died
1876) and the persecution of peaceful propagandists by the
government, the people's party divided into two factions,
the "democratization of land" and the "will of the peo-
ple," the latter being the stronger. This party was by
government persecutions driven to a politick contest, and
the idea of demoralizing the forces of the government by
terror originated and became popular : the adherents of
this system called themselves "terrorists." After several
unsuccessful attempts they effected the death of the Czar
Alexander II. in 1881.

nihilist (ni'hil-ist), re. [= F. nihiliste = Sp. ni-

hilista = Buss, niiilistu; as L. nihil, nothing, +
ist.] 1. One who believes in nothing; one who
advocates the metaphysical doctrine of nihil-

ism.
For thirty-flve years of my life I was, in the proper ac-

ceptation of the word, a nihilist— not a revolutionary
socialist, but a man who believed in nothing.

Tolstoi, My Keligion (trans.). Int.

2. One who rejects all the positive beliefs upon
which existing society and governments are
founded; one who demands the abolition of the
existing social and political order of things.

"A nihilist," said Nicholas Petrovitch, . . . "signifies a
man who . . . recognizes nothing?" "Or rather who re-

spects nothing," said Paul Petrovitch. . . . "A man who
looks at everything from a critical point of view," said
Arcadi. "Does not that come to the same thing?" asked
his uncle. "No, not at all ; a nihilist is a man who bows
before no authority, who accepts no principle without ex-
amination, no matter what credit the principle has."

Turgenieff, Fathers and Sons (tr. by Schuyler), v.

Specifically—3. An adherent of nihilism; a
member of a Kussian secret society which
oims at the overthrow of the existing order of

things, social, political, and religious; a Rus-
sian anarchist or revolutionary reformer. See
nihilism, 4.

The word Nihilist was introduced in Eussia by Turge-
nel, who used it in his novel "Fathers and Children" to
describe a certain type of character . . . which he con-
trasted sharply and eflectively with the prevailing types
in the generation which was passing from the stage. The
word . . . was soon caught up by the conservatives and

nilgau

by the Government, and was applied indiscriminately
by them, as an opprobrious and discrediting nickname,
to all persons who were not satisfied with the existing
order of things and who sought, -by any active method
whatever, to bring aboiit changes in Kussian social and
political organization. The Century, XXXV. 61.

nihilistic (ni-hi-lis'tik), a. [< nihilist + -jc]
Eclating to the doctrine of social or political
nihilism; characterized by nihilism; as, nihi-

listic views.

Cosmopolitan and nihUistic socialism.
Orpen, tr. of Laveleye's Socialism, p. 244.

nihility (m-Ml'i-ti), n. [= P. nihility (16th
century) ; < L. nihil, nothing, -I- -ily. Of. ML.
nihileitas.] The state of being nothing, or of

no account or importance ; nothingness.

There are many things on the Earth which would be ni-

hility to the inhabitants of Venus.
Poe, Prose Tales, 1. 119.

Nike (ni'ke), n. [Gr. NIkti, personification of
vm?!, victory.] In Gr. myth., the goddess of

Nike Adomine a Trophy.— Greek intagrlio of the 4th century B. c,
in British Museum. (From "Jahrbnch des Instituts," z8S8.)

victory, called by the Komans Victoria, she was
regularly represented in ancient art as a winged maiden,
usually as just alighting from flight, her most frequent at-

tributes being a palm-branch in one hand and a garland
in the other, or a fillet outstretehed in both hands ; some-
times she holds a herald's staff.

nill, V. and n. See nilU.

nil^ (nil), n. [L., contracted form of nihil,

nothing: see nihil.] Nothing Nil method. Same
as nidi method (which see, under method).

nil desperandum (nil des-pe-ran'dum). [L. :
^

nil, contr. of nihil, nothing (see nihil); deispe-
'

randum, gerundive of desperare, despair: see
despair.] Nothing is to be despaired of— that
is. never despair, or never give up.
nilfaciend (nH'fa-shiend), n. [< L. nil, nothing,
+ fadendus, gerundive of faeere, make: see

fact.] In math., a faeiend giving a product
zero.

nilfacient (ml'fa-shient), n. [< L. nil, nothing
(see nil), + facien{t-)s, ppr. of facere, make

:

see fadent, 2.] In math., a faoient giving a
product zero.

nilfactor (nil'fak'''tgr), n. [< L. nil, nothing, +
factor, a doer, maker : see/actor, 5.] In math.,
a factor giving a product zero.
nilgau, nilghan (ml'g&), n. [Also nylghau,
nylghai, neelghau, neelgye, etc., < Pers. nilgau.
Hind, nilgau, nilgai, Ulgdi, lit. 'blue ox,' < nil,

blue, + gau, ox, cow: see cow\] A large In-
dian antelope, Portax pictus, related to the ad-
dax and the oryx, of a bluish-gray color, vfith

Nilgau iPortax pictus).
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ebort little-curved horns, a blackish mane, and
a bunch of hair on the throat.
Nilio (nil'i-o), H. [NL.] The typical genus of
Nilionida, founded by LatreiUe in 1802. These
insects tcsemble Coedndla ; fbxss are of mediocre size and
reddish-yellow color, sometimes hlackisli. Aboat 20 spe-
cies are known, all of which are from Mexico and Soath
America. Also JViiZian.

Nilionidae (nil-i-on'i-de), n. pi. [< 2?Hio(n-) +
-id<E.3 A family of trjichelukte heteromerous
Coleoptera, typified by the genus Xilio, erected
by Lacordaire in 1859. it is a family of rather nn-
certain relationships, bat is customarily placed after the
Tenebricmdm. It consists of three genera two of which
are confined to Mexico and Soath America, and the third
to Java. The beetles are of medium or small size, and are
found motionless or slowly walking on the tmnks of trees,
simnlattng death when touched, bat not falling,

nilli (nil), V. [Also nti; < ME. niUen, neUen, <
AS. niOan, n«nan, contr. of ne iciffan, will not:
see ne and wiU; cf. trt%-nt%.] Lt trans. Will
not; wish not; refuse; reject.

Certes, said he, I rail thine ofler'd grace. Sgemer.

An. Unite oar appetites, and make them calm.
Br. To wHl and niU one thing.
An. And so to move

Affection of oar wills as in onr love.

B. Jongon, Love's Welcome at Bolsover.

n. intrans. WUl not ; be unwilling. [Obso-
lete except in the phrase will you (he, etc.), niU
you (he, etc.).]

Ifeih wommon ichane to mache 1-beo, I nule come neih
hire no more

!

Holy Rood (K E. T. S.X p. 21.

And yf thaire huske of easily nyl goon^
Ley hem in chaf, and it wol of anoone.

PaOadMU, Hosbondrie (E. E. T. S.X p. 55.

For who mZ2 bide the bnrden of distresse
Hast not here thinke to lire.

Sfenter, F. Q., HL xL 11.

And vriU you, nUl you, I will many yon.
Shak., T. of the S., a 1. 273.

WiU tre, niU vx, we mast drink God's cop if he have
appointed it for as.

J. BraAford, Lett«rs (Parker Soc.. 1853), H. 50.

nilllf (nil), n. [< niXHX, p.] Negative volition;
a "wm not." [Bare.]

It shall be their misery semper Telle qaod nanqaam
erit, semper nolle qaod nunqaam non erit— to have a will
never satisfied, a vmZ never gratified.

Bm. T. Adams, Works, L 239.

nill^ (nil), n. A dialectal form of needle. Hal-
liweU.

nillS (nil), n. A dialectal form of nail. SaUi-
vieU.

nlll* (nil), n. [Perhaps a use of niV^ (t).] If.

The shining sparks of brass given off in trying
and melting the ore. Bailey.—2. Scales of hot
iron from the foige. E. H. Knight.
niUy-willy (nil'i-wil'i), adu. See willy-nilly.

Nilometer (ni-lom'e-ter), n. [= F. nilo-metre=
Sp. Pg. It. nHometro, < Gr. 'Scuo/ih-pum, a nilome-
ter, < NetAof (L. Xilus), the river Nile, + /ih-pov,

measure: see meterl.^ 1. A gage or measure
of depth or hei^t of the flow of the river Nile.
A flood-gage of this nature is mentioned by Herodotus

;

and ancient records of inundations have reference to the
old NOometer on the western bank at Memphis. Modem
records are officially tabulated from the yflometer on the
island of Er-Bodah, near Cairo, which consists of a pit or
well in communication with Uie Nile, in the middle of
which stands a marble column inscribed with height-in-
dications In cubits. The rise of the water at Cairo daring
a favorable inundation is about 25 feet.

a. [(. C.J Hence, any instrument for malriTig

a continuous and automatic register of river-

heights.

Nil0SC0I>e (ni'lo-skop), n. [< Gr. TSeOMnanraov,

a NUoseope, < Nei^, the river Nile, + aiameiv,

view.] Same as SUometer.
Nilotic (ni-lot'ik), a. [<L.J?»to<»c««,<GT.N£<^<a-

TOciJf, of the Nile, < "SeiXirr^, of the Nile, < Net^,
the river Nile.] Of or pertaining to the river

Nile in Africa: as,NiloUc sediment; the SHotic
delta.

Some from farthest south,

Syene, and where the shadow both way falls,

Meioe, NOotick ial& MOUm, P. £., iv. 71.

nilpotent (ml'i)o-tent), a. [< L. nil, nothing,
-I- poten(/-)», powerful: see potent.^ In math.,
vanishing on being raised to a certain power.
Thus, if « be such an expression in nmltiple
algebra that »X»X»=0, tis n»Zpote»fc—im-
potent algebra. See algebra.

niltt. A contracted form of ne wilt, wilt not.

Chaucer.
nimi (nim), e. [< ME. nimen, nenien (pret. nam,
nom, pi. nome, pp. numen, nomen, nome), < AS.
niman (pret. nam, nom, pi. ndmon, pp. numen)
= OS. niman, neman = OPries. nima, nema =
D. nemen = MLG. LG. nemen = OHG. neman,
MHG. nemen, G. nehmen = leel. nema, take, =
Dan. nemme, apprehend, learn, = Goth, niman,

take ;
perhaps= Gr. vl/tetv, deal out, distribute,
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dispense, assign, also, as in mid. vtiuaBai. take
as one's own, have, hold, possess, manage,
sway, rule, etc., also pasture, graze, feed, etc.

(> v^/H)f, a wooded pastore, = L. nemus, a grove,
wood, etc. ; vo/uSf, a pasture, vo/wq, law, etc. : see
BOtn**, BOmeS, etc.). Connectionwith L.ejwere,
take, buy (> E. eniption, exempt, redeem, redemp-
tion, etc.), and Ir. em, take, is improbalile. The
verb nim, formerly the usual word for 'take,'

has in most senses become obsolete (being dis-
placed by take), but its derivatives, numb (orig.

pp.) and nimble, are in common use.] I. trans.

It. To take; taike in the hands; lay hold of, in
order to move, carry, or use. in the general sense
'take,' and in the various particular senses exhibited be-
low and in the principal uses of take,mm was formerly in
very common use, being the general Teutonic term for
'take.' In Middle English mm was gradually superseded
by take, which is properly Rfandinavinn

Tho Clarice to the piler com.
And the bacin of golde nom.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.X p. 6S.

This chanouQ it in his hondes nam.
Chaucer, Canon's Yeoman's Tale, L 286.

2. To seize; seize upon; take away; remove;
takeunlawfuUT; filch; steaL

tioddes auugeles the soule nam.
And bare hyt ynto the bosum of Abraham.

MS. Hari. 1701, tu. (HaOiwea.)

Men reden not toat folk han gretter witte
Than they that han ben most with love ynome.

Chaucer, Troilns, i. 212.

Nimming away jewels and favours from genUemen.
MidiUeton, Your Five Gallants, t 1.

They'll question Mars, and, by his look.
Detect who 'twas that mmm'd a cloak.

S. BuOer, Hndibras, I. L 598.

St. To conduct; lead.

To the temple he hare nam.
King Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. 76.

4t. To take to one's self; receive; accept; have.

The Admiral hire nam to queue.
King Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. 73.

Indas Tiom cristendom, and tho he i-cristened was.
He let him nempne Quiriac that er heihte ludas.

Holy SoodCK. E. T. S.), p. 47.

5f. To take: used in phrases corresponding in
sense and nearly in form to 'take tiie road,'
'take leave,' 'take advice,' 'take care,' etc.

To Londone-brugge hee nome the vtaig.

ExeeuHon of Sir Simon Praser (Child's JBallads, VL 282X

Syr Gawen his leue con ntpne,
& to his bed hym di^t.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.X 1. 993.

Anon tho Chat folk by-speek his deth and heore red [coun-
sel] therof nmn. Holy Bood (E. E. T. S.), p. 33.

The most needy aren oure neighebores, and [if] we nyme
good hede. Piers Plowman (CX x. 71.

6t. To begin.

Then boldly blow the prize thereal^

Your play for to nime or ye come in.

The Booke (^ Hunting (1586). {HaOiweH.)

IL intrans. If. To take; betake one's self; go.

The schip na/m to the flode

With me and Horn the gode.
King Horn (E. E. T. S.X L 1183.

2. To walk with short quick steps. MaUiweU.
[Prov. Eng.]—St. To steal.

nim^ (nem), n. [Hind, mm.] The margosa.
See Melia. Also spelled neem—mm-barlc See
margogabark,imderiart!S.—tfim-ttee. Sameasmargosa.

nimb (nimb), ». [= E. nimbe= Sp. Pg. It. nimbo,

< L. nimbus, a nimbus: see nimitis.'] A nim-
bus or halo.

The ninib or circle, betokening endless heavenly hap-
piness, aJbtoutthe head of St. Sunstan.

Bock, Church of our Fathers, iL 98, note.

nimbed (nimbd), a. [< nimb + -ed^.] Having
a nimbus ; surrounded (especially, having the
head surrounded) by a nimbus.

In the middle of the furthermost border stands animbed
lamb, upholding with its right leg a flag.

Boek, Church of onr Fathers, L 258.

mmljert(uimT)6r),a. [Avar.of ntm&te.J Active.

The boy beinge but a ^. yers old juste at the death of

his father, yet having reasonable wit and discretion, and
being nymber spirited and apte to anythinge.

MS. Ashmole 208. (HaKtiwQ.)

nimbiferons (nim-bif'g-ms), a. [= It. nimbi-

fero, < L. nimhifer, storm-bringing, stormy, <

nimbus,a rain-storm, a black rain-cloud,

+

ferre,

bring, = E. &eari.] Bringing black clouds,

rain, or storms.
nimble (nim'bl), a. [With unorig. 6 as in hum-
ble, number, etc. ; < ME. nimmel, nimel, nymel,

nemel, nemiJ, nemyl, < AS. numol, numul, taking,

quick at taking, < niman, pp. numen, take : see

nim^.l 1. Light and qmck in motion; active;

movingwith ease and celerity; marked by ease

and rapidity of motion; lively; swift.

nimbus
His clathis he kest, al bot his serke.
To make him nemU vn-to his werke,

Boly Bood (E. E. T. S.X p. IIX
A hungrey hunter that holdj-the hym a biche
Jfemyl of mouthe for to mordyr a hare.
Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.X L 8a.

You nimble lightnings, dart your blinding flames
Into her scornful eyes! Shak., Lear, u. i. 167.

Most trusted Frappatore, is my hand the weaker because
it is divided into many fingers? No, 'tis the more strongly
nimble. Martton, The Fawn, t 2.

And nimble Wit beside
Upon the backs of thousand shapes did ride.

J. Beammmt, Psyche, i. 102.

IfimUe in vengeance, I forgive thee.
Ford, Broken Heart, iv. 4.

He was tall of Stature, andwen proportioned ; fair, and
comely of Face; of Hair bright abonm, of long Arms, and
nimble in all his Joints. Baker, Chronicles, p. 67.

He bid the nimble Hours wlthont delay
Bring forth the steeds.

Addison, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., IL

The nimble air, so soft, so clear,
Hardly can stir a ringlet here.

F. Locker, Botten Bow.
2t. Keen; sharp.

A fire so great
Could not line flame-less long ; nor would God let
So noble a spirits nimble edge to rust
In Sheapheards idle and ignoble dost.
Sylveeter, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii. The Trophies.

3. Quick to apprehend; apprehensive; acute;
penetrating.

His ear most nimble where deaf it shoold be,
His eye most blind where most it ought to see.

Quarlef, Emblems, iL 3.

There was there for the Queen Gilpin, as nimble a Man
as Sndermau, and he had tiie Chancellor of Embden to
second and countenance him. Howell, Letters, L vl 3.

=^pn. 1. Light, brisk, expeditious, speedy, spry; Nimble,
Ague. The last two words express lightness and quick-
ness in motion, the former being more suggestive of the
use of the feet, the latter of that of the whole lower Umbs.

nimble-fingered (nim'bl-fing'gerd), a. Quick
or skilful in the use of the fingers ; hence, pil-

fering: as, the ninMe-fingered gentry (tfa^t is,

pickpockets).
nimble-footed (nim'bl-fut'ed), a. Bunning
with speed; light of foot.

Being imnble-fooled, he hath outnm us.
Shak., T. G. of V., v. 3. 7.

nimbleness (nim'bl-nes), n. The quality of
being nimble; lightness and agiUtvin motion;
quickness; celerity; speed; swiftness.

Tis better that the enemy seek us

:

. . . whilst we, lying still.

Are full of rest^ defence, and nxmbUfnesx.
Shak., J. C, iv. 3. 202.

nimble-pinioned (nim'bl-pin'yond), a. Ofswift
flight.

Nimble-pinioned doves. STtak., B. and J., iL 5. 7.

nimblesset (nim'bles), n. [Irreg. < nimble +
-esse, as in noblesse, etc.] Nimbleness. [Bare.]

He . . . with such nimNesse sly
Could wield about, that, ere it were espide^
The wicked stroke did wound his enemy
Behinde, beside, before. SpesMer, F. Q., Y. xL 6.

nimble-Will (nim'bl-wil'), n. A kind of grass,
Muehlenbergia diffusa.

nimble-'Witted (nim'bl-wit'ed), a. Quick-
witted. Bacon, Apophthegms, § 124.

nimbly (nim'bli), adv. In a nimble manner

;

with agilil^; with light, quick motion.

He capers vamUy in a lady's chamber.
Shak., Sich. m., L 1. 12.

She 's ta'en her young son in her arms.
And nimbly walk'd by yon sea strand.

The Emghe> Ghoit (Child's BaUads, I. 210).

nimbose (nim'bos), a. [< L. nimbosus, stormy,
rainy, < nimbus, a rain-storm, a cloud: see
nimbus.'] Cloudy; stormy; tempestuous. Ash.
[Bare.]

nimbns (nim'bus), n. [< L. nimbus, a rain-

cloud, a rain-storm, a cloud, a bright cloud
feigned to surround the gods when they ap-
peared on the earth, hence in later use the
halo of saints; ef. L. nubes, a cloud, nebula, a
mist, Gr. vc^, veipiiii, a cloud, a mist : see neb-

ula, nebule. Cf. nimb.'] 1 . A cloud or system of
clouds from which rain is falling ; a rain-cloud.

See cloud^ (g).— 2. In art and Christian ar-

chceol., a halo or disk of Ught surrounding the

head in representations of divine or sacred

personages ; also, a disk or circle sometimes de-

picted in early times round the heads of empe-
rors and other great men. The nimbus of God the
Father is represented as of triangular form, with rays di-

verging from it on all sides, or in the form of two super-

posed triangles, or in the same form (inscribed with the
cross) as that of Christ. The nimbns of Christ contains a
cross more or less enriched ; that of the Virgin Mary is a
plain circle, or occasionally a circlet of small stars, and thsi

of angels and saints is often a circle of small rays. Whet
the nimbus is depicted of a square form, it is supposed %



nimbus

The Nimbus as variously represented in Sacred and Legendary Art.— 1, God the Father ; 2 and 3, Christ; 4, CharlemaEnie : s, Emperor
Henry II.

indicate that the person was alive at the time of delinea-
tiOD. NimJbus is to he distinguished from aureola saidglory,

3. In her., a circle formed of a single line,

drawn around the head and disappearing where
it seems to go behind it.

nimiety (ni-mi'e-tl), n. [= Sp. nimiedad = Pg.
nimie(iade = It. nimietd^ < LL. mmieta{t-)s, a
superfluity, an excess, < L. nimms, too much, ex-
cessive, < nimis, too much, overmuch, exces-
sively. ] The state of being too much ; redun-
dancy; excess. [Rare.]

There is a nimieiy, a too-muclmesSj in all Germans.
Coleridge, Table-Talk.

The lines to the memory of Victor Hugo are finely ex-
pressed, though they err in respect of nimiety of sentiment
and adulation. Wettmingter Rev., CXXV. 684.

Tiimlni-piinini, niminy-piminy (nim'i-ni-pim'-
i-ni), a. and n. [Imitative of a weak minced
pronunciation, the form being prob. suggested
by similar but unmeaning syllables in nursery
rimes and play-rimes, and perhaps also by nam-
hy-paniby.'] I. a. Affectedly fine or delicate;
mincing.
There is a return to Angelico's hackneyed, vapid pinks ninebark (nin'bark), n.

and blues and lilacs, and a return also to his niminy-pim-
iny lines, to all the wax-doll world of the missal painter.

Contemporary Sev., LL 613.

H. •«. Affected fineness or delicacy ; mincing-
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«4gun, niugun, niugen, mogen = D. MLG. LG,
negen = OHG-. niun, MHG. niun, niwen, Gr.

neun = Icel. niu = Sw. nio = Dan. ni = Goth, nine-murder (mn'm6r*d6r), n.

niun = Ir. naoi = W. naw = L. novem (> It. ' '

nove = Sp. nueve = Pg. nove = Pr. nou = F.
neuf) = Gr. hvia (for *heFav, with unorig.
initial £-) = Skt. navan, nine.] I. a. One more
than eight, or one less than ten ; titrice three

:

a cardinal numeral.
Ten is nyne to many, be sure.
Where men be fierce and fell.

Baieet Booh (E. E. T. S.), p. 92.

Mne days' wonder. See wonder.—Nine men's mor-
ris. See nmrris^.— The nine worthies, famous person-
ages, often referred to by old writers and classed together,
like the seven wonders of the world, etc. They have been
reckoned up in the following manner : three Gentiles (Hec-
tor, Alexander, Julius Ctesar), three Jews (Joshua, David,
Judas Maccabseus), and three Christians (King Arthur,
Charlemagne, Godfrey of Bouillon). They were often
introduced in comparisons as to bravery.

A;^, there were some present that were the nine worthies
to him. B. Jonson.

To look nine ways, to squint very much.

Squyntyied he was, and looked nyne wayea.
Udail, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 203, note.

II, n. 1. The number consisting of the sum
of one and eight; the number less by unity
than ten ; three times three.— 2. A symbol rep-
resenting nine units, as 9, or IX, or ix.— 3. The
body of players, nine in number, composing one
side in a game of base-baU.— 4. A playing-card
with nine spots or pips on it.—The Nine, the nine
Muses.

Ye sacred nine, celestial Muses I tell.

Who fac'd him firsts and by his prowess fell ?

Pope, niad, xi. 281.

To the nines, to perfection ; fully ; elaborately : gen-
erally applied to dress, and sometimes implying excess in
dressing : as, she was dressed up to the nines. [CoUoq.]
[The phrase is perhaps derived from an old or di^ecral
form of to then eyne, i. e. to the eyes. The form to the nine
in the second quotation is probably sophisticated.]

Thou paints auld nature to the niTies

In thy sweet Caledonian lines.

Bums, Pastoral Poetry.

He then . . . put his hand in his pockets, and pro-
duced fourbeautUul sets of handcuffs, bran new—polish-
ed to the nine.

C. Beade, Never too Late to Mend, Ixv. (Daviea.)

An American shrub,

, a. [< ME. nymyos, < OF.
imio, \ L. mmiiis, too much,

nimionst (nim'i-us).

nimieux = Sp. Pg. nirmo.
excessive, beyond measure, < »imis, overmuch^
too much, excessively.] Overmuch ; excessive

;

extravagant ; very great.

Now, gracyous Lord, cf your nymyos charyt^,
With hombyll harts to thi presens complayne.

Digby Mysteries, p. 116. (floMwdl.)

nimmert (nim'er), M. [< «im + -eri.] A thief;
a pickpocket.

Met you with Konca? 'tis the cunning'st nxnumer
Of the whole company of cut-purse haJl.

T. TonSds (?), Albumazar, iiL 7.

Neillia {Spircea) opuUfolia, sometimes planted
It is so named on account of the numerous
layers of the loose bark. See out under Neillia.

nine-eyed (nin'id), a. Having nine—that is,

many— eyes; hence, spying; prying.
A damnable, prying, nine-ey'd witch.

Plavtus made English (1^94), Pref. (flames.)

nine-eyes (nin'iz), n. [= 'MS.negJienooge, D. ne-
genoog= MLG. LG. negenoge= OHG. niunouga,
nunoga, nvmoge, MHG. nivmouge, G. neunauge =
Sw. nejonoga = Dan. negenqje, a lamprey; as
nine + e^es.Ji 1. The river-lamprey, Petromy-
zon or Ammoowtes fluviaUUs. [Prov. Eng.]— 3.
Thehnttev-Gsh, Murcenoidesgunnellus: so esiUeA
with reference to the presence of nine or more
round black ocelli or eye-like spots along the
dorsal fin. [Cornwall, Eng.]

NimravidaB(nim-rav'i-de), »._»?. mh.,<mm- ninefold (nin'fold), a. l<ME.''nigenfold,<A8.

ravus + -idee.'] A family of fossil feline quad- '^l^meald, < mgon, nine, + -feald, = E. -fold,

:

see nine and -fold."] Nine times repeated.

This huge convex of fire.

Outrageous to devour, immures us round
Ninefold. Milton, P. L., ii. 436.

[In the following nonsense-passage ninefold seems to be

ninety-knot

grave wounds or hurts : as, a reckless nine-lwed
fellow.

[Also ninmw-
der (= LG. negenmorder = G. neunmorder, for-

merly JiMreBJoVder (Gesner)) ; < nine+ murder (for
murderer): equiv. to nine-killer, q. v.] Same
as nine-killer.

Escriere [F.], Pie eiieriere], The ravenous bird called a
shrike, Nymmurder, Wariangle. Savoyard. Cotgrave.

ninepegs (mn'pegz), n. Same as ninepins.

Playing at nine-pegs with such heat
That mighty Jupiter did sweat.

Cotton, Burlesque upon Burlesque, p. 192. (Davies.y

ninepence (nin'pens), n. [Orig. two words, nine
pence.'] 1. The sum of nine pennies. No English
coin of this face-value has ever been issued ; but the silver
"shillings" issued by Elizabeth for Ireland in 1561 passed
current in England for ninepence.

Henceforth the "harpers" [i. «., Irish shillings], for his.

sake, shall stand
But for plain nin£-pence throughout all the land.

Webster and Dekker, Sir Thomas Wyatt
The n^ne-pence was a coin, formerly much favoured by

faithful lovers in humble life as a token of their mutual
affection. Itwas for this purpose broken into two pieces,
and each party preserved with care one portion until, ott

their meeting again, they hastened to renew their vows,
J. 6. Nichols, in Numismatic Chronicle (1840), II. 84.

2. In New England, a Spanish silver coin, the
real (of Mexican plate),about equal in value to 9'

pence of New England currency, or 13J cents.
The word is still occasionally used in reckon-
ing.-Commendation ninepence. See commendation,
—To bring a noble to nlnepencet. See noUe.

ninepins (nin'piriz), ». l. The game of bowls,
played in an alley with nine men or pins.— 2.
pi. [As if with a singular nin^n (which is in
colloquial use).] The pins with which this
game is played. See tenpins.

His Nine-pins made of myrtle Wood.
Prior, Cupid and Ganymede.

Ninepin block. See hlock'i^.

nineteen (nin'ten'), a. and n. [< IVIE. ninetene,

nenteyne, nigentene, neogentene, < AS. nigontyne,
OS. nigentem = OFries. niogentena, rdgimtine
= D. negentien = MLG. negenteine = OHG.
niumehan, MHG. nmnzehen, G. neungehn = Icel.

ni^dn = Sw. mitton= Dan. niUen = Goth. *mun-
taihun (not recorded) = L. novendecim, novem-
decim ^ Gr. EweaxaiSEKa {itai, and) ^ Skt. na/ech

daga, nineteen ; as rwne + ten (see -teen).'] I. a.

Nine more than ten, or one less than twenty: a
cardinal numeral.

II. n. 1. A number equal to the sum of niae
and ten, or one less than twenty.— 2. A symbol
representingnineteenunits, as 19, orXIX, or xix.
nineteenth (nin'tenth' ), a. and n. [< ME. nine-
tenth, ninetethe, neogenteothe, < AS. nigontedtha
= OFries. niuguntinda, niugentendesta = D. ne-
gentiende = OHG. niuntazehanto, MHG. niurt-

zehende, niunzehendeste, G. neunzehnte, neunsehn-
teste = Icel. ni^dndi = Sw. nittonde = Dan.
nittende = Goth. *niuntaihunda (not recorded),
nineteenth; a,s nineteen + -th^.] I. a. 1. Next.
in order or rank after the eighteenth : an ordi-
nal numeral: a,s, the nineteeiUh tone.— 2. Being
one of nineteen: as, a nineteenth part.

II. n. 1. A nineteenth part; the quotient of
unity divided by nineteen.— 2. In music, the
interval, whethermelodic or harmonic,between
any tone and a tone two octaves and a fifth dis-
tant from it ; also, a tone distant by such an in-
terval from a given tone.

rupeds, connecting the modem cats or Felidce
with more generalized types of the Carnivora,
and differing from the Felidce proper in certain
cranial and dental characters. They are chiefly

rdTe'^ttMd^tSr"irti^\^ST^^Th1 usedellipticallyfor„.n^«^.o/^^or»WoMco^a».:
nrnetiVthTmn^'-eSl^rrand n. [Not found in

dentition is essentially similar to that of the cats. Nim- TTaimot tho nitrTit-nnorn onH h<.i.«i»..,.ft,;.j. ••Tr. < » -.^ .. ". >-

ramis is the typical genus.

Nimravus (nim-ra'vus), n. [NL., < Mm,r(od),
hunter, + L. avus, ancestor.] A genus of fossil

American eats, typical of the familyJVrmrawd^
nine-holes (nin'holz), n.

having a lower tubercular behind the sectorial „,„„ ^oles a,re mafle in ;

molar tooth.

nin^t. [A contracted form of ne in.] Not in;
nor in.

He met the night-mare, and her nine-fold;
Bid her alight,

And her troth plight.
And, aroint thee, witch, aroint thee 1

Shak., Lear, iii. 4. 126.]

1 . A game in which
nine holes are made in a board or the ground,
at which the players roll small balls.

Th' unhappy wags, which let their cattle stray.
At Nine-holes on the heath while they together play.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xiv. 22.nin^ (nin), a. and pron. A dialectal form of
momci. BalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]
nincompoop (ning'kom-p6p), n. lAlsonimeum-
poop; a variation, wrested to give it a slang
aspect (and then explained as " a person nine
times worse than a fool," as if connected with nine-killer (nin'kil'''6r), n. [< nine + killer; also

ME. (cf. D. negentigsie = MLG. negentigeste =
OHG. niunzugosto, niunzogosto, MHG. niunze-
geste, G. neunzigste; Icel. nitugU = Sw. nitUonde
= Dan. nittiende, ninetieth); < ninety + -eth^.]

I. a. 1. Next in order or rank after the eighty-
ninth or before the ninety-first: an ordinal nu-
meral: as, the ninetieth man.— 2. Being one
of ninety: as, a ninetieth part.

II. n. A ninetieth part; the quotient of uni-
ty divided by ninety : as, two ninetieths.

Some say the game of TOji«-Me« was called "Bubble the ninety (nin'ti), a. and n.
'

[< ME. ,„,,.„„„, „.„,»™,

'Xiu^:^! ^"^'"'lS,*Jp1^'a"nrp"a^^^rp.1^! »%»«- < ^S. (hund-)nigontig= OFries.'nionti^i

Q Sa™„ ... «,w^,.»
•
P = ^ negenUg = MLG. negentich, LG. negenhg

e as mne-eyes.

nine), of the L. non compos, so. mentis, not in
possession of his mind : see non compos men-
tis.^ A fool; a blockhead; a simpleton.

An old ninnyhammer, a dotard, a rvincompoop, is the
best language she can afford me, Addison.

Ackerman would have called him a " Snob," and Buck-
land a Nincompoop. Barhrnn, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 367.

nine (nin), a. and n. [< ME. nine, nyne, niene,

nigen, neghen, nighen, and, with loss of final n,

nie, nige, rteoge, < AS. nigon= OS. nigun=z OFries.

called nine^nurder (see nine^mwrder), and in G.
neuntodter, 'nine-killer,' from the common be-
lief that these shrikes were wont to kill just nine
birds a day.] A shrike or butcher-bird. The
term was originally applied to certain European species,
as Lanius excubitor and Lanius (or Enneoctonys) collurio,
and subsequently extended to others, as L. boreaiis of the
United States.

nine-lived (nln'livd), a. Having nine lives, as

= OHG. niunzug, niunzog, MHG. niunzec,~niun-
zic, G. neunzig = Icel. niutigir = Sw. nittio =
Dan. nitti (usually halvferrisindstyve) = Goth.
niuntehund = L. nonaginta, ninety; as nine +
-ty^-^ I. a. Nine times ten; one more than
eighty-nine, or ten less than a hxmdred : a car-
dinal numeral.

II. n.; j)l. nineties (-tiz). 1. The sum of ten
nines, or nine tens ; nine times ten.— 2. A sym-
bol representing ninety units, as 90, or XC, or xe.

the cat is hvunorously said to have
; hence, not ninety-knot (nin'ti-not), n. A plant, Polygo-

easy to kill ; escaping great perils or surviving num aviculare. See knot-grass, 1,



Nineveh

Nineveht (mn'e-ve), n. [So called in ref. to
Xi)teveh in the story of Jonah; < LL. Mnue,<
Gr. Xjvm, NtvEuv, usually 'Slvog or Nivof, Nine-
veh.] A kind of "motion" or puppet-show,
representing the story of Jonah and the whale.

Citizen. Nay, by yonr leave, Nell, Ifinimt was better.
Wifa, . . . Oh, that was the stoiy of Jone and the wall

[Jonah and the whale], was it not, Geoise?
Baau. and Ft, Knight of Boming PesUe, iiL 2.

Ninevite (nin'e-vit), n. [< LL. Xiniiitw, < Gr.
N(v£Dir<u, pi.; as Nineceh (see def.) + -ite^.] An
inhabitaiit of Nineveh, the ancient capital of

The Ifinmtei and the Babylonians.
Aeademi, April 7, 1888, p. 245.

Hlnevlte £ast. See/a«3.
NineTildcal (nin-e-vit'i-kal), a. [< *Ninevitic

(< LL. Xiniciticus, < NiniinUe, Ninevites: see
Mneoite) + -al.} 1. Of or pertaining to Nine-
veh, the ancient capital of Assyria.

—

2. Of
or pertaining to the old popular puppet-show
called Xineveh,
From the masks and triumphs at court and the houses

of the nobility, . . . down even to the brief bat thrilUng
theatrical excitements ofBartholomewFairandtlie"iytne-
vitieal " motions of the pnppets, . . . the various sections
of the theatrical public were tempted aside.

Eneye. BriL, VH. 433.

nineworthinessf (nin'w^SHi-nes), n. A mock
title applied to a person as if he was one of, or
deserved to be ranked along with, the cele-
brated nine worthies. See nine. [Bare.]

The foe, for dread
Of your mne-rrortidnesSf is fled.

5. BxiOa; Hudibias, I. ii. 99L

Ningala bamboo. A Himalayanbamboo-plant,
Arundinaria falcata. it grows 40 feet high, is vari-

ously useful to the natives, and is hardy enough to bear
the wlnteis of southern England.

ninglet, ». [A form of ingU^, with initial n-,

due to mis<Uviding mine ingle as my ningle.'\

1. A familiar friend, whether male or female

;

a favorite or friend. See ingle'^.

Send me and my vingU Hialdo to the wars,
Middleton, Spanish Gypsy, iv. 3.

sweet ningle, thy neuf once again ; friends must part
for a time. Ford and Dekker, Witch of Edmonton, iii. 1.

2. Li a bad sense, a male paramour.
When his poise gingles.

Soaring boys follow at 's tail, fencers and niagle*.
UiddMon and Dikker, Soaring Girl, ill 3.

ninny (nin'i), n.; pL ninnies (-iz). [Prob. of
spontaneous origin, as a vaguely descriptive
term. Of. It. ninno = Sp. ntno, a ohUd, It.

ninna, nanna, a lullaby.] A fool; a simpleton.

What a pled ninny 's this ! Thou scurvy patch I

Shak., Tempest; iiL 2. 71.

Some say, compar'd to Buononcini
Tliat Mynheer Handel *s but a ninny,

Byrom, On the Feuds between Handel and BuononcinL

ninny-brotht, «. Coffee. [Slang.]

How to make coffee, alias ninny-bnth.
Poor Bdbm (1696X iSara.)

ninnyhanuner (nin'i-ham'er), n. [< ninny +
'hammer, perhaps a vague use of Jtammer^, or
a mere extension.] A simpleton.

Have yon no more manners than to rail at Hocus, that
has saved that clod-pated, num-sknlled, ninnyhjammer of
yours from ruin, and all his family t

AHnOhnot, Hist John Bull. (Latham.)

ninnyhammering (nin'i-ham'er-ing), n. Fool-
ishness. Sterne.

Ninox (ni'noks), n. [NL.] A large genus of
Old World owls, of the family StrigidtB, mostly
of the Indian, Indomalayan, and Australian re-

gion, having biristlyfeet andlong pointedwings.
The Indian X. scutulata, and the Australian X.
strenua and JV. connivens, are examples,

ninsi, TiiTirfTi (nin'si, -sin), n. A Corean um-
belliferous plant, a variety of PimpineHa Sisa-

rum, formerly called Stum Ninsi, whose root has
properties similar to those of ginsei^, though
weaker. It is sometimes substituted for tte
latter, with which it has been confounded.
Also nimin.
ninth (ninth), a. and n. [< ME. nynt, neynd,
nietthe, < AS. nigotha= OS. nigundo, mgudho=
OFries. niugutida, niugenda, niogenda = D. ne-

geyide = MLG. negende, negede, L6. negende =
OHG. niunto, MHG. niunde, G. ji««nfe= Icel. ni-

undi= Sw. nuMule= Dan. niende= Goth, niunda
= Gr. evoToi, ninth; as nine + -tA2.] i_ a. i_

Next in order or rank after the eighth, or before

the tenth: an ordinal numeral: as, the ninth

row; the »»ntfc regiment.— 2. Being one of njne:

as, a ninUt part.—Ninth nerve. See nenw.—Ninth
p^rt of a ""»". a tailor: from the saying ibat nine

tailors make a man. [Jocular.]

n. n. 1. A ninth part; the quotient of unity
divided by nine.— 2. In music, the interval,

3997

whether melodic or harmonic, between any
tone and a tone one octave and one degree dis-
tant from it; also, a tone distant by such an in-
tervalfrom a given tone ; a compound second.

—

Chord of the IlUtb. a chord consisting in its full form
of a root with its third, fifth, seventh, and ninth.

ninthly (mnth'U), adv. In the ninth place.

ninzin, n. See ninsi.

niobate (ni'o-bat), n. [< niol)(ium) + -ate.'] A
salt of niobie acid.

Niobe (ni'o-be), n. [L. Nioha and Xiobe, < Gr.
Nid^i? (see 'def. 1).] 1. In Gr. myth., the daugh-
ter of Tantalus, married to Amphion, king of
Thebes. Proud of her numerous progeny, she provoked
the anger of Apollo and Artemis (Diana), by boasting over
their mother Leto (Latona), who had but those two chil-
dren. She was punished by seeing all her children die
by the arrows of the two light-deities. She herself was
metamorphosed by Zeus (Jupiter) into a stone which it is
still sought to identify on the slope of Mount Sipylns, near
Smyrna. This l^end has afforded a fruitful subject for
art, and was notably represented in a group attributed
to Scopas, now best known from copies in the Uffizi at
Florence.

2. In zool. : (a) A genus of trilobites. (6) A
genus of mollusks. (c) A genus of African
weaver-birds of the snbfanflly ViduiruB. N. ar-
dens and N. eoneolor are examples.
Niobean (m-o-be'an), a. [< L. Xiobeus, per-
taining to Niobe,"< Xioie, Niobe: see Sioie.']
Of or pertaining to Niobe ; resembling Niobe.

A Siobean daughter, one arm out.
Appealing to the bolts of Heaven.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

niohic (ni-o'bik), a. [< nioi(ium) + -ic.'] Of or
pertaining to niobium Niobie add, an acidformed
by the hydration of nlobinm pentoxid.

Niobid (ni'o-bid), h. [< Gr. Njo/SwJ^f, a son of
Niobe, pi. X«)/3«5a, the chUdren of Niobe, < 'Std^ii,

Niobe: see Niobe and -id?."] One of the chil-
dren of Niobe.
Of the ifiobids at Florence, besides the mother with the

youngest daughter, ten figures may be held as genuine.
C. 0. UaUer, Manual of ArclueoL (trans.); § 126.

Niobitei (ni'o-bit), n. [< LGr. StopiToi, pi., <

N«i;8TC, Niobes (see def.).] One of a branch of
Monophysites, founded by Stephanus Niobes
in the sixth century, who opposed the views of
the Severians (see Severian). Niobes taught that,
accotding to strict Monophysite doctrine, the qualities
of Christ's human nature were lost by its absorption into
his divine nature. The Niobites gradually modified their
views and retomed to the orthodox church.

niobite^ (ni'o-bit), n. [< niob(ium) + -»te2.]

Same as columbite.

niobium (ni-d'bi-um), n. [NL., so called in al-

lusion to tantalum, which it closely resembles,
and with which it occurs associated in various
rare minerals, especially in the so-called colum-
bite (the name tantalum being derived from
that of Tantalus, the father of Niobe) ; < Niobe
-l--»u»n.] Chemical symbol,Nb; atomic weight,
94. A metal of steel-gray color and brilliant

luster. It was first discovered by Hatchett, in 1801, in a
mineral obtained at Haddam, Connecticut. This metal,
however, which Hatchett called cotwmbivm, was re-
examined by Wollaston and pronounced identical with
tantalnm. Forty years later it was again discovered by H.
Sose, who gave it the name of niobium, which isnow gen-
erally adopted. Sose forsome time believed thatwith the
niobium auothernew metal(pelopium)was associated ; but
later he recognised the fact that the two were one and the
same thing. Niobium has a specific gravity of about 4
(Boscoe). When heated in the air, it takes fli« at a low
temperature and bnms with a vivid light The chemical
relations of the metal are akin to those of bismuth and
antimony. See tantaiHe, eoiumbite, and yttro-tantalite.

niopo-snnff (ni-o'po-snuff), ». See niopo-tree.

niopo-tree (ni-6'p6-tre), n. [< S. Amer. niopo
+ E. tree.] A tall leguminous tree, Piptadenia
peregrina, of tropical America. The natives
prepare an intoxicating snuff from the seeds by
roasting and powdering them and adding lime.

niota-bark (ni-d'ta-bark), n. Same as niepa-

hark.
nipi (nip), V. t.; pret. and pp. nipped, ppr. nip-
ping. [< ME. nippem, appar. for orig. *1mippen
= D. hnippen, nip, clip, snap ( > G. hnippen , snap,
fillip), = Dan. nippe, twitch ; a secondary form
of D. ^tjfpen, nijpen= LG. l-nipen = G. kneifen,

kneipen = Sw. Jmipa = Dan. knibe, pinch; ef.

Lith. zhnybti, zhnypti, nip. Hence nib^, nibble.']

1. To press sharply and tightly between two
surfaces or points, as of the fingers; pinch.

John nipped the dumb, and made him to rore.

LitUe John and the FourBeggars (Child's Ballads, Y. 327).

Hay this hard earth cleave to the Nadir hell,

Down, down, and close again, and nip me fiat;

It I be such a traitress.
Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

The whole body of ice had commenced moving south,
ward toward the head of the fiord, and the launch, not be-
ing turned back quick enough, was nipped between two
floes of last year's growth.

A. W. Greely, Arctic Service; p. 73.

nip

2. Figuratively, to press closely upon; affect;
concern.

'

I/>ndon, look on, this matter jups thee near.
Greene and Lodge, Looking Glass for Loud, and Eng.

Not a word can bee spoke butn^ him somewhere.
Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Suspitious or

[lealous Man.

8. To sever or break the edge or end of by
pinching; pinch (off) with the ends of the fin-
gers or with pincers or nippers : with off.

He [a tench] will bite . . . at a . . . worm with his
head nip'd off. I. WaUon, Complete Angler, p. 178.

4. To blast, as by frost; destroy; check the
growth or vigor of.

I observed that Cypress are the only trees that grow to-
wards the top which, being nipped by the cold, do notgrow
spirally, but like smaU oaks.

Poeoeke, Description of the East, n. L 105.

Is it that the bleak sea-gale . . .

Nips too keenly the sweet flower?
if. Arnold, Tristram and Iseult

5. To affect with a sharp tingling sensation;
benumb.

When blood is vAppd and ways be fouL
Shak., L. L. L., V. 2. 926.

Though tempests howl.
Or nipping frost remind thee threes are bare.

Wordnoorth, Cuckoo-dock,
6. To bite; sting.

And shsipe remorse his hart did prick and nip.
Spenser.

7. To satirize keenly; taunt sarcastically; vex.

But the right gentle minde woulde bite his lip
To heare &e Javell so good men to nip.

Spenser, Mother Hub.,Tale, L 712.

Mrs. Hart . . . nipped and beaked her husband, drank,
and smoked. & Judd, Margaret, L 3.

8t. To steal; pilfer; purloin. [Old cant.]—9.
To snatch up hastily. HaUiweU. [Prov. Eng.]
An authentick gypsie, that nips your bung with a cant-

ing ordinance. Clmdand^s Works. (ATares.)

To nip in the blossomt. Same as to nip in the bud.
MarveU.—TO nip in the hud, to kill or destroy in the first

stage of growth ; cut off before development

Yet I can frown, and nip a passion
Even in the bud.

Beau, arid Fl., Woman-Hater, iii 1.

To nip the cable (nautX to tie or secure a cable with
nippers to the mess^oger.

nipl (nip), n. [=1). Imip = G. Icniff; from the
verb.] 1 . The act of compressing between two
opposing surfaces or points, as in seizing and
compressing a bit of the skin between the fin-

gers ; a pinch.

I am . . . sbarplie taunted, . . . yea, . . . some tunes
with pinches, nippes, and bobbes.
LadyJane Grey, in Ascham's Scholemaster (ed. Arber),

[p. 47.

Think not that I will be afraid
For thy nip, crooked tree.

Bobin Sood and the Beggar (Child's Ballads, Y. 191).

2. A closing in of ice about a vessel so as to
press upon or crush her.

The nip began about three o'clock. At half-past four the
starboard rail was crushed in.

Schiey and Soley, Sescue of Greely, p. 70.

3. A pinch which severs or removes a part ; a,

snipping, biting, or pinching off.

Whales this? a sleeve? . . . carved like an apple-tart?
Here's snip and nip and cut and slish and sU^h.

Shak., T. of the S., iv. 3. 90.

4. A smaU bit of anything ; as much as may be
nipped off by the finger and thumb. [Scotch.]

If thou hast not laboured, . . . looke that thou put not
a nip in thymonth : for there is an inhibition, Let him not
eate that labours not

BnWxk, Comment on 2 Thes., p. 140. (Janaeson.)

5. A check to growth from a sudden blasting
or attack from frost or cold; a sharp frost-bite

which kiUs the tips or ends of a plant or leaf.—6t. A biting sarcasm ; a tatmt.

Themannerof Poesie by which theyvttered their bitter
taunts and priny nips, or witty scoSes and other meny
conceits. Putlxnham, Arte of Eng. Pcesie, p. 43.

Somany mps,such bittergirdes, suchdisdainfnllglickes.
Lyly, Enphues and his England, p. 291.

A diy-bob^ jeast; or nip. Coiyrave.

7t. A thief ; a pickpocket. [Old cant.]

One of fliem is a nip ; I took him once i' the two-penny
galleiy at the Fortune.

Middleton and DeOer, Soaring Girl, v. 1.

He learned the legeidemaine of rips.

Greene, Groats-worth of Wit

8. In eoaJ-mining, a thinning of a bed of coal

by a gradual depression of the roof, so that the

seam sometimes almost entirely disappears for

a certain distance, while the beds above and
below are only slightly, or not at all, affected

in a similar manner. Also called a leant.— 9.
Xaut.: (a) A short turn in a rope. (6) The part
of a rope at the place bound by a seizing or



nip

caught by jamming.— 10. In the wool-comb-
ing machine, a mechanism the action of which
is closely analogous to that of the human hand
in grasping, its function is todraw the wool in bunches
from the fallers and present it to the comb.—Nip and
tuck^ a close approach to equality in racing or any com-
petition ; neck and neck. [tj. S.]

nip2 (nip), V. i. [= D. nippen = MLG. LG. nip-
pen (> G-. nippen, nippeln, nipfeln = Dan. nippe),
sip, nip.] To take a dram or nip. See nip'^, n.

In the homes alike of rich and poor the women have
learned the fatal habit of nippitig, and slowly but surely
become confirmed dipsomaniacs. Lancet, No. 3452, p. 863.

Ilip2 (uip), n. [< nip^f v.'\ A sip or small
draught, especially of some strong spirituous
beverage : as, a nip of brandy. [Slang.]

He . . . askedforalastlittledropof comfort out of the
Dutch bottle. Mrs. Yolland sat down opposite to him, and
gave him his nip.

W. Collins, The Moonstone, i 15. {Davies.)

nip3 (nip), n. [Origin obscure; perhaps a var.,

through *nep, of knap^.'i 1. A short steep as-
cent.— 2. AMU or mountain.
nip* (nip), n. [Var. of neep^, nep^."] A turnip.
HalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]

nip^t, »• [ME. nippe, nype; perhaps < AS. genip,

mist, cloud, darkness, < genipan (pret. genap),
become dark.] Mist; darkness. This appears to
be the sense in the following passage ; Skeat takes it as
a particular use of nipi, * piercing or biting cold,' with a
secondary choice for the explanation ' a hill or peak.' See
nip3.

Ich seo, as me thynketh.
Out of the nype [var. nippe] of the north nat ful fer hennes,
Kyghtwisnesse come rennynge.

Piers Plowman (C), xxi. 168.

Nipa (ni'pa), n. [NIi. CWurmb, 1779) ; from a
native name in the Moluccas.] An aberrant
genus of low palms of the tribe Phytelephanti-
nee, characterized by the one-eeUed carpels and
roughened pollen-grains. The single species, N.fm-
ticans, the nipa- or nipah-palm, is found at mouths of rivers
from Ceylon to Austi'alia and the Philippines. Its elon-
gated horizontal stems produce from the apex a short
spongy trunk, with terminal pinnately divided leaves
sometimes 20 feet long. They are much used in thatch-
ing and in making cigarettes and mats. Its drupes are
borne in a mass of the size of the human head, and their
kernels are edible. The spadlx yields a toddy.

nipcheese (nip'chez), «. [< »«pi, v., + obj.
cheese^.^ A person of cheese-paring habits; a
skinflint ; a niggardly person. [Slang.]

nipfartMngt (nip'far'''SHing), n. [< Jiipl, v., +
obj. farthing.^ A niggardly person; a nip-
cheese.
niphablepsia (nif-a-blep'si-a), n. [NL., < (Jr.

vupa, snow, -I- afiXeTJ/ia, blindness: see aftfepsia.]

Snow-blindness.
niphotyphlosis (nif''o-ti-flo'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
v'ufia, snow,+ Tixjihixrig, blindness,< TO^Adf, blind.]
Snow-blindness

.

nipitatot, n. See nippitatum.

nipOS, n. [Sc] A variant of neptis.

nippe (nip), n. [F.] Among the voyageurs of
the Northwest, a square piece cut from an old
blanket and used'especially to protect the feet
when snow-shoes are worn, being wrapped in
several thicknesses around the foot before the
moccasin is put on.
nipperl(nip'6r),». [< reipl -^ -erl.] 1. One who
nips.— 2t. A satirist.

Keady backbiters, sore nippers, and spiteful reporters
privily of good men. Aedtim, The Scholemaster, p. 85.

St. A thief ; a pickpocket; aeutpurse. DeJcker.—4. A boy who waits on a gang of navvies, to
fetchthemwater, carrytheir tools to the smithy,
etc. ; also, a boy who goes about with and assists

a oostermonger. [Eng.]—5. Oneof various tools
or implements like pincers or tongs : generally
in the plural, (a) A form of grasping-tool or pincers
with cutting jaws,
used by carpen-
ters, metal-work-
ers, etc. (&) Me-
chanical forceps
of different forms,
used by dentists

for cutting out or
bending plates,

punching rivet-

holes, etc. (c) In
printing: (1)
Broad-faced twee-
zers or bands
of iron, attached
to platen print-

ing-presses, which
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one, used in picking up single oysters. [Chesapeake Bay.]
(t) An instrument used by flsh-culturlsts forremoving dead
eggs from hatching-troughs. It is made of wire bent into

the shape of the letter U, and flattened at the ends so that
the extremities may be about an eighth ol an inch wide, and
rounded off at the corners, (j) Handcuffs or leg-shackles

;

police-nippers. (Ar) In rope-maMng, a machine for pressing
the tar from the yam. It consists of two steel plates, with
a semi-oval hole in each, one sliding over the other so as

to enlarge or contract the aperture according to the
amount of tar to be left in the yam.

6. An iucisor tooth; especially, one of the in-

cisors or fore teeth of a horse.— 7. One of the
great claws or chelae of a crustacean, as a crab
or lobster.— 8. Naut.,

a short piece of rope
or selvage used to bind
the cable to the mes-
senger in heaving up
an anchor, iron clamps
have been used for the sam e

purpose with chain cables.

Nippers are now no longer
used, the chain cable being
applied directly to the cap- Nipper, def. 8.

Nippers.

A, cutting nippere or plieis; B, combined
cutting pliers and ordinary flat-bitted pliers,

the cutting bits being formed on tbe sides of
the flat bits.

cl^p a sheet of paper and carry it to the form to be printed.

(2) IVeezers used by compositors to draw types out of a
form in the operation of correcting, (d) In wire-drawing,

a tool used to pull the wire through the plate, (e) In hy-

dravl. engin., two serrated jaws attached to geared sec-

tors, used to out off piles under water by a reciprocating

movement, (f) An instrument for squeezing and twisting

the nose of a refractory horse or mule, (g) A latch to hold
lines in fishing. (A) Oyster-tongs with few teeth or only

9. A hammock with so little bedding as to be
unfit for stowing in the nettings. [Eng.]— 10.
The cunner, Ctenolabrus adsperstts: so caUed
from the way in which it nips or nibbles the
hook. Also nibbler. See cut under cunner.
[New Eng.]— 1 1 . The youns bluefish, Pomato-
mus saltatrix : so called by fishermen because
it bites or nips pieces out of the menhaden, in
the schools of which it is often found.
nipper^ (h.ip'6r), v. t. [< nipper\ w.] Naut.,
to fasten two parts of (a rope) together, in or-

der to prevent it from rendering ; also, to fasten
nippers to— Nlppering the cable, fastening the nip-
pers to the cable. 8eenipper\n.,8.

nipper^ (nip'Sr), n. [< nip^, v., or allied to nip-

perkin (y).^ A dram; nip. [Slang, IT. S.]

Mister Sawin, sir, you're middlin' well now, be ye?
Step up an' take a nipper, sir : I'm dreflfte glad to see ye.

Lowell, Biglow Papers, 1st ser., ii.

nipper-crab (nip'6r-krab), n. A crab of the
family Portunidce, PotyMus henslowi.

nipper-gage (nip'er-gaj), n. In a power print-
ing-press, an adjustable ledge on the tongue of
the feedboard, for insuring the uniformity of
the margin.
nipperkin (nip'6r-kin), n. [Appar. < »ip2, with
term, as in Jcilderhin,'] A small measure or
quantity of beer or liquor.

[Beer] was of different qualities, from the "penny Nip-
p&rkin of Molassas Ale" to " a pint of Ale cost me five-

pence."
J. Ashton, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, 1. 197.

William III., who only snoozed over a ni%ypevHn of
Schiedam with a few Dutch favourites.

Noetes Ambrosiance, Sept., 1832.

nipper-men (nip'er-men), TO. pi. Naut.j per-
sons formerly employed to bind the nippers
about the cable and messenger.
nipperty-tipperty (nip'6r-ti-tip'6r-ti), a. [A
varied redupl. of syllables vaguely -descriptive
of lightness. Of. nimimy^mim/y.'] Light-head-
ed; silly; foolish; frivolous. [Scotch.]

He's crack-brained and cockle-headed about his nip-
perty-tipp&rty poetry nonsense. Scott.

nippingly (nip'ing-U), adv. [< nipping, ppr. of
nip^, + -ly^."] In a nipping maimer; vrith bit-

ter sarcasm; sarcastically. Johnson.
nippitatet (nip'i-tat), a. [Appar. irreg. < mp-
py, nipi,v., + 4t-ate.'\ Good and strong: ap-
plied to ale or other liquors.

'Twill make a cup of wine taste mppitate.

Chapman, Alphonsus Emperor of Germany, iii. 1.

Well fares England, where the poor may have a pot of
ale for a penny, fresh ale, firm ale, nappy ale, nippitate

jbekker and Webster (?), Weakest Groeth to the Wall, i. 2.

nippitatumt, nipitatot (nip-i-ta'tum, -ta'to), n.

[Also nippitato, nippitati, a quasi L. or Sp. form
ot nippitate. 1 Nippitate liquor; strong liquor.

Pomp. My father oft will teU me of a drink
In England found, and nipitato call'd.

Which driveth all the sorrow from your hearts.

Ralph, lady, 'tis true, you need not lay your lips

To better nipfitato than there is.

BeoM. and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, iv. 2.

nipple (nip'l), n. [Early mod. E. neple, nypil,

*neble; origin uncertain; referred by some to
mifti, me6.] 1. A protuberance of the breast
where, in the female, the galactophorous ducts
discharge; a pap; a teat.— 2. The papilla by
which any animal secretion is discharged.

In most other birds [except geese] . . . there is onlyone
gland ; in which are divers little cells, ending In two or
three larger cells, lying under the nipple of the oil-bag.

Serham, Physico-Theolqgy, VII. i. 2.

3. Anything that projects like a nipple, as the
projecting piece in a gun or a cartridge upon

Nirvana

which the percussion-cap is placed to be struck

by the hammer, the mouthpiece of a nursing-

bottle, a nipple-shield, etc.

A little cocke, end, or nipple perced, or that hath an hole
after the maner of a breast, which is put at the end of the
chanels of a fountaine, wher-through the water runneth
forth. Baret, 1680. (Ealliwell.)

A nipple for attachment [of the button] to the garment
is made by a press. Spons^ Mncyc. Manvf., I. 668.

4. A reduoing-coupling for hose or for joining

a hose to a pipe, it is often threaded or grooved on
the outside to facilitate the making of a tight joint by
means of a wire binding, compressing the hose into the
indentations.

5. A hollow piece projecting from and form-
ing a passage connecting with the interior of a
metal pipe, used for the attachment of a faucet

or cock Soldering nipple, a nipi)le for the attach-

ment of a faucet, cock, or other appliance to a pipe by
soldering.

nipple (nip'l), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. nippled, ppr.

nippling. [< nipple, to.] To furnish with a nip-

ple or nipples ; cover with nipple-like protuber-
. ances.

nipple-cactus (nip'l-kak"tus), to. a cactus of

the genus Mamillaria. These cactuses are com-
mon in hothouses.

nippleless(nip'l-les),a. [(.nipple + -less."] Hav-
ing no nipples ; amastous : specifically said of

the monotremes or Amasta.
nipple-line (nip'1-liu), to. A vertical line drawn
on the surface of the chest through the nipple.

nipple-piece (nip'1-pes), to. A supporting piece
into which a nipple is screwed or riveted, or

upon which (in a single piece) the nipple is

formed.
nipple-pin (nip'l-pin), n. A pin the outer end
of which is left projecting, after the pin has
been inserted, to form a nipple for the attach-

ment of another part, or for some other pur-

pose. The nipple is commonly provided with
a male-screw thread.

nipple-seat (nip'1-set), to. A perforated protu-

berance or hump on the barrel of a firearm,

upon which the nipple is screwed.

nipple-shield (nip'l-sheld), n. A defense for

the nipple worn by nursing women.
nipplewort (nip'l-w6rt), to. [< nipple + wor*!.]

A plant, Lapsana communis : so called from its

remedial use. See Lapsana and cress—Dwarf
nipplewort. Same as swine's-suecmy (which see, under
sucemy).

nippy (nip'i), a. [< TOipl + -yl.] 1. Biting;
sharp; acid: as, ginger has a nippy taste.— 2.

Curt in manner ; snappy or snappish. [CoUoq.
inboth senses.]— 3. Parsimonious; niggardly.
[Scotch.]

I'll get but little penny-fee, for his uncle, auld Nippie
Milnwood, has as close a grip as the deil himsell.

Scott, Old Mortality, vO.

nipter (nip'ter), TO. [< Gr. vtnr^p, a wash-basin,
in MGr. the washing of the feet of the disciples,

the pedilavium, < vmruv, wash.] Eccles., the
ceremony of washing the feet, practised in the
Greek Cfhureh and some other churches on
Thursday of Holy Week. Equivalent to maundy
ov feet-washing.

nirls, nirles (nferlz), n. [Origin obscure.] A
variety of skin-disease ; herpes.

Yes, mem, I've had the sma* pox, the nirls, the blabs,
the scaw, etc.

m. B. Ramisay, Scottish Life and Character, p. 116.

nirtt, n. [MB.; origin obscure.] A out; a
wound; a hurt.

The nirt in the nek he naked hem schewed.
Sir Gaiwayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2498.

Nirvana (nir-va'nS), n. [Skt., blowing out (as

of a light), extinction, < nis, out, + vana, blow-
ing, < y vd, blow, with abstr. noun-suffix -ana.^
In Buddhism, the condition of a Buddha; the
state to which the Buddhist saint is to aspire
as the highest aim and highest good. Originally,
doubtless, this was extinction of existence, Buddha's at-

tempt being to show the way of escape from the miseries
inseparably attached to life, and especially to life everlast-
ingly renewed by transmigration, as held in India. But
in later times this negation has naturally taken on other
forms, and is explained as extinction of desire, passipn,
unrest, etc.

What then is Nirvana, which means simply going out,
extinction ; it being quite clear, from what has gone be-
fore, that this cannot be the extinction of a soul? It is

the extinction of that sinful, grasping condition of mind
and heart which would otherwise, according to the great
mystery of Earma, be tbe cause of renewed individu^ ex-
istence. That extinction is to be brought about by, and
runs parallel with, the growth of the opposite condition
of mind and heart ; and it is complete when that opposite
condition of mind and heart is reached Nirvana is there-
fore the same thing as a sinless, calm state of mind; and,
if translated at all, may best, perhaps, be rendered holi-
ness—holiness, that is, in the Buddhist sense, perfect
peace, goodneds, and wisdom. Rhys Davids.



Nirvana
BaddUsm does not acknowledge the extstence of a sonl8 a thing distinctfrom the parts and powers of man which

are dissolved at death, and the Ifindaa of Buddhism is
Kimplr Extinction. Bneye. BriL, IV. 434.

nis^t. A contraetion of ne is, is not.
nis^ (nis), n. [< Dan. nisse, a hobgoblin, a
brownie : see ntxi.] Same as nix^.

In vain he called on the Elle-maids sh;.
And the Neck and the Sit gave no reply.

WluUUr, Kallondborg Chnrch.
An echo of the song of nymes and water-fays we seem

to hear again in this singer of dreams and regrets.

Westminster Bee., CXXV. 417.

ITissan (m-se'an), a. and n. [< 6r. 'Suiaiov
Treiiov, the Niss^an Plain; 'Siaaio^ (or yr/aaloi)

iir-of, a Xissean horse : see def.] I. a. Pertain-
ing to a plain located ia Media or Khorasan,
formerly noted for its choice breed of hoises.

H. n. A horse reared in the Nistean Plain.

A charming team of white Sisaant.
Kmggey, Hypatia, tIL

Nisaetns (ni-sa'e-tus), n. [NL., < Nisus, q. v.,

+ 6r. aerdc, eagle.] A genus of dimmal birds
of prey ofthe {ajial.jFalconidce, containing such
as Bonelli's eagle, y. fasdatus. Also Isisaetog.

B. B. Hodgson, 1836.

Nisan (m'san), M. (XiL. SisartjK. Gr. yiadv, Nwdv
= Turk. At. Nisan = Pers. yaisan, < Heb. JN7-

sdii, for "Xitsdn, < nits, a flower.] The month
of Abib : so named by the Jews trfter the Baby-
lonian captivity. See Abib.
nisbeny (niz'ber'i), n. Same as naseberry.

niseyt (niz'i), n. [Also nizey, nizy, nizzy; appar.
dim. of nice, foolish: seentce.] A fool; a sim-
pleton.
So our zealoia who pat on most sancti^r'd phyaes.
That their looks may deceive tiie more crednloos nieies.

The GaOoper 0-Ti.O), p. 1. iNares.)

nisi (ni'a), conj. [L., < ni, not, + si, if.] Un-
less—^Decree tiIjH, in lava. See decree.

nisi prills (nl'sl pii'ns). [L., unless before:
nisi,nnless (see nisi)

;
privs, before, ace. otprius,

neut. of prior, before : see prior.^ A. phrase
occurring originally in a writ by which the
sheriff of a county was commanded to bring
the men impaneled as jurors in a civil action
to the court at Westminster on a certain day,
'unless before' that day the Justices came to
the county in question to hold the assizes,
which they were always sure to do. From this the
writ^ as well as the commission, received thename of iviei

priux; and the jndg^ of assize were said to sit at nisi
priits, and the coorts were called eourts of nisi prius, or
nisi privs courts. Trial at nisi prius is hence a common
phrase for a tzial before a jndge and jury of a civH ac-
tion in a conrt of record.—Nisi PEins record, a docu-
ment containing the pleadings that have taken place in a
civil action for the nse of the judge who is to try the case.

nistet. Contracted from ne mste, knew not.
Also 7ieste. Chaueer.

nistest. A contraction of »eii7is^f,knewest not.
nisns^ (m'sns), n. [NL., < L. msus, effort, <
niti, pp. nisus, nixus, strive.] 1. l^ort; en-
deavor; conatus.

The same phenomenon had manifested itself and more
than once, in the history of Boman intellect ; the same
strong nisus of great wits to gather and ctystaUize about
a common nuclens. I>e Quincey, Style, ill

The foliaceons center of Theloschistes is itself condi-
tioned by tike same nisus to ascend which marks thewhole
group. S. Tuckerman, Genera Idchenom, p. (20):

Nisus fmnativiis, in bioL, formative effort; the ten-
dency of a germ to assume a given form in developing,
supposed to be a matter of sMfe, stress, or effort on the
part of the incipient iudividnaL

Nisos^ (ni'sus), n. [NL., < L. Nisus, < Gr. N«jof,
father of Scylla, changed into a sparrow-hawk.]
A genus of small hawks of the family Falco-
nidce, containing such as are called in Great
Britain sparrow-hawks. See Acdpiter.
nitl (nit), ». [Early mod. E. also neet; < ME.
nitte, nite, nete, < AS. hnitu = D. n^et = MLG.
nete, nit = OHG. MHG. niz, G. niss = Buss.
gnida = PoL gnida =: Bohem. hnida = (prob.)

Gr. Kovic {lun/ii-), a nit; prob. < AS. hnitan (=
Icel. hnita), gore, strike. The Icel. gnit, mod.
nit= Norw. gnit = Sw.' gnet = Dan. gnid, nit,

seem to depend rather on the form cognate
with E. gnat^.] 1. The egg of a louse or some
similar insect.

Zeeehe [It.], neets [var. nils] in the eie lids. Also tikes

that breed in dogs. Flario, 1598 (ed. 1611).

2. A small spot, speck, or protuberance.

nit^ n. In mining. See hnit, 3.

nitch (nleh), n. Same as knitch.

nltet, »• t. [< ME. 7iiten, nyten, < Icel. nita, deny;

cf. neita, deny: see nait^.'j To refuse; deny.

A-nother Idnge gaine the sal rise,

that sal make the to grise,

and do the suffer sa mykil shame.
At thou sal nite ihesu name.

Holy Sood (E. K T. S.), p. 12L
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Nitella (ni-t«l'a), n. [NL. (C. A. Agardh, 1824),
< L. nitere, shme.] A genus of cellular cryp-
togamous aquatic plante, of the class Chara^
eeee and type of the order NiteUetB. They are deli-
cate plants, growing like those of the genns Chora, in
ponds and streamy and are rarely more than a few centi-
meters in height. About 80 species are known, of which
number more than 30 are Nortii American.

Nitelleae (ni-tel'e-e), n.pl. [NL., < NiteUa +
-ecB.'] An order of cellular cryptogamous plants
belonging to the class Charace<e, typifiedby the
genus Nitella. They are characterized by having the
stem and leaves always naked, the leaves in whorls of five
or six, developing from one to three nodes bearing leaf-
lets. The sporophylla arise directly from ttie nodes of the
leaves, and are often clustered ; the coronula is ten-celled,
small, and colorless, and Qie ^mre-capsnle without inner
calcareous layer. The order contains 2 genera, Nitella
with 80 species, and TotypOla with 13 species.

nitencyl (ni'ten-si), n. [< 'nitent (< L. niten{t-)s,
ppr. of mtere, shine) + -cy.] Brightness; lus-
ter. [Rare.]
nitenOT^ (ni'ten-si),B. [<*Bife»*(<L.«»ten(t-)s,
ppr. of mti, sfrive) + -cy.] Endeavor; effort;
tendency. [Rare.]

These zones will have a strong niteney to fly wider open.
Beyle, Works, L 179.

niter, nitre (ni'ter), n. [< P. nitre = Sp. Pg.
It. nitro, < XL. nitrum, niter, saltpeter, < L. ni-
trum, < Gr. virpov, in Herodotus and in Attic
use ?J-pov, native soda, natron: of Eastern ori-
gin (Heb. nether), but the Ar. nitrUn, natrun,
natron, is from the Gr. virpov : see natron.1 A
salt (KNO3), also called saltpeter, and in the
nomenclature of chemistry potassium nitrate.
It is formed in the soil from nitrogenous organic bodies by
the action of microbes, and ciystaUizes upon the surface in
several parts of the world, and especially in the East Indies.
In some localities where the conditions are favorable it is

prepared artificially from a mixture of common mold, or
porous calcareous earth containing potash, with animal
and vegetable remains containing nila^en. Under proper
conditions of heat and moisture tile nitnigen of the decay-
ing organic matter is oxidized to nitric acid, which com-
bines with potash and lime, forming niter and calcium ni-
trate. This Is afterward dissolved in water and purified.
At present it is chiefly prepared from sodium nitrate and
potassium chlorid by double decomposition. It is a color*
less salf^ with a saline taste, aitd crystallizes in six-sided
prisms. It is used somewhat as an antiseptic and as an
oxidizing agent, but its most common use in the arts is in
the making of gunpowder ; it also enters into the composi-
tion of flaxes, is extensively employed in metallurgy, and
is used in dyeing. In medicine it is prescribed as dia-
phoretic and diuretic. The substance called niter by the
ancients was not potassium nitrate, but either sodium car-
bonate, more or less mixed with salt and other impurities,
or potassium carbonate^ chiefly the former, since niter is

usually spoken of as having been obtained from the beds
of salt lakes, where the alkali must have been soda, this
being a mode of occurrence peculiar to soda and not to
potash. But the niter which the ancients speak of as hav-
ing been obtained by leaching wood-ashes was-more or
leas pure potassium carbonate. It was not until the early
part of the eighteenth century that soda and potash b^an
to be clearly recognized as distinct substances ; and it was
considerably later in the century beforo the chemical rela-

tions of the two alkalis wero understood. See sal^eter,
soda, and potash.— Cubic niter. Same as sodium nOrate.
—Sweet spirit Of niter. Seespiritqfmtrouseaur, under
nitrous,

niter-bush (nl't6r-bush), n. Any shrub of the
genus Nitraria.

niter-cake (ni'ter-kak), n. Crude sodium sul-

phate, a by-product in the manufacture of nitric

acid firom sodium nitrate, the main feature of
which is the reaction of sulphuric acid upon
crude sodium nitrate, wherein nitric acid is set

free and sodium sulphate is produced.

nitery, nitry (ni'ter^i, -tri), a. [< niter, nitre, +
-yi.] Nitrous; producing niter.

Winter my theme confines ; whose nilry wind
Shall crust the slabby mire. Bay, Trivia, iL 319.

nit-grass (nit'gras), n. An annual gras'^ Gas-
tridium austreUe.

nithef, «. [ME., < AS. nith = OS. nith, nidh =
OPries. nttft, nid = MD. nid, D. nijd = MLG. nit

= OHG. nid, MHG. nit, G. neid = leeL nidh =
Sw. Dan. nid = Gtoth. neifh, hatred, envy.]

Wickedness.
In pride and tricchery,

In nythe and onde and lecchery.
Cursor MundL (HidliwM.)

nithert, adv., a,, and v. An obsolete form of

nether^.

nithingt (m'smng), ;;. and a. [Also niding; <

ME. nithing, < AS. nithing (= MHG. nidinc, ni-

dunc, G. neiding = Icel. niShingr = Sw. Dan.
niding), a wicked person, a villain, < nith, envy,
hatred: see nithe. Hence niderling, nidering.']

I. n. A wicked man.
Thanne spak the gode kyng.
I-wis he has no Nithing.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), 1. 196.

He is worthy to be called a niding, the pulse of whose
soul beats but faintly towards heaven, . . . who will not
run and reach his li^d to bear up his [God's] temple.

Howell, Forraine Travel], p. 79.

Nitraria

n. a. Wicked; mean; sparing; parsimoni-
ous.

The King and the army publicly declared the murderer
to be Nithing. E. A. Preemari, Norman Conquest; n. 87.

nithsdale (niths'dSl), ?,. [So called in allu-
sion to the escape of the Earl of Nitlisdale tiom
the Tower of London about 1715 in a woman's

Nithsdale.

(FR>m "A Harlot*s Prog^ress— Momiiig," by William Hogartli.)

cloak and hood brought by his wife.] A hood
made so that it can cover and conceal the face.
Fairholt.

nitid (nit'id), a. [= Sp. nitido = Pg. It. nitido,

< L. nitidus, shining, bright, < nitere, shine. Cf

.

«ea<3 and nefi, ult. < L. nitidiis.'\ 1. IMght;
lustrous; shining. [Eare.]

We restore old pieces of dirty gold to a clean and nitid
yellow. Boyle, Works, L 686.

2. Gay; spruce; fine: applied to persons.
[Bare.]— 3. In bot., having a smooth, shining,
polished surface, as many leaves and seeds.

nitidiflorons (nit'i-di-flo'rus), a. [< L. nitidus,
shining, -I- flos (flor-), flower.] Having bril-

liant flowers; characterized by the luster or
pohshed appearance of its flowers, as a plant.

mtidifolious (nit'i-di-fo'U-us), a. [< L. nitidus,

shining, + folium, leaf: seefolious.'\ Having
shining leaves; characterized by lustrous or
polished leaves.

nitidons (nit'i-dus), a. [< L. nitidus, shining,
bright : see nitid.l In zool. and bot., having a
smooth and polished surface ; nitid.

Nitidnla (m-tid'u-la), n. [NL., < LL. nitidulus,

somewhat spruce, ifather trim, dim. of L. niU-
dus, bright, spruce, trim: see ntftd.] 1. In en-
tom., the typical genus of the taxDJljNitidulidtB,
established by Fabricius in 1775. The species
are wide-spread, but not numerous, and are
found chiefly on carrion.—2. In omith., a ge-
nus of Indian flycatchers, containing N. hodg-
soni. E. Blyth, 1861.

Nitidnlids (nit-i-du'li-de), 71. ^?. [KL., < Ni~
Udula + -ideB.'\ A family of cfevicom Coleop-
tera, typified by the genus Nitidnla. The family
was founded by L^ch in 1817. These beeties and their
larvse feed on decomposing animal and vegetable sub-
stances, and are found in rotten wood, on fungi, and in
various other situations, as on pollen, and an Australian
species eats wax in bees' nests. The family is a large and
wide-spread one. More than 30 genera andupwud of 100
species aro North American. They are popularly known
as sap-beeiles, and sometimes as bone^beeaes.

Nititelae (nit-i-te'le), n. pi. [NL., contr. < L.
niHdvs, bright, + tela, a web.] A group of spi-

ders, so called from the glistening silken webs
they throw out from their nests to entangle
their prey. Also Nitelarios.

nititelons (nit-i-te'lus), a. Of or pertaining to
the NiUteUe.
nitorf (ni'tor), «. [Formerly nitour; < L. nitor,

< nitere, slune : see nitid.'\ Brightness.

That nUmiT and Bhininp beauty which we find to be in
it [amber]. Topseirs Beasts (wyf),V-^ll!l- (HalKuiea.)

nitr-. See nitro-.

nitramldin (ni-tram'i-din), n. [< nitr(ic) +
amidin.'i An explosive substance produced by
the action of strong nitric acid upon starch.

llitran(ni'tran), n. {<nitr(ic) + -an.'] Graham's
name for the radiei NO3, which must be sup-
posed to exist in the nitrates, when they are
regarded as formed on the type of the ehlorids,

as nitric acid (NO3H). Tfatts.

Nitraria (ni-tra'ri-a), n. [NL. (Lumens, 1741),
< L. nitraria. a place where natron was found:
see H itriary.'] A genus of dicotyledonous shrubs
of the polypetalons order Zygophyllete, known
by the single ovules ; the niter-bush. There are 5
or 6 species, of northern Africa, western Asia, and Anstra-
lia. They are rigid, sometimes thorny bushes, with alter-

nate or clustered somewhat fleshy leaves, white flowers 'Ji



Nitraria

cymes, black or red drupes, and seeds sometimes with
tbree seed-leaves. See damoueh and lotui-tiree, 3.

nitrate (ni'trat), n. [< NL. nitratum, nitrate
(prop. neat, of nitrattis), < L. nitratits, mixed
with natron, < nitnim, natron, NL. niter: see
niter, nitrie/i A salt of nitrie aeid. The nitrates
are generally soluble in water, and easily decomposed by
heat. They are much employed as oxidizing agents, and
may be prepared by the action of nitric acid on metals
or on metallic oxids.—Barium nitrate. See barium.—
Glyceryl nitrate. Same as nitroglycerin.—Hitzais of
SOtash, niter.—Nitrate of silver, silver oxidized and
issolved by nitric acid dilated with two or three times its

weight of water, forming a solution which yields transpa-
rent tabular crystals on cooling, these crystals constituting
the ordinary commercial silver nitrate. When fused the
nitrate is of a grayish-brown color, and may be cast into
small sticlcs in a mold ; these sticks form the lapie inSema-
lis or lunar eavMe employed by surgeons as a cautery. It
Is sometimes employed for giving a black color to the hair,
and is the basis of the indelible ink used for markinglinen.
It is also very largely used in photography. Also called
argentic Jiiirate.— Nitrate Of BOda, sodium nitrate, a salt
analogous in its chemical properties to potassium nitrate
or niter. It commonly crystallizes in obtuse rhombohe-
drons. It is found native in enormous quantities in the
rainless district on the borders of Chili, whence the world's
supply is obtained. Its chief uses are as a fertilizer, and
for the production of nitric acid and saltpeter (potassium
nitrate). It cannot be directly used for the manufacture
of gunpowder, on account of its hygroscopic quality. See
lattpeter.

nitrate (ni'trat), v. t. ; pret. and pp. nitrated,
ppr. nitrating. [< nitrate, n.'] 1. To treat or
prepare with nitric acid: as, nitrated guncot-
ton.— 2. To convert (a base) into a salt by
combination with nitric acid.

Ditratin (ni'tra-tin), n. [< nitrate + -im^.]

Native sodium nitrate. Also called soda niter.

See niter and nitrate.

nitration (ni-tra'shon), n. The process or act
of introducing into" a compound by substitu-
tion the radical nitryl, NO2.

nitre, ». See niter.

Nitrian (nit'ri-an), a. [< Gr. TSirpia, a town in
Lower Egypt, pi. Nirptai, TShpamt, Ntrpiai, the
Natron Lakes, < virpla, a place where natron
was dug, < vkpov, natron: see niter, natron.^
Of or pertaining to the valley of the Natron
Lakes (Nitrise), southwest of the delta of the
Nile, at one time a chief seat of the worship of
Serapis and afterward celebrated for its Chris-
tian monasteries and ascetics.

Those fierce bands of Nitrian and Syrian ascetics who,
reared in the narrowest of schools, treated any divergence
from their own standard of opinion as a crime which they
were entitled to punish in their own riotous fashion.

Bncyc. Brtt., XVI. 701.

nitriary (ni'tri-a^ri), n.; pi. rdtriaries (-riz).

[Irreg. for *nitrdry, < L. nitraria, a place where
natron was found (cf. Gr. virpla, in same sense),

< nitrum, natron: see niter.'] An artificial bed
of animal matter for the formation of niter; a
place where niter is refined.

nitric (ni'trik), a. [= P. nitrique= Sp. nitrico=
Pg. nitrico, <NL. nitrious, < nitrum, mter : see mi-

<er.] Of, pertaining to, or derived from niter:
applied in chemistry to oxygen compotmds of
nitrogen which contain more oxygen than those
other compounds to which the epithet niirom
is applied. See nitrous Nitric acid, HNO3, an
acid prepared by distilling a mixture of sulphuric acid
and sodium nitrate. When pure it is a colorless liquid,
but it is usually yellowish, owing to a small admixtnre of
oxids of nitrogen. Its smell is very strong and disagree-
able, and it is intensely acrid. Applied to the skin it cau-
terizes and destroys it. It is a powerful oxidizing agent,
and acts with greatenergyon mostcombustible substances,
simple or compound, and upon most of the metals. It ex-

ists in combination with the bases potash, soda, lime, and
mi^esia, in both the vegetable and the mineral kingdom.
It is employed in etching on steel or copper ; as a solvent
of tin to form with that metal a mordant for some of the
finest dyes; in metallurgy and assaying; also In medicine,
in a diluted state, as a tonic, and in affections of the ali-

mentary tract and of the liver ; and in concentrated form
as a caustic. In the arts it is known by the name of agua
fortis. Also called azotic oad.—Nitric-acid flixnace,
in acid-works, a small furnace where sodium nitrate and
sulphuric acid are roasted to supply nitrous fumes for the
oxidation of sulphurous acid to sulphuric acid,—Nitric
oxid, NgOa or NO, a gaseous compound of nitrogen and
oxygen, produced by me action of dilute nitric acid upon
copper.

nitride (ni'trid or -trid), n. [< mter (NL. rd-

trum) + -jffol.] A compound of nitrogen with
any other element or radical,particularly a com-
pound of nitrogen with phosphorus, boron, sili-

con, or a metal.
nitnferous (ni-trif'e-rus), a. [< NL. nitrum,
niter, -I- li.ferre = E. bear^.'] Niter-bearing:
as, nitriferous strata.

nitrifiable (ni'tri-fi-a-bl), a. Capable of nitri-

fication. See nitrification.

nitrification (ni"tri-fi-ka'shon), n. [= F. nitri-

fication = Pg. nitrificaqao, < NL. nitrum, niter,

-t- -ficatio{n-): see -fication.'] The process, in-

duced by certain microbes, by which the nitro-
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gen of organic material in the soil is oxidized
to nitric acid, a certain degree of heat and the pres-

ence of moisture, air, and a base which may combine with
the acid are necessary conditions of nitrification.

The presence of water may indeed be considered as one
of the conditions essential to nitrification.

Playfair, tr. of Llebig's Chemistry, ii. 8. (Latham.)

nitrify (ni'tri-fi), v.
;
pret. and pp. nitrified, ppr.

nitrifying. [=F. nitrifier=Fg. nitrificar, \ NL.
nitrum, niter, + L. faeere, make.] I. trans.

To convert into niter.

Nitrogen that may be present [in germinating plants] in

a nitrified form, or in a form easily nitrified, may escape
assimilation by being set free by the denitrifying ferment
described by Oayon and Dupetit and Springer.

Science, IX. 111.

II. intrans. To be converted into niter.

nitrine (ni'trin), ». [< nitrum + -dne^.] A kind
of nitroglycerin patented by Nobel, a Swedish
engineer, in 1866.

nitrite (ni'trit), n. [= P. nitrite; as nitrum +
-ite2.] A salt of nitrous aeid. Azotite is a syno-
nym.—Nitrite of amyL See amyH.
nitro-, nitr-. [< NL. nitrum, niter (see niter);

in comp. referring to nitryl, nitric, or nitrogen.']

An element in some compounds, meaning ' ni-

ter,' and usually implying 'nitrogen' or 'nitric

acid'; specifically, as a prefix in chemical
words, indicating the presence of the radical
nitryl (NO2) in certain compounds: as, nitro-
aniline, nitr&jusio acid, miiro-benzamide, nitro-
benzoic acid.

nitro-aerial (ni'tro-a-e'ri-al), a. Consisting of
or containing niter and air. Say.

nitrobarite (ni-tro-bar'it), n. [< nitrum (nitric)

+ har{ium) + -iie^.] Native bariimi nitrate.

nitrobenzene (ni-tro-ben'zen), n. [< nitrum
(nitric) + benzene.] ' Same as nitrobeneol.

nitrobenzol, nitrobenzole (ni-tro-ben'z61), n.

[initrum (nitric) + benzol.] Aliquad(C6H5N02)
prepared by adding benzol drop by drop to
fuming nitric acid, it closely resembles oil of bitter
almonds in flavor, and, though It has taken a prominent
place among the narcotic poisons, it is largely employed,
as a substitute for that oU, in the manufacture of con-
fectionery and in the preparation of perfumery. It is im-
portant as a source of aniline in the manufacture of dyes.
It is known also as essence of mirhane,'^ fancy name given
to it by M. CoUas of Paris. See aniline. Also, more prop-
erly, called nitrobenzene.

nitrocalcite (ni-tro-kal'sit), n. [< nitrum (ni-

tric) + calcite.] Native nitrate of calcium, it
occurs as a pulverulent efllorescence on old walls and lime-
stone rocks, has a sharp bitter taste, and is of a grayish-
white color.

nitrocellulose (ni-tro-sel'ii-16s), n. [< nitrum
(nitric) + cellulose.] A cellulose ether; a com-
pound of nitric acid and cellulose. The name is

given both to guncotton and to the substance from which
collodion is made. See gvancotlUm and collodion.

nitrochloroform (ni-tro-klo'ro-f6rm), n. [< ni-

trum (nitrie) + chloroform.] Same as chloro-
^iorin.

nitro-compound (ni'tr6-kom'''pound), n. A car-
bon compound which is formed from another
by the substitution of the monatomic radical
NO2 for hydrogen, and in which the nitrogen
atom is regarded as directly joined to a carbon
atom.
nitrogelatin (ni-tro-jel'a-tin), «. [< nitrum (ni-

tric) + gelatin.] An explosive consisting large-

ly of nitroglycerin with smaller proportions of

guncotton and camphor. At ordinary temperatures
it is a thick semi-transparent jelly. It is less sensible to
percussion than dynamite, and is less altered by submer-
gence.

nitrogen (ni'tro-jen), n. [= P. nitrogdne= STp.

nitrdgeno = Pg. nitrogeno, < NL. nitrogenum, <

nitrum, niter (with ref. to nitric acid), -I- -gen,

producing: see -gen.] Chemical symbol, N;
atomic weight, 14.04. An element existing in
nature as a colorless, odorless, tasteless gas,

reducible to a liquid under extreme pressure
and cold, its specific gravity is .9674. It is neither
combustible nor a supporter of combustion, nor does it

enter readily Into combination with any other element. At
a high temperature it unites directly with magnesium, sili-

con, chromium, and other metals. It forms about 77 per
cent, of the weight of the atmosphere, and is a necessaiy
constituent of all animal and vegetable tissues. In com-
bination with hydrogen it forms the strong base ammo-
nium, and with hydrogen and oxygen a series of acids of
which nitric acid is commercially the most important. It
may be most readily prepared from atmospheric air. There
are five known compounds of nitrogen and oxygen— viz.,

nitrous oxid or niirogen monoxid, NgO ; nitric oxid, N2O2

;

nitrogen trioxid, N2O3 ; nitrogen tetroxid, N2O4 ; nitro-

gen pentoxid, N2O6. formerly called azote.

nitrogeneousf (ni-tro-je'ne-us), a. [< nitrogen
+ -eous.] Same as 'nitrogenous. Smart.

nitrogenic (ni-tro-jen'ik), a. [< nitrogen + -ic.]

Same as nitrogenous.

He spoke further of the action of nitric acid on carbonic
and nitrogenic compounds. JToture, XL. 312.

nitrous

nitrogenize (ni-troj'e-niz), v. t. ;
pret. and pp.

nitrogenized, ppr. nitrogenizing. [< nitrogen 4'

-j0e.] To impregnate or imbue with nitrogen.

ffoblyn. Also spelled nitrogenise—Nitrogenized
foods, nutritive substances containing nitrogen— princi-

pally proteids.—Non-nitrof^enlzed foods, such foods as

contain no nitrogen—principally carbohydrates and fats.

nitrogenous (ni-troj'e-nus), a. [< nitrogen +
-ous.] Pertaining to or containing nitrogen.

Also nitrogenic.

A little meat, fish, eggs, milk, beans, pease, or other ni-

trogenous food. The Century, XXXVI. 260.

nitroglucose (ni-tro-glo'kos), n. [< nitrum (ni-

tric) + glucose.] An organic substance pro-

duced by acting on finely powdered cane-sugar

with nitrosulphurio acid, in photography it has
been added in very small quantities to collodion, with
the view of increasing the density of the negative. It

renders the sensitized film less sensitive to light.

nitroglycerin, nitroglycerine (ni-tro-glis'e-

rin), n. [< nitrum (nitric) + glycerin.] A com-
pound (C3H6N3O9) produced by the action of

a mixture of strong nitrie and sulphuric acids

on glycerin at low temperatures, it is a light-

yellow, oily liquid, of specific gravity 1.6, and is a most
powerful explosive agent, detonating when struck, or
when heated quickly to 306" F. For use in blastmg it is

mixed with one fourth its weight of silicious earth, and is
' then called dynamite. Taken internally, it is a violent

poison, but in minute doses is used in medicine in the
treatmentof angina pectoris and heart-failure. Also called

glonoin, nitroleum, blasHng-aH, glyceryl nitrate, trinitrate

of glyceryl, and trinitrin.

nitrohydrochloric (ni-tro-hi-dro-kl6'rik), a.

[< nitrum (nitric) + hydrochloric] A term used
only in the following phrase Nitrohydrochloric
acid, an acid composeuof a mixture of concentrated ni-

tric and hydrochloric acids, used for the solution of many
substances, more especially of the noble metals. Also
called nitroTnuriatic acid and aqua regia.

nitroleum (ni-tro'lf-um), n. [< NL. nitrum,
niter, -I- L. oleum = Gr. thuav, oil.] Same as
nitroglycerin. E. H. Knight.

nitromagnesite (ni-tro-mag'ne-sit), n. [< NL.
nitrum + magnesium + -ite^.] A native hy-
drated nitrate of magnesium found as an efflo-

rescence with nitrocalcite in limestone caves.

nitrometer (ni-trom'e-t6r), n. [< NL. nitrum,

niter, + Gr. fiirpov, a measure.] An apparatus
used for collecting and measuring nitrogen gas,

or for decomposing nitrogen oxids and subse-
quently measuring the residual or resulting

^ases.

nitromuriatic (ni-tro-mii-ri-at'ik), a. [< nitrum
(nitric) + muriatic.'^ The older term for nitro-

hydrochloric.

nitronaphthalene (m-tro-naf'tha-len), n. [<
nitrum (nitric) + naphthalene.] A. derivative
from naphthalene produced by nitric aeid.
There ai'e three of these nitronapthalenes, arising from
one, two, or three atoms of hydrogen being replaced by a
corresponding quantity of nitryl.

nitroso-. A prefix denoting that the compound
to which it is attached contains the univalent
compound radical NO, or nitrosyl.

nitro-SUbstitution (nl-tro-sub-sti-tu'shon), n.

The act of displacing an atom or a radical in a
complex body by substituting for it the univa-
lent radical nitryl, NO2.
nitrosulpburic (ni"tro-sul-fii'rik), a. [< nitrum
(nitric) + sulphuric] ' Consisting of a mixture
of sulphuric acid and some nitrogen oxid: as,

nitrosulphurio aeid, formed by mixing one part
of niter with eight or ten parts of sulphuric
acid: a useful agent for separating the silver
from the copper of old plated goods.
nitrosyl (ni'tro-sil), n. [< NL. nitrosus, nitrous,
+ -ylT] A univalent radical consisting of an
atom of nitrogen combined with one of oxygen.
It cannot exist in the free state, but its bromide and iodide
have been isolated, and the radical exists in many complex
substances forming the so-called nitrosoampounds,
nitrous (ni'trus), a. [= P. nitreux = Sp. Pg.
It. nitroso, < NL. nitrosus, nitrousX L. nitrosus,
full of natron, < nitrum, natron (NL. niter) : see
niter.]

_
In chem., of, pertaining to, or derived

from niter: applied to an oxygen compound
which contains less oxygen than those in which
the epithet nitric is used: thus, nitrous oxid
(N2O), nitric oxid (N2O2) ; nitrous acid (HNO2),
nitric acid (HNOs), etc

—

Nitrous acid, HNO2, an
acid produced by decomposing nitrites : it very readily be-
comes oxidized to nitric acid.—Nitrous ether, ethyl ni-
trite, C2H5NO2, a derivative of alcohol in which hydroxyl
(OH) is replaced by the group NO2. It is a very volatOe
liquid. When inhaled it acts very much as amyl nitrite
does.— Nitrous oxid gas, NoO, a combination of nitro-
gen and oxygen, formerly called the depMogisticated nitrous
gas. Under ordinary conditions of temperature and pres-
sure this substance is gaseous ; it has a sweet taste and a
faint agreeable odor. When inhaled it produces uncon-
sciousness and insensibility to pain ; hence it is used as an
anesthetic during short surgical operations. When it is
breathed diluted with air an exhilarating or intoxicat-
ing effect is produced, under the infiuence of which the



nitrons

Inhaler is irresistiblT impened to do all kinds of silly and
exto«Tagant acts; hence the old name of baigking-gtu.
Aiso called mtrogen monozaii.—Spirit Of nitrous ether,
an alcoholic solution of etlqrl nililte containing atmat 5
per cent, of the crude ether. K is dii^oreUc, diuretic,
and antiqiasmodic. Also called omstipuiii 4^ luler.

nitrum (ni'trum), n. [L., natron, XL., niter:
see niter.] 1. Xatron.—2. Niter.—Hitrmn flam-
niMls, ammonium nlbate : so named from its property of
exploding when heated to 600° ¥.

nitey. a. See mtery.
nitryl (ni'tril), «. [< mtrum (ntfiric) + -yt]
Nitric peroxid (NOg), a tmivalent radical as-
sumed to exist in nitrie acid and in the so-called
nitro-compounds.

nitta-tree (nit'l-tre), it. [< African nitta, also
nafta, + E. tree.'] A legnminoos tree, Parkia
biglandulosa (P. AJricana), native in western
Africa and parts of India, its clustered pods con-
tain an ediUe mealy pute of which the negroes are fond

;

and in the Sudan the seeds (about fourteen in a podX after
aprocess of roasting, fomenting in water, etc., are made
into a cake which serves as a saoce, though of ofCensiTe
odor. The name nitta-tree perhaps coTers more than one
species. Also caUed JJriean loeusL

Bitter (nit'er), n. [< ntfi + -eri.] An insect
which deposite its nits on animals, as an oestros
or bot-fly. See cut under bot-Jb/.

nitti^t (nit'i-li), adv. Loi^Uy; with Hoe;

He was a man nittSy needy, and therefore adventorous.
Sir J. Hayward.

nittings (nit'ingz), n. pi. [Origin obscure.]
Small particles of lead ore. [North. £ng.]

nittyl (nit'i), a. [< Bit + -yl.] PnU of nits;
abounding with nits.

m know the poor, ^r^ons, mt^ rascsL
B. Jonaon^ Poetaster, iiL 1.

nitlw^ (nit'i), a. [A var. of iietty, now natty,
perhaps simnlating niUA, < L. niUdus, the nit.

soorce of all these forms.] Shining; elegant;
spruce.

O dapper, laze, compleate, sweet mtHe youth

!

JTonton, Satires, iiL

nival (ni'val), a. [< li. mcdlig, snowy,< tiix (iwi>-,

orig. *»i(tjfc-), snow: seesnoicl.] If. Abound-
ing with snow; snowy. BaUey.—2. Growing
amid snow, orflowering during winter: as, ntcoJ

plants.

Monte Bosa contains the richest niml flora, am»ugh
moat of the species ate distzibuted throng the wbde Al-
lane region. Seumee, IT. ilS.

nivelt (niT'l), V. i. See viffle^. Prompt. Parr.
nivellator (niv'e-la-tor), n. [= F. niceleur =
Sp.wreJtMior; as F. ntceler (=Sp. nitielar), level

(< nirel, level : see fereP-), + -ator.'] A leveler.

Thae are in the OompteBoidusof the FrenchAcademy
lat^ papers containing deTel<9ments of various points of
the theory—the conception of maHaton may be refacred
to. Xature, YYYTT 219.

nivellization (niv'e-li-aa'shon), n. [< F. »»-

refer, level (see niceUator), ^- -iee + -ation.]

A leveling; a redaction to uniformity, as of
originally different vowels or inflections. Fig-

Jy^OH and PotceU, Icelandic Keader, p. 4S9.

nivenite (niv'en-it), n. [Named after William
yiren of New Yorfc] A hydrated nranate of
thorinm, yttrium, and lead, oocurring in mas-
sive forms with a velvet-black color and high
specific gravity. It is found in Llano county,

Texas, associated with gadolinite, fergusonite,

and other rare species.

niTBOns (m've-us), a. [< L. moeus, snowy, <

flu;(iwc-), snow: see nfnii.] Snowy; partaking
of the qualities of snow; resembling snow;
pore and brilliant white, as the wings of cer-

tain moths.

(^nnabar becomesred by^e add edialation of solphor,
which othCTwise presents a pore and iwMfne white.

Sir T. Brou-ne, Tulg. Err., -n. 12.

Nl'VemoiS hat. [F. yivernois, now Siter-

itais, < Necers, a city in France.] A hat worn
in England by voung men of fashion about
1765.

What with my Suemoithatenk compare!
a ./I1UI9, Jtfew Bath Guides PL 73.

nivicolons (ni-vik'o-lQs), a. [< L. ma; {nic-),

snow, -i- cofere, inhabit.] Living in the snow;
espemally, living on mountains at or above the
snow-4ine. [Rare.]

NlvSse (ne-vos'}, ». [< L. mcosus, abounding
in snow, < mr (imv-), snow.] The fourth month
of the French revolutionary calendar, be^-
ning (in 1793-4) December 21st and ending
January 19th.

nixi (niks), ». [< G. nix (MHG. nietes, niches.

OHG. niekus, mHihus), a water-sprite (= Dan.
nisse, a hobgoblin, brownie) : see ttielxr^. Cf

.

Mzy and ins^.] In Teut. mytA., a water-spirit,
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good or bad. The Scotch water-kelpie is a
wicked nix. Also written nis.

Ilix2 (niks), ». [< 6. nichts (= D. niets), no-
thing,prop, adv., orig. gen. of ntcA^not, naught:
see naught, n«(i.] 1. Nothing; as an answer,
nothing; also, by extension, as adverb, no.
[CoUoq., U. S.]— 2. See the quotation.

jrim is a term used in the railway mail service to de-
note matter of domestic <Hlgin, chiefly of the first and
second dass, which is unmailable because addressed to
places which are not post-oflice^ or to States, etc , in which
there isno such post-office as that i&dlcated in the address,

r. S. OJidai P. O. Gvide, Jan., ISSd, p. 685.

nixS (niks), interj. [Prob. another application
of iiii2, 1.] An exclamation of alarm used by
thieves, street Arabs, and others: as, nix, the
bobby! (policeman). [Slang, Eng.]
nixie, nizy^ (nik'si), n.

;
pi. nixies (-siz). [Dim.

of niri, or directly < G. nixe (OHG. luccAessa),
fern, of nix, a water-sprite: see «iji.] Same
as nix^.

She who ats by haunted well
Is subject to the Nme^ speU.

SeM, Fiiat^ xxviiL

nixy2 (nik'si), ;i. Same as nix\ 2.

Nizam (ni-zam' ) , n . [Hind, nisam, < Ar. mzam,
regulator, governor, < nazama, arrange, gov-
ern.] 1. The hereditary title of the rulers of
Hyderabad, India, derived from Asaf Jah, the
founder of the dynasty, who had been appoint-
ed by the Mogul emperor as Nizam-u-Mulk
(Begulator of the State), and subahdar of the
Deccan in 1713, but who ultimately became in-
dependent.

I eased in Asia the Sizixm
Gt a monstrous brood of Tampyre-bats.

Brmcning, The Tied Fiper of Hftrnftlin^ vL

2. sing, andjil. A soldier or the soldiers of the
Turkish regular army.
The Siatm, or Kegulars, had not been paid for seven

months, and the Amants could scarcelysum up what was
owing to them. B, F. Bvrton, El-Hedinah, p. 487.

nizeyt, nizyf, ». Same as >ttsey.

Kizzard (niz'|rd). n. [< It. Nizsti, = F. Alee,
Nice (see def.), + -ard.] An inhabitant of the
city of Nice, or its territorjr, which formerly
belonged to the kingdom of Sardinia, but was
ceded in 1860 to France.

As it was, both Savoyards and K^ardx had no choice
except to submit to tiie inevitable.

B. Diay, Victor Emmanuel, p. 231.

nizzyt, ». Same as nisey.

N. L. An abbreviation of Xew Latin.

N. N. E. An abbreviation of norflir-norfheast.

N. N. W. An abbreviation of north-norihirest.

no^ (no), adr. [Also dial. (So.) na. in enclitic

use; < ME. no, na, < AS. na,n6 {= leel. «ci),

not ever, no, < ne, not, + a, aye, ever: see ay\
03. Cf. nay. another form of no, from tiie

Scand.] 1. Not ever; never; not at aU; not.

Tho were thai wounded so strong;

Tliat thai no might doure long.
ArVunir and MerUn, p. 3S0,

£b gif thou of the self na tale,

Bot bring thi sawel out of bale.

Bug. MOr. HoatOia (ed. SmaU;^ p. \SL

[In this sense no is now confined toiffovincial use, in the
form no <» no, the Scottish form na being especially used
eaiditically, as eanna, una, mawemat truma, etc]

2. Not so; nay: not: with implied, but not
expressed, repetition of a preceding (or suc-

ceeding) statement denied or question an-
swered in the negative, with change of person
if necessary. This is practically equivalent to a oom-
idete sentenixwith its afBrmation denied: as, "Was he
hae yestoday?" "No"—that i^ "he was not here yes-

terdi^." It is thracfore the n^atiTecat^oremaiic parti-

cle, equivalent to mof, and opposed to ysg or yea, the at-

fiimative cat^orranatic particles. The fine distinction

an^ed to have ftsmerly existed betwe&i no and nay, ac-

cording towhich no answered questions negatively fnuned,
as, "Win he not come? So," while nay answered those
not including a n^a^e, as, *' Will he come? Nay," is

hardly borne out by the records. JITo and nay are ulti-

mately Identical in origin, and their differences of use
(nay being restricted in use and no now laigdy super-
seded by not) are accldentaL (a) In answer to a ques-
tion, wheUier by another person or asked (in echo or argu-
ment) by one's sdf.

Shall it availe that man to say he honours the Martyrs
memory and treads in their steps? JTo/the Hiaiisees con-
test as much of the holy Prophets.

JKUon, Apology for Smectymnnns.

(&) In answer to a request (expressed or anticipated): in

tiUs nse often repeated for emphasis : as^ no, no, do not
ask me. (e) Used paraitheticaUy in iteration ot another

There is none righteous, no, not one Bom. iiL 10.

Andflius I leave it as a declared truth, that neither the
feare of sect^ no, nor rebellion, can be a fit plea to stay

lefcnnation. JTiZton, Chnrcfa-(iOTeinment^ L 7.

(d) Used oontinuaiively, in iteration andampUficatian of a
jrevious negative, eqireaBed or understood.

no
Yo. Sub. The devil himself could Ttot pronounce a title

Mere hateful to mine ear.
Maeb. JV'o, nor more fearfuL

Shak., Macbeth, v. 7. 9.

Loss of thee
Would n«i!er from mv heart : no, no .' I feel
The link of nature draw me. JfiZton, P. L., Ix. 911.

Ko, not the bow, which so adorns the skies,
So glorious is, or boasts so many dyes.

WttUer, On a Brede of Divers Colours.

No, in Old England nothing can be won
Without a Faction, Good or 111 be done.

Steele, Grief A-U-Mode, Prrd.

3. Not: used after or, at the end of a sentence
or clause, as the representative of an inde-
pendent negative sentence or clause, the first

clause being often introduced by whether or if:
as, he is uncertain whether to accept it or no';

he may take it or no, as he pleases.
" I will,** she sayde, "do as ye oonncen me

;

Comforte or no, or hough that euer it beL**

Generyda (E. E. T. S.\ 1. 2588.

Is it lawful for us to give tribute unto Csesar, or no?
Lukerx. 22.

Whether they had thir Charges bom by the Church or
no, it need not be recorded. MUton, Touching Hirelings.

It is hard, indeed, to say trAetA^r he [Shakspere}had any
religious bdief or no. ,f. Ji.6rMn,B]st Eng. People, vi 7.

4. See no2, adt—No ! No! (noutX the answer to a
sentry's hail, to indicate that a warrant officer is in the
boat hailed.— Whetlier or no, in any case; certainly;
suidy: a^ he vvill doit wA£tA«r or no. [Colloq.]

no^ (no), n.; pl. noes (noz). [< nol, ode.] 1.

A denial; ^e word of deniaL
Henceforth my wooing mind shall be express'd
In russet yess and honest kersey noes.

Shak., L. L. L., V. 2. 113.

Fm patience Its very self! . . . but I do hate a No that
means Yes. J. H. Bunny, A Very lU-tempeted Family, iv.

2. A negative vote, or a person who votes in
the negative : as, the ?K>es nave itl

The division was taken on the question whether JUd-
dleton's motion should be put. The noes were ordered
by the speaker to go forth into the lobby.

Maeaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

The ayes and noes. See ayeS.

no^ (no), conj. [ME., < no, adv.
; partly as a

var. of ne, by confusion with mA, adv.'] Nor.
Mouther GUdas, no Bed^ no Henry of Hunljngton,
No William of Malmeshiri, ne Peis of Bridlynton,
Writes not In ther bokes of no kyng Athelwold.

£06. KifBname, p. 25.

The cifre in the rithe side was first vnyte, and yit he
tokeneth nothinge, no the secunde, no the thridde, but
fhei maken tiiat figure of 1 the more signyflcatyt thatcom-
ith after hem. Bam Mathanatiea, p. i9. {HaUiuea.)

no^ (no), a. [< ME. no, an abbr. form, by mis-
taking the flnal » for an inflective snfSx, of non,
noon, earlier nan, < AS. nan, no, none : see non*!,
which is the full form of no. JVo is to none as
a (ME. a. o) to one.'] Not any ; not one ; none.

As for the land of Perse^ this win 1 81^
It ought to paye noo tribute in noo wise

Generyda (E E. T. S.X L 2001.

Thou slialt worship no other god. Ex. xcdv. 11.

My cause is no man's but mine own.
Bbeteher (and anatha). Love's Pilgrimage, IL 1.

llastjyproceedfrom thefu»goodit can do to the mani-
fest hurt it causes. MUton, Areopagitica, p. 29:

By Heaven ! it [a battle] is a splendid sight to see
(For one who hath no friend, no brother there).

Byron, ChUde Harold, i. la
There were no houses invitang to repose ; no fields rip-

ening with com; no cheerful hearths; no welcoming
friends; no common altars.

Story, IMsconrse, Sept 18; 1828.

No doubt, end, go, joke, etc See the nouns. [Like
other negatives, no is mten used ironically, to suggest the
opposite of whst the negative expresses.

Here 's no knav^y ! See, to beguile the old folks, how
the young folks lay their heads together

!

Shak., T. of the S., I. 2. 139;

ThJH Is no cunning quean ! 'slight, she will make him
To think that, like a stag, he has cast his horns.

And is grown young again ! Slassinger, Bondman, L 2.

No is used, like not in ^timilftr construction^ with aword of
depreciation or diminutiou, to denote a certain degree oS

excellenoe^ small or great according to circumstances.

But Paul said, I am ... a Jew of 'I^arsus, a city in Ci-

licla, a citizen of no mean city. Acts xxL 39.

I can avouch that haU a craitury ago the beer of Flanders
was no bad tap. JT. andQ.,7thaer., VL 396.]

no^ (no), adc. [< ME. no; a reduced form of
nonei, adc., as no2j o., is of nwiei, a. It is there-

fore different from nol, adi:, from which it is

not distinguishable in form, andwhich it repre-

sents in all uses other than those given under
nol, adr., 1, 2, 3.] Not in any d^ree; not at

aH: in no respect; not: used with a compara-
tive: as, no longer; no shorter; no more; no

less.

No sooner met but Uiey locked : no sooner loc&ed, but
they loved ; no sooner 1 ved, but they sighed ; no soon»
sighed, but they asked one another the reason.

Shot., As you Like it, v. 2. 36.



no
But how compells he? doubtless no otherwise then he

draws, without which uo man can come to him.
Milton, Civil Power.

No. An abbreviation of the Latin numero, ab-
lative of nwimrus, number: used for English
number, and so as a plural Nos. : as, No. 2, and
Nos. 9 and 10.

no-account (no'a-konnt'), a. [A reduction of
the phrase o/»oaccoM»t.] Worthless. [South-
ern U. S.]

Noacbian (no-a'ki-an), a. [< Noah (,*Noach)
(LL. Noa, J>foe, < Gr. Nue, < Heb. Noadh) +
-Ja».] Of or relating to Noah the patriarch or
his time: as, the Noachian deluge; Noachian
laws or precepts.
Noachic (no-ak'ik), a. [< Noah (*Noach: see
Noachian) '+ -«c.] Of or pertaining to Noah

;

Noachian

—

NoacMo I.awa, or Law of Holiness, in
early Jewish hist., a code of laws relating to blasphemy,
idolati7, etc., enforced on Israelites and foreigners dweU-
ing in Palestine.

Koachid (no'a-kid), n. One of the NoaohidsB.

In the tenth chapter of the book of Genesis, in the list

of Noachids. J. Hadley, Essays, p. 10.

IToacMdae (no-ak'i-de), ». pi. [< Noah (*Noach)
+ -idee.] The descendants of Noah, especially
as enumerated in the table of nations given in
Gen. X.

Noah's ark. 1. The ark in which, according to
the account in Genesis, Noah and his family,
with many animals, were saved in the deluge.— 2. A child's toy representing this ark with
its occupants.
Noah's Aries, in which the Birds and Beasts were an un-

commonly tight fit. Dickens, Cricket on the Hearth, iL

3. Parallel streaks of cirrus cloud, appearing
by the effect of perspective to converge toward
the horizonj in some countries a sign of rain.

Also calledpoter bands.—4. A bivalve moUusk,
Area now, an ark-shell : so named by Linnseus.— 5. In hot., the larger yellow lady's-slipper,

Noah S gourd or bottle. See gourd.

nob^ (nob), n. [A simplified spelling of knob,
in various dial, or slang applications not recog-
nized in literary u§e. Of. ma62.] 1. The head.
[Humorous.]
The nob of Charles the Fifth ached seldomer under a

monk's cowl than under the diadem.
Lamib, To Barton, Dee. 8, 1329.

2. lD.gwn., the plate under the swing-bed for the
head of an elevating-screw. E. H. Knight.— 3.

Same as knobsUcJc, 2.— Black nob, the bullflnoh.—

One for Us nob. (a) A blow on the head delivered in a
pugilistic fight. [Slang.] (b) A point counted in the game
of cribbage for holding the knave of trumps.

nob^ (nob), V. t; pret. and pp. nobbed, ppr. nob-
bing. [Prob. < nob\n. Ct.jowl, v., <jowl, «.]

To beat; strike. HalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]
nob* (nob), n. [Said to be an abbr. of noble lord

o;e nobleman.'] A member of the aristocracy; a
swell. [Slang.]
" There 's not any public dog-flghts," I was told, and

"very seldom any in a pit at a public-house ; but there 's

a good deal of it, 1 know, at the private houses of the
nobs,". . . acommon designation for the rich among these
sporting people.

Mayheui, London Labour and London Poor, II, 64.

nob. An abbreviation of nobis.

nobbily (nob'i-li), adv. In a nobby manner;
showily; smartly. [Slang.]

nobble (nob'l), v. t.; pret. and pp. nobbled, ppr.
nobbling. [Freq. of nob^. In sense 2 perhaps
for *nabble, freq. of nab^] 1. To strike; nob.
[Prov. Eng.]—3. To get hold of dishonestly;
nab; filch. [Slang.]

The old chap has noitled the young fellow's money, al-

most every shilling of it, I hear. Thackeray, Philip, xvL

3. To frustrate; circumvent; get the better
of; outdo. [Slang.]

Itwas never quite certain whether he [Palmerston] was
going to nobble the Tories or " square " the Badlcals.

FrnlnighUy Bee., N. 8., XXXIX. 136.

4. To injure ; destroy the chances of winning,

as by maiming or poisoning ^ said of a horse.

[Racing slang.]— 5. To shingle. See shingle

and piMdle.

nobbier (nob'lferj, n. [Also Jcnohbler; < nobble +
-erl.] 1. A finishing stroke; a blow on the

head. [Slang.]—2. A thimble-rigger's con-

federate. [Slang.]— 3. A dram of spirits.

[Australia.]
'

He must drink a nobbier with Tom, and be prepared to

shout for all hands at least once a day.

A. C. Oramt, Bush Life in Queensland, 1. 248.

4. Ashingler. BeeptiddleanApuddler. Some-
times spelled hnobbter.

nobblin (nob'lin), n. [A dial, form of *nobbling,

verbal n. of nobble, v., 5.] In certain furnaces

4002

of Yorkshire, England, plates of puddled iron as
produced by the shingler or nobbier in a con-
venient form to be broken up so that the pieces
may be carefully sorted for further treatment.
The object is to produce a superior quality of manufac-
tured iron, this superiority depending on the quality of

the ore and fuel as well as on certain peculiarities in the
methods of working. Also spelled nMin.
nobbut (nob'ut), adv. [A dial, fusion of not
but, none but.] Only; no one but; nothing but.
[Prov. Eng.]
nobby (nob'i), a. [< nob^ + -2/1.] 1. Having
an aristocratic appearance; showy; elegant;
fashionable ; smart. [Slang.]— 2. Good; cap-
ital. [Slang.]

I'll come back In the course of the evening, if agreeable
to you, and endeavor to meet your wishes respecting this
unfortunate family matter, and the nobbiest way of keep-
ing it quiet. JXckens, Bleak House, liv,

nobile officium (nob'i-le o-flsh'i-um). [L., lit.

'noble oflSce': nobile, neut. of nobiUs, noble;
offioium, of&ce : see office.] In Scotland, an ex-
ceptional power possessed by the Court of Ses-
sion to interpose in questions of equity, so as
to modify or abate the rigor of the law, and to

a certain extent to give aid where no strictly

legal remedy can be obtained.

nobiliary (no-bil'i-a-ri), a. and n. [< F. nobi-

liaire= Sp. Pg. nobiUario, < L. nobilis, noble : see
noble.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the nobility.

NdbUiary, insuchaphraseas" ruMiary roll," or " KoiiiZ-

iary element of Parliament," is a term of patent utility,

and one to which we should try to habituate ourselves.

F. Han, Mod. Eng., p. 377.

II. ». ;
pi- nobilia/ries (-riz). A history of

noble famUies.
nobilify (no-bil'i-fl), v. t.: pret. and pp. nobiU-

fled, ppr. noMlifying. [< L. nobiUs, noble, +
^care, make : see -/^.] Tonobilitate. Holland.

Nobili s rings. See rimg.

nobilitate (no-bil'i-tat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. no-

bilitated, ppr. nobilitating. [< L. nobilitatus,

pp. of nobilitare, make known, render famous,
render excellent, make noble, ennoble, < nobiUs,
known, famous, noble: see noble.] To make
noble; ennoble; dignify; exalt.

That, being nobly bom, he might persever,
Enthron'd by fame, nbmttated ever.

Ftyrd, Fame's Memorial.

nobilitate (no-bil'i-tat), a. [< L. nobilitatus,

pp. : see the verb.] Ennobled.
The branches of the principal family of Douglas which

were nobilitate. Nisbet, Heraldry (1816), I. 74.

nobilitation (no-bU-i-ta'shon), n. [= or. no-
bilitation, < L. as if *nobiU&tio(n-'), < nobilitare,

make noble : see nobilitate,] The act of nobili-

tating or making noble.

Both the prerogatives and rights of the divine majesty
are concerned, and also the perfection, TwbUitation, and
salvation of the souls of men.

Dr. H. More, Antidote against Idolatry, ii.

nobility (no-bU'i-ti), n. [< OP. nobiUte, no-
bilete, noMli'ted, also noblete, ndblite, P. nobilitS

= Pr. nobilitat, nobletat = It. nobilM^ < L.
nobiUta(t-)s, celebrity, excellence, nobility, <
nobiUs, known, celebrated, noble: see noble.

The older nouns in E. are noblesse and nobley.]

1. The character of being noble; nobleness;
dignity of mind ; that elevation of soul which
comprehends bravery, generosity, magnanim-
ity, intrepidity, and contempt of everything
that dishonors character; loftiness of tone;
greatness; grandeur.

Though she hated Amphialus, yet the nobility of her
courage prevailed over it. ^r P. Sidiwy.

Sweet mercy is TWbUity'g true badge.
Shai:., Tit. And., i. 1. 119.

There is a nobUH^ without heraldry, a natural dignity.
Sir T. Browne, Seligio Medici, ii. 1.

2. Social or political preeminence, usually ac-
companied by special hereditary privileges,
founded on hereditary succession or descent

;

eminence or dignity derived by inheritance
from illustrious ancestors, or specially con-
ferred by sovereign authority. The Constitution
of the United States provides (art. 1, sec. ix.) : "No title of
nobility shall be granted by the United States."

He call'd them untaught knaves, unmannerly,
To bring a slovenly unhandsome corse
Betwixt the wind and his noUli^.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., i. 3. 46.

It^ew nobility is but the act of power, but ancient mbU-
iiy is the act of time. Bocow,, Nobility.

NobUiby without an estate is as ridiculous as gold lace
on a frieze coat. Sheridan, The Duenna, ii. 3.

The great peculiarity of the baronial estate in England
as compared with the continent is the absence of the idea
of caste : the English lords do not answer to the nobles of
France or to the princes and counts of Germany, because
in our system the theory of nabOAty of blood as conveying

noble

political privilege has no legal recognition. English nMl-
Uy is merely the nobility of the hereditary counsellors of

the crown, the right to give counsel being involved at one
time in the tenure of land, at another in the fact of sum-
mons, at another in the terms of a patent ; it is the result

rather than the cause of peerage. The nobleman is the
person who for his life holds the hereditary ofloe denoted
or implied by his title. The law gives to his children and
kinsmen no privilege which it does not give to the ordi-

nary freeman, unless we regard certain acts of courtesy,

which the law has recognised, as implying privilege. Sucli

legal nobUity does not of course preclude the existence of

real nobility, socially privileged and defined by ancient
puriiy of descent or even by connexion with the legal no-

bUity of the peerage ; but the English law does not regard
the man of most ancient and purest descent as entitled

thereby to any right or privilege which is not shared by
every freeman. . . . Nobility of blood— that is, nubility

which was shared \ff the whole kin alike—was a very an-

cient principle among the Germans, and was clearly recog-

nized by the Anglo-Saxons in the common institution of

wergild, Stuhbs, Const. Hist., § 188.

In England there is no nolMiiy. The so-called noble
family is not noble in the continental sense ; privilege does
not go on from generation to generation ; titles and pre-

cedence are lost in the second or third generation.
E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 308.

3. A body of persons enjoying the privileges

of nobility. Specifically—(a) In Great Britain and Ire-

land, the body of persons holding titles in virtue of which
they are members of the peerage. See peerage; see also

quotations from Stubbs and Freeman under def. 2. (&) In
some European countries, as in Bussia, a class holding a
high rank and enjoying, besides social distinction, special

privileges ; the noblesse. =^n. 1. NotHity, Noblenets, ele-

vation, loftiness, dignity. In application to things noble-

ness is rather more appropriate than rwbUity, as the noble-

ness of architecture or one's English, while nobility is more
likely to be applied to persons and their belongings, as

nobility of character or of rank ; but this distinction is no
more than a tendency as yet. See noble.

nobis (no'bis). [Ij., dat. of nos, we: see nos-

trum.] With us; for or on our part : inzo6logy
affixed to the name of an animal to show that
such name is that which the author himself has
given or by which he calls the object. The plural
form is like the editorial " we." The singular mihi, some-
times used, has the same signification. Usually abbrevi-
ated nob.

noble (no'bl), a. and n. [< ME. noble, < OP. no-

ble, also nobile, P. noble = Pr. Sp. noble = Pg.
noire = It. nobile, < L. nobilis (OL. gnobilis),

knowable^ known, well-known, famous, cele-

brated, high-born, of noble birth, excellent, <

noscere, gnoseere, Imow (= Gr. yiyviiaKsiv), know

:

seeferooMji.] I. a. 1. Possessing or character-
ized by hereditary social or political preemi-
nence, or belonging to the class whichpossesses
such preeminence or dignity ; distinguished by
birth, rank, or title ; of ancient and nonorable
lineage; illustrious: as, a »oWe personage ; no-
ble birth.

He was a noble knyght and an hardy.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 164.

Come they of noble family?
Why, so didst thou. Shak., Hen. V., ii 2. 129.

The patricians of a Latin town admitted to the Soman
franchise became plebeians at Rome. Thus, from the be-
ginning, the Homan plebs contained families which, if the
word mible has any real meaning, were fully as noble as any
house of the three elder tribes.

K A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 292.

2. High in excellence or worth.
The noble army of Martyrs praise thee.

Book of Cormrum Prayer, Te Deum.

The noblest mind the best contentment has.

^aenser, F. Q.. I. !• 35.

(a) Great or lofty in character, or in the nature of one's
achievements ; magnanimous ; above everyUiing that is

mean or dishonorable: applied to persons or the mind.

Ndbleit of men, woo'tdie? Shak., A. and C, iv. 16. 69.

He was my friend.
My noble friend ; I will bewail his ashea
Fletcher (and Massingerl), Lover's Progress, iv. 3.

Though King John had the Misfortune to fall into the
Hands of his Enemy, yet he had the Happiness to fall into
the Hands of a noble Enemy. Baker, Chronicles, p. 124.

Statues, with winding ivy crowned, belong
To nobler poets, for a nobler song.

Dryden, tr. of Perslus's Satires, l, Prol.

(6) Proceeding from or characteristic or Indicative of
greatness of mind : as, moUe courage ; ruMe sentiments

;

noble thoughts.

Thus checked^he Bishop, looking round with a noble
air, cried out, "We commit our cause then to Almighty
God." Latimer, Life and Writings, p. xfdz.

For his entertainment,
Leave that to me ; he shall find nxMe usage.
And from me a free welcome.

Beam, and Fl., Knight of Malta, ill. 2.

The noblest service comes from nameless hands.
And the best servant does his work unseen.

0. W. Holmes, Ambition,

(c) Of the best kind ; choice ; excellent.

And amonges hem, Gyle of Olyve is fulle dere : for thei
holden It for fulle noble medicyne.

Mandeuitte, Travels, p. 262.

yet I had planted thee a nMe vine. Jer. ii. 21.



noble
Hir garthes of nobyll sylke they were.
Thonuu qf Entddoune (Child's Ballads, L 99X

My wife, who. poor wretch ! sat ... all day, tni ten at
night, altering and lacing of a nMe petticoat

Ptpyt, Diary, Dec. 25, 1668.

See that there be a vobU snpper pro\ided In the saloon
to-night— serve up my best wines, and let me have music,
d'ye bear? Sheridan, The Duenna, ilL 1.

(d) In muuroZ., excellent; pnre in the highest degree: as,

tuNe opal ; noble hornblende ; noble tonrmalin. (e) Fie-
cioos ; valuable : applied to those metals which are not
altered on ezposare to the air, or which do not easily rust,
and which are much scarcer and more valuable than the
so-called useful metals. Thongh ttie epithet is applied
chiefly to gold and silver, and sometimes to quicksilver,
it might also with propriety be made use of in reference
to platinum and the group of metals associated with it^

since these are scarce and valuably and are little acted
on by ordinary reagents. (/) In falconry, noting long-
winged &dcons which swoop down upon the quarry.

3. Of magnificent proportions or appearance

;

magnificent; stately^; splendid: as, a no&2e edi-

fice.

Vne oppon the Anter was amyt to stond
An ymage full noble in tiie nome of god,
ffyftene cabettes by course all of clene lenght,
Sbynyng of ^ene gold it of shap nobUL

VatrucHon qf Troy^ £. T. S.X L 1681.

It is very well bnUt, uid has many noNe roomes, but
they are not very convenient. Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 25, 1672.

A noble library . . . looks down upon as with its pon-
derous and spes^ing volumes.

Story, Misc. Writings, p. 551.

Host noble, the style of a duke.—NoUe liawks, in/ot
eoruy. See haail.—Nollle laurel, the bay-tiee, iMurus
nobuit. See bayi, 2, and Umrel, 1.—Noble llyerwqrt,
the common hepatica or liverleaf. Anemone HepaUca,
&ee'Hepatiea Noble metals. See deL 2 (e).— Noble
parts of the bodyt, the vital parts, as the heart, Uver,
lungs, brain, etc. Dunglison.—Tbe noble art, the art
of self-defense; boxing. =Syn. 2. Noble, Generous, Mag-
nanimous, honorable, elevated, exalted, iUustrions, emi-
nent; grand, worthy. Noble and generous start from the
idea of being high-bom ; in character and conduct they
express that which is appropriate to exalted place. Noble
is an absolute word in excluding its opposite completely

;

it admits no d^ree of the petty, mean, base, or dishon-
orable

_;
it is one of the words selected for the expression

of loftiness in spirit and life. With generous the idea of
liberality in giving has somewhat overshadowed the ear-

lier meaning, tliat of a nMe nature and a free, warm
heart going forth toward others : as, a generous foe dis-

dains to take an unfur advantage^ Magnaniimous comes
nearer to the meaning of noble; it notes or describes that
largeness of mind that has breadth enough and height
enough to take in large views, broad sympathies, exalted
standards, etc. (See definition of Tiuz^nammit^.} It gen-
erally implies superiority of position : as, a nation so great
as the ITnited States or Great Britain can afford to be mag-
nammous in its treatment of injuries or affronts from na-
tions comparatively weak.

n, n. 1. A person of acknowledged social or
political preeminence ; a person of rank above
a commoner; a nobleman; specifically, in Great
Britain and Ireland, a peer; a dnke, marquis,
earl, Yisconnt, or baron. See ndbUity and
peerage.

I come to thee for charitable license . . .

To sort our nobles from our common men.
For many of our princes— woe the while !

—

Lie drown'd and soak'd in mercenary blood.
Shak., Hen. V., Iv. 7. 77.

Let us see these handsome houses,
Where Oie wealthy ndbles dwelL

Tennyson, Lord of Burlei^

2. An old English gold coin, current for 6s. 8d.,

first minted by Edward m., and afterward by
Richard 11., Henry
IV., v., and VI.,

and also by Ed-
ward IV., under
whom one variety
of the noble was
called the ryal or
rose noble (see

fyol). The obverse
type of all these no-
bles was the king in a
ship. The reverse in-

scription, "Jesus au-
tem tzansiens per me-
dium illomin ibat"
(Luke iv. 30), was prob-
ably a charm against
thieves. Budlng con-
jectures, thongh not
with much probabil-
ity, that the coins de-
rived their name from
the noble nature of the
metal of which they
were composed. The
coin was much imitat-

ed in the Low Coun-
tries. See George-noble,

quarter-noble.

Beo tolde him a tale

and tok him a noble,

For to ben hire beode-
mon and hire bande
after. Reveise.
JPiersPloumanfA), Noble of Edward m. (Size of the

[HI. is. originaL)
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Ful brighter was the shynyng of hir hewe
Than in tlie Tour the noble yfoiged newe.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, L 70.

Sayth master mony-taker, greasd 1' th' flat,

" And if tho[u] comst in danger, for a noble
lie stand thy friend, & healp thee out of trouble."

Tunes' Whistle (K. E. T. S.), p. 48.

3. The pogge, Agonus eafaphractug. [Scotch.]—4t. pi. El entom., the Popi!Mmid<E.—Farthing
noble. See farthing.—Lion noble. See Jion, 6.— Mall
noble. See nunZs.—To bring a noUe to ninepencet,
to decay or degenerate.

En. Have you given over study then ?

Po. Altogether ; I have brought a noble to nineperux, and
of a master of seven arts I am become a workman of but
one art. N. Bailey, tr. of Ck>lloqaies of Erasmus, L 348.

noblet (noT)!), V. t. [< ME. noblen; < nolle, a.

Cf. ennoble.'] To ennoble.

Thou nMedest so ferforth our nature.
That no desdeyn the maker badde fk kynde.

Chaucer, Second Nun's Tale, L 40.

noble-ending (no'bl-en'ding), a. Making a
noble end. ptare.]

And so, espoused to death, with blood he seal'd
A testament of noble-ending love.

Shak., Hen. V., iv. 6. 27.

noble-finch (no'bl-finch), n. A book-name of
the chafSnch, FringiUa Calebs, translating the
German edelfink. See cut under chaffinch.

nobleiet, n. See nobley.

nobleman (no'bl-mau), n.
;
pi. noblemen (-men).

[< noble + man.'] (Sue of the nobility ; a noble

;

a peer.
U I blush.

It is to see a lujibleman want manners.
Shak., Hen. VIIL, liL 2. 308.

Thus has it been said does society naturally divide it-

self into four classes

—

noblemen, gentlemen, gigmen, and
men. Carlyle.

noble-minded (nd'bl-min'ded), a. Possessed
of a noble mind; magnanimous.

The fraud of England, not the force of France,
Hath now entrapp'd the nobleminded Talbot.

Shak., 1 Hen. VL, iv. 4. 37.

nobleness (no'bl-nes), n. The state or quality
of being noble, (a) Preeminence or distmction ob-
tained by birth, or derived from a noble ancestiy ; dlstin-

guished lineage or rank ; nobility.

I hold it ever
Virtue and cunning were endowments greater
Than nobleness and riches. Shak., Pericles, ilL 2. 28.

(b) Greatness of excellence or worth; loftiness; excel-

lence; magnanimity; elevation of mind ; nobility.

The Body of E. Harold his Mother Thyra offered a great
Sum to have it delivered to her ; but the Duke, out of the
Nobleness of his Mind, would take no Money, but dellver'd

it freely. Baker, Chronicles, p. 23.

Greatness of mlnd^ and nobleness, their seat
Build in her loveliest. MiUim, P. L., viiL 557.

The king of noblenesse gave charge unto the friers of
Leicester to see an honourable intemnent to beginen to it.

Bacon, JBOst. Hen. VH., p. 2.

(e) Stateliness; grandeur; magnificence.

For nobleness of structure, and riches, it [the abbey of
Beading] was equal to most in England.

Ashmole, Berkshire, H. 341. {Latham.)

(d) Excellence ; choiceness of quality.

We ate and drank.
And might— the wines being of such noblmess—
Have jested also.

Tennyson, Lover's Tale, (lOlden Snpper.

(e) Of metals, freedom from liability to rust = Syn. See
nobility and noble.

noblesse (no-bles'), n. [Early mod. E. also

nobless (novr noblesse, spelled and accented after

mod. F.); < ME. noblesse, noblesce, < OF. no-

blesse, noblesce, noblece, noblaice, F. noblesse =
Pr. nobleza, noblessa = Sp. nobleza = Pg. no-

breza, < ML. nobiliUa, nobility (pi. nobMUce,
privileges of nobUity), < L. nobilis, noble: see

noble.] 1. Noble birth or condition; nobility;

greatness; nobleness. [Obsolete or archaic.]

Tnllias Hostillins,

That out of poverte roos to heigh ruMesse.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, L 311.

"Grisild," quod he, " that day
That I you took out of your poure array.

And pntte you in estaat of heigh noblesse.

Ye have nat that forgotten, as I gesse."
Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, L 412.

As a Husbands Nobless doth lUustre

A mean-born wife.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Eartas's Weeks, L 4.

All the bounds
Of manhood, ruMesie, and religion.

Chapman, Bussy d'Ambois, v. 1.

2. The nobility; persons of noble rank collec-

tively; specifically, same as nobility, 3 (6).

It was evening, and the canaH where the Noblesse go to
take the air, as in ourHldepar^ was full of ladys and gen-

tlemen. Evdyn, Diaiy, June, 1645.

He has plainly enough pointed out the faults even of

the French niMesse. Brougham.

nocently

Noblesse oblige [F.], literally, nobility obliges ; noble
birth or rank compels to noble acts ; hence, the obligation
of noble conduct imposed by nobility.

noblewoman (no'bl-wum'an), n.; pi. noble-
women (-wim'en). [< noble + woman.] A
woman of noble rank.
These noUeunmien maskers spake good French onto th.

Frenchmen. G. Cavendish, Wolsey. (,Encyc. Diet,

nobleyf, «. [ME., also nobleie,< OP. noblee,
nobleness, < noble, noble : see noble.] 1 . Noble
birth; rank; state; dignity.

Whyl that this king sit thus in bis nobleye.
Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 69.

Ne pomp, array, naUey, or ek lichesse,
Ne made me to raw on yonre distresses
But moral virtu, grounded upon tronthe.

C%aucer, Troilns, iv. 1670.

2. The body of nobles; the nobility.

Your princes erren, as your nobley doth.
Chaucer, Second Nun's Tale, L 449.

noblin, n. See nobblin.

nobly (no'bli), adv. [< noble + -ly^.] In a no-
ble manner, (a) of ancient or noble Uneage ; from no-
ble ancestors : as, nobly bom or descended. (6) In a man-
ner befitting a noble.

A gentleman of noble pontage.
Of fair demesnes, joa&lal, and nMy train'd.

Shak., K. and J., iii. 5. 182.

(c) With magnanimity, bravery, generosity, ete.; heroi-
cally.

Was not that nobly done? Shak., Macbeth, iii 6. 14.

Well beat, O my immortal Indignation

!

Thou nMy swell'st my belldng SouL
J. Beaumont, Psyche, L 30.

id) Splendidly; magnificently: as, he was Twbly enter-

In that Beme ben faire men, and thei gon fulle nobely
arrayed in Clothes of Gold. MandemUe, Travels, p. 152.

Behold!
Where on the MgesiR shore a city stands.
Built nobly; pure the air, and light the soil;

Athens, the eye of Greece. JXiUon, P. £., iv. 239.

=Syn. ninstriously, honorably, magnanimously, grandly,
superbly, sublimely.

nobody (no'bo-di), n.
;
pi. nobodies (-diz). [<

ME. noiody; rare in ME. (where, besides the
ordinary Tione, no man, noman, and no wightyieTe
used); < no^ -I- body.] 1. No person; no one.

Tliis is the tune of our catch, plaid by the picture of
No^body. Shak., Tempest (folio 1623), iii 2. 136.

I care for nobody, no, not I,

If no one cares for me.
Bickerstaff, Love in a Village, L 3 (song).

Hence— 2. An unimportant or insignificant

person ; one who is not in fashionable society.

Oh, Mrs. Benson, the Peabodys were nobodys only a few
years ago. I remember when they used to stay at one of
the smaller hotels. C 2>. (Tomer, 'Their Pilgrimage, p. 92.

nobstick, ». See knobstick.

nob-thatcher (nob'thach'er), n. Awig-maker.
Halliwell. [Slang.]

nocake (no'kak), n. [An accom., simulating E.
cdfcei, of the earlier nokehick, < Amer. Ind. noo-
kik, meal.] Parched maize pounded into meal,
formerly much used by the Indians of North
America, especially when on the march. It was
mixed with a little water when prepared for use. This
articl^ usually with the addition of sngar, is still much
used in Spanish-American countries under the name of
pinole.

Ndkehick, parch'd meal, which is a readie very whole-
some food, which they eate with a little water.

Soger Wmiams, Key (1643) (Ck)ll. E. L Hist. Soc., L 33).

A little pounded parched com or no-cake sufficed them
[the Indians] on the march.

Emerson, Hist. Discourse at Concord.

no(^ntt (no'sent), a. and n. [< L. nocen(t-)s,

ppr. of nocer'e, harm, hurt, injure.] I. a. 1.

Hurtful; mischievous; injurious; doing hurt:

as, nocent qualities.

The Earle of Deuonshire, being interessed in the blod
of Yorke, that was rather feared men nocent.

Bacon, Hist Hen. YIL, p. 213.

The baneful schedule of her rwcent charms.
B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, il. 2.

2. GuUty; criminal.

(zod made us nakedand innocent, yetwe presently made
ourselves nocent.

Hewyt, Sermons (1658X Cliristmas Day, p. 74. (Latham.)

Afflicts both nocent and the innocent
Greene, James IV., v.

The innocent might have been apprehended for the tio-

cenL Charnock, Attributes, p. 595.

n. n. One who is guilty; one who is not in-

nocent.

An innocent with a nocent, a man ungylty with a gylty,

was pondered in an egall balaunce.
HaU, 1548, Hen. IV., f. 14. (HaUiwea.)

No nocent is absolved by the verdict of liimseU.

Sir T. Browne, Cihrist. Mor., L 22.

nocently (no'sent-U), ad«. In a nocent manner;
hurtfuUy; injuriously. [Rare.]



nocenne

nocerine (no-se'rin), n. [< Nocera (see def.) +
-j)ie2.] A fluoride of oaleimn and magnesium,
occurring in white aeicular crystals in volcanic
bombs from the tufa of Nocera in Italy.

nochef, «. See nouch.
nochei, notchel (noch'el), v. t. [Appar. a var.
of niciiel, simulating »o<.] To repudiate. See
the quotations, [ftov. Eng.]

It is the custom in Lancashire for a man to advertise
that he will not he responsible lor debts contracted by
her [his wife] after that date. He is thus said to notchel
her, and the advertisement is termed a notchel notice.

N. and Q., Vth ser., Vin. 268.

WUl. ThefirstI think onis theking'smajestyCOodhless
him !), him they cried nocheU.
Sam. What, as Gafler Block of our town cried his wife?
WUl. I do not know what he did ; but they voted that

nobody shoold either borrow or lend, nor sell or buy with
him, under pain of their displeasure.

Dialogue <m Oatfard Parfiammt, 1681 (HaiL Misc., EC.

(114). (Dames.)

nocht (nooht), n. A dialectal (Scotch) form of
naught.

nocivet (no'siv), a. [= Sp. Pg. It. nodmo, < L.
Mocwj«s, hurtful, injurious, < nocere, hurt, harm:
see nocent.'] Hurtful; injurious.

Be it that some nocive or hurtful thing he towards us,

must fear of necessity follow thereupon?
Booker, Eccles. Polity.

nociTOUSt, a. [< Ij. nocivus, hurtful: see no-
cwe.'] Hurtful; harmful; evil.

Fhisitions which prescribe a remedy, . . .

That know what is noetvoits, & what good, . . .

Yet all their skill as foUie I deride,
Vnless they rightly know Christ crucified.

mmesf WhistU (B. B. T. S.), p. 147.

nock (nok), n. [< ME. nocke = MD. nocke =
Dan. nok = Sw. nock, OSw. nocka, dial, nokke,
nokk, a nook, notch ; of. It. nocco, nocca, a nock,
of Tout, origin. Nowassibilatedwotefe, q.v. Cf.
Micfci.] 1. A notch; specifically, in arcTiery, the
notch on the end of an arrow (or the notched
end itself),which rests onthe strmgwhen shoot-
ing, or either of the notches on the horns of the
bow where the string is fastened.

He took his arrow by the nocke.
Cliapman, Iliad, iv. 138,

Be sure alwayes that your stringe slip not out of the
nocke, tor then all is in jeopardy of breakinge.

Aeelumi, Toxophilus, p. 201. (Nares.)

2. In sail-making, the foremost upper corner
of boom-saUs,and of staysails cutwim a square
tack.—3t. The fundament; the breech.

So learned Taliacotius from
The brawny part of porter's bum
Gut supplemental noses, which
Wou'd last as long as parent breech

;

But when the date of nock was out,
Off dropt the sympathetic snout.

£t. BiiOer, Hudibras, 1. 1. 286.

Nock-earlng, the rope which fastens the nock of a sail.

nock (nok), V. t. [< nock, n. Cf. notch.'] 1.

To notch ; make a notch in.

They [arrows] were shaven wel and dight^
Nokked and fethered aright.

Rom. qfthe Rote, L 942.

2. To place the notch of (the shaft or arrow)
upon the string ready for shooting.

Captaine Smith was led after him by three great Sal-
vages, holding him fast by each arme : and on each side
six went in fyle with their Arrowes nocked.

Quoted in Cajit. John Smith's True Travels, 1, 159.

A proper attention was to be paid to the nocHng— that
is, the application of the notch at the bottom of the arrow
to the bow-string. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 124.

nockandrot (no-kan'dro), n. [Perhaps humor-
ously formed from nock + Grr. dv^p (avdp-), a
man. (Ifares).'] Same as nock, 3.

Blest be Dulcinea, whose favour I beseeching,
Kescued poorAndrew, and his nock-andro from breeching.

Clayton, Fest. Notes, p. 14. (Nares.)

nocking-point (nok'ing-point), n. In archery,

that part of the string of a bow on which the
arrow is placed preparatory to shooting.

noctambulation (nok-tam-bu-la'shgn), n. [<
L. nox (noct-), night, + ambulaUo(n^), a walk-
ing about: see night and ambulation.'] Som-
nambulism; sleep-walking. [Eare.]

noctambulism (nok-tam'M-Uzm), n. [= F.
noctambulisme = Sp. Pg. noctambuUsmo = It.

nottambulismo ; as noctanibulo + -ism.] Som-
nambulisip. [Bare.]
noctambulist (nok-tam'bu-Ust), n. [< L. nox
(noct-), night, -I- ambulare, walk, + 4sf.'] A
sleep-walker; a somnambulist. [Rare.]

noctambulo (nok-tam'bu-16), n. [< Sp. noc-

tdmbulo = Pg. noctambulo = It. nottambulo =
F. noetambule, a sleep-walker, < L. nox (noct-),

night, -I- ambulare, walk.] A sleep-walker; a
somnambulist.
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Respiration being carried on in sleep is no argument

against its being voluntary. What shall we s^ of nm-
tmnbvlos? Arbuthnot, BSects of Air. (Latham.)

noctambulont (nok-tam'bu-lon), n. Same as
noctambulo. Dr. M. More.

'

noctidial (nok-tid'i-al), a. [< L. nox {noct-),

night, -I- dies, a day: see night and dial.]

Comprising a night and a day ; consisting of
twenty-four hours. [Bare.]

The nocHdial day, the lunar periodick month, and the
solar year, are natural and universal; but incommensu-
rate each to another, and difficult to be reconciled. Holder.

noctiferoust (nok-tif'e-rus), a. [< L. noctifer,

the evening star, lit. ni'ght-bringer, < nox (noct-),

nightj +/(srre = E. 6earl. Ct. Lucifer.] Bring-
ing mght. Bailey.

noctiflorous (nok-ti-flo'rus), a. [< L. nox (noct-),

night, -(- flos (flor-), blossom, flower.] In bot.,

flowering at night.

Noctilio (nok-tU'i-o), n. [NL., < L. nox (noct-),

night, + -ilio, as in L. vesperUUo, a bat (< »e«per,

evening): see VesperUlio.] 1. A genus of Cen-
tral American and South American embaUonu-
rine bats, the type of a family NbctiUonidce. If.

leporinus, a bat of singular aspect, is the leading
species.— 3. [?. c] A member of this genus.
Noctilionids (nok-til-i-on'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< NocUUo(n-) + 4dcB.] A neotropical family of
bats, related to the Emballormridee and some-
timesincludedinthatfamily,representedbythe
single genus NoctiMo. The ears are large, separate,
and with well-developed tragus ; there is no nose-leaf ; the
nostrils are oval and close together, and the snout pro-
jects over the lower lip ; the short tail perforates the basal
third of the large interfemoral membrane ; and some pe-
culiarities of the incisor teeth give the dentition an ap-
pearance like that of a rodent. These bats share with
some others, as the molossoids, the name of IniUdog bats.

Noctiluoa (nok-ti-lii'ka), n. [NL., < L. nocti-

luca, that which shines by night (the moon, a
lantern), < nox
(noct-), night, +
fecerfi,shine: see
lucent.] 1. A
genus of free-
swimming phos-
phorescent pela-
gicinfusorialan-
imalcules, typi-
cal of the family
Noetiluddce. it is

sometimes regard-
ed as representative
of an order Cyeto-
flagellata (or Rhyn-
ckoflageUata). They
are ordinarily re-

garded as mono-
mastigate or unifla-

gellate eustomatous
Infusorians, of sub-
spheroidal form, striking^ like a peach in shape, and
from ^ Uy -^ oi aa inch in diameter (thus of giant size

among infusorians). There is only one species, N. mUi-
aris, of almost cosmopolitan distribution, but most abun-
dant in warm seas, where they are foremost among various
phosphorescent pelagic organisms which make the water
luminous,

NoctUuca is extremely abundant in the superficial wa-
ters of the ocean, and is one of the most usual causes of
the phosphorescence of the sea. The light is given outby
the peripheral layer of protoplasm which lines the cuti-
cle. Bwdey, Anat, Invert., p, 93,

3. [I. c] A member of this genus.
noctilucent (nok-ti-lu'sent), a. [< L. nox (noct-),

night, H- iMcere, shine : see lucent.] Shining by
night or in the dark; noetUueid: as, the nocU-
lucent eyes of a cat,

noctilucid^ (nok-ti-lu'sid), a. [< L. nox (noct-),

night, -I- htddus, shining: see Tmoid.] Shining
by night; noctilucent.

noctilucia^ (nok-ti-lii'sid), n. [< NL. Nootthm-
dm.] A member of the family NocUluddce.

Noctilucidse (nok-ti-lii'si-de), n. pi. [NL., <
NbcHluca + -idw.] A family of free-swimming
animalcules, typified by the genus Noctiluea.

noctilucin (nok-ti-lu'sin), n. [As Noctiluea +
4n^.] In phosphorescent animals, the semi-
fluid substance which causes light. Bossiter.

noctilucous (nok-ti-lii'kus), a. [As Noctiluea
+ -ous.] Same as noctilucent. [Bare.]

Myriads of noctUueous nereids that inhabit the ocean.
Pennant.

noctivagant (nok-tiVa-gant), a. [< L. nox
(noct-), night, -1- vagan(t-)s, ppr. of vagari, wan-
der: see vagrant.] Wandering in the night:
as, a noctivagant animal.

The lustful sparrows, noctivagant adulterers, sit chirping
about our houses, Reo. T. Adams, Works, I. 847,

noctivagation (nok''ti-va-ga'shon), n. [< L.
nox (noct-), night, + vagatio(n-), a wandering,
< vagari, wander: see vagramt.] Bambling or
wandering in the night.

nocturn
The Townsmen acknowledge 6>, 8i2. to be paid tor noe.

iivagation. A. Wood, Life of Himself, p. 274.

noctivagOUS (nok-tiv'a-gus), a. [= P. noctiva-

gue — Bp. noctivago = Pg. nocHvago = It. not-

Imago, < L. noclnmagus, that wanders by night,

< nox (noct-), night, + vagari, wander: see va-

grant.] Noctivagant. Bucktand.

noctograph (nok'to-graf), n. [< L. nox (noct-),

night, + Grr. ypcufeiv, write.] 1. A writing-

frame for the blind.— 3. An instrument or re-

gister which records the presence ofwatchmen
on their beats. E. H. Knight.

Noctua (nok'tu-a), n. [NL., < L. noctua, a
night-owl, < n6a;"(»oc*-), night: see night."] In
iiool., a generic name variously used, (at) An
old genus of moUusks. Klein, 1761, (b) In eatom.., a ge-

nus of moths established by rabricius m 1776. It gives
name to the family Noolmdce and to many corresponding
groups of lepidopterous insects, with which it has been
considered conterminous, though the old Noctwje or Noc-
tueelites have been divided into no fewer than twenty two
families by some writers. The name is now restricted

to moths having the following technical characters : an-
tennae with very short cilia, rarely demipectinate in the
male, simple and filiform in the female ; palpi little as-

cending, with long second and very short third joint;

thorax hairy, subquadrate, with rounded, not very dis-

tinct collar ; abdomen smooth, a litUe depressed, ending
in a tuft cut squarely in the male, obtusefy cylindroconic
in the female ; upper wings entire, obtuse at tip, slightly

glistening with spots always distinct ; and legs strong,

moderately clothed, with the feet almost always spinu-
lose. The larvse are thick and cylindric, a little swollen
behind, with a globular head of moderate size. They live

upon low plants, and hide during the day underbrush and
dry leaves. They hibernate, and pupate in the spring un-
derground without spinning any silk, Nine subgenera of
NoclMa as thus defined are recognized by Guente, all erect-

ed into genera by many other authors. The genus Noc-
tua in this sense is represented in Europe and America,
(c) In omith., a genus of owls named by Savigny in 1809,

It has been used for various generic types of Strigidce,

but is especially a synonym of At?tene. The common
small sparrow-owl is Noctua pasaerina, or Athene noctua.

noctuary (nok'tu-a-ri), n.; pi. noctuaries (-riz).

[< L. nox (noct-) (coUat. form of abl., noctu),

night, + -ary. Cf. diary.] An account of what
passes in the night: the converse of diary.

[Bare.]

I have got a parcel of visions and other miscellanies in
my nxicluary, which I shall send to enrich your paper with,

Addison, Spectator, No. 686,

noctuid (nok'tu-id), n. and a. I. n. A nootuid
moth ; one of the Jyoctuidce.

II. a. Pertaining to the Noctuidw. Also noc-

Noctiluca miliaris.

gastric vacuole : g, radiating filaments

;

f. anal aperture, (Magnified,)

Noctuidse (nok-tu'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Noctua
+ 4dw.] 1. An extensive family of noctur-
nal lepidopterous insects, tjrpified by the ge-
nus Noctua, and corresponding to the Linnean
section Phdlwna noctua. it is a very laige and uni-
versally distributed group, comprising over 1,500 species
in the United States and 1,000 species in Europe, They
are in general stout-bodied moths, with crested thorax,
stout palpi, and simple antennee. The larvee are usually
naked, and many species are noted pests to agriculture.
By some authors this group has been made a superfamily,
as Noctuce or Noetuites, and divided into more than BO fam-
ilies.

2. One of the many families into which the
superfamily Noctuce (see Noctuidce) has been
divided by some authors, notably by Guen^e,
containing the important genera Agrotis, Try-
phwna, and Noctua. The characters of this
group are not very marked, but most of the
species bear spines upon the fore tibisB.

noctuidous (nok-tii'i-dus), a. Noctuid. Also
noctuideous.

noctuiform (nok'tu-i-f6rm), a. [< NL. Noctua
+ L. forma, form.] 1. Havii^ the form or
characters of a noctuid moth; of or pertaining
to the Noctuidce in a broad sense.— 2. Eesem-
bling a noctuid moth, as an owl-gnat (a dip-
terous insect).

Noctuiformes (nok-tu-i-f6r'mez), n. pi. [NL.

:

see noctuiform.] A tribe of nemoeerous dipter-
ous insects ; the owl-gnats. See Psychodidm.
Noctuina (nok-tn-i'nS,), n. pi. [NL., < Noctua
+ -dna.] 1. In 'entoin., same a,s NoctuAdte.— 2.
In ornifh., a subfamily of Strigidce, named from
the genus Noctua. Vigors, 1825.

noctule (nok'tiil), n. [< P. nodule, dim.,< L. nox
(reoc*-), night: see night.] 1. A bat of the ge-
nus NoctiUo or family NoctiUonidtB. Cuvier.—
2. VesperUUo or Vesperugo noctula, the largest
British species of bat, being nearly 3 inches
long without the tail, which is fully 1-J inches.
It is found chiefly in the south of England, and is seen on
the wing during only a short part of the year, retiring
early in autumn to hollow trees, caves, or under the eaves
of buildings, where many are sometimes found together.

nocturn (nok'tfem), a. and n. [< ME. nocturne,
a., < OP. nocturne, P. nocturne = Sp. Pg. rwe-
turno = It. nottwno, < L. nocturwus, pertaining
to night, of the nightj nightly, < nox (noct-).



noctom
night, twetu, by night : see night. Cf. dtum.]
I.t o. Of the night; nightly. Ancren Siwle.
n. n. 1. In the early Christian ch., one of

several services recited at midnight or between
midnight and dawn, and consisting chiefly of
psalms and prayers. Later, in both the Greek and
Latin charches, these were said joBt before daybreak, as
one service^ inclading both matins and lauds. In the Ro-
man Catholic Church, matins consist sometimes of only
one nocturn, and sometimes of three. See matin, 2.

2. The part of the psalter used at nooturns, or
the division used at each noctnm.— 3. Same as
nocturne, 1.

Noctuma (nok-t6r'na), 7i. pi. [NL., neut. pi.

of L. noctumus, pertaining to night, of the
night: see nocturn.] In Latreille's system of
classification, the noetnmal lepidopters proper,
or the moths corresponding to the liumean
genns Phalana, or to the modem Lepidoptera
heterocera exclusive of the sphinxes and zygse-
nids (or CrepusCHlaria). The group was divided into
six sections, Bombycites, Ifoctuo-BombydteSf Ifoctuaiites,
PhalcmiUi, Pyralila, and Ptenphorites.

Noctiumae (nok-t6r'ne), n. pi. [NL., fern. pi.

of L. noctumus, pertaoning to night : see noc-
turn.] A section of raptorial birds, including
but one family, the Strigidce, or owls: con-
trasted with JHurn<B.

nocturnal (nok-t6r'nal), a. [= Sp. noetumal,
< liL. Hocturnalis, < £. noctumus, of the night:
see nocturn. CX. diurnal.'] 1. Of or pertaining
to the night; belonging to the night; usec^
done, or oeenrring at night : as, nocturnal cold

;

a nocturnal visit : opposed to diurnal.

The virtaons Youth, of this Commission glad.
Thought the nocturnal horns all clogg'd with lead.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, i 124.

2. Of or pertaining to a nocturn.— 3. lazool.,

active by night: as, noeiumdl lepidopter.— Noe-
tnmal arc Seeon;!.—Noetnmal mxds of prey, the
owls. See IToetmrue.—Noctnmal COgnltlont, dial, etc.

See the nouns.— Nocturnal flowers, flowers which open
only in the night or twilight—Noctiunal Lepidopt^a,
moth& See^octurno Noctnmal sigllt. Sameasdoy-
Uiwfnsss. =Syn. 1 and 3, See niphUg.

noctomaUy (nok-ter'nal-i), adv. By night;
nightly.

noctnme (nok'tSm), n. [Also nocturn/ < P. noc-
turne= Pr. nocturn= Sp. Pg. nocfumo= It. not-
tumo, < L. noctumus, of i^e night: see Ttoctum.'i

1. In^aiutin^, a night-piece; a painting exhib-
iting some of the eharacteristie effects of night-
light.

The fflumination of a noetume diffeis in no respect from
that of a day scene. <}uarteriyJiR>.,CXXyiL 111.

2. In music, a comx>osition, properly instru-

mental, which is intended to embody the
dreamy sentiments appropriate to the evening
or the night; a pensive and sentimental mel-
ody; a reverie ; a serenade. The style of compo-
sition and the term are peculiar to the romantic
school. Also nottumo.
noctomograpll (nok-ter'no-graf), n. [< L.
noctumus, of the night, + (3ft, yp6^iv, write.]

An instrument employed in factories, mines,
etc., for recording events occurring in the
night, such as the firing of boilers, opening
and shutting of gates and doors, times of be-
ginning or ending certain operations, etc., or
as a check upon the performance of duty by
watchmen or operatives left in chaise of work.
The Engineer, IiXV. 207.

Nocoa (nok'u-a), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of L.
nocuus, noxious: see nocuous.] Nocuous ser-

pents as a division of Ophidia: contrasted with
Innocua. Also called Thanatophidia.
nocnmentt (nok'n-ment), n. [< ML. nocumen-
tum,<. L. nocere, harm'j hurt: see nocent. Forthe
toTia, ct. document.] Harm; injury. Bp.Bale.

That he himselfe had no power to aaert or alter, not to
speake of his enigmaticall answers, snares, not instrac-

tions, nocuments, not documents vnto him.
PuTcttas, Pilgrimage, p. 330.

nocnons (nok'u-ns), a. [= It. nocuo, < L. no-

euus, injurious, noxious, < nocere, harm, hurt:
see nocent.] 1. Noxious; hurtful.

Though the basilisk be a nocuous creature.
Suxm, Speculum Mundi, p. 487.

2. Specifically, venomous or poisonous, as a
serpent; thanatophidian; of or pertaining to

the Xocua.
nocuously (nok'u-us-li), adv. In a nocuous
manner; hurtfulTy; injuriously.

nod (nod), V. ; pret. and pp. nodded, ppr. nod-

ding. [< ME. nodden (not in AS.); cf. Gt. dial,

fireq. notteln, shake, wag, jog, akin to OHG.
hnoton, nuoton, shake. Hence nidnod. The
root seen in L. *nuere (pp. *nutus), nod (in comp.
abnuere, et<?.), is appar. unrelated: see nutant.]
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L tntron*. 1. To incline or droop the head for-

ward with a short, quick, involuntary motion,
as when drowsy or sleepy; specifically, in bat.,

to droop or curve downward by a short bend in

the peduncle: said of fiowers. Seenodding,p.a.
It is but dull business for a lonesome elderly man like

me to be nodding, by the hour together, with no company
but his air-tight stove. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, iv.

2. Figuratively, to be guilty of a lapse or inad-
vertence, as when nodding with drowsiness.

Kor is it Homer nodt, but we that dream.
Pope, Essay on Criticism, L ISO.

Scientific reason, like Homer, sometimes nodx.
BwOey, Nineteenth Century, XXI. 196.

3. To salutCj beckon, or express assent by a
slight, quick inclination of the head.

Caseins is

A wretched creatuK^ and mnst bend his body
If Csesar carelessly but nod on him.

Skak., 3. C, L 2. 118.

Noi to him, elves, and do him courtesies.

'

Shdk., M. N. D., iii 1. 177.

4. To bend or incline the top or part corre-
spondir^ to the head with a quick jerky motion,
simulating the nodding of a drowsy person.

Sometime we see a . . . blue promontory
With trees upon "t, that nod unto the world,

, And mock our eyes with air.

Shale, A. and C, iv. 14. 6.

Th' afUghted hills from their foundations nod.
And blaze beneath the lightninga of the god.

Pope, Hiad, xvii. 672.

Green hasels o'er his basnet nod. Scott, L. of L. M., i. 25.

n. trans. 1. To incline orbend, as the head
or top.—2. To signifyby a nod: as, to nod as-
sent.

Craggy Cliffs, that strike the Sight with Pain,
And nod impending Tenors o'er uie Flajn.

Congreoe, Taking of Namure.

3. To affect by a nod or nods in a manner ex-
pressed by a word or words connected: as, to
nod one out of the room; to nod one's head off.

Cleopatra
Hath nodded him to her.

Shdk., A. and C, iii. 6. 66.

nod (nod), n. [<«od,».] 1. A short, quick, for-
ward and downward motion of the head, either
voluntary, as when used as a familiar saluta-
tion, a sign of assent or approbation, or given
as a signal, command, etc., or involuntary, as
when oiie is drowsy or sleepy.

They sometimes, from the private nods and ambiguous
orders of their prince, perform some odious or execrable
action. Bacon, Political Fables, vi, Expl.

A look or a nod only ought to correct them, when they
do amiss. Locke, Education, § 77.

A mighty King I am, an earthly God;
Kations obey my Word, and wait qiy Nod.

Prior, Solomon, ii.

With a nod of his handsome head and a shake of the
reins on black Bob, he is gone.

IT. Jf. Baker, New Timothy, p. 292.

2. A quick forward or downward inclination of

the upper part or top of anything.

Like a drunken sailor on a mast.
Beady, with every nod, to tnmble down.

Shak., Sjch. m., iiL 4. 102.

Tbe land ofnod, the state of sleep : a hiunorons allusiou

to "the land of Nod on the east of Eden" (Gen. iv. 16).

[CoUoq.]

noddle
and fertilization, consists.—Nodal COne, the tangent cone
of a surface, at a node.—Nodal curve, in vMlh., a curve
upon a surface, upon wfalcli curve every section of the sar.
face has a node, so that the sortace has more than one tan-
gent plane at every point of the nodal curve ; a curve along
wlUch the surface cute itself.—Nodal figure, a curve form-
ed by the nodal
lines of a plate.

—Nodal lines,
lines of absolute
or comparative
rest which exist
on the surface
of an elastic

body, as a plate
or membrane,
whose parte are
in a state of vi-

bration. Their existence is shown by sprinkling sand on
thevibrating plate. Dining its motion the sand is thrown
off the vibrating parts and accumulates in the nodid lines.
The figures thus produced were discovered and studied
by Chladni, and are hence called CHadnie figures; they
are always highly symmetrical, and the varied, according
to the sl^pe of the plate, the way it is supported and set
vibrating, etc., is verygreat—Nodal locus. Seetocug.

—

Nodal points, those points in avibrating body (as a string

IToda (no'^), n. [NL. (Sehellenberg, 1803), <

vuddf, toothless, < vtj- priv. + odovg = E.Gr.
tooth.] in entom.: (o) Same as Fhora. (6) A
wide-spread and important genns of Chrysome-
lidcB, characterized by the shape of the seutel-

lum, which is as broad as it is long and very
obtuse, becoming almost circular.

nodal (no'dal), a. [< node + -aX.] Pertaining
to a node oir to nodes; nodated.— Nodal c^ in

the CharaeeoB, the lowest of an axile row of three cells of
which the oogonium, at an early stage of its development

Nodal CelL—Vertical sections of developing carpogDnhim of 7Vi/tf//a

JtexUis, at different stages-

I. Very early stage : a, supporting cell ; b, nodal cell ; c, central

ceU ; d, d, rudimentary enveloping cells. 2. L atrr stage (letteis as
above). In fig. 2 the envelopuig cells d, d have almost completely
inclosed the central cell c.

Vibrating String,with nodes at A^ .V, N", and loo^&iL,L',L.'\L"'.

extended between two fixed objects) which remain at ab-
solute or comparative rest during the vibration, the por^
tions lying between the nodes being called loops.

nodated (nd'da-ted), a. [< L. nodatus, pp. of
nodare, fill with knots, tie in knots, < nodus, a
knot: see node, fcnofi.j Knotted Nodated hy-
perbola, in^eom., a hyperbela of tbe third or a higher or-
der with a node.

nodation (no-da'shon), n. [< L. nodatio{n-),
knottiness, < nodore^fillwith buots, tie in knots

:

see nodate.] The act of making a knot ; the state
of being knotted. [Rare.]

noddaiyt, » [Appar. for *noddery, < nod (or
noddy f) + -ery.] Foolishness. [Bare.]
Peoples prostrations of [civH liberties], . . . when they

may lawfuUyheipe it, areprophane prostitutions; ignorant
Ideottismes, under natuiall noddaries.

N. Ward, Simple Cohler, p. 61.

noddenf (nod'n), a. [Irreg. < nod + -enl; prop.
nodded.] Bent; inclined.

They neither plough nor sow ; ne, fit for flail.

E'er to the bam the nodden sheaves they drove.
Thomson, Castle of Indolence^ i. 10.

nodder (nod'^r), n. [< nod + -eri.] One who
nods, in any sense of that word.
A set of nodden; winkers, and whisperers. Pope.

nodding (nod'ing), n. [Verbal n. of nod, v.]

The act of onewho nods: also used attributive-
ly: as, a nodding acquaintance (an acquain-
tance involving no recognition other than a
nod).

I have met him out at dinner, and have a nodding ac-
quaintance with him. E. Taies, Castaway, II. 274.

nodding (nod'ing), j>. a. Having a drooping
position; bending with a quick motion: as, a
nodding plume; specifically, in Ziot., having a
short bend in the peduncle below the flower,
causing the latter to face downward ; eemuous.
noddingly (nod'ing-li), adv. In a nodding man-
ner; with a nod or nods.
noddipollf, n. See noddy-poU.
noddlei (nod'l), n. [< ME. nodle, nodyl, prob. for
orig. 'Imoddel, dim. of "knod = MD. tmodde, a
knot, knob, D. Imod, a club, cudgel, = G. tmo-
ten, a knot, knob: see knot^. Cf. knob = noW-,
the head.] If. The back part of the head or
neck; also, the cerebellum.

Of that which ordelneth dooe precede—Imaginacion in
the forhede, £eason in the braine, Kemembrance in the
rwdd. Sir T. ElyoL

After that fasten cupping glasses to the noddle of the
necke. Barrough's MeOtod of Physiek (1624). (Ifares.')

Occasion . . . tumethabald noddle after she hath pre-
sented her locks in front, and no hold taken.

Baeon, Delays (ed. 1887).

2. The head.
I could tell you how, not long before her Death, the late

Queen of Spain took off one of her Chapinee, and clowted
Olivares about the Noddle with it. HoweU, Letters, ii. 43.

Come, master, I have a project in my noddle.
Sir R. L'Eslrange.

These reflections, in the writers of the transactions of
the times, seize the noddles of such aswere notb«m to have
thoughts of their own. Stede, Tatler, Na 17&

noddle^ (nod'l), v. ;
pret. and pp. noddled, ppr.

noddling. [Freq. and dim. form of mod. Cf.
niddle-noddle.] I. tntrons. To make light and
frequent nods.

He walked splay, stooping and noddling.
Roger North, Lord Guilford, 1. 134. (Koctm.)



noddle

II. trans. To nod or cause to nod frequently.

She noddied her head, was saucy, and said rude things
to one's lace. GVoues, Spiritual Quixote, v. 10.

noddockt (nod'ok), n. [Also nodoch; appar.
the same, with diff. dim. suffix -ock, as noddle.']

Same as noddle.

noddyi (nod'i), n.; pi. noddies (-iz). [Proh. <
nod + -y\ as if 'sleepy-head'; ef. noddy-poll.
Cf. also MOfJdZei.] 1. A simpleton; a fool.

Hum. What do you think I am?
Jaep. An arrant noddy.

Beau, and Ft., Enight of Burning Pestle, ii. i.

Nay, see ; she will not understand him ! gull, noddy.
B. Jontan, Alchemist, iv. 2.

2. A large dark-colored tern or sea-swallow of
the subfamily Sternince and the group Anoece or
genus Anous, foimd on most tropical and warm-
temperate sea-coasts : so called from their ap-
parent stupidity. The several species are much alike,

having a sooty-brown orfuliginous plumage, with the top of
the head white, the bill and feet black.large pointed wings,
and long graduated tail. The common noddy is Anous
stolidus, which abounds on the southern Atlantic coast of
the United States and elsewhere. See cut under Amyiie.

3. The murre, Lormiia troile. [Local, Massa-
chusetts.]— 4. The ruddy duck, Erismatura
rubida. [New Berne, North Carolina.]— 5\.

An old game of cards, supposed to have been
played like cribbage.

I left her at cards : she'll sit up till you come, because
she'll have you play a game at noddy.

MMdZeton, Blurt, Master-Constable, iii. 2.

Cran. Gentlemen, what shall our game be?
Wend. Master Frankford, you play best at Noddy.

Heywood, Woman Killed with Kindness.

6+. The knave in this game.— 7. A kind of four-

wheeled cab with the door at the back, former-
ly in use.

One morning early, Jean-Marie led forth the. Doctor's
7U)ddy, opened the gate, and mounted to the driving-seat.

JJ. L. Steveimm, Treasure of Franchard.

noddy^t (lod'i), v. t. [< noddjp-, «.] To make a
fool of. Davies.

If such an asse be noddied for the nonce,
1 say but this to helpe his idle fit.

Let him but thanke himselfe for lacke of wit.

Breton, Pasquil's Fooles-cappe, p. 24.

noddy^ (nod'i), n. [< nod^ + -y^. Cf. noddy'^.']

A device designed to' show the oscillation of the
support of a pendulum, it consists of an inverted
pendulum held in a vertical position by a reed or spring
connecting it with its support. The force tending to re-

store the noddy to the vertical is the excess of the force of

the spring over the moment of gravity, and its oscillation

Is therefore generally slow.

noddy-pollti n. [Also noddipoll, noddipol, nody-
poll; <noddy^ + poll^.] A simpleton.

Or els BO foolyshe, that a verye nodypcUl nydyote myght
be ashamed to say it. Sir T. More, Works, p. 709.

noddy-tern (nod'i-tfem), n. Same a.snoddy'^, 2.

node (nod), n. [< F. node, in vernacular uses
nceud, OF. nod, no, nou = 8p. nodo, in vernacu-
lar uses nudo = Pg. It. nodo, < L. 'ilodus, toi

*gnodus, a knot, = B. hnot: see ImoP-.l 1. A
knot, or what resembles one ; a knob ; a pro-

tuberance. Hence— 2. Inpatliol.: (a) A hard
swelling on a ligament, tendon, or bone. (6)

A hard concretion or incrustation on a joint

affected with gout or rheumatism. Specifical-

ly— 3. In anat., a joint, articulation, or con-
dyle, as one of the knuckles of the hand,
bones being usually enlarged at their articular

ends, thus constituting nodes or knotted parts
between slenderer portions technically called

internodfs.—4. Iii entom., any knot-like part
or organ. Specifically— (a) The basal segment of an
insect's abdomen when it is short and strongly constrict-

ed before and behind, so as to be distinctly separated,

not only from the thorax, but from the rest of the abdo-
men. The term is especially used in describing ants, some
species of wiiich Iiave the second abdominal ring con-

stricted in the same manner, forming a second node be-

hind the first. (6) A notch in the anterior margin of the
wing of a dragon-fly where the marginal and costal veins

meet and appear to be knotted together.

5. In hot., the definite part of a stem which
normally bears a leaf, or a whorl of leaves, or

in cryptogams, such as Eqnisetnm and Chara,

the points on the stem at which foliar organs
of various kinds are borne. See cut in next
column.— 6. In astron., one of the points in

which two great circles of the celestial sphere,

such as the ecliptic and equator, or the orbit of

a planet and the ecliptic, intersect each' other;

especially, one of the points at which a celestial

orbit cuts the plane of the ecliptic. The node at

whicli a heavenly body passes or appears to pass to the
north of the plane of the orbit or great circle with which
its own orbit or apparent orbit is compared is called the

ascending node; that where it descends to the south is

called the descending node. (See dragon's Jwad and taU,

under dragon.) At the vernal equinox the sun is in its

ascending node, at the autumnal equinox in its descending
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stems, showing the nodes of (i) Loliuftt perenne ; (2) Equisetutn ar-
• vense; (3) Polygonum nodosum ; (4) Neritim Oleander.

node. The straight line joining the nodes is called the
line af nodes. •

7. Ii. acoustics, a point or line in a vibratile

body, whether a stretched string or membrane,
a solid rod, plate, or bell, or a column of air,

which, when the body is thrown into vibration,
remains either absolutely or relatively at rest:

opposed to loop.— 8. Figuratively, a knot ; an
entanglement. [Bare.]

There are characters which are continually creating
collisions and nodes for themselves in dramas which no-
body is prepared to act with them.

George Eliot, Middlemarch, xix.

9. In dialing, a point or hole in the gnomon of

a dial, by the shadow of or light through which
either the hour of the day in dials without furni-

ture, or the parallels of the sun's declination and
his place in the ecliptic, etc. , in dials with furni-
ture, are shown.— 10. In geotn.: (a) A point
upon a curve such that any line passing through
it outs the curve at fewer distinct points than
lines in general do. At a node a curve has two or
more distinct tangents. If two of these are real, the
curve appears to cross itself at this point ; if they are all

imaginary, the point is isolated from the rest of the real

part of the cuive. (6) A double point of a surface

;

a point where there is more than one tangent-
plane; especially, a conical point where the
form of the surface in the infinitesimally dis-

tant neighborhood is that of a double cone of

any order. But there are other kinds of nodes of sur-
faces, as trinod^s, binodes, and unodes{see these words), as
well as nodal curves. See nodal, (c) A point of a
surface : so called because it is a node of the
curve of intersection of the surface with the
tangent-plane at that point. Cayley Lunar
nodes, the points at which the orbit of the moon cuts the
ecliptic.—Nodes of Ranvier, apparent constrictions in
the peripheral medullated nerve-fibers, at regular inter-

vals, where the white substance is interrupted.

node-and-flecnode (nod'and-flek'nod), «. A
singularity of a surface consisting of a double
tangent-plane which intersects the surface in

a curve having a flecnode at one of the points
of tangeuey.
node-and-spinode (nod'and-spi'nod), n. A
singularity of a surface consisting of a double
tangent-plane having a parabolic contact at one
of the points of tangency.
node-couple (n6d'kup"l), n. A pair of points
on a surface at which one plane is tangent : so
called because a point of tangency of two sur-

faces is always a node of their curve of inter-

section—Node-couple curve, a curve on a, surface
the locus of all its node-couples.

node-cusp (nod'kusp), n. A singularity of a
plane curve produced by the union of a node, a
cusp, an inflection, and a bitangent; a ram-
phoid cusp.

node-plane (nod'plan), n. A tangent-plane to
a surface. Cayley.

node-triplet (n6d'trip"let), n. A singularity of
a surface consisting of a plane which touches
the surface in three points.

nodi, n. Plural of nodus.

nodiak (no'di-ak), n. [Native name.] The
Papuan spiny ant-eater, Zaglossus or Acantho-
glossus hndjni. it is of more robust form than the
common Australian echidna, with amuch longer decurved
snout, three-clawed feet, and spiny tongue ; the color is

blackish with white spines. The animal lives in burrows,
and subsists on insects. See cut under Hchtdnidce.

nodical (nod'i-kal), a. [< node + -ic-al.] In
astron., of or pertaining to the nodes: applied

noduled

to a revolution from a node to the same node,

again : as, the nodical revolutions of the moon.
nodicorn (nod'i-kdrn), a. [< L. nodus, knot, +
cornu = E. horn.'} Having nodose antennse,

as certain hemipterous insects.

nodiferous (no-dif'e-rus), a. [< L. nodus, knot,

+ ferre = E. hearK"] In iot, bearing nodes.

nodiform (no'di-fdrm), a. [< L. nodus, knot,

-I- forma, form.] In entom., having the form
of a knot or little swelling: specifically said

of a tarsal joint when it is small and partly

concealed by the contiguous joints.

Nodosaria (no-do-sa'ri-a), n. [NL., < L. nodo-

sus, knotty (see iiodose)','+ -aria.'] A genus of

polythalamie or multilocular foraminifers, typ-

ical of the Nodosariidce. The cells are thrown out
from the primitive spherule in linear series so as to form
a shell composed of numerous chambers arranged in a
straight or curved line. They occur fossil in Chalk, Ter-

tiary, and recent formations.

nodosarian (no-do-sa'ri-an), a. and n. I, a.

Of or pertaining to the genus Nodosaria : ap-

plied especially to a stage of development re-

sem'bling Nodosaria.

II. n. A member of the genus Nodosaria.

Nodosariidse (no'do-sa-ri'i-de), n.pl. [NL., <
Nodosaria + 4d(B.] ' A family of perforate Fo-
raminifera, typified by the genus Nodosaria.

nodosarine (no-do-sa'rin), a. [< Nodosaria -i-

•4«ei.] Pertaining to Nodosaria or the Nodo-
sariidm, or having their characters.

nodose (no'dos), a. [= Pg. It. nodoso, < L.

nodosus, knotty, < nodus, a mot: see node.] 1.

In hot., knotty or knobby; provided with knots
or internal transverse partitions, as the leaves

of some species of Juncus.— 2. In goal.: (a)

Having a node or nodes : said of a longitudinal

body which is swollen or dilated at one or more
points. (6) Having knot-like swellings on the

surface.— Nodose antennse, in eniffm., antennae hav-
ing one, two, or more enlarged and knot-like joints, the
others being slender.

nodosity (no-dos'j-ti), n.; pi. nodosities (-tiz).

[= F. nodo'sitS ="lt. nodosity, < LL. nodositas,

nodosity, < L. nodosum, knotty: see nodose.] 1.

The state or quality of being nodose or knotty

;

knottiness.— 2. A knotty swelling or protuber-
ance ; a knot.
No, no ; ... it [Croft's Life of Young] is not a good

imitation of Johnson; it has all his pomp without his

force ; it has all the nodosities of the oak without its

strength ; it has all the contortions of the sibyl without
the inspiration. Burke, in Prior, xvi.

nodous (no'dns), a. [< L. nodosus, knotty: see

nodose.] Knotty; full of knots. [Rare.]

This [the ring-finger] is seldom or last of all affected with
the gout, and when that becometh nodous, men continue
not long after. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 4.

nodular (nod'u-lar), a. [< nodule + -ar^.]

Pertaining to or in the form of a nodule or
knot; consisting of nodules Nodular Iron ore.
Same as eaglestmi£.

nodulariO'ilS (nod-u-la'ri-us), a. [< nodule +
-arious.] Havin'g nodules ; characterized by
small knots or lumps.
nodulated (nod'u-la-ted), a. [< nodule + -ate-

+ -ed^.] Having nodvdes ; nodose.

On the hard palate . . . was an irregularly raised patch ,
of 7iod'ulated character. Lancet, No. 3457, p. 1119.

nodulation (nod-u-la'shgn), n. [< nodule +
-ation.] The state of being nodulated; also,

the process of becoming nodulated.
The ntidvlaMon of the material may go on in that posi-

tion. Seienee, XIII. 146.

nodule (nod'td), n. [< L. nodulus, a little knot,

dim. of nodus, a knot: see node.] A little knot
or lump. Specifically— (a) In anat, the anterior end
of the inferior vermiform process of the cerebellum, pro-
jecting into the fourth ventricle, in front of the uvula.
Also called laminated tubercle and nodulus. (b) In eniom.,

a small rounded elevation on a surface ; a tubercle, (c) In
bot., the strongly refractive thickening to be observed on
the valval side of many diatom frustules, occurring in the
middle and at the end of the central clear space not oc-

cupied by the transverse striae, (d) In geol., a rounded,
variously shaped mineral mass : a form of concretionary
structure frequently seen, especially in clay and argilla-

ceous limestones. The earthy carbonate of iron (clay-

ironstone), an important ore, very commonly occurs in

the nodular form. The common clay-stones called fairy-
stones in Scotland furnish a good illustration of this

mode of occurrence of mineral matter. The nucleus of all

these is generally some organized substance, as a piece
of sponge, a shell, a leaf, a flsh, or the excrement of
fishes or other animals ; but sometimes an inorganic frag-
ment serves as the center. Nodules, as of troilite, graph-
ite, etc., often occur in masses of meteoric iron. See «i«-

teortte.—Lymphoid nodules. See ij/mpAmU—Nodules
of Arantius. See corpora Arantii, under corpus.

noduled (nod'tild), a. [< nodule + -ed^.] Hav-
ing little knots or lumps.

Dissect with hammers fine
The granite rock, the nodul'd flint calcine.

Dr. E. Dammn, Botanical Garden, i. 2. 298. (Laikam.)



nodnli

nodnli, n. Plural of nodulus.
nodnllferous (nod-u-lif'e-rus), a. [< L. nodu-
lus, a little knot, +'ferre = E. 6eari.] Having
or bearing nodules.
noduliform (no^'u-li-form), a. [< L. nodulus,
a little knot, + forma, form.] In the form of
a nodule; bearing nodules or knots.
nodulose, nodnlons (nod'n-los, -lus), a. [< NL.
nodulostis, < L. nodulus,'2k little knot: see nod-
ule.1 In hot., having little knots; knotty.
nodulus (nod'u-lns), n.

; pi. iwduU (-li). [NL.,
<Ij.»!od«/us, a little knot: seenodu2e.] Inanat.,
a nodule. For specific use as the name of part
of the cerebellum, see nodule (a).

nodus (no'dus), n.
;
pi. nodi (-dl). [li., a knot,

node: see node.'] 1. A knot.—2. In music,
an enigmatical canon.—KodOB cursorius, a name
given hj Xothnagel to a part of the caudate nnelens lying
at about the middle of Its length. The mechanical or
chemical stimulation of this point is stated byhim to pro-
duce forced movements of leaping and running either
straight forward or in a circle.

Koeggerathia (neg-e-ra'thi-a), n. [NL., named
after J. Soggerafh, a German nuniug engineer
and geologist (1788-1877).] A genus of fossil

plants described by Sternberg (1820), found in
the European coal-measures, but only rarely,

and in regard to the af&nities of which there
have been much doubt and discussion. Some of
the latest authorities place it among the CycadacecB. The
nervation of the leaves bears considerable resemblance to
that of the gingko-tree, a conifer. Lesquereux describes
certain fossil plants occurring in the coal-measures of Ohio
and Alabama, which more nearly resemble NoeggerOUtia
Ulan do any others found in the United States, under the
generic name of Wldttteaeya,

No§l, n. See NowelX.
noematic (no-e-mat'ik), a. [< Gr. voriim, a per-
ception, a thought, understanding, < voelv, see,
perceive, < v6o^, vovg, perception, mind: see
jiOMS.] Of or pertaining to the understanding;
mental; intellectual.

noematical (no-e-mat'i-kal), a. [< noemaUe +
-al.'] Same as noematic. Cudworth, Morality,
iv. 3.

noematically (no-e-mat'i-kal-i), adv. In the
understanding or mind. Dr.'H. More, Immor-
tality of the Soul, i. 2.

noemics (no-em'iks), n. [< Gr. vdji/ia, a per-
ception (see noematic'), + -ics.'] The science
of the understanding; intellectual science.
[Rare.]

Noetian (no-e'shian), a. and n. [< Gr. TSorirdg,

Noetus (see def.)/+ -ian.] I. a. Of or pertain-
ing^o Noetus or Noetianism.

II. n. A follower of Noetus of Smyrna in
Asia Minor, who about A. D. 200 foxmded a
Monarchian sect or school, and taught a form
of Patripassianism.
Noetianism (no-e'shian-izm), n. [< Xoetian +
-i*m.] The teachings of Noetus or of the Noe-
tians. See Noetian.

noetic (no-et'ik), a. [< Gr. voifrutdg, quick of
perception, < voTjai^, a perception, voT/rdg, per-
ceivable, also perceiving, < voelv, perceive, see,

< v6og, poSf, perception, understanding, mind:
see nous.'] Kelating to, performed by, or origi-

nating in the intellect.

I would employ the word noetu; , . . to express all those
cognitions that originate in the mind itself.

Sir W. Hamilton^ Metaph., xxxviii.

4007
piece of wood inserted in an internal wall; a
timber-briok.—4. In mining, a cog; a square
block of wood used to build up a chock or cog-
pack for supporting the roof in a coal-mine.— 5. pi. The shank-bones. HaUiwell. [Prov.
Eng.]
nogi (nog), V. t.

;
pret. and pp. nogged, ppr. Hog-

ging. [< nog^, ».] 1. In ship-carp., to secure
by a nog or treenail.—2. To fill with brick-
work. See nogging.
nog2 (nog), n. [Abbr. of noggin.J 1. A little

pot; a mug; a noggin.— 2. A kmd of strong
ale.

Dog Walpole laid a quart of nog on 't

He 'd either make a hog or dog on 't*

iS^r^ Upon the Horrid Plot.

Norfolk nog, a strong kind of ale brewed in Noriolk,
England.

Here's Norfolk nog to be had at next door.
'Vanhrugh, Journey to London, i. 2.

noggen (nog'n), a. [< nogs + -«»2.] 1. Made
of nogs or hemp. Hence— 2. Thick; clumsy;
rough. [Prov. Eng. in both uses.]
noggin (nog 'in), n. [Also noggin, formerly
sometimes knoggin; < Ir. noigin = Gael. nMg-
ean, a wooden cup ; ef. Gael, enagan, an earthen
pipkin ; Ir. cnagaire, a noggin ; < Ir. GaeL cnag,
a knob, peg, knock, etc.: see knag. Cf. nog'^.']

1. A vessel of wood; also, a mug or similar
vessel of any material.

The furniture of this Caravansera consisted of a large
iron Pot, two oaken Tables, two Benches, two Chairs, and
a Potheen Noggin. Carlyle, Sartor Eesartus, p. 196.

2. The contents of such a vessel; a smallamount
of liquor, as much as might suffice for one per-
son.

The sergeant .

into which a noggin of gin had been put.
Mrs. C

Noetic world, the archetypal world of Plato.

noetical (no-et'i-kal), a. [< noetic + -al.] Same
as noetic.

no-eye pea (no'i pe). A variety of pulse pro-
duced by the shrub Cajanus Indicus. [Jamaica.]

noft. A contraction of ne of, not of or nor of.

nog^ (nog), ». [A var. of knag; cf. Sw. knagg, a
knot, knag, = Dan. knag, knage, a knot, a wood-
en peg, the cog of a wheel: see knag.'] 1. A
wooden pin; specifically, in ship-carp., a tree-
nail driven through the heel of each shore that
supports the ship on the slip.— 2. One of the
pins or combinations of pins and antifriction

rollers in the lever of

a clutch-coupUng, at-

tached to the inner sides
of the bifurcations of
the clutch-lever, and
working in a groove
ttimed in and entirely

around the movable
part of the clutch, for
sliding the latter along
the feather of the rotat-

ing shaft to engage it

with its counterpart on
the shaft to be rotated. . „ ...n A 1- • 1 ^ :3 ^<>.noes; 0, collar; c.saatt;— 3. A bnck-shaped i/iever.

brought up his own mug of beer,
'

L had been put.
Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, xxxiv.

3. One end of a keg that has been sawn into
halves, used for various purposes on shipboard.—4. The head; the noddle. [CoUoq.]
nogging (nog'ii^), n. [Verbal n. of nog^, v.]

1. In building, brickwork serving to fill the in-
terstices between wooden quarters, especially
in partitions.—2. In ship-carp., the act of se-

curing the heels of the shores with treenails.

See nog^.—Nogglng-pieces, horiiontal pieces of tim-
ber fitting in between the quarters in brick-nogging and
nailed to them, for the purpose of strengthening the brick-
work. Also noggin.

noggle (nog'l), V. i. ;
pret. and pp. noggled, ppr.

noggling. [Cf. naggle.] To walk awkwardly.
[Rrov. Eng.]

noggler (nog'ler), n. An awkward or bungUng
person. [Prov. Eng.]
noggy(nog'i),a. [Appar. < »0ff2 -f -^1.] Tipsy;
intoxicated. [Prov. Eng.]
nogbtf, adv. A Middle English form of naught,
not^.

nogs (nogz), n. [Origin obscure. Hence nog-
gen.'] Hemp. [Prov. Eng.]
nohow (no'how), adv. [< no^, adv., + how''-.]

1. In no manner; not in any way; not at all.

[Colloq.]— 2. Out of one's ordinary way; out
of sorts. [Slang.] —To look nohow, to be out of

countenance or embarrassed. Dames. [Slang.]

I could not speak a word ; I dare say I looked no-how.
Mme. D'ArUay, Diary, I. 161.

Then, struck with the peculiar expression of the young
man's face, she added "Ain't Mr. B. so well this morning?
you look all tmjAow."

In Dickens, Dr. Marigold's Prescriptions.

noiancet, »• See noyance.

noief, V. and n. See noy.

noil (noil), n. [Early mod. E. noyle; < OF.
noiel, noyel, nuiel, noel, nouyau, a button,buekle;
appar. same as noiel, etc., a kernel (see neweU,
nowel^), but perhaps dim. of nou, < L. nodus, a
knot: see node.] One of the short pieces and
knots of wool taken from the long staple in the

process of combing. These are used for felting pur-

poses, or are made into inferior yarns, which are put into

cloth to increase its thickness. The name is also given to

waste silk.

Noperson shall put any noyles, thrums, etc. , or other de-

ceivable thing, into any broad woolen doth.

Stat Jac. I., c. 18, quoted in Notes and Queries, 6th ser.,

IX. 86.

It is the function of the various forms of combing ma-
cliine now in use to separate the "top" or long fibre from
the naU or short and broken wooL Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 660.

noil-yam (noU'yam), n. An inferior quality of

yam spun from the combings of waste silk or

wool.
nointt (noint), V. t. [Also dial, nint; < ME.
nointen, by apheresis from anoint: see anoint.]

Same as anoint.

Noynt hem ther-wyth ay when thow may.
PoUUeal Poems, etc. (ed. Fumivall), p. 218.

noise

She fetched to vs
Ambrosia, that an aire most odorous
Bears stUl about it ; which she noinied round
Our either nostbrils, and in it quite drown'd
The nastie whale-smell Chapman, Odyssey, iv. 595.

noisancet (noi'zans), n. An obsolete form of
n uisance.

And yef ye take eny of owres, thei shnll helpe yow to
oure noysaunce. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iiL 466.

Much noisance they have every where by wolves.
Eouand, tr. of Camden, iL 63. (Davies.')

noisantf (noi'zant), a. [ME. noisatint, < OP.
nuisant, ppr. of nuisir, F. nuire, < L. nocere,
hurt, harm: see jwce«i. Ct. noisance.] Harm-
ful; troublesome.

Iff it be, ye shall haue gretly to doo ^ j

Huge noisaunt pannes with aduersite,
And desherite be wretchedly also.

Bom. o/Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1046.

noise (noiz), «. [< ME. noise, noyse, < OP. noise,
noyse, noisse, nose, noxe, noce, P. noise = Pr.
nausa, noysa, nueiza = OSp. noxa, a dispute,
wrangle, strife, noise; origin uncertain; ac-
cording to some, < L. nausea, disgust, nausea
(see nausea) ; according to others, < L. noxia,
hurt, harm, damage, injury (see noxious) ; but
neither explanation is satisfactory in regard to
either form or sense. Confusion of form and
sense with some other words, as those repre-
sented by noisance, noisant, and annoy, noy,
noysome, noisome, etc., seems to have occurred.]
1. A sound of any kind and proceeding from
any source; especially, an annoying or dis-

agreeable sound, or a mixture of confused
sounds; a din: as, the noise of falling water;
the noise of battle, in acoustics a nmse, as opposed to
a Ume, is a sound produced by confused, irregular, and
practically unanalyzable vibrations.

Tber sholde ye haue herde grete brekinge of speres, and
grete noyse of swerdesvpon helmes and vpon sheldes, that
the swonde was herde in to the Citee clerly.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), IL 207.

There is very little rwise in this City of Publick Cries of
things to be sold, or any Disturbance from Pamphlets and
Hawkers. Lister, .TourDey to Paris, p. 22.

Standing on the polished marble floor.

Leave all the noises of the square behind.
WiUiam Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 4.

2. Outcry; clamor; loud, importunate, or con-
tinued talk: as, to make a great noise about
trifles.—3. Frequent talk ; much public con-
versation or discussion; stir.

Though ther were a noyse among the prese,
Yet wist he wele as for fayre Clarionas,
That he was no thing gilty in that case.

Cfenerydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1617.

Socrates lived in Athens during the great plague which
has made so much noise in all ages, and never caught the
least infection. Spectator.

Adventurers, like prophets, though they make gi-eat
noise abroad, nave seldom much celebrity in their own
countries. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 105.

4t. Report; rumor.
Cleopatra, catching but the least noise of this, dies in-

stantly. Shak., A. and C, i. 2. 145.

They say you are bountiful

;

I like the noise well, and I come to try it.

Fletcher (and Massinger ?), Lover's Progress, L 2.

But, in pure earnest.
How trolls the common noise?

Ford, Lady's Trial, i. 1.

5t. A set or company of musicians ; a band.
And see if thou canst find out Sneak's nmse; Mistress

Tearsheet would fain hear some music.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 4. 13.

Proclaim his idol lordship.
More than ten criers, or six noise of trumpets

!

B. Jonson, Sejanus, v. 8.

Were 't not a rare jest, if they should come sneaking
upon us, like a horrible noise of fiddlers?

Dekker and 'Webster, Westward Ho, ii. 3.

Canst thou hear this stuff. Freeman? I cou'd as soon
suffer a whole Noise of Flatterers at a great Man's Levee
in a Morning. WycherUy, Plain Dealer, L 1.

6t. Offense; offensive savor.

He enfecte the firmament with his felle noise.

Destruction of Tray (E. E. T. S.), 1. 936.

To make a noise in the world, to be much talked of

;

attain such notoriety or renown as to be a subject of fre-

quent talk or of public comment or discussion.

The mighty Empires which have Tnade the greatest
noise in the world have taken up but an inconsiderable
part of the whole earth. Stillingfleet, Sermons, I. xii.

=Syn. 1. Tone, etc. (see sound, n., 2 and 3); din, clatter,

blare, hubbub, racket, uproar.

noise (noiz), v.; pret. and pp. noised, ppr. nois-

ing. [< ME. noisen, noysen ; from the noun.]

I.t intrans. To sound.
Other harm

Those terrours which thou speak'st of did me none

;

I never fear'd they could, though noising loud.
MUton, P. K., iv. 468.

H. trans. 1. To spread by rumor or report;
report: often with abroad.



noise

Kyght thus the peple merily Joyng
As off the good rule noyaed of thaim to.

Rom. ofPartenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1566.

AU these sayings were nmsed abroad, Luke i. 65.

It is noised he hath a mass ot treasure.
Shak., T. ot A., Iv. 3. 404.

2t. To report of; spread rumors concerning;
accuse publicly.

The wydow noygyth you, Sfr Thomas, that ye sold awey
salt but for xxs. that she might hafe had xls, for every
wey ; I pray you aunswer that for your acquytaUle.

Paston Letters, I. 228.

And for as mech as I am credybilly infonnyd how that
Sir Myle Stapylton, knyght, with other yll dysposed per-
sones, defame and falaly noyse me in morderyng of Thomas
Benys, the Crowner, . . . and the seyd Stapylton ferther-
more Tioyseth me with gret robries. Paston letters, II. 27.

Sf. To disturb with noise. Dryden.
noiseful (noiz'ful), o. [< noise + -/mZ.] Noisy;
loud ; clamorous ; making much noise or talk.

He sought for quiet, and content of mind,
"Which noisefvl towns and courts can never know.

Dryden, Epil. Spoken at Oxford (1674), 1. 5.

noiseless (noiz'les), a. [<.noise+ -less.'] Mak-
ing no noise or bustle ; silent.

On our quick'st decrees
The inaudible and noiseless foot of Time
Steals ere we can effect them.

.

,

SKak., All's Well, v. 3. 41.

Along the cool sequestered vale of life

They kept the noiseless tenor of their way.
Oray, Elegy.

noiselessly (noiz'les-li), adv. In a noiseless
manner; without noise ; sEently.

noiselessness (noiz'les-nes), n. The state of

being noiseless or silent; absence of noise;
silenee.

noisette (nwo-zef); » [P-i < Noisette, a proper
name, < noisette, dim. of noix, a nut, < L. rmx,

a, nut: see nuclev^.'] A variety of rose.

The great yellow noisette swings its canes across the
window. Mngsley.

noisily (noi'zi-li), ad^. In a noisy manner;
with noise ; with noisiness.

noisiness (noi'zi-nes), n. The state of being
noisy; loudness of sound; clamorousness.

noisome (noi'sum), a. [Formerly also noysome,
noisom; < noy + -some. Not connected with
noise.l It. Hurtful; mischievous; noxious:
as, a noisome pestilence.

I Bend my four sore judgments upon Jerusalem, the
sword: Aiid the famine, and the noisome beast, and the
pestilence. Ezek. xiv. 21.

Sir John Forster, I dare well say,

IMade us this noisome afternoon.
Raid of the Reidsume (Child's Ballads, VI. 139).

They became noysome euen to the very persons of men.
Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, 11. 140.

2. Offensive to sight or smell, especially to

the latter; producing loathing or disgust; dis-

gusting; specifically, ill-smelling.

Poul words ia but foul wind, and foul wind is but foul
breath, and foul breath is Twisome.

Shak., Much Ado, v. 2. 63.

Under the Conventicle Act his goods had been distrain-

ed, and he had been flung into one nmsome jail after an-
other, among highwaymen and housebreakers.

Macavlay, Hist. Eng., vii.

3. Disagreeable, in a general sense ; extreme-
ly offensive. [Bare.]

She was a horrid little girl, . . . and had a slow, crab-
like way of going along, without looking at what she was
about, which was very nffiso-me and detestable.

Dickens, Message from the Sea, iii.

=Syn. 2. Pernicious, etc. See noxious.

noisomely (noi'sum -11), adv. Offensively to

sight or smell; with noxious or offensive odors.

noisomeness (noi'sum-nes), n. The quality of

being noisome, hurtful, unwholesome, or offen-

sive; noxiousness; ofiensiveness.

Foggy noisomeness from fens or marshes.
Sir H. Wotton, Elem. of Architecture.

There was not a touch of anything wholesome, or pleas-

ant, or attractive, to relieve the noisome-ness of the Ghetto
to its visitors. Howells, Venetian Life, xiv.

noisy (noi'zi), a. [< Moise -1- -2/1.] 1. Making
a loud noise or sound; clamorous; turbulent.

Although he employs his talents wholly in his closet, he
is sure to raise the hatred of the noisJ/ crowd. Smift.

3. Full of noise ; characterized by noise ; at-

tended with noise : as, a noisy place ; a noisy

quarrel.
leave the nmsy town ! O come and see

Our country cots, and live content with me

!

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Eclogues, ii. 36.

Noisyduck. See dueki. = Sjm. Vociferous, blatant, brawl-

ing, uproarious, boisterous.

nokt, n. A Middle English form of nocJc.

noket, n. A Middle English form of rtoolc.

uokes (noks), n. [Prob. from the surname
NoJces, which is due to ME. ohes, oaks.] A
ninny ; a simpleton.
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nokettti "• [A dim. of nohe, nooTc. J A nook of

groimd. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
nokta (nok'ta), «. A rhomboidal mark in a
table of logarithms to mark a change of the
figure in a certain place of decimals.

Nola (no'la), n. [NL.] The typical genus of
.J/()K(J(B,foundedbyLeachinl819, byhim placed
in Pyrales, by others referred to Bomhyces.
The fore wings are short, much widened behind, with
moderately pointed tips and a slightly curved hind bor-
der ; there are patches of raised scales below the costa, in

variable number ; the hind wings are short, rounded, and
unmarked ; nervures 3 and 4, 6 and 7 rise on long stalks,

or 4 is wanting ; and the male anteunie are strongly cili-

ated or pectinated. The larvse are broad and flat, with 14

legs and hairy warts. It is a wide-spread genus, rather
northern. N. sorghieUa feeds on sorghum in the United
States.

Nolana (no-la'na), «. [NL. (Linnseus, 1767), <

LL. nola, a little bell (for a dog) ; a doubtful
word, occurring but once, with a var. nota, a
mark, sign, prob. the right form.] A genus of

plants of the order Convolvulacece, type of the
tribe Nolane<B, and known by the broadly bell-

shaped angled corolla and basilar style. There
are about 7 species, of Chili and Peru, mainly maritime.
They are prostrate or spreading plants with undivided
leaves and bluish flowers in the axila. They are some-
times called Chilian hdl-JUmer. N. atriplieifoliM, with sky-
blue flowers having white and yellow center, is the most
frequently cultivated.

Nolanese (ng-la'ne-e), n.pl. [NL. (O. Don, 1838),
< Nolana + -em."] A tribe of dicotyledonous
gamopetalous plants of the order Con/Bohula-
cem, typified by the genus Nolana, and distin-

guished by the pUoate corolla and fruit divided
into nutlet-like lobes. Five genera and 28 species
are known, all natives of South America. They are herbs
or shrubs with alternate leaves without stipules. Lindley
gave to the group the rank of an order (Nolanaceai).

noldt. A contraction of ne wolde, would not.

nolet, n. See noil.

nolens VOlens (no'lenz vo'lenz). [L. : nolens,

ppr. of nolle, be unwilling (see nolition) ; voUns,
ppr. of velU, be willing : see voUtion.'] Unwill-
ing (or) willing ; willy-niUy.

Nolidse (nol'i-de), n.jpl. [NL., < Nola + -i(te.]

A family of moths named from the genus Nolo.

noli-me-tangere (no'Ii-me-tan'je-re), n. [< L.
noU me tangere, touch me not;"noK, 2d pers.

impv. of nolle, not wish, be unwilling (see no-
lition); me = E. me; tangere, touch (see tan-

gent). Ct. touch-me-not.'] 1. In&o*. : (a) Aplant,
ImpatiensNoli-me-tangere. (6) Aplant of the ge-
nus Ecballmm, the wild or squirting cucumber.— 2. In med., a lupus or epithelioma or other
eroding ulcer of the face; more especially, lupus
of the nose.— 3. A picture representing Jesus
appearing to St. Mary Magdalene after his

resurrection, as related in John xx.

nolition (no-lish'on), n. [= F. nolition = Sp.
nolicion = fg. noUgSo; < L. nolle (1st pers. sing,

pres. ind. nolo), be unwilling (< »e, not, + velle,

will), + Mion. Cf. volition. Of. LL. nolentia,

unwillingness.] Unwillingness: the opposite
of volitiort. [Eare.]

There are many that pray against a temptation tor a
month together, and so long as the prayer is fervent^ ao
long the man hath a noltlion, and a direct enmity agamst
the lust. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 640.

noUf (nol),M. [Also nole, nowl, noul, noule; < ME.
nol, noil, nolle, the head, neck, < AS. hnol,

(knoll-) = OHGr. Mol, nolld = MHG. nol, the top
of the head.] 1. The head.

Though this be derklich endited flor a dull noBe,
Michenede is it not to mwse there-on.

Richard the Redcless, i. 20.

Then came October full of merry glee

;

For yet his noule wastotty of the must,
Which he was treading in the wine-fats see.

Spenser, F. Q., Vn. vii. 39.

2. Head-work; hard study.

Then I would desire Mr. Dean and Mr. Leaver to re-

mit the scholars a day of noule and punishment, that they
might remember me.

Ascham, To the Fellows of St. John's, Oct., 1651.

nolle (nol'e), V. i. [< nolle (prosequi).] To enter

a nolle prosequi.

noUeity (no-le'i-ti), n. [< L. nolle, be unvrilling

(see nolition), "+ -e4ty.] Unwillingness; no-
lition. Roget. [Bare.]

nolle prosequi (nol'e pros'e-kwi). [L.: nolle,

be unwilling; prosequi, follow after, prosecute:

see nolition aaA prosequi.] In toto; (a) in civil

actions, an acknowledgment by the plaintiff

that he will not further prosecute his suit, as
to the whole or a part of the cause of action,

or against some or one of several defendants
(Bingham); (b) in criminal cases, a declara-

tion "of record from the legal representative of

the government that he will no further prose-
cute the particular indictment or some desig-

nomadise

nated part thereof (Bishop). Abbreviated nol.

pros.

nolo contendere (no'lo kon-ten'de-re). [L.: no-

lo, 1st pers. sing. pres. indV of nolle^he unwilling;

contendere, contend: see contend.'] In criminal

law, a plea equivalent, as against the prosecu
tion, to that of "guilty." It submits to the

piinishment, but does not admit the facts al-

leged.

nolpet, " [ME.; origin obscure.] I. trans.

To strike.

And another, anon, he nolpit to ground,
Shent of tho shalkes, shudrithom Itwyn.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.\ 1. 6580.

II, intrans. To strike.

nolpet, n. [ME., < nolpe, v.] A blow.

Eneas also auntrid to ale

Amphymak the fuerse, with a fyne speire

,

And Neron the noble with a nolpe alse.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.), L 14037.

nol. pros. An abbreviation of nolle prosequi.

nolt (nolt), n. A variant of nout, neat^.

noltherd (nolt'h^rd), n. [A var. of noutherd,

neatherd.] A neatherd. [Prov. Eng.]

The Noltherds attend to the cows on the Town Moors, on
which the freemen and their widows have a right of de-

pasturing cattle. Munidp. Oorp. Report (1836), p. 1648.

nom^t. A preterit of »f/»i.

nom^ (n6n), n. [I]., < L. nomen, a name: see

nomen.] Name Nom de eruerre. tF., lit. a war-

name.] (at) Formerly, in France, a name taken by a sol-

dieron entering the service. Hence— (6) A fictitious name
temporarily assumed for any purpose.

Jane Clifford was heI^name, as books aver;
Fair Kosamond waa but her nom de guerre.

Dryden, EpiL to Henry IL, I. 6.

Nom de plume. [F., lit. a pen-name; a phrase invented
in England, in imitation of nam de guerre, and not used in

France.] A pseudonym used by a writer instead of his

real name ; a signature assumed by an author.

nom. An abbreviation of nominative.

noma (no'ma), m.
;
pi. «o«!(e (-me). [NL.,<Gr.

vo/i^, a spreading, a corroding sore : see wrme^.]
In med., a gangrenous ulceration of the mouth
or of the pudendal labia in children ; when af-

fecting the mouth, called also gangrenous sto-

matitis, or can(}rum oris. Also nome.
nomad (nom'ad), a. and n. [Also nomads; =
G. Dan. nomade = Sw. nomad = F. nomade =
Sp. n&mada, n&made = Pg. It. nomade, < L. no-

mas (nomad-), < Gr. vo/idg (vo^o(J-)j roaming or
roving (like herds of cattle), grazing, feeding,
< vi/isw, pasture, drive to pasture, distribute:

see nome^.] I. a. Wandering: same as no-

il, n. Awanderer; specifically, one of a wan-
dering tribe ; one of a pastoral tribe of people
who have no fixed place of abode, but move
about from place to place according to the state
of the pasturage ; hence, a member of any rov-
ing race.

The Numidian nomades, so named of channgine their
pasture, who carrie their cottages or sheddes (and those
are all theirdwelling houses)aboutwith them upon waines.

Holland, tr, of Pliny, v. 3.

Nomada ^nom'a-da), n. [NL. (Fabricius, 1775),

< Gr. vofiag (vo/iaS-j, nomad : see nomad.] A ge-
nus of naked bees or cuckoo-bees of the family
ApidcB and the subfamily CuculincB. it is of large
extent, over 70 species occurring in North America alone.
The body is of graceful form, almost entirely naked, and
ornamented with pale markings ; the abdomen is subses-
sile ; the legs are sparsely pubeacent, it at all so ; the scu-
tellum is often obtusely bftuberculate, but has no lateral
teeth; and the stigma is well developed and lanceolate.
The female places her eggs in the cells of Andrena.
nomade (nom'ad), a. and n. Same as nomad.
nomadian (no-ma'di-an), n. [< nomad + -ian.]

A nomad, tl^orth Brit. Bev. [Rare.]
nomadic (no-mad'ik), a. [< Gr. vo/mStKd;, be-
longing to pasturage or to the life of a herds-
man, pastoral, < vo/iag (vojiaS-), nomad : see nom-
ad.] 1. Wandering;' roving; leading the life

of a nomad: speoifloally applied to pastoral
tribes that have no fixed abode, but wander
about from place to place according to the state
of the pasturage.

The Nomadic races, who wander with their herds and
flocks over vast plains.

W. B. Carpenter, Prin. ot PhysioL (1863), i 1040.

2. Figuratively, wandering; changeable; un-
settled.

The American is nomadic in religion, in ideas, in morals,
and leaves his faith and opinions with as much indifference
as the house in which he was born.

Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 97

nomadically (no-mad'i-kal-i), adv. [< nomadic
+ -al + -ly^.] In a nomadic manner: as, to
live nomadically.

nomadise, v. i. See nomadize.



nomadism
nomadism (nom'a-dizm), n. [= F. nomadisme;
as nomad + -ism?} The state of being a nom-
ad; nomadic habits or tendencies.
The straggles which anciently arose between nomadigm

and the inunatore civilizations exposed to its encroach-
ments. Amer. Anthropologic, L 17.

nomadize (nom'a-diz), v. i.; pret. and pp. nom-
adized, ppr. nomadizing. [= F. nomadiser; as
nomad + -foe.] To live a nomadie life; wan-
der about from place to place with flocks and
herds for the sak<i of finding pasturage; subsist
by the grazing of herds on herbage of natural
growth. Also spelled nomadise.

The Yogules nomadize chiefly aboat the rivers Irtish,
Oby, Kama, and Volga. Tooie.

A separate tribes the FUmans, L e. Finnmans, nomadize
about the Pa^et% Motoff, and Petchenga tnndras.

Bncye. BriL, XIV. 306.

nomancyt (no'man-si), n. [< P. nomande (=
Sp. nomanda), abbr. from onomande (see ono-
TOancy),appar. byconfusionwith P. JkMM,name.]
The art or practice of divining the destiny of
persons by the letters which form theirnames.
Johnson.
no-man's-land (no'manz-land), n. l. A tract
or district to which no one can lay a recognized
or established claim ; a region which is the sub-
ject of dispute between two parties ; debatable
land. See debatable.

Some observers have established an intermediate king-
dom, a sort of no-Tnan's-lajuL, for the reception of those de-
batable organisms which cannot be definitely and posi-
tively classed either amongst vegetables or amongst ani-
mals. H. A. Nicholson.

2. Same as JacKs land (which see, under JacJc^).—3. A fog-bank.
nomarch (uom'ark), n. [= F. nomarque, < Grr.

vofiapxriQ, the chief or governor of a province, <
vo/idg, a province, + apxeiv, rule.] The gov-
ernor or prefect of a nome or department in
modem Greece.
nomarchy (nom'ar-ki), m.; pi. nomarchies (-kiz).

[< Gr. vofiapxia, the office or government of a
nomarch, < vo/iapxtg, a nomarch : see nomarch.']
A government or department under a nom-
arch, as in modem Greece; the jurisdiction
of a nomarch.
nomarthral (no-mar'thral), a. [< Gr. v6/ioc,

law, + d/oflpov, a joint : see'arthral.^ Normally
articulated; not having the dorsolumbar ver-
tebral joints peculiar: applied to the edentates
of the Old World, in distinction from those of
the New World, which are xenarthial. T. Gill,

Stand. Nat. Hist., V. 66.

nomblesti »• See numbles.

nombret, w- and v. An obsolete form of number.
nombril (nom'bril), n. [< P. nombril, < L. um-
bilicus, navel: see numbles and
um.bilious.'] In her., same as na-
velpoint (which see, under navel).

nome^t, "• An obsolete form of
name.

nome^t, a. and V. An obsolete
form of numb (original past par-
ticiple of mml).
nome^ (nom), n. [< P. ndme (in

alg.), < L. nomen, a name: see
nomen, name'^.'] In alg., a term.
nome* (nom), n. [< P. nome =.Pg. nom^, < L.
nomus, nomoSji. Gr. vo/i6g,a, district, department,
province, < vi/ieiv, deal out, distribute, have and
hold, use, dwell in, pasture, graze, etc.: see
nini^.~\ A province or other political division

of a country, especially of modem Greece and
ancient Egypt.

Coins of the 7iom£8 of Egyptwere struck only by Trajan,
Hadrian, and Antoninns Fius. Sneyc Brit., XVIL 651.

nome^ (nom), ». [< F. nome = Pg. noma; <

Gr. vdfioq, a usage, custom, law, ordinance, a
musical strain, a kind of song or ode, < ve-

fieiv, distribute, have and hold, possess, use,

etc. : see nome*^.'] In anc. Gr. music, a rule or
form of melodic composition ; hence, a song or

melody conforming to such an artistic stan-

dard. Also nomas.

Of the choric songs Westphal held that the real model
was the old Terpandrian nome.

Quarterly Eev., CLXII. 163.

E, fesse-point ; p,
nombril; G, base-
point.

nome^ (no'me), n. [< L. nome, usually in pi.

nomoe, < Gr. vo/irj, a spreading {vofml iXnav,

spreading sores), lit. a grazing, < vi/ieiv, graze:

see nomfi.'] In pathol., same as noma.

nomen (no'men), «.; pi. noJ»i»a(nom'i-na). [L.,

a name: see name^.'] A name; specifically,

a nam^e distinguishing the gens or clan, being
the middle one of the three names generally

borne by an ancient Roman of good birth: as.
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Caius Julius Csesar, of the gens of the Julii;

Marcus Tullius Cicero, of the gens of the Tul-
lii. See name, in natural history nomen has specific
Qses: (a) The technical name of any organism— that is,

the name which is tenable according to recognized laws
of zoological and botanical nomenclature ; an onym. ^See
on^m.) ^b) Any word which enters into the usual bmo-
mial designation of a species of animals or plants ; a ge-
neric or specific name. In the Linnean nomenc^ture,
the basis of the present systematic nomenclature in zool-
ogy and botany, nomina were distinguished as the nom.en
generieum and the iumien triviale.—^ojneu genericum,
the generic name. See genwi.—Nomen nudum, a bare
or mere name, anaocompanied by any description, and
therefore not entitled to recognition.

—

Nomen specifl-
cum, nomen triviale, the specific or trivial name
which, coupledwith and following the nomen generieum,
completes the technical designation of an animal or a
plant. See spaaes.

nomenclative (no'men-kla-tiv), o. [< nomen-
clature) -(- -ive.} Pertaining to naming. Whit-
ney.

nomenclator (no'men-kla-tgr), n. [= F. no-
mendat&ur= Sp. nomenclator

=

Pg. nomenclador
= It. nomenclatore, < L. nomenclator, sometimes
nomenculator, one who calls by name, < nomen,
a name,+ calare, call: see calends.'] 1. A per-
son who calls things or persons by their names.
In ancient Some candidates canvassing for office^ when
appearing in public, were attended each bya nomenclator,
who informed the candidate of the names of the persons
they met, thus enabling him to address them by name.
What^ will Cupid turn nomeruHtilor, and cry them?

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Eevels, v. 3.

Theirnames are knowne to the all-knowing power above,
and in the meane while doubtlesse they wreck not whether
you or your Nojnendaior know them or not.

Milton, On Pet of Humb. Eemonst.

2._ One who or that which gives names, or ap-
plies individual or technical names.

Needs must that Name infallible Success
Assert, where God the Nometuiator is.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, iii. 86.

3. A list of names arranged alphabetically or
in some other system; a glossary; a vocabu-
lary; especially, a list of scientific names so
arranged,
nomenclatorial (no^'men-kla-to'ri-al), a. [<
nomenclator + -ial.] Of or pertainmg to a no-
menclator or to the act of naming; nomencla-
tory.

It may be advisable to remark that ntmiemilatcrial pu-
rists, objecting to the names Pitta and Philepltta as "bar-
barous," call the former Coloburis and the latter Paictes.

A. Newton, Encyc. Brit, XIX. 149.

nomenclatory (no'men-Ma-to-ri), a. [< no-
menclator + -y-l Of or pertaining to naming;
naming.
Every conceptual act is so Immediately followed as to

seem accompanied by a TurnijeTicUUory one.
Whitney, Life and Growth of Language, p. 139.

nomenclatress (no'men-kla-tres), «. [< rw-
menclator + -ess.] A female nomenclator.

I have a wife who is a yomenclatress, and will be ready,
on any occasion, to attend the ladies. Chiardian, No. 107.

nomenclatural (no'men-kla-tu-ral), a. [<
nomenclature + -a/.] Pertaining of according
to a nomenclature.
nomenclature (no'men-kla-tur), n. [= P. no-
menclature = Sp. Pg. It. nome'nclatura, < L. no-
menclatura, a eaUing by name, a list of names,
(. nomen, name, + calare, call: see nomencla-
tor.] If. A name.
To say where notions cannot fitly be reconciled, that

there wanteth a term or noTtieru^ature for it, is but a shift

of ignorance. Bcuion, Nat. Hist.

2. A system of names; the systematic naming
of things ; specifically, the names of things in

any art or science, or the whole vocabulary of

names or technical terms which are appropri-

ated to any particular branch of science : as,

the nomenclature of botany or of chemistry.

Compare terminology.

If I could envy any man for successful ill-nature, I
should envy Lord Byron for his skill in satirical nomen^
cloture. Sydney Smith, To Lady Holland,

Tlie purposes of natural science require that its nomen-
clature shall be capable of exact definition, and that every
descriptive technical term be rigorously limited to the
expression of the precise quality or mode of action to the
designation of which it is applied.

Marsh, LectS. on Eng. Lang., vlii.

3f . A glossary, vocabulary, or dictionary.

There was at the end of the grammar a little nomencla-
ture, called "The Christian Man's Vocabulary," which
gave new appellations or (if you will) Christian names to
almost everything in life.

Addison, Religions in Waxwork.

Binary, binomial, polynomial nomenclature. See
the adjectives. = Syn. 3. Dictionary, Glossary, etc. See
vocabulary.

Nomia (no'mi-a), n. [NL. (LatreUle, 1804), <

Gr. vSfuoc, of shepherds, pastoral, < vo/iev(, a

nominalism

shepherd, < ve/ietv, pasture : see nome*, nomad.]
1. A genus of bees of the family Androiidfr.
The second submarginal ceU is quadrate or nearly so, and
not narrowed toward the margiiul cell ; the body is large

;

the hind legs of the male are more or less deformed ; and
the apical antermal joint of the male is elongate and not
dilated. The cnrions curvature, dilatation, and spinosity
of the male's hind legs distinguish this genus and JEuno-
mia from all other andrenids. There are two North Ameri-
can species, from Nevada and Texas.
2. A genus of tineid moths founded by Clem-
ens in May, 1860, and changed inAugust of that
year to Chrysopora, the only species being now
called C. lingulaceHa.

nomial (no'mi-al), n. [< nonte^ + -ial.] In
alg.,^ a single name or term.
nomicl (nom'ik), a. and n. [< Gr. vo/iiKog, per-
taining to the law, conventional, < vdfiog, a law,
usage, custom: seenome*.] I. a. Customary or
conventional:- applied to the present mode of
English spelling: opposed to Glossicovphonetic.
A. J. Ellis.

II. n. [cap.] The customary or conventional
English spelling. See Glossic. A. J. EUis.
nomic^ (nom'ik), a. [< moroeS + -ie. Cf. nomic^.]
Of or pertaining to a nome. See nome^.

Prof. Mezger has pointed out many cases in which Pin-
dar thus employs a recurrent word to guide the hearer to
the proper apprehension of the nomic march in his poems.

Quarterly Bev., CLXII. 167.

nomina, n. Plural of nomen.
nominal (nom'i-nal), a. and n. [= F. nominal
= Sp. Pg. nominal = It. nominale, < L. nomi-
nalis, pertaining to a name or to names, <no-
men, a, name: see nomen, name^.] I. a. 1. Per-
taining to a name or term; giving the meaning
of a word; verbal: as, a nominal definition.

The Tumiinal definition or derivation of a word is not
sufficient to describe the nature of it. Bp. Pearson.

2. Of or pertaining to a noun or substantive.— 3. Existing in name only; not real; osten-
sible; merely so called: as, a nominal distinc-
tion or difference ; a nominal Christian ; nomi-
nal assets; a nominal price.

Thus the mind has three sorts of abstract ideas, or ruym-
inal essences. Locke, Human Understanding, n. xxxi. 12.

You must have been long enough in this house to see
that I am but a nomirml mistress of it, that my real power
is nothing. Jane Austen, ^Xorthanger Abbey, p. 183.

In numerous savage tribes the judicial function of the
chief does not exist, or is nominal.

H. Speneer, Man vs. State, p. 46.

4. Nominalistic—Nominal consideration, a con-
sideration so trivial in comparison with the real value
as to be substantially equlvsdent to nothing, and usually
named only as a form, without intending payment, as a
consideration of one dollar in a deed of l^ds.—Nominal
damages. See damage.—Nominal division, ezcbaiige,
horse-power, mode, etc. See the nouns Kominal
party, in law, one named as a party on the record of an ac-
tion, but having no Interest in the action.

II. n. If. A nominalist.

Thomists, Keals, Ifomiruds. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 677.

2. A verb formed from a noun ; a denominative.
nominalism (nom'i-nal-izm), n. [=P. nominal-
isme; as nominal + -ism.] The doctrine that
nothing is general but names ; more specifical-
ly, the doctrine that common nouns, as man,
horse, represent in their generality nothing in
the real things, but are mere conveniences for
speaking of many things at once, or at most
necessities of human thought; individualism.
Medieval thinkers, especially those of the twelfth cen-
tury, are classified as being either nominalists or real-
ists; modem philosophers have generally joined in the
condemnation of medieval realism, but have neverthe-
less been mostly rather realists than nominalists. The
following are the most important varieties of nominal-
ism : (a) That of the Stoics, who held that the only sort

.

of thing that is not universal, and indeed the only sort
that is not corporeal, is the meaning of a word (Gr.
AcKTov, L. dictio) as something different from the actual
thought and distinct for each language. (&) That of Ros-
cellin, condemned by the Church in 1092, which, though
regarded as novel doctrine by his contemporaries, so that
he has often been called the inventor of nominalism,
had in substance been taught for two hundred years
without attracting any particular attention. His views, so
far as we can gather them from the reports of malicious
adversaries, in the light of other nominalistic texts, "were

as follows. Various relations, usually considered as real,

such as the relation of a wall to a house as a part of it,

have no existence in the things themselves, but are due to

the way we think about the things. Colors are nothing
over and above the colored bodies. He held that nothing
exists but Individuals, and according to St. Anselm was
*' buried in corporal images." His opinion concerning
universals was not called nominalism, but the sententia

vocum, or vocalism^. Anselm states that he held universals
to be nothing but the breath of the voice (Jlatus oocis).

This statement should not be hastily put aside as an
enemy's misrepresentation, for the authorities agree that
he made universals to be, not words, but vocal sounds

;

and since the breath was in his time and long after hardly
regarded as a material thing, he may quite probably have
been so " buried in corporal images " as to have confounded
the breath of the voice with an incorporeal form, which
agrees with a report that he was a follower of the pantheist
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Sootus Erigena. (c) That of Peter Abelard (bom 1079, died
1142), which consisted in holding that nnirersality resides
only in judgments or predications. Yet he not only admits
that general propositions may be true of real things by
virtue of the similarities o( the latter, but also holds to a
Platonist doctrine of ideas. Various other kinds of nomi-
nalism are allied to that of Abelard, especially the vague
modern doctrine called cojicepeaaiigm(which see), .(d) The
terminism of the " Venerable Inoeptor," William of Occam
Gived in the fourteenth century), who held that nothing
except individuals exists, whether ih or out of the mind,
but that concepts (whether existing substantively or only
objectively in the mind he does not decide) are natural
signs of many things, and in that sense are universaL (e)
That of Thomas Hobbes of Malmesbury (bom 1588, died
1679), who added to the doctrine of Occam that there are
no general concepts, but only images, so that the only
universality lies in the association of ideas. This doc-
trine, followed by Berkeley, Hume, James Mm, and others,
is specifically known as mmdmUimn, In modern English
philosophy, as contradistinguished from eomxptualimi.
(J) That of modern science, which merely denies the va-
lidity of the "substantial forms" of thfi schoolmen, or ab-
stractions not based on any inductive inquiry ; but which,
far from regarding the uniformities of nature as mere for-
tuitous similarities between individual events, maintains
that they extend beyond the region of observed facts.
Properly speaking, this is not nominalism. <g) That of
Kant, who maintained that all unity In thouglit depends
upon the nature of the human mind, not belonging to the
thing in itself.

nominalist (nom'i-aal-ist), n. [= F. nominal-
iste; as nominal + -jst.] A believer in nomi-
nalism.

nominalistic (nom"i-na-lis'tik), a. [< nominal-
ist + -ic] Of, pertaining to, or characteristic
of nominalism or the nominalists.
nominalize (nom'i-nal-iz), V. t.

;
pret. and pp.

nominalised, ppr. nominalizing. [< nominal +
-ize.'i To convert into a noun. Instructionsfor
Orators (1682), p. 32.

nominally (nom'i-nal-i), adv. In a nominal
manner; by or as regards name; in name;
only in name ; ostensibly.

This, nominally no tax, in reality comprehends all taxes.

Burke, Late State of the Kation.

Nominally all powerful, he was really less free than a
subject. H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., I 443.

In another half-century Canada might if she chose stand
as a mmdnaUy Independent, as she is now a really inde-
pendent, state. jr. A. Ren., CXLII. 46.

nominate (nom'i-nat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. nomi-

nated, ppr. nominatimg. [< L. nominatus, pp.
of nominare (>It. nominare= Sp. nomhrar= Pg.
nomear= OF. nomer, nommer, F. nommer), name,
call by name, give a name to, < nomen, a name

:

see Momen, and cf. name^, «.] 1. To name;
mention by name.

Sight may distinguish of colours ; but suddenlj^ to nami-
note them all, It is impossible. Sltak. , 2 Hen. VI. , ii. 1. 130.

I have not doubted to single forth more than once such
of them as were thought the chiefe and most lurminated
opposers on the other side.

MUton, Apology for Smectymuuus.

2t. To call; entitle; denominate.
I spoke it, tender juvenal, as a congruent epitheton ap-

pertaining to thy young days, which we may nomintite
tender. Shak., L. L. L., i. 2. 16.

Boldly Twrnmcute a spade a spade.
B. Jonson, Poetaster, v, 1.

3. To name or designate by name for an of&ce
or place; appoint: as, to nominate an heir or
an executor.

It is not to be thought that he which as it were from
heaven hath nominated and designed them unto holiness
by special privilege of their very birth will himself de-
prive them of regeneration and inward grace, only because
necessity depriveth them of outward sacraments.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 60.

The Earl of Leicester is mnninated by his Majesty to go
Ambassador Extraordinary to that King and other Princes
of Germany. Howell, Letters, I. v. 40.

4. To name for election, choice, or appoint-
ment

;
propose by name, or offer the name of,

as a candidate, especially for an elective office.

See nomination.— 5t. To set down in express
terms; express.

Is it BO nominated in the bond?
Shak., M. of V., Iv. 1. 259.

In order unto that which I have nominated in this be-
half and more principally intend, let us take notice.

N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 291,

Nominating convention. See convention.

nominate (nom'i-nat), a. [< L. nominatus, pj).

of nominare, name: see the verb.] 1. Nomi-
nated ; of an executor, appointed by the will.

Executor in Scotch law is a more extensive term than
in English. He is either nominate or dative, the latter

appointed bythe court, and corresponding in most respects
to the English administrator. Mncyc. Brit., XXIV. 673.

2. Possessing a nomen juris or legal name or
designation ; characterized or distinguished by
a particular name Komlnate Tight, in Scots law, a
right that is known and recognised in law, or possesses a
nomen juris, which serves to determine its legal character

and consequences. Of this sort are those contracts termed
loan, commodate, deposit, pledge, sale, etc. Nominate rights
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are opposed to innmidnMe rights, or those in which the
obligation depends upon the terms of the express agree-
ment of the parties.

nominately (nom'i-nat-li), adv. By name ;
par-

ticularly. Spelman.
nomination (nom-i-na'shon), n. [= F. nomi-
nation = Sp. nominacion = Pg. nominagao = It.

nominazione, < L. nominaUo{n-), a naming, < no-
minare, pp. nominatus: see nominate.2 1. The
act of nominating or naming; the act of pro-
posing by name for an office ; specifically, the
act or ceremony of bringing forward and sub-
mitting the name of a candidate, especially
for an elective office, according to certain pre-
scribed forms.

I have so far forborne making n^miinatioTis to fill these
vacancies, for reasons which I will now state.

Lincoln, in B^ymond, p. 170.

3. The state of being nominated: as, he is in
nomination for the post.—3. The power of nom-
inating or appointing to office.

The nomination of persons to places being so principal
and inseparable a ilower of his crown, hewould reserve to
himself. Claremian, Great Bebellion. (Latham.)

4. In Eng. eccles. law, the appointment or pre-
sentation of a clergyman to a benefice by the
patron.— 5t. Denomination; name.
And as these reioysings tend to diners effects, so do they

also carry diuerse formes and nominations.
Pitttenhajn, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 37.

Divers characters are given to several persons, by which
they are distinguished from all others of the same common
rumdnation, as Jacob is called Israel, and Abraham the
friend of God. Bp. Pearson, Expos, of Creed, iii. 3 § 4.

6+. Mention by name; express mention.
I will look again on the intellect of the letter, for the

TVyndnation of the party writing to the person written
unto. Shak., L. L. L., iv. 2. 138.

nominatival (nom"i-na-ti'val or nom'i-na-ti-
val), a. [< nominative '+ -al.) Of or pertain-
ing to the nominative case.

nominative (nom'i-na-tiv), a. and n. [= F.
nominatif= Sp. Pg. It. nominatioo, < L. nomi-
nativus, serving to name, of or belonging to
naming; casus nominativus or simply nomina-
tivvs, the nominative ease; < nominare, pp.
nominatus, nsbTue: see nominate.'] I. a. Noting
the subject: applied to that form of a noun or
other word having case-inflection which is used
when the word is the subject of a sentence, or
to the word itself when it stands in that rela-

tion: as, the nominative case of a Latin word;
the nominative word in a sentence.

II. n. In gram., the nominative case ; also, a
nominative word. Abbreviated nam.
The nominative hath no other noat but the particle of

determination ; as, the peple is a beast with manie heades

;

a horse serves man to manie uses; men in auctoritie sould
be lanternes of light.

A. Hume, Orthographie (E. E. T. S.), p. 29.

Nominative absolute. See absolute, ii.

nominatively (nom'i-na-tiv-li), adv. In the
manner or form of a nominative; as a nomi-
native.

nominator (nom'i-na-tor), n. [= F. nominateur
= Sp. nombrador, nomvnador = Pg. nomsador =
It. nominatore, < L. nominator, one who names,
< nominare, name: see nominate.'] One who
nominates, in any sense of that word; espe-
cially, one who has the power of nominating or
appointing, as to a church living.

The arrangement actually made in Ireland is that every
layman who sits in our synods, or who, as a nominator,
takes part in the election of incumbents, must be a com-
municant. Contemporary Sev., XLIX. 308.

nominee (nom-i-ne'), n. [< L. nomina/re, name,
+ -eel.] 1. One who is nominated, named, or
designated, as to an office.— 2. In Eng. common
law, the person who is named to receive a copy-
hold estate on surrender of it to the lord ; the
cestui que use, sometimes called the surren-
deree.— 3. A person on whose life an annuity
depends.
nominor (nom'i-nor), n. [< L. nominare, name,

-I- -or. Cf. nominator.] In law, one who nom-
inates.

The terms of connection . . . between a Tiominor and
a nominee. Benthami, Works (ed. 1843X X. 229.

nomistic (no-mis'tik), a. [< Gr. vS/io^, a law
(see nome^, nomic^), + -ist-ic.] Pounded on or
acknowledging a law or system of laws embod-
ied in a saoied book: as, nomistic religions or
communities.
With regard to the ethical religions the question has

been mooted—and a rather puzzling question it is—What
right have we to divide them into TummHc or nomothetic
communities, founded on a law or Holy Scripture, and
universal or world religions, which start from principles
and maxims, the latter being only three— Buddhism,
Christianity, and Mohammedanism ?

Brit, XX. 368.

nomophylaz

nommert, n. and v. An obsolete form of num-
ber.

nomooanon (no-mok'a-non), n. [< LGrr. vo/m-

mvav (MGr. also vo/io'icdvovov), < Gr. vS/wc, law,
+ Kavi>v, rule, canon : see carion^.] In the East-
ern Ch., a body of canon law with the addi-

tion of imperial laws bearing upon ecclesias-

tical matters. Such a digest was made from previous
collections by Johannes Scholasticus, patriarch of Con-
stantinople (664), and afterward by Photius, patriarch of
the same see (883), whose collection consists chiefly of the
canons recognized or passed by the Quinisext (692) and
subsequent councils, and the ecclesiastical legislation of

Justinian. The Quinisext council accepted eighty-five

apostolic canons, the decrees of the first Nicene and other
councils, and the decisions of a number of Eastern prelates

of the thii'd, fourth, and fifth centuries.

nomocracy (no-mok'ra-si), n, [< Gr. vdfwg, law,

+ Kparia, i Kparelv, rule.] A system of govern-
ment established and carried out in accordance
with a code of laws : as, the nomocraeij of the

ancient Hebrew commonwealth. Milman.
nomogenist (no-moj'e-nist), n. [< nomogen-y
+ -ist] One wha upholds or believes in no-
mogeny : opposed to thaumatogenist. Owen.

To meet the inevitable question of " Whence the first

organic matter 7 " the Nomagenist is reduced to enumerate
the existing elements into which the simplest living jelly

or sarcode is resolvable.
Owen, Comp. Anat. (1868), III. 817.

nomogeny (no-moj'e-ni), n. [< Gr. vdfiog, law,
-I- -ytveia, < -yevfiq, producing: see -geiny.] The
origination of life under the operation of exist-

ing natural law, and not by miracle : opposed
to thaumatogeny. The word was introduced by Owen
in the quotation here given, as nearly synonymous with

§ 428. Nomogeny or Thaumatogeny ?— The French
Academy of Sciences was the field of discussion and de-

bate from 1861 to 1864, between the "Evolutionists," hold-
ing the doctrine of primary life by miracle, and the " Epi-
genesists," who try to show that the phenomena are due
to the operation of existing law.

Owen, Comp. Anat. (1868), IIL 814.

nomographer (no-mog'ra-ffer), n. [< nomog-
raph^ + -eri.] One who writes on or is versed
in the subject of nomography.
nomography (no-mog'ra-fi), n. [= F. nomo-
graphie = Sp. nomogrdfia^ < (Jr. vo/urypaipia, a
writing of laws, written legislation, < vo/icrypd(l)0(,

one who writes or gives laws, < v6/iog, law, +
-ypmjila, < ypd<j>Eiv, write.] Exposition of the
proper manner of drawing up laws ; that part
of the art of legislation which has relation to
the form given, or proper to be given, to the
matter of a law. BentJiam, Nomography, or
the Art of Inditing Laws.
nomological (nom-o-loj'i-kal), a. [< nomolog-y
+ -ic-al.] Or or pertaining to nomology, in any
of its meanings.

It would take too long in this place to analyze in nomo-
logical terms this remarkably opaj^ue utterance.

Westminster Bev., CXXVI. 126.

Nomological psycliology, the nomology of mind; the
science of the laws by which the mentjd faculties are
governed.

nomologist (no-mol'o-jist), n. [< nomolog-y
-I- -jst] A specialist in nomology ; one who is

versed in the science of law.
Parental love is a fact which Tumwlogists must accept as

a datum. Westminster Rev., CXXVI. 136.

nomology (no-mol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. vd/w;, law,
+ -^yla, < Xiyetv, speak: see -ology.] 1. The
science of law and legislation.

Bather what may be termed Timnology, or the inductive
science of law. Westminster Rev., CXXVI. 148.

2. The science of the laws of the mind, espe-
cially of the fundamental laws of thinking.

It leaves to the proper Nomology of the Presentative
Eaculties— the Nomology of Perception, the Nomdogy of
the Begulative and Intuitive Faculty- to prescribe the
conditions of a perfect cognition of the matter which it

appertains to them to apprehend.
H. N. Day, Logic, p. 137.

3. That part of botany which relates to the
laws which govern the variations of organs.

nomopelmous (nom-o-pel'mus), a. [<Gr. vdjio^,

law, + niXfia, sole.] tnornith., having the nor-
mal or usual arrangement of the flexor tendons
of the foot, the tendon of the flexor haUucis be-
ing entirely separate from that of the common
flexor of the other toes. The arrangement is also

called schizopelmous, and is contrasted with the sympel-
movs, antiopelmmis, and lieteropelmous dispositions of these
tendons.

nomophylax (no-mof'i-laks), n.
;

pi. nomophy-
laces (nom-o-phil'a-sez). [< (xr. vofw^hi^, a
guardian of' the laws, < vrfjuof, law, -f- ^tiAaf, a
guardian.] In Gr. antiq., a guardian of the laws

;

specifically, one of a board of seven magistrates
which, during the age of Pericles, sat in pres-
ence of the popular assembly of Athens, and ad-
journed the meeting if it apprehended that the
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people were abont to be carried away into tak-
ing unlawful action, and also watched the ob-
servance and enforcement of the laws. There
were magistrates bearing the same name at
Sparta also, and in other Greek states.
nomos^ (no'mos), n. [< 6r. vofwg, a distriet,

nome : see iiome*,'] In modem Greece, a nome

;

a nomarehy.
It [Ithaca] forms an eparchy of the TionuMof Cephalonia

in the kingdom of Greece. Eneye. Brit, Xm. 517.

nomos^ (no'mos), n. [< 6r. vd^f, usage, custom,
law, a musical mode or strain : see jiomeS.] In
ane. G-r. music, same as nome^.
nomothesia (uom-o-the'si-a), «. [KL. : see
nomothesy.'] 1 . Law-giving ; legislation ; a code
of laws.— 2. The institution, functions, author-
ity, etc., of the nomothetes.

If the foregoing hypotheses be soond, then the perma-
nent institation of-the jfomotAena in the archonship of
Eukleides was an innovation of cardinal significance.

Amer. Jour. PhiM., X. 82.

nomothesy (nom'o-thes-i), n. [< NL. nomothe-
sia, Gr. vo/iodeaia, lawgiving, legislation (of. vo-

/loBertic, a lawgiver : see nomofheU), < vd/tof, law,
+ derdg, verbal adj. of riBkvat, put: see thesis.^

Same as nomothesia. [Bare.]
nomotheta (no-moth'e-ta), n.; pi. nomotheiCB
(-te). [NL. : see nomotlHete.'] Same as nomo-
thete.

If one shonld choose to suppose that the first and sec-

ond of the measures just cited were fonnally ratifiedby the
NomotheUB, it would be hard to disprove it, though there
is noUiing in the record to favor the supposition.

Amer. Jour. PhOd., X. 83.

nomothete (nom'o-thet), n. [< NL. nomotheta,
< Gr. vofioBhTig, a lawgiver, < vo/iog, usage, cus-
tom, law, -I- TiBtvai, place, set, cause : see thesisJ]

In ancient Athens, after the archonship of Eu-
olides (403-2 B. c), one of a panel of heliasts

or jurors intrusted with the decision as to any
proposed change in legislation, it was provided
that all motions to repeal or amend an existing law should
be brought before the ecclesia or general meeting of citi-

zens, at the beginning of the year. They might be then
and there rej ected ; but if a motion was received favorably,
the ecclesia appointed a body of nomothetes, sometimes
as many as a thousand in number, before whom the pro-
posal was put on trial according to the regular forms of
Athenian judicial procedure. A majority vote of the
nomothetes was decisive for acceptance or rejection. See
quotation under nomotheta,

nomothetic (nom-o-thet'ik), a. [< Gr. vo/toBe-

ruidg, pertaining to a lawgiver or to legisla-

tion, < voftodeTTig, a lawgiver: see nomothete.'\

1. Legislative; enacting laws.— 2. Pertaining
to a nomothete, or to the body of nomothetes.

—

3. Founded on a system of law or by a lawgiver

;

nomistic : as, nomothetic religions.

nomothetical (nom-o-thet'i-kal), a. [< nomo-
thetic + -al.'i Same as nomotlketic.

A supreme nomothetical power to malce a law.
Bp. Barlow, Remains, p. 126.

nomperet, n. Same as umpire.

non^, «., pron., and adv. A Middle English
form of none^.

non^, ». A Middle English form of noon^.

non*t, adv. [ME. non, noon, < OF. (and P.)
non = Sp. no = Pg. nSo = It. no, < L. non,

OL. nenum, nenu, noenum, noenu, not, orig. ne
oinom (ne mmm), < ne, not, + oinom, unum,
ace. of oinos, unus = E. one. See none^, which
is cognate with L. non, and with which rare

ME. )um, adv., seems to have merged.] Not.

Lemeth to sutfre, or elles so moot I goon.
Ye shul it leme, wherso ye wole or noon.

Chaueer, Franklin's Tale^ L 50.

non-. [L.,not: see »M»i3.] Not; a prefix free-

ly used in English to give a ne^tive sense to

words. It is applicable to any word. It differs from
vn- in tliat it denotes mere negation or absence of the

tiling or quality, while un- often denotes the opposite of

the thing or quality. Examples are Tion-residence, non-
performance, no?*.existence, Tion-payment, ?um-concnr-
reuce, non^dmission, noTi-contagious, non-emphatic, non-
fossilifeious. The compounds with this prefix are often
arbitrary and as a rule self-explaining. Oi^ the most im-
portant of them are given below.

non-ability (non-a-bil'j-ti), ». A want of abil-

ity ; in law, an exception taken against a plain-

tiff that he has not legal capacity to commence
a suit.

non-acceptance (non-ak-sep'tans), n. Refusal

to accept.

non-access (non-ak'ses), ». In Taw, impossi-

bility of access for sexual intercourse, as in

the case of a husband at sea or in a foreign

country. A child bom under such, circum-

stances is a bastard. Wharton.

non-admission (non-ad-mish'on), n. The re-

fusal of admission.

The reason of this non-admbtion is its great uncertainty.

Aytiffe, Farergon.
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non-adnlt (non-anlult'), a. and n. I. a. Not
arrived at adult age; in a state of pupilage;
immature.

II. H. One who has not arrived at adult age

;

a youth.

non^e^ (non'aj), II. [< ME. *nonage, nounage,
< OP. (AP.) nonage, nonaage, minority, < non,

notj -1- aage, age: see non^ and age.'] 1. The
period of legal infancy, during which a person
is, in the eyes of the law, unable to manage his

own affairs; minority. See age, n., 3.

A toy of mine own, in my TUmage; the infancy of my
muses. B. Jonson, Every M^n in his Humour, i 4.

You were a young sinner, and in your Tumage.
Shirley, Grateful Servant, ill. 4.

2. The period of immaturity in general.

Ne the nownagi» that newed him euere.
Richard the Bedeless, iv. 6.

It is without Controversy that in the nonage of the
World Men and Beasts had but one Buttery, which was
the Fountain and Uiver. Howell, Letters, ii 54.

We may congratulate ourselves that the period of non-
age, of follies, of blunders, and of shame, is passed in soli-

tude. J^nerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 195.

nonage^ (no'nSj), «. [< OP. nonage, nonaige
(ML. nonagium), a ninth part, the sum of nine,
< L. nonus, ninth : see nones^.] A ninth part of
movables, which in former timeswas paid to the
English clergy on the death of persons in their
parish, and claimed on pretense of being de-
voted to pious uses. Imp. Diet.

nonaged (non'ajd), a. iCnonage^ + -ed^.] Per-
taining to nonage or minority ; immature.

My non-ag'd day already points to noon.
i^rles. Emblems, iiL 13.

nonagenarian (non'a-je-na'ri-an), a. and n.

[Also nonagenarian; = P. nonag'enaire= Sp. Pg.
It. nonagenario, < L. nonagenarius, containing
or consisting of ninety ; as a noun, a comman-
der of ninetymen ; < nonageni, ninety each, < no-
ji(j(7i« fa, ninety: see ninety.'] I. a. Containing
or pertaining to ninety.

n, n. A person who is ninety years old.

nonagesimail (non-a-jes'i-mal), a. and n. [< L.
nonogrestJiMis, ninetieth, <nono</tn to, ninety: see
nonagenarian.] I. a. Belonging to the num-
ber 90 ;

pertaining to a nonagesimal.
H. n. laastron., one (generally the upper) of

the two points on the ecliptic which are 90 de-

grees from the intersections of that circle by
the horizon.

nonagon (non'a-gon), n. [Irreg. < L. nonus,

ninth, -I- Gr. yavla, a corner, an angle. The
proper form (Gr.) is enneagon.] A figure hav-
ing nine sides and nine angles.

non-alienation (non-al-ye-na'shon), )i. 1.

The state of not being alienated.— 2. Failure

to alienate. Btackstone.

nonan (no'nan), a. [< L. nonus, ninth, -I- -an.]

Occurring on the ninth day Nonan fever. See
/CTcrl.

non-appearance (non-a-per'ans), n. Failure or
neglect to make an appearance ; default of ap-
pearance, as in court, to prosecute or defend.

non assumpsit (non a-sump'sit). [L., he did
not undertake: non, not; assumpsit, ZA pers.

sing, perf. ind. of assumere, accept, undertake

:

see assume.] In law, a general plea in a per-

sonal action, by which a man denies that he
has made any promise.
non-attendance (non-a-ten'dans), «. A failure

to attend; omission of attendance; personal

absence.
Non-attendance in former parliaments ought to be a bar

against the choice of men who have been guilty of it.

Lord Halifax.

non-attention (non-a-ten'shon), «. Inatten-

tion.

The consequence of non-attention so fataL Sw\ft.

nonce (nons), adv. [Only in the phrases for
the nonce, < ME. for the nones, for^ the nonest,

prop, for tlien ones, lit. for the once, i. e. for that

(time) only; and ME. icifli the noties,-piop. with

then ones, lit. with the once, i. e. on that condi-

tion only: for, for; with, with ; then, < AS. tham,

dat. of se, neut. tluet, the, that; ones, once,_< AS.
ones, adv. gen. of an, one : see once. The initial

« in nonce thus arose by misdivision, as in nale,

nawl, newt, etc.] A word of no independent
status, used only in the following phrases.

—

For the nonce, for once ; for the one time ; for the occa-

sion ; for the present or immediate purpose.

Who now most may here on his bak at ons
Off cloth and furrour, hath a fressh renoun

;

He is "A lusty man " clepyd/or the nones.

Booke of Precedence (&. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 107.

I haue messangers with me, made/or the nonest.

That ffor perell or purpos shall pas vs betwene.
Dutruefum of Trog (E. E. T. S.), L 6260.

non compos mentis
And that he calls for drink, 111 have prepared him
A chalice far the nonce. Stiak., HanUet, Iv. 7. 161.

I think that the New England of the seventeenth cen-
tury can afford to allow me, for the nonce at least, to ex-
tend its name to all the independent English-speaking
lands on its own side of Ocean.

-B. A. Freeman, Amer. Lecta., p. 9.

With the nones thatt, on condition that ; provided that.

Here I wol ensuren the
Wyth the nones that thou wolt do so,
That I stud never fro the go.

Chaucer, House of Fame^ L 2099.

non cepit (non se'pit). [L., he took not: non,
not; cej>i7, 3d pers. sing. perf. ind. of capere:
see capable.] At common law, a plea by way
of traverse used in the action of replevin.

nonce-word (nons'werd), n. Aword coined and
used only for the nonce, or for the particular oc-
casion. Nonce-words, suggested by the context or aris-

ing out of momentary caprice, are numerous in English.
They are usually indicated as such by the context. Some
are admitted into this dictionary for historical or literary
reasons, but most of them require or deserve no serious
notice.

Words apparently employed only for the nonce are,

when inserted in the Dictionaiy, marked nonce-wd.
J. A. H. Murray, New. Eng. Diet, General

[Explanations, p. x.

nonchalance (non'sha-lans; p. pron. non-sha-
lons'), n. [< P. nonchalance, < nonchalant, care-

less, nonchalant: see nonchalant.] Coolness;
indifference; uneoneem: as, he heard of his

loss with great nonchalance.

The Twnchtdance of boys who are sure of a dinner, and
would disdain as much as a lord to do or say aught to
conciliate one, is the healthy attitude of human nature.

Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 42.

He reviews with as much nonchalance as he whistles.
LoweU, Fable for Critics.

nonchalant (non'sha-lant; P. pron. non-sha-
lon'), a. [< P. nonchalant, careless, indifferent,

ppr. of OP. nonclialoir, nonchaler, care little

about, neglect, < non, not,+ chaloir, ppr. chalant,

care for, concern oneself with, < L. colore, be
warm: see calid.] Indifferent; unconcerned;
careless ; cool : as, he replied with a nonchalant
air.

The nonchalant merchants thatwentwith faction, scaree
knowing why. Roger North, Examen, p. 463. {Ikanes.)

The old soldiers were as merry, nonchalant, and indif-

ferent to the coming fight as if it was a daily occupation.
The Century, XXXVII. 466.

nonchalantly (non'sha-lant-li), adv. In a non-
chalant manner; with apparent coolness or un-
concern; with indifference: as, to answer an
accusation nonchalantly.

non-claim (nou'klam), n. A failure to make
claim within the time limited by law ; omission
of claim. 'Wharton piea of non-claim, in old
Bng. law, a plea setting up in defense against the levy of
a fine that the year tdlowed in which to make it had
elapsed.— statute Of non-claim, an English statute of
1360-1, which declared that a plea of non-claim should not
bar fines thereafter levied.

non-com. An abbreviation of non-commissioned.

non-combatant (nou-kom'ba-tant), n. 1. One
who is connected with a military or naval force
in some other capacity than that of a fighter, as
surgeons and their assistants, chaplains, mem-
bers of the commissariat department, etc.— 2.
A civilian in time of war.
Yet any act of cruelty to the innocent, any acf^ especial-

ly, by wlUch Tum-combatanis are made to feel the stress of
war, is what brave men sbiink from, although they may
feel obliged to threaten it.

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. law, § 126.

Non-combatant officers. See officer, s.

non-commissioned (non-ko-mish'ond), a. Not
having a commission. Abbreviated non-com.
—Non-commissioned officer. See officer, 3.

non-committal (non-ko-mit'al), a. [< non- +
commit + -al.] 1. Disinclined to express an
opinion one way or the other ; unwilling to com-
mit one's self to any particular view or course

:

as, he was entirely non-committal.— 2. That
does not commit or pledge one to any particu-

lar view or course ; not involving an expression
of opinion or preference for any particular

course of action ; free from pledge or entangle-
ment of any kind: as, a non-committal answer
or statement; non-committal behavior.

non-communicant (non-ko-mil'ni-kant), n. 1.

One who does not receive the holy commu-
nion; one who habitually refrainsfrom commu-
nicating, or who is present at a celebration of

the eucharistwithout communicating.— 2. One
who has never communicated; one who has
not made his first communion.
non-commnnion (non-ko-mii'nygn), n. Fail-

ure or neglect of communion.
non compos mentis (non kom'pos men'tis).

[L.: non, not ; compos, having power (< com-.



non compos mentis

together, + -potis, powerful); mentis, of the
mind, gen. of m€n{t-)s, mind : see mind^.} Not
capable, mentally, of managing one's own af-
fairs ; not of sound mind; not having the nor-
mal use of reason. Often abbreviated non com-
pos and non comp. See insane.

His Son ia Non crnnposmentis, and thereby incapable of
making any Conveyance In Law; so that all his Measures
are disappointed. Congreve, Loye for Love, iv. 12.

n.oncompounder (non-kom-poun'der), n. One
who does not compound'; specifically [cap.'], in
I!ng. hist., a member of that one of the two sec-
tions into which the Jacobite party divided
shortly after the Eevolution which desired the
restoration of the king without binding him to
any conditions as to amnesty, guaranties of civil
or religious liberty, etc. See Compounder (g).
non-con (non'kon), n. 1. An abbreviation of

One Eosewell, a Non-Con teacher convict of high trea-
son. Soger North, Examen, p. 646. \Dames.)

2. An abbreviation of non-content.

non-concur (non-kon-k6r'), V. i. To dissent or
refuse to concur or to agree.

non-concurrence (non-kgn-kur'ens), n. A re-

fusal to concur.
non-condensing (non-kon-den'sing), a. Not
condensing— Non-condensing engine, a steam-en-
gine, usually high-pressure, in whichthe steam on the
non-effective side of the piston is allowed to escape into
the atmosphere, in contradistinction to a condensing en-
gine, in which the steam in advance of the piston is con-
densed to create a partial vacuum, and thus add to the
mean effective pressure of the steam which impels It.

non-conducting (non-kon-duk'ting), a. Not
conducting; not transmitting: thus, with re-

spect to electricity, wax is a non-conducting
substance.
non-conduction (non-kon-duk'shon), n. The
quality of not conducting or transmitting; ab-
sence of conducting or teansmitting qualities

;

failure to conduct or transmit: as, the non-
conduction of heat.

non-conductor (non-kgn-duk'tor), n. A sub-
stance which does not conduct or transmit a
particular form of energy (specifically, heat or

electricity), or which transmits it with diffi-

culty: thus, wool is a non-condwctor of heat;
glass and dxy wood are non-conductors of elec-

tricity. See conductor, 6, electricity, and heat.

nonconforming (non-kon-f6r'ming), a. [<
non- + conforming.'] Failing or refusing to eon-
form ; specifically, refusing to comply with the
requisitions of the Act of Uniformity, or to con-
form to the forms and regulations of the Church
of England. See nonconformist.

The non-conforming ministers were prohibited, upon a
penalty of forty pounds for every offence, to come, unless
only in passing upon the road, within five miles of any
city, corporation, . . . orplace where they had been min-
isters, or had preached, after the act of uniformity.

Locke, Letter from a Person of Quality.

nonconformist (non-kon-for'mist), n. [< non-
+ conformist.] 1. One who does not conform
to some law or usage, especially to some ec-

clesiastical law.

Whoso would be a man must be a mmconformM.
Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 43.

2. Specifically, in Eng. hist., one of those cler-

^men who refused to subscribe the Act of
Uniformity passed in 1662, demanding "assent
and consent" to everything contained in the
Book of Common Prayer, and by extension any
one who refuses to conform to the order and
liturgy of the Church of England. See dis-

senter, 2.

On his death-bed he declared himself a Non-eoriformiii,

and had a fanatic preacher to be his spiritual guide.
Swift.

A Nonconformist, from the first, was not an opponent of

the general system of Uniformity. He was a churchman
who differed from other churchmen on certain matters
touching Order, though agreeing with them in the rest of

the discipline and government of the Church. ... In the
following generation it took wider ground, and came to in-

volve the whole of Church government, and the difference

between prelacy andpresbyterianism.
ii, W, Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xvii.

3. In entom., the noctuid moth Xylina einckeni:

an English collectors' name, applied in distinc-

tion from X. conformis. =Syn. 2. Dissenter, etc. See
heretic.

non-conformitancyt (non-kgn-f6r'mi-tan-si),

n. [< non-conformitan{t) + -cy.] Nonconform-
ity.

OflBcers ecclesiastical did prosecute presentments, ra-

ther against Tionr^^onformitancy of ministers and people.

Bp. Hacket, Abp. Williams, il. 44. (Davies.)

non-COnformitantt (non-kon-f6r'mi-tant), n.

[< nonconformit(y) + -ant.] A nonconformist.
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They were of the old stock of non-eonformitants, and

among the seniors of his college.

Bp. Hacket, Abp. Williams, L 9. (Daviee.)

nonconformity (non-kon-f6r'mi-ti), n. [< non-
+ conformity.] 1. Neglect or "failure to con-
form, especially to some ecclesiastical law or
requirement.

A conformity or rumconformiiy to it [the will of Our
Maker] determines their actions to be morally good or
evil. Watlx.

Wherever there is disagreement with a current belief,
no matter what its nature, there is nonconformity.

H. Spencer, Study of Sociol., ix.

2. Specifically, in eccles. usage: (a) The re-

fusal to conform to the rites, tenets, or polity
of an established or state church, and espe-
cially of the Church of England.

Happy will be that reader whose mind is disposed by
his [Watts's] verses or his prose to imitate him in all but
his nan-amfarmity. Johnson, Watts.

His scruples have gained for Hooper the title of father
of NoncmfomvUy.

R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xvii.

(6) The doctrines or usages of those English
Protestants who do not conformto or unite with
the Church of England.
The grand pillarand buttress of nmttonformily. South.

To the notions and practice of America, sprung out of
the loins of Nonconformity, religious establishments are
unfamiliar. M. Arnold, !N'ineteenth Century, XIX. 660.

non constat (non kon'stat). 111.: non, not; con-
stat, 3d pers. sing. ind. pros, of constare, stand
together, agree : see constant.] It does not ap-
pear; it is not clear or plain: a phrase used in
legal language byway of answer to or comment
on a statement or an argument.
non-COntagionist (non-kgn-ta'jgn-ist), n. One
who holds that a disease is not'propagated by
contagion.
non-content (non'kgn-tent"), n. In the House
of Lords, one who gives a negative vote, as not
being satisfied with the measure.
non-contradiction (non-kon-tra-dik'shgn), n.

The absence of contradiction.

The highest of all logical laws is what is called the prin-
ciple of contradiction, or more correctly the principle of
norircontradiction. Sir W. Hamilton, Metaph., xxxviii.

nonda (non'da), m. [Australian.] A rosaceous
tree, Parinarium Nonda, of northeastern Aus-
tralia, which yields an edible mealy plum-like
fruit.

Non-deciduata (non-de-sid-u-a'ta),M.^Z. [Nil.,

< L. non- + Dedduata'.] One of the major di-

visions (the other being Deciduata) into which
mouodelphous mammals have been divided.
See Deciduata. .

non-deciduate (non-de-sid'u-at), a. Same as
indecid'uate.

non decimando (non des-i-man'do). [L.: non,
not; decimando, dat. ger. of dedmare, tithe,

decimate: see decimate.] In law, a custom or
prescription to be discharged of all tithes, etc.

non-delivery (non-de-liv'6r-i), n. Neglect or
failure to deliver.

non demisit (non de-mi'sit). [L.: non, hot;
demisit, 3d pers. sing. perf. ind. of demittere,

put down, let fall, demise : see demise.] In tew:
(a) A plea formerly resorted to where a plain-
tiff declared upon a demise without stating the
indenture in an action of debt for rent. (6) A
plea in bar, in replevin, to an avowry for ar-

rears of rent, that the avowant did not demise.
Wharton.
nondescript (non'df-skript), a. and n. [< L.
non, not, -t- descriptus, pp. of describere, describe:
Bee describe.] I, a. 1. Not hitherto described
or classed.— 2. Not easily described; abnor-
mal or amorphous; of no particular kind; odd;
unclassifiable ; indescribable.

We were just finishing a nondescript pastry which Fran-
(ois found at a baker's.

B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 197.

He [the winged lion] presides again over a loggia by the
seashore, one of those buildings with nondescript columns,
whichmay be of any date. M. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 211.

II. n. 1. Anything that has not been de-
scribed.—2. A person or thing not easily de-
scribed or classed: usually applied disparag-
ingly.

A few ostlers and stable jiondescripts were standing
round. Dickens, Sketches.

The convention met— a nucleus of intelligent and high-
minded men,with a fringe of nondescripts and adventurers.

G. S. Herriam, S. Bowles, IL 184.

non detinet (non det'i-net). [L. : Mon, not; de-
titiet, 3d pers. sing. pres. ind. otdetinere, detain

:

see detain.] In lav), a plea, in the action of

detinue, denying the alleged detainer.

non-egoistical

non distringendo (non dis-trin-jen'do). [L.:
non, not; distringendo, dat. ger. of distringere,

distrain: see distram.] In law, a writ not to
distrain.

nondo (non'do), n. The plant lAgusticum actcei-

folium. See angelico.

none^ (iii"i)i o-- and pron. [< ME. non, noon,
none, earlier nan (> Sc. nane), < AS. nan, not
one, not a, none, no, in pi. nane (= OS. nen
= OFries. nen= t>. neen = MLG. nen^ nein, LG.
nen, neen = OHG. MHG. G. nein = L. non (for

ne unum, ne oinom: see non^), ace. neut. as
adv., not, no) ; < ne, not, + an, one : see ne and
one, an\ a^. None is thus the negative of one
and of nn^, a^. The final consonant became
lost (as in the form an, on, reduced to a) before
a following noun, the reduced form no (no^) be-
ing now used exclusively in that position : see
no''^.] I. a. Not one; not any; not an; nota; no.

Yet is thare a way, alle by lande, unto Jerusalem, and
passe noon See ; that ys from Fraunce or Flaundres.

Mandemtle, Travels, p. 128.

Thou Shalt fear day and night, and shalt have none as-

surance of thy life. Dent, xxviii. 66.

He thought it would be laid to his charge that he had
made the crosse of Christ to be of n/one effect.

MUton, Church-Government, ii. 1.

II. pron. 1. Not one; no one; often as a
plural, no persons or no things.

I bydde thee awayte hem wele ; let non of hem ascape.
Piers Plowman (A), ii. 182.

In al Kom that riche stede,

Suche ne was ther nan.
Legend qf St. Alexander, MS. {HalliweU.y

There is vmie that doeth good; no, not one. Fs. xiv. 3.

None of these things move me. Acts xx. 24.

Thou Shalt get kings, though thou be none.
Shak., Macbeth, L 3. 67.

That which is a law to-day is nmie to-morrow.
Burton, Anat. of MeL, To the Beader, p. 65.

None but the brave deserves the fair.

J>ryden, Alexander's Feast, L 15.

2. Not any; not a part; not the least portion.

Catalonia is fed with Money from France, but for Por-
tugal, she hath little or none. Howell, Letters, iL 18.

He had mme of the vulgar pride founded on wealth or
station. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 26.

Oh come, I say now, none of that ; that won't do ; let 's

take a glass together. Scribner's Mag., TV. 728.

3t. Nothing.
True eloquence I find to be Tione but the serious and

hearty love of truth. Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

none^ (nun), adv. [< ME. non, noon, none, etc.

;

orig. ace. or instr. of the adj. none : see none^,

a. Cf. mo2, adv.] In no respect or degree; to
no extent; not a whit; not; no: as, none the
better—None the more, none the less, not the more
or not the less on that account.

His eager eye scanned Mr. B.'s downcast face none the

less closely. Dickens, Dombey and Son, xlll.

none^t, n. A Middle BngUsh form of noon^.

non-effective (non-e-fek'tiv), a. and n. I. a.

1 . Having no power to produce an effect ; caus-
ing no effect.— 2. Unfitted for active service

:

applied to that portion of the personnel of an
army or a navy that is not in a condition for
active service, as superannuated and half-pay
officers, pensioners, and the like.— 8. Connect-
ed with non-effectives, their maintenance, etc.

The non-effective charge, which is now a heavy part of
our public burdens, can hardly be said to have existed.

Maeaiday.

II. n. A member of a military force who is

not in condition for active service, as through
age, illness, etc.

non-efB.cient (non-e-fish'ent), a. and n. I. a.

Not efficient, effectual, or competent.
II. n. One who is not efficient ; specifically, in

Great Britain, a volimteer who has not attend-
ed a prescribed number of drills and shown a
requisite degree of proficiency in shooting.
non-ego (non-e'go), n. In metaph., all that is

not the conscious self or ego ; the bbject as op-
posed to the subject.
The ego, as the subject of thought and knowledge, is

now commonly styled by philosophers the subject ; and
subjective is a familiar expression for what pertains to the
mind or thinldng principle. In contrast and correlation
to these, the terms object and objective are, in like man-
ner, now In general use to denote thenon^ego, its affections
and properties, and in general the really existent, as op-
posed to the ideally known.
Sir W. Hamilton (in Reid), Supplementary Dissertations,

[note B, § i. 6.

non-egoistical (non-e-go-is'ti-kal), a. Pertain-
ing to the non-ego.
This cruder form of egoistical representationism coin-

cides with that finer form of the non^egoistical which views
the vicarious object as spiritual.

Sir W. Hamilton (in Reid), Supplementary Dissertations,
[note C, § 1.



non-egoistical

Non-egOlstical Idea, an idea which has a substantial
existence distinct from its existence as a mode of the
mind.

—

Non-egOlsUcai ldeaUs]n,the doctrine that non-
egoistical ideas are concerned in external perception.

non-elastic (non-e-las'tlk), a. Not elastic; with-
out the property "of elasticity. Liquids were for-
merly^tenned non-elastic fluids, because uiey differ from
gases in being non-expansible and nearly incompressible.

non-elect (non-e-lekt'), a. and n. I. a. Not
elected or chosen.
n, n. One who is not elected or chosen ; spe-

cifically, in theol., a person not chosen or pre-
destined to eternal life.

non-election (npn-f-lek'shon), n. The state of
not being elected.

'

non-electric (non-f-lek'trik), a. and n. I. a.

Not electric ; conducting electricity : now dis-

used.
H. n. A substance that is not an electric, or

one that transmits electricity, as metals.
non-electrical (non-f-lek'tri-kal), a. Same as
7wn-electric.

non-empirical (non-em-;pir'i-kal), a. Not em-
pirical; not presented in experience; trans-
cendental.
nonentity (non-en'ti-ti), n.; pi. nonentities {-tiz).

[< non- + entityJ] 1. Non-existence; the ne-
gation of being.— 2. [Tr. of MXi. non-^»s.] A
thing between being and nothing; a negation,
relation, or ens rationis.

There was no such thing as rendering evil for evil when
evil was a non-entity. South

3. A figment; a nothing.

We are aware that mermaids do not exist ; why spe&k
of them as if they did? How can youAnd interest inspeak-
ingof aTumentity.' Charlotte Bronte, Siuilej,^m.

4. Nothingness; insignificance; futility.

Armies in the West were paralyzed by the inaction of a
captain who would hardly t^e the pains of writing a des-
patch to chronicle the nojientity of his operations.

Broug}iam.

5. A person or thing of no consequence or im-
portance : as, he is a mere nonenUiy.

I mentally resolved to reduce myself to a nonentity, to
go out of existence, as it were, to be nobody and nowhere,
if only I might escape maldng trouble.

H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 283.

non-entry (non-en'tri), n. In (Scots law, the
casualty or advantage which formerly fell to
the superior when the heir of a deceased vas-
sal failed to renew the investiture, the superior
being then entitled to the rent of the feu.

nonepowert, »• See non-power.
nones^t, «• See nonce.

nones^ (nonz), n. pi. [< F. nones = Sp. Pg. no-
nas = It. none, < L. nonce, ace. nonas, the nones,
so called because it was the ninth day before
.the ides, fern. pi. of nonas, ninth, for *novimiis,

K.novem=E. nine: see nine. Cf.MOonl.] 1. In
the Boman calendar, the ninth day before the
ides, both days included : being in March, May,
July, and October the 7th day of the montii,
and in the other months the 5th. See ides.

Given at Lincoln, on the Jfones of September, A. n. 1337.
English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 181.

2. In the Roman Catholic and Greek churches,
in religious houses, and as a devotional office

in the Anglican Church, the office of the ninth
hour, originally said at the ninth hour of the
day (about 3 p. m. ), or between midday and that
hour. See canonical hours, under canonical.—
3t. The ninth hour after sunrise ; about three
o'clock in the afternoon; the hour of dinner.
Chaucer.

Oner-sopede at jny soper and som t^me at nones
More than my kynde myghte wel defye.

Piers Plowman (C), vil 429.

none-so-pretty (nun'so-prit'i), «. See London-
pride, and St. I'atrick's cabbage (under cabbage).

none-sparing (nun'spar^'ing), a. Sparing no-
body or nothing ; all-destroying. [Eare.]

Is'tl
That chase thee from thy country, and expose
Those tender limbs of tmne to the event
Of the none-sparing war?

ShaJc., All's Well, ill. 2. 108.

non-essential (non-e-sen'shal), a. and n. I. a.

Not essential ornecessary ; not absolutely ne-
cessary.

II. n. A thingthat is not essential, absolute-

ly necessary, or of the utmost consequence.

non est (non est). An abbreviation of the legal

phrase non est inventus; used adjectively, not
there ; absent: as, they found him non est; he
was non est. [Colloq.]

non est factnm (non est fak'tum). [L., it was
not done : non, not; est, 3d pers. sing, pres. ind.

of ease, be ; factum, neut. offactus, pp. of facere,
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make, do.J At common law, a plea denying that
a bond or other deed sued on was made by the
defendant.
non est inventus (non est in-ven'tus). [L., he
has not been found: now, not; est, 3d pers. sing,

pres. ind. of esse, be; inventus, pp. of invenire,

nnd, invent: see invent.^ In law, the answer
made by the sheriff in the return of the writ
when the defendant is not to be found in his
bailiwick. Wharton.
nonesuch (nun'snch), m. [< jjojiel -I- sttcft.] For-
merly, a person or thing such as to have no par-
allel; an extraordinary thing; a thing that has
not its equal.

Therefore did Plato from his None-Such banish
Base Poetasters. Sylvester, Urania, st 42.

The Scripture . . . presentetli Solomon's [temple] as a
none-gueh or peerless structure, admitting no equiUl, much
less a superiour. FiMer, Pisgah Sight,m. viii. 1. (Davies.)

Specifically— (o) See Uackeeed, medic, and Medicago. (6)
Lychnis Chalcedonica. (c) A variety of apple. Also spelled
no?i«u!A.—Nonesucll pottery, pottery made within the
bounds of Nonesuch Park at Ewell in Surrey, England

;

hence, hard and durable architectural ornaments and the
like made of recent years.

nonet (no-net'), n. [< L. nanus, ninth, -I- -et,

as in d/uet, etc.] In music, a composition for
nine voices or instruments. Also nonetto.

nonettt (non'et), n. [< OF. and F. nonnette, a
titmouse, also lit. a young nun, dim. of nonne,
nun: see nun.l The titmouse. Holland.
nonetto (no-net'd), n. Same as nonet.

non-existence (non-eg-zds'tens), 7!. 1. Absence
of existence ; the negation of being.

How uncomfortable would it be to lie down in a tempo-
rary state of nonrezistence ! A. Baxter, Human Soul, L 46.

2. A thing that has no existence or being.

Not only real virtues, but non-existences.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

non-existent (non-eg-zis'tent), a. Not having
existence.

nonfeasance (non-fe'zans), n. The omission of
some act which ought to have been performed
by the party: distinguished from misfeasance.

non-folium (non-fo'li-um), n. An oval having
no depression in its contour and no bitangent.
non-forfeiting (non-f6r'fit-ing), a. Not liable

to forfeiture : applied to a life-insurance policy
which does not fail because of default in pay-
ment.
non-fulfilment (non-ful-fil'ment), n. Neglect
or failure to fulfil : as, the nonrfulfilment of a
promise or bargain.

noniUion (no-nil'yon), n. [< L. nanus, ninth,

-I- (m)iUion.'] The number produced "by involv-
ing a million to the ninth power, denoted by uni-
ty with fifty-four ciphers annexed; or, accord-
ing to the French and American system of nu-
meration, the number denoted by unity with
thirty ciphers annexed.
non-importation (non-im-por-ta'shon), «. A
refraining from importing, or a faUure to im-
port

—

Non-importation agreement, in Amer. hisL
See agreement.

noninof, ». [Like nonny, repeated nonny nonnij,

a meaningless refrain, which was often used
as a cover for obscene terms or allusions: see
nonnjl.] A refrain in old songs and baUads.

With a hey, and a ho, and a hey lumimi.
Shale, As you tike It^ v. 3 (song).

These naninos of beastly ribauldiy.
Drayton, Eclogues. (Nares.)

non-intercourse (non-in'ter-kors), n. Arefrain-
ing from intercourse Non-intercourse Act, an
act of the United States Congress of 1809, passed in retalia-

tion for claims made by France and Great Britain aifect-

ing the commerce of the United States, and particularly

the personal rights of United States seamen, continued
1809 and 1810, and against Great Britain 1811. It prohibit-
ed the entry of merchant vessels belonging to those coun-
tries into the ports of the United State^ and the importa-
tion of goods grown or manufactured in those countries.

non-intervention (non-in-ter-ven'shgn), )(.

The act or policy of not intervening or not in-

terfering; specifically, systematic non-interfer-
ence by a nation in the affairs of other nations,

or in the affairs of its own states, territories,

or other parts.

Non-intervention with "Popular Sovereignty" was the
original and established Democratic doctrine with regard
to Slavery in the Territories,

H. Greeley, Amer. Conflict, I. 312.

non-intrusionist (non-in-tro'zhgn-ist), n. In
Scottish eccles. hist., one who was opposed to the
forcible intrusion, by patrons, of unacceptable
clergymen upon objecting congregations. The
non-intmsionists formulated their doctrine in a resolution
presented by Thomas Chalm era to the General Assembly of
the Church of Scotland in 1833, and in 1843 withdrew in a

nonnat
body from the established church and founded the Free
Church of Scotland. See disruption.

non-issuable (non-ish'o-arbl), a. 1. Not capa-
ble of being issued.— 2.' Not admitting of is-

sue being taken upon it Non-issuable plea, in
law, a plea which does not raise or allow an issue on the
merits of the case. Wharton.
nonius (no'ni-us), n. [A Latinized form of Su-
Uez, the name of a Portuguese mathematician
(1492-1577), the inventor of an instrument on
the principle of the vernier.] Same as vernier.

non^joinder (non -join' dfer), n. In law, the
omission to join, as of a person as party to an
action.

nonjurable (non-j6'ra-bl), a. [< L. non, not, -l-

*jurabilis, < jurare, swear: see jurant.^ Inca-
pable of being sworn ; unfit to take an oath ; in-
capacitated from being a witness on oath.

A nonjurable rogue.
Boger North, Examen, p. 264. (Davies.}

nonjurant (non-jo'rant), n. [< nan- + jurant.^
One of a faction in the Church of Scotland,
about 1712, which refused to take the oath of
abjuration pledging them to the support of the
house of Hanover.
nonjnring (non-j<5 'ring), a. [< nonjur(_ant) +
-ing^.'iNot swearing allegiance : an epithet ap-
plied to those clergymen and prelates in Eng-
land who would not swear allegiance to the
government after the revolution of 1688.

This objection was offered me by a very pious, learned,
and worthy gentleman of the nonjwiing party. Sieift.

nonjuror (non-j6'rgr),H. [< non- + juror.'} In
Eng. hist., one who refuses to swear allegiance
to the sovereign; specifically, one of those
clergymen of the Church of England who in
1689 refused to swear allegiance to William,
Prince of Orange, and the Princess Mary, as
king and queen of England, holding that they
were still bound by lie former oath to King
James n., his heirs and successors. Dr. Bancroft,
Archbishop of Canterbury, six bishops(amongthem Bishop
KenX and about four hundred other clergymen were de-
prived of their sees and livings by the new civil authority,
and others put in their places. An episcopal succession
was kept up by the nonjurors in both England and Scot-
land, but their numbers rapidly diminished, and their last
bishop died in 1809. Part of the nonjnring bishops retained
the use of the Prayer-book of 1662, others restored the
communion office of 1549, and afterward (in 1718) intro-
duced one founded on this, but largely conformed to-

primitive and Oriental liturgies. This exerted a strong
influence on the various forms of the Scottish communion
ofiice till that of 1764, from which the prayer of consecra-
tion in the American Prayer-book is derived. According
to their acceptance or rejection of certain ceremonies,
called the usages, the nonjurors were divided into two-
parties, called usagers and non-vsagers. In the years
1716-25 the nonjurors made an attempt to establish in-

tercommunion with the Orthodox Eastern Church, but
without success. The nonjurors are noted for the great
learning and piety of some of their leaders, such as Een,
Collier, Brett, Nelson, Law, etc. Among the Presbyterians
of Scotland tiiere was also a party known as nmijurors or
nonjurants, who refused the oath of abjuration (^terward
altered) as involving recognition of episcopacy.

Every person refusing the same [oaths of allegiance,
supremacy, and abjura^on} who is properly called a nmi-
juror shall be adjudged a popish recusant convict.

Blaekstone, Com., IV. ix.

nonjurorism (non-j6'ror-izm), n. [< nonjuror
+ -ism.] The principles or practices of non-
jurors.

non liquet (non li'kwet). [L. : non, not; liquet,

3d pers. sing. pres. ind. of liquere, be clear or
apparent: see liquid.1 In law, a verdict given
by a jury in cases of donbt, deferring the mat-
ter to another day of trial.

non-luminous (non-lii'mi-nus), It. Not lumi-
nous; not accompanied by or not producing
incandescence.

In this case we found that, with non-luminous heat, and
even with water below the boiling point, the polarizing
effect was evident. VhevxU.

non-marrying (non-mar'i-iog), a. Not disposed
to marry ; not matrimonially inclined.

A nonrmarrying man, as the slang goes.

non-metallic (non-me-tal'ik), a. Not metallic.

non-moral (non-mor'al), o. tjnconnectedwith
morals ; having no relation to ethics or morals

;

not involving ethical or moral considerations.

For morality the world and the self remained both non-
moral and immoral, yet each was real ; for religion the
world is alienated fiom God, and the self is sunk in sin ;

and that means that, against the whole reality, they are
felt or known as what is not and is contrary to the all and
the only real, and yet as things that exist

F. H. Bradley, Ethical Studies, p. 287.

non-mutual (non-mii'tii-al), a. Not mutual.

—

Non-mutual essential distinction, a distinction be-

tween whole and part : originally a Scotistic term.

nonnat (non'at), n. A fish, Aphia mvnuta or
pellucida, of the family Gobiidce, distinguished



nonnat

by a diaphanous body covered witli large and
thin deciduous scales, common on some parts
of the European coast, especially in the Med-
iterranean and the Black Sea. it lives in innumer-
able schools, and serves as food for many fishes and sea-
tirds as well as other animals, and on the borders of the
Mediterranean is largely used by man. In the vicinity of
Nice it is the object of a special fishery, particularly dur-
ing the month of March, the small fishes being considered
a very dainty dish. The fish rarely exceeds an inch and a
half in length. It is believed to complete its cycle of life
within a year. Under the name nonnat the young of other
fishes, especially of the families Clupeidce and AtheHnMce,
are liable to be confounded.

non-natural (non-nat'u-ral), a. and n. I. a. Not
natural; unnatural; strained or forced.

I refer to the doctrine there promulgated touching the
subscription of religions articles in a non-natural sense.

Sir W. Hamilton.

II. n. That which is not natural; sjjecifioal-

ly, something which does not enter into the
composition of the body, but which is essential
to animal life and health, and by accident or
abuse often becomes a cause of disease. See
the quotation.

The non-nuturais, as he [Dr.^ Jackson] would sometimes
call them, after the old physicians— namely, air, meat and
drink, sleep and watching, motion and rest, the retentions
and excretions, and the affections of the mind.

0. W. Holmes, Med. Essays, p. 307.

nonnet, «• A Middle English form of nun.
non-necessity (non-nf-ses'j-ti), n. Absence of
necessity; the state or property of being un-
necessary.

non-noble (non-no'bl), a. andw. I. a. Not no-
ble ; not of the nobility.

To levy from the non-noble class, as well as from the
knightly. Hewitt.

II. n. A person not of noble birth; a citizen
or peasant.

nonnock (non'ok), ». [< nonn{y) + -ook.'\ A
whim. Malliw'eU. [Prov. Eng.]
nonnock (non'ok), «.«. l< nonnock, n.'] To trifle;

idle away the time. BalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]
nonny^ (non'i), «. ;

pi. nonnies (-iz). [An un-
meaning refrain repeated nonny-nonny, nony-
nony, nonino, which was also used (like other
orig. unmeaning syllables) as a cover for in-
delicate allusions. Cf. ninny.'] If. Ameaning-
less burden in old English ballads and glees,
generally " hey, nanny." It was similar to the
fa, la of madrigals.

They bore him barefaced on the bier;
Hey non rwnny, v/mny, hey nonny.

Shale., Hamlet, iv. 5. 165.

2. A whim. [Prov. Eng.]
nonny2 (non'i), n. [Cf. niwny.'] A ninny; a
simpleton.

non-obedience (non-o-be'di-ens), n. Neglect
of obedience.

non-obserrance (non-ob-z6r'vans), n. Neglect
or failtire to observe or fulfil.

"

non obstante (non ob-stan'te). [L.: non, not;
obstante, abl. of ohstan(t-)s, ppr. of obstare, stand
in the way, oppose: see obstacle.'] Notwith-
standing ; in opposition to what has been stated
or admitted or is to be stated or admitted. The
most common use of the words is to denote a clause, for-

merly frequent in English statutes and letters patent im-
porting a license from the sovereign to do a thing which
at common law might be lawfully done, but being re-

strained by act of Parliament could not be done without
such license.—Non obstante veredicto, a judgment
sometimes entered by order of the court for the plaintiff,

notwithstanding the verdict for the defendant, or vice
versa.

nonogenairian, a. and n. See nonagenarian.

non-oscine (non-os'in), a. Notoscine; not be-
longing tg the Oscines, or not conforming to nor-
mal oscine characters.

nonpairellf, a. See nonpareil.

-ITon-palliata (non-pal-i-a'ta), n. pi. [NL., <

non- + PalUata.] A suborder of opisthobran-
ehiate euthyneural gastropods having no man-
tle-flap nor shell in the adult: contrasted with
Palliata : synonymous with Nudibranchiata.

nonpareil (non-pa-rel'), a. and n. [Formerly
also nonpairell; = 8p. nomparel, n. ; < P. non-
pareil, nompareil, not equal (fem. nonpareille, a
kind of type, ribbon, pear, etc.), < non, not (see

non^), + pareil, equal : see pareil."] I. a. Hav-
ing no equal; peerless.

The most nonpareM beauty of the world, beauteous
knowledge, standeth unregarded, or cloistered up in mere
speculation. Whitlock, Manners of Eng. People.

II. n. A person or thing of peerless excel-

lence; a nonesuch; something regarded as
rmique in its kind.

0, such love
Could be but recompensed, though you were orown'd
The nmparea of beauty

!

Shak., T. N., i. 6. 273.

4014
The paragon, the nonpareil

Of Seville, the most wealthy mine of Spain
Tor beauty and perfection.

Fletcher (and another), Love's Cure, iii. 2.

Specifically—(a) In omith. : (1) The painted finch or painted
bunting, Passerina or Cyanospiza ciris: so called from its

beauty. The top and sides of the head and neck are rich-

blue, the back golden-green, the rump and under parts
vermilion-red. Thefemale is greenish above, yellowish be-
low. The bird is about 5^ inches long, and common in

the South Atlantic and Gulf States, especially Louisiana,
where it is sometimes caHedpape oipope. It is a near rela-

tive of the indigo-bird and the lazuli-fluch. Also called
i?i£Qmparable.

A rhonpareU hidden in the branches sat whistling plain-

tively to its mate.
F. M. Goulding, Young Marooners, xxxvi.

(2) The rose- or rosella-parrakeet, Platycercus eximius: so
called from its beauty. See cut under roseola, (b) In conch.,

a gastropod of the genus Cla/usUia. (c) In printing, a size

of type, forming about 12 lines to the inch. In the Ameri-
can system of sizes it is intermediate between minion
(larger) and agate (smaller) ; in the English system it is be-
tween the sizes emerald (larger) and ruby (smaller). (The
type of this paragraph is nonpar&il^

non-pajrment (nou-pa'ment), n. Neglect or
failiu'e of payment.
non-performance (non-per-f6r'mans), n. A
failure or neglect to perform.

They were justly charged with an actual nfmrperfonm,-
ance of what the law requires. South.

non-placental (non-pla-sen'tal), a. Not hav-
ing a placenta; aplacental, as the marsupials
and monotremes. See aplacental.

nonplus (non'plus), ». [< L. nonpliis, not more

:

non, not
;
pliis, more : see non^ andplus.] A state

in which one is unable to proceed or decide ; a
state of perplexity; a puzzled condition; in-

ability to say or do more
;
puzzle : usually in the

phrase at or to a nonpltis.

n yperdit son Latin: He was there gravelled, plunged,
or at a Non-plus; he knew notvhat to make of or what to
say unto it. Cotgrave.

If he chance to he at a nonplm, he may help himself
with his beard and handkerchief.

Shirley, Love Tricks, iii. 6.

They could not, if they would, undertake such a busi-
ness, without danger of being questioned upon their lives
the next parliament. This did put the Lords to a great
nonplus. Court and Times of Charles J., I. 118.

nonplus (non'plus), V. t.; pret. and pp. nen-
plussed, ppr. nonplussing. [< nonplus, n.] To
perplex; puzzle; confound; put to a stand-
still; stop by embarrassment.

Kow nrni-pl-ust, if to re-inforce thy Camp
Thou fly for succour to thine Ayeiy Damp.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Ark.

In the Becket correspondence the reader is often nmi-
plussed by finding a provoking etcetera, which marks the
point at which the gossip, or even the serious news, was
expunged by the editor.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 128.

non possumus (non pos'u-mus). [L.,we cannot

:

non, not; possumus, 1st pers. pi. pres. ind. of
posse, can.] A plea of inability (to consider or
do something) : as, he simply interposed a non
possumtis; a, papal non possumus.
non-powert (non-pou'6r), n. [ME. nonepower,
nounpower, < OP. nonpoovr, nonpoeir, lack of
power, < non, not, + pooir, etc., power: see
power.] Lackof power; impotence.

And nat of the nounpower of god thathe nys ful of myghte.
Piers Plowman (C), xx. 292.

Upon thilke side that power fayleth whyoh that make
th foolk blysful, ryht on that same side nonepower en-
treth undyrnethe that maketh hem wrechches.

Chaucer, Boethius, iii. prose v.

non-professional (non-pro-fesh'gn-al), a. 1.

Not belonging to a profession; not done by or
proceeding from professional men.— 2. Hence,
not proper to be done by a member of the pro-
fession concerned; unproiessional.

non-proflcient (non-pro-fish'ent), n. One who
has failed to improve or make progress in any
study or pursuit.

non pros, (non pros). An abbreviation of non
prosequitur: sometimes used as a verb: to fail

to prosecute ; let drop : said of a suit.

non prosequitur (non pro-sek'wi-tfer). [L.,

he does not prosecute: non, not; prosequitur,
3d pers. sing. pres. ind. of prosequi, foUow up,
prosecute : see prosecute.] In law, a common-
lawjudgment entered against the plaintiffwhen
he does not prosecute his action.

non-recurrent (non-re-kur'ent), a. 1. Not oc-
curring again.—2. Not turning back: as, the
recurrent and non-recurrent branches of the
pneumogastrie nerve.

non-recurring (non-re-k6r'ing), a. Non-recur-
rent.

non-regardance (non-re-gar'dans), n. Want
of due regard; slight; disregard'. SAafc.,T.N.,
V. 1. 124.

nonsense-name

non-regent (non-re'jent), m. In a medieval uni-
versity, a master of arts whose regency has
ceased.-House of non-regents. SeeAotwei.

non-residence (non-rez'i-dens), ». 1. The fact
of not residing or having one's abode within a
particular jurisdiction: as, non-residence stands
in the way of his appointment.—2. Pailure to
residewhere official duties require one to reside;

a "residing away from the place in which one
is required by law or the duties of his office or
station to reside, as a clergyman's living away
from his pastorate or charge, or a landlord's not
living on his own estate or in, his own country,
etc.

Hating that they who have preach'd out Bishops, Pre-
lats, and Canonists, should, in what serves thir own ends,
retain thir fals Opinions, thir Pharisaical Leven, thir Ava-
rice, and closely, thir Ambition, thir Pluralities, tliir

Non residences, thir odious Fees.
Milton, Touching Hirelings.

If the character of persons chosen into the Church had
been regarded, there woxild be fewer complaints of ntm-
residence. S:<^.

non-resident (non-rez'i-dent), a. and n. I. a.

1. Not residing within the jurisdiction.— 2.

Not residing on one's own estate, in one's pas-
torate, or in one's proper place : as, a non-resi-

dent clergyman or land-owner.

II. n. 1. One who does not reside within the
jurisdiction.— 2. One who does not reside on
his own lands or in the place where his official

duties require, as a clergyman who lives away
from his cure.

As soon as the Bishops, and those Clergymen whom
they dally inveighed against, and branded with the odious
Names of Pluralists and Non-residents, were taken out of
their way, they presently jump, some into two, some into
three of their best Benefices.

Milton, Answer to Salmaslus, i. 29.

There are not ten clergymen in the kingdom who . . .

can be termed non-residents. Swift, Against the Bishops.

non-resistance (non-re-zis'tans), n. The ab-
sence of resistance ; passive obedience ; sub-
mission to authority, even if unjustly exercised,

without physical opposition, in English history,

this principle was strenuously upheld by many of the Tory
and High-Church party about the end of the seventeenth
century.

The slavish principles of passive obedience and rum re-

sistance, which had skulked perhaps in some old homily
before Ein^ James the first. Bolingltroke, Parties, viii.

The church might be awed or cajoled into any practical
acceptation of its favoiu-ite doctrine of non-resi^nce.

C. Knight.

non-resistant (non-re-zis'tant), a. and n. I. a.

Making no resistance to power or oppression

;

passively obedient.

This is that (Edipus whose wisdom can reconcile incon-
sistent opposites, and teach passive obedience and non.
resistant principles to despise government, and to fly in
the face of sovereign authority. Arbuthnot.

II. n. 1. Onewho maintains that no resistance
should be made to sovereign authority, even
when unjustly exercised.— 2. One who holds
that violence should never be resisted by force.

non^resisting (non-re-zis'ting), a. Making no
resistance ; offering no obstruction : as, a non-
resisting medium.
Non-ruminantia (non-ro-mi-nan'shi-a), n. pi.

[NL., < non- + Buminantia.] Those artiodactyl
quadrupeds which do not chew the cud, as swine
and hippopotamuses.
non-sane (non-san'), a. Unsound; not per-
fect: as, a person of 9ic<«-sa»e memory. Blach-
stone.

nonsense (non'sens), n. [< non- -r sense.] 1.

Not sense ; that which makes no sense or is

lacking in sense ; language or words without
meaning, or convejdng absurd or ridiculous
ideas ; absurd talk or senseless actions.

Away with it rather, because it will bee hardly supply'd
with a more unprofitable nonsence then is in some pas-

sages of it to be seene. Milton, Animadversions.

I try'd if Books would cure my Love, but found
Love made them Nonsense all.

Cowley, The Mistress, The Incurable.

It a Man must endure the noise of Words without Sense,
I think theWomen have more Musical Voices, and become
Nonseme better. Congreve, Double-Dealer, i. 1.

None but a man of extraordinary talents can write first-

rate Twnsense. De Qfimrmy, Secret Societies, i.

2. Trifles; things of no importance.

What royal Non^nce is a Diadem
Abroad, for One who 's not at home supreme 1

J. Beaumont, Psyche, v. L
You sham stuff, there is an end of you—you must pack

off, along with plenty of other nonsense. W. Black.

= Syn. Folly, stuff, twaddle, balderdash.

nonsense-name (non'sens-nam), m. A name
having no meaning in itself; a "made" noun
having no etymology. The number of such words in
zoology is very considerable, since many naturaliate have



nonsense-name
coined numerous arbitraiynew combinations of letters as
names of genera wtiich must be adopted according to ac-
cepted mles of zoological nomenclature. Anagrams, as
Daedo from Alcedo, and XOma from Lanivx, are a class of
nonsense-names, though they have a sort of etymology.

nonsense-verses (non'sens-vfer'sez), n. pi.
Verses made by taking any words which may
occur without reference to forming any con-
nected sense— correct meter, pleasing rliythm,
or a grotesque effect being all that is aimed at.
In English schools Latin verse-composition often begins
with nousense-verses, the object being to familiarize the
papU with the quantity of syllables and the metrical forms
on their mechanical side before aiming at expression of
thought.

nonsensical (non-sen'si-kal), a. [Irreg. < non-
sense + -»c-aJ.] Of the nature of nonsense;
having no sense ; unmeaning; absurd ; foolish.

Hus was the second time we had been left together by
a parcel of nonsensieai contingencies.

Sleme, Sentimental Journey, ]>. 27.

nonsensicality (non-sen-si-k»l'i-ti), n. [< noti'

sensieal + -ity.'] The quality of being nonsen-
sical, or without sense or meaning.

nonsensically (non-sen'si-kal-i), (uff. In a non-
sensical manner; absurdly

j
without meaning.

nonsensicalness (non-sen'si-kal-nes), n. Lack
of paeaning; absurdity; that which conveys no
proper ideas.

non-sensitive (non-sen'si-tiv), a. and n. I. a. 1.
Not sensitive ; not keenly alive to impressions
from external objects.—2t. Wanting sense or
perception.
H. H. One having no sense or perception.
T7ndoubtedly, whatsoeverwe preach of contcnteduess in

want, no precepts can so gain npon nature as to make
her a iwn-eensitiK. FelOiam, £esolves, i. 14.

non seq. An abbreviation of Latin non sequitur.

non seqnitnr (non sek'wi-t^r). [L., It does not
foUow: non, not; sequitur, 3d pers. sing. pres.
ind. of sequi, follow: see sequitur, sequent.']

In law or loffic, an inference or a conclusion
which does not follow from the premises Fal-
la^of nonseqnitnr. SeefaHades in things (i), under
ftMaey.

non-sezoal (non-sek'su-al), o. 1. Having no
sex: sexless; asexual.

—
"&. Done by or charac-

teristic of sexless animals : as, the nonsexual
conjugation of protozoans.

non-society (non-so-si'e-ti), a. Not belonging
to or connected with a society: specifically ap-
plied to a workman who is not a meniber of a
trades-society or trades-union, or to an estab-
lishment in which such men are employed: as,

a non-sodety man ; a non-society workshop.
non-striated (non-stii'a-ted), a. Not sbiate;
unstriped, as muscular fiber. See^eri.
nonsnbstantialisni (non-sub-stan'shal-izm),
«. The denial of substantial existence to phe-
nomena; nihilism.

nonsnbstantialist (non-sub-stah'shal-ist), H.

A believer in nonsubstantialism.

Philosophers, as they affirm or deny the authority of con-
sciousness in gnaianteein^ a substratum or substance to
the manifestations of the ego and nonego, are divided into
realists or substantialists and nihilists ariwnsubsUiniiai-
istt. Sir W. Hamilton, Hetaph., xn.

nonsncht (non'such), n. See tionesuch.

Non-sactoria (non-suk-to'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., <
non- + Suctoria.'] Those tentsLoxiUferous infu-
sorians which are not suctorial, having filiform
prehensile tentacles not provided with suckers.
nonsuit (non'sut), n. [< OP. no» suit (< L.
non sequitur), he does not follow: non, not;
suit, 3d pers. sing. pres. ind. of suivre, < L.
sequi. follow: see non- and suit.'] 1. A judg-
ment or decision against a plaintiS when he
fails to show a cause of action at the trial:

now often called dismissal of complaint. See
calling of the plaintiff, under caHling. The chief
characteristic of uiis judgment is that it does not usually
bar a new action on the same matter.

2. Ajudgment ordered for neglect to prosecute;
a non pros.

nonsuit (non'slit), f. t. l< nonsuit, n.] In too,

to subject to a nonsuit; deprive of the benefit
of a legal process, owing to failure to appear
in court when called upon, or to prove a case.

This joy, when God speaks peace to the soul, . . . over-
comes the world, nomuHs the devil, and makes amankeep
Hilary-term all his life. JRev. T. Adorns^ Works, L 6&

Is It too much to tell the propounder of this project
that he shall make out its necessity, or he shall be non-
suited on his own case? it Ctuiate, Addresses, p. 455.

nonsuit (non'sut), a. [< OP. non suit: see won-

suit, n.] Nonsuited.

If either party neglects to put in bis declaration plea,

replication, rejoinder, and the like, wittiin the times al-

lotted by the standing rules of the court, the plaiutiff, if

tile omission be his, is said to be tunmnt, or not to follow

and onrsue his complaint, and shall lose the benefit of his

^niC Blaek$lone, Com., in. xxL
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non-suretyt (non-shor'ti), n. Absence of sure-
ty; want of safety ; insecurity.
non tenuit (non ten'a-it). [L., he did not hold:
Mon, not; teituit, 3d pers. siTig, perf. ind. of ti-

nere, hold.] In late, a plea in bar to replevin
to avowry for arrears of rent, that the plaintiff
did not hold in manner and form as the avowry
alleged. Vfliarton.

non-tenure (non-ten'ur), n. In ?<i!r, an obsolete
plea in bar to a real action, by saying that he
(the defendant) held not the land mentioned
in the plaintiff's count or declaration, or at least
some part thereof. Wharton.
non-term (non'term), «. In lam, a vacation
between two teiTos of a court.
nontronite (non'tro-nit), «. [< Xontron (see
def.) -^ -ite-.] Hydrated silicate of iron; a va-
riety of chloropal occurring in small yellow
nodules embedded in an ore of manganese. It is

found in France in the arrondissement of Non-
tron, department of Dordogne.
non-union (non-ii'nyon), a. Not belonging to a
trades-union: as, a non-union man.
nonuplet (non'u-plet), n. [< P. nonuple (< L.
nonus, ninth (see nones^, noon^, + -uple as in
duple, quadruple) + -et.] In music, a group of
nine notes intended to take the place of six or
eight.

non-USager (non-ii'saj-6r), H. One of those
nonjurors who opposed the revival of the forms
in the administration of the communionknown
as the usages. See usager.
non-usancet (non-u'zans), n. Neglect of use.
^'(r T. Broume.

non-user (non-u'z6r), II. In law : (o) Neglect
or omission to use an easement or other right

:

as, the no«-M«er of a corporate franchise. (6)
Neglect of official duty; default of performing
the duties and services required of an officer.

An office, either public or private, may be forfeited by
mis-user or ivmruser. Blaekstone, Com., IL x.

non-viable (non-vi'a-bl), a. Not viable: ap-
plied to a fetus too young to maintain Inde-
pendent life.

noodle^ (no'dl), n. [Origin obscure; cf. noddy.]
A simpleton. [Colloq.]

The whole of these fallacies may be gathered together
in a little oration, which we will denominate the noodle's
oration. SydneySmith, Beview of Bentham on Fallacies.

noodle'^ (no'dl), n. [Usually or always inplural,
ttoodles (= P. nouiiles), < G. nudel, macaroni,
vermicelli; origin obscure.] Dough formed into
long and thin narrow strips, or, sometimes, into
other shapes, dried, and used in-soup.

noodledom (no'dl-dum), n. [< noodle^ + -dom.]
The region of simpletons ; noodles or simple-
tons collectively.

noodle-SOnp (no'dl-sop), n. [< noodle^ + soup.]
Soup prepared from meat-stock with noodles.
noogenism (no-oj'e-nizm), n. [< Gr. v6oc, mind
(see nous), H- yhvc, race, stock, family: see
genus.] That which is generated or originated
in the mind; a fact, theory, deduction, etc.,

springing from the mind.
But we are compelled, in order to save circumlocution,

to coin a word to express those facts which spring from
Mind, whether, as in moral philosophy, purely metaphys-
ical, or, as in natural philosophy, generated by ]Uind firom
Matter, by Beason from Experience. Such factswe could
bog to cidl noOgenisms (yoiK, mens, cogitatio, and yevm,
natus, progenies) ; therein indnding all mental offsprings
or deductions, whether called hypotheses, theories, sys-
tems, sciences, axioms, aphorisms, etc

Edm Waricick, quoted in N. and Q., 7th ser.,in. 274.

nook (nuk), n. [Also dial. (Se.) neuk; < ME.
noke, nul; nok, < Lr. Gael, niuc, a comer, nook.]
1. A comer. [Obsolete or Scotch.]

In every hand he took a noojt

Of tliat great leathern meal [meal-bag].

J^oMh Hood and the Beggar (Child's Ballads, V. 201X

2. A narrow place formed by an angle in bod-
ies or between bodies ; a recess; a secluded re-
treat.

Safely in harbour
Is the king's sliip ; in the deep iwok^ where once
Thou caU'dst me up. Shot., Tempest, L 2. 227.

This dark seqnester'd noolc MUton, Comns, 1. 600.

Thou Shalt live with me,
Betired in some solitary nook.

The comfort of my age.

Beaa. and Fl., laws of Candy, ii. 1.

For mony a bein jiook in mony a braw house has been
offered to my hinny Willie. Srott.Bedgauntlet, letter x.

There is scarcely a nook of our ancient and medieval
history which the Germans are not now exploring.

' StiMs, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 62.

Nook Of land, a lot, piece, or parcel of land ; the quarter
of a yard-land. HaUiwea. [Bare.]

nook (nuk), V. ». [< nook, «.] To betake one's
self to a recess or comer; ensconce one's self.

[Eare.]

nooning
Hang. Shall the ambuscado lie in one place?
Cur. So ; nook thou yonder.

Middlettm and Dekker, Bearing Girl, ill 3.

nook-shottent (nuk'shot'n), o. Having many
nooks and comers; having a coast indented
with gulfs, bays, friths, etc.

I will sell my dukedom,
To buy a slobbery and a dirty farm
In that nook^shoUen isle of Albion.

Shak., Hen. V., iii. 5. 14.

nooky (nuk'i), a. [< nooi -I- -yl.] Being a nook;
nook-like ; full of nooks.
Joan has placed herself in a little nooky recess by an

open window. H Brmighlon, Joan, xxL

noological (no-o-loj'i-kal), a. [< nodlog-y +
-ic-al.] Pertaining to noSlogy. Sir W.Hamilton.

noologist (no-ol'o-jist), n. [< noolog^y + -igf.]

One who is versed in noolo^^.
noolo^ (no-ol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. v6oc, Attic voif,

the mind, the understanding (see nous),+ -'hryla,

< Xi/siv, speak: see -ology.] The science of
the understanding. Sir W. Hamilton.
noon^ (n6n), n. and a. [< ME. Jioon, none,
nowne, noyne, non, < AS. non, noon, nones
(service), = OS. non, nuon, nana = D. noen =
MLG. none = OHG. nono, MH6. none = Icel.

non, nones, = P. none = Sp. Pg. It. nona, < L.
nona, the ninth hour of the day, lit. ninth (sc.

Iiora, hour), fem. of nonus, ninth: see nones-.
Applied orig. to the ninth hour, and later to
the service then performed (nones), it came
to mean loosely ' midday,' and, in exact use,
'twelve o'clock.'] I. n. 1. The ninth hour of
the day according to Boman and ecclesiastical
reckoning, namely the ninth hour from sunrise,
or the middle hour between midday and sun-
set— that is, about 3 P. M.; later, the ecclesias-
tical hour of nones, at any time from midday
tin the ninth hom\— 2. Midday ; the time when
the sun is in the meridian ; twelve o'clock in
the daytime.

The begane in Cbyriat the hyls above,
Yerly on a Monnyn day

;

Be that it drewe to the oware off none
A hondrith fat hartes ded ther lay.

Ancient Ballad qf Chevy Chase, Percy's Beliques, p. 53.

And hit neyhede ny the noon and with Neode ich mette.
That afrontede me foule and faltour me calde.

Piers Plouman (C), xxiiL 4.

Passion Sonday, the xxix Day of Marches abowte none,
I departyd from Farys.

Torkington, Diarie of Kng. Travell, p. 2.

Who loves not more the night of June
Than dull December's gloomy noon?

Seatt, Marmion, v., Int

3. The middle or culminating point of any
course; the time of greatest briUiancy or
power; the prime.

I walk unseen
On the dry smooth-shaven green.
To behold the wanderingmoon
Biding near her highest noon.

MOton, n Penseroso, L 6a

4t. pi. The noonday meal. Compare nones^, 2-

Fiers Plowman Apparent or real noon. See ap-
parent.—Hean noon. See ni«an3.—Noon of night,
midnight.

Full before him at the noon qf night
(The moon was up, and shot a gleamy light)
He saw a quire of ladies.

Dryden, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 213.

H. o. Meridional. Toung.
noonl (non), V. «. [< nooh^, n.] To rest at
noon or during the warm part of the day.

The third day of the journey the party noon«d by the
river Jabbok. L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 459.

noon^f, a. andj>ron. A Middle English form of
Motiei.

noonday (n5n'da), n. and a. [< noon^ + day^.]

I. n. Midday; twelve o'clock in the day.

And yesterday the bird of night did sit

Even at nooti^day upon the market-place.
Shak., J. C, L a 27.

H. a. Pertaining to midday; meridional:
as, the noonday heat.

Moss.draped live-oaks, their noonday shadows a hun-
dred feet across. The Century, XXXY. 2.

noon-flower (non'flou'^r), n. The goat's-beard,

Ti-agopogon pratensis. Also noon tide and noon-
day-flower. See go-to-bed-at-noot>.

nooning (no'ning), n. [< noonl + -inpl.] Re-
pose at noon; rest at noon or during the heat
of the day ; sometimes, a repast at noon.

Is this more pleasant to you than the whir
Of meadow-lark, and her sweet roundelay.

Or twitter of little field-fares, as you take
Your nooning in the shade of bush and brake?
Longfellow, Wayside Inn, Birds of KiUingworth.

The men that mend our village ways,
Vexing Macadam's ghost with pounded slate,

Their noon>n<7 take. Loicdl, Under the Willows.



noon-mark

noon-mark (non'mark), n. A mark so made
(as on the floor of a farm-house or bam) that
the sun will indicate by it the time of noon.
noonmeatt (non'met), n. [< ME. nonemete,
nunmete, < AS. nonmete, an afternoon meal, <
Jion, noon (afternoon), + mete, food, meat: see
Boo«i and meat.'] A meal at noon ; a luncheon.
noonshunf, n. See nundwon.
noon-songt (non'song), n. Same as nones^, 3.

noonstead (non'sted), n. [< MooJil -I- stead.']
The station of the sun at noon.

Whilst the main tree, still found
Upright and soand,

By this sun's noonsted 's made
So great, his body now alone projects the shade.

B. Jonson, Underwoods, xciv.

noontide (non'tid), n. and a. [< ME. nontid, <
AS. nontid (= MHGr. nonezit), the ninth hour, <
non, noon (the ninth hour), -1- tid, tide.] I. n.

1. The time of noon; midday.— 2. The time
of culmination; the greatest height or depth:
as, the Tioontide of prosperity.— 3. Same as
noon-flower.

II. a. Pertaining to noon ; meridional.

His look
Drew audience and attention still as night
Or summer's Twon-tide air, while thus he spake.

UUttm, P. L., ii. 300.

Thy sweet child Sleep, the fllmy-eyed,
Murmured like a noontide bee.

SMley, To Night.

noops (nops), n. [Origin obscure.] The cloud-
berry, Suhus Chamcemonis. [Prov. Bng.]
nooryt, n. See nurry.

noose (n6s), n. [Early mod. E. also nooze; ori-

gin unknown, no early record (ME.) existing.
H it existed in ME., it might have come from
OP. *nous, nou, nod, F. noeud, Languedoc noiis,

< L. nodus, a knot: see node, fcmoti.] 1. A run-
ning knot or slip-knot. See slip-knot.

The honest Farmer and his Wife . . .

Had struggled with the Marriage Noose.
Prior, The Ladle.

2. A loop formed by or fastened with a run-
ning knot or slip-knot, as that in a hangman's
halter, or in a lasso ; hence, a snare ; a gin.

Have I professed to tame the pride of ladies.
And make 'em bear all tests, and am 1 trick'd now?
Caught in mine own noose ?

Fletcher, Rule a Wife, iil. 4.

Where the hangman does dispose
To special friends the fatal noose,

5. Butler, Hudjbras, I. li. 116.

And looked as if the n^oose were tied.

And I the priest who left his side.

Scott, Bokeby, vi. 17.

noose (nos), V. t. ; pret. and pp. noosed, ppr. noos-

ing. [< noose, n.] 1. To knot; entangle in or

as in a knot.

Hell think some other lover's hand, among my tresses

noosed,
rrom the ears where he had placed them my rings of pearl

unloosed. Lockhart, Zara's Earrings.

2. To catch or insnare by or as by a noose.

To ?ioo«e and entrap us. ffovemmenio/tAeroM^we,p. 40.

3. To furnish with a noose or running knot.

As we were looking at it, Bradford was suddenly caught
by the leg in a noosed Sope, made aa artificially as ours.

Capt. John Smith's Works, II. 222.

4. To decorate with something resembling a
noose.
The sleeves of all are noosed and decorated with laces

and clasps. Athenoeum, No. 8044, p. 303.

Nootka dog. A large variety of dog domes-
ticated by the natives of Nootka Sound, Van-
couver Island, British Columbia, it is chiefly

remarkable for Its long wool-like hair, which when shorn

off holds together like afleece, and is made into garments.

Nootka hummer. A humming-bird, Selaspho-

rits rufus, originally described from Nootka
Sound, Vancouver Island, notable as being

by far the most northerly representative of its

family.

noozlef, V. An obsolete form of nuzzle.

nopt, n. An obsolete (the original) form of nap'^.

nopal (no'pal), n. [= P. Sp. Pg. nopal, < Max.
nopalli.] One of several cactaceous plants

which support the cochineal-insect. See cocJi-

ineal, Nopalea, and Opuntia.

He had to contend with very superior numbers, in-

trenched behind flg trees and hedges of nopals.

Gayarri, Hist. Louisiana, II. 285.

Nopalea (no-pa'le-a), n. [NL. (Salm-Eeiffer-

scheid-DyclJ, 1850'),"< Mex. nopalnochotzli.] A
genus of cacti of the order Cactea and the tribe

Opuntieoe, known by the erect petals and long-

projecting stamens. There are 3 species, natives of

Mexico and tropical South America. They are fleshy

shrubs, with flat jointed branches, little scale-like leaves,

and scarlet flowers. If. cochiniHifera, one of the nopal-
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plants, is widely cultivated. Also called cochineal Jig. See
cochineal and rwpalry.

nopalin (no'pa-lin), n. [< nopal, with ref. to

cochineal, + -irfl.] A coal-tar color, a mixture
of eosin with dinitronaphthol, used in dyeing.

nopalry, nopalery (no'pal-ri, -e-ri), ».; pi. «o-

palries, nopaleries (-riz). [< nc^al + -ry, -ery.]

A plantation of nopals for rearing cochineal-

insects. Such plantations often contain 50,000

plants.

nope (nop), n. [Prob. due to an ope, misdivided
a nope, *ope being a var. of alp'-.] The bull-

finch, Pyrrhula vulgaris. See mawp. [Prov.

Eng.]
The Red-sparrow, the Nope, the Red-breast, and the Wren.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xiii. 74.

no-popery (no-po'per-i), a. Expressing violent

opposition to Koman Catholicism: as, a no-po-
pery cry.—No-popery riots, in Eng. hist., an outbreak,
led by Lord George Gordon, in 1780, ostensibly for the re-

peal of the measures which had been passed for the relief

of Roman Catholics, but actually directed against all Ro-
man Catholics and their sympathizers. It was attended
with considerable destruction of life and property in Lon-
don. Also called the Gordon riots.

noppet, n. and v. An obsolete form of nap^.

noppyt (nop'i), a. An obsolete spelling of

nappy^.
nopstert (nop'stfer), n. [< ME. nopster (= D.
nopster), < nop, nap^, + -ster.] A woman occu-
pied in shearing or trimming the pile or nap of

textile fabrics : hence, later, a person of either

sex pursuing this occupation.

The women by whom this [nipping oif the kn^ts on the
surface of cloth] was done were formerly called nopsters.

Wedgwood, Diet, Eng. Etymology, under Nap. {Latham.)

nor (ndr), conj. [< ME. nor, contr. of nofher
(var. of neither), as or of other^: see nother,

neither, ne, and orl.] 1. And not: generally
used correlatively after a negative, introducing
a second or a subsequent negative member of

a clause or sentence, (a) Correlative to neither.

Neither death, rwr life, nor angels, nor principalities,

TXor powers, nor things present, rwr things to come, nor
height, nor depth, nor any other creature, shall be able
to separate us from the love of God. Rom. viii. 38, 39.

And extreme fear can neither fight rwr fly.

Shale., Lucrece, 1. 230.

(6) Correlative to another nor. [Obsolete or poetical.]

Nor voice was heard, nor wight was seene in bowre or hall.

Spenser, F. Q., I. viii. 20.

I send nor balma nor corsives to your wound.
B. Jonson, Underwoods, xlv.

Of Size, she is nor short, nor tall,

And does to Fat incline. Congreve, Doris.

Nor age, nor business, nor distress, can erase the dear
image from my imagination. Steele, Tatler, No. 181.

But nor the genial feast, nor flowing bowl.
Could charm the cares of Nestor's watchful soul.

Pope, Iliad, xiv. 1.

Duty nor lifts her veil nor looks behind.
LoweU, Parting of the Ways.

(c) With the omission of neither or nor in the first clause
or part of the proposition. [Poetical.]

Simois nor Xanthus shall be wanting there.
Dryden, ^neid, vi. 135.

Helm, nor hauberk's twisted mail.
Nor e'en thy virtues, tyrant, shall avail.

Gray, The Bard.
(d) Correlative to some other negative.

Thay suld nocht be abasit to preche,
Nor for no Isynde of fauour fleche.

Lauder, Dewtie of Kyngis (E. E. T. S.), 1. 232.

Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, 1 Cor. ii. 9.

Have you no wit> manners, nor honesty?
Shak., T. N., ii. 3. 94.

You swore you lov'd me dearly

;

No few nor little oaths you swore, Aminta.
Fletcher, Sea Voyage, iv. 2.

There is none like her, nmie.
Nor will be when our summers have deceased.

Tennyson, Maud, xviii.

2. And . . . not: not correlative, but merely
continuative.
The tale is long, nor have I heard it out. Addison.

Fowls clucked and strutted in the stables. . . . Nor
was it more retentive of its ancient state within. JHekens.

Get thee hence, nor come again.
Tennyson, Maud, xxvi.

[In this use formerly used with another negative, merely
cumulative, nor being then equivalent, logically, to and.

And no man dreads but he that cannot shift,

Nor non£ serue God but only tongiide men.
Qascoigne, Steele Glas (ed. Arber), p. 67.

" I know not love," quoth he, " nor will not know it."

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 409.]

3. Than: after comparatives. Compare ori in
like use. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

Nae sailors mair for their lord coud do
Nor my young men they did for me.

The Knight's Ghost (Child's Ballads, I. 212).

She 's ten times fairer nor the bride.

And all that 's in your companie.
Toung Beichan and Swde Pye (Child's Ballads, IV. 7).

norm
" Hev a dog. Miss !— they're better friends nor any Chris-

tian," said Bob. George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, iv. 3.

norate (no 'rat), v. t.; pret. and pp. norated,

ppr. norating. [A back formation, < noration.

The form norate could not arise from orate.]

To rumor; spread by report. [Southern U. S.]

Purty soon it was norated around that Ike was going to
banter me for a rassel [wrestle], and shure enuff he did.

Quoted in Trans. Amer. Philol. Ass., XVII. 40.

noration (no-ra'shon), n. [An erroneous form,
due to misdivision of an oration.] 1. A speech.
[Prov. Eng.]— 2. Humor. [Prov. Eng. and
U. S.]

Norbertine (n6r'ber-tin), n. [So called from
their founder JVorfteri.] Eecles., amember ofthe
order of Pre-monstrants. See Pre-monstrant.

nordcaper (n6rd'ka''''per), n. The Atlantic right

whale. Also called sletbag and sarde. Sci.

Amer., N. S., LIV. 24.

Nordenfelt machine-gun. See machine-gun.

nordenskioldine (nfir'den-shfel-din), n. [From
Baron N. A. E. Nordensiiold, a Swedish ex-

plorer and geologist (bom 1832).] A rare bo-
rate of tin and calcium occurring in rhombo-
hedral crystals in the zircon-syenite of southern
Norway.
nordenskioldite (n6r'den-shel-dit), n. [< Nor-
densMold (see nordenskioldine) + -ite^.] A va-
riety of amphibole or hornblende, near tremo-
lite in composition: it was found near Lake
Onega in Russia.

Nordhausen acid. See add.
Norfolk capon, nog, etc. See capon, etc.

Norfolk Island pine. See pine.

Norganet, a. [< Norge, Norway (see Norwegian),
+ -ane for -an.] Norwegian.
Most gracious Norgane peeres.

Am. Eng., B. iii., p. 71. (Nares.)

noria (no'ri-a), n. [= P. noi'ia, < Sp. noria (=
Pg. nova), < Ax. nd'ora, a noria.] A hydraulic
machine of a kind
usedin Spain, Syria, . ?
Palestine, and other /''%

countries for raising
water, it consists of a
water-wheelwithrevolv-
ing buckets or earthen
pitchers, like the Persian
wheel, but its modes of
construction and opera-
tion are various. These
machines are generally
worked by animal-pow-
er, though in some coun-
tries they are driven by
the current of a stream Noria.
acting on floats or pad- - . ... -' .,, ^ _ ^
J, „**„„! 1 *„ +!,„„! a, floats which receive the foitre or
dies attached to the nm the dowing stream c. and turn the
Of the wheel. Also called wheel as indicated by the arrows ; l>,

Jlush-wheel. buckets pivoted to the side of the

nnrippt « A Mid- wheel ; rf, a box or tank for receiving
UUlIUeT, '*• -^ IVLIU- thg raised water (the water is con-

dle En&rlish form of veyedfromthlstankbyapipeorchute

mti/r'e.o
( not shown ) to the point of delivery)

;

nurse. e, upright attached rigidly to the tank.

nOriet. n. A Middle "hich, acting in conjunction with the

-^ ,.', . , „ motionofthewheel.successivelyemp-
HjngllSn variant OI ties the buckets into the tank.

noriet, i>. t. [ME. norien, < OP. norir, nourish:
see nourish.] To nourish. Gesta Mom., Tp. 215.

norimono, norimon (nor'i-ni6''''no, -mon), n.

[Jap., < nori, ride, -1- mono, a thing.] A kind of
palanquin or sedan-chair used m Japan. It is

suspended from a pole or beam carried by two men, the
traveler squatting on the floor. The entrance is at the
side, and not in front as in the sedan.

norischf, norisht, v. t. Middle English foi-ms of
nourish.

norisryet, noristryt, «. Middle EngUsh forms
of nursery.

norite (no'rit), m. [<.Nor{way) + -ite^.] A rock
which consists essentially of a mixture of a pla-

gioclase feldspar with a rhombic pyroxene (en-
statite, bronzite, hypersthene). See gdbbro.

norituret, n. An obsolete form of nurture.

norland (ndr'land), n. and a. A reduced form
of northland.

When Norland winds pipe down the sea.

Tennyson, Ballad of Oriana.
Our noisy norland.

Svrinbume, Four Songs of Four Seasons, i.

norm (n6rm), n. [= P. norme = Sp. Pg. It.

norma, < L. norma, a carpenters' square, a rule,

a pattern, a precept. Hence normal, abnormal,
enormous.] 1. A rule; a pattern; a model;
an authoritative standard.
This Church [the Roman] has established its own arti-

ficial norm, the standard measure of all science.
Theodore Parker.

The ambon of S. Sophia was the general norm of all By-
zantine ambons. J. M. Neale, Eastern Church, i. 204.

But to us . . . the sentence, composed of subject and
predicate, with averb or special predicative word to signify
the predication. Is established as the norm of expression.

Whitney, Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 771.



norm
2. In fcio/., a typical structural unit; a type.
Every living creature is formed in an egg, and grows up

according to a pattern and a mode of development com-
mon to its type, and of these embryonic nomw there are
bat lour.

norma (n6r'ma), H.; -pi. normee (-mS). [L.: see
norm.'] 1. A rule, measure, or norm.
Ther3 is no uniformity, no norma, principle^ or mle,

perceivable in the distribution of the primeval natural
agents through the universe. J. S. MM.
2. A square for measuring right angles, used
by carpenters, masons, and other artificers to
make their work rectangular.— 3. A pattern;
a gage; a templet; a model. E. M. Knight.—
4. [cap.'] The Square, a small southern con-
stellation, introduced by LacaiUe in the middle
of the eighteenth century, between Vulpes and
Ara. It was at first called Norma et regula;
but the name is now abridged.—Norma vertd-
calls, a line drawn from above perpendicular to the hori-
zontal plane of the skull.

normal (ndr'mal), a. and n. [= P. Sp. Pg. nor-
mal = It. normale, < L. normalis, aeeordiiig to
the carpenters' square or rule, < norma, a car-
penters' square, a rule, a pattern: see norm.]
1. a. 1. Aceordingtoarule, principle, or norm;
conforming to established law, order, habit, or
usage; conforming with a certain type or stan-
dard; not abnormal; regular; natural.

The deviations from the normal type or decasyllable line
wonld not justify us in concluding that it [rhythmical
cadence] was disregarded. ScUlam.

Glass affords us an instance in which the dispersion of
colour thus obtained is normal—tliat is, in the order of
wave-lengths. J. JIT. Loekyer, Spect. AnaL, p. 32.

Headship of the conquering chief has been a normal
accompaniment of that political integrationwithoutwhich
any high degree of social evolution would probably have
been impossible. fl. Spencer, Prin. of SocioL, § 482.

2. Serving to fix a standard; intended to set
the standEod.: as, a normal school (see below).

—

3. Inmusic, standard or typical: as, normaJpitch
or tone, a pitch or tone of absolute acoustical
value, which is used as a standard of compari-
son. See keyi, 7, and natural key (under key^).—
4. In geom., perpendicular: notiig the position
of a straight line drawn at right angles to the
tangent-line of a curve, or to the tangent-plane
of a surface, at the point of contact. The section
of a surface by a plane containing a normal drawn from any
point is called the normal section at that point.—Dia-
pason normal. See diapason.—Normal angle, in
crystal., the angle between the normals to or poles of two
planes of a crystal. It is the supplement of the actual in-

terfaclal angle Normal eonation. Amctlon, pitch,
price, etc. See the nonns.'-Normal school, a school in
which teachers are instructed in the principles of their
profession and trained in the practice of it ; a training-col-

lege for teachers. =Syn. 1. Begvlar, Ordinary, Normal.
Thatwliich is regutar conforms to rule or habit, and is op-
posed to that which is irregular, fltful, or exception^
That which is ordinary is of the usual sort and excites no
surprise; it is opposed to the uneorrunvm or the esetra-

ordinary. Thatwhich isnormal conforms ormaybe figur-

atively viewed as conforming to nature or the principles
of itsown constitution: as, the normal action of the heart;
thenormal operation of social influences; the Tiormo^ state

of the market.

II. n. In geom., a perpendicular; the straight

line drawn from any point in a curve in its

plane at right angles to the tangent at that
point; or the strSght line drawn from any
point in a surface at right angles to the tan-

gent-plane at that point. See cut under hino-

mial.

normalcy (ndr'mal-si), n. [< normal + -ey.]

In geom., the state or fact of being normal.
[Rare.]

The co-ordinates of the point of contact^ and noiTnaley.

Davies and Peck, Math. Diet. (Ensyc. Diet.)

Normales (n6r-ma'lez), n. pi. [NL., pi. of L.

Borwato, normal: see normal.'] 1. InGarrod's
and Forbes's classification of birds, a division of

Passeres including all Oscines or Acromyodi ex-

cepting the genera Atrichia and Menura, which
are Ahnormales.— 2. One of several groups of

macmrous crustaceans, exhibiting normal or

typical structural characteristics.

normality (ndr-maJ'i-ti), n. [< normal + -ity.]

1. The character or"state of being normal, or

in accord with a rule or standard.

lu a condition of positive normality or rightfulness.

Poe, Works (ed. 1864), II. 153.

2. In geom., the property of being normal;

normalcy.
normalization (n6r''mal-i-za'shon), 71. [< nor-

mal + -i::ation.] The act or process of making
normal ; in hiol., any process by which modified

or morphologically abnormal forms and rela-

tions may be reduced, either actually or ideally,

to their known primitive and presunied normal

conditions ; morphological rectification.
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normalize (n6r'mal-iz), V. t.; pret. and pp.
normalized, ppr. normalizing. [< normal + -ize,]

To rendernormal; reduce to a standard ; cause
to conform to a standard.

For reasons which will appear in the preface, a normal-
ised text, differing from any yet in use among F. 6. [Fenn-
sylvania German] writers, has been adopted.

Amer. Jour. PUlol., IX. 179.

normally (n6r'mal-i), adv. 1. As a rule ; reg-

ularly ; according to a rule, general custom, etc.

Mucous surfaces, normally kept covered, become skin-
like if exposed to the air. H. Spencer, Prin. of BioL, § 296.

2. In a normal manner ; having the usual form,
position, etc.: as, organs normally situated.

Norman^ (n6r'man), n . and a. [< ME. Norman
= D. Noorman = G. Normanne, < OF. Norman,
Normand, < Dan. Normand = Sw. Norrman =
Icel. Northmadhr, Northman: see Northman.]
1. n. 1. An inhabitant of Normandy, a duchy
and later a province of northern Prance bor-
dering on the English Channel; a member of
that branch of the Northmen or Scandinavians
who in the beginning of the tenth century
settled in northern R-ance and founded the
duchy of Normandy. They adopted to a large extent
the custom s and language of the French. In the eleventh
century their duke conquered England (see Norman Con-
miest), and about the same time Norman adventurers es-

tablished themselves in southern Italy and Sicily. Since
the reign of John (1199-1216) the duchy of Normandy has
been, except for a short period, a part of France.

The Norman, with the softened form of his name, is dis-

tinguished from tlie Northman by his adoption of the
French language and the Christian religion.

E. A. Freeman, in Encyc. Brit, XVH. 640.

2. Same as Norman French (which see, below).
H. a. Of or pertaining to Normandy or the

Normans.—Norman architecture, a round-arched
style of medieval architecture, a variety of the Boman-
esque, introduced before the Norman Conquest from Nor-
mandy into Great Britain, where it prevailed after the
Conquest until the end of the twelfth century. The
general character of this style is a massive and ragged
simplicity, not destitute of studied proportion, and often

Norman Porch and Stairway in the close of Canterbury Cathedral,
England.

with the grandeur attendant upon great size and solid-

ity. The more specific characteristics are—churches
cruciform with apse and apsidal chapels, and a great

tower rising from the intersection of nave and transept

;

vaults, plain and semi-cylindrical; doorways, the glory

of the style, deeply recessed, often with rich moldings,

covered with suriace sculpture, sometimes continuous

around boUi jamb and arch, but more usually spring-

ingfrom a series of shafts, with plain or enriched capitals

;

windows small, round-headed, placed high in thew^, and
opening inward with a wide splay ;

piers massive, cylin-

drical, octagonal, square, or with engaged shafts ; capitals

cushion-, bell-, or iSy-shaped, sometimes plain, more fre-

quently scolptnred in fanciful forms or in a reminiscence

of the Corinthian or Ionic ; buttresses broad, with but
small projection ; walls frequently decorated with bands
of arcades of which the arches are single or interlaced.

Toward the close of the twelfth century the style became
much modified. The arches began to assume the pointed
form; thevaults to be groined orformed by the intersection
of two subsidiary vaults at riglit angles ; the piers, walls,

etc., to become less heavy ; the towers to be developed
into spires ; and the style, having assumed in every partic-

ular a more delicate and refined character, passed gradu-
ally into a new style, the early Pointed. Besides ecclesias-

tical buildings, the Normans reared many noble and pow-
erful fortresses and castellated structures, the bestremain-
ing specimen of wliich in England is the White Tower or
Keep of the Tower of London.—Norman Conquest, or
simply the Conquest, in Eng. hist., the conquest of England
by William, Duke of Normandy (William the Conqueror).
It was begun by and is usually dated from his victory at
Seulac (Hastings) in 1066. The leading results were the

nortelry

downfall of the native English dynasty, the anion of Eng>
land, Normandy, etc., for a time under one sovereign, and
the introduction into England of Norman-French customs,
language, etc.—Norman embroidery, a kind of embroi-
dery consisting of crewel-work which is picked out or
heightened by other embroidery stitches. Diet. o/Needle-
wor*.—Norman French, a form of French spoken by the
Normans, which became upon the Conquest the official

language of the court and of legal procedure^ undergoing
in England a further development (Anglo-French), until
its final absorption in English. (See English, 2.) Norman
French was the language of legal procedure untU the reign
of Edward IIL Many isolated phrases and formulas in this
language (Law French) remain unassimilated in archaic
use.—Norman thrush. See thrush.

norman^ (nor 'man), n. [Origin obscure.]
Naut. : (a) A short, heavy iron pin put into a
hole in the windlass or bitts, to keep the chain-
cable in place while veering. (6) A pin through
the rudder-head.
Normandy cress. See cress.

Normanize (n6r'man-iz), v.t.; pret.and pp.JTor-
manized, ppr. Normanieing. [< Norman^ +
•ize.] To make Norman or like the Normans;
give a Norman character to.

Had the Normanizing schemes of the Confessor been
earned out> the ancient freedom would have been under-
mined rather than overthrown. Encyc. Brit., vm. 289.

normative (nSr'ma-tiv), a. [< L. normare, pp.
normatus, set by the square, < norma, a square,

norm: see norm.] Establishing or setting up
a norm, or standard which ought to be con-
formed to.

The third assumption is that there are normative laws of
reason, through which all that is real is knowable, and
all that is willed is good.

Q. S. HaU, German Calture, p. 188.

This [Priestly] Code, incoi-porated in the Pentateuch and
forming the normative part of its legislation, became the
definitive Mosaic law. Encyc. BriL, XVm. 514.

There can be no doubt that logic, conceived as the nor-

mative science of subjective thought, has a place and func-
tion of its own. Contemporary Bev., XLIX. 444.

Normative lav. See fowl.

nom^t, nurnt, v. [ME. nornen, nurnen, < AS.
gnomian, gnornan, also grornian (ts OS. gnom-
on, grornon, gornon), mourn, grieve,be sad, com-
plain, lament; cf. gnorn, also grom, sadness,
sorrow, gnorn, sad, sorrowful, gnornung, gror-

nung, mourning, lamentation. The form of the
root is uncertain. For the development of the
later senses (for which no other explanation
appears), ef. mean^, 'moan,' 'complain,' also

' speak,' 'tell,' a var. of moan^.] I. intrans. To
murmur; complain.
Ande ther thay dronken, & dalten, & demed eft nwe,
To name on the same note, on nwegerez euen.
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1669.

II. trans. 1. To say; speak; tell.

Another nayed also & nwmed this cawse.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 65.

2. To call.

How nome ge yowre rygt nome, & thenne no more ?

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), L 2443.

Norn^ (n6m), n. [= &. Nome (NL. Noma) ; <

leel. norn = Sw. noma = Dan. nome, a Norn
(see def.).] In Scand. myth., one of the three
Pates, whose decrees were irrevocable. They
were represented as three young women, named respec-
tively TJrd, Verdande, and Skuld. There were numerous
inferior Norns, every individual having one who deter-
mined his fate.

Norremberg doubler. See doubler\
Norroy (nor'oi), n. [< AP. norroy,<. nord, north,
+ roy, roi, king : see roy.] The title of the third

of the three English Mngs-at-arms, whose juris-

diction lies to the north of the Trent. See Mng-
at-arms.

norryt, «• A variant of nurry.

Norse (nors), a. and n. [A reduced form of

"Norsk, < Icel. Norskr = Norw. Sw. Dan. Norsk,
Norwegian or Icelandic, lit. (like Sw. Dan. nor-

disk= Gr. nordisch = D. noordseh), of the north,

< nordhr, north, + -sTcr = E. -ish: see north and
-js^i.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the North
—that is, to Norway, Sweden, and Denmark,
and their dependencies, including Iceland, etc.,

comprehended under the name of Scandinavia

;

pertaining to the language of Scandinavia.

n. n. The language of the North—that is, of

Norway, Iceland, etc. Specifically—(a) Old Norwe-

gian, practically identical with Old Icelandic, and called

especially Old Norse. Old Icelandic, generally called, as

in this dictionary, simply Icelandic, except when distin-

guished from modern Icelandic, represents the ancient

Scandinavian tongue, (b) Old Norwegian, as distinguish-

ed in some particulars from the language as developed in

Iceland, (c) Modem Norwegian.

Norseman (nors'man), n.; pi. Norsemen (-men).

A native of ancient Scandinavia ; a Northman.

Norsk (ndrsk), a. Norse.

nortelryt, ». [_ME.: seenurtury.] Education,
Hir nortelrie

That she Iiadde lerned in the nonnerie.
Chaucer, Reeve'd Tale, 1. 47-



north

north (ndrth), n. and a. [< ME. north, northe,
n.j north (ace. north as adv.), < AS. north, adv.,
orig. the ace. or dat. (locative) of the noun,
used adverbially (never otherwise as a noun,
and never as an adj., except in compar. northra,
northerra, superl. northmest, the form north,
as an adj., given in the dictionaries being sim-
ply the adv. (north or northan) alone or in
eomp.), to the north, in the north, north; in
comp. north-, a quasi-adj., as north-dwl, the
northern region, the north, etc. (> E. north, a.);

= OPries. north, nord = D. noord= MLG. nort,
nort, LGr. nord = 0H6. nord, nort, G. nord =
leel. nordhr = Sw. Dan. nord, north ; as a noun,
in other than adverbial uses, developed from
the older adverbial uses (ef. F. nord= Sp. Pg.
It. norte, from the E.): (1) AS. north = OS.
north = OPries. north, nord = D. noord = Sw.
norr = Dan. nord, adv., to the north, in the
north, north

; (2) AS. northan = MLG. norden
= OHG-. nordana, nordane, MHG. norden =
Icel. nordhan = Sw. nordan, adv., prop, 'from
the north,' but in MLG. and MHG. also ' in the
north, north'; hence the noun, D. noorden =
MLG. norden, norden = OHG. nordan, MHG.
G. norden = Dan. norden, the north (of. also
northerly, northern, etc.) ; root unknown. The
Gr. vtpTspoq, below, and the Umbrian nertro, to
the left, are phonetically near to the Teut.
word, but no proof of connection exists.] I. n.

1. That one of the cardinal points which is on
the right hand when one faces in the direction
of the setting sun (west) ; that intersection of
the horizon with the meridian which is on the
right hand when one is in this position.

Send danger Irom the east unto the west.
So honour cross it trom the north to south.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., i. 3. 196.

2. A region, tract, or country, or a part of such,
lying toward the north pole from some other
region or point of reckoning.

Here uneven and unwelcome news
Came from the north. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., L 1. 61.

The false North displays
Her broken league to imp their serpent wings.

Milton, Sonnets, x.

Specifically— 3. [cap."] With the definite arti-

cle : In Z7. S. hist, and politics, those States and
Territories which lie north of Maryland, the
Ohio river, and Missouri.

The Northern man who set up his family-altar at the
South stood, by natural and almost necessary synecdoche,
for the Jforth. Tourgie, Fool's Errand, xzviL

4. The north wind.
No, I will speak as liberal as the Tuyrth.

Shak., Othello, v. 2. 220.

The stream is fleet— the north breathes steadily
Beneath the stars. SheUey, Kevolt of Islam, vili. 1.

5. Mccles., the side of a church that is on the left

hand of one who faces the altar or high altar.

See east, 1—Magnetic north. See magnetic.

II. o. 1. Being in the north; northern.

Tho that selde hauenthe Sonne and sitten in the north-iiaM.

Piers Flowman (C), xix. 66.

If her breath were as terrible as her terminations, there
were no living near her ; she would infect to the north
star. Shak., Much Ado, ii. 1. 258.

2. Eccles., situated at or near that side of a
churchwhich is to the left of one facing the altar
or high altar. Abbreviated iV^.— North dlaL See
dial.

—

North end of an altar, the end of an altar at the
left hand of the priest as he stands facing the middle of the
altar from the front.—North following, in astron., in or
toward that quadrant of the heavens situated between the
north and east points.—North pole, Star, Wind. See the
nouns.— North preceding, in or toward the quadrant be-
tween the north and west points.— North Bide of an
altar, that part of the front or western side of an altar

which intervenes between the middle and the north end

;

the gospel side.—North water, among whalers, the space
of open sea left by the winter pack of ice moving south-
ward.

north (ndrth), adv. [< ME. nm-th, nort, < AS.
north, adv.: see north, to.] To the north; in

the north.
And west, nort, & south,
Euery man, bothe fremyd <fc kouth,
Xul [shall] comyn with-outyn ly.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 249.

Our army is dispersed already

:

Like youthful steers unyoked, they take their courses
East, wesii nortfi, south. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 2. 104.

north (n6rth), iJ. i. li north, n.smd adv.'] Naut.,

to move or veer toward the north. [Kare.]

North-Carolinian (n6rth'kar-o-lin'i-an), a. and
n. [< North Carolina (see def.) + 4'an.'] I. a.

Of or pertaining to the State of North Carolina,

one of the southern United States, lying south
of Virginia.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of the State

of North Carolina.
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north-cock (nfirth'kok), n. The snow-bunting,
Plectrophanes nivalis. [Local, Scotland.]
northeast (ndrth'esf), n. and a. [< ME. north-
est, < AS. northedst-, in eomp., northan-edstan,
from the northeast (= D. noordoost = MLG.
nortoster = OHG. nordostan, G. norclosten =
Sw. Dan. nordost, northeast; ef. D. noordooste-
lijk = G. nordostUch = Sw. Dan. nordostlig,

adv.), (.north, north, + edst, east: see wortA and
east] I. n. That point on the horizon between
north and east which is equally distant from
them; N. 45° E., or E. 45° N.

II. a. Pertaining to the northeast
;
proceed-

ing from or directed toward that point; north-
eastern: as, a northeast wind; to hold a north-
east course. Abbreviated N. E ^Northeast pas-
sage, a passage for ships along the northern coast of Eu-
rope and Asia to the Pacific ocean. The first to make the
complete voyage by this passage was the Swedish explorer
Nordenski&ld in 1878-9, after it had been from time to

time attempted in vain for upward of three centuries.

northeast (ndrth'esf), adv. To or from the
northeast.

northeaster (ndrth'es'tSr), n. [< northeast +
-eri,] 1. A wind or gale from the northeast.

Welcome, wild Norlhreaster

!

Shame it is to see
Odes to every zephyr.
Ne'er a verse to thee.
Eingsley, Ode to the North-East Wind.

2. The silver shilling or sixpence of New Eng-
land in the reign of Charles I. : so called from
their having the letters N. E. (meaning ' New
England,' but assumed to mean 'northeast')
impressed on one of their faces.

northeasterly (n6rth'es'ter-li), a. [< north-
east, after easterly,'] Going toward or coming
from the northeast, or the general direction of
northeast : as, a northeasterly course ; a north-
easterly wind.
northeasterly (n6rth'es'ter-li), adv. [< north-
easterly, a.] Toward or from the northeast, or
a general northeast direction.

northeastern (n6rth'es'tem), a. [(= OHG.
nordostroni) < northeast, after eastern,] Per-
taining to or being in the northeast, or in the
direction of the northeast.

northeastward (ndrth'est'ward), adv, [< north-

east + -ward,] Toward the northeast.

northeastwardly (n6rth'est'ward-li), adv. [<
northeastward + -ly^.] Same && northeastward,

norther (n6r'THer), n. [< north + -erl.] 1.

A strong or cold northerly wind.— 2. A vio-
lent eold north wind blowing, mainly in win-
ter, over Texas and the Gulf of Mexico. A norther
is always preceded by the passage of a cyclone, of-which,
in fact, it is the rear part. On the east side of a cyclone
prevail warm, moist, southerly winds, while on the west
side the winds are northerly. In the winter, when the
temperature gradient from the Gulf of Mexico northward
over Texas is very steep, the northerly winds following
the passage of the center of a cyclone at times blow over
this region with great fury, producing a very sudden and
great fall of temperature. Over the Gulf, northers often
cause wrecks in the Bay of Campeachy, on a lee shore.

Sometimes, instead of changing, thepreceding wind dies
entirely away, and a dead, oppressive, suffocating calm
ensues, to be broken in a few hours by the wild bursts of
the descending Norther.

Proc. Amer. Ass. Adv. ScC., XIX. 99.

This storm may be known as the Blizzard of the North-
west, the Chinook of the Northern Plateau, the Norther of
the Southern Slope and Texas, or the Simoon of the Des-
ert. Jour. Franklin Inst., CXXI. 247.

northering(n6r'5Her-ing),a. [<norther+-ing^,]
Wild; incoherent. Malliwell, [Prov. Eng.]
northerliness (ndr'THfer-U-nes), n. The state
of being northerly.

northerly (n6r'sPH6r-li), a, [< north, after eas-
terly, Cf . D. noordelijk = G. nordlich = Sw. Dan.
nordlig.] 1. Pertaining to or being in or to-
ward the north ; northern.

As Superstition, the daughter of Barbarism and Igno-
rance, BO amongst those northerly nations, like as in Amer-
ica, magic was most esteemed,

Selden, Illustrations of Drayton's Polyolbion, note 7,

Northumbrian
Like a streamer of the northern mom,

Seen where the moving isles of winter shock
By night, with noises of the northern sea.

Tennyson, Morte d'Arthnr.

2. Directed or leading toward the north or a
point near it: as, to steer a northern course.

—

3. Froeeeding from the north.

The angry northern wind
Will blow these sands, like Sibyl's leaves, abroad.~ " Tit. And., iv. 1. 104.

Great northern diver, falcons, etc. See the nouns.—
Northern crow. Same as hooded crow. See hooded.—
Northern Crown. See Corona Borealis, under corona,

— Northern drab, a moth, Tcenioca/mpaopima.— North-
em drift. See d»^.—Northern fur-seal, CaUorhinm
Mrsintw.—Northern grape-fern, the grape-fern Botry-
chium ftoreoie.— Northern hare, Lepux varUMlis.—
Northern hemisphere. See hemisphere.—'SarVbsm.
lights, the aurora Dorealis.— Northern node. Same as
ascending node (see rwde, 6).—Northern 07Bter,mstic,
sea-cow, etc. See the nouns.—Northern signs, those
signs of the zodiac that are on the north side of the equa-
tor, namely Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, and Virgo.

—Northern staff, a quarter-staff.—Northern swift,
wasp, etc. See the nouns.—The Northern Car. See
carl.

II. n, A native or an inhabitant of the north,

of a northern country, or of the northern part
of a country. Hallam.
northerner (n6r'TH6m-6r), n, A native of or
a resident in the north, or in the northern part
of any country, especially of a coimtry divided
into two distinct sections, a northern and a
southern ; specifically, a citizen of the north or
northern United States.

I must say, as being myself a nAyrfhemer, it is least where
it ought to be largest. Gladstone.

The condition of " dead drunkness," which few even of
drinking Northerners enjoy, is to them [Asiatics] delight-

ful. Contemporary Ren., LIU. 169.

"In other words, your parents object to an alliance with
my family because we are of Northern birth," said the
Fool. "Not exactly ; not so much because you are North-
erners, as because you are not Southerners."

Towrgie, Fool's Errand, xliii.

northernlyt (n6r'TH6m-li), adv.
north.

Toward the

2. Proceeding from the north.

Well he wist and remembred that he was faine to stay
till he had a Westerne winde, and somewhat Northerly.

Hakluyt's Voyages, p. 4.

northerly (ndr'snfer-li), adv. [< northerly, a.]

Toward the north : as, to sail northerly.

northern (n6r'TH6m), a. and n. [< ME. nor-
thern, northren, < AS. northerne (= OHG. nor-
daroni, nordroni = leel. norrasnn), northern, <
north, north. Cf. eastern, western, southern.]

I. a. 1 . Of or pertaining to a region, place, or
pointwhich is nearer the north than some other
region, place, or point mentioned or indicated:
as, the northern States; the northern part of
Michigan; northern ^eo^ile. Abbreviated^.

These [constellations] Northemdy are scene.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 60.

northernmost (n6r'TH6m-m6st), a, [^(.north-

ern + -most.] Situated at the point furthest
north.

northern-spell (ndr'THem-spel), n. A cor-
ruption of nur-andr-spell.

northing (ndr'thing), n. [Verbal n. of north,
v.] 1 . The distance of a planet from the equa-
tor northward; north declination.— 2. In nav.
and sitrv., the distance of latitude reckoned
northward from the last point of reckoning : op-
posed to southing.— 3. Deviation toward the
north . When a wind blows from a direction to the north-
ward of east or west, it is said to have Twrthing in it.

northland (n6rth'land), n. and a. [< ME.
*northland, < AS. northland, < north, north, +
land, land.] I. n. The land in the north; the
north.

II, a. Of or pertaining to a land in the north.
Northman (ndrth 'man), M.

;
pi.A'brtfejweB (-men).

[< ME. Northman, < AS. Northman (= OHG.
Nordman = MHG. Nortman, Northman, Nor-
man, G. Nordmann = Icel. Nordhmadh/r (pi.

Nordhmenn) = Dan. Normand, a Northman
(Norwegian, etc.)), < north, north,+ man, man.
Hence Norman^,] An inhabitant of the north
—that is, of Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Ice-
land, etc. j a Scandinavian; in a restricted
sense, an inhabitant of Norway. The Northmen
were noted for their skill and daring on the sea, and for
their expeditions against Great Britain and other parts
of northern and western Europe from the eighth to the
eleventh century. They founded permanent settlements
in some places, as the Orkneys, Hebrides, etc., and in
northern France, where they were called Normans. Ac-
cording to the Icelandic sages (whose historical value is,

however, disputed), a Northman, Leif Ericsson, visited
the shores of Nova Scotia and New England about A. u.
1000.

northmost (ndrth'most), a. superl. [< ME.
northmest, < AS. northmest, < north, north, -l-

-mest, a double superl. suffix: see -most-] Sit-

uated furthest to the north; northernmost.
Defoe.
northness (ndrth'nes), n. [< north + -ness.]

The tendency in the end of a magnetic needle
to p6int to the north. Faraday. [Rare.]
Northumbrian (n6r-thum'bri-an), a. and n.

[< Northumbria (see def.) -t- -ari. The ME. adj.
'wa.s Northuml>rish,< AS. Northhymbrisc,<.North-
hymbre, Northanhymire, the people north of the
Humber, < north, north, -(- Humhre, the Himi-
ber river.] I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to North-
umbria orNorthumberland, an oldEnglishking-
dom which at its maximum power and extent



Northnmbrian
reached from the river Hxuuber northward to
the Firth of Forth. It was the leading power
in Great Britain dnring part of the seventh and
eighth centuries.— 2. Of or pertaining to the
modem county of Northumberland, occupying
part of the old Northnmbria.

IX, n. 1. A native or an inhabitant of North-
umberland.— 2. The form of the Anglo-Saxon
or English language spoken inNorthumbria be-
tween the invasion of Britain in the fifth century
and the Conquest. It diHers Irom the dialect usuaUy
called Aitglo-Saxon or We^ Saxon chie&y in a greater de-
gree of reduction ot consonants in inflectional endings, in
the retention of certain cumbrous spellings, and in the
greater admixture of Scandinavian words. The remains
of Northumbrian (in this sense usuaUy called OldNorthum-
brian) are comparatively scanty. See ATiglo-Saxony 2.

northward (ndrth'ward), adf. [< ME. north-
ward, < AS. nortbweard, also northanwearcl, to

the north, < north, north, -t- -weard, E. -ward.']

Toward the north, or toward a point nearer to

the north than the east and west points. Also
northwards.

Bring me the fairest creature TiorfAwara bom,
Where Phcebus' fire scarce thaws the icicles.

SAO*., M. of v., ii. 1.4.

He fell into a fantasie and desire to prooue and know
how farre that land stretched Northamrd.

Bakluyts Voyages, L 4.

northward (ndrth'ward), a. and n. [< ME.
northward, < AS. nortfiweard, adj., < northweard,
adv. : see northward, adv.'\ I. a. Directed or
leading toward the north.

The time was . . . when my heart's dear Harry
Threw many a northward look to see his father
Bring up his powers. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 3. 13.

H. n. The northern part; the north end or
side.

The tall pines
That darken'd all the northward ot her Hall.

Tennysorit Aylmer's Field.

northwardly (ndrth'ward-U), a. [< northward
+ -Zyl.] Having a northern direction.

northwardly (n6rth'ward-li), adv. [< north-

wardly, a.] In a northern direction.

northwards (ndrth'wardz), adu. [K.ME.north-
wardes, < AS. northweardes (= D. noordwaarts
= Gr. nordwdrts) ; with adv. gen. suffix, < north-

weard, noithwaxd: see northward, adv.] Same
as northward.
northwest (ndrth'wesf), n. and a. [< ME.
northwest, < AS. northwest, to the northwest,
northanwestan, from the northwest (= D. noord-
west = OHG. nordwestan, MHG. nordwesten,

G. nordwest, nordwesteti = Sw. Dan. nordvest,

adv.) (cf. D. noordwestelijk = G. nordwestlieh

=z Sw. Dan. nordvesUig) (used as a noun only
as north, east, west, south were used), < north,

north, + west, west: see 7iorth and west.] I.

n. 1. That point on the horizon which lies be-
tweenthe north andwestand is equidistantfrom
them.— 2. With the definite article, a region
or locality lying in the northwestern part of

a country, etc., or in a direction bearing north-
west from some point or place indicated ; spe-
cifically [cap.] , in the United States, Wisconsin,
Iowa, Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota,
Montana, etc. [It is a rather vague phrase;
sometimes other States or Territories may be
included.]

U. a. 1. Pertaining to the point or being
in the direction between the north and west;
northwesterly.—2. Proceeding from the north-

west : as, a northwest wind.
Abbreviated N. W.

Northwest ordinance. See ordinance.— Northwest
passage, a passage for ships from the Atlantic ocean into

the Pacific by the northern coasts of the American con-

tinent, long sought for and in part found by Parry and
others. Sir Bobert il'Clure, in his expedition of 1850-4,

was the first to achieve the passage, although his ship was
abandoned, and the journey was completed partly on ice

and partly on the relieving vesseL The discovery is not

one of practical utility, b«ng merely the solution of a sci-

entific problem. Its honor is sometimes claimed for Sir

John Franklin.

northwest (ndrth'wesf), adv. [< ME. north-

west, < AS. northwest, adv.: see northwest, n.

and a.] To or from the northwest.

northwester (n6rth'wes'ter), n. [< northwest

+ -eri.] A wind or gale from the northwest.

northwesterly (n6rth'wes'ter-li), a. [< north-

west, after westerly.] 1. Situated toward the

northwest.— 2. Coming from the northwest:

as, a norfhioesterly wind.

northwesterly (n6rth'wes'ter-li), adv. [<

northwesterly, a.] Toward or from the north-

west, or a general northwest direction.

northwestern (ndrth'wes'tem), a. [= OHG.
nordwestroni; < northwest, after western.] Per-

taining to or situated in the northwest ; lying in
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or toward the northwest: as, the Northwestern
Provinces of British India,
northwestward (nfirth'west'ward), adv. [<
northwest + -ward.] Toward tie northwest.
norturet, n. An obsolete form of nurture.

Norw. An abbreviation otXoricegian.
norward (ndr'ward), adv. A reduced form of
northward.

Stately, lightly, went she Norward
Till she near'd the foe.

Tennyson, The Captain.

Norwayant, a. [< Norway {"Norwey) + -an.]

Norwegian.
He finds thee in the stout Norweyan ranks,
Nothing afeard of what thyself didst make.
Strange images of death. Shak., Macbeth, L 3. 95.

Horway crow. Same as hooded crow (which
see, under hooded).

Norway gerfalcon. The gerfalcon of northern
continental Europe, Falco or Sierofalco gyr-
falco. It is of a darker color than the corre-
sponding gerfalcons of Greenland and Iceland.
See cut under /aZcon..

Norway haddock, lemming, lobster, maple,
pine, etc. See haddock, etc.

Norway spruce. See fir and spriice.

Norwegian (n6r-we'jian), a. and n. [< Norway
(ML. Norvegia, Norwegia) -\- -an.] I. a. Of or
pertaining to Norway; belonging to, found in,

or derived from Norway Norwegian carp, had-
dock, stove, yam, etc. See the nouns.

H. w. 1 . A native of Norway, a kingdom of
Europe in the western part of the Scandina-
vian peninsula, which since 1814 has been unit-
ed with Sweden under a common sovereign, but
has a separate parliament and administration.— 2. The language of Norway, it is a Scandina-
vian language, nearly allied to Icelandic-Danish on the
one side and to Danish on the other. Abbreviated Norw.
3. A kind of fishing-boat used on the Great
Lakes, it is a huge unwieldy boat, 35 or 40 feet in length,
with flaring bows, great sheer, and high sides, and is sloop-
rigged. It is dry in all weathers, but is used only by the
Scandinavian fishermen, most otber fishermen objecting
to the slowness of its motion and the great labor of rowing
in a calm.

At Milwaukee the Norwegians were abandoned and the
square stern adopted. J. W. Milner.

norwegiiun (n6r-we'ii-um), n. [NL., < ML.
Norwegia, Norvegia, Norway: see Norwegian.]
Chemical symbol, Ng. A supposed metallic
element closely related to bismuth. Its prop-
erties have not been fully investigated nor its

elementary nature fully established.

Norwich crag. See crag\ 2.

noryt, ». A variant of nurry.

nost. A Middle English contraction of nones,

the genitive of none. See none^.

Do nos kynnes labour. Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1794.

nose^ (noz), )?. [< ME. nose, nese, neose, nase,

< AS. nosu (in eomp. nosu- and nos-), also nasu
(in comp. nws-), the nose, also a point of land,

= OPries. nose, nasi, nos = D. neus = MLG.
nese, nase, nose, LG. ndse = OHG. nasa, MHG.
G. nase = Icel. nos = Sw. ndsa = Dan. ncese,

nose, = L. ndsus (> It. naso = Pr. nos, naz =
F. nez); cf. nares {> Sp. Pg. nariz), nostrils;

= OBulg. nosii= Serv. Bohem. Pol. nos= Euss.
nosii = lith. rtosis = OPruss. nozy = Skt. ndsa,

nasd, nos, nose ; root unknown. The Gr. word
is different: piQ (^(v-), nose. Cf. ness, naze.

Hence nozle, nozzle, nuzzle.] 1. The special

organ of the sense of smell, formed by modifi-

cations of certain bones and fleshy parts of

the face, its cavities, or fossse, freely communi-
cable with the cavities of the mouth and lungs,

and hence also concerned in respiration, the

utterance of words or vocal sounds, and taste.

It is lined throughout by a highly vascular mucous mem-
brane called the pituitary or Schneiderian, continuous

with the skin through the nostrils, the conjunctiva of the

eye, and the mucous membrane of the pharynx and si-

nuses. It is in this membrane that the fine filaments of

the olfactory nerves terminate, and over it the inspired

air containing odorous substances passes. The olfactory

region, or that region to which the olfactory nerves are

distributed, however, includes only the upper and middle
turbinate parts of the nasal fossse and the upper part of

the septum ; the lower part of the cavities has nothing
to do with olfaction. Externally the nose commonlyforms
aprominent feature of the face or facial region of the head;

when very long it becomes & proboscis, and may acquire a
bictile or manual function, as in the elephant, hog, mole,

etc. The nose of an animal when moderately prominent
is usually called a snout, muzzle, or muffle. The bridge ot

the nose is so much of its externalprominence as isbridged
over or roofed in by the nasal bones. The external open-

ing of the nose is the nostril, usually paired, right and left,

and technically called imres. The inner passages or cavi-

ties of the nose are the nasaZ/ossce or meatus; they open in-

teriorly into theupperpartof the pharynx, byorifices called

the posterior nares or choance, above the soft palate. The
anim^ whose nose most resembles man's in size and shape
is the proboscis-monkey, NasaZis larvatus, whose nose is

dri

nose
more prominent than that of most men. Prominence of
the nose is to some extent an indication of ascent in the
scale of human development, the nose being flattest in the
lowest or negroid races. A large nose is commonly sup-
posed to indicate strength of character, and thin clean-cut
nostrils are generally a sign of high nervous organization.
Besides its special function of smelling, the nose has in all

animals a respiratory office, being, ratjberthan the mouth,
the usual passageway for air in both inspiration and expi-
ration ; it also serves to modify or modulate the voice, and
to discharge the secretion from several cavities of the head,
as the frontal and other sinuses, and the tearsfrom the eyes.
See cuts under mmith, nasal, NasaZis, and Condytura.

The ix'ii bateile ledde Groinge poire mole, that was a
noble knyght of his body, but he hadde no gretter nose
than a cat. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 321.

The big round tears
Ck>ursed one another down his innocent nose
In piteous chase. Shale, As you Like it, 11. 1. 39.

Wise Nature likewise, they suppose.
Has drawn two Conduits down our Nose.

Prior, Alma, i

Hence— 2. The sense of smell; the faculty of
smelling, or the exercise of that faculty ; scent

;

olfaction.

Wigtly the werwolf than went bi nose
Euene to the herdes house.

WHliam o/Paleme (E. E. T. S.), I. 90.

You shall often see among the Dogs a loud babbler, with
a bad nose, lead the unskilful.

Sp. Berkeley, Minute Philosopher.

8. Something supposed to resemble a nose, (o)

A pointed or tapering projection or part in front of an ob-
ject, as of a ship or a pitcher.

The [steamship] Thingvalla's nose was ripped complete-
ly off, clear back to the first bulkhead.

Sci. Amer., N. S. , LIX. 319.

(b) A nozle, as of a bellows; a pipe.

By means of a plug and seat arranged just below the
outlet pipe, or nose, communication with the neighbour-
ing tank or settlers can be made or cut off at will.

Spans' Encyc. Manuf., I. 296.

'c) The beak or rostrum of a still, (d) The end of a man-
irel on which the chuck of a lathe is secured, (e) In me-
tal., an accumulation of chilled material around the end of
the twyer in the blast-furnace. (/) In glassMowing, the
round opening or neck leftwhen the blowpipe is separated
from the glass in blowing, (gr) The small marginal plate
of the upper shell of the hawkbill-turtle : same as /oot, 14.

(A) In tortoise-shell manuf., same as /oot, 13. (i) In entom.,
a name sometimes given to the front part of an insect's

head, comprising the clypeus and labrum : these, how-
ever, have noUiing in common with the nose of vertebrated
animals, (j) In arch. : (1) A drip ; a downward projection
from a cornice or molding, designed to throw off rain-

water. (2) A rib, projection, or keel characterizing any
member, as a mullion or molding.

The face (or what the workmen call the nose) of the
mullion. Encyc. Brtt., IV. 475.

(t) A point of land. [Prov. Eng.]

4. An informer. [Thieves' cant.]

Now Bni . . .

Was a "regular trump"— did not like to turn Nose.
Bwrham, Ingoldsby Legends, H. 181.

People might think I was a nose if anybody came after
me, and they would crab m&

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 391.

Aquiline nose, ahigh orprominent nose,convex in profile,

with a pointed tip, likened to an eagle's beak ; a Roman
nose.—As plain as the nose on one's face, very easy
to be seen or understood. [Colloq.]

Those fears and jealousies appeared afterwards to every
common man as plain as the nose on hisface to be but meer
forgeries and suppositious things.

HoweU, Parly of Beasts, p. 35. (Davies.}

Bottle nose. See tottlenose.—Bridge Of the nose. See
def. 1.

—

BuU nose. See buUnose.— Colunm of the
nose. See cojumn.—Nose helve. See helve.— 'Sose of
wax, a pliable, yielding person or thing.

'

But vows with you being like

To your religion, a nose of wax.
To be turned every way.

Massinger, Unnatural Combat, v. 2.

Pug nose, a tip-tilted or turned-up nose : the opposite of
the aquiline nose.

—

Roman nose, an aquiline nose.

—

Skull of the nose the bony capsule ot the nose; the
mesethmoid and ethmoturbinal bones, upon which the
olfactory nerves chiefiy ramify.—To he bored through
the noset, to be cheated. Davies.

I have known divers Dutch Gentlemen grosly guld by
this cheat, and som English hor^d also through the nose this
way. Howell, Forraine Travell, p. 44.

To bring, keep, put, or hold one's nose to the grind-
stone. See grindstone.—To cast in the noset, to twit

;

fling in the face.

A feloe had cast him in the nose, that he gaue so large
monie to soche a naughtie drabbe,

UdaU, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 66.

To follow one's nose, to go straight ahead.—To hold
one's nose. See ftoidi.—To lead by the nose. See
leadi.—To put one's nose out of Joint. See joint.-To
take pepper in the noset, to take offense.

Aman is teisty, and anger wrinckles his nose, such aman
takes pepper in the nose.

Optick Glasse of Humours (1639). (Nares. )

To tell or count noses, to count the number of persons
present. [Colloq.]

The polle and number of the names ... I think to be
but the number of the Beast, if we onely tell noses, and
not consider reasons.

Bp. Gauden, Tears of the Church, p. 105. {Davies.^



nose

Nor think yourself secure in doiug wrong
By MKnj noses with a party strong. Sto^, ToGay.

To thrust one's nose into, to meddle offloiously with.
—To turn up tJie nose, to express scorn or contempt
by a toss of the head with a slight drawing up of the nos-
trils.

To turn up his nose at his father's customers, and be a
fine gentleman. George Eliot, Mill on the Moss, iii. 6.

To wipe another's noset, to cheat or defraud him.

A. What hast thou done?
G. I have tuiped the old mens noses of the money.

Terence in English (1614). (JVares.)

0nder one's nose, under the immediate range of one's
observation ; before one's very face.

I am not ignorant how hazardous it will be to do this
under the nose of the envious.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

nose^ (noz), «.;_pret. and pp. nosed, ppr. nosing.

[< »o«ei, ».] I. trans. 1. To smell; scent.

You shall nose him as you go up the stairs.

Shak.; Hamlet, iv. 8. 38.

During the song, one I!,obert Munday and his son, rural
fiddlers, who by instinct nosed festivities, appeared at the
gate. C. Meade, Clouds and Sunshine, p. 8.

2. To face; oppose to the face.

I must tell you you're an arrant cockscomb
To tell me so. My daughter no^d by a slut

!

Randolph, Jealous Lovers, i. 4.

If we pedle out y» time of our trad, others will step in
and nose us.

Sherley, quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation, p. 266.

3. To utter in a nasal manner; twang through
the nose. Cowley.—4. To touch, feel, or ex-
amine with the nose ; toss or rub with the nose.

Xiambs are glad
Nosing the mother's udder.

Tennyson, Lucretius.

The shaggy, mouse-coloreddonkey, nosing the turf with
his mild and huge proboscis.

B. James, Jr., Pass. Pilgrim, p. 43.

The viper then returns to it [its prey] with a slow glid-

ing motion, noses the entire body, and finally seizes the
latter by the head and swallows it.

Sei. Amer., N. S., LIX. 262.

To nose out, to find or find out by or as if by smelling
about.

II. intrans. 1. To smell; sniff.

Methinks I see one [an opossum], . . . nosing as it goes
for the fare its ravenous appetite prefers. AuMbon.

2. To pry curiously or in a meddlesome way.

Perpetual nosing after snobbery at least suggests the
snob. R. L. Stevenson, Some Gentlemen in Piction.

To nose in, in coal-mining, said of a stratum when it dips
beneath the ground. [Eng.]—To nose out. (o) In the
fisheries, to swim high, with the nose out of water, as a
fish, (b) In coal-mining. See the quotation.

In advancing southwards along the synclinal axis, he
[the observer] loses stratum after stratum and gets into

lower portions of the series. When a fold diminishes in

this way it is said to nose out.

A. GeiUe, Bncyc. Brit., X. 301.

nose^t, n. A Middle English form of noise.

aosean (no'ze-an), n. [Named after K. W.
Nose, a German geologist (1753-1835).] A
mineral occurring in dodeeahedral crystals,

also granular-massive, with a grayish, bluish,

or brownish color. It is a silicate of aluminium and
sodium containing also sodium sulphate, and is closely
related to hauyne, but contains little or no calcium. It

occurs in volcanic rocks, especially near Andemach on
the Bhine. Also called nosite.

nose-ape (noz'ap), ». The proboscis-monkey.
See cut at Nasatis.

nose-bag (noz'bag), n. A bag to contain feed
for a horse, having straps at its open end, by
which it may be fastened on the horse's head.

Calm as a hackney coa<!h-horse on the Strand,
Tossing about his nose-bag and his oats.

Wolcot (Peter Pindar), p. 266. (Davies.)

nose-band (noz'band), ». That part of a bri-

dle which comes over the nose and is attached

to the cheek-straps. Also called nose-piece. See
cut under harness.

nose-bit (noz'bit), n. In Moeh-maMng, a bit

similar to a gouge-bit, having a cutting edge
on one side of its end. Also called slit-nose HI, shell-

auger, and pump-bit, because used to bore out timbers for

pump-stocks or wooden pipes.

nosebleed (noz'bled), n. [< ME. noseblede; <

«osei + hleed.'] 1. A hemorrhage or bleeding

at the nose; epistaxis.— 2. The common yar-

row or milfoil. It was once reputed to cause bleed-

ing when placed at the nose, and in love-divinations that
eifect presaged successful courtship.

nose-brain (noz'bran), n. The olfactory lobes

of the brain; the rhinenoephalon. See second
cut under brain.

nosebum (noz'bfem), n. A pungent Jamaica
tree, Daphnopsis UnifoUa of the Thymelmacece.

nosed (nozd), a. [< nosei- + -eoP.'] Having a

nose; especially, having a nose of a certain

kind specified by a qualifying word : as, long-

nosed; hook-nosed.
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The slaves are nos'd like vultures : how wild they look 1

PletcTier, Sea Voyage, v. 2.

nose-fish (noz'fish), ». The ha,t-6sb., Malthe
vespertilio. . See cut under bat-fish.

nose-flute (noz'flSt), M. 8ee.^M«el.

nose-fly (noz'fli), n. The bot-fly, CEstrus ovis,

which infests the nostrils of sheep, in which
are deposited its living larvse. See cut under
sheep-bot.

nosegay (noz'ga), n. [Lit. 'a pretty thing to

smeU'; < nose^ + gay\ ».] A bunch of flowers

used to regale the sense of smell; a posy; a
bouquet.

She hath made me four and twenty nosegays for the
shearers. Shak., W. T., iv. 3. 44.

Two priests of the convent of Arcadi came to us, and af-

terwards the steward of the pasha Cuperli, who brought
me a present of a nosegay and a water melon.

Pocoeke, description of the East, II. i. 269.

nosegay-tree (noz'ga-tre), n, A low tree of

tropical America and the West Indies, in two
species, Plumeria rubra, the red, and P. alba,

the white nosegay-tree. See frangipani and
Plumeria.

nose-glasses (n6z'glas'''ez), «. pi. Eye-glasses
connected by a spring by which they are held
on the nose, one eyepiece being so adjusted as
to fold back on the other when not in use ; a
pince-nez.

nose-herbt (noz'ferb), n. An herb fit for a nose-
gay; a flower. Shak., All's Well, iv. 5. 20.

nose-hole (noz'hol), ». l. In glass-m,ali:ing,\he

open mouth of a furnace at which a globe of

crown-glass is exposed during the progress of

manufacture in order to soften the thick part
at the neck which has just been detached from
the blowing-tube.— 2. In zool., a nostril.

nose-horn (noz'hdm), n. 1. The horn of a
rhinoceros.— 2. The nasicorn or rhinotheca of
a bird.

nose-key (noz'ke), n. In carp., same as fox-
wedge. M. H. Knight.

noselt, n, -An obsolete form of nozle.

noselt, v. An obsolete form of nuzzle.

nose-leaf (noz'lef), n. A peculiar appendage
of the snout of many bats, as the rhinolophine
and phyllostomine forms, consisting partly of
foliaceous extension and complication of the
integument, partly of modifled glandular struc-

tures (of the same character as those in which
the vibrissBB of other bats are inserted) well sup-
plied with nerves, the whole forming a delicate
and highly sensitive tactile organ. See cut
under Phyllorhina.

Bats have the sense of touch strongly developed in the
wings and external ears, and in some species in the flaps

of skin found near the nose. These nose4eaves and expand-
ed ears frequently show vibratile movements, like tlie an-
tennee of insects, enabling the animal to detect slight at-

mospheric impulses. Eneyc. Brit,, XXIII. 479.

nose-led (noz'led), a. Led by the nose; dic-

tated to ; domineered over.

I will not thus be nose-led byhim. 111 even brusque it

a little, if he goes on at this rate. Scott, Woodstock, vii.

noseless (noz'les), a. [< nose^ + -less.'] Des-
titute or deprived of a nose.

Mangled Myrmidons,
That Twseless and handless, hack'd and chip'd, come to him.

Shak., T. and C, v. 6. 34.

noselingt (noz'ling), adv. [ME., < nose^ +
"

] On the nose.

nosonomy
fashion of passing it through the septum is still found
in India.

The Toreas, another Neilgherry HiU tribe, worship es-

pecially a gold nose-ring, which probably once belonged to

one of their women.
Sir J. Lubbock, Grig, of Civilisation, p. 217.

2. A ring for the nose of an animal, as a bull

or a pig.

nosetnirlt, nosethtirlt, nosethrillt, ». Obso-
lete forms of nostril.

Felle doune noselynge.
Morte d'Arthur, ii. 286. (Ealliwell.)

noselingsf (noz'lingz), adv. [< ME. noselynggys,

noslyngys; as nose'^ + -lings."] Same as noseUng,

nose-ornament (n6z'6r"na-ment), n. An orna-
ment inserted in some part of the nose, as a
nose-ring. The nose-ornaments represented in
Aztec sculpture are often of other than ring
form.
nose-piece (noz'pes), M. 1. Thenozleof ahose
or pipe.—2. In opUcs, the extremity of the tube
of a microscope to which the objective is at-

tached: the double (triple, quadruple) nose-
piece carries two (three, four) objectives,

any one of which may be quickly brought
into position by turning the arm on a pivot.

—

3. A nose-band.— 4. In armor, same as na-
sal, 1.

nose-pipe (noz'pip), n. A blast-pipe nozle in-

side the twyer of a blast-furnace.

nose-ring (noz 'ring), «. 1. A circular ornament
worn in the septum of the nose or in either of

its wings. This ornament has been worn in the East
from very ancient times, and is still in use among the more
primitive peoples of the Levant and in India and many
parts of Africa. In the Levant it is commonly passed
through one of the wings of the nose; but the older

nosey, a. be

nosilt, V. An obsolete form of nuzzle.

nosing (no'zing), n. [< nose^ + -ing^.] 1. In

arch., the projecting

edge of a molding or

drip; the projecting
molding on the edge
of a step in a stair.

—

2. In a lock, the keep-
er which engages the

latch or bolt. 3. A „_«, Nosings.—stairs and Buttress.

metal or rubber shield
formed to flt the projecting edge of a tread or

step of a stairway to protect it from wear, such
nosings are frequently extended to cover or partly cover

the tread also, and roughened or embossed to prevent the

feet from slipping upon them. Also called 8tair-n<)Bing.

nosing-motion (no'zing-md'shon), n. In spin-

ning, a system of mechanism whereby the ta-

pered part, apex, or nose of a cap is wound as

tightly and uniformly as the body.

nosing-plane (uo'zing-plan), n. A plane with

a rounded concave sole, nsed for dressing the

front edges of stair-treads and for similar work.

nosite (no'zit), n. [Named after K. W. Nose:
see nosean.] Same as nosean.

noslet, n. An obsolete form of nozle.

nosocomet (nos'o-kom), n. [< OF. nosocome, <

LL. nosocomiumj < Gr. voaoKo/telov, an infirmary,

a hospital, < voaoKo/^lv, take care of the sick, i

voaoKdfiog, taking care of the sick, < v6<toq, sick-

ness, disease, + Ko/ielv, take care of, attend to.]

A hospital.

The wounded should be . . . had care of in his great

hospital' or nosocome.
Urquhart, tr. of Kabelais, i. 61. (Davies.)

nosocomial (nos-o-ko'mi-al), a. [< nosocome +
-ial.] Eelating to a hospital : as, a nosocomial

fever. See/etieri

—

Nosocomial gangrene. Same
as hospUal gangrene (which see, under gangrene).

Nosodendron (nos-o-den'dron), n. [NL., < (Jr.

v6ao(, disease, + divSpov, tree.] A genus of the

coleopterous family Byrrhidm, erected by La-
treille in 1807. Two North American species are

known ; others are found in the West Indies and Ceylon.
It is considered by Lacordaire and others as worthy of
tribal rank, and the tribal name Nosodendrides is in use.

The principal characters are as follows ; head inclined,
not engaged in the thorax in repose ; mentum covering
the entire buccal cavity; labrum distinct; antennae eleven-
Jointed, inserted under a reflected edge of the head.

nosogenesis (nos-o-jen'e-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
vSaog, disease, + jevemc, production: see gene-
sis.] Same as pathogenesis.
nosogeny (no-soj'e-ni), n. [< NL. nosogenia, <

Gr. v6aoQ, disease, + -ytveta, < -yev^g, producing:
see -geny.] Same as pathogenesis.
nosograpmc (nos-o-^af'ik), a. [< nosography
+ -jp.] Of or pertaining to nosography or the
desdripfion of disease.

Thus Charcot's famousthree states ornosographic groups
were formulated in 1882, and have been much further
studied by his pupUs. Amer. Jour. Psychol., I. 497.

nosographical (nos-o-graf'i-kal), a. [< noso-
graphie + -al.] Same as noso'graphic.

nosographically (nos-6-graf'i-kal-i), adv. With
reference to nosography.
nosography (no-sog'ra-fi), n. [= ¥. nosogra-
phie = Sp. nos6grafia"= Pg. nosographia, < Gr.
vddoc, sickness, disease, + -ypaipia, < yp&<j>ctv,

write.] The description of diseases.

nosological (nos-o-loj'i-kal), a. [< nosology +
-ic-al.] Pertaining to nosology, or a systematic
classification of diseases.

nosologist (no-sol'o-jist), n. [< nosolog-y +
4st.] One wlio is versed in nosology ; one who
classifies diseases.

nosology (no-sol'o-ji), n. [= F. nosologie =
Sp. nosologia = Pg. nosologia, < Gr. vdaog, sick-

ness, disease, + -7i(yyia, < Xtyew, speak: see
-ology.] A systematic arrangement or classi-

fication of diseases; that branch of medical
science which treats of the classification of

diseases.

nosomycosis (nos^o-mi-ko'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
vdaos, disease, + NL. mycosis, q. v.] A disease
produced by parasitic fungi.
nosonomy (no-son'o-mi), n. [< Gr. vStrog, sick-
ness, disease, + 5vo/ia, name: see name.] The
classification and nomenclature of diseases.



nosophobia

nosophobia (nos-o-fo'bi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
••dCToc, disease, + -^o^ia, < ipk^cndoL, fear.] Fear
of disease

; pathophobia.
Noto^obia is certainly much more freqaent in men,

probaUy because women act as naiBes, and oooseqnently
bave no fear of infection. Lanck, Na 31M, p. 966.

nosophyta (no-sof'i-ta), n. pi. [< Gr. v6aoq, dis-
ease, + 0f7or, plant.] Dermatomyeoses.
nosopoietic (nos'6-poi-et'ik), o. [< Gp. *i»oo-
TToufrruioq, capable of makins sict, < voao-oielv,

make siok (of. voaonoii^, Tnaking sick), < v6aoQ,

sickness, disease, + Troiav, make, do: see
poetic.] Disease-producing. Also nosopoetic.

[Bare.]

Tlie qnalities of the air are noiopoetie—that is, hare a
power of producing diseases. ^rbutftno^ Effects of Air,

nosotaxy (nos'o-tak-si), n. [< Gr. v6aoc, sick-

ness, disease, + riifif, an arranging in order:

see tactio.'i The classification of diseases.

noss (nos), n. [A form of ticss.] A promon-
tory.

Who wast shotWill Paterson off the JToo .'—the Datch-
mau he saved from sinking, I trovr. SeoU, Pirate^ xL

nostt A contraction of ne most, knowest not.

Chaucer.
nostalgia (nos-tal'ji-a), n. [= F. nostalgie =
Sp. nostalgia= Pg. It? nostalffia, < NL. nostalffia

(NGp. voard/yla) (el. Gr. vooroyljaii, be home-
siok), < Gr. n&rrof^ a return, + a?.yoc, pain, grief,

distress.] Morbid longing to return to one's
home or native country; homesickness, espe-
cially in its severe forms, producing derange-
ment of mental and physical fonetioiis.

Long-drawn faces and contannal sighs evidenced nostalgia.

R. F. Burton, El-Uedinah, p. 454.

nostalgic (nos-tal'jik), a. [< nosteUgia + -tc.]

Relating to, characteristic of, or affected with
nostalgia; homesick.
nostalgy (nos-tal'ji), n. Same as nostalgia.

nostoc (nos'tok), ». [Also iiostocifc, <G. nostoch,

nostok (NIj. nostoc); said to have been first used
by Paracelsus and perhaps invented by him.]
1. A plant of the genus Nostoc.

The appearance is sometimesprodaced by the growth of
gdatinoDS protophyte^ lilce the nostoa.

Pop. So. Mo., XXTm. n3.

2. [cap.'} [Nil.] A genus of fresh-water algse

belonging to the Ciyptophycete or Oyanophycete,

thelowestgroup of algsB, and typicalof tiiefam-
ilyJrostofooeff and subclass A"ostoeWn«B. Theyare
characterized by liaving a gelatinous or ooriaceons foond
which is globose or lobedand filled with endedmoniliform
filaments formed of spherical or elliptical, usually colored,

cells; reproduction is effected by meansof heterocjstsand
hormogonia. They are abundant in moist places, in fresh

water, or even on otherplants. From their sudden appear-

ance after rains in summer they have been called vrilehe^-

tuUtr,fiiUen-ftars, spiole-qf-tliestan, etc Several of the
species are edible, .V. edule of China being a favorite in-

gredient in soup.

Nostocacea (nos-to-ka'se-e), h. pi. [NIj., <

Nostoc + -acta.'} A family of fresh-water al-

gffi belonging to the subclass Nostochinece of the

class Cyanophycece (firyptopln/cea), and typified

by the genus Nostoc.

nostocaceons (nos-to-ka'shius), a. Of, per-

taining to, or resembling the Nostocafea.

Nostochines (nos-to-Mn'f-e), n. pi. prL., <

Nostoc + -»ne(F.] A' subclass or group of al-

ga, of the class Cyanophycece, inducQng the

families Nostocaeea, Bii'ulariaeea, Scytotienw-

Cfce, and OscUlariaceiE, in which the individual

consists of a cellular or pseudocellular filament,

reproduced by motile hormogonia, and in some
faTnilies forming heterocysts.

nostol%ic (nos-to-loj'ik), o. [< nostolog-y +
-ie.2 Saraoteiized by extreme senility: be-

longing to the last period of old age, or ''second

childhood" ; relating to nostology. in the nosto-

Icgie stage of the life of any animal there is exhibited a
return to the characteristics of the youthful state, owing
to disapi>ear«nce of the adult characters. This is shown
in ammonites, for example^ by the inrtlal or entire loss of

the ornamentationwhichcharacterizesthe adult stage;and
a marked decrease in size. In consequence of these pro-

gressive changes, a specimen may finally acquire some-

thing of the aspect of its own youthful stage.

The last changes in the ontology of the animal may be
termed the yoUologie stage. Amer. Ifat, XXII. 883.

nostology (nos-tol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. vAttoc, return,

+ -Myla, < Ai}-av', speak: see -ology.} The
science of extreme old age or senility ; especial-

ly, the doctrine of the correlationsbetween nos-

tologio stages of one organism and the adult

stages of aberrant or de^»ded forms of other

oisanisms belonging to the same CToup. Hyatt,

Ptoo. Bost. Soe. Nat. Hist., XXTTT. 1887.

nostomania (nos-to-ma'ni-&), «. [< Gr. vSaroc,

a return, + /javia, madness: see mania.'] A high

degree of nostalgia.
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nostlificate (nos'tri-fi-kat), r. /.; pret. and pp.
nostrificated, ppr. nostrifieatiiui. [< L. nostei-

(nosir-), our (see nostrum), '+ -ficare, < fa-
cere, make.] To adopt as our own ; accept as
equally valid with our own.
A special examination was recently held . . . for the

purpose of nottrificating the Edinburgh M. D. held by
Sr. John Brodie. Laiuxt, ^~o. 3451, p. 8ia

nostrification (nos'trl-fl-ka'shon), n. [< nos-

trificate + -ion.] The act of adopting a for-
eign diploma, degree, paper, etc., as of equal
validity with our own.
There are no definite rules for the no^rification of for-

eign diplomas (in Austria].

U. S. Cons. Etp., Xo. 54 (1885), p. 4Si

nostril (nos'tril), n. [Early mod. E. nosethriU,

< ME. nostril, nostrel, nosterl, nosthirl, nose-
thrU, noseOiirl, noosthril, nosethyrl, nosethurl,

ne^ethirl, nesthyryHe, nasethirl, nesethruU, ete.,<

AS. nosthyrl, tuBsfhyrl, pi. nos^tyrlv, MBsihyrlu,
and reduced nosterle (= OFries. nosterle, nos-
terlen, nosterline), lit. 'nose-hole,' < wtwu, nastt,

nose, -I- thyrl, tkyrel, a hole : see nose^ and thirl,

thriU. The second element became obs. as an
independent word, and suffered corruption in
the compound.] 1. One of the external open-
ings of the nose; a nasal orifice; a nans or
narial aperture. The word is commonly restricted to
the external opening. ^XostrQs are paired, out may be so
united as to appear more or less as one. They usually
present more or less directly forward, often sidewise, less

frequently upward, seldom downward as in man. ThOT
are found in almost every shape that a hole can take^ and
details of their configuration and position often furnish
zoological characters. Inanimalsbelowmammalsthenos-
tnls are usually, if not always, motionless. In mostmam-
mals they are mobile, much more so than in man, being
furnished with well-developed muscles for dilatation and
contraction or even complete closure. Thus, among ceta-

ceajis and various other aqnatic mammals the nostrils are
perfectly valvular, guarding against the entrance of water.
In those animnlHwhose nose is a tactile organ the nostrils

are sometimes fringed with processes like tentacles, as in
the star-nosed mde. The nostrils of birds are often prom-
inent homy tubes, as those of petrels and some goat-
suckers. See cuts under MS, JuLmar, and Condj^vra.

Wype not thi nose nor thi nos-iMriyi,

Than mene wylle sey thou come of cherlys.
Babees Book (E. £. T. S.]; p. 25.

Every man myght se it openly.
Huge month and large gret nostreCes also.

Bam. qfPttrteno!) (E. K T. S.X L U64.

Bis fwse-thurUs hlake were and wyde.
Chamxr, Oen. Frol. to C. T., L 657.

Every creature . . . hath life in its nosbriU.

I. ITaUon, Complete Angler, p. 25.

The front-stall of the bridle was a steel plat^ with aper-
tures for the eyes and nostrils. Seott, Talisman, L

He took the sponge, dipped it in and moistened the
corpse-like face ; he asked formy smelling-bottle, and ap-
plied it to the nostrtb. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre; xx.

2t. Scent. [A Latinism.]
Hethinks a man

Of your sagacity and clear nostril shonld
Have made a better choice. B Jonson.

Breath of the nostrils. See breatK

nostriled, nostiilled (nos'trild), a. [< nosti-a

+ -ed2.] Having nostrils; especially, having
nostrils of a specified size, shape, or position:

as, double-Hosfe-iied. See moiiorftine.

nostmm (nos'trum), n. [< L. nostrum, neut.

of noster, our, ours, < nos (gen. nostrum), we
(= Gr. dual val, Attic vu= Skt. nos), pi. of ego,

I: see I^. The name is supposed to refer to the

habit of quacks and other advertisers of claim-

ing special virtue for their wares as "our own
make.'^ 1. A medicine the ingredients of

which, and the method of compounding them,
are kept secret, for the purpose of restricting

the profits of sale to the inventor or proprietor

;

especially, a quack medicine.

What droD or no^rum can this plague remove?
Pope, ProL to Satires, L 29.

Hence— 2. Any scheme or device of a quack
or charlatan.

They [the people) will fan a prey . . . to the incentives

of agitators, the arts of imjH^ors, and the nostrums of

quacks. Brougham.
In gnid time comes an antidote

Against sic poison'd nostrum.
Bums, Holy Rdr.

nosy (no'zi), a. [Also nosey; < nosei -I- -yi.]

Having a la^e or prominent nose.

The knight . . . and his nosy squire.

Jards, tr. of Son Quixote, IL ii. 14. (Dories.)

Has heer'd of theDuke ofWellington ; he was Old Nosey.
Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, L 474.

not! (not), adr. [< ME. not, nott, nat, a reduced
form of nought, noht, etc., naught, naht, naught:
see naught, adv. The three letters of iiotrepre-

sent three words, n(e) + o* (aji) + (toAi)*.] A
word expressing negation, denial, refusal, or

notability

prohibition: as, I will not go; he shall not re
main; will you answer! I vnil not. when mrf
qualifies a verb, either individually or as the main ^^ ord
of a proposition, it now almost invariably follows the verb

;

but in forms compounded with auxiliaries, it follows the
auxiliary, or the first of them : as, I think not; I do not
think so ; I should not have thought so. Except in ele-
vated style, the use of not is now almost always accom-
panied by the use of an auxiliary : as, 'I do not see it,'

for * 1 see it not.' Not, spoken with emphasis, often stands
for the negation of a whole sentence referred to : as, I
hope not (that is, I hope that the state of things you de-
scribe does not exist).

In that Chapelle syugen Prestes, Yndyenes ; that is to
seye, Prestes of Tnde ; noght aftiroure Lawe, butaftir here.

MandeviUe, Travels, p. SO.

The lordis seid to hym anon,
Joly Kobyn let hym nojt gon
Tille that he have etyn.

US. Cantab. Ff. v. 48, t 52. (BaUivxU.)

Item, in an old Chyrch nott fer Srom the Castell of Myl.
lane ys a Solatory and a Dilectable Place, wher lyes the
Holy Body of Seynt Ambros.

TorHngton, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 4.

I not doubt
He came alive to land.

Shak., Tempest, ii. 1. 121.

These soft and silken wars are not for me.
Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, L 1.

I hate their vices, not their persons.
BuTlon, Anat of MeL, To the Beader, p. 76.

I care not a fig for thy looking so big.

Bobin Hood and the Tanner (Child's Ballads, V. 225)w

They avenge, saith he, and they protect ; not the inno-

cent but the guilty. MilloH, Hist. Eng., iiL

Woods climbing above woods.
In pomp that fades not.

Wordsuxirth, Sonnets, ill. 10.

1 know these Moors well, and doubt tioC but that they
may readily be thrown into confusion.

Irving, Granada, p. 78.

[In colloquial use not, following an auxiliary, is often con-
tracted, as eon'f , don't, shan% wont, isnX ain*t, aren't, for

cannot, do not, shall riot, un2Z not (woU not), is not, am not,

are not Don't is often incorrectly used for doesn't, and
ain't for isn't.]— Not at alL See at aU (c), imder alL—
Not butk being equal to two negatives, is a weak affirm-

ative ; hence cannot but is eqnival^it to »)u^ See frutl,

eonj.
To pleye and walke on fote,

Nat but with fjrve or six of hir meynee.
Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 333.

Not but that. See that, eonj., 1.—Not only. See only.

—Not that. See that, eonj., 1.—Not the less, not less

on that accoimt. Compare nath£les8, neeerthelesg.—Not
the more, not more on that account. Compare natA«more.

So thick a drop.8erene hath qnench'd their orb%
Or tiini suffusion veil'd. Tet not the more
Cease I to wander where the Muses haunt

Milton, P. L., iii 26.

not2 (not), a. [Also nott; < ME. not, < AS.
hnot. shaven, shorn.] Shaven; shorn; close-

cropped; smooth: as, a not head. [Prov. Eng.]

A ttot heed hadde he with a broun visage.

Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., L 109.

Not heads and broad hats, short doublets and iong
points. B. Jonson, World in the Moon.

not2 (not), V. t. [Formerly also nott; < »io<2, a.]

To shave; sihear; poll. [Prov. Eng.]

Zuaxmare [It], to poule,to nott, to shane or cut off ones
haire. Florio, 1598.

Sweet Lirope, I have a lamb,
Kewly wean^ from the dam,
Of the right kind, it is netted.

Drayton, Muses' Elysium, n.

not^t. A Middle English contraction of ne trot,

know not. Also note.

Forsothe he was a worthy man withall^
But sooth to seyn I noot how men him calle.

Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., L 2Si.

nota^ (no'ta), ». [It. : see nofel.] In music, a
note.—Nota Imona, an accented note.— Nota cambi-
ata or cambita, eifher a changing-note (see passing'

note), or in counterpoint an irregular resolution of a d^
cord by a a^p to a concord.—Nota cattiva, an unac-
cented note.—Nota quadrata or qnadriqnarta, a Gre-
gorian or plain-song note.—Nota rOTnana, a neume.

nota^, n. Plural of notttm.

nota Dene (no'ta be'ne). [L.: nota, 2d pers.

sing. imp. of noiare, mark, note; bene, well.]

Xote well; mark carefully. Usually abbrevi-

ated X B.

notabilia (no-ta-bil'i-a), n. pi. [L., neut. pi.

of jiotofti/is, noteworthy, remarkable: seenota-

ble.] Notable things; things worthy of notice.

notabUity (nd-ta-bil'i-ti), «.; pi. notabilities

(-tiz). [< ME. notabili'te, < OF. nofaUHte, F. no-

tabilite = Sp. notabilidad = Pg. notabilidade =
It. notabUiti; as notable + -ity(see -bility).'] 1.

The character of being notable; notableness.
— 2t. A notable saying.

If a rethor couthe faire endite.

He in a chronique saufly mighte it write

As for a sovereyn notaftifitee.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Talei L 389.

3. A notable person; a person of note



notability

1 need not enumerate the celebrated llteraiy person-
ages and other notabilities whom Emerson met

0. W. Eolmeij Emerson, vii.

notable (no'ta-bl), a. and n. [< ME. notable,
< OF. notable', P. notable = Pr. Sp. notable =
Pg. notavel = It. notabile, < L. notabilis, note-
worthy, extraordinary, < notare, mark, note

:

see note^, v. In def. 4 also pronounced not'-
a-bl, and by some referred unnecessarily to
note^, use, etc., but notable in this sense is the
same word.] I. a. 1. Worthy of notice ; note-
worthy; memorable; remarkable; noted or dis-
tinguished; great; considerable; important;
also, such as to attract notice; conspicuous;
manifest.

Vnto this feste cam harons full many.
Which notable were and ryght ful honeste,
Ther welcomyng the Erie of Forests.

Horn. ofPartenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2741.

They [the French] confess our Landing was a TWtable
Piece of Courage. Howell, Letters, L t. 5.

In September, by the special Motion of the Lord Crom-
well, all the notoMe Images, unto which were made any
special Pilgrimages and Offerings, were taken down and
burnt. Saker, Chronicles, p. 286.

The goat had a notable horn between his eyes.

Dan. yiil. 6.

Mark the fleers, the gibes, and notable scorns,
That dwell in every region of his face.

Shak., Othello, iv. 1. 83.

This was likely to create a notatle disturbance.
Evelyn, Diary, June 2, 1675.

They [Sayanians] prepare an intoxicating drink from
milk, which they consume in notable quanti^.

Skenee, V. 39.

2. Notorious; well or publicly known. .

This is no fable.

But knowen for historial thyng notable.

Chaucer, Doctor's Tale, 1. 156.

They had then a Twtdble prisoner, called Barabbas.
Mat. xxvii. 16.

A most notaMe coward, and infinite and endless liar.

Shak., All's Well, ui. 6. 10.

3t. Useful; profitable.

Your honourable Uncle Sir Kol)ert Mansel, who is now
in the Mediterranean, hath been very notable to me, and I
shall ever acknowledge a good part of my Education from
him. Howell, Letters, I. ii. 5.

4. (Usually not'a-bl). Prudent; clever; capa-
ble; industrious':' as, a notable housekeeper.

Hester looked busy and notable with her gown pinned
up behind her, and her hair all tucked away under a clean
linen cap. Mrs. GaskeU, Sylvia's Lovers, xiii.

ifotaUe people complain, very properly, of thriftless and
untidy ones, but they sometimes agree better with them
tlian with rival notabilities.

Mrs. J. E. Ewing, Lob Lie-by-the-Fire, p. 34.

He never would have thought of marrying her, though
the young woman was both handsome smAnotable, if he
hadn't discovered that his partner loved her.

L. M. Alcott, Hospital Sketches, p. 157.

=Syn. Noted, Notorious, etc. (see famous), signal, eztra-

ordmaiy.

II. n. A person or thing of note, importance,
or distinction.

Varro'a aviary is still so famous that It is reckoned for

one of those riotables which foreign nations record.
Addison.

The tribunal of commerce, composed of business men
elected hytiie notables of their order, deals with cases aris-

ing out of commercial transactions.
JEncyc. Brit., XVm. 286.

Assembly of Notables, in French hist., a council of
prominent persons from the three classes of the state, con-

voked by the kings on extraordinary occasions. The in-

stitution can be traced to the reign of Charles V. (four-

teenth centuryX but the two most famous assemblies were
those of 1787 and 178^ summoned by Louis XVI. in view
of the impending crisis.

notableness (no'ta-bl-nes), n. The state or

character of being notable, in any sense of that

word.
notably (no'ta-bU), adv. In a notable manner,
(a) Memorably;"remarkably; eminently.

[The Britons] repuls't by the Itoman Cavalrie give back
into the Woods to a place notoMy made strong both by Art
and Nature. MHUm, Hist. Eng., ii.

(6) Notoriously; conspicuously.

They both founde at length howe notably theyhad bene
abused. Spenser, State of Ireland.

(c) With show of consequence or importance.

Mention Spain or Poland, and he talks very notably ; but
if you go out of the gazette, you drop him. Addison,

(d) (not'a-bli). With prudence or thrift; industriously;

carefully; prudently; cleverly.

notacanth (no'ta-kanth), n. Any fish of the

genus Notacanthiis.

Notacantha (no-ta-kan'tha), n.pl. [NL., neut.

pi. of Notaoanthm : see notacanthous.'\ 1. In

Latreille's system of classification, the fourth

family of Diptera, divided into Mydasii, Deca-

toma, and Stratiomydes, corresponding to the

three modern families Mididce, Beridm, and
Stratiomijidce.— 2. The Stratiomyidce alone.
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Notacanthi (no-ta-kan'thi), n.pl. [NL., pi.

of Notacanthus : see notacanthous.'] A family
of aeanthopterygians : same as Notacanthidce.
Giinther.

NotacantMdse (no-tar-kan'thi-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Notacanthus + -idw.'} Afamily of fishes, typi-

fied by the genvis Nbtacanflms; the spinebaoks.
They are of elongate form ; the dorsal spines are short and
free ; behind them is one (or no) soft ray ; the anal fln is

very long and composed of spines and rays ; and the ab-
dominal ventral fins have several inarticulate and more
than five soft rays. They are marine, and live in cold deep
water. About 10 species of 2 genera are known.
notacanthine (no-ta-kan'thin), o. 1. Of or per-
taining to the genus Notacanthus.— 2. Of or
pertaining to the Notacantha.
notacantnoid (no-ta-kan'thoid), a. and n. I.

a. Of or pertaining to the Notacanthidce.

II. n. A fish of the family Notacanthidce.

notacanthous (no-ta-kan'thus), a. [< Nil. No-
tacanthtts, < Gr. votoc, the back, + amvBa, a
spine.] In zool., having spines upon the back

:

as, a notacanthous insect.

Notacanthus (no-tgr-kan'thus), n. [NL. : see
notacanthous.'\ Th'e typical genus of Notacan-
thidce, having a series of spines along the back
in place of a fin.

noteeal (no-te'al), a. [< notcBum + -aZ.] Of or
pertaining to tlie notseum.
notsiun (no-te'um), n.

;
pi. notwa (-a). [NL., <

Gtr. varaiogj for vormloc, of the back, < varoi, the
back.] 1. In ormife., the entire upper surface
of a bird's trunk: opposed to gastrmum. See
cut under bird^.—2. In conch., a dorsal buckler,
analogous to the mantle, developed in opistho-
branchiate gastropods.
Also noteum.

notal^ (no'tal), a. [< Gr. vurof, varov, the back,
-I- -al.'] 1. 'iPertainingto the back; dorsal; ter-

gal.— 2. Specifically, in entom., pertaining to a
notum'.

notal^ (no'tal), a. [< note^ + -al.'] Pertaining
to notes or ^he tones which they represent.

notalgia(no-tal'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr. vaTOQ,vurrov,

the back, '+ akyog, pain, grief, distress.] In
pathol., pain in the back; rachialgia.

notal^ic (no-tal'jik), a. [< notalgia + -ic]
Pertaining to or affected with notalgia.

Notalia (no-ta'li-a), n. [NL., < Gr. v6Tog, the
south (see' Notus), + dAf, the sea.] In eoo-
geog., the south temperate marine realm or zoo-
logical division of the waters of the globe, ex-
tending from the southern isocrymal of 68° to
that of 44°. T. Gill, 1883.

.

Notalian (no-ta'li-an), a. [< Notalia + -an.] Of
or pertaining to Notalia.

notanencephalia (no-ta-nen-se-fa'li-a), ». [<
Gr. voTO{, the back, -1- avtyKiifia^c, without brain

:

see anencephalia.'] Congenital absence of the
back part of the cranium.
notar (no'tar), n. [< OF. notavre : see notary^.]

A notary. [Scotch.]

notarial (no-ta'ri-al), a. [< OF. notairial, F.
notarial; Bs notary (J-i. notarius) + -al.] 1. Of
or pertaining to a notary : as, a notarial seal

;

notarial evidence or attestation ; notarial fees.

Several pairs were kept waiting by the -notarial table
while the commandant was served.

The Century, XXXVII. 94.

2. Done or taken by a notary.

Madame Lalaurie, we know by notarial records, was in
Mandeville ten days after, when she executed a power of
attorney in favor of her New Orleans business agent.

The Century, XXXVIII. 697.

Notarial act. (a) The act of authenticating or certifying
some document or circumstance by a written instrument
under the signature and official seal of a notary, or of au-
thenticating or certifying as a notary some fact or circum-
stance by a written instrument, under his signature only.
R. Brooke, (b) An act before a notary, so authenticated
by him.—Notarial instruments, in Scots law, instru-
ments of sasine, of resignation, of intimation, of an as-
signation, of premonition of protest, and the like, drawn
up by a notary. Imp. Diet.

notarially (no-ta'ri-al-i), adv. In a notarial
maimer. Imp. Diet.

notaryi (no'ta-ri), n.
;
pi. notaries (-riz). [= F.

noiaire = Vv.notari = Sp. Pg. It. notario = AS.
notere, a writer, notary, < L. notarius, a stenog-
rapher, clerk, secretary, writer, < nota, a mark,
a sign: see note^.] 1. In the earlier history
of writing, a person whose vocation it was to
make notes or memoranda of acts of others
who wished to preserve evidence of them, and
to reduce to writing deeds and contracts.— 2.
A public officer authorized by law to perform
similar functions, and to authenticate the exe-
cution of deeds and contracts, and the accuracy
ofcopiesofdocuments,and to take affidavits and
administer oaths. Such an officer, although now com-
monly spoken of as a notaiy, is more formally designated

notation

as a notary pvMic, or public notary. In England tliuse

officers are appointed by the Court of Faculties of the Arcli-

bishop of Canterbury, the office having arisen under the

civil and ecclesiastical law. In France they are appointed

by the government, although the power of appointment
was formerly claimed by the Pope. In the United States

they are appointed in the several States usually by the

governor, the power of appointment being defined by tlie

law of the State. The general powers of notaries are not
defined by statute, being derived from the civil law and
the law merchant ; and their official acts, attested by signa-

ture and official seal, are generally received in evidence in

whatever country they are offered, while similar acts of

commissioners and other purely statutory officers are gen-
erally receivable only in the jurisdiction for which the offi-

cer was appointed, unless specially authenticated by some
judicial authority. In various jurisdictions some special

powers have been conferred upon notaries besides those
derived from the origin and nature of theur office.—Apos-
tolical notary, an official charged with despatching the
orders of the papal see.—Ecclesiastical notaxy, in the
early church, a clerk or secretary, especially a shorthand-

writer, employed to record the proceedings of councils

and tribunals, report sermons, take notes, and prepare
papers for bishops and abbots.—Notary pubUc. See
def. 2, above.

,
«

notary^t, notaryet, a- Corrupt forms of notory.

Notaspidea (no-tas-pid'e-a), n.pl. [NL., <

Notaspis + -idea.] A primary group of tecti-

branchiate gastropods, characterized by the

development of either a large notseum or a

true mantle, secreting a small external discoid

shell. It includes the families Pleurobranchidce,

Muncinidce, and Umbrellidce.

notaspis (no-tas'pis), n. [NL., < Gr. varoq, the

back, + aanig, shield.] 1. The first well-de-

fined central dorsal area of the embryo, it io

the outward appearance of the germ-disk or germinative
heap of endoderm- and mesoderm-ceUs within the blasto-

dermic layer of cells of the ectoderm ; at first circular,

then elongated, oval, sole-shaped, slipper-shaped, canoe-

shaped, etc. ; and along its long axis soon appears the prim-
itive furrow or primitive groove, in which the spinal col-

umn and spinal cord are to be laid down after this groove
has turned into a tube. Also called germ-shield.

2. to''-P-] ^'^ entom.: (at) Same as Oribates.

(&) A genus of ehalcid hymenopterous insects,

founded by Walker in 1834. They have the abdo-
men almost sessile, middle tibiffi spurred, ovipositor short,

hind femora with a single large tooth, and the mesoscu-
tellum large and acuminate. N. formieiformis of St Vin-

cent's Island, the only species known, is no doubt parasitic.

notate (no'tat), a. [< L. notatus, pp. of notare,

mark: see note^,v.] In gool. and 6ot., marked
with spots or lines; variegated.

notation (no-ta'shon), n. [= F. notation = Sp.

notaoion = tg. noiagSo = It. notazione, < L. no-

taUoin-), a marking, a designation^ an observa-
tion, the designation of the meaning and deri-

vation of a word, etymology, < notare, mark,
designate: seenote^,v.] 1. The act of noting,

in any sense.— 2. A system of written signs of

things and relations (not of significant sounds
or letters), used in place of language on account
of its superior clearness and brevity. Notations
are employed to advantage in everybranch of mathematics,
in logic, in astronomy, in chemistry, in music, in proof-
reading, etc. (a) Two systems of arithmetical notation
are now in use, the Koman and the Arabic. The Koman
system is employed for numbering books and their paris,

in monumental inscriptions, and in marking timber and
other objects with the chisel. A large number in this

system is written as follows : As many thousands as possi-

ble being taken from the number (without a negative re-

mainder), anM is written for everythousand ; five hundred
is then taken, if possible, and D is written for it ; as many
hundreds as possible are next taken, and a written for

each ; fifty is next taken, if possible, and L is written for it

;

as many tens as possible are next taken, and an X written
for each ; five is then taken, if possible, and V is written for

. it; andfinallyanliswrittenforeveiyunitremaining. But
usually instead of IIII is written IV ; in place of Villi,
IX ; in place of XXXX, XL ; in place of LXXXX, XC, etc
Anciently, there were other extensions of this system. The
Arabic notation consists in the useof the Arabic figuresand
decimal places. See Arabic and decimal, (b) In the alge-

braic notation employed in all branches of mathematical
analysis all objects upon which the operations of addition,
multiplication, etc., are performed are denoted by letters.

These objects are generally quantities (and are so called in

describing the notation), though they may be operations,

as in the calculusof functions, etc., geometrical conditions,
as in enumerative geometry, or propositions, as in the cal-

culus of logic. It is usual to give certain letters certain
significations (for which see the letters). Furthermore, co

denotes infinite magnitude ; 8 , the ratio of the circumfer-
ence to the diameter, or 3.14159 . .; S, the Napierian base,

or 2.71828 . .; X, aright angle, etc. The sign = placed be-

tween two quantities states their equality ; as, sp. gr. mer-
cury = 13.5. Inlikemanner, >means*js greater than,' <" is

less than.'-< Ms as small as,' >- * is as great as,'= ' is smaller
than or equal to,* ^ *is greater than or equal to,' =^ 'is

not equal to,' -t 'is not smaller than,' ^ 'is not ^eater
than,' — 'is proportional to,' ^ 'is congruent to,' in the
theory of numbers. The last sign is also used to mean
'is identically equal to,' thus stating two relations, one
mathematical, the other logical. Tlie sum of two quanti-
ties is denoted by writing them with the sign -I-, called

plus, between them : as, 8 -(- 2 = 5. The difference of two
quantities is denoted by writing first the minuend, then
the sign —, called minus, then the subtrahend : as, 6 — 8
= 2. When -h or — occurs with no quantity before it,

is to be supplied : thus, 3 — 5 s= — 2 means that 5 lees
than 3 is 2 below zero. But wnen a value has -1- or— af-

ter it and no quantity following, what is meant is that



notation
flometliiDg foTther is to be added or sabtncted. Tliesign
±, called piuM or mimu, is <n<diiiaril7 i^sed in a diqonc-
tive seose in vnitang the root of a qnadntic equation.
TtiQS» ii x= -i- X = 1, we write x = — i (1 = V S), meaning
tliat the equation is satisfied only by uie two values z =— t (1 + V 5) and x-~iil — y si He sign ± is also
used in astzoDomy, geode^, etc. after a Talae determined
by obserr^on, to introduce the inobahle error of that de>
termination. Smnmatwn is also signified by the letter ^.

M
Thus, 2i(l/i) means that in ^e expressirai l/i all the

whole numbers from 1 to n inclusive are to be successiTe-
ly snbstitated for i and the resulting ^Ines added to-
ge^er to ^Te the quantity denoted by the expression.
When the limits are not indicated, the lowor one is to be
understood as constant, and goierally xero^ and the upper
one as one less than the actoal value of the variable. For
example if we write £ (2z -t- 1} = z^, this signifies

(2n + 1) = i2.

In like manner, a is used to signify the difference, or the
amount by which the quantity written after it would be in-

creased by increasing the variable by unity. The vari^le
may be indicated by a subjacent l^t» ; thus, Aj^d^ =
(*+ !>'— »'; butAjrt^ = z^ + i— »' = (x— l>rr. The
product of two quantities is denoted 1^ writing them in
their order, either direcUy, or with an interposed cross (x )

or dot (.) ; thus, 3xa = 3.a = 3a. A quotient is usually
denotedbyone of the signs -i- or : <»' /, with,thedividend be-
fore it and the divisor after it, or by a horinnital line with
ihe dividend above and the dtviaor b^ow. A continued
product is also written with n, just as a summation is writ-
ten with X ; but when the limits are not indicated,thelower
one is constant^ and generally nni^, and the npp«r one the
actualTalueofthevaiiahle. A positivewholenumber with
the marie of admiration (!) aft^ it denotes the continued
productof all numbersfrom 1 up tothat numberindusive

;

thus, 4! = 2i. Instead of the nuirk of admiration, a right-
angled line beneath and at the left of the number is some-
times used : as, ^ A power of a quantity is denoted by
writing the exponent to ttie right andabove the base; thus,
x3 = x.x.x. This notation is extended to symtx>ls of op-
earation. Thu^A^ = aau; andA—lu = Sit, because u =
AA—lu == AXu. If the enionent is included in parenthe-
ses, ti^ quantity draiotea is the continued product of a
nmnlKr of factors equal to the exponent, onp factorbeing
&e base^ and the others the results uf successive subtrac-
tions of 1 from the base; tha% a^^)=x {x— 1)(2— 2). A
root is denoted either by a fractacmal exponent, or by tb j

sign y written before the bas^ with the index above and
to the left ; thus, ^8 = 2. If the index is omitted, it is

understood to be 2L One of the most important parts of
algebraical notation is the use of parentheses ( X square

bracket^ [ \ braces, < >-, and vincula or horisontal lines

above the expre^ions, to signi^ that the symbols so in-

cluded are to be treated as signi^ing one quantity. Thus,
(3 -I- 2) X 5 = 85, bat 3 -r (2 X 5) = la Functions are
usoully denoted by operabve ^ymbo^ especially /, F,

^ % written beftve the variable, the latter being often
inclosed in par^itheses. If there are several variables,
these are inclosed in one parenthesis and separated by
commas, as ¥ (z, y). Various special functions have spe-
cial abbreviations, as 1(^ for logarithm, sin for sine, cos
for cosine^ tan for tangent, cot for oof^igent, sec for se-

cant oosec for cosecant, vsin for versed sin^ sinh for l^r-

perfoolic sine;, am for amplitude, sn for sine of the ampU-
tude;, en for cosine of the amplitude, etc (For the special
notati(Hi of matrices,det^minant^gr^hs, and groups, see
those WOTds.) A diffea^ntial is expre^ed by d before tiie

function, and a partial differ^itial is now generally writ-
ten with d instead of d; the variable is Indicated, if ne-
cessary, by a subjacent letter. A variation is es^ressed by
a & before the varying qnuitity- A diffs^ntial coefficient

is most frequently e^iessed fractionally as a ratio of dif-

d
ferentaalSjOr l^^i etc, written beforethefnnction. But

the capital D is often used : thus, IM^e' = s^~^> and
DfX^ = log X . x^. Differentiation relatively to the time
is frequently expressed by accents: thns«' = D2«and^' =
J>af. Dots over the letters are also used instead of the
accents, thisbeing tile tniginal fluxional notation ot New-
ton. Tlie differential coefflci^its of a functi<Hi are fre-

quently denoted by accents attached to the operational
symbols: thoa^ /"x = I>%fx. A number of other differ-

ential cqierataons are indicated by special operational sym-
bols as V for Laplace's operattH-. The integral of an ex-
pre^on is written with the sign f, introduced by Leib-
nitz before Uie differentiaL The limits of a definite in-

tegral are written above and below this sign. Besides
these notations^ there are many ottaears pecnliu' to differ-

ent branches of mathematics.

Sf. Etymological signification; etymology.
The notation of a word is whed the original theretrf is

sought out, and consisteth in two things: the kind and
the figure. B. Jonson, £ng. Grammar, viiL

Conscience is a Latin word, and, according to the very
notation of It, imports a double or jointknowledge. SouUu

4. In music, the act, process,- or result of indi-

cating mosieal facts by written or printed char-
acters. As a process and a science, musical notation is

a branch of sraniotics or semif^raphy in general .Vo-

tation is al^ used as a collective term for all the signs for
musical facts taken togetiier. Notation, whetherr^ardnd
as a science or as a body of visible characters, may be di-

vided into notation of jHtch, of duration, of force, of style,

etc The various historic systems of notation are more par-
ticular about pitch than about tiie other matters, (a) The
absolute and relative pitch of tones has been represented
by letters, bynenme^ by syllables, by numerals, by a staff,

and by more than one of these methods at once The an-
cient Greeks and Bomans used their alphabets, assiguing
sometimes a separate letter or similar character to each
tone of their tonal systems, and sometimes usingonlyseven
letters, which were repeated for succ^sive octaves. The
niedieval notations included all the different methods,
used both separately and in conjunction, letter-names be-

ing derived from the ancient notations, nenmes api>earing
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eariy from an unknown source, and solmization and the
staff-system being invented and developed from about the
e^hth or ninth century. Modem notations include all va-
rieties except neumes. Seeletter-nametnetane,soimiction,
numeral^ keyboard, aeaUj gtaf^ etc (p) The absolute and
relative duration of tones has been much less fully indi-
cated than pitch. Theancieut and medieval systemswere
decidedly defective in this regard. The appearance about
the twelfih.century of mensurable music necessitated the
use of characters having a definite metrical value ; hence
came the note-system, which was combined with the staff,

and also the various systems of tablature. Inmodem mu-
sic two methods are used— notes whose shape indicates
relative time-value, and a kind of tablature peculiar to the
tonic sol-fa Systran. (See note, taUattm, Untie tei-/a (un-
der tonie}, etc. ) Furthermore, tiie general tempo of a piece
or passage is indicated by such Itadian terms as (^Yzre,ada-
giOf andante, moderato, aUeffro, vivaee, pregto, etc Altera-
tions of tempo during a piece are indicated by aeoeierandOj
piumomiy9^ingendo,ritardandOjritenxdo,etidandOfetc. The
metrical treatment of individual tones is marked by stae-

eato, legato, etc (c) The absolute and relative force or
acc^it of tones is still le^ foUy indicated than pitch <ff'

duration. Vertical lines call^nm have besi used since
medieval times to indicate rhythmical and metrical sec-
tions or measures, each of which b^ins with a primary
accoit. In modern music various words and arbitrary
signs are used, asforte, jnono, crescendo (-<^X dimamendo
(I!!!>X mareando. (d) Other signs of various practical
import are the brace, repetU, da et^o, dal segno, doubie bar,
stur, etc See these words, (e) The general style of a piece
or passage is oftrai indicated in modem music by »ich
terms as ad 2tKtum, agUato, arpeggio^ cajdabUe, egpregswo,
sostenuto, eon brio. (/) Spe^c directions about per-
formance by the voice or an instrument also occur, as
mezza voce, arcato, poriaimento, dirisi, mano sinistra, piszi-
eato, ^ra {qttava), pedal, and many othra^ All these ver-
bal marks are translated into different languages, and are
subject to modification for particular effects, {g) Mod-
em musics following the later medieval music also em-
p]<^ to some extent a kind of numerical shorUiand for
harmonic facts. See thorough-bass, andfigttnd bassiuuder
&as83X—Alphabetic notatton, in musie. See def. 4 {a).

—Architectural notatlcai, amethod adopted of placing
signs to figures when marking dimensions on drawings: as
' for feet, " for inches, and '" for parts, etc—Chemicalno-
tation, a system of abbreviating and condensing state-

ments of the chsnical composition of bodies, and of their
changes and transformations, by means of symbols. See
ehemual formula^ under chemical.—Decimal notation.
See decimal.—Neomatic notation, in mtine. See det 4
(a), above, and alsonevme.—Mnm^ical notation, inmu-
sic See det 4 (g\ above, and numaicaL—Staff-nota-
taian^ in music See deL 4 (a) and (&X above, and also sta^
and note.—Tonic sol-fa notation, in music; See tonic

notatOT (no-ta'tor), n. [< ML. notator, < L. no-
tare, note: see notel,c.] An anuot-ator. [Rare.]

The notator Br. Potter in his epistie before it to the
re^er saith thus, Totum opus, £c Wood, Athense Oxon.

notch (noch), n. [An assibilated form of »oeA*.]

1. A nick or indentation; a small hollow or
nick cut or sunk in anything, as in the end of
an arrow for the reception of the bowstring.

From his rug Ihe skewY he take^
And on the stick ten equal notches makes.

Swift, ^Miscellanies.

The indented stick that loses day by day
Notch after notch, till all are smooth'd away.

Coicper, Tirocinium, L 560.

2. In carp,, a hollow cut in the face of a piece
of timber for the reception of another piece.
— 3, Anarrow defile or passage between moun-
tains ; or, more properly, the entrance to such a
defile, T^hen it is nearly closed by precipices or
walls of rock on either hand. The word is appor-
entiy limited in use to the region of the White Mountains
in Sew j&unpshire and of the Adirondack^ and has nearly
the same meaning as gap in the central parts of the Ap-
palachian range. [U. S.]

They landed, and struck through the wQdemess to a gap
or noteA of the mountains. Irving.

4. A step or degree; a grade. [CoUoq.]— 5.

A point in the game of cricket. [Bare.]

A match at cricketb^ween thegentlemen ofHampshire
and Kent on the one side and All England on the other

flTSSJ. The former won, says the " Annual Begister," by
"twenty-four mrfcA«." fortm^AtfyifCT.,Sr.S.,XLIIL377.

6. In zooL and anat,, an incision or incisore;

an emargination : as, the interclayicnlar noU^,
the depression over the breast-bone between
the prominent ends of the clavicles.— 7. In
armor

J
theboucheof a shield—Anteriornot6h of

the liver, a deep angular incisure in the front border of
Uie liver, between the right and left lobes. Also c^ed
un^HiaU or interiobular incisure or noteA.

—

davicular
notch, one of the superior lateral depressed surfaces of
tiie presternum, for articulation with the clavicles.—Co-
lloid, craniofacial, dicrotic notch. See the adjeo-
t£ve&—Ethmoidal notch,the mesial excavation between
the orbital plates of the frontal bone, for the reception of
tiie ethmoid bone— Great scapnlar notch, the notch
formed by the neck of the scapula and the acromion pro-
cess.— Intercondylar notch, the notch or fossa between
the femoral condyles belied.— Interlobnlar not^
See anterior natch of ihe 2»tfr.— Intervertebral notch,
a concavityon the upp^ and lower borders of the pedide,
forming, when in apposition with those of the contiguous
vertebrs, the intervertebral foramina.—Jugular notch,
a notch in front of tbe jugolarprocess of the occipital bone,
which contributes, with one on the temporal bone, toform
the jugular foramen.—Lacrymal notch, sn excavation
on the int^nal border of the orbital surface of tiie max-
illa, for the reception of the lacrymal bone.—Nasal
notch, (a) A serrated snrfoce of the frontal bone, for ar-

note
ticulation of the nasal and sup^or maxillary bone& (6)
The large notch of the maxilla that forms the lateral and
lower boundary of the entrance to the j\^sa\ cavity.

—

Notch of Bivini,a small notch in the upper anterior part
of the bony ring to which the ^mpanic manbrane is at-
tached. Also cidled tympame notch,—Notch of the con-
cha, the mclsnra intertiagica, or notch between the tra-
gus and the antitragus.—Notch ofthe kidney, thehilum
or porta renis.—Popliteal notch, a shallow depression
beti* een the tibial tuberosities behind.—Posteriornotch
of the liver, a wide concave recess between the right and
left lobes of thelirer,embracing the cruraof thediaphragm,
the cava, the aorta, and the esophagus.— Pterygoid
notch, tiie angnlar cleft between the tvro plates of the
ptep'goid process. cl'_ j^ by the palate-bone. Also called
indsura pterygmdea.— SciatiC notch, one of two notches
on tiie posterior borda of tiie hip-bone, the great (or ilio-

sciatic) and the smalL The gr^t sciatic notch is between
the posterior infericH' spine of the ilium and the spine
of the ischium, and is converted Into the great sacro-
sciatic foramen 1^ the sacrosciatic ligaments ; the small
sciatic notch is b^ween tlie spine and the tuberosity of
the techium, and is converted into a foramen by tiie same
ligaments.—Sigmoid notch, the excavation between the
condyle and the coronoid process of the mandible.— ^ihe-
nopalatilie notch, a notch between the sphenoidaluid
orbital processesofthepalate-bone, converted into thefora-
men of the same name by the ^henoid bone.—Supra-
orbital notchy a notch at the inner part of the orbital
arch, transmitting tiie supraorbital nerve and arteiy. It

is often a foramen.—Suprascapular notch, thenotch on
the superior border of the scapula, at the base of the
coracoid process, converted into a foramen byaligament or
a spicnlnm of bone.—Suprasternal notch, the notch or
depression at the upper end of the sternum, between the
st^nal ends of the stemoclidomastoid muscles.—The
top notch, the highest grade or degree of anything : as,

tA« top n^^cA of fasluon or elegance. [CoUoq.]—^Tympanic
not(^ Sameasno&Ao/'.Rinni.—^Umllllical notch. See
anterior notch qf the liver.

notch (noch), V. U [< notch
J
n. Cf. nock, r.] 1

.

To cut a notch or notches in; indent; nick;
hack: as, to notch a stick.

Before Oorioh he scotched him and notched him like a
carbonado. SbaJt., Cor., iv. 5. 199.

2. To place in a notch; fit to a string bv the
notch, as an arrow.

Mark how the ready hands of Death prepare

;

His bow is bent, and-he hatii noteh'd his dut.
Quaries, Emblems, L 7.

3. In cricket, to mark or score; have as score
the number of. [Slang.]

In short, when Dumkins was caught out, and Podder
stumped out, All-Muggleton had notched some fifty-four,

while the score of the Dingley Dellers was as blank as
tiieir faces. Didtens, Pickwick, vlL

notch-bloc^ (noch'blok), H. Same as snatcii-

block,

notch-board (nochnt>ord), n. In carp., same as
bridge-board.

notch-eared (noch'erd), a. Having emai^-
nate ears: as, the notch-eared bat, Vesper^io
emarginatus.
notched (noeht), a. 1. Having a notch or
notches; nicked; indented.

The middle claw of the heron and cormorant is toothed
and rwtehed like a saw. Poley, Sat. Theol., xiii.

2. Closely cut ; cropped, as hair : applied by
the Cavaliers to the soundheads.
She had no res^nblauce to the rest of the noteh'd ras-

cals. Sir R. Howard, The Committee;, L {Daisies.)

3. In zool., having one or more angnlar inci-

sions in the mai^in; emai^iinate.— 4. In bot.,

very coarsely dentate, the upi>er side of the
teethbeingnearly horizontal, as in the leaves of
Bh us toxicodendron,— Notched falcon. Seefalcon.

notchel (noch'el), r. t See nochel.

notching (noch'lng), u. [Verbal n. of notcli,

p.] 1. A notch or series of notches.— 2. In
engin., same as guUeUng.—3. In carp,, a simple
method of joining timbers in a frame, either
by dovetails or by square joints or lap-joints.

Calking, halving, and scar&ig are forms of it.

notching-adz (noch'ing-adz), ». A light adz
with a bit either of large curvature or nearly
straight, used for notching timbers in making
gains, etc. £. H. Knight,

notching-machine (noch'ing-ma-shen'), «. 1.

In sheet-metal working, a form of stamping-
press for cutting the comer notches in making
boxes, hinges, and other shapes of sheet-metal.

notchweed (noch 'wed), n. An ill-smelling

herb, Chenopodium Vuiraria^ of the northern
parts of the Old "World. Also called stinking

goosefoot and do(fs-orach,

notchwing (noeh'wing), n, A European tor-

tricid mothi Bhacodia caudana: an English
collectors' name.
note^ (not), H.l [Early mod. E. also noat; < ME.
note, nootCf a note, mark, point (not from the
rare AS. not, a mark, note),< OF. note, F. uote=
Sp. Pg. It. nota, < L. nota, a mark, sign, criti-

cal mark or remark, note. < noscere, pp. notvs,

know: see know'^. Hence note\ r.. notary\
etc. Cf. not€\ a.] 1. A mark or token by



note

which a thing may be known ; a sign ; stamp

;

badge ; symbol ; in logic, a character or quality.

Patience and perseverance be the proper jwtes whereby
God's children are known from counterfeits.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc, 1863), II. 71.

This difference we declyne, not as doth the Latines and
Greekes, be tenninationes, butwith TioaUs, after the maner
of the Hebrues, quhilk they cal particles.

A. Hume, Orthographic (E. B. T. S.), p. 29.

Some natural -noUs about her body.
Above ten thousand meaner moveables
Would testify, to enrich mine inventory.

Shak., Cymbeline, ii. 2. 28.

It is a 7V)te

Of upstart greatness, to observe and watch
^or these poor trifles. B. Jamon, Sejanus, v. 8.

2. Significance ; consequence ; distinction ; rep-
utation.

To be adored
With the continued style and note of gods
Through all the provinces, were wild ambition.

B. Jonson, Sejanus, i. 2.

Add not only to the number, but the note of thy genera-
tion. Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., i. 32.

Except Lord Robert Kerr, we lost nobody of note.

WaZpole, Letters, n. 19.

3. Notice; observation; heed.

Give order to my servants that they take
No note at all of our being absent hence.

SAai., M. of V.,v. 1. 120.

I have made some extracts and borrowed such facts as
seemed especially worthy of Twte.

O. W. Holmes, Emerson, i.

4. Notice; information; intelligence.

She that from Naples
Can have no note, unless the sun were post

—

The man i' the moon 's too slow.
Shak., Tempest, u. 1. 248.

5. A mark on the margin of a book drawing
attention to something in the text; hence, a
statement subsidiary to the text of a book elu-

cidating or adding something; an explanatory
or critical comment ; an annotation. In print-
ing: (a) An explanatory statement, or reference to author-
ity quoted, appended to textual matter and set in smaller
type than the text. Notes are of several kinds. A cut-in
note is set in a space left in the text, near the outer mar-
gin, and as nearly as possible in line with the matter re-

ferred to. A center-TMte is placed between two columns,
as in cross-references in some editions of the Bible. A
side-m>te or marginal nMe is placed in the outer margin of
the page, parallel with the lines of the text. Afoot-note,
or bottom note, follows the text at the foot of the page,
but does not encroach on the margin, as side-notes do. A
skovlder-note is one at the upper inner comer of a page.
In some countries, as China and Japan, all notes are
placed at the top of the page. (6) One of the marks used
in punctuating the text : as, the note of admiration or of

exclamation (1) ; the note of Interrogation (?).

6. Aminute or memorandum, intended to assist

the memory, or for after use or reference : as,

I made a note of the circumstance: generally
in the plural: as, to take notes of a sermon or

speech; to speak from notes.

To conferre all the obseruations and notes of the said

ships, to the intent it may appeare wherein the notes do
agree and wherein they dissent.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 226.

Mr. L 1 was so kind as to accede to my desire that
he would take notes of all that occurred.

Poe, Tales, 1. 124.

7. pi. A report (verbatim or more or less con-
densed) of a speech, discourse, statement, tes-

timony, or the Uke.—8. A list of items ; an in-

ventory; a catalogue; a bill; an account; a
reckoning.
Here is now the smith's note for shoeing and plough-

irons. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 1. 19.

Give me a note of all your things, sweet mistress

;

Yon shall not lose a hair.

Middleton (and others), The Widow, v. 1.

9. A written or printed paper acknowledging
a debt and promising payment : as, a promis-

sory nofe; a bank-note; a note of hand (that is,

a signed promise to pay a sum of money) ; a
negotiable note.

He sends me a twenty-pound note every Christmas, and
that is all I know about him. Disraeli, Sybil, p. 187.

10. A short letter; a billet.

She sent a note, the seal an "Elle vous suit,"

The close, "Your Letty, only yours."
Tennyson, Edwin Morris.

11. A diplomatic or official communication in

writing. A note is, in a strict sense, an official commu-
nication in writing &om the Department of Foreign Af-

fairs (or of State) to a foreign diplomatic representative,

or vice versa ; it is distinguished from an i7istntctio)i, sent

by the department to one of its own diplomatic or con-

sular representatives abroad, and from a despatch, sent

by the representative abroad to his own department at

home.

Men. (Giving a paper.] Mylordhathsent you this note;

and by me this further charge, that you swerve not from
the smallest article of it. Shak., M. for M., iv. 2. lOB.

If indeed the Great Powers are really agreed, there can

be no doubt that the pacification of Eastern Europe, for
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which they have expressed their desire in their Collective

Note, will be effected and maintained.
Fortnightly Bev., N. S., XXXIX. 28e.

12. A small size of paper used for writing let-

ters or notes.— 13. In music: (a) In the staff-

notation, a character or sign by which a tone
is recorded and represented to me eye. a note
consists of from one to three parts— the head, the stem or
taU, and one or more pennanis, JUtgs, or hooks, ^ |^ or ^ t^,

which are often extended from one note to another in the
form of bars, when two or more notes of the same denomi-
nation are grouped together, H U The pitch of the
tone is indicated by the position of the note on the staff

relative to the clef and the key-signature. (See staff, cltf,

signature, key.) The relative duration of the tone is indi-

cated by the shape of the note. The system of notes now
in use includes the following : the breve^

1 1^2 1 1 ; the semi-

breve or whole-note^ ^z ',
the minim or half-note, \ ^ ; the

erotchet or quarter-note, J \; the quaver or ei^hth-ruite,

J* r Jj; the semiquaver or sixteenth-note, ^s S

^^ ; the dermsemiquaver or thirty-second-note, B 5

^3; and the hemidemisemiquaver or sixty-fourth-note,

^ g ^S. Eachof these notes may be placed upon any

staff-degree, and thus may signify a tone of any pitch
whatever. Each of them, also, may have any time-value
whatever, but when in a particular piece or passage a
definite time-value is assumed for any one of them, a
breve is then regarded equal in that piece or passage
to two semibreves, a semibreve to two minims, a minim
to two crotchets, etc. In other words, as a metrical
notation, this system of notes is relative to an assumed
value for one species, but absolute and definite after such
an assumption. The pitch-value of a note may be modi-
fled by an aeddental (which see), though the latter may
also be regarded as changing the staff rather than the note.
The time-value of a note may be modified by various marks,

such as a dot after it (as ^ . or J . ), which lengthens the

fOr-^j

note

sale, delivered to the buyer by the broker who effects the

sale. Bought and sold notes are made out usually at the

same time, the former being delivered to the buyer and
the latter to the seller. "In American exchanges they

have fallen into disuse, and generally no written contracts

of sale are made between brokers. The practice is for

each broker or commission man merely to jot down the
transaction on a card or tablet, reporting it at his office,

where the matter is subsequently compared and confirmed
pursuant to the rules and customs of each exchange."
(Bishee and Simands, Law of the Produce Exchange.)—
Broker'Bnote. Seeftroter.— Character-note. Seedef. is

(a).— Choral, circular, collective, commercial, deco-
rative, demand note. See the qualifying words.—Chro-
matic note. See aoddenialnote.—Crowned note, a note

with a hold or pause upon it^ as ^ .—Dotted note, a note

whose time-value is increased one half by a dot placed

after it, as iA . (=J J).-).— Double-dotted note, a

note by one half its original value ; the tie{

which binds two notes on the same pitch togetherand
adds their respective values together ; the pause, hold, or
fermata ("- or^ which lengthens the value of the note
indefinitely according to the will of the performer ; the

steccfflto (p P <" J I), which shortens the actual du-

ration of the note and' supplies the deficiency by a si-

lence or rest. (See the various words.) This system is de-
rived from the medieval systems, though with important
changes. The Gregorian system of notes, which is still

in use, is much nearer to the medieval system. It includes
the following notes: the large, .; the long, *.% the

brew, ; and the semibreve, or . These in turn were
derived from the early neumes. Theywerefirstusedmere-
ly as indications of pitch, their time-value being indefi-

nite, and dependent wholly upon the text sung to them

;

but they acquired a definite metrical significance under
mensurable music. In modern usage they are generally
treated as metrical. A special development of the ordi-
nary system of notes is that of character-notes, which are
varied in shape so as to indicate not only various time-
values, but also the scale-values or characteristic qualities
of the tones indicated. Thus, the tonic or do is always
represented by one shape, the dominant or sol by another,
the subdominant orfa by a third, etc. The system thus
aims to secure at once the utility of the staff and of a ref-

erence to the abstract scale. (6) A musical sound or
tone, in general or particular : as, the note of a
bird ; the first note of a song, etc. [This use of the
word, as applied to musical tones, is very common, hut is

confusing and inaccurate.]

Vnder lynde in alaunde lenede ich a stounde.
To lithen here laies and here loueliohe notes.

Piers Plowman (C), xi. 65,

My uncle Toby, sinking his voice a note, resumed the
discourse as follows. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, v. 21.

(c) A digital or key of the keyboard: as, the
white and black notes of the pianoforte. [This
usage is also common, but veiy objectionable.]
— 14. Harmonious or melodious sound; air;

tune; voice; tone.

Thenne pipede Pees of poetes a rwte.

Piers Plowman (C), xxi. 454.

I made this ditty, and the note to it.

B. Jamon, Cynthia's Kevels, iv. 1.

If his worship was here, you dare not say so.— Here he
comes, here he comes.— Now you'll change your note.

Sheridan, The Camp, i. 1.

15t. A point marked; a degree.

Hit is sykerer by southe ther the Sonne regneth
Than in the north by meny notes.

Piers Plowman (C), ii. 118.

Accented note, a note representing an accented or em-
phatic tone, as on the firstbeatof a measure.—Accessory,
ornamental, or subsidiaiynote, a note representing a
tone supplemental or subordinate to a principal tone, as an
appoggiatura or one of the subordinate tones of a turn,

etc. See embellishment.— Accidental or chromatic
note, a note affected by an accidental, and thus repre-
senting a tone foreign to the tonality of a piece.— Ac-
commodation, adjunct, allotment note. See the
qualifying words.—Approved note. See approve^.—
Banker's note. See banker^.—Bath note, a writing-pa-

per measuring unfolded 8 by 14 inches.—Black note, (a)

A note with a solid head, as J. (6) A black digital on the
keyboard.—Bought note, a written memorandum of a

note with two dots after it, making its time-value three

quarters longer than it would be without the dots.

—

Double note, in musical notation, a note equivalent to two
whole notes ; a breve.—Essential note, a note essential

to a chord: opposed to ^.passing or decorative note.—False
flash, forwarding note. See the adjectives.-Funda-
mental note. Same as fundamental bass (which see,

under fundamerUal).— aoliBmit'ba' notes. See gold-

smith, 1.

—

Grace-note. Seegraee, 6, anAemlKUishment.—
Harmonic note. See Mrmonic.— Holding note, a note

or tone maintained In one part while the other parts pro-

gress.—Identicalnote. Seeiden&ai.-Imperfectnote,
in medieval mensurable music, a note equal to two short
ones : opposed to a perfect note, which was equal to three
short ones.— Leading note,master note. See leading^.

—Mensural noteTsee mejwMrai.-Note against note,
that species of counterpoint in which the cantns flrmus
and the accompanying voice-parts have tones of the same
time-value with each other : opposed to two notes againA
one orfour notes againgt one, etc.— Note Of admiration.
See admiration.—Note Of hand. See def. 9.— Note of
issue. See isnie.-Note Of modulation. See mjoduHa-

to'on.—Note under handt, a receipt.

There are in It two reasonable faire publiq libraries,

whence one may borrow abooke to one's chamber, giving
but a note under hand. Evelyn, Diary, April 21, 1644.

I

Open note, (a) A note with an open head, as c^. (Ii) A
tone produced from an open string of a stringed instru-

ment, or a note representing such a tone.—Passing note.
See passing-note.—Perfect note, in medieval mensurable
Tnusic, a note equal to three short ones : opposed to im-
perfect note.—Reciting note, in chanting, a note or tone
upon which several syllables are recited or intoned in

monotone.— Reclaiming note, in Scots law, a notice of
appeal.— Slurred note, a note connected with another
note by a slur, indicating that both are to be simg to a
single syllable, or to be played by one motion of the violin-

bow.—Stopped note, a tone produced from a stopped
string of a stringed instrument or a note representing
such a tone.—Suspended note. See suspension.— 'Svb^
note, a note connected with another note by a tie, indi-

cating that the time-values of the two are to be added
together without repetition.—Tironian notes. See Tiro-
nian.—TO sound a note of warning, to give a caution
or admonition.

The note of warning has been sounded more than once.

The Nation, XLVIII. 344.

Triple-dotted note, a note with three dots after It^ mak-
ing its time-value seven eighths longer than it would be
without the dots.—White note, (a) Same as open note
(a). (W A white digital on the keyboard. =Syn. 5. Annota-
tion, etc. See remark, n.

note^ (not), V.
;
pret. and pp. noted, ppr. noting.

[Early mod. E. also noat; "< ME. noten, < OF.
noter, F. noter = Sp. Pg. notar = It. notare, <

L. notare, mark, write, write in cipher or short-
hand, make remarks or notes on, note, < nota, a
mark, note: see note^, n. Hence amtotaOon,
etc., connote, denote.'] I. trans. If. To distin-
guish with a mark ; set a mark upon ; mark.
Can we once imagine that Christ's body . . . was ever

afflicted with malady, or enfeebled with infirmity, or noted
with deformity? Walsall, Life of Christ (1615), slg. B 2.

2. To observe carefully; notice particularly.

And note je weel that therfore the element of wathr is

putte agen to drawe out from erthe fier and eyr.
Book of Quinte Essence (ed. Furnivall), p. 13.

One special Virtue may be noted in him, that he was
not noted lor any special Vice. Baker, Chronicles, p. 51.

You are to note that we Anglers all love one another.
/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 22.

Let us first note how wide-spread is the presence of the
family-cluster, considered as a component of the political
society. H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 511.

3. To set down in writing; make a memoran-
dum of.

To see a letter ill written [composed], and worse noted
[penned], neither Is it to be taken in good parte, neither
may we leaue to murmur thereat.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1677), p. 87.

Now go, write it before them in a table, and Tiote it in a
book, that it may be for the time to come for ever and
ever. Isa. xxx. 8.

Every unguarded word uttered by him was noted down.
Macavlay.

4. To set dovm in musical characters ; furnish
with musical notes.

The noted and illuminated leaves of [an antiphoner].
Rock, Church of our Fathers, ii. 202.

5. To furnish with marginal notes; annotate.— 6. To denote; point out; indicate.



note
Ther ya as they say yt the ffynger ot Seynt John Baptiste

whych he fiotyd or ahewyd Crist Jhu whanne he seyd Ecce
Agnus Dei, ther I oSerd.

TorUngtaa, Diane ot Eng. XraTell, p. 3.

Tyme is an affection of the rerb mooting the differences
of tyme, and is either present; past, or to cam.

A. Hume, Orthographle (E. £. T. S.), p. 31.

Bhick ashes note where their prond city stood.
Shdley, Qneen Mah, ir.

7t. To put a mark upon ; brand; stigmatize.

Yon liaTe oondemn'd and noUd Lncios Fella
For taking bribes here of the Sardiana.

Sfuii., J. C, iT. 3. 2.

To note a Mil of exdunge, to get a notary public to
record npon the back of thebUl the fact of its being dis-
honored, along with the date, and tiie reason, if as-
signed, of non-payment; the record tteing initialed by the
notary.—To note an exception, to enter in the minntes
of the judge or coort the ^ct tiiat a mling was excepted
to, Uie object being to preserve tiie right to raise the ob-
jection in an appellate court. =Syn. 3. To record, register,

minute, jot down.— 6. Note, Denote, Coimote (see the defi-

nitions of these wordsX mark.

ILt intrans. To sing.

O ! thou Mynstnll, that canst so note and pipe
Unto folkes for to do pleasaunce.

Lydifote, Baonce of ^Uacabre.

note^t (not), a. and n.2 [< L. notus, known, pp.
of noseere, know: see nofei, ».] I. o. Known;
well-known.

Kow nar ge not fer fro that note ^ace
That je han spied db sporyed so specially after.

Sir Gaaaifne and tite Green KmgU. (B. £. T. S.X L 2092.

n. H. A well-known or famous place or city.

In Indee hit is Idiat noble note.

AUiterative Poems (K E. T. S.X L 921.

note^ (not), n. [< ME. note, noote, < AS. notu,

use, profit, advantage, employment, office, busi-
ness (= OFries. not, use; ef. Icel. not, pi.,

use) (cf. also nyt, nytt, use, = OHG. nu^^i =
IceL nyt, use, enjoyment), < neotan, use, = OS.
niotan = OPries. nieta = D. ge-nieten = MLG.
ge-neten = OHG. niosan, MHG. niesen, G. nUs-
sen, also OHG. gi^niozan, MHG. ge-nieten, G. ge-

niessen = leel. njota = Sw. njuta = Dan. nyde,
use, enjoy, = Goth, niutan, t^e part in, obtain,
ganiutan, take (withanet) ; cf. Lith. nauda, use-
fulness. Prom the same verb are derived E.
7iefflfi and na»<i.] 1. Use; employment. [Now
only prov. £!ng.]

A graue hane 1 garte here be ordand^
That nener was in noote; it is newe.

rori Plays, p. 371.

But thefte serreth of wykked note,

Hyt hangeth hys mayster by the throte.

MS. Hari. 1701, 1 14. (HaUimU.)

2f. Utility; profit; advantage.

And than bakeward was borne all the bold Troiens,
With myche noye for the note of there noble prinse.

Desftructton qf IVot/ (K E. T. S.X I- 8240.

3f. Affair; matter; business; concern; event;
occasion.

My lorde, ther is some note that is nedfnll to neven you of

new. York Plays, p. 295.

This millere gooth agayn, no word he seyde.

But dootli his note. Chaucer, Seere's Tale, L 14&

To noye hym nowe is youie noote,

But xitt Uie lawe lyes in my lotte.

York Plays, p. 222.

The chief note ot a scholar, yon say, is to govern his
passions ; wherefore I do take ful patiently.

Beau, and PL, Woman-Hater, v. 3.

4t. Expedition; undertaking; enterprise; con-
flict; fray.

The nowmber of the noble ahippes, that to the note yode.
Destruction^ Troy (B. E. T. S.), L 4133.

Then Synabor, forsotbe, with a sad pepnll,

Neghit to the note.

DeOntcHim of IVoy (E. E. T. S.), L 6509.

note^ (not), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. noted, ppr. noting.

[ME. noten, notien, < AS. noHan, enjoy, < notu,

use: see note^, n.] 1. To use; make use of;

enjoy.
Scheng me myn hache

;

And I schal note hit to-day, my atrengthe is so newed.
Joseph of Arimatltie (£. £. T. S.X p. 19.

2. To use for food; eat: as, he nofes very little.

— 3. To need; have occasion for.

Tyliers that tyleden the erthe tolden here maystres

By the seed that thei sewe what thei shonlde notye.

And what lyue by and lene the londe was so trewe.

Piers Plourman (C), xriiL lOL

[Obsolete or prov. Eng. in all uses.]

note^, ». A dialectal variant of neat^.

A. great number ot cattle, both note and sheep.

Adventwres agitimt the Scots (Arber's Eng. Gamer, L 126).

note* (not), ». An obsolete or dialectal form of

nut.

note^, »• *• [Cf. AS. hnitan, thrust with the

horns.] To butt; push with the horns; gore.

[iW. Eng.]
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note-book (not'buk), ». A book in which notes
or memoranda are or may be entered.

All his tanlts observed.
Set in a note-book, leam'd, and conn'd by rote.
To cast into my teeth. Shak., J. C, iv. 3. 98.

noted (no'ted), p. a. [< Mofci + -«d2.] If.

Marked; observed.
I do not like examinations

;

We shall find out the truth more easily
Some other way less noted.

Beav. and PL, Woman-Hater, ii. 1.

2. Conspicuous; remarkable; distinguished;
celebrated ; eminent ; famous ; well-known : as,

a noted traveler; a noted commander.
She is a holy Dmld,
A woman noted for that faith, that piety,
BeloT'd of Heaven.

Fletcher (and another ?), Prophetess, L 3.

It [Tyre] is not at present noted tor the Tyrian pnrpICL
Pococke, Description ot the East, IL L 83.

There are two brothers ot his,William and Walter Blunt,
Esquires, both members of parliament; and noted speakers.

Sheridan, School tor Scandal, iv. 1.

Not to draw ourphilosophy from too profound a source,
we shall have recourse to a noted stray in Don Quixote.

Bvme, Esay^L 23.

3f. Notorious; of evil reputation.

Neither is it tor your credit to walk the streets with a
woman so 7ioted. Beau, and ^., Woman-Hater, v. 3.

=Syn. 2. Cei^frated, Notajble, etc {^^Qfamotis^yrtH-laiOvn,
conspicuous &nied.

notedlyt (no'ted-li), adv. With particular no-
tice; exactly; accurately.

Lutio. Do you remember what you said ot the duke?
Dvie. Host notedly, sir. Shak., M. for H., v. 1. 335.

notedness (no'ted-nes), n . The state or quality
of being noted ; distinction; eminence; celeb-
rity.

noteflllt(n6t'ful),o. [ME.,<«ote2-(-./„j.] Use-
ful; serviceable.

Suffreth this man to be cured and heeled bymyne Muse%
that is to seyn by notQ/ti2 sciences.

Chaucer, Boethius, L prose 1.

notefnlheadt, n. [ME. notefulhed; < noteful +
-head.'] Utility; service; profit.

Notelaea (not-e-le'a), ». [NTj. (Ventenat, 1803),
< 6r. v&TOQ, the south or southwest, + ihiia,

the olive-tree: see olive.'] A genus of shrubs
or trees of the order Oleaceee and the tribe Olei-

nete, known by the broad distinct petals and
fleshy albumen. There are 8 species, mostly Austra-
lian. They bear opposite leaves, small flowers in axillary

clusters, and roundish drupes. N. Ugustrina is the Tas-
manian ironwood, found also in southeastern Australia, a
bush or small tree with extremely hard and close-grained
wood, mottled at the center like olive; used tor pulley-
blocks, turnery, etc. N. longifoUa is another ironwood
or mock-olive ot Norfolk Island and parts ot Australia.

N. ovata is the dunga-rnnga ot Sew South Wales,

noteless (not'les), a. [< note'^, v.. + -less.] 1.

Xot attracting notice ; unnoticed ; unheeded.
A courtesan.

Let her walk saint-like, not^ess, and unknown,
Yet she 's betray'd by some trick of her own.

Dekker and Middieton, Honest Whore, IL iv. 1.

Thou noteless blot on a remembered name

!

SheUey, Adonais, xxxvii.

3. Unmusical. [Eare.]

Farish-Clerk with noteless tone.

lyUrfey, Two Queens of Brentford, i (Jkanes.)

notelessness (not'les-nes), n. The state of be-
ing noteless, unmarked, unnoticed, or insignifi-

cant.

notelet (not'let), n. [< noteT-. n., + -let] A
little note. [Eare.]

A single epigram or a notelet to a volmninons work.
Quarterly Rev., CXXVIL 477.

NotemigonilS (no'te-mi-go'nus), n. [NL., ir-

reg. <Gr. votoq, the back, + )?/«-, half, + yuvia,

angle.^ A genus of American breams having
a compressed and almost earinated back, as
JN'. chrysoleueus, which abounds in the eastern

and northern United States, and is known as
the shiner or silverfish. See cut under shiner.

notemngf, ». A Middle English form of nut-

meg. Chaucer.

notencephalocele (no-ten-sef a-lo-sel), n. [<
Gr. vurof, the back, -I- iy/ce^oXof, brain, -^ ic^^,

a tumor.] In teratol., protrusion of the brain
from a cleft in the back of the head.

notencepbalns (no-ten-sef'a-lus), n. [NL. , < Gr.

vSrof, the back, + ijKi^aloQ, brain.] In teratol.,

a monster exhibiting notencephalocele.

note-paper (not 'pa' per), n. Folded writing-

paper of small sizes, definitelydescribedby spe-

cific names. One leaf ot commercial note is 5 X Sinches;
octavo note, 4) x 7 inches ; billet note, 4x6 inches

;

qneen not4 3J x 6| inches ; Prince of Wales not^ 3 x .4i
inches; packet not^ 5J x 9inches; Bath note, 7x8 inches.

noter (no'ter), n. [< note\ v., + -«ri. Cf. no-

fairyi, notator.] 1. One who notes, observes,

or takes notice.— 2t. An annotator.

nothing
Postellus, and the noter upon him, Severtius, have much

admired this manner. Oregory, Posthmna, p. 3on

3. A Aote-book. [CoUoq. and locaL]
noterert, "• An obsolete variant of notary^.

notenm, n. See notceum.

noteworthily (not'wer- Tm-li), adt. In a man-
ner worthy of being noted; noticeably.
notewortniness (n6t'w6r'THi-nes), h. The
state or fact of being noteworthy.
noteworthy (not'wer 'THi), a. [< liofcl +
worthy.] Worthy of being noted or carefully
observed; remarkable; worthy of observation
or notice.

This byway is noteuwortAte, that the Danes had an vn-
perfect or rather a lame and limping rule in this land.

HoUnSied, Hist. Eng., vil 1.

Think on thy Proteos, when thou haply seest
Some rare note-worthy object in thy faaveL

Shak., T. G. ot V., L 1. 13.

not-for-thatt, conj. [ME. not (iioght)for that,

etc. ; prop, as three words.] Notwithstanding

;

nevertheless.

And ynt -iwt-for-that Gafiray tombled there, ^
Anon releuing in wighty manere.

.Ronk of Portent^ (E. E. T. S.), L 4703.

nothagt, nothakt, n. Obsolete forms of nut-

hatch.

not-headedt (not'hed'ed), a. Having a not
or close-cropped head. Also nott-headed. See
«of2, a.

Your nott-headed countiy genUeman.
CAopnum, Widow's Tears, L 4.

nothert, <z.,JM'On., andcon;. Same as neither.

nothing (nuth'ing), n. [< ME. no thing, na
thing, ^ AS. nan thing, no thing: see none\ no^,

and thing^.] 1. No thing; not anjrthing; not
something; something that is not anything.
The conception ot nothing is reached by reflecting that a
noun, or name, in form, may fail to have any correspond-
ing object ; and nothing is the noun which by its very defi-

nition is ot that sort, (a) The non-existen£

Surely [that force and violence] was very great which
consumed four Cities to nothing in so short a time.

^SHngfleet, Sermons, L L

(b) A non-existent something, spoken of positively, so that
the literal meaning is absurd.

The poet's pen
... gives to airy notfdng
A local habitation and a name.

Sliak., it. X. D., V. 1. 16.

Oh Ute; thou Ifothing's younger Brother i

So like, that one might take one tor the other

!

Cowley, Pindaric Odea, ix. 1.

XotMng must always be less than Being.
Veitch, Introd. to Descartes's HeUiod, Ji. cxvii.

(e) Not something. In this sense the word is more dis-
tinctly no thing; and the sentence confainlng nothing
merely contradicts a corresponding sentence containing
something in place ot iwthing.

And from hens schal tow here 710 thyng; but as thou
were bom naked, righte so alle naked s<malle thi Body
ben turned in to Erthe; that thouwere madeoL

MandeeiBe, Travels, p. 295.

A man hy nothing is so well bewr^d
As by his manners. i^ienser, F. Q., YL iii. 1.

You plead so well, I can deny you nothing.
Pleteher, Sea Yoyage, iL 2.

I can aBedge nothing against your Practice
But your ill success.

Wyeheriey, Love in a Wood, L 1.

1 am under the misfortune ot having nothing to do, hut
it is a misfortune which, thank my stara, I can pretty well
bear. Gray, Letters, L 11.

2. A cipher; naught.— 3. Athing of no conse-
quence, consideration, or importance ; a trifle.

All that he speaks is nothing, we are resolved.
Marlowe, Edward IL, L 4.

I had rather from an enemy, my brother.
Learn worthy distances and modest difference.

Than from a race of empty friends loud nothings.

Fletcher and Rouiey, Maid in the WSi, L 1.

Lord, what a not&tn^ is this little span
We call a Man ! Quaries, Emblems, iL 14.

I will tell you, my good sir, in confidence, what he has
done for me has been a mere nothing.

Sheridan, School tor Scandal, v. 1.

We debated the social nothings
We bore ourselves so to discuss.

LouvU, Ember Picture.

Dance npon nothing. See dance.—Neck or nothing.
See neei;—Negative nothing, the absence of being.—
Next to nothing, almost nothing.

Laws was laws in the year ten, and they screwed chaps*

nex tor nea; to nothink. Thackeray, YeUowplnsh Papers, i.

Nothing but, only ; no more than.

Telleth hym that I wol hym visite.

Have 1 nolhyng hut rested me a lite.

Chaucer, Merehant's Tale, L 682.

" O Earl Brand, I see your heart's blood I

"

"It's nofMnf^ Trot the glent and my scarlet hood."
The Brave Sari Brand and the King qf England's

[Daughter (Child's Ballads, IL 391).

Nothing less than, fully equal to ; quite the same as.



nothing
But, yet methinks, my father's execution
Was nothing leas than Woody tyranny.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., ii. B. 100.

Nothing off ! a cautionary order to a helmsman to Iteep
the ship close to the wind.— Privative nothing, the ab-
sence of being in a subject capable of being.—To come
to nothing, to go for nothiug. See the verbs.—To
make nothing of. See makei.
nothing (nuth'ing), adv. [< ME. nothing, no-
thinge; prop. aoo. or instr. of nothing, m.] In
no degree; not at all; in no way; not.

Thou art nothynge curteyse. Merlin (E. E. T. S.X i. 127.

But for my mistress,
I mithing know where she remains, why gone,
I^or when she purposes return.

Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 3. 14.

Our social monotone of level days
Might make our best seem banishment

:

But it was nothing so. L(meU, Agassiz, iv. 2.

nothingarian (nuth-ing-a'rl-an), a. and n. [<
nothing + -arian.'] I. a. Having no particular
belief, especially in religious matters ; indiffer-
ent.

_
The blessed leisure of wealth was not to him the occa-

sion of a twthingarian dilettantism, of idleness or selfish
pursuits of vanity, pleasure or ambition.

Open Court, Jan. 3, 1889, p. 1393.

II. n. One who is of no particular belief, es-
pecially in religious matters. [Colloq.]

nothingarianism (nuth-ing-a'ri-an-izm),». [<
nothingarian + -ism.] Absence'of definite be-
lief, especially in religion. [Collog.]

A reaction from the notkmgarianism of the last century.
Church Times, Sept. 9, 1881, p. 694. (Encyo. Diet.)

nothing-dot, n. [< nothing, n., obj., -I- do\ v."]

A do-nothing ; an idler.

What innumerable swarms of nothing-does beleaguer
this city 1 See. T. Adarm, Works, II. 182.

nothing-gift (nuth'ing-gift), n. A gift of no
worth. [Eare.]

Laying by
That nothing-gift of differing multitudes,

r Shak., Cymbeline, iii. 6. 86.

nothingism (nuth'ing-izm), n. [< nothing +
-ism.^ Nothingness; nihility. Coleridge. [Kare.]

The attempted religion of Spiritism has lost one after

another every resource of a real religion, until risu solvun-

tur tabules, and it ends In a religion of jfothingism.

F. Harrison, Pop. Sci. Mo., XXV. iv. 461.

nothingness (nuth'ing-nes), n. [< nothing +
Jness.'i 1. The absence or negation of being;

nihility; non-existence.
It will never

Pass into nothingness. Keats, Endymion, i 3.

2. Insignificance; worthlessness.

Good night ! you must excuse the nothingness of a super-

numerary letter. Walpole, Letters, II. 390.

The insipidity, and yet the noise— the nothingness, and
yet the BeU-importance— of all these people!

Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice, p. 22.

3. Athing of no consequence orvalue. [Kare.]

I, that am
A nothingness in deed and name,

S. Butter, Hudibras, L u. 1039.

i.YTaaAatmthochlmnaferruginta. i.N;ttwcklmnaFendUrsi.

a. pinnule of A^. Fmdlerii. showing tlie sori, wliicli consist of from one

to three sporangia, and the resolute maigin of the pinnule ! », sporan-

%\Mm of the same, opened, showing two spores.
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Nothochlsena (noth-o-kle'na), «. [NL. (Eob-
ert Brown, 1810), < Gr. voSoq, spurious, -f ;);Xatva,

a cloak.] A genus of polypodiaeeous ferns, the
cloak-ferns, with marginal sori which are at

first roundish or oblong, soon confluent into a
narrow band, without indusium, but sometimes
covered at first with the infiexed edge of the
frond. The genus is widely dispersed and is closely al-

lied to CheUanithes, from which it differs by the absence of

the indusium. About S6 species are known, of which num-
ber 12 are North American. See cut in preceding column.

Notholsena (noth-o-le'na), n. Same as Notho-
ehloena.

nothosaur (noth'o-s&r), n. A reptile of the
family Nothosauridm.
Nothosauria (noth-o-sft'ri-a), n.pl. [NL. : see
Nothosaurtis.'] An order of extinct saurians
named from the genus Nothosaurus. By recent
herpetologists they are associated with the
sauropterygians. See Sauropterygia.

nothosaurian (noth-o-s&'ri-an), a. and«. I. a.

Of or pertaining to the NotEosauria.
II. n. A nothosaur.

Nothosauridse (noth-6-sa'ri-de), n.pl. [NL., <

Nothosaurus + -idm.\ A family of extinct

sauropterygian reptiles, typified by the genus
Nothosaurus. They had many peculiarities in the ver-

tebrse and members. The scapnla had a small ventral or
precoracoidal plate, and the coracoids bad a short median
symphysis. The humerus and femur were elongated, and
the former only slightly expanded distaUy ; the terminal
phalanges were clawed. The species lived in the Triassic

epoch, and were apparently of terrestrial habits,

Nothosaurus (noth-o-s&'ras), n. [NL., < 6r.
v6dog, spurious, + aavpoQ, a lizard.] A genus
of extinct plesiosaurs of the order Sauropte-
rygia, or giving name to the Nothosauria. N.
mirabilis is an example.
notice (no'tis), n. [< OP. notice, noUsse, notesce,

notece, ¥. notice = Sp. Pg. notieia = It. notizia,

notice, < L. notitia, abeing known, fame, know-
ledge, idea, conception, < n6t^ls, pp. of noscere,

know: see woiei.] 1. The act of observing,
noting, or remarking; observation. [Karely
iu the plural.]

To my poor unworthy noHce,
He mock'd us wlien he begg'd our voices.

Shak., Cor., ii. 3. 166.

See what it is to trust to imperfect meinoiy, and the
erring notices of childhood

!

iMiab, Old Benchers.

The notice of this fact will lead us to some very impor-
tant conclusions. Trench.

3. Heed; regard; cognizance; note: as, to take
notice.

Bring but five and twenty : to no more
Will I give place or notice. Shak., Lear, ii. 4. 262.

Mr. Endicot, taking rtotice of the disturbance that be-

gan to grow amongstthe people by this means, . . . con-

vented the two brothers before him.
2f. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 148.

The rest of the church is of a gaudy Benaissance ; yet

it deserves some notice from the boldness of its construc-

tion. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 50.

3. Intimation; information; intelligence; an-

nouncement; warning; intimation beforehand:
as, to bombard a town without notice.

I have . . . given him notice that the Duke of Corn-
wall and Regan his duchess will be here.

Shak., Lear, ii. 1. 3.

God was pleased, in all times, to communicate to man-
kind notices of the other world.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 131.

I had now notice that my deare friend Mrs. Godolphin
was returning from Paris. Svelyn, Diary, April 2, 1676.

At the door thereof I found a small Line hanging down,
which I pull'd ; and a Bell ringing within gave notice of

my being there : yet, no body appearing presently, I went
in and sat down. Dumpier, Voyages, II. I. 94.

Spiritual things belong to spirits ; we can have no no-

tices proportionable to them.
Evelyn, To Rev. Father Patrick.

Before him came a forester of Dean,
Wet from the woods, with notice of a hart
Taller that all his fellows. Tennyson, Geraint.

I shall send Miss Temple notice that she is to expect a
new girl, so that there will be no difficulty about receiv-

ing her. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, iv.

4. Instruction; direction; order.

To give notice, that no manner of person
At any time have recourse unto the princes.

Shak., Rich. III., iii. 5. 109.

His Epistles and Satires are full of proper notices for the
conduct of life in a court. Steele, Tatler, No. 173.

5. Any statement, note, or writing conveying
Information or warning : as, a noUce warning
off trespassers ; an obituary notice. Specifically,

a verbal or written announcement to a certain person (or

persons) that something is required of him, or that some-
thing is to be done which concerns him.

6. In law: (a) Information; knowledge of

facts: more specifically designated actual no-

tice. Actual notice may be inferred from circumstances,
as where proof of due mailing of a letter justifies the in-

ference that he to whom it was addressed became cogni-
zant of its contents ; but he may disprove the fact, and

ITotidanidae

thus destroy the infercnse. (6) Such circumstances

as ought to excite the attention ot a person

of ordinary prudence, and lead him to make
further inquiry which would disclose the fact:

more specifically designated constructive notice.

Constructive notice is imputed by the law irrespective of

the existence of actual notice, as where a deed is recorded,

and a purchaser of the land neglects to consult the record,

in which case the record is constructive notice ; or where
a purchaser takes a title from the former owner of land,

relying on the fact that the record title is in him, while

in fact a prior purchaser is in actual possession of the

land, having paid for it, in which case the possession is

constructive notice ; and in either case the later purchaser,

not having made inquiry, may be chargeable as if he had
had actual notice of the prior purchaser's right. Con-
structive notice originated in the equitable rule that aman
may, for the protection of the rights of a third person, be
treated as it he had notice, when he had the means of in-

formation, (c) Information communicated by
one party in interest to another, as where a
contract provides that it maybe terminated by
either party on notice : more specifically des-

ignated express notice, (f?) A written commu-
nication formally declaring a fact or an inten-

tion, as where notice is required in legal pro-

ceedings; a notification.— 7. Written remarks
or comments ; especially, a short literary an-

nouncement or critical review—Due notice. See

duel.— Judicial notice, that cognizance of matters of

common knowledge, such as historical, geographical, and
meteorological facts, the general usages of business, etc;,

which a judfee or court may take and act upon without re-

quiring evidence to be adduced.— Notice Of dishonor^
in com. law, a notice given to a drawer or indorser that a-

bill or note has been presented for acceptance (or pay-

ment) and the demana has been refused. The effect of

such a notice iS' to charge the drawer or indorser with lia-

bility as such.—Notice of protest, in com. law, a notice

of dishonor which states that a bill or note has been pro-

tested. But this term is often used in the popular sense

of protest as not necessarily implying technical notarial

protest, except iu the ease of paper, such as a foreign bill,

which requires such technical protest.—Reading no-
tice, a paid advertisement in a newspaper inserted in

such form, style of type, etc., as to have the appearance
of current news-matter or of an editorial utterance.—To
give notice, (o) Toinform; announce beforehand; warn

;

notify, (b) Specifically, to warn an employer that one is

about to leave his or Bier service, =Syn. 1. Attention, ob-

servation, remarks— 3. Notification, advices.

notice (no'tis), v. t.; pret. and pp. noticed, ppr.

noticing. [= Sp. Pg. noticiar= It. notigiare, no-

tice; from the noun.] 1. To take notice of;

perceive ; become aware of ; observe ; take cog-

nizance of: as, to pass a thing without no-

ticing it.

He did stand a little lorbye.

And notwieiJ well what she did say.

Wime^s Ladye (Child's Ballads, J. 166).

She was quite sure baby noticed colours ; . . . she was
absolutely certain baby noticed flowers.

I>ieieng, Our Kutnal Friend, iv. 12.

2. To refer to, consider, or remark upon; men-
tion or make observation on ; note.
This plant deserves to be noticed in this place.

Home Tooke.

I have already noticed that form of enfranchisement by
which a slave was dedicated to a god by his master.

C. T. Newton, Art and Archeeol., p. 193.

3. To treat with attention and civilities. [Col-

loq.]

"But of course, my dear, you did not notice such peo-
ple?" inquired a lady-baronetess.

Mrs. Gore, Two Aristocracies, xliii.

4. To give notice to ; serve a notice or intima-
tion upon; notify.

Mr. Duckworth, . . . when voticed to give them up at

the period of young Mason's coming of age, expressed him-
self terribly aggrieved. TroUope, Orley Farm, i.

=Syii. 1 and 2. Perceive, Observe, etc. (see see), mark, note,

remark.

noticeable (no'ti-sa-bl), a. [< noUce + -able.']

1. Capable of being noticed or observed.

It became evident that a slight, avery feeble, and barely
noticeable tinge of color had flushed up within the cheeks,
and along the sunken small veins of the eyelids.

Poe, Tales, I. 465.

3. Worthy of notice or observation; likely to

attract attention.

A noticeable Man with large gray eyes.
Wordsworth, Stanzas written in Thomson's Castle of Indo-

[lence.

noticeably (no'ti-sa-bli), ado. In a noticeable
manner or degree; so as to be noticed or ob-

served : as, she is noUceaily better to-day.

notice-board (no'tis-bord), n. A board on
which a notice to the public is displayed.

They will be punished with the utmost rigour of the
law, as notice-hoards observe. Bickenji, Hard Times, ii. 8.

noticer (no'ti-sfer), n. [< notice + -eri.] One
who notices. Warburton.

Notidani (no-tid'a-ni), n. pi. [NL., pi. of Noti-

danus.'] A ifamily of sharks : same as Notida-

Notidanidae (no-ti-dan'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < No-
tidamts + 4dce.'] A small family of large opis-



Notidanidse

thartkroiis sharks, represented by the genus
Xotidanus; the eow-sharks. These selachians have
six or seTen gill-sacs, spuracles, one dorsal fin, no winker
or third eyelid, and diiferentiated teeth, the lower being
mostly broad and with an obliqae dentate border, while
the upper are awl-shaped or paacidentate. Some attain a
length of 15 feet, and range widely in tropical and warm
temperate seas. See Heptanehus and HexaruTmt. Also
called Xolidam, SotidttnoidcB, and HexandadiB.

notidanldan (no-ti-dan'i-dan), n. [< Xotidani-
d<e + -ail.'] Acow-sh&rk. "

Bichardson.
Notidanus (no-tid'a-nns), n. [NIi., < Gr. vart-
davog, with sharp-pointed dorsal fin (applied to
a shapk),< vuroc, the back, + idavof, fair, come-
ly, < Ideiv, see.] The typical genus of NoUda-
nidce. Also called Mexanchus (which see for
cut).

notifiable (no'ti-fi-a-bl), a. [< notify + -oite.]
That must be made known, as to a board of
health or some other authority.

The death-rates from rwtiJiabU diseases being respec-
tively LOS and LOl. Lancet, So. 3446, p. 565.

notification (no'ti-fi-ka'shon), ». [= F. noti-

Ji<:a tion = Sp. notificacion= Pg. notificacao= It.

notificasione, < ML. notiJicatio(n-), < L. notifi-
care, make known: see notify.] 1. The act of
notifying or giving notice ; the act of making
known, publishing, or proclaiming.

God, in the notification of this name, sends as sufficiently
iustracted to establish yoa in the assorance of an everlast-
ing and an ever-ready God. Donne, Sermons, v.

2. Specifically, the act of giving ofScial notice
or information by writing, or by other means

:

as, the notification must take place in three
days.—3. Notice given in words or writing, or
by signs ; intimation.

Four or five torches . . . elevated or depr^sed oat of
tLeir order, either in breadth or longways, may, by agree-
ment, give great variety of notifications.

Holder, Elements of Speech, p. 4. (Latham.)

4. The writing which communicates informa-
tion ; an advertisement, citation, etc.

notify (no'ti-fi), e. f.; pret. and pp. notified,

ppr. notifying. [< ME. notifien, < OF. notifier,

notefier, F. notifier, make known, = Sp. Pg.
notificar = It. notificare, < L. Tiotificare, make
known, < notus, pp. of noscere, know, + facere,
do, make: see nofel, a., and -fy.] 1. To pub-
lish; proclaim; give notice or information of

;

make known.
For Scriptare is not the only law whereby God hath

opened his will touching all things that may be done, but
there are other kinds of laws which not^/y the will of God.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, ii. 2.

Good and evil operate upon the mind of man, by those
respective appellations bywhich they are notified and con-
veyed to the mind. South, Sermons.

When he [Jesos] healed any person in private, without
thus directing him to notify the care, be then enjoined
secrecy to him on parpose to obviate all possible suspi-
cions of art or contrivance. Bp. Atterbwry, Sermons, IL L

2. To make note of; observe.

Herde al this thynge Ciyseyde wel ynogh.
And every word gan for to natifie.

Chaucer, Troilas, n. 1591.

3. To give notice to ; inform by words or writ-
ing, in person or by message, or by any signs
which are understood: as, the public are hereby
notified,

notion (no'shgn), ». [< OF. notion, F. notion
= Pr. nocio = Sp. noeion = Pg. nogSo =-It. «o-
rJone, < L. ndtio{n-), a becoming acquainted,
a, taking cognizance, an examination, an in-
vestigation, a conception, idea, notion, < nos-
cere, pp. notus, know: see noteK] 1. A general
concept; a mental representation of a state
of things. Thoa, the general enonciation of a geomet-
rical theorem is comprehended by means of notions, and
only in that way can the property to be proved be firmly
seized by the mind, and kept distinct from other proper-
ties of the same figure ; but in order to prove the Uieorem
a construction or diagram is requisite, involving a repre-
sentation' in the imagination capable of being stadied so
as to observe hitherto unknown relations in it.

A complexion of notions is nothing else but an affirma-

tion or negation in the understanding or speech.
Burgersdidus, tr. by a Gentleman, I. li. 4.

Concept or notion are terms employed as convertible;
but, while they denote the same thing, they denote it in
a different point of view. Conception, the act of which
concept is the result^ expresses the act of comprehend-
ing or grasping up into unity the various qu^ties by
which an object is characterised ; natim, again, signifies

either the act of apprehending, signalizing—that is, the
remarking or taking note of the various notes, mar^ or
characters of an object which its qualities afford; or the
result of that act. . . . The term notion, like conception,
expresses both an act and its product.

Sir W. Hampton, Lectures on Logic, vii.

He had scarce any other notion of religion, but that it

consisted in bating Presbyterians,
Addison, Tory Foxhunter.

A notion may be inaccurate by being too wide.
J. SuUy, Outlines of PsychoL, p. 369.
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Our notions of things are never simply commensurate

with the things themselves; they are aspects of them,
more or less exact, and sometimes a mistake ab initio.

J. H. Seicman, Gram, of Assent, iv.

2. A thought; a cognition.

Conception and notion Keid seems to employ, at least
sometimes, for cognition in generaL
Sir W. HamiUon, in Reid, Supplementary Dissertations,

[note C.

When God intended to reveal any future events or high
notiora to his prophets, he then carried them either to the
deserts or the sea-shore.

/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 40.

Per. It seems, sir, you know alL
Sir P. Not all, sir; but

1 have some general notions.

B. Janson, Volpone, ii. 1.

Still did the Notions throng
About his [Harvey sj £l'quent Tongue.

Couiey, Death of Harvey.
We have more words than Notions, half a dozen words

for the same thing. Seiden, Table-Talk, p. 65.

3. In the Lockian philos., a complex idea.
The mind often exercises an active power in making

these several combinations ; for, it being once furnished
with simple ideas, it can put them together in several
compositions, and so make variety of complex ideas, with-
out examining whether they exist so in nature. And
hence I think it is that these ideas are called notions, as
if they had their original and constant existence more in
the thoughts of men than in the reality of things.

Locke, Human Understanding, IL xxiL § 2.

4. [Trans. of G.-Besri^.] ln^heMegeUanphilos.,
that comprehensive conception in which con-
flicting elements are recognized as mere fac-
tors of the whole truth.—5. An opinion; a sen-
timent; a view; especially, a somewhat vague
belief, hastUy caught up or founded on insuf-
ficient evidence and slight knowledge of the
subject.

Horace still charms with graceful n^llgence.
And witiiout method talks us into sense

;

Will, like a friend, familiarly convey
The truest notions in the easiest way.

Pope, Essay on Criticism.

Yet I cannot think but that these people, who have such
notions of a supreme Deity, might by the industry and ex-
ample of good men be brought to embrace the Christian
Faith. Dampier, Voyages, II. L 96.

They are for holding their notions, though all other men
be against them. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 165.

After travelling tiiree or four miles in this valley, we
came to a road that leads eastward to Moses's mosque,
where the Arabs have a notion that Moses was buried, and
some of the Mahometans went to it.

Poeoeke, Description of the East, IL L 30.

Now Tve a notion, if a poet
Beat up for themes, his verse will show it.

LoukU, Epistle to a Friend.

I believe that the great mass of mankind have not the
faintest Twtion that ^avery was an ancient English insti-
tution. E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 180.

6. A desire, inclination, intention, or senti-
ment, generaJly not very deep nor rationsJ ; a
caprice; a whim.
I have no notion of going to anybody's house, and have

the servants look on the arms of the chaise to find out
one's name. Walpdle, Letters, IL 33.

They talk of principles, but notions prize.

And all to one loved folly sacrifice. Pope.

The boy might get a iwtion into him.
The girl might be entangled e'er she knew.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

There was tobacco, too, placed like the cotton where it

was hoped it would take a notion to grow.
C. B. Craddoek, Prophet of the Great Smoky Mountains, ii.

7. The mind; the power of knowledge; the un-
derstanding.

His notion weakens, his discemings
Are lethargied. Shak., Lear, L 4. 247.

The acts of God ... to human ears

Cannot without process of speech be told.

So told as earthly notion can receive.
MSton, P. L., viL 179.

8. In a concrete sense, a small article of con-
venience; a utensil; some small useful article

involving ingenuity or inventiveness in its con-
ception or manufacture : commonly in the plu-
ral.

And other worlds send odours, sauce, and song.
And robe% and notions framed in foreign looms.

Foun^.

They [the Yankees] continned to throng to Ifew Amster-
dam with Uie most innocent counteuances imaginable,
filling the market with their notions, being as ready to
trade with the Nederlanders as ever.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 225.

Cognate, common, complex notion. See the adjec-
tives.

—

Ilrst notion, a concept formed by direct gener-
alization and abstraction from the particulars coming
under that concept.

—

Involution of notions. Seeimw-
lution.—Second notion, a notion formed by reflection
upon other notions or symbols, with generalization and
abstraction from them.—Under the notion, under the
concept, class, category, designation.

What hath been generally agreed on I content myself
to assume under the notion of principles.

Newton, Opticks.

notobranchiate
The Franciscans of the convent of Jerusalem have a

small place here, coming under the notion of physicians,
tho' they wear their habit

Poeoeke, Description of the East, L 53.

Yankee notions, small or inexpensive miscellaneoas ar-
ticles such as are produced by Yankee inventiveness. See
def. S.

American goods of all kinds, brought from California,
suddenly made their appearance in the village shops ; and
... I saw the American tin-ware, lanterns, and " Yankee
notions." 6. Kennan, The Century, XXXVIII. 82.

=Syn. 1 and 2. Impression, fancy.

notional (no'shon-al), a. [= OF. noUonel= Sp.
Pg. nodonal; as' notion + -al.] 1. Pertaining
to or expressing a notion or general concep-
tion; formed by abstraction and generaliza-
tion; also, produced by metaphysical or logical
reflection.

Let us . . . resolve to render our actions and opinions
perfectly consistent, that so our religion may appearto be,
not a notional system, but a vital and fruitful principle of
holiness. Bp. Atterbwry, Sermons, IL xiv.

Who can say that he has any real, nay, any notional ap-
prehension of a billion or a tr^on'^

J. H. Newman, Gram, of Assent, iv,

2. Imaginary; ideal; existing in idea only;
•visionary; fantastical.

All devotion being now plac'd in hearing sermons and
discourses of specu&tive and ruMonal thii^s.

Evelyn, Diary, Sept 19, 1655.

Fugitive Theme [happiness]
Of my pursuing Verses ideal Shade,
Notional Good, by Fancy only made.

Prior, Solomon, 1

We must be waiy lest we ascribe any real subsistence
or personality to this nature or chance ; for it is merely a
notional and imaginary thing. Bentley.

3. Dealing in imaginary things; whimsical;
fanciful: as, a notional man.

I have premised these particulars before 1 enter on the
main design of this paper, because I would not be thought
altogether notional in what I have to say, and pass only
for a projector in morality. Steele, Tatler, Xo. 125.

Notional attribate or problem,an attribute orproblem
relating to second notions. The phrase is a substitute
for the scholastic ceUegorematic term.

notionalityf (no-sho-nal'j-ti), n. [< notional
+ -ity.] The quality or condition of being
merely notional or fanciful; empty, unground-
ed opinion.

I aimed at the advance of science by discrediting empty
and talkative notionality.

GlanvUle, Vanity of Dogmatizing, xviL

notionaU^ (no'shon-al-i), adv. In a notional
manner; in mentsfl. apprehension; in concep-
tion ; hence, not in reality.

Two faculties . . . nationally or really distinct.

, Norris, Miscellanies.

notionate (no'shon-at), a. [< notion + -ate^.]

Notional ; fanciful. Monthly Bev. [Rare.]
notionistf (no'shon-ist), n. [< notion + -ist.1

Onewhoholds fanciful orungroundedopinions.
Bp. Hopkins, Expos, of the Lord's Prayer.
notist (no'tist), «. [< nofel -I- -tsf.] An anno-
tator. Webster. [Kare.]

noti'tia (no-tish'ia), n. [Ii.: see notice.] A re-
gister or roU ; a fist, as of gifts to a monastery

;

undertheRoman empire, an of&cial list of local-
ities and government functionaries divided ac-
cording to the provinces,the dioceses, or groups
of provinces, etc., of the Roman empire ; hence,
eccles., a list of episcopal sees, arranged accord-
ing to the corresponding ecclesiastical divisions
of provinces, etc.

I procured, through the kindness of a Jacobite Priest,

. . . an official notitia of the Sees which belong to the Cop-
tic Communion in Egypt

J. M. Nedle, Eastern Church, Pref.

notitionf, n. [< OF. notidon, irreg. < L. notitia,

knowledge : see notice.] Knowledge ; informa-
tion. Fdbyan.
Notkerian (not-ke'ri-an), a. [< Notker (see
def.) + -tan.] Of or pertaining to one of sev-
eral monks named Notker, belonging to the
monastery of St. G-all in S'witzerland. The best-
known of tfiese is Notker Balbnlus (about 840-912), cele-

brated for his services to church music and hymnody, es-

pecially for his invention of sequences and proses. See
sequence. Eneyc. Brit., XTT. i)83.

Notobranchia (no-to-brang'M-a), n.pl. [NL.,
< 6r. vuToc, also va-ov, the bacl^, + j3piyx"', the
ajlls.] Same as Xotobranchiata, 2.

Notobranchia'ta (no-to-brang-M-a'ta), n. pi.

[NL.: see notobranchiate.] 1. The errant ma-
rine annelids, an order of worms having gills

along the back. Also called Dorsibranchiato.—
2. In concli., a group of nudibranchiate gastro-

pods having the gUls on the back. These organs
are diversiform, and according to their form or arrange-
ment the notobranchiates have been divided into Cerato-

branchiata, Claddbranchiata, and Pygobranchiata.

notobranchiate (no-td-brang'M-at), a. and n.

[< NL. notobranchiatus, < Gr. vurof, the back, +



notobranchlate

Ppayxia, gills: see branchiate.'\ I. a. Having
notal branehiee, or dorsal gills. Specifically- (a)
Of or pertaining to the Notobrarwkiata, an order of worms

;

dorsibranchiate. (6) Of or pertaining to the Notobran-
cMatOt a group of gastropods ; nudibranchiate.

II, n, A member of the Notobranchia or No-
tobranchiata ; a dorsibrarfohiate or a nudibran-
chiate.

notochord(n6'to-k6rd), n. [<ar. vurof, the back,
+ xop^i, a string.] The chordadorsalis or primi-
tive backbone : a fibrocellular or cartilaginous
rod-lite structure which is developed in verte-
brates as the basis of the future spinal column,
and about which the bodies of the future verte-
brsB are formed, it is one of the earliest embryonic
stractures, and persists throughout life in many of the
lower vertebrates, which are on this account called noto-
chordal; butinmost casesit is soon absorbed and replaced
by a definite cartilaginous or bony spinal column. The soft
pulpy substance which may he seen filling in the cupped
ends of the vertebrio of a fish, as brought to the table, is a
part or the remains of the notochord. Anteriorly, in skull-
ed vertebrates, the notochord runs into the base of the
skull as tar as the pituitary fossa. {Seeparaeliardai.) The
caudal division of a notochord Is often called wroclurrd.
Such a structure is characteristic of tunicates or ascidians,
called on this account Urochorda, and approximated to or
included among vertebrates. (See AppendieidariidcB.) A

. sort of notochord occurring in the acorn-worms has caused
them to be named Hetm^kofrda. (See BaZanoglossus and
Enteropneutta.) The lancelets are named Cephalochffrda
with reference to the extension of this structure into the
head. See Chordata, and cuts under Pharyvgobranchii,
chrnhdrocravnum, Lepid(mren, and mscercU.

notochordal (n6'to-k6r-dal), a. [< notochord
+ -al.l 1. Of or pertainiiig to the notochord;
provided with a notochord.—2. Specifically, re-

taining the notochord in adult life : as, a noto-
chordal fish.

Notodelphyidse (n6*to-del-fi'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Notodelphys + -idw.'] A family of entomos-
tracous crustaceans ofthe order Copepoda, typi-
fied by the genus Notodelphys. Though parasitic,
they are gnathostomous(not siphonostomous^ and have a
segmented body, resembling that of the Cydopidce, but the
last two thoracic segments of the female are fused into a
brood-pouch, whence the name. The posterior antennss
are modified for attachment, and the creatures live in the
branchial cavity of ascidlans.

Notodelphys (no-to-del'fis), n. [NL., < Gr.
voTog, the back, -f- de'A^tf, the womb.] A genus
of parasitic copepod crustaceans, resembling
ordinary oopepods, but carrying their ova in a
cavity upon the back of the carapace. N. agi-

lis is a common parasite of the branchial cham-
ber of ascidians.

Notodonta (no-to-don'ta), n. [Nil. (Oohsen-
heimer, 1810), < Gr. voros, the back, -1- bSolig

(oSovT-) = E. tooth.'] The typical genus of No-
todontidtB. The genus is wide-spread, being represented
in Europe, Africa, and North and South America. A com-

Red-humped Caterpillar and Moth (/^oiotiottta concinna),
a, imaffo ; b, larva.

mon North American species is N. concinna, whose larva

eats the leaves of the apple, plum, etc., and is known as the

redrhwnped prominenit. JV. jrfczao Is a large moth called by
the British collectors the pebUe, prominent, or taothbaek.

Notodontids (no-to-don'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Notodonta + idm.'i A family of bombycine
lepidopters recognized by some entomologists,

and named from the genus Notodonta by Ste-

phens in 1829. The habit is not geometriform ; the
body is unusually stout ; the proboscis is very short, if it

appears at all ; the palpi are usually of moderate length

;

the antennae are moderate, setaceous in the male, usually

pectinate and rarely simple, in the female usually simple

and rarely subpectinate ; and the wings are deflexed, en-

tire, and usually long, with the submedian vein of the hind
ones overrunning to the anal angle. It is a large family of

nearly 100 genera. The larvte are naked, often curiously

ornamented or armed, and they pupate either under or

above ground. Some of them are known as pebbles, prond-
nents, and tootJiJbacks.

notodontiforill (no-t6-don'ti-f6rm), a. [< NL.
Notodonta, q. v., + L. forma, form.] Resem-
bling a toothbaok or moth of the family Noto-

dontidcB.

Notogsa (no-to-je'a), n. [NL., < Gr. vdrog, the

south, + yata, the earth.] In zoogeog., a great
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zoSlogical division of the earth's land area,

comprising the Austrocolumbian,Australasian,
and Novo-Zelanian regions : opposed to Arcto-
g<ea. It corresponds to the Neotropical and
Australian regions of Sclater. Suxley.
Notogseal (no-to-je'al), a. [< Notogcea + -al.]

Same as Notogeean.

Notogsean (no-to-je'an), a. [< Notogcea + -an.']

Of or pertaining to Notogsea.

notograph (no'to-graf), n. Same as melograpli.

Notonecta (no-to-nek'ta), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
varog, the back, + v^Krfg, a swimmer, < v^%etv,

swim.] The typical genus of Notonectidce,

founded by Linnaeus in 1748. The membrane is

distinctly marked, the body is broad, the scutellum is

about as wide as the pronotum, and the front is narrow
and curved without swelling or prolongation. These in-

sects are all aquatic and predaceous, aud swim about on
their backs, whence the names Notonecta and also back-
smmnier and water-boatman. The genus is wide-spread,
being represented almost eveiywhere. N. undvXata is the
commonest species in the United States ; it is half an inch
long, and varies in color from an ivory-white to a dusky
hue. N. mexicana is the handsomest one, being brightly
colored with red and yellow. See cut at water-boatman.

notonectal (no-to-nek'tal), a. [< Notonecta +
-al.] In soiil., svrimming on the back, as cer-

tain insects ; belonging or related to the Noto-
necUdm.
Notonectidse (no-to-nek'ti-de), n.pl. [NL., <

Notonecta + -idw.]' A family of aquatic bugs
of the group Bydrocores and suborder Beterop-
tera, typified by the genus Notonecta, founded
by Stephens in 1829 ; the boat-flies or water-
boatmen. They are deeper-bodied than related bugs,
and their convexity is above, so that they swim on their
backs. The eyes are large, reniform, doubly sinuate, and
slightly projecting; there are no ocelli; the rostrum is

long, ^arp, conical, and four-jointed; the antennse are
four-jointed; the tarsi are three-jointed ; the hind legs are
longest and fitted for rowing fee body like oars, being
thickly fringed with silky hairs ; and the venter is keeled
and hairy. All the Notonectidte are aquatic and preda-
ceous. The genera Notonecta and Ranatra are represented
in the United States.

Notopoda (no-top'o-da), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. vu-

Toc, file back', + novg (Vod-) = E. foot.] 1. In
LatreUle's system, a tribe or section of braohy-
urous decapod crustaceans, containing crabs of

the genera.Homote, Dorippe, Dromia,Dynomene,
and Banina—that is, most of the anomurous
decapods. By recent writers they are referred to four
different families. The group is sometimes retained in a
modified sense, as including transitional forms between
the brachyurous and the macrurous decapods, as Drami-
idcB, LitkodidcB, and Porcellanidce. One or two pairs of legs
are articulated higher up than the rest) whence the name.
2. In entom., a name of the elaters, or skip-
jacks. See Materid(B.

notqpodal (no-top'o-dal), a. [As Notopoda +
-al.'] Of or pertaining to the Notopoda, as a
crab.

notopodial (no-to-p6'di-al), a. [As notopodia
+ -al.] Of or pertaining to the notopodia of

a worm. See cuts under Polynoe, prcestomium,
smApygidium.
The lateral fins are formed from notopodial elements.

Jour. Boy. Micros. Soo., 2d ser., VI. 41.

notopodimn (no-to-po'di-um), n.
;
pi. notopodia

(-a). [NL., < Gr.VuTOf, the back, + noiic (irotJ-)

='B. foot.] One of the series of dorsal divisions
of the parapodia of an annelid; a dorsal oar.
The double foot-stumps In a double row along the sides

of many worms are the parapodia; and these are divided
into an upper or notopodial and a lower or neuropodial
series, also called the dmrsal and verttral oars respectively.
See parapodium.

notopodous (no-top'o-dus), a. [As Notopoda
+ -091S.] Of or pertaining to the Notopoda.

notopsyche (no-top-si'ke), n. [< Gr. vorog, the
back,+ ^;i;i^, soul.] The spinal cord. Baeckel.
See Psyche.

Notopteridae (no-top-ter'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Notopterus+ -ddm.] A family of malacopteiy-
gian fishes, typified by the genus Notopter'us.
The head and body are scaly, the margin of the upper jaw
is formed by the intermaxiUaries mesially and by the max-
illaries laterally, the opercular apparatus is incomplete,
the tail is long, the dorsal fin is short and far back, and the

Notopterits kapirat.

anal fin is very long. On each side of the skull is a parieto-

mastoid cavity leading into the interior. The ova fall Into

the abdominal cavity before they are extruded.

notopteroid (no-top'te-roid), a, and n. I. a.

Pertaining to the Noiopteridw, or having their

characters.

II. n. A fish of the family Notopteridae,

Nototheniidse

Notopterus (no-top'te-rus), n. [NL., < Gr. v6-

Tog, file back, '+ nrephv, a wing, = E. feather.]

The typical genus of Notopteridm. having a
small dorsal fin. Lac6pide. See cut under No-
topteridm.

notorhizal (no-to-ii'zal), a. [< Gr. I'oirof, the
back, + f>iQa, a root.]' In hot., applied to the
back of one of the cotyledons : said of the rad-
icle of the embryo in the seed of certain cru-

ciferous plants, and of the plants themselves.
In modem usage such plants are said to have
the cotyledons incumbent.

notoriet, «• See notary.

notoriety (n64o-ri'e-ti), ». ;
pi. notorieties (-tiz).

[< F. notoriSt4'=: Sp. notoriedad = Pg.-Jiotorje-

dade= It. notorietd, < ML. riotorieta(t-)s, the con-
dition of being well-known, < L. notorms, mak-
ing known,ML. also well-known: see notorious.]

1. The state or character of being notorious;

the character of being publicly or generally,

and especially unfavorably, known; notorious-

ness: as, the notoriety of a crime.

They were not subjects In their own nature so exposed
to notoriety. Addison, Def. of Christian Belijgion.

One celebrated measure of Henry Ami.'s reign, the
Statute of Uses, was passed in order 1x) restore the ancient
simplicity and notoriety of titles to land.

F. PoUock, Land Law^ p. 2.

2. One who is notorious or well-known.
Most prominent among the public notorieties of Fiji is

the Vasu. The word means a nephew or niece, but be-

comes a title of office in the case of the male.
Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXV. 394.

Proof by notoriety, In Scots law, same as judicial notice.

notorious (no-to'ri-us), a. [Formerly notary,

q. v.; = F. notoire = Sp. Pg. It. notorio, < L.

notorius, making known, ML. well-known, pub-
lic, < notor, one who knows, < noscere, pp. no-

tus, know: see note^.] Publicly or generally
known and spoken of; manifest to the world:
in this sense generally used predieatively:
when used attributively, the word now com-
monly implies some circumstance of disadvan-
tage or discredit ; hence, notable in a bad sense

;

widely or well but not favorably knovni.

Of Cham Is the name Chemmis in Egypt; and AmmoD
the Idoll and Oracle so notorious.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 44.

Rutilus Is now notorious grown.
And proves the common Theme of all the Town.

Congreve, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, xi.

It is notorious that Machiavelli was through life a zeal-

ous republican. , Macaulay, Machiavelli.

=S3m. Noted, Notable, etc. (see fanums); patent, mani-
fest, evident.

notoriously (no-to'ri-us-li), adv. In a notori-
ous manner; publicly; openly; plainly; recog-
nizedly ; to the knowledge of all.

For euermore this word [alas] Is accented vpon the last,

& that lowdly & notmriously, as appeareth by dH our excla-
mations vged vnder that terme.

Puttenlmm, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 105.

Fool, there was never man so notorioudy abused.
Shak., 1. N., Iv. 2. 94.

The imagination is notoriously most active when the ex-
ternal world is shut out. Maaiiday, John Dryden.

notoriousness (no-to'ri-us-nes), n. The state
of being notorious ; the state of being open or
knovsm; notoriety.

Notornis (no-t6r'nis), n, [NL., < Gr. v&rog, the
south or southwest, + dpvig, a bird.] A genus of
gigantic ralline birds of New Zealand and some
other islands, with rudimentary wings, related
to the gallinules of the genus Porpmrio, sup-
posed to have become extinct within a few
years. N. mantelli is the type-species. Owen,
1848.

A second species now referred to Notomis Is the Galli-
nula alba of Latham, which lived on Lord Howe's (and
probably Norfolk) Island. No specimen is known to have
been brought to Europe for more than eighty years, and
only one is believed to exist— namely, in the museum at
Vienna. A. Newton, Encyc. Brit, III. 782, note. .

notoryt, a. [ME. notorie; < OP. notoire, < L.
notorius, making known, ML. notorious: see
notorious."] Notable.
Atwene whom [the French and English] were dayly

skyrmysshes& small bykerynges without any notarye [read
noUrryel batayll. Fabyan, Chron., an. 1369.

Notothenia (no-to-the'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
vot66sv, from the south, Cvirog, the south or
southwest, + -dev. adv. suffix, from.] The typi-
cal genus of Nototheniidw, species of which in-
habit southern seas, whence the name. Bich-
ardson, 1844.

Nototheniidse (no^to-thf-ni'i-de), n. pi. [NL.

,

< Notothenia -\- -idee.] A family of aeanthop-
terygian fishes, typified by the genus Nototlie-
nia, including those which have a short spinous
dorsal, an elongate body, blunt head of normal
aspect, ctenoid scales, and the lateral line in-



Nototheniids

terrupted or continued high up on the tail.
Aboat 20 species are known, from antarctic and southern
Beas, where they replace to some extent the codfish of
northern seas, some of them being of economical impor-
tance.

Nototherimn (ud-to-the'ri-mn), «. [NL., < Gr.
voTOi, the south, + 'dj/piov, a wild beast.] A ge-
nus of gigantic extinct marsupialsfromthe post-
Tertiary, with diprotodont dentition. The den-
tal fonnola is the same as in Dipntodon, bnt the incisors
are smaller, and the sknll is shorterand relatively broader.
2f. fiuiehem and N, inermis are species of this genus.
Nototrema (no-to-tre'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. vi>-

-of, the back, -I- rpijiia, a perforation, a hole.]
A genus of Hylidce, having on the back a kind
of pouch or marsupimn in which the eggs are

Nototrema mar^ufiiatum.

received and hatched; the pouch-toads. The
species are X. marsupiatum, a native of Pern,
N. omfenim, and X. fissipes, the last from Per-
uambuco in Brazil.

nototrematons (no-to-trem'a-tus), a. [< Gr.
varog, the back, -I- -p7/ia(r-), a perforation, a
hole.] Having a hole in the back which serves
as a brood-pouch, as a variety of toad.

nototribe (no'ta-trib), a. [XL. (Frederick Dil-

pino, 1886), < Gr. uurof, back, + rptpav, rub.]
In hot., touching the back, as of an insect:
said of those zygomorphous flowers especially
adapted for cross-fertilization by external aid,

in which the stamens and styles are so arranged
or turned as to strike the visiting insect on the
back. Most of the Labiatce, Scrophularineae, Lo-
heliaeece, et«., are examples. Compare sterno-
tribe and pJeurotribe.

notour (no-tor'), a. [Also nottour; < P. notoire,

notorious: see notary, notoriousJ] Well-known;
notorious: as, notour adultery; a notowr bank-
rupt (that is, one legally declared a bankrupt).
[Scotch.]

not-patedf (not'pa'ted), a. [< noi^ + pate +
-edf.'i Having a smooth pate. Also noU-pated.

Wilt thou rob this leathern jerkin, crystal-batton, not-

pattd, agate-ring? Shak., 1 Hen. IV., a i. 78.

not-self (not'self), n. The non-ego ; everything
that is not the conscious self.

It is common to recognise a distinction between the
subject mind and a something supposed to be distinct

'from, external to, acting upon that mind, called matter,
the external or ^ctended world, the object, the non-ego,
or not-ge^. A. £atn. Emotions and Will, p. 94.

nott^t, adv. An obsolete spelling of not^.

nott^t, a. and v. See not^.

notteot (not'ed), a. [< not^ + -ed^.l Shaven;
shorn; polled. Bailey, 1731.

nott-headedt, nott-patedf, a. See not-headed,

not-pated.

nottnmo (not-tor'no), n. [It., < L. noctumus,
pertaining to night': see noctume.'i Same as
Twcturne, 2.

notnm (no'tum), n.
;
pi. nota (-ta). [NIj., < Gr.

viJTov, voTog, the back.] In entom., the dorsal
aspect of tie thorax or of any thoracic seg-

ment. The notum is divided into pronotum,
mesonotum, and metauotum.
In each somite of the thorax . . . may be observed. . . a

. . . tergal piece, tiienotum. Htudeyj Anat. Invert.
, p. 348.

NotnmS (no-tu'rus), n. [Nli., < Gr. vtirof, the

back, + ob'pd, tail.] A genus of small North
American catfishes of the family Siluridte and
the subfamily IctdluriruB, having a long low
adipose fin generally connected with the cau-

dal fin, and a pore in the axil of the pectoral

fin ; the stone-cats. They are capable of inflicting

a severe sting with the sharp spines of their fins. Several

species abound in the fresh waters of liie southern and
western United States.

NotUS (no'tus), ». [L. Kotus, Notos, < Gr. S&rog,

the south or southwest wind, the south.] The
south or, more exactly, the southwest wind.

not-wheat (not'hwet), n. [< not^ + wheaf]
Smooth, unbearded wheat.

Ofwheat there are two sorts : French, which is bearded,

and reqnireth the best soyle, . . . and notwheat, so termed
because it is vnbewded, contented with a meaner earth.

Carea, Survey of Cornwall, p. 20.

notwithstanduig (not-wiTH-stan'ding), nega-

tive ppr., passing into quasi-prep., eonj., and
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adr. [< ME. noghticithgtandyng, itoght icith-

standynge, etc., orig. and prop, two words, not
withstanding, tr. L. non obstante, lit. 'not stand-
ing in the way'; being the negative not with
the ppr. withstatiding (ppr. of withstand), agree-
ing (as in L.) with lie noun in the nominative
(in L. the ablative) absolute. As the noun tisu-

aUy follows, the ppr. came to be regarded as a
prep, (as also with during, ppr.), and is now
usually so construed. When the noun is omit-
ted, notwitlistanding assumes the aspect of a
conjunction.] I. neg. ppr. Not opposing; not
standing in the way or contradicting; not avail-
ing to the contrary.

He hath not money for these Irish wars.
His burthenous taxations notwitJatanding,
But by the robbing of the banish'd duke.

Sfta*., Kich. IL, a 1. 260.

Himting three days a week, which he persisted in doing,
all lectures and r^ulatlons notmthglanding.

Lawrerux, Guy Livingstone, p. 13.

U. guasi-prep. With followingnoun, or clause
with &Mt: In spite of, or in spite of the fact
that; although.

God brought them along natvnth^anding all their weak-
nesses & infirmities.

Brad/ord, Plymouth Plantation, p. 5^.

I am but a Prisoner still, notutUhsiaT^ding the Release-
ment of so many. HouxB, Letters, U. 31.

Throughout the long reign of Aurungzebe, the state, no^
tcithgtaJiding all that the vigour and policy of the prince
could effect, was hastening to dissolution.

Macatday, Lord Clive.

He [James I. of Scotland] was detained prisoner by
Henry IV., iwtwithgtandiiig thtxt a tsmce existed between
the two countries. iTfrin^, Sketch-Book, A Eoyal Poet

= SyiL Nt^nuitlatanding, In tpiU <if. Despite, for aU. Not-
mthglanding is the least emphatic ; it ciUls attention with
some emphasis to an obs^le: ae^ notunthstandit^ his
youth, he made great progress. In spite ofand despite, by
the strength of the word spite, point primarily to active op-
position : as, in spite qf his utmost efforts, he was defes^
ed ; and, figuratively, to great obstacles of any kind : as,

despite aU hindrances, he arrived at the time appointed.
D^pite is rather loftier and more poetic 6ian the others.

Ill
, conj. Followed by a clause with that

omitted: Im spite of the fact that; although.

Come, come. Sir Peter, yon love her, notwU/istanding
your tempers do not exactly agree.

Sheridan, School tor Scandal, L 2.

Hitherto, nottrithstanding Felix drank so little ale, the
publican had treated him with high civility.

George Eliot, Felis Holt. iL

=Srn. AWumgh, Though, etc. See although.

iV. adv. Nevertheless; however; yet.

Wonderfull fortune had he in the se.

But not-urOhslandyng strongly rowede hee.
That in short bref time at port gan ariue
At hauyn of Crius.

.Rom. ofPartenay (B. E. T. S.), L 5670.

Kat-wiih-stondinge, I sey not^ bat as for me I will do as

ye and alle the other will otdeyne ; I am all redy it to pur-
sue. MerUn (E. E. T. a), a 235.

Young kings, though theybe children, yet are they kings
notwiOalaj\ding. Latimer, 2d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

And Moses said. Let no man leave of it till the morning.
IfotimthHanding, they hearkened not unto Hoses.

Ex.xvL20.
He hath a tear for pity, and a hand
Open as day for melting charity

:

Yet notioithxtanding, being incensed, he's flint.

ShaJc, 2 Hen. TV., Iv. 4. 33.

nouf, adv. A Middle English form of now.

noacnf, ». [< ME. nouche, nowcke, nowch, also

(by m&division of a noticlte as an miche), ouche,

ousche (see ouch), < OF. nouehe, nosche, nusche
(ML. nusca), < OHG. nusqja, nusca, MHG. nusche,

abuckle, clasp, brooch.] Ajewel; anornament
of gold in which precious stones were set.

They were set as thik as nouchis
Fyne, of the fynest stones faire.

Chauixr, House of Fame, L 1350.

nongat (no-ga'), n. [F., < Pr. jioM^a<= Sp. no-

gado, a cake made with almonds, etc. (cf. no-

gada, a sauce made of nuts, spices, etc.), < L.
as if *nucatus, < nux (nitc-), nut: see nucleus.

"^

A confection made usually of chopped almonds
and pistachio-nuts embedded in a sweet paste.
nought (not), «. and a. See naught.

nongbtf (not), adv. See naught.

nomt, nonlet, n. See noil.

nouldt. A contraction of ne icould, would not.

noumblest, n-i*'. B^enumbles.
noumbref, n. and v. An obsolete form of n uni-

fier.

nonineite, nnineito (no'me-it), n. [< Noumea
(see def

.
) + -ife2.] A hydrous sUieate of nickel

and magnesium from Noumea,New Caledonia,

It is essentially the same as garnierite.

nonmena, n. PhaaXotnoumenon.
nonmenal (nS'me-nal), a. [< noumenon + -ai."]

Of or pertaining to a noumenon.

nomish
He holds that the phenomenal world must be distin-

guished from the noianentU, or world of things in them-
selves. «> IT. HamOton.

The inner world which we know is like the outer, phe-
nomenal, not noumenal.

E. Caird, Philos. of Kant, p. 253.

noninenally (no'me-nal-i), adr. As regards
noumena. See noumenon.
Doctor otto Pfleiderer . . . bases Intnitional morality

on a noumenaUy realistic psychology.
Xeio Pritieeton Bev., I. 151.

nonmenon (no-o'me-non), 71.; pi. noumena (-na).

[< Gr. vooii/ievov, anything perceived, neut. of
vooiifievo;, ppr. psiss. of voeh; perceive, appre-
hend, < v6o(, Attic vovg, the mind, the intelli-

gence : see nous.'] In tie Kantian philos. : (a)
That which can be the object only of a purely
intellectual intuition.

If I admit things which are objects of the understanding
only, and nevertheless can be given as objects of an intui-
tion, though not of sensuous intuition (as coram intuitu
intellectaali), such things would be called Noumena (in-

telligibilia). . . . Unless,, therefore, we are to move in a
constant circle, we must admit that the very word phe-
nomenon indicates a relation to something the immediate
representation of which is no doubt sensuous, but which
nevertheless, even without this qualiflcationof our sensi-
bility (on which theform of our intuition is foundedX must
be something by itself, that is, an object independent of
our sensibility. Hence arises the concept of a noumemm,
which, however, is not positive^ nor a definite knowledge
of anything, but which implies only the thinking of som e-

thing without taking any account of ihe form of sensuous
intuition. But, in order that a noumenon may signify a
real object that can be distinguished from all phenomena,
it is not enough that I should free my thought of all con-
ditions of sensuous intuition, but I must besideBhave some
reason for admitting another kind of intuition besides the
sensuous, in which such an object can be given, otherwise
mythought would be empty, however free it may be from
contradictiona. . . . The object to which I refer any phe-
nomenon is a transcendental object. . . . This cannot be
called the noumenon.
Kant, Critique of Pure Reason (tr. by Max Muller, 18S1X

[pp. 217, 219.

In a n^ative sense, a noumenon would be an object not
given in sensuous preoption ; in a positive sense, a nou-
menon would be an object given in a non-sensuous, L e.

an intellectual, perception.
E. Caird, Philos. of Kant, p. 498.

(b) Inexactiy, a thing as it is apart from all

thought; what remains of the object of thought
after space, time, and aU the categories of the
understanding are abstracted from it ; a thing
in itself.

noumperef, n. A Middle English form of um-
pire.

noun (noun), n. [< ME. 'noun, nowne, < OF.
noun, non, nun, F. nom = Sp. nofnbre = Pg. It.

name, < L. nomen, a name, a noun: see name^.'}

In gram., a name ; a word that denotes a thing,
material or immaterial ; a part of speech that
admits of bein^ used as subject or object of
a verb, or of being governed by a preposition.
Any part of speech, or phrase, or clause thus used is a
noun, or the equivalent of a noun, or used as a noun ; thus,
he is prodigal of ifs and buts; fare vxU is a mournful
sound ; that he is gone is true enough. Nouns are called
proper, common, collective, abstract, etc (See these words.)
The older usage, and less commonly the later, make the
word noun include both the noun and the adjective, dis-
tinguishing the former as noun stdt^antioe and the kitter
as noun adjective. Abbreviated n.

It will be proved to thy face that thou hast men about
thee that usually talk of a noun and a verb, and such
abominable words as no C!hristian ear can endure to hear.

ShaJc., 2 Hen. YL, iv. 7. 43.

nounal (nou'nal), a. [< noun + -oZ.] Of or -per-

taining to a noun; having the character of a
nonn. [Bare.]

The numerals have been inserted in this place as a sort
of appendix to the nomuti group, because of their manifest
affinity to that group. J. Earie.

noximze (nou'niz), I', t. ; pret. and pp. nouni^ed.

ppr. nounizing. [< noun -1- -ire.] To convert
into a noun ; nominalize. J. Earle.

nounperet, <' • A Middle English form of umpire.

nonricet, »• An obsolete form of nurse.

nomish (nur'ish), V. [< ME. »iourt«7i«n, noris-

shen, nmishen, norysehen, norisen, norieen, nor-

ysen, nurisen, norsclten, nurschen, etc., < OF.
noris-, stem of certain parts of norir, nurir, nur-

rir, F. nourrir = Pr. nnrir, noirir = Sp. Pg.
nutrir = It. nutrire, < L. nutrire, suckle, feed,

foster, nourish, cherish, preserve, support : see

nuMmejjf, and cf. Kursf, nurture.] I. trans. It.

To nurse ; suckle ; bring up, as a child.

Therefore was the moder suffred to norishe it tell it was
X monthes of age, and than it seemed ij yere age or more.

MerUn (E. E. T. S.), L 15.

The child that is luturished ever after taketh his nurse
for his own natural mother.

Sir T. 3tore, Utopia (tr. by Bobinson;^ u. 51.

2. To feed ; supply (a living or organized body,
animal or vegetable) with the materialrequired
to repair the waste accompanying the vital pro-



nourish

cesses and to promote growtli ; supply -with nn-
triment.

At the ende of 3 Wekes or of a Monetha, thei eomen
azen and taken here Chickenea and narmche hem and
hryngen hem forthe. MandeeUle, Travels, p. 49.

He planteth an ash, and the rain doth nourish it.

I3a. xliv. 14.

3. To promote the growth or development of
in anyway; foster; cherish.

Yet doth it not nourieh such monstrous shapes of men
as fabulous Antiquities lained.

Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 51.

This nymph, to the destruction of mankind,
Somiehed two looks, which graceful hung behind
In equal curls. Pope, R. of the L., U. 20.

Were you to stand upon themountain slopes which nour-
ish the glacier, you would see thence also the widening of
the streak of rubbish. TyndaZl, Forms of Water, p. 96.

4. To support; maintain, in a general sense;
supply the means of support and increase to

;

encourage.
Whiles I in Ireland nourish a mighty band,
I will stir up in England some black storm.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 1. 348.

Then may we . . . make a comfortable guess at the
goodness of our condition in this world, and nourish very
promising hopes to ourselves of being happy in another.

Bp. AUerbury, Sermons, II. xii.

Men failed, betrayed him, but his zeal seemed nourished
By failure and by tall.

WhMier, Kemembrance of Joseph Sturge.

5. To bring up; educate; instruct.

For Symkyn wolde no wyt, as he sayde.
But if she were wel n&rissed and a mayde.

Chatteer, Keeve's Tale, 1. 28.

Thou Shalt be a good minister of Jesus Christ, nourished
Tip in the words of faith. 1 Tim. iv. 6.

Here about the beach I wander'd, rumrishing a youth sub-
lime

With the fairy tales of science, and the long result of Time.
Tennyson, locksley Hall.

H. intrans. 1. To serve to promote growth;
1)6 nutritious.

Grains and roots nourish more than leaves.
Bacon, Nat. Hist., §45.

2. To gain nourishment. [Rare.]

In clay grounds all fruit trees grow full of moss, . . .

which is caused partly by the coldness of the ground,
whereby the parts Twurish less. Bacon, Nat. Hist, § 645.

The greatest loues do nouryshe most fast, for as moch as
the fyre hathe not exhausted the moisture of them.

Sir T. Elyot, Castle of Health, ii.

nourishable (nur'ish-a-bl), a. [< nourish +
-able^.'i 1. Capableof being nourished: as, the
nounshable parts of the body.— 2t. Capable of
giving nourishment ; nutritious.

These are the bitter herbs, wherewith if we shall eat this
passover, we shall find it most wholesome and nounshable
anto us to eternal life.

Bp. Hall, Kemains, p. 197. (Latham^)

nourisher (nur'ish-6r), n. One who or that
which nourishes.

Sleep, . . . great nature's second course.
Chief tumrisher in life's feast.

Shak., Macbeth, ii. 2. 39.

nourishing (nur'ish-ing), ^. a. [Ppr. of nourish,
f'.] Promoting strength or growth ; nutritious

:

as, a nourishing diet.

No want was there of human sustenance.
Soft fruitage, mighty nuts, and nourishinff roots.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

=Syn. Strengthening, invigorating, wholesome.

nourishment (uur'ish-ment), n. [< nourish +
-ment.'} 1. The act of nourishing, or the state
of being nourished; nutrition.

So taught of nature, which doth litle need
Of forreine helpes to lifes due nourishment;
The fields my food, my flocke my rayment breed.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. is. 20.

2. That which, taken into the system, serves to

nourish; food; sustenance; nutriment.

About the sixthhour ; when beasts most graze, birds best
peck, and men sit down to that nourishmentwbleh is called
supper. Shak., L. L. L., L 1. 239.

3. Figuratively, that which promotes growth
or development of any kind.

No nourishment to feed his growing mind
But conjugated verbs, and nouns declin'd.

Cawper, Tirocinium, 1. 618.

nouritureti »• -Aji obsolete form of nurture.

noursef, n. An obsolete form of mirse.

noursleti » -A-n obsolete variant of nuzzle.

nourslingf, n. An obsolete form of nursling.

nous (nos or nous), n. [Also nouse; < Gr. vovc,

oontr. of vdog, the mind, intelligence, perception,

sense, in Attic philosophy the perceptive and
intelligent faculty; prob. orig. *yv6oc, <. )/ yvo

in yiyvixsmo), know: see gnostic, know^. The
word, picked up at classical schools and the uni-

versities, passed into common humorous use,

and even into provincial speech.] 1. In Pla-
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tonism and the Neoplatonic philosophy, reason,
the highest kind of thought; especially, that
reason which made the world (though other
elements contributed to it). The later Neo-
platonists made the nous a kind of living being.

The original Being [in the philosophy of Plotinus] first

of all throws out the rums, which is a perfect image of the
One, and the archetype of all existing things.

Miwyc. Brit., XVII. 336.

Hence— 2. Wit; cleverness; smartness. [Col-

lege cant, and slang.]

Don't . . . fancy, because a man nous seems to lack.

That, whenever you please, you can "give him the sack."
Barhaim, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 249.

The literal Germans call it "Mutterwiss,"
The Yankees "gumption," and the Grecians nous—
A useful thing to have about the house.

J. 0. Saae, The Wife's Revenge.

nouslet) V. An obsolete variant of nuzzle.

nout (nout), n. [Also nowt, erroneously nolt;

< MB. nout, < Icel. naut, cattle, = AS. nedt, E.
neat : see neat^.'i Cattle : same as »ea<i. [Ob-
solete or Scotch.]

Or by Madrid he taks the rout.
To thrum guitars, an' fecht wi' runvt.

Bums, The Twa Dogs, L 181.

nouthet, nowthet, adv. [ME., < now, nou, now.]
Now

;
just now.

It ait hire wel ryght nouthe
A worthy Enyght to loven and cherice.

Chaucer, Troilus, L 985.

noutherl, a., pron., and conj. A Middle Eng-
lish form of neither.

nouveau riche (nb-vo' resh); pi. nouveaux
riches. [P. : nouveau, new ; riche, rich : see nov-
el and rich.'] One who has recently acquired
wealth; one newly enriched ; hence, a wealthy
upstart ; a parvenu.
This same nouveau riche used to serve gold dust, says

Herrera, instead of salt, at his entertainments.
PrescoU, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 26, note.

Nov. An abbreviation of November.
novaculite (no-vak'u-lit), n. [< L. novacula, a
sharp knife, a razor (< novare, renew, make
fresh : see novation) ,+ -j«e2. ] A very hard, fine-

grained rock,used for hones: same as honestone.
It is a very silicious variety of clay slate.

novalia (no-va'li-a), n. pi. [L., neut. pi. of no-
valis, plowed anew or for the first time, < no-
vus, new : see novel.'] In Scots law, lands newly
improved or cultivated, and in particular those
lands which, having lain waste from time im-
memorial, were brought into cultivation by
monks. Imp. Diet.

novargent (no-var'jent), n. [< L. novus, new,
+ argentum, silver : see new and argent.] A sub-
stance used for resilvering plated articles, and
prepared by moistening chalk with a solution
of oxid of silver in a solution of cyanide of po-
tassium. Imp. Diet.

Nova-Scotian (no'va-sko'shian), a. and n. [<
Nova Scotia, lit. 'New Scotland,' + -an.] I. a.

Of or pertaining to Nova Scotia.

II. n. An inhabitant of Nova Scotia, a mari-
time province of the Dominion of Canada.
Novatian (no-va'shian), a. and n. [< LL. No-
vatiani, pi. (Gr. 'Soovartavol, 'Savariavoi, also Nan-
arai), followers of Novatianus or Novatus, <
Novatianus (Grr. ISoovdrog, also Nojjorof), a proper
name (see def.), < novare, renew: see novaUon.]
I. a. Of or pertaining to Novatianus and his
followers, or their doctrines.

II. n. In church hist., one of a sect founded
in the middle of the third century by Novati-
anus (also called Novatus), a presbyter of
Rome, who had himself consecrated bishop of
Rome in opposition to Cornelius in 251. An-
other Novatus (of Cartilage) was joint founder of the sect.
Novatianus denied that the church had power to absolve
or restore to communion those who after Christian baptism
had lapsed or fallen into idolatry in time of persecution,
and his foUowers appear to have refused the grant of
forgiveness to all grave post-baptismal sin and denied
the validity of Catholic baptism, considering themselves
the true church. They assumed the name of Cathari, 'the
Pure,' on the strength of their severity of discipline. In
other respects than those mentioned the Novatians dif-
fered very little from the Catholics ; and they were gen-
erally received back into communion on comparatively
favorable terms. The sect continued to the sixth century.
See SdbhaUan.

The Novalnans called the Catholics "Traditors."
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 880.

Novatianism (no-va'shian-izm), n. [< Nova-
tian + -ism,.] Tliedoctri'nes of the Novatians.
Novatianist (no-va'shian-ist), ». [< Novatian
+ 4st.] A Novatian.

The NovaManists denied the power of the Church of God
in curing sin after baptism. Hooker, Ecclee. Poliiy, vl 4.

novation (no-va'shon), ». [= P. novation =
Sp. novacion = Pg. novagSo = It. novazione, <

novel

L. novatio(n-), a making new, renovation, < no-

vare, pp. nouateSjinake new, renew, make ifresh,

< novus, new, = B. new : see new.] If. The in-

troduction of something new ; innovation.

Novations in religion are a main cause of distempers in
commonwealths. Abp. Laud, Hist, of his Iroubles, iii.

2t. A revolution.

CA. What news?
CI. Strange ones, and fit for a novation.

Chapman, Revenge of Bussy d'Ambois, iii 1.

3. In law, the substitution of a new obligation

for an old one, usually by the substitution of a
new debtor or of a new creditor. The term, how-
ever, is sometimes used of the substitution of a new obli-

gation between the original parties, as the substitution of
a bill of exchange for a right of action arising out of a con-
tract of sale, though this is more commonly called merger
or extinguishment. While in an assignment the old claim
merely passes into other bands, in a novation there is a new
claim substituted for it. The term is derived from the Bo-
man law, where it was of great importance, because assign-
ment of claims did not exist. It is possible by one nova-
tion to extinguish several obligations : as, if A owes a debt
to B, B to C, and C to D, and it is agreed that A sh^ pay
D in satisfaction of all, this promise, if consented to by aU
parties, extinguishes all the other claims, even though not
performed.

novatort (no-va'tor), n. [= P. novateur = Sp.
Pg. novador = It"novatore, < L. novator, < no-
vare, pp. novatus, renew: see novation.] An in-

novator. Bailey, 1731.

Noveboracensian (no-ve-bo-ra-sen'gian), a.

[< NL. Noveboracensis, < Novum Mboracum, New
York: L. novum; neut. of novus, new; LL. Ebo-
racum (AS. Eoferwic), York.] Of or pertain-
ing to New York.
novel (nov'el), a. and n. [I. a. < ME. novel,

novell, < OP. novel, nowvel, nouveau, new, fresh,

recent, recently made or done, strange, rare,

P. nouveau, new, recent, = Sp. novel, new, in-

experienced, = Pg. novel, new, newly come, =
It. novello, new, fresh, young, modem, < L. no-
vellus, new, young, recent, dim. of novu,s, new,
= B. new : see new. II. n. < ME. novel (in pi.

novels, news), < OP. novelle, rwuvelle, P. nou-
velle, news, a tale, story, = Sp. novela = Pg.
novella, a novel, = It. novella, news, message,
a tale, novel, < L. novella, tew., (cf. LL. pi.

novellce, sc. coristitutiones, the new constitutions
or novels of the Roman emperors) of novellus,

new, recent : see above. A novel in the present
sense (II., 4) is thus lit. a 'new' tale— i. e. one
not told before.] I. a. 1. Of recent origin or
introduction; not old or established; new.

For men had hym told off this strenght noueU.
Bom. ofPartenay (B. E. T. S.),l. 5397.

I must beg not to have it supposed that I am setting up
any novel pretensions for the honour of my own country.

Walpole, Anecdotes of Painting, I. ii.

Men, thro' novel spheres of thought
Still moving after truth long sought,
Will learn new'things when I am not.

Tennyson, Two Voices.

2. Previously unknown; new and striking;
xmusual; strange: as, a novel contrivance; a
novel feature of the entertainment.

I thorughly know all thes nouell tidinges
Full good and fair ben vnto vs this hour.

Rom. 0/ Parteruiy (E. E. T. S.), L 2696.

Thy pyramids built up with newer might
To me are nothing novel, nothing strange.

Sluik., Sonnets, cxxiii.

The sheep recumbent, and the sheep that graz'd,
All hudcUing into phalanx, stood and gaz'd.
Admiring, terrified, the navel strain.

Cowper, Needless Alarm.
St. Young.

A novel vine up goeth by diligence
As fast as it goeth down by negligence.

Palladim, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 8.

Assize of novel disseizin. See ifissefe£».— Novel as-
signment. Same as new axaignment (which see, under
aiisignment).=S7n.l.Presh,Itecent,eta. See new.

II. n. If. Something new; a novelty.

Who [the French] louing nouels, lull of affectation,
Reoeiue the Manners of each other Nation.

Sylvester, ti'. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 2.

I have shook off
My thraldom, lady, and have made discoveries
Of famous novels. Ford, Fancies, Iv. 2.

Perhaps I might havetalk'd as of a third Person— or
have introduc'd an Amour of my own, in Conversation, by
way of Novel, But never have explain'd Particulars.

Congreve, Love for Love, ill. 8. )

2t. A piece of news ; news ; tidings: usually in
j

the plural.

Off mmeles anon gan hym to enquere

;

Where-hens he cam, and fro what place that day.
Bom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3382.

Insteed ofother nouels, I sende you my opinion, inaplaine
but true Sonnet, vpon the famous new worke intituled
A Quippe for an Vpstart Courtier.

C. Bird, To E. Demetrius (1692X



novel
Cimnt F, \A'hat 1 peasants purchase lordships?
/un. Is that any novdi, sir?

B. Jaamn, Case is Altered, v. 4.

Yon look sprightly, friend.
And promise in yoor clear aspect some novel
That may delight us.

Massinger, Great Duke of Florence, L 2.

3. In cicil late, a new or supplemental consti-
tution or decree ; one of the novel constitutions
of certain Roman emperors, so called because
they appeared after the authentic publications
of law made by these emperors. Those of Justin-
ian (A. D. 527-65) ai« the best-known, and are commonly
understood when the term is used. The Sacdt, together
with the Institute, Code, and Digett, form the body of law
which passes under the name of JustiDian. Al^ noveUa,

By the civil law, no one was to be ordained a presbyter
tUl he was thirty-five years of age ; though by a laterwMi
It was sufficient if he was above thirty. AyKfe.

Thefamousdecision which Olanville quotes about legiti-

mation Is embodied in what then was an Extravagant of
Alexander m., delivered to the bishop of Exeter in 1172,
bounded no doubt on aNood of Justinian, but not till now
distinctly made a part of church law.

SttMs, Medieval and Modem Hist, p. 306.

4. A fictitious prose narrative or tale, involv-
ingsome plot of more or less intricacy, and aim-
ing to present a picture of real life in the his-
torical period and society to which the persons,
manners, and modes of speech, as well as the
scenery and surroundings, are supposed to be-
long. Its method is dramatic, and the novel may be re-
Sarded as a narrative play to the extent that the various
persons or characters, upon whose qualities and actions
the development and consummation of the plot ormotive
depend, are brought upon the scene to play their several
parts according to t^eir different personalities, disclosing,
with the aid of the author's delineation and analysis^ di-
verse aspects of passion and purpose, and contributing
their various parts to the machinery of tjie drama to be
enacted among them. The novel may be regarded as rep-
resenting the third stage of transition in the evolution of
fictitious narrative, of which the epic was the first and
theromancethe second. The novel in its most recent form
may be divided, according to its dominant theme or mo-
tive, into the phiIosoplii(»l, the political, the historical,

the descriptive, the social, and the sentimental novel ; to
which may be added, as special forms, the novel of adven-
ture, the novel of society, the novel of character, the novel
of criticism and satire, the novel of reform, and the mili-
tary, the nautical, and the sporting novel.

OurAmours can't furnish out a Bomance ; they'll make a
very pretty Novel. Steele, Tender Husband, iv. 1.

The noprf— what we call thenovd— is a new invention.
It is customary to date the first English nore{ with Eich-
ardson in 1740. & Lanier, The English Novel, p. 3.

Dime novel See d»n«.—Novels (or Novells) of Jus-
tinian. See def. a^SyiLi. Tale, Somanee, Novel. Tale
was at one time a favorite word for what would now be
-called a none^ as the tale» of Miss Austen, and it is stall

used for a fiction whose chief interest lies in its events, as
Marryat's sea tales. "Works of fiction may be divided
into romances and novds. . . . The romance chooses the
characters from remote, unfamiliar quarters, gives them a
fanciful elevation inpower and prowess, surroundsthem by
novel circumstances, verges on the supernatural or passes
its limits, and makes much of fictitious sentiments, such
as those which characterized chivalry. The poor sensa-
tional novel has points of close union with the earlier n>-

mance. . . . The nowi, so far as it adheres to truth, and
tieats of life broadly, descending to tlie lowest in grade,
deeply and with spiritual forecast, seeing to Qie bottom, is

not only not open to these objections, but rather calls for
. . . commem^tion." (J. Baseom, PhiL Eng. Lit., p. 271.)

HOVelantt (nov'el-ant), K. [<. novel + -ant.'\ A
recorder of recent or current events. Also noi-
ilant.

Our news is but small, our nourHlttTas being out of the
way. Couft and Times of Cha-Hes I., L 214.

novelert, novellert (nov'el-er), n. [< novel +
-eri.] 1 . An innovator ; a dealer innew things.

"Chey ought to keep that daywhich these noveUerg teach
us to contemn. Bp. Hall, Bemains, p. 303.

2. A novelist or writer of novels.

novelet (nov'el-et), n. [< OP. *novelet, nouve-
let, new, dim. of novel, new: see notxl. Cf. novel-

ette.Ji If. A small new book. G. Harvey.— 2.

Same as novelette.

novelette (nov-el-ef), n. [< novel + -ette. Cf.

novelet.'\ 1. A short novel.

The classical translations and Italian nmdeUes of the age
of Elizabeth. J. R. Green,

2. In music, an instrumental piece of a free and
romantic character, in which many themes are
treated with more or less capricious variety; a
romance or ballade. The term was first used
by Schumann.
noveUsmt (nov'el-izm), n. [< novel + -ism.']

Iniiovation; novelty; preference for novelty.

The other three Tpoaitions] are disciplinarian in the pres-

ent way of novellism. Sir E. Dering, Speeches, p. 44.

novelist (nov'el-ist), «. [= F. nouvelliste, a
newsmonger, quidnunc, = Sp. novelista = Pg.

It. novelJista, a novelist (def. 3) ; as novel + -ist]

It. An innovator ; a promoter of novelty.

Telesius, who hath renewed the philosophy of Faime-
nides, . . . isthebestofnotwiigts. Bacon, Nat Hist, §68.

4031

2t. A writer of news.
The novelists have, for the better spinning out of para-

graphs, and working down to the end of their column^ a
most happy art of saying and unsaying, giving hints of in-

telligence, and interpretations of dijtferent actions.

Steele, Tatier, Xo. 178.

3. A writer of novels.

The best stories of the early and original Italian novdists
. . . appeared in an English dress before the close of the
reign of EUzabeOi.

T. ITarton, Hist Eng. Poetry, m. 487.

Ye writera of what none with safety reads,
Footing it in the dance that Fancy leads

;

Ye novelists, who mar what ye would mend.
Cowper, Prog, of Err., 1. 309.

4f. A novice.

There is nothing so easie that doth not hurt and hinder
us, if we be but noeelists therein.

Lennard, Of Wisdome, iL 7. § 18. (Bneye. Diet)

novelistic (nov-el-is'tik), o. [< novelist + -ie.']

Pertaining to, consisting of, or found in novels
or fictitious narratives.

It is manifestly improbable that in all this galaxy of nov-
distie talent there should be no genius.

Contemporary Rev., LI. 663.

Will the future historian of the noveliitie literature of
the nineteenth century cease his study with a review of the
auUior of "Eomola" and "MiddlemaTch"?

Fortmghay Rev., N. a, YYYTY. 771.

novelize (nov'el-iz), v.
;
pret. and pp. novelized,

ppr. novelising. [< novel + -ise.] I. trans. If.
To change by introducing novelties; bring into
a new or novel condition.

How affections do stand to be novdized by the mutabil-
ity of tjie present times. iStr E. Dering, Speeches, p. 44.

2. To put into the form of a novel.

The desperate attempt to novelize histoiy.
Sir J. Herschel.

n, intrans. Toinnorate; cultivate novelty

;

seek new things.

The noce2&3in^ spirit of man lives by varietyand the new
faces of things. Sir T. Browne, Christ Hor., L 25.

novella (no-vel'a), ». ; pi. novella (-e). [LL.

:

see novei.] An imperial ordinance. See novel, 3.

novelly (nov'el-U), adv. In a novel manner, or
by a new method.
A pectdiar phase of hereditary insanity, which in Eu-

rope has always been considered incurable, but which I
had treated novelly and successfully in the East

SerHmet's Mag., IV. 744.

novelryt (nov'el-ri), n. [< ME. novelrie, novel-

lerie, < OF. novelerie, AF. novelrie, novelty, a
quarrel, < novel, novel: see novel.] 1. Novelty

;

new things.

Ther was a knygt that loved novelrye.

As many one bannte now that folye.

MS. Heui. 1701, t 23. (ffoStiKB.)

Eyther they [husbands] ben ful of jalousie.

Or maysterfnl, or loven novdrie.
Chaucer, Troila^ iL 756.

2. A quarrel.

Mo dificordes and mo jelonsies.

Mo murmures and mo nmwZries.
Chaucer, House of Famei, L 686.

noveltet, »• A Middle English form of novelty.

novelty (nov'el-ti), n. ;
pi. novelties (-tiz). [<

ME. novelte, < OF. novetete, noveliteit, nouvelle-

tee, nouveaute, F. nouveaute = Pr. noveletai,

nceletat, < LL. noveUita(t-)s, newness, novelty,
< L. noveUus, new: see novel.] 1. The quality
of being novel; newness; freshness; recent-

ness of origin or introduction.

Novdiy is the great parent of pleasure. Soidh.

Scenes must be beautiful which, daily view'd.

Please daily, and whose novelty survives

Long knowledge and the scrutiny of years.
C(i«!p«r,Task,L 178.

2. TJnaceustomedness ; strangeness; novel or
unusual character or appearance: as, the nov-

elty of one's surroundings.

Novelty is only in request ; and it is as dangerous to be
aged in any kind of course as it is virtuous to be constant
in any tmdcrtaking. Shak., H. for M., iii. 2. 237.

In fashion. Novelty is supreme; . . . the greater the
novelty the greater the pleasure.

A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 45.

3. Something new or strange; a novel thing:
as, to hunt after novelties.

Welcome, Porter ! what novelte

T^e vs this owre?
Fori: Plays, p. 205.

What's the news?
The town was never empty of some novelty,

Fletcher (and another), Noble Geutieman, L 2:

I must needs confess it [Paris] to be one of the most
Beautifuland Magnificantfcities] in Europe, and inwhich a
Traveller might find Novelties enough tor 6 Months for
daily Entertainment Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 5.

Especially—4. A new article of trade ; an ar-

ticle of novel design or new use. [Trade use.]
— 5. An innovation.

noverint
Printed bookes he contemneE^ as a noudty of this latter

age. Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, An Antiquary.

6. In patent l>uc, the quaUty of being sub-
stantially differentfrom anyprevious invention

.

novelwright (nov ' el - nt), n. A novelist ; a
manufacturer of novels. Carlyle. [Contemptu-
ous.]

novemt (no'vem), n. [Also novum; < L. novem,
nine : see nine.] An old game at dice played by
five or six persons, in which the two principal
throws were nine and five.

The pedant the braggart, the hedge-priest, the fool, and
ttie boy:—

Abate throw at novum, and the whole world again
Cannot pick out five such. Shak., L, L. L., v. 2. 547.

November (no-vem'ber), n. [< ME. Xovember,
< OF. (andF.) Novemhre= Sp. Xbviembre= Pg.
Xoven^o = It. Xovembre = D. G. Sw. Dan.
November = Gr. Hoi/ippioc, < L. Xovember, also
Novembris (so. mensis, month), the ninth month
(sc. from March), < novem, nine: see nine.] The
eleventh month of the year, containing 30 days.
Abbreviated Xov^
Novemberish (no-vem'ber-ish), a. [< Novem-
ber + -ish^.] Like or characteristic of Novem-
ber: as, a Novemberish day.
November-motll (no-vem'b6r-m6th), n. A Brit-

ish moth, Oporobia dilutata.

Novempennata (no'vem-pe-na'te), «. pi.

[NL.: see novempennate.] In Sundevall's sys-
tem of classification: (a) A group of dentiros-
tral oscine passerine birds with only nine pri-

maries (whence the name), forming the second
phalanx ofthe cohort CichlomorphtB, and includ-
ing the pipits and wagtails (Motaeillida), the
American warblers {MniotiltiiiiB), and the Aus-
tralian diamond-birds (Pardalottis). (6) Agroup
of ctdtrirostral oscine passerine birds, com-
posed of the American grackles : equivalent to
the family Icteridte of other authors.

novempennate (no-vem-pen'at), a. [< L. no-
vem, nine, + penna, feather.] In orttith., hav-
ing nine primaries upon the manus or pinion-
bone. The large flight-feathers or remiges of a bird
which pertain to the manus are generally either nine or
ten in number, and this difference of one feather marks
many of the families of the order Passeres.

novena (no-ve'na), n. [ML., neut. pi. of L.
novenits, nine eaefi: see novette.] In the Bom.
Cath. Ch., a devotion consisting of prayers said
during nine consecutive days, for the purpose
of obtaining, through the intercession of the
Virgin or of the particular saint to whom the
prayers are addressed, some special blessing or
mercy. Also called by the French name neu-
vaine.

novenaxy (nov'e-na-ri), a. and n. [< L. nove-
narius, consisting of nine, < novenus, nine each

:

see novene.] I. a. Pertaining to tiie number
nine.

n. n.; pi. novenaries (-riz). An aggregate
of nine; nine collectively.

He implieth dimacterical years, that is septenaries, and
novenaries set down by the Imre observation of numbers.

Sir T. Browne, Vnlg. Err., iv. 11.

novendiaU (no-ven'di-al), a. [< L. novendialis,
of nine days, < «<«'««," nine, + dies, day: see
nine and dial.] Lasting nine days ; occurring
on the ninth day: as, a novendidl holiday.
novene (no-ven'), a. [< L. novenus, nine each,
nine, < novem, nine : see nine.] Belating to or
depending on the number nine; proceecUng by
nines.

The tripleand noDCTie division ran throughout MUman.

novennial (no-ven'i-al), a. [< LL. novennis, of
nine years, < L. novem, nine, -I- annus, a year:
see annual.] Done or recurring every ninth
year.

A novennial festival celebrated bythe BoeotianB in hon-
oor of Apollo. Ahp. Potter, Antiquities of Greece, ii. 20.

novercal (no-ver'kal), a. [< LL. novercalis, per-
taining to a stepmother, < L. noverca, a step-
mother, lit. a ' new' mother (= Gr. as if *vEapta],

< veapdg, new, + -i-k>i, L. -i-ea: see -ic), < novus
(= Gr. vioq), new: see new.] Pertaining to a
stepmother; suitable to a stepmother; step-

motherly.

When almost the whole tribe of birds do thus by incu-
bation produce their young, it is a wonderful deviation
that some few families only should do it in a more nover-

cal way. Derham, Physico-Theology, vii. 4.

The doited crone.

Slow to acknowledge, curtsey, and abdica^
Was recognised of true novercal type.

Dragon and devil. Broumng, Bing and Book, L 66.

noverint (nov'e-rint), n. [So called as begin-
ning with the words noverint unirersi, 'let all

men know': noverint, 3d pers. pi. perf. subj, of



noverint

noscere, know (see know'i); universi, nom. pi. of
universus, all together.] A writ.
Yet was not the Father altogether vnlettered, lor hee

had good experience in a Nouerint, and, by the vuiuersall
tearmestheirin contained Iiad driuen many Gentlewomen
to seeke vnknown countries. Greene, Groats-worth of Wit.

novice (nov'is), n. and a. [< ME. novice, < OF.
(and P.) novice (= Sp. novicio = Pg. novigo =
It. novizio), m., novice (= Sp. novieia = Pg. no-
viga = It. novizia), f., a novice, < L. novieius, later
novitius, new, newly arrived, in ML. as a noun,
novieius, m., novieia, f., one who has newly en-
tered a monastery or a convent, < novus, new:
Bee novel, new.'] I. n. 1. One who is new to
the circumstances in which he or she is placed

;

a beginner in anything; an inexperienced or
untried person.
To children and novices in religion they [solemn leasts)

minister the first occasions to ask and inquire of God.
Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 71.

I am young, a novice in the trade.
Dryden, Pal. and Arc, iii. 325.

Specifically— 2. A monk or nun who has new-
ly entered one of the orders, and is still in a
state of probation, subject to the superior of
the convent and the discipline of the house,
but bound by no permanent monastic vows ; a
probationer. The term of probation differs in
different reUgious communities, but is regularly
at least one year.

Thou art a maister whan thou art at hoom

;

No poure cloisterer, ne no novys.
Chaucer, Prol. to Monk's Tale.

One hundred years ago.
When I was a novice in this place.
There was here a monk, full of God's grace.

Longfellow, Golden Legend, ii.

II. a. Having the character of a beginner, or
one new to the practice of anything; inexpe-
rienced; also, characteristic of or befitting a
novice.

These nouice lovers at their first arrive
Are bashfull both.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Magnificence.

The wisest, unexperienced, will be ever
Timorous and loath with novice modesty.

Maton, P. B,., iii. 241.

noviceship (nov'is-ship), n. [< novice + -ship.]
The state of being a novice. [Bare.]

noviciatej a. and n. See noviUate.
novi homines. Plural of novus homo.
novilantt, n. See novelant.

novilunar (no-vi-lii'nar), a. [Of. LL. noviluni-
um, new moon; < li.'novus, new, + lima, the
moon: see new and lunar.] Pertaining to the
new moon. [Rare.]
novitiate, noviciate (no-vish'i-at), a. [< ML.
"novitiatus, adj., < L. (ML.) novieius, novitius, a
novice: see Jiowce and -afei.] Inexperienced;
unpractised.

I discipline my young Twvidate thought
In ministeries of heart-stirring song.

Coleridge, Keligious Musings.

At this season the forest along the slowly passing shores
and isles was in the full burst of spring, when it wears in
the morning light its most charming aspect, of surpass-
ing beauty to my nomtiate eyes.

H. 0. Fortes, Eastern Archipelago, p. 11.

novitiate, noviciate (no-vish'i-at), n. [= F.
noviciat = Sp. Pg. novidado = It. noviziato, <
ML. noviUatus (novitiatu-), a novitiate, < L.
(ML.) novieius, novitius, a novice: see novice
and -ate^.] 1. The state or time of being a
novice ; time of initiation ; apprenticeship.

He must have passed his tirocinium or novitiate in sin-

ning before he come to this, be he never so quick or pro-
ficient. South.

For most men, at all events, even the ablest, a mrmticete

of silence, so to call it, is profitable before they enter on
the business of life. a. N. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 77.

Specifically— 2. The period of probation of a
young monk or nun before finally taking the
monastic vows. See novice, 2.

I am he who was the Abbot Boniface at Kennaquhair,
. . . hunted round to the place in which I served ray no-
viciate. Scott, Abbot, xxxviii.

3. A novice or probationer.

The abbess had been informed the night before of all

that had passed between her rumdate and Father Francis.
Addison, Spectator, No. 164.

4. The house or separate building, in connec-
tion with a convent, in which the novices pass
their time of probation.

novitioust (no-vish'us), a. [< L. novieius, nmn-
tius, new, newly arrived: see novice.] Newly
invented.
What is now taught by the church of Bome is as [an]

unwarrantable, so a TioviticfM interpretation.

Bp. Pearson, Expos, of Creed, ix.

novityt (nov'i-ti). ». [< OP. novite, noviteit =
Sp. novedad = Pg. novidade = It. novitd,, < L.
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noHta{t-)s, newness, novelty, < novus, new: see
new.] Newness; novelty.

The Twvity of the world, and that it had a beginning, is

another proof of a Deity, and his being author and maker
of it Evelyn, True Religion, I. 67.

novodamus (no-vo-da'mus), n. [< L. de novo
damus,we give a grant anew : de novo, anew (see
de novo) ; damus, 1st pers. pi. pros. ind. of dare,
give: see date^.] In Scots law, a clause sub-
joined to the dispositive clause in some char-
ters, whereby the superior, whether the crown
or a subject, grants de novo (anew) the subjects,
rights, or privileges therein described. Such a
charter may be granted where a vassal believes his right
defective, but, notwithstanding its name, it may also be
a first grant. Imp. Diet.

Novo-Zelania (n6"v6-ze-la'ni-a), n. [NL., < E.
New Zealand.] In zoogeog., a faunal area of the
earth's land surface coincident in extent with
the islands of New Zealand.
Novo-Zelanian (n6"v6-ze-la'ni-an), a. [< NL.
Novo-Zelania + -an.] Of or pertaining to New
Zealand: as, "the Novo-Zelanian provinces,"
Huxley.

novumt (no'vum), n. See novem.
novus homo (no'vus ho'mo), n.; pi. novi homi-
nes (no'vi hom'i-nez). [L., a new man: see

Nowel
And if a straunger syt neare thee, ener among Timv and than
Reward thou him with some daynties : shew thy selfe a

Gentleman. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 77.

A mead here, there a heath, and nmv and then a wood.
Drayton.

When I am now and then alone, and lookback upon my
past life, from my earliest infancy to this time, there are
many faults which 1 committed that did not appear to me,
even until I myself became a father.

Stede, Spectator, No. 263.

Nowaterstt. Seea«ers*(6), under erst.—Now. , . now,
at one time ... at another time ; sometimes . . . some-
times, alternately or successively.

Now up, rww doun, as boket in a welle.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 676.

Thus like the rage of fire the combat burns.
And rum it rises, now it sinks by turns.

Pope, Iliad, xviii. 2.

While the writers of most other European countries have
had their periods and their schools, when now classic, tww
romantic, rww Gallic, and now Gothic infiuences predomi-
nated, . . . the literature of England has never submitted
itself to any such trammels, but has always maintained a
self-guided, if not a wholly self-inspired existence.

G. P. Mmsh, Hist Eng. Lang., i.

[Similarly rwvi . . . then.

Now weep for him, then spit at him.
Shak., As you Like it, iii. 2. 437.)

Now that, seeing that ; since.— Till now, until the pres-
ent time.

II. conj. 1. A continnative, usually introdu-new and homo.] Among the ancient Romans, . , » „ , - x- *
one who had raised himself from obscurity to T^, ^" inference from or an explanation of

distinction without the aid of family connec- '^'^^* precedes,

tions.

now (nou), adv. and cOnj. [< ME. now, nou, nu,
< AS. nH = OS. OFries. nu = X).nu = MLa. nu
= OHGr. MHGr. nu, mi, Gr. nu = Icel. nu = Sw.
Dan. MM = Groth. m« = Gr. i*= Skt. nu, nu, now

;

also, with adverbial addition, MHG. nuon, Gr.

nun = OBulg. nyne= L. nunc for *nunce (< *nun
+ -ce, demonstrative suffix) = Gr. vvv, now. Cf

.

new.] I. adv. 1. At the present point of time;
at the present time ; at this juncture.

Nowe this geare beginneth for to frame.
Udcdl, Roister Doister, i. 3.

Elidure,after many years Imprisonment, is nmv the third
time seated on the Throne. Milton, Hist. Eng., L
Then, nothing but rushes upon the ground, and every

thing else mean ; now, all otherwise.
Pepys, Diary, III. 62.

I have a patient now living at an advanced age, who dis-

Nowe every worde and sentence hath greet cure.
Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 5.

Not this man, but Barabbas. Now Earabbas was a rob-
ber. John xviii. 40.

3. Equivalent to now that, with omission of that.

Now persones han parceyued that freres parte with hem,
Thise poBsessioneres preche and depraue freres.

Piers Plowman (B), v. 143.

Why should he live, now Nature bankrupt is?

Shak., Sonnets, Ixvii.

now (nou), re. l(. now, adv.] The present time
or moment ; this very time.

Yet thus receiving and returning Bliss,

In this gret Moment, in this golden Now.
Prior, Celia to Damon.

An everlasting Now reigns in nature, which hangs the
same roses on our bushes which charmed the Roman and
the Chaldsean in their hanging gardens.

Emerson, Works and Days, p. 156.

charged blood from his lungs thirty years ago. ^rirarfAnofc now (nou), a. l< now, adv.] Present. [Now
""he sunny gardens. . . opened their fiowers. . . in the only oolloq.]

places now occupied by great warehouses and other mas-
sive edifices. 0. W. Holmes, Emerson, i.

2. In these present times ; nowadays.
Before this worlds great frame, in which al things
Are now containd, found any being-place.

Spenser, Hymn of Heavenly Love, 1. 23.

3. But lately; a little while ago.

Ay loved be that lufly lorde of his lighte.

Conduct your mistress into the dining-room, your now
mistress. B. Jonson, Epicoene, ii. 3.

At the beginning of your now Parliament^ the Duke of
Buckingham, with other his complices, often met and con-
sulted in a clandestine Way. Howell, Letters, I. iii. 29.

Defects seem as necessai-y to our rww happiness as to
their opposites. The most refulgent colours are the re-
sult of light and shadows.

GlanviUe, Vanity of Dogmatizing, xxiv.
ThatTsthusmightyhasmade,thatnowewasrightenoghte. j /,t^-,.-.-,

YorkPlays,^. 3. nowadays (nou'a-daz), adv. [Formerly rww a
days, < Me. now a dayes, etc. ; <; now + "adays.]
In these days ; in the present age : sometimes
used as a noun.

Now a dayis I lese all that I wanne.
Where here before I was a threfty man.

Qenerydes (E. E. T. S.), L 1133.

And since the time is such, euen rww a dayes,
As hath great nede of prayers truly prayde.
Come forth, my priests, and I will bydde your heades.

Gaseoigne, Steele Glas (ed. Arber), p. 74.

For they now a dayes make no mention of Isaac, as if he
had neuer beene borne. Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 270.

If 'tis by God that Kings jioMiadai/s reign, 'tis by God too
that the People assert their own Liberty.

irilton, Answer to Salmasius, ii. 55.

Methinks the lays of nowadays
Are painfully in earnest.

F. Locker, The Jester's Plea.

They that but rww, for honour and for plate.
Made the sea blush with blood, resign their hate.

Waller, Late War with Spain.

4. At or bythat past time (in vivid narration)

;

at this (or that) particular point in the course
of events; thereupon; then.

Now was she just before him as he sat.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 349.

The walls being cleared, these two kindred cavaliers
now hastened with their forces in pursuit of the seventy
Moors. Irving, Granada, p. 65.

5. Things beiug so; as the case stands; after
what has been said or done.

Being mad before, how doth she rww for wits ?

Shak., Venus and Adonis, L 249.

How shall any man distinguish rww betwixt a parasite
and a man of honour, where hypocrisy and interest look , _, . , _
so like duty and affection? Sir R. L'Estrange, noway (no wa), aO'W. [By ellipsis from in no

6. Used as an emphatic expletive in cases of ™"2^-J In no way, respect, or degree; not at all.

command, entreaty, remonstrance, and the like

:

'^^°' deeply wounded, ?M-wai/ yet dismay'd.

as, come, now, stop that

!

^'^' ^^^ ^ *>« "^"e*"- «' «•

"Now, trewly,"seide she, "that lady were nothinge wise
HOWayS (no'waz), acZ«. [By ellipsis from in no

that ther-of yow requered." Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 601. ^"'V^- <^t- noway.] Same as noway.

Now, good angels, preserve the king

!

These are secrets which we can no ways by any strength

Shak., Tempest, ii. 1. 306. "* thought fathom. Bp. Atterlmry, Sermons, II. iii.

By now, by this tune.— Every now and then. See nowed(noud), as. [<0F. nou {see nowy), knot, +
everyi.—For now, for the present. -ed^.] In lier. , tied in a knot : said of a serpent

No word of visitation, as ye love me, used as a bearing, the tail of a heraldic lion, or
And so/or now lie leave ye. the like.

Fletcher, Monsieur Thomas, i. 3.

From now, from now on, from this time.— Just now.
See ^jmJI.—Now and again. See again.—'Sovr and
nowt, again and again.

She swowneth rww and rww for lakke of blood.
Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 422.

To wattir hem eke nmoe and rwwe eftsones
Wol make hem soure.

Palladiwi, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 116.

Now and then, at one time and another; occasionally;
at intervals: here and there.

Reuben is conceived to bear three bars wave, Judah a lion
rampant, Dan a serpent rwwed, Simeon a sword impale, the
point erected, <ftc. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., v. 10.

Nowell, Noel (no'el), n. [< ME. nowel, nowelle,

< OP. nowel, nouel, noel, P. noel, the Nativity of
Christ,Christmas, a Christmas carol,= Sp.wota!,
OSp. nadal= Pg. natal

=

It. natale, birthday,esp.
the birthday of Christ, the Nativity, Christmas,
< ML. natale, a birthday, anniversary, esp. Na-
tale Domini, the Nativity of Christ, neut. of L.



Nowel
natoJts, of one's birth, < flatus,bom: seenataP-.']
Christmas : a word often used as a burden or
an exclamation in Christmas songs; hence, a
Christmas carol, properly one written poly-
phonically.

Juias sit bf the tfr with doable herd.
And diTnketh of his bogle horn the wyn

;

Bifom hym stant brawn of the toaked swyn.
And Noicel ciieth every lusty man.

CTiaxicer, Fnnklin's Tale, 1. 527.

The first NoxkU the Angel did say
Was to Utiee poor shepherds in the fields as they lay

;

In fields where they lay keeping their sheep
In a cold winter's night that was so deep.

' STovxa, NouxU, SovxO, Nouxtt,
Bom is the King of IsraeL

Qnoted in N. and Q., 7th ser., m. 291.

We have no English Noelt like those of Eostache dn
Canrroy. Grave's Diet. Xusie, IL 463.

nowel^ (nou'el or no'el), n. [Var. of neioeP-.^

If. An obsolete form of netcrfi.— 2. Infound-
inij. the inner part of the mold for castings of
large hollow articles, such as tanks, cisterns,
and steam-engine cylinders of large size. It
answers to the core of smaller castings.
nowhere (no'hwar), adv. [< ME. no where, no
wJiar, no war, no hirer, < AS. nahwcer, < na, no,
+ hwwr, where: see tjoI and where.'] Not in
any situation or state ; in no place ; not any-
where ; by extension, at no time.

They holde of the Venycyans, and I trowe they bane noo
vhere so stronge a place.

Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 11.

True pleasure and perfect freedom are nowhere to be
foand but in the practice of vlrtae. IWotson.

ThoQgh the art of alphabetic writing was known in the
east in the time of the Trojan war, it isnowherementioned
by Homer, who is so exact and full in describing all the
arts he knew. Amet, Works, H. 436.

Snch idea or presentation of sense is noahere, for it does
not exist in any sense of the word whatever.

Q. T. Laid, Physiol. Psychology, p. S46.

nowhither (noTiwiTH'er), eUlv. [< ME. no hwi-
der,nou hwider,<. AS. no, no, + AtruJer, whither.]
Not any whitiier; in no direction, or to no
place; nowhere.
Thy servant went no whither. 2 Kl v. 25.

The torn which leads nowhither. De Quineey.

nowise (no'wiz), adv. [By ellipsis from t» no
tcise.] In no way, manner, or degree; in no
respect.

He will have fifty deviations from a straight line tomake
with this or that party, as he goes along, which he can no-
uue avoid. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, L 14.

In whom too was the eye that saw, not dim,
The natnral force to do the thing he saw,
Sowiie abated. Browning, Bing and Book, IL 324.

nowlt, n. An obsolete form of noU.

nowt, n. See notit.

nowthet, adv. See nouthe.

nowy (non'i), a. [< OF. none (< L. nodatus),
knotted, < nou, a knot: see node.] In her.,

having a projection or small convex curvature
near the middle : said of a heraldic line, or of

an ordinary or subordinary bounded by snch a
line or lines Cross nowy. See crossi.— Cross nowy
qnadrant. See crogsi.— Fesse nowy. Same as /esse

bottony (which see, under/esse).

nowyed (non'id), a. [Irreg. < noipy + -ed^. Cf.

notred.] In her., having a small convex projec-
tion, but elsewhere than in the middle Cross
nowyed. See erossi.

noxal (nok'sal), a. [= P. noxal, < L. noxalis,

relating to injury, < noxa, harm, injury: see

noxious.] In Bom. law, relating to wrongful in-

jury or nuisance.

The vendor at the same time and in the body of the
same stipnlation guaranteed that the sheep or cattle he
was selling were healthy and of a healthy stock and free

from faults, and that the latter had not done anymischief
for which their owner could be held liable in a noxai ac-

tion. Bneye. BriL, XX. 701.

Noxal action, an action to recover damages to compen-
sate the plaintiff for injnry done to him by the defendant,

or more usually by the property or the slave or other sub-
ordinate of the defendant—Nozal surrender, (a) The
transfer to the injured person of the slave or the thing

by which the injniy was done as compensation therefor.

Hence —(6) The right, which came to be acknowledged, of

making snch a surrender in fall satisfaction, and the con-

sequent limitation of the right to recover damages done
by a slave to the amount of tiie value of the slave.

noxiallef, a. [ME., erroneously for ^noottoHe

(*noctiai), cf. ML. mcUanus, of the night, < Ii.

nox (noct-) = E. night: see night.] Nightly;

nocturnal.

Whan reste and alepe y shulde hane noxiaBe,

As requere^ bothe nature and kynd^
Than tiobled are my wittes alle.

Politieal Poems, eta (ed. Fumlvall]^ p. 43.

noxious (nok'shus), a. [=Pg. noarfo, <L. n<m-
H«, hurtful, injurious, < noTsa, hurt, injury, for

*nocsa, <,nocere, hurt, injure: see nocenf. Cf.
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obnoxious.] 1. Hurtful; harmful; baneful; per-
nicious : as, noxious vapors ; noxious animals.
Melancholy is a black noxious Hnmour, and much an-

noys the whole inward Man. HoweU, Letters, L t1 48.

Kin noxious creatures, where 'tis sin to save

;

This only just prerogative we have.
Dryden, b. of Ovid's Metamorph., xv.

In the physical sciences authority has greatly lost its

noxious infiuence. Jemns, PoL Econ., p. 299.

The strong smell of sulphur, and a choking sensation of
the lungs, indicated the presence of noxious gases.

Science, XnLISU
2t. Guilty; criminal.
Those who are noxious in the eye of the law are justly

punished by them to whom the execution of the law is

committed. Ahp. BramhaU, Answer to Hobbes.

=Syn. 1. Nocdous, Pernicious, Xoisoine, pestiferous, pesti-
lent, poisonoQS, mischievous, corrupting. That which is

noxious is actively and energetically harmfuL Thatwhich
is j^erniciouj is as actively destructive. Noisome and nox-
ious were once esaenfaally the same (see Job xxxi. 40, mar-
gin; Ps. xci. 3; Ezek. ziv. 21), but noisome now suggests
primarily foulness of odor, with a secondary noxiousness
to health. Unwholesome vapors that do not offend the
sense of smell would now hardly be called noisome.

Winds from all quarters agitate the air.

And fit the limpid element for use.
Else noxious. Cowper, Task, L

Little by little he had indulged in this pernicious hahit^
until he had become a confirmed opium eater and smoker.

(yDonovan, Kerv, xxiiL

Immediately a place
Before his eyes appear'd, sad, noisome, dark;
A lazar-house it seem'd. MUton, P. L., xL 478.

noxiously (nok'shus-li), adv. In a noxious man-
ner; hurtfnlly; perniciously.
noxionsness (nok'shus-nes), n. The quality or
state of being noxious op hurtful; harmfnlness

;

pemieiousness : as, the noxiousness of foul air.

The unlawfulness of their intermeddling in secular af-
fairs and using civil power, and the noxiousness of their
sitting as members in the lords' house, andjudges in tliat

high court, etc. Wood, Athenie Oxon., n. 48.

noyt (noi), I!, t. [< ME. noyen, noien, nuyen; by
apheresis from annoy, v.] To annoy ; ta>uble

;

vex; a£9ict; hurt; damage.
I am noyed of newe.

That blithe may 1 no^t be.
Torlc Plays, p. 147.

3y mean whereof the people and counlTe was sore vexed
and noyed vnder v. kynges. Fabyan, Chron., I. xxvl.

All that noyd his heavie spiight
Wen searcht, eftsoones he gan apply relief

Of salves and med'cines. Spenser, F. Q., L x. 24.

In Denmarke were full noble conqnerours
In time past, full worthy warriours

:

Which when they had their marchants destroyed.
To pouerty they fell, thus were they noyed.

Halduyts Voyages, L 195.

noyt (noi), n. [< ME. noy, nuy, nicy, newe, nye;
by apheresis from annoy, n.] That which an-
noys or vexes ; trouble ; affliction ; vexation.

That myne angwisshe and my noyes
Are nere at an ende. I'ori Plays, p. 245.

Now God in nwy to Noe con speke,
Wylde wrakfnl wordes in his wylle grened.

Attilerative Poems (ed. MorrlsX ii. 301.

Ifor &uitlesse breed of lambes procures my noy.

Lodge, Forbonius and Prisceria. (Nares.)

noyade (nwo-yad'), ». [F., < noyer, OF. neier,

nier = Pr. negar, < ML. necare, drown, a par-
ticular use of L. necare. kOl.] The act of put-
ting to death by drovming; specifically, a mode
of executing persons during the reign of terror

in France, practised by the revolutionary agent
Carrier at Nantes toward the close of 1793 and
the beginning of 1794. The prisoners, having been
bound, were embarked in a vessel with a movable bottom,
which was suddenly opened when the vessel reached the
middle of the Loire, thus precipitating the condemned
persons into the water.

lliat nnnataral orgy which leaves human noyades and
fusillades far behind in ingrained ferocity.

e. ABen, Colin Clout's Calendar, p. 159.

noyancef (noi'ans), n. [Also noiance; byaphere-
sis tiova. annoyance.] Annoyance; trouble.

The single and peculiar life is bound . . .

To keep itself from noyance.
Shak., Hamlet, ill 3. 13.

noyau (nwo-yo'), n. [F., a kernel, nucleus: see

neweV-.] A cordSal made by redistilling spirit in

which have been macerated orange-peel and
the kernels of fruits, such as peaches and apri-

cots, the product of distillation being sweet-
ened and diluted,

noyert, n. [< noy + -eri; or bjr apheresis from
annoyer.] An annoyer ; an injurer.

The north is a noyer to grass of all suites,

The east a destroyer to herb and all fruits.

Tusser, Properties of Winds.

noyfolt, a- [< noy + -fid.] Annoying; hurt-

ful.

Thus do ye reckon ; but I feare ye come of cleros,

A very noyfuU wonne, as Aristotle aheweth ua.

Bale, Eynge Johan, p. 86. iBaOiwell.)

nubbin
Abandons It or escheue it, if it be noyfull.

Sir T. Elyot, The Govemour, L 24.

noyingt, n. [< ilE. noying, noyeng, verbal n. of
noy, r.] Annoyance; harm; hurt.
And who so euer beiyth of the same erthe vppon hym

is Bafiely assuryd frome noyeng of any beste.
Sir R. Ouyl/orde, Pylgrymage, p. M.

noyinglyt, a<?f. [ME., < noying, ppr. of noy, r.,

+ -ly ] In an annoying manner ; annoyingli'.
I have nought trespassed ageyn noon of these iij., God

knowing, and yet I am foule and noysyngly [read noyyng-
ly] vexed with hem, to my gret unease.

Pasbm Letters, I. 26.

noylet, «. See not?.

noymentt, n. [By apheresis from annoyment.]
Ajinoyanee. Arnold, Clhron., p. 211.

noyous (noi'us), a. [< ME. noyous, noyes; by
apheresis from annoyous.] Causing annoy-
ance; annoying; troublesome; grievous.

Thou art noyous for to carye.
ChoMceT, House of Fame, L 574.

Ke man nor beast may rest, or take repast.
For their sharpe wounds and noyous injuries.

Spenser, F. Q., IL iz. 16.

noysaim(^, n. A Middle English form of nui-

sance.

noysinglyt, adv. Same as noyingly.

n0Zle,n0Z2Ue^ (noz'l), n. [Formerly also nosle;
dim.ofnosei. Ct.nuszle.] 1. The nose. [Prov.
Eng.]— 2. The projecting spout or ventage cf
something; a terminal pipe or part of a pipe

:

as, the nozie of a bellows.— 3. Same as socket,

as of a candlestick.—Node of a steam-ensine. (a)

The steam-port of a cylinder. (&) That part in which are
placed the valves that open and close the communication
between the cylinder and the boilerand condenser in low-
pressure or condensing engin^ and between the cylin-

der and boiler and atmosphere in high-pressure engines.

nozle-block (noz'1-blok), ». A block in which
two beUows-nozles unite. £. H. Knight.
nozle-mouth (noz'l-mouth), n. The aperture
or opening of a nozle ; a twyer in a foige or
melting-fnmace.
nozle-plate (noz'l-plat), n. In a steam-engine,
a seat for a slide-valve. -E. H. Knight.

nozzle^, n. See nozle.

nozzlen, V. An obsolete form of nuzzle.

N. S. An abbreviation (o) of Jfew Style, and (6)
of Kew Series.

nschiegO, n. [African.] A kind of ape resem-
bling the chimpanzee, by some considered a
distinct species, but probably a mere variety
of the latter.

nsunnu, n. [Native name.] A kind of kob or
water-antelope of Africa, Kobus leucotis. See
koi.

N. T. An abbreviation of New Testainent.

nut, adv. An early Middle English form of now.
nu (nu), n. The Greek letter v, corresponding
to the English n.

nuance (nii-ons'), n. [F., shading, shade, <
nuer, shade, < nue, a cloud, < L. nubes, a cloud.]
1. Any one of the different gradations by
which a color passes from its light«st to its

darkest shade ; a shade of difference or varia-
tion in a color.— 2. A delicate degree of dif-
ference in anything, as perceived by any of the
senses or by tiie intellect : as, nuances of sound
or of expression.

He has the enviable gift of expressing his exactthonghts
even to the finest nuance, and always in a manner that
charms a critical reader. We^min^er Bev., CXXY. 302.

Both excel in the fine nuances of social distinction.
Contemporary Bev., L. 300.

3. In music: (a) A shading or coloring of a
phrase or passage by variations either of tempo
or of force. Such effects are often indicated by various
arbitrary marks or by Italian or other terms, called marts
0/ expression,hut the more delicate are left to the taste
and skill of the performer. The treateient of subtle nu-
ances is the test of executive and artistic power. n}\ A
florid vocal passage; fioritura. [An unwar-
ranted use.]

nub (nub), n. [A simplified spelling of hnub,
var. of imob.] 1. A knob; a protuberance.
[Colloq.]— 2. In cotton- and wool-carding, a
snarl; an entanglement ; a knot; aknub.— 3.
Point; pith; gist.

nub (nub), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. nubbed, ppr. nub-

bing. [For *lcnijd>, var. of hiob, < hnuh, nub, n.]

1. To push.— 2. To beckon. HalliweU. [Prov.

Eng.]—3. To hang (i)at.-tes) ; nab. [Thieves'

slang.]

.\]1 the comfort I shall have when you are ntiMed is that
I gave yon good advice- Finding, Jonathan Wild, Iv. 2.

nubbin (nub'in), n. [For *nubbing, dim. of nub.]

A small or imperfect ear of maize. [CoUoq.,
U.S.]

little nu^ins [of early com],with not more than a dozen
grains to the ear. Mrs. Terhune, The Hidden Path.



nubble

nubble^ (nub'l), n. [A var. of noVble, dim. of
noh,nuh.'] A nub. The name waftftZe is applied
to a rookypromontory on the coast of Maine, at
York.
nubble^t (nub'i), v. t. [Preq. of nub, *knuh, v.

:

see nub, v. Cf. LG. rnibben, knock.] To beat
or bruise with the fist.

I mibbled him so well favouredly with my right, that
you could see no Eyes he had for the Swellings.

if. Bailey, tr. ol Colloiiuies ol Erasmus, Notes, II. 466.

nubbly (nub'li), a. [< nubble^ + -2/I.] Pull of
nubs, knots, or protuberances.

Dngalnly, nubUy fruit it was.
R. D. Blackmare, Christowell, xxxTL (Mncyc. DicL)

nubby (nub'i), a. [< nub + -yi-. Cf. Tcnobby.}
Full ofentanglements orimperfections; lumpy:
as, dirty, nubby cotton.
nubecula (nu-bek'u-la), n.; pi. nubecula (-le).

[NL., < L. nubecula, alittle cloud, dim. of nubes,
aoloud: seeTOMWto«s.] 1. [cop.] In asirora., one
of two remarkable clusters of nebulas in the
southern hemisphere, Nubecula Major and Nu-
becula Minor, also known as the Magellanic
clouds (which see, under Magellanic).— 2. In
pathol. : (a) A speck or cloud in the eye.' (6) A
cloudy appearance in urine as it cools ; cloudy
matter suspended ia urine.
nubecule (nii'be-kul), n. [= F. nubScule= It. nur-

becula, < L. nubecula, dim. of nubes, a cloud.] An
isolated diminutive mass of clouds; a cloudlet.

nubia (nu'bi-a), n. [Irreg. < L. nubes, a oloud.]
A wrap of soit fl.eecy material worn about the
head and neck ; a cloud.

Nubian (nti'bi-an), a. and n. [< ML. Nubia,
Nubia, < L. Nuiie, Gr. Noi/?aj, the Nubians.] I.

a. Of or pertaining to Nubia, a region of Africa,
bordering on the Eed Sea, and south of Egypt
proper. The name is merely geographical, Nu-
bia never having existed as a distinct country.

M. Engine Rerillout has heen reading the NvMan in-

scriptions of Fhilse. Cmctemparary Beo., LII. 902.

II. n. 1. One of a race inhabiting Nubia, of
mixed descent.— 2. In the Nile valley, a negro
slave : from the large number of slaves at one
time brought from Nubia.
nubiferous (nu-bif'e-rus), a. [= Pg. It. nubifero,
< L. nubifer, cloud-bearing, cloud-capped, <

nubes, a cloud, -1- ferre = B. 6eori.] Bringing
or producing clouds.

nubigenoua (nu-bij'e-nus), o. [= Pg. nubigena,
< L. nubigena, cloud-born, < nubes, a cloud, +
-fire»MS, born: see -gre»o«s.] Produced by clouds.

nubilatet (nu'bi-lat), v. t. [< L. nubilare, pp.
nubilatus, make cloudy, be cloudy, < nubilus,

cloudy, overcast: see nubilous.2 To cloud'.

Bailey.

nubile (nii'bil), a. [= F. nubile = Sp. niibil =
Pg. nuMl = It. nubile, < L. mubilis, marriage-
able, < nubere, cover, veil oneself, as a bride,

hence wed, marry.] Of an age suitable for mar-
riage; marriageable.

The Couslip smiles, In brighter yellow dress'd
Than that which veils the nutUe Virgin's Breast.

Prior, Solomon, i

nubility (nu-bil'j-ti), n. [= F. nubiliU= Pg. nu-
bilidade; as nuHle + -ity.'] The state of being
nubile or marriageable. [Rare.]

Unhealthy conditions force the young into premature
nvXnlUy; marriage takes place between mere lads and
lasses. Wetlmmister Bee., CXXVI. 213.

nubilosef (nH'M-los), a. [< LL. nubilosus,

cloudy: see nubiUms.^ Cloudy; abounding in
clouds.

nubilous (nu'bi-lus), a. [< F. nubileux = Sp.
nubloso = Pg. It. wubiloso, < LL. nubilosus,

cloudy, < L. nubilus, overcast, cloudy, < nubes,

a cloud, = Skt. nabhas, a cloud, akin to nebula,

mist, cloud: see nebule.'i Cloudy; overcast;
gloomy. Bailey.

nucamentf (nu'ka-ment), n. [< L. nucamentum,
anything shaped "like a nut, hence a fir-cone, <

nujc (nuc-), a nut: see nucleus.'] In bot., an
ament ; a catkin.

nucamentaceous (nu"ka-men-ta'shius), a. [<

nucament + -aceou^s.l In bot. : (at) Pertaining to

a nucament or catkin. (6) Nut-like in character.

uucellus (nu-sel'us), n.
;
5I. nucelli (-1). [NL.,

< L. nucella, a little nut, dim. of nux (nuc-), nut

:

see nucleus.'\ In bot., the body of the ovule
containing the embryo-sac ; the nucleus of the

ovule. The ovules arise as minute protuberances at defi-

nite points upon the wall of the ovary, and consist, in the
center of the elevation, of a conical or spheroidal mass of

cells, called the niuselhia. This is afterward surrounded
by the two integuments of the seed. Also nudeug.

nucha (nu'ka), n.
;
pi. nucha} (-ke). [ML. : see

nuke.'] 1. the nape or upper hind part of the
neck, next to the hind-head.— 2. Inentom., the
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neck of the metanotum; the part of the thorax
to which is joined the petiole of the abdomen.
— Fascia nuclise. See fascia.— Ugamentum nuclise.

nuchadiform (nu'ka-di-f6rm), a. [Irreg. <

ML. nucha, q. v., + L. forma, form.] Inichth.,

having the body largest at the nape ; deep or
high ]ust behind the head. It is exemplified
in a fish of the genus Equula and in the Agrio-
podidce. Gill.

nuchal (nu'kal), a. l< nucha + -al.'] 1. Of or
pertaining to the nucha or nape : as, the nuchal
muscles.—2. Jnentom.: (a) Situated superiorly,
just behind the head: said especially of orna-
ments, processes, etc., on an insect-larva. (6)
Of or pertaining to the metanotal nucha.

—

Nuchal ligament. See ligamentum rmotuB, under li^a-

Ttientum.— Nuchal tentacles, thread-like organs which
can be protruded from the neck, found in certain cater-

pillars. They often emit a disagreeable scent^ and are
supposed to serve for driving away ichneumons or other
enemies.

nuchicartilage (nu-ki-kar'ti-laj), n. [< ML. nu-
cha, q. v., + B. cartilage.'] The nuchal carti-

' lage, lamella, or plate of many cephalopods, as
NauUlus and Sepia, a hard formation of the
integument in the middle of the nuchal region.

nuciferous (nu-sit'e-rus), a. [< L. nux (nuc-),

a nut, + ferre = E.'bear^.] Bearing or produ-
cing nuts. Bailey, 1731.

nuciform (nii'si-f6rm), a. [< L. nux (nuc-), a
nut, + forma, form.] In bot., resembling a
nut; nut-shaped.

Nucifraga (nu-sifra-gS,), n. [NL., fem. of nuci-
fragus : see nueifragous.] A genus of corvine

European Nutcracker l,Nucifrag-a catyocatactes'i.

birds, or Corvidw, intermediate in some re-

spects between crows and jays ; the nutcrack-
ers. There are several species, of Burope and
Asia, the best-known of which is N. caryoca-
tactes. See nutcracker.

nucifrage (nii'si-fraj), n. The nutcracker, Nu-
cifraga caryocatactes.

nueifragous (nu-sif'ra-gus), a. [< NL. nucifra-
gus, < L. nux (nuc-), a' nut, 4- frangere (-y/frag),
break : see fragile. ] Having the habit of crack-
ing nuts, as a bird.

nucleal (nu'kle-al), a. [< nucleus + -al.] Same
as nuclear, [flare.]

nuclear (nu'kle-ar), a. [< nucleus + -ar^.]

Pertaining to a'nucleus; having the character
of a nucleus ; constituted by or constituting a
nucleus ; endoplastic Nuclear matrix or fluid,
the homogeneous amorphous substance occupying the in-
terstices of the nuclear network. Also called nudeo^ami.
See karyoplasm.—'SXiOlesii membrane, network. See
nucleus, 1 (b).

nucleate (nu'klf-at), v.
;
pret. and pp. nucleated,

ppr. nucleating.' [< L. nucleatus, pp. of (LL.)
nuclease, become like a kernel, become hard, <
nucleus, a little nut, a kernel: see nucleus.] I.
trans. To form into or about a nucleus.

II. intrans. To form a nucleus
;
gather about

a nucleus or center.

nucleate (nu'kle-at), a. [< L. nucleatus, having
a kernel: see the verb.] Having a nucleus : as,

a nucleate cell ; nucleate protoplasm.
nucleated (nii'kle-a-ted), a. [_< nucleate + -ed^.]

Same as nucleate.

Protoplasm, simple or micleated, is the formal basis of
all life. Bmcley, Lay Sermons, p. 129.

The nucleated cell in which all life originates.

Fmtnightly Beo., N. S., XXXIX. 91.

nuclei, n. Plural of nucleus.

nucleiferous (nti-kle-if'e-rus), a. [< L. nucleus,

a kernel, + ferre ="E. '6'ear^.] Bearing or con-
taining a nucleus or nuclei.

nucleiform (nu'kle-i-fdrm), a. [< L. nucleus, a
kernel, + forma, form.] In bot. and zool. : (a)

nucleolus

Formed like a nucleus, (b) In the shape of a
rounded tubercle: applied in botany to the
apothecia of certain lichens. Also nucleoid.

nuclein (nii'kle-in), n. [< L. nucleus, a nucleus,
-I- -irfi.] The' phosphorized nitrogenous con-
stituent of cell-nuclei. It is found in two modiflca.
tions, the one soluble in alkali carbonates and hydroxlds,
the other insoluble in carbonates and only slow^ soluble
in hydroxids. It is probably a mixture of organic phos-
phorus compounds with various proteids.

nucleobranch (nii'kle-o-brangk), a. and n. [Cf

.

Nueleobranc'hiata.] 1. a. Pertaining to the Nu-
cleobranchiata, or having their characters ; het-

eropodous.
II, n. A jaember ot iho Nucleo'branchiata ; a

heteropod.
Nucleobranchiata (nii'''kl§-o-brang-ki-a'ta), «.

pi. [NL. : see nu^ileobranchiate.] A group of
moUusks: used with various senses. (<t) in De
Blainville's classification (1824X the last one of five orders

of the second section of his Paracephaloph&ra Trumvica,

divided into two families, Neetopoda and Pteropoda. The
term is generally held to be a synonym of Heteropoda, but
it is partly a synonym of Pteropoda, and these two groups
are not exactly distinguished in the two families into

which the author divides his nucleobranchs. Moreover,
the order does not contain the genus Cavolinia, which is

pteropodous, and does contain the genus Argonduta,
which is cephalopodous. It therefore corresponds to no
natural group, and is disused. See Neetopoda and Hetero-

poda. (p) By some recent conchologists used as a substi-

tute for Heteropoda.

nucleobranchiate (nii"kle-6-brang'ki-at), a.

[< NL. nucleobranchiatiis, < L. nucletis, a little

nut, a kernel, + Gr. Ppayxia, gUls. ] Having the

gUls or branchiee massed in the shell like the

kernel of a nut; nucleobranch.
Nucleobranchidse (nu'''kle-o-brang'ki-de), «.

pi. [NL., < Nu<ileobraneA(iata) + 4d(B.] A
family of mollusks, practically equivalent to

the order Heteropoda, but containing also the

genus Sagitta.

nucleochylema (nii"kle-6-ki-le'ma), n. [NL.,

< L. nucleus, a kernel, H- Gr. x^^C> juice.] The
nuclear sap which fills the spaces in nucleo-

hyaloplasm. Micros. Science, XKK. ii. 211.

nucleohyaloplasm (nii"kle-o-hi'a-lo-plazm), n.

[< L. nucleus, a kernel, + fe.' hyaline + (proto)-

plasm.] That feebly staining intermediate
substance which with chromatin forms the
threads of the nuclear network; parachroma-
tin; linin.

The author prefers to speak of the Nudeokyaloplaxm,
with Schwarz, as Linin. Nature, XXXIX. 5.

nucleoid (nii'kle-oid), a. [< L. nucleus, a kernel,

+ -aid.] Same as nucleiform.

nucleolar (nii'kle-o-lar), a. [< nucleolus+ -ar^.]

Pertaining to or Saving the character of a nu-
cleolus ; forming or formed by a nucleolus ; en-

doplastular.
However, the ultimate fate of these diverticula contain-

ing nucleolar portions is to become cells of the follicular

epithelium. B. Scharf, Micros. Science, XXVni. 60.

nucleolate (nu'klf-o-lat), a. [< nucleolus +
-afei.] Having a nucleolus or nucleoli.

nucleolated (nii'kle-o-la-ted), a. [< nucleolate

+ -ed^.] Same nBnucleolate.

nucleole (nu'kle-61), n. [= F. nucUole, < L. nu-
cleolus, dim. of nucUus, a little nut, kernel: see
nucleus.] A nucleolus.

nucleoli, «. Plural of nucleolus.

nucleolid (nti'kle-o-lid), n. [< nucleolus + -id'^.]

A corpuscle whict resembles a nucleolus.
The typical nuclear network [of the mid-gut epithelium]

. . . is frequently exhibited: often complicated, however,
by the presence of nueleolids or nncleolus-Uke bodies.

Jour. Soy. Micros. Soe., 2d ser., VI. 232.

nucleoline (nu'kle-o-lin), a. and n. [< NL. ««-
cleoUnus, q. v.] 1. a. Of or pertaining to a nu-
cleolinus.

II. n. A nucleolinus.
nucleolinus (nii"kle-6-li'nus), n. ; pi. nucleoUni
(-ni). [Nil., < nucleolus, q.Y.] The nucleus of
a nucleolus ; the germinal point observable in
some egg-cells within the germinal spot, which
is itself contained in the proper nucleus of such
an ovum.
nucleolite (nu'kle-o-lit), n. A fossil sea-urchin
of the genus Nucleolites.

Nucleoutes (nu"kle-o-li'tez), n. [KL.,< L. nu-
cleolus, a little nut (see nucleole), + -ites, E.
4te^.] A genus of nuoleoUtes or fossil sea-
urchins of the family CassiduUdce, chiefly of
Oolitic age.

nucleolus (nu-kle'o-lus), )i.; pi. nucleoli (-li).

[NL., < L. nucleolus, dim. of nucleus, a little nut

:

s%e nucleole.] 1. In «od7., the nucleus of a nu-
cleus ; one of the rounded deeply staining struc-
tures found in the nucleus of a cell. The relation
they bear to the nuclear network is still uncertain. Some
consider them as distinct from the nuclear network (Flem-
ming); others consider them as merely thickened knots of



nncleolus
the network (Klein^ The nucleolus of the human ovum
was disoorered by Wagner in ] SSi3» and hence is sometimes
called the spot of Warner in anatomical text-books. See
cut under ceO, 5.

A larg^ cleu, spherical nucleus is seen in the interior
of the nerve-cell ; and in the centre of this is a well-defined
small round particle the nudeclus.

HtaUy, Crayfish, p. 187.

2t. Speeifieally, in Infusoria, a minute particle
attached to the exterior of the nnolens (or
'•ovary"), supposed to function as a testicle.
But since it is t£te essential characteristic of a nncleolos
to be contained within a nacleus, these so-called nucleoli
of protosoans are now differently interpreted, and called
paranudei. See paranucleus.
3. In hot., a small solid rounded granule or
particle in the interior of the nucleus. There
may be several nucleoli in each nucleus.
Iiucleoplasia(nu'klf-o-plazm), ». [<L. nucletts^

a kernel, + NL,ptoin«i = E. pUism.^ The more
fluid part of the nucleus, found between the
nuclear threads. See nudeusy 1 (a).

nncleoplasmic (nu'kle-o-plaz'mik), a. [< nu-
cleoplasm + -(0.3 Pertaining to or of the nature
of nucleoplasm.
nncleospindle (nu'kle-o-spin'dl), n. [< L. nu~
eleus, a kernel, + E." ^ndfe.] The nucleus-
spindle ; a fusiform figure occurring in karyo-
Mnesis, formed of striated aehromatin figures,

and often bearing pole-stars at each pole.

nnclens (nn'klf-us), n.; pi. nuclei (-!). [< L.
nw^eus, a little nut, a kernel, the stone of a
fruit, for 'nuculeus (ef. equiv. nucula'^j dim. of
nux (nuc-), a nut. Not related to E. nutJ] 1.

A kernel ; hence, a central mass about which
matter is collected, or to which accretion is

made ; any body or thing that serves as a cen-
ter of aggregation orassemblage; figuratively,
something existing as an initial or focal point
or ag^egate: as, a nucleus of truth; a nwileus
of civilization.

Then, such stories get to be tame in a certain sense, and
indeed in that sense may be called true tJiroughout; for
the Teiy luideug, the fiction in them, seems to have come
out of die heart of man in a way that cannot be imitated
of malice. HaictJiome, Septimius Felton, p. m.
The raiments foahioned by his [Cromwell's] mast^'

hand, steady, perfectiy ordered, and enthusiastic in their
causey became the nv^eus of the far-famed bonsides.

Edinburgh Rev., CLXV. 465.

(a) In &io2., the kernel of a cell, in general ; a central or
interior differentiated mass of protoplasm, found in near-
ly all cells^ v^etable or animsJ, and consisting of an oral
or rounded body composed of Q.) a nuclear membrane, (2)
unclear network, and (3) nucleoplasm, and containing
nudeolL The nuclear network is made up of threads
or fibrils which are composed of a deeply staining part,
"chromatin,"and a feeblystainingintermediate substance,
"liiiin" or parachromatin (nucleohyaloplasmX In the
m^i^ of ^e network is found the more fluid part of
the nucleus^ tlie nucleoplasm (achromalan, karyochylema,
paralininX Nucleoplasm, according to Camoy, consists
of a plaatln network and a granular fluid, ''enchylema."
The nuclear membrane is considCTed by some observers
to be an inner limiting layer of ceQ-protoplasm surround-
ing the nucleus^ by others to be a condensation of the
peripheral portion of the nucleiff network. There may
be but one nucleus or several nuclei in one ceU; and a
nucleus may be nudeolate or not. Nuclei are generally
propoationate in size to the cell containing them ; in some
ins^nceSp however, they form almost the entire cell-mass.

A sfaructural difference between the nucleus and the rest
of the cell-protoplasm is indicated by its greater resists

uice to powerful reagents, and by its varied reaction with
stains. Functionally, the nncieas is the most important
portion of f^e cell, as it is here that the complex series of
changes known as karyokineais take place, resulting in
the division of tJie nndeus and followed by the division
of the ceU. This process of mitosic or induect ceU-divl-
sion is found in all varieties of cells, whether v^et^le or
uiimal, fetal oradult, normal orpathol<^caL Instances (tf

cell-division not mitosic hav^ however, been noted. The
nucleus of t^e human ovum was discovered by Purkinje
in 1825, and hence is often caUed the wrj^ade t^Pvrkinje.
Its usual name in text-books of anatomy is germinal vesi-

de. See cut under eeU, 5l ^) In zooL : (1) In ascidians, the
alimentary and reproductive viscera collectively, when
these are a^r^ated into a mas^ as in the salps. (2) In
protosoans, a solid rod-like or strap-shaped body, having
in mai^ cases the functions of an ovaiy in connection
wiUi a nncleolus (see nudeolust 2). (3) In echinoderms,
the madreporiform body, (c) In anat, a collection of
ganglion-cdls in the brain or other portion of the cere-

brospinal^ axis, (d) In eonch,, the embiyonic shell which
remains at the apex of the mature shell, as of a gastro-

pod ; also, the initial point from which l^e operculum of
a gastropod grows. See protoconch. (e) A body having a
stronger or weaker attraction for the gas, vapor, or salt

of a solution than for the liquid part of it, and therefore

modi^lngby its presence l^efre^ang- and boiling-points.
RotgUer. (/) In astron.^ the bright cenlral point usually
present in the head of a comet and often in a nebulsL

2. [cap.] A genus of gastropods: same as
ColumbeUa. FabriciuSj 1822—Accessory auditory
nucleus, the group of gan^on-cells situated at the junc-

tion of the lateral and median roots of the auditory nerv&
Also called anterior auditory nudeus, lateral itudeus qf the

medial root, ganglion qf the audttory nerm, nudeus acceego-

rutf aeuOieit and nudeux coehlearis.—AXDJ^aXoidL nu-
clens. Same as amygdala, 4.—Caudate nucleus. See
eavdate.— Cervical nucleus, a group of ganglion-cells

opposite the origin of the roots of the third and fourth
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cervical nerves, and corresponding in p<^tion to Clarke's
column.—Clavate nucleus. See davatei.^Estemal
accessory oUvaiy nucleus, a short band of gray matter
in the reticularis grisea, just dorsad of tbe nucleus olivarls.

Also called superior or lateral aeeeswry oUvarg nudeus.—
Inferior aui^tory nuclens, tbat put of the accessory
nucleus which lies between the two auditory roots.

—

Inner accessory oUvaiy nucleus, an elongated col-
lection of gray matter lying just behind the pyramid
and to the inner ventral aide of the (lower) olivt Also
called anterior aaxssory olivary nttdeug and pyramidal
nwckw.—Lentieularnucleus. See fenficti/or.—Nuclei
arcuati, small collections of gray matter near the ven-
tral surface of the pyramid, beneath and among the
external arcuate fibers. The largest group forms the
nudeus arcuatus triangularis, or nudmis ardformig, or
nudeus pyramidalis anterior. Also called nxidei qf the
superficial arcuate fibers.—Nuclei lemnisd medialis,
small groups of ganglion-cells in the immediate vicinity
of the lemniscus medialis.—Nucleus abducentis, the
nucleus of origin of the abdncens nerve, a round mass
of gray matter in the lower part of the pons, near the
floor of the fourth ventricle and not far from the middle
line.—Nucleus ambiguus, a tract of large ganglion-cells
in the substantia reticularis grisea of tJie oblongata. It
furnishes fibers to the vagus and glossopharyngeus ; other
fibers from it turn toward the raphe. It is continued up-
ward as the facial nucleus. Also called Ttudeus lateralis
mediits.—Nudeos amygdalae, a rounded gray mass con-
tinuous with the cortex of the tip of thegyms hippocampi,
projecting into the end of the descending comn of iSie
lateral ventrida Also called amygdala and amygdaloid
fttAcrcJe.—Nucleus anterior tTialanii^ the gray matter
of the ttialamus correspouding to the anterior tabercle^
separated from the inner and outer nuclei by septa of
white matter. Also called nudeus superior tludami, nu-
deusqfthe anterior tuberde, and nmdeuscaudatusthalami.
—Nucleus bulbi fomicis, the gray matter within a cor-
pus albicum.—Nucleus caudatus, the caudate nucleus,
the upper ganglion of the corpus striatum, separated
from the lenticular nucleus by tbe internal capsule. Alan
called the intraventrictdar ganglion of the striate body.—
Nucleus centralis inferior, a group of gan^on-celU
in the substantia alba of the upper part of the oblongata
and lower part of the pons, between tiie lemniscus and the
I)OBterior longitndin^ fasciculusn on both sides of the
middle line. Also called nudeus centralis qf Roller.^Nu-
cleus centralis sui>erlor, a collection of gangtion-cells
in the t^pmentum of the upper part of the pons, on either
side oftbe middle line andbetween the posteriorlongitudi-
nal fiisciculus and the decnssatjon of the superior pedun-
cles of the cerebellum.—Nucleus cnn^itus es:temus,
a small separate gray mass external to the principal nu-
cleus funiculi cuneatL— Nucleus dentatns. ^me as
corpus dentatum (a) (which see, under corpus).—Nucle-
us dentatus cerebri!, the convoluted shell of gray
matter lying in the white substance of either heznisph^^
of the cerebellum, and open on its median side. Also
called corpus dentixtum cerebdU. nudeus denticulatuSj nu-
deusfimimatxis, nudeus lenHcuUttus^ corpus eUiare, corpus
rhonuHndeum, and corpus rhotmboidale.—Nucleus embo-
lifonnis, a clavate mass of gray substance lying mesially
to and psu-tially covering the hilum of the nucleus denta-
tus cerebeDi. Also called embolus.—Nucleus ezt^nus
tha-lftini^ the gray matter of t^e outer part of t^e thala-
mus, extending posteriorly into the pulvinar, and sepa-
rated &om the inner nucleus by the lamina medullaris
medialis. A\sov!aSleA.nudeus lateralis thalcmd,—Nucleus
funiculi anterioris, a group of large gangllon-cells lying
on the median side of the hypc^ossal roots, at about the
middle of their course throng the oblongata. Also call^
nudeusqfanterioTrotirsme.—Nucleus funiculi cuneati,
the body of gray matter with ganglion-cells in the upper
end of t&e cuneate funiculus. Also called cunetste nudeus
and rest^orm nudeus.—NucLeus funiculi lateralis, Uie
separated part of the anterior comu of the spinal cord
continued into the oblongata, l^g in ihe lateral column
near the surface, behind the olivaiy nucleus. Also called
nudeus anterdaieraUs, nudeus lateralis.—Nucleus foni-
culi tereti& a tract of fusiform ganglion-cells lying close
to Uie middle line and dose to the sorCace in the funi-
culus teres of the floor of the fourOi ventricle. Also called
nudeus medialis.—Nucleus ^obOBUS,a small roundmass
of gray matter between the nucleus emboliformis and the
nucleus tecti—Nucleus intemus thalaTnj, the gray
matter of the inner part of the thalamus, separated from
the outer and anterior nuclei by septa of white matter.
The internal nuclei of the two sides are united by the
middle commissureL Also called nudeus medialis thMami.
—Nucleus lateralis, (a) The nucleus funiculi lateralis.

(6) Same as daustnmiy 1.—Nucleus lenmisci lateralis, a
collection of ganglion-cells in the t^mental region of the
upper part of the pons, close to the lateral snr&ce, giving
fibers to the lateral lemniscus.—Nucleus lenticillaris,
the lenticular nucleus, the lower layer nucleus of the
corpus striatum, divided by medullary laminse into three
xones^ the outer of which is called the pidamen, while the
two inner are called the gldms paUidus. Also called the
extraoentrieulctr ganglion qf the striate body and nudeus
Zenl^^oriTtu:—Nucleus of Bechterew, the ill-defined

group of ganglion-cells lying dorsad of Deiters's nucleus,
from which it is claimed by Bechterew that some of the
fibers of the medial root of the auditory neni^e arise. Also
called nudeus angularis, principal nudeus qf the nervus
vetHbuUxr^ and nudeus vestibularis.— Nucleus of Dei-
ters, a mass of gray matter containing large cells lying
on the inner side of the restiform body, and giving origin
to t^e medial root of the auditory nerve. Also called of^er
auditory nudeuSf aacendir^ root, medial nudeus qf the me-
dial root, sndlateral part qfthe mtdeussuperior.—Kutleus
ofLuys, analmond-shaped graymasswithpigmented gan-
glion-cells in the r^o subthalamica. Also called corpus
subthalamieum^ Luy^s body, nudeus atnygdaliforrms, and
nudeus peduncuH e«rre&n.—Nucleus Of Pander, the ex-

panded extremity of the white yolk of an ^g, beneath the
blastoderm.—Nu(deus ollvaris superior, a convoluted
plate of gray matter lying dorsad of the trapezium, not
prominent in man. It appears to be connected with the
accessory auditory nucleus of the opposite and to a less de-
gree of the same side through tJie trapezium,with theposte-
rior quadrigeminal bodyof the same side through the lat-

eral lemniscus, and also with the abducens nudeos of the
same ^de. Also called nucleus dentatus partis eommissu-

nnde
m^and upper or superior olivary body or oUoe.—Nucleus
ponlos, or, in tbe plural, nuclei pontis, gray matter
with numerous small nerve-cells induded between the
fibers of the ventral or crustal part of the pons.—Nucleus
reticularis tegmenti pontis, an assemblage of scatter-
ed g^i^on-cells in the pone, on both sides of the raphe,
between the lemniscus and the posterior longitudinal fas-
ciculus, and cerebralward from the nucleus centralis in-
ferior.— Nucleus tecti, a small mass of gray matter in
the white center of tbe anterior part of the vermis of the
cerebellum, dose to the median Une on either side. Also
called roqf-nudeus, nudeus /astigiiy and substantia ferru-
ginea superior.-Nudeus trapesdi, ganglion-cells scat-
tered among the fibers of the tiapezdum. Also called nu-
deus (nipesoitfegL—Principal auditory nucleus, a gray
mass of triangular cross-section, forming a prominence on
the floor of the fourth ventricle (tnberculum acusticnm).
The striffi medullares pass over it. Also called centraly in-
ner, GT posterior nudeus, median ntideus of the lateral root,
and median portion of the nudeus supCTior.—Pyramidal
nucleus, the inner accessory olivary nudeus.—Bed nu-
<deus, a mass of gray matter wiQi numerous large pig-
mented cells in the tegmentum of the cms cerebrL To
it the superior cerebdlar pednnde of the opposite side
proceeds. Also called nudeus of the tegmenhan, nudeus
tegmenti, and t^mental nudeus.— Restifomi nucleus.
Same as nudeusfumeuU cuneati.

Nncnla (nu'ku-la), n. [NL., < L. nuculaj a
little nut, dim. of nux (nuc-),

a nut.] A genus of acepha-
lous or conchiferous mol-
lu^ks, formerly referred to
the Arcidm or ark-shells, now
made type of the family Xu-
CtUid4E. The size is small, and the
shape resembles that of a beech-
nut, whence the name. Th«« are
about 70 living ^>ecies, of which jvtuMia cobboidia.
N. nudetts is typical, and numer-
ous extinct ones, among which is ^. eobbddice of the Eng-
lish crag.

Nuculacea (nu-kn-la'sf-a), n. pi. [NIj., < ^tu-
cida +'-a€€a.'\ A superfamily or suborder of
Mvalves, including the families yuculidce and
LedidcB.

ILTlClllailillin (nu-ku-la'ni-um), n.; pi, nuctiZanta

(^). [NIj.,< ]j. nucvla, a little nut: see n ucule.']

In &ot., a superior indehiscent fleshy fruit, con-
taining two or more cells and several seeds, as
the grape^
nncnle (nu'kul), n. [< L. nuculaj a little nut,
dim, of nux (nuc-), a nut: see nucleus,^ In C^a-
racetSf the female sexual organ.

In Characese the female organ has a peculiar structure,
and is termed a nucule. Bneyc. BriL, IT. 15S.

Nncnlidae (nu-ku'li-de), n.pl. [Nli., < Xucukt
+ -idfB.'] A family of bivives, typified by the
genus Nucula ; the nutshells. The shell is of small
size and angular trigonal form. The cartilage is internal, in
a pit, and tiie hinge has two rows of div^ging compressed
teeth. The animal has a large discoidal foot^with a trans-
verse serrate periphery ; the mantle-flaps are fredy open
and asiphonate ; the gflls are small and plumiform. They
are found in all seas, ^id have great geol<^cal antiquity.
The family is used with varying limits, and sometimes
extended to indude the Ledidce and various extinct rela-

tives!

Nnda (nu'da), n.pl. [NL., neut. pi. of L. nudtis,

naked: see'nudej] A name that has been vari-
ouslyused as that of an order or group of naked
animals, (a) Naked reptiles, or bafarachians, the third
order of reptHe^ corresponding to the modem AmphSfia..
Oppd, ISll. ^)The "n&ed mdlnsks " of CuviCT—that is,

the tunicaries, ascidians, or sea-squirts, (c) Naked lobose
protozoans, having no test, as ordmaiy amoebas. The gen-
era^vnos&a, Ouramcsba,JjUhamed)a,J)inamceba, ando&efs
aie Nuda. (d)The term is also r^ftetitively applied to sev-
eral different groops of infusorians, members of each of
which are clarified as either Xuda or Lorieata.

nndatioil (nu-da'shon), «. [< L. nudatio{n-)^ a

stripping naked, nakedness, < nudare, pp. nnda-
tus,make naked,bare,<nKdus, naked: seenude.^
The act of making bare or naked, Johnson,
nuddlel (nud'l), «. [Var. of noddle^.'^ The
nape of the neck. SaUitceJl. [Prov. ihig.]

nnddle^ (nud'l), r. t. ;
pret. and pp. Middled,

ppr. nuddling. [Origin obscure.] To stoop in
walking; look downward. [Prov. Eng,]

Whether this proverb may have any further reflection

on the people of this Country, as therein taxed for covet-

ousn^s and constant nudlinff on the earth, I think not
worth the enquiry. jBoy, Proverbs (1678), p. 310.

nude (nud), a. [= F. nw = Sp. nudo = Pg. nu
= It. nudOj < L. nudus, naked, bare, exposed:
seenoj^d.] 1, Naked; bare; uncovered; spe-
cifically, in art^ xmdraped; not covered with.

drapery : as, a nvde statue.

We shift and bedeck and bedrape us

;

Thou art noble and nude and antique.
A, C. Surinbume, Dolores.

2. In ?aM?, naked; made without consideration:

said of contracts and agreements in which a
consideration is wholly lacking.— 3. In hot.

and^o?. : (a) Bare; destitute of leaves, hairs,

bristles, feathers, scales, or other exterior out-

growth or covering. (&) Not supported by diag-

nosis or description ; mere ; bare : said of c:c-



nude

neric or specific terms, in the phrase nude name,
translating the technical designation nomen
nudum. See nomen.—TUvUe matter, a bare allega-
tion of Bomething done.—Nude pact, a naked contract
or agreement; a pact made without consideration: in legal
use, commonly in the Latin formnudumpactum. A prom-
ise which was originally a nude pact may become a valid
contract by the act of the promisee on the faith of it, such
as to supply the consideration invited by the promise.

—

Tbe nude, the representation of the undraped human
figure, considered as a special branch of art.

Of anything distinctly American there is little trace, ex-

cept an occasional negro. Of th£ nude, or the "ideal, or
the fanciful, there is no example.

The Academy, No. 891, p. 386.

=Syn, 1. See list under naked.

nudely (nM'li), adv. In a nude or naked man-
ner; nakedly.
nudeness (nud'nes), n. Nakedness ; nudity.

nudge (nuj), V. t.; pret. and pp. nudged, ppr.
nudging. [A var. of dial, nodge (So.), for
*lcnodge, *knotch, assibilated form of knock. Cf

.

Dan. knuge, press, ult. related.] To touch gen-
tly, as with the elbow; give a hint or signal
to by a covert touch with the hand, elbow, or
foot.

nudge (nuj), n. [< nudge, v.'] A slight push,
as with the elbow; a covert jog intended to
call attention, give warning, or the like.

Mrs. General Likens bestows a nudge with her elbow
upon tbe General, who stands by her side.

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 130.

nudibrachiate (nii-di-bra'ki-at), a. [< L. nu-
dus, naked, + hracJmtm, braccmum, the fore-
arm: see bracMwm.'] In gool., having naked
arms; specifically, having tentacles which are
not ciUate, or which are not lodged in a special
cavity.

nudibranch (nii'dl-brangk), a. and n. [Cf. Nu-
dibranchiata.'i I. a. Same as nudibranchiate.

II. n. A member of the Nudibrcmehiata.
ITudibranchia (nfl-di-brang'ki-a), n. pi. [NL.]
Same as Nudibranchiaim. Latfeille, 1825.

nudibranchian (nu-di-brang'ki-an), a. and n.

I. a. Same as nudibranchiate.

II. n. Same as nudibranch.

ITudibrancbiata (nH-di-brang-ki-a'ta), n. pi.

[NL., neut.pl. of nudibranchiatus: s&o'nudibran-
chiate.1 An order of opisthobranohiate Gaste-
ropoda; the naked-giUed shell-less gastropods.
The branchise, when present, are external and uncovered,
on Tarions parts of the body ; they are in some cases sup-
pressed entirely. The order is a large one, represented by
numerous species, especially in tropical and warm seas.

The diversi^ in the character of the gills, as well as of
the jaws and teeth of the odontophore, has caused them
to be separated into numerous families, the most conspic-
uous of which are thQDorididx and JEolididce. Also called
GyjimobraruihicEta, NotohrancMata.

nudibranchiate (nu-di-brang'H-at), a. and n.

[< NL. nudibranchiatus, < L. nudus, naked, -I-

branehioB, < Grr. fip&yxta, giUs.] I. a. Having
naked gUls oruncovered branchise ; specifically,

of or pertaining to the iV«(?i6ramcfciato ; opposed
to eryptoiranchiate.

II, n. Same as nudibranch.
nudicaudate (nii-di-k&'dat), a. [< L. nudus,
naked, + cauda, tail: see cawdate."] In gool.,

having a tail which is hairless.

nudicaul (nii'di-kftl), a. [< L. nudus, naked,
bare, + caulis, a stem.] In bat,, having the
stems leafless.

nudification (nu"di-fi-ka'shon), n. [< L. nudus,
naked, bare, exposed, + -ficare, < facere, make
(see -Jication).^ A making naked. Westmin-
ster ^^v.

nndifldiant (nii-di-fid'i-an), n. [< L. nudus,

bare, + fides, faith : see yaith.'] One who re-

Mes on faith alone without works for salvation.

A Christian must work ; for no nudijidian, as well as no
BOllifldian, shall be admitted into heaven.

Ben. T. Adams, Works, IL 280.

2Iudiflorse (nu-di-flo're), n.pl. [NL. (Bentham
and Hooker, 1883), fern. pi. of nu^ifl^rus : see

nudiflorous.^ A series of monocotyledonous
plants. They are characterized by the solitary or cohe-

rent carpels and by the fact that floral envelops are either

absent or reduced to scales or bristles. The group includes

5 orders—the arum, screw-pine, cattail, duckweed, and
eyclanthus families.

nudiflorous (na-di-flo'rus), a. [< NL. nudiflorus,

< L. nudus, naked, -1- flos (Jtor-), a flower.] 1.

Having the flowers destitute of hairs, glands,

etc.— 2. Belonging to the series Nudiftorce.

nudifolious (nu-di-fo'U-us), a. [< L. nudus,

bare, + folium, leaf.] Characterized by bare
or smooth leaves.

nudilt, n. [Origin obscure.] A jjledget made
of lint or cotton wool, and dipped in some oint-

ment, for use in dressing sores, wounds, etc.

M. Phillips, 1706.
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nudiped (nii'di-ped), a. and n. [< NL. nudipes
(-pedr-), < L. nudus, naked, + pes (ped-) = E.
foot.'] I. a. Having naked feet.

II. n. A nudiped animal.

Nudipellifera (nTi"di-pe-lif'e-ra), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of *nudipellifer : see nudipelUferous.]
The amphibians or batrachians : so called from
the naked skin, in distinction from scaly rep-
tiles. See Amphibia, 2 (c).

nudipelliferous (nTi"di-pe-lif'e-rus), a. [< NL.
*nudipellifer, <L. nudus, naked, + pellis, skin,
+ ferre = E. &eari.] Having a naked (that is,

not scaly) skin, as an amphibian; of or per-
taining to the NudipelUfera.
nudirostrate (nu-di-ros'trat), a. [< L. nudus,
naked, + rostrum, beak: see rostrate.] Having
the rostrum naked, as a hemipterous insect.

nudiscutate (nii-di-sku'tat), a. [< L. nudus,
naked, + scutum, a shield : see scutate.] Hav-
ing the scutellimi naked, as a hemipterous in-

sect.

nudity (nii'di-ti), n.; pi. nudities (-tiz). [< P.
nudite = Pr. wudetat= Pg. nuidade = It. nuditd,

< L. nudita(,U)s, nakedness, bareness, < nudus,
naked: see nude.] 1. A nude or naked state

;

nakedness; bareness; exposedness; lack of
covering or disguise.

Many souls in their young nudity are tumbled out among
incongruities, and left to '* find their feet" among them,
while their elders go about their business.

George Eliot, Middlemarch, I. 213.

It may appear that 1 insist too much upon the nudity
of the Proven^ horizon. . . . But it is an exquisite bare-
ness ; it seems to exist for the purpose of allowing one to
follow the delicate lines of the hUls, and touch with the
eyes, as it were, the smallest inflections of the landscape.

H. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 189.

2. In a concrete sense, a nude or naked thing;
also, a representation of a nude figure; any-
thing freely exposed or laid bare.

Sometimes they took Men with their heels upward, and
hurry'd them about In such an undecent manner as to ex-
pose their Nudities. IXaundreU, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 95.

The world 's all face ; the man who shows his heart
Is hooted for his nudities, and scom'd.

Young, Night Thoughts, viii.

He [Harry Tidbody] had piles upon piles of gray paper
at his lodguigs, covered with worthless nudities in black
and white chalk. Thackeray, On Men and Pictures.

nudum pactum (nU'dum pak'tum). [L. : »«-
dum, neut. of nudus, bare, naked; pactum, a cov-
enant, a contract : see pact] See nude pact,
under mide.

nu6 (nii-a'), a. [P., pp. of nuer, shade: see nu-
ance.] In her., same as irmeckee.

nug (nug), n. [Cf. BOflrl, nig^.] 1. A rude un-
shaped piece of timber ; a block. [Prov. Eng.]
— 2. A knob or protuberance. [Prov. Eng.]
nugacioust (nu-ga'shius), a. [< L. nugax (nu-

pac-), trifling, < nag'tE, trifles: seenugce.] Tri-

fling: futile: as, Jwg'flicioMS disputations. Glan-
ville. Vanity of Dogmatizing, xvii.

nugacityt (nu-gas'i-ti), n. [< L. nugacita{t-)s,

a trifling playfulness, < L. nugax, trifling: see
nugacious.] Futility; triviality; something tri-

fling or nonsensical.

But such arithmetical nugadties as are ordinarily re-

corded for his, in dry numbers, to have been the riches of
the wisdome of so famous a Philosopher, is a thing be-
yond all credit or probability.

Dr. E. More, Def. of Philos. Cabbala, i.

nugSB(nii'je),».^?. [L.] Trifles; things of little

value ; trivial verses.
'0 =nugationt (nu-ga'shgn), n. [= Pg. _ ^

It. nugazione, < L. nugatus, pp. of nugari, jest,

trifle, cheat, < nugce, trifles : see nugw.] The
act or practice of trifling. [Bare.]

As for the received opinion, that putrefaction is caused
either by cold or peregrine and preternatural heat, it is

but nugation. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 836.

nugatory (nu'ga-to-ri), a. [= Sp. Pg. It. nu-
gatorio, < L. nugatorius, worthless, futile, < nu-
gator, a jester, a trifler, < nugari, pp. nugatus,

jest, trifle: see nugation.] 1. Tnfling; futile;

worthless; without signMoance.

Descartes was, perhaps, the first who saw that defini-

tions of words already as clear as they can be made are
nugatory or impracticable.

HaUam, Introd. to Lit. of Europe, III. iii § 101.

2. Of no force or effect ; inoperative ; ineffec-

tual; vain.

For Metapbysic, we have assigned unto it the inquiry

of formal and final causes; which assignation, as to the
former of them, may seem to be nugatory and void.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, 11. 162.

A second and a third proclamation . . . greatly extend-

ed the nugatory toleration granted to the Presbyterians.
Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vii.

Those provisions of the edict which affected a show of
kindness to the Jews were contrived so artfully as to be
nearly nugatory. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., L 17.

nuisance

nuggar (nug'ar), n. [Egypt.] In Egypt, a large

native boat, used for transportation of cargo,

troops, etc.

An Egyptian nuggar, laden with troops for Khartoum,
has been wrecked on the river Nile.

New York Herald, Sept. 30, 1884.

nugget (nug'et), n. [Early mod. E. also niggot;

prob. dim. of nug, nig, a lump, a small piece : see

nug, nig'^. Hardly, as some suppose, for ingot,

unless through a form *ningot, with initial »
adhering from the indef. article.] A lump; a
mass; especially, one of the larger lumps of

native gold found in alluvial deposits or placer-

mines.
He bad plenty, he said, displaying a pocketful of doub-

loons and a nugget as big as a doughnut.
J. W. Palmer, The New and the Old, p. 30.

nuggety (nug'et-i), a. [< nugget + -y\] Hav-
ing the form of a nugget; occurring in nuggets
or lumps.

It [alluvial gold in South Africa] is coarse and nuggetty

as a rule, weU rounded, and generally coated with oxide

of iron. Quoted in Pre's JHcl., IV. 412.

nuggy (nug'i), n.\v\. nuggies (-iz). [Origin ob-

scure.] In the Cornish mines, a spirit or gob-
lin; a knocker. See knocker, 2.

nugify (nii'ji-fi), v. t.; pret. and pp. nugified, ppr.

nugifying. [< L. nugw, trifles, nonsense, + /o-

cere, make (see -fy).] To render trifling, silly,

or futile. [Rare.]

The stultifying, nugifying effect of a blind and uncritical

study of the Fathers. Coleridge.

nuisance (nil 'sans), n. [< ME. nuisance, nit-

sance, noisance, noisawnce, noysaunce, < OF. noi-

sance, nuisance, P. nuisance = Pr. noysensa, no-

zensa = It. nocenza, nocenzia, < ML. nocenUa, a,

hurt, injury, < L. nocen(t-)s, ppr. of nocere, hurt,

harm: s6enocent,SiiiAot.noisant.] If. Injured or

painful feeling; annoyance; displeasture; grief.

Anon had thay full dolorous noystmnce;
As at diner sate, at ther own plesaunce.

Bom. ofParUnay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3373.

2. An annoying experience ; a grievous inflic-

tion; trouble; inconvenience.
He was pleas'd to discourse to me about my book in-

veighing against the nuisance of ye smoke of London.
Evdyn,, Diary, Oct. 1, 16eL

The nuisance of fighting with the Afghans and the hill-

men their congeners is this, that you never can tell when
your work is over.

Arch. Forbes, Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 197.

In February of that year [1884] Mr. Justice Stephen de-

livered his well-known judgmen^ declaring that crema-

tion is a legal procedure, provided it be effected without
nuisance to others. Nineteenth Century, XXin. 6.

3. The infliction of hurt or injury.

Helpe me for to weye
Ageyne the feende, that with his handes tweye
And al his might plukke wol at the balance
To weye us doun ; keepe us from his nusanxe.

Chaucer, Mother of God, 1. 21.

4. That which or one who annoys, or gives
trouble or injury; a troublesome or annoying
thing; that which is noxious, offensive, or ir-

ritating; a plague; a bore: applied to persons
and things.
But both of them [pride and folly] are nuisances which

education must remove, or the person is lost.

South, Sermons, V. i.

It is always a practical difllculty with clubs to regulate
the laws of election so as to exclude peremptorily every
social nuisarhce. Emerson, Clubs.

It makes her a positive nuisance I

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 39.

5 . In law, such a use of property or such a course
of conduct as, irrespective of actual trespass
against others or of malicious or actual criminal
intent, transgresses the just restrictions upon
use or conduct which the proximity of omer
persons or property in civilized communities
imposes upon what would otherwise be rightful

freedom. Thus, the use of steam-power, thoughon one's
own premises and for a lawful purpose,may be a nuisance,
if by reason of being in one of several closely built dwell-
ings the vibration and noise cause unreasonable injury
to the adjacent property and occupants. Any serious
obstruction to a highway or navigable river if not au-
thorized by law is a nuisance ; but the temporary use of

a reasonable part of a highway for a legitimate purpose,
such as the moving of a building or the deposit of build-
ing materials going into use, is not necessarily a nuisance.
The question of nuisance always is, at what point the sel-

fish use of a right transcends the obligation to respect the
welfare of others. A common nuisance, or puMic nuisance.
is one which tends to the annoyance of the public gener-
ally, and is therefore to be redressed by forcible abate
ment or by an action by the state, as distingnlshed from
a private nuisance, or one which causes special injury
to one or more individuals and therefore will sustain a
private action. Thus, if one obstructs a highway any per-
son may remove the obstruction, but only the public can
prosecute the o&ender, unless a particular Individual suf-
fers special injury, as where he is turned from his road
and compelled to go another way and suffers thereby a
specific pecuniary damage, in which case it is as to him a
private nuisance, and he may sue.



nuisancer

nuisancer (nu'san-sfer), ». [< nuisance + -eri.]

One who causes an injury or nuisance. Blade-
stone.

nnjeeb (nu-jeb'), n. [Hind, najib, < Ar. najO),
noble.] In India, a Mnd of half-disciplined in-
fantry soldiers under some of the native gov-
ernments; also, at one tune, a kind of militia
under the British. Yule and BurneU, Anglo-
Indian Glossary.
nuke (ulik), ». [< F. nuque, < ML. nucha, the
nape of the neck.] The nape of the neck. Cot-
grave.

nnke-bonef (nuk'bon), n. The occipital bone;
especially, the basioccipital.

Osbataaire. [F.] The ISape or Nvie-bone. The bone
whereby all the parts of the head are supported; some
call it Uie cuneal bone, because it is wedgelike, tbinst in
between the bones of the head and the apper jaw.

Cotgrave.

nnll (nul), o. and n. [= F. nul, nuUe = Sp.
nulo = Pg. It. ni^, not any,< L. nuUus, not any,
none, no (fem. nuUa (sc. res), > It. nuHa, > &.
null, nuUe = Icel. nul = Sw. noU, ndUa = Dan.
md, n., zero, cipher, naught), < ne, not, + vlhts,

any, for 'untUus, dim. (with indef. effect) of

unus, one : see one, and ef. £. any, ult. < one.]

1. o. 1. Not any; wanting; non-existent.

That wholesome majority of onr people whose experi-
ence of more metropolitan glories is small or nuU.

Harper's Maff., LXXVU. 800.

2. Void; of no legal or binding force or valid-
ity ; of no efieacy ; invalid.

Archbishop Sancroft . . . was fnlly convinced that the
conrt was illegal, that all Its judgments would be nu2Z,

and that by sitUng in it he should incur a serious responsi-
bility. MacatUay, Hist. £ng., tl

Any such presumption which can be grounded on their
having voluntarily entered into the contract is commonly
next to nvll. J. S. Mm.
The acts of the Protectorate were held to be nuU alike by

the partisans of the King and by the partisans of the Par-
liament. S. A. Freeman^ Amer. Lects., p. 190.

3. Of no account or significance; having no
character or expression; negative.

Faultily faultless, icily regular, splendidly null,

Dead perfection, no more Tennyeon, Maud, iL

TT H. 1. Something that has no force or
meaning ; that which is of a negative or mean-
ingless character; a cipher, literally or figur-

atively.

Complications havebeen introduced into cn>hers [cryp-

tographic systems] by the employment of "diunmy" let-

ters,

—

*'nvlU and insigniflcants," as Bacon terms them.
Eneyc Brit., VL 671.

The danger is lest^ in seeking to draw the normal^ aman
shoald draw the nutt, and write Uie novel of society lu-

stful of the romance of man.
S, L. Stevenson, A Humble Remonstrance.

Specifically—2. In musical notation, the char-

acter 0, denoting— (a) in thorough-bass, that

the bass note over wMch it is placed is to be
played alone, the other parts resting; (6) in

the fingering for stringed instruments, that the

note over which it is placed is to be played on
an open string.—3. The raised part in nulling

or nuUed work. This when small resembles a
bead; when longer^ a spindle NuU method.
See method.

null (nul), V. [< ML. nuUare, make null, < L.
nuUus, not any, none: see null, a. Of. an»«Z.]

I.t trans. To annul; deprive of validity; de-
stroy; nullify. [Eare.]

Thy fair enchanted cup, and warbling charms,
No more on me have power ; their force is nuU'd.

Uitton, S. A., L 935.

n. intrans. [<.mM,n., 3.] 1. To formnuUs,
or into nulls, as in a lathe. See nuMii\g.—2. To
THtiTt : said of a whalemen's line as it runs from
the line-tub.—Nulled work, in wood-taming, pieces

of wood turned to form a seriesM connected knobs or pro-

tuberances resembling in general contour a straight string

Nailed Work and Lathe,

lever ; i, b, adjustable knife-holders ; c, aim ; d, back-rest

;

*
e, rack ; A, head-stock.
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of beads : much used for rounds of cliairs, bedsteads of the
cheaper sorts, etc. In operation, tiie lever a is lifted by
the left hand, while the right hand grasps the upwardly
extending handle of the carriage. This brings the knife

g into action, and by moving the carriage longitudinally
the stick is turned round. Next the lever a is lowered
into the position shown, and by moving it up and down
tile arm c engages the teeth of the rack e successively,
bringing the knives held in &, & into action, which form
the beads one after another.

nullah (nul'a), «. [E. Ind.] In the East In-
dies, a watercourse : commonly used for the dry
bed of a stream.
nulla-nnlla (nul'a-nul'a), n. [Also nuOali-^ul-
Idh; a native name.] "A club made of hard
wood, used by the aborigines of Australia.
nuller (nul'fer), ». [<»!rf^ ».,-! -eri.] One who
annuls; a nuUifier.

As for example if the generalUty of the gtddes of Chris-
tendom should be grosse idolators, bold mdlen or abroga-
tonra of the indispensable laws of Christ by their corrupt
institutes. Dr. H. More, Bef. of Moral Cabbala, ilL

nullibietyf (nul-i-bi'e-ti), n. [< LL. nullibi, no-
where (< L. nuUus, not any,+ ihi, there, thither),
+ -ety.1 The state or condition of being no-
where. Bailey.

nnllibistt (nul'i-bist), «. [As LL. nuUibi + -ist

:

see JMllibiety.'] One who advocated the princi-
ples of nullibiety or nowhereness: applied to
the Cartesians. Krauth-Fleming.
nullification (nul'i-fi-ka'shon), w. [< LL. nulli-

fieaUo(n-), a despising, contempt, lit. a making
as nothing, < nulUfieare, despise, Ut. make no-
thing: see nuUify.'] The act of nullifying; a
rendering void and of no effect, or of no legal
effect; specifically, in XI. S. hist., the action of
a State intended to abrogate within its limits
the operation of a federal law, under the as-
sumption of absolute State sovereignty. The
doctrme of nnlliflcation—that is, the doctrine that the
power of a State to nullify acts of Congress is an integral
feature of American constitutional law, and not revolu-
tionary—was elaborated by .Tohn C. Calhoun, and applied
by South Carolina in 1832. See below.

But the topic which became the leading feature of the
whole debate, and gave it an interest which cannot die,

was that of nvttificaUon— the assumed right of a state to
annul an act of Congress.

T. B. Benton, Thirty Tears, 1. 138.

The difficult part for otir government is how to nullify
nuUijieatian and yet to avoid a civil war.

H. Adams, Gallatin, ]>. 649.

Ordinance of Nulllflcation, an ordinance passed by a
State convention of South Carolina, November 24th, 1832,

declaring void certain acts of the United States Congress
laying duties and imposts on imports, and threatening
that any attempt to enforce those acts, except through
the courts iu that State, would be followed by the seces-

sion of South Carolina &om the Union. It was repealed
by the State convention which met on March 16th, 1833.

nullifidian (nul-i-fid'i-an), a. and n. [< L. nullus,

not any, none, + fides, faith, trust: see/oi<fe.]

I. a. Of no faith or religion.

A solifldean Christian is a nvUifldean pagan, and confutes
his tongue with his hand. FeUhim, Besolves, iL 47.

H. rt. One who has no faith; an unbeliever;

an infidel.

I am a ^uZZt-Tiduto^if'there be not three-thirds of a scru-

ple more of sampsiMhinum in this confection than ever I

put in any. B. Jonson, Cynthia's £.evels, v. 2.

Celia was no longer the eternal cherub, but a thorn in

her spirit, a pink-and-white nvUiJidian, worse than any
discouraging presence in the "Pilgrim's Progress."

George Eliot, Middlemarch, L 4.

nullifier (nul'i-fi-er), n. [< niiUify + -erl.] 1.

One who nullifies or makes void; one who main-
tains the right to nullify a contract by one of

the parties.—2. In U. S. hist., an adherent of

the doctrine of nullification.

Hundreds of eyes closely scrutinized the face of the
" great nvttifier" as he took the oath to support the con-

stitution. H. txm Bolet, John C. Calhoun, p. 104.

nullify (nul'i-fi), V. t.; pret. and pp. nullified,

ppr. nulUfying. [< LL. nvMificare, despise,

contemn, Ut. make nothing or null, < L. nullus,

none, + facere, make, do : see -/y.] To annul

;

make void ; render invalid ; deprive of force or
efficacy.

It is to pull Christ down from the cross, to degrade him
from bis mediatorship, and, in a word, to nuUify and
evacuate the whole work of man's redemption.

South, Sermons, n. xiv.

His pride got intoan uneasy condition which quite nti^

Kfied Ms bo^sh satisfaction.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, iL 1.

He wni endeavor to evade and nvUify the laws in all

ways which will not expose him to immediate criticism

or condemnation. The Nation, XLVIIl. 299.

=Syn. Annul, Annihilate, etc. See neutralize.

nulling (nul'ing), n. [Verbal n. of null, v.]

The act or process of forming nuUs: as, a null-

tno-lathe ; a nulling-too\.

nullipara (nu-lip'a-ra), n.
;
pi. nvlliparm (-re).

[NL. : see mdliparous.l A woman, especially

numb
one not a virgin, who has never had a child:
correlated with primipara, multipara.
nnlliparous (nu-lip'a-ms), a. [<NL. nullipara,
< L. nullus, none, -I- parere, bring forth.] Of
the condition of a nullipara.
nullipennate (nul-i-pen'at), a. [< L. nullus,
none, + pennatus, winged: seepennate.l Hav-
ing no fiight-feathers, as a penguin: correlated
with longipennate, hrevipennate, etc.

NulUpennes (nnl-i-pen'ez), II. pi. [NL., < L.
nullus, none, + penna, wing: see j?en2.] The
penguins, as having no fiight-feathers.

nullipore (nul'i-por), n. [< L. nvMus, none, +
porus, a passage, pore : see pore.'\ A Uttlo
eoral-Uke seaweed, particularly CoraXlina offici-

nalis. See cut under Corallina.

nulliporoUS (nul'i-p6r-us), a. [< nullipore +
-o««.] Consisting of or resembling a nullipore.

nullity (nul'i-ti), n. ; pi. nullities (-tiz). [< F.
nuMite= Pr.'nullitad= Sy. nulidad = Pg. nulli-

dade = It. nuUitA, < L. nullus, not any, none:
see null, a., and -ity.'] 1. The state or quality
of being null or void ; want of force or efficacy

;

insignificance; nothingness, in tow, nullity exists

when the instrument or act nas a material but not a legal
existence. (Goud^mit.) In ctvi22aw, a distinction is made
between dbwlvte and relative nuiiity. In the former, the
act has no effect wiiatever, and anybody affected by the
act might invoke the nnlli^ of it. Such an act is said to
be void. In the latter, the nullity could he invoked only
by the particular persons in whose favor it is established^

as where a contract is made by an infant. Such an act ia

said to be voidable. It is not null until so declared.

And have kept
But what is worse than nttUity, a mere
Capacity calamitiea to bear.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, v. 30.

The old Academy of Sciences wasted thirty years of
collective efforts in the chemical study of plants by dry
distillation before it perceived the nvUity of its method.

Harper's Mag., LXXVin. 506.

2. That which is null, void, invalid, or of no
force or efficacy; a nonentity.

Tliis charge, sir, I maintain, is wholly and entirely in-

sufficient. It is a mere nuUity.
D. WeluUr, Speech, March 10, 1818.

The Declaration was, in the eye of the law, a nvUity.
Macaulay, Bist. Eng., viL

The ultimate, aggregate, or absolute effect of even the
best epic under Uie sun is a nuUity.

Poe, The Poetic Principle.

Action of nullity, in dvU law, an action instituted to
set aside a contract, conveyance, judgment, or judicial
sale, because void or voidable.

null-line (nul'lin), n. A line such that the per-
pendiculars from any point of it on the sides of
a given triangle add up to zero, with certain

conventions as to their forms.
Num., ITumb. Abbreviations of Numbers, a
book of the Old Testament.
numb (num), a. [Early mod. B. num (the & in
numb, as in limb\ being excrescent), < ME.
nome, nomen, numen, taken, seized, deprived of
sensation, < AS. numen, pp. of niman, take;
cf. beniman, ppr. benumen, take away, deprive
of sensation, benumb: see reimi.] If. Taken;
seized.

Thow ert Twme thef y-wis !

Beves <if Hamtaun, p. 73. {HaUiweU.}

2. Deprived of the power of sensation, as from
a stoppage of the circulation; torpid; hence,
stupefied; powerless to feel or act: as, fingers

numb with cold; numb senses.

Leaning long upon any part maketh itnumb and asleep.
.Bacon, Nat. Hist.

Struck pale and bloodless, . . .

Even like a stony image, cold and numb.
Shak., Tit And., iiL 1. 259.

3t. Producing numbness ; benumbing.
He did lap me

Even in his own garments, and gave liimsel^

All thin and naked, to the numb cold night.

Shak., Kich. HI., a 1. 117.

=Syn. 2. Benumbed, deadened, paralyzed, insensible.

numb (num), V. t. [Early mod. E. num; < ME.
nomen, make numb, < nome, numb : see nunib,

a.] 1. To deprive of the power of sensation;

dull the sense of feeling in; benumb; render
torpid.

Eternal Winter should his Horror shed,

Tho* all thy Nerves were numVd with endless Frost.

Congreve, Tears of Amaryllis.

While the freezing blast numbed our joints, how warm-
ly wonld he press me to pity his flame, and glow with

mutual ardour

!

Sheridan, The Rivals, v. 1.

2. To render duU; deaden; stupefy.

Like lyfull heat to nummed senses brought,

And life to feele that long for death had sought.
Spenser, F. Q., Tl xL 45.

With a misery numbed to virtue's right.

B. Joneon, Poetaster, v. 1.

The sad mechanic exercise,

Like dull narcotics, numbirig pain.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, t.



numbedness

nnmbedness (numd'nes), n. [< numbed, pp. of
numb, + -wess.j Numbiiess.

Narcissus flowers . . . have their name from numbed-
ness or Btupefaotion. Bacon, Physical Fables, 3d., ExpL

If the nerve he quite divided, the pain is little— only a
kind ot stupor or numbedness. Wiseman, Surgeiy.

number (num'bfer), n. [Also dial, nummer; <
ME. numbre, nombre, number, noumbre, < OF.
nombre, F. nombre = Sp. niimero = Pg. It. nume-
ro = D. nonimer = Gr. Dan. Sw. numm,er, < L. nu-
merus, a number, a quantity, in pi. numbers,
mathematics, in gram, number, etc.; akin to
Gr. vduog, law, custom, etc., a strain in music,
etc., < ve/ieiv, distribute, apportion: see nome^,
nome^.'i 1. Tliat character of a coUeotion or

plurality by virtue of which, when the indi-

viduals constituting it are counted, the count
ends at a certain point— that is, with a certain

numeral ; also, the point (or numeral) at which
the count ends. See def. 3.

It is said that before the Turkish capture Otranto num-
bered twenty-two thousand inhabitants ; it has now hard-

ly above a tenth of that number.
E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 323.

2. Quantity or amount considered as an aggre-

gate of the individuals composing it; aggregate.

For the ther waa a Erie in the forest

Which of children had a huge twumbre gret.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. m.
The number of the dead long ezceedeth all that shall

live. Sir T. Browne, Urn-burial.

8. A numeral, or word used in counting: other-
wise called a, cardinal number : as, the number
that comes after 4 is 5^ also, in a wider sense,

any numerical expression denoting a quantity,
magnitude, or measure. Euclid does not consider
one as a number, Kamns makes it the lowest number, and
modern mathematicians treat not only 1, but also 0, as a
number.

Yf ge coueiteth cure Kynde wol gow telle,

That in mesure God made alle manere thynges,
And sette hit at a sertayii and at a syker numbre.
And nempnede hem names and nombrede the sterres.

Fiers Plovmian (C), xxiii. 255.

Numbers are so much the measure of every thing that
is valuable that it is not possible to demonstrate the suc-

cess of any action or the prudence of any undertaking
without them. Steele, Spectator, No. 174.

4. A written arithmetical figure or series of
figures signifying a numeral.— 5. A collection;

a lot; a class.

let thy spirit bear witness with my spirit, that I am of
the number of thine elect, because I love the beauty of thy
house, because I captivate mine understanding to thine
ordinances. Donne, Sermons, vi.

Let it be allowed that Nature is merely the collective

name of a number of co-existences and sequences, and that
God is merely a synonym for Nature.

J. R. Seeley, Nat. Keligion, p. 48.

6. A considerable collection; a large class.

[Often in the plural.]

After men began to grow to a number, the first thing we
read they gave themselves unto was the tilling of the earth
and the feeding of cattle. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 10.

Be the disorder never so desperate or radical, you will

find nwmbe/rs in every street who . . . promise a certain
cure. Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, xxiv.

7. The capacity of being counted: used espe-
cially in the hyperbolical phrase without num-
ber.

There is so meche multytude of that folk, that thei ben
withmtten nombre. MandevUle, Travels, p. 64.

8. A numeral of a series affixed in regular order
to a series of things : as, the number of a house
in a street.— 9. One of a series of things dis-

tinguished by consecutive numerals : used es-

pecially of serial publications.

There was a number in the hawker's collection called

Conscrits Francjais, which may rank among the moat dis-

suasive war-lyrics on record.
iJ. L. Stevenson, Inland Voyage, p. 137.

10. The doctrine and properties of numerals
and their relations.

The knowledge of number as such is gained by means of

a series of perceptions and an exercise of the powers of

comparison and abstraction.
J. Sully, Outlines of Psychol., p. 192.

11. Numerousness ; the character of being a

large collection: used in this sense both in the

singular and in the plural.

Number itself importeth notmuch in armies, where the

men are of weak courage. Bacon.

In numbers confident, yon Chief shall baulk
His Lord's imperial thirst for spoil and blood.

Scott, Don Koderick, Conclusion, st. 4.

12. In gram., that distinctive form which a

word assumes according as it is said of or ex-

presses one individual or more than one. The
form which denotes one or an individual is the singular

number; the form that is set apart for two individuals

(as in Greek and Sanskrit) Is the dual number; while that

which refers to more than two, or indifferently to two or

more individuals or units, constitutes the plural number.
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Hence we say a noun, an adjective, a pronoun, or a verb is

in the singular or the plural number.

13. laphren., one of the perceptive faculties,

whose alleged organ is situated a little to the
side of the outer angle of the eye, and whose
function is to ^ve a talent for calculation in

general.— 14. Metrical sound or utterance;
measured or harmonic expression ; rhythm.

I love measure in the feet, and number in the voice

;

they are gentlenesses that oftentimes draw no less than
the face. £. Jomon, Epicoene, iv. 1.

It is obvious that there is nothing in musical elements
beyond the mere aspects of number and rapidity which
directly imitates thought.

J. Sully, Sensation and Intuition, p. 285.

15. pi. A succession of metrical syllables;

poetical measure ;
poetry; verse.

I lisp'd in numbers, for the numbers came.
Pope, Prol. to Satires, 1. 128.

Divine melodious truth

;

Philosophic numbers smooth. Keats, Ode.

16. In music: (a) One of the principal sections

or movements of an extended musical work, as
of an oratorio. Usually the overture in such a
case is not counted. (6) Same as opus-number.
—Abundant number. See oinimdon*.-Algebraic
number, a root of an algebraic equation with whole num-
bers for its ooefaoients.— Alternate, amicable, apoca-
lyptic, appllcate, artiflcial numbers. See the adjec-
tives.—A numbM* of, several; sometimes, many: as, I
have still a number of letters to write.—Articulate num-
ber, a power of ten: so called because signified by a
joint in flnger-oonnting.-Bemoulllan numbers. See
Bemoullian.— '&iaa.Yy, cardinal, characteristic, cir-
cular, complex, composite numbers. See the adjec-
tives.—Compound number, (o t) A number consisting of
an article and a digit. (6) The expression of a quantity in

mixed denominations.— Cubic number. Same as cube,

2.— Deficient, diametral, enneagonal number. See
the adjectives.— Euler's numbers, the numbers Ej, E4,
etc., which occur in the development of sec x by Mac-
laurin's theorem : namely, sec a; = 1 -}- ^^x^l2 ! -f E4rc4/4

!

-I- etc.—Even number. See evemx, 7.— Feminine, flg-

urate, Galilean, golden, etc., number. See the adjec-
tives.— Gradual number, the ordinal number of a term
after the first in a geometrical progression.

—

Hankel's
numbers, certain algebraical symbols which are not,

properly speaking, numbers, but are units of multiple al-

gebra. They possess the property that the value of the
product of any two of them has its sign reversed when the
order of the factors is reversed. They are named after

Hankel, who wrote a book about them ; but they had pre-
viously been employed by Grassmann and by Cauohy.
Otherwise called alternate unUs.—Height of an alge-
braic number, the place of the number in a certain
linear arrangement of all such numbers.— Hendecag-
onal, beptagonal, heterogeneal, heterogeneous
numbers. See the adjectives.—Homogeneous num-
ber, a multiple of a single unit.— Icosahedral, ideal,
imperfect number. See the adjectives.—Inoompos-
ite numbers. Same asprime numbers.—Linear num-
bers. SeeKTiear.— Line ofnumbers. Same as Gwnter's
line (a) (which see, under iin«2).— Ludolphlan number,
the ratio of the circumference of a circle to the diameter, or
3.141592658589793238462648883279602884: so called because
calculated by Ludolf van Ceulen to 36 places of decimals.

—Masculine numbers. See masculine.—Measaxe of
a number. See rMasttre.-Mixed number, the sum of
a whole number and a fraction.—Modular numbers.
See modMtar.— Mysteries of numbers, a branch of high-
er arithmetic—Number of the reea, in weaving, the
number of dents in a reed of a given length. This num-
ber determines the fineness of the cloth, as two threads
pass through each dent. Also called set of the reed.—
Number one, self; one's self. [CoUoq.]

No man should have more than two attachments, the
first to number one, and the second to the ladies.

Dickens, Pickwick, iii.

Perfect, prime, rational, ultrabemoullian, etc.,

numbers. See the adjectives.-Pythagorean num-
bers. See Pythagorean.— Theory of numbers, the doc-
trine of the divisibility of numbers.— To lose the num-
ber of one's mess. See losei.

nilinber (num'ber), V. t. [< MB. nombren, noum-
bren, nowmbren, nowmeren, < OF. numbrer, n,oum-
brer, nombrer, F. nombrer = Pr. numerar, num-
brar, nombrar = Sp. Pg. numerar = It. nume-
rare, < L. numerare, number, count, < numsru^,
a number: see number, n.'] 1. To count ; reek-
on; ascertain the number of, or aggregate of
individuals in ; enumerate.
They are nowmerde fulle neghe, and namede in rollez
Sexty thowsande and tene for-sothe of sekyre mene of

armez. Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2659.

The Keliquies at Venys canne not be n^mombred.
TorMngton, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 7.

If a man can number the dust of the earth, then shall
thy seed also be numbered. Gen. xiii. 16.

2. To make or keep a reckoning of ; count up,
as by naming or setting down one by one ; make
a tally or list of.

Dauid's Vertues when I think to number.
Their multitude doth all my Wits incumber

;

That Ocean swallowes me.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Trophies.

I cannot number 'em, they were so many.
B. Jonson, Volpone, i. 1.

If thou wilt yield to great Atrides' pray'rs.

Gifts worthy thee his royal hand prepares

;

If not— but hear me, while I number o'er

The proffer'd presents, an exhaustless store.

Pope, Iliad, ix. 342.

numbery

3. To complete as to number; limit; come to
the end of.

The sands are numbei'd that make up my life.

Shak., 3 Hen. VL, i. 4. 25.

Quick! quick! for number'd are my sands of life,

And swift; for like the lightning to this field

I came, and like the wind I go away.
M. Arnold, Sonrab and Rustum.

4. To reckon as one of a collection or multi-

tude ; include in a list or class.

He was numbered with the transgressors. Isa. liii. 12.

A book was writ of late call'd " Tetrachordon,"
And woven close, both matter, form, and style;

The subject new ; it walked the town awhile,
Numberir^ good intellects ; now seldom pored on.

JUilton, Sonnets, vi.

5. To put a number or numbers on; assign a
distinctive number to ; mark the order of, as of
the members of a series ; assign the place of in

a numbered series: as, to number a row of
houses, or a collection of books.— 6. To possess
to the number of.

It was believed that the Emperor Nicholas numbered
almost a million ot men under a^ms.

Kinglake, Invasion of the Crimea, t

7. To amount to; reach the number of: as, the
force under the command of Csesar numbered
45,000 men.— 8. To equal in number. [Rare.l

Weep, Albyn, to death and captivity led,

Oh, weep ! but thy tears cannot number the dead.
Campbell, Lochiel's Warning.

= Syn. 1 and 2. To tell, calculate, reckon, call over, sum
up.

numberfult (nnm'bfer-ffd), a. [< number' -I- -fi/Z]

Many in number ; numerous.
About the year 700 great was the

company of learned men of the Eng-
lish race, yea, so numberfult that
they upon the point excelled all

nations, in learning, piety, and zeal.

Waterhotise, Apology, p. 60.

numbering-macMne (num'-
bfer-ing-ma-shen"), «. A ma-
chine tliat automatically
prints numbers in consecu-
tive order, as on a series of
pages, tickets, bank-notes, or
checks.

numbering-press (num'bfer-
ing-pres), n. Same as num-
bering-macliine.

numbering-stamp (num'bfer-
ing-stamp), n. A simple form

Nlimberin^.stamp.

a, iiuniberiiig.wheel&
each with- ten Arabic
figures, I to zero inclu-
sive : *. arbor on wiiich
thewlieelstum:£-,fraine

- - -
. . - wtiich carries the arbor

of numbermg-maehiue, used and wheels; rf, guide-

by hand to number tickets or ;.°sudesr.'!spr.*|S
pages. A series of wheels bearing
the figures from to 9 are bo con-
nected that the pressure resulting
from applying the stamp to an ob-
ject sets in motion the unit-wheel»
which In turn communicates motion
to the successive wheels for tens,
hundreds, etc,

is compressed by the-

frame in stamping; y,
ratchet-wheel with ten
teeth corresponding to-

the ten Arabic figures,

I, 2, 3, etc., to o; g;
spring-pawl, which, on
the spring being com-
pressed, engages the
tooth of the ratchet-

numberless (num'b6r-les), a. ;^X°engVl=dr/.,''aS:

[< number -h -less.'] 1. With- otherspriBK-pawl.whiclv
*-

. n
-"

, 13 prevents back motion

:

out a number; not marked %, handle; i, interme-

or designated by a number. ^!*'= carrying-mecha-

— 2. Innumerable; that has
not been or cannot be counted; unnumbered.

I forgive all

;

There cannot be those numberless offences
'Gainst me that I cannot take peace with.

Shak., Hen. VIII., ii. 1. 84.

Voices and footfalls of the numberless throng.
Bryant, Hymn of the City.

numberoust (n-um'bfer-us), a. [Also numbrouSr
noumberous; < number + -ous. Cf. numerous.']

1. Numerous.
This rule makes mad a wmmberouse swarme
Of subjects and of kings.

Drant, tr. of Horace's Satires, ii. 3.

2. Consisting of poetic numbers ; rhythmical;
metrical.

The greatest jiart of Poets have apparelled their poeti-

call inuentions in that n/umbrous kinde of writing which
is called verse. Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

Numbers (num'b^rz), n. The fourth book of
the Old Testament: so called because it begins
with an account of the numbering of the Israel-
ites in the beginning of the second year after
they left Egypt. It includes part of the his-
tory of the Israelites during their wanderings.
Abbreviated Nunt., Numb.
numberyt (num'bfer-i), a. [< number + -J/i.]

1. Numerous.
So many and so numbery armies.

Sylvester, Battle of Yvry.

2. Melodious.

Th' Accord of Discords ; sacred Harmony,
And Numb'ry Law.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, iL, The Oolumnes,



nnmb-flsli

nnmb-flsh (num'fish), n. The electric ray or
torpedo : so called from its power of benumb-
ing. Also called cramp-fish. See torpedo.
numbles (nnm'blz), n.pl. [< ME. nombles, noum-
bles, nowmbils, noiomyUis,< OP. nombles, numbles
(of a deer, etc.), pi. of nomble (ML. reflex num-
bilis, nutmile, nebulus, etc.), the parts of a deer
between the thighs, a loin of veal orpork, a chine
of beef, also dim. nomblet, numblet, nomhlel, non-
blel, in like senses, lit. navel (in this sense also
nembre, nenbre, ninbre), cf. dim. nombril, ¥. nom-
bril, navel, var. (with initial n for I, as also in
nivel, niieau, for lirel, level : see leiel'^) of loni-

ble, tonble, tumble, lombre, lumbre, lumbe, navel,
pi. kidneys, prop. Vomble, etc., < le, the def . art.,

+ amble, ombil (P. ambilic) = Pr. ombilie = Sp.
ombligo = Pg. umbigo, embigo = It. ombelico,
bellico, bilico = Wall, buric, navel, < L. umbili-

ci(5, navel: seetimbilicitsajadnavel. In the par-
ticular sense 'loin' (of veal, etc.), OF. lornble,

lombre, etc. was prob. confused with lombe,
longe, < L. lumbus (dim. lumbulus), loin : see loin.

The E. form numbles, by loss of initial n (as also
in umpire, etc.) became umbles, sometimes writ-
ten humbles, whence humble-pie, now associated
with humble^, a.] The entrails of a deer.

Then he fette to Lytell Johan
The nwmJjles of a doo.

LyUU GesU of Rdbyn Bode (Chad's Ballads, V. 74^

Some, as it is reported, lay a part of the Numbles on the
Are. I^rehat, Pilgrimage, p. 371.

numbness (num'nes), n. The state of being
numb ; that state of a livingbodyinwhich ithas
not the power of feeling, as when paralytic or
chilled by cold : torpidity ; torpor.

Come away;
Beqaeath to death your numbness.

Sliak., W. T., V. 3. 102.

My heart aches, and a drowsy numbness pains
My sense, as though of hemlock 1 had drunk.

Keats, Ode to a Nightingale.

numbroust (num'brus), a. See numberous.
num-cumpos (num-kum'pus), n. [A dial, cor-

ruption of non compos."] A fool; one who is

non compos mentis. Davies. [I*rov. Eng.]

Sa like a graat num-cumpus 1 hlubber'd awMy o* the bed.
Tennyson, Northern Cobbler.

numeite, «. See noumeite.

nnmen (nu'men), n.
;

pi. numina (nii'mi-na).

[L., divinity, godhead, deity, a god or goddess,
the divine will, divine sway, lir. a nod, for *nui-

men, < *nuere, in comp. annuere, mnuere (= Gr.
veveiv), nod: see nutation.] Divinity; deity;

godhead.
The Divine presence hathmade all places holy, and every

place hath a Numen in it, even the eternal God.
Jsr. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), 1. 112.

Ntunenins (nu-me'ni-us), n. [Nil., < Gr. vov/i^

viae, a kind of curlew, perhaps so called from
its crescent-shaped beak, < vovfiyvwg, of the new
moon, contr. of veo/ofvioi, < veog, new, -t- /irjvT/,

moon : see new and moojil.] Agenus of the snipe
family, Scolopacidm ; the curlews. The bill is very
long, slender, and decurved, with the tip of the upper
mandible knobbed ; the toea are semipalmate ; the hallux
is present) small, and elevated ; the tarsus is much longer
than the middle toe, scutellate only in fronts elsewhere
reticulate. There are about 15 species, found all over the
world. See curlew, whimbrel, and cut under dough-bird.

nmnerable (nu'me-ra-bl), a. [= OF. nombra-
ble.numbrable = ^^.numerdble = Pg. numeravel
= it. mimerabile, < L. numerabilis, that can be
numbered or counted, < numerare, count, num-
ber: see numerate.'] Capable of being numer-
ated, counted, or reckoned.

In regard to God they are numerable, but in regard to
vs they are multiplied aboue the sand of the sea shore, in

as much as wee cannot comprehend their number.
Hakewia, Apology, IV. iv. 3.

One of those rare men, numerable, unfortunately, but as
units in this world. The Century, xyn 404.

numeral (nu'me-ral), a. and n. [= F. num^al
(OP. nombral) = Sp. Pg. numeral= It. numerale,

< L. numeralis, pertaining to number, < numerus,
a number: see number.] I. a. 1. Pertaining to
number ; consisting of numbers.

The dependence of a long train of numeral progression,
Locke.

2. Expressing number; representing number:
as, numeral letters or characters, such as V or

5 for five Ifmneral equation. See equatCon. =Syn.
Numeral, Numerical. Numeral is more concrete than
numerical: as, numeral adjectives or letters; nurnericat

value, difference, equality, or equations.

n. n. 1. One of the series of words used in

counting; a cardinal number.— 2. A figure or

character used to express a number: as, the

Arabic numerals, 1, 2, 3, etc., or the Roman nu-

merote, I, V,X,L,C,D,M.
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There is something in numerals, in the process of calcu-

lation, extremely frostyand petrifying to a man.
W. M. Baker, Sew Timothy, p, 160.

8. In gram., a word expressing a number or
some relation of a number. Numerals are espe-
cially the cardinals—tme, two, three, etc.—which are used
both substantively and adjectively ; and, by adjective der-
ivation from these, the ordinals— third, fourUi, fifth, etc.
— also used substantively, especially as ./foctioTiate. Mul-
tiplicatives are such as twqfold, tenfold, etc ; and dtrfrifrtf-

tii^es, answering to our two by two, etc., are found in some
languages. Such words as many, aU, any are often called
indefinite numerals. Nwneral adverbs are such as once,
twice, thrice, SiadfirsUy, secondly, thirdly, etc
4. lii musical notation : (a) AnArabic orRoman
figure indicating a tone of the scale, as 1 for
the tonic or do, 2 for re, 3 for mi, etc. The ex-
tended use of this notation is best exemplified by the
Chev6 system, which much resembles the tonic sol-fa no-
tation, except in its use of Arabic figures instead of let-

ters and syllables. (6) One of the figures used in
thorough-bass, by which the constitution of a
chord is indicated with reference to the bass
tone or to the key-chord.— 5. In the Anglo-
Saxon Clt., a calendar or directory telling the
variations in the canonical hours and the mass
caused by saints' days and festivals. Bock.
numeralityt (nu-me-ral'i-ti), n. [< ML. nume-
ralita(t-)s, number,^ L. numeralis, numeral : see
nmneral.] Numerable state or condition ; capa-
bility of being numbered ; numeration.
Yet are they not applicable unto precise numerality, nor

strictly to be drawn unto the rigid test of numbers.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 12.

numerally (nti'me-ral-i), adv. As regards num-
ber; according to number; in number.
numerant (nii'me-rant), a. [< L. numeran{t-)s,
ppr. of n«;«erare, nmnerate, number: see numer-
ate.] Counting.—Numerant number, a numeral
word used in counting ; also, abstract number.
numerary (nu'me-ra-ri), a. [< L. numefrarius,
an arithmetician^ an accountant, prop, adj., <

numerus, a number : see number.] 1 . Of or per-
taining to number or numbers ; reckoned by or
according to number; numerical.

It was always found that the augmenting of the numer-
ary value did not produce a proportional rise to tfae prices,

at least for some time. Hume, Essays,' ii. 3.

2. Belonging to a certain number; included or
reckoned within the proper or fixed number.
A supernumerary canon, when he obtains a prebend, be-

comes a numerary canon. Ayliffe, Parergon.

numerate (nii'me-rat), V. t. and i.; pret. and
pp. numerated, ppr. numerating. [< L. nume-
ratus, pp. of numerare, count, reckon, number,
< nuHiei'ttS, a number: see numbei:] To count;
reckon ; read (an expression in figures) accord-
ing to the rules of numeration ; enumerate.
numerate (nti'me-rat), a. [< L. « umeratus, pp.

:

see the verb.] Counted.—Numerate number, con-
crete number.

numeration (nii-me-ra'shon), n. [= F. nume-
ration = Sp. manerdcioH = Pg. numeragSo =It.
numerazione, < L. numeratio{n-), a counting out,

paying, payment, < numerare, pp. numeratus,
count, reckon, nximber: see numerate.] 1. The
act of numbering.
Numeration is but still the adding of one tmit more, and

giving to the whole a new name or sign. Locke.

2. In arith., the art of counting ; the art of form-
ing numeral words for use in counting ; the sys-

tem of numeral words in use in any language

;

the art of expressing in words any number pro-

posed in figures ; the act or art of reading num-
bers. See notation Decimal numeration. See
decinud.

numerative (nii'me-ra-tiv), a. and n. [= P.

numeratif^ It. numerativo; as numerate + -we.]

I. a. Pertainingto numeration orto numbering.
II. H, Same as classifier, 3.

numerator (nu'me-ra-tor), H. [= P. num^a-
teur = Sp. Pg. numerador = It. numeratore, <

LL. numerator, a counter, a reckoner, < L. nu-

merare, -pp. numeratus, count, number: see nu-
merate.] 1. One who numbers.—2. In arith.,

the number in a vulgar fraction which shows
howmany parts of a unit are taken. Thus, when
a unit is divided into 9 equal parts, and 5 are taken to form
the fraction, it is expressed thus, «— that is, five ninths

—

5 being the numerator and 9 the denomijuiior,

numerict (nu-mer'ik), a. and n. [< P. nume-
rique = Sp.'numerioo = Pg. It. numerico,<. L.
n«mer«s, a number: see number.] I. a. Same
as numerical, 2.

This is the same.n«m«ric crew
That we so lately did subdue.

S. BuOer, Hudibras, I. iil. 462.

n. n. An abbreviated form of numerical ex-

pression.

numerical (nu-mer'i-kal), a. [< numeric + -ah]

1. Belonging to or denoting nimiber; consist-

numerous

ing of or represented by numbers or figures, as
in arithmetic, and not by letters, as in algebra

:

as, a numerical quantity; numerical equations;
a numerical majority, in algebra, numerical, as op-
posed to liberal, applies to an expression in which numbers
have the place of letters : thus, a numericcd equation is

one in which all the quantities except the unknown are
expressed in numbers. The numerical solution of equa-
tions is the assignment of the numbers which, substituted
for the unknowns, satisfy the equations : opposed to an
algebraic solution. As opposed to algebraical, it also ap-

Slies to the magnitude of a quantity considered indepen-
ently of its sign. Thus, the numerical value of —10 is

said to be greater than that of —5, though it is algebrai-
cally less.

2. The same in number; hence, the same in de-
tails; identical. [Rare.]

So that I make a Question whether, by reason of these
perpetual Preparations and Accretions, the Body of Man
may be said to be the same numerical Body in his old Age
that he had in his Manhood. HovkU, Letters, I. i. 31.

Would to God that all ray fellow brethren which with
me bemoan the loss of their books, with me might rejoice
for the recovery thereof, though not the same numerical
volumes. Fuller.

Numerical aperture ofan objective. See objedtue, 3.

—Numerical difference, egjiation, notation, etc. See
the nouns.—Numerical unity or Identity, that of an
individual or singular. =Syn. 1. See numeral.

numerically (nu-mer'i-kal-i), adv. As re-

gards number; in point of"numbers ; in num-
bers or figures ; with respect to numerical quan-
tity: as, the party in opposition is numerically
stronger than the other

;
parts of a thing nu-

merically expressed; an algebraic expression
)i umerically greater than another.

The total amount of energy in the Universe is invariable,
and is numericaUy constant.

A. Daniell, Prin. of Physics, p. 40.

numeristt (nu'me-rist), n. [< L. numerus, a
number, -I- -ist.] "One who deals with numbers.
We . . . should rather assign a respective fatality unto

eachwhich is concordantunto the doctrine of the nunierist.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err,, iv. 12.

numero (nii'me-ro), n. [= P. numero, < L. n«-
mero, abl. of numerus, number: see number.]
Number ; the figure or mark by which any num-
ber of things is distinguished : abbreviated Xo. :

as, he lives at JVb. 7 (usually read or spoken
"number 7").

numerosity (nii-me-ros'i-ti), n. [= Sp. nume-
rosidad:= Pg. numerosidkde ^=lt. numerosita, <
L. numerosita(_t-)s, a great number, a multitude,
< numerosus, numerous : see numerous.] 1 . The
state of being numerous ; numerousness ; large
number. Sir T. Browne, Vulg, Err,, iv. 12.

Marching in a circlewith the cheap numerosity of a stage-
army, Lowell, Study AVindows, p. 33.

Your feUow-mortals are too numerous. Numerosity as
it were, swaUows up quality.

H. James, Jr., Portraits of Places, p. 195.

2. Harmonious flow; poetical rhythm; har-
mony.
I haue set downe [an example] to let youperceiue what

pleasantnumerosity in the measure and disposition of your
words in a meetre may be conti-iued.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 103.

Melody is rather numerosity, a blending murmur, than
one full concordance.

E. Wttdham, Eng. Versification, p. 114.

numerotage (nii-me-ro-tazh'), n. [<P. numero-
tage, a numbering, < numeroter, number, < nu-
mero, < L. numerus, a number: see numero,
number.] The numbering or system of num-
bering yarns according to fineness.

numerous (nii'me-rus), a. [=F..nombreux =
Sp. Pg. It. numeroso, < L. numerosus, consisting
of a great number, manifold, < numerus, a num-
ber: see number.] 1. Consisting of a great
number of individuals: as, a numerous army.

Such and so numerous was their chivalry.
Milton, P. K., iiL 344.

I have contracted a numerous acquaintance among the
best sort of people. Steele, Spectator, Jfo. 88.

We had an immense party, the most numerous ever
knowu there. GreviUe, Memoirs, Aug. 30, 1819,

2. A great many; not a few; forming a great

number: as, numerous objects attract the at-

tention; attacked by nuweroMS enemies.

Numerous laws of transition, connection, preparation,

are different for a writer in verse and a writer in prose,
De Quincey, Herodotus.

These [savages] who reside where water abounds, with
the same industry Wll the hippopotami, or river-horses,

which are exceedingly numerous in the pools of the stag-

nant rivers. Bruce, Source of the Kile, II, 547,

3f . Consisting of poetic numbers ; rhythmical

;

melodious; musical.

And the Greeke and Latine Poesie was by verse nuTner-

ous and metricall, running vpon pleasant feete, sometimes
swift, sometimes slow.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 7.



numerous
Such prompt eloquence

Flow'd from their lips, in prose or nuTiierous verse,
More tuneable than needed lute or harp
To add more sweetness. Miltmi, P. L., v. 150.

4. In descriptive hot., indefinite in number, usu-
ally any number above twenty, as stamens in
a flower.

numerously (nu'me-rus-li), adv. 1. In or with
great numbers: as, a meeting numerously at-
tended.— 2t. Harmoniously; musically. See
numerous, 3.

The Smooth-pac'd Hours o( ev'ry Day
Glided numeroiMy away.

Cowley, Elegy upon Anacreon.

numerousness (nu'me-rus-nes), n. 1. The
state of being numerous or many; the condi-
tion of consisting of a great number of indi-
viduals.

The nu7nevffu»n£ss of these holy houses may easily be
granted, seeing that a very few make up a Jewish congre-
gation. Xi. Addison, State ol Jews, p. 89. {Latham.)

Sf. Poetic quality; melodiousness; musical-
ness.

That which will distinguish his style is the nwmeram-
ness of his verse. Dryden.

He had rather chosen to neglect the numer&usness of his
Verse than to deviate from those Speeches which are re-

corded on this great occasion.
Addison, Spectator, TSo. 857.

Numida (uii'mi-da), n, [NL., < L. Numida, a
Numidian: see Numidian.'] The typical genus

Reverse.

United States Silver Dollar, type of 1878.

A, legend; B, inscription ; C, exeigue.

Cammon Goinea-fowl l^Nutnida tneleagris).

of Numididm; the guinea-fowls. The common
guinea-hen is N. meleagris, a native of Africa,
now everywhere domesticated. See guinea-

fowl.

Numidian (nu-mid'i-an), a. and n. [< L. Nu-
midianus, pertaining to Numidia, < Numidia
(see def.), < Numida, a nomad, a Numidian,
< G-r. vofi&i (vo/ja6-), a nomad, No/iddep, Numid-
ians: see nomad.^ I. a. Pertaining to Nu-
midia, an ancient kingdom of northern Africa,

corresponding generally to the modern Algeria.
Later it formed aRoman province, orwas divid-

ed among Roman provinces Numidian crane,
the demoiselle, Anthropoides mrgo, a lai'ge wading bird
noted for the elegance of its form and its graceful deport-
ment. It is a native of Africa, and may be seen in most
^blogical gardens. See cut under demoiseUe.—Numid-
ian marble. See rrutfrble, 1.

II, n. A native or an inhabitant of Numidia.
The origiualNumidians constituted several no-
madic tmbes, whence the name.

Gairaoan hath in it an Ancient Temple, and College of
Priests. Hither the great men among the Moores and
Sumidians are brought to bee buried, hoping by the
prayers of those Priests to clime to Heauen.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 606.

Numididae (nii-mid'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Nu-
mida + -idcB.'i A family of rasorial birds of

the order Gallince, peculiar to Africa; the
guinea-fowls.
Kumidinse (nu-ml-di'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Nur-

mida + -«««.] The guinea-fowls regarded as
the African subfamily of Phasianidce.

numismatic (nu-mis-mat'ik), a. [= F. numis-
matique = Sp. mimismdUeo = Pg. It. numisma-
tico, numismatic (F. numismatique = Sp. nu-

mismdtica = Pg. It. numismatiea, numismat-
ics), < NL. numismaticus (Gr. vo/na/^auKdg), per-
taining to money or coin, < L. numisma, nummis-
ma, prop, nomisma (nomismat-), a coin, a medal,
stamp on a coin, < Gr. vd/uafia, a coin, a piece

of money, anything sanctionedby usage, < vo/j.i-

^eiv, own as a custom, use customarily, < v6/ioc,

custom, law: see nome^. Cf. L. nummus, mt-
mus, a coin: see nummary.'] Of or pertaining
to coins or medals ; relating to or versed in nu-
mismatics.
numismatical (nH-mis-mat'i-kal), a. [< nu-
mismatic + -a?.] Same as numismatic. [Rare.]

numismatically (nu-mis-mat'i-kal-i), adv. In
a numismatic manner or sense.

numismatician (nu-mis-ma-tish'an), n. [<

numismatic + -ian.] A numismatist. [Rare.]
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numismatics (nu-mis-mat'iks), n. [PI. of nu-
mismatic: see -ics.'] The science that treats
of coins and
medals, with es-

pecial reference
to their history,

artistic qual-
ity, description,
and classifica-

tion. The name
coin is in modem
numismatics given
to pieces of metal
impressed for the
pui-pose of circula-
tion as money, while
the name Tnedal is

applied to impress-
ed pieces of similar
character to coins,

but not intended
for circulation as
money, which are
designed and dis-

tributed in com-
memoration of some
person or event. An-
cient coins, how-
ever, are by collec-

tors often called
med(ds. The parts
of a coin or medal
are the obverse or
face, containing
generally the head,
bust, or ilgure of the
sovereign or person
in whose honor the
medal was struck, or
some emblematic
flgure relating to
the person or coun-
try, etc., and the reverse, containing various designs or
words. The lettering around the border forms the legend;
that in the middle or field, the ingeripUon. The lower part
of the coin, often separated by a line from the designs or
the inscription, is the basis or exergue, and commonly con-
tains the date, the place where the piece was struck, the
emblem or signature of the artist or of some official, etc.

numismatist (nu-mis'ma-tist), n. [= F. nu-
mismatiste = Sp! numismatista ; < L. numisma
{numismat-), a coin, a piece of money (see nu-
mismatic), + 4st.'] One who is versed in numis-
matics ; a student of coins and medals.
numismatography (nu-mis-ma-tog'ra-fi), n.

[= F. numismatographie = Sp. numismatogra-
fia = Pg. numismatographia, numismatografla,
< L. numisma (numismat-), a coin, a piece of
money (see numismatic), + Gr. -ypa^la, < yp&^ew,
write.] The science that treats of coins and
medals; numismatics. [Rare.]
numismatologist (nu-mis-ma-tol'o-jist), n. [<
numismatolog-y + -««'«.] One versed in numis-
matology; a numismatist. [Rare.]

numismatology (nu-mis-ma-tol'6-ji), n. [< L.
numisma {numismat-), a coin, apiece ofmoney,
-I- Gr. -Tioyta, < Myetv, speak : see -ology,'] Same
as numismatography. [Rare.]

nummary (num'a-ri), a. [= Pg. numario = It.

nummario, < h.nummarius, numaritts, pertaining
to money, < nummus, niomus, Italic Gr. vov/i/wc,

vov/wg, v6/iog, a coin, a piece of money, akin to Gr.
v6fioc, a custom, law (v6/uapta, a coin): see nome^,
numismatic] Relating to coins or money.
They borrowed their money pound from the Greeks, and

their rmmmary language from the Bomans.
Ending, Coinage of Great Britain, I. 309, note.

nummiform (num'i-f6rm), a. [< L. nummus, a
coin, + forma, form.] Shaped like a coin;
nummulary.
Nummulacea (num-u-la'se-a), TO. pi. [NL., <

Nummul(ites) + -acea.] A family of foramini-
fers represented by Nummulites and genera re-

sembling it in the discoidal form of ttie shell.

nummulacean (num-u-la'se-an), a. and to. I.

a. Resembling a nummulite; belonging to the
Nummulacea.

II. TO. A member of the Nummulacea.
nummular (num'u-lar), a. [< L. mimmularius:
see nummulary.] 'Saime as nummulary : applied
in medicine to the sputa or expectorations in
phthisis, when on falling they flatten like a
piece of money.
nummulary (num'u-la-ri), a. [= Sp. numu-
lario = It. nummulario, < L. nummidarius, per-
taining to money-changing, < nummulu^, some
money, money, dim. of nummus, a coin, a piece
of money: see nummary.] 1. Of or pertaining

to coins or money.
The numnmlary talent which was in common use by the

Greeks. Rudiiig, Coinage of Great Britain, 1. 102.

2. Resembling a coin ; in med., see nummular.
nummulated (num'u-la-ted), a. [< L. num-
mulus, money (see nummulary), + -ate^ + -ed^.]

Nummular; nummiform.

nun

nummuliform (num'u-li-f6rm), a. [< L. num-
mulus, dim. of nummus, a coin, + forma, form.]

Shaped like a nummulite ; resembling nummu-
lites.

Nummulina (num-u-li'na), n. [NL., fern, of

nummulinus, oom-li&e: see nummuline.] A ge-

nus of living nummuline foraminifers, giving

name to the family Nummulinidce. D'Orbigny,

nummuline (num'u-lin), a. [< NL. nummuUnus,
< L. nummulus, dim! of nummus, a coin.] Shaped
like a coin; resembling a nummulite in struc-

tural characters; nummulitic.

Each layer of sheU consists of two finely-tubulated or
nummvline lamellee. W. B. Carpenier, Micros., § 494.

Nummulinidse (num-u-lin'i-de), to. pi. [NL.,
< Nummulina + -idat.] A family of perforate

foraminifers, typified by the genus Nummulina.
The test is calcareous and finely tubulated, typically tree,

polythalamous, and symmetrically spiral ; the higher forms
all possess a supplemental skeleton and a canal-system of

greater or less complexity. Also NurmmdiHda!.

Nummulinidea (num"u-li-nid'e-a), n.pl. [NL.

:

see Nummulinidce.] The Numniulinidw regarded
as an order of perforate foraminifers.

nummulite (nnm'u-lit), to. [< NL. nummulites,

< L. nummulus, dim. of nummus, a coin, a piece

of money: see nummary.] A member of the ge-

nus Nummulites or family NummuliUdce : used in

a broad sense, generally in the plural, for a fos-

silnumm uline shell of almost any kind. Nummu-
lites comprise a great variety of fossil foraminifers having
externally somewhat the appearance of a piece of money
(hence their name), without any apparent opening, and in-

ternally a spiral cavity, divided by partitions into numer-
ous chambers, communicating with each otherbymeans of

small openings. They vary in size from less than i inch to

1^ inches In diameter. Nummulites occupy an important
place in the history of fossil shells. See nvmmiditic.

Nummulites (num-u-li'tez), to. [NL. : see num-
mulite.] The leading genus of fossil foramini-
fers of the family Nummulinidce, or typical of

a family Nummulitidw.
nummulitic (num-u-lit'ik), a. [< nummulite +
4c.] Containing or characterized by nummu-
lites.—Nummulitic series, an important group of stra-

ta belonging to the Eocene Tertiaiy, extending from the
Pyrenees east to the eastern confines of Asia: so called

from the prodigious numbers of nummulites contained in
them. 'The series varies considerably in lithological char-
acter, but limestone usually predominates, and not infre-

quently this passes into a crystalline marble. The thick-

ness of the group is also variable, reaching in places sev-

eral thousand feet The nummulitic rocks are largely de-
veloped in the Himalayas, where they^ave been itiised by
the mountain-building processes to more than 15,000 feet
above the sea-level.

Nummulitidse (num-u-Ut'i-de), «. jjZ. [NL., <

Nummulites + -idee.] A family of perforate Fo-
raminifera, named from the genus Nummulites:
same as Nummulinidce.
numpst (numps), n. [< numb, with formative
-s, as in mawks, minx^, etc. Cf. numskull.] A
dolt; a blockhead.
Take heart, nwmps 1 here is not a word of the stocks.

£p. Parker, Keproof of Behearsal Trans. (1673), p. 85.

numskull (num'skul), TO. [Formerly also num-
scull; < num, now usually numb, + skull.] A
dunce; a dolt; a stupid fellow.

They h^ve talked like numskulls. Arlwthnot.

You numskuUi ! and so, while, like your betters, you are
quarrelling for places, the guests must be starved 1

Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, ii.

numskuUed (num'skuld), a. [< numskull +
-ed'^.] Dull in intellect ; stupid; doltish.

Have you no more manners than to rail at Hocus, that
saved that clodpated numsleuU'd ninnyhammer of yours
from ruin and all his famUy ?

ArbvcOmot, Hist, John Bull, xii.

numud (num'ud), TO. [Also nammad; < Pers.
namad, felt, coarse cloth.] A thick carpeting
of felt made in Persia, inlaid with designs in
different colors felted into the body of the ma-
terial. This material is often an inch or more
in thickness.
nun (nun), TO. [< MB. nunne, nonne, < AS. nunne
=MD. nonne, D. nan= ML&. LG. nunne=OHG.
nunnd, MHG. nunne, G-. nonne = Sw. nunna =
Dan. nonne = F. nonne, < LL. nonna, ML. also
nunna (LQr. vdvva), a nun, orig. a title of re-
spect, 'mother' (>It. nonna, grandmother) (cf.

masc. LL. nonnus, LGr. vSvvog, a monk, 'father,'

> It. nonno, grandfather), = Skt. nana, mother,
used familiarly like E., etc., mama, and of like
imitative origin.] 1. A woman devoted to a
religious life, under a vow of poverty, celibacy,
and obedience to a superior: correlative to
monk.
There with inne ben Menkes and Nonnea Cristene.

MandeviUe, Travels, p. 124.

Whereas those Nuns of yore
Gave answers from their caves, and took what shapes they

please. Drayton, PolyolWon, i. 60.



nun
2. A female recluse. [Rare.]

Han, thoa Goddess sage and holy,
HaO, divinest Melancholy! . . .

Come, pensive JTun, devout and pure.
Sober, steadfast, and demore.

MiUon, n Penseioso, L 31.

3. A name of several different birds, (o) The
smew, jreryeBuaoOeBitf, more folly called tcAttentm. (ii)

The blue titmouse, Parus eaeruleus: so called from Uie
white fillet on the head, (c) A nan-bird, (d) A variety of
the domestic pigeon, of a white color with a veiled head.

4t. A child's top.
nun (nnm), v. t. ; pret. and pp. numied, ppr. nun-
ning._ [< nun, n.] To cloister up as a nun ; con-
fine in or as if in a nunnery.

If you are so very heavenly-minded, ... I will have
yoa to town, and nun you op with Aunt Ndl.

£iehaTdson, Sir Chules Giandison, Y. 50.

nnnatak, n. [Eskimo.] A crest or ridge of rock
appearing above the surface of the inland ice
in Greenland.
Here camp was made at an elevation of 4,030 feet, and

at the foot of a nunotol:, the summit of which was 4,960
feet above the sea-level.

J. D. Whitney, Climatic Chauges, p. 303.

nnnation, ». See nunnatUm. ,

nun-bird (nnu'b^rd), n. A South American
barbet or puff-bird of the family BucconicUe and

Nun-bird (Afotiasa peruana).

genus Monasa (or Monaeha), so called from the
somber coloration, relieved by white on the
head or wings. F. L. Sclater.

nun-buoy (nun'boi), «. Abuoylarge inthe mid-
dle and tapering toward each end. See buoy.

nunc (nnngk), n. [Prop. *nunk, unless it is

an error for nunch : see minch.2 A laige lump
or thick piece of anything. MaMwett. [Prov.
Eng.]
Nunc Dimittis (nungk di-mit'ls). [So named
from the fii^t two words in the Latm version,
nunc dimittis servum tnum, Domine, ... in
pace, 'now lettest thou thy servant depart in
peace': L. nunc, now (see note); dimittis, 2d
pers. sing. pres. ind. of dimittere, send forth,
send away, dismiss: see dismissJ] The eanti-
cleof Simeon (Luke iL 29-32). The Nunc DimitHs
forms part of the private thanksgiving of the priest after
the liturgy in the Greek Church, and is frequently sung
by the choir after celebration of the eucharist in Anglican
churches. It forms part of the office of complin as used
in the Boman Catholic Church or in religious communi-
ties in the Anglican Church. It is conts^ed in ttie ves-
per office of the Greek Church, and is one of the canticles
at evening prayer in the Anglican Church.

nunch. (nunch), n. [Prob. a dial. var. of lunch
or h uneh, the form nunc, so spelled in HaUiwell,
being either for *nunJe (of. hunk^) or for nunch.
The variation of the initial consonant in such
homely monosyllables is not extraordinary.
The same or lie words vary also terminally:
cf. AttnJ;!, hunch, hump, lunch, lump^, bunch,
bump^, etc. But nunch may arise from nun-
eheon, if that is of ME. origin: see nuncheonj^
1. A lump or piece. Compare nunc.—2. A
slight repast ; a lunch or luncheon. Compare
nuncheon. HaUiwell. [Prov. Eng.]
nuncheon (nun'ehon), n. [Formerly also nun-
chion, nunchin, nuncion, nunscion, nuntion; sp-
par. for *nunching (as luncheon for Hunching),

< nunch, a piece, + -ing\ As with the eqniv.

luncheon, also orig. dial., the termination lost

meaning, and the word was altered by popular
etym. to noonchion, and even in one case to no(m-

shun, as if a repast taken when the laborers

'shun' the heat of 'noon,' < noon''- + shun; the

association with noon being either accidental,

or else due to the origination of nuncTieon, as

Skeat claims, in the rare ME. nonechenche for

*no7ieschenche, a donation for drink, lit. 'noon-
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drink,' < none, noon, -I- sehenehe, a cup (hence
'drink'), K. schenclien, shenchen, shenken, slcinken,

give to drink: see nooni and stt'nJ;. The reduc-
tion of ME. "noneschenche to nuncheon is irregu-
lar, but is possible, the form *noneschenclw be-
ing awkward and unstable. Cf. noonmfat and
6erer3.] A Ught meal taken in the middle of
the day ; a luncheon.
A repastbetween dinner and supper, a nuncAtTi, a beuer

and andersmeate. Florio.

Breakfast, dinner, nunehiimx, supper, and bever.
Middleton, Inner-Temple Masque.

Harvest tolkes . . .

On sheafes of come were at their tiMmhun's close,
"Whilst by them merrily the bag-pipe goes.

W. Bnmme, Britumia's Pastorals, iL 1.

I left London this morning at eight o'clock, and the only
ten minutes I have spent out of my chaise since that time
procured me a nunchion at Marlborough.

Jane Attgfen, Sense and Sensibility, xliv. (Daring.)

Oh rats, rejoice

!

The world is grown to one vast drysaltery

!

So munch on, crunch on, t^e your nuncheon.
Breakfast^ supper, dinner, luncheon 1

Browning, Pied Piper of Hamelin.

nunciate (nun'shi-at), -a. [< L. nuniintus, pp.
of nuntiare, announce, declare, make known

:

see nundo.^ One who announces j a messen-
ger; a nuncio.

All the nundixUs of th' ethereal reign.
Who testified the glorious death to man.

Boole, tr. of Tasso's Jerusalem Delivered, xi.

nunciature (nun'sM-a-tfir), n. [= F. ncnciature
= Sp. Pg. nunciatura '= It. nunziatura, < L. nun-
tiare, pp. nuntiatus, announce: see nunciate.']

The office or term of service of a nuncio.
The princes of Germany, who had known him [Pone

Alexander]duringhismmeiatwre, were exceedingly pleased
with his promotion. Clarendon, Papal Usurpation, Ix.

nuncio (nun'shi-o), n. [< It. niincto, now nun-
zio = Sp. Pg. nuncio = P. nonce, < L. nutjiius,

improp. nuncius, one who brings intelligence, a
messenger; perhaps contr. of "noventius, < ''no-

vere, ppr. *noven(t-)s, be new, < novu.', new; see
new. Hence nunciate, announce, denounce, etc.]
1 . A messenger ; one who brings intelligence.

It shall become thee well to act my woes

;

She will attend it better in thy youth
Than in a nuncio's of more grave aspects

Shale, T. N., L 4. 28.

They [swallows] werehononredantientlyasthejtruncuw
of the Spring. Bourne's Pop. Ankq. (1777X P- 92.

Specifically— 2. A papal messenger; a per-
manent diplomatic agent of the first rank, rep-
resenting the Pope at the capital of a country
entitled to that distinction. A papal ambassador
of the first rank sent on a special tomporarymission is
styled a legate. (See legate.) Nuncios formerly acted as
judges of appeal. In Soman Catholic kingdoms and states
holding themselves independent of the conrt of Borne in
matters of discipline, the nancio has merely a diplomatic
character, like Uie minister of any other foreign power.

A certaine restraint was giuen out, charging his nundos
and l^;ates (whom he had sent for the gathering of the
first frnites of the benefices vacant within the realm), etc.

Foxe, Martyrs^ p. 417.

nuncius, nuntius (nun'shi-us), n. ; pi. nuncii,

nuntii (-i). [L.: see nuncio.'] 1. Amessenger.
As early as the middle of the 13th century entries occur

in the wardrobe accounts of the kings of England of pay-
ments to royal messengers— variously designated "coU-
nus," nwncivx. or "garcio "—for the conveyance of letters

to various parts of the couutty. Encye. Brit., ^ty 562.

2. A papal messenger; a nxmcio Nnndns
apostolicos. Same as nuncio, 2.

nunclet (nung'kl), n. [A corrupt form for uncle,

due to misdivision of mine uncle, thine uncle,

etc. Cf. equiv. neam for earn; also naunt for
aunt.] Uncle. This was the licensed appellation given
by a fool to his master or superior, the fools themselves
calling one another cousin.

How now, nuntje .' Shot., Lear, i. 4. 117.

His name is Don Tomazo Fortacareco, nuTic^ to young
Don Hortado de Mendonza.

Middleton, Spanish Gypsy, iL 1.

nuncle (nung'kl), v. [< nunele, n. Cf. cozen^,
cotisin^, cheat, cwtsini.] To cheat; deceive.
SaUiweU. [Prov. Eng.]
nuncupatet (nung'ku-pat), v. t. [< L. nuncupare,

pp. nuncupatus, call by name, < nomen, a name,
+ capere, take : see nomen and capable.] 1 . To
vow publicly and solemnly.
' The Gentiles meneupated vows to them [idols].

Wettfiad, Sermons (1646), p. 65.

2. To dedicate; inscribe.

If I had ben acquainted with your designe, yon should
on my advice have nuncupated this handsome monument
of your skill and dexterity to some great one.

Evelyn, To Mr. F. Barlow.

3. To declare orally (a wiU or testament).

But how doth that will [Saint Peter's] 8pi>ear? in what
tables was it written? in what registers is it extant? in

nunnery
whose presence did he nuncupate it? it is no where to be
seen or heard ot Barrow, Pope's Supremacy.

nuncupationt (uung-ku-pa'shpn), «. [ME. nun-
cupation = F. nuncupation, < ML. *nuncupa-
tio{n-), < L. nmicupare, call by name : see nun-
cupate.] 1. The act of nimcupatiug, naming,
dedicating, or declaring. Chaucer.— 2. The
oral declaration of a wiS.
nuncupative (nung'ku-pa-tiv), a. [= OF. non-
cupattf, nuneupatif, F. nuncupatif= Sp. Pg. It.

nuncupatiro, \ LL. nuncupativus, nominal, so-
caUed^ < L. nuncupare, pp. nuncupatus, call by
name : see nuncupate.] If. Pertaining to nam-
ing, nominating, vowing, or dedicating.
The same appeareth by that nuncupative title wherewith

both Heathens and Clhristians have honoured their oaths,
in calling their swearing an oath of God.

Fotherl^, Atheomastiz, p. 41. (Z/OtAam.)

2. In the law of wills, oral; not written; made
or declared by word of mouth. A nuncupative will
is made by the verbal declaration of the testator, and
usually depends merely on oral testimony for proof. Kun.
cupative wills are now sanctioned when made by soldiers
in actual military service, or mariners or seamen at sea.
In Scots law, a nuncupative legacy is good to the extent
of £100 Scots, or £8 6& Sd. sterling. If it exceed that sum
it will be effectual to that extent, if the legatee choose so
to restrict it, but ineffectoal as to the test. A nuncupa-
tive or verbal nomination of an executor is iueifectnal.

He left me a small legacy in a nuncupalive will, as a
token of his kindness for me.

FramHin, Autobiography, p. 88.

Our ancestors in old times very frequently put off the
making of their wills until warned by serious sickness
that their end was near, and such hasty instruments, often
nuncupatioe and uncertain, led to frequent disputes in law.

Becard Soe. qf Lancashire and Cheshire, Xn. 9.

nuncupatory (nung'ku-pa-to-ri), a. [= Sp. Pg.
nuncupatorio, < LL. nunciipator, a namer, < L.
nuncupare, pp. nuncupatus, call by name : see
nuncupate.] Nuncupative; oral.

By his [Griffith Powell's] nuncujutorv wiU he left all his
estate to that [Jesus] Coll., amounting to 6841. 17s. 2d.

Wood, Atheuse Oxon., I. 452.

Wills . . . nuncupatory and scriptoiy.

Su!}fl, Tale ot a Tub, iL

nundinal (nun'di-nal), a. and n. [< L. "nundi-
nalis (once, in a doiibtfnl reading), pertaining
to a fair, < nundince, pi. of nundina, a ninth day
(because the market^ay fell upon such days),
hence trade, sale, fem. of nundinus, of the nintji
day, < novem, nine, + dies, a day: see nine and
dial.] I. a. Pertaining to a fair or to a mar-
ket-day.—Kundlnalletter.amongtheancientBomans,
one of Uie first eight letters of the alphabet, which were
repeated successively bom the first to the last day of the
year. One of these always expressed the market-day,
which was the ninth day from the market-day preceding
(both inclusive).

H. n. A nundinal letter.

nundinary (nun'di-na-ri), a. [< L. nundinaritis,
of or belonging to the market, < nundina, mar-
ket: see nundinal.'] Same as nundinal.
nundinatet (nun'di-nat), V. i. [< L. nundiMttus,
pp. of nundinari, hold market, trade, < nundi-
nce, market-day, market: see nundinal.] To
buy and sell at fairs. Coekeram.
nundinationt (nun-di-na'shon), n. [< L. nun-
dinatio(n-'), tiie holding of a market or fair, a
trafSeking, < nundinari, hold market: see nun-
dinate.] Traffic at fairs.

Witness . . . their common nundiwition of pardons.
A1^. BramhaH, Schism Guarded, p. 149.

nunemetet, nunmetef, >'. See noonmeat.
nunnari-root (nun'a-ri-rot), n. [< E. Ind. nun-
nari + E. root.] A plant, Hemidesmus Indicus.
See Hemidesmus and sarsaparilla.

nunnation (nu-na'shon), H. [< Ar. (> Pers.
Turk. Hind.) nSn, the name of the leti^r n, +
-ation. Cf. mimmation.] The frequent use of
the letter n; specifically, the addition of n to a
final vowel. Also nunation.
The on in Madabron apparently represents the Arabic

nunation. Eneyc Brit., XV. 473, note.

nunnery (nun'er-i), n.; pi. nunneries (-iz). [<
ME. « unnerie, nunrye, < OP. nonnerie, anunnery,
< nonne, a nun: see nun.] 1. A convent or
cloister for the exclusive use of nuns.
Manie there were which sent their daughters oner to be

professed nuns within the nunneries there.
Holinshed, Hist. Eng., v. 29.

Get thee to a Tumaery; why wouldst thou be a breeder
of sinners? Shak., Hamlet, ilL 1. 122.

2. Nuns collectively, or the institution or sys-
tem of conventual life for women.

Xicolas Lyra in locum, with mostBoman commentators
since his time, in hope to found nunnery thereupon.

FtMer, Fisgah Sight, II. iiL 11. (Davies.)

3. A name sometimes given to the triforium
of a medieval church, since in some churches
this gallery was set apart for the use of nuns
attending them.



nunnish

nunnish (nim'ish), a. [< nun + -isW-.'] Per-
taining to or charaeteristio of nuns: as, nun-
nish apparel.

All three daughters of Merwaldus, king of Weatmer-
cians, entred the profession and vow of nunnish virginitie.

Foxe, Martyrs, p. 120.

nunnishness (nun'isk-nes), n. Nunnish char-
acter or habits.

nunryet, "• A Middle English form of nunnery.
nun's-clotll (nunz'kldth), n. One of several
varieties of liunting used for women's gowns.
nun's-CoUar (nunz'kol"ar), n. An implement
of penance. See penance itistruments, under
lienance.

nun's-cotton (nxmz'kof'n), )(. A designation
applied to all fine white embroidery-cotton,
from its use in embroidery on linen by nuns in
convents. It is marked on the labels with a
cross, and is sometimes called cross-coMo)!.

nun's-tliread (nunz'thred), n. In the sixteenth nurish^ti »• A Middle English form of nurse.

century and later, fine white linen thread such nurl (nerl),«). *. [A simplified spelling of knurl:

as was fit for lace-making. see knurl, knarV-,gnarl'^.'] To flute or indent on
nun's-veiling (nunz'va"ling), n. An untwilled the edge, as a coin. See nurUng.
woolen fabric, very soft, fine, and thin, used by nurling (nfer'ling), n. [Verbal n. of nurl, v.1 1

.

women for veils, and also for dresses, etc. A series of fine indentations or reeding on the

nuntius, n. See nuncius. edge of a temper or set-screw to afford a better

nupt (nup), n. [Perhaps a var. of nojie. Of. nup- hold for turning it ; also, the milling of a coin
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many, especially in the sixteenth and seven-
teenth centuries, by the families of Krau-
winokle, Schultz, and others. They were chiefly

made for use on a counting-board or-table, to facilitate the
casting up of accounts. Sometimes called, though incor-

rectly, ^«re7n&er(? ioAen*. SeejeUon.

Nuremberg egg. An early kind of watch of an
oval form, made especially at Nuremberg.
nurhag, «. [Also in pi. (It.) noraghe, nuraglw;
dial. (Sardinian).] A structure of early date
and uncertain purpose, of a kind peculiar to

the island of Sardinia, it is a round tower having
the form of a truncated cone, from 20 to 60 feet in di-

ameter, and in height about equal to its diameter at the

base. There is invariably a ramp or staircase leading to

the platform at the top of the tower. Such towers are

often found in groups or combinations. There are sev-

eral thousand of them in Sardinia, but none have been
recognized elsewhere.

nurist, ». A Middle English form of nurse.

nurisiit, v.t. A Middle English form of nourish.

son.'] A simpleton ; a fool.

'Tis he indeed, the vilest nup ! yet the fool loves me ex-

ceedingly. A. Brewer^ Lingua, ii. 1.

Kuphar (nii'far), n. [NL. (Sir J. E. Smith,
1806), < Gr. vov(pap, a water-lily. Cf. nenuphar.]
A genus of yellow water-lilies, now known as
Nymphwa.
nupsont (nup'spn), n. [Appar. < nup + -son.]

A fool ; a simpleton.

that I were so happy as to light on a nupson now.
B. JonsoUf Every Man in his Humour, iv. 4.

nuptial (nup'shal), a. and n. [= P. nuptial =
Sp. Pg. nupdal = It. nuziale, < L. nuptialis, per-
taining to marriage, < nuptiee, a marriage, <

nupta, a bride, a wife, < nubere, pp. nuptus,
marry : see nuhile.l I. a. Of or pertaining to

marriage, or to the marriage ceremony ; con-
nected with or used at a wedding.

Now, fair Hippolyta, our nupUal horn-

Draws on apace. SAos*., M. N. D., i. 1. 1.

They light the nuptial torch, and bid invoke
Hymen, then first to marriage rites invoked.

Milton, P. L., xi. 690.

— 2. Engraving or seratdhing in zigzag lines,

producing a rude form of ornament. Compare

Screw
head.

Nurlinff-tool.
witn nurlt

nurling-tool (n6r'ling-tol), n. A tool for in-

denting, reeding, or milling
the edges of the heads of tan-
gent-screws, etc. It consists of
a roller with a sunken groove in its

periphery, the indentation forming
the counterpart of the bead to be
formed on the head of the screw.
The object revolves in a lathe, and
the nurling-tool is held against it to
form the indentations.

nurly, a. A simplified spelling of knurly.

nurnt, v. See norn^.

nurryt, n. [Also noory, nourie ; < MB. nurrye,

nurree, norie, nori, < OP. nouri, nourri, pp. of

nourvr,nourrir,n.oxinah.: see nourish.] A foster-

child.

Thowe arte my nevewe fuUe nere, my nurree of olde.

That I have chastyede and chosene, a ohilde of my cham-
byre. Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 689.

my nory, quod she, I have gret gladnesse of the.

Chaucer, Boethius, ilL prose 11.

And in hir armes the naked Nourie strainde

;

"Whereat the Boy began to striue a good.
TurbemiUe, The Lover Wisheth, etc.

Nuptial benediction. See benediction, 2 (c).—Nuptial
number, a number obscurely described at the beginning
of the eighth book of the * 'Republic " of Plato, and said to

preside over the generation of men. The number meant ,„,.,„
may be 864.—Nuptial plumage, in omith., the set of nurschet, n. A Middle Enghsh form of nurse.
feathers peculiar to the breeding season of any bird. In Qurse (nfers), n. [Early mod. E. also nourse,

gineSuyfS^oCd"^dtflJ?pre"edtVbfa'mo?tS'^^^^ '^ource,nour^ce ; < ME. norice, nurishe, nurys,
^ ' —^ '- i.f...,.-...'i.v._ etc., < OF. nonce, nounce, P. nourrtce = It. nu-in very many cases the male assumes aparticular feather-

ing not shared by the female.— Nuptial song, a mar-
riage-song ; an e|>ithalamium. =Syn. Hymeneal, etc. (see

matrimonial), bndaL
II, n. Marriage : now always in the plural.

This looks not like a nuptial.
Shak., Much Ado, iv. 1. 69.

She should this Angelo have married ; was affianced to.

her by oath, and the nuptial appointed.
Shak., M. forM., ML 1. 222.

Beside their received fitness, at all prizes, they [gloves]

are here properly accommodate to the nuptials of my schol-

ar's 'haviour to the lady Courtship.
B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

=Syn. Wedding, Matrimony, etc. See marriage.

nuptially (nup'shal-i), adv. As regards mar-
riage ; with respect to marriage or the marriage
ceremony.

nur, nurr (n6r), n. [A simplified spelling of

knur.'] A hard knot in wood ; a knob ; a wood-
en ball used in the game of hockey and that of

nur-and-spell.

nur-and-spell (n^r'and-spel'), »• A game like

trap-ball, played in 'the north of England with

a wooden ball called a nur. The ball is released

by means of a spring from a little cup at the end of a
tongue of steel called a speU or spUl. The object of each
player is to knock it with a bat orpummel as far as possi-

ble. See trap, n. Also nurspeO,, and corruptly northern-

spell.

nurang (no-rang'), n.

[E.Ind.] The Bengal
ant-thrush. Pitta ben-

trice, < L. nutrix (ace. nutricem), a nurse, for

*nutritrix, < rmtrire, suckle, nourish, tend: see

nourish.] 1 . Awoman who nourishes or suckles
an infant; specifically, a woman who suckles
the infant of another : commonly called a tcet-

nurse; also, a female servant who has the care
of a child or of ohildren.

Heil norische of sweete ihesus I

Heil cheefest of chastite, forsothe to say!

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 6.

nurchyt, v. t. A Mid-
dle English form of

nourish.

Nuremberg counters.
Circular pieces of

brass, bearing various
devices and inscrip-

tions, largelymade at

Nuremberg in Ger-
Nuremberg Counter (obveise).

(Size of the original.)

Up spake the son on the nmerices knee.
Barm, ofBraikley (Child's Ballads, VL 196).

Shall I go and call to thee a nurse of the Hebrew women,
that she may nurse the child for thee? Ex. iL 7.

Meeker than any child to a rough nurse.
Tennyson, La^ocelot and Elaine.

2. Hence, one who or that which nurtures,

trains, cherishes, or protects.

Oold, which is the very cause of warres.
The neast of strife, and rumrice of debate.

Qascoigne, Steele Glas (ed. Arber), p. 60.

Alack, or we must lose

The country, our dear nurse, or else thy person.
Our comfort in the country. Shak., Cor., v. 3. 110.

Sicilia, . . . called by Cais the granary and nurse of the
people of R«me. Sandys, Travailes, p. 184.

O Caledonia I stem and wild,

Meet nurse for a poetic child.

Scott) L. of L. M., vi. 2.

3. One who has the care of a sick or infirm per-

son, as an attendant in a hospital.

I will attend my husband, be his nurse.

Diet his sickness, for it is my otBce.
Shak., C. of E., v. 1. 98.

The nurse sleeps sweetly, hired to watch the sick.

, Task, i. 89.

4. In the United States navy, a sick-bay at-

tendant, formerly called loblolly-hoy.— 5. The
state of being nursed or in the care of a nurse

:

as, to put out a child to nurse.

nurse

The elder of them, being put to nurse.

Was by a beggar-woman stolen away.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 2. 160.

No, thank 'em for their love, that 's worse
Than if they 'd throttled 'em at Nurse.

Prior, To Fleetwood Shepherd.

6. In hort., a shrub or tree which protects a

young plant.— 7. In ichth., a name of various

sharks of inactive habits, which rest for a long
time or bask in the water, (a) A shark of the fami-

ly Seymnidee, Somniosus or Lcem/irgus mieroeephalus. It

is common in the arctic and subarctic seas, and attains a
length of 20 feet ; it has a robust body, the first dorsal flu

far in advance of the ventrals, the upper teeth narrow and
the lower quadrate, with horizontal ridge ending in a
point. (6) Aahatrkotthetami\y6inglymostomidcs,Gingly-
rrwstonm cirrata, of slender form, with first dorsal fin above
and behind the ventrals, and teeth in both jaws in many
rows and with a strong median cusp and one or two smaU
cusps on each side. It is common in the Caribbean Sea
and the Gulf of Mexico, and occasionally visits the south-

ern Atlantic coast of the United States ; it attains a length

of 10 or 12 feet.

8. A blastozoSid. See the quotation.

The ova of the sexual generation produce tailed larvae

;

these develop into forms known as nurses (blaetozoBids),

which are asexual, and are characterized by the possession

of nine muscle-bands, an auditory sac on the left side of

the body, a ventrally-placed stolon near the heart, upon
which buds are produced, and a dorsal outgrowth near the

posterior end of the body. Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 616.

9. In brewing, a cask of hot or oold water im-

mersed in wort. See the quotation.

Before the plan of fitting the tuns with attemperating
pipes came into use, the somewhat clumsy expedient of

immersing in the wort casks filled with hot or cold water
was employed for the purpose of accelerating or retarding

the fermentation. The casks so used were termed nurses,

and are still used in some breweries.
Spon^ JEneye. Manuf., I. 407.

10. A nurse-frog—monthly nurse, a sick-nurse, es-

pecially for lying-in women, who makes engagements for

a limited period, as a month.—Nuxses' contracture, a
name given by Trousseau to tetany, from its comparative
frequency of occurrence during lactation.

nurse (n6rs), v. ;
pret. and pp. nursed, ppr. nurs-

ing. [Early mod. E. also nourice ; < nu/rse, n.

:

in part due to nourish, «.] I. trans. 1. To
suckle: nourish at the breast; feed and tend
generally in infancy.

O, thatwoman that cannot make her fault her husband's
occasion, let her never nurse her child herself, for she will

breed it like a fool. SMk., As you Like it^ iv. 1. 178.

2. To rear ; nurture ; bring up.
Thy sons shall come from far, and thy daughters shall bo

nursed at thy side. Isa. Ix. 4.

The Niseans in their dark abode
Nursed secretly with milk the thriving god,

Addison, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., iii.

3. To tend in sickness or infirmity; take care
of: as, to nurse an invalid or an aged person.

Sons wont to nurse their parents in old age

;

Thou in old age car'^ how to nurse thy son.
MiiUm, S. A., 1. 1487.

4. To promote growth or vigor in ; encourage;
foster ; care for with the intent or effect of pro-

moting growth, increase, development, etc.

I do, as much as I can, thank him [Lord Hay] by thank-
ing of you, who begot or nursed these good impressions of

me in him. Donne, Letters, xxxvL

By lot from Jove I am the power
Of this fair wood, and live in oaken bower.
To nurse the saplings tall, and curl the grove
With ringlets quaint. MUton, Arcades, 1. 46.

Scenes form'd for contemplation, and to nurse
The growing seeds of wisdom. Cawper, Task, iii. 301.

Not those who nurse their grief the longest are always
the ones who loved most generously and whole-heartedly.

J. Havilhome, Dust, p. 236.

An ambitious congressman is therefore forced to think
day and night of his re-nomination, and to secure it not
only by procuring, if he can, grants from the Federal
treasury for local purposes, and places for the relatives

and friends of the local wire-pullers who control the nom-
inating conventions, but also by sedulously nursing the
constituency during the vacations.

J. Bryee, American Commonwealth, L 193.

5. To caress; fondle; dandle.
They have nursed this woe, in feeding life.

Shak., Tit. And., iii. 1. 74.

The Siren Venus nouriced in her lap
Fair Adon. Oreene, Sonnet from Perimedes.

Caddy hung upon her father, and nursed his cheek
against hers as if he were some poor dull child in pain.

Dickens, Bleak House, xxx.

The doctor turned himself to the hearth-rug, and, put-
ting one leg over the other, he began to nurse it.

Trollope, Dr. Thome, xL

6. To cheat. [Slang.] =Syn..yo«risA, etc. Seenw-
ture, V. t.

II. intrans. To act as nurse ; specifically, to

suckle a child : as, a nursing woman.
My redoubled love and care

With nursing diligence, to me glad ofllce.

Shall ever tend about thee to old age.
MUUm, S. A., 1. 924.

1 when shall rise a monarch all our own,
And I, a nurfiin^-mother, rock the throne?

Pope, Dunciad, L 312.



nnrse-child

nurse-child (n^rs' child), ». a child that is

nursed ; a nmslliig.

Sweet nunt-chOd of the spring's young hoiir&
Sir J. Dama, Hymns of Astiea, vii.

nUTSe-fathert (ners'S'lHer), n. A foster-fa-
ther.

K. Edward. . . . knowing himself to be a malntainer
and Nttrge-fiOher of the Choich, ordained three new Bish-
opricks. HoUand, tr. of Camden, p. 232. (Dane&)

nurse-frog (ners'frog), n. The obstetrical toad,
Alytesobstetricans. Also called accou«Aeur-foad.
See out under Alytes.

nurse-gardent (ners'gar^dn), n. A nursery.

A CuUedge, the iwurce-garden (as it were) or plant plot
of good letters. HoUand, tr. of Camden, p. 393. (f)atwa.)

nTUrse-honnd (ngrs'hound), n. A shark, Scyl-

liorhintts catuius. See cut under mermaidPs-
purse. [Local, Eng.]

nnrsekeeper (ners'ke'per), n. A nurse who
has also chai^ as a keeper.
When his fever had boiled up to a delirimn, he was

strong enough to b^t his mmekeeper and his doctor too.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 183SX I. 79&

nurse-maid (nSrs'mad),!). Amaid-serrant em-
ployed to tend children,

nnrse-motliert (ners'mu^n'er), n. A foster-
mother.
And thismnch briefly of my deareiTiowmotAer Oxford.

EoOaad, tr. of Camden, p. 383. (Xtoracg.)

nurse-name (n6n'nam), n. Anlckname. Cam-
den.

nurse-pond (ners'pond), n. A pond for young
fish.

When yon store your pond, yon are to put into it two or
thr«emelters foronespawner, if yon pnt Uiem intoabreed-
ing-pond; bnt if into a max-pond, or feeding-pond, in
which they will not breed, then no care is to be taken.

I. WaUim, Complete Angler, L 20l

nnrser (ner'ser), rt. One who nurses ; a nurse

;

hence, one who promotes or encourages.

See^ where he lies inhearsed in fjie arms
Of Uie most bloody nurser of his harms

!

Shak., 1 Hen. TL, iv. T. 46.

nursery (ner'ser-i), n. ; pL nurseries (-iz). [<
nurse + -ery.] If. The act of nursing; tender
care and attendance.

I lored her most, and thought to set my rest
On her kind nursery, Sfiak., liar, L 1. 126L

2t. That which is the object of a nurse's care.

Bos^ and went forth among her froits and flowers^

To visit, how they prosper'd, bnd and bloom.
Her nursery. MUbm, P. L., rilL 46.

A jolly dame, no donbt; as appears by the wdl battling
of the plomp boy her nvnery.

Fuller, Fisgah Sight, H. nil 21.

3. A place or apartment set apart for children.

There 's blnid in my nantry.
There's blnid in my ha'.

LammOm (Child's Ballads, IIL 311X

The eldest of them at three years old,

T the swathing-do^es the other, from their nursery
Were stol'n. Shot., Cymbeline, L 1. 59.

4. A place where trees are raised from seed or
otherwise in order to be transplanted; a place
where vegetables, flowering plants, and trees
are raised (as by budding or grafting) with a
view to sale.

Yonr nursery at stocks ought to be in a more barren
ground than the ground is whereunto you remove them.

Btuon.
Thoe is a fine nursery of young trees.

Coryat, Crudities, L 69.

5. The place where anything is fostered and
its growth promoted.

Bevele to me the sacred noursery
Of vertue, which with you doth there remains

Spenser,V. Q., YL, Fid.

To see fair Fadna, nursery of arts.

Shak., 1. of the S., 1 1. 2.

One of their prindpallColIedges . . . was theirfamous
Sorbona, that fruitfull nursery of schoole divines.

Caryat, Cradities, I. 28.

To Athens I have sent, the nursery

Of Greece for learning and the fount of knowledge.
Ford, Broken Heart, v. 1.

6. InJish-eulPire, a shallow box or trough of suit-

able size used for feeding and nursing young
fish through the first six or eight months after

the yolk-sac is absorbed. They are guarded with
screens like hatching-troughs, and ^sp, like the latter,

have usually a layer of gravel on the bottom.

7. Occupation, condition, or circumstances In

which some quality may be fostered or pro-

moted.
This keeping of cowes is of itselfe a very idle life, and a

fltt nurserye at a theefe. Spenser, State of Ireland.

Hurseiy-gardener, a nurseiyman.

nursery-maid (ner'ser-i- mad), )i. A nurse-

maid.
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nurseryman (n^'ser-i-man),n.; pi. nurserymen
(-men). t)ne who owns or conducts a nursery;
a man who is employed in the cultivation of
herbs, flowering plants, trees, etc., from seed
or otherwise, for transplanting or for sale.

nurse-shark (ners'shark), H. Same as nurse, 7.

nurse-sont (ners'sun), n. A foster-son.

Sir Thomas Bodley, a right worshipfull knight, and a
most worthy nource^son of this Vniversity.

EoOand, ti. of Camden, p. 382. iDames.)

nursiug-bottle (n^r'sing-bot'l), n. A bottle
fitted with a rubber tip, or a tube and nipple,
from which an infant draws milk by sucking,
nurslet, nurstlet, ". Obsolete forms of nu^-h.
nursling (ners'ling), n. [< nurse, v., + -ling'^.']

One who or that which is nursed; an infant; a
child; a fondling.

I haue been now almost this fonrtle yeares, not a geaste^
but a contlnnaH nurdynge in maister Boouice house.

Sir T. More, Works, p. 1456.

I was his nursling once. JfiZton, S. A., I. 633.

But now thy youngest, dearest one has perished.
The nursling of thy widowhood.

ShtUey, Adonais, st 6.

nurspell (ner'spel), n. Same as nur-and-speU.
nurtnral (ner'tfir-al), a. [< nurture + -al.']

Produced by nurture or education.
The problem of determining purely " racial characteris-

tics " will be considerably simplified if we can in this way
determine what may be described in contradistinction as
" nurtural charactetislacs." Jour. AnOarop. InsL, XIX. VS.

nurture (ner'tur), n. [Early mod. E. also nourt-
ture; < ME. norture, noriture, < OF. nurture,
nourtare, noureiure, nourriture, norriture, F.
nourriture, < Uj. nutritura, nourishment, < L.
nuirire, pp. nutritus, nourish: see nourish^ 1.
The act of supplying with nourishment; the
act or process of cultivating or promoting
growth.

FbrQiis
Ordain'd thy nurture holy, as of a plant
Select and sacred. MUtm, S. A., L 382.

How needful marchandize is, which fumisheth men of
all that which is connenient for their liuing and nouri-
ture. BaUuyts Voyages, L 265.

2. Upbringing; training; discipline; instruc-
tion ; education ; breeding, especially good
breeding.

That thurhe yonr nurture and yonre govemannce
In lastynge blysse yee mowe your self anaunce.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.X p. 9.

And of nurture the child had good.
ChOde Maurice (Child's Ballads, 11. 315).

Yet am I inland bred.
And know some nurture.

Shak., As you Like it^ IL 7. 97.

3. Nourishment; that which nourishes ; food;
diet.

How shold a plaunte or lyves creature
I^e withouten his kynde noriture?

Chaucer, Troilns, iv. 768.

Age Of nurture. See age, 3.—GuaTdiau for nurture.
See gtutrdifm, 2 (d). =Syn. 2. Traimng, DisdpUne, eta
(see instruction), schooling.

nurture (ner'tur), v. t. ; pret. and pp. mtrtured,

ppr. nurturing' [< nurture, n.] 1. To feed;
nourish.

They suppose mother earth to be a great animal, and
to have nurtured up her young offspring with a conscious
tenderness. Bentley.

2. To educate ; bring or train up.

Thou broughtest it np with thy ri^teonsness, and
nurturedst it in thy law. 2 Bad. viiL 12.

Hy man of morals, nurtur'd in the shades
Of Academus. Cooper, Task, B. 532.

=Syn. 1 and 2. JTtirse, ITaurish, yurture. These words
are of the same origin. Nurse has the least, and nourish

much, of figurative use. Nurture expresses most of
thoughtful care and moral discipline : it is not now used
in any but f^iis seconds^ sense.— 2. To instruct, school,
rear, breed, discipline. '

nurturyt, «. [ME. nurterye; an extended form
of nurtureJl Nurture.

The child was taught great nurterye;
a Master had him vnder his care,

& taught him cnrtesie.

Quoted in Bai>ees Book (B.B.T.S.), Forewords, p. v.

nurvillt, ». [ME. nuroyU, nyrvyl, prob. < Icel.

nyi^!{I,amiser.] A little man; a dwarf. Prompt.
Parv.
nuset, 1. [Origin obscure.] A kind of fish.

Therewe ate a great Suse, which Nuteswere there [near
Nova Zembla] so plentie that they would scarcely suffer

any other fish to come neere the hookes,
Halduyes Voyages, 1. 283.

nussierite (nus'1-er-it), n. [< Xussiere (see

def.) + -ife2.] An impure variety of pyromor-
phite, from La Nussi^re, Bhdne, France.

nustlet, V. An obsolete form of nujnle.

nut (nut), n. [< ME. nutte, nute, note,< AS. hnuiu
= MD. not, D. noot = MLG. not, note, LGr. nut,

nutt, nude =OB.Gr. MHG. nu2, G. ni«s=Icel. httot

Xut, def. 2 (t).

a, bolt; 6,
principal nut;
c, lock -not or
jam-nut, screw-
ed upon 6 to
prevent it from
turning.

nntant

= Sw. not = Dan. nod (not recorded in Goth.)

;

root nnknown. Xot connects with L, mix
inuc-)j nut, >E. nucleus, etc. Cf. Gael, end, cnUf
a nut.] 1. The fruit of certain trees and shrubs
which have the seed inclosed in a bony, woody,
or leathery covering, not opening when ripe.
Specifically, a hard one-celled and one-se^ed indehiscent
fniit, like an acheniam, bat larger and usually prodaced
from an ovary of two or more cellswith one or more omles
In each, all bat a single ovale and cell having disappeared
during its growth. The nats of the hazel, beech, oak, and
chestnut are examples. In the walnat {Jugltms) and hick-
ory {Carya) the fruit is a kind of drapaceous nut, seem-
ingly intermediate between a stone-fruit and a nut.

2. Loosely, a similar vegetable product, as a
tuberous root (earth-Huf, ground-w«0, legu-
minous pod (peanut), or seed (physie-HM^).^-
3. In m<i€h.j some small part supposed in some
way to resemble a nut. speciflcally—(a) A small
cylinder or other body with teeth or projections corre-
sponding with the teetti or grooves of a whe^ (6) The
projection near the ^e of an anchor, (c) A perforated
block of metal with an internal or female
screw,which is screwed down, asupona bolt
to fasten it, upon an end of an axle to keep
the wheel &om coming off, etc. ISnts are
made in all siz^ and range from small
finger-nats^r nuts with winga for ease in
taming, to those of very large size used
for anchoring bolts in masonry. See cuts
under aSrator and bolL {d) In JiratrmSj
the tumbler of a gon-lock. See cut un-
der ffun4oek. («) The sleeve by which the
slidmg-jaw of a monkey-wrench is oper-
ated. (/) In mnsical ii^truments played
with abow : (l) The slight ridge at the up-
per end of the neck over which the strings
pass, and bywhich they are preventedfrom
touching tdie neck unless pressed by the
finger. (2) The movable piece at thelower
end of the bow, into which the haiis are fastened, and
by screwing which in or oat their tension may be slack-
ened or tightened.

4. Same as cfiestnut-eoaL— 5. ph Something
especially agreeable or enjoyable. [Slang.]

It wHl be nutSj if my case this is.

Both for Atrides and TJlysse&
C. Cotton, Scaironides, p. 15. (Dames.y

This was nute to us, for we liked to have a Mexican wet
with salt water. IL H. Dana, Jr.^ Before the Hast^ p. 251.

6. pi. The testicles. [Vulgar.]—7f. A cop
made of the shell of a cocoanut or some other
nut, often mounted in silver.—A nut to crack, a
difficult problem to solve ; & puzzle to be explained.

Ho wonder that to othersthe nvt of sucha character was
hard to cra/A. Btdirer, The Caxtons, L 3. {Latham,)

Barbados nut. See Jatropha.—'BesLZOT nuts. Same
as bojidutyseeds.—Bedda-nutw Same as bdlene,—Black
nutt, acup formed of a nut, probably a coooannt. See def.
7.—Castanlianut. Sameas£ra2iZ-nut—(Jonstantauo-
plenut. SeeCotylus.—I>rmker*& nut. Sameasdeorinif;-
nut—Frentihnut, the European walnut, Juglam regia.—
Jesuits' nnt. See Jesuit.—Kundah-nut, the seed which
yields the kundah-oiL ^eeCarapaanAlrundah-oiL—Lam-
bert's nut, a variety of the European hazelnut.—Lai^e-
bond nnt. Same as LamberVs nut.—Levant nnt, the
fruit of Ananwrta CoeetduSf formerly exported &om the Le-
vant.—Lnmbaognnt. Same&seandleberry,!. SeeAIeiu
nte&—Lycoperdon nuts. See iycoperdon.—Madeira
nut, a tmn-shelled variety of the common Old World wal-
nut^ Juglans regia. Also called EnglUh or French vxdnut,
as distinguished from the tlack tealnuL—Hai^bar nut.
See.fu8t£e£a.

—

M3|.Tii1a. nnt,the peimut, Araehis hypogcea.
—Marany nut. Same as marHng-nuL—Mote-nutL

* Same as kuncU^nvL—Nut Ofan antdior. See ancAori.
—Qaeenslandnnt. SeeMaeadamia.—Sardiannat,the
ancient name of Uie chestnut as introduced into Europe
fromSardis.—Sln^baranut. Sameastrat«r-nut.—Span-
ish nut. (a) A variety of the European hazelnut. (6) A
bulbous plant. Iris Sigyrinehivm, of southern Europe.—To
be nuts on. to be very fond of. IColloq. or slang.]

My aunt is awfal nuts on Marcus Aurelins ; I beg your
pardon, yon don't know the phrase. Myauntmakes Mar-
cus Anrelius her Bibla

W, SUuk, Princess of Thule, zL {Dames.')

To crack a nut See the quotation.

In counlsy gentlemen's houses [in ScoUand] in the olden
time when a guest arrived he was met by the hurd, who
made him ''crael* a nvt

"

— that Is, drink a silver-moonted
coooanut-shell full of claret.

If. and Q., 7th ser., VUL 437.

nnt (nut), r. ».j pret. and pp. nutted, ppr. nut-
ting, [< nutt «] To gather nuts: used espe-
ciaJly in the present participle.

A "W. went to angle with Will. Staine of Mex^on College
to Wheatl^ Bridge, and nutted in Shotover by the way.

A, Wood, Life of Himself, p. 73.

The younger people, making holiday.

With bag and sack and basket, great and small.
Went nutting to the hazels. Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

nntant (nu'tant), a. [= F. nutant = Pg. ««-
tante, < L. nutan(t-)s, ppr. of nutate, nod with
the head, freq. of *nuer€ (in comp. ahnuere, re-

fuse by a shake of the head, adnuere, annuerCj
assent by a nod, innuere, nod to), = Gr. veiew,

nod.] 1. ti 6of., drooping or nodding; hang-
ing with the apes downward: applied to steins,

flower-clusters, etc.—2. In entom., sloping:
said of a surface or part forming an obtuse
angle with the parts behind it, or with the axis
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of the body: as, a nutant head Nutant horn or
process, in lool., a horn or process bent or curved toward
the anterior extremity ol the body.

nutation (nu-ta'shon), n. [= F. nictation =
Sp. nutaaion = Pg. nutaqao = It. nuta^one, < L.
nutatioin-), a nodding, swaying, shaking, < nu-
tore, pp. jiMtottts, nod: see wutore*.] 1. A nod-
ding.

80 from the midmost the nutation spreads.
Bound and more round, o'er all the sea of heads.

Pope, Dunciad, IL 409.

2. In ^ot/wi!., aponstant nodding or involuntary
shaking of the head. Dunglison.— 3. Jnastron.,
a small subordinate gyratory movement of the
earth's axis, in virtue of which, if it subsisted
alone, the pole would describe among the stars,
In a period of about nineteen years, a minute
ellipse, having its longer axis directed toward
the pole of the ecliptic, and the shorter, of
course, at right angles to it. The consequence of
this real motion of th& pole is an apparent approach and
recession of all the stars in the heavens to the pole in the
same period ; and the same cause will give rise to a small
alternate advance and recession of the equinoctial points,
by which both the longitudes and the right ascensions of
the star^ will be also suternately increased iff diminished.
This nutation, however, is combined with another mo-
tion—namely, the precession of the equinoxes— and in
virtue of the two motions the path which the pole de-
scribes is neither an ellipse nor a circle, but a gently un-
dulated ringj and these undulations constitute each of
them a natation of the earth's axis. Both these motions
and their combined effect arise from the same physical
cause—namely, the action of the sun and moon upon the
protuberant mass at the earth's equator. See precession.

The phenomena of Precession and NvtaUon result from
the earth's being not centrobaric, and therefore attracting
the sun and moon, and experiencing reactions from them,
in lines which do not pass precisely through the earth's
centre of inertia, except when they are in the plane of ite

equator. Thomson and Tait, Nat. Phil., § 826.

4. In hot., same as drcumnutation.

This oscillation is termed nuioMon, and is due to the fact
thatgrowth in length is not uniformly rapid on all sides of
the growing organ, but that during any given period of
time one side grows more rapidly than the others.

Eneyc. Brit., XIX. 68.

nutational (nu-ta'shon-al), a. [< nutation +
-al.^ Of, pertaining to, or exhibiting nutation.
nutator (nu-ta'tor), n. [NL., < L. nutare, nod

:

see nutant.'] Anodder: in the term nutator
capitis, that which nods the head, namely the
stemoclidomastoideus muscle.
nut-bone (nut'bon), n. A sesamoid bone in the
foot of a horse : there is one at the fetlock-
joint, and another at the joint between the
coronary and the coffin-bone. The latter is also
known as the navicular bone. See cuts under
solidungulate and hoof.

nutbreaker (nufbra'^kfer), n. 1. The nut-
hatch.— 2. The nutcracker. See nutcracker, 4.

nut-brown (nut'broun), a. Brown as a ripe and
dried nut.

Shal never be sayd the Nutbrowne Mayd
Was to her love unkind.

The Nvibroume Mayd (Child's Ballads, IV. 147).

Then to the spicy nvirlyrovm ale,

"With stories told of many a feat.

MiUm, L'Allegro, 1 100.

Shown him by the nvi-lnrown maids,
A branch of Styx here rises from the shades.

Pope, Dunciad, iL 337.

nutcake (nut'kak), ». 1. A doughnut. [U.S.]

"Taste on't,"he said; "it's good as ntitcakes."

S. Jvdd, Margaret, i. 5.

2. Any cake containing nuts.

nut-coal (nut'kol), n. In the coal-trade, same
as chestnut-coal.

nutcracker (nut'krak'^er), n. 1. An instru-

ment for cracking hard-shelled nuts. Hence

—

2. A toy, usually having a grotesque human
head, in the yawning mouth of which a nnt is

placed to be cracked by a screw or lever.— 3.

pi. The pillory. Salliwell.—4. A corvine bird
of Europe and Asia, Nucifraga caryocataotes,

belonging to the order Fasseres, family Corvidw,
and subfamily GarruUnw. See cut at Nucifraga.
The bird is about 12^ inches long, and is brown, with many
bold oblong or drop-shaped whit« spots. The correspond-
ing Asiatic species is N\ hemispUa.

5. The nuthatch, Sitta ccesia. [Salop, Eng.]—
American nutcracker, a book-name of Clarke's crow,
Pidoorous eolumbianus, a bird of the western parts of the
United States, the nearest relative in America of the Old
World species of Nucifraga. See out at Pieicorvus.

nut-crack night (nut'krak nit). AU-haUows'
eve, when it is customary to crack nuts in large

quantities.

Nuts and apples are everywhere in requisition, and con-
somed in immense numbers. Indeed the name of Nut.
erack Night, by which Halloween is known in the north
of England, indicates the predominance of the former of

t^ese ari^icles in making up the entertainments of the
evening. Chamiers, Book of Days, II. 619.
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nut-fastening (nut'fas*ning), n. Same as nut-

lock.

nutgall (nut'gftl), n. An excrescence, chiefly

of the oak. See galis, 1—Nutgall ointment. See
ointment.

nutgrass (nut'gras), n. See Cyperu^.

nutnackf, nuthaket, n. Obsolete forms of nut-
hatch.

nuthacker (nufhak'^er), n. A nuthatch.
nuthatch (nut'haoh), n. [Early mod. E. nut-
hack, nothag, nothagge, < ME. nuthdke, nutte-

hake, nothak; < nut + hack^, hatch^. Cf. nut-

cracker, 4. ] A bird of the family Sittidee. There
are many species, found in most parts of the world, all of
small size, u^U&liy less than six inches long, and mostly
of a bluish color above and white or rusty on the under
parts. l^hey'haVe a rather long, sharp, straight beak,
pointed wings, short square tail, and feet fitted for climb-
ing, and are among the most agile of creepers. The com-

White-bellied Nuthatch iSii/a carolirtensis).

mon nuthatch of Europe is Sitta europcea or S. ccesia.

Four quite distinct species are found in the United States.
These are the Carolina or white-bellied nuthatch, S*.

ca/rolinensis ; the Canada or red-bellied, & canadensis; the
least nuthatch of the southern States, S. pusUla; and the
pygmy nuthatch of the southwestern States and Territo-
ries, 5. pygmcea. They live upon small hard fruits and
insects, are not migratory, do not sing, and nest in holes
in trees,which they excavate likewoodpeckers. Also called
nutbreaker, nutfutcker, nutjobber, nutpecker, nuttapper.

nut-hole (nut'hol), n. The notch in a bow to
receive the arrow. Salliwell.

nut-hook (nut'htk), ». 1. A pole with a hook
at the end used to puU down boughs to bring
nuts within reach.

She 's the king's nul-Jiook, that, when any filbert is ripe,
pulls down the bravest bough to his hand.

Dekker, Match me in London.

2t. A bailiff: so called in derision, because
armed with a catch-pole.

Nwthook, nvt-hMk, you lie I Sha,k., 2 Hen. IV., v. i. 8.

nutjobber (nut'job''er), n. A nuthatch.
nutlet (nut'let), n. [< nut + -let.] 1. A little

nut ; also, the stone of a drupe. See cuts under
Carpimus and coffee.— 2. In conch., a nutshell.

nut-lock (nut'lok), n. A device for fastening
a bolt-nut in place and preventing its becom-
ing loose by the jarring or tremulous motion of
machinery. Also called n/at-fastening,jam-nut.
nut-machine (nut'ma-shen*), n. A power-ma-
chine for cutting, stamping, and swaging iron
nuts from a heated bar fed to the machine.
nutmeal (nut'mel), «. Meal made by crushing
or grinding the kernels of nuts.

Filberts and acorns were used as food. These were
crushed, so as to form a kind of meal to which the name
Maothal was given. . . . Nutmeal naturally formed a
valuable resource to these early monks, so important in-
deed that the Maothal came in process of time to mean
the meal taken on fast days, and which consisted at first

of n/utmeal and milk, and afterwards of oatmeal, milk,
cheese, etc.

W. K. Sullivan, Introd. to O'Curry's Ano. Irish, p. ccclxv.

nutmeg (nut'meg), n. [Early mod. E. also nut-
mig; < ME. nutmegge, *nutrmgge, nutmuge, note-
muge, nutmeg, < nut, nut, + *mmge, < OF. muge,
musk (for *musge ?), < L. mu^cus, musk: see
musk. Cf. OP. muguette, nutmeg; noix muscade
= Sp. nuez moscada = It. noce moscada, < ML.
nux muscata, nutmeg, lit. 'musked (scented)
nut'; D. muskaatnoot, Gr. muskatnu^s, Sw. mus-
kottnot,'D&ti.muskatmd: seemuscat.] 1. The
kernel of the fruit of the nutmeg-tree, MyrisUca
fragrans (M. moschata); also, the similar pro-
duct of other trees of this genus. See Myris-
tica. The fruit, with some resemblance to a peach, has
a fleshy edible exterior, which splits in two, releasing
the seed, enveloped in a fibrous network (false aril : see
arillode) which is preserved as mace. (See mace^.) Tlhe

nut-planer

seed is thoroughly dried, the shell then cracked, and the
olive-shaped kernel, about an inch in length, commonly
treated with lime for preservation, becomes the nutmeg
of commerce. Its principal use is that of an aromatic con-
diment) especially to flavor milky and farinaceous prepa-
rations. (Formedicaluse, seeJIfj/rfeltca.) Its virtues de-
pend upon an essential oil, called nutmeg-oU. It yield»
also a concrete oil called nutmeg-butter. The nutmeg
supply is chiefly, but not exclusively, from the Banda
Islands, where it was formerly a monopoly of the Dutch.
Fenang nutmegs have been especially famous. The long,
male, or wild nutmeg, a longer kernel, is an inferior sort
occurring in trade, the product of M. faiua and M. tomen-
tosa, the long sometimes referred to the former, the male
to the latter.

Orl. He 's of the colour of the mdmeg.
Dau. And of the heat of the ginger.

Shak., Hen. V., ill. 7. 20.

Wytcthe wel that the Notemupe berethe the Maces.
Mandemlle, Travels, p. 188.

2. Any tree of the genus Myristica. The Santa
F^ nutmeg is M. Otoba of the United States of Colombia,
yielding an edible article. The tallow-nutmeg is JIf. sebi-

/era of tropical South America, whose seeds yield a con-
crete oil suitable for making hard soap and candles, some-
times called American nvtmeg-aU. See oauba-waa and
poondy-oU.

3. One of various trees of other genera. See
below.—Ackawal nutmeg, the nut of Aerodididium
Camera of Ouiana, prized as a cure for colic and dys-

entery.— American, Jamaica, or MexlcEm nutmeg.
See Monodora.—Brazilian nutmeg, a laurineous tree,

Cryptocarya moschata, whose seeds serve as an inferior
nutmeg.— Calabash-nutmeg. See Jfonodora.— Cali-
fornia nutmeg, a tree, Torreya Califomica, whose seeda
resemble nutmegs. See stinking-cedar and Torreya.—
CamaraorCamaru nutmeg. Same as Ackawai nutmeg.
—Clove-nutmeg, a Madagascar tree, Ravensara aroma-
tica, or its fruit.— Garble Of nutmegt. See garble.—
Madagascar nutmeg. Same as clove-nutmeg.—Peru-
ylan nutmeg, a tree with aromatic seeds, Laurdia sem-
perviretis. Also called ChUian sassa/ras.—The Nutmeg'
State, the State of Connecticut : so called in allusion to
the alleged manufacture of wooden nutmegs in that State.

nutmeg-bird (nut'meg-b6rd), n. A species of
Munia, M. punctularia, inhabiting India. P.
L. Sclater.

nutmeg-butter (nut'meg-buffer), n. A con-
crete oil obtained by expression under heat
from the common nutmeg, it has been sparingly
used as an external stimulant and an ingredient in plasters.

Also called oU of nutmegs and oiJ 0/ mace.

nutmeg-flower (nut'meg-flou'''6r), n. The plant
Nigella satwa: so called from its aromatic seeds.
See Nigella.

nutmegged (nut'megd), a. [< nutmeg + -ed^.]

Seasoned with nutmeg.
Old October, nutmeg'd nice.
Send us a tankard and a slice

!

T. Wa/rton, Oxford Newsman's Verses.

nutmeg-grater (nut'meg-gra"t6r), n. A devico
in various forms for grating nutmegs.
Be rough as nutmeg graters, and the rogues obey you well.

Aaron Hill, Verses written on a Window in Scotland.

nutmeggy (nut'meg-i), a. [< nutmeg + -^1.]

Having the appearance or character of a nut-
meg.
Again and again I metwith the nutmeggy liver, strong-

ly marked. Sir T. Watson, Lectures on Physic, Ixxv.

nutmeg-hickory (nut'meg-hik"'o-ri), n. A local

species of hickory, Hicoria {Carya) myristicm-
formis, of South Carolina and Arkansas: so
called from the form of the nut.
nutmeg-liver (nufmeg-liv'Sr), n. A liver ex-
hibiting chronic venous congestion, with more
or less interstitial hepatitis.

nutmeg-oil (nut'meg-oil), n. A transparent
volatile oil, specific gravity 0.850, with the con-
centrated scent and flavor of the common nut-
meg, whence it is extracted by aqueous distil-

lation.

nutmeg-pigeon (nut'meg-pij''''on), n. A pigeon
of the genus MyrisUcivora : so'called from feed-
ing upon nutmegs.
nutmeg-tree (nut'meg-tre), n. Myristica fra-

nutmeg-wood (nut'meg-wtid), n. The wood of
the Palmyra yalm.
nut-oil (nut'od), n. An oil obtained from wal-
nuts. It is extensively made in France and elsewhere.
Poppy-oil and other oils are also commercially known as
nut-oil.

nutpecker (nut'pek'fer), n. A nuthatch.
nut-pick (nut'pik), n. A small utensil having a
pointed blade, flattened above the point, used
for picking the meat of nuts from the shells.

nut-pine (nut'pin), n. One of several pines pro-
ducing large edible seeds. The nut-pine of Europe
is Pinus Pinea. In the Bocky Mountains and westward
there are several nut-pines, furnishing the Indians a staple
food. The most important are Pinus edvMs of New Mex-
ico, P. monaphyUa of the Great Basin, and P. SaMniana
of California. See abietene.

nut-planer (nut'pla''''ii6r), n. A form of planing-
machine for facing, beveling, and finishing
large machine-nuts ; a nut-shaping machine.
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nutria (nu'tri-a), «. [< Sp. nutria, also nutra,
an otter, < L. Ultra, an otter: see loutre, LuiraJ]
1 . The eoypon, ifyapotamug cogpus. See Mvo-
potamus, and cut under eoypoa.—2. The fur
or pelt of the eoypon, formerly much nsed like
beaver.

_ Sometimes, erroneously, iieulria,

nutricationt (nu-tri-ka'shon), n. [= It. nufri-
eazione, < L. n«trica(to(it-),~a suckling, nursing,
< nutricare, pp. nutrica^is, suckle,nourish, faring
up, < nutrix {nutrw-), a nurse : see nurse.] The
manner of feeding or faeing fed.
Beside the remarkable teeth, the toogae of this animal

(the cbamdeon] is a second argument to overthiow this
iiy nutneolKni. Sir r. Amme, Volg. Err., iiL 21.

nutrient (nu'tri-ent), a. andn. [<L.Nutrien(t-)s,
ppr. of tmtrire, "suckle, nourish, foster; prob.
akin to Skt. snu, distil. From L. nutrire are
alsoult.Nufrinie>it, nutritice, etc., nourish, nurse,

etc.] L « 1. Affording nutrunent or nour-
ishment; nourishing; nutritive; nutritious.

Is not French Existence, as before, most prorient, all

loosened, most autrient for it?

Carlult, French BeT., I. viiL 2. {Ikaia.)

2. Conveying or purveying nourishment; ali-

mentative: as, nufrieiit vessels ^Nutrient arte-
ry, in anoL, the principal ch' ^lecial artecywhich conveys
blood into the interior of any Imne. Xhe orifice by which
it enteis the bone is known as the nutrient/oFomgn.

n. H. A nutrient substance ; something nu-
tritions.

Peptone and otha' mitrinUa. Sdenee, VX 116.

nntrify (nu'trl-fi), r. i. ; pret. and pp. nutrified,

ppr. nutrififing. [Irreg. < L. ntitrire, nourisb,
+ -fieare, make (see -Jy)-'] To nourish; be nu-
tritious.

FrenchVinesmaybe saidto pickleMeat in thestomach;
bat this is the Wine that digests, and doth not oiilj breed
good Blood, bat it nutnjietA also, being a glatinoas snb-
stantial liquor. HomU, Letter^ iL 54.

nutriment (nu'tri-ment), n. i=F. nutriment =
Sp. mdriiiNenfo, nutnmento=Pg. It. ntUrimento,
< Ii. nutrimeniitm, nourishment, < ttutrire, nour-
ish: see nutrient.] 1. That which nourishes;
that which promotes the growth or repairs the
natural waste of animal bodies, or which pro-
motes the growth of vegetables; food; aliment;
nourishment.

'Qiis slave.

Unto his honoor, has my lord's meat in him

:

Why should it thrive and torn to m^rimeat.
When he is tom'd to poison ?

5Kai:, T. of A., iiL 1. 61.

2. Figuratively, that which promotes develop-
ment or improvement ; pabulum.

So^ not the body thrive and grow.
Byfood of twenty years ago?
And is not virtne in mankind
The ttutriment that feeds the mind?

nntrimental(nn-tri-men'1^), a. [=Sp.Pg.nu-
irimentai= Itl nutrimentale, < LL. nutrimentaUs,
nourisbing, < L. nutrimenfum, nourishment: see
nutriment.'] Having the qualities of food; nu-
tritious; nourishing; alimental.

By virtue of this oil v^etables are nutrimentaL
ArbuthnoL

nntriinentedf (nu'tri-men-ted), a. [< nutrimen t

+ -etP.'] Nourished; fed.

Come hither, my well-nufrniwiiteii knave.
&nene^ Oriaado Fnriosow

nntritialt (nu-trish'al), a. [< L. nuirieius, nu-
triUns, that suckles or nurses, < nutrire, suckle,

nourish: see nufn«itt.] Of or pertaining to nu-
trition.

Diana praise^ Muse, that in darts delights

;

Ijues still a maid ; and had vt^ritiaU rights
With her borne-brother, the farr-shooting sunn.

Chfapautn, tr. of Homer's Hymn to Diana, L i.

nutrition (nu-trish'on), ». [= F. nutrition =
Sp. ntttr»ci<wi"= Pg. nufri)^ = It. nu^nsione, <

Ii. *nutritio{n-'), a nourishing, < nutrire, suckle,

nourish: see nutrient.'} 1. The act or process

bywhich organisms, whether vegetable or ani-

mal, absorb into their system their proper food

and build it into their living tissues.

By the term nutrition, employed in its widest sense, is

understood the process, or rather the assemblage of pro-

cesses, conconed in the maintenance and repair of the liv-

ing body as a whole, or <d its couslitnent parts or organs.
Enege. BrU., XVH. 667.

2. That which nourishes; nutriment

Fix'd like a plant on his pecnliar spo^

Tb draw ntiMCiaii^ propagate, and rot
Pope, Essay on Han, iL 61.

nutritional (nu-trish'on-al), a. [< nutrition +
^j.] Of or i)ertaining to nutrition as a physio-

logical function; connected with the process of

nutrition.

The domain of infective diseases was widening at the

exoeuse of diseases dae to nvtritidiuii and nervouschanges.*^^
Lancet, So. 3450, p. 749.
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nutritionally (nu-trish'on-al-i), adr. As re-
gards nutrition; in relation to or in connec-
tion with the supply of new matter to an or-

ganism.
nutritions (nu-trish'ns), a. [< nu1riti(on) +
-ous.} Containing or contributing nutriment
or nourishment; capable of promoting the
growth or repairing thewaste of organic bodies

;

nourishing : as, nutritious substances ; nutritious
food.

• Troubled Silns, whose nutnttout flood
With annoal gratitude enrich'd'her meads.

Z>yer, Fleece, iil

To the mind, I believe, it will be found more nutritious
to digest a page than to devour a volume.

Maeaulay, Athenian Orators.

=Syn._See list under nouridnng.

nnteitionsly (nn-trish'us-li), adr. In a nutri-
tious manner ; nourishingly.
nntritionsness (nu-trish'us-nes), n. The prop-
erty of being nutntious.
nutritive (nn'tri-tiv), a. [=F. iiutriHf= Sp.
Pg. It. nutritiro, <L. nutrire, pp. nutritus, nour-
ish: see nutrient.] 1. Having the property of
nourishing; nutritious.

It cannot be very savoury, wholesome, or nutritive,
Jer. Taylor (!) AxUL Handsomeness, p. 97.

He [the perch] spawns but once a year, and is by phy-
sicians held very nutr^vue.

I. WaUon, Complete Angler, p. 156.

With each germ usually contained in an ovum is laid up
some mxbritice matter, available for growth before it com-
mences its own struggile for eiastence.

H. Speiuer, Prin. of SocicO., § 273.

2, Of, concerned in, or pertaining to nutrition:
as, the nutritice functions or processes Nntil-
tive person, in aoot., the part of a compound organism,
as of ahydrosoan. which specially functions as an organ of
nutrition; agastrozotiid.

nutritively (nu'tri-tiv-li), adv. In a nutritive
manner; nutritiously: nourishingly.
nutritiveness (nu'tri-tiv-nes), n. The property
of being nutritive.

S^idity and nutriHtenea are closely boond together.
H. Spencer, Data of Ethics, p. 101.

nutritorial (nu-tri-to'ri-al), a. [< LL. nutri-

torius, nutritive (see nuiriiory), + -at.] Con-
eemecl in or effecting nutrition. In a broad
sense ; having the nature or office of the nutri-
torium.
nutritorium (nu-tri-to'ri-um), n. [NL. (ef. ML.
nutritorium, a nursery), nent. of LL. nutritorius,

nutritive: see nutritional.'] In bioh, the nu-
tritive apparatus, or entire physical mechanism
of nutrition, it includes not only the organs which
directlyfurnish nourishment and sorepairwaste, but also

those which eliminate therefase«tthe process. Xbeterm
is correlated with motorium and aenmrnan.

nutritory (nu'tri-to-ri), a. [< LL. nutrHorius,

nutritive, < L. nutrire, pp. nutritus, nourish:
see nutrient.] Concerned in or effecting nutri-

tion: as,
"a nutritory process," Jour. «>flftcros.

Sei., N. S., xyy- iii. 297.

nutritl^et (nu'tri-tur), n. [=_It. wutritura, <

LL. nutritura, a nursing, a snckling,< L. nutrire,

suckle, nourish, foster: see nutrient. CL nur-
ture, from the same L. noun.] Nutritiveness

;

nutrition.

I think if you saw me you would hardlyknowm^ such
.Yutritun; this deep sanguine Alicant 6i^>e gives.

HowM, Letters^ I. i 2S.

Never make a meal of fleshalone ; have someoth^meat
wiUi it of less natriture. Harrey, Consumptions.

nut-msh (nut'msh), n. A plant of the genus
Selena, with nut-like fruit,

nut-sedge (nut'sej), n. Same as nut-rush.

nutshell (nut'shel),n. 1. The hard shell which
forms the covering of the kernel of a nut: used
proverbially for anything of small content or
of little value.

God, I could be bounded in a nuiataB and count my-
self a king of infinite space, were it not tbai, I have bad
dreams. Shak., Hamlet, il 2. 2601

A fox had me by the back, and a thonsand pound to a
mt-iheU I had nev» got off again. Sir R. L'B^trange.

2. A bivalve moUusk of the family XueuUdte;

a nutiet Beaked nutshell, a member of the fam-
ily LedidtB.—In a nutshell, in very small compass; in a
very brief or simple statement or form.

AH I have to lose, Diego, is my learning;

And, when he hasgotten that, hemayput it inanut-iML
FUteliar, Spanish Corate, iL 1.

1 have sometimes heard of an Hiad in a nutsheS,
Str^ Tale of a Tub, viL

A nervous parent who is never worried is a nervous
patiait cured. There it is u> a nutsfteU S

W. CdUins, Armadale, ilL

To lie In a nutshdl, to occupy very little space; flgnra-

tiv^, to require litUe discussion or argument.

Nuttallia (nu-tal'i-»), n. [XL. (Torrey and
Gray, 1841), named after Thomas Nuttdtt, an

nuzzle

American scientist (1786-1859).] A genus of
small trees of the order Bosaeece and the tribe
Prunes, known by the five carpels. There is but
one species, native of northwestern America, a small tree
odorous of prussic add, with obovate leaver and loose
drooping racemes of white flowers, followed by oblong
drupes. See oso-Aerry.

nuttalite (nut'al-it), n. [Named after Thomas
XuttaU: see S'uttalUa.] A white or smoky-
brown variety of scapolite from Bolton in
Massachusetts,
nut-tapper (nut'tap'er), n. The Euroi>ean nut-
hatch, iSifta ccesia. [ftov. Eng.]
nutta-tree (nut'a-tre), n. Same as nitfa-tree.

nutter (nuffer), «. [< ME. nutter; <nut+ -erl.]

One who gathers nuts.
Ahaxelwood

By autumn nutters haonted.
Tennygon, Enoch Ardeu.

nuttiness (nut'i-nes), n. The property of being
nutly; a nutty flavor.

The ax essays which make up the volume are the ripe
fruit of twenty years' meditation, and they have the nutti-
ness of age about them. Atheiiceum, So. 3231, p. 430.

nut-topiter (nut'top'er), n. A variant of nut-
tapper. [Prov.Ei^.]

nut-tree (nut'tre), n. [< ME. nut^^e, nutte tre;

< nut + tree.] 1. Any tree which bears nuts.— 2. Specifically, the hazel. [Eng.]

So in order ley hem on a table.

And nuttre leves under wol not harme.
PatZadue, Husbondrie CB. E. T. S.X p. 93.

Australian or Queensland nut-tree. See Ifoauiantui.

nutty (nut'i), o. [< nut+ -yi.] 1. Abounding
in nuts.—2. Having the flavor of nuts : as, nut^
wine.
nut-weevil (nut'we'vl), n. A weevil which
lays its eggs in nuts, ^atanintis nucuin is an
ezjunple, whose white grubs or larvEe are found
in nuts. See cut under Balaninus.
nnt-'Wrench(nut'rench), n. Aninstrument for
fixing nuts on or removing them from screws.
nus. vomica (nuks vom'i-^). [NL.: L. ntii, a,

nut; NL. vomica, fem. of 'comieus, < romere, pp.
vomitus, vomit: see rom-
it.] 1. The seed of £trycA-
nos 'Xux-vomiea (which
see, under Strycltnos).
These seeds are flat and circu-
lar, three fourths of an inch in
diamet^ and one sixteenth of
an inch ttiick. They grow em-
bedded in large numbers in the
julcy pulp of a fruitresembling
an orange, butwith hard fragile
rind. They are cov^ed with
fine silky hairs and composed
mainly c^ ahomy albumen , are
acrid and bitter to the taste,

and are highly poisonous. They
yield principaUy the two alka-
loids bracine and s^chnine.
The pharmacodynamic proper-
ties of nnx vomica are tiiose of
sbychnine. Seequaierbuttons,
under button.

2. The tree producing the above fruit, it is
widely dispersed in the East Indies, and attains a height
of 40 feet. Its wood and root are very bitter, and form a
native remedy for intermittentfevers, also t<x snake-bites.
The timber is brownish-gray, hard and close-grained, and
employed in Burma for carts, etc:, as also for fine work.
Also ladled snotewMxL

nuyt, n. See noy.

nuzzer (nuz'er), n. [< Hind, nazr, present, of-
fering.] In East India, a present or offering
made to a superior.

nuzzle (nuz'l), r.; pret. and pp. nuzzled, ppr.
nuBsUng. [Formerly also nuzz^ nusle, nusle.

nusHe, nousle, noosle, nozzle, nozzel, and errone-
ously nursle, noursle (simulating nurse); < ME.
noselen, nosfen, nuslen, nouslen, thrust the nose
in, also fondle closely, cherish, etc., freq., <
nose, nose. Ct.nozsle,nozle,n. The word seems
to have been confused with nurse (whence nur-
sle, nourste) and with nestle; these are, how-
ever, unrelated.] L trans. 1. To thrust the
nose in or into; root up with the nose.— 2. To
touch or rub with the nose; press or rub the
nose against.

Horses, cows, deer, and dogs even, nuzde each otJier ; but
then a nuzde, being performedwith the nose, is not a kiss
—very txt from it, ITuid n> Nature, 1. 142.

3. To put a ring into the nose of (a hog).—4.
To fondle closely, as a child.— 5t. To nurse:
foster; rear.

If any man . . . nosd thee in any thing save in Christ,

he is a false prophet. Tyttddle.

The greatest miserie which accompanieth the Turkish
thraldome is tJieir zeale of making Proselyte^ with mani-
fold and strong inducements to such as hkue beene more
nuzded in superstitions then trayned vp in knowledge.

Pmehas, Pilgrimage, p. 318.

StryckMat Ifux-l»rmi£a-

a, Hie font cut uausreisely^
b, a seed; e. a seed CQt longi-
todjually.



nuzzle
Speedy and vehement were the Reformations of all the

good Kings of Juda, though the people had beene nuzd'el
In Idolatry never so long before.

MUton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

II. intrans. 1. To nose; burrow with the
nose ; rub noses.

And Mole, that like a nowling Mole doth mal^e
His way still underground, till Thamis he overtake.

Spemer, F. Q., IV. ri 32.

2. To touch or feel something with the nose.
Help, all good fellows ! See you not that I am a dead man'

They [the sharks] are nmding already atmy toes ! He hath
hold of my leg

!

Mngsley, Westward Ho, p. 286.

3. To go with the nose toward the ground.
Sir Roger shook his ears and nxualed along, well satisfied

that he was doing a charitable work.
Arbuthnot, Hist. John BulL

She mopes, she nwales about in the grass and chips.
S. JuM, Margaret, i. 6.

4. To nestle.— 5. To loiter; idle. [Prov.Eng.]
IN. W. An abbreviation of northwest.
U-way (en'wa), a. Having n independent
modes of spread or variation.

JiyH, n. [Also nye; < ME. wy, ni, < OF. ni, < L.
nidus, a nest : see nide. Hence, by loss of n,

eye% a nest, eyas, etc. Cf. nias.'] A nest.
ny^t. A contaraction of ne I, not I or nor I.

Chaucer.
nySf, adv. and a. A Middle English variant of
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nyctalopes, »• Plural of nyetdlops.

nyctalopia (nik-ta-lo'pi-a), n. [< LL. nyctalo-

pia (dubious), < Gr. *vvitTahmia (not found),
equiv. to vvKTa?M7riami, < vvKTd?Mip (> L. nycta-
lops), explained and taken by ancient authors
both as 'not being able to see at night, night-
blind,' and as 'able to see only at night'; < vif
{VVK.T-), night, + i>f, eye, •/ o"", see. The form
vu/cra/lm/) also appears as w/crt/lu^, as if involv-
ing VVKTI-, combining form of wf, but the 'a re-

mains unexplained; it is perhaps due to con-
fusion with wKTaXdg, a doubtful var. of vvaraTidc,

drowsy.] 1. Night-blindness.— 2. Day-blind-
ness.

nyctalopic (nik-ta-lop'ik), a. [< nyctalopia +
-Jc] Pertaining'to or of the nature of nycta-
lopia ; affected with nyctalopia.

nyctalops (nik'ta-lops), n.
;
pi. nyctalopes (nik-

tal'o-pez). [K ii. nyctalops= Gv.vvKraAcoip: see
nyctalopia.] One who is aflicted with nycta-
lopia.

nyctalopy (nik'ta-16-pi), n. [< P. nyetalopie, <

hL. nyctalopia: see nyctalopia.2 Sameasn^cto-

nyast (ni'as), n. See nias.

nycet, a. An obsolete spelling of nice.

nycetet, «. An obsolete spelling of nicety.

nychthemeron (nik-the'me-ron), n. [< Gr. vvx-
S-qjiepov, a day and night, neut. of wxBriuspoQ, of
a day and night, lasting a day and night, < vii^

(vvKT-), night (= L. nox (noct-) = E. night), +
Vfiipa, day.] The whole natural day, or day and
night, consisting of twenty-four hours.

ITychthemerUS (nik-the'me-rus), n. [NL., also
improp. Nycthemerus ; < Gr. wxBy/iepog, of a day
and night : see nychthemeron.'] A name, both
generic and specific, of the white-and-black or
silver pheasant of China, Pha^ianus nychtheme-
rus or Nychthemerus argentatus : so called as if

representing night and day by its sharply con-
trasted colors, white above and black below.
See cut at silver.

-ITyctaginacese (nik-taj-i-na'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Lindley, 1835), < Nyctago {-gin-)+ -acece.'] Same
as Nyctaginem.

iNyctaglnese (nik-ta-jin'f-e), n. pi. [Nil. (A. P.
de Candolle, 1805), '<. Nyctago {-gin-) + -ece.] An
order of dicotyledonous apetalous plants of the
series Curveinbryew, characterized by the per-
sistent perianth-base closing about the fruit as
an outer pericarp. About 216 species are known, of
3 tribes and 23 genera, of which MirabUis, the four-o'clock,
is the type. They are usually herbswith undivided leaves,
and flowers in fiat-topped clusters, often with a spongy
bark aud an involucre imitating a calyx.

Nyctaginia (nik-ta-jin'i-a), n. [NL. (Choisy,

1849), so called from its resemblance to Mira-
bUis, which Jussieu had called Nyctago: see
Nyctago.1 A genus of apetalous plants, belong-
ing to the tribe Mirabiliece and the subtribe
Boerhaaviece, known by its many-flowered in-
volucre of numerous separate bracts. There is

but one species, N. capUa^, from J'exas, a prostrate hairy
annual, with opposite lobed leaves, and soft downy rose-
colored fiowers.

"Nyctago (nik-ta'go), n. [NL. (A. L. de Jussieu,

1789, as a name for Mirabilis), < Gr. vii^ {vvkt-),

night (= L. nox {noct-) = E. night), + L. -ago
{-agin-), a term, of some plant-names.] A for-

mer synonvm of Mirabilis.

3Iyctala,_lfyctale (nik'ta-ia, -le), n.

Gr. wKTaAdg, a
doubtful var.

of vvaraXdg,

drowsy.] A
genus of owls
of the family
Strigidce. The
skull and ear-

parts are high-
ly unsymmetri-
cal; the outer ear
is large and oper-
culate; and the
facial disk is per-
fect, with centric
eyes and no plu-
micoms. There
are 3 species, of
small size : N.
tenffmaZmi in-

habits the north-
erly parts of Eu-
rope ; N. richard-
-soni is the corre-

sponding American form; N", acadica, the Acadian or

saw-whet owl, is much smaller than either, about 7^ inches

long, and more widely distributed in North America,

Nyctanthes (nik-tan'thez), n. [NL. (Linnseus,
1737), so called because the flower opens at
evening and closes at sunrise; < Gr. vv^ {wkt-),
night, 4- avBog, flower.] A genus of fragrant
arborescent shrubs of the monopetalous order
Oleacece and the tribe Jasminew. There is but one
species, N. Arbor-tristis, native of eastern India, and widely
cultivated in the tropics, with rough opposite ovate leaves,
and showy fiowers in terminal cymes, white with an orange
.eye and tube. The flowers open only at night, and toward
the end of the rainy season load the air with an exquisite
fragrance. They afford a perfumers' essence, and an im-
permanent orange dye. It is the hksinghar-tree of India,
otherwise named niglU-ja»mine and tree-tif-aadnass.

Nyctea (nik'te-a), n. [NL., < Gr. viii {vvkt-),

night : see night.^ A genus of Strigidce of great
size and extensively white color, with rudimen-
tary plumieorns, very shaggy paws, and the
bUl nearly buried in feathers ; the snow-owls.
There is but one species, JV. nivea or If. tcandiaca, the
great white, snowy, or northern owl, inhabiting arctic and
subarctic latitudes of America, Asia, and Europe, usually
migrating southward in winter. It is about 2 feet long,
and from 4^ to 6 feet in extent of wings. See cut at snmn.
mvl.

Kyctemera (nik-te'me-ra), n. [NL. (Hiibner,
1816), prop. *Nychthemera, < Gr. wxmiuepog, of
day and night: see nychthemeron.'] A rather
aberrant genus of bombycid moths, type of the
family Nyctemeridce, and containing about 30
species, ofwide geographical distribution. They
are found in Africa, the East Indies, the Malay
archipelago, Australia, and New Zealand.
Nyctemerid» (nik-te-mer'i-de), n.pl. [NL., <
Nyctemera + -idm.'i A fa,mily of bombycid
moths, typified by the genus Nyctemera. They
have the body slender and the wings ample, somewhat
resembling geometrids, and in some cases also recalling
butterflies. About 20 genera are defined, mainly repre-
sented by tropical forms.

Nyctereutes (nik-te-ro'tez), m. [NL., < Gr.
vvKTepevT^C, one who Kuntsby night, < vvKTEpsietv,

pass the night, < viiKrepog, nightly, < vuf (vvkt-),

night: see night,] A genus of Asiatic and Japa-

[NL.,<

Acadian or Saw-whet Owl {Nyctala
acadica).

.(.WW

Racoon-dog {Nyctereutes procyonoide^.

nese Camidce of the thooid or lupine series, con-
taining one species, the racoon-dog, N. procyo-
noides, with long loose fur, short ears, and short
bushy tail. It somewhat resembles a racoon,
and is about 2J feet long.

Nycteribia (nik-te-rib'i-a). n. [NL. (Latreille,

1802), < Gr. iwKTepk, a bat (see Nycteris), -I- piog,

life.] A remarkable genus of degraded wing-
less dipterous insects, typical of the family
Nycteribiidm. They resemble spiders, and are parasites
of bats. About 12 species are described, as N. westwoodi.
Thegenus is represented in California, though the species
there occurring are not yet determined.

Nycteribiidae (nik"te-ri-bi'i-de), n.pl. [NL., <
Nycteribia -h -idee.] A family of apterous pupip-
arous dipterous insects, represented by the ge-
nus Nycteribia; the bat-Uce or bat-ticks. They are
of small size, spider-like, wingless, with long legs and small
or rudimentary eyes, and are parasitic on bats. There are
3 or 4 genera.' The North American forms which have been

NyctipithecinsB

determined belong to Strebla and Megielopoda. Usually
written Nycteribidce.

Nycteridae (mk-ter'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Nyc-
teris + -idee.] A family of vespertilionine mi-
crochiropteran bats, having a nose-leaf or its

rudiments, a distinct tragus, and evidentthough
smaU premaxillary bones, it contains the genera
Megaderma and Nycteris, and was formerly called Megader-
mid« or MegadermaiMix. The species are conflned to the
warmer parts of the Old World.

Nycterides (nik-ter'i-dez), n. pi. [NL., pi. of

Nycteris, q. v.] In some systems of classifica-

tion, a division of the mammalian order Chirop-
tera, including all the bats except the frugivo-
rous species, or flying-foxes, then called Ptero-

cynes.

nycterine (nik'te-rin), a. [< Nycteris + -inc^.]

Of or pertaining'to the Nycteridce.

Nycteris (nik'te-ris), n. [NL., < Gr. vvKrepig, a
bat, < viiKTcpoc:, li'y night, nocturnal, < v<i^{vvkt-),

night : see night.] A genus of bats of the fam-
ily Nycteridce, related to Megaderma, but differ-

ing so much that it has been considered the
type of a separate subfamily, Nycterinm. The in-

cisors are 2 above and 3 below in each haU-jaw ; the pre-
molars are 1 in each upper and 2 in each lower half-jaw

;

there is no nose-leaf proper, but the sides of the face are
furrowed and margined with cutaneous appendages. N.
javanica occurs in Java, aud there are several African spe-
cies.

Nyctharpages (nik-thar'pa-jez), n. pi. [NL.,
^rop. "Nychtliarpages, < Gr. i*f (vmr-), night, +
dptra^ {dpiray-), a robber, prop, adj., rapacious:
see Harpax.] In Sundevall's system of classi-

fication, the nocturnal birds of prey, or owls

:

equivalent to the Striges, Strigidce, or Accijntres

nocturncB of other authors, and opposed toMeme-
roharpages, or diurnal birds of prey.

nyctharpagine (nii-thar'pa-jin), a. [< Nyc-
tharpages -i- -dne^.] Of or pertaining to the
Nyctharpages.
Nyctiardea (nik-ti-ar'de-a), «. [NL., < Gr. vii^

{vvkt-), night, + L. ardea, a heron: see Ardea.]
A genus of altricial grallatorial birds of the fam-
ily Ardeidw, having a very stout bill, compara-
tively short legs, and somewhat nocturnal hab-
its; the night-herons. The common night-heron of
Europe is N. nycticoraa:, or N. grisea, or N. europtea. That
of the United States is commonly called N. grisea JUEvia.
This name of the genus is an alternative of IfyctCeorax.
The yellow-crowned night-heron is usually placed in a
different genus as Nyetherodius violaceus. See cut under
night-heron.

NyctibiUS (nik-tib'i-us), n. [NL., < Gr. vvktI-

piog, vvKTo^ioQ, living, i. e. feeding, by night, <

wf {vvkt-), night, -I- pioq, life.] An American
genus of goatsuckers, of the family Caprimul-
gidee, alone representing the Podarginos in the
New World. The ratio of the phalanges is normal, the
middle claw is not pectinate, the sternum is double-notch-
ed on each side, the short tarsi are feathered, the bill is

notched, and the eggs are colored. Several species inhabit
the warmer parts of America, as N. grandis and N.jamai-
censis, mostly from 12 to 20 inches in length.

Nycticebidse (nik-ti-seb'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Nyeticebus + -idee.] The Nycticebines rated as
a family.

Nycticebinae (nik''ti-s§-bi'ne), n. pi. [NL., <
Nyeticebus + -ince.] A. subfamily of Lenmridce,
containing the slow and slender lemurs, the pot-
tos, and the angwantibos, or the geue^&NycUce-
bus {Stenops orSradylemur), Loris, Perodicticus,
and Arctocebus; the night-lemurs. The tail is short
or rudimentary; the fore and hind limbs are of approri-
mately equal length ; the ears in the typical forms are
small, with little-marked helix and obsolete tragus and
antitragus ; and the spinous processes of the dorsolumbar
vertebrsB are retrorse. These animals inhabit Africa and
Asia._ Lorigijue is a synonym.
nycticebine (nik-ti-se'bin), a. and n. I, a. Per-
taining to the Nyeticebince, or having their char-
acters.

II. n. A lori or night-lemur of the subfamily
NycticebiruB.

Nyeticebus (nik-ti-se'bus), n. [NL., < Gr. vdf
{wKT-), night, + /c^jSof, a long-tailed monkey.]
A genus of loris of the family Lemuridce and the
subfamily Lorisinm or Nyeticebince, including
the slow loris, as Nyeticebus tardigradus, of the
East Indies. Also called Stenops and Brady-
lemur.

nycticorax (nik-tik'o-raks), n. [NL., < LL. nyc-
ticorax = Gr. wKTuidpa^, a night-jar or goat-
sucker, < viif {vvkt-), night, + Kdpa^, a raven. Cf

.

night-raven, night-crow.] 1. An old book-name
of the night-heron; also, a technical specific
name of the European night-heron, Ardea nyc-
ticorax.— 2. leap.] A generic name of the
night-herons. See Nyctiardea.
Nyctipithecinse (nik-ti-pith-f-si'ne), n. pi.
[NL., < Nyctipithecus + -ince.] 'A subfamily of
platyrrhine monkeys of South America, belong-
ing to the family Cebidce, containing the genera



Nyctipithecinse

Nyctipithecug, Saguinus or CalUthrix, and Sai-
miris or Chrysothrix ; the night-apes or night-
monkeys. The tail is not prehensUe, the incisors are
vertical, and the cerebral convolutions are obsolete. In
some respects, as in theii nocturnal habits, these animals
represent the lemurs in America.

nyctipithecine (nik-ti-pith'f-sin), a. and n. I.
a. Pertaining to the NycUjplthecince, or having
their characters.

11, n. A member of the NyeUpithecince, as a
night-monkey, owl-monkey, saguin, saimiri, or
douroueouli.

Nyctipithecus (mk"ti-pi-the'kus), n. [ISTL.,

CGr. v{jf (wKT-), night, 4- TrWriKog, an ape.] The
leading genus of NyeUpithecince, containing the
douroueoulis or owl-monkeys. See cut under

Nyctisaura (nik-ti-sa'ra), n.pl. [NL., < Gr. vtf
{vvKT-), night, + aavpogj a lizard.] The gecko-
lizards, or Ascalabota; in Cope's classifloation,
a suborder or similar group of lizards charac-
terized by the production of the prootic bone
in front, the development of two suspensoria,
the proximal expansion of the clavicles, and the
underarohing of the frontal bones of the olfac-
tory lobes. It contains 2 families, Gecconidce
and EublepJiaridcB. See cuts under gecko and
Euhlepharidce. Formerly also NycUsauria.
nyctisaurian (nik-ti-s&'ri-an), a. and ». I. a.

Pertaining to the NycUsdura, or having their
characters.

II. n. A member of the Nyctisaura.

nyctitropic (nik-ti-trop'ik),'a. [< Gr. vii^ (vvkt-),

night, 4- Tpdiros, a turn.] In. hot., characteristic
of, affected by, or exhibiting nyotitropism.

We come now to the nyctitropic or sleep movements of
leaves. It should be remembered that we confine this
term to leaves which place their blades at night either in
a vertical position or not more than 80° from the vertical,
— that is, at least 60° above or beneath the horizon.

Darvnn, Movement in Plants, vii. 817.

nyotitropism (nik'ti-tro-pizm), n. [inyctl-
trop4c T -j«m.] In hot., the habit of certain
plants or parts of plants whereby they assume
at nightfall, or just before, certain positions un-
like those which they have maintained during
the day; the "sleep" of plants.

nyctophile (nik'to-fil), n. A bat of the genus
NyctopMlus.
Nyctophilus (nik-tof'i-lus), n. [NL., < Gr.
vtif {vvnT-), night, + ^/Aof, loving.] A genus of

long-eared bats of the family VespertiUomdce
and the subfamily Plecotince. They have a rudi-

mentary nose-leaf, 1 incisor and 1 premolar in each upper
half-jaw, and 8 incisors and 2 premolars in each lower
half-jaw. N. timarenm, the only species, inhabits the
Australian region. It was formerly known as Geoffroy's

nyctophile, N. geoffiroyi.

nyctophouia (nik-to-fo'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

vi)^ (vvkt-), night, +'^)av^, voice.] Loss of voice
during the day.

nyctotyphlosis (nik'to-ti-flo'sis), n. [< Gr. vii^

(yvKT-), night, + rt^/U)CTif, a making blind, blind-

ness, < TVfTlovv, make blind, < rvil>?.6g, blind.]

Night-blindness; inability to see in a dim light.

See nyctalopia and hemeralopia.

nye^t, adv., a., and v. An obsolete form of nigh.

Palsgrave.

nye^t, n. See ny'^.

nye^i, n. A variant of noy.

nygounf, nygunf, n. See nigon.

nylghau, nylghai, n. See nilgau.

nymt, v. A variant of nim^.

nymeU, a. An obsolete form of nimble.

2iympll (nimf), n. [< ME. nimphe, < OF. nimphe,

F. nymphe = Sp. Pg. It. nimfa = D. nmf= G.

nymphe = Sw. nymf=: Dan. nymfe, < L. nympha,
nymphe, a bride, a nymph, < Gr. vviii^, a bride,

a young wife, a girl, in myth, a nymph; also,

the chrysalis or pupa of an insect, a young
bee or wasp, etc.] 1. In myfh., one of a nu-
merous class of inferior divinities, imagined as

beautiful maidens, eternally young, who were
considered as tutelary spirits of certain locali-

ties and objects, or of certain races and fami-

lies, and whose existence depended upon that

of the things with which they were identified.

They were generally in the train or company of some other

divinity of higher rank, and were believed to be pos-

sessed of the gift of prophecy and of poetical Inspiration.

Nymphs of rivers, brooks, and springs were called Naiada;

those of mountains. Oreads; those of woods and trees.

Dryads and Hamadryads; those of the sea, Nereids. The
name was also used generally, like muse, for the inspking

power of nature.

Where were ye^ Nynvphs, when the remorseless deep

Closed o'er the head of your loved lycidas?
MUtan, Lycidas, 1. 60.

2. Hence, a yoimg and attractive woman; a

maiden ; a damsel. [Poetical.]
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Nymph, in thy orisons
Be all my sins remember'd.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 1. 89.

3 . In entom. , the third stage ofan insect's trans-
formation, intervening between the larva and
the imago; a pupa; a chrysalis; a nympha.
See cuts under Termes and Nysius.
nympha (nim'fa), n.

; pi. nympha (-fe). [NL.,
< L. nympha, < Gr. vvfipi, a bride, a nymph.]
1. In entom., a nymph, pupa, or chrysalis.

—

£!. pi. In anat., the labia minora or lesser lips
of the vulva ; a pair of folds of mucous mem-
brane on the inner side of the labia majora,
united over the oUtoris.— 3t. In conch., an
impression behind the umbones of a bivalve
shell, surmounted by an external ligament.—
4. [ccsp.] In ^067. : (a) A genus of bivalve mol-
lusks. Martini, 1773. (6) A genus of reptiles.
Mtzinger, 1826. (c) A genus of lepidopterous
insects. Kraiise.

Nymphacea (nim-fa'se-a), n. pi. [NL., < Nym-
pha + -acea.'i A family'of dimyarian bivalves,
characterized by having the external ligament
prominent and upraised behind the xmibones. it
mcluded various genera now placed in different families,
as Psam/nwhiidcB, TellinidiE, Lv^nidee, and Donaddce.
Nymphseai (nim-fe'a), n. [NL. (Salisbury). <
L. nymphcea, < Gr. vv'ii^ala, the water-lily, < vij/^

fn, a nymph : see nymph.'] 1 . A genus of plants
long knovra as Nuphar, of the order Nymphm-
acecB and the svibovdiQT Nymphace, distinguished

Pond-lily, or Spatter-dock {Nymfihesa advena),

a, a stamen ; b. the fruit.

by thenumerous carpels beingwhollyimmersed
in and consolidated with the thick receptacle.
The numerous yellow stamens and stamen-like petals are
densely imbricated around the ovary ; the few sepals are
thick and roundish, making a rather globular flower. The
leaves are peltate with a deep sinus, floating or emersed,
and, with the one-flowered scapes, arise from a perennial
rootstock creeping in bottom-mud. See water-lily, beaver-

root, brandy-bottle, clote^, 2, povd-lUy, and spatter-dock.

2. A genus including the white water-lilies:

long mown under this name, now rightly re-

placed by the older name Castalia. it belongs to
the order Nympkceacece and the suborder NympticetB, and
is marked by the carpels being more or less immersed in
the receptacle, the numerous petals and the stamens into

which they gradually pass becoming inwardly more and
more adnate to the receptacle about the carpels. See wa-
ter-lily, nermpliar, pond-lUy, and lotus. (See also irctrarse.)

nymphsea^, n. Plural of nymphmum.
I^mphseaceas (nim-fe-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (A.

P. (fe CandoUe, 1816), < Nymphcea + -acece.']

An order of dicotyledonous polypetalous plants,
the water-lily family, classed with the cohort
Banales, typified by the genus Nymphcea, and
characterized by the usually thickened recep-

tacle, and embryo with thick cotyledons partly

immersed in mealy albumen. About 35 species are

loiown. In 3 suborders and 8 genera, all aquatics, with
long-stalked usually peltate leaves from a submerged root-

stock. The flowers are solitary, usually floatingand showy,
with many petals, stamens, and pistils.

Nymphsese (nim-fe'e), n. pi. [NL. (Bentham
and Hooker, 1862), shortened for *Nymphceece,

< Nymphcea + -ece. ] A suborder of the polypet-

alous order Nymphceacece, typified by the genus
Nymphcea, distinguished Toy the many ovules in

each carpel. About 30 species in 5 genera are

known, from temperate and tropical waters.

nymphseum (nim-fe'um), n.
;
pi. nymphcea (-a).

[L., < Gr. vv[u^a!m>, w/jij>aioi>, a temple or shrine

of the nymphs, < vh/Kpti, a bride, a nymph : see

nymph.'] In classical antiq. : (o) A sanctuary

or shrine of the nymphs; a place sacred to a

nymph. (6) In ancient Roman villas, a room
or gallery with niches and recesses for statues

andplants,andDften ornamentedwith columns,
fountains, and other decorative features.

Next to the triclinium, on to which it opens with large

windows, is a nympJumm, or room with marble-lined

fountain and recesses for plants and statues.

Mneye. Brit., XX. 823.

nympholepsy

nymphal (nim'fal), a. and n. [= It. ninfale.
Cf. L. nymphalis" pertaining to a foimtain (or
to a water-nymph), < nympha, a nymph: see
nymph.] J. a. 1. Relating to nymphs; nym-
phean. J. Philips.— 2. In ^oc>7., of or pertain-
ing to a nymph or nympha: as, the nymphal
stage o6 an insect.

II. n. If. A fanciful name given byDrayton
to the ten divisions (nymphals) of his poem
"The Muses' Elysium."

The Nymphal nought but sweetness breathes.
Drayton, The Muses' Elysium, Nymphal v.

3. In iot, a member of one of Lindley's alli-

ances, the Nymphales, which includes the Nym-
phceacece, Nehimbiaeece, etc.

nymphalid (nim'fa-lid), a. and n. I. a. Per-
tainmg to the Nymphalidce, or having their char-
acters.

II. n. A nymphalid butterfly.

Nymphalldae (nim-fal'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Nymphalis + -idee.] A family of rhopalocerous
Lepidoptera or butterflies, foimded by Boisdu-
val in 1840 on the Latreillean genus Nymphalis.
It is composed of medium-sized and large butterflies,

generally brightly colored. In the male the fore legs
are quite rudimentary, being only a pair of rough-haired
stumps of apparently two joints each ; in the female the
separateparts are present, but small. The middle legs are
directed forward. The larvse are spiny or have fleshy warts
coveredwith hair. The head is usually more or less bilobed,
and the tips of the lobes often support branching spines.

The pupsQ are naked and suspended by the cremaster.
There are several subfamilies and many genera.

Nymphalinse (nim-fa-li'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Nym-
phalis + -incB.] Tfi'e Nymphalidce rated as a
subfamiljr.

nymphaline (nim'fa-lin), a. and n. I. a. Per-
taining to the NympUalince, or having their char-
acters.

II. n. A nymphaline butterfly.

Nymphalis (nim'fa-lis), n. [NL. (Latreille,

1805), < Gr. vv/^, a nymph: see nymph.] The
typical genus of Nymphalidce and Nymphalince.
cfreat confusion exists as to what group of butterflies

should properly bear this name. Scudder, in his histori-

cal sisetcb of the generic names of butterflies, applies it to
a West Indian species, N. sappho. No species of Nym-
phalis in this restricted sense are found in Europe or
North America.

nymphean (nim-fe'an), a. [< Gr. u!)|U0ffiZof, per-
taining to or sacred' to a nymph or nymphs, <

vdu^, anymph.] Of or pertaining to nymphs

;

inhabited by nymphs: as, "cool Nymphean
grots," J. Dyer, Ruins of Rome.
nymphett (nim'fet), n. [< nymph + -et.] A
uttle nymph. [Rare.]

The Nymphets sporting there. Drayton, Polyolbion, xi.

nymphic (nim'fik), a. [< Gr. wjifiKdQ, pertain-
ing to a nymph, or to a bride, or to a bride-
groom, < vii/tf?!, a bride, nymph (w/uliloc, a bride-
groom) : see nymph. Cf. L. NympMcus, a prop-
er name.] Of or pertaining to nymphs.
nymphical (nim'fi-kal), a. [< nymphic + -al.]

Same as nymphic.
Nymphicus (nim'fi-kus), n. [NL., < Gr. vv/iipi-

Kog, pertaining to a nymph: see nymphic] A
genus of parrakeets. See corella.

Mymphipara (nim-fip'a-ra), n. pi. [NL., neut.
pi. ot nymphiparus : Be%mymp%iparov,s.] A name
given by Reaumur to the Pupipara.
nymphiparous (nim-fip'a-rus), a. [< NL. nym-
phiparus, < L. nympha (< Gr. lAfifri), the pupa
or nymph of an insect, + parere, bring forth,

produce.] In entom., producing nymphs or pu-
psB ; pupiparous ; of or pertaining to the Nym^
phipara or Pupipara.
nymphish (nim'flsh), a. [< nymph + -ish^.]

Relating to nymphs ; nymph-like. [Rare.]

In this third song great threat'nings are,

And tending all to nymphish war.
Drayton, Polyolbion, liL, Arg.

nymphitis (nim-fi'tis), w. [< NL. nymphceisee
nympha, 2) + -ito.] In pathol., inflammation
of the nymphse.
nymph-Uke (nimf'lik), a. Characteristic of a
nymph; resembling nymphs: as, ^'nymph-like

step," Milton, P. L., ix. 452.

nymphly (nimf'li), a. [< nymph + -ly'^.] Same
as nymph-Uke.
nymphochrysalis (nim-fo-kris'a-lis), n. [NL.,
< nympha, nymph, -f- chrysalis, q. v.] The egg-
like stage from which the nymph in certain

acarids (Trombidium) is developed. S. Henk-
ing, 1882.

nympholepsy (nim'fo-lep-si), n. [< Gr. 'w/njio-

A?ifla, the state of one rapt or entranced, < vvfi-

0(iA)/7rrof, rapt, inspired: seenympholept. Ct. cat-

alepsy, epilepsy.] An ecstasy; a divine frenzy.

A young Aurora of the air.

The nympholepsy of some fond despair.
Byron, Childe Harold, iv. 115.



nympholepsy
Writers who labor to disenthrall us from the nympho-

lepsy and illusions ol the pa^t.

JTew Princeton Sev., II. 162.

nympholept (nim'fo-lept), n. [< ML. nympho-
bptus (Stephani Thesaurus), < Gr. w/KJiSXTinToc,
seized by nymphs, i. e. the Muses or inspir-
ing powers of nature, rapt, inspired, (tvvuf-^, a
nymph, Muse, + IijtttSq, verbal adj. of laii^avuv,
\/ ?iap, take, seize. See nymphalepsy.'] One
seized with ecstasy or frenzy ; a person rapt or
inspired. The explanation 'a person seized with mad-
ness on having seen a nymph' (see the quotations) is in-
accurate.

Those that in Pagan days caught in forests amomentary
glimpse of the nymphs and sylvan goddesses were struck
with a hopeless passion ; they were nymphoUpts; the affec-
tion, as well known as epilepsy, was called nympholepsy.

De Quincey, Secret Societies, ii.

The nympholept stands before his white ideal craving
love; and it seems as if she will onlygrant pity and pardon.

Sowden, The Manhattan, III 6

Of her [Italy's] own past, impassioned nympholept!
Mrs. Browning, Casa Guidi Windows, i.

nympholeptic (nim-fo-lep'tik), a. [< nympho-
lept + -jc] Of, belonging to, or possessed by
nympholepsy; ecstatic; frenzied; transported.

Though my soul were nympholepUc,
As I heard that vir^lay.

Mrs. Browning, lost Bower, st. 42.

nymphomania (nim-fo-ma'ni-a), n. [NL., <

&r. vvpup^, a nymph, a bride, + "/lavla, madness

:

see mania.'i Morbid and uncontrollable sexual
desire in women.
nymphomaniac (nim-fo-ma'ni-ak), a. and ».

I. a. Same as nymphomaniacal.
II. n. A womanwho is affected with nympho-

mania.
nymphomaniacal (nim"fo-ma-ni'a-kal), a. [<
nymphomama + -ac + -al.'] Characterized by
or suffering from nymphomania.
nymphomanyt (nim'fo-ma-ni), n. [< NL. mym-
jahomama, q. v.] Same as nymphomania.
Kymphon (nim'fon), TO. [NL., < Gr. vv/if&it, a
biide-chamber, a temple of Bacchus, Bemeter,
orPersephone, < vii/iijiri,

a, bride, a nymph: see
nymph.} The typical
genus of the family
Nymphonidoe, having
well-developedmandi-
bles and five.jointed

palpi. N. gracilis is a
small European spe-
cies, about i of an inch
long. J>l'.hama1mmia&
larger sea-spider.

Nymphonacea (nim-
fO-na'se-a), to. pi. Si^-spiAKt {Nymphon hama-

[NL., <' Jftymphon + '"""•

-acea.'] A name of the Pyonogonida, derived
from the genus Nymphon.
NymphonidSB (nim-fon'i-de), TO. pi. [NL., <

Nymphon + -icke.'] A family of the prder Pyono-
gonida or Podosomata, representedby the genus
Nymphon. They are spider-like animals, related to the
pycnogonids, and like them sluggishly crawl upon marine
plants or other submerged objects. They have very long
l^B, chelate cheliceres, and palps having from five to
nine Joints.
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nymphotom^ (nim-fot'o-mi), TO. [< NL. wym-
phcB, < Gr. vv/i^at, the nymphsB, + -Touia, < ri/i-

vetv, rafielv, cut.] In surg., the excision of the
nymphsB ; the circumcision of the female.

nymyost, i- See nimious.

nyna (nind), adv. A dialectal contraction of

nigh-hand. N. and Q., 7th ser., VI. I'r4.

Nyroca (ni-ro'ka), TO. [NL. (Fleming, 1822), <

Euss. nuirolcn {nyrolc), a goosander, merganser.]

nystagmus

shrubs of the polypetalous order Cornaceee, the
dogwood family, knovra by the imbricate pet-

als and single or two-cleft style. There are 6 or

white-eyed Pochard ^Nyroca teucophthalma).

A genus of sea-ducks of the family Anatidce and
the subfamily FuUguUnm. N. ferruginea or N.
leucophthalma, formerly FuUgula nyroca, is the
common white-eyed pochard of Europe.
nyrvylt, » A Middle English form of nurvill.

nyst, ». Same as »iA
nysetet, n. A Middle English form of nicety.

ifysiinse (nis-i-i'ne), TO. pi. [NL., < Nysius +
-JTOCB.] A subfamily of Lygceidce represented
chiefly by the genus Nysius. Also NysUna.
Nj^sius (nis'i-us), TO. [NL. (Dallas^ 1852), < Gr.
Nvmoc, equiv. to Nvaaiog, of Nysa, < TSvaa, Nysa,
the name of several places associated with Bac-
chus (Dionysus).] A genus of plant-bugs of

False Chinch-bug^:A5'«"«J liestrucior]. a, leaf punctured by pupa;
d.pupa; c-.imago. (Vertical lines show natural sizes.)

the heteropterous family Lygceidce, usually of
small size and dull colors, having veins 3 and
4 of the membrane parallel to the base, it is a
large and wide-spread genus, represented in most parts
of the world. There are 12 species in North America, of
which N. angustatus or destruct&r is one of the most nox-
ious, attacking a great variety of garden-vegetables. This
Is commonly called false chinch-bug, from its superficial
resemblance to Missus leucopterus, the true chinch-bug.

Nyssa (nis'a), TO. [NL. (Gronovius, 1737), < L.
Nysa (Nyssd) = Gr. Nvaa, the nurse or foster-
mother of Bacchus; also the name of several
towns.] A genus of dicotyledonous trees or

Tupelo or Sour-gum Tree (.JVyssa sylvatica).

I, branch with fruits ; a, branch with male flowers; a, a male tlower.

6 species, of temperate and wanner Korth America and of

Asia. They bear alternate undivided leaves, small flowers

in heads or racemes, and small oblong drupes. See Uack-
gum, gumS, 3, Ogeechee lime (under lime^), pepperidge, and
tupelo.

Nysson (nis'on), TO. [NL. (Latreille, 1796), <

Gr. viaauv, ppr. of viiaauv, prick, spur, pierce.]

The typical genus of Nyssonidie. it is a widely
distributed genus, of whichl7 species havebeen described
from the United States. They have the habit, anomalous
among hymenopters, of feigning death when disturbed.

nyssonian (ni-so'ni-an), a. and to. I. a. Per-
taining to the NyssonincB.

II. TO. A member of the Nyssonince.

Nyssonidse (ni-son'i-de), TO. pi. [NL., < Nysson
+ -idw.2 A family of fossorial hymenopterous
insects, founded by Leach in 1819 on the genus
Nysson. They have the abdomen ovoid-conic, widest at

base and not petiolate ; the head moderate in size ; the
antennse filiform ; the mandibles not strongly notched at
the outer base ; the labrum short, scarcely or not exserted

;

and the marginal cell not appendiculate. Tliis family is

notable for the many instances of mimicry which its spe-
cies afford. There are 7 genera and from 50 to 60 species
in North America.

Nyssoninae (nis-o-ni'ne), to. pi. [NL., < Nysson
+ -incB."] The Nyssonidce as a subfamily of

Crabronidce.

nyssonine (nis'o-nin), a. Of or pertaining to

the Nyssonince. Also nyssonian.
nystagmus (nis-tag'mus), to. [NL., < Gr. m-
ara-y/ioQ, a nodding, sleep, < waTi^etv, nod, be
sleepy, nap. Of. vevard^siv, nod, veiciy, nod, =
L.*TOMere(incomp.), nod: aeenutunt.'] Inmed.,
involuntary lateral oscillatory (sometimes ro-

tatory, rarely vertical) motion of the eyes.

—

Miners' nystagmus, nystagmus developed in miners,
especially when they work in a dim light



1. The fifteenth letter and
fourth vowel in our alpha-
bet. It followed JTalso in the
Itallcan systems, but was separat-
ed from it in Greek and Fhenician
by another character, which in the
latter had the value of a sibilant,

and in the former that of the com-
pound ks (f). The 0-character, ac-
cordingly, was the sixteenth in the
Fhenician alphabet, and it repre-

sented there the 'ain, a very peculiar and to us unpro-
nounceable guttural ; the Greeks (as in the case of E : see
that letter) arbitrarily changed its value to that of a vowel,
corresponaing in quality to our "long o." There is no
traceable Egyptian prototype for the character ; the com-
parison of older forms is therefore as follows

:

HieroglypI
ECTptii
yphic.

oo
Early

Greek and Latin.

It thus appears that the belief, not uncommonly held, that
O represents, and is imitated from, the rounded position
of the lips in its utterance, is a delusion. The historical
value of the letter (as already noticed) is that of our o, in
noUj etc., whether of both long and short quantities, as in
Latin and the earliest Greek, or of short only, as in Greek
after the add ition to that alphabet of a special sign for long
(namely omega, S2, lu). This vowel-sound, the name-sound

of 0, is found in English usage only with long quantity
in accented syllables. There is no closely corresponding
short vowel in standard English, but only in dialectal pro-
nunciation, as in the New England utterance of certain
words (much varying in number in dilferent individuals)

:

for example, hrnne, whole, none. What we call " short o'*

(in ihot, on, etc.) is a sound of altogether different quality,
very near to a true short a (that is, a short utterance cor.

responding to the a of arm, father), but verging slightlj'

toward the "broad" a (d) or o (6) of laud, lord. "Short
" has a marked tendency to take on a "broader" sound,

especially before r, and especially in America: hence the
use, in the respellings of this work, of 6, which vai-ies in
different mouths from the full sound of d to that of d.

After these thi'ee values of the character, the next most
common one is that of the oo-sound, the original and
proper somid of u (represented in this work by 6), as in
m/Ofoe, with the nearly corresponding short sound (marked
ft) in a few words, as wolf, woman. All these vowel-sounds
partake of what is usually called a " labial " or a "rounded

"

character : that is to say, there is involved in their utter-
ance a rounding and closing movement of the lips (and, it

is held, of the whole mouth-cavity), in diflerent degrees—
least of all in d, more and more in d, 6, it, o; in the last,

carried to its extreme, no closer rounding and approxima-
tion bemg possible. The labial action helps to give the
vowel-sounds in question their fully distinctive character

;

but it can be more or less slighted without leaving them
unrecognizable, and, in the generally indifferent habit of

English pronunciation, is in a degree neglected, even in
accented syllables, and yet more in unaccented. Our "long
6," it should be added, regularly ends with a vanishing
sound of 00 (o), as our d with one of e. also has in many
words the value of the "neutral" vowels of hut, hurt: for

example, in son, come, love, work. is further a member
of several verycommon and important digraphs : thus, oo,

the most marked representative of the d-sound (in Tnoon,
rood, etc.), but also pronounced as H; (book, look, etc.) and
H (.blood, etc.); ou (in certain situations ow), oftenest rep-
resenting a real diphthong (in out, sound, rum, etc.), but
also a variety of other sounds (as in thro/ugh, could, might,

rough) ; oi (in certain situations oy), standing for a resj
diphthongalsound ofwhichthe firstelementisthe " broad

"

0- or o-sound (for example, point, boy) ; oa (load, etc.), hav-
ing the "long o-sound ; others, aseo(variouslypronounced,
as in people, yeoman, jeopard), oe(mfoe, does, etc.), are com-
paratively rare.

The poet, little urged.
But with some prelude of disparagement,
Kead, mouthing out his hollow oes and aes,

Deep-chested music.
Tennyson, The Epic (Morte d'Arthur).

2. As a medieval Eoman numeral, 11.— 3. As
a symbol : (o) In medieval musical notaUon, the

sign of the tempus perfeetum—that is, of triple

. rhythm. See mensurable music, under mensur-

able. (V) In modern musical notaUon, a nuU
(which see), (c) In chem., the symbol of oxygen,

(d) In logic, the symbol of the particular nega-

tive proposition. See A, 2 (6).— 4. An abbre-

viation: (a) Of old: as, in O. H. G., Old High
German ; O. T., Old Testament. (&) Of the Mid-

dle Latin octoCTMS, a pint. (c)[i. c] In a ship's

log-book, o! overcast— 5. PI. o's, oes (6z). Any-
thing circular or approximately so, as resem-

bling the shape of the letter o, as a spangle, the

circle of ,a theater, the earth, etc.

May we cram
Within this wooden O [the theater] the very casques
That did aflright the air at Agincourt?

Shak., Hen. V., Prol.

Fair Helena, who more engilds the night
Than all you flery oes and eyes of light.

Shak., M. N. D., iiL 2. 188.

The colours that shew best by candle-light are white,
carnation, and a kind of sea-water greene; and oes or
spangs, as they are no great cost, so they are of most glory.

Ba^on, Masques and Triumphs.
Their mantles were of several-coloured silks . . . em-

broidered with O's. B. Janson, Masque of Hymen.

6t. An arithmetical cipher; zero: so calledfrom
its form.
Now thou artan without a figure. Shak., Lear, i. 4. 212.

Rouxtd O, a zero : used to indicate the absence of runs in
base-ball, cricket, etc.

02, oh (6), interj. [< ME. o, AS. ed = D. G. Sw.
Dan. o =F. Sp. Pg. It. o = Ir. ocfe = L. o = Gr.
a, b, a common interj., of spontaneous origin.
Cf . equiv. Ar. Hind, yd; and see a^, ah, aw^, eh,

ow, etc. There is no difference between and
oh except that of present spelling, oh beingcom-
mon in ordinary prose, and the capital being
rather preferred (probably for its round and
more impressive look) in verse, and in the sol-
emn style, as in earnest address or appeal.] A
jommon interjection expressing surprise, pain,
gladness, appeal, entreaty, invocation, lament,
etc., according to the manner of utterance and
the circumstances of the case.

Fhillisides is dead. luckless age

!

widow world ! O brookes and fountains cleere

!

L. Bryskett, Fastorall Eclogue.

hone I Och honel An iuteijection of lamentation.
[Irish and Scotch.]

"Ohon, alas !" said that lady,
" This water 's wondrous deep."

Drowned Lovers (Child's Ballads, II. 179).

At the loss of a dear friend they will cry out, roar, and
tear their hair, lamenting some months after, howling "0
Hone." Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 369.

0^, oh (o), n. [< 02, oh, interj.'] 1. An ex-
clamation or lamentation.

Why should you fall into so deep an Of
SMk., K. and J., iii. 3. 90.

With the like clamour, and confused O,

To the dread shock the desp'rate armies go.
Drayton, Barons' Wars, ii. 36.

2t. Same as ho^ The O's ofAdvent, the Advent An-
thems, sung in the Komau Catholic and Anglican churches
on the days next preceding Christmas, beginning with
December 16th, as noted in the Book of Common Frayer.
They are named from the initial with which they all be-

gin. Each contains a separate invocation : as, Sapientia
(that is, Wisdom), Adonai (Lord), Root of David, etc.

—The O's of St. Bridget, or the Fifteen O's fifteen

meditations on the Fassion of Christ, composed by St.

Bridget. Each begins with Jesu or a similar invocation.

They were included in several of the primers issued in

England shortly before the Beformation. See pmner^.
03 {o),prep. [Also a (see a3); abbr. of on: see

on.] An abbreviated form of on. Commonly
written o'.

still you keep o' the windy side of the law.
Shiik., T. N., iii. i. 181.

0*t, «• [ME. 0, 00, var. of a, for earlier on, oon,

an, < AS. an, one: see a^, an\ one.'] 1. Same
as one.

Alle here gomes were glad of hire gode speche,

& seden at o sent [with one assent] " wat so tide wold alter,

Thel wold manli hi here mijt meyntene hire wille."

Waiiam of Palerrie (E. E. T. S.), I. 3017.

The kynge Ban and the kynge Bohors com to hym, and
seide so tohym of o thinge and other that theihym apesed.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ill. 498.

But faithful fader, & our fre kyng!
1 aske of you thing—but angurs you noght.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2236.

2. Same as a^, the indefinite article.

There where the blessed Virgyne seynte Kateryne was
buryed; that is to undrestonde, in o Contree, or in o Place

berynge o Name. UandevUle, Travels, p. 63.

o5 (o), prep. [Also a (see a*) ; abbr. of of: see

of. ] An abbreviated form of of, now common-
ly written o'. it is very common in coUoqnial speech,

but is usually written and printed in the full form qf. It
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is the established form of of In the phrase o'clock. See
dock^.

Some god o' the island. Shak., Tempest, L 2. 389.

0% O', [< Ir. o, Olr. ui, descendant, = Gael.
ogha, > Sc. oe, a grandson: see oe^.] A prefix
common in Irish surnames, equivalent to Mac-
in Gaelic and Irish surnames (see Mae), mean-
ing 'son,' as in CfBrien, O'Connor, CPJionnell,

(ySulli/van, son of Brien, Connor, Donnell, etc.

-0-. [Nil. etc. -0-, < Gr. -o-, being the stem-vow-
el, original, conformed, or supplied as a con-
nective, of the first element in the compound

;

= L. -j-: see -4-^.] The usual "connecting
vowel," properly the stem-vowel of the first ele-

ment, of compound words taken or formed from
the (xreek, as in acr-o-lith, chrys-o-prase, mon-
o-tone, prot-o-martyr, etc. This vowel -o- is often
accented, becoming then, as in -o-logy, -o-graphy, etc., an
apparent part of the second element (See -ology.) So in
•Old, properly .o-id, it has become apparently a part of the
suffix. See 4-2.

oadt, n. A corrupt form of woad.
No difference between ode and frankincense.

B. Jtmson, Poetaster, ii. L

oadal (6'a-dal), n. [E. Ind.] A tree, Stereulia

villosa, abundant in India, whose bast is made
into good rope, and whose bark, after soaking,
can be slipped from the log without splitting,

and sewed up to form bags.
oaf (of), n. [Early mod. B. also ouphe, *auphe,
aulf, an elf, < leel. dlfi; an elf, = AS. (elf, eU

:

see elf.'] 1. In popular superstition, a change-
ling; a foolish or otherwise defective child left

by fairies in the place of another carried off by
them.

The fairy left this auif.
And took away the other.

Drayton, Nymphidia, 1. 79.

2. A dolt; an idiot; a blockhead; a simpleton.

The fear of breeding fools
And oafs.

Fletcher and Shirley, Night-Walker, i. 4.

With Nature's Oafs 'tis quite a difl'rent Case,
For Fortune favours all her Idiot-Eace.

Congreve, Way of the World, Prol.

You great ill-fashioned oaf, with scarce sense enough to
keep your mouth shut

!

Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, iv.

oafish (6'fish), a. [< oaf + -is/a. Cf . elfish.]

Like an oaf; stupid; didl; doltish. [Rare.]

oafishness (6'fish-nes), n. The state or quality
of being oafish; stupidity; dullness; folly.

[Rare.]

oak (ok), n. [Early mod. E. oTce, < ME. oke, ok,

earlier alee, ok (> Sc. aik), < AS. dc = OFries.
ek = MD. eeke, D. eik = MLG. eke, LG. eke =
OHG. eih, eich, MHG. eich, eiche, G. eiehe = leel.

eik = Norw. eik = Sw. ek = Dan. eg (= Goth.
*aiks, not recorded), an oak; in mod. loel. in the
general sense ' tree ' (cf . Gr . 6pvg, a tree, the oak

:

White Oak ^Qfiercus-alba). >

I, branch with acoms; 2, brancb^Y»i4h male catkins; a, a male flower.



oak

see dryacT). The Lith. aueolas, Lett, ohsols, oak,
axe prob. not related to the Teut. name. For
the confusion of acorn with oah, see ocorn. OaJc
(ME. oJee) occurs in the surnames NokeS and
Snoohs.'] 1. A tree or shrub of the genus Quer-
ous, a large and widely dispersed group, oMefly
of forest-trees, in its nobler representatives tlie oat
as "the monarch of the forest" has always been impres-
sive, and it anciently held an important place in religious
and civil ceremonies. Oak chaplets were a reward of civic
merit among the Romans ; the Draids venerated the oat
as well as the mistletoe which grows upon it. Tiie tim-
ber of many species is of great economic value, and the
bark of several is used for tanning and dyeing and in med-
icine. (See oak-bark and quercitron.) One species fur-
nishes cork (see corftl). Tlie fruit-cups of some are used
in tanning (see vaZonia). (See also ^'ffiKS, Vermes, andfrermes-
odk.) The oak of English history and literature is chiefly
the British oak, QuereusRoburf having two varieties,pedun-
euZata and sessiiijlora, often regarded as species. The spe-
cies is distributed throughout a great part of Europe and in
western Asia. It attains great age, with an extreme height
of 120 feet. Por ship-building its timber is considered in-

valuable, having the requisite toughness and most other
qualities without extreme weight, and until recently it

was the prevailing material of British shipping. It is

also used tor construction, cabinet-work, etc. Its bark is

6 '7
Leaves and Acorns of different species of Oak.

t, willow-oak of North America ^Qttercus Phellos); a, chestnut-oak
of North America {Q. Prinus); 3, black-jack of North America [0.
nigra } ; 4, i^. Ilex, of Europe ; 5, Q. acuta, ofJapan ; 6, Q. laticea-
folia, of tile Malay peninsula ; 7, scarlet oak of Nortli America (g.
coccinea) : 8, Q. luctda, of the Malay peninsula.

a tanning substance of great importance. In the eastern
half of North America the white pak, Q. alba, in England
sometimes called Quebec oak, occupies a somewhat simi-

lar but less commanding position. It rises from 70 to 140
feet, and affords a hard, tough, and durable wood, used,
though not equal to the English oak, in ship-building,
construction of all sorfe, the manufacture of carriages and
implements, cabinet-making, etc. The bur, overcup, or
mossy-cup oak, Q. vmerocarpa, is a tree of similar range,
equal size, and even superior wood, which is not always
distinguished from that of the white oak.

2. One of various other trees or plants in some
respects resembling the oat.—3. The wood of

an oak-tree.— 4. One of certain moths: as, the
scalloped oak. [British collectors' name.]— 5.

The club at cards. Halliwell, [Prov. Eng.]—
Abraham's oalc, afamous and venerable tree atMamre in
Palestine, on the traditional site of the tree under which
the patriarch is supposed to have pitched his tent.

—

Afri-
can oak, a valuable wood for some ship-building pur-
poses, obtained from OW/Jeidw^/"""™". Also called^/ri-
can teak.— Barren oak, the black-jack, Queram nigra : so
called from growing in sandy barrens.—Bartrams oak,
a rare and local tree of the United States, Quereus heUro-
phyUa, sometimes regarded as a hybrid.—Basket-oak,
Quereus Michauxii, the common white oak of the Gulf
States ; useful for implements, cooperage, construction,

etc., and especially suited to basket-making.-Bear-oak.
See serub-oak.—Belote oak, a rather small evergreen spe-

cies, Qitereus Ballota, of the Mediterranean region, whose
acorns, raw or boiled, furnish an important food. Also
Soiiote.- Bitter oak, the Turkey oak.— Blaokoak. (ffl)

The quercitron oak. (6) The red oak. (c) l^iercus Erewryi
of Texas.

—

Blue oaK. Same as rmmiMin white oak.—
Botany Bay oak, any tree of the genus Camarina (which
see). See also bee/wood.—British oak, English oak. See
def. 1.—Bur-oak. See def. 1.— Charter oak, an oak-

tree in Hartford, Connecticut, in which, according to

tradition, was concealed in 1687 the colonial charter

which had been demanded by the royal governor Andros.

The tree was blown down in 1866.—Chestnut-oak, one
of several American species with leaves like the chestnut

:

namely, Qiiercus Priniis, rook chestnut-oak, with timber
useful for fencing, railroad-ties, etc., and bark excellent

for tanning ; Q. prirwides, also called yellow oak and chin-

kapivroak, with wood like the last, and small edible acorns;

and Q. demiflara, tanbark- or peach-oat, its wood largely

used for fuel, its bark the best on the Pacific coast for

tanning.— Chlnkapln-oak. 'See cA«8*nM«-offl*.— Cork-
oak. Same as cor*-«r«e.— CoW-oak. Same as 6a87f««-

ou*.—Dominica oak. See /2ex.—Duck-oak. See «>«-

ter-offli.-Duimaat oak. See durmast.—DyeiB' oak.
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Same as guerettronoah—Eveigreen oak, when used
specifically, same as holm-oak,—FOTBSi oak. See Casw.
anraa.—Gall-oak. See galls.— QoBpel oak, holy oak,
individual oaks here and there in England under which
religious services were held, and which became resting-

statious in the old ceremony of beating the parish bounds.

Dearest, bury me
ITnder that huly oke or Ooepel Tree;
Where, though thou see'st not, thou mayst think upon
Me, when thou yearly go'st Procession. Herrick.

Green oak, a condition of oak-wood caused by its being
impregnated with the spawn of Peziza oeruginosa.— Heart
of oak. See Aeort.— Indian oak. Seeteo*.—Iron-oak,
the Turkey oak, or post-oak.—Italian oak, Quercim ISseu-

lus of southern Europe and western Asia, supposed to be
the cesadits of Virgil. Erroneously called Italian beech.—
Jerusalem oak, oak of Jerusalem, the herb Chenopo-
dium Botrys: so called from the form of its leaves. Also
chilled feather-geranium. See Chenopodium and anibrose.
—Laurel-oak. (a) Quercus laurifolia, an unimportant
species of the southeastern United States. (&) Same as

8hingU-oak.— Lea's oak, Quercus Leana^ an apparent hy-
brid between Q. imbriearia and Q. tinctoria.—Live OSJk.
See live-oak.— IXaiL In the oak. See man—lUaul-oak.
See iice-oai.-Mossy-cup oak. (a) The bur-oak, some-
times distinguished as white massy-cup, (6) The Turkey
oak.—New Zealand oak. See XmjMa.-Nut-gaU
oak. See galls.—Qaks of Bashan, oaks apparently of
several species—the Valonia-oak, the holm-oak, and oth-

ers.- Overcup-oak. See def. 1, and post-oak.—Feach-
oak. See chestnut-oak, above, and wUlow-oak.—Quebec
oak. See def. 1.— Eoyal oak, an oak-tree formerly
standing at Boscobel (border of Shropshire and Stafford-

shire, England), in which Charles II. took refuge for a day
soon after his defeat at Worcester, on September 3d, 1651.

—Scarlet oak, a North American oak, Quercus cocdnea:
so named from the color of its leaves in autumn.— Silky
or silk-hark oak. See GVemiJm.-Tan-bark oak. See
c?testnut-oak, above.

—

The Oaks stakes, a race run at
Epsom in Surrey, England, two days after the Derby.
These races were originated by the twelfth Earl of Derby
in 1779, and received their name from Lambert's Oaks in
the parish of Woodmansterne, near Epsom.

—

To sport
one's oak, in Eng. university slang, to be "not at home"
to visitors— this being notified by closing the outer oak
door of one's rooms.-Turkey oak, Quercris Cerris, the
mossy-cup oak of southern Europe. Its wood is prized
by wheelwrights, cabinet-makers, etc., and is also useful
for building. The American Turkey oak is Q. Caiesbcei

of the southeastern United States. Its wood is useful
chiefly for fuel. Q. falcata, the Spanish oak, is also some-
times locally called Turkey oak.—Valparaiso oak. See
Kt)«-oa*.—Weeping oak. See white oak, below.

—

White
oak, Quercus alba (see def. 1), and four species of Pacific

North America : namely, Q. lobaia, the weeping oak ; Q.
Garryana, its wood the best subtitute in that region for
eastern white oak; Q. oblongifolia; and Q. grisea. The
mountain white oak, or blue oak, is the Californian Q.
Douglasii. The swamp white oak is Q. bicolor of eastern
North America; its wood is used for the same purposes
as that of Q. alba. The water white oak is the same as
the swamp post-oak. See post-oak.—Yellow-hark oak.
See querintron.—Yellow oak. See eh£8tnut-oak, above,
and quercitron. (See also he-oak, jack-oak, kermes-oak.)

oak-apple (6k' ap^'l),?*. An oak-gall, ^eegall^.
—Oak-apple day, in England, the 29th of lHay, on which
day boys wear oak-apples in their hats in coiinmemoration
of King Charles's adventure in the oak-tree. (See royal
oak, under oak.) The apple and a leaf or two are some-
times gilded and exhibited for a week or more on the
chimneypiece or in the window. This rustic commemora-
tion is, however, falling into disuse. HaUiwell.

oak-bark (ok'bark), n. The bark of some spe-
cies of oak, used in tanning, and to some ex-
tent in dyeing and in medicine. The white oak,
Qug/cu^ alba, is ihe officinal species in the United States.
See oak, 1, chesbrmt-oak (under oak), and quereSiron.

oak-barren (6k'bar"en), «. See opening, 5.

oak-beauty (6k'bii''''ti), n. A handsome geo-
metrid moth, Biston orAmphidasisprodromaria,
whose larva feeds on the oak.

oak-beetle (6k'be"tl), «. A serricom beetle of
the family ISuenemidcB. Adams.
Oakboy (ok'boi), n. One of a body of insur-
gents in the north of Ireland in the year 1763.
They are said to have risen in resistance to an act which
required householders to give personal labor on the roads.
Another of their grievances was the resumption by some
of the clergy of a stricter exaction of tithes. The move-
ment was soon repressed. The Oakboys received their
name from oak-sprays which they wore in their hats.

oak-chestnut (6k'ches'''nut), n. A shrub or
tree of the genus Castanopsis.

oaken (6'kn), a. [< MB. oken, < AS. deen (=
OFries. eken, eteen = D. eiken = MLG. eken,

ekensdh = OHQ-. eichm, MHGr. eiekm, eicken, (J.

eiolien = Icel. eiMnn), of oak, < ac, oak: see
oak.'\ Made of oak; consisting of oak-trees,
or of branches, leaves, or wood, etc., of the oak:
as, an oaken plank or bench.

Lady Marjorie is condemned to die,

To be burnt in a fire of oaken [wood].
Lady Marjorie (Child's Ballads, II. 840).

No nation doth equal England for oaken timber where-
with to build ships. Bacon, Advice to TlUiers.

Clad in white velvet all their troop they led.

With each an oaken chaplet on his head.
Dryden, Flower and Leaf, 1. 253.

\\Tien oaken woods with buds are pink.
Lowell, The Nest.

oakenpint (6'kn-pin), ». An apple so called
from its hardness. Mortimer, Husbandry.
oakerf, n. An obsolete spelling of oeher.

oakum
oak-feeding (ok'fe^ding), a. Feeing on oak-

leaves
;
queroivorous : specifically said of cer-

taiu silkworms, larvse of the moths Antheraa
yamamai of Japan andS.pernyi of China, which
produce an inferior kind of silk.

oak-fern (ok'ffem), n. The fem Polypodium

oak-fig (ok'fig), n. A gall produced on twigs of

white oak in the United States by CynipsforU-
cornis: so called from its resemblance to a fig.

oak-frog (ok'frog), n. A North American toad,

Bufo qiiercus: so called because it frequents-

oak-openings.
oak-gall (ok'g&l), n. An oak-apple or oak-wart.

d 6
Oak-pest ^Phylloxera rileyi), enlarg:ed.

•upa ; b. win|[ed female ; c, antenna^«, Pt . . -

greatly enlarged
under side.

', portion of infested leaf.

oak-hooktip (6k'huk'''tip), n. A British moth,
Platypteryx Jiamula.

oak-Iappet (6k'lap''''et), n. A British moth, Gas-
tropacha querdfolia.

oak-leather (6k'leSH'''6r), w. , A kind of fungus-
mycelium found in old oaks running down the

fissures, and when removed not unlike white
kid-leather. It is very common in America,
where it is sometimes used in making plasters.

oakling (ok 'ling), n. [< oak + -ling\-] A
young or small oak.

There was lately an avenue of four leagues in length,

and fifty paces in breadth, planted with young oaklings.

Evelyn, Sylva, I. ix. § 3.

oak-lungs (ok'lungz), n. A species of lichen,

Sticta pulmonacea ; lungwort.

oak-opening (6k'6p'''ning), n. See opening, 5.

oak-paper (6k'pa''''p6r), n. Paper, as for wall-

hangings, printed in imitation of the veinings-

of oak.
oak-pest (ok'-

pest), n. An
insect special-

ly injurious to
the oak; spe-
cifieally,inthe

UnitedStates,
Phylloxera ri-

leyi, the only
member of the
genus which
infests the
oak. It pro-
duces a seared
appearance of
theleaves,and
hibernates on
the twigs.

oak-plum
(ok'^lum), n.

A gall pro-
duced on the acorns of the black and red oaks
in the United States by Cynips quercus-prunus:
so called from its resemblance to a plum.
oak-potato (ok'po-ta'-'to), «. A gall produced
on the twigs of white oaks in the United States
by Cynips gue^-cus-batatus : so called from its

resemblance to a potato.
oak-spangle (6k'spang"gl), n. A flattened pi-

lose gall occurring singly on the lower side of
oak-leaves. That found in En^and is produced
by Cynips longipennis, a smallhymenopter.
oak-tangle (ok'tang'gl), n. A thicket of oak-
shrubs or -trees.

They come from the oak-tangles of the environing hills.

The Century, XXXVII. 416.

oak-tanned (ok'tand), a. Tanned with a solution
the principal ingredient of which is oak-bark.

oak-tree (ok'tre), n. [< ME. oketre, < AS. de-
tredw (=I)an. egetrce), < dc, oak, -I- tredw, tree.]

The oak.

oakum (o'kum), w. [Formerly also occam, ockam,
and more prop, oeum, okum; < ME. *oeumbe, <
AS. dcumba, dcemba, cecuniba, oeceniba (also cum-
6a), tow, oakum-(= OHG. dchambi, MHG. dkam-
be, dkamp, in comp. hanef-dkambe, hemp-oakum,
the refuse of hemp when hackled), lit. 'that
which is combed out,' < *dcemban, comb out,< a-,

out, -I- cemban, comb : see a-i, and oomb^, kemb.
The AS. prefix a-, unaccented in verbs, takes the
accent in nouns (cf . arist), and has in this case
changed to E. oa (6).] 1. The coarse part sepa-
rated from flax; or hemp in hackling; tow.

—

2. Junk or old ropes untwisted, and picked into
loose fibers resembling tow : used for calking
the seams of ships, stopping leaks, etc. That
made from untarred ropes is called white oakum.

For this Nut (which is as bigge as an Estridge egge) hath
two sorts of huskes, as our Walnuts, whereof the vpper-
most is hairy (like hempe), of which they make Occam, and
Cordage, of the other shell they make drinklng-oups.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 606.



oakum
All would Bink

Bat for the ocum caolked in every chink.
John Taylor, Works (1630X HL 66.

oak-wart (ok'w&Tt), n. An oak-gall. Browning.
oak-web (ok'web), «. The cockchafep, Melolon-
fha vulgaris. Also oaUed oeuh. [Prov. En^.]
oaky (6'ki), a. [< oak + -yi.] Besembling
oak; hard; firm; strong.

The oaky, rocky, flinty hearts of men.
Bp. HaU, Estate of a Christian.

oander, oandnrtli (on'der, on'd^rth), ». Dia-
lectal forms of undem.
oapi (or), H. [Early mod. E. also ore ; < ME. ore,

earlier are, < AS. or = Icel. ar = Sw. &r, d,ra

= Dan. aare, an oar
;
prob. akia to Gr. eptriiiv

= L. remus, an oar, Gr. epinig, an oarsman,
rower, later (in pi.) also oars, kpiaauv, row, Iiith.

irklas, an oar, irti, row, Skt. aritra, a paddle,
rudder; referred, with the verb roirl (AS. row-
an, etc.) and its deriv. rudder, to / ar, drive,

row, prob. same as -\/ ar, raise, move, go : see
row'-, rudder.2 1. A long wooden implement
used for propelling a boat, barge, or galley.
It consists of two parts— a flat feather-shaped or spoon-
shaped part called the blade, which is dipped into the wa-
ter in rowing, and a roanded part called the loom, end-
ing in a piece of less diamet^ than the rest, called the
handle. The oar rests in a hole or indentation in the
gnnwale, called the rouiock or oar-loek, or ^between two
pins called thole-pine, or in a metal rest or socket. The
action of an oar in moving a boat is that of a lever, the
rower's hand being the power and the water the fnlcmm.
Oars are frequently used for steering, as In whale-boats.

Insomoche we hadde none other remedy but strake
downe our boote and mannyd her with aree, wherwithalL

Sir R. Quylfarde, Fylgrymage, ]>. 68.

This tls, sir, to teach you to be too busy.
To covet all the gain% and all the rumours.
To have a stirring oar in all men's actions.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, iv. S.

2. In bretcifl^, a blade or paddle with which the
mash is stirred. JB. H. SJiight.— 3. In sool.,

an oar-like appendage of an animal used for
swimming, as the leg or antenna of an insect

or crustacean, one of the parapodia of annelids,

etc.—4. One who uses an oar; an oarsman;
also, a waterman. [Colloq.]

Tarlton, being one Sunday at court all day, caused a paire
of oares to tend him, who at night called on him to be
gone. Tarlton, being a carousing, drunk so long to the
watermen that one of them was bumpsie ; and so indeede
were all three for the most part

TotOon's Jests (1611). (HoStiwH.)

Dorsal oais, in zool. See def. 3, and ntOapodium.—
Muffled oars. See muffled,—Oazs ! the order to lay on
oars.—To bac^ the oars, bend to the oars, boat the
oars. See ilie verbs To lie on one's oars, to suspend
rowing, but withoutshipping the oars ; hence, figuratively,

to cease from work ; rest ; take things easy.—To peak the
oars, to raise the blades out of the water and secure them
at a common angle with the surface of the water by pla-

cing the inner end of each oar under the batten on the
opposite side of tjie boat.—To put one's oar In, or to
put in one's oar, to interfere unexpectedly or of&ciously

;

intermeddle in the business or concerns of others.
—

"To

ship tbs oars, to place them in the rowlocks.—To
take the laboring oar. SeeloJiori.—Totosstheoais,
to throw up the blades of the oars and hold them perpen-
dicnlarly, the handles resting on the bottom of the boat:
a salute.—To trail the oars,to throw the oais out ofthe
rowlocks, andpermit them to hang outside the boat by the
traiUng-Unes.—To unship the oais, to take the oars out
of the rowlocks.—Ventral oaxs, in zool. See det 3, and
notopodtum. (See also bow-oar, stroke-oar.)

oari (or), «. [<oa)-i, «.] 1. intrans. To use an
oar or oars ; row.

Once more undaunted on the min rode.
And oafd with labonring arms along the flood.

Broome, in Pope's Odyssey, xlL 526.

H. trans. 1. To propel by or as by rowing.

His bold head
"Bove the contentious waves he kept, and oai^d
Himself with his good arms in lus^ stroke
To the shore. ShiA., Tempest, it 1. 118.

Some to a low song oar'd a shallop by,

Or under arches of the marble bridge
Hung, shadow'd from the heaL

Teta^/son, Princess, il

2. To traverse by or as by means of oars.

Forsook the Ore and oar'd with nervous limbs
The billowy brine.

Hoole, tr. of Ariosto's Orlando Forioso, xL

3. To move or use as an oar.

And Kaiads oar'd
A glimmering shoulder under gloom

Of cavern pillars.

Tamysm, To E. Ik on his Travels in Greece.

oar^t, » An obsolete spelling of ore^.

oared (ord), a. [< oari + -ed^.] i. Pnmished
with oars: used in composition: as, a four-

oored boat.—2. 1d.zooI.: (a) Oar-footed: as, the

oared shrew, Sorex remifer, a common aquatic

shrew of Europe. (6) Specifically, copepod or

copelate. (c) Totlpalmate or steganopodous,

as a bird's foot.
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oar-flsh (or'fish), «. A traehypteroid or tseni-

osomous fish, Eegaleeus glesne, of the family
RegdUddee, a kind of ribbon-fish. It attains a
length of from IL' to more than 20 feet.

oar-footed (or'fut'ed), a. Having feet like oars;

copepod: said of some crustaceans.
oaria, ». Plural of oarium.
oariocele (o-a'ri-o-sel), n. [< Mj. oarium +
Gr. m?/J/, tumor.] Li "pathol., hernia of the
ovary.

oaritis (6-a^ri'tis), >i. [NL., < oarium + -iUs.']

In patAoJ., ovaritis.

oarium (o-a'ri-um), «.
;
pi. oaria (-a). [Nli., <

Gr. ^Mpwiv, a little egg (tsUsenin sense of tiie diff.

but related XL. ovarium, ovary), dim. of^ =
L. ovum, an egg.] An ovary or ovarium.
oarlaps(6r'laps), H. See the qnotation.

One parent [rabbit], or even both, are oarjajw— that is,

have their ears sticking out at right angles.
Darwin, Yar. ofAnimals and Plants iv.

earless (orles), «. [< oarl + -less.'] Not suj)-

plied with oars ; destitute or deprived of oars.

A broken torch, an oariegs boat.
Byron, Bride of Abydos, ii. 26.

oar-lock (orlok), )i. A rowlock.
oar-propeller (dr'pro-pel'fer), n. A device to
imitate by machinery tiie action of sculling.

oarsman (orz'man), n.
;
pi. oarsmen (-men). [<

oar's, poss. of oafi, + man.] One who rows wifii

an oar; a boatman; especially, one who rows
for exercise or sport.

oarsmanship (drz'man-ship), n. [< oarsman
+ ship.] The art ofrowing; sMll as an oars-
man.
oar-SWivel (or'swiv'el), n. A kind of rowlock,
consisting of a pivot«d socket for the shaft of
an oar on the gnnwale of a boat.
oary (or'i), o. [< oari + -yi.] Having the form
or serving the purpose of an oar. [Bare.]

The swan with arched neck.
Between her white wings mantling proudly, rows
Her state wiUi oary feet. JftUon, P. L., vii. 410.

oasal (o-a'sal), o. [< costs + -al.] Of or per-
taining to an oasis or to oases; found in oases:
as, oosaJ flora.

oasef, oasief. Obsolete forms of oose, oozy.

oasis (o-a'sis), n.
;
pi. oases (-sez). [=F. oasis=

Sp. oisis

=

Pg. oasis (preservingthe L. form); P.
also oase = It. oast = D. G. Dan. oase= Sw. oas
= Kuss. oasM, oasisU; < LL. Oasis (L. in deriv.

Oasites). a place in the west of Egypt to which
criminals were banished by the emperors, < Gr.
"Oaaic (Herodotus), ^vaai^ (Strabo) (this second
form appar. simulating Gr. avetv, dry, wither,
= Ii. urere, bum), also 'Qaatf, and (the city)

"taaif, a fertile spot in the Libyan desert; of
Egypt, origin; ef. Coptic ouahe (> Ar. wah), a
dwelling-place, an oasis, < otiih, dwell.] Origi-

nally, a fertile spot in the Libyan desert where
there is a spring or well and more or less vege-
tation; now, any fertile tract in the midst of a
waste : often used figuratively.

O me, my pleasant rambles by the lak^
My sweet, wild, fresh three quarters of a year.

My one Oasis in the dust and drouth
Of city life

!

Termymn, Edwin Morris.

Fountains are never so fresh and vegetation never so

glorious as when you stumble upon some oasis after wan-
dering over an arid wilderness. Edinburgh Sev.

oat

oast (ost), n. [< ME. oost, ost, < AS. ast (= OD.
est, ast, D. eest), a kUn, drying-house ; akin to-

ad, a funeral pile, L. <B(?es,"house (hearth), Gr.
aWof, burning, heat, aidrip, ether, etc. : see edi-

fy, ether, etc.] A kiln to dry hops or malt. See
cut in preceding column.
oast-kouse (ost'hous), «. 1. A building for
oasts or hop-Mlns.

'The hops are measured oS, and taken to oast-hoiaes
twice a day, according to the construction and capacity of
the oasts. J. C. Morton, Cyc. of Agriculture.

2. A drying-house or a building in which some-
thing, as tobacco, is dried and cured.

And it ought to touch the heart of the most callous of
conservative agriculturists to spend twenty minutes of
fingering and sampling in the aromatic warmth of a well-
arranged tobacco oast-house, where the luxuriant crop-
hangs in long vistas of tawny-colonred tassels, each tassel
"hand" composed of the wide fronds in their unbroken
integrity, strung on a lath and hung points downwards

!

NineUenlh Century, XXTV. 572.

oat (6t), n. [Early mod. E. also ote, otes, dial.

(Sc.) oits; < ME. ote, oote, earlier ate (usually
in pL, ates, earlier oten), < AS. ate (in earliest

form dtw). pL dtan, oat (tr. L. arena), also-

coekle, tares (tr. L. loUum and zisania); not
found in other tongues. Some compare the
Icel. (dim.) eitUl, a nodule in stone, = Xorw.
eitel, a knot, nodule, gland; also Russ. yadro,

a kernel, ball, Gr. oldof, a swelling (see edema)

;

the name being given, in this view, with ref . to
its rounded shape. Otherscompare the AS. etan,

E. eat (cf. cBt (= Icel. dta, also ceti), meat, prey)

;

but why oats should be singled out, as 'that

which has a rounded shape' or 'that which is

eaten,' from other grains of which the same is

equ^ly or more true, is not clear.] vl. (a) A
cereal plant, -J re»o sativa, or its seed: eonmion-
lyused in the plural in a collective sense. The oat
was already in cultivation before the Christian era, and is

sown in a variety of soils in all cool climates, degenerating

OasL

a, giate ; d, a^i-pit ; f, c, passage for air which rises aroand the
furnace and radiator and passes uirough the perforated diying-floor

*V d, smoke-opening; e, e, radiator; y, smoke-passage; fr, Qp-take;
h, k, outlets for smoke ; J, t, i, entrances to and ents fiom di^ng-
8oor; OT, cupola perforated for escape of air and moisture. Crhenops
to tie dried are spreail on the floor i.)

Panicle of Oat [Avena satrVa).

a, a spikelet ; d, the lower flowering glume with awn ; c, the upper
flowering glume ; d, a neutral flower ; e, grain inclosed l>y the flower-
ing glumes and die palet, the awn detached.

toward the tropic^ yet not ripening quite as far north as-

barley. Oats are ^rown chiefiy as food for beasts, espe-

cially horses, being most largely so used in the United
States ; but they ^so form an important human food (es-

pecially in Scotland, of late years somewhat in the United
States), in point of nutrition ranked higher by some than
ordinary grades of wheat flour. (See oatmeal, groats, and
sowens.) All the varieties of the ordinary cultivated oat
are referred to A. sativa, but this is believed by many to
be derived from the wild oat, A. fatua. The race called

naked oat, sometimes regarded as a species, A. nuda, dif-

fers &om other sorts in having the seed free from the
glome. It is successfnl in Ireland, etc., but not in Amer-
ica. A variety well approved in both hemispheres is the
polato-oat, with a large white plump grain, the original

of which was fonnd growing accidentally with potatoes.

The black Poland is another esteemed variety: the Tar-
tarian and the Siberian are recommended for poor soils.

The varieties ar« numerous, new ones constantly appear-
ing.

It fell on a day, and a bonny simmer day.

When green grew aits and barley.

Bonnie House (if Airly (Child's Ballads, VI. 186).

The cotmtry squires brewed at home that strong ale

which, after dinner, stood on the table in decanters marked
with the oat and was drunk in lieu of wine.

S. DouxU, Taxes in England, IT. 68.

(6) Any species of Arena. The wild oat of Etvope,
A, fatua, is a weed of cultivation in many places ; in Cali-

fornia, where it abounds, it is extensive^ utilized as hay.

The animal, fiy, or hygrometric oat, A. sterHis, native in

Barbary, has two long, strong, much-bent awns, which
twist and untwist wiUi changes of moisture, and so be-

come a means of locomotion. Various species are more
or less available for pasture.

2t. A musical pipe of oat-straw ; a shepherd's
pipe; hence, pastoral song. See oaten pipe,

under oaten.



oat

To get tby steerling, once aga<D
I'le play thee such another strain
That thou shalt swear my pipe do's raigne
Over thine oat as soveraigne.
Henick, A Beucolick, or Discourse of Keatherds.

But now my oat proceeds.
And listens to the herald of the sea
That came in Neptune's plea.

Milton, Lycidas, 1. 88.

Corbie oats. See corSie.—False oat. Same as oat-grasa,
2.—Seaside oat. See space-grag8.—Sb.0Tt oat, a culti-
vated variety of the oat.— Sk&less oat. Same as naked
oat. See def. 1.—To SOW one's Wild oats, to indulge in
youthful excesses ; practise the dissipations to which some
are prone in the early part of life : hence, to have sown one's
wUd oats is to hare given up youthful follies.

We meane that wilfull and unruly age, which lacketh
rypeness and discretion, and (aa wee saye) ?uUh not sowed
9dl theyr wyeld Oates.

Touehstone qf Complexions (1676), p. 99. (Dames.)

Water-oatB. See Jndion rice, under ric«.—Wild Oat. (o)
Various species of ..li^na otherthan .1. satlva. See def. 1 (o).

(6) Bromvs secalinus. [Proy. Eng.] (o) Pharos latifolius.

[West Indies.]—Wild OatBt, a raJdsn, dissipated person.

The tailors now-a-days are compelled to excogitate, in-

vent, and imagine diversities of fashions tor apparel, that
they may satisfle the foolish desire of certain light brains
and wUd oats, which are altogether given to new faugle-
ness. Bacon, Works (ed. 1843), p. 204. (Nares.)

oat-cake (ot'kak), ». A cake made of the meal
of oats. It is generally very thin and brittle.

oaten (6'tn), a. [< ME. oten, < AS. *aten, of the
oat, < ate, oat : see oat.'] 1 . Made of the stem of

the oat.

He whilest he lived was the noblest swaine
That ever piped in an oaten quill.

Spenser, Colin CIouIj, 1. 441.

When shepherds pipe on oaten straws,
Shak., L. L L., v. 2. 913.

Might we but hear
The lolded flocks penn'd in their wattled cotes.

Or sound of pastoral reed with oaten stops.

Milton, Comus, 1. 346.

2. Made of oats or oatmeal: as, oaten hread.

They lacked oten meale to make cakes withalL
Bemsrs, tr. of Froissart's Chron., I. xviii.

This botcher looks as if he were dough-baked ; a little

butter now, and I could eat him like an oaten cake.
Fletcher (and another), Love's Cure, ii. 1.

Oaten pipe, a musical pipe made of an oat-straw cut so
as to have one end closed by a knot, the other end open.
I^^ear the knot a slit is cut so as to form a reed.

oat-flight (ot'flit), ». The chaff of oats. Hal-
Uwell. [Prov. Eng.]
oat-fowl (ot'foTil), n. The snow-bunting, Plec-

trophanes nivalis. [Bare.]

oat-grass (ot'gras), n. 1. The wild species
of Avena.— 3. Another grass, Arrhenatherum
aveiiaeeum. it is somewhat valued for pasture and hay.
It is naturalized in the United States from Europe. Also
called false oat, in the United States taU or meadow oat-

grass, and evergreen grass.

3. A grass of the genus Danthonia, distin-

guished sometimes as wild oat-grass Meadow
03,t-etasB, Arrhenatherum avenacewm. See def. 2. [U.S.]

oath. (6th), n.
;
pi. oaths (oTHz). [Early mod. E.

also othe; < ME. oth, oath, earlier ath, < AS. ath
= OS. eth, ed = OPries. eth, ed = 'D.eed = OHG.
eid, MHCJ. eit, (3c. eid = Icel._ eidhr = Sw. Dan.
ed= Goth, aiths, an oath ;

prob. = Olr. oeth, an
oath; no other forms found: root unknown.]
1 . A solemn appeal to the Supreme Being in

attestation of the truth of some statement or

the binding character of some covenant, un-
dertaking, or promise ; an outward pledge that
one's testimony or promise is given under an
immediate sense of responsibility to God.

For thei seyn. He that swerethe will disceyye his Neygh-
bore : and therefor alle that thei don, thei don It with-
outen Othe. MandevUle, Travels, p. 202.

Such an act

. . . makes marriage-vows
As false as dicers' oaths.

Shak., Hamlet, iiL 4. 46.

Neither is there or can be any tie on human society

when that of an oath Is no more regarded ; which being
an appeal to God, he is immediate judge of it.

Vryden, Vlnd. of Duke of Guise.

All the officers appointed by congress were to take an
oath of fidelity as well as of omoe.

Bancroft, Hist. Const., II. 113.

2. The form of words in which such attestation

is made. Oaths are of two kinds : (a) assertoiy oaths, or
those by which something is asserted as true, and (b) prom-
issory oaths (see promissorg oath, oath of allegiance, and
oath of office, below). Witnesses are allowed to take an
oath in any form which they consider binding on their

conscience. Provision is made in the cases of those who
have conscientious objections to the taking of an oath, or

those who are objected to as incompetent to take an oath,

whereby they are allowed to sabstitute an affirmation or

solemn promise and declaration. Oaths to perform ille-

gal acts do not bind, nor do they excuse the performance
of the act.

3. A light or blasphemous use of the name of

the Divine Being, or of anything associated

with the more sacred matters of religion, by
way of appeal, imprecation, or ejaculation.

4052

And specyally in youth gentUmen ben tawght
To swere gret othis, they sey for jentery

;

Every boy wenyth it be annext to curtesy.

MS. Lattd 416, f. 39. (HaUiweU, under jenterj/.)

Swear me, Kate, like a lady as thou art,

A good mouth-filling oath.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ill. 1. 2B9.

The Axes so oft blistered their tender fingers that many
times every third blow had a loud othe to drowne the echo.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 197.

The Accusing Spirit, which flew up to Heaven's chancery
with the oath, blushed as he gave it in ; and the Kecording
Angel, as he wrote it down, dropped a tear upon the word,
and blotted it out forever. Stame, Tristram Shandy, vi. 8.

4. Loosely— (a) An ejaculation similar in form
to an oath, but in which the name of God or of

anything sacred is not used.

And laughed, and blushed, and oft did say
Her preti^y oath, by Yea and Nay.

Scott, Marmion, v. 11.

(6) An imprecation, differing from a curse in
its less formaland more exclamatory character

:

itmaybe humorous, oreven affectionate, among
rude and free-living men. (c) An exclamatory
word or phrase, usually without appropriate-
ness to the subject in hand, expressing surprise,

and generally displeasure, though sometimes
even approval or admiration, it may refer to some-
thing sacred, and even be what is called blasphemous, but
is often wholly unmeaning, or is a corruption or softening of
an originally blasphemous expression, as zounds 1 for Ood's
(Christ's) wounds, egad for 6y Qod, etc.—Corporal oatht.
See cojyoroZl.— Highgate oatht, a jocose asseveration
which travelers toward London were required to take at a
tavern at Highgate. They were obliged to swear that they
would not drink small beer when they could get strong,

unless indeed they liked the small better, with other
statements of a similar character.— Iron-clad oath, an
oath characterized by the severity of its requirements and
penalties : especially applied to the oath required by the
tjnited States government from certain persons in civil

and official life after the civil war of 1861-5, on account
of its rigor with reference to acts of disloyalty or sympa-
thy therewith.—Judicial oath, an oath administered in
a judicial proceeding, sometimes used as including any
oath taken before an authorized officer in a case in which
the law sanctions the taking of an oath : in contradistinc-
tion to extrajudicial oath, or an oath which, though taken,
it may be, before a judicial officer, is not required or sanc-
tioned by law. Also called voluntary oath.—Oath Of
abjuration. See abjuration—Oath of allegiance, a
declaration under oath promising to bear true allegiance
to a specified power.—Oath Of conformity and obe-
dience, a vow taken by priests, bishops, and members of
the Boman Catholic Church.-Oath of fealty. Seefealty.
—Oath of office, an oath required by law from an officer,

promising the faithful discharge of his duties as such.—
Oath of opinion. See (n»mo».—Oath of supremacy.
See supremaeg.—'Boai debtor's oath. See debtor.—
Promissory oath, an oath by which something is prom-
ised, such as the oath of a prince to rule constitutionally.

-Promissory Oaths Act, a British statute of 1868 (31
and 32 Vict., c. 72), amended 1871 (34 and 35 Vict., c. 48),
which prescribes the form of the oath of allegiance and
official oaths.—Qualified oath, in Scots law, the oath of
a party on a reference where circumstances are stated
which must necessarily be taken as part of the oath, and
which therefore qualify the admission or denial. Imp. _

Diet.—To make oath. See makeK—Upon one's oath,
sworn to speak the truth.

They cannot speak always as if they were upon their

oath— but must be understood, speaking or writing, with
some abatement. Lamb, Imperfect Sympathies.

oathahlet (o'tha-bl), a. [< oath + -able.] Fit
to be sworn.

You are not oatTiable,

Although 1 know youll swear.
Shak.,T. of A., iv. 3. 135.

oath-bound (oth'bound), a. Bound by oath.

His political aspirations are not forced to find expres-
sion in the manoeuvres of oath-bound clubs.

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLII. 649.

oath-breaking (6th'bra'''king), n. The violation
of an oath

;
perjury.

I told him gently of onr grievances.
Of his oath-meaking. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 2. 38.

oath-rite (oth'rit), n. The formused at the tak-
ing of an oath.

oat-malt (ot'mftlt), n. Malt made from oats.

oatmeal (ot'mel), n. l. Meal made from oats.

The grain, with the husk removed, is kiln-dried
and ground.

sister, sister, that may not bee . . .

Till salt and oatmeale grow both of a tree.

TheMiIle!randtheKing'sDaughter(Ciaii'a^«iiiiA%,ll.miS).

2. A mush or porridge prepared from oatmeal.— 3t. [cap.] (5ne of a band of riotous profli-

gates who infested the streets of London in
the seventeenth century. [Slang.]

Do mad prank with
Bearing Boys and Oatmeals.

Dekker and Ford, Sun's Darling, i. 1.

oat-mill (ot'mil), n. A machine for grinding
oats, (a) A crushing-mill for the rough grinding of oats
as feed for horses. (5) A mill for grinding oats for oat-
meal.

oatseed-bird (ot'sefi-bferd), n. The yellow wag-
tail orirqUaketail, Budytes rayi. [Local, Eng.]

obconic

oaze (6z), n. An obsolete or dialectal variant
of ooze.

ob^t (ob)) »*• [^ Heb. 'obh, a necromancer, sor-

cerer. The resemblance to obi, obeah noted by
DeQuincey ("Modern Superstition") is appar.
accidental.] A necromancer; a sorcerer.

ob^t. -Aji abbreviation of objection, used in con-
nection with sol, abbreviation of solution, in the
margins of old books of divinity. Hence obs

and sols, objections and solutions. See ob-and-

soler.

Bale, Erasmus, &c., explode, as a vast ocean of obs and
sols, school divinity.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., To the Beader, p. 150.

A thousand idle questions, nice distinctions, subtleties,

Obs and Sols. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 625.

The youth is In a wofnil case

;

WhQst he should give us sols and obs.

He brings us in some simple bobs.
And fathers them on Mr. Hobs.

L(^al Songs, II. 217. (Nares.)

ob. An abbreviation of the Latin obiit, he (or

she) died: used in dates.

ob-. [L. ob-, prefix (usually changed to oc- be-
fore 0, to o/- before/-, to og- before g-, to op-

before^, also in some cases obs-, os-), ob, prep.,

toward, to, at, upon, about, before, on account
of, for ; OL. op = Oscto op = TJmbrian up = (3r.

em, upon, to: see epi-.] A prefix in words of

Latin origin, meaning 'toward,' 'to,' 'against,'

etc., or 'before,' 'near,' 'along by,' but often
merely intensive, and not definitely translata-

ble. Its force is not felt in English, and it is not used in

the formation of new words, except in a series of geomet-
rical terms, applied to shape, especially in natural history,

such terms being based upon oblate or oblong, and the pre-

fix meaning ' reversed *: as, obclavate, obcompressed, obconic,

obcordate, oblanceolate, obimtmeate, oboval, obovate, obovoid,

obrotund, etc.

obambulatet (ob-am'bu-lat), v. i. [< L. obam-
bulatus, pp. of obambulare, walk before, near,

or about, < ob, before, about, + ambulare, walk

:

see ambulate and amble. Ct. perambulate.] To
walk about. Cocker'am.

obamb'Ulation (ob-am-bu-la ' shon), n. [< L.

obambulaUo{n-), a walking about, <; obambulare,
walk about : see obambulate.] A walking about.

Impute all these ohambulatimis and nightwalks to the
quick and flery atoms which did abound in our Don.

Gayton, Notes on Don Quixote, p. 217.

ob-and-solert, ob-and-soUert (ob'and-sol'er),

n. [< ob and sol (see o62) -I- -eri.] A scholas-

tic disputant; a religious controversialist; a
polemic.

To pass for deep and learned scholars,
Although but paltry Ob-and-SoUers;
As if th' unseasonable fools
Had been a coursing in the schools.

S. BicOer, Hudibras, in. iL 1242.

obang (6-bang'), n. [Jap., < 6, great, -f ban, di-

vision.] An oblong gold coin of Japan, round-
ed at the ends, and worth 100 bu, or about |25

:

not now in circulation.

obarnet, obarnit, n. [Origin obscure.] A bev-
erage associated in texts of the sixteenth cen-
tury with meath and mead, and in one case
mentioned as a variety of mead.

Carmen
Are got into the yellow starch; and chimney-sweepers
To their tobacco and strong waters, bum,
Meath, and obami. B. Jonson, Devil is an Ass, L 1.

With spiced meades (wholesome but dear).
As meade obame, and meade cherunk.
And the base quasse, by pesants drunk.
Pymlyco, quoted by Gifford in B. Jonson, VII. 241.

Obbenite (ob'en-it), n. [Appar. from some one
named Obben.] One of an Anabaptist sect in
northern Europe, about the time of Menno
(about 1530). See the quotation.

Menno attached himself to the Obberntes, who held that
on earth true Christians had no prospect but to suffer per-
secution, refused to use the sword, and looked for no mil-
lennium on earth. Encyc. Brit., XVL 12.

obbligato (ob-li-ga'to), a. and n. [It., bound,
obliged, < L. obligdtus, bound: see obligate,

oblige.] I, a. In music, indispensable ; so im-
portant that it cannot be omitted : especially
used of accompaniments of independent value.

II. n. An accompaniment, whether for a solo
or a concerted instrument, which is of inde-
pendent importance; especially, an instrumen-
tal solo accompanjdng a vocal piece.
Also spelled obligato,

obclavate (ob-kla'vat), a. [< ob- + clavate.]
Inversely clavate.

obcompressed (ob-kom-presf), a. [< ob- +
compressed.] ia. bot., flattened anteroposte-
riorly instead of laterally.

obconic (ob-kon'ik), a. [< ob- + conic] In
nat. hist., inversely conical; conical, with the
apex downward.
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obconical

Obconical (oVkon'i-kal), a. [< obeomc + -aJ.]
Same as obeonie.

obcordate (obidr'dat), a. [< 06- + cordate.'i
In nat. kigt., inversely heart-
shaped; cordate, bat vith the
broader end, with its strong
notch, at the apex instead of
the base.
Obcordifoim (ol>-kdr'di-fdrm),
a. [< obeord(ate) + 1,.forma,
form.] Obcordate in form and
position : said of leaves, etc.

obdeltoid (ob-del'toid), a. [<
ob- + deUouISi In nat. hist.,

inversely deltoid; triangalar
wiUi the Sipes. downward.

Obdiplostemonons (ob-dip-lo-ste'mo-nns), a.
[< 06- + diplostemonous.'] ia bot., exhibiting
or affected by obdiplostemony.
obdiplostemony (ob-dip-lo-sti'mo-ni), n. [< ob-

+_ diplostemoHj/.'] The condition in a flower
with twice as many stamens as sepals or petals
whereby the onter whorl of stamens is anti-
petalons and the inner whorl antise|Alons:
opposed to diplostemoHg.

In at least most of Uie genen and ordeis w]>»e o6di-
piogtmMony has been notloed in the completely developed
flowo; it is simply doe to the petiline whoii of filaments
beii^ so to say, thinst ootside the lerel of the calycine
whori by theprotmding battress-like bases of the carpels,
as in Gmniom pratenseL

« HemUnn, Origin of Floral Stractnres, p. 189.

obdormition (ob-ddr-mish'on), ». [< L. ob-
dormire, fall asleep, < ob, toward, to, + dormire,
sleep : see dorm.'] If. Sleep; the state or con-
dition of being asleep. [Bare.]

A peaceful dbdornUtwn in thy bed of ease and honour,
fp. HaU, Contemplations, iv.

2. The state or condition of numbness of a part
dne to pressure on a nerve: as, the obdormition
of a Umb.
obdnce (ob-dns'), v. (.; pret. and pp. obdyced,
ppr. obdiKing. [< L. obdueere, lead or draw
before or on or over, < ob, before, on, over, +
dueere, lead, draw : see t^ust.'] To draw over,
as a covering.

OoToed with feathers, <» hair, <»r a cortex that ig ofr-

dueed orer the cutis, as in elephants and some S(»t of In-
dian dogs. SEr M. Hale, Orig. <d Mankind, p. 65.

obdnct (ob-dokt'), r. t. [< L. obehietus, pp. of
obdueere, lead or draw before or on or over:
see obdute.'] To draw over; cover; obdnee.

ilea are left-banded Then the livra- ison the rqilit sid^
yet so iMueled and covered with Qiick ^ins that it can-
not diffuse its rratue to the right.

Sir T. Brownt, Vulg. Btr., iv. 5.

obdnction (ob-dnk'shon), n. [< L. obdMeUo{n-'),

a covering, enveloping, < obdueere, lead or cbaw
before or on or over, envelop: see obduce, ob-
duct.'J The act of drawing over, as a covering.
Coekeram.

obdnracy (ob'dn-ra-si or ob-dn'i&-si), n. [< oib-

dura(te) + -ey.] ^e state or quality of being
obdurate: especiaUy, the state ofbeingharden-
ed against moral influences ; extreme hardness
of heart ; rebellious persistence in wickedness.

Sy this hand, Uioo thinkestme as far in the devil's book
as thon and Falstaff for obdttraey and persistency.

Shak^iBfai. IV., iL 2. SO.

Obduracy takes place ; callous and tough.
The reprobated race grows jadgment-proot

Cmcper, Table-TUk, L 458.

God nuyby almigh^ grace hinder the ahodate comple-
tion of sin in final oAdani^. Smth.

=SyiL See obdurate.

obdurate (ob'dn-rat). r. t. ; pret. and pp. obAh-
rated, ppr. obdttraUng. [< L. obebaratiis, pp. of
obdurare (> Pg. obdurar), harden, become hard-
ened: see o&<iwre.] To harden; eonflnn in re-

sistance ; make obdurate.

Oidurated to the height of boldness.
Dr. H. Man, Mysteryof Godliness, p. 38.

But [fiffce] greatly obdunUes also the unreasonalde.
Petal, To Lud Arlingttm.

obdurate (ob'dn-rat or ob-du'rat), a. [= It. ob-
dmrato, < L. obdufa^is, pp., hardened: see tiie

verb.] 1. Hardened, especially against moral
influences; wickedly resisting.

With minds obdtmie nothii^ prevafleth.
Hooter, Bodes. Polity, t. 82.

The allowance of sneh afaTonr [a miracle] to thon [the
bad) would serve only to render Uiem mcoe obdumte and
more inexcosable; it would enhance thor guHt, and in-

crease theircondemnation. Bp. Atteritay,Sermw>a,I,:sS.

Thei« is no flesh in man's obdurate heart.

It does not feel for man. Cooper, Task, a. 8.

Custom maketh blind and obdurate
The loftiest hearts.

SheOes, Bevolt of Islam, iv. a.
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2. Hard-hearted; inexorable; unyielding; stab-
bom.

Women are s(^ mfld, pitiful, and flerible

;

^loa Stan, obdurate, Mnty, rou^ remorseless.
Shot., 3 Hen. TL, L 4. US.

Xhe earth, obditrale to the tears of Heaven,
I«ts nothing shoot but poison'd weeds.

fteleher. Sea Voyage, L 3.

Long did he strive the obdurate foe to gain
By proffered gract Addiem, The Campaign.

Why (he fair was obdurate
None knows— to be sure^ it

Was said she was setting her cap at the Curate.
Btatam, Ingmdsby Legend^ L 69i

3. Inflexible; stiff; harsh. [Bare.]
niey joined the most obdurate consonants without one

intareoing voweL Swift.

The rest ... sat on well-tann'd hlde^
Obdurate and unyielding, glassy smooth.
With here and there a toft of crimson yam.
Or scarlet crewel, in the cosbion fix'd.

Cmcper, Task, L 52.

=Syn. 1. Obdurate, CaHous, Hardened. These words
all retain the original meaning of physical hardening, al-
though it is obsolescent with obdvmOe. In the moralsig-
nification, the figure is most felt in the use of callous
which indicates sensibilities to rightand wrong deadraied
by hard tzeatanent, like oufioiii fiesh. Hardened is less
definite it being not always clear whether the person is
viewed as made hard by circumstances or as having hard-
ened himself against better influaioes and prop^ claims.
Obdurate is the strongest, and implies most of detomi-
nation and active resistance. See obttiruXte.

Tet he's ungrateful and obdunOe still

;

Fool thatlam to place my heart so ill!

Bryden, tr. of Ovid's ^tstles, viL S9l

The only uneasiness I felt was for my family, who were
to behumble, without an education to rendo* them roBtna
to contempt. CoidsmiU, Vicar, IIL

Thoy, harden'd more by what might most reclaim.
Grieving to see his glory, at the sight
To<*; envy. MSbm, P. L., vL 791.

L Unbending, unsusceptible insensible.

obdurately (ob'du-rat-li), adv. In an obdu-
rate manner; stalibornly; inflexibly; with ob-
stinate impenitence.
obdmaten^S (ob'du-rat-nes), fl. Obduraey;
stubbornness ; infle^ble persistence in sin.

This reason of his was grounded upon the bbdurateneu
of men's hearts, which would think that nothing con-
cerned them but what was framed against the indivldnsl
offender. Hamamtd, W<nks, IT. 687.

ObdTiration (ob-du-ra'shon), n. [< OF. obdura-
iion = Sp. obdvracion = tg. obdwofSo= It. ob-
duraeione, < LL. ob€^atio(n-), a hardening, <.

Ii. obdtirare, harden: see obtbitvte'.'] OMu-
racy; defiant impenitence.
Final oMumMoii ttieretore is an aignmait of eternal re-

jection, because none continue hardened to the last end
but lost cbUdren. Hooker, Ecdes. Polity, v., App. 1.

To what an height of obduratum win sinne lead a man,
and, of aU sins, incredulity! ^. Hni^ Plagues of Egypt.

IHiese [sins] carry Cain's mark upon them, or Judas's
stin^ or MaiiasEes*s sorrow, nnip«a they be made impu-
dent by the spirit of dbduration.

Jer. Tartar, Wmks (ed. 1835X 1. 153.

obduiet (ob-dur'), r. ; pret. and pp. obdured,
ppr. ob^aing. [< L. obdurare, moden, be-
come hard, < 06, to, + durare, harden: see
^are, r. Cf. obdurate.'] I. U'an^. To harden;
make obdurate.

What shall we say fhen to those obdured hearts which
are no whit affected with public evUs?

BpL. HaB, Sermoni^ Ps. Ix.

This saw his hapless fbe^ but stood bbdured.
MUbm, P. L., vi. 78i

U. iittrans. To become hard or hardened.
Sencdeas of good, as stones Sief soone obdure.

HeytBood, Ttoia Britannica (ie09)L (JTorca.)

obdnret (ob-dur'), a. [trreg. for obdurate, after
dure, a.] Obdurate; hard; inexorable.

If the general's heart be so obdure
To an old b^ging solMst. Webtter.

obduredness (ob-durd'nes), n. [< obdtavd, pp.
of obdure, v., + -ness.] Hardened condition;
obduracy; hardness. [Bare.]

If webe less worthy than thy first messaigas,y^what
excuse is this to the besotted worid, that through obdurtd.
netee and infidelity it win needs pezish?

Bp. HaB, Sermcm, Acts iL 37-4a

obea, obeah (o'be-f ). n. See obi^.

Xo priest of salvation visited him [the n^ro] with glad
tidings; but he went down to death with dusky dreams
of African shadow-catchss and ObeaMs banting him.

Bmersm, West Indian Bmani^ialion.

Obediblet (o-be'di-bl), a. [< ML. as if *o6e<B-
biJis, < L. obtedire. obey: see obedient, obey,]

Obedient: yielding.

ISiey [spirits] may be made most sensilde of paine, and
by UieoiediUe submission of their created nature wnnigfat
upon immediately by their appointed tortures.

Bp. HaB, Christ among the Gergesenes.

obedience (o-be'di-ens), n. [< ME. obedience.

< OF. obedience, F. 'obedience = Sp. Pg. o6edi-

obedient

encia = It. obiediema, obbediemia, < L. obadt-
enUo, obedientia, obedience, < ob(Bdien{t-)s, obe-
dien(t-)s, obedient: see obedient] 1. The act
or habit of obeying; dutiful compliance with a
command, prohibition, or known law and rule
prescribed; submission to authority: as, to le-
duce a refractory person to obedience.

If you look f<v
Favours from me, deserve them with abedienee.

Beau, and FL, UtUe French Lawyer, L S.

That thoD art lu^py, owe to God;
That thou oontinuest suidi, owe to thyself

—

That is, to thy obedience. MiUon, P. L., t. 52SL

Cooperation can at first be effective only when there is
obedience to peremptory command.

fl. Spencer, Prin. of SocioL, S «9.
When men have learnt to reverence a life of passive^

unreasoning obedienee as the highest type of perfection,
theenthusiasm and passion offr^dom necessamy dedincL

Lecty, Europ. Morals, H. 196.

2. Words or action e^ressive of reverence or
dutifulness; obeisance.

Vouchsafe to speak my thanks, and my obedience.
As from a hlnstimg lumdmaid, to his bigfanesa.

Shot., Hen. VUL, it S. 71.

I will dear Uieir senses daric.
What may suffice, and soften stony hearts
To pray, repent, and bring obedience dne.

irOlon, P. L., lit 190.

3. A collective body of those who adhere to
some particular authority: as, the king's obedi-
ence; specifically, the collective body of tiiose

who adhere or yield obedience to an ecclesiasti-
cal authority: as, the Boman obedience, or the
churches of the Boman obedienee (that is, the
aggregate of persons or of national churches
acknowledging the authority of the Pope).

The Armenian Chnrch . . . was so far schismatic as not
to be integrally a portion of either Boman or Byaantine
obedience, and so little heretical that its alliance was coort.
ed by boUi commoniona.

Stubbi, Medieval and Modem Hist, p. 16a
The moral condition of both the clergy and the laity of

the Roman obedienee is far better now than it was four
himdred years ago. The Century, XX.VU. 626.

4. Eeeles.: (o)Awritten precept or otherformal
instrument by which a superior in a religions
order communicates to one of his dependents
any special admonition or instruction. [Bare.]

(fi) InBomanCatholic monasteries, any ecclesi-
astical and official position, with the estate and
profits belonging to it, which is subordinate to
the abbofs jurisdiction. [Bare.]—canonical
obedlencei See canomedL—OaOk of canformity and
obedlenceL See oat*.—Passive obedience, unqualified
obedience or submission to authority, whether the com-
mands be reasonable or unreasonable, lawful or unlawfoL
Passive obedience and non-resistance to the powers that
be have sometimes been tainght as apolitaol doctrine.
=SyiL 1. Obedience, Compliance, Subn^ttion. Obeequioug-
nea. Obedienee always implies something to be done, and
is rarely tised except in a good sense. CompOanee and
eubmixsion may be outward or inward acts, and may be
good or bad. Obaequiougnea is now always a fawning or
servile compliance. Obedienee implies proper authori^;
eubmisgion implies authority of some sort; eomplimnee
may be in response to a request or hint ; oAsBouwimuss
may be toward any one from whom favors are hoped tar.

The obedienee of a tree people to general laws, however
hard they bear, is evermoreperiect than that of slaves to
the arbitzary will of a prince. ./I. floimZtim, Work^ 1. 163.

By this eonysUanee thou wHt win the Iwds
To &vour, and perha^ to set thee free.

jrOfon, S. A., L 1411.

God will rdent^ and qnit Ihee all his ddit;
Who ever more approves, and more accept^
Best pleased with humble and filial tubausnon.

MUton, S. A., L 511.

Vigilius repliedthat he had always reverently cherished
the Goverw, and had endeavored to merit his &VQr by
diligent otosjioounus. MaO^, Dutch Bqtublic, IL 331.

obediencert, n. [ME., < OF. obedieneer, < ML.
obedientiariug,<'L. oboidientia, obedientia, obedi-
ence: see obedience.] A certain officer in a
monastery.
Ac it semeth nouht parfytnesse in cytees for to begge.
Bote he be obedieneer to pryour other to mynstie.

Piers Pbncman (Q, vi. 91.

obedienciaryf (o-be-di-en'sM-i-ri), n. [< ML.
obedientiarius, <li. obeedientia, bbeeUentia,aibedi-

ence : see obedient. Cf . obedieneer.] One who
obeys.

The See ofBometodke great indlgnatian againstthe said

Albigenses, and caused i& their falthfuU Catholickes and
bbediendaries to their chnrch to rise vp in armour, and
take the sign of the holy crossevponUian, to fight a^unst
fhem. Poxe, Martyr^ an. lao^ p. S7a

obedient (6-be'di-ent). a. [< ME. obedient, <

OF. obedient= Sp. I'g. obediente= It. obbediente,

< L. obadien(t-}s. b^dien(.i-)s, obedient, obey-
ing, ppr. of oboB^re, obe^re, obey: see obey. Of.

ofteisanf.] 1. Obeying orwilling to obey; sub-
missive to authority, control, or constraint;
dutiful; compliant.



obedient

Joseph being, at the end of seven years, . . . ascer-
tained Dy an angel of the death of Herod, and commanded
to return to the lEind of Israel, he was obedient.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 76.

His wandering step.
Obedient to high thoughts, ha^ visited
The awful ruins of the days of old.

Shelley, Alastor.

2t. Correspondent; subject.

Thise croked slgnes hen obedient to the signes that hen of
rlht assencioun. Chaueer, Astrolabe, u. 28.

=SyiL 1. Compliant. See obedience.

obediential (o-be-di-en'shal), a. [= p. oMdi-
entiel, < ML. ohedienUalis (as a noun, obedien-
cer), < L. obmdientia, obedientta, obedience : see
obedience.'] 1. Characterized by obedience or
submission to authority or control ; submissive

;

dutiful.

The subject matter and object of this new creation is a
free agent : in the first it was purely obediential and pas-
sive. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 665.

3. Incumbent; obligatory.

There is no power in the world but owes most naturally
an obediential subiection to the Lord of Nature.

Sir M. Hale, Grig, of Mankind, p. 38.

Obediential obligations, in Scad law, as contrasted with
c&nventUmal obligaiione, such obligations as are incumbent
on parties in consequence of the situation or relationship
in which they are placed, as the obligation upon parents
to maintain their <mildren.

obediently (o-be'di-ent-li), adv. In an obedi-
ent manner; with diie or dutiful submission to
commands, authority, or control ; submissively

;

dutifully..

obeisance (o-ba'- or o-be'sans), n. [Formerly
also obeysance; < ME. obeisance, obeisaunce, obey-
saunce, < OP. obeissance, P. obMssanee, obe£-
ence, < obeissant, P. obSissant, obedient: see
obeisant.'i If. Authority; subjection; power
or right to demand obedience.

Ye shall here haue the rewle and gouemaunce
Of this centre, with all my full powre

;

My men shall be vnder your ob^seaunce.
Generydee (B. E. T. S.), L 1096.

All other people . . . within this our Itealme or else-

where vnder our obeysance, iurisdiction, and rule.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 267.

Sf. Obedience.

He bynt him to perpetuall obeisaunce.
Chmuser, Complaint of Mars, L 47.

3. Deferential deportment.

Of thy wordes farsed withpleaaunce,
And of thy feyned trowthe and thy manere.
With thyne obeysatmee and humble chere.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1376.

Hepzibah had unconsciously flattered herself with the
idea that there would be a gleam, or halo, of some kind
or other, about her person, which would insure an obei-

sance to her sterling gentility, or at least a tacit recogni-
tion of it. SawtJiorm, Seven Gables, iiL

4. A bow or courtesy; an act of reverence,
dutifulness, or deference.

Kyght as a serpent hit him under floures

TU he may sen his tyme for to byte,

Byght so this god of love, this ypocryte,
Doth so his ceremonies and obeisances.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 607.

See him dress'd in all suits like a lady:
That done, conduct him to the drunkards chamber;
And 0^ him "madam," do him obeisance.

Shak., T. of the S., Ind., L 108.

All making obeysance to bold Kobin Hood.
Btibin Hood and the Bishop of Hereford (Child's Ballads,

[V. 296).

To this both knights and dames their homage made.
And due obeitano to the daisy paid.

Dryden, flower and Leaf, L 363.

Sh^ curtseying her obeisance, let us know
The Princess Ida waited. Tennyson, Princess, ii

There are the obeisances: these, of their several kinds,

serve to express reverence in its various degrees, to gods,
to rulers, and to privateperaons.

H. Spencer, Prin. of SocioL, § 346.

obeisancy (o-ba'- or o-be'san-si), n. [As obei-

sance (see -cy).] Same as obeisance. [Bare.]

obeisantt (o-ba'- or o-be'sant), a. [< ME. obei-

sant, < OP. obeissantjF. obSissant, obedient, ppr.

of obSir, obey: see obey.] Obedient; subject.

And obeisant and redy to his honde
Were alle his liges.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, L 10.

In that Lond thei have a Queen, that governethe alle

tliat Lond ; and alle thei ben obeyssant to hire.

MandevUle, Travels, p. 165.

And all this word Dominus of name
Shuld haue the ground obeysant wllde and tame.
That name and people togidre might accord
Al the ground subiect to the Lord.

HaMuyVs Voyages, L 200.

obeisef, obeishf, v. t. and i. [ME. obeissen, obei-

schen, obeschen, obechen, < OF. obeiss-, stem of

certain parts of obeir, obey: see obey."] To
obey; be obedient. See obeising.

Alle that obeischen to hym. Wydif, Heb. v. 9.
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obeisingt, obeishingt, «. [ME., verbal n. of

obeise, obeish, v.] Obedience.
He wol meke aftir in his beiyng
Been, for service and obeysshyng.

Horn, (ff the Hose, L 3380.

obeisingt, obeishingt, i). a. [ME., ppr. of obeise,

obeish, i.] Obedient; obeisant.

Take heed now of this grete gentilman.
This 'Eroyan, that so wel her plesen can.
That feyneth him so trewe and obeising.

So gentil and so privy of his doing.
Chamcer, Good Women, 1. 1266.

obeleyt, n. See oble.

Obelia (o-be'li-a), n. [NL., < Or. o/JtXiif, a spit:

see obelus.] A genus of eampanularian polyps,
distinguished from Campanularia
by the flat diseoidal medusas with
manymarginal tentacles and eight
interradial vesicles. O.longissima ia

alarge and beautiful species found in deep
water along the Kew England coast, the
colonies measuring sometimes twelve
inches in length.

obeliac (o-be'li-ak), a. [< obeUon
+ -ac] Of or pertaining to the
obelion : as, the obeliac re^ou.
obelion (o-be'li-on), n. [NL., <

Gr. bjiMg, a spit: see obelus.] In
craniom., a point in the sagittal
suture of the skull, between the
two parietal foramina. Here the
sagittal suture becomes more
simple. See cut under craniom-
etry.

ObeliSCal (Ob'e-lis-kal), O. [< L.
oieliamar^

o6eKsc««, obelisk, + -a!.] Having nata,'%iith in-

the form of an obelisk. ''"£=<' section.

In the open temples of the Druids, they had an obeliscal

stone set upright. Stukeley, Palseographia Sacra, p. 16.

obeliscar (ob'e-lis-l^r), a. [< L. obeliscus, obe-
lisk, + -ar^.] Having the form or character of
an obelisk; obeliscal.

obelise, v. t. See obelize.

obelisk (ob 'e-Usk), m. [= P. obiUsque= Sp. Pg.
It. obelisco,<.'h. obeliscus, an obelisk (piUar), LL.
a rosebud, also amarkinwriting,< Gr. bpeUanog, a
spit, a pointed pillar, a coin stamped with a spit,

a sword-blade, spear-head, etc., dim. of bpMg,
a spit, a pointed pillar, a mark used in writing

:

see obelus.] 1 . A tapering shaft of rectangular
.plan, generally finished with a pyramidal apex.
The apex in the typical obelisks of ancient Egypt was
sheathed with a bronze cap. Tlie proportion of the thick-
ness to the height is nearly the same in all Egyptian obe-
lisks—that is, between one ninth and one tenth ; and the
thickness at the top is never less than half nor greater

Obelisks of Thotlimes and Hatasou, at Kamak (Thebes), Egypt.

than three fourths of the thickness at the base. Egypt
abounded with obelisks, which were set up to record the
honors or triumphs of the kings; and many have been
removed thence, in both ancient and modern times. Two
of the largest of them, about 78 feet in height, which bad
been erected by Sesostiis in Heliopolis, were removed to
Rome by Augustus. Two obelisks in Alexandria, known as
Cleopatra's Needles, were offered by Mehemet Aii to Great
Britain and France respectively. The French chose in-

stead the Luxor obelisk, which was erected in the Place
de la Concorde in Paris in 1838. That chosen by the British
lay prostrate in the sand until it was removed and erected
on the Thames embankment in London, in 1878, by private
enterprise. Its height is 68 feet 5| inches, and its dimen-
sions at the base are 7 feet lOi inches by 7 feet 6 inches.
The companion obelisk was afterward presented to the city
of New York, where it now stands in Central Park, having
been transported thither in 1880 by private enterprise.

obesity

Small models of obelisks are found in the tombs of the
age of the pyramid builders, and represented in their
hieroglyphics. J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., 1. 129.

2. la printing and writing, a sign resembling a
small dagger (t), and hence also called a dag-
ger. It was formerly employed in editions of ancient
authors to point out and censure spurious or doubtful pas-
sages, and lor like purposes, but is now generally used as a
reference-mark to direct the reader to a marginal note or
fool^note on the same page, in dictionaries to distinguish
obsolete words, or before dates in biographical or histori-

cal works of reference to indicate the year of death. The
double obelisk is a mark of reference of the form {.

The Lord Keeper . . . was scratched with their obelisk,

that he favoured the Puritans.
Bp. Haeket, Abp. WUUams, L 96,

obelize (ob'e-Iiz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. obelized,

ppr. obelizing. [< obelus + 4ze.] To mark with
an obelisk; condemn as spurious, doubtful, or
objectionable, by appending an obelisk; hence,
to censure. Also obelise, and formerly obolize.

Next comes the young critic : she is disgusted with age

;

and upon system eliminates (or, to speak with Aristarchus,
'

' obelizes ") all the gray hairs. De Quineey, Homer, i.

Eecent editors who have taken on themselves the high
office of guiding English youth in its first study of Shake-
speare have proposed to excise or to obelise whole passages.

SvnnMtmc, Shakespeare, p. 19.

obelus (ob'e-lus), «•; pl. obeli (-li). [< LL. obelus,

an obelisk, < Gr. bjSeMg, a spit, a pointed piUar,

a mark used in writing (see def.). Cf. obolus.]

A mark, so called from its resemblance to a spit,

usually made like a dash, thus—, or like an obe-
lisk, thus t, and employed in ancient manu-
scripts to indicate a suspected passage or read-
ing. The latter of these signs is still commonly used in
editions of the classics for the same purpose. Another
form of the obelus, -^, similar to our sign of division, was
used by the ancients to mark passages as superfluous, es-

pecially in philosophical writings.

obeq[Uitatet (ob-ek'wi-tat), v. i. [< L. obequi-

tatus, pp. of obequitare, ride toward or up to,

< ob, before, toward, + equitare, ride : see equi-

tation.] To ride about.
obeoiuitationt (ob-ek-wi-ta'shon)^ n. [< L. as
if *obeqmtatio(n-), < obequitare, nde up to : see
obequitate.] The act of riding about. Coclc-

eram.
oberhaus (o'bfer-hous), n. [G. : ober z^ E. over,

upper; hau^ = B. hou^e.] The upper house in

those German legislative bodies which have
two chambers.
Oberon (o'be-ron), TO. [Also Auberon, Alberon;
of OHG. origin, ult. akin to elf.] 1. In medi-
eval myth., the king of the fairies.

Why should Titania cross her Oberon?
Shak., M. N. D., ii L 119.

2. A satellite of the planet Uranus.
Oberonia (6-be-r6'ni-a), TO. [NL. (Lindley,

1830), named after the fairy king, Oberon.] A
genus of orchids of the tribe Epidendrece and the
subtribe LAparieoe, peculiar in the many leaves
in two ranks. There are about 60 species of tropical
Asia, Australia, the Mascarene Islands, and the islands of
the Pacific. They are tufted epiphytes destitute of bulbs,
with many small flowers in a dense terminal spike or ra.

ceme. The flowers of all the species mimic insects or other
animal forms.

oberration (ob-e-ra'shon), n. [< L. as if *ober-
ratio{n-), < oberrare, wander about, < ob, about,
+ errare, wander : see err.] The act of wander-
ing about. Bailey. [Eare.]
Obesa (o-be'sa), n. pi. [NL., < L. obesuSj fat,

stout, plump:" see obese.] luzool., in Hhger's
classification (1811), a division of his Multwngu-
lata, consisting of hippopotamuses.
obese (o-bes'), a. [= F. obese = Sp. Pg. It.

obeso, i L. obesus, fat, stout, plump, gross, lit.

'eaten up' (having eaten oneself fat), being also
used in the passive sense 'eaten up,' 'wasted
away,' 'lean,' pp. of obedere (only in the pp.),
eat up, eat away, < ob, before, to, up, + edere =
E. eat.] 1 . Exceedingly corpulent ; fat ; fieshy

.

The author's counsel runs upon Tiis corpulency, just a»
one said of an ovei-obese priest that he was an Armenian.

Oayton, Notes on Don Quixote, p. 8.

An obese person, with his waistcoat in closer connection
with his legs than is quite reconcilable with the established
ideas of grace. Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, xix.

2. In entOTO., very much larger than usual; ap-
pearing as if distended with food, as the abdo-
men of a meloe or oil-beetle.— 3. Specifically,

of or pertaining to the Obesa.

obeseness (o-bes'nes), n. The state or quality
of being obese ; excessive fatness ; corpulency.

The fatness of monks, and the obeseness of abbots.
Bp. Oauden, Hieraspistes, p. 560. (Latham.)

obesity (6-bes'i-ti), TO. [= p. obMt6 = Sp. obe-

sidad = Pg. obesidade = It. obesitA, < L. obesi-

ta{t-)s, fatness, < obesus, fat: see obese.] The



obesity

or qaalitj of i-^iz^ obeee or etapor-
leat; eoapnkac^; p(ri;B>reU aiKpom
keaae^B. [Oligimaotelear.l A kind of zame.
HaUirtO.
ni| IT il w, li WTim I. ! II I Mfc

-Arnwgff<iM. XIV. S3.

•kez (60)613),. [L.. < obiem, objie^re, dmnr
tetore: sc^ <*>«<; r.] 1. Alazner; hence, a

twas] adnael h Oe iimijj < dec ef
mil Jar. T^fmr, Tacks (ed. ISSX H. la.

2. In oaat^ a iki^kgiiiwg at tfie poiat f& tett

fataimts sez^terins in ue mfrintesiir zoofii^
fte fODrtli TCEtride.

' (o-bal'X r- [< ItE- oieyn. ->^rie*. «'!<^.^«..
" ,<OP.oieir,F.«6(S/-=It.<-:-w.ii'v i-iSx.

Pig.o>eJBeer,<Iiuoigititre, leaspgoi. ':-deiiirr,I^~'e?

Ii. a]^ otmaiire^ ICL. otodire. listai to, Tmfcpin.

aaoalljr in extended s^z:^.^. o c^y. be EBbjeet to,

serve, < o*, befiHe, near. 4- c'm.H'-.. bear: see
avfimt. From L. ciba^rt are ali>:> £. ofcufini^
ece^ iiiriMaf, etc] I. brans. 1. To eomflf
«iA Oie vi^ee or eanmaBda of; sabmit to,

S£ in inkj bound: be s'lTo^-e'r': to; servt vltit

dntifiLzi-rSS.

:^rst lyftR Godeidqoe,

Her K::r^ Ae; sosres.
<W>i lariii i^KB»(ed. Sbrai^ L S&:.

Sorted of an vb3 fejr foi^ vav. or wi^
Ihay— iWi'W fc|» li»»<r
Tb iHtj miilM , alMH lit, < ijLJii "'ii B

Tl IIP Will ift jpj<HI ifj^Mflin HMBIMW III TW IW ^IIMI

i055

(^ifinoatioilT ob^^-ma'^tgn), >._ [< I- as ii

^j^.JirmcTi'y *- . < oi^frBorf. make nun: s-er^ o6-

/rnMtr.] rrj-leliircresohiikm: obetinaer.

ia ae i^>iimMim tmA thad^cf ttmmd^ >ywMAAey
hadA^ diar ej^ jgjjii* tfas fi^ft ... vas '^- ^'^
a^atejbr II in aHMe. Jv. Thfiw.Bi |» tiin'r, n. 2.

ofafinnsdr ob-fenisd'j, a. [As Ciivrm <izirj -f-

-r'J^.~ "j'tc^LToT^ ; eonfiznsed.

Ike oae Talks c-=<fcan^ and icaaiitf^, as c^^Drv^ izL

Us WicfcBdBrES&. ^ nj a.^.—- gfaty iWrte, in I

atfDSeateCob^iB'kat), r. f.: pnet. and pp. <.>tW5-

ealedL -p^. otfiaeaSmg. [A&o ojni^naiv .- < IX.
otfrnsealus, pp. of o^^iecar^ of**^2T*. d^rsezi.

oibeenre. omly in fig. use, -rHzif. < >?•. w. + fiit-

<a», dai^ browii: s^^ Jmgeomt. Cx. '-;n»->c'«^.I

To dai4;eE: •:c«^;-:ire; beeloDd; eot^i^-e: t-e-

wDd^: mnddle.

^-aee, ap-

olo-'waBiaii

It. obiio, < L. o&ilw. a p-.i^^ to
proaeh. nsnaDy a going down. ~
-jLe -zz. . faSL nna, deatb, < oMre, ^:
to. asaalhr so down. e-^:. rail, '-iriili^ die, <
oi, towani. i.;.j -f- Bie, ^:-: ^r-e -.V'-. ete. Cf.
crjfc] 1. Deatb: >i~:^;xi^: the &ct or time oi
death.

0TlMdlet?ha1nartwVgr<<aeJa|e4<hgi*ifa

(U85^ «nteds V. ad Q.,CA so., X. £4.

Ik id:

furtin, Asat. oi 3ld, JL SO.

z^d aad loaad aboBE IB a^ an ii^iB-

J hE (Dnd4 aiBCV
s also ts aeewkn he died, vUchna 38.

Waad, AAeBE Onca^IL SSSi.

r^ligiiiLs sersle'e for a pers-;:; deeeased,
-"^ '"-- JntgrarK'Tit - the <^lee forthe dead.
^s.r .Vr'fTs oBce pa^ o'^& ahkh we dea^
:<=<= fx~ AaK B0V shed mSer ^aU Fyfafcp ±rE^

1
•^'-'--" Ssi^twiaiajj or '^'^ fea* Ae ririd, ^utf

r pecfenaed :li the *^i****'. vh^ Ihe eczrus lies

A±ir vai
IknriEE. JBBad,Tj.

2. To eoD^TwiSi; earrv-ont; pprform; exe-
ate.

Xcs Be aare
la heana 6sd ercrUes'd.^ hs fitne
BektslE ai^wsAia to be aies^d.

jr^^ P. I., Ti. IS,

'Oh: cxsOe antl'ossjva. IlDjaijEtai^aidas
aad braak aWBO^ that% an JVC har^ to dOL

£Ua«r«Mi. ^B aick ia Ea^aad, xS.

"Goi. Ba%' he sud,
A^teBarfciaehBTinAanheit'iiii
aa te- aet^ that ve win < iibi to hn.*

r»iaB rn-nr. rarTilrTtrrn-. " ^°"

3. To ^Amit to Hae -power, eontrd, or infin-

enee of: as. a ^ap o^-eys ber hehn.

eeaKeafcriU
Stat, K. W. afw;,iB.3. j:^

fa iii^ aad ahjt'aiag 019* an lie -s^i^r^

Ihe nanswans aiear a* BeTEo^i^Lr iiLi£L

Cmtfer. EetSr-saaE:, 1. 3gi.

4t. To snlHr:it (one^ s^if

XherE ;» kjaeeBCfOBce Oat Bay he to Bacfte he-
land af he pe^fe^Behe BiQ'aat toaaocke aifcy IgB
aifffGrtehaael^sehenes. JToita (E. E. T. &.X i. 83.

H. imiramt. To yield or sive tit- : ?ibrait to
power, anlfaofitTv e:-:i'3':!- <» izL^^^n^; do i?

biddeB <» diieeted: as, itzL 7 :ti -.Ae^ .' Fonno'-
I]r eometinies f<rilowed cj :'.

.AbI Sorto ai^e to aDe aQ- reqaedes icsaoaatl^ i&&a
woca aac grai^ ai^ the KoiaOe pova- aad dtgajtee tf
Ihi riiiailia la iif lii Tn Jbadodk 'fiaid% ^ S.

So Oak aBaa Baie sxhdr tde
That anae voride t» gold afcKO.

Cwm, Goaf. 1 anii< . t.

Ke Ikan toi^n anetiee to afegL
aaiL.a<dK,M.l.faL

Tet b aa- eoenT^ aaeea^ aaoa aiay'd.
JBaa^E.l-,tl3r.

J I am iaii iiid In ilij T^iaafaia^T-rihrl.

feefcr (o-ba'er), a. One who obe^ or yidds
obedienee.

ihr-«Bd.fiTideetiBpen, Aetam-
jAataeioReid

aeoKeatafaiqien.
rriWaiJ. tz: <]« Casfcai, EBialiea, aa. ISSa.

B
s^SBS^Lr'^kaOTSto'-eBKlaasaCael

So- £. CnmH, Tim- COEss-, p. izi.

ObefO^ff (o-ia'iz^-l . odr. In an obedient

riii'uf. FwwftillwMln, p i3&

IVe a tee spyoHaBtr
]<B an bf sea -^r^if iiiiliiBiBiilj

fariaaL I^d^byL^a^ I. aoe.

Ofafoscatet ^^ob^ns'kat), a. [< IX. oiifmgeaiMg,

j^.: see theferb.] Darkened; dooded: ob-
seored; muddled.
neTBrtae^hejaeeiaaciaeilpasaBe^he . . . tl^fta-

cat!«rh|d. aa- T. B^tt, Ihe

G

onaauai, a. 7-

Ihe diaghias bcaHoe is she aaoaas glorr ; Szir: he-
'inm Bace*^fa«^gaaddarteBByha^fe^^dB jaais
lEdiKh aidiipre she ^reat^ bia^

oltfBSCatum '-'z-r7i~-'£^'^wm).m. [Also o^aiea-
Som; <LJ_ •;•<;' ».5<w 75- - -).adaikemng,< c-^ni.'-

oafie,daifcen: see ;-:;' i»v*'j>._ The aet of 'yc-fii-

'a~^ f nr eiiBr-T^.^. ^ alsi:. Ti^': wbiehf>beeiires;

RiWB *^ * co^is c^i^ somyv, aad aaxiesya a^^aaa.
iH* sf ^^lilE, de^aatioB, aad ae Ifte.

T:c rtie^ tfciwJtigiiwT^ ^te Bf^^ics aad eatae-i^ e&-

cs^f psisai! tr ^n'daiiae aeaBdf<eEiBae^ Bdf-iaised
iiitfinraitiT ./'. Oan, BrE^ags vsh &9Cic% IL I^f.

€f^Mgquer^ < TJ. . -r-r-^V-f^jr^'. daiken; se^ '>'TW.f-

<wle.] To vhf:LS.:-ate : diLrken.

AsqaftaBE^Beaota^rtii^ '''r: a^As^an ae b-
t^taetaala^S. JMBfhn^naEBas£<<£sB}s, {a.

cMl '^oIh-. a. Ia:^: V^;. o&ed,oesr;s»dtobe
erf Axrlcan crisir-^ 1- A ^eeies <rfnsa^ealart
or sweeij- practised by tLe -frz^y^ in A&iea.
and faimeAj preralent amon^ zz I'Se Ii%ing in
xts: "West TiMKg-B, wbere it w£~ intzodneed by
Amean slaves. Xsaces :€ "ibe sx^ie «- ^iSsr s^9-
ssHK^is aad ptacticeE aie sdZ f:isadhaaBaeWesclB-

tide^a

2. A

OH

^ dc fa Xcgt 4paied ia Jlasoa'i

3. Tkeannivtacaryofapasaai^deatii,ora ser-

Tiee ot obeerc^i>5ee ora the anuiteeaiy- of bis
death (al5<3 ealled anoaaal, c-.-.'^-z'. or jftaft
mimd)i more partJeiiTaiiy. a zzizz-rii^ serriee

on Uie annittfCjaiy al His death -: : the fonnder
<e D^ne£aet<K (rf a efanreh, eoll^e, or other in-

stinitio!!. ;bt<ddwiit«sa]bo^eDedo&i^,odjrtf.

16the saddame, aadkate-audtjifcjfai-waid hiihe
for i)Be h^rae. Aa- to be diJrihaied ia AIa>:ieBe €giO-j^
paietaftes atae aeidy~*^ h^n^ use sad finlT '-<^''^

aad 3bsee, afitera poB.
£^Bd eSdt(E. B. I. S. , p. Ui^

To aee^ i^ayyoed ^Hjghl. oonsraual praise ve o«^
Jlad at ar haOared aaab Hj resij <Mb aov.

Jli aj^tiB, PteJriJhaiai, im. 38.

It aeesed to la^esaat thai he was preseat it ae ceie-

facaar- Id 5>:c:ieat|di^<raaBTraaaiy<tf aedeaaof oae
hm^d^aited. .y. H. air'^am', Joha la|.h 1 laalj L

Otitet, a. [ICE. (f'iif. < L. obUms,^ of oMre,
depart, £e: ree obit, .] Departed; dead.

Ihai saUe sbat I schalde be <M(^
To hdl aas I s^gdde e^:ire ia.

rart-PI^B.p.asS.

dater ob'i-te; . odr. [L., propL as two words,
06 iiSer, ora the way,^lAe way, in pafsing: ob,

toward, aai iter, way,eonrse, journey: ??e iteri-.^

In j-assiziz: by the way: by ftc by: inciden-

ItB^be
aotaoDd::!

iftd-
TijTTt~irT'rTaall7,

Ian Sot'
J.md ft,7a aa^ It". STi

iai. anzieaaejaii hr ae
ac< as c^r&EaltoCde^«e

li III

"
ill laiii i^ilii flir raffri'rirr- Tfeei

asd IT; hose^ feaaas, nes. aad oaer t:i^h, faai ii e^B a seeret a^ ^iUbI asecdposiB asfhepec^iar
fam-flf ae^st^isaqgoeedtod^^c. Iheaegnes
hare lecoBBe to ae ohi ha-aeeaie i£ ^se^E^ ^Tstiha-
niBaflutae'jqBriWrttB «d
KiSae af ^wtaacE. etc

_ c^ azutho-; er^ »ii«mg as ae
ofa^ «±ifee people.

r Uli^jdt 1 TaaiB 1 Till—[^ "-'j- p--—
j j ^

2. The fe-H-1 or diann tit'IS -ahleh the power
<tfOe oinis s^p:^ei to -ier-ezii.

lbi?(oOn),>. [Japu] AsashoEsomes^irtma-
igjial, ^ated vT embr-icieTe-i in gay etdors.

womliyAe wtnnen of Japan. I: is ahBggtt^at

Lmr'M, Sew Priarftnc Sar.. L IS.

aifait-Baogt (6tci-~<:'i:^ . a. A fimeial s-iing: a
dirge.

They spice h»Maeefi|},wHhadtteBes laanac^
Aad of «rf .%fc«- agy .T-,-1i-F aar OtaS iwaytrea; M#-

A^ ^lad^ ;- M. CDaaao-)

.a. [<L otitms, -ieath see
or t-ert&iiiiiL^ to an dnt. or

to tne !£" Tmen riziejal solemrities are eele-

bxated.
Edw. IF^SL A. si^^-- :r O. Ch., ^iftEa^eedB

pEoae aC Oc Jofea 1 s_ 'eiiLz Is aUari daf.
Zoa^'Xtiaad, Harv, aad Waa^n. 388.

hIiIIm I lily ( T-ccr'^-S-zi-Ci . adr. In the Tn«TrneT

of an olntuaiy.

ftWitiainl (o-tnr'n-a.rist), . [< ----'i-'io'--j -r

-i*f.3 The ree<Kder^adeath: a -is-ztter of •: ctt-

r.a-^ea : a Inograj^ser.

obeTsaneet. obeyaei^. ' 5^ o*"?;'^- ,<*»-.

Obfixmatet (ob^^mat), r. t [< L. oi^&aM^H^

pp. ot obfoTmarf, ogamare, make firm, < e^ be-

fiwe^ + firmare, make firm: see .^na, ».] To
makefina; eonfirmin lesoliitiora.

Ther te aMrraart! aad aaake otedaite :hsr Biiial fia

aee^axiS^^iBei'deaa. .SkddiB, Xinela, p. 1&

ia a lai^
BQle aecndiiie to ae social

nef lae J^iBCse chldiiB! anace gaQ-

•Ak. arhaee mrhrr . . . They are of gieat wida. aad
BtefBteaedfigharnBBd ae wiEt. -v^e aa twwBiBn
how hLhiad leMhcs fioa betweai ae accldeis to far

hetoa-^hqE. Xai^Aaaa9,TasaeeaCSaBbeaa^II.xii.

oblKm (dOwnn), a. [< o6«1 --«».] The
praetiee ot ok amczig re£Me~. See -jitl.

nmjnan (olK-man . ». A nsan wh-; pzartiies

obi. Al~:' W'V-ie*. w:e>--«-'" •-.«!.

obiBllrieate foVim^rri-iat . e. [< •>'- + imt-

briea^.^ In l<f.. im'tTijate-i. or rt : :-es^TeJy

overiat'T^ns •ioTm'ir&rd ; netizi^ an inrolnere in
"wMeli the exterior scales are tsogtesstirf^

lozLzer ihsTi the intenor fme&
Obispo ('S-feU'l-i - - 3St.. = E. &B*«?p.] Ibe
tiihot-rav. ir/r-iafe «<;-'> 'tn. 7'"*'^]

obit o'wt'cir c-l-'it . «. [i:£riTT:i>i-E.alsoofc?f.-

< ME. .>M7t. «<9fe = OF. o'yir = Sp. <»i«9 = Vs.

&afiks,DDeto^mi. (Aaaas.)

obitnazy •T-tit'l-s-ri . a. and a. [= F. obit-

amre = St'. Pz. ."ri'Tijrioi, <ML. «**!»»*«, <Ii.

oWftB, -teath: ~ee .'.O L a. 'Ic orreUtin^to
the death oi a per&oii cr pexs-. ni : as. an obitmarg

TT . 1.: pL obiimaries (^iz>. 1. A i^t of the

dead: sis-:-, a re^^i^ of :hittal annirssaiy
days, when serriee is pCTttrtiei tor tiie dead.

t rai;:.:c= iic^es aerhad a r-jrs-swha^ a^ea-
'I'^^i :ct :'":-t3 ;: :itiBal dais fli Ti-z: rcwadas or beae-
i»ocs. ahiJi -^ls a^ce teiBed ae li^aBjL

e.Jaaah, Lav Diet.

2. An a:-:-:tnt :f terw>ns deceased: notice v£
thedeatiirfs, t^rs-;— :ttenae«HEpaiiie'iwitha

obi-TOmau T'hi-^'^^m'an , . A worra^ who
t r-ioti ie5 uia. A"~-. ofea-traaiga, of-f<:* - iir->!s a«.



obj.

obj. An abbreviation of object and objective.

object (ob-jekf), V. [< ME. objecten, < OF. 06-
jecter, F. objecter= Sp. oMetar = Pg. objector=
It. obbiettare, objettare, < L. objectare, throw be-
fore or against, set against, oppose, throw up,
reproach with, accuse of, freq. of objicere, obi-
cere, throw before or against, hold out before,
present, ofEer, set against, oppose, throw up, re-
proach with, etc., < ob, before, against, +jacere,
throw: aeejet^. Ci. abject, conject, d^ect, ^ect,
inject, prcject, reject, etc.] I. trans. If. To
throw or place in the way; oppose; interpose.

Eke southwarde staiide It, colde
Blastes sumtbyng oMeet eke from hem holde.

PaUadius, Hnsbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 131.

He ever murmurs, and objects his pains,
And says the weight of all lies upon him.

B. Jonson, Alchemist^ i. 1.

Pallas to their eyes
The mist objected, and condens'd the skies.

Pq2M, Odyssey, vii. 54.

2t. To throw or place before the view; set clear-

ly in view; present; expose.

The qualities of bodies thatben objecte frowithowteforth.
Chaucer^ Boethius, v. prose 6.

Is she a woman that objects this sight?
Chapman.

It is a noble and just advantage that the things sub-
jected to understanding have of those which are objected

to sense. B. Jonson, Masque of Hymen.
Object the sands to my more serious view,
Make sound my bucket, bore my pimi^ anew.

Quarles, Emblems, iii. 11.

Every great change, every violence of fortune, . . . puts
us to a new trouble, requires a distinct care, creates new
dangers, objects more temptations.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 97.

3. To bring forward as a ground of opposition,
of doubt, of criticism, of reproach, etc. ; state

or urge against or in opposition to something;
state as an objection: frequently with to or

All that can be obiected offainst this wide distance is to
say that the eare by loosing his concord is not satisfied.

Puttenhmn, Arte of Eng. Foesie, p. 7L
Good Master Vernon, it Is well objected;

If I have fewest, 1 subscribe in silence.

Shah., 1 Hen. VI., ii. 4. 43.

Methjnks I heare some carping criticke obiect unto me
that I do . . . play the part of a traveller.

Coryat, Crudities, 1. 168.

Wilt object

His will who bounds us? Let htm surer bar
His iron gates, if he intends our stay
In that dark durance. Jimton,T. L.,iy. 898.

The Norman nobles were apt to object gluttony and
drunkenness to the vanquished Saxons, as vices peculiar
to their interior strain. Scott, Ivanhoe, xiv.

II. intrans. To offer or make opposition in

words or arguments; offer reasons against a
proposed action or form of statement.

Ye Kiuges mother obiected openly against his mariage,
as it wer in discharge of her conscience.

Sir T. More, Works, p. 60.

Whatsoever is commonly pretended against a frequent
communion may, in its prmiortion, object against a solemn
prayer. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 314.

objectt (ob-jekt'), a. [< L. objectris, vy. of ob-

jicere, obicere, object: see object, ?;.] Plainly
presented to the senses or the mind ; in view

;

conspicuous.
They who are of this society have such marks and notes

of distinction from all others as are not object unto our
sense ; only unto God, who seeth their hearts, . . . they
ore clear and manifest. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, iil. 1.

object (ob'jekt), n. [= P. objet = Sp. objeto =
Pg. objecto= It. obMetto, objetto, oggetto = D. G.
Dan. 8w. objekt, < (a) L. objectvm, a charge, ac-

cusation, ML. an object, neut. of oljectus, pp.

;

(6) L. objectus, a casting before, also that which
presents itself to the sight, an object ; < L. ob-

jectus, pp. of objicere, obicere, throw before, cast

before, present: see object, v.] 1. Anything
which is perceived, known, thought of, or sig-

nified; that toward which a cognitive act is

directed ; the non-ego considered as the corre-

late of a knowing ego. 'Bj the oEi/ect may be meant
either a mere aspect of we modification of consciousness,

or the real external thing (whether mediately or imme-
diately perceived) which affects the senses. Opposed to

subject. [Objectwm in this sense came into use early in the
thirteenth century. It is remarkable as not being a trans-

lation of a Greek word.]

As Chameleons vary with their obieet.

So Princes manners do transform the Subiect.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 2.

His mind is not much distracted with objects; but if a

goode fat Cowe come in his way, he stands dumbe and as-

tonisht, and, though his haste bee neuer so great, will fixe

here halfe an houres contemplation.

Mp. Earle, Mioro-oosmographie, A Plaine Country Fellow.

Cognition ... is clear, when we are able definitely to

eemprehend the oWeci as in contradistinction from others.

VeUch, Introd. to Descartes's Method, p. Ivi.
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The object, in any sense in which it has a value tor know-
ledge, must be something which in one way or other de-

termines the sensations referred to it,

E. Caird, Fhilos. of Kant, p. 283.

The ol^ect, then, is a set of changes in my consciousness,

and not anything out of it.

W. K. Clifford, Lectures, II. 70.

3. That toward which an action is directed and
which is affected by it ; that concerning which
an emotion or passion is excited. The correlates

of actions, of approach, recession, attraction, repulsion, at-

tack, and the like are termed objects : as, the object shot at.

Those things in ourselves are the only proper objects of

our zeal which, in others, are the unquestionable subjects

of our praises. Bp. Sprat.

Well, well, pity him as much as you please ; but give
your heart and hand to a worthier object.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, iii. 1.

Other allegorists [besides Bunyan] have shown equal
ingenuity, but no other allegorist has ever been able to
touch the heart, and to make abstractions ejects of terror,

of pity, and of love. Macaiday, Hist. Eng., vii

I say, such love is never blind ; but rather
Alive to every the minutest spot
Which mars its object. Brouming. Paracelsus.

The object of desire is in a sense never fully realised,

since, however great the pleasure, the mind can still de-
sire an increase or at least a prolongation of it.

J. SuUy, Outlines of Psychol, p. 582.

3. An idea to the realization of which action
is directed; purpose; aim; end.

All Prayersaim at our own ends and interests, but Praise
proceeds from the pure Motions of Love and Gratitude,
having no other Object but the Glory of God.

Howell, Letters, ii. 67.

Education has for its object the formation of character.
H. Spencer, Sooial Statics, p. 201.

The first object of the true politician, as of the true pa-
triot, is to keep himself and his party true, and then to
look for success ; to keep himself and his party pure, and
then to secure victory.

Stuibt, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 20.

4. A thing, especially a thing external to the
mind, but spoken of absolutely and not as rela-
tive to a subject or to any action.

Think on thy Proteus, whenthou haply seest
Some rare note-worthy oUect in thy travels.

Shak., T. G. of V., L 1. 13.

There is no speaking of objects but by their names ; but
the business of giving them names has always been prior
to the true and perfect knowledge of their natures.
Bentham, Introd. to Morals and Legislation, xvi. 1, note.

5. In gram.: (o) A member of the sentence, a
substantive word or phrase or clause^ imme-
diately (that is, without the intervention of a
preposition) dependent on a verb, as expressing
that on which the action expressedby the verb
is exerted. The object of a verb is either direct or in-

direct. A direct object receives the direct action of the
verb, and is in the accusative or objective case, so far as
there is a distinctive form for that case, and a verb ad-
mitting such an object is called transitive : as, he saw 7ne;
they gave a book; an indirect object represents something
(usually) to or for which the action is performed, and so Is

m the dative case^ so far as that case is distinguished (as

only imperfectly in English) : thus, they gave her a book

;

I made the boy a coat ; but in some languages indirect ob-
jects of other cases occur. A direct object which repeats
in noun form an idea involved in the verb is called a cog-

nate object : as, I dreamed a dream; they run a race. The
name factitive object is often given to an objective predi-
cate. See predicate. (6) A similar member of the
sentence dependent on a preposition, i. e. join-

ed by a preposition to the word it limits or
qualmes: as, he went with me; a man of spirit.
Such an object 'is in English always in the accusauve or
objective case ; in other languages often in other cases, as
genitive, dative, ablative. The object, whether of a verb
or of a preposition, is said to be governed— that is, re-

?uired to be of a particular case—by the verb or preposi-
ion.

6t. The aspect in which a thing is presented to
notice; sight; appearance. [Rare.]

He, advancing close

Up to the lake, past all the rest, arose
In glorious object. Ckapvnan.

The objedl of our misery is as an inventory to particular-
ize their abundance, Shak., Cor., i. 1. 21.

7. A deformed person^ or one helpless from
bodily infirmity; a gazmg-stock. [CoUoq.]

"What!" roars Macdonald—"Ton puir shaughlin' in-

kneed scray of a thing I Would ony Christian body even
yon bit objedt to a bonny sonsie weel-faured youngwoman
like Miss Catline?" hoekhart, Reginald Dalton, III. 119.

8t. An obstacle. [Eare.]

To bim that putteth not an (H^ed or let (I us^ the school-
men's words)— that is to say, to him that hath no actual
purpose of deadly sin, [the sacraments] give grace, right-

eousness, forgiveness of sins.

Beam, Works, III. 380. (Daviet.)

Egoistical, exterior, external, first, formal, mate-
nal, mediate, etc., object. See the adjectives.

objectable (ob-jek'ta-bl), a. [< OF. objectable;

as object, v., + -able."] Capable of being made
or urged as an objection. [Rare,]

It is as oT^ectable against all those things which either
native beauty or art affords.

Jer. Taylor (?), Artif, Handsomeness, p, 145,

objection

objectation (ob-jek-ta'shgn), n. [< L, dbjecta-

tio(n-), a reproach, < olijecidre, reproach : see 06-

jeet.'] Reproach or cavil; captious objection.

All the knotty questions of the realm are referred to us,

and, when they are discussed in the common hearing, each
of us, without strife or objectation, sharpens his wits to

speak well upon them,
Peter qf Blois (trans,), in Stubbs's Medieval and Modem

[Hist, p. 14a

object-finder (ob'jekt-fln'''d6r), n. In micro-

scopes, a device to enable the observer to fix

the position of an object in the slide under ex-

amination, so that he can find it again at will.

It is especially necessary when high powers are employed.
Various forms of finders have been devised ; one of the most
common involves the use of a slide with horizontal and
vertical scales, adjusted in connection with the mechani-
cal stage.

object-glass (ob'jekt-glas), n. In a telescope

or microscope, the lens which first receives the

rays of light coming directly from the object,

and collects them into a focus, where theyform
an image which is viewed through the eyepiece.
In the finest refracting telescopes the object-glass consists

of an achromatic combination of lenses, formed of sub-

stances having different dispersive powers, and of such
figures that the aberration ofthe one maybe corrected by
that of the other. Ordinarily the combination consists of

a convex lens of crown-glass and a concave lens of flint-

glass, having focal lengths proportional to their disper-

sive powers. There are many different forms which ful-

fil the condition indicated, but vary in the curves of the

lenses, their thickness, their relative position, and the dis-

tance between them. With the ordinary crown- and flint-

glass it is not possible to obtain perfect achromatism ; with
the new kinds of glass made at Jena a much more perfect

correction is possible, and it is likely that as a result tele-

scopes will soon be greatly improved, provided the glass

can be made in pieces of sufficient size and satisfactorUy

homogeneous. See objective, n., 3, and cuts under micro-

scope.

objectification (ob-jek"ti-fi-ka'shon), n. [< ob-

jectify + -ation (see -fication).'] IPhe act or pro-

cess of objectifying or of making objective.

Also objectivation.

The diminution or increase of that which is perceived
(of course, unreflectingly) as the area of self-assertion, or
(if we like the phrase) as "the objectijicatum of the will,"

IS essentially and immediately connected with our own
discomfort or pleasure.

F. H. Bradley, Ethical Studies, p. 254.

objectify (ob-jek'ti-fi), v. t.; pret. and pp. 06-

jectified, ppir. objectifying. [< ML. objeetum, an
object, + L. -ficaire, make: see object and -fy.'l

To make objective; present as an object; espe-
cially, to constitute as an object of sense; give
form and shape to as an external object; ex-

ternalize. Also objectmate, objectize.

Because it [mind] is bound to think a coexistence or se-

quence, it objecHJies the necessity.
Mauddey, Body and Will, p. 127.

He may be quite innocent of a scientific theory of vision,

but he objectCflea his sensations,
T. H. Greert, Prolegomena to Ethics, § 12.

What we start with in the child is the feeling of himself
affirmed or negated in this or that sensation ; and the next
step . , , is that the content of these feelings is objeM-
fied in things, F. H. Bradley, Ethical Studies, p, 251.

objection (ob-jek'shon), n. [= F. objection =
Sp. objeciori'= Pg. oijeegSlo = It. obbiezUme, ob-

jegione, < LL. objectio(n-), a throwing or putting
before, a reproaching, ML. an objection, < L.
objicere, obicere, pp. oljectus, throw before, ob-
ject: see object, v."] 1. The act of objecting or

throvring in the way ; the act of resisting by
words spoken or vmtten, by or without stating
adverse reasons or arguments, advancing criti-

cisms, or suggesting difficulties, etc.

Objection

!

— Let him object if he dare 1— No, no, Mrs,
Malaprop, Jack knows that tile least demur puts me in a
phrensy directly. Sheridan, The Kivals, L 2,

2. That which is interposed or presented in op-
position ; an adverse contention, whether by or
without stating the opinion, reason, or argu-
ment on which it is founded: as, many objec-

tions to that course were urged; the objections
of the defendant were overruled.

As for your spiteful false objections.

Prove them, and I lie open to -the law.
Shak., 2 Hen, VI,, i. 3, 158.

Objections to my general System
May rise perhaps ; and I have mist them.

Prior, Alma, iL

He [Mr. Gladstone] has no <X>jectian», he assures us, to
active inquiries into religious questions.

Maeavlay, Gladstone on Church and State.

3t. An adverse blow; an attack.

The parts either not armed or weakly armed were well
known, and, according to theknowledge, should have been
sharply visited but that the answer was as quick as the
objections. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, L

4t. Trouble ; care ; cause of sorrow or anxiety.

Our way is troublesome, obscure, full of objection and
dangelf Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 24.



objection

General ObjeetiMl, in late, an objection interposed witli-
oat at the aune time stating the groond or reason for it.

== Syn. 2. Exception, difficulty, doubt, scruple, cavil, de-
murrer.

objectionable (ob-jek'shgn-a-U), a. [< ohjec-
<»on + •able.'] Capable of Seing objeeted to;
justly liable to objection; caUing for disap-
prcTOL
The modes of manifesting their religions coavictions

wlilch these monks employed were so objeetitmabU as to
throw discredit on the very principles ou which they acted.

Jfuort, Kature aud Thought, p. 231.

objectionably (gb-jek'shon-a-bli), adv. la an
objectionable manner or degree; so as to be
liable to objection.
objectist(ob'jek-tist),n. [< o6/ect + -i»t] An
adherent of the objective philosophy or doc-
trine. Eclectic Bev.
objectivate (gb-jek'ti-vat), v. t; pret. and pp.
i^jectivated, ppr. ohjeciwating. [< objective +
-ate^.] Same as objectify.

objectiTation (ob-jek-ti-va'shgn), n. [< objecti-

vate + -ion.] Same as otjed^ficalion.

objective (ob-jek'tiT), a. and n. [= P. objectif

= Sp. dbjetivo = Pg. objecUro = It. obbiettivo,

objettivo, < ML. objecUiws, relating to an object,

< objeetum, an object : see object, n. Cf. subjec-

Ooe.'] L a. It- As perceived or thought ; in-

tentional ; idettl ; representative ;
phenomenal

:

opposed to sidgeetive or formal—that ia, as in
its own natnre. [TIU^ the original meaning which the
l^tin word recelTed from Dons Scotus, about 1300^ almost
the precise conbary of that now most usual, continued
the only one till the middle of the seventeenth centniy,
and was the most ftmiiiini- jn Tgngiiah unto the latter part
of the eighteenttL]

Natural phenomena are only natural ai>pearancea. Th^
ar«^ ihexetore. such as we see and perceive them. Their
real and oir^ectsoe natures are therefore the same. Berkeley.

The faculty of the imagmation, for example, and its

acts were said to liave a snbjective existence in the mind

;

while its several images or representations had, qoa im-
ages or objects of consciousness, only an o6/«e<we. Again,
a material thing, say a horse, qua existing, was said to
have a subjective being out of the mind ; qua conceived
or known, itwas said to lukvean oi^Mfm being in the mind.
Sir W. Hanutton, in Beid's Supplementary Dissertations,

(note B., 1 1.

Where or when should we be ever able to search out all

the vast treasuries of objeetive knowledge titat layes with-
in the compass of the universe?

Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 156.

[By objective knowledge was meant the pnqrasitions
known, opposed to/onnal or suI{fee<Hieknowledge the act
or habit of knowing. Such e^treasions prob^dyled to
the change of meaning of the word.]

2. Pertaining or due to the real object of cog-
nition; real: opx>osed to subjective (pertaining
or dne to the subject of cognition, namely, the
mind). [This meaning of the word nearly reverses the
original usage; yet if such passages as that from Sir M.
Hale; above, on^e one hand, and that from Watts, below,
on the other, be compared, the transition will be seen to
have been easy. Kant makes the objects of experience to
be at once real and phenomenal ; and what he generally
means by the objeeUce character of a proposition is the
force wMch it derives from the thing itself compelling
the mind, after examinafaon, to accept it. But occasion-
ally Kant uses obfeeUoe to imply a reference to the un-
knowable thing-in-itself to which the compelling force of
phenomena is due.]

Objective certainty is when l^e proposition is certainly
true in itself ; and subjective when we are certain of the
truth of it. The one is in things; the other is in our
minds. Watte, I^gic, ii. 2. § 8.

[Thus, there is an ob/eetive certainty in things that any
given man wHl die ; and a svbjeetive certainty in his mind
of that objective certainty.]

O^«<M0meansthat which belongs to, orproceeds&om,
the object known, and not from the subject knowing, and
thus denote what is real, in opposition to what is ideal

—

what exists in nature^ in contrast to what exists merely in
tiie thought of the individoaL

Sir W. Hamilton, Metaph., ix.

A form of oonsciousnesa; which we cannot explain as of
natural origin, is necessary to our conceiving an order of
nature, an objeeUve world of fact bom which illusion may
be distinguished.

T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, § 19.

If an exact objective measurement of the physical stim-

uli is intnnsic^y difficulty an exact subjective measure-
ment of the sensations themselves is inherently impossl-
bl& G. T. Ladd, Physiol. Psychology, p. 361.

The number of vibrations is the otneetive characteristic

of that which we perceive subjectively as colour.
Lommei, light (tran&X p. 226w

3. Substantive; self-existent. [This rather

confusing use of the word belongs to writers

of strong nominalistic tendencies.]

Science . . . agrees with common sense in demsnding
m belief in real ofr^ee«w bodies really known as causes <d

the various phenomena the laws and interrelations of

which it investigstes. JTnmt, Nature and Thought^ p. 89.

The only other thing in the physical universe which is

conserved in the same sense as matter is conserved, is

energy. Hencewe naturally consider energy as the other

objective re^ly in the physical universe^

Tait, in Bncyc. Brit, XV. 747.
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4. Intent, as a person, upon external objects of
thought, whether things or persons, and not
watcning one's self and one's ways, nor attend-
ing to one's own sensations ; setting forth, as
a writing or work of art, external facts or im-
aginations of such matters as they exist or are
supposed to exist, without drawing attention
to the author's emotions, reflections, and per-
sonality.

The oidy healthful activity of the mind Is an objective

activity, in which there is as little brooding over self as
possible. J. Pidce, Cosmic Philos., 1. 142.

The two epics [the Iliad and Odyssey] appear on the ho-
rixon of time so purely objective Uiat uiey seem projected
into this visible diurnal sphere with hardly a subjective
Irace adhering to them, and are silent as the stars concern-
ing their own genesis and mutual relation.

W. D. Gedda, Problem of the Homeric Poems, iL

The theme of his [Dante's] poem is purely subjective,
modem, what is called romantic ; but its treaiznent is ob-

jective (almost to realism, here and thereX and it is limited
by a form of classic severity.

LouxU, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 37.

5. In gram., pertaining to or noting the object
of a transitive verb, or of a preposition; form-
ing or expressing a grammatical object: as, the
objective case; an objective phrase or clause.
Abbreviated o^'.—Objective atetraction. beati-
tude, being, doubt. See the nouns.—Oljjective cause,
the external object which excites the pnncipal cause of
any effect to action ; the procatarctical cause.—Objective
concept, a concept conceived as constituting a real like-
ness among the objects which come under it; opposed to
a Jormal concept, or the concept regarded merely as s
function of thoujght.—Objective end, ens, evidence,
idealism, etc s^ the nouns.—Oblecaveline,inpergp.,
any line drawn on the geometrical plane the representa-
tion of which is sought in the draftor picture.—Objective
logic, the logic of objective thought; the general account
of the process by which the interaction of ideal elements
constitutes the world. HegA—Objective metbod, the
inductive method; the metiiod of modem science.—Ob-
jective pbllosoidiy. Same as traneeendental phUotaphy
(which see, under pMIanp^X—Objective plane, any
plane; situated in the horixontal planc^ whose perspec-
tive representation is required.—Objective points (a)

The point or locality aim^ at ; the final or nltunate point
to which or to reach which one's efforts or desires are di-

rected; specifically im^L\ the point toward securing
which a general directs his operations, expecting thereby
to obtain some decisive result or advantage. Hence— (b)

The ultimate end or aim ; that toward the attainment of
which effort, strategy, etc., aredirected.—Objective pow-
er or potenCT, that of a consistent obj^ of thought;
logical possibility ; non-existence combined with non-re-
pugnance to existence.—Objective reality,the reference
ofa conceptto an objecL—Oldectivereason orthoo^t,
in jnetaph,, reason or thought as existing not in the indi-

vidual mind, but as in the real objects of cognition.

Atruly ofrfcefuK tAou^At, farfrombeing merely ours, must
at the same time be what we have to discover in things,

and in every object of perception.
Hegd, tr. by Wallace; Logic of the Encyclopedia, § 41.

Objective symptoms, in med., symptoms which can
be observed by me physician, as distinct from gtibjeetive

sifrnptoms, such as pain, which can be directly observed
only by the patient—Objective truth, the agreement of

a judgment with reality ; material truth.—Objective va-
lidity, applicability to the matter of sensation.

There therefore arises here a difficultywhichwe did not
meet with in the field of sensibility, namely how subjec-

tive conditions of thought can have objeeUve validity—
that is, become conditions of the possibility of the know-
ledge of objects.

Kant, CMtigne of Pure Season (tr. byMax Miiller, orig.

[ed.), p. 8a.

n. n. 1. laEng. gram., the objective ease;

the case used to express the object of a verb or

a preposition. This case answers in most of its uses
to the accusative of Greek, Latin, German, and other lan-

guages, and is sometimes so called in English. In nouns
it is never distinct in form from the subjective or nomi-
native ; the only objectives having such a distinct form
are the pronominal case-forms me, thee. Mm, her, vs, them,

wham, corresponding to the nominatives I, thou, he, she,

we, they, who respectively. Of these; her happens to be
thesameinfonnasthepo6sesEiv& When words express-

ing extent in space or duration in time are put in the ob-
jective, they are called adverbial objetHvet: as, he ran a
mUe; she sang an hour. Compare cognate object, under
object, 5. Abbreviate oi;.

2. An objective point ; especially, the object,

point, or place to or toward which a military

force is directing its march or its operations.

In 1864 the main objectives were Lee's and Johnston's
armies and the critical point was thought to be Bich-
mond or Atlanta, whichever should be longest held.

The Century, XXST. 596.

3. The lens, or practically the combination of

lenses, which forms the object-glass of an op-
tical instrument, more particularly of the mi-
croscope (see object-glass), objectives are general-

ly named from the focal length f^ a single lens which
would have the same magnifying power; as, a two-inch ob-

jectiveorpower, a one-half-inchobjective (or simply a half),

etc Objectives of high magnifying power and conse-

quently short nominal focal length (e. g., less than half

an inch) are often spoken of as h^h powers, in distinction

from the low powers, which magnify less and have longer
nominal focal lengths. Objectives are also characterized

as immersUm-objectives or dry objectives according as they
are used with orwithout a drop of liquid between the lens

object-object

and the object ;,if the Uquid has sensibly the same refrac-
tive powerastheglassofthelens, thesystem is called Aomo-
geneous immersion. (See immersion, 5.) The properties of
an objective which determine its value for practical work
are

—

definition or defining power, depending upon its free-

domfromspheri(»landchromaticaberration,whichahould
be accompanied by flatness of field ; penetration, the power
ofbringing parts of the object at different levels into focus
at once; resoluing power, the ability (depending upon the
stie of the aperture and the definition) to exhibit the mi-
nute details of structure, as the lines on a diatom frustnle
(see test-object) ; working distance, which is the space sepa-
rating the lens and the object when the latter is in focus.
These properties are in some degree antagonistic : thus, an
increase in the aperture, and hence of the resolving power,
ia accompanied bya decrease in the woAing distance The
aperture of an objective is often measured by the angle of
the cone of rays which it admits, and is then called arytx-
lar aperture. Since, however, tliis angle varies according
as it is used as a dry, water-immersion, or homogeneous-
immersion objective; a common measure is obtained, as
proposed by Abbe, by taking the product of the half-axi^e
into the re&active index of the medium employed ; this

is called QieTuanericalapertwre (sometimes written N. A.).

Thus, for the maximum air-angle of 180°, which is equiva-
lent to a water-angle of 97° 31' and a balsam-angle of 82° 17',

the numerical aperture is unity, while for the respective
angles of 60° (airX 44° Iff (waterX 3r 24' (balsam); it is 0.5.

Again, a numerical aperture of 1.33 corresponds to the
miiTiiniim water-angle of 180° and a balsam-angle of 122°6^.

—^Endomerslon-objectlye,aform ofobjective, orobject-
glass, devised by Zeuger, in which the chromatic aben&-
tion is removed by the employment of a liquid (as a mix-
ture of ethereal and fotty oils) placed between the sepa-

rate lenses.

objectively (gb-jek'tiv-li), adv. In an objec-

tive manner; as an outward or external thing.

Activity, objectively regarded, is impulse or tendency.
R. Adamson, FiChte, p. 184.

objectiveness (gb-jek'tiv-nes), n. The state

or relation of being objective.

Is there such amotion or objectiveness of external bodies
which produceth light?

Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 1.

objectivism (qb-jek'ti-vizm), Ji. [< objective +
-ism.'] 1. In^ii»tos.,thet-endencytomagnifythe
importance of the objective elements of cogni-
tion ; especially, the doctrine that knowledge
of tie non-ego takes precedence in time, in

logical sequence, and in order of importajiee
of aU knowledge of the ego.—2. The charac-
ter, in a work of art or in its author, of being
objective, in the sense of dramatic, presenting
things as they are and persons as liiey seem to

themselves and to one another.

objectivistic (gb-jek-ti-vis'tik), a. [< objective

+ -ist + -»c.]" Partaking of objectivism, in

either sense OldectiviBtic logic. See subjectivistie

logic, jinder logic

objectivity (ob-jek-tiv'i-ti) , n . [= P. objecHviU
= Sp. ohjethndad = fg. objecUvidade, < ML.
*objectmita(t-)s,^ objectivus, objective: see objec-

tive.] The property or state of being objective,
in any sense of that word; externality; exter-
nal reality; universal validity; absorption in
external objects. See objective, a.

The Greek philosophers alone found little want of a
term precisely to express the abstract notion of objeetimty

in its indeterminate universality, which they could apply,
as they required it, in any determinate relation.

Sir W. Hamilton (in BeidX Supplementary Dissertations,
[note B, 1.

Preponderant objectivity seems characteristic of the
earlier stages of our consciousness, and the subjective at-

titude does not become habitual till later in life.

H. Sidgwick, Methods of Ethics, p. 41.

The secret of the objectivity of phenomena, and their con-
nection as parts of one world, must obviously be sought,
not without but within, not in what is simply given to
tile mind but in what is produced by it.

S. Caird, Philos. of Kant, p. 198.

Intense objectivity of regard^ as in a race or an engross-
ing operation, is not, strictiy speaking, unconsciotiEness,
but it is the maximum of energy with the minimum of
consciousness. A. Bmn, Mind, JLU. 578.

objectivize (gb-jek'ti-viz), v. t. ; pret. and pp.
objecUvized, ppr. objeetivizing. [< objective +
-ire.] To render objective; place before the
mind as an object; objectify.

The word is one bywhich the disciple o&feefwta» Illsown
feelings. AuAn«S.

objective (ob'jek-tiz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. objec-

Used, ppr. objeetieing. [< object, »., + -t^e.]

Same as objectify. Coleridge.

objectless (ob'jekt-les), a. [< object, n., + -less.]

Having no object; purposeless; aimless.

Strangerswould wonderwhat I am doing, lingering here
at the sign-post, evidently objecUess and lost

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxviii.

object-lesson (ob'jekt-les'n), n. A lesson in

HTiieh instruction is communicated, or a subject
made clear, by presenting to the eye the object
to be described, or a representation of it.

object-object (ob'jekt-ob'jekt), n. An object
of knowledge different &om mind. Sir IF.

Samilton.



objector

objector (ob-jek'tgr), n. [< LL..o6/ector, an ac-
cuser (ML. also an objector ?), < L. objicere, obi-

cere, object, accuse: see object, «.] One who
objects or interposes an adverse opinion, reason,
or argument ; one who is unwilling to receive
and abide by a proposition, decision, or argu-
ment advanced, or offers opposing opinions,
arguments, or reasons.

object-soul (ob'jekt-sol), n. In. anthropology, a
soul or vital principle believed by many barba-
rous tribes to animate lifeless objects, and gen-
erally imagined as of a phantom-like, attenu-
ated materiality, rather than as of a purely spir-

itual character.

The doctrine of object-souls, expanding into the general
doctrine of spirits conveying influence through material
objects, becomes the origin of Fetichism and idolatry.

Mmsye. BrU., II. 66.

object-staff (ob'jekt-staf), n. In surv., a, level-

ing-staff.

object-teaching (ob'jekt-te"ching), n. A mode
of teaching in which objects themselves are

made the subject of lessons, tending to the de-

velopment of the observing and reasoning pow-
ers. See object-lesson.

objectualt (ob-jek'tu-al), a. [< L. objectus {ob-

Jectu-), object (see'object, n.), -^ -al."] Pertain-

ing to that which is without; external; objec-

tive; sensible.

Thus far have we taken a literal survey of the text [2

Cor. vi. 16] concerning the material temple, external or
dbjectuaZ idols, and the impossibility of their agreement

Jteo. T. Adams, Works, II. 290. (Davies.)

objicient (gb-jis'i-ent), n. [< L. ob}i(nen(t-)s,

ppr. of objicere, obieere, object: see object.'\ One
who objects; an objector; an opponent. Card.
Wiseman. [Eare.]

objuration (ob-jp-ra'shgn), n. [< L. as if *ob-

juratio(n-), < objware, biud by an oath : see ob-

jure.'] The act of binding by oath. Bramhall.

objure (ob-jor'), v. i.; pret. and pp. objured,

ppr. objuring. [= OF. objurer, < LL. objurare,

bind by an oath, < L. ob, before, +jurare, swear,
make oath : seejurate,jury.] To swear. [Rare.]

As the people only laughed at him, he cried the louder
and more vehemently ; nay, at last began objuring, foam-
ing, imprecating. Carlyle, Misc., I. 353. (Davies.)

objurgate (Qb-j6r'gat), «. t.; Tpret. SiuApp. objur-

gated, -p-pT."objurgating. [< L. objurgatus, pp.
of objwgare, chide, scold, blame, < oh, before,

against, + jwrgare, chide, scold, and lit. (LL.)
sue at law, < jus (Jwr-), right, law, + agere,

drive, pursue: see agent.] To chide; reprove.

Command all to do their duty. Command, but not ob-

jurgaie. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 168.

objurgation (ob-jer-ga'shon), «. [=F. objurga-

tion= It. objurgazione, < liiobjurgaUoin^), a chid-
ing, reproof, < objwgare, chide: see objv/rgate.]

The act of objurgating, or chiding by way of

censure; reproof; reprehension.

If there he no true liberty, but all things come to pass

by inevitable necessity, then what are all interrogations,

obiwgaM&n», and reprehensions, and expostulations?
Ahp. BramihaU, Against Hobbes.

He will tiy to soothe him, and win him, if he can, to re-

consider and retract so grievous an objurgation.

S. Choate, Addresses, p. 406.

objurgatory (ob-jfer'ga-to-ri), a. [= F. objyrga-

toire, < L. objurgatorius, chiding, < objurgator,

one who chides, < objurgare, chide : see objur-

gate.] Having the character of an objurgation

;

containing eensuie or reproof ; culpatory.

Now tetters, though they be capable of any Subject, yet

commonly they are either Narratory, Objwrgciary, Consola-

tory, Monitory, or Congratulatory. Hmneu, Letters, I. i. 1.

oblanceolate (ob-lan'sf-o-lat), a. [< ob- + lan-

ceolate^ In bot., shaped Uke a lance-point re-

versed— that is, having the tapering poiut next
the leafstalk: said of certain leaves. %ee lan-

ceolate.

oblate (ob-laf), i>. t. ;
pret. and pp. oblated, ppr.

ablating. [< L. oblatus, pp. of obferre, offerre,

present, offer, devote : see offer.] If. To offer;

present; propose.

Both garrisons and the inhabitantes, oppressed with

much penuxye and extreme famyne, were coacted to ren-

der the cytie vpon reasonable conditions to them by the

Frenche Kyng sent and oUaJted. Ball, Hen. TI., an. 81.

2. To offer as an oblation; devote to the service

of God or of the church. Bev. 0. Shipley.

oblate (ob-laf or ob'lat), n. [1. = F. oblat =
Sp. Pg. It. oblato, < ML. oblatus, an oblate, i. e.

a secular person devoted, with his belongings,

to a particular monastery or service, < L. ob-

latus, pp., offered, devoted: see oblate, v. 2. =
OF. oublee, ublee, oblie, an offering, altar-bread,

a cake, wafer, F. oublie (> 8p. oblea), a wafer

(see oble), = Sp. Pg. oblada, an offering of
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bread, oblata, an offering, = It. oblata, < ML.
oblata, an offering, tribute, esp. an offering of

bread, altar-bread, a cake, wafer, fern, of L. ob-

latus, offered: see above.] 1 . In the Bom. Catli.

Ch., a secular person devoted to a monastery,
but not under its vows. Speoifloally— (a) One who
devoted himself, his dependents, ^nd estates to the ser-

vice of some monastery into which he was admitted as a
kind of lay brother.

One Master Gnccio and his wife, Mina, who had given
themselves as ablates, with all their property, to the church
[at Siena], devoting themselves and their means to the ad-

vance of the work.
C. E. Norton, Church-building in Middle Ages, p. 161.

(b) A child dedicated by his or her parents to a monastic
life, and therefore held in monastic discipline and domi-
cile.

Born of humble parents, who oSered him [Suger], In his

early youth, as an oblate at the altar of St. Denis, be had
been bred in the schools of the abbey.

Kajryer's Mag., LXXIX 768.

(c) One who assumed the cowl in immediate anticipation

of death, (d) One of a congregation of secular priests who
do not bind themselves by monastic vows. The congre-
gation of the Oblates of SL Charles or Oblates of the Blessed

Virgin and St. AwJbrose wasfounded in the diocese of Milan
in the sixteenth century by St. Charles Borromeo; that of

the Oblates of Italy was founded at Turin in 1816 ; and that
of the Oblates ofMary Im/maculate, founded in the south of

France in 1816, was brought into the United States in 1848.

(e) One of a community of women engaged in religious and
charitable work. Such communities are the oblates found-
ed by St. Francesca of Rome about 1438, and the Oblate «Sfo-

ters of Providence, a sisterhood of colored women founded
at Baltimore in 1826 for the education and the ameliorar
tion of the condition of colored women.
2. Eccles., a loaf of uneonsecrated bread pre-

pared for use at the celebration of the eucha-
rist ; altar-bread. From the earliest times of which
we have distinct information, oblates have been circular

in form, of moderate thickness, and marked with a cross

or crosses. In the Western Church they are unleavened,
much reduced in siae, and commonly known as wafers,
or, especially after consecration, as hosts. In th e Anglican
Church the use of leavened bread in loaves of ordinary size

and form was permitted at the Reformation, and became
the prevalentthough not exclusive use. The Greek Church
uses a circular oblate of leavened bread, in the center of

which is a square projection called the Holy Lamb. This
projecting part alone is consecrated, and the remainder
serves for the antidoron.—Oblate roll, in Eng. Mgt., the
account kept In the exchequer, particularly in the reigns

of John and Henry III., of old debts due to the king and
of gifts made to him.

oblate (ob-laf), a. [< L. oblatus, takenin sense

of 'spread out,' namely, at the sides of the
sphere, pp. of obferre, offerre, bring forward,
present, offer: see offer.] In geom., flattened

at the poles: said of a figure generated by the
revolution of an ellipse about its minor axis:

as, the earth is an oblate spheroid. Sieeprolate.

oblateness (ob-lafnes), n. The condition of

being oblate or flattened at the poles.

oblation (ob-la'shon), n. [= F. oblation = Sp.

oblacion = Pg. oblagSo = It. oblaeione, < LL. ob-

latio{n-), an offering, presenting, gift, present,

< L. oblatus, pp. of obferre, offerre, present,
offer: see oblate, v., and offer.] 1. The act of

offering. Specifically, eccles. : (a) The donation by the
laity of bread and wine for the eucharist, and of other
gifts or of contributions in money for the maintenance
of divine worship and for the support of the clergy and
the poor. In the early church the bread and wine were
given by members of the congregation to the deacon be-
fore the liturgy, and offered by the priest on the altar;

later this custom fell into disuse, and the other gifts were
presented at or just before the offertory. The Greek
church has a special preparation of the elements in the
office of prothesis (see protheiis), before the liturgy, (b)

The oflering or presenting to God upon the altar of the un-
eonsecrated bread and wine ; the offertory, (c) The solemn
offering or presentation in memorial before God of the con-
secrated elements as sacramentally the body and blood of

Christ. This is called the great oblation, in distinction from
the lesser oblation or offertory. The great oblation forms
the second part of the prayer of consecration, the first part
being the words of institution, or the consecration in the
stricter sense. In the Oriental liturgies, in the Scotch
communion office of 1764, and in the American Book of
Common Prayer, the great oblation is succeeded by the
invocation or epiclesis.

The earliest theory of Liturgies recognised three dis-

tinct Oblations in the Holy Action.
J. M. Scale, Eastern Church, i. 339.

((J) The whole office of holy communion ; the eucharist.

2. In Bom. law (oblatio), a mode of extinguish-
ment for debt by the tender of the precise
amount due. It had to be followed, in Roman and
French law, in order to become an effectual tender, by
deposUio, or consignation into the hand of a public officer.

BoUand.
3. Anything offered or presented; an offering;

a gift.

Take thou my oblation, poor but free.

Shdk., Sonnets, cxxv.

I could not make unto your majesty a better oblation

than of some treatise.

Ba&m, Advancement of Learning, i. 5.

Specifically—4. Anything offered or presented
in worship; an offering or sacrifice ; especially,

eccles., a eucharistic offering or donation; usu-

obligate

ally in the plural, the eucharistic elements or

other offerings at the eucharist.

Bring no more vain oblatiom. Isa. i. 13.

Purification was accompanied with an oblation, some-
thing was to be given ; a lamb, a dove, a turtle ; all em-
blenis of mildness. Donne, Sermons, viiL

A few Years after, K. Lewis of France comes into Eng-
land of purpose to visit the Shrine of St Thomas ; where^

having paid his Vows, he makes OblatUmx with many rich

Presents. Baker, Chronicles, p. 88.

This oblation of an heart fixed with dependence on and
affection to him is the most acceptable tributewe can pay
him, the foundation of true devotion and life of all reli-

gion. Locke, Reasonableness of Christianity.

5. In canon law, anything offered to God and
the church, whether movables or immovables.

The name of OblaHons, applied not only here to those

small and petit payments which yet are apart of the min-
ister's right but also generally given unto all such allow-

ances as serve for their needful maintenance, is both an-

cient and convenient. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 74.

oblationerf (ob-la'shgn-Sr), n. [< oblation +
-eri.] 1. One who makes an oblation or offer-

ing.

He presents himself an oblatitmer before the Almighfy.
Dr. E. More, Mystery of Godliness, p. 423.

2. The church official who receives oblations,

oblatratet (ob-la'trat), v. t. [< L. oblatratus,

pp. of oblatrare, bark at, < ob, before, + latrare,

bark: see latrate.] To bark at; snarl at; rail

against. Cockeram.
oblatrationt (ob-la-tra'shgn), n. [< L. as if *db-

latratio(n-), < o6to'!Srar«, barkat: see oblatrate.]

Barking; snarling; quarrelsome or captious

objection or objections.

The apostle feores none of these currish oblatratiota;

but contemning all impotent misacceptions, calls them
what he finds them, a froward generation.

Bp. Ball, Sermon preached to the Lords.

obleti obleyt. «• [ME., < OF. oblee, oublee, oblie

(F. oublie), < ML. oblata, an offering: see ob-

late, n.] The bread prepared for the eucha-

rist; an oblate. Also obeley.

Ne Jhesu was nat the oble

That reysed was at the sacre.

MS. Barl. 1701, f. 66. (HaQtweS.)

oblectatet (ob-lek'tat), v. t. [< L. oblectattis,

pp. of oblectare, delight, please, < ob, before, +
lactare, freq. of lacere, allure. Of. delight, de-

lectation.] To delight; please highly. Cotgrave.

oblectation-f (ob-lek-ta'shgn), n. [< OF. oblecta-

tion, < L. oblectatio{n-), a delighting, < oblectare,

delight: see oblectate.] The act of pleasing

highly; delight.

The thii'd in obleetaHon and tmitlon of pleasures and
wanton pastimes. Northbrooke, Dicing (1577X {Sores.)

obleyt, ». See oble.

Obligable (ob'li-ga-bl), a. [< L. as if *obUgabi-

lis, < obligare, bini, oblige : see oblige.] Capa-
ble of being held to the performance of what
has been undertaken ; true to a promise or con-

tract; trustworthy in the performance of duty.

The main difference between people seems to be that

one man can come under obligations on which you can
rely— is obligable— and another is not

Emerson, Complete Prose Works, IL 463.

obUgant (ob'U-gant), n. [< L. obUgan{t-)s, ppr.

of obUgare, bind :" see obligate, oblige.] In Scots

law, one who binds himself by a legal tie to pay
or perform something to or for another person.

obligate (ob'U-gat), v. t.; pret. ajLi-pp.obligated,

ppr. obligaUng. [< L. obUgatus, pp. of obUgare,

bind, oblige: see oblige.] 1. To bind by legal

or moral tie, as by oath, indenture, or treaty;

bring under legal or moral obligation ; hold to

some specific act or duty; pledge.

Every person not having a greater annual revenue in

land than one hundred pence was (Migated to have in his

possession a bow and arrows.
Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 116L

That 's your true plan. To obligate
The present ministers of state.

ChurchUl, The Ghost iv.

This oath he himself explabis as obligating, not merely
to a passive compliance with the statutory enactment^
but to an active maintenance of their authority.

Sir W. HamSBmu.

Suppose . . . that Colombia bad oM^oted herself toOm
company to allow such vessels to pass.

S. A. See., CXLHI. 207.

2. To place imder obligation in any way, as on
account of continued favors or repeated acts

of kindness ; make beholden or indebtedj con-
strain by considerations of duty, expediency,
courtesy, etc. [Chiefly oolloq. for ohUgeJ]

I am sorry, sir, I am obligated to leave yon.
Foote, Mayor of Ouratt, L L

They [the trees] feel obligated to follow the mode, and
come out in a new suit of green.

Thackeray, Early and Late Papers, Men and Coats.



obligate

obligate (ob'U-gSt), o. [< L. dbligatus, pp. : see
obligate, r.] Constrained or bound; having of
necessity a particalar character, or restricted
to a particular course.
ON^jote parasites— Uiat is, species to wbicb a parasitic

life is indispensable for the attainment of their foil de-
velopment. De Bary, Fnngi (toans.), p. 356.

obligation (ob-U-gS'shon), n. [< F. obligation
= Sp. obUgadon = Pg.'obrufOfSo = It. ohbliga-
zione, < L. obligatio(n-), a binding, an engage-
mentor pledging, abend, obligation, < obttgare,
bind, oblige : see obligate, oblige.J 1. The con-
straining power or authoritative character of a
duty, a moral precept, a civil law, or a promise
or contract voluntiuily made ; action upon the
will by a sense of monJ constraint.
For to make core obl^aeioun and bond as strong as it

liketh nnto yoore goodnesae, that we mowe fnlflUe the
wille ai yon and of m; lord Melibee.

Chttueer, Tale of ^elibeos.

The oNCgation of onr blood forbids
A gory emulation 'twixt as twain.

Shak., T. and a, hr. 5. 122.

The very notion of Tirtne Implies the notion of otUgti-
Hon. t>. Stewart, Outlines of Moral Philosophy, tL 4.

It is an incontroTertible axiom tiiat all property, and
especially all Tithe property, is held under a moral Mi-
gttiwn to iffOTide for the spiritual needs of those parishes
from which it accrues.

Bp. Chr. Wordsumrth, Church of Ireland, p. 279.

The whole phraseology of obligation, in short, npon He-
donistic principlescan bestbe explainedby a theory which
is essentially the same as that of Hobb^ and which in
Plato's time was represented l^ the dictum of cert^n
Sophists that "Justice is Uie interest of the stronger."

T. H. Qmn, Prolegomena to Ethics, § 3(7.

2. That to which one is bound ; that which one
is bound or obliged to do, especially by moral
or legal claims ; a duty.

A thousand pounds a year for pure respect

!

Xo other dbUgatUm ! Sy my me.
That promises moe thousands.

Shak., Hen. TUL, iL 3. 96.

"The coltiTstion of l^e soil,"we are told, "is an oM^o-
tian imposed by nature on manMnd."

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 70.

Inasmuch as ri^ts and obligationg are correlatare, there
is an oi)iigation lying on every state to respect tdie rights
of every other, to abstain from all injury and wrong to-

wards it, as well as towards its subjectB. These Miga-
tUms are expressed in international law.

Wooltey, Intiod. to Inter. Law, § 117.

3f. A claim; a ground of demanding.
Duke William having Hie Word of Edward, and the Oath

ti Harold, bad sulBcient Obtigatima to expect the King-
dom. Baker, ChronicIeE^ p. 22.

4. The state or fact of being bound or morally
constrained by gratitude to requite benefits;
moral indebtedness.

He s^d he wolde pardon them of all their trespace^
and woidde quite them of the gret somme of money, that
they wer bound vnto hym by Mygadtm of olde tyme.

Bemers, tr. of E^roissarfs Chron., L xlvl

To the poore and miserable her loss was irreparable, for
Uiere was no degree but had some obUgaiion to her mem-
orae. SoOyn, Ttiaij, Sept. 9, 1678.

5. In laxo : (a) A bond containing a penalty,
withaconditionannexed,forpaymentofmoney,
performance of covenants, or the like: some-
times styleda vrriUng obligatory. Bysome mod-
em TJIngliHli jurists tiie word is used as equiva-
lent to legal duty generally.

He can make obligations, and write court-hand.
Shot., 2 Hen. YL, U. 2. lOL

{&) In Bom, law, the juridical relation between
two ormore persons invirtue of which one can
compel the other to do or not to do a certain

act which has a monetary value, or can at least

be measured by a monetary standard, it might
arise oat of delict as wdl as out of contract The word
is used as well to designate the right as the correspond-
ing duty.

6. In medieval schools, a rule of disputation

bywhich the opponent was bound to admit any
premise, not involving a contradiction, beg-
ging of the question, or other fallacy, which
the respondent might propose. Disputation, as a
game for teaching logic, was a principal part of the scho-

lastic exercises; and perhaps may still be so in some coun-
tries. A master presided, and after a sufficient time de-

cided in favor of one of the disputants, who was then
obliged to give his advrasary a gr«it thwack with a wood-
en insbument. Modem writers somefames speak of any
role of scholastic disputation as an oliligalion.—Acces-
aoiT, conditioiial, conventioiial. correal, etc, otiU-
eaaons. See the adjectives.— Days of obli^&tlon
^ee2«s. ), days on which everyone is expectedto abstainfrom
secular occupations and to attend divine service.—NatU-
lal. obediential, etc, obligations. See the adjectives.

— Of obligation, obligatory: said especially of an ob-

servance commanded by the church : as, it is qf obligation

to communicate at Easter.

There is properiy only one Moslem pilgrimage o/ oiliga-

Hm, that to Mecca, which still often draws an annual con-

tinseat of from 70,000 to 80,000 pilgrims.^
Siusyo. Brit., XIX. 93.
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Pure obligation, in Scott law, an absolate obligation al-

ready due and inmiediately enforceable= Syn. Engage-
ment, contzac^ agreement.

obUgational (ob-U-ga'shon-al), a. [< obliga-

tion + -al.~\ Obligatory.

"

There are three classes of resembling features which
exist between the adult and the child. L The unavoida-
ble. . . . n. ThecriminaL . . . IXL Ihe obKgaHonaL.

BibUeal Museum, p. 324.

obligative (ob'U^a-tiv), a. [= OF. obligatif;

as obligate + -ire."] Implying obligation.

With must and ought (to) we make forms which may
be called obligative, 'implying obligation*: thus, 1 must
give, I ought to give. WTdtney, Eng. Gram., p. 122.

obligativeness (ob'li-ga-tiv-nes), n. The char-
acter of being obligatory. Norris, Christian
Law Asserted (1678).

obligato, a. and n. See oVbligato.

obligatorily (obli-ga-to-ri-li), ode. In an obli-

gatory manner; by obligation.

Being bound MigatoriHe, both for himscUe and his suc-
cessors. Foxe, Martyrs, pt 230.

obligatoriness (ob'li-ga-to-ri-nes), n. The state
or quality of being obligatory.
obligatory (ob'li-ga-to-ri), a. [=1 F. obUgatoire
= Sp. obligatorio = Pg. obrigatorio = It. obbU-
gatorio, <IJLi. o&%a<or>ii£, binding, <L. obUgare,
bind, oblige: see obligate, oblige."] Imposing
obligation ; binding in law or conscience ; im-
posing duty; requiring performance of or for-

bearance from some act : followed by on before
the person, formerly by to.

And concerning the lawfulness, not only pennissively,
but whether it be not obUgalory to Christian princes and
states. Bacon.

As long as law iaobUgatoiy, solong ourobedience is due.
Jar. Taylor, Holy Living.

If this patent is o62i^aton/ on them. It is contrary to acts
of parliament, and therefore void. Sw^
When an end is lawful ani obligi^ory, the indispensable

means to it are also lawful and Migatary.
Lincoln, in Saymond, p. 150.

obligatnm (ob-Ii-^'tom), n. [< ML. obligatvan,

neut. of L. obligatus, obligate: see obligate, a.]

The proposition which a scholastic disputant
is under an obligation to admit. See obliga-

tion, 6.

oblige (o-blij' ; formerly also o-blej', after the
F.), V. i.; pret. and pp. obliged, ppr. obliging.

[< ME. obligen, usually obUshe, oblisshen, etc.,

< OP. obliger, F. obliger = Sp. obligor = Pg.
obrigar= It. obbligare, < L. obUgare, bind or tie

around, bind together, bind, put undermoral or
legal obligation, < ob, before, about, + ligare,

bind: see Ugament.'] If. To bind; attach; de-

vote.
Lord, to <liy semice I oUtsaftme^ with anmyn herte holy.

York Plays, -p. U6.

Taia . . . was met by the Pope and saluted in this man-
ner : Here take, oh Zaid, this ring of gold, and, by giving
it to the Sea, Mige it nnto thee Sandys, Travailes, p. 2.

Admit he promis'd love,

ObUg'd bimRfilf by oath to her you plead for.

Shirley, Love in a Maze, iiL 3.

Privateers are not obliged to any Ship, but &ee to go
ashore where they please, or to go into ai^other Ship tt^t
wiU entertain them, only paying for their Provision.

Dandier, Toyages, I. 31.

2. To bind, constrain, or compel by any phys-
ical, moral, or legal force or influence; place
under the obligation or necessity (especially

moral necessity) of doing some particularthing
or of pursuing some particular course.

I wol toyow obligeme to deye. Cha«eer, Troilu^ ir. 1414.

O, ten times faster Yenus' pigeons fly

To seal love's bonds new-made than they are wont
To keep obliged faiOi unforfeited

.

SSofc, M.ofV.,it6.7.

This Virtue especially was commended in bim, and he
would oftoi si^ That even God himself wasofi^ed by his
Word. Baker, Chronicles, p. 34.

Wherto I neither bbSge the belief of other person, nor
over hastily subscribe mine own. MUton, Hist. Eng., L

That way [toward the southem quarter of the worid]

the Musselmans are obliged to set their faces when they
Pray, in reverence to the Tomb of their Prophet.

Jfoundrefi, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 14.

I win instance one opinion which I lookupon everyman
obliged in conscience to quit.

Sayft, Sentiments of a Ol of Eng. Man, IL

3. To lay under obligation of gratitude, etc.,

by some act of courtesy or kindness ; hence, to

gratify; serve; do a service to or confer a favor
upon ; be of service to ; do a kindness or good
turn to: as, kindly oblige me by shutting the

door ; in the passive, to be indebted.

They are able to M^e the Prince of their Coimtry by
lending him money. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 55.

I would sustain alone

The worst, and not persuade thee; rather die

Deserted than oMige thee with a fact

Pernicious to thy peace. MUton, P. L., ix. 980.

obliqne

Free. Deny you; they cannot. All of 'em have been
your Intimate Friends.

,
}

Man. So, thegr havebeen People only I have ObUg'd piar-

ticularly. WyebeHey,.riam Dealer, v., I.

Dreading e'en fool^ by flatterers besiegecL
And so obliging that he ne'er oU^vd. ^

Pope, PnJL 4o SaBr*,l 209.

[The diamond] is ObUg'd to Darkne^fSr'SSfiiy"
' '

That would be more Opprest than Hdpi4 Jgf> Da^-

:

Colmey, To the Bisbopj(^,l4acf>ln.

Yet, in a feast, the epicure holds himselfnot more obliged
to the cook for the venison than .to the phyM^l^n who
braces his stomach to enjoy. De Quincey, BhettHlc

=Syn. 2. To forc^ coerce.— 3. To serve, accommodate.
obligee (ob-li-je'), n- [< F. oblige, pp. of obliger,

oblige: see oblige.'] One to whom another. is
bound, or the person to whom a bond or writ-
ing obligatory is given ; in general, one who is
placed under any obli^tion.

Ther *s not an art but tls an obligee.
NuptiaOs of Peieus and Thetii (1654). (JTurKX.)

Ireland, the obligee, might have said, "What security
have I for receiving the balance due to me after you are
paid?" Gladilane, Nineteenth Century, TTYT 17a

obligement (o-blij'ment). ». [< OF. obUge-
ment, < LL. obligamenhim, a bond, obligation,
<L. obligare, bind, oblige: see oblige.] If. Ob-
ligation.

I will not resist, therefore, whatever it is, either of di-
vine or human obligement, that you lay upon me.

MUton, Education.

2. A favor conferred.

Let this fair princess but one minute stay,

A look from her will yonr obligements pay.
Dryden, Indian ^nperor, i. %.

obliger (o-bli'jer), 71. One who obliges.

It is the naturalproperty of the same hearty to be a gen-
tle interpreter, which is so noble an obliger.

Sir H. Wotton, £ellqni», p. 453.

obliging (o-bli'jing), p. a. Having a disposition
to oblige or confer favors ; ready to do a good
turn or to be of service : as, an obliging neigh-
bor ; hence, characteristic of one who is reswly

to do a favor; accommodating; Mnd; com-
plaisant : as, an obliging disposition.

She . . . affected this obliging carriage to her inferifns.
GddsmiOi, Hist. England, xxxiv.

He is an obliging man, and I knew hewould let me have
them without aab^ng what I wanted them for.

J. Hawthorne, Dust, p. 210^

=SpL Friendly. SeejM;a&

obligingly (o-bli'jing-U), adv. In an obliging
manner; wiih ready compliance and a desire
to serve orbe of service ; with courteous readi-
ness; kindly; complaisantly: as, lie very o6i»-

gingly showed us over his establishment.

He had an Antick Busto of Zenobia in Marble, with a
thick Eadiated Crown; of which he very obligingly gave
me a Copy. Lister, Jonm^ to Paris, p. 49.

obligingness (o-bli'jing-nes), n. 1. Binding
power; obligation. [Bare.]

Christ coming, as the substance typified by those legal
institations, did consequently set a period to the obUgiTig'
ness of those institalions. Hammond, WoAs, L 232.

2. The quality of being obliging ; civility ; com-
plaisance ; disposition to exercise kindness.

His behaviour . . . was with such condescension and
obligingness to the meanest of his clragyas to know and be
known to ttiem. I. Walton, Lives (Bp. Sanderson), p. 364.

obligistic (ob-li-jis'tik), a. [< oblige + -ist -I-

-ic.] Pert-aJTiiTig to the obligations of scholastic
disputation. See obligation, 6.

obligor (ob'li-g6r), n. [< oblige + -or.] In law,

the personwho binds himself or gives his bond
to another.

Thomas Prince, who was one of the contractors for the
trade, was not one of the obligors to the adventures.

Appendix to yew England's Memorial, p. 405.

oblignlate (ob-lig'u-lat), a. [< ob- + ligiUate.]

In hot., extended on the inner instead of the
outer side of the capitulum or head : said of the
corollas of some Ugulate florets. [Bare.]

oblignation (ob-li-kwa'shon), ». [< LL. ohli-

qttaiio(n-), a bending, oblique direction, < L.
obliquare, bend: see obUgue, c.] 1. Oblique-
ness ; declination from a straight line or course

;

a turning to one side.

Wherein according to common anatomy the right and
transverse fibres are decussated bythe oblique fibres ; and
somust frame a reticulate and quincuncial figure by their

obligtuitians. Sir T. Browne, Garden of Qyrus, iiL

The change made by the obUquatian of ttie eyes is least

in colours of the densest than in tiiin substances.
yewton, Optieks, ii 1. 19.

2. Deviation from moral rectitude. [Bare in

both senses.]

oblique (ob-lek* or ob-Uk'), a. and n. [< F. 06-

Uque= Sp. oblictto=Pg. It. 0&2tgtf0,< L. oiUquus,
slanting, awry, oblique, sidelong, < 06, before,

near, -1- (LL.) liquis (scarcely used), slantisg^

bent ; cf . Buss. Zii^a, a bend, I^th. letikii, bend.]



oblique

I. o. 1. Of lines or planes, making with a given
line, snrface, or direction an angle that is less
than 90°; neither perpendicular nor parallel;
of angles, either acute or obtuse, not right;
in general, not direct; aslant; slanting. See
outs under angled.

tTpon others we can look bat in Mique lines ; onlyupon
onnelves in direct. Donne, Sermons, t.

With tract oblique
At first, as one who sought access, but fear'd
To interrupt, sidelong he works his way.

MUUm., V. L., ix. 610.

2. Indirect, in a figurative sense : as, an ob-
lique reproach or taunt.

The following passage is an Mvrue panegyric on the
Union. OolcUmith, Criticisms.

His natural affection in a direct line was strong, in an
Mique but weak ; for no man ever loved children more,
nor a brother less. Baker, Hen. I., an. H3S.

By Germans in old times ... all inferiors were spoken
to in the third person singular, as "er"; thatis, anoUigue
form, by which the inferior was referred to as though not
present, served to disconnect him from the speaker.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 307.

8. Questionable from a moral point of view

;

not upright or morally direct ; evil.

MXiaoUimie;
There 's nothing level in our cursed natures
But direct villany. SAafc, T. of A., It. 3. 18.

It is a mere degenerous appetite,
A lost, oblique, depraved affection.

And bears no mark or character of love.

B. Jonxon, New Inn, iiL 2.

Because the ministry is an office of dignity and honour,
Bome are . . . rather bold to accuse our discipline in this
lespect; as not only permitting but requiring also ambi-
tious suits and other oblique ways or means whereby to
obtain it. Hookenr, Eccles. Polity, v. 77.

It tends to the utter dissolving of those oblique suspi-

cions which have any aspect on his Mat^<3s subjects, whe-
ther spectators or others.

Evelyn, Encounter between the French and Spanish
[Ambassadors.

4. In hot, unequal-sided.—Oblique angle. See
def. 1.—Oblique aich, in arch. See arcKi^.— Oblique
ascensiont. See oweTision.—Oblique battery. See baz-

terj/.—Oblique bridge, a skew bridge.— Oblique case,
in gra/m,, any case except the nominative.—Oblique Cir-
cle, in spherical projections, a circle whose plane is oblique
to the axis of the primitive plane.— Oblique cone. See
cone.—Oblique cylinder, a cylinderwhose axis is oblique
to the plane of its base.—Oblique descension. See de-

KeTman, 4.—Oblique eztluction. SeeextmOion Ob-
lique flxe, helicoid, etc. See the nouns.—Oblique hy-
perbola, one whose asymptotes are not at right angles
to one another.—Oblique Inguinal hernia. See to--

nio.—Oblique leaf, in bot., a leaf in which the cellular
tissue is not symmemcally developed on each side of the
midrib, as in the elm; an inequilateral leaf.— Oblique
ligament, in anat., a small round ligament running from
the tubercle of the ulna at the base of the coronoid process
to the radius a little below the bicipital tuberosity. Also
called round%a7iient.—ObliqueUne ofthe clavicle,the
trapezoid line for the trapezoid ligament.—Oblique line
Of the fibula, the postero-internal border.—Oblique
line of the lower Jaw, two ridges, the external and the
internal, the former running from the mental prominence
upward and backward to the anterior margin of the ramus,
and the latter,or mylohyoid ridge, running from below the
genial tubercles upward and backward to the ramus^ and
affording attachment to the mylohyoid muscle.—Oblique
line of the radius, a line running downward and out-

ward from the tuberosity to form the anterior border of
' the bone.—Oblique line of the thyroid cartilage, an

Indistinct ridge on the wing, for attachment of the sterno-

hydid and thyrohyoid muscles.— Oblique line Of the
tibia, the popliteal line.—Oblique line of the ulna, a
line on the anterior distal surface, limiting attachment of

' thb pronator qnadratus.—Oblique motion, in mums. See
mowm, u.—Oblique muscles of the abdonien, of the
eye, of the neck. See phrases under oblicpms.—Ob-
lique narration or s|)eech (tr. of L. oratio obligua), in

gram., indirect narration; a construction in which the
original speaker's words are repeated in full or in sub-

stance, but with such a change of person and tense as

conforms them to the circumstances- of the person re-

porting. Thus, in English, he said he had been learning

geometry, for he said "I have been learning geometry.

ObUqne perspective. Same as angular permeeUve
(which see, under aTt^uJar).- Oblique pianoforte, an
npright pianoforte in which the strings run diagonally

instead of vertically. As now made, most uprights are

oblique.—Oblique plane, in dialing, a plane which de-

clines ftvm the zenith or inclines toward the horizon.—

Oblique processes of the vertebrae, the articular pro-

cesses; the zygapophyses. See cut under (forsoi.—Oblique
rhythm. See rhythm— Oblique ridge of the trapezi-
um, a prominence on the palmar snrface of the trapezium

to which is attached the anterior annular ligament.— Ob-
lique ridge ofthe ulna, a ridge running from the hinder

end of the small sigmoid cavity to the posterior border.—

Oblique sailing (naut.), the movement of a ship when
she sails upon some rhumb between the four cardinal

points, makmg an oblique angle with the meridian.— Ob-
lique siieech. See oblique Tiarratum.-Oblique sphere,
in attroTi. and geog. , the celestial or terrestrial sphere when
its axis is oblique to the horizon of the place ; or its posi-

tion relative to an observer at any point on the earth

except the poles and the equator.— Oblique system of
coSrdinates. See coordinate.—OViiwie vein of the
heart, a small vein from the vestigial fold of pericar-

dium, opening into the coronary sinus without a valve : a

remnant of the left superior fetal cava.

H. n. In anat, an oblique muscle: as, the

«ztemaJ ohligue oi the abdomen. See dbliguus.
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oblique (ob-lek' or ob-lik'), «. t.
;
pret. and pp.

oiii^tted, ppr. obliquing. [= P. obliquer, march
obliquely, = Sp. oblicuar = Pg. obliquar = It.

obliquare, direct or drive obliquely, < L. obli-

quare, bend, turn away, < ohliquus, oblique,

awry: see oblique, a.] 1. To deviate from a
direct line or from the perpendicular; slant;

slope. [Rare.]

Projecting his person toward it in a line which obliqued

from the bottom of his spine. Scott, Waverley, xL

2. To advance slantingly or obliquely; specifi-

cally (milit.), to advance obliquely by making
a half-face to the right or left and marching in

the new direction.

The fox obliqued towards us, and entered a field of which
our position commanded a full view.

Qeargia Scenes, p. 176.

oblique-angled (ob-lek'ang*'gld), a. Having
oblique angles : as, an oblique-angled triangle.

Ol)liquedt,i». a. Oblique.
Each of yon,

That vertue have or this or that to make.
Is checkt and changed from his nature t^ew.
By others opposition or obliquM view.

.

Spenser, F. Q., VII. vii. 64.

obliquely (ob-lek'li or ob-lik'li), adv. In an ob-
lique manner or direction; not directly; slant-

ingly; indirectly.

He who discommendeth others, obliquely commendeth
himself. Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., L 34.

Declining from the noon of day.
The sun obliquely shoots his burning ray.

Pope, B. of the L., lit 20.

obliqueness (ob-lek'nes or ob-lik'nes), n. The
state or quality of being oblique.

obliqui, n. Plural of obliquus.

obliquity (ob-lik'wi-ti), n.; pi. obliquities (-tiz).

[< F. obliquity = Sp. oblicuidad = Pg. obliqui-

dade = It. obliquitd, < L. obliqmta(_t-)s, a slant-

ing direction, obliqueness, < obliquus, slanting,

obUque : see oblique.'] The state of being ob-
lique, (a) A relative position in which two planes, a
straight Inie and a plane, or two straight lines in a plane
cut at an an^e not a right angle ; also, the magnitude of

this angle.

At Paris thesunne riseth two honres before it riseth to
them under the equinoctiall, and setteth likewise two
houres after them, by means of the oblimi&ie of the hori-

zon. HdkluyVe Voyages, III. {Richardson.)

The amount of radiation in any direction from a lumi-
nous surface is proportional to the cosine of tiie (Miquity.

TaU, Light, § 66.

(b) Deviation from an intellectual or moral standard.

My Understanding hath been full of Error and Obliqui-

ties. Howell, Letters, I. vi. 61.

Not once touching the inward bed of corruption, and
that hectick disposition to evill, the Bourse of all vice, and
obliquity against the rule of Law.

MiUon, Church-Government, iL 3.

To disobey or oppose His will in anything imports a
moral obliquity. South.

He who seeks a mansion in the sky
Must watch his purpose with a steadfast eye

;

That prize belongs to none but the sincere

;

The least oUiquUy is fatal here.

Cowper, Progress of Error, 1. 679.

I venerate an honest obliquity of understanding.
Lamb, All Fool's Day.

Obliquity of the ecliptic, the angle between the plan&
of the earth's orbit anoiliat of the earth's equator. As
affected by nutation, it is called the apparent obliquity;

but when corrected for this effect^ it is called the mean
obliquUy. The mean obliquity at the beginning of 1870
was 23' 27' 22", and it diminishes, owing to the attractions

of the other planets, at the rate of 47" per century.

obliquus(ob-li'kwus),m.; p\.obliqui(-kwi). [NL.,

so. museultis, muscle: see obUque.'] In anat., a
muscle the direction of whose fibers is oblique

to the long axis of the body, or to the long axis

of the part acted upon— obUquus abdominis ex-
temus,the great externalobUque muscle of the abdomen,
whose fibers proceed from above downward and forward.

See third cut under mtucJe.— Obliquus abdominis in-
temUB, the great internal oblique muscle of the abdomen,
exterior to the transversalls, whose fibers proceed from be-

low upward and forward.—ObllquUB ascendens, the in-

ternal oblique muscle of the abdomen.—Obliquus aurlB,
a few muscular fibers situated upon the concha of the ear.

—Obliquus capitis inferior, a muscle passing from the
spinous process of the axis to the transverse process of the
atlas.—Obliquus ca^tis superior, a muscle passing

from the transverse process of the atlas to the occipital

bone.— Obliquus descendens, the external oblique mus-
cle of the abdomen.—Obliquus inferior of the eye, a
muscle situated crosswise upon the under surface of the
eyeball, which it rotates upon its axis from within upward
and outward.— Obliquus superiorOfthe eye, the troch-
lear muscle, antagonizing the obliquus inferior : remarka-
ble for turning at a right angle or less as its central ten-

don passes through a pulley (in MamTnalia). See cuts
under eyel, eyebaU, and rectus.

oblishet, v. t. An obsolete form of oblige.

oblitet (ob-lif), a. [< L. obUtus, pp. of oblinere,

smear, bedaub. Of. obliterate,'] Dim; indis-

tinct; slurred over.

oblivion

Obscure and oblite mention ismade of those water-works.
ii<!<2{er, Pisgah Sight, n. T. 21. (DariM.>

obliterate (ob-lit'e-rat), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. ob-

literated, ppr. obtiterating. [< L. obliteratus,

oblitteratus, pp. of obliterare, oblitterare (> It.

obliterare = Sp. obliterar = Pg. oblitterar = F.
oblit&rer), erase, blot out (a writing), blot out
of remembrance (cf. oblinere, pp. oUitus, erase,

blot out), < ob, over, -I- Utera, littera, a letter:

see letter^.] To blot or render undecipherable

;

blot out; erase; efface; remove all traces of.

Gregory the First , . . designed to obliterate and extin-

guish the memory of heathen antiquity and authors.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, L 68.

With poinant and sower Invectives, I say, I will deface,

wipe out, and <Miierate his fair Reputation, even as a Ee-
cord wi(£ the Juice of Lemons.

Wycherley, Plain Dealer, lit 1.

The handwriting of the Divinity in the soul, though
seemingly clbliteratei, has come out with awful distinct-

ness in the solemn seasons of life.

Channing, Perfect Life, p. 10.

Obliterated vessel or duct, in pathol., a vessel or duct
whosewalls have contracted such an adhesion to each other
that the cavity has completely disappeared. =Syn. Erase,

Expunge, etc. (see efface), rub out, rub off, wipe out, re-

move.

obliterate (gb-lit'e-rat), a. [< L. obliteratus, ob~

Utteratus, pp. : seethe verb.] In entom., almost
effaced; obsolete or very indistinct, as the sur-

face-markings of an insect— obliterate marks
or spots, those marks or spots which are indistinct, and
fade at their margins into the ground-color.— Oblltwatft

Srecesses, punctures, strise, etc., those that are hardly
istinguishable from the general surface.

obliteration (ob-lit-e-ra'shon), n. [= F. oblite-

ration = Sp. "obliteraeion = Pg. obUterafSo, <

LL. obUteratio{nr-), an erasing, < L. obliterare,

erase: see obliterate.] 1. The act of obliterat-

ing or effacing; a blotting out or wearing out

;

effaeement; extinction.

There might, probably, be an obliterution of all those
monuments of antiquity that immense ages precedent at
some time have yielded.

Sir U. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 138.

Cause, from being the name of a particular object, has
become, in consequence of the obliteration of that original
signification, a remarkable abbreviation in language.

Beddoes, Nature of Mathematical Evidence, p. 96.

2. Inentom., the state of beingobliterate; also,

an obliterated part of a suture, margin, etc.

—

3. In pathol., the closure of a canal or cavity
of the body by adhesion of its walls.

Obliterative (ob-lit'e-ra-tiv), a. [< obliterate

-I- -j»e.] Tending to obliterate; obliteratiiig;

effacing; erasing. North Brit. Bev.
oblivialt (ob-liv'i-al), a. [< LL. oblimalis, of
forgetfulness, < L.'o&Jw-mto, forgetfulness: see
oblivion.] Forgetful; oblivious. Bailey, 1731.

oblivion (ob-liv'i-on), n. [< F. oblivion = It.

obUvione, K L. obUvio(nr-), also later or poet, ob-

livium (> It. obbUo), forgetfulness, a being for-

gotten, a forgetting, < oblimus, forgotten, < db-

livisd, pp. o'mitus, forget, < ob-, over, + *Uvisci,

a deponent inchoative verb, prob. < livere, grow
dark: see livid.] 1. The state of being for-

gotten or lost to memory.
Wher God he praith to socour vs truly.
And that so myght pray to hys plesance dayly.
That neuer vs haue in obliuion.

Bom. ofPartenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2708.

Oblivion is a kind of annihilation ; and for things to be
as though they had not been is like unto never being.

Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., i. 21.

Pompeii and Herculaneum might have passed into 6b-
lioUm, with a herd of their contemporaries, had they not
been fortunately overwhelmed by a volcano.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 423.

2. Theactorfact of forgetting; forgetfulness.

O give us to feel and bewail our infinite dblimon of thy
word. J. Bradford, Works (Parker Soc, 1863), II. 256.

There were few in this garboil but that, either through
negligence lost or through oblivion, left something behind
them. Foxe (Arbor's Eng. Gamer, 1. 110).

Whenever his mind was wandering in the far past he
fell into this obliman of their actual faces.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, iiL 8.

3. Aforgettingof offenses, orremission of pun-
ishment. An act of ohliviffrt is an amnesty or general
pardon of crimes and offenses granted by a sovereign, by
which punishment is remitted.

By the act of oblivion, all offences against the crown, and
all particular trespasses between subject and subject, were
pardoned, remitted, and utterly extinguished.

Sir J. Daviet, State of Ireland.

Before these kings we embrace you yet once more,
With all forgiveness, all obliviffn.

Tennyson, Princess, vL

Act of Oblivion, on English statute of 1660, entitled
" An Act of Free and Generall Pardon, Indempnity, and
Oblivion," by which all political offenses committed dur-
ing the time of the Commonwealth were pardoned, ex-
cepting by name certain persons, chief of whom were those
engaged in the sentence and execution of Charles I. Also
called Act of Indemruty. = Syn. ONtvion, Forgetfulness,
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ObUmmunea. ObUvim ia the state Into which « thing oblone-lanceolate fobldne-lan'se-o-Ut), a. In

i^oi^^'t^^T.^t^e^^^'^^'^^l -«*-^«'-. havSg-a-shape Setweei oblong and

In an oblong form

:

o« the TatiniiiTig ige, which h«g not won recognition, nor laaceolate.
has the "Act of ObliTion" given oUaion cnirency in the Oblongly (obldng-U), adv.
aenae of official or fonnal pardon. Forge^tUnai is a qnal- as, oblongly shaped.
ttycdapenon: aa,amanremarlcablefOTliia/of9e(^na>8. nMnnir^mi-ji l^nAynr^'-m.f'i n Tn nat hixi
If /arge^fubtat ia erer properly used where oftKnonwooId ODlOng-OVaie (OD lOng-0 TOt;, O. ill nai. MSI.,

aem, it stm aeema the act of a person: as, to beboried in having a shape between oblong and ovate.
/org^fulaem. OHmounun stands for a sort of negative oblo^llioiis (ob-lo'kwi-us), a. [iJAuobloqiiMim,
act, a complete failure to remember : as, a person's oUa- contradiction (see oblogm/),+ -otis.^ Partaking
ioumeat of the proprieties of an occasion.

ObliTionizef (ob-liv^i-on-iz), v. t. [< oblivion +
-ize.] To conunit to" oblivion; discard from
memory; forget. ,

,

, , _. . .

I wm Mimonia my love to the Welsh widow, and do ®ri?^^A°7TLrt"^.iJl:
here proclaim my delinqalshment.
CkeOte, IMUaer, and Haif^Mon, Patient Grissd (Shak. Soc.)l

1 am perpetoally preparing myself for perceiving ills

thoughts atwat me oSUaomted.
Mme. SfArblay, Diary, V. 129. (Dana.)

obliviOTls (ob-liv'i-uB), a. [= It. oblivioso, < L.
obliciosus, forgetful, obUvious, < ob1imo{n-), for-

getfolness: see oblivion.'] 1. Forgetful; dis-

posed to forget.

'Gainst death and tH-Mimout enmity
Shall yon pace forth; yonr praise shall stfll find toom
Even In the eyes of all posterity. Shak., Sonnet^ Iv.

Iwashalf-oiluiioiuof mymask. Tcm^aon, Princess, iiL

2. Causing forgetfnlness.

With some sweet obiiviout antidote
Cleanse Uie stoffd bosom of that perHoos stnS
Which weighs npon the heart.

Shale, Uacbetb, v. 3. 43.

Wherefore let we then onr faithfol friends.

The aasodates and copartners of oar loa%
lie thoB astonish'd on the obiaious pool ?

JTilton, P. L., L 266.

Through the long night she lay in deep, otiimous slnmber.
hmgfdUm, Evangeline, L 5.

obliTionsly (gb-liVi-os-li), adto. In an oblivi-

ous manner; forgetfully.

obliviousness (ob-liv'i-ns-nes), n. The state

of being oblivious or foi^etful; foigetfulness.
=Svn. PorrjetSvlnes^. etc See oMuion.

obliviscence (ob-li-vis'ens), n. Forgetful-

ness.

of obloquy; contumelibiis ; abusive. [Bare.]

Emulations, wMch are apt to rise and vent in oUoguuitu
acrimony. Sir R. Haunton, Fragments Begalia.

__ , ,, [< LL. o6iogu»uni, con-
tradiction (

Aft, calumny t), < L. obloqui, speak
against, contradict, blame, condemn, rail at, <

ob, against, + logui, speak: see locution.'] 1.

Contumelious or abusive language addressed
to or aimed at another; calumny; abuse; re-

viling.

The rest of his disconrs qnite forgets the Titles snd turns
bis Meditations npon des^ into Mloquie and bitter vehe-
mence against Jadges and Accusers.

Maton, Qkonoklastes, ixviil

Heroic virtue iteelf has not beat exempt from the oUo-
919 of evil tongues. As(^ Xale of a Tub, iiL

2. That which causes reproach or detraction

;

an act or a condition which occasions abuse or
reviling.

Hy chastity's Uie jewel of our house, . . .

which were ttie greatest obioquy i' the world
Inmetolos& S&ot, All's Wdl,iv. 2.44.

3. The state of one stigmatized; odium; dis-

grace; shame; Infamy.
Fromthe great oUoouy in which bee was eoo late before,

bee was sodainelye fallen in soo greate tiuste.

SirT. More, Works, p. 44.

And when, his long public life, so singularly diequeied
with good and evil, with glory and oUoguy, had at length
closed forever, it was to Daylesford that he retired to die.

Maeaulay, Warren Hastings.

=Syn. Opprobrium, l7\faimy, etc. (see ignominy); censure;

blame, detraction, calumny, aspersion ; scandal, slander,

defamation, dishonor, dis^ace;

oblnctation (ob-luk-te'shon), n. [< IJL. obluc-

tatio{n-), a struggling against, < L. obluctari.

oblocatet (ob'lo-kat), v. t. [< Uj. obloeaUts, pp. stru^le against, contend with,' < ob, against, +
of oblocare, let out for hire, < L. ob, before, + to- luefari, struggle : see l1lct^2tion.2 A struggling
care, place, let: see locate.] To let out to hire, or striring against something; resistance.
BaHey, 1731. [Eare.]
OblOCntionf (ob-lo-kn'shon), n. [< OF. obloeu- He hath not the command of himself to use that artifi-

tion, < lili. obloeutio(n'), obloquuUo{n-), contra- cial MuctatUm and facing out of the matter which he doth

diction, < L. obloqui, contradict: see obloguy.] at other times. Jiloaer^y, Atheomastut, p. 125.

Detraction; obloquy. BaUey,V!ZX. obmnrmimilgf,". [Verbal n. of *o6nntrtn«r,<L.

oblocatoit (ob-lok'u-tor), n. [< L. dbloeutor, obmurmurare, murmur against, < ob, against, +
obloquutor, a contradiction, < obloqui, contra- murmurare, murmur: see murmur.'] Murmur-
diet: see obloquy.] A galnsayer; a detractor, ing; objection.

.8p. Bctte. Thns, mangre all th' obmxirmurings of sense,

OblOnS (obldng), a. and ». [= F. oblong= Sp. We have found an essence incorporealL

Pg.^. obUmgSl < L. oblongus, rather long, rela- ^- ^- *"« Psychathanasia, IL ii. la

tively long (not in the def. geometrical sense, obmntescencef (ob-mu-tes'ens), n. [< L. ohmu-
butappli^toashaftof aspear, aleaf, ashield, tescere, become dumb, be silent, < 06, before,

a figure, hole, etc.
;
prob. lit. 'long forward,'

projecting), < ob, before, near, + longus, long.]

I. a. Elongated ; having one principal axis con-
siderably longer than the others. Specifically—(a)
In ffeom., hsving the length greater than the breadth,
and the sides parallel and the angles right angles, (t)

Having its greatest dimension horizontal : said of a paint-
ing, engraving, orthe like : opposed to i^rrighL (c) Having

+ {IAj.)mutescere, grow dumb, < mutus, dumb:
see mufei.] A keeping sUenee ; loss of speech

;

dumbness.
But a vehement fear naturally prodnceth obmidetcaue;

and sometimes inecoverahle silence.

Sir T. Browne, Vnlg. Err., iii. 8.

The dbmuUseence, the gloom, and mortification of reli-

gions orders. P(^, Evidences, u. 2.

^^^''r!^nSg?o^^S^flS^ti°US2i Obnixelyt. adv.^ [< 'obni^e « L. obni^us,obni-

sides, the opposite ones parallel and equal,
but two of the sides longer tJian the oHier
two ; Uie angles may be sharp or rounded.
(«) In eniom.j more than twice as long as
broad, and with the ends variable orround-
ed : applied to insects or parts which are
parallel-sided. (/) In &<rf., two or three
times long^ than broad, and with nearly
parallel sides, as in many leaves Oblong
cord, the medulla oblongata.— Oblong
spheroid, a prolate spheroid.

sus, steadfast, firm, resolute, whence obniium,

obnixe, adv., resolnteljr, strenuously, pp. of 06-

»»*», strive against, resist, < 06, against, -I- niU,

strive : see nisus) + -ly^.] Earnestly; strenu-

ously.

Host o&nireiif I must beseach both them and you.

S. Codrmgton, To Sir B. Dering, May 2^ 1641. (Dories.)

Obnozions (ob-nok'shus), a. [= Sp. Pg. ob-
ovhingLcaiai noxio, < Ii. obnoxius, subject orliable (to punish-

is greater than the breadth; speci-

fically, in geom., a rectangle whose length ex-
ceeds its breadth.

oblonga (ob-long'ga), n. Same as oblongata.

oblongal (ob-long'gal), a. Same as viblongatal.

oblongata (ob-long%a'<»), ». [NIi., < L. 06-

Ion^u«, rather long: see oiZon^.] The medulla
oblongata.

Softening of the . . . oblongata was also decided.
Medical New», LEL 430.

oblongatal (ob-long-ga'tal), a. [< NL. oblon-

gata + -oi.] Of or pertaining to the medulla
oblongata; maeromyelonal ; myelencephalie.

Fonicnlus gracilis, the oblongatal continnation of the

myelic doisomesal . . . column.
Bueft Handbook itf Med. Sdeneet, Vm. 124.

oblong-ellipsoid (obldng-e-lip'sold), a. In

nat. hist., having a shape between oblong and
elliptical.

ment or to guilt), subject, submissive, exposed,

exposed to danger, weak, etc., < ob, against, +
noia, hurt, harm, injury, punishment, > noxius,

hurtful: see noxious."] 1. Liable; subject; ex-

posed, as to harm, injury, or punishment: gen-
erally with to: as, obnoxious to blame or to

criticism.

But if her dignity came by favour of some Prince, she
[the chureh] was from that time his creature, and ofrnoz-

ious to comply witJi his ends in states were iii^ right or

wrong. Milton, Church-Government, L 6.

A man's hand.

Being his executing part in fight.

Is more o&fuu»ous to the common periL

B. Jonton, Magnetick lady, iil 4.

He could not accuse his master of any word or private

action that might render bim obnaaaut to suspicion or the
law. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), 1. 318.

So dbnoxious are we to manifold necessities.

Barroie, Work^ I. 406.

Men in public isrust will much oftener act in such a
manner as to render them unworthy of being any longer

obol

busted than in such a manner as to make them obnoxiout
to legal punidmient.

A. Hamilton, The Federalist, No. Ixz.

2t. Justly liable to punishment; hence, guilty:
reprehensible; censurable.
What shall we then say of the power of God himself to

dispose of men : little, finite, otmoxious things of his own
making ? South, Sermons, VTEL 315.

3. Offensive; odious; hateful.
Tis fit I should give an account of an action so seem-

ingly otmoxious. GlanvUle, Seep. Sci.

More corrupted else.

And therefore more obnoxious, at this hour,
Than Sodom in her day had power to be.

Courier, Task, iiL S46.

4. In Zair, vulnerable; amenable: with to: as,

an indefinite allegation in pleading is obnoxious
to a motion, but not genei^y to a demurrer.
obnoxiously (ob-nok'shus-li), adi;. In an ob-
noxious manner; reprehensibly; offensively;
odiously.
obnoxionsness(ob-nok'shus-nes),n. The state
of being obnoxfous; liability or exposure, as
to blame, injury, or punishment; reprehensi-
bleness ; offensiveness ; hence, unpopularity.

obnubilate (ob-nanji-Iat), v. t; pret. and pp.
obnubilated, ppr. obnubilating. [< LL. obnubUa-
ius, pp. of obnubilare, cover with clouds, cloud
over, ? L. ob, before, over, -I- nubUus, cloudy: see
mibilous.] To cloud or overcloud; obscure;
darken. [Bare.]

Your sly deceits dissimulation hides,

Your fsdse intent faire wordea obnubilate.

Timeif IFMaOeCB. E. T. S.X p. 135.

As a black and thick cloud covers the sun, and inter-

cepts his beams and lights so doQi this melancholyvapour
obmMlate the mind. Burton, Anat. of MeL, p. 249.

obnubilation (ob-nu-bi-la'shon), n. [< OF. ob-

nubilation, < 111. as it *o6nu6«tofto(n-), < obnu-
bHare, cloud: see obniMlate.] 1. The act or
operation of obnubilating, or making dark or

obscure. [Bare.]

Let others glory in their triumphs and txopbies^ their

otmubHation of bodies cornscant, that they have brought
fear npon champions. Waterhouse, Apology forLeaming.

2. A beclouded or obscured state or condition.

Twelfth month, 17. An hypochondriack obnubilation
from wind and indigestion.

J. Rutty, in Boswell's Johnson (ed. FitzgeraldX n. 217.

Special vividness of fancy images, accompanied often
with dreamy otmiubSaiion. Amer. Jour. Psychol., L 519.

oboe (o'bo-e), n. [= Sp. Pg. oboe = G. oboe =
Sw. o6oe = Dan. o6o (cf . D. hobo, G. hoboe, E.
hoboe, hoboy, directly from the F.), < It. oboe, <
P. hautbois, hautboy: see hautboy.] 1. An im-
portant musical instrument of the wood wind
group, and the type of the family in which the
tone is produced by a double reed. In its modem
form it consists of a wooden tube of conical bore, made of
three joints, the lowest of which is slightly n
flaring or belled, while Qie uppermost carries
in its end the metal staple with its reeds of
cane. The number of finger-holes varies con-
siderably; in the larger varieties they are
princip^y controlled by an intricate system
of levers. The extreme compass is nearly
three octaves, upward from the 'Bfy or BS ne^
below middle C, including all the semitones.
The tone is small, but highly individual and
penetrating; it is especially useful for pastoral
effects, for plaintive and wailing phrases, and
for giving a reedy quality to concerted pas-
sages. The normal k^ (tonality) of the or-

chestral oboe is C, and music for it is written
with the G- clef. The oboe has borne various
names, such as ehalumeau, sehalmey, shawm,
bombardo piccolo, hauSboy. etc. It "has been a
regular constituent of me modem orcbestza
since early in the eighteenth century, and ia

the instrument usnally chosen to give the
pitch to others. It has also been used to some
extent as a solo instrument. The oboe family
of instruments includes the oboe d'amour, the
oboe da caccia or tenoroon, ^e English horn,
and the bassoon.

2. In organ-building, a reed-stop with
metal pipes which give a pene&ating
and usually very effective oboe-like

tone. It is usually placed in the swell

organ.—Oboe d'amour, an obsolete alto

oboe,much used by J. S. Bach- It differed from
the modem oboe in being of lower piteh (the oboe,
normal key being A), and in having a globular
bellsmdthusamoresomber and muffled tone.—Oboe da
caccia, an obsolete tenor obo€^ or rather tenor bassoon.
Its normal key was F. The tone was similar to that of the
bassoon, but lighter. Also called tenoroon and/at/oUnia.

oboist (o'bo-ist), n. [< o6oc -I- -ist.] A player
on the oboe. Also hautboyist.

obol (ob'ol), n. [= F. obole= Sp. Pg. It. obolo, <
L. obolus, < Gr. 6^A<if, a
small coin, a certain weight

:

see obolus.] An ancient
Greek silver coin, in value

Obreise. Rereise. ^j,J gjg^^ Weight the sixth

"•"'tt^S^f"" part of the d&chma. The



obol

obol Btruck according to the Atticweight-standard weighed
about llj grains ; according to the ^ginetic standard, 16.1

;

Greco-Asiatic, 9 ; Bhodian, 10 ; Babylonic, 14 ; and Persic,
14 grains. At a later period the coin was struck in bronze.

For this service [the ferriage of Charon] each soul was
required to pay an obolus or dauace, one of which coins
was accordingly placed in the mouth of every corpse pre-

Bneyc. Brit., V. 430.

[NL. (Liimasus,

Flowering Plant of Obola-
ria yir^inica.

a, a. flower, showing tlie

leaf-lilce calyx and the co-
rolla.

vious to burial.

Obolaria (ob-o-la'ri-a), n.

1753), so called from the
roundish upper stem-
leaves; < Grr. o^oldQ, a
Greek coin: see ohol.'] A
genus of dicotyledonous
gamopetalous plants of the
order Gentianacem and the
tribe Swertiem, distinguish-
ed from all the other gen-
era of the order by having
only two sepals. There is

but one species, 0. Virginica, a
low North American herb, very
smooth, and purplish-green,with
whitish flowers clustered at the
top. Sometimes called penny-
wort, in imitation of the genus-
name. It is believed to be par-
tially root-parasitic.

obolary (ob'o-la-ri), a. [<
ohol + -ary^.1 Pertaining
to or consisting of obols or
small coins ; also, reduced
to the possession of only
the smallest coins ; hence,
impecunious

;
poor.

He is the true taxerwho "call-
eth all the world up to be taxed ";

and the distance is as vast between him and one of us as
subsisted between the Augustan Majesty and the poorest
obolary Jew that paid it tribute-pittance at Jerusalem

!

Lamb, Two Baces of Men.

obole (ob'ol), n. [< P. ohole, < L. oboliis: see
obol, oboliis.^ 1. A small French coin of bil-

lon (sometimes also of silver), in use from the
tenth to the fifteenth century. At one period it

also bore the name of maii. It was a coin of small value,
less than the silver denier.

2. Same as obol.— 3. In phar., the weight of

10 grains, or half a scruple.

oboli, n. Plural of oholus.

obolite (ob'o-lit), ». and a. [< NL. Obolus (see
Obolus, 3) -I- -iie2.] I. n. A fossil brachiopod
of the genus Obolus.

II. a. Pertaining to obolites or containing
them in great numbers : as, the oboUte grit of

the Lower Silurian.

obolizet, V. t. An obsolete variant of obelize.

obolus (ob'o-lus), n.; pi. oboU (-15). [< L. obo-

lus, < Gt. bpoUg, a small coin, a weight (see defs.
1, 2) ;

gen. associated with oj3E/i6g, a spit, as if

orig. in the form of iron or copper nails, or as

being orig. stamped with some such figure ; cf

.

the dim. opMamg, one of the rough bronze or

iron bars which served for money in .^gina,
etc., before coinage was introduced: see obelus,

obelish.'] 1. Same as obol.— 2. A small silver

coin current in the middle ages in Hungary,
Poland, Bohemia, etc.— 3. [cap.] [NL.] In
zool., a genus of braohiopods of the family
lAnguUdm, from the Silurian, having orbicular
valves. Mchwald, 1829.

oboutt, adv. A Middle English form of about
Oboval (ob-6'val), a. [< ob- + oval.l Same as
obovate. HensUm.
obovate (ob-6'va.t), a. [< oh- + ovate."] In
nat. hist., inversely ovate; hav-
ing the broad end upward or to-

ward the apex, as inmany leaves.

obovate-clavate (ob-6'vat-kla'-

vat), a. In nat. hist., of a shape
between obovate and clavate.

obovate-cuneate (ob-o'vat-ku'-

nf-at), a. In nat. hist., of a shape
between obovate and cuneate or

wedge-shaped.
obovately (ob-6'vat-li), adv. In an obovate
manner.
obovate-oblong (ob-o'vat-ob'16ng), a. In nat.

hist., of a shape between obovate and oblong.

obovatifolious (ob-6"va-ti-f6'li-us), a. [< obo-

vate + L. folium, leaf.] In bot, possessing or

characterized by leaves inversely ovate.

obovoid (ob-6'void), a. [< ob- + ovoid.'] In

nat. hist., shaped Uke an egg with the narrow
end fomung the base; solidly obovate.

obraid (o-brad'), «'• *• [A. corrupt form of

abraid or upbraid.] To upbraid. Somerset.

Now, thus accoutred and attended to.

In Court and citie there 's no small adoe
With this young stripling, that oiraids the gods,

And thinkes 'twixt them and him there is no ods.

Young OaUanU Whirligig (1629). {BaaiweU.)

obovate Leaf of
Lonicera semper-
•virens.
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obreption (ob-rep'shon), n. [= F. obreption =
Sp. obrepeion = Pg. obrepg&o = It. obrezione, < L.
obreptio{n-), a creeping or stealing on, < obre-

pere, creep on, creep up to, < ob, on, to, + re-

pere, creep: see reptile^ 1. The act of creep-
ing on with secrecy or by surprise.

Sudden incursions and obrepHons, sins of mere ignorance
and inadvertency. Cvdworth, Sermons, p. 81.

2. In Scots law, the obtaining of gifts of es-

cheat, etc., by falsehood: opposed to subrep-

tion, in which such gifts are procured by con-
cealing the truth.

obreptitioust (ob-rep-tish'us), a. [= Sp. Pg.
obrepticio, < LL. obreptitius, prop. obrepUcius,

done in secrecy or by surprise, < L. obrepere,

creep on : see obrepUon. Cf . arreptitious^, sur-

reptitious.] Done or obtained by surprise or
with secrecy, falsehood, or concealment of
truth. E. Phillips, 1706.

obrigget) obregget, i>. *• Middle English forms
of abridge.

obrogatet (ob'ro-gat), v. t. [< L. obrogatus,

pp. of obrogare, propose a new law in order to
repeal or invalidate (an existing one), oppose
the passage of (a law), < ob, before, over, -I- ro-

gare, ask, propose : see rogation. Cf . abrogate,
derogate.] To abrogate, as a law, by proclaim-
ing another in its stead. Coles, 1717.

obrotund (ob-ro-tund'), a. [< ob- + rotund.]
In bot., approaching a round form.
obruendarium (ob*r6-en-da'ri-um), n.

;
pi. ob-

ruendaria (-a). [< L. obricendus, gerundive of

obruere, cover, cover over, hide in the ground:
see obrute.] A vessel used to conceal another

;

specifically, the large pot of coarse earthenware
often found containing a cinerary urn of glass

or other delicate material.

obrutet (ob'rSt), v. t. [< L. obrutus, pp. of ob-

ruere, throw down, overthrow, overwhelm, < ob,

before, over, + ruere, fall : see ruin.] To over-
throw.

Verily, if ye seriously consider the misery wherewith ye
were obrvted and overwhelmed before, ye shall easily per-
ceive that ye have an earnest cause to rejoice.

Becon, Works, p. 67. (HaUiweU.')

obryzum (ob-ri'zum), n. [< LL. obryzum, also

obrigvm, neut., also obryza, fern., in full obry-
zum aurum, pure gold; cf. obrussa, the testing
of gold by fire, a test, proof ; = Gr. d^pvCov, in
60pvi;ov xpvaiov, pure gold.] Pine or pure gold;
gold tested in the fire.

Obryzum signifys gold of the most exalted purity and
test. Evelyn, To Dr. Godolphin.

obs. An abbreviation of obsolete.

obs-and-sols (obz'and-solz'), n.pl. See obK
obscene (ob-seu'), a. [= P. obsekie = Sp. Pg.
obscene = i\,, osceno, < L. obscemts, obsccenus, ob-

sccmus, of adverse omen, ill-omened, hence re-

pulsive, offensive, esp. offensive to modesty,
obscene; origin obscure.] 1. Inauspicious; ill-

omened.
A streaming blaze the silent shadows broke

;

Shot from the skies a cheerful azure light

;

The birds obscene to forests winged their flight

;

And gaping graves received the wandering guilty sprite.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, ii. 662.

2. Offensive to the senses ; repulsive ; disgust-

ing; foul; filthy.

0, forfend it, God,
That in a Christian climate souls refined
Should show so heinous, black, obscene a deed.

SAak., Rich, n., iv. 1. 131.

A girdle foul with grease binds his obscene attire.

Dryden, iEneid, vi. 417.

The guilty serpents, and obscener beasts.

Creep, conscious, to their secret rests.

Cowley, Hymn to Light.

Canals made to percolate obscene morasses.
MoOey, United Netherlands, 1. 163.

3. Offensive to modesty and decency; impure;
unchaste ; indecent ; lewd : as, obscene actions

or language ; obscene pictures.

Words that were once chaste by frequent use grow o6-

scene and uncleanly. Watts, Logic, i. 4 § 8.

If thy table be indeed unclean.
Foul with excess, and with discourse obscene.

Cowper, Tirocinium, 1. 736.

Obscene publication, in law, any impure or indecent
publication tending to corrupt the mind and to subvert
respect for decency and morality. =Syn. 3. Immodest, rib-

ald, gross.

obscenely (gb-sen'li), adv. In an obscene man-
ner; in a nianner offensive to modesty or pu-
rity; indecently; lewdly.

obsceneness (ob-sen'nes), n. Same as obscenity.

Those fables were tempered with the Italian severity,

and free from any note of infamy or obsceneness. Dryden.

obscenity (gb-sen'i-ti), n. [= P. obsc4niti =:Sp.
obscenidad= Pg. dbscenidade= It. oscenitd, < L.

obscure

obscenita(t-)s, obscijenita{t-)s, obsccenita(t-)s, un-

favorableness (of an omen), moral impurity,

obscenity, < obscenus, ill-omened, obscene : see

obscene.] The state or character of being ob-

scene; impurity or indecency in action, ex-

pression, or representation ; licentiousness

;

lewdness.

No pardon vile obscenity should find.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 630.

obscenoust (ob-se'nus), a. [< L. obscenus, ob-

scene: SQ& o'bscene.] Indecent; obscene.

Obscenaus in recital!, and hurtfnil in example.
Sir J. Harington, Apology of Poetry, p. 10. (Nares.)

obscenousnesst (ob-se'nusrnes), n. Obscenity.

There is not a word of ribaldry or obscenougn£88.

Sir J. Harington, Apology of Poetry, p. 10. (Naret.)

obscurant (ob-sku'rant),,»j. [< L. obscuran(t-)s,

ppr. of obscurare, darken : see obscure, v.] One
who or that which obscures ; specifically, one
who labors to prevent inquiry, enlightenment,
or reform; an obscurantist.

Foiled in this attempt, the obscurants of that venerable
seminary resisted only the more strenuously every effort

at a reform. Sir W. HamiUon.

obscurantism (ob-sku'ran-tizm), n. [= F. ob-

seurantisme; as obscurant+ -ism.] Opposition to
the advancement and diffusion of knowledge

;

a tendency or desire to prevent inquiry or en-

lightenment; the principles or practices of ob-

scurantists.

The dangers with which what exists of Continental lib-

erty is threatened, now by the ambitious dreams of Ger-

man "nationality," nowby Muscovite barbarism, and now
by pontifical obscurantism. Marsh, Leots. on Eng. Lang.,L

obscurantist (ob-sku'ran-tist), a. and n. [< ob-

scurant + -isi.] I. a. Of, pertaining to, or

characteristic of obscurants or obscurantism.

You working-men complain of the clergy for being big-

oted and dbstmranHii^ and hating the cause of the people.
Kingsley, Alton Locke, xvii. (Davies.)

II. n. One who opposes the cultivation and
diffusion of knowledge ; an obscurant.

They [a community in the Netherlands called the Breth-
ren of the Common Life] could not support the glare of
the new Italian learning ; they obtained, and it may be
feared deserved, the title of obseuratvUets.

Encye. Brit., VII. 672.

obscuration (ob-sku-ra'shon), ». [= F. obscu-

ration = Sp. obscwradon = It. osourazione, < L.
obscv/raUo{n-), a darkening, < obscurare, dark-
en:, see obscure, v.] The act of obscuring or

darkening ; the state of being darkened or ob-
scured; tiie act or state of being made obscure
or indistinct: as, the obscuration of the moon
in an eclipse.

Understanding hereby their cosmical descent, or their
setting when the sun ariseth, and not their heliacal i^-

seuraMon, or their inclusion, in the lustre of the sun.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vi. 3.

The mutual obscuration or displacement of ideas is

wholly unaffected by the degree of contrast between them
in content. Lotze, Microcosmus (trans.), L 211.

obscure (ob-skiir'), a. and n. [< P. obscur = Sp.
Pg. obscuro = It. osouro, < L. obscurus, dark,
dusky, shady; of speech, indistinct, unintel-
ligible ; of persons, unknown, undistinguished;
prob. < ob, over, -1- -scurus, covered, < -y/seu (Skt.

V sku), cover, seen also in scutum, a shield:
see scutum,, shy.] I. a. 1. Dark; deprived of
light; hence, murky; gloomy; dismal.

Suspende hem so in colde hous, drie, obscure,
Ther noo light in maybreke, and thai beth sure.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 186.

It were too gross
To rib her cerecloth in the obscure grave.

Shak., M. of v., ii 7. 61.

I shall gaze not on the deeds which make
My mind obscure with sorrow.

Shelley, Prometheus Unbound, iiL 2.

2t. Living in darkness
;
pertaining to darkness

or night. [Rare.]
The obscure bird

Clamour'd the livelong night.
Shak., Macbeth, ii. 3. 64.

Oft on the bordering deep
Encamp their legions, or with obscure wing
Scout far and wide into the realms of night.
Scorning surprise. Milton, P. L., il 132.

3. Not capable of being clearly seen, on ac-
count of deficient illumination.

Spirits ... in what shape they choose.
Dilated or condensed, bright or dbseure.
Can execute their aery purpose.

MiUon, P. L., i. 429.

Hence— 4. In logic, not clear, as an idea; not
sharply distinguished from others. Thus, if a
person knows that Isabella color is a sort of light yellow,
but could not recognize it with certainty, he would have
an obscure idea of the meaning of that term.

When we look at the colonrs of the rainbow, we have
a clear idea of the red, the blue, the green, in the middle



obscnre
0* their scTenl srches, md a distinct idea too, whne tlie
eye fixes there ; bot whoi we consider the Ixnder of those
odoore, thej- so nin into one mother that it rendeis their
ideisconftisedandotenirB. ITaag, Logic, iiL § 4.

5. Xot perspicuous, as a Ts-riting or speech;
not readilv nndeistood, on account of faultiness
of expression. Bnt if the difficolt; lies in the close
thought required for a complicated nutter, the expres-
sion maj- be qnite clear, and not obstmre.

And theref(x« [he] ens so labooted to set his wordes
in sncb o6acure and doobtfnl fashion that he mighte hane
alvaje some refnge at scnne starting hole.

Sir T. Jfore. Worts, p. 55*.

If we here be a little oisrure,tis our pleasure; forrather
than we will offer to be onr own interpreters, we are re-
stored not to be nndeistood.

B, Jongotij Gipsies Metamor[diosed.

Tile text that sorts not with his Hariii^ whim,
Thoogh plain to others is obtcun to him.

Cowpar, Frogress of Smr, L 4^7.

6. Hidden; retired: remote from observation:
as, an obseure Tillage.

Hy short-wing'd Mnse doth haont
Xone bat the obaextre comers of the earth.

Su* J, Bodes, Bien Venn, H
We put np for the night in an obgeun inn, in a Tillage

by the way. Goldxmith, flcar, iiL

7. Unknown to fame; nnnotieed; hence, hum-
ble; lowly: as, an obsem-e curate.

1 am a thing obacurs, disfnmi^ed of
All merit. Masinger, Picture, iiL 5.

Man he loved
As man; and to Uie mean and the otenirv . . .

Transferred a courtesy which had no air
Of condeac«ision. Wordacoith, Frelnde, ix.

8. In etUom.1 (a) Not distinct: as, obscure
punctures, (b) Not clear; dull or semi-opaque

:

as, obsevre green or red -obscure rays, in the
spectonni, the invisible heat-rays. See tpettnoL. =Syn. 1.
Sai^ dim, daricsom^ dosky, rayless, mnrky.—4 and 5.
Obtaen, DaiMftd, Dubima, ABMgwna, Bquaocai; diffi-

culty intricate, vague, mysterious, enigmaticaL In re-
gard to the meaning of something said or written, obsam
is general, being founded upon the figure of light which is
insufficient to enable one to see with any deamess; this
figure is still fdt in an the uses of the word. Doublfutis
literal, meaning full of doubt; quite impossible of decision
or determination, on account of insufficient knowledge.
Dubioug msT be the same as dovbtfui, but tends to the
special meaning of that doubtfulness which involves anxi-
ety or suspicion: as^dubuna battle; dubious prospects;
a dubious cbaract^. AvMguous apidies to tiie use of
wordE^ intentionally or otherwise in a way that makes
OGrtainty of interpretation impossnile ; but it may be used
in oth^ coimections : as, an ambiguous smUe. Bquimeal
applies to that which is ambiguous by delibraate inten-
tion. See (farinas.—7. Unhonored, inglorious.

ILt n. Obscurity.
Who shall tempt witfa wandering feet

The dark nnbottom'd infinite abyss.
Andthroat the pa^taUe obscure find ont
His uncouth way? MiUon. F. L., iL 406.

obscnre (ob-skup'), c. ; pret. and pp. obscured,

ppr. aiscuring. [< F. obscurer = Sp. Pg. o6-
seurar := It. oseurare, < L. obseurare, darken,
obscure, hide, eoneead, render indistinct, etc.,

< obscurus. dark, obecure: see obscure, a.] I.

trans. 1. To cover and shut oS from view;
conceal; hide.

His flay cannrai did th^ passage gnide,
And ftdlowing smcdce obiaa'd them bom the foeL

Dvyden, Annus Mirabilis, st 92.

Kot a floating (doud obscured the azure firmament.
Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 183.

2. To darken or make dark; dim.
Cynthia for shame obscures her silver shines

Shak., Venus and Adonis, L 73&

The Signs obscure not the Streets at aH, and make little

or no figure, as tiio' th^e were none : being placed vexy
high and little. Lieter, Jonmey to Paris, p. 16.

Think'st tiwu, vain spirit; thy glories are &e same?
And seest not sin eiseures Uiy god-like frame?

Dryden, State at Iimocenc^ iiL 2.

3. To deprive of luster or glory; outshine;
eclipse; depreciate; disparage; belittle.

Yon have subom'd this man
Of purpose to obscure my noble birth.

Shot, 1 Hen. VL, t. 4. 22.

The King o£ Ranee, tho' valiant enough himself, yet
thinfcing his own great Acta to be obscured by greater of
E. Bichard's, he b^an, besides bis old hating him now
to eavj him. Baker, Chronicles, p. 63.

Some are bom to do great deeds, and live,

As some are bom to be obscured, and die^

jr. Arnold, Stdirab andBostnm.

4. To render doubtful or unintelligible; render
indistinct or difficult of comprehension or ex-

planation; disguise.

The piinoe obscured his contemplation
Under the vea of wildness. Shot., Hen. V., L L 63.

TSo written laws can be »> plain, so pure,
Bnt wit may ^oes, and malice may obscure.

Dryden, Hind and PandtO', iL 319.

TT f intrans. To hide; conceal one's self.

How! tbere^ bad tidings ; I must obscure and hear it.

FUtehgr and Bouiey, Maid in the Um, iv. 2.
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Herem obacure. [Chrys. withdraws.)

SHiiey, Ijare in a Maze. iv. 1.

obscurely (ob-skurTi), adc. In an obscnre man-
ner; darkly; dimly; indistinctly; privately;
not Conspicuously ; not clearly or plainly,

obscurement (ob-skur'ment), n. [< OF. 4i>seure-

ment; < obscure + -m«»t.]" The act of obscuring,
or the state of being ol^ured ; obscuration.

Xow bolder files i^pear.
And o'er the palpable obmsaement sport,
Glaring and gay as £a21ing Lncifer.

Poinfret, Die5 Novissima.

obscoreness (ob-skur'nes), n. The property of
being obscure, in any sense of that word.
obscnrer (ob-skur'er), n. Onewho orthat which
obscures or darkens.

It was pity desolation and loneliness shonld be such a
waster and Atcurer of sutA lovelinesa.

£oni. Hist. Banians, p. 24. (Xotkam.)

obscurity (ob-sku'ri-ti), n.: pL obscurities (-^Gz).

[< P. obscufite = Sp. ohscurtdad = Pg. obseuri-
dade = It. oseuritd, < L. obscurUa(t-)s. a being
dark, darkness, < obsemrus, dark: see ohscure^
The quality or state of being obscure ; dark-
ness; dimness: uncertainty of meaning; nnin-
telligibleness; an obscure place, state, or con-
dition; especially, the condition of being un-
known.
We wait for light, but behold oteeun^. Isa. lix. 9.

1 chooee rather to live graved in obscurity.

B. Jonson, Volpone^ Ded.

God left these obscttritieg in Holy Writ on purpose to
give ns a taste and glimpse; as it were, of those gieat and
glorioos tmUis which shall hereafter fully be discovered
to ns in anotiier world. Bp. Atterimry, Sermon^ 11. ix.

These are the old friends who are . . . the same . . .

in glory and in obscurity. Maeaulay, Lord Bacon.

=S^IL Dimnesi, CHoom, etc (see darlmess\ shade, obscn-
ration ; retirement, seclusion.

obsecrate (ob'se-krat), r. t.; pret. tmd pp. o6se-
crated, ppr. obseerating. [< L. obsecratus, pp.
of obgeerare (> It. osseerare = Pg. obseerar), en-
treat, beseech, conjure in solemn sort, < o6, be-
fore, + sacrare, treat as sacred, saeer, sacred:
see saere, sacred.1 To beseech ; entreat ; sup-
plicate. Cockeram.
Andrew Fairservice employed bis lungs in obseerating a

share of Dougal's protection. Scott, Bob Boy, Tnn

obsecration (ob-se-kra'shon), n. [= F. obse-
cration =: Sp. obsecration *== Pg. obseerofSo ^
It. osseerasione, < L. obseeratio(n..), an entreat-
ing, beseeching, imploring, < obsecrare, entreat,
beseech: see obsecrate.'] 1. The act of obse-
erating; entreaty; supplication.

Let ns fly to God at all times with hmnble obseeraUons
and hearty requests. Beeon, Work^ p. 187. (Ha2£fioeC)

In the "Bnles of Civility'' (A. D. 1685, translated from
Uie French) we read: "If his lordship diances to sneese,
you are not to bawl out 'God bless yon, air,' but, pulling
off your hal; bow to him handsomeJy, and make that obte-

cratioa to yourseU." E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, L 92.

2. In liturgies, one of the suffrages or versicles

of the Litany b^inning with the word by (or,

in Latin, per) ; a x>etition of the Litany for
deliverance &om evil: as, "By thy baptism,
fasting, and temptation," the response being
"Good Lord, deliver us."—3. In rhet., a figure

in which the orator implores the help of God or
man.
obsecratory (ob'sf-kra-to-ri), a. [< obsecrate
+ -ory.] Supplicatory; expressing earnest en-
treaty. [Bare.]

That gracious and oteeenitofy charge of flie blessed apos-
Ue of the gentiles (1 Cor. L lOX

Bp. Hall, The Peace-Maker, § 26.

obsevicnt (ob'se-kwent), a. [= OF. obsequent
= Sp. obseeuenie = Pg. obsequente = It. osse-

quente, < L. obsequen(t-)s, compliant, indulgent,
ppr. of obsequi, comply with, yield, indulge, lit.

follow upoii,< ob, before, upon, + sequi, follow:
see sequent. See obse^pa/K'] Obedient; sub-
missive; obsequious. [Rare.]

Pliantand oteeguent tobis pleasure, even againstthepro-
priety of its own particular nature.

foOierby, Atheomastix; p. ISL (LotAom.)

obseqnial (ob-se'kwi-al), a. [< LL. obsequialis,

pertaining to obsequies, < obsequia, obsequies:
see obsequji^.'] Of or pertaining to obsequies
or funeral ceremonies.

Parson Welles, as the last obsequiai act; in tiie name of
the bereaved fomily, thanked the people for their kind-
ness and attention to the dead and the living.

S. Judd, Margaret, iL L

obseqnience (ob-se'kwi-ens), n. [An erroneous
form for 'oisequenee, C L. obsequentia, com-
pliance, obsequiousness, < obsequen{t-)s, com-
pliant: see obsequent."] Obseqnionaness.

By his fOtian's] grave courtly obsequienee.

D. 6. MiteheU, Bound Together, iL

observable

obsequies, n. Plural of obsequy.
obseqniosity (gb-se-kwi-os'i-ti), •. [< obse-
quious + -1^.]

" Obsequiousness. [Bare.]
If he [the traveler] have had a certain experience of

French maimers, his application will be accompanied
with the forms of a considerable obsequiosity, and in this
case his request win be granted as civilly as it has been
raaAs. H. James, Jr., little Tour, p. iSB.

obseqnions^ (ob-se'kwi-us), a. [Early mod.
E. obsequyous; < OF. obsequieux, F. obsiquieux
= Sp. Pg. obsequioso = It. ossequioso, < L. obse-
quiosus, compliant, submissive, < obsequium,
compliance: see obsequyl.] 1. Promptly obe-
dient or submissive to the wUl of another;
ever ready to obey, serve, or assist; com{di-
ant; dutdfuL [Obsolescent]
He came vnto thekynges grace; and wayted vppon hym,

and was no man so obsequyous and semiceable.
Tyndale, Works, p. 368.

1 see yon are obsequious in your love.
ShaJc, M. W. of W., iv. 2. 2.

One that ever strove, methonghl;
By special service and obsequious care.
To win respect from yon.

Ford, Love's Sacrifice; L S.

Hence— 2. Servilely complaisant; showing a
meam readiness to fall in with the will of an-
other; cringing; fawning; sycophantic.

I pity kings, whom Worship waits upon
Obsequious from the cradle to the throna

Cowper, Table-T^ L 1^
=Syn. 3. Servile, sUvish, sycophantic. See o&«2i«n«.

Obseqnions^ (ob-se'kwi-us)^. [< obsequy^ +
-ous, after oise^Ktougi.] 1. Funereal; pertain-
ing to funeral rites.

And the snrvivor bound
In filial obli^tion for some term
To do obsequious samxw. ShaJc, Hamlet, L 2. 92.

2. Absorbed in grief, as a mourner at a fn-
neraL

My sighing breast shall be my funeral bell;
And so cbsequiouswiil thy father be,
Even for the loss of thee.

Shot., 3 Hen. TX, iL 5. 118L

obseqnionsly^ (ob-se'kwi-us-li), ode. In an ob-
seqmous manner; with eager obedience; witii
servile compliance ; abjectly,

obseqnionsly^ (ob-se'kvri-us-li), adv. In the
manner of a mourner ; with reverence for the
dead.

Whilst 1 awhile obseqiaowiy lament
The untimely fall of virtuoas Lancast^.

Shot., Sich. UL, L 2. 3.

obse^oionsness (ob-se'kwi-us-nes), n. The
quality or state of being obsequious ; ready obe-
dience ; prompt compliance with the commands
of another; servile submission; of&cious or su-
perserviceable readiness to serve. =syn. ComfK-
anee, etc See obedienee.

obseqw^t (ob'sf-kwi), n. [=^. obsequio= It.

ossequio, < L. e^seqmum, compliance, yielding-
ness, obedienee, < obsequi, comply with, yield
to: see obsequent. Gt.^sequy^.] Ready com-
pliance; deferential service; obsequiousness.

Ours had rather be
Censured by some for too much obsequy
Than tax*d of self opinion.

Massaiger, The Bashful Lover, ProL

obseqi^ (ob'se-kwi), n. ; pL obs^uies (-kwiz).
[Chiefly in pL;' in ICE. obseque, < OF. obseque,
usually in pL obseques, = P. ohseques = ^.
Pg. obsequias, < LL. obsequies, a rare and per-
haps orig. erroneous form for exsequicB, funeral
rites (see exequy) ; cf . ML. obsequium, funeral
rites, a funenJ, also a train, retinue, following,
< L. obsequi, follow upon (not used in this lit.

sense), comply with : see obsequent. Cf. obse-
quy^.] A funeral rite or ceremony. [Now
rarely used in the singular.]

Ws funerall obseque to-mom we do.
And for hys good sonle to onr Lord pray w&

Bam. ofPartenay (E. £. T. S.];L 2332.

These tears are my sweet Bntlsnd's obsequies.

Shak.. 3 Hot. VX, L 4. 147.

With sSait obsequy, and fnnraal train.

jrObm, S. A., L 1732.

They vsed many Offices of semice and lone towardes the
dead, and thereupon are called Obsequies in our vulgare.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 39.

Buried, not as one nnknown,
>ror meanly, but with gorgeous obsequies.

And mass, and rolling mnsic, like a queen.
Tamyson, Lancelot and Blaine.

obseratet (ob'se-iat), r. t. [< L. obseratus, pp.
of obserare, bolt, bar, &sten or shut np, < <ri>,

before, + sera, a bar.] To lockup. Coelceram.

observable (ob-zer'va-bl), a. and n. [= F. ob-

servable = Pg. observarel = It osseretAUe, < L.
observabilis, remarkable, observable,< obgarvare,
remark, observe: see observe.] L a. 1. Capa-



observable

ble of being observed or noticed, or viewed
with interest or attention.

That a trusted agent commonly acquires power over his
principal is a fact ereiywhere obiervaWe.

B. Spencer, Prln. of SocioL, § 505.

2. Noticeable; worthy of observation; note-
worthy; hence, remarkable.

It is oburmMe that, loving his ease so well as he did, he
should run voluntarily Into such troubles.

Baker, King John, an. 1216.

This towne was formerly a Greeke colonie, built by the
Samians, a reasonable commodious port, and full of ob-
tenable antiquities. Evelyn, Diary, Feb. 7, 1846.

8. That may or must be observed, followed, or
kept: as, the formdUties observable at court.

The forms observable in social intercourse occur also In
political and religious intercourse as forms of homage and
forms of worship. B. Speneer, Prin. of SocioL, | 348.

n.t n. A noticeable or noteworthy fact or
thing ; something worth observing.
Among other t^eervaiUea, we drunk the £ing's health

out of a gilt cup given by King Henry VIII. to this Com-
pany- Pepyi, Diary, I. 391.

My chief Care hath been to be as particular as was con-
sistent with my intended brevity, in setting down such
Obtenxtbles as I met with. Dampier, Voyages, I. , Pref

.

observableness (ob-z6r'va-bl-nes), »*. The
character of being observable.
observably (pb-z6r'va-bli), adv. In an observa-
ble, noticeable, or noteworthymanner; remark-
ably.

And therefore also it is prodigious to have thunder in a
clear sky, as is obtervaMy recorded in some histories.

Sir T. Broime, Vulg. Err., il. 5.

observalt (ob-z6r'val), n. [< observe + -aJ.]

Observation.

A previous obsenxU of what has been said of them.
Soger North, Examen, p. 659. (Damea.)

observance (ob-z^r'vans), n. [< ME. obser-
vance, < OF. observance, < F. observance = 8p.
Pg. observaneia = It. osservansia, osservanza,
< L. observantia, a watching, noting, attention,
respect, keeping, etc., < observani^t-)s, ppr. of
observare, watch, note, observe : see observant^
If. Attention; perception; heed; observation.

Mem. She shows a body rather than a life,

A statue than a breather.
Cleo. Is this certain?
Mess. Or I have no observance.

Shah., A. and C, lii. 3. 25.

Here are many debauches and excessive revellings, as
being out of all noyse and observance.

Evelyn, Diary, Feb. 27, 1844.

2. Respectful regard or attention; hence, rev-
erence ; homage. [Now rare.]

Alas ! wher is become youre gentilesse?
Youre wordes ful of plesaunce and humblesse?
Youxe c^servaunces in so low manere?

Chaucer, Complaint of Mars, 1. 249.

All adoration, duty, and observance.
Shak., As you Like it, v. 2. 102.

Oh, stand up.
And let me kneel ! the light will be asham'd
To see observance done to me by you.

Beau, and Fl., King and No King, ill. 1.

Her eyes on all my motions with a mute observance hung.
Tennysm, Locksley HslL

3. The act of observing, payiug attention to,

or following in practice ; compliance in prac-
tice with the requirements of some law, cus-
tom, rule, or injunction ; due performance: as,

the observance of the sabbath; observance of
stipulations ; observance of prescribed forms.

To make void the last Will of Henry 8. to which the
Breakers had sworne observance.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., L

Such dupes are men to custom, and so prone
To rev'rence what is ancient and can plead
A course of long observance for its use.

Cowper, Task, v. SOL

Through all English history the cry has never been for
new laws, but for the firmer establishment, the stricter

observance, of the old laws.
E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 176.

4. A custom, rule, or thing to be observed,
followed, or kept.

There are other strict observances;

As, not to see a woman. Shak., L. L. L., i. 1. 36.

An observance of hermits.
StruM, Sports and Pastimes, p. 80.

5. A rite or ceremony; an act performed in

token of worship, devotion, or respect.

And axeth by what observance
She might moste to the plesaunce
Of god that nightes reule kepe.

Gower, Conf. Amant., L

Some rei>resent to themselves the whole of reli^on as

consisting in a few easy observances. Rogers.

He compass'd her with sweet observances

And worship, never leaving her.
Tennyson, Geraint.
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=S3m. 3. Observance, ObservalCon. These words start
from two different senses of the same root— to pay regard
to, and to watch. Observation is watching or notice ; ob-
servance is keeping, conforming to, or complying with.
Observatitm was formerly used in the sense of observance

:

as, " the observationoi the Sabbath is again commanded "

(caption to Ex. xxxi.); "the opinions which he [Milton]
has expressed respecting . . . the observation of the Sab-
bath might, we think, have caused more just surprise

"

(Maeaulay, Milton) ; but this use is now obsolescent It
IS desirable that the words should be kept distinct.

It is a custom
More honour'd in the breach than the observance,

Shak., Hamlet, L 4. 16.

Observation of the moon's changes leads at length to a
theory of the solar system.

B. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 12.

5. Form, Rite, etc. See ceremony,

observancy (ob-z6r'van-si), n. [ As observance
(see -c^).] Heedful or obedient regard; obser-
vance; obsequiousness. [Rare.]

How bend him
To such observancy of beck and call

Brmming, Ring and Book, 1. 179.

observandum (ob-z6r-van'dum), m.; pi. obser-
vanda (-da). [L., neut. gerundive of observare,
observe: see observe.'] A thing to be observed.
observant (ob-z6r'vant), a. and n. [= OF. ob-
servant = Sp. Pg. oi'servante = It. osservante, <
L. observan(t-)s, ppr. of observare, watch, note,
observe: see observe.'] 1. a. 1. Watching;
watchful; observing; having or characterized
by good powers of observation, or attention,
care, accuracy, etc., in observing: as, an ob-
servant mind; a man of observant habits.

Wandering from clime to clime observant stray'd.
Their manners noted, and their states survey'd.

VtB.
2. Attentive; obedient; submissive; ready to
obey and serve; hence, obsequious: with to or
o/before a personal object. [Now rare.]

Then Obedience, by her an elephant, the strongestbeast,
but most observant to man of any creature.

Webster, Monuments of Honour.
How could the most base men attain to honour but by

such an oisersant, slavish course? Saleigh.

And to say the truth, they (Georgian slaves] are in the
hands of very kind masters, and are as observant of them

;

for of them they are to expect their lil)erty, their advance-
ment, and every thing.

Pococke, Description of the East I. 167.

3. Carefully attentive in observing or perform-
ing whatever is prescribed or required; strict
in observing and practising: with of: as, he
was very observant of the rules of his order ; ob-
servant of forms.

Tell me, he that knows.
Why this same strict and most observant watch
So nightly toils the subject of the land?

Shak., Hamlet^ i. 1. 71.

=Slll. 1 and 3. Watchful, mindful, heedful, regardfuL

II. n. It. An observer.— St. An obsequious
or slavish attendant.
These kind of knaves I know, which in this plainness
Harbour more craft and more corrupter ends
Than twenty silly ducking t^)servants.

That stretch their duties nicely. Shak., Lear, IL 2. 109.

3. One who is strict in observing or complying
with a law, rule, custom, etc.

Such obseruants they are thereof that our Sauiour him-
selie . , . did not teach to pray or wish for more than
onely tliat heere it myght bee with vs as with them it is

in heauen. Booker, Eccles. Polity, i. 4.

The Canncei were a deuout society and order, giuen to
holinesse of life, and obsernation of the Lawe ; of whom
was Simon Kanneeus, . . . called Zelotes. . . . Suidas
calletb them obseruants of the Lawe, whom Ananus shut in
the Temple. Pwrchas, Pilgrimage, p. 150.

4. [cop.] Specifically, a member of the more
rigorous class of Franciscans which in the fif-

teenth century became separated from those
— the Conventuals—following a milder rule.

Observantine (ob-zer'van-tin), n. and a. [<
Observant + -ine^.] I. n.' Same as Observant, 4.

He selected for this purpose the ObservanMnes of the
Franciscan order, the most rigid of the monastic societies.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., li. 5.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the Franciscan
friars called Observants.
Observantist (ob-z6r'van-tist), n. [< Observant
+ -ist.] Same as Observant, 4.

observantly (ob-z6r'vant-li), ado. In an obser-
vant manner ; attentively. TVright.

observation (ob-z6r-va'shon), n. [< F. obser-
vation = Sp. observacion = Pg. observagSo =
It. osservazione, < L. observatio{n-), a watching,
noting, marking, regard, respect, < observare,

watch, note, regard: see observe.] 1. The act
or fact of observing, and noting or fixing in the
mind; a seeing and noting; notice: as, a fact
that does not come under one's observation.

This Clermont is a meane and ignoble place, having no
memorable thing therein worthy the observation.

Caryat, Crudities, I. 23.

observationally

Our Curiosity was again arrested by the observation ol
another Tower, which appear'd in a thicket not far firom
the way side. MaundrM, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 2S.

The korth American Indian had no better eyes than the
white man ; but he had trained his powers of observation

in a certain direction, till no sign of the woods escaped
him. J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 114.

2. The habit or power of observing and noting

:

as, a man of great observation.

I told you Angling is an art, either by practice or along
observation, or both. I. W(UUm, Complete Angler, p. 99.

If my observation, which veiy seldom lies,

By the heart's still rhetoric disclosed with eyes,

Deceive me not now, Ifavarre is Infected.

lOiak., II. L. L., ii. 1. 228.

3. An act of scientific observing; an accurate
remarking (often with measurement) of a fact

directly presented to the senses, together with
the conditions under which it is presented: as,

a meridian observation, made by a navigator,

in which he measures the sun's altitude when
on the meridian for the purpose of calculating
the latitude ; the meteorolo^eal observations

made by the Signal Service Bureau, in those
sciences which describe and explain provinces of the uni-
verse as it exists, such as astronomy and systematic biol-

ogy, observations are, for the most part, made under cir-

cumstances or conditions which may be selected, but
cannot be produced at will. But in those sciences which
analyze the behavior of substances under various condi-
tions it is customary first to place the object to be exam-
ined under artificially produced conditions, and then to
make an observation upon it. This whole performance, of
which the observation is a I>art, is called an ex^oeriTnent.

Formerly sciences were divided into sciences of experi-
ment and sciences of observation, meaning observation
without experiment. But now experiments are made in
all sciences. It is only occasionally that the word obser-

vation has been used to imply the absence of experimen-
tation.

Confounding oDsemictionwith experimentorinvention—
the act of a cave-man in betaking himself to a drifting

tree with tliat of Noah in building himself an aii.

J. Ward, Encyc. Brit, XX. 75.

4. The result of such a scientific practice; the
informationgainedby observing: as, to tabulate
observations.— 5. Knowledge; experience.

In his brain
... he hath strange places cramm'd
"With, observation. iS'AaA;., AsyouLikeitil7. 41,

6. A remark, especially a remarkbased or pro-
fessing to be based on what has been observed;
an opinion expressed.

Rich. Let me be Duke of Clarence; George of Gloucester

;

For Gloucester's dukedom is too ominous.
War. Tut ^^at 's a foolish observation.

Shak., 8 Hen. VL, IL 6. 108.

We owe many valuable observations to people who are
not very acute or profound, and who say the thing with-
out effort which we want and have long been hunting in
vain. Emers(m, Essays, 1st ser., p. 263.

7. The fact of being seen or noticed; notice;
remark: as, to escape observation; anxious to
ayoid observation.—8. Observance; careful at-
tention to rule, custom, or precept, and per-
formance of whatever is prescribed or required.
[Obsolescent.]
The Character of .ffilneas is filled with Piety to the Gods,

and a superstitious Observation of Prodigies, Oracles, and
Predictions. Addison, Spectator, No. 351.

9. A rite ; a ceremony ; an observance.
Now our observation is perform'd.

Shak., M. N. D., iv. 1. 109.

They had their magicall observations in gathering eer-
talne hearbs. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 62.

The archbishop went about the observation very awk-
wardly, as one not used to that kind, especially In the
Lord's Supper.

Bale, in E. W. Dixon's Hist Church of Eng., xxi.

Acronycbal observation. See acronychal.—PLxmj of
observation (,miHt.\ a force detached to wateh the
movements of another army, especially of a relieving
army during the prosecution of a siege.— Error of an
observation. See error, 5.— Eye-and-ear observa-
tion. See ej/ei.—Latitude by obBervation. See lati-

tude.—iMcaax observation. See lunar.—1o work an
observation (naut.), to determine the latitude or longi-
tude by calculations based on the altitude or position of the
sun or other heavenly body as observed and ascertained
by instrumental measurement. =Syn. Observance, Observa-
tion. Seeobservance.— Z.E3cperiment,e:ta. Sit experience.
— 6. Note, Comment, etc. (see remark, ».), annotation.

observational (ob-z6r-va'shon-al), a. [< 06-

servation -I- -al.] 1. Of, pertaining to, or used
in observation, especially in observation with-
out experimentation.
Already Harvey, Boyle, and Newton were sueoessfully

prosecuting the observatumat method, and showing how
rich mines of wealth it had opened.

McCosh, Locke's Theory of Knowledge, p. 12.

2. Derived from or founded on observation:
in this sense usually opposed to experimental.

Sir Charles Lyell has been largely influential in the es-
tablishment of Geology as a truly observatiUmal science.

QeiMe, GeoL Sketches, iL 27.

observationally (ob-z6r-va'shon-al-i), ode.
By means of observation.



observationally

. W I»te, the motions of the Hoon haye been very c«re-
toIlT iBTCstigated, both theoreticallr and obtervatimuiay.

Pop. Sd. Mo.. XXVL 49.

observation-car (ob-zer-va'shon-kar), n. A
TaOroad-car with glass or open "sides to enable
the oeeapants to observe the scenery, inspect
the track, etc. [U.S.]
observative (ob-z6r'v»-tiv), a. [< oiserve +
-oHre.] Observing; attentive. [Bare.]

I omitted to observe those paitjcalais . . . that it be-
hoTed an obunntux traveUer. Caryat, Cradities, I. 28.

Observatort (ob'z6r-va-tor), n. [= p. obserra-
teuT = Sp. Pg. obserrador = It. osservatore, <
L. observator, a watcher, iobservare, watch, ob-
serve: see observe.'] 1. One who observes or
takes note; an observer.

Ijbe Omnator ot the Bills <a Mortality before mention-
ed [Or. Hakewill] bath given ns the best account ot the
nnmber that late plagnes hath swept away.

Sir jr. Hale, Qng. ot Mankind, p. 213.

2. One who makes a remark.
She m» be handsome, yet be chaste, yon say;
Good sMemtor, not so tast away.

Drgden, tr. ot Juvenal's Satiies, xT SOS.

observatory (ob-zSr'va-to-ri), ». ; pL obserra-
tories (-riz). "[= F- oSser'mtoire = Sp. Pg. ob-
sen:atorio=It.osservatorio,(.l!(Ij.observatorium,
< li. observare, observe: see observe.'] 1. A
place or bnUding set apart for, and fitted with
instruments for making, observations of natu-
ral phenomena : as, an astronomical or a mete-
orological o&gerratory. AnaslzonomicalobsaTat<»y
is ao planned as to secore tor the instruments the greatest
poasible stability and freedom from tremors, protection
tram the weather, and an nnobstmcted view, togeth«
with sach arrangements as will otherwise facilitate ob.
servationB.

2. A place of observation at such an altitude
as to afford an extensive view, such as a look-
out-station, a signaling-station, or a belvedere.
—Hasnetlc observatoiy. aeemagnetie.
observe (ob-zerv'), v. ; pret. and pp. observed.

4065
Whom I mate

Host be my heir ; and this makes men obaerBe me.
B. Jomon, Tolpone, i. X.

Obaanx her with all sweetness ; homoor her.
Plete/iar, Humorons Lieutenant, iiL 1.

6. To adhere to and carry out in practice ; eon-
form to or comply with; obey: as, to obserce
the regulations of society; to observe the pro-
prieties.

How thanne be that obaaveih o ^ynne, shal he have for-
gifnesse of the remenaont of bise othere Wynnes?

Chaucer, Parson's lUe.

I know not how he 's cured

;

He ne'er obseroeg any of our prescriptiona.
£aiu. ami ^., Knight ot Ualta, iL 4.

Observe your distance ; and be sure to stand
Hard by the Cistern with yoni C^ in hand.
OidAom,A Satyr Address'd to a Friend (ed. 1703).

The enemies did notlong obatnx those courtesies which
men of their rank, even when opposed to each other at
the head of armies, seldom neglect.

obsignation

"Diere is some soul of goodness in things evil.
Would men oburvingly distil it out

Shale, Hen. V., tr. 1. 6.

obsess (ob-ses'), V. t. [< L. obsessus, pp. of
obsidere, sit on or in, remain, sit down before,
besiege, < ob, before, + sedere, sit: see at*, ses-
sion, etc. Ct. assess, possess.] If. To besiege;
beset; compass about.

It is to be feared thatwhere maiesUe wprocheth to ex-
cesse, and the mynde is obsessed with inormnate glorie, lest
pride . . . shuld sodainely entre.

Sir T. Elyot, The Govemonr, iL 4.

2. To attack, rex, or plague fromwithout, as an
evil spirit. See obsession, 2.

The familiar spiritmay be a human ghost or some other
demon, and may either be supposed to enter the man's
body or only to come into his presence, which is some-
what the same difference aswhether in disease the demon
"possesses" or otoesses a patient, L e. controls him from
inside or outside. Eneye. Brit, VIL 63.

7. To keep with due ceremonies ; celebrate : as,

to observe a holiday; to observe the sabbath.
Te shall obeerm the feast of unleavened bread.

Ex.xill7.
Th^ eate mans flesh; obterue meales at noone and

night. Purchat, Pilgrimage p. 841.

A score 01 Indian tribes . . . obtanxd the rites of that
bloodyand horrible Paganism which formed their onlyre-
ligion. R. Choate, Addresses, p. 16.

=SJIL 1. To ^e^ survey, scmtinize.— 3. NaUee, Behdd,
etc. (see see>—7. Keep, etc. (see edebrate\ regard, fulfil,

conform to.

n. intrans. 1. To be attentive ; take note.
I come to observe; 1 give thee warning on 't.

Shot., T. of A., L S. 33.

I do love
To note and to obterte.

B. Jonton, Volpone, iL 1.

2. To remark; comment: generally with upon
or OB.
We have however, already o&semed i^on a great draw-

back which attends such benefits. Brougham.

Xaanday, Hist. Bug., viL obsession (ob-sesh'on), «. [= F. obsession

ppr. Observing. [< F. observer = Sp. Pg. ob- , ,,..,» v

«errar= It. osservare, < L. observare, watch, note, Observer (ob^zer v6r), n

mark, heed, guard, keep, pay attention to, re-
gard, comply with, etc., < ob, before, + servare,
keep : see serve, and cf. conserve, preserve, re-
serve.] L trans. 1. To regard with attention
or careful semtiny, as for the purpose of dis-
covering and noting something; wateh; take
note of: as, to observe trifles with interest; to
observe one's every movement.
BemCTQber that, as thine eye obeertes others, so art thou

obterved by angels and by men. Jer. Taylor.

Changing shape
To obeenx the sequel, saw his gnOefnl act
By Eve thou^ s2l unweeting, seconded
XTponherhnsband. JKZton, P. L, x. 334.

To observe is to look at a thing closely, to take careful
note of its several parts or details.

J. Sully, Outlines of PsychoL, p. 206.

Specifically—2. To subject to systematic in-
spectionand scrutinyfor some scientific orprac-
tical purpose: as, to observe natural phenom-
ena for the purpose of ascertaining their laws

;

to observe meteorolt^eal indications for the
purpose of forecasting the weather. See ob-
servation, 3.

Studying the motionot the sun in order to det^mineIhe
length of the year, he observed the times of its passage
through the equinoxes and solstices.

I^eaeomb and Holden, AstTon., p. 191
,

3. To see; perceive; notice; remark; hence,
to detect; discover: as, we observed a stranger
approaching; to observe one's uneasiness.

Hononrable action.
Such as he hath observed in noble ladies.

Shak., T. ot the S., Ind., i. 1. 111.

I oAKTBadan admirable abundance of Butterflies inmany
{daces of Savoy. Coryat, Crudities, L 8&

He had seen her once, amoment's space
Obterved she was so young and beauUfuL

Broimmff, Bing and Book, 1. 181.

4. To notice and remark, or remark upon; re-
fer to in words; say; mention: as, what did
you observe f

But it was pleasant to see Beeston come in with oUiers,

or takes notice ; a spectator or looker-on : as,

a keen observer.

He is a great observer, and he looks
Quite l£roagh the deeds of men.

Shak., J. C L 2. 202.

But Churchill himself was no superficial observer. He
knew exactly what his interest really was.

Maeaulay, Hist, Eng., viL

2. One who is engaged in habitual or sys-
tematic observation, as for scientific purposes

;

especially, one who is trained to make certain
special observations with accuracy and under
proper precautions: as, an astronomical ob-
server; a corps of observers.

An obserter at any point ot the earth, by noting the local
time at his station when the moon has any given right
ascension, can thence determine the corresponding mo-
ment of Greenwich time.

Neweomb and Holden, Astron., p. 37.

Psdlu^ ... a great observer of the nature ot devils
holds th^ are corporea], and have aerial bodies; thatthey
are mortiO, live and dye. Burton, Anat of HeL, L § 2.

3. One who observes or keeps any law, custom,
regulation, orrite ; onewho practises, performs.

obsesion = Pg. obsessSo = It. ossessione, <
L. obsessio(n-), a besie^ng, < obsidere, besiege

:

see obsess.] 1. The act of besieging; persis-
tent assault.

When the assassination of Henry IV. gave full rein to
the Ultramontane party at conrt, Uie obsesstons ot Duper-
ron became more importunate and even menacing.

Etuye. BriL, V. 173.

2. Continuous or persevering effort supposed
to be made by an evil spirit to obtain mastery
of a person ; the state or condition of a person
so vexed or beset : distinguished from posses-
sion, or control by a demon from within.

Grave fathers, he '& possest ; again, I say,
Poasest: nay, if there be possession and
Obsessibn, he has bolh. B. Jonson, Yolpone t. &

Obsession ot the Devil is distinguished from Possession
in tiiis: In Possession, the Evil One was said to ent^ into
the Body of the Han ; in Obsessiim, without entering into
the Body ot the Person, he was thought to besiege and
torment him without.

Bourne's Pop. AnSq. (1777^ p. 142, note

1. One who observes obsidian (ob-sid'i-an), n. [= F. obsidiane, ob-
sidienne = Sp. Pg. obsidiana, < L. obsidiana, a
false reading for obsiana, a mineral supposed
to be obsidian,< Obsidianus, a false reading for
Obsianus, < Obsius, erroneously Obsidius, the
name of a man who, according to Pliny, found
it in " Ethiopia."] A volcanic rock, in a vitre-
ous condition, and closely resembling ordinary
bottle-glass in appearance and texture, obsid-
ian nsnauy contains about 70 per cent, of silica, and is the
vitzeons form of a teachyte or rock consisting largely of
sanidine. It is ot various colors, black, brown, and gray-
ish green being the most common. Obsidian often occurs
in a coarsely cellnlar form, and passes into pumice See
cut under eonehoiddl.

In consequence ot its [obsidian's] having been often
imitated in black glass, there arose among collectors ot
gems in the last century the curious practice ot calling
aU antique pastes " obssdunu." Eneye. Brit., XVIL 717.

obsidional (ob-sid'i-o-nal), a. [= P. Sp. Pg.
obsidional = It. ossidiondle, < Ii. obsidiondlis,
belonging to a siege, < obsidio(n-), a siege, <
obsidere, besiege: see obsess.] Pertaining to
a siege—Obsidional coins. See eomi.—obsidional
crown. See ermm.

or fulfils anything: as, a careful observer of the Obsidionary (ob-sid'i-o-nap-ii), a. [< L. as if

proprieties ; an observer of the sabbath.
It is the manner of aU barbarous nations to be very su-

perstitions, and dUigeut odserriers of old customes.
i^penser. State of Ireland.

Himself often read useful disconrses to his servants on
the Lord's day, of which he was always a very strict and
solemn observer. Bp. Atterbwry.

He [Lord Dorset] was so strict an Observer ot his Word
that no Consideration whatever could make him break it.

Prior, Poems, Ded.

4t. One who watches with a view to serve;
an obsequious attendant or admirer; hence, a
toady; a sycophant.

He was a follower of Germanicus,
And still is an observer of his wife
And children, though they be declined in grace

B. Jonson, Sejanus, rv. 3L

Love yourself sir

;

And, when I want observers, HI send for you.
Fteteher, WSdgoose Chase ii- 2-

supposing it to be dark, and yet he is forced to read his i. • , r -l • f ' • \ n /i
p^?bythe light of the candles ; and this I observing to a ObSOrVlCert (ol)-zer vi-ser), «. llireg. < obser-

.
. ._ - -- cance (confused with serri«e) + -er'-.] A ser-

vant; an observer (in sense 4). [Bare.]
gentieman that sat by me he was mightily pleased tiiere-

wlth, and spread it up and down. Pepys, Diary, lY. 94.

But he observed in apology, that it [z] was a letter you
never wanted hardly, and he tiiought it had only been put
there "to flnish off th' alphabet, like though amnns-end
(A) would ha' done as well, for what he could see.

George Eliot, Adam Bede, L 317.

5t. To heed; regard; hence, to regard with
respect and deference; treat with respectful
attention or consideration ; humor.

He wdlde no swich cursednesse observe;

Evel shal have that evel wol deserve.
Chaueer, Prioress's Tale 1- 1~9-

'obsidionarivs, < obsittio^n-'),'a siege: see ob-
sidional.] obsidional; coined or struck in a
besieged place.

These obsidionary Ormand coins may be called scarce;
the only rare and probably unique piece is the penny.

jr. and Q., 6th ser., XL 94.

obsidionst (ob-sid'i-us), a. [< L. as if "obsidi-
osvs, < obsidium, a siege: see obsidional.] Be-
setting; assailing from without.

Safe from all obsidious or insidious oppugnations, from
the reach of fraud or violence

Rev. T. Adams, Works, L 261. iDamet.)

obsigillationt (ob-sij-i-la'shon), n. [< L. 06, be-
fore, + LL. sigiUare, seal: see seciP, v.] The
act of sealing up. Maunder.
obsignt (ob-s5n'), v. U [< L. obsignare, seal up,
< ob, before, -I- signare, mark, seal : see sign, v.]

To seal, or ratify by sealing: obsignate.

The sacrament of His Body and Blood, whereby He doth
represent, and unto our faith give and obs^^n unto us Him-
self whol^, with an the merits and glory of His Body and
Blood. J. Bradford, Letter on the Mass, Sept. % 1554.

I am your humble observieer, and wish you all cumula- nh<:iim9.fs4^ ^nb-sii«r'Ti5t^
tionsot prosperity.

_ SMrUy,JLo.e Trio^ m. S. ""^^"^^eS.."•'• [^ I'- obsignatus,

. . , , , . , ,-T^ , , pp. of oftswnare, sealup : see 065^.] To seal;
obserroig/ob-zer'vingXj). a. [Ppr.of oftserre, ratify; confirm.
v.] Watchful; observant; attentive.

Jack knew his friend, but hop'd in that disgnise
He might escape the most observing eyes.

Cowper, BeUrement^ L SS8.

observingly (ob-zer'ving-U), adv.
_
In an ob-

serving or attentive manner : attentively ; care- obsignationt (ob-sig-na 'shon), n. [< LL. obsig-
fally. natio(n-), a sealing up, < l7. obsignare, seal up

:

As circumcision was a seal ot the covenant made with
Abraham and his posterity, so keeping the sabbath did
obsignate the covenant made with the children ot Israel
after their delivery out ot Egypt

Barrow, Expos, ot Decalogue



obsignation

see obsignate, oisign.'i The act of sealing ; rati-

fication by sealing ; confirmation.

This is a sacrament, and not a sacrifice : for in this, using
it as we should, we receive of God obsiffiuUwn a.nd full cer-
tificate of Christ's hody broken for our sins, and his blood
shed for our iniquities.

J. Brad/ord, Works (Parker Soc, 1853X II. 289.

obsignatoryt (ob-sig'na-to-ri), a. [< L. as if

*obsignatorius, < obsignare, seal up: see obsig-
nate, obsign.'] Ratifying; confirming by seal-
ing; confirmatory.

Obsiffnatory signs.

Bp. Ward, in Parr's Letters of Usher, p. 441.

obsolesce (ob-so-les'), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. obso-

Usced, ppr. obsolescing. [< L. obsolescere, pp.
obsoletus, wear out, fall into disuse, grow old,

decay, inceptive of obsolete (rare), wear out, de-
cay, appar. < ob, before, + solere, be wont ; or
else < obs-, a form of ob-, + olere, grow (of. ado-
lescent).'] To become obsolescent; fall into

disuse.

Intermediate between the English which I have been
treating of and English of recent emergence stands that
which is dbioUtcCng. F. BaU, Uod. Eng., p. 266.

obsolescence (ob-so-les'ens), ». [<obsolescen(t)

+ -ce.] 1. The state or process of becoming
obsolete.— 2. In entom., an obsolete part of

a m.ark, stria, etc. : as, a band with a central
obsolescence.

obsolescent (ob-so-les'ent), a. [< L. obsoles-

een(,t-)s, ppr. of obsolescere, fall into disuse : see

obsoUsce.] 1. Becoming obsolete; passing out
of use : as, an obsolescent word or custom.

All the words compounded of here and a preposition,

except hereafter, are obsolete or obsolescent.

Johruson, Diet., under Hereout.

Almost always when religion comes before us histori-

cally it is seen consecrating . . . conceptions obsolete or

obsoleaeent. J. B. SeeUy, ITat. Religion, p. 229.

2. ia. entom., somewhat obsolete ; imperfectly

visible. =Syn. 1. AncUm, Old,AnMme, etc. See ancierOX.

obsolete (ob'so-let), a. [= F. obsoUte = Sp.

Pg. obsoleto ='lt. ossoleto, < L. obsoletus, worn
out, gone out of use, pp. of obsolescere, wear
out : see obsolesce.'] 1 . Grone out of use ; no
longer in use : as, an obsolete word ; an obsolete

custom ; an obsolete law. Abbreviated obs.

But most [Orders] are very particular and obsolete in

their Dress, as being the Eustic Habit of old times, with-
out Linnen, or Ornaments of the present Age,

Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 19.

What makes a word obsolete more than general agree-

ment to forlDear? Johnson.

4066 obstinate

obstacle (ob'sta-kl), n. and a. [< ME. obstacle,

< OF. obstacle! ostacle, F. obstacle = Sp. obstd-

culo = Pg. obstaculo = It. ostacolo, < LL. ob-

staculum, a hindrance, obstacle, < L. obstare,

stand before, stand against, withstand, < ob, be-
fore, against, + stare, stand: see state, stand.]

I. M. 1. That which opposes or stands in the
way; something that obstructs progress ; a hin-
drance or obstruction.

If all obstacles were cut away.
And that my path were even to the crown,
As my ripe revenue and due by birth.

Sliak., Rich. III., iii. 7. 166.

I fear you will meet with divers obstacles in the Way,
which, if you cannot remove, you must overcome.

Hofwetl, Letters, ii. 1.

The Egyptians warned me that Suez was a place of ob-

stacles to pilgrims. E. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 90.

3. Objection; opposition.

Whan the Chane saghe that thei made non obstacle to
performen his Commandement, thanne he thoughte wel.

Mandemlle, Travels, p. 226.

ObBtacle-raee, a race, as in a steeplechase, in which ob-
stacles have to oe surmounted or circumvented.

For some time he becomes engaged in a terrible obstOr

de-race, and makes little progress.
Fortnightly Rev., N. S,, XLIII, 93,

=Syn. I>ifiaMy,Obsta€le,Obstrm;tion,Impediment,eheck, _v_4,«4.-j«j»« /•^v. =+<> +mol,'or.^ «
b^er, A diyi&!/ embarrasses, an oW^ie stops is. We ObstetriCian (ob-ste-trish an), n.

remove [or overcome] the one, we surmount the other.

Generally the first expresses something arising from the
nature and circumstances of the afiair ; the second some-
thing arising from a foreign cause. An obstruction blocks
the passage, and is generally put in the way intentionally.

An impediment literally clogs the feet and so may con-
tinue with one, hindering his progress, while a diffieuUy
once overcome, an obstacle once surmounted, or an ob-

struction once broken down, leaves one free to go forward
without hindrance.

"The Conquest of Mexico" was achieving itself under ObstetricS (ob-stet'riks), n. [PI. of obstetric:

difficulties hardly less formidable than those encountered gee -ics.] That department of medical art
by Cortes. 0. W. Holmes, Emerson, i, -^hich deals with parturition and the treatment
The great obstacle to progress is prejudice. and care of women duringpregnancy and chUd-

Bov^, Summaries of Thought, Prejudice,
^j^^j^ ^j^^ practice of midwifery,

^°il!.°^' "S'^^^f- ''^*w Ji"^ "^^IJ^
'' 'StT°^*''T,tf obstetricy (ob-stet'ri-si), n. [= Sp. Pg. obste-

ano!i8j™ctMmof justice that the courts ought to be astute """"^"'Yf „„•,„,„.•„.•„ * /t «j,o*«*»,X. -

to detect it and prompt to suppress it.
*rma= It. ostetricia, f

. , < L. obsUtriaia,

Obstetrical Forceps.

(z, blades; d, locks; r.handles; </(^, rings forobtaiuiii^afinn^rasp

of Uie locked instrument by the accoucheur. The blades are sepa-
rately introduced, and after two separate parts or " branches" are
locked together aie used to grasp the head of the child in assisting

delivery.

II, trans. To assist or promote byperforming
the ofEce of a midwife.

None so obstetricated the birth of the expedient to answer
both Brute and his Trojans' advantage.

Waterhmue, On Fortescue, p. 202. (Laitham.)

Obstetricationt (ob-stet-ri-ka'shon), n. [< ob-

stetricate + ion.'] The ofSoe of, or the assis-

tance rendered by, a midwife ; delivery.

He shall be by a healthful obsletricaMmi drawn forth into

a larger prison of the world ; there indeed he hath elbow-

room enough. Bp. Halt, Free Prisoner, § 4.

, , [< obstetric

+ -ian.] One skilled in obstetrics; an accou-

cheur; a midwife.
obstetricious (ob-ste-trish'us), a. [< L. obste-

trimus, pertaining to a midwife : see obstetric]

Pertaining to obstetrics; obstetrical; hence,

helping to produce or bring forth.

Yet is all humane teaching but maieutical or obst£tri-

ctous. Cudworth, Intellectual System, i. 4.

The fashion seems every day growing still more obsolete.

Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 5.

The_
the most ^ _ . _ .

be merely an exploded fallacy or an obsolete theory.

J. W. Dawson, Nature and the Bible, p. 18.

2. In descriptwe sool., indistinct; not clearly

or sharply marked; applied to colors, faded,

dim: as, an obsolete purple; applied to orna-

ments or organs, very imperfectly developed,

hardly perceptible: as, obsolete strisB, spines,

ocelli. It is often employed to denote the lack or im-

) suppress i

The Century, XXX. 328.

Thus far into the bowels of the land
Have we march'd on without i/mpediment.

Shak., Rich, in., v. 2. 4.

II. a. Obstinate; stubborn,
humorous.]

Fie, Joan— that thou wilt be so obstacle I

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., T..4. 17.

obstaclenessf, n. [< obstacle, a., + -ness.] Ob-
stinacy.

How long shal I, liuing here in earth, striue with your
untaythful obstadenes' J. Udall, On lUCark ix.

neut.pl..

Same as obstetrics.
prompt „„ „.-^j,. „„„ .„ . .

"• " — "'"' """ obstetrics: see obstetric]

Dunglison. [Rare.]

obstetrist (ob-stet'rist), n. [< obstetr{ics) +
4st.] One versed in the study or skilled in the

[Prov, Eng. or practice of obstetrics ; an obstetrician.

The same consummate obstetrist . . . insisted upon the
rule, now generally adopted, of not removing the placenta

if it in any degree adhere.
B. Barnes, Dis. of Women, xxxvi

obstetrix (ob-stet'riks) ,n. [= OF. obstetrice=
Pg. obstetriz, < L. obstetrix, a midwife : see ob-

stetric] A woman who renders professional

progress of science is so rapid that what seemed nlintntipot Cnh'.stjiTisI « riTE taken in sense ?'^^ *° women in labor; a midwife,
.^tp^ound.learning a few years age. may to-day °'^t\lXl^:lf^T^^obl^,'t^^uSa, ''}tT^biZ':^f^t''--

^' ^^
a withstanding, resistance, < obstan{t-)s, ppr.

of obstare, withstand: see obstacle.] 1. Sub-
stance; essence.

The obstance of this felynge [of delight produced in the
soul by song] lyes in the lufe of Ihesu, whilke es fedde and
lyghtenede by swilke maner of sanges.

Hamjpole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 18.

2. Opposition
perfect development of a character which is distinct in •.i^^

c,,>,'c,for. on n TAa i<h<iinnpp Conn
the opposite sex or in a kindred species or genus. =Syn. ObStanCVt (Ob Stan-Sl), n. \SJS. OOStance (see

I species

1. Amkerd, Old, Antique, etc. See aneiervt^.

obsolete (ob'so-let), v.; pret. and pp. obsoleted,

ppr. obsoleting. [< L. obsoletus, pp. of obsoles-

cere, -wear outi see obsolete, a.] I. intrans. To
become obsolete

;
pass out of use. F, Sail.

[Rare.]

n.t trans. To make obsolete ; render disused.

Those [books] that as to authority are obsoleted.

Boger North, Examen, p. 24. (.Domes.)

obsoletely (ob'so-let-li), adv. In descriptive

zool., in an obsolete manner; not plainly: as,

o6«o/e<eZy punctured, striate, etc.

obsoleteness (ob'so-let-nes), n. 1. The state

of being obsolete or out of use.

The reader is therefore embarrassed at once with dead
and with foreign languages, with obsoleteness and innova-

tion.
Johnson, Proposals for Printing the Works of Shakspeare.

2. In deseripUve zool, the state of being abor-

tive, or so imperfectly developed as to be in-

distinct or scarcely discernible.

obsoletion (ob-s6-le'shon), n. [< obsolete +
-ion.] The act of becoming obsolete ; disuse

;

discontinuance.

Proper lamentation on the obsoletion of Christmas gam-

] Same as obstance, 1.

It [the obstinacy of a wife] doth indeed but irrita reddere
sponsalia, annul the contract ; after marriage it is of no db-

B. Jonson, Epicoene, v. 3.

obsta principiis (ob'sta prin-sip'i-is). [L.

(Ovid, Rem. Amor., 91) : obsta, 2d pers. sing,

imp. of obstare, withstand; principiis, dat. of

primcipium, beginiing.] Withstand the begin-
nings— that is, resist the first insidious ap-

proaches of anything dangerous or evil.

obstetric (ob-stet'rik), a. [= P. obsUtrique =
Sp. obst^trica, n., obstetrics; Pg. obstetrico, m.,

obstetrica, f., an obstetrician; < IfL. obstetricus,

a var, (aocom. to adjectives in -ieus) of L, ob-

stetricius (> E. obstetridom), pertaining to a
midwife, neut, pi. obstetrieia (> E, obstetricy),

obstetrics, < obstetrix, a midwife, lit, ' she who
stands before,' sc. to assist, < obstare, pp. ob-

status, stand before : see obstacle.] Same as ob-

stetrical.

obstetrical (ob-stet'ri-kal), a. [< obstetric +
-al.] Of or pertaining to midwifery : as, obstet-

rical skill; obstetrical surgery— Obstetrical for-

ceps, forceps used in cases of difllcult delivery. See cut

in next column.— Obstetrical toad, the nurse-frog, Aly-

^ ^„. _ tes obstetricans. See Alytes.

hols and pastimes. Keats, To his Brothers, Dec. 22, 1817. obstetricatOt (ob-stet'ri-kat), V. [< LL. obstet-

Obsoletism (ob'so-let-izm), n. [< obsolete +
-ism.] A custom, fashion, word, or the like

which has become obsolete or gone out of use.

Does, then, the warrant of a single person v^idate a ne-

oterism, or, what is scarcely distinguishable therefrom, a

resuscitated obsoleteism? F. Ball, Mod. Eng., p. 35.

ricatiis, pp. of "obstetricare, be a midwife, < L,

obstetrix {-trio-), a midwife : see obstetric.] I.

intrans. To perform the office of a midwife.

Nature does obstOneate, and do that office of herself

when it is the proper season.
JEvelyn, Sylva, iL 6. (Dames.)

n. \S MK. obstinacie,

< OP. *6bstinacie, < ML. obstinacia, obstinatia,

var. of obstinacio{n-), for obstinatio{n-), obsti-

nateness : see obstinate and obsUifxiUon.^ 1 . The
character or condition of being obstinate

;
per-

tinacious adherence to an opinion, purpose, or

course of conduct, whether right or wrong, and
in spite of argument or entreaty; a fixeduess,

and generally an unreasonable fixedness, of

opinion or resolution, that cannot.be shaken;
stubbornness

;
pertinacity.

And yf ther be eny restreynt, denyinge, obstlna^s, or
contradiccion made by eny persone or persones that
owith to paye such summe forfet, that then vppon reson-
able warynynge made to them they to appere aforn the
xxiiij.

°

English OUds (E, E, T, S.), p, 880.

Only sin

And hellish obsHrMcy tie thy tongue,
ShtUc., AU's Wen, L 3, 186.

2. An unyielding character or quality; con-

tinued resistance to the operation of remedies
or to palliative measures : as, the obstinacy of

a fever or of a cold. =Syn. 1. Doggedness, headiness,
wilfulness, obduracy. See obstinate.

obstinate (ob'sti-nat), a. [< ME. obstenate, <

OF. obstinat, also obsMnd, P. obstine = Sp. Pg.
obstinado = It. ostinato, < L. obstinatus, firmly

set, resolute, stubborn, obstinate, pp. of ob-

stinare, set one's mind firmly upon, resolve, <

ob, before, + *stinare, < stare, stand: see state.

Cf, destine, destinate.] 1, Pertinaciously ad-
hering to an opinion, purpose, or course of ac-

tion; not yielding to argument, persuasion, or

entreaty; headstrong.
He thought he wold noo more be obslenate.

And gaue them respite be fore them euerychon,
Oencrydes (E, E. T. S.), 1. 1664.

The queen is obstinate.

Stubborn to justice, apt to accuse it.

Shdk., Hen. Vin., iL 4. 121.

I'm an obstinate old fellow when I'm in the wrong ; but
you shall now find me as steady in the right.

Sheridan, The Duenna, iii. 7.

2. Springing from or indicating obstinacy.



obstmate
I hxn known great cores done by oteCuute lenlntions

at dnnking no wine. Sir W. Tn^ife.

3. Xot easily controlled or removed; unyield-
ing to treatment: as, an obsUnaie congh; an
obstinate headache.

Disgust coDceal'd
Is (rftentixnes proof of wisdom, when the faolt
Is obetxryUe^ and core beyond oar reu^

Cotcpa; Task, ill 4a
=Syn. 1. ObilinaU, Stubborn, IntraetaUe, B^fraelory, Con-
tunuuAovs, pertloscioos, headstrong, onyielding, dogged,
wilfa], persistent, immovable, inflexible, firm, resolate.
The first five wY^ds now imply a strong and Tlcioos or
disobedient refusal to yi^d. a resolute or unmanageable
standing npon one's own will. Stubborn is strictly nega-
tive : a 4tvM>om child wHl not listen to advice or com-
mands^ bat pertiape has no definite parpose ot his own.
OMtnote is active : the otetuiote man will carry oat his in-
tentioa in spite of advice, remonstrance, appeals, or force.
The last three of the italicized wordsimply disobedience to
prop^ antiiortly. IvinattMe, literally not to be drawn,
handled, or governed, is negative; so is r^raatary: both
suggest sollenneas or perreraoiess; r^fimeUyry is more
iq»propriate whrae resi^ance Is physical : hence tile ex-
tension of the word to apply to metals. Coniumaeiaux
combines pride, haoghtineas, or insolence with disobedi-
ence ; in law it means wilfnlly disobedient to the orders
of aconrt.

ObgUntOe man, still to persist in his oafrage!
Goldtmilh, Good-natored Han, v.

Capid indeed is obstinate and wild,
AatuUomgod; bat yet tile god 's a child.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love, L 7.

I now condemn that pride which had inademere,/racf(?ri/
to the hand of correction. Gctdxmiih, Yicar, xvlii

If he were amlumaaoug, he mightbe exoommnnicated,
w, in other word^ be deprived of all civil rights and im-
pisoned for life. Maearday, Hist. Eng., vL

obstmately (ob'sU-nat-li), adv. In an obsti-
nate manner; with fixedness of purpose not to
be shaken, or to be shaken with difficnlty ; stdb-
bomly; pertinaeionsly.

There is a crevice in my hearty
An esp^ance so obsUnaUly strong.
That doth invert the attest of eyes and ears.

Shak., T. and C, v. 2. JSL
For Tespasian hims^c^ a£ the beginning of his empire,

he was not so cbsUnat^ bent to obtaine vnreasoiuble
matters. W H. SaaU, t7. of Tacita^ p. 91.

obstinateness (ob'stl-nat-nes), ii. The quality
of being obstinate ; obstinacy.
An ill &shion of stiffness and inflexible obstinaienest,

stabbomly r^osiiig to stoop.
Bp. Han, Sermons, Bom. xH 2.

obstmationt (ob-sti-na'shon), n. [Early mod.
E. obstynaeyon, < OF. obsUnation, F. obsUna-
tion = Sp. obstinadon = Pg. obsttna^So = It.

osUtutzione, < L. obsUnatio{n-), firmness, stub-
bornness, < obsUnare, set one's mind firmly
upon, resolve npon : see obstinate.'} Obstinate
resistance to ai^ument, persuasion, or entreaty;
wilful pertinacity, espeeiaUy in an unreason-
able or evil course ; stubbornness ; obstinacy.
Jer. Taylor.

God doth not charge angels in this text fJob iv. 18] with
rebellion, or obsUaationf or any heinons crime, bat only
with f(dly, weakness, inflimity. Doime, Sermons, xxiL

obstinedt (ob'stind), a. [As obsiin(aie) + -ed^.]

Hardeneid; made obstinate or obdurate.

Yon that doo shut your eyes against the raies

Of glorions Ug^^ which shineth in oar dayes

;

"W^ise spirits, self-o&aNn'd in ifld mns^ Error,
Repulse tile Tmth . . .

Which day and night at yonr deaf Doors doth knock.
Sybxiter, tr. of Dn Bartas's Weeks, il , The Magnificence.

obstipatet (ob'sti-pat), i.t.; pret. and pp. obsU-
pated, ppr. obsHpaUng. [< ML. obstxpatus, pp.
of obstipare, stop up, < Ii. ob, against, + stipare,

crowd: see constipate.'} To stop up, as cmnks.
Bailey, 1731.

obstipation (ob-sti-pa'shgn), n. [< ML. as if

*obsUpatioinr-), ^ obsUpare, stop up: see obsti-

pate.} If. The act of stopping up, as a pas-
sage.— 2. In flied., costiveness; constipation.

Stractnra] affections of the intestines are important,
measnraUy or chi^y as giving rise to obgUpation dne to
mechanical obstmction to the passage of tiie intestinal

contents. FUat, Frsct. of Med., p. SOB.

obstreperate (ob-etrep'e-rat), v. i.
; pret. and

pp.obstreperatedy-ppT.obs^eperating. [iobstrep-

er-ous + -atf^.} To make a loud, clamorous
noise.

Thnmp—thnmp

—

QiJtmp—obtbreperaUd the abbess

of AndonHIets, with the end of her gold-beaded cane
against the bottom of the calash.

Sterne, Tijstrain Shandy, vjL 23:

obstreperons (ob-strep'e-ms), a. [< LL. 06-

streperus, clamorous, < L. obstrepere, clamor at,

drown with clamor, < ob, before, upon, + stre-

pere, roar, rattle. Cf. perstreperous.} Making
a great noise or outcry ; clamorous ; vociferous

;

noisy.
Obstreperous carl

!

If thy throat's tempest conld o'ertnm my house,

Wliat satisfaction were it for thy chUd?
FUteher and Smdey, Maid in the Mill, iiL 1.

4067
He that speaks for himself being a traitor, doth defend

his treason ; thou art a capital dbetreperout malefactor.
Shiriey, Traitor, iii 1.

The sage retired, who spends alone his days.
And flies th* obstreperous vrace of public praise.

CraUbe, Works, L 303.

Many a dull joke honored with much oMnperaie fat-

sided laughter. Irang, Knickerbocker, p. 3M.

=Syn. Tumnltaoua, bolsteroas, oproaiious.

Obstreperonsly (ob-strep'e-rus-li), adv. In an
obstreperous manner; loudly; clamorously;
vociferously: as, to behave obstreperously.

obstreperonsness (ob-strep'e-ms-nes), n. The
state or character of being obstreperons ; cla-

mor; rude outcry.

A numerons crowd of sUly women and young people,
who seemed to be hugelytaken andenamour'd with his o6-

tlTeperoianess and nndecent cants.
Wood, Athens Qxoii.,n. 578.

obstrlctt (ob-strikt'), a. [< L. obstrictus, pp. of
obstringere, bind about : see obstringe.} Riund-
en; obliged.

To whom he recogniseth hyms^ tobe somoche indebt-
ed and dbabride that non of thise your difficolties stialbe

tbe stop or let of this desired conjunccion.
SlaU Pofers, L 2S2. (HaOiusai.)

obstxiction (ob-strik'shon), n. [< L. as it *ob-

strictio(n-), < obstringere, pp. obstricbis, bind
abont, bind up: see obstringe. Cf. constriction,

restriction.} The condition of being bound or
constrained; obligation.

And hath fall right to exempt
Whom so it pleases him by choice
From natioiml obstridum. MUton, S. A., L 312.

obstrmget (ob-strinj'), v. t. [< L. obstringere,

bind about,"close up by bin^ng, < ob, before,

about, + stringere, stiain: see strain^, strin-

gent.} To bind; oblige; layunder obligation.

How much he . . . was and is dbstringed and bound to
yoor Grace.

Gardiner, In Pococke's Secords of Beformaljon, I. 95.

[(Encyc DieL)

obstropnlons (ob-strop'n-lus), a. A vulgar cor-

ruption of obstreperous.
'

I heard him very obs^^mdous in his sleep.

SmoOett, Sodorick Bandom, viiL

obstmct (ob-strukt'), r. t. [< L. obstructus,

pp. otobstriiere (> It. ostruire= Pg. Sp. obstruir

= F. obstruer), build before or against, block
up, obstruct, < ob, before, + stniere, build : see
structure. Cf. constrvct, instruct, etc.] 1. To
block up; stop up or close, as a way or pas-
sage; fill with obstacles or Impediments that
prevent passing.

ObilTua the month of hell

For ever, and seal up his ravenous jaws.
Milton, P. L, X. 636.

'TIS he th' obstruded paths of sound shall clear.

And bid new music charm th' unfoldiiig ear.

Pope, Messiah, L a,

2. To hinder from passing; stop; impede in

anyway; check.

From hence no dond, or, to obstruct his sight.

Star interposed, however small, he sees.

MiUon, P. L., V. 257.

I dont know if it be just thus to dbslTuel the union of
man and wif& QoUgmith, Vicar, xzviiL

On the new stream roll&

Whatever rocks oftstritt*.

Brouming, 'By the Fireside.

3. To retard; interrupt; delay: as, progress
is often obstructed by difficulties, though not
entirely stopped.

I confess the oonljnnal Wars between Tonquin and Co-

chin China were enough to obstruct the designs of making
a Voyage to this last Dandier, Voyages, IL L 103.

To Obstmct process, in iow.to hinder or delay inteu-

tionall; tiie officers of tJie law in the performance of their

duties : a punishable offense at law. =Syn. To bar, bar-

ricade, blockade^ arrest ^og, choke, dam up, emtmrass.
Seeofabnie.

obstractt, »• [< obstruct, v.} An obstruction.

[Bare.]

Oct Ibegg'd
His pardon for retoriL
Cos. Which soon he granted.

Being an obstruct [in some editions dbsbraet] 'tween his lust
and him. Shak., A. and C, iil 6. 61.

obstracter (ob-strak'ter), n. One who or that
which obstructs, hinders, or retards. Also ob-

structor.

obstmction (ob-struk'shon), n. [= F. obsbntc-

tion = Sp. obstrucdon = Pg. obstrue^ = It.

ostrusione, < L. obstruetio{n-), a bnildiiig before
or against, a blocking up, < obstruere, pp. ob-

structus, build before or against, obstruct: see
obstruct.} 1. The act of obstructing, blocking
up, or impeding passage, or the fact of being
obstructed; the act of impeding passage or
movement ; a stopping or retarding : as, the ob-

struction of a road or thoroughfare by feUed

obstnpefiaction

trees ; the obstruction of one's progress or move-
ments.— 2. That Tvith which a passage is block-
ed or progress or action of any kind hindered or
impeded; anything that stops, closes, or bars
the way ; obstacle ; impediment ; hindrance : as,

obstructions to navigation; an obstruction to
progress.

"Cbls is evident to any fonnal uipacity ; there is no oft-

stTuetion in this. Shak., T. N., iL 5. 129.

A poptUar assembly free from obOruetiom. SxcifL

In this country for the last few years the government
has been the chief obstruction to the common weaL

Emenm, Affairs in Kansas.

3t. Stoppage of the vital function; death.

Ay, but to die, and go weknow not where;
To lie in cold obttnution, and to rot.

Suit., M for M., UL 1. 119.

4. Systematic and persistent factious opposi-
tion, e^eeiaUy in a legislative body; factious
attempts to hinder, delay, defeat, or annoy.
Every form of revolt or obstruction to this bare majority

is a dime of unpardonable magnitude.
FortiSghtly Sec., S. S., XL. ML

Obstmction had been freely pracfased to defeat not only
bills restraining the liberty of tiie subject in Ireland, but
many other measures

J. Bryee, New Princeton Bev., UL 52,

—Sjll. 2. Bi^euUy, Impedimera, etc (see 6bstade\ bar,
barrier.

obstractionism (ob-stmk'shon-izm), ». [< ob-
struction. + -ism?} The principles and prac-
tices of an obstructionist, especially in a legis-

lative body; systematic or persistent obstruc-
tion or opposition, as to progress or change.
obstructionist (ob-struk'shgn-ist), n. [< ob-

struction + -ist.}" One who factiously opposes
and hinders the action of others; specifically,

one who systematically, persistently, and face-

tiously hinders the trsmsaetion of business in
a legislative assembly; an obstructive; a fili-

buster.

In his (Gallatin's] efforts this year and in subsequent
years to cut down appropriations for tiie army, navy, and
civil service^ he was rarely succesEful, and earned much
iU-will as an oMruettontgt. H. Adams, Gallatin, p. 180.

obstmctive (ob-struk'tiv), a. and n. [= F. ob-
structif= Sp.'Pg. obstructiro = It. ostruttivo, <
L. obstructus, pp. of obstruere, obstruct : see ob-
struct.} L a. 1. Serving or intended to ob-
struct., hinder, delay, or annoy: as, obstructive

parliamentary proceedings.

The North, impetuous, rides upon the clouds.
Dispensing round the Heav'ns ditstructice gloom.

Glover, On Sir Isaac Newton.

Withinthe walls ofParliamenttheyh^an those obslTue.

tix tactics which afterwards deprived Parliament of no
smallshare of its high repate and of ite ancient authority.

Quarteiiy Bee., CLXEQ. aCT.

2. Given to obstructing or impeding: as, an
obstructive official.

The Cadi and other Turkish of&cials were insolent and
dbsbrucUte, so I have gotthem in irons in the jaU, with six

of my force doing duty over them.
AficA. Forbes, Souvenirs of some ConfinentB, p. 111.

n. n. One who or that which obstructs, (o)

One who or that which opposes progress reform, or
change.

Episcopacy . . . was instU^uted as an dbstrvetioe to the
diffusion of schism and heresy.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), IL 149.

"Incompetent oisfrueinia'' are no doubt very objectiou-
able people, bat they do less injury to any cause than is

done by indiscreet advocates.
Nineteenth Century, SIX 723.

(b) One who factiously seeks to obstruct, hinder, or delay
the transaction of busine&s, especially legislative business.

obstmctively (ob-stmk'tiv-U), adv. In an ob-

structive manner; by way of obstmction.

obstractiveness (gb-stmk'tiv-nes), n. Ten-
dency to obstruct or oppose ;

perastent oppo-
sition, as to the transaction of business; ob-
structive conduct or tactics.

obstractor (gb-stmk'tor), n. [< L. as if 'ob-

structor, < obstruere, HP- obstructus, obstruct:

see obstruct.} Same as obstrueter.

One of the principal leading ilen in that Insurrection,

and likewise one of the chief ObstruOors of the rnion.
Baker, Chronicles, p. 553L

obstruent (ob'stro-ent), a. and n. [< L. ob-

strtien(t-)s, ppr. of obstruere, obstruct: see ob-

struct.} 1. a. Obstructive; impeding.

H. n. Auything that obstructs; especially,

anytiung that blocks up the natural passages

of the body.
obstnpefacient (ob-stu-pf-fa'shient), a. [< L.

obstupefaeien{t-)s, ppr. of obstupefacere,_ stu-

pefy: see obstupefy.} Narcotic; stupefying.

obstfupefactiont (ob-stu-pf-fak'shon), n. [= It.

ostupefazioiie, < L. as if *obstupefactio(»-), <

obstupefacere, pp. obstupefactus, astonish, stu-



obstupefaction

pefy: Bee obstupefy."] Stupefactdon. Motoell,
Dodona's Grove, p. 109.

obstupefactiTet (ob-sta'pe-fak-tiv), a. [As o&-
stupefact{ion) + -we. Of! stupefacUveJ] Stu-
pefying.
obstupefy (ob-8tu'pe-fi)j V. t. [= It. ostupefare,
< L. obstupefacere, astonisli, amaze, stupefy, <
o&, before, + stupefacere, stupefy: aee stupefy.']
To stupefy.

Bodies more dull and obttup(fying, to which they im-
pute this loss o{ memory.

Annataiiam on GlanvUle, etc. (1682), p. 38. (Latham.)

obtain (ob-tan'), v. [<ME. *obtemen (notfound),
< OF. ootenir, P. obtenir= Sp. ohtener == Pg. o6-
ter == It. ottenere, < L. obUnere, hold, keep, get,
acquire, < ob, upon, + tenere, hold: see tenant.
Cf. attain, contain, etc.] I. trans. 1. To get;
procure; secure; acquire; gain: as, to obtain
a month's leave of absence ; to obtain riches.

It may be that 1 may obtain children by her.
Oen. ztI 2.

Since his exile she hath despised me most^
Forsworn my company and rail'd at me.
That I am desperate of obtaining her.

Shak., T. G. of V., ilL 2. 5.

I come with resolution
To obtain a suit of you.

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, ilL 2.

The Duke of Somerset desired the Succession, but the
Bukd of York obtained it. Baker, Chronicles, p. 185.

2. To attain; reach; arrive at. [Obsolete or
archaic]
Xooking also for the arrival of the rest of his consorts

;

whereof one, and the principal one, hath not long since
obtained its port. HoMuyt (Arbor's Eng. Qamer, I. 459).

As this is a thing of exceeding great difficulty, the end
is seldom obtained. Bacon, Physical Fables, iii., ExpL

3. To attain or reach by endeavor; succeed
in (reaching, receiving, or doing something)

;

manage.
And other thirtie obtained that the Snnne should stand

still tor them, as loshna. Purchaa, Pilgrimage, p. 172.

Mr. John Eliot . . . hath obtained to preach to them
(Indians] ... in their own language.

Winthrop, Hist. Hew. England, II. 362.

I would obtain to be thought not so inferior as your
selves are superior to the most of them who receiv'd their
counselL MUton, Areopagitica, p. 4.

Hence— 4. To achieve; win.

I might have obtained the cause I had in hand without
casting such blemish upon others as I did.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, n. 142.

Echinades, made famous by that memorable Sea-battell
there obtained against the Turk. Sandys, Travailes, p. 4.

Sf. To hold; keep; maintain possession of.

His mother then is mortal, but his Sire
He who obtains the monarchy of Heaven.

Miltm, P. K., 1. 87.

=Sjni. Attain, Obtain, Procure. See attaiiu

U.. intrans. 1. To secure what one desires
or strives for; prevail; succeed.

Echo. Yonchsaie me, I may . . . sing some mourning
strain

Over his watery hearse.
Mor. Thou dost obtain. B.</on«>7>, Cynthia's Revels, LI.

Too credulous is the Confuter, if he thinke to obtaine
with me or any right discemer.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

Less prosperously the second suit obtain'd
At first with Psyche. Tennyson, Princess, viL

The simple heart that freely asks
In love obtains.

Whiaier, Hermit of the Thebaid.

3. To be common or customary; prevail or be
established in practice ; be in vogue ; holdgood

;

subsist; prevail: as, the custom still obtains in
some country districts.

It hath obtained in ages far removed from the first that

charity is called righteousness.
Jer. Taylor, Worlts (ed. 1835), 1. 17.

Many other tongues were kindled from them, as we see

how much this gift of tongues obtained in the Church of
Corinth. SUZlingJleet, Sermons, I. ix.

The extremely severe climatical changes which obtain

in northern Siberia. Buxley, Crayfish, p. 322.

Then others, following these my mightiest Imighte^ . . .

Sinn'd also, till the loathsome opposite
Of all my heart had destined did obtain.

Tennyson, Guinevere.

3t. To attain ; come.
If a man cannot obtain to that judgment^ then it is left

to him generally to be close, and a dissembler.
Bacon, Simulation and Dissimulation (ed. 1887).

Sobriety hath by use obtained to signify temjwrance in

drinking. Jer. Taylor, Holy living, iL 2.

obtainable (ob-ta'na-bl), a. [< obtain + -able.]

Capable ofbeing obtained, procured, orgained

;

procurable : as, a dye obtainable from a plant.

obtainer (ob-ta'n6r), n. One who obtains.

Johnson.
obtainment (ob-tan'ment), n. [< OF. obtene-

ment, < obtenir, obtain:' see obtain and -ment.]
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The act of obtaining, procuring, or getting ; at-

tainment.
What is chiefly sought, the obtainment of love or quiet-

ness? Milton, Colasterion.

Placing a large proportion of the comforts and luxuries
of life within our reach, and rendering the obtainment of
knowledge comparatively easy among the great maas of
the sons of toiL CSadstone.

obtect (ob-tekf), a. [< L. obtectus, pp. of ob-

tegere, cover over, < ob, over, + tegere, pp. tec-

tus, cover. Cf. protect.] In entom., same as
obtected.

obtected (ob-tek'ted), a. [< obtect + -eel?.]

1. Covered; protected; especially, in «od7., cov-
ered with a hard shelly case.— 2. In entom.,
concealed under a neighboring part: specifi-

cally said of the hemielytra of a hemipterous
insect when they are covered by the greatly
enlarged and shield-like scutellum, as in the
family Scutelleridw : opposed to detected ob-
tected metamorphosis, a metamorphosis characterized
by an obtected pupa.— Obtected pupa, a pupa in which
the legs and other organs are not free, the whole being
Inclosed with the body in a horny case, as in most Diptera
and Lepidoptera. The older entomologists, following Fa-
bricius, limited this term to pupse which have the organs
outlined on the covering case, as in the Lepidoptera, cor-
responding to the chrysalids or masked pupce of later
writers. Compare coa/retate. See cut under Dijotera.

obtectovenose (ob-tek-to-ve'nos), a. [< L. ob-
tectus, covered over (see obtect), + venosus, ve-
nose: see venose.] In bot., havingthe principal
and longitudinal veins held together by simple
cross-veins: said of leaves. I^ndley. [Not in
use.]

obtemper (ob-tem'p6r), v. t. [= F. obtempirer
= Sp. obtemperar = It. ottemperare, < L. obtem-
perare, comply with, obey, < ob, before, + iem-
perare, observe measure, be moderate: see tem-
per, v.] To obey; yield obedience to; specifi-

cally, in Scots law, to obey or comply with (the
judgment of a court): sometimes with to or unto.

The tement desire which I had to obtemper vnto your
Majestie's commandement . . . encouraged mee.
Hudson, tr. of Du Bartas's Judith (Ep. Ded.). (Davies.)

obtemperatef (ob-tem'p6r-at), v. t. [< L. ob-
temperatus, pp. of obtemperare, obey: see ob-
temper.] To obey; yield obedience to. Bailey,

1731.

Obtendf (ob-tend'), v.t. [< L. obtendere, stretch
or draw before, < ob, before, + tendere, stretch:
see tend.] 1. To oppose; hold out in opposi-
tion.

'Twas given to you your darling son to shrowd.
To draw the dastard from the fighting crowd.
And for a man obtend an empty cloud.

Dryden, .^neid, x. 126.

2. To pretend; allege; plead as an excuse;
offer as the reason of anything.

Thou dost with lies the throne invade,
Obtendin.g Heaven for whate'er ills befal.

Dryden, Iliad, i 161.

obtenebratet (ob-ten'f-brat), v. t. [< LL. ob-
tenebratiis, pp. of obtenebrare, make dJark, dark-
en, < ob, before, + tenebrare, make dark, < tene-

brce, darlmess: see tenebrm.] To make dark;
darken. Minsheu.
obtenebrationf (ob-ten-f-bra'shon), n. [= It.

ottenebrasione, < IjL. obtenebraUb{n-'), < obtene-

&r-are, make dark : aeeobtenebrate.] A darken-
ing; the act of darkening; darkness. [Bare.]

In every megrim or vertigo there is an obtenebration
joined with a semblance of turning round.

Bacon, Kat. Hist.

obtensiont (ob-ten'shon), TO. [<LL. obtenUo(n-),
a covering, veiling, obscurity, < L. obtendere,

pp. obtend, a covering over : see obtend.] The
act of obtending. Johnson.
obtention (ob-ten'shon), n. [= F. obtenUon,
OF. obtention = Sp. obtencion = Pg. obtengSo,
< LL. as if *obtenUo(n^), < L. obtmere, pp. ob-
tentus, hold, keep, get, acquire: see obtain.]

Procurement; obtainment. [Bare.]

There was no possibility of granting a pension to a for-

eigner who resided in his own country while that coun-
try was at open war with the land whence he aspired at
its obtention : a word I make for my passing convenience.

Mmc. D'Arblay, Diary, VII. 140. (Davies.)

obtest (ob-tesf), »• [< OF. obtester = Pg. o6-
testar, < L. obtestari, call as a witness, < ob, be-
fore, + testari, be a witness: see testament.

Cf. attest, protest.] I. trans. 1. To call upon
earnestly; entreat; conjure.

He lifts his wither'd arms, obtests the skies

;

He calls his much-loved son with feeble cries.

Pope, Hiad, xxii. 45.

2. To beg for ; supplicate.

Obtest his clemency. Dryden, iEneid, xi. 151.

Wherein I have to crave (that nothing more hartily I
can obtest than) your friendly acceptance of the same.

Northbrooke, Dicing (1577). (Narei.)

obtruncate

n. intrans. To protest. [Rare.]

We must not bid them good speed, but obtest against
them. WaterhouM, Apology, p. 210.

obtestatet (ob-tes'tat), v. t. [< L, obtestatus,

pp. of obtestari, eaU as a vTitness: see obtest.]

To obtest.

Dido herself, with sacred gifts in handL
One toot unbound, cloathes loose, at th altar stands

;

Keadie to die, the gods she obtestatet.

Vicars, tr. of Virgil (1632). (Ifaree.)

obtestation (ob-tes-ta'shon), n. [< L. obtesta-

tio(»-), an adjuring, an entreaty, < obtestari,

call to witness : see obtest.] If. The act of pro-

testing; a protesting in earnest and solemn
words, as by calling God to witness; protesta^

tion.

Whether it be by way of exclamation or crying out, ad-
miration or wondering, imprecation or cursing, obtestation

or taJdng God and the world to wltnes, or any such like.

Puttenliam, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 177.

Autonio asserted this with greate obtestation^ nor know
I what to think of it. JEhxlyn, Diary, Jan. 2, 1662.

2. An earnest or pressing request; a supplica-

tion; an entreaty.

Our humblest petitions and obtestations at his feet
MUton, Articles of Peace with the Irish.

obtortiont (ob-t6r'shon), n. [< LL. obtoriio{nr-),

a twisting, writhing,'distortion, < L. obtorquere,

pp. obtortus, twist, writhe, < ob, before, + tor-

guere, twist: see tort.] A twisting; a distor-

tion.

Whereupon have issued those strange obtartions of some
particularprophecies to private interests.

Bp. HaU, Works, Tin. 509. (Davies.)

obtrectt (ob-trekt'), v. t. [< L. obtrectare, de-
tract from, disparage, < ob, against, + tractare,

draw: see treat. Gt. detract.] To slander;
calumniate.

Thou dost obtrect my flesh and blood.
Middletm and Soidey, Fair Quarrel, Iv. 1,

obtrectationt (ob-trek-ta'shpn), n. [= OP. ob-

trectation =lt. obtrettaeione, i. L. obtrectaUo{n-),

detraction, disparagement, < obtrectare, detract
from, disparage : see obtrect.] Slander; detrac-
tion; calumniation.

When thou art returned to thy several distractions, that
vanities shall pull thine eyes, and obtrectaticm and libel-

lous defamation of others shall pull thine ears, . . . then
. : . compel thy heart ... to see Ood.

Donne, Sermons, z.

obtrectatort (ob'trek-ta-tor), n. [= OF. obtree-

tatewr, < L. obtrectator, a detractor, < obtrectare,

detract: see obtrect.] One who obtrects or ca-
lumniates; a slanderer.

Some were of a very strict life, and a great deal more la*

borious in their cure than their obtrectators.

Bp. Hacket, Abp. Williams, L 95. (Dallies.)

obtriangular (ob-tn-ang'gu-lar), a. [< ob- +
triangular.] In eoiil., triangular with the apex
in reverse of the ordinary or usual position.

obtrition (ob-trish'on), n. [< LL. obtriiio(n-),

contrition, < L. ofterere, pp. obtritus, bruise,
crush, < ob, against, + terere, rub: see trite.]

A breaking or bruising ; awearing away by fric-

tion. Maunder.
obtrude (ob-tred'). v.; pret. and pp. obtruded,
ppr. obtruding. [< L. obtrudere, thrust or press
upon, thrust into, < ob, before, + trudere, tmnist.
Cf. extrude, intrude, protrude.] I. fy-ans. To
thrust prominently forward; especially, to
thrust forward with undue prominence or im-
portunity, or without solicitation; force for-
ward or upon any one: often reflexive: as, to
obtrude on^s self or one's opinions upon a per-
son's notice.

The thing they shun doth follow them, tmth as it were
even obtruding itself into their knowledge, and not per-
mitting them to be so ignorant as they would be.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 2.

No mamell if he [Fostellus] obtrude vpon credulitie such
dreames as that India should bee so called, or Hundia, as
being ludsea orientalis. Purehae, Pilgrimage, p. 452.

Was it not he who upon the English obtruded new Cere-
monies, upon the Scots a new Liturgie?

MUtm, Eikonoklastes, xiiL

I tired of the same black teasing lie
Obtruded thus at every turn.

Browning, Bmg and Book, I. 286.

=Sjni. Intrude, Obtrude. See intrude.

n. intrans. To be thrust or to thrust one's
self prominently into notice, especially in an
unwelcome manner ; intrude.
obtruder (ob-trS'd&r), n. One who obtrudes.

Do justice to the inventors or publishers of true experi-
ments, as well as upon the obtruders of false ones. Boyle.

obtruncate (ob-trung'kat), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

obtruncated, ppr. obtrumcaUng. [< L. obtruncof
tus, pp. of obtrtmcare, cut off, lop away, trim,
prune, < ob, before, + truncare, cut off: see



obtmncate
iruiteate.'\ To cut orlop off; deprive of a limb;
lop.

Low ottnmeated pjnmid& Biuye. BriL, XQ. 823.

obtmncate (ob-tmng'kat), a. [< L. obtrunea-
t«s, pp.: see the verb.] Lopped or ciit off
short; truncated.

Tha$« props on which the knees Mrmuxtt stand.
XondaB Cria (ISOS).

Obtnmcatioil (ob-trung-ka'shgn), . [< L. oft-

truncatio{ii-), a euttmg off. pruning, < obtrua-
care, cut off: see obtruncate.^ The ac-t of ob-
truncating, or of lopping or cutting off.

obtnmcator (ob'trnng-kar-tor). n. [< oibtrun-
Mfe + -orl.] One who cuts" off. [Bare.]

The English King, Detendra- ot tne Faitb and oMnoiro-
tor of ooDjngal heads^ gare monasi^fries and cooTents to
bis connsellora and courtleis.

AtJiei.tr'jm, So. 3239, p. 707.

obtmaon (ob-tTo'zhon), ». [<LIj.o6frttSM>{ji-),

a thrusting in, <L. obtrudere, pp. dbtrusu-?, tl^ost
in: see obtrude.'] The act of obtruding; anun-
due and unsolicited thrusting forward of some-
thing upon the notice or attention of others, or
that wmch is obtruded or thrust forward: as,

the obtrusion of crude opinions on the world.

He never reckons those Tiolent and merefless obirugUmx
which tor almost twenty yeares he had bin forcing npon
tender consciences by all sorts of Persecution.

MOton^ EikoDoklast^ ^.

obtmsioilist (ob-tro'zhon-ist), n. [< obtrusion
+ -ist-l Onewho obtrades : a person of obtru-
sive manners; one who favors obtrusion.
obtmsiye (ob-tro'siv). o. [< L. obtrudere, pp.
obtrusus, tlirnst in, + -ire.] Disposed to ob-
trude; given to thrusting one's self or one's
opinions upon the company or notice of others

;

forward (applied to persons); unduly promi-
nent (applied to things).

Her Tirtne, and the conscience of ho* worth,
"Bat, woold be woo'd, and not onsonght be won,
3»ot obTioQ^ not obtrugae^ bat retired.

MOtoa, F. L, TiiL SOi.

Too soon will show, like nests on wintey boogfas,
Obtrugice emptiness. JjomU, Parting of tlie WaySw

obtmsi'vely (ob-tro'siv-li). ode. In an obtru-
sive manner; forwardly ; with xmdue or unwel-
come prominence.

obtmsiveiiess (ob-tro'siv-nes), n. The state or
character of being obtrusive.

obtnnd (ob-tund'), r. t. [< li. obtundere, strike
at or npon, beat, blunt, dull, < ob, upon, -f-

tujidere, stride. Of. contund^ To dull ; blunt

;

quell; deaden; reduce the pungency or violent
action of anything.

They [Jfdm-a-Xokes and Jidm^pStSes] were the greatest
wiao^os that ever lived, and have filled all ourlaw-books
with the obtundiag story of their suits and trials.

Ancen coont^mandB letting blood in ctuderic bodies
becaose he esteems the blood a bridle of ^D, obtunding
its acrimony and fierceness. Hartey, ConsomptioDS.

If heavy, slow blows be given, an obtimding effect wHl
probably set in at once^

fueir's Handbook qfMed. Sdemxs, TV. 657.

obtnndeilt (ob-tnn'dent), a. and n. [< L. ob-
iunden(t-)s, ppr. of obtundere, blunt, dull: see
obtund.'] i, a. Dulling; blunting.
IL n. 1. A mucilaginons, oily, bland sub-

stance employed to protect parts from irrita-

tion: nearly the same as demuleeiU.— 2. In den-
tistry, a medicine used to blunt or deaden the
nerves of a tooth.

obtmidity (ob-tnn'di-ti), n. [Irreg. < obtund, r.,

+ -ity.] The state of being dulled or blunted,
as the sensibility of a nerve. Med. Xeics, XLTS.
234.

obturate (ob'tu-rat), v. t.
; pret. and pp. obtu-

rated, ppr. obturating. [< L. obturatus, pp. of
obturare (> It. otturare = Sp. obturar = OP. ob-
turer), stop up, close, < ob, before, + 'turare
(not foimd in the simple form).] To occlude,
stop, or shut ; effect obturation in.

obtnratmg (ob'tu-ra-ting), p. a. That stops or
plugs up ; used in closing or stopping up : spe-
cifically applied to a primer for exploding the
charge of powder in a cannon, and at the same
time closing the vent, thus preventing the rush
of gas through it in firing.

Three ftnms (rf an obtun^ing primer have been mann-
factored recently at the Frankfort ArsenaL . . . Two of
these primers . . . are closely allied to the Kinpp obta-

raiinff friction primer ; the third is an electric primer.

Gen. S. V. Benit, in Sqi. of Chief of Ordnance, 1884, p. 1&

obtoratioil (ob-tfi-ra'shon), n. [= Sp. ohtura-

cion, < I.L. *obtwatio{n-), < L. obturare, stop up,

close: see obturate.^ X. The act of closing or

stopping up, or the state or condition of being
obstructed or closed.

2nfi
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Some are deaf byan ontward obturation, whether by the

prejudice of the Teacher or by secular occasiors and dis-
tractions, ilp. HaU, Deaf and Dumb Man Cured.

2. Specifically, in ffuii., the act of closing a
hole, joint, or cavity so as to prevent the flow
of gas through it: as, the obturation of a vent,
or of a powder-K!hamber. See fermeture, gas-
ehedi, obturator.

The rapid deterioration of the vents of heavy gnns in
firing the lar^ charges now in vogue renders it indispen*
sable that some vent-sealing devicebe ean^oyed toprevent
the rush of gas through the vent. The most convenient
way of effecting this obturation of the vent is through the
action of the prim^ by which the piece is fired.

Gen. S. V. Benet, in Bep. of Chief of Ordnance, 18Sl,p, IS.

obturator (ob'tu-ra-tor). n. [XL., < L. obtu-
rare. stop wpi see obturate.'] That which closes
or stops up an entrance, cavity, or the like.
Specifically —(a) In axil, and anaL, that which obturate^
closes, shuts, or stops up ; a part or organ that ocdudes a
cavity or passage: specifically applied to several struc-
tures: see phrases below, (b) MSiL. a device tor pre-
venting the flow of gas throo^ a joint or hole; a gas-
check ; any contrivance for sealing the vent or chamber
of a cannon and preventing the escape of gas in firing, snch
as an obturating primer, a Broadwell ring, a Freire obtu-
rator, a De Bai^ obtnratm-, or an Armstrong gas^rheck.
See goKheek, fermeture, and cut imder eannon. (e) In
gurff., an artificial plate for closing an abnormal opening
as that used in deft palate.— Obturator artery, usually
abranch of the internal iliac, which passes through theol>-
torator foramen to escape from the pelvic cavity. It some-
times arises from the epigastric, and the variations in its

origin and course are at great surgical interest in relation
tofemoralhemia-^-Obtoxatorcana]. SeeeanaP-.—Ob-
turator eztemns, a muscle arising from the obturator
manbiane and adjacent bones, upon the outer surface
of the pelvis, and insrated into the digital fossa of the tro-
chant^ major <^ the femur. It is ve^ constant in verte-
brates, even down to batradiians.—Obturator fegj^a
Seefaada.— Obturatorforamen. See/oronun, and cuts
under iiuwmuuitum, fnarsupial, and nzcrtzruon.—Obtu-
rator hernia, hernia through the obturator ffflameiL

—

Obturator istemuB, a muscle which arises &om the
obturator membrane and adjacent bones on the irmer
surface of the pelvis, and winds around the ischium to be
ins^ted into the trochanter major of the femur. It is in
some animalg wholly external, constituting a second 6b-
torator extemtis. The obturator muscles form part of a
&A at six muscles, known in human anatomy as rotalores

fenwris from their action upon the thigh-bone, which
they rotate outward upon its axis.—Obturator liga-
ment, the obturator membrane.—Obturator mem-
brane. See fn«in&ran«.—Obturator nerve, a branch of
the lumbar plexus, arising fran the third and fourth lum-
barnerves^ and distributed^indpoHyto thehip- andknee-
joints and to the adductor muscles of the thigh-— Ob-
turator tertius, the third obturator muscle of some
«Tifnifl1t;j as the hyrax, arising from the inner sur&ce of the
ischium, and passing throughthe obturator foramai to the
trochanteric fossa of thefemur.—Obturatorvein, atribu-
tary to the internal iliac vein, accompanying the artery.

obttirbiliate (ob-terTai-nat), a. [< ob- + turbi-

nate.'] Having the shape of a top with thep^
up: said of p^ts of plants.

obtnsailglllar (ob-tns'aiig'gS.-]sr),<i. [< obtuse
+ angular.] Same as obUise-mgular. Kirby.

obtuse (ob-tfis'), a. [= F. obtus= Sp. Pg. ohtuso
r= It. otiuso, < L. obtusus, blunted, blunt, dull,pp.
of (^iuiufere,blunt, dull : see obtund.] 1. Blunt

;

not acute or pointed : applied to an angle, it de-
notes one that is larger than a right angle, or
of more than 90°. See cuts under angl^.

See tiien tiie quiver broken and decay'd
In which are kept our arrows ! . . :

Their points oMuss, and feathers drunk with wine.
Couper, Task, S. 608.

2. In hot., blunt, or rounded at the extremity:
as, an obtuse leaf, sepal, or petal.

—

3. Dull ; lacking in acuteness of sen-

sibility; stupid: as, he is very ob-

tuse; Ms perceptions are obtuse.

Thy senses then.
Obtuse, all taste of pleasure most for^o.

JftZton, P. L., XL SO.

4. Xot shrill; obscure; dull: as, an
obtuse sound. Johnson obtuse U-
sectriz. See ibeebrix, L—Obtuse cone,
a conewhose an^e at the vertex by a section
throughthe axisis obtuse.—Obtusehyper-
bola. See AyperMa.—Obtuse mucronate leaf, a leaf

which is blunt, but terminates in a mucronate points

obtnse-angled (ob-tiis'ang'gld), a. Having an
obtuse angle : as, an obtuse-angled triangle.

obtnse-angnlar (ob-tns'ang'gn-lar), a. Having
or forming an obtuse angle or angles.

obtDSe-eUipsoid (ob-tns'e-Up'soid), a. In hot.,

ellipsoid with an obtuse or rounded extremity.

obt&ely (ob-tnsli), adr. In an obtuse man-
ner; not acutely; bluntly; duUy; stupidly: as,

obtusely pointed.
o1>tnseiiess(ob-tns'nes), n. The state of being
obtuse, in any sense.

obtlisifolioilis(ob-tn-si-fo1i-us),a. [<L. o&tustu,

blunted, + fo&um, leaf.] In bot.. possessing
or characterized by leaves which are obtuse or
bltmt at the end.
obtnsilingnal (ob-tu-si-ling'gwal), a. [< L. ob-
tusus, blunted, "+ lingua, tongue : see Ungual.]

Obtuse Leaf
ol Kumex gi-
tutifrliMS.

obverse

Having a short labium, as a bee ; specifically,
of or pertaining to the OblvsiUngues.

Obtnflllillgll^(ob-tu-si-ling'gwez), h.jjZ. [XL.,
< L. obluiii-^, bltmted,+ Ungua, tongue.] A divi-
sion of. Andrenida, including those solitary bees
whose labium is short and obtuse at the end:
distinguished from Aeutilingiies. See cuts un-
der Anthophora and carpenter-bee.

obtusilobous Cob-tu-si-16'bus). a. [(.1,. obtusus,
blunted. -h XL". /<.i,(^-, a lobe: see lobe.] Jnbot.,
possessing or characterized ty leaves with ob-
mse lobes.

obtnsiont (ob-tu'zhon), «. [< LL. obtusio(n-),
bluntness. dullness, < L. obtundere, pp. obtusus,
blunt: see obtund, obtuse.] 1. The act of mak-
ing obtuse or blunt.— 2. The state of being
duUed or blunted.

OMuAon of the senses, internal and externaL Harvey.

obtnsit^ (ob-tu'a-ti), n. [< OF. obtusite = B.
ottusitd, < ML. obtusita{t-)s, obtnseness, stupid-
ity. < L. obtusus, obtuse : see obtuse.] Obtnse-
ness; dullness: as, o&ftisity of the ear. [Bare.]

The dodo, ... it would seem, was given its name, prob-
ably by the l>utcb, on account of its weU-known ob^aity.

A. S. Painter, Word-Hunta^s Note-Book, v.

obnmbrant (ob-umlirant), a. [< L. obum-
bran(t-)s, ppr. of obumbrare, overthrow: see ob-
umbrate.] In entom., overhanging; jirojecting
over another part : specifically applied to the
scutellnm when it projects backward over the
metathorax, as in many Diptera.

obmnbrate (ob-um'brat), v. t.; pret. and pp.
obumbrated, ppr. obumbrating. [< L. obumbra-
tus, pp. of obumbrare (> It. obumbrare, Mnim-
brare, obombrare = Pg. obumbrar = It. obum-
brare = F. dbonibrer, OP. ol>ombrer, obumbrer),
overshadow, shade, < ob, over, -I- umbrare,
shadow, shade, < umbra, shade: see umbra. Cf.
adumbrate.] To overshadow ; shade ; darken

;

cloud. HouxU, Dodona's Grove.

A transient gleam of sunshine which was suddenly ofr-

tan^rotaf. SmoOett, Perdinand, Count Fathom, xliv.

obmnbrate (ob-um'brat), a. [< L. dbumbratus,
pp. of obumbrare, overshadow, shade : see obum-
brate, r.] In zool., lying under a projecting
part: specifically said of the abdomen when it

is concealed under the posterior thoracic seg-
ments, as in certain .i^racAni^o. Kirby.
obnmbratioilt (ob-um-bra'shon), n. [=:F. ob'
ombration = It. obumbra^ione, obbumbrazione, <
LL.o&uinAraf>o(ii-),<L.o&uin^are, overshadow:
see obumbrate.] The act of darkening or ob-
scuring; shade. Sir I. More, Works, p. 1068.

And ther is hoote Is occopacion
I3ie fervent yre of Fhebns to declyne
With obtimbraeion, if so benygne
And longly be the vyne, is not to weme.

PaBadHO, Bnsbondrie (E. E. TL S.), p. 17L

obnmbret, r. t. [ME. dbumbren, < OF. obumbrer,
obombrer, < L. obumbrare, overshadow: see ob-
umbrate.] To overshadow.

Cloddes wol thairo germinacion
Obambre from the oolde and w^ defende.

PoBadtua, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.X p. 207.

obnnconsf (ob-nng'kns), a. [< L. obuneus, bent
in, hooked, < ob, against, + uncus, bent in, hook-
ed, curved.] "V'ery crooked; hooked.
obvallate (ob-val'at), a. [< L. cibvaJlaiKS, pp.
of obcaUare, surroundwith a wall, < ob, before,
-^ raUum, a wall. Cf . dreumvaUate.] In bot.,

walled up; guarded on all sides or surrounded
as if walled in.

obrentioilt (ob-ven'shon), n. [< P. obvention=
Sp. obrendon =It. ovremione, <LL. oln:entio(n-),

income, revenue, < L. obtenire. come before,

meet, fall to one's lot, < ob, before, + renire.

come: seeeome. Ct. subvention.] That which
happens or is done or made incidentally or oc-
casionally; incidentaladvantage; specifically,

an offering, a tithe, or an oblation.

When the countrygrows more rich and better inhabited,
the ty^es and other obventions will alsobe more augment.
ed and bett« valued.

Spender, State of Ireland. (LttibaaCt

obTCrsantt (ob-ver'sant), a. \<1j. obversan{t-)s,

ppr. of obrersari, move to and fro before, go
about, < ob, before, + rersari, turn, move, <
rerfere, turn: see rcrse. Ct. conrersant] Con-
versant; familiar. Bacon, To Sir H. SavQe,
letter cix.

obverse (ob-vers' as an adj., ob'v^rs as a noun),
a. and n. [= F. o6rer« = Sp. Pg. obtersn, <

L. obversus, pp. of obcertere, turn toward or
against: see obvert.] I. a. 1. Turned toward
(one); &eing: opposed to reverse, and applied
in numismatics to that side of a coin or medal
which bears the head or more important in-



obverse

seription or device.— 3. In hot, having the 'base
narrower than the top, as a leaf.— obverse as-
pect or view, in entom. , the appearance of an insect when
seen with the head toward the observer.— Obverse tOoL
a tool having the smaller end toward the haft or stockl
E. H. Knight.

II. n. 1. In j(i(»i(s., the face or principal side
of a coin or medal, as distinguished from the
other side, Called the reverse. See numismatics,
and cuts under maravedi, medallion, and merk^.
Of the two sides of a coin, that is called the obverse which

bears the more important device or inscription. In early
Greek coins it is the convex side ; in Greek and Roman
imperial it is the side bearing the head ; in mediseval and
modern that bearing the royal efBgy, or the king's name,
or the name of the city ; and in Oriental that on which the
inscription begins. The other side is called the reverse.

Eneyc. Brit. XVII. 630.

Hence— 2. A second aspect of the same fact;
a correlative proposition identically implying
another.

The fact that it [a belief] invariably exists being the ob-
verse of the fact that there is no alternative belief.

H. Spencer,

Obverse-limate (ob-vers'lii"na,t), a. In hot, in-
versely crescent-shaped— that is,withthehorns
of the crescent projecting forward instead of
backward.
obversely (ob-vers'li), adv. In an obverse form
or manner.
Obversion (ob-ver'shon), TO. [< obvert, after ver-
sion, etc.] 1. The act of obverting or turning
toward some person or thing, or toward a posi-
tion regarded as the front.— 3. In logic, same
as conversion, or the transposition of the sub-
ject and predicate of a proposition.

obvert (ob-vert'), v. t. [< L. obvertere, turn or
direct toward or against, < ob, toward, -I- ver-
tere, turn: see verse. Ct. advert, avert, ete.'\ To
turn toward some person or thing, or toward a
position regarded as the front.

This leaf being held very near the eye, and obverted to
the light, appeared . . . full of pores.

Boyle, Works, I. 729.

obviate (ob'vi-at), v. t.; pret. and pp. obviated,
ppr. obviating. [< LL. olroiatus, pp. of obviare (>
It. ovviare = Pr. Sp. Pg. obviar = P. obvier),

meet, withstand, prevent, < obvius, in the way,
meeting: see obvious.] If. To meet.

As on the way I itinerated,

A rurall person 1 obviated.

S. JRowLands, Four Knaves, 1.

Our reconciliation with Kome is clogged with the same
impossibilities ; she may be gone to, but will never be met
with ; such her pride or peevishness as not to stir a step
to obviate any of a different religion.

FiiUer, Ch. Hist., XI. v. 74.

2. To meet haU-way, as difficulties or objec-
tions ; hence, to meet and dispose of ; clear out
of the way; remove.

Secure of mind, I'll obviate her intent,

And unconcern'd return the goods she lent.

PrioTf Henry and Emma.
Dire disappointment, that admits no cure,
And which no care can obviate.

Cowper, Task, iii. 558.

All pleasures consist in obviating necessities as they rise.

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, xi,

Obviation (ob-vi-a'shon), TO. [= It. owiazione;
as obviate + -ion.'] The act of obviating, or the
state of being obviated. [Rare.]

obvious (ob'vi-us), a. [= Sp. Pg. obvio = It.

owio, < li. obvius, being in the way so as to

meet, meeting, easy of access, at hand, ready,
obvious, < ob, before, + via, way: see via, and
cf . devious, invious, previous, etc.] If. Being or

standing in the way ; standing or placed in the
front.

If hee finde there is no enemie to oppose him, he advis-
eth how farre they shall invade, commanding everie man
(upon paine of his life) to kill all the otmious Busticks ; but
not to hurt any women or children.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 38.

The . . . ayre, . . . returning home in a Gyration, car-

rieth with it the obvious bodies unto the Electrick.
Sir T. Browne, Pseud. Epid. (1646), ii. 4.

Nor obvious hill.

Nor straitening vale, nor wood, nor stream, divides
Their perfect ranks. Milton, P. L., vi. 69.

2f . Open ; exposed to danger or accident.

Why was the sight
To such a tender ball as the eye confined.

So obviov^ and so easy to be quench'd?
Maton, S. A., 1. 95.

3t. Coming in the way
;
presenting itself as to

be done.
I miss thee here.

Not pleased, thus entertain'd with solitude,

Where obvious duty erewhile appear'd unsought.
Miltm, P. I.., X. 106.

4. Easily discovered, seen, orunderstood; plain;

manifest; evident; palpable.

4070
This is too obvioiu and common to need explanation.

Bacon, Moral Fables, vi., Expl.

What obvioue truths the wisest heads may miss.
Cowper, Retirement, 1. 458.

Surely the highest office of a great poet is to show us
how much variety, freshness, and opportunity abides in the
obviovs and familiar.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 203.

5. In 2067., plainly distinguishable; quite ap-
parent: as, an o6oto!(s mark; an oftwoMS stria:

opposed to obscure or obsolete. = SYa. 4. Evident,
Plain, etc. (see manifest, a.); patent, unmistakable.

obviously (ob' vi-us-li), adv. In an obvious man-
ner ; so as to be easily apprehended; evidently;
plainly; manifestly.

obviousness (ob'vi-us-nes), n. 1. The state or
condition of being obvious, plain, or evident to
the eye or the mind.
I thought their easiness or obviousness fitter to recom-

mend than depreciate them. Boyle.

2. The state of being open or liable, as to any-
thing threatening or harmful.

Many writers have noticed the exceeding desolation of
the state of widowhood in the East, and the obmomness of
the widow, as one having none to help her, to all manner
of oppressions and wrongs.

Trencli, Notes on the Parables (ed. Appleton), p. 401.

obvolute (ob'vo-liit), a. [< L. obvolutus, pp.
of obvolvere, wrap around, muffle up, < ob, be-
fore, + volvere, roll, wrap: see volute.] Rolled
or turned in. Specifically applied by Linnxus to a kind
of vernation in which two leaves are folded together in the
bud so that one half of each is exterior and the other inte-

rior, as in the calyx of the poppy. It is merely convolute
reduced to its simplest expression. Also used as a syno-
nym for convolute.

obvoluted (ob'vo-lu-ted), a. [< obvolute +
-ed^.] In bot., having parts that are obvolute.
obvolvent (ob-vol'vent), a. [< L. obvolven{t-)s,

ppr. of obvolvere, wrap aroxmd: see obvolute.]

In entom., curved downward or inward.—Obvol-
vent elytra, elytra in which the epipleurse curve over
the sides of the mesothorax and metathorax.—Obvolvent
pronotum, a pronotum which is rounded at the sides,

forming an unbroken curve with the sternal surface of the
prothorax.

obvolving (ob-vol'ving), a. Same as obvolvent.

oby, n. See o6Jl.

obytet, »• See obit.

OCHi n. A Middle English form of oak.

0(fi\, conj. [ME., also oce, usually ac, sometimes
ah, < AS. ae, but.] But.

0C-. An assimilated form of ob- before c.

0Ca(6'ka), TO. [S. Amer.] One of two plants of

the genus Oxalis, 0. crenata and 0. tuberosa,

found in western South America. They are there
cultivated for their potato-like tubers, which, however,
have proved insipid and of small size in European experi-

ments. The acid leafstalks of 0. crenata are also used in
Peru.

ocarina (ok-a-re'na), TO. [It.] A musical instru-

ment, hardly more than a toy, consisting of a

occasion

Occamist (ok'am-ist), to. [< Occam (see def. of
Occamism) + "-ist.] A tennrnist or follower of
Occam.
Occamite (ok'am-it), to. Same as Occamist.

occamyt (ok'a-ini), TO. [Also ochimy, ochymy, etc.;

a corruption of alchemy.] A compound metal
simulating silver. See alchemy, 3. Wripht.

Pilchards . . . which are but counterfets to the red her-

ring, as copper to gold, or oekamie to silver.

Nashe, Lenten Stuffe (HarL Misc., VI. 165).

The ten shillings, this thimble, and an occamy spoon
from some other unknown poor sinner, are all the atone-
ment which is made for the body of sin in London and
Westminster. Steele, Guardian, No. 26.

occasion (o-ka'zhon), n. [< ME. occasyon, <

OF. occasion, F. occasion = Pr. occasio, ocaizo,

ochaiso, uchaiso = Sp. ocasion = Pg. occasiSo =
It. oceasione, < L. occasio{n-), opportunity, fit

time, favorable moment, < ocddere, pp. occasus,

fall : see Occident. Cf . encheason, an older form
of occasion.] If. -An occurrence; an event;
an incident; a happening.

This occagion, and the sickness of our minister and peo-
ple, put us all out of order this day.

Winthrap, Hist. New England, 1. 10.

3. A special occurrence or happening; a par-
ticular time or season, especially one marked
by some particular occurrence or juncture of
circumstances; instance; time; season.

1 shall upon this occasion go so far back as to speak brief-

ly of my first going to Sea. Dampier, Voyages, II. ii. 2.

His [Hastings's style] . . . was sometimes, though not of-

ten, turgid, and, on one or two occOfSione, even bombastic.
Macavlay, Warren Hastings.

3. An event which affords a person a reason or
motive for doing something or seeking some-
thing to be done at a particular time, whether
he desires it should be done or not; hence, an
opportunity for bringing about a desired re-

sult; also, a need; an exigency, (o) Used rela-

tively.

You embrace th' occasion to depart.
Shak.,m. of V.,i. 1.

We have perpetual occagion of each others' assistance.

fancifully shaped terra-cotta body with a whis-
tle-like mouthpiece and a number of finger-

holes. Several difEerent sizes or varieties are

made. The tone is soft, but sonorous.

Occamism (ok'am-izm), TO. [< Occam (see def.)

-I- -ism.] The "doctrine of the great nominal-
ist William of Occam (or Ockham) (died about
1349), now sometimes called doctor invincibilis,

but in the ages following his own venerabilis

inceptor, as if he had not actually taken his de-

gree. He was a great advocate of the rule of poverty of
the Franciscan order, to which he belonged, and a strong
defender of the state a{;a!nst the pretensions of the pa-
pacy. All his teachings depend upon the logical doctrine
that generality belongs only to the significations of signs
(such as words). The conceptions of the mind are, ac-

cording to him. objects in themselves, individual, but natu-
rally significative of classes. These principles are carried
into every department of logic, metaphysics, and theol-

ogy, where their general result is that nothing can be dis-

covered by reason, but all must rest upon faith. Occam-
ism thus prepared the way for the overthrow of scholasti-

cism, by arguing that little of importance to man could
be learned by scholastic methods; yet the Occamistic
writings exhibit the scholastic faults of triviality, prolix-

ity, and formality in a higher degree than those of any
other school.

When a man's circumstances are such that he has no
occasion to borrow, he finds numbers willing to lend him.

Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 3.

The election of Mr. Lincoln, which it was clearly in their
[the Southern leaders'] power to prevent had they wished,
was the occasion merely, and not the cause, of their revolt.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 172.

(b) Used absolutely, though referring to a particular ac-

tion.

When occasyon comes, thy profyt take.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 100.

I should be dearly glad to be there, sir.

Did my occasions suit as I could wish.
Middleton and Rowley, Changeling, L 1.

Neither have I
Slept in your great occasions.

Massinger, Benegado, i. 1.

To meet Koger Pepys, which I did, and did there dis-

course of the business of lending him 500Z. to answer some
occasions of his, which I believe to be safe enough.

Pepys, Diary, Nov. 20, 1668.
(c) In negative phrases.

The winde enlarged vpon vs, that we had not occashm,
to goe into the harborough. Hakluyl's Voyages, I. 276.

He is free from vice, because he has no occasion to im-
ploy it, and is abone those ends that make men wicked.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Contemplatiue Man.

Look 'ee. Sir Lucius, there 's no occasion at all for me to
fight ; and if it 's the same to you, I'd as lieve let it alone.

Sheridan, The Rivals, v. 3.

(d) In the abstract, convenience ; opportunity : not refer-

ring to a particular act

He thought good to take Occasion by the forelock.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 236.

(«) Need ; necessity : in the abstract

Courage mounteth with occasion.
Shak., K. John, ii. 1. 82.

4. An accidental cause, (a) A person or something
connected with a person who nnintentionsdly brings about
a given result.

! wae be to thee, Blackwood,
And an ill death may ye die,

For ye've been the halll occasion
Of parting ray.lord and me.

Laird of BUuskwood (Child's Ballads, TV. 291).

Her beauty was th' occasion of the war. Dryden.

(b) An event, or series of events, which lead to a given re-
sult, but are not of such a nature as generally to produce
such results : sometimes used loosely for an efficient cause
in general, as in the example from Merlin.

Telle me all the occasion of thy sorowe, and who lith
here In this sepulture. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), iii. 646.

Have you ever heard what was the occasion and first be-
ginning of this custom? Spenser, State of Ireland.

Others were diverted by a sudden [shower] of rain, and
others by other occasions.

Winthrcp, Hist. New England, II. 13.

5. An incident cause, or cause determining the
particular time when an event shall occur that



occasion

is sure to be bronght aboat sooner or later by
other causes. The idea seems to be vagae.

It is a oommoD eiror to assign some shock or calamity
as tlie efficiCTt and adequate canse of an insane oatbreak,
wliereas the real cansali^ lies farther back, and the occnr-
rence in qaestion is only the oceation of its development.

Huxley and Toumam, PhysioL, § 496.

6. Causal action; agency. Seedef. 4. (o) Unin-
tentional action.

By yonroeoosum Toledo is risen, Segovia altered, Medina
bnmed. Guaxira, Letteis (fx. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 268.

For a time y^ church here wente under some hard cen-
sure by his oeeasion.

Bmifttrd, Flymooth Plantation, p. 311.

(&) Chance; occurrence; incident.

7. A consideration ; a reason for action, not ne-
cessarily an event that has just occurred.

Yon have great reason to do Kichard right

;

Especially for those occasions
At ElUiam Place I told your majesty.

SJiai., 1 Hen. TL, iiL 1. 156.

8. Business; affair: chiefly ia the pluraL

M^ Hatherley came over againe tiiis year, but upon his
owne occaiiom. Braiford, Plymouth Plantation, p. SOL

.\fter he had been at the Eastward and expedited some
oeeagiona there, he and some that depended upon him re-

turned for Sngland.
If. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 108.

9. A high event ; a special ceremony or cele-

bration; a function.

Keep the town for oceagions, but the habits should be
formed to retirement. Emerson, Condact of Life.

10. pi. Necessities of nature. HalliweU—By
OC<^LfflOnt, incidentally ; as it happened.

Mr. Peter by occasion preached one Lord's day.
WinthTop, Hist New England, IL 26.

^ occasion oft, by reason of; on account of ; in case

But of thfi book, by occasion of reading the Dean's an-
swer to it, 1 have sometimes some want.

Dotme, Letters, iiL

On or upon occasion, according to opportonil?; as op-
portuni^ offers; incidentally; from time to tim&—To
take occasion, to take advantage of the opportunity pro*
sented by some incident or juncture of circumstances.

The Bashaw, as he oft used to visit his granges, visited

him, and toote occasion so to beat, spume, and revile him
that^ forgetting all reason, he beat out the Tymors braines
with his threshing bat.a^ John SmitJt, True Travels, L 41.

To take occasionby tbe forelock. See/oTdoci^.=SyiL
2 and 3. Opportunity, Occasion. See epportmaty.—2, 3,
and 9. Oeewrrenee, etc. (see exigeney), conjuncture ne-
cessity.

occasion (o-ka'zhon), (. t. [= F. occasionner =
Pr. ocaisonar, ochaisonar, aeaizonar = Sp. oea-

gionar= Pg. occasionar= It. occasionare, < ML.
oecasionare, cause, occasion, < L. occasioin--),

a cause, occasion: see occasion, n.] 1. To
cause incidentally or indirectly; bring about
or be the means of bringing about or produ-
cing: produce.

Fall of doubt 1 stand.
Whether I should repent me now of sin

By me done and oecasunVd.
MUton, P. L., xiL 475.

They were occasioned (by y« continuance <fe encrease of

these troubls, and other means which y Lord raised up
in those days) to see further into things by the light of

y« word of God. Bradford, Plymouth PUmtation, p. 8.

Let doubt occasion stm more faith.

Browning, Bishop Blougram's Apology.

2t. To lead or induce by an occasion or oppor-
tunity; impel or induce by circumstances ; im-
pel; lead.

Bong occasioned to leave France, he fell at the length
npon Geneva. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, Pret, ii.

I have sbetched my l^s up Tottenham Hill to overtake
you, hoping your business may occasion youtowards Ware.

/. WaUon, Complete Angler, p. 19.

He, having a great temporal estate, was ooo(Uum«2 there,

by to have abundance of business upon him.
jr. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 279.

=Syil. 1. ^° bring about, give rise to, be Oie canse of.

occasionable (o-ka'zhon-a-bl), a. [< occa^on
+ -able.'} Capable of being caused or occa-

sioned. [Bare.]

Thispractice . . . willfence us against immoderate dis-

pleasure occasionable by men's h^d opinions, or harsh
censures passed on us. Barrow, Works, llL xiii.

occasional (o-ka'zhon-al), a. and n. [= F. oc-

eastonnel = Sp. ocasional = Pg. occasional= It.

occasionale, < ML. oecasionalis, of or pertaining

to oecasio^ < L. oceasio(n-), occasion: see oc-

casion.'i L o. 1. Of occasion; incidental;

hence, oecnrring from time to time, but with-

out regularity or system; made, happening, or

recurring as opportunity requires or admits: as,

an occasional snule; an occasional fit of cough-

ing.

There was his ordinary residence, and his avocations

were but temporary and occasional.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835X IL 168.
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From long-continued habit, and more especially from

the occasional birth of individuals with a slightly different

constitution, domestic ftnimalH and cultivated plants be-
come to a certain extent acclimatised, or adapted to a cli-

mate different from that proper to the parent-species.

Darwin, Var. of Animals and Plants, p. 346.

No ordinary man, no occasional criminal, would have
shown himself capable of this combination.

R. L. Stevenson, Treasure of Franchard.

2. Called forth, produced, or used on some spe-
cial occasion or event; suited for a partienlar

occasion : as, an occasional discourse.

What an occasional mercy had Balaam when his ass
catechised him

!

Bonne, Sermons, ii.

Milton's pamphlets are strictly occasional, and no longer
Interesting except as they illustrate him.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 271.

Sf. That serves as or constitutes the occasion
or indirect cause ; causal.

The ground or occasional original hereof was probably
Uie amazement and sudden silencetheunexpected appear-
ance of wolves does often put upon travelleis.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iiL 8.

Doctrine of occasional causes, in the hisL o/ phUos.,
the doctrine of Arnold GeuUncx and other CarteSans, if

not of Descartes himself, that the fact of the interaction of
mind and matter (which from the Cartesian point of view
are absolutely antagonistic) is to be explain«i by the sup-
position that God takes an act of the will as the occasion of
producing a corresponding movement of the body, and a
state of the body as the occasion of producinga correspond-
ing mental state; occasionalism.—Occasional cbalr. a
chair not forming part of a set ; an odd chair, often oma-
mental, sometimes having the seat, back, etc, of fancy
needlework.—Occasional contrahand, office, etc See
the nouns.—Occasional table, a small and portable ta-

ble, usually ornamental in character, forming part of the
furniture of a sitting-room, boudoir, or the likc=Syn.
1. Occasional differs &om accidental and casual in exclud-
ing chance ; it means irregular by some one's selection of
times : as, occasioruU visits, gifts, interruptions.

II.+ w. A production caused by or adapted to
some special oeeurrence, or the circumstances
of the moment; an extemporaneous composi-
tion.

Hereat Mr. Dod (the flame of whose zeal turned all ac-
cidents into fuel) fell into a pertinent and seasonable dis-

course (as none better at occasionals) of what power men
have more than they know of themselves to refrain from
sin. Fuller, Ch. Hist, XL v. 87.

occasionalism (o-ka'zhon-al-izm), II. [< occo-

sional + -isin.'] In phClosl, the doctrine that
mind and matter can produce effects upon each
other only through the direct intervention of

God; the doctrine of occasional causes. See
xmder occasional.

_
occasionalist (q-^'2^oi^~^~^)>" {.^occasional

+ -^Wi One who holds or adheres to the doc-
trine of occasional causes.

OCCasionali'ty (o-ka-zhg-nal'i-ti), ». [< occa-

sional + -«*y.] The quaJity of being occasional.

Hallam. [Bare.]

occasionally (g-ka'zhgn-al-i), adr. 1. From
time to time, as occasion demands or opportu-

nity offers; at irregular intervals ; on occasion.
— 2. Sometimes; at times.

lliere is one trick of verse which Emeison oocasianally,

not very often, indulges in. 0. W. Holmes, Emerson, xiv.

3t. Casually; accidentally; at random; on
some special occasion.

Authority and reason on her wait;

As one intended first, not after made
Occasionally. Milton, P. L., viiL 556.

One of his labouring servants predicted his return, and
described the liveiy of his attendant, which he had never
worn at home, and which had been, without any previous

design, occasionally given him. Johnson.

occasionatet (o-ka'zhon-at), r. t. [< ML. occa-

sionaitts, pp. of occasionare, occasion : see occa-

sion, r.] To occasion.

The lowest may occasionats much ISL

Dr. H. More, Psychathanasia, HL L 34.

OCCasionatiTet(o-ka'zhon-a-tiv), o. [< occa-

sionale + -ice.2 Serving as occasion or indirect

cause.

There are other cases concerning things unlawful by
accident, in respect to the evil effect of the same : to wit,

as they may be impeditive of good, or causative, or at the
least (for we mnst use such words) occasionaiive, of eviL

Bp. Sanderson, Promissory Oaths, iiL § 11.

occasioner (o-ka'zhon-er), B. One who occa-

sions, causes, or prodnces.
OCCasi'Te (o-ka'siv), a. [< LL. occasivus, set-

ting, < L. occidere, pp. occasus, fall, set (as the

sun^ : see Occident.^ Pertaining to the setting

sun; western. Wright. [Bare.]

occecation (ok-se-ka'shon), n. [< LL. occtEca-

fio(n-), a hiding', < 'L.~occ<Ecare, make blind,

make dark, hide, < oh, before, + eaxare, make
blind, < eeecvts, blind : see cecity."] A making or

becoming blind; blindness. [Tlare.]

It is an addition to the misery of this Inward occecation,

etc Bp. HaS, Occasional Meditations, § 57.

occidentalist

Occemyia (ok-se-mi'i-a), n. [NL. (Bobineau-
Desvoidy, 1853)," also hccemya, Ocemyia (prop.
*Oncomyia), < 6r. oyai, o)KOf, size + fvla, a
fly.] A genus of dipterous insects of the fam-
ily Conopid<e, giving name to the Occemyida.
It contains middle-sized and small flies, almost naked or
but slightly hairy, and black or yellowish-gray in color,
resranbling the species of Zodion. The metamorphoses
are unknown, lie flies are found on flowers, especially
clover and heather. Four are North American, and few
are European.

Occemyidse (ok-sf-mi'i-de), n. pi. [XL., < Oc-
cemyia + -idee.l A family of Dipiera, named
byEobineau-Besvoidyfromthe genus Occemyia,
usually mei^d in Conopidte. Also Occemydm.
OCCianf, n. A Middle English form of ocean.

Occident (ok'si-dent), n. [< ME. Occident, oc-
cedent, < OP. accident, P. accident = Sp. Pg.
It. oceidente, < L. acciden(t-)s, the quarter of the
setting sun, the west, prop, adj., setting (sc. sol,

sun), ppr. of occidere, fall, go down, set, < ob,

before, -1- cadere, fall: see case^, cadent, etc.]

1. The region of the setting sun; the western
part of the heavens; the west: opposed to
orient.

The envious clouds are bent
To dim his glory and to stain the track
Of his bright passage to the occidsrU.

Shak., Eich. IL, iiL 3. 67.

2. [_eap. or 1. c] With the definite article, the
west; western countries; specifically, tiose
countries lying to the west of Asia and of that
part of eastern Europe now or formerly consti-

tuting in general European Turkey; Christen-

dom. Various conntries, as Bnssia, may be
classed either in the Occident or in the Orient.

Of Iglande, of Irelande, and alle thir owtt illes.

That Arthiue In the oceedsnte ocnpyes att ones.
MorU Arthure (E. K T. S.), L 2360.

Occident equinoctial, the part of the horizon where the
sun sets at the equinoxes; the true west—Occident esti-
val and Occident hibernal, the parts of the horizon
where the sun sets at the summer and winter solstices

respectively.

occidental (ok-si-den'tal), a. and n. [= P. oc-

cidental = Sp. Pg. occidental = It. occidentale, <

L. occidentalis, of the west, < occiden(t-)s, the
west: s&e Occident.'] I. a. 1. Of or pertaining
to the Occident or west; of, pertaining to, or
characteristic of those eojinfiies or parts of the
earth which lie to the westward.

Ere twice in murk and ocadental damp
Moist Hesperus hath qnench'd his sleepy lamp.

Shak., AU's Well, u. 1. 166.

Speciflcally [cap. or 2. c]—(o) Pertaining to or character-

istic of those countries ofEiuope deflned above as the Occi-

dent (see Occident, 2), or their civilization and its deriva-

tives in the western hemisphere : as. Occidental climates

;

Ocddenlal gold; Occidental energy ^nd progress. (6) Per-
taining to the countries ofthewestern hemisphere ; Ameri-
can as opposed to European.

It [Spezia] wears that look of monstrous, of more than
occidental newness which distinguishes all the creations

of the young Italian state
H. James, Jr., Portraits of Places, p. 54.

2. Setting after the sun: as, an occidental

planet.— 3. Further to the west.

For the marriage of woman regard the Sun, Venns, and
Mars. If the [Sun] be oriental, they many early, or to
men younger than themselves, as did Queen Victoria; if

the o be occidental, they many late, or to elderly men.
Zadkiel (W. Lilly), Gram, of AstroL, p. 399.

4. As used of gems, having only an inferior

degree of beauty and excellence; inferior to

true (or oriental) gems, which, with but few
exceptions, come from the East.
In all meanings opposed to oriental or orient.

H. H. [cap. or I. c] A native or an inhabi-

tant of lie Occident or of some Occidental
country: opposed to Oriental. Speciflcally—(o)A
native or an inhabitant of western Europe (6) A native

or an inhabitant of the western hemisphere ; an American.

He hospital [at Warwick] struck me as a little museum
kept up for the amusement and confusion of those inquir-

ing Occidentals who are used to seeing charity more dryly

and practically administered.
H. James, Jr., Portraits of Places, p. 259.

OCCiden'talism (ok-si-den'tal-izm), 71. [< occt-

dental + -ism.] The habitsi'manners, peculiar-

ities, etc., of the inhabitants of the Occident.

occidentalist (ok-si-den'tal-ist), n. [< occiden-

tal + -ist.'i 1. leap.] One versed in or en-

gaged in the study of the languages, literatures,

institutions, etc., ofwestern countries : opposed

to Orientalist.—2. A member of an Oriental

nation who favors the adoption of Occidental

modes of life and thought.

At Uiat time [about 1840] the literary society of Moscow-
was divided into two hostile camps—the Slavophils and
the OcddenttUisls. The former wished to develop an in-

dependent national culture on the foundation of popular

conceptions and Greek (hthodoxy, whilst the latter strove

toadopt and assimilate the intellectual treasures of W est-

em Europe D. M. WaUaee, Bnssia, xvL



occidentalize

OCcideutalize (ok-si-deu'tal-iz), v. t.; pret. and
pp. occidentalized, ppr. occidentalizing. [< oc-

cidental + i^e.] To render oeeidental; cause
to conform to Occidental customs or modes of
thought.

The hardest and most paiiJul task of the student of to-

day Is to ocddentcUize and modernize the Asiatic modes of
thought which have come down to us closely wedded to
medifieval interpretations.

0. W. Bolmes, Old Volume of Life, p. 309.

occidentally (ok-si-den'tal-i), adv. In the Oc-
cident or west : opposed to orientally.

occiduous (ok-sid'ii-us), a. [= Sp. Pg. It. oc-
oiduo, < L. oedduus, going down, setting (as the
sun), western, < ocoidere, go down, set: see ocai-

dent.'] Western; occidental. Blount.

occipital (ok-sip'i-tal), a. and n. [= P. Sp. Pg.
oceipital = It. occipitaU, < NL. occipitalis, < L.
occiput (occipit-), the back of the head: see
occiput.2 I, a. 1. Of, pertaining to, or con-
nected with the occiput or hindhead : opposed
to sincipital.— 2. Having a comparativelylarge
cerebellum, as a person or people ; having the
hind part of the head more developed than the
front.

The occipital races : that is to say, those whose hinder
part of the head is more developed than the front.

Bumovft Science of Religions (trans., 1888), p. 190.

Maximum occipital dia^ueter, in eraniom., the diame-
ter from one asterion to the other.— Occipital angle.
See craniometry.— Occipital arc, the arc on the surface of
the skuU from the lambda to the opisthion.— Occipital
artery, a branch of the external carotid, which mounts
upon the back of the head.—Occipital bone. See II.—
Occipital condyle, a protuberance, or one of a pair
of protuberances, usually convex, at the lower border
or on each side of the foramen magnum, for the articula-
tion of the occipital bone with the atlas. See IL, and
cuts under aUas, craniofacial^ Felidoe, and sJcvll (A).—Oc-
cipital convolutions, the convolutions of the occipital

lobe of the brain— the superior, middle, and inferior, or
first, second, and third. See cerebral fietnisphere, under
c«re6r(rf.—Occipital crest. See cresJ.- Occipital crot-
chet, in craniom., an instrument for the determination of

the part of the face intersected by the plane of the oc-

cipital foramen.— Occipital fontanelle. See/ontanelle,

2.—Occipital foramen, (a) The foramen magnum. See
cut C under «&u^. (b)lnentom. See foramen.— Occipi-
tal fosBSS. See /ossai.- Occipital groove, a groove in
the under side of the mastoid process for the occipital

artery.—Occipital gyrt See ffynw.— Occipital lobe.
See lote, and cut under cereiiroj.— Occipital lobule, the
cuneate gyrus.— Occipital nerve, (a) Great, the inter-

nal branch of the posterior division of the second cervical

nerve, which ascends the hindhead with the occipital

artery, and divides into two main branches, supplying
much of the scalp as well as several muscles. Also Called
occipiUUia major, (b) Small, a branch of the second cer-

vical nerve, supplying a portion of the back part of the
scalp and the occipitalis and attollens aurem muscles.
Also called occipitalis mi/ior.- Occipital orbits, the up-
per posterior borders of the compound eyes of Diptera.—
Occipital plate, in herpet. See II., 2.—Occipital point,
(a) In craniom.', the hind end of the maximum anteropos-
terior diameter of the skull, measured from the glabella in
front. Also called maximum occipital point. (6) The inter-

section of the visual axis with the spherical field of regard
behind the head.— Occipital protuberance, (a) Exter-

nal, a bony prominence in midline of the outer surface of
the occiput, at the height to which the muscles of the
nape attain, and at the point of insertion of the ligamentum
nuchae ; the inion. (&) Internal, the point of intersection

of the vertical and horizontal ridges on the inner surface
of the occipital bone.—Occipital segment, in trilobites,

the hindmost part of the glabellum.—Occipital sinus, a
small venous channel in the falx cerebelli, opening into

the torcular Herophili. It is sometimes double.—Occip-
ital style, in omith., a bony style in the muscles of the
nape, attached to the occiput of some birds, as cormorants.

—Occipital triangle, (a) In anat. and mrg., the triangle

at the side of the neck bounded by the stemomastoid,
trapezius, and omohyoid muscles, (o) In craniom.^ one of

two triangles, the superior and the inferior, having the
biparietal and bimastoid diameters for their bases respec-

tively, and their apices at the inion.— Occipital vems,
veins of the occiput emptying into the deep cervical or in-

ternal jugular.—Occipital vertebra, the occipital bone,
in the vertebral theory of the skull.

II. n. 1. In zool. and anat., the occipital

bone; the bone of the hindhead; a compound
bone, consisting of a basioceipital, a supra-
oecipital, and a pair of exoocipital bones, cir-

cumscribing the foramen magnum, and to-

gether constituting the first or occipital seg-

ment of the skull. These several elements commonly
coalesce ; but the basioceipital may be represented only
by cartilage, as in a batrachian ; or some of the elements
may unite with otic elements and not with other occip-

ital elements; or several of the elements may unite

with one another and also with sphenoid, parietal, and
temporal elements. The occi{>ital bears two condyles for

articulation with the atlas in all mammals; one in all

Sauropdda, (birds and reptiles); one (or, if two, as in a
batrachian, with no ossified basioceipital) in Ichtkyopsida.

See cuts under BcHcenidce, Catarrhina, craniofamu, cra-

nium, Cyclodus, Bsox, Felidce, and slmll.

2. In herpet., one of a pair of plates or scutes

upon the occiput of many serpents. See cut

under Coluber.— 3. The occipitalis muscle.

occipitalis (ok-sip-i-ta'lis), «. [NL., < L. occi-

put, ocdpitium, the back part of the head : see

occiput.'] A wide thin muscle arising from the
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superior curved line of the oceipital, and from
the mastoid, terminating above in the epicranial
aponeurosis. Also called y>icraniu^ occipitalis.

The occipitalis and frontalis, with the intervening apo-
neurosis, are frequently described as the occipito-fron-

talis. By their alternate action the scalp may be moved
backward and forward.

occipitally (ok-sip'i-tal-i), adv. As regards the
occiput ; in the direction of the occiput.

occipito-angular (ok-sip"i-t6-ang'gu-lar), a.

Pertaining to or common to the occipital lobe
and the angular convolution,

occipito-atlantal (ok-sip"i-t6-at-lan'tal), a. Of
or pertaining to the occiput and the atlas. More
frequently called occipito-atloid Occipito-at-
lantal ligaments, ligaments uniting the occipital bone
and the atlas ; two anterior, two lateral, and one posterior
are distinguished. Of the two anterior, one, a strong com-
pact bundle in front of the other, is sometimes designated
accessory.

occipito-atloid (ok-sip"i-t6-at'loid), a. Pertain-
ing to the occipital bone and to the atlas ; oc-
cipito-atlantal: as,the occipito-atloidligsecaents.

OCCipito-axial (ok-sip"i-t6-ak'si-al), a. Per-
taining to the occipital bone and to the axis or

second cervical vertebra: applied to ligaments
which are also called the apparatus ligamen-
tosus colli. The odontoid ligaments or check-
ligaments are also generically oocipito-axial.
-Posterior occlpito-axial or occlpito-axold liga-
ment, a strong ligament running from the posterior sur-
face of the centrum of the axis, to be inserted in the basi-

lar groove of the occipital bone in front of the foramen
magnum. It may be regarded as the upward continuation
of the posterior common ligament.

occipito-azoid (ok-sip"i-to-ak'soid), a. Same
as occipito-axial.

occipitofrontal (ok-sip"i-to-fron'tal), a. and n.

I. a. Pertaining to the occiput and to the fore-

head,
II. «. The ooeipitofrontalis,

occipitofrontalis (ok-sip"i-to-fron-ta'lis), n.

;

pi. occipitofrontales (-lez). [NL,] The occipi-

talis and frontalis muscles together with their

connecting epicranial aponeurosis. This is the
extensive flat muscle of the scalp, lying between the skin
and the skull, arising fleshy from the superior curved line

of the occipital bone, becoming fascial, and passing over the
skull to the skin of the forehead, where it again becomes
fleshy and is continuous with some muscles of the face. Its

action moves the scalp back and forth to some extent, and
wrinkles the skin of the forehead horizontally. See first

cut under muscle.

occipitohyoid (ok-sip"i-t6-hi'oid), a. Pertain-
ing to the oceipital and hyoid bones Occipito-
hyoid muscle, an anomalous muscle In man, arising from
the occipital bone beneath the trapezius, and passing over
the sternoclidomastoid to the hyoid bone.

occipitomastoid (ok-sip"i-t6-mas'toid), a. Of
or pertaining to the occipital bone and the mas-
toid part of the temporal bone : as, the occipito-

mastoid or masto-occipital suture,

occipitomental (ok-sip"i-t6-men'tal), a. and n.

I. a. Of or pertaining to the occiput and the
mentum.

II. n. In dbstet., the distance from the point
of the chin to the posterior fontanelle in the
fetus.

occipito-orbicularis (ok-sip"i-t6-6r-bik-ii-la'-

,
ris), n. [NL.] A muscle of the hedgehog, con-
necting the occiput with the orbicularis panni-
culi, and antagonizing the sphincterial action
of the latter.

OCCipitoparietal(ok-sip"i-to-pa-ri'e-tal),a. Per-
taining to the occipital and parietal'bones or
regions of the skuU : as, the occipitoparietal or
lambdoid suture.

OCCipitopharyngeUS (ok-sip"i-t6-fa-rin'je-us),

n.; -pi. oceipitopharyngei {-V). [NL.] A super-
numerary muscle in man, extending from the
basilar process to the wall of the pharynx,
occipitopollicalis (ok-sip"i-t6-pol-i-ka'lis), n.;

pi. ocoipitopolUcales (-lez). [NL,] Aremarkable
muscle of bats, extending from the hindhead to

the terminal phalanx of the thumb, Macalister,

Philosophical Transactions. 1872,

OCCipitorbicular (ok-sip"i-t6r-bik'u-lar), a. At-
taching an orbicular muscle to the hindhead
or occiput.

occipitoscapular (ok-sip"i-t6-skap'u-lar), a.

Pertaining to the back of the head and to the
shoulder-blade, as a muscle.

occipitoscapularis (ok-sip"i-t6-skap-u-la'ris),

n.; -pi. occipitoscapulares(,-Tez). [NL.] A mus-
cle found in many animals, not recognized in
man unless it be a part of the rhomboideus, ex-

tending from the occiput to the scapula : not to

be confounded, however, with the levator an-

gulee seapulse.

occipitosphenoid (ok-sip"i-t6-sfe'noid), a. Per-
taining to the occipital and sphenoidal bones

:

as, the occipitosphenoid suture.

occluse

occipitotemporal (ok-sip"i-t6-tem'po-ral), a.
' Pertainingtotheoccipitalandtemporalregioiis.
— Occipitotemporal convolutions. See cut ofcereftroZ

liemispnere, under cereliraJ.-OcclpltOtemporal sulcus,
the collateral sulcus. See collateral.

occipitotemporoparietal (ok-sip"i-t6-tem"po-

ro-pa-ri'e-tal), a. Noting a division or region
of tie cerebrum which includes the occipital,

temporal, and parietal lobes, as together dis-

tinguished from the frontal lobe and the insula.

See out under cerebral. Buck's Handbook of
Med. Sciences, VIII. 147.

occiput (ok'si-put), n. [= P. Pg. occiput = Sp.

occipueio = It. occipite, formerly also occijmte,

also occipizio, < L. occiput, oecipiUum, the back
part of the head, < ob, over against, + caput,

head: see capitaP-. Gt. sinciput.] 1. In man,
the hinder part of the head, or that part of the

skull which forms the hind part of the head;
the hindhead; the posterior part of the cal-

varium, from the middle of the vertex to the

foramen magnum : opposed to si«cip«J.—2. In
other vertebrates, a corresponding but varying
part of the head or skuU : as, in most mam-
mals, only that part corresponding to the su-

praoccipital bone itself, or from the oceipital

protuberance to the foramen magnum.— 3. In
descriptive ornith., a frequent term for the part

of the head which slopes up from nucha to ver-

tex. See diagram under bird^.—4. In herpet.,

the generally flat back part of the top of the

head, as where, in a snake for example, the oc-

cipital plates are situated.— 5. In entom., that

part of the head behind the epicranium, be-

longing to the labial or second maxillary seg-

ment, and articulating with the thorax. It may
be flat or concave, with shai'p edges, or rounded and not
distinctly divided from the rest of the head. The oc-

ciput properly forms an arch over the occipital foramen,
by which the cavity of the head opens into that of the
thorax, the foramen being closed beneath by the gula or

by the submentum; but in IHptera, Hyrmnoplera, and
NeurapUra this lower piece is not distinguished, and the
whole back of the head is then called the occiput; the
portion above the foramen may be distinguished as the
ceri>ix or nupe.

Decision (ok-sizh'qn), n. [< ME, oecision, < OF.
occision, ocision, S'. oecision= Sp, oecision = Pg,
occisao= lt. occisione, uccisione, < L, occisio{n-),

a killing, < occidere, strike down, slay, kill, <

.

ob, before, + ccedere, strike. Mil, Cf, incision,

etc] A killing; the act of killing; slaughter,

Ther was a merveillouse stoure and harde bataile, and
grete occision of men and of horse, but thei myght not
suffre longe, ne endure. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 161.

This kind of occision of a man according to the laws of

the kingdom, and in execution thereof, ought not to be
numbered in the rank of crimes.

Sir M. Hale, Pleas of Crown, xlii.

occlude (o-klod'), V. t.
;
pret, and pp. occluded,

ppr. occluding. [< L. occludere (> P. occlure),

shut up, close up, < ob, before, -I- claudere, shut,

close: see closed, and cf. conclude, exclude, in-

clude, eta.] 1. To shut up; close. [Rare.]

Ginger is the root ... of an herbaceous plant , . .

very common in many parts of India, growing either from
root or seed, which in December and January they take
up, and, gently dried, roll it up in earth ; whereby, occlud-

ing the pores, they conserve the natural humidity, and so
prevent corruption. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., 11. 6.

2. In ^%«ics and cTiem., to absorb: specifically

applied to the absorption of a gas by a metal,
such as iron, platinum, or palladium, particu-
larly at a high temperature. Thus, palladium heated
to redness and cooled in a current of hydrogen absorbs
or occludes over 900 times its volume of the gas. By this
means the physical properties of the metal are changed,
and the occluded hydrogen is regarded as existing in a
solid form as a quasi-metal, called hydrogenium, the spe-
cific heat, speciflc gravity, and electrical conductivity of
which have been approximately determined. Probably
a part of the gas forms also a definite chemical com-
pound with the metal. Occluded gases also occur in me-
teorites. Thus, the Arva meteoric iron yielded (Wright)
47 volumes of the mixed gases carbon dioxid, carbon mo-
noxid, hydrogen, and nitrogen.

Professor Graham has shown its [palladium's] remark-
able power of absorbing hydrogen. When a strip of pal-
ladium is made the negative electrode in an apparatus for
decomposing water, it absorbs 800 or 900 times its volume
of hydrogen^ expanding perceptibly during the absorption.
This occluded gas is again given off when the substance,
which Professor Graham believed to be an aetual alloy of
palladium and hydrogen, is heated to redness. Madan.

occludent (o-klo'dent), a. and n. [< L. occlu-

den(t-)s, ppr. of occludere, shut up : see occlude.]

I, a. Serving to shut up or close.

That mar^n in the scuta and terga which opens and
shuts for the exsertion and retraction of the cirri I have
called the OcduderU margin.

Darwin, Cirripedia, Int., p. 5.

II. n. Anything that closes. Sterne.

occluset (o-klos'), a. [< L. occlusus, pp. of oc-

cludere, shut up: see occlude.] Shut; closed.
Holder, Elements of Speech.



occlnsioii

occlusion (o-kl6'zhon), «. [= F. occlusion. <
L. as if *oerf«»i<>(B-y, a shutting np, < ocdudere.
pp. occlttsHS, shut up : see octbide.'] 1. A shut-
ting up; a closing; spedfieally, inj)af*oJ., the
total or partial closure of a vessel, cavity, or
hoUow organ; imperforation.—2. In physics
andehem

.

, the act of occluding, or absorbing and
concealiiig; the state of being occluded. See
oocJude.—Intestinal occtnslon. obstniction of tbe in-
testlne. as by twisting (toItiiJiisX intossnsceptioii, fecal
impactioD, sta-ictore, pressure from withoat as by bands,
tnmor^ and otherwise.

ocdnsiTe (o-kl6'siv), a. [< L. oedusus, pp. of
ocWtidfre, close np (see occlude), + -ire.] Clos-
ing ; serving to close : as. an occlusire dressing
for a wound. Medical yeia. LIU. 117.
OCclusOT (o-Uo'sor), n.

;
pi. ocdusores (ok-19-so'-

rez). pill., < L. ocdudere, pp. oedusus, close
up : see occlude.'] That which occludes : used
chiefly in anatomy for an organ or arrangement
by means of which an opening is occluded or
closed up, and in brachiopods specifically ap-
plied to the anterior retractor mnscles. See
cut under Lingulida.

A large digastric oedusor masde lies on tiie Tsitral side
of the eUimodxam. Mteng. Saenx, YTY it 113.

occmstatet (o-kms'tat), r. t. [< HL. as if *oc-
crustatus, pp. of *occrustare, incrnst, < L. ob, he-
foTe,+ crustare, CTust: see crust, crustate.] To
incase as in a crust ; harden. Vr. H. More, De-
fence of Moral Cabbala, iii.

occult (o-kulf), a. [= F. oeeulte = Sp. oetdto
= Pg. It. occulta, < L. oecultus, hidden, conceal-
ed, secret, obscure, pp. of oeculere, cover over,
hide, conceal, < ob, over, before, + *calere, in
secondary form celare, hide, conceal: see cell,

coneeaL} 1. Xot apparent upon mere inspec-
tion, nor dedncible &om what is so apparent,
but discoverable only by experimentation; re-
lating to what is thus undiseoverable by mere
inspection : opposed to manifest. Hie Latin word
was applied in the middle ages to the physical sciences
and the properties of bodies to which tho€e sciences re-

late. Its precise meaning is explained in the treatise

"De Magnete" of Fetms Pa^rinos. He says that an
oeeuU quality is simply one wiiich is made apparent only
upon experimentation, but that in ttiat way it Incomes as
^sin and clear as any other quality, and is no more mys-
terious. By oeadt adenee or pkSosophy was meant simply
experimental sciaice. There were many occult philoso-
phers in northern Europe in the twelfth and the first part
of the thirteenth century; but theology so swallowed np
other interests that they are all forgotten except Boger
Bacon, who was made prominent by the pssonal friend-
ship at a pope. The ignorance and superstition of the
time confounded occnlt science with magic.

These are manifest qualities, and their causes only are
oeeuiL NewUnif Opticks.

His [Dr. Dee's] personal history may s^re as a canvas
for the picture <rf an occult philosopher— his reveries, his
ambition, and his calamity.

/. Bfla-aeti, Amen, of lat, H. 28&

2. Mysterious; transcendental; beyond the
boun^ of natural knowledge.

"Die resemUance is nowise obvious to Qie senses, but is

oeeiitt and out of the reach of the nndostanding.
Bmamm, Hist Essays, Istser., p. 14.

Occult dimes. See crime.—Occolt diseases, in mtd.,
those diseases the canse and treatment of which are not
nndeistood.—OGCnlt Hues, such lines as are nsed in the
constraction <tfadrawing; butdo not appear inthe finished
work ; also, dotted lines.—Occnlt qualities, those quali-
ties of body or spirit irisich tiaffledme investigationA the
ancient ptulosophers, and which were not dedncible from
manifest qnalities^ nor discoverable withoat experimen-
tation.

The Aristotelians gave the name of oecu2tQwi2it£e8 . . .

to suchQualities only as they saifposed to lie hid in Bodies,
and to be the unknown Causes of manifest Effects.

Ifeaton, Opiacks (ed. 17aX p. 377.

Occult sciences, the physical sciences of ttie middle
ages : sometimes extended to include magic See def. 1.

= Syn. Latent, Covert, etc (see aeereti, nnrerealed, recon-
dite^ ahetrus^ veiled, shrouded, mystic, cabalistic

occult (o-knlt'), V. t. [= F. oceulter= Sp. ocii2-

tar = Pg. oceultar = It. occultare, < Ii. occul-

tare, hide, conceal, freq. of oeculere, pp. occtd-

tes, hide : see oeeuM, a.] To cut off from view
by the intervention of another body; hide;

conceal; eclipse.

I undertake to show that a false definitaon of life, name-
ly that life is function, has conbibnted to oceuft the soul

Wethiuntber ttec., CXXVUL 747.

OccnMng eyeiliece,an eyepieceprovided withan attach-

ment by which an object or objects not nnder examination

may be hidden from view when desired : it has been nsed

in photometric work.

OCCnltatioil (ok-nl-ta'shon), n. [= F. oeculta-

Uon = Sp. ocultadon = Pg. occulta^ = It. oe-

cuUasione, < L. oeettltaiio(n-), abiding, conceal-

ing, < occultare, hide, conceal: see occult, c]
1. The act of hiding or concealing, or the state

of being hidden or concealed ; especially, the

hiding of one bodyfrom sight by another; spe-

cifically, in astron., the hiding of a star or
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planet from sight by its passing behind some
other of the heavenly bodies. It is particular-
ly applied to the eclipse of a fixed star by the
moon.—2. Figuratively, disappearance from
view; withdrawal from notice.

The re-appearance of such an author after those long
peiiods of oecuUation. Jegny.

We had one bottle to celebrate the appearance of our
visifmazy fffltnne ; let us have a second to console us for
its occuttatiim. R. L. Stetenson, Treasure of Francbard.

Circle of perpetual occnltatlon, a small circle of the
cdestial sphere parallel to the equator, as for distant from
the depressed pole as the elevated pole is from the hori-
zon. It contains all those stars which are never visible at
the station considered. I€ is contrasted witii the dnie qf
perpetual apparition.

OCCaltism (o-kul'tizm), n. [< occult + -ism.'}

The doctrine, practice, or rites of things oc-
cult or mysterious ; the occult sciences or their
study; mysticism: esotericism.

Whateverprepossessions 1mayhave hadw&e distinctly
in favour of oeetdHam,

R. Hodgson, Proc. Soc ftych. Besearcb, HL 208.

occultist (o-kul'tist), n. [< occult+ -»st.] One
who believes or is versed in occultism; an ini-

tiate inthe occultsciences; amystic oresoterist

.

This celebrated ancient mnginai work, tiie foundation
and fountain-head of much of ths ceremonial magic of the
medieval oeeuttitts, has never l>efore been printed in Eng-
lish. The Academy, Sept. 2^ 1888, pt 190.

occultly (o-kultli), adc. In an occult manner;
by means of or with reference to occultism.
OCCUltness (o-knlt'nes), n. The state of being
occult, hidden, or unknown; secretness.
OOcapancy (ok'u-pan-si), n. [< oceupan{t) +
-cy.l 1. The act of taking possession, or the
beingin actual possession ; more specifically, in
laic, the taking possession of a thii^ notbelong-
ing to any person, and the right acquired by
such act ; that mode of aequiringproperty which
is founded on the principle that he who takes
possession of an ownerless thing, with the de-
sign of appropriating it to himself, thereby be-
comes the owner of it : the act of occupying or
holding in actual as distinguished from con-
structive possession. Formerly, when a man hdd
land pur autre vie (for the life of anotherX and died before
that other, as his ^tate could not descend to his heir nor
revert to the donor ontal the determination of the speci-
fied life, it was considoed to lielong of right to the first

who took possession of it for the remainder of the life,

and such possession was termed general occupancy. And
when the gift was to one and his heirs for the life of an-
other, the heir was said to take as ^edal occupant. As
the law now stands, however, a man is enabled to devise
lands held by him pur autre vie^ and if no such devise t>e

made, and there be no special occupant, it goes to his ex-
ecutors or administrators.

As we before observed that occupancy gave the right to

the temporary use of the soil, so it is agreed upon all hands
that oeei^aney gave also the original right to the perma-
nent property in the snlistance of the earth itself; which
excludes evoy one else but the owner from the use of it.

Btadxtone, Com., XL t

2. The term during which one is an occupant

:

as, during his occupancy of the post.

OCCapant (ok'u-pant), n. [< F. occupant, < L.
occupan(_t-)s, pprfof occupare, occupy : see oc-

cupy.'] 1. One who occupies; an inhabitant;
especially, one in actual possession, as a tenant,
who has actual possession, in distinction from
the landlord, who has legal or constructive pos-
session.

The palace of Diocletian had but one occupant; after the
founder no Emperor had dwelled in it.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 145.

2. More specifically, in law, one who first takes
possession of that which has no legal owner.

—

3t. A prostitute.
He with his occupant

Are Gling*d so close, like dew-wormes in the mome,
Tliat hen not stir.

Marston, Sconrge of Villainy, vlL 134.

occnpatet (ok'u-pat), r. [< L. occupatus, pp.
of occiipare, occupy: seeocci<py.] L trans. To
take possession of ;

possess; occupy.

The spirits of the wine oppress the spirits animal^ and
oeeupate part of the place where they are, and so make
them weak to move. Bacon, 'Sat. Hist, § 724.

H. intrans. To dwelL
The several faculties of the mind do take and occttpat£

in the organs of the body.
£Beoii, Advancement of Learning, iL 187.

occupatef (ok'u-pat), a. [< L. occupatus, pp.

:

see oect^Hife, r.] Oecnpied. Bacon, Advance-
ment of Iieaming, iL 380.

occupation (ok-u-pa'shgn), n. [< ME. occupa-
tion, oeeypaeion', < OP.' occupation, occupation,

F. occupation = Sp. oa^adon = Pg. occupa^
= It. occupazione, < L. oceupaUo(n-), a taking
possession, oeenpying, a business, employment,
< occupare, take possession, occupy: see occu-

occnpier

fate, occupy.] 1. The act of occupying or tak-
ing possession : a holding or keeping : posses-
sion; tenure.

I speak not of matches or aDions, bat of arms, occupa.
ttoiu, invasions. Bacon.

I give unto my said wife . . . the two tenements and
six acres of land lying by Leven heath in the occupation at
[blank] Coker. WinUtrop, Hist, New England, IL 4S7.

The boose was at that time in the occupation of a sub-
stantial yeoman. Lamb, llackay ^d.
2. The State of being occupied or employed
in any way; employment; use: as. occupation
with important affairs.

Also whoo-so-ener of the said crafte set ony serrannt yn
oeeupaxyon of the said crafte oner iiij. wekys and o day,
to foifete xij. d. Bnglith GUds (E. E. T. S.X p. 336.

Theyhaue heme the idle occupations, or perchaunce the
malitioosand craftie constroctions, of thel^dmudls ts and
oth^s of the Hebrae cloks.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Foesie, p. 91.

The writing of chifties for the servants was alone the
oeex^ation of some hours,

IT. H. Buts^, Diary in India, IL 222.

3. That to which one's time and attention are
habitually devoted ; habitual or stated employ-
ment; vocation; calling; trade; business.

But he that is idel, and casteth him to no bnsinesse ne
occiq/ation, shal falle into poverte, and die for hunger.

Chaucer, Tale of Melibeais.

Sy their occujwtion they were tent-makers. ActsxviiLS.

yo oeetqxifuin/ all men idle, aU.
Shot., Tempest, ii. L 154.

A castle in the Air,
Where life, without the least foundation.
Became a charming ooei^xition.

jP. Lodter, Castle in the Air.

4t. Use; benefit; profit.

The eyen of thaire germynaciou
f Witii pulling wol disclose after the ferme [firstl

Yere, and to breke hem oeeupadon
That tyme is nought

Pattadiue, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 113.

5t. Consumption; waste.

The science of makynge of fier withonte fler, wherby je
may make oure qninte essence withoute cost or traueile,
and withoute oeeupadoun and lesynge of tyme.

Boat of Quinte Esxnee (ed. FumivaB), p. 6.

Army of occupation, an army left in possession of a
newly conquer^ country until peace is signed or in-
demnify paid, or imtil a settled and responsible govern-
ment has lieen established.

In Egypt our army qf occupation continaes inactive and
on a reduced scale. Fortnightly Bev., S. S., XL. 136.

Occupation bridge, a bridge carried over or imder a line
of railway or canal to connect thepartsof afarmor an es-
tate severed by the line or canaL—Occupation road, a
private road for the use ofthe occupiers of the land. =Syn.
3. Occupation, Calling, Vocation, Emjioyment, Punuit,
Buanees, Trade, Craft, Profession, OJice. In r^ard to
what a person does as a regular work or a means of earn-
ing a livelihood, occitpation is that which occupies ortakes
uphistime, strength, and thought; onUt'n^andiwcattonare
high words, indicating that one is called by Providence to
a particular line of work; calling is Anglo-Saxon and fa-
miliar, and vocation is Latin and lofty (the words are not al-
waysnsed in thehigho- sense of divine appointment orthe
call of duty, but it is much better to save them for the ex-
pression of that idea) ; employment is essentially the same
as occi^ation; pursuit is the line of work whi<^ one pnr-
snes or follows; tnainess suggests something of the man-
agement of buying and selling; tratitf and jwYi/ession stand
over against each other for the less and more intellectual
pursuits, as the trade of a carpenter, the profession of an
architect ; trade is different from a trade, the latter being
skill in some handicraft : as, being obliged to learn a trade,
he chose that of a blacksmith ; &e ''learned professions''
nsed to be law, medicine, and the ministry, but the num-
ber is now increased ; cr^ft is an old word for a trade;
office suggeststhe idea of duties to be performed for others.
See aroeattdn, 5.

OC(nipatioiial (ok-u-pa'shon-al), a. [< occupa-
tion + -at.] Of OP pertaining to a particular
occupation, calling, or trade : as, tables of occm-
pational mortality.
OCcapationert (ok-u-pa'shon-er), n. [< occupa-
tion + -er^.] One who is employed in any trade
or occupation.
Let the brave enginer, . . . marvelous Vulcanist and

every llercnriall occupationer ... be respected.
Harvey, Pierce's Sopererogation.

OCCapative (ok'u-pa-tiv), a. [< OF. oecupatif;
as oeeupate + -ire.] In ?air, held by that form
of tenure which is based on the occupation or
seizing and holding in actual possession of that
which was without owner when occupied : as,

an occupaUce field.

OCCmpier (ok'n-jn-er), n. 1. One who occupies
or takes possession, as. of ownerless land.—2.
One who holds or is in actual possession ; an oc-
cupant: as, houseowners and occupiers.

'So wrong was to be done to any existing occupiers. So
right of property was to be violated.

Froude, Csesax, p. 191.

St. One who uses, lays out, or employs that
which is possessed; a trader or dealer.

All their causes, differraices, variances, coutrouersie^
quarrels, and complaints, within any our realmes, domin-



occupier

iona, & iurisdictions onely moned, and to be moued touch-
ing their marchandise, trafiikes, and oceupien aforesaid.

Hakluyts Voyages, I. 269.

Mercury, the master of merchants and occupiers.
EoUattd, tr. of Plutarch's Morals, p. 692. (^Erwyc. Diet.)

4t. One who follows a calling, employment, or
oecupation : with of: as, an occupier of the sea.

This manner and fashion of yearly changing and renew-
ing the occttptcrs 0/ husbandry, . . . it be solemn and cus-
tomably used, to the intent that no man shall be constrain-
ed against his will to continue long in that hard and sharp
Itind of life. Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), ii. 1.

Thy mariners, and thy pilots, thy calkers, and the occu-
piers of thy merchandise, . . . shall fall into the midst of
the seas in the day of thy ruin. Ezek. xxvii. 27.

occupy (ok'u-pi), v.; pret. and pp. occupied, ppr.
occupying. [< ME. oocupien, ocupyen, < OF. oc-
cuper, F. occuper = Sp. ocupar = Pg. occupar =
It. occupare, < L. occupare, take possession of,

seize, occupy, take up, employ, < ob, to, on, +
flopere, take : seecapaftte.] 1. trans. 1. To take
possession of and retain or keep ; enter upon
the possession and use of; hold and use; espe-
cially, to take possession of (a place as a place
of residence, or in warfare a town or country)
and become established in it.

Ther-for this doctrine to thee I rede thou take.

To ocupy and vse bothe by dey and nyght.
Booke of Precedence (B. B. T. S., extra ser.), i. 67.

Me angers at Arthure, and att his hathelle biems,
That thus in his errour ocupyes theis rewmes,
And owtrayes the emperour, his erthely lorde.

Morte Arthure (B. B. T. S.), L 1662.

By constantly occupying the same individual spot, the
fruits of the earth were consumed and its spontaneous
produce destroyed, without any provision for future sup-

ply or succession. Blackstone^ Com., II. i.

The same commanders who had made the abortive af>

tempt upon Charleston descended upon Rhode Islaufl,

and occupied it without resistance.
Lecky, Bng. in 18th Cent., xiv.

2. To take up, as room or space, or attention,

interest, etc.; cover or fill; engross: as, to oc-

cupy too much space ; to occupy the time with
reading ; to occupy the attention.

And all thi lims on ilka side
Witht sorows sail be ocupide.

Holy Rood (B. E. T. S.), p. 64.

The metropolis occupies a space equal to about three

square miles. E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 6.

Whilst the abstract question occupies your intellect. Na-
ture brings it in the concrete to be solved by your bauds.

ISmerson, Nature, p. 91.

Mr. Long's mind was occupied—was perplexed.
W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 293.

3. To hold, as an office; fiU.

That at euery avoydaunce ther be the seid office yeven
to another of the same cite, so he be a citezen and ocffupie

it his owne persone. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 399.

Least qualified in honour, learning, worth,
To occupy a sacred, awful post.

Cowper, Tirocinium, 1. 414.

4t. To take up and follow as a business or em-
ployment; be employed about

;
ply.

Tliat non Bochour, ner non other persone, to his vse,

ocoupie cokes crafte withyn the liberte of the seid cite.

English GUds (B. E. T. S.), p. 405.

All the ships of the seawith their mariners were in thee
to occupy tliy merchandise. Ezek. xxvii. 9.

Men who had all their lives "occupied the sea" had never
seen It more outrageous. Froude.

5. To employ; give oecupation to; engage;
busy : often used reflexively : as, to occupy one's

self about something.

Ich am ocuined eche day, haly day and other.

With ydel tales atte nale and other-whyle in churches.
Piers Plowman (C), viiL 18.

My wonte is to be more willing to vse mine eares than
to occupie my tonge. Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 19.

O blest seclusion from a Jarring world.
Which he, thus occupied, enjoys

!

Cowper, Task, iii. 676.

6t. To use ; make use of.

No more shulde a scoler forget then truly

What he at scole shulde nede to occupy.
Babees Book (B. E. T. S.), p. 339.

How moche money is redy for me, if I haue nede of any

to occupy? Sir T. Elyot, The Govemour, ii. 9.

The good man shall never perceive the fraud till* he
Cometh to the occupying of the com. Latimer, Misc. Sel.

And he said unto her. If they bind me fast with new
ropes that never were occupied, then shall I be weak, and
be as another man. Judges xvi. 11.

7t. To possess ; enjoy (with an obscene double

meaning).
These villains will make the word as odious as the word

occupy, which was an excellent good word before it was
ill sorted. Skak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 4. 161.

=Syil. 1-3. BM, Own, etc. Seej)o«se«».

II, intrans. If. To be in possession or oecu-

pation; hold possession; be an occupant; have
possession and use.
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What man, brothir or sustyr, but if he be any offlcere,

entrith in to the Chambyr ther the ale is in wythowt ly-

cence of the officers that occupye therin, he schal payen
j. lib. wax. English OUds (E. E. T. S.), p. 280.

2. To trade; traffic; carry on business.

If they wil trauel or occupie within your dominions, the
same marchants with their marchandises in al your lord-

ship may freely. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 258.

And he called his ten servants, and delivered them ten
pounds, and said unto them, Occupy till I come.

Luke xix. 13.

occur (o-ker'), v.; pret. and pp. occurred, ppr.
occurring. [= OF. occurrer, occurrir = Sp.
omirrir = Pg. occorrer =.It. occorrere, < L. oc-

currere, run, go or come up to, meet, go against,

< ob, before, + currere, run: see current^. Cf.

decur, incur, recur."] I.t trans. To run to, as
for the purpose of assisting. [A Latinism.]

We must, as much as in us lies, occur and help their pe-
culiar infirmities. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 649.

II. intrans. 1+. To run together; meet;
clash.

All bodies are observed to have always ... a determi-
nate motion according to the degrees <^ their external im-
pulse, and their inward principle of gravitation, and the
resistance of the bodies they occur with.

BerMey, Works, III. 100.

2. To strike the senses ; be found ; be met with

:

as, silver often occurs native ; the statement oc-

curs repeatedly.

As for those Martyrs, . . . frequent mention of them
doeth occurre in most of the ancient Ecclesiastical Histo-
rians. Coryat, Crudities, I. 63.

In Scripture though the word heir occur, yet there is no
such thing as heir in our author's sense. Locke.

Impressions of rain-drops occur in some of the earliest

rocks. J. W. Dawson, Nature and the Bible, p. 118.

3. To emerge as an event into the actual world

;

happen; take place; come to pass; befall: as,

what has occurred?

Though nothing have occurred to kindle strife.

Cowper, Epistle to Joseph Hill.

4. To strike the mind: with to.

Whether they did not find their minds filled, and their

afifections strangely raised, by the images which there oc-

curred to them. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, 1. 1.

There doth not occurre to me, at this present, any use
therof, for profit. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 401.

There occurred to me no mode of accounting for Pria-
• cilia's behavior. Hawthorne, Blithedale Romance, v.

5. Eocles., to coincide in time, so as to interfere

each with the celebration of the other: as, two
holy days occur. One of the days so occurring may
be a Sunday, or a movable feast, the other being an im-
movable feast.

6t. To refer: with to.

Before I begin that, I must occur to one specious objec-

tion both against this proposition and the past part of my
discourse. Bentley, Works, IIL 13.

=Syn. 3. To come to pass, come about, fall out.

occurrence (o-kur'ens),'™. [= F. occurrence =
Sp. ocurrencia = fg. occwrrenda = It. occor-

renza, < ML. occurentia, L. occurren(1r)s, occur-

rent: see occMrren*.] 1. The act of occurring;
occasional presentation.

Voyages detain the mind by the perpetual occurrence

and expectation of something new. Watts.

2. An incident or accidental event ; that which
happens without being designed or expected;
an event; a happening: as, an unusual occur-

rence; such occurrences are not uncommon.
Omit

All the occurrences, whatever chanced.
Till Hafty's back-return again to France.

Shak., Hen. V., v., Prol., I. 40.

Touching the domestic Occurrences, the Gentleman who
is Bearer hereof is more capable to give you Account by
Discourse than I can in Paper. Howell, Letters, I. iv. 16.

3. Happenings collectively; course of events.

[Bare.]

All the occurrence of my fortune since

Hath been between this lady and this lord.

Shale., 1. N., V. 1. 264.

4. Eccles., the coincidence of two or more fes-

tivals on the same day. See occur, v. i., 5, and
concurrence, n-, 4. =Syn. 2. incident. Circumstance, etc.

(see event) ; Occasion, Emergency, etc. (see exigency).

occurren'tt (o-kur'ent), a. and n. [= P. occur-

rent = Sp. ocurrente = Pg. occurrente = It. oc-

corrente, < L. occv/rren(lP)s, ppr. of occurrere,

occur : see occur.] I. a. That comes in the way

;

occurring; incidental.

After gifts of education there follow general abilities to

work things above nature, grace to cure men of bodily
diseases, supplies against occurretO, defects and impedi-
ments. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 78.

II. n. 1. One who comes to meet or comes
against another; especially, an antagonist; an
adversary.

ocean

By all men he was willed to seek out Kalander, a great
gentleman of tliat country, who would soonest satisfy him
of iill occurrents. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, v.

The weak part of their occurrents, by which they may
assail and conquer the sooner. Hdland.

2. Incident; anything that happens; happen-
ing; event; occurrence.

I do prophesy the election lights

On Fortinbras : he has my dying voice

;

So tell him, with the occurrents, more and less.

Shak , Hamlet, v. 2. 368.

These are strange occurrents, brother, but pretty and
pathetical. Clmpm'ari, Widow's Tears, iii. 1.

You shall hear
Occurrents from all corners of the world.

Massinger, City Madam, ii. 1.

occurset (o-kers'), n. [< L. oceursus, a meeting,

a falling in with, < occurrere, pp. oceursus, meet,
occur : see occur.] An occursion ; a meeting.

[Bare.]

If anything at unawares shall pass from us, a sudden ac-

cident, occurse, or meeting, etc.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 256.

occursiont (o-ker'shon), n. [< L. occursio(n-), a
meeting, < occurrere, raeet, occur: see occur.] A
meeting or coming together ; collision or clash.

Glanville, Vanity of Dogmatizing, iv.

ocean (6'shan), n. and a. [< MB. *ocean, occean,

occian, occyan,(. OP. ocean, ocian, occean, occian,

P. oc^an= Sp. oc6ano = Pg. oceano = It. oceano
= D. oceaan = G. Sw. Dan. ocean, < L. oceanus,

the ocean, < Gr. aneavdg, orig. (in Homer) the

great stream supposed to encompass the earth

(also called by Homer aKeavog wora/idg, or l>6og),

Ocean-stream' (Milton); also personified, Oce-
anus, the god of the primeval waters; later,

the great outward sea, the Atlantic, as dis-

tinguished from the inward sea, the Mediter-

ranean; perhaps orig. 'swift,' < uKif, swift.]

I. n. 1. The body of water which envelops the

earth, and covers almost three fourths of its

surface with a mean depth— as nearly as can
be estimated at the present time— of less than
12,500 feet. Physical geographers, following the lead
of the Royal Geographical Society, generally divide the
entire oceanic area into five distinct oceans, namely the
Arctic, Antarctic, Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian ; bnt these
divisions are largely artificial, the lines by which they are
indicated being in no small part parallels and meridians.
The Arctic and Antarctic oceans, according to this scheme,
extend from the north and south poles respectively to the
arctic and antarctic circles. The Atlantic extends be-

tween the two polar circles, being limited on the east by
the land-masses of Europe and Africa and by the merid-
ian extending from Cape Agulhas to the antarctic circle,

and on the west by the American land-mass and the me-
ridian of Cape Horn. The Pacific has as its land-limits
on the east the American coast, and on the west the Asi-

atic land-mass, the Philippine Islands, New Guinea, and
Australia ; its imaginary limits are the meridians of Cape
Horn and the South Cape of Tasmania prolonged to meet
the antarctic circle. The Indian ocean extends south
from the Asiatic mainland to the antarctic cu'cle, its east-

em and western imaginary limits having been already
given in defining those of the Pacific and Atlantic. Thus,
as will be noticed, there are no natural limits on the south
of either the Atlantic, the Pacific, or the Indian ocean,
since these all unite with the Antarctic ocean to form one
continuous area of water. Hence it would be more philo-

sophical to call the vast area of water occupying the chief
part of the southern hemisphere the Southern ocean, as
has been done by Herschel and Thomson, and to consider
the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian oceans as immense gulfs
or prolongations toward the north of the still greater
Southern ocean. The Pacific ocean was most generally
designated by the older English navigators as the " South
Sea," and this name is still current among the Germans.
The Atlantic and Pacific are also generally divided into
North and South Atlantic and North and South Pacific by
the equatorial line. The smaller divisions of the ocean
are, in the order of their respective magnitudes, seas, gulfs,
bays, sounds, straits, coves, holes, and harbors (see each of
these words). The mean depth of the ocean is probably not
far from six times the mean elevation of the land above the
ocean-level. The deepest soundingsof the ocean, however,
give figures a little inferior in amount to those indicating
the elevation of the very highest mountain-summits. In
severaldifferentpartsof theocean depths of over 26,000 feet
havebeen sounded, andone sunnclinj^of 31,614 feet (adepth
greater than the height of Mt. Everest) has been made near
the islandof Guam. (See deep-sea sounding-itmchinCfUndex
deep-sea.) The oceanic currents are of great Importance in
their effect on climate. The principal surface current is the
equatorial, due to the action of the trade-winds, by which
the water is continually urged westward, but, being driven
In its westerly course against the land-masses, it is deflect-
ed by them, and forced to perform an immense gyration by
which it retums into the general system far to the east-
ward. Owing to theshape of the land-masses in the northern
hemisphere, these modifications of the equatorial current
are much more distinct and important than they are to
the south of the equator. Two oftheoceanic currents are
especially interesting, the Gulf Stream of the Atlantic and
the Knroshiwo of the Pacific (see these terms). The surface
temperature of the ocean varies greatly in the different
latitudes and with the strength and direction of the surface
currents, the Gulf Stream playing a most important part
in ameliorating the climate of northwestern Europe by
means of the heated surface water which it carries from
the equatorial regions. Besides these surface currents,
however, there is a general exchange of water always going
on in the depths of the ocean between the warmer equato-
rial and the colder polar waters, brought about by the dif-



ocean
toenceinraeetflcgnTityofthetwdL Jks the result of this.
It is foand that the temperamre of the oceui as a nile di-
mini^es as gpeiiterdeptlis are attained, and thatthedeep-
«r pans, where open to the geneiaX circulation, are near
the freeiing-point. A remarkable feature of the ocean-
water is the uniformity in the nature and quality of the
salts which it oontun^ provided the specimen lias been
taken at considerable di^ance from land. The weight of
the salts held in sidation by the main ocean is aboat 3^ per
-cent, of the wb(^; of thisabout three quarters is ooauuon
salt, one tenth chlorid of magnesiun], one twentieth snl-
jpfaate of magnesia, about the same sul^tate of llm^ one
twenty-fifth cfalooid at potaseium, and a little ov^ one
fer cent, bromide of sodium. Other substances are also
present in smaller quantity, nmlriiig in all about twenty-
nine elements which hare been detected in the ooean-
wat^r; many of these, however, exist only in very minute
tracer, The economical value of the ocean a3 a source of
^'^PP^J for ooomiOQ salt is considerable ; but the quantity
thus obtained is not so great as that furnished hy mines ol
rock-salt at by the evaporatiOD of brine got by boring.
SeesoK.

Than I sailet forth soundly on the Sea oedan,
With horn that I hade.

I>atruelium<ifTng(B. E. T. S.X L I3S1.
The winds, with wonder whist.
Smoothly the waters kist.
Whispering new jovs to the mOd oceati.

Who now hath quite forgot to rave.
While birds of calm sit brooding on the charmed wave.

jrObn, NatiTlty, L 66.

Old otxan'f gray and melancholy waste.
.fir^jvm^ Thanatopsis,

2. Something likened to the ocean; also, a
great qnajitily: as, an ocean of tionble.

And the plain itf Mysore lay be&re us—a vast ocean of
joliage on which the sun was diining gloriou^.

Jfacttntoy, in Trev^an, 1. 3^7.

H. a. Of or pertarning to the main or great
sea.

That sea-beast
Leviathan, which God of an his works
Created hugest thai swim the ooean stream.

JfOton, P. L., I aoi
Some refnlg^it sunset of India

Streams o'er a rich ambrosial of^an isle.

TVnayatm, Experim^its, Mnton.

Oceanlane, or ooean-IaneiDitte. Same as lane-route.

—

Ocean seat, the oceaiL SSrl*. Jfore.— Ocean trout, the
menhaden, Bncoortia tyfxauua: a trade-name.

ocean-basin (o'sh^-ba'sn), n. The depres-
sion in which the waters of the ocean, or, more
especially, of some particular ocean, are held.
Also oeeanic basin.

niese exjdorations [of the Blake] mark a striking con-
trast between the oontineotal m.-t.^'^es, or areas of deva-
tion, and the oeeanie basiag, or areas of d^ression, both
of which most have always hdd to each other the same
approximate gQi»al relation and ^oportion.

A. Agosmz, Three Cruises of the £3ake, 1. 13S.

Oceanian, Oceanican (d-shf-an'i-an, -kan), a.

[< Oceania, Oeeanica (see d^), -I- hib.] Of or
pertaining to Oe«ania. or Oeeanica, a division

of the world (according to many geographers)
which comprises Polynesia, Micronesia, Mela-
nesia, Anstralasia, and Malaysia.

oceanic (o-she-an'ik), a. [= F. oeeanfguf= Sp.
oeeanica= Pg. It. oceanico, < XL. oceanteHS (fem.
Oeeanica, sc. terra, the region included in the
Pacific ocean), < iL oceanus, ocean: see ocean.']

1. Belonging or relatrog to the ocean: as, the
oeeanic areas, basins, islands, etc.

We could no longer look upon them, nca indeed upon
any other oo«ir£c birds which frequent high latitudes, as
signs of the Tidnlty of land. 0«>l;TlfidToyage,L3.

It now remains for ns to notice the oeeanie races which
inhabit the vast series of Elands scattered throogh the
great ocean that sbetdies from Madagascar to Easter Is-

land. W. R. Oarpaaar, Prin. of FhysioL (1853X § lOOa

2. Wide or extended as the ocean.

The world's trade . . . had become oeeanic
MMfy, United Xethetland^ HL 5t4.

3. Specifically, in sool., inhabiting the hig^
seas: pek^c—oceamcHydia8oa,the^pAan<ipA(9a.
—Oce^llc talanHg i^ands or groups of frauds far from
the mainland, or in the midst of the ocean, especially the
groups of islands in the Pacific ocean, which, takoi to-

geth^. are called "Oeeanica" or sometimes "Oceania."

Hoetof the oemineiilaiui; are volcanic Thescattoed
coral Isbuids have in all likelihood been built upon the
tops ai. submarine volcanic cones.

A. GeShe, Text Book of Ge<d. a&^\ !> ^9.

Oceanlcjade. Seejade^.

Oceanitain, a. See Oceanian.

Oceanides (o-se-an'i-dez), n. pi. [Gr. 'Qmovi-

dcy, oL of "flJcan'if, daughter of Oceanus, < 'i2icra-

v6c. Oeeamis: see ocean.] 1. In Gr. rngth.,

nymphs of the ocean, daughters of Oceanus
and Tethys.—2. In sool., marine moUnsks or
sea-sheUs, as collectively distingnished from
Xaiades, or fresh-water shells.

Oceanites (o'sf-a-ni'tez), n. [XL., < Gr. 'Qkeo-

»r77;T- ™ pL 'SicEowToi, dwellers by the ocean

:

fem. 'QKtav'i-rii\ daughter of Oceanns; < 'Qaa-

voc. Oceanus: see ocean.'} A genus of small pet-

rels of the family ProceJlaradce, or made type

of OceanitidtB. As defined by Cones, it is restricted to

4:075

species having ocreate or booted tarsi, very long legs, the
tibis extensiT^y denuded, the tarsi longer than the mid-
dle toe, the nails flat and blunt, the haJlux minute, the
win^s long and pointed, the tail shwt and nearly square.
The best-known species is O. oeetudea. or Wilson's petreL
There are several others^ a£ O. lineata. Tie genus was
fonndedby Count Eeysraling and Dr. J. H. Blasius inliw,
Oceanitids (o'sf-a-uit'i-de), ». pi. [XL.. <
Oceanites + -idtsj]' A family of oceanic birds
lately separated by Forbes from the ProceUa-
riid<P. The family includes four genera of small petrel^
Fregetla,OeettniUs,Pfiagodroma,»ikdGaTrodia. These are
among the anall petrds commonly called Malter Otreg't
ekieient.

OCeanographer (o'she-a-nog'ra-fer), «. [<
oceanoffraph-y + -erl.] "One who is versed in
oceanography; one who systematically studies
the ocean.

One of the foremast duties of observing oeeono^nrpA^rs.
Eiu^/e. BriL,XXL 613.

OCeanographic (o-shf-an-o-graf'ik), a. \_i.ocea)i-

ographr-y + -i«.] Relating to or connected with
oceanography. The word is sometimes used in place of
oeeanie whai this latter would be more proper, "uie dif-
ference betweai the two words is but slight, but it would
seem that one is used when it is intended to convey a
purely geographic idea, the other when the subject is
iooked at from a more general point of view : as, oeeano-
grapide idienomena ; oeeame currents.

OCeanographical (o-she-an-o-graf'i-kal), a. [<
oceanographie + -aJ.]_ "Same as oceaiiographic.
oceanogiapllically (o-she-an-o-graf'i-kal-i),
a<ic. As regards oceanography or the physical
geography of the ocean. Anter. Jour. Sci., 3d
ser., XXX. 386.

oceanography (o'she-a-nog'ra-fi), n. [< Gr.
oxeavoc, the ocean, + -ypaoia, i ypaocn; write.]
The science of the ocean : a special branch of
geography. The term oceanography is little used in
English except by writers translating from the Gennaii,
who prefer oceanSgrapky to Oudaaography, whUe the best
authorities writing in English at the present time use
thaJaaographs, which is a designation of that special
branch of jdiysical geography which relates to the ocean
and its phenomena.

The cable-laying companies have been the chief con-
tributes to the science of deep-sea research, or ooeanqy'
»<9>*sr. JToture, XSXVXl. 147.

Chemical nxaaograpkji—a branch of physical geogra-
phy which has only lat^y come to be extenav^ cultz-
vatod. Etuye. BriL, XXT 611.

OCeanolOgy (o'she-a-nol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. oKtavyc.

the ocean, + -7.o;«x, K^-eyetv, speaJk: see -ologif.l

1. The scientific study ofthe ocean. See ocean-
ography.—2. A treatise on the ocean.
ocellar (o-sel'lr), a. [< XL. oeeUaris, < L. ocel-

lus, a little eye: see ocellus.'i Of or pertaining
to ocelli; oceUate Ocellar structure, the name
given by Bosenbusch to a pectiliar aggr^ation of mineral
ifHrms, chiefly microscopic in size, in which the individual
components are arranged in rt>ai)ded (ocellar) forms, or
aggregated in branching, fem-likegroupswhich are some-
times tangential and sometimes radial to the central indi-
viduaL IHiis structure is most characteristically devel-
oped in the leucitophyres. Also called crafnc struetvre
by S'jme English litliologists, by whom this term is used
rather vaguely, sometimes as neady the equivalent of fi»-

erapegmaiSie.

The structures which especially distinguish these gran-
ophyrlc rocks are the micropegmatitic, the centric or oeef-

im- siruebirey the pseudo^herulitic, the microgranitic,
and the drusy or mlarolitic structures.

Judd, Quart. Jour. GeoL Soc. of London, XLT. 176.

OceDar txiangle, a three-sided space, sharply defined in
many insect^ on which the ocelli are placed.

OCellaTy (os'el-a-ri), a. [As ocellar + -yl.] Of
or pertaining to ocelli; ocellar.—OceDary b%-
ments or zings; in entom., supposed primary segments
of the preoral region, the ocelli in this case representing
the jointed aiqiendages of other s^ments. I^. Packard
d^tinguishesthe first and secondocSlarr segments, which
he regards as morphologically the most anterior of the
body. He believes that the anterior ocellns represents
two appendages which have coalesced. See pramU.

ocellate (os'el-at). a. [< L. octllatus, having
little eyes. < oceUus, a Uttle eye: see ocellus.']

1. In ^ool., same as oeeOated (c).

The remarkable genus BrtisiUa, a group of pale-ccdoured
butterflies, more or less adorned with oeeUaU spots.

A. R. WalUux, Sat Select, p. ISL

2. In hot., resembling an eye: said of a round
spot of some color which has another spot of
a different color within it. See cut in next
column Ocellate fovea or puncture, in entom.. a
depression having a central projection or part less deeply

ocher

OCellated (os'el-a-ted), a. [< ocellate + -edS.]

Having or marked by ocelli, (a) Having ocelli, as
an insect's ey& (&) Spotted.

Besides the lion and tiger, almost all the other large
cats . . . have oeeBated or spotted skins.

A. R. WaBaee, Xat Select, p. 53.

(e) Marked with or noting spots having a dark center and
a lighter out^ ring, as the spc'ts on the tail of a peaooi^
and on the wings of many butterflies.

The cons|Hcuous oetBaled spots of the und« surface of
the wings of certain kinds [of butterflies].

Sdenee, TS. i3S.

OceOate or Ocellated Mai^ii^s.

X, feather rfpeacock; ^feallierof ai]^iis.f]bea£az]t; ^blenny; 4,owt.
buttef^; s maripo^^itj.

A very beautiful reddish oedlated one rbntterfly].

Derham, Physico-Theology, viiL 6, note 6.

Compound ocellated spot. See eampounii.

ocelli, ». Plural of ocellus.

OCellicyst (o-sel'i-sist), n. [< L. ocellus, a little

eye, + Gr. idvTif, bladder: see cyst.] One of
the several kinds of marginal bodies of hydro-
zoans, having a visual function: a so-called
ocellus or pigment-spot in the margin of the
disk. They are of ectodermal origin, devdoped in con-
nection withthe tentacles, and may even be provided with
a kind of lens.

Ooellicystic (o-sel-i-sis'tik), a. [< ocellia/st +
-ic.] O^ or Saving the character of, an ocelli-

cyst.

ocelliferons (os-e-lif'e-rus), a. [< L. ocellus, a
little eye, -I- ferre = E. ftearl.] Bearing spots
resembling small eyes ; ocellate.

ocelligerons i^os-e-fij'e-ms), a. [< L. occHus, a
little eye, + gerere, carry on.] Same as oeel-
liferous.

ocellus (o-sel'us). n. : pi. ocelli (-i). [L., a little

eye, a bulb or knot on the root of a reed, dim.
of oculus, eye: see oculus.'] 1. A little eye;
an eye-spot; a stemma; one of the minute
simple eyes of insectsand various other animals.
In insects ocelli or stemmata are generally situated on
the crown of the head, between the great compound eye^
whose simple elements they resemble in structure ; but
they are sometimes the only organs of vision.

2. One of the simple elements or facets of a
compound eye. See cut of compound eye, under
eyel.—3. In.£rydro»iediiS(E,apigment-spotatthe
base of the twitacles, or combined with other
marginal bodies, in some cases provided with
refractive structures which recall the crystal-
line cones of some other low invertebrates.
Also called oeellicyst.—4. One of the round
spots of varied color, consisting of a central
part (the pupU) framed in a peripheral part,
such as characterize the tail of a peacock or the
wing of an aigus-pheasant. The ring immediately
adjoining the pupH is caBed the iris, and the exterior cir-

cle or ring is tiie afznoqiAerie. Anocellusmayhebl-ortri-
pnpBlate, blind (without pupHX foie^rate (with transpa-
rent pupfl), nictztant (with lunate pupil\ simple (with only
iris and pupO), compound (with two or more rings), etc.

See cut above.—Double OO^DUS, in entom., two ocellated
spots inclosed in a common colraed ring.—Fenestrate,
germinate, etcj oceUus. See the adjectlTes.—Orbits
oftbeocem SeeorML

ooeloid (6'se-loid), a. [< oeel(ot) + -otd.] Like
the ocelot : as. the oeeloid leopard- or tiger-cat.

Felis niacrurus, of South America.
ocelot (6'se-lot), n. [< Mex. ocelotL] The leop-
ard-cat of America, Felis pardalis, one of sev-

eral spotted American c ats. of the family FeJidce.
It is &om 2} to neariy 3 feet long from the nose to the
root of the tafl, the latter about one foot in length. The
color Is grayish, mostlymarked with largeand small hlack-
edged fawn-colored spots tending to run into oval or linear
figures ; theund^ parts are white or whitish, more or less

nurked with Uack. The back <tf the ear Is usuaUy black
and white, and the tall is half-ringed with black. Tndl-
vidoals vary interminably In the details of the markings,
mostly preserving, however, the lengthened figure of Oit
larger spots. The ocelot ranges from Texas into Scutt
America. See cut on following page.

ocher, ochre (6'ker), ii. [Formerly oker. oaker.

octer ; = Sp. Pg. ocre= MD. oJcer, ocf:er, D. oler
= MHG. och'er. ogger, oger. G. ocker, ocher= Sw.
oekra = Dan. olier, < F. ocre = It. ocra, ocria, <

L. ockra, < Gr. i>xp'h yellow ocher, < «;rpoc, pale,

wan.] 1. The common name of an important



ocher

Ocelot {Feiis partialis).

class of natural earths consisting of mixtures
of tlie hydrated sesquioxids of iron with vari-
ous earthy materials, principally silica and
alumina. These mixtures occur in many localities and
have many shades of color, among which tints of red, red-
dish brown, yellow, and orange are most common. They
form a aeries of valuable and important pigments, used
extensively alike by house-painters and artists both in oil
and in water-colors. The most usual and common type of

' ocher-color is a yellow turning neither to red on the one
hand nor to brown on the other, but its tone is not as
brilliant nor as pure as chrome-yellow. (For varieties, see
below.) Ochers in general have much body and are very
permanent. Most ochers on burning become redder and
darker. Raw sienna and raw umber are varieties of ocher.

2. Money, especially gold coin? so called in
allusion to its color. [Slang.]

If you want to cheek us, pay your ochre at the doors.
Diekene, Hard Times, 1. 6.

Bismuth ocher. See ftismutA.—Black ocher, a variety
of mineral black combined with iron and alluvial clay.
See mineral black, under minert^.—'Blue OCher, a hy-
drated iron phosphate, the mineral vivianite, found na-
tive in Cornwall, Ungland, and elsewhere. It has been used
as a pigment. Itisdurable, but rather dull in tone. Also
called Tiaiive Prussian &?wc.—BroWB OCher, spruce
ocher, or ocher de rue, a dark brownish-yellow ocher.

—

Chrome ocher. Seechrome-och^r.—Dutul ocher, amix-
ture of chrome-yellow and whiting.—French 0(^er, a
light-colored sandy weak ocher, which comes from France.
—GiOldenocher. Sometimes this is a native pigment^ but
more often it is a mixture of light-yellow ocher, chrome-
yellow, and whiting.—Indian OCher. Same as Indian
reii(which see, under r«d>.—Molybdlc OCher. See molyb-
die.—Orange ocher. Same as burnt Roman ocher.

—

Ox-
ford ocher, a native ocher found near Oxford, England.

. It is the purest and best type of yellow ocher.—Purple
ocher. Same as tnineral purple (which see, under purple).

—Red ocher, a name common to a variety of pigments,
rather than designating an individual color, and compre-
hending Indian red, light red, Venetian red, scarlet ocher,
Indian ocher, reddle, bole, and other oxids of iron. As a
mineral it designates a soft earthy variety of hematite.

—

Roman ocher, a pigment of a rich, deep, and powerful
orange-yellow color. It is used, both raw and burnt, in oil

and water-color painting, and is transparent and durable.

—Scarlet ocher. See red octer.—stone ocher. Same as
(hford ocAer.—Transparent gold ocher, an ocher tend-
ing toward raw sienna but more yellow in tone.—Tung-
Stic ocher. See tMngslite.

ocherous, ochreoas (6'k6r-us, 6'kre-us), a.

[= F. ocreux ; as ocher, ochre, + -bus.'] 1.

Pertaining to ocher; consisting of or contain-
ing ocher : as, ocherous matter. Also ochrous.

M. Daubree, who has so thoroughly studied the metal-
lic portion of this meteorite, mentions an ochreous crust.

Armr. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., XXIX. 3S.

To prevent an ochrous deposit from the action of the air,

the solution should be boiled in a long-necked flask.

Camipin, Mech. Engineering, p. 88S.

2. Eesembling ocher in color; specifioalljr, in
zool. and hot., of a brownish-yellow color; light-

yellow with a tinge ot brown.

The wake looksmore and more ochreous, the foam ropier
and yellower. Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 616.

ochery, ochry (6'k6r<-i, -kri), a. • [Also ochrey;

< ocher, ochre, + -^i.] 1. Like ocher; consist-

ing of ocher.— 3. In hot., same as ocherous.

O^etodon (o-ket'o-don), re. [NL., < Gr. oxeT6q

a channel, -I- bScroi (bSovr-) = E. .tooWi.] A
genus of small sigmodont rodents of the fam-
ily Muridm, founded by Cones in 1877, charac-
terized by the grooved upper incisors, whence
the name. 0. humUis Is the American harvest-mouse,

one of the smallest quadrupeds of America, abimdant in

the southern ITnited States. 0. madcanus and 0. longi-

Cauda are other species.

och hone. See hone, imder 02.

ochidore (ok'i-dor), lu. [Origin obscure.] A
shore-crab.
"0! the ochidore I look to the blue ochidore. Who've

put ochidore to maister's pole?" It was too true ; neatly

Inserted, as he stooped forward, between his neck and his

collar, was a large live shore-crab, holding on tight with
both hands. Eingdey, Westward Ho, ii. (Dames.)

ochimyt, n. See oecamy.

ochlesis (ok-le'sis), n. [KL., < Gr. bx^'^^, dis-

turbance, < bx^M-v, disturb as by a mob, < bx^M^,
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a crowd, mob.] In med., a morbid condition
induced by the crowding together of sick per-
sons under one roof, or even of persons not
suffering from disease.

ochletic (ok-let'ik), a. [< ochlesis, after Gr.

bx^TiK6g, of or belonging to a mob, < bx^'tv, dis-

turb as by a mob: see ochUais.'] In med., of,

pertaining to, or affected with ochlesis.

ochlocracy (ok-lok'ra-si), «. [Also ochlocraty;
< P. oehlocraUe=lt. o'chloeraeia, < Gr. bx^icpana,
mob-rule, < ox^S, the mob, + -Kparia, < Kparslv,

rule.] The rule or ascendancy of the multitude
or common people; mobocraoy; mob-rule.

Their [the people's] . . , opposition to power produces,
as it happens to be well or ill managed, either the best or
worst forms of government, a Democracy or Ochlocracy.

Warburton, Divine Legation, iii. 1.

ochlocratie (ok-lo-krat'ik), a. [As ochlocracy
(-crat-) + -jc] delating to ochlocracy, or gov-
ernment by the mob ; having the character or
form of an ochlocracy.

ochlocraticai (ok-lo-krat'i-kal), a. [< oehlo-

craUe + -al.'i Same as ochlocratie.

ochlocraty (ok-lok'ra-ti), n. Same as ochloc-
racy.

If it begin to degenerate into an ochZoeraty, then it turns
into a most headstrong intolerable tyranny.

Downing, The State Ecclesiastick (1633), p. 15.

OChldtic (ok-lot'ik), TO. [< Gr. bxh>g, a crowd.]
Noting a kind of fever, apparently as occa-
sioned orpromotedbycrowding.—Ochlotic fever,
typhus fever.

Ochna (ok'na), n. [NL. (Linnseus, 1737), < Gr.

bx^t earlier 6)';p;7, a pear-tree.] A genus of
plants, type of the order Oehnacece and the tribe
OchnecB, characterized by its numerous stamens
and lateral panicles. There are about 25 species, na-
tives of Africa and tropical Asia. They are smooth trees
or shrubs, bearing yellow flowers with colored rigid sepals
and numerous stamens, followed by drupes clustered on a
broad receptacle. They are ornamental in cultivation. 0.
arborea of the Cape of Good Hope, called roodhout or red-
wood, becomes a tree 20 or 30 feet high, which affords a
hard wood, used for furniture, wagon-work, etc. 0. Mau-
ritiana', a small tree of Mauritius, has been called jasmine-
wood.

Ochnaceae (ok-na'se-e), B.^)?. [NL. (A. P. de
Candolle, 1811), < dchna + -acece."] An order of

dicotyledonous shrubs and trees of the poly-
petalous cohort Geraniales, characterized by
the elongated anthers . About 140 species areknown,
of 12 genera, Ochna being the type, and three tribes,

scattered through all the tropics, especially in America.
They have very smooth, rigid, shining, alternate leaves,
commonly toothed, but undivided, with a strong midrib
and many parallel veins. Their flowers are usually large
and showy, and in panicles, followed by a capsule, berry,
or circle of drupes.

OchneSB (ok'ne-e), n.jil. [NL. (Bartling, 1830),

< Ochna + -em.'] A tribe of plants of the order
Oehnacece, typified by the genus Ochna, having
only one ovule in each ovary-cell, and including
5 genera and about 112 species, mainly South
American.
ochone, interj. See O hone, under 02.

ochopetalous (ok-o-pet'a-lus), a. [< Gr. bxoq,

anything that holds (< ix^Lv, hold), + izhalov,

petal.] Possessing or characterized by broad
or capacious petals.

ochra, n. See ohra.

ochraceous (ok-ra'shius), a. [< ocher, ochre, +
-aceous.] 1. Ocherous; ochery. Zouclon.— 2.

In zool., brownish-yellow ; of the color of ocher.

ochre, n. See ocher.

ochrea, ochreate. False spellings of ocrea,

ocreate.

ochreous, a. See ocherous.

ochrey, a. See ochery.

ochro (o'kro), n. Same as olcra.

OChrocarpoUS (ok-ro-kar'pus), a. [< Gt. axpbg,

pale-yellow, + KapK6(, fruit.] In hot., having
yellowish fruit.

An ochrocarp[i]ous form occurs commonly in Sweden.
Tuekemmn, N. A. Lichens, p. 253.

Ochrocarpus (ok-ro-kar'pus), n. [NL. (Du
Petit-Thouars, 1806), < Gr. i>xp6c, pale-yeUow,
+ KapTzbQ, fruit.] A genus of trees of the poly-

petalous order Guttiferce, classed with the tribe

Garciniem, known by the two valvate sepals,

united until flowering. There are about 8 species,

natives of tropical Asia and of Afiica and the Mascarene
Islands, with opposite or whorled leaves, many stamens,
and the flowers in axillary cymes, followed by berries.

See napkaisar.

ochroid (6'kroid), a. [< Gr. axpoetS^c, pale, pal-

lid, also like ocher, < o>xpk, pale, pale-yellow,

/jXP", ocher, -t- elSos, form.] Resembling ocher
in color Ochroid form of mycetoma, that form in
which there are discharged from the sinuses whitish-yel-
low bodies of the size of millet-seed : distinguished from
the dark or melanoid form. Also called pale form of
mycetoma.

oclvity

ochroleucous (ok-ro-Wkus), a. [< Gr. i>xpbg,

pale, pale-yellow, + TievKbg, white : see leucite.']

In zool. and bot., yellowish-white, or of a color

between yellow and white.

ochrolite (ok'ro-lit), n. [< Gr. i>xp6s, pale-yel-

low, + /liflof, stone.] An antimoniate of lead
occurring in tabular orthorhombic crystals,

having a sulphur-yellow color and adamantine
luster, found at Pajsberg in Sweden.
Ochroma (ok-ro'ma), n. [NL. (Swartz, 1788),

so named from the color of the flowers; < Gr.

uxpaiia, paleness, < axpovv, make pale, < i>>xpk,

pale, pale-yellow : see ocher.'] A genus of trees

of the polypetalous order Malvacem, the tribe

Bombacem, and the subtribe MaUsiece, marked
by the fact that the anthers cover the nearly
unbroken column of stamens. There is but one
species, 0. Lagopus, from tropical America, with angled
leaves, and large flowers at the ends of the' branches, fol-

lowed by a long capsule densely woolly within. See inZnt,

1, corkwood, trUk-cotton (under cottonl), downrtree, hare's-

foot, 2, Lagopus, 2.

ochropyra (ok-ro-pi'ra), n. [< Gr. i>xpAs, pale-
yellow, + Kvp, fever : see fire.'] Yellow fever,

ochrous, a. See ocherous.

ochry, a. See ochery.

Ochsenheimeria (ok"Ben-hi-me'ri-a), n. [NL.
(Hubner, 1816), named after F. 6'chsenhemm;
a German entomologist (1767-1822).] The typi-

cal genus of the family OchsenheimeriidcB, hav-
ing the head and palpi -with long thick hairs,

antennsB short, eyes very smalL and fore wings
long and of uniform width. There are 8 spe-
cies, all European; their larvse live in the stems
of grasses.

Ochsenheimeriidse (ok-sen-hi-me-n'i-de), n.pl.

[NL., < Ochsenheimeria + -td<E.]' A family of
tineid moths, represented by the genus Ochsen-

heimeria. Also Oohsenheimeridce. Seinemann,
1870.

Ochthodromus (ok-thod'ro-mus), n. [NL., <

Gr. bxBog, a hUl, bank, + -ipo/wg, < Spa/ieiv, inf.

aor. of rpix^iv, run.] A genus of ringed plovers
of the famiUy CharadrUdm, characterized by the
great size of the bUl. O. vnlsmius is Wilson's plover,

. which abounds on the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the
United States as far north as .Virginia.

ochymyt, »• See oecamy.
Ocimoidese (os-i-moi'de-e), n. pi. [NL. (Ben-
tham, 1832), < Ocimum'+ -oidece.] A tribe of
dicotyledonous plants of the order Labiatw, the
mint family, distinguished by its four-parted
ovary, four perfect declined stamens, and one-
celled anthers. It includes 22 genera, mainly
tropical, of which Ocimum is the type and La-
vandula (lavender) the best-known.
Ocimum (os'i-mum). n. [NL. (Toumefort,
1700), < L. ocimum, <, Gr. liia/wv, an aromatic
plant, basil.] A genus of labiate herbs and
shrubs, type of the tribe Ommoidem, known by
the short corolla-tube and the deflexed fruiting

The Upper Part of Ocimutn Basilicum, with flowers.
a, the calyx ; b, a flower ; c, the upper part of the style with two

stigmas.

calyx,vrith the ovate posteriortooth largest and
decurrent. There are about 45 species, widely dis-
persed over warmer regions, especially Africa and Brazil.
They bear simple or branched terminal racemes of small
flowers, usually whitish and six in a whorl, with projecting

Eistil and stamens. 0. viride is called fever-^nt in Sierra
eone, where a decoction of it is used as an antiperiodic.

The species in general are called dosiZ (which see). Also
spelled Ocymmm.

ocivityt (o-siv'i-.ti), n. [Irreg. < F. oisiveU, inoc-
cupation,' idleness, < oisif, unoccupied, idle, the
same, with diff. term, -if, as oiseun, < L. otiosus,
at ease, < otium, ease: see otiose.] Inaction;
sloth. [Rare.]



odvity

Ocrea of /\»/r-
ijtcar-

We owe nnto oaiselres the eschewing and iToiding of
idleoeaB and ocwiiy.

Bp. Hooper, Confession of J. BoopCT's Faith, S a.

OCkamf, n. An obsolete form of oal-um. Cot-
grare.

ockerif, ». See olerK
ocker^, n. An obsolete form of ocher.
Ockhajmsm, » Same as Oeeamism.
ockster, n. See oxter.

o'clock (o-Uok'). See elock^.

Ocotea (o-ko'te-a), n. [XL. (Aublet, 1775),
from a natlTe name in GSuiana.] A large genns
of trees of the apetalons order Laurinecs and the
tribe Perseacea, known by the four-celled an-
tbers eontraeted at the base, one pair of cells
above the other. There are aboat 150 spedes, mosUy
of tropical America, with a few in the Canaiy and Masca-
lene Idands and Sonth Abica. They bear alternate or
scattered rigid feath»-Teined leaves, small panided flow-
en, and globose or oblong berries crowning the thickened
and bardoied caljx-tnbe. O. fixleiu is the til-ta«e of the
evergreen forests of Madeira and the Canaries. O. buUata
is thesHntwood of Satal,aflnetimber-tree, thewoodbeing
extremely strong and diuable. O, eupularix is called Ide-
itf'Franee eUuiaaum. O. Leueoaxfion, til tropical South
America and the West Indies, is in the latter called tcAite-

vood and Bio Grande gweetwood or IdbUHy-ODeetAOOod. O.
opifera in northern Sooth America aff<0d8 an oleoresin,
(ailed aagnfm*- or lauTdroa, obtained by boring into the
trunk.

ocrea(ok'if.5),«.;pl.ocre<r(-e). jXi., a greave.]
1. In hot., a sheathing stipnle, or a pair of
stipnles unitedintoa sheath around
the stem, like a legging or the 1^
of a boot; also sometimes, in
mosses, the thin sheath aronnd the
seta, terminatingthe vaginnla.—2.
In zool. , a sheath ; an investingpart
like or likened to an ocrea of a
plant. Also, erroneously, ochrea.

Ocreats (ok-rf-a'te), >. pi. (~NT<.,

fem.pLof Ij.oere<ifu«.- seeocreate.] *^^
In Snndevall's classification of
birds, the fiist phalanx of the cohort CieMo-
tnorpJuB, embnuang seven families of Oscines
having boot«d tarsi, snch as the thrashes,
nightingales, European redstarts and red-
breasts, American bluebirds, the cha^^^p-
pers, etc. : so called from the fusion of ^^:ar-
sal envelop into a continuous boot, or ocrea.

ocreate (ok'rf-at), a. [< L. ocreatus, greaved, <

ocrea, a greave: see ocrea.'] 1. Wearing or fur-
nished with an ocrea, greave, or legging; boot-
ed.— 2. In hot., funiished with an ocrea or
sheath (throogh whichthe stem passes), formed
by a strpnle or by the union of two stipnles.

—

3. In oniith., booted ; having the tarsal envelop
continuous; having a holotheeal podotheca.
See boot and caligula.—4. In zool., sheathed
as if With stipules; having ocrese.

ocreated (ok'Tf-a-ted), a. Same as ocreate.

Oct. An abbreviation of October.

octa-. [L., etc., octa-, < Gr. oKror-, a form, in
comp., of oicru = £. etgtA t : see octo-.'] In words
of Greek origin, an initial element equivalent
to oeto-, meaning 'eight.'

octachord (ok'ta-kdrd), n. [< li. ocia<Aordos, <

Gi.bKTdxopaog, eight-stringed,< ojn-t>,=E. eight,+
XopS^, string, chord: see elwrd, eordX.] 1. A
musical instrument having eight strings.—2.
A diatonic series of eight tones. Compare tetra-

chord, Jtexacitord, etc.

Also octachord, octogenary.

OCtachronons (ok-tak'ro-nos), a. [< Gr. bura,

= E. eight, + xP^'^t time.] In anc. pros., hav-
ing a magnitude of eight primary orfundamen-
tal times; octasemic.

OCtacoIic (ok-ta-kol'ik), a. [< Gr. hicraxuiog, of
eight lines, < bira, =K eight, + kuXov, member,
colon: see eofoni.j In anc. pros., consisting of

eight cola or series : as, an oetaeoUe period,

octactilial (ok-tak'ti-nal), a. [< Gr. oitr<&,= E.
eight, + axric (oktcv-), ray.] Eight-rayed; oc-

tEunerous, as a polyp; speeifleally, of or per-

taining to the OetactinitB.

OctactilliaB (ok-tak-tin'i-e]>, n.pl. [NL., < Gr.

oKrii, = E. eight, + oKrii (oktiv-), ray. Cf. Ae-
tmieB.'i A division of coelenterates containing

those polyps which are octamerous. It corre-

sponds to Octocoralla, Asteroida ot Asteroidea,

and Aleyonaria.

OCtad (ok'tad), n. [< Gr. oicrac (bicrad-), the

number eight, < bura = E. eight: see etghfi-.] A
system or series of eight, (a) A series of eight snc-

cessiTe powers of ten, begiiming with a power whose ex-

ponenbiS-dlTisible liy-eight or with nni^. (b)A system of

eight conical points on a qnariic sniface situated at the

intersectiona 5 three qnamic snifaces.

octadic (ok-tad'ik), a. l< octad + -ic.] Pertain-

ing to an octad Octadic snrfiace, a qoartic sorCace

banng eight nodes forming an octad.
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octadractam, octodracbni (ok'ta-, ok'to-dram),
n. [< Gr. oKTodpaxjuK, weighing or Trorth eight
drachmas, < burit,= E. eight,+ Spax/i'i, drachma

:

see drachm, drachma.'] In the coinage of some
ancient Greek systems, as those of the Ptole-
mies and Seleucids, a piece of the value of eight
drachmae.
A fine gold oetodraclm of Ptolemy IT., the owner of the

rase, stmck in Cyima.
TheAcademy, Jane 15, 188% p. 418.

OCtaechos (ok-ta-e'kos), n. [>rL., < LGr. 6/crd-

TixoQ (sc. 3i3/joc)j& book (see def.) so called from
the eight tones, < Gr. 6«tu, = E. eight, + vxo^y
echo, tone (in music): see echo.] In the Gr.
Ch., an ofiSce-book containing the ferial stiehera
and troparia from the vespers of the Satnrday
till the end of the liturgy on Sunday. {J. M.
^eale.) Hie octaechos properly so called is sometimes
known as the IjUtle Oeta^Aos, and the paracletice as the
OreatOelaSeluit. Seepatacletiee. Aiso oeloedwi,oeloeelaa.

octaedral (ok-ta-e'dral), a. Same as octahedral.
octaedlite (ok-l^-e'dlit), n. Same as oetahe-
drite.

octaedron (ok-ta-e'dron), n. Same as octahe-
dron.

OCtaeteris (ok'ta-e-te'ris), n. [< LL. octaeteris,

< Gr. buraenipic, a space of eight years, < onrc^nK,
of eight years, < burii, = E. eight, + erof, a year.]
Intheanc. Gr.eafei»<iar,ai>eriodorcycleo£eight
years, daring which three intercalarymonths of
30 days were inserted after the sixth month in
the third, fifth, and ei^th years, to bring the
year of twelve lunar montlis alternately of 30
and 29 days into accord with the solar year. The
average number of days in the year was thns made np to
365|. In most states the intercalarymonlii tookthe name
of uie sixth month, which it followed, beangdistingnished
from this by the epithet second. The system was devised
by deostratns ot Tenedos, ahont 300 bl a
octagon (ok'ta-gon), «. [= F. octogone = Sp.
octdgono = Pg. octogono= It. ottagono,< Gr. bara-

yavoc, eight-cornered (as a noun, an eight-cor-
nered building), < bm-o, = E. eight, + yuvia, a
comer, an angle.] 1. In t^eoni., a figure of eight
angles and eight sides. When the sides and
angles are equal, it is a regular octagon.—2. In
fort., a work with eight bswrtions Octagon loop,
themeshof pillow-lace,asthegroimdof Brasselslace: the
t^m is a misnomer, the mesh being really hexagonaL
octagonal (ok-tag'o-nal), a. [Formerly also oc-
togonal ; as octagon + ^.] Having eight angles
and eight sides.

OCtagonally (ok-tag'o-nal-i), adv. In octagonal
form.
octs^^ynons (ok-taj'i-nns), a. See octogynous.

OCteUedral (ok-ta-he'dral), a. [Also octaedral,
octahedral; < octahedron + -al.] Having eight
equal surfaces or faees_Octabeclral AmcUon.
SeepolyhedraL—Octahedral group. See grtn^^.

OCtahedrite (ok-ta-he'drit), n. [As octahedron
+ -ife2.] Titanium dioxid, crystallizing in the
tetragonal sjPBtem, the fundamental and com-
monly occurringform being an acute square oc-
tahedron (whence the name); anatase. It is also
fonnd in a variety of other related fcrms. The Inster is
jiifiiiiHinHTiA or metallic-adamantine, and the ctdor varies
from yellow to brown, indigo-blne, and black. Titaniom
dioxid also occurs in natore as_ the minerals mtne and
hrookite (which see). Also oetaedrite, oetoedrUe.

OCtabedron (ok-ta-he'dron), «. [Also octae-

dron, octahedron; = F. octaedre = ^. Pg. octa-

edro=It. ottaedro,<UL. octaedrosX Gr. burasipov,
neut. of bicraedpog, eight-sided, < oura, =z E. eight,

+ eipa, seat, base.] A solid boimded by eight
faces. The regolar octahedron is one of the five Platonic
regular bodies. Its faces are equilateral triangles meeting
at six sonmiits. In ciystallograpfay, the regular octahe-

Octattdrra.
.\. flower of tbe commoD
nie, Raita gra7>e6lens.

Same as oc-

Regnlar OctahedicD.

dron is distingnished from theanalogous eight-sided solids

in the tetragonal and orthorfaombic systems, which are
called respectively ajuore and ThonMe oetahedrora.—
Tnmcated octahedron, a tessarescaedecahedron formed
by cutting off the comers of the regular octahedron paral-
lA to the faces of the coaxial cube tar enough to leave
them regularhexagons, while adding six square faces. It
is one of the thirteen Archimedean sidids.

octamerous (ok-tam'e-rns), a. [< Gr. mcra/up^,
having eight parts, Cbicra, = E. eight, + /iipog,

part.] In zool. and hot, having the parts iu
series of eight. Often written S-merous. Also
octamerous.

octarchy

OCtameter(ok-tam'e-t*r), a.andii. [<LL.octo-
metrum, < Gr. bKra/ierpov, a verse of eight feet,
neut. of oKraiuTpoc (> li". octameter), of eight
measures or feet, < onrii, = E. eight, + furpoi;
measure, meter: see meter-.] L a. In pros.,
consisting of eight measures (monopodies or
dipodies).

H. n. In pros., a verse or period consisting
of eight measures. This word is little used, except
in the sense of 'octapody ' by some writers on modem ver-
sification who confoond measure with/oot.

OCtan (ok'tan), a. [< L. octo, = E. eigh t,+ -an.]
Occurring every eighth day Octan fever. See
/encri.

OCtander (ok-tan'der), n. [See octandrous.] In
hot., a flower with eight stamens.
Octandria (ok-tan'dri-a), n.pl, [Nil.: see octan-
drous.] The eighth class in
theliinneansystemofplants,
comprehending those plants
which have hermaphrodite
flowers with eight stamens.
OCtandrian (ok-tan'dri-an),
a. [i. Octandria + -an.] Sav-
ingthe characters ofthe class
Octandria; having eight dis-

tinct stamens.
octandrlons (ok-tan'dri-us), a
tandrous.

OCtandrops (ok-tan'drus), a. [< Gr. oicru, = E.
eight, + av^p {av6p-), a male (in mod. bot. a sta-

men).] Having eight stamens.
octangle (ok'tang-gl), n. and a. [= It. ottangolo,

< Uj. octanguhts, eight-cornered, eight-angled,
< li. oeto, = E. eight, + angulus, comer, angle

:

see angU?.] L ». A plane figure witii eight
angles, and therefore wfth ei^t sides; an oc-
tagon.

II. a. Octangular. [Bare.]

A silver temple of an oebmgle figure.
Chapman, Masque of the Middle Temple.

octangular (ok-tang'gn-lar), a. [= Sp. octan-
gular= It. ottangolare, otiangulare, < LL. octan-
gulus, eight-cornered, eight-angled: see octan-
gle.] Having eight angles.

The interior [of Clitheroe Church] consists of a spacious
nave, side-aisles, and chance^ with lofty octangtdar col-

nirm^ and galleries home by iron pillars immediately be-
hind, but detached. Baines, Hist Lancashire, II. 18.

OCtangnlamess (ok-tang'gu-lar-nes), «. The
property of being octangular, or of having
eight angles.

Octans Hadleianns (ok'tanz had-le-ya'nus).
[NL.: see octant.] In astron., a constellation
of Lacaille, situated at the south pole, which it

indicates.

octant (ok'tant), n. [= F. octant = Sp. octante
= Pg. oitail'te = It. ottante, < L. ocian{t-)s, a
half-quadrant, < octo = E. eight : see eighth. Cf

.

quadrant.] 1. The eighth part of a circle.

—

2. In astron., that position or aspect of two
heavenly bodies, especially a planet and the
sun, when half-way between conjunction or op-
position and qua^tature, or distant from one
another by the eighti part of a circle, or 45°.
The moon is said to be in her octants when she is half-way
between new or full moon and one of her quarters. The
octants of the moon are especially important, because the
third inequality or variation, whidi comes to its maTiTnnm
in those positions, is considerable. Also oelile.

3. An instrument used by seamen for measur-
ing angles, resembling a sextant or quadrant
in principle, but having an arc the eighth part
of a circle, or 45°. By double reflection it can
measure an are of 90°. See sextant. Hadley's
quadrant is really an octant.

OCtaphonic (ok-ta-fon'ik), a. [< Gr. bura, = E.
eight, + fav^, voice : seepftonic.] In music, not-
ing a composition for eight voice-parts.

Octapla (ok'ta-pla), n. [< LGr. bKrairM, Ori-

gen's Hexapla with additions (see def.)^ neut.
pL of bm-aTrUoc, buraTrXovg, eightfold, < o«crw, =
E. eight, + -s-Aoof, -fold: see -fold. Ct. Hex-
apla.] A polyglot book (especially a Bible) in

eight parallel columns. The name is especially

given to Oiigen's Hexapla with the addition of
a fifth and a sixth version.

OCtapodlc (ok-t*-pod'ik), a. [< octapod-y + -(<•.]

In pros. , consisting of or containing eight feet

;

being or constituting an octapody.

octapody (ok-tap'o-<£), «. [< Gr. as if *bicTa-o-

dia, < bicrawovg (--o5-), eight feet long, < bicra, =
E. eight, + irovg (irorf-) = E. foot.] In pros., a
meter, period, or verse consisting of ei^t feet.

An octapody exceeds the limits of a colon, and
is generally written as two lines. See heptap-

ody.

octarchy (ok'tar-ki), n. [< Gr. buri), = E. eight,

+ -apx"^t ^ ^PX""! rtile.] Gk)vemment by eight



octarchy

persons, or a region inhabited by eight affiliated
communities each having its own chief or gov-
ernment.
The Danes commenced their ravages and partial con-

quests of England before the Anglo-Saxon Octarchy could
be fused into the English kingdom.

Sir E. Creasy, Bng. Const., p. 33.

octaroon (ok-ta-rou'), n. Same as octoroon.
octasemic (ok-ta-se'mik), a. [< LL. octasemus,
< Gr. oKTdiyjifws, of eight times, < o/crii,= E. eight,
+ ariiulov, mark, sign, token.] In mw. pros.,
containing or amounting to eight semeia (morse)
or units of time ; having a magnitude of eight
normal shorts : as, the orthius has an octasemic
thesis ; the doehmius and greater spondee are
octasemic feet.

OCtasticll_(ok'ta-stik), n. [< Gr. oKT&ari.xai',

neut. of bKT&anxog, having eight lines, < 'okt&,

= E. eight, + urixoc, a line, verse.] A strophe,
stanza, or poem consisting of eight verses or
lines.

They found out their sentence as it is metrifled in this
octaMc. Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, iii. 17. (Davies.)

OCtastichon (ok-tas'ti-kon), ». [< Gr. oKT&an-
Xov, an octastich : see octasiich.'] An oetastich.

In 1470 Guil. Fichet, in an oclastichon inserted in the
Paris edition of 1470 of the Letters of Gasparinas of Ber-
gamo, exhorts Paris to take up the almost divine art of
writing (printing), which Germany is acquainted with.

Eneyc. Brit., XXTII. 687.

OCtastrophic (ok-ta-strof'ik), a. [< Gr. oKrii,

= E. eight, + aTpo(j)^', strophe : see strophic.'] In
pros. , consisting of or containing eight strophes
or stanzas: as, an octastrophic poem.

octastyle (ok'ta-stil), a. [Also octostyle; < L.
octastylos, < Gr. oKraaTv^^, having eight col-
umns, < o/crti, = E. tight, + otvTmq, a column:
see style^.'] In arch., having, or characterized

Octastyle Portico of the Pantheon, Rome.

by the presence of, eight columns, as a portico
or a building having eight columns in front.

There is no octastyle hall at Persepolis, and only one
decastyle. J. Fergumm, Hist. Arch., 1. 199.

Octateuch (ok'ta-tflk), ». [< LGr. oKrdTEvxog

(se. pi^?Mg), a volume containing the first eight
books of the Old Testament, < okt^, = E. eight,

+ Tevxoc;, a book. Of. Heptateuch, Mexateuch,
Pentateuch.'] A collection of eight books ; spe-
cifically, the first eight books of the Old Testa-
ment considered as forming one volume or se-

ries of books. Also Octoteuch.

Not unlike unto that [style] of Theodoret in his ques-
tions upon the octoteuch.

Hanmer, View of Antiq. (1677), p. 37.

When the term Heptateuch was used the book of Ruth
was considered as included in Judges, but when it was
treated as a separate book the collection was known as the
Octoteucli. The Academy, Oct. 12, 1889, p. 238.

octaval (ok'ta-val), a. [< octave + -al.'] Of or
pertaining to an octave or series of eight ; num-
bered or proceeding by eights.

No doubt, an octaval system of numeration, with its

possible subdivision 8, 4, 2, 1, would have been originally

better ; but there is no sufficient reason for a change now.
Science, IV. 415.

octavarium (ok-ta-va'ri-um), n.; pi. octavaria

(-a). [ML., < octava, octave: see octave,'] In
tlie Bom. Cath. Ch., a modem office-book con-
taining lections, etc., for use within the octaves
of festivals.

octave (ok'tav), n. and a. [< F. octave = Sp.

octava = Pg. oitava = It. ottava, < L. octava (sc.

hora, hour, or pars, part), the eighth hour of

the day, the eighth part, ML., in music, the

octave, fem. of octavus, eighth, < octo = E. eight :

Bee eighth. Ct. outas.] I, n. 1. (o) The eighth

day from a festival, the feast-day itself being
counted as the first: as, Low Sunday is the oc-

tave of Easter. The octave necessarily falls on
the same day of the week as the feast from
which it is counted.

4078
The octave of the consecration-day had barely passed,

and there was already a King to be buried.
E. A. Freeman, Norm. Conq., III. 17.

(6) The prolongation of a festival till the eighth
day inclusive ; a period consisting of a feast-
day and the seven days following: as, St. John
the Evangelist's day (December 27th) is within
the octave of Christmas. See outas.

Herevpon therefore he caused a parlement to be sum-
moned at Westminster, there to be holden in the octaves
of the Epiphanie. Hdinshed, Hen. III., an. 1220.

To touch the earth with our foot within the octaves of
Easter, or to taste flesh upon days of abstinence, . . . have
no consideration if they be laid in balance against the
crimes of adultery or blasphemy.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 63.

2. In music : (o) A ton e on the eighth diatonic
degree above or below a given tone ; the next
higher or lower replicate of a given tone. (6)
The interval between any tone and a tone on
the eighth degree above or below it. (c) The
harmonic combination of two tones at the in-
terval thus described, (d) In a scale, the eighth
tone from the bottom, or, more exactly, the
tone with which the repetition of the scale be-
gins; the upper key-note or tonic; the eighth:
solmizated do, like the lower key-note. The typi-
cal interval of an octave is that between any tone and its

next replicate, which is acoustically represented by the
ratio 1 : 2— that is, in number of vibrations—and is equal
to six diatonic whole steps or to twelve semitones. Such
an octave is called perfect or major; an octave one half-
step shorter is called diminished or minor; an octave one
half-step longer is called augmetOed. The perfect octave
is the most complete consonance after the unison. In-
deed, its completeness is often regarded as belonging to a
different category from that of the other perfect conso-
nances, except the unison, since itamounts rather to arepe-
tition or reinforcement of the original tone at a higher or
lower pitch than to a combination of a new or different
tone with it : hence the term replicate. In harmony the
parallel motion of two voice-parts in perfect octaves is

forbidden, except where the mere reinforcement of one
voice by another is desired : such octaves are called cori'

secutive octaves. See consecuMve inJtervais, under c&nsecuiive.

(e) In a standard system of tones selected for
artistic use, a division or section or group of
tones an octave long, the limits of which are
fixed by reference to a given or assumed stan-
dard tone whose exact pitch may be defined.
The tone usually assumed as a starting-point is middle C
(written on the first leger line below in the treble clef, and
on the first above in the bass clef). The octave beginning
on the next G below is called the tenor or small octave; that
beginning on the second C below is called the bass or ffreat
octave ; that beginning on the third C below is called the
contrabass octave ; while that beginning on middle C itself

is called the alto, once-marked, or once-accented octave;
that beginning on the next C above is called the treble,

timce-raarked, or twice-accented octave, etc. See the accom-
panying table

:

octile

forte and organ music, a passage of octaves the two tones
of which are played successively instead of together : as.

^=0=^
for P^i

^
mfm

=pq=^ w::^
1=t

F G A B c d e f g a b

Contrabass
octave.

Bass or great
octave.

Tenor or small
octave.

rt££.

r once-marked
octave.

Treble or twice-marked
octave.

The acceptance of the octave as the best unit for thus di-

viding the series of recognized tones into sections of equal
length and value has not been uniform. Ancient Greek
music seems to have first used the tetrachord as such a
unit; while medievEd music employed the hexachord in
the same way. The subdivision of the octave portions
themselves has also varied greatly in different systems of
music. See scaZe. (/) In organ-building, a stop
whose pipes give tones an octave above the nor-
mal pitch of the digitals used ; specifically, such
a stop of the diapason variety. Also known as
the principal. Also called octave-flutCj octave-
stop.— 3, Any interval resembling the musical
octave in having the vibration-ratio of 1 : 2,

If . . . the solar spectrum be considered in its whole
extent, we find in the ultra-red alone, according to Miiller,

more than two octaves, to which must be added more than
another octave from A to the line E, in the ultra-violet.

The whole length of the solar spectrum thus embraces
consequently about four octaves.

Lonmrnd, Light (trans.), p. 281.

Specifically, in versificaiion : (a) A stanza of eight lines

;

especially, the ottava rima (which see).

With moneful melodie it continued this octaue.
• Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

(&) The first two quatrains or eight lines in a sonnet. See
sormet.

It requires no doubt considerable ingenuity to construct
a satisfactory sonnet running upon two rhymes in the oc-

tave and two in the sestet. MheTiCEum^ No. 3141, p. 12.

4. A small cask of wine containing the eighth
part of a pipe—At the octave, all' ottava, 8va, in
rmisicfU notation. Seeoftova.—BrokeilOCtaveB,mj}to7U)-

Covered or hidden octaves, in tmtxiCy the consecutive
octaves that are suggested when two voices proceed in
similar (not parallel) motion to a perfect octave. Hidden
octaves are forbidden in strict counterpoint, and discoun-
tenanced in simple harmony, particularly if both voices
skip. Compare hidden Jifths, under X^(A.— Rule of the
octave, in the musical theory of the seventeenth and eigh-
teenth centuries, an arbitrary and imperfect scheme of
the harmonies proper to the successive tones of the scale.

The modern theory that every tone of the scale may be
made the basis of a triad has completely displaced this

rule.—Short octave, in early organ-buUding, the lowest
octave of the keyboard when made to consist of only three •

or four of the digitals most used in the music of the day,
instead of the full number. The digitals were set close
together, as if belonging to the regular series. This cur-
tailment was simply to avoid the expense of large pipes.

II, a. Consisting of eight; specifically, con-
sisting of eight lines.

Boccace . . , particularly is said to have invented the
octave rhyme, or stanza of eight lines.

Dryden, Pref. to Fables.

The remainder [is] partly in prose and partly in octave
stanzas. Ticknor, Span. Lit., I. 40.

Octave coupler. See coupler.— Octave scale, a scale
an octave long, or a scale consisting of eight tones. See
model , 7.— Octave system, in mtmc, a system of dividing
all possible tones into octave portions. See octave, 2 (e).

octave (ok'tav), v. i. [< octave, w.] 1. To play
in octaves.— 2. Jn pianoforte- and Jiarpsichord-

maJcing, to reinforce the tone of a digital by
adding a string tuned an octave above the usu-
al tone of the digital.

Imitation of the harpsichord by "octaving" was at this
time [about 1772] an object with piano makers.

JEncyc. BrU., XIX. 74.

octave-flute (ok'tav-flot), n. 1. A piccolo.

—

2, In orgaTi-building, same as octave^ 2 (/).
octave-stop (ok'tav-stop), n. Same as octave,

2(f).
Octaviail (ok-ta'vi-an), a. [< L. Octaviamis, <

Octavius, the name of a Roman gens {gens Oc-
tavia),< octavus, eighth: see octave.] Of or per-
taining to the Roman gens of the Octavii, or
any member of it.- Octavlan Library, a public U-
brary at Kome, the first library open to the public, founded
by the emperor Augustus in honor of his sister Octavia,
and housed in the Portico of Octavia. It perished in the
fire which raged at Borne for three days in the reign of
Titus, A. D. 79-81.

octavo (ok-ta'v6), a. and re. [Prop, (as an adj.)

«» octavo (as in F. Sp.), being a NL. phrase:
L. in, in; octavo, abl. of octavus, eighth: see
octave. Cf . duodecimo, folio, quarto, etc.] I.
a. Having eight leaves to a sheet; formed of
sheets of paper so folded as to make eight
leaves to the sheet: as, an octavo volume.

II. n. A book or pamphlet every section or
gathering of which contains eight leaves, each
leaf supposed to be one eighth of the sheet
printed: usually written Svo. When the name of
the paper of which the book is made is not specified, an
octavo is understood as a medium octavo, 6 x 9i inches.
Smaller octavos are— post 8vo, 6J x 8J inches; demySvo,
6i X 8 inches ; crown 8vo, 5 x 7i inches ; cap 8vo, H x
7 inches. Larger octavos are— royal 8vo,6i x 10 inches;
superroyal 8vo, 7 x 11 inches ; imperial Bvo, 8J x UJ
inches. These are regular octavo folds of established sizes
of paper in the United States. Publishers and booksellers
describe as octavos only those books or leaves that are
larger than 5J x 8 and smaller than 7J x Hi inches, irre-
spective of the number of leaves in a section, which may
be twelve or sixteen on thin paper and four or six on thick
paper. Larger sizes are described as 4to, smaller sizes as
12mo or 16mo. Bibliographers, as a rule, limit the use of
the word octavo to books having sections of eight leaves
or sixteen pages.

Folios, quartos, octavos, and duodecimos! ungrateful
varlets that you are, who have so long taken up my house
without paying for your lodging ! Pope, Account of CurlL

octavo-post (ok-ta'v6-p6st), n. Post-paper twice
out and folded : the size of common note-paper.
octennial (ok-ten'i-al), a. [< LL. octennis, eight
years old, < L. octo','=z B. eight, + arenas, year:
see annual.] 1 . Happening every eighth year

;

relating to something that happens every eighth
year.— 2. Lasting eight years; relatingto some-
thing that lasts eight years.
The Bill (for shortening the duration of Parliament] was,

it is true, changed from a septennial to an octennial one.
Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent, xvi.

octennially (ok-ten'i-al-i), adv. Once in eight
years.

octet, octette (ok-tef ), ». [< L. octo, = E. eight,

+ -etj as in ditet, etc.] In music, a, composition
for eight voices or instruments, or a company
of eight singers or players. Sometimes, but not
usually, equivalent to a double quartet. Also
ottetto, octuor, octtphonium.

octile (ok'til), re. [< L. octo, = E. eight, + -ile.]

In astron., same as octant, 2.
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wrtilHfl ((-t-ii" 'yoa), II. [<I. «r«>. =Ka9i£, er l«»«d,< 4cr», = K«»jft4 + fcr^Vs^ fr^^T. ortolocnlaT rs^^-Ici'^-IS^ [< L. oete, =
+ {myiBmm. nillMa. C± U2»m. TjilBtm, pimi ^ffti eeedac^.] HaTiugeigJit iisi's. [Ei^e.; ±- . -',:, — ;.--, :w. -:—'

;: , --i.?, a fdsce: see
nD*M. etc.] 1. la &eu Britaia, -Lbr xbbImt —

i ItmHtm iiiiiili l ' "h ji iiic f>r f"r '<' ---'-'•-Z It J-:-?.. haTizii ci^i; e^25, i^ eenjia
jgofcjf^ei trF mmJiMg « nallkia to the q^A aatkdai^^-'BrSBrB.'

~

capeales.
pwmw.—2. iBFrew^aBdrvXedStatesKiee, JVbc. x»a. at i™&«.i^ ». -=a. octometal ok-T- in e-^ . «. [< XL. *oc(«mm>-
oae thovsazidTmrH >: the wdmA ponrer. aetodeeiKO '<;-'£'-'; :-i^~ i~no L c. and . [Piwi. ralU. < Gr. i/i-u. = £L -fti^A r. -r mtpa^, port. <X

IM lifihllillll II 11 tii'iiii iiiii_ pCL. < te. (XL.) ia •x'T'-ii'^.TC ».- I_ iBjii:: «(*»dotM»" . al3- erto»?r'W.] Ei^ii-jArTi^i: IsTz^jpirrsinstts
icT..= E. fwir. -T vi^B-^ iwiee.] Saine si ::<'. of m.iDdoL

i

n 'm. eiriT.rei'LL. < c<(i^ elciT. — <fc- rf ei^ii: oietiHBatMis: ireeidcaZr. <tf or per-
orUlt'HiB :t'Ti-ren . a. [< It <<««.= Z. «#*!. (war. T-^-th: £.^ deeiB::;. Ct.«efcr"." Si~-? laiiLir^ -

: :ir Oc«»»er»*i.
— '^n.M. aa .asr.Z A --es^: with e^* ^iiiki ss (%ptiM»a«. At"'r5TisT*.i 1- •. Octomeralia i<A:^T:-:iieHa'B.§), m. pL [XL..
<rf ciiz^. oetodHBtate{ti-T:—i^-'T5T . *. [<L.«rie,= E. aeET. ft. ai *•<7-jfralif ; &e- w tot i !.] A snli-

oeto-. IF..e*e_»rt^><I_ -:>=fe.ics^.-ie nyit. -J- *?«S«lw. < sJ^i j-.:? = E. P-iPa.] HaT- cJlS? :: Segfiomeimm, e<Hlzasled ^rith letn-
coealmiBg f«?ii, it-esid^^ ac*-^ »:-f 'jic-.. = i.. iz.; rizi" tiee«i.

'
»,.-- ^i.j.

ni^f.j i^ele9BemtiBvivds<^LatiBar6^ccJk Ociod(ni(ok't»^<Bi),a. po^ < Gr. Bxru, = E. oetODteroOS (c^-tom'e-nis . a. Sszn^ s^ octea»-

:rU:^ orCnrasatiiB. «a»»W -ei^t.' r->:t,T. — adncCcdarr-) =E.tMdL] 1. The trp- eromt.

OCtO-bas£ ,<^i6-bas., a. ,ii^^ larj^^T iiw ii ri kal ir^ES of OciadMadk, foBBded In^ Beimett octooal c^k T:>-r^' . a. l
:

'L. ^-rioKi. ^l^- eaA
iBStruaeat c£ the Tioi fasdlr. isfeHted liy J. ia ISrl. L ? : - Tiiir? >T-riri: speoes < f s-:- -:t ([<«*>= E. ei^T . + -jT."

B^TnOaai^. rikri ilnn inwiji. iiMi* mMin i Aneneaa r^:oT::iT:s —ItI -':-- snpecfieial a^eet ecanj'iitizig or rrticafc^ hy eights: oetonarv.

I F i t «paacef trfctKli^ ft' i ' »Bii*efeg«fAe _o -;,- 4 ^r-.^^^^; -• -v ^ —-«- azi 0«0- J^[*rM^ Eta*. <* Mecfcmks. x. SBT.

„rrr - .- .,^j r, -jTr /i,4,4_. _ TT ^""l-—3. la calML, a ^r:;5 of caJM^fexoBS octOBiare (otto.aai'X a. [< L. oetomanrng: s<*

«mS^- ^^^^LT'- P-OM^^irn^ i=~-n^ «*w«iy*WL] gaaie as ocroMDwg. CBare.]

Mn^unaana=ii.t>. JJaa. :Mr. (xwaer^i^d:. ^ ^i,** j. -> . . .--^ tt i~,ji - t * iim i rwr rwif TTT t~

li^litfc mnallMif lilii ji 11 Iw (^ianiwf, ail" Y HsTtss ^i^7 T.e^th Tisii^. f-:-:iTSTird^TSsl'C'Te nMrmannsi (nfc-Awnm'iri-iisY, _: pi. - •^. t oWi" -i ,

izii l^eliT OB esrji siie : oi cr T-?r:.»-^-'.g to (L.: se* orSMMrJF.] la X«L fvoii, & Tsse

OetodaBtidae(ak4»-doa'ti-de).a.>L pvl-.C'V- *»»gag»iaafe^«fertheBi^«te^w»(«.
Usdaa (« •fT«S«i*-) + -ide.] Afaad^^tj-sin- ^bs^occzt.

s^S.T.f^. .I1.3K. I HM raiiii i gugrfirid^jii BeiemSm, aamed irc'i^ ocJBaaiy vk " :-ri-Ti . «. aad a. [;<L.9rfnM-

2. Air :t f^do-lma^iB -rTober; knee-gnod «*p g«"s <»*»**«, nE&^i^B^^SB«Mi^gi. nm, r :-ii5:±ii rfei^ii : as a r :3zi (se. lemsX
KiHnni nnii i-nmiBiii n lu- iiitcs. seniiiii i

a vigri^ rc cis::.! it-rT : < eetom". tig^t eadi, < •(<»
^ £. <^bi; ;^^ orterc] I. a. C^msistiag of

e^it; eompuUag by eights: oetaraL
ne iiiiilianiJ ^aaa. fiiiiit iil fca Oe aBaiber a^t,

will II <iMil* ii i lj p ill mil Hill umlitif- irlirl T lirrifTrJ

^^.^^.^f^^^'^^JSJS^ ^^S^^^cl^f"
(A-to-e'fa^ -^^V. a. ^ ..,^,;;.„,j;^j.- s^-

..^l.g..:^^:.^di«ai.g^^oeia.l .SS^^ok^;^^-S^. s. >.****. ..TTt .„^^'H^f'"^ i-^?^^
"^

o^^JS^if^JS^EiS?^?^'.,*..^^.*^*^^^^^^^
eightead.,+«-fi«,e;^] Ha.iag eight eyes.

'^*???^^-|y^^-^^^ >"^]Sr^ i^^'-" I=.5rf^'-.afeaiehaTM€i^lobesor

-.aBa.+ - ,;i<:r.-^=K«»1*.^«iS^a9^ leedasii- Halt :f ea^^^ihe rix^ SM.
jwa—

.

nj«»-iaH-PB. lai. i.

t^^. A ^iid of 7hirty-e^ &«s. Tie ^l^^i^^^^rr^f^^l^^,^!^ octoped, octopede -t T,>-T^l -ped), a. [O.
(seeJnShiaMbia^^zid^ Jf<*». artaea^y (fl*^«<«-«V>- piE.»^9^9t.< -^_ .. ^^^^ ei|i:-i .^.e-^: <U «ia, =11

aft!.^.ki-d«*;:Bd. ^[r^f£.2S^,<±:^r^*L^.2?t r; ^ }«(?«*-)= ^-'^- J ^«i^*^»ted
7' ar amriacT^ j iJi^ &e7 or £aet '

~<'fe4a.ii),B.: pL«(*»-
iOB»{s»«r»» (-.iizK r< I- ariB,= E. eiakt, -i- tern- -. . .-— -n»— >

t, co^etae c^f a hsaadnd: -^ «mSf- **S« ™es. L»«e.J ^^
Tl»eidi»£:irrin!daaaai^«r>^T^(^aB ^jfJ^S^^Sl^^l'^^^^. OCfawrtlloWT (afcro^efjkIbbX •- PGr.icr^,.°s— a>ileta»ii«ai^H>i>««.a^iate3Be. =£ e^4 4- snaMv, afcaf ^eial).] bfari^

hnliiL I ijil jii 111

;^L*>nfei£BBarEHe,i33. wlnafcHniwi ((^^j^-tha^'TTTis . a. [< Gc
•am^=K. ci^t,-f iaOiT V. eye.] H&vtij^e^ht
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Octopodidse

arms little connected by membranes ; the mantle Is united
to the head by a broad dorsal commissure, and has no
complex connection with the siphon.

octopodous (ok-top'o-dus), a. [< octopod +
ows.'} Same as octopod.

Octopus (ok-to'pus), n. [NL., < Gr. bia-67rovc,

eight-footed: see octopod.^ 1. The typical ge-
nus of Octopodidce and Octopoda.— 2. [I. c; pi.

octopi (-pi).] A species or an individual of the

Octopus bairdi.

f^vs\& Octopus ; an octopod; apoulpe; adevil-
sh. See also cut under cuttlefish.

A real oet^ptw, In a basket, with its hideous body in the
center, and its eight arms, covered with suckers, arranged
in the form of a star, is worth from a dollar to a dollar and
a half. Lady Braeeey, Voyage of Sunbeam, II. xix.

octoradial (ok-to-ra'di-al), a. [< L. octo, = E.
eiglit, + raditis, ray: see radial.} Same as octo-

radiate.

The llrst order, Disconectse, contains three families ; the
first of these, with a circular and regular octaradiai um-
brella, ... is called Biscalidse. Nature, XXXIX. 409.

octoradiate (ok-to-ra'di-at), a. [< L. octo, = B.
eight, + radius, ray: see radiate, a.] Having
eight rays.

octoradiated (ok-to-ra'di-a-ted), a. [< octora-
diate + -ed^.'i Same as octoradiate.

octoroon (ok-to-rBn'), TO. [Alsooctaroon; < L.
octo, = E. eiglit, + -Jroon, as in quadroon, guint-
roon, etc.] The offspring of a quadroon and a
white person ; a person having one eighth negro
blood.

octosepalous (ok-to-sep'a-lus), a. [< Gr. oktu,

= E. eight, + Nh.'sepalum, a sepal.] In hot.,

having eight sepals.

OCtOSpermOUS (ok-to-spfer'mus), a. [< Gr. 6/cra,

= E. eight, + OTrip/ia, seed.] Containing eight

octospore (ok't6-»p6r), n. [< Gr. 6/n-u, = E.
eight, + awdpoQ, seed.] A name employed by
Janczewski for one of the eight carpospores
produced by certain florideous algse of the
family Porphyracea. W. B. Carpenter, Micros.,

J 328.

OCtosporous (ok'to-spo-rus), a. [< octospore +
-ous.J In bot., eight-spored ; containing eight
spores, as the asci of many fungi and lichens.

See ascus.

OCtostichous (ok-tos'ti-kus), a. [< Gr. oktu, =
E. eight, + oHxog, line, row. Of. octastich.'] In
hot., eight-ranked: a term employed in phyl-
lotaxy to indicate those plants in which the
leaves are arranged on the stem in eight ver-

tical ranks, as in the holly and aconite, and the
radical leaves of Plantago. The leaves are separated
by three eighths of the circumference, the ninth leaf be-
ing over the first at the completion of the third turn of the
spiraL See phyllotaxis.

octostvle (ok'to-stil), a. See octastyle.

octosyllabic (ot'to-si-lab'ik), a. and n. [< oc-

tosyllab{le) + -ic.j I. a. Consisting of eight
syllables.

The grave dignity of Virgil's style, its continuous flow
and stately melody, are misrepresented in the octosyllabic

lines of "Marmion." Edinburgh Rev., CXLVII. 467.

n. n. In pros., a line consisting of eight syl-

lables.

A new liking for the Georgian heroics and octosyllaMcs

is queerly bleuded with our practice.

H. C. SUdman, The Century, XXIX. 608.

OCtosyllabical (ok*to-si-lab'i-kal), a. [< oeto-

ayllaoic + -aWJ Same as octosyllabic.

octosyllable (ok'to-sil-a-bl), a. and ». [< LL.
octosyllabus, < Gr. okraaiAhipoi, < Gr. oiai), = E.

eight, + avllapii, a syllable.] I. a. Consisting

of eight syllables.

In the octosyllable metre Chaucer has left several com-
positions.

Tyrwhitt, Language and Versification of Chancer, § 8.

II. ti. A word of eight syllables.

Octoteucll (ok'to-tiik), n. Same as Octateuch.

octroi (ok-trwo'j, n. [P., < octroyer, grant, <

ML. as if *auctoricare, authorize, < L. auctor,

an author, one who gives authority: see au-

thor."] 1. A concession, grant, or privilege,

particularly a commercial privilege, as an ex-

clusive right of trade, conceded by government
to a particular person or company.— 2. A tax

or duty levied at the gates of cities, particular-
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ly in France and certain other countries of the
European continent, on articles brought in.

—

3. The barrier or place where such duties are
levied and paid ; also, the service by which they
are collected.

When at the octroi . . . our driver gave out his desti-

nation, the whole arrangement produced the same effect

in my mind as if Saint Augustine had asked me to have a
glass of soda-water, or Saint Jerome to procure for him a
third-class ticket. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 66.

octuor (ok'tu-6r), n. Same as octet.

octuple (ok'tu-pl), a. [< L. octuplus (= Gr.
6icTair?Mvc;), eightfold, < octo, = E. eight, + -plus,

-fold: of. dJtpte, etc.] Eightfold.

octupiet (ok'tu-plet), n. [< L. octuplus, eight-
fold, + -ei.] In music, a group of eight notes
intended to take the place of six. Also otta-

mole.

octyl (ok'tU), n. [< L. octo, = E. eight, + -yl."] A
hypothetical alcohol radical (C8H17), the best-
known compound of which is octyl hydrid
(CgHig), one of the constituents of American
petroleum. Also called capryl.

octylamine (ok-tU-am'in), n. [< octyl + amine.']

A colorless, bitter, very caustic liquid (CgHiy
NH2), having an ammoniaeal, fishy odor, ob-
tained by heating alcoholic ammonia with oc-
tyl iodide. It is insoluble in water, precipi-

tates metallic salts, and dissolves silver chlorid.

octylene (ok'ti-len), ». [< octyl + -ene.] A
hydrocarbon (CgHig) obtained by heating oc-
tylic alcohol with sulphuric acid or fused zinc
chlorid. it is a very mobile oil, lighter than water, in
which it is insoluble, butvery soluble in alcohol and ether.
It boils without decomposition at 126°, and burns with a
very bright flame.

octylic (ok-til'ik), a. [< octyl + -ic] Of or
pertaining to octyl : as, octylic alcohol.

ocub, n. Same as oalc-web.

OCUba-wax (o-ku'ba-waks), n. [< S. Amer.
ocuba + E. jcaa;2.] "A concrete vegetable oil,

apparently that derived from the taUow-nut-
meg (see virola-tallow), though by some it has
been identified wiVi the becuiba- or bicuhiba-
wax obtained from the seeds of Myristica Bicu-
hyba in Brazil, there used in making candles.
See becuiba-nut.

ocular (ok'u-lar), a. and n. [= F. oculaire =
Sp. Pg. ocular = It. oculare, < LL. ocularis, also

L. ocularius, of or belonging to the eyes, < oculus

(= Gr. dial. dK.iaiM.og, S/cra/Uof), the eye, dim. of
*ocus = Gr. 6/cof, o/ocof, the eye (dual fictre, the
eyes), akin to AS. edge, etc., eye : see eye^.] I.

a. 1. Of or pertaining to the eye; ophthalmic;
optic : as, ocular movements ; the ocular (optic)

nerve.— 2. Depending on the eye; known by
the eye ; received by actual sight or seeing ; op-
tical; visual: as, ocular proof; ocular demon-
stration or evidence.

Be sure of it; give me the oeular proof,

Or thou hadst better have been born a dog.
Shak., Othello, iii. 3. 360.

Thomas was an ocular witness of Christ's death and
builal. South, Sermons, V. iv.

3. In entom., pertaining to the compound eyes

:

distinguished from ocellar Ocular cone. See com.
—Ocular cup, the cupped part of an ocular vesicle ; such
a vesicle when part of it is pushed in upon the rest to form
the hollow back of an eye.— Ocular lobe, in etUom., a pro-
jection of the side of the prothorax, more or less complete-
ly covering the eye when the head is retracted, found in
many beetles.—Ocular plate, of echinoderms, a perfo-

rated plate which supports the eye-spot, as in a sea-urchin.
— Ocular tentacle, the tentacle which in some moUusks
bears the eye.— Ociuar tubercle. Same as eye-eminence.

—Ocular vertigo, vertigo due to disorder of the organs
of vision, including the muscles, nerves, and nerve-centers
related immediately to vision.— Ocular vesicle, a hollow
prolongation from the cerebral vesicle which is to form
the greater part of an eye. See eye^.

II, n. In optics, the eyepiece of an optical

instrument, as of a telescope or microscope.
See eyepiece.

ocularly (ok'ii-lar-li), adv. In an ocular man-
ner ; by the use of the eyes ; by means of sight.

ocularyt (ok'u-la-ri), a. [< L. ocularius, of the
eye: see ocular.] Of or pertaining to the eye;
ocular: as, "oculary medicines," Holland.

oculate (ok'u-lat), a. [< L. oc«Za*««, having eyes,

< oculus, eye : see ocular.] 1 . Having eyes

;

provided with eyes.— 2. Having spots resem-
bling eyes; specifically, in hot., ooellate.

oculated (ok'u-larted), a. [< oculate + -ed^.]

Same as oculate.

oculauditory (ok-u-U'di-to-ri), a. [< L. oculus,

eye, + auditorivs, of hearing: see auditory.]

Representing an eye and an ear together ; hav-
ing an ocular and an auditory function, as some
of the marginal bodies or sense-organs of aca-

lephs or jelly-fishes. See oculieyst, Uthocyst.

OCuli, n. Plural of ocuUts.

Ocymum
OCuliferousJok-u-lif'e-rus), a. [< L. oculus, eye,
+ ferre = B. bear^.] Bearing an eye or eyes:

as, the oculiferous tentacles of a snail ; the oct(-

liferous ophthalmites of a crustacean. Also
oculigerous.

OCUliform (ok'u-li-f6rm), a. [< L. oculus, eye.

-f forma, shape.] Ocular in form ; having tht^

shape or appearance of an eye.

oculigerous (ok-u-lij'e-ms), a. [< L. oculus,

eye, + gerere, carry.] Same as oculiferous.

OCUlimotor (ok'u-li-m6"tor), a. and n. [< L.
oculus, eye, + motor, mover.] I. a. Ocular and
motory; furnishing motor power to muscles of
the eyeball, as a nerve. See oculomotor, and
cuts under brain and Petromyzontidm.

II. n. The oculomotor nerve. Beeoculomotm-.

oculimotory (ok'''u-li-m6'to-ri), a. Same as ocu-
limotor.

Oculina (ok-u-U'-
na), ». [NL., <L.
oculus, eye : see
oculus.] The typi-

cal genus of the
family Oculinidce.

Lamarck.
(dk-VL-

family

Oculina "varicosa.

Oculinidse
lin'i-de),

[NL., < r
-idm.] A
of aporose sclero-

dermatous corals,

typified by the genus OcivXina, founded by Ed-
wards and Haime in 1849. They have compound
corallum with copious and compact ccenenchyma, imper-

'

forate walls with scanty dissepiments, and few or no syn-
apticulse. The genera are numerous, including some of
the present epoch and a few fossil ones. The corallites

are in colonies irregularly branched from a thick stock,

or massive, or incrusting. These corals increase by gem-
mation, which is usually lateral and often symmetrical,
fissiparity being rare.

oculist (ok'u-list), n. [= F. oculiste = Sp. Pg.
It. oculista, K L. oculus, eye : see oculus and -ist.]

A physician whose specialty is diseases or de-
fects of the eye ; one skilled in treatment of the
eyes; an ophthalmologist.

The subjectwe talk of is the eye ofEngland; and if there
be a speck or two in the eye, we endeavor to take them off

;

but he were a strange oculist who would pull out the eye.

Bacon, Apophthegms.

oculofrontal (ok'u-lo-fron"tal), a. [< L. oculus,

eye, + E. frontal.] Pertaining to the eyes and
the forehead— oculofrontal rugse, the vertical wrin-
kles running up the forehead from the root of the nose,.

caused by the contraction of the corrugator supercilii.

oculomotor (ok'u-lo-m6"tor), a. and n. [< L.
oculiis, eye, -i- motor, movei: see motor.] I. a.

Moving the eyeball: applied to the third cranial
nerve, which supplies the muscles moving the
eyeball, except the superior oblique and exter-
nal rectus.—External oculomotor nerve, the abdu-
cens nerve.—Oculomotor SlUcus, the groove from which
the oculomotor roots issue, on the median side of the crua
cerebri. Also called inn£rpeduncular sulcus.

II. n. The oculomotor nerve. See I.

oculus (ok'ii-lus), TO.
;
pi. ocuU (-15). [L., the eye

:

see ocular.] 1. In a«af., the eye ; an eye; spe-
cifically, a compound eye.— 2. In bot., an eye;
a leaf-bud—Motor ocull See oculomotor.— Oca'^
cancrorum, crabs' eyes. See croSl.-Oculi Sunday, the
third Sunday in Lent : so called from the first word, OeulC
(eyes), in the Latin textof the offlcium or introit, beginning
with the 16th verse of the 25th Psalm, "Mine eyes are ever
toward the Lord."— OculUB catl, a variety of sapphire;
same as asteria.— Oculus ChriBti. (a) See daryS. (6) A
European plants Inula Oeulus-ChristC, having astringent
properties.—Oculus mundi, a variety of opal: same as
hydrophane.

ocumt, TO. An obsolete spelling of oakum.
ocyt, interj. [MB.] An imitation of the cry of
the nightingale.

I dar wel sey he is worthy for to sterve
And for that skille "ocy, ocy," I grede.

Cuckoo ami Nightingale, 1. 135.

OCydrome (os'i-drom), n. A bird of the genus-

ocydromine (o-sid'ro-min), a. [< ocydrome (C
Ocydromus) + -dne^.] Of or pertaining to the
ocydromes.
Ocydromus (o-sid'ro-mus), TO. [NL., < Gr. i>KV-

SpdfioQ, swiEt-running, < ukvq, swift, + dpo/ieig,

runner, < Upa/ie'iv, inf. aor. of Tpix^i", run.] 1.
In ornith., a genus of birds of the fumilyMalli-
dm, founded by Wagler in 1830, having the-

wings too short to fly with. They are swift-footed,
whence the name. 0. avkfralis is known as the weka raUi.
there are several other species, all inhabitants of'the New
Zealand subregion. The genus gives name with some au-
thors to a subfamily Ocydromince.

2. In entom., a genus of coleopterous insects.
Dejean, 1837.

Ocymum, n. See Ocimum.



Ocypliaps

Ocyptaaps (o>'i-faps), ». P»L.. < Gr. Uix, swift,
+ oat', a wild pigeon.] An Australian genus
of crested pigeons of the family Cotttmbitla,
having fourteen tail-feathers, and a long, slen-
der, pointed crest. O. Jophoteg, the onlyspedes,
i? one of the bronzewings.
Ocypoda (o-sip'o-^), «. CsTj., < Gr. uriTroif
(--0&-), swift-footed, < urif, swift, + -o6f(jr«J-)
= E. /oer.] The typical genus of Ocgpodidce:
so called from their swiftness of foot. There
are s^Teralspeae^with&nuJl squarebodiesindkngdim
le^s, diriug Id boles in tbe sand of the beaches of warm-
temperate and tropical sea-coasts. Sodi are O. aawarand
O. eemlopMlMlma^ Ihey are known as iaad-«nite.niceni
and konBauiu-cntt.

ocypodan ( a-sip'o-dan). a. and n. [< Oegpoda
+ -an.2 L a. (Jf or pertaining to Ocypoda or
to the OcjfpodidtB.

IL » A crab of the genns Ocypoda.
Ocypodidae(os-i-pod'i-de), H.j)f. [< Ocypoda +
-idff.] A family of stalk-eyed short-tafled ten-
footed erustaoeaus. typified by the gentis Ocy-
poda; the sand-erabs or racing erabs. It also
contains the smaller orabs known asJiddUn, of the genus
Gtlaeimm*. Sometimes called konemiai-rrabg. See cat
under GeComms.
Ocypodoidea (os'i-po-doi'de-|), «. pi. pTL., <
Ocypoda + -oidea.']

' A snperfamily of crabs,
represented bythe Oeypodidee and related fam-
ilies, the most highly organized of the order.
Also called G-rapsoidea.

Ocyrhoe (o-sir'o-e), H. [XL.. < Gr. 'QKVy-ir,

'QurppAq, a'dao^ter of Oeeanns, < osif, swift.

+ -pooc. < par, flow.] The typical genns of
Oeyrhoida. 0. erystoJiuiJ is an example; it inhabits
troiHGal American seas. Often, 181a. Also Oeifrve.

OcyrhoidaB(os-i-r6'i-de), n.pi. [XL., < Oejfrfcoe

+ -(d<E.] A family of lol»te eomb-jellies .or

beroid ctenophorans, typified by the genns
Ocyrhoe. of an oblong-oval figure with a pair
of very la^e alate processes or wings, one on
each side of the body, by the flapping of which
the creature swims. ISiemonthisatoneofthepides
of the body, without any tentacular appendages; thae is

an otocyst with a cluster of otoliths at the other ptde^,

toward which ei^ht rows of TibratQe combs convrage.
The substance of Che body is transparent and of a crystal-

line appearance;.

od^t, (I. An obsolete speUing of odd,

Od- (od), n. [A enphemistic redaction of God.'i

A reduction of the name of God used in minced
oaths; also used interjeetionally as a minced
oath. Sometimes 'Od. Also Odd.

'Od*< heartlings ; that'saprettj jest
SlkaL,M. W. of W..iiL 4. 59:

Odd : I wish I were well out of thor company.
SheridttH, School for Scandal. iiL 3.

od^ (odorod), n. [An arbitraryname given by
BaronvonBeiehenbaeh.] Ahypothelacal force
supposedby Beichenbaeh to have been discov-

ered by bim in connectionwith vital and mag-
netic phenomena, it was supposed to be ediibited
by peeahaily sensitiTe posons (stiyaming bom thor fln-

ger-tipeXand by crystals and othet bodies. Variouskinds
of it w»e d^crimlnated, as buNi, cAynuxi, eiod, hdiodygde-
nod^ebc This f<xce has been supposed to explain the phe-
nomena at mesmerism and nim*! magnetism ; but it rests

upon no scientiflc foundation. Also called odwyan^odyi,
oSjfle, and odgUc/anx.

Odaddse (o-das'i-de). ». pU [XL., < Odaz
^Odae-) + -^tte.] A &inily of labroid fishes,

represented by the genus Odax.
OdaGiliae(od-a^'ne),n.j>I. [NIj.,< Odor (Odoe-)
H

—

ime.^ £ snbfEunily of labroid fishes: in
Gunther s system (as Odactna), the sixth group
otLabridce. The edge ofeach jawis sharp andinciaorial,
without distinct front teeth; thise is a lower pharyngeal
bone with a triangular body and pared teeth ; the dorsal

spines are &om 13 to 34. and the Toitral fins are well deret
<^ied. TbespeoiesareconSnedtotheAnstralianandSew
Zealand coasts.

odacine (od'a-sin), a. and n. [See Odacifue.l

J. a. Of or pertaining to the Odadna.
TL H. A fish of the subfamily Odaciiia.

odali (o'dalt. a. Same as vdal.

odal^ (od'al). II. [K Ind., also adirf.] An East
Indian climbing shrub, Sareostigma Kleinii,

bearing bright orange-red drupes—Odal-oil, an
oil obtained from the seeds of this plant, burned in lamps
and used as a remedr for iheumatiam.

odalisk, odalisgiie (6'da-lisk), n. [= F. oda-

lisque = Sp. Pg. It. odaUsea (with nnorig. -«-),

< Turk, odalik, < oda, a chamber, + -IH, a nonn-

formative.] A female slaxe in the harems of

the East, especially in that of the Sultan of

Turkey.
He bad sewn up erer so many odaHiqvei in sacks and

tilted than into the Sile. Tiackara!/.

odaller (6'dal-er), H. Same as adaUer.

Odaz (o'daks), n. [XL.. < Gr. odd-, adv., bybit-

ing with the teeth, with unorig. prefix, < 6aa>av,

SoKov, bite.] A genus of labroid fishes, repre-

senting the subfamily Odadwx. C«cier.
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odd(od), a. [<3CE.od', odds, odd, single, <IceL
oddi, a triangle, a point of land, an odd number,
oiig. three, with ref. to the triangle (cf. odda-
tala, an odd number, odda-madhr. an odd man\
< odidr (for 'ordr), the point of a weapon. = AS.
ord, a point, beginning: see ord.] 1. Single;
sole; singular; especially, single as rendering
a pair or series incomplete ; lacking a match;
being of a pair or series of which the rest is

wanting: as, an odd glove; two or three odd
volumes of a series.

Then there are the sellexs of odd nonibeis of periodicals
and Iffoad^eets.

Mankew, London Labour and London Fotv, I. 239.

An odd voliune of Bewi<^
T. Hughet, Tom Brown at Bngby, ii. 3.

2t. Singular in excellence ; unique ; sole ; hence,
peerless: famous.

Alle chei hadden be discounflted, for these kynges
w^e odde noble kny^tes, and more peple be the toon
half than on Arthurs syde. JTeriiB (B. E. T. S-X ii- 139-

Achilles highit in hast, and on horse wan.
And auntrid Tppon Ectcr a fnll od dynt.

DalTueliiifnqfTro!/(E. B. T. S.X L 7&i.

As he in soueraine dignitie is odde.
So will he in loue no parting fcdlowes han&

Sr T. Man, Woks, p. 38.

3. Singular in looks or character; peculiar;
eccentric ; at variance with what is usual: as,

an odd way of doing things: an odd appear-
ance.

Hen suignlar in art
Hare always some odd whimsey more than usuaL

Pord, LOTez^s Melancholy, iiL 3.

Bang such a Clexk in the Law, all the World wonders
he left such an odd WDL HomU, Lettas, L ri. 17.

So odd a Thing is Man,
He most woold be what least he should or can.

Congnce, Of Pleasing.

ItiBoddhow hats erpand their brims as riper years invade.
As if when life had reached its noon it wanted them for

shade

!

0. IT. Holmet, 2>ox Fostosnatica.

4. Leaving, as a number, a remainder of one
when divided by two : opposed to ercn.

Good IniA lies in odd numbas.
Shale, M. W. of W., V. 1. a

5. Xnmbered with an odd number : as, the odd
files of a company (that is, the files ntunbered
1, 3, 5, and so on).— 6. Left over after pairs
have been reckoned; by extension, remaining
after any division into equalnumbers or parts

:

thus, the division of sixteen or nineteen among
five leaves an odd one orfour odd.—7. Bemain-
ing over after, or differing from, the Just or cns-
tomary number.

13ie Greekes and LatinesTsed Tases in the odde siOaUe
cf two sortes, which they called Catalecticke and Acata-
lecticke—^that is,oddevmlsand oddeouatheinstmeasure
(rf their Terse. Puttaaham, Arte of £ng. Poeae, p. lOT.

8. Additional to a whole mentioned in round
numbers, or to any other specified whole : fol-

lowing and after a number or quantity, or with-
out and when it takes the place of a unit ap-
pended to a ten.

A fortnight and odd days. SHiak., B. and J., 1 3. la.

Eiidity-odd years of Boaow have 1 seen.
Skat, Bich. m., ir. L 96.

Tbe King of Kanoe and his company killed with their

guns, in the plain de Tasailles, 300 and odd partridges

at one boot Pvgf, Wary, n. 365.

Let me see— two-tiiirds of this is mine by right, fire

himdied and thirty-odd ponods.
Shaideai, School for Scandal, iv. I.

9. Xot included with others : not taken into the

common account; sporadic; incidental; cas-

ual: as, a few odd trifles; to read a book at

odd times.

There are yet Twiqgmg of voor company
Some few odd lads that yba remember not

Skat., Tempest, t. 1. So.

He had a little odd money left, but scarce enoogh to

bring him to h^ journey^ end.
Btaij/an, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 186.

10. Out of the way: remote.

How fare odde those pasons are from the nature of this

prince whidie nena- tUnkeo theim setfes to be praysed
enough. VdtM, 1x. of Apophthegms of Eraanu^ pL 185.

I left [him] cooling cf the air with sighs

In an odd an^e of the isle.

SUk., Tanpest, L 3. ^a
llf. At odds; at variance; unable to consort
or agree. [Bare.]

"Qie genaal statev I fear.

Can scarce enbeat you to be odd wiUi him.
Shak., T. and C, ir. a. 28i

AH and Oddt, all and each.

Krst cause jour prechours. oB and od,

Irewlie sett furUi the wourd of God.
Lauder, Dewtie of Kyngis (K. K. T. 5. \ 1. 16.%

Anoddfisli. See/giU.—Odd fanction. jolWiinaTi. etc
See the nouns.—Odd or even. See eseit or odd, nnda
eceml.—The odd trick,in the game of whist, the seventh

odds
trick won by either side oat of the possible thirteen. =SyiL
1. rnmatched, unmated.— 3. Strange, Queer, etc (see eo-

centric), grotesque, droll. comicaL
odd-come-short i.od'kum-shdrt). ». 1. Same
as odd-comi-slfOTtly.

Bun fetch me de ax, en IH wait on you one er deze odd-
eome-fhorU. J. C. Harris, Unide Bemus, riL, note.

2. Any misfit garment that has come into a
dealers possession ; any one of odds and ends
in the way of Jress. the Odd Dealer.

odd-<M>IIie-short]y ^od'kum-shortll), n. Some
day soon to come; an early day: some time;
any time. [Slang.]

Col. Miss, when will you be married?
Jfiss. One of these odd-come-sAortlys, OoloneL

Su^ P^te ConTcrsation, L

They say she is to be married and off tr En^and ane of
thae odd-come.^arili£S, wi' some of the gowks about the
Waal down-by. Smlt, St. Bonan's Well, xtiL

odd-ends (od'endz'), n. pi. Soraps, fragments,
orremnants: oddments; odds andends. [Bare.]

Iam rather ^ad toheare the DeriQ is Ineakingupboose
in England, and remoring some whither else, give him
leare to seU all his rags, and odde-ends by the outcry.

3 . ITard, Simple Cotda, p. 13.

Odd-Fellow (od'fel'6), n. [A fanciful name as-

sumed by the original founders of the society.]

A member of a secret benevolent and social

society, called in full The Independent Order of
Odd Feiloics. Theotda-aroseintheeigbteenthcaitury,
and various lodges were, about 1814, consolidated into the
Manehaler Unity, whi^ isnowthe principal bodyinGreat
Britain. There are also lodges in the fjnited States (the
first petmanent lodge was foiuded in 1S19), and in Ger-
many, Switierland, Australia, South America, etc The
object of the order in the United States is declared to be
** to riaitthe &i<^ r^ere the distressed, bory the dead, and
educate the orphan, to improve'and elerate the character
of man.' The subordinate lodges are under the jurisdic-

tion of the grand lodge of the United States; each lodge
has officcas called noble grand, vice gran^ etc, and fire

degrees cf membexship. Persons wl^ hold the third de-
gree are eligible to the '*encampmai^"wliich has officers

calledchi^ patriarch, high prie^wardens, etc, and three
d^rees of membership. Hiere is an affiliated degree of
Bebdoh for women.
oddity (od'i-ti), n. ; pL oddities (-tiz). [Irreg. <

odd + -ity.'J 1. The qoality of being odd ; sin-

gularity; strangeness; whimsicality.
Aimngt eraything that meets the eye has an ancient

oddity which ekes out the general pictnresqueness.
H. Jama, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 233.

2. A peculiarity : a singularity ; an odd way.
Catainly the exemplary Mrs. Garth had her drtdl as-

pects, but her character sustained ha oddities, as a vay
fine wine sustains a flavour of skiiL

George BUot, Middlemarcta, I. 367.

3. A singular person or thing; one character-
ized by oddness. X^U<>4-]
'Hemustbe an oddity, I think," said she "I cannot

make him out.' Jane Auaten, Pride and Prejudice, p. 54.

"Die motherwho reutained in the roomwhen hex daugh-
ter hadcompany wasanodda^ almost unknown in Equi^.

HoweBe, Modan Instance^ iv.

=&y]L Seeecondric

odd-lo6killg (odink'ing), a. Having a singu-
lar look.

oddly (odli), adr. [< ME. oddely; < odd +-?y2.]
In an odd manner, (at) Singly ; only.

Thou art oddety thyn one out of this fylthc^

& als Abraham thy brotha hit at himsplf asked.
AUOeroiiKe Poems (ed. MorrisX iL 933.

(by Sot evaily; unevenly as regards number: as. an odd-
^odd numb^(see below). (Bare.] (c) Strangely : onusu-
tJfy; irregularly; singulariy; oncouthly; whimsicaUy.

—

Od^yO^ snmlier, a number which contains an odd
number an odd number of times : thus, 15 is a nnmber
odd^ odd, because the odd numb^ 3 measures it by the
odd numb^ 5.

odd-mark (od'mark). 11. That part of the ara-

ble land of a farm which, in the customary cul-

tivation of the farm, is applied to a particular

crop. MaUiiceU. [Ptot. Eng.]
oddment (od'ment). n. [< odd + -ment.'\ Some-
thing remaining over : a thing not reckoned or
included; an article belonging to a broken or

incomplete set ; » remnant ; a trifle : an odd
thmg or job : usually in the pluraL

I have Etm so many botdc oddmenfs of acconnts, exam-
ination^ directions, and litUe hons^tdd affairs to arrange

Jfiiic ITAtVlag, Mary. Vl 54. (Daaes.)

The cobbla approached the Oovaflelds stables to at-

taid to the horses, and to do the various oddnenfs and
bitments for which he had been temporarily hired.

TheCeatvm. XXTT. 395.

oddness (od'nes),n. The propertyof being odd.
(a) Thestateof beingnotevai. (A) Singularity; Aange-
ness ; irregularity ; nncouthness ; queemess ; whimsical-

ity: as, oddness of dress or shape; Ure oddness of an event

or accident.

odd-pinnate (od'pin'at). a. In hot, pinnate
with a terminal odd leaflet, as in the rose : im-
^ripinnate.
Odds (odz), n. pi., also often as sing. [< odd, a.\

1. Inequsdity; difference, especially in favor



odds

of one and against another : excess in favor of
one as compared with another.

Is not your way all one in effect with the lonner, which
you founde faulte with, save onely this oddes, that I sayd
by the halter, and you say by the swoorde?

Spenser, State ot Ireland.

Compare perrye to Nectar wyne.
Juniper bush to loJty pine

;

There shall no less an oddes be scene
In myne from everye other Queene

!

PuttenJmm, Partheniades, xt.

Many are the examples of the great odds between num-
ber and courage. Bacon, Kingdoms and Estates (ed. 1887).

Was it noble
To be o'er-lald with odds and violence 7

Manly or brave in these thus to oppress you?
Fletcher, Pilgrim, iv. 2.

Enjoying thee
Pre-eminent by so much odds.

Milton, P. L., iv. 447.

Gives earth spectacle
Of a brave fighter who succumbs to odds
That turn defeat to victory.

Brovming, King and Book, xi. 1799.

Often, too, I wonder at the odds of fortune.
R. D. Blaehmore, Lorna Doone, xx.

Hence— 3. Advantage; superiority.

No (BiUy Lad), no, wert thou of the Gods,
I would not fight at so vn-lsnightly ods.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, li.. The Trophies.

lis not
The ground, weapon, or seconds that can make
Odds in these fatal trials, but the cause.

Beau, and Fl., Honest Man's Fortune, iv. 2.

Poor shift! yet make the best on % still the odds
Is ours. J. Beaumont, Psyche, i. 24.

3. In ietUng, the amount or proportion by
which the bet of one party to a wager exceeds
that of the other: as, to lay or give odds.

I will lay odds that, ere this year expire,

We bear our civil swords and native Are
As far as France. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. B. 111.

Hence—4. Probability or degree of probability
in favor of that on which odds are laid.

The stars, I see, will kiss the valleys first;

The odds for high and low 's alike.

Shak., W. T., v. 1. 207.

They [stanzas out of Tasso] are set to a pretty solemn
tune ; and when one begins in any part of the poet, it is

odds but he will be answered by somebody else that over-

hears him. Addison, Bemarks on Italy (ed. Bohn), L ii95.

5. In certain games, equalizing allowance giv-

en to a weaker side or playey by a stronger, as

a piece at chess or points at tenuis; an allow-
ance as handicap.

Lady Betty. Nay, my Lord, there 's no standing against
two of you.
L. Foppington. No, faith, that 's odds at tennis, my Lord

;

not but if your Ladyship pleases, I'll endeavour to keep
your back hand a little ; tho' upon my soul you may safely

set me up at the line. Cibber, Careless Husband, iv.

Er. You that are so good a Gamester ought to give me
Odds.

Gas. Nay, you should rather give me Odds; but there 's

no great Honour in getting a Victory when Odds is taken.
N. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, I, 82.

6t. Quarrel; dispute; debate.

I cannot speak
Any beginning to this peevish odds.

Shak., Othello, ii. 3. 185.

At odds, at variance ; In controversy or quarrel ; unable
to agree.

He flashes into one gross crime or other,

That sets us all at odds. Shak., Lear, 1. 3. 5.

Long OddB, large odds.

To get you long odds from the bookmen when you want
to back anything. Miss Braddon, Eupert Godwin, I. 281.

Odds and ends, small miscellaneous articles.

odds-bodikinst, odd's lifet, etc. See oda-hodi-

kins, etc.

oddy-doddy (od'i-dod''''i), «. [Cf. hodmandod.']

A river-snail. HalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]
odei (od), n. [< F. ode = Sp. Pg. It. oda = D. G.
Dan. Sw. ode, < LL. ode, oda (not in L., Horace's
' odes' being called in the orig. carmina), < Gr.

iiiSii, contr. of doid^, a song, ode, poem, strophe,

< asiSew, contr. .fideiv, sing.] 1. A lyric poem
expressive of exalted or enthusiastic emotion,

especially one of complex or irregular metrical

form ; originally and strictly, such a composi-
tion intended to be sung.

See how from far, upon the eastern road.

The star-led wisards haste with odours sweet

;

O, run, prevent them with thy humble ode.

And lay it lowly at his blessed feet

!

MUtm, Nativity, 1. 24.

The Odesot Pindar which remain to us are Songs of Tri-

umph, Victory, or Success in the Grecian Games.
Congreve, On the Pindaric Ode.

3. The music to which such a poem is set.

—

3. In anc. pros., the fourth part of the parab-

asis of a comedy. See paraoasis. Also called

the strophe.— 'i. In the Gr. Ch.: (a) One of

nine oamicles from Scripture, sung whole or in
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part on different days of the week at lauds
(orthros). These are: (1, 2) the Songs of Moses in Exodus
and Deuteronomy; (3-7) the Prayers of Hannah, Habak-
kuk, Isaiah, Jonah (ii. 2-9), and the Three Children (Dan-
iel iii. 3-34 in the Apocrypha); (8) the Benedicite; and
(9) the Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis counted as one ode.

(6) One of a series of songs or
hymns, normally nine in number, called the
canon of odes (see canon^, 13), sung to a musi-
cal tone, generally at lauds (orthros). Each ode
consists of a variable number of troparia or stanzas. The
second ode of a canon Is always omitted except in Lent.
The commemorations of the day, called synaxaria, are
read after the sixth ode.

ode^t, n. Same as oad for woad. B. Jonson.

ode-factor (od'fak''''tor), n. A maker of odes, or
a trafficker in them': so called in contempt.
Imp. Diet,

odelett (od'let), n. [= F. odelette; as ode^ +
-let.'] A little ode ; a short ode.

Philo to the Lady Calia sendeth this Odeletot her prayse
in forme of a Filler, which ye must read downeward.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 80.

Odelsthing (o'delz-ting), n. [Norw., < odels,

gen. of odel, allodial land (see odal, udal, allo-

dium), + thing, a meeting of lawmakers : see
FoUcething."] The larger house of the Storthing
or parliament of Norway, it consists of those mem-
bers of the Storthing who have not been elected to the
Lagthing or upper house by the Storthing itself, or about
three fourths of the whole number. All new measures
must originate in the Odelsthing. See Lagthing and Stor-
thing.

odeman (od'man), n.; pi. odemen (-men). [<
odel -t- man.'] "A composer of odes. [Eare.]

Edward and Harry were much braver men
Than this new-christened hero of thy pen.
Yes, laurelled Odeman, braver far by half.

Woleot (P. Pindar), Progress of Curiosity.

odeon (o-de'on), n. See odeum.
Oder, a. ' An obsolete or dialectal form of other^.

odeum (o-de'um), n. [Also odeon; L. odeum,
< Gr. (l>6's1ov, a music-hall, < iiSij, a song, ode:
see ode^.] 1. In anc. Gr. arch,, one of a class
of buildings akin to theaters, designed primari-
ly for the public performance of musical con-
tests of various kinds. The earliest odeum of which

' anything is known (no trace having as yet been found of
the still older one near the Pythium and the fountain
Callirrhoe) is that of Pericles on the southeastern slope
of the Acropolis of Athens, described as of cu'cular plan,
with numerous seats, and alofty, conical, tent-like roof sup-
ported by many columns. Later examples, as the great
Odeum of Herodes Atticus at Athens, and the Odeum at
Patras,resembled very closelyin plan and in detailsthefully
developed Koman theater. See cut under cavea.

Seeing at one corner some seats made in the theatrical
manner like steps, which seemed to be part of a small cir-

cle, I imagined it might bean odewm, or some other place
for a small auditory.

Pocooke, Description of the East, II. ii. 43.

Hence— 3. At the present day, a name some-
times given to a theater, or to a hall or other
structure devoted to musical or dramatic repre-
sentations.

od-force (od'fors), «. Odio force. See o(J3.

That od-foree of German Beichenbach
Which still from female flnger-tips burns blue.

Mrs. Browning, Aurora Leigh, vii.

The O(f-/orce or the "spiritual power "to which the lovers
of the marvellous are so fond of attributing the mysterious
movements of turning and tilting tables.

W. B. Carpenter, in Youman's Correlation and Conserva-
[tion of forces, p. 402.

odial (o'di-al), n. [F/. Ind.] A dried root of
the young Palmyra palm, eaten boiled or re-

duced to a farina.

odiblef (6'di-bl), a. [= It. odibile, < L. odibilis,

that deserves to be hated, < odi, hate: see
odium.] Hateful; that may excite hatred.

What thynge monght be more odible than that moste
deuelysshe in:pacience 1 SirT.Myot, The Govemour.iii. 12.

odici (o'dik), a. [< LL. odicus, < Gr. t^Sucdg, of

or pertaining to song, < ^<5i7, a song, ode : see
odeK] Of or pertaining to song or an ode.
See odel.

odic2 (o'dik or od'ik), a. [< odS + -ic] Of or
pertaining to the hypothetical force or influ-

ence called od. See od^.

The establishment of the existence of the odic force is

that which was wanting to reply to most of the questions
respecting life.

Ashbumer, Pret. to Eeichenbach's Dynamics (1851), p. xi.

odically (o'di- or od'i-kal-i), adv. In an odic
manner; by means of o3.

Odin (6'din), n. [< Dan. Odin = Sw. Norw.
Oden = Icel. Odhinn = OHG. 'Wotan, Wuotan
= AS. Woden: see Woden, Wednesday.'] In
Norse myth., the chief god of the Asas, cor-

responding to the Anglo-Saxon Woden. He is

the source of wisdom, and the patron of culture and of
heroes. He is attended by two ravens and two wolves, is

sumamed the Allfather, and sits on the throne Hlidskjalf.

He is devoured by the Fenris-wolf in Bagnarok.

odium

Odina (o-di'na), n. pf^L. (Koxburgh, 1824),
said to te of E'.'lnd. origin.] A genus of trees

of the polypetalous order Anacardiacece and the
tribe Spondiem, known by the ovule being sus-

pended from near the apex of the cell, the pin-

nate leaves, and the drupe crowned with three

or four thick styles. There are about 15 species, ot
Africa and India. Theirfew branches are bare to the tips,

where they produce a few pinnate leaves and spreading
or drooping racemes of small flowers. See goamipain.

Odiuic (o-din'ik), a. [< Odin + -ic] Of or
belonging to Odin.

Odinislu (6'din-izm), n. [< Odin + -ism.] The
worship of Odin and other deities of Northern
mythology; the mythology and religious belief

of the ancient Scandinavian and Germanic
races before the introduction of Christianity.

We flnd the metropolis of mediaeval Satan worship to-

have been the last stronghold of Odinism.
Eeary, Prim. Belief, x.

odious (6'di-us), a. [< ME. odious, < OF. *odios,

odieus, F. odieux= Sp. Pg. It. odioso, < L. odio-

sus, hateful, odious, < odium, hatred: see odi-

um.] 1. Hateful or deserving of hatred; of-

fensive; disgusting; causing or exciting hatred,

dislike, disgust, or repugnance; repulsive; dis^

agreeable; unpleasant: as, an odious person;
an odious sight or smell.

If new terms were not odious, we might very properly
call him [the circumflex] the (windabout); for so is the
Greek word. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 66.

Yon told a lie ; an odious, damned lie.

Shak., Othello, v. 2. 180.

Comparisons are odious. Congreve, Old Bachelor, it 2.

I hate those odious muSs ! Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 2.

When my senses were a little collected, I asked for
some arrack, the odious, poisonous stufi to be had at Ku-
tihan ; but it was the only stimulant available.

O'Donooan, Merv, xi.

3. Hated; regarded with aversion or repug-
nance; obnoxious.

They [the innkeepers] are so odious . . . that the bet-

ter sort of people will not speake to them ; and may not
enter the Temple, Burse, or Bath.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 617.

Our Lord of Canterbury is grown here so odious that,

they call him commonly in the Pulpit the Priestiof Baal,

and the Son of Belial. Howell, Letters, I. vi. 38.

Had Civilis been successful, he would have been deifled

;

but his misfortunes at last made him odious, in spite of
his heroism. MoOey, Dutch Republic, 1. 15.

odiously (6'di-us-li), adv. In an odious man-
ner; hatefully; in a manner to deserve or ex-
cite hatred or dislike ; so as to cause hate : as,

to behave odiously.

It is sufficient for their pm^pose that the word sounds
odiously, and is believed easily. South, Sermons, VI. iii.

Arbitrarypower . . . no soberman can fear, eitherfrom
the king's disposition or his practice ; or even, where you
would odiously lay it, from his ministers.

Drgden. Ep. to the Whigs.

odiousness (o'di-us-nes), n. The state or qual-
ity of being odious; hatefulness; the quality
that deserves or may excite hatred, disgust, or
repugnance; the state of being hated or loath-

ed : as, the odiousness of sin.

This Boman garrison, . . . rather weighing the great-

ness of the booty than the odiousrtjess of the villan^ by
which it was gotten, resolved finally to make the like
purchase by taking the like wicked course.

BaMgh, Hist. World, V. i. 3.

The long affection which the People have borne to it

[the Beformation], what for it selfe, what for the odimtxthes
of Prelates, is evident. Milton, Beformation in Eng., ii.

odism (6'dizm or od'izm), n. [< od^ + -ism.]

The doctrine of or belief in od; odylism.
odist (6'dist), n. [< odel -|- .ist.] The writer
of an ode or of odes.

The graduating Seniors . . . solemnly elect a chaplain,
an orator, a poet, an odist, three marshals, and an ivy orator.

T. Hughes, BecoUections of Amer. Colleges, Harvard.

odium (o'di-um), n. [= OF. odAe = Sp. Pg. It.

odio, < L. odium, hatred, ill-will, offense, offen-
sive conduct, etc., < odi, hate. Hence odious,
etc., and ult. annoy, noy, q. v.] 1. Hatred;
dislike.

I chiefly made it my own Care to initiate her very In-
fancy in the Budimeuts of Virtue, and to impress upon
her tender Years a young Odium and Aversion to the very
Sight of Men. Congreve, Way of the World, v. 6.

3. Censure or blame; reproach; enmity in-
curred.
Were not men very inquisitive into all the particulars?

and those of the Church of Rome, especially the Jesuits,
concerned in point of honour to wipe off the stain from
themselves, and to cast the odium of it [conspiracy] on a
great Minister of State? StiUingfieet, Sermons, II. ii.

Odium theologicum, theological hatred ; the proverbial
hatred of contending divines toward one another or toward
one another's doctrines. =Syn. 1. Odium is stronger than
diAike, weaker than hatred, more active than di^avor, dis-
grace, or dishonor, more silent than opprcHirium, more gen-
eral than enmMti.



odize

odize (o'diz or od'iz), v. t.
; pret. and pp. odized,

ppr. odizing. [< od3 + -j>e.] To charge or
impregnate with od: as, "odized wat-er," Asli-
bumer.

odiingt, n. fftob. a var. of addling, verbal n.
of aadle^, gain, etc.] Some kind of trickery or
swindling. The word is found only in the fol-
lowing passage

:

Shift, a thread-bare shark ; one that never was a soldier,
yet lives npon lendings. His profession is skeldring and
odXing; his bank Panl's, and liis warehouse Picthatch.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour (characters).

odometer (o-dom'e-ter), ». [Prop, hodometer,
< Gr. W<}f, a way, + iiirpov, a measure.] An in-
strnment extensively used for measuring the
distance passed over by any wheeled vehicle,
and also in topographical surveying in regions
traversedbyroads. For ordinary purposes of distance-
measuring the odometer is attached to the wheel of the
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odontoblastic (o-don-to-blas'tik), a. [< odon-
toblast + -ic] Of, pertaining to, or of the na-
ture of an odontoblast or odontoblasts.
odontocete (o-don'to-set), a. and n. [< Gr.
bSovQ (6(ioiT-),'= E. tooth, + /c^rof, a whale.] I.

a. Toothed, as a cetacean ; having teeth instead
of baleen: opposed to 77?ysttcefe.

H. n. An odontocete cetacean.
Odontoceti (o-don-to-se'tS), n. pJ. [NL., < Gr.
oiJowf (odovr-), '= E. tooth, + lajroQ, a whale.] The
toothed whales or odontocete cetaceans, a sub-
order of Cete.

odontogenic (o-don-to-jen'ik), a. [< odontogeny
+ -ic] Pertaining to the origin and develop-
ment of teeth.

odontogeny (o-don-toj'e-ni), n. [< Gr. 'oSovq

{b6ovT-),= E. tooth,+ -yhiEM, < -yev^Q, producing:
see -geny.'] The origin and development of
teeth; the embryology of dentition.

Odonto^lossa (d-don-to-glos'a), n.pl. [NL., <

Gr. odovg (odovr-)', = E. tooth, -f y/iomaa, tongue.]
A group of proboseidiferous gastropods, with
the teeth in tiiree longitudinal rows, the central
as well as the lateralbeing fixed and transverse.
It includes the JFasciolariid(e and Turbinellidw.
See cut under Fasciolaria.

Odontoglossse (o-don-to-glos'e), n. pi. [NL.,
so called from the serrations of the tongue
corresponding to those of the beak; < Gr. Movq
(odovT-), = E. tooth, + yTiaaaa, tongue.] The fla-

Odometer.
a, Hudson's odometer ; d, worldng parts, enlarged. (The recording-

wheel is operated on the worm-gear principle.)

vehicle, the length of the circumference of wiiich has been
measured, andthe distance iscomputed from the reading of
the index. In surveyingwith the odometer thewheel is ten
feet in circumference, and is made with great care ; it is

drawn by hand. This kind of odometer has been exten-
sively used in the United States in the preparation of the
various State maps chiefly in use. In most of the so-called

"county maps" in the northeastern States nearly all the
work has been done 1^ compass and odometer surveys.

odometrioal (o-do-met'ri-kal), a. [As odoate-

ter + -ic-alJ] Pertaining to an odometer, or to
the measurements made by it.

odometry {o-dom.'et-ri), re. [As odometer+ -yS.]

The measiiement by some mechanical contri-

vance of distances traveled. See odometer.

Odonata (6-d6-na'ta), n.pl. [NL. (Pabricius,

1792), for *Odontata, < Gr. hdrng (odovr-), = E.
toofh, + -ata^.'] A group of pseudoneuropte-
rous insects, the dragon-flies, corresponding to
the family Zibelluli^e in a broad sense, and by
some authors considered an order. See cut un-
der dragon-fly.

odontalgia (6-don-tal'ji-a), n. [NIi., < Gr.
oiovrakyia, < bSovc (ocJovr-), = E. tooth, + aXyo(,

pain.] Pain in the teeth ; toothache.

odontalgic (6-don-tal'jik), a. and re. [< odorir-

talgia + -»c.] I. a. Of or pertaining to, or suf-

fering from, toothache.

n. re. A remedy for the toothache.

odontalgy (6-don-tal'ji), re. Same as odontalgia.

Odontaspidae (6-don-tas'pi-de), n. pi. [Sfli.]

Same as OdonUispididce.

Odontaspididae(6*'don-tas-pid'i-de),n.jpZ. [Nil.,

< Odontaspis {Odontaspid-) + -ida.'] A family
of anarthrous sharks, represented by the genus
Odontaspis. The Iwdy is fusiform ; the five branchial
apertures aremostly In front of the pectorals ; there are two
well-developed dorsal fin^ and an anal resembling the sec-

ond dorsal ; the upper lobe of the tail is elongate ; and the
teeth are long and nail-shapecl. The family has a few spe-

cies, one of which (Odontu^is lUtoraUs) is common along
the Atlantic coast of America, and is known as sand-shark.

Odontaspis (6-don-tas'pis), H. [NL., < Gr.

bdovg (o(Jovr-), = E. tooth, + dffirjf, a shield.] A
genus of fossil selachians, typical of the family
Odontaspididce.

'

odontiasis(6-don-tI'a-sis), n. [NL.j < Gr.*bSav-

riaatg, teething, < bSovrtav, teethe, < odovg (bdovr-)

= E. tooth.'] The cutting of the teeth.

odontic (o-don'tik), a. [< Gr. bdovg (bdovr-), =
E. tooth,+ -ie.] Dental

;
pertaining to the teeth.

odontoblast (o-don'to-blast), n. [< Gr. bMg
(oSovT-), = E. tooth, -f pXaardg, germ.] A cell

by which dentine is developed; a cell which
produces dentinal tissue, the special substance

which largely composes teeth. They occur in the

layers of w^-deflned cells on the surface of the dentinal

wall of a tooth, constituting the so-calledmembrana eboris,

and become converted into dentine by the process of cal-

cification. An odontoblast differs from an osteoblast only

In the result of its formative activity.

Head of Phanicoptertis antiquorum. one of the Odontoglossst.

mingos, Phamcopteridce, considered as a group
of greater value than a family: equivalent to
the laterterm Amphimorpha of Huxley. Origi-
nally Odontoglossi. Nitzseh, 1829. See also cut
under flamingo.
odontoglossal (o-don-to-glos'al), a. [< Odorir-

toglossce + -al.']
' Having serrations like teeth

on the tongue; specifically, pertaining to the
Odontoglossce, or having their characters.

odontoglossate (o-don-to-glos'at), a. [< Odon-
toglossa + -aiei.]' Same as odontoglossal.

Odontoglossmn (o-don-to-glos'um), re. [NL.
(HumhSldt, Bonpiand, arid Kunth, 1815), < Gr.
bdovg (bdovT-), = E.
tooth, + y'^-aaaa,

tongue,] -An or-

namental genus of

orchids of thetribe
Vandeos and the
subtribe Oneidiece,

known by the free
and spreading se-

pals, the lip not
spurred and free
from the long un-
appendaged col-

umn. There are over
80 species, natives of
theAndes fromBolivia
to Mexico. They are
epiphytes, producing
a pseudobulb, a few
stiff fleshy leaves, and
showy flowers, often
white, reddish, or yel-

low, in an ample pan-
icle. It is an extremely
handsome genus, now
commonincollections.

O. Madrense has been
distinguished as al-

irwnd-scented, 0. War-
nerianwm as inolet-

seerUed orcJad.

odontognathons
(6-don-tog'na-
thus), a. [< Gr.
bdoig (bdovr-), = E.
tooth, + yvoBog,

jaw.] In conch.,

having the jaws
surmounted by
well-marked transverse ridges : applied to the
restricted Selicidce.

odontograph (o-don'to-graf), 71. [< Gr. bdovg

{odovT-), = E. tooth, +' ypaijietv, write.] 1. An

s^T^

Odontofflossutn cordatum.

odontopboral

instrument invented by WiUis for laying out
the forms of the teeth of geared wheels or rack-
gears.— 2. A templet or guide used in cutting
gears in any form of gear-cutter.

odontography (6-don-tog'rar-fi), n. [< Gr. bdoiig

(bdovr-), = E. tooth, + -ypa^'ta, < ypaipciv, write.]
Description of teeth ; descriptive odontology.
odontoid (6-don'toid), a. and n. [< Gr. odov-
Toeid^g, like' teeth, < bdovg (bdovr-), = E. tooth, +
eMof, form.] I. a. 1. Tooth-like; resembling
a tooth. Specifically applied (a) to the homy papUlce
of the tongue of some animals, as the cat tribe ; and (&),
in human anatomy, to the check-llgamenl^ of the axis,
which pass from the odontoid process to the occipital
bone and limit the rotation of the head ; also to the sus-
pensory ligament of the odontoid process.— Odontoid
process, the characteristic tooth or peg of the axis or
vertebra dentata. It represents, morphologically, the
body or centrum of the atlas, detached from its own ver-
tebra and ankylosed with the next one. See cut under
ozui, 3.—Odontoid, vertebra. Same as ozui, 3 (a).

n. re. The odontoid process of the axis or
second cervical vertebra.

Odontolcse (o-don-tol'se), n.pl. [NL., fem. pi.

of *odontolcus: see odontoleous.'] Birds with
teeth implanted in grooves ; a subclass of Aves
represented by the genus JSesperomis and re-

latedforms from the Cretaceous of North Amer-
ica. These birds had saddle-shaped or heteroccelous ver-
tebrae, and short pygostyled tail, like recent birds, but
keelless sternum and rudimentary wings,

odontolcate (o-don-tol'kat), a. [As odontol-
cous + -afei.] Same as odontolcous.

odontolCffUS (d-don-tol'kus), a. [< NL. "odon-
tolcus, prop. *odontholcus, < Gr. bdovg (bdovr), =
E. tooth, + 6hc6g, a furrow.] Having teeth in

grooves, as a bird; specifically, of or pertaining
to the Odontolae.

odontolite (o-don'to-lit), re. [< Gr. bdovg (bdovr-),

= E. toothj + TJSog, stone. ] A fossil tooth

;

specifically, a fossil tooth or bone of a bright-

blue color, occurring in the Tertiary. Compare
bone-turquoise.

odontological (o-don-to-loj'i-kaJ), a. [< odon-
tology + -io-al.'] Of or pertaining to odon-
tology.

Odontologist (6-don-tol'o-jist), n. [< odontol-

°Q-y + -»«*•] A specialist in odontology ; one
who is versed in the systematic study of the
toeth.

odontology (6-don-tol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. bdoiig

(bdovr-), =E. tooth, + -?ioyta, < ^yeiv, speak: see
-ology.] The science of dentition ; that branch
of anatomical science which relates to the teeth.

It includes odontography and odontogeny.
odontoloxia (o-don-to-lok'si-a), re. [NL., < Gr.
bdoi'g (bdovr-), = E. tooth, + Xo^dg, oblique : see
lux^.~\ Irregularity or obliquity of the teeth.
Thomas, Med. Diet.

odontoma (6-don-t6'ma), n.; pi. odontomata
(-ma^ta). [NL., < Gr. bdovg (bdovr-), = E. tooth,

+ -oma.] A small tumor composed of dentin,

formed in connection with a tooth. The name is

also applied more loosely to other hard tumors or growths
of teeth, as to dental osteomas or exostoses springing from
the cement.

odontome (o-don'tom), n. [< NL. odontoma."]
Same as odontoma Coronary odontome, an odon-
tome involving the crown of the tcoth.

odontomous (o-don'to-mus), a. [< odontoma +
-ous.] Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of an
odontoma; affected with an odontoma.
Odontomyia (o-don-to-mi'i-a), re. [NL. (Mei-
gen, 1803), < Gr. bdovg (bdovr-")',= E. tooth,+ /ivca,

a fly.] A genus of flies of the family Stratiomy-
idce, of wide-spread distribution, having many
European and North and South American spe-
cies. The larvse live in damp earth and rotting leaves.

The flies are of medium and rather small size, not hairy,

usually blackish with yellow or green markings. The ab-
domen is five-jointed ; the discoidalcell sends three veins
to the wing-border; the scutellum has two thorns; the
antennse are moderately long, with the first two joints

of equal length, or the first twice as long as the second

;

the third joint is lengthened, four-jointed, with a two-
jointed bristle; and the eyes are naked or hairy, in the
male joining, andwith the lower facets much smaller than
the upper ones.

Odontopbora (6-don-tof'o-ra), re. pi. [NL., fem.
ot odontophorus : see odontdpjwrovs.] A prime
division of Mollusca, including all those mol-
lusks whichhave an odontophore or tooth-bear-

ing lingual ribbon: opposed to Acephala, in

which this organ is wanting. It includes the classes

Cephalopoda, Gasteropoda, and Pteropoda, as well as the
tooth-shells and chitons. Echinoglossa is a synonym. See
MoUvsca, and cuts under Gasteropoda, pUropod, Tetra-

branchiata, and tooth-sheU.

odontopboral (o-don-tof'o-ral), a. [< odonto-

phore + -al.] 1. Of or pertaining to the odon-
tophore of a moUusk: as, the odontophoral ap-

paratus.— 2. Pertaining to the Odontophora, or
having their characters ; odontophoran.



odontophoran

odontophoran (6-don-tof'o-ran), o. and n. [<
odontophore + -an.'] I. a." 6i or pertaining to
the Odontophora.

II. n. A member of the Odontophora, as a
gastropod, pteropod, or cephalopod.
odontopliore (o-don'to-for), n. [< NL. odon-
tophorus : see odontopliorous.'] The whole radu-
lar apparatus, buccal mass, lingual ribbon, or
"tongue" of certain moUusks. it consists of the
odontoplioral cartilages as a framework or skeleton, and of
a subradular membrane continuous with the lining of the
oral cavity and secreting the chitinous cuticular radiUa
or rasping surface beset with teeth, and moved by extrin-
sic and intrinsic muscles. (See radula.) It isthemostgen-
eral or comprehensive name of the parts otherwise known
as the ragp, radula, tongue, lingual ribbon, and buccal
mass; but radula is especially the chitinous band of teeth
or rasp borne upon the odontophore.

Odontophorins (6-don-tof-6-ri'ne), n.pl. [NL.,
< Odontophora + -inoe.'] A "subfamily of Tetra-
onidw; the American partridges or quails, it
includes all the gallinaceous birds of America which are
of small size, with naked tarsi and nasal fossae, and fully
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odontostomous (o-don-tos'to-mus), a. Same odoriferant (6-dq-rif'e-rant), a. [As odorifer-
as odontostomatous. ous + -ant.] Odoriferous.
odontotherapia (o-don^to-ther-a-pi'S), n. odoriferous (6-do-rif'e-rus), a. Z=0¥. odorifere

One Of the Odontophorittse or American Partridges iJ>endrortyx
macriirus),

feathered head, and which have or are accredited with a
tooth near the tip of the upper mandible. The genera
Ortyx (or CUinus), Lophortyx, Oreortyx, Eupsychortyx, Den-
drartyx, CaUipepla, Oyrtonyx, and others belong here. The
group is commonly called Ortyginoe. See also cuts under
CttlUpepla, Cyrtonyx, helmeUguaU, Oreortyx, and qwiU.

odontophorine (6-don-tof'o-rin), a. Of or per-
taining to the Odontophorinm.
odontophorous (6-don-tof'o-rus), a. [< NL.
odontophorus, < Gr. odoiig {bd'ovr-), = E. tooth, +
-ipApoc, < (jiipuv = B. bearK] Bearing or having
teeth in general ; specifically, having an odon-
tophore, as a moUusk; odontophoran.
Odontophorus (6-don-tof'6-rus), K. [NL. : see
odontophorous.] In ornith.', the typical genus of
OdontophorincE.

Odontopteris (6-don-top'te-ris), n. [NL., < Gr.
oSoif {oSovT-), = E. tooth, "+ vrreptf, fern.] A
genus of fossil ferns established by Brongniart
(1822), so closely allied to Neuropteris that
many species have been differently referred
to one or the other of these genera by various
authors. Both Odontopterig and Neuropteris were ferns
having fronds which were sometimes of very great size.

Grand' Eury speaks of having seen them from 15 to 20
feet in length. Species referred to OdontopUrix are found
in abundance in the coal-measures of various parts of
Europe, and in the same geological position in many lo-

calities in the United States.

OdontorhyncM (o-don-to-ring'ki), n.pl. [NL.,
T^X. ot odontorhynchiis : see odontorhynchous.] In
Merrem's system of classification, a group of
birds, equivalent to the Lamellirostres or Anseres
of other authors ; the swans, ducks, and geese,
together with the flamingos.

odontorhynchous (o-don-to-ring'kus), a. [<
NL. odontorhynchus, < Gr. oSovq (oSovt-), = E..

tooth, + fivyxo^, a snout, muzzle.] Having
tooth-like serrations in the bill, as a duck ; serri-

rostrate.

Odontormse (o-don-t6r'me), n.pl. [NL.]' Same
as Odontotormce. O. C. Marsh.
Odontornithes (6-don-t6r'ni-thez), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. 'oSoi)Q (bSovT-), = E. tooth, + dpvig (bpvid-),

a bird.] Birds with teeth ; a group of Aves
having true teeth implanted in separate sock-
ets or in a continuous groove. All the recognized
Odontffmith£8 are of Mesozoic age, but such birds doubt-
less continued into the Csenozoic period. The Archoeop-
teryx was .Turassic ; the other leading genera, ICfUhyomis
and Sesperomis, were Cretaceous. The latter two form
types of two subclasses of birds, OdorUotonn(e and Odon-
tolcce, the first-named typifying a third subclass called
Saururce. See cuts under Archceopteryx and Ichthyomit.

odontornithic (6-don-t6r-nith'ik), a. [< Odon-
tornith-es + -ic] Of or pertaining to the Odon-
tornithes; being a toothed bird.

odontostomatous (o-don-to-stom'a-tus), a. [<

Gr. bdovc: (odovT-),=^. tooth,'+ ardptdlT-), mouth.]
Having jaws which bite like teeth ; mandibu-
late, as an insect : opposed to siplwnostomatous.

[NL., < Gr. orfoiif (bdovT-), = E. tooth,' -f aepaireia,

medical treatment.] The treatment or care of
the teeth; dental therapeutics.

Odontotormae (o-don-t6-t6r'me), n. pi [NL.,
< Gr. bSovg (orfoir-), = E. tooth, + rdp/wg, socket.]
Birds with teeth implanted in separate sockets

;

a subclass of Aves represented by Ichthyornis
andrelated genera from the Cretaceous of North
America. They remarkably combine the carinate ster-
num, developed wings, and pygostyled tail of modern birds
with socketed teeth and flsh-like vertehrse having bicon-
cave or amphicoelous bodies. Originally Odontormts. See
cut under Ichthyiymis.

odontotormic (o-don-to-t6r'mik), a. [< NL.
Odontotormce + -ic] Having socketed teeth,
as a bird; pertaining to the Odontotormce, or
having their characters.

odontrypy (o-don'tri-pi), «. [< Gr. bSovc {bSovT-),

= E. tooth, + rpmav, perforate.] The operation
of perforating a tooth so as to draw off puru-
lent matter confined in the cavity of the pulp,
odor, odour (6'dor), ». [< ME. odor, odour, <
OF. odor, odour, odeur, F. odeur = Pg. odor =
It. odore, < L. odor, OL. odos, L. also olor (>

~

olor="'" ' ' ~

< oler

smell;

fragrance; smell, whether pleasant or offen
sive : when used without a qualifying adjunct,
the word usually denotes an agreeable smell.
At the Foot of that Mount is a fayr Welle and a gret,

that hathe odour and savour of alle Spices ; and at every
hour of the day he channgethe his odour and his savour
dyversely. MandevUle, Travels, p. 169.

O, it came o'er my ear like the sweet sound
That breathes upon a bank of violets,
Stealing and giving odour. Shak., T. N., i. 1. 7.

The maid was at the door with the lamp, and there came
in with her. . . an odour of paraffine— that all-pervading,
unescapable odour which is now so familiar everywhere.

Mrs. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman, vL OdorOUSly (6'dor-US-li),

2. Figuratively, repute; reputation; esteem: manner; fragrantly.

= Sp. odorifero = Pg.'lt. odorifero,<. L, odorifer,
bringing or spreading odors, < odor, odor, +
ferre = E. bear'>-.] 1. Giving odor or scent,
usually a sweet scent; diffusing fragrance;
fragrant; perfumed: as, odoriferous spices;
odoriferous flowers.

amiable lovely death

!

Thou odoriferous stench I Sound rottenness

!

Shak., K. John, iii. 4. 26.

Some flowers . . . which are highly odoriferous depend
solely on this quality for their fertilisation.

Darwin, Cross and Self Fertilisation, p. 874.

2. Bearing scent or perfume: as, odoriferous
gales—Odoriferous slands. See gland.

odoriferously (6-do-rif'e-rus-li), adv. With fra-

grance; fragrantly.

odoriferousneSS (6-do-rif'e-ms-nes), n. The
property of being odoriferous ; fragrance

;

sweetness of scent.

odorless, odourless (6'dor-les), a. [< odor +
-less.] Devoid of odor or fragrance.

The gas ... is tasteless, but not odorless.

Poe, Hans Pfaal, i. 8.

odorscope.

[= OF. odoreux = It.

odorosus, for odqrus, emit-
ting a scent or odor, < odor, odor: see odor,]
Having or emitting an odor; sweet of scent;
fragrant: as, odorous substances.

Such fragrant flowers doe give most odoroiis smell.
Spenser, Sonnets, ikiv.

Groves whose rich trees wept odorous gums and balm.
MUton, P. L., iv. 248.

With theii melancholy sound
The odorous spruce woods met around
Those wayfarers.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 111.

=Syn. Balmy, aromatic, perfumed, sweet-scented, odorif-
erous.

adv. In an odorous

as, to be in bad oddr with one's acquaintances.
I had thought the odour, sir, of your good name
Had been more precious to you.

B. Jonson, Volpone, iv. 1.

The personage is such ill odour here
Because of the reports.

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 48.

Odor Of sanctity, reputation for holiness.

He long lived the pride Of that country side.
And at last in the odour of sanctity died

;

When, as words were too faint His merits to paint,
The Conclave determined to make him a Saint.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 213.

=Syn. Scent, Perfume, etc. See smell, n.

odorablet (6'dor-a-bl), a. [< OF. odorable = Sp.
odordble, < LL. odorabilis, perceptible by smell,
< L. odorare, smell : see odorate.] Capable of
being smelled; perceptible to the sense of
smell. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, ii. 1.

odoramentt (6'dgr-a-ment), n. [= OF. odore-
m-ent, < L. odorarrieniumj'a. perfume, spice, < odo-
rare, perfume : see odorate.] A perfume ; a
strong scent.

Odoraments to smell to, of rose-water, violet flowers,
balm, rose-cakes, vinegar, &c., do much to recreate the
brains and spirits. Burt<m, Anat. of Mel., p. 412.

odorantt (6'dor-ant), a. [= F. odorant = It.

odorante, < lj."od6ran(,t-)s, ppr. of odorare, per-

odorousness (6'dor-us-nes), n. The property
of being odorous, or of exciting the sensation
of smell.

odorscope, odoroscope (6'dpr-sk6p, -o-skop),
n. [Irreg. < L. odor, odor, -I- Gr. aiamElv, view.]
An apparatus for testing efftuvia or odors, de-
vised by Edison. It consist? of a carbon button placed
between two electrodes of a circuit containing a battery
and galvanoscope. The part of the circuit containing the
button is placed in a closed vessel, and subjected to the
efSuvia of the substance the odor of which is to be tested.
The action of the substance on the carbon produces a
change of electrical resistance, and hence a change in the
indications of the galvanoscope.

odour, odoured, etc. See odor, etc.

ods-bobst (odz'bobz'), interj. A corruption of
God?s body, expressive of surprise, bewilder-
ment, and the like: a minced oath.

Hark you, hark you

;

'Ods-bobs, you are angry, lady.
Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, i 3.

ods-bodikinst, ods-bodkinst (odz'bod'i-Muz,
-bod'ktnz), interj. A corruption of GoWs body-
kin, for God's body : a minced oath.

"Ods-bodikins!" exclaimed Titus, "anoble reward!"
W. H. Ainsworth, Kookwood, i. 9. (Latham.)

"Odj^odHns ! You won't spoil our sport I " cried her hus-
band. "Your crotchets are always coming in like a fox
into a hen-roost 1

"

S. JxiM, Margaret, i. 6.
fume : see odorote.] Odorous; fragrant; sweet- _j_ x. j_, j , j. , , ,, ,',. ,' ,,,...
scented.

>
s

> ods-bod^t, odsbudf (odz'bod'i, -bud'), %nUr).
Corruptions of Go&s body : a minced oath.

Odslmd ! I would wish my son were an .Egyptian mum-
my for thy sake. ConflTCTe, Loveforlove, it 5.

ods-flsh (odz'fish'), interj. A corruption of
*God!s-jlesh : a minced oath expressive of won-
der or surprise.

"Ods-fish!" said the king, "the light begins to break in
on me." SctM.

A corruption of

scented.
The thrid day next my sone went doune
To erthe, whiche was disposed plentuously
Of aungels bright and hevenly soune.
With odaraunt odoureful copiously.

MS. Bodl. 423, t 204. (Halliwell.)

odoratef (6'dor-at), a. [< L. odorattis, pp. of
odorare (> It. odorare= 'P. odorer), give a smell
or fragrance to, perfume, deponent odorari,
smell at, examine by smelling, < odor, smell:
see odor, n.] Scented; having a strong scent;
fetid or fragrant.

Eke adorate
To make hem, kepe hem long in leves drie
Of roses, hem thai wol adorifie.

Pttlladius, Husbondrie (E. E. 1. S.), p. 110.

Some oriental kind of lignstrum, . , . producing a sweet
and odorate bush of flowers. £Xr T. Browne, Misc. Tracts, i.

odoratingt (o'dor-a-ting), a. Diffusing odor or

odor|or Wp£a-tor) - [NL., < ...odorare "^^ZU^f^^^er^.ti^
^"^^^^ •'°"-^«- "^

smell: see odorate.] An atomizer used for dif-

Ods-heartt (odz'hart'), vnterj.

GoWs heart: a minced oath.

Oixheart ! If he should come just now, when I am an-
gry, I'd tell liim. Cmgreve, Old Batchelor, iii. 7.

Ods-lifet (odz'lif'), interj.

life : a minced oath.
A corruption of God's

Odd's life, do you take me for Shylock in the play, that
you would raise money of me on your own flesh and blood ?

Sheridan, School for Scandal, iii. 3.

fusing odoriferous liquid extracts or perfumes
odored, odoured (6'dgrd), a. [< odor, odour,
+ -ed^.] Perfumed.

And silken courteins over her display.

And odourd sheetes, and Arras coverlets.
Spenser, Epithalamion, 1. 304.

a minced oath.

0dm— . . . think, think, sh- 1 B. Jorwon, Volpone, ii. 3.

Odso ! I must take care of my reputation.
Sheridan (1), The Camp, i. 2.

ods-pitikinst (odz'pit'i-kinz), interj. A corrupt
form of God's pitiMn, for God?s pity: a minced
oath.



ods-pitikms

'Odt-pitlikuu ! can it be six miles yet!
ShaJc, CymbeUne, it. 2. 29a

odyl, odyle (6'dil or od'U), n. [< odS + -yl.^

Same as 0(P.

odyliC (o-dil'ik), a. [< odyl + -ic.'\ Of or per-
taining to the supposed peculiar force called
od or odyl. See odS.

odylisation, ». See odylizatUm.
odylism (o'di-lizm or od'i-lizm), n. [< odyl +
-ism.] The doctrine of odic or odylio force.
S?e o(P.

odylizatioil (6'di- or od'i-U-za'shon), ii. [<
odyl + -ize + -ationJ] The supposed process
of conveying animal magnetism (odylic force)
from one person to another. Also sx>elled ody-
lisation.

Odynems (od-i-ne'ms), ». [XL. (LatreiUe,
1804), so calledin ref. to tte sting; < Gr. odwiipd^,

painfnl, < bdirv?/, pain.] A genus of wasx>s of
the family VespidcB or the restricted family £u-
memda; the burrowing wasps, which dig holes
for their nests in walls or in the ground, some-
times to the depth of several inches. The abdomen

" is sessile or nearly so, the maxillary palpi are six-jointed,

and the labial palpi are four-jointed and simple. They are
rather small wasps, nsnally with yellow bands and spots.

The genns is a lio^ and wide-spread one, having over 100
Nor& American specie^ and nearly as many Enropean.
They provision their celte with a variety of other insect^
preferably the larrse of small lepidoptezs. The genns has
been divided into several subgenera. O. parietxan is

known as the wdU-wasp. See cut under paOjer-voasp.

txiynpliagia (od-in-fa'ji-a), n. [NIi.,< Gr. hdivji,

pain, + -(fayia, < <paryuv, eat.] fii pathol., pain-
fnl swallowing.
Odyssey (od'i-si), ». [= F. Odyssee = Sp. Odi-
sea = Pg. Odyssea = It. Odissea, < li. Odyssea,

< Gr. 'OSvaaeia (sc. ^oitiai^, poem), the Odyssey,
a poem about Odysseus, fem. of '06vaaEu>i, of

Odysseus. < 'Odvaaevc, Odysseus, L. Ulysses, Vlix-

e-«.] An epic poem, attributed to Homer, in
which are celebrated the adventures of Odys-
seus (Ulysses) during ten years of wandering,
spent in repeated endeavors to return to Ithaca,
his native island, after the close of the Trojan
war. Some critics, both ancient and mod^n, who have
acknowledged the Homeric origin of the Iliad, attribute
the Odyssey to a different author. -The Odyssey is the
only complete sorriving example of a whole (dass of epics,

called Nosioi, describing the return voyages of various
Greek heroes from Troy. See Iliad.

odz-bodkinsf, inteij. See ods-bodikins.

odzookst (od zoks'), n. See zooks.

oei. Another spelling of Oi, as the name of the
letter, especially in the plural oes.

oe^ (6) , H . [Also oye ; < Gael, ogha, a grandchild.
Of. O".] A grandchild. [Scotch.]

oe^. 1. A digraph, written also as a ligature,

(B, oeeurring in Latin words, or words Latinized
from Greek having oi, as in Latin amatnus, pleas-

ant, IBCUS from Greek olxof, a house. In words
thoroughly Anglicized the oe, a, is preferably
representedby e.—2. Amodifiedvowel (written
either oe, m, or o), a mutation or umlaut of o pro-
duced by a following » or e, occurring in Ger-
man or Scandinavianwords, as in GoeOie, Olwid,
etc.—3. A similar vowel in French words, as in
oeittade, coup d'ceil, etc.

O. E. An abbreviation of Old English.

<EcanthTls(e-kan'thns),n. [NL.(Serville,1831),

< Gr. ouceh', inhabit, + avBog, flower.] A nota-
ble genus of the orthopterous family GryUida,
having slender fore tibise and hind femora ; the
tree-crickets. They are mostly tropical, and oviposit
above ground, usually on plants. The snowy tree-cricket^

<B. nioeus, common in the United State^ is of some eco-
nomic interest^ for the females often seriously injure the
raspberry and grape by pnnctnring the stems to deposit
their eggs. The males stridnlate loudly. See cut under

<Bcist (e'sist), II. [< Gr. ouoor^, a colonizer, a
founder of a city, < ohd(av, found as a colony,
< outof, a house.] In anc. Gr. hist., the leader

of a body of colonists and founder of the colony.
Also celnst.

At Perinthus, Herakles was revered as <Etuf orfonnder.
B, V. Head, Historia >amornni, p. 232.

CBcinm (e'si-um), /I. ; pi. aecia (-a). [XL., < Gr.

o'lKujv, a house, < ouco^, a house.] In sool., the
household common to the several individuals

of an aggregate or colonial organism; a zoob-

cinm. See syncytium and zocecium.

<BCOid (e'koid), n. [< Gr. oucof, a house, + eHof,

form.] Biueke's name for the colorless stroma
of red blood-corpuscles. Also written oikoid

and cekoid.

cecological (e-ko-loj'i-kal), a. [< cecolog-y +
.^c-dl.l Of or peitainii^ to oecology.

CBCOlOgy (e-kol'o-Ji), n. [< Gr. olnog, a house,

femUy, +' -/joyia, < '/syeiv, speak: see -ology.']

In hioh, the science of animal and vegetable
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economy ; the studr of the phenomena of the
life-history of organisms, intheir individualand
reciprocal relations; the doctrine of the laws
of animal and vegetable activities, as manifest-
ed in their modes of life. Thus, parasitism,
socialism, and nest-building are prominent in
the scope of oecology.
oeconozne, n. See econome.
(econoinict, oeconomicalt, etc. Obsolete forms
of economic, etc.

(BCOnomns (e-kon'o-mus), n.
;
pi. ceeonomi (-mi).

[< Gr. ohmm/toc, a manager, administrator, <
olsoc, a honse, family, -t- vt/utv, deal out, distrib-

ute, manage : see economy.] Same as econome.

Any clerk may be the ceeonofmus or steward of a church,
and dispense her revenue.

Jar. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835X IL 242.

oecumenic, oeciimenical, etc. See ecumenic, etc.

oedema, » See edema.
oedematons, oedematose, a. See edematous.
(Edemera (e-de-me'ra), «. [XL. (Olivier, 1795),

< Gr. o«fejv, swell, + faip(k, the thigh.] The
typical genus of stenelytrous beeties of the
family &demeridcE. (E. ccerulea is common in
Europe, and most of the others inhabit the
same continent ; a tevr are found in temperate
Asia.

(Edemeridae(e-de-mer'i-de),».pJ. [NL.,<(Erfe-
mera + -id<B.] A family of Coleoptera erected
by Stephens in 1829, typifiedby the genus CEde-
mera, and composed of elongate insects which
have slender form, with delicate legs and an-
tennSB, and in the main resemble longieoms.
They are found usually on flowers, but some occasionally
upon dead wood in which they have bred. In repose they
assume the longicom attitude. The larvse are all lignivo-
roos, and feed only on decaying wood.

(Edemia (e-de'mi-^), 71. [NL., so calledbecause
the beak appears swollen at the base; < Gr.
oidiifia, a sweUing: see edema.'] A genus of
Anatidte, subfamily Fuligulince: so called from
the swelling or gibbosity of the beak; the sco-

ters, surf-ducks, or sea-coots. They are black or
blackish in color, relieved or not with white on Qie head

Amencan Black Saitez ^(EderHta ameru:aMa),uiais.

or wings^ and with gaily pazly-colored bills. (E. -nigra is

the bl^k scoter of Europe, to which <E. amtricana corre-

sponds. (£.(Jfe{anetta).^u8ca is the white-winged scoteror
sea-coot. (E.(Pe2ioii«(ta)p«rg2>u:tZIa<a, with white patches
on the head, is the sorf-duck. XisoOidemia. See cuts at
saier and PelioneUa.

CEdicneinidae (e-dik-nem'i-de), ». pL [XL., <

(Edieaemus + -idee.'] The thick-knees or stone-

plovers as a family of charadriomorphie birds.

(Bdicnemine (e-dik-ne'min), a. Of or pertain-

ing to the (Edicnemidoe.

(Edicneiinis(e-dik-ne'mus),»!. [XL.,<Gr.oii5Etv,

swell, + ia-!]aJi, the leg or knee: see cnemis.]

(Enanthe

(Edipoda(e-dip'o-da),n. [XTL,. (Latreille, 1825),
< Gr. Oi(5(—oiy, Ut. ' swell-foot, ' < oldtiv, swell, +
^oif (jio6-) = E./oo!.] A genus of true locusts
or short-homed grasshoppers of the family
Acrididte, typical of the subfamily (Edipodina.
It is a large and wide-spread genns. characterized by the
large head, prominent eyes, colored hind wings, and spot-
ted or bfmded tegmina and hind femora. Between 15
and 20 species inhabit the United States, as (E. phomicop-
tera, the coral-winged locust of the eastern half ol Sorth
America.

(Edipodins (e-dii)-o-di'ne), n.pl. [XL. , < (Edi-
poda + -ince.] A subfamily of Acrididcs, rep-
resented by CEdipoda and many other genera,
having the head rounded at the junction of
the vertex and the front, and the last spine of
the outer row on the hmd tibise wanting. It

is a large group, of wide geographical distribu-
tion.

(Edogoniaceae (e-do-go-ni-a'se-e), n.pl. [NL.,
< (Edogonium. + -acece.] A small order of eon-
fervoidiilgse, containing the genera (Edogonium
and Bulboehijeta. >"on-sexual reproduction is by means
of zoospores ; sexual reproduction by highly differentiated
male and female elements.

(Edogonies (e'do-go-ni'e-e), n.pl. [NL., <
(Edogonium + -ece.] Same as (Edogoniacea.

(EdogoninM (e-do-go'ni-um), n. [NL. (Link,

1820), < Gr. olSeiv, swell, -4- yovoQ, seed.] A
genus of confervoid algSB, typical of the order
(EdogoniacecE, with small but rather long un-
branehed cells filled with homogeneous dark-
green protoplasm. They are abundant in ponds, slow
streams, and tanks, and form green masses which fringe
the stones, sticks, and other objects in the water.

oeil-de-boenf (ely'de-bef'), n. [F., ox-eye : aeil,

OF. oeil, < L. oculus, eye ; de, < L. de, of; bceuf, <

L. 60s (hov-), ox: see beef.] In arch., a round or
oval opening as in the frieze or roof of a build-

ing for admitting light ; a bull's-eye.

oeil-de-perdrix (ely'de-per-dre'), n. [F., par-
tridge-eye: ceil, < L. oculus, eye; de, < L. de, of;

j)erdrfcr,<L.j)crd»X; a partridge: seepartridge.]
A small pounded ngtire in a pattern in many
kinds of material, as in damask-linen and the
grounds of some kinds of laces ; a dot.

(Billadet, oeiliadet (F. pron. e-lyad'), «. [Also
eliad, eyliod, aeUiad, aliad, Utad; F. oeiUade, <

(»ii,eye, <L. oc«?i(s, eye: seeocutar.] Aglance;
an ogle.

She gave strange caUadts^ and most speaking looks
To noble Edmund. Shak., Lear, iv. S. 2S.

Amorous glannces, . . . anirking ceyliades.

Greene, Thieves Falling Out.

Oeill^re (e-lySr'), u. [F., < (Bil, eye: see teil-

lade.] The opening in the vizor or beaver of a
helmet, or that left between the coif and the
frontal of a tilting-helmet, to enable the wearer
to see. See cut under armet.

(Billet (e-lya'), n. See oiUI. eyelet.

oekist (e'Mst), n. Same as cecist.

oekoid (e'koid), n. See oecoid.

oeleoblast (e'lf-o-blast), n. A certain bud or
outgrowth observed in the embryos of some
compound ascidians. See cuts under cyatho-
sooid and salpa.

oelett (e'let), n. See oilet, eyelet.

CBnantlie (f-nan'the), «. [NL.. < L. oenanthe,

< Gr. olvavd^, a plantwithblossoms like the vine,

prop, the vine, < ohog, wine, + avBog, flower.]

1. A genus of smooth herbs of the order UmbeU
i«/er«Bandthe tribeSeseHn«<E, type ofthe subtribe
(Enanthece, characterized by the compoundum-
bel and absence of a carpophore. There are about
40 species, natives of the nortiiem hemisphere. South

Thick-knee ((Edicnemus cre^an^.

The typical genus of (Edicnemidw; the thick-

knees or stone-plovers. They are related in some
respects to ttie bustards. (E. crepitans is the best-known
species, called in Great Britain sUme-curleu!, and wAiaSin^
or ITorfM jiover. Fedoa is a synonym.

. Blanch with Leaves of (Enantfu cncata. =- The ombcL
a. a Bower ; b. the fruit.



CEnauthe
Africa, and Australia, especially in or near water. They
bear pinnate or pinnately dissected leaves, and wliite flow-
ers, otten witli tile outer petals enlarged andwith numerous
bracts and bractlets. The root of (E. croeata of western
Europe is an acrid narcotic poison, dangerouson accountof
some resemblance of the plant to the parsnip : called hem-
lock, water-hemlock, or water-dropwort. OS. Phdlandrium,
o£ temperate Europe, etc., is less poisonous, and its seeds
have been considerably used in Europe as a remedy for
pulmonary and other diseases : called fine-lenfed water-
hemlock, also horse bane. 05. fistulosa, common in tem-
perate Europe, is the true water-dropwort. There are
also species which have edible tubers, and (E. stolonifera,
of India, China, etc., serves as a spinach,

2. In ornifli.: (a) \l. c] An old name of the
stoneehat, Saxicola cenanthe, and now its techni-
cal specific designation. (6) Same as Saxicola.
Vieillot, 1816.

CEnantneae (f-nan'thf-e), n.pl. [NL. (Bentham
and Hooker, 1865), < 'CEnanthe + -eai.) A sub-
tribe o£ dicotyledonous plants of the polypeta-
lous order Umbelliferce and the tribe Seselinew,
typified by the genus CEnanthe, and character-
ized by oil-tubes solitary in their channels, and
thick lateral ridges forming an entire wingless
margin to the fruit. It includes 12 genera and
over 50 species, especially in Europe, North
America, and South Africa.
cenanthic (e-nan'thik), a. [< CEnanthe + -ic]
Having or imparting the characteristic odor of
wine—(EuantUc acid, an acid obtained from cenanthic
ether, forming a colorless butter-like mass, which melts
at 13° C— (Enanttaic ether, an oily liquid which has an
odor of quinces, and a mixture of which with alcohol
forms the quince essence. It is one of the ingredients
which give to wine its characteristic odor. Also called
pelargonic ether.

oenanthln (f-nan'thin), n. [< CEnanthe + -inS.]

A resinous substance having poisonous quali-
ties, found in hemlook-dropwort, (Enanthe fistu-
losa.

oenanthol (e-nan'thol), n. [< CEnanthe + -ol.l

A colorless,' limpid, aromatic liquid (C7H14O)
produced in the distillation of castor-oil. Itrap-
idly oxidizes in the air, and becomes asnanthyllc acid. By
the action of nitric acid it yields an isomeric compound
called metxienartihol.

oenantliyl (e-nan'thil), n. [< CEnanthe + -yl.']

The hypothetical radical (C7H13O) of oenan-
thylio acid and its derivatives.

oenanthylic (e-nan-thil'ik), a. [< cenanthyl +
-Jc] .Aji epithet used only in the following
phrase— (Enanthyllc acid, C7H14O2, a volatile oily

acid, of an agreeable aromatic smell, obtained from cas-

tor-oil when it is acted on by nitric acid.

CEnocarpus (e-no-kar'pus), n. [NL. (Martins,

1833), < Gr. olvog', wine, + KapTrSg, fruit.] A ge-
nus ofpalms of the tribe Arecece and the subtribe
Oncospermece, known by the small acute valvate
sepals, parietal ovule, and elongated drooping
branches of the tail-like leafless spadix. There
are about 8 species, natives of tropical America. They bear
small flowers from two woody spathes, pinnately divided
terminal leaves with an inflated sheath, and a black or
purple, usually ovoid, fruit. Various species yield a useful
oil and fruit. See bacaia-palm.

oenochoe, «. See oinochoe.

oenological (e-no-loj'i-kal), a. [< mnohg-y +
-ia-al.^ Of or pertaining to the science or study
of wines and their qualities.

oenology (e-nol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. olvo(, wine, +
-Aoyla, < Xiyeiv, speak : see -ology. Cf . Gr. o'lvo-

TijyjEiv, speak of wine.] The study or science of

the nature, qualities, and varieties of wine ; the
science of wines.
oenomancy (e'no-man-si), ii. [< Gr. olvog, wine,

-t- fiavreia, divination.] A mode of divination
among the ancient Greeks, from the color,

sound, and other peculiarities of wine when
poured out in libations.

cenomania (e-no-ma'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr. oIvoq,

wine, -1- fiavla, madness. Cf. Gr. olvo/iav^i, mad
for wine.] 1. An insatiable desire for wine
or other intoxicating liquors ; dipsomania.— 2.

Same as delirium tremens (which see, under de-

lirium).

oenomel (e'no-mel), n. [< Gr. o\v6fitki., wine
mixed with honey, < oIvoq, wine, + fiiXi, honey.]
A drink made of wine mixed with honey. Com-
pare mead^, metheglin, and hydromel.

Like some passive broken lump of salt,

Dropt in, by chance, to a bowl of cenom£l.

To spoil the drink a little.

Mrs. Browning, Aurora Leigh, vii.

oenometer (e-nom'e-tev), n. [< Gr. olvog, wine,
-t- fiiiTpov, measure.] A hydrometer specially

adapted for determining the alcoholic strength

of wines.

oenophilist (e-nof'i-list), n. [< Gr. olvog, wine,

-t-^iAof, loving, -i--isi.] Aloverofwine. [Bare.]

Are the vegetarians to bellow "Cabbage for ever?" and
may we modest oenophilists not sing the praises of our fa-

vourite plant? Thackeray, Virginians, xxxi.
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(Enothera (e-no-the'ra), n. [NL. (Linnoeus,

1737), < Gr. olvobrjpag, a plant, the root of which
smells of wine, < olvog, wine, -f- 87ipav{i), seek(?).]

A genus of plants, type of the order Onagrariece,

known by the eight stamens, straight linear

anthers, many
naked seeds,
and pod-like
four-celled
capsule. There
are about 100
species, one Tas-
manian, the rest
American, espe-
cially northwest-
em. They are gen-
erally branching
leafy herbs, with
showy yellow,
rose, or purplish
flowers, and alter-

nate leaves. The
genus is named
evening primrose,
sometimes tree-

primrose. CE.bien-
nix, the common
evening primrose,
is a tdl plant
with fragrant yel-
low flowers, of-

ten large, opening
suddenly and at
night, whence the
name. The flow-

ers of (E. Jrvii-
cosa, the sundrops,
as those of many
otherspecies,open

in the sunshine. These and others are more or less culti-

vated. Some of the western species, as {B. MissourUnsis,
are very showy.

o'er {or), prep, and.'adv. A contraction, gener-
ally a poetical contraction, of over.

O Segramour, keep the boat afloat.

And let her na the land o'er near.

Eempiim, (Child's Ballads, I. UO).

o'ercome (our'kum), n. [Contr. of overcome.']

1. Overplus.— 2. The burden of a song or dis-

course. [Scotch in both senses.]

And aye the o'ercome o' his sang
Was "Wae 'sme for Prince Charlie !

"

W. Glen, Jacobite Relics, 2d sen, p. 192.

Of

oesophagoscope (e-sof'a-go-skop), n. [NL., <
Gr. oiaoipiyog, the gullet, +" aKonelv, view.] An
instrument for inspecting the interior of the
esophagus.
oesophagospasmus (e-sof''''a-g9-spaz'mu8), n.

[NL., < Gr. olaoipayog, the "gullet, -(- anaafi6g,

spasm.] Spasm of the esophagus; cesopha-
gismus.
oesophagostenosis (e-sof'a-go-ste-no'sis), n.

[NL., < Gr. oiao<liayog, the gullet, + arhuaig,

constriction.] la pathol., a constriction of the
esophagus.
oesophagotomy, n. See esophagotomy.

oesophagus, n. See esophagus.

(Estrelata (es-trel'a-ta), n. [NL., < Gr. olarpri-

/larEJv, drive wild, < "owTpfpunog, driven Toj a gad-
fly, < olarpog, a gadfly (see wstrus), + e?iavveiv,

drive, set in motion.] A genus of petrels of the
family Procellariidce, the subfamily Procellari-

inw, and the section CEstrelatece. ThebiU is robust
and compressed, with a large unguis hooked from the na-
sal tubes ; these tubes are short ; the hallux is very small

;

the wings are long and pointed ; the tail is cuneiform witb

I, the upper part of the plant of (Enofhera
fruticosa with the flowers (sun-drops); 2,

the lower part of the plant ; a, a flower ; *,

the fruit.

o'erlay (our'la), n.

vat ; a neckcloth.

He faids his mereii

[Contr. of overlay.] A cra-

[Scotoh.]

y down his breast with care.

Ramsay, Gentle Shepherd, i. 2.

o'er-raughtt (or-r^f ), pret. and pp. [Contr. of
over-raught.] Overreached. Shale., Hamlet, iii.

1. 17.

o'er-strawedt (6r-strad'),i'i'. [Contr. of over-

strawed.] Over-strewn. Shale., Venus and
Adonis, 1. 1143.

Oertel's method. [So called from one Oertel

of Munich.] A method of reducing obesity and
of strengthening the heart. While recognizing the
need of limiting the diet somewhat, especially as regards
amyloids and fats, this method lays special stress on the
limitation of liquid taken and on its free elimination by
perspiration, and also upon cardiac exercise ; the last two
desiderata are secured by carefully regulated mountain-
climbing.

oesophagalgia (f-sof-a-gal'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
olaoijiayog, the gullet, + akyog, pain.] Pain, es-

pecially neuralgia, in the esophagus.
oesophageal, oesophagean. See esophageal, etc.

oesophagectomy (f-sof-a-jek'to-mi), n. [< Gr.
olaoiliayog, the gullet, + skto/i^, a cutting out,]

Excision of a portion of the esophagus.

oesophagismus (f-sof-a-jiz'mus), n. [NL., <

Gr. olao^ayog, the gullet : see esophagus.] Inpa-
tliol.: (a) Esophageal spasm. (6) Globus hys-
tericus.

oesophagitis (f-sof-a-ji'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.
olaocjidyog, the gullet, + 4tis.] In pathol., in-

flammation of the esophagus.
Oesophagocele (e-so-fag'o-sel), n. [< Gr. olao-

<payog, the gullet, H- KijMj, a tumor, a rupture.]

A pouch of mucous membrane and submucous
tissue of the esophagus pushed through an
opening in the muscular wall.

oesophagodynia (e-sof"a-go-din'i-a), n. [NL.,
< Gr. ohjofdyog, the gullet, -)- bdvvri, pain.] In
pathol., pain in the esophagus.

oesophagopathy (f-sof-a-gop'a-thi), «. [< Gr.
olaoipayog, the gullet, + traJdog, suffering.] Dis-

ease of the esophagus.
oesophagoplegia (f-sof'a-go-ple'ji-a), n. [NL.,
< Gr. oimcjidyog, the gullet, -t- irTtvyt^, a stroke.]

In pathol., paralysis of the esophagus.

oesophagorrhagia (e-sof"a-go-ra'ji-a). n. [NL.,
< Gr. olao<j>ayog, the gullet, + -payia, < ftjjyvirvai,

break, burst.] lapathol., hemorrhage from the
esophagus.

Blaclc-capped Petrel (.(Estrelata keesitata).

much-graduated feathers ; and the plumage is usually bi-

color or entirely fuliginous. It is an extensive genus of
some 20 species, nearly all inhabiting southern seas. <E.

hoesitata and (E. lessoni are characteristic examples. Also
Astarelata and originally jEstrelata. Bonaparte, 1855.

CEstridae (es'tri-de), n.pl. [NL. (Leach, 1819),

< Wstrus + -idee.] A family of braohycerous
dipterous insects, typified by the genus CEstrus;

the bot-flies. They are mostly flies of rather large size,

more or less hairy, of inconspicuous colors, with small
mouth, rudimentaiy mouth-parts, small antennee inserted
in pits whence only the bristle projects, extremely narrow
middle face, and very large tegulEe. About 60 species are
known, all parasitic in the larval state upon vertebrates.
With a single exception this parasitism is confined to
mammals. The larvtC live in different places, in the nos-
trils and frontal sinuses, under the skin, and in the sto-

mach and bowels; and each species usually confines its

attacks to one kind of animal. Tweniy-four species are
found in North America. (Estrus (Gasterophilus) equi in-

fests the horse ; (E. (Hypoderma) bovis, the ox ; (E. (Cepha-
lomyia) oms, the sheep. See bot-Jly and OSstrus.

oestrual (es'tre-al), a. [Ii-reg. < oestrus + -al]
Goaded by sexual desire; being inheat: applied
to both the period of the rut and the condition
of a rutting animal.

oestruate (es'trij-at), v. i.; pret. and pp. eestru-

ated, ppr. cestruating. [Irreg. < oestrus + -ate^.]

To be in heat ; rut.

oestruation (es-tro-a'shon), n. [< oestruate +
ion.] The condition of being oestrual, or the
period during which this condition exists; sex-
ual desire or heat ; rut.

oestrum (es'trum), n. [Improp. for oestrus, q. v.]
Vehement desire or emotion

;
passion ; frenzy.

Love is the peculiar cestrum of the poet.
Jefferson, Notes on Virginia (1787), p. 234.

In an cestrwm of vindictive passion, which they regard
as a sort of celestial inspiration, they simply project them-
selves. F. Haa, Mod. Eng., p. 29.

oestrus (es'trus), n. [< L. oestrus, < Gr. olarpog,

a gadfly, breeze, hence a sting, a vehement'
impulse.] 1. A gadfly; a breeze. Hence—2.
A vehement urging; a stimulus; an incite-
ment.— 3. [cap.] [NL. (Linnaeus, 1748).] The
typical genus of CEstridce. it is now restricted to
small species with short, thin, weak legs, very large head,
large thorax with short sparse hairs, appearing naked and
silvery, and a peculiar venation of the wings. The larvse
infest the nasal passages and frontal sinuses of cattle,
sheep, goats, and other hollow-homed ruminants ; they
pupate underground. CE. ovis is the bot-fly of the sheep,
now found all over the world. See cut under sheep-bot.

of (ov), prep. [< ME. of, off, < AS. of, rarely af,
mf = (5S. af = OFries. of, ef, af = D. o/=
MLG. LG. af = OHG. aba, apa, MHG. G. ah
= Icel._ af= Sw. Dan. af= Goth, af = L. ab
= Gr. and = Skt. apa, from, away from, etc.
Cf. ab-, apo-. Hence off, the same word differ-

entiated as an adv., and now also used as a
prep.] A word primarily expressing the idea
of literal departure away from or out of a place
or position, it passes from this physical application
to the figurative meaning of departure or derivation as



of
from a Bonrce or eanse. Finally it transforms the Idea of
oeiiTation or origin throngli several intermediate grada-
tions of meaning Into tliat of possessing orbeing po^essed
by, pertaining to or being connected witli, in almost any
relation of thonght. Its partitive, possessive, and attriba-
Uve nses are those which occur most freqaenUy in modem
English, especially when it connects two noons. Gener-
ally speaking, it expresses the same relations which are
expressed in Greek, Latin. German, Anglo-Saxon, and other
languages by the genitive case, incloding many nses be-
Bidea tiiose of the English posseesiTe.

It. From; off; from off; out of; away or away
from: expressing departxtre from or out of a
position or location: the older English of off,
now differeutiated from of.

His swerd fel of his bond to gmnde,
Ne m!3te he hit holde tholke stonde.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.X p. 72.

To be him iTewe & holde tiie while he of lande were.
Bob. 0/ Gbmceeter, L 41&

Menestans. the migh^ maistnr of Athene^
Presit Polidamas & put hym q^ horse.

Destruetian iff Troy (JE. E. T. S.), L 10683.

He toke it q^her hand foil cnrtealy.
Generydes CE. E. T. S.X L 694.

He and his sqnyer rode forth tQl thei com to Cameloth
on the day of the assnmpcion, and a-light down of his
horse. Jferitn (K K T. S-X lit 619.

2. In distance or direction from; away from;
measuring from: noting relative position in
space or time : as, the current carried the brig
just clear of the island ; Switzerland is north
of Italy; within an hour of his death; upward
o/"a year.

1^0 woman shall come within a mile qf my coort.
Shak., L. L. L., L 1. 130.

Twas within a mile of Edinborgh town.
In the rosy time of the year. V Urfey, Song.

3. From, by intervention, severance, removal,
or riddance, as by restraining, debarring, de-
priving, divesting, defrauding, delivering, ac-
quitting, or healing: as, to rob a man o/his
money; to cure one o/a fever ; to break one of
a habit.

Qf al wickidnes he me defende

!

Hymni to Virgin, etc. (E. E. Z S.), p. 98.

I will heal thee (^ thy wounds, saith the Lord.
Jer. xxz. 17.

You'd have done as much, air.

To curb her qf her hnmonr.
ttOdleton, Chaste Maid, i. 2.

If I can rid yonr town Q^rata,
WUI you give me a thousand guilders?

Browning, Pied Piper of Hamelin.

4. From. (a)K'otingongin,soarce, author, or thatfrom
which something issues, proceeds, is derived, or comes to
be or topassL

Hu he was qf Spaygne a kinges sone.
King Horn (E. E. T. aX p. 72.

Bat grace of thi graue grew

;

Thou roos np qnik coumfort to us.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (K. E. T. S.), p. 13.

Two serpentes, where-of eche of hem hadde two heedes,
fonle and hidou&e, and of eche of hem com a grete flawme
of Are. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iiL 632.

That Cytee was destroyed by hem qf Giece, and lytylla

apperethe there o^ be cause it so longe sithe it was de-
B&oyed. MandeoiUe, Travels, p. IS.

Of God and kynde [nature] procedyth alle feanlte.
Palituiu Poena, etc. (ed. Fnmivall), p. 45.

It [the noise of the feasting] was right high and dere;,

and plesaunt to heren, and it semed to be qf moche peple.
Merlin (K B. T. S.), iL 310.

Their chiefe mler is called Powhatan, and taketh his
name of his principall place of dwelling called Powhatan.

CapL John Smith, Works, 1. 142.

Do men gather grapes of thorny or flgs of thistles?
Mat viL 16.

That holy thing which shall be bom qf thee shall be
called the Son of God. Luke i. 35.

Qfwhom now sliall we learn to live like men?
^t>m whom draw ont our actions just and worthy?

FUUher, Valentinian, iv. 4.

Of good s611 good proceeds.
Direct^ or by occasion. MUton, P. L., ix. 973.

You can have qf him no more than his word.
Lamb, Imperfect Sympat^es.

There was no motion in the dumb, dead air,

!Not any song qf bird or sound of rill.

Tennymn, Dr^uu of PairWomen.

(b) ^Noting substance or material : as, a crown qf gold ; a
rwiqf iron.

Valance of Venice gold in needleworls.
Shak., T. of the S., ilL 356.

When I recollect of what various materials our late am-
bassadors have been composed, I can only say *'ex quovis
ligno flt Mercurins." Walpole, Letteis, IL 45.

Three sQent pinnacles qf aged snow
Stood sunaet-flush'd. Teru^/aon, Lotos-Eaters.

(c) Noting causey reason, motive, or occasion.

Whan the childeren were alle come to logre^ the Citee

made qf hem grete ioye whan thei hem knewe.
MerUn (E. E. T. S.), iL 20L

Some do it, say they, qf a simplicity ; some do it qf a
pride ; and some of other causes.

Latimer, Sermon bet Edw. VL, 1550.

4087
It is qf the Lord's mercies that we are not oonsomed.

lAm. iiL 22.

Simon's wife's mother lay sick of a fever. Mark L 30.

Their chiefe God they worship is the DevilL Him they
call Okee, and seme ]iim more qf feare then lone.

OapL John StmOt, Works, L 138.

David resolved tobuy it [the threshiug-floor of Arannah],
because it mos^ qf necessity, be idiened from common
uses, to which it could never return any more.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), 1. 155.

Thyrsis qf his own win went away.
M. Arnold, Thyrsis.

(d) With verbs of sense, noting the presence of some qual-
ity, characteristic, or condition : as, the fields smell qfnew-
mown hay ; the sance tastes of wine.

You savour too much of your youth.
Shak., Hen. V., L 2. 250.

Why do you smell of amber-grise?
B. Jonson, Fortunate Isles.

Strange was the sight and amacldng of the time.
Tcnnyan^ Princess, ProL

5. From among: a partitive use. (a)Sotangthe
whole of which a part is taken : as, to give qf one's sub-
stance ; to partake qf wine.

And seis him that Tholomer has taken qfhis londes.
Joseph qf Arimathie (E. E. T. S.X p. 14.

And the foolish [virgins] said unto the wise. Give us qf
your oil ; for our lamps are gone out Mat xxv. &

Make no more coH, but buy of this oiL
B. Jonson, Volpone, il 1.

Shewasfar better informed, better read, a deeper thinker
than Miss Alnley, but of administrative energy, of execu-
tive activity, she had none. Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xiv.

(6) Ont of: noting subtraction, separation, or selection
from an aggr^ate ; also, having reference to the whole of
an aggregate taken distributively : as, one qf many ; Ave
of them were captured ; of all days in the year the most
unlucky ; there were ten of us.

Thus, of elenen, seuen qf the chiefest were drowned.
Quoted in CapL John Smith's Works, L 103.

6t. From being (something else); instead of

:

noting change or passage from one state to an-
other.

They became through nurture and good advisement, of
wild, sober ; of cruel, gentle ; of fools, wise ; and of beasts,
men. Sir T. Wilson (Arbers Eng. Gamer, L 465)i

As well Poets as Poesie are despised, and the name be-
come of honourable infamous, subject to scome and de-
rision. Pvttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie^ L 8.

Offer np two tears apiece thereon,
Xliat it may cliange the name, as you must change.
And of a stone be called Weeping-cross.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Bevels, v. 3.

'Fmst me^ madam,
Of a vHd fellow I hold him a true subject

MiddUton, More Dissemblers besides Women, iiL 2.

7. From : noting an initial point of time.

I took him of a child np at my door.
And christened him.

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, iL 1.

8. On; in; in the course of: noting time: as,

o/ an evening; o/a holiday; o/old; o/late.

Why, sometimes of a morning I have a dozen people
call on me at breakfasf>-1ame. whose faces I never saw be-
fore, nor ever desire to see again.

Sheridan, T\\q Critic, L 1.

I've known a dog-dancer ... to eam as much as 10s.

of a night at the various concert rooms.
Uayheio, London Labour and London Poor, m. 158.

Peter used to go around of Sundays, and during the week
by night; preaching from cabin to cabin the gospel of his
heavenly Master. The Century, XXXV. 94a

9. During; throughout; for: noting a period
of time. [Archaic]

Sir, I moste go, and of longe tyme ye shuU not se me
a-geyn. MeHin CE. E. T. S.X i 6L

To sleep but three hours in the night,

And not be seen to wink of all the day.
Shak., L. L L., i L 43.

I ventnr'd to go to White-hall, where of many yeares I
had not ben. JSvelyn, Diary, Feb. 11, 1656.

It had not rain'd, as is said, of tbiee years before in that
Country. MUton, Hist Eng., iv.

Vain wsis thy dream qfmany a year.

Browning, Boy and the AngeL

10. In: noting position, condition, or state.

Hee gooth downe by the dyche that deepe was of gronnde.
Alisaunder qf Maeedoine (E. R T. S.X L 1074.

Antonye and Poule despised alle richesse,

Lynyd in desert of wHfulle pouert
Polilieal Poems, etc. (ed. FnmivallX p. 28.

It is of me, whyls I here lyfe.

Or more or lesse ilke day to synne.
Polilieal Poems, etc. (ed. FnmivallX P- 104.

11. On; in; at: noting an object of thought.

0/my labour thei lauhe. Piers PJoimMJi (C), xvL 200.

Theybeleeue, as doe the Virginians, qfmany diuine pow-
ers, yet qf one aboue all the rest

Copt. John Smith, 'Works, U. 237.

12. Concerning; in regard to; relating to;
about : as, short of money ; in fear of their
lives; barren of results; swift of foot; inno-
cent qf the crime; regardless o/lns health; ig-

of

norant o/ mathematics ; what o/thatf to talk
o/ peace; I know not what to think of him;
beware o/the dog!

Alias, why pleynen folk so in commune
0/purveiaunce of God, or qf Fortune?

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, L 394.

Putte it to the fler qf flawme rigt strong, and the reed
watir schal ascende.

Boole of Qxdnte Essence (ed. FnmivallX p. 13.

And whan the tother party hadde discounflted this
bataile, thei encresed moche of peple, and wexed right
stronge. Merlin (E. E. T. S-X t 92.

Menelay the mighty was of meane shap,
Xoght so large of his lymes as his lefe brother.

Destrvction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 3750.

Z beshrew his fooles head, quoth the king ; why had he
not sued vnto vs and made vs prinie of his want?

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 233.

I thought it was wliinisically said of a gentleman that
if Varilas had wit, it wonld be the best wit in the world.

Steele, Spectator, J>o. 100.

Here Hector rages like the force of fire.

Vaunts qf his gods, and calls high Jove his sire.

Pope, Diad, xliL 82.

Lord Balmerino said that one of his reasons for pleading
not guilty was that so many ladies might not be disap-
pointed qf their show. Walpole, Letters, IL 41.

Sure, sir, tills is not very reasonable, to summon my af-

fections for a lady I loiow nothing of!
Shiridan, The Bivals, iL 1.

Would be but another mode of speaking of commereial
ruin, qf abandoned wharves, qf vacated houses, qf dimin-
ished and dispersing population, qf banju-upt merchants,
qf mechanics without employment, and laborers with.

Danid Wdmter, Speech at Sev York, March 10, 1831.

Harrietwas all youthful freshness, . . . light qffooi, and
graceful in her movements. JE. Bowden, Shelley, L 142.

13. Belonging to; pertaining to; possessed
by: as, the prerogative qf the king; the thick-
ness o/the wall; the blue o/the sky.

The brain qf this foolish-compounded clay, man.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., L 2. 8.

The voices of the mountains and the pines
Bepeat thy song.

Longfellow, tr. of Dante's Divina Commedia, v.

14. Belonging to as a part or an appurtenance

:

as, the leg of a chair; the top o/a mountain;
the hilt of a sword.

On the tip qf his subduing tongue
All lands of arguments and questions deep.

Sliai., Lover's Complaint, L 120.

Forest and meadow and bm, and the steel-blue rim of the
ocean. Longfellow, Courtship of Miles Standish, L

15. Belonging to or associated with as regards
locality: as, the Tower o/ London; the Pope
of Rome; Drnmmond of Hawthomden; Mr.
Jones of Boston.— 16. Having or possessing
as a quality, characteristic attribute, or func-
tion: as, a man o/ ability; a woman o/tact;
news of importance ; a wall of unusual thick-
ness ; a sky of blue.
Don Pedro Venegas . . . was a man mature in years,

and qf an active, ambitious spirit.

Irving, Alhamhra, p. 158.

17. Connected with in some personal relation
of charge or trust: as, the Queen of England;
the president of the United States ; the secre-
tary qf a society ; the driver of an engine.— 18.
Among; included or comprised in. Compare
def. 5 (6).

There be o/ us, as be o/ all other nations.
Villains sldA Imaves.

Fletcher (and another). False One, iL 3.

Mr. Wingfield was chosen President, and an Oration
made, why Captaine Smithwas not admitted qf the Coun-
cellastherest

Quoted in CapL John Smith's Worl^ 1. 151.

It is a great ease to have one in our own shape a species
below us; and who, without being listed in our service, is

by nature qfour retinue. Steele, Tatler, >"o. 208.

Let a musician be admitted of the party. Cowper.

Shakespeare was qf us, MUton was for us,

Bums, SheUey, were with us.

Browning, Lost Leader.

19. Connected with; concerned in; employed
for.

He fore to that folke with a fell chore.
With a company clene, l^de men qf armys.

Destruction qf Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 12796.

I should tell you too, that Lord Bath's being o/the en-
terprise contributed hugely to poison the success of it

* Walpole, Letters, II. 7.

If below the mill^ steep
Some ship qf battle slowly creep.

Tennyson, To Bev. F. D. Maurice.

20. Constituting; which is, or is called: as,

the cityo/Xew York; the continent o/ Europe;
by the name of John.

I am going a long way, . , .

To the island-v^ey qf Avilion.
Tennyson, Passing of Arthur.

21. On; upon. [Now archaic]

If qf message forthe thou he sente;

Take hede to tlie same, Geue eare dUigente.
BalieesBook(E. E. T. S.X p. S43.
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Also, the maistres and bretheren to-fore said, euery ger
achul foure tymes come to-geder, at som certein place, to
speke touohyng the profit and ruyl of the forsald orether-
hede, of peyne of a pond wax to the bretherhede.

mnglUh Oilds (B. E. T. S.), p. i.

In May and lune they plant their fields, and Hue moat
qf Acornes, Walnuts, and fish.

Copt. John Smith, Works, 1. 131.

The deputy sent for Captain Stagg, . . . and took his
word for his appearance at the next court, which was called
0/ purpose. Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 228.

22t. For.

And he bi-soujte him of grace as he was Godes fooi-me.
Joseph ^ Arirmthie (E. E. T. S.), p. 19.

Thanne ich knelede on my knees and cryede to hure of
grace. Piers Plomnan (C), iii. 1.

This man deseruea to be endited o/ pety larceny lor pil-
fring other mens deuises from them & conuerting them to
bis owne vse. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 212.

,

I humbly do desire your grace of pardon.
Shak., M. of V., iv. 1. 402.

He toke lefle of the screflys wyfle.
And thankyd her cf all thyng.

Robin Hood and the Potter (Child's Ballads, V. 29).

We had ranged vp and downe more then an houre in
digging in the earth, looking qf stones, herbs, and springs.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 186.

I blesse thee in his blessed name,
Whome I of blesse beseech.

Warner, Albion's England, iv. 22.

23. With.
A faire felde ful qf folke londe I there bytwene.

Piers Plowman (B), Prol., 1. 17.

Closit horn full clanly in a clere vessell,

All glyssononde of gold & qf gay stonys.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 13794.

Whan thei come to the passage of the forde ther sholde
ye haue seyn speres perce thourgh sheldes, and many
knyghtes liggynge in the water, so that the water was all

reade o/blode. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 155.

Full richely were these lordes serued at soper qf wyne
and vitaile. Merlin (B. E. T. S.), ii. 229.

Besides, for solace of our people, and allurement of the
Sauages, we were prouided qf Muslke in good variety.
Booke ofPreeedence(E. E. T. S. , extra ser.), Forewords, p. iv.

The number 1 left were about two hundred, the most in
health, and prouided qf at least ten moneths viotuall.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, II. 9.

Ye streets at Gravsend runge o/ their extreame quarrel-
ings, crying out one of another. Thou has brought me to
this!
Cwhman, quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation, p. 38.

A peace that was full qf wrongs and shames.
Tennyson, Maud, xxviij.

24. By : noting, after passive verbs, the agent
or person by whom anything is done : as, he
was mocked of the wise man (Mat. ii. 16); be-
loved o/ the Lord; seen o/ men. [Archaiq.]

They were disconflted of the hethen peple.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 24.

To be worshipfuUy receiued of the wardeyns and breth-
ern of the same. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 422.

Stody alwaies to be loved of good men, and seeke nat to
be hated of the Evell.

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 76.

Ye haue also this worde Conduict, a French word, but
well allowed of vs, and long since vsuall.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 122.

0, that a lady, qf one man refused,
Should of another therefore be abused

!

Shak., M. N. D., ii. 2. 133.

I saw many woodden shoes to be solde, which are worn
onely of the peasants. Coryat, Crudities, I. 64.

Bold Bobbin and his traine
Did live unhurt of them.

True Tale ofRoUn Hood, (Child's Ballads, V. 368).

The Earl of Morton, Begent of Scotland, tho' a Man of
great Wisdom and Valour, yet was now so overcome of
Covetousness, that he grew universally hated.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 353.

And fires unkindled of the skies

Are glaring round thy altar-stone.

WhiUier, Democracy.

25. Containing; filled with: as, a pail o/milk;
a basket o/ flowers.

I'll give you a pottle of burnt sack to give me recourse
to him. Shak., M. W. of W., ii. 1. 228.

Fixed to the opposite wall was a shelf of books.
Longfellow, Courtship of Miles Standish, i.

26. Over: used after words indicating superi-

ority or advantage : as, to have the start of a
rival ; to get the best of an opponent.

"It is I who have brought you into this strait," he [Ed-

ward I. ] said to his thirsty fellow-soldiers, "and I will have
no advantage o/you in meat or in drink."

J. R. Green, Short Hist. Eng., p. 202.

27. With verbal forms, a redundant use, be-
tween transitive verbs and their objects.

That any freike vpon leld of so fele yeres.

So mightely with mayn shuld marre of his fos.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 9009.

When Christ in person was preaching, and working of
miracles. Donne, Sermons, v.

Prophesying their fall in a year or two, and making and
executing of severe laws to bring it to pass.

Penn, Kise and Progress of Quakers, ii.
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28. With verbal nouns, or nouns derived from
verbs, forming an objective (rarely a subjec-
tive) genitive phrase: as, "The Tanring of the
Shrew"; the hunting of the hare.

This comes too near the praising of myself.
Shak., M. of V., iii. 4. 22.

[Of before a possessive, usually pronoun (but also noun-
case), forms a peculiar idiomatic phrase, in which the pos-
sessive has virtually the value of an objective case : e. g.,

a friend of mine (literally, of or among my friends) = a
friend of me, one of my friends ; a cousin ofmy wife's; etc.

Ye ahull go take youre horse and ride to the ende of this

launde in a valey where ye shull flnde a place of myn.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iiu 684.

Dear to Arthur was that hall of ours.

Tennyson, Holy Grail.]

Of itself. See itself.

oft (ov), adv. [ME. of, o/and o^not being dis-

tinguished in ME.] Off.

Clement the coblere cast of his cloke,
And atte new faire he nempned it to selle.

Piers Plowman (B), v. 32&

This florse Arcite hath of his helm ydon.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1818.

He hadde grete feer, and douted lesse she passed er he
myght hir salewe [salute], and dide of [doSed] his helme qf
his heed for to se hir more clerly.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii; 694.

And be-gonne a-gein the stour so grete, that half amyle
of men myght heere the noyse.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 216.

Powhatan being 30 myles of, was presently sent for.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 194.

0. F. An abbreviation of Old French.
of-i. [ME. of-, < AS. of- = OS. of-, etc., being
the prep, and adv. of in comp., noting either
literal separation, 'off,' etc. (now ojf-), or as an
inseparable prefix, an intensive, now obsolete.]
A prefix, being of, off, in composition. See ety-
mology.

of-^. -An assimilated form of the prefix o6- be-
fore/-. See o6-.

ofbit (of'bit), n. [Prop. offTrit (so called from
the form of the root), <, off + hit, pp.] The
devil's-bit, Scdbiosa succisa. See deviVs-bit (a).

ofcomet (of'kum), n. [ME. (in mod. form off-

come, which is actually used in another sense),
< of, mod. E. off, + come.'i See the quotation.

But wehave purchased this convenient word [incom£] by
the sacrifice of another, equally expreaaive, though more
restricted in use, and belonging to the Scandinavian side
of English. I refer to ofcome, employed by old English
writers in the sense of produce rather tlian product, though
sometimes synonymously with the more modern income.

Q, P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., xii.

ofdradt, «. A Middle English form of adread^.

The stones beoth of suche grace
That thu ne sohalt in none place
Of none duntes beon ofd/rad
Ne on bataille beon amad.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), L 578.

ofer^t, prep, and adv. An early Middle English
form of over.

ofer^t, oferret, tdv. Middle English fonns of
afar.

To all the prouyns thai apperit and pertis ofer
With mekyll solas to se in mony syde londis.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1642.

Beholde also how his modire and alle his frendes stand
alle o-ferre. MS. Lincoln A. i. 17, f. 181. (Halliwelt.)

off (6f), adv. and. prep. [<ME. off, of: same as
of, prep.: see o/.] I. adv. 1. At a point more
or less distant ; away.
The publican, standing afar off, would not lift up so much

as his eyes unto heaven. Luke xviii. 18.

West of this forest, scarcely o/ a mile.
In goodly form comes on the enemy.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 1. 19.

He [the King of Denmark] was at Reinsburg, some two
days Journey off, at a Uichsadgh, an Assembly that corre-
sponds to our Parliament. Howell, Letters, I. vi. 1.

2. Naut. : (a) Away; clear (as from the land, a
danger, etc.): opposed to on, on to, or toward.

Then the soldiers cut off the ropes of the boat, and let
her fall off. Acts xxvii. 32.

I would I had
A convoy too, to bring me sale off.

Beau, and Fl., Thien-y and Theodoret, iv. 2.

The Wind is commonly o/from the Land, except in the
Night, when the Land-Wind comes more from the West.

Dampier, Voyages, 1. 109.

(6) Away (as from the wiad) : opposed to c^ose,

near, or up : as, to keep a ship off a point or
two.

Set her two courses : off to sea again ; lay her off.

Shak., Tempest, I. 1. 64.

John . . . called out to the mate to keep the vessel off,

and haul down the staysail.

R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 82.

3. Away
;
quite away (expressing motion, or

the act of departure or removal); to a distance

;

in such a manner as to drive or keep away ; in

Off

another direction (opposed to toward): as, he
ran off; to beat off&n enemy; to stave offbank-
ruptcy; to wave off an intruder; to put ojf the
evil day; to head off a. danger; to choke ojf in-

quiry; to laugh offtm accusation; to look off.

Let 's off; it is unsafe to be near Jove
When he begins to thunder.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, 1. 2.

II you get but once handsomely off you are made ever
after. Howell, Letters, ii. 14.

His wounded men he first sends off to shore.
Never till now unwilling to obey.

Dryden, Annus Mirabilis, st. 74.

The hero or patron in a libel is but a scavenger to carry

off the dirt. Steele, Tatler, No. 92.

We laugh it off, and do not weigh this subjection to wo-
men with that seriousness which so important a circum-
stance deserves. Steele, Spectator, No. 610.

All men should look towards God, but the priest should
never look offfrom God ; and at the sacrament every man
is a priest. Donne, Sermons, iv.

Iooko#, let not thy optics be
Abus'd: thou see'stnot what thou ahould'st.

Qua/rles, Emblems, ii. 6.

4. Away from a certain position, connection,
attachment, or relation ; away by physical re-

moval or separation : as, to cut, pare, clip, peel,

pull, strip, or tear off; to take off one's hat; to
mark off the distance; to shake off a drowsy
feeling.

O^goes his bonnet. Shak., Kich. II., i. 4. 31.

Just as Christian came up with the Cross, his Burden
loosed from off his shoulders, and fell from off hie back.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 109.

The world that time and sense have known
Falls oj^and leaves us God alone.

WhiUier, The Meeting.

His [Emerson's] thoughts slip on and off their light
rhythmic robes just as the mood takes him.

0. W. Holmes, Emerson, xiv.

[In this sense often used with ellipsis of the verb (go, get,

take, etc.), and often with vnth following.

Off with his guilty head 1 Shak., 8 Hen. VI., v. B. 3.

Thou mightst as reasonably bid me off with my coat as
my hat. I will offwith neither in thy presence.

A. E. Boar, Itiend Olivia, v.]

5. In such a way as to interrupt continuity or
progress ; so as to stop or cause a discontinu-
ance : as, to break off negotiations ; to leave off
work ; to turn o^the gas. Hence, after a substan-
tive verb, with some such verb as break, declare, etc., un-
derstood, discontinued ; interrupted ; postponed : as, the
match is off tor the present ; the bargain is off.

Man. But have you faith
That he will hold his bargain?

Wit. dear sir

!

He will not off on 't; fear him not : I know him.
B. Jonson, Devil is an Ass, L 8.

We have been making peace lately, but I think it is off
again. Walpde, Letters, II. 26.

Oh, Maria! child—what! is the whole affair o/'between
you and Charles? Sheridan, School lor Scandal, i, 1.

It is hardly probable that my knowledge as to when the
current was on or off would suffice to explain his success.

Proc. Soe. Psych. Research, II. 66.

Young men beginning life try to start where their la-

thers left off. Sei. Amer., N. S., LIX. 218.

6. Away ; in such a manner as to be or become
abated or diminished: as, the fever began to
pass off; the demand has fallen off.— 7. Quite
to the end ; so as to finish ; utterly ; to exhaus-
tion or extermination : an intensive : as, to kill

o^ vermin; to drain off a. swamp.
Drink offthia potion. SAo*., Hamlet, v. 2. 337.

8. Forthwith; offhand: as,torattleo2?'a story;
to dash off a string of verses.— Eltlier off or on,
either remotely or directly ; either one way or the other.

The questions no ways touch upon puritanism, either off
or on. Bp. Sanderson.

Offand on, sometimes onand off. (a)With inteiruptions
and resumption; at intervals; now and then; occasion-
ally ; irregularly : as, I have resided in this neighborhood
off and on for ten years.

For my part, the sea cannot drown me ; I swam, ere I
could recover the shore, five and thirty leagues off anion.

Shak., Tempest, iii. 2. 17.

I worked for lour or five years, off and on, at this place.
Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 171.

(b) NauL, on alternate tacks, now toward and now away
from the land ; to and fro.—Kelther off nor on. See onX,
—To back, bear, beat, break, come, fly, get, give, go,
hang, pass, set, swear, take, etc., off. See the verbs.

ir. prep. 1. From; distant from.
Within a mile o' th' town, forsooth.

And two mile off this place.
Middletxm, The Widow, iii. 2.

1 rode alone, a great way offmy men.
A. C. Swinburne, Laus Veneris.

2. Not on (a street or highway) ; leading from
or out of.

Watling street, Bow Lane, Old Change, and other thor-
oughfares o/Cheapside" and Cornhill.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 201.



off

3. Naut, to seaward of at short distance ; op-
posite or abreast of to seaward: as, the ship
was off St. Lncia.
The effect of his [Sir Kenelm Digby's] guns in a sea-

fight o/Scanderoon. LoiceU Study Windows, p. 93.

We were finally beset, while trying to make a harbor
in a pack of pancake and sludge ice, a half mile offshore.

^. W. Greely, Arctic Service, p. lOL

4. Away from; with separation or removal
from; so as no longer to be or rest on: as, to
take a book off a shelf; he fell off his horse;
my eye is never offidm ; that care is o^his mind:
often pleonastically/rom off.

And nowe the kinge, with all his barons,
Bose uppe^Vwn. offe his seate.

Sir Cauline (ChUd's Ballads, m. 189).

The waters returned >rom offtbe earth. Gen. viii. 3.

Others cut down branches ojfthe trees. Mark xi. 8.

The pears began to fall

Prom off the high tree with each freshening breeze.
Waiiam Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 375.

A raw, chilly wind, laden with moisture, was blowing
a/the water. The Century, XiXVII. 645.

5. Deviating from, especially from what is

normal or regular: as, off the mark; off the
sqnare; o^ the pitch (in music).— 6. In a state
of not being engaged in or occupied with : as,

he is off duty to-day.— 7. From: indicating
source: as, I bought this book o^ him. [CoUoq.
or vulgar.]— 8. Of: indicating material: as, to
make a meal off fish : also pleonasticaUy off of.

Whattheyconsidergood living is a dinner daily off"good
block omameDts " (small pieces of meat, discoloured and
dirty, but not tainted, usually set for sale on the butcher's
block). Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, L 462.

"ITl be eat if you dines ojTme," says Tom.
"Yes, that," says I, "you'll be."

W. S. Gilbert, Yam of Uie Nancy Bell.

Off color, (a) Defective or of inferior value because of
nothaving the right shade of color : said of precious stones,
and also of objects of decorative art, as porcelain, (b) By
extension, not of the proper cbai-acter ; not of the highest
quality, reputation, etc. ; especially, equivocal or of doubt-
ful moralify, as a story or print [Colloq.]

' The few [pioneers] who, being offcolor in the 'East, found
residence more convenient in newly settled towns.

Barpei's Mag., LXXVIL 678.

(e) Out of sorts; indisposed. [Colloq.]

—

Off Its feet, in
^nUng, said of composed type that does not stand square-
ly on both feet^ and consequently produces a one-sided im-
pression.— Off one's base, (a) In the wrong ; mistaken.
(5) Foolish ; crazy. [Slang in both uses.]

—

Off one's eggs,
in the vrong; mistaken. [Slang.J

—

Off one's feet, On
one's legs, not supported on one's feet or legs, aa in
standing or walking; hence, not able to be moving or
active.

1 . . . was never offmy legs, nor kept my chamber a day.
Sir W. Temple.

Off one's hands. See hand.

What say you to a friend that would take this bitter bad
bargain offyour hands?

Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conqner, iL 1.

Off one's bead. See Aeod.— Off the taints. SeeAtn^e.

off (6f), o. and «. [< off, adv."] I. a. 1. More
distant; further; hence, as applied to horses,
oxen, etc., driven in pairs abreast (the driver's

position being on the left of them), right ; right-

hand: opposed to near or Jeft-hand: as, the off
side in driving; the ojf horse.

The guaid has assisted in the conference between the
coachman and the hostler about the grey mare that hurt
her 0^ fore-leg last Tuesday. DtclvTU, Pickwick, xxviii.

Fancy eight matched teams of glossy bays— four horses
to the team— each "near " horse mounted by a rider who
controlled his mate, the o/' horse

!

Barpei's Mag., LXXVI. 786.

2. In cricket, on that side of the field which is

to the left of the bowler: opposed to on. See
diagram under cricket^.— 3. Leading out of or
awayfrom a main line : applied to streets: as, we
turned out of Oxford street into an off street.

Friar-street is one of the smaller ojf thoroughfares.
Mayhewy London Labour and London Poor, II. 479.

4. Characterized by discontinuance or inter-

ruption of that which is usual or normal ; not
occupied with or devoted to the usual business
or affairs : as, this is an off day ; off time ; an
off year (in U. S. politics, a year in which no
important elections take place).

Such horses asQueen's Crawleypossessedwent toplough,
or ran in the Trafalgar Coach ; and it was with a team of

these very horses, on an off day, that Miss Sharp was
brought to the Hall. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, ix.

A vast apple-tree^ whose trunk was some three feet

through, and whose toweling top was heavy, even in an
off-year for apples, with a mass of young fruit.

Houxtts, Three Villages, Shirley.

5. Away from the mark or right direction;

mistaken; wrong: as, you are quite o^in that

matter. [Colloq.]— 6. Conditioned; circum-

stanced. In this sense off is peculiarly idiomatic, wdl
off, for example^ meaning literally 'fully out," namely, of

hindering conditions : hence, 'well-conditioned': as, he is

vrell off; they found ttiemselves worse offQiaa before.
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Marriage is at present somuch out of fashion that a lady

is very well o/^who can get any husband at all.

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, IxxxriiL

The poor— that is to say, the working-classes— have
grown distinctly better off.

W. Besant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 260.

Poorly, very poorly ojT are our peasants!
Harper's Mag., LXXVUL 377.

H. ". If. Same as offing.

The shippe lay thwart to wende a flood, in the off, at a
Southsoutheast moone. HaMvyts Voyages, I. 291.

2. In cricket, that part of the field to the bowl-
er's left.

Johnson, the young bowler, is getting wild, and bowls a
ball almost wide to the off,

T. Hiighes, Tom Brown at Eugby, ii 8.

off (6f), interj. [Exclamatory use of off, adv.^
Away! depart! begone!

off (6f), t;. i. [< off, adv.'] Xaut, to move off

shore ; steer from the land : said of a ship, and
used only in the present participle : as, the ves-
sel was offi,ng at the time the accident happened.

offa (of'a), n. Same as affa.
offal (of'al), n. and a. [Formerly also off-fall;
< ME. offal, fallen remnants, chips of wood, etc.

(= D. afval = G. abfall = loel. Sw. affall = Dan.
affald, offal) ; < of, off, +fain, m.] L «. 1 . That
which falls off, as a chip or cMps in dressing
wood or stone ; that which is suffered to fall off

as of little value or use.

On the floores of the lower [oven) they lay the offals of
6ax, over those mats, and upon them their egges, at least
sixe thousand in an oven. Sandys, Travailes, p. 98.

Of gold the very smallest filings are precious, and our
Blessed Saviour, when there was no want of provision , yet
gave it in charge to his disciples the off/aU should not be
lost. Sanderson, quoted in Trench's Select Glossary,

[ed. 1887.

That which the world offers in her best pleasures is hut
shells, offals, and parings.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), L 386.

Especially— 2. Waste meat; the parts of a
butchered animal which are rejected as unfit
for use.

A barrow of butcher's offal. SJuii. , M. W. ofW., iiL 5. 5.

What in the butcher's trade is considered the offal of a
bullock was explained by Mr. Deputy Hicks before the
last Select Committee of the House ofCommons on Smith-
field Mai*ket :

" The carcass," he said, "as it hangs clear of
everything else, is the carcass, and all else constitutes the
offal." Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, n. 9.

3. Refuse of any kind; rubbish.

To have right to deal in things sacred was accounted an
argument of a noble and illus&ious descent; God would
not accept the offals of other professions. SmUh.

His part of the harbor is the receptacle of all the offal of
the town. B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 47.

4. In the fisheries: (a) Small fish of various
kinds taken in seines among larger or more val-

uable kinds, and thrown away or used for ma-
nure, etc. [Chesapeake Bay and tributaries.]

(6) Low-priced and inferior fish: distinguished
flora prime. Pish caught with the trawl aver-
age one fourth prime and three fourths offal.

n. a. Waste ; refuse : as, offal wood.
Glean not in barren soil these offal ears,

Sith reap thou may'st whole harvests of delight.

Southwell, Lewd Love is Loss.

They commonly fat hogs with offal com.
Mortimer, Husbandry.

off-and-on (6f'and-on'), « [< off and on, ad-
verbialphrase: see under 0^, adv.] Occasional.

The faithful dog.
The off-and-on companion of my walk.

Wordsumih, Prelude, Iv.

off-bear (6f'bar), v. t. In briekmaking, to carry
off from the molding-table and place on the
ground to dry.

Others still [in pictures on tombs in Thebes] are off-bear-

ing the bricks and laying them out on the ground to dry.

C. T. Davis, Bricks and Tiles, p. 18.

off-bearer (6f 'bar'er), «. In hriekmaking, a
workman employed to carry the bricks &om
the molding-table and lay them on the ground
to dry.

Each gang is composed of one moulder, one wheeler,
and one boy called an off-bearer.

C. T. Dams, Bricks and Tiles, p. 108.

off-capt (6f'kap'), r. ('. To take off the cap by
way of obeisance or salutation. [Bare.]

Three great ones of the city . . .

Off-capp'd to him. Shak., Othello, i. 1. 10.

offcast (6f'kast), n. That which is rejected as
useless.

The offea^ at all the professions—doctors without pa-
tients, lawyers without briefs.

M. W. Savage, Seuben Medlicott (,Davies.)

off-come (Sf'kum), n. Apology; excuse; an
escape in the way of subterfuge or pretext.

[Scotch.]

offender

off-corn (6f'k6m), H. Waste or inferior com
thrown out during dressing.

Such off-corn as cometh give wife for her share. Ttisser.

Offcut (of'kut), H. Tnprinting: (a) Any excess
of paper which is cut off the main sheet. (6)
That part of a printed sheet which is cut from
the main sheet and separately folded. In the
ordinary half-sheet form of 12mo, pages 5, 6, 7,
and 8 are in the offcut of the half sheet of
twelve pages.

offence, O&nceless, etc. See offense, etc.

offend (o-fend'), v. [< ME. offenden, < OF.
offendre = Sp. ofender = Pg. offender = It. of-
fendere, offend, < L. offendere, thrust or strike
against, come upon, stumble, blimder, commit
an offense, displease, < ob, before, + OL. fen-
dere, strike: see defend, fend^.] I. trans. If.
To strike; attack; assail.

We have power granted us to defend ourselves and of-
fend our enemies, as well by sea as by land.

WirUhrc^, Hist. New England, n. 366.

He [the Spaniard] had a Macheat, or long Knife, where-
with he kept them [the sailors] both from seizing him,
they having nothing in their hands wherewith to defend
themselves or offend him. Dampier, Voyages, I. 254.

2t. To injure; harm; hurt.

Who hath yow mlsboden or offended?
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 51.

Till thou canst rail the seal from off my bond.
Thou but offend'st thy lungs to speak so loud.

Shak., IL of V., iv. 1. 140.

3. To displease
;
give offense or displeasure

to; shock; annoy; pain; molest.

The rankest compound of villanous smell that ever of-

fended nostril. Shak., M. W. of W., UL 5. 93.

A brother offended is harder to be won than a strong city.

Prov. xviii. 19.

I acquaint you
Aforehand, if you offend me, I must beat you.

B, Jonson, Devil is an Ass, L 2.

4. To disobey or sin against (a person) ; trans-
gress or violate (a law or right).

Many, Sir, he hath offended the law.
Shak., M. for ii., iu. 2. 16.

She found she had offended God no doubt.
So much was plain from what had happened since.
Misfortune on misfortune.

Browning, King and Book, iii 182.

5t. To cause to offend or transgress ; lead into
disobedience or evU.

If thy right eye offend thee [causeth thee to stumble,
in the revised version], pluck it out. Mat. v. 29.

Whoso shall offend [cause ... to stxmible, in the re-
vised version] one of these little ones which believe in me,
it were better for him that a millstonewere hanged about
his neck, and that he were drowned in the depth of the
sea. Mat xviii. 6.

3. To vex, chafe, irritate, provoke, nettle, fret, gaU.

intrans. If. To strike, attack, or assail
^^

In the morning and euening the cold doth offend more
then it doth about noone tide.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 254.

2. To disobey, violate, or transgress law,
whether human or divine; commit a fault or
crime ; sin : sometimes with against.

Nor yet against Csesar have I offended anything at all.

Acts XXV. 8.

If meat make my brother to offend, I will eat no flesh
while the world standetb, lest I makemy brother to offend.

1 Cor. viiL 13.

In a free Commonwealth, the Governor or chief Coun-
selor offending^ may be remov'd and punish'd without the
least Commotion. MiUon, Free Commonwealth.

Sf. To give offense or displeasure ; do anything
displeasing, or calculated to cause dislike or
anger.

But lorde, what ayles the kyng at me?
For vn-to hym I neuere offende.

York Plays, p. 140.

offendant (o-fen'dant), n. [See offend.] One
who offends; an offender. Holland.

If the offendant did consider the griefe and shame of

ptmi^mient, he would containe himselfe within the com-
passe of a better course.

Breton, Packet of Letters, p. 43. (Dames.y

offender (g-fen'der), II. One who offends; one
who transgresses or violates a law, whether
human or divine ; one who infringes rules and
regulations ; one who acts contrary to the rights

of others, or to social rule or custom; one who
displeases or annoys; one who gives offense,

or incurs the dislike or resentment of another.

My lords, let pale offenders pardon craue

:

If we offend, laws rigour let us haue.
Heywood, If you Know not Me, i.

O love beyond degree

!

Th' offended dies to set th' offender free.

Quarles, Emblems, iii. 10.

She hugged the offender, and forgave the offence.

Dryden, Cym. and Iph., 1. 367.



offender

=Syn. Offender, Delinquent, calpnt. Offender diSeisfiom
delvn^uent in that a delinquent is, strictly, a negative trans-
gressor, one who neglects to comply with the requirements
of the law, whereas an offender is a positive transgressor,
one who violates law or social rule. Both are general
words, covering the oltenses or delinquencies under divine
or human laws, social usages, etc.

offending (o-fen'ding), n. The act of commit-
ting an offense ; offense; fault; transgression;
crime.

The very head and front of my offending
Hath this extent, no more.

Shak., Othello, i 3. 80.

offendress (o-fen'dres), m. [< offender + -ess.']

A female offender.
A desperate offendrese against nature.

Shak., All's Well, i. 1. 153.

offense, offence (o-fens'), » [< ME. offense,

offence, < OF. offense, offence, F. offense = Pr.
offensa = Sp. ofensa = Pg. It. offensa, < L.
offensa, an offense, orig. fem. of offensus, pp. of
offendere, offend: see offend.] 1. Assault; at-
tack : as, weapons or arms of offense.

Courtesy . . . would not be persuaded to oiler any of-
fense, but only to stand up on the best defensive guard.

Sir P. Sidney.

For offence they [the Belgians] wore a ponderous sabre,
and carried a Gaulish pike, with fiame-like and undulat-
ing edges. C. Elton, Origins of Eng. Hist., p. 116.

2t. Harm ; hurt ; injury.

Litel witen folk what is to yerne

;

That they ne fynde in hire desire offence.

For cloud of errour ne lat hem discerne
What best is. Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 199.

So shall he waste his means, weary his soldiers.

Doing himself offence. Shak., J. C, iv. 3. 201.

3. Transgression; sin; fault; wrong.
This young Squyer suerly dede non offence,

And thou hast smetyn hym here in my presence.
Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 552.

He . . . ofEer'd himself to die
For man's offence. Milton, P. L., ill. 410.

Specifically, in law : (a) A crime or misdemeanor ; a trans-
gression of law. It implies a violation of law for which
the public authorities may prosecute, not merely one
which gives rise to a private cause of action only. More
speoiflcally— (6) A misdemeanor or transgression of the
law which is not indictable, but is punishable summarily
or by the forfeiture of a penalty.

4. Affront ; insult ; injustice ; wrong ; that which
wounds the feelings and causes displeasure or
resentment.

Many a bard without offence
Has link'd our names together in his lay.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

5. Displeasure ; annoyance ; mortification ; um-
brage; anger.
Content to give them just cause of offence when they

had power to make just revenge. Sir P. Sidney.

And you, good uncle, banish all offence.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. 6. 96.

Capital, cumulatiTe, Infamous, military, etc., of-
fense. See the adjectives.—To give offense, to cause
displeasure.

To decline the acceptance of a present generally gives

offerux. E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 269.

To take offense, to feel displeasure or resentment ; be of-

fended. =S3m. 3. Misdeed, fault, delinquency, indignity,
trespass. B-eferring to the comparison under erimei it

may be added that offense is a very indefinite word, cover-
ing the whole range of the others, while misdevneanov is

a specific word, applying to an act which is cognizable by
civil, school, family, or other authority, and does not ap-
pear in the aspect of an offense against anything but law
or rules,— 6. Indignation, resentment.

offenseless, offenceless (o-fens'les), a. [< of-

fense + -less.] Unoffending; innocent; inof-

fensive; harmless.
Even so as one would beat his offenceless dog, to affright

an imperious lion. Shak., Othello, ii. 3. 275.

offenselessly, offencelessly (o-fens'les-li), adv.

Inoffensively ; harmlessly.

Offensiblet (o-fen'si-bl), a. [< OF. offensible,

offensive, < LL. offensibilis, liable to stumble, <

L. offendere, pp. offensus, stumble against, of-

fend: S&6 offend.] Causing offense ; offensive.

Those who wil take in hand any enterprise that natu-
rally is seditious or offevMble haue not to consider of the
occasion that moueth them to rise, but only the good &
euil end which therof may proceede.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 239.

Offensiont (o-fen'shon), n. [ME. offenszoun, <

OF. offensim = Q-^'.'ofension = Pg. offensao =
It. offensione, < L. offensio(,n-), a striking against,

offense, < offendire, pp. offensus, offend: see of-

fend.] Assault; attack.

Myberd, rayn heer thathongetli longe adoun.
That nevere yit ne felte offensioun

Of rasour nor of schere.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1558.

offensioust, offencioust (o-fen'shus), a. [< of-

fensi(on) + -ous.] Offensive.

Met. 'Tis Eamus, the king's professor of logic.

Gui. Stab him !

Ram. Oh ! good my lord, wherein hath Eamus been so

offeneimis? Marlowe, Massacre at Paris, i. 8.
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offensive(o-fen'siv), a. and n. [<F. offensif=B^.
ofensivo= Pg. It. offensivo, < L. as if *offensivus,

(.offendere,pTp.offensus,oE6iid: see offend.] I. a.

1. Serving to offend, assail, or attack; used in
attack : opposed to defensive: as, offensive wea-
pons.— 2. Consisting in or proceeding by at-

tack; assailant; invading; aggressive: opposed
to defensive.

There is no offensive War yet made by Spain against K.
John. Uowell, Letters, I. vL 42.

They saymy lord duke, besides his business at the Hague,
hath a general commission to treat with all princes for a
league offermve and defensive against the house of Austria.

Court and Times of Charles I., I. 60.

3t. Serving to injure; injurious.

It is an excellent opener for the liver, but offensive to
the stomach. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

4. Causing or giving offense ; fitted or intended
to offend or give displeasure; ijrovocative of
displeasure ; insulting ; annoying ; displeasing

:

as, an offensive remark; offensive behavior.

An offensive wife
That hath enraged him.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 1. 210.

She did not exactly comprehend his manner, although,
on better observation, its feature seemed rather to be lack
of ceremony than any approach to offensive rudeness.

Havithome, Seven Gables, yi.

5. Disgusting; disagreeable; giving pain or
unpleasant sensations: as, an offensive smell.
= Syn. 1 and 2. Aggressive, Offensive. See aggressive,— i.
Invidious, Offensive (see invidious) ; distasteful, obnoxious,
impertinent, rude, insolent, abusive, scuixilous.— 6. Nau-
seating, sickening, loathsome.

II. TO. With the definite article : An aggres-
sive attitude or course of operations ; a posture
of attack : as, to act on or assume the offensive.

offensively (o-fen'siv-li), ad«. 1. By way of
invasion or unprovoked attack; aggressively.
— 2. In an offensive or displeasing manner;
displeasingly ; unpleasantly ; disagreeably.

—

3t. Injuriously; mischievously.
offensiveness (o-fen'siv-nes), ». The quality
or condition of being offensive ; injuriousness

;

unpleasantness.
offer (of'6r), V. [< ME. offren, < AS. offrian =
05. offron, offran = OFries. offaria, offria = D.
MLG. offeren = OHGr. opfaron, offaron, MHG.
opfern, ophern, G-. opfern= Icel. Sw. offra

=

Dan.
ofre, offer (in earliest Teut. use ' offer as a sac-
rifice,' the eccl. use of the L. offerre in this sense
explaining its earlyappearance in Teut.),= OP.
(alsoF.) offrir = Pr. offrir, ufrir= It. offerire, of-

ferere, offerare (of. Sp. ofrecer = Pg. offerecer),

< L. offerre, ML. also offerare, bring before, pre-
sent, offer, < ob, before, -I- ferre= E. bear^. Cf

.

confer, defer^, proffer, differ, prefer, refer, etc.]

1. trans. 1. To bring or put forward
;
present to

notice; hold out to notice or for acceptance;
present : sometimes used reflexively.

And as ye offre yow to me, so I offreme to yow with trewe
herte. JlferZira(E. E. T. S.), ill. 482.

A mixed scene offers itself. Burton, Anat. of Mel ,, p, 613.

I offer it to the reason of any Man, whether he think the
knowledg of Christian Religion harder than any other Art
or Science to attain, Milton, Touching Hirelings.

Who shall say what prospect life offers to another?
Thmeau, Walden, p, 13.

2. To present for acceptance or rejection; ten-
der or make tender of ; hence, to bid or tender
as a price : as, to offer ten dollars for a thing.

Nor, shouldst thou offer all thy little store.

Will rich Mas yield, but offer more.
Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Eclogues, ii. 79,

Our author offers no reason, Locke.

3. To present solemnly, or as an act of wor-
ship: often with up: as, to offer up a prayer;
to offer sacrifices ; hence, to sacrifice ; immolate.

With oute the Zate of that Temple is an Awtiere, where
.Tewes werein wont to offren Dowves and Turtles,

Mandeville, Travels, p. 87.

Our Sauyour Criste was offerde vpon the same stone whan
Syrayon Justus toke hym in his armes.

Sir B. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p, 46.

Thou Shalt offer every day a bullock for a sin-oflering for
atonement. Ex. xxix. 36.

An holy priesthood, to offer up spiritual sacrifices.

1 Pet. ii. 6.

4. To expose for sale.— 5. To propose to give
or to do; proffer; volunteer; show a disposition
or declare a willingness to do (something): as,

to offer help ; to offer battle.

Since the 9th of July his readiness to "offer battle," or
to "strike" when the proper moment shoiSd arrive, had
oozed away. The Century, XXXVI, 285.

6. To attempt to do ; set about doing (some-
thing) to or against one; attempt; make a
show of doing (something) : as, to offer violence
or resistance ; to offer an insult.

offering

I was afeard he would have flung a stone at my head, or
otherwise have offered some violence to me.

Coryat, Crudities, 1. 126.

Offering to returne to the Boat, the Salvages assayed to
carry him away perforce.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 184.

I rose up, and placed him in myown seat : a compliment
I pay to few. The first thing he uttered was, "Isaac, fetch
me a cup of your cherry-brandy before you offa- to ask
any question," Steele, Tatler, No. 266,

= Syn. 1 and 2. Adduce, Allege, Assign, etc, (see adduce),
exhibit, extend, hold out, furnish, give, propound, propose,
show^ move.

II, intrans. 1. To present itself; come into

view or be at hand: as, an opportunity now
offers.

Xh' occasion offers, and the youth complies. Dryden.

2. To present or make an offering; offer up
prayer, thanks, etc.

;
present a eucharistio obla-

tion.

By water to White Hall, and there to chapel inmy pew.
. . . And then the King come down and offered, and took
the sacrament upon his knees. Pepys, Diary, I. 280.

Sf. To present one's self in order to pay court

or respects
;
pay one's respects.

The oath which obliges the knights, whenever they are
within two miles of Windsor, to go and offer.

Walpole, Letters, II. 168.

4t. To act on the offensive ; deal a blow.

GafFray a stroke gaffe tho his senile vppou,
He offeryng so, the helme rent and foulle ralde.

Bom. of Partenay (E. £. T. S.), 1. 8090.

So that his power, like to a fangless lion.

May offer, but not hold.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 1. 219.

To offer at, to make an attempt at ; essay : as, the horse
offered at the leap ; I will not offer at. that which I cannot
do.

Offering at wit too ? why, Galla,

Where hast thou been ? B. Jonson, Catiline, iL 1.

offer (of'6r), ». [= OFries. offer = D. offer =
MLG. offer = OHG. opfar, opphar, offar, ophar,

opfer, opher, MHG. opfer, G. opfer rslcel. offr=
Sw. Dan. offer; from the verb.] 1. The act of
presenting to notice or for acceptance, or that
which is brought forward or presented to notice
or for acceptance ; a proposal made and sub-
mitted : as, his offer of protection was declined

;

to receive an offer of marriage.

The offers he doth make
Were not for him to give, nor them to take,

Danid.
When offers are disdain'd, and love deny'd.

Pope, E. of the L., L 82.

2. The act of bidding or proposing to give a
price or to do for a price, or the sum bid; a
tender or proposal to give or do something for
a specified equivalent, or for something in re-

turn : as, no offer of less than a dollar will be
received ; he made an offer for the building of

the bridge*
When stock is high, they come between.
Making by second hand their offers.

Swift, South-Sea Project, st, 20,

3. Attempt; endeavor; essay; show; pretense.

I never saw her yet
Make offer at the least glance of affection,
But still so modest, wise ! Fletcher, Pilgrim, i, 1,

He had no sooner spoken these words, but he made an
offer of throwing himself into the water.

Steele, Spectator, No. 118.

4t. An offering ; something presented by way
of sacrifice or of acknowledgment.
Let the tribute offer of my tears procure your stay awhile

with me. Sir P. Sidney.

On offer, for sale.— Promise and offer, in Scots law. See
promise.

offerable (of'er-a-bl), a. [Cf. OF. offrable; as
offer + -able.] Capable of being offered.

offerer (of'6r-6r), «. One who offers, in any
sense of that word, or presents for acceptance

;

one who sacrifices or dedicates in worship ; one
who offers a proposal, or makes a bid or ten-
der.

offering (of'fer-ing), n. [< ME. *offring, also, by
confusion, offrende, < AS. offrung, ofrung (=
MLG. offeri/nge = MHG. opferunge, G. opferung
= Sw. Dan. offring), an offering, sacrifice, verbal
n.. of offrian, o&eT-: see offer, v.] 1. The act of
one who offers : as, there were few offerings in
railroad shares to-day; heavy offerings in De-
cember wheat.— 2. That which is offered; a
thing offered or' given; a gift. Specifically- (a)
Something offered or presented in divine service, as an ex-
pression of gratitude or thanks, to procure some favor or
benefit, or to atone for sin or conciliate the Deity ; an obla-
tion ; a sacrifice. In the ancient Jewish Church offerings
were classed as burnt-offerings, peace-, sin-, and trespass-
offerings. They may also be divided into animal or bloody
offerings (sheep, goats, cattle, doves), and vegetable or un-
bloody offerings. (6) A contribution (strictly a religious
contribution given fo or by means of a church) given for
the support of some cause, or consecrated to some special



offering

PnrpSfe " J^ offratgt for the poor. tThe torn oferingt In
tne Cnurch of England inclades payments made in accor-
dance with custom to the ricar of the parish, either occa-
sionally, ai at sacraments, mairiages, christenings, choich-
Ing of women, borials, etc., or at Easter or Christmas.)

And sche bigan to bidde and prey
Upon the bare grounde knelende.
And aftir that made hir o^Ktute.

Goiter. {BaOiu^L)
Easter offerinSB. See Btuter duet, under Baikri.— Of-
fering day, in the CA. of Eag., a day on which it was
fwmerly and is still in some places customary to make
special alms and offerings for tiie poor. These days are
Christmas day, Easter <fiiy, Whitsunday, and the feast of
the dedication of the parish church, or, instead of the lat-
ter two, Midsummer and XfinhaftltnaR

offering-sheet (of'fer-ing-shet), ». In the West-
ern Church, doling early and medieval times, a
white linen cloth or fanon in which the bread
intended for eueharistic use was presented by
the people. £ock, Chnrch of our Fathers, in.
ii.33.

offertoire (of-er-twor'), n. [F. : see offertory.'i

Same as offertory.

offertoiiom (of-^r-to'ii-um), «.; pi. offertoria
(-a). [liL.] Same as offertory.

OlSert/Ory (of'6r-to-ri), h.
;
pi. offertories (-riz).

[< ME. offertory', offeratory {fSso offertoire, <
OP.) = OF. (and F.) offertoire= Sp. ofertorio=
Pg. It. offertorio, < LL. offeriorium, a place to
which offeruigs were bronght, < offerior, an of-

ferer, < L. offerre, offer: see offer."] If. The
act of offering, or the thing offered.

He [St. Paul] gave his wfli, made an ofertory of tha^ as
well as of his goods, choosing the act wMch was enjoined.

Jar. Taylor, Worts (ed. 1835X I. 55.

2. E<xles.: (a) In medieval usage— (1) A cloth
of fine linen or richer material used to receive
the bread offered by the people. (2) A cloth
with which the deacon or assistant at mass
lifted the chalice. (3) A strip of silk worn like

a scarf, with which the acolyte, or afterward the
subdeaeon, held the empty paten from the time
-of the lesser oblation till the end of the canon.
Also called the offertory reil. (6) In the mass
of the Roman Catholic and in the commuuion
office of the AngUeau and Protestajit Episcopal
churches— (1) The verees or the anthem said
or sung while the gifts of the people are re-

ceived and the celebrant is placing the uncon-
seerated elements on the altar : also, the music-
al setting of such verses or anthem. (2) The
money <or, as formerly, other gifts) then re-

ceived from the people. (3) The oblation of
the tmeonsecrated elements then made by the
celebrant. Also called the lesser oblation. See
oblation, 3. (4) The part of the service begin-
ning with the offertory verses 6r anthem and
ending before the Sursum Corda Offertory rtiah

Same as alnu-bagin.

offertnret (of'er-tur), n. [< OF. offerture, an
offer, proposal, < ML. offeriura, an offering, < L.
offerre, offer : see offer.] An offer ; an overture

;

a proposal.

Bought by inches with the bribe of more ofertures and
advantages to his crown. MiUon, Eikonoblastes.

Off-fallt, n. See offal.

off-flow (of'flo), ». A channel or way by which
surplus water may be discharged or allowed to
flow off.

offhand (6f'hand'), adv. 1. At once; without
deliberation or premeditation; without pre-
viotis preparation or practice.

But then she reads so—my stars ! how she will read o^
hand ! Sheridan, The SiTals, iL 2.

We cannot say, without looking carefully to the scale
on the map, how many miles Corfu lies from the coast of
Thessaly, any more than we can say ojfhand how many
miles Anglesey lies from the coast of Korfolk.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 337.

2. From the hand; without the support of a rest.

Rifles were, however, always permitted to competewith
them, under equitableresMctions. These were, that they
shonld be fired of-hand, while the shot-guns were allowed
a rest, the distance being equal.

A. B. Lm^street, Georgia Scenes, p. 203.

offhand (of'hand), a. [< offliand, adv.] 1.

Without study or premeditation ; impromptu

:

as. an ojfSand remark; an ojfTiand speech.

One searches in rain [in Matthew Arnold's works] for a
bUthe^ musical, gay, or serious of-hami poem.

Sedman, Vict Foets, p. 92.

2. Free and easy; unstudied or unconvention-
al: as. an o^and manner.
He [Gray] has the knack of saying droll things in an o/^

hand way, and as if they cost him nothing.
Lowell, Sew Princeton Ser., L 167.

offhanded (of'han'ded),a<ip. [<off*aiid+ -«d2.]

Offhand ; without hesitation. [CoUoq.]

Xor,m ventnie to say, without scrutiny could he
Fnmonnce her, of-hmCded, a Punch or a Judy.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 52.
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offhandedly (6f'han'ded-li), a<fc. OfOiand; in
an offhand manner, yiiteteenth Century, XX.
541. [OoUoq.]

office (of'is), n. [< ME. offee, offyce, < OF. of-

fiee, offyz, F. office = Sp. ofieio = Pg. officio =
It. officio, uffi^io, ufi^io, uficio, < L. offidum, a
service, an obligatory service, duty, official

duty, office, court, etc., prob. contr. from opi-

fidiim, the doing of a work, a working, < opifex,
one who does a work, < opus, work, + facere.
do: see opus and/acf. (^offidnal.] 1. Service;
duty or duties to the performance of which a
person is appointed; function assigned by a
superior autiiority; hence, employment; busi-
ness ; that which one undertakes or is expected
to do.

lAt no preacher be n^ligent in doing his ofite.

Latimer, Sermon of the Plough.

The way to increase spiritual comforts is to be strict in
the o^ces of humble ob^ence.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 02.

So, Jack Tapster, do me thine ofice.

Scott, EenUworth, zix.

2. That which is performed or is intended or
assigned to be done by a particular thing, or
which anything is fitted to perform or custom-
arilyperforms; function.

Hy voice had lost his ofiee & was dead.
Time^ WhidU (E. E. T. S.\ p. 13S.

In this experiment, the several internals of the teeth of
the comb do the o^ee of so many prisms.

Newton, Opticks.

The ojiee of geome^, he [Plato] said, was to discipline
the mind, not to minister to the base wants of the body.

Maeaulay, Lord Bacon.

3. A position or situation to which certain
duties are attached; a post the possession of
which imposes certain duties upon the x>ossess-
or and confers authority for their perform-
ance ; a post or place held by an officer, an of-
ficial, or a functionary.

Inasmuch as I am the apostle of the Gentiles, I mag-
Tufy mine o^oe. Kom. xi. 13.

An o^ce is a light to exercise an employment, pubUc or
private^ as in the case of bailiffs, receirers, and tiie like.

5. DoweU, Taxes in England, L ISS, note.

4. Specifically, a position of authority under a
government : as, aman in office; to accept office.
In law : (a) The right and duty conferred on an indiridual
to perform any part of the functions of government, and
receive such compensation, if any, as the law may affix to
the service : more specifically called puUie office. It im-
plies authority to exercise some part of the power of
the state, a tenure of right therein, some contanuons du-
ration, and usually emoluments. It is often defined sim-
ply as a public charge or employment ; but there aremany
instances of public charge or employment which axe not
in law deemed offices, such as the service of a janitor, or
that of a person designated by special act to bnygoods for
public use. In ear^ English law office was regarded as a
right, and conld be conferred on a man and his heirs. In
United States law it is a duty or agency conferred for pub-
lic benefit; and, although the tenure is to some ejdent
matter of right, the compensation is subject to change by
tile legislature, unless constitutionally fixed. (6) In a
more general sense, the word office includes continuous
powers or functioDs to act under direct sanction of law in
the affairsof others without their appointment or consent

:

as, the office of an executoror of a trustee, (e) In a private
corporation ; (1) A continuous power or function the exis-

tence of which forms part of the organization of the body,
as distinguished from the service of agents and servante.

(2) Executive or administrative powers and functions, as

distinguished from membership in the governing body, as
those of the directors and officers of a bank.

5. lnoldEng. taip, jurisdiction; bailiwick: as,

a constable sworn "to prevent all bloodshed,
outcries, affrays, and rescouses [rescues] done
within his office."—6. Inquest of office (which
see, tmder inquest).—7. A building or room in
which one tr^isacts business or discharges his

professional duties : as, a lawyers or doctor's

office; the office of a factory orlumber-yard; es-

pecially, a place where public business is trans-

acted: as, the county clerk's office; the post-

offiee; the wax-office: also (in the plural), the
apartments wherein domestics discharge the
several duties attached to a house, as kitchens,

pantries, brew-houses, and the like, along with
outhouses, such as the stables, etc., of a man-
sion or palace, or the bams, cow-hotises, etc.,

of a farm.

Alack, and what shall good old York there see

But empty lodgings and unfnmish'd walls,

Unpeopled offices, unte>dden stones?
Shak., Sich. H, L 2. 69.

As for offices, let them stand at a distance, with somelow
galleries to pass from them to the palace itself.

Bacon, Building (ed. ISSTV

8. The persons collectively who transact busi-

ness in an office : often appUed specifically to an
insurance company : as, a 6xe-offiee.—9. An act
of good or ill voluntarily tendered (usually in
a good sense) ; service : usually in the plural.

officer

Wolves and bears, . . .

Casting their savageness aside, have done
Like offices of pity. Shak., W, T., iL 3. 189.

I am a man that hath not done your love
All the worst offices. B. Joiison, Volpone, i 1.

My Lord of Leicester hath done s<:'me good Offices to ac-
commodate Matters. Howell, Letters, L vi. i,

10. Ecdes.: (a) The prescribed order or form for
a service of the church, or for devotional use,
or the service so prescribed; especially, the
forms for the canonical hours collectively (the
divine office) : as, the communion office, the con-
firmation o^ce, the of^ce of prime, etc.; to recite
office, (b) In the Mozarabic and in some old
GaUican and monastic liturgies, in the Uses of
Sarum and York, and in the Anglican Prayer-
book of 1549, the introit. Also offidum. (c) In
canon law, a benefice which carries no Jurisdic-
tion with it.—lit. Mark of authority; badge of
office.

The anmenere a rod schalle hane in honde.
As office for almes, y vndurstoude.

Babees Book (E. K T. S.), p. 324.

Ambroslan office. See AmbrosianS.—Arms of office,
in her. See arm^, 7.— Circumlocution Office. See dr-
eumloeution—Color of office. Seeco2or.—Cook's office,
the galley. [Xaut. slang.]—(^wn Office. See crown.—
Dead-letter office. Seedead.—Divine office. Seedef.
10 and d«!tfl«L—Foreign office. See/orni;n Holy Of-
fice, the Inquisition : uiis title, however, properly belongs
to the " Congr^ation " established at Borne by Pope Paul
TTT in 1542, to which the direction of the tribunal of the
Inquisitionissubject.—HomeOffice. See Aom^.—House
of officet. See Aouaei.—Hydrcgrailhic imprest, in-
telUgenoe, land, etc., office. See the qualitymg words.
—Jack in office. Jack out of office. See Jaeiti.—Lit-
tle office of the Blessed Virgin, a collection of psalms,
lessons, and hymns in honor of the Virgin Mary, arranged
in imitation of the breviary, and formerly appointed in
theBoman Catholic Church to be read by certain religione
in addition to the divine office.—HlUtaiy office. See
mOOary, 2.—Ministerial offices, HosuaUc office,

naval ofBce. Sc the adjectives.—Oath Of Office. See
ootA.—Occasional office, the form for a religious service
which does not recur at stated intervals, but is limited to
certain occasions or relates to certain individuals only ; a
service other than the holy communion or daily prayers.
Such occasional offices in the £ook of Common Prayer
are those for baptism, confirmation, matrimony, visitation

of the sick, burial of the dead, institution of a minister,
etc— Office copy, in law. See copy.—Office found, in
law, the finding of a jujy in an inquest of office hy which.
the crown becomes entitled to take possession of real or
personal property. See inquesl.— Officeliours, the hours
during which offices are open for the transaction of bua-
ness.—Office Of detail See detaU.—To give the office,
to suggest as a job ; furnish a hint ; supply information.
[Slang, £ng. ]=^rn. £u«^i£8^ PttrsuiZ, etc. (see oocuiNiluni),
post, situation, place, capacity.

officet (of'is), r. t. [< OF. offider, F. offider =
Sp. oficiar= Pg. offidar= It. offidare, uffiziare,

< Mil. offidare, perform an office, < L. offidum,
office: see office, n. Cf. offidate.l 1. To per-
form in the way of office or service ; serve; per-
form; transact.

Shall I stay here to do 't ? no, no, although
The air of paradise did fan the house.
And angels oj!e«falL SAoL, All's Well, ilL 2. 128.

2. To intrust with an office ; place in an office.

So stands this squire
Offieed with me. ShaJc, W. T., L 2. 171

3. To move by means of office or by exercise
of official authority. [Rare.]

A Jack-gnardant cannot office me from myson Coriolanns.
ShaJc, Cor., v. 2. 68.

office-bearer (of'is-bar'er), n. One who has
been intrusted with the discharge of some offi-

cial duty, as in directing the affairs of a corpo-
ration, company, society, etc.

office-hook (of'is-bnk), n. A service-book; a
book containing religious offices or services.

office-holder (of'is-hol'der), 71. One who is in
possession of an office under government ; in
general, anv official.

<mcer (of'i-ser), M. [< ilE. o^o<'r,< OF. offider,

F. offider = Pr.' offider = It. offieiere, < ML. offi-

darius, an officer,< L. offidum, office : see office.]

1. One who holds £ln office, or to whom has been
intrusted a share in the management or direc-

tion of some business or undertaldng, such as a
society, corporation, company, etc., orwho fills

some position involving responsibility,to which
he has been formally appointed.—2. Specifi-

cally, a person holdi^ a public office, under a
national, state, or municipal government, and
authorized thereby to exercise some specific

function: as. an officer of the Treasury Depail-
ment; a custom-house or excise officer; law
officers ; a court officer. In constitutional provisions

and statutes r^ulating the appointment^ tenure, emolu-
ments, etc, of public officers, the designations "officers,"

"civil officers," "public officers," "executive officers,"

'^judicial officers," "legislative officers," "administrative
officers," and the like commonly have in American law
peculiar meanings dependent on the connection in which
tile phrases are used, and on other provisions of law neces-

sary to be considered with them.



officer

All the principal ministers of the British crown are popu-
larly called the great officers of state.

ISntyc. Brit., XXII. 458.

3. Used absolutely: (a) One who holds a
eommission in the army or navy. In the army
general officers are those whose command extends to a body
of forces composed of several regiments, as generals, lieu-
tenant-generals, major-generals, and brigadiers. Staff-
officers belong to the general staff, and include the quar-
termaster-general, adjutant^general, aides-de-camp, etc.
Commissioned officers, in the British army, include colonels,
lieutenaQ^colonels,andmajors(^iii-oncers), andcaptains,
lieutenants, and sub-lieutenants (company officers), and are
appointed by a commission from the crown or from a lord
lieutenant; in the United States army thesehold their com-
missions from the President, the lowest grade being that
of second lieutenant. Brevet officers are those who hold a
nominal rank above that for which they receive pay. JV^ora-

comndsHoned offijiers are usually appointed by the com-
manding officers of the regiments, and are intermediate
between commissioned officers and private soldiers, as
sergeant-majors, quartermaster-sergeants, sergeants, cor-
porals, and drum- and flfe-majors. Officers in the navy
are distinguished as commissioned officers, holding their
commissions in the British navy from the lords of the Ad-
miralty and in the United States navy from the Presi-
dent ; warrant officers, holding warrants in the British navy
from the Admiralty, and In the United States navy from
the Secretaiy of the Navy, as boatswains, gunners, carpen-
ters, and sailmakers ; and petty officers, appointed by the
captain or officer commanding the ship. Officers in the
navy are also classed as line or combalanl officers, and staff
or norb-combaiant officers, the latter comprising paymasters,
and medical, commissariat, and other civil officers. See
Kn«2, 14. (J) jjj tjjg i^^ Qf corporations, one
who holds an office, such as a director or cash-
ier, as distinguished from one who is an em-
ployee, as a bookkeeper, it is disputed whether a
hank-teller is properly included in the designation of of-
fleers or not. The question would often be determined
by a reference to the charter or by-laws of the particular
bank. More specifically, in popular use, an officer is an
executive officer, such as the president, secretary, or trea-
surer, as distinguished from a member of the board of di-
rectors or an .employee, (c) A policeman, consta-
ble, or beadle.

It is nO'^Olecism to call a police-constable an officer, al-

though the chief constable would speak of him as one of
his "men." A police-constable is a peace officer, with the
rights and duties of such, and is therefore entitled to be
styled an officer. N. and Q., 7th ser., VI. 237.

(d) In some honorary orders, amemberof higher
rank than the lowest ; in the Legion of Honor,
the degree next higher than that of chevalier
or knight—Executive officer. See exemtive.— Gen-
eral officer, an officer who commands an army, a division,
or a brigade ; a general. See def. 3 (a).—Marine officer,
naval officer, etc. See the adjectives.— Officer de fac-
to, in law, a person who by some color of right is in pos-
session of an office and for the time being performs its du-
ties with public acquiescence. Hence his acts are gener-
ally valid as to the public, though he may have no right
as against the state.— Officer de jure, a person who, pos-
sessing the legal qualifications, has been lawfully chosen to
the office in question, and has fulfilled the conditions pre-
cedent to the performance of its duties. Hence he has a
right to retain the office and receive its compensation.
Coofej/.— Officer of amiB.in Aer., one of the officials con-
cerned with heraldry, as aking-at-arms, herald, or pursui-
vant.— Officer Of the day, an officer who has charge, for
the time being, of the guard, prisoners, and police of a mili-
tary force orcamp,and inspectsthe guard,messes,barracks,
storehouses, corrals, etc.— Officer Of tbe deck, the offi-

cer who has charge, for the time being, of the manage-
ment of a ship.— Officer of the guard, a commissioned
officer who is detailed daily to command the guard. He
is under the orders of the officer of the day ; he instructs
the non-commissioned officers and privates of the guard
in their duties, inspects the reliefs, visits the sentinels,
and is responsible tor the good order and discipline of the
guard and prisoners, and also for the property they use.

—Officer of the watch. See wateA-o^cer.— Orderly
officer. See orderly.

officer (ofi-s6r), t(. [< officer, «.] I.t intrans.
To minister ; be of service.

The small store he seton princes and the nobility, unless
they were officering to the welfare of the community of
their fellow-men.

BooJce of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), ii. 95, Com-
[mentary.

H. trans. 1 . To furnish with officers ; appoint
officers over.

These vessels, owned, controlled, and officered by the
Confederate Government, sailed sometimes under the Brit-

ish flag. J. R. Soley, Blockade and Cruisers, p. 226.

2. To serve as officers for.

Men of education . . . pass certain examinations, pay
for their own outfit and food, work hard in the army for

a year, are then dismissed on passing another examination,
and become available in war chiefiy to officer tUe reserves.

FartmigMy Reo., N. S., XLin. 11.

office-seeker (of'is-S6"k6r), n. One who seeks
public office.

official (o-fish'al), a. and n. [< ME. official (n.),

< OP. o^eial, offieiel, F. officiel = Sp. ofidal =
Pg. official = It. oficiale, oflziale, ufloiale, < LL.
offi^alis, of or belonging to duty or office (ML.
as a noun, an offieial), < L. officium, duty, office

:

see office.] I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to office

or the performance of the duties of an office

:

as, offiydal duty; official cares or responsibility.
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Whose heavy hours were passed with busy men
In the dull practice of th' offieial jp&a.

Cratbe, Works, IV. 119.

2. Derived from the proper office or officer, or
from the proper authority; made or communi-
cated by virtue of authority; hence, author-
ized: as, an official statement or report.— 3t.
Performing duties or offices; rendering useful
service ; ministering.

The stomach and other {)art8 official unto nutrition.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 2.

Official arms, in Aer., arms assumed because represent-
ing an office or dignity, and impaled or in other way com-
bined with the paternal arms ; thus, a bishop impales the
arms of his see with his personal arms.

II. n. 1. One who is invested with an office

of a public nature ; one holding a civil appoint-
ment: as, a government official; a railway offi-

cial.

There shal no jugge imperial,
Ne bisshop, ne official.

Done jugement on me.
Rom. of the Rose, 1. 6420.

One of those legislators especially odious to officials—
an independent "large-acred" member.

Bvliver, My Novel, ix. 4.

The hardest work of all, in one sense, faUs on that much-
abused official, the Chief Clerk, who has to sit in a public
room, accessible to every one.

E. Schuyler, Araer. Diplomacy, p. 16.

2. In Eng. eccles. law, a person appointed as
judge by a bishop, chapter, or archdeacon, to
hear causes in the ecclesiastical courts.

officialdom (o-fish'al-dmn), n. [< official +
-dom.J Officials collectively or as a class.

The language of officialdom is entirely French, indeed,
thinly cloaked in a departmental disguise of English ter-
minations. ComhUl Mag., Oct., 1888.

officialism (o-fish'al-izm), n. [< offieial + -ism.2

1 . Official position; office-holding; public office.

He is the first Irish leader of whose party no member
could be tempted by the extravagant salaries with which
offidaliem is endowed in Ireland.

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XXXIX. 13.

2. An official system.
Military o^cioZiww everywhere tends to usurp the place

of civil officMism. H. Spencer, Prin. of SocioL, § 266.

Inwhat relation does His Headship stand to the political
and social organizations that call themselves Cliurches,
and the offteialisms they have created?

Contemporary Rev., LI. 212.

3. That view of offieial position which regards
office, and the mere discharge of official duty,
without reference to public or other interests,
as all-important; excessive attention to official

routine and office detail; official strictness or
stiffness; " red-tapeism."
The melancholy years at St. Helena, which will, we fear,

prove only more and more ignoble when officialism allows
its records to see the light. WestminsterRev., CXXVI. 338.

4. Perfunctoriness.

There is necessarily an indefinite amount of unreality
and officialism in worship— 1. e., of worship simulated by
mechanical imitation. Contemporary Rev., L. 15.

officiality (o-fish-i-al'i-ti), n. [< official + -ity.J

Same as offieialty. Sume.
officialize (o-fish'al-iz), v. t.

; pret. and pp. offi^

cialized, ppr. offiJiializing, [< affinal + -ize.'\

To render official in character.

officially (o-fish'al-i), adv. 1. In an offieial ca-
pacity; as an official: as, I am not officially cog-
nizant of the matter ; officially connected with
some undertaking.—2. By the proper officer,

or in accordance with official requirements;
duly and formally, as by an official : as, accounts
or reports officially verified; persons officially

notified.

officially (o-fish'al-ti), n. [< official + -ty."]

Eccles. : (a) The charge or office of an official.

Ayliffe. (6) The court or jurisdiction of which
an offieial is head, (c) The building in which
an ecclesiastical court or other deliberative or
governing body assembles, or has its offieial

seat; a chapter-house: as, the offieialty of the
Cathedral or Sens in Prance. Also officiality.

officiant (o-fish'i-ant), n. [< ML. offician{t-)s,

ppr. of officiare, oificiate : see officiate.l Eccles.,

one who officiates at or conducts a religious
service ; one who administers a sacrament or
celebrates the eucharist.

"Celebrant" is also used . . . for the chief offidani at
other solemn offices, such as vespers. Cath. Diet., p. 132.

officiary (o-fish'i-a-i i), a. [< ML. officiarius, <

L. officium, office: see offi/;e, officer.'] 1. Ec-
lating to an office ; official. [Rare.]

Some sheriffs were hereditary and some officiary and had
jurisdiction over the counties.

Pilkingion, Derbyshire, II. 11.

2t. Subservient; subordinate. HeylMi (1600-
1662). {Dames.)

offing

officiate (o-fish'i-at), v.; pret. and pp. officiated,

ppr. offixnating. [< ML. officiatus, pp. of offici-

are, perform an office, < L. officiam, office: see
office. Of. office, v."] I. intrans. To perform
official duties

;
perform such formal acts, duties,

or ceremonies as pertain to an office or post

;

serve.

On the top of the hill [at Cairo] is the uninhabited con-
vent of St. Michael, to which a priest goes every Sunday
to officiate. Pococke, Description of the East, I. 25.

II. trans. 1. To perform or take part in.

Household and privat Orisons were not to be officiated

by Priests ; for neither did public Prayer appertain onely
to their office. Milton, Eikonoklastes, xxiv.

2t. To supply; give out.

AH her number'd stars, that seem to roll

Spaces incomprehensible . . . merely to officiate light
Kound this opacous earth. MUton, P. L., viii. 22.

officiator (o-fish'i-a-tor), n. [< ML. officiator,

< o^cJare, "officiate : "see officiate.'] One who
officiates.

officinal (o-fis'i-nal), a. and n. [= P. officinal

= Sp. oficinal = tg. officinal = It. officinale, <

ML. officinalis, of the shop or office, NL. spe-
cifically of an apothecary's shop, < L. officina,

a workshop, laboratory, ML. also office: see
officine.] I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to a shop or
laboratory; used in a shop or laboratory. Es-
pecially—2. Of an apothecary's shop: applied
in pharmacy to preparations made according
to recognized prescriptions; specifically, pre-
scribed in the pharmacopceia. Hence— 3. In
iot., used in medicine or the arts.

II. n. A drug or medicine sold in an apothe-
cary's shop ; specifically, a drug prepared ac-
cording to the pharmacopoeia.

officinet (of'i-sin), n. [< OP. officine, offednc =
Sp. ofleina = Pg. It. officina, a shop, laboratory,
apothecary's shop, < L. officina, a shop, labora-
tory, ML. also office, NL. an apothecary's shop,
contr. of opificina, < opifex (opific-), a worker,
mechanic, < opus, work, + facere, do: see opus
andfact, and cf . office.] A workshop or labora-
tory. Fuller.

officious (o-fish'us), a. [< F. offi,cieux = Sp. ojft-

cioso = Pg. offlcioso = It. officioso, uffizioso, < L.
officiosus, dutiful, obliging, < officium, service,
duty: seeo^ce.] 1. Doing orreadyto do kind
offices; attentive; courteous and obliging;
hence, friendly, in a general sense.

To whom they would haue bin officious helpers in build-
ing of the Temple. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 161.

Ask how you did, and often, with intent
Of being officious, be impertinent.

Bonne, Expostulation.

2. Having a bearing on or connection with
official duties, but not formally official.

Old diplomatists must know the difference between an
offidovs and an official conversation. The first is the free
interchange of opinions between two ministers, and it com-
promises neither ; the latter would do so, and would hind
their Governments. Diary ofLord Malmesbury, quoted in

[N. and Q., 7th ser., TI. 65.

3. Forward in tendering services; zealous in
interposing uninvited in the affairs of others;
meddling; obtrusive.

You are too officious
In her behalf that scorns your services.

Skak., M. N. D., ilL 2. 330.

I have a traveler's dislike to offieims ciceroni.
Irving, Alhambra, p. 63.

Officious will, a will by which a testator leaves his prop-
erty to his family. Wharton. =Syn. 3. Impertinent, Offi-
cious (see impertinent); Active, Busy, etc. (see active);
meddlesome, obtrusive, interfering, intermeddling, prag-
matical.

officiously (O'fish'us-li), adv. If. Dutifully;
with proper service.

Trusting only upon our Saviour, we act wisely and justly,
gratefully and officiously. Barrow.

2t. Kindly ; with solicitous eare.

We came much fatigued to a village where they very qf-
Jieiouely supplied us with fewel, and provided a plentiful
supper, without expecting any return.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 82.

3. In a forward or obtrusive manner; with
importunate forwardness ; meddlingly.
The family . . . shook him heartily by the hand, while

little Dick offieioudy reached him a chair.

Gfoldsmith, Vicar, vi.

officiousness (o-fish'us-nes), n. The character
of being officious; readiness or eagerness to
render imsolicited service ; well-intentioned
meddlesomeness ; superserviceableness.
officium (o-fish'i-Tim), m. See offixx, 10 (&).
offing (df'ing), n. [< off + -inpl.] That part
of the open visible sea that is remote from the
shore, beyond the anchoring-ground, orbeyond
the mid-line between the shore and the horizon.



offing

Some little cload
Cuts off the fiery highway ot the son.
And isles a light in the offing.

Tennyton, Enoch Arden.

^^agOOdofflllg(aaut.X togetweU clear of the land,
offish (6f'ish), a. [<()/+ -fe*!.] Inclined to
keep aloof; distant in maimer; reserved.
A few days later he called on her, expecting to patch

up their little misunderstanding, as on preTioos occasions.
She was rather offish, but really wonldhave been glad to
•oal^e up. y/ie Century, XXSVL 35.

offlet (6f'let), n. [< off + leti^. Cf. inht, out-
let.'i A pipe laid at the level of the bottom of
a canal for letting off the water,
offprint (of'print;, n. [< off + print; equiv. to
G. aidruck.'] A reprint of a separate article
contained in a periodical or other pablication.
See the quotations.
Various terms, such as "deprint," "exprinti" <fcc, have

been proposed to denote a separately printed copy of a
pamphlet distributed to friends. Neither conveys any
intelligible idea. But by comparison with "offshot" I
think we might use o^print with some hope of expressing
what is meant IT. W. Skeat, The Academy, XXYm. 121.

Seprints of the separate articles (" offprints " is the last
coinage, we believe) would be very welcome for conve-
nience of use in classes. Amer. Jour, of PhUoL, VTL Zli.

off-reckoning (6f'rek'ning), ». Formerly, in
the British army, an allowance given to cap-
tains and commanding officers of regiments
from the money set apart annually for the
men's clothing.

offrendet, w. See offering.

ofisaddle (fif'sadl), v. t.; pret. and pp. offsad-
dled, ppr. offsaddling. [< off + saddle.^ To
unsaddle; remove the saddle from. [South
Africa.]

The first halt was called about ten milesfrom the camp^
but the horses were not off-saddUd at this spot.

The Cape Argvx, June 7, 1S79L

At midday they off»addUd the horses for an hour by
some water. B.. R. Haggard, Jess, tw.

ofi^COming (dfakoiu/ing), n. [< off + semir-
ing.1 That which is scoured off; hence, re-
jected matter; refuse; that which is vile or
despised.

Thou bast made us as the offaanaing and refuse in the
midst of the peopl& Lam. iiL 45.

The common sort of stranger^ and the off-skowring of
mariners (here 1 do except them of better iadgement, as
well mariners as others). HaHuyfs Voyages, L 559.

They were contented to be the off-semiring of the world,
and to expose themselves willingly'to all afflictions.

MiWjn, On Def. of fiomb. Kemoost.

The oficBurings ofthe gaols which were formerly poured
into the £arilaah army. PortnighayItet).,S.a.,7ajIL^2.

0fii3Cam(df'sknni),n.anda. I. >i. Befuse; seimi.

But now this qff-seum of that cursed fry
Bare to renew the like bald enterprise.

Spenser, F. Q., VH. vt 30.

I see the Drift. These off-scums, all at once
Too idlely pampered, plot Rebellions.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, iL, The Lawe.

ILt a. Vile; outcast.

The offsevaa lascals of men.
Trans. <tfBoeealini(iesS), p. 207.

offset (df'set), V. t.; pret. and pp. offset, ppr.
offsetting, [(.off+se^.'] Toset off; balance;
countervail; especially, to cancel by acontrary
claim or sum: as, to offset one account against
another.

We may offset the too great heaviness of the comer pin-
' nadesof thetowersby noting the beauty of their parapets.

The Cetixay, XXXVI. 389.

ofiiset (6f'set), ». [< offset, c] 1. An offshoot;
speciffcally, in J>ot., a short lateral shoot, either
a stolon or a sucker, by which certain plants
are propagated. The hooseleek, Se/mpereivum
teetorum, is propagated in this manner. See
cut under hulh.

They produce such a num1>er of off-sets that many times
one sin^e cluster has contain'd above a hundred roots.

MiUer, Gardener's Diet., Ulio-Narcissus.

2. A scion; a child; offspring. [Bare.]

His mau-minded offset rose
Tb chase the deer at five.

Tennyson, Talking Oak.

3. A spur or minor branch from a principal

range of hills or mountains.—4. In siirv., a per-
pendicular distance, measured from one of the
main lines, as to points in the extremities of

an inclosure, in order to take in an irregular

section, and thus determine accurately the
total area.—5. In com., a sum, value, or ac-

count set off against another sum or account
as an equivalent, countervail, or requital sum

;

hence, generally, any conntferbalancingor coun-
tervailing tTiJTig or circumstance ; a set-off.

If the wants, the passions, the vices, are allowed a full

vote through the hands ot a half-brutal intemperate popu-
lation, I Uiink it but fair that the virtues, the aspirations
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should be allowed a full vote, as an offset, through the
purest part of the people. Emerson, Woman.
Thanksgiving was an anti-Christmas festival, established

as a kind of off-set to that S. Judd, Margaret i- 10.

6. In arch., a horizontal break in a wall or other
member, marking a diminution of its thickness.
See set-off.

Beantifnl stone masonry, ornamented by buttresses and
offsets. J. Fergusson, Hist Arch., L 186.

7. Aterraee:as,groundslaidoutinojsete. [Lo-
cal, New England.]—8. In a vehicle, a branch
or fork of metallised to unite parts of the gear,
as the backstay to the rear axle.—9. laprinting,
a faulty transfer of superabundant or undried
ink on a printed sheet to any opposed surface,
as the opposite page. Also known as set-off.—
10. A branch pipe ; also, a more or less abrupt
bend in a pipe, made to bring the axis of one
part of the pipe out of line with the axis of
another part.

O&et-glass (6f'set-glas), 71: An oil-cup or jour-
nal-oilerwith a glass globe flattened on one side
so as to allow it to stand close to the side of an
object.

O&et-pipe (of'set-pip), ». A pipe having a
bend or offset to cany it past an obstruction
and bring it back to the original direction.

offset-sheet (6f' set-shet), «. In printing, a
sheet of oiled paper laid on the impression-sur-
face of a press, or a sheet of white paper put
between newly printed sheets, to prevent the
offset of ink.

offset-staff (df'set-staf), n. In surv., a light
rod, generally measuring ten links, used for
taking offsets.

O&etting (of'set-ing), n. [Verbal n. of offset,

t!.] The act of providing with a bend or offset.

Bending and offsetting of the pipe is a matter of economy
or taste with the pipe-fitters. Sa. Amer., U.S., LKLICH.

ofiisetting (6f'set-ing), p. a. 1. Setting off;

tending away.
Made the offsetting streams of the pack, and bor« up to

the northward and eastward.
Kane, Sec. Grinn. Exp., L 33.

2. Counterbalancing; equivalent.

The greatest amount of heat received from the sun and
offsetdn^ radiation from the earth, other things being
equal, is, of course, as we have seen, at the equator.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXV. 78.

offsetting-blanket (6f'set-ing-blang'ket), II.

A blanket or sheet of thick soft paper attached
to a special cylinder on a printing-press for
the purpose of receiving the offset, or excess
of ink, on freshly printed sheets of paper.

oflEshoot (6f'shot), n . l<.off+ shoot.^ Abranch
from a main stem, street, stream, or the like.

Offshoots from Friar Street
Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, IL 423.

The offshoots of the Gulf-stream. • J. D. Forties.

It [the palace] shows how late the genuine tradition lin-

gered on, and what vigorous offshoots the old style could
throw off, even when it might be thought to be dead.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 251.

offishore (6f'sh6r'), adv. [Orig. a phrase, off
sAore.] 1. Prom the shore; away from the
shore : as, the wind was blowing offshore.

Winds there [on the western side of the Atlantic] are
more offshore, and are drier, in generaL

FOz Roy, Weather Book, p. 135.

2. At a distance from the shore.

The best months for whaling offshore are from Septem-
ber to May. Fisheries qf U. S., V. iL le.

offshore (6f'shor), a. [< offshore, adv.'i 1. Lead-
ing off or away from the shore.

An offshore guide for supporting or guiding the cable,

whereby the seine may be both cast and hauled from the
shore. Sd. Amer., N. S., LVTL 283.

2. Belonging to or carrying on operations in
that part of the sea which is off or at a distance
from the shore, especially at a distance of more
than three miles from the shore : opposed to in-

shore.

The nationality of the crews of the offshore fisherman.
Sdenee, IV. 463.

off-side (6f'sad), adv. On the wrong side ; spe-
cifically, in foot-baU and hockeij, between the
ball and the opponents' goal during the play.

A player off-side is prohibited from touching
the ball or an opponent.
offsMpt (6f'skip), n. In a picture, the distance.

"As in painting," he [Charles Avison] writes [in 1752],

"there are three varioos d^rees of distances esteblished,

viz. the foreground, the intermediate part, and the off-

attj), so in mosic." N. and Q., 7th ser., m. 427.

off-smitet (6f'smit), i-. t. [ME. ofsnUten; <off+
smite.'] To strike off; cut off.

Hir fader with fnl sorweful herte and wil,

Hir heed tf-smooL Chaucer, Doctor's Tal^ L 255,

ofsee

offspring (of'spring). h. [< ME. ofspring, of-
spryng, ospryng, < AS. ofspring ( = Icel. af-
springr), offspring, progeny, descendants, < of,
from, -{ springan, spring, arise: see off and
spring."] It. Origin; descent; family.

Certainlytheprime antiquity of q^iprinj? is always given
to the Scythians. Ralegh, Hist World, I. v. 7.

Nor was her princely offspring damnified.
Or anght disparaged by those labom-s base.

Fairfax, tr. ot Tasso, vii. 18.

2t. Propagation; generation. Hooher.—S. Pro-
geny; descendants, however remote from the
stock; issue: aeoU'ective term, applied to sev-
eral or aU descendants (sometimes, exception-
ally, to collateral branches), or to one child if
the sole descendant.

I wolde that Bradmonde the kyng
Were here with all his ospryng.

MS. Cantab. Ft. iL 38, f. 109. iHaaiwell.')

The male children,with all the whole male offspring, con-
tinue ... in their own fiunily, and be governed of th&
eldest and ancientest father, unless he dote tor age.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by KobinsonX ii. 6.

(3od shall forgive you Coeur-de-lion's death
The rather that you give his offspring life.

Shak., K. John, IL L 13.

Genins is often, like the pearl, the offspring or the accom-
paniment of disease. 2iec*y, Eng. in 18th Cent, xt

=SyiL 3. Offspring, Issue, Progeny, Posterity, Descendants.
Offspring and progeny apply to the young of man or beast

;

the rest usuallyonly to the human race. Offspring and issue
usually imply more than one, but may refer to one only;
progeny and posterity refer to more than one, and gener-
ally to many ; offspring and issue refer generally to the first

generation, the rest to as many generations as there may
be in the case,po^erity and descendants necessarily cover-
ing more than one. Issue is almost always a legal or ge-
nealogical term^ referring to a child or children of onewho
has died. Po^^rity implies an indefinite future of descent

A bird each fond endearment tries
To tompt its new fledged offering to the skies.

Goldsmith, Des. ViL, L 168.

This good king shortly without issea dide.
Whereof great trouble in the Ungdome grew.

Spenser, F. Q., II. x. 54.

Denounce
To them and to tbeSiprogeny from thence
Perpetual banishment Milton, P. L., xL 107.

He with his whole posterity must die.

MiUon, P. L., iiL 209.

Aswe would have our descendants judge us, so oughtwe-
to judge OUT fathers. Maeaulay, Sir J. Mackintosh.

offtake (6f'tak), M. l< off+ take.] l.Inmining,
a subsidiary drainage-level, used where, from
the form of the country, the water may be run
off level-free.

From 20 to 30 fathoms off-take is an object of consider-
able economy in pumping; but even less is often had re-
course to. Ure, Diet, m. 320.

2. A point or channel of drainage or off-flow.

The tjilrd of the Hugli headwaters has its principal off-
take from the Granges againabout forty miles furtherdown.

.

Mtieteenth Century, TXTTT. 44.

offtaket (6f'tak), V. t. [< ME. oftaken; <off+
take.] To take off ; take away.

Til fro my tonge i^f-taken is the greyn.
Chaucer, Prioress's Tale, L 213.

offoscate, offascation. Same as obfuscate, ob~
fuscation.

offtisquet, V. t. Same as obfusgue.
offward (6f'ward), adv. [< off + -ward.] To-
ward the sea ; away from the land ; leaning or^

inclined away from the land or toward the sea,
as a ship when aground. [Bare.]

Offward [is] the situation of a ship which lies aground
and leans from the shore, llius they say " The ship heels-
offieard " when, being aground, she heels toward the wa-
ter side. Falconer, Nautical Diet. (Latham.}

oflnmgeredf, a. A Middle EngUsh form of
ahungered.

of-newt, adv. Same as of new. See neu> and
anew.

O&eac^t, V. t. [ME. ofrechen (pret. ofraugte,

ofrahte, etc.), a var. of arechen, areach: see
areach.] To reach; obtain; recover: same as
area<:h.

That loud ischal o&eche.
King Horn (E. E. T. S.), L 12S3.

Longe tyme I slepte

;

And of Crystes passioun and penaunce the peple that of-

rau^. Piers Plowman \B), xviiL 6.

ofsakef, t'. *. [ME. ofsaken, < AS. ofsacan (=
Icel. afstdca), deny, < of- + sacan, strive, con-
tend, deny: see sake. Cf. forsake.] To deny.

ofsawt. Preterit of ofsee.

ofschamedf, a. A Middle English form of
ashamed:

ofseef, V. t. [ME. ofsen, < AS. ofseon, observe,

<o/- + sedn, see: see seel.] To see; observe;
notice.

Thanne of-saw he full sone that semliche child.

That so loueliche lay & wep in that lothli cone.
TTtStam of Paieme (E. £. T. S.]^ L 49.



ofseek

ofseekt, »• * [ME. ofseken, ofsechen, seek out,
approach, attack, < of- + seken, seek: see seek.']

To seek out ; approach ; attack.

Nother clerk nor kuijt nor ol cuntre cherle
Schal passe vnperoeyued and pertiliohe of-amst.

WUUam of Palerm (E. E. T. S.), L 1676.

of-sendt, v. t. [ME. ofsenden, < AS. ofsendan,
send for, < o/-+ sentJara, send: see send.} To
send for.

[Hel swithe lett of-sende alle his segges [men] nobul,
After alle the lordes of that lond the laase & the more.

William of Palerm (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6293.

ofservet, v. t. [ME. ofserven, var., with prefix of-
fer de-, of desei-ven, deserve : see deserve.} To
deserve. Ancren Riwle, p. 238.

of-sett, V. t. [ME. ofsetten, < AS. ofsettan, press
hard, beset, < of- + settan, set: see sefl-.} To
beset; besiege.

Thus was the citie of-sett & siththen so wonne.
Alitaunder of Macedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1. 308.

oft (6ft), adv. [< ME. oft, ofte, < AS. oft = OS.
oft, ofto = OFries. ofta, ofte = OHG. ofto, MHG.
ofte, Gr. oft = Icel. oft, opt, ott = Sw. o/to =
Dan. ofte = G-oth. M/*a, oft, frequently; prob.
orig. a case-form of an adj. akin to Gr. xnraTog,

highest, a superl. form connected with oompar.
form iff^p, prep.,= E.ot)e»': see over. Hence the
later form often.} Many times ; manjr a time

;

frequently; often. [Now chiefly poetical.]

A hathel in thy holde, as 1 haf herde qfte,

That hatz the gostes of God that gyes alle sothes.
AUiteratbve Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 1598.

I schrewe myself, both blood and bones.
If thou bigile me any tfter than ones.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, I. 608.

Three times he smiles,
And sighs again, and her as oft beguiles.

J. JBeaumont, Psyche, ii. 38.

Their pastime or recreation is prayers, their exercise
drinking, yet herein so religiously addicted that they
serue God oftest when they are drunke.

Bp. Earle, Mioro-cosmographie, Singing Men.

Pull oft thy lips would say 'twixt kiss and kiss
That all of bliss was not enough of bliss

My loveliness and kindness to reward.
William, Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 16.

oft (6ft), a. [< oft, adv.} Frequent; repeated.
[Now poetical.]

The swain that told thee of their oft converse.
Greene, Orlando Furioso.

Till oft converse with heavenly habitants
Begin to cast a beam on the outward shape.

Milton, Comus, 1. 459.

of-taket, V. t. [ME. oftahen; < of- + take.} 1.

To overtake.

Themperours men manly made the chace,
& slowen [slew] doun bi eche side wham thei oftake migt.

William of Palerne (B. B. T. S.), 1. 1275.

2. Same as offtake. See the quotation there.

often (6'fn), adv. [<ME. often, usually and orig.

oft, ofte, the irreg. addition -en being due in part
to the natural expansion of ofte in the com-
pounds ofte-time, ofte-sithe, ofte-sithes, in which
the first element took on an adj. semblance,
with the quasi-adj. term. -e>i, as in often-times,

often-sithes, etc. The addition may also have
been due in part to association with the op-
posite seldom, formerly also seldon, in which,
as also in whilom, the term, is adverbial, orig.

the suffix of the dat. pi. of nouns, many nouns
in that case being used adverbially.] Many
times ; many a time ; frequently ; not seldom

;

not rarely : same as oft, and now the usual form.

A Sergeant of Lawe, war and wys,
That often hadde ben at the parvys,
Ther was also, ful riche of excellence.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to 0. T., 1. 310.

You have sworn often

That you dare credit me, and allow'd me wise,

Although a woman, j^ktcher. Double Marriage, i. 1.

All your Friends here in Court and City are well, and
ofien mindful of you, with a world of good Wishes.

Howell, Letters, I. vi. 33.

The Moors, in their blind fury, often assailed the most
difficult and dangerous places. . Irving, Granada, p. 43.

=Syn. Often, FrequenMy. Where these words differ, e^ften

is the simpler and stronger, and expresses the more regular

recurrence : as, I often take that path and frequently meet
him on the way.

Mountains on whose barren breast

The labouring clouds do often rest.

Milton, L'Allegro, L 74.

Sarcasm as a motive in Horace is not so common as we
would have it ; frequently, where it does become the mo-
tive, there is no intention to hurt or to be personal.

Amer. Jowr. PhUol., VII. 262.

often (6'fn), a. [< often, adv.} Frequent ; re-

peated.

Commonly the fh-st attempt in any arte or engine ar-

tiflciall is amendable, & in time by often experiences re-

formed. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 47.
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The jolly wassal walks the often round.
B. Jonson, The Forest, iii.

Mithridates by often use, which Pliny wonders at, was

able to diink poison. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 146.

Wrench'd or broken limb —an often chance

In those brain-stunning shocks, and tourney-falls.

Tennyson, Gareth and Lynette.

often-bearing (6'fn-bar'ing), o. In 60*., pro-

ducing fruit more than twice in one season.

Hemlow.
oftenness (6'fn-nes), n. Frequency.

Degrees of well doing there could be none, except per-

haps in the seldomnesse and oftenesse of doing well.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 8.

oftensithesf , adv. [Also oftensitlie ; < ME. *often-

sithes, oftesitkes, < ofte, oft, often, + sithe^,

time.] Oftentimes; often.

Upon Grisild, this poure creature,

Ful ofte sithe the markys sette his ye.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 177.

For thou and other that leve your thyng,
Wei ofte-sithes ye banne the kyng.

MS. Cantab. Ff. v. 48, f. 48. (HalKwell.)

For whom I sighed have so often sithe.

Gasooigne, Works (1687). (Nares.)

oftentideti akJ". [ME. oftentide, oftetide, < ofte,

oft, often, -I- tide.} Oftentimes; often.

Boste & deignonse pride & ille avisement
Mishapnes oftentide, dos many be schent.

Sob. ofBrunne, p. 289.

oftentimes (6'fn-timz), adv. [Also oftentime;

< ME. oftentyme, oftyntymes, earlier oftetime:

see ofttimes.} Ofttimes; frequently; many
timefe; often.

In that Valey is a Chirohe of 40 Mavtyres ; and there
singen the Menkes of the Abbeye often tyme.

Mandemlle, Travels, p. 62.

Whanne we lay in thys yle, oftyntymes we went on londe
and hard messe. Tarkington, Diarie of Eug. Travell, p. 61.

OftentiTnes he quakt, and fainted oftentmtes.
Spenser, F. Q., I. ix. 48.

It is oftentimes the Method of God Almighty himself to
be long both in his Eewards and Punishments.

Howell, Letters, I. v. 10.

Fickle fortune oftentimes
Befriends the cunning and the base.

Bryant, Eagle and Serpent.

of-thinkf , V. t. [ME. oftMnken, ofthynken, < AS.
ofthynean, ofthincan (pret. ofthuhte), cause re-

gret or sorrow, cause displeasure, < of- + thyn-
can, seem : see tliink^.} To cause regi'et or sor-

row: used impersonally with object dative of
person ; be sorry for ; repent.

Kymenhild hit migte of-thinJce.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), 1. 972.

Yet me of-thynketh [var. mathynketh] that this avaunt me
asterte. Chaucer, Troilus, 1. 1050.

ofttimes (6ft'timz), adv. [< ME. oft tyme, ofte
time; < oft + tinted. Cf. oftentimes.} Fre-
quently; often.

He did incline to sadnesse, and ofl-Umes
Not knowing why. Shak., Cymbeline, i. 6. 62.

The Spectator oft-times sees more than the Gamester.
Howetl, Letters, ii. 15.

The Death of a King causeth oft-times many dangerous
Alterations. Milton, Free Commonwealth.

The pathway was here so dark that oftrtimes, when he
lifted up his foot to set forward, he knew not where or
upon what he should set it next.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 132.

G. See ogee.

ogain, adv. An obsolete or dialectal form of
again.

Ogak, ogac (6'gak), n. [Eskimo.] A variety of
the codfish technically called Gadus ogac.

ogam, ogamic. See ogham, oghamic.

Ogdoad (og'do-ad), n. [< LL. ogdoas (ogdoad-),
< Gr. bySo&i (bySoaS-), the number eight, < oktci

= E. eight: see octave.} 1. A thing made up of
eight parts, as a poem of eight lines, a body of
eight persons, or the like.— 2. In Gnosticism:
(a) In the system of BasUides (see Basilidian-

ism), a group of eight divine beings, namely the
supreme god and the seven most direct emana-
tions from him ; according to another authority,
the ethereal region where the great arehon sits

at the right hand of his father.

It [the first sonship] embraces the seven highest genii,
which in union with the great Father form the first og-
doad, the type of all the lower circles of creation.

Schaf, Hist. Christ. Church, II. 1 124.

(6) In the system of Valentinus, a group of
eight divine beings called eons. The ogdoad, with
the addition of the decad and the dodecad, makes up the
sum of thirty eons called the plermna.

Ogdoastich (og'do-a-stik), n. [Formerly also
ogdoastique ; < Gr. bySo&Q, the number eight, -I-

crixog, a line, verse.] A poem of eight lines;
an octastieh. [Rare.]

It will not be much out of the byas to insert (in this
Ogdoa^ique) a few verses of the Latine which was spoken
in that age. Howell, Forraine Travell, p. 54.

ogham
ogee Co-je'), n. [Also written G, as if de-

scriptive of the double curve (so S is used to

denote another double curve, and L, T, Y, etc.,

are used to denote architectural or mechani-
cal forms resembling those letters), but held

by some to be a corruption of ogive, a pointed
arch— a sense, however, totally opposed to that

of ogee.} 1. A double or reverse curve formed
by the union of a convex and a concave line.

—

2. In arch., etc., a molding the section of which
presents such a double-curved line; a cyma.

Ogee Arch.

Ogee Moldings.

I. Early English period. 2. Decorated period. 3. Perpendicular
period.

In medieval architecture moldings of this kind assumed
characteristically different forms at different periods.

Ogee is frequently used attributively. See cuts under
cyma and roof.

3. In artillery, such a molding formerly used
for ornament on guns,
mortars, and howitzers.
— Ogee arch, a form of arch
common in late medieval
architecture, with doubly
curved sides, the lower part
of each side being concave
and the part toward the apex
convex.— Ogee roof, a roof
of which the outline is an
ogee. See cut under roof.—
Reversed ogee, in arch., the cyma reversa molding.

Ogeechee Ume. See lime^.

ogee-plane (o-je'plan), n. A joiners' plane for

working ogee moldings. -B. Js. Knight.

Ogganitiont (og-a-nish'on), n. [< L. as if *og-

gannitio(n-), < oggarmire, obgannire. yelp, growl,

< 06, before, -f- gannire, growl.] The murmur-
ing or growling of a dog ; a grumbling or snarl-

ing. Bjp. Montagu.
Ogham, ogam (og'am), n. [< Olr. ogam, ogum,
mod. Ir. ogham = Gael, oidheam, a line or

character of an ancient Celtic alphabet, the
alphabet itself, a writing, literature, a dialect

so called ; traditionally ascribed to a mythical
inventor named Ogma, whose name is reflected

in the W. ofydd (> B. ovate'^), aman of letters or

science, philosopher, and in the Gr. "Oy/jtog, the
name, according, to Lucian, of a deity of the
Gauls, represented as an oldmanwho drew after

him a crowd of followers by means of chains
connecting their ears with the tip of his tongue,
i. e. by power of speech: prob. (Rhys) orig. =
Gr. iyfioc, a straight line, a row, path, furrow,
swath, wrinkle, etc., = Skt. ajma, course, road,
also ajman (= L. agmen, a train, army, multi-
tude: see agmen), (.\/ agz= Gr. ayuv = L. agere,

drive, lead, draw: see act, agent, etc.] 1. A
character belonging to an alphabet of 20 letters

used by the ancient Irish and some other Celts in
the British islands. An ogham consists of a straight
line or a group of straight lines drawn at right angles to
a single long stem or main line of writing, and either con-

Ogham Inscription, from a stone found near Ennis, Ireland.

fined to the one or to the other side of this stem or inter-
secting it. Some of the lines make an acute angle with
the stem. Curves rarely occur. The oghams were cut or
carved on wood or stone, and some have come down to
us in manuscripts. In lapidary oghamic inscriptions the
edge of the stone often served as the main stem. Oghams
continued to be used till the ninth or tenth century in
Ireland as secret characters.

2. An inscription consisting of such characters.

Here he cut four wands of yew, and wrote or cut an
Ogam in them ; and it was revealed to him, "through his
keys of science and his ogam," that the queen Edain was
concealed in the palace of the fairy chief, Midir.

(fCurry, Ancient Irish, I. ix.

3. The system of writing which consisted of
such characters.

There is, however, a notion that the Oga/m was essential-
ly pagan, but in reality it was no more sothanthe Roman
sdphabet. J. Rhys, Lect. on Welsh Philology, p. 363.

The Ogham writing, as I have elsewhere shown, was
simply an adaptation of the runes to xylographic conve-
nience, notches cut with a knife on the edge of a squared

'

staff being substituted for the ordinary runes.
Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, II. 226.

4. See the quotation.

The ancient Irish also used an obscure mode of speak-
ing, which was likewise called ogham..

O'Donovan, Gram, of Irish Lang., Int., p. xlviiL



oghamic
•08t|amic, ogamic (og'am-ifc), a. [Also ogmic
(the a m ogham being unoriginal) ; < ogham,
ogam, + -jc] Of or pertaining to oghams;
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ges (see def.), + -ia».] Of or pertaining to
Ogyges, a legendary monarch in Greece (Atti-

r.nT,=i=Hy,« «*-„ u " f—.--
"? -- "s—— ,

oa,orBoeotia, etc.), of whom nothing is known;
P«n«H o^LL characterizing tie characters hence, of great and obscure antiqnit|.-Ogygiancalled oghams. deluge a flood said to have occurred li Atftca or felotS
In the vellum manuscript in the library of the Uoyal d"ring_the reign of Ogyges.

;^io fK°'"?^'"'' ."^l'^^ ^¥ ^°°^ »' Ballymote, compiled Ogyglldae (oj-i-ji'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Ogygia

orar:i^^^^u'^^^^.^^T,&Sr:^\^.ll (-ef^etlt:"-] Aiamilfoft^rilobitesr^fre
in a special tract on the subject. Bneyc. Brit.,V. 306.

Ogival (6-ji'val or o'ji-val), a. [< F. ogival, <
ogme, an ogive : see ogive.] In arch., of or per-
taining to an ogive; characterized by the
pointed arch or vault.
Ogive (6'jiv or 6-jiv'), n. [< F. ogwe, augive, <
ML. augiva, an ogive; < Sp. Pg. It. auge, the
highest point, < Ar. awj, the highest point,
summit: see auge.J In arch.: (a) A pointed ^j. „u,„
arch; also, the diagonal rib of a vault of the Ohio herrine See herrmntype normal in the French architecture of the Ohio stiir^Pn; lltlo^ti.. .h,...„.
thirteenth century. See arc ogive, under arcK ohm fSmP "^ - "

laJce-skcrgeon^

(6) A window of the Pointed style.-Branclies
'

of ogives. See branch.

Oglei (o'gl), V.
;
pret. and pp. ogled, ppr. ogling.

[Also dial, angle; < MD. *ooghelen, oeghelen {in
deriv. oogheler, oegheler = MLG. ogelen, LG.

sented by the genus
oh, interj. See 02.

0. H. G, An abbreviation of Old Bigh German.
Ohian (o-hi'an), a. and n. [< OM(o) + -an.']
Same as Ohioan. [Bare.]
Ohioan (o-hi'o-an), a. andn. [< Ohio (see def.)
+ -are.] I. a. Of or belonging to the State of
Ohio, one of the United States.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of the State
of Ohio.

[Named after Dr. G. S. Ohm, the
propouuder of the law known by his name.] In
elect.

, the unit of resistance (see resistance). The
theoretical or absolute oAm is equal to 10^ centimeter-gram-
second units of resistance (see unit). The pra^iUcal ohm,

^ ~ '., ,
until recently in use, was a resistance equal to that of a

oegeln=(x. augeln), eye, ogle, freq. of D. ooaen certain standard coil of wire (German silver) constructed

= MLG. ogeri, ovgeri, 'L(i~ oegen,'eye, ogle"
E. eye : see eye^, v.] I. iraiis. To view with
amorous or coquettish glances, as in fondness
or with a design to attract notice.

Zeeds ! sirrah ! the lady shall be as ugly as I choose : . . .

yet I will make you ogle her all day, and sit up all night
to write sonnets on her beauty.

Sheridan, The Rivals, iL 1.

II. intrans. To cast glances as in fondness or
with a design to attract notice.

Dick heard, and tweedling, ogling, bridling.
Turning short round, strutting and sideling,
Attested, glad, his approbation.

Cowper, Pairing Time Anticipated, obm-auuueter (ora'am'^e-t^r),

under the'direction of a Committee of the British Associa
tion in 1863, aud hence often called the B. A. unit of re-
mtance; it is a little less (0.987) than the true ohm. The
inteniatlonal ohm as defined by the International Elec
tnoal Congress of 1893 is : The unit of resistance shall be
What Is known as the international ohm, which is sub-
stantially equal to 1,000,000,000 units of resistance of the
oentimeter-gram-second system of electromagnetic units
and 13 represented by the resistance offered to an unvary-
ing electric curient by a column of mercury at the tem-
perature of melting ice litVWn grams in mass, of a con-
stant oross-seotlonal area, and of the length of 106A
centimeters.

^^

ohmad (6'mad), n.

olim.
[< ohm + -ad.2 Same as

An instru-

1. A coquettishOglei (o'gl), n. [< ogle\ v.]

or amorous glance or loqk.
When an heiress sees aman throwing particular graces

into his ogle, or talking loud within her hearing, she ought
to look to herseU. Addison, The Fortune Hunter.

2. pi. Eyes. Halliwell. [Cant.]
Ogle^ (o'gl), n. [Maoyogle; < loel. itgla, an owl:
see owl.] An owl.— cat ogle, the great eagle-owl.
Bubo ignavus.

Ogler (6'gl6r), -». [= MD. oogheler, oeghler,
ogler, flatterer; as ogle^ + -eri.] One who ogles.

Oh ? that Riggle, a pert Ogler

—

an indiscreet silly Thing.
Steele, Grief A-larMode, iii. 1.

Ogling (6'gling),». [Verbal n. of op?ei,«.] The 01l"l's law. See toi^

casting of fond or amorous glances at some °?°J^' °^91I}^1^ f^.'
® *' ""^^r 02,

a fond or sly glance,
"'o""

ment for electrical measurements: a combina-
tion of an ammeter and an ohmmeter.
ohmic (o'mik), a. [< ohm + -ic] Of or per-
taining to an ohm or ohms ; measuring or mea-
sured by the electric unit called an ohm.
At present Dr. Fleming and a few others talk of ohmic

resistance, to distinguish resistance from the relation be-
tween the back electromotive force and the current.

Meet. Bev. (Eng.), XXV. 411.

ohmmeter (om'me-tSr), n. [< E. ohm + Gr.
/lirpov, measure.] In elect., an instrument by
which the resistance of a conductor may be di-
rectly measured in ohms.

one.

Those Oglings that tell you my Passion
Congreoe, Song to Cielia.

ogliot, ». An obsolete form of olio.

Ogmic (og'mik), a. Same as oghamic.
Ogmorhinus (og-mo-ri'nus), n. [NL., < Gr.
dy/io^, a line, furrow (see ogham), + pig, yiv,

nose.] In mammal., the tenable name of that
genus of seals usually called Stenorhynchus.
W. Peters, 1875.

OgOtona (og-o-to'na), w. [Prob. native.] 1. The
gray pika, Lagomys ogotona, a native of Asia.
See Lagomys.— 3. [cop.] A genus of pikas:
same as Lagomys.
ogre (6'ger), n. [< F. ogre, < Sp. ogro, in older
forms huergo, huerco, uerco = It. orco, huorco,
a demon, hobgoblin, < L. Orciis, the abode of
the dead, the god of the lower regions.] In
fairy tales and popular legend, a giant or hide-
ous monster of malignant disposition, supposed
to live on human flesh; hence, one likened to or
supposed to resemble such a monster.

If those robber barons were somewhatgrim and drunken
ogres, they had a certain grandeur of the wild beast in
them. George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, iv. 1.

Ee-Ogreish (6'g§r-ish), a. [< ogre + -isfti.]

sembling or su|;gestive of an ogre.

Ogreism (6'g6r-izm), n. [< ogre + -ism.] The
character or practices of ogres.

Ogress^ (6'gres), re. [< F. ogresse; as ogre + -oida. [NL., an irreg. neut. pi. form of -oWes.]
-ess.] A female ogre. A termination of some New Latin terms of

Ogress^ (6'gres), n. [Appar. an error for "ogoess, science.
< OF. ogoesse, "an ogresse or gum-bullet (must -oidea. [NL.,neut. pi. of -oideus.] A termina-

oicos (oi'kos), re.; pi. oicoi (-koi). [< MGr.
oIkoq (see defs.—particular uses of (>r. oIkoq,

house, race, family, etc.).] 1. In medieval Gr.
poetry, a igroup or succession of Anacreontic
dimeters, generally six in number, with or with-
out anaclasis (v-'w-iw]— -^-iw or ^^-i- —
I

w ^ -i —), and foUowed by trimeters, usually
two (called the kovkovXiov or 'hood'). Examples
of the meter are found in the collection of pieces usually
published with the poems of Anacreon, and known as Ana-
creontics. Quantity is largely neglected in them.

2. In the Gr. Ch., a hymn said or sung at the
end of the sixth ode in a canon of odes. Also
oilcos.

oid. [< F. -oide = Sp. Pg. It. -oide, < L. NL.
-oides (3 syllables), < Gr. -o-eid^g (also contr.
-i)6ric:), being elSoQ, form, resemblance, likeness
(see idol), preceded by o, as the stem-vowel
(orig. or supplied) of the preceding element of
the compound. In the form -uSrjg it often im-
plies 'full of,' and seems to associate itself

with the series of adjective terminations -«%,
-iSriQ, etc.] A termination of many adjectives
(and of nouns thence derived) of Greek origin,

meaning 'having the form or resemblance'
(often implying an incomplete or imperfect re-

semblance) of the thing indicated, 'Uke,' as in

anthropoid, like man, crystalloid, like crystal,

hydroid, like water, etc. It is much used as an
English formative, chiefly in scientific words.

be sable) in blazon" (Cotgrave). The F. form
is printed ogresse in Sherwood's index to Cot-
grave, but ogoesse is in Boquefort and in heral-
dic glossaries.] In her., a roundel sable.

ogrillon (o-gril'yon), n. [A dim. of ogre.] A
Dttle or young ogre.

His children, who, though ogriUimg, are children !

Thackeray, Koundabout Papers, Ogres.

Ogygian (o-jij'i-an), a. [< L. (< Gr. 'Qyvyuic:)

Ogpges, also Ogpgus, < Gr. 'Qyiiyiig, 'Qyvyog, Ogy-

tion of some New Latin words in the neuter
plural.

-oidese. [Nh., ieva. pi. ot -oideus.] A termina-
tion of some New Latin terms of botany, etc.

-oidei. [NL., maso. pi. of -oideus.] A termina-
tion of some New Latin terms of science.

Oidemia (oi-de'mi-a), re. See OSdemia.

-oides. [L., NL., etc., -oides, < Gr. -o£l(^c^. see
-oid.] The Latin or New Latin form of -oid, oc-

curring in many New Latin terms of science.

oil

-oideus. [NL., an extended and esp. adj. form
of -oides.] A termination of some New Latin
terms of science.

Oidium (o-id'i-um), n. [NL., < Gr. (Ixiv^ egg, -I-

dim_. suffix -idiov.] A genus of parasitic fungi,
having the sterile hyphse decumbent and the
sporophores erect. The conidia are ovoid, rather large,
and hyaline or pale. They are thought to represent the
conidial stages of various Erysiphece. 0. Tuckeri, the
European grape-mildew, which produces only conidia,
was thought to be the same as the destructive American
grape-mildew, but the latter is now known to produce
oospores, and is referred to Peronospara viticola. Thirty-
five species of Oidium are admitted by Saccardo. See
Peronospora, grape-mttdew, grape-rot, mildew, Eryeipheee.

Oigopsid (oi-gop'sid), a. and re. [Irreg. < Gr.
ooymvat, oiyeiv, poet, for avoiyvvvat, avolyeiv, open,
+ biliLQ, vision.] I. a. Open-eyed, as a cephalo-
pod ; havingthe cornea of the eye open, so that
sea-water bathes the lens. Most of the living
cephalopods are of this character. The word
is opposed to myopsid.

II. re. A member of the Oigopsidw.
Oigopsidse (oi-gop'si-de), re. Tpl. [NL.] A series
(technically not a family) of decapod dibranchi-
ate cephalopods which are not myopsid.

oiko-. For words so beginning, see wco-, eco-.

oikos, re. See oicos, 2.

oil (oil), re. [Early mod. E. oile, oyle (dial. He)

;

< ME. oile, oyl, oyle, oille, oylle, oyele, < AF. oile,

olie, OF. oile, oille, ole, uile, F. huile = Pr. ol,

oli = Sp. oleo, OSp. olio = Pg. oleo = It. olio

= AS. ele, cele (which appears in E. aneal^, anele)
= OPries. olie = D. olie = OLG. olig, MLG. olie,

oley, oli, olige, olge, LG. olie= OHG. olei, oli, ole,

MHG. olei, ole, ol, die, ol, G. 61= Icel. Sw. olja

= Dan. olie (cf. OBulg. oZe; (olei) = Croatian
ulje = Serv. olaj, ulje= Bohem. Pol. ol^ = Euss.
olei= Hung, olaj = Albanian uli, < OHG. or G.)
= W. olew =Gael. uill, olath, < L. oleum = Goth.
alew = OBulg. jelej (ielei) = Lith. alejus= Lett.
elje, oilj < Gr. iAaiov, oil, esp. and orig. olive-oil;
cf. ehxia, an olive-tree (see Elms, etc.). It
thus appears that all the forms are ult. from
the Gr., the Teut. (except Gothic) and Celtic
through the Latin, and the Gothic and older
Slavic forms directly from the Greek.] 1. The
general name for a class of bodies which have
all or most of the following properties in com-
mon : they are neutral bodies having a more or
less unctuous feel and viscous consistence, are
liquid at ordinary temperatures, are lighter
than water, and are insoluble in it, but dissolve
in alcohol and more readily in ether, and take
fire when heated in air, burning with a lumi-
nous smoky flame. The oils are divided into three
classes, which have veiy ditferent chemical composition
and properties : the fatty orjbxd oils, essential or volatile
oils, and the mineral ails. The fatty or fixed oils leave
a permanent greasy stain on paper, are distinctly unc-
tuous to the feel, and differ from fats chiefiy in being
liquid at ordinary temperatures. (See /at.) Both are tri-

glycerides of the fatty acids. The fatty oils are of both
animal and vegetable origin, and are subdivided into the
drying and the nonrdrying oils. The former class includes
all oils which thicken when exposed to the air through the
absorption of oxygen, and are converted thereby into var-
nish, as, for example, linseed-, nut-, poppy-, and hempseed-
oils. The non-drying oils when exposed to the air also
undergo a change induced by fermentation, resulting in
the formation of acrid, disagreeably smelling, acid sub-
stances. The fixed vegetable oils are generally prepared
by subjecting the seeds of the plant to pressure ; the ani-
mal oils are, for the most part, the fiuid parts of the fat of
animals. Fixed oils are used as lubricants, as sources of
artificial light, for the manufacture of soaps, and for many
other purposes in the arts. Essential or volatile oils are
generally obtained by distilling the vegetables which af-

ford them with water ; they are acrid, caustic, aromatic,
and limpid, and are mostly soluble in alcohol, forming
essences. They boil at a temperature considerably above
that of boiling water, some of them undergoing partial de-
composition. Chemically considered, some are pure hy-
drocarbons (terpines), but most of them are mixtures of
terpines with certain camphors and resins. They absorb
oxygen quite rapidly, producing ozone, which gives to
them bleaching properties. They are used chiefly in medi-
cine and perfumery; and a few of them are extensively
employed in the arts as vehicles for colors, and in the
manufacture of varnishes, especially oil of turpentine.
Mineral oils, petroleum and its derivatives, are mixtures
of hydrocarbons, some being exclusively paraffins, others
containing varying quantities of hydrocarbons of the ole-
fine and benzene series. They are only of mineral origin,
while the fatty and essential oils are solely of animal and
vegetable origin. The mineral oils are now most largely
used as sources of artificial light. Oil has been used for
religious and ceremonial pm-poses under Judaism and
Christianity as well as in other religions. Under the Mo-
saic law it was mingled with or poured upon the flour or
meal of the offerings at the consecration of priests and Le-
vites, those at the daily sacrifices, etc., and "meat-offer-
ings" (meal-offerings) in general. Kings, priests, and pro-
phets were anointed with oil (whence the title Messiah or
Christ). The oil for the sanctuary and for unction of priests
was mixed with myrrh, cinnamon, calamus, and cassia
(Ex. XXX. 22-33). In the Christian church anointing in-
animate objects with oil signifies hallowing or dedicating
them to God, and unction of persons symbolizes the be-
stowal of the gifts or graces of the Holy Ghost and per-



oil

Bonal consecration to God's service. See the phrase hdy
oU, below. For the use of oil in storms at sea, see oU-dia-
tributer.

With an Instrument of Sylver, he frotethe the Bones

;

and thanne ther gothe out a lytylle Oyle, as thoughe it

were a maner swetynge, that is nouther lyche to (^le ne
to Bawme ; but it is fulle swete of smelle.

MandevUle, Travels, p. 60.

Here first she bathes, and round her body pours
Soft oUs of fragrance, and ambrosial show'rs.

Pope, Iliad, xiv. 198.

Specifically— 2. Oil as used for burning in a
lamp, to afford light: as, to bum tlie midnight
oil (alluding to nocturnal study).

In reason whereof, I am perswaded that none of indif-
ferent judgmente shall think his oyle and labour lost.

Toitchstone of Complexions, Pref., p. vii. (Davies.)

A cut of Oil, the quantity of oil from one cutting in— that
is, yielded by one whale.—Andiroba-oil, Same as carap-
oil. See Corajia,!.—Aniline oil. See ara7i?ie.—Animal
oil, a fetid, pungent, and nauseous oil, obtained chiefly by
the dry distillation of bones in the manufacture of bone-
black. When rectified it is known as Dippel's oil (which
see).—Antliracene oil. Same as green grease (which see,

nnAer grease).—AracMs-oU. See .ilrac/iis.—Argan-Oil.
See argan-tree.—Bs^m-oU. Same as melissa-oU.—'BsiUk
Oil. Seeftanftl.—Banks oil. See cod-liver oil, uuAeT cod-
liver.— Basil-oil. SeebasUi.—Bassia oil. See^assiaand
iUupi.—Benne-oil. Same as oil of sesamum.—Berga-
mot-oil. See bergamotl and min!2.—Bitter-almond oil.

See aJ/mond-oil.—Body-oil, ordinary whale-oil, from the
blubber : distinguished from head-oil.—Boiled oil, a dry-
ing-oil made by .boiling a small quantity of litharge in lin-

seed-oil till it is dissolved.— Bottlenose oil. See hottle-

nose.—Brick-oil, in old pJiar., linseed-oil into which red-

hot roughly powdered brick had been stirred.—British
oU, a rubefacient liniment composed of oil of turpentine,
linseed-oil, oil of amber, oil of juniper, Barbados petroleum,
and crude petroleum.—Camphorated oil, camphor lini-

ment.—Camphor-wood oil. Same as camphm-oU,^.—
Cananga-oil. Same as ylang-ylang oil.— Cardamom-oil,
an aromatic volatile oil from the ordinary cardamom ; also,

a fixed oil from the same plant.— Cedar-oil. (a) A vola-
tile oil from the wood of the red cedar, Juniperus Virgi-

niana, used in scenting soap, and.in medicineas a substitute
for savin-oil. (V) An oil of indifferent scent from the Leb-
anon cedar.— Cevadilla-oil, a fixed oil from cevadilla-

seeds. See cevadUla.—CUaXieTt's oil, a preparation ob-
tained from impure empyreumatic oil and oil of turpentine
by distillation, formerly used as a tsenicide.— Chaulmu-
gra-oil, an East Indian medicinal oil, which has recently
come into Western practice, expressed from the seeds con-
tained in the pulpy fruit of Gynocardia odorata. It is used
for elephantiasis, etc. Also chavlmoogra-oil.— Cherry-Oil,
an oil extractedfrom the stones of theAmerican black cher-
ry, Prunus seroKna.—Chinese oU of peppermint, men-
thol, or oil of peppermint with an excess of menthol.

—

Chironji-oil, a sweet wholesome oil from the nut-kernels
of an East Indian forest-tree, Buchanania latifolia, of the
Anacardiacetx.— Citron-oil, a fragrant volatile oil from
the fruit-rind and leaves of the citron. Citrus medica. Also
called cedrate essence or oil.— Clock-Oil. Same as watch-
oil or .porptftse-oit — Cod-liver oil. See cod-liver.— Co-
hune-oil, a fixed oil from the kernels of the cohune-palm,
Attalea CoAune.— Concrete oilofwine. Same as etherin.

—Copaiha-oil, a volatile oil extracted from the copaiba
balsam.— Coqilito-oil, a fixed oil said to be obtained from
the fruit of a palm, Elceis melanococca, which abounds in
parts of Mexico—DOt,however, the coquito-palm. Itmakes
a fine quality of soap.— Cottou-seed oil. See cotton-

seed.—Coumu-oil, a fixed oil from one or more species

of (Enocarpus, including the bacaba^palm (which see).

— Cucumher-Oil. Seecucumier.—CuBCUS-Oil, fragrant
attar from the ouscus-grass.—Dead-oil, the heavy oil of

coal-tar from which carbolic acid is made.—Dippel's
animal oil, rectified animal oil, formerly produced by dis-

tillation of stags' horns and used as a medicine : named
from J. C. Dippel, who first prepared it in 1711.—Dog-
wood-oil, oil obtained from the berries of Comvs san-
gvinea in parts of Europe and Asia : useful in lamps and
for soap, and, when properly prepared, edible.—Domba-
Oil. See domia and CoiopAyiiMm.-Empyreumatic, es-
sential, ethereal oil. See the adjectives.— Eulachon-
olL See ewiocAon.- Expressed oils. See «a;press.— Fir-
wool oil. See ;Sr-woo?.—Fixed oils Seeded.— Flor-
ence oil, a superior kind of olive-oil prepared in Florence,

and emorted in Florence flasks (see }!asi).— Gallipoli
oil, akind of olive-oil, used in turkey-red dyeing, produced
at Gallipoli by throwing the berries as soon as gathered
into heaps, and allowing them to ferment before extract-

ing the oil. This fermentation liberated free oleic acid,

with which was formed an emulsion with alkaline carbo-

nates, through which the fabric was passed. It is now
usuallyreplaced by Turkey-red oil (which see).—Gaulthe-
ria-Oil. Same as wsnterpreen-oi?.— Gingili-oil. Same
as ail of sesamum.— Grape-seed oil, an oil obtained from
the seeds of the common grape. It has been used in Eu-
rope for over a century, is valuable for illuminating, and
little inferior to olive-oil for culinarypui'poses.—Ground-
nut oil, arachis-oil.—Heavy oil. Same as dead-ail.—

Heavy oil of wine. Same as ethereal oU (a).— Holy oil.

(a) In the primitive church, and still in theKoman Catho-

lic and Greek churches, oil blessed for ritual use. There
are three separate kinds, used for different purposes : (1)

OU of catechumens, oil used to anoint candidates before

baptism. (2) OU of chrism, oil mixed with balsam, or with
wine and aromatics, used at baptism, confirmation, corona-

tion of sovereigns, etc. : also called chriem, (3) OU of the

sick, oil used at the unction of the sick. See euehelaion

and unction, (b) Especially, in the Greek Church, oil which
has been in contact with a relic or other sacred object, or

has been taken from a church lamp.— Illupi-oil. See Ulu.

pi.—Iodized oil, acombination of iodinewith almond-oil.

—Jatropha-Oll, oil expressed from Barbados nuts.—Ke-
kune-oil, oU expressed from the fruit of Aleurites Moluc-

cana.—Laurel-oU,both a fixed and an essential oil yielded

by the berries of the true laurel. For the former, see bay-aU.

—Lemon-grass Oil. Seelemon-graes.—Ugb.toil. Same
as coal-tar naphtha (which see. under naphtha).—TAght
cdl Of wine, etherol: a yellowish oily aromatic liquid ob-
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tained from the heavy oil of wine by the action of water.

—London oil, rosin-oil. It is a product of the distillation

of turpentine, and comes over after the lighter spirits or
oil of turpentine. It is used as an adulterant for sicca-

tive oils, as linseed-oil, by manufacturers of mixed paints,

etc. Also called !ndney-oU.—Ma.ca,ssax Oil, a fixed oU
originally from the berries of Stadmannia Siiderooeylon, a
large tree of Mauritius : but the macassar oil of the mar-
ket is said to consist chiefly of cocoanut- or aafilower-oil.

— Malabar oil, an oil obtained from the livers of various
fishes, as sharks and rays, found on the coasts of Malabar
and Kurrachee, India.— Marking-nut oil. See marking-
nut.— HatiCO-oil, volatile oil from Piper angustifoliurti.

See muiicoi.-Midnight oil. See def. 2.—Mineral Oil.

See def. 1.—Mirbane oil, nitrobenzene (CeHsNOg +
HgO), formed by treating benzene with nitric acid. It has
a smell resembling oil of bitter almonds, and is sometimes
used in perfumery.—MSTTh-oil, a volatile oil obtained
from the myrrh-tree. Commiphora Jfj/n-Aa.—Nagkassar-
oil. See Jfeswa.—Neat's-foot oil. See Ticoti.— Oil of
amber. See amfterS.— Oil of anda. See Joannesia.—
Oil of angelst, money used as an alleviative or motive

;

a gift ; a bribe : in allusion to the coin called angel. [Hu-
morous.]

My Mother pampered me so long, and secretly helped
mee to the oyle of Angels, that I grew thereby prone to

all mischiefs.
Greene, Repentance of Egbert Greene, sig. C.

Oil of anise. See anise.— QfJX of asafetida, a volatile oil

of an exceedingly offensive odor distilled from asafetida,

—

Oil ofbaston, a basting or beating. [Humorous. ]— Oil of
bay. (ffl) Same as bay-oU. (6) Oil of myrcia Oil Of ben.
Same as bem/-oil.— Oil of bergamot. Se* berf/amxit.- Oil
Of birch, (a) An empyreumatic oil distilled from the bark
of Betvla alba. It gives Kussian leather its peculiar odor.

(6) Punishmentwith a birchen switch ; a beating. [Humor-
ous.]— Oil Of cade. Same as cocfe-osY Oil Of cajeput.
See caj'epwt.— Oil Of camomile, a volatile oil with a
warm aromatic taste, distilled from the flowers of AnXhe-
mis noWiis.- Oil Of caraway, carrot, cinnamon,
cloves. See caraway, eU:,.— Oil Of Chinese cinnamon,
oil of cassia.— Oil ofcopaiba, a volatile oil distilled from,
and with the odor and taste of, copaiba.— Oil Of corian-
der, a volatile oil with a mild and agreeable aromatic taste

and odor, distilled from the fruit of Coriandrum sativum.
— Oil of cubebs, a vola^le oil with a warm aromatic
camphoraceous taste, distilled from the fruit of Piper
Cubeba.—QU. of cumin, diU, erigeron, eucalyptus.
See cumin, etc.— Oil Of ergot, a medicinal volatile oil

extracted from ergot of rye.— Oilof fennel, a volatile oil

of an agreeable odor and sweetish aromatic taste, distilled

from the fruit of Poeniculwm mdgare. Its use is similar
to that of oil of anise.— Oil Of geranium. See Andropo-
gon and ginger-grass.— Oil of hedeoma, an oil obtained
from the fresh herb of Hedeoma pulegeaides, peculiar to
North America. It is analogous in its properties to the oil

of the European pennyroyal, though derived from a dis-

tinct plant. Also called oil ofpennyroyal.—Oil Of holly,
a switching with a holly stick; a beating. [Humorous.]—
Oil of jumper, an oil distilled from juniper-berries. It
has a taste and odor much like those of turpentine, with
which it is often adulterated. It is an efficient ingredient
of diuretic mixtures, especially in the form of Holland gin.

It is to be distinguished from the oil of juniper-wood, or
cade-oil.— Oil of lavender, ledum, lemons. See laven-
der2, etc.— Oil of lilies, a fragrant infusion of the flowers
of LUium candidmn in oil.— Oil of mace. See nutmeg-
butter.— oil of massoy, a volatile oil obtained from the
bark of Cinnamomum Burmanni, var. Eiamis, of Java.

—

Oil Of mustard. Seemjwtord.— Oilof myrcia. See wild
clove, under clove^.— Oil of myrtle, a volatile oil obtained
from the leaves of Nyrtus communis.— Oil of neroli.
Same as oU qf orange-flowers.- Oil Of nutmegs. See
nutmeg-butter.— Oil Of orange-flowers, a volatile oil

distilled from fresh orange-flowers, whose fragrant odor
it possesses. It is used in the preparation of Cologne
water.— Oil of orange-peel, an aromatic oil extracted
by mechanical meansfrom fresh orange-peel. It is used
in flavoring.— Oil of origanum, marjoram-oil.— Oil of
orris-root, a solid crystallizable substance distilled from
orris-root.— Oil Of palms, money. [Humorous. ]— Oil Of
parsley, a volatile oil obtained from the fruit of Petroseli-

numsativum.—OH Of liennyroyal. Same na oil qf liedeo-

ma.— Oil of peppermint, an oil obtained from the fresh
herbs of Men&a piperita by distillation with water. Its pe-
culiar odor, similar to that of the plant, is due to the men-
thol, or peppermint-camphor, which it contains.- Oil Of
pimento, a volatile oil obtained from the fruit of Eugenia
Pimenta. It is one of the ingredients of bay-rum. Also
called oU of allsince.— OU of red cedar, a volatile oil ob-
tained from the leaves ot Juniperus Virginiana.—Oil of
rhodium, a volatile oil distilled from the root of different

species of Convolvulus.- Oil of rose, a volatile oil distilled

from the fresh flowers of different species of rose. Also
called attar, otto, or essence of roses. See attar.— Oil of
rosemary, a volatile oil distilled from Bosmarinus offici-

nalis.—OU of rue, a volatile oil distilled from Rvta grave-

olens.—OU of sandalwood. Same as oU ofsantal.—Oil
of santal, a volatile oil distilled from santal or sandal-
wood. It IB chiefly used as a perfume, but also as a medi-
cine.— Oil of sassafras, an oil distilled from the roots of
the sassafras-tree. It is one of the heaviest of the volatile

oils.—OU of santonica, a volatile oil distilled from san-

tonica.—OU of savin, a volatile oil distilled from the
fresh branches of Juniperus Sabina.—OU of sesamum,
a bland, sweetish, non-drying oil expressed from the seed
of Sesamum Indieum: used as a substitute for sweet-oil.

See be7in£. Also called sesame-aU, benn£-oU, gingUi-oil, and
teel-oil.—OU Of spearmint, an oil resembling that of pep-
permint, distilled from fresh plants of MentTta viridis.—OU
Of spike. See oU of lavender, under lavender^.— OU of
spruce, oil of hemlock.—OU oftalct, a nostrum formerly
famous as a cosmetic, probably because talc, when cal-

cined, became very white, and was considered a fit substi-

tute for ceruse.

He should have brought me some fresh oil of talc;

These ceruses are common.
MasHnger, City Madam, iv. 2.

OU of tansy, a volatile oil distilled from the leaves and
tips of Tanacetum mdgare.—OH of tar, a volatile oil dis-

tilled from tar.—OU of theobroma, a fixed oil expressed

oil-box

from the seed of Theobroma Cacao, the chocolate-nut. It

is a yellowish-white solid, with an agreeable odor and
chocolate-like taste. It is used chiefly as an ingredient

in cosmetics and suppositories. Also called cacao-butter.

—Oil Of thyme, a volatile oil with a strong odor of

thyme, distilled from the flowering plaots of Thymus mil-

garis. It is used chiefly for jts antiseptic properties.-

Oil of tobacco, a tar-like poisonous liquid resulting from
dry distillation of tobacco.—OU Of turpentine. See tur-

pentine.— Oil ofvalerian, avolatile oil obtained from the

root of Valeriana officinalis.—OH of vitriol, sulphuric

acid.— Oil of wheat, a fixed oil expressed from wheat-
Oil of wormseed, a volatile oil distilled from the fruit of

Chenopodium antnelminticum, used almost exclusively as

an anthelmintic.— Old oU, among watchmakers, olive-oil

after it has been purified and rendered limpid.— Ompha-
cine oU. See ompAocine.-Phosphorated oU, a solution

of phosphorus in oil of almonds.—Foppy-seed oU, a yel-

lowish pleasant-tasting oil extracted from the seeds of

Papaver samniferum. It is used as a substitute for or an
adulterant of olive-oil.—Portia-nut oil, a thick deep-red

oil yielded by the seeds of Thespeda popitiiica.-Potato-
spirit oU, amyl alcohol.-Pressed oU, oil of the gram-
pus. Grampus griseus : a trade-name.— Provence oU, an
esteemed kind of olive-oil produced in Aix.— Rape-oU, a

bland oil expressed from the seeds of Brasgica campestris,

var. Rapa.—Baw oU, commonly, raw linseed-oil, in dis-

tinction from boiled linseed-oll.—Red oU, a preparation

made by macerating the tops of Hypericutnperforatum in

olive-oil.— Seed-oU, one of various oils, including those

from til-seed, poppy-seed, and the physic-nut— Slrln-
ga-oU, a fixed oil yielded by the seeds of Hevea Brasi-

Tiensis, useful for hard soaps and printing-ink.— Siri-oU.
Same as lemon-grass ofl.- Spanish walnut oU, oil of

Aleurites Moluceana.— Straits oU, flsh-oil pressed from
the carcasses of menhaden : formerly a name given to pure
cod-liver oil manufactured from the livers of fish caught in

tlie straits between Newfoundland and Labiador, whence
the name, now transferred to the coarser product obtained
from the menhaden.- Sweet-bay oU, the volatile laurel-

oil.— Teel-oil. See oil cfsesamum—To pour oU on the
fire. Seeftre.—To strike oU, to discover petroleum by
boring ; hence (in allusion to the sudden fortunes made
in tlie first years after the discovery of petroleum in Penn-
sylvania), to come upon something very profitable. (Col-

loq.]—Tucum oU, an oil obtained from the fruit of As-
trocaryum vulgare.—Virgin oil. See olive-oU.—Volatile
oil. See volatile.—Wood-oU, an oleoresin obtained fiom
the trunk of Dipterocarpus turbinatus. Also called gurjun
&aZsa«i.~ ylang-ylang oil, a fragrant volatile oil distilled

from the flowers of Cananga odorata. Also called Carumgor
oU. (See also beriroU, bone-oil, castor-oU, kundah-oU, linseed-

oil, lubricating-oil, nutmeg-ml, palmroU, porpmse-aU, ray-

oU, rock-oil, shark-oil, sperm-oU, train-oU, tung-oU.)

Oil (oil), V. t. [< MB. oilen, oylen, < OP. oilier =
P. huiler = It. ogliare, < ML. *oleare, oil, < L.

oleum, oil: see oil, n. Cf. anoil, aneal^.'] 1. To
smear or rub over with oil

;
prepare for use by

the application of oil: as, to oil a rag; oiled

paper or silk.— 2. To anoint with oil.— 3. To
render smooth by the application of oil ; lu-

bricate: as, to oil machinery; hence, figura-

tively, to render oily and bland ; make smooth
and pleasing.

Thou hast a tongue, I hope, that is not oU'd
With flatteiy : be open.

Ford, Lover's Melancholy, ii. 1.

OUed leather. See leather.—Oilei paper, paper satu-

rated with oil, either (1) to render it transparent and thus
flt it for tracing purposes or (2) to make it water-proof,
as in China, Japan, etc., where oiled paper is extensively
used for umbrellas, water-pails, lanterns, rain-clothes, etc.

—OUed sheets, inprinting, paper thathas been saturated
with oil and dried, applied to the impression-surfaces
of printing-presses to resist the set-off or transfer of ink
from newly printed sheets.—OUed silk, silk impregnated
with boiled oil, semi-transparent and water-proof. It is

much used in tailoring and dressmaking as a guard against
perspiration, as in the lining of parts of garments, etc.—
To oU out, in painting, to rub a thin coating of drying-oil
over (the parts of a picture intended to be retouched). The
slight film left behind takes a fresh pigment more readily
than a perfectly dry surface would.

-oil. [An arbitrary variant of -oZ.] In client., a
termination denoting an ether derived from a
yhenol : as, anisoi'i (formerly called anisol).

Oil-bag (oil'ba^), «. 1. In animals, a bag, cyst,

or gland containing oil.— 2. A bag, made of a
coarse fabric, used to inclose materials in an
oil-press.— 3. A bag containing oil for any pur-
pose, as, at sea, for spreading a film of oil over
the surface of the water in a storm. See oil-

Oil-beetle (oil'be'''tl), n. Any coleopterous in-

sect of the genus Meloe in a broad sense : so
called from the oil-like matter which they ex-
ude. The perfect insects have swollen bodies, with short-
ish elytra, which lap more or less over each other, and
have not a straight suture, as in most coleopterous in-

sects. See cuts unfler Meloe.

oil-bird (oil'bSrd), n. 1. The guacharo or great
goatsucker of Trinidad, Steatornis caripensis.

Also called fat-bird. See cut under guacharo.— 2. A Ceylonese frogmouth, Batrachostomus
moniliger. E. L. Layard.

oil-bottle (oil'bot'l), n. The egg of a shark as
it lies in the oviduct. [Cape Cod, TJ. 8.]
oil-box (oil'boks), n. In macli., a box contain-
ing a supply of oil for a journal, and feeding it

by means of a wick or other device ; a journal-
box. E. S. Knight. See out under passenger-
engine.



oU-busIi

oil-bnsll (oil'bush), « . A socket containing oil
in which an upright spindle works, running in
the oil, as in some forms of millstones.

oil-cake (oil'kak), ». A cake or mass of com-
pressed linseed, or rape,poppy,mustard, cotton,
orotherseeds,fromwhich oil hasbeenextracted.
Linseed oil-cake is mach used as a food for cattle. Kape
oil-cake is used as a fattening food for sheep. These and
other oil-cakes are also valuable as manures. Cotton-seed
oil-cake is largely employed In and exported from the
southern United States.—OU-ca&e mill, a mill for crum-
bling oil-cake.

oil-can (oU'kan), n. Any can for holding oil;
specifically, a small can of various shapes, pro-
vided with a long, narrow, tapering spout, used
for lubricating machinery, etc. ; an oiler.

oil-car (oil'kar), n. 1. A box-car with open
sides for carrying oil in barrels. [U.S.]— 2.
A platform-car with tanks for carrying oil in
bulk: commonly called a tank-car. [U. S.]

oil-cellar (oU'sel'ar), m. [< ME. o«-ce?tor.] 1.
A cellar for the storage of oil.

Thyne oil cellar set on the somer syde.
Hold out the cold and lette come in tJie Sonne.

PaUaditis, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 18.

2. A metal box attached to the under side of
the strap of a connecting-rod on a locomotive
or other engine, in relation with and covering
holes in the strap that communicate with the
crank-pin, for holding oil, and applying it to
the crank-pin through the violent agitation of
the box when the engine is in motion.

oil-cloth (oil'klSth), n. Painted canvas de-
signed for use as a floor-covering, etc. See
floor-cloth and linoleum.

oil-cock (oil'kok), n. In mach., a faucet ad-
mitting oil from an oU-cup to a journal. E.S.
Knight.

oil-color (oil'kul'or), n. 1. A pigment ground
in oil. See col<yr and paint.— 2. A painting
executed in such colors. See oil-painting.

oil-cup (oU'kup), m. 1. In mocfe., a lubricator;
a small vessel, of glass or metal, used to hold
oU or other luljricant, which is distributed au-
tomatically to the parts of the machine to be
oiled.— 2. An oil-can or oiler.

oil-de-roset, «. [ME., < OP. oile de rose: see oil,

de^, rose.] Oil of roses.

In every pounde of oil an nnce of rose
Ypnrged putte, and hange it dayes seven
In Sonne and moone^ and aStev oUderose
We may baptise and name it

PaOadim, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 156.

oil-derrick (oU'der^'ik), n. An apparatus used
in well-boring for mineral oils, it is a strong
wooden frame, from 16 to 20 feet square at the base, which
is formed of heavy sills of oak or other suitable timber,
and it tapers toward the top, which is from 60 to 75 feet
above the sills. The comer parts are made of heavy
pme planks, usually about 2 inches thick and 10 inches
wide, spiked together at right angles, and bound to each
other by cross-pieces and diagonal braces. A ladder is

constructed on one side, extending from the bottom to a
heavy cast-iron derrick-pulley supported in the upper part
of the frame, Xhe oil-derrick and its accessories are used
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rigger, the oil slowly filtering through the pores. This
has been followed by a varied of inventions, comprising
oil-bags placed ia water-closet pipe£^ and devices for dis-
tributing oil when towed by a vessel. The oil-distributer
of M. Gaston Menier employs apomp discharging water at
the water-line, tlirough a series ofoutboardpipe^ thepump
also talang oil from a receptacle, and mingling it with the
water discharged. The rate of expenditure of oil is ta-
dicated by a glass gage, and is regulated by a valve. The
oil-distributer of Captain Townsend of the United States
Signal Office consists of a hollow metal globe ten inches in
diameter, which holds about IJ gallons of oil, and is kept
afloat and held in a nearly flxM position relatively to the
surface of the water by an air-chamber. The oil-chamber
has an upper and a lower valve, both of which may be ad-
justed to permit water to flow in tlirough the lower, and
the oil displaced by the water to flow out through the up-
per valve, at a rate controlled by the adjustment. The oil
acts mechanically by spreading over the surface of the sea
in a tenuous film, which is sufficient to prevent the waves
from brealang, and this takes from them their chief power
for harm.

Oil-dregt, ®. t. [ME. mjl dregge; < oiUdregs.'i To
cover or smear with the dregs of oil.

Then oyldregge it efte.
And sauSy may thi whete in it be lelte.

Palladim, Husbondrie (B. K T. S.), p. 18.

Oil-dregs (oil'dregz), n. pi. [< ME. »oyle dregges;
<oil + dregs.1 The dregs of oil.

oil-dried (oil'dnd), a. Exhausted of oil; hav-
ing its oU spent.

My mt^dried lamp and time-bewasted light
Shall be extinct with age and endless night

ShiA., Rich, n., i. 3. 22L

oil-drop (oil'drop), 11. The rudimentary um-
bilical vesicle of some fishes. Science, V. 425.
oiler (oi'lfer), n. 1. An appliance for distribut-
ing oil to the bearings or rubbing surfaces of
machines. Types of such devices in common use are—
sponges saturated with oil and fastened in boxes or cups,
in positions where they are regularly touched by parts to
be lubricated ; wicks which transfer oil by capillary action
from a receptacle to a part otherwise inaccessible while
moving ; cups provided with pet-cocks from which the oil
drops slowly upon parts which cannot be safely reached
whfle in action ; tubes extending radially from channels
in crank-pins to the central axes of the cranks, dlstribulang
the oil by centrifugal foroe ; etc
2. An oil-can, generally having a long spout
ciirved at the outer extremity, used by an at-

oil-pmnp

which they preen and dress their plumage ; the
elsBodochon. It is a highly developed and spe-
cialized sebaceous follicle, present in the great
majority of birds. See cut under ekeodochon.
oil-green (oil'gren), n. A color between green
and yeUow, of intense chroma but quite mod-
erate luminosity.

oil-hole (oil'hol), )(. One of the small openings
drilled in machines to allow the dripping of oil
on parts exposed to friction.

oilily (oi'U-li), adv. In an oily manner; as oil;
in the manner or presenting tie appearance of
oil; smoothly.

OUUy bubbled up the mere.
Tennyson, Gareth and Lynette.

oiliness (oi'li-nes), ». The quality of being oUy;
unctuousness

;
greasiness; oleaginousness.

oil-jack (oil'jaik), n. A vessel, usually of cop-
per or tin, in which oil can be heated, it re-
sembles tin or copper vessels used for fluid-measures, ex-
cept that it has a spout resembling that of an ordinary
pitcher.

oilless (oil'les), a. [< oil + -less.'] Destitute of
oil ; without oil.

He compares the life of a dying man to the flickering of
an oUlets lamp. The American, IX. 137.

oillett, n. See oilet.

oilman (oil'man), ».; pi. oilmen (-men). One
who deals in oils ; one who is engaged in the
business of
producing or
of selling oil.

oil-mill (oil'-

mil), n. 1.

Any crush-
ing- or grind-
ing - machine
for express-
ing oil from
seeds, fruits,

nuts, ete.

Such mills
are common-
ly of the type

Oil-mill, Heater, and Press combined,

mill ; b, heater, heated by steam-jaclcet

;

"^-aulic press ; d, j
"-=-*- '— "

—

^, main dxiving-s
c, hydraulic press ; </, pump which works the

J-;--:—r-shafl

of the Chilian mill (which see, under milU).—
2. A factory where vegetable oils are made.

oil-nut (oU'nut), n. One of various nuts and
seedsyielding oil,andthe plantproducingthem.
(a) The butternut of North America. See Inittemvt. (6)
The buffalo-nut or elk-nut, Pyndaria ole(fera, of the Al-

Broughton's Oiler. SpringMlileT.

Oil-deiiick.

A, engine; B,5and-ieel; C, drive-wheel; D, Samson-post; E, temper-
screw ; F, sand-pump and bailer-cable ; G, drill-cable ; H, bull-wbeel

;

I, clamps; J, tank; K, walking-beam.

to operate the various tools employed in well-boring, such
as the temper-screw, rope-socket, auger-stem, sinker-bar
and substitute, jars, bitts, flat reamers, etc. A similar der-
rick is used for sinking, deep wells where water only is

sought See weU-boring.

oil-distributer (oil'dis-trib*u-ter), n. Any de-
vice or appliance used for the disfanbution of oU
over the surface of the sea for smoothingwaves
and thus obviating their destructive effect. The
flrst appliance for this purpose, which aimed at economy
in tiie use of oil, was a porous oil-bag attached to a rope,

thrown overboard, and towed from the end of a spar or out-

A. a. outer protecting shell ; *, internal elastic reservoir for oil ; c,

thumb-piece, by which mav be compressed. B. a, metal body ; 6.
spring; r, screw-nozle, which may be removed for replenishing with
oil.

tendant for supplying oU to parts of engines or
other machines.—3 . An operative employed to
attend to the oUing of engines or other ma-
chinery.—4. A vessel engaged in the oU-trade,
or in the transportation of oUs. [Little used.]— 5. An oilskin coat. [CoUoq.]

As the tide and sea rise, the huge breakers get heavier,
until finally they dash over the stands ; some of the more
daring still stick to their chair^ and wilji oilers and rubber
boots defy the waves. Scribner's Mag., V. 681-

oilery (oi'ler-i), n. [< oil + -en/.] The com-
modities of an oilman.

.

oilett, n. [Also oillet, celet, oylet; < OP. oilUt,

oeiWst, F. wiUet, dim. of OF. ceil, P. ceil, eye : see
eyelet, an accom. form.] 1 . Same as eyelet.—
2. An eye, bud, or shoot of a plant. Holland.

oil-factory (oil'fak'^to-ri), n. A factory where
fish-oil is made.
oil-fael (oU'fu^el), n. Eefined or crude petro-
leum, shale-oU, grease, residuum tar, or similar
substances, used as fuel.

oil-gage (oil'gaj), n. A form of hydrometer ar-
ranged for testing the specific gravity of oils;

an oleometer.
oil-gas (oU'gas), II. The inflammable gas and
vapor (chiefly hydrocarbon) obtained by pass-
ing oUs through red-hot tubes : it may be used
for purposes of iUumination.
oil-^dblg (oil'gU'ding), n. A process of gUd-
ing in wMoh the gold-leaf is laid on a surface
prepared by a coat of size made of boUed Un-
seed-oU and chrome-yeUow and applied with a
brush. When the oil has dried to a point where it is
only slightly tacky, the leaf is applied. The chrome-yel-
low is added so that the gold may appear more brilliant,
by reason of the yellow showing through.
oil-glaul (oU'gland), n. In ornith., the uropy-
giaJ glimd of birds, which secretes the oU with

Branch with Male Flowers of Oil-nut ifyrutaria oUi/era^.

a, the fruit; b, a leaf, showing the nervation.

leghany mountains. The whole shrub, but especially the
pe&r-shaped drupe-like fruit an inch long, is imbued with
an acrid oiL (c) The castor-oil plant (3) The oil-palm.

oiloust (oi'lus), a. [< oil -H -ous.'\ OUy; ole-
aginous. Crerard.

oil-painting (oU'pan'ttng), n. 1. The art of
painting with pigments mixed with a drying-
oil, as poppy-, walnut-, or linseed-oU. Oleoresi-
nous varnishes to protect painted suriaces had been used
before the fifteenth centniy, at which time the invention
of a dry, colorless, and sufficiently liquid vehicle composed
of linseed- or nut-oO mixed ^vlth resin is attributed to the
noted Flemish painter Van Eycli.

2. A picture painted in oU-colors. oil-paint,

logs are most commonly executed upon canvas, which is

stretched upon a fram^ and covered (or primed) with a
kind of size mixed with white lead.

oil-palm (oU'pam), ». A palm, Elms G-iiineen-

sis, the fruit-pulp of which yields palm-oU. See
Eloeis, palmmit-oil, and. palm-oil.

oil-plant (oU'plant), n. Ssime as lenne.

oil-press (oU'pres), n. A machine for express-

ing vegetable and essential oils from seeds,

nuts, fruits, ete. It is commonly of a very sim-
ple type, and operated by a screw or hydraulic

press. See cut on foUowing page.

oil-pump (oU'pump), n. In mach., a pump tc

raise oU from a reservoir and discharge it upon
a journal. E. S. Knight.



a, a, a, boxes; d, the
pump ; c, the pipe by which
pressure is transmitted from
the pump to the ram of the
press.

oil-ring

oil-ring foil'ring), n. In
seal-engraving, a ring with
a small dish on top to hold
oil and diamond-dust, it is

worn on the forefinger of the
workman, and the wheel Is sim-
ply allowed to rotate in the dish
to replenish the engraving-tool.

oil-rubber (oil'rub'fer), n.

In engraving, a piece of
woolen eloth, 6 or 7 inches
long, rolled tightly so that
the roll is from 2 to 2J
inches in diameter, tied
with a string, and touched
with oil. It is used to rub
down too dark parts of engraved
work, or to clean a copperplate.
The same object is accomplished
by the use of a small piece of
cloth held on the forefinger, or
of a bit of soft cork dipped in oil.

oil-safe (oil'saf), n. A tank for storing inflam-
mable oils. It consists of a sheet-metal vessel having a
sheathing of wood and some intervening material that is a
poor conductor of heat, as asbestos, mineral wool, etc.

oil-sand (oil'sand), n. The name given in the
Pennsylvania petroleum region to the beds of
sandstone from which the o3 is obtained by bor-
ing. See petroleum.

oil-seed (oil'sed), n. 1. The seed of the Ricinus
communis, or castor-oil plant; castor-bean.

—

2. The seed of Guizotia Abyssinica, a composite
plant cultivated in India and Abyssinia on ac-
count of its oily seeds.— 3. The plant gold-of-
pleasure, Camelina sativa. Sometimes called
Siberian oil-seed,.

oil-shale (oil'shal), n. Shaly rocks containing
bituminous matter or petroleum in sufficient

quantity to be of economical value ; shales or
clays in which a considerable quantity of or-

ganic (hydrooarbonaceous) matter has been
preserved and is diffused through the mass of
the rock.

oil-shark (oil'shark), n. A fish, Galeorhinus
zyop terus, a sm all kind of shark. See cut under
GaleorJiinus. [California.]

oilskin (oil'skln), ». l. Cloth of cotton, linen,

or silk, prepared with oil to make it water-proof.
Such cloth is much used for water-proof gar-

ments.— 2. A garment made of oilskin.

There were two men at the wheel in yellow oilskins, and
the set faces that looked out of their sou'westers gleamed
with sweat. W. C. RusseU, Jack's Courtship, xxviiL

oil-smeller (oil'smel"6r), n. A person who
pretends to be able to locate oil-bearing strata,

and to locate positions for successful well-

boring, by the sense of smell, and who makes
a profession or trade of this pretension, in the
earlier history of petroleum in the United States, this

kind of quackery was much more common than now.

oil-spring (oil'spring), to. 1 . A spring the water
ofwnich contains more orless intermingled oily

(hydrocarbonaceous) matter.— 2. A fissure or

an area from or over which bituminous matter
(petroleum or maltha) oozes.

The petroleum of the oUsprimgs of Paint Creek has had
its home in the great Conglomerate at the base of the Coal-

measures. Proc. Amer. PkUol. Soc, X. 42.

oil-stock (oil'stok), n. A vessel used to con-

tain holy oil ; a chrismatory.

oilstone (oil'ston), n. A slab of fine-grained

stone used for imparting a keen edge to tools,

and so called because oil is used for lubricat-

ing its rubbing-surface. Fine oilstones are

often made of novaculite, a fine-grained variety

of quartz.—Black oilstone, a variety of Turkey stone.

—OUstone-powder, pulverized oilstone sifted and wash-
ed. It is used for grinding together such fittings of
mathematical instruments and machinery as are made
wholly or partly of brass or gun-metal, for polishing fine

brasswork, and by watchmakers on pewter rubbers in pol-

ishing steel.— OHstone-Bllps, small pieces of oilstone

cut by the lapidary into such fonns as to adapt them to

the surfaces of the various obj ects on which they are to be
used in polishing.

oilstone (oil'ston), v. t.; pret. and pp. oilstoned,

ppr. oilstoning. [< oilstone, n.J To rub, or

sharpen or polish by rubbing, on an oilstone.

The tool must be given less top rake, and may then be
oSstoned. Joshua Rose, Practical Machinist, p. 81.

oil-stove (oil'stov), n. A small stove in which
oil is used as fuel, with either flat or circular

wicks. Such stoves are provided with portable ovens,

and with devices for broiling, for heating fiat-irons, etc.

The smallest sizes are little more than lamps of special

design.

oil-tank (oil'tangk), n. A receptacle for stor-

ing, treating, or transporting petroleum.

oil-tawing (oil'ta'ing), n. The process of cur-

rying in OH, by which the skins of various ani-
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mals are made iato oiled leather or wash-lea-
ther.

Qil-temper (oirtem"p6r), v. t. To temper (steel)

by the use of oil instead of water or saline so-

lutions. See temper.

oil-tempered (oil tem'^pferd), a. Tempered with
oil. See temper.

Ears of ml-tempered and untempered steel.

SeUrwe, III. 724.

oil-tempering (oil'tem'^pfer-in^), n. The pro-

cess of tempering steel with oil. See temper.

oil-tester (oil'tes"tfer), n. 1. A machine for

testing the lubricating properties of oils.— 2.

A process or an apparatus for ascertaining the
temperature at which the vapors from mineral
oils will take fire.

oil-tight (oil'tit), a. In constructive mechanics,

noting a degree of tightness in joints, etc., that
will prevent oil from flowing through between
the juxtaposed surfaces.

The lower end of the shaft passes through an oil-t-^ht

stufllng-box. ManMne, Steam Engine.

oil-tree (oil'tre), n. 1. The castor-oil plant.

See cut under castor-oil.— 2. Same as ilhi^i.—
3. Same as oil-palm.— 4. The Chinese varnish-

tree, whose wood yields

an important oil. See
Aleurites and tung-oil.—
5. Probably the stone-
pine, Finu^ Pinea (Isa.

xU. 19).

oil-tube (oil' tub), n.

In bot., a longitudinal
canal filled with aro-
matic oil, especially
characteristic of the
fruits of the UmbelUferw.

oilway (oil'wa), ». A
passage for oil to a part,

as a hinge, to be lubri-

cated.

oil-well (oil'wel), n. A
boring made for petro-

leum. This is the name by
which such borings in vari-

ous oil-producing regions,

and especially in Pennsyl-
vania, are most generally des-

ignated. Borings which are
unsuccessful, or which do not
furnish any oil, are called dry
weUs. See petrolewm,

oily (oi'li), a. [< oil +
-^1.] 1. Consisting of
oil; containing oil; having some of the quali-

ties of oil: as, oih) matter; an oily fluid.— 2.

Appearing as if oiled ; resembling oil.—3 . Fat

;

greasy.

This (My rascal is known as well as Paul's.

Shale., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 4. 676.

A little, round, fat, oily man of God.
Thomson, Castle of Indolence, L 69.

4. Figuratively, unctuous ; smooth ; insinuat-

ingly, and smoothly sanctimonious; blandly
pious; fawning.

If for I want that glib and oily art.

To speak and purpose not.

SluO:., Lear, 1. 1. 227.

I know no court but martial.

No oCy language but the shock of arms.
Fletcher, Mad Lover, i. 1.

She had forgiven his Pharisaical arrogance, and even his

greasy face and oUy vulgar manner.
TroHope, Barchester Towers, xiiL

Oily bean. See leanK

oily-grain (oi'li-gran), n. Same as benne.

Olmet, interj. [< It. oime, ohime (= NGt. al/ii,

bills; cf. Gr. oluoi), alas! ay me!: see 02, and ay
we (under a?/®).] Alas!

Oimee / I am afraid that Morphandra hath a purpose to

retransform me, and makeme put on human shape again.
Howell, Parly of Beasts, p. 5.

oinementt, »• [ME., also oynement, oygnement,

< OF. oignement, an
anointing, < oigner,

oindre, ongier,

anoint : see oint.

Ci.ointment.'] Same
as ointment. Chau-
cer.

I tell the for-sothe

thou may make other
mens synnes a pre-

cyouse aynemenl for to

hele with thyne awene.
Ha/mpole, Prose Trea-

[tises (E. E. T. 8.),

[p. 36.

oinochoe (oi-nok'-
o-e), n. [Prop.
cenochoe; < Gr.

oZvOf, wine, -)-
;t"'') OinochoS of Greek Pottery.

Z
Oil-tubes.

I, in the fruit of FtsnUulum
pipeyitutn, marked with black.
2, m the leaf oiMyrtus commit-
ttis. transverse section {with oil-

reservoir or), highly magnified.

ointment

pour.] In Gr. antiq., a small vase of graceful

shape, with a three-lobed rim, the central lobe

forming a mouth adapted for pouring, and a
single handle reaching above the rim: used for

dipping wine from the crater and filling drink-

ing-cups.

ointt (oint), V. t. [< ME. ointen, oynten, < OP.
oint (< L. unctus), pp. of oindre, anoint: see

anoint, unction.'] 1. To anoint.

Lord shield thy Cause, approve thee veritable, . . .

Oint thine Anointed publikely by Miracle.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Lawe.

The ready Graces wait, her Baths prepare,

And oint with fragrant Oils her flowing Hair.
Congreve, Hymn to Venus.

2. To administer extreme unction to.

ointing-boxt, n. A chrismatory.

ointing-clotnt, «• A cloth used in the adminis-

tration of extreme unction.

ointment (oint'ment), n. [A later form (as if

< oint + -ment) of oinement, q. v.] A fatty or

unctuous preparation of such a consistency as
to be easily applied to the skin by inunction,

gradually liquefying when in contact with it.

In American pharmacy, ointments differ from the cerates,,

which are of similar composition, in Having a softer consis-

tence and lower melting-temperature. In British phar-

macy, the cerates are included among the ointments.

We . . . wonder more, if Kings be the Lord's Anointed,

how they dare thus oyle over and besmeare so holy an unc-

tion with the corrupt and putrid oynlment of their base

flatteries. MMon, Church-Government, ii.. Cone.

Acetate-of-leadointment(unguentum plumbi acetatis),

acetate of lead and benzoin ointment— Aconitla Oint-

ment (unguentum aconitiffi), eight grains of aconitin to an
ounce of lard.—Alkaline Bulphur ointment (unguen-

tum sulphuris alkalinum), sulphur, carbonate of potash„

and benzoinated lard.—Ammonlated-meronry oint-
ment (unguentum hydrargyri ammonlati), ammoniated
mercury with simple or benzoin ointment.— Antlmonial
ointment (unguentum antimonii tartarati), tartarated an-

timony with lard or simple ointment. Also called tartar-

mnetic otwtrmnt, lartarated-antvmony ointment.—Apostles'
ointment. See apostle.— Atiopia ointment (unguen-

tum atrqpiae), atropin and lard.— Basillcon ointment.
Same as fintiilicon.— Belladonna ointment (unguentum
belladonnse), extract of belladonna in lard or benzoin oint-

ment.— Benzoin ointment (unguentum benzoin!, adeps
benzoatus or benzoinatuB), a mixture of lard and tincture of
benzoin in the proportion of eight to one by weight. Also
called benzoinated or benzoated lard.— Blue ointment.
Same as mercurial ointment.— Boric-acid Ointment (un-

guentum acidiborici), boric acid and paraffin.— Calamin
ointment (unguentum calaminse), prepared calamin and
benzoin ointment or simple ointment. Also called Tur-
ner's cerate.— Calomel Obltment. Same as subchlorid-of-

mercuryoin«m«nt.—Cantharides ointment (unguentum
cantharidis), cantharides with wax and either olive-oil or

lard and resin. Also called Spanish-fy (nntment.— Car-
bolic-acld ointment (unguentum acioi carbollci), simple-

ointment with the addition of carbolic acid.— Oarbonat-
ed-lead ointment (unguentum plumbi carbonatis), car-

bonate of lead and simple or benzoin ointment.— CBryBa-
robin ointment (unguentum chrysarobhii), chrysarobln
and benzoin ointment.—Citrine Ointment. See cUrine.
— Compound Iodine ointment (unguentum iodl com-
positum), the sam e as iodide ointm£nt, but with less iodine

and more iodide of potash.— Compound ointment Of
mercury (unguentum hydrargyri compositum), mercurial
ointment with yellow wax, olive-oil, and camphor.—Com-
pound ointment ofsubacetate oflead(ceratum plumbi
subacetatis), subacetate of lead with camphor cerate;

Goulard's cerate.—Creosote ointment (unguentum cre-

osoti), creosote and lard or simple ointment.—Diachy-
lon ointment (unguentum diachylon), oxid of lead, olive-

oil, and oil of lavender. Also called lead ointment.—DU-
piwtren's ointment, tincture of cantharides and lard.

—Eleml ointment (unguentum elemi), elemi with sim-
ple ointment.- Eucalyptus ointment (unguentum eu-

calypti), oil of eucalyptus and parafiln.—Gallio-aoid oint-
ment (unguentum acidl gallici), one part of gallic acid
with nine parts of benzoin ointment.— (glycerin Oint-
ment (unguentum glycerini). (a) .Spermaceti, white wax,
oil of almonds, and glycerin. (6) In the German pharma-
copoeia, glycente of starch.— lodide-of-cadminm oint-
ment (unguentum cadmii iodidi), iodide of cadmium in

simple ointment.—lodide-of-lead Ointment (unguen-
tum plumbi iodidi), iodide of lead with simple or benzoin
ointment.— lodide-of-potasli ointment (unguentum
potassii iodidi), iodide of potash and lard, with or without
hyposulphite or carbonate ofpotash.—lodlde-of-SUlphur
Ointment (unguentum sulphuris iodidi), iodide of snlphnr-
and prepared lard.— Iodide Ointment (unguentum fodi),

iodine and iodide of potash with lard or benzoin ointment.
—Iodoform ointment (unguentum iodoformi), iodoform
with benzoin ointment.—Lead Ointment. Same as di-

achylon ointment.— JHeicaiisl ointment (unguentum
hydrargyri), metallic mercury in a fine state of subdivision
disseminated through lard and suet. Also called bhte oirU-

ment and Neapolitan ointment— Mezerenm ormezereon
olntment(unguentum mezerei), fluid extractof mezerenm
withlard and yellow wax.—Neapolitan ointment. Same
as nwrcurial mnim^n^- Nitrate-of-mercuryOintment
(unguentum hydrargyri nitrati), citrine ointment.— Nut-
gaU ointment (unguentum gallse), nutgall In powder
mixed with lard or benzoin ointment.—Ointment of
gallB. Same as nntgoH ointment.—Ointment of galls
andopium (unguentum gallsecum opio), nutgall ointment
with the addition of opium.—(^tment of poplar-bUdB
(unguentum populeum), lard in which poplar buds and
fresh leaves of belladonna, hyoscyamus, poppy, and Sola-
num nigrum have been digested.— Ointment Of Btaves-
acre,lard to which the coarsely ground seeds of Delphird-
um Staphisagria have imparted their active principle by
heat.—Oleate-of-zinc ointment (unguentum zinci olea-
tl), equal parts of zinc oleate and soft paraffin.—Pagen-



otatment
techex'B ointment one to three i>art8 of yellow ozid of
mercnry and sixty of vaselln.—Pettolenm ointment,
petrolatam.—Bed-iodlde-of-mercnry ointment (un-
gnentninhydxargyri iodidi rubri), red iodideofmercury and
Bimple ointment.— Eed-oxld-of-mercury ointment
(nngnentam liydrargyri oxidi rubri), red ond of mercnry
and simple ointment Bed-preclpitate Ointment.
Same as Ted-oxid-qf-niereuryointment—Resin Ointment
(unguentmn resinas), resin cerate.—Eose-water oint-
ment (unguentum aquse rosa), an ointment of oil of al-

monds. spermacetijWhite wax, and rose-water. Also called
ca2<i-crai7n.— Sal)ine ointment (nnguentnm sabinae), sa-
bine cerate.— Simple ointment (unguentum, or unguen-
tum simplex), a mixture of lard and yellow wax in the J)ro-
portion of four to one, or with less lard and the addition of
almond-oil. Simple ointment forms the base of various
medicinal ointment—Spanisli-fiy ointment. Same as
cantharides ointment,—Spermaceti ointment (unguen-
tum cetacei), spermaceti, white wax, and oil of almonds.

—

Storaz ointment, liquid storax and olive-oiL-stramo-
nlnm ointment (unguentum stramonil), extract of stra-

monium with lard or benzoin ointment.—Snbchlorld-of-
mercury ointment(unguentum hydrar(;yri sabchloridi),
calomel and lard. Also called calomel ointmenL— Snlphn-
rated-potash ointment (unguentum potassse sulphu-
ratffiX sulphurated potash and prepared lard.— Snlplinr
Ointment (unguentum solphuris), sublimed sulphur with
Bimple orbenzoinated lard.—^Tannate-of-lead ointment
(unguentum plumbi tannici), tannic acid, gubacetate of
lead, and lard.—TannlO-acid ointment (unguentum aci-

di tannlciX one part of tannic acid with nine parts of ben-
zoin ointment.—Tar Ointment (unguentum picis 11-

quldse), tar with suet or yeUow wax.— Tartarated-antl-
mony ointment, tartar-emetic ointment. Same as
anii-numial ointment—Tol)acco ointment (unguentum
tabaci), powdered tobacco and lard.—Turpentine oint-
ment (unguentum tei*ebinthinse), oU of turpentine, /esin,

yellow wax, and prepared lard.—Tntty Ointment (un-
guentum tutiae), mipure oxid of zinc, or tutty, and simple
ointment—Veratrine ointment (unguentum veratri-
nee), veratrine and simple or benzoinated lard.

Oiset, V. and n. A Middle English form of use.

oist-f, n. A Middle English form of Jtost^.

oistert, n. An obsolete spelling of oyster,

okt, «• A Middle English variant of oak. Chau-
cer.

0. K. [Origin obscure: usually said to have
been orig. used by Andrew Jackson, seventh
ftesident of the United States, as an abbr. of A II

Correct, spelled (whether through ignorance or

humorously) oil iorrect ; but this is doubtless an
invention. Another statement refers the use to
"Old Keokuk," an Indian chief, who is said to
have signed treaties with the initials "O. K."]
All right ; correct : now commonly used as an
indorsement, as on a bill. [CoUoq.]

okapi (6-ka'pi), re. [Native name.] A giraffe-

like animal of the family Giraffidce, closely
allied to the fossil Samotherium, living in the
Semliki forest of the Kongo Free State. It was
described by Sclater in 1901 as Equus johnstoni, from two
fragments of sltin, and later by Lankester as Okapiajohn-
stoni, from a skin and two -skulls. All these specimens
were secured by Sir Harry Johnston and given by him to
the British Museum.
6ke^, n. A Middle English form of oalc.

Oke'-^ (ok), n. [= Bulg. Serv. Wall. Hung. oTca

= Pol. oico, < Turk, oka, a certain weight.] 1.

A Turkish unit of weight, used also in Greece,
equal to about 2f pounds avoirdupois.

oke^f (ok), n. A variant of auk^.

okenf, a. A Middle English form of oaken.

Okeman (o-ke'ni-an), a. [< Oken (see def.)

-t- -ton.] Of or pertaining to Lorenz Oken, a
German naturalist (1779-1851) okenian body,
in anat.. a WolflBan body, primitive kidney, or protone-
phron.

okenite (6'ken-it), n. [< Qken (see Okenian) +
-ite^.'\ In mineral., same as dysclasite.

okerH (o'kSr), n. ptE., also okur, ohir, okyr,
acker, < Icel. okr = Sw. ocker = Dan. aager =
AS. wocor, increase, growth, fruit, = OPries.
woker = D. woeker = MLG. woker — OHG. wjto-

ehar,wuohhar, waachar, tvuoclier, MHG. wuocher,
G. vyueher = Goth, wolers, increase, gain; akin
to AS. weaxan, wax, and ult. to L. augere, ia-

crease: see a«gi)nen<, etc.] Usury.

Oker^ lieying, <fe wantonesse mickel serwe make.
Political Poema, etc. (ed. Fumivall), p. 236.

oker^t, n. An obsolete form of oclier.

okererf (o'k^r-er), ». [ME., also okerar (= D.
'Woekeraar=OHG. wuocharari,MHG. wuocherer,

wtioclieroere, G. wuclierer = Sw. ockrare), < oker,

usury: see ofrerl.] A usurer.

"An okerer, or elles a lechoure," sayd Eobyn.
"With wronge haste thou lede thy fyle.

"

Lytell Genu of Robyn Hade (Child's BaUads, V. 53).

Okeringt (o'ker-ing), n. [ME., < oker^ + 4ngi.']

Usury.
okonite (6'ko-nit), n. A vulcanized mixture

of ozocerite ' or mineral wax and resin with
caoutchouc and sulphur, used as an insulating

material for covering electrical conductors.

okra (ok'ra), n. [Formerly also ochra, okro,

oehro; W. Ind. (?).] A plant, Sibiscus esculen-

tus, an esteemed vegetable, cultivated in the
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East and West Indies, the southern United
States, etc. Seegumbo^. its seeds yield a fine food-
oil, not, however, extoicted on a commercially remunera-
tive scale, and it produces a fiber apparently suitable for
coarse bagging, etc. .See Hibiscus and Abelmoschus.—
HnBk-Olau, H. Abelmoschus. See amber-seed,—Wild
Okia. See Malachra.

01. An abbreviation of Olympiad.
ol. [An arbitrary abbr. of L. oUeum), or of E.
{alcoh)oi.'] In ahem., a termination somewhat
loosely used for various compounds, denoting
'oil' or 'alcohol.' it should be applied strictly only
to alcohols, hydroxyl derivatives of hydrocarbons, as gly-
cerol, mannitol, quinol, etc.

Olacineae (ol-a-siu'e-e), n.pl. [NL. (Endlicher,
1836), < Olax (Ola'c-) + .ineoe.'] An order of
dicotyledonous polypetalous trees and shi'ubs,

type of the cohort Olacales in the series Disci-

florce, typified by the genus Olax, and charac-
terized by the dorsal raphe, partially or com-
pletely one-celled ovary, usually one-seeded
fruit, and valvate petals, it includes about 275 spe-
cies, of 4 tribes and 61 genera, widely dispersed through-
out the tropics, with a few in South Africa and southern
Australia. They are erect, climbiug or twining, usually
with alternate undivided feather-veined leaves, flesuous
petioles, and small greenish, yellowish, or white flowers.

olamic (o-lam'ik), a. [< Heb. '6ldm, eternity,
eon, < 'alam, hide, conceal.] Pertaining to or
enduring throughout an eon or eons ; lasting or
continuing for ages ; constituting or measured
by a period or periods much exceeding in length
any historical measurement of time ; eonian.

Butman fell, and lost the perpetual or olamic sabbatism.
Bibliotheea Sacra, XLHI. 778.

olanin (6'la-nin), n. [< L. ol(eum), oil, + an-
(imal), animal, + -ire^.] One of the ingredi-
ents of the fetid empyreumatic oil obtained by
distilling bone and some other animal matters.
Brande.
Olax (6'laks), n. [NL. (Linnaeus, 1749), so called
in allusion to the unpleasant odor of the wood

;

< LL. olax, smelling, odorous, < L. olere, smell:
see olid.^ A genus of shrubs and trees, type
of the order Oladnece and tribe Olacece, known
by the three anther-bearing stamens and the
drupe almost included within the calyx. There
are about 30 species, natives of Australia and tropical Asia
and Africa. They are smooth evergreens, often climbing
or thorny, usually with short spikes or racemes of small
flowers in the axils of two-ranked leaves. 0. Zeylanica is

the maUa-tree of Ceylon. Its leaves are eaten in curries,
and its fetid, salty wood is used as a remedy in putrid
fevers,

oM (old), a. [Also dial, aid, auld, oud, av4;
< MIE. old, aid, eld, < AS. eald, ONorth. aid =
OS. aid = Olmes. old, aid = D. oxtd = MLG.
LG. aU, old = OHG. MHG. G. alt = leel. ald-

(in comp.) (also aldinn) = Goth, altheis, old;
orig. pp., 'grown, increased' (= L. altus, high,

deep), with suffix -d (see -d^, -ed^), of the verb
represented by Goth, alan, nourish, = L. alere,

nourish, > ult. E. aliment: see aliment, alt, etc.

For the pp. suffix, of. cold, of similar forma-
tion.] 1. Havinglived or existed a long time

;

full of years; far advanced in years or life:

applied to human beings, lower animals, and
plants: as, an old man; an old horse; an old

tree.
The olde auncian wyf hegest ho syttez;

The lorde lufly her by lent, as I trowe.
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), L 1001.

For we are old, and on our quick'st decrees
The inaudible and noiseless foot of time
Steals ere we can effect them.

Shak., All's Well, v. 3. 40.

3. Of (a specified) age; noting the length of

time or number of years that one has lived,

or during which a thing or particular state of

things has existed or continued; of the age of;

aged: as, a child three months old; a house a
century old.

And Pharoah said unto Jacob, How old art thou?
Gen. xlvii. 8.

There is a papyrus in the Imperial Library at Paris which
M, Chabas considers the oldest book in the world.

J. F. Clarke, Ten Great Religions, vL 6.

3. Of or pertaining to the latter part of life;

peculiar to or characteristic of those who are,

or that which is, well advanced in years.

And therfore lete us praie among
That god send us paciens in onre oZ(2e age.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 81.

Ill rack thee with old cramps.
Shak., Tempest, L 2. 369.

4. Having the judgment or good sense of a per-
son who has lived long and has gained experi-

ence; thoughtful; sober; sensible; wise: as,

an old head on young shoulders.

I never knew so young a body with so old a head.
Shak., M. of V.. iv. 1. 164.

Old
Theo, who has always been so composed, and so clever,

and so old for her age. Thackeray, Virginians, xxxv.

5. Of long standing or continuance, (o) Begun
long ago and still continued ; of long continuance or pro-
longed existence ; well-established : as, old customs ; an
old friendship.

Thou hast fastid longe, I wene,
I wolde now som mete wer sene
For olde acqueyntaunce vs by-twene.

York Plays, p. 180

An old leprosy in the skin of his flesh. Lev. xiii 11.

Remove not the old landmark. Prov. xxiii. 10.

The great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, called
the Devil and Satan. Rev. xU. 9.

(&) Experienced; habituated: as, an oZ(2 offender; old in
vice or crime.

The King shall sit without an old distxirber, a dayly in-
croacher, and intruder. MQton, Reformation in Eng., il.

6. Of (some specified) standing as regards con-
tinuance or lapse of time.
In Ephesns I am but two hours old.

Shak., C. of E., a 2. 150.

7. Not new, fresh, or recent; having been long
made; having existed long: as, an old house

;

an old cabinet.
Ye shall sow the eighth year, and eat yet of old fruit

until the ninth year. Lev. xxv. 22.

Old Northumberland House, too, was all ablaze and a
centre of attraction. First Year of a SQken Reiffn, p. 70.

Hence—(a) That has long existed or been in use, and is
near, or has passed, the limit of its usefulness ; enfeebled
or deteriorated by age; worn out : as, tdd dothes.

Thy raiment waxed not old upon thee. Dent. viiL 4.

When I kept silence, my bones waxed old through my
roaring all the day long. Ps. xxxii. 3.

(6) Well-worn ; effete ; worthless ; trite ; stale : express-
ing valuelessness. disrespect, or contempt; as, ano^tf joke;
sold for an old song.

Now vou see, sir, how your fooling grows old, and peo-
ple dislike it Shak., T. N., i. 5. 119.

8. Dating or reaching back to antiquity or to
former ages; subsisting or known for a long
time ; long known to history.

His elders war of the aide state,

And of thaire werkes sumdel he wate.
Holy Rood (E. K T. S.), p. 93.

It was said by them of Ud time. Thou shalt not kill
Mat. v. 21.

In the (^ times a man, whether lay or cleric, might
purge himself of a crime, or charge laid against him, by
his own oath and the oaths of others of equal station who
might be willing to become his compurgators.

R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xix.

9. Ancient; antique; not modem; former: as,

the old inhabitants of Britain ; the old Komans.— 10. Early; pertaining to or characteristic of
the earlier or earliest of two or more periods of
time or stages of development: as. Old Eng-
lish; the OM, Ked Sandstone.
Ophidia are not known in the fossU state before the

older tertiaries. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 208.

11. Former; past; passed away; disused; con-
trasted with or replaced by something new as
a substitute ; subsisting before something else

:

as, he built a new house on the site of the olcC

one; the old regime; a gentleman of the old
school; he is at his old tricks again.

Old things are passed away ; behold, all things are be-
come new. 2 Cor. v. 17.

Seeing that ye have put off the old man with his deeds ;
and have put on the new man. Col. lit 9, 10.

Why, woman, your husband is in his old lunes agaiiL
Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 2. 22.

13. Long known; familiar; hence, an epithet
of affection or cordiality: as, an old fnend;
dear old fellow ; old boy.

Go thy ways, Od lad. Shak., T. of the S., v. 2. 181.

13. Old-fashioned; of a former time; hence,
antiquated: as, an old fogy.

He is a very honest and worthy man, but of the old
stamp. Smft, Mem. of Capt. Creichton.

14. Great; high: an intensive now used only
when preceded by another adjective also of in-

tensive force: as, a, fine old row; a high old

time. [CoUoq.]
Madam, you must come to your uncle. Yonder 's old

coil at home. Shak., Much Ado, v. 2. 98.

We shaU haue oZ(Z breaking of neckes.

Dekker, If it be not good the DevU is in it.

Mast. It has been stubborn weather.

Sec. Gent. Strange work at sea ; 1 fear me there 's old

tnmbllng. Fletcher, Pilgrim, UL 7.

I imagine there is old moving amongst them.
A. Brewer, Lingua, IL 6.

Mass, here will be old flrking

!

Middleton, Game at Chess, ill. 1.

Here 's old cheating.
Middleton and Dekker, Roaring Girl.

New for old. See new.— Of old, from early times ; in

ancient days ; long ago. [In this phrase old is used as a
substantive. See eld.] —Old Bogy, bosst, boy, Catho-
llcB, Colony, country. See the nouns.—Old continent,
(o) The continent of Europe. (6) The mass of land com-



old

prising Europe, Asia, and Alrica, in contradistinction to
tlie new continent, consisting of North and Soutli Amer-
ica.— Old Court Party, see comt.— 01d Dominion
See(Joir»n«»i.— OldEnglisll. (a) See Englisli, 2. (6) The
lorm of black letter used by English printers of the six-
teenth century.

flDlB aEnBli^t) of tiie <^mttna) dfnturp.

Old Ephraim, the grizdy bear,Ursw Tiorribilis. [Western
u. s.]—Old foundation, gold, gooseberry, Hundred,
etc. See the noons.— Old Harry, Old One, Old Scratch,
humorous names for the devil.—Old Injun, the oldwife or
long-tailed duck, Harelda glaci(ais.—aiA japan, Latin,
maid, etc. See the nouns.—Old lady, a noctuid moth,
Mormo mama : an English collectors' name.— Old man.
(a) See man. (b) In mining, ancient workings: a term
used in Cornwall, (c) A full-grown male kangaroo. [Aus-
tralia.]— Old mustache, Nick, oil. See the nouns.—
Old One. See Old Harry.—Old Probabilities, the chief
signal-ofBcer of the Sigual-servlcB Bureau: sometimes
called Old Prob. [CoUoq., tr. S.)— Old Red Sandstone.
See sandstone.—Old salt, an old and experienced sailor.
—Old scbool, a school or party belonging to a former
time, or having the character, manner, or opinions of a
bygone age: as, a gentleman of the old scftooi.-Old
School Presbyterian. See Presbyterian.— OlA Scratch.
See Old Harry.—Old sledge, a game: same as all-fomrs.— Old song, a mere trifle ; a vei-y low price ; as, he got it

for an old song.—0\i SOW, a plant, MelUotm cceruZea.—
Old style, Testament, etc. See the nouns.— Old Tom, a
strong variety of English gin.— Old wife, (a) A prating
old woman : as, old mves' fables, (b) A man having habits
or opinions considered peculiar to old women, (c) An ap-
paratus for curing smoky chimneys ; a chimney-cap or
cowl. ((J) See oldunfc-QU World. See worM.—The
Old Covenant. See covenant.— The Old gentleman. See
gentieman.—The Old masters. See masterl. = Syn. 1.
Aged, Elderly, Old,eta. See aged.— 8, 9, and 10. Andmt,
Old, Antique, etc. (see arurient^), pristine, original, primi-
tive, early, olden, archaic.

old-agedt (old'ajd), a. [< old age + -ed^.'\ Of
or pertaining to old age ; aged. [Rare.]

Olde-aged experience goeth beyond the flne-witted Phy-
loBopher. Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

old-clothesman (old'kloTHz'man), n. [< old
clothes + man.'] A man who purchases cast-
off garments, which, after being repaired, are
offered for sale. Those too bad for repair are sold to
paper-makers, torn up to make shoddy, or sold for manure.
olden^ (ol'dn), V. [< old + -e»l.] I. intrans.
To grow old; age; assume an older appearance
or character; become affected by age.

His debates with his creditors . . . harassed the feelings
of the humiliated old gentleman so severely that in six
weeks he oldened more than he had done for fifteen years
before. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xviii.

II. trans. To age ; cause to appear old.

olden^ (ol'dn), a. [< old + -en% an adj. suffix

irreg. attached to an adj.] Old; ancient.

Blood hath been shed ere now, i' the olden time,
Ere humane statute purged the gentle weal.

Skak., Macbeth, iii. 4. 75.

Oldenlandia (ol-den-lau'di-a), n. [NL. (Plu-
mier, 1703), named after H. B. Oldenland, a
Danish botanist who traveled in South Africa.]
A genus of gamopetalous plants of the order
Bubiaeece and the tribe Sedyotidew, known by
the many minute angled seeds, narrow leaves,
entire stipules, and four stamens. There are about
80 species, tropical and subtropical, mainly Asiatic. They
are slender, erect or spreading, smooth, and branching an-
nuals, with opposite leaves^ and small white or rose pani-
cled flowers. O. um^eUata is the Indian madder or shaya-
root.

old-ewe (old'ii), n. The ballanwrasse. [Prov.
Eng.]

old-faced (old'fast), a. Having an aged look
or appearance.

'Xis not the roundure of your old-fa£ed walls
Can hide you from our messengers of war.

Shale., K. John, ii. 1. 259.

old-fashioned (old-fash'gnd), a. 1. Formed
in a fashion which has become obsolete ; anti-

quated: as, an old-fashioned dress.

Every drawer in the tail, old-fashioned bureau is to be
opened, with difficulty, and with a succession of spasmodic
jerks ; then, all must close again, with the same fidgety
reluctance. Harffthome, Seven Gables, it

2. Partaking of the old style or old school;
characterized by antiquated fashions or cus-

toms ; suited to the tastes of former times.

Some . . . look on Chaucer as a dry, old-fashioned wit,

not worth reviving. Dryden, Pref. to Fables.

With my hands full of dear old-fasMoned flowers . . .

and bottles of colour.

it Brmighim, Cometh up as a Flower, p. 38.

3. Characterized by or resembling a person of

mature years, judgment, and experience ; hence,
precocious : as, an old-fashioned child.

A neat, quiet, old-fashioned little servant-girl, of twelve
or fourteen. B. Taylor, Northern Travel, v. 48:

= Syn. 1 and 2. Anxiewt, Old, Antique, etc. See aneientl-.

old-fashionedness (dld-fash'ond-nes), n. 1.

The property or condition of being old-fash-

ioned; similarity to what is now past or out
of date; retention of characteristics formerly

prevalent but now exceptional.— 2. Conduct
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or demeanor resembling that of an old person

;

Srecoeiousness.
d-field birch. The American variety of the

white birch.

old-field lark. Same as field-lark. See cut at
meadow-larh.

old-field pine. Same as lollolly-pine.

old-fogyish (old-fo'gi-ish), a. [< old fogy -f-

-«s7«i.] Like or characteristic of an old fogy;
behind the times ; slow to accept anything new.
old-fogyism (old-fo'gi-izm), n. [< old fogy +
-ism.'] The character or views of an old fogy;
fondness for old or antiquated notions and
ways.
old-gentlemanly (61d-jen'tl-man-li), a. [< old
gentleman -f- -ly"^.] Characteristic of an old
gentleman.

So, for a good old-gentlemanZy vice,

I think I must take up with avarice.
Byron, Don Juan, 1. 216.

old-grain (old'gran), n. A name given to dark
spots and discolorations on leather, arising
from imperfections in tanning, exposure to
dampness, mildew, etc.

oldham (61'dam), n. [Named from Oldham, its

original place of manufacture, in Lancashire,
England.] A coarse cloth in use in the middle
ages.

oldhamite (ol'dam-it), n. [Named after Dr.
Oldham, director"(1862) of the Indian Geological
Survey.] Native calcium sulphid detected by
Maskelyne in the Busti meteorite, it occurs in
small brownish spherules showing cubic cleavage; it Is

also optically isotropic, and is hence inferred to be iso-
metric in crystallization.

Oldhaven beds. In Mng. geol., one of the divi-

sions of the Lower Eocene. The group so designated
lies at the base of the London clay, and, although onlyfrom
20 to 40 feet in thickness, is highly fossiliferous.

old-light (old'lit), a. and n. I. a. Favoring the
old faith or principles ; speeiically, in Scottish
eccles. hist., favoring the principle of a connec-
tion between the church and the state. The
"Old and New Light Controversy" in the Burgher and
Antiburgher churches regarding the province of the civil

magistrate in matters of religion, about the end of the
eighteenth century, led to secessions from these bodies,
and the formation of the Old Light (or Original) Seceders.

II. n. .EccZ««., a person holding old-light doc-
trines.

old-line (old'lxn), a. Of the old line or direc-
tion of thought or doctrine; conservative: as,

an old-line Whig.
oldlyt (old'ii), adv. Of old; in the olden time.
Ellis, Letters (1525-37).
old-maid (old-mad'), ». 1. The house- or gar-
den-plant T^inca rosea. [West Indies.]— 2. A
gaping clam : same as gaper, 4.

old-maidhood (old-mad'Md), ». [< old maid
+ -hood.] The state or condition of an old
maid; spinsterhood.

Marriage for deliverance from poverty or old-maidhood.
George Miot, Essays, Analysis of Motives.

old-maidish (61d-ma'dish),«a. [< old maid +
-jsfti.] Like an old maid; characteristic of an
old maid.

Child, don't be so precise and old-maidish.
Mme. VArUay, Camilla, v. 8. (Davies.)

old-maidism (old-ma'dizm), n. [< old maid +
4sm.] The state or condition of being an old
maid ; advanced spinsterhood.

old-man (old-man'), n. The southernwood, Ar-
temisia Abrotanum.
old-man's-beard (old-manz-berd'), «. l. See
Clematis.— 2. Same as long-moss.— 3. Same as
fringe-free. [U. S.]—4. A species of Equise-
tum; also, sometimes, one of species of other
genera. [Prov. Eng.]
Old-man's-eyebrOW (old-manz-i'brou), n. An
Australian species of sundew, Drosera binata.

old-man's-head (old-manz-hed'), B. Same as
old-man cactus. See Cereiis.

oldness (old'nes), «. The state of being old, in

any of the senses of that word.
old-saidt (old'sed), a. Long since said; said of

old. Spenser, Shep. Cal., July.

old-school (old'skol), a. Of the old school; of
earlier times; as originally or formerly estab-
lished, propounded, or professed; old or old-

fashioned.

Adam, according to this old-school Calvinism, was the
Federal Head, the representative of his race.

N. A. Rev., CXUn. 19.

old-sightedness (61d'si"ted-nes), n. Presby-
opia.

old-SCLUaw (61d'skw4), n. Same as oldwife, 1.

oldster (old'ster), n. [< old + -ster, atteryoung-
ster.] 1. An old or oldish person ; a man past
middle life. [Colloq.]

Olea

I know oldsters who have a savage pleasure in making
boys drunk. Thackeray, A Night's Pleasure, L

2. In the British navy, a midshipman of four
years' standing, or a master's mate.

I became the William Tell of the party, as having been
the first to resist the tyranny of the oldsters.

Marryat, Frank Mildmay, iL {Davies.)

old-time (old'tim), a. Of old times; having
the characteristics of old times; of the old
school ; of long standing.

Oldtime and honoured leaders like Mr. Bright.
ii. J. Hinton, Eng. Kadical Leaders, p. 361.

old-timer (old-ti'mer), ». 1. One who retains

the views and customs of former days ; an old
person who clings to habits and modes of
thought now obsolete. [Colloq.]

Old-limers unanimously declared that in the new-comer
had indeed arisen another Tausig.

Music and Drama, XIII. ix. 14.

2. One who has long occupied a given place or
position; one who has grown old in a place,
profession, etc. [Colloq.]

In reply to his last remark I said, "But you forget, old
man, that most of us old-tvmers, as you cm us, are poor
now !

"

New Princeton Bev., V. 122.

old'wife (old'wif), n.
;
pi. oldwives (-wivz). 1.

The long-tailed sea-duck, Sarelda glacialis, of

t}i6tayraii.yAnatidwandith.esubfa,TaiiyFuligulin(e.
The male in the breeding season has the two middle tail-

feathers lance-linear and long-exserted. The bill is black,
tipped with orange ; the plumage is blackish or white,
varied with reddish and silver gray tints. In winter the

oldwife {,Harelda g^lacialis).

(Male, in full summer plumage ; female in the background.)

long tail-feathers do not exist, and the reddish parts are
replaced by gray. The oldwife breeds in the arctic re-

gions, both on sea-coasts and on large inland waters, and in

winter is generaHy dispersed in temperate re^ons. It is a
lively, voluble duck, having a kind of song ; it is an expert
diver and a rank feeder, and the flesh is not savory. The
nest is placed on the ground; the eggs are 6 or 7 in num-
ber, drab-colored, and about 2 inches long by \\ broad.
Also called old billy, old granny, old Injun, old mmy, old-

sqitaw, and south-southerly.

2. In ichth., one of several different fishes, (a)

The alewife. (ft) The menhaden. [Local, U. S.) (c) The
toothed herring. [Maryland.] ((Q The spot or lafayette,

Liostomus obUquus. [Florida.] (e) The file-flsh. Batistes

capriscus, and others of the same genus. [Southern United
States and Bermudas.] (/) An Austealian fish, Etwplosus
amuUus. [Port Jackson, New South Wales.]

old-witch grass. A common weed-grass of

North America, Panicum capillare, having a
very effuse compound panicle.
old-womanish (old-wum'an-ish), a. [< old

woman H- -4sh^.] Like or cliaracteristio of an
old woman.

It is very easy and old-womanish to offer advice.
' Sydney Smith, To John Allen.

old-WOman's-bitter (61d-wiim'anz-bit;6r), n.

1. Same as majoe-bitter.— 2. A West Indian
tree, Citharexylon cinereum.
old-world (old'wferld), a. 1. Of the ancient
world ; belonging to a prehistoric or far bygone
age; antiquated; old-fashioned.

Like an old-world mammoth bulk'd in ice,

Not to be molten out. Tennyson, Princess, v.

2. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of the Old
World (Europe, Asia, and Africa) as distin-

guished from the New World or America.—3.
Specifically, of or jpertaining to the continents
of the eastern hemisphere as known before the
discovery of America; paleogean: as, the old-

world apes.

olef, n. A Middle English form of oU.

-ole. [< L. oleum, oil: see oil. Cf. -ol.] In
chem., a termination having no very precise sig-

nificance. See -ol and -oil.

Olea (o'le-a), n. [NL. (Toumefort, 1700), < L.
olea, < (3t. eMia, the olive-tree: see oil.] A
genus of trees and shrubs, type of the order
Oleacew and the tribe Oleinece, known by the
oily drupe and induplieate calyx-lobes. There
are about 36 species, natives of Asia and Africa, the Mas



Olea
carene lBland& and New Zealand. They are small trees
or ahmba, with Taloable hard wood, opposite nndivided
leaves, and rather small fragrant flowers, chiefly in axillaiy
cluaters. (See olive and olaulerj) 0. uadvlata and 0. Ca-
pente of the Cape of Good Hope are there called iron-
mod, and 0. verrucom is called olive-vmod. 0. aapidata
In India jrields khow-wood, of which combe^ etc., are made.
O. Cwmtjtghanui, the black maire of I^ew Zealand, yields
a dense, hard, and dorable wood. 0. pameulata is the
Queensland olive.

Oleacese (6-le-a'sS.«), n. pi. [NL. (Lindley,
1835), < Olea + -dcece.'] An order of dicotyle-
donous samopetalons trees and shrubs, of the
cohort Gentianales, typified by the genus Olea,
and characterized by the two stamens and the
ovary of two cells each with two ovules; the
olive family, it embraces 300 species, of 4 tribes and 19
genera, natives of warm and temperate regions. They
are generally smooth shrubs, sometimes climbing, and bear
opposite leaves without stipules, usually a small bell-
shaped four-parted calyx, a fonr-lobed corolla, large an-
thers, and a capsule, berry, or drupe as fruit.

oleaceons (o-lf-a'shius), a. Of or pertaiimig
to the Oleaeem'.

Oleacimds (ole-a-sin'i-de), n. pi. [< Oleacma,
the lypicsJ genus," +-t(i(E.] A family of gastro-
pods: same as GlandinieUB.

oleaginOTIS (o-le-aj'i-nus), a. [= F. oUagineux
= ^. Pg. It. oleaginoso (with suffix -ous, etc.,

< L. -osus) ; Pg. also oleagineo, oily, < MIi. oleago
(oleagin-), oil as scraped from the body of a
bather or wrestler, < L. oleum, oil : see oil.'] 1.

Having the qualities of oil; oily; unctuous.

—

2. Figuratively, effusively and affectedly po-
lite or fawning; sanctimonious; oily.

The lank par^ who snuffles the responses with such
oUaginous sanctimony. F. W, Farrar, Julian Home, xx.

oleaginoosness (6-le-aj 'i-nus-nes), ». The state

of being oleaginous' or oily; oUiness, either lit-

eral or figurative.

oleamen (6-le-a'men), n. [< L. oleamen, an oil-

ointment, < oleum, oil: see oil."] A liniment or
soft unguent prepared from oU.
oleander (6-lf-an'd6r), n. [= D. G. Sw. Dan.
oleander, < F.'ol^andre = Sp. oleandro, eloendro

= Pg. eloendro, loendro = It. oleaiMro (ML.
lorandrum, lauriendum, arodandrum), corrupt
forms, resting on Ii. olea, olive-tree, and laurus,

laurel, of L. rhododendron : see rhododendron.']

Any plant of the genus Nerium, most often
JS'. OUander, the ordinary species, a shrub of

indoor culture from the Levant, having lea-

thery lance-shaped leaves and handsome deep
rose-colored or white flowers. The sweet oleander
is If. odorvm, a species from Indiawith fra^ant blossoms.
The leaves and flowers of these plants are poisonous, and
especially tbe bark. Also called rose-bay,

oleander-fem (6-le-an'der-fem), n. A widely
distributed tropical fern, Oleandra nerUformis,
having coriaceous oleander-like fronds.

Oleandra (6-le-an'dra), ». [NL. (CavaniUes,
1794): so called from a resemblance in the
fronds to the leaves of the oleander; < F. oU-
andre, oleander: see oleander.'\ A small genus
of polypodiaoeous ferns, mostly restricted to

the tropics. They have wide-creeping scandent jointed

stems, and entire lanceolate-elliptical fronds, with round
sori in one or two rows near the midrib. Six species are

known.

oleandrine (6-le-an'drin), «. [< oleander +
-ine^.'] An alkaloid, the poisonous principle of

the oleander, it is ydlow, amorphoui^ and very bitter,

soluble very slightly in water, but more freely in alcohol

and ether. U. S. Di»penmtory.

Olearia (o-lf-a'ri-*), n. [NL. (Moench, 1802),

said (by Wittstein) to be so named from Adam
Olearius (died 1671), librarian to Duke Freder-

ick ni. of Holstein-Gottorp.] A genus of plants

of the order ComposiUe, the tribe Asteroidem,and
the subtribe Seterochromece. it is characterized

by shrubby stems, capillary pappus, naked receptacle,

achenes not compressed, and involncral bracts many-
rowed, dry, and wiuiont herbaceous tips. There are about

85 species, 63 in Australia, the others m New Zealand and
islands near, representing there the northern genus As-

ter. They have usually alternate leaves, and rather large

heads with white or blue ray-flowers and yellow or pur-

plish disks. The common name daisy-bush belongs to

various New Zealand species, and is sometimes adopted

for all plants of the genus. 0. Qicifolia is called Ifea
ZealandrhoBy. 0. steUulata is the snow-bush of Tictoria.

oleaster (6-le-as'ter), re. [= Sp. Pg. It. oleastro,

< L. oleaster', the wild oUve,< olea, the olive : see

Olea and -aster.] 1. The true wild olive, Olea

Oleaster.—2. Any plant of the genus EUeag-

nus, especially B. angustifoUa, also called ruUd

olive.

oleate (6'le-at), n. [< ofe(fc) + -ofel.] A salt

of oleic acid Oleate of mercury, yellow oxid of

mercury and oleic acid : used as a substitute for mercurial

ointment.— Oleate Of Veratrlne, veratrine dissolved in

oleic acid.
, , -,

Olecranal (6-lf-kra'nal), a. [< olecranon + -ah]

Pertaining to'the olecranon. Also olecranial.
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olecranarthrltis (o-le-kra-imr-thii'tis), n.

fNlj., < Gr. aMxpavov, the point of the elbow, +
apBpov, joint, + 4tis.] iapathol., inflammation
of the elbow-joint.

olecranial (d-le-kra'ni-al), a. Same as olecranal.

olecranoid (6-le-kra'noid), a. [< olecranon +
-oid.] A bad form for olecranal.—oiemtauAA
fossa. See/ossoi.

olecranon (6-le-kra'non), n. [Of. F. oUcrdne;
< (Jr. uMxpavov', contr. of a^^vdKpavov, the point
of the elbow, \ iAfwy, the ulna (see elfi-, idna),

+ Kpavlov, skull, head : see cranium.] A process
forming the upper or proximal end of the ulna.
In man the olecranon forms most of the greater sigmoid
cavity of the ulna, is received in the olecranon fossa of
the humerus during extension of the forearm, andreoeives
the insertion of the triceps extensormuscle. Itforms the
bony prominence of the back of the elbow. Also called
aruimeus process. See cut under/oreaniu

olefiant (o'le-fi-ant), a. [= F. oUfiant, < L.
oleum, oil, -I- -fiedre, make (see -fy).] Forming
or producing oil Oleflant gas, the name originally
given to ethylene or heavy carbureted hydrogen. It is

a compound of carbon and hydrogen in the proportion
expressed by the formula G2H4, and is obtain^ by heat-
ing a mixture of two measures of snlphnric acid and one
of alcohoL It was discovered in 1796. It is colorless,
tasteless, and combustible, and has an aromatic ethereal
odor. It is so called from its property of forming with
chlorin an oily compound (C2H4C1^ ethylene dicUorid,
or the oil of the Dutch chemists.

olefine (o'le-fin), ». [< olef(ianf) + -s»e2.] A
general name of hydrocarbons having the for-

mula CjjH2n, homologous with ethylene: so
called from their property of forming oUyoom-
pounds with bromine and chlorin, Uke Dutch
oU or liquid.

oleic (6'le-ik), a. [< L. oleum, oil (see oil), +
-tc.] Pertaining to or derived from oil. Also
elaic.—Oleic add, CjsHsiOg, an acid which exists in
most fats in combination with glycerol as a compound
ether (trioleinX and is obtained from them by sai)oniflca-

tion of the fats with an alkali It is an oily liquid, hav-
ing a slight smell and a pungent taste, and below 14° C.

crystallizes in brilliant colorless needles. It enters large-
ly into the composition of soaps, forming with potash soft
soap, and with soda hard soap.

oleiJE'eroas (o-lf-if'e-rus), a. [< L. oleum, oil,

+ ferre= E. 6'eorfl] ftodueing oil; yielding
oil: as, oleiferous seeds.

olein (6'le-in), n. [< L. oleum, oil, -1- -in^.] One
of the most widely distributed of the natural
fats, the trioleic ether of glycerol, having the
formula C3H5(Ci8H3302)3. it is a colorless on at
ordinary temperatures, with utue odor and a faint sweet-
ish taste, insoluble in water, readily soluble in alcohol and
ether. It becomes solid at 21° F. It is not found pure
in nature, but the animal and vegetable fatty oils consist
largely of it. Also elain.

Oleinese (6-le-in'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Hoffmanns-
egg, 1806), < Olea + -^nea.] A tribe of the
order Oleace<s, distinguished by the fruit, a
drupe or berry with a single seed, it contains
11 genera, of which Olea (the typical gennsX PluUyrea,
OsmarMais, Chumanthus, Linoeiera, IToteleea, and lAgvLS-

trwm are important.

olema, n. See ulema.

olent, ollent, »• [Appar. a form of the word
which is represented in E. by eland (D. eland,

G. elend, elen, etc.) : see eland.] The eland.

Hee commaimded them to kill flue Olens orgreat Deere.
BaJdvyts 'Voyages, I. 284.

Thefr beasts of strange kinds are the Ijosh, the OUen,
the wild horse. HaMvyts 'Voyages, I. 479.

olent (6'lent), a. [< L. olens (olent-), ppr. of

otere, smefi. Cf. odor, etc.] Smelling; scented.

The cup he [a butterfly] qnaSs at lay with olent breast

Open to gnatj midge, bee, and moth as well.

BrmDiUrtg, King and Book, IL 128.

oleo (6'le-6), n. 1. An abbreviated form of
oleomargarin.—2. Same as oleo-oil.

oleograph (6'le-o-graf), re. [< L. oleum, oU, +
Gr.y/wi^n', write.] A picture produced in oils

by a process analogous to that of lithographic

printing,

oleograpllic (61e-o-graf'ik), o. l< oleography
+ -»c.] Of or pe'rtaining to oleography.

oleography (o-le-oe'ra-fi), n. [< L. oleum, on,

+ Gr. -ypaipia, (.'ypaipetv, write.] 1. The art or

process of preparing oleographs.

Oleography differs from chromo-llthography only in

nam& and is a mere vulgar attempt to imitate oil paintr-

ing. Sneye. BrU., XTV. 7oa

2. A process, devisedbyMofEatt, for identifying

oils by the study of their characteristic lace-like
patterns when floating on water.

oleomargarin, oleomargarine (6^1f-o-mar'ga-

rin), re. [< L. olmm, oil, + E. murgarin.] A
granular solid fat of a slightly yellowish color,

obtained from the leaf-fat or catd-fat of cattle

:

so named by the inventor of the process of its

preparation. The fat is first carefully cleaned from
adhering impurities, as bits of flesh, etc., and then thor-

olfaction

onghly washed in cold water. It is next rendered at »
temperature of 130° to 175° F., and the mixture of oily
products thus obtained is slowly and partially cooled, til]

a part of the stearin and palmatin has crystallized out.
Under great hydraulic pressure the parts which still re-
main fluid are pressed out ; after a time these solidify, and
are ready for market. This substance has been largely
used as an adulterant of butter. When oleomaigaiin is
churned in a liquid state with a certain proportion of fresh
milk, a butter is produced which mixes with it, while the
bnttennilk imparts a flavor of fresh butter to the mass,
making so perfect an imitation that it can scarcely be
distinguished by taste from fresh batter. A refined
fat strongly resembling that obtained from beef-fat is-

got from lard by similar treatment. Also, in commerce,
called simply cHeo.

oleometer (6-le-om'e-ter), re. [< L. oleum, oil,

+ Gr. iihpov, measure.] An instrument for
ascertaining the weight and purity of oil; an
elseometer.

oleon (6'le-on), re. [< L. oleum, oil: see oil.]

A Uquid obtained by the distillation of a mix-
ture of olein and lime.

oleo-oil (o'le-o-oU), re. A deodorized low-grade
fat, used as an adulterant of dairy products,
and for other purposes. Also called neutral
lard and oleo. [Trade-name.]
oleophosphoric (61e-o-fos-for'ik), a. [< L. ole-

um, oU, + E. phosphmic] Consisting of olein
and phosphoric acid: applied to a complex acid
contained in the brain.

oleoptene (o-lf-op'ten), re. Same as elaoptene.

oleoresin (61e'-o-rez'iu), n. [< L. oleum, oil, -I-

resina, resin: see resin.] 1. A natural mixture
of an essential oU and a resin, forming the vege-
table balsams.—2. In. phar., a fixed or volatile

oil holding resin and sometimes other active
matter in solution, obtained from ether tinc-

tures by evaporation. The oleoresins used in medi-
cine are ttiose en Aspidium or male-fern, capsicnm, cubeb,
iris, lupulin, ginger, and black pepper ; the last is nearly
the same as the substance long known as otZ 0/ I^ack pep-
per, a by-product in the manufacture of piperina.

oleoresinous (o'lf-o-rez'i-nus), a. [< oleoresin

+ -ous.] Of the "nature of oleoresin.
Dissolving any oleo-resinous deposit in a little rectified

spirit Workshop Seceipts, 2d ser., p. 289.

oleosaccharum (o'le-o-sak'a-mm), n. [< L. ole-

um, oil,+ NL. saccharitm, sugar: see saeeharum. ]

A mixture of oil and sugar, which is somewhat
more miscible with water than oU alone.

oleose (o'le-os), a. [< L. oleosus, oUy: see ole-

ous.] Same as oleous.

It *s not unlikely that the rain-watermaybe enduedwith
some vegetating or prolifick virtue, deriv'd from some sa-

line or oleose pmiicles it containa
Say, Works of Creation, i

oleosityf (6-le-os'i-ti), re. [< oleose, oleous, +
r»%.] The property of being oleous or fat ; oUi-

ness; fatness.
How knew you him?
By his viscosity.

His oleosity, and his suscitability.

-B. Jonson, Alchemist^ ii- 1

oleons (o'lf-us), a. [= F. huUeux = Sp. Pg. It.

oleoso, < IJ. oleosus, oUy, < oleum, oU: see oil.]

OUy; having the nature or character of oil.

Also oleose.

It is not the solid part of wood that bnmeth, but the
oUmu moisture thereto. HoUand, tr. of FIntarch, p. 820.

oleraceons (ol-e-ra'shius), a. [< L. oleracevs.

resembling heriE)s, < olvs (oler-), pot-herbs. Cf

.

alexanders.] In bot., of the nature of a pot-

herb; fit for kitchen use: appliedto plants hav-
ing esculent properties.

oleiiculturally (oHe-ri-ktU'tur-al-i), adv. With
reference to olericulture ; in olericulture.

The Dwarf Eales.—De Candolle does not bring thes«
into his classification as offering true types, and in this

I>erhaps he is right. Yet, dl&ricvUwraUy considered, they
are quite distinct. Anur. Nat, XXH. 807.

olericulture (ol'e-ri-kul'tur), re. [< L. olus,

(oler-), apot-herl>j + cultura, culture.] Ingar-
dening or agriculture, the cultivation of plants
having esculent properties,particularly such as
are pot-herbs.

olf (olf), re. [Said to be a var. (if so, through
elf) of olp, a var. of alp\ the bullfinch.] The
bullfinch, PyrrhiUa vulgaris. Also olp and blood-

olp. [Prov. Eng.]—Green olf. Sameaspre«n/neA,l.

olfact (ol-fakt'), V. t. [< L. olfactare, smeU at,

freq. of olfacere, smeU, scent, < olere, BmeU,-l-/a-
cere, make: see /ocf.] To smeU. [Uumorous.]

There is a Machiavelian plot.

Though every nare olfad It not.

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. L 742

olfaction (ol-fak'shon), n. [< olfact + -4on.]

The sense of smeU or facully of gmeUiug; an
olfactory act or process ; smeU ; scent.

He thought a single momentary olfaetion at a phial con-
taining a globule the size of a mustard seed, moistened
with t£ie decillionth potency of aconite, is quite sufficient.

Nature, XXX^^1. 2Si».



olfactive

olfactive (ol-fak'tiv), a. [= P. olfactif = Pg.
olfactivo; as olfaet + -ive.'] Same as olfactory.

olfactometer (ol-fak-tom'e-tfer), n. [< L. ol-

facere, smell (see olfaet), + G-r. fiirpov, mea-
sm-e . ] An instrument for measuring the aoute-
ness of the sense of smell.

Dr. Zwaardemaker, of ITtrecht^ . . . has constructed an
instrument which he calls an olfactometer. It consists
simply of a glass tube, one end of which curves upward,
to he inserted into the nostril. A shorter movable cylin-
der, madeof the odoriferous substance, fits over the straight
end of this glass tube. On inhaling, no odor will be per-
ceived so long as the outer does not project beyond the
inner tube. The further we push forward the outer cylin-
der, the larger will be the scented surface presented to the
in-rushing column of air, and the stronger will be the odor
perceived. Science, XV. ii.

olfactor (ol-fak'tor), n. [< L. as if *olfactor (ef.

fem. olfactrix)joiie who smells, <o?facere, smell:
see olfacf] The organ of smell; the nose.
[Rare.]

If thy nose, Sir Spirit, were anything more than the
ghost of an oifaetor, I would offer thee a pinch [of snuff].

Southey.

olfactory (ol-fak't5-ri), a. and n. [= F. olfac-

toire = Sp. Pg. olfatorio = It. olfattorio, < NL.
*olfactorius (L. neut. as a noun, a smelling-
bottle, a nosegay), < olfacere, smell : see oZfact]

I, a. Making or causing to smell ; effecting or
otherwise pertaining to olfaction ; having the
sense of smell or providing for the exercise of
that faculty : as, an olfactory organ. The olfactory
nerves, present in nearly all vertebrates, are slender fila-

ments in man, about twenty in number, arising from the
under surface of the olfactory bxilb, or terminal part of the
rhinencephalon or olfactory lobe. The lobe is primitively
hollow being a tubular process whose cavity is continu-
ous with that of the prosencephalic ventricle, and it is

of much greater relative size in the lower than in the
higher vertebrates. In the latter the olfactory lobes are
reduced to a pair of solid flattened bands, like bits of

tape, and improperly receive the name of ol/actory nerves,

which properly applies only to the numerous filaments
arising from the bulbous end of the so-called olfactory

nerves, penetrating the cribriform plate of the ethmoid
bone through numerous minute foramina, and ramify-
ing through the Schneiderian mucous membrane of the
nose. Also dfacHve. See cuts under JSHa^mobranchii, en-

cephalon, nasal, and PetromyzonticUie.—aita.ctory angle,
in armt., the angle formed vtdth the basicranial axis by the
plane of the cribriform plate.

—

Olfactoiy bulb. See
mrfft.— Olfactory cms, the rhinocaul.— Olfiictory fo-
ramina. Seeforamen— Olfactory glomeruli. See^io-
Tnerulus.—Olfactory lobe. See looe, and cuts under
brain, opUc, and sulem.— Olfactory pits. See pit.— Ol-
factory tuber. See «jj4er.— Olfactory tubercle. Same
as carunGuta ma/rmnillaris (which see, under carunetUa).

II. ra.j pi. olfactories (-riz). The organ of

smell; the nose as an olfactory organ: usually

in the plural. [CoUoq.]
ollbant (ol'i-ban), ». Same as olibanum.

Olibanum (o-lib'a-num), n. [= F. olibart = Sp.

olibano = Pg. It. bUbano, < ML. oMbanum, appar.

< Ar. al-luban, < al, the, + lubdn (> Gr. Xijia-

vog, L. libanus), frankincense.] A gum-resin
yielded by trees of the genus BoswelUa in the
Somali country. It is obtained by Incisions in the bark,
and appears in commerce in the form of hardened tears

and irregular lumps of a yellowish color. It has a pleas-

ant aromatic odor, heightened by heat, and its chief use is

as incense. In medicine it is nearly disused. See/mrifr-

iiuseme.—AMcan olibanum, the ordinary olibanum, the
Arabian being inferior, and now scarcely collected.

—

In-
dian olibanum, a soft fragrant resin yielded by the salai-

tree, Boswellia serrata (including B. thurifera\ in parts of

India, and locally used as incense.

olidt (ol'id), a. [< L. oUdus, smelling, emitting

a smell, < olere (rarely oWre), smell ; see ol6ntJ\

Having a strong disagreeable smell. Sir T.

Browne.

Of which olid and despicable liquor I chose to make an
instance. Boyle, Works, I. 688.

olidousf (ol'i-dus), a. [< L. olidiis, smelling:

see olid and -cms.] Same as olid.

olifauntt, ». An obsolete form of elephant.

oligandroUS (ol-i-gan'drus), a. [< Gr. bViyog,

few, + av^p (avSp-), a, male (in mod. bot. a sta-

men). Cf. (Jr. oMyavSpoc, thinly peopled, of same
formation.] In lot,, having few stamens : ap-

plied to a plant that has fewer than twenty
stamens.
oliganthoUS (ol-i-gan'thus), a. [< Gr. oTdyo^,

few, + avdoQ, a flower.] In hot., few-flowered.

oligarch (ol'i-gark), «. [= F. oUgargue = It.

oUgarco, < Gr. bXi-y&px>!S, an oligarch, < oMyog,

few, + apxuv, rule. Cf . oligarchy.'] A member
of an oligarchy; one of a few holding political

power.

Convenient access from the sea was a main point, and
we can therefore understand that the ground by the coast

would be first settled, and would remain the dwelling-

place of the old citizens, the forefathers of the oligarchs of

the great sedition. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 366.

oligarchal (ol'i-gar-kal), a. [< oligarch -t- -aZ.]

Same as oligarchic.
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oligarchic (ol-i-gar'kik), a. [= F. oUgarchique
= Sp. oligdrguico = Pg. It. oUgarchico, < Gr.
bTityapxiii^C, pertaining to oligarchy, < bliyapxio;

oligarchy: seie oligarchy.'] Pertaining to or of
the nature of oligarchy or government by a
few; administering an oligarchy; administered
as an oligarchy or by oligarchs; constituting an
oligarchy.

The H^raion . . . would stand in the oligarchic quarter
on the low ground near the agora.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 367.

oligarchical (ol-i-gar'ki-kal), a. [< oligarchic
+ -al.] 1. Relating to oligarchic government

;

characteristic of oligarchs.— 2. Constituting an
oligarchy; oligarchic.

oligarcMst (ol'i-gar-kist), n. [< oligarch-y +
ist.] An advocate or supporter of oligarchy.

oligarchy (ori-gar-M), n.
;
pi. oligarchies (-kiz).

[= F. oligarehie = Sp. oUgarquia = Pg. It. oli-

garchia, < Gr. bTuyapx^, government by the few,
< bXiyoQ, few, + apxeiv, rule. Cf . oligarch.] A
form ofgovernment inwhich the supremepower
is vested in the hands of a small exclusive class

;

also, collectively, those who form such a class
or body.

We have ho aristocracies but in contemplation, all oli-

garchies, wherein a few rich men domineer.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 213.

In the Greek commonwealths the best definition of de-
mocracy and oligarchy would be that in the democracy
politick rights are enjoyed by all who enjoy civil rights,
while in the oligarchy political rights are confined to a
part only of those who enjoy civil rights.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 290.

Oli^articular (ol"i-gar-tik'u-lar), a. [< Gr.
bXiyo;, few, -1- L. articulus, a joint: see arUcu-
lar.] Confined to a few joints, as an arthritis.

oligemia, oligsemia (ol-i-je'mi-a), n. [NL. oli-

gcBmia, < Gr. bUyoQ, little, + diiia, blood.] In
pathol., that state of the system in which there
is a deficiency of blood. Compare anemia.
oligiste (ol'i-jist), n. [< F. oligiste, so called
as containing less iron than the related mag-
netic oxid; < Gr. bXiyiBTog, least, superl. of bXiyog,

few, little.] One of several varieties of native
iron sesquioxid, or hematite.
oligistic (ol-i-jis'tik), a. [< oligiste + 4c.] Of
or pertaining to oligiste, or specular iron ore.

oligistical (ol-i-jis'ti-kal), a. [< oligistic + -al.]

Same as oligistic.

oligocarpoust (ol'-'i-go-kar'pus), a. [< Gr. bTdyog,

few, + Kapvdc, fruit.] In iot., having few fruits.

Oligoceue (ol'i-go-sen), a. [< Gr. oXyo;, little,

-I- Katvdg, recent.] In geol., a division of the
Tertiary series, including groups formerly
classed in part as Upper Eocene and in part
as Lower Miocene. The rocks classed as Oligocene
are partly of fresh-water and brackish origin, and partly
marine. They are especially well developed in the Paris
basin, in northern Germany (where this name was first

proposed by Beyrich), and in Switzerland. The important
formation known as the Molasse belongs partly to the
Oligocene. The vegetation of that period was varied and
interesting, and indicative of a decidedly warmer climate
than that at present prevailing. Beds referred to the
Oligocene extend from Florida through to Texas, and are
characterized by the presence of Orbitoides mcmteUi, a
widely distributed foraminifer.

The so-called Oligocene deposits . . . were originally
called by Conrad, who first characterized them, the Vicks-
burg beds, and by me have been designated the " Orbi-
toidic," from the great abundance of Orbitoides Kantelli,
their moat distinctive fossil.

BeOprim,, U. S. Tertiary Geol., p. 3.

Oligochaeta (ol"i-go-ke'ta), n.pl. [NL., < Gr.
o/ltyof, few, +;i;atT)?,' longhair, mane.] An order
or a class of ohsetopod annelids, including the
earthworms and lugworms, or the terricolous

and limieolous worms : so called from the pau-
city of the bristling foot-stumps or parapodia.
The Oligochoeta are abranchiate, ametabolous, and monoe-
cious. They have been divided into Terrieolae and Idmi-
colce, and also into four orders bearing other names. The
term is contrasted with Polychceta. Also Oligochatce. See
cut under Nais.

oligochsetous (ol'l-go-ke'tus), a. Having the
characters of the Oligochceta.

oligocholia (oVi-go-ko'li-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
byuyog, few, little, '+

x<''^^> bile.] In pathol.,

scantiness of bile.

oligochrome (ol'i-go-krom), a. and n. [< Gr.

oMyog, few, +\;i;pu/ia, color.] I. a. Painted in

few colors: especially applied to decorative
work : as, oligochrome decoration of a building
or a room.

II. n. A design executed in few colors.

oligochromemia, oligochromaemia (ol"i-gp-
kro-me'mi-a), n. [NL. oligochrom(emia,<. Gr. oM-
yog, few, Htt'fe,+ XP^I^"^ color, -1- alfia, blood.] In
pathol., scantiness of hemoglobin in red blood-

corpuscles.

oligosporous

oligoclase (ol'i-go-klas), n. [< Gr. bUyog, little,

-I- KMaig, a breaking, Maeture.] A soda-lime
triclinic feldspar, the soda predominating. See
feldspar.

oligocystic (oVi-go-sis'tik), a. [< Gr. bXiyog,

few, + Kiiang, bladder (cyst) : see cyst.] Hav-
ing few cysts or cavities: as, oligocystic tu-

mors.
oligocythemia, oligocythsemia (ol'l-go-si-
the'mi-a), n. [NL. oligocythcemia, < Gr. oMyog,

few, + iciirof, a hollow (a cell), + ai/m, blood.]

In pathol., a condition of the blood in which
there is a paucity of red corpuscles.

Oligodon (ol'i-go-don), n. [NL., < Gr. bUyog,

few, + bSoiig (bd'ovr-) = E. tooth.] A genus of

colubriform serpents giving name to the family
OUgodontidcB. There are many species, of In-

dia, Ceylon, and neighboring islands.

Oligodontidse (oFi-go-don'ti-de), n.pl. [NL.,<
Oligodon (-odont-) + -idee.] Afamily of colubri-

form serpents, typified by the genus Oligodon,

related to the Calamariidce. There are several gen-
era and about 40 species, some of which are known as
grounci-snakes and spotted adders.

oligogalactia (ol"i-go-ga-lak'ti-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. oXcyog, few, little, + ydTla (yaXaur-), milk:
see galactia.] In pathol., scantiness of milk-

secretion.

Oligoglottism (oFi-go-glot'izm), n. [< Gr. bXi-

yog, few, + yXStrra, tongue (see glottis), + -ism.]

Slight knowledge of languages. [Rare.]

oligomania (oFi-go-ma'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr,

bXyog, few, little, + jiavla, madness : see mania.]
Mental impairment which is especially evident

in only a few directions : nearly equivalent to

monomania,

Thereasons . . . are sufilcient to justify the substitution

of the term oUgamania for monomania.
Medical News, 1. 472.

oligOmerOUS (ol-i-gom'e-rus), a. [< Gr. bTdyog,

few, + /lipog, part.] 1". Having few segments
of the body, as a moUusk. Huxley. [Rare.]—
2. In hot., having few members.
oligometochia (ol''''i-go-me-td'ki-a), n. [NL.,
< Gr. bUyog, few, + p-^roxfj, a participle.] Spar-
ing use of participles or participial clauses in

composition : opposed to polymetoehia. Amer.
Jour. Philol., IX. 144.

oligometochic (ol"i-go-me-t6'kik), a. [< oligo-

metochia + -ic] Containing or using but few
participles. Amer. Jour. Philol., IX, 150.

Oligomyodi (oFi-go-mi-o'di), n.pl. [NL., < Gr.
oMyog, few, + /ivg, muscle, + i^v, song.] A
group of birds nearly equivalent toMesomyodi:
opposedto Aoromyodi, UsedbySclateriBlSSOasasub-
order of Passeres, covering the Hapioophonce, Eeteromeri,
and Demwdactyliot Garrod and Forbes, and comprehend-
ing eight families

—

Oxyrha/mphidce, Tyranmdoe, PipridoB,
CotirigidcB, Phytatomidae, PUtidce, PhilepittidcB, and Eury-
Icemidee.

oligomyodian (oFi-go-mi-6'di-an), a. Same as

oligomyoid (ol"i-g6-mi'oid), a. [Prop.*oK3omy-
ode : see Oligomyodi.] In ornith., having few or
imperfectly differentiatedmuscles ofthe syrinx:
applied to a lower series of birds of the order
Passeres, such as the Clamatores or Mesomyodi,
and synonjrmous with mesomyodian, but of less

exact signification.

oligomyoidean (oFi-go-mi-oi'df-an), a. Same
as oligomyoid,

oligonite (ol'i-go-nit), n. [< oUgon{-spar) +
-ite^.] A variety of siderite or carbonate of iron,

containing 25 per cent, of manganese protoxid,
found at JEhrenfriedersdorf in Saxony.
oligon-spar (ol'i-gon-spar), n. [Accom. of G.
oligonspath, < Gr. oMyov, neut. of bXiyog, little,

few, + G. ^ath, spar.] Same as oligonite.

oligophyllons (oFi-go-fil'us), a. [< Gr. b^yog,
few, + <jA7iXov, a leai.] In hot., having few
leaves.

oligospermia (oFi-go-spfer'mi-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. oMyog, few, little,' + airip/ia, seed.] In^o-
thol., deficiency of semen.
oligospermous (ol"i-go-sp6r'mus), a. [< ,Gr. oXi-

ydavepfiog, having few seeds, < oMyog, few, +
anip/ia, seed.] In bot., having few seeds.
Oligosporea (oFi-go-sp6're-a), n. pi. [NL., <
Gr. bXiyog, few, + 'anopog, seed.] An ordinal
name given by Schneider to the minute para-
sitic sporozoans of the genus Cocddium, whose
cysts produce a small definite number of spores.

ollgosporeau (oFi-go-sp6're-an), a. and n, I.
a. Of or pertaining to the Oligosporea,

II. n. A member of the Oligosporea.

oUgOSporOUS (oPi-go-spo'rus), a. [< Gr. bXi-

yog, fevr, -t- dTrdpog, seed.] Same as oUgospo-
rean.



oligostemonous

oli^OStemonons (oFi-go-stem'o-nus). a. [< Gr.
o)uyoq, few, + arii/iuv, takeniu sense of ' stamen':
see stamen.'] In hot., same as oUgandrous.
oligOSyUabic (oKi-go-si-lab'ik), a. [< oligosyl-
lab(le) + -ic.2 Of tliree or fewer syllables, as a
word; trisyllabic, disyllabic, or monosyllabic:
OTppoaeA to polysyllabic. [Rare.]
Words ... of less than fonr [syllables] . . . are oligo-

tyUabie. Buck's HaruOiook of Med. Sciences, VHI. 516.

OligOSVllable (ol'i-g9-sil''ar-bl), n. [Cf. Gr. bli-

yoavMafiia, the having few syllables, < oliyo^,

few, + otiJU«|8^, syllable : eee syllable.] A word
of three or fewer syllables : distinguished from
polysyllable. [Bare.]

oligooligotokous (ol-i-got'6-kus), a. [< Gr. oXlyog,

few, + TiKreiv, renclv, bear.] Having few at a
birth : applied in ornithology to birds which lay
four eggs or fewer. [Little used.]
oligotrophy (ol-i-got'ro-fi), m. [< Gr. bXlyog,

little, + .rpo^, nouristment.] Deficiency of
nutrition.

oliguria (ol-i-gn'ri-a),M. [NL., <Gr. oXiyof, few,
little, + oipov, urine.] Inpathol., scantiness of
urine ; diminished secretion of urine.

olinda (6-lin'da), re. [See def.] A sort of hunt-
ing-knife made at OUnda in Brazil.

olio (o'lio), re. [Formerly also oglio, with the
common mistake of -o for -a in words adopted
from Sp. (ef. basUnado) ; for *olia = Sp. olla =
Pg. olha (both pron. ol'ya), an earthen pot, a
dish of meat boiled or stewed, a medley,= OF.
olle, ole, < L. olla, a pot : see olla.] 1 . A savory
dish composed of a great variety of ingredients,
as stewed meat, herbs, etc.

To make . . . pleasure to rule the table, and all the re-

gions o{ thy sonl, is to make a man less and lower than an
oglio, of a cheaper value than a turbot.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 703.

We to the Mulberry Garden, where Sheres is to treat us
with a Spanish Olio, by a cook of his acquaintance that is

there, that was with my Lord in Spain.
Pepys, Diary, IV. 146.

2. A mixture ; a medley.
Ben Jonson, in his "Sejanus" and "Catiline," has given

US this olio of a play, this unnatural mixture of comedy and
tragedy. Dryden, Essay on Dram. Poesy.

8. A miscellany; a collection of various pieces:
chiefly applied to a musical collection.

olipliailtt (ol'i-fant), re. 1. An obsolete form
of elephant.— 3." A hunter's or waarior's horn
made of ivory: used in the middle ages, more
frequently as a decorative piece of furtdture
than as a musical instrument.

oliprancef (ol'i-prans), re. [< ME. olipraunee,

olypraunce, pride, vanity (?) ; appar. of OF. ori-

gin, but no evidence appears.] 1. Probably,
pride; vanity.

Of lych atyre ys here avaunce,
Prykyng here hors wyth olypraunce,

Rob. of Brunne, Handlyng Synne, p. 145.

Tbus in pryde & (diprau-nce his empyre he haldes.

In lust & in lecheiye, & lothelych werkkes.
AUiterative Poems (ed. Morris), u. 1349.

2. Rude, boisterons merriment; a romping-
match. HoUoway. (Salliwell). [Prov. Eng.]
olisatnun (o-li-sat'rum), n. See alexanders, 1.

olitory (ol'i-to-ri), a. and n. [< L. olitorius, of

or belonging to a kitchen-gardener, or to vege-
tables, < olitor, a Htohen-gardener, < olus, kitch-

en vegetables, pot-herbs: see oleraceous.] I.

a. Producing or used in growing pot-herbs
and kitchen vegetables : equivalent to Mtchen-
or vegetable- in the compounds Mtchen-garden,
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an olive-green color; olive-OTeen.—olivaceous
flj^catchers, those members of the Tyranmdce whose pre-
vailing coloration is olivaceous. They are very numerous,
especially in tropical and subtropicid America, and gen-
erally of small size for their family. Those of the United
States nearly all belong to the genera Contopv^ and Empi-
donax. See the cuts under these words, and olive-tyrant.

olivadert, a. [For *oUvater (f), < P. olivdtre,

OF. olwastre, oUve-colored : see oliva^ter.] Of
a color approaching that of olive ; oUvaster.
A train of Portuguese ladies, . . . their complexions

olivader and sufficiently unagreeable.
BixHyn, Diaiy, May 30, 1662.

olivary (ol'i-va-ri), a. [= F. oUvaire, < L. oli-

varius, of or belonging to olives, < oliva, olive

:

see olive.'] Resembling an olive Olivary body,
In anat., a ganglion of the oblongata lying on either side
just laterad of the pyramid, and forming an oval projection
on the surface just below the pons. It consists of the
nucleus olivaris inferior with a covering and filling of
white matter. Also called inferior olivary ttody, or inferior
olive, and eorpm semiovale.— Olivary eminence, in anat.,
a small rounded transverse process of the body of the
sphenoid bone, just in front of the pituitary fossa, in re-
lation with the optic chiasm. Also called olivary process,
or tuberculmn seUm.—Olivary fasciculus. See fascuni-
Zu8.—Olivary peduncle, the whole mass of fibers enter-
ing the hilum of the olivary body.

oliyastert (ol-i-vas'tfer), a. [< OF. olwastre, F.
olivdtre= Sp. It. olivastro, < L. olwa, olive : see
olive and -aster, here used adjectively.] Of the
color of the olive ; duU-green.
But the countries of the Abyssenes, and Barbary, and

Peru, where they are tawny and olivaster and pale, are
generally more sandy and dry. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 399.

olive (ol'iv), re. and a. [< ME. oliv^ olyve, < OF.
oUve, also olie, F. olive = Sp. Pg. K. oliva, < L.
oliva, an oUve, not orig. L. ,but derived,with orig.
digamma, < Gr. i%ala, Attic i%aa, an olive-tree,

anoUve. Cf. f^jov, olive-oU, oil: seeoi/.] I. ».

1. The oil-tree, Olsa Europma, cultivated from
the earliest times in Syria and Palestine, and
thence in remote antiquity distributed through-
out the whole Mediterranean region: in recent
times it has been successfully planted in Aus-
tralia, southern Califomia, and elsewhere. The
olive is of low stature (some 40 feet) with rounded top;
the trunk and branches are apt to be gnarled and fantas-
tic, and the leaves are small and lance-shaped, dull-green

Kow was publisVd my "French Gardener," the first and
best of the kind that introduc'd y« use of the Olitorie gar-

den to any purpose. Evelyn, Diary, Dec. 6, 1658.

H. re.; pi. oUtories (-riz). 1. Avegetable or

other pot-herb of the kinds commonly grown
in kitchen-gardens.

Fliny indeede enumerates a world of vulgar plants and
olitories, but they fall infinitely short of our physic gar-

dens, books, and herbals, every day augmented by our sedu-
lous botanists. Evdyn, To Mr. Wotton.

2. A kitchen-garden.

Kone of the productions of the olitory affect finery.

Hervey, Meditations, I. 79.

oliva (o-li'va)^ re. [NL.,< L. olima, olive: see

oli/oe.]
'
1. Ohve-tree gum.— 2. In conch.: (o)

[cap.] The typical genus of OUvidce, founded
byBruguifere in 1789; the olives or olive-shells.

(6) PI. oUvas (-vaz). Any species of Oliva; an
olive-shell. See'ent a,t olive-shell.— 3. Pl.olivcB

(-ve). in anat., the olivary body of the brain.

Olivacea (ol-i-va'se-a), re. pi. [NL., < Oliva +
-acea.] A family of gastropods: same as Oli-

vidcB.

olivaceous (ol-i-va'shius), a. [< KL. *olivaceus,

< L. oliva, olive : see olive.] In gool. and bot., of

X. Branch of the OUve iOUa Europasa), with fruits. 2. Branch with
flowers, a, a flower.

above and silvery beneath ; the general effect is that of an
old willow. It is an evergreen, of great longevity and pro-
ductiveness, and thrives in poor and dry calcareous and
sandy soils. Of the cultivated variety (0. siMva) some
twenty or thirty snbvarietles are recognized. The wild
variety (0. OJeosfer) has short blunt leaves, the branches
more or less spiny, and a wortliless fruit. It is native in
southern Europe as well as Asia. The olive was ancient-

ly sacred to Pallas, and its leaves were used for victors'

wreaths among the Greeks and Romans. (See olive-branch.)

The value of the olive lies chiefiy in the fruit ; but its wood
also is valuable. Olive-gum or Lecca-gum {oliva) exudes
from the bar^ and was formerly used as a stimulant, while
the bark Itself has served as a tonic.

2. The fruit of the common olive-tree, a small
ellipsoid drupe (the "berry"), bluish-black in
color when fuUy ripe, it is an important source of
oil (see olive-oil) and is also largely consumed in the form
of preserved or pickled olives, consisting of the green-
colored unripe drupes, first soaked in water containing
potash and lime to expel bitterness, and then bpttled in
an aromatized salt liquid.

3. A tree of some other species of Olea, or of

some other genus resembling the oHve. See
Olea, and phrases below.—4. The color of the
unripe olive ; a color composed of yellow,black,
red, and white in such proportions as to form a
low-toned diill green, slightly yellow.—5. Same
as oliva, 1.— 6. A perforated plate in the strap
of a satchel or traveling-bag, through which the
stud or button passes to fasten it.— 7. A long
oval button over which loops of braid are passed
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as a fastening for cloaks, etc.— 8. In anat., the
olivary body of the medvdla oblongata.— 9. In
conch., an oUve-shell.— 10. In ornith., the oys-
ter-catcher, Mwmatopus ostriUgus. C. Sivain-
son. [Essex, Eng.] —American olive, the devil-
wood.—Bastard or mock olive, in Australia, Notdcea
ligustrina and N. longifolia, the latter also called Botany
Bay oiise.— California olive, the Califomian mountain-
laurel, Umbellularia Califormca.— Fragrant or Bweet-
scented olive, Ommnthus (Olea)fragram.—'BoIiS-ieai-
edolive^ a fine compact shrub from Japan, Osmavthtis
(Olea) «i«</i)ita.—Queensland olive, Olea panieuiata.—
Spurge-olive, the mezereon.—WMte Olive. See HaUe-
na.— Wild olive, (a) The primitive form of the common
olive (see def. 1); also, in India, Olea dioica. (6) One
of various trees of other genera : in Europe, Elceagmis
angv^tifolia, Bhus Cotinus, and Thymelcea SaTiamuTida
(Daphne Thymelcea) ; in the West Indies, BoiMa daphnai-
des, Xiraenia Americana, Termmdtia Buceras, and T. capi-
tata; in India, PtUranjiva Boa^mrghii.

II. a. Relating to the oKve ; of the color of
the unripe olive ; olivaceous ; of a dull, some-
what yellowish green; also, of the color of the
olive-tree, which in general effect is of a dull
ashen-green, with distinctly silvery shading.
oliveback (ol'iv -bak), re. The olive-backed
thrush, Tardus swainsoni. It is widely distributed
in North America, and is one of the common thruBbes of
the eastern parts of the United States, like the wood-
thrush, hermit-thrush, and veery. The upperparts are of a
uniform olivaceous color, the lower are white, tinged with
tawny and marked with a profusion of blackish spots on
the breast ; the length is about 7 inches. This tlnrush is

migratory and insectivorous, and a fine songster ; it nests
in bushes, and lays pale greenish-blue eggs spotted with
rusty-brown.

olive-backed (ol'iv-bakt), a. Having the back
olivaceous: as, the olive-backed thrush. See
olvoebaclc.

olivebark-tree (ol'iv-bark-tre), n. A West In-
dian tree, Temiinalia Buceras; also, one of other
species of Terminalia.

olive-brancll (ol'iv-branch), re. 1. A branch
of the olive-tree, the emblem of peace and
plenty (in allusion to the "olive leaf pluckt
off" brought by the dove sent out by Noah).

Peace, with an olive branch,
Shall fly with dove-like wings about all Spain.

Lust's Dominion, iv. 4.

Thy wife shall be as the fruitful vine upon the walls of
thine house, thy children like the olive oranclies ["olive-
plants" in the authorized version] round about thy table.

Ps. cxxviii. 4, in Book of Common Prayer.

Hence, in allusion to the last quotation— 2.

pi. Children. [Humorous.]
May you ne'er meet with Feuds or Babble,
May Olive Branches crown your Table.

Prior, The Mice.

There were hardly "quarters " enough for the baohelors,
let alone those blessed with wife and ^ive-branehes, and all

manner of make-shifts were the result.

Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 791.

olived (ol'ivd), a. [< olive + -ed^.] Decorated
with olive-trees or -branches.

Green as of old each div'd portal smiles.

T. Warton, Triumph of Isis.

olive-green (ol'iv-gren), re. See green^.

oliveness (ol'iv-nes), re. OUve color; the state

of being olivaceous in color. Coues.

Olivenite (ol'i-ve-nit), re. [Adapted from the
orig. G. olivenerz ('olive-ore'); < G.'oliven, gen.
(in eomp.) of olive, olive, -1- -ite^.] An arseni-

ate of copper, usually of an oUve-green color,

occurring in prismatic crystals, and also in reni-

form, granular, and fibrous crusts. The latter

forms have sometimes a yellow to brown color. Also
called ^ive-ore, and the fibrous kinds wood-copper.

olive-nut (ol'iv-nut), re. The fruit of species
of Elceocarpus.

olive-oil (ol'iv-oil'), n. A fixed oil expressed
from the pericarp or pulp of the common olive.
It is an insipid, inodorous, pale-yellow or greenish-yellow,
viscid fluid, unctuous to the feel, inflamm able, incapable of
combining with water, and nearly insoluble in alcohol. It

is the lightest of all the fixed oils, and is of the non-drying
class. It is very largely used as a food. In countries
where it is produced it is employed in cookery and serves

as butter with bread ; in England and America its table use
is chiefly that of a salad-dressing. In medicine it is em-
ployed principally in liniments, ointments, and plasters.

Inferior grades serve for lubrication, illumination, woolen-

dressing, and soap-making. For the best oil the fruit

should be picked just before it is ripe enough to fall, and
ground at once. The first pressing, without application

of water or heat, yields virgin oil. The second pressing,

after subjecting the marc to the action of boiling water, is

not quite so good; a third yields the inferior ^jj/rcjie oa.

Olive-oa is extensively adulterated with cotton-seed, ara-

chis, and other oils. Italy leads in the production and
export of olive-oil. Also called sweet-oil.

olive-ore (ol'iv-dr), n. Same as olivenite.

olive-plum (ol'iv-plum), re. Any tree of the ge-

nus ElcEodendron, or its fruit.

Oliver^ (ol'i-ver), «. [Appar. from the proper

name Oliver, ME. Oliver, < F. Olivier.] A forge-

hammer in which the hammer is fastened upon
one end of an arm or handle, the other end of

which is attached to an axle . Thehammer is worked



OUve-shell or Rice-
shell {Oliva porphy-
ria).

Anybird of the
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by the alternate action of a spring that raiseB the hammer
and treadle-mechanism by which the foot of the operator
forces the hammer down to deliver its blow.

The Mver is a heavier hammer worlied with a treadle.
Fartnigmy See., N. S., XXXIX. 832.

Oliver^ (ol'i-v6r), n. [A var. of eloer, eel-fare.']
A young eel. [Prov. Eng.]

oliveret, n. [UE., < OF. olwier = Pr. Oliver =
Sp. oUvera = Pg. oUveira, an olive-tree, olive
(cf

. ML. olivarium, an olive-yard, neut.),< L. oli-
varius, of or belonging to olives : see olivary."]
An. olive-grove ; an olive-tree.

They brende alle the cornes in that lond,
And alle her oliveres and vynes eek,

Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 46.

The two felowes that fledden he comen to their felowes
that were discended vnder an olyvere hem for to resten.

XerUn (E. B. T. S.), iii. 641.

Oliverian (ol-i-ve'ri-an), n. [< Oliver (see def
.

)

+ -tan.] An adherent of Oliver Cromwell; an
adinirer of the character or policy of Cromwell.
A cordial sentiment for an Oliverian or a republican.

Oodwin, Mandeville, xU.

olive-shell (ol'iv-shel), n. In conch., any mem-
ber of the OKvidcB.

olivet (ol'i-vet), TO. [Appar. <
olive + -et.] A false pearl;
especially, in French indus-
tries, a pearl of the kind manu-
factured for export to savage
peoples. Oompare/afee^eari,
Soman pearl, xaiAeiT pearl.

Olivetan (ol'i-vet-an), n. [<
OUveto (see def.) + -an.] A
member of an order of Bene-
dictine monks, founded in
1313, at Siena, Italy: the
name was derived from the
mother-house at Monte Oil-

veto, near Siena.
olive-tree (ol'iv-tre), n. [<
ME. olive-tre, olyff-tree, etc.;

< olive + tree.] See olive, 1.

olive-tyrant (ol'iv-1i"rant), n.

subfamily ElcenimcB.

olive-wood (ol'iv-wud), to. 1. The wood of
the common olive, it is of a brownish-yellow color,

beautifally veined, hard, and suited to fine work, being
well known in the form of small ornamental articles ; in
Europe it is sometimes used for furniture.

2. The name of two trees, Elceodendronorientale
of Mauritius and Madagascar, and E. australe

of Australia.

olivewort (ol'iv-wfert), to. Any plant of the
natural order Oleacew.

olive-yard (ol'iv-yard), n. An inelosure or
piece of ground in which olives are cultivated.

Ex. xxiii, 11.

Olividse (o-liv'i-de), to. pi. [NL., < Oliva (< L.
oUvai olive : see olive) + -^dce.] A family of
raehiglossate gastropods, typified by the genus
Oliva; the olives or ouve-shells. The head is

small, the siphon recurved, and the foot often incloses
a part of the shell, and has cross-grooves on each side in
front, separating the propodium from the main portion of
the foot. The shell is lone, with a short spire, a narrow
mouth notched in front, and plicate columella ; it is finely

polished, and is much used for ornamental purposes. The
species are numerous in tropical seas. See cut under olive-

ehell.

oliviform (o-liv'i-f6rm), a. [< L. oliva, an olive,

+ forma, form.] Having the form of an olive

;

specificalljr, in conch. , resembling an olive-shell.

olivil, olivile (ol'i-vil), to. [< olive + 41, 4le.]

A white, brilliant, starchy powder obtained
from the gum of the olive-tree.

olivin, olivine (ol'i-vin), to. [< olive + 4rfl,

4ne^.] A common name of chrysolite, espe-

cially of the forms occurring in eruptive rocks
and in meteorites. See chrysolite.

oUvin-diabase (ol'i-vin-di'''a-bas), TO. A rock
closely allied to diabase, and also to olivin-

gabbro. According to Bosenbusch, ollvin-diabase, of
which the essential constituents are plagioclase, augite,

and olivin, almost always contains a brown magnesian
mica and brown hornblende, especially in occurrences
which are of Paleozoic age, and wUch are gabbro-like in

character.

olivin-gabbro (ori-vin-gab^ro), TO. See gaVbro.

olivinic (ol-i-vin'ik), a. [< olivin + 4c.] Per-
taining to, resembling, or characterized by the

Jresence of olivin.

Ivinitic (ol^i-vi-nifik), a. Same as olivinic.

olivin-norite (ori-vin-n6"rit), n. See gaibro.

olivin-rock (ol'i-vin-rok), TO. See peridotite.

oUa (ol'a ; Sp. pron. orya)i »*• t^P- "'^ (whence,
in def. 2, E. olio) = Pg. ollia, an earthen pot, a
jar, < L. olla, a pot.] 1. In Spanish countries,

an earthen jar or pot used for cooking and oth-

er purposes, or a dish of meat and vegetables

oooked in such a jar. Hence— 2. An olio.— 3.
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A largejporous earthenware jar orjug in univer-
sal usem the southwestern jfiarts of the United
States and Territories for holding drinking-
water, which is kept cool by the evaporation of
moisture through the substance of the jar.—4.
In arohceol., a form of vase more properly called
stamnos—OUapodrida[Sp., lit. 'rotten or putrid pot'],
(a) A favorite Spanish dish consisting of a mixture of all

kinds of meat, cut into small pieces and stewed, with vari-
ous kinds of vegetables.

I was at an olla podrida of his making

;

Was a brave piece of cookery.
B. Jaman, Staple of News, iii. 1.

Hence— (6) Any incongruous mixture or miscellaneous
collection.

oUam, ollainll(ol'am),TO. [Ti.ollamh.] Among
the ancient Irish, a chief master; a professor;
a doctor: a rank answering to the degree of
doctor in some study as given by a university.
The ollamfili was the bluest degree of the or-
der of "fill" (poets).

An ollam or doctor, who was provided with mensal land
for the support of himself and bis scholars.

Eneyc. Brit., Xm. 268.

oUent, n. See olen.

oUite (ol'it), TO. [< L. olla, a pot, -I- -ite^.] In
mineral., potstone.
Olneya (ol'ni-a), to. [NL. (Gray, 1854), named
after Stephen Olney, a Rhode Island botanist.]
A genus of small trees of the polypetalous order
Legvminosce, the tribe GalegecB, and the subtribe
BobiniecB, known by the wingless glandular pod
with rigid valves, and the thick capitate stigma.
There is but one species, 0. Tesota, native of California and
New Mexico, hoary with minute hairs, and bearing white
orpurplishflowersinracemes, thomsbelow the leafstalks,
and abruptly pinnate leaves, composed of numerous small
rigid leaflets. From its hard, strong wood it is called ar-
bol de hierro, or ironwood.

olograph, (ol'o-graf), to. An erroneous form of
holograph.

-ology. [1. P. -ologie= Sp. -ologia = Pg. It. -olo-
gia = D. Gr. -ologie = Sw. -ologi = Dan. -ologie,

< L. NL. -ologia,<. Gr. -oTuoyla, the terminal part
of abstract nouns signifying the being or notion
of what is denoted by a compound noun or ad-
jective in -ohyyoq {-oUyog when the verb istaken
as active, -6hyyoQ when it is taken as passive)

;

-oT^yla to be divided -o-7uoy-la, < -o-^y-of, being
the final vowel -o- of the preceding element, -I-

-Joy-, the form in deriv. and oomp. of Myeuv,
speak, teH, gather, read, = L. legere, gather,
read (see legend^, + -og, the nom. term, of an
adj. or noun, e. g. BeoUyog, Beo-My-og, speaking
or one who speaks (discourses or reasons) about
God (see theologue), SinoUyog, speaking or one
who speaks (pleads) in a cause, an advocate,
ETv/ioMyoQ, studying or one who studies the
true origin of words, etc., an etymologist;
hence BeoTioyla, diioAoyia, eTv/whyyia, etc., the
being a theologue, advocate, etymologist, etc.,

or that with which the theologue, advocate,
or etymologist, etc., is concetned, theology,
forensic pleading, etymolo^, etc. When the
first element is a verb, however, as in fih)-
')\xryia, < ^iWhjoyog, 'loving words or discourse' or
learning (E. philology), and in some words in
-ology < (Jr. -oTi&yum (as martyrology, menology,
etc.), Myog is directly concerned. Words in
-ology, -logy, are usuallyaccompanied bya noun
of agent in -logue, -loger, -logian, or -logist, and
by adjectives in -logic, -logical. The second ele-

ment is prop, -logy {-logue, etc.), the -o- belong-
ing to the preceding element ; but the accent
makes the apparent element in E. to be -ology,

which is hence often used as an independent
word (see ology). In this dictionary the forma-
tions in -ology not existing in Gr. are reg. ex-
plained as "... + -/lo7«o. < "libyeiv, speak,"
etc., with a ref. to this article, the intervening
form -"Koyog, which often does not appear in
use, being omitted. 2. P. -ologie, etc., < L.
-ologia, < Gr. -o'koyia, < -o'kiryog, derived in the
same manner as above, < T^uv, gather: as,

avBohryia, the gathering of flowers, < dvBoMyog,
gathering or one who gathers flowers; /copn-o-

Xoyla, the gathering of fruit, < KafmoMyog, gather-
ing or one who gathers fruit, etc. See def. 2.]

1 . A termination in many words taken from
the Greek or formed of Grreek elements, espe-
cially words denoting a science or department
ofknowledge. See the etymology.—2. Atermi-
nation of some nouns of Greek origin (few or
none of this kind being newly formed) in which
-ology implies ' a gathering.' Examples are an-
thology^, a gathering of flowers (distinguished
from anthotogy\ the science of flowers, a word
of modem formation), and carpology.

ology (ol'o-ji), TO.
;
pi. ologies (-jiz). [< -ology,

as used in many terms denoting a particular

Olpe (S).

Olympic

science or department of knowledge, as tlieolo-

gy, geology, philology, etymology, anthropology,

biology, etc. : see -ology.] A science the name
of which ends in -ology; hence, any science or
branch of knowledge. [Generally used jocu-
larly.]

He bad a smattering of mechanics, of physiology, ge-
ology, mineralogy, and all other ologies whatsoever.

De Quincey.

Now all the ologies follow us to our burrows in our news-
paper, and crowd upon us with the pertinacious benevo-
lence of subscription-books.

Lowell, New Princeton Eev., 1. 158.

Olor (6'lor), TO. [NL., < L. olor, a swan.] A
genus of Cygnince or swans, conteining such as
are white in plumage, without a frontal knob,
and with a complicated windpipe. The whistling
swans of Europe and America, Olor nmsicus and 0. colum-
bianus, and the North Amer-
ican trumpeter, 0, Imceirtatar,

belong to this genus. See cut
at trunvget&r.

olp, TO. See olf.

olpe (ol'pe), re. [< Gr.

h%Kri (see def.).] In
Gr. antiq.: (a) A lea-

thern oil-flask used in

the palaestra, etc. (6)

A small pouring- or dip-

ping-vase, somewhat of
the form of the oino-
choe, but in general
with an even rim and
no spout, and having
the neck more open.
In some examples, as
in the cut, the rim is

trifoliate-

Olpidiese (ol-pi-di'e-e), TO. pi. [NL., < Olpidium
+ -ew.] A small suborder of zygomycetous
fungi of the order ChytridiaceoB, takmg its name
from the genus Olpidium. They are destitute of
mycelium and inhabit other fungi, causing peculiar swell-
ings in the mycelium of their hosts.

Olpidium (ol-pid'i-um), to. [NL., < Gr. li7jKtg

(oXmS-), also iTiTn/, a leathern oil-flask.] A
genus of zygomycetous fungi, with immotile
Plasmodia, round or slightly elongated sporan-
gia, and ellipsoidal zodspores. Thirteen spe-
cies are known.

,

oltrancet, n. Same as outrance.

olusatrum (61-ii-sa'trum), to. See aUxanders, 1.

oly-koek (o'U-kok), to. [D. oliekoek, formerly
oUkoek, = E. oil-cake.] A cake of dough sweet-
ened and fried in lard, richer and tenderer than
a cruller: originally a Dutch delicacy.

There was the donghty dough-nut, the tenderer dly koek,
and the crisp and crumbling cruller.

Irving, Sleepy Hollow.

Olympiad (o-lim'pi-ad), TO. [< L. Olympian (-(wJ-),

< Gr. 'O/lw^mdf {-ad-), a period of four years, the
interval between the Olympian games, < 'OTAjt-

wta, the Olympian games, neut. pi. of 'OMuirtog,

Olympian: see Olympian.] A period of four
years reckoned from one celebration of the
Olympic games to another, by which the Greeks
computed time from 776 B. 0., the reputed first

year of the first Olympiad. To turn an Olympiad
into a year B. 0., multiply by 4, add the year of the Olym-
piad less 1, and subtract from 780. Abbreviated 01.

Olympiadic (o-lim-pi-ad'ik), a. [< Olympiad
+ -ic] Of or pertaining to an Olympiad.

—

Olympiadic era. See era.

Olympian (o-Um'pi-an), a. and to. [< LL. Olym-
pianus(Ij. Olympianus, Olympius),< {a) L. Olym-
pus, < Gr. "Olviiirog, Olympus, a mountain in
Thessaly, the fabled seat of the gods; (6) L.
Olympia, < Gr. 'Olviima, a sacred region in Elis,
where games in honor of the Olympian Zeus
were held.] I. a. Same as Olympic.

II. TO. A dweller in Olympus; one of the
twelve greater gods of Greece—Zeus, Hera,
Athena, Apollo, Artemis, Hermes, Ares,
Aphrodite, Hephaestus, Hestia, Poseidon, and
Demeter.
Ol3rmpic (o-lim'pik), a. [< L. Olympicus, <
Gr. 'OhifLTZLKdg, < "OAv/in-of, Olympus, or 'O^tyt-

irla, Olympia: see Olympian.] Pertaining to
Olympus or Movmt Olympus, or to Olympia in
Greece— Olympic games, the greatestofthefourPan-
hellenic festivEils of the ancient Greeks. They were cele-
brated at intervals of four years in honor of Zeus, in a sa-
cred inelosure called the Altis on the banks of the Alpheus,
in the plain of Olympia in Elis, containing the magnificent
temple of the Olympian Zeus, and many other temples
and religious, civic, and gymnastic structures, besides
countless votive works of art. The festival began with
sacrifices, followed by contests in racing, wrestling, etc.,
and closed on the fifth day with processions, sacrifices,
and banquets to the victors. The victors were crowred
with garlands of wild olive ; and on their return home they
were received with extraordinary distinction, and enjoyed



Olympic
numerous honors and privileges. The sacred inclosure of
Olympia was excavated by the German Government be-
tween 1875 and 1881, with important archseologieal and
artistic results. The festival of the games was revived at
Athens in April, 1896, athletes from various countries
being participants. Compare Olympiad.

Olympionic (o-Iim-pi-on'ik), n. [< L. Olympi-
onices, < Gr. 'Ohi^imoviiaig, a victor at the Olym-
pian games, < 'OXv/iwm, the Olympic games, +
w'(07, victory.] Anode on an Olympic victory.
Johnson.
Olympus (o-lim'pus), «. [L., < Gr. "Ohjfiirog,

Olympus: see Olympian.'] In Gr. myth., the
abode of the gods : identified in classical Greek
times with Mount Olympus in Thessaly, later

used for a supposed home of the gods in or be-
yond the sky ; hence, sometimes used as equiva-
lent to heaven.

Olynthiac (6-lin'thi-ak), a. and n. [< Gr. 'OAw-
etaK6g,< "OXwSof, Olynthus (see def.).] I. a. Of,

pertaining to, or relating to Olynthus, a city in

Chaicidice, near the head of the Toronaic gulf

on the coast of Macedonia oivnthlac orations,
a series of tliree speeches delivered by Demosthenes, to

induce the Athenians to support Olynthus against Philip

;

they constitute a part of the Philippics.

II. w. One of the speeches of Demosthenes
known as the Olynthiac orations.

Olynthian (o-lin'thi-an), a. [< L. Olynthus,

< Gr. "Olwdoi, Olynthus : see Olynthiac.'] Of or

pertaining to Olynthus; Olynthiac: SLB,tbe Olyn-

thian league.

Olynthoiaea (ol-in-thoi'de-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Olynthus + -oidea.] An order or other large

group of CaUHspongite, containing most of the
chalk-sponges : distinguished from Physemaria.
They have cdcareous spicules of various shapes. They
are divided by some writers into 4 suborders, As&mes,
Leucones, S^cones, and Pharetronee.

Olyntbus (o-lin'thus), n. [NL. (Hiibner, 1816),

< Gr. bXmdog, a fig.] 1. A genus of lepidop-

terous insects.—2. A genus of chalk-sponges:
a supposed calcispongian ancestral type named
by Haeckel in 18o9. See cut under gastrula.

om (6m), n. [Skt. am; origin uncertain.] A
combination of letters invested with peculiar

sanctity both in the Hindu religions and in Bud-
dhism. It first appears as an exclamation of solemn
assent. Afterward it formed the auspicious word with
which the Brahmans had to begin and end every sacred

duty ; and latterly it came to be regarded as a symbol
representing the names of the Hindu trinity.

-oma. [NL., etc., -oma, < Gr. -tjyua, a termina-
tion of some nouns from verbs in -detv, -ovv, as
odpica/ia, a fleshy excrescence, < aapKdew, aapKovv,

make or produce flesh: see sarcoma.] In^a-
thol., a. termination denoting a tumor or neo-
plasm, as in chondroma, sarcoma, fibroma, etc.

omadhaun (om'a-dftn), n. [Ir. Gael, amadan,
a fool, simpleton, madman; cf. amad, a fool,

etc.] A fool; a simpleton: a term of abuse
common in Ireland and to a less extent in the
Gaelic-speaking parts of Scotland. Also oma-
dawn, amadan.
The Omorfojim.'— to think of his taking in a poor soft

boy like that, who was away from his mother.
Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Hatt, Ireland, I. 263.

In the coarse of his [Mr. Michael Davitt's] remarks he
spoke of the Peers as "the noble omadkauns."

N. and. Q., 6th ser., X 406.

omalo-. For words in zoology, etc., beginning
thus, see homalo-.

omander-WOOd (o-man'd6r-wud), n. A variety

of ebony or calamander-wood, obtained in Cey-
lon from Diospyros Ebenum.
Omanidae (o-man'i-de), n. pi. [NL. (Thorell,

1869), < Om'anus + -icte.] A family of spiders

consisting only of the typical genus Omanus,
and distinguished by having six eyes, a cala-

mistrum and oribellum, two claws on the tarsi,

and three-jointed spinnerets.

Omanus (o-ma'nus), n. [NL. (Thorell, 1869), <

L. Omanus, < Omana, a town in Arabia.] The
typical genus of Omanidce.

omasal (o-ma'sal), a. [< omasum + -al.] Per-

taining to the omasum.
omasum (o-ma'sum), n.

;
pi. omasa (-sa). [NL.,

< L. omasum, omassum, bullock's tripe, patmeh

:

said to be of Gallic origin.] The third stomach

of a ruminant ; the psalterium or manyplies.

See ahomasum.
Omayyad (6-mi'yad), n. and a. [< Omayya
(see def.) -•- -ad.] I. n. One of a dynasty of

califs which reigned in the Bast a. d. 661-750,

the first of whom was Mo'awiya, descendant of

Omayya (the founder of a noted Arab family),

and successor to Ali. TheOmayyadswere succeeded
by the Abbasids. The last of these Eastern Omayyads es-

caped to Spain, and founded the califate of Cordova, in

A D 756. This Western califate, and with it the dynasty of

Omayyads became extinct in 1031. Also spelled Ommiad.
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n. a. Of or pertaining to the dynasty of ca-

lifs called the Omayyads.
ombrant (om'brant), a. [F., ppr. of omhrer, < L.
umbrare, shade :' see umbrate, umber.] In dec-

orative art, consisting of shade or shadow;
wholly or chiefly marked by shade without out-

ominously
deduction of effect from the collation of causes. Presage
andauguryare generally favorable, portent and foreboding
always unfavorable, the rest either favorable or unfavor-
able. Ow£n and augury are most suggestive of the ancient
practice of consulting the gods through priests or augurs.
A foreboding may be mistaken ; the others are presumably
correct. All these words have considerable freedom in
figurative use. See foretell, v. t.

line
:
a French word used in EngUsh, especially omen (o'meii), I). K<mien,n. Ctominate.] I.

in describing certain ceramic work, such as • ~
pftte-sur-pate and lithophanie.

ombre^, omber (om'bfer), n. [< P. ombre, < Sp.

hombre, the game called ombre, lit. 'man,' < L.
homo (homin-), man: see homo.] A game at

cards borrowed from the Spaniards, usually _ _ _ _ _ _.

?ir.i^/'?^ttp:,^rA!^e^?'ir"fzft^i omenrd (owT), ;; 'j^'^e^T ^di] con:

intrans. To prognosticate as an omen; give in-

dication of the future ; augur ; betoken.
II. trans. To foresee or foretell, as by the aid

of an omen; divine; predict.

The yet unknown verdict^ of which, however, all omened
the tragical contents. Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xxiv.

two, four, or five, with a pack of forty cards, the
eights, nines, and tens being thrown out.

Her joy in gilded chariots, when alive,

And love of ombre, after death survive.
Pope, R. of the L., i. 56.

ombre^t, n. Same as umber.

Ombria (om'bri-a), n. [NL. (Eschscholtz,
1831).] A genus of Alddce or auks containing
the parrakeet-auklets, characterized by the pe-
culiar shape of the bill. The mandible is falcate and
upcurved, the commissure is ascendant, and the maxilla omental (o-men tal), a.
oval in profile. The nostrils are naked, and portions of the
bill are molted. 0. psittacula is the only species. Also
called Cyclorhynchus.

ombril (om'bril), n. See umbril.

ombrometer (om-brom'e-ter), n. [< Gr. 6/ippoc,

a rain-storm (= L. imber, rain: see imbricate,

imbrex), + /lirpov, measure.] A machine or an
instrument designed to measure the quantity
of rainfall. See rain-gage.

omega (o-me'ga or o-meg'S), n. [< Gr. u /leya,

lit. "great o,' long o, so called in distinction

from the earlier form o /uupdv, ' little o,' short o.]

The last letter of the Greek alphabet (H, u);

hence, figuratively, the last of anything.

Enow I not Death? the outward signs? . . .

The simple senses crown'd his head:
" Omega ! thou art Lord," they said,

"We find no motion in the dead."
Tennyson, Two Voices.

Alpha and omega. See alpha, 2.

omelet (om'e-let), n. [Formerly also omlet, ome-
lette, aumeleite; < OF. amelette, alemette, F. ome-
lette, formerly aumelette, dial, amelette, an ome-
let (aumelette Woeufs, "an omelet or pancake
made of egges," Cotgrave)

;
prob. so called as

being a thin flat cake, being appar. a variant,

with interchange of termination, of alemelle,

alumelle, alamelle, alemele, the blade of a knife

or sword, etc. (F. alumelle, the sheathing (plat-

taining or accompanied by an omen or prognos-
tic : chiefly in composition : as, ill-omened.

Is this the welcome of my worthy deeds,
To meet my triumph in ill omen'd weeds?

Dryden, FaL and Arc, i. SO.

omening (6'men-ing), n. [Verbal n. of omen, v.]

An augury ; a prognostication.

These evil omenCngs do but point out conclusions which
are most likely to come to pass. Scott.

[< omentum -I- -al.] Of
or pertaining to the omentum: as, an omental

fold of peritoneum; anomental gland—Omental
foramen, the opening from the greater to the lesser cav-

ity of the peritoneum, commonly called /oro7n«i of Wim-
low.

omentocele (o-men'to-sel), n. [< L. omentum,

q. v., -1- Gr. K^^v, tumor.] Hernia of the omen-
tum: same as epiplocele.

omentum (o-men'tum), n. ;
pi. omenta (-ta).

[L., adipose membrane, the membrane inclos-

ing the bowels, etc.] In anat., a fold or dupli-

cation of peritoneum, of two or four peritoneal

layers, passing between or hanging down from
certain abdominal viscera— the stomach, liver,

spleen, and colon. An omentum is a structure simi-

lar to a mesentery, and is in fact a special mesentery con-

necting the stomach with the liver, spleen, and colon re-

spectively. Hence omenta are commonly distinguished

by name. The gastrohepatic or lesser omentum, omentum
minus, is a'single fold (two layers) of peritoneum extending
between the transverse fissure of the liver and the lesser

curvature of the stomach. Between the two layers are the

hepatic artery, portal vein, bile-duct, and associate struc-

tures, bound together in a quantity of loose connective tis-

sue forming Glisson's capsule. The gastrosplenic omentum,
of two layers, connects the concavity of the spleen with the

fundus of the stomach, and contains the splenic vessels.

The gastrocolic or great omentum, ome-ntum majus, also

called epiploon, is the largest of all the peritoneal dupli-

cations, and consists of four layers of peritoneum attached
to the greater curvature of the stomach and to the trans-

verse colon, whence it is looped down freely upon the in-

ing) of a ship) ; the form appar. due to a misdi- testines, forming a great flap or apron.

vision of the orig. word with the art. la preced- omer (6'mer), n. [Heb.] 1 . Ahandful of grain

;

ing, te lem^Ue(lemele,lumelle), 'being raiswvitten a sheaf.— 2. A Hebrew dry measure equal to

or misread Valemelle, and the proper form be- the tenth part of an ephah, or 3^ quarts.

ing lamelle, < L. lamella, a thin plate: see io- omicron (o-mi'kron), n. [< Gr^ o uucpdv, little

mella, lamina. A popular etym. of omelette has or short o, distinguished from a /leya, great or

been that from a supposed phrase ceufs mSMs, long o. See omega.] The fifteenth letter of

'mixed eggs.'] A dish consisting of eggs beaten the Greek alphabet (0, o).

lightly,with the addition ofmilk, salt, and some- omlnatet (om'i-nat), v. [< L. ominatus, pp. of

times a little flour ; it is browned in a buttered ominari, forebode, prognosticate, < omen, omen

:

pan on the top of the stove. Omelets are some- see omen.] I. trails. To presage; foretoken;

times prepared with cheese, ham, parsley, jelly, prognosticate. Seasonable Sermons (1644), p. 23.

fish, or other additions. II. intrans. To foretoken; show prognostics.

CTary, when tender, not to be rejected, and in ojreietsmade Sepwood, Biaiogues,!!.
^^ t x

up with cream, fried in sweet butter, and are eaten with ominatlOUt (om-i-na shon), n. [< LL. omtno-
sugar, juice of orange or limon. Evelyn, Acetaria, § 16. tio(n-), a foreboding, < L. ominari, forebode

:

We had fortified ourselves with a good breakfast, and
laid in some hard bread and pork omelette for the day.

B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 366.

Omelet SOIlffl^, an omelet beaten stiff, sweetened, fia-

vored, an4 baked in an oven till it is very puffy.

omellt, adv. and prep. A variant of imell.

omen (o'men), n. [< L. omen, OL. osmen, a fore-

boding, prognostic, sign, perhaps lit. 'a (pro-

phetic) voice,' < OS (or-), the mouth (or ' a thing
heard,' < aus- in auseultare, hear, auris, orig.

*avsis, ear: see auscultate and earl), + -men, a

common suflBx.] A casual event or occurrence
supposed to portend good or evil ; a sign or in-

dication of some future event; a prognostic;

an augury; a presage. See augur.

see ominate.] Theact of ominating; a fore-

boding; a presaging; prognostication. J. Spen-

cer, Vanity of Vulgar Prophecies, p. 102.

ominous (om'i-nus), a. [= F. omineux = Sp.

Pg. ominoso, < L. pminosus, full of foreboding,

< omen, foreboding, omen : see omen.] 1 . Con-
veying some omen ; serving as a sign or token

;

significant.

Nor can I here pass over an ormnous circumstance that

happened the last time we played together.
Goldsmith, Yicar, ii.

2. Of good omen ; auspicious.

Which portentum Bellonesus took for a very happy and
omiTuyus token. Coryat, Crudities, 1. 113.

Notwithstanding he [Lionel, Bishop of Concordia] had
I see now by this Inversion of my Armour that my Notwithstanding he [Lionel, Bishop ol concoraia] nad

ukedom wUl he turned into a Kingdom ; taking that for a good omimms name to have made a peace, nottimg fol-
- - - - ...... -

.. lowed. Bacon, Hist. Hen. vll.

3. Of ill omen; giving indication of coming ill

;

portentous; inauspicious; unlucky.

Tis ominous ; . . . I like not this abodement.

Dukedom „
a good Omen which some other of weaker Spirits would
have taken for a bad. Baker, Chronicles, p. 22.

Ah, no ! a thousand cheerful omens give

Hope of yet happier days, whose dawn is nigh.
Bryant, The Ages, viii.

Chapman, All Fools, iv. 1.

And yet this Death of mine, I fear.

Will ominmis to her appear.

Cowley, The Mistress, Concealment

=S3m. Omen, Portent, Sign, Presage, Prognostic, Augury,
Foreboding. Omen and portent are the most weighty and
supernatural of these words. Omen and sign are likely to

refer to that which is more immediate, the others to the

more remote. Omen and portent are external ;
presage and

/ore6odin^areintemalandsubjectiye;theothersareeither omiUOUSly (om'i-nus-li), adv. In an ominous
Internal or externaL 5»3n is the most general. ProgmsUc ^a-mg-.'^th significant coincidence ; signifi-
applies to the prophesying of states of health or kinds of manner 'Wini o'S"

Tini-tATitmiRlv
weather, and is the only one of these words that implies a cantly with ill omen

,
portentously.
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ominousness (om'i-nus-nes), n. The property
of being ominous, significant, or portentous.
omissible (o-mis'i-bl), a. [< L. as if *omissi-
bilis, < omittere, pp. omissiis, omit: see omit.']

Capable of being omitted ; not needed ; worthy
of omission.

Public heaps of mere pamphleteer and parliamentary
matter, so attainable elsewhere, often so omiss^le were it
not to be attained. Carlyle, Misc., IV. 71. (Daviee.)

omission (o-mish'on), n. [< F. omission = Sp.
omision = Pg. oniissSo = It. omissione, ommis-
sione, < LL. omissio(n-), an omitting, < L. omit-
tere, -j^T^. omissus, omit: see omit.] 1. The act
of omitting, (a) A neglect or failure to do something
which a person has power to do, or which duty requires
to be done ; the act of pretermitting or passing over.

Omission to do what is necessary
Seals a commission to a blank of danger.

SMk., T. and C, iii. 3. 230.

The most natural division of all offences is into those of
omission and commission. Addison, Freeholder, No. 13.

(5) The act of leaving out : as, the ormssion of a paragraph
in a printed article.

2. _
That which is omitted or left out.

omissive (o-mis'iv), a. [< L. as if *omissivus,
< omittere, pp. omissus, omit: see omit.] Leav-
ing out; neglectful.

The first is an untowardnesse of omission, the second
of commission. The omissive untowardnesse shall lead
the way. Bp. Hall, Sermon to the Lords, Feb. 19, 1629.

omissively (o-mis'iv-Ii), adv. In an omissive
manner; by omission or leaving out.

omit (o-mif), V. t.; pret. and pp. omitted, ppr.
omitting. [= F. omettre = Sp. ormUr = Pg.
omitUr = It. omettere, ommettere, < L. omittere,
let go, let fall, lay aside, neglect, pass over, <
oh, before, by, + mittere, send : see missile. Cf

.

amit^, admit, commit, permit, etc.] 1 . To fail to
use or to do ; neglect ; disregard : as, to omit a
duty ; to omit to look the door.

I will omit no opportunity
That may convey my greetings, love, to thee.

Shak., B,. and J., iii. 6. 49.

Men cannot without Sin onvit the doing those Duties
which their Places do require from them.~

It, Sermons, IDC. x.

A play which nobody would omit seeing that had, or had
not, ever seen It before. Stede, Spectator, No. 358.

3. To fail, forbear, or neglect to mention or
speak of; leave out; say nothing of.

I must not omit that Sir Boger is a justice of the quo-
rum. Steele, Spectator, No. 2.

3. To leave out; forbear or fail to insert or in-
clude: as, to omit an item from a list Compe-
tent and omitted, in Scots law. See competent.

omittance (o-mit'ans), «. [< omit+ -ance.]

Failure or forbearance to do something; omis-
sion ; neglect to do, perform, etc.

Omittajice is no quittance.
Shak., As you Like it, iii. 5. 133.

emitter (o-mit'er), n. One who omits or
neglects.

omium (o'mi-um), TO.; pi. omia (-a). [NL., <

Gr. iiiioq, the shoulder: see humerus.] In en-

tom., the epimeron of the prothorax in Coleop-
tera. Burmeister.

Ommastrephes (o-mas'tre-fez), n. [Nli., irreg.

< Gr. 6fifia, eye (see ommatidium), + arpitjiew,

turn.] A genus of squids, typical of the family
OmmastrephidcE ; the sagittated calamaries.

Ommastrephidse (om-a-stref'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Ommastrephes + -idee.] A family of deca-
cerous eephalopods, typified by the genus Om-
mastrephes, with free arms, lacrymal sinuses,

valviferous siphon, nuchal crests, and clavige-

rous elawless tentacular arms, having four rows
of suckers about the middle of the club.

ommatidial (om-a-tid'i-al), a. [< ommatidium
+ -at] Of or pertaining to the ommatidium.
ommatidium (om-a-tid'i-um), n.; pi. ommatidia
(-a). [NL.,< Gr. o/i/iaTidiov, dim. of o/i/ia (b/i/iar-),

eye, < -v/ 6v, see : see optic] A radial element or
segment of the compound eye of an arthropod.

ommatophore (o-mat'o-for), to. [< NL. ow-
m^tophorus: see ommatdphorous.] InMoUusea,
an eye-stalk; any part, as a tentacle, bearing
an eye or organ of vision. The horns of vari-

ous snails are examples. The ommatophores
of crustaceans are called ophfhalmites.

ommatophorous (om-a-toro-rus), a. [< NL.
ommatophorus, < Gr. i/l'/xa (bfiftar-), eye, + ipipeiv

= E. hear^.] Bearing eyes, as an eye-stalk;

functioning as an ommatophore. See iasom-
matophorous and stylommatophorous.

Ommiad, n. See Omayyad.
omneity, omniety (om-ne'j-ti, om-ni'e-ti), TO.

[< ML. as if *omnieta{t-)s, <! L. omnis, all; see

omnibus.] That which is essentially all; that
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which comprehends all; aUness; the Deity.
Sir T. Browne.
omniactive (om-ni-ak'tiv), a. [< L. omnis, all,

-t- acUvus, active : see aclnme.] Doing all things

;

acting everywhere. [Rare.]

He is everlastingly within creation as its inmost life,

omnipresent and omniactive.

Camtem^forary Bee., XXIII. 29.

omnibus (om'ni-bus), a. and to. [In noun use
(def . 1), < F. omnibus, a vehicle intended ' for
all

' ; < L. omnibus, for all, dat. pi. of omnis, all,

every (> It. ogni, all).] I. a. Including all or
a great number; covering or designed to cover
many different cases or things ; embracing nu-
merous distinct objects: as, an omnibus bill,

clause, or order.

Some of the states, after enumerating a longlist of griev-
ances which may sunder the bond [of marriage], add yet
an omniMiS clause, which places almost unlimited discre-
tion with the judge as to other causes which his judg-
ment may allow. Bibliotheca Sacra, XLV. 42.

Omnibus bUl, in American deliberative assemblies, a bill

embracing several distinct objects ; specifically, the popu-
lar name for the Compromise of 1850, advocated by Henry
Clay. Among the chief provisions were a stringent fugi-
tive-slave law (see fugitive'), the admission of California
as a State, the organization of Utah and New Mexico as
Territories under "squatter sovereignty," a payment to
Texas, and the abolition of the slave-trade in the District
of Columbia. The bill was divided later into separate
bills, and passed by Congress in 1860. In law the phrase
is sometimes applied to a bill of complaint joining all

parties, of varied and adverse interests, in a complex
subject of controversy, which otherwise would require a
multiplicity of actions.— Omnlbus-bOZ, a large box in a
theater, on the same level as the stage, and having com-
munication with it Also called omnibus.

II. TO. 1. A long-bodied four-wheeled vehicle
for carrying passengers, generally between two
fixed stations, the seats being arranged length-
wise, with the entrance at the rear. Omnibuses
were first started in Paris in the reign of Louis XIV., but
were soon discontinued. They were revived in Paris about
1828, and were soon after introduced into London and New
York. Now commonly abbreviated, especially in England,
to busi

So far as can be gathered, most of those who lived in
these suburbs before the days of the omnibus had their
own carriages, and drove to town and home again every
day. W. Besant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 104.

2. In glass-making, a sheet-iron cover for arti-

cles in an annealing-arch, to protect them from
drafts of air. E. M. Knight.— 3. Same as omni-
bus-box.— 4. A man or boy who assists a waiter
in a hotel or restaurant, removes the soiled
dishes, and brings new supplies. New York
Tribune, Feb. 16, 1890. [CoUoq.]
omnicorporeal (om'''ni-k6r-p6're-al), a. [< L.
omnis, all, + corpus (oorpor-)^ body.] Compre-
hending all matter; embracmg aU substance.
[Rare.]
He is both incorporeal and omnicorporeal, for there is

nothing of any body which he is not.

Cudmorth, Intellectual System, p. 347.

omni-erudite (om-ni-er'ij-dit), a. [< L. omnis,
all, -I- eruditus, erudite: see erudite.] Com-
prehending all learning; universally learned.
Southey, The Doctor, xcv.

omniety, «. See omneity.

omnifarious (om-ni-fa'ri-us), a. [< L. omni^
farius, of all sorts, < omnis, all, -I- -farivs : see
bifarious.] Of all varieties, forms, or kinds.

Which brought the confused chaos of cfmnifa/riom atoms
into that orderly compages of the world that now is.

Cudworth, Intellectual System, p. 26.

onmiferous (om-nif'e-rus), a. [< L. omnifer, <
omnis, all, +ferre= '&. bea/r^.] All-bearing

;
pro-

ducing all Mnds.
omni£c (om-nif'ik), a. [<L. omms, a,ll,+ facere,
make.] All-creative.

Silence, ye troubled waves, and thou deep, peace.
Said then the omniftc Word ;

your discord end

!

Milton, P. L., vil. 217.

omniform (om'ni-f6rm), a. [< LL. omniformis, <
L. omreis, all, + /orma, form: see/or»».] Being
of every form, or capable of taking any shape
or figure; pantomorphic; protean; amoebiform.
The omniform essence of God.

Norris, Eeflections on Locke, p. 31.

Thou omnVarm and most mysterious Sea, mother of the
monsters and the gods—whence thine eternal youth?

Harpei'e Mag., LXXVL 780.

omniformity (om-ni-f6r'mi-ti), TO. [< omrdform
+ 4ty.] The quality of being omniform.
The sole truth of which we must again refer to the divine

imagination, in virtue of its omniformity.
Coleridge, The Friend, iL 11.

omnify (<. i li-fl), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. ommfied,

ppr. omni)\ </. [< L. omnis, all, + -ficare, < fa-
cere, make: see -fy.] 1. To enlarge so as to
render universal. [Rare.]

Omnify the disputed point into a tianscendant, and you
may defy the opponent to lay bold of it Cdlaridge.

omnipotently

2t. To make everything of ; account one's all.

S. Ward, Sermons, p. 3.

omnigatherumt (om-ni-gaSH'e-mm), to. [Dog-
Latin: cf. omniumt^gatKerum'.] An omnium-
gatherum; a gathering of all sorts ; a collection

made anyhow. [Rare.]

Peruse his [Greene's] famous bookes, and insteede of

... his professed Poesie, loe a wilde beade, ... an Om-
nigatlierum, a Gay nothing. Q. Harvey, Four Letters.

omnigenous (om-nij'e-nus), a. [< L. omnigenus,

of aU kinds, < omnis, all, + genus, kind: see

-gerums.] Consisting of all kinds. >

omnigraph (om'ni-graf), n. [< L. omnis, all,

-I- Gr. -ypAijiuv, write.] A pantograph. [Rare.1

omnilegent (om-nil'e-jent), a. [< L. omnis, all,

+ ZeflfBTO (*-)«, ppr, of Zepere, read: see legend.]

Beading all tmngs; addicted to much reading.

Buskin.
omniparent (om-nip'a-rent), to. [< L. omnipa-
ren{t-)s, all-produeingi <"omnis, all, +paren(t-)s
tor parien{t-)s,jfpT.otparere, produce: seej)a-

rent] Parent of all. [Rare.]

O Thou all powreful-kind Omniparent,
What holds Thy hands that should defend Thy bead?

Davies, Holy Itoode, p. 12. (Dames.)

omniparient (om-ni-pa'ri-ent), a. [< L. as if

*omniparienit-)s for omniparen(t-)s, all-produ-

cing: see omniparent] Bringing forth or pro-

ducing all things ; all-bearing. [Rare.]

omniparity (om-ni-par'i-ti), TO. [< L. omnis,

all, 4- LL. parita{t-)s, equality: see parity.]

General equality.

omniparous (om-nip'a-rus), a. [< L. as if *om-
niparus, < omnis, all, + parere, produce. Cf.

omniparent, omniparient.] All-bearing; omni-
parient.

oninipatient (om-ni-pa'shent), a. [< L. omnis,

all, + jja<JeTO(*-)«, suffering: seepatient.] Ca-

pable of enduring anything; having unlimited
endurance. Carlyle. [Rare.]

omnipercipiencet (om"ni-p6r-sip'i-ens), to. [<

omniperdpien^t) + -ce.] The state of being om-
nipercipient

;
perception of everything. Dr.

M. More, Antidote against Idolatry, ii.

omnipercipientt (om'''ni-p6r-sip'i-ent), a. [<

L. omnis, all, + percipien(t-)s, perceiving: see

percipient.] Perceiving everything. I)r. S.
More, Antidote against Idolatry, ii.

omnipotence (om-nip'o-tens), to. [= F. omn/ipo-

tence = Sp. Pg. omnipbtenda, < LL. omnipoten-
tia, almightiness, < L. omrdpoteri(t-)s, almighty

:

see OTOTOJpoteTO*.] 1. Almighty power ; infinite

power as an attribute of deity ; hence, God him-
self. This attribute is in theology differentiated from
the abstract idea of omnipotence, understood as capabil-
ity of doing anything whatever (with no limitation from
moral considerations), and Is limited by the holiness of
God, in accordance with which it is impossible for him to
do wrong.

Omnipotence is essentially in God ; it is not distinct from
the essence of God, it is his essence.

Chamock, On the Attributes, II. 21.

Will Omnipoteruie neglect to save
The suffering virtue of the wise and brave? Popa

2. Infinite resource ; unbounded power.
Whatever fortune

Can give or take, love wants not, or despises

;

Or by his own omnipoteTux suppUes.
Sir J. Denham, The Sophy, iv. 1.

omnipotency (om-nip'o-ten-si), TO. [As omnipo-
tence (see -cy).] Same as omnipotence.
omnipotent (om-nip'o-tent), a. [= F. omnipo
tent = Sp. Pg. omnip'otehte = It. onmipotente, <
L. ommpoten{t-)s, almighty, < omnis, all, + po-
ten{t-)s, mighty, ;powerful: see potent.] 1.
Almighty; possessing infinite power; all-pow-
erful: as, the Lord God omTOipofero*; hence, with
the definite article, God. See omnipotence.

As helpe me verray God omnipotent.
Though I right now sholde make my testament

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 423.

Boasting I could subdue
The Omnipotent. MUton, P. L., iv. 86.

2. Of indefinite or great power; possessing
powervirtually absolute within a certain sphere
of action; irresistible.— Sf. Having the power
to do anything; hence (humorously), capable
of anything; utter; arrant.

This is the most oTnnipotent villain that ever cried
"Stand" to a true man. SkaJc., 1 Hen. IV., L 2. 12L
A payre of Swissers omn^otent galeaze breeches.

Nash, Haue with you to Saffron-Walden.

in pleading, and that executions in such oases shall not
be stayed except upon recognizance : so called because of
the far-reaching powers of amendment it gave the courts.
omnipotently (om-nip'o-tent-li), adv. In an
omnipotent manner; with." almighty power;
with unlimited power.



onmlpresence

omnipresence (om-ni-prez'ens), ». [= Sp. om-
nipreseneia = It. onnipresema, < ML. "omni-
prcesentia, < omnipr€Bsen(,t-)s, omnipresent: see
omnipresent.'] The qnality of being omnipres-
ent

; presence in all places simnltaneously ; un-
bounded or universal presence. In theolog;, the
doctrine of Ood's omnipresence is the doctrine tSxi, the
Deity is essentially present everywhere and in all things,
as opposed on the one hand to the pantheism which iden-
tifies him with all things, and on the other to the notion
which limits him to localities.

His omnipresence fills

land, sea, and air. MOton, P. L., iL 336.

omnipresencyt (om-ni-prez'en-si), n. [As »m-
nipresence (see -cy).] Same as omnipresent.
Dr. H. More, Antidote against Atheism, App.,
iii.

onmipreseilt (om-ni-prez'ent), a. [< Atli. om-
nipriBsen(t-)s, present everywhere, < L. omnis,
aH, + prcesen(t-)s, present: see present.] Pres-
ent in all places at the same time ; everywhere
present.

The sonl is not onm^esent in its body, ss we conceive
God to be in the universe.

LoUe, Hicrocosmns (trans.), L 297.

omnipresential (om^ni-prf-zen'shal), a. [<
omnipresence (ML. *omnipr(^entia) + wii.] Im-
plying universal presence. South. [Bare.]
omnipreTalent (om-ni-prev'a-lent), a. [< L.
ontnts, all, +jM-<Bi;a?en(<-)s, prevalent: aeepreva^
lent.'] 1. Prevalent everywhere.— 2. All-pre-
vaUmg

;
predominant ; of wide influence. Ful-

ler, Worthies, Surrey, m. 210
onmiregencyt (om-ni-re'jen-si), n. [< L. omnis,

, + Mil. regenUa, government : see regency.']aU,
Government over sjl; universal dominion. Bp
Racket, Abp. Williams, i. 38.

OIimiscieilce(om-nish'ens),n. [=F. omniscience
= Sp. Pg. omnisciencid= It. onnisciema, < ML.
omniscientia, aU-knowledge, < omniscien(t-)s,

all-knowing: see omniscient.] 1. Infinite know-
ledge ; the quality or attribute of fully knowing
all things: an attribute of (^d.
It was an instance of the Divine omnitdenee, who conld

pronounceconcerning accidents at distance, as ifthey were
present Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), L 300.

Hence—2. Very wide or comprehensive know-
ledge ; a knowledge of everything.
omnisciencyt (om-nish'en-si), n. [As omnis-
cience (see -cy).] Same as omniscience.

Onuuscient (om-nish'ent), o. [= P. omniscient
= Sp. Pg. omnisdentej <. ML. omniscien{t-)s, all-

knowing, < L. omnis, all, + seien{t-)s, Imowing:
see seient, science.] All-knowing; possessing
knowledge of all things ; having infinite or uni-
versal knowledge: as, GcoA. only is omniscient.

Whatsoever is known is some way present; and that
which is present cannot but be known by him who is om-
niseUnt. South.

onmisciently (om-nish'ent-li), adv. By orwith
omniscience ; as one possessing omniscience.

onmiscioilSt (om-nish'us), a. [= Sp. It. om-
niscio, < LL. omniscius, all-knowing, < L. omnis,
all, + scire, know: see science.] AJl-knowing;
omniscient.

I dare not pronounce him ommadous, that being an at-

tribute individually proper to the Godhead.
HaieaiU, Apology.

omnispectiTef (om-ni-spek'tiv), a. [< L. omnis,
all, + specere, pp. speetus, see: see spectacle.]

Able to see aU things; beholding everything.
Boyse, The Only Wish.

Omnlsufficieilt (om'ni-su-fish'ent), a. [<L. on:-

nis, all, -I- suffieten(t-)s, sufficient: see stt^cieni.]

All-sufficient. [Bare.]

One, alone and omnigufficienL
J. BraOfori, Works (Parker Soc, 1853X II. 277.

nun-ninm (om'ni-um), n. [L., of aU, gen. pi. of
omnis, all: see omrMus.] 1. On the Stock Ex-
change, the aggregate value of the different

stocks in which a loan is funded. M'CuUoch.—
2. A piece of furniture with open shelves for

receiving ornamental articles, etc.— 3. That
which occupies the thoughts to the exclusion
of all else.

Uy only wish at present, my omnium, as I may call it.

Colman, Clandestine Marriage, iv.

Qmninm-gathemm (om'ni-nm-gasH'e-rum), n.

[Dog-Iiatin, ' a gathering or coUection of every-

thing': L. omnium, of everything, of all things

(see omnium) ;
gatherum, a feigned noun of L.

form, < E. gather. Cf. omnigatherum.] A mis-
cellaneous coUection of things or persons; a
confused mixture or medley. [CoUoq.]

omnivagant (om-niv'a-gant), a. [< L. omnis,

all, + vagan{t-)s, ppr! of vagari, wander: see

vagrant. Gt. L. omnivagus, < omnis, all, + va-

4107
j/ari,wander.] Wandering anywhere and every-
where. [Bare.]
omnivalencet (om-niv'a-lens), n. [< L. omnira-
len{U)s + -ce.] Omnipotence. Davies, Summa
TotaUs (1560-1618), p. 17.

omuiyalentf (om-niv'a-lent), a. [< L. omnis,
all, + valen(t-)s, ppr. of valere, be strong: see
valid.] All-powerful; omnipotent. Davies,
Holy Boode, p. 12.

omnivideiice (om-niv'i-dens), n. [< L. omnis,
aU, + viden(t-)s, ppr. of videre, see : see vision.]

The faculty of seeing everything, or of perceiv-
ing all things.

Its high and lofty claims of omniscience^ omnmdenee,
etc. A. T. Schofidd, Another World (1888X p. 81-

ommTidency (om-niv'i-den-si), n. [As omnioi-
denee (see -ey).] Same as omnividence. Fuller,

Worthies, x.

Onmivora (om-niv'o-ra), n. pi. [Nil., neut. pi.

of L. om«»eoru«, all-devouring: see omnivorous.]
In Tnammal., the non-ruminant or omnivorous
artiodactyl ungulate quadrupeds, as pigs and
hippopotamuses ; a division otArtiodactyla con-
trasting with Pecora or Buminantia. They have
the stomach imperfectly septate, the molar teeth tuber-
culiferous, and ttie lower canines difierentiated, often de-
veloped as tnsks. The odontoid process of the axis is

conicsL There are 4 families of living Omnivora, namely
Hippopotamidae, Pluuoehaaridix, Smda, and Dicatylida.

onmivorous (om-niv'o-rus), a. [< L. omnivo-
rus, all-devouring, < omnis, aU, + vorare, de-
vour.] All-devouring; eating food of every
kind indiscriminately ; specifically, of or per-
taining to the Omnivora: as, omnivorous ani-
mals: often used figuratively: as, an omnivo-
rous reader.

onmivorousness (om-niv'o-ms-nes), n. The
habit or character of being omnivorous.
omoliyoid (6-mo -hi 'old), a. and n. [< 6r.
ofioQ, the shoulder, -t- E. hyoid.] I. a. Per-
taining to the shoulder-blade or scapula and to
the lingual or hyoid bone ; omohyoidean.
n. n . The omohyoid muscle. In man the omo-

hyoid is a slender ribbon-like muscle which arises from
the upper border of the scapula at the suprascapular
notch, and is inserted into the body of the hyoid bone. It
is a digsstric muscle, having two fleshy bellies with an in-
tervening tendon, which is bonnd down by an aponeurotic
loop. The musde passes obliquely downward and out-
ward on the front and side of Uie neck, and is an impor-
tant sni^cal landmark. It divides the anterior surgical
triangle of the neck into a superior and inferior carotid
triangle, in either of which tiie carotid artery may be
reached; and after emerging from beneath ihe stemo-
mastoid muscle it similar^ divides the posterior triangle
into the suboccipital and supraclavicular triangles. See
first cut under musde.

omohyoidean (o'mo-hl-oi'df-an), a. [< omohy-
oid + -e-an.] Same as omohyoid.

omohyoidetis (o'mo-hi-oi'df-us), n.; pi. omo-
hyoidei (-i). Same as omohyoid.
omoidenm (o-moi'de-um), n.

;
pi. omoidea (-a).

[NL., < Gt. ^fiog, the shoulder, + tlioc, form.]
The true pterygoid bone of the skull of a bird,

articulated behind with the quadrate and in
front with the palate-bone: so called by some
writers, who erroneously name a descending
process of the palate pterygoid process. See
pterygoid.

omophagia (6-mo-fa'ji-a), »!. [NL., < (Jr. u/n5f,

raw, -t- (payelv, eat.] Tie eating of raw food,
especially raw flesh.

omophagic (o-mo-faj'ik), a. [< omophagia +
-ie.] Of or pertaining to omophagia

;
practis-

ing omophagia.
omophagons (o-mof'a-gus), a. [< omophagia +
-ous.] Omopliagi<J.

omophagns (o-mof'a-gus), n. [NL., < 6r. afiig,

raw, -1- ipayelv, eat.] One who eats raw food.

omophorion (o-mo-fo'ri-on), n.
;
pi. omophoria

(-a). [ML. omophorium; < MGr. afto66pcov (see
def.), < Gr. afio(, the shoulder, + ijiipeiv = E.
6eari.] In the ffr.Cft., a vestment correspond-
ing to the Latin pallium, but broader, and tied
about the neck in a knot. It is worn above the
phenolion by bishops and patriarchs during the celebra-
tion of the Utnrgy or eucharist. See paBl and rnafon.

omoplate (o'mo-plat), n. [= F. omoplate= Sp.
Pg. omoplato, < &r. a/ioTrXini, the shoulder-blade,
< a/iog, shoulder, + ffAd-r^, the flat surface of a
body: see pla^, plate.] The shoulder-blade
or scapula.

There is an ailing in this omoplate
May clip my speech all too abruptly clos^
Wluttever l^e good-will in me.

Brotming, Eing and Book, I. 205.

omoplatoscopy (6-mo-pla'to-sk6-pi), n. [< Gr.
a/urKMn/, the shoulder-blade, + -anoTria, < ctko-

veiv, view.] A kind of divination by means
of the scapula or shoulder-blade. Also called
scapulimancy.

omphalic

omostegite (o-mos'te-jit), n. [< Gr. ouo(, th«
shoulder, + ariyoc, roof.] That part of the cara-
pace of a crustacean which covers the thorax

;

a posterior division of the carapace, in any way
distinguished from the anterior division or
cephalostegite. See cuts under Daphnia and
Apus.
omostemal (6-mo-ster'nal), a. [< omostemum
+ -al.] Of or pertaining to the omostemum.
omostemnm (o-mo-ster'num), n.

;
pi. omoster-

na (-na). [NL., '< Gr. a/iog, the shoulder, +
aripvov, the chest.] A median ossification de-

al'**
sternum (St) and Pectoral Arch of Fzog, fiom above (cartilaginous

parts dottedX^owingo-r/,the omastemum,and:r.j/,thexiphi5teniuin;
s^c, right suprascapula (the left removed to show sc, scapula ; ^.sc.
pTescapularprocess;W, glenoid; fr.coiacoid; ^.cr.epicotacoid; cr./",

coracoid fbntanelle, Doiinded in front by a bar, the pracoracoid, bear-
ing the clavicle).

veloped in connection with the coracoseapular
cartilages of a batrachian, supposed to repre-
sent the interelavicle of some other animals.
See also cut under interelavicle.

Omothyroid (6-mo-thi'roid), n. [< Gr. <5/«)f, the
shoulder, + E. thyroid.] An anomalous slip

from the omohyoid muscle to the superior
comu of the thyroid cartilage.

omotocia (6-m6-t6'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr. iifioroida,

miscarriage, ( a/i^, raw, immature, -1- -roida, <
tIktuv, TCKciv, bring forth.] In med., abortion.

omphacine (om'fa-sin), a. [< Gr. biupdjavoQ,

made of unripe ^apes, < 5//^af, unripe fruit.]

Pertaining to or expressed from unripe fruit.
—Omphacme oil, a viscous brown juice extracted from
green olives.

omphacite (om'fa-eSt), n. [< Gr. 6fuj>aidr^g, of
unripe fmit (applied to wine made of unripe
grapes), < o/i^of {b/upaK-), unripe fruit : see om-
phacine.] A leek-green mineral related to py-
roxene : it occurs in the garnet rock called eclo-

gite. Also written omphazite.

omphacomelf (om-fak'o-mel), n. [< LL. ompha-
comel, < Gr. b/i6aK6iieXi,' a drink made of unripe
grapes and honey, < b/upa^, unripe fruit, -I- /i^,
honey.] A syrup made of the juice of unripe
grapes and honey.
To make omphacomel [ME. honey-OT^aie] : take six pints

of half-ripe grapes and two of honey well pounded, and
leave it forty days under the beams of the sun.

PaOadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 178, note,

Omphalaria (om-fa-la'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gr. 6/j-

ijxi^bg, the navel: see omphalos.] A genus of
gymnocarpous lichens with a fruticulose or fo-
naceous thallus, which is attached to the sub-
stratum at only one point, small subglobose
apothecia more or less immersed in the thallus,

and simple, decolorate, ellipsoid spores.

Omphalariese (om'fa-la-ri'f-e), n. pi. [NL., <
Omphalaria + -em.] A division of gymnocar-
pous lichens, typified by the genus Cmphalaria.
Omphalariei (om'fa-la-ri'f-i), n. pi. [NL., <

Omphalaria +-ie».] Same as Omphalarieee.

omphalarieine (om*fa-la-ri'e-in), a. [< Om-
phalariew + -ine^.] In' J>ot'., belonging to or
resembling the Omphalarieee, or the genus Om-
phalaria.

Omphalea (om-fa'le-a), n. [NL. (Linnseus,

1767), so called from the form of the anthers

;

< Gr. b/i^idXdc, the navel: see omphalos.] A
genus of climbing shrubs, or less often diffuse

trees, of the order Euphorhiaeem,^e tribe Oro-

tonem, and the subtribe Hippomaneoe. it is char-
acterized by the male flowers having two or three stamens
and four or five broad imbricated sepals. There are 8 spe-

cies, one in Madagascar, the others in tropical America-
Tbeybearlarge alternate leaves, and panicles ofmoncecious
Sowers composed of little cymose clustei& See edbnutand
pignut.

omphalelcosis (om'fa-lel-ko'sis), n. [NL., <
Gr. b/iijxMg, the navel, -1- e^jeuccg, ulceration.]

Inpathol., ulceration of the umbilicus.

omphalic (om-fal'ik), a. [< Gr. oiupdhKoq, < b/i-

<t>al6(, the navel : see omphalos.] Pertaining to
the navel; umbilical.



omphalitis

omphalitis (om-fa-li'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. o/ubaX6c,

the navel, + -itis.'] Jjapathol., inflammation of
the umbilicus.

omphalocele (om'fa-ia-sel), n. [< Gr. i/n^Us,
the navel, + k^Mi, tumor.] In pathol., a rup-
ture at the navel ; umbilical hernia.
omphalode (om'fa-16d), n. [= F. omphalocle, <
Gr. dii(pa)i66jic, oonlr. of o//4aAJ}et6^g, like the na-
vel: see omphaloid.'] 1. The omphalos, umbil-
ious, or navel.—2. In bot., same as omphalo-
dium.
Omphalode8(om-fa-16'dez),m. [NL. (Moench,
1794^% so called from the shape of the seed; <
Gr. o^upaXouS^g, like the navel: see omphaloid.']
A genus of dicotyledonous plants of the gamo-
petalous order Boragmece, the tribe Boragece,
and the subtribe Cynoglossece, known by the
depressed, divergent, puckered, or bladdery
nutlets. There are aboat 16 species, natives of Europe,
Asia, and northern Africa. They are weak annual or pe-
rennial herbs, with long-stalked radical leaves and loose
racemes of white or blue flowers. See navdumt, 2, Uve-
eyed Mary (under hlue-eyed), and cree^ng /orgelr'me-iwl
(under fargeli^im-wX).

omphalodic (om-fa-lod'ik), a. [< omphalode +
-ic] Omphalic; umbilical.

omphalodiam(oin-fa-ld'di-um),7i.; pi. omphalo-
dia (-a). [NL., <Qt. b/tj/a^dr/Q, like the navel:
see omphalode.i In hot,, a mark on the hilum
of a seed through which vessels pass to the cha-
laza or raphe. Ctray.

omphaloid (om'far-loid), a. [< Gr. o/jtjiaTixiEid^c,

eoutr. b/Kl>aM)67i;, like the navel, like a boss, <

bful>aMg, navel, boss, -t- elSog, form.] In bot, re-

sembling the navel.

omphalomancy (om'fa-lo-man-si), n. [< Gr.
b/i<j)aMg, the navel, + imvreia, divination.] Divi-
nation by means of the number of knots in the
navel-string of a child—a fancied indication
as to how many more children its mother will

have. DungUson.
omphalomesaraic (om''''fa-lo-mes-a-ra'ik), a.

[< Gr. b/iij)aX6g, the navel, + /ieadpaiov, the mes-
entery: see mesaraic.'] In embryol., pertaining
to the navel and the mesentery. The term is ap-
plied to the first developed blood-vessels, which pass from
the umbilical vesicle through the umbilicus into the body
of the embryo, and are both venous and arterial, the for-

mer bringing blood from the vesicle, the latter carrying
blood to the vesicle. Also vmphalomeieraic. Hux^,
Anat. Vert., p. 82. See cuts under embryo aaiprotoverte-
bra.

omphalomesenteric (om"fa-16-mez-en-ter'ik),
a. [< Gr. b/KpaUg, the navel, -I- fieaevripun), the
mesentery: aee mesenteric.'] Saxae aa omphalo-
mesaraic.

omphalophlebitis (om"fa-lo-fle-bi'tis), n.

[NL., < Gr. b/ifaUg, the navel, '+ -iMf (^Ae/3-), a
vein, -I- -itis. Cf. phlebitis.'] Inflammation of

the umbilical vein.

Omphalopsychite, Omphalopsychos (om'^fa-

lop-si'Mt, -kos), re. [< Gr. b/i<paMg, the navel, 4-

fvxp, soul, spirit. ] One of abody of monks who
believed liiat deep contemplation of the navel
induced communion with God: same as Hesy-
chast.

omphaloptert (om-fa-lop't6r), re. [< Gr. b/i^a-

U;, the navel, -I- onr^p, a viewer, one who
looks, < V Off, see : see optic.] An optical glass

that is convex on both sides ; a double-convex
lens.

omphaloptict (om-fa-lop'tik), n. [< Gr. bu^Ug,
the navel, + bnnw6g','ot seeing: see opUc] Same
as omphalopter.

omphalorrhagia (om*fa-lo-ra'ji-a), re. [NL., <

Gr. b/iipa7i6g, the navel, -1- -p'ayia, < JyTfyvvvai, break,

burst.] Hemorrhage from the navel, particu-

larly in new-born children. DungUson.

omphalos (om'fa-los), re. [LL., < Gr. bjitpaldg,

the navel, = L."*mtoWms, in derived adj. form
as a noun, wmbilicus, the navel : see na/uel, um-
bilicus.] 1. The navel or umbilicus.— 2. In
Gr. archcBol.: (a) A central boss, as on a shield,

a bowl, etc. (6) A sacred stone in the temple
of Apollo at Delphi, believed by the Greeks to

mark the "navel" or exact center-point of the

earth. Extant representations show it as a stone of a
conical shape, often covered with a kind of network
called agrerum, similar in character to the sacred garment
so called, or wreathed with votive fillets. The Delphic

or Pythian Apollo is often represented as seated on the

omphalos, in his chief sanctuary, and statues have been
found the feet of which rest on atruncated omphalos. See
cut in next column.

omphalotomy (om-fa-lot'o-mi), re.
_
[< Gr. o/i-

ipaAoTO/iia, also oiupaXrjTOfua, the cutting of the

navel-string, < ofuliaTioTo/iog, cutting the navel-

string, < bf^aidg, the navel, + Tifiveiy,_ rafulv,

cut.] In surg., the operation of dividing the

navel-string.

omphazite (om'fa-at), n. See ompliacite.
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The Pythian Apollo, seated on the Omphalos ornamented with Fillets.
(From a Greek red-figured vase.)

ompok (om'pok), re. [Native name.] A silu-

roid fish, Callichrous Mmaculatus, of Java, Su-
matra, and Borneo, of an elongated form, with
the eye behind and partly below the cleft of

the mouth, four barbels_, a very short dorsal fin,

and no adipose fin. It is marked by a blacMsh
blotch on each side above the pectoral and re-

mote from the head.

Omus (6'mus), re. [NL. (Eschscholtz, 1829), <

Gr. i>/i6g, raw, cruel.] A peculiar genus of tiger-

beetles or CicmdeltdcB, having the elytra nar-
rowly inflexed, the thorax distinctly margined,
and the last two joints of the maxillary palpi
SU oequal. It is allied to Amilyehila, and is found on
the Pacific coast of. the United States. Kine species are
known.

on^ (on), prep, and adv. [< ME. ore, also are (rare

except in comp., and in the earliest ME.), also

reduced a, o (see aS, o*), < AS. on, rarely an =
OS. are = OFries. an= MD. aen, D. aan= MLG.
LG. an = OHG. ana, MHG. ane, an, G. an =
loel. a = Sw. d = ODan. aa (in Dan. paa for
*up-aa = E. up-on) = Goth, ama, on, upon, =
Gr. av&, up, upon, etc. (see ana-), = OBulg. na
= Buss, na = Ir. ana, awn, an = Skt. anu, along,
over, toward, on, in; closely related to in (=
Gr. £v, etc.): see vnX, in^. Cf. ok-1. The word
had in AS. a wider use than in E., being to a
great extent commonly used for both 'on' and
'in.' Hence, in comp., Mpore and o»fo2.] I.jjrep.

1 . As used of place or position with regard to

the upper and external part of something: (o)

In a position above and in contact with : used before a
word of place indicating a thing upon which another thing
rests, or is made to rest : as, the book an the table ; the
stamp on a coin ; moonlight on a lake.

Whan he com be-fore the castell yate he stynte, and
saugh the squyres a-bove on the walles.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 296.

I looked, and behold a pale horse: and his name that
sat on him waa Death. Rev. vL 8.

Sigh no more, ladies, sigh no more.
Men were deceivers ever;

One foot in sea, and one on shore

;

To one thing constant never.
Shak., Much Ado, ii 3. 66.

He sat quietly, in a summer's evening, on a bank a-flsh-

ing. 1. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 68.

Deep 071 the convent-roof the snows
Are sparkling to the moon.

Tennyson, St. Agnes' Eve.

(b) In such a position as to be supported, upheld, or borne
by; with the support of ; by means of: as, to go on wheels,
on runners, or on all fours ; to hang on a nail.

On these two commandments hang all the law and the
prophets. Mat. xxii. 40.

My sire denied in vain : on foot 1 fled

Amidst our chariots ; for the goddess led.

Pope, Iliad, xl. 856.

My joy was in the wilderness, ... to plunge
Into the torrent, and to roll along
On the swift whirl of the new breaking wave.

Byron, Manfred, IL 2.

(e) Noting the goal or terminal point to which some mo-
tion or action expressed by an intransitive verb is or has
been directed and in which it rests : as, to dote on her
child; to look on his face; to insist on a settlement ; tore-
solve on a course of action ; to live on an income ; to dwell
on a subject.

"Lewed lorel 1 " quod Heres, "litel lokestow on the Bible,

On Salomones sawes selden thow biholdest."
Piers Plowman (B), vii. 187.

Thy eyes have here on greater glories gazed,

And notbeen frighted.

B. Jonsan, Prince Henry's Barriers.

The foray of old Muley Abul Hassan had touched the
pride of the Andalusian chivalry, and they determined on
retaliation. Irving, Granada, p. 83.

(d) Nothig the object to, for, or against which, or by virtue

or on the strength of which, some action or operation Is

directed, performed, or carried out : as, to spend money on

on

finery ; to have compassion on the poor ; to prove a charge

on (ttiat is, against) a man ; to bet on one's success ; lo

make war on Russia.

And the kynge somowned his oste, and eeide he wolde

go with hem on his enmyes. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i, iw.

Therefore, fasten your ear on my advlslngs.
Shak., M. for M., iit 1. 203.

Never was It heard in all our Story that Pailament made
Warr aa thlr Kings, but an thir Tyrants.

Mtttion, Eikonoklastes, xix.

If it should be proved on him, he is no longer a brother

of mine. SherUan, School for Scandal, iv. 3.

Sir Lancelot went ambassador, at first.

To fetch her, and ... she took him tor the King

;

So flxt her fancy on him.
Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

(«) About; concerning; in regard to; on the subject of;

as. Pope's "Essay on Criticism"; a sermon on Death; to

agree an a plan of operations ; to tell tales on a person.

Ech man complayned on Oaffr^ by name.
Brnn. 0/ Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3435.

Thow thynkest full Iltyll on thi moders grete sorowe,

that this weke for the shall he brente.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), 1 16.

Unstain'd thoughts do seldom dream on evIL
Shak., Lucrece, 1. 87.

I had nothing to detain me when I had finished the

business I went on. Sheridan, The Rivals, ii. 1.

The silent colony . . .

Thought on all her evil tyrannies.
Tennyson, Boadicea.

(f) Noting the instrument with or by which some action

is performed : as, to play on the piano ; to swear on the
Bible.

I'll be sworn on a book she loves you.
Sfta*., M. W. of W., L 4. 166.

A large bason of silver gUt, with water in It boiled on
sweet herbs, being held under the feet of the priest.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. 1. 18.

Love took up the harp of Life, and smote on all the chords
with might. Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

(g) Noting the ground, basis, motive, method, reason, or
reliance of or for some action : as, an certain terms or con-

ditions; on a promise of secrecy; on purpose; on parol;

hence, as used in asseverations and oaths, by ; as, on the
word of a gentleman ; on my honor.

Hold, or thou hat'st my peace ! give me the dagger;
On your obedience and your love, deliver it

!

Fletcher, Double Marriage, v. 2.

"For on my word," said Cragievar,
"He had no good will at me."
Bonny John Seton (Child's Ballads, VII. 238).

Warfare was conducted on peculiar principles in Italy.

Preseott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 1.

Admission was to be had only on special invitation uf

the members of the club,

C. D. Waimer, Roundabout Journey, xix,

(A) In hetiing, in support of the chances of ; on the side of

.

as, I bet on the red against the black. Hence, to be on, to

have made a bet or bets ; to he uiell on, to have laid bets so

as to stand a good chance of winning.

2. As used of position with reference to ex-

ternal surface or to surface in general : (a) In a
position so as to cover, overlie, or overspread : as, the shoes
on one's feet; bread with butter on both sides.

She saw the casque
Of Laiu:elot on the walL

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

(&) Fastened to or suspended from : as, he wears a seal on
his watch-chain.

NalUed hym with thre nailles naked on the rode.
Piers Plowman (B), xvilL 51,

(c) In a position of being attached to or forming part of

:

as, he was on the staff or an the committee.

You can't have been on the " Morning Chronicle " for no-
thing. Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, 1. 239.

3. As used of relative position: (a) In a position
at, near, or adjacent to: indicating situation or position,
withoutimplying contact or support: as, on the other side;
onBroadway; on the coast of Maine; hence, very near to

;

so as to attain, reach, or arrive at : expressing near ap-

proach or contact: as, to verge on presumption; to be on
the point of yielding.

And that was at midnight tide,

The worlde stiUe on euery side.

Oower, Conf. Amant, v.

Now they are almost on him. Shak., J. C, v. 8. 30.

Egad, you'll think a hundred times that she is on the
point of coming in. Sheridan, The Critic, Ii. 2.

On one side lay the Ocean, and an one
Lay a great water, and the moon was full.

Tennyson, Morte d'Arthur.

(fi) In the precise direction of ; exactly conforming to or
agreeing with : as, on the line ; on the bull's eye ; on the
key(inmusic). (o) To; toward; in the general direction of.

Philip had with his folke faren on Greece,
And taken tresure ynough in townes full riche.

Alisaunder of Macedoine (E, E. T. S.), 1. 1204.

On Thursday at night I will charge on the Eaat.
Copt. John Snath, True Travels, L a

To ask
Which way the nearest coast of darkness lies.

Bordering on light, MUton, P. L,, IL 96».

Philip's dwelling fronted on the street;
The latest house to landward,

Tennyson, Enoch Arder
((f) After: with follow.

Theire fos on hom folowet, fell horn full thicke.
Deitruction of Troy (E, E. T. S,), 1. 104511



on
klUithaving given a more full acconnt, he [Strabo] men-

ttons the OTeithiow ol Sodom, and other citiea, and the
oondltton of the coontty that/oOoued on it

Poeoeka, Description ol the East^ H. L 36.

(fl) After and in consequence of ; from, as a cause : aai on
this we separated.

In his Inward mind he doth debate
What following sorrow may on this arise.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 18&
Some of the chief made a motion to join some here in a

way of tzade at the same river ; on which a meeting was
appointed to treat concerning Uie same matter.

ir. Morton, >ew England's Memorial, p. 171.

1 heard behind me something li^e a person breathing,
on which 1 tnmed about, and . . . saw a man standing
just over me. Bruce, Sonrce of the Nile, I. 243.

(/) At the time of : expressing occurrence in time : as, he
arrived on Wednesday ; on the evening before the battle

;

on public occasions.

Whan sche seij here so sek sche seide on a time.
Waiiam qf Paleme (E.S. T.S.),!. sao.

I saw him and his wife coming from ooort, where Mrs.
Claypole was presented to her Majesty on her marTlag&

Thaclieray, Yiiginians, Ixxxiii.

The good king gave order to let blow
His horns for honting on the morrow morn.

Tamyum, Geraint.

4. In addition to: as, heaps on heaps; loss on
loss.

Suin upon ruin, root on ront.
MUton, P. L., a 995.

Mischiefs on mischieb, greater still and more

!

The neighbouring plain with arms is covered o'er.

I>ryden, Aurengzebe, i 1.

What have I done to all yon people that not one of yon
has darkened my door in weeks on weeks?

Heaper's Mag., LXXVIIL 894.

5. In, to, or into a state or condition of: as,
ale on tap (that is, ready to he drawn) ; to set
a honse on fire ; all on a heap (that is, heaped
up). Compare asleep, afire, etc., where a- was
originally on.

David, after he had served his own generation by the
wfll of God, fell on sleep. Acts xiiL 36.

The lame of night when Troy was set on Qie.
Shale, 2 Hen. VL, L 4. 20.

He with two others and the two Indians . . . went on
shor& . . . and when they were on sleep in the night, they
killed them. Winthrop, Hist New England, L 176.

Duenna. When 1 saw yoo, 1 was never more struck in
my life.

Isaac. That was jnstmy case too, madam : I was struck
all on a heap, for my part. Sheridan, The Duenna, iL 2.

The vilest transactions on record . . . have had de-
fenders. E. Spencer.

6. In the act or process of ; occupied with: as,

on the march ; on duty ; on one's guard. Com-
pare a-fishing, a-hunting, where a- was origi-
nally on.

On hnntyng be they riden roiaUy.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 829.

Being at the Dutch plantation, iu the fore x>art of this
year, a certain bark of Plimonth being there likewise on
trading, he keptcompany with the Dutch Govemour.

A. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 176.

It is Love that sets them both [imagination and mem-
ory] on work, and may be said to be the highest Sphere
whence they receive tiieir Motion.

SoieeU, Letters, I. L 9.

I mean that they are aU gone on pilgrimage, both the
good Woman and her four boys.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Pn^ress, p. 23a
De Yargas was on the watch. Irving, Granada, p. 78.

[On is used thus in innumerable phrases of an adjectival
(or rather participial) or adverbial nature. The former
can be represented by one of the participles of a verb cor-
responding in meaning to the noun governed : ttins, on
the watch (watching), on the march (marching), on fire
(burning; UndledX onone's guard (guardedX on record (re-
corded). For the latter an existing adverb may often be
substidxted : as, on a sudden (suddenly^ on an impulse
(impulsivelyX etc]

7t. In; into: in various uses now generally ex-
pressed by «» or into : as, to break on pieces ; to
cleave on two parts ; to read or write on book.

What lyffe is this, lady, to lede on this wise?
Destruction (if Tr^(E.E.T. S.),!. 3289.

Thou art letfred a litel ; who lemed the on boke?
Pfere Plowman (B), viL 131.

And aftyre the prechynge on presence of lorde^
The kyng in his coucelle carpys thes wordes.

jror(e.<lr(Atm(E.£.T.S.XL 639.

" Alias ! myne hede wdle dene on thre I

"

Thus seyth another certayne.
POgrifn^ Sea-Voyage (E. E. T. S.), L 55.

Wee found one [Armenian] sitting in the midst of the
congregation, . . . reading on a Bible in the Chaldean
tongue. Sandys, Travailes, p. 96.

The proud Parnassian sneer.

The conscious simper, and the jealous leer,

MjT on his look. P«pe, Dunciad, iL 7.

8t. Over.

By hym I reyned on the people and by the I haue loste

my royame. HAy Rood (B. E. T. S.X p. 158.

9. To.
Be soche a maner that alle maltalent be pardoned on

bothe partyes. Merlin (E. E. T. S.X iii. 500.
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I was manied on the elder sister.

And you on the youngest of a' the three.

Jamie Teifer (Child's BaUads, VL 109).

["Harried on" is still common colloquially in Scotland.]

lOt. At.
Castor with his company come next after,

Pollux with his pupull pursu on the laste.

Detbruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.X 1. 115a

And where that thow alepest on nyght, loke that thow
have lyght. MeHin (E. E. T. S.), L 8.

All this to be doon on ye Costs and charge of the seid

. Gyide. Bngfith GOdt (K. K T. S.), p. 191.

lit. With.
He seig a child straugt ther-on stremynge on blode.

Joseph of Arimathie (K £. T. S.^ p. 18.

He macchit hym to Menelay, & met on the kyng,
Wonndit hym wickedly in his wale face,
And gird hym to ground of his grete horse.

DestrueSon of Troy (E.^T.S.\LSS88.
12t. For.

O sister dear, come to the door.
Your cow is lowin on yon.

The Trumpeter (^ Pyvie (Child's Ballads, IL 204).

13t. From.
Thus has thou bet in thl behest^
Tharfor sum grace on Uie I crafe.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. JEtimivall), p. 104.

14t. By.
Anon the Son gothe to the Prest of here Law, and

preyethe him to aske the Tdole, zif his Fadire or Modre or
Freud schalle dye on that evylle or non.

MandemOe, Travels, p. 201.

If it beon all men beforehand resolved on, to buHdmean
houses, y« Gove* laboure is spared.
Cuxhman, quoted in Bradford'sPlymouth Plantation, p. 52.

1 5. Of. [Obsolete or vulgar.]
He was

The ivy which had hid my princely trunk.
And suck'd my verdure out on %

Shale, Tempest, L 2. 87.

A man that were laid on his death-bed
Wold open his eyes on her to have sight.

BaSad qf King Arthur (Cliild's BaUads, 1. 236).

There went this yeere, by the Companies records, 11.

ships and 1216. persons to be thus disposed on.
Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, IL 4a

If thou hast fonnd an honie-combe.
Bate thou not all, but taste on some.

Serrick, The Hony-comb&
Onhoard, end, fire,hand, high, etc. Seeboard, end,fire,
etc., and aboard^, an-end, afire, etc—On the alert, bias,
cards, jump, move, nkH, road, sly, way, wing, etc.

See the nouns. =Syn. On, Upon. Thesewordsareinmany
uses identical in force, but upon is by origin (up + on) and
in use more distinctly e^ressive of motion to the object
from sbove or from the side. On has the same force, but
is so widely used in other ways, and so often expresses
mere rest, tjiat it is feltby careful writers to be inadequate
to the nses for which upon is preferred.

H. adv. 1 . In or into a position in contact
with and supported by the top or upper part of
something; up: as,keepyourhatony he stopped
a street-car, and got on.

Pisanio might have kill'd thee at the hearty
And left tbis head on. Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 2. 323,

2. In or into place, as a garment or other cover-
ing, or an ornament : as, to pullon one's clothes

;

to put on one's boots ; to try on a hat.

Put on the whole armom- of God. Eph. vi 11.

wratbfally he left the bed.
And wrathfully his claes on did.

Cospatrick (Child's Ballads, 1. 154),

Stiff in Brocade, and pinch'd in Stays,

Her Patches, Painty and Jewels on.

Prior, Phyllis's Age.

She had on a pink muslin dress and a little white hat,

and she was as pretty as a Frenchwoman needs to be to be
pleasing. H. James, Jr., Pass. Pilgrim, p. 462.

3. In or into place or position foruse or action

:

as, to bring on the fruit or the coffee ; specifical-

ly, into x>osition on a stage or platform, before
IJie foolJights or an audience.

I came to the side scene, just ss my fatherwas going on,

to hear his reception ; it wasvery great, a perfect thunder
of applause.

P. A. KenMe, Secords of a Girlhood, Jan. 12, 1832.

The Giant . , . an't on yet. Dickens, Hard Times, iil 7.

To be behind the scenes at the opera, watching some
Rubini or Mario go on, and waiting for the round of ap-
plause. B. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 259.

4. In or into movement or action ; in or into

a condition of activity from a state of confine-

ment or restraint : as, to turn on the gas ; to

bring on a fit of coughing ; to bring on a contest.

Such discourse bring on
As may advise him of his happy state.

Milton, P. L., T. 233.

All commanders were cautioned against bringing on an
engagement. ' U. S. Grant, Personal Memoir^ L 373.

He was then requested to walk up to the electro-magnet,
and, judging only from his sensations, to state if the cur-
rent were on or "off." Proc Soe. Psych. Besearch, DC. 56.

5. In operation; in progress: as, the auction
is going ott ; the debate is on.

O the blest gods ! so will you wish on me.
When tlxa rash mood is on. Shak., Lear, iL 4. 172.

on
The sound of heavy guns, faintly heard from the direc-

tion of Fort Henry,atokenDywhicheveryman . . . knew
that a battle was on. The Century, TTIT 289.

There are two more balls on to-night.
Jfrg. Alexander, The Freres, xiL

With a brisk, roaring Are on, I left for the spring to letch
some water and to make my toilet.

J. Burroughs, The Century, XXXVI. 616.

6. In the same place or position; without yield-
ing: as, to hang, stick, or hold on.

Grief is an impudent guest,
A follower everywhere, a hanger-on.
That words nor blows can drive away.
Pleteher (and another). Queen of Corinth, iiL 2.

still I see the tenonr of man's woe
Holds on the same, from woman to begin.

Jfttton, P. L., xL 633.

7. To or at something serving as an object
of observation: as, to look on without taking
part ; to be a mere looker-on.

My business in this state
Made me a looker on here in Vienna.

Shak., M. lor M., v. 1. 319.

Nature injur'd, scandallz'd, defll'd,

TTnveil'd her blnshing cheek, look'd on, and smil'd.
Coioper, Expostulation, L 425.

8. Forth; forward; onward; ahead: as, move
on; pass on.

Come on—a distant war no longer wage.
But hand to hand thy country's foes engage.

Pope, niad, XV. 658.

(a) In the same conise or direction : as, go straight on
(that is, in continuance of some action, operation, or rela-

tion that has been begun) ; in regular continuance or te-

qnence: as, go, writ€^ say, laugh, keep on; go on with
your story; how long will you keep on trifling? from father
to son, from son to grandson, and so on.

Leaving the principles of the doctrine of Christ, let us
go on unto perfection. Heb. vL 1.

Sometimes they do extend
Theirviewrighton. Shak. , Lover's Complaint, L 26.

We must on to fair England,
To free my love from pine

The Jolly Goshawk (ChUd's Ballads, HL 289).

She is affrighted; and now chid by heaven.
Whilst we walk calmly on, upright and even.

B. Jonson, Prince Henry's Barriers.

Sing on, sing on, for 1 can ne'er be cloy'd.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Eclogues, ix. 39.

The railway turns off ; the road keeps on alongside of
the bay, with the water on one side and the mountains
on the other. B. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 177.

(6) In advance ; forward ; in the sequeL

Further on is a round building on an advanced ground,
which is ninety feet in diameter.

Pococke, Description of the East, IL L 253.

Him and his noiseless parsonage, the pensive abode for
sixty years of religions revery and anchoritish self-denial,

I have described further on.

De Quxmxy, Antob. Sketches, iv.

(c) In the direction of progress, advancement, achieve-
ment^ or attainment: as, to get on in the world; to be
well on in one's courtship.

Command me, I will on.
Fletcher (and another). False One, L 1.

9. Toward; so as to approach; near; nigh.

Fierce events.
As harbingers preceding still the fates,

And prologue to the omen coming on.
Shak., Hamlet, L L 123.

The day was drawing on
When thou shonldst b'nlt thy life with one

Of mine own house.
Tenriyson, In Memoriam, Ixxxiv.

Either Off or on. Seeo^—End on. See end.—Neither
off nor on, irresolnte ; flckle as regards mood or inten-
tion : said of persons.— Off and on. (a) In an intermit-
tent manner ; from time to time.

I've worked the sewers, offand on, for twenty year.
Mayhew, London labour and London Poor, IL 171.

(&) Alternately away from and toward the shore ; said of
a ship: as, to stand off and on.—On to, toward a posi-
tion on or upon. Also written onto (see onto^x [LocaL]
— To call, have, put, take, etc, on. See the verbs.

on'^ (on), a. and ;;. [< onl, arfc] L a. In cricket,

noting tiiat part of the field to the left of a right-

handed batter and to the right of the bowler:
the opposite of off.

U. n. In cricket, that part of the field to the
right of the bowler and to the left of the batter,
on^, a. and n. An obsolete form of one.

It chaunced me on day beside the shore
Of silver streaming Thamesis to bee.

Spemer, Euins of Time, L 1,

on^ (on), prep. [< Icel. on, aon, usually an, mod.
an = OS. dno = MD. an, on = OFries. Sne, oni,

one, an = OHG. dno, MHG. one, an, G. oline,

without; akin to Goth. »nu, without, Gr. avev,

without, aiid to the negative prefix «n-: see
«n-i.] Without : usually followed by a perfect
participle with heing or having (which may be
omitted) : as, could na ye mind, on being tauld
ea afteni [Scotch.]

I wud 'a gaen oot o' that boose on been Didden kiss a
canp. V. Alexander, Johnny Gibb of Goshetnenk, xxxviiL



on
1 thocht if it [a door] suld be open, It wad be a fine thing

for me, to hand fowk oA» seen me. But it was verra ill-

bred to you, mem, I ken, to come throu' your yaird ohn
speirt leave. G. MaeDoruUd, Robert Falconer, xvii.

[The spelling ohn in the last quotation simulates the G.
equivalent oAn«.]

on-1, [< ME. o»-, < AS. on-, an- = OS. an^, etc.;
the prep, (and adv.) on used as a prefix : see
orji.] A prefix of Anglo-Saxon origin, being
the preposition or adverb on used as a prefix,
with its usual meanings. See examples below.

on-^t. An obsolete form of the prefix an-^ as in
answer, etc.

011-3. An obsolete or dialectal form of the nega-
tive prefix unA.

on-*. An obsolete or dialectal form of the pre-
fix «»-2 before verbs.
onager (on'a-j6r), n. [L., also onagrus, < Gr.
dvaypog, a wild ass, MGr. a kind of catapult, <

5vof, an ass, + ayp6g, wild, of the fields : see
AgrionJ] 1. A wild ass, Eqwis hemippus or E.

Onager {Equus hetnippus).

onager, inhabiting the steppes of central Asia.
See dsiggetai.— 2. A war-engine for throwing
stones, used in Europe in the middle ages.
Onagra (o-na'gra), ». [NL. (Toumefort, 1700),
< Gr. bvdypa, a dubious reading for oiv&ypa, a
plant (< oil/Of, wine, + aypa, a hunting), same
as oivoS^paf, a certain plant: see (Enothera.^ In
bot, same as (Enothera.

Onagracese (on-a-gra'se-e), n. pi. [KL. (Lind-
ley, 1845), < Onagra + -aee(s.'\ See Onagra/riece.

Onagrariese (o-na-gra-ri'e-e), n. pi. [Nli. (A. L.
de Jussieu, 1804), < dkagr'a + -aria + -ece.] The
evening-primrose family, an order of dicotyle-
donous polypetalous plants, of the cohort Myr-
tales, typified by the genus (Enothera, and char-
acterized by the two- to four-celled ovary co-
herent with the valvate calyx, the two to four
petals, one to eight stamens, and undivided
style. It includes about 330 species, of 23 genera, scat-
tered through all temperate regions. They are odorless
herbs, rarely woody, bearing thin opposite or alternate
undivided leaves, and axillary or racemed flowers often
of showy colors. The more euphonious form, Onagra-
cece, employed by Lindley, is still much in use. See cut
under (Bnothera.

onant, onanet, (idv. Middle EngUsh forms of
anon.
onanism (6'nan-izm), «. [< Onan (Gen. xxxviii.

9) + -JSTO.] (jfratification of the sexual appetite
in an unnatural way.
onanist (6'nan-ist), n. [< onan{ism) + 4st.']

A person addicted to or guilty of onanism.
onanistic (6-na-nis'tik), a. [< onanist + -ic]
Of, pertaining to, or caused by onanism.

onbraidt, v. t. [ME. var. of abraid.'] To up-
braid.

once^ (wuns), adv. and eonj. [< ME., ones, onis,

< AS. dnes (= OS. enes, eines= OFries. enes, enis,

ense, ens ='D.eens— MLG. einest, ens, ins

=

OHG.
einest, MHG. einest, einst, G. einst), once, ad-
verbial gen. of a», one: see owe. For the term.
-ce, prop, -es, see -eel.] I_ adv. 1. One time.

As he ofler'd himself once for us, so he received orux of

us in Abraham, and in that place the typical acknowledg-
ment of our Kedemption. Milton, Touching Hirelings.

3. One and the same time : usually with at: as,

they all cried out at once. See phrases below.
— 3. At one time in the past; formerly.

I took (mce 62 Sturgeons at a draughty at another 68.

Capt. John Smith, Works, I. 117.

Anxiety and disease had already done its work upon his
OTice hardy constitution. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 25.

4. At some future time ; some time or other.

The wisdom of God thought fit to acquaint David with
that court which we shall once govern. Bp. Hail.

5. At anytime; in any contingency; on any
occasion; under any circumstances ; ever.

Also whan it reynethe ones in the Somer, in the Lond of

Bgipt, thanne is alle the Contree fuUe of grete Myrs.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 49.

4110
Dangers are no more light, if once they seem light.

Bacon, Delays.
Who this heir is he does not once tell us.

Locke, Civil Government.

6. Without delay; immediately: often merely
expletive: as, John, come here once. [Local,
Pennsylvania.]— 7t. Once for all.

That is once, mother. Lryden, Maiden Queen, iv. 1.

All at once, not gradually ; suddenly ; precipitately.—At
once, (a) At one and the same time ; simultaneouEdy ; as,

they all rose at once. When followed by another clause be-
ginning with and, at once is equivalent to both: as, at once
a soldier and a poet ; the performance is fitted at once to
instruct and to delight. -

No more the youth shall join his consort's side.
At once a virgin, and at once a bride 1

Pope, Iliad, xi. 314.

He wished to be at once a favourite at Court and popular
with the multitude. Macavlay, Lord Bacon.

(p) Immediately ; forthwith ; without delay.

I have resolved, therefore, to fix you at once in a noble
independence. Sheridan, The Bivals, ii. 1.

Every once in a while. See everyi.—For once, on one
occasion ; once only ; exceptionally : often with the sense
of 'at last' : as, you have succeeded /or once.

Put the absurd impossible case /or once.
Browning, Bing and Book, 1. 149.

Once ajid again. See again.—Oace for all, for one time
only, and never again ; at this one time and for all time.

You must excuse me, sir, if I tell you, once/or all, that
in this point I cannot obey you.

Sheridan, The Rivals, ii. 1.

Once In a way, once and no more ; on one particular oc-
casion ; on rare occasions. [CoUoq.]

Mr. Munder . . . seemed, for once in a way, to be at a
loss for an answer. W. Collina, Dead Secret, iv. 4.

II. cojy. When at any time; whenever; as
soon as. [Recent; a specially British use.]

A great future awaits the Caucasus, OTice its magnificent
resources become known to Europe.

Contemporary Rev., L. 274.

once^j.n. An obsolete form of o«»ice2.

Onchidiidse (ong-M-di'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
OncJiidium + -idle.'] A family of ditrematous
geophilous puhnoniferous gastropods, without
a developed shell, and with a thick, more or
less tuberculate mantle, the jaw smooth or but
slightly ribbed, and the dentition differentiated
into a central tooth, tricuspid lateral teeth, and
marginal teeth with quadrate base. A British
species is 0. celticwm. Another species, Peronia tongana,
has the whole back covered with eyes, besides the proper
pair borne upon the ends of the tentacles.

OncMdium (ong-Md'i-um), n. [NL., prop. Onci-
dium (which is'used also in another sense) : see
Oneidium.'] The typical genus of Onchidiidce.

Onchidorididse (ong"ki-do-rid'ii-de), n. fl.
[NL., < OncMdoris (-dorid-y+ -idee.'] Afanuly
of nudibranchiate gastropods, typified by the
genus OncMdoris. The body is convex, the mantle is

large and margins the foot, the dorsal tentacles are lami-
nate, the bi^^chise surround the rent and are not retrac-
tile, the lingual membrane is narrow, and the teeth are in
two principal longitudinal series and sometimes two small-
er series. They are found on both sides of the Atlantic.

OncMdoris (ong-Md'o-ris), n. [NL., < Gt.
oy/cof, the barb of an arrow, + (Jo/jif, a sacrifi-

cial knife. Of. Doris,2 The typical genus of
OnchidorididcB.

Oncidiese (on-si-di'e-e), n.pl. [NL. (Ben-
tham and Hooker, lS83), < Oncidi^ml, + -ece.']

A subtribe of orchids of the tribe Vandem, typi-
fied by the genus Onmdiwm, and characterized
as epiphytes with the flower-stalk rising from
the base of a pseudo-bulb or a fascicle of a few
fleshy non-pUcate leaves. It includes about 40
genera.
Oneidium (on-sid'i-um), n. [NL. (Swartz, 1800),
so called from the shape of the labellum; <
Gr. byKog, a hook
or bend, + dim.
-iScov,'] A genus of
orchidsofthe tribe
Vandew, type of

the subtribe Ond-
diecB, and known
bythe free.spread-
ing sepals, and
spurless lip free
from the short
two-auricled col-

umn . There are over
250 species, natives of

America from Brazil

and Bolivia to the
West Indies and Mex-
ico. They are epi-

phytes, usually with
p8eudo-bulbs,veryfew
leaves, and loose ra-

cemes of showy yel-

lowish fiowers. This
is an extremely rich and varied genus. One of the best-

known species is 0. PapUio, the butterfly-plant, with flow-

OncidiutH Pafilio,

onde

ers of butterfly form borne singly at the end of long stalks.

0. aiHtaimwm is said to produce a raceme IS feet long, witli

as many as 2,000 flowers. O. Sprucei has the name of or-

madiUo's-tail, on account of its long round leaves, charac-
teristic of one section of the genus. 0. Carthaginense is

named spread-ea^le orchid.

oncin (on'sin), n. [< OE. oncin, oudn, < LL.
itneimis, a hook, barb, < L. uncus, < Gr. &yKog, a
hook, barb.] A weapon resembUng a hook or
a martel-de-fer with one point.

oncograph (ong'ko-graf), n. [< Gr. i^Kog, bulk,

mass, volume, +" ypafciv, write.] A form of
plethysmograph for recording the variations

in the volume of a body, such as the spleen or
kidney.

oncology (ong-kol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. iymc, bulk,

mass (> oyicovaBai, swell, > dyica/ia, a swelling), 4-

-Tioyla, < /liyeiv, speak: see -ology."] The sum of
scientific knowledge concerning tumors.

oncome (on'kum), n. [< MB. oncome, an attack:

< omi -t- come. Cf. ancome, income.'] 1. A fall

of rain or snow. [Prov. Eng.]— 2. The com-
mencement or Initial stages of a business, es-

pecially of one that requires great exertion,

as in making an attack.— 3. An attack, as of

disease.

ISiis woman had acquired a considerable reputation
among the ignorant by the pretended cures which she
performed, especially in on-comes, as the Scotch call them,
or mysterious diseases which baffle the regular physician.

Scott, Bride of Lammermoor, xxxi.

oncometer (ong-kom'e-ter), n. [< Gr. fiyxof, bulk,
mass, + /iirpov, measure.] An mstrument de-
signed to measure variations in size in the kid-

ney, spleen, and other organs ; the part of the
oncograph which is applied to the organ to he
measured.
on-coming (ou'lrum^ing), n. Approach.

Those confused murmurs which we tiy to call morbid,
and strive against as if they were the oncoming of numb-
ness. Qeorge Eliot, Middlemarch, xx.

on-coming (on'kmn''ing), u. Approaching;
uearing.

Oncorhynchus (ong-ko-rLng'kug), ». [NL., <

Gr. dynog, a hook, barb, + pvyxoQ, a snout.] A
genus of anadromous American and Asiatic
Salmonidce, inhabiting the North Pacific ocean:
so called from the hooked jaws of the spent
males ; the king-salmon. These salmon are ofgreat
size and economic importance. There are 5 well-deter-
mined species : the quinnat or king-salmon proper, 0. quin-
nat or chavicha (see quinnat) ; the blue-backed salmon, 0.
nerka; the silver salmon, O. kisutch; the dog-salmon, 0.
keta; and the humpbacked salmon, 0. gorlyuscha. The fe-

males and young and other variations of these have given
rise to some 35 nominal species, referred to several mffer-
ent genera. See tdlmon.

oncosimeter (ong-ko-sim'e-tfer), n. [< Gr. by-

KuaiQ, swelling (< byiwrbadai, swell, < SyKof, bulk,
mass), + /lirpov, a measure.] An instrument
devised by Wrightson for determining the den-
sity of a molten metal. A baU of the same or other
metal is immersed in the liquid and supported by a deli-
cate spiral spring connected with a sciQe ; by this means
the relation between the weight of the baU and that of
the liquid displaced (its buoyancy) can be determined both
when the ball is cold and as its volume changes with rise
of temperature ; the corresponding changes in the spring
may be recorded by a pencil on a revolving drum;
Oncosperma (ong-k6-sp6r'ma),«. [NL.(Blume,
1835)j so called perhaps from the protuberant
remains of the stigma on one side of the seed

;

< Gr. oy/cof, bulk, mass, lump, -I- airip/ia, seed.]
A genus of palms of the tribe Arecece, type of
the subtribe OncospermecB, and known by the
parietal ovule and erect anthers. There are 6 or
6 species, all from tropical Asia. They are low trees, set
with long straight black thorns, and bearing terminal pin-
nately divided leaves, small flowers and fruit, the stam-
inate and pistillate flowers on dififerent branches of the
same spadix. See nOmng.
oncotomy (ong-kot'6-mi), n. [Also onkotomy;
< Gr. byno^, a mass (tumor), -I- -ro/da, < ri/ivstv,

Ta/ielv, cut.] In svrg., the incision into, or the
excision of, a tumor.
Oncotylidse (ong-k6-til'i-de),M.^?. [NL. (Doug-
las and Scott, 186S), < Oncotylm + -idee.] A
family of Seteroptera, named from the genus
Oncotylus. it includes 7 genera of wide distribution,
containing elongate, parallel-sided, or somewhat suboval
bugs of the Buperfamily Captina.

Oncotylus (ong-kot'i-lus), n. [NL. (Pieber,
1858), < Gr. byicog, a hook, -I- rbTioc, a knob, lump.]
A genus of plant-bugs of the family CapsidcB,
or giving name to the OncotylidcB, occurring in
Europe and North America.
ondatra (on-dat'ra), n. [Amer. Ind. (t),] 1.
The musquash or muskrat of North America,
Fiber zibetUcus.— 2. [cop.] [NL.] SameasJli-
6er2, 2. Lacipide.
ondelf, « [ME., also ande, < AS. anda, zeal,
indignation, anger, malice, hatred, envy, = OS.
ando, wrath, = MLG. amde = OHG. anto, ando,



onde

anado, MHG. ande, grief, mortificatioD, = IceL
andi = Sw. anda, ande = Dan. aande, aand,
breath, spirit a spirit; from a verb "anan,
breathe, fonndiaoomp.inGroth. usanan, breathe
out, expire, / an, in L. animd, breath, spirit,
aninms, spirit, mind, etc.: see anima.'] Ha-
tred; envy; malice.

Wrathe, yre, and oiufe. Bom. 0/ tlie Rote, L 14S.

onde^t, F. piE. onden, < Icel. anda, breathe, <
andi.breath: see oiufei, n.] To breathe. fVomp*.
Parr., p. 364.

ond6 (6n-da'), a. [< F. onde, < L. as if "undatus,
< unda, a wave: see <mnd.] In her., same as
unde.

ondine (on'din), n. [< F. ondin, ondine (G. un-
dine), a water-spirit, < L. unda (> P. onde), a
wave: see ound.] A water-spirit; annndine.
The Cabalists beliered in the existence of spirita of na-

ture, embodiments or representatives of the four dements,
8ylph% salamanders, gnomes, and ondines.

Leeky, Sationalism, I. 66.

ondinglf (on'ding), ». [< ME. ondyng; verbal
n. of ofide^, t).] i^eathing; smelling.

Bjr so Uiow be sobie of B^bt, and of tonnge bothe.
In ondyng, in handling, in alle thy fyue wittea.

Piers PUnnman (C), zrl. 2S7.

onding^ (on'ding), n. [< 'onding, v., eqniv. to
ding on, fall, as rain, etc. : see dingi-, v. %., 3.] A
fall of rain or snow; a downpour. [Scoteh.]

Syne honest Inckie does protest
Tliat rain well hae.

Or onding o' some kind at leas^
Afore t be day.

The Farmei't Hii. (yaraiaan.)

"Lookoa^ Jock; what kind o' night is 't?" "Ondingo'
snaw, father.* . . . "Theyll perish in the drifts

!"

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, vlii.

on dit (6nde). [P., they say: on, one, they,
< L. homo, a man ; dit (< L. dicit), 3d pers. sing.

ind. pres. of dire (< L. dicere), say: see diction.']

They say; it is said: often nsed substantively
in the sense of 'rumor,' 'report,' 'gossip.'

ondoyant (6n-dwo-yon'), a. [< P. ondoyant,
ppr. of ondoyer, wave, undulate, < onde, wave,
< Li. unda, wave: see ound.] Wavy; having a
waved surface or outline.—Ondoyant glass. See
gltu*.

ondsweret, n. and r. A Middle English form of
answer.

ondy, a. In her., same as unde.

one (wun), a., n., and jtron. [Early mod. E.
also spelled wone (the prothesis of w, due to a
labializing of the orig. long o, occurring in
several words, but not generally recognized in
spelling) ; < ME. one, oon, on, also an, also o, 00,

and a (see o^), < AS. an, one (pL one, some),
=OS. en-=i OPries. en, an= D. ee»= MIiG. ein,

en, LG. een =OHG. MHG. G. ein= Icel. einn =
Sw. en = Dan. een = Gtoth. ains= Olr. oen, oin.

It. oon = GaeL aon = W. un = Bret, unan =
OBnlg. inu, one (cf. Pol. ino, only, OBulg. inoki,

only, alone, ^ Buss. inoJcu, a monk), = OPmss.
ains= liith. renas= Lett, vens, one,= OL. oinos,

oenos, L. unus (> It. Sp. Pg. uno = P. «») = Gr.
oivT), the ace on dice, ef. oioc, alone (the Gr. etc

(ei>-), one, is a diS. word, akm to E. same) ; cf

.

Skt. eiui, this, that. TheSkt.eA»i, one, is not re-

lated. Hence, by loss of accent and weakening
of orig. sense, the indefinite article ani, a^.

Hence also only, alone, lone, alonely, lonely,

atone, etc.; and from L. unus, E. unite, unit,

unity, unify, union, onion, etc.] L a. 1. Being
but a single unit or individual ; being a single

person, tiling, etc., of the class mention^;
noting unity : the first or lowest of the cardi-

nal numerals.
And one loaf of bread, and one cake of oiled bread, and

one wafer oat of the basket of unleavened bread that is

before the Lend. Ex. xzix. 23.

2. Being a single (person or thing considered
apart from, singled out from, or contrasted
with the others, or with another) ; hence, either

(of two), or any single individual (of the whole
number) ; this or that: as, from one side of the

room to the other.

The Kingdom from one end to the other was in Combus-
tion. Baier, Chronicles, p. 47.

Then will Vellbred presently be here too,

With (me or other of his loose consorts.

B. Jonmn, JErery Han in his Humour, iiL 2.

Ifature and reason direct one thing, passion andhumour
another. Steele, Spectator, Xo. &
Ko one nation can safely act on these principles, if others

do not Preecatt, Ferd. and Isa., iL 26.

3. Some : used of a single thing indefinitely.

I win many, on« day. SMt, C. of E., iL 1. 42.

4. Single in kind ; the same : as, they are all

of one age.

4111
This Anst and May in hour«s lengthe are oon.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.X P- 178.

Knights ought be true^ and truth is one in alL
Spenser, F. Q., V. xL e6.

There is but one mind in all these men.
Shot., J. C, iL 3. 6.

The one crime teom which his heart recoiled was apoe-
tacy. Maemday, Hist. Eng., m.

5i. Single; unmarried.
Men may conseille a womman to been oon.

But conseillyng is nat comandement.
Chaueer, PW>L to Wife of Bath's Tale, L 66.

6. Certain ; some : before the name of a per-
son hitherto not mentioned, or unknown to the
speaker. As thus used, one often implies social

obscurity or insignificance, and thus conveys
more or less contempt.
He sends from his ^de one Dillon, a Fiqpist Lord, soon

after a cheif Sebell, with Letters into Ireland.
MSton, Eikonoklastes, xiL

7t. Alone; only: following a pronoxm and
equivalent to self: used reflexively.

He passed out to pleie priueli him one.
Winiamo/Paleme(E.B.T.S.),hai2.

I satt by mine one, fleeande the vanytes of the worlde.
Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.X p. 5.

[By a peculiar idiom, the adjectlTe one was formerly osed
beforethe article the or an, orapronoun, followed byan ad-
jective, often in the superlative (as ** one the best prince "X
where now the pronoun one, followed by of and a plural
noun (partitive genitlveX would be used (as " one of the
best princes "). Compare the idiom in ''good my lord,"etc

Lawe is one the best. Gower, Cont Amant, iL 70.

He ison«
The truest manner'd.

Shak., C^beline^ L 6. 166.

1 met a courier, one mine ancient friend.

Shak., T. of A., v. 2. 6.]

All one. (a) Exactly or just the same.

"Twereoflone
That 1 should love a bright particular star.

And think to wed it, he is so above me.
Shak., AU's Wen, L L 98.

Now you are to understand, Tartary and S<7thia are aB
one. CapL John Smith, True Travels, L 33.

(b) A matter of indifiereuce; of no consequence.

It is to him which need^Ji nothing aU one whether
any thing or notliing be given him.

Hooker, Ecdes. FoUty, v. 79.

Or Somsset or York, aB 's one to me.
Shak., 2 Hen. TL, L S. 105.

(e) Completely; entirely; out and out. [(?oUoq.]

If the Indians dwelt far from the English, that they
would not so much care to pray, nor would they be so
ready to heare the Word of God, but they would be att

OTie Indians stilL

T. Shepard, Clear Sunshine of the Gospel, p. 4.

One day. See dayi.—One or other, be it any single
example diosen or any different one ; be it who (or what)
it may ; hence, without exception. [(?onoq.]

My dear, you are positively, one or other, the most censo-
rious creature in tiie world. Gibber, Careless Husband, v.

One per se, either simple and without parts, or having
onlyparts passing continuously intoone another, or united
by informsdion, as body and soul : opposed tooneperae-
ddeng.—One with, (a) Of the same nature or stock as

;

united with. (6) Identical with ; the same as.—The one
. . . the Other (in old writers sometimes run together
into the tone . . . the tather), the first . . . the second (or

remaining one).

The ton fro the tother was tore for to ken.
Destruction of Troy (E. B. T. S-^L 3911.

He might firste . . . abnse the anger and ygnorannce
of the tone partie to the destmccion of the tother.

Sir T. More, Descrip. of Sich. m.
n. n. 1. The first whole number, consisting

of a single unit; unity.— 2. The symbol repre-
senting one or imity (1, 1, or i)—After onet, af-

ter one &shion; alike.

His breed, his ale, was alwey (^fter oon.

Chaucer, Gen. Frol. to C. T., L 34L

Atone. (a)Inaccord; inhaimonyoragreement; agreed;
united: compare atone.

So at the last hereof they fel at one.

Chaucer, Troflus, iiL 965.

(i) The same.

Yon ahaU find us aU alike, much o^ one, we and our sons.

Burton, Anat of MeL, To the Beader, p. 36.

Ever in onet. See ever.

His herte hadde compassioun
Of women, for they wepen everem oon.

Chaueer, Knighfs Tale, L 913.

In one, in or into a condition of unity ; forming or so as
to form a unit ; in union ; together.

Th^ cannot.

Though tiiey would linlc their powers in one.

Do mischief. Fletcher, Valentinian, iv. 1.

Much at one. See mucA.— Old Ona See old.—One
and onet, one by one ; singly.

Fnl thinne it [the hair] lay, by culpons on and oon.

Chaueer, Gen. ProL to C. T., L 679.

One by one, by ones, singly ; singly in consecutive order.

one-cross

There are bntt fewe his strokes wold abide,
So many he onhorsid on^ be one.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.X 1. 2209.

Wearenot to stay aU together, bat tocome by him where
hestands, 6y ones, by twos, and by threes.

Shak., Cor., iL S. 47.

One for hla nob. See no&i.—To make one, to form
part of a group or assembly ; hence, to take part in any
action ; be of the party.

If I see a sword out, my finger itches to make one.
Shak, M. W. of W., iL 3. 47.

til, pron. 1. A single person or thing; an
individnal; aperson; athing; somebody; some
one; something. Itisusedasasubetitateforanoun
designating a person or thing, and is in so far of the na-
ture ofa personal pronoun,but is capable, unlike a personal
pronoun, of being qualified by an indefinite article, an
adjective, or other attributive : as, such a one, many a one,
a good one, each one, tchich one. It is used in the plural
also: as, I have left all the bad ones.

Thon thoughtest that I was altogether such an one as
thyselL Ps. L 21.

Both were young; and one wasbeautafuL
Byron, The Dream, iL

The most frequent constructions of one are—(a) As an-
tecedent to a restive pronoun, one who being equivalent
to OTKy person who, or to he who, she who, without dis-

tinction of gender.

framed softly as the household name of onewhom God hath
taken. Mrs. Browning, Cowper's Grave.

(6) As a substitute for a noun used shortly before, avoid-
ing its repetition : as, here are some apples; wiU you take
one.' tills portrait is a fine one.

If there be a kind woman in Windsor, she is one.

Shak., IL W. of W., iL 2. 126.

(e) After an adjective, as substitute for anoun easily sup-
pUed in tliought, especially being, person, or the like.

I have commanded my sanctified onei^ I have alsocaned
my mighty ones for mine anger. Isa. xiiL 3.

We poor ones lore, and would have comforts, sir.

As weU as great.
Fletcher and Boidey, Maid in the Mill, v. 2.

(d) It easily passes, however, from the meaning 'anyone'
into the collective sense of *aU persons,' 'peoj^e general.
ly,' and for this can be substituted people, they, xoe (if the
speaker does not except himself from the general state-

mentX you (the person addressed being taken as an ex-
ample of others in generalX orthe impersonal passivemay
be substituted : as, one cannot be too careful (we canno^
you cannot, they cannot, people cannot be too careful); one
knows notwhen^t isnotknown whenX One is som^imes
virtually a substitute for the first person, employed by a
speakerwho doesnotwishtopnthimself prominently for-

ward: as, one does not like to say so, but it is onlytoo true;
one tries to do one's best. On^s self or oneself is the cor-
responding reflexive : as, one must not praise OTie's self.

One would think it were Mistress Overdone's own house.
SSafc, MLforML, iv. 3.3.

One woold not, sure, be frightful when one 's dead.
Pope, Moral Essays, L 25a

2. [«5).] A certain being, namely the Deity;
God: the name being avoided from motives of
reverence or from reserve.

Now, tho' my lamp was lighted late, there *s One wm let

me in. Temtyson, May Queen, Conclusion.

One another each the other; each other: as, love one
another. [In this phrase one is the subject and vmother
the object. Aftera preposition, however, one may be the
sabjectorthe object of tiie verb, and another is the object
of tile preposition : as, they looked at one another {one look-
ed at onotter); theythrew stones at one anotAer (one threw
stones at onotAer) ; the storm beats the trees against one
another (beats one against anotAerX]

onet, adv. [< ME. one, cene, ene, < AS. dne, cene,

once, once for all, only, alone, < an, one: see
one, a.] Alone ; only.

IConeth heo nener ene.
Old Eng. Misc. (ed. HorrisX p. 83L

onet, P. t. [< ME. onen, make one, < one, a. Cf.

unite.] To make one ; unite into awhole ;
join.

Lo, ech thyug that is oned in itselve

Is moore strong than whan it is to-scatered.

Chaueer, Summoner's Tale, L 260.

The riche folk that embraceden and oneden al hire herte
to tresor of this wwld. Chaueer, Parson's Tale.

-one. [< li. -onus, an adj. termination, parallel

ynOi -anus, -enus, -Unus: see-an,-«i«,-tnei,ete.]

In ehem., a termination of hydrocarbons be-

longing to the series which has the general for-

mula CnH2n-4: as, pentone, CsHc.
one-and-thirty (wun'and-ther'ti), n. An an-
cient and very favorite game at cards, much
resembling vingt-un. SalliveU.

one-berry (wnn'ber'i), n. Same as herb-paris.

one-blade (wun'blad), n. The little plant Jfai-

anthemum Canadense, its barren stalks having
but one leaf. Also one-leaf. [Prov. Eng.]

oneclet, n. Same as onicolo.

To sister EUsabeth Monger, my sister's daughter,myring
with the onede so caUed.

TFiHqjf 1608 -9, quoted in ?f. and Q., 7th ser., HL 144.

one-cross (wun'kros), a. A term applied to

tin-plate (sheet-iron plated with tin) having
the thickness of Xo. 30 Birmingham wire-gage,

and having an average weight of 0.5 lb. per



one-cross

sheet: usually indicated by the symbolic. See
vyire-gage.

one-earedf (wun'erd), a. [A dial, form of one-

yeared (f).] One year old; immature.

This wine Is still one-far'd, and brisk, though put
Out of Italian cask in English butt.

HoweU, Familiar Letters (1660). {Naret.)

one-er, n. See oner.

one-eyed (wun'id), a. [< ME. oneyed, onised, <

AS. dneged (also dnege), one-eyed, < an, one, +
edge, eye, + -ed (see -ed^).] Having but one
eye; cyelopean; also, having but one eye capa-
ble of vision.

one-handed (wun'han^'ded), a. Adapted for the
use of one hand : capable of.being handled with
one hand; single-handed: as, a one-AaJwfod fly-

rod: opposed to two-handed or double-handed.

oneheactt (wun'hed), n. [ME. oneheede, onhed,
anhed, anhede, onhod (= D. eenheid = G. einheit

= Sw. enhet = Dan. enhed) ; < one •¥ -head.^ 1.

Oneness; unity.

May nogth bring hem to onehede and acord.
English Qilde (E. E. T. S.), p. 451.

2. Solitude.

The wordle is him prisoun ; onJiede, paradis.
AyenMte oflnwit (E. E. T. S.), p. U2.

onehoodt (wun'hud), n. [< ME. onhod (see one-

head); i one + -hood. Of. onehead.'} Unity;
agreement. Castle of Love, 10. (Stratmarm.)

one-horse (wun'hdrs), a. 1. Drawn by a sin-

gle horse: as, a one-horse plow.

Have you heard of the wonderful mie-lioss shay
That was built in such a logical way
It ran a hundred years to a day?

0. W. Holmes, The Deacon's Masterpiece.

2. Using or possessing only a single horse.

" One-horse farmers " on heavy soils had to struggle with
the inconvenience of borrowing and lending horses.

Edinburgh Set)., CLXV. 18.

Hence—3. Petty; on a small scale; of limited
capacity or resources;- inferior: as, a one-horse
concern ; a one-horse college. [Colloq.]

Any other respectable, one-horse N'ew England city.

Motiey, Letters, II. 334.

Oneida Conununity. See community.
one-ideaed (wun'i-ae"ad), a. [< one idea + -ed^.]

Dominated by a single idea; riding a hobby.
oneirocritet (o-m'ro-krit), n. [Also onirocrite;

< OF. onirocrite, < LL. ormrocrites, < Gr. bvupo-

KptTtic, an interpreter of dreams : see oneiro-

eritic.'] An oneirocritic ; an oneiroscopist. JJr-

quhart, tr. of Eabelais, iii. 13. (Davies.)

oneirocritic (6-ni-ro-krlt'ik), a. and n. [Also
onirocritie; < Gr. bveiponpiTiKdg, of interpreting
dreams, < bveipo/cp't-nig, an interpreter of dreams,
< bvsipog, also iveipov, in another form ovap, a
dream,+ icptr^s, one who distinguishes, a judge

:

see critic.'} I. a. Having the power of inter-

preting dreams, or pretending to judge of fu-

ture events as signified by dreams.
II. n. An interpreter of dreams; one who

judges what is signified by dreams.

The anirocriticsborrowed their art of deciphering dreams
from hieroglyphic symbols.

Warburbon, Divine Legation, vi 6.

oneirocritical (6-ni-ro-krit'i-kal), a. [< ormro-
critic + -al.'] Same as oneirocritic.

Hippocrates hath spoke so little, and the oneirocritieaZ

masters have left such frigid interpretations from plants,

that there is little encouragement to dream of Paradise
itself. Sir T. Browne, Garden of Cyrus, v.

oneirocriticism (o-ni-ro-krit'i-sizm), n. [< onei-

rocritic + -ism.']
' Oneiroeritios.

oneirocritics (o-ni-ro-krit'iks), n. [PI. of onei-

rocritic: see 4cs.'\
' The art of interpreting

dreams. Benite^, Sermonsjiv. A]so onirocritics.

oneirodjrnla (o-m-ro-din'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
dvecpog, a, dream, + odim/, pain, anxiety.] Dis-
turlDed imagination during sleep; painful

dreams; nightmare.
oneirologist (on-i-rol'o-jist), n. [< oneirolog-y

+ -4st.'] One versed in oneirology. Southey,

Doctor, cxxviii.

oneirology (on-i-rol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. bn/sipohiyia,

a discourse about dreams, < oveipoc, a dream, -1-

-Aoyk, < Myeiv, speak: see -ology.'] The doc-

trine or theory of dreams ; a discourse or trea-

tise on dreams.
oneiromancy (o-ni'ro-man-si), n. [< Gr. 5veipo^,

a dream, -f- /iavreia, divination.] Divinaiiion

through dreams ; the art of taMng omens from
dreams.

Oneiropolistt (on-i-rop'o-list), n. [< Gr. bveipo-

noXelv, deal with dreams, < bveipoc, a dream, -f-

vo7i£lv, go about, range over, haunt.] An inter-

preter of dreams. Vrguhart, Rabelais, iii. 13.

{Davies.

)
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oneiroscopist (o-ni'ro-ska-pist), n. [< oneiro-
scop-y -I- -ist.] An interpreter of dreams.
oneiroscopy (o-m'ro-sko-pi), n. [< Gr. meipoc,
a dream, + -aKonia, < aiamelv, view.] The art of
interpreting dreams.
one-leaf (wun'lef), n. Same as one-Uade.
onelinesst, » An obsolete form of onliness.

onelyt, «• and adv. An obsolete spelling of only.

onementti ». [See atonement.'] A condition of
harmony and agreement; concord.

Ye witless gallants, I beshrew your hearts,
That set such discord 'twizt agreeing parts,
Which never can be set at onement more,

Bp. Ball, Satires, III. vii. 69.

oneness (wun'nes), n. [< ME. *onnes, < AS. dn-
nes, dnnys, dnes, oneness, unity, agreement, sol-

itude, < dn, one: see one and -^ess.] 1. The
quality of being just one, and neither more nor
less than one ; imity ; union.

Our God is one, or rather very Oneness, and mere Unity,
having nothing but itself in itself, and not consisting . . .

of many things. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 2.

An actual oneness produced by grace, corresponding to
the Oneness of the Father and the Son by nature.

P-mey, Eirenicon, p. 52.

3. Sameness; uniformity; identity.

Fortunately for u^ the laws and phenomena of nature
have such a oneness in their diversity.

J. N. Lockyer, Spect. Anal, p. 3.

oner (wun'&r), n. [Also written, more distinc-

tively, one-er; < one + -eri.] One indeed; one
of the best; a person possessing some unique
characteristic, particularly some special skill,

or indefatigable in some occupation or pursuit;

a good hand; an adept or expert. [Slang.]

Miss Sally's such a oner for that [going to the play].

JHcIcens, Old Curiosity Shop, viii.

onerary (on'e-ra-ri), a. [=F. on4raire=lt. one-

rario, < L. onjerdrius, of or belonging to burden,
transport, or carriage, < onus (oner-), a burden

:

see onus.] Fitted or intended for the carriage

of burdens ; comprising a burden. [Eare.]

onerate (on'e-rat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. onerated,

ppr. oneratirig. [< L. oneratiis, pp. of onerare

(> It. onerare = Pg. onerar), load, burden, <

,onv,s (oner-), a load, burden: see onus. Cf. ex-

onerate.] To load; burden. Bailey, 17S1.

oneration (on-e-ra'shon), n. [< onerate + -ion.]

The act of loading. Bailey, 1731.

oneroset (on'e-ro^, a. [< L. onerosus, burden-
some : see onerous.] Same as onerous. Bailey,

1731.

onerous (on'e-rus), a. [< MB. onerous, < OF.
oneros, onereus, F. on^reux = Sp. Pg. It. oneroso,

< L. onerosus, burdensome, heavy, oppressive,

< o»Ms(o»er-), a burden: seeoTO««s.J 1. Burden-
some; oppressive.

He nil be importune
Unto no wight, ne honerous.

Bom. of the Rose, L 6638.

Tormented with worldly cares and on&rous business.
Burton, Anat. of MeL, p. 171.

2. In Scots lam, imposing a burden in return for

an advantage ; being for a consideration : as, an
onerous contract : opposed to gratrntotis Oner-
ous cause, in Scots law, a good and legal consideration.
— Onerous title, in iSp. Mex. law, a title created by
valuable consideration, as the payment of money, the ren-

dering of services, and the like, or by the performance of

conditions or payment of charges to which the property
was subject. PZoft.=Syn. 1. Heavy, weighty, toilsome.

onerously (on'e-rus-li), adv. In an onerous
manner; so as to be burdensome ; oppressively.

onerousness (on'e-rus-nes), n. The character
of being onerous; oppressive operation; bur-
densomeness.
onest, adv. A Middle English form of oncei-.

oneself (wun'self')> pron. [< one + self, as in

himself, etc.] One's self; aperson'sself ; him-
self or herself (without distmction of gender)

:

formed after the analogy of himself, herself, it-

self, and used reflexively.

one-sided (wun'si'ded), a. 1. Relating to or
having but one side; partial; unjust; unfair:

as, a one-sided yi&w.— 2. In iot., developed to

one side ; turned to one side, or having the parts
all turned one way ; unequal-sided.

one-sidedly (wun'si*ded-li), adv. In a one-
sided manner; unequally; with partiality or
bias.

one-sidedness (wun'si"ded-nes), n. The prop-
erty of being one-sided, or of having regard to

one side only; partiality: as, one-sidedness of

view.
onestt, a. An obsolete spelling of honest.

onethet, onethest, o-Av. Middle English forms
of uneath.

oneyert, onyert, n. [Found oiily in the passage
from Shakspere, where it is prob. a mere mis-

onion-couch

print for moneyer. The explanation of Malone,

that oneyer comes (as if *oni-er) from o. ni.

(q. v.), does not seem plausible.] A word found
only in Shakspere, and explained by Malone as

"an accountant of the exchequer."

With nobility and tranquillity, burgomasters and great

oneyers, such as can hold in. Sliak., 1 Hen. IV., 11. 1. 84.

onfall (on'fai), n. [= D. aanval = MLG. amoal,

aneval = G. anfall = Sw. anfall = Dan. anfald,

an attack, onset ; as oml -t- fall. Cf . fall (w, un-
der /aK, v.] 1. A falling on; an attack; an
onset.— 2. A fall of rain or snow.— 3. The fall

of the evening.
onfangt, v. t. [ME. onfangen, inf. usually on-

fon, < AS. onfon (pret. orifeng, pp. onfangen),

take, receive, endure, < ob- for ond- for and- +
fon, take : see andr- and/a»flr.] To receive ; en-
dure.

onferet, adv. Same as in-fere, in fere (which
see, under /eeri).

onfont, "• *• See onfang.

onga-onga (ong'ga-ong'ga), n. [Native name.]
A New Zealand nettle, Urtica feross, having a
woody stem 6 or 8 feet high, and stinging very
painfully.

ongl6 (6n-gla'), a. [< OF. (and F.) ongU, <

ongle, < L. ungidus, claw : see ungulate.] In her.,

having claws or talons: said of a beast or bird

of prey : used only when the talons are of a dif-

ferent tincture from the body.
ongoing (on'go'ing), n. 1. Advance ; the act of

advancing; progression.— 2. pi. Proceedings;
goings-on. Hcbtliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
ongoing (on'g6"ing), a. Progressing

;
proceed-

ing ; not intermitting.

on-nanger (on'hang"er), n. One who hangs on
or attaches himself to another; one who fol-

lows another closely ; a hanger-on. Scott.

onhedt, n. See onehead.

0. ni. See the quotation.

A mark used in the Exchequer, and set upon the Head
of a Sheriff, as soon as he enters into his Accounts for Is-

sues, Fines, and mean Profits'; It is put for Onerabur nisi

Jmbet sufflcientem Exonerationem, I. e. he is charged un-
less he have a sufficient discharge ; and thereupon be im-
mediately becomes the Queen's Debtor. E. PhUlips, 1706.

onicolo (o-nik'o-16), n. [Formerly onech (q. v.);

< It. *onicolo, o'nicchio (Florio), by abbr. *nicoU),

nieeolo, dim. of onice, onyx: see onyx.] A va-

riety of onyx having a ground of deep brown,
in which is a band of bluish white. It is used
for cameos, and differs from the ordinary onyx
in a certain blending of the two colors.

onion (un'yun), n. [Formerly also inion, being
still often so pronounced (also itigan, ingun:
see inion^); < F. oignon, ognon = Pr. uignon,

ignon, < L. unio(n-), a kind of single onion, also

a pearl, lit. oneness, union: see miion.] An
esculent plant. Allium Cepa (see Alliwn), es-

pecially its bulbous root, the part chiefly used
as food. It is a biennial herbaceous plant with long
tubulated leaves, and a swelling pithy stalk. The bulb
is composed of closely concentric coats (tunicated), and,

with situation and race, variesmuch in size, in color, which
runs from dark-red to white, and in the degree of the
characteristic pungency, which is greater in the small red

onions than in the larger kinds. The raw onion has the
properties of a stimulant, rubefacient, etc., and is whole-
some in small quantities. These properties and its pun-
gency depend upon an acrid volatile oil which is expelled
by boiling. The native country of the onion is unknown.
It has been in use from the days of ancient Egypt, and is

said to be more widely grown for culinary purposes than
almost any other plant. It endures tropical heat and the

coolest temperate climate. Its varieties are very numer-
ous. The onions of Italy, Spain, Mexico, California, and
the Bermudas are specially noted for size and quality.

Or who would ask for her opinion
Between an Oyster and an Onion f

Prior, Alma (1788), i.

Bermuda onion, a superior mild-flavored quality of

onion, largely imported into the United States from the

Bermudas, there grown from seed obtained annually from
southern Europe.—Bog-onlon, the flowering fern, Os-

nrnnda regalis, locally regarded as a specific for rickets.

[Prov. Eng.]—Egyptian, ground, or potato onion, a
variety of onion of unknown origin, developing from the
parent a numerous crop of underground bulbs : hence also

called multipliers.— Onion pattern, a simple pattern
used in decorating ceramic wares, especially Meissen or

Dresden porcelain : it is usually painted in dark-blue on
white.—Pearl onion, a variety of onion with small bulbs.

—Bock onion. Same as Welsh onion.— Sea-onion, a Eu-
ropean onion-like plant, Urgin^a ScUla ; also, in the Isle

of Wight, the little spring squill, SeUla vema.—'SoP-
onlon, tree-onion, a variety of the common onion, of
Canadian origin, producing at the summit of the stem,
instead of flowers and seeds, a cluster of bulbs, which are
used for pickles and as sets for new plants.—WelBll
onion. Same as cibol, 2, and stone-leek (see leek).—Wild
onion, Allium cemuum. [U. S.]

onion-couch (un'yun-kouch), n. A grass, Ar-
rlienatherum avenaceum, which forms tuberous
onion-shapednodes in its rootstock. Also onion-
twitch and onion-grass. [Prov. Eng.]



onion-eyed

onion-eyed (tm'yun-id), a. Having the eyes
filled with tears, as if by the effect of an onion
applied to them.
Aai I, anuBa, am onion^ed. 5Mk, A. and a, iv. 2. 3S.

onion-fisll (im'yun-fish), n. The grenadier,
Macmnts rupestris: so called from a fancied
likeness of its eyes to onions. See cut under
Macrurus. [Massachusetts.]
onion-fly (un'yun-fli), n. One of two different
dipterous insectswhose larvae feed underground
on the onion, and are known as onion-niaggots.
(a) Anthomyia (Phorbia) ceparwn of Europe, the imported
onion-fly of the United States, now widely diffused in the
Eastern States : it is a great pest, and often ruins the crop.

Imported Onion-fly {Anthomyia ceparum\ (Cross shows natural
size.) a, larva, natural size ; b, larva, enlarged.

There are several annual generations, and the maggots
completdy consume the interior of the edible root. The
hest remedy is boiling water, or kerosene emulsified with
soap and diluted with cold water, applied when the dam-
age is first noticed, (b) Ar^thofrngia brassuxe, the adult
of the cabbage-maggot, wMch also Infests onions occa-
sionally.

onion-grass (un'yun-gras), n. Same as onioTi-

couch.

onion-maggot (un'yon-mag'gt), n. The larva
of an onion-fly.

onion-shell (un'yun-shel), n. 1. A kind of
oyster Ukeued to an onion.—2. A kind of clam
of the genus Mya.— 3. A shell of the genus
Lutraria.

onion-skin (un'yun-sMn), n. A kind of paper

:

so called from its thinness, translueency, and
finish, in which respects it resembles the skin
of an onion. It has a high gloss, and may be of any
color, blue being generally preferred as more opaque thau
other tints. It is used, on account of its lightness, for
correspondence where a saving of postage is an object

onion-smut (un'yun-smut), n. A fungus, Uro-
cystis Cepulce, of the order Ustilaginece, very de-
structive to the cultivated onion.

oniony (un'yun-i), a. [< onion + -yl.] Of the
nature of onion; resembling or smelling of
onion.

onirocrite, onirociitic, etc. See oneirocrite,

etc.

Oniscidse (o-ms'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Oniscus +
-idee.'] A family of cursorial terrestrial isopods,
typified by the genus Oniscus; the slaters or
wood-lice. The legs are all ambulatory, the abdomen is

six-segmented, the antennse are from six- to nine-jointed,
and the antennulse are minute. Some of the species, which
can roll themselves into a perfect ball, are known as piU-
bugs, sow-bugSt and armadiilos,

onisciform (o-nis'i-fdrm), a. [< NL. Oniscus
+ L. forma, form.] 1. Belated to or resem-
bling the OniscidcE : specifically applied to the
larvae of certain lyesenid butterflies.— 2. Of or
pertaining to the Onisciformes.

Onisciformes (o-nis-i-f5r'mez), n. pi. [Nil.

:

see onisciform.] ' In Latreille's system of classi-

fication, agroup of chilognath myriapods, equiv-
alent to the family Glomeridw of Westwood : so
called from their resemblance to Oniseidce.

oniscoid (o-nis'koid), a. [< Oniscus + -oid.']

Resembling a wood-louse ; belonging or related

to the OniscidcB.

Oniscus (o-nis'kus), n. [NL., < Gr. bviaiajs, a
wood-louse, lit. a little ass, dim. of dvo^, an
ass: see ass.'] The typical

genus of Onisddce. See also

cut under Isopoda.

onkotomy, ». See oncotomy.

onlay (on'la), ,i. [< o«i +
Zayl.] Anything mounted
upon another or affixed to it

so as to project from its sur-

face in relief, especially in

ornamental design.

onless, conj. An obsolete or

dialectal form of unless.

onliness (on'U-nes), n. [For-

merly oneliness; < only +
-ness.'i 1. The state of being one or single

singleness.

A Species of Oniscus,
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It evidently appears that there can be bat one such be-

in^ (as GodJ, and that Mdcwo-if, uuity, oneliness, or singu-
larly, is essential to it.

Cttdworth, Intellectual System, p. 207.

2. The state of being alone.
onlitis (on-li'tis), n. Same as girigivitis.

onlivef, adv. A Middle English form of aline.

onloftet, adv. A Middle English form of aloft.

onlooker (on'luk'^r), n. A looker-on; a spec-
tator; an observer.
Onlooking (on'luk'ing), a. Looking onward or
forward; foreboding.
only (on'U), a. [Formerly onely; < ME. only,
oonli, onlich, < AS. dnlic, eenlic, OTiiy (= OFries.
einlik, ainlik, D. eenlijk = MLG. einlik = OHG.
einlih, MHG. einlich, only, = Dan. enlig, only,
= Sw. enlig, conformable), < an, one, + -lie, E.
-ly^.] 1. Single as regards number, or as re-
gards class or kind ; one and no more or other;
single ; sole : as, he was the onlyperson present

;

the only answer possible ; an only son; my only
friend; the only assignable reason.

His own otdyche Sonne Lord oner all y-knowen.
Fieri Plourmans Crede (E. E. T. S.), 1. 800.

Denying the only Lord God, and onr Lord Jesus Christ
Jude4.

This was an only bough, that grew in a large dark grove,
not from a tree of its own, but like the mistletoe, from
another. Baeon, Physical Fables, xL

This only coale is enough to kindle the Are.
Mabbe, The Rogue, IL 261.

She is the only cliild of a decrepit father, whose life is

bound up in hers. Stede, Spectator, No. 449.

2. Alone ; nothing or nobody but.

Before all thiugs were, God omly was.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 14.

One only being shalt thou not subdne.
SheUey, Prometheus Unbound, L 1.

3f. Mere ; simple.

Th' Almighty, seeing their so bold assay,
£indled the flame of His consuming yre.
And with His onely breath them blew away.

Spenser, Hymn of Heavenly Love, L 87.

And, as I cross'd thy way, I met thy wrath

;

The only fear of which near slain me hath.
Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, ill 1*

4. Single in degree or excellence ; hence, dis-

tinguished above or beyond all others; special.

She rode in peace, through his oniypaynes and excellent
endnrannce. Spenser, State of Ireland.

My only love sprung from my only hate.
Slialc, K. and J., L 5. 140.

Choice and select fashions are there in onely request
R. BrtMwaUe, English Gentleman, quoted by F. HalL

He is the only man for musick. Johnson,

only (on'li), adv., conj., and prep. [Formerly
onely,-X ME. only, oonli, oneliche, onli, etc., < AS.
*dnlice, cenlice, singularly, < anlic, eenlic, only:
see only, a.] I. adv. 1. Alone; no other or
others than; nothing or nobody else than;
nothing or nobody but; merely: as, only one
remained ; man cannot live on bread only.

The sauter seith hit is no synn e for suche men as ben trewe
For to seggen as thei seen and saue onliche prestes.

Piers Plomman (C), xiiL 30.

Let no mourner say
He weeps for her, for she was otily mine.

Shdk., Lucrece, 1. 1798.

'Tis she, and ordy she.

Can make me happy, or give misery.
Fletcher, Faitlitul Shepherdess, i. S.

Only the actions of the just
Smell sweet and blossom in the dust.

Shirley, Contention of Ajax and Ulysses, iii.

With only Fame for spouse and your great deeds.
Tennyson, Princess, iii.

2. No more than; merely; simply; just: as,

he had sold only two.

But nowe ther standeth [in Jaffa] never an bowse but
oordy ij towers. And Certeyne Caves vnder the gionude.

Torlcington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 24.

Everyimagination of the thoughts of his heart was only
evil continually. Gen. vL 5.

Now therefore forgive, I pray thee, my sin ordy this once.
Ex. X. 17.

The eastern gardens indeed are only orchards, or woods
of fruit trees. Pocoeke, Description of the East, 11. i. 123.

I have seen many a pliilosopher whose world is large

enough for only one person.
Emerson, Society and Solitude.

My words are only words. Tennyson, In Memoriam, Iii.

3. In but one manner, for but one purpose, by
but one means, with but one result, etc. ; in
no other manner, respect, place, direction,

circumstances, or condition than ; at no other
time, or in no other way, etc., than ; forno other
purpose or with no other result than ; solely

;

exclusively; entirely; altogether: as, he ven-
tured forth only at night ; he was saved only by
the skin of his teeth; he escaped the gallows

Onoclea

only to be drowned; articles sold only in pack-
ages.

For our great sinnes forgiaenes for to getten
And only by Christ clenlich to be clensed.

Piers Plourman's Crede (E. E. I. S.), L 819.

.And they said. Hath the Lord indeed spoken only by
Moses? hath he not spoken also by us? Num. xii. 2.

By works a man is justified, and not by faith only.

Jas. ii. -24.

At length he succeeded in attaining the crest of the
mountain; but it was only to be plunged in new difficul-
ties. Iraing, Granada, p. 94.

Infinite consciousness and finite consciousness exist
only as they exist in each other.

Veitch, Introd. to Descartes's Method, p. cxliv.

Poetry is valuable only for the statement wliich it makes,
and must always be subordinate thereto.

Stedman, Vict. Poets, p. 301.

4t. Above all others
; preeminently ; especially.

Afterward another onliche he blissede.
Piers Plourman's Crede (E. E. T. S.), L 534.

I was my father's son, tender and only beloved in the
sight of my mother. Prov. iv. 3L

That renowned good man.
That did so only embrace his country, and loved
His fellow-citizens

!

B, Jonson, Catiline, \. 4.

5. Singly; with no other in the same relation

:

as, the only begotten Son of the Father Hot
only . . . but also .... not only . . . but .... not
merely . . . but likewise . . . : both . . . and . . . (nega-
tively expressed). =Syn. 1-3. Alone, Only. See alone.

U. conf. But ; except ; excepting that.

And Pharaoh said, I will let you go that you may sacri-

fice to the Lord your God in the wilderness ; rmly ye stiall

not go very far away. Ex. viit 28.

We are men as you are.

Only our miseries make us seem monsters.
Fletcher, Sea Voyage, L 3.

My wife and I in their coach to Hide Parkc^ where great
plenty of gallants, and pleasant it was, only for the dust

Pepys, Diary, April 25, 1664.

A very pretty woman, only she squints a little, as Cap-
tain Brazen says in the "Kecruiting Officer."

Garridc, quoted in Forster's Goldsmith, I. 226.

m.t prep. Except; with the exception of.

Our whole office will be turned out only me.
Pepys, Dia^, Aug. 22, 166&

onnethet, adv. See uneath.

Onobrycnis (on-o-bri'kis),J!. [NL. (Gartner,
1791), < Gr. ovoPpvxk, a leguminous plant, sup-
posed to be sainfoin, appar. < ovoc, an ass, + 3pv-
X^iv, gnaw.] Agenus ofleguminous plants oithe
taibe Sedysarew and the subtribe Euhedysarece,
known by the flat unjointed exserted pod. There
are about 70 species, in Europe, northern Africa, and west-
ern Asia. They are usually herbs, with pinnate leaves,
and pink or whitish flowers in axillary racemes or spikes.
See coeishead, 1, French grass (under grass), hen'a-bOl, and
8ai7\foin.

onocentaur (on-o-sen't&r), n. Q< LL. onocen^
taurus, < Gr. ovoKlvravpog, bvoKivravpa, a kind of
tailless ape (.^ian), also (LL. ) a Mnd of demon
haunting wild places (Septuagint,translated pi-

losus in Vulgate, and satyr in the Eng. version,
Isa. xiii. 21), < jfof, ass, + Kcvravpog, centaur:
see centaur.'] A fabulous monster, a kind of
centaur, with a body part human and part asi-

nine, represented in Soman sculpture.

Onoclea (on-o-kle'a), n. [NL. (Linneens, 1753),
said to allude to the roUed-up fructification ; <

Gr. fivof, a vessel, -I- K^ieiv, close.] A genus of
polypodiaceous aspidioid ferns, having the
fertile fronds much contracted and quite un-
like the sterile ones. The sori are round, borne on
the back of the veins of the contracted fertile frond, and

Ostrich-fera {Onoclea Struikiofiteris).

a, pinna of the sterile frond ; *, pinna of the fertile fiond.

concealed by their revolute margins. They Inhabit cold

temperate regions, there being tliree species, of jrhich

two, 0. sen^ibUis, the sensitive-fem, and 0. StnUhiopteris.

the ostrich-fern, are found in ^'oi'th America.



onofrite

onofrite (on'o-frit), n. [< Onofre (see def.) +
-i<e2.] In mineral., a sulphoselenide of mercury
intermediate between metacinnabarite (HgS)
and tiemannite (HgSe), a mineral ocourring at
San Onofre, Mexico, and in southern Utah. It

is massive, of a lead-gray color.

onology (o-nol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. ovof, ass, + -Aoym,
< '/^yEiv, speak:" see -ology.'] A foolish way of
talking. [Bare.]

onomancyt (on'o-man-si), n. [= Sp. Pg. ono-
mancia, <. NL. *'onomanUa, short for *onomato-
mantia : see onomatomancy.l Same as onoma-
tomaney.
onomantic (on-6-man'tik), a. [= Sp. onoman-
Uco = Pg. onotnanUco ; as onomancy {-mant-) +
-ic] Of or pertaining to onomancy; predicted
by names or by the letters composing names.
Camden.
onomantical (on-o-man'ti-kal), a. [< onoman-
tic + -al.'] Same' as onomaiiUc.

An cnomanlvial or name-wizard Jew.
Camden, Kemains, Il^ames.

onomastic (on-o-mas'tik), a. [= P. onomasUgue
= Pg. It. onomastico ; < Gr. bvo/iaariKdc, of or be-
longing to names, < imo/Mcrrog, verbal n. of bvo-

/idfeiv, name, (. 6vo/ia, a name : see onym.^ Of,

pertaining to, or consisting of a name : specif-

ically applied in law to the signature of an
instrument the body of which is in the hand-
writing of another person, or to the instru-

ment so signed.

onomasticon, onomasticum (on-o-mas'ti-kon,
-kum), n. [ML., < Gr. bvo/ioartKAv (sc. pijiTuov), a
vocabulary, neut. of ovo/maTiKdgj of or belonging
to naming: see onomusUc.'] A work contain-
ing words or names, with their explanation, ar-

ranged in alphabetical or other regular order;

a dictionary; a vocabulary.
onomatechny (on'o-ma-tek-ni), n. [For *ono-

matotechny, < Gr. dvo/ia(T-), a name, + rexvti,

art.] Prognostication bythe letters of a name.
onomatolosist (on'o-ma-toro-jist), n. [< ono-

matolog-y + -is*.] One versei in ouomatology,
or the history of names. Southey, The Doctor,
clxxvi.

onomatology (on*o-ma-tol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. 6vo-

/«z(t-), a name,+ -Xoyia, < Tiiyeiv, speak : see -olo-

gy. Of. Gr. hvojuiToUyog, telling names.] 1 . The
branch of science which relates to the rules to

be observed in the formation ofnames or terms.
—2. The distinctive vocabulary used in any
particular branch of study.— 3. A discourse or

treatise on names, or the history of the names
of persons.

0110inatomaiicyt(on-o-mat'o-man-si),». [<NL.
*onomatomMnUa, < Gr. 6vo/mi(t-), name, -1- /lavreia,

divination.] Divination by names. J. Gauls

(1652), quoted in Hall's Modem English, p. 37,

note. Also onomomancy, onomancy.

onomatope (on'o-ma-top), n. [A short form <

onomotopoeia.'] A word formed to resemble the

sound made by the thing signified.

onomatopoeia (on-o-mat-o-pe'ya), n. [= P. otio-

matopie

=

Sp. onomatopeya = Pg. onomatopeia=
It. onomatop^a, onomatopea,< LL. onomatopcda,

< Gr. bvo/MTO'rroua, also ovo/iaTOTrol^aic, the making
of a name, esp. to express a natural sound, < bvo-

fiaTonotdg, making names, esp. to express natu-

ral sounds, < dvofm{T-), a name, + noulv, make.]
1. lapMlol., the formation of names by imita-

tion of natural sounds ; the naming of anything

by a more or less exact reproduction of the

sound which it makes, or something audible

connected with it ; the imitative principle in

language-making: thus, the verbs btigz and hum
and the noims pewit, wMppoorwill, etc., are pro-

duced by onomatopoeia. Words thus formed natu-

rally suggest the objects or actions producing the sound.

In the etymologies of this dictionaiy the principle ia ex-

pressed by the terms irmJUtiimi (adj. vmxtaUve) or imitaUve

v'a/riatum. Also called onrnnatopoeiUy onffmaiopoiem.

Onmnatopaeia [as a word], in addition to its awkward-
ness, has neither associative nor etymological application

to words imitating sounds.
J. A. B. Murray, 9th Ann. Address to Phil. Soc.

2. In rhet, the use of imitative and naturally

suggestive words for rhetorical efEect.

onomatopceic (on-o-mat-o-pe 'ik) , a. [= P; ono-

matopeique; as onomatopoeia + -ic] Pertaining

to, characterized by, or of the nature of ono-

matopoeia ; representing the sound of the thing

signified; imitative in speech.
onomatopoeous(on-9-mat-o-pe'us),a. [<Gr.6vo-

/jaTOTcoidg: see onomatopoeia.^ Same a,a onomat-

opoeic.

onomatopoesis (on-o-mat^o-po-e'sis), n. [Also

onomatopoiesis; < Gr. bvo/iaTowolJiaig : Bee onomat-

opoeia.'] Same as onomatopoeia.
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onomatopoetic (on-o-mat*o-p6-et'ik), a. [< ono-

matopoesis {-poet-) + -jc] Same as onomat-
opoeic.

ouomatopoetically (on-o-mat'o-po-et'i-kal-i),

adv. In accordance with onomatopoeia; Tjyan
onomatopoeic process.

onomatopoiesis (on-o-mat"9-poi-e'sis),». Same
as onomatopoeia.

onomatopyt (on'o-ma-to-pi), n. Same as ono-

matopoeia.

onomomancyt (on'o-mo-man-si), n. Same as
onomatomancy.
Onondaga salt-group. See salt-group.

ononet, <^<lv- A Middle English variant of amow.

Ononis (o-no'nis), n. [NL. (Linnseus, 1737), <

Gr. bvuvcg, a plant, < ovof, an ass: see ass'^.'] A
genus of leguminous plants of the tribe Trifo-

liece, known by the monadelphous stamens.
There are about 60 species, in Europe and the Mediterra-
nean region and Canary Islands. They are usually herbs,

with leaves of three leaflets, oblong pods, and red or yel-

low flowers, solitary or two or three together in the axils

of the leaves. See rest-harrow, cammockl, 1, finweed, lico-

rice (6), and land-whin (under whin).

Onopordon (on-o-p6r'don),»i. [NL. (Linnseus,

1753), < Gr. bvmopSov, the cotton-thistle, so

called, according to Puny, as rendering asses

flatulent ; < Gr. bvog, an ass, + rtopd^, breaking
wind, < irkpSeiv = L. pedere, break wind.] A
genus of composite plants of the tribe Cynaroi-
dece and the subtribe Carduvneas, characterized

by the pilose filaments and foveolate recepta^
cle. There are about 15 species, natives of Europe and
the Mediterranean region. They are prickly and usually

Onofordon Acanthium.
X, the upper part of the stem with the heads; 2, a leaf; a, a flower;

i, the fruit with the pappus.

cottony herbs, with deep-cut and spiny leaves, and large
terminal heads of purplish or white flowers. 0. Acan-
thium is the common cotton-thistle or Scotch thistle, in

some old boolcs called argenXine or a/rgerUme thistle, from
its silvery whiteness. See cottonrthistle, and Scotch thistle

(under thistle).

onort, onourt, »• Obsolete spellings of honor.

Onosma (o-noz'ma), n. [NL. (Linn»us, 1767), <

Gr. bvoafia, a boraginaeeous plant, < bvog, an ass,

-I- baiiii, smell.] A genus of gamopetalous plants
of the order Boraginem, the tribe Boragece, and
the subtribe lAthospermece, characterized by the
four separate nutlets, fixed by a broad flat base.
There are about 70 species, natives of the Mediterranean
region and central Asia. They are bristly or hoary herbs
with alternate leaves and bracted one-sided racemes of

usually yellow flowers. They are to some extent in favor

for cultivation, the hardy species being specially suited

to rockwork. 0. Tauriowm is called golden-drop.

Onosmodium fon-os-mo'di-imi), n. [NL. (Mi-

chaux, 1808), < Onosma, + Gr. elSog, form (see

-oid).] A genus of plants of the order Boragi-
nem, the tribe Boragece, and the subtribe lAtho-

spermece, having obtuse included anthers,bract-

ed racemes, and erect corolla-lobes. There are

about 6 species, all North American, erect bristly perenni-
als, with alternate leaves and recurving racemes or cymes
of white, greenish, or yellowish flowers. See gromwell.

onroundet, adv. A Middle English form of

around.

onrush (on'rush), ». [<OMl + rMsfe.] A rush or

dash onward ; a rapid or violent onset.

onsayt (on'sa), n. [Apj)ar. a mixture of onset

and assay.] Onset; beginning.

First came New Custome, and hee gave the onsay.
New Custome. (Nares.)

onset (on'set),«. [<onl + «e«l,®.] 1. A rushing
or setting upon; attack; assault; especially,

the assavut of an army or body of troops upon

onto

an enemy or a fort, or the order for such an
assault.

Gif your countrie lords fa' back,
Out Borderers sail the onset eie.

Sang of the Outlaw Murray (ChUd's Ballads, VI. 32).

for a single hour of that Dundee
Who on that day the word of onset gave

!

Wordsworth, Pass of Killicranky.

2t. Start; beginning; initial step or stage; out-

set.

Children, if sufllcient pains are taken with them at the

onset, may much more easilybe taught to shoot well than

men.
Aschmn, quoted in Stnitt's Sports and Pastimes, p. 126.

There is surely no greater wisdom than well to time the
beginnings and onsets of things. Bacon, Delays (ed. 1887).

3. An attack of any kind: as, the impetuous
onset of grief.—4. Something set on or added
by way of ornament. =Syn. 1. Attack, Charge, On-
set, Assault, Onslaught. Attack is the general word; the

rest are arranged according to the degree of violence im-

plied. Charge is a military word : as, "The Charge of the

Light Brigade." Onxet generally applies to a collective

movement; assault and onslaught may indicate the act of

many or of one. An onslaught is rough and sudden, with-

out method or persistence.

onsett (on'set), v. t. [< onset, «.] To assault;

begin.

This for a time was hotly ansetted, and a reasonable

price offered, but soon cooled again. Carew.

onshore (on'shor'), a(i«. Toward the land: as,

the wind blew onshore.

onshore (on'shor), a. [< onshore, adv.] Being
on or moving toward the land : as, an onshore

wind.
onsidet, onsidest, odv. Middle English forms of

aside.

onslaught (on'siat), n. [< on + slaught, < MB.
slagt, < AS. sleaht, a striking, attack : see

slaught, slaughter.] Attack ; onset ; aggression

;

assault; an inroad; an incursion; a bloody at-

tack.

I do remember yet that onslaught [orig. printed anslaight,

by error]; thou wast beaten,

And fled'st before the butler.
Fletcher, Monsieur Thomas, ii. 3.

His reply to this unexpected onslaught is a mixture of

satire, dignity, good-humour, and railleiy.

A. Dobson, Selections from Steele, Int., p. xL

=STn. Assault, etc. See onset.

onslepet, adv. A Middle English form of asleep.

onst (wunst), adv. [Also written, more distinc-

tively, but badly, oncet, onct; < once + -t excres-

cent, as in against, amongst, etc. So twist, twicet,

for twice.] A common vulgarism for once^-.

"It [Nature] 's amazin' hard to come at," sez he, "but
onct git it an' you've gut eveiythin* 1"

Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., No. xi., The Argymunt.

onstead (on'sted), n. [With loss of orig. w (due
to Scand.), from *wonstead, < won^, wane (< AS.
wunian = leel. una), dwell, + stead, place.] A
farmstead; the buildings on a farm. [Scotch
and North. Eng.] "

onsweret, n. and v. A Middle English form of

answer.

Ontarian (on-ta'ri-an), a. and n. [< Ontario
(see def.) -1- -an.] "I. a. Of or pertaining to

Ontario, a province of the Dominion of Canada,
or Lake Ontario, one of the Great Lakes, on
the border between Canada and New York.

II. n. An inhabitant of the province of On-
tario.

OnthophagUS (on-thof'a-gus), n. [NL. (La-
treille, 1807),< Gr.dvflof, diing, + tpayelv, devour.]
A genus of scarabseoid beetles, it is one of the
largest genera of the family Searabodd^B, containing sev-
eral hundred species, found all over the world, usuEdly of

small size,sometimes of brilliant color, breeding in dung.
The genus is characterized by the combination of nine-
jointed antennse with no visible scutellum.

outilt, OUtillf, prep. Middle English forms of

onto^t, prep. An. obsolete form of unto.

The bestis furth hes tnrsyt this ilka syre
Onto the altar blesand [blazing ?] of hayt fyre.

Oavin Douglas, tr. of Virgil, XII. iv. SO.

onto^ (on't6), prep. [A mod. form, due to co-

alescence of the adv. oral with the following
prep, to, after the analogy of into (and of unto,
formerly also onto, so far as that is analogous),
upon, etc. The word is regarded by purists as
vulgar, and is avoided by careful writers.] 1.

Toward and upon : as, the door opens directly
onto the street.

It is a very pleasant country-seat, situated about two
miles from the Frowning City, onto which it looks.

H. R. Haggard, Allan Quatermain, xxiii.

2. To and in connection with.

When the attention is turned to a dream scene passing
in the mind, on awakening it can recall certain antece-
dent events that join onto the ones present, and so on
back into the night Amer. Jour. Psychol., I. 388.



onto

3. To the top of; upon; on.

"Where »re yon going now, Mra. Fairfax!" . . .."Onto
ihe leads ; will yon come and see tbe view ?

"

Charlotte BronU, Jane Eyre, zl

It kind of ptitfi a noo soot of close onto a word, thlsere
fonattick spe^n' dooe.

howeUt Biglow Papers, 2d ser. , No. xi. The Argymnnt.

He subsided onia the music-bench obediently.
Mt$. Humphry Ward, Kobert Elsmere, xrliL

ontogenal (on-toj'e-nal), a. Same as ontogenic.

Nature, XLI. 316. " [Rare.]

ontogenesis (on-to-jen'e-sis), n.
_

[< Gr. im
(ovT-), being (neut. pi. ra ovra, existing things),

+ yh/eai^, generation.] In biol., the history of

the individual development of an oi^anized
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onus (6'nus), n. [< L. onus (oner-), a load, bur-

den. Hence ult. E. onerous, exonerate, etc.] A
burden: often used for onus proiandi, 'onus of

proof.'

I again move the introduction of a new topic, ... on
me be the onus of bringing it forward.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyr^ xvii.

Even in those portions of conduct which do afEect the in-

terests of others, the onue of maldng out a case always lies

on the defenders of legal prohibitions. J. S. MUl.

onyx

onychite (on'i-ldt), n. [< L. "onychites, ony-
chitis, < Gr. bvixiTJis, bvix'Tig, se. VBog, a kind of

yellowish marble, < owj (owx-), onyx, etc. : see
onyx.^ An. Oriental alabaster (aragonite) con-
sisting of carbonate of Ume, white with yellow
and brown veins, at present found in Algeria,
Mexico, and California, it is believed by King to
have been the ancient murrine. Pliny and other authors
mention fabulous sums as having been paid for vases of
onychite.

other, as in some cases when
or when the fact lies peculiar!

being, as distinguished from pHylogeiesis, or ^^;;^lZ^^^r6f(on':&a,'^S;ad^ l<

t'.^'!!Z.t^^^^!'tf^.^Zf^F^^±.^^. on^ + ^ard-war^-l 1 By l^rii" advance
;
foj-

ward ; on ; toward the front or a point ahead

;

Onus probandl (Uterally, 'the burden of proving ), the OnycMtiS (on-i-M'tis), H. [mj.,<GT.&w^(bwx-),
burden of proof —that is, the task of proving what has a nail, claw, + -itis.'] Inflammation of the soft
been alleged. This usually rests upon the person or side parts about the naU

; paronychia,
making tlie charge or aUegation, but sometimes vnth the onvchimn fo-nik'i-um), n.; pi. onychia (-a).

a little claw, dim. of iw^

from biogenesis, or life-development generally.

Also ontogeny.

ontogenetic (on'to-je-net'ik), a. [< ontogene-

sis, after genetic.'] OC, pertaining to, or relating

to ontogenesis.
ontogenetical (on'to-je-net'i-kal), a. [< onto-

genstic + -aJ.] Same as ontogenetic.

ontogenetically (on'to-jf-nefi-kal-i), adv. In
an ontogenetic manner; by way of ontogene-
sis.

ontogenic (on-to-jen'ik), a. [< ontogen-y +
-ic] Of or pertaining to ontogeny, or the his-

tory of the individual development of an or-

ganized being.
ontogenically (on-to-jen'i-kal-i), adv. Onto-
genetically ; by ontogenesis.

ontogenist (on-toj'e-nist), n. [< ontogen-y +
-tsf.J One who is versed in or stadies on-

togeny.
ontogeny (on-toj'e-ni), n. [< Gr. uv (ovr-), be-

ahead: as, to move onward, literally or figura-

tively.

"When the cloud was taken up from over the tabernacle,

the children of Israel went onward in all their journeys.
Ex. xL 36.

And this shall seem, as partly 'tis, their own
Which we have goaded onward.

Shak., Cor., il. 3. 271.

2. Forward ; continuously on.

Nature, sovereign mistress over wrack,
As thou goest onwards, still will pluck thee back.

Shak., Sonnets, cxxvi.

Still onward winds the dreary way.
Tennyson, In Memonam, xxvi.

3. Forth; forward in time.
But say

Tliat death be not one stroke, as I supposed.
Bereaving sense, but endless misery
From this day onward. Mitton, P. L., x. 811.

Syn. Forward, Orvward. Seefoneardl.

vancing; moving on or forward,

No doubt vast eddies in the flood

Of onward time shall yet be made.

ing, + -yhieut, ^ -yEv^Q, producing: see -geny.] onward (on'ward), a. [^<. onward, adv.] 1. Ad.

1. Same as ontogenesis.—2. Specificafly or " ^

specially, the ontogenesis of an individual liv-

ing organism ; the entire development andmei>-

amorphosis or life-history of a given organism,

as distinguished from phytogeny.
ontograpllic (on-to-graf'ik), a. [< ontograph^
+ -ic] Of or pertaining to ontography.

ontogiaphy (on-tog'ra-fi), n.
_
[< Gr. IJv (ott-),

being, + -ypai^ia, < ypaipuv, writiB.] A descrip-

tion ofbeings, theirnature and essence. Thomas,

Med. Diet.

ontologic (on-to-loj'ik), a. [= F. ontologigue;

as ontolog-y + -ic.'] Same as ontological.

ontological (on-to-loj'i-kal), a. [< ontologic +
-al. ] Of or pertaining to ontology ; of the nature

on, but sometimes vnth the ojivchium fo-nik'i-
the allegation is a negative, "Sy?"¥^ W, V"' '

•ly within the knowledge of L^li., < Gr. ovvxiov,
•" (oto;);-), a naU, claw: see «»i^x.] A little claw;

specifically, in entom., a small appendage of the
terminal joint of the tarsus of many insects, be-
tween the two claws with which the tarsus usu-
ally ends. The onychium may bear an appendage called

paronychium. Also called pseudor^chium, and in diptera

empodium.
onychogryposis (on'i-ko-gii-po'sis), n. [NL.,

< Gr. iwf (bvvx-), a naU, claw, + ypiiraai^, a
crooking, hooldng: see gryposis.] Thickening
and curvature of the nails. Also, erroneously,

onychogryphosis.

onychomancy (on'i-ko-man-si), n. [< Gr. Svvf

(bwx-), nail, + /lavreia, divination.] A kind of

divinationbymeans ofthe finger-nails. Bourne's

Pop. Antiq. (1777), p. 96.

onychomycosis (on'i-ko-mi-ko'sis), n. [Nil.,

< Gr. Awf (bvvx-), a naUJ claw, + NL. mycosis.]

Disease of the nail caused by the presence of a
fungus, usually THchophyton tonsurans, rarely

Achorion Sehonleinii Onychomycosis clrdnata.
Same as onychomycosis tricfiophytina.—(^lychomycosiB
favosa, onychomycosis caused by.4cAorM>n Sehonleinii.—
Onychomycosis trichophytina, onychomycosis caused
hyTriehc^hyton tonsurans.

onyclionosos (on-i-kon'o-sos), n. [Nil., < Gr.

owf (bimx-), a nail, claw, + v6aog, disease.] In
pathol., disease of the naUs.

Tmnyson. In Memoriam, cxxviii.
o^ychopatMc (on'i-ko-path'ik), a. [< Gr. Swf

2. Forward; forwarding: said of progress or (mux-), a nail, claw, 4- jraffoCf suffering.] Per-
advancement. taining to or affected with disease of the nails.

The onward course which leadeth to immortality and Onychophora (on-i-kof'6-ra), n. pi, [NIi., <
honour. Chalmers, Sabbath Headings, n. 198. q.^_ j^^ (bmx-), a nail,' claw, -I- (pepetv = E.

bear'^.] An order of Myriapoda established

for the reception of the single gezmsPeripatus.
Also called PeripaUdea, MdUieopoda, and Ony-
chopoda.

The world owes all its onward impulses to men ill at

ease. Havjthorne, Seven Gables, xx.

3. Advanced as regards progress or improve-
ment; forward.

Within a while Philoxenus came to see howojiMmrdthe onychophoran (on-i-kof'o-ran), a. and n. [As
fruits were of his friend's labour^ _ _ Onychophora + -an.] I. a. Of or pertaining to

of ontology; metaphysical— Ontolog

Sir p. Sidney, Arcadia, i

iroof, on'Wardnesst (on'ward-nes), n. The state or
the Onychophora.
H. n. A member of the Onychophora.

the a priori argument for the being <rf God, dCTivedftom condition of being "onward or advanced; ad- onvchonhorous (on-i-kof'6-rus), a. [As Ony-

irhrb'e^SaS°SiS'r:!?es'SJa.'^'Mbn1t2°'- vance; progress Sir T. More, Utopia, ii. 7. Zph^a + ^«..] ,
Same as oJychopLran

ontolosicaUy (on-to-loi'i-kal-i), a<?v. in the onwards, od». See onward. OnycllOSlS (on-i-ko'sis), «. [NX., < Gr. «wf

maZeVrf ontology; by means of or in aceor- onwryt, a. AYaxi^toiunwry Chaucer (i^;^.), a nail, claw, + -osis.] Disease of the

dance with ontolog. ony (o'ni) a. and pro». An obsolete or dialectal ^aUs.

ontoloeism (on-tol'6-jizm), ra. [< ontolog-y + (Scotch) form of arey. onyert.n. See oneyer.
.. ,,^,. v

Tm]^£ol., the doctrine that the hUan onycha (on i-ka), n. [< L. onycha, ace. of o^yx onym (on'im), n. [< Gr. 6vv^, a dial, (^olic)

,Ileet has an immediate cognition of God as
^Z'^y,'^^' ^^""^f "^TtK^li^^^i^ J^^^t^

form "
"

shell or operculum of a species or moUusk,intellect has an immediate cognit

its proper object and the principle of all its

cognitions. Ontologism was initiated by Marsilius Fici-

nns, and formulated and continued by Malebranche and
by GiobertL As formulated in certain selected proposi-

tions, the system was condemned by papal authority in

1861, and this decision was confirmed by others in 1862

and 1866. Cath. DicL

ontologist (on-tol'o-jist), n. [= F. ontologiste

= Sp. ontologista; as ontology + -ist.] One
who is versed in ontology; one who studies

ontology.
on'tologize (on-tol'o-jiz), v. i.

;
pret. and pp. on-

found in India and elsewhere, and emitting,

when burned, a musky odor. In Smith's "Diction-

ary of the Bible " the onycha of the following quotation is

Identifled as the operculum of some species of Strombus,

which has a claw-like shape and a peculiar odor when
burned. This object is also said to have been known in

old works on materia medica by the names unguis odo-

ratJis, Natta Byzantina, and devil's-daw.

Take unto thee sweet spices, stacte, and onycha [L. ony-

cha, ace, Vulgate, translating Heb. shecheleth.].

Ex. XXX. 34.

2. The onyx.

(used also in Attic in eomp. -o-ovv/iog,

-GwvfjLog) of bvofia, Ionic ovvofuif a name : see

namei.] In zool., the technics^ name of a spe-

cies or other group, consisting of one or more
terms applied conformably with some recog-

nized system of nomenclature.

The word onym supplies the desiderata of brevity in

writing, euphony in speaking, plastic aptitude for combi-
nations, and exactitude of signification.

Coues, The Auk, 1884, p. 321.

onymal (on'i-mal), a. [< onym -I- -al.] la zool.,

of or pertaining to an onym or to onymy.

tol^giFed,vvr. onUiiogidhg. {< Sntolog-y + '-ize] onychauxis (on-i-kak'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. ow>f °^|^*i° .&' Pert^iSg to or consiK'g m
To pursue ontological studies; be an ontolo- (4vv;^.)jfinger-nail, + aife(v, increase.] Increase ...'...-' , . » .

gistl study ontolog. in the substance of the nail, whether as simple

ontology (on-tol'o-ji), n. [=F. ontologie= Sp. thickening or as a general enlargement of its

ontologia = Pg. tt. ontologia, < NL. ontologia entire substance.
(Clauberg, died 1655), < Gr. av {bvr-), being onychia^ (6-nik'i-a), n. [NL.,<Gr. ivuf (ow;);-),

(neut. pL Ta brvra, existing things), + -Xo/i'a, < finger-naU': see oiiyx.] Suppurative inflamma-

Uyscv, speak: see •ology.'] The theoijr of be- tion in proximity to the finger-nail. See -paro-

ing ; that branch of metaphysics which investi- «^cAia.—Onychia maligna, a perverse suppurative in

the technical nomenclature of a science.

A new ommaHc system of logical expression. ^^
W. S. Jemms, Encyc. Brit, VH. 66.

onymize (on'i-miz), v. i.
;

pret. and pp. ony-

mized, ppr. onymizing. [< onym + -ize.] In

zool., to make use of onyms; apply a system of

nomenclature.Oi iiici.»jtiiijfsi<io iTuit.iiiii..<5oi.i- nycma Onycma majlgna, a perverse Buppunu-ive m- v.. „ r/ /vM./™ -)- tiS fattjar «/
-rates the nature of being and of the essence of flLmati^f thTnlSbld, iccirring spontaneously m onymy (on'i-mi), n. [< onym + -j/s (att«r sy-

things both substances and accidents. per5onswithvltalityexhaustedbychronicdisease.-Ony- nonymy, eta.).] In 0ooi., the use ot
""^"6°' ... , , ., . chla parasitica, onychomycosis. " ^-'

onyms; a
^- ... 1 J iv . uiiitt ifiu'3icubiu£i> uuJ ^liiuiiij ^."0*." svstem of nomenclature.

ou^^st'^.^i™^m<^"Tr'aSeS??-al''w*eSlsX Onychia2(o-nik'i-^a),«. [NL.,<L.o»^(on^cfe-)^ onyst. adv. An obsolete form of onceK
.

several^dnrdirtsirarof it. The word being here in- a kind of mussel: see onyx, onycha.] 1- In onyx(on'iks), ». [In ME. ontcAe, < OF. OMtcfte,

eludes not only whatsoever actually is, but whatsoever entom. : (fi) A genus of lepidopterous insects, onyche P. onyx (after L.) = Sp. onique, oniz =
can be. Vatis, Ontology, ii. iFleming.) founded by Hiibner in 1816. (6) A genus of p ' '^ _ it. onice, < L. onyx (onych-), < Gr.

The first part of thisjnetaphpicm^pstemattcform oynipidous hymenopterous insects of the sub- 5y„j(5^;^.), a nail (of a human being), a claw or"" .„„ ™. „.
family Mgitinte, founded by Walker in 1835. ^alon (of a bird), a claw (of a beast), a hoof (of

Three North American and several European species are -
^

, ^ _ iT-._i ;— ;_ ^^— „„_„„
described. Like the rest of the Figitirue, and unlike most
other Cynipidce, they are all parasitic.

2. A genus of eephalopods.

is ontolomi. or the doctrine of the abstract characteristics

rfBetair Hegel, Logic, tr. byW. WaUace, § 33.

The science conversant about all such inferences of un-

known being from its known manifestations is called on-

tology. 'Str W. HamMon, Metaph., vii.

ontosophy (on-tos'6-fi), ». [< NL. ontosophia onychia^, n. Plural otonychium.

(Clauberg, died 1655), < Gr. uv (ovr-), being, + onychian (o-nik'i-an), n. A cepb

aodiia wisdom.] Same as ontology. family Onychii or Onychoteuthida.

horses, oxen, etc.), a thickening in the cornea

of the eye, a veined gem, the onyx, in L. also

a kind of yellowish marble ; = L. unguis, a nail

(< ungula, a hoof). See nail.] 1. A variety of

quartz, closely aUied to agate, characterized

by a structure in parallel bands differing in
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color or in degree of translucency : in the bet- oogone (o'o-gon), n. [< oogonimn.'] Same as
ter kinds the layers are sharply defined and
the colors white with blacky brown, or red.
In many cases the contrast of color is heightened by arti-

ficial means. The ancients vidued the onyx very highly,
and used it much tor cameos, many of the finest cameos
in existence being of this stone. See cut under banded.

And the Degrees to gon up to his Throne, where he sit-

tethe at the Mete, on is of Oniclie, another is of Cristalle.

MandemUe, Travels, p. 276.

2. An infiltration of pus between +he layers of
the cornea, resembling a naU.—3. In conch.

:

(a) The piddock, Pholas dactylus. (V) A razor-
shell: a bivalve of the family Solenidm onyx
marlue, a translucent, whitish, and partially iridescent
variety of carbonate of lime, having a stalagmitic or more
or less concentric structure, and hence bearing some re-
semblance to onyx, whence the name. It is a material of
great beauty, and is used for cases of cloclcs, and for vases,
toble-tops, etc. It was loiown in ancient times and highly
valued, especially for mailing small vaaes or cu^s for hold-
ing precious ointments. It was the alabastrites of the
Romans, and is often called Oriental alabagter, although a
carbonate and not a sulphate of lime. The ancient quar-
ries of this material, of which knowledge had long been
lost, were rediscovered in Egypt about 1850, and furnish a

' highly prized ornamental stone. The chief supply at the
present time, however, comes from Algeria, where it oc-
curs in large quantity and of fine quality. A similar stone,
known as Mexican onyx or TecaUi marble, has been dis-

covered within the past few years in Mexico, and has al-

ready come into somewhat extensive use in the United
States and elsewhere.

onyxis (6-nik'sis), ». An ingrowing nail.

onza de oro (on'za da o'ro). [Sp. : onea, ounce

;

de, of; oro, gold: see ounce^, d^, or3.] A large
gold coin struck during the nineteenth century
by some of the South American repubUes, and
by Spain in the latter ^art of the eighteenth
and beginning of the nineteenth century. It

was worth about |16. Also called doblon. See
doubloon.

OOt, a. Same as o*.

OObit (o'bit), n. Same as ouhit. Jamieson.
o5blast (o'o-bl&st), n. [< Gr. 4>6v (= L. ovum),
an egg, +'^^.a^rdg, a germ.] A bud or germ
of an ovum ; a primitive or formative ovum not
yet developed into an ovum.
ooblastic (6-o-blas'tik), a. [< ooblast + 4c.']

Of or pertaining to oSblasts or budding ova.

OO^mba (o-o-sim'ba), n.; pi. oocymbce (-be).

[NXi., < Gr. ii)6v (= li. ovum), an egg, + nvfipij

(= L. cymba), a boat: see cymbal A ptero-
cymba whose opposed pleural and proral pteres
are conjoined, producmg a spicule of two me-
ridional bands. Sollas.

oocymbate (o-o-sim'bat), a. [< ooeymba +
-ateK'] Having the character of or pertaining
to an ooeymba.
oocyst (6'o-sist), n. [< Gr. ^ (= L. ovum), an
egg (see ovum), + Kvang, bladder: see cyst.2

1. In goal., an ovicell; a sac or pouch serving
as a receptacle of the eggs of certain polyzo-
ans, to the cells of which it is attached; a kind
of oStheea or oostegite.— 2. In bot., same as
oogonium. [Rare.]

oocystic (o-0-sis'tik), a. [< ooa/st + 4c.'] Per-
taining to an oocyst : as, an ooeysUe chamber.
oodles, oodlins (8'dlz, Sd'linz), n. [Origin ob-
scure.] Abundance; a large quantity. [Ten-
nessee.]

All you lack 'a the feathers, and we've got oodles of 'em
right here. The Century, XXXIII. 846.

ooecial (o-e'si-al), a. [< ocemrnn + -al.] Pertain-
ing to an ooec'ium.

O0eciuni(o-e'si-uni),m.; pl.oa?oJa(-a). [Nli.,<Gr.
< (!)6v, egg, + okof, house.] One di the bud-like
cells or cysts of some polyzoans, as the marine
gymnolsBmatous forms of the order, which are
speciallyformed to receive the ova, and inwhich
the ova are fecundated ; the kind of ovicell or
oocyst which a moss-animalcule may have.

oogamous (o-o^'a-mus), a. [< oogam-y + -ous.]

In bot., exhibiting or being reproduced by
oBgamy.

It is evident that we have before us an intermediate
case between the ordinary forms of oogaitwus and isoga-

mous conjugation. De Bary, Fungi (trans.), p. 164.

oogamy (o-og'a-mi), n. [< Gr. ^, an egg, -I-

yaiioQ, marriage.] In bot., the conjugation of
two gametes of dissimilar form : contrasted with

[NL., < Gr. <;>&t>, an
The vitelline mem-

[< Gr. i^v, an egg.

oogenesis (6-6-jen'e-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. ^6v, an
egg, + yheaiQ, origin : see genesis.] The gene-
sis or origin and development of the ovum.
oogenetic (d'o-jf-nefik), a. [< oogenesis, after

genetic] Of or pertaining to oBgenesis.

OOgeny (o-oj'e-ni), n. [< Gr. ^dv, an egg, -I-

-yeveia, < -ysv/ig, producing: see -geny.] 06gen-
esis.

ooglosa (6-o-gle'a), n. [NL., < Gr. i}>6v, an egg,

+ ylola, glue : see gloea.] Same as egg-glu^.

oogonium (o-o-go'ni-um), n.
;
pi. oogonia (-a). [<

Gr. (l>6v, an egg, + 701^, generation.] lii bot.,

the female sexual organ in certain cryptogamic
plants. It is usually a more or less spheilcal sac, with-
out differentiation into neck and venter as in the arche-
gonium, and contains one or more oSspheres, which aiter
fertilization become oospores. Compare anlheridium, and
see cut under conceptacte.

The oogonium is the female reproductive organ, and the
antheridium the male. Seeeey, Botony, p. 243.

Lying amidst the filamentous mass . . . are seen nu-
merous dark pear-shaped bodies, which are the oogtmia, or
parent-cells of the germ-cells,

W. B. Carpenter, Micros., § 328.

oo^aph (6'0-graf), n. [< Gr. ^ov, an egg, -f-

ypcupsiv, write.] A mechanical device for draw-
ing accurately the outline of a bird's egg. There
are various forms of the machine, consisting essentially
of some suitable device for holding the egg steadily upon
the paper while a perpendicular pencil with its point on
the paper travels around the egg, and thus traces a line.
The pencil is adjusted vertically against the egg, during
its transit, by a light pressure, such as that of an elastic
band.

ooidal (o-oi'dal), a. [< "odid (< Gr. ijioeiS^Q, like

an egg, '< ^lii;, an egg, -I- eldog, form) + -al.] Ke-
sembling an egg in form; egg-shaped; ovoid.
B. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 319.

ookf, n. A Middle English form of oak.

ooketook (6'ke-tok), n. [Eskimo.] The urson
or Canada porcupine, Erethizon dorsatus.

oolackan (d'la-kan), n. Same as eulachon.
Fortnightly Bev., XXXTX. 59. Also oolahan.
OOlak (o'lak), n. [E. Ind. ulak (?).] A freight-
canoe of the Hooglyand central Bengal, which
surpasses most other river-boats in its speed
under sail. It has a sharp stem, and the sides
slightly rounded, and is easily steered with an
oar. Imp. Diet.

oolemma (6-9-iem'a), n.

egg, + M/i/xa, peel, skin.]
brane of an ovum.
oolite (6'0-lit), n. and a. _

+ XiBog, a stone.] I. n. A granular limestone
each grain of which is more or less complete-
ly spherical, and made up of concentric coats
of carbonate of lime formed around a minute
nucleus, which is usually a grain of sand: so
called from the resemblance of the rock to
the roe of a fish. The term oolite gave the name to
an important series of fossiliferous rocks— the Oblite of
English and the Jurassic of Continental and American
geologists. Oolitic as thus employed is, however^ obso-
lescent in England. The series was called odZittc from
the fact that it is largely made up of limestone hav-
ing that peculiar structure. The following are the gen-
erally recognized subdivisions of the OOlitic or Jurassic
system in England : the Upper or Portland Oolite, com-
prising the Purbeckiau, Portlandian, and Kimmerldgian

;

the Middle or Oxford Oblite, comprising the Corallian
and Oxfordian; and the Lower or Bath Oolite, comprising
the Great OSlite group, the Fuller's Earth, and the Infe-
rior oolite. Beneath this comes the Lias. See Juraseie.

II. a. Same as oolitic.

oolitic (0-0-lit'ik), a. [< oolite + -ic] Pertain-
ing to o61ite ; composed of o61ite ; resembling
oSlite— Oolitic series. See oolite.

oolitiferous (6"o-li-tif'e-rus), a. [< oolite +
-ferous.] Producing o6"[ite or roe-stone.

OoUy (8'li), n.
;
pi. oollies (-liz). [E. Ind.] In

Indian metal-working, a small lump of steel as
it leaves the melting-pot, especially of Wootz
steel.

oologlc (6-o-loj'ik), a. [< oology + 4e.] Same
as oological.

oological (0-0-loj'i-kal), a. [< oologic + -al.]

Of or pertaining to oSlogy.
oSlogically (6-o-loj'i-kal-i), adv. By means of
oology, or in an oological manner: as, to clas-

sify birds oSlogically.

oologist (o-ol'o-jist),_ n. [<,odlog-y + -ist.] 1.

One who 'is versed in oology.—2. A collector
of birds' eggs.

The leaves and the protective coloring of most nests
baifie them [the crows and jays and other enemies of the
song-birds] as effectually, no doubt, as they do the profes-
sional oologist. J. Burrouglis, The Century, XXVI. 683.

oology (p-ol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. ^6v, an egg, + -/lo-

yia, <. Myeiv, BT^e&'k: see-ology.] 1. The study
of birds' eggs ; the department of ornithology
which treats of the nidification and oviposition
of birds, the specific characters of egg-shells,
and the classificatory conclusions which may
be deduced therefrom. See caliology.—2. In a
wider sense, the'ontogeny of birds.

All that relates to . . . both the structure and function
of the reproductive organs, and to the maturation of the
product of conception, is properly oology: though the term
is vulgarly usecf to signify merely a description of the
chalky substance with which the egg of a bird is finally

invested. Coues, Key to N. A. Bu:d8, p. 216.

oorlal

oolong (8 'long), n. [< Chin, oolung, < oo or
woo, black, + lung, dragon.] A variety of black
tea with the flavor of green tea. Also written
oulong.

oometer (o-om'e-t^r), n. [< Gr. ^6v, an egg, +
fterpov, a measure : see meter^.] An apparatus
for measuring eggs ; a mechanical contrivance
for taking exact measurements of eggs.

oometric (6-o-met'rik), a. [As compter + -ic]

Of or pertaining to the measurement of eggs

;

of or pertaining to an oometer.
oometry (o-om'et-ri), n. [As oometer + -^.]

The measurement of eggs.

oomiak (o'mi-ak), ». [Eskimo.] A large boat
made of sMn, used by the Eskimos, it Is almost
always manned by women, and is hence frequently called
the women's boat. It is from 20 to 30 feet long, and is

rowed vrith shovel-shaped oars, and sometimes helped on
by the aid of a small sail. Also spelled oomiae.

During the return voyage after my rescue, the Bear was
visited by an oom/iak and kayak filled with Esldmo, one of

whom was tattooed.
A. W. Qreely, Arctic Service, App. vi., p. 3BB.

Oomycetes (o'^o-mi-se'tez), n.pl. [NL.,< Gr. ^6v,

an egg, + fitiic^c, pi. fivKj/reg, a mushroom.] A
class of phycomycetouB fungi, including those
fungi in which the sexual process attains its

highest development, it embraces, according to the
most recent authorities, the four orders Peronosporecs,

Aneyligteee, Xonoblep7iaride<s, and Saprolegniece.

oonf, a. and n. A Middle English form of one.

oon-t. An occasional Middle English form of

oonesti «<^w. A Middle English form of once^.

oonheaf, n. A Middle English form of one-

head.

Oonin (o'o-nin), n. [Irreg. < Gr. ^dv, an egg,

+ -in^.]
' Same as albumvnin.

oonliti <> B,nd adv. A Middle English form of
only.

oonst, interj. Same as zounds.

Oons, haven't you got enough of them?
Sheridan, School for Scandal, iv. 1.

OOp (up), V, t. [A dial, form of whip.] 1. To
bind round with thread or cord, whip : as, to

oop a splice ; to cop it roxmd with thread.
Hence— 2. To unite

;
poin.

OOpak (8'pak), n. [Chinese : a Cantonese pro-
nunciation of Supeh, < hu, lake (referring to

the Tung-Ting Lake), + peh, north.] A va-
riety of black tea grown in the province of

Hupeh, central China.
oopnoralgia (o"9-fo-ral'ji-a), n. [NL., < oopho-
ron + Gr. aXyog, pain.] In pathol., same as
ovarialgia.

oophore (o'o-for), n. [< Gr. ^dv, an egg, + -ipopog,

< ipipeiv = E, bear'^. Cf. oiyphoron^ The seg-

ment or stage of the life-cycle of the Pteri-

dophyta and Bryophyta that bears the sexual
organs. Compare sporop'hore, or that stage in

which non-sexual organs of reproduction are
borne.
oophorectomy (6'o-fo-rek'to-mi), n. [< NL.
oophoron + Gr. Ih-o'/i'^, excision.] In surg.,

excision of an ovary.
oophoridium (6'''o-fo-rid'i-um), n.; pi. oopho-
ridia (-a). [NL.J <"Gr. ^dv, an egg, + -i^opoi

(< ipkpELv = E. bear^) + -idiov, dim. suffix.] In
hot., one of those sporanges of lAjcdpodiacece
which contain the larger or female spores.

oophoritis (6"o-f9-ri'tis), n. [NL., < oophoron
+ -itis.] Inpath'ol., inflammation of an ovary;
ovaritis.

oophoro-epilepsy (o-of'''6-r6-ep'i-lep-si), n. In
pathol., epilepsy dependent on ovarian irrita-

tion.

oophoromania (o-of'''9-ro-ma'ni-a), n. [NL., <

oophoron + Gr. '/jav/a, madness3 Til pathol.,
insanity dependent on ovarian irritation.

oophoron (o-of'o-ron), n. [NL., < Gr. 66v, an
egg, + -^poQ, < (pipeiv = E. bear^.] Same as
ovarium, ovary.

oophyte (6'o-fit), n. [< Gr. tldv, an egg, +
(I>vt6v, a plan^.] Same as oophore.

oopoaa (o-op'o-da), n.pl. [NL., < Gr. ^dv, an
egg, + TToif (ttoS-) = E. foot.] The elements
of the sting or modified ovipositor of insects,

mostly composed of three pairs of blade-like
parts chiefly concerned in egg-laying. They
are regarded by some as homologous with
limbs, whence the name.
oopodal (o-op'o-dal), a. [< oopoda + -al.] Of
or pertaining to the o6poda,

oort, n. A Middle English form of ore^.

oorali (8-ra'li), n. Same as curaH.
oorial (6'ri-al), n. [Native name.] A kind of
vrild sheep," 0«<» cyaloceros, or 0. blanfordi, a
native of Asia.
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OOlie, Olirie (6'ri), o. [< loel. urigr, wet, < ur,
a drizzling rain.] 1. Chill; having the sensa-
tion of cold ; drooping ; shivering.

Liafning the doois an' winnocks rattle,
I thoaght me on the ourie cattle.

Bums, A Winter Night

2. Bleak; melancholy. Gait. [Scotch in both
uses.]

oosperm (o'o-spferm), n. [< Gr. ^, an egg, +
o-ntpim, seed.] 1. isx hot., same as oospore.—
2. A fertilized ovum. Bmley and MarUn.'Elem.
Biol., p. 4.

oospermospore (6-o-spfer'mo-sp6r), n. [< Gr.
vov, an egg, + oTrep/ia, seed, ¥ aizdpoc, seed.] In
bioh, a fertilized product of sexual intercourse

;

a fecund spore or its equivalent; a zygospore
or zygote.

oospermosporous (d-o-sp6r'mo-sp6-rus), a. [<
oospermospore + -ous.'] Pertaining to an
oospennospore, or having its character.

oosphere (6'o-sfer), n. [< Gr. yoi', an egg, +
aipaipa, a ball: see sphere.'] fn cryptogams,
the naked nucleated spherical or ovoid mass
of protoplasm in the center of the oogonium,
which after fertilization develops the oospore.

The oosphere is never motile, and in most cases it re*
mains within the parent plant until long after it is fer-
tilized. Bessey, Botany, p. 243.

Oospora (o-os'po-rS), n. pi. \^h., < Gr. ^v, an
e^, + andfxi, a spore, seed.] Same as Oosporeae.

oosporange (6'o-spd-ranj), n. [< oosporangium,
q. v.] Same a^ obsporangtum.
oospoiangium (o'o-spo-ran'ji-um), n.; pi.

oosporangia (-a). [NL-J < Gr. vov, an egg, +
ff!T<i|00f, seed, + ayyeiov, a vessel: see sporan-
gium.'i In bot. : (o) One of the unilocular
zo&sporangia of certain fucoid
al^ (Phceosporem): a name
onginaUy given by Thuret, re-

cently not much used. Com-
pare tricliosporangium. (Jb)

bame as oophoridiwm,
oospore (6 o-sp6r), «. [< Gr.
i^v, an egg, 4- airdpo^, seed.]
In bot., in oryptogamic plants,

the immediate product of the
fertilization of the oosphere.
The oospore differsfrom theoosphere
structurally in having a hard cell-

wall of cellulose, and physiologically
in possessing the powerof germination andgrowth after a
period of rest. Also oosperm. See cut under coneepeade.

Theprodnct of thesexual process, thefertilized oosphere,
is termed the oospore. VineSj PhysioL of Plants, p. 609.

Oospore8e(6-o-sp6're-e),n.j)/. [NL.,asE.oospore
+ -COS.] The third of the seven primary divi-

sions of the vegetable kingdom as proposed by
Bessey (Botany, p. 243), characterized by the
production of oospores. This division contains Vol-

vox and its allies, the (Bdogwiiaceoe, the Cceloblastece, and
ihePucaeecB. Later systematists make varying disposition

of the several orders.

oosporic (6-o-spor'ik), a. [< oospore + -ic] In
hot., same as oosporous.

Oosporiferous(6'o-spo-rif'e-ms), a. lAsoospore
+ -i-ferous.] In6'of.,tear-"

ing oospores.

oosporous (6'6-spo-rus),
a. [< oospore -i- -otts.'] In
bot, having or producing
oospores. Also oosporie.

oostt, "• A Middle English
form of host^.

oostet, ». A Middle Eng-
lish form of hosfi.

oostegite (o-os'te-jit), n.

[< Gr. 06v, an egg, + ari-

yeiv, cover, + -tte^.] An
egg-covering or case for

ova, formed in certain

crustaceans, as amphi-
pods and isopods, by a
laminar expansion of the

limbs of certain somites 'I- o*^"^ 'J^'
?' !l"-*

, , , o t -L- cntii somite of Amphttkoi,
of the body, bee .dWpn*- anamphlpod: ir.bnmchia:

poda, /wi)0<ia and cuts f^'-'J^d^T^ierS.o'rg!
under Jwwntpooa and Am- numun, an isopod. on ninth

...J. " somite: 1-7, the sevenjoints
phttnoe. ofthei<s.

OOStegitic (o-os-te-jit'ik),

c. [< oostegite + -ic.] Covering or incasing

eggs ; having the nature or office of an ooste-

Oespoie.

Part of mycelium of
grape-mitdew, Peroito.
sfora vtticota, biear-

iog anoo^nium which
contains a dark-color-
ed roughened oO^re.
(After Farlow.) (Mag-
nified.)

gite.

ootheca (6-o-the'ka),n.; pi. o6iheccB(-Be). [NL.,

< Gr. (l>iv, an egg, + ftyio/, a case : see theca.']

1. Aa e^-case containing eggs arranged in

one of several different ways, as that of the

cockroach or rearhorse.— 2t. In bot., a sporan-

oHum of ferns.
^ 259
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oothecal (o-o-the'kal), a. [< ootheca -t- -al.]

Sheathing eggs ; having the nature or office of
an ootheca.

OOtocia (6-o-t6'si-a), ». [< Gr. ^roida, a laying
of eggs, < ^rdicoi', laying eggs: see ootocous^
The discharge of an ovum from the ovary

;

ovulation.

ootocqid (o-ot'o-koid), o. and n. I. a. Of or
pertaining to tte Ootocoidea. [The word has been
used by Dana as synonymous with semioviparotLs; but
part of his supposed obtocoid mammals have since been
ascertained to be obtocous or truly oviparous.]

H. n. A member of l^e Ootocoidea, as a mar-
supial or monotreme.
Also ootocoidean.

Ootocoidea (o-ot-o-koi'de-S), n.pl. [NL., < Gr.
^SoT<i(coc, laying eggs (see" ootocovs), + cldoc,

form.] In Dana's system of classification, a
division of the Mammalia, including the mono-
tremes and marsupials, or implacental as dis-
tinguished from placental mammals : so called
from the resemblance or relation of these mam-
mals to oviparous vertebrates. Themonotremes
have since been ascertained to be obtocous.
ootocoidean (o-ot-o-koi'de-an), a. and «. Same
as ootocoid.

ootocons (o-ot'o-kus), a. [< Gr. ^mtSko;, laying
eggs, < ^>dv, an egg, -I- tIktclv, tckcIv, produce, lay.]

Oviparous.
ootnun (o'trum), n. [E. Ind.] A white, silky,

and strong fiber, from the stem of Dmtnia ex-

tensa, a climbing plant of the natural order ^s-
clepiadacecB, common in Hindustan. It has
been recommended as a substitute for flax.

ooze (oz), n. [Formerly also oose, ouse, ouze,

oase, oaxe, oze, oes, etc.: with loss of orig. ini-

tial to; (a) partly < ME. woose, wose, woos, <
AS. wos, juice, liquor (= Icel. vds, wetness)

;

(6) partly < ME. wose, wase, < AS. tease (not
*wdse, except perhaps by conformation with
v>6s, with orig. long vowel), mud, mire, sUme,
= OFries. wase = LG. ti^ees, wet, ooze, mire, =
OHG. waso, also wasal, MHG. wase, moist earth,
sod, turf, G. wasen, sod, turf. Cf. Icel. reisa,

mire, bog. It is not certain that (a) and (6) are
related ; but they have been confused. From
Teut. are F. vase, Norm, oase= Pg. vasa, slime,
ooze, P. gazon = Sp. It. dial, gason, sod, turf.]

1. Soft mud or slime ; earth so wet as to flow
gently or yield easily to pressure.

Where these riuers mette, the wanes rose like surges of
the sea, being full of mudde & oose.

J. Brende, tr. of Quintns Curtius, fol. 263.

To ye intent that she might hane gone vp to the midI^
in oes or mire. Weibe, Travels (ed. Arber), p. 32.

Specifically—2. Fine calcareous mud found
covering extensive areas of the floor of the
ocean. This deposit is largelymade up of the
remains of Foraminifera.

The fine muds and ooze deposited at considerable dis-

tances from the shore form beds admirably adapted for
the preservation of the most delicate pelagic or deep-sea
types which may happen to become imbedded in them.

A. Agassiz, Three Cruises of the Blake, L 17&

Or nursed, like the Python, in the mud
And ooze of the old Beucalion flood.

Wlattier, The Double-Headed Snake.

3. A soft flow; a slow spring; that which oozes.

From his first Fountain and beginning Ouze,

Down to the Sea each Brtwk and Torrent flows.
Prior, Solomon, ill.

The only springs now flowing are small oozes of water
issuing &om the base of Uiese ^opes. Science, XTIT. 131.

4. In tannitig, a solution of tannin obtained by
infusing or boiling oak-bark, sumac, catechu,

or other tannin-yielding vegetable ; the liquor

of a tan-vat.—dloblgerina ooze. See globigerina-

ooze.— Green ooze, a name sometimes given to certain

algte which form greenish slimy masses upon various sul>-

merged objects.

ooze (6z), V. ; pret. and pp. oozed, ppr. oozing.

[< oore. «.] I. intrans. 1. To flow as ooze;
percolate, as a liquid, through the pores of a
substance, or through small openings ; flow in
small quantities from the pores of a body: of-

ten used figuratively.
He the deadly wound

Ere long discover'd ; for it still oo^d crimson,
like a rose springing midst a bed of lilies

!

Brooke, Conrade, A Fragment.

My valour is certainly going!—it is sneaking off!—

I

feel It oozing out, as it were, at the palms of my hands I

Sheridan, The Kivals, v. 3.

2. To drip; be wet, as with water leaking
through.

The little craft (xeed asU its entire skin had grown leaky

.

M. H. Cathenmod, Komance of DoUaid, xvii

H. trans. To emit in the shape of moisture

;

drip.

The hardest eyes oozed pitying dews. Alex. Smith.
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Oozing (6'zing), n. [Verbal n. of ooze, r.] 1.
That which oozes; ooze, Keats.— 2. A slow
spring.

It may be noted that^ while the oil-deposits of America
and Russia are several hundredmiles inland, those of N ew
Zealand are actually on the coast ; so close, indeed, that
the beach at New Plymouth is pitted with petroleum ooz-

«nS«- Scierux, XIV. 22&.

Oozoa (6-o-z6'a), n. pi. [XL. , < Gr. <p6v, an egg,
-1- fv"", fm animal.] Unicellular animals, as
infusorians : so calledfrom their morphological
resemblance to ova. Synonymous with Proto-
zoa and Acrita.

O5zoan(6-o-z6'an),«. [<.Od::oa + -an.'] Amem-
ber of the Oozoa; a protozoan.
oozy (o'zi), a. [= OFries. tcasre, miry; as oore
-h-yl.] 1. Containing orresembling ooze; con-
taining soft mud; miry.

l}pon a thousand swans the naked Sea-Nymphs ride
Within the oozy pools. Drayton, Foiyolbion, it 88.

Winding through
The clayey mounds a brook there was.
Oozy and fonl^halt choked with grass.

W. Morris, Earthly Paradise, 1. 112.

2. Oozing; trickling; dripping.

What oozy cavern or what wandering cloud
Contains thy waters. SheUey, Alastor.

op-. An assimilated form of oh- before p.

op. Ill music, an abbreviation of the Latin Word
opus, a work: used in citing a composer's
works by their numbers.
opacate (o-pa'kat), V. t.

;
pret. and pp. opacated,

ppr. opacating. [< L. opacatus, pp. of opacare,
shade, < opacus, shady : see opaque.] To render
opaque, dark, or obscure; darken; shade; cloud.

opacite (o-pa'sit), n. [< L. opacus, opaque, -h

-»ie2.] In lithol., minute dark-colored, opaque,
and formless scales or grains, often assooiatecl
with magnetite, and too minute or too imper-
fectly developed to be referred to any distinct
mineral species. Such minute objects are frequent
alteration-products. Their composition is vaiiable: they
may be silicates or metallic oxids, or even graphitic in
character.

opacity (o-pas'i-ti), n. ; pi. opacities (-tiz). [=
p. opacite = Sp. opacidad = Pg. opacidade =
It. opacity, < L. opacita(t-)s, shadiness, shade,
< opacus, shaded, shady, dark: see opaque.] 1.
The state of being opaque; opaqueness; the
quality of a body which renders it impervious
to the rays of light ; want of transparency.

—

2. That which is opaque; an opaque body or
object ; an opaque part or spot.

The spokes of a coach-wheel at speed are not separately
visible, but only appear as a sort of opacity or film within
the tire of the wheS.

Huxley, quoted in H. Spencer's Prin. of PsychoL, § 44.

Sf. Barkness; obscurity.

Abandoning that gloomy and base opacity of conceit,
wherewith our earthly minds are commonly wont to be
overclouded. Bp. BaU, Sermon, 1 John L 5.

opacons (o-pa'kus), a. [< L. opacus, shady:
see qpagtte.] Same as opaque.

What an optuxms body had that moon
That last chang'd on us

!

Middteton, Changeling, v. 3.

Upon the flrm opacous globe
Of this round world. Miiton. P. L., iiL 41S.

Suddenly the sound of human voice
Or footfall, like the drop a chemist pours.
Doth in opacous cloud precipitate
The consciousness that seemed but now dissolved
Into an essence rarer than its own.

LoujeU, Under the Willows,

Opaconsnesst (o-pa'kns-nes), n. Impervious-
ness to light ; opaqueness ; opacity.

The opacousr^ess of the sclerotis hinders the pictures
that outTward objects (unless they be lucid ones) make
within the eye to be clearly discerned.

Boyle, Wo*s, H. 52.

opaculart (o-pak'u-lar), a. [< L. opacus, opaque,
+ -ule + -ar^.] Same as opaque. Sterne, Tris-

tram Shandy, ii. 185.

opah (6'pa), «. [Origin unknown.] A large and
beautiful deep-sea fish of the family Lampri-
didcE, Lampris guttatus, conspicuous for its rich
color, which is a brocade of silver and lilac, rosy

on the belly and decorated with sEvery spots.
The flesh is red, and much esteemed. The opah at&ins a
length of from 3 to 5 feet, and a weight of from 140 to 160
pounds, and is occasionally stranded upon either coast of
the Atlantic.

opaket, a. and n. A former spelling of opaque.

opal (6'pal), n. [= D. opaaX = G. Dan. Sw.
opal, < F.'opale= Sp. &palo= Pg. It. opalo (also,

after the F. form, Pg. opala = It. opale), < L.
opalus, < Gr. o-iXhoq, an opal; cf. Skt. upala, a
precious stone.] A mineral consisting of silica

like quartz, but in a (Jifferent condition, having
a lower specific gravity and hardness and being
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without crystalline structure : it usually con-
tains some water, mostly from 3 to 9 per cent.
There are many varieties, the chief of which are

—

(fl)pre-
cious or noble opal (including the harlequin opal), which
exhibits brilliant and changeable reflections of green,
blue, yellow, and red, and which is highly valued as a gem

;

(6) fire-opal, which affords an internal red fire-like reflec-
tion ; (c) common opal, whose colors are white, green,
yellow, and red, but without the play of colors (cacholang
ha£ a milk-white or bluish-white color, resembling porce-
lain); (d) semi-opaJ, the varietiesofwhicharemore opaque
than common opal (here belong the jasp-opal or opal-
jasper and most wood-opal); («) hydrophane, which as-
sumes a transparency only when thrown into water ; (/)
hyalite, which occurs in small globular and botryoidal
forms, colorless and transparent, with a vitreous luster

;

(g) m^nilUe, which occurs in irregular or reniform masses,
and is opaque or slightly translucent; (ft) fiorite, sUi-
cUrui tinier, or geyserite, the form of silica deposited by
hot springs and geysers; and (i) tripolite, or infusoriiU
earth formed of the silicious shells of diatoms. Formerly
the opal was believed to possess magical virtues, as the
conferring of invisibility when wrapped in a bay-leaf.

Kow , . , the tailor make thy doublet of changeable taf-

feta, for thy mind is a very opal. Shak., T. N., iL 4. 77.

Opal glass. Same as opaleecerU glass. Seeglass.—Opal-
gfass Slip, in a microscope, a piece of opal glass placed
under the object upon the stage, to subdue or diffuse the
light passing through the object.— Opal plate, in photog.,
a plate of opal glass, whether prepared as a sensitized diy
plate, or plain, or a ceUuloid film of a white color, used
for making positives or porcelain pictures. Such a cellu-

loid fllm is often called ivory film.

opal-blue (o'pal-blo), n. Same as basie blue

(which see, unfier hliie).

opaled (6'pald), a. [< <^al + -e(J2.] Rendered
iridescent like an opal.

A wreath that twined each starry form around.
And all the opaVd air in colour bound.

Poe, Al Aaraaf, L

opalesce (6-pa-les'); »• »• ;
pret. and pp. opa-

tesced, ppr. apalesdng. [< opal + -esce."] To
give forth a play of colors like the opal ; ex-
hibit opalescence. [Rare.]

opalescence (o-pa-les'ens), «. [< F. opales-

cence; as opalescen{t) -i- -ce.] The quality of

being opalescent; iridescence like that of the
opal ; a play of colors milky rather than bril-

liant; the property of exhibiting such a play
of color.

opalescent (6-pa-les'ent), a. [< F. opalescent;

as opalesce + -eii*.] 1. Having variegated and
changing colors like those of the opal.— 2.

Milky— Opalescent glass. Seeglass.

Opalina (o-pa-li'na), n. [NL., fern, of opaUniis,
opaline: see" opo&e.] 1. The typical genus
of Opalinidw. They are simply ciliate^ without special
prehensile organs and with no contractile vacuole, 0.

ranarum swarms in the rectum of frogs.

2. II. c] A speeies of this genus.
opaline (6'pa-lin), a. and n. [< P. opalin = Sp.
Pg. It. opalino, < NL. opalinus, opaline, < L. opa-
lus, opal: see opal.'] 1, a. Pertaining to or like

opal; also, like some property of the opal

;

specifically, having an iridescence like that
of the opal ; bluish-white, reflecting prismatic
hues, as the wings of certain insects.

II. n. 1. A semi-translucent glass, whitened
by the addition of phosphate of lime, peroxid
of tin, or other ingredients. M. H. Kmght.—
2. An opalina.

Opalinidae(6-pa-lin'i-de),n.^Z. [NL.,< Opalina
+ 4dw.] A family of holotrichous ciliated In-

fusoria, typified by the genus Opalina, occur-

ring as endoparasites within the rectum and in-

testinal viscera of Amphibia and Irwertebrata.

opalinine (o'pa-lin-in), a. Pertaining to the
Opalinidce, or Having their characters.

opalize (6'pa-Iiz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. opaUzed,

ppr. opaUzirig. [< opal + -ize.'] To cause to

resemble opal or to assume its structure or

appearance : as, opalized wood. Also spelled

opal-jasper (o'pal-jas*p6r), n. Same a,sjasper-

opal.

opaloid (6'par-loid), a. Semi-translucent. See
opaline, n., 1'.

Each lamp being enclosed within a ground [glass] or

opaloid shade. Dredge's Electric lUumination, I. 643.

opaque (6-pak'), a. and n. [Formerly also opa^e;
< ME. opake, < OF. (and P.) opaque = Sp. Pg.

It. opaco, < L. opaeus, shaded, shady, darkened,

obscure, such as to give or oast a shadow.] I.

a. It. Shady; dark; hence, obscure.

Thai honge hem uppe in place opake and drie.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (B. E. T. S.), p. 53.

2. Impervious to the rays of light ; not trans-

parent.

The purest glass and crystal quench some rays; the

most opaque metal, if thin enougli, permits some rays to

pass through it. TyndAiU, light and Elect., p. 13.

3. In entom., having no luster: said of sur-

faces or colors.— 4. In bot., mostly used in the
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sense of 'not shining,' or 'dull.'—opaque clilna.
(a) A name given to a flue pottery made at Swansea from
about 1800. See Swansea porcelain, under porcdam. (p)

A similar ware made at Spode, introduced in 1806. Also
called SeMxiar porcelain and ironstane cAtna.—Opaque
illuminator. See iUu'^dna^jor.

II. n. Opacity.

Thro' this opaque of nature and soul.
Young, Night Thoughts, i. 48.

opaque (o-pak'), V. t.; pret. and pp. opaqued,
ppr. opaqwing. [<opagtte,a.] To render opaque.
What is the most simple, economical, and practical way

of opaquing the backgrounds on negatives of furniture,

so as to give prints showing only the object on the clear
paper? Sci. Amer., N. S., LIX. 236.

opaquely (o-pak'Ii), adv. In an opaque man-
ner; darkly; dimly.

opaqueness (o-pak'nes), n. The property of
being opaque or impervious to light; opacity.

opet (op), a. [MB. ope, a reduced form of open

:

see hpen, a.] Open.
He foune the gate wyde ope, and in he rode.

^emer, P. Q., VI. vi. 19.

Tear down these blacks, cast ope the casements wide.
Fletcher (and another), Queen of Corinth, iii. 2.

ope (op), V. t. and i.
;

pret. and pp. oped, ppr.
oping. [< ope, a. Of. open, v.'] To open. [Now
only archaic]

Before you fight the battle, ope this letter.

Shak., Lear, v. 1. 40.

opeidoscope (o-pi'do-skop), n. [Irreg. < Gr.

of (oTT-), voice, + eldog, form, + aKOirelv, view.]
An instrument for illustrating sound by means
of light. It consists of a membrane upon which is a
mirror. When the membrane is caused to vibrate by a
sound, as that of the voice, the mirror exhibits this vibra-
tion on a screen by means of the movements of a ray of
light reflected from it.

open (o'pn), a. and n. [< ME. open, opyn, rare-
ly ope, < AS. open = OS. opan, men = OFries.
open, opin, epen = D. open = MLG. open, LG.
open, apen = OHGr. ophan, ofan, offan, MHG.
G. offen= Icel. opinn = Sw. oppen = Dan. aaben,
open ; in form as if orig. pp. of a strong verb,
AS. *upan, etc. (which does not appear), sup-
posed to be < up, up ; as if lit. ' lifted up,' as a
tent-door, the lid of a box, etc. (cf . dup, orig. do
up, open) : see up.1 I. a. 1. Unclosed, literally

or figuratively; not shut or closed; hence, af-

fording access, or free ingress and egress : as,

an open door.
On a sudden open fly

With impetuous recoil and jarring sound
The infernal doors. Milton, P. L., it 879.

Wide open were his eyes.

As though they looked to see life's mysteries
Unfolded soon before them.

W. Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 321.

(o) Unstopped : as, an open bottle. (6) Unsealed : as, an
ffpen letter, (c) Uncovered ; as, an open jar ; an open drain.

(3) Without deck : «a, an open boat, (e) Without protect-
ing barrier of any kind : as, an open harbor or roadstead

;

an open gallery. (/) Exposed ; liable ; subject.

I delighte not to laye open the blames of soe great Ma^
gistrats to the rebuke of the woorlde.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

Lay but to my revenge their persons open.
Fleteherr, Wildgoose Chase, iii. 1.

The whole country lay open to inroads.
Irving, Granada, p. 83.

(9') Free from or without physical hindrance or impedi-
ment ; clear ; hence, free of access ; affording free passage

:

as, the river is now opera for navigation.

Choose out a gift from seas, or earth, or skies,

For open to your wish all nature lies.

Addison, tr. of Ovid's Hetamorph., ii.

(ft) Unfilled; unoccupied: as, the appointment is still

open, (i) Undecided ; unsettled or undetermined : as, an
open question, (j) Not yet balanced or adjusted ; not yet
closed or wound up; subject to further additions : as, an
open account or policy, (ft) At liberty ; free ; as yet disen-
gaged ; not preoccupied or prepossessed ; not forestalled;
available ; as, an open day ; open to engagements. (Z) Pre-
senting no moral or logical hindrance or difiiculiy; mor-
ally or logically possible.

O, were it only open yet to choose—
One little time more— whether I'd be free
Your foe, or subsidized your friend forsooth

!

Browning, King and Book, II. 268.

Of course, it is open to the creationist to say that no act
of creation has taken place since man was called into being.

Pop. Sd. Mo., XXXt. 86.

(m) Unrestricted ; public ; free to be used or enjoyed by
all : as, open market ; open competition.

If Demetrius, and the craftsmen which are with him,
have a matter against any man, the law is open.

Acts xix. 38.

As she hath
Been publicly accused, so shall she have
A just and open trial. Sft«ft., W. T., ii. 3. 205.

Hee then presently gaue licenses to all the Vintners to
keepe open house. Dekker, Seven Deadly Sins, p. 32.

2. Uninclosed; not inclosed or surrounded by
barriers ; accessible on all or nearly aU sides

;

affording free ingress or access on all sides or

open

on more sides than one: as, the open country;
an open space ; the open sea.

In open places stand
Their crosses vnto which they crooche, and blesse them-

selues with hand. HakluyVs Voyages, 1. 885.

We are in open field

;

Arming my battles, I will fight with thee.

Qreene, James IV., v.

Hence— (a) Not shut off or obstructed; unobstructed;
free ; clear : as, the open air ; an open view ; open day.

Fowl that may fly above the earth in the open firmament
of heaven. Gen. i. 20.

Dreaming by night under the open sky.

Milton, P. L., iii. 514.

(6) Not obstructed by ice or frost ; clear of ice : as, open
water in the polar seas ; hence, as applied to weather or
the seasons, not marked by ice and snow ; mild ; moder-
ate : as, open weather.

Did you ever see so open a winter in England? Swift.

3. Not drawn, folded, or rolled together; un-
closed; unfolded; expanded; spread out; part-

ed; apart: as, an open hand; an open flower;

in open order.

He had in bis hand a little book open. Key. x. 2.

I saw a smith stand with his hammer, thus,

The whilst his iron did on the anvil cool.

With open mouth swallowing a tailor's news.
Shak., K. John, iv. 2. 196.

I tried on my riding-cloth suit with close knees, the first

that ever I had ; and I think they will be very convenient,

if not too hot to wear any other open knees after them.
Pepys, Diary, .Tune 12, 1662.

Hence—4. Free in giving or communicating;
liberal; generous; bounteous.

His heart and hand both open, and both free

;

For what he has he gives ; what thinks, he shows.
Shak., T. and C, iv. 6. 100.

5. Containing apertures
;
perforated ; of a loose

texture : as, open work.
The following varieties of open red woods are used to a

greater or less extent [in dyeing].
W. Crookes, Dyeing and Calico-printing, p. 331.

6. Not concealed; plain in the sight of all; ex-

posed to view : as, open shame.
Some men's sins are open beforehand, going before to

judgment. 1 Tim. v. 24.

7. Free from concealment, dissimulation, re-

serve, or disguise ; not secret or secretive
;
plain

and aboveboard; candid; frank; free-spoken;
ingenuous: as, an open face; an open avowal;
an open enemy; open defiance.

Come, you are a strange open man, to tell everything
thus. B. Jonson, Epiccene, i. 1.

Tom struts a soldier, open, bold, and brave.
P<^, Moral Essays, i. 153.

Be explicit, be open in the most unbounded manner, and
deal like a man of sense. Walpole, Letters, II. 432.

The great lords
Banded, and so brake out in open war.

Tennyson, Coming of Arthur.

8. Ready (to hear, do, see, or receive anything)

;

attentive ; receptive ; amenable, as to reason,
advice, influence, pity, etc.

The eyes of the Lord are upon the righteous, and his
ears are open unto their cry. Ps. xxxiv. 16.

Ferdinand, though far from vindictive, was less open to
pity than the queen. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa,, ii. 7.

9. In nmsic. See open diapason, open harmony,
open string, etc., under the nouns.—10. Uttered
with an unclosed or a less closed position of the
mouth-organs: as, a sibilant is a more open
sound than a mute ; a vowel is more wen than
a consonant ; open and close e.—11. Not closed

by a consonant : said of a vowel, or a syllable

ending in a vowel, upon which another vowel
follows.

These equal syllables alone require,
Though oft the ear the open vowels tire.

Pope, Essay on (Jriticism, 1. 345.

12. In elect., not forming a part of a closed
circuit; not connected with other wires or with
the earth so as to form a complete electric cir-

cuit.—13. In chemical and oUier industries, a
term applied to steam admitted directly into a
tank or vessel, and acting directly upon sub-
stances to be treated, as fabrics or yarns in

dyeing, or materials in soap-making. Also called

wet-steam, because as soon as admitted it begins to con-
dense, and thus always holds in suspension a consider-
able percentage of water.— Letters of open doors, in

Scots taw, letters passing the signet, which are requisite
where goods are to be poinded which are deposited in
lockfast places.— Open account. See account current,
under fflcamTi*.— Open battery, bead-sight, charter,
conunimlon. See the nouns.—Open circuit, in elect.

See circuit, 12.— Open contract. See contract.— Open
credit. See wedit.— Open crown, (o) A crown without
the arched-over or part^ closed top, which form, in mod-
ern herald^, is considered as essential to a crown of sov-
ereignty ; hence, the crown of a personage of rank less
than sovereign ; a coronet. (&) A badge or ornament re-
sembling a coronet set upon the left shoulder or planted
on the left breast of English effigies of the fifteenth and



open
sixteenth centuries. It is thought to have been the indi-
cation of acme ranlc or office, as that of yeoman of the
crown, but tliis has not been verified,— Open cut, a pro-
longed excavation open at the top, made In constructing
sewers, luring water-pipes, in entrances to tunnels, etc.:

in contradistinction to tunnel.— Open diapason, flank,
front, gowan. See the nouns.—Open form, in erwtoj.
See form, 2.— Open-fleld ^stem. See .f'aW.— Open
furnace, in chemical operations, a furnace in which the
flame passes through the interstices of the materials
wMch, intermixed, form the charge, or impinges directly
upon the mass to be heated : in contradistinction to
nuuJIU-Jwmace, In which the substance to be heated is in-

closed in a muffle. Seemu/R«i, a.— Open harmony. See
ttarawny, 2 (d).—Open hawse, integral, letter. See the
nouns.—Open head. SeeAea<f,n.,6(r).—Openmandi-
Ues, mandibles which are not entirely covered or con-
cealed by the labrrnn.— Open matter, in printing, com-
position that contains many blanks.—Open note. See
notei.—Open order, pedal, pipe, policy, score. See
the nouns.—Open Season, the tune during which game,
fish, etc, may be legally t^en : opposed to dose season.—
Open secret, stop, string, tone.yerdict, wonnd, etc.

See the nouns.—To break open, fly open, etc. Seethe
verbs.— To keep open honse. (a) To keep a public-house
or inn. (6) To be very hospitable ; entertain many friends.

—To lay one open to. See ig^i.—To throwopen the
doorta Seedoor.—With open arms, doors, etc. See
orml, etc=Syn. 2 and 6. Uncovered, unprotected, ex-

posed, obvious, public— 7. Frank, Ingenuovs, etc. (see

candid), unreserved, nndissembling, artless, guileless.

H, n. An open or clear space.

And race thro* many a mile
Of dense and open. Temnyson, Balin and Balan.

m opent, in public

Delos, who demys hit, is duly to say
Shortly to shalkea—" a shewyng onopun."

DestrucHm (if Troy (E. E. T. S.X 1- 4268.

The Lady Anne,
Whom the king hath in secrecy long married.
This day was view'd tn men as his queen.
Going to cliapeL Shak., Hen. Vm., iiL 2. 405.

nie open, (a) The open conntry ; a place or space clear

of obs&uctions, especially clear d woods.

The Ansibel Toad, . . . now hiding in a cover ofwoods,
now showing again in the open.

J. W. Palmer, After his Kind, p. 12.

(&) The open air.

How soundly a man who has worked hard sleeps in the

open, none but hewho has tried it knows.
T. Sooseveit, Hunting Trips, p. 59.

open (6'pn), V. [< ME. opeTien, < AS. openian
= OS. opanon, oponon = OFries. epettia = D.
openen = MLG. openen, open = OHG. offanon,

offinan, MHG. offenen, offenen, G. offnen = leel.

opna = Sw. oppna = Dan. adbne, open; from
the adg.: see open, o.] I. trans. 1. To make
open ; cause to be open ; imloek, unfasten, or

draw apart or aside, and thus afford access or

egress, or a view of the interior parts ; make
accessible or visible by removing or putting or

pushing aside whatever blocks the way or the

view; unclose.

Open your purse, that the money and the matter may be
both at once delivered. Sftofc.T.G. of T.,i. 1.137.

Witliin this paper allmy joys are clos'd;

Boy, open it, and read itwith reverence
Beau, and PI., Woman-Hater, i. 2.

When other batchers did open theirmeat,
Bold Eobin he then begun.

Bdbin Hood and the Butcher (Cliild's Ballads, Y. 34).

The Pilgrims being all admitted this day, the Church
doors werelocVd in the evening, and open'd no more till

Easter di^. Maundrett, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 68.

He rWalpole] knew that, for one mouth which is stopped
with a place, fifty other mouths wUl be instantly opened.

Macaulay, William FitL

2. To form by cutting, cleaving, removing, or

pnshing aside whatever impedes orhinders : as,

to open a way, road, or path throughthe woods

;

to open a hole or breach in the enemy's walls.

I will open rivers in high places, and fountains in the
midst of the valleys. Isa. xli. 18.

8. To pierce or cut into, and lay bare or make
accessible: as, to open an animal; to open a
wonnd.
In moat cases ... it is necessary to open an abscess by

an incision. Quoin, Med. Diet.

4. To spread out; expand; unclose; unroll;

unfold; extend: as, to open one's hand, a book,

or a fan ; to open ranks.

Eira opened the book in sight of sU the people
Seh. vlii. 6.

5. To lay bare; expose; exhibit; reveal; dis-

close: as, to open one's mind freely to a friend;

to open one's grief or one's plans.

They iwrceived he was not willing to open himself fur-

ther, and therefore, without farther questioning, brought

him to the house. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, L

Come come ; open the matter in brief : what said she?
SAa*.,T. G.ofV.,il. 136.

My heart 111 open now, my faults confess.

Beau, and J7. , Knight of Malta, Iv. 2.

Sharply he opened and reproved sin.
, „ ^

Ftxce's Acts, etc., in Biog. Notice of Bradford, Works,
[(Parker Soc, 1863), n. rxvi.
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6. To unfold; expound; explain; intei-pret: as,

to open a text.

I will incline mine ear to a parable ; I will open my dark
saying upon the harp. Ps. xlix. 4.

He answered by opening the parable of the workmen
that were hired into the vineyard.

Wintltrop, Hist. New England, EC. 370.

7. To expand or enlighten; enlarge; make re-

ceptive; render accessible to wisdom, know-
ledge, enlightenment, improvement, or new in-

fluences.

Then opened he their understanding, that they might
understand the scriptures. Luke xxiv. 45.

Ifeelmyheartnewopen'ii. SMt., Hen.VIII.,iii. 2. 366.

He must travel to open his mind.
Steele, Guardian, No. 34.

8. To render accessible or available for settle-

ment, use, intercourse, etc.: as, to open land;
to open a country to trade : sometimes with vp:
as, to open up trade.

The English did adventure far to open the north parts
of America. .46p. Ahbot, Descrip. of World.

Next to the extension and development of the Empire
comes the opening up of new countries.

W. Besant, Fifty Tears Ago, p. 11.

9. To discover; come into view of. [Rare.]

On the north side of Cape Bowden we opened a pretty
little bay, of semicircular form.

McCormick, Arc and Antarc. Voyages, IL 111.

10. To set in action; start; initiate; com-
mence : as, to open a public assembly, a ses-

sion of Congress, or Parliament ; to open an ex-
hibition ; to open a shop ; to open a correspon-
dence, a discussion, anegotiation, proceedings,
etc.

You retained liim only for the opening of your cause, and
your main lawyer is yet behind.

Dryden, Epistle to the Whigs.

At about 1800 yards the enemy opened fire from four
guns. W. B. BusseU, Diaiy in India, IL 369.

1 1 . To shuck or shell; remove the shell or husk
from the meat or the fruit of, as an oyster ; cut
out.— 12. In law : (a) To state (the case) to the
court or jury, preliminaryto adducingevidence

;

more specifically, to make the first statement
for this purpose, and give evidence under it,

before the adversary is allowed to do so. (6)

To recall or revoke, as a judgment or decree,

for the purpose of allowing further contest or

delay.— 13. In malting, to shovel up the edges
and throw a portion of (the couched grain) to-

ward the center of the couch, distributing it in

such a manner as to leave a somewhat greater

depth of grain at the edges than at the center

of the couch. See maltingand couch?-, 5—Opened
drcnit. See circtat, 12.—Opened margin. See7nor;^n,

1.—To open a credit, to accept or pay the draft of a
correspondent who has not furnished funds.—To open a
foreclosure, under the English law, to sue on the cove-

nant to pay, which gives the mortgager a new right to re-

deem after foreclosure of that right—To open an ac-
count with. See occoujit.—To open the ball, budget,
etc. See the nouns.—To open up. (a) To open effectually,

in any sense of the verb open. (6) Specifically, to loosen

the consistency or texture of; give a freer or less dense
consistency or texture to.=Syn. 1. To uncover.—5. To
exhibit, make manifest.

n. intrans. 1. To unclose; be opened or be-

come open.
Open, locks,
Whoever knocks

!

Skak., Macbeth, iv. 1. 46.

Twas then, Belinda, if report say true.

Thy eyes first open'd on a billet-doux.

Pope, K. of the L., L 118.

Wide as a heart opened the door at once.

Brooming, King and Book, L 26.

2. To afford access, entrance, egress, or view:

as, a gate opened on the lane.

The Pilgrim they laid in a large upper chamber, whose
window opened towards the sunrising.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 122.

3. To burst open; become parted, ruptured,

or broken; gape.

The earth opened and swallowed up Dathan, and cov-

ered the company of Abiram. Ps. cvi. 17.

The clouds, methought, would opeTi, and show riches

B«ady to drop upon mc Shak. , Tempest, iiL 2. 150.

4. To burst and unfold; spread out or expand,

as a bud or flower.

Tour virtues open fairest in the shade.

Pope; Moral Essays, ii 202.

5. To become expanded or enlightened; be-

come receptive or ready to receive.

As the mind opeTi*, and its functions spread.

Imagination plies her dangerous art.

Pope, Essay on Man, u. 142.

6. To begin; commence: as, sales opened at

par; the exhibition opened yesterday; the story

opens well. Often used elliptically, an object being un-

derstood: as, we opened on the enemy at once (that is.

open-handed
ojmied fire, or began the attack at once) ; he opened on
him with vigor (that is, began to attack hun with vigor).

The first thus open'd: "Hear thy suppliant's call."

Pope, Dunciad, iv. 403.

Suddenly a batteiy with musketry opened upon us from
the edge of the woods on the other side of the clearing.

U. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 353.

7. To begin to appear; become more distinct;
expand before the eye on nearer approach or
favorable change of position; become more
visible or plain as position changes: as, the
harbor opened to our view.

There, interspersed in lawns and opening glades,
Thin trees arise that shun each other's shades.

Pope, Windsor Forest, 1. 21.

8. In hunting, to begin to bark on view or scent
of the game.

If I cry out thus upon no trail, never trust me when I
open again. Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 2. 209.

They run forward, open upon the uncertain scent, and
though, in fact, they follow nothing, are earnest in the
pursuit. Gtidxmith, Citizen of the World, Ixxxix.

9. To yield or make (a certain quantity) when
opened: said of oysters: as, to open well or

badly; to open (at the rate of) six quarts per
bushel. [Colloq.]

opent (o'pn), adv. [< open, a.] Openly.

We passed open before Modona vpon Mondaye that was
the .xxvij. daye of Julyc

Sir S. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 12.

openable (o'pn-a-bl), a. [< open + -able.'i Ca-
pable of being opened or unclosed; fitted to

be opened.
open-air (6'pn-ar'), o. Outdoor; conducted or

taking place in the open air ; al fresco : as, open-

air exercises; open-air sports; open-air life.

—

Open-air manometer, see manometer.

open-arseti »• [Early mod. E. also openaree,

opynars; < ME. openers, < AS. openears, open-

<ers, medlar, < open, open, + ears, arse : see open
and arse.'] The fruit of the medlar-tree.

I fare as doth an openers;
That ilke fmyt is ever leng the wers.

Til it be roten in mnllok or in stree.

Chaucer, I*ol. to Eeeve's Tale, L 17.

openbiU (o'pn-
bU), n. A stork
of the genus
Anastomus.
open-breasted
(6 ' pn - bres ' -

ted), a. 1. Open
on the breast;
that does not
coverthebreast
or bosom : said
of garments so
made as to

leave thebreast
or bosom ex-
posed. — 2.

Open-hearted;
not conceal-
ing thoughts
or feelings

;

frank.
Thou art his friend

(The confidence he has in thee confirms it).

And therefore 111 be open-breasted to thee.

Beau, and Ft., Custom of the Country, v. 3.

open-cast (o'pn-kast), n. and a. I. n. In mill-

ing, & working open to the day ; an openwork.
II. a. Pertaining to or obtained &om such

workings.
open-doored (o'pn-dord), a. [< open + door +
-etP.] Accessible; hospitable.

A house
Once ricl3a now poor, but ever open-door'd.

Tennyson, Geraint.

open-dot (6'pn-dot), n. In laee^mdkxng, a hole

left in pillow-lace to lighten the more solid

parts of the design.

opener (op'ner), n. [< ME. 'opener, < AS. open-

ere, opener, < openian, open: see open, «.] 1.

One who opens : as, a pew-opeTier.— 2. A tool or

machine used in opening. Specifically— (a) A tool

used for opening tins or cans, as of potted meats, fruits,

etc ; a can-opener. (J>) In cotton-carding, etc., a machine
for tearing open the tufts of cotton as they come from the

bale, shaking out the dust, pulling the cotton apart, and
preparing it for the lapper ; an opening-machine. Some-

times called cotton-picker, and often combined with the

lapper under tiie name of opener-lapper.

open-eyed (o'pn-id), a. With eyes wide open,

as in wonder or watchfulness ; watchful; vigi-

lant. Shal., Tempest, ii. 1. 302.

open-handed (6'pn-han'ded), a. 1. Generous;
liberal; munificent.— 2. HandUng two oars

whose ends do not meet, as in the act of row-

ing : also said of the action itself : as, an open/-

handed rower ; open-handed rowing.

OpenbiU f.Anast(m,us osciians').



open-handedness

open-handedness (o'pn-han'ded-nes), n. Free-
ness in giving ; liberality

;
generosity.

open-headedt (6'pn-lied''ed), a. [< ME. open-
heeded, openheveded; < opeyi + head + -etjs.]

Bare-headed.
Opeth-heeded [yax,-h£tieded] he hir say

Lokynge out at his dore upon a day.
Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, L 645.

open-hearted (5 'pn-Mr "ted), o. Candid;
frank ; sincere ; not sly.

I know him well ; he's free and open-hearted. Dryden.

open-heartedly (©'pn-har^ted-li), adv. In an
open-hearted manner

;
generously ; frankly.

open-heartedness (6'pn-har"ted-nes), n. The
character of being open-hearted; candor; frank-
ness; sincerity.

open-heartll furnace. The form of regenera-
tive furnace of the reverberatory type used in
making steel by the Martin, Siemens, and Sie-
mens-Martin processes. See steel.

opening (op'ning), «. [< ME. opemyng, < AS.
opemmg (= Gr. offnung = Sw. oppning = Dan.
adbning), opening, manifestation, verbal n. of
opeman, open: see open, ti.] 1. The act of
making open, in any sense of the verb open.—
2. A beginning; an initial stage; commence-
ment : as, the opening of a poem ; also, dawn

;

first appearance.
The opening of your glory was like that of light. Dryden.

3. A breach or gap ; a hole or perforation ; an
aperture ; specifically, in arch., an unfilled part
in a wall left for the purpose of admitting light,

air, etc.—4. An open or clear space affording
approach, entrance, or passage ; an entrance.

Wisdom . . . crieth in the chief place of concourse, in
the openings of the gates. Prov. L 20, 21.

5. A clear, unobstructed, or unoccupied space
or place ; specifically, in the United States, a
tract over which there is a deficiency of forest,

trees being not entirely wanting, but thinly
scattered over the surface as compared with
their abundance in an adjacent region. The word
is most frequently used with this meaning in Wisconsin
and neighboring States on the west, and as the scattered
trees are frequently oaks {Qfuercus nigra, jack-oak, and Q.
t^jtajigii(Aa, post-oak, are the most common species), such
openings are often designated as oak-openings. Similar
tracts in the more southern States, especially in Kentucky,
are called barrens and oak-barrens.

1 found it parted out into a great number of walks and
alleys, which often widened into beautiful openings, as
circles or ovals, set round with yews and cypresses, with
niches, grottos, and caves, placed on the sides, encom-
passed with ivy. Steele, Spectator, Ko. 514.

The trees, with very few exceptions, were what is called
the " burr oak," a small variety of a very extensive genus

;

and the spaces between them, always irregular, and often
of singular beauty, have obtained the nameof " openings^

;

the two terms combined giving their appellation to this
particular species of native forest, under the name of Oak
Openings. J. F. Cooper, Oak Openings, i.

6. Awidening out of a crevice, in consequence
of a softening or decomposition of the adjacent
rook, which may still remain partly or wholly in
its original position, or may have been entirely
removed, so as to leave a vacant space of con-
siderable width. In either case, the expanded crevice,
or softened material in its vicinity, is called the opening.
[Upper Mississippi lead region.]

7. -An unoccupied place, position, course of ac-
tion, business, etc., which may be entered, or
the opportunity of entering it; a vacancy; an
opportunity; a chance.— 8. In law, the state-

ment of the case made by counsel to the court
or jury preliminary to adducing evidence : as,

the opening for the plaintiff ; the opening for the
defendant. More specifically, the right to make such
statement and adduce evidence before the adversary : as,

if the defendant admits all the facts alleged, and only
pleads new matter in defense, he has the opening.

9. In chess-playing, a mode of commencing a
game ; speoiflcaUy, one of the numerous series

of consecutive moves made at starting which
are frequently played and which have been
thoroughly investigated by chess analysts, in
addition to the openings which involve a sacrifice of force
for the sake of position, known as gamMts (for which
see gambit), the following are to be noted : Fianchetto,

1 P—K 4, P—QKt 3; Four Knights game, 1 P—K 4,

P—K 4; 2 Kt—KB 3, Kt—QB 3; 3 Kt—B 3, Kt—B 3;
iiVencA^ame, IP—K4,P—K3; Giuoeo Piano,lV—^i,
P—K 4 ; 2Kt—KB3, Kt—QB3, 8 B—B 4,B—B 4 ; King's
Bishop's opening, 1 P—K 4, P—K 4; 2 B—B 4: KnigMs
game of Buy Lopez, 1 P—K 4, P—K 4; 2 Kt—KB 3,

Kt—QB 3, 3B—Kt 5 ; Petrofs defense, 1 P—K 4, P—K 4

;

2Kt—KB 3, Kt—KB 3; PhUidor's defense, 1 P—K 4,

P—K4; 2Kt—KB3,P—Q3; Staunton's apem.ng,l'B~Ki,
P—K4;2Kt—KB3, Kt—QB3; 3P— B3; Three Knights'

game, 1 P—K 4, P—K 4; 2 Kt—KB 3, Kt—QB 3 (or

Kt—KB S); 3 Kt—B 3 ; Two KnigUi defense, 1 P—K 4,

P—K 4; 2 Kt—KB3, Kt— QB3; 3 B—B 4, Kt—B8;
Fte»«aoa)e7iin^,lP—K4,P—K4; 2Kt—QB 8.—Atrial
opening, buccal openings, esophageal opening, etc.

See the adjectives.
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opening-bit (op'ning -bit), n. A broach or
reamer.
opening-macMne (dp'ning-ma-shen"), n. Same
as picker.

openly (o'pn-U), adv. [< ME. openly, opinly, <

AS. openlice (= OS. opanlico, openlico = OFries.
epplih = D. openlijk = OH(j. offanlihho, MHG.
affenliche, Gr. offentlich), openly, < open, open:
see open, a.] In an open manner, (a) Publicly;
not in private ; without secrecy : as, to avow one's sins and
ioUiea openly. (6) Candidly; frankly; without reserve or

open-minded (6'pn-min"ded), a. 1. Having an
open or unreserved mind; frank; candid.— 3.
Having a mind open or accessible tonew views
or convictions; not narrow-minded; unpreju-
diced; liberal.

open-mindedness (6'pn-min"ded-nes), n. 1.
The character of being open-minded or unre-
served; frankness; candor.— 2. Accessibility
to new ideas or new tenets ; freedom from pre-
judice; liberality.

open-mouthed (6'pn-moutht), a. [= Icel. opin-
mynntr = Dan. aabenmundet; as open + mouth
+ -e(J2.] Having the mouth open, (a) Gaping,
as with astonishment.

Uncle Olegg stood openrmouthed with astonishment at
this unembarrassed loquacity.

Oeorge Eliot, Mill on the Floss, v. 2.

(&) Clamorous ; vociferous.

If I escape them, our malicious Councell, with their
openmovtTied Minions, will make me such a peace breaker
(in their opinions in England) as will breske my necke.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 214.

(c) Greedy ; ravenous ; clamoring at the sight of game or
prey.

Kingwood, a French black whelp of the same breed, a
fine openymouth'd dog. Steele, Tatler, No. 62.

openness (o'pn-nes), n. [< ME. opennesse, < AS.
*opennes, openys, < open, open: see open, o.]

The state or property oi being open, in any
sense of that word.
open-sesame (6'pn-ses"a-me), n. [< " Open, se-

same," a form of words 'by which, in the tale of
the "Forty Thieves," in the "Arabian Nights'
Entertainments," the door of the robbers' cave
was made to fly open.] A charm or form of
words by which barriers or obstructions may
be opened and access or free passage gained.

Laughing, one day she gave the key,
My riddle's open-sesame.

Lowell, The Pregnant Comment.

open-steek (6'pu-stek), re. A particular style
of openwork stitching. The word is also used
adjectively. [Scotch.]

Ah 1 it 's a brave kirk—nana o' yere whigmaleeries and
curliewurlies and open-steek hems about it.

Scott, Sob Boy, 2dx.

open-tide (6'pn-tid), n. If. Early spring, the
time when flowers begin to open. The name was
formerly applied in Bnglaim to the period between Epiph-
any and Ash Wednesday, during which marriages were
publicly celebrated. Imp. Diet. Also called opetide.

2. The time after com is carried out of the
fields. Salliwell. [Local, Eng.]
openwork (6'pn-w6rk), re. 1. Any work, es-
pecially ornamental work, so made or manu-
factured as to show openings through its sub-
stance; specifically, fancy work done with
thread of different kinds, such as knitting, net-
ting, lace, and many kinds of embroidery ; dec-
oration of the simplest sort made with small
openings set in regular patterns.— 2. la fort.,
a work or fortification which is not protected
at the gorge by a parapet or otherwise.—3. In
mining, a place where mining or quarrying is

done open to the 'air, or uncovered by rook or
earth. Also called open working and open^cast.
operai (op'e-ra), n. [= F. m)4ra= Sp. Pg. opera
= D. opera = Gr. oper = Sw. Dan. opera, < It.

opera, an opera, orig. composition as opposed
to improvisation, < L. opera, f., work, connect-
edwith opus (oper-), neut., work, toil : see opus.']

1 . A form of extended dramatic composition
in which music is an essential and predominant
factor; a musical drama, or a drama in music.
The opera is one of the chief forms of musical art ; on
many grounds it is claimed to be the culminating musi-
cal form. At least it affords opportunity for the appli-
cation of nearly every known resource of musical e^ect.
Its historical beginning was doubtless in the musical dec-
lamation of the Greeks, especially in connection with their
dramatic representations. The idea of a musical drama
was perpetuated during the middle ages under the hum-
ble guise of mysteries or miracle-plays, in which singing
was an accessory. The modern development began in
Italy near the close of the sixteenth century, when an
attempt was made to revive the ancient melodic declama-
tion, an attempt which led directly to the discovery and
establishment of monody and harmony in the place of the
medieval counterpoint, of the recitative and the aria as
definite methods of composition, and of instrumentation
as an independent element in musical works. The mod-

opera-house

em opera involves the following distinct musical con-

stituents, combined in various ways : (a) recitatives, mu-
sical declamations, mainly epic or dramatic in chai-acter,

with or without extended accompaniment ;
(h) arias,

duets, or trios, melodies for one, two, or three voices, con-

structed in a more or less strict musical form, predomi-
nantly lyrical in character, and usually with carefully

elaborated accompaniments; (c) choruses and concerted

numbers of various form, in which the dramatic element
generally predominates, and which are often wrought
into noteworthy climaxes of great musical and dramaUc
Interest ; (d) instrumental elements, including both ac-

companiments and independent passages, the former vary-
ing from the merest harmonic groundwork for declama-
tion to a detailed instrumental commentary upon the dra-

matic emotions and situations as they succeed each other,

and the latter including overtures, intermezzi, marches,
dances, etc., which either introduce, connect, supply, or

embellish the links in the chain of dramatic incident.

To these may be added dancing, or the ballet, which is

introduced either as an incidental diversion or as a com-
ponent part of the dramatic action itself. In the older

operas the successive numbers or movements are sharply

separated from each other, while in recent ones the action

is continuous except at one or two principal points. In
Italy the opera has had an unbroken course of develop-

ment since before 1600. It began to be diligently culti-

vated in France and Germany about 1650, and in England
somewhat later. Every leading modern composer, except
Mendelssohn, has contributed more or less to its literature.

Italian operas have tended toward a lyrical extreme, to

the neglect of dramatic consistency and truth, while Ger-

man operas have strongly emphasized the romantic and
strictly dramatic elements. French operas have often

sought much for comic or spectacular effects. The Wag-
nerian theory of the opera presents some peculiarities, es-

pecially in the obliteration of the distinction between the
recitative and the formal aria, in the remarkable elabo-

ration of the orchestral effects, and in the unification of

the poetic, musical, dramatic, and scenic elements, though
these characteristics were foreshadowed in the works and
theories of earlier masters. The maintenance of expen-
sive opera-houses, with regular seasons of performances
annufOly, is a matter of governmental appropriation in

most European countries. The opera has therefore be-

come a powerful factor in the social and artistic life of

many cities. Operas are often described b^ such qualify-

ing terms as grand or serious, dramatic, comic, etc. Grand
operas have an elaborate plot, and the entire work is set

to music ; while comic operas frequently contain spoken
dialogue. In common speech, German opera means opera
in German ; Italian opera, opera in Italian, etc, A btulad-

opera is a light dramatic work into which ballads or pop-
lUar songs are arbitrarily introduced.

An Opera is a poetical tale or fiction, representedby vocal
and instrumental musick, adorned with scenes, machines,
and dancing. Dryden, Albion and Albanius. Fret,

She went from opera, park, assembly, play.

Pope, To Miss Blount, on her Leaving the Town, 1, 13.

2. The score or words of a musical drama,
either printed or in manuscript; a libretto.

—

3. A theater where operas are performed; an
opera-house.—4. The administration, revenue,
and property of an Italian church or parish.

The picture by Duccio referred to was taken down for
me some years since in order that it might be photograph-
ed. The picture being entirely under the control of the
Opera of the cathedral, only the rector's permission was
necessary, the Minister of Public Instmction having no-
thing whatever to do with it.

The Academy, June 15, 1889, p. 419.

Comic Opera, See comic.

—

English opera, (a) An opera
sung in English. (&) Sipeciflcally, a ballad-opera (see def. 1).—Grand opera, a lyric opera conceived and performed In
the most elaborate manner, without spoken dialogue: an
arbitrary class of operas established by French musicians.—Opera bouffe, a comic opera, especially one of an
extravagantly humorous character.

—

Opera-season, the
season during which operas are regularly performed.

—

Opera-troupe, a troupe or company of singers employed
in the performance of operas.

operas re. Plural of opus.
operable (op'e-ra-bl), a. [< OF. op^ahle = Sp.
operable, < L.'as'if *operabilis, < operari, work,

e (op'(

operate: see operofe.] Practicable.

Being uncapable of operaUe circumstances, or rightly to
judge the prudentialityof affairs, they only gaze upon the
visible success. Sir T. Broume, Vulg. Err., i. 8.

opera-cloak (op'e-ra-kl6k), re. A cloak of rich

material and elegant in appearance, especially
made for carrying into the auditorium at an
opera-house or theater to put on in case protec-
tion is needed against cold air.

opera-dancer (op'e-ra-dan"s6r), re. One who
dances in ballets introduced into operas; a bal-
let-dancer.

opera-girls (op'e-ra-g6rlz), re. The plant Man-
tisia saltatoria.

opera-glass (op'e-ra-glS,s), re. A small binocu-
lar non-inverting telescope, of a low magnify-
ing power, designed to be used to aid vision
in the theater; a lorgnette.
opera-hat (op'e-ra-hat), n. A tall hat that can
be compressed'or folded up, and which, on be-
ing opened again, is held firmly in its shape by
springs.

A S&t opera-hat, as we used to call it in those days,
Dickens.

opera-house (op'e-ra-hous), re. A theater de-
voted chiefly to the performance of operas or
musical dramas.



operameter

operametn (op-e-ram'e-ter), n. [< L. opera,
work, + Gr. /tirpoi; a measure.] An instrument
for indicatmg tie nomber of movements made
by a part of a machine, as the ttims made by
a shaft, the oscillations of a working-beam, the
delivery of sheets from a printing-press, or the
reciprocations of a cross-head, etc., in a stated
interval of time. The principles of constraction are
Tuions. A common form &a a ratchet-vheel connected
with regtstering-dial^ and an oecQlating lever which by
suitable mechanism is made to take np a single ratchet-
tooth at each to-and-fro morement of a reciprocating or
osculating part, such as the crofs-head of a steam-engin&
Another form has a spear-pointed spindle which is con-
nected with a registering mechanism, the whole imple-
ment being held in the right hand, and the point of the
spindle being pressed into the center at the end of the
shaft whose revolations are desired to be connted. Also
called eotinter, ^leed-indieaiorj and recdution-indieator.
See ariUuHotJuUr.

ODerance (op'e-rans), n. [< qperaii(0 + -<'«•]

The act of operating; operation. [Bare.]

The elements,
That know not what or why, yet do effect
Bare issues 1^ their qpenniee.
Fletcher (and another). Two Koble Kinsmen. L 3.

operancy (op'e-ran-si), n. [As operanee (see
-fy).] Same as operanee.

operant (op'e-rant), a. and n. [= F. operant
= Sp. Pg. It. operante, < L. operan^t-^s, ppr. of
t^^ari, work: see operate.^ L o. Working;
engaged in action ; active ; operative ; effective.

My openaU powers tiieir functions leave to do.
Shak., Hamlet, ilL 2. ISl.

IL n. One who operates ; an operator or op-
erative; a worker or workman. [Bare.]
No fractaons operants ever turned oat for half thegran-

ny which this necessity [manufacturing jokes] exenised
upon OS. Ixanb, Newspapers Tiuity-'Fwe Years Ago.

opera-sillger (op'e-ra-sing'er), n. A profes-
sional singer who takes part in operas,
operate (op'e-rat), r.; pret. and pp. operated,
ppr. operating. [< L. omeratus, pp. of operari
(> It. operare, oprare = Sp. Pg. obrar, operar =
OP. Otttrer, P. operer), work, labor, toil, have
effect, < optis (oper-), neat., opera, f., work: see
opera, opus.] I. intrans. X. To perform or be
at work; exert force or influence; act: with
on or upon governing the object of the action:
as, the sculptor operates on Uie clay or marble
of which he makes his figures ; a machine oper-
ates on the raw materials submitted to it.

The fear of resistance and the sense of shame operate, in
a certain degree, an the most absolute kings and the most
illiberal oligarchies. Macatday, Mill ou Government.

2. SpeeifieaUy, in surg., to i)erform some man-
ual act upon the body of the patient, usually
with instruments, with a view to restore sound-
ness or health, or otherwise to improve the
physical condition.—3. To produce an effect;

act; work: used absolutely.
It is the certainty, and not the severity, of punishment

which operates ag^ust the commission or repetition of
crime. Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), L, note.

Words, words, mere words, no matter from the heart;
The effect doth operate another way.

Shak., T. and C., v. 3. 110.

"VTiere causes operate freely. Watts.

The affair operated as the signal for insarreciaon.
Preaeott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 6.

[TLe application of this word to the working of machin-
eaty, in such phrases as "theengine began to operate,"is re-
gaided as indegant, andsnch a nse of it israre in England.]
4. To produce the desired or appropriate ef-
fect; act effectively; be effectual inproducing
the result intended : as, the medicine operated
well.—5. To carry on speculative transactions;
buy and sell spectilatively: with ih : as, to op-
erate in stocks ; to operate in oU. [Commercial
cant.] =Syn. 3 and 4. Aet, Work, etc See oet

H. trans. 1. To effect; produce by action or
the exertion of force or energy; accomplish as
an agent; cause.

It [Goethe's 'Helenal operatraawonderful relief to the
mind &om the routine of customaiy images.

JStHeituit, History.

2. To direct or superintend the working of;

esnse to move or perform the acts desired;
work: as, to operate a machine.
operatic (op-e-rat'ik), a. [< opera + -oft'e^.]

Pertaining to, appropriate to, designed for, or
resembling opera : as, an operatic air.

operatical (op-e-rat'i-kal), a. [< operatic + -oJ.]

Operatic.

operatically (op-e-rat'i-kal-i), adr. In an op-

eratie manner; as regards the opera.

operating-table (op'e-rat-ing-ta'bl),». The ta-

ble on wEich the patient rests during a surgical

operation. There are many forms and constructions of
these tables the accompanying cut illuslTatang a particu-

larly complicated form made adjustable to pbce the
patient in convenient positions for varioos operations.
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Operatin£<table, in Tienddenburg' poadon.

Ordinarily a simple firm table of the requisite height and
length and about two feet wide is used, covered vhih.
blankets or a thin mattres&.

operation (op-e-ra'shon), ». [< ME. operation^
operacUm, < 05*. operaUoiu F. operation = Pr.
operacio = Sp. operadon = Pg. opera^So = It.

operazioney < L. operaHoin-), < operari, work,
operate: see operate.'] 1. Action; workmg;
agency; exertion of power or influence; spe-
cifically, in psychoh , the exertion of any mental
power, especially an active power.
Sach Seroannts as be of to mache speeche are yll of oper-

ation. Babe^gBooki^ E. T. S.i p. S4.

Thislatterthey canEnergia of ergOD, because itwrought
with a strong and Tirtaoos operation.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 119.

Freedom of opemtfonwe have by natar^ btit the ability
of Tirtaoos cpmUion by grace.

ffooJber, Eccles. Polity, t., App. 1.

Tonr serpent of ^ypt is bred now of your mad by the
operation of yonr son : so is yonr crocodile.

Shak., A. and a, il. 7. 30.

2. A specific act or activity.

There are diversities of operations, bat it is the same
God which worketii all in aU. l Car. ziL 6.

In the romance called The Boiight ofthe Swan, it is said
of Ydain dachess Boalyon that she caused her three sons
to be brought ap in **a]l maner of good openuyona, rer-
tnes, and maneis." ^rutt^ Sports and Pastime^ p. 8.

Attentioa, though closely related to the active side of
the mindand illastfating the laws of volition, is a general
condition of our mental openztumx.

J. SuUy, Outlines of Psychol., p. 73.

3. The eonrse of action or series of acts by
which some result is accomplished; process.
(a) Ingurff.f the act or series of acts and manipulations per-
formed upon a patient's body, as in setting a bon^ ampu-
tating a Innb^ extractiDg a t<X)th, ^;c.

While Gersdortf , of Strassborg, probably had used the
ligature in amputation woonds for some years, it re-
mained for the genius of Pare to give to amputations a
ccnnparatiTely firm position among surgical openOionA.

Bud^s Handbook 0/ Med. Sdenee^l. U2.

Qi) In taath,, the subststutjon of one quantity for another,
or the act of passing from one to the other, the second
quantity being definitely related to the first, either in
valne or in form. An operation most not be confound-
ed wiih the process by which the operation is ^ected.
Thus, there is but one operation of extracting the cube
root of a number, but there are several different pro-
cesses, (e) In tDttr^ the act of carrying out preconcerted
measnres by regubur movements : as, military or naval
operctiioTis.

4. The state of being at work ; active exercise

of some specific function or office ; systematic
action: as, the machine is in operation.— 5.
Method of working; action.—6. Power exer-

cised in producing an effect ;
peculiar efficacy

of action ; characteristic property or virtue.

Harde <^ese hath these operaeyons: it wyll kg»e ye sto-

macke open ; butter is holsome fyrst £ last, for it wyll do
awaye all poysons. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.X p. 26e.

A good sherris-sack hath a two-fold operation in it
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 3, 104.

Something ihat bath Uie operation to
Make death look lovely.

Masanger^ Benegado^ t. 6.

Xot only the fabrication and false making of the whole
of a written lostrament^ but a fraudulent insertaou, alter-

ation, or erasure even of a letter, in any material part of
a trae instnnnent whereby a new opemtum is given to it,

wfll amoont toforgery—and this tlioagh it be afterwards
executed by anotiier person ignorant of the deceit.

Rugs^, Crimes and }disdemeanouis, XL 619, quoted in
[Encyc. Brit, IX. 413.

7t. Impulse ; tendency to act.

There are in men operationg natural, rational, sapranat-
oral, some politick, some finally eccIesiasticaL

Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

I have (merc^ions which be humours of revenge^
Shak., M. W. of W., L 3. 98.

Act and operation of law. See 2au?i.—Adams's op-
eratioiL (a) An operation for ankylosis of the hip, in-

operation
Tolving sabcataneoas section of the neck of the femur
by a fine saw. (&> An operation for Doj)ayt7en's contrac-
tion, consisting in the subcutaneous division of the con-
tracted bands of the palmar fascia.—Alexander's Opera-
tion, AlAVftTidAr-AHnTng Operation, the operation of
shortening the round iif:aments for the purpose of hold-
ing the uteros in its normal position.—Allartcm's opera-
titm, the modem median operation for stoue in the blad-
der, differing irom the old, or Marian operation, in that
the incision, made exactly in the median line, is. carried
farther back to the apex of the prostate^ and the finger is

<nrdlnarify used in dilating the prostate and the neck of the
bladder.—Amussat's operation, (a) Cdloton^: an oper-
ation by a transverse incision crossing the outer bordo*
of the quadratufi Inmborom. (6) For raginal atresia : a
method of dHataUon by the ose of the finger and dull
instramente, rather than by cutting.—Anel's operatioil
for anemism, an operation involving ligation on the car-
diac side, close to the aneorism.—^Annandale's opera-
tion, an operation for dislocs^ed cartilages of the^ee-
joint, involving the incision of the joint and stitching the
cartilages in their proper position.—Ant^us*s opera-
tiozL for aneoilsni, an operation in wmch ligation is

practised above and "below the anennsm, which is then
opened and its contents evacuated.—Arlt-JaesGhe's
operation far distlcliiasiB, dissectii^ the edge of the
lid and the contained ciliary bulbs from the tarsus, re-

movinga cresceutic-shaped piece of skin frum the lid above
the flap, uniting the edge^ of the wound, and in this way
transplanting the cHiaiy bulbs furUier away from the edge
of the lids.—Ayers's operation for extroverted blad-
der, an operation involving the dissection of a long flfp
from the ulterior wall of the abdomen, uid its reversal so
tiiat the cnticular surface will be towaid the exposed ma-
coas membrane^ and the union of the loosened skin of the
sides in sachmann^ as to cover the raw surface of tiie fiap.

—Barden's operation for aneular ankylosis of tlie

knee, tJie removal of a wedge-shaped piece of bone from
the shaft of the femur, and the fracture of the remaining
part—Battey'S operation, the removal of the ovaries
in order to diminate their physiolt^cal infinenc^ as
in dysmenorrhea, menorrhagia, neuroses and psychoses
presenting relations with the menstroal fanction, and
in other disorders. Also called epaying^ normal otarv^
amy, and oophareetamy.—Banden's operation, ampu-
tation at the knee-joint by the elliptic method.—B^
clard's operation for ampntation at tbe thi^-
joint,amputationbyanteroitosterior fiaps,both flapsbemg
cut from within outward before disarticulation, the poste-
rior one first—Beer's Operatiaa, an operation tor Uie ex-
traction of cataract by the fiap method.—BiUroth's os-
teoplastic operation, anoperationfortheexcisionoft^e
tongue;, by which the soft parts and lower jaw are divided
in two places at the side of the jaw, and replaced after the
tongaebas been removed.— Bontonniere operation, (a)

For impermeable stricture: external perineal urethroto-

p^ by division Uirough an opening made in the urethra
just beyond the stricture, (b) The extraction of a nasal
polypus by tbe aid of an incision made inthe middle line of
the soft palate.—Bowman's operation, an operation for
strictore of the lacrymal duct— Brainard's operation
for angular ankylosis of the knee, the fracture of the
shaft of the femur, after it has been dziILed sabcntaneous-
ly.—Brasdor's operation for aneurism, ligationimme-
diately below the aneutisoL—Buchanan's operation,
(a) For restoration qf the lovxr Up: the elevation of an
oblique flap from each side of the chin, and the union
of the two flaps in the middle, allowing the places whence
they come to heal by granulation. (&) A medio-lateral
operation of lithotomy, with an angular staff.—Buck's
tdliloplastic operation, an operation for supplying a
deficiency in either Up by transplanting a portion of the
other.—Burckhardt's operation, the opening of a re-
tropharyngeal abscess from the outside of the neck.

—

Burow'S operation, a plastic operation for the covering
of a raw surface after the removal of a t^unor or other
morbid growth. It consists essentially in the removal of
the integument from two equal triangles sitnated on op-
posite sides and extremities of a straight basal incision,
directing up the obtuse-angled fiaps tiius formed, and
palling them so as to clc^e the Ixiangles.—BuTW^'s
Operation, the ligation of the carotid and subclavian
arteries for aneurism of the innominate artesy or of the
first part of the aorta.— Csesaiean operation. See
ccesarean section^ under CcESorean.—CalCOlUS Of opera-
tions. See ealeidus.— Calignani*s operation, reseo*
tion at the inferior dental nerve throughan incmon made
between the lobe of tiie ear and the an^e of the jaw.
—CaUlsen's operation, lombar colotomy by a vertical
incision.—Capital OJieration, in surg., an operation in-
volving some danger to lif& Also called major operation.
— Garden's operation, a combination of the circular
and fiap operations, in amputations, by first reflecting a
rotmded or circular flap of skin to serve as a cover or bon-
net to tiie flat-faced stnmp then formed. In amputation
at the knee, by this operation, the rounded flap is formed
in fronts and the femur is sawed at the base of the con-
dyles.—Carpue*S rhinoplastic operation, an operation
for repairing the nose by taking a heart-shaped fl^ from
the forehead. See Diefenbach's rhinoplastie operation and
Indian rhinoplastie operation.—Chamberlame'S opera^
tion forligation of the brachial artery, an opexation
involving incision along the lower margin of the clavicle,
with a second over the deltoid and pectoral muscles meet-
ing the first nearly in the middle.— Chassaignac'S op-
eration for amputation of the finger, amputation of
the flnger with a smgle dorsal or palmar flap.— Chassaig-
nac'S operation for excision of the tmigue. excision
of tiie tonguewitht^e ^raseor. by the suprahyoid method.
—Chopaxfs operation, amputation through the calca-
neo-cuboid and astiagalo-scaphoid articulations; medio-
tarsal operation.— Giviale's operation, a medio-bilater-
al operation of lithotomy.—Cock's operation for stric-
ture, incision into the urethra behind the stricture;, with-
out a guide, leaving tne stricture undivided.—Comple-
mentary, direct, distributive operation. See the ad-
jectives.—Cooper's operation fbr Ugation of the ab-
dominal aorta, an operation by an incision in the linea
alba, above and below and to the side of the umbHicua.

—

Cooper's operation for ligation ofthe external iliac
artery an operation by a semilunar incision, with con-
vexity downward, &om above the inner ma^n of the ex-
ternal abdominal ring to n^u* the anterior superior spine



operation

of the ilium.—Daviea-Colley's operation for talipes,
the removal ol a wedge-shaped piece of the tarsus, with-
out regard to the articulations.—Delpech's operation
for ligation of the axillary artery, an operation by
incision along the delto-pectoral interval.—Didot's oper-
ation for webbed fingers, the taking of flaps from the
dorsal and palmar surfaces of the attached fingers respec-
tively, to form the contiguous interdigital surfaces.—
Dieffenbach'B cliiloplastic operation, the restoration
of the upper lip by a quadrangular flap, attached below
on the level of the mouth, turned horizontally inward
to meet a similar one of the opposite side.—Dieffen-
bacb's rbinoplastic operation, the taking of a lance-
shaped flap from the forehead for tne repair of the nose.—
Dupuytren's operation at the shoulder-Joint, am-
putation at the shoulder by the eictemal-flap method.—
Dupu3rtren's operation for stone in the bladder,
bilateral lithotomy.—Dupuytren's operation forvagi-
nal atresia, an operation by combined incision and dila-
tation.—Emmet's operation of colporrhaphy, the su-
tural approximation of three equidistant, transverse, in-
Iracervical, denuded spots on the anterior wall of the va-
gina, and the apposition of the opposing edges of the folds
thus formed after abrasion.—^nmet's operation, a
hysterotrachelorrhaphy for cicatricial ectropium of the
cervix uteri.—Ferguson's operation, a modification of
Hrogoft's operation for amputation of the foot, in which
the malleoli are not removed.—Gant'S operation, an
operation for vicious ankylosis of the hip-joint, by section
below the trochanters.—Goyrand's operation for liga-
tion of the internal mammary artery, an operation
with an oblique incision two inches long, at the end of the
intercostal space, near the edge of the sternum.—Gritti's
operation, amputation at the knee, tlu'ough the base of
the condyles, with a large rectangular anterior flap includ-
ing the patella, the inner sawed surface of which is applied
to that of the femur.—Gudrin's operation, an operation
for amputation at the elbow-joint by an external flap.

—Guthrie's operation for amputation at the hip-
Joint, amputation by anteroposterior flaps, the flaps being
cut from without inward.—Hahn'S operation, nephror-
rhaphy for floating kidney.—Hancock's operation, a
combination of the subastragaloid amputation and Piro-
gofl's amputation of the foot, the sawn surface of the cal-

canemn being applied to that of the astragalus.—Hey'B
operation, amputation through the tarsometatarsal ar-

ticulations, now usually understood as a disarticulation of
the outer joints and section of the internal cuneiform.

—

High operation, lithotomy when the incision is made
above the pubis. Also called stiprapubUi iyperation.—
Hodgson's operation for ligation of the axillary
artery, an operation by a semilunar incision, just below
the clavicle, terminating near the anterior margin of the
deltoid.—Hoin'S operation, amputation at the knee-
joint by the posterior-flap method.—Holt's operation,
an operation for the rupture of urethral stricture by rapid
dilatation.—Hunter's or Hunteriaji operation for an-
eurism, ligation of the artery on the cardiac side of the
aneurism, at some distance from it.— Identical, lateral,
etc., operations. See the adjectives.—Indian rhino-
plastic operation, the restoration of the nose by means
of a flap taken from the forehead.—Jacque'S operation
for excision of the tongue, excision of the tongue
through an opening made in the cheek.—Eocher'B op-
eration, an operation for the excision of the tongue by
an incision in the neck at the angle of the jaw, with re-

moval of the glands so as to get far down to the base of the
tongue.—Langenbeck's operation, a method of ampu-
tation by double flaps, cutting from without inward.—
Larrey'B operation at the shoulder-Joint, amputa^
tion at the shoulder by the oval method.— Lee S opera-
tion, a modification of Teale's method of amputation of
the leg, in which the longer fiap is taken from the back
of the leg, including only the superficial muscles.—Le
Fort's operation, (a) A modification of Pirogoif's am-
pntation of the foot, whereby the calcaneum is preserved
in a more normal position. (6) For procidentia uteri: a
denudation on the anterior and posterior walls of the va-

gina, and formation of longitudinal septum.—Lines of
operation, see 2ine'^.—Lisfranc's operation, (a) At
the sTundder-joint: amputation at the shoulder by the an-
teroposterior-flap method. (6) A pure tarsometatarsal
disarticuUition. See fley's operation.—Lister's opera-
tion, a modiflcation of Teale's amputation, in which there
is less difference in the length of the flaps, their angles
being rounded, and the posterior one formed of skin and
fascia only.—Liston's operation, a combination of the
double-flap and circular operations in amputations, by
first dissecting up two semi-oval flaps to serve as covers
for the flal^faced stump.—Liston's operation at the
thigh-Joint, amputation by anteroposterior flaps, the
flaps being cut from within outward, and disarticulation

being effected before the posterior flap is cut.—Liston's
operation for excision of the upper jaw, the com-
plete excision of the upper jaw.— Littre'B operation,
inguinal colotomy.—Loreta'S operation, an operation

for cicatricial stenosis of the pylorus by divulslon with
the finger.-Major operation, in mrg., same as capital

operation.—JUaisaigne'S operation, (a) The operation

en raquette of the French, a variety of the oval method of

amputation of Scoutetten, applicable particularly to the

thumb, (b) Subastragaloid operation.—Maneo's opera-
tion for amputation at the hip-Joint, amputation by
a single long anterior flap made by transflxion, and then
by disarticulating the joint and making a circular incision

posteriorly.—Marian operation, the old median peri-

neal operation for stone in the bladder. See AHarton s op-

craJum.-M'Bumey's operation, an operation for the

radical cure of hernia by exposing the sac and cutting it

off at the neck and sewing up the cut edges.—Minor op-
eration, in mrg., an operation of less magnitude and
danger than a capital operation.—Moore's operation,
an operation for the extraction of cataract, involving a
preliminary iridectomy made some weeks beforehand.

—

Mott'B operation for ligation of the. innominate
artery, an operation by a transverse incision above and
parallel to the top of the sternum and the inner end of the

clavicle, joined by another of the same length along the

anterior border of the stemomastoid muscle.—Murray's
operation for ligation of the abdominal aorta, an

operation by an elliptical incision on the left side, six

inches long, from the cartilage of the tenth rib to within

an inch of the anterior superior spine of the ilium.

—
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Nathan Smith's operation, amputation at the knee-
joint by a large anterior and a smaller posterior skin-flap.

—Nunneley's operation for excision of the tongue,
removal of the tongue by suprahyoid excision and the use
of the ^craseur.-Operation of law, the efficacy of law
without aid by any intent of the parties : as, if a person
acting in a fiduciary capacity gets title in his own name
to property of those for whom he is acting, a trust is cre-

ated by operatitm of law.— Operations of grace. See
grace.—FagenBtecker's operation, an operation for the
extraction of cataract in the capsule.-Fassavant's op-
eration for synechia, the breaking up of the adhesion
withforceps.-FasBive oi)erations. Seejxmive.—Feas-
lee's operation, superficial trachelotomy.— Fetit's op-
eration, (a) For amputation of the finger: amputation
by lateral flaps out from within outward. (6) For hernia:
an operation without opening the sae.—PirogOfTs op-
eration, amputation of the foot in such a manner that
the posterior portion of the calcaneum is united to the
lower sawed end of the tibia, thus preserving the heel.

—

Porro'B operation, an operation for csesarean section

;

laparohystero-obphorectomy, or utero-ovarian amputation
with drainage through the vagina. In the Porro-Miiller
operation, the uterus is brought outside of the abdomen
and the contents removed.— Ravaton's operation, a
double-flap amputation by a circulax incision to the bone,
and a longitudinal incision on each side.—Regnoli's
operation for excision of the tongue, excision of the
tongue through a semilunar incision made beneath the
chin along the border of the jaws, joined by another in-

cision in the median line extending from the chin to the
hyoid bone.—Beverdin's operation, skin-grafting.—
Boux's operation, a modification of Syme's amputation
of the foot, in which the flap is taken from the inner and
under side of the heel.—Koux's operation for excision
of the tongue, excision of the tongue by dividing the
jaw at the symphysis and removing the tongue from be-
low.—Boux's operation for ligation of the axillary
artery, an operation by an incision through the delto-
pectoral interval.—Sayre'B operation for ankylosis
of the hip, section of the femur above the lesser tro-
chanter, with the removal of a semicircular piece of bone
and the rounding of the upper shaft-end so as to facilitate

the formation of a false joint.—Scbroeder'B operation
for the removal of fibroid tumors of the uterus, an
operation by laparotomy with ligation of the uterus at the
OS internum.—Schroeder's operation of colporrha-
phy, the removal of a single long and broad strip of the
vaginal wall and the approximation of the cut edges by
sutures.—Schwartze's operation, the method of open-
ing the mastoid cells by the use of hammer and chisel.

—

Scoutetten's operation, the oval method of amputation,
applied either sit a joint or in the continuity of a limb.

—

Sedillot's chiloplastic operation, restoration of the
upper lip by quadrangular flaps extending below the level

of the mouth and attached above : it is the reverse of
Dieffenbach's operation.— Sedillot's operation, (a)Am-
putation by a combination of the flap and circular meth-
ods. Superficial flaps are formed from within outward,
and the deep muscles are divided circularly. (6) An op-
eration for staphylorrhaphy, in which liberating incisions

are made on each side of the suture.— Sedillot's opera-
tion for ligation of the innominate artery, an op-
eration by an incision between the heads of the stemo-
clidomastoid muscle.— Simon's operation for vesico-
vaginal fistula, the adaptation of the pared margins of
the fistula by silk sutures, without retention afterward
of a stationary catheter. The mucous membrane of the
bladder is included in the abrasion.— Simpson's opera-
tion for division of the cervix uteri, an operation in-

volving bilateral incisions through the whole length of
the cervical canal.—Sims'B operation for vesico-vagl-
nal fistula, the coaptation of the pared margins of the
fistula by silver sutures, with after-treatment by recum-
bency of the patient and prolonged retention of the cathe-
ter. The marginal abrasion does not include the vesical
surface.—Sims'B operationofcolporrhaphy, thedenu-
dation of a V-shaped surface on the anterior wall of the
vagina, and the apposition of its arms by sutures.—Streat-
feild's operation for entropium, removal of a wedge-
shaped strip from the tarsal cartilage.— Syme's opera-
tion, the removal of the entire foot and the articular sur-

face of the bones of the leg just above the malleoli, the
stump being covered with the skin of the heel.—Syme's
operation for stricture, the division of the stricture
through the perineum upon a grooved director.— Tait'S
operation, an operation for the extirpation of the uterine
appendages. It is the same as Battey'a operation, with
the inclusion of the Fallopian tube.—Taliacotian op-
eration (after Gasparo Tagtiacozgi or Taliacotius, of Bo-
logna, who died in 1.599), an Italian method for the resto-
ration of the nose by means of tissue taken from the in-
side of the arm.— Teale'B operation, amputation by the
rectangular-flap method, in which a long flap, taken from
the less muscular (usually the anterior) side, is folded
over the stump and upon itself, and united to the shorter,
more muscular (usually the posterior) flap.—Thomas's
operation fortheremoval ofuterine fibroidtumors,
an operation bylaparotomy,withuse oftheclamp, and char-
ring of the end of the pedicle.—Tripier'B operation,
a modiflcation of Chopaxt's mediotarsal amputation, in
which the os calcis is sawed off horizontally.—Vermale's
operation, the ordinary double-flap method of amputa-
tion by transfixion and cutting from within outward : ap-
plicable to any limb.—Von Graefe's operation for cat-
aract, a modified linear extraction of the cataract, com-
bining a peripheral linear incision in the cornea and an
iridectomy.—Wardrop'B operation for aneurism, liga-
tion of a main branch of the artery beyond the aneurism,
leaving a circulation, however, through another branch.

—

Wheelhouse'B operation for stricture, the division of
the stricture on a grooved probe passed through the stric-

ture from an opening made into the urethra in front of it.

—Whitehead?s operation for excision of hemor-
rhoids, the excision of a circular strip around the anus,
including the tumors.—Whitehead's operation for ex-
cision of the tongue, excision through the mouth, using
only scissors.—Wolfe s operation for ectropium, an
operation by transplantation of a flap from a distance,
without a pedicle.—Wood's operation for the radical
cure of inguinal hernia, the closing of the hernial canal
by subcutaneous sutures through the tendinous structures
forming its boundaries—Wutzer's operation for the

opercular

radical cure of inguinal hernia, the plugging of the
hernial canal by an invagination of the scrotum and its

retention by exciting adhesive Inflammation in the neck
of the Bac.=Syn. 3. Procedure, etc. (see process), influ-

ence, effect.

operative (op'e-ra-tlv), a. and n. [= F. op4ra-

tif= Sp. Pg. ti. 6perati/vo, < NL. *operatwus, <

L. operan^ pp. operate*, work: see operate.] I.

a, 1. Active in the production of efteets or re-

sults; acting; exerting force or influence.

The operaUve strength of a thingmay continue the same
when the quality that should direct the operation is

changed. Sotdh, Sermons, VI. I

His [Carlyle's] scheme of history is purely an epical one,

where only leading figures appear by name and are in any
strict sense operative. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 13S.

2. Efficacious; effective; efficient.

Our foster-nurse of nature is repose,

The which he lacks ; that to provoke in him
Are many simples operative, whose power
Will close the eye of anguish. Shah., Lear, iv. 4. 14.

Vour lordship may perceive how effectual and operative

your lordship's last dealing with her majesty was.
Bacon, To the Lord Keeper, Sept. 28, 1694.

3. Coneemedwith the actual exercise ofpower,
or the putting forth of effort or labor in the ac-

complishment of some end ;
practical.

In architecture, as in all other operative arts, the end
must direct the operation, ^r H. Wotton, Beliquiss, p. 6.

4. Of, pertaining to, or eoneemed with opera-
tions, as thos« of surgery.

II. n. A workman ; an artisan.

Thewell educated operative does more work, does it bet-

ter, wastes less, . . . earns more money, . . . rises faster,

rises higher, . . . than the uneducated operative.

E. Choate, Addresses, p. 12L

operatively (op'e-ra-tiv-li), adv. In an opera-
tive manner.
operativeness (op'e-ra-tiv-nes), n. The qual-
ity or fact of being operative ; efficiency

;
prac-

tical or effective woridng.
operativity (op"e-ra-tiv'i-ti), n. [< operative
+ -%.] The condition of being operative;
efficiency.

operator (op'e-ra-tgr), n. [= P. op4ratev,r =
Sp. Pg. operd'dor = It. operatore, < LL. opera^
tor, a worker, < L. operari, work : see operate.']

1. One who operates in any way, or on or
against anything.
Then the Operator told him the Operation [in Alchymy]

would go on more successfully if be sent a Present of
Crowns to the Virgin Maiy.

N. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, I. 406.

(o) One who performs a surgical operation. (5) One who
exercises power, labor, skill, or influence in the accom-
plishment of some end ; one who manipulates something,
or is engaged in carrying on a series of acts or transactions
by which some intended result is to be reached : as, a tel-

egraph-ojpera(or; a Wall-street operator; an operator in
wheat.

2. In math., a letter or other character signi-

fying an operation to be performed, and itself

subject to algebraical operation : as, a vector
operator—Hamiltonlan operator, in math., the op-
erator

d
dx'^^dy + *d^'

where x, y, z are the rectangular cobrdinates of the vari-

able point in space where the operand is found, and i, ,;',

* are unit vectors respectively parallel to x, y, z.—La-
place's operator, in math., the operator

/^\2 ld\2 ld\2
W/ + \dy) + \dz)

operatoryt (op'e-ra-to-ri), n. [< LL. as if *ope-
ratorium, neTit."ot'op'eratoriiis, creating, form-
ing, < operator, a worker: see operator.] A labo-
ratory. Cowley.

operatrice (op'e-ra-tris), n. [= P. opM-atrice =
It. operatrice, <'lLL. operatrix, fern, of operator,

operator: see operator.] A female operator.

Sapience, . . . the operatrice of all thynges.
Sir T. Elyot, The Govemour, ill. 23.

opercle (o-per'kl), n. [< L. operculum : see oper-

culum.] An operculum.
opercula, n. Plural of operculum.
opercular (o-p6r'ku-lar), a. [< operculum +
-ar^.] 1. Of or pertaining to an operculum or
opercle.— 3. Having an operculum; fitted

with or closed by an operomum; opercnlate.
—Opercular apparatus, in fishes, the gill-cover, which
in most cases consists of four pieces : (1) a posterior piece

:

the operevlwm proper; (2) one
bounding the operculum below
and more or less behind : the snjh-

operculum; (3) one between the
suboperculum and the operculum
on the one hand and the preoper-
culum in front; the irderopercu.
lum, which is connected by a liga^

mentwith the lower jaw ; and (4)
an entirely separate element in
front of the operculum and con-
nected with the suspensorium of

, , ..

tte lower jaw
;
the pr^erculum c.^Sr"'"p";iopeSte

The first, second, and fourth of a, interopercuium.

Head of Ferch, showing
Opercular Apparatus.



opercular
tbese are united into a more or less movable Ud which
covers the gilla. AU four are developed in the typical
teleosta, but one or more are wanting in some fishes. See
cut under teleosL—Opercular flSBnre, Uie pomatic fis-

sure of a monkey's brun. SeepomaUe.—OperCQlax flap,
a backward prolongation of the opercle ofmany fishes, as
the sunfishes, in some of which it attains a great size. See
iqwrnij.— Opercular gill. SeegUli.

Opercnlata (o-p6r-ku-la'ta), n. pi. [NL., neiit.

pi. of Li. opereulatus, covered witii alid: seeoper-
culate.'] Shells which are opereulate. The term
is specifically applied to those pulmonate gastropodswhich
have an operculum developed from the npper back por-
tion of the foot^ closing the shell when the animal is with-
drawn into it. Thechief family is C!/c2(Wt(nnu2<s. See cuts
under AmptiUarUcUe and MaduriticUx.

operculate (o-p6r'ku-lat), a. [= P. opereuM=
Sp. Pg. opereulado', < L. operculatm, pp. of
operculare, famish with a lid or cover, < oper-
culum, alid: see operculumJ] Having an oper-
culum ; operculigerous ; specifically, of or per-
taining to the Operculata.

operculated (o-p6r'kn-la-ted), a. [< operadate
+ -cd^.] Same as operculate.

opercnle (o-pfer'knl), n. Same as opercu-
lum.

operculiferons (o-p6r-ku-lif'e-ms), a. [< L.
operculum, a lid, ¥ ferre'= Ei' fteari.j Opercu-
ligerous.

operculiform (o-pfer'ku-li-fdrm), a. [< L.
operculum, a Ud, + forma, form.] Having the
form of a lid or cover ; resembling an opercu-
lum.
opercoligenous (o-p6r-ku-lig'e-nns), a. [< L.
operculum, a lid, + gigiiere, genere, produce:
see -genous.'\ Producingan operculum: specif-

ically, noting the metapodium or posterior part
of the foot of gastropods,
operculigerous (o-p6r-ku-lij'e-rus), a. [< L.
operculum, a lid, 4- gerere, carry.] Having an
operculum; opercidate.
operculum (o-per'ku-lum), n.; pi. opercula
(-la). [= V.'opercule = Sp. opirculo = Pg. It.

operculo, < L. operculum, a lid, cover,
< operire, cover, cover over, shut,
close, conceal: see overt.'] A lid or
cover; in nat. hist., a part, organ, or
structure which forms a lid, flap, or
cover. Specifically—(a) In Jot.: (1) In Jfusci,

the lid of title capsule : it covers the peristome, opereuium
and usually falls off when the spores are ready of Moss,
for dispersion. (2) In phanerogams, some-
times, the lid or top of certain circnmscissile capsules
(pyxlsX as in Portuldca, Plantago, etc. (3) The conical
limb of the calyx of Eucalyptus. See cuts under Attddium
and moss, (b) In zoiH. : (1) In conchology, ahomy or shelly

plate secretedby
the operculige-
nous organ of
gastropods and
some other mol-
lusks, serving to
close the aper-
ture of the shell
when the ani-

mal is retracted.
See cuts under
Ampullariidx
and Maduriti-
dce. (2) In cirri-

peds, as Balani-
dcB, the movable
part of the rig-

id shell, which
forms a flap cov-
ering the en-

trance to the mantle-cavity. (3) In Otestoceo, the eighth
pair of appendages of a king-crab, united together into a
single broad plate, on the dorsal surface of which the
genital organs open, and which forms a flap covering the
succeeding appendages of this division of the body. See
Liimdus. (4) In Polyzoa^ as ChUogUmuUa^ that part of
the ectocyst of the cell of the polypid which forms a
movable lid shutting down upon the zoSid when the latter

is withdrawn into its ceU. (5) In ichthyology, the hind-
most and uppermost bone of the opercular apparatus or
gill-cover. See operadar apparaiux, and also cuts under
paiaioquadrate, Spatularia, and tdeo^ (6) In ornithology

:

(a) The nasal scale ; the small homy or membranous lid

or flap which covers or closes the external nostrils of sun-
dry birds. O) The ear-conch or feathered flap which closes

the ear of an owl. (7) In mammalogy, parts of the ear of

an aquatic mammal, as a shrew or vole, so arranged as to

act like a valve to prevent the entrance of water. (8) In en-
tomology, one of two small pieces on the sides of iJie meta-
thorax, covering the spiracles or breathing-orifices. Also
called tegula and covering-scale. (9) In Arachnida, one of

the small scfdes covering the stigmata or breathing-ori-

fices of a spider. They are distinguished as the branchial

opercula. covering the openings of the branchife, and the

tracheal opercula, nearer the base of the abdomen or

sometimes at the end, covering the orifices of the trachese.

The latter are often absent. (10) In Infugoria, the lid of

the lorica, as of the Vorticellidce. (c) In anat of the brain,

the principal covering of theinsula or island of Keil, over-

lapping the gyri operti fromiibove, and formed mainly by
the precentral and postcentral gyri united below the end

of the Itolandic or central fissure. See cuts under cerebral

and 53^™*.—MuilCOid operculum. See muricoid.

opere in medio (op'e-re in me'di-6). [L. : opere,

abl. of opus, work; in, in ; medio, abl. of medius,

middle.] In the midst of (one's) work.

Capsule and Operculum of Shell.
a. Turbo olearius -~o. operculum, outside

;

operculum, iimer side. b. cODcentric operculuni
{/imfnliaria)i c, imbricated or lamellar [Pur-
pura); d, muldspiral (Trochus); e. uoguicu-
late or daw-shaped (Fusus) '.f. subspiral (Me-
iatii'a) ; ^, articulated iJVen'ta) ; h, paucispiial

( Turbo\
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operetta (op-e-ret'a), ». [= F. opSrette, < It.

operetta, dim." of opera, an opera: see opera.]
A short opera, generally of a light character
and so belonging to the class of comic opera or
opera bouffe.

operose (op'e-ros), a. [= Sp. Pg. It. operoso, <
L. operosus, givingmuch labor, laborious, indus-
trious, also costing much labor, troublesome,
toilsome, < opera, opus (oper-),work: see opera,
opus.] Laborious; attended with labor; t«dious.

As to the Jewish religion, it was made up of a busy and
operose law of carnal ordinances, which had but avery dim
prospect beyond the enjoyment of plenty and affluence.

Eoelyn, True Eeligion, II. 179.

The task, . . . however operose it may seem, is within
the power of any one learned lawyer.

Story, Misc. Writings, p. 393.

operosely (op'e-ros-U), adv. In an operose
manner.
operoseness (op'e-ros-nes), n. The state of be-
mg operose or laborious.

operosity (op-e-ros'i-ti), n. [= It. operositd,;

as operose + -iiy.] liaboriousness.

There is a kind of operosity in sin, in regard whereof
sinners are styled the workers of iniquity.

Bp. Hail, Select Thoughts, § 6S.

operoust (op'e-rus), o. Operose. Holder.
operouslyt (op'e-ms-li), adv. In an operous
manner.
opertaneous (op-er-ta'ne-us), a. [< L. operta-
neus, concealed, hidden,' < opertus, pp. of ope-
rire, cover, conceal: see operculum^ Secret;
private. [Rare.]

opetidet (op'tid), n. See open-tide, 1.

OpMastra (of-i-as'tra), n.pl. [NL., < Gr.o^ic,

a serpent, + aar^p, a star.] InLankester's clas-

sification, one of two orders of Ophiuroidea, con-
trasted with Phytastra.

Ophibolus (o-fib'o-lus), n. [NI/., irreg. (ef.

o^fojSiiAof, serpent-slaying) < (Jr. Stpig, a serpent,
4- pdMeiv, throw.] A large and beautiful genus
of harmless serpents of the family Colubridce.
There are numerous species in the United States, called
king-snakes and by other names, such as O. getvlus, 0. sayi,

and O. eximius. They are of various shades of black,
brown, or red, blotched with lighter colors, the blotches
generally black-bordered.

ophicalcite (of-i-kal'sit), n. [< Gr. S^jc, a ser-

pent, + E. calcite. Cf. serpentine, m.] Same as
verd-antique. Brongniart.

Ophichthyidae (of-ik-thi'i-de), «. pi. [NIi., <

Ophichthys + -tdcB.] A family of apodal fishes,

typified by the genus Ophichthys, containing
eels whose nostrils perforate the edge or inner
side of the lip. The form is often slenderer than in a
common eel ; the posterior nostrils are labial—that is, are
on the margin or even the inside of the upper lip ; and the
tongue is attached to the floor of the moutli. In some spe-
cies the tall is conical or finless ; in others it is surround-
ed by a fin, as usual in eels, whence the two subfamilies
OphichthyinoB and Myrirue. Several genera are found hi
th^ waters of the souUiern and Pacific coasts of the United
States.

Ophiclltliyilise (o-fik-thi-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Ophichthys + -^ruB.] A subfamily of Ophichthy-

idas, having the tail finless: contrasted with
MyriruB.

Ophichtliys (6-flk'this), n. [NL., < Gr. i^jf, a
serpent, + i;^g, a fish.] The typical genus of

Ophichthyid^, of snake-Kke form (whence the
name), and having no pectoral fins. Swainson.

ophicleide (of'i-klid), n. [< Gr. 6fic, a serpent,

+ lAelc (kMiS-), a key: see clavis.] A metal
musical wind-instrument, invented about 1790,

having a large tube of conical bore,

bent double, with a cupped mouth-
piece. It is essentially a development of the
old wooden serpent, and has sometimes been
made partly of wood ; it is the bass represen-
tative of the keyed-bugle family. The tones
produced are the harmonics of the tube, as in

the horn ; but the fundamental tone may be
altered by means of keys which control vents
in the side of the tube. Eleven such keys are

employed, so that the entire compass is over
three octaves, beginning (in the usual bass
variety) on the third B below the middle C,

with aU the semitones— all obtainable with
exceptional accuracy of intonation. Its re- ^
sources are therefore considerable, and as its ophicleide.
tone is highly resonant and pungent it is an
important orchestral instrument. The alto ophicleide is

pitched a fifth higher than that described above, while
lower varieties also occur.

opMcleidist (of'i-kli-dist), n. [< ophicleide +
-ist.] A performer on the ophicleide.

Ophlderes (6-fid'e-rez), m. [NL. (Boisduval,

1832), piop.'*Ophvoderes (cf. Gr. (xpiSdsipoc, ser-

pent^necked), < o<ptg, a serpent, + iifin, Attic 6ei-

p^, neck, throat.] The typical genus of Ophide-
ridce, having the palpi spatulate or elavate, and
the hind wings Inteous. it Is very widely distrib-

uted in both hemispheres ; the species are lar^e and often

beautifully colored. 0./uUoniea of South Africa damages

|J^

JS

lary Ophi
Skull (python).

BO, basioccipital ; SS, basi-
sphenoid ; Afx, maxillary

;

Pmx, premaxillaiy ; PI, paia-
tuie ; Pi, pterygoid ; Qu, quad-
rate; S^, squamosal ; TV, trans-
verse bone ; l-'o, vomer. (The
teeth are aglyphodont.)

Ophidium
oranges by piercing them with its haustellum and suck-
ing the jnlce.

OpMderidae (of-i-der'i-de), n, pi. [NL. (Gue-
ii6e, 1852), < Ophideres + -idtB,^ A family of noc-
tuid moths of large size and striking coloration,
represented by Ophideres and five other genera
in nearly all faunse except the European.
ODhidia (o-fid'i-a), n.pl [NL., pi. of *ophidium,
\ Gr. 6<l>idioVj dim. in form, but not in sense, of
fi^^C, a serpent; or improp. for ^Ophioideo, < Gr.
diptCj a serpent, + eMof, form.] Aji order of the
class Beptilia, without developed limbs, with
mobile quadrate bone and separate mandibu-
lar rami ; the snakes or serpents. The name was
introduced to replace Serpentes of Linneeus, and at first

included not only serpents in a proper sense, but certain
footless lizards, and even the amphibians of the family
CcecUiidce. In Opkidia proper there is never any trace of
fore limbs, and at most very
rudimentary hind limbs, rep-
resented externally by mere
anal spurs or processes of the
integument. There is no ster-

num. The ribs are very nu-
merous, and are so an'anged
as to become indirect organs
of locomotion by their action
upon the skin and so on the
scales of the belly. The ver-
tebrae are procoelous, very nu-
merous, not united in any
sacrum, and bearing no chev-
ron-bones. The skull has no
quadratojugal arch nor pari-
etal foramen ; the lower jaw
is articulated with a movable
quadrate bone, and its i-ami
are connected only by fibrous
tissue. The bones of both
jaws ai'e generally freely mov-
able, so that the mouth is

enormously distensible. The
tongue is slender, forked, and
protmsile, subserving atactile
office. Teeth are present in
one or both jaws, usually in
both ; they are numerous and
sharp, and in venomous Opki-
dia some of the upper ones,
usually a single pair, are en-
larged, hooked, grooved, or ap-
parently perforata and thus converted into poison-fangs.
The eyes have nomovable lids, the cuticle extending direct-
ly overthe eyeball The cuticle is scaly, forming many very
regularly arranged rows of scales on the upper parts, and
usually larger modified scutes on the under side, called
gastrokeges and vrosteges, serving to some extent for loco-
motion. There is a pair of extracloacal penes in themale

;

the female is oviparous or ovoviviparous. OpJvidia are
variously subdivided—by Dum^ril and Bibron into Opo~
terodonta, Aglyphodonta, Proteroglypha, and Solenoglypha.
an arrangement substantially now current^ though with
some modifications. Cope's latest arrangement is £^710-
donta, Catodonta, Tortricimt, which ^q opoterodout, Asi-
nea, which are aglyphodont^ ProteroglypJia, and Solenogly-
pha. There are 20 families and about 300 genera, of
which more than 200 belong to the family Colubrid€e alone.
See also cut under Python.

opMdian (o-fid'i-an), a. and n. [< Ophidia +
-an,'] I, a. Having the nature or characters of
a snake or serpent; belonging or relating to
ophidians; of or pertaining to the Ophidia,
Also ophidioiis,

n. n, A member of the Ophidiaj as a snake
or serpent.

ophidiana (o-fid-i-a'na), «. pi, [< Gr. b<pi6iov,

dim. of 6ftcl a serpent, snake (cf. ophidian)y
+ -ana^S] Anecdotes or stories of snakes.
ophidiarium (o-fid-i-a'ri-um), n. ; pi. ophidiari-
urns or ophidiaria (-umz, -a). [NL,, \ Ophidia
+ •^riwm.'] A place where serpents are kept in
confinement, for exhibition or other purposes:
a snake-house.
Ophidiidse (of-i-di'i-de), n, pL [NL., < Ophidic
nm + -4dceJ] A family of ophidioid fishes, typi-

fied by the genus Ophidium^ having the ventral
fins advanced to the lower jaw, or situated un-
der the chin, so that they resemble barbels.
(1) In Bonaparte's early systems the OpMdndm embraced
two subfamUies, Ophidiini and Ammodytini. (2) In Giin-

ther's system they are a family of gadoid fishes corre-

sponding to the modem Opkidioidea. (3) In Gill's system
the family is restricted to those Opkidioidea which have
the ventral fins under the chin, bifid barbels, and the anus
in the anterior half of the length of the fish, represented
by four genera. See cut at Ophidium.

ophidioid (o-fid'i-oid), a. and n. [As Opkidia
+ -0/^.] L' a. Belonging to the family QpAidz-

?V7oe, or having their characters.

n. H. A fish of the family OpAidiw^CB.

Ophidioidea (o-fid-i-oi'de-a\ n. ph [NL., <

Ophidium + -r.idea.'] A superfamily of teleo-

cephalous fishes, embracing the families Bro-
tulidce, OpliidiidWy Fierasferidcey and perhaps
others less known than these.

ophidious (o-fid'i-us), a. [< Ophidia + -otts.'^

Same as ophidian.

Ophidium (o-fid'i-nm), «. [NL,, < Gr, h^idtoVj

(um, of fi^ff, a serpent. Cf. Ojyhidia,'] 1 . A ge-

nus of fishes of the family Ophidiid(Bj iustituted



Ophidium

Sand-cusk {.Ofikidium marginatum).

bf Artedi and formerly of great extent, now
restricted to such, species as 0. ha/rbatwm and
O. marginatum.— 2. [I. c] A species of this ge-
nus : as, the bearded ophidium.
Ophidobatrachia (of*i-do-ba-tra'ki-a), n. pi.
[NL., improp. for *OpMoiatrachia, < (Jr. fi^if, a
serpent, + parpaxog, a frog.] The ophiomor-
phic amphibians, or cseeilians: same as Ophio-
morpha, and opposed to Savrobatrachia.

ophidobatracman(of''''i-do-ba-tra'ki-an), a. and
». I. a. Ophiomorphie, "as an ampEibian; of
or pertaining to the Ophidobatrachia.

11. n. An ophiomorphie amphibian; a cte-

cilian.

ophidologist (of-i-dol'o-jist), n. [< ophidolog-y
T 4»*J One learned' in ophiology; a writer
who treats of snakes.
I^ludology (of-i-dol'o-ji), n. Same as ophiology.

OphiocaryonCof'i-o-liar'i-on), n. [NL. ([Sohom-
burgk, 1840), so called from the serpentine radi-
cle in the embryo ; < Gr. J^if, snake, + ndpvov,

nut.] A genus of dicotyledonous trees of the
polypetalous order Sabiacem, characterized by
orbicular petals ; the snakenuts. There is but one
speciea, 0. paradoxum, the snakenut-tree, native in Guiana,
a lofty tree bearing alternate pinnate leaves, panicles of
many very small flowers, and roundish one-seeded drupes
containing a spirally twisted snake-liice embryo. The na-
tives are said to believe tliat these are traudormed into
venomous serpents.

Ophiocephalidee (ofi-o-se-fal'l-de), n. pi.

pJL., < Ophiocephalus + •idee.'] A family of

fishes, typified by the genus Ophiocephalus; the
walking-fishes. They have a long subcylindric body
covered with small scales, and a snake-like head shielded
on top with large scales, a long spineless dorsal fin, and usu-
ally six-rayed thoracic ventrals. These remarkable fishes

breathe air by means of an air-chamber developed over the
giUs, and die if they breathe water too long. They live

in lioles in the banks of rivers and pools and similar wet
places, and often burrow in the mud. There are 25 or 30
species, natives of the fresh waters of the East Indies and
Africa, and some attain a length of from 2 to 4 feet. They
are able to survive droughts, living in semi-fluid mud or
lying torpid below the hard-baked crust of a tank or pool
from which every drop of water has dried up. Eespiration
is probably suspended during this torpidity, but while the
mud is still soft enough to let them come to the sur-

face they rise at intervals to breathe air. This faculty of

aerial respiration is due to the development of the acces-

sory branchial chamber ; there is, however, no accessory
brancliial organ, and the opening of the cavity is partly
closed by a fold of mucous membrane.

opMocephaloid (ofi-o-sef 'a-loid), a. and n. I.

a. Resembling an ophiocephalus; belonging
to the Ophiocephalidw, or having their charac-
ters.

II. n. A fish of the family Ophiocephalidce.

Ophiocephalus (of"i-o-sef'a-las), n. [NL., <

6r. ti(ptoid<l>aloc, serpent-headed, < 60(f, a serpent,
-I- Ke^aTJi, a head.] 1. The typical genus of
walking-fishes of the family Ophiocephalidce.
The speciea are natives of the East. They are furnished
with a cavity to supply water to the gills, and are able to
live a long time out of water, and often travel considera-
ble distances from one pool to another. The 0. gachua
(tlie corwmota OT gachua of India) is much used for food
by the natives. It Is generally brought to market and cut
up for sale while living. Also, improperly, OphicephcUue.
Block and Schneider, 1801.

3. U- c] A member of this genus.

OphlOCOma (of-i-ok'o-ma), n. [NL., < Gr. 60«f,

a serpent, + ii6fLij, the hair of the head: see
coTOa2.] The typical genus of Ophiocomidw.
O. cethiops and O. alexandri are two large spe-
cies from the Pacific coast of North America.
Ophiocomidae (of"i-o-kom'i-de), n.pl. [NL., <

Ophiocoma + 4dce.'i A family of brittle-stars

or ophiurians, represented by the genus Ophio-
coma, having unbranched arms, the disk cov-
ered with solid plates, the oral clefts armed,
and angular papillse present.

Ophiodon (o-fi'o-don), n. [NL., < Gr. bi^iq, a
serpent, -1- odoiif (bSovr-) = E. tooth.'] A genus
of chiroid fishes, founded by Girard in 1854.
O. eZon^atus, a Californian species, attains a length of 6 feet

and a weight of from 80 to 40 pounds. It is esteemed for

the table, and is known by various names, as baetard cod,

eultus-cod, green-cod, buffalo-cod, and codfish. See cut \xa-

dCT cvllus-cod.

Ophioglossaceae(of"i-o-glo-sa'se-e),«.i)?. [NL.,

< Ophioglosaum + -acew.'] A small but verywell-
defined group of vascular cryptogamous plants,

by some systematists regarded as an anoma-
lous section of the ferns, by others considered
as a group of equal taxonomic rank with the

true MUces, the Equisetacete, Lycopodiacew, etc.

The prothallium is formed of parenchymatous tissue, and
is destitute of cblorophyl, being developed underground

;

Fertile Plant of Adder-s-
toogue {Pfhiofflossutn vul-
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the leaves are not circinate in vernation, and the sporangia,
which are endogenous in their origin and without annu-
lus, are never borne on the under side of the green frond.
They difler further from the true ferns by the absence or
imperfect formation of bundle-sheaths and sclerenchyma
in the stems and leaves. The Ophloglossacece embrace 3
genera, Ophioglossum, SelTninthostaehya, and Botrychium.

Ophioglossese (of"i-o-glos'e-e), n. pi. [NL., <
Ophioglossum + -eos.] Same as Ophioglossacece.

Ophioglossum (of"i-o-glos'nm), n. [NL., < Gr.
6(j)cg, a serpent, -I- yAacaa, tongue.] A genus
of vascular cryptogamic
plants, typical of the
group (^hioglossacecB.
The fronds are usually from
a fleshy, sometimes bulbous
root, and straight or inclined

in vernation; the sporangia,
which are endogenous in ori-

gin, cohere , in one or more
simple spikes, are naked, not
reticulated, and destitute of a
ring, and open by a transverse
silt into two valves. There
are 10 species, 4 of which are
found in Korth America, 0.
vulgatum, the adder's-tongue,
being the most abundant.

ophiography (of-i-og'ra-

fi), n. [< Gr. 6fig, a ser-

pent, + -yaafia, < ypa.(^eiv,

write.] Graphic or de-
scriptive ophiology; the
description of serpents.

ophiolater (of-i-ol'a-tfer),

n. [< ophiolatry, after

idolater.] One who prac-
tises ophiolatry ; a ser-

pent-worshiper.

ophiolatrous (of-i-ol'a-

trus), a. [As ophiolatr-u

-1--0MS.J Worsmpingser- gatumt. «,theupperpartof

pents
;
pertainingto ophi- K?eril?l^=„S°4t5°SS°

olatry. ile frond, showing the nerva-

ophiolatry (of-i-ol'a-tri), ""•

n. [< Gr. ofig, a serpent, -f- "karpua, worship.]
Serpent-worship.

For a single description of negro ophiolatry may be
cited Bosman's description from Whydah in the Bight of
Benin ; here the highest order of deities were a kind of
snakes which swarm in the villages, reigned over by that
huge chief monster, uppermost aud greatest and as it

were the grandfather of all, who dwelt in his snake-house
beneath a lofty tree, and there received the royal offerings
of meat and drink, cattle and money and stufls.

H. B. Tylar, Prim. Culture, II. 212.

ophiolite (of'i-o-lit), n. [< Gr. hfig, a serpent,
-t- TdBog, a stone.] A name given by Bron-
gniart to one of the rocks designated in Italy

as gabbro, which consists of serpentine with
included segregations of diallage.

ophiolitic (of"i-o-lit'ik), a. [< ophioUte + 4c.']

Of, pertaining to, or resembling ophiolite ; con-
taining ophiolite.

ophiologic (of"i-o-loj'ik), a. [< ophiology +
-ic] Pertainingto ophiology.

ophiological (ofi-o-loj'i-kal), a. [< ophiologic

+ -al.] Same as bpMologic.

ophiologist (of-i-ol'o-jist), n. [< ophioXog-y +
-ist.] One versed in the natural history of ser-

pents ; an ophidologist.

ophiology (of-i-ol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. bipig, a ser-

pent, -I- -Tioyla, < Ti^eiv, speak : see -ology.] The
zoological study of serpents. Also, less prop-
erly, ophidology.

ophiomancy (of'i-o-man-si), n. [< Gr. bfig, a
serpent, -f- piavreia, divination.] The art of di-

vining or predicting events by serpents, as by
their manner of coiling themselves or of eat-

ing.

ophiomorph (of'i-o-m6rf), n. Amember of the
OphAomorpha; a c'seeilian.

Ophiomorpha (of"i-o-m6r'fa), n.pl. [NL., neut.
pi. of *ophiomorphus: see ophiomorphous.] An
orderof limbless serpentiform amphibians, rejj-

resented by the family CmcHiidw; the cseeili-

ans: contrasted with Ichfhyomorpha. Also
called Apoda, Batrachophidia, Gymnophiona,
Ophiosoma, Ophidobatrachia, Pseudophidia, and
Peromela.
Ophiomorphse (of"i-9-m6r'fe), n. pi. [NL.,
fern. pi. ot*ophiomorphus : see ophiomorphous.]
Same as Ophiomorpha.
ophiomorphie (of*i-6-mdr'fik), a. [As ophio-

morph-ous + -ic] Stormed like a snake ; ser-

pentiform ; anguiform ; specifically, of or per-

taining to the Ophiomorpha. Also ophiomor-
phous.
ophiomorphite (of"i-o-m&r'fit), n. [< Gr. «^(f , a
serpent, + fiopip^, form, -I- -ite^.] A name some-
times given to the fossil shells of ammonites,
from their snake-Uke appearance. Imp. Diet.

Ophiorhiza

ophiomorphous (of"i-6-m6r'fu8), a. [< NL.
"ophiommphits, < Gr. i'(j>ig, a serpent, + fiopipr/,

form.] Same as ophiomorphie.

Ophion (o-fi'on). re. [NL., prob. < Gr. 'O^iW,

a, king of the Titans.] A genus of parasitic

Long-tailed Ophion f^Ophion macrurum), natural size.

hymenopterous insects, founded by Fabricius
in 1798, belonging to the family lehnewmonidm,
and typical of the
subfaioily Ophi-
oninw. Theantennse
are as long as the
body, the abdomen is

compressed, and the
color is usually honey-
yellow. 0. macTurum
infests the American
silkworm, Telea poly-
phemus. The female
lays one egg in the
body of the silkworm,
which latter lives till

it is full-grown and
spins its cocoon, but
then dies without pu-
pating. O. purgatum g^^^^t»rsatum. natural size.
infests the common
army-worm, or larva of Lewcania unipuncta.

Ophionidse (of-i-on'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Ophion
+ -idee.] A family of ichneumon-flies, typified

by the genus Ophion. ShueJcard, 1840.

Ophioninse (of"i-o-ni'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Ophion
+ -ince.] A subfamily of Ichneumonidw, typi-

fied by the genus Ophion. it is chiefly characterized
by the compressed, usually petiolate abdomen and short
ovipositor. It includes about 50 genera besides Ophion,
and many hundred species. All are parasitic upon other
insects, and some feed externally upon their hoste. About
400 are catalogued as European, and 250 are described for
the United States.

OphiophagOUS (of-i-of'a-gus), a. [< NL. ophi-

ophagus, < Gr. ofuxpdyog, serpent-eating, < ifig,

a serpent, -¥ ipayeiv, eat.] Eating or feeding
upon serpents ; reptilivorous.

Kor are all snakes of such impoisoning qualities as com-
mon opinion presumeth : b£ is confirmable from the ordi-

nary green snake with us, from several histories of domes-
tick snakes, from ophit^hagous nations, and such as feed
upon serpents. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vi. 28.

OphiophagUS (of-i-of'a-gus), n. [NL., < Gr.
b(j)io(j>£yog, serpent-eating: see ophiophagous.]
A genus of very venomous serpents of the fam-
ily Elapidce, or of the restricted family Najadce.
It is a kind of cobra, very closely related to Naja, the chief
technical distinction being the presence of postparietal

plates on the head. 0. elaps, the hamadryad, is one of the
largest and most deadly of serpents ; it is known to attain

a length of nearly 12 feet, and is said to reach 15 feet. Its
bite is fatal to man in a few moments, and it is said to be
able to kill very large quadrupeds. This serpent is found
in India and some of the East India islands, as Java, Su-
matra, and Borneo, but is fortunately not so common as
the ordinary cobra. The generic name refers to its habit
of feeding upon other snakes.

Ophiopogon (of"i-o-p6'gon), n. [NL. (Alton,

1789), < Gr. fi^if, snake, -1- Kdyav, beard.] A
fenus of monocotyledonous plants of the or-

er HcemodoracecB, type of the tribe Ophiopo-
gonecB, characterized by separate filaments

shorter than the linear anthers. There are 4 spe-

cies, found from India to Japan. They produce racemes
of violet, bluish, or white flowers with small dry bracts.

They are plants of moderate beauty, bearing the name of
malce'i-heard.

Ophiopogones (of*i-o-po-g6'ne-e), n.pl. [NL.
(Endhcher, 1836), < Ophiopogon + -em?] A tribe

of plants of the monocotyledonous order H(e-
modoracece, distinguished by the withering per-

sistent perianth of six similar segments, it in-

cludes about 23 species in 4 genera, mainly of eastern
Asia, all producing racemed flowers, and long leaves from
a short and thick rootstock.

Ophiorhiza (of"i-o-ri'za), n. [NL. (LinnsBus,

1747), < Gr. 60(f, a'snake, -I- /lifa, root.] A ge-
nus of rubiaceous plants of the tribe Hedyoti-



Ophiorhiza

dece, characterized by the five stamens, two-
deft style, and compressed obcordate or mitri-
form capsule two-valved at the summit. There are
about 50 specie^ naHves of tropical Asia, the Fiji Islands,
and Australia. They are erect or prostrate herbs, with
slender round branchlets, opposite leaves, and onesided
cymes of white, red, or greenish flowers. See mun^o^,
and Indian snalxroot (under gnaieroot).

ophiosaur (of'i-o-sar), n. [<XL. Ophiosaurus.^
A limbless lizard of the family Ophiosaurida

;

a glass-snake.

Ophiosauxia (of'i-o-sa'ri-a), n. pi. [Nil. : see
Ophiosaurus. ] A group of Ij^ards or suborder of
Lacertilia, They have the prootic bone produced, only
one suspenaorlum, the pelvic arch rudimentaiy or wanting,
an external supraoccipital gomphosis, aiid an orbitosphe-
noid. It includes 3 families of snake-like or worm-like
lizards, inhabitingwarm r^ons, the principal of wtiich is
t^e AmpbiAcBiudcB, Also Opkiosauri, Oph^uria.

Ophiosaoridse (of'i-o-si'ri-de), n. pL [Nil.,

also Ophisauridce ; < Opkiosaurus + -«te.] A
family of serpentiform or ophiomorphic lacer-
tUians, represented by the genus Ophiosaurus.
They are generally called gbut^makes, from their fragility
and their resemblance to snakes, there being no sign of
limbs externally. See cut under glass-snake.

Ophiosaurus (of'i-o-s&'rus), n. [NL., < 6r. b^cf,

a serpent, + cavpoc, a lizard.] A genus of
lizards, representing the family Ophiosaurida

;

the glass-snakes. There is bnt one species, 0. ventralis,
common along the Atlantic coast of the United States from
Virginia sonthward. It attains a length of from 1 to 3
feet, and is perfectly harmless and inoffensive. Also
Ophisa urus. See cut under glass-snake.

ophite^ (of'it), a. [< Gr. o^i'tt/c, of or like a ser-
pent, < 6fig, a serpent.] Pertaining to a ser-
pent.

ophite^ (of'it), n. [< L. ophites, also ophitis, ser-

pentine stone (see ophites), < Gr. otpirriq, fern.

o<^Ti(, of or like a serpent: see ophite^, a.]
A name originally applied to certain eruptive
(diabasic or doleritic) rocks occurring in the
Pyrenees, and later used with similar mean-
ing for rocks found in Spain, Portugal, and
northern Africa. In many of these the angite has be-
come converted into uralite, hence they had' previously
been often classed with the Sorites. Michel L^vy divides
the French ophites into two types, the first distinguished
by the presence of large proportions of the augitic or ura-
litic conBtituent,the second by a large predominance of
plagioclase. The composition of the rocks which have
been designated by different lithologists as ophites is

variable, and their relations have not yet been fully
worked out.

Ophite^ (of'it), n. [< LL. Ophita, < LGr. 'O^irat

(also 'Oiptavoi), pi., < Gr. cxpirrig, of or pertaining
to a serpent: see ophite\ n.] A member of a
Gnostic body, of very early origin, especially
prominent in the second century, and existing
as late as the sixth century, its members were so
called because they held that the serpent by which Eve
was tempted was the impersonation of divine wisdom, the
great teacher and civilizer of l^e human race. They were
also called Xaassenes (from Hebrew nachash^ a serpent).
See Sethian.

ophites (o-fi'tez), n. [L., < Gr. ixpi-nig (sc. TtiBog),

serpentine stone, so called, according to Pliny,
because it is spotted like a snake, or, as was
fancifully thought, because a person carrying it

might walk among serpents with impunify: see
opftttei.] A stone mentioned by various Greek
and Latin authors, the word designating sev-
eral quite different things. It is impossible to iden-
tifywith certainty any one of the various substances, some
of which were unquestionably fabulous, to which the
name ophites was given by Orpheus, Dioscorides, Pliny,
and other classic writers. Flii^ distinguishes two kinds
of ophite, the hard and the soft. The former may have
been some variety of granite ; the latter, a variety of ser-
pentine, perhaps the Tuscan gabbro or ophiolite. From
a very early time, various rounded stones or petrifactions,

more or less egg-shaped In form, and called by various
names, ovum angvinumt ophites, serpenl-stfme, adderhead,
Z>ruu2u»iZ5ead,etc., havebeen held in high veneration, and
endowedwith extraordinary virtues. The ovum angninum
described by Pliny wonld appear from his descriptaou to
have been a fossil echinoderm. Glass spindle-whorls,
which are known to have been in use within tiie past four
hundred years, have been sold at a recent day as the
true ovnm anguinnm ; and fossfl echlnoderms liAve also

been witiiin a few years treasured as Druldical relics, and
regarded as possibly possessing a portion, at least, of the
virtues attributed by the ancients to tlie ophites.

ophitic (o-fit'ik), a. [< ophite^ + -ic.'\ An epi-

fliet applied by various Uthologists to a struc-

ture, especially characteiistie of certain dia-

bases and dolerites, in which the augitic con-
stituent is separated into thin plates by inter-

posed lath-shaped crystals of plagioclase, al-

though the identity of the angite crystal is not

lost, as is shown by the similar optic orienta-

tion of the separated portions.

Ophiactaus (of-i-u'kus), «. [L., < Gr. (xpuAxog

Qx. by L. Anguitenens as well as Serpentarius),

a constellation so called, lit. ' holding a serpent,'

< 6^(f, a serpent, + «;fe(v, hold : see hectic.'] An
ancient northern constellation, representing a
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Ophiuchus and Seipeot.

man holding a serpent; the Serpent-bearer.
Also called Serpentarius. The Serpent is now
treated as a separate constellation.

Incensed with indignation, Satan stood
Unterrified, and like a comet bnm'd.
That fires the length of OpMvehvs huge
In the arotic sky. MUton, P. L., it 709.

Ophinra (of-i-ii'ra), n. [Nil., < Gt. cxpiovpog,

serpent-taUed, < fi^if, a serpent, -I- ovpd, a tail.]

A genus of sand-stars or brittle-stars, variously
restricted by different authors. The term is used
with great latitude of definition, and gives name to a fam-
ily and to tlie whole order to which it belongs. In the late
most restricted sense it is discarded, and Ophioderma is

substituted, giving name to a family Ophxadermatidee.

ophiuran (of-i-ii'ran), a. and n. I. a. Of or
pertaining to the genus Ophiura in any sense,
or to the order Ophiuroidea.

II. n. A member of the Ophiuroidea.
ophiure (of'i-nr), n. [< NL. Ophiura.] An ophi-
uran.
Ophlnrese (of-i-ii're-e), n. pi. [NL., < Ophiura +
-ece.] The simple-armed ophiuTans, a division
of ophiuroids contrasted with Euryaleas or those
with branched arms.
Ophiurida (of-i-ii'ri-de), n.pl. \TXL.,<. Ophiura
+ -idI(E.] A group of ophiurans. (o) In the wid-
est sense, the whole order Ophiuroidea. (&) In a middle
sense, the ordinary ophiurans with simple arms, (c) In
the narrowest sense, the family represented by Ophiura
or Ophiaderma, and now called OphiodemutiidaB. See cut
under AitrophyUm.

ophiuroid (of-i-u'roid), a. and n . [< NL. Ophiura
+ -oid.] I. a. Ophiuran in the widest sense;
of or pertaining to the order Ophiuroidea.

II. n. An ophiuran; any member of the
Ophiuroidea.

Ophiuroidea (of'i-u-roi'de-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Ophiura + -oidea.] An order of echlnoderms of
the class SteUerida or starfishes, containing the
brittle-stars, sand-stars, or ophiurans. They are
starfishes with a mofe or less well-defined central disk
distinct from and not passing into the arms or rays, and no
anal orifice. The axis of the arms is composed of a series
of calcareous ossicles called vertehrce, each of which is com-
posed of two parts representing the ambnlacral plates of
ordinary starfishes, and the axis is covered with plates or
with continuous integument, usually bearing spines. The
ambnlacral nerve, water-vessels, and neural canal are with-
in the hoUow of the arm. The water-feet or pedicles are
without suckers or ampullse, and protrude between the
lateral plates of the arms. The mouth is pentagonal, and
each angle is composed of five pieces. The order falls nat-

urally into two leading divisions, according as the arms are
simple or branclied. These are sometimes called families,

OpMur^Ue and Asfy-ophytid^B ; sometimes they are con-
sidered as suborders, when the former group is luiown
as Ophiurida or Ophtureoe, and further subdivided into

several families, of which the Ophzuridce proper consti-
tute one. = Syn. The uses of Ophiura and its derivatives
are almost inextricably blended; bat in general (a) Ophi-
wroida or Ophiuroid<s or Ophiuroidea or Ophiuroidea are
the major terms of the series, naming the whole group of
ophiurans; (6) Ophiurida, OphiurideB, Opltiuridea, O^hi-
vrea, Ophiwreae are middle terms designating the simple
ophiurans as distinguished from the euryaleans or Astro-
phytidee; and (c) (^hiuridcs is the minor term, designat-
ing a restricted fanjly.

Ophrydese (of-rid'e-e), re. pi. [NL. (Lindley,

1826), < Ophrys (stem taken to be Ophryd-) +
-e<E.] A mbe of orchids, distinguished by the
anther-cells being adnate to the top of the
column and often continuous with the beak of
the stigma. It includes 33 genera, especially of south-
em Africa, of which Ophrys is the type^ and Orchis, Bdbe-
naria, and Disa are the best-known, aQ terrestrial, with
the roots a cluster of thickened fibers, producing an an-
nual unbranched leafy stem, with a terminal spike or ra-
ceme of bracted flowers. See cut nnder HaJtienaria.

Ophrydiidse (of-ri-di'i-de), n.pl. [< Ophrydium
+ -idx.] A family of peritnchons ciliated in-
fiisorians, typified by the genus Ophrydium.
Ophrydiins (of-rid-i-i'ne), n. pi. [< Ophrydium
+ -ince.] A subfamily of Ophrydiidce. They are

BeeH}n:hi5 {Ophrys afifereii.

[, inflorescence ; 2, lower part ofplant,
with the tubers ; a, a flower.

ophthalmite
attached animalcules excreting and inhabiting a soft mu-
cilaginous solitary sheath or compound zoocytium. There
are 2 genera, Ophrydium and OphioneUa.

Ophrydimn (of-rid'i-um), h. [XL., < Gr. o^pi-
dwv, dim. of oopig, eyebrow.] The typical ge-
nus of Ophrydiin<E, founded by Ehrenberg in
1830, containing the social vorticellids. There
are 3 species, O. versatile, O. sessile, and 0. eich-
horni.

ophryon (of'ri-on), n.
;

yl. ophrya (-a). [NL.,
< Gr. Ixppv^, brow, eyebrow: see brow.] In cra-
iiiol., the middle of aline drawn across the fore-
head at the level of the upper margin of the
orbits of the eyes. See craniometry.
Ophryoscolecids (of'ri-o-sko-les'i-de), n. pi.
[NL., < Ophryoseolex {-sc6lec-) + -idte.] A fam-
ily of free-swimming animalcules. They are ovate
or elongate, soft or encuirassed, and possess a peristome
and protrusile ciliary disk as in the VorUcdlidae.

Ophryoseolex (of'ri-o-sko'leks), «. [NL., < Gr.
oippbi, eyebrow,+ aicu^^, a worm.] The typical
genus of Ophryoscoledda, containing encui-
rassed animalcules with a supplementary equa-
torial ciliary gir-

dle. Theyareendo-
parasites of the
stomachs of sheep
and cattle.

Ophrys (of'ris), n.

[NL. (Linneeus,

1737), so caUed
with ref. to the
fringe of the inner
sepals; < L. ophrys,
a plaut with two
leaves, bifoU, < Gr.
o^ptif, eyebrow, =
E. hrow, q. v.] A
genus of terrestrial
orchids, type of the
tribe Ophryde<s,\>e-

longing to the sub-
tribe Serapideee,

and known by the
two poUen-glands
inclosed in sepa-
rate sacs. There are
about 30 species, with
roots thickened into tubers, and the flowers usually few
or scattered, found in Europe and Mediterranean Asia
and Africa. Many species mimic insects. See bee-orchis,

fty-orchis, and spider-orchis.

ophthalmalgia (of-thal-mal'ji-a), n. [NL., <
Gr. h^aXjiii, eye, + akyo^, pain.] In pathol.,
pain in the eye : neuralgia of the eyeball.

ophthalmatrophia (of-thal-ma-trd'fi-a), re.

[NL.^ < Gr. bf6aX/i6c, eye, + arpo^ia, want of
nourishment : see atrophy.] In pathol., atro-
phy of the eyeball.

ophthalmia (of-thal'mi-a), n. [Also ophthalmy;
< P. ophthalmie = Sp. oftalmia = Pg. ophthal-
mia = It. oftalmia; < LL. ophthalmia, < Gr. 6^
BoXfiia, a disease of the eyes, < bipBakiioQ, the eye,
an eye, < V ""> see ; akin to L. oculus, eye

:

s,ee opHc,oeulus, ocular.] Ophthalmitis; espe-
cially, conjunctivitis—Ophthalmia neonatorum,
purulent conjunctivitis of the new-born.—Ophthalmia
neuxopaxalytica, ophthalmitis resulting from paralysis
of sensation of the conjunctiva.— Ophthalmia sympa-
thetica, inflammation of one eye consequent on disease
or injury of the other.

ophthalmic (of-thal'mik), a. [= P. ophthal-
mique = Sp. oftdlmico = Pg. ophtalmico = It.

oftalmico, < Gr. b<p8a^/uK6(, of or for the eyes, <
btpBalfid^, eye: see ophthalmia.] 1. Of or per-
taining to the eye, eyeball, or visual apparatus

;

optic; ocular,— 2. Pertaining to, of the nature
of, or afflicted with ophthalmia Ophthalmic
artery, a branch from the cavernous part of &e internal
carotid, which accompanies the optic nerve through the
optic foramen into the orbit of the eye, and gives off nu-
merotis branches to the eye and associate structures, end-
ing in the frontal and ua^ arteries.—Ophthalmic gan-
glion. Seeganglian—Ophthalmic nerve, the flrst divi-
sion ofthe tilgeminu8,orflfthcranial nerve,arisingfrom the
Gasserian ganglion and dividing into three branches, the
lacrymal, nas^ and frontal. JJso called orbital nerve.—
Ophthalmic segment or ring, a supposed primal limb-
bearing ring of the artliropodal body, in which the usual
jointed appendages have been replaced by eyes. The po-
sition of this hypothetical segment with respect to the oth-
ers is not well ascertained : Packard supposes it to be the
third from the anterior end, lying between the second ocel-
lary and the antennary segments.—Ophthalmic vein, a
vein which returns blood Horn parts supplied by the opn-
ttialmic artery through the sphenoidal fissure into the cav-
ernous sinus.

Ophthalmist (of-thal'mist), n. [< Gr. b^aX/wg,
eye, + -ist.] Same as ophthalmologist.

ophthalmite (of-thal'mit), n. [< Gr. b^alfibg,

eye, + -ite'^.] In Crustacea, an ophthalmic
peduncle; one of the movable stems or stalks
upon which are borne the eyes of the stalk-eyed
or podophthalmous crustaceans, as a crab or



ophthalmlte

lobster. Morphologically it is an appendage of the first
cephalic somite^ and may consist of two joints, the basi-
ophtbalmite and the podophthalmite, as it does in the craw-
fish. See cuts under cephalothorax and stalk-eyed.

ophthalmitic (of-thal-mit'ik), a. [< ophthal-
mite + -ic] Of or pertaming to an ophthal-
mite; podophthalmous ; ommatophorous : as,
an ophtlialmitic segment.
ophthalmitis (of-thal-mi'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.
o^aXfi6(, eye, + -itis.'] Inflammation of the
eyeball or some part of it.

opnthalmoblennorrliea, ophthalmoblennor-
rhOBa (of-thal-mo-blen-o-re'a), n. [NL. oph-
thalmoblennorrhm'a, < Gr. o<l>BaX/i6g, eye, + NL.
blennorrhea, q. v.] Catarrhal ooujimctivitis.

opiithalmocarcinolua (of-thal-mo-kar-si-no'-
ma), n.; pL ophthalmocardnomaia (-ma-ta).
[NL., < Gr. b(ji6a?,/i6g, an eye, + KapKivufia, car-
cinoma: see carcinoma.'] Carcinoma of the eye.
ophthalmocele (of-thal'mo-sel), n. [< Gr. 00-
Ba?i.fi6g, an eye, + k^/I^, a tiimor.] Exophthal-
mus, or protrusion of the eyeball.

ophthalmodiastimeter (of-thal-mo-di-as-tim'-
e-ter), n. [< Gr. ixpBaA/idg, eye, + 6idaT{i!/ia), in-
terval, + /lirpov, measure.] An instrument in-
vented by Landsberg for adjusting the optical
axes of lenses to the axes of the eyes, it has two
tubes adjustable as to their distance apart, each tube con-
taining a plane glass marked with a central line. The
operator looks through these tubes at a mirror and sees
the reflection of his own eyes, and the tubes are then moved
until the lines on the lenses bisect the distance between
the images of the pupils of the eyes.

ophthalmodynia (of-thal-mo-din'i-a), n. [NL.,
' Gr. txjiBaXuog, eye, + bSiiv^, pain.] "Pain, espe-
cially rheumatic pain, of tlie eye, producing
a sensation as if the ball were forcibly com-
pressed.

ophthalmography (of-thal-mo^'ra-fi), n. [<
Gr. b(l)dal/i6g, eye, -I- -ypaipia, < ypa^eiv, write.] A
description of the eye.

ophthalmologic (of-thal-mo-loj'ik), a. [< oph-
thalmolog-y + -jc] Same as ophthalmological.

Ophthalmological (of-thal-mo-loj'i-kal), o. [<
ophthalmologic + -al."] Of or pertaining to
ophthalmology ; relating to the scientific study
or treatment of the eye.

ophthalmologist (of-thal-mol'o-jist), n. [< oph-
thalmolog-y + 4st.'] One who is versed in oph-
thalmology. Also ophthalmist.

ophthalmology (of-thal-mol'o-ji), n. [< Gr.
u<p8aX/i6g, eye, + -h>yca, < /ieyeiv, speak: see
-ology.'} That branch of science which deals
with the eye, its anatomy and 'functions, in
health and disease.

ophthalmometer (of-thal-mom'e-ter), n. [<
Gr. b(pda?ifi6c, eye, + [drpov, measure.] An in-

strument for measuring the eye, especially for
determining the radius of curvature of the
cornea.

ophthalmometry (of-thai-mom' et-ri), m. [< Gr.
otpBa\fi6g, eye, -I- -/isTpia, < ftirpov, measure.] The
mensuration of the eyebaU, especially the de-
termination of the curvature of the cornea.

Ophthalmophore (of-thal'mo-for), n. [< NL.
(mhthalmopliorium, < Gr. b^BaXfiAg, eye, + -fdpog,

< <l)ipEiv = E. 6eori.] A part of the head of a
gastropod specialized to support or contain the
eyes; an ommatophore.
ophthalmophorium (of-thal-mo-fo'ri-um), n.;

pi. ophthalmophoria (-a). [NL. : see ophthal-
mopliore.'] Same as ophthalmophore,

ophthalmophorous (of-thal-mof'o-ms), a. [As
ophthalmophore + -oms.] Bearing or support-
ing the eyes, as a part of the head of a gastro-

pod; pertaining to an ophthalmophore.

ophthalmophthisis (of-thal-mof-thi'sis), n.

[NL., < Gr. ix^aA/idg, eye, -I- ^diaig, a wasting
away: sei& phthisis.'] InjjafAoi., wasting or de-

cay of the eyeballs.

ophthalmoplegia(of-thal-m6-ple'ji-a), n. [NL.,
< Gr. b(pdaX/ji(, eye, + "'^VY^, stroke.] Paraly-
sis of one or more of the muscles of the eye.
—Nuclear ophtlialmoplegla, ophthalmoplegia due to

a lesion of the nuclei of the third, fourth, or sirth nerve.
- -Ophthalmoplegia externa, paralysis of the muscles
which move the eyeball.— Ophthalmoplegia interna,
paralysis of the iris and ciliary muscle.

—

Ophthalmo-
plegia progressiva, a progressive ophthalmoplegia due
to nuclear degeneration, and similar to progressive bulbar
paralysis and progressive muscular atrophy. Also called

anterior bulbar paralysis and poliencephalitis superior. —
Total ophthalmoplegia, ophtlialmoplegia involving the

external muscles of the eyeball, with the iris and ciliary

muscle.

ophthalmoptoma(of-thal-mop-t6'ma),re. [NL.,

< Gr. bijiBaXfidg, eye, + -nTa/ia, a fall,<n-OTrEn',fall.]

Exophthalmus ; ophthalmoptosis.
ophthalmoptosis (of-thal-mop-to'sis), n . [NL.,

< Gr. b(pda'Xji6g, eye, + jrrao-tf, a falling, < ti'tt-

TEiv, fall.] Exophthalmus.

Loring's Ophthalmoscope.
a, mirror; b, body; f,shank,

into which the handle (not
shown) is screwed.
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ophthalmorrhexis (of-thal-mo-rek'sis), n.

[NL.,< G:T. b^akjidg, eye, + jirj^ig, a bursting, <

priyvvvai, break, burst.] In pathol., rupture of

the eyeball.

ophthalmoscope (of-thal'mo-skop), «. [< Gr.
o(j)6a?i./i6g, eye, + aaoKelv,

view.] An instrument
for viewing the interior

of the eye, especially

for examining the retina.
In the simplest form of the in-

strument light is condensed
into the eye by means of a con-
cave mirror, through a small
hole in the center of which the
observer examines the eye.

Behind the body are attached a
disk containing sixteen lenses

and a quadrant containing four
lenses, so arranged that any
lens of the disk (either singly
or in combination with any
lens of the quadrant) can be
brought into position behind
the central hole in the mirror
for determining the focus of
vision.

ophthalmoscope (of-

thal'mo-skop), V. i. [<
ojahthalmoscope, n.] To
view the eye by means
of the ophthalmoscope.
ophthalmoscopic (of-

thal-mo-skop'ik), a. [< ophthalmoscope + -de.]

Of or pertaining to the ophthalmoscope or its

use; performed or obtained by means of the
ophtha,lmoscope : as, ophthalmoscopic optome-
try.

ophthalmoscopical (of-thal-mo-skop'i-kal), a.

[< ophthalmoscopic + -al.] Same as ophthal-
moscopic.

ophthalmoscopically (of-thal-mo-skop'i-
kal-i), adv. By means of the ophthalmoscope
or of ophthalmoscopic investigation; in rela-

tion to or connection with ophthalmoscopy.
ophthalmoscopist (of-thal'mo-sko-pist), n. [<
ophthalmoscopy + -ist.'] One versed in oph-
thalmoscopy or the use of the ophthalmoscope.
ophthalmoscopy (of-thal'mo-sko-^i), n. [< Gr.
0(pda7i/i6g, eye, + -OKcmla, < aKomlv, view.] 1 . The
examination of the interior of the eye with an
ophthalmoscope. Direct opMhalmoaiiopy is the exam-
ination without the interposition of lenses, except so far
as is necessary to correct the refraction of the eye of the
observer and of the patient. The image is erect. In iri-

direct ophthalmogcopy & convex lens is interposed, and an
inverted real image is formed, at which the observer
looks.

2. The art of judging of a man's temper from
the appearance of his eyes. Imp. Diet.

ophthalmostat (of-thal'mo-stat), n. [< Gr. 6^-

Ba7ifj.6g, eye, + arardg, verbal adj. of iaravat, make
to stand: se& static] An instrument for hold-
ing the eye in a fixed position to facilitate oper-
ations.

ophthalmotheca (of-thal-mo-the'ka), n.; pi.

ophthalmotheccE (-se). [NL., < Gr. b^a^ndg, the
eye, + B^kt/, a case: see theea.] In entom., the
eye-case,or thatpart ofthe integument of apupa
which covers the compound eye.

ophthalmotomy (of-thal-mot'o-mi), n. [< Gr.
o(l)Ba?./j.6(, eye, + -ro/ila, < rl/ivew, ra/ielv, cut.] 1.

In anat., dissection of the eye.—2. In snrg.,
an incision into the eye ; also, the excision of
the eye.

ophthalmotonometer (of-thal"mo -to-nom 'e

-

ter), n. [< Gr. b(^a^u6g, eye, + rdvog, tension, +
lierpov, measure.] An instrument for measur-
ing the tension of the eyeball.

ophthalmotonometry (of-thal"mo-to-nom'et-
ri), m. [^ks ophthalmotonometer+ ^.] The mea-
surement of intra-oeular tension.

ophthalmy (of-thal'mi), n. Same as ophthal-
mia.

opianic(6-pi-an'ik),a. l<.opiarie+ 4c.] Derived
from opiane; noting an acid (C10H10O5) ob-
tained from nareotine by the action of oxidiz-

ing agents. It forms crystallizable salts and
an ether.

opiate (6'pi-at), a. and n. [= 'F. opiat = Sp.
Pg. opiato = It. oppiato, n., an opiate, electu-

ary; < NL. *opiatus, neut. as noun, opiatum, <

L. opium, opium: see opium and -afei.] I. a.

Furnished with opium ; mixed or prepared with
opium; hence, inducing sleep; soporiferous

;

somniferous; narcotic; causingrest or inaction.

More wakeful than to drowse,
Charm'd with Arcadian pipe, the pastoral reed
Of Hermes, or his opiate rod. MUtan, P. L., xL 183.

II. n. Any medicine that contains opium and
has the quality of inducing sleep or repose ; a
narcotic; hence, anything which induces rest

opinatively

or inaction, or relieves uneasiness or irritation,

mental or bodily; anything that duUs sensa-

tion, mental or physical.

Then all for death, that (mate at the souL
Pope, Moral Essays, ii. 91.

opiate (o'pi-at), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. opiated, ppr.

opiating. [< opiate, «.] 1. To lull to sleep;

ply with opiates. [Rare.]

Though no lethargic fumes the brain invest,

And opiaXe all her active pow'rs to rest.

Fenbm, Epistle to T. Lambard.

2. To duU the effect of upon the mind, as by
an opiate.

We long to die in that spot which gave us birth, and In

that pleasing expectation opiate eveiy calamity.
Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, ciii.

opiated(6'pi-a-ted),a. {_<. opiate + -ed?.] Mixed
with opium.

The maiated milk glews up the brain.

Verses prefixed to Kennet's tr. of Erasmus's Praise of Folly.
HVavies.)

opiatic (o-pi-at'ik), a. [= F. opiatique = Sp.
opiatico ; as opiate + -ic] Of or pertaining to

opiates; characteristic of or resulting from the
use of opiates. [Kare.]

Diluting this [arrack] with much water, I took it from
time to time to combat the terrific opiatic reaction, and
gradually I came back to my normal state.

O'Donovan, Merv, xi.

opiet, »»• [ME., also opye; < OF. opie, < L. cpium,
opium: see opium.] An opiate; opium.

The narcotikes and opies ben so stronge.
Chaucer, Good Women, I. 2670.

opiferoust (o-pif'e-ms), a. [< L. opifer, bring-
ing aid, < ops {op-), aid, ¥ ferre = E. bear^.]

Bringing help.

[= It. opifice,<.'L.opifex.

An opificer ; a maker ; a

[= It. opificio, < L. opifi-

see office.]

opifext (op'i-feks), n.

a worker: seeo^ce.]
cause.

opificet (op'i-fis), n. _

eium, a working, doing of a work

:

Workmanship.
Looke on the heavens ; . . . looke, I say

;

Doth not their goodly (ypijice display
A power 'bove Nature?

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 7.

opificerf (o-pif'i-s6r), n. [< opiflce -^ -eri. Of.

officer.] One who performs any work. Cud-
worth, Intellectual System, p. 54.

Opilio (o-pil'i-6), n. [NL. (Herbst, 1793), < L.
opilio, a shepherd, also a certain bird; for

"ovilio, < ovis, a sheep : see Ovis.] A genus of

harvestmen, giving name to the order Opiliones.

Opiliones (o-pil-i-o'nez). n. pi. [NL. (Sunde-
vall, 1833), pi. of Opilio.] An order of the class

Arachnida, in which the cephalothorax is unit-
ed with the abdomen by its entire posterior
border. The abdomen is, at least posteriorly, distinctly
jointed; the mandibles have three joints; the coxss of the
front legs form an auxiliary pair of maxillce ; eyes two,
very rarely more or none ; respiration through h'achesB

;

the sexes distinct. These creatures are commonly known
as daddy-long-legs, and are found in all parts of the globe.
They live on the ground and are predaceous, feeding usu-
alljr on insects. The order is also called Opilionea, OpUi-
omna, and Phxdaingidea.

opilionine (o-pil'i-6-nin), a. and n. I. a. Of or
pertaining to the Opilionina; phalangidean.

II. n. One of the Opilionina.

opimet (o-pem'), a. [= Sp. Pg. It. opiTiio, < L.
opimus, fat, rich, plump.] Rich; fat; abun-
dant; eminent.
Great and opime preferments and dignities.

Dr. B. Mare, Mystery of Godliness, II. xv. § 3.

opinahle (o-pi'na-bl), a. [< OF. opinable = Sp.
opinable = Pg. opinavel = It. opinabile, < L. opi-

nabilis, that rests on opinion, conjectural, < opi-
«an, think: seeopins.] Capable of being opined
or thought.
opinaut (o-pi'nant), n. [< F. opinant= Sp. Pg.
It. opinante, < L. opinan(t-)s, ppr. of opinari,
suppose : see opine.] One who forms or holds
an opinion. [Rare.]

The opinions differ pretty much according to the na-
ture of the opinanis.
TAttcfreray, Roundabout Papers, Some late great Victories.

opinationt (op-i-na'shon), n. [< L. opinatio{nr-),

a supposition, conjecture, < opinari, suppose:
see opine.] The act of thinking ; opinion.
opinativet (o-pin'a-tiv), a. [< OF. opinatif —
Sp. Pg. It. 'opinativo, < ML. *opinaUviis, < L.
opjMon, suppose : see opine.] Opinionated; ob-
stinate in maintaining one's opinions.

If any be found . . . that will not obey their falsehood
and tyranny, they rail on him, . . . and call him opirut-

Uve, self-minded, and obstinate.
Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc. , 1860), p. 169.

opinativelyt (o-pin'a-tiv-U), adv. In an opina-
tive manner ; conceitedly. Sir T. More, Works,
p. 924.



opinator

opinatort (op'i-na-tor), n. [= F. opineur = It.

opiiMtore, < Ii. opinator, one who supposes or
conjectures, < opinari, suppose : see opine.'] An
opinionated person. Barrow, Works, n. sdi.

opine (o-pin'), v.; pret. and pp. opined, ppr.
opining. [< OP. (and P.) opiner = Sp. opinar
= It. opinare, < L. o^)iari, suppose, deem,
think, < "opinus, thinking, expecting, only in
negative nec-opinus, not expecting, also passive-
ly, not expected, in-opinns, not expected : akin
to optare, choose, desire, and to apisci, obtain:
see opiate and apt. Hence opinion, etc.] I. «n-
tram. To think ; suppose.
In all deliberations of importance where coansellonrs

are allowed treely to opytie <& shew their conceits, good
perswasion is no lease requisite then speach it selfe.

PvOenhaiTU Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 118.

IL trans. To think; be of opinion that.

Bat did opi-M it might be better
By Fenny-Post to send a Letter.

Prior, To Fleetwood Shepherd (1689X

opiner (o-pi'ner), ». One who opines or holds
an opinion. Jer. Taylor (t), Artif. Handsome-
ness, p. 157.

opiniasterf (o-pin-i-as't6r), a. and n. [Also
opiniastre, opiniatre; < OP. opiniastre, P. opi-

nidtre, stubborn in opinion, obstinate, < L. opi-
nio(nr-), opinion, + aim. suffix -aster, used ad-
jeetively, as in olivaster.'] I. a. Unduly at-

tached to one's own opinion, or stiff in adher-
ing to it ; characterized by opinionativeness.

Men are so far in lore with their own opiniatre conceits,
as they cannot patiently endure opposition.

Saieigh, Arts of Empire, ziT.

If yon have no mercy upon them, yet spare yoor selfe,

lest yon bejade the good galloway, your owne opiniatter
wit. and make the very conceit it selfe blush with spur-
gaUing. Maton, On Del of Humb. Remonst.

H. n. An opinionated person ; one who is ob-
stinate in asserting or adhering to his own opin-
ions.

As for leaser pipjects, and those opiniasters which make
upplebeian parties, Iknowmylines tobe diametrallagainst
them.
Bp. Oauden, Tears of the Church, Fref., p. 12. {Davies.)

opiniastretyt (o-pin-i-as'tre-ti), n. [Also opi-

niastrete, opinidtrety, opiniatrity; < OP. opini-

astrete, P. opinidtreti, stubbornness of opinion,
< opitaastre, stubborn in opinion: see opinias-

ter.2 Opinionativeness ; stiffness or obstinacy
in holding opinions.

And little thinks Heretick madness she
At God Himself lifts up her desperate heels
Whene'er her proud C^mastrete
Against Eccleaiastick Sanctions swells.

J. Beawmont, Psyche, xvl. 203.

opiniastroost (o-pin-i-as'trus), a. [< opiniaster

+ -otis.] Same as opiniaster. Milton.

opiniatef (o-pin'i-at), v. t. [Por 'opinate, < L.
opinatus.pp. of opinari, think, suppose: see

opine. Por opiniate, opiniative, no L. basis ap-
pears.] To maintain dogmatically or obsti-

nately.

They did opimalt two principles, not distinct only, but
contrary the one to the other. Barroic, Works, n. xiL

opiniatef (o-pin'i-at), a. [For *opinate, < L. opi-

natus : see'opinate, c] Opinionated ; obstinate

in opinion. Bp. SedeU, To Mr. Woddesworth,
p. 325.

opiniatedt (o-pin'i-a-ted), a. [< opiniate + -6(^.2

Unduly attached to one's own opinions.

opiniativet (o-pin'i-a-tiv), a. [< OP. opiniatif,

oppiniatif; sis opiniate + -ive. Cf. opinative,

opinionative.] 1. Stiff in adhering to precon-

ceiyed opinions or'notions; opinionative.

As touching your conuersation, ye are too muche obsti-

nate, and in the maner of disputation extremely opmiatiue.
Gumara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577X p. 371.

2. Imagined; not proved; of the nature of mere
opinion.

Tis the more difficult to find out verily, because it is

in such inconsiderable proportions scattered in a mass of

opiniative uncertainties, like the silver in Hiero's crown
of gold. GUmmBe, Vanity of Dogmatizing, viL

opiniatively (o-pin'i-a-tiv-li), adv. In an opin-

iative manner; conceitedly.

opiniativeness (o-pin'i-a-tiv-nes),»._ The state

of being opiniative ; undue stiffness in opinion.

opiniatort (o-pin'i-a-tor), «. [For opinator,

q. v.] One who holds obstinately to his own
opinion ; an opinionative person.

Unless, instead of an able man, you desire to have him
an insignificant wrangler, apiniator in discourse, and prid-

ine hiinself in contradicting others.
'^

Zcci^ Education, § 189.

opiniatret, a- Same as opiniaster.

opiniatret, » [< opiniatre, a.] I. intrans. To
cling obstinately to one's own opinions. North,

Examen, p. 649.
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n. trans. To oppose stubbornly.

The party still opiniatred his election forve manydays.
C3orendon,"Eellgion and Policy, vliL (^neyc DicL)

opiniatretyt, «. Same as opiniastrety.

1 was extremely concerned at his opiniatrety in leaving
me. Pope.

opiniatryt, '1. Sa-me as opiniastrety.

opinions (o-pin'i-kus), n. [A feigned name,
perhaps based on L. opirtaH,
suppose: see ojMjie.] A heraldic
monst-er, half dragon and half
Hon. It is the crest of the Lon-
don Company of Barber Snr-
gerais, and is perhaps used only
in this instance.

opining (o-pi'ning), «. [Verbal
n. of opine, f.] Opinion ; notion.

Opinicus.

Very few examine the marrow and inside of things, but
take Uiem upon the credit of customary opirdngs.

Jer. Taylor (?), Artif. Handsomeness, p. 131.

opinion (o-pin'you), n. [< ME. opinion, opyn-
youn, oppiiiyon, <"0P. P. opinion= Sp. opinion=
Pg. opiniSo = It. opinione, oppinione, oppenione,
< L. opinio(n~), supposition, conjecture, opin-
ion, < opinari, suppose, opine: see opine.] 1.

A judgment formed or a conclusion reached;
especially, a judgment formed on evidence that
does not produce knowledge or certainty; one's
view of a matter; what one thinks, as distin-
guished from what one knows to be true.

[H]eir eftyr folouis ane lytil trecty of the Instruccioun
of the figuris of artnes and of the blasoning of the samyn,
eftir the fraynche opinyon.

HarL MS., quoted in Booke of Precedence (E.K T. S.,

[extra ser.). Foreword!^ p. xix.

So moche bathe the Erthe in roundnesse, and of h^hte
enviroun, aftre myn lyayi^oun and myn nndirstondynge.

MandeuiUe, Travels, p. 186.

Opinion . . . is the admitting or receivingany proposi-
tion for true upon arguments or proofs that are found to
persuade us to receive it as true, without certain know-
ledge that it is so.

Locke, Human Understanding, IV. xv. 3.

By opinion then is meant not merely a lower degree of
persuasion, a more feeble belief, but a belief held as the
result of inference and not of direct perception.

Bncye. Brit, VUL 741.

Specifically—(a) The estimate which one forms regarding
I>ersons or things with reference to their character, quali-
^es, etc. : as, to have a poor opinion of a man's honesty,
or of the efficiency of some arrangement or contrivance

;

a poor opinion of one's self.

I have bought
Golden opinions from all sorts of people.

ShaJc., Macbeth, L 7. 33.

(&) Favorable judgment or estimate ; estimation.

However, I have no opinion of these things. Bacon.

It is not another man's opinion can make me happy.
Burton, Anat. of MeL, p. 172.

(e) Judgment or persuasion, held more or less intelligent,

ly or firmly ; conviction : often in the plural : as, one's po-
litical opivMxns.

How long halt ye between two opinions^ if the Lord be
God, follow him ; but if Baa], then follow him.

lEL xviiL 21.

When we speak of a man's opinions, what do we mean
but the collection of notions which he happens to have,
and does not easily part with, thongh he has neither suf-

ficient proof nor firm grasp of them?
J. H. Newman, Gram, of Assent^ p. 55.

(d) A judgment or view regarded as influenced more by
sentiment or feeling than by reason ; especially, views so

held bymany at once, collectivelyregarded as constitnting

a social force which tends to control the minds of men and
determine their action.

Time's office is to fine the hate of foes,

To eat up errors by opinion bred.
Shak., Luciece, L 937.

And I am afraid my former high esteem of his preach-

ing was more out of opinion than judgment.
Pepye, Diary, L 183.

Opinion, whether well or iU founded, is the governing
principle of human affairs. A. Hamilton, Works, L 58.

(fit) Common notion or idea ; belief.

The opinion of [belief in] Faeries and elfes is very old, and
yet sticketh very religiously in the myndes of some.

Spenser, Shep. CaL, June, Glosse.

Hence ariseth the furious endeavour of godless and ob-
durate sinners to extinguish in themselves the opinion of

[belief in] God. Booker, Eccles. Polity, vt 3.

CO Enmor; report

And wbanne ye here batelis and opynyouns of batels,

drede ye not ; for it bihoveth these thinges to be don, but
not yit anoon is the ende. Vydif, Mark xiiL 7.

Busy opinion is an idle fool,

That as a school-rod keeps a child in awe.
i?or(i, "Ks Pity, V. 3.

(g) A professional judgment on a case submitted for ex-

amination : as, a l^al or medical opinum,

2t. Standing in the eyes of one's neighbors or
society at lai^e ; reputation ; especially, favor-

able reputation; credit.

Thou hast redeem'd thy lost opinion.

STiak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 4. 48.

opinionist

What opinion will the managing
Of this aflair bring to mywisdom ?

Beau, and Ft., Thierry and Theodoret, iiL 2.

1 mean you have the opinion
Of a valiant gentleman. SMrley, Gamester.

Sf. Dogmatism; opinionativeness. [Rare.]

Your reasons atdinner have been sharp and sententious

;

. . . witty without affection, audacious without impu-
dency, learned without opinioti, and strange without her-
esy. Shak., L. L. L., v. 1. 6.

Indagatoiy suspension of oplnlont. See indagatory.—Oath of opinion, in Scots law, same as opinion «m-
dence.— Opinion evidence, ialaw, testimony which may
be received from skilled witnesses or experts to matters
of fact the knowledge of which rests partly in opinion

:

as whether a person was sane, or whether a ship was sea*
worthy. Called in Scotslaw ootAQ^opiTwtm.

—

Per curiam
opinion, in law, an opinion concurred in by the whole
bench ; mor« specifically, one expressed as **by the court,"
or "per curiam," without indicating wblch judge drew it

up.

—

Public opinion, the prevailing view, in agiven com*
munity, on any matter of general concern orint^est ; also,

such views coUectively.

Onr government rests in public opinion. Whoever can
changepuMic opinion can change the government practi-

cally just so much. Pif&^tc opinion, on any subject, always
has a "central idea," from which all its minor thoughts
radiate. Lincoln, The Century, XXXIV. 109.

= Syn. 1. Belief, Conviction, etc (see penuasion); senti-

ment, notion, idea, view, impression.

opinion! ^o-pin'yon), v. t. [< opinion, n.] To
uiink; opine.

That the soul and the angels are devoid of quantity and
dimension is generally opinioned. GlanvUle, Seep. Set

opinionable (6-pin'yon-a-bl), a. [< opinion +
-able.'] Capable of being made matter of opin-
ion; admitting of a variety of opinions: op-

posed to dogmaUc. Bp. EUicott.

opinionasterf, a. [< opinion + -aster: see opini-

aster,] Opinionated.

A man . . . most psssionate and opimonastre.
Pepys, Diary, July 3, 1666.

Opinionatet(9-piu'ypn-at),a. \<.opinUm+ -ate^.]

Having an opinion or belief ; having a view or
belief of a kind indicated ; stiff in opinion : firm-

ly or unduly adhering to one's own opinion ; ob-
stinate in opinion,

Strabo divldeth the Chaldseans into sects, Orcheni, Bor-
sipeni, and others, diversly opinionale Oi the same things.

Pwrchas, Pilgrimage, p. 63.

opinionated (o-pin'yon-a-ted), a. [< opinionate
^ -ed^.] Same as opinionate, andnow the usual
form.

People of clear heads are what the world calls opinion'
ated. Shenetone.

Yon aro not in the least t^nionated; it is simply your
good fortune to look upon the affairs of the world &om
the right point of view.

C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 29.

opinionatelyt (9-piii'yon-at-li), od». Obstinate-
ly; conceitedly.

opinionatistf (o-pin'ygn-a-tist), n. [< opinion-
ate + -ist.] Ail opinionated person ; an opin-
ionist.

If wewould hearken to the pernicious counsels of some
such opini(ma^A^£.

Ferdjon, Sermon bef. the Univ. of Oxford, p. IL

opinionative (o-pin'yon-a-tiv), a. [< opinion-
ate + -ive. CJf. opinative, opiniative.] Con-
trolled by preconceived notions; unduly at-

tached to one's own opinions.

What pestilential infiuences the genius of enthusiasme
or opinionative zeal has upon the publicke peace is fo e^ 1-

dent from experience that it needes not be prov'd fi-oni

reason. Bp. Pitrker, Platonick Ihilos., p. 7i

Oh! what have I done to you, that you slould name
that insolent Intruder—A confident opinionative Fop>

Steele, Grief Ala-Mode, ii I

opinionatively (6-pin'ypn-a-tiv-li), adv. In ar
opinionative manner; with undue fondness for

one's own opinions ; stubbornly.

opinionativeness (o-pin'yon-a-tiv-nes), H. The
state or character of being opinionative ; ex-

cessive attachment to one's own opinions ; ob-
stinacy in opinion.

opinionatort (o-pin'ygn-a-tor), n. [< opinion-

ate -I- -or. Cf. opinator, opiniator.] One who
is inclined to fonn or adopt opinions without
sufficient knowledge; an opinionative person.

Smith, "Works, I. viii.

opinioned (o-pin'yond), a. [< opinion -^ -ed^.]

Attached to particular opinions; conceited;

opinionated.

opinionist (o-pin'ygn-ist), n. [< opinion -I- -ist]

1. One who' is unduly attached to his own opin-

ions.

Every conceited opinionist sets up an infallible chair in

his own brain. GlanviBe, To Albius.

2. [cap.] One of a religiousbodyin the fifteenth

century which rejected the Pope because he
did not conform to the poverty of Jesus Christ.



opiparous

opiparons (o-pip'a-rus), a. [< L. opiparus, rich-
ly furnished, sumptuous, < L. ops {op-), riches,
4- pararc, furnish.] Sumptuous. [Rare.J
Sweet odours and perfumes, generous wines, opiparous

fare, &o. BMrton, Anat. of Mel.,p. 312.

opiparously (o-pip'a-rus-li), ad*. Sumptuously.
Waterhouse, Apology for Learning, p. 93.

opisometer (op-i-som'e-t6r), n. [< Gr. mriau, be-
hind,backward, again, + /lerpov, measure.] An
instrument for measuring curved lines upon a
map. The instrument consists o( a wheel turning as a
aut upon a screw. The wheel, being brought hard up to
a stop, or to a mark indicated by a pointer, is rolled over
the line on the map so as to unscrew it, and is then rolled
back over the scale to its former position.

The contents of Mr. Stanford's shop seemed to have
been scattered about the room, and Bell had armed her-
self with an opCsameteTt which gave her quite an air of im-
portance. W. Black, Phaeton, iii.

Opistharthri (op-is-thar'thii), «. pi. [NL., <
Gr. imadev, behind, + ap8pov, joint.] A sub-
order of SquaU or sharks, having the palato-
quadrate apparatus connected with the postor-
bital processes of the skull, the mouth inferior,

the branchial apertures six or seven in number,
and only one dorsal fin. They are represented
by the cow-sharks or NoUdamidm.
opisthartlirous(op-is-thar'thrus), a. [< Gr. omo--

Bev, behind, + hpBpov, joint.] Of or pertaining
to, or having the characters of, the Opistharthri.

opisthen (o-pis'then), n. [NL., < Gr. bmaBev,

behind.] A. hinder or rear part of the body of

an animal.
opisthion (o-pis'thi-on), n.; pi. opisthia (-&).

[NL., < Gt.' biriadtov, neut. of bnlaStoQ, hinder, <

bmadev, behind.] The middle of the posterior

boundary of the foramen magnum of the skull,

opposite the basion. See craniometry.

opistbobranch (o-pis'tho-brangk), n. and a. I.

n. A member of "the Opi'sthobranehiata.

II. a. Having posterior gills ; specifically, of

or pertaining to the Opisthdbranehiata.

Opistbobrancbia (o-pis-tho-brang'ki-a), n. pi.

piTL., < Gr. bntadevj behind, + Pp&yxia, gills.]

Same as Opisthobrarichiata.

Opistbobrancbiata (o-pis-tho-brang-ki-a'ta),
n. pi. [NL., as Opisfhobranehia + -ato2.] An
order of Gasteropoda having the giUs behind the
heart: opposed to Proso&ra»c7»ato. They have a
relatively large foot and small visceral hump, with short
mantle-flap, behind which is the anus. They are usually
shell-less m the adult state, and many of them lose the
ctenidial gills and mantle-flap, respiration being effected
by very diversiform supplementary organs. Hence the
equally various methods of subdivision of the order, and
the application to its divisions of exceptionally numerous
names ending in -brancMa. The opisthobranchs are ma^
rine and littoral gastropods of more or less slug-like as-

pect, and many of them are Imown as sea-ilvgs, sea-hwres,

sea-lemons, etc. See Nudibranchiata, Tectibranchiata.

opistbobrancbiate (o-pis-tho-brang'ki-at), a.

and n. I. a. In MoUusca, having the giUs in
such a position that the blood must take a for-

ward course to reach the heart.

II. n. An opistbobranch.
Opistbobrancbism (o-pis-tho-brang'kizm), n.

[< opisthobranch + -ism.] Disposition of the
gills of a molluskbehind the heart; the charac-
ter of being opisthobranchiate : distinguished
tramprosobranchism.
OpistnOCCBlia (o-pis-tho-se'li-a), re. pi. [NL., <

Gr. birioBev, behind, + koVjiq, hollow.] A subor-
I der of Crocodilia named by Owen, containing
extinct reptiles with opisthoeoelous vertebrse,

as in the genera Streptospondylus and CeUosau-
rus, of Mesozoic age. It is placed by later writ-

ers with the dinosaurian reptiles.

opistboccelian (o-pis-tho-se'li-an), a. and n.

[< OpisthocwUa +' -an.'] I, a. 1'. Hollow or con-
cave behind, as a vertebra : applied to vertebrss

whose bodies or centra are concave on the pos-
teriorface.— 2. HavingopisthocoelianvertebrsB,
as a reptile ; of or pertaining to the Opisthocoelia.

II. re. A reptile with opisthocoelian vertebrse,

or belonging to the order OpisthocwUa.

opistbocoelOUS (o-pis-tho-se'lus), a. [< Gr. ima-
Bev, behind, + Kolh)(, hollow.] Same as opis-

thoccelian.

opistbocome (o-pis'tho-kom), re. A bird of the
genus Opisthocomus ; a hoaetzin,

Opistbocomi (op-is-thok'o-ml), n.pl. [NL., pi.

of Opisthocomus, q. v.] Ah order of birds, repre-

sented by the genus Opisthocomus. it is an anom-
alous gronp, the sole surviving representative of an an-
cestral type of birds related to the OaUince. See Opistho-

wrmdce. HeteroifrwrpJuB is a synonym.

Opisthocomidae (6-pis-tho-kom'i-de), n. pi.

|mj., < Opisthocomus + -idw.'] A family of

birds alone representing the order Opisthocomi,

typified by the genus Opisthocomus, having an
enormous crop and anomalous sternum and
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shoulder-girdle. The keel of the sternum is cut away
in front, and the sides of the bone are double-notched be-
hind ; the clavicle is ankylosed with the coracoid and
with the sternal manubrium.

opistbocomine (op-is-thok'o-min), a. [< Opis-
thocomus + -»ree2.] Pertaining to the Opistho-
comidce, or having their characters.

opistbocomous (op-is-thok'o-mus), a. [< NL.
opisthocomus, < Gr. (mmBdiwfio^, wearing the hair
long behind, lit. having hair behind, < omaBev,

beluud, + k6/i7!, the hair: see coma^.'] Having
an occipital crest, as the hoaetzin.

Opistbocomus (op-is-thok'o-mus), re. [NL.

:

see cpisthocomom/i The only known genus of

opistbotic

Hoaetzin ^Opisihocomus crisiatus),

Opisthocomidm. There is but one species, 0.

hoaetzin or 0. cristatus, of South America. See
hoaetzin. Also called Orthocorys and Sasa.

opistbodome (o-pis'tho-dom), n. [< opisthodo-

mos, q. v.] Same as opisthodomos.

opistbodomos, opistbodomus (op-is-thod'o-
mos, -mus), n. [< Gr. oTriaBddo/w^, a back room,
< 6maBev, behind, -I- dd/wf, house: see dome^.]
In Gr. arch., an open vestibule within the por-
tico at the end behind the cella in most ancient
peripteral or dipteral temples, corresponding

-Jul I



opisthotic

or pertaining to the opisthotic : correlated with
epiotic, prootic, a.nd pterotic. See ofk.
In existiDg Amphibia, a protttic oesiflcatiOD appeats to

be veiy constant. The constant existence ot distinct qpis-
thatic and epiotic elements is doabtfol.

Hmley, Anat. Vert., p. 152.

H. n. The postero-inferior petrosal bone;
one of the otic elements, the posterior and in-
ferior ossification of the periotie capsule, which
contains the essential anditoiy apparatus, form-
ing a part of the petrosal or petromastoid bone.
See cuts under Crocodilia and Esox.
Opisthotonic (o-pis-tho-ton'ik), a. [< Gr. mria-
SorOTOttif, pertaining to opisthotonos, < 0^1066-
T-orof, opisthotonos: see opisthotonos.'^ Of or
pertaining to opisthotonos; characterized by,
resulting from, or exhibiting opisthotonos.
The opigthotonic attitude was maintained eren during

Bleep. Lancet, Ka 344Q, p. 207.

opisthotonos, opisthotonus (op-is-thot'o-nos,
-nus), n. QL., < Gr. oTTurBoropoc, also oTrioBarovia,

a disease in which the limbs are drawn back, <
oTTusOdrovoi, drawn back, < omaBtv, behind, back,
+ -eiveiv, stretch.] A tonic spasoi in which the
body is bent backward. DungUson.
opisthnral (o-pis'thu-ral), a. [< opisthure +
-oJ.] Of or pertaining to the opisthure. J. A.
JSr/der. Compare epural, hypural.
opisthure (o-pis'thiir), n. [< Gr. mriaOev, behind,
+ oiipd, the tail.] The posterior end of the cau-
dal axis of certain fishes and embryos of fishes,
which degenerates into a rudimentary organ, or
becomes absorbed in the permanent caudal fin

developed in front of it. J. A. Byder.
opinm (6'pi-um), n. [In ME. opie, opye, < OF.
opie (see opie) ; P. opium = Sp. Pg. opio = It.

oppio = D. G. Sw. Dan. opium, < L. opium, opion
(cf.Bulg. afion, ofion = Serv. afijun, < Turk.
afyHn= Pers. ifyHn= Hind, aphim, afim, afyHn,
< Ar. afijUn), < Gr. b-u>v, poppy-juice, opium, <

65r<5f, juice, i. e. vegetable juice, sap.] The in-

spissated juice of Papaver somniferum, a poppy
cultivated from early antiquity for the sake
of this product. See popj>y and Papaver. The
opium exudes as a milky jmce from aha&ow Incisions
made in the parti; ripened capsules or heads still on the
plant. It soon thickens, is collected by scraping, and
kneaded into a homogeneous mass, forming then a red-
dish-brown sticky gum-like substance of bitter taste and
peculiar odor. C^ium was known to the Greeks but was
not much used before the seventeenth century; at present
it is the most important of all medicines, and its applica-
tions the most multifarious, the chief of them being for
the relief of pain and the production of sleep. Its ha-
bitual use is disastrous and difficult to break up. It is

classed as a stimulant narcotic, acting almost excluslTely
on the central nerrons system when ti^en internally; in
large quantities it is a powerful narcotic poison, resulting
in a coma characterized by great contraction of the pu-
pUSf insensibility, and death. The chief active principle
of opium is morphia, but it also contains at least sixteen
other alkaloids, some of which have similar properties.
(See TuxrcoUne,) Though opium can be produced in Eu-
rope, the United Stat^ etc., its commercial prodnction
is limited to countries where labor Is cheap and the drug
in common nse^ namely Turkey, Persia, E^rpt, India, and
China. The Western market is supplied largely&om Asia
Minor. The Tnrtinn export goes chiefly to China.

Sleep hath forsook and given me o'er

To death's benumming <gnum as my only cure,
MOlon, S. A., L 630.

India opium, opium produced in India.—Opium joint.
See^'oint, n., 4.—Tincture of opium, the alcoholic solu-
tion of opinm.—^negar of opium. Same as black-drop.

opium-eater (6'pi-um-e'ter), «. One who ha-
bituallyuses opium in someform asa stimulant.
opium-habit (6'pi-um-hab£it)^. The habitual
use of opium or morphine as a^timnlant. See
morphiomania.
opinm-liniment (o'pi-um-lin'i-ment), n. Soap-
liniment and laudanum. Also called anodyne
liniment.

opium-plaster (o'pi-nm-plas'ter), n. Lead-
plaster and Burgundy pitch with 6 per cent, of
extract of opium; the emplastrum opii of the
United States and British Pharmacopoeias.
Oplo-. An incorrect form sometimes used for
Moplo- in compound words.
opobalsam (op-o-bai'sam), ». [= F. opobal-
same, opobalsam'um = Sp. opohdlsamo = Pg. It.

opobalsamo, < LL. opobalsamum, < Gr. lyiro^aX-

aafwv, the juice of the balsam-tree, < offof, juice,

-f- pa?jjafiov, balsam: see halsam.l A resinous

juice , also called halm or balsam of Gilead. See
balm.
opobalsamum (op-o-bal'sa-mum), Ji. [LL.: s^e
opobalsam.'] Same as opobalsam. Jer. Taylor,

Works (ed. 1835), H. 119.

opodeldoc (op-o-del'dok), n. lAlso opodeldock

;

= F. opodeldock, opodeltoch ; appar. a made-up
name, perhaps based on Gr. 6-of. juice.] It.

A plaster said to have been invented by Min-
dererus.— 2. A saponaceous camphorated lini-
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ment; a solution of soap in alcohol with the
addition of camphor and essential oils: hence
sometimes called soap-Uniment.
Opomyza (op-o-mi'za), n. [NL. (Fallen, 1820),
prob. < Gr. u^, face," aspect, + /tvla, a fly (con-
fused with iw^ccv, suck).] The typical genus
of Opomyzidee. it comprises small, somewhat linear
flies of a yellowish color, often with spotted wings, found
in meadow-grass. About 20 European and 1 ^'orth Amer-
ican species are known.
Opomyzidse (op-o-miz'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Opo-
myza + -id<B.] A small family of MuseidoB aea-
lyptratce, represented by the genus Opomyza.

opont, prep. A Middle English form of upon.
opononet, adv. A Middle Kriglish form of ujjon-
one.

opopanaz (o-pop'a-naks), n. [= F. opoponax,
< L. opopanax, < Gr. anoKova^, the juice of the
plant jravaf, < imdQ, juice. + Trdvof (also iravoKff,

neut. of iravoK^Q, all-heaiing), a plant: seepan-
acea."] 1 . A gum-resin consisting of a concreted
juice obtained from the roots of a plant of the
genus Opopanax (see def . 2). it is employed in per-
fumery, and was long esteemed in medicine as an anti-
spasmodic, etc., but is now little used except in the East
Ladanum, aspalathum, opoponax, cenanthe,

B. Jomon, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

2. [cap.] [NL. (Koch, 1825).] A genus of um-
beUiferous plants of the tribe Peucedanete,
characterized by fruit with many oil-tubes and
thickened margins, and bythe absence of calyx-
teeth. There are 2 or 3 species, of southern Europe and
the Orient. They are perennial herbs with pinnate leaves
and compound umbels with few small bracts and yellow
flowcFS. O. ChironiuTn is the source of the drug opopanax.
See Hereula^s dUheal, under Hercules.

oporice (o-por'i-se), H. [L.,< Gr. In^apudi, fern, of
onupuiA^,made of fruit, < inriipa, dial. inriipij, Imdpa,
the end of summer, or early autumn, also the
fruits of autumn.] A medicine prepared from
several autumnal fruits, particularly quinces,
pomegranates, etc., and wine, formerly used in
dysentery, diseases of the stomach, etc.

Oporopol^t (op-o-rop'o-Ust), «. [< Gr. inrtt-

pfTniAflQ, a fruiterer, < inziipa, fruits of autnnm,
-I- iriAclv, sell.] A fruit-seller; a fruiterer.

A certain man stood at a fruiterer's stall, or oporopoiigt's,
if you 'd have it in Greek.

Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, I. 429.

opossum (o-pos'um)j n. [Formerly also opas-
som; also, and stiU in rural use, abbr. possum,
formerly j)OSso«!B«; Amer.Ind.] 1. An Ameri-
can marsupial mammal of the family Didel-
phyid<B (which see for technical characters).
Theyhave the four kinds of teeth which carnivorous quad-
rupeds regularly possess (incisors, canines, premolars, and
molarsX and are omnivorous, eating flesh and carrion, rep-
tiles, insects, and fruits. Thehead is conical, and the snout
somewhat resembles that of a pig ; the ears are large, leafy,
and rounded; the
eyes are smaU; the
whiskers are long;
the legs are of pro-
portionate length;
both fore and hind
paws are five-toed,

fashioned like

hands, especially
the hind ones,
which have an op-
posable thumb

;

and the taQ is gen-
erally long, scaly,

and prehensile, so
thatthe animal can
hang by it. The
pelage is coarse;
the body is stout,

and in size ranges
from thatof a large
cat to that of a
small rat. Most
female opossums
have on the belly a
pouch containing
the teats, into
which the young
are received as soon as they are bom. They are bom ex-
tremely small and imperfect. The Virginia opossnm has
13 teats, and no donbtmay have asmany young at a birth,

but the number is usually less. Opossums are nocturnal
animals; theymoveon the ground rather slowly and awk-
wardly, but are more athome in trees, and some of the spe-
cies are aquatic. Though they are uncleanly, the flesh is

white and palatable, especially in the autumn, when they
feedmuchonfruits,andbecomeasfataspigs. ' They com-
monly appear stupid, and in confinement continue sullen
aT'f intractable. When caught or threatened with danger
thdy feign death, and irill submit to the most brutal mal-
treatmentwithoutshowing a sign of animation,whence the
proverbial expression " to play possum. " Most opossums
belong to the genus Didelphys, ranging from middle lati-

tudesin theUnited States throughthegreaterpartof South
America. The commonest and best-£iown is i>. virgijo-

ana. There are perhaps a dozen others, among them
ponchless ones, as D. dorsigera. The yajwks or water-
opossums of South America form another genus, Chiro-

nectes.

Amongst the Beasts in Virginia there are two kinds
most strange. One of them is the Female Possowtie, which

oppilation

hath a bag under her belly, out of which she will let fortti
her young ones, and take them in again at her pleasure.
The other is the flying SquerriL

S. darke, Fonr Plantations in America (1670X P- 14.

The possum is found no where but in America. He is
the wonder of aU the land anjTnala

J. Laxcson, History of Carolina, p. 198.

2. Aname of sundry other marsupials : as, the
ursine opossum (that is, the ursine dasyure); the
vulpine opossum (the vulpine phalangist).
OltOSSUm-mouse (o-pos'um-mous), «. A very
small marsupial mammal of Australia, Acro-
bates pygnueus; the pygmy petanrist, one of
the flying^halangers. See Acrobates.
opossum-shrew (o-pos'um-shro), n. An insec-
tivorous mammsd of the genus Solenodon.
opossum-shrimp (o-pos'nm-shrimp), n. A schi-
zopodous crustacean or shrimp of the family

Common Opossum (Didetfhys virgi-
Kiana).

Opossum-shrimp iMysis mixta).

Mysidee: so called because the females carry
their eggs in pouches between the thoracic legs.
See Mysis.

opoterodont (o-pot'e-ro-dont), a. and h. I. a.

Of or pertaining to the Opoterodonta.
U. n. One of the Opoterodonta.

Opoterodonta, Opoterodontia (o-pot'e-ro-
don'ta, -shi-a), n. pi. [XL., prop". 'Hopoter'o-
donta, etc., < Gr. airo-epoc, either, + oiJoif (oSovt-)

= E. tooth.] A suborder of (Miidia, contain-
ing angiostomatous or scoleco^iidian serpents
of small size and resembling worms, having a
contracted non-distensible mouth smd imper-
fect vision. The opisthotic bone is intercalated in the
cranial walls, the palatines bound the choanse behind, the
ethmoturbinals partiy roof over the month, the maxillary
bone is vertical and free, and there are no ectopteiygoids
and no pubes. The suborder is conterminous with the
family Typhlopidce, and is also caUed Bpanodanta. See
Typhlqpida.

oppidan (op'i-dan), a. and n. [< OF. oppidain,
< li. oppidanus, of or in a town, < oppidum, OL.
oppedum, a walled town, perhaps < ob, before,
toward, + ^edum (cf. Pedum, a town in Lati-
nm), country, = Gr. ^iSov, a plain.] I. a. Per-
taining to a town ; town.
The temporalgovernment of Some, and oppidan affairs.

HoweU, Letters, L L 38.

H. n. If. An inhabitant of a town.

The oppidans, in the mean time, were not wanting to
trouble us. A. Wood, Annals Univ. Oxford, an. 1528.

2. At Eton College, a student who is not on the
foundation, andwho boardswith one ofthemas-
ters or with a private family in the town : dis-
tinguished from a coUeger.

oppigneratet, oppignoratet (o-pig'ne-rat, -no-
rat), V. t. [< L. oppigneratus (ML. siso oppig-
noratus), pp. of oppignerare (> P. oppignorer),
pledge, pawn, < 06, before, +pignerare, pledge

:

see pignerate.'] To pledge ; pawn. Bacon.
oppignorationt (o-pig-no-ra'shon), n. [< OF.
oppigjwration, < ML. as if *oppignoratio{n-), < L.
oppijwerore, pledge: seeoppignerate.'] The act
of pledging, or giving security ; a pawning.
The form and manner of swearing . . . "bj oppignara-

Hon, or engaging of some good which we would not lose

:

as,
'

' Our rejoicing in ChrisV' our salvation, God's help, &c
Bp. Andrews, Sermons, V. 74. (Davies.^

oppilate (op'i-lat), V. t.; pret. and pp. oppilated,

ppr. oppUating. [< L. oppilatus, pp. of oppilare,

stop up, < ob, before, + pilare, ram down; cf.

Gr. irOiUv, compress, press dovra, felt.] To
crowd together; flU with obstructions. Cock-
eram.

oppilation (op-i-la'shon), n. [= F. opilation=
Sp. opilacion = Pg. c^la^ao = It. oppilazione,

<LL. oppilatio{n-), < L. oppilare, stop up: see
oppUate.] The act of filling or crowding to-

gether ; a stopping by redundant matter ; ob-
struction, particularly in the lower intestines;

stoppage; constipation.

These meagre, starved spirits who have half stopt the
organs of their minds with earthy oppUatitms.

B. Jonson, Volpone, ii. 1.

Gouts and dropsies, catarrhs and oppUations.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 664.

And as he is who falls, and knows not how.
By force of demons who to earth down drag him,
Or other oppiZotton that binds man, . . .

Such was that sinner after he had risen.

Longfellow, tr. of Dante's Infemo, xxlv. 114.
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oppilative (op'i-lgr-tiv), a. [= P. opilatif =
Sp. opilattvo = It. oppilativo; as oppilate +
•ive.'] Obstructive. Sherwood.
oppletef (o-plef), a. [< L. oppletus, pp. of op-
plere, fill up, < 06, before, +jpZere, fill: see com-
plete, etc.] Pilled; crowded.
oppleted (o-ple'ted), a. [< opplete + -ed^.'\

Same as opplete.

oppletiont (o-ple'shjm), n. [< opplete + -ion.
Of. comp/e<jo«.] 1. The act of fllliiigup.— 2.
The state or condition ofbeing filled or full ; re-
pletion; fullness.

Health of the body is not recovered without pain ; an
imposthume calls for a lance, and oppletUm for unpalatable
evacuatories. QenUeman Imtructed, p. 309. (.Davies.)

Opponet (o-p6n'), V. t. and i.; pret. and pp. op-
poned, ppr. opponing. [= Sp. oponer= Pg. oppor
= It. opporre, opponere, < L. opponere, set or
place against, set before or opposite, < 06, be-
fore, against, + ponere, put, set: s&6 ponent.
Cf. cyppose.'] To oppose; charge; allege.

What can you not do
Against Lords spiritual or temporal
That shall opp(m£ you ?

B. Jonson, Alchemist, iii. 2.

And thus 1 cease, requiring of all men that have any-
thing to oppone against me that he may [they may] do it so
plainly.

John Enox, qaoted in K. L. Stevenson's "John Enox and
[his Eelations to Women."

opponency (o-p6'nen-si), n. [< opponen{t) +
-ey.'] The opening of an academical disputa-
tion ; the proposition of objections to a tenet,
as an exercise for a degree. Todd.
opponens (o-p6'nenz), n. ;

pi. opponentes (op-o-
nen'tez). [NL. (so. musculus), < L. opponens,
ppr. of opponere, oppose: see opponent.'] In
UTiat., an opponent muscle of the hand or foot
of man and some anthropoid apes, Ijring on the
inner or outer side of the hand or foot, it tends
to oppose one of the lateral digits to other digits, making a
hollow of the palm or sole.— Opponens haJIucis, or op-
ponena polUds pedis, the opponent muscle of the great
toe, frequently found in man.—Opponens miTilTm di-
git! Of the foot, an opponent muscle of the little toe, fre-
quentlyfound in man.—0;pponenB minimi digitl ofthe
hand, OTfiexor oeeis guintirmtaca/rpif the opponentmuscle
of the little finger.—Opponens pollicls, or Jleicor oasis

primi Tnetacarpi, the opponent muscle of the thumb.
opponent (o-po'nent), a. and n. [= Pg. oppo-
ente = It. opponeiite, < L. opponen{t-)s, ppr. of
opponere, set before or against, oppose: see
oppone, oppose.] I. a. 1. Situated in front; op-
posite ; standing in the way.
Yon path . . . soon mounts the opponent hill.

J. Scott, Winter Amusements,

2. Opposing; antagonistic; adverse.

Methinks they should laugh out, like two Fortune tellers,

or two opponerA Lawyers that know each other for Cheats.
Stede, Grief A-la-Mode, v. 1.

3. In anat., bringing together or into opposi-
tion ; having the action of an opponens. See
opponent.

11. n. 1. One who opposes; an adversary;
an antagonist; one who sup;^orts the opposite
side in controversy, disputation, or argument,
or in a contest of any kind.

Two men, one of whom is a zealous supporter and the
other a zealous oppon£7Vt of the system pursued in Lan-
caster's schools, meet at the Mendicity Society, and act
together with the utmost cordiality.

Macavlay, Gladstone on Church and State.

2. One .who takes part in an opponency; the
person who begins a dispute by raising objec-
tions to a tenet or doctrine : correlative to de-

fendant or respondent. =SYn. 1. Adversary, Antago-
nist, Opponent, etc. (see adversary), rival, competitor, op-
poser.

opponentes, » Plural of opponens.

opportune (op-or-tiin'), a. [< P. opportwn =
op. oportuno = Pg. It. opportumo, < L. opportu-

rms, fit, meet, suitable, timely, < 06, before, -l-

jjoriMS, harbor, port (access) : seepori2. Ct.im-
portune.] 1. Seasonable; timely; well-timed;
convenient.

Most qpportuTie to our need I have
A vessel rides fast by, but not prepared
For this design. Shak., W. T., iv. 4. 611.

So placed, my Nurslings may requite

Studious regard with o^ortuiw delight.

Wordsworth, Sonnets, ill 89.

2t. Conveniently exposed; liable ; open. [Rare.]
Behold alone

The woman opportune to all attempts.
Xaton, P. L., ix. 481.

opportunet (op-or-tun'), v. t. [< opportune, a.]

To suit ; accommodate.
The pronoun opportunes us ; some copies have vobis,

but the most and best have nobis.

Dr. Clarke, Sermons (1637), p. 483. (Latham.)

opportunefult (op-or-tfln'fiil), a. [Irreg. < op-

portune + -fill.] Opportune; timely. [Bare.]
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If we let slip this opportun^fiil hoar.
Take leave of fortune.

Middleton (and another). Mayor of Qaeenborough, iv, 3.

opportunely (op-gr-tun'li), adv. In an oppor-
tune manner ; seasonably ; with opportunity of
either time or place.

opportuneness (op-or-tOn'nes), n. The char-
acter of being opportune or seasonable.

opportunism (op-or-tu'nizm), n. [< F. oppor-
tunisme; as opportune + 4sm.] The princi-
ples or practices of opportunists, in any sense
of that word; quickness to grasp favorable
opportunities and to modify one's conduct or
policy in accordance with them ; in a bad sense,
the sacrifice of consistency and principles to
policy.
Opportunism is becoming more and more a character-

istic of all classes of politicians,

Brit. Quarterly Rev., July, 1883, p. 84.

The spirit of opportunism is not confined to statesmen
and diplomatists, and there are workmen who are shrewd
enough to see that the wealthy classes will do much for
fear, and little for love of their poorer brethren.

Fortnightly Eev., N. S,, XXXTX, 313.

opportunist (op-or-tu'nist), n. and o. [< P.
opportuniste ; as opportune + -jsfc] I, n. 1.

leap.] In French poUtics, a member of that sec-
tion of the Eepublican party which believes in
regulating political action in accordance with
circumstances, and not by dogmatic principles.
This word first came into use in France about 1873. The
Opportunists were the party of concession, and occupied
an intermediate position between the various groups of
monarchists and the Intransigentists, the extreme section
of the Kepubllcan party. Their leader was Gambetta.
Although M. de Freyclnet is himself an Oi^aortunist, the

new Ministry of which he is the head is essentially Radi-
cal. Fortnightly Bev., N. S., XXXIX 288.

2. In general, one who takes advantage of
opportunities as they occur; one who waits
for an opportune time before attempting to
bring into practice or to urge upon others
the principles or beliefs which he holds ; one
who makes the best of circumstances as they
arise ; hence, one who is without settled prin-
ciples or consistent policy : opposed to extrem-
ist.

Mr. Mundella made a happy address before the confer-
ence, in which he styled himself an opportunist in educa-
tion : that is, a man who " has to do the best he can under
the circumstances." JEducaiion, V. 112.

Modern politicians are for the most part no longer men
trained from their youth in the philosophy of government,
but opportunists who view politics as a field for self-ad-

vancement. N. A. Bev., CXLIII. 297.

II. a. [cap.] Of, pertaining to, or character-
istic of the poUtioal party known as the Op-
portunists ; hence [I. c], of or pertaining to op-
portunism, or the observance of a waiting poli-

cy; making the best of circumstances while
waiting for a suitable time for the proper car-
rying out of one's views.

The socialists of Austria chose from the first from con-
viction a moderate and opportunist policy, and have al-

ways been leas revolutionary than the socialists of other
countries, Bae, Contemporary Socialism, Int., p. 39.

opportunity (op-gr-tu'ni-ti), n.
;
pi. opportuni-

ties (-tiz). [< P. bpportmdt6= Sp. oportunidad
= Pg. opportunidade = It. opportunitd, < L. op-
portunita(t-)s, fitness, suitableness, favorable
time, < opportunuSjM, suitable: see opportune.]
1. Pit, convenient, or seasonable time ; favor-
able chance or occasion; favorable or favoring
conjuncture of circumstances : as, to avail one's

self of the opportunity to do something ; to seize

the opportunity.

Euery thing hath his season, which Is called Oportunitie,

and the vnfitnesse or vndecency of the time is called Im-
portunitie, Puttenham, Arte of Eng, Poesie, p. 223.

It for want of power he be hindered from sinning, yet
when he findeth opportunityhe will do evil. Ecclns. xix. 28.

I came so late ... I had not the opportunity to see it.

Coryat, Crudities, I, 137,

Having opportunity of a pastor (that is, of securing a
pastor], one Mr, James, who came over at this time, [they]

were dismissed from the congregation of Boston.
Winthrop, Hist, New England, 1. 112.

2t. Convenience, fitness, or suitability for some
particular purpose or set of circumstances.

Not without Cawse is Epaminondaa commended, who,
riding or lourneying in time of peace, vsed oftent^es
sodenly to appose his Company vpon the oportunUy of
any place, saying, "What yf our enemies were here or
there, what were best to doe?"

Booke of Precedenee (E. B, T, S,, extra ser.), L 3.

And Aaron shall lay both his hands upon the head of
the live goat, , , , and shall send him away by the hand
of a man of opportunity into the wilderness.

Lev, xvi 21 (margin),

3t. Importunity; earnestness.

Seek my father's love ; still seek it, sir

:

If opportunity and humblest suit

Cannot attain It, why, then—hark you hither.

Shah., M, W. of W., iU, 4. 20.

oppose

4t. Character; habit. ffalUwell.=Syn,. 1. Ommta-
nity, Occasion, chance. An occasion falls in one^ way,
whether desired or not : as, I had occasion to speak with
him ; an opportunity is desired, yet comes naturally when
it is obtained : as, I never got a good opportunity to ex<

Slain the mistake. We find, take, seek occasion; we seek,
esire, find, embrace an opportunity.

oppoitunoust (op-or-tu'nus), a. [< L. oppor-
tunus, opportune : see opportune.] Opportune

;

favorable.
The opportuTums night friends her complexion,

Heywood, Troia Britanica (1609). (Nares.)

opposability (o-p6-za-bil'i-ti), n. [< opposable
T- -ity (see -bility) .] The state or property of be-
ing opposable : as, the opposability of the thumb
or of the jaws.

opposable (o-p6'za-bl), a. [< P. opposable, < op-
poser, oppose : see oppose ajii-abieJ] Capable of
being so placed as to be or to act in opposition.
The opossums possessing a hand with perfect opposable

thumb, A. B. Wallace, Nat. Select,, p. 138.

opposalt (o-p6'zal), n. [< oppose + -al. Cf. dis-

posal, proposal.] Opposition.

The castle gates opened, fearless of any further opposal.
Sir T. Herbert, Travds, p. 81.

oppose (o-poz'), «.; pret. and pp. opposed, ppr.
opposing'. [< ME. opposen, oposen, aposen,< OF.
opposer, oposer, P. opposer, oppose, < L. ob-, be-
fore, against, + ML.pausare {OF. poser), put;
taking the place of L, opponere, pp. oppositus,

oppose: see oppone. Cf. appose, compose, de-

pose, etc., aona see pose^.] 1. trans. 1. To set
or place over against or directly opposite ; con-
front or cause to confront, either literally or by
way of comparison, contrast, etc.

Oppose thy steadfast-gazing eyes to mine

;

See if thou canst outface me with thy looks.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 10. 49.

Then foot, and pointy and eye opposed,
In dubious strife they darkly closed.

Scott, L. of the L., v. 14.

2t. To expose; show; display.

Her grace sat down . . .

In a rich chair of state, qpposinff freely
The beauty of her person to the people.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iv. 1. 68.

Sf. To propose ; offer.

Let his true picture through your land be sent.
Opposing great rewardes to him that findes him.

Chapman, Blind Beggar of Alexandria, i, 1.

4. To place or interpose as an obstacle
;
place

in opposition, as for the purpose of contradict-
ing, countervailing, offsetting, or withstanding
and defeating something.
When they opposed themselves, and blasphemed, he

shook his raiment, and said unto them. Your blood be
upon your own heads. Acts xviii, 0.

I do oppose
My patience to his fury,

Shak., M, of V., iv. 1. 11.

Such destruction to withstand
He hasted, and opposed the rocky orb
Of tenfold adamant, his ample shield.

MUton, P. L., vi. 264.

5. To speak or act against; confront with ad-
verse arguments or efforts; contradict; with-
stand; endeavor to frustrate or thwart.
Than he be-gan to telle a party of his lif, and than com

forth Guynebaude, the clerke, and opposed hym of dyuerse
thynges, for he was a protounde clerke.

Merlin (E. E, T. S.), it 189.

Tho' the Sing may not be controuled where he can
command, yet he may be opposed where he can but de-
mand. Baker, Chronicles, p, 142.

Expectation held
His looks suspense, awaiting who appeai''d
To second or oppose, or undertake
The perilous attempt : but all sat mute.

MUton, V. L.,li. 419.

6. To hinder; resist efEectually; prevent; de-
feat: as, the army was not able to oppose the
enemy's progress.

My lord, my lord,
I am a simple woman, much too weak
To oppose your cunning.

Shak., Hen, Vm., ii, 4, 107.

=Syn. Oppose, Besist, Withstand, combat, strive against,
contravene. The first three words are all rather general,
but oppose is not quite so strong as the others, as suggest-
ing less of i>hysical action ; they all primarily convey the
idea of receiving rather than making the attack, but op-
pose is least restricted to that meaning. See fmstrate.

II. intrans. 1. To stand over against another
or one another ; be opposite.

Of Pericles the careful search
By the four opposing coigns
Which the world together joins
Is made with all due diligence,

5Ao*,, Pericles, iii,, Prol., 1, 19.

And track the yellow lights from steep to steep.
As up the opposing bills they Elowly creep,

Wordsworth, Descriptive Sketches.

2. To interpose effort or objection; act or
speak in opposition ; be adverse or act adverse-
ly: sometimes with to or against.



oppose

Tis your connsel,
My lord Bhonld to the heaveos be contraiy.
Oppose against their wiIIb. Shot., W. T., t. 1. 46.

opposed (o-p6zd'),jp. a. 1. Plaoedin or occupy-
ing a position directly opposite or over against

;

opposite.
Empanoplied and plumed

We enter'd in, and waited, fifty there
Oppoeed to fifty, till the trumpet blared.

Tennyson, Princess, v.

2. Of an opposite or contrary nature, tendency,
or action: as, white is opposed to black.

Your beauty, ladies,
Hath much deform'd us, fashioning our humours
Even to the c^rposed end of our intents.

S?iak., L. L. L., v. 2. 768

Opposed as darkness to the light of heaven. S. Pollok.

3. Antagonistic; hostile; adverse: as, I am
more opposed than ever to the proposal.

In some points they agree, in others they are widely op-

posed. J. F. Clarke, Ten Great Kellgions, v. S.

Opposed blow. See Uow3.
opposeless (o-poz'les), a. [< oppose + -less.'}

Not to be opposed; irresistible. Shah., lieax,

iv. 6. 38.

opposer (o-p6'zer), n. One who opposes; an
opponent;' an adversary.

The fair goddess. Fortune,
Fall deep in love with thee ; and her great charms
Misguide thy opposers' swords. Shak., Cor., i. 5. 23.

A bold opposer of divine belief. Sir IL Blackmore,

opposit (o-poz'it), V. t. and i. [< L. oppositus,

pp. of opponere, set against, oppose : see oppone,
oppose.^ Toposit or assume as a contradictory;
negative or deny.

It is not yet plain, and, indeed, it only becomes plain
from mach later developments of the system, what is the
precise nature of the act of opposUing or negating.

Adamson, Fichte, p. 159.

opposite (op'o-zit), a. and n. [Formerly also

opposit; < F. opposite = Sp. opBsito, n., = Pg.
opposto, opposito, a., = It. opposto, opposito, a.

and u., < Lr. oppositus, pp. of opponere, set or
place against: see oppone.'] 1. a. 1. That
forms or is situated in or on the other or fur-

ther side, end, or boundary of an interval,

space, or thing
;
placed over against or face to

face with (another or one another): literally or

figuratively: as, the opposite side of the street

or square; the opposite doov; an opposite angle.

Their planetary motions, and aspects.
In sextile, square, and trine, and cpposUe.

MOton, P. I., 3t. 669.

Opposite to the south end of the bridge is an inscription

in an eastern character, which seemed to be very antient.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. L 92.

2. Contrary; reverse.

The plane of polarisation of the north pole of the sky
moves in the opposite dii'ection to that of the hand of a
watch. Sir C. Wheatstone, quoted in Spottiswoode's

[Polarisation, p. 8S.

3. Of a totally or radically different nature,

quality, or tendency; also (of two persons or
things), mutually antagonistic or repugnant;
mutually opposed in character or action; con-
tradictory; non-congruent: as, words of oppo-
site meaning; opposite terms.

So began we to be more opposit in opinions : He graue,
I gamesome. Lyly, Euphnes and his England, p. 236.

Particles of speech have divers and sometimes almost
opposite significations. Locke.

4. Adverse; opposed; hostile; antagonistic;

inimical.
Thou art as opposite to every good
As the Antipodes are unto us.

Shak., 3 Hen. Vl, L i. 134.

What further Commands your Highness gave for the
security and defence of the English Vessels, notwithstand-

ing the opposite endeavours of the Dutch.
MiUon, Letters of State, Sept., 1652.

But say thou wert possess'd of David's throne.

By free consent of aU, none opposite.

Milton, P. S., iii. 358.

5. In bot: (a) Situated on opposite sides of an
axis, as leaves when there

are two on one node. (&)
Having a position between
an organ and the axis on
which it is borne, as a sta-

men when it is opposite a
sepal or petal. In both
senses opposed to alternate,

—Opposite motion, in micsic,

contrary motion. See Hfwtion, 14.

—To be opposite witht, to be
contrary in dealingwith; oppose;
be contradictoiy or perverse in

manner with.

Be opposite with a kinsman, sur-

ly with servants. Opposite Leaves of yinca
Shall., T. N., 11. 5. 162. maj^.
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II. n. 1. One who opposes or is adverse; an
opponent ; an adversary ; an enemy ; an antag-
onist.

Your opposite hath in hhn what youth, strength, skDl,
and wra1& can furnish man withal.

Shak., T. N., iii 4. 265.

Being thus cleared of all his Opposites, he prepared with
great Solemnity for his Coronation.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 16.

2. That which opposes ; that which is opposed
or is opposite ; a complement in characteristic
qualities or properties; specifically, as a logi-
cal term, anything contrasted with another in
any sense.
Sweet and sour are opposites; sweet and bitter are con-

traries. Abp. Treneh, Study of Words, vL

Clive seems to us to have been . . . theveryospcwiteof a
knave, bold, . . . sincere, . . . hearty in friendship, open
in enmity. Maeaulay, Lord Clive.

The loathsome opposite
Of all my heart had destined did obtain.

Tennyson, Guinevere.

[Some modern writers on logic wish to call any two differ-
ent species of the same genus opposites. This practice
has little to recommend it.]

oppositely (op'o-zit-li), adv. In an opposite or
adverse manner; in front; in a situation facing
each other; adversely; oontrarily Oppositely
pinnate leai^ in bot, a compound leai the leaflets of
which are situated one opposite to the other in pairE^ as
in the genus Bosa.

opiiositeness (op'o-zit-nes), n. The state of
being opposite or adverse.
oppositifolious (o-poz"i-ti-fo'li-us), a. [< L. op-
positus, opposite, -I- folium, a leai.] In bot.,

situated opposite a leaf: as, an oppositifolious
peduncle or tendril.

opposition (op-o-zish'on), n. [< F. opposition
= Sp. oposioion'= Pg. "opj)osig^ = It. opposit
one, < L. oppositio{nr-), an opposing, < opponere,

pp. oppositus, oppose: see oppone, oppose.] 1.

The position of that which confronts, faces,
or stands over against something else.

Before mine eyes in opposUiefn sits

Grim Death. MUU>n, P. L., il. 803.

2. In astron., the situation of two heavenly
bodies when diametrically opposed to each
other as seen from the eardi's surface, or when
their longitudes differ by 180°. Thus, there is an
opposition of sun and moon at every full moon ; the moon
or a planet is said to be in opposition when its longitude
differs 180" from that of the sun. See conjunction.

3. The action of opposing, withstanding, re-

sisting, or checking ; antagonism ; encounter.

In single opposition, hand to hand.
Shak., IHen. IV., i. 3. 99.

Be thou my strongest guard, tor here 111 dwell
In opposiUan against fate and heU

!

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, L 1.

Virtue, which breaks through all opposition.

And all temptation can remove.
Most shines, and most is acceptable above.

MOlan, S. A., 1. 1050.

The satisfaction of the bodily man need not be made in
opposition to higher interests. Mind, XTTL 574.

4. A placing opposite, as for purposes of com-
parison, contrast, etc., or the state of being so
placed, opposed, or contrasted; contrariety.

Keep that which is committed to thy trust, avoiding
profane and vain babblings, and oppositions of science
falsely so called. 1 Tim. vL 20.

There is nothing more delightful in Poetry than a Con-
trast and Opposition of Incidents.

Addison, Spectator, No. 363.

5. In logic, the disagreement between proposi-

tions which have the same subject or the same
predicate, but differ in quantity or quality, or

in both ; also, the relation between two terms
which are contrasted in any respect.—6. In
the fine arts, contrast.— 7. A body of oppos-
ers; specifically, those members of a legisla-

tive hody who are opposed to the administra-
tion for the time being, or the political party
opposed to the party in power : frequently used
adjectively : as, an opposition scheme ; the op-
position benches in the British House of Com-
mons.
Canning's speech the night before last was most bril-

liant; much more cheered by the opposUion than by his

own friends. Gremtle, Memoirs, Dec. 14, 1826.

8. Jn. fencing. See the quotation.

In fencing, opposition signifies the art of covering the
body at the time of delivering a thrust, on that side where
the foils happen to cross, in order to prevent an antago-
nist exchanging hits. Eneye. Brit., IX. 70.

9. In chess, a position where the king of the
player who has not the move is directly in
front of that of his opponent with one vacant
square between Diametrical, formal, material,
etc., opposition. See the adjectives.—Mean opposi-
tion, a difference of 180° in the mean longitudes of the
sun and a planet.—Subaltern opposition, opposition
between a universal and a particular of the same quality.

oppression

oppositional (op-o-zish'on-al), a. [< oppost-
tion + -al.] Of or pertaining to opposition or
opponents collectively.

From this oppositional stand-point.
J. HaMey, Essays, p. 94.

oppositionist (op-o-zish'ou-ist), n. [< opposi-
tion + -ist.] One of the opposition; one who
belongs to the party opposing the existing ad-
ministration or the party in power.
This fairness from an opposUixmist professed broughtme

at once to easy terms with him.
Mme. D'ArUay, Diary, IV. 70. (Dames.)

Oppositipetalous (o-poz'i-ti-pet'a-lns), a. [<
L. opposittis, opposite, + Gr. TriVaAov, a leaf
(petal): see petal.] In 6ot., placed opposite a
petal.

oppositisepalous (o-poz'^i-ti-sep'a-lus), a. [<
L. oppositus, opposite, + NL. sepalum, a sepal

:

see sepal,] In bof., placed or situated opposite
a sepal, as the stamens of many plants. Some-
times called opposite-sepalous,

oppositive (o-poz'i-tiv), a. [< opposite + -ive.

vt.positive.] Opposing; contrasting or setting
in opposition.

Here not without some oppositive comparison ; not Mo-
ses, not Elias, but This ; Moses and Elias were servants

;

This, a son. Bp. Hall, Contemplations, iv. 14.

opposivet) a. [< oppose + -i»e.] Given to op-
position ; contentious. Sari. Misc., I. 610.

opposuref (o-p6'zur), n. [< oppose + -ure,] Op-
position.

I cannot hide
My love to thee, 'tis like the Suune invelopt
In watery clouds, whose glory will breake thoi^w.
And spite opposure, scornes to be conceal'd.
Heywood, Boyal King (Works, ed. Pearson, 1874, VI. 62).

oppress (o-pres'), v, t. [< ME. oppressen, < OP.
(and P.) oppresser = It. oppressare, < ML. op-
pressare, press against, oppress, freq. of L. op-
primere (> It. opprimere = Pg. opprimir = ^.
oprimir = F. opprimer), pp. oppressus, press
against, press together, oppress, < ob, against,
-t- premere, p^.pressus, press: seepress^,] 1+.
To press against or upon.

A scion sette it VI feet from the tree,
Lest that the tree encrece, and it oppresse.

PaUadius, Hnsbondrie (E. E. T. S.^ p. 68.

2. To press unduly upon or against ; overbur-
den; weigh down, Uteralljr or figuratively: as,

oppressed with care or anxiety; oppressed with
fear.

Oppress'd with two weak evils, age and hunger.
Shak., As you Like it, it 7. 132.

The greatest injury could not have oppressed the heart
of Le Fevre more than my XTncle Toby's paternal kind-
ness. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, vi. 12.

3. To overpower or overcome; overbear or
overwhelm; suppress; subdue.
The faire Enchanntresse, so nnwares opprest,

Tryde all her arts and all her sleights thence out to wrest.
Spenser, F. Q., U. xii. 81.

The mutiny he there hastes t' oppress.

Shak., Pericles, ilL, ProL, L 29.

Ko deep within her gulf can hold
Immortal vigour, though oppressfd and fallea.

Milton, P. L., 11. 13.

4. To make languid; affect with lassitude : as,

oppressed with the heat of the weather.
Langonr of this twye dayes fyve

We shal therwith so forgete or oppresse.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 398.

At length, with love and sleep's soft pow'r opprest,

The panting thund'rer nods, and sinks to rest.

Pope, Iliad, ziv. 405.

5. To sit or lie heavy on: as, excess of food
oppresses the stomach.— 6. To load or burden
with cruel, unjust, or unreasonable impositions
or restraints; treat with injustice or undue
severity; wield authority over in a burden-
some, harsh, or tyrannical manner ; keep down
hy an unjust exercise of power.
Thou shalt neither vex a stranger nor oppress him.

Ex. xxlL 21.

The champion of many states oppressed by one too pow-
erful monarchy. MacavZay, 'Hist. 'Eng., vi.

7t. To ravish. Cfe(lttcer.=Syn. 2. To weigh heavily
upon, bear hard upon.— 6. To wrong, treat cruelly, tyran-

nize over.

oppressed (o-presf), a. [< oppress + -ed^,] In
tier., debruised.

oppression (o-presh'on), n. [< ME. oppression,

< OF. (and F.) oppression = Sp. opresion = Pg.
oppressao = It. oppressione, < L. oppressio{n-),

a pressing down, violence, oppression, < oppri-

mere, pp. oppressus, press down: see oppress.]

If. A pressing down
;
pressure; hurden.

Go, bind thou up yond dangling apricocks,

Which, like unruly children, make their su*e

Stoop with oppresaon of their prodigal weight.
Shak., Rich. U., iii. 4. 31.



oppression

2. A feeling of weight; that state in which
one experiences a sensation of weight or pres-
sure ; hence, lassitude ; dullness of spirits ; de-
pression.

Drowsiness, pppresswftjheavlneas.ancllassitudeare signs
of a too plentiful meal. Arbvthnot, Aliments.

3. The act of oppressing or of imposing nn-
reasonahle or unjust burdens; the exercise of
authority or power in a burdensome, harsh, or
severe manner; the imposition of severe or
cruelmeasures or exactions ; tyrannical or cruel
exercise of power.
So I returned, and considered all oppressions that are

done under the sun. Eccl. It. 1.

Violence
Proceeded, and oppression, and sword-law,
Through all the plain, and refuge none was found.

MUton, P. L., xi. 672.

4. An oppressed state or condition; the state
of those who are overburdened or oppressed,
or treated with unjustness or undue severity,
by persons in authority or power.
When we cried unto the Lord God of our fathers, the

Lord heard our voice, and looked on our affliction, and
our labour, and our oppression. Deut. xxvi. 7.

Retire ; we have engaged ourselves too far.

Csesar himself has work, and our oppression
Exceeds what we expected.

Shak., A. and C, iv. 7. 2.

5. Whatever oppresses or causes hardship ; an
unjust or unreasonable imposition, exaction, or
measure ; a hardship.

We ai'e all subject to the same accidents ; and when we
see any under particular oppression, we should look upon
it as a common lot of human nature. Addison.

6t. Ravishment; rape. Chaucer. =syn, 3 and 4.
Oppression, Tyranny, Despotism, cruelty, persecution. Op-
pression is the general word for abuse of power over an-
other, pressing him dovm in his rights or interests. Ty-
ranny and despotism are forms of oppression, namely abuse
of governmental or autocratic power. Oppression is ap-
plied to the state of tliose oppressed, as granny and des-

potism are not. See despotism.

oppressive (o-pres'iv), a. [< F. oppressif=: Sp.
opresiiio = Pg. oppressivo = It. oppressivo, <

ML. oppressivus, oppressive, < L. opprimere,

pp. oppressus, oppress: see oppress.'] 1. Un-
reasonably burdensome ; unjustly severe : as,

oppressive taxes ; oppressive exactions of ser-

vice.—2. Given or inclined to oppression ; ty-

rannical: as, an oppressive government.— 3.
Heavy; overpowering; overwhelming; burden-
some ; causing discomfort or uneasiness : as,

oppressive grief or woe.
To ease the soul of one oppressive weight.
This quits an empire, that embroils a state.

Pope, Moral Essays, i. 105.

oppressively (o-pres'iv-li), adv. In an oppres-
sive manner ; with unreasonable severity.

oppressiveness (o-pres'iv-nes), «. The charac-
ter of being oppressive.

oppressor (o-pres'or), TO. [< ME. oppressour, <
OF. (and P.) oppresseur = 8p. opresor = Pg.
oppressor = It. oppressore, < L. oppressor, a
crusher, destroyer (oppressor), < opprimere,

pp. oppressus, oppress : see oppress.] One who
oppresses, or exercises undue severity in the
use of power or authority.

Deliver him that Buffereth wrong from the hand of the
oppressor. Ecclus. iv. Q.

oppressuret (o-presh'ur), n. [= It. oppressura ;

as oppress + -ure, alterpressure.] Oppression.
Bp. Sachet, Abp. Williams (1693), II. 222.

opprobrious (o-pro'bri-us), a. [= Sp. oproiioso
= Pg. opproorioso = It. obbroirioso, < LL. op-
probriosus, full of opprobrium, < L. opprobri-

um, opprobrium: see opprobrium.] 1. Re-
proachful; expressive of opprobriimi or dis-

grace ; contumelious ; abusive ; scurrilous : as,

an opprobrious epithet.

The man that is accustomed to opprobrums words will

never be reformed all the days of his life.

Ecclns. xxiii. 15.

2t. Hl-reputed; associated with shame and dis-

grace ; rendered odious ; infamous.
The wisest heart

Of Solomon he led bj; fraud to build
His temple right against the temple of God,
On that opprobrious hill. Milton, P. L., L 403.

I will not here defile

My unstain'd verse with his t^iprobriovs name.
Daniel.

=Syn. 1. Condemnatory, offensive.

opprobriously (o-pro'bri-us-li), adv. In an op-
probrious manner; with abuse and insult; with
opprobrium,

opprobriousness (o-pro'bri-us-nes), to. The
character of being opprobrious ; scurrility; op-

probrium.

A righteous man is better that hath none images, for he
shall be free from opprotriausnes. Barnes, Workes, p. 844.
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opprobrium (o-pro'bri-um), re. [Formerly op-

probry (q. v.); < L- opprobrium, a reproach,
scandal, disgrace, < ob, upon, -1- probrum, dis-

grace.] 1. Imputation of shameful conduct

;

insulting reproach ; contumely; scurrility.— 2.

Disgrace ; infamy. =Syn. 2. Obloquy, Infamy, etc. See
ign/mdny and odium.

opprobryt, » [< P- opprdbre = Sp. oprobrio

(obs.), oprobio = Pg. opprobrio = It. obbrobrio,

opprobrio, < L. qpj>ro6nMOT, reproach: see oppro-
brium.] Opprobrium. <Stote,Bieh. II., an. 1388.

oppugn (o-piin'), V. t. [< F. oppugner = Sp.
opugnar = Pg. oppugnar = It. oppugnare, < L.
oppugnare, fight against, < ob, against, + pug-
nare, fight, < pugna, a fight: see pugnacious.
Ct. expugn, impugn.] 1. To fight against; op-
pose; resist.

Every one
Moues by his power, lives by his permission,
And can doe nothing if the prohibition
Of the Almighty doe oppugns.

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 3.

Sins of malice, and against the Holy Ghost^ oppugn the
greatest grace with the greatest spite.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), L 729.

2. To attack; oppose, as by argument; make
an assault upon.
How can we call him "Christ's vicar" that resisteth

Christy oppugneth his verity, persecuteth his people?
J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc, 1863), n. 146.

I justify myself
On every point where cavillers like this
Oppugn my life.

Browning, Bishop Blougram's Apology.

oppugnancy (o-pug'nan-si), TO. [< oppugnan(t)
+ -cy.] Opposition; resistance; contention.

Take but degree away, untune that string,

And, hark, what discord follows 1 each thing meets
In mere oppugv/incy. Shak., T. and C, i. 3. 111.

oppugnant (o-pug'nant), a. and n. [= It. op-
pugnante, < L. oppugnan(t-)s, ppr. of oppug-
nare, fight against: see oppugn.] I. a. Re-
sisting; opposing; repugnant; hostile.

It is directly oppugnant to the laws established.
Darde, Annals of Queen Elizabeth, p. 36.

II, TO. One who oppugns ; an opponent. Cole-

ridge. [Rare.]

Oppugnationt (op-ug-na'shon), TO. [= Sp. opMgr-

nacion = Pg. oppugnMgSlo = It. oppugnazione,
< L. oppugnaUo{n-), an assault, < oppugnare,
fight against: see oppugn.] Opposition; resis-

tance; assault.

The great siege, cruel oj^pugnatimi, and piteous taking
of the noble and renowmed citie of Rhodes.

HakluyVs Voyages, II. 72.

oppu^er (o-pu'n6r), to. One who attacks or
assails by act or by argument ; an opposer ; an
opponent.
These sports have many oppugners, whole volumes writ

against them. Burton, Anat, of Mel., p. 316.

He was withal a great Oppugnar of Superstition.
Baker, Chronicles, p. 51.

opsimathy (op-sim'a-thi), to.
;

pi. opsimathies

(-thiz). [< Gr. btpifia^la, late leaming,< oipi/iaB^g,

late in learning, < bipi, after a long time, late, +
fw-vBavuv, fMiBelVj learn.] Late education ; edu-
cation late in life ; something learned late.

Opsimathie, which is too late beginning to learn, was
counted a great vice, and very unseemly amongst moral
and natural men. Hale, Golden Remains, p. 218.

Whatever philological learning he possesses is, on the
contrary, in all seeming, the latest of opsimathies.

F. Hall, False Philol,, p. 73.

opsiometer (op-si-om'e-t6r), to. [< Gr. fii/xf,

sight, -I- fdrpov, a measure.] An optometer.
opsomania (op-so-ma'ni-a), TO. [< Gr. oTpov, a
dainty, in a more general sense meat, flesh,

orig. boiled meat (< e^tiv, boil, seethe), + iMvia,

madness: see mania.] A mania or morbid
love for some particular aliment.

opsomaniac (op-so-ma'ni-ak), n. [< opsomania
+ -ac, after mamac] One who exhibits opso-
mania.
opsonium (op-s6'ni-um), TO.; pi. opsonia (-a).

[L. opsonium, < Gr. oTpiyviov, provisions, provi-
sion-money, < 5i/)ov, anything eaten with bread.]
In ckiss. antiq., anything eaten with bread to

give it relish, especially fish; in general, a
relish.

The opsonia were very limited— onions and water-
cresses. Eneyc. Brit., Xin. 257.

opt. In gram., an abbreviation of optative.

optablet (op'ta-bl), a. [< L. optabilis, to be
wished for, desirable, < optare,yn8h for, desire:

see opiate.] Desirable. Cockeram.

optatet (op'tat), V. t. [< L. optatus, pp. of op-

tare (> It. oUare = Pg. Sp. opfar = F. opter),

choose, select, wish for, desire ; akin to opinari,

suppose, think, and to apisci, obtain, Skt. Y dp.

optic

obtain: see opine, apt.] To wish for; choose;

desire. Cotgrave.

optationt (op-ta'shon)j «. [< OP. optaUon, <

L. optatio(n-), a choosing, in rhet. the expres-

sion of a wish, < optare, choose : see optate.] A
desiring ; the expression of a wish.

To this belong . . . optation, obtestation, interrogation.

Peacham, Garden of Eloquence (1677), sig. P. iii.

{(iMtham.)

optative (op'ta-tiv), a. and to. [= F. optatif=
Sp. Pg. (ptativo = It. ottativo, < LL. optaUvus,

serving to express a wish (modus optatmus, tr.

Gr. )J evKTUiii (sc. iyicKiaiQ) or to svktikov, the opta-

tive mode), < L. optare, pp. optat^ls, wish : see

optate.] I. a. 1. Expressing or expressive of

desire or wish.

In the office of the communion . . . the church's form
of absolution Is optative and by way of intercession.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 260.

2. Expressing wish or desire by a distinct

grammatical form; pertaining to or constitut-

ing the mode named from this use : as, the op-

tative mode; optative constructions—Optative
mode, in gram., that form of the verb by which wish or
desire (with other derived relations) is expressed, forming
part of the original system of the Indo-European or Aryan
verb, and more or less retained in the later languages, espe-

cially the Greek and Sanskrit : its sign is an i-element be-

tween the tense-sign and the personal endings.

II, TO. 1. Something to be desired. [Rare.]

By these optatives and potentials man's inquiry may be
the more awake.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 176.

2. In gram., the optative mode of a verb. Ab-
breviated opt.

optatively (op'ta-tiv-li), adii. 1. In an optative

manner; by desire; by the expression of a
wish. Bp. Sail.— 2. By means of the optative
mode : in the optative mode.
optic (op'tik), a. and to. [Formerly opticTc, op-

tiqm; < P. opHque = Sp. 6pUco = Pg. optica =
It. ottico, < NL. optimis, < Gr. bimxAg, of seeing

(^ mnKij (> L. optice, > It. ottica = Pg. Sp. op-

tica = F. optique) or ra bnnna,, optics), < *07rT(if,

verbal adj. of •/ ott (fut. oipsaBai, perf. 6770770),

see (> oTp, i>ip, eye, face, 4^(f, seeing, vision,

sight, i/j./ia, eye, 6(lida?.u6g, eye, etc.) ; a var. of

\/ OK, in imcog = L. ocutus, eye : see ophthalmia,
ocular, andejei.] I, a. 1. Relating or pertain-
ing to vision or sight; visual; subservient to

the faculty or function of seeing.

The moon, whose orb
Through optic glass the Tuscan artist views
At evening, from the top of Fesole,
Or in Valdarno, to descry new lands.
Rivers, or mountains in her spotty globe.

Mttton, P. L., L 288.

2. Of or pertaining to the eye as the organ
of vision; ocular; ophthalmic.— 3. Relating to
the science of optics.

Where our master handleth the contractions of pUlars,
we have an opt^ rule that the higher they are the less

should be always their diminution aloft, because the eye
itself doth naturally contract all objects, more or less, ac-

cording to the distance.
Sir H. Watton, Elem, of Architecture, i.

Basal optic gajigllon. See ganglion.—Brachla of the
optic lobes. See SracftiMm.—DiBpersion of the optic
axes. See dispersion.— Optic angle, (o) The angle In-

cluded between the two lines drawn from the two extrem-
ities of an object to the first nodal point of the eye; the
visual angle. (6) The angle which the visual axes of the
eyes make with one another as they tend to meet at some
^stance before the eyes, (c) The angle between the optic

axes in a biaxial crystal,—OptlcaxlS. (a) Seeaxisl. (b)

The line in a doubly refracting crystal In the direction of

which no double refraction occurs. Crystals belonging to

the tetragonal and hexagonal systems have a single optic

axis, coincidentwith theirvertical crystallographical axis

;

hence they are said to be uniaanaZ. Crystals belonging to

the orthorhombic, monoclinic, and triclinic systems have
two optic axes, and hence are biaxial.— Optic chiasm, in

anat., the commissure, decussation, or chiasm of the right

and left optic nerves. See chiasm, and cuts under brain

and corpus.— Optic commissure. Same as optic chiasm.

—Optic cup, a concave or cup-like area formed by the

involution of the distal extremity of the primary optic

vesicle;— Optic disk, the slightly

oval area on the retina formed by the
entrance of the optic nerve. It is

somewhat elevated, and is also called
the optic papilla, colliciUus nervi op-

tiei, and porus opHcus.— Optic fora-
men. See /oromen.—Optic gan-
glia, the corpora quadrigemina
or bigemina.— OptlC groove, the
groove lodging the chiasm on the
upper surface of the sphenoid bone,
in front of the olivary eminence
Optic lobes (lobi optici), the dorsal
part of the midbrain or mesencepha-
lon. The lobes are paired, right and
left, and hence called corpora bige-

mina, in animals below mammals. Brain of Pike (Escx
In man and other mammals each /»c-t'wi-),anosseousfish.

lobe is also marked by a cross-fur- with optic lobes, c, as

row, so that the two lobes form four '"'st? ?s the cerebral

protuberances, whence they are call- ?Sf„"4e.^';iol^':
ed corpora quadngemma, and consti- d, cerebellum.
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tate what are called in human, anatomy the naUs and
tola ol the brain. The optic nerves arise in part from
the optic lobes. These important lobes decrease in rela-
tive size as the vertebrate scale ascends; thus, in some
fishes they are quite as large as the cerebral hemispheres,
and lie ancovered upon the surface of the brain ; they are
quite large in reptiles and birds; amall in mammals (in
man smallest in proportion both to liie cerebrum and to
the cerebellum), and entirely covered in, so that ijiey do
not appear upon the surface of the brain. See cuts under
cerebral and eorpiu.—Opt;ic nerves (nervi optici), the
nerves of sight; the nerves of the special sense of vision,
arising from the anterior qoadrigeminal and external
geniculate bodies and the pnlvinar, and terminating in
the retina. These nerves are purely sensory, and by
means of them the retinal stimulations affect the brain—

a

process by which vision is accomplished. The optic nerves
-of opposite sides decussate or form the optic chiasm, and
the phrase is sometimes restricted to tlie part of these
nervous trunks beyond the chiasm, the rest being called
the opMc traeL See cuts under Imtin, eorpm, and ej/e'.—

Optic neuritis. See neuritis, and cuts uuder corpus and
eyel.—(^Uc pad, a pad-like elevation at the end of the
arms of a starfish on which an eye is situSLted.—Optic
papilla. Same as optie dtot.—Optic peduncle, in crus-
taceans, an eye-stalk or ophthalmite.—Optic Stalk, in
mollusks, a soft process of the head upon which the eye
is supported, as in various snails, etc.; an ommatophore.
See SXylommatophora.—Optic ttialftmna a large gan-
glion of the thalamencephalon, situated upon the cms
and separated from the lenticular nucleus by the internal
-capsule. It gives origin to some of the fibers of the optic
nerve. Also called VtaiamuA. See cuts under cerebral and
4xrpu£.—Optic tract (tractns optici), the part of the
whole course of the optic nerves which is between the
chiasm and the respective origins of the nerves. In man
the tracts are narrow flat bands of white nerve-tissne
crossing the crura, to wliich they are closely attached.—
Optic tubercles, the corpora qnadrigemina. See bigemi-
nwn.— Optic vesicles, in emfnyoL, a pair of vesicles de-
veloped &om the anterior cerebral vesicles of the embry-
onic brain. =Syn. Qpttc, Optical. The former is chiefly said
of the anatomy of the eye and of the physiology of vision,
the latter chiefly of the science of optics: as, optic nerve,
tract, lobe ; optxeal angle, center, effect.

H. n. 1. The eye. [Now chiefly eolloq.]

Quickly cold Indiff'rence wfll ensue.
When you Love's JToys thro' Honour's Op^ view.

Prior, Celia to Damon.

She screwed her dim optics to their acutest point, in the
hope of making out with greater distinctness a certain
window. Hawthffme, Seven Gable^ xvi.

2t. An eye-glass; a magnifying glass.

I was as glad that yon have lighted upon so excellent a
Lady as if an Astronomer by his Optics had found out a
new Star. H&weU, Letters, L vi. 30.

The sins we do people behold through optics

Which shew them ton times more tl^ common vices.

'Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Theodoretv L 1.

optical (op'ti-kal), a. [< opUc + -cU.'^ 1. Relat-
ing to or connected with the science of optics;

based on or constructed in accordance with the
laws of optics: as, optical laws; optical instru-

ments.— 2. Pertaining to vision; optic.— 3.

Treating of or studying optics : as, optical writ-

ers. jBoyte, Works, I. 673.— Optical aiionia&. See
anomaly.— Optical center, in a lens, a point so situated
that the direction of every ray passing through that point
remains unaffected by its transmission through the lens—
that is, the incident and emergent parts of the ray are
parallel. Geometrically it is defined as thepoint in which
the optical axis of the lens is cut by the line joining the
two points where any pair of parallel planes touch the
opposite surfaces of the lens. In a double-convex or dou-
ble-concave lens the optical center lies within the lens;

in a plano-convex or plano-concave lens it is the point
where the curved surface of the lens is pierced l^ the
axis ; in the meniscus and concavo-convex it lies outside
of the lens, beyond the surface which is most strongly
curved. If the thickness of the lens is small compared
with its focal length, the dimensions of object and image
will be very nearly proportional to their distances from
the optical center. Combinations of several lenses do not
possess an optical center.— Optical circle, in physio, a
graduated circle, fitted with thSnecessary appliances, used
for illastrating the laws of refraction and reflection, or,

when accurately constructed, for measuring interfacial

angles, retractive indices, etc.— Optical densimeter,
equation, glass, meteorologj, square, etc. See the
nouns. =Syn. See optie.

optically (op'ti-kal-i), adv. As regards sight or
the laws of sight ; in accordance with or with
reference to the science of optics or the use of

optical instruments; hy optical means— Opti-
cally active substance. See active.

optician (op-tish'an), n. [= F. o^ticien; as op-

tic +^ian.'] 1. ApersonsMUed in the science

of optics.—2. One who makes or sells optical

glasses and instruments.

opticist (pp'ti-sist), ». [< optic + -is*.] A per-

son skilled or engaged in the study of optics.

The real cause of the luminosity of the eyes of animals

in the dark is now thoroughly understood by physiological

apHeUlx. Pop. Sci. Mo. , XXIV. 811.

opticociliary (op'ti-ko-sil'i-a-ri), a. [< NL. op-

ticus, optie, -t- ciliaris, ciliaiy.] Pertaining to

the optic and ciliary nerves—OpticociIiai7neD-
lectomy, the exsection of portions of the optic and cil-

iary nerves.—Opticociliary neurotomy, the division of

the optic and cfiiaiy nerves.

optics (op'tiks), n. [PI. ot optic: see -^es.^ That
branch of physical science which treats of the

nature and properties of light, of the theory of
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colors (chromatics), of the change which light
suffers eitheriu its qualities orin its course when
refracted or transmitted through bodies (diop-
trics), when reflected from their surfaces or
when passing near them (catoptrics), of the
structure of the eye and the laws of vision, and
of the construction of instruments of intro-
spection, as telescopes, microscopes, etc.—Geo-
metrical optics. See j^eometrie.-Fliysicai optics, that
branch of optics which includes the phenomena of diffrac-
tion, interference, double retraction, and in general that
division of the subject which is explained by reference to
the tmdulating theoiy and the behavior di light-waves
under various conditions.—Physiological (mtics, that
branch of physiology wKch treats of the eye and the sight-
function.

Optigraph (op'ti-graf), n. [Irreg. < Gr. oirrui6c,

of seeing, + ypafeiv, write.] A form of tele-

scope constructed for the purpose of copying
landscapes, etc. it is suspended verticallym gimbals
by the object-end, beneath a fixed diagonal plane minor,
which reflects the rays from the objects to be drawn
tlirough the object-glass of the instrument to a speculum,
and thence through the eye-glass to the eye. Between the
eye and the speculum is apiece of parallel-faced glass with
a small dot on its center, exactly in the focus of the eye-
glass. This dot is made to pass over the outUnes of an
object, and a pencil flxed at the eye-end traces the deline-
ation on paper.

optimacy (op'ti-ma-si), n. [< optima(_te) + -cy.]

1. The body of optimates or aristocrats; the
nobility. Hammond. [Bare.]—2. Government
by the optimates; aristocracy.

Where the noble or the rich held all the power, they
called their own government aristocracy, orgovernment of
the better sort, or optimacy, government of the best sort,

J. Adams, Works, IV. 473.

optimate (op'ti-mat), a. and n. [< L. optimates,
pi. : see optimates.'] I. a. Of or belonging to
the optimates or nobility; noble. EclecHc Bev.
[Rare.]

n.t «. One of the optimates.

In any flourishing states

Whether by King swaid, or by optinuUe.
Heyumod, Works (ed. Peai-son, 1874), VI. 338.

optimates (op-tl-ma'tez), n^l. [L., < optimus,
Qie best: see optimum.'] The Roman aristoc-
racy, including the nobUitas, a large part of the
equites, and their supporters; hence, an aristoc-

racy or.nobilit>y in general.

ABtcpthemodeof Meeting the senate, . . . or optimates
before mentioned, . . . disposition was made by this new
law for the reformation of the government.

J. Adams, Works, V. 125.

After the 7th century the optiTnates at the head of the
army were ^so at the head of the citizens.

Bncyc BriL, XX. 785.

optime (op'ti-me), n, [< L. opHme, very well (as
optime meren{t-)s, very well deserving), < opU-
mtis, very good, best: see optimum.] In the
University of Cambridge, England, one of those
in the second or third grade of honors in math-
ematics, the wranglers constituting the first

rank, and the senior snxdjunior optimcs the sec-

ond and third respectively.

All candidates for Classical Honors are first obliged to

obtain a place among the Junior Optimus [if not higher]

—that is to say, in the third class of the three into which
the Mathematical Ttipos is divided.

C. A. Bristed, English TJniversil7, p. 85.

optimeter (op-tim'e-t-er), n. Same as optome-

ter.

optimise, v. i. See opUmize.

optimism (op'ti-mizm),)). [<¥. optimisme =
Sp. Pg. opUmismo = It. ottimismo = G. optimis-

mus, < uL. optimismus, < L. optimvs, optumus,

very good, best: see opUmum.] 1. In mefaph.:

(a) Properly, the metaphysical doctrine of

Leibnitz that the existing universe is the best

of all possible universes. The most characteristic

momenta of the doctrine are two : flrst; that the Creator

selected this universe from a number of others which he
might have created ; and, second, that all of these present-

ed certain imperfections or disadvantages which omnipo-
tence could not avoid. (6) The doctrine that the

universe advances on the whole, so_ as to be
tending toward a state in the indefinite future

different in its general character from that in

the indefinite past. This is better called evolutioTtism.

It is opposed to pessimism, which holds that the universe

is tending to the nothingness from which it sprang, and
to Epicureanism, which holds that the universe is not tend-

ing from any general state to any other general state.

2. The belief, or disposition to believe, that

whatever exists is right and good, in some in-

scrutable way, in spite of all observations to

the contrary.

The Christian optimism is the recognition that in a spir-

itual world a spiritual being, as such, cannot find an abso-

lute limit or foreign necessity, against which his life must
be broken in pieces ; but that, on the contrary, all appa-

rent outward limits, and even death itself, are for it but

the means to a higher freedom and realisation of self.

S. Caird, Hegel, p. 217.

option

It seemed to chill the flow of the good fellow's optimimy
so that he assented with but lukewarm satisfaction.

BoweUs, Modern Instance, i^

optimist (op'ti-mist), n. and a. [= F. opti-

miste = Sp. Pg. optimista = It. ottimista = G.
optimist; as optim-ism + -ist.] I. n. 1. One
who believes in the metaphysical doctrine of
optimism.
The optimists of our centory have followed in the wake

of Spinoza or Leibnitz. N. A. See., CXXVIL 164.

2. One who believes in the present or ultimate
supremacy of good over evil ; one who always
hopes for and expects the best; a person of
hopeful disposition.

One such I knew long since, a white-haired man, . . .

A genial optimist. Bryant, Old Man's CounseL

U. a. Of or pertaining to optimism; optimis-
tie: as, the ojjttmisf view.

optimistic (op-ti-mis'tik), a. [< optimist+ -»c.]

Of, pertaining to, or characterized by opti-

mism; disposed to take the most hopeful view
of a matter; hopeful; sanguine.

If we conflne ourselves to the health of women, we
shall find that the figures hardly justify us in assuming a
purely optimistic attitude. Pop. Sci. Mo., XX%'TTT. 610.

optimistically (op-ti-mis'ti-kal-i), adv. In ac-
cordance with optimism, or the viewthat every-
thing is ordered for the best; in a hopeful or
sanguine manner; hopefully.

optimityt (op-tim'i-ti), n. [< Uj. optimita(t-)s,

excellence, < L. (^timus, best, very good: see
optimum.] The state of being best. Bailey,

1731.

optimize (op'ti-miz), v. ». ; pret. and pp. crpti-

mized, ppr. optimizing. [< optim-ism + -ize.]

1. To hold or express the doctrines or belief of

an optimist. Saturday Bev.— 2. To take the
most hopeful view of a matter; hold or main-
tain hopeful views habitually.

It is pleasant to argue, as I have thus far argued, the
optimizing side of the question [of suffrage].

Gladstone, Qleanlngs of Past Years, L 160.

Also spelled optimise.

optimum (op'ti-mum), n, [Nli., nent. of L.
optimus, optumus, best, very good, superl. (as-

sociated vrith ionus, good), </ op in optare,

choose: see opiate.] In iot., one of the three
cardinal points of temperature—namely that
point at which the metabolic processes are car-

ried onwith the greatest activity. "Theminimum
or zero point is the point at which uie performance is

just possible ; the optimtan point, at which it is carried
on with the greatest activity ; and the maximum point, at
which it is arrested." (Vines.)

Every vegetative (and fructiflcative) process has certain
limits of temperature, and a flxed optimum in each species.

De Bary, Fungi (trans.), p. 353.

option (op'shon), n. [< P. opHon = Sp. opcion
= Pg. opgSo, i. ii. optio(n-), choice, free choice,

option,< optare, choose : see opiate.] 1. Choice

;

wish; preference; election.

Transplantation must proceed from the option of the
people, else it sounds like an exile. Bacon.

2. The power or liberty of choosing; the right

or power of choice ; the opportunity of electing

or selecting an alternative or one of several
lines of condnct; the power of deciding on a
course of action: as, that is not left in my op-
tion; it is at your option to take it or leave it.

In the European nations a constantly increasing num-
ber of peraons find themselves in circumstances in which
a large option is allowed them as to the plan on which
IJiey will conduct their lives.

T. H. Green, Frol^omena to Ethics, § 335.

3. In Mng. canon law, the right, now obsolete,

which an archbishop formerly had, on conse-
crating a bishop, of selecting a benefice in the
bishop's diocese for one of his own chaplains.
—4. On stock and other exchanges, a privilege,

securedby the payment of a certain premium or
consideration, either (1) of calling for the deliv-

ery, or (2) of making delivery, of a certain spe-

cified amount of some particular stock or kind
of produce, at a specified price, and within spe-

cified limits of time. The tost kind of option is usually

designated acaU, and the second aput; but both are some-
times called /u*ure».

5t. A wishing; a wish.

I shall conclude this episUe with a pathetick option:

O that men were wise

!

Layman's D^. of Christ a730), p. 23.

Buyer's option. See fruyn-.-LOCal option. Seelocai.

—Sdler'S option. See seller. -Sjn. 2. Option, Choice,

Preference, mection. Option is the right of choic^ the
freedom to choose between two or more : as, "there is no
option," Shedd, HomUetics, p. 30. Choice is primarily the

act of choosing, but, by extension, may be the same a*-

option : as, he gave him the t^unee. Preference is prima,
ri^ iiie state of mind determining the choice, and see-
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ondarily the act of choosing. ElectUtn emphasizes the
leaving of some while choosing others. CA(£% and pr^-
erence may apply to that which is chosen ; the others not.

optional (op'shqn-al), a. and n. [< option +
-o!.] I. a. 1. IJeft to one's option or choice

;

depending on choice or preference.

If to the former the movement was not optiondl, it was
the same that the latter chose when it was optwruH.

Palfrey.

3. Leaving something to choice; involving a
power of choice or option Optional writ, in law,
a writ which commands the defendant to do the thing
required, or show the reason why he has not done it : in
distinction from apereTJiptory ivrit. See peremptory,

II. n. In the colleges of the United States,
an elective study, or one left to choice; an
elective.

optionally (op'shon-al-i), adv. In an optional
manner; with the privilege of choic^.
optogram (op'to-gram), n. [< 5r. 07rT(i/c(if), of
seeing, + ypa/ifia, a writing.] A persistent im-
age formed on the retina by the bleaching of
the visual purple. It may be made permanent
by immediately immersing the retina in a so-

lution of potash alum.
optometer (op-tom'e-ter), n. [< Gr. mT^rndg),

of seeing,+ iiirpm, a measure.] An instrument
for measuring the refractive powers of the eye.
Also opUmeter.
optometry (op-tom'et-ri), n. [< Gr. 6n-T(«/cdf), of

seeing, + -/ierpia, < /ihpov, measure. Cf. optom-
eter.'] 1. The measurement of the range of

vision.— 3. The measurement of the visual

powers in general (including the acuteness of

the perception of form, of light, and of colors

—

eidoptometry, photoptometry, and chromatop-
tometry respectively), of the extent of the
visual field (perioptometry), of the accommo-
dative and refractive states of the eye (diop-

tometry), and of the position and movements
of the eyeball (ophthalmostatometry and oph-
thalmotropometry) .

optostriate (op-to-stri'at), a. [< Gr. biTT{iK6t;),

of seeing, + E. striate.'] Pertaining to or con-
sisting of the optic thalamus and the striate

body: as, the optostriate body (the thalamus
and the corpus striatum taken together).

optotype (op'to-tip), n. [< Gr. 07n-((K(ic), of see-

ing, + TVTTog, type.] A letter of a defiiiite size

selected as a test for acuteness of vision; a
test-type, as those of Snellen.

opulence (op'u-lens), ». [< F. opulence = Sp.
Pg. opulenda := It. opulenza, < L. opulentia,

riches, wealth, < opulen{t-)s, opnlentus, rich:

see opulent.] Wealth; riches; afluence.

There in full opidence a banker dwelt,
Who all the joys and pangs of riches felt.

Swift, Mr. Thomas Snow.

Barbarous opulence, jewel-thick,
Sunn'd itself on his breast and his hands.

Tennyson, Maud, xiii.

— Syn. Opulence, Wealth, Riches, Ajfluence. All these
words imply not only the possession of much property,

but the possession of it under such circumstances that it

can be and is enjoyed. They seem contrasted not only
with their opposites, but with the possession of a mode-
rate amount. Opulence is a dignified and strong word for

wealth. Wealth and ricltes may mean the property pos-

sessed, and riches generally does mean it ; the others do
not. A^uenc^ suggests the flow of wealth to one, and re-

sulting free expenditure for objects of desire. There is

little difference in the strength of the words.

opillency (op'u-len-si), n. [As opulence (see

-ey).] Same as opulence.

The infinite flatteries that follow youth and opvlemsy.
SAos*., T. of A.,v. 1.38.

opulent (op'u-lent), a. [< F. opulent = Sp. Pg.
opulento= It! opulente, opulento, < L. opulen{t-)s,

more frequently opulentus, rich, wealthy, splen-

did, noble, < ops, power, might, pi. opes, prop-
erty, riches, wealth. Ci.copy.] 1. "Wealthy;

rich; afSuent; having large means.
What can you say, to draw

A third more opulent than your sisters? Speak.
ShcA., Lear, i. 1. 88.

If the circumstances of our state be snch as to favour

the accumulation of wealth, and make the opulertt still

more rich, this will increase their ambition.
Goldsmith, Vicar, xix.

3. Unstinted; plentiful; abundant; profuse.

All bathed in opulemt sunshine.
Lathrap, Spanish Vistas, p. 53.

3. Blooming; brilliant; splendid. [Rare.]

Beast or bird or fish, or opulent flower.

Tennyson, Lucretius.

opulently (op'u-lent-li), adv. In an opulent

manner; richly; "with abundance or splendor.

Opuntia (6-pnn'shi-a), n. [NL. (Tournefort,

1700), < 'L.'Opus (Opunt-),< Gr. 'Oirovg ('Ottowt-),

a town of liocris in Greece, where some cactus-

like plant, "herba Opuntia," is mentioned by

Flowering Branch of Indian Fig (O^fttta
vulgaris).

a, longitudinal section of the flower; b, a
stamen ; c, the stigma.
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Pliny as growing.] A genus of cacti, type of

the tribe Opuntiem in the order Cactacew, hav-
ing the stamens shorter than the half-erect pe-

tals. There are about 200 species, ol wanner America,
with one species
widely scattered
throughout the
Old World. They
are fleshy herhs,
shrubby plants, or
sometimes trees,

theirbranches usu-
ally composed of
flattened or glo-

bose joints, with
hairy tubercles
which are set with
sharp spines. They
bear small scale-

like leaves on the
younger branches,
lateral yellow, red,

or purple flowers,

and pear-shaped
berries. For uses
and names, see
cochineal and
prickly-pear; also
Indian Jig (under

fig^), hedgehog-
thistle, and tuna.

Opuntiacese
(6-pun-shi-a'-
se-e), w. pi,

[NL. (A. L. de
Jussieu, 1825), < Opuntia + -ac€ce.'\ A name
sometimes given to the natural order Cactacece.

Opuntian (o-pun'shian), o. and n. [< L. Opun-
UuSj < Opus ^Opuni^)^ < Gr. 'Ottoiic rOTrowr-),

Opus, a town of Loens in Greece.] I, a. Re-
lating to a branch of the ancient Loerians in
Greece : so called from their chief town Opus.

II. n, A citizen or native of Opus.
Opuntiese (6-pun-ti'e-e), n, pi. [NL. (Bentham
and Hooker, 1865), i Optmtia + -em.'] A tribe

of polypetalous plants of the order CactaceWf
distinguished by the short calyx-tube, not pro-
longed beyond the ovary, it contains 4 genera, of
which Opuntia is the type and only important one, and
about 250 species, principally American. They are succu-
lent perennials, shrubs or sometimes trees, armed with
sharp spines. Their usually lateral and lai*ge flowers are
followed by pear-shaped or roundish berries. See cut un-
der Opuntia.

opus (o'pus), TO.; pi. opera (op'e-ra). [L., work,
a work : see opera.'] Work ; a work, as a literary

or musical composition (in the latter use often
abbreviated op.). The published works of a musical
composer are frequently numbered in order for reference

:

as, Op. 23. A single opus may contain two or more num-
bers: as. Op. 48, K^o. S.— Ot^vls Alexandiinum, Alexan-
drian work : a type of mosaic pavement consisting of geo-
metric figures in black and red tesseroDonawhite ground.
—Opus axaneum, a kind of needlework done in white
thread, with figures of men, angels, and animate, liturgical
vessels, etc. The name is given especially to such work of
thefourteenth and fifteenthcenturies.—Opus fllatorium,
the ancient name for fancy work of all sorts done with
threads, including drawn and darned embroidery, and all

kinds of netting and the like ; especially, an embroidery in
thread or colored silk on a fabric of small square meshes,
sometimes having a pattern cut out of thin stufl applied
and edged with needlework.—Opus Incertum or opus
antiquum, masonry formed of small rough stones set ir-

regularly in mortar, and in some examples traversed by
beds of bricks or tiles.— Opus Insertum, in masonry,
regular stonework in which the vertical joints of every

•"rut ^Mr;"i'i""'i"i7''r(iM.ff^^''^"

A B C
A. Opus Incertum. B. Opus Lateritium. C. Opus Reticulatum.

course fall in the middle of the blocks of the couraeB im.
mediately above and below.—Opus Interrasile, decora-
tion produced by cutting away the ground, leaving the
pattern, or cutting out the pattern, so that the openings
form the design.—OpUB lateritium, in aneiera masonry,
brickwork or tilework.—Opus magnum or magnum
opus, a great work ; a literary or artistic work on which
one spends his best powers.—Opus musivum, mosaic.
— Opus operantis, literally, the work of the worker;
in JAeoI., the. effect of a sacrament considered as pro-

ceeding from the spiritual disposition or condition of
the recipient. The doctrine that the sacraments confer
benefits ex operc operantis, from the act of the person act-

ing or taking part in them, is regarded as a distinctively

Protestant view, in opposition to the doctrine that the
benefit is derived ex opere operato.— O^WB operatum,
literally, a work wrought ; in scholastic and Roman Cath-
olic theology, the due celebration of a sacrament, consid-

ered as necessarily and inherently involving the grace of
the sacrament. Sacramental grace is said by Boman
Catholic theologians to be conferred ex opere aperato,

'from the (sacramental) act performed,' the sacrament
deriving its power from the institution of Christ, and not
from the merit of the minister or recipient. Sacraments

or

are therefore viewed as conveying grace to the recipient^

unless by want of the due dispositions, such as faith, love,

repentance, etc., he wilfully interposes a barrier which
prevents his receiving the grace. Certain schoolmen are

thought to have taught that the sacraments produce their

full effect in all cases without restriction, and this doctrine

has often been imputed by Protestant controversialists to

the Roman Catholic Church, instead of that contained hi

the decrees of the Council of Trent (session vii., canon
viii.) as explained by Bellamiine and others, and given

above. Anglican theologians have sometimes used this

phrase to express the doctrine of the Church of England
that the inward grace is one of the two integral parts of

a sacrament (Catechism), that the sacraments are signs

which are effectual (Article xxv.), and that, as the English

bishops declared at the Savoy conference, "sacraments
have their effects where the receiver doth not ' ponere obi-

cem.'putanybaragainstthem." Procter, Eookof Common
Prayer (Amer. ed.), p. 124.— OpUB pmyglcum, in the

middle ages, embroidery. Compare Phrygianworkl,nnAer
Phrygian) and auriphrygia.—OVTlB plumarlum, an old

name for feather-stitch.— Oj^UB punctatum. Same as

pounced wori.—Opus reticulatum, in masonry, regular

stonework 6r brickwork in square blocks, the courses of

which are inclined at an angle of 46° to the horizon, so

that the joints resemble a network.— Opus Saraceni-
cum, Saracenic work (that is, tapestry, rugs, etc.), im-

ported from the East.—OpUB Bectlle, a kind of pavement
formed of slabs or tiles of glass or other material, the pieces

having a definite size, far larger than the tesserae of ordi-

nary mosaic. They are sometimes of plain color and some-

times mottled and veined.— Opus signiuum, a kind of

toUgh cement or stucco used by the ancient Bomans to

coat the interior of aqueducts, etc.—Opus spicatum
herring-bone masoniy.—Opus tessellatum, a pavement
with designs executed in pieces of different colors, called

tesserce or tesselce, of larger size and more regular form
than the pieces used in mosaic.

opuscle (6-pus'l), n. Same as opuscule.

opuscule '(o-pus'kul), n. [< F. opuscule = Sp.

opiisculo= Pg. opusculo = It. opusculo, opuscolo,

< L. opusculum, a little work, < opus, awork: see

opus.] A small work ; especially, a literary or

musical work of small size.

opusculum (6-pus'ku-lum), ». ;
pi. opuscula (-la).

[L. : see mmscule.] ' Same as opuscule.

opus-number (6'pus-ilnm"l)6r), ». The nnmber
Sy whicli a musical work is designated: as, the

opus-cumber of Beethoven's "Moonlight So-

nata" is C^. 27, No. 2. See opus,

opyet, n. See opie.

OCLUassa (o-kwas'a), n. [Amer. Ind.] The blue-

Ibacked trout, Satino oguassa. [Eangeley Lake,
Maine.]
or^ (6r), conj. [(a) < ME. or, a contracted form
of other, outher, autJier, < AS. dthor, duther, dw-
ther, ahwcBther, pron. ; orig. the same as eitlier, of

which, through the oIds. var. other^, or is thus
a contracted form: see either. Cf. nor, simi-

larly related to neither. (&) With the ME. other,

or, was merged in early ME. another word, oth-

the, < AS. oththe, rarely eththa, oththon, or, =
OHGr. eddo, odo, MHGr. ode, od, also with an at-

tracted compar. suffix, due, as partly in ME., to

association with orig. comparative forms (OHG.
wedar = E. whether, etc.), OHG. odar, MHG. G.

Oder = Icel. ethr, etha = Goth, aiththau, or, <

Goth, ith (with "breaking" aith-) (= L. et, and)
+ thau, or. Or is much used correlatively, as in

either . . . or (AS. afhor or oththe . . . oth-

the), whether . . . or (AS. hwceiher . . . oth-

the).] Either; else; otherwise; as an alterna-

tive or substitute, (a) A disjunctive conjunction cobr-

dinating two or more words or clauses each one of which
in turn is regarded as excluding consideration of the other
or others : as, your money or your life ; by skill or by
chance ; this road or that. The corresponding negative is

nor^ with neither as introductory correlative.

He knew the cause of everich maladye.
Were it of hoot, or cold, or moyste, or drye.

Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., 1. 420.

I'll free him, or fall with him

!

Fletchfir (and anoth&r), Love's Cure, i. 8,

It is almost a standing rule to do as others do, or be
ridiculous. Steele, Tatler, No. 138.

In a little while the struggle was at an end : Those who
were not slain took refuge in the secret places of their

houses, or gave themselves up as captives.
Irving, Granada, p. 21.

There may be several alternatives each joined to the pre-

ceding one by or, presenting a choice between any two in

the series : as, he may study law or medicine or divinity,

orhemay enter into traile. The correlations are—(1) Either
... or (in archaic or poetical use also or . . . or).

Or the bakke or some bone he breketh in his gouthe.
Piers Plowman (B\ vii. 98.

Tell me, where is fancy bred,
Or in the heart, or in the head?

Shak., M. of V., iii. 2. 64.

He either fears his fate too much.
Or his deserts are small.

That dares not put it to the touch.
To gain or lose it all.

Montrose, My Dear and Only love.

For thy vast bounties are so numberless
That them or to conceal or else to tell
Is equally impossible. Cowley.

So that one may go [in Venice] to most houses eitlier by
land or water. Addison, Remarks on Italy, Works, 1. 387.



or

Examine, firsts impartially each Fair,
Then, as she merits, or condemn, or spare.

Otm^rew, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

(2) Whiaur ... or (rarely or . . . or), in indirect qnes-
tiona.

Inqoirewhat the ancients thought concerning the pres-
ent mune of this world, whether it was to peri^ or no.

T. Burnet, Theory of the Earth, iii- 1.

E'en Ajax paos'd (so thick the jarlins fly),

Stepp'd bacli; and doubted or to live or die.

Pope, niad, xv. 883.

Whether they were his lady's marriage bells,
Or prophets of them in his fantasy,
I never stsked.

Tennygon, Lover's Tale, Golden Sapper.

<&) A conjunction coordinating two or more words or
danses each of which in torn is regarded as an equiva-
lent of the other or others. Tlius, we say of a particu-
lar diagram that it is a square, or a figure with fonr equal
sides and equal angles.
[Or sometimes b^ins a sentence, in this case expressing
an alternative with the foregoing sentence, or merely a
transition to some fresh argument or illustration.

Or what man is there of yon, whom if his son ask bread,
wHl he give him a stone? Mat. viL 9.]

Or else, else ; otherwise^ [Strictly speaking, aredundant
phrase^ as or and else are equivalent in meamng.]

This abbot, which Qiat was an holy man.
As monkes been, or eUes onghten be.

Chaucer, Prioress's Tale, L 191.

The best rider, like the best hunter, is invariably either
dead or etae a resident of some other district.

T. SooKveU, The Century, XXXVL 837.

or^ (dr), adv., prep., and conj. [< ME. or, ar,

a, var. of er, eer, < AS. mr, before: see ere^, of
which or is a var. form.] I. adv. Before;'
previously; already.

He was of Lyndesay, als 1 ore told.

Bab. ofBruTvne, p. IL

H. prep. Before ; ere ; sooner than ; rather
than : as, or this (before this) ; or long (before
long).

Ich ne shal do me or daye to the dere chorche.
And huyre matyns and masse, as ich a monke were.

Piers Ploicman (C), viiL 66.

For so may fall we sail tham fang.
And marre tham or to-mome at none.

• York Plays, p. 89.

These lookes (nonght saying) do a benefice seeke.
And be thon sure one not to lacke or long.

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, L 501.

Ill
, conj. 1. Before; ere.

Man, thenke vppon my ryghtwysnes.
And make a-mendis or that thou dye.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. FumivallX p. 174.

Blysse thi mouthe or thou it ete.

The better schalle be thi dyete.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.X P- IT.

But or he gaed, he vow'd and vow'd.
The casUe should sweep the ground.

Lammikin (Child's Ballads, m. 307).

It was 14 or 15 dayes or they set any ordinance on land.
Hakiuyt^s Voyages, JL 78.

He that marries or he be wise, will die or he thrive.
Bay, Proverbs (1678), p. 370.

But or we go to the declaration of this psalm, it shall

be profitable and convenient to shew who did write this

pssdm. Bp. Fisher, Seven Penitential Psalms, vii.

2. Sooner than; rather than.

Now is routhe to rede how the red noble
Is reuerenced or the rode.

Piers Plowman (B), xv. 502.

Hell grant the tribute, send the arrearages.
Or look upon our Komana, whose remembrance
Is yet fresh in their grief. /SA<iit.,Cymbelinei,lL4. 15.

3. Than.
Tow Uiat, I wot wel, weldej more slyst

Of that art, hi the half, ar a hnndieth of seche
Ah I am.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), L 1543.

4. Lest.—Or ever, or e'er, before ever, before . . .

ever, the adverb ever by contraction assuming the form of

the adverb ere, and or ere becoming thus a seeming dupli-

cation of ere, with which or is ultimately identical, though
now in this phrase sometimes mistaken for orl.

A-say or ever thow trust

;

When dede is doun, hit ys to lat.

Booke 0/ Precedence (K E. T. S., extra ser.X i. 42.

The lions had the mastery of them, and brake all their

hones in pieces or ever they came at the bottom of the den.
Dan. vi 24.

This heart
Shall break into a hundred thousand flaws,

Or ere I'll weep. Sfta*., Lear, iL 4. 288.

The shepherds on the lawn.
Or e'er the point of dawn.
Sat simply chatting in a rustick row.

MOfon, Nativity, L 86.

I, or ere that season come.
Escaped from every care. >

Cowper, On Liberties taken with Milton's Remains.

[Obsolete or dialectal (Scotch) in all senses ex-

cept in the phrase or ever, or e'er, which is still

sometimes used.]

or3 (6r), n. [< ME. or, < OP. (and F.) or = Sp.

oro = Pg. ouro = It. oro, < L. aurum, gold: see
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aurum.'] In her., one of the tinctures—the
metal gold, often represented by a yellow col-

or, and in engraving eonven- v-
tionaUy by dots upon a white
ground. See tincture, and cuts
under coun ter-changed and coun-
ter-company.

His coat is not in or,

Xor does the world run yet on wheels
with him.

Beav. and Fl., Woman-Hater, iv. 2.

or^jpron. A Middle English form of yotir.

or°\,pron. A Middle English form of 7ier (<*«>).
-orl. [Also in some nouns, and formerly in all,

-our; < ME. -or, -our, 'Ur, < OF. -or, -our, -ur,

later -eur, F. -eur = Sp. Pg. -or = It. -ore, < L.
-or (ace. -orem), the terminus of -tor (= Gr.
-Tap), after an orig. preceding t -sor, forming
nonns of agent from verbs (rarely directly from
other nouns), as in orator, one who prays or
speaks, an orator, legislator, one who proposes a
law, legislator, imperdtor, one who commands,
an emperor, confessor, one who confesses, rec-

tor, one who rules, scriptor, one who writes, au-
ditor, one who hears, senator, one who is an elder
or counselor, a senator, etc.] An apparent suf-
iix, the terminus of the suffii -tor, sor, of Latin
origin, forming nouns of agent from verbs. The
verb is often not directly represented in English, as in
doctor, rector, lector, orator, victor, monitor, etc., bnt is com-
monly existent in -ateZ, as in demonstrator, illuminator,
iUustrator, generator, etc., or in -i(ei, -itX, as in depositor,
auditor, etc., or without such suffix, as in instrudor, actor,
corrector, etc., the noun in -or being in such instances
actually or optionally interchangeable with a noun in -eri,

as instructor or inOructer, etc., bat the form in -or being
generally preferred. Compare -or2.

-or^. [Also in some nouns, and formerly in all,

-our; < ME. -or, -our, < OF. -eiir, -eour, -eiir, F.
-eur= Sp. Pg. -ador = It. -atore, < L. -dtor (ace.
-atorem).] A termination (apparent suf&x) of
Latin origin, contracted through Old French
from an original Latin -ator. in English it is

merged with -orl, as in emperor, ultimately from Latin im-
perator; governor, ultimately from Latin gvbemator, etc

;

' or with -eri, as in laborer, ultimately from Latin Idborator;
preacher, ultimately from Latin proBdicator, etc It ap-
pears as -tour, -tor, usually -tour (from OF. -eour), in savior,
saviour, ultimately from Latin ^vator.

-Or^. [Also in older words -our; < ME. -our, -or,

-ur, < OF. -or, -our, -ur, F. -c«r= Sp. Pg. -or =It.
-ore,<L. -or, orig. -os, ace. -m'em, a suffixforming
nouns, usually abstract, from verbs in -ere, as
color, heat, < calere, be hot, frigor, cold, < fri-
gei-e, be cold, olor, odor, smell, < olere, smell, lurr-

ror, shrinking, < liorrere, shrink, terror, fear, <
terrere, make afraid, etc.; or nouns, sometimes
concrete, not from verbs, as honor, honos, honor,
arhor, arbos, a tree, etc.] A suffix of some
nouns of Latin origin, either abstract, as in
odor, horror, terror, honor, etc., or concrete, as
in arbor, a tree, etc. It is not felt or used as
an EngUsh formative.

-or*. [OP. -or, -our, -ur, F. -eur = Sp. Pg. -or

= It. -ore, < L. -or (neut. -us), ace. -orem, ult.

= E. -er^, the comparative suffix: see -er2.] A
suffix of Latin origin appearing in compara-
tives, used in English with a distinct compara-
tive use, as in the adjectives tnajor, viinor, ju-

nior, senior, prior, but also commonly in nouns,
a,s major, minor, prior, junior, senior, etc. It is

not felt or used as an English formative.

or-. [ME. or-, < AS. or-= OS. or-= OFries. or-

= D. oor- = MLG. or- = OHO. MHG. G. ur- =
Goth, us-, an accented prefix, orig. identical

with AS. a- (orig. *ar- = OHG. ar-, er-, ir-,

MHG. er-, etc.), E. a-, and with the prep. OHG.
ur = Groth. us, out: see o-l. The same prefix,

AS. a-, appears accented and disguised in oaJi!-

um, q. v.] A prefix of Anglo-Saxon origin, ap-
pearing unrecognized as a prefix and with no
separate significance in ordeal, ort, and a few
other words now obsolete.

ora^t (6'ra), n. [AS. ora. Cf . ore.] An Anglo-
Saxon money of account. In the laws of Edward
the Elder and Guthrum, the ora was equivalent to 2J
shillings of the time. In the Doomsday Book the ora vfas

equal to 20 pence
ora^, n. Plural of os^.

oracn, orache (or'ach), «. [Also orrach, and
formerly arracfe; <P. arroche, orach, prob. < L.
atriplex, orach: see Atriplex.'] One of several

Old World plants of the genus Atriplex, espe-
ciallyA . hortensis, the garden-orach. See Atri-

plex and mountain-spinach. The common orach is

A. patula, a weed and seaside plant of both hemispheres.
The sea-orach, A. littorcUis, of ttie coasts of Europe, is also

used as a spinach. See cut in next column.— Dog's-
orach. Same as notefttceed.— Orach moth, a lepidop-
terous insect, Hadena atriplicis.

oracle (or'a-M), n. [< ME. oracle, < OF. (and
F.) oracle= Sp. ordeulo = Pg. oraculo = It. ora-

i,Oisx^iAtrifUxfatula) ; 2, the infiorescence ; a. a male Sower;
b, a feniaje Qoner ; c, the &uit with the calyx.

Colo, < L. oraculum, syncopated orachtm, a divine
aunouneement, a prophecy, a place where such
were given, < orare, pray: see oration.^ 1. In
class, antiq. : (a) An utterance given by a priest
or priestess of a god, in the name of the god
and, as was believed, by his inspiration, in an-
swer to a human inquiry, usually respecting
some future event, as the success of an enter-
prise or battle, or some proposed line of con-
duct. Such oracles exerted for centuries a strong influ-

ence upon the course of human affairsi, the belief of both
the medium and the questioner in their divine inspiration
being in most cases genuine. The oracles themselves,
however, were often ambiguous or at least obscure. The
prestige of the chief oracular seats of Greece was powerful
in the promotion of good government and justice. After
the introduction of Christianity the utterance of oracles
^adually ceased. It was a common belief of early Chris-
tians that the oracles actually proceeded from evil spirits.

Though I am satisfied and need no more
Than what I know, yet shall the orade
Give rest to the minds of others.

Shak., W. T., iL L 190.

(6) The deity who was supposed to give such
answers to inquiries.

The oracles are dumb,
Ko voice or hideous bum
Buns thro' the arched roof in words deceiving.

Milton, Nativity, L 173.

Oracles are brief and final in their utterances.
0. W. Holmes, Emerson, iv.

(c) The place where oracular answers were giv-
en; the sanctuary, temple, or adytum whence
the supposed supernatural responses proceed-
ed. The Greeks surpassed every other nation in both the
number and the celebrity of their oracles. Those of Zeus at
Dodona in Epirns, of Apollo at Delphi, and of Trophonius
near Lebadeia in Boeotia enjoyed the highest reputation.

Thither come.
And let my grave-stone be your orade.

Shai., T. of A., v. 1. 222.

2. Hence, by extension— (a) The communica-
tions, revelations, or instruction delivered by
God to or through his prophets : rarely used in
the singular : as, the oracUs of God ; the divine
oracles.

This is he . . . who received the lively orades to give
unto us. Acts vil 38.

They presume that the law doth speak with all indiffer-

ency ; that the law hath no side-respect to their persons

;

that the law is, as it were, an orade proceeded from wisdom
and understanding. Hoober, Eccles. Polity, L 10.

(6) The sanctuary or most holy place in the
temple, in which was deposited the ark of the
covenant (1 Ki. vi. 19) : sometimes used for the
temple itself.

The priests brought in the ark of the covenant of the
Lord unto his place, into the oracle of the house, to the
most holy place, even under the wings of the cherubims.

IKL ViiL 6.

(c) A source or repository of the divine will
that may be consulted or drawn upon.

God hath now sent his living orade
Into the world to teach his final will.

MUton, P. £., L 460.

3. An xmcommonly wise person, whose opin-
ions are of great authority, andwhose determi-
nations are not disputed.

I am Sir Orade,
And when I ope my lips let no dog bark.

Shak., M. of V., L L 93.

Sleek Odalisques, or orades of mode.
Tennyson, Princess, ii.

4. A wise saying or an authoritative decision
given by such a person.



oracle

When rank Thersites opes his mastic jaws
We shall hear music, wit, and ora^e.

Shak., T. and C, L 3. 74.

6. Something that is looked upon as an infal-

lible guide or standard of reference.

Col. Pray, my lord, what 's a clock by your oracle ?

Lord Sp. Faith, I can't tell ; 1 think my watch runs
upon wheels. Sun/l, Polite Conversation, Dial. i.

oraclet (or'a-kl), v. i. [< oracle, ».] To utter
oracles.

No more shalt thou by oracling abuse
The Gentiles. MUUm, P. R., i. 456.

oraclert (or'a-kler), n. One who utters oracles

;

the giver of an oracle or oracular response.

Pyrrhus, whom the Delphian Oraeler
Deluded by his double-meaning Measures.

Sylmster, tr. of Du fiartas's Weeks, i. 6.

oracular (6-rak'u-lar), a. [< ML. oracularis, <

li.oraculum, oracle: see oracle.'] 1. Of, per-
taining to, or of the nature of an oracle or ora-
cles. Hence—(a) Obscure or ambiguous like the oracles
of pagan deities. (6) Positive ; authoritative ; not to be
gainsaid ; wise beyond contradiction.

O that, whiles we sweate and bleede for the mainte-
nance of these oracvlar truths, wee could bee perswaded to
remit of our heat In the pursuit of opinions.

Bp. Hall, The Keconciler, Ded.

(c) Wise as an oracle ; expressing opinions with the mys-
teriousness or dogmatism of an oracle.

They have sometliing venerable and oraetdarin that un-
adorned gravity and shortness in the expression. Pope.

2. Of or pertaining to one possessing the power
of delivering oracular or divine messages

;
pos-

sessing the power of uttering oracles : as, an
oracular tongue.

His gestures did obey
The oracular mind that made his features glow.

, Revolt of Islam, i. 59.

Where, in his own oracular abode,
Dwelt visibly the light-creating God.

Coioper, Truth, 1. 389.

oracularity (o-rak-u-lar'j-ti), n. [< oracular +
-ity.'] Oraetiiamess ; mysterious dogmatism.
Now Stanfleld has no mysticism or oracvlarUy about

him. You can see what he means at once.
Thackeray^ Early and Late Papers, Picture Gossip.

oracularly (o-rak'u-lar-li), adv. In the manner
of an oracle ; authoritatively : seutentiously.

oraculaimess (o-rak'a-lar-nes), n. The charac-
ter of being oracular.

oraculoust (o-rak'u-lus), a. [< L. oraculwm, an
oracle : see oracle.'] Same as oracular.

As for equivocations, or oraeuloits speeches, they cannot
hold out long.

Ba&m, Simulation and Dissimulation (ed. 1887).

Urim and Thummim, those oraculons gems
On Aaron's breast. MUlon, P. R,, iii. 14.

oraculouslyt (o-rak'u-lus-li), adv. Same as
oracularly.

The genius of your blessings hath instructed
Your tongue oraeidously.
Fletcher {and, another). Fair Maid of the Inn, iv. 1.

oraculousness (o-rak'u-lus-nes), n. Same as
oraculamess.

orad (6'rad), adv. [< L. os (or-), the mouth, -1-

ad, to.] To or toward the mouth or oral region

:

opposed to dborad.

orage (F. pron. o-razh'), »• [< OP. orage^ F.
orage = Pr. aurdtge =. Sp. oraje, a storm, wind,
< ore = Pr. Sp. Pg. aura = It. aura, era, breeze,

wind, < L. aura, air, breeze, wind, ML. storm,
tempest: see aura.] 1. A storm; a tempest.
Cotgrave. [Bare.]

That orage of faction.

Roger North, Examen, p. 632. (Dav^.)

2. In organ-building, a stop constructed so as
to produce a noise in imitation of the sound of

a storm.
oragious (o-ra'jus), a. [< P. orageux, stormy, <

orag'e, a storm: see orage.] Stormy; tempes-
tuous. [Rare.]

M. D'lvry, whose early lite may have been rather ora-

gUma, was yet a gentleman perfectly well conserved,
Thackeray, Newcomes, xxxL

oraisont, ». An obsolete form of orison.

oral (o'ral), a. [= P. oral = Sp. Pg. oral = It.

orale, < NL. oralis, of the mouth, < L. os (or-),

the mouth, = Skt. asya, the mouth.] 1 . Of or

pertaining to the mouth or ingestive opening:
as, the oral orifice; oral surgery; oral gesta-

tion.— 2. Uttered by the mouth or in words;
spoken, not written : as, oral traditions ; oral

testimony ; oral law.

Savage rusticity is reclaimed by ortU admonition alone.

QoUsmith, Citizen of the World, Ixxv.

Ortd record, and the silent heart

—

Depositories faitliful and more land
Than fondest epitaph.

Wordtimrth, Excursion, vi.
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The oral language of China has continued the same that
it is now for thirty centuries.

J. F. Clarke, Ten Great Religions, L 2.

3. Using or concerned with speech only, and
not writing ; communicating instruction, etc.,

by word of mouth; viva voce. [Rare.]

The influence of simply Oral Teachers rests chiefly in

the hearts and minds of the Taught.
Aseham, The Scholemaster, p. 6.

4. In goal., situated on the same part or side

of the body as the mouth : opposed to aboral or
anal.— Qxsl arms, in acalephs, arm-like appendages of

the wall of the stomach, which usually projects into folded
membranes, between which the mouth is situated.— Oral
aspect. See amibulaeral aspect, under ambnilacral.— Oral
cavity, in haustellate insects, the hollow on the lower
surface of the head, from which the proboscis or sucking-
mouth protrudes.—Oral contract, disk, evidence, ges-
tation, etc. See the nouns.— Oral pleading, in law,
pleading by word of mouth in presence of the judges : su-

perseded by written pleading in the reign of Edward III.
— Oral skeleton, in echinoderms, the whole dentary ap-
paratus or hard parts about the mouth. See lantern of
AristoUe, under lantern.—Oral valves, in criuoids, the
processes of the perisome about the mouth, projecting over
the orifice and capable of closing it by coming together
like valves.— Oral Whiff, a whiff heard during expiration
from the open mouth, following the cardiac rhythm. It is

developed in health by exertion, and also appears during
complete rest in cases of thoracic aneurism, when it may
be double. When thus appearing during rest, it is of diag-

nostic value, and is called Drunmumd'e uihiff.

orale (o-ra'le), n. [ML., neut. of (NL.) oralis,

of the' mouth: see oral.] A veil worn by the
Pope at solemn pontifical celehrations ; the
fanon. See/a»om, 3 (e).

orally (6'ral-i), odi;. 1. In an oral manner; by
word of mouth; in words, without writing; vo-
cally; verbally: as, traditions derived orally

from ancestors.— 2. By means of the mouth;
through, in, or into the mouth.
The priest did sacrifice, and orally devour it whole.

Bp. Hall, Epistles, To Sir T. Challouer.

"Morphinomania," by Dr. Seymour J. Starkey, gives a
striking but quite credible account of the influence of
the unscientific use of morphia, either subcutaneously or
orally. If. and Q., 7th ser., IV. 219.

orang (6-rang'), n. Same as orang-utan,

orange^ (or'anj), «. and a. [Formerly also or-

enge; < ME.'orenge (= D. oranje = Gr. orange), <

OF. orenge, P. orange (= Pr. orange), an accom.
form (simulating or, < L. awrum, gold, in allu-

sion to the yellow fruit) for *arenge, < It. aran-
cia, t., arancio, m. (ML. arangia, also accom.
awrantia, NL. aurautum, simulating L. aurum,
gold), orig. with initial n, as in It. dial, naranza,
narang = Sp. naranja = Pg. laranja (with orig.

n changed to I, appar. in simulation of the def

.

art.) = Wall, neranze = MGr. vepdvT^iov, NGr.
vepdvT^i, < Ar. ndranj = Hind, narangi, narangi
= Pali ndrango = late Skt. ndranga, nagaranga,
appar.< Pers. naranj, narinj, narang, an orange

:

ef. Pers. ndr, a pomegranate. Cf. lemon and
lime^, also of Pers. origin.] I. n. 1. The fruit

of the orange-tree, a large globose herry of eight
or ten membranous cells, each containing sev-
eral seeds which are packed in a pulp of fusi-

form vesicles, distended with an acidulous re-

freshing juice. There are three principal varieties of
the orange—the sweet or China orange. Citrus AuranUum
proper, including the orduiary market sorts : the bitter
or Seville orange or bigarade, variety Bigaradia, used for
making marmalade, its peel being specially valued ; and
the bergamot orange, variety Berga/mia, classed by some,
however, as a variety of CUrus Medica (see bergamoti, I).

2. A rather low branching evergreen fruit-tree.

Citrus AuranUum, with greenish-toown bark, el-

liptical or ovate coriaceous leaves, the petiole
often winged, and fragrant white flowers. It is

long-lived and extremely prolific. When no longer fruit-
ful, its hard, fine-grained, yellowish wood is valued for
inlaid work and fine turnery. Its flowers are prized when
fresh (see orange-blossoms), and (cliiefiy those of the bitter
orange) yield neroli-oil and orange-water. The varieties
of the orange are very numerous, distinguished most ob-
viously by their fruit. Its origin is referred to India,
whence it spread to western Asia, thence reaching Spain
and Italy, through the agency of the Moors and the cru-
saders, between the eleventh and fourteenth centuries. It
is now cultivated in nearly all tropical and subtropical
lands, including China and Japan, the whole Mediterra-
nean basin, the West Indies, and the southern borders of
the United States, having, indeed, become thoroughly wild
in Florida.

The gourde is goode nygh this orenge ysowe,
Whoos vynes brent maath askes for hem sete.

Palladius, Hnsbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 120.

3. A reddish-yellow color, of which the orange
is the type.— 4. In her., a roundel tenn6. See
roundel Blenheim orange, a golden-colored variety
of apple.— Blood-orange, a sweet orange with the pulp
mottled with crimson and the rind reddish, grown in Malta,
and hence also called Maltese orange.— Gadmiiim-or-
ange, a deep-orange shade of cadmium-yellow.—Clove-
orange. SameasmaiuZoriikoran^e.- Coolleorange. See
coo2ie.—Dipbenylamine-oraiige, a coal-tar color used
in dyeing. It is the potassium salt of a phenylated acid-

orangeat

yellow, and dyes an orange color. Also known as tropes

din 00, orange IV, orange Jr.—FTOBted orange, a moth
of the genus Qartyna.—GoU. orange, a coal-tar color:

same as helianthin.—B.om.ei. orange, a monstrous form

of the orange in which the carpels are separated.-Mad-
der-orange. See madder lakes, under Tnadderl.-Mal-
tese orange. Same as Mood-orange.- Mandarin or-

ange, a small flattened vaiiety of orange in which the

rina separates very readily from the pulp, the latter sweet

and deliciously flavored. See Tangerine orange.— TILaxi

orange, an artificially prepared iron ocher, of a color

similar to burnt sienna without the brown tinge of the

latter. It is used as an artists' color.-Native orange.
Same as orange-thorn.— Navel orange, a very large and
sweet, usually seedless variety, of Brazil, etc. : so called

from a peciUiar navel-like formation at the summit,
which is somewhat oval in shape.— Noble orange. Same
as mandarin orange.— Orange G, a coal-tar color used in

dyeing, being the beta-disulphonate sodium salt of ben-

zene-azo-beta-naphthol. It dyes a bright orange, very fast

to light.— Orange I, a coal-tar color used in dyeing, being

the sodium salt of alpha-naphthol-azobenzene. It dyes

reddish-orange. Also called tropoeolin 000 No. 1, and
alpha-naphtliol orange.— Orange H, a coal-tar color used

in dyeing, the sodium salt of beta-naphthol-azobenzene

:

same as mandarin, 5. Also called tropoeolin ODD No. 2,

and beta-napthol orange.— Oiange III. Same as Adt-

oirfAsn.- Orange IV. Same as diphenylamine-orange.—

Orange lake. Same as madder-orange.—Oiange N.
Same as diphenylamin£-orange.— Osage Orange. See

Jfarfura.- Otahelte orange, a hardy flirubby vaiiety of

orange, an ornamental plant. It is also used as a sto^ for

dwarfing the varieties of the orange.—Palatine orange,
a coal-tar color used in dyeing, being the ammonium salt

of tetranitro-diphenol. It is applicable to wool and silk

in an acid bath.—Quito oranges, the berries of Solanum
Quitoense.-St. Mtehaers orange, a rather small, thin-

skinned, seedlessvaried of orange, the pulp verysweet and
the tree extaremely productive.— Sumatra orange. See
JfMjToj/a.— Swieet-Bkinned orange, a variety of orange

with thick soft rind, in Paris called /or6»<fde»,/rMt«, while
in London that name applies to a small sort of shaddock.

—Tangerine orange, a subvariety of the mandarin, in-

clining to a pear shape, its smallest form not larger than an
English walnut.—Wild orange, (a) The common orange
in its spontaneous forms. (6) The Carolina cherry-laurel,

Prunus Caroliniana. It is a small tree with glossy cori-

aceous, leaves, wild and cultivated for ornament in the
southern United States. Its foliage, bark, and fruit con-

tain prussic acid, and the leaves are often fatal to animals
browsing upon them. Also called mock-orange and uHd
peach, (c) See taotJiaehe-tree.

II. a. Of or belonging to an orange ; specifi-

cally, being o£ the reddish-yeUow color of the

orange.

The ideas of orange colour and azure. Locke.

Yon orange sunset waning slow.
Tennyson, Move eastward, happy earth.

Orange bat, BMnonyderw awraniia : so called from the
coloration.—Orange bird, Phxmipara zona, aWest Indian
tanager, having an orange breast.— Orange chrome, a
chrome-yellow of a deep-orange shade.—Orange COWI7,
Cyprcea aurora, the morning-dawn cowry.—Orangedove,
Chrysomas vicUrr, the male of which is orange.—Orange
footman, LUhisia aureola, a British moth.— Orange
tnilt-worm. See/rutt-worm.— Orange gourd. Same
as egg gourd (which see, under gourd).— Oiange miner-
al, an oxid of lead similar to red lead in composition, but
much brighter and clearer in color. It is formed by oxi-

dizing white lead on the hearth of a reverberatory furnace.
It is largely used in paints,principally as a base for artificial

or eosin vermilion.— Orange moth, Angerona prunaria,
a British geometrid moth, so called from its color.—Or-
ange ocher. Same as (burnt) Roman ocher (which see,

nnder oo%«r).—Orange paste. See j)a«te.— Orange sal-
low, Xanthia mtrago, a British moth.— Orange-Skin
surface, a name given to the glaze of certain varieties of

Oriental porcelain, from the slight roughnesses of the sur-

face, without reference to color.—Orange-slip clay, a
clay used in Staffordshire, chiefly in making slip, of a gray
color, having mixed with it reddish nodules, which give
an orange color to the tempered niass.— Orange under-
Wing, Brephos parthenais, a common noctuid motli of
Europe ; an English collectors' name.— Orange upper-
wing, Hoporlna eroceago, a common noctuid moth of Eu-
rope ; an English collectors' name.— Orange vezmilion,
a mercury vermilion, red with an orange hue.

Orange^ (or'anj), a. [Attrib. use of Orange, <

P. Orange (>1). Oranje, G. Oranien), a city and
principality in Prance, orig. (L.) Arausio(nr),
the capital of the Cavari, in Gallia Narbonen-
sis.] 1. Of or pertaining to the principality
of Orange in France, or the line of princes
named from it: often with special reference
to WiUiam III. of England, Prince of Orange,
who was regarded as the champion of Protes-
tantism against Louis XIV. on the continent,
and against James II. in Ireland.— 2. Of or
pertaining to the Society of Orangemen, or Or-
angeism: as, an Orange lodge; an Orange em-
blem. See Orangeman.
orangeade (or-an-jad'), n,. [= P. orangeade =
Sp. naranjada = Pg. laranjada = It. aranciata ;

as orange'- + -ade^ as in lemonade, etc. Cf . or-
angeat.] A drink made of orange-juice and
water sweetened.

Orangeade, a coolhig Liquor inade of the Juice of Or-
anges and Lemmons, with Water and Sugar.

Is. Phaiips, 1706.

orangeat (or-an-zhaf), n. [< p. orangeat, <
orange, orange: see orange^.] 1. Sugared or
candied orange-peel, a sweetmeat. Imp. Diet.— 2. Orangeade. Imp. Diet.



orange-blossom

orange-blossom (or'anj-blos'om), ». The blos-
som of the orange-tree, worn'in wreaths, etc.,

by brides as an emblem of purity.

Lands of palm, of orange-blogiimn,
01 oUve, aloe, and maize and vine.

TVnuH/son, The Daisy.

orange-butter (or'anj-but'^r), «. l. Orange
marmalade.— 2t. A"kmd of confection: seethe
qnotation.

The Dutch way to make orange-bulter.— Take new cream
two gallons, beat it up to a thickness, then add half a pint
of orange-flower water, and asmnch red wine, and so being
become the thickness of batter, it retains both the colour
and scent of an orange. Clotet qf Rarities (XlOB). {Nares.)

orange-colored (or'anj-knl'ord), a. Having
the color of an orange.
orange-crowned (or'anj-kround), a. Having
the top of the head' orange: as, the orange-
crown^ warbler, Helminth^haga celata.

orange-dog (or'anj-dog), ii. Tie larva of Pa-
pilio crespkontes', a large caterpillar which feeds
on the foliage of the orange in Florida and
Louisiana. See cut under osmeterium.
orange-flower (or'anj-flou'6r), ». Same as or-

ange-blossom.

Bnt that remorseless iron honr
Made cypress of her orange-flower.

Tennyson, In Memoiiam, Ixxxir.

Mezlcail orange-flower, a handsome white-flowered
shrub, Choisiia temata.—Oii. of orange-flowers. See
oO.—Oiange-flower watert. Same as orange-vialer.

orange-grass (or'anj-gras), «. The pineweed,
Sypericnm nutUcaule, a small American plant
with wiry branches, minute scale-Uke leaves,
and yellow flowers.

Orangeism (or'anj-izm), u. [< Orange^ + -ism.']

The principles' which the Orange lodges (see
Orangeman) are formed to uphold; the mainte-
nance and ascendancy of Protestantism, and
opposition to Romanism and Bomish influence
in civil government.
orangeleaf (or'anj-lef), «. An eve^reen ru-
biaoeous shrub of New Zealand, Coprosnia In-

cida.

orange-legged (or'anj-legd or -leg'ed), a. Hav-
ing the shank orange-colored: as, the orange-
legged hobby, Falco vespertinus.

orange-lily .(or'anj-lil'i), «. A bulb-bearing
lily, LiUum bulbiferum. See lily.

orange-list (or'anj-list), ». A wide baize, dyed
in bright colors, "formerly lai^ely exported from
England to Spain. Drapers' Diet.

Orangeman (or'anj-man), n. ; pi. Orangemen
(-men). [K. Orange^ + man.'] 1. An Irish Prot-
estant. The name Orangemen was given about the end
of the seventeentii century by Roman Catholics to the
Protestants of Ireland, on account of their support of the
cause of William TTT. of England, Prince of Orange.

2. A member of a secret politico-religious so-

ciety instituted in Ireland in 1795, for the pur-
pose of upholding the Protestant religion and
ascendancy, and of opposing Bomanism and the
Koman CathoUe influence in the government of
the country. Orangemen are especially prominent in
Ulster, Ireland, but local branches (^ed leches are found
all over the British empire, as well as in many parts of the
United States.

orange-musk (or'anj-musk), n. A species of
pear.

orange-oil (or'anj-oil), ». An essential oil ex-
tracted from tte rind both of the sweet and of

the bitter orange, used in liqueur-making and
perfumery.
orange-pea (or'anj-pe), n. A young unripe
fruit of the Curagao orange, used for flavoring

cordials.

orange-peel (or'anj-pel), n. The rind of an
orange separated from the pidp ; specifically,

the rind of the bitter orange when dried and
candied. It is used a« a stomachic, also in pud-
dings and cakes, and for flavoring many articles

of confectionery.

—

Oil of orange-peeL See oil.

orange-pekoe (or'anj-pe'ko), n. A black tea
from China, of which there is also a scented
variety.

orange-pippin (or'anj-pip'in), n. A kind of

apple.

oranger (or'anj-6r), ji. A ship or vessel em-
ployed in carrying oranges.

orangeroot (or'aiij-rot), n. See Sydrastis.

orangery (or'aig-ri), ». ; pi. orangeries (-riz).

[< F. orangerie; as orange^ + -ry.] \. A place

where oranges are cultivated; particularly, a

glass house for preserving orange-trees during

winter.

The.or»n<7erie aud avlarie handsome, <t a very large

plantation about it Eceltfn, Diary, July U, 1664.

Farms and orangeries yidded harvests.

&. W. CatU, Creoles of Louisiana, xziv.
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2f. A Mnd of snuff. Davies.

O Lord, sir, you must never sneeze ; 'tis as unbecoming
alter anmgery as grace after meat.

Farguliar, Love and a BotUe, ii. ».

3t. A perfume.
Sire, hewas enrag^, and did brake his bottle i'Orangerif.

Cibber, Love makes a Man, i. 1.

orange-scale (or'anj-skal), n. Any scale-m-
sect which infests the orange, as Aspidiotus au-
rantii.

orange-skin (or'anj-sMn), «. An orange hue
of the skin, observed chiefly in newly born in-

fants.

orange-tawny (or'anj-t&'ni), n. and a. I. u.

A color between yellow and brown ; a dull-or-

ange color.

A fruit ... of colour between orange-tawny and scar-

let. Bacon, New Atlantis.

n. a. Of a dull-orange color; partaking of

yellow and brown in color.

The ousel-cock, so black of hue,
\yith orange4aimiy bill.

Sfiak., M. N. D., iii 1. 129.

They say . . . that usureiB shonld have oran^t-tatmy
bonnets because they do judaize. Bacon, Usury.

Thou scum of man,
I'ncivil, orange-tavmey-ixa.ted clerk.

B. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, iv. 3.

orange-thorn (or'anj-th6m), «. Any plant of
the two or three species of the Australian ge-
nus Citriolatus, of the order Pittosporeee. They
are evergreen shrubs, with tough-skinned orange-colored
berries, an inch and a half in diameter, eaten by the na-
tives. Also called naUve orange.

orange-tip (or'anj-tip), n. In eittom., one of
several butterflies whose wings are tipped with
orange.
orange-watert (or'anj-w4't6r), «. A favorite
perfume formerly inade by distilling orange-
blossoms with sweet wine or other spirit.

He sent her two bottles of orange-water by his page.
Copley, Wits, Fits, and Fancies (1614). (Jfares.)

orange-wife (or'anj-wif), n. A woman who
sells oranges.

Ton wear oat a good wholesome forenoon in hearing a
cause between an orange-wife and a fosset^seller.

STia*., Cor., ii. 1. 78.

orange-woman (or'anj-wum^'an), /(. Same as
orange-wife.

orangite (or'anj-it), n. [< orangeT- + -ite^.] An
orange-colored variety of the rare thorium sili-

cate called thorite, from nearBrevig inNorway.
orang-utan, orang-outang (6-rang' 6 -tan,
-o-tang), H. ph the second form < P. orang-ou-
tang (= Pg. orangotango= D. orangoutang = G.
Sw. Dan. orangutang), with the second element
conformed in final elements to the first; prop.
orang-iitwfi (= Sp. orangutan), < Malay orang-
utan, lit. man of the woods, < orang, man, +
iitan, hutan, woods, wilderness, wild.] An an-
thropoid ape of the family Simiidcn; the mias,
Simia satyrus. It inhabits wooded lowlands of Bor-
neo and Smnatra. The male attains a stature of 4 feet

or a trifle more, with a reach of the arms of above 7^ feet.

The relative proportions of the arms and l^s are thus

oration

as a lame person uses crutches. Both hands and feet are
long and narrow, with bent knucklesand short thnmbs and
toes, so that the palms and soles cannot be pressed flat
upon plane surfaces. The face, hands, and feet are naked,
and the fur is scanty or thin, though rather long ; it is of
a brownish-red or auburn color. Orang-utans live in trees,
where they build large nests aud feed on fruits and succu-
lent buds or shoots. The strength of the animal is great in
proportion to its size, and when brought to bay it proves
a formidable antagonist. Also orang.

orant (6'rant), «.; pi. orants, or, as L., orantes
(o-ran'tez). [< L. oran{t-)s, ppr. of orare, pray

i

see oration.] 1. In ane. art, a female figure in
au attitude of prayer; a female adorant. Such
figures are commonly distinguished or indicated by the

Orang-utan (Simia satyrus).

very different from those of man, in whom the height and
the reach of the arms are nearly the same. The arms of the
orang-utan reach nearly to the ground when the animal
stands erect. This attitude is difficult and constrained,
and is not ordinarily assumed. The animal is most at
home in-tieesrwhere It displays extrat^dinaiy agility. In
walking on level ground it stoops forward, brings the hands
to theground, and swings the body by the long arms,much

Orant and Adorants in presence of Persephone and Demeter.
(Votive relief from Eleusis, in the Cabinet Foiirtal^ Paris.)

raising of the hand and arm or forearm, with the palm out-
ward, as well as by the smaller size of the orants when
divinities also are represented.

2. In early Christian art, a female figure stand-
ing with arms outspread or slightly raised in
prayer, symbolizing the church as engaged in
adoration and intercession. Such figures are fre-

quently found as paintings in the Catacombs, and some
have been r^arded as representations of the Virgin Mary.

orarion (o-ra'ri-on), ».; pi. oraria (-a). [LGr.
bpaptov, a stole: see orarium'^.] In the Gr. CIi.,

the deacon's stole, as distinguished from the
epitracheUon or priest's stole. It isworn over
the left shoulder, and is somewhat wider than
the Western stole.

orarlnm^ (o-ra'ri-um), «.; pi. oraria (-a). [L., a
napkin, hajidkerehief, LL. as in defs" (> MGr.
apaptov), a stole, etc., < os (or-), the mouth : see
oral.] 1. In classi^^al antiq.: (a) A handker-
chief. (6) A handkerchief or scarfused in wav-
ing applause in the circus.— 2. A stole: re-
placed in the Western Church by the name stola

about the ninth century. See orarion and stole.—3. A scarf affixed to the crozier, in use as
early as the thirteenth centurj-.

orarium^ (o-ra'ri-um), );. [ML.,< L. orare, pray

:

see 07-atimi.] A Latin«book of private prayer,
especially that issued in England under Henry
"Vill. in 1546, or the one published imder Eliza-
beth in 1560.

orary (or'a-ri), «. ;
pi. oraries (-riz). [< L. ora-

riiim, q. v.] Same as orarium^.
ora serrata (o'ra se-ra'ta). [NL.: L. ora, edge;
serrata, fem. otserratus, saw-shaped, serrated:
see serrated.] The indented edge of the ner-
vous portion of the retina.

orate (o'rSt), v. %.; pret. and pp. orated, ppr.
orating. [In form < Ii. oratus, pp. of orare (>
It. orare = Sp. Pg. orar), pray, speak; but in
fact humorously formed from oration, orator,
after the analogy of indicate, indicator, etc., il-

lustrate, iUnstrator, etc. : see oratioti.] To make
an oration; talk loftily; harangue, [Eecent,
and used humorously or contemptuously.]
Men are apt to bemeasured by their capacity to arise at

a moment's notice and orate on any topic that chances to
be uppermost FortnighUy Bev., S. &, XLm. S48.

orate fratres (o-ra'te fra'trez). [L., pray,
brethren: orate, 2d pers. pi. pres.impv. of orare,

pray; fratres, voc. pi. of frater, brother: see
frater.] In the Rom. Catli. Ch., the celebrant's

exhortation to the people, asking them to pray
that the eucharistic sacrifice about to be offered
hy him and them may be acceptable to God.
llieonUe./raireg is so called from its firsttwowords,*'Pray,
brethren. " It succeeds the offertory anthem and the lava-

bo, and is succeeded (alter its response, '
'May the Lord i-e-

ceive the sacrifice," etc) by the Secreta.

oratio (o-ra'shio), «. ;
pi. orationes (o-ra-shi-6'-

nez). [Ii.: seeoraftoH.] Iniitori^to^, aprayer,
especially a collect ; in the plural, post-com-
munion prayers corresponding in number to the
collects.

Afterwards the Oratio is said. Eneye. Brit., X VI. B09.

Oration-(9-ra'shgn), H. [<.P. oraiioB (OF. orai-
son, oreiswi, > E. orison, q. v.) = Sp. oracton =
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Pg. oragSto = It. orazione, < L. oraUo{n-), a
speaking, speech, harangue, eloquence, prose,
in LL. a prayer, < orare, speak, treat, argue,
plead, pray, beseech, < os (or-), the mouth: see
oral. Cf. adm-e^, exorable, orator, orant, etc.,
from the same L. verb.] 1. A formal speech
or discourse ; an eloquent or weighty address.
The word is now applied chiefly to discourses pronounced
on special occasions, as a funeral oration, an oration on some
anniversary, etc., and to academic declamations.

Upon a set day Herod, arrayed in royal apparel, sat upon
his throne, and made an oration unto them. Acts xii. 21.

Orations are pleadings, speeches of counsel, laudatives,
invectives, apologies, reprehensions, orations of formality
or ceremony, and the like.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 140.

St. A prayer ; suppUoation
;
petition.

Kndlng not onely by his speeches and letters, but by
the pitifuU oration of a languishing behaviour, . . . that
despaire began now to threaten him destruction.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ill.

3. Noise; uproar. HalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]

—

Oljmtliiac orations. See Olynthiac, = Syn. 1. Address,
Harangue, etc. See speech.

orationt (o-ra'shon), V. i. [< oration, n.'] To
make an address; deliver a speech. Donne,
Hist. Septuagint.
orationert (o-ra'shon-Sr), n. One who presents
a supplication or petition; a petitioner.

"We, your most humble subjects, daily cyraMoners, and
bedesmen of your realm of England.

SiLbmis«ion of the Clergy^ to Henry VIII. (R. W. Dixon's
[Hist. Church of Eng., il., note).

orationes, n. Plural of oratio.

oratiuncle (o-ra-shi-ung'kl), n. [< L. oratiun-

cula, dim. of oratio(n-), a speech, oration: see
oration.'} A brief oration. [Rare.]

One or other of the two had risen, and in a short, plain,

unvarnished oratiuncle, told the company that the thing
must be done. Noctes Airibrosianoe, Sept., 1832.

orator (or'a-tor), n. [Formerly also oratour; <

ME. oratour, "<. OF. oratour, P. orateur = Pr.
Sp. Pg. orador = It. oratore, < L. orator, a
spokesman, speaker, orator, pleader, prayer,
< orare, speak, plead, pray: see oration.'] 1.

A public speaker ; one who delivers an oration

;

a person who pronounces a discourse publicly
on some special occasion ; a pleader or lawyer.

Tor, behold, the Lord, the Xord of hosts, doth take away
from Jerusalem and from Judah . . . the honourable man,
and the counsellor, and the cunning artificer, and the elo-

quent orator. Isa. iii. 1, 3.

A certain orator named Tertullus, who informed the gov-
ernor against Paul. Acts xxiv. 1.

2. An eloquent public speaker; one who is

skilled as a speaker ; an eloquent man : as, he
writes and reasons well, but is no orator.

I came not, friends, to steal away your hearts

:

I am no orator, as Brutus is. Shak., J. C, iii. 2. 221.

3. A spokesman; an advocate; a defender; one
who defends by pleading ; one who argues in
favor of a person or a cause.

Henry [VIII.] deputes a Bishop to be resident " as our
orator " at Kome. Oliphant, New English, L 389.

Be not thy tongue thy own shame's orator.

Shak., C. of E., iii. 2. 10.

I must go live with him
;

And I will prove so good an orator
In your behalf that you a^ain shall gain him.

Beau, and Fl., Laws of Candy, ii. 1.

4. In law, the plaintiff or petitioner in a bill or
information in chancery.— 5t. Anorationer; a
petitioner ; one who ofEers a prayer or petition.

Mekly besechyth your hyghness your poore and trew
contynuall servant and oratour, John Paston.

Paeton Letters, III. 76.

Your continual orator. John Careless, the most unprofit-

able servant of the Lord.
J. Careless, in Bradford's Letters (Parker Soc, 1843), IL 241.

6. An of&eer of English universities : see the
quotation.

A Public Orator, who is the voice of the Senate upon all

public occasions. He writes letters in the name of the
tJniversity, records proceedings, and has charge of all writ-

ings and documents delivered to him by the Chancellor.
Cambridge University Calendar.

oratorial (or-a-to'ri-al), a. [< L. oratorius, of

an orator (see' oratory), + -ai.] Same as ora-

torical.

Kow the first of these oratorial machines, in place as

well as, dignity, is the pulpit. Swift, Tale of a Tub, i.

oratorially (or-a-to'ri-al-i), adv. Same as ora-

torically.

oratorian (or-a-to'ri-an), a. and n. [< oratory +
-are.] I.t a. Same as oratorical. Roger North,
Examen, p. 420.

II. n. Eccles., a priest of the oratory. See
oratory, 4.

oratonc(or-a-tor'ik),a. [< oraior + -ic] Same
as oratorical: as, " oratorio art," J. Hadley, Es-

says, p. 350.
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oratorical (or-a-tor'i-kal), a. [< oratorio + -aZ.]

Pertaining to an orator or to oratory ; rhetori-
cal; becoming, befitting, or necessary to an
orator : as, oratorical flourishes ; to speak in an
oratorical way.

Each man has a faculty, a poetical faculty, or an ora-
torical faculty, which special education improves to a cer-
tain extent. H. Spencer, Prin. of Biology, § 67.

oratorically (or-a-tor'i-kal-i), adv. In an ora-

torical manner.
oratorio (or-a-to'ri-o), n. [< It. oratorio, < LL.
oratorium, a place of prayer, an oratory or a
chapel. The name was originally given to

sacred musical works because they were first

performed in the oratory of the church of Sta.
Maria in Vallicella, under the patronage of

Philip Neri: see oratory.'] 1. A place of wor-
ship; a chapel; an oratory.— 2. A form of ex-
tended musical composition, more or less dra-
matic in character, based upon a religious (or
occasionally a heroic) theme, and intended to
be performed without dramatic action and sce-
nery. The modem oratorio and opera both date from the
musical revolution in Italy, about 1600, and were originally
indistinguishable from each other, except that one was sa-

cred and the other secular in subject. Both employed the
same musical means, such as recitatives, arias, duets, cho-
ruses, instrumental accompaniments and passages, and at
first even dancing also (for which see opera), and both were
dramatically presented. But before 1700, particularly in
Germany, the oratorio began to be clearly differentiated
from the opera, in the relinquishment of dramatic action
and accessories, though not usually of dramatic personifi-
cation, in the more serious and refiective treatment of both
arias and choruses, and in the freer use throughout of con-
trapuntal resources. The oratorio, therefore, came to be-
long essentially to the class concert music, with more or
less of the qualities of church music. The true oratorio
style has never been popular in either Italy or France, but
has had a remarkable development in both Germany and
England, The strong predilection which existed before
1600 for passion-plays led in Germany directly to the culti-

vation of what is called the pasHon-oratorio or passion-
music, the theme being the passion and death of Christ, and
the whole work being conceived from a decidedly liturgi-

cal standpoint. The most famous example of this style is

the "Passion according to St. Matthew" of J. S. Bach. In
England the works of Handel in the early part of the eigh-
teenth century initiated an interest in the concert oratorio
which has been constant and wide-spread. The method of
treatment of the English oratorio has varied considerably,
from the epic and contemplative to the representative and
dramatic, with more or less of the lyrical intermingled.
While the oratorio style in general has seldom attained
to the passionate intensity and complexity of the opera,
it has outstripped the latter in the expression of the lofty
spiritual emotions connected with religious thought. Its
independence of theatrical limitations has made possible
a far more free and elaborate handling of the chorus as a
separate artistic means, so that most oratorios are essen-
tially choral works. The oratorio has never occupied the
same position of social importance as the opera, but it

has perhaps contributed more to the world's store of new
artistic conceptions.

3. The words or text of an oratorio ; an ora-
torio libretto.

oratorioust (or-a-to'ri-us), a. [< L. oratorius

:

see oratory, a.] Oratorical ; rhetorical.

Here it is . . . gentlemen and scholars bring their es-

says, poems, translations, and other oratorious productions
upon a thousand curious subjects. Evelyn, To Pepys.

oratoriouslyt (or-a-to'ri-us-li), adv. In an ora-
torical or rhetorical manner.
oratorize (or'a-tgr-iz), V. i.

;
pret. and pp. ora-

torized, ppr. oraiorizing. [< orator + -ize.] To
act the orator ; harangue like an orator. Also
spelled oratoriae. [Bare or colloq.]

The same luinds
That yesterday to hear me concionate

/ And oratorize rung shrill plaudits forth.

Webster, Appius and Virginia, v. 3.

In this order they reached the magistrate's house ; the
chairmen trotting, the prisoners following, Mr. Pickwick
vraborising, and the crowd shouting.

Dickens, Pickwick, xxiv.

oratory (or'a-to-ri), a. and n. [I. a. = F. ora-
toire = Sp. Pg.' It. oratorio, < L. oratorius, of or
belonging to an orator, < orator, an orator : see
orator. II. n. (a) In def . 1 = Sp. Pg. It. oratoria,

< L. oratoria (so. ar(t-)s, art), the orator's art,

oratory, fem. of oratorius, of or belonging to an
orator. (6) In def. 4, < ME. oratory, oratorye,

< OF.oratoire,F. oratoire =: Sp.Pg. It. oratorio,<.

LL. oratorium, a place of prayer (ML. and Bom.
a chapel, oratorio, etc. : see oratorio), neut. of
L. oratorius, of or belonging to an orator (or to
praying): see above.] I.t a. Oratorio: as, an
oratory style. E. Phillips, 1706.

II. m. 1. The art of an orator; the art of

speaking well, or of speaking according to the
rules of rhetoric, in order to please or persuade

;

the art of public speaking. The three princi-

pal branches of this art are deliberative, epidie-

tic,a.ndjudicial oratory. See epidioUe.— 2. Ex-
ercise of eloquence; eloquent language; elo-

quence : as, all his oratory was spent in vain.

orb

Sighs now breathed
Unutterable ; which the Spirit of prayer
Inspired, and wing'd for heaven with speedier flight

Than loudest oratory. Milton, P. L., xi. 8.

When a world ofmen
Could not prevail with all their oratory.

Yet hath a woman's kindness over-ruled.

Shak., 1 Hen. VL, a 2. 49,

3t. Prayer; supplication; the act of beseech-

ing or petitioning.

The prettie lambes with bleating oratorie craved the
dammes comfort. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

4. PI. oratories (-riz). A place for prayer or

worship. Specifically— (a) In the early church, a place
of prayer ; especially, a small separate building, usually a
memoria or martyry, at some distance from any city or
church, used for private prayer, but not for celebration

of the sacraments or congregational worship, (b) Any
small chapel for religious service attached to a house,
church, college, monastery, etc. The canon law, in the
Eoman Catholic Church, determines the conditions under
which mass may be said in an oratory, which is primarily

for prayer only.

He estward hath upon the gate above . . .

Don make an auter and an oratorye.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1047.

Every one of the 10 chapels, or oratories, had some Saints

in them. Evelyn, Diary, Nov. 12, 1643.

And afterwardes she made there her Oratorye, and vsed
to sey her deuocions and prayers moste commenly in the
same place. Sir A. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 26.

Oratoiy of our Lord Jesus Christ, in France, com-
monly called the Oratory, a Koman Catholic congregation
of priests founded in Paris in 1611, and overthrown at

the time of the revolution. Its rule was followed by
the Oratory of the Immaculate Conception, founded in

1862.— Oratory of St. PhiUp Neri, a Roman Catholic

religious order founded at Florence by Filippo Neri in

1576 : so named from a chapel he built for it and called

an oratory. It is composed of simple priests under
no vows. Its chief seat is Italy, but congregations were
founded in England in 1847 and 1849 under the leader-

ship of former members of the Anglican Church. =Syn.
1 and 2. Oratory, Rhetoric, Elocution, Eloquence. Ora-
tory is the art or the act of speaking, or the speech.

Rhetoric is the theory of the art of composing discourse
in either the spoken or the written form. Elocution is

the manner of speaking or the theory of the art of speak-

ing (see elocutimC} ; the word is equally applicable to the
presentation of one's own or of another's thoughts. Mo-
quence is a word which has been made the expression for

the highest power of speech in producing the effect de-

sired, especially if the desire be to move the feelings or

the will. Many efforts have been made to define eZoou^nce,
some regarding it as a gift and some as an art. "It is a
gift of the soul, which makes us masters of the minds and
hearts of others." {La Bruyire.)

oratress (or'a-tres), n. [< orator + -ess. Cf.

oratrix.'i Same as oratrix. Warner, Albion's
England, ii. 9.

oratrix (or'a-triks), n. [< L. oratrix, she that
speaks or prays, fem. of orator, one who speaks
or prays : see orator. Ci. oratress.'] 1. A female
orator.

I fight not with my tongue : this is my oratrix.

Eyd (?), Soliman and Perseda.

2. In Zawj a female petitioner or female plain-

tiff in a bill in chancery.
orbi (6rb), n. [< F. orle = Sp. Pg. It. orle, <

L. orbis, a circle, wheel, disk, the disk or orb of

the sun or moon, etc.] 1. A circle; a circular

surface, trael^ path, or course; an orbit; a
ring; also, that which is circular, as a shield:
as, the orb of the moon.

I serve the fairy queen
To dew her oris upon the green.

SAot., M. N. D., a 1. 9.

He hasted, and opposed the rocky orb
Of tenfold adamant, his ample shield,
A vast circumference. Milton, P. L., vi. 254.

2. A sphere or spheroidal body; a globe; a ball.

What a hell of witchcraft lies

In the small orb of one particular tear.

Shak., Lover's Complaint, 1. 289.

Cluster'd fiower-bells and ambrosial orbs
Of rich fruit-bunches leaning on each other.

Tennyson, Isabel.

Hence— 3. The earth or one of the heavenly
bodies ; in particular, the sun or the moon.

There 's not the smallest orb which thou behold'st
But in his motion like an angel sings.

Shak., M. of V., v. 1. 60.

4. The eye; an eyeball: so called from its

spheroidal shape, and the comparison between
its luminous brilliancy and that of the stars.

[Bhetorieal.]

Black Eyes, in your dark Orbs doth lie

My ill or happy Destiny.
Howell, Letters, I. v. 22.

These eyes that roll in vain
To find thy piercing ray, and find no dawn

;

So thick a drop serene hath quench'd their orbs.
Or dim suffusion veil'd. Milton, P. L., iii. 26.

5. A hollow globe ; specifically, in obc. asiron.,

a hollow globe or sphere supposed to form part
of the solar or sidereal system. The ancient as-
tronomers supposed the heavens to consist of such orbs
or spheres inclosing one another, being concentric, and
canTing with them in their revolutions the planets. That
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In which the sun was supposed to be placed was called
the orbis tnaximue, or chief orb.

My good stars, that were my former guides,
Eave empty left their orbs.

Shak., A. and C, ill. 13. 146.

Every body moving in her sphere
Contains ten thousand times as much in him
As any other her choice orb excludes.

£. Jonson^ Poetaster, iv. 6.

The utmost orb
Of this frail world. Milton, P. L., ii 1029.

Not closer, orb in orb, conglobed are seen
The buzzing bees about their dusky queen.

Pope, Dunciad, iv. 79.

The hollow orb of moving Circumstance
Eoll'd round by one flx'd law.

Tennyson, Palace of Art.

6. The globe forming part of royal regalia; the
monde or mound. As a symbol of sovereignty it is

of ancient Roman origin, appearing in a Pompeiian wall-
painting representing Jupiter enUironed, and also in sculp-
ture.

7. In astrol., the space vfithin which the astro-
logical influence of a planet or of a house is

supposed to act. The orbs of the cusps of the houses
are 5 degrees ; those of the different planets vary from 7
degrees to 16 degrees.

8. In arch. , a plain circular boss. See boss^, 5.

=8yiL 2, Sphere, etc. See globe.

orbi (6rb), V. [< orh^, ».] I. trans. 1. To in-
close as in an orb ; encircle ; surround ; shut up.

T«i, Truth and Justice then
Will down return to men,

Orb'd in a rainbow.
Milton, Nativity, 1. 143.

The wheels were orbed with gold. Addison.

a. To move as in a circle ; roll as an orb : used
reflexively. [Bare.]

Our happiness may orb itsdf into a thousand vagrancies
of gloiy and delight. Miltmi, Church-Government, t 1.

3. To form into a circle or sphere ; make an orb.

H. intrans. To become an orb or like an orb

;

assume the shape, appearance, or qualities of

a circle or sphere ; fill out the space of a circle

or sphere ; round itself out. [Bare.]

As far as might be, to carve out
Free space for every human doubt,
That the whole mind might orb about

Tennyson, Two Voices.

orb^t (6rb), a. and n. [< OF. orbe, bereft, blind,
dark, < L. orbus, bereft, bereaved, deprived:
see cTphan.2 I. a. Bereaved, especially of chil-

dren. Bp. Andrews, Sermons, L 59.

II. n. A blank windovr or panel. Oxford
Glossary.

orbatet (6r'bat), a. [< L. orbatus, pp. of or-

bare (> It. orbare), bereave, < orbus, bereft: see
or62.] Bereaved ; fatherless ; childless. Maun-
der.

orbationt (6r-ba'shon), n. [< L. orbaUo{n-), a
deprivation, < orbare, bereave, deprive: see
orbate.'\ Privation of parents or children, or
privation in general ; bereavement.

How did the distressed mothers wring their hands for

this wofnil orbation.

Bp. HaU, Elijah Cursing the Children.

orbed (6rbd), j>. a. 1. Having the form of an
orb; round; circular; orbicular.

Sometimes her levell'd eyes their carriage lide.

As tliey did battery to the spheres intend

;

Sometime, diverted, their poor balls are tied

To the orbed earth. Shak., Lover's Complaint, L 25.

That orbed maiden, with white fire laden.
Whom mortals call the Moon. Shelley, Cloud.

2. Filling the circumference of a circle ; round-
ed; hence, rounded out; perfect; complete.

An orbed and balanced life would revolve between the
Old [World] and the New as opposite, but not antagonis-

tic poles. Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 3.

orb-fish (6rb'fish), n. A fish, Chcetodon or
Ephippius orbis, of a compressed suborbieular
form, occurring in East Indian seas. See Ephip-
pius.

orbict (dr'bik), a. [< L. orbicus, circular, < or-

bis, a circle: see orb^.'] Spherical; rounded;
also, circular.

How the body of this orbick frame
From tender infancy so big became.

Bacon, Pan or Nature.

orbicalf (6r'bi-kal), a. [< orbic + -al.J Same
as orWc. StaniAitrst, .ffineid, ui. 658.

orbiclet (6r'bi-kl), n. [= F. orhieule (in bot.)

= It. orHculo. < L. orbiculus, a small disk, dim.

of orbis, a circle, disk: see orftl.] A small

orb.
Such wat'ty orMcJes young boys do blow
Out from their soapy shells.

G. Fletcher, Christ's Triumph on Earth.

Orbicula (6r-bik'u-la), n. [NL., < L. orbiculus,

a small disk : see 'oriicle.2 A genus of brachio-
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pods having an orbicular shell, representing
the family Orbiculidce.

orbicular (6r-bik'u-lar), a. and n. [< ME. or-
bicular = F. orbiculaire = Sp. Pg. orbicular =
It. orbiculare, orbieolare, < LL. orbicularis, cir-

cular (applied to a plant), < L. orbiculus, a small
disk: see orbicle.'i I. a. 1. Having the shape
of an orb or orbit; spherical; circular; dis-
coidal; round.

Next it beth borne up vynes best of preef,
Upbounde, orbicular, and turnede rounde.

Pttlladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 69.

Various forms
That roll'd orbicular, and tum'd to stars.

Maton, P. L., iil. 718.

Orbicular as the disk of a planet. De Quineey.

S. Rounded; complete; perfect.

Complete and orbicular in its delineation of hiunan
frailty. De Quiincey, Greek Tragedy.

3. In entom., having a regularly rounded sur-

face and bordered by a circular margin: as, the
orbicular pronotum of a beetle.

—

4. In bot., having the shape of a
flat body with a nearly circular
outline: as, an orW&Mter leaf. Also
orbiculate—Orbicular bone. See os
orbiculare, under o»i.— Orbicular liga-
ment. See ligament.— Orbicular mus-
cle. See sphincter.—Orbicular process.
See incus (a).

II. n. In entom., a circular mark ,;^°4"«arS"-
or spot nearly always found on tieutara) with

the anterior wings of the noctuid orbicular Leaf.

moths. It is situated a little inside the center, between
the posterior line and the median shade. Also called or-

biciaar spot and discal spot.

orbicularis (6r bik-u-la'ris), n.
;
pi. orbiculares

(-rez). [Nh.: see orbicular.'] In anat, a mus-
cle surrounding an orifice, as that of the mouth
or eyelids ; a sphincter Orbicularis anl, the
sphincter of the anus.—Orbicularis oris, an elliptical

muscle surrounding the mouth, and forming the fleshy
basis of the lips. Also called oral sphincter, constrictor
labiorwm, basiator, osoularis, and kissing^muscle. See cut
under muscle.—Orbicularis palpebrarum, a broad thin
muscle surrounding the eye, immediately beneath the
skin ; one of the gnef-museles of Darwin. See cut under
mu«i!ie.—Orbicularis pannlcull, the orbicular muscle
of the panniculus camosus of some animals, as the hedge-
hog, being fibers of the panniculus circularly disposed to
form a kind of sphincter for the whole body, so that the
animal can roll itself up like a ball.

orbicularly (6r-bik'u-lar-li), adv. Spherically

;

circularly.

orbicularness (6r-bik'u-lar-nes), n. The state

of being orbicular; spbericity.

orbiculate (6r-bik'u-lat), a. [= It. orbiculato,

orbicolato, < L. orbiculatus, circular, < orbiculus,

a small disk: see orbicle.] 1. Made or being
in the form of an orb, orbit, or orbiele ; orbicu-
lar.— 2. In bot., same as orbicular.

orbiculated (6r-bik'u-la-ted), a. [< orbiculate

+ -ed^.] Same as orbiculate.

orbiculately (6r-bik'u-lat-li), adv. In an orbic-

ulate manner ; in orbiculate shape.

orbiculation (6r-bik-u-la'shon), n. [< orbicu-

late + ^on.] The state of being orbiculate.

Orbiculidae (6r-bi-ku'li-de), n. pi. [Nil., < Or-
bicula + -i(te.] A family of brachiopods, typi-

fied by the genus Orbicula. M'Coy, 1844.

orbit (6r'bit), n. [< F. orbite = Sp. orbita (auat.)

= Pg. It. orbita, < L. orbita, the track of a wheel, a
rut, hence any track, course, or path, an impres-
sion or mark, a circuit or orbit, as of the/moon,
< orbis, a circle, ring, wheel, etc.: see (yrb^.]

1. Track; course; path, especially a path, as
that in a circle or an ellipse, which returns into

itself; specifically, in outran., the path of a plan-

et or comet; the curve-line which a planet de-

scribes in its periodical revolution round its

centralbody or centerofrevolution : as, Qieorbit

of Jupiter or Mercury. The orbits of the planets are

elliptical, having the sun in one of the foci ; and they all

move in these ellipses by this law— that a straight line

drawn from the center of the sun to the center of any one
of them, tenned the radiux vector, always describes equal
areas in equal times. Also, the squares of the times of

the planetary revolutions are as the cubes of their mean
distances from the sun. These are called Kepler's laws
(see towil). The attractions of the planets for one another
slightly derange these laws, and cause the orbits to under-

go various clianges. The satellites, too, move in elliptical

orbits, having their respective primaries in one of the foci.

The parabolic and hyperbolic paths of comets are also

called orbits. The elements of an orbit are those quanti-

ties by which its position and magnitude for the time are

determined, such as the major axis and eccentricity, the
longitude of the node and the inclination of the plane to

the ecliptic, and the longitude of the perihelion. In the
ancient astronomy the orbit of a planet is its eccentric or
the deferent of its epicycle.

2. A smaU orb, globe, or ball. •

Attend, and you discern it [ambition] in the fair

;

Conduct a finger, or reclaim a hair,

Or roll the lucid orbit at an eve. Young. Satires, v.

fn-e

Ri^ht Orbit of Man ; .4, its situa-
tion in and relations to the sicull ; JS,

larger view of bones entering into
its composition, a, alisphenoicl ; y,
frontal ; /, lacrimal ; ie, os planum
of ethmoid; m, malar; tna^ mas-
toid process; tru. mesethmoid, di-
viding the nasal fossa ; tnx, max-
illary ; n, nasal bones ; o, orbito-

sphenoid;/, parietal; ^.squamosal;
I, optic foramen; a, sphenoidal fis-

sure ; 3, Infra-orbital foramen.

orbitelar

We saw
The Ood within him light his face.
And seem to lift the form, and glow
In azure orbits heavenly-wise.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ixxxvii.

3. In anat. and eocil., the bony cavity of the
skuU which contains
the eye; the eye-sock-
et. In man the orbits
are a pair of quadrilateral
pyramidal cavities com-
pletely surrounded by
bone, and separated from
though communicating
with the cranial cavity
and the nasal and tempo-
ral fossffi, and opening Kir-
ward upon the face, with
the apex at the optic fora-
men where the optic nerve
enters. Seven bones enter
into the formation of each
orbit, the frontal, sphe-
noid, ethmoid, maxillary,
palatal, lacrymal, and ma-
lar, of which the first-

named three are common
to both orbits. Each or-
bit communicates with
surrounding cavities by
several openings, the prin-
cipal of which ai'e—with
the cranial cavity by the
optic foramen and sphe-
noidal fissure ; with the
nasal, fossse by the lacry-

mal canal ; with the tem-
goral and zygomatic fossee

y the sphenomaxillary
fissure ; with ethmoidal
parts by the anterior and
posterior ethmoidal fo-

ramina; and with the face
by supra-orbital, infra-or-
bital, extra-orbital, and
malar foramina. The orbit
contains the eye and its

associate muscular, vascu-
lar, glandular, sustentacular, mucous, and nervous struc-
tures.

4. In ornitli., the orbita, or eireumorbital re-
gion of a bird's head ; the skin of the eyelids
and adjoining parts.— 5. In entom., the border
surrounding the compound eye of an insect,
especially when it forms a raised ring, or dif-

fers in color or texture from the rest of the head.
In Diptera the different parts of tills border are distin-
guished as the anterior or facial orbit, the inferior or genal,
the posterior or occipital, the superior or vertical, and the
frontal, according to the regions of the head of wliich they
form a part. When not otherwise stated, orbit generally
means the inner margin of the eye, or that formed by the
epicranium.—Equation of the orbit. See equation
Inclination of an orbit. See indinaiion.—OrTaltB of
the ocelli, those portions of the surface of the head im-
mediately surrounding the ocelli or simple eyes.

orbita (6r'bi-ta), 71.; pi. orbita: (-te). [L., or-
bit: see orbit.'] 1. In ornith., the eireumorbital.
region on the surface of the head, immediately
about the eye.— 2. Jn anat. and zool., the or-
bit or bony socket of the eye.
orbital (6r'bi-tal), a. [= P. orbital = Sp. orbi-

tal=It.orbitale; Bis orbit+-al.] 1. Pertaining to
orin an orbit: as,or6itaimotion.—2. In«od7.and
anat., of or pertaining to the orbit of the eye;
orbitar or orbitary; ciroumoeular.—orbital an-
gle, the angle between the orbital axes. Also called bi.

orbital angle.—Orbital arch, the upper margin of the
orbit.—Orbital artery, a branch of the superficial (some-
times from the middle) temporal artery distributed about
the outer canthus of the eye.— Orbital bone, any bone
which enters into the formation of the orbit.— Orbital
canals (distinguished as anterior and posterior intfrnal),
canals formed between the ethmoid and the frontal bone,
the anterior transmitting the nasal nerve and the anterior
ethmoidal vessels, the posterior the posterior ethmoidal
vessels.—Orbital convolutions. Same as orbital gyri
(which see, under gyrus).— Orbital fOBSa , in crustaceans,
the groove or fossa in which the eye-stalks of a stalk-eyed
crustacean can be folded or shut down like a knife-blade in
its handle.—Orbital eyrl. See gyrus.— Orbital index.
See craniometry.—Orbital lobe, the anterior lateral divi-

sion of thecarapace of abrachyurous crustacean.—Orbital
nerve, any nerve which enters or is situated in the orbit;

specifically, a branch of the supramaxillary or second di-

vision of the fifth cranial nerve, given off in the spheno-
maxillary fossa, entering the orbit by the sphenomaxil-
lary fissure, and dividing in the orbit into temporal or ma-
lar branches. Also called temporomalar nerve.— Orbital
plate, (a) The os planum or smooth plate of the ethmoid
bone, wmch in man, butnot usually in other animals, forms
a part of the inner wall of the orbit (b) The thin hori-

zontal plate of the frontal bone on both sides forming the
roof of the orbit— Orbital process, a process of the pal-

ate-bone which in man enters to a slight extent into the
formation of the orbit.— Orbital sulcus. See sulcus.—

Orbital vein, a vein receiving some external palpebral
veins, communicating with the snpra-orbital and facial

veins, and emptying into the middle temporal vein.

orbitary (6r'bi-ta-ri), a. [= F. orbitaire = Sp.
Pg. orbitario; as orbit + -ary.] Same as orbital;

specifically, in ornith., eireumorbital.

orbitelar (6r-bi-te'lar), a. [< orbitele + ar^.]

Spinning an orbicularweb, as a spider; orbite-

larian; orbitelous.



Orbitelariae

Orbitelariae (6r-Wt-e-la'ri-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Thorell, 1869), < L. orbis, a eirele, orb, + tela,

a web: see toiP.'] A superfamily of spiders,
comprising all those forms wbioh spin orb-
shaped webs. At present the families Epeiridce, Ulo-
borid<B, and TetragruUhidoe are the only ones included.
It is a natural group, the structural characters showing
great uniformity. A few genera, however, aie included
here on account of structural features, which do not spin
orb-webs. See Pachygn/xtha.

orbitelarian (6r"bi-tf-la'ri-an), a. and n. [<
orbitele + -arian.'] li a. Orbitelar.

II. n. An orbitele.

orbitele (6r'bi-tel), n. [< NL. OrUtelce, a vari-
ant of OrMtelariee.'i A spinning-spider of the
division Orbitelarice, as an epeirid or garden-
spider; an orb-weaver.

orbitelous (6r-bi-te'lus), a. [< orbitele + -ous.]

Orbitelar.

orbitoidal (6r-M-toi'dal), a. [< L. orbita, orbit,

-I- Gr. eUog, form, -1- -al.'] Orbital in form; or-

biculate— Orbitoidal limestone, a member of the
Vicksburg group ; a limestone characterized by the pres-
ence of the fossU foraminifer Orbitoides manteUi.

ocbitoline (6r-bit'o-lin), a. [As Orbitol(ites) +
-ine^.'] Of or pertaining to the foraminiferous
genus Orbitolites.

orbitolite (6r-bit'o-lit), n. [< NL. Orbitolites.']

1. A foraminit'er of the genus OrftitoZiies. En-
cyc. Brit, XIX. 849.-2. A fossil coral of the
genus Orbitolites (def. 2).

Orbitolites (dr-bi-tol'i-tez), n. [NL., < L; orbi-

ta, orbit, + Gr. UBog, a stone (aeeom. to suffix

-ites).'] 1. A genus of fossil mUioline foramini-
fers, having the inner chamberlets spirally ar-

ranged, and the outer ones cycUeally disposed.
Lamarck, 1801.— 2. A genus of corals of the
family OrbitoliUdm: a synonym of Chcetites.

Mchwald, 1829.

orbitonasal (6r"bi-t6-na'zal), a. [< L. orbita,

orbit, + nasus, nose: see "nasal.'] Pertaining
to the orbit of the eye and to the nose.

orbitopineal (6r''bi-to-pin'e-al), a. [< L. orbita,

orbit, -I- NL. pinea, pineal : see pineal.] Per-
taining to the orbit of the eye and to the pineal
body: as, an "orbitopineal process or nerve,"
Amer. Nat., XXH. 917.

orbitorostral (6r"bi-t6-ros'tral), a. [< L. orbi-

ta, orbit, + rostrum, beak: see rostral.] Per-
taining to the orbit and to the rostrum ; com-
posing orbital and rostral parts of the skull.

orbitosphenoid (dr"bi-t6-sfe'noid), a. and n.

[< L. orbita, orbit, -1- E. sphenoid.] I. a. Or-
bital and sphenoidal; forming a part of the
sphenoid bone in relation with the orbit of the
eye.

n. n. In anat., a bone of the third cranial

segment of the skull, morphologically situated

"between the presphenoid and the frontal, and
separated from the alisphenoid by the orbital

nerves, especially the first division of the fifth

nerve. It is commonly united with other sphenoidal
elements; in man it constitutes the lesser wing of the
sphenoid, or process of Ingrasslas, and bounds the sphe-
noid^ fissure in front, forming a part of the bony orbit of

the eye. See cuts under CrocodUia, GaUincB, orlnt, skull,

and sphenofld.

orbitosphenoidal (6r"bi-t6-sfe-noi'dal), a. [<
orbitospJienoid + -al.] Same as orbitosphenoid.

orbitualt (6r-bit'u-al), a. [Improp. for orbital.]

Same as orbital.

orbituary (6r-bit'u-a-ri), a. [Improp. for or-

bitary.] Of or pertaining to an orbit ; orbital.

[Bare.] Imp. tUct.

orbitudet (6r'bi-tud), n. [< L. orbitudo, be-
reavement, < orbits, bereaved: see orb^.] Be-
reavement by loss of children or of parents.

Bp. Sail.

orbityt (6r'bi-ti), n. [< OP. orbete, < L. orbi-

ta(t-)s, bereavement, ? orbus, bereaved; see

or62.] Same as orbitude.

When God is pleased . . to give children, we know the

misery and desolation of orWty, when parents are deprived

of those children by death. jDonne, Sermons, xx.

orb-like (drb'lik), a. EesembUng an orb. Imp.
Diet.

orb-weaver (6rb'we''v6r), n. Any spider of

the large group Orbitelce: distinguished from
tube-weaver, ttmnel-weaver, etc.

The studies are particularly directed to the spinning

habits of the great group of spiders known as orb-weavers.
Seimce, XIV. 136.

orby (6r'bi), a. [< orb^ + -y^.] 1. Resembling
or having the properties of an orb or disk.

Then Paris first with his long javeline parts

;

It smote Atrides orhie targe, but ranne not through the
brasse. Chapman, Hiad.

Now I begin to feel thine [the moon's] orSy power
Is coming fresh upon me. Keats, Endymion, iiL

S. Revolving as an orb.
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When now arraid

The world was with the Spring, and arbie honres
Had gone the round againe through herbs and fiowers.

CAopmon, Odyssey, x.

orct, ork^t (6rk), n. [Also, erroneously, oreh; <

L. orca, a kind of whale.] A marine mammal

;

some cetacean, perhaps a grampus or killer, or

the narwhal. See Orca^.

Kow turn and view the wonders of the deep,
Where Proteus' herds and Neptune's arks do keep.

B. Janwya, Neptune's Triumph.

An island salt and bare.

The haunt of seals, and ores, and sea-mews' clang.
JtfiJfon, P. L., XL 836.

I call him mite, because I know no beast
Nor fish from whence comparison to take,

Sm J. HarinyUm, tr. of Ariosto's Orlando Furioso, x. 87.

Therg are two varieties of the Delphinus orca, the ore

and the grampus. . . . The ore is about eighteen or twenty
feet long. Cuvier, B.6gne Animal (trans. 1827), IV. 465.

Orca^ (Sr'ka), n. [NL., < L. orca, a kind of

whale: see ore] In mammal., a genus of ma-
rine dejphinoid odontocete cetaceans, contain-
ing the nujnerous species known as Icillers,

sword-fish, or grampuses. They are remarkable for
their strength, ferocity, and predatory habits, and are the
only cetaceans which habitually prey upon warm-blooded
animals, such as those of their own order. The teeth are
about 48 in number, implanted all along tbe jaws ; the ver-
tebrsB are 50-52, of which the cervicals are mostly free;
the flippers are very large, and oval ; the dorsal fin is high,
erect, pointed, and situated about the middle of the body

;

and the head is obtusely rounded.

orca^ (6r'ka), n. [NL., < L. orca, a butt, tun, a
dice-box ; a transferred use of orca, a kind of

whale: see oi'c] In ornith., that part of the
trachealtympanum of a bird which is formed by
the more or less coossified rings of the bronchi.
See tympanum. Montagu.
Orcadian (6r-ka'di-an), a. and n. [< L. Orcades
(see def.) + -ja«.]

"
I. a. Eclating to the Or-

cades, or Orkney Islands, in Scotland.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Orkney.
orcanet, orcbanet (6r'ka-net), n. [< OP. or-

canette,oreJianette,F.orcanite: see alkanet.] A
plant, Alkanna tinctoria : same as alkanet, 2.

orcein (6r'se-in), n. [< orc(J,ne) + -e- + -in^.]

A nitrogenous compound (C7H7NO3) formed
from orcine and ammonia. It is a deep-red powder
of strong tinctorial power, and when dissolved in ammo-
nia is the basis of the archil of commerce. See orcine.

orcht, ™. -An erroneous form of ore.

orchaltf n. An obsolete variant of archil.

orchard (6r'chard), ». [Formerly also some-
times orchat (simulating Gr. bpxaroQ, a garden,
orchard); < ME. orchard, orcherd, orcheyerd,

orchegard, etc., < AS. orcerd, orcyrd, orcird, ort-

geard, orcgeard, ordgeard (= Icel. jurtagardhr =
Sw. ortag&rd = Dan. urtegaard = Goth, aurti-

gards), a garden, orchard; < ort-, appar. a re-

duced form of wyrt, herb, + geard, yard (ef

.

wyrtgeard, a garden, in which the full form wyrt
appears) : see wor<i and yard^. The lit. sense
'herb-garden' appears also in arbor^, ult. < L.

herba, h%rb.] If. A garden.

And therby is Salomon's orcheyerd, whiche is yet a right
delectable pli^ce. Sir R. Qwylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 39.

For further I conld say "This man 's untrue,"
And knew the patterns of his foul beguiling

;

Heard where his plants in others' orchards grew

;

Saw how deceits were gilded in his smiling.
Shak., Lover's Complaini^ 1. 171.

2. A piece of ground, usually inclosed, de-

voted to the culture of fruit-trees, especially the
apple, the pear, the peach, the plum, and the
cherry; a collection of cultivated fruit-trees.

Thy plants are an orchard of pomegranates, with pleas-
ant fruits. Cant. iv. 13.

You shall see my orchard, where, in an arbour, we will
eat a last year's pippin of my own grafiing, with a dish of
caraways, and so forth. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 8. 1.

Two lovers whispering by an orchard wall.
Tennyson, Circumstance.

orchard-clam (6r'chSrd-klam), n. A round
hard dam or quahaug, Venus mercenaria. [Lo-
cal, XJ. 8.]

orcnard-grass (6r'chard-gras), n. A tall-grow-
ing meadow-grass, DactyUs glomerata. See
cocksfoot and DactyUs, and cut in next column.
orchard-house (6r' chard -hous), n. A glass
house for the cultivation of fruits too delicate
to be grown in the open air, or for bringing
fruits to greater perfection than when grown
outside, without the aid of artificial heat.

orcharding (6r' char-ding), n. [< orchard +
-ing^.] The cultivation of orchards.

Trench grounds for orcharding, and the kitchen-garden
to lie for a winter mellowing.

••Evelyn, Calendarium Hortense, October.

orchardist (or'char-dist), n. [< orchard + -ist.]

One who cultivates fruit in orchards: as, an
experienced orchardist.

Orchard-grass {DactyUs glomerata).
I, the panicle ; s, the lower part of the

plant; tz, a spikelet ; d, the empty glumes;
c, the lower flowering glume; a, the palet.

orchestra

orchard-oriole
(6r-chard-o'ri-
61), n." A bird,

Icterus spurius, of

the family Icteri-

dce, which sus-

pends its neatly
woven nest from
the boughs of

fruit, shade, and
ornamental
trees, it is one
of the hangnests or
American orioles, a
near relative of the
Baltimore oriole, and
is sometimes called
bastard Baltimore.
It is very common in

the United States in
summer. The male
is seven inches long
and ten inches in
spread of wings ; the
plumage is entirely

black and chestnut;
the female is some-
what smaller, and
plain olive and yellowish. The young male at first re-

sembles the female, and during the progress to the per-

fect plumage shows every gradation between the colors

of the two sexes.

orchatt, ». See orchard. Milton; J.Philips,

Cider, 1.

orchelt, orchellat (6r'kel, Sr-kel'a), n. Same
as orchil, archil.

orchella-weed (6r-kera-wed), n. Same as ar-

chil, 2.

orcherdt, ». An obsolete form of orchard.

orches, n. Plural of orchis^.

orchesis (6r-ke'sis), n. [< Gr. ipxtaic, dancing,

a dance, < opxetaBai, dance : see orcliestra.] The
art of dancing or rhythmical movement of the

body, especially as practised by the chorus in

the ancient Greek theater ; orchestic.

orchesography (6r-ke-sog'ra-fi) , n. [Prop. *or-

chesiography, < Gr. opxi'^'St dancing, a dance, +
-ypcupia, C ypcujietv, write.] The theory of dan-
cing, especially as taught in regular treatises

illustrated by drawings.

orchestert, «. An obsolete foi-m of orchestra.

Orchestiq. (6r-kes'ti-a), n. [NL.,< Gr. bpxeladat,

leap.] Agenusof
amphipods, tjrp-

iealof the family
Orchestiidce.

orchestic (6r-

kes'tik), a. and
n. [= P. orches-

Uque = Pg. or-

chesUco, < Gr. opxW'tKdg, pertaining to dancing,
< bpx^icBai, dance: see orchestra.] I, a. Of or
pertaining to dancing or the art of rhythmical
movement of the body; regulating or regulated
by dancing: as, the orchestic arts.

Poetic rhythm, as well as orchestic and musical rhythm.
Trans. Amer. PhUol. Ass., XVI. 78.

II. n: The art of dancing; especially, among
the ancient Greeks, the art which uses the
rhythmical movements of the human body as a
means of scenic expression : also used in the
plural with the same meaning as in the singu-
lar.

The silent art of orchestic has its arses and theses, its

trochees and iambi, its dactyls and anapaests, not less truly
than music and poetry. J. Hadley, Essays, p. 81.

Beach-flea {Orchestra agilis').

Orchestiidse (6r-kes-ti'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Or-
chestia + -idee,] A family of gammarine amphi-
?od ci'ustaceans, typified bythe genvsOrchesUa.
hey have the upper antennse shorter than the lower, the

coxse well developed, and the posterior pleopods short and
robust, the last being single. The species are inhabitants
of the littoral region, and some are known as beach-fleas.
Also Orehestiadce, OrehesHdce.

orchestra (6r'kes-tra), n. [Formerly orchester,

orchestre; < P. orchesire = Sp. orgwesto, orquestra
= Pg. It. orchestra (cf. L. orchestra, the place
where the senate sat in the theater, also the
senate itself, prop, the orehestTa,),<.OT.6px^aTpa,
a part of the stage where the chorus danced,
the orchestra, < opxs'tadat, dance.] 1 . The part
of a theater or other public place appropriated
to the musicians, (a) In theaters, in classic times, the
orchestra was a circular or semicircular level space lying
between the rising tiers of seats of the auditorium and the
stage. In Greek theaters this space was circular, and was
allott«a to the chorus, which performed its evolutions

1 abpui the thymele or altar of Dionysus; which occupied
the center of the orchestra. Among tne Komans the or-
chestra corresponded nearly to the orchestra of modem
ph^rhouses, and was set apart for the seats of senators
and other persons of distinction. See diagram under dia-
zoma. (p) In a modem theater or opera house, the piaoe



orchestra
assigned for the orchestra-players is asually the front
part of the main floor. In the open-hoose at Bs;reath
the orchestra is below the level of the floor, so that the
players are invisible to the aadienc& (c) The parqnet.
2. In mod. mugic, a company of perfonners
on such mstmments as are used in concerted
music ; a hand, (in the trnited States land nsnally
signifies a military band ; but in England band is inter-
changeable with orcAeatro.) The historic development of
the orchestra as now known did notbegin nnta almnt 1600,
when the independent value of instromental music was
first generally accepted. Up to that time;, though many
inslziimenta had been known and used, both alone and as
supports for vocal music, they had not been systematical-
ly combined, nor had concerted music been written for
tJiem. The process of experiment, selection, and improve-
ment in consbuction and mutual adaptation went on
steadily until nearly 1800, when the orchestra first arrived
at its present proportions. The instruments now used
consist of four main groups; (a) the strings, including
violins (first and second), i-iolas, violoncellos, and bass
viols, these together constituting the largest and decided-
ly the most important group, which is often used entire-
ly alone, and is then called the string-orehettra; (t) the
wood wind, including flutes, oboes, clarinets, Rnglisb
horns, basset-boms, bassoon^ eta, these all being used
both to enrich the effect of the strings, and in alteniation
with them to afford contrasts in tone-quality; (e) the
brais wind, including French bonis, trumpets, comets,
trombones, ophicleides, etc., these being also used both
in conjunction and in contrast with the other groups,
though their decidedly greater sonority makes their in-

trtxiuction necessarily more rare; and (d) the percuggives,

including tympani, snare and bass drums^ cymbals, bells

and triangles, harps, etc, and also sometimes the piano-
forte, though the latter is seldom ranked as a true orches-
iaal instrument. The proportions of the several groups
are variedsomewhat both bycomposers and by conductors.
AfuR oreJiestra is one in which all these groups are pres-
ent in fairly complete form ; a small orcTiestra is one in
which some important instruments are lacking. All the
above instnunents, except the harp, are essentially mono-
phonic, and the peculiar artistic importance of the orches-
tra is based upon the fact that every element in the total

effect is produced by a solo instrument in the hands of a
separate performer. The orchestra is extensively em-
ployed both in accompanying vocal music of every kind
and in purely insianmental works. Its unlimited capaci-
ties for varied effect have led to the production of an ex-

tensive musical literature, in which are some of the most
fomous specimens of musical art. The orchestra is an in-

dispensable factor in all extended works like operas and
oratorios. The maintenance of orchestras was originally

undertaken by individual princes in the several European
states ; but they are now either attached to opera-houses
or supported by the proceeds of popular concerts.

3. In tile early New England churches, the
choir^^Uery at the end opposite the pulpit:

so caUed because in it were stationed the in-

strumentalists by whom the singing was ac-

companied.
OTChestaral (6r'kes-tral), a. [= P. orchestral;

as orchestra + -<rf.] "Pertaining to an orches-

tra ; suitable for or performed by an orchestra

:

as, orchestral music Ondiestral Ante, oboe, etc.,

in organtmUxng, a flnt^ oboe, or other stop whose toq^
imitate those of the ins^uments with exceptional accu-
racy.

orcbestrate (6r'ies-trat), t-.; pret. and pp. or-

chestrated, ppr. orchestrating. [< orchestra +
-ate^.1 To compose or arrange music for an
orchestra ; score or instmmentate.
ordhestoration (6r-kes-tra'shgn), n. [< orches-

trate +-«>».] In music, the act, process, science,

or result of composing or arranging music for

an orchestra; instrumentation. As a branch of

musical study it includes the structure technique, and
tone.qaalities of all orchestral instruments, their artistic

combination and contrast, and the method by which in-

tended effects are indicated in notation. It is properly
the chief division of instrumentation, though the latter is

often made equivalent to it

orchestret, "• An obsolete form of orchestra.

orchestric (dr-kes'trii), a. [= P. orchestrique

= Pg. orchestrico; as orchestra + -fc.] Belatmg
to an orchestra ; orchestral.

orchestrion (6r-kes'tri-on), n. [< orchestra +
-ion as in accordion.'\ A mechanical musical
instrument, essentially similar to a barrel-or-

gan, but having many different stops, etc.,

which iJlow the imitation of a large variety

of orchestral instruments and the production
of quite compUeated musical works. Many
different names have been applied to different

varieties of the instrument.

orchialgia {6r-ki-al'ji-a), n. [NIi., < Gr. Spxti,

a testicle, + aXyoc, pain.] Pain, especially

neuralgia, in a testicle.

OTChic (fir'kik), a. [< NL. orch^ + -»c.] Of or

pertaining to the test«s. ,

orchid (6r'kid), n. [< orchis'^, L. orchis (stem

erroneouslyassumedtobearc*KJ-): see Orchis^.']

Any plant of the natural order Orchidem; an
orchidaceous plant—Almond-scented orchid. See

Odonto^ionuin.—SDectral-flowered or^d. See Mas-

(Jaofito.—Spread%ele orcMd. See UKidtum.—'no-
le^scented orcbid. See Odontoglossum.

Orcshj^aceae (6r-ki-da'se-e), «. pi. PCL. (Lind-

leyi I835),< Orchis^ (see orchid) + -aceee.l Same
as OrdiidetB.
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orchidaceons (or-M-da'shlus), a. Pertaining
to the orchids ; belonging to the natural order
Orchidaceoe.

Orchideae (6r-kid'e-e), n. pi. [Nil. (LinnsBus,

1751), < Orchis^ (see orchid) + -eff.] The orchis

family, an order ofmonocotyledonous plants, of

the series Microspermea, d&tingnished bjr the
one or two sessile anthers unit»i to the pistil.

It includes about 5,000 species, belonging to 348 genera,
classed in 5 tribes and 27 subtribes. They are perennial
herbs, some terrestrial, found both in the tropics and in
colder regions, even to 68" X. lat, oUiers epiphytes of trop-
ical climates, reaching north to Florida. Their flowers are

Flowering Plant of Showv Orchis
(Orchis spectabitify.

Orchid {.Cattttya ciirnta'i.

generallybeautiful and fragrant, often grotesqneor imitat-
ing animal forms, and have three sepals, two similar pet-

als, and a third petal, the lip, enlarged, and commonly of

six^nlar shape or color. Their pollen is coherent in a waxy
orgranular mass, usually transferred to the stigma onlyby
insect-visits, insuring cross-fertilization. They grow &om
short or creeping rootstocks, tubeis, or thickened fibers,

the epiphytic species commonly with a few lower joints of

the stem thickened and persisting,forming a pseudo-bulb.
They bear undivided, often fleshy, parallel-veined leaves,

and one^»lled capsules with a multitude of minute seeds.

Any i^lant of the order is called an orchid.

orchideal (or-kid'S-al), a. [< orchid + -e-al.'\

In hot., same as orchidaceous.

orchidean (dr-kid'f-an), a. [< orchid + -«-an.]

Same as orchidaee'oiis. DartDin, PertU. of Or-
chids by Insects, p. 226.

orchidectomy (6r-ki-dek'to-mi), ». [< Gr. 6p-

XV, a testicle, + iitroitii, a cutting out.] Castra-
tion.

orchideons (dr-Md'f-us), a. [< orchid + -e-otis."]

Same as orchidaceous. Darwin, Fertil. of Or-
chids by Insects, p. 280.

orchiditis (6r-ki-di'tis), n. [NIi-, < Gr. bpxi^

(assumed stem *opx'-S-), a testicle, + -t^.]

Same as oriMUs.
orchidocele (6r'kid-o-sel), n. [< Gr. 6pxv (as-

sumed stem *opxui-), a testicle, + x^X?, tumor.]
OrcHdoncns.
orchidologist (6r-ki-dol'o-jist), ». [< orehidol-

o(f-y + -ist.'\ One versed in orchids.

orchidology (6r-ki-dol'6-ji), ». [< Gr. ipxv, the

orchis (see orchid), + -htyia, < Xiyecv, speak: see

-ology.'\ The special branch of botanyor of hor-
tieultupe which relates to orchids.

orchidoncns (6r-ki-dong'kus), n. [Nil., < Gr.

6pxic (assumed stem *opxiA-), a testicle,+ J/ko?,

tumor.] Tumor of the testis.

orchil (or'Ml), n. [Pormerly also orchel, orchal,

orehaa,<ME. orcheU,< OP. orchel, orcheH, orseil,

P. orseiUe, etc. : see archU^'] Same as arcftfl.

orchilla-weed (6r-kil'a-wed), ». Same as ar-

chU, 2.

orchiodynia (6r'ki-o-din'i-^), n. [Nil., < Gr.

dpxK, a testicle, + bSim/, pain.] Pain in a tes-

tide.

orchis^ (fir'kis), n.
;
pL arches (-kez). [NL.,< Gr.

dpxic, a testicle.] In aiiat., the testis, testicle,

or its equivalent.

orchis^ (dr'kis), n. [= P. orchis, < L. orchis, <

Gr. 6pxit {opx^-, opx^-), a plant, the orchis, so

called from the shApe of the roots, < ipxv, a
testicle.] 1 . A plant of the genus OrcJiis ; also,

one of numerous plants in other genera of the
orchis family, Orchidece.

Bring orchis, bring the foxglove spire,

The little speedwell's darling blue.

Temmson, In Memoriam, Ixxxiit

ordain

2. [cap."] [XL. (Linnaeus, 1737).] A geu):s of
plants, type of the order Orchidece, belonging to
the tribe Ophrydew and the subtribe Serapiea;
characterized by its spurred lip, and by the two
pollen-glands being
inclosed in a com-
mon pouch. It in-
cludes about 80 species,
mainly of the north tem-
perate regions of the Old
World, with two in the
United States. They are
terrestrial plants with
a few long-sheathing
broadly elliptical leaves,
and flowers of middle
size in a spike terminat-
ing the erect and un-
branchedstem. The com-
mon American species is

0. speet^irilis, the showy
orcMs, of rich woods
northward, having two
obovate glossy leaves, and
a few pret^ racemed
flowery pink-purple with
white lip. Forsome com-
mon British species, see
Cain.and-AbH, crdlion,

2, dxad-men's-fingen, 1,

long-purples, 1, foolstones,

johnny-cocis, and hand-
orchis.—mri'B-nest or-
Cbis. See IfeotHa.—
Crane-fly orcbls. See Tipularia Fen-orchls. See
Liparis.—Fringed orchis, one of several American ^>e-
cies of Habenaria with cut-fringed lip, including white,
yellow, greenish, and purple-flowered species. See cut
under Habenaria,—Frog-orchis, Habenaria Hridis.—
Greemnan orchiB. Same as man^orehis.—Hedusa's-
head orchis, Cirrhopetalum Hedvsoe, with thread-like
pendent sepals and petals.—Husk-orchls. See Hermi-
ntton.—B^n-orchls, any plant of the genus Habenaria.
(See also bee-crchis, bog-orehis, butterfly-onMs, fty-orchis,

man-orehis, spider-orchis.)

orchitic (6r-kit'ik), a. [< orchitis + -ic.'] Af-
fected with orchitis.

orchitis (6r-ki'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. 6px'€, testi-

cle, + -itis.'] In pathol., inflammation of the
testis. Also orchidias.

orchotomy (6r-kot'o-ini), n. [Prop, 'orchiotomy,
< Gr. opxv, testicle, + -ro/iia, < Ti/ivetv, ra/ieiv,

cut.] The operation of excising » testicle;
castiation.

orcin (or'sin), n. [< orcQiella) -\- -»n2.] A pe-
culiar coloring matter, represented by the for-

mula C7H6(0H2), obtained from the oreheUa-
weed and other lichens. It crystallizes In colorless
prisms, and its taste is sweet and nauseous. When dis-

solved in ammonia it gradually acquires a deep blood-red
color, and there is formed on exposure to air a new sub-
stance odled orcein, which contains nitrogen as an es-

sential element, and may be a mixture of several dif-

ferent compounds. On the addition of acetic acid orcein
is precipitated as a brownish-red powder. Also called
oreinol.

orcnlifonn (Sr'ku-li-f6rm), a. [< L. orcula.a,

httie tun or cask, dim. of orca, a tun (see orca^),

+ forma, form.] In hot., cask-shaped: applied
to the cells of certain algee. [Eare.]

orcynine (6r'si-iiin), a. Belonging or related to
the genus Orcynus.
Orcynns (6r-a'nus), v. [NL., < L. orcynus, <
Gr. opKvvoi, a large sea-flsh of the tunny kind.]
A genus of scombroid fishes of great size and
economic value ; the tunnies or horse-mackerel.
The common tunny is Orcynus thynnus. See cut
under aWacore.
ordt (6rd), n. [Also orde; ME. ord, < AS. ord, a,

point as of a sword, apex, top, edge, line of bat-
Ue, beginning, origin, chief, = OS. ord, point,=
OPries. ord, point, place, = B. oord, aplaee, re-

gion, = MLG. ort=OHG. ort, a point, angle,

ec^, beginning, iIHG. ort, a point, G. ort, a
place, region, = leel. oddr, a point of a weapon.
= Sw. «&, a point, prick, = Dan. od, a point (>
Icel. oddi, a point of land, = Sw. udde, a point,

cape, = Dan. odde, a point of land, > E. odd, not
even: see odd).] 1. A point.

Thi fruit is prikked with speres ord.

Holy Bood (E. K T. S.), p. 136.

2. Beginning.

Ord and ende he hath him told,

Hn blauBcheflur was tharinue Isold.

King Hom(B. E. T. S.}, p. 52.

ord. An abbreviation of ordinal, ordinance, or-

dinary, and order.

ordain (6r-dan'), «• t. [< ME. ordanen, ordeinen,

ordeynen, < OP. ordener, P. ordonner = Sp. Pg.

ordenar = It. ordinare, < L. ordinare, order: see

order, v., and ordinate, r.] If. To set or place

in proper order : arrange ;
prepare ; make ready;

hence, to construct or constitute with a view
to a certain end.

William went al bi-fore as wis man <t nobul,

& ordeyned anon his ost [hostl in thre grete parties.

WHKam qf Palerms (E. E. T. S.\ 1. 3791.



ordain

Above the croslet
That was ordeyned with that false get.

Chaucer, Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 266.

He hath also prepared for him the instruments of death

;

he ordaineth his arrows against the persecutors.

Ps. vii. 13.

In this pleasant soil

His far more pleasant garden God ordain'd.
MUton, P. L., iv. 216.

2. To set up; estalilish; institute; appoint;
order.

Jeroboam ordained a feast in the eighth month, on the
fifteenth day of the month. 1 Ki. xii. 32.

When first this order waa ordain'd, my lords.
Knights of the garter were of noble birth.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 1. 33.

He who ordained the Sabbath loves the poor

!

0. W. Holmes, A Rhymed Lesson.

3. To dispose or regulate according to will or
purpose; prescribe; give ca-ders or directions
for; command; enact j decree: used especially
of the decrees of Providence or of fate ; hence,
to destine.

"Harald," said William, "listen to my resoun.
What right that I haue of Englond the coroun
After Edwarde 's dede, if it so betide
That God baf ordeynd so I after him abide."

Bob. of Brunne, p. 68.

As it was ordained unto all the people of Israel by an
everlasting decree. Tobit i. 6.

God from all eternity did by his unchangeable counsel
ordain whatever in time should come to pass.

The Irish Articles of Beligion (1616), art. 11.

This mighty Kule to Time the Fates ordain.
Congreve, Birth of the Muse.

What if the foot, ordain'd the dust to tread,
Or hand to toil, aspired to be the head?

Pope, Essay on Man, i. 259.

4. To set apart for an office ; select ; appoint.

Than he bad hir ord&yne a-nother woman to norissh hir
sone. Merlin (B. E. T. &.), i. 89.

To Eltham will I, where the young king is,

Being ordain'd his special governor.
ShaM., 1 Hen. VI., i. 1. 171.

(a) To destine, set apart, etc., to a certain spiritual condi-
tion, or to the fulfilment of a certain providential purpose

;

especially in Biblical usage.

As many as were ordained to eternal life believed.
Acts xiii. 48.

<&) Eccles., to invest with ministerial or sacerdotal func-
tions ; confer holy orders upon ; appoint to or formally
introduce into the ministerial office : used especially of
admission to the priesthood, as distinguished from making
a deacon and consecrating a bishop. See ordination, 2.

If he were ordeynd clerlce. Bob. of Brunne, p. 129.

He ordained twelve, that they should be with him and
that he might send them forth to preach. And to have
power to heal sidsnesses, and to cast out devils.

Marie ill. 14, 15.

=Syil. 3. To destine, enact, order, prescribe, enjoin. In
regard to the making of human laws or the acts of Provi-
dence, ordain is the most weighty and solemn word in use

;

as, the Mayor and Common Council do ordain; *'the pow-
ers that be are ordained of God," Rom. xiii. 1.

ordainable (6r-da'na-bl), a. [< ordain + -able.}

Capable of being ordained, destined, or ap-
pointed.

The nature of man is ordainxtble to life.

Bp. Hall, Remains, p. 377. {Latham.)

ordainer (dr-da'n6r), n. [< ME. ordeinour, or-

denour, < OF. ordeneor, ordoneor, < L. ordinator,

one who orders or ordains, < ordinare, order,

ordain : see ordain. Cf. ordinator.'] One who
ordains, (at) One who rules or regulates ; ruler ; com-
mander; governor; master; manager; regulator.

That he werre his wardein, & al is ordeinour
To is wille to Willi him & to the king's honour.

Bob. of Olouceeter, p. 469.

(6) One who decrees ; especially, one of a body of bishops,
earls, and barons, in the reign of Edward II., in 1310, whom
the king was obliged to invest with authority to enact or-

dinances for the government of the kingdom, the regula-
tion of the king's household, etc.

The Ordainers took their oath on the 20th of March in
the Painted Chamber ; foremost among them was Arch-
bishop Winchelsey, who saw himself supported by six of

• his brethren. Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 261.

(ct) One who institutes, founds, or creates.

And thus he ofl'ended truth even in his first attempt

;

for, not content with his created nature, and thinking it

too low to be the highest creature of God, he offended the
ordainer, not only in the attempt but in the wish and sim-
ple violation thereof. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., i. 11.

(d) One who appoints to office, especially one who confers
holy orders ; one who invests another with ministerial or
sacerdotal functions.

ordainment (6r-dan'ment), n. [< ordain +
-ment.'] 1. The act of ordaining, or the state

of being ordained. Milton.— 2. Appointment;
destiny. Bacon, Advancement of Learning,
i. 32.

ordalf, «. A Middle English form of ordeal.

ordaliant (6r-da'lian), a. [< ordal (ML. orda-

lium) + -ian.'] Same as ordeal.

To approve her [Queen Emma's] innocence, praying
over-night to St. Swithun, she oSerd to pass blindfold be-
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tween certain Plow-shares red hot, according to the Orda-
lian Law, which without harm slie perform'd.

Milton, Hist. Eng., vi.

ordaliuni'l' (6r-da'li-um), n. [NL. : see ordeal.]

Same as ordeal. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 112;

ordet, »• See ord. Chaucer.

ordeal (6r'de-al) n. and a. [< ME. *ordel, ordal,

< AS. ordel, usually ordal, ordeal (as defined), lit.

'judgment' (=0S. urdeU=OFTies.ordel, urdel=
B. oordeel = MLG. ordel = OHG. urteiM, urteili,

urteU, urteila, urieil, MHG. urteile, urteil, G. ur-

theil, urieil, a judgment, decision), < or-, ac-

cented form of ar-, usually a- (see a-i), + dlel,

ddl, a part, deal (or rather the base of the orig.

verb), with a suffix lost in AS., but retained in
OS. and OHG. : see or- and deaU. The tech-

nical use of the word, the disappearance of er-

as a significant prefix, and the remoteness of

the main element -deal from its etym. mean-
ing, led to a separation of the word from its

actual source, and its treatment as of L. ori-

gin; hence the ordinary pron. in three sylla-

bles (as if the termination were like that of real,

ideal, etc.), instead of the orig. two (6r'del).]

1. m. 1. A form of trial to determine guUt or
innocence, formerly practised in Europe, and
still in parts of the East and by various savage
tribes. It consisted in testing the effect of fire, water,
poison, etc., upon tlie accused. Well-known fire-ordeals in

England were the handling of red-hot irons, or the walk-
ing over heated plowshares, A common form of the wa-
ter-ordeal was the casting of the accused into water : he
was considered innocent if he sank, guilty if he floated.

The practice of "ducking witches" is a survival of this

water-ordeal, and the phrase "to go through fire and
water " probably alludes to those customs. These ordeals
were abolished in England in the reign of Henry III., but
the wager of battle remained. The ordeal of poison-water
is common in Africa; that of burning candles, in Burma;
that of eating rice, in Siam, etc.

By ordal or by ooth.

By sort, or in what wyse so yow leste.

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 1046.

Such tests of truth as Ordeal and Compurgation satisfy

men's minds completely and easily.

Maine, Early Hist, of Inst., p. 48.

If from Thy ordeal's heated bars
Our feet are seamed with crimson scars,

Thy wiU be done 1 WhitUer, Thy Will be Done.

2. A severe trial ; trying circumstances ; a se-

vere test of courage, endurance, patience, etc.

The villanous ordeal of the papal custom-house.
Hawthorne, Marble Faun, xi.

= S3T1. 2. Proof, experiment, touchstone.

II. a. Pertaining to trial by ordeal.

Their ordeale lawes which they vsed in doubtfull cases,

when cleere and manifest proofes wanted.
Hakeuiill, Apology, IV. ii. § 5.

Ordeal bark. See hark^.—OiAeal bean, ordeal nut.
Same as Calabar bean (which see, under beanl).

ordeal-root (6r'de-al-rot), n. The root of a
species of Strychnos, used in trials by ordeal by
the natives of western Africa.

ordeal-tree (6r'de-al-tre), «. One of three poi-

sonous trees ot Ailrica. (a) See ordeal bark, under
barki. (b) The Cerbera Tanghin. See Cerbera. (c) The
poison-tree of South Africa, Acokanthera (Tomcophlcea)
Thunbergii; its bark has been used to poison arrows. The
two last named belong to the natural order Apocynaceae.

ordelfet, » See oredelfe.

ordenaryt, »• An obsolete form of ordinary.

ordenet, a. [ME., also ordeyne, ordinee (prop,
three syllables), < OF. ordene, <. L. ordinatus,
ordered, ordinate, regular: see ordinate.] Eeg-
ular; ordinate.

Ordene moevynges by places, by tymes, by dooinges, by
spaces, by qualites. Chaucer, Boethius, ill. prose 12.

ordenelyt, adv. [ME., < ordene + -h/^.] Eegu-
larly; orderly; ordinately.

Ther nis no dowte that they ne ben don ryhtfuUy and
ordenely to the profyt of hem.

Chaucer, Boethius, iv. prose 6.

ordenourf, ordeynourt, ». Middle English
forms of ordainer.

order (6r'd*r), n. [< ME. ordre (= D. order, orde
= MLG. orden, orde = G. order = Sw. order =
Dan. ordre), < OP. ordre, also ordene, ordine, F.
ordre = Sp. orden = Pg. ordem = It. ordine =
OHG. ordena, MHG. G. orden = Sw. Dan. or-

den = W. urdd and urten, order, etc., < L. ordo
(ordin-), a row, line, series, regular arrange-
ment, order; supposed to come, through an
adj. stem ord-, from the root of oriri, rise, in

a more orig. sense 'go'; as if lit. 'a going for-

ward.'] 1. A row; rank; line.

But soone the knights with their bright burning blades
BrokQ their rude troupes, and orders did confownd.

Spenser, F. Q., II. ix. 15.

First lat the gunes befoir us goe.

That they may break the order.

Battle of BalHnnes (Child's Ballads, VII. 225).

order

2. A rank, grade, or class of a community or

society: as, the higher or the lower orders of

the community.
In the whilke blys I byde at be here
Wyen ordres of aungels full clere.

York Plays, p. 2.

The King commanded Hilkiah the high priest, and the

priests of the second order, and the keepers of the door,

to bring forth out of the temple of the Lord all tlie ves-

sels that were made for BaaL 2 KL xxiii. 4.

Orders and degrees
Jar not with liberty, but well consist.

UUUm, P. L., V. 792.

It is a custom among the lower orders to put the first

piece of money that they receive in the day to the lips and
forehead before putting it in the pocket.

E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 327.

The virtue of the best Pagans was perhaps of as high
an order as that of the best Christians, though it was of a
somewhat different type. Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 164.

3. Specifically— (a) The degree, rank, or sta-

tus of clergymen.

And the title that je take ordres by telleth je ben
auaunced. Piers Plowman (B), xi. 281.

(6) One of the several degrees or grades of the
clerical office, in the Roman Catholic Church these
orders are bishop, priest (presbyter), deacon, subdeacon,
acolyte, exorcist^ reader, and doorkeeper. Originally the
first three were accounted major orders and the others
•minor orders. Since the twelfth centuiy the order of sub-
deacon has been advanced to the rank of a major order, and
the number of orders is generally counted as seven, the or-

ders of bishop and presbyter being regarded as one order
in so far as the sacerdotal character belongs to both. In
the Orthodox Greek and other Oriental churches the major
orders are those of bishop, priest, and deacon, and the
minor oiHlers are subdeacon, reader (anagnost), and some-
times singer (psaltes). The orders of bishop, priest, and
deacon are known not only as major or holy orders, but as

apostolic orders. The orders of subdeacon, acolyte, exorcist,

and doorkeeper (ostiary) existed in the Western Church
before the middle of the third century ; those of subdeacon,
exorcist, reader, singer, and doorkeeper were as old as the

third or fourth century in the Eastern Church. The An-
glican Church retains only the orders of bishop, priest, and
deacon. Major orders can be conferred by bishops only.

Chorepiscopi, abbots, and priests have sometimes, how-
ever, been authorized to confer minor orders.

They cannot abide
Vnto Church orders strictlle to be tide.

Time^ Whistle (K E. T. S.), p. 14.

(c) In the Roman Catholic, Greek, Anglican,
and other episcopal churches, the sacrament
or rite of ordination, by which ecclesiastics re-

ceive the power and grace for the discharge of

their several functions : specificallytermed holy

order, or more commonly holy orders. The bishop
alone can administer this rite. Orders as a sacrament or

sacramental rite ai'e limited to the major orders.

He [a certain friar] went to Amiens to be fully confirmed
An his Orders by the Bishop. Coryat, Crudities, 1. 14.

A Republican in holy orders was a strange and almost
an unnatural being. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vL

4. The consideration attachingto rank; honor;
dignity; state.

Trewely to take and treweliche to fyste,
Ys the profession and the pure ordre that apendeth to

knygtes. Piers Ploummn (C), ii. 97.

The several chairs of order look you scour
With juice of balm, and every precious flower:

Each fair instalment, coat, andseveral crest.

With loyal blazon, evermore be blest I

Shak., M. W. of W., v. 6. 68.

These were the prime in order and in might.
MUUm,V. L.,L 606.

5. (a) In zoiil., that taxonomic group which
regularly comes next below the class and next
above the family, consisting of one or more
families, and forming a division (sometimes the
whole) of a class. Like other classiflcatory groups, it

has only an arbitrary or conventional taxonomic value.

Compare superorder, suborder. (J) In ftot, the most
important unit of classification above the ge-

nus, corresponding somewhat closely to family
in zoology. See family, 6. in phanerogams the
term faimuy is not technical or systematic, being some-
times applied to -suborders, tribes, or even genera. In
cryptogams it is made a subdivision of the order by some
authors. See natural order, under natural.

6. A number of persons of the same profes-
sion, occupation, or .pursuits, constituting a
separate class in the community, or united by
some special interest.

The Archbishop
, Of Canterbury, accompanied with other

Learned and reverend fathers of his order.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iv. 1. 26.

The spirit of the whole clerical order rose against this
injustice. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

Specifically— (a) A body or society of persons living by
common consent under the same religious, moral, or sociiU
regulations ; especially, a monastic society or fraternity :

as, an order of monks or friars ; the Benedictine or Fran-
ciscan order.

And made an hous of monckes, to hold her ordre bet.
Bob. of Gloueester, p. 282.



order
The Germane^ another Order of religiona or learned

men, are honored amongst them ; especially such of then:
«8 line in the woods, and of the woods.

Purchag, Pilgrimage, p. 454.

Going to find a barefoot brother out,
One of our order, to associate me.

Shak., R. and J., v. 2. 6.

As abroad general rule, nearly every post-Reformation
institute is styled not an Order but a " Congregation "

;

but the only distinction which can be drawn between
these two names is that order is the wider, and may in-
clude several congregations within itself (as the Bene-
dictine order, for example, includes the congregations
of Cluny and of St, Maur), while a " congregation " is a
simple unit, complete in itself, and neither dependent on
another institute nor possessed of dependent varieties of
its own. Eneye. Brit., XYI. 715.

<6) An institution, partly imitated from the medieval and
-crusading orders of military monks, but generally founded
by a sovereign, a national legislature, or a prince of high
rank, for the purpose of rewarding meritorious service by
the conferring of a dignity. Most honorary orders consist
of several classes, known as knights companions, qfficerSy

commanders, grand officers, and grand commanders, other-
wise called grand cross or grand cordon. Many orders have
fewer classes, a few having only one. It is customaiy to
divide honorary orders into three ranks : (1) Those which
admit only nobles of the highest rank, and among for-
eigners only sovereign princes or members of reigning
families', of this character are the Golden Fleece (Austria
and Spain), the Elephant (Denmark), and the Garter (Great
Britam) : it is usual to regard these three as the existing
orders of highest dignity. (2) Those orders which are con-
ferred upon members of noble families only, and some-
times because of the mere fact of noble birth, without
special services. (3) The orders of merit, which are sup-
posed to be confeiTed for services only. Of these the Le-
gion of Honor is the best-known type. Two of the orders
of merit may be regarded as somewhat exceptional—the
first class of the Order of St. George of Russia and the Or-
der of Maria Theresa of Austria. The former is conferred
only upon a commanding general who has defeated an
army of 50,000 men, or captured the enemy's capital, or
brought about an honorable peace. There is now no per-
son living whohas gained this distinction regulai'ly, though
it has been given to a foreign sovereign. Other orders of
merit approach these more or less near^, as they are con-
ferred with more or less care. The various orders have
their appropriate insignia, consisting usually of a collar of
design peculiar to the order, a star, cross, jewel, badge,
libbon, or the like. It is common to speak of an order
by its name alone, as the Garter, the Bath. An order
Is said to be conferred or bestowed upon the recipient of
its distinction ; the recipient is said to be decorated with
such an order ; and the word order is often applied to the
decoration or badge. See bath, garter, knighthood, star,

thistle, etc.

Windsor set on Barocks border.
That temple of thye noble order.
The garter of a lovelydame,
Wch gave ye first device and name.

Puttenham, Partheniades, xvi.

Enight of the noble order of Saint George,
Worthy Saint Michael, and the Golden Fleece.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 7. 68.

A tributary prince of Devon, one
Of that great Order of the Table Round.

Tennyson, Geraint.

The various members of the Cabinet wore upon the
breasts of their coats the orders to which they were en-

titled. T. C. Crawford, English Life, p. 92.

7t. A series or suite ; a suit or change (as of

apparel).

I will give thee ten shekels of silver by the year, and a
suit of apparel ["an order of garments "In marginal note].

Judges xvij. 10.

8. Regular sequence or succession ; succession
of acts or events; course or method of action
or occurrence.

Though it come to my remembrance somewhat out of
order, it shall not yet come altogether out of time, for I
will nowe tell you a conceiptwhiche I had before forgotten
to wryte. Gascoigne, Notes on Eng. Verse (ed, Arher), § 16.

He departed, and went over all the country of Galatia
and Fhrygia in order. Acts xviiL 23.

Stand not upon the order of your going.
But go at once. Shak., Macbeth, iii. 4. 122.

A mixt Relation of Places and Actions, in the same or-

der of time in which they occurred ; forwhich end I kept
a Journal of every days Observations.

Dampier, Voyages, I., Pref

.

Pageants on pageants, in long order drawn.
Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. L 316.

9. Regulated succession; formal disposition or
array; methodical or harmonious arrangement;
hence, fit or consistent collocation of parts.

Whan Merlin hadde all thinges rehersed, and Blase hadde
hem alle ^vriten con after a-nother in ordre, and by his

boke haue we the knowinge ther-of.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 679.

A land of darkness, as darkness itself ; and of the shadow
of death, without any order, and where the light is as dark-

ness. Job X. 22.

I hear their drums : let 's set our liien in order.

And issue forth and bid them battle straight
Shak., 3 Hen. VI., i. 2. 70.

And now, unveil'd, the toilet stands display'd.

Each silver vase in mystic order laid.

Pope, R. of the L., L 122.

For the world was built in order,

And the atoms march in tune.
Emerson, Monadnoc.
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10. In rhet., the placing of words and members
in a sentence in such a manner as to contribute
to force and beauty of expression, or to the
clear illustration of the subject.— 1 1 . In classi-

cal arch. , a column entire (including base, shaft,
and capital), with a superincumbent entabla-
ture, viewed as forming an architectural whole
or the characteristic element of a style. There
are flveorders—Doric, Ionic, Corinthian, Tuscan, and Com-
posite. (See these adjectives.) Every order consists of
two essential parts, a column and an entablature ; the col-

umn is normally divided into three parts— base, shaft, and

Doric Older.—Temple ofCastor acdPoUux (so called),Giigeuti, Sicily.

a, entablature, consisting of cornice, frieze, and architrave ; 6, col-

umn, consisting: of capital and shaft; f, st^lobate, which in the Doric
order performs the function of a base.

capital ; the entablature into three parts also— architrave,

frieze, and cornice. The character of an order is dis-

played not only in its column, but in its general form and
details, of which the column is, as it were, the regulator.

The Tuscan and Composite are Roman orders, the other
three are properly Greek, the Roman renderings of them
being so different from the originals as to constitute In
fact distinct orders. The (Jorinthian, though of purely
(3reek origin, did not come into extensive use before Ro-
man authority was established throughout Greek lands.

The temple on the side of the river seems to be of the
greatest antiquity, and was probably built before the or-

ders were invented.
Pocoeke, Description of the East, II. !. 135.

13. lamath.: (a) In geometry, the degree of a
geometricalform considered as alocus of points,
or as determined by the degree of a locus of

points. Newton introduced the term order as applied to
plane curves. Cayley defines the order of a relation in
m-dimensional space as follows : add to the conditions as

many arbitrary linear conditions aa are necessary to make
the multiplicity of the relation equal to m; then the
number of points satisfying these conditions is the order
of the relation. Thus, the order qf a plane curve is the
number of points (real and imaginary) in which this curve
is cut by an arbitrary right line. The order of a rwn-plane
curve is the number of points in which the curve is cut by
a plane. The order of a surface is the number of points

in which the surface is cut by a right line. The order of
a con-gruerwe is the number of points in which the con-

gruence-lines lying in an arbitrary plane are cut by an ar-

bitrary plane. The order of a ernnj^x is the number of

points in which the curve enveloping the lines of the

complex lying in an arbitrary plane is cut by an arbitrary

plane. {b)'hi analysis, the number of elementary
operations contained in a complex operation

;

also, that character of a quantity which corre-

sponds to the degree of its algebraic expres-

sion. See the phrases below, and also equation.

—13. Established rule, administration, system,
or regime.

The same I am, ere ancient'st order was.
Or what is now received. Shak., W. T., iv. 1. 10.

The old order changeth, yielding place to new.
Tennyson, Morte d'Arthur.

14. Prescribed law; regulation; rule; ordi-

nance.
The church hath authority to establish that for an order

at one time which at another time it may abolish, and in

both doth do well. Booker, Eccles. Polity.

But that great command o'ersways the order.

She should in ground unsanctifled have lodged
Till the last trumpet SJiak., Hamlet^ v. 1. 251.

15. Authority; warrant.
Let her have needful, but not lavish, means

;

There shall be order for 't Shak., M. for M., il. 2. 25.

We gave them no order to make any composition to

separate you and us in this.

Sherley, quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation, p. 282.

16. Regular or customary mode of procedure;
established usage; conformity to established

order

rule or method of procedure ; specifically, pre-
scribed or customary mode of proceeding in
debates or discussions, or in the conduct of
deliberative or legislative bodies, public meet-
ings, etc., or conformity with the same : as, the
order of business; to rise to a point of order;
the motion is not in order.

The moderator, when either of the disputants breaks the
rules, may interpose to keep them to order. Watts.

17. A proper state or condition; a normal,
healthy, or efficient state.

He has come to court this may,
A' mounted in good order.

Katlmrine Janfarie (Child's Ballads, IV. 30).

Any of the forementioned faculties, if wanting, or out of
order, produce suitable effects in men's understandings.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xi § 12.

He lost the sense that liandles daily life.

That keeps us all in order.

Tennyson, Walking to the Mail.

18. Eccles., in liturgies, a stated form of di-

vine service, or administration of a rite or cere-
mony, prescribed by ecclesiastical authority:
as, the order of confirmation; also, the service
so prescribed.— 19. Conformity to law or es-

tablished authority or usage; the desirable
condition consequent upon such conformity;
absence of revolt, turbulence, or confusion;
public tranquillity : as, it is the duty of the gov-
ernment to uphold law and order.

All things invite
To peaceful counsels, and the settled state

Of order. MiUon, P. L., ii. 280.

Without order there is no living in public society, be-
cause the want thereof is the mother of confusion.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, viii. 2.

What Hume (e. g.) means by Justice is rather what I
have called Order, . . . .the observance of the actual sys-
tem of rules, whether strictly legal or customaiy, which
bind together the different members of any society into an
organic whole. S. Sidgwick, Methods of Ethics, p. 411.

lis hard to settle order once again.
Tennyson, Lotus-Eaters, Choric Song.

20+. Suitable action in view of some particular
result or end; care; preparation; measures;
steps : generally used in the obsolete phrase to

take order.

As for the money that he had promised unto the king,
he took no good order for it. 2 Mac. iv. 27.

I am content. Provide me soldiers, lords,
Whiles I take order for mine own affairs.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., ilL 1. 320.

He quickly tooke such order with such Lawyers that he
layd them by the heeles till he sent some of them prisoners
for England. Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, 1. 163.

Then were they remanded to the Cage again, until fur-

ther order should be taken with them.
Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 157.

21. Authoritative direction; injunction; man-
date ; command, whether oral or written ; in-

struction: as, to receive orders to march; to
disobey orders.

As I hare given order to the churches of Galatia, even
so do ye. 1 Cor. xvL 1.

Give order that these bodies
High on a stage be placed to the view.

Shak., Hamlet, v. 2. 388.

The magistrates of Plimouth . . . referred themselves
to an order of the commissioners, wherein liberty is' given
to the Massachusetts [colony] to take course with Ciorton
and the lands they had possessed.

Winthrop, Hist New England, II. 252.

Proud his mistress' orders to perform.
Pope, Dunciad, iii. 263.

On the 27th April, 1526, arrived four messengers from
courf^ with orders for Don Roderigo to return, and also to
bring Don Hector along with him.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, in. 180.

Specifically

—

(a) Inlaw, a direction of a court or judge,
made or entered in writing, and not included in a judg-
ment Ajudgment is the formal determination of a trial

;

*an order is usually the formal determination of a motion.

Orders arepromulgated by the courts of law and equity,

not only for the proper regulation of their proceedings,
but also to enforce obedience to justice, and compel that
which is right to be performed. Wharton,

(b) A written direction to pay money or deliver property

:

as, an order on a banker for twenty pounds ; pay to A. B.

or order; an order to a jeweler to return a necklace to

hearer.

An order is a written direction from one who either has
in fact, or in the writing professes to have, control over a
fund or thing to another who either purports in the writ-

ing to he under obligation to obey, or who is in fact under
such obligation, commanding some appropriation thereof.

(c) A direction to make, provide, or furnish anything ; a
commission to make purchases, supply goods, etc. : as, to

give an agent an order for groceries ; an order for canal
stock ; the work was done to order.

The fact is, that he seldom worked to order. Sale In
the cloth-halls was the rule.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. clxx.

Mr. W. . . . was entrusted with the execution of large
orders, especially in gold and Government bonds.

H. Clews, Twenty-eight Years in Wall Street, p. 427.



order

(d) A free pass for admission to a theater or other place
of eDtertainment.

In those days were pit orders—beshrew the uncomfort-
able manager who abolished them I Lamb, M^ First Play.

Apostolic orders. Seedef. 3(6).—Attic order. Seeae-
tie^.—'By ordert, consequently. Mingheu, 1617.—Cary-
atic order. See corj/aMc-Charglng order. SeeoAoroe.
—Circle ofblgber order. See mj-cte.-clerk In orders.
See cierft.-Close order, in milit. tactics, the space of about
one half-pace between ranks ; in the United States service,
ou rough ground and when marching in double time, it is
increased to 32 Inches. Farrow.—Common order, order
of course, in law, those ordinary directions of the court
which by long practice have come to be matters of right
in proper cases. They may be entered by the party or his
attorney without actual application to the court and with-
out notice to his adversary.

—

Contact of the nth or-
der. See contact.—FOJIX orders, the four orders of men-
dicant friars—the Dominicans or Black Friars, the Fran-
ciscan or Gray Friars, the Carmelites or White Friars, and
the Augustinian or Austin Friars.

In alle the ordres/oure is noon that can
So moche of daliaunce and fair langage.

Chawer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 210.

Full orders. See to be in full orders.— General order,
(a) An order relating to the whole military or naval ser-
vice or to the whole command, in distinction to special or-

ders, relating only to individuals or to a part of the com-
mand. (6) An order given by a customs collector for the
storage of foreign merchandise which has not been de-
livered to the consignees within a certain time after its

arrival in port. [U. S.]—Quelflc order. See Oudfte.—
Heavy marclili)^ order. See Aeavi/i.-Holy orders.
(a) In the Sam. Cath. Ch., same as major orders. See def. 3.

Of) In other churches, the Christian ministry, especially of
the Anglican churches.

—

In order tliat, to the end that.—
In order to, as a means or preparation for ', with a view to

;

for the purpose of : followed by an infinitive or a noun as
object: as, in orcferto economize space; iu order fo succeed,
one must be diligent

—

Inverse order of alienation.
See iitcerse.-Enigllts Of the Order of St. Crispin. See
iTit^At.—Letter of orders, a certificate given under the
hand and seal of the ordaining bishop, testifying that a
certain person has been rightly and canonlcally ordained.—Ugbt marclilng order. See lights.—Major orders.
See def. 3 (ft).-Male order. See moZei.- Mendicant
orders. See MiendiMm*.—Military Order of Savoy, an
order founded by King Victor Emmanuel I. of Sardinia,
in 181B, adopted by the kingdom of Italy, and still in ex-
istence. The badge is a cross of gold in red enamel, void-
ed, and surmounted by a royal crown. The ribbon is blue.

—Minor orders. See def. 3 (6).—Open order, in milit.

tacticSj an interval of about three yards between ranks.
—Order for Merit. See m«r«.— Order in Council, in
JSng. hist., an order by the sovereign with the advice of
the Privy Council. The most noted were those of 1807,
in retaliation for Napoleou's Berlin decree ; they declared
all vessels trading with France or countries under French
influence liable to seizure. These orders bore severely
against the commerce of the United States, as all goods
from that country destined for the continent had to be
landed in England, to pay duty, and to be exported un-
der British regulations.

—

Order Of a complex. See def.

12.— Order of a condition, the number of simple con-
ditions to which it is equivalent ; the number by which
the condition reduces the constant expressing the mul-
tiplicity of the figures satisfying the antecedent con-
ditions.—Order of a determinant, the square root of
the number of constituents in it.

—

Order of a dllTer-
ential or of a differential coefficient, the number of
differentiations required to produce it.

—

Order of a
differential equation, the order of the highest dif-

ferential coefficient it contains.

—

Order of a function.
See/uncfton Order of Alcantara, a Spanish military
order said to be a revival of a very ancient order of St.

Julian, and to have received its name from the city of Al-
cantara, given by Alfonso IZ. of Castile in 1213 to the
Knights of Calatrava, and transferred by the latter.— Or-
der of Alexander Nevskl, a Kussian order founded in
1722 'by Peter the Great, but first conferred by the em-
press Catherine I. in 1725. The ordinary badge is a cross
patt^, the center being a circle of white enamel, showing
St. Alexander on horseback, the arms of red enamel,
with a double-headed eagle between every two arms, and
the whole surmounted by an imperial crown. This is

worn hanging to a broad red ribbon en sautoire.— Order
Of an algebraic curve. See curve and def. 12.— Order
of aji algebraic eoiuatlon or quantlc, its degree.—
Order of an equation of finite differences, the order
of the highest difference or enlargement it contains.— Or-
der of an infinite or infinitesimal, the number of times
it is requisite to multiply into itself an infinite or infinites-

imal of the first order, in order to obtain such infinite or
Infinitesimal.— Order of approximation, the number of

times the operation of approximation has been performed
In order to obtain a given solution.— Order of a sub-
stitution. See sUbsKtuUon—Order of a surface. See
def. 12.— Order of a transformation. See transfer-

maUon.—Order of battle, the arrangement and dispo-

sition of the different parts of an army or fleet, according
to the circumstances, for the purpose of engaging an ene-

my, by giving or receiving an attack, or in order to be re-

viewed, etc.—Order of Calatrava, a Spanish military

order foimded in the middle of the twelfth century, and
taking its name from the fortress of Calatrava, which had
been captured from the Moors in 1147, and was confided

to the new order. It is still in existence, llie badge
is a cross flemy enameled red, attached to a red ribbon.

—

Order of Charles III., a Spanish order founded by Charles
m. in 1771.—Order of Cliarles XIII., a Swedish order

founded by the sovereign of that name in 1811, for Free-

masons of the higher degrees.— Order Of Christ, a Por-

tuguese order founded by King Dionyaius and confirmed

about 1318. It contains three degrees, of which the high-
est is limited to six persons. The present badge is a cross

ol\ejght.points;encircled by an o»kwreath,iind having be-
^

tween the arms four ovals in black enamel, each bearing

five golden bUlets, symbolical of the five wounds of Christ.

The ribbon is dark-red.

—

Order of CivU Merit, the name
of several orders, the most prominent oif which is that of

Prussia. See Orderfor Merit, under merit.

—

Order ofOOn-
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tact of two plane curves, one less than the order of
the infinitesimal which measures the distance of the
curves at a distance from the point of contact measured
by an infinitesimal of the first order, or the limit toward
which the logarithm of the distance between the two
curves divided by the logarithm of the distance from
the point of contact at which that distance is measured
approximates as the latter distance approximates toward
zero.—Order of Fidelity, Generod^, Glory. See
fidelity, etc.— Order Of Isabella the Catholic, known
as the Soyal American Order, and instituted in 1816 to
reward loyalty among the American colonists and de-
pendents of Spain. The order still exists. The badge
is a cross patt6 indented, the center filled with a med^-
lion, the arms enameled red, and with gold rays between
the arms.—Order of Jesus. See Jesus.— Order of Leo-
pold, an Austrian order founded by Francis I., Emperor of
Austria, in memory of the emperor Leopold II. It dates
from 1808, and is still in existence.— Order of Louisa,
a Prussian order founded by Frederick William IIL in
1814,forwomen only.—Order OfMaria Loulsa,a Spanish
order for women founded in 1792, and still in existence.

—

Order of Maria Theresa, an Austrian order founded by
the empress of that name in 1767, but modified by the
emperor Joseph II.

—

Order Of Maximilian, an order
for encouragement of art and science, founded in 1863 by
Maximilian II. of Bavaria.— Order Of Medjidle. See
Medjidie.—OrAer Of Militaiy Merit, (a) An order in-
stituted in 17.')9 by Louis XV. of BVance for Protestant offi-

cers, as the Order of St. Louis was limited to Catholics. Its
organization was similar to that of the latter order. In 1814
it was reorganized for officers of the army and navy. It has
not been conferred since 1830. The badge is somewhat
similar to that of ijt. Louis, and the ribbon is of the same
color. (5) See merit, (c) An order founded by the duke
Charles Eugene of Wurtemberg in 1769.— Order Of mul-
tiplicity of a right line. See multiplicity.— Order
Of nature, (a) That order in which the general comes
before the particulars. (6) That order in which the cause
comes before the effect.-Order of Our Lady of Mon-
tesa, a Spanish order founded in the fourteenth century
by the King of Aragon, afterward attached to the crown of
Spain.— Order of Our Lady of Mount Carmel, an or-
der founded by Henry IV. of France on the occasion of
his embracing Catholicism, and in a measure replacing
the Order of St. Lazarus.

—

Order of sailing, the forma-
tion of a fleet ordered by the commander-in-chief.— Or-
der of St. Andrew, a Russian order founded by Peter the
Great in 1698. The badge is the double eagle of Kussia,
in black enamel, upon the breast of which is the crucifix
of St. Andrew, with saltire-shaped cross, the whole sur-
mounted by an imperial crown. The ribbon is blue ; but
on state occasions this badge is worn pendent to a collar
composed of similar crowned eagles, of ovals bearing sal-

tires, and of shields with fiags and crowns.

—

Order of St.
Andrew In Scotland. See Order of the Thistle, under
thistle.— QtAer of St. Benedict of Aviz, a Portuguese
order said to date from the twelfth centmy. The badge
is a cross fieuryof green enamel, having a gold fleur-de-lis

in the angle between every two arms of the cross, and
hangs from a green ribbon worn around the neck.— Order
Of St. Gall. Same as Order of the Bear.— Oriel of St.
George, (a) A Bavarian order founded or, as is asserted,
restored by the elector Charles Albert in 1729. It is still

in existence, and is divided into three cksses. (&) A Bus-
sian order founded in 1769 by the emjffras Catherine II.

See def. 6 (6)(3).—Order Of St.James of the Sword (also
called St. James of Compostella), a Spanish order of great
antiquity, asserted to have been approved by the Pope in
1176, and still existing. In the middle ages this order had
great military power, and administered a large income.
The badge is a cross in red enamel, affecting the form of a
sword, and bearing a scallop-shell at the junction of the
arms. The ribbon is red.

—

Order of St. Lazarus, an or-

der which had its origin in the Holy Land, and was af-

terward transplanted into France, where it retained inde-
pendent existence until, under Henry IV., it was in a mea-
sure replaced by the Order of Our Lady of Mount CarmeL
It disappeared during the Eevolution.— Order of St.
Louis, a French order founded by Louis XIV. in 1693
for military service, and confirmed by Louis XV. in 1719.
After the restoration of the Bourbons in 1814 this order
was reinstated. Ko knights have been created since 1830.
The badge is a cross of eight points, having in the central
medallion a figure of Louis XIV., robed and crowned, and
holding in his hands wreaths of honor ; there is a gold fieur-

de-lis between every two arms. The ribbon is fiame-col-
ored.— Order of St. Michael, a French order instituted
by Louis XI. in 1469, and modified by Heniy III. and Louis
XIV. Since 1830 it has not been conferred. The badge is

a cross of eight points with fleurs-de-lis between the arms,
and in the central medallion a figure of the archangel Mi-
chael trampling on the
dragon. The ribbon
is black.— Order of
St. Michael and St.
George, a British or-

der instituted in 1818,

originally for natives
of the Ionian and Mal-
tese islands and for
other British subjects
in the Mediterranean.
It has since been
greatly extended.

—

Order ofSt. Patrick.
an orderof knighthood
instituted by George
III. of England in
1783. It consists of
the sovereign, the
lord lieutenant of Ire-

land, and twenty-two
knights.— Order of
Sts. Cosmo and Da-
miaJi, a religious or-

der in Palestine in the
middle, ages, ^special-

ly charged with the
caie of pilgrims.—Order OfSt. Stanislaus, a Polish order
dating from 1766, and adopted by the czars of Russia.— Or-
der ofthe Annunciation. See annunciation Orderof
the Bear. See iiearz.-Order ofthe Black Eagle. See

Insiffnia of the Order of St. Michael and
St George.

order

eagle.— Order of the Burgundlan Cross. See Burgun-
dian.—Order ofthe Chrysanthemum, an order found-
ed by the Mikado of Japan in 1876.—Order Of the Con-
ception, See conception.- Order ofthe Cordon Jaune,
a French order for ft'otestantandRoman Catholic knights,
founded in the sixteenth century by the Duke of Nevers,

for the protection of widows and orphans. It is now ex-

tinct-Order of the Crescent. See crcsccn*.— Order
of the Crown. See eroum.— Order of the day; (a) lu
a legislative body, a matter for consideration assigned to

a particular day. Such an order is privileged, and takes

precedence of all questions except a motion to adjouni
and a question of privilege. Several subjects are often

assigned for the same day, and hence are called orders of
the day. Gushing. (6) The prevailing rule or custom.

The shooter has generally time for a fair aim— and, in-

deed, wild-fowl shooting can hardly be termed snap-shoot-

ing— and long shots are undoubtedly the vrder qf the day.
W. W. Greener The Gun, p. 427.

Order of the difference or enlargement of a func-
tion, the number of operations of differencing or enlarg-

ing required to produce it—Order ofthe Fan. See /on.
—Order of the Fish. See^Ai.—Order of the Garter.
See garter.— Order of the Golden Fleece. See fleece.—

Order of the Griffin. See griffin.—Order of the Holy
Ghost. See g?iost.—Qi(Let Of the Hospitalers of St.

John of Jerusalem. See hospitaler.- Order ofthe n-
luminatL See lUnminati.-Order of the Indian Em-
pire. See/ndion.—Orderof thelronCrosB. Seeirm.
—Order of the Iron Crown. See iron.— Order of the
EnightS of Malta. Same as Order of the Hosfntalers (Jf

StJohn of Jerusalem (which see, under hospitaler).— Or-
der of the Knot. See knotK—Oi&eT of the Legion of
Honor. Seefefl*»i.— Orderof the Lion. See iio».— Or-
der ofthe Palm. Seepalm.—Order of the Red Eagle.
See eagle.— Order of the Saint Esprit. See Order qftJie

Holy Ghost, under ghost.—Older of the Thistle. See
thistle.— Order of &e White Eagle, Elephant, Falcon.
See eagle, etc.

—

Order of the Yellow String, see Order
of the Cardan Janme.— Order Of Vigilance. Same as Or-
der of the White Falcon.—OvA Of order, (a) In confusion
or disorder : as, the room is out of_ order, (6) Not in an ef-

ficient condition : as, the watch is out of order, (c) In a
meeting or legislative assembly, not in accordance with
recognized or established rules : as, the motion is out of
order, (d) Sick; unwell; indisposed.

Wlien any one in Sir Roger's company complains he is

out of order, he immediately calls for some posset-drink
for him. Steele, Spectator, No. 100.

I have been lately much out of order, and confined at
home, hut now I go abroad again. Gray, Letters, I. 323.

Question of order, in a legislative body, a question re-
lating to a violation of the rules or a breach of order in a
particular proceeding. It must be decided by the chair
without debate. Oushing.—SaXUng orders {naut.), the
final instructions given 1>o government vessels.

—

Special
orders, in law, those orders which are made only in view
of the peculiar circumstances of the case, and require no-
tice to the adversary and a hearing by th e court,

—

Stand-
ing orders, in Parliament, certain general rules and in-

structions laid down for its own guidance, which are
to be invariably follow'ed unless suspended by a vote to>

meet some urgent case. [Eng.]— Teutonic Order, See
Teutonic.—The Independent Order of Odd Fellows.
See Odd-Fellow.-The Order Of the Martyrs. Same as
Order of Sts. Cosmo anjd I)a/mmn.—Third order, in the
Bffm. Cath. Ch,, an order among the Dominicans, Carmel-
ites, etc., composed of secular associates conforming to a
certain extent to the general design of the order. The
members of such orders are called tertiaries.—To be in
full orders, to have been ordained both as adeacon and as
a priest; to be in priest's orders.

—

To be in (holy) orders,
to be a member of an episcopally ordained Christian min-
istry.—To call a meeting to order, to open a meetmg,
or call upon it to proceed to orderly business : said of the-,

presiding officer. [U. s.]—To call a speaker to order,
to interrupt him on the ground that he transgresses es-

tablished rules of debate. See question oforder.—lo take
ordert. See def. 20.—To take orders, to enter the Chris-
tian ministry through ordination ; specifically, so to enter
an episcopally ordained ministi7,=Syn. 21 (a). Verdict,
Separl, etc. See decision.

order (6r'der), v.t. [< MB. ordren, < OF. odrer;
cf . MLGr. orderen= G-. be-ordern = Sw. be-ordra-
= Dan. be-ordre, order, direct, also D. ordenen =
MLO. ordenen, orden = OHG. ordinon, ordenon,
MHG. ordenen, G. ordnen, an-ordnen= Sw. ordncc
= Dan. ordne, order, arrange, also Sw.for-ordna,
Dan. for-ordne, order, etc. ; < L. ordinare, ar-
range, order, oommand, < ordo {ordin-), order:
see order, n. Cf. ordain, ordinate, from the
same L. verTj.] 1. To put in a row or rank:
place in rank or position; range.

Warrioura old with order'd spear and shield.

MUton, P. L., i. 666.

Here all things in their place remain.
As all were order'd ages since.

Tennyson, Day-Dream, Sleeping Palace.

2. To place in the position or office of clergy-
man; confer clerical rank and authority upon;
ordain.

Whosoever are consecrated or ordered according to the
Kites of that Book, since the second year of the forenamed
King Edward unto this time, or hereafter shall be conse-
crated or ordered according to the same Bites ; we decree
all such to be rightly, orderly, and lawfully consecrated
and ordered.
Book ofCommon Prayer (Eng.), Articles of Religion, xxxvi.

3. To arrange methodically; dispose formally
or fittingly; marshal; array; arrange suitably
or harmoniously. .- . *. .v

He did bestow
Both guestes and meate, when ever in they came.
And knew them how to order without blame.
As him the Steward badd. Spenser, F. Q., II. ix. 28.



order
He shall order the lamps npon the pure candlestick be-

fore the Lord continually. Lev. xxlv. 4.

The rhjmies are dazzled from their place,
And oraer'd words asunder fly.

Tennystmf Day-Dream, ProL

4. To dispose ; adjust ; regulate ; direct ; man-
age; govern; ordain; establish.

No force lor that, for It is ordei'd so.
That 1 may leap both hedge and dyke full weU.

WyaU, The Courtier's Lite^ To John Poins.

They [TTtopians] define virtue to be life ordered accord-
ing to nature, and that we be hereunto ordained of God.

Sir T. Mare, Utopia (tr. by KobinsonX ii. 7.

Order my steps in thy word, and let not any iniquity
have dominioa over me. Ps. cxix. 133.

If I know how or which way to order these affairs

Thus thrust disorderly Into my hands.
Never believe me. Shak., Bich. II., ii. 2. 109.

She will ord^r all things duly,
When beneath his roof they come.

Tennyeorbj Lord of Burleigh,

6. To instruct authoritatively or imperatively;
give an order or command to; command; bid:
as, the general ordered the troops to advance

;

to order a person out of the house.
Good uncle, help to order several powers
To Oxford, or where'er these .traitors are.

Shak., Kich. II., v. 3. 140.

The President of Panama had strictly ordered that none
should adventiue to any of the Islands for Plantains.

Dampier, Voyages, I. 206.

6. To command to be made, done, issued, etc.;

give a commission for ; require to be supplied
or furnished: as, to order goods through an
agent.

That pair of checked trousers . . . he did me the favour
of ordering from my own tailor.

Thackeray, Mrs. Perkins's Ball, i.

Another new issue of 100 millions United States notes
-was ordered on motion of Mr. Stevens.

H. Clews, Twenty-eight Years in Wall Street, p. 83.

To order about, to send to and fro on tasks or errands

;

assume authority over ; dictate to; domineer over.—To
order arms, in military drill, to bring the butt of a fire-

arm to the ground, the weapon being held vertically against
the right side.—TO Order up, in euchre, to direct the
dealer to take the turned-up card Into hishand in place of
any card he then holds. ==Syn. 3. To adjust, methodize,
systematize.—4. To carry on.—5. To bid, require, instruct.

orderable (6r'der-a-bl), a. [< ordier + -able.']

Capable of being ordered; biddable ; obedient;
docUe.
The king's averseness to physick, and impatience under

it, . . . was quickly removed above expectation; the king
(contnuy to his costome) being very orderable in all his
sicknesse. IWler, Ch. Hist., X. vii. 22. (Davies.)

order-book (6r'd6r-buk), n. A book in which
orders are entered. Specifically—(a) A book in which
the orders of customers are entered, as for the making or
supplying of articles, (b) A book in the British House of

Commons in which members are required to enter mo-
tions before submitting them to the House, (c) A book
kept on a man-of-war for recording occasional orders of the
senior officer, (d) A book kept at all military headquar-
ters, in which orders are written for the information of

officers and men. Each company also keeps one. WUhelm.

order-class (6r'der-ldas), n. The number of

lines of a congruence which are cut by two
arbitrary lines.

orderer (dr'der-6r), n. 1. One who arranges,

disposes, or regulates ; one who keeps in order,

or restores to order.

You have . . . chosen me to be the judge of the late

evils happened, orderer of the present disorders, and final-

ly protector of this country. iStr P. Sidney, Arcadia, v.

But it is no harm for Him, who is by right, and in the
greatest propriety, the Supreme Orderer of all things, to

order everything in such a manner as it would be a point

of wisdom in Him to chuse that they should be ordered.

Edwards, On the Freedom of the Will, iv. § 9.

2. One who gives orders; one who orders or

commands ; a commander, ruler, or governor.

ordering (6r'der-ing), n. [Verbal n. of order,

v.] 1. Disposition; distribution.

These were the orderings ofthem in their service to come
into the house of the Lord, according to their manner, un-

der Aaron their father, as theLord Grod of Israel had com-
manded him. 1 Chron. xxiv. 19.

2. In the Anglican Ch., ordination; the act of

ordaining or conferring orders: as, the order-

ing of deacons; the ordering of priests.

The Book of Consecration of Archbishops and Bishops,

and Ordering of Priests and Deacons, lately set forth in

the time of Edward the Sixth, and confirmed at the same
time by authority of Parliament, doth contain all things

necessary to such Consecration and Ordering; neitherhath

it anything that of itself is superstitious and ungodly.

Book of Common Prayer (Eng.), Articles of Religion, xxxvi.

3. Arrangement; adjustment; settlement.

We need no more of your advice ; the matter.

The loss, the gain, the ordering on 't, is all

Properly ours. Shak., W. T., a 1. 168.

Secondly, a due ordering of our words, that are to pro-

ceed from, and to express our thoughts ; which is done by

pertinence and brevity of expression. -- ..,^ South, Sermons, II. iiL
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4. Government; management; administration.

As the sun when it ariseth in the high heaven ; so is the
beauty of a good wife in the ordering of her house.

Ecclus. xxvt 16.

orderless (dr'dfer-les), a. [< order + -less.]

Without nile, regularity, or method ; disorderly.

All form is formless, order orderless.

Save what is opposite to England's love.

Shale., K. John, iii. 1. 263.

This order with her sorrow she accords.
Which orderless all form of order brake;
So then began her words, and thus she spake.

Sanid, Civil Wars, ii. 81.

orderliness (6r'der-li-nes), n. Orderly state or

condition; regularity; order.

Thanks to the orderliness of things, dangers have their
premonitions. J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 73.

orderly (6r'd6r-li), a. and n. [= D. ordeUjTc =
MLGr. ordelik = MHG. ordenlich, U. ordentlich

= Sw. Dan. ordentUg; as order + -ly^.] I. a.

1 . Conformed or conforming to good order or

arrangement; characterized by method or reg-
ularity, or by conformity to established order

;

regular; methodical; harmonious.
The children orderly, and mothers pale
For fright.

Long ranged on a rowe stode round about.
Surrey, .^neid, ii.

As when the total kind
Of birds, in orderly array on wing.
Came summon'd over Eden to receive
Their names of thee. Milton, P. L., vi. 74.

Her thick brown hair was smoothly taken o£E her broad
forehead, and put in a very orderly fashion under her linen
cap. Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, iii.

This orderly succession of tints, gently blending into

one another, is one of the greatest sources of beauty that
we are acquainted with.

0. N. Bmd, Modem Chromatics, p. 278.

2t. In accordance with established regulations

;

duly authorized.

As for the orders established, sith the law of nature, of

God, and man do all favour that which is in being till or-

derly judgement of decision be given against it. It is but
justice to exact obedience of you. Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

3. Observant of rule or discipline ; not unruly

;

without uproar; deliberate; peaceful or proper
in behavior.
He would not swear; . . . and gave such orderly and

well-behaved reproof to all uncomeliness that I would
have sworn his disposition would have gone to the truth
of his words. Shak., M. W. of W., ii. 1. 69.

And now what cure, what other remedy,
Can to our desp'rate wounds be ministred?

Men are not good but for necessity

;

Nor orderly are ever bom, but bred.
Daniel, Civil Wars, vii. 38.

Perkin, . . . considering the delay of time, and obseru-
ing their orderly and not tumultuary arming, doubted the
worst. Baean, Hist. Hen. VIL, p. 141.

4. Milit., of or pertaining to orders, or to the
communication or execution of orders ; onduty

:

as, orderly drummer; orderly room Orderly
book (miiii.), a book kept in each troop or company in a
regiment for the insertion of general or regimental orders.

—Orderly officer, the officer of the day— that is, the of-

ficer of a corps or regiment whose turn it is to superintend
matters of cleanliness, food, etc.; especially, the officer of

the day on duty at the headquarters of an army in the field.

—Orderly room, a room in barracks used as the office of

a company. WUhdm,.— Orderly sergeant, in the United
States army and marine corps, the senior sergeant of every
company or guard of marines. =Syil. 1. Orderly implies

more love of order than either mModieal or systematM.—
3. Peaceable, quiet, well-behaved.

II. n.; pi. otderlies ^-liz). 1. A private sol-

dier or a non-commissioned officer who attends

on a superior officer to carry orders ormessages.
— 2. An attendant in a ward of a hospital whose
duty it is to keep order among the patients, see

to their wants, preserve cleanliness, etc.— 3.

One who keeps things in order generally and
preserves neatness. See the quotation. [j!ng.]

But sweeping and removing dirt is not the only occupa-
tion of the street-orderly. . . . He is also the watchman
of house-property and shop-goods ; the guardian of reti-

cules, pocket-books, purses, and watch-pockets ; the expe-

rienced observer and detector of pick-pockets ; the ever

ready, though unpaid, auxiliary to the police constable.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 260.

orderly (6r'der-li), adv. [= D. ordelijk= OHG.
ordenlicho, MHG. ordenliche, G. ordentlich =
D&n. ordentUg; fromtheadj.] According to due
order; regularly; duly; properly; decorously.

They went all in coUples very orderly.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 104.

Thou thyself also walkest orderly, and keepest the law.
*

Acts xxi. 24.

You are too blunt ; go to it orderly.

Shak., T. of the S., ii. 1. 45.

Hee apprehends a iest by seeingmen smile, and laughes
orderly himselfe when it comes to his turne.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Meere Formall Man.

ordinabiUtyf {6r*di-na-biri-ti), n. [< ML.
ordinabiUta(t-)s, ordination, < ordinabilis, ordi-

ordinance

nable: see ordindble.] The quality of being
ordinable, or capable of being ordained or ap-
pointed. Bp. Bull, Works, I. 367.

ordinablef (or'di-na-bl), a. [< ME. ordinable,

< OF. ordinable, < Mli. ordinabilis, < L. ordinare,
ordain, order: see ordain, order, v.] 1. Capa-
ble of being ranked or estimated; propor-
tional; relative.

And euery thing, though it be good, it is not of hymself
good, but it is good by that it is ordinable to the greate
goodnesse. Testament of Love, iL

2. Capable of being adjusted, fitted, prepared,
ordained, or appointed. Sir M. Hale, Orig. of
Mankind, p. 5.

ordinaire (dr-di-nSr'), n. [P.: an abbreviation
for vin ordinaire, ordinary (table) wine : see
ordinary.] Wine, usually of a low grade, such
as is customarily served at an ordinary. See
ordinary, n., 6.

ordinal (6r'di-nal), a. and n. [< ME. ordinall,

< OP. (and F.) ordinal =Sp. Pg. ordinal= It.

ordinate, < LL. ordinalis, of order, denoting or-

der (as a numeral), < L. ordo (ordirir-), order

:

see order, n.] I. a. 1. Noting position in an
order or series: an epithet designating one of

that class of numerals which describe an ob-
ject as occupying a certain place in a series of

similar objects; first, second, third, etc., are
ordinal numbers.—2. In nat. hist., pertaining

to, characteristic of, or designating an order,

as of animals, or a family of plants : as, ordinal

terms; a group of ordinal value; ordinal dis-

tinctions ; ordinal rank.

There is not known to be a single ordinal form of insect
extinct. Hwdey, Origin of Species, p. 49.

II. ». 1. A numeral which designates the
place or position of an object in some particu-

lar series, as first, second, third, etc.— 2. A body
of regulations, (a) Any book registering or regulating
order, succession, or usage.

He hath after his ordinall
Assigned one in speciall.

Gower, Conf. Amant, vit

(&) A book containing the orders and constitutions of a
religious house or a college. E. PhUlips, 1706.

As prouost pryncypall
To teach them theyr ordynaU.

Skelton, Poems, Phyllyp Sparowe, 1. 555.

(c) In England before the Heformation, a book directing
in what mannerthe services for thecanonicalbonrs should
be said throughout the year ; a directory of the daily office

:

also known as the ordiTiaie. pica, or pie. It contained a
calendar, and gave the variations in the choir offices ac-

cording to the day or season.

The Ordinal was a directory, or perpetual calendar, so
drawn up that it told how each day's service, the year
through, might easily be found.

BoiA, Church of our Fathers, m. ii. 213.

((Z) In the Anglican Ch. since the Beformation, a book
containing the forms for making, ordaining, and conse-
crating bishops, priests, and deacons ; a collection of of-

fices prescribing the form and maimer of coufeiTing holy
orders. The ordinal was first published in English in

1550, and was slightly changed in 1552 and 1662. Although
technically a separate hook, it has always since 1552 been
bound with the Prayer-book.

ordinale (6r-di-na'le), n.; pi. ordinalia (-li-a)

[ML., neut. of ordinalis: see ordinal.] Same
as ordinal, 2 (c).

ordinalism (or'di-nal-izm), n. [< ordinal +
-ism.] The quality of being ordinal. Latham.
ordinance (6r'di-nans), n. [< ME. ordinaunce,
ordenaunee, < OF.' ordinance, ordenance, ordo-
nance, ordonnance, F. ordonnance = Pr. orde-

nansa, ordonnansa = Sp. ordenanza = Pg. orde-

nanqa = It. ordinanza, < ML. ordinantia, an or-

der, decree, < L. ordinan(t-)s, ordering, ordain-

ing: see ordinant. Cf. ordnance, ordonnance.]

It. Ordering; disposition; arrangement.

And marching thrise in warlike ordinance,

Thriae lowted lowly to the noble mayd.
Spenser, F. Q., IV. iit 5.

The Ordinance and Design of mostof the Eoyal and great
Gardens in and about Paris are of his [M. le Nostre's] In-

vention. Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 26.

2t. Orderly disposition
;
proper arrangement

;

regular order ; diie proportion.

I have no wommen suffisant certayn

The chambres for tarraye in ord^nanM
After my lust, and therfor wolde I fayn
That thyn were all swiche maner governance.

Chaveer, Clerk's Tale, L 905.

3t. Order; rank; dignity; position.

Woollen vassals, things created

To buy and sell with groats, to show bare heads . . .

When one but of my ordinance stood up
To speak of war and peace. Shah., Cor., iii. 2. 12.

4|-. Preparation; provision; array; arrange-

ment.
Wei may men knowe that so gret ordinanee
May no man tellen in a litel clause.

Chaiuxr, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 152.



ordinance

And the two brethem a-geyn their burghes and towiies
made gode orderuiunce, as Merlin dide hem counseile,

Merlm(E. E. T. S.), i. 56.

5t. An appliance ; an appointment; an arrange-
ment; equipment: as, ordinance oiwax; hence,
specifically, cannon; ordnance. See ordnance.

With all her [their] ordinance there,
Whiehe thei ayene the oitee cast.

Gower, Conf. Amant. v.

In the eleventh year, in the month Bui, which is the
eighth month, was the house finished with all the appur-
tenances thereol, and with all the ordinances thereof.

1 Ki. vi. 38 (margin).

Item, amonge all wondre and straunge ordynaunee that
we sawe there, bothe for see and lande, with all maner
Artyllary and Ingynes that may be deuysyd, prynoypally
we noted .ij. peces of artyllary.

Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 7.

Caves and womby vaultages of France
Shall chide your trespass and return your mock
In second accent to his ffrdinajice,

Shak., Hen. V., ii. 4. 126.

6t. Established state or condition; regular or
established mode of action; proceeding as regu-
lated by authority.

Enowest thou the ordinances of heaven?
Job xxxviii. 38.

All these things change from their ordinance
Their natures and preformed faculties

To monstrous quality. Shak., J. C, L 3. 66.

7. Regulation by authority ; a command ; an ap-
pointment; an order; that which is ordained,
ordered, or appointed ; a rule or law established
by authority; edict; decree, as of the Supreme
Being or of Fate; law or statute made by
human authority; authoritative relation. In
modern usage the term covers all the standing regulations
adopted by a municipal corporation ; or, in other words,
the local laws and internal regulations passed by the gov-
erning body, and calculated to have permanent or continu-
ous operation, as distinguished from resolutions, which are
orders of temporary character or intended to meet a spe-

cial occasion. Thus, an order forbidding flreworlis in the
streets is an ordinance; one appropriating money for cel-

ebrating a holiday is a resolution. Abbreviated ord.

His doughter Custance was wedded to Bretayn,
With William's ordinance, vnto the erle Alayn.

Rob. ofRrunne, p. 83.

He made also divers Ordinances concerning the mea^
sures of Corn, and Wine, and Cloath ; and that no Cloath
should any where be dy'd of any other Colour than blacls,

but only in principal Towns and Cities.

Raker, Chronicles, p. ^6.

God's ordimince
Of Death is blown in every wind.

Tennyson, To J. S.

8. Eccles., a religious ceremony, rite, or prac-

tice established by authority: as, the ordinance

of baptism.
He reproved also the practice of private members mak-

ing speeches in tlie church assemblies, to the disturbance

and hindrance of the ordinanx^es.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 876.

9. In arch., arrangement; system; order: said

of a part or detail as well as of an architectu-

ral whole.

The soffits or ceilings . . . are of the same material as

the walls and columnar ordinances. Eruyc. Brit., II. 389.

Northwest ordinance. Same as ordinance of 1787.

—

Ordins^nce of Nullification. See nuUiflcation.— Ordi-
nance of parliament, a temporary act of parliament.

—

Ordinance of 1784, an act of the United States Congress
under the Confederation, passed April 23d, 1784, for the

temporary government of the Northwest Territory, com-
prising tracts ceded to the United States by the several

States.—Ordinance of 1787, the law of Congress under
the Confederation according to which was organized the
Northwest Territory, west of Pennsylvania, east of the
Mississippi, and north of the Ohio rivers. Its chief pro-

visions related to the government of the territory, the
rights of citizens, the formation of new States, free navi-

gation, and especially the prohibition of slavery and in-

voluntary servitude, except as punishment for crimes.—

Ordinance of staples. See staple.

—

Ordinance of the
forest, an English statute (33 and 34 Edward I.) touching

matters and causes of the forest.— Ordinajice Of the
Saladln Tithe, an English ordinance of 1188 levying a

tax of that name. It is important as being one of the

earliest attempts to tax personal property, and because

local jurors were employed to determine the liability of

individuals.— Self-denying Ordinance, in Eng. hist.,

an ordinance, passed April 8d, 1645, that members of either

house of Parliament holding military or civil office should

vacate such positions at the expiration of forty days. =
Syn. 7. Edict, Deeree, etc. See lawK

Ordinancet, v. t. [< ordinance, n., 5.] To arm
with ordnance.

The people . . . conualed him [Ulysses] in to his realme

of Ithaca in a shippe of wonderfull beautie, well ordinaneed

and manned for his defence.
Sir T. Elyot, The (Jovemour, ii. 2.

ordinand (6r'di-nand), n. [= P. ordinand =
Sp. Pg. ordenando =lt. ordinando, < L. ordinan-

dus, gerundive of ordinare, ordain: see ordain,

ordinate.'] One about to be ordained or to re-

ceive orders.

A plain alb was again the only dress prescribed to the

mdinands, and it remained unaltered to the end of the or-

dination. R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xvii.
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Ordinant (6r'di-nant), o. and n. [= F. ordinant
= Sp. Pg. ordendnte = It. ordinante, < L. ordi-

nanlt-)s, ppr. of ordinare, ordain, order: see or-

dain, order, v.J I. a. Ruling; overruling; dis-

posing; directing; ordaining.

Why, even in that was Heaven ordinant.
Shak., Hamlet, v. 2. 48.

II. n. One who ordains ; a prelate who con-
fers orders.

ordinarily (dr'di-na-ri-U), adv. In an ordinary
manner, (a) According to established rules or settled

method ; in accordance with an established order.

The Author of Nature hath so ordained that the temper
of the inferior bodies should ordinarily depend vpon the
superior. UakeyiUl, Apology, v. § 1.

(6) Commonly ; usually ; in most cases.

Corn (Indian) was sold ordinarily at three shillings the
bushel, a good cow at seven or eight pounds, and some at
£6— and other thing answerable.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 25.

ordinary (6r'di-na-ri), a. and n. [= F. ordi-

naire = Sp. Pg. It. ordinario, < L. ordinariits,

of the usual order, usual, customary, common,
< ordo iprdin-), order: see order.] I. a. 1.

Conformed to a fixed or regvdated sequence
or arrangement ; hence, sanctioned by law or
usage; established; settled; stated; regular;
normal; customary.

Euen then (my priests) may you make holyday.
And pray no more but ordinmrie prayers.

Oaxcalgne, Steele Glas (ed. Arber), p. 81.

Moreover, the porters were at every gate ; it was not
lawful for any to go from his ordina/ry service ; for their
brethren the Xevites prepared for them. 1 Esd. i. 16.

Lady, may it please you to bestow upon a stranger the
ordinary grace of salutation?

Ream, and Fl., Scornful Lady, i. 1.

2. Common in practice or use; usual; fre-

quent; habitual.

Be patient, princes ; you do know, these fits

Are with his highness very ordinary,
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 4. 115.

Their ordin&ry drink being water, yet once a day they
will warm their blonds with a draught of wine.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 14.

To be excited is not the ovda/nwry state of the mind, but
the extraordinary, the now and then state.

J. H, Nevrman, Parochial Sermons, i. 263.

3. Common in occurrence ; such as may be met
with at any time or place ; not distinguished
in any way from others ; hence, often, some-
what inferior ; of little merit ; not distinguished
by superior exceUenee ; commonplace ; mean

;

low.
Some of them hath he made high days, and hallowed

them, and some of them hath he made ordinary days.
Ecclus. xxxiii. 9.

He has two essential parts of the courtier, pride and ig-

norance ; marry, the rest come somewhat after the ordi-

nary gallant. R. Jonson, Cynthia's Kevels, ii. 1.

You will wonder how such an ordinary fellow as Wood
could get His Majesty's Inroad seal. Swift.

.

An ordinary man would neither have incurred the dan-
ger of succouring Essex, nor the disgrace of assailing him.

Macatday, Lord Bacon,

4. Ugly; not handsome: as, she is an ort^nar?/

woman. Johnson. [Now only in vulgar use,

often contracted ornery.]

Well, I reckon he [a catwho had suffered from an ex-

plosion] was praps the omeriest lookin' beastyou ever see.

Mark Twain, FLOUghing It, Ixi.

Judge ordinary. See judge.—VatA ordinary, in the
Court of Session, Scotland, the judge before whom a cause
depends in the Outer House. The judge who officiates

weekly in the bill-chamber of the Court of Session is called

the lord ordinary on the bUls. In Scotland the sheriff of

a county is called the judge ordinary. Imp. Diet.— Ordi-
nary bihlic. See wiiic.—OrdliMiry care, ordinary
diligence, in law, such care or diligence as men of com-
mon prudence, under similar circumstances, usually exer-

cise.- Ordinary conveyance, dodecahedron, equa-
tion, function, mark. See the nouns.— Ordinary neg-
lect, ordinary negligence. See negligence, 2.— Orfl-
nary ray, in double refraction. See refraction.—Ordi-
nary seaman, a seaman who is capable of the commoner
duties, but who has not served long enough at sea to be
considered complete in a sailor's duties and to be rated

as an able seaman.—Ordinary tablet, a gambling-house.

Exposing the daingerous mischiefs that the dicyng
bowses, commonly caUed ordinarie tables, &o., do dayley
ijreede within the bowelles of the famous citie of London.

G. Whetstone, cited in Poet. Deoam., ii. 240. (Nares.)

Ordinary time, in mUit. tactics In the United States^

quick time, which is 110 steps or 86 yards a minute, or 2

miles 1613 yards an hour. Wilhelm. = Syn. 1 and 2. Regv.-

lar, etc. (see normaT), wonted.— 3. Vmgar, etc. (see com-
mon), homely.

II. n.; Tp\.ordinarie8(-riz). 1. Onepossessing
immediate jurisdiction in his own right and not

by special deputation. Specifically- (<t) In eccles.

law, a bishop, archbishop, or other ecclesiastic or his dep-

uty, in his capacity as an ex officio ecclesiastical judge

;

also, the bishop's deputy in other ecclesiastical matters,

including formerly the administration of estates.

They be not few which have licences, . . . some of the
pope, and some of their ordinaries.

Tyndale, Ans. to SirT. More, etc. (Parker Soc, 1860), p. 41.

ordinary

Every Minister so repelling any [from the Holy Com-
munion] . . . shall be obliged to give an account of the

same to the Ordinary.
.

Book of Common Prayer, Rubric m Communion Office.

In spiritual causes, a lay person may be no ordinary.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, viii. 8.

If the ordinary claimed the incriminated clerk, the secu-

lar court surrendered him for ecclesiastical trial.

Stuhbs, Const. Hist., § 399.

(6) An English diocesan officer, entitled the ordinary of

assize and sessions, appointed to give criminals their neck-

verses, perform other religious services for them, and as-

sist in preparing them for death.

The Ordinary 's paid for setting the Psalm, and the Par-

ish-Priest for reading the Ceremony.
Congreve, Way of the World, in. 13»

2. A judge empowered to take cognizance of

causes in his own right, and not by delegation.

Specifically- (a) In the Court of Session in Scotland, one

of the five judges, sitting in separate courts, who form the

Outer House. Appeals may be taken from their decision

to the Inner House, (b) In some of the United States, a

judge of a court of probate.

3. The established or due sequence; the ap-

pointed or fixed form; in the Roman Catholic

missal and in other Latin liturgies, the estab-

lished sequence or order for saying mass ; the

service of the mass (with exclusion of the canon)

as preeminent ; the ordo. in the medieval English

liturgical books the Latin title was Ordinariwmet Canon
Missce, the ordinary and canon of the mass ; in the Boman
missal and in general Latin use the title is Ordo Missce, the

order of the mass, and the Canon Missce, canon of the mass,

is entered as a new title. Hence some writers call only

that part of the mass which precedes the canon the ordi-

rmry or ordo.

Osmund, Bishop of Salisbury, devised that Ordinary or

form of service which hereafter was observed in the whole

realm. ii'irfjer, Ch. Hist., III. i. 23. (Dames.)

4t. Rule; guide.

They be right hangmen, to murder whosoever desiretb

for that doctrine, that God hath given to be the ordinary

of our faith and living.

Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc., 1860), p. 169.

5. Something regular and customary; some-

thing in common use.— 6. A usual or custo-

mary meal; hence, a regular meal provided at

an eating-house for every one, as distinguished

from dishes specially ordered ; a table d'h6te.

We have had a merry and a lusty ordinary.

And wine, and good meat, and a bouncing reckoning.
Fletcher,'Wildgoose Chase, L 2.

We had in our boate a very good ordinary, and excellent

company. Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 6, 1641.

When I was a young man about this town, I frequented

the ordinary of the Black-horse in Holborn.
Steele, Tatler, No. 136.

7. A place where such meals are served; an
eating-house where there is a fixed price for

a meal.
He doth, besides, bring me the names of all the young

gentlemen in the city that use ordinaries or taverns, talk-

ing (to my thinking) only as the freedom of their youth
teach them without any further ends, for dangerous and
seditious spirits. Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, i. 3.

The place or ordinary where he uses to eat.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, iii. 1.

She noticed a small inn or ordinary, where a card nailed

to the door-post announced that a dinner was to be had
inside at a cheap rate. J. Hawthorne, Dust^ p. 397.

8. The average ; the mass ; the common run.

I see no more in you than in the ordinary
Of nature's sale-work.

Shak,, As you Like it, ill. 6. 42.

9. In her., a very common bearing, usually
bounded by straight lines, but sometimes by
one of the heraldic lines, wavy, nebula, or the
like. SeeKne2,12. The ordinaries are the oldest bear-
ings, and in general the oldest escutcheons are those
which are charged only with the ordinaries, or with these
primarily, other charges having been added. The bearings
most generally admitted as ordinaries are the eight fol-

lowing : bar, bend, chevron, chief, cross, fesse, pale, and
saltire ; but most writers add one, some two, and others a
greater number, namely one or more of the following

:

bend sinister, inescutcheon, quarter or franc-quartier, pile,

bordure. By some writers also the subordinaries and or-

dinaries are considered together under one head. The
ordinaries are often called honorable ordinaries, to distin-

guish them from the subordinaries.

Bends, chevrons, and bars are three of the somewhat
numerous ordinaries, so called from their frequent use.

Books of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 97, note 2.

10. In the navy: (a) The establishment of per-
sons formerly employed by government to take
charge of ships of war laid up in harbors. (6)
The state of a ship not in actual service, but
laid up under the charge of officers: as, a ship
in ordinary (one laid up under the direction of
the officers of a navy-j^ard or dockyard).— Court
of ordinary, the name given in Georgia to a court hav-
ing general probate jurisdiction.— Court Of the ordi-
nary. See ooMrt.—Honorable ordtnaxy. See def. 9.—
In ordinary, (a) In actual and constant service ; statedly-

attending and serving : as, a physician or chaplain in or-

dinary. An ambassador in ordinary is one constantly resi-

dent at a foreign court.



ordinary
I think my Eagle is so JnsUy styled Jove's serrantm or-

dinary. J. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 25.

?OSee drf^ 10 (6).—Lord Of appeal in ordinary. See
Jont—Ordinary of armB, in ner., a book or table of ref-
erence Inwhich heraldic bearings orachieTemen ts, or both,
are arranged in alphabetical or other r^ular order with
the names ofpersons who bear them attached: the reverse
of an armory.— Ordinary of the mass. Seedef. S.

Abbreviated ord.

ordinarysMp (6r'di-nf-ri-ship), it. [(.ordinanj
+ ship.^ The state of being au ordinary; the
office of an ordinarj'. FiMer.
ordinate (6r'di-natj, a. and n. [< ME. ordinat
{alsoordene. q. v.) = It. ordimto,

<

L. ordinatus,
well^rdered, appointed, ordained, pp. of ordi-
nare, order, ordain: see ordain, order, n.] I.
a. 1. Regular.

For he that stondeth clere and ordmaiet
And pronde happis saffreth anderslid&

BoeUwi, MS. Soc. Antiq. 134> t (HaMwdl.)
Ordinate flgores are such as have all their sides and all

their angles eqnaL May, Works of Creation.

2f. Well-regulated; orderly; proper; due.
A wedded man, in his estaat,

liyveth a lyf blisfnl and ardinaoL
Chaueer, Merchant's Tale, L 40.

3. In entom., placed in one or more regular
rows : as, ordinate spines, punctures, spots, etc.
—Ordinate eyes, eyes arranged in definite order, as the
simple eyes of a spider.

II. n. In analyt. geom., a line used to deter-
mine the position of a point in space, drawn
from the point to the axis of abscissas and par-
allel to the axis of ordinates. See abscissa, and
Cartesian coordinates (under Cartesian) AppVL-
cate ordinate. See aaaUcate.

ordinatet (6r'di-nat), r. t. [< L. ordinatus, pp.
of ordinare, ordain, order, etc.: see order, «.]

1. To ordain; appoint.
With foil consent this man did ordinate

The heir apparent to the crown and land.
Daniel, Civil Wars, iv. 22.

2. To direct; dispose.

Look np to that over-mling hand of the Almighty, who
ordinates all their [thy spiritual enemies'] motions to his
own holy purposes. Bp. Hall, Balm dE Giloid, iiL § 3.

ordinatelyt (6r'di-nat-li), adB. Regularly; ac-
cording to an established order; in order.

I wyll ardinatdy treate of the two partes of a pnblike
weale. Sir T. Elyat, The Govemoor, L 2.

ordination (6r-di-na'shon), ». [< OF. ordina^
tion, also ordinaison, P. ordination = Sp. ordina^
don = Pg. ordena^ao = It. ordinazione, < L. or-

dinatio{n-), a setting in order, ordering, ordain-
ment, ordinance, rule, < ordinare, order, or-

dain: see ordain.] 1. Disposition as in ranks
or rows; formal arrangement ; array.

Cyrus . . . disposing his trees, like his armies, in regu-
lar ordination. Sir T. Broume, Garden of Cyrus, L

2. The act of admitting to holy orders, or to

the Christian ministry; the rite of conferring,
holy orders or investing with ministerial or
sacerdotal power and authority, in episcopal
churches,including theKoman Catholic Church, Uie Greek
and otherOriental churches, and the Anglican Church, or-

dination consists in imposition of hands by a bishop upon
the candidate, thus admitting him to one of the holy or-

ders,and conferringon him thepowersof thatorderand au-
thority to perform its functions. The act of elevation to
the episcopate is in strict technical use called consecrvEHony

not ordiiutiian. Ordination in its wider sense includes ad-
mission to the minor orders, which are usually conferred
in the Roman Catholic Church by a bishop, but can be be-
stowed by an abbot, the act of admission consisting in
the tradition (delivery) of the instruments. In Presbyte-
rian churches the power of ordination rests with the pres-
bytery, who appoint one or more of their number to con-
duct the ordination ceremonies, which include laying on
of hands. In Congregational and Baptist churches ordi-

nation is customarily performed by tiie pastors of other
churches (of the same denominationX but is regarded as
necessary only for the preservation of church order ; and
the service is regarded as conferring no special religious

authority. See institution, induttion, instaSatiori.

As for Ordination, what is it but the laying on of hands,
an outward signe or symool of admission?

MUton, On Def. of Hnmb. Bemonst.

St. Arrangement of parts so as to form a con-

sistent whole; organization; prearrangement;
constitution.

Every creature is good, partly by creation, and partly by
orduxzoon. Perkins.

4. Assignment of proper place in an order or

series; hence, suitable relation; due propor-

tion.

Virtue and vice have a natural ordination to the happi-

ness and misery of life respectively. Sorris.

5. Appointment; enactment; decree; ordi-

nance.
They worship theirown gods according to their own or-

dination. Burton, Anat of MeL, p. 630.

By the holy and wise ordination of God, either and both

of them are appointed for the chief stay of the people.

Bp. HaU, Hard Texts of Scripture, Ps. civiiL 22.
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ordinativef (6r'dl-na-tiv), a. [= Sp. It. ordi-
naUvo, < LL. ordinaiii-us, signifying or indicat-
ing order, < L. ordinare, order, ordain: see or-
dinate, order, ».] Directory: administrative.

Episcopall power and precedency . . . immediately
succeeded the Apostles in that ordinative and gubemative
emiaency.

Bp. Gavden, Tears of the Church, p. 259. (Davits.)

ordinato-Iitnrate (6r-di-na'td-lit'u-rat), a. [<
L. ordinatus, arranged in a row, + lituratus,

blurred: see ordinate and liturate.'] Having
rows of lituTEe or indeterminate spots, etc.

ordinato-macolate (6r-di-na'to-mak'u-lat), a.

[< L. ordinatus, arranged in a row, + maculatus,
spotted: see ordinate and maculate.^ Having
rows of macula or spots.

ordinato-punctate (6r-di-na't6-pungk'tat), a.

[< L. ordinatus, arranged in a row, + puncta-
tus, punctate : see ordinate saipunctate.'] Hav-
ing rows of punctures.
ordinatort (6r'di-na-tqr), h. [= OP. ordina-
teur, < L. ordinator, Cordinare, ordain, order:
see ordinate, r. Cf. <wdai««r.] A director; a
ruler. Bev. T. Adams, Works, I. 424.
ordinee (6r-di-ne'), ». [< P. 'ordine, < L. ordi-
natus, ordained: see ordinate.^ A person or-
dained; one on whom holy orders have been
conferred.

The abbot may choose a monk for ordination as priest
or deacon ; but the ordinee is to rank in the house from
the date of his admission. Bneyc. Brit., XVI. 705.

ordines, n. Plural of ordo.
ordnance (drd'nans), n. [An old form of ordi-
nance: see ordinance, 5. Cl.ordonnance.2 Can-
non or great guns collectively, including mor-
tars and howitzers; artillery. As a technical term,
it designates all heavy pieces fired from carriages. Mod-
em ordnance may be divided into two classes, smooth-bore
and rifled. The former are all muzzle-loaders ; the latter
are subdivided into mu^zle-ioaders and breechloaders.
Most guns of modem consti'nction are breech-loading ri-

fied arms. Classified according to the material used, can-
non are brome, cast-iron, ucrought-irori, steel, or iniaxd cast
(mrought-iron and steel) guns ; according to the method of
construction, they are called solid or buHt-t^ guns. The
most modem type of heavy gun is an all-steel built-up
breech-loading gun, with a Krupp or interrupted-screw
fermeture. Formerly sometimes used in the pluraL

Behold the ordnance on their carriages
With fatal mouths gaping on girded Harfieur.

Sliak., Hen. T., ProL, 1. 26.

He built nine or ten forts and planted ordnances upon
them. & Clarice, Four Plantations in America (1670X p. 2.

Board of ordnance, (at) Formerly, in Great Britain, a
hoard, consisting of a master-genei^ snrveyor^eneral,
clerk, and storekeeper (usually members of Parliament),
which provided the armyand navy with gnns, ammunition,
and arms of every description, and superintended the pro-
viding of stores, equipment, etc The Crimean disasters in
1854 showed the defects of this board, which was shortly
afterward dissolved. (6)Aboard composed of United States
ordnance-officers distinguished fortheirattainments in the
theory and practice of heavy ordnance, its construction
and use, whose duty it is to conduct experiments, and test
and report upon all ordnance subjecte referred to it by
the chief of ordnance. This board is designated by the
Secretary of War, and is advisoiy to the chief of ordnance
of the army.—Bureau of Ordnance. See Dyaartment of
the yavy, under departmenL—Master of the Ordnance.
See masteri^.—Ordnance corps. Same as ordnance de-
partment—Ordnance deparbnent. Seedepartment

—

Ordnance storekeeper. See storekeeper.—Ordnance
stores, a general phrase including everything pertaining
to the manufacture, equipment, and service of ordnance
or artillery. It comprises all projectiles and explosives,

pyrotechnic stores, gun-carriages, caissons, limbers, mor-
tar-beds, cavalry and artillery forges, battery-wagons, and
all machines for mechanical manceuvers and for transpor-

tation, tools and materials for fabrication, repair, or pres-
ervation, all small-arms, accoutrements, and equipments
for artillery, cavalry, and infantry. The phrase '• ordnance
and ordnance stores," covers everything in the form of a
weapon that is used in war, togetherwith all the materials
and appliances necessary for their construction, repair,

preservation, and use.—Ordnance survey, the survey
of Great Britain, undertaken by the government, and exe-

cuted by select corps of the Royal Engineers and civilians.

The charts exhibit, in addition to the ordinary features of

amap, the extentand limits ofproperties; and rivers, roads,

houses, etc., are laid down on them in their just propor-
tions, and not, as in ordinary maps, exaggerated. The
scale adopted bythe British government is, for towns hav-
ing 4,000 or more inhabitants, ^)n, of the linear measure-
men^ which is equivalent to 126.72 inches to a mile, or 1
inch to 411 feet ; for parishes (in cultivated districts), j^
of the linear measurement^ equal to 25.344 inches to a
mUe, or very nearly 1 square inch to an acre ; for counties,

6 inches to a mile ; for the kingdom, a general map, 1 inch
to a mile. The purposes to which these large plans may
be applied are as estate plans, for managing, draining, and
otherwise improving land, for facilitating its transfer by
registering sales and incumbrances, and as public maps,
according to which local or general taxes may be levied,

and roads, railways, canals, and other public works laid

out and executed.—Rifled ordnance. See rifled cannon,
under cannon.

ordnance-office (6rd'nans-of'is), n. The head-
quarters of the chief 6t ordnance of the United
States army; the bureau of administration of

the ordnance department of the army.

ore

ordnance-officer (6rd'nana-of'i-s6r), n. The
line-officer third in rank on a United States
man-of-war. He has general charge and super-
vision of the guns, small-arms, ammunition,
etc., but not of the drill.

ordnance-sergeant (ord'nans-sar'jent), n. A
non-commissioned staff-officer whose duty it is
toreeeive,preserve, andissueallordnance, arms,
ammunition, or other ordnance stores at a mili-
tary post or station, under the regulations of
the War Department.
ordo (or'do), H.; pi. ordines (6r'di-nez). [L.,
order: see order, n.] 1. In pros., a colon or
series.— 2. In some Latin school-books, espe-
cially texts of poets, a rearrangement of the
Latin words in English order.—3. Eceles.: (o)
A directory or book of rubrics. (J) An office
or service with its rubrics Ordo missffi, the ordi-
nary or order of the mass. See ordinary, n. , 3.

ordonnance (6r'do-nans), n. [< p. ordonnance .-

see ordinance, an older form of the same word.]
1. Ordering; coordination; specifically, in the
fine arts, the proper disposition of figures in a
picture, or of the parts of a building, or of any
work of art; ordinance.

But in a history-piece of many figures, the general de-
sign, the ordonnance or disposition of it, the relation of on&
fignre to another, the diversity of the posture, habits, shad-
owings, and all the other graces conspiring to an unifor-
mity, are of . . . difficult periormance.

Dryden, Plutarch.

Language, by the mere collocation and ordonnance of in-

expressive articulate sounds, can inform them with the:

spiritual Philosophy of the Pauline epistles, the living
founder of a Demosthenes, or the material picturesque-
ness of a BnsseU. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., xiii.

2. An ordinance; a law. Specifically, in JVencft
law: (a) A partial code embodying rules of law upon a
particular subject, such as constituted a considerable pro-
portion of the civil and commercial legislation during th&
reigns of Louis XIV., XV., and XVI. (6) An order of court.

ordonnant (or'do-nant), a. [< F. ordonnant,.
ppr. of oj-don;ier, arrange, ordain: seeordinant,
a doublet of ordonnant.^ Relating to or imply-
ing ordonnance. Coleridge.

OrdOTician (6r-do-vish'ian), a. [Named from,
the Ordoviees, an ancient British (NorthWelsh)
tribe.] An epithet applied by C. Lapworth to-

a series of rocks not capable of exact separa-
tion from those underlying or overlying them,
either stratigraphically or paleontologically,
but which have been the subject of much dis-

cussion among English geologists. They form a
part of the Lower Silurian of Idnrchison, more or less of
the Upper Cambrian of Sedgwick, the Cambro-Silurian of
Jukes, the SUuro-Cambrian of some authors, the second
fauna of Barraude, etc As limited in 'N^'ales, according-
to H. R Woodward, the Ordovician may be said to extend,
from the base of the Arenig series to the base of the Llan-
dovery. Graptolites and trilobites are the most abundant
fossils, and there is a large amount of intercalated vol-
canic material. The name Ordovician does not appear in
the text-book of geology recently issued by the director of
the Geological Survey of Great Britain, nor has it any place-

in American Silurian geology as worked out by the Ifew
York and Pennsylvania Surveys, nor can the strata thus-
named in England be strictly parallelized with anyone or
more divisions of the Silurian as established in the United
States.

ordure (or'dfir), n. [< ME. ordure, < OP. (and
P.) ordure (= It. ordura), filth, excrement, < ord:

= It. orrido, foul, dirty, nasty,< L. horridus, hor-
rid: see Aorrid.] Dung; excrement; feces.

Alias, alias, so noble a creature
As is a man, shal dreden swich ordvre.

Chaucer, Troilns, v. 385.

As gardeners do with ordure hide those roots
That shall first spring and be most delicate.

Shak., Hen. V., ii. 4. 39..

ordnrons (or'du-ms), a. [< ordure + -oms.]

Pertaining to or consisting of ordure or dung ;.

filthy. Drayton, Pastoral Eclogue, viii.

ore! (or), n. [Early mod. E. also oar; < ME.
ore, or, < AS. dr, also Sr, ore, brass, copper,
bronze (cf. ora, ore. ore, a mine), = OS. *er
(in adj. erin = G. ehern, of brass) = 0H(}.
MH(x. er, brass, = Icel. eir, brass (ef . Sw. ore =-

Dan. ore, a copper coin, AS. ora : see ora, ore),

= Groth. ais {ai--). brass, copper coin, money,
= L. (BS, copper ore, bronze (see ces) ; cf . Skt.

ayas, metal.] 1. A metalliferous mineral or
rock, especially one which is of sufficient value
to be mined, a mixture of a native metal with rock-

or veinstone is not usually called ore, however, it being
understood that in an ore proper the metal is in a miner-
alized condition — that is, exists in combination with some
mineralizer, as sulphur or oxygen. The ore and veinstone-

together constitute the mass of the metalliferous deposit^

vein or lode. The ore as mined is usually more or less-

mixed with veinstone, andfrom this it is separated, as com-
pletely as may be convenient or possible, by dressing. It
then nsually goes to the smelter, who, hy means of a more
or less complicated series of operations, frees it from the
worthlessmaterialwhich still remains mechanicallymixed
with it, and also sets it freefrom its chemical combination
with the substances by which it is mineralized.



ore

2. Metal; sometimes, specifically, a precious
metal, as gold.

To draw apart the bodjr he hath kill'd;

O'er whom his very madness, like some ore
Among a mineral of metals base,
Shows itself pure : he weeps lor what is done.

Shak., Hamle^ iv. 1. 25.

The liquid ore he drain'd
Into lit moulds prepared ; from which he foim'd
Fiifit his own tools : then, what might else be wrought
Fusil or graven in metal. MUton, P. L., xi. 570.

Bell-metal ore. See bell-metal.—Cliaton ore, a peculiar
form of iron ore occurring in the Clinton group, in the
United States, atnumerous points, from Wisconsin through
Canada into New York and down the eastern slope of the
Appalachian range. It is a hematite, but often takes the
form of small flattened grains or disks : hence occasional-
ly called flaxseed ore. It is quite frequently more or less
pulverulent, staining the hands deep red, and hence called
dyestone ore. The Clinton ore is of great economical im-
portance, but has the defect of cont^ning considerable
phosphoric acid. Also called /os»f2 ore.—Coral ore. See
«or<rf.—Float-ore. Same asfloat-mineral.—Gia,'pi>io ore.
Same as graphic gold (which see, under ffoW).—Gray,
horse-flesh, morass, etc. , ore. See the qualifying words.—Mock ore, blende.—Peacock ore. Same ae erubeedte.

—Round ore. Same as leap-ore. (See also kidney-ore,
needle-ore.)

ore^t, «. A Middle Englisli form of oar\
ore^t, n. [ME., also are, < AS. ar, grace, favor,

honor, = OS. era= OFries. ere= D. eer= MLG.
ere = OHGr. era, MHGr. ere, G. eh/re = loel. (era

= Sw. ara = Dan. cere, honor.] 1. Favor;
grace; mercy; clemency; protection.

Lemman, thy grace, and, swete bryd, thyn ore.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 540.

They schall cry & syke sore.

And say, "lord, mercy, thyn ore!"
Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 119.

2. Honor; glory.

ore* (or), n. [Appar. a dial, form of ware'^ in
like sense.] A seaweed, especially Fucus vesi-

culosus or Laminaria digitata. Compare ore-

a, Oreillette (def. 2) in head-
piece with movable and adjust-
able face-guard ; i6th century.

Obverse. Reverse.
Swedish Ore.

( Size of the original.)

ore® (or), n. [Origin obscure.] A kind of fine

wool. Salliwell. [Prov. Bng.]
ore (^'re), n. [Dan., = Sw. ore; AS. ora (<

ODan.). Of.

Icel. eyrir, the
eighth part of a
mark: seeorei.]
A modern unit
of value in Swe-
den, Norway,
and Denmark,
the hundredth
part of the
crown (Danish krone, Swedish Jcrona), and
worth about one fourth of a United States

cent ; also, the coin corresponding to_ it.

oread (o'rf-ad), n. [< Gr. bpeias (bpemS-), a
mountain nymph, prop, adj., of a mountain, <

5pof, a mountain.] In CrT. myth., a mountain
nymph.

She, . . . like a wood-nymph light.

Oread or Dryad, or of Delia's train.

Betook her to the groves. Milton, P. L., ix. 387.

Sunbeams upon distant hills

Gliding apace, with shadows in their train.

Might, with small help from fancy, be transformed
Into fleet oreads sporting visibly. Wordsworth.

orectic (6-rek'tik), a. [< Gr. bpEKTmdg, of or per-

taining io appetite (jb bpeia-mbv, the appetites),

< opefif,
propension, appetite, desire : see orexis.}

1. Of or pertaining to appetite or desire; ap-
petitive. Fallows.— 2. Pertaining to the will.

Moriboddo, Ancient Metaphysics, II. vii., ix.

oredeLfeti »• [< orei + delf, delve, «.] 1. Ore
lying under ground.— 3. Eight or claim to ore

from ownership of the land in which it is found.

Oreddfe is a libertie whereby a man claimeth the Ore
found in his soile.

New Exposition of Termes of Law. (Uinsheu, 1617.)

ore-deposit (6r'df-poz"it), n. Any natural oc-

currence of ore or of economically valuable
metalliferous material, whatever may be its

form or extent ; a metalliferous deposit. Both
ore-deposit and jnetaUiferous deposit have been used by
authors with essentially the same meaning. Either desig-
nation includes veins, whether "flssure" or "true," "seg-
regated " or "gash "; flat masses, sheets, or blankets ; pipe-

veins, pockete, impregnations, and carbonas; iiTegularly
disseminated and eruptive masses ; stratified deposits—in

short, any one of the numerous varieties of form in which
the ores of the various metals, or more rarely the metals
themselves, are presented in nature, or are revealed by
mining explorations.

Oregon grape. See Berberis.

Oregonian (or-e-go'ni-an), a. and n. [< Oregon
(see def.) + -ia».] 1. a. Of or pertaining to

Oregon, one of the United States, on the Pacific

slope.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Oregon.

ore-bearth (or'harth), ». A small rectangular
blast-furnace use.d in lead-smelting in the north
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of England and in Scotland. The hearth is made
of cast-iron. The so-called '"American ore-hearth" is not
very different in form from the English. It has been ex-

perimented with in various parts of Germany.

oreide (o'rf-id), n. Same as oroide.

oreill^re (o-ra-lyar'), »• [P., < OF. oreillere,

oreliere, an ear-piece,

< oreille, ear : see oreil-

lette.'] An ear-piece of

a helmet. See ear-piece.

oreillette (o-ra-lyef),

n. [F., < OF. oreillete,

< L. auricula, dim. of

auris, ear : see auricle,

ear'i-.] 1. In. medieval

costume, a part of the
head-dress covering
the ears, or worn in

front of the ears, (o)

A part of the crespine, pro-

jecting in this way. (0) An
arrangement of braids of

the hair.

2. An ear-piece of a helmet. S.K.Cat. Spec. Exh.

orellin (o-rel'in), n. [< Orell{ana), the specific

element in Bixa Orellana,+ -iifi.l A yellow col-

oring matter contained together with bixin in

arnotto. It is soluble in water and in alcohol,

slightly soluble in ether, and dyes alumed goods
yellow.

Orenburg gum. [So called from Orenburg in
Kussia.] A resinous substance which exudes
from the trunk of the European larch in Rus-
sia while in the process of combustion. It is

wholly soluble in water.

Oreodaphne (o'''i'e-o-daf'ne), n. [NL. (Nees von
Bsenbeek and Martins, 1833), < Gr. bpo^ (fipe-),

mountain, -I- 66.ifnrq, laurel.] A genus of aro-

matic trees of the order Laurmece and the tribe

Fer'seacecB, now included in the genus Ocotea as
a section distinguished by a less enlarged berry
loosely inclosed in the cup-shaped perianth.

Oreodon (o-re'o-don), n. [NLi.,< Gr. bpoc, moun-
tain, -t- bSoiic (bSmiT-) = E. tooth.'] 1. The typ-
ical genus of Oreodontidw, named by Leidy in

1851 from remains occurring in the Miocene of

North America.— 2. \l. c] A species of this

genus; one of the so-called ruminating hogs.

oreodont (6're-o-dont), a. Of or pertaining to

the Oreodontiiee.

Oreodontidse (6'''re-6-don'ti-de), 91. pi. [NL.^ <

Oreodon{t-) -H -idee.] A family of fossil artio-

dactyl mammals, typified by the genus Oreodon.
They are related to the Anoplotheriidoe and Diehobunidx,
and constitute one of several ancestral types intermediate
in character between the existing deer and deer-like ru-
minants and the non-ruminant or omnivorous artiodac-
tyls, as swine. The teeth are in uninterrupted series in
both jaws, with enlarged upper canines and caniQifonn
lower flrst premolars. The family has been divided into
OreodomUruB and Agriochterince.

oreodontine (6"re-5-don'tin), a. Same as oreo-

dont.

oreodontoid (o'^re-o-don'toid), a. Of or per-
taining to the Oreo'dontoidea.

Oreodontoidea (6"re-o-don-toi'de-a), n. pi.

[NL., < Oreodon(t-) 4- -oidea.] A superfamily
of oreodont mammals conterminous with the
family Oreodontidm.

Oreodoxa (6'''re-o-dok'sa),M. [NL. (Willdenow,
1804), < Gr. fipof,' mountain, + 66^a, glory.] A
genus of palms of the tribe Areceaiand the sub-
tribe OncospermecB, characterized by the petals

beingunited at the base in the pistillate flowers.
There are 6 species, of tropical America, all handsome
trees, with tan, smooth, robust trunk, in some very tall,

terminated by a crown of pinnately divided leaves, with
small white flowers and small violet fruit on the slender

drooping branches of a large spadix. 0. regia, a tree of

90 feet, is found sparingly as far north as Florida. See
caiibage-tree, 1.

oreographic (6"re-o-graf'ik), a. Same as oro-

graphic.

oreography (o-rf-og'ra-fi), n. Same as orog-

raphy.

Oreophasinse (o're-o-fa-si'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Oreophasis -f- -wscb'.]' A subfamily of Craeidce,

typified by the genus Oreophasis, having the

pelvis narrow behind, the head with a bony
tubercle, and the nostrils feathered ; the moun-
tain curassows.
oreopbasine (6''re-o-fa'sin), a.

_
Pertaining to

the Oreophasince, or having their characters.

Oreopbasis (o'^rf-o-fa'sis), n. [NL.,< Gr. dpoc, a

mountain, + iatrii, a river in Colchis, with ref

.

to the 'Phasian bird,' (paaiavds, the pheasant:

see pheasant.] The only genua of Oreopliasinw.

There is but one species, 0. derbianus, almost as large as

A turkey, inhabiting the wooded parts of Guatemala at an
altitude of 10,000 feet.

Oreortyx (6-re-6r'tiks), n. [NL., < Gr. bpoQ, a

mountain, -f- oprtif, a quail: see Ortyx.] Abeau-

orfever

tiful genus of American partridges, of the sub-

family Ortyginw or Odontophorince, having the

head adorned with a long arrowy crest com-
posed of two slender keeled plumes ; the moun-
tain quails. There is but one species, 0. picta, the

plumed partridge or mountain quail, about llj inches

long and 16J in extent of wings, inhabiting the mountain-
ous parts of Oregon, California, and Nevada. In most of

its range it is one of two leading gallinaceous game-bu'ds,

the other being the valley quail, Laphartyx ealifarmea.

The eggs in this genus are spotted like those of grouse,

not white, and there are other indications of relationship

Mountain Quail (.Oreortyx picta),

with grouse. The bird's plumage is olive-brown and blu-

ish-slate, varied with black, white, and chestnut. Also
written Orartyx.

Oreoscoptes(6''re-9-skop'tez),»s. [NL.,<Gr.«poc
(ope-), a mountain, + CKiLmTiK, a mimic, mock-
er, < (SKhKTtiv, mock, jeer, scoff at.] A peculiar

genus of Miminm, comprising a single species,

0. montanus, which inhabits the western United
States and Territories ; the mountain mocking-
birds. The wing is more pointed than in other Miminae,
and about as long as the tail. The adults are speckled be-

Mountain Moclcing-bird l,Oreoscofites montanus).

low. The bird is about 8 inches long (the wing and tail

each about 4), ofa grayish orbrownish ash-color above, and
white below with dusky spoti^ the wings and tail being
fuscous marked with white spots. It is abundant in sage-

brush, whence it is also called sage-thrasher. Also written
Oroscoptes.

Oreotrocbilus (o^rf-o-trok'i-lus), n. [NL., <

Gr. fipof, a mountain, H- Tpoxl?Mg, a wagtail, sand-
piper: see Trochilus.] A genus of Trochilidce or

humming-birds; the mountain-hummers. The
species live at great heights, at or near the snow-line.
There are several very beautiful species, as 0. estella of

Bolivia, 0. Uucopleurus of the Andes, and 0. pichincha and
0. chiTfiborazo, respectively of the mountains whose names
they bear.

oreweed (or'wed), n. [< ore^ + weedX.] Sea-
weed ; sea-wrack, used as manure on the coasts

of Cornwall and of Scotland, etc. J. Bay, Eng-
lish Words (ed. 1691), p. 108.

ore'WOOd (or'wdd), n. [Aoormption of oreaeed.]

Same as oreweed.

Those broad-leaved blacke weedes which are called ore-

wood, and grow in great tufts and abundance about the
shore. Markham, Farewell to Husbandry. (BriMen and

[HoUarvi, Eng. Plant-names.)

orexis (o-rek'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. ipefff, desire,

appetite, propension, <op^e«i', reach, reach out,

stretch after, yearn for, desire.] In med., a de-
sire or appetite.

orey, a. See ory.

orft, n. [ME., < AS. orf, cattle, stock.] Catfle.

Into the breris they forth kacche
Here orf, for that they wolden lacche.

Gower. (SalliweU.)

orfe (6rf), n. [= F. orfe, orphe = Sp. orfo, < L.
orphus, < Gr. bpt^6q, a kind of perch.] The gold-
en variety of the ide. It has been introduced
both into the United States and into England.
Also called aland.

orfevert, »• [< OF. orfenre, F. orfivre, < L. auri
fdber, a worker in gold: auri, gen. of auram,
gold ;/a&er, a worker: seefever^.] Agoldsmith.
Ywlc Plays, p. xxi.



orfgild

orfjgildt, H. [AS. *orfgad, < orf, cattle, + gild,

apayment.] In ^ar<w» /air, a restitution made by
the comity or hundred for any wrong that was
done by one that was in plegio, or bound by the
engagement called frank-pledge; specifically, a
payment fororrestoringofpropertyt^enaway,

orfraist, orfrayst, n, [Also orfreySj and in la-
ter form as sing, (from or/rays regarded as a
plural) 'or/ray, orphrey, orfirey, o^roi, etc.; <
ilE, orfraif(Sy orfare. < OF, orfrais, orfrai^, or-

freiSy orfrois, F. orjroi = Pr. aurjres = OSp.
orofres^ < ML. *auriphrygia, aurifngia, aurifry-
ffium, also, after OF., aunfi-isM, aurifirasiuSf
etc., also auriphrygiatus : see auriphrygi<if auri-
phrygiate.'] 1. Embroidered work.

Of ojfrays fresh was hir geriond.
Itom, qfthe Mo»e, L 869.

Hir cropoare was of orfaH ;

Aod als clere golde hir brydill it &ehone

;

One aythir syde hange b^Iys three.
Thomag qf Enseldmsne (Child's Ballads, I. 99).

2. Same as orphrey, 2.

And the 0r:fraye9 sett folle of gret Perl and precioas
Stone^ folle nobely wiooghte. MandaalUj Travels, p. 233.

orfrayt, «. [< OF. orfraye^ a corrupt form of

offrayCf ophraye, for *osfray€j an osprey, < L.
ossifraguSy osprey: see o^rey, assifrage.'] Same
as osprey.

Horeoaer, tliese o«^vn«^ or oepreies (the HaliartosX are
not thonght to be a severall kind of s^es by themselves,
bat to be mnngrels, and eng^idred of divers sorts. And
their yoong aspraies bee counted a kind of ossifragi.

HoUand, tr. of Pliny, x. 3.

or&ayst, orfireyst, n. See orfrais.

OTgal (dr'g&l), n. Same as argoV-.

orgamentt,"orgaiiiyK n . [Corrupt forms of or-

gany~f Origanum.'^ Same as origan.

organ^ (dr'gan), n. [< ME. organ, orgon^ < AS.
organSj f., ox organa, m., a musical instrument,
organ^ m., a song, canticle (e. g., the paternos-
ter) ; ME. also orgle = D. orgel = MLCr, or^an,
orgen, orgel = OHG. organd, orgindy orgeJd, or-

glOy MHCr. orgenCy orgen, orgeUy orgel, G. orgel=
Icel. organ= Sw. Dan. orgel= OF. orgenej orgre,

orguCy F. orgue= Pr. orgue = Sp. organo= Pg.
orgao= It. organo, an organ (wind-instrument);
= D. orgaan = G-. Sw. Dan. organ = OF, organe,
orguaUy orgue, F. organic ^ Sp. organo = Pg. or-

gSo= It. organo^ an instrument or oi^an (as of

speech, etc.), < L. organum, < Gr, bpyavovj an in-

strument, implement, tool, also an oi^:an of

sense or apprehension, an organ of the body,
also a musical instrument, an organ, < *Epyttv,

work : see (forifc.] 1 . An instrument or means

;

that which performs some office, dutj^, or func-
tion ; that by which some action is performed
or end accomplished.

His be the praise ttiat this atchiev^ment wroo^^
Who made my hand the organ of his mig^t.

Spenxer^ F. Q., IL t 33.

Hy lordf I will be ruled

:

The rather, if yon coold devise it so
That I might be the organ.

Shot., Hamlet, iv. 7. 71.

Fortune, ss an organ of virtae and merit, deserreUi the
consideration. Bacons Advancement of Learning, U. 324.

2. A medium, instrument, or means of com-
municationbetween one person or body of per-

sons and another; a medium of conveying cer-

tain opinions : as, a secretary of state is the or-

gan of communicationbetween the government
and a foreign power; an official gazette is the or-
gan ofagovernment : hence, specifically, anews-
paper which serves as the mouthpiece of a par-
ticular party, faction, cause, denomination, or
person: as, a Bepublican or^an/ a party or^an.

I wish to notice some objections . . . which have been
lately urged . . . inttie colamns of the London ''Leader,"

the able organ of a very respectable and influential class

in England. W. P/dUips, Speeches, etc., p. 98.

3. In biol., one of the parts or members of an
organized body, as an animal or a plant, which
has some specific function, by means of which
some vital activity is manifested or some vital

process is carried on: as, the organs of d%es-
tion, circulation, respiration, reproduction, lo-

comotion; the organ of vision or of hearing;

the vocal organs.

It is just so hig^ as it i^ and moveswith its own organs.
Shot., A and a, iL 7. 49.

What isagreeable tosome is not to others ; what touches
smoothly my organ may grate upon yours.

GeaUenum Instrveted, p. 367. (Dames.)

4. The vocal oi^ans collectively; the voice:

now rare except in a somewhat technical or

cant application with reference to the musical

use of we voice.
Thy small pipe

Is as the maidem's organ, shrill and sotmd.
Shak., T. >'., L 4. 33.

261
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5. Jnjyhren.y any part of the brain supposed to
have a particular office or function in determin-
ing the character of the individual, and to be
indicated by one of the areas of cerebral surface
recognized by phrenologists: as, the orgati of
aeqxdsitiveness, of alimentivene^, of inhabi-
tiveness, etc.—6. The largest, the most compli-
cated, and the noblest of musieal instruments,
consisting of one or many sets of pipes sounded
by means of compressed air, the whole instru-
ment being under the control of a single player

;

a pipe-oi^an, as distinguished from a reed-or-
gan. Historically, the principle of sounding apipe pneu-
matically has be^i known from the earliest times. The
combination of pipes or whistles into graduated series, so
as to produce the tones of some sort of scal^ appears in
the primitive Pan*s-pipe and in the Chinese cheng, both
of which are blonm by the breath, the latter being perhaps

Section of a Two-maniial Oigan.

a. leservDir-bellows; a i. feeders: d, wind-tranks ; f, wind4xnces;
t^ wind-chests or soimd-boards ; «, pallet-box, containing key-Tatves

;

y, appa boards, fcmnii^ top of wiiKl-chest;yi, rack-boards, which
soi^oxt i^ies; g; wood pipes; ^^, metal Soe^pes; ^, reect^pes;
S^t bunt pipes, otnamental ; A, swell-box, broken f>nt to^how interior

;

Ai.swell^iade or •^utter.whichopensorclosesfTont ofswell-box; €,

case; Jk, front-iupe grooTc-boazd; A bench; »>. pedal-kns; »bi.
pedal coupler-^nechanian ; w, manual keys and coopler-me^iaiusn

;

o^ stickers, wooden tods which transmit motion ftvm keys by tfamst

;

j^, squares, ^^ich transmit motion after mannercdTa beU-crank to pass
oomeis ; ^, trackers, wlucfa transmitmotion by tension ; y, toUer-boaids,
irtiic^ support loUers; r^, loUers, whichare eqai^alentsttfiock-shaft;
s, key-pallets, wiiich control sopplv of wind to pipes; /, draw-stop
valves and medianisn ; w, sweU^tedal, irtiich controls swell-shades

;

V, combination-pedals, whicb move a gioap of stops by a angle im-
pulse of tiie foot; V, tremulant!

the actual prototype of the modem organ, ibisdnunents
of this generalcb^ seem to havebeen used inEurope from
the first Christian centuries, having some apparatus foo* fur-
nishing compressed air and a set of pipes the sounding of
which was vailonsly controlled. iSoon after the t^ifh cen-
tury great improvements were made^ a£Fecting evoy part
of the mechanism. The process of mechanic develop-
ment has been continnoas ever sinc^ and is still going on.
The original impetus to this steady prepress is due to the
fact that&e pipe-organ has been recognized ever since the
fourth or fifUi century as preeminently the church musical
insbriment. Until the saxteenOi century no other insbn-
ment commanded the careful study of educated musicians.
Its application to purely concert uses is comparative re-

cent. The modem pipe-or^an consists essentially of three
mechanical ^yst^ns : the windsuj^y, the compressed air

used being technically called witid; thejp^wtnn-l*, includ-
ing the Qitire sound-producing apparatus ; and theaMon,
the mechanism by which the player controls the whole.
Themnd-stq/plg includes two or jaorefeeders, oblique bel-

lows which are operated either by hand or by a water, gae^

steam, or electric motor or engine ; a ^orage-beHows, hcm-
zontal bellows into which the feeders open, and in which
the air is l:ept at a uniform pressure by means of weights

;

uind-fncnfo, distributing the compre^ed air to the sev-

eral parts of the instrument; and uind-cAesfe, boxes di-

rectly under the pipes, in which are the valves for admit-
ting the air to particolar pipes or sets of pix)es. Occaaon-
ally certain solo pipes are supplied with air frtsn a specul
storage-bellows in which the tension is made greater by
e^ra weights ; such pipes are said to be on extra or heavy
teind. The pipetcork mcludes a great variety of different

kinds of pipes, made either of m^al or of wood, arranged
in sets called Uops or regiOen, at least one pipe being usu-
ally provided in each set for each distal of Uie keyboard.
In general, all pipes are &\hs^ fiue-pipes, which are either
open at the upperend or plumed, or re^-pipes-^ ih& former
producing tonesthroi^hihe impact of a stream of airupon
the sharp edge or lip of a month in the side of the pipe,
and the latierproducing tones by the vibration of a tongue
or reed placed over or in an orifice through which the air

passes. (See pipe.) The pipes in a given set or stop are
alike, except in size and pitch. The four principal quali-

ties of tone produced are Uie true orga i\-tone, given byopen
metal flue-proes of broad scale ; tiie JhUe4an£, given by
stopped wcwden flue-pipes ; the string-tone, given by open
m^^ flue-pipes of narrow scale ; and the rwd-tone, givai
by reed-pii>es of various shape and materlaL A stop

organ
whose tones correspond exactly with the normal pitch of
the digitals with which the several pipes are connected is

called an eight-feet stop; one whose tones are uniformly an
octave lower is called a sixteen-feet stop; while liiose whose
tones are uniformly one or two octaves higher are called
/our-/ee< and (tro-/eet«to^respeGtively. Stops whose tones
are different from the normal pitch of the digitals used, or
from theirupper or lower octaves, are called m xitation'Stopt^
in distinction from the sboyefowndatioti-stops. Stops that
have more than one pipe to the digital are called mixture-
steps or fnizti/reg. It is cnstomary to group t<^ether sev-
mil stops of different construction, tone-quality, and pitch
upon a single wind-ches^ and such a group of stoi)3 con-
stitutes a partial orgaiu Usually from two to five such
groups of stops or x^&rtial organs are introduced, such as
the great organ, the chief and most sonorous of all ; the
sweU-organy so called because shut up in a tight box one
side of which consists of shutters which may be opened or
shut so as to let out or muffle tiie sound ; the choir-organ,
specially intended for accompanying eiUier voices or other
stops of theorgan itself ; the solo-organ, providing stops of
reiy conspicuous power and individnsiity ; and the pedal
organy including deep-toned stops played&om akeyboard
for the feet^ and supplying the fundajfaeutal tones of the
harmony. The number, order, power, smd quality of the
stops placed in these several partial organs vary widely.
Each is complete in itself having its own wind-chest and
keyboard, so that it can be used independently of the oth-
ers ; but by means of couplers any pairmay be pl^ed con-
jointlyfrom a single keyboard. (See eoiqpter.) The action
includes one keyboard for each putial organ, a stop-knob
for each stop, a knob or piston for each coupler, a swell-
pedal, combination pedals, etc. keyboards for the hands
are called «7iantuz28^and those for the fe^pedab, each being
made up of the usual white and black digitals or keys.
The manuals usually have acompass of nearly orabout five

octaves, beginning on the second C below middle C, while
the pedals have about half this compass, b^inniug an oc-
tave lower. The manuals are placra. above each other in
a desk-like case ; when there are two, the lower belongs to
the great organ, and the upper to the swell-organ ; when
there are three, the lowest belongs to the choir-oi^an. The
stop-knobs, bearing the names of the stops, are placed on
botii sides of the mannals, and are grouped according to

the partial organs to which they belong. When a stop is

to be used, its knob is pulled forward, or "drawn." Fre-
quenUy eombiwdion pedals or pistons are provided, by
which several knobs may be drawn or retted at onceu
Sometimes, also, a crescendo pedal is introduced, by which
the entire resources of the instrmuent may be gradually
called into action. The k^boards m^ be combined in
various ways by means of couplers. "Qie digitals of the
keyboards areconnectedwiththe valves in the wind-chests
by a complicated series of sdckersi, squares, rollers, track-
ers, etc., whicharealmostentirelymadeofwood. bilaige
organs the friction of the key-action is so great that a
pneumatic or electric action is employed, in which the di-

gitals merely make connections so that compressed air or
^ectricitymaydoth'ework. The stop-knobs arecoimected
witli the wind-chests by similar systems of levers, rods,
square^ etc, which are also often pneumatically or ^ectri-
c^ymanipulated. Whenadigital ononeof the keyboards
is depressed, a valve is openedfrom the wind-chest belong-
ing to that keyboard, admitting the compressed air to a
groove or channel over which stend all the pipes belong-
ing to the digital : only those pipes, however, are sounded
that belong to the stops whose stop-knobs happen to be
drawn. The opening and closing of the shutters of the
«u>e2{-&oxismuiipula£ed through a special suvO-pedoL Va-
rious other mechanical accessories are often added, such
as the tremulani, a device by which an oscillating tension
is given to the air in one of the wind-trunl^ the pedal-
ehedk, the bdloujssignaly etc The history of organ music
until the sixteenth centurywas coincident with that of vo-
cal music, for which it merely afforded a basis ; but since
that time it has had a remarkable independent develop-
ment^ particularly in the worte of J. S. Bach. The orgaii
has been much used in conjunction with choral music
to enhance broad harmonic effects ; and lately it has been
also applied to tiie elaborate imitation of orch^tral mu-
sic It remains the distinctively church infitmment^ al-

though it is often found in concert-halls and in opera-
houses. Formerly the instrument was often spoken of as
a pair qf organs, or simply organs.

His vois was merier than the moye organ
On masse days that, in the chirche goon.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, L 32.

The cheifeChurch of this citty is corionsly carved with-
in and without, furnished with a poire qf organs, and a
most magnificent font, all of copper.

Evelyn, Diary, Sept 17, 1641.

In 1501 the complete expression is met with, "one p^/re
of orgynys"; and it confuiued in use up to the time of
Pepy% who wrote his "Diary" in the second half of the
17tii century. Grove, Diet. Music, IL 5S7.

7, One of the independent groups of stops of

which a pipe-oi^an is made up ; a partial oi^an,
such as the great organ, the swell-orgariy etc,
described above.— 8. A harmonium, or reed-
oigan.—9t. Some other musical instrument, as
a pipe or harp.

There is much music, excellent voic^ in this little or-

gan [a recorder], yet cannot yon make it speak. 'Sblood

!

do you think I am easier to be played on than a pipe?
Shak., Hamlet, iiL 2. 385.

Accessory genital organs. See gemtaL—Americasi
OZ^aiL Seereed-or^an.—A pair of organs. Seed^e^
andpatri,5.—Barreloi^gan. See&orrei-on/an.—(Cabinet
organ. SeecoMnet— (jhalr O^an. See ehmr-organ.—
Choir organ. See cAotr-or)^n.—(2ibaiial, cup-shaped,
(TUTlerian oi^aaos. Seet^eadjectives.—Cortaanorgan

,

See organofCortL—Echo-organ, one of the partial organs
of a large pipe organ : so called because it is placed at a
distance from the main part of the instrument, and is used
for echo-like effects. Its action is almost alvniys electric

—Sectric organ, (a) The apparatus by means ofwhich
an electric fish (ray, eel, or catfish) gives a shock, (b) A



organ
pipe-organ the action of whicli is manipulated with the
help of electricity.— Enliaimonlc, euhajmonic organ.
See the adjectives.—Expressive organ, either a harmo-
nium (see reed-organ), or the same as miea-orpait.-Full
organ, in organ^playing, the entire power of the instru-
ment-Grand organ. Same as ftdl organ or great or-
gan.— Rreat organ, the principal partial organ of a pipe-
organ, its keyboard, wina-chest, and pipes being central
with reference to tlie others.—Hand organ. See Aand-
»r(;an.— Hydraulic organ, a pipe-organ the supply of
compressed air for which is gathered by means of some
hydraulic device. The term is especially applied to the
organs of the ancient Eomans, of the construction of which
little is known : in this sense sometimes loosely used as
opposed to pneuTnatie orpan.— Intertentacnlar organ
of Farre, intromlttent organ. See the adjectives.—
Jacobson's organ, a cul-de-sac or diverticular canal in
the lower part of the nasal caviiy of most vertebrates, shut
off from the nasal fossa, but communicating with the buc-
cal cavity by the ducts of Stenson. Its walls are variously
branched, bearing branches of the olfactory nerve.— Ley-
dlglan organs. See Leydigian,— Metamorphosis of
organs. SeemetamorpAom.- Moutliorgan. Seenuruth-
organ— Organ coral. SeecoraJ.—Organ muslc, music
written for the organ or performed on the organ. -^Organ
of Bojanus, the renal organ or nephridium of mollusks.
Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 478. See cuts under Lamelli-
in-OTwAMiea.-Organ of Corti, an epithelial structure on
the floor of the cochlear canal of mammals,which appears to
be the means by which sound-vibrations produce nervous
impulses in the cochlear nerve. It consists of a peculiar
modiilcation of the lining epithelium of the basilar mem-
brane within the membranous cochlea, the chief structural
elements of which are the rods of Corti and the hair-cells.

The rods of Corti are long, narrow, rigid columnar cells,

rising from a conical base and arranged in an Inner and
an outer row ; they incline toward each other and interlock
by their heads, forming thus the arch of Corti, Adjoining
the inner acoustic rods there is a single row, and exter-
nally to the outer rods four to six (in man) rows of acous-
tic hair-cells ; these are long columns. Inclined with the
rods, attached to the basilar membrane, and terminating
in a rounded extremity furnished with a cm-ved row of
short, stiff, terminal, hair-like filaments. The outer hair-
cells are covered by the reticular membrane. The whole
organ, finally, is covered by the tectorial membrane.— Or-
gan of Girald^S, a functionless remnant or vestige of the
Wolffian body of the male, connected with the vas aber-
rans and consisting of a number of convoluted tubules
embedded in cellular tissue close to the head of the epi-
didymis ; the parepididymis,— Organ of Rosenmiiller,
a functionless remnant or vestige of the Wolffian body of
the female; the parovarium.— Organ school, either a
school where the art of organ-playing is taught, or an in-
struction-book for organ-players.— Organs of the lat-
eral line, in icHh. See mucous canals, under mucous.—
Organ tablature, tablature intended for the record-
ing of organ music. See tablature.-^ Organ tone, a qual-
ity of musical tone which is characteristic of the pipe-or-
gan ; such a tone as is given by the stop in a pipe-organ
caXied the open diapason.— Palpal organs, SeepalpaZ.—
Parlor-organ, See reed-organ.—Partial organ, one of
the distinct groups of stops into which a pipe-organ is di-

vided, having its own wind-chest and its own keyboard.
See def. 6,—Pedal organ. See def. 6 and ^jedaJ.-Pipe-
organ, an organ with pipes ; a church organ: opposed to
reed-organ. See def. 6.—Pneumatic organ, an organ the
action of which is manipulated by means of pneumatic
contrivances. See hydraulic organ, above.—Portative
organ, an organ that can be carried about from place to
place : first used to describe small pipe-organs, but now
applied mostly to reed-organs.-Positive organ, (a) A
pipe-organ that is fixed or stationary : opposed to portative
organ. (6) Same as ckoir-organ.— Reed organ. See reed-
organ.—Sars's organ, a little ciliated patch on the aim
of the lophophore of some polyzoans.—SolO-organ, one
of the partial organs of a large pipe-organ.— Swell-or-
gan, one of the partial organs of a pipe-organ.

Organ^ (Sr'gau), v. t. [Cf. AS. organian, org-
nian, sing to" the aoeompaniment of a musical
instrument; <. organ^, n.'i To furnish with or-

gans; organize. Sp. Manningham. [Rare.]

organ^t (6r'gan), n. [A oontraoted form of ori-

gan. Cf. orijany.'] Same as origan.

A good wife once a bed of organs set;
The pigs came in^ and eat up every whit;
The good man said. Wife, you your garden may
Hog's-Norton call ; here pigs on organs play.

WiM Recreations, p. 86. (Nares.)

organ-albumin (dr'gan-al-bu"miii), n. The al-

bumin which constitutes a part of the solid

tissues.

organ-bench (6r'gan-benoh), n. The wooden
bench or seat on wliieh an organ-player sits.

organ-blower(6r'gan-blo"er),»!. Onewhoblows
the bellows of an organ ; also, a motor or en-
gine for blowing an organ.

organ-builder (^'gan-bil'dfer), n. One whose
occupation is the construction of pipe-organs.

organdie, organdy (6r'gan-di), n. [< F. organ-
di, book-muslin.] A muslin of great fineness

and translucency, used for women's dresses.

It is sold both plain and figured with printed
flowers, etc.

organert (6r'gan-6r), n. [ME., < organ^ + -er-i.]

iui organist.

organ-nsh (6r'gan-fish), n. A drumflsh of the
genus Pogonias.

organ-grinder (6r'gan-grin"der), n. A stroll-

ing musician who "grinds" out music from a

barrel-organ.

organ-gun (6r'gan-guii), m. A firearm inwhich a

number of chambers, each containing a charge,

are set side by side, like the pipes of an organ.
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In one variety the chambers are moved sidewise by a ratch-
et, and come severally opposite a barrel, through which
the charge is fired. It is the B"rench orgue d serpentin, the
German Todten-orgel (death-organ).

organ-harmonium (6r'gan-har-m6"ni-nm), n.

A harmonium or reed-organ of great compass
and power, designed to be used as a substitute
for an organ.

organic (6r-gan'ik), a. and m. [= F, organique
= Sp. orgdnico = Pg. It. organico (cf . D. G. or-
ganisch = Dan. Sw. organisk), < L. organicus, <
Gr. opyavindg, of or pertaining to organs, serv-
ing as organs, < opyavov, an organ: see organX.']

1. a. 1. Acting as an instrument, of nature or
art, to a certain end; serving as an organ or
means; instrumental.

He [Satan], glad
Of her attention gain'd, with serpent-tongue
Organic, or impulse of vocal air.

His fraudulent temptation thus began.
MUton, P. L., ix. 530.

The animal system is not organic merely to feeling of
the kind just spoken of as receptive, to impressions, ac-
cording to the natural meaning of that term, conveyed by
the nerves of the several senses. It is organic also to
wants, and to impulses for the satisfaction of those wants,

T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, § 85.

2. Pertaining to or characteristic of an organ
or the organs of animals and plants.

In the knowledge of organic functions, how full soever
it may be, we shall not find the adequate explanation of
social phenomena. Maudsley, Body and Will, p. 189.

When the mind is cheered by happy thoughts, the or-
ganic processes are promoted.

J. Sully, Outlines of Psychol., p. 472.

3. Pertaining to objects that have organs;
hence, pertaining to the animal and vegetable
worlds ; resulting from, or exhibiting character-
istics peculiar to, animal or vegetable life and
structure ; organized. See inorganic.

The term organic, as applied to any substance, in no
way relates to the presence or absence of life. The ma-
terials which compose the living body are of course or-
ganic in the main, but they are equally so after death has
occurred— at any rate for a certain time— and some of
them continue to be so for an indefinite period after life has
departed. Sugar, for example, is an organic product ; but
in itself it is of course dead, and it retains its stability
after the organism which produced it has lost all vitality,

H. A. Nicholson.

4. In chem., formerly used in the same sense
as 3 (see also quotation under 3), but at pres-
ent denoting any compound substance or rad-
ical containing carbon. Bee' chemistry and in-

organic.— 5. Forming a whole with a system-
atic arrangement or coordination of parts : or-
ganized; also, systematized; systematic.

'

No organic law can ever be framed with a provision spe-
cifically applicable to every question which may occur in
practical administration. Ln/ncoln, in Raymond, p. 117.

Christianity stands in organic connection with the Old
Testament religion, both being parts of a gradually devel-
oping system. G. P. Fisher, Begin, of Christianity, p. 5.

Every drama represents in organic sequence the five
stages of which a complete action consists and which are
essential to it. A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit., Int., p. xi.

Intelligence is not only organic, but it stands at the apex
of organization,

J.Watson, Schelling*s Transcendental Idealism, p. 139.

6. In philol., depending on or determined by
structure; not secondary or fortuitous.— 7.
Organizing; constituting; formative; consti-
tutive.

A simple and truthful consideration of his official duty
under thti organic Act by which the Territory was organ-
ized, G. T. Curtis, Buchanan, II. 202.

8t. In music, noting a composition in harmony
or intended for instruments Organic acid, acid
of which carbon is a constituent part, as citric or tar-
taric acid. Carbonic acid and its derivative acids are
sometimes classed with the inorganic and sometimes
with the organic acids.— Organic activity, an activity
dependent on a special instrument or organ.- ^ OrgaJlic
analysis, in chem., the analysis of organic snbstiuices;
the determination of the proximate principles or of the
amounts of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and other ele-
ments which may exist in them.—Organic base, in chem.,
a nitrogenous organic compound having alkaline proper-
ties, and therefore capable of forming salts. These bases
are obtained chiefly from vegetables. Also called alkaloid.
— Organic body, a body composed of dissimilar parts.—
Organic chemlBtry. See cA«mis«rj/.—Organic descrip-
tion ofcurves. See curve.— Organic disease, a disease
in which there is appreciable anatomical alteration in the
structures involved : opposed to functional disease, in
which any alterations produced are too fine to be visible.

— Organic geometry. See geometry.— Organic law, in
politics, a system of laws forming part of the fundamental
constitution of a state ; specifically, a written constitu-
tion.— Organic molecules. See molemde.— Organic
musict, an old name for instrumental music—Organic
product, that in which everything is interchangeably
means and end. —Organic radical, in chem., a group of
elements containing carbon, which takes part in chemical
reactions like an element, not being readily decomposed
by them —Organic renudns, fossil remains of a plant or
an animal.—Organic theory, an explanation by means of
a hypothesis of development, especially peacefiU develop-
ment, from an inward determination to a determinate end.

organist

Il.t n. The science of the instruments of
thought, such as induction, syllogism, and the
like.

A system of logical precepts consists of two parts, the-

matic and organick. . , . The other [the second] converses
about the organs themselves with which the understand-
ing entreats of themes, and according to its capacity at-

tains to the knowledge of them.
BurgersdieCus, tr. by a Gentleman.

organical (6r-gan'i-kal), a. [< organic + -ai.]

Same as organic.

organically (6r-gan'i-kal-i) ,adv. In an organic
manner; by or with organs; with reference to

organic structure or disposition of parts ; by or
tlu'ough organization.

organicalness (6r-gan'i-kal-nes), n. The state

of being organic.

organicism (6r-gan'i-sizm), n. [< organic +
ism.'} In pathol., the doctrine of the localiza-

tion of disease ; the theory which refers all dis-

ease to material lesions of organs.

organiet, n. See organy^, organy^.

organific (6r-ga-nif'ik), a. [< L. organum, or-

gan, -I- -ficus, making : see -fie.'] Forming or-

gans or an organized structure; constituting
an organism ; formative ; acting through or re-

sulting from organs. Coleridge.

organiner (6r-gan'i-fi-er), n. [< organify +
-eri.] In collodion dry-plate photographic pro-
cesses, a weak solution, generally five to ten
grains to the ounce of water, of organic matter,
such as gelatin, albumen, coffee, gum arable,

ormorphia!,usedto organify the sensitizedplate.
See organify.

Some again employ an organijier of tannin.
Silver Sunbeam, p. 676.

organify (6r-gan'i-fi), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. or-

ganifiea, ppr. organifying. [< L. organum, or-

gan, -I- -ficare, make : see -fy."] In photog., to
add organic matter to; impregnate with or-

ganic matter: said of a dry plate prepared ac-

cording to one of the old collodion processes.
The plate, after sen sitization in the silver-bath, was washed
to remove the free silver, and then flowed with the or-

ganifier or preservative, the object of which was at once to
hold open the pores of the collodion, to improve the keep-
ing qualities of the plate, and to increase its sensitiveness.
See organijier.

The plate is not to be exposed immediately after it is' '
Workshop Receipts, 1st ser., p, 264,

organisability, organisation, etc. See organ-
izability, etc.

organisata (6r"gan-i-sa'ta), n. pi. [NL., neut.
pi. of organisatus, organizatus, organized: see
organizate.] Those things which are organized,
as animals and plants ; any or all organisms.
De Jussieu.

organism (6r'gau-izm), n. [= F. organisme =
Sp. Pg. It. orgdnismo = G. organismus, < NL. or-

gamsmus; as organ'^ + 4sm.'\ 1. Organic struc-

ture; organization. [Rare.]

Suffrage and proper organism combined are sufficient
to counteract the tendency of government to oppression
and abuse of power, Calhoun, Works, I, 26.

2. A body exhibiting organization and organic
life; a member of the animal or vegetable
kingdom; an individual composed of a number
of essential and mutually dependent parts, all

of which partake of a common life.

Every organism has not only an inherited and gradually
modified structure which is one of the determinants of its

history, it has also a history of incident, that is on tran-
sient conditions, which may lead two similar organisms
along divergent paths, and determine them to different
manifestations.

O. H. Lewes, Probs, of Life and Mind, L ii. § 66,

Germs of microscopic organisms exist abundantly on
the surface of all fruits.

Pasteur, On Fermentation (trans.), p. 99.

3. Anything that is organized or organic.

The social organism is not a mere physiological organ-
ism. Maudsley, Body and Will, p. 190.

The universe is not a machine but an orj/onism with an
indwelling principle of life. J. Fiske, Idea of God, p. 131,

organismal (6r-ga-niz'mal), a. [< organism +
-al.1 Of or pertaining to or produced by liv-

ing organisms : as, or^areisjwaZ fermentation.

In 1862 Naudin argued for the formation of new species
in nature in a similar way to that of varieties under culti-

vation, further attaching great importance to an assumed
"principle of finality," apparently a kind of organismal
fate. Encyc. Brit., XKIV, 77.

organist (6r'gan-ist), n. [InME. organister (or-
gonyster) ; = 'F. organiste = Sp. Pg. It. orga-
nista, < ML. organista, one who plays on a musi-
cal instrument (cf. organizare, play on a musi-
cal instrument), < L. organum, a musical instru-
ment, organ: see organ^.'] 1. One who plays
on an organ, especially a pipe-organ; specif-
ically, in modern churches, the regular official



organist

ehaiged with playing the organ and often with
the management of all the music of the service.

Over his keys, the masmg orgaitisl.
Beginning doabtfnlly and far away.
First lets his fingers wander as they list

Lowell^ Vision of Sir Laonfal.

2t. In medieval music, a singer who sang some
other part than the cantus firmus or melody.
Also or^anL-er.— 3. In ornith., a West Indian
tanager, Euphone or Euphonia musica : so called
from its musical powers. The name is also
given to other tanagers of this genus.
organistert, «. [ME. orgonyster; as organist +
-er.]

_
An organist. Prompt. Parv., p. 369.

Organistic (6r-ga-nis'tik), a. [< organist + -ic.']

In music, of or pertaining to an organ.
organistrom (6r-ga-nis'trunl) ,v. [< Gr. bpyaxov,
organ,+ suffix -larpov.'^ A large variety of hnr-
dy-gordy.
organityt (6r-gan'i-ti), n. [< organ^ + 4ty.']

The quality or condition of possessing organs

;

organization. [Bare.]

Many pat ont their force InformatiTe
In their ethereall corporeity,
Devoid of heterogeneall orgamty.

Dr. H. More, Psychathanasia, 1. iL 24.

organizability (6r^gan-i-za-bil'i-ti), n. f< or-
ganiiiable + -ity : see -Mity.'] "She property of
being organizable ; capabUity for organization
or for being turned into living tissue : as, the
organizability of fibrin. Also spelled organisa-
hility.

orgamzable (6r'gan-i-za-bl), o. [< organize +
-«6te.] Capable of being organized ; suscepti-
ble of organization. Also spelled organisable.

The superior types of organic substance^ ending in or-
ganizable protoplasm.
B. Spencer, Prin. of BloL (Amer. ed., 1872), App., p. 483.

organizatet) <>• [^ ^^- organizatus, organisatus,

pp. of organizare: see organize.'] Brovided with
or acting through organs ; oi^nized.

Death onr spirits doth release
From this distingnlsh'd orgcmizate sense.

Dr. H. More, Prseexistency of the Soul, st 21. (Domes.)

organization (6r'gan-i-za'shon), II. [= F. or-

ganisation = Sp. organizacion='Ps. organisaqao
= It. organiz-azione; asorganize + -ation.'] 1.

The act of organizing, or file process of dispos-
ing or arranging constituent or interdependent
psffts into an organic whole, (o) The process of
rendering organic, in any sense.

Socially, as well as individually, organization is indis-
pensable to growth ; beyond a certain point there cannot
be further growth without further orgaTiizttiion.

H. Spencer, Study of SocioL, p. 6.'.

(&) The process of arranging or systematizing ; specifically,

the process of combining parts into a coordinated whole

:

as, the organization of an expedition.

Philosophy, with him [Hegel], lies quite out of the range
of common sense— which is merely the organization of
sensible espeiiences. J. Fiske, Cosmic Philos., 1. 124.

2. That which is organized ; a regularly con-
stituted whole or aggregate ; an organism, or a
systematized and regulated whole; any body
which has a definite constitution : oft«n used
specifically of an oi^anized body of persons, as
a literary society, club, corporation, etc.

Such was the intelligence, the gravity, and the seU^iom-
mand of the warriors whom Cromwell had trained, that in
their camp a political organization and a religiousor^am-
zationcould existwithout destroying military organization.

Maeavlay, Hist. Eng., t

The body is a healthful and beautiful organization only
when the principle of life acts generously through all its

parts. CAaum'n^, Perfect Life, p. 199.

A moribund organization, to which few known writers
belong, and before which dry-as-dust papers are semi-oc-
casionally read. Harper'sMag., LXXVL 843.

3. Organic structure or constitution ; arrange-
ment, disposition, or collocation of interde-

pendent parts or organs ; constitution in gen-
eral: as, animal or<7aH(sa<ioB; th.6 organization

of society; the organization of the church or of
a legislature. Specifically, the physical constitution of

an animal or vegetable body or of one of its i>art& : us^
absolutely, the physical or mental constitution of a human
being : often used with special reference to the activities

or functions which depend upon such organic structure

:

as. a fine, delicate, or susceptible organization.

The man whose moral organization is under due control

never acts on mere feeling, but invariably submits it to

reflection. Fowler, ShiStesbary and Hutcheson, p. 79.

The lowest living things are not, properly speaking, or-

ganisms at all ; for they have no distinctions of parts— no
traces of organization.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol. (Amer. ed., 1872i App., p. 481.

T^ie habits of command formed by a long period of al-

most universal empire, and by the aristocratic organisa-

tion of the city, contributed to the elevation, and also to

the pride, of the national character.
Ledy, Enrop. Morals, 1. 182.
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I was of a peculiarly sensitive orgartization ; my nerves

shivered to every tou(^ like harp-strings.
H. B. Stoure, Oldtown, p. 6a

Greneral discriminative power probably implies from the
first a fine organisation of the brain as a whole.

J. SuUy, Outlines of :^choL, p. 145.

Also spelled organisation.
organize (6r'gan-iz), V.

;
pret. and pp. organized,

ppr. organizing. [= F. organiser= Sp. organi-
-ar = Pg. organisar= It. organizzare, < NL. or-
ganizare, organize (cf. ML. organizare, play on
the organ), < L. organum, organ: see organ'^.]

1. trans. 1 . To render organic ; give an organic
structure to ; construct or modify so as to ex-
hibit or subserve vital processes : commonly in
the past participle.

Those nobler faculties of the soul organized mattercould
never produce. Rt^.

' ^Organized beings," says thephysiologist, " are composed
of a number of essential and mutually dependent parts."
'*An organized product of nature," says the great metaphy-
sician, "is that in which all the parts are mutually ends
and means." WheteeB.

2. In general, to form into a whole consisting
of interdependent parts ; coordinate the parts
of; systematize; arrange according to a nni-
form plan or for a given purpose

;
provide with

a definite structure or constitution ; order.

So completely, however, is a society organized upon the
same system aa an individual being that we may almost
say there issomething more than an analogybetween them.

H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 490.

Don Galvez went himself to Havannah to organise and
command a great expedition against Pensacola.

L^ky, Eng. in 18th Cent., xiv.

In the field where the western abutment of the old
bridge may still be seen, about half a mile from this spot,
the first organized resistance was made to British arms.

Emerson, flist. Disc, at Concord.

3. In music, to sing or arrange in parts : as, to
organize the halleluiah. [Eare.] =Syn. 2. To con-
stitute, construct.

H. intrans. To assume an organic structure
or a definite formation or constitntion, as a
number of individuals ; become coordinated or
systematically arranged or ordered.
The men organize, and, aa Choros of old men, approach

with hostile intent, but are worsted in the encounter that
ensues. Amer. Jour. PhUol., VIII. 187.

Also spelled organise.

organizer (6r'gan-i-zer),ji. 1. One who organ-
izes; one who arranges the several parts of
anything for action or work; one who estab-
lishes and systematizes.— Sf. Same as organ-
ist, 2.

Also spelled organiser.

organ-ling (dr'^ji-Ung), n. [< organ + ling^.]

Same as orgeis.

organ-lofb (6r'gan-16ft), n. The loft or gallery
where an organ stands. Also called music-loft.

organochordiuni (6r'gan-o-k6r'di-um), n.

[NL., < Gr. bpyavov, an organ, + x°P^V, a string,

chord.] A musical instrument combining the
mechanisms of the pianoforte and of the pipe-
organ : it was suggested by G. F. Togler.

organogenesis (6r''gan-o-jen'e-sis), H. [NL., <

Gr. bpyavov, an organ, + -jhtci^, origin: see
genesis.'] Same as organogeny.

organogenetic (6r*gan-o-je-net'ik), a. [< or-

ganogenesis, aStevgenetic.'] Same as organogenic.

organogenic (6r'gan-o-jen'ik), a. [As organo-
gen-y + -ie.] Pertaining or relating to orga-
nogeny; organogenetic.

organogeny (6r-ga-noj'e-ni), n. [< Gr. bpyavov,

organ, + -yh/eia, (-yevf/Q, producing: see -geny.]

The history of the development of organs of

living bodies, and of the svstems and appa-
ratus composed of these organs. Also organo-

genesis.

The development of the flower as a whole, or, as it is

termed, the Organogeny of the flower.
Bessey, Botany, p. 426.

organograptalc (or'gan-o-graf'ik), a. [< orga^

nograph-y + -ic] Pertaining to organography.

organographlcal (dr'gan-o-graf'i-kal, a. [<
organographic + -al.] Same as organographic.

organographist (6r-ga-nog'ra-fist), n. [< or-

ganograph-y + -ist] One who describes the

organs of animal or vegetable bodies.

organography (6r-ga-nog'ra-fi). n. [= F. or-

ganograplme, < Gr. bpyavov, organ, -(- -}pa^ia,<.

ypa^iv, write.] 1. In Tnol., the study of or-

gans and their relations ; a description of the

organs of plants and animals; descriptive or-

ganology.— 2. In music, the scientific descrip-

tion of musical instruments.

organoleptic (6r'gan-o-lep'tik), a.^ [< Gr. bp-

yavov. an organ, + 'Xjpfrucdf, < '/Mfi^avuv, hijJelv,

take.] 1. Making an impression on an organ;

specifically, making an impression on the or-

organoplastic

gans of touch, taste, and smell.— 2. Suscepti-
ble of receiving an impression

;
plastic. Ihin-

glisoH.

organologic (6r'gan-o-loj'ik), o. [< organolog-y
+ -ic] Of or pertaining to organology.

organological (6r'gan-o-loj'i-kal), a. [< organ-
ologic + -al.] Same as organologic.
organologlst (6r-ga-nol'o-jist), «. [< organol-
og-'J + -i^t-] In i'iol., one slalled in organol-
ogy-

,

organology (dr-ga-nol'o-ji), )(. [= F. organolo-
gic, < Gr. bpyavov, an organ, -I- -h>yia, < Aiyeiv,

speak: see -ology.] 1. A branch of biology
which treats in particular of the different or-
gans of animals and plants with reference to
structure and function.— 2. Phrenology.— 3.
The study of structure or organization.

"

The science of style, as an organ of thought, of style in
relation to the ideas and feelings, might be called the or-
ganology of style. De Quincey, Style, i.

4 . In music, the science of musical instruments.
organometallic (or'gan-o-me-tal'ik), a. [< or-

gandie) + metallic] In cheni.. an epithet ap-
plied to compounds inwhich an organic radical,

as ethyl, is directly combined with a metal, to
distinguish them from otherorganic compounds
containing metals, in which the metal is indi-

rectly united to the radical by the intervention
of oxygen.
organon (6r'ga-non), n. [< Gr. bpyavov, an in-
strument, organ: see organ^.- Cf. organum,]
If. An organ : an instrument.

Employing all his wits in vain expense.
Abusing^ his organons of sense.

Marstan, Scourge of Villanle, vilL 210.

O thou great God, ravish my earthly sprite

!

That for the time a more than human sldll

May feed the organons of all my sense.
Peele, David and Bethsabe, st 15.

2. An instrument of thonght. Originally applied to
the logical theory of demonstration, and then by the Peri-
patetics to the whole of logic, especially to the topics of
Aristotle or the rules for probable reasoning, as being only
an instrument or aid to philosophy, and not meriting the
higher place of a part of philosophy claimed for it by the
Stoics and most of the Academics; thence given as a title

to the logical treatises of Aristotle.

The organon of Descartes is doubt.
VeUch, Introd. to Descartes's Method, p. xxt

Hence— 3. A code of rules or principles for
scientific investigation. Bacon's work on this sub-
ject was called by him the **Novum Organum." Kant
uses the term to denote the particular rules for acquiring
the knowledge of a given class of objects.

I never could detect . . . that he did not just as rigor-
ously observe . . . the peculiar logic of the law as if be
had never investigated any other than legal truth by any
other organon Vbxa legal logic in his life.

R. Ckoate, Addresses, p. 259.

The theory of judicial evidence is constantly misstated
or misconceived even in this country [England], and the
English law on the subject is too often described as being
that which it is its chief distinction not to be— that is,

as an Organony as a sort of contrivance for the discovery
of truth which English lawyers have patented.

Maine, Village Communities, p. 302.

Also organum.
organonomic (6r'gan-o-nom'ik), a. [< organ-
onomy + -ic] Pertaining to oiganonomy.
organonomy (6r-ga-non'o-mi), n. [<Gr. opjQ-
vow, anorgan,+ i>(5/tof, law.] The doctrine of the
observed sequence of cause and effect in or-
ganic life ; the body of oiganonomlc laws.
organonym (6r'gan-o-nim), n. [< Gr. bpyavov,

an organ, -t- bwpa, bvo/ia, a name.] In hial., the
tenable technical name of any organ. [Rare.]
organonymal (6r-ga-non'i-mal), a. [< orga-
nonym-y + -al.] Of or pertaining to orga-
nonymy. Coues.

organonymic (or'ga-no-nim'ik), a. [< orga-
nonym-y + -ic] Pertaining to organonymy;
organonymal : as, organonymic terms. "Wilder.

organonymy (6r-ga-non'i-mi), n. [< Gr. bpya-
vov, an organ, + bw/ia, bvo/ia, a name.] In hiol.,

any system of scientific names of organs ; the
nomenclature of organs; organonyms eoUec-
tivelv.

The terms . . . are the names of parts, organ-names, or
organonyms, and their consideration constitutes orga-
nonymy. Buck's Handbook qf Med. Sciences, Ym. 515.

OrganophoniC (6r'ga-no-fon'ik), a. [< Gr. bpya-
vov, an organ, + (potvi;, voice: see phonic] In
musie, noting a kind of vocal music in which the
tones of various instruments are imitated.

organophyly (6r-ga^nof'i-U), n . [< Gr. bpyavov,

an organ, + (j>v}ji, a tribe.] The tribal history
of organs. Haeckel, Evol. of Man (trans.), 1. 24.

Organoplastic {6r'gan-o-plas'tik), a. [< Gr. bp-
yavov, an organ, + it^aari^, verbal adj. of ir'Kaa-

aeiv, form, mold, + -ic Cf . plastic] Possess-
ing the properly of producing or evolving the



organoplastic

tissues of the organs of animals and plants : as,
organoplastic cells.

organoplasty (6r'gan-o-plas-ti), n. [< Gr. op-
yavov, organ, + ^rAaarof, verbal adj. of irMaauv,
form, mold, + -!/.] In Uol., the origination or
development of the tissues of organs in plants
and animals.
organoscopy (6r'gan-o-sko-pi), «. [< Gr. bpya-
vov, organ, + -aiamia', < aKOTrelv, view.] Phre-
nology.

organ-piano (6r'gan-pi-an'6), n. Same as melo-
piano.
organ-pipe (6r'gan-pip), n. [< ME. organ-pype.}
1. A pipe of a pipe-organ. See pipe.

And the thunder.
That deep and dreadful organ-pipe, pronounced
The name of Prosper. Skak., Tempest, iii. 3. 98.

Near gilded organ-pipes, her hair
Wound with white roses, slept St. Cecily.

Tennyson, Palace of Art.

2. Figuratively, the throat; the windpipe;
hence, the voice.—3. In costume, a large pip-
ing; a rounded flute— Organ-pipe coral. Seecoro?.

organ-point (fir'gan-point), n. In music, a sin-
gle tone, usually tie tonic or the dominant, held
or sustained by one of the voice-parts while the
other parts progress freely without reference to
the sustained tone, except at the beginning and
end of the passage, it is a favorite effect in the
climaxes of contrapuntal compositions. When an organ-
point occurs in any other than the lowest voice, it is said
to be inverted. Also pedahpoint, pedai hamwny, pedal.

organ-rest (6r'gan-rest), n. In her., same as
clarion. J. Gibi'ons.

organ-screen (dr'gan-skren), n. Eccles., an or-
namental screen of stone or timber on which a
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Youth and love

Were th' vnresisted organies to seduce you.
Chapman, All Fools, it 1.

Of gerlis and of gloria laus gretly me dremed.
And how osanna by orgonye olde folke songen.

Piers Plowman (B), xviii. 9.

organy^t (6r'ga-ni), n. [Also organie; a var. of
orgarfi, origan^ Same as origan.

Rosemarie, Basil, Saverie, Orgame, Marjoram, Dill, Sage,
Baulme, etc.

ToUichsUme of Complexions (1675), p. 66. (Davies.)

The storke having a bunch of orgamy
Can with much ease the adders sting eschew.

Heywood, Troia Britanica (1609). (Narea.)

organzine (6r'gan-zin), n. [< p. organsin, OP.
organsin, orgasin = Pg. organsim, < It. organ-
0»»o, organzine.] 1. A silk thread made of sev-
eral singles twisted together; thrown silk. The
warp of the best silk textiles is made of it.— 2.
Silk fabric made of such thread.'

organzine (6r'gan-zin), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. or-

ganzined, ppr. organmning. [< organzine, ».] In
silk-making, to twist single threads together,
forming thrown sUk or organzine. Srande and
Cox.

orgasm (6r'gazm), n. [=P. orgasmez=Bf. Pg. It.

orgasmo, < Gr. *bpyac!/i6^, swelling, excitement,
< bpyav, swell, be excited ; cf. bpy^, passion, im-
pulse, propension ; akin to bpeyeiv, stretch after,

desire : see orexisJ\ 1. I^nmoderate excitement
or action.
With the ravenous orgasm upon you, it seems imperti-

nent to interpose a religious sentiment.
Lamb, Grace before Meat.

His friend started at the disordered appearance of the
bard [Gray], whose orgmm, had disturbed his very air and
countenance. I. D'Israeli, Lit. Char., p. 189.

3. In med., a state of excitement in an organ

:

applied chiefly to the acme of venereal excite-
ment in sexual intercourse.

orgastic (6r-gas'tik), a. Characterized by or
exhibiting orgasm; turgid, as an organ.
orgeat (6r'zhat), n. [< P. orgeat, < orge, < L.
Jwrdeum, barley : see Sordeum. ] A syrup made
from almonds (originally barl^), sugar, and
orange-flower water, it is much used by confection-
ers, and medicinally as a mild demulcent and an agreeable
vehicle for stronger remedies.

orgeis (6r'je-is), n. [Origin not ascertained; no
obvious connection with organ-ling.^ A large
kind of ling. Also called organ-ling.
orgelt, n. See orgul.

orgiastic (6r-ji-as'tik), a. [< Gr. bpymariKdg, of
or pertaining to orgies, < dpyta, orgies: see orgy."]

Pertaining to or characteristic of the orgies or
mystic festivities of the ancient Greeks, Phry-
gians, etc., especially those in honor of Bac-
chus or of Cybele ; characterized by or consist-
ing in wild, unnatural, impure, or cruel revelry

;

frantically enthusiastic : as, orgiastic rites ; or-
giastic worship. See orgy^.
The religion of the Greeks in the region of Ida as well

as at Eyzikus was more orgiastic than the native worship
noof Greece Proper, just as that of Lampsacus, Priapus, am

Parium was more licentious. Grote, Hist. Greece, I. 338.

orgic (dr'jik), a. [< org-^ -i- -ic] Orgiastic.
[Bare.]

They [Egyptian pilgrims] landed at every town along
the river to perform orgie dances. Encyc. Brit., XIX. 91.

orglet, ». [ME.: seeorgan^.'] Same as organi.
orgont, orgonet, »• Middle English forms of
organ'-

orgonyet, n. A Middle English form of organy^.
orgninette (6r-gi-net'), n. [A Prench-hke
spelling, < organ -i- ette.'] A mechanical mu-
sical instrument, consisting of one or more
sets of reeds with an exhaust-bellows. The ori-
fices tothe reeds are covered with a movable strip of paper
in which holes are cut at intervals, so that, when a crank
is turned and the bellows put in operation, the paper is

revolved from one roller to another, and the air is admit-
ted to the reeds through the holes. The melodic and har-

oTmrch m-o-fln iKsnallva sfipondarv orcfln -smnll P^™'" ^'^'"''^ depend upon the position and size of thecnurcn organ, usually a seconaary orga,n, small-
jj^igj j^^^ (^^g jg ijgi,^ a^a pleasant^ and the music pro-

er than the great organ, is placed m cathedrals, duced is often accurate and eSfective.

In English churches it is often placed at the western ter- orsult Orsel'l n. [ME., also orquil, or^el, or-
mination of the choir, in the normal position of the rood- j,~j 'ijj„''/„J' ;„„„-„_ „-.-o7«„?j A«.„«7»,L-j«
lolt; it is often found, however, as invariably in French *!?^PF^'^5_(?,^1' ™ T^^:'..^?^ff^''T.^^^^?^^.'

orgyia

Ihoso = It. orgoglioso; cf. AS. orgelUc), proud, <

orgoil, orgoel, orguel, orgueil, pride : see orgvl.']

1. Proud; haughty.
Wherto repaired thys cruel geant.
Called Guedon, that so org^llous was,

Gret, thikke, longe, stronge, meruelous to se.

Bom. ofPaatenay (E. B. T. S.), 1. 29S5.

In Troy there lies the scene. From isles of Greece
The princes orgvlous, then? high blood chafed,
Have to the port of Athens sent their ships.

Shak., T. and C, Prol., L a
2. Ostentatious; showy.
His atyre was orgtdoits.

Bomance of Rich., quoted by Steevens. (Nares.)

3. Swollen; augmented; excessive; hence,
threatening; dangerous.

But they wyst nat how to passe yo ryuer of Derne,
whiche was fell and orgulous at certayne times, and espe-
cially rather in Somer than in Winter.

Bemers, tr. of Froissart's Chron., II. cii

orgulouslyt, a^v. [ME., < orgulous + -ly^.'] In
an orgulous manner ;

proudly ; haughtily.

Off a (ers behold [with a fierce look], orgidouslywroagbt
Bam. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), L 3543.

orgy (Sr'ji), «. ;
pi. orgies (-jiz). [< P. orgies =

Sp. orgias = Pg. orgias = It. orgie, < L. orgia,

pi., < (Jr. bpyia, pi., secret rites, prob. < *epyeiv,

do, perform; cf. fpyov, work, performance. Con-
nection with bpy^, passion (see orgasm), is not
probable. The singular is not used in L. or
Gr., and is rare in mod. use (E. and P.).] 1.

Secret rites or ceremonies connected with the
worship of some of the deities of classical my-
thology, as the mysteries of Ceres; particular-
ly, the revels at the festivals in honor of Diony-
sus or Bacchus, or the festival itself, which was
celebrated with boisterous songs and dancing
(see bacchante and mcenad) : generally plural in
this sense.
Fentheusand Oi'pheus were torn to pieces by the frantic

women at his orgies. Bacon, Fable of Dionysus.

It would have resembled an orgy to Bacchus.
Sir T. Herbert, Travels in Africa, p. 118. (Latham.)

Hence— 2. A wild or frantic revel; a noctur-
nal carousal ; drunken revelry.

Amid the orgies of weary and satiated profligacy arose
first a spirit of scoffing, then of savage, vindictive, and ag-
gressive scepticism. W. B. Greg, Misc. Essays, 2d ser., p. 17.

Hired animalisms, vile as those that made
The mulberry-faced Dictator's orgies worse
Than aught they fable of the quiet Gods.

Tennyson, Lucretius.

=Syn. 2. Bevel, Debauch, etc. See aarousali.

orgyia (6r-ji'ia), ». ;
pi. orgyiw (-ie). [NL., < Gr.

bpyvta, the length of the outstretched arms, a
fathom, < bptyeiv, stretch out: see orexis.} 1.

An ancient Greekmeasure of length, equivalent
to about 6 feet. Enoyc. Brit. ,11. 387.—2. [cap.]
Agenus of arctiid moths of the restricted family
lAparidce, the males of which fly by day with a
vaporing kind of motion, and hence are called
vaporers or vaporer-moths. They are also known as
tussock-moths, from the long tufts of hair with which the
caterpillars are furnished. The females are incapable of

fiight, having only rudi-

mentary wings. In the
male the body is slender;
the proboscis is short; the
palpi are short and veiy
hairy, with the third joint

shortest; the antennee are
broadly pectinate ; the
hind tibise have two short
apical spurs, or four long
ones; and the wings are

broad, extending beyond
the end of the abdomen.
The larvae are elongate and
tuberoulate, usually with

Organ-screen.

Choir of Lincoln Cathedral, England, looking toward the nave.

cathedrals, on one side of the choir.

organ-seat (6r'gan-set), n. Same as
bench.

organ-stop (6r'gan-stop), n. The stop of an
organ. See orgdn^- and stop.

organum (6r'ga-num), n. [L., LL., < Gr. bp-

yavov, an instrument, organ, etc. : see organon,
organ^.'] 1. Same as organon.— 3. In music : (a)

An organ. (&) Same as diaphony, 2.

organylf (6r'ga-ni), n.
;
pi. organies (-niz). [Also

organie; < M.W.*orgariye, orgonye, < OF. organie,

organ (musical instrmnent), an extended form
of organs, organ: see orgaM^.'\ An organ; in-

strument; means.

pride), partly < AS. orgol (in deriv. orgel-),

pride, partly < OF. orgoil, orgoel, orguel, or-
gueil, F. orgueil = Pr. orguelh, erguelh, orguoil,

orgoil, argull = Sp. orgullo = Pg. orgullm = It.

orgoglio, pride ; the Eom. forms prob. of Tout,
origin: cf. OHG. urgilo, excessively, oppres-
sively; appar. < or- (= OHG. ur-), out, -I- -gel,

of unknown origin.] Pride.

Woreldes richesse wecheth orgel on mannes heorte.
Old, Eng. Bom., ii. 43, 17.

orguloust, a. [Also orgueilous ; < ME. orgulous,
orgeilous, < OP. orgueiUeus, orgmUus, orgoillos,

F. orgueilleux (= ft. orguelhos, «r-

= Sp. orgulloso = Pg. orgu-

White-marked Tussock-moth {Orgyia leHcostigma").

a, wingless female upon her egg-mass; b. newly hatched larva
or caterpillar, hanging by a thread; c, mature caterpillar on a leaf:
dj winged male moth ; e, male pupa ; /, female pupa. (All natural
size.)



orgyia
two long pencils of hair on the prothoiscic and anal seg-
ments; tbej spin a slight cocoon above-gronnd. The
genns Is represented in all the Old World countries^ and
has some Korth American membeis. The male of 0. an-
Uqua, the common Taporer, is a small brown moth with
a white spot on the edge of the fore wings. 0. nenosa
is the reed tussock-moth. O. fiaaUina is the dark tns-
sock-moth. O. leueotbigma, the white-mailed tussock-
moth, is very troublesome in the streets of many cities of
the United States, injuring shade-trees. Oehienhtimer.
1810.

Oribates(o-rib'a-tez), n. [XL. (Latreille, 1804).
< Gr. opeipdTtKJ moaatain-ranging, < 5pof, a
mountain, + ^aivetv, go.] A genus of beetle-
mites, typical of the family Oribatida, haying
the cephalothorax with lamellar appendages,
the vertex with bristly hairs, and the middle
elaw larger than the others. There are probably
many more species than have thus far been determined.
O. ovivorug is a useful mite, which feeds on the eggs of
the cankerworm-moth in the United States. Also Oro-
bates.

Oribatidse (or-i-bat'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,< Oribates
+ -«te.] AfamUy of tracheate aearids, typified
by the genns Oribates. They are known as beeOe-
nutes^ from the hard homy integument, and also as unod-
mites. The ocelli are almost obsolete, the mandibles che-
late, the short palpi four-jointed, and the legsflve-jointed,
all ambulatory. None is parasitic at any age, or specially
injtirious, and some are beneficial. About 12 genera are
described. The Oribatidce are sometimes divided into 2
subfamilies, PterogasUrirue or Oribatirue proper, and C^o-
ttrogasterina, the latter containing 9 genera.

oribi, » Same as ourebi.

oricnalc (or'i-kalk), n. [Formerly also ori-

ehalche; = F. oricUalque = Sp. Pg. It. oricdleo,

< L. orichalcum (also erroneously auriehalcum,
simulating aurum, gold), < Gr. bpEixaJjuog, rarely
bpixa^j«K, yellow copper ore, brass, lit. ' moun-
taiu-eopper,' < opof, mountain, + x"^-'^, cop-
per: see cAaWtis.] The equivalent in English
of the Greek bpelxa^-o^, the name of a metallic
alloy or metal of brilliant luster, mentioned by
Greek authors of a very early date, and con-
sidered by them as worthy to be classed with
gold and silver in respect of value. Plato, while
often spealdng of it, admits that orichalc was no longer to
be had in his time ; and some (Aristotle, it is said, among
them) deny that any such metal ever existed. The word
passed into Latin under the form of oriehaleum^ and later
that of amiehaleuvn. Although sometimes used as the
name of brass (as by Strabo, who, with as near an approach
to accuracy as was possible in those days, descru>es tlie

method of manufacturing that metal and calls the alloy
Cfriehalemn), it had in general—even down to the middle
ages—a more or less uncertain meaning, standing some-
tunes for an entirely ideal and very precious substance
and sometimes for an ordinary metal or alloy (as copper
or bronze), but having a peculiar value on account of the
manner in which it was made, or the locality whence it

came.
The metall was of rare and passing price

;

Not Bilbo Steele, nor brasse from Corinth fet.

Nor costly OriaUehe from strange Phoenice^
But such as could both Phoebus arrowes ward,
And th' hayling darts of heaven beating hard.

Spenser, Mniopotmos, 1. 78.

orichalceons (or-i-kal'sMus), a. [< orichale +
-eoMS.] Of or pertaining to orichaJe ; having a
luster or color between that of gold and that
of brass.

orichalCTUn (or-i-kal'kum), n. Same as orichalc.

oriel (6'ri-el), ». [Formerly also orial; < ME.
oryel, oriol, oryaU, < OF. orioiL, < ML. oriolum,

a small room, a recess, a porch; perhaps orig.

a gilded room, for L. *aureolum, neut. of au-
reolus, of gold, golden, gilded, < aureus, of

Oriel, Castle of Heidelbei^. Baden.
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gold: see aureole, aureous, and cf. oriole.'] A
portico, recess, or small room forming a pro-
geetion from a room or building, as a hall or
chapel, in the form of a large bay or recessed
window, and often more richly furnished or
more private than the rest of the room or
building, formerly used as a boudoir, closet,

and separate apartment for various pnrposes.
It projects from the outer face of the wall, being in plan
semi-hexagonal, semi-octagonal, or rectangular, etc, and
is supported on brackets, corbels, or corbeling. When
such a projecting feature rests upon Oie ground, or di-
rectly upon the foundation of the building, it is called a
bay-window, or a boiD-windoto. Also called arieL-windmc.

Sure 1 am that small excursion out of gentlemen's halls
in Dorcetsliire (respect it East orWest) is commonly called
an orial. FuUer, Ch. Hist, VX 285.

At St. Albau's was an Orid, or apartment for persons
not so sick as to retire to the Infirmary.

FoOirooke, Brit. Monachism, xxxix.

And thro' the topmost OrieUf colored flame
Two godlike faces gaeed below.

Tennyson, Palace of Art.

All in an oriel on the summer side.
Vine-clad, of Arthur's palace toward the stream
They met. Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

A small church too strikes us, with its windows project-
ing like oriels, one of them indeed rising from the ground.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 49.

oriencyt (o'ri-en-si), n. [< orien(<) + -cy.]
Brightness or strength of color.

Black and thorny plum tree is of the deepest orieney,

JBvetyn, HI. iv. 12.

orient (6'ri-ent), a. and ii. [< ME. orient, n., <
OF. orient, S". orient= Sp. Pg. It. oriente, < L.
orien{t~)s, rising ; as a noun (sc. sol, sun), the
quarter where the sun rises, the east, day;
ppr. of oriri, rise, = Gr. / op in bpmivai, rise, =
Skt. / ar, rise.] I. o. 1. Bising, as liie sun;
ascending; arising.

Let us feare lest the Sunne for ever hide himselfe, and
tnm his orient steps from our ingrateful Horizon, justly
condemn'd to be eternally benighfd.

MiUon, On Def. of Humb. Bemonst.

Hoon, that now meet'st the orient sun, now fiy'st^

With the fix'd stars, flx'd in their orb that flies.

MUton, P. L., V. 175.

The songs, the stirring air.

The life le-orimt out of dust.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, cxvl

2. Eastern. Also oriental.

Now morning from her orient chamber came.
And her first footsteps touch'd a vetdant hill.

Keats, Imit. of Spenser.

3. Besembling the dawn in brilliancy, bright-
ness, or purity of coloring; bright; shining;
peUucid; especially, as applied to pearls, of a
delicate speckless texture, and clear, almost
translneent, white color with subdued irides-

cence: opposed to occidental.

If he should lone an Orient stone, it is for the propertie
or beantie thereof.

Guevara, Letters (It. by Hellowes, 1577X p. 362.

These nnjust and insolent positions I would not men-
tion, were it not thereby to m^ethe countenance of truth
more orient. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, viiL 2.

I would not hear of blacks, I was so light.

But chose a colour orient likemy mind.
MiddUton, Massinger, and BoMey, Old Law, ii. 1.

Is your pearl orient, sir ? B. Jonson, Volpone, i. 1.

Thick with sparkling orient gems
The portal shone, inimitable on earth.

iroton, P. L., iii. 507.

n. n. 1 . The east ; the part of the horizon
where the sun first appears in the morning : op-
posed to accident.

Mom in the white w^e of the morning star

Clame furrowing all the orient into gold.
Tennyson, Princess.

2. \cap. or I. c] With the definite article, the
East; Eastern countries; specifically [cop.], the
region to the east and southeast of the lead-

ing states of Europe : a vague term, including
Tmrkey, Persia, Egypt, India, etc.

They conquered manye regnes grete
In the OrienL Chaucer, Monk's Tale, L 3-24.

3. The peculiar luster of a pearl; a delicate

speckless texture, with pellucid color and sub-
dued iridescence, as in pearls of the first water.

A pearl of the first water should possess, in jeweller^
language^ a perfect " skin " and a flue orient.

Enciic. BriL, XTIII. 446.

4. A pearl possessing such qualities; a pearl
of the first water.

Prof. Teufelsdrockh's Book ... is indeed ... a very
Sea of Thought, . . . wherein the toughest pearl-diver
may dive to his utmost depth, and return not only with
sea-wrec^ but with true orients.

CnHyie, Sartor Resartus, L 2.

Orient equinoctial, that part of the eastern horizon
which is cut by the eqoinoctial circle.— Orient estival.

orientalism
the eastern intersection of the horizon by the tropic of
Cancer.— Orient hibernal, the eastern intersection of
flie horizon by the tropic of Capricorn.

orient (6'ri-ent), V. t. [< F. orienter = Sp. Pg.
orientar = It. orientate, < ML. "orientare, set
toward the east, set with regard to the cardinal
points, < L. orien(t-)s, the east: see orient, a.
and H.] 1 . To define the position of in respect
to the east ; ascertain the position of relative
to the points of the compass; hence, to find the
bearings of, in general; figuratively, to adjust
or correct by referring to first princijiles or
recognized facts or truths; take one's proper
bearings mentally.—2. To place or arrange so
as to face the east—that is, with its length
from west to east; specifically, of a church, to
place so that the chief altar is at the east end—that is, to place with the long axis east and
west, the apse being toward the east, and the
chief entrance at the west end; or, of a corpse,
to place with the feet toward the east.

The coffins were of plank or stone, and were not ori-
ented. Seienee, HL 469.

Hence—3. To place or arrange, as a building,
in any definite position with reference to the
points of the compass : as, the episcopal cathe-
dral of New York will be oriented north and
south,

oriental (6-ri-en'tal), a. and n. [< ME. orien-
tal, < OF. ofientoij'F. oriental = Sp. Pg. orien-
tal = It. orientate, < L. orientalis, of or belong-
ing to the orient or east. < orien{t-)s, the east:
see orient.] I. a. 1. Of the orient or east;
situated in or proceeding from the east; east-
em: as, oriental seas or countries. Also orient.

Strait to the East
The Spirit files, and in Aurora's cheeks
The best of Oriental sweetness seeks.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, L 51.

We may note the Positnre and Position of the Corps,
which among the (Thristians hath always been to turn the
Feet to the East, with the Head to the West ; that so they
may be ready to meet the Lord, whom the Ancients did
believe should appear in the orfento^ part of Heaven.

Durand, quoted in Bourne's Pop. Antiq. (1777), p. 47.

Some ascribing hereto the generation of gold; . . . con-
ceiving the bodies . . . to receive . . . some appropriate
influence from his [the sun's] ascendent and oriental radia-
tions. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vi 7.

2. Of superior quality; precious; valuable;
possessing orient qualities: applied to gems
as a mark of excellence : opposed to occidental,
which applies to the less valuable kinds. The
word orieTita^ is also frequently applied as an epithet to the
names of certain stones to which the stone so described
has no relation except that of color or some other resem-
blance: thus, oriental emerald is not emerald, but sap-
phire of a greenish-yellow color; orienUd topaz is not to-
paz, hut sapphire of a yellow color, or yellow mixed witli
red ; and so on. Orients is also applied to several supe-
rior or prized varieties of the dome^c pigeon.

For of o perle, lyne, oriental.

Hire white coionue was imaked al.

Chaueer, ProL to Good Women, L 221.

Some dozen of very faire Emeranlds orientaU.
HaldvyVs Voyages, n. 279.

If this oceanic jade be recognized as a distinct variety,
the ordinary nephrite may be distinguished as "onentot
jade." Encyc. Brit, XTTT. 64a

3. [cap. or I. c] Of, pertaining to, or charac-
teristic of the East, or Eastern, especially Asi-
atic, countries ; hence, exuberant

; profuse
;

sumptuous; gorgeous: magnificent.

His services were rewarded with Oriental munificence

:

and we believe that ne receivedmuch more than Hastings
could conveniently spare. Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

I know not, for he spoke not, only shower'd
His oriental gifts on every one.
And most on Editli. Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

4. In astrol., rising between the fourth house
and the mid-heaven: applied to the planets.
LiUy, Introd. to Astrol., App., p. 344 oriental
amethyst, cashew-nnt, elemi, etc See the nouns.—
Orientiil-pearl essence. See essenee.—oriental plane-
tree. See ptane-tree, Plaianus, and dnnar-tree.—Orien-
tal region, in zoogeog.. a division of the earth's surface
with reference to the distribution of animals and plants,
comprising all of continental Asia not included in the
Palearctic region, and the islands zoologically related
thereto.—Oriental Shagreen. See sAa^reen.— Oriental
sore. Same as Aleppo mcer (which see, imder ulcer),

H. H. {cap. or I. c] A native or an inhabi-
tant of some eastern part of the world; an
Asiatic.

orientalise, r. t. See orientalLe.

orientalism (6-ri-en'tal-izm), «. [= F. orteii-

ttUisme = Pg. oiieittalismo ; as oriental + -istn.]

1. A characteristic of Eastern nations, as a
mode of thought or expression, or a custom;
also, such characteristics collectively; Eastern
character or characteristics.

I>ragons are a sure mark of Orientalism.

T. Wartm. Hist. Eng. Poetry, Eiss. i.



orientalism

2. Knowledge of Oriental languages or litera-

ture. Quarterly Eev.

orientalist (o-ri-en'tal-ist), n. [= P. orienta-
liste = Sp. Pg. orienialista : as oriental + -ist.'\

1 . [cap. or I. c] An inhabitant of some eastern
part of the world ; an Oriental.

Who can tell how far the ortentalistewere wont to adorn
their parables?

Le Clerc, Comment on Job xlii. 14. (Latham.)

2. Zcap.l One who is versed in the languages
and literature of the East : opposed to Occiden-
talist.

There is not somuch difference between the literary and
popular dialects of Arabic as some European Orientalists
have supposed. B. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, 1. 263.

orientaUtyt (6"ri-en-tari-ti), n. [< oriental +
-ity.'] The quality of being oriental, or of ris-

ing in the east.

Whose [tlie sun's] revolution being regular, it hath no
power nor efficacy peculiar from its oHerUaUity, but equal-
ly disperseth his beames unto all which equally, and in the
same restriction, receive his lustre.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vi. 7.

orientalize (6-ri-en'tal-iz), V. t.
;
pret. and pp.

orientalized, ppr. orientalizing. [< F. orienta-

User; as oriental + -ize.'] To render oriental;

impart an oriental character to; conform to
Oriental manners or character. Also spelled
orientalise.

Constantino . . . transferred the seat of his government
to Byzantium, and thus fixed the policy ... of oriental-

izing and dividing the empire.
Schaff, Hist. Christ. Church, m. § 2.

orientally (o-ri-en'tal-i), adv. 1. In the orient
or east.— 2. In accordance with Eastern char-
acteristics or customs.
orientate (6-ri-eu'tat), v.

;
pret. and pp. orien-

tated, ppr. orientating. [< ML. "orientatus, pp.
of *orientare, set toward the east : see orient,

«.] I. trans. 1. To turn or cause to turn to-

ward the east ; cause to assume an easterly di-

rection or aspect ; orient ; specifically, to place
(a church) with its altar-end toward the east.

See orient, v., 2.— 2. To determine or ascertain
the position of, especially with reference to the
east; determine or fix the position or bearings
of; figuratively, to take one's proper bearings
mentally.—3. To place, as a crystal, in such a
position as to show clearly the true relation of

the several parts.'

II. intrans, 1 . To assume an easterly direc-

tion; turn or veer toward the east; specifically

{eccles.), to be so constructed that the end near-
est the altar or high altar (ecclesiastically ac-

counted the eastern end) is directed toward a
certain point of the compass; especially, to be
so placed that the conventional eastern end is

directed toward the geographical east.

The only two instances ... in which it [orientation]

is departed from [in the Eastern Church] are those of

Haghios Georgios ... in Crete, which orientates north,

and of the Asomatol ... in the Morea, which tyrientates

south. J. M. Neale, Eastern Church, i. 222.

2. To worship toward the east; especially, to

celebrate the eucharist in the eastward position
— that is, facing the altar. See eastward, a.

orientation (6"ri-en-ta'shon), n. [< F. orienta-

tion, < ML. *orientatio{n-)'j i *orientare, orient:

see orientate, orient, v."] 1. The act of turning
or the state of being turned toward the east.
Specifically— (a) The position of worshipers facing to-

ward the east, or, in Christian worship, toward that end of

a church which is known as the eastern end ; especially

(eedes.), that position of a priest celebrating the eucharist

m which he faces the altar ; the eastward position.

Where among the lower races sun-worship begins to

consolidate itself in systematic ritual, the orientation of

the worshipper and the temple becomes usual and dis-

tinct. E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, II. 884.

(6) Such a position of a corpse in a grave that the head is

toward the west and the feet toward the east.

The same symbolism of east and west has taken shape
in actual ceremony, giving rise to a series of practices

concerning the posture of the dead in their graves and the
living in their temples, practices which may be classed

under the general heading of Orientation.

H. B. Tylffr.Vnm. Culture, II. 382.

(c) The construction or position of a church so that it has
that end which contains the chancel or sanctuary in the
direction of the east.

The very ancient practice of orientaMon in the building

of churches can hardly be set aside as "a High Church
piece of pedantry. " Allusion to worship towards the east

may be found in the early liturgies and Church fathers

;

and in this country, at least, orientation has been practised

from the flist introduction of Christianity into these isl-

ands down to the present time, with the interruption of

the Great Bebellion. N. and Q., 7th ser., VII. 469.

((f) Hence, the position of a building or of any object with
reference to any point of the compass.

The later builders of Thebes appear to have had no no-

tion of orieraation, but to have placed their buUdings and
tombs so as to avoid regularity, and facing in every con-

ceivable direction. J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 96.
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(«) In crystal. , the position of a crystal— of its faces, cleav-

age-planes, optic axes or axes of elasticity, etc.— defined
with reference to certain assumed directions, especially
those of the crystallographic axes.

2. The process of determining the points of

the compass, or the east point, in taking bear-
ings. Hence—3. The act of taking one's men-
tal bearings ; ascertainment of one's true posi-

tion, as in a novel situation, or with reference
to new ideas, new studies, etc., as if by deter-

mining the points of the compass.

But let a man venture into an unfamiliar field, or where
his results are not continually checked by experience, and
all history shows that the most masculine intellect will

ofttimes lose his orientaMon and waste his efforts in direc-

tions which bring him nonearer tohisgoal, or even carry
him entirely astray. C. S. Peirce, in Pop. Sci. Mo., XII. 4.

4. The process of determining direction or rela-

tive position in general.

Tympanic sensibility plays no role in auditive orienta-

tion. Amer. Jour. Psychol., I. 510.

5. In crystal., the process of placing a crystal
in proper position so as to show the relation of
its planes to the assumed axes.—6. In gool.,

the faculty or instinct by which birds and other
animals find theirway home after being carried
to a distance, it is well illustrated by homing pigeons.
(See homing.) A striking instance of orientation is also
afforded by swallows. Thus, a swallow nesting in New
England, for example, and wintering in Panama, can re-

turn to the rafter in the bam where its nest was the pre-
vious year. All the regular and periodical migrations of
birds imply the faculty of orientation.

orientator (o'ri-en-ta-tgr), n. [< orientate +
-or."] An instrument used for determining the
position of a church so that its chancel may
point to the east.

orientness (6'ri-ent-nes), n. The state of be-
ing orient or bright; luster; brightness: spe-
cifically applied to diamonds. Makluyt's Voy-
ages, in. 269.

orifacial (or-i-fa'shal), a. [< L. os (or-), mouth,
+ fades, face : see facial.^ Noting the angle
defined below.— orlfacial angle, in cromom., the an-
gle between the facial line of Camper and the plane of the
lower surfaces of the upper teeth.

orifexi (or'i-feks), n. [An erroneous form of

orifice (apparently simulating artifex with re-

gard to arfi^ce).] An opening; aperture; ori-

fice.

All my entrails bathed
In blood that straineth from their ori^ex.

Marlowe, Tamburlaine, II., iii. 4.

And yet the spacious breadth of this division
Admits no arifex tor a point as subtle
As Axiachne's broken woof to enter.

Shak., T. andC, v. 2. 151.

orifice (or'i-fis), n. [Formerly also orifis; < F.

orifice = Sp. Pg. orificio = It. orifieio, orificio,

< LL. orificium, an opening, lit. the making of

a mouth, < L. os (or-), mouth, -I- facere, make.]
An opening ; a mouth or aperture, as of a tube,

pipe, or other similar object ; a perforation ; a
vent.

Let me see the wound

:

This herb will stay the current, being bound
Fast to the orifice.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, iv. 2.

Their mouths
With hideous orifice gaped on us wide.

xaton, P. L., vi. 577.

Anal, aortic, atrial, cardiac, esophageal, etc., orifice.

See the adjectives.

oriflambt, oriflambet, » See oriflamme.

oriflamme (or'i-flam), n. [Formerly also ori-

flamb, oriflambe (and aurifiamme, after ML. auri-

flamma) ; < F. oriflamme, < ML. auriflamma, <

L. aurum, gold, + flamma, flame : see or3 and
flame.'] 1. The banner of St. Denis, supposed
to have been a plain red gonfalon—that is, a
banderole of two or three points attached to a
lance, it was preserved in the abbey of St. Denis, near
Paris, and in war was carried before the king of France as a
consecrated flag (compare church banner, under church)

and as the special royal ensign.

Sir Eeynolde Camyan baneret that daye bare the ory-

flambe, a speciall relique that the Frenshe Rynges vse to

here before them in alle battayles.
Fabyan, Chron., II., an. 1355.

Press where ye see my white plume shine amidst the ranks
of war,

And be your oriflamme to-iay the helmet of Navarre.
Macavlay, Battle of Ivry.

2. In her., a blue flag or banner charged with
three golden fleurs-de-lis.

orig. An abbreviation of original and originally.

origan (or'i-gan), n. [Formerly also organ, and
orgarvy, organie (see organ^, organy^); < ME.
origane, origan, < OF. (and F.) origan = It. ori-

gano (cf. AS. organe), < L. origanum, origanon,

origanus, < Gr. bpiyavov, bpiyavog, also bpelyavov,

hpeiyavoQ, marjoram, the latter forms appar. sim-

ulating a compound of hpog (bpei-), mountain, +
yavvadai, be delighted, be glad, yavog, bright-

Upper Part of Wild Marjoram
[Ori£-a?tU}n vitlgare), with flow-

ers, a, a flower ; #, the fruit.

origin

ness.] A plant of the genus Origanum; mar-
joram; wild marjoram; also, pennyroyal, Men-
tha Pulegium.

Sowe origon whenne day and nyght is longe
Yliohe, and water it till it be spronge.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 184.

Bathing her selfe in origane and thyme.
Spenser, F. Q., I. ii. 40.

Origanum (o-rig'a-num), n. [NL. (Tournefort,

1700), < Gr. bpiyavov, marjoram : see origan.] A
genus of labiate plants of the tribe Satureinew

and the subtribe Menthoidece, known by the

usually two-flowered clusters crowded in heads
with conspicuous involucrate bracts. There are

about 30 species, mainly of the Mediterranean region.

They are shrubby or herba-
ceous perennials, with small
undivided leaves, and glo-

bose or cylindrical heads of

flowers with their bracts

often enlarged and colored.

0. mlgare, the wild marjo-
ram, is gently tonic, diapho-
retic, and emmenagogic, but
at present little used. See
marjoram, also dittany, 3,

and Aop-marjoram.— Ofl 01
origanum, marjoram-oil.

Origenism (or ' i -jen -

izm), n. [< Origen (see

def.) + -ism.] The
opinions held by or at-

tributed to the Greek
father Origen of Alex-
andria (bom about A. d.

185, died about 253).
The main characteristics of
Origen's teaching were its

union of philosophical spec-
ulation with Christian doc-
trine and its mystical and al-

legorizing interpretation of
Scripture. He insisted especially on the unity of all crea-

tion ; he regarded Scripture as having generally a three-

fold sense,_ literal, moral^ and mystical ; he held the es-

sential divinity and eternity of each person of the Trini^,
but maintained that the Son is inferior to the Father and
the Holy Ghost to the Son; he was the first to formu-
late the orthodox doctrine of eternal generation ; he re-

jected prayer to Christ, though he defended prayer in the
name of Christ ; he regarded all sin as proceeding from a
voluntary and moral self-determination to evil ; he held
that the human soul of Christ preexisted with other hu-
man souls ; that the soul came into the body as a penalty
for sin in a preexistent state ; and he believed in a further
moral progress and development after the present life, and
defended as a probable opinion the restoration and final

salvation of all men and of the fallen angels.

Origenist (or'i-jen-ist), B. [< Origen (see def.)

+ -ist.] 1 . A follower of Origen of Alexandria

;

one who held or professed to hold the doctrines
held by or attributed to Origen.— 2. A mem-
ber of a sect mentioned by Bpiphanius as fol-

lowers of some unknown person named Origen,
He attributes shameful vices to them, but sup-

plies no further information concerning them.
Origenistic (or"i-je-nis'tik), a. [< Origenist +
-ic.] Belonging to, held by, or characteristic
of Origen or the Origenists, or their opinions.
Eneyc. Brit., XIII. 796.

origin (or'i-jin), n. [< OF. origine, also orinc,

ourine, F. origine = Sp. origen = Pg. origem
= It. origine, < L. origo (origin^), beginning,
source, birth, origin, < oriri, rise: see orient.]

1. Beginning of existence; rise or first mani-
festation ; first stage or indication of being or

existence.
The origin and commencement of his grief
Sprung from neglected love.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 1. 1S5.

I think he would have set out just as he did, with the
origin of ideas : the proper starting-post of a grammarian
who is to treat of their signs.

2*00*6, Diversions of Purley, I. ii.

2. That from which anything derives its being
or nature ; source of being or existence ; cause
or occasion ; fountain ; source : as, the origins

of a nation.

These great Orbs, thus radically bright.
Primitive Founts, and Origins of Light.

Prior, Solomon, i.

3. Hence, parentage ; ancestry
;
pedigree ; ex-

traction; birth.

Their birth—wherein they are not guilty,
Since nature cannot choose his origin.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 4. 26.

Howconvenient it would be tomanyof our greatmen and
great families of doubtful origin, could they have the privi-
lege of the heroes of yore, who, whenever their origin was
involved in obscurity, modestly announced themselves de-
scended from a god. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 106.

4. In math., the fixed starting-point from which
measurement or motion starts ; specifically, in
analyt. geom., the point from which the coor-
dinates are measured.— 5. In anat.: (a) The
proximal, larger, or more fixed one of the two



origin

ends or attachments of a muscle ; the part or
place whence a muscle usually acts : opposed
to insertion. (6) The root or beginning of a
nerve in the brain or spinal cord. Cranial nerves
have two origins— the apparent or snperflcial origin, at
the point where they leave the brain, aad the real or deep
origin, the groups of ganglion-cells to which their roots
ran Iw traced.— Certdfleate of origin. See certificate.—
pomlcUe of origin. SeedanitciZe,2.—0iigi]i of a Tec-
tor, the position ol the point displaced by a vector.

—

Origin, of species. See specie*.—Pedal ori^n. See
ptdaL

origrnt, i: [< origin, n. Cf. originate.'] I. trans.
Togive rise to ; originate ; initiate.
n. intrans. To arise; originate.

This proverb arigined whilest England and Wales were
at deadly feade. FuUvr, Worthies, Cardigan, HL 62ft

originable (o-rij'i-na-bl), a. [< origin{ate) +
-oWe.] Capable of tJeing originated.
ordinal (6-rij'i-nal), a. and ». [< ME. original,
< OP. (and P.) original, originel= Sp. Pg. origi-
iiaj = It. original, < LL. originalis, primitive,
original, < li. origo (origin-), beginning, source,
origin: see origin.] I. a. 1. Pertaining to the
origin or beginning; initial; primal; first in or-
der; preceding all others: as, the original state
in which man was created ; the original edition
of a book.

Thus male no reason well forsake
That thilke sinne originai.

Gotrer, Conf. Amanl^, v.

Concerning the origauU Langoageof ^lain, it was, with-
out any Controversy, the Bascaence or Cantabrian.

HouxU, Letters, IL 59.

The original qnestion was, WhetherGod hath forbidden
the giving any worship to himself by an image?

SUlingJUeL

2. Pertaining to or charaoteristio of the first

or earliest stage or state of anything; first or
earlier as opposed to later; primeval; primi-
tive; pristine.

His form had yet not lost

All her originai brightness nor appear'd
Less than archangel min'd. MiUon, P. L., L 592.

3. Having the power to initiate or suggest new
thoughts or combinations of thought ; creative,

as author, artist, philosopher, etc.: as, an origi-

nal genius.

He [Hemyson] bad studied Chancer with the aidonr
and insight of an original mind.

T. H. Ward, English Poeta, Z 137.

4. Produced directly by an author, artist, or
authority; not copied, imitated, translated, or
Iranscribed: as, the original document; the
original Greek text; the original painting.

In the author's original copy there were not so many
chasms as appear in the boolc. Stcift, Tale of a Tub, ApoL

Afterwards dishonestly reprinted as an original article.

SwnneTt Hon. John Pickering.

Hence— 5. Fresh; novel; new; striking; never
before thought of or used: as, an original idea
or plan; an anginal invention.

Abbreviated orig.

Original hills in equity. See fttQ3.— Original cer-
tainty, the certainty of an intuitive or self-evident troth.

-Original charter,Invoice,jnrisdiction,key. Seethe
nouns.—Original line, plajie, or point, in jwrsp., a line,

^ane, or point referred to the original object— Original
package,position. Seethe nouns.—Originalqnalitles,
primaryqnalities,inthesensegivento that term DyLocke

;

qualities which are in t^e things themselves, whetlier they
areperceived or not.—Original Seceders. See secedar.—
Original »"" See sin.— Originai writ, in lair, a man-
datory letter issuing out of the Court of Chancery, which
was the beginning or foundation of an action at common
law. Also applied to legal process for reviewing errors

and some other purposes. The term is used in contradis-

tinction to mesne process or judicial wriL =Syil. 1. Origi-

nal, SatiTe, Indigenous, AbmiginaL The origimd inhabi-

tants of a countiy are fJiose who were there first, whether
natioe or not. The ne^ve inhabitants of acountry are those
who were bom there, as opposed to immigrants or those
foreign-bom. Indigenous sounds somewhat strange as

applied to races, because the actual origination of a race

in a given r^on is rarely asserted or discussed ; the word
is often used literally of vegetable products Ttative to a
region, and sometimes metaphorically of feelings native

to man : as such it is opposed to exotic : as, the potato is

believed to be indigenous, or native, to Peru. Aboriginal

is used of human beings ; the aboriginal inhabitants of a
country are those that are found occupying the country by
civilixed discoverers : the North American Indians were
the aborigines or aboriginal inhabitants of the country,

but are bSieved to have been preceded b^ a race not them-
selves indigenous, nor perhaps the original occupants of

tbesoQ. Seeprjmary.— 3. Inventive, creative.

n. »• It. Origin; source; starting-point;

first issue ; beginning.

It hath its original from much grief, from study and
perturbation of the brain. Shat., 2 Hen. IV., 1. 2. 131.

Some of our people that are dead took the original ot

their death here. Uourtt Journal, in Appendix to Xew
[England's Blemorial, p. 349.

Hence— 2t. Parentage; ancestry; pedigree;

descent; derivation; extraction; birth.
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This same progeny of evils comes

From our debate, from our dissension

;

We are their parents and original.

Shak., M. y. D., ii. 1. 117.

Where our original is known, we are the less confident

;

among strangers we trust fortune. B. Jomon, Discoveries.

She is really a good sort of woman, in spite ol her low
originaL Smollett.

3. That from which anything is derived; source
of being or existence ; cause; occasion.

glotonye, full of cnrsednesse

;

cause first of our confusionn,
O original of our dampnacioun.
Til Qrtst had bought us with his blood agayn

!

Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale, L 3S.

External material things, as the objects of sensation, and
the operations of our own minds within, as the objects of
reflection, are to me the only or^nofe from whence all our
ideas take their beginnings.

iMdce, Human X'nderstanding, H. L § 4.

4. A primary stock or type from which varie-
ties have been developed : as, the dhole of In-
dia is supposed to have been the original of the
dog.— 5t. Earliest condition

;
primal or primi-

tive state : pristine condition, resources, etc.

Fish will retnme an honest gaine, besides all other ad-
uantages, her treasures bauing yet neuer beene opened,
nor her originals wasted, consumed, nor abused.

Capl. John Smith, Works, IL 187.

His darling sons,
Hurl'd headlong to partake with us, shall curse
Their frail original and faded bliss,
Faded so soon. Milton, P. L, ii. 375.

6. First form; archetype; that which is copied,
imitated, transcribed,' or translated, ^eciflcally
— (a) A person portrayed ; a person as distinguished from
his portrait^ or from any work for which he serves as
model or artistic motive.

Buthere, sir, here is the picture— . . . Tho^ sir (flings
itto hlmX and be assured I throw theori^rui^frommy heart
as easily. Sheridan, The Slvals, iv. 2.

(b) A work of art as firstproduced, and conttadisfdngnished
from a replica or duplicate made by the artisthimself, and
from a copy, mechanical reproduction, or imitation, (c)

A writing, docnment, or literary production, as distin-
guished Scorn a transcription, paraphrase, modernization,
or translation ; alsc^ the language in which a work was
first composed.

Ere this time the Hebrew tongue might have been
gained, that the Scriptures may now be read in their own
origiTuU. MUton.

Compare this translation with the original, [the reader]
will find that the three first stanzas are rendered almost
word for word, and not only with the same el^ance, but
with the same short turn of expression.

Addison, Spectator, No. 229.

7. A person who produces a novel and unique
impression; a person of marked individuality
of character ; an eccentric person ; an oddity.

A man may be an original. Wyeherley, Plain Dealer.

Mr. Doggett, the greatest original in low comedy that
has ever yet appeared. Life qf Quin (reprint 1SS7), p. 16.

originality (o-rij-i-nal'i-ti), ». [< F. origi)ia-

lite = Sp. originalidad = Pg. originalidade =
It. origindlitd, < ML. *originalita(t-)s, < LL. ori-

gimdis, original: see original.] The qnalitr or
state of being original, (o) The quality of being
first-hand; authenticity; genuineness; aa, the originality

of a painting, (b) The quality of being novel, new, or
fresh; novelty; newness; freshness, (c) The power of
originating or producing new thoughts, or uncommon
combinations of thought; distinct intellectual indiWdn-
ality.

What we call originality^ seems not so much anything
peculiar, much less anything odd, but that qnalily in a
man which touches human nature at most points of its

circumference, which reinvigorates the consciousness of

our own powers by recalling and confirming our own un-
valued sensations and perceptions, gives classic shape to

our own amorphous imagining^ and adequate utterance
to our own stammering conceptions or emotions.

LouxU, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 203.

originally (o-rij'i-nal-i), adv. 1. At first; at

the origin; at an early period.

For what originally others writ
May be so well disguis'd and so improv'd.

That with some justice it may pass for yours.

Boseommon, tr. of Horace's Art of Poetry.

Our club consisted originally of fifteen.

SteOe, Tatier, No. 132.

2. From the beginning or origin; from the first.

We have all nattutdly an equal right to the throne : we
are aU originally equal (Sotdsnaih, Ticar, xix.

3. As first author, creator, or inventor ; hence,

in a novel or characteristically individual man-
ner.

originalness (o-rij'i-nal-nes), n. The quality or
state of being originaL Johnson.

originant(o-rij'i-nant), a. [<^li.*originan{t-)s,

ppr. of 'oi-ijTijMire," begin, originate: see origi-

nate.] Tending to originate; original. B. Wil-

liams.

originary (o-rij'i-na-ri), a. [= F. originaire =
Sp. Pg. It.' ongindrio, < LL. originarius, ori-

ginal, native, < L. origo (origin-), origin : see

origin.] 1. Primitive; original.

oriole

Remember I am built of clay, and must
Resolve to my originary dust.

Sandys, Paraphrase of Job.

Without originary title to Palestine, they conceived that
it became theirs by his arbitrary bestowment.

JTew Pri)Uxton iter., L 34.

2. Productive; causing existence.

The production of nnimala in the originary way requires
a certain degree of warmth. O. Cheyne, Philos. Principles.

originate (o-rij'i-nat), !.; pret. and pp. origir-

nated, ppr. originating. [< ML. *originatus, pp.
of 'originare (> It. originare= Sp. Pg. originar),

begin, originate, < L. origo (origin-), origin:
see origin.] I. trans. 1. To give rise or ori-

gin to ; supply or constitute Sie beginning or
commencement of ; initiate ; set going ; bring
to pass ; bring into existence ; occasion ; .cause

;

create, artistically or intelleetually; produce;
invent.

The superior class, besides minor distinctions that arise
locally, originates everywhere a supplementary class of
personal adherents who are mostly also warriors.

H. Spencer, Prin. of SocioL, § 238.

2t. To designate or describe as taking (its) be-
ginning; derive; deduce.

The holy story origiruUes skill and knowledge of arts

from God.
Waterhouse, Apology for Learning (1653), p. 9. {LaOtam.)

U. intrans. To arise ; take (its) rise ; find a
starting-point or source ; begin.

In the genus Verbascum, hybrids are supposed to have
often originated in a state of nature.

Darwin, Different Forms of Flowers, p. 76.

origination (o-rij-i-na'shon), «. [= It. origina-

zione, < L. originatio{n-), source (se. of words,
etymology), < (ML.) "originare, begin, < origo
(onj/in-), beginning, source, origin: sao origin.]

1. The act of bringing into existence; crea-

tion; production; invention; causation.— 2.
The act of arising or beginning or coming into
existence; derivation or commencement of be-
ing or existence; beginning; first stage or state.

A rare instance or two of the origination of fever and
ague in this [New England] neighborhood may be found
in recent medical records.

0. W. Holmes, Old VoL of Life, p. 207.

3. Starting-point; point of derivation or de-
pajture.

The nerves at their origination from the brain are sup-
posed to be of much more vivid perception than they are
at their extremities. GiAdsmiih, Criticisms.

4. Mode of production or bringing into being.

This eriica is propagated by animal parents, to wit but-
terflies, after the common origination of all caterpillars.

Bay.

originative (o-rij'i-na-tiv), a. [< originate +
-ire.] Having power to originate or bring into

existence; creative; inventive.

originatively (o-rij'i-na-tiv-li), adv. In an
originative manner; so as to originate.

originator (o-rij'i-na-tor), n. [= Pg. origina-

dor = It. ortginatore, < ML. "originator, < "ori-

ginare, begin: see origination.] One who ori-

ginates.

originoust (o-rij'i-nus), a. [< origin + -ous.]

Same as original, 2.

What, wisps [of straw on the legs] on your wedding-day,
zon ! this is right

Or^inotu Clay, and Clay o' Eilbom too

!

B. Jomon, Tale of a Tub, L 2.

orignal (o-rig'nal), n. [= F. orignal (Cuvier);
supposed to be of Amer. Ind. origin.] The
American moose, Alces amerieana, one of whose
former technical names was Cervvs orignal.

It were to be wished that Naturalists who are acquaint-
ed with the renne and elk of Europe, and who may here-
after visit the northern parts of America, would examine
well the animals called there by the names ot giey and
black moose, caribou, orignal, and elk.

Jefferson, Notes on Virginia (1787), p. 88.

orillion, orillon (o-ril'yon), «. [< F. oriUon,

oreillon, almonds of the ears, mumps, in fort.

orillion,< oreiJle, ear: see oreillette.] la fort., a
rounding of earth, faced with a wall, raised on
the shoulder of those bastions that have ease-

mates, to cover the cannon in the retired flank,

and prevent their being dismounted.

oriloget, ». A Middle English form of horologe.

orinalt, « An obsolete form of urinal.

orinasal (6-ri-na'zal), a. and n. [< L. os (or-),

the mouth, + nasiis, the nose : see nasal.] I.

a. Pertaining to both the nose and the mouth.
n. n. See the quotation.

If the nasal passage is left open at all, the vowel is "na-
salized," and as it resounds ps^ly in the nose and partly
in the mouth it becomes an orinasal.

Bncyc Brit, XXH. 383.

oriolt, ». An obsolete form of oriel.

oriole (o'ri-ol), n. [< OF. oriol = Pr. auriol =
Sp. oriol = Pg. oriolo (NL. Oriolus), oriole, lit.



oriole

golden, < L. aureolus, golden, gilded: see aure-
ole, and cf . oriel. The F. loriot, OP. loriot, lo-

rion, are variant forms, with, the attracted def

.

article le, l'.'\ 1. A bird of Kurope, Oriolus
galbula, so called from its rich yellow color

European Oriole {Oriolus £'albula).

massed with hlack; also, any bird of the fam-
ily OrioUdm. The common Indian oriole is O. Imndoo,
and many similar birds are found in the Oriental, Ethio-
pian, and Australian regions.

2. Any American hangnest of the family Icte-

ridce and subfamily Icterince, as the Baltimore
oriole and orehard-oriole. These birds belong to an
entirely different family from orioles properly so called,

Baltimore Oriole llctents £atbula).

and indeed to a different series of passerine birds, and they
are exclusively American. They are sometimes distin-

guished aa AmeTKan orioles. The species are numerous,
mostly of beautiful yellow or orange and black coloration.
See (ffcha/rd-oriole.

The oriole drifting, like a flake of Are
Rent by a whirlwind from a blazing spire.

0. W. Holmes, Spring.

Hooded oriole. See hooded.

oriole-tanager (6'ri-61-tan"a-36r), n. A tana-
ger of the genus Tachyphonus.
OrioUdse (6-ri-ol'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Orioliis

+ -idcB.'\ A family of corviform oscine passe-
rine birds, typified by the genus Oriolus; the
Old World orioles or golden thrushes: so called

from the characteristic yellow color of the plu-

mage. The OriolideB are almost exclusively a tropical

family of Old World bii-ds, related to the crows. They
are specially numerous in the Oriental, Australian, and
Ethiopian regions, only one occurring in Europe. There
are about 40 species, of several genera besides Oriolus. The
family is divisible into two subfamilies, Oriolirue and PtUo-
narhyncMncB, or orioles proper and bower-birds.

Oriolus (6-ri'o-lus), n. [NL.,< OF. oriol, oriole

:

see oriole.'] X genus of orioles: formerly ap-
plied with little discrimination to many yellow
birds of both hemispheres, now restricted to
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Oriolus galbula and closelyrelated species, typi-

cal of the OrioUdm. See first cut under oriole.

Orion (6-ii'on), n. [< L. Orion, < Qiv.'Qpiuv, the
constellation Orion, in myth, a hunter of this

name transferred to the sky.] 1. A constel-

lation situated in the southern hemisphere
with respect to the ecliptic, but the equinoc-
tial crosses it nearly in the middle. This con-
stellation is represented by the figure of a giant with a
sword by his side. It contains seven stars which are very
conspicuous to the naked eye ; four of these form a quad-
rangle, and the other three are situated in the middle of

it in a straightline, forming what is called the Belt or Qirdle
of Orion. They ai'e also popularly called Jacob's^staf. Our
Lady's wand, the Yard-wand, etc. Orion also contains a
remarkable nebula. See out in preceding column.

Canst thou bind the sweet influences of Pleiades, or loose
the bands of Orion I Job xxxviii. 31.

2. In entom., a genus of cerambycid beetles,

with two South American species, founded by
Gu^rin in 1843.

Oriskany sandstone. See sandstone.

orismolo^c (o-ris-mo-loj'ik), a. [< orismolog-y
+ 4c.'] Pertaining to orismology.

orismological (o-ris-mo-loj'i-kal), a. [< oris-

mologic + -al.]
' Same as orismologic.

orismology (or-is-mol'o-ji), n. [Prop. *horis-

mology, the form orismology being due to F.
orismologie, prop, horismologie, < Gr. ipia/dg, a
bounding, defining (< dpi^eiv, bound: see hori-

zon), + -Aoyla, < ItysLV, speak: see-ology.] The
science of defining or explaining technical
terms; lexicography applied to scientific no-
menclature and terminology.
orison (or'i-zon), n. [Early mod. E. also orai-

son, oraizon; < ME. orisoun, oresun, oreisoun,

oreisun, ureisun, < AP. oreison, ureisun, oraisun,

OP. oraison, P. oraison, speech, prayer, oration,

< L. oratio{n-), speech, prayer, oration: see
oraUon.] A prayer.

Whan the gode man was come to the awter, he turned
to the peple, and seide,

*
' Feire lordes, now may ye se that

some of yow be goode men, when thourgh youre prayers
and orisouns cure lorde hath shewde this grete myracle."

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 98.

Nymph, in thy orisons
Be all my sins remember'd.

Slmk., Hamlet, iii. 1. 88.

Lowly they bow'd adoring, and began
Their orisons, each morning duly paid.

Ximn, P. L., V. 146.

orisontt, n. A Middle English form of Jwrieon.

orizaba-root, «. See jalap.

orfcif, «• See ore.

ork^t, n. [< L. orca (> OP. orce), a butt, tun:
see orca^.] A pitcher. [Rare.]

One bad them fill an orke of Bacchus water.
Historie of Albino and BeOama (1638). (Na/ret.)

[For "orkin (?), < ork^.] A pitcher.

Allfcnt. an Orle
vert.

The Constellation Orion.

orkynt, «.

[Rare.]

They that goo about to bye an yerthen potte or vessell

for an oriyn dooe knocke vpon it with their knuccle.
Udttll, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 91.

orlaget, «. A Middle English form of orloge,

horology.

orle (6rl), n. [< OF. orle, ourle, F. orle= Sp. Pg.
orla, ahem, = It. orlo, ahem, border,< ML. orlu^,

m., orla, f., for *orulMS, m., *orula, t., dim. of L.
ora,border,margin,coast.] l.'Laher.: (a)Abear-

ing, usually considered as a subor-
'

' dinary, like a border but not reach-
ing the edge of the escutcheon, so
that the field is seen outside of it

as well as within. It is usuallyhalf the
width of the border. It may be considered
as an inescutcheon voided ofthe fleld, and in
some early treatises is called a false escutch-

eon, (ft) A band of small objects
taking the form of an orle : as, an orle of mul-
lets. It is more commonly blazoned in orle

(which seoj below), (c) A circlet set upon a
helmet, which supports
the crest and is often
used in modern herald-
ry without the helmet,
furnishing the only
support or base for the
crest. It is supposed to be
abourreletof silk, twisted of
the two tinctures, the prin-
cipal metal and the Princi-
pe color of the escutcheon.

2. The rim of a shield

;

especially, the metal
rim of a shield composed of wood, osier, or the
like, and visible as a projecting rim on its face.
— 3. Inarch., B&rae as orlet—In orle, placed round
the escutcheon, leaving the middle of the field vacant or
occupied by something else: said of a number of small
bearings, always eight in number unless their number is

otherwise stated.

om
Orleanisiu (6r'le-an-izm), n. [< P. OrlSanisme;

as Orleans + -isni'.] The political principles or
ambitions of the Orleanists ; adherence to the
dynastic claims of the Orleanists.

Orleanist (fir'le-an-ist), n. and a. [< P. Orlea-

niste; as Orlean-s + -ist.] I. n. In French poli-

tics, an adherent of the princes of the Orleans
family. The family is descended from a younger brother
of Louis XIV., and has furnished one sovereign, Louis
Philippe (who reigned 1830-48).

II. a. Favorable to the Orleans family aiul

their dynastic claims.

The price of the surrender of an Orleanist alliance with
the Queen was the promise of England to support a Bour-
bon alliance. Quarterly Bev., CXLVI. 117.

orlegeti «• A Middle English form of horologe.

orlegert, «• [^ orlege + -e?-i. Cf. horologer.] A
horologer.

orlet (dr'let), n. [< OP. orlet, ourlet, dim. of orle,

ourle, a border: see orle.] 1. A boss, stud, or

some similar protuberance.— 2. Specifically, in

arch., a fillet under the ovolo of a capital. Also
orle. When the fillet is at the top or bottom of

a shaft, it is called a cincture.

orloget, «. A Middle English form of horologe.

orlop (or'lop), n. [Formerly orlope, orelop, and.

overlope; < D. overloop, an orlop, deck of a ship,

lit. a running over, \over, over, + loopen, run r

see over and leap^, lope\ and cf. overleap.]

Naut., the deck below the berth-deck in a ship,

where the cables were formerly coiled.

Ormazd, Ormuzd (6r'mazd, -muzd), n. [Pers.

Ormazd, Ormuzd, OPers. Auramazda, < Zend
Ahuro-Mazdao (= Skt. *Asura-Medhas), Ahura-
Mazda, wise lord.] In the Zoroastrian religion,

of ancient Persia, the spirit of good : opposed
to Ahriman, the spirit of evil. He is life and light,

the representative of order, law, and purity. He wages au
unceasing wai-fare with Ahriman. Also Oromasdee, Oro-
mazdes.

ormer (6r'm6r), m. [< F. ormier, an ormer, ear-
shell, sea-ear, < ML. auris maris, sea-ear, equiv.

to P. oreille de mer, 'sea-ear': oreille, ear; de,

of ; mer, sea : see auricle, de^, mere^,] An ear-
shell or sea-ear; an abalone or haliotid; a large
marine shell of the family Haliotidce : formerly
a local English (Channel Islands) name of H.
tuberculata, more fully called Guernsey ormer,
or Guernsey ear-shell, which is abundant there
and is used as food. See cut under abalone.

ormolu (6r'mo-16), n. [Also, as P., or moulu; <

P. or moulu, lit. 'ground gold': or, gold; moulu,

pp. of moudre, < L. molere, grind: see or^ and
milU.] 1. Gold-leaf preparedforgilding bronze,
brass, or the like. Hence— 2. Gilded bronze
prepared for metal mountings of elegant furni-

ture and similar decorative purposes.—3. Pine
brass, sometimes colored and treated with lac-
quer to give it brilliancy: used for imitation,
jewelry, chandeliers, and similar fine metal-
work.
ormolu-varnish (6r ' mo -15 - var " nish), n. An
imitation gold-varnish. ' E. H. Knight.
Ormonde (dr'mund), n. One of certain Irish
silver coins, collectively called Ormonde money,
rudely struck, chiefly from plate, and issued in
July, 1643, by the authority of Charles I. Pieces^
of the value of 5<., 2s. ed., la, ed. (figured in cut), id., Sd.,

Buckler of loth or iith century.

j^, the orle (def. a).

Obverse. Reverse.
Ormonde. (Size of the original.)

and 2d. were coined. The name is current among numis-
matists because these coins were formerly supposed to-

have been issued during the Irish viceroyalty of tne Duke
of Ormonde; but the coins, though current during his
term of oflice, were actually issued before it.

Ormosia (6r-m6'si-a), n. [NL. (Jackson, 1810),
so called from the shape of the pods ; < Gr. bp/w(,

a chain, necklace.] A genus of trees of the or-

der Leguminosce and the tribe Sophorem, having
the style involute at the apex, the stigma in-

trorsely lateral, and a compressed two-valved
wingless pod. There are about 21 species, natives of
tropical America and Asia. They bear pinnate leaves with
rigid leaflets, white, lilac, or dark-purple flowers in termi'
nal panicles, and shining scarlet or bicolored seeds, with
tough curving stalks. From the use made of the seeds, the-
species, especially 0. dasycarpa, are called necklace-tree.
See bead-tree, 2, coral bean (under beani), and -necHace-tree.

ornt(6rn),«. *. [<.'K&.ornen,ournen,<0¥.oi-ner,
P. orner = Sp. Pg. ornar = It. ornare, adorn, i
L. ornare, fit out, equip, adorn, ornament. Cf-
adorn, ornament, etc.] To ornament; ailom.



om
And IlooD saighthe hool! citee Jemsalem newe comynge

aonn fro heaeoe maad redl ot God as a wyf oumed to hir
hosbonde. Wydif, Rev. ixt 2.

God stered vp prophetes, and orned his chirche with
great glory. Joye, Ezpoe. of Daniel, Argnment, ii.

ornament (dr'na-ment), n. [< ME. ornament,
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H.t n. An accessory; an embellishment ; an
adornment.

In the time of the aforesaid William Heiworth, the
Cathedral of Lichfield was in the verticall height thereof,
heing (though not augmented in the essentials) beautified
in the omamenUiU thereof. Fuller, Ch. Hist., IV. ii 65.

-'Cpi'?rilt^»iwV''''"'''"^"*'T-
'''"*"'•"* oniamentalist (6r-na-men'tal-ist), H. [< ar.

melPt-^L'«;S:^'"^7i^J.^.l'-":rr^±"''!rP- "^'"^¥ + -^'O .Ctae who-is versed in oma-ment, apparatus, furniture, trappings, adorn-
ment, embellishment,< omore, equip, adorn: see
or/i.] 1. Any accessory, adjunct, or trappiug
that serves for use or for both use and adorn-
ment, or such accessories, adjuncts, or trap-

mentation ; an artist who devotes himself es-

pecially to executing details of ornament.
The few Mantuan sculptors known after his day were

omamenttdisis in marhle or stucco.
C. C. Perkint, Italian Sculpture, p. 223.& atdrfJt!!^'n!|''°''-^\t'^'JSr?''*' T^"^"' omamentaUy (6r-na-men'tal-i), adv. In an

n4i?^thP^^V„t^;„,^5"t,)?/''**^**?''?°'lf"^''''™ ornamental manner'; by way of ornament or(iMJi tneomaineTiteqf tA«i)e(J(omamentalecti)are enu- , ,,-„-,
"^^^v^i

,
uj naj ^^ ^^^

merated as the pillow, bolster, bedclothes, etc. ; and in ec- embellishment ; as regards ornamentation.
clesbistical usage all accessories used in divine worship, as Ornamentation (6r'na-men-ta'shgn), n. [< or-
the holy vesselj the fittings of the altar and chancel, the
vestments of the clergy and choir, the font, coronie, etc.,
are called oniameTiis.

There in was a Vessel of Gold, fulle of Manna, and
Clothlnges and Oumements and the Tabernacle of Aaron.

MandevUle, Travels, p. 85.

Can a maid forget her omamenis, or a bride her attire?

Jer. ii. 32.

The golden ornaments that were before the temple.
IMaci. 22.

Come, tailor, let us see these omaTitents;
Lay forth the gown. Shak., T. of the S., iv. 3. 61.

3. Something added as an embellishment; that omamenter (or'na^-men-ter), n. [< ornament
which embellishes or adorns; whatever lends + -eri.] One who ornaments or decorates; a
or is intended to lend grace or beauty to that decorator.
to which it is added or belongs, as a jewel, a omamentist (6r'na-men-tist), n. [< ornament
rhetorical embellishment, etc. + -isf.] An omamenter; a decorator. Encyc.

The ornament of a meek and quiet spirit 1 Pet. iii. i.
Sr%t., X. 668.

God bless my ladies ! are they aU in love, Omatct (6r-nat'), V. t.^ [£L. orJWto, pp. of or-

nament + -ation.'\ 1" The act or process of
ornamenting or of producing ornament.— 2.

Ornament in general; the whole mass of orna-
ment applied to an object or used in combi-
nation: as, the ornamentation of a building.

—

3. In zooL, the colors, markings, hairs, spines,
etc., on the surface of an animal. It is some-
times distinguished from sculpture, but properly includes
it. The characters of the ornamentation are generally
only of specific value (though theymay aid in distinguish-
ing groups^ owing to the fact that similar ornaments are
often found in related species. See cut under MUesia.

That every one her own hath garnished
With such bedecking ornaments of praise?

Shak.,lL. L. L.,iL 1. 7a

3. An honorary distinction; a, decoration; a
mark of honor.

Approved oft in perils manifold.
Which he atchiev'd to his great ornament.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. ii. 39.

Then judges great lords, if I have done amiss

;

Or whether that such cowards ought to wear
This ornament of knighthood (the garter], yea, or no.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 1. 29.

4. One who adds luster to one's sphere or sur-
roundings : as, he is an ornament of his profes-
sion.

Gracious Lavinia, Kome's rich ornament.
Shak., Tit And., i. 1. 62.

5. Embellishment or adornments collectively
or in the abstract; adornment; ornamentation;
decoration : as, a thing suitable for either use
or ornament.

So it is not with me as with that Muse,
Stirr'd by a painted beauty to his verse,

Wbo heaven itself for ornament doth use.
Shak., Sonnets, xxL

Six wings he wore, to shade
His lineaments divine ; the pair that clad
Each shoulder broad came mantling o'er his breast
With regal ornament. Milton, P. L. , v. 280.

6. Outward appearance ; mere display.

The world is still deceived with ornament.
Shak., M. of V., iii 2. 74.

Key ornament. Sameas./7-et3, 2.— Elmmerldge-coal
ornaments, jewelry for the person, necklaces, etc., often
found in tumuli in the north of England, composed of
the material known as £immeridge shale, associated
with pieces of bone and similar materials, and often very
delicately formed. They yaiy in epoch from a pnre^
Celtic to a Koman-British period.—Ornaments rubric,
the rubric immediately preceding Homing Prayer in the
present English Book of Common Prayer (1662). It directs
that "such Ornaments of the Church, and the Ministers
thereof, at aU times of their Ministrations, shall be re-

tained and be in use, as were in this Church of England, omdemt, Omdomt, »*• pl- See tindem.
bytheAuthorityof Parliament, in the Second Tear of the omeoSCODicsf Tdr'ne-o-skop'iks), 91. fAlso,
Iteign of King Edward the Sixth." Controversy as to the tJ^Z"„Z^5„l~„i„„^;„^ . t aZ },mJnn^n^,„kr f AnWul ritnS^f the Church of England has centered for

improperly, ormscopiCS, < (jr. opveoanxmiKAQ^ op-

nare (> It. omare = Sp. Pg. omar = P. orner),
equip, adorn: see or«.] To adorn; ornament.
To ornate our langage with vsing wordes in their propre

signification. Sir T. Elyot, The Govemour, iii. 22.

ornate (6r-nat'), a. [< L. ornatus, pp. : see the
verb.] 1. Ornamented; artistieaUy finished;
ornamental; of an ornamental character: es-
pecially applied to an elaborate literary style.

For lak of omat speche I wold woo. Court of Love, L 34.

His less ornate and less mechanical poems.
Whij^tle, Ess. and Kev., I. 45.

Dionysius . . . admits that Demosthenes does at times
depart from simplicity—that his style is sometimes elab-
orately ornate and remote from the ordinary usage.

Encyc. Brit, VH. 72.

2. Adorned; decorated.

Bnt who is this, what thing of sea or land?
Female of sex it seems.
That so bedeck'd, ornate, and gay.
Gomes this way sailing
Like a stately ship
Of Tarsus. MOton, S. A., 1. 712.

ornately (6r-nat'li), adv. In an ornate man-
ner.

ornateness (6r-nat'nes), n.

ornate or adorned.
ornatnret (fir'na-jfir), n.

It. omagra, < LL". omatura, ornament, trim-
ming, < L. omare, adorn: see orn, ornate.']

1. The act of omamentiug; ornamentation;
adornment; the process of renderingmore pol-

ished or bringing to perfection ; refinement.

Wherein [the time of Queen Elizabeth] John Jewell, B.
of Sarum, John Fox, and sundrie learned and excellent
writers, haue fullie accomplished the omature of tile same
[the Englisli tonghe]. Holinshed, Descrip. ot Britain, vi.

2. That which is added or used for embellish-

ment; ornament; decoration.

A mushroom for all your other omatures !

B. Jonson, Poetaster, iii. 1.

The state of being

[< OF. omature =

many years around the question whether the ornaments
rubric is still in force. The decisions of the ecclesiastical

and law courts on the subject have varied, and have not
succeeded in putting an end to the controversy or in en-
forcinguniformityofusage. =S]m. Embellishment, adorn-
ment. See adorn.

veoaKoiria, divination by observation of the flight

of birds, < opveov, a bird,+ aiamia, < oKtmelv, view.
Cf. ornithoscopy.] Divination by observation
of the flight of birds: same as ornithoscopy.

Bailey, 1727,

ornament (6r'na-ment), v. t. [< P. omamenter, omeoscopistt (6r'ne-6-sk6-pist), n. [Also or-

OP. ornem^nter= Sp. Pg. ornamentar; from the
noun.] To adorn; deck; embellish: as, to or-

nament a building with sculpture or painting,
= Syn. Adorn, Ornament, Decorate, etc. See adorn.

ornamental (6r-na-men'tal), a. and n. [= P.

niscopist; < omeoscop-ies + -isi.] One who di-

vines by observing the flight of birds : same as
omifhoseopist. Bailey, 1727.

orningt, «• [< ME. oming; verbal n. of om, v.}

Adornment. tVycUf, 1 Pet. iii. 3.

ornamental = It. ornatwntale ; as ornament + ornis (or'nis), n" [A strained use of Gr. opvig,

-a?.] I. a. Of the nature of an ornament; a bird.] An avifauna; the fauna of a region
serving as an ornament; of or pertaining to in go far as it is composed of birds: as, the or-

omament or decoration; adding or lending wis of South America; a rich and varied oj-n/s.

beauty, grace, or attractiveness : as, omamen- jp, x. Sclater.

tal appendages ; neither useful nor ornamental, omiscopicst (6r-ni-skop'iks), n.

Ornamental counterpoint, in muMc, counterpoint of ^g^_
a florid or irregular character : opposed to s*rtcJ or «mj)fe /.__';„„__j~i.i /a«'«; oVs Il^cI+^ «
eSrpotnt-Omamental note; in mum:. See acces- OrniSCOpiStt (6r ni-sko-pist), n.

tary noU, under notei. pist.

See orneoscop-

See orneosco-

Omitbogaean

omiscopyt (6r'ni-sk6-pi), «. Same as ornitho-
scopy.

ornith. An abbreviation of ornithology.
ornithic (6r-mth'ik), a. [< Gr. opviducSg, of or
belonging to birds, < opvig (bpvi6-, sometimes
opveB-), a bird; akin to AS. earn, E. earnS, an
eagle : see ear?i3.] Of or pertaining to birds

;

characteristic of birds; avian; bird-like; or-
nithological: as, an orH!77(ic character; ornithic
structure.

Ornithidinite (6r-ni-thik'nit), H. [< Nli. orni-
thichnites, < Gr. opvig (opvW-), a bird, + Ixi'oc, a
track, + -ite^.l In geol., one of the footmarks,
at first supposed to be those of gigantic birds,
or of bird-like reptiles (omithosauis), occurring
abundantlyin the Triassic sandstone of Connec-
ticut and elsewhere. They are now believed
to have been made by dinosaurian reptiles.

Omithiclmites (or'ni-thik-ni'tez), n. [NL.:
see ornithichnitej] A hypothetical genus, based
by Hitchcock upon tracks called omiUiichnites
occurring in the sandstone of Connecticut. The
supposititious species of the genns were divided into two
groups called Pachydactyli, with 3 species, and Leptodac-
tyli, with 5 species. Hitchcock, Amer. Jour. ScL, XXIX.
316 (1836).

omithiclmology (or'ni-thik-nol'o-ji), n. [<
Gr. djxvii (ppviB-), a bird, -f IxooQ, a track, + -Plo-

yia,<. Xijfir, speak: see -ology.l The study of
omithichnites or supposed fossil bird-tracks.

Since this is a department of oryctology hitherto unex-
plored, ... I should call it omithichnology.

Bitcheock, .Amer. Jour. ScL, yxTY 315.

Omlthion, Omithium (6r-nith'i-on, -um), )i.

[NL., < Gr. opviBiov, dim. of opvi;, a biiii: see or-

nithic.~i A notable genus of Tyrannidee, having
the bill of parine shape without rictal vibrisste

;

the beardless flycatchers. There are several species,
as 0. imierbe, a very diminutive flycatcher fonnd in Texas
and Mexico, of a dull-grayish color and about 4^ inches
long.

omithobiogTaphical(6r''ni-tho-bi-o-graf'i-kal),
a. [< ornitliobiograph^ + -ic-o?.] Of or per-
taining to ornithological biography, or to the
life-history of birds : as, a mass of ornithoHo-
graphieal material. Coues.

ornithobiography (6r''ni-tho-bi-og'ra-fi), «. [<
Gr. bpviQ (fipvm-), a bird, + E. biography.'] Or-
nithological biography; the life-history ofbirds.
omithocephalous (6r'ni-tho-sef'a-lus), a. [<
Gr. 6pn«f (bpviB-), a bird, + Ke<l>a?i^, head.]
Shaped like a bird's head : applied to parts of
certain shells.

omithocoprolite (6r'ni-tho-kop'ro-Ut), n. [<
Gr. opvtg {oprviB-), a bird, + kSttpoc, dung, -I- yliBof,

stone: see coprolite.] Eossil bird-dung; an
avian coprolite.

omithocopros (6r'ni-tho-kop'ros), n. [< Gr.
dpvig {bpvm-), bird, + Kbirpog, dung: see copro-
lite.'] Bird-dung; guano.
Omithodelphia (6r''ni-tho-del'fi-a), n. pi.
[NL., < Gr. bpvig(bpvtB-), abirli, + deX^ij, womb.]
The lowest one of three subclasses of the class
Mammalia, represented by the monotremes or
oviparous mammals, and conterminous with the
orderMonotremata : so calledfrom the ornithic
character of the reproductive or urogenital or-
gans. These mammals lay eggs, like birds ; the separate
oviducts open into a cloaca common to the genital, orinaiy,
and digesUve organs ; thevasa deferentia of the male open
also into the cloaca ; and the testes are abdominaL The
mammary glands are nippleless. The sternum has a pe-
culiar tau-bone or T-shaped iuterclavicle (see cut under
interclavicle), and the coracoids articulate with the ster.

num. The superior transverse commissure 4if the brain
has no well-defined psalterial fibers, and the septum is

muchreducedin size. The OraitAodelpAut are also called
Prototheria.

omithodelphian (dr'ni-tho-del'fi-an), a. and n.

[< Omithodelphia + -an.] I, a. Orhithodelphic
or omithodelphous

;
prototherian.

n. n. A member of the Omithodelphia; a
monotreme or protothere.

omithodelphic (or'ni-tho-del'Sk), a. [< Orni-
tlwdelphia + -ic] Same' as omithodelphous.

omitllodelpIlOUS (6r'ni-tho-del'fus), a. [< Or-
nitkodelphia + -ous.] Of or pertaining to the
Omithodelphia, or having their characters.

Omithogsea (or'ni-tho-je'a), n. [NL., < Gr.
bpivtq (fipviS-), a bird, + yala, earth.] In zoo-

geog., New Zealand, as a zo(51ogical division of

the earth's land-surface, corresponding to the
New Zealand subregion of Wallace, it is char-
acterized by the lack of indigenous mammals, excepting
two species of bats, the former presence of the gigantic
struthious birds of the families Dinomithidce and Palap-
terygidiE, and the existence of Apterygidoe andmany other
peculiar birds.

Omithogaean (6r''ni-tho-je'an), a. [< Omitho-
gma + -an.] Of or pertaining to Ornithogsea.
—Omithogeean realm. Same as Ormthogcea.



Ornithogalum

Omithogalum (6r-m-thog'a-lum), II. [NL.
(Tournefort, 1700), cf. L. ornithogale, < Gr. bp-
viddyaXov, also opvi-

6uv yaTua, a plant, the
star - of - Bethlehem,
a fanciful name, lit.

'birds' milk': opwf
(bpvtd-), a bird; yd-
i.a, milk: see gal-
axy.^ A genus of or-

namental plants of
the order Liliacea-

and the tribe Sdl-
lece, known by the
spreading distinct
perianth - segments
and flattened fila-

ments. There are about
80 species, natives of Eu-
rope, Africa, and the Ori-
ent, mainly in temperate
climates. Theybearlong
narrow radical leaves
from a coated bulb, and
an unbranched leafless

flower-stalk, with a ra- „, n, . .o -.i ,

rpmp nr pnrvmh nf ahnwv Flowenng Plant of Ornithogalum
Jt? o ^ i: 5^ nmbtUatum. a, a stamen ;», the

White flowers, sometimes pistil j c, the ovary, transverse section.

yellowish or reddish,
each segmeut often marked with a broad green stripe.

See ^ar-of-BetMekem, French or PrusgUin asparagus (un-

der asparagxis), and eUven-o'dock-lady.

ornithoid (6r'ni-thoid), a. [< Gr. opwf (JipyS-),

a bird, + eISo^, form.] Somewhat ornithic;
avian to some extent ; resembling or related to

birds.

I attach the Typopus to the ornithoid lizards.

Hitchcock, Ichnology of New England, p. 105.

omltholite (6r-nith'6-lit), n. [< Gr. opvcg (op-

vtd-), a bird, + 7t,idog,'a, stone.] A fossil bird;

the fossilized remains of a bird. The oldest
fossil known to be that of a bird is Jurassic.

See cut under Arehceopteryx.

ornitholitic (dr'ni-tho-lifik), a. [< ornifho-

lite + -jc] Of or pertaining to ornitholites.

ornithologic (dr'm-tho-loj'ik), a. [= F. or-

nithologique = Sp. ormtoldgico = Pg. ormtho-
logico, < NL. omithologicus, < ornithologia, orni-

thology: see ornithology.'] Same as ornithologi-

cal.

ornithological (6r"ni-tho-loj'i-kal), a. [< orni-

thologie + -al.'] Of or pertaining to ornithology.

ornithologically (6r"ni-th9-loj'i-kal-i), adv.

As regards ornithology ; from an ornithological

point of view ; by means of ornithology.

ormthologist (dr-ni-thol'o-jist), ». [= F. or-

nithologiste; as ornithology+ -is*.] One who is

versed in ornithology or makes a special study
of birds.

ornithology (6r-ni-thol'o-ji), n. [= F. orni-

thologie = Sp. ornitologia = Pg. ornithologia

= It. ornitologia, < NL. ornithologia, < Gr. as if

*bpviBohyyla, < bpviJBoMyoq, speaking or treating

of birds, < bpvig {bpvS-), a bird, + Myeiv, speak:
see -ology.'] That branch of zoSlogy which re-

lates to birds; the scientific study or know-
ledge of birds. Ornithology is commonly said to date
from the time of Aristotle. It received a great impetus
about the middle of the sixteenth century from the writ-

ings of Gesner, Belon, and Aldrovandi. The foundation
of modern scientific ornithologywas laid toward the end of

the seventeenth century by Wlllughby and Eay. Tenable
technical names in modem ornithology date from the tenth
edition of the "Systema NatursB " of Linuseus, 1768. Field
mrKUkology is the study of living birds, as distinguished

from closet amtthology, or the technical study of the dead
bodies of birds for pui'poses of classification and nomen-
clature. Abbreviated amUh.
omithomancy (6r'ni-tho-man-si), n. [< F. or-

nithomancie, ornithomanee = Pg. ornifhomancia
= It. ornitomanzia, < Gr. bpviq {bpvtB-\ a bird,

-I- fjavreia, divination.] Divination by means of

birds ; omithoscopy ; augury. De Quincey, Mod-
em Superstition.

omithomantic (dr'ni-tho-man'tik), a. [< or-

nithomancy (-^mant-) + -«c.] Pertaining to or-

nithomanoy; omithoscopic ; augural.

ornithon (6r'ni-thon), n. [< L. ormtJion,< Or. bp-

viSav, a house or yard for poultry (and for other

birds ?), < o/Dwc (opvuB-), a bird: see ornithic]

A building in which birds are kept; an aviary.

Ornithopappi (dr'ni-tho-pap'r), n.pl. [NL., <

Gr. opvic {bpviB-), a bird,+ iraTrwog, a little bird so

named.] An order of Jurassic birds repre-

sented by the genus Arehceopteryx, and con-

terminous with the subclass Saururm: corre-

latedmithPteropappi (or Odontotormce) andwith
Dromceopappi (or Odontolcce). See cut under
Arehceopteryx.

omithopappic (6r"ni-tho-pap'ik), a. [< Orni-

thopappi + -ic.] Of or pertaining to the Orni-

n; saururan, as a bird.
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ornithophilous (6r-ni-thof'i-lus), a. [< Gr. bpvtq

(bpviS-), a bird, + (pUoc, loving.] Literally, bird-

loving; specifically, in 6oi., bird-fertilized: ap-

plied to flowers in which the pollen is conveyed
to the stigma and fertilization accomplished by
the agency of birds. The birdsthat take part in this

process are usually humming-birds, and the fiowers are

ordinarily large and brilliantly colored, as the blossoms of

the trumpet creeper (Tecmna radicans), trumpet honey-
suckle (Lanicera sempemirens), sage (Salvia splendent), etc.

OrnithophUmis—i. e. bird-fertilized— flowers are to be
ranked with entomophilous.

Gray, Structural Botany, p. 217.

ornlthopod (6r'ni-tho-pod), a. and n. [< NL.
*ornithopus {-pocl-), < Grr. bpvig (bpviB-), a bird, +
TToiif (jTod-) = B. foot.] I. a. Having feet like

those of a bird; specifically, of or pertaining

to the Ornithopoda : as, an ornithopod reptile.

Also ornithopodons.

II. n. An ornithic dinosaur ; a member of the
Ornithopoda.
Ornithopoda (dr-ni-thop'o-da), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of *ornithopus: see ornithopod.] An
order of Draosoana, containing extinct herbiv-

orous dinosaurswhose hind feet most nearly ap-
proached those of birds in structure and func-
tion. They were dlgitigrade, with the fore feet five-toed,

the hind feet three- or four-toed ; they walked on their

hind legs and tail, and used their small fore feet as paws.
The bones of the hind limbs were hollow, the vertebrae
solid, a postpubis was present, and the premaxiUaries
were toothless. The leading family is Iguaruidontidce;

others are Hadrosauridce and Hypsilophodontidce.

ornithopodous (6r-m-thop'o-du8), a. [As or-

nithopod + -o^^s.] Same as ornithopod. Quart.

Jour. Geol Soc., XLV. i. 41.

Ornithopteridse (6r"ni-thop-ter'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Ornithopterus + -idee.]' A family of

fossil bird-like reptiles or birds, represented by
the genus Ornithoptents.

ornithopteroUS (6r-ni-thop'te-rus), a. [< NL.
ornithoptents, < Gr. bpvig {bpvilS-), a bird, + vrepdv
— E. feather.] Having wings or fore limbs like

those of a bird ; bird-winged.
Ornithopterus (6r-ni-thop'te-ms), n. [NL.

:

see ornithopieroits.] A genus of Mesozoio Sau-
ropsida, referred to the order Pterosauria, but
difiering from all other pterodactyls in having
only two joints in the ulnar digit, and supposed
to belong to the class Aves.

Ornithopus (&r-mth'o-pus), ». [NL., < Gr. bpvtc

(bpvcd-), a bird, + noic (irod-) = E. foot.] 1. A
genus of gigantic animals, formerly supposed to

be birds, now believed to be dinosaurian rep-
tiles, known by their footprints in the Triassic

formation of the Connecticut valley.— 2. A ge-
nus of plants (Linnseus, 1737) of the order Le-
guminosce, the tribe Hedysareee, and the subtribe
Coronillew, known by the obtuse keel. There are
about 7 species, chiefly of the Mediterranean region. They
are tender hairy herbs, with pinnate leaves of many little

leaflets, long-stalked heads of minute flowers, and long,
narrow, curving pods. The plants of the genus, especially
0. perpmiUus, are called bird's-foot. See bird's-foot.

Ornithorhynchidse(6r"ni-tho-ring'ki-de),ji.^z.
[NL., < Ornithorhynchus + -idee.] A family
of monotrematous ornithodelphian oviparous
mammals, represented by the genus Ornitho-
rhynchus. Only one genus and species is known.
See Ornithorhynchus.

ornithorhynchous (6r"ni-tho-rin^'kus), a. [<
NL. Ornithorhynchus, < Gr. bpvig (opvi0-), a bird,

-f- p^yxoQ, snout, beak, bill.] Having a beak
like that of a bird,

Ornithorhynchus (6r"ni-tho-ring'kus), n.

[NL.: see ornithorhynchous.] 1. The typical
and only genus of the family Ornithorhynchidce.
There is but one species, OrmtJiorhynckus anatinui, or 0.
paradoxus, the duck-billed platypus, duckbill, duck-mole,
orwater-mole, inhabiting Australiaand Tasmania, of aqua-
tic habits, living in burrows in the banks of rivers, laying
eggs, and feeding on insects, moUusks, and worms. The
fur is thick and soft, of a glossy dark-brown color. The
fact that the animal is oviparous (though not generally
credited till 1884) has long been known, and the egg was
figured many years ago. The eggs are about | inch long
by i Inch broad, white, with a flexible shell or pod, like a
" soft-shelled " hen's egg. See cuts under duekbUl and in-
terclamcl^.

2. [I. c] An animal of this genus ; a duckbill.

ornithosaur (6r'nith-9-SEi,r), n. [< Gr. bpvtg {bp-

vi6-), a bird, + aavpo;, a lizard.] Same as or-

nithosaurian.

Ornithosauria (6r"iii-th6-sS,'ri-a), n. pi. [NL.:
see ornithosaur.] An order of fossil sanrians
or' reptiles having ornithic or avian characters

:

more frequently called Pterosauria. Also called
Saurornia. S. G. Seeley.

ornithosaurian (6r''ni-tho-s&'ri-an), a. and n.
'

I. a. Being a saurian of ornithic affinities

;

pertaining to the Ornithosauria, or having their
characters; pterosaurian

;
pterodactyl.

Orobanchaceae

II, re. An ornithosaur; a member of the Or-

nithosauria, as a pterosaurian or pterodactyl.

Ornithoscelida (fir'ni-tho-sel'i-da), ».j)/. [NL.,

< Gr. bpvtg (bpvid-), a bird, + aiWios, a leg, + -ido.]

A remarkable order
of extinct reptiles

presenting many
characters interme-
diate between those
of BepUlia and Ares,

the ornithic modifi-

cation being espe-

cially wellmarked in
the pelvic arch and
limb, whence the
name. The ilium ex-

tends far in advance of

the acetabulum, and is

expansive, widely arch-

ing over the pelvic cavi-

ty, as in birds. The slen-

der prolonged ischia, in

some genera, are ornith-

ic in character, and, in

HypsHophodon at least,

unite in a median ventral
symphysis. The pubes
iu some genera are as
slender and elongated as

in a typical bird. The
tibia has a great cnemial
crest and a ridge for the
fibula, and its distal end
is as in a bird, with a fos-

sa to receive the ascend-
ing process of the astragalus. The distal end of the fibula

is smaller than the proximal, though not so much reduced
HS in birds. The astragalus, similar to that of a bird, re-

mained distinct in many genera ; but in some, as Comp-
sognathus, Ornithotar8us> and Euskelosaurus, it seems to
have ankylosed with the tibia. The genera of Omitho-
seelida are numerous, ranging throughout the Mesozoic
period; the animals are mostly of large size, some of them,
as the Iguanodon, being among the largest terrestrial ani-

mals known. The order is divisible into two suborders,
BiTwsauria and Compsognatha.

ornithoscelidan (6r'''ni-tho-sel'i-dan), a. and n.

[< Ornithoscelida + -an.] '

I, a. Pertaining to

the Ornithoscelida, or having their characters.

Huxley.
II. n. A member of the Ornithoscelida.

ornithoscopist (or'ni-tho-sko-pist), n. [< omi-
thoscopy + -ist.] Onewho studies or practises

ornithoseopy ; an augur.
ornithoscopy (6r'ni-tho-skd-pi), n. [< Gr.
opviBodKonla (also bpveoaianria: see orneoscopics),

< bpviBoaK&KOQ (also bpvEocKdjzoe:), observing the
flight of birds, < bpvidoaiumelv (also bpveoanoirc'iv),

observe the flight of birds, < bpvtg {bpvi6-),\nid,

i- OKOTTuv, view.] Inspection or observation
of birds with reference to divination ; omitho-
mancy; augury. De Quincey, Modem Super-
stition.

ornithotomical (6r''''ni-th6-tom'i-kal), a. [< or-

Pelvis and Hind Limb ofone of the
Ornithoscelida. as Iguattodon or
Hypsilophodon. (Compare cut under
Droniseus,)

It, ilium, with a, anterior, and b,

posterior, processes ; Is, ischium ; Pb,

fmbes : Ftn, femur ; T, tibia ; F, iibu.

a ; As, astragalus ; Ca, calcaneum ;

/, //, ///. ly, digits.

+ -ic-al,] Kelating to omithotomy,
or the dissection of birds.

ornithotomist (6r-ni-thot'o-mist), n. [< omi-
thotomy + -ist.] One who practises the dis-

section of birds, or is versed in the anatomy
of birds.

omithotomy (6r-ni-thot'o-mi), re. [< Gr. fipwf

(bpvtd-), a bird, + -ro/ila, < ri/iveiv, ra/iElv, cut.]

The art or practice of dissecting birds; the
anatomy of birds ; the science of the anatomi-
cal structure of birds.

Ornithurae (dr-ni-thii're), n.pl. [NL., < Gr. bpng
(bpvtd-), a bird, -I- oiip6., a tail.] In ornith., a
primary division of birds, comprising aU those
in which the bony tail is short and terminated
by a pygostyle : opposed to Saururm, or lizard-

tailed birds. The division includes all known
birds excepting Arehceopteryx, and is also called
Eurhipidwa. [Little used.]
ornithurous (6r-ni-thu'rus), a. Of or pertain-
ing to the Ornithurce.

Ornus (dr'nus), re. [NL. (Persoon, 1805), < L.
ornus, the mountain-ash.] A former genus of

plants containing the flowering ash,now classed
as Fraxinus Ornus. See asfti, 1, and Framius.
oro-anal (6''''r6-a'nal), a. [Irreg. < L. os (w-),
mouth, 4- anus, anus.] 1. Being or representing
mouth and anus in one, as an orifice in some
crinoids. H. A. Nicholson, Zo61., p. 204.— 2.
Extending in the direction of the mouth and
the anus, as a line or plane of the body: as,

the oro-anal axis. Encyc. Brit., XIX. 434.

OrobanchaceSB (or"o-bang-ka'se-e), re. j>i. [NL.,
< Orohanche + -acew.] The broom-rape family,
an order of parasitic gamopetalous plants, of
the cohort Personages, distinguished by the one-
celled ovary with minute albuminous seeds.
It contains about 160 species in 11 genera, of which Oro-
baneJie is the type. They are leafiess herbs of brown, yel-
low, purple, and other colors, but never green, with dry



Flowering Plant of Orobanche
?/««o»-, parasitic onthe root ofwhite
clover. <r, a flower.

Orobanchaces
Bowers in a dense spike or scattered in the axils of dry
scales

; in one, white and solitary. They are small plants,
thickened or fleshy at the base, and parasitic on roots.

Orobanche (or-o-bang'ke), n. [NL. (Tourne-
fort, 1700) ,< L. orobanche, < Gr. bpopdyxv, broom-
rape, chokeweed, or dodder, < opojiog, = L.
ervum, vetch, + ayxeiv, throttle, choke.] A

genus of parasitic

plants, type of the or-

der Orobanehaee(B,dis-
tinguished by its two-
lipped flowers and
unequally four-cleft
calyx ; the broom-
rape. There are nearly 160
species, widely scattered
throughout the Old World,
chiefly in north temperate
regions. Their stems are
generally unbranched and
clad with acute scales, the
flowers in a terminal spike,
the parasitic roots often
traceable into those of the
foster-plant, and thewhole
of a tawny, reddish, violet,
or bluish color. 0. ma-
jor, the great broom-rape,
growing IJ or 2 feet high,
lives chiefly on broom,
whence the name. 0. ca-
ryophyllacea is the clove-
scented broom-rape, grow-
ing on species of Galium.
0. minor, found on clover,
is sparingly introduced in

the Atlantic United States. See Tyroom-rape and herb-bane,

Orobancheae (or-o-bang'ke-e), n. pi. [NL. (L. C.
Richard, 1807), < Orobanche + -em.'] Same as
OrobanclMcecB.

Orobates, n. See Oribates.

Orobus (or'o-bus), n. [NL. (Toumefort, 1700),
< Gr. 6pol3og= L. ervum, vetch: see Ervum.'] A
former genus of perennial herbs, mostly Eu-
ropean, of the natural order Leguminoaw, now
mostly united with Lathyrus, a few species be-
longing to Vioia. See 'bitter-vetch and heath-pea.

orographic (or-o-graf'ik), a. [< orograplwy +
-ic7] Of or pertaining to orography. The oro-
graphic features of a country are those which connect
themselves with the range, extent, and structure of its

moantain-chains and of its larger topographical features.
Also oreographic.

orographical (or-o-graf'i-kal), a. [< orographic
+ -al.] Same as orograpliio.

orograpMcally (or-o-graf'i-kal-i), adv. With
regard to orography.
orography (o-rog'ra-fi), n. [Also oreography;
= F. orographic = tg. oreoqraphia, < Gr. bpog,

a mountain, + -ypct^ia, < yp^^ew, write.] That
division of physical geography or physiography
which has to do with the relations and develop-
ment of the mountain-chains of the regions de-
scribed. It is topography in its broadest and most gen-
eral sense, the moun&in-ranges not being separable in a
general discussion from the valleys and table-landji.

OrohippUS (or-o-hip'us), n. [NL., < Gr. l>po(,

mountain, + iTrn-of, horse.] 1. A genus of fos-
sil horses, of the family Equieke, based upon re-

mains from the Eocene of North America, hav-
ing four toes on the fore feet and three on the
hind feet. There are several species, all of very
small size, only about as large as a fox.— 2.
[?. c] A species of the above genus.

oroide (6'ro-id), n. [< P. or (< L. aurum), gold,
+ Gr. e«<5of," form.] An alloy of copper, tin, and
other metals resembling gold in appearance,
and used in the manufacture of cheap watch-
cases, jewelry, etc. The term is also used ad-
jectively: as, oroi^ jewelry. Also called omtJe.
orolingual (6-r6-ling'gwal), a. [Irreg. < L. os

{or-), mouth, + lingua, tongue: see lingual.]

Pertaining to the mouth and the tongue.

orologet, n. An obsolete form of horologe.

orological (or-o-loj'i-kal), a. [< orolog-y +
-ic-al.] Pertaining to orology or a description

of mountains.
orologistl-t (o-rol'o-jist), n. [< orologe + -ist.]

An obsolete form of horologist. S. Dovoell, Taxes
in England, in. 305.

orologist^ (o-rol'o-jist), n. [< orolog-y + -dst.]

Adescriberbfmountain s ; oneversedin orology.
orology (o-rol'o-ji), n. [= P. orologie,< Gr. dpog,

mountain, + -Itryla, < Mysiv, speak : see -ology.]

The scientific description of mountains.

Oromasdes, Oromazdes, n. Same as Ormazd.

oronasal (6-rd-na'zal), a. [Irreg. < L. os {or-),

mouth, + nasus, nose : see nasal.] Pertaining

to the mouth and the nose.

oronget, «• A Middle English form of orange^.

Orontiacese (o-ron-ti-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (R.

Brown, 1810),'< OronUum + -acece.] A group

of araceous plants, typified by the genus Oron-

4159
Hum, by some treated as an order, by others as
a tribe, and varying iu scope according to dif-
ferent authors. See Aracece and Orontium.
orontiad (o-ron'ti-ad),.«. A plant of the group
OrontiacecB. Lindley.
Orontium (o-ron'shium), n. {KL. (Linneeus,
1753), said to be < Gr. *'op&vTim (Wittstein;
not found in Gr. dictionaries), some plant so
called, appar. < 'Opdvnic, L. Orontes, a river in
Syria.] A genus of monocotyledonous plants
of the order Aracece, belonging to the suborder
Pothoidew and the tribe Symplocarpew, allied to
the skunk-cabbage, it is chiefly distinguished by
the remote sheathing spathe and one-celled ovary. There

Flowering Plant of Goldenclub ifirontium aquaticnm).
a, the spadix.

is but one species, 0. amiaJtiiamn, the goldenclub, which
grows on the margins of ponds and rivers of the United
States near the Atlantic. It bears velvety dark-green
elliptical leaves, floating or raised on stout stalks from a
rootstock descending into the mud. Its small flowers are
crowded on a long curving spadix, rising 6 to 12 inches
from the water, colored successively yeUow, white, and
green.

oropharyngeal (6"ro-fa-rin'je-al), a. [< oro-
pharynx (^-pharyng-) '+ -e-al.]

' Of or pertaining
to the oropharynx.
oropharynx (o-ro-far'ingks), «. ;

pi. oropha-
rynges (-fa-rin'jez). [NL., < L. os (or-), the
mouth,+ Gr. ipdpvy^, the throat.] The pharynx
proper, directly continuous with the cavity of
the mouth: distinguished from nasopharynx.
See cut under mouth.
Orortyx (6-r6r'tiks), n. Same as Oreortyx.

Oroscopte's (6-ro-skop'tez), n. See Oreoscoptes.

orotund (o'ro-tiind), a. [Irreg. < L. ore rotundo,
with a round mouth : ore, abl. of os, mouth ; ro-
tundus, Tonnd: see rotund.] In elocution, ehar-
aeterized by strength, fuUness, richness, and
clearness; open, mellow, rich, and musical:
applied to the voice or manner of utterance.

orpedt. a. [Also (Sc.) orpit; < ME. orped, orpud,
bold, < AS. orped, grown up, stout, active, bold.]
Bold; brave; valiant.

The guode knijt and orped.
Ayenbite oflmvyt (E. B. T. S.), p. 183.

An orped knight in many a atede.
Gower, Conf. Amant., iii.

So was he greved with the werre that his peplewas but
small ; but tho were orped knyghtes, and the beste of all

the hoste for to endure and suflre trauelle of armes.
Nerlin (E. E. T. S.), ill. 439.

He was reasonable of speche and well lettered, and
orped, and also noble In knyght hod, wyse in counsayll, &
dredde to moch destenyse. Fabyan, Chron., I. xxxv.

orpedlyt, adv. [< ME. orpedly, < AS. orpedUce,
boldly, < orped, bold: see orped.] Boldly;
bravely; stoutly.

He hypped oner on hys ax, & orpedly strydez,

Bremly brothe on a bent.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2232.

orphalinet (6r'fa-lin), n. and a. See orpheline.

orphan (6r'fan),"a. and n. [< OF. orphane, or-

fine, orfine, "orphe, orfe = Sp. huerfano = Pg.

orf&o, orphao = It. orfano, < ML. orphanus, <

Gr. bpfavdg, without parents, fatherless, bereft,

deprived, destitute ; later bptjiSc = L. orbus, be-
reft: see orb^.] I, a. 1. Bereft of parents; fa-

therless, motherless, or without either father

or mother ; bereaved : said of a child or a young
and dependent person.

This king, left orphan both of father and mother.
Sir P. Sidney.

Enoch Arden, a rough sailor's lad.

Made orphan by a winter shipwreck.
Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

3. Not under control or protection analogous

to that of a parent; unprotected;, unassisted.

A virgin tragedy, an orphan Muse.
Pope, Prol. to Satires, 1. 56.

3. Of or belonging to a child bereft of either

parent or of both parents.

The tender orphan hands
Felt at my heart and aeem'd to charm from thence
The wrath I nursed against the world.

Tennyson, Princess, v.

Orphic

II. /(. A child bereaved of one parent or of
both parents, generally the latter.

And saith he will not leaue them orphanes, as fatherlesse
children, but wil come again to them himself.

Sir T. More, Works, p. 173.

A weeping country joins a widow's tear

;

The helpless poor mix with the orphan's cry.

Burns, Death of Sir James Hunter Blair.

Orphans' Cour\ the name given to courts of general pro-
bate jurisdiction m Delaware, Maryland, New Jersey, and
Pennsylvania,

orphan (6r'fan), V. «. [i orphan, a.] To reduce
to the state of being an orphan; bereave of pa-
rents.

For this orphaned world the Holy Spirit made the like
charitable provision. Warburion, Sermons.

orphanage (6r'fan-aj), w. [(.orphan + -age.] 1.
The state of being an orphan.—2. An institu-
tion or home for orphans.—3. Orphans collec-
tively.

In London the share of the children (ov orphanage part)
is not fully vested in them till the age of twenty-one, be-
fore which they cannot dispose of it by testament.

Blackstone, Com., II. xxxiL

orphan-asylum (6r'fan-a-si"lum), n. An asy-
lum or home for destitute orphan children.

orphancyt (6r'fan-si), n. [< orphan + -cy.]

The state of being an orphan; orphanhood.
Yet did not thy Orphaneie nor my Widowhood depriue

vs of the delightful! prospect which the hill of honour
doth yeeld. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ilL

orphanet (6r'fan-et), n. [< "orphanet, orfenet
(found only as a surname), dim. of orphane, or-
phan: see orphan ajid-at^.] A young or little

orphan.
Cailiug her maids this orphanet to see.

Drayton, Moses, i.

orphanhood (6r'fan-hM), n. [< orphan +
-hood.] The state of being an orphan.
orphanism (6r'fan-izm), n. [< orphan + -ism.]
The state or eonJiition of being an orphan. E,
PhilUps, 1706.

orphanotrophism (6r-fa-not'ro-fizm), n. [< or-

plianotroph^ + -dsm.] " The care and support
of orphans. C. Mather. [Rare.]
orphanotrophy (6r-fa-not'ro-fi), n. [< LL. or-
phanotrophium, an orphan-asylum, < Gr. bp^avo-

Tpotpelov, an orphan-asylum, < bp^avorpo^og, bring-
ing up orphans, < bpfavb;, orphan, + rpiipecv,

nourish, bring up.] 1 . A supporting or the sup-
port of orphans.— 2. A hospital for orphans.
Bailey. [Rare in both uses.]

orphanry (6r'fan-ri), n. [< orphan + -ry.] An
orphan-house; an orphanage or home for or-

phans. [Rare. ]

orphantf (6r'fant), n. [A corrupt form of or-
phan, with excrescent *, as in tyrant for tyram,
etc., peasant, etc.] An orphan.

He ne'r provok'd the silly orphanU cryes.
Nor fiU'd with teares the woeful! widdowes eyes.

John Taylor, Works (1630). {Nares.)

orpharion (6r-fa'ri-on), n. [< Gr. 'Op(pevi, Or-
pheus: see Orphic] A large variety of lute,
used in the sixteenth and seventeenth centu-
ries, having six to nine pairs of metal strings.
It was played by means of a plectrum. Also
orpheoreon.

Set the cornet with the flute.

The orpha/rion to the lute.
Tuning the tabor and the pipe to the sweet violins.

Drayton, Eclogues, iii

Orphean (6r'fe-an), a. [< L. Orpheus,< Gr. 'Op-

0£iof, <'Op^ei>f, drpheus: see Orphic] 1. Of or
pertaining to Orpheus, a legendary poet and
musician of ancient Greece; hence, melodious:
as, Orphean strains.

With other notes than to the Orphean lyre,

I sung of Chaos and eternal Night.
MiUxm, P. L., iii. 17.

2. In orwitfe., singing sweetly; melodious: spe-
cifically applied to a warbler, Sylvia orphea.

orphelinet (6r'fe-lin), n. and a. [Also orpha-
line; < ME. orphelin, < OP. orphelin, orfelin, or-
pherdn, orfenin, P. orphelin, dim. of orphane, <
ML. ojpfeoKMS, orphan: see orphan.] I. n. An
orphan.
The ladyes souned for the deathes of theyr husebandes,

and orphalines wepte and rent their heares for the losse
of their parentes. Hall, Hen. V., an. 3.

II. a. Orphaned; bereaved.

When thou were orphelyn of father and mother.
Chaucer, Boethlus, ii prose 3.

orpheoreon (6r-fe-6're-on), n. See orpharion.

Orphic (6r'fik), a. [< L. (hphicus, < Gr. 'OpijiiKbg,

of Orpheus, < 'Opipeig, Orpheus: see def.] Of or
pertaining or relating to Orpheus, a legendary
poet and musician of ancient Greece, who had
the power of charming all animate and inani-
mate objects with his sweet lyre, descended



Orphic

living into Hades to bring back to life his wife
Enrydice, and perished, torn to pieces by infuri-
ated Thracian maanads ; Orphean: as, the Orphic
poems. A considerable body ol literature is extant bear-
ing tlie name of Orpheus, but only a few fragments bear
evidence of being as old as 500 B. c, most of it belonging
to the Alexandrine school. In ancient Greece there were
Orphic societies and Orphic mysteries, both connected
with the cult of Bacchus, and concerning themselves with
the philosophy of life and death in nature.

Language is a perpetual OrpMc song.
SheUey, Prometheus Unbound, iv. 1.

Orphism (or'fizm), n. [< Orph(ic) + -ism.'] The
mystical system of life and worship embodied
in the Orphic poems and practised and incul-
cated in the Orphic mysteries. See Orphic.

This close connexion of Orphism with the Eleusinian
Mysteries. EjKyc. Brit, XVII. 128.

Orphize (6r'fiz), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. OrpMzed,

jtpi. Orphieing. [< Orpfe(ic) + -ise.] To conform
to or resemble Orphic doctrines and worship.
The OrpUzCng mystic cultns of Phyla.

Encye. Brit, XVII. 128.

orphrey (6r'fri), n. [See orfrays.'] 1 . A kind
of embroidery in gold. See orphrey-work.—
2. An ornamental band or border on certain
ecclesiastical vestments, especially chasubles

Cope with embroidered orphreys and hood; Italian, z6th century.

a, a, orphreys.

and copes, usually done in orphrey-work. The
apparel of the amice, if done in orphrey-work,
is sometimes called the orphrey of tlie amice.

See amice^, 2, chasuble, and cope'^, 2.

The orphreys [of the cope] were two bands, some eight
inches in breadth, of another material than the cope it-

self, and reaching all down from the neck on -both sides in

front, as the vestment shows itself on the wearer's person.
Rock, Church of our Fathers, ii. 36.

orphreyedt (6r'frid), a. [< orphrey + -ecP.I

Ornamented with embroidery or orphrey-work.
orphrey-work (6r'fri-werk), «. Gold embroi-
dery; hence, rich embroidery of any sort.

orpiment (6r'pi-ment), n. [< ME. orpiment, <

OP. orpiment, F. orpiment = Pr. aurpigment,
miripiment = Sp. oropimente = Pg. ouropimento
= It. orpimento, < L. auripigmentum, orpiment,
< aurum, gold, + pigmentum, pigment: see

aurum, or^, 3316. pigment.'] Arsenic trisulphid,

ASqSq. It is found native, and also manufactured
artificially. The native orpiment appears in soft, foliated

masses, having a bright-yellow color and brilliant lus-

ter. The orpiment, or king's jellow, of commerce is pre-

pared by heating a mixture of arsenious ozid and sulphur,
and is a mixture of arsenic sulpMd and arsenious oxid. The
red orpiment is called realgar, and is an arsenic disulphid
(AS2S2). Orpiment is used in dyeing to reduce indigo by
its affinity for oxygen, and in leather-manufacture together
with potash and lime to prepare a paste employed for re-

moving the hair from skins.

The flrste spirit quiksilver called is

;

The second orpinwnt.
Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 270.

orpine, orpin (dr'pin), n. [< ME. orpiri, orpyn,

orpine, orpyne, yellow arsenic, a kind of stone-

crop, < OF. orpin, yellow arsenic, orpiment, also

a kind of stonecrop (so called from its yellow
flowers); an abbr. form of orpiment: see orpi-

ment.] 1. In painting, a yellow color of various

degrees of intensity, approaching also to red.

—

2. A succulent herbaceous plant, Sedum Tele-

phium, common in gardens, native in thewnorth-

ern Old World, sometimes becoming wild in

America. It has fleshy smooth leaves, and corymbs of

numerous purple flowers. It was formerly, and to some
extent is stiU, used as an astringent in dysentery, etc. , and
as a vulnerary. From its tenacity of life, it is called live-

/or-eeer.

Cool Violets, and Orpine growing still.

Spenser, Muiopotmos, L 193.
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On the eve of this saint [St John], as well as upon that

of Saint Peter and Saint Paul, every man's door was shaded
with green birch, long fennel, Saint John's wort, (yrpin,

white lillies, and the like, ornamented with garlands of

beautiful flowers.

Stow, quoted in Strutt's Sports and Pastimes, p. 463.

Boy enough to crawl
For latter orpine round the southern wall.

Browning, Sordello.

Evergreen orpine. Same as heri of friendship (which
see, under herb).

orr (6r), n. [Origin obscure.] A globular piece
of wood used in playing at doddart. HalUwell.

orra (or'a), a. [Also arrow, ora; origin uncer-
tain. Cf. orrels.] 1. Odd; not matched | not
appropriated; left over; occasional; inciden-
tal : as, an orra thing ; an orra time.

Ae night at e'en a merry core
O' randie, gangrel bodies

In Poosie Nancy's held the splore.
To drink their orra duddies.

Bums, Jolly Beggars.

2. Employed, as about a farm, for doing the
odd jobs or work which the servants having
regular and specified duties cannot overtake

:

as, an oj'ro man.—3. Base; low; mean; worth-
less : as, to keep orra company. [Scotch in all

uses.]

orrach, n. See orach.

orrels (or'elz), ». pi. [< OSw. urwal, refuse, Sw.
urval, choice, selection, residue, < ur- (= AS.
or-) + vala, choice : see wale"^.] What is left

over; refuse. [Scotch.]

orrery (or'e-ri), «. ;
pi. orreries (-riz). [So called,

by Sir Eichard Steele, after the Earl of Orrery,

for whom a copy of this machine was made by
a workman, after an original borrowed from
George Graham, who invented it.] A machine
so constructed as to represent, by the move-
ments of its parts, the motions and phases of
the planets in their orbits. Similar machines
are also asMed. planetariums and cosmoscopes.

orrice, n. See orris'^.

orris^ (or'is), n. [Contr. of orfrays.] If. A
name given to laces of varied design in gold
and silver.

One Silver Orrice a quarter of a Yard deep ; A large Par-
cel of Black and Silver Fringe ; One darlf colour Cloth
Gown and Petticoat with 2 Silver Orriees.

Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Eeign of Queen Anne,
[I. 167.

2. Galloon and gimpused in upholstery. [Trade-
name . ]—Orris pattern, a peculiar pattern or design for
gold lace.

orris^ (or'is), m. [Short for orris-^oot.] A plant
from which orris-root is obtained. Also orrice.

orris-pea (or'is-pe), n. A little ball of dried
orris-root used to maintain the discharge of is-

sues. See issue-pea.

orris-root (or'is-rot), n. [Prob. a corruption of

iris-root.] The root of several European species
of Iris, chiefly I. florenUna. See Iris, 8 ou of
orris-root. See oil.

orseduet, orsedewt (6r'se-dii), n. [< OP. or,

gold, -I- sedue, pp. of seduire, mislead: see se-

duce.] An inferior sort of leaf-metal made of
copper and zinc, so as to resemble gold; Mann-
heim gold ; Dutch metal.

orseille (fir-sal'), n. \¥.: see orcMl, archil.] A
peculiar coloring matter derived from Boccella
tinctoria and other lichens, used in the prepa-
ration of test-papers for chemical operations.
See Utmus,3.iidtest-paper(,xmAeTpaper). Theprin-
ciples in those plants from which colormg matters are
prepared are themselves colorless, but yield coloring sub-
stances by reaction with water, air, and ammonia. They
are generally acids, or acid anhydrids. U. S. Dispensatory.

orseillin (6r-sa'lin), n. [< orseille + -in^.] A
coal-tar color used in dyeing; the sodium-sul-
phonate salt of beta-naphthol-azo-naphthalene.
It yields a fast and full red, but is not very bril-

liant. Also called roccellin, rubidin, rauracienne.

orsellate (6r'sel-at), n. [< orsell{ic) + -ate^.]

The generic name for any salt composed of or-

sellic acid and a base : as, orsellate of baryta.
orsellic (6r-sel'ik), a. [< orse{i)lle + -ic] Same
as lecanoric Orsellio acid. Same as orseille.

ort (6rt), n. [< ME. ort, < AS. as if *orcet (=
MD. ooraete, ooreete = MLG. LG. ort), what is

left after eating, < or-, out, + etan, eat: see
0J-- and ea<.] A fragment; a scrap; a piece of
refuse : usually in the plural.

Let him have time a beggar's oris to crave.
Shak., Lucrece, 1. 985.

Hang thee, thou parasite, thou son of crumbs
And arts! B. Jonson, New Inn, v. 1.

I wouldn't give a fiddlestick's end for all the Constitu-
tions in creation. They take the best of everything, and
leave us only the arts and hog-wash.

S. Judd, Margaret, ii. 7.

ort (6rt), V. t. [< ort, n.] To turn away from
with disgust; refuse. [Scotch.]

ortho-axis

The lasses now-a^days ort nane 0' God's creatures.
Jamieson.

ortalant, ortalont, »• Obsolete variants of or-

tolan.

Ortalida (6r-tal'i-da), «. [NL.] Same as Or-

talis, 1.

Ortalidae (6r-tal'i-de), n. pi. [NL. (Shuckard.

1840), < Ortalis + -idee.] A family of dipterous

insects, typified by the genus Ortalis. The front

is bristly only above, the auxiliary vein ends acutely in the

costa, the legs are not long, and the horny ovipositor is

telescopic. It is a large and wide-spread group, whose
members resemble the TrypeUdas. Thirty-five genera oc-

cur in North America.

Ortalis (6r'ta-lis), n. [NL., < Gr. opralig, a young
bird.] 1. Inor«j<fe.,agenusofguanB of the fam-

ily CraddcB and the subfamily Penelopinm. The
head is crested, with bare places on its sides and on the

chin, but no wattles ; the tarsi are naked and scutellate

before and behind; the wings are short, rounded, and
concavo-convex; the tail is very long and ample, fan-

shaped, with twelve broad graduated feathers. The plu-

mage is greenish. O. vetula is a Mexican species, a variety

of which occurs in Texas and is known as the Texangwm,
or chachaiaea (which see). Usually called Ortalida, after

Merrem, 1786. See cut under yuan.

2. In entom., the typical genus of Ortalida,

founded by Fallen in 1810, containing robust

dark-colored flies foimd on the leaves of bushes
vibrating their wings in the sunshine.

OrthagoriSCidae (6r"tha-go-ris'i-de), n. pi.

[NL.,< Orthagoriscus + -idee.] Afamily of gym-
nodont fishes, named from the genus Orthago-

riscus : same as Molidce.

Orthagoriscini (6r-tha-g6-ri-si'ni), n.pl. [NL.,

< Orthagoriscus + -i)W.] In Bonaparte's sys-

tem of classification, a subfamily of Molidie

with the skeleton entirely cartilaginous and
the fins covered with continuous skin, repre-

sented only by the genus Banzania.
Orthagoriscus (6r''''9ia-go-ris'kus), n. [NL., <

Gr. bpdayopiaiioQ, a sucliing pig.] The typical ge-

nus of Orthagoriscidm : same as Mola. Bloch

and Schneider. Also Orthagoriscus.

Orthalicidse (6r-tha-lis'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Orthalicus + -idee.] A family of geophilous
pulmonate gastropods, typified by the genus
Orthalicus. They have a spiral turreted shell, posterior

included mantle, a peculiarly modified jaw composed of

a median triangular piece and lateral oblique imbricated
plates adherent above but free below, and teeth differen-

tiated. Two species of Orthalieus are found in Florida,

cMefiy in wooded country.

Orthalicus (6r-thal'i-kus), ». [NL. (Beck,

1837).] The typical genus of the family Ortha-

lieidce.

orthaxial (6r-thak'si-al), a. [< Gr. bpddf,

straight, -I- L. axis, axis.] Having a straight
vertebral axis: applied to a primitive form of

the vertebral axis in certain fishes, in which its

posterior end is not bent upward or curved in

any other direction. J. A. Byder.
Orthezia (6r-the'zi-a), n. [NL. (Amyot and
Serville, 1843), syn. of Dorthezia, named after

Dorthes, a French physician (l'759-94).] A
genus of hemipterous insects of the family
Coccidw. The adult female insect, the form usually
met with, is long and oval in shape, covered with a
laminated white secretion, elongated behind and having
a sac which contains the eggs. The antennae are eight-
jointed; there are no tarsal digitules; the genito-anal
ring is enlarged and six-haired. One species has been
recognized in the United States ; several others are Euro-
pean.

orthian (dr'thi-anl, a. [< Gr. opBtog, straight
up, high-pitched', < bpdd;, straight, upright.] In
anc. Gr. music, noting a melody or style in

which many high tones were used.
Orthite (dr'thit), n. [< Gr. bpddg, straight, +
-ite^.] A variety of allanite.

orthius (6r'thi-us), n.; pi. orthii (-i). [< Gr.
bpdtog: see def.] In anc. pros., a great foot,

consisting of three tetrasemic longs, the first of

which forms the arsis, whUe the other two con-
stitute the thesis : thus, ^^*—

|

^-^ *—
. See

semantus.

ortho-. [L., etc., < Gr. bpBo-, combining foi-m of

bpBoq, straight, upright, right, correct, etc.] An
element in many words of Greek origin, its pres-
ence bringing in the sense of 'straight,' 'up-
right,' 'right,' 'correct.' In cA«m., specifically— (a)

As a prefix of benzene derivatives it denotes a substitu-
tion of hydrogen atoms in the benzene ring which are ad-
jacent to each other. (6) As applied to acids it notes those
in which the number of hydroxyl groups present is equal
to the number expressing the quantivalence of the ele-

mentary radical, and applied to salts it notes those formed
from ortho-acids. Where the ortho-acid has not been iso-

lated, the acid in which the number of hydroxyl groups
present is nearest to the number expressing the quantiva-
lence of the elementary radical is sometimes called an
ortho-acid.

ortho-axis (6r'th6-ak''sis), n. [< Gr. o/jWr,
straight, + L. axis, axis.] Same as orthodiago-



ortho-axis

JMri axis— that isj the lateral axis of a mono-
clinic crystal which is at right angles to the
vertical axis.

OrthocephaJic (6r'tho-se-fal'ik or -sef'a-lik), a.

[< ort]u)cephal-y + -ic.] Exhibiting of charac-
terized by orthocephalv.
orthocephaly (or-tho-sefa-li), «. [< Gr. opdiQ,

straight, + ne^ij, iead.]" The character of a
skuU whose vertical index is above 70 and not
above 75; the character of a sknll with an in-
termediate cephaUe index.
orthoceran (6r-thos'e-ran), a. Pertaining to
the genus Orthoceras" Science, HI. 127.

Oithoceras (6r-thos'e-ras), ». [NL. (cf. Gr. 6p-
Sonepuf, straight-horiied), < Gr. bpdoc, straight,
+ «pac,hom.] The typical genns of OrtAocern-
tidte, having the shell straight or but slightly
curved. The species are very numerous, rang-
ing from the Silurian to the Idassic. Also 0^-
thoceraUtes, Orihocerus.

Orthocerata (6r^tho-se-ra'ta), n. pi. [NL.

:

see Orthoceras.'] Same as Orthoceratida.
Orthoceratidae(6r'tho-se-rat'i-de),».j>J. [NL.,
< Orthoceras (-eerat-) + -ieUg.'] A family of fossil
tentaculiferous tetrabranchiate cephalopods,
typified by the genus Orthoceras. They have a
sbniight or scarcelycurved chambered shell, with a central
siphuncle and sometimes contracted aperture. Over 300
species have been described, from North America, Europe,
and Australia. They are among the most profusely and
widely distributed shells of the old rocks. They attained
greater size than any other fossil of the time, some frag-
ments having been found which indicate a length of 6 feet.

orthoceratite (dr^iho-ser'a-et), ». [< NL. Or-
thoceratites.'] A fossil cepLalopod of the genus
Orthoceras or the family Orthoceratidee. Also
orthoceratoid.

Orthoceratites (6r-tho-ser-a-S'tez), n. [NIj.,

as Orthoceras {-cerat-) '+ -ites.2 Same as Ortho-
ceras.

orthoceratitic (6r-tho-ser-a-tit'ik), a. [< or-

thoceratite + -ic.] Pertaining to or resembling
orthoceratites; orthoceran: opposed to eyrto-
ceratitic.

orthoceratoid (dr-tho-ser'a-told), a. and n. [<
orthoceratiie + -aid.] I. a. Same as orfhoeera-
titic.

IL n. Same as orthoceratiie.

Orthocems (6r-thos'e-rus), n. [NIi.: see Or-
thoceras.] 1. In eovich., same as Orthoceras.—
2. In entom., a genus of the coleopterous fam-
ily Colydiidce, founded by Latreille in 1796, con-
taining four European species, one of which,
O. elapiconUs, extends into Siberia.

orthochromatic (dj/tho-kro-mat'lk), a. [< Gr.
op66g, correct, -t- xp^fh color: see i^romatic.]
ia photog., correct in the relations or in the
rendering of colors—that is, free from the
usual photographic fault of exa^erating the
deepness of greens, yellows, and reds and the
brightness of blues and violets. The epithet notes
any prtjcess by means of which this end may be attained,
oranyplat^ chemical, etc., used in such a process. Ordi-
nary I^otographlc dry plates in which a trace of such
agents as eosin or chlorophyl is incorporated possess
the orthochromatic proper^, which is greatly enhanced
if the exposure is made throngh a transparent screen
tinted to correspond with the prevalent color in tJie scene
or picture, as green for a landscape, or yellow for a paint-
ing characterized by draperies of that hue. Alsoexpressed
by imchromatie, an epithet implying equality of exposure
to obtain simnnr results from opposed colors, contrary to
the osnal phott^raphic experience.

orthochromatize (6r-tho-kro'ma-1iz), V. t.; pret.

and pp. orthochromatized, ppr. orthochromaOz-
ing. [< orihochromat(ie) + -ize.] In photog.,

to render orthochromatic, as a plate ; bring
into conformity with the conditions necessary
to obtain a correct rendering of color-values.

orthoclase (6r'tho-klaz), n. [< Gr. opBig,

straight, right, -I- itXaaic, fracture: see clastic.

j

Common or potash feldspar, a silicate of alu-

minium and potassium, occurring in monoclinic
crystals and also massive. It has two perfect cleav-
ages, at right angles to each other (whence <^e name). It
varies much in odor, from wiiite to yellow, red, and green.
Adnlaria, including most moonstone, is a crystallized va-
riety, transparent or nearly so, characteristic especially of
the crystalline rocks of the Alf^ ; valencianite, fromValen-
ciana, Mexico, is similar to it. Sanidine is a glassy vari-

ety, usually containing more or less soda; it is character-
istic of certain igneous rocks, as bachyte, phonolite, etc

;

rhyacollte,from Honte Somma,Tesovius, is similar. Loxo-
clase is a variety from Hammond, New York, and mnrchi-
sonite one from Exeter, England, the latter showing gold-
en-yellow reflections on a surface nearly parallel to the
orthopinacoid. Orthoclase is an essent&l constituent of
granite and some other crystalline rocks, and often occurs

In large masses in granite-veins, and is tiien qnarried and
used in ms^ing pottery. Much of the potash feldspar

called orthoclase is really the related tricunic species mi-
CTtKline. The name anorthoela» has been given to some
Unds of triclinic feldspar containing considerable potash,

which ar« more closely related to albite than to microdine

In optical characters. Seefddxpar. Also called arOuae.
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orthoclastlc (6r-tho-klas'tik), a. [< Gr. opflof,

straight, right, + 'iJjiaric, verbal adj. of sAav,

break.] Characterized by cleavages at right
angles to one another: said of certain species
of the feldspar gi-oup, particularly orthoclase

;

pertaining to such species, or specifically to
orthoclase.

Orthocoela (6r-tho-se'la), 9?. pi, [Nil., < Gr.
bpdo^, straight, + /ioiAof, hollow.] One of three
orders into which the rhabdocoelous turbella-
rians are sometimes divided.
orthocoBlic (or-tho-se'Uk), a. [< Gr. bpdd^,

straight, + KoiMa', the belly, the intestines.]
Arranged in straight or parallel folds : applied
to the intestines of birds when they are thus
disposed, in distinction from cyf^coilic.

orthodiagonal (6r'tho-di-ag'o-nal), «. and a.

[< Gr. bpo6q, strsught, + rfidjuiwf, diagonal: see
diagonal.] L «. In crystal., the diagonal or
lateral axis in a monoclinic solid which is at
right angles with the vertical axis; also, the
plane wmeh includes the two axes named.
H. a. Pertaining to or in the direction of

the orthodiagonal.
orthodomatic (6r'tho-do-mat'ik), a. [< ortho-
dome + -atic^.] Pertaining to or in the direc-
tion of an orthodome.
Olthodome (6r'tho-d6m), B. [< Gr. opftif,

straight, + do/jof, da/ta, a house : see dome^, 5.]
In crystal., a dome, in the monoclinic system,
parallel to that lateral axis which is at right
angles to the vertical axis. It is properly a
hemidome, since a given form includes but
two planes. See dome^, 5.

orthodox (6r'th6-doks), a. [= F. orthodoxe =
Sp. ortodoxo = tg. orthodoxo = It. ortodosso, <
IJj. orthodoxus, < LGr. bpddio^o^, having a right
opinion, < Gr. bpOSg, straight, right, correct, -I-

<!ofa, opinion: see dogma, doxology.] 1. Holding
what is regarded as the correct opinion, or cor-
rect opinions, especially in reganl to religious
or theologicskl doctrines ; sound in opinion or
doctrine ; specifically, conforming to the faith
of the Church Catholic, as represented in its

primitive ecumenical creeds: applied to peiv
sons or doctrines. That which seems to one part of
the CSiristian church orthodox may be held by another to
be heterodox. Thus, Qie Boman Catholic Church regards
Protestant churches as heterodox; again, the Keformed
churches sometimesdenythe title orthodox to one another

;

and generally those who hold to the Trinitarian faith deny
the epithet orthodox to the Unitarians and Universalists.
Orthodo^ is not osoaUy denied to thosewho are charged
with having added articles to the ecumenical faith of
Christendom, but only to those who are charged with de-
nying a part of that faith. Thus, the Soman Catiiolic is

not ordinarily refused by Protestants the right to the epi-
thet orthodox; nor are Trinitarians denied the right to
that epithet by those of Unitarian belicL OrthodOL is the
common epithet of the Greek Church (of which the full

official title is "the Holy Orthodox Catholic Apostolic Ori-
ental Church "X as Catholie is of the Soman Church. [The
word is employed locally in New England to designate the
Trinitarian Congr^ational churches asdistinguished from
those of the same order which hold the Unitarian or Uni-
versalist faith, as in the phrase "the Orthodox Church."
It is also used to distingnish the Trinitarian Quakers from
those whose belief is or tends toward Unitarianism.}

'TIS the Orthodox Tenet, that there never was any re-

mission of Sins but by the blood of ibe Lamb that was
slain from the banning of the World.

MUton, Ans. to Salmasius, Works, in. 182.

Orthodox, orthodox,
Wha believe in John Knox,

Let me sound an alarm to your conscience.
Bums, The Kirk's Alarm.

2. [cap.] Of or pertaining to the Greek Church.

The Orthodox population in Cattaro and all the coasts
thereof is always a large minority, and in some places it

actually outnumbers the Latins.
E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 198.

Orthodox school, in polit eeon. See political. =SyiL
1. Orthodox, Etxmgdical. (See the definitions of these
terms.) It is natural for all who care about their doctrt-

nal b^efs to claim the tities that indicate correctness of
belief. Hence ortAodor is a part of thename of the Greek
Church ; to the Roman Catholic orthodox means faithful

to the teiiets of the Boman Church ; in the doctrinal con-
tests of America orthodox has generally meant (Mvinistic,
especially as opposed to Unitajrianism and Unlveisalism

;

in England it has as generally meant High-chnroh. as op-
posed to Low-churoh or eoaiiffelicaL Evangelical, meaning
in harmony with the Gospel, has been claimed somewhat
siinilarly and for a like reason, but has been especially
applied to those.who emphasize the doctrine of salvation
by faith in Christ alone.

orthodoxalf (6r'tho-dok-sal), a. [< orthodox +
-al.] Orthodox.
Onr opinions and practises herin are of late tnmd quite

against all otiier Protestants, and that which is to tiiem
orthodoxal to 'us become scandalous and punishable by
statute. MiUon, Civil Power.

orthodoxalityf (6r'tho-dok-sal'i-ti), n. [< or-

thodoxal + -ity.] Orthodoxy. 'Cudworth.

orthodoxallyt (6r'tho-dok-sal-i), adv. In an
orthodox manner ; orthodoxly.

orthognathous
In plane English, more warily, more judicionsly, more

orthodoxaUy then t^vice their number of divines have don
in many a prolix volume. UHton, Civil Power.

orthodoxasticalt (6i- 'tho-dok-sas'ti-kal), a. [<
LGr. bpdodo^acrriKOc, < opdoSo^aarrK, having a right
opinion, < bp866o^oQ, having a right opinion : see
orthodox.] Same as orthodox.
But also hath excommimicated them as heretikes which

appeare heere to be more arthodoaatticaU Christians than
they themselues. Foxe, Martyrs, p. 288.

orthodoxical (or'tho-dok-si-kal), a. [< ortho-
dox + -ic-al.] Pertaining to oi'thodoxy ; char-
acterized by orthodoxy ; orthodox.
orthodoxly (6r'tho-doks-li), adv. With sound-
ness of faith; in a manner conformed to the
teachings and practice of those who hold the
orthodox or true faith.

Ton err most orthodoxly, sweet Sir Kit
W. Cariwright, The Ordinary, iiL 5.

A primitive old lady . . . orthodoxly crossed herself
whenever the carriage gave a jolt.

A. J. C. Hare, Bussia, iv.

arthodoxness (6r'tho-doks-nes), n. The state
of being orthodox ; orthodoxy.
orthodoxy (6r'tho-dok-si), II. [= F. orthodoxie
= Sp. ortodoxia = Pg. orthodoxia = It. ortodos-

sia, < ML. orthodoxia = Ar. artodoksi, < LGr. bp-

6o6o^ia, correctness of opinion, < -opBido^oi, hav-
ing a right opinion : see orthodox.] The char-
acterofbeingorthodox ; correctness ofopinion

;

soundness of doctrine, especially in theology;
specifically, in theol., conformity to the faith of

the Church Catholic, as represented in its primi-
tive ecumenical creeds, or to the Greek Church,
called Orthodox Feast of Orthodoxy, in the Gr.

Ch., a festival celebrated on Orthodoxy Sunday In com-
memoration of the final overthrow of the Iconoclasts. It

was instituted A. D. 842 or 843, on the restoration of icons
at Constantinople under the r^ency of the empress Theo-
dora.

—

Orthodoxy Sunday, in the (3r. Ch., the first Sun-
day in Lent. On this Sundayanathemas aresolemnly read
against various heresies.

orthodromic (6r-tho-drom'ik), a. [< orthodro-
tn-y -1- -ic] Of or pertaining to orthodromy.
ortibiodromics (dr-tho-drom'iks), n. [PI. of or-

thodromic: see -ics.]* The art of sailing in the
arc of a great circle, which is the shortest dis-

tancebetweentwo points on the earth's surface.

orthodromy (or'tho-dro-mi), «. [< Gr. *o/)6(Wpo-

/loq, running straight forward (of. bpBodpofteiv,

run straight forward), < bp66g, straight, + Spa-

/tciv, run.] The act or art of sailing on a great
circle or in a straight course.

orthoepic (6r-tho-ep'ik), a. [< orthoep-y + -ic.]

Of or pertaining to orthoepy.

It is often impossible to suggest any explanation of
orthoepic mutations.

G. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., xxii.

orthoepical (or-tho-ep'i-kal), a. [< orthotic
-i- -al.] Same as orthoepic.

Orthoepically (6r-th6-ep'i-kal-i), adv. In an
orthoepic manner ; with correct pronunciation.

orthoepist (6r'tho-e-pist), n. [= F. orthoepiste

= It. ortoepista; as orthoepy+ -isU] One who
is skilled in orthoepy; one who writes on or-

thoepy.
orthoepistic (6r'tho-e-pis'tik), a. [< orthoepist

+ -ic.J Of or pertaining to an orthoepist or to

orthoepists.

Attempting to show that formerly h was not pronounced
in English, and that it wa£ altc^ether an orthxpistic fancy
to pronounce it.

A. J. Ems, quoted in J. Hadley'a Essays, p. 254.

orthoepy (6r'tho-e-pi or 6r-th6'e-pi), n. [= F.
orihoepie = It. ortoepia, < Gr. bpBoiireui, correct

speaMng or pronunciation, < bpBomeiv, speak or
pronounce correctiy, < bpB6i, right, correct, +
nrof, a word: see epic.] 1. The art of uttering

words with propriety; a correct pronunciation

of words.— 2. That part of granmiar (often in-

cluded under orthography) which treats of pro-

nunciation. More recently called^Aowoto^.
orthogamyt (6r-thog'a-mi), n. [< Gr. opSof,

straight, + ya/ioc, marriage.] In boi., direct or

immediate fertilization, without the interven-

tion of any mediate agency.

orthognallilic (6r-thog-nath'ik), a. [As orthog-

nath-ous + -ic.] Same as orthognathous.

orthognathism (6r-thog'na-tMzm), n. [As or-

thognath-ovs + -istn.] The ortho^athous state

or condition; the character of being orthogna-

thous. Also orthognathy.

This [a small craniofacial angle] is the fundamental
condition of . . . orthognathism.

Huxley, Anat Yert., p. 42a

orthognathous (6r-thog'na-thus), a. [< XL. or-

thognathus, < Gr. opSdf, straight, + jToflof, the
jaw.] Straight-jawed; having the profile of the
face vertical or nearly so, in consequence of the



orthognathous

shortness of the jaws which constitutes orthog-
nathism. The facial angle of an orthog:natlioa8 skull is

large (by whichever method it is measured), the term be-
ing more or less definitely employed as the opposite of
prognathaui or progognathom, where the angle is small,
or as the mean between prognathovs and hyperarthog-
nathic or opisthognathtms, where the angle is excessively
large. The facial angles that have been chiefly used in the
deflnition of thesa tei-ms are known as Camper's, Geof-
froy Saint-flilaire and Cuvier's, Jacquart's, and Cloquet's
(which see, under craniometry). A more recent facial angle
is that included between the nasio-alveolar line and a line
drawn through the supra-auricular point and the inferior
margin of the orbit; when this is between 83" and 90°, the
skull is said to be orthognathous. The same character is

also defined by means of the gnathic or alveolar index,
those skulls with a gnathic index below 98 being orthog-
nathous ; between 98 and 103, mesognathous ; and above
103, prognathous.

orthognathy (6r-thog'na-thi), n. [As orthog-
natli^ous + -y.'] Same as orthognathism.
orthogon (6r'tho-gon), n. [< L. orfhpgonius,
< Gr. opSoycivtof/right-angled, < opWf, right, +
ym>'m, an angle.] A rectangular figure ; a figure
having all its angles right angles.

orthogonal (dr-thog'o-nal), a. [< orthogon +
-aJ.] 1. Pertaining to or depending upon the

' use of right angles.— 2. Eight-angled Orthog-
onal axes. Seeoxisi.— Orthogonal projection. See
i)ro;c(!«(m.—Orthogonal substitution or transforma-
tion, one which transforms from one set of three mutual-
ly perpendicular coordinates to another.—Orthogonal
'brajectory, a curve cutting all the surfaces or plane
curves of a family of such loci at right angles.

orthogonally (6r-thog'o-nal-i), adv. Perpen-
dicularly; at right angles; with right angles.

orthograph (6r'tho-graf), n. [< Gr. opedf,

straight, -f- ypaipeiv', write (see orthography).']

An orthographic projection; specifically, an
orthographic drawing exhibiting a structure in

external or internal elevation. The internal
orthograph is usually called a vertical section,

and sometimes a sciagraph.

orthographer (6r-thog'ra-fer), n. [< orthogra-
pli-y + -eri.] One who is skilled in or writes
on orthography; one who spells words correct-
ly, according to approved usage.
orthographic (6r-tho-graf'ik), a. [= F. ortho-

graphique= Sp. orto'grdfico = Pg. orthographico
= It. ortografico, < NL. orthographicus, < L.
orthographia, < Gr. bpdoypa^ia, correct writing
(also, in L., the elevation of a building) : see or-

thography.i 1. Pertaining to orthography; he-
longing to the writing of words with the proper
letters ; relating to the spelling of words : as,

an orthographic error; orthographic reform.

—

2. In geom., pertaining to right lines or angles.

—Orthograpnic projection. See projection.

orthographical (6r-th6-graf'i-kal), a. [< ortho-

graphic + -al."] Same as orthographic.

orthographically (6r-tho-graf'i-kal-i), adv. In
an orthographic manner, (a) According to the rules
of proper spelling or the customary forms of words. (6)

In the manner of orthographic projection.

orthographist (6r-thog'ra-fist), n. [< orthogra-

ph-y + -Jsi.] One who is versed in orthogra-
phy; an orthographer.

orthographlze (6r-thog'ra-fiz), V. i.
;
pret. and

pp. orthographized, ppr. orthographizing, [< or-

thographr-y + -ize.'] To write or spell correctly.

Coles, 1717. [Rare.]

orthography (6r-thog'ra-fi), n. [Early mod. E.

ortographie, artografie
;'

(. P. orthographic = Sp.

ortografia = Pg. orthographia = It. ortografia

= G. orthographic = Sw. Dan. ortografl, orthog-

raphy, spelling, < L. ortlwgraphia, ML. also

orthografia, < Gr. bpdarypaipia, correct writing
(also, in L., the elevation or front view of a
building), < *bp8oypa(l)oc (> LL. orthographus),

writing correctly, an orthographer, < opddg,

straight, right, correct, + ypdfew, write.] 1.

The art or practice of writing words with the
proper letters, according to accepted usage;
the way in which words are customarily writ-

ten; spelling: as, the orthography of a word.

Such rackers of orthography, as to speak dout, fine, when
he should say doubt; det, when he should pronounce
debt— d, e, b, t, not d, e, t ; he clepeth a calf, cauf ; half,

hauf ; neighbour vocatur nebour ; neigh abbreviated ne.

This is abhominable, which he would call abbominable

:

it insinuateth me of insanie. Shak., l. L. L., v. 1. 22.

[In the following passage it is used erroneously, in bur-
lesque :

He was wont to speak plain and to the purpose, like an
honest man and a soldier ; and now is he turned orthogra-

phy [that is, orthographer], his words are a very fantasti-

cal banquet^ just so many strange dishes.

Sha:k., Much Ado, u. 3. 20.)

S. The branch of language-study which treats

of the nature and properties of letters, and of

the art of writing words correctly.

Orthographie —that is to say, the forme and precise rule

of writing set down by grarammans.
Hottaiul, tr. of Suetonius, p. 77.
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3. In musical notation, the art or practice of

representing tones and eflfeots by the proper
characters, according to accepted usage.—4t.
In draftsmanship, a geometrical representation

of an elevation or section of a building; a sec-

tional view of a fortress or the like.

Orthography, or the erect elevation of the same in face

or front, describ'd in measure upon the former idea, where
all the horizontal lines are parallels.

Evelyn, Architects and Architecture.

orthologyt (6r-thol'o-ji),_n. [< Gr. bp6oh}yla,

exactness of language, < bp6o?Myelv, speak cor-

rectly, < bp66g, right, correct, + Asyeiv, speak.]
The right description of things.

The natural and . . . homogeneal parts of grammar be
two : orthoZogy and orthography ; . . . the firat of them,
orthology, . . . the right imposition of names ; . . . the
second of them, orthography, . . . the rare invention of

letters. Fotherby, Atheomastix (1622), p. 340.

orthometric (6r-tho-met'rik), a. [< Gr. bpdoQ,

right, + fterpov, a measure: see metric^.'] In
crystal., pertaining to the three systems inwhich
the axes are at right angles with each other.

See crystallography.

orthometry (6r-thom'et-ri), n. [< Gr. bp66c,

right, correct, + -fierpta, < pirpov, measure: see
meter^.] The art or practice of constructing
verse correctly; the laws of correct versifica-

tion.

orthomorphic (6r-th6-m6r'fik), a. [< Gr. bp66;,

correct, + /lop^i/, form.] In math., presei'ving

the true or original shape of the infinitesimal

parts, though it may be expanding or contract-
ing them unequally.

Orthoneura (6r-tho-nu'ra), n. pi. [Nli., < Gr.
bpdoQ, straight, +

' vevpov, nerve.] In Gegen-
baur's system of classification, a series of proso-
branchiate gastropods, including very numer-
ous genera and families, contrasted under this

name with Chiastoneura.

orthoneural (6r-tho-nii'ral), a. [< Orthoneura
+ -a?.] Pertaining to tfie Orthoneura, or hav-
ing their characters.

ortnoneurOUS (6r-tho-nu'rus), a. [< Ortho-
neura + -ous.'\ Same as orthoneural.

Orthonycidae (6r-th6-nis'i-de), n. pi. [NXi.,

prop. * OrthonychidcB, < Orthonyx {-onyeh-) +
-idm."] A family of osoine passerine birds, typi-

fied by the genus Orthonyx, having the carotid
artery sinistral and superficial. O. Salvin.

Orthonycinse (6r"tho-ni-si'ne), n. pi. [NL.,
prop. *Orthonychince, < Orthonyx {-oruych-) +
-incB."] The Orthonycidce regarded as a sub-
family of Menuridm or of Certhiidce. G. E. Gray.
orthonycine (6r'tho-nis-in), a. [< Orthonyx +
-me2.] Having the' characters of the genus Or-
thonyx; pertaining to the Orthonyoinoi or Ortho-
nyddw.
Orthonyx (6r'tho-niks), n. [NL., < Gr. bpddg,

straight, right, •( owf (bmx-), claw : see onyx.']

A remarkable Australian genus of passerine
birds; the spinetails. it long remained of uncer-
tain position, having been referred to the Certhiidce or
creepers, to the Menuridoe or lyre-birds, to the TvmeliidtK
or babblers, and Anally it was made type of a family Or-
thonyeidoe. In the type species, 0. spirdcauda or t^mmincH,
the shafts of the tail-feathers are prolonged beyond the
webs. 0. spaldingi is another species.

orthopsedia (6r"tho-pe-di'a), n. [NL., < Gr.
bp66g, straight, -1- jrmf (Troid-), a child.] The
act of curing or remedying deformities in the
bodies of children, or generally in the human
body at any age.

orthopaedic, orthopedic (6r-tho-pe'dik or
-ped'ik), a. [< orthopadia + -ic] Kelatingto
orthopssdia, or the art of curing deformities.

—

Orthopiedic surgery, surgery directed to the remedying
of distortions.

orthopaedical, orthopedical (6r-tho-pe'di-kal

or -ped'i-kal), a. [< orthopmdic + -al.] Same
as orfhopadic.

orthopaedics, orthopedics (6r-tho-pe'diks), n.

[PI. of orthopwdic : see -ics.'] Orthopsedio sur-

gery; orthopaadia.

orthopaedist, orthopedist (6r'tho-pe-dist), n.

[< orthopmdia + -ist.] One who practises or-

thopsedia ; one who is skilled in curing natural
deformities in the human body.

orthopaedy, orthopedy (6r'th6-pe-di) , n. Same
as orthopwdia.
orthophonia (6r-tho-f6'ni-a), n. [NL. : see or-

thophony.] Normal voice.

orthophony (6r'tho-fo-ni), n. [< Gr. bp66(,

straight, + ^m>^, voice, sound.] The art of

correct speaking; systematic cultivation of the
voice.

orthophoria (6r-th6-f6'ri-a), n. [< Gr. bpBdg,

straight, + -ijiipog, K ipipeiv, carry, = E. ieorl.]

The tendency to parallelism of the visual axes.

orthopterology

orthophyre (6r'tho-fir), «. [< ortho{clase) +
(por)phyr{_y).] Orthoclase porphyry.

orthopinacoid (6r-tho-pin'a-koid), ». [< Gr.

bptidg, straight,+ Trlva^XirwaK-), a board, plank, -I-

eldoc, form. Cf. pinacoid.] In crystal., a plane

of a monoclinic crystal which is parallel to the

vertical axis and the lateral axis perpendicular

to it. See pinacoid.

orthopinacoidal (6r-th6-pin-a-koi'dal), a. [<

' -I- -al.] Pertaining to or in the

direction of the orthopinacoid.

Prismatic, artho- and almo-pirmcmdal cleavages are pres-

ent. Quart. Jour. Oeol. Soc, XIV. it 299.

orthopnic (6r-thop'nik), n. [Irre^. < orthop-

naia + -Jc] A person affected with orthop-

noea; one who can breathe in an upright posi-

tion only.

Pro ratione victus, as they prescribe for the asthma,

which is a disease in the body, to avoid perturbations of

the mind ; so let this orthopnic, for the help of his mind,
avoid needless perturbations of the body.

Sev. T. Adams, Works, I. 606.

orthopncea (6r-thop-ne'a), n. [L., < Gr. bpdd-

Kvota, a kind of asthma vvhieh admits of breath-

ing only in an upright posture, < bp66irvoog,

breathing only when upright, < bp66Q, straight,

erect, + tzveIv, breathe.] Dyspnoea, as in some
cases of heart-disease in which respiration can
be effected only in an erect sitting or standing
posture.
orthopraziS (dr-tho-prak'sis), n. [< Gr. bpB6(,

straight, + 5rpdf«c,'a doing: S6e praxis.'] The
treatment of physical deformities by mechani-
cal agency.
orthopraxy (6r'tho-prak-si), n. [< Gr. bp66g,

straight, + irpa^ig, a doing: see praxis.] 1.

Correct practice, action, or procedure.

What then constitutes grammatical orthopraxyf
F. HaU, Mod. £ng., p. 86.

2. Same as orthopraxis.

orthoprism (dr'tho-prizm), n. [< Gr. bpBdg,

straight, + Trpicpa, prism.] In crystal., a prism
of a monoclinic crystal lying between the unit

prism and the orthopinacoid.

orthopter (6r-thop'ter), n. An orthopterous in-

sect; anorthopteranororthopteron; any mem-
ber of the Orthoptera.

Orthoptera (6r-thop'te-ra), n.pl. [NL. (La-
treille, 1806) (P. Ortfiopt^res, Olivier, 1789),

neut. pi. of orthoptems, straight-winged: see
orthopterous.] An order of the class Insecta

proposed by Olivier in 1789 for certain straight-

winged insects which Linnaeus had placed in

Semiptera, and to which De Geer in 1773 had
restricted the order Semiptera, placing the true

bugs in a new order Dermaptera. The order as

now understood contains insects in which metamorphosis
is incomplete and wings are almost always present, of

which the hinder pair are dilated, folded from the base,

and of membranous texture, while the fore pair are more
or less coriaceous, usually narrowand straight (butvariable
in this respect), and thickly veined. These insects are
active and capable of feeding in all stages from birth to
death. Seven families— or, as some consider, tribes or
superfamilies— are now recognized. These are the £tot^
doB,OT cockroaches; Jfan£it7{S, or praying-insects; PTiasmi-
dee, or walking-sticks ; Gryllidoe, or crickets ; Locugtidoe, or
long-homed grasshoppers or katydids ; and Acrididce, or
Bhort-horned grasshoppers or true locusts, including the
migratory species. (See locust for an explanation of the
fact that the Locustidce are not locusts.) The Orthoptera
are in the main herbivorous, but the Mantidoe are carnivo-
rous, and some of the BlaltioUe are omnivorous. They are
found all over the world, but most numerously in the
tropics, where among them are the largest known repre-
sentatives of the whole insect class. Ail the known spe-
cies are terrestrial or arboreal, no aquatic forms having
been discovered ; and according to their habitual mode of
progression the families have been grouped by Westwood
as Cursoria, Baptoria, Ambidaforia, and Saltatoria. The
Orthoptera are among the earliest forms of insect life to
appear in geologic time, and the BlaMdve in particular are
very numerous in some geological formations. The main
characters used in classifying the Orthoptera are derived
from the modifications of the genitals, mouth-parts, and
antenna;. See cuts under Blattidce, dryllidce, Insecta, Tcatg-

did, locust, and Mantis.

orthopteral (6r-thop'te-ral), a. Same as or

thopterous.

orthopteran (6r-thop'te-ran), a. and n. I. a.

Same as orthopterous.

II. n. An insect of the order Ortlioptera.

orthopterist (6r-thop'te-rist), n. [< NL. Or-
thoptera -\- -ist.] One who studies or collects
Orthoptera.

orthopterological (dr-thop'te-ro-loj'i-kal), a.

[< orthopterology + -ic-al.] Pertaining to or-

thopterology, or the study of Orthoptera.
orthopterologist (6r-thop-te-rol'9-]ist), n. [<
orthopterology + -jgf.] One who"makes a spe-
cialty of the study of Orthoptera; an orthop-
terist.

orthopterology (6r-thop-te-rol'o-ji), 1:. [< NL.
Orthoptera + Gr. -htyia, < Itysiv, speak : see



orthopterology

-oloffy.'\ That branch of entomology which re-
lates to OrUioptera.
orthopteron (6r-thop't6-ron), II. One of the
Orthoptera. [Rare.]

OTthopteroos (6r-thop'te-rns), a. [< NL. or-
thopterus, < Gr. opefcrepof, having straight (np-
right) wings or feathers. < opSof, straight, +
Trrepov, wing, = E./eaWier.] Stra^ht-winged

;

having wings that lie straight when folded;
specifically, of or pertaining to the Orthoptera.

orthoptic (6r-thop*tik), a. [< Gr. ipBo^, straight,
+ o-ruiOf, of seeing: see optic.'] Relating to
orthogonal intersections oftangents Orthoptic
locus, the locus of points where two tangents to a corre
cut each other at light angles.

orthopyramid (or-tho-pir'a-mid), n. [< Gr.
opflof, straight,+ jnipa/ttf, pyramid.] lacrystal.,

a pyramid of a monocluue crystal lying be-
tween the zone of unit pyramids and the ortho-
domes : it is strictly a hemipyramid, since the
form includes only four planes.
OhrthOThapha (6r-thor'a-fi), n. [NL., < Gr.
bp66g, straight, -I- po^v, a seam.] A suborder
of dipterous insects or true fties, including
those forms which escape from pupa through a
T-shaped orifice, or rarely through a transverse
rentbetween the seventh and eighth abdominal
rings: distinguished from Cydorhapha. It in-

cludes all the midges and gnats, the horse-flies,

robber-flies, bee-fies, and others.

orthorhaphons (dr-thor'a-fus), a. Of or per-
taining to the OrthorhapUa.
orthorbombic (6r-tho-rom'bik), a. [< Gr. bp66q,

straight, + ^/ifjoc, a rhomb.] 1. Rectangular
and rhombic.—2. In crystal., noting the sys-

tem of crystallography which is characterized
by three unequal axes intersecting at right an-
gles ; belonging to this system : as, snlphur is

otihorhombic. Also called trimetric. See crys-

taUography.
orthoscope (6r'tho-sk6p), n. [< Gr. bffidi,

straight, + aiamav, view.] 1. An instrument
for holdingwater around the eye, so that the re-

fraction of the cornea is eUminated and the iris

can be examined.— 2. In craniom., an instru-

ment for drawing projections of skuBs.

orthoscopic (6r-0io-skop'ik), a. [< Gr. opBdQ,

straight, correct, +* ctkotteiv, view,+ -»c.] 1 . See-
ing correctly; having normal vision.—2. (Con-

structed so as to present surrounding objects

correctly to the eye : as, an orthoscopic eyepiece
or ocular.—3. Presented in its normal appear-
ance to the eye : as, an orthoscopic image. En-
cyc. Brit., XVL 273 Orthoscopic lens. See ten*.

orthose (or'thos), n. [< Gr. bp66g, straight, +
-ose.l Same as orViodase.

Orthosia (6r-th6'si-a), n. [XL. (Oehsenhei-
mer, 1S16), < Gr. opSoc, straight.] A genus of
noctuid moths, typical of the family Orthosiidee,

eont-ainiiig numerous species, of wide distribu-

tion in Europe, Asia, Australia, and North
America.
Orthosiidae (dr-tho-a'i-de), n. pi. [XL. (Gne-
nee, 1841, as Orthosicke), < Orthosis + -wte.] A
family of noctuid moths, typified by the genus
Orthosia, as defined by Guen6e, having 19 gen-
era, some of them important and wide-spread.
The antennae in the male are pubescent or cUiate^ in Hie
female with isolated cilia; ttie palpi are almost always
slender; the proboscis is short or medium ; the legs are

moderate and rarely spined; the abdomen is often de-
pressed ; the wings are entire and more or less pointed at

the apex, with two plain median spots, the reiuform one
often tingedwith blackish below; the median vein of Uie
lower wings is tn&d ; and the upper wings in repose en-

larely cover the lower, and cross each other on the lower
border. The lame have 16 legs; they are cylindric and
velvety, wiHi a globose head, and no prominences or tu-

bercles ; they live on the leaves of tr&es and plants, and
hide during the day. The pupee are smootii and glisten-

ing, and contained in undeiground loose ovoid cocoons of

sillcand earth.

Orthosilicate (dr-tho-sU'i-kat), n. [< Gr. bp86g,

straight, + E. siUcdte.'i A salt of orthosilicic

acid (H^i04). Zinc orthosilicate (Zn2Si04 or
2Zn0.Si02)isthe minersd willemite : it is often

called a unisiUcaie, since it has an oxygen ratio

of 1 : 1.

orthosilicic (dr'^ifrsi-Iis'ik), a. [< Gr. opOdc,

straight (see ortho-), + E. siticic.'i Aword used
only in the following phrase_OrthosiUcic add,
RjSiOi, a hypothetical acid which has never been isolated

and is known only in its salts, the orthosilicates or unisli-

cates, which occur aa minerals.

Orthospermeae (dr-tho-sper'me-e), «. pi. [Nli.

(Bentham and Hooter, 1865), < Gr. opedf,

straight, erect, + (nrip/ia, seed.] A series of

eueurbitaceons plants having the ovnle usually

erect or ascending. It embraces 2 tribes (the Abo-

ftrwB and CyetanOumae), S genera, and about 138 species.

Eddnoeytti* belongs to this series.
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orthospermous (6r-tho-sp6r'mus), a. [< Gr.
opSof, straight, + c-ipjia, seed.] In hot., hav-
ing the seed straight.

(OrWOStade (dr'tho-stad), n. [< Gr. bpBoaradtov,

also bpBoarddioi, < bp66^, straight, upright, -I- ara-

Sioc, standing, standing upright: see sta<?i«»».]

In aiic. costume, a long and ample tunic with
straight or vertical folds.

orthostichons (6r'tho-sti-kus)j a. [< orthosti-

chy + -Otis.] In hot., exhibiting orthostieby

;

straight-ranked.

orthostichy (or'tho-sti-M), n. [< Gr. bpOoc,

straight, -t- crnxoi, a row or Une.] In hot., a
vertical rank; an arrangement of members at

different heights on an axis so that their me-
dian planes coincide, as the vertical ranks of
leaves on a stem.
When the leaves are arranged alternately on an axis so

that their median planes coincide, they ionn a straight
row or orthostichy. , £nesic. BriL, IV. 116.

Orthostyle(6r'tho-stil), ». [< Gr. opflof, straight,

+ (TTiAof, pillar, column: see style^.] In arch., a
straight range of columns, as one of the sides of
a peristyle : also used attributively. [Rare.]
orthosymmetric (dr" tho-si-met'rik), a. [< Gr.
6/)flof, straight, right, + av/titcrpia, symmetry:
see symmetric.] Having right symmetry. See
symmetry— Orthosymmetric determinant. Seede-
terminant.

orthosymmetrical (6r-tho-si-met'ri-kal), a. [<
orthosymmetric + -al.] Same as ortliosyvimetric.

OrthoUiecieae (6r'tho-the-si'e-e), n. pi. [XL.,
< Orthothecium + -ed.] A tribe of bryaceous
mosses, taking its name from the genus Ortho-
thecium. They are generally large, widely spreading,
and cespitose plants forming wide yellow mats with erect
or complanate branches, and smooth leaves with narrow-
ly rhomboidal or linear areolation which is large and quad-
rate at the basal angles. The capsule is erect and sym-
melzlcal, with double peristome.

Orthothecinm (dr-tho-the'si-um), n. [NL.
(Schimper), < Gr. bpbbg, straight, -t- 6yiai, a
case: see theca.] A small genus of mosses,
typical of the tribe Orthotheciew, having eight-
ranked close leaves, long-pedicellat«, subereet,
oval or oblong capsules, and double peristome,
the teeth of which are narrowly lanceolate,
yellowish, and distinctly articulate. There are
three North American species.

Orthotomic (6r-tho-tom'ik), a. [As orthotom-ous
+ -Us.] Cutting at right angles.—Orthotomic
circle, a circle cutting three given circles at right angles.

—Orthotomic coordinates. See eoordituUe.

Orthotomons (6r-thot'o-mus), a. [< Gr. bp86-

To/wc, divided evenly. < bpdtn-o/ulv, cutting in a
straight line, < bpdog, straight, + re/wEw, ra/ulv,

cut.] Same as orthodastic

OrthotomUS (6r-thot'o-mus), n. [NL.: see or-

thotomous.] A genus'of grass-warblers or ma-
lurine warblers founded by Horsfield in ISiO

;

the tailor-birds. TheTearel0orl2species,rangingover
the Oriental region. The type of the genus is O. septum

Tailor-biid of Ja^•a {OrthoterHus sefiium).

at Java, Sumatra, and other islands. In thelongest-known
species, O. longicavda or O. suUnia, the middle tail-feathers

are long-exserted. This form is often separated under
the generic name Sutoria (which seeX Also called Edeta.

orthotone (6r'tho-ton), a. and n. [< Gr. bp06-

rovof , having the proper accent, < bpSo^, straight,

correct, + Toiwf, accent: see tone.] I. a. Re-
taining or acquiring an accent in certain posi-

tions orcombinations, butunaceentedin others:
especially noting proclitics and enclitics when
accented.

orthros

II. «. A word or form, usually enclitic or pro-
clitic, when exceptionally retaining or acquir-
ing an accent. Thus, the English articles, usually pro-
clitics, are orthotones when emphasized: as, 1 did not say
a man, 1 said the man.
orthotone (dr'tho-ton), c. t.

;
pret. and pp. or-

thotoned, ppr. orthotoning. [< orthotone, a.] To
accent (a word usually unaccented).
orthotonesis (or'tho-to-ne'sis), )i. [XL., < Gr.
bpdardvtjai^, the use of the full aecent,< bpBoTovtiv,

write with the proper accent, < bpBirovoq, having
the proper accent : see orthotone.] Accentua-
tion, under certain conditions, of aword orform
usually or in other combinataous unaccented

:

especially, accentuation of a proclitic or an en-
clitic : opposed to enclisis.

Thus the compound (Irish] verb ad -f cobraim is ac-

cented (in orthotonesis) adc6braim, whereas the same com-
pound, used as a verbal noun (infinitive), takes the ioosat
on id. Ainer. Jour. PhOol., YL 217.

Orthotonic (6r-tho-ton'ik), a. [< ortJiotone +
-ic.] Same as orthotone.

In all other positions the verb is orthotome—L e. the ac-

cent foils on the verb if there is only one prefix.

Amer. Jour. PhOd., VX 21s.

orthotonus (6r-thot'o-nus), It. [XL.,< Gr. bpd6q,

straight, + Teiven; stret^ (> tAvo^, tension).]

Tonic spasm in which the body is held straight.

OltilOtrisene (6r-tho-tri'en), n. [< Gr. bp66c.

straight, -1- rpuuva,' a trident.] In the nomen-
clature of sponge-spieules, a trisene whose three
cladi or prongs project at right angles with the
shaft; a simple spicule of the rhabdus type,

trifureate or with three secondary rays at one
end, and these rays at right angles with the
shaft. Sollas.

Orthotlichese (6r-tho-trik'e-e), «. pi. [NL., <

Orthotrichum + -€<e.]" A tiibe of mosses, tak-

ing its name from the genus Orthotrichum,
characterized by having tufted plants with
leaves of close texture, a mitritorm, often hairy
calyptra, and a simple or double peristome, the
outer row of eight bigeminate or sixteen gemi-
nate, flat, short, entire or perforate teeth, the
inner of eight or sixteen simple filiform cilia or
lanceolate segments.
Orthotrichnin (6r-thot'ri-kum), h. [NL. (Hed-
wig, ISOl), so called in allusion to fie hairs on
the calyptra; < Gr. opflclf, straight,-!- flpif (,rpix-\

a hair. Cf . bpBorptxeiv, have tiie hair stand on
end.] A large genus of brjaceous mosses,
typical of the tribe Orthotricheee. They are per-
ennial plants, growing in tufts on trees or rocks, Avith usu-
ally erect stems cov^ed with crowded leaves, and a gen-
erally immersed capsule with peristome of sixteen teeth
and calyptia usually covered with straight hairs, from
which latter peculiarity they are called bri^le^mosses.

There are nearly 40 North American species.

orthotropal (or-thot'ro-pal), a. [< orthotro-

p-ous + -cU.] Orthotropous.
Orthotropic (6r-tho-trop'ik), a. [< orthotro-

p-ous + -ic] In bdt, of or pertaining to or ex-

hibiting ortiotropism
;
growing vertically.

The primary shoot of the seedling [of ivy] is, like that
of Tropseolum, at first orfAoCropu; and radiaL

Vines, Physiology of Plants, p. 425.

Orthotropism (6r-thot'ro-pizm), n. [< orthot-

rop-ous + -ism.] In 6ot., vertical growth: a
term proposed by Sachs for the habit of those
organs of plants which grow more or less near-
ly vertically, either upward or downward, as

iris-leaves, the majority of phyaologicaUy ra-

dial organs, etc. Coimpaxe plagiotropis-m.

Since the light is equally intense on all sides of the-
shoot, it exerts no dilutive influence. Orthairopism is

then mainly due to negative geotropism.
Encye.BriL.'S.JX.^l.

orthotropous (6r-thot'ro-pus), a. [< Gr. bpBoq,

straight, + rpk-T^tcv, turn: see irope.] In hot.,

growing vertically or

straight: applied specifi-

cally to an ovule in which
the chalaza is at the evi-

dent base, and the orifice

at the opposite extremi-

ty, the whole ovule being
straightand symmetrical.
The ovules of the Polygonacea,
XTrticacecB, etc, are examples.

Better airopal (which seeX
Also applied to an embryo in

which the radicle is directed to

the hilum or to the micropyle
close to the hilum, as in an anat-

Topous ovule. In the latter sense the same as TwmioJropoira.

orUlotypoilS (6r'tho-ti-pus), a. [< Gr. bpOoc,

straight, + rwrof, form, type.] In mineral.,

having a perpendicular cleavage.

orthros (dr'thros), n . [< Gr. Spflpoc, dawn, morn-
ing, eccl. office at dawn.] In the Gr. Ch., one
of the canonical hours, corresponding to the

OrthobopoDS Ovule.

Flower of Jufftans nigra.
cut lon^tadinaUy and show-
ing tile ovule.



orthros

Western lauds, iDut confounded by some "West-
em writers, through a mistaken inference from
the meaning of the word ('dawn'), with mat-
itis. Orthros is a more elaborate office than
lauds.

Orthrosanthus (6r-thr6-san'thns), n. [NL. (E.
Sweet, 1828), irreg. < Gfr. opdpog, dawn, + avBog,
flower.] A plant-genus of the Iridem, tribe Si-
sijrinchieai, marked by a short woody rootstoek,
oblong spathes with one to many short-pedi-
celled flowers from each, the filaments free or
slightly united at the base. There are V species.
South American and Australian. They are erect herbs,
the grass-like or rigid leaves mostly radical. The plants
of the genus are called moming-fiawer, especially the
Australian 0. midtiJUmis, a pretty plant with sky-blue
flowers.

ortive (6r'tiv), a. [= P. ortive = Sp. Pg. It.

ortivo, s LL. orUvus, of or belonging to rising,

< L. oriri, pp. oriMS, rise: see orient.l Bising;
relating to the rising of a star; orient; eastern.
ortolan (6r'to-lan), n. [< P. ortolan, < It. or-
tolano, an ortolan, a gardener, < L. hortulanus,
a gardener, < hortiis, a garden: see hortulan.2
If. A gardener.

Though to an old tree it must needs be somewhat dan-
gerous to be oft removed, yet for my part I yield myself
entirely to the will and pleasure of the most notable orto-

lan. State Papers (ISSeXYI. 53i. (Trmch.)

2. The garden-bunting, Emberiza hortulana, a
small granivorous conirostral bird of the fam-
ily Fringillidw, inhabitiag parts of Europe and
AJErica, highly esteemed as a table delicacy.
It is a true bunting, closely related to the reed-bunting, the
cirl, the yellowhammer, and the corn-bunting. The male

Ortolan l,Emberiza hortulana).

5b about 6^ inches long, with fiesh-colored bill and feet,

brown eyes, the head and neck greenish-gray and spotted
with dusky, the throat, orbits, and maxillary streak yel-

lowish, the upper parts reddish-gray with blackish spots.

The birds are in such demand by epicures that great num-
bers are caught alive and fattened in confinement for the
table, being fed with grain in darkened rooms.

Not one that temperance advance,
Cramm'd to the throat with ortolam.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, I. viL 62.

3. Some small bird like or likened to or mis-
taken for the ortolan, (a) The bobolink, reed-bird,

or rice-bird of the United States, Doliehonyx oryzivorus,

'belonging to the family IcteridcB: so called in the fall,

when both sexes are of a yellowish color and not distantly
resemble the true ortolan, being of about the same size,

very fat and delicate in fiesh, and in great repute for the
table : reed-bird, however, is the usual name at this season
in most parts of the United States. See cut und,er bobo-

livk. (6) The soree or sora rail, Porzana Carolina, a wading
bird of the family RaUidoB, which throngs the marshes of
the Atlantic coast of the United States early in the fall, at

the same time that the reed-birds are in season, and is

likewise in great demand for the table. See cut under
Porzana.

ortygan (6r'ti-gan), n. [< Ortiyx (.Ortyg-) + -an.']

A button-quail or hemipod ; a three-toed quail-

like bird of the genus Turnix, Hemipodius, or Or-
tygis. See Twrnicidce and HemipodH.

Ortyginse (6r-ti-ji'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Ortyx{Or-
tyg-) + -irKB.'] Aji American subfamily of Tetra-

onidce or of Perdieidw, named from the genus
Ortyx. It contains all the American partridges or quails

of small size, with naked nostrils and shanks, no spurs,

and often a slight tooth of the beak. Also called Odonto-
phorinte and OrtygidincR. See cuts under Oreortyx and

ortygine (6r'ti-jin), a. Of or pertaining to the
Ortygifue; odontophorine.

Ortygometra (6r"ti-g9-me'tra.), n. [NL., < Gr.

oprvyofi^pa, some bird which migrates with the

quails, perhaps a rail or crake, < iprv^ (bpnry-),

a quail (see Ortyx), + /J-VTrip, mother.] If. [l- c]
The land-rail or corn-crake, or one of sundry
related birds.—-3. A genus of rails, including
all the short-billed rails, like Porzana martietta

of Europe, or the Carolina rail, P. Carolina.

Ortyx (6r'tiks), n. [NL., < Gr. opruf (bprvy-), a
quaU.] An American genus of Ortygince or

Odontophorince, having a slight soft crest and
variegated coloration ; the colins or bob-whites.
The common partridge or quail, the only one which in-
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habits the United States at large east of the Mississippi,
is 0. virginiana, probably the best-known game-bird of the
country. A variety of this, 0. v. JUnridana, is found in
Florida, and another variety, 0. v. texana, in Texas. There
are several Mexican species, as 0. grayioni and 0. ridg-
vjayi; the latter also occurs over the Arizona border. But,
with such exceptions, the partridges or quails of the
southwest belong to other genera, as Oreortyx, LopTiortyx,
Callipepla, and Cyrtonyx. The genus Ortyx is often called
Colimis. See cut under quail.

orvalt (6r'val), n. [< P. orvale, clary, < or, gold,
+ valoir, -worth: see value.'] The herb orpine.
HalUwell.
orvet (6r'vet), n. [Perhaps one of the numer-
ous variants of oubit.'] Same as ilindworm.
orvietant (6r-vi-e'tan), n. [< P. orvietan, < It.

orvietano, < Ormeto, a city in Italy. A char-
latan of this place made himself famous by first

pretending to take doses of poison on the stage,

and then curing himself by his antidote.] A
medical composition or electuary believed tobe
an antidote or counter-poison.

Orvietan, or Venice treacle, a^ it was sometimes called,

was understood to be a sovereign remedy against poison

;

and the reader must be contented, for the time he peruses
these pages, to hold the same opinion, which was once
universally received by the learned as well as the vulgar.

Scott, Kenilworth, xiiL, note.

Orvieto (6r-vi-a't6), n. [< Orvieto (see def.).]

A stillwhite wine produced near Orvieto in cen-
tral Italy. It is the most esteemed wine of the
region about Eome.
ory (or'i), a. [< ore^ + -jl.] Bearing or con-
taining ore : as, ory matters. Also spelled orey.

-ory. [= P. -aire = Sp. Pg. It. -orio, < L. -orius,

m.,-on"a,f.,-onM»»,neut., a common termination
of adjectives associated with nouns of agent in
-or (see -orl); in neut. -orium, a formative of
nouns denoting a place or instrument.] A
termination of adjectives and nouns of Latin
origin, as in auditory, preparatory, etc.

oryalt, n. A Middle English form of oriel.

orycterope (o-rik'te-rop), n. An animal of the
genus Orycteropus ; an aardvark. See cut un-
der aardvark.
Orycteropidae (o-rik-te-rop'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Orycteropus + -idee.] Savae as Orycteropodida.

Orycteropodidse (or-ik-ter-o-pod'i-de), n. pi.

[NL.,< Orycteropus (-pod-) +'-idce.'] Afamily of
edentate mammals of the order Bruta or Mden^
tata and the svLborAeT Fodientia, represented by
the single Ethiopian genus Orycteropus; the
aardvarks, ground-hoes, or ground-pigs. The
body is stout, the tail stout and moderately long, and the
head long with conic tapering snout and high ears. There
are 8 or 10 teeth in the upper jaw and 8 in the lower, all

aHke of a peculiarly composite character ; the fore feet are
four-toed, having no hallux ; and the hind feet are five-

toed and plantigrade. The animals are confined to Africa,
and characteristic of the Ethiopian region. They feed on
insects, especially termites or white ants, and their flesh
is edible, though highly seasoned with formic acid.

orycteropodoid (o-rik-te-rop'6-doid), a. [< NL.
Orycteropus + Gr. elSog,'toToa: see -oid.] Per-
taining to or resembling the genus Orycteropus.
Sir B. Owen.
Orycteropus (or-ik-ter'o-pus), n. [NL., < Gr.
bpvKTr/p, a digger, -I- jrovg (ttoS-) = B. foot.] The
onlygenus of Orycteropodidce. There are two spe-
cies, O. capensis, the common or Cape aardvark, widely
distributed in southern Africa, and 0. cethiopicus, found
in Nubia and adjacent regions. Va.Q latter is quite hairy,
in comparison with the nakedness of the former. Each
animal measures about 5 feet in total length. See cut
under aardvark.

Oryctes (o-rik'tez), n. [NL. (Illiger, 1798), < Gr.
bpiiKTr/g, a digger, (.bphaaeiv, dig.] A large and
wide-spread genus of scarabseoid beetles, of
large size, with prominent horns in both sexes.
0. nasleamis is a common European species, found in tan-
ners' refuse used about hotbeds in Germany. None are
North American.

Oryctics (o-rik'tiks), n. [< Gr. bpvKTiK6g, of dig-

ging, < bpvKTdg, dug out, < bpiiicrtig, a digger: see
Oryctes.] Same as oryctology.

He added that his friend is about to sell his books and
buy a spade, with a view to graduating with honours in
Oryctics, which he expects will soon supersede all the pres-

ent studies. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLIII. 67.

oryctognostict (o-rik-tog-nos'tik), a. [< oryc-

tognosy, after gnostic] Relating or pertaining
to the science of oryetognosy.

oryctognosticallyt (o-rik-tog-nos'ti-kal-i), adv.
According to oryetognosy.

oryctognosyt (or-ik-tog'no-si), n. [= P. oryc-

tognosie, < Gr. opvicric, dug, dug out, fossil (see

oryctics), + yvaatg, Imowledge.] The descrip-

tion and systematic arrangement of minerals;
mineralogy . This term was formerly used to some extent
by writers in English on geological and mineralogical top-

ics,but rarely except in translating from French orGerman,
the word being considered the equivalent of the French
oryctognosie and the German Oryktogriogie, with the corre-
sponding adjective form oryetognosHc. These words, as
well as oryktographie, were somewhat extensively used by

Oryzopsis

Continental geologists, in the early part of the nineteentli

century, with a meaning nearly equivalent to what is now
comprehended under the terms mineralogy and lithology;

and this also included more or less, according to the usage
of various authors, of economical and mining or " applied "

geology. The terms corresponding to oryctography and
oryetognosy have been dropped from the Continental lan-

guages for fully fifty years, and the use of the words in Eng-
lish became correspondingly rare. Also oryctography.

oryctographict (o-rik-to-graf'ik), a. [< oryctog-

raph-y + -ic.] Of or belonging to oryctography
oryctographicalt (o-rik-to-graf'i-kal), a. [<
oryctographic + -al.] Same as oryctographic.

oryctographyt (or-ik-tog'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. bpvx-

tSi, fossil, + -ypa^ia, < ypa^uv, write.] Same
as oryetognosy.

oryctologicalt (o-rik-to-loj'i-kal), a. [< oryc-

tolog-y -^ -ic-al. ] Of or pertaining to oryctology.

oryctologistt (or-ik-tol'o-jlst), n. [< oryctohg-y
H- -ist.] Onewho applies himself to or is versed
in oryctology.

oryctologyt (or-ik-tol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. opvard;,

fossil, + -h)yia, < Myeiv, speak: see -ology.]

The science of all that is dug up, whether or-

ganic or inorganic: formerly specifically ap-

plied to that part of geology which treats of

fossils (paleontology).

oryctozoologicalf (o-rik-to-zo-o-loj'i-kal), a.

[< oryctozoolog-y + '4c-al.]' Same as pafeonto-

oryctozoology (o-rik^to-zo-ol'o-ji), n. [< Gr.

bpvKTdg, fossil, -I- E. zoology.] Same as paleon-
tology.

oryellet, n. An obsolete corrupt form of alder.

OryginsB (or-i-ji'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Oryx ( Oryg-)

-t- -ince.] A subfamily of antelopes, of which
the genus Oryx is the type. Besides this genus, the
group includes Addax and .^goceros (of H. Smith and of
Turner, or Hippotragus of Sundevall). It is also called
Hippotragirue.

orygine (or'i-jin), a. Of or pertaining to the
Oryginee.

oryx (or'iks), n. [NL., < L. oryx, < Gr. ipv^
(bpvy-), a gazel or antelope, so called from its

pointed horns, < bpv?, fipvy^, a pickax, < bpiaastv,

dig.] 1. An old name of some North African
antelope, verylikelythe algazel: now definitely

applied to several species of the genus Oryx.—
2. leap.] A genus of orygine antelopes with
long horns in both sexes, without suborbital or
inguinal glands, and of large size, with thick
neck, high withers, and bushy tail. The horns
are sometimes three feet long, perfecuy straight or gently
curved, annulated for some distance from the base, then
smooth and tapering to a sharp point. The beisa ante-
lope, 0. beisa, is one of the best-known, supposed by some
to have furnished the original of the unicorn of the an-
cients, the long horns seen in profile appearing as one. It
inhabits North Africa, where is also found 0. Uucoryx,
the algazel. The South African representative is 0. ca-
pensis or O. gazella, the well-known gemabok of the Dutch
colonists. See cut under gemabok.

3. In ornith.: (a) The red and black cardinal
of the Cape of Good Hope, a kind of weaver-
bird, JSmteriza orix of Linneeus, now Ploceus
(Pyromelana) oryx. Hence— (6) [cap.] A ge-
nus of weaver-birds. Lesson, 1831.— 4. [cop.]
In entom., a genus of coleopterous insects of
the family Scarabmdce. Gu^rin.
Oryza (o-ri'za), n. [NL. (Toumefort, 1700), <

Gr. 5/njfffi, bpv^av, rice.] A genus of grain-bear-
ing grasses including the cultivated rice, type
of the tribe Orygea, known by the perfect flow-
ers, six stamens, and four glumes, the upper
keeled and flattened. There are about 20 closely al-

lied species, natives of eastern India, in watery places.
They bear long flat leaves and a narrow terminal panicle
of one-flowered spikelets, followed by the oblong nutri-
tious grain. See rice, and mounJiain^TUie, 1.

Oryzeae (6-ri'ze-e), n. pi. [NL. (Kunth, 1835),
< Oryza 4- -ece.'] A tribe of grasses of the or-

der Graminew, characterized by the two glumes,
or four with the lower two minute, and the
rachis not jointed to the inflorescence. It in-

cludes 8 genera, of which Oryza is the type.
oryzivorous (or-i-ziv'o-rus), a. [< Gr. bpvCa,

rice, -I- L. vorare, devour.] Peedingupon rice.

Oryzomys (o-n'zo-mis), n. [NL., < Gr. opv^a,

rice, -t- /ivc, a mouse.] An Aiierican genus of
sigmodont murine rodents. There is but one spe-
cies, 0. palustris, the well-known rice-field mouse of the
southern United States, resembling a small house-rat. It
is of somewhat aquatic habits, and does much damage in
the rice-fields, where it abounds. S. F. Baird, 1857.

Oryzopsis (or-i-zop'sis), n. [NL. (Michaux,
1803), < Gr. opufo, rice, + 6<pig, appearance.]
A genus of grasses of the subtribe Stipece and
the tribe Agrostidecs, known by the rigid obo-
void fruit-bearing glume ; the mountain-rice.
There are about 16 species, natives of temperate and sul>
tropical America. They are turf-grasses, sometimes tall,

with rigid flat or roundish leaves, and a loose terminal
panicle of rather large greenish one-flowered spikelets.
See bwnch-grass, and raouniain^rice, 2.



OrTzoryctes

Oryzoryctes (o-n-zo-rik'tez), ». [XL. (J. E.
Gray, 1870), < Gr. opv^a, rice, + bpiicrjig, a dig-
ger: see Oryctes.'] A genus of small mole-like
inseetivorous mammals of Madagascar, some-
times giving name to a subfamUy Oryzoryetinw
of Cen tetida, more properly rangedwith Geogale
in a subfamily Geogalinm of Potainogalida : so
named from burrowing in rice-fields. There
are 2 species, 0. hova and 0. tetradactylus. Also
written, incorrectly, Ori::oricies and Oryzorictes.

Oryzoryctinae (o-ii'zo-rit-ti'ne), n. p?. [NL.,
< Oryzoryctes +'-ineB.'] A subfamily of small
insectivorous mammals of Madagascar, framed
for the reception of the genera Mierogale and
Oryzoryctes.

osi (os), ».; pi. ossa (os'a). [L. os {oss-), some-
times ossum, ossu, pi. ossa, ^o ossua, a bone

;

cf . Gr. bcreov, a bone.] Bone ; a bone Os bnlls.
Same as huBa, 5. Also called lyttipanie buBa.— Os calds,
the bone of the heel ; same as calcaneum orfibuiare.—Os
capitatom. Same as maffnuitif 3.— Os centrale, a bone
of the carpns, interposed between the bones of the proxi-
mal and distal lows, in reptiles and amphibia, and some
mammals.— Os CloaJBS,the bone of the cloaca; an azy-
goas median bone in remtion with the cloaca and ischio-
pabic symphysis of various lower vertebrates, as among
Sauria and JSatraclua.—Os cordis, the bone of the heart,
an ossification in the septum of the heart of some ani-
mals, as the ox.—Os coronsa, in teU surg., the coronary
bone, small pastern, or middle phalanx of a horse's foot.
See cat under hoqf.—Os COZSB, the hip-bone or haunch-
bone; l^e innominate bone. See irmaminalumj 1.— Os
faldforme, the falciform carpal vesicle of Talpinm; the
falcate accessory bone of the wrist of moles.—Os fiUTCa-
torium. Same asyuneotorium.—Os liamatnm, tiie un-
ciform bone.—Os humeri, the hnmems.—Os hyoldes,
or OS hyoideum, the TT-shaped bone or tongue-bone.

—

Os In€S, a name given by Tschudi to the anomalous hu-
man interparietal bone.—Os Inclsivum, the premaxilla.
— 08 innomlnatam. Same as tniunninatum, 1.—Os
lacarTmale. Same as laerymai, 1.—Os UngOS, OS Iln-
CTale, the hyoid bone.—Os lunare. Same as tunare.—
OS magnum. Same as vuiffnum, 3.—Os marsupiale,
in marsupial animals, a prepabic bone developed in the
abdominal mnscles in relation with the pouch and its

contents.—Os mastoidenm, the mastoid.^Os mlia-
1>ile, the penis-bone.—Os oaontoldenm^ the odontoid
bone of many reptiles—a bone which when an^losed
with the second cervical vertebra, as is usual in higher
vertebrate becomes the odontoid process of the axis.

—Os orbiculare, a minute ossification at the tip of the
long process of the incus—Os pedicellatom. Same
as 08 quadratum.—Os pedis, in veL surg., the coffin-

bone or distal phalanx of a horse's toot See cut under
hoqf.—Os penis, the penial bone, an ossification of the
fibrous septum of the penis of many animals, as the
dog.—Os planum, the smooth surface of the ethmoid
bone, fomung part of the inner wall of the orbit; the
ort)ital plate of the ethmoid bone.—Os priapi, the os
penis.— Os pubis. Same as pubis.—Oa quadratum.
the suspensorium of the lower jaw in birds. Also called
hypotymparac—Ossa. suprastemalla, two small ossi-

fications sometimes found above the manubrium of the
breast-bone; the epistemal bones.— Ossa snturarum,
bones of iiie (cranial) sutures : another name for Wormi-
an bones.—Ossa Wormiana, Wormian bones; irregular
bones developed, sometimes in great numbers, in certain
sutures of the skull.—Os sepls, the bone of a sepia or
squid; ccttleboue; cuttle. See ealamary, sepiosL—Os
SufflaginlS, in vet surg., the large pastern or proximal
phalanx of a norse's foot See cut und^ soUdungiUaU.—
Os tarsale. same as laerynal, 1.—Os transversale,
the cross-bone or pessulns of the syrinx of a bird. Seepes-
stUux.—Ob transversum, a peculiar bone of the skull of

certain reptnes. See cutunder 0pA>(fia.—0stril>a8ilare,
the united occipital and sphenoid bones. Virchow.—Os
tliciuetram, a three-comered bone; a Wormian bone.

—

Os unguis, the naQ-like bone ; the human laerymai bone.

OS^ (os), n. ;
pi. ora (6'ia). [L. os (or-), mouth:

see oral.'i A mouth; a passage orentrance into

any place: an anatomical term; specifically,

the mouth of the womb Angnlus oris. See an-
^us.—Os tinose, in artoL, same as as uteri.—Os uteri,
the orifice of the uterus.—Os uteii ertemum, the
lower end of the cervical canal ; the os tincse. Also sim-
ply OS uteri.— Os Uteii internum, the upper end of the
cervical canaL

OS^ (os), n. [Sw. ds, pi. Asar.'] In geol., a Swed-
ish term for certain elongated ridges of detrital

material, generally considered to be of glacial

origin, or in some not yet clearly explainedway
connected with the former presence of ice in

the region where they occur. Some of these ridges

in Sweden are over a hundred miles in length, and so reg-

ular in form that they are not infrequently used as roads,

lu Scotland they are called kamei, in Ireland eskars. See
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to the Latin and ITmbrian, spoken in Samni-
um, Campania, etc. It had not entirely disap-
peared as a spoken tongue in the time of the
earlier emperors.
H. a. Of or pertaining to the Osoans or

their language: as, the Oscan cities; the Oscan
language; an Oscan inscription.

OSCheal (os'ke-al), a. [< Gr. oaxv, the scrotum,
+ -a?.] Pertaining to the scrotum.

OSCheitis (os-kf-i'tis), ». [XL., < Gr. aoxv, the
scrotum, + -itis.'] In pathol., inflammation of
the scrotum.
oscheocele (os'kf-o-sel), n. [< Gr. oaxeov, otrxv,

the scrotum, + k^^j?, tumor.] A tumor of the
scrotum; a serotsil hernia.
OSCheoplasty (os'kf-o-plas-ti), n. [< Gr. ocx^ov,
the scrotum, + ir/xarriif, verbal adj. of KUaaea;
form.] Plastic surgery of the scrotum.
OSCillancy (os'i-lan-si), ». [< L. oscillan{t-)s,

ppr. of oscillare, swing (see oscilJute), + -cy.^

A swinging or oscillating state or condition;
the state of swinging to and fro. Bailey, 1727.

Oscillaria (os-i-la'ri-a), )i. [XL. (Bose), < L.
oseUlum, a swing: see oscillate.^ A genus of
confervoid algse, typical of the order Oscillari-
ace(E. They grow in dense shmy tufts attached to other
algse or various other floating bodies, and have the fila-

ments generally embedded in structureless jeUy. They
live in stagnant water or on damp ground, a few species
even occurring in thermal or miner^ springs, and exhibit
an oscillating or wavy motion, whence the name. Also
called OKiJtotoria.

Oscillariacese (os-i-la-ri-a'sf-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< Oscillaria + -acem.'] An order of confervoid
algsB, typified by the genus Oscillaria, forming
dense felted masses of delicate blue-green
threads in running or more abundantly in stag-
nant fresh water, rarelyin salt water, and some-
times in thermal springs. The only certainly known
method of multiplication is by means of hormogones.
Also called OsdUatoriacece.

oscillate (os'i-lat), v.
;
pret. and pp. osciUated,

ppr. oscillating. [< L. osdllatus, pp. of oscillare

(> It. oscillare = Pg. oscillar = Sp. oscHar = P.
osciUer), swing, < osciUum, a swing, usuallyiden-
tified with oscUlum, a little face or mask hung
to a tree and swayingwith the wind, dim. of os,

mouth, face: seeos^.] J_ intrans. 1. To swing;
move backward and forward ; vibrate, as a pen-
dulum.
A jar of water, if you shake it, has a perfectly definite

timeinwhichit osctOote^ and that is very easily measured.
IT. K. Clifford, Lectures, 1. 201.

Hence—2. To vary or fluctuate ; waver.

His [the Nabob's] weak and unprincipled mind osciUaied
between servility and insolence. Maeavlay, Lord Chve.

His [Tyndall's] position . . . obliges him to oscHiate

between materisdism and pantheism, and to present a
stxange aspect of inconsistency.

Dawson, Nature and the Bible, p. 196.

Osculating blower, cylinder, engine. See the nouns.

— Oscillating bob. Same as aalance-bob.— Oscillating
machine. Same as cradle printing-machine (which see,

under cradle).— Oscillating piston. See piion.=Syii.
2. Vacillate, Water, etc See jlMctuate.

TT trails. To cause to swing or move back-
ward and forward; cause to vibrate or swing
to and fro.

The cam, which oscillates the valve, has two Y-shaped
Elect Rev. (Amer.X TTTT 3.

Os. In cliem., the symbol toT osmium.

O. S. An abbreviation (a) of old style; (&) of

Old Saxon ; (0) of old series.

Osage OTange. See Maclura.

osaimat, interj. and n.' An obsolete form of

hosanna.
osaimet, interj. and n. A Middle English form
of hosanna.

Osborne beds or series. See serifs.

Oscan (os'kan), »i. and a. [< L. Osci, pi. of Oscus

(adj. Oscus), OL. Opscus, Obscus, whence also L.

Opifus, Oscan: see defs.] I. n. 1. One of an

Italic race occupying a great part of southern

Italy in ancient times.— 3. 4 language, akin
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oscillation (os-i-la'shon), ». [= r. oscillation

= Sp' oscilaeion = Pg. oseilla^ao = It. oseUla-

zione, < L. oscillatio(ji-), a swinging, < oscillare,

swing: see oscillate.^ 1. Theact of oscillating;

a kind of vibration in which a bodyof sensible

size swings backward and forward, not by vir-

tue of its own elasticity merely; a swinging
like that of a pendulum.

If we give to a pendulum at rest a slight impulse, or a
strong impulse, the oscillations will be respectively small

or large ; but for tJie same pendulum the duration of each
oscillation will be always the same. Masema, Sound, p. 2.

2. Variationorfluctuation, in general; waver-
ing.

In this human world there is a wide margin for oscula-

tion. Theodore Parker, Ten Sermons, Justice and her
[Conscience.

3. Same as vibration in the technical acoustical

sense. [Rare.]—4. In ))!«stc, same as 6eaiij 7

(a), or beating, 5. [Rare.]—Amplitude ofa simple
osdUation. SeeampKtude.—Angular oscillation, gy-

ration.—Axis ofosculation ofa pendulum. Seeoxigi.
— Center of oscillation. See cenferi.-Forced oscil-

lations, oscillations imparted to a body by an intermit-

tent oroscillatory force, and having a different period from
those the body might have without such a force. Thus,

a pendulum of given construction, at a place where grav-

ity has a given intensity, will oscillate in a certain time, if

left to itselt But by imparting an oscillatory motion
to its support, it may be forced to perform oscillations of

a widely different period. = Syn. Steaying, etc. See m-
bration.

oscitate

oscillative (os'i-la-tiv), a. [< oscillate + -ire.]
Having a tendency to oscillate ; vibratory. Is.
Taylor. {Imp. Diet.)

oscillator (os'i-la-tor), n. [< XL. oscillator, <

L. oscillare. swing: see oscillate.^ 1. One who
or that which oscillates.— 2. One of the OsciI-

latoria.— 3. In mach., any oscillating machine
or part of a machine, as the oscillating shuttle
of a sewing-machine, or the mechanism by
which a power-hammer is vibrated or tilted.

—

4. A motor in which the piston oseUlates in
the cylinder over a minute range at high speed.
In combination with a dynamo it is used to obtain cur-
rents of high frequency.

Oscillatoria (os'i-la-to'ri-a), «. [NL. (Vau-
eher), < L. osciUare, osciliate : see oseillate.J
Same as Oscillaria.

Oscillatoriacese (os'i-la-to-ri-a'se-e), n.pi.
[NL., < Oscillatoria + -dcew.'] Same as Osdl-
lariacecB.

oscillatory (os'i-la-to-ri), a. [=P. oscillatoire
= Sp. oscilatorio = Pg. oscillatorio ; as oscillate
+ -ory.'\ Moving backward and forward like a
pendulum ; swinging ; oscillating : as, an oscil-
latory movement.
The great tidal-wave, which travels around the earth,

is an osciUatory wave, and not a wave of translation.
Stucley, Physiography, p. ISOi

Oscillatonr combination, m'fi»n«nil., the formation of
an apparent crystalline surface by the combination of two
different planes occurring alternately in successive nar-
row lines.

OScine (os'in), a. and n. [Short for oscinine.1

I. a. Of or pertaining to the Oseines.- applied to
those Passeres which are acromyodian and to
their type of structure: as, an oscine bird; an
oseine syrinx. Also osdnine, oseinian.

H. K. An oscine bird; a member of the Osc»-
nes.

Oscines (os'i-nez), n. pi. [XL., < L. oscen
(osdn-), a singing bird, esp. in auspices, a divin-
ing bird, < obs-,ob-, before, + canere, sing: see
cant^, clMnt.'^ A suborder of birds of the order
Passeres, the Passeres acromyodi, a group of
singing birds, characterized by having several
distinct pairs of intrinsic muscles of the syrinx
inserted into the ends of the upper bronchial
half-rings, constituting a complex and effective
musical apparatus. The side of the tarsus is usually
covered witb a homy plate, meeting its fellow in a sharp
ridge behind, and the primaries are nine, or ten in nnm-
ber, the first one being short or spurious. The Oscines are
regiuded as the high^ or most perfectly developed rep-
resentatives of the class of birds ; they constitute the
great majority of Passeres, the non-oscine Passeres form-
ing another suborder. As originally used by Merrem in
his classification of birds (1813X (tennesformed one of two
divisions of that author's Hywenopodes, and was divided
into Oscines cotiirostres, equivalent to the modem fringil-
line and tanagrine birds, and Oscines lenuirostres, embra-
cing a great variety of tenuirostxal, dentirostial, and cnl-
trirostaal birds, together with some, such as Todus and
Coradas, now excluded from Osdnes. See cut under
mghtingale.

oseinian (o-sin'i-an), a. [< Osdnes + -ian.^
Same as osdne. A. Newton, Encyc. Brit., XVIH.
41. .

Oscinidse (o-sin'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Osdnes +
-idte.'i AfsunilyofZH^fera, named by Fallen in
1820 from the genus Osdnis.

OSCinine (os'i-nin), a. and n. [< Oscines + -jnel.]

Same as osdne.
Oscinis (os'i-nis), ;!. [NL. (Latreille, 1804),
appar.irreg. < L. oscen (gen. osdnis), a singing
bird: see Oscines.] A genus of dipterous in-
sects, made the type of the family Osdnida, or
placed in the family Chloropidte. It is composed
of small or very small dark-colored flies, distinguished
from Chlorops by the extension of the marginal vein to the
end of the fourth longitudinal vein, and from SiphoneUa
by its shorter scutellum and impressed lower face. The
larvEe are mostly leaf-miners, and the flies are usually cap-
tured in grass. ManyEuropeanandAmerican species are
described. 0. Ai^ or O.tjostotor is very destructive to grain
in Europe ; and O. bra^ictB and 0. trifoLU respectively dam-
age cabbage and clover in the TJnited Stat^

OSCitancy (os'i-tan-si), n. [< osdtan{f) + -cy.]

1 . The act of gaping or yawning.— 2. Unususi
sleepiness ; drowsiness ; dullness ; stupidity.

Natural oscUancy inherent in the tribe.

Smft, Tale of a Tub.

OSCitant (os'i-tant), a. [= F. osdtant, < L. os-

dtan{t-)s, ppr. of osdtare, osdtari, gape, yawn

:

see oscitate.'] 1. Yawning; gaping.-— 2. Sleepy;
drowsv; dull; sluggish. Decay of Cliristian

Piety.'

OSCitantly (os'i-tant-li), adr. In an oscitant
manner; yawningly; drowsily.

oscitate (os'i-tat), v. i. ;
pret. and pp. osdtated,

ppr. osdtating. [<L. oseitatus, pp. of osdtare,
oscitari, open the mouth wide, gape, yawn, <

05, the mouth,+ ciere, put in motion : see dte^.]

To yawn; gape with ^eepiness. Imp. Diet.



oscitation

OSCitation (os-i-ta'shon), n. [< L. oscitatio(n-),
a gaping, < oscitare, gape : see osdtete.] The
act of yawning or gaping from sleepiness.

My treatise on osdtatUm, laughter, and ridicule.
Addisim, Tatler, No. 83.

oscnode (osk'nod), n. [< L. osc(ulari), kiss (see
osculate), + nodus, node: see node.'\ 1. Anode
of a plane curve where one of the branches has
a point of undulation. Cayley.— 2. A node of a
plane curve where the two branches have a con-
tact of a higher order. Salmon.

oscula, n. Plural of osculum.
osculant (os'ku-lant), a. and n. [< L. oscii-

te»( i-)«,ppr. of oscwWi, kiss: see osculate.^ I. a.

1. Kissing. Imp. Diet.— 3. In 6ioi., touching
or intermediate between two or more groups

;

iuoseulant; intergrading: said of genera, fam-
iliesjete.jwhich connect or link others together.—3. Adhering closely; embracing: applied to
certain creeping animals, as caterpillars.

II. TO. In ma^A., the invariant whose vanish-
ing signifies that the quantios all vanish, and
that there is a syzygetio relation between the
tangential quantios.
oscular (os'ku-lar), a. [< NL. oscularis, < oscu-
lum, q. v.] i. In math., pertaining to a higher
order of contact than the'first.— 2. Of or per-
taining to the osculum of a sponge. Sollas.—
Oscular line, a singularity of a surface, conBieUug of a
right line which lies upon the surface throughout its

whole length, and everywhere in the same tangent-plane,
this plane having a contact with the suiiace of more than
the first order in every plane section.

oscularis (os-ku-la'ria), ».; pi. oseulares (-rez).

[NL. : see oscular.'\ The orbicularis oris, or
sphincter of the lips ; the kissing-muscle. Also
called iasiator. See first cut under muscle.

OBCUlaryt (os'ku-la-ri), n. [<ML. oscularium (?),

< L. osculari, kiss : see osculate.~\ Same as oscil-

latory.

Some [brought forth] oscviaries for kissers.
Latimffr^ Sermon, an. 28 Hen. VIII.

osculate (os'ku-lat), v.; pret. and pp. osculated,

ppr. osculating. [< L. osculatus, pp. of osculari,

kiss, < osculum, a little mouth, a pretty mouth,
a Mss, dim. of os, a mouth: see oA oral, etc.]

1. trans. 1. To salute with a kiss ; kiss. Imp.
Diet.— 2. In geom., to have a higher contact
with; touch as closely as possible. Thus, a plane
or a circle is said to oscvZate a curve when it has three
coincident points in common with the curve— that is, it

occupies such a position (and in the case of the circle has
such a size) that az it is brought up into this position
three points of intersection with the curve run into one.
A sphere is said to oscvZate a tortuous curve when it has
four coincident points in common with the curve. In
these cases, to osffutatR means to have the greatest number
of coincident and successive points common to a fixed lo-

cus which is compatible with the general character of the
locus which osculates; and some geometers restrict the
word to this meaning. This meaning is also extended to
time : thus, the oscviating elements of a planet are those
elliptic elements which would satisfy three exact obser-
vations made at times infinitely little removed from a
given epoch. But osffulate is also used loosely to mean
merely that the loci in question have three or more coin-
cident points in common. A tangent-line or -plane is never
said to OBCutate a curve or surface unless it has more than
ordinary contact with it.

II. intrans. 1. To kiss one another; kiss.

Imp. Diet.— 2. In geom., to have, as two loci,

three or more coincident and successive points
in common. Seel., 2.— 3. In too*. /jisf., to share
the characters of another group. jfforTO.—Oscu-
lating circle. See cirrfe.— Osculating elements of
a planet, at any instant, the elliptic elements which best
satisfy its motion at times infinitely near to that instant.

— Osculating lieUx of a non-plane curve. See helix.

— Osculating plane, the plane parsing through, and de-
termined by, three consecutive points of any curve in

space.— Osculating plane of a non-plane curve, the
plane which osculates the curve, and within which at least

three consecutive points of the curve he.

osculation (os-ku-la'shgn), n. [= F. osculation

= 8p. osculacion = Pg! osculaqSo = It. oscula-

sione, < L. osculatio{n-), a kissing, in med. use
a mutual contact of blood-vessels, < osculari,

kiss: aee osculate.'] 1. A kiss.

As for the oscvlatvms which took place between Mrs.
Pendennis and her new-found young friend, Miss Char-
lotte Baynes, they were perfectly ridiculous.

Thackeray, Philip, xvii.

2. In geom., the contact between a curve and
another which osculates it. See osculate.—
Point of osculation, (a) The point where the osculation

takes place, and where the two curves have the same cur-

vature. (6) A point of undulation where a right line has
four or more coincident points in common with a cmve.

OSCUlatorium (os"ku-la-t6'ri-uin), TO.
;
pi. oscu-

latoria (-a). [ML.,<; L'. osculari, kiss: see oscil-

late."] An osculatory or pax.

OSCUlatory (os'ka-la-to-ri), a. and TO. [< ML.
*osculatoriiis, neut. osculatorium, in eecl. use

(see n.), < L. osculari, kiss : see osculate.] I, a.

1. Of or pertaining to kissing; kissing.
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That kissing nonsense begins between the two ladies.

... To this osetdatory party enters . . . Philip Firmin.
Thackeray, Philip, xvi.

2. In geom., osculating. See osculate, v. t., 2.

II. TO.
;
pi. osculatories (-riz). In the Rom.

Cath. Ch., a small tablet in former times kissed
by priest and congregation in the mass : same
a,s pax.
osculatrix (os'ku-la.-triks), n. [NL., fem. of

*osculator, a kisser, < osculari, Mss: see oscu-

late.] The envelop of the osculating planes of

a non-plane curve.

oscule (os'kul), n. [< L. osculum, a little mouth,
dim. of OS, mouth: see os^.]. 1. A small bilabi-

ate aperture.— 2. In zool., same as osculum.

OSCUliferous (os-ku-lif'e-rus), o. [< L. osculum,

a little mouth, + 'ferre'='E. bear^.] 1. Bear-
ing oscula, stomata, mouths, or some similar

openings.— 2. Provided with an osoiile, as a
partof a sponge: distinguished frompon/ero«s.
osculum (os'l^-lum), TO.

;
pi. oscula (-la). [L.,

a little mouth: see oscule.] 1. In sponges, a
mouth or principal exhalent aperture ; one of
the orifices by which water is expelled. See
cuts under Porifera and Spongilla.— 2. One of

the suckers, bothria, or fossettes on the head
of a tapeworm, by means of which the animal
attaches itself to its host.— 3. A pax: appa-
rently an erroneous abbreviation for osculato-

rium.—False osculum, in sponges, a secondary or deriv-
ative osculum, specifically called a pseudostome.

-ose. See -ous.

osedt, TO. A corrupt Middle English contraction
of worsted.

OSelt, TO. A Middle English form of ouzel.

osella (6-sel'a), n.
;
pi. oselle (-e). [It. osella,

said to be < uceello, a bird, because the medal
(osella) was used
as a substitute
for a present of
birds which it had
been customary
for the doge to
make.] A medal
struck annuallyby
the doges of Ven-
ice, from 1521 till

the end of the re-

public, for presen-
tation to various
persons in the re-

public. It was gen-
erally made in silver

(occasionally in gold),

and bore a variety of
types as well as the
name of the doge and
the year of his reign.

—Osella muranesa,
a glass disk, cup, or
other object inclosing
one of the medals in
the substance of the
glass: a present fre-

quently made to per-
sons visiting Mui-ano
or Venice.

Osiandrian (6-si-

an'dri-an), to. [<
Osiander{Bee def.)
+ .4an.] A fol-

lower of Andreas Osiander, a Lutheran theolo-

gian (1498 -1552), who held that justification by
faith involved the imparting to the believer of

the essential righteousness of Christ.

osier (o'zher), TO. and a. [Formerly also ozier,

< ME. *osier, osyer, osyere, osyger, osere, < OP.
osier, ozier, ousieT, m., osiere, oziere, osere, f., P.
osier, m., dial, osi&re, ousi^re, f ., also oisis= Bret.

aozil, ozil, < ML. *osaria, also, after OF., oseria,

oserius, ozilium, osier, pi. osarice, OMsarice, osier-

beds, perhaps < Gr. olaoQ or oiffcSf, also olavov,

olava, a kind of osier; akin to Irla, withy, = E.
witlie, withy.] I. to. One of various species of

willow (SaUx) whose toughflexible branches are
employed for wickerwork, withes, etc. The white
or common basket-osier of Europe (adventive in America)
is Salix vimiTudis, also called velvet osier. Other important
kinds are the (Norfolk) brown osier, S. triandra; varie-

ties of the rose or purple willow, S. purpurea, sometimes
called red or green osier;,and the golden osier (S. olftn, var.

vitellina), with -bright-yellow branches. The American
black willow, S. nigra, is also available as an osier-tree, and
many other willows are more or less so used. The grow-
ing of osiers and their use in manufactures is in Europe a
considerable industry.

An osier growing by a brook. Shak., Pass. Pilgrim, vi.

The staff of a man's broken fortune hows his head to the
ground, and sinks like an osier under the violence of a
mighty tempest. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 763.

Red osier, in England, Saiix purpurea; in the United
States, a species of dogwood, Comus stolonyfera, sending
up osier-like annual shoots.

Osmanli

II, a. Made or consisting of willow or other
shoots or twigs.

osier-ait (o'zhfer-at), n. A small island for grow-
ing osiers.

osier-bed (6'zher-bed), to. Same as osier-holt.

osiered (6'zh6rd), a. [< osier + -edK] 1. Cov-
ered or adorned with osiers. Collins.— 2. Cov-
ered with woven or plaited work of osier.

Oarlands of every green, and every scent,

From vales deflower'd, or forest-trees branch-rent.

In baskets of bright osier'd gold were brought.
Eeale, Lamia, ii.

osier-holt (6'zh6r-h61t), TO. A place where wU-
lows for basketwork are cultivated. Also osier-

bed.

osier-peeler (6'zh6r-pe"16r), n. A machine, con-

sisting usually of a pair of rollers, plain, ser-

rated, elastic, or reciprocating, for stripping

the bark from the willow wands used in basket-

making.
osiery (6'zh6r-i), to.; pi. osieries (-iz). [< OP.
oserie, ozeriee, ouserie (also oseray, oserey, ozeray,

P. oseraie), an osiery, < osier, osier: see osier.]

A place where osiers are grown.

Osirian (o-si'ri-an), a. [< Osiris (see def.) +
-an.] Of or pertaining to Osiris. .Also Osiride

and Osiridean.

Osiride (o-si'rid), a. [< Osiris + -ide^.] Same
as Osirian Osbide (or Osiridean) column, m anc.

Egypt, arch., a type of column in which a standing figure

Reverse.

Osella. (Size of the original.)

Osiride Columns in the Rameseum or Memnonium, Thebes, Egypt

of Osiris is placed before a square pier. It differs from the
classical caryatid in that the pier, and not the figure, sup-

ports the entablature.

Osiridean (6-si-rid'e-an), a. [< Osiride + -an.]

Same as Osirian.

Osirify (o-si'ri-fi), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. Osirified,

ppr. Osirifying. [< Osiris + -fy.] To deify or

identify with Osiris.

Osiris (o-si'ris), TO. [L. Osiris, < Gr. "Ompjf, <

Egypt. Hesiri.] 1. A principal Egyptian god,

personifying the power of good
and the sunlight, united in his-

tory and in worship in a sacred
triad with Isis as his wife and
Horus as their child. He is son of
Seb and Nut, or Heaven and Earth. His
antagonist is Set, the deity of evil or dark-
ness, by whom he is slain; but he is

avenged by Horus, and reigns in the low-
er world. With him was formally identi-
fied every departed soul in its nether
abode, to be protected by him in the
necessary conflict with the genius of evil.

The worship of Osiris was extended, at
about the beginning of the Christian era,
over Asia Minor, Greece, and Rome. In
art Osiris is usually represented as a
mummy, wearing the crown of Upper
Egypt, often flanked by ostrich-plumes.
The accompanying cut represents a bronze
figurine in the Metropolitan Museum of
Art, New York.

2. [NL.] In zool., a genus of hy-
menopterous insects. ^TOiife,1854.

osite (os'it), TO. [Irreg. for *ossite,

< L. OS (oss-), bone, + -ite^.] ^^,^^
Sombrero guano: so called as con-
sisting of the altered bones of turtles and other
marine vertebrates as well as of the shells of

the lower animals. Leidy.

oslantt, prep. phr. as ado. An obsolete form of

aslant.

Osmanli (os-man'li), a. and to. [Turk. 'Osmanli,
< 'Osman, Ar. 'Othman (> E. Othman, Ottoman^),
Osman, or Othman (reigned 1288-1326), who
founded the empire of the Turks in Asia.] I,

a. Relating to the empire of Turkey.
II. TO. (o) A member of the reigning dynasty

of Turkey. (6) A Turk subject to the Sultan
of Turkey. See Ottoman^. [Provincials who are not
of Turkish blood sometimes designate officers of the Turk*
ish government as Osmanlis.}



OsmanthTis

OsmanthllS (os-man'thns), n. [NL. (Lonreiro,
1790), < Gr. ba/i^, odor, + apflof, flower.] A genns
of shrubs and trees of the gamopetalons order
Oleacew and the tribe Oleinece, known by the
imbricated corolla-lobes,and thick, hard,woody
endocarp. There are about 8 species, nadves of Xortli
America, eastern Asia, and the Pacific. They brar oppo-
site eTec^reen undivided leaves, and small flowers in axil-
lary clusters, followed by woody or stony roundish drupes.
The highly fragrant flowers of O. fragrant, an evergreen
shrub of China and Japan, afford a perfumers' oil, and are
used by the Chinese to scent tea. O. ./lni«rii»nw^ of the
southeastern United States, is called denl-wood.

osmate (os'mat), n. [< osm{ie) + -afci.] In
chem., a salt of osmio acid.
osmaterinm, n. See osmeterium.
OSmazomet (os'ma-z5m), ». [Irreg. < Gr. as-//?,

odor (see osmiuiitj, + Quud^, broth, sonp, prob. <
C.eiv, boil.] That part of the aqueous exhact of
meat which is soluble in alcohol and contains
the flavoring principle.

Osmeroides (os-me-roi'dez), n. [Nil., < Osme-
rus, the smelt, + &r. tlSog, form.] A genus of
fossil fishes occurring in the chalk, and resem-
bling the smelt, orrather the pearlside.

Osmeteriuia (os-mf-te'ri-nm), 71. ; pi. osmeteria
(-a). [Nil., also osmaterium; irreg. < Gr. ooji^,

odfor, + -TTiptav, a formative sufSx.] In entoJn.,

any oi^n devoted to the production of a scent
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ment for measuring the aeuteness of the sense
of smell.

osmometric (os-mo-met'rik), a. [As osmometer
+ -ic.'] Of or pertaining to osmometry.
osmometry (os-mom'et-ri), n. [As osmometer +
-J.] 1. The act or process of measuring os-
motic force bymeans of an osmometer.—2. The
measuring of the intensity of odors.— 3. The
measuring of the aeuteness of the sense of
smell.

osmonosology (os'mo-no-sol'o-ji), ». [< Gr.
ba/ii/, smell, + vmrof, &ease, 4- -h>yia, < 7Jyav,
speskk: see -ology.'] The science of, or a trea-
tise on, the diseases of the sense of smell.

osmonosns (os-mon'o-sns), n. [NL., < Gr.
oa/i^, smell, + vdoof, disease.] Disorder of the
sense of smell.

Osmorrlli2!a(os-mo-ri'za),n. [NL.(Eafinesque,
1821), < Gr. o(7/j^, odor, '4- ^tfo, root.] A genus
of perennial herbs of the order VnibeJUferw, the
tribe AmminecB, and the subtribe Scandicinece,
known by the numerous obscure oil-tubes and
prominently ridged fruit. There are 6 species, of
Iforth America, the Andes, Himalayas, and northeastern

OsMtunda rtgaiis. Part
of a frond with upper piims
changed into a panicle of spo-

(Much reduced.)

Mead and Thoracic Segments ofLarva tAPapUio cresphemtes, show,
log osmeteria. 0, fiontview; A, sde view. (Natnral size.)

or odor; specifically, a forked process found
on the first segment behind the head of certain
butterfly-larvsB. Scent-vesicles can be protruded from
the ends of the forlE, emitting a disgusting odor, which is

supposed to repel ic^eumon-flies and other enemies.

Osmia (os'mi-a),n. [Nli.,< (t) Gr. ooju^, odor: see
osmi K»i.] Agenus of mason-bees of the family
.4p><toandthe subfamilyI>as^9a.stnn<B, founded
by Panzer in 1806. Their habits arevery diverse, but
theymainlyagree in formiog the partitions of their cells of
mud, a point which distinguishes them from the carpen-
ter-bees and npholsterer-bees (Xylocopa and MegaeftUe).
They are mostly of small sise and metallic colors ; the an-
temiie are simple and similar in both sexes ; the maxillary
palpi are four-jointed ; and the abdomen is globose. They
are highly organized insects of remarkable instincts. The
species are numerous. O. bicoriiis is an abundant British
species known as Aomed bee. See magon-bee,

osmic (os'mik), ff. [K. osmium + -w.'\ la chem.,
pertaining to or obtained from osmium : as, os-

mic acid (H20sO^).
osmidrosis (os-nu-dro'sis), n. [NIi.,< Gr. ia/i^,

smell, odor, + Idpaaif, sweat, perspiration: see
hidrosis.'] The secretion of strongly smelling
perspiration. Also called iromidrosis.

OSmiOOS (os'mi-us), a. [< osmium + -ous.'} Of
or belonging to osminm; specifically, noting
an oxid of osmium.
OSmiridinm (os-mi-rid'i-um), n. [Nil., < osmi-
um + iridiumJ] Same as indoamium.
osmium (os'mi-um), n. [NIi., < Gr. 6o/<^, bSpai,

smell, odor, < fiC^m, gmeU: see odor.'\ Chemi-
calsymbol, Os; atomicweight, 190.8. One of the

metals of the platina group. It does not occur
native, but has been found to constitute a part of the
native platina of all the platiniferous regions (South Amer-
ica, Califomia, Australia, Kussia), in the form of iridos-

mium, an alloy of the metals osminm and iridium. The
specific gravity of the artificially obtained metal has been
foond to be 22.477 ; hence it is the heaviest of those bod-
ies. It lus never been fused. Its crystalline form is

either that of the cube or that of a very obtuse rhombo-
hedron. The crystals are of a bluish-white color, with a
violet luster, and are harder than glass. OEmiom is not
used in the arts, except in the form of irido6mium,of
which material the tips of gold pens are made.

osmodysphoria (os'mo-dis-fo'ri-^), ». [NL., <

Gr. oo/oy, smell, odor, + Svadopla, pain hard to

be borne: see dysphoria.^ Intolerance of cer-

tain odors.

osmogene (os'mo-jen), n. [< Gr. aaft6c, im-
pulsion (see osmose), + -yev^, producing: see

-gen.^ An apparatus to carry out the process

of osmosis, (^mogenes consist substantially of cells

separated by partitions of parchment-paper, which causes

endosmotic and exosmotic action as explained under o».

mose. The differences in construction do not affect the

principle of action. See eoOoid and crytlalloid. Also

called onmitie.
,

osmometer (os-mom'e-t6r), ». [< Gr. aa/iS(,

impulsion (see osmose), + /tfr/KW, measure.] 1.

An instrument or apparatus for measuring the

velocity of the osmotic force.— 2. An instru-

Sweet Cicely (Osntorrkiza longistytis),

r, umbel ; 2, root and one of the leaves ; a, an nmbellet with the in-
Tolucie ; b, the frnit.

Asia. Theybear loose compound umbels of white flowers,

and dissected fern-like leaves. Their thick and anise-
scented roots are often edible.

osmose (os'mos), n. [< NL. osmosis, < Gr. bajiiQ,

impulsion, pushing, < isBtiv, thrust, push, im-
peL] The impulse or tendency of fluids to pass
through porous partitions and mix or become
diffused Qurougheach other; the phenomena at-

tending the passage of fluids, whether liquids

or gases, through a porous septum, it is a kind
of mffnsion (see di§vgion\ and includes endosmosis and
eaosmtisig—the former being distingnished either as the
tendency of the outer fluid to pass through Into the inner,

or as the action of that fluidwhich passeswith the greater
rapidity into the other. When two saline solutions dif-

fering in strength and composition are separated by a
porous diaphra^n or septum of bladder, parchment-paper,
or porous earthenwi^e^ they mutually pass through and
mix with each other ; but they pass widi unesqual rapidi-

taes, so that after a time the height of the liquid is not
the same on both sides. These phenomena are explained
by the unequal molecular attraction exerted between the
capillary apertures in the porons diaphragm and the dif-

ferent liquids experimented upon.

osmosis (os-mo'sis), n. [NL.: see osmose, and
cf. ettdosmosis, exosniosis.'] The diffusion of
fluids through membranes. See osmose.

osmositic (os-mo-sit'ik), a. [< osmose + -ite^

+ -ic.^ Same as osmotic. Johns Bopkins Biol.

Lab., m. 40.

osmotic (os-mot'ik), a. and n. [< osmose (-ot-) +
-ic.] I. a. Of or pertaining to or characterized

by osmose : as, osmotic force.

n. n. Same as osmogene.

osmotically (os-mot'i-kal-i), adv. By osmosis

;

diffusively.

osnumd^ (os'mund), II. [Formerly also osmond;
< ME. osmunde, < OF. (and F.) osmonde = It.

osmonda, osmunda, < ML. osmunda, also dim.
osmundula, and, as if two words, os mundi, the

water-fern, St. Christopher's herb, osmimd.]
A fern of tie genus OsmuruUi. Also called wa-
ter-fern, St. Christopher's heri, and herh-chris-

topher.

Osmund^ (os'mund), n. [Formerly also osniond;

< late ME. osmonde; origin not clear.] Abloom
of iron produced in an osmund furnace. See
furnace.

And for the moost crafty thynge how ye shall make your
hokes of stele & of oanonde, some for the dubbe and some
for the flote & the grounde.

Juliana Bemert, Treatyse of Fysshynge, fol. 2, back.

osprey
One crayer laden with otmundt, and with diners other

marchandises. HaJdi^s Voyaget, L 170.

Osmonda, a word us'd in some statutes for the Oar of
which Iron is made. E. Pluttips, 1706.

Osmunda (os-mun'da), «. pCL. (Tournefort,
1700), < ML. osmunda, osmund: see osmund^.]
A genus of handsome
ferns, widely distributed
throughout north tem-
perate regions, and typi-
cal of the order Osmun-
dacew. The frcgids are tall

and upright, growing in large
crowns from a thickened
rootstock, and are ouce or
twice pinnate. The fertile
fronds or the fertile parts
of the fronds are destitute of
chlorophyl, very much con-
tracted, and bear on the mar-
gins of the narrow rachis-Uke
divisions the naked short-
pedicelled sporangia, which
are globular, thin, and reticu-
lated, and open by a longitu-
dinal cleft into two halves.
The spores are green. Six
species are Imown, of which
three are fonnd in Korth
America, 0. regaHs being the royal fern or osmund royal,
also called bog-onion, buckhom^aJce, ditch-fern, and Idng-
fem. The root of this, when boQed, is very slimy, and is

used in stiffening linen. It is also employed as a tonic
and styptic. O. dnnamomea is the cinnamon-fern.

Osmundaces (os-mun-da'sf-e), n. pi. [Nil.

(Martins, 1835), < Osmunda '+ -aeete.'] An or-

der or suborder of ferns, typified by the genus
Osmunda. The sporangia are naked, globose, mostly
pedicelled, reticulated, wiUiont annnlns or with onlymere
tiaces of it near the apex, opening by a longitudinal silt

into two valves. It embraces 2 genera, Osimtnda with
6 species, and Todea with 4 species. Also Ostmmdinece.

osmundaceous (os-mim-da'shius), a. [< Os-
mmida + -aceoiis.2 In bot., pertaaning to or re-

sembling the genus Osmunda or the order Os-
mundacew.
Osmundiuese (os-mnn-din'e-e), ?i. pi. [NL., <
Osmunda + -in- + -ece."] Same as Osntundacew.

osnabuig (os'na-berg), n. [So called because
first manufactured at Osndburg in Germany.]
A coarse cloth made of flax and tow.
OSO-berry (o'so-ber'i), h. [< Amer. Ind. (?) oso
+ E. fierryl.] A shrub or small tree of west-
em North America, XuttaiUa cerasiformis. it has
greenish-white flowers in racemes, blooming very early,
followed by blue-black drupes with thin bitter pulp.

Osphradial (os-fra'di-al), a. [< osphradium +
-a?.] Of or pertaining to the osphradiiuu : as,

the osphradial nerve or ganglion. H. S. Lan-
Tcester, Eneyc. Brit., 'KXl. 645.

osphradium (os-fra'di-um), n.
;
pi. osphradia

(-a). [NL., < Gr. oa<jipadiov, an olmetory (medi-
cine), dim. of oa^pa, smell; cf. ba<^paivca6cu, smell,

09//^, smeU, bZtiv, smell: see osmium.'] The so-
called olfactory organ of moUusks ; a patch or
tract of specially modified epithelium of the
body-wall at the base of the ctenidium, supplied
with a special nerve, supposed to smell, ^te,
or otherwise test the water which the animal
breathes, thus functioning as a special sense-
organ.

ospliresiologic (os-fre'si-o-loj'ik), a. [< os-

phresiolog-y + -ic.'] Of or pertaining to osphre-
siology. Amer. Jour. Psychol., I. 500.

OSphresiology (os-fre-si-ol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. oa-

fptiaig, a smelling, smell (< oa<ppaivea6ai, smell:
see osphradium), + -'/xiyia, < /.iyeiv, speak: see
-ology.'] The science or study of the sense of
smell ; also, a treatise on smelling and odors.

Osphromenidee (os-fro-men'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Osphromenus+ -idw.] A family of anabantoid
acanthopterygian fishes, typified by the genus
Osphromenus, having the mouth contracted and
no palatine teeth. These flshes are related to the
climbing perches^ AndbantidcB, and like them have laby-
rinthiform pharyngeals constituting abranchial apparatus
which enables them to breathe airfor a time. The second
pair of superior pharyngeal bones are present, and the
fourth are greatly elongated. In the older systems and
that of Bonaparte the family corresponded to the Cnvier-
ian " fishes with labyrinthiform pharyngeals.** It includes
Hie goiamy and related fresh-water fishes of India.

Osphromenus (os-from'e-nus), n. [NL., < Gr.
ixs^popmoi, ppr. of ba6paivEc6cu, smell: see os-

phradium.] A genus of labyrinthine acanthop-
terygian fishes, typical of the family Osphro-
menidw. It contains the goramy, 0. olfax or 0.

goramy.
OSphyomyelitis (os'fl-o-mi-e-li'tis), n. [Nil.,

< Gr. ofT^uf, the loin, + Nli. myeliUs.] In pa-
thol., lumbar myelitis.

osprayt, ». An obsolete form of osprey.

osprey (os'pra), n. [Formerly also ospray ; also

ospring, osspringer (appar. simulating spring)
;

< late ME. ospray for *osfray,<. OF. *o^aie, or-



osprey

fraie (> E. orfray, q. v.), < L. ossifragus, osprey,
lit. 'bone-breaker': see ossifrage.'] A diurnal
bird of prey of the family FalconicUe and the
genus Pandioti ; a fish-hawk. There is probably
but one species, Pandiim Jialiaetus, of alniost world-wide
distribution, running into several geographical races or
varieties which have been specifically named. It is a

Osprey (Pandten halialtits).

large hawk, nearly or ouite 2 feet long, and li feet in ex-
tent of wings, of a dam Vandyke brown above, the fea-
thers more or less laced with white, the head, neck, and
under parts white, with blackish streaks on the crown,
a blackish postocular stripe on the nape, and the breast
more or less covered with dusky spots. The coloration
varies much in the relative amounts of light and dark'
colors, and the young are darker than the old birds. The
feet are very large and roughly granulated, and the talons
are all of great size ; the outer toe is versatile. The osprey
builds a bulky nest in a tree, on a rock, or on the ground,
and the nests sometimes acquire enormous dimensions
from yearly repairs and additions. The eggs, two or three
in number, average about 2.5 by 1.75 inches in size, and are
usually heavily marked with various shades of browns and
reds. The flsh-hawk, as its name implies, feeds on fish,

which it catches by plunging from on the wing. Also
called JUthing-Jiawk, Jishing-eagle.

1 will provide thee of a princely osprey.
Pede, Battle of Alcazar, ii. 3.

But (oh Jove !) your actions.
Soon as they move, as ospreys do the fish.

Subdue before they touch.
Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, i. 1.

OSpringlf, n. An obsolete form of offspring.

ospring^t, n. An obsolete form of osprey.

osst (os), V. t. [Also dial, osny; < ME. ossen,

show; origin uncertain. Cf. oss, m.] To show;
prophesy; presage. Eager Edgeworth.
Quat and has thou ossed to Alexander this ayndain [an-

gry] wirdes.
King Alexander, p. 79 (quoted in AUit. Poems, ed. Morris,

[Gloss.).

He 098ed hym by vnnynges that thay vnder-nomen.
That he watz flawen fro the face of frelych drygtjrn.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), iii. 213.

osst (os), n. [Appar. < o««, v., and not cqp-
nected with Grr. baaa, a voice, report, rumor,
an ominous voice or sound, akin to '.oTp, voice,

L. vox, voice: see voice.'] A word uttered un-
awares, and having the character of a presage;
an omen ; a prophecy.

Oeses be words cast forth at unawares, presaging some-
what.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, Explanation of the Words of Art.

Behold (quoth hee) your fellow citizens and countrey-
men, who shall endure (but the gods in heaven forfend the
ogse) the same hard distresse together with you, unlesse
some better fortune shine upon us.

Holland, tr. of Ammianus Marcelllnus (1609). (Nares.)

ossa, n. Plural of os''-.

ossan (os'an), n.jpl. The stockings of the Scot-

tish Higlilanders, made ol fine white wool.

PlancM.
ossarium (o-sa'ri-um), ».; pi. ossaria (-a). [LL.:

see ossuary.'] An urn or other receptacle for

the bones or ashes of the dead ; an ossuary.

ossature (os'a-tur), n. [< P. ossature, a skele-

ton, < L. os (.OSS-), bone.] In arch., the frame-
work or skeleton of a building or part of a build-

ing, as the ribs of a groined vault, the timber
or metal frame of a roof, or the iron frame sup-

porting a stained-glass window.
The [Eiffel] tower is to reach ... a total height of 300

metres. ... Its main ossature consists of sixteen vertical

girders, which are drawn into groups of four at the base.

Art Jour., No. 63, Supp., p. iv.

ossean (os'e-an), a. and n. [< L. osseus, bony
(see osseousf, + -an.] I. a. Bony or osseous,

as a fish; teleost.

II. n. A bony or osseous fish ; a teleost.

Ossei (os'e-i), n.pl. [NL., pi. of L. osseus, bony

:

see osseous.] Osseous fishes. See Teleostei.

ossein, osseine (os'e-in), n. [< L. os (oss-),

bone, -I- -in^, -ine^.] The organic basis of bone

;

bone from which the earthy salts have been
removed by macerating in acid. Also osteine

and ione-carUlage,
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osselet (os'e-let), n. [< F. osselet, a bone, dim.
of OS, < L. OS (oss-), bone : see osi.] 1. A hard
substance growing on the inside of a horse's

knee.— 2. The cuttlebone, pen, or calamary of

some sqxuds or cuttlefish.—3. Same as ossicle.

osseous (os'e-us), a. [< L. osseus, bony, < os

(oss-), bone: see osi.] 1. Bony; made of bone;
having the nature or structure of bone ; ossi-

fied: as, osseous tissue. See bone^ and ossein,

— 2. Having a bony skeleton; ossean; tele-

ost: as, an osseous fish. See teleost.—3. Full
of bones; composed or largely consisting of

bones; ossiferous: as, osseous breccia.—4.
Hard as bone, or otherwise' resembling bone.;

ossiform— Osseous corpusclel', a lacuna of bone.—
Osseous fish. Seefieh^, and cut under 02>tic.—Osseous
labyrinth. See latyrinili, 3.

osseously (os'f-us-li), adv. As regards bones

;

in respect of bones.
The elbow is osseoudy strong. Eneye. Brit,, TIL 268.

osseter (os'e-t6r), n. [< Euss. osetru = Little

Euss. osetr = Serv. jesetra = Pol. jesiotr =
OPruss. esketres = Lith. ersliketras, asetras, a
sturgeon.] A large European sturgeon, Ad-

Ossetian (o-se'ti-an), a. [< Ossete (see def. of

Ossetic) + -ian.] " Same as Ossetio.

Ossetic (o-set'ik), a. and n. [< Ossete (see def.)

+ -ic] I. a. Of or belonging to the Ossetes,

people dwelling in the Caucasus Mountains.
II. n. The language of the Ossetes. It be-

longs to the Indo-European or Aryan family,

and is especially akin to Iranian or Persian.

OssianesOLVie (os-i-a-nesk'), a. [< Ossian (see

Ossiardc) + -esque.'] Ossianie in quality or ex-

pression.
The subject being treated with an Ossianeeque turgidity

of phrase which goes far to rob it of its pathos.
AtheruBum, No. 3230, p. 382.

Ossianie (os-i-an'ik), a. [< Ossian, a Latinized
form of Gael. Oisin (see def.).] Pertaining to

or characteristic of Ossian, or the poems of

Ossian. a Gaelic bard Oisin (Ossian) lived about the
end of the third century, and to him was ascribed the
authorship of the poems ("Fingal" and others) published
by James Macpherson in 1760- 3 ; but it is now generally
admitted that Macpherson himself was the compiler and
in part the author of these works.

The Osmirdc magniloquence, the Cambyses vein, and the
conventional hyperbole of the national speech [Spanish].

Edinburgh Rev., CLXTII. 126.

ossicle (os'i-kl), n. [< L. ossiculvm, dim. of os

(oss-), a bone: see os''-.] 1. A small bone or

bonelet. Specifically—(a) One of the little bones of the
ear, as the malleus, incus, and stapes or columella, more
fully called ossicles ofaudiUon or auditory ossicles, and also

ossicuta audUus and phonophori. See cuts under carl and
tympanic. (6) One of the many little bones of the sclerotic

coat of the eye of birds and some reptiles.

2. A small hard nodule of ehitin or some sub-

stance resembling bone. Specifically—(a) One of
the skeletal elements of an echinoderm which, joined to

one another and united by connective or muscular tissue,

constitute the chief part of the framework of the body.
They are grouped and named in several seta according to
the formations into which they enter, as the ambulacral
or adambulacral ossicles, along the ambulacra, the ossicles

which support the spines when these exist, etc. (6) One
of the hard articuli or joints of the stem or branches of a
crinoid or encrinite. (c) In crustaceans, one of the several

small hard chitinous parts or processes of the gastric skele-

ton, as in the stomach of a lobster or crawfish. See cut
under AstOtCidm.

Also ossioule, ossiculum.
Ambulacral ossicle. See ambidaeral, and cuts under
AsteriUm and OpMMrwto.-Auditory ossicles. See def.

1 (a).—Cardiac ossicle. See cardiac.— Carpal or tar-
S^ ossicle, some small bone of the carpus or tarsus not
identified with any named carpal or tarsal bone.—Mar-
ginal OSSides. See marginM bones, under marginal.—
Ossicles of audition. See def. 1 (a).—Tarsal ossicle.
See carpal ossfcfo.-Vertebral OSSlcle. Same as ambu-
lacral ossirfe.—Weberian ossicles, in ichth., the chain of

little bones of the ear, between the vestibule and the air-

bladder.

ossicula, n. Plural of ossiculum.

ossicular (o-sik'u-lar), a. [< ossicule + -ar^.]

Pertaining to or'cdmposed of ossicles; having
the form or appearance of ossicles.

The hyomandibular, invested with this new function,

breaks up into two or more pieces, as an ossicular chain.
Am£r. Nat., XXm. 637.

ossiculate (o-sik'u-lat), a. [< ossicule + -ateK]

Having ossicles ; furnished with small bones.

ossiculated (o-sik'u-la-ted), a. [< ossiculate +
-ed^.] Same as ossiculate.

ossicule (os'i-kul), n, [< L. ossiculum: see os-

sicle.] Same as ossicle.

ossiculum (o-sik'u-lum), n.; pi. ossicula (-la).

[L. : see ossicle.] Same as ossicle— Ossicula
audltus, the auditory ossicles ; the phonophori.

ossiculus (o-sik'u-lus), n. [NL., masc. dim. of

L. OS (oss-), a bone, the heart of a tree, the stone

of a fruit: see os'^, ossiculum.] In hot., same
as pyrene.

ostage

ossiferous (o-sif'e-rus), a. [< L. os (oss-), bone,

-h ferre = E. fteaj-i.] Producing or furnishing

bones ; containing bones ; osseous : as, ossifer-

ous breccia; an ossiferous cave.

The ossiferous caverns of Devonshire are famous in geo.

logical history. Encyc. Brit, VII. wo.

OSSiflc (o-sif'ik), a. [< L. os (oss-), bone, +
-ficus, <facere, make.] Ossifying; osteogenic

;

making bone ; causing ossification, or convert-

ing connective or cartilaginous tissue intobone •

as, an ossific process. See ossification.

We know that os^Jie deposits now and then occur in tis-

sues where they are not usually found.
H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., § 301-

Osslfic center. See osslficaMm,.

ossification (os"i-fi-ka'shon), )). [=F. ossifica-

tion; as ossify + -ation.] 1. The formation of

bone ; the act or process of changing or of be-

ing changed into bone, or into a bony sub-

stance ; the change so effected : as, the ossificor

tion of cartilage. See osteogenesis.— 2. 'l?hat

which is ossified, or the result of ossification

;

bone in general.— 3. The state or quality of

being ossified Center of ossification, the point

where cartilage or connective tissue begins to ossify ; the

initial point of the ossific process.

The points at which bone formation begins and whence
it radiates are termed centres of ossAjicaXixm.

Mivart, Encyc. Brit., XXII. 109.

Membranous ossification. See rMnribrane-bam.

ossiform (os'i-f6rm), a. [< L. os (oss-), bone,
+ forma, form.] Besembling bone; hard as

bone; osseous; osteal.

Ossifraga (o-sif'ra-ga), n. [NL. (Prince C. L.

Bonaparte) : see ossifrage^ A genus of birds

of the petrel family, Procellariidce ; the giant

fulmars. 0. gigantea is the only species, of a sooW or
fuliginous color, and as large as some albatrosses. It is

sometimes called bone-breaker, whence this application of

the generic name.

ossifrage (os'i-fraj), n. [< L. ossifragus, m.,

ossifraga, f., the' sea-eagle, ossifrage, < ossi-

fragus (> Sp. osifrago = F. ossifrage), bone-
breaking, < OS (oss-), bone, +frangere (^frag),
break: see fragile. Of. osprey, orfray.] The
osprey.

OSSifragOUS (o-sif'ra-gus), a. [< L. ossifragus,

bone-breaking: see ossifrage.\ Breaking or

fracturing bones. Bailey, 1731. [Bare.]

ossify (os'i-fi), v.; pret. and pp. ossified, ppr.

ossifying. [< F. ossifier = Sp. osificar = Pg.

ossifiear, < L. os (oss-), bone, + -ficare, < facere,

make.] I. trans. To make or form bone in

or of; cause ossification in or of ; convert into

bone, as membrane or cartilage ; harden like

bone ; render osseous.

The dilated aorta everywhere in the neighbourhood of

the cyst is generally ossijied. Sharpe, Soigery.

II. intrans. To become bone ; undergo ossi-

fication ; change or be changed from soft tissue

to bone.

Along the surface of an ossifying bone, the yielding of

the tissue when bent will not be uniform.
H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., § 301.

ossivorous (o-siv'o-rus), a. [< L. os (oss-), 'bone,

+ vorare, devour.]' Eating or feeding on bones.

In a dog and other ossivorous quadrupeds, 'tis [the cali-

ber of the gullet is] very large.

Derham, Physico-Theol., I. 280, note.

osspringert, n. An obsolete variant of osprey.

Chapman.
OSSUarium (os-u-a'ri-um), n.

;
pi. ossuaria (-a).

[LL. : see ossuary.] Same as ossuary, 2.

Among the large number of important sepulchral re-

mains lately found by Mr. Taylor in Newgate Street were
several ossuaria, or leaden vessels for the reception of the
calcined bones of the dead. Erwyc. Brit., XIV. 841.

ossuary (os'u-a-ri), n.
;
pi. ossuaries (-riz). [<

LL. ossuarium, also ossarium, a receptacle for

the bones of the dead, a charnel-house, neut.
of ossuarius, of or for bones, < L. os (oss-), bone

:

see osi.] 1. A place where the bones of the
dead are deposited; a charnel-house.

What time the persons of these osmiaries entered the
famous nations of the dead, and slept with princes and
counsellors, might admit a wide solution.

Sir T. Browne, Urn-Burial, v.

The ossuaries are probably the most interesting remains
we have. They consist of round symmetrical holes dug to
the required depth, and into which the bodies were pro-
miscuously deposited; some of the larger ones contain
the remains of several thousand bodies.

Nature, XXX. 587.

2. A vase, casket, or other vessel for the recep-
tion of the bones or calcined remains of the
dead.

OSt^t (est), n. A Middle English form of oast.

OSt^t, n. A Middle English form of host^.

OStaget, w. A Middle English form of hostage.



Ostariopliysi

Ostariophysi (os-ta'ri-o-fi'a), ». pi. [< Gr.
oarapiov, a little bone (dim. of iareov, a bone), +
*f'<Ta,bladder.] Those fishes which have a chain
of osselets between the air-bladder and the
brain, including the characinoid, eventognath,
gymnotoid, and nematognath tjrpes. Sagemehl.
ostario^hysial (os-ta'ri-o-fiz'l-al), a. Of or
pertaining to the Ostariophysi.

ostariophytma (os-ta-ri-of'i-tum), «. [NL., <
Gr. bcraptov, a little bone, + ^6v, a plant.] In
bot., a plant which bears a drupe. [Rare.]

OStaylet, ». A Middle English form of Jiostel.

osteal (os'te-al), a. [< Gr. oariov, hone; cf. L.
OS (ass-), bone: see os^.^ Bony; osseous; os-
siform.

OStedet, jMrep. phr. A Middle English form of
instead.

OSteine (os'tf-in), n. [< Gr. oariov, bone, +
-»ii«2. Cf. Gr. ooTEJuof, of bone, < oareov, bone.]
Same as ossein.

OSteitic (os-te-it'ik), a. [< osteitis+ -»c.] Per-
taining to or affected wltii osteitis. Alsoostitic.

osteitis (os-tf-i'tis), n. [KL., < Gr. barcav, bone,
+ -»tis.] InJBammation of bone. Also ostitis.

Portions of bone removed by operation are spongy,^ and
appear to have ondeigone a process of rarefying t^batis.

Lancet, So. 3456, p. 999.

OsteitisdefonnaDS.osteinwith newformation of bone.

ostelt, ostelert. Middle English forms of hos-
tel, hosteler.

ostelmentt, n. An obsolete form of h usHement.
ostendt (os-tend'), c. [< L. ostendere, show,
exhibit, lit. stretch out before, < obs-, for ob,

before, + tendere, stretch: see tend. Cf. con-
tend, extend, intend, etc.] I. trans. To show;
exhibit; manifest.

Mercy to mean offenders well ogUnd,
Not onto snob that dare nsorp our crown.

Webster and Dekker, Sir Thomas Wyatt

H. inirans. To show itself; be exhibited or
manifested.
The time was when his affection oetended in excess to-

wards her. Bp. Hail, Cont, Adonijah Defeated.

ostensibility (os-ten-si-bU'i-ti), )i . [< ostensible

+ -ity (see -bility).'] The"qnality or stat« of
being ostensible.

ostensible (os-ten'si-bl), a. [< P. ostensible =
Sp. ostensible = Pg. ostensirel = It. ostensibile, <
ML. osiensibilis, that can be shown or seen, < L.
ostendere, pp. ostensus, ostentus, show, exhibit:
see ostend.2 1. Put forth or held out as real,

actual, or intended; apparent; professed: as,

a person's ostensible reason or motive for doing
something.
From Antwerp he [Kabens] was called to Paris by Uaiy

de' Medici, and painted the ostengible history of her life in
the Lnxemborgh. WalpoU, Anecdotes of Painting, IL ii.

Her ostensible work
Was washing clothes, oat in the open air

At the cistern by Citorio.
Brmcning, King and Book, L 156.

Tliat enlargement of the oligarchy which occurred nn-
der Servins Tollius had for its ostensible motive the im-
posing on plebeians of obligations which ap to that time
had been iMme exclnsively by patricians.

H. Spencer, Prin. of SocioL, § 500.

2t. Capable ofbeingshown ; thatmaybe shown

;

proper or intended to be shown.—osten&iUe
partner, in law, a partner whose name is made known,
and who appears to the world, as such, as distinguished
from a secret or dormant partner ; also used in distinction
from one so known whois really not such, called a nominal
partner. =Syn. 1. Ostensible, Colorable, Specious, PlausSile.
The first three of these words are drawn from that which
is addressed to the eye, plausBile from that which is ad-
dressed to the ear. Ostensible is, literally, that may be or
is held out as true, real, actual, or intended, but may or
may not be so : thus, a person's ostensible motive for some
action is the motive that appears to the observer, and is

held out to him as the real motive, which it may or may
not l>e. Colorable sugg^ts the possibility of giving the
color or aspectofone thing to another, especial^ of giving
the appearance of truth or justice ; it has a bad sense, but
approachesagood one in the following :

" All his [James I.

of Scotland's] acquisitions, however fatal tothe body of the
nobles, had been gained by attacks upon individuals ; and,
being founded on circumstances peculiar to the persons
who suffered, might excite murmurs and apprehensions,
but afforded no eoloraHe pretext for a general rebellion

"

(JRobertson, quoted in Crabber p. 218). The word is much
the least often used of the fonr. Spedous is superficially

fair, just, or correct, appearing well at first view but easi-

ly proved unsound. Plausible is applied to that which
pleases the ear or the superficial judgment, bat will not
bear severe examination. Ostensible reasons; colorable

claims; gpedorus means ; plavsible explanations.

Epimenides was the ostensible director, but Solon con-

certed with him the various improvements in jurispru-

dence. J- Adams, Works, IV. 477.

Mach the most specious objection to free systems is

that th^ have been observed in the long run to develop

a tendency to some mode of injustice.

it Cltoate, Addresses, p. 162.

"So doubt it is a plauiMe view, since there is evidently

a ground of Natural Keligion which is common to the

4169
Christian and Sceptic, that here a religion might be
founded which should be infiuential in modern life and
yet should avoid the arrogance of calling itself new,

J. R. Sedey, Nat, Religion, p. ISi

ostensibly (os-ten'si-bli), adv. In an ostensible
manner ; as shown or pretended

;
professedly.

But from the official documents it is clear that their in-

tercourse, though ostensMy amicable, was in reality hos-
tile. Maeai^ay, Machiavelll

Cnwise resistance ... is too frequently the primary
source of the mischief ostensibly arising from the opposite
policy. Gladstone, Might of Bighl^ p. 202.

OStensio (os-ten'si-6), n. [ML., < LL. ostensio,

a_ showing: see ostension.'] A tax paid in an-
cient times by merchants, etc., for leave to ex-
pose or displaytheir goods for sale in markets.
ostension (os-ten'shon), ». [= P. ostension =
Sp. ostension= It. osiensione, < LL. ostensio(n-),
a showing, < L. ostendere, pp. ostentus, ostensus,
show, exhibit: see ostendT] Eccles., the expo-
sition of the sacrament or host. See exposition

.

ostenslve (os-ten'siv), a. [< F. ostensif= Sp.
Pg. It. ostensiro, < L. as if *ostensivus, < osten-
dere, pp. ostentus, ostensus, show: see ostend,
ostension.'] 1. Showing; betokening. Johnson.— 2. Setting forth a general principle by virtue
of which a proposition must be true. The old
logicians supposed all strict proof to be either
of this nature or else apagogic.
The proposition is reduced to the principle which they

term a probation ostensioe.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 223.

Ostenslve demonstration. See denunutrntum.—Os-
tenslve proofs direct proo^ without use of the reductio
ad absurdum.— Ostenslve reduction of syllogisms, di-
rect redaction by conversions and transposition of prem-
ises. See reduction.

ostensively (os-ten'siv-li), adv. In appearance

;

ostensibly.

In dirfy hue, with naked feet,
In rags and tatters stroll the street

;

O^ensifxly exceeding wise.
Lloyd, Familiar Epistle to a Friend.

She had made up her mind to ignore^ ostensibly if not
also from conviction, his pretensions to relationship with
her. J. BauMome, Dust^ p. 241.

OStensoirt, h. [P. ostensoire: see ostensorium.]
Same as monstrance.

Ostensorinin (os-ten-s6'ri-um), n. [ML. : see
ostensory.] Same as monstrarux.

The priest who carried the wafer, with an attendant
priest at each elbow to support his gorgeous robes, walked
under the canopy, and h^d the ogtenaorium up in an im-
posing manner as high as his head.

Harper's Mag., LXZVI. 371.

ostensory (os-ten's6-ri), n.; pi. ostensories (-riz).

[= F. ostensoire = It. ostensorio, < ML. ostenso-

rium, < L. ostendere, pp. ostentus, ostensus, show:
see osteTid.] Same as monstrance.

OStentt (os-tenf), n. [< L. ostentus (osteniu-).

a showing, show, parade, sign, proof; in def. 3, <

ostentum, a prodigy, wonder, lit. a thing shown,
neut. of ostentus, pp. ; < ostendere, show: see
ostend. Ct. portent.] 1. The act of showing,
or an act wUeh shows; hence, manifestation;
indication; display; profession.

Be meny, and employ your chiefest thoughts
To court^p and sntdi fair osientx of love
As shall conveniently become you there.

S»ai., M. of v., U.&44.

That [verse] is the author's epitaph and tomb.
Which, when ambitious pyles, th' ostents of pride.

To dust shall fall . . . FeUham, On Bandolph.

A scomerhe
Of Ood and goodness, atheist in ostent.

Vicious in act, in temper savage-fieroe.

Cowper, Task, vl 486.

2. Aspect; air; manner; mien.

Use all the observance of civility.

Like one well studied in a sad ostent

To please his grandam.
Shak., M. of V., iL 2. 205.

3. That which is pointed out as strange or
alarming; a sign; portent; wonder; prodigy.

I shallnow ezpulse these dogges fates sent to our abodes

;

Who bring ogtents of destinie, and blacke their threatning
fleet. Chapman, Iliad, viiL

Which myraculoos ostent, passing the ordinary course
of naturall causes, as was sent of God, no doubt to fore-

shew the great and terrible persecution which afterward
felL Foxe, Martyrs, p. 809.

Latinus, frighted with this dire ostent.

For counsel to his father Faunas went.
Dryden, .£neid, vil. 121.

OStentt (os-tenf), «•. t. [< OP. oste)iter= Sp. Pg.
osteniar = It. ostentare, < L. ostentare, freq. of

ostendere, show, display : see ostend.] To show

;

make a display of ; flourish.

There be some that . . . can ostent or shewe a highe
graultie. Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, ii. 14.

Malice not only discovers, bat ostenleth her devilish ef-

fects. Sev. T. Addmi,'Wotks, L 415.

ostentfol

OStentate (os'ten-tat), r. t.
;
pret. and pp. osten-

fated, ppr. ostentating. [< L. ostentatus, pp. of
osteii fa re, show, display: see ostent] To make
a conspicuous or ambitious display of; display.
[Obsolete or archaic]
Who is so open-hearted and simple but they either con-

ceal their defects, or osteniaie their snfiiciencles, short or
beyond what either of them really are.

Jer. Taylor px Artil. Handsomeness, p. 169.

The vibamums oHentate their cymes of fruit
The American, XU. 264.

ostentation (os-ten-ta'shon), )i. [= F. osteiu
tation = Sp. ostentadon = Pg. ostenta^So = It.

ostentazione, < L. osten<a<»o(H-), a showing, dis-

play, esp. idle or vain display, < ostentare,
show, display: see ostent, osteniate.] It. Dis-
play; especially, public display.

Of every new tramd fashion
This is the place to make moste o^enUUion,
To shew the bravery of our gay attire.

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 15.

You are come
Amarket-maid to £ome; and have prevented '

The ostentation of our love, which, left unshown.
Is often left unloved. Sludt., A. and C, iii. 6. 52.

2t. A sight or spectacle ; show; ceremony.
The king would have me present the princess, sweet

chack, wiUi some delightful ostentation, or show, or pa-
geant, or antique, or firework. SItak., L. L. L., v. 1. 118.

3. Ambitious display; pretentious parade; vain
show ; display intended to excite admiration or
applause.

They which doe not good but for value glorie and osten-

tation shall be damned. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 256.

Open ostentation and loud vainglory is more tolerable
than this obliquity. Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., i. 34.

A Third Fault in his Sentiments is an unnecessary Os-
tenbMon of Learning. Addimn, Spectator, No. 297.

The style is agreeable, clear, and manly, and, when it

rises into eloquence, rises without effort or ostentaJtion.

Macaulay, Moore's Byron.

=Syn. 3. Show, Display, Parade, Ostentation, flourish,

dash. Show is the most general word for the puiposed
exhibition of that which might have been kept private

;

as such, it includes the others. Ostentation is always bad

;

the others may be good in certain relations. Parade and
display are more suggestive of the simple act, osteiitation

of the spirit: as, to make a parade of one's learning ; it

was ostentation that led the Pharisees to make aparade or
display of their charities and prayers. Parade is a mat-
ter of vanity; ostentation, of vani^, pride, or ambition.

Plain without pomp, and rich without a sluno.

Dryden, Flower and Leaf, 1- 187.

To his [Laud's] love of this clerical display may be traced
one reason for the strong opposition he met with.

Fairholt, Costume, I. 324.

He loves to make parade of pain.
That with his piping he may gain

The praise that comes to constancy.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, xxi.

Nor did her alms from ostentation fall.

Or proud desire of praise ; the soul gave all.

Dryden, Eleonora, 1. 28.

ostentations (os-ten-ta'shus), a . [< ostentati{on)

+ -ous.] If. Making public display.

Your modesty ... is so far from being ostentatious of
the good you do that it blushes even to have it known.

Dryden, To the Duke of Ormond, Ded. of Fables.

2. Characterized by ostentation ; making dis-

play or vain show from vanity or pride.

Be spread the little gold he had inthe most ostentatious

manner. Gdldsmitli, Bichard Nash.

Frederic aspired to the style of royalty. Ostentatious
and profuse, negligent of his true interests and of his
high duties, ... he added nothing to the real weight of
the state which he governed.

Macaulay, Frederic the Great.

True courage is not ostentatious; men who wish to in-

spire terror seem thereby to confess themselves cowards.
Emerson, Conrage.

3. Showy; gaudy; intended for vain display

:

as, ostentatious ornaments.
Whoever wishes to attain an English style familiar but

not coarse, and elegant but not ostentatiaus, must give his
days and nights to the volumes of Addison.

Johnson, Addison.

=Syil. Dashing, flaunting. See ostentation.

ostentatiously (os-ten-ta'shus-li), adv. In an
ostentatious manner; with great diJsplay ; boast-
fully; in a way intended to attract notice.

James [II. 1, with gr^t folly, identified himself ostenta-

tiouMy with the enemies of his country.
Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent, i.

OStentationsness (os-ten-ta'shus-nes), «. The
state or quality of being ostentatious ; vain dis-

play; boastfulness ; vanity; ostentation.

ostentatort (os'ten-ta-tor), «. [= F. ostentateur

= Sp. Pg. ostentador ="lt. ostentatore, < L. os-

tentator, one who makes a display or parade,

< ostentare, display: see ostentale.] One who
makes a vain show ; a boaster. Sherwood.

ostentfult (os-tent'ful), a. [< osteJif + -fuJ.]

Portentous ;' ominous.



ostentful

All these [signs] together are indeed oitenXJvl.

Chapman, Byron's Tragedy, iv. 1.

OStentivet (os-ten'tiv), a. [< L. as if "ostenU-
vus, < ostendere, pp. ostentus, show: see ostend.
Cf. ostensive.'] Ostentatious. Stirling, Dooms-
day, Sixth Hour.
ostentoust (Os-ten'tus), a. [< ostent + -ous.'i

Ostentatious; making a show. Jer. Taylm;
Works (ed. 1835), I. 30.

osteoblast (os'te-o-blast), n. [< Gr. bareov, bone,
+ /S/laoTof, a germ.] A cell concerned in the
formation of bone. Osteoblasts seem to be connec-
tive-tissue cells in active multiplication and ol undiffer-
entiated form. They become inclosed in the osseous in-

tercellular substance which they produce, and, assuming
the characteristic form, constitute the bone-cells of th,e

fully formed bones. Also called osteoplast.

osteoblastic (os"te-o-blas'tik), a. [< osteoblast
+ -tc] Of or pertaining to osteoblasts; hav-
ing the character of an osteoblast: as, osteo-

ilastic cells ; an osteoblastic process.

osteocarcinoma (os"te-o-kar-si-n6'nia), ».; pi.

osteocarcinomata (-ma-'ta). [NL., < (jfr. boTtov,

bone, + Kapdvana, a cancer: see carcinoma. '\ 1.

Carcinoma of bone.— 3. Ossifying carcinoma.

Osteocephalus (os"te-o-sef'a-lus), n. [NL., <

6r. bcTCov, bone, -I- laijmXti, head.] A genus of

fossil stegocephalous amphibians of elongate
form, having the head shielded with bony
plates.

osteochondritis (os"te-o-kon-dri'tis), n. [NL.

,

< Gr. bareov,, bone, -I- ;t:ov(!pof, cartilage, + -itis.

Cf. chondritis.'] Inflammation of cartilage and
adjacent bone.
osteochondroma (os*te-o-kon-dr6'ma), n.; p\.
osteochondromata (-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr. bareav,

bone, + NL. chondroma^] A tumor composed
of intermingled bony and cartilaginous tissue.

osteoclasis (os-tf-ok'la-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

bariov, bone, + Klaoiq, a breaking, fracture.]

1. The dissolution or resorption of osseous
tissue ; the destruction of bone. Therapeutic

Gazette, VIII. 565.— 2. In surg., the fractur-

ing, especially the refracturing, of a bone to

remedy deformity.
osteoclast (os'tf-o-klast), n. [NL., < Gr. bcniov,

bone, + K;iaffT(if,'verbal adj. of iOmv, break.] 1

.

In surg., an apparatus for fracturing bones in

order to correct deformities.— 2. A large mul-
tinucleated cell supposed to be concerned in

the absorption of bone-tissue. Originally osteo-

klast (Kolliker). Also called giant cell, myelo-

plax, and myeloplaque.

The medullary surface of the interior of the bone was
thiclily covered with osteoclasts. Medical News, UII. 464.

osteoclastic (os"te-o-klas'tik), a. [< osteoclast

+ 4c.'] Absorbing' or breaking down bone;
having the alleged character or quality of an
osteoclast. See osteoclast, 2.

OSteocoUa (os"te-o-kol'a), n. [NL., < Gr. bareov,

bone, + /c(iA/la, glue.] 1'. A deposited carbonate
of lime, forming an incrustation on the roots

and stems of plants, found in some parts of Ger-
manyin loose sandy grounds. It takesits name
from an erroneous opinion that it has the qual-

ity of uniting fractured bones.— 2. An inferior

kind of glue obtained from bones; bone-glue.

osteoconuna {os"te-o-kom'a), n.
;
pi. osteocom-

mata (-a-ta). [NIJ., < Gr. oarsov, bone, + ndfifia

a piece : see comma,'] A bone-segment : one of

a segmented series of bones, as a vertebra.

Also called osteomere.

osteocope (os'tf-o-kop), n. [< LL. osteocopos,

< Gr. baTeoK6irog\se. bovvri), a pain that racks the

bones, < baTcov, bone, + Kdnreiv, strike.] Pain in

the bones ; a violent fixed pain in any part of a
bone; bone-ache. Dunglison.

osteocqpic (os"te-9-kop'ik), a. [< osteocope +
-ic. ] Of or pertaining to osteocope ; constitut-

ing or consisting in osteocope: as, osteocopie

pains.

osteodentinal (os-'te-o-den'ti-nal), a. [< osteo-

dentine + -al.] Having the character or prop-

erties of osteodentine
;
pertaining or relating

to osteodentine.

osteodentine (os'^te-o-den'tin), 11. [< Gr. barettv,

bone, + E. dentine.^ One of the varieties of

dentine, resembling bone ; that modification of

dentine observed in the teeth of the cachalot

and some other cetaceans, also in those of many
existing and extinct fishes, in which the tissue

is traversed by irregularly ramified vascular or

medullary canals.
OSteodennatous(os'''te-o-dfer'ma-tus), a. [<Gr.

bareov, bone, + 6ipim(T-'), skin.] Having a bony
skin or ossified integument.

osteodermous (os'te-o-dfer'mus), a. Same as

osteodermatous.
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Osteodesmacea (os"te-6-des-ma'se-a), n.pl. osteologic (os'te-6-loj'ik), a. [< osteology +
[NL., < Gr. bariov, bone, + deaudg, a bond, band, -ic] Pertaining or relating to osteology.

+ -acea.] The lantern-shells: same as ^wa- osteological (os'te-o-loj'i-kal), o. l< osteologic

tinidce. + -al.] Same as osteologic.

osteodynia (os"te-o-din'l-a), n. [NL., < Gr. osteologically(os"'te-o-loj'i-kal-i),adD. Accord-

bareov, bone, + b'dmri, paiil'.] Pain in a bone, ing to osteology; as regards the bony system,

especially persistent pain. osteologist (os-te-ol'o-jist), n. [< osteology +
osteogen (os'te-o-jen),«. [< Gr. ooreoyEi^^c, pro- -ist.] One who is versed in osteology; an os-

duced by the bone (in neut. to barcoyevig, mar- teologieal anatomist.

row). < bareov, bone, -I- -yevr/^, producing: see OSteoIogy (os-te-ol'o-ji), «. [< Gr. barcoTMyia,

-gen.] The substance of which the osteogenic the science which treats of the bones, < bariov,

fibers are composed. bone, -I- -^}'Ja,< 'Aiyeiv, speak: see -ology.] That

osteogenesis (os"te-6-jen'e-sis), n. [NL., <Gr. branch of anatomy which treats of bone or of

bariov, bone, -I- yiveai^, generation, origin: see bones.

genesis.] The genesis, origination, or formation osteoma (os-te-6'ma), ».; pi. osteomata (-ma-

of bone ; osteogeny ; ossification, itconsistses- ta). lNh.,<Gr. bariov, hone, -i- -oma.] Inpa-
sentially in the deposition of bone-earth in membrane or thol., a tumor composed of bony tissue,
cartilage by means of osteoblasts, with the result of con- osteomalacia (os"te-o-ma-la'si-a), n. [NL.,
verting sucli tissues into bone or of replacing them by

j osteomalakia, < 'Gr. bariov, bone, + uaUnia,
bone. The tissue thus subject to ossification may be Sim- nio" <'i""»i"""'»"'""'"> ^ ."-"

*, i j-
'

ply changed into bone, or it may be absorbed, and bone sub- softness: see rnalaciC] In patliol., & disease,

stituted in its stead. The conversion of membrane into most frequent in women, but also occurring in
bone is known as intramembranous osteogenesis; the sub- mgn jn which there is progressive disappear-

S""^*
"""^ '"^ cartUage is called irUraeartilaginou, ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ g^^^j^y gaUglrom the bones, which

OSteTgraesy (os'te-o-jen'e-si), n. Same asos- i?- consequence become soft and misshapen.

teoomesis
' ^^° called malacosteon, and mollittes ossmm.

OSteogenetic(os»te-9-je-nefik),a. \< osteogen- osteomalacial (os"te-o-ma-la'shal), a [< os-

esis,lttet genetic.'] Oi or pertaining to osteo- teomalaoia + -ai.] Affected with osteomala-

genesis ; osteogenic ; ossifio : as, an osteogenetic cia ; softened or half-destroyed as regards bony

process; an osteogenetic theory. -Osteogenetlo structure: as, an osteoTOaiac«a< bone,

cells, osteoblasts. Osteomalacic (os"te-o-ma-las ik), a. [< osieo-

OSteogenic (os"te-6-jen'ik), a. [As osteogen, malacia + -ic] Pertaining to osteomalacia.

osteogen-y,-{- -ic.]' Boue-producing.—Ostepgenic osteomantyt (os'te-o-man-ti), ». 1<Gt. bareov,

fibers, fibers of the osteogeniclayer similar to white con- bone, -h fiavreia, divination.] Divination by
nective-tissue fibers, but straighter and less distinctly means of bones. Selden, Illustrations on Dray-
fibrillated.—Osteogenic layer or tissue, the deeper i_ j. Pnivnlhinn vi
part of the perichondrium or periosteum, concerned in luu & jruij'uiuiuii,_vi.

_ r^rt > ' -u

the production of osseous tissue. It is composed of osteo- OSteomerC (os te-o-mer), n. [< Gr. oareov, bone,
genie fibers and osteoblasts embedded in a homogeneous + ufpof, part.] Same as osteocomma.
substance, with blood-vessels.

osteogeny (os-te-oj'e-ni), «. [< Gr. bariov, bone,
-I- -yivua, < -yev^Q, producing: see -geny. Cf.

osteogen.] Same as osteogenesis.

Osteoglossidse (os"te-o-glo8'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,

< Osteoglossum + -idm'.] A family of physosto-
mous or isospondylous fishes, typified by the

genus Osteoglossum, having the skin of the head

osteometrical (os"te-6-met'ri-kal), a. [< oste-

ontetr-y + -ic-al.] Pertaining or relating to os-

teometry.
osteometry (os-te-om'et-ri), -n. [< Gr. bariov, a

bone, -I- -fierpia, ( fiirpov, measure. ] That part

of zoometry or anthropometry which has to do
with the relative proportions or differences of

= ---„-,-.;, 7 - s ^, , , , , ,., the skeleton or its individual parts,
ossified, and the scales of the body hard, like osteomyelitis (os'tf-o-mi-e-li'tis), n. [NL., <
bonymosaic. There are long anal and dorsal fins placed oBteomvelon + -itis.]' Inflammation of the bone-
far back, and the caudal is small. The mouth is of great -_„__..i
size, with small teeth. They are large pike-like fishes of inanow.

, „.. - -, , , ttvtt / n
tropical fresh waters. Only 6 species are known, among OStCOmyelOn (OS"te-o-mi e-lon), ». L-t^lj., ^ tir.

them the arapaima, the largest of fresh-water fishes. The bariov, a hone, + /iveldg, mavTOW.] Bone-mar-
family is restricted in Cope's system to forms with three row
pairs of branchihyals and three upper pharyngeals. In nateniiPPrnQia Cos'te-o-ne-kro'sisl n TNL <
Gill's it includes only those Osfeosriogsoidea which have the OSTOOnecrOSlS ^OS te-o ne Kro Bis;, n. u^u., >.

body moderately elongated, the head moderate, with ru- Gr. oariov, bone, + JNL. necrosis, q. V.J JNe-

dimeutary interopercular and subopercular bones, and a crosis of bone.
pair of barbels on the lower jaw; there are only 3 species, osteOOathv (os-te-op'a-thi), n. [< Gr. bariov,

bone, + iraooc, suffering, disease.] A theory or
of South America, Borneo, Sumatra, and Queensland.

osteoglossoid (os''''te-6-glos'oid), a. and n, [<

Osteoglossum + -oid.] I, a. Resembling the
Osteoglossidce, or pertaining to the Osteoglos-

soidea.

II. n. Any member of the Osteoglossidce.

Osteoglossoidea (os^'tf-o-glo-sol'de-a), n. pi.

disease and a method of cure advocated by Dr.

A. T . Still. It rests upon the supposition that most dis-

eases are traceable to deformation of dome part of tlie

skeleton (due generally to accident),which, by mechanical
pressure on the adjacent nerves and vessels, interferes

with their action and the circulation of the blood. As a

rxTT - ^ i -J S "^
A • -A" -1 * c remedy a form of massage is used.

[NL.: see osteoglossoi^.\ A superfamily of
osteoperiostitis (os''te-6-per^i-os-ti'tis), n.

fishes ; the Osteoglossidw m the widest sense. ^-^^^ ^ q^ .^^^^ ^ ^^-^^^ + j^l. periostitis,
Osteoglossum (os^te-o-glosum), « [NL <

L
^-j' Periostitis iWving the bone to a mark-

Gr. oareov, bone, -1- yAaaaa, tongue.] The typ- ^^ extent
ical genns of OsteoglosHdw, having the abdo-

osteophlebitis (os"te-6-fle-bi'tis), n. [NL., <
men trenchant, a broad tongue-like bone, and q .

*;,„ y^^ + -^^ (^Ae/3-), a vein,+ -itis.

Cf. phlebitis.] Inflammation of the veins of a

bone.'

osteophyte (os'te-o-fit), n. [< Gr. bariov, bone,
-I- (jmrSv, a growtli, tumor, < (jiveaBai, grow.] An
abnormal bony excrescence or osseous out-

growth.
Three inches behind the coronal suture a small osteo-

phyte was found, situated in the left line of attachment of

the longitudinal sinus. Lancet, No. 3425, p. 788.

OSteophytic (os'te-o-fifik), a. [< osteophyte +
4c.] Pertaining to an osteophyte; of the na-

ture of an osteophyte.

In the particular case exhibited there was a large osleo-

phytic mass at the lower margin of the orbit.

Lancet, No. 3460, p. 1282.

osteoplast (os'tf-o-plast), n. [< Gr. baredv, bone,
+ irhiardc, verbal adj. of jrMaaeiv, form.] Same
as osteoblast.

osteoplastic (os'^tf-o-plas'tik), a. [(.osteoplasty

1. Pertaining to osteoplasty.— 2. Per-

two barbels on the lower jaw. There are 3

species. South American, East Indian, and
Australian. Also called Ischnosoma.

OSteographer (os-te-og'ra-f6r), n. [< osteog-

raph-y + -er^.] A descriptive osteologist.

osteography (os-te-op'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. bariov,

bone, -1- -ypmpia, < ypa^eLv, write.] Description
of bones ; descriptive osteology.

osteoid (os'te-oid), a. [< Gr. *bareoei6iiQ, coutr.

bareuSiQ, like bone, < bariov, bone, + eldog, form.]
Eesembling bone; bony; osseous— osteoid
cancer, malignant tumor of bony hardness, most frequent
about the femur.

osteolar, a. See ostiolar.

osteole, n. See ostiole.

Osteolepis (os-te-ol'e-pis), n. [NL., < Gr. ba-

riov, bone, + AE7r('f, a scale: see lepis.] A ge-

nus of fossil ganoid fishes of the Old Red Sand-
stone, having a cartilaginous endoskeleton, an
enameled and sculptured bony exoskeleton,

two anal and two dorsal fins alternating in po-
sition with one another, and an extremely hete-

rocercal tail

+ ->c.]

taining to the formation of bone.

osteoplasty (os'te-o-plas-ti), n. [< Gr. bariov.

OSteolite (os'tf-o-lit), n. [< Gr. bariov, bone, bone, -I- 7rlaar6(, verbal adj. of irMaaeiv, form.

-I- Aifoc, stonei] An earthy kind of calcium
phosphate, probably resulting from the altera^

tion of apatite, occurring near Hanau in Prus-
sia and at Amberg in Bavaria.

OSteologer (os-te-oro-j6r), n. [< osteolog-y +
-eri.] An osteologist.

-1- -y.] A plastic operation by which a loss of

bone is remedied; the transplanting of bone
to make good a loss by disease, accident, or

operation.

osteoporosis (os'''te-o-po-r6'sis), n. [NTj. , < Gr.
bariov, a bone, -I- irdpog, a passage, pore.] Mor-



osteoporosis

bid absorption of bone proceeding from the
Haversian canals, so that it becomes abnor-
mally poroos.

osteopsathyrosis (os't«-op-sath-i-r6'sis), n.
[NX... < Gr. 6<rriov, a bone, + ^•advpdc, friable,
crumbling, loose, not cohering, < ^xteo-, crum-
ble away, vanish.] Fragility of the bones.
Osteopterygii (os-te-op-te-riJ'i4), n, pi. pfL.,
< Gr. o<rreoi; bone, -^ -teov: (irrcfm)-), "wing.j
InMacleay's classification of fishes, one of five

orders, including all fishes with branchiae free
externally: thus almost equivalent to the class
of true teleostomous fishes.

OSteopterygious (os-tf-op-te-rij'i-us), a. Per-
taining to the Osteopterygii, or having their
characters.

osteosarcoma (os'te-o-sar-ko'mS), n.; pi. osteo-

sarcomata (-ma-ta). [XL., < Gr. ixrreav, bone,
-I- capKuua, aflesffy excrescence: see sarcoma.^
A tumor composed of intermingled bony and
sarcomatous tissue.

OSteosarcomatonS (os'te-o-sar-kom'a-tus), a.

[< osteosarcoma(t-) + -ous.^ Pertaining to, of
the nature of, or characterized by osteosar-
coma: as, osteosarcomatoustumoTS.

osteosclerosis (os'tf-o-skle-rd'sls), n. [Nil.,

< Gr. oariov, bone, -I- NIi. sderosis.J The ex-
cessive formation of bone-tissue in the Haver-
sian canals and other spaces of bone, so that
it becomes denser.
Osteospemram (os'te-o-sp6r'mum), n. [NL.
(liinnseus, 1737), < Gr. btrriov, bone, + (nripua,

seed.] A genus of composite plants of the
tribe CalenditUice<e, distinguished by the thick,

hard, and wingless achenia of the ray-flowers,
the disk-flowers being frequently all sterile.
The species namber 3S, aU loath African ; they are most-
ly sbrobs or shmbby plants, the small or middle-sized
yellow heads solitazy at the eods of Uie branches or loose-
ly panlcled. The genus name is sometimes translated
bone«eed for common us& O. xp^uwum, a ^iny bosh,and
O. moixUiferum, the jangl&.sanflower (which see, under
sunjlower\ have sometimes been coltiTated in Enjope,

osteostomons (os-tf-os'to-mus), a, [< Gr. ba-

riov, bone, -1- ot6/«i, mouth.] Having a bony
mouth— that is, ossified jaws.

osteotheca (os'te-o-the'^), n. ; pL osteotheccB

(-se). [NL., < Gfr." 6oTfov,"bone, + O^ai, box.]
A reliquary for the bones of a saint.

osteotome (os'te-o-tdm),n. [<Gr. o(T7^i',bone,

+ -Touoc, < Te/ivEcv, Tcifiav, out.] In surg. , a saw-
like instrument for cutting bones, specificaUy
one for cutting the bones of the fetal eraniimi
when it is necessary to reduce it considerably
to permit delivery.

osteotomy (os-tf-ot'o-mi), «. [< Gr. bariav,

bone, + -To/ua, < ri/tvetv, ra/ulv, cut.] In surg.,

the division of or incision into a bone.
Osteozoa (os'te-o-z6'a), «. pi. [XL., < Gr. ba-

Tcov, bone, + Tuov, animal.] Same as Osteozo-
aria.

OSteozoa]l(os'te-o-zo'an), a. and n. I. a. Hav-
ing bones, as an' animal; of or pertaining to
the Osteozoa or Osteozoaria.
TT . n. A member of the Osteozoa or Osteoso-

aria; a vertebrate.

Osteozoaria (os'te-o-zo-a'ri-a), «. pi. [NL., <

Gr. bariav, bone, -V" (^ud/uov, dim. of f^ov, ani-

mal.] InH.Milne-Edwards's.classifieation,the
first branch of animals, or the rerfeftroto, di-

vided into two subbranehes, aUantoidian and
anallantoidian, with classes mammals, birds,

and reptiles of the first of these subbranehes,
and batraehians and fishes of the second. Also
Osteozoa.

<»teriat (os-te-re'a), n. [< It. osteria, an inn,

hostelry: see hosiry.'\ An inn; a tavern: es-

peeiaUy in Italy.

Thy master, that lodges here in my osteria, is a rare man
of art; they say he's a witch.

PUteher (and another). Fair Maid of the Inn, u. 2.

Hare not I
Known him, a common rogae, come fiddling In

To the mteria! B. Jmuon, Yolpone, iL 3.

ostessef, »• A Middle English form of hostess.

ostia, n. Plural of ostium.

ostiarins (os-ti-a'ri-us), ». ; pi. osHarii (-i). [L.:

see ostiary.^ Same as osUary.

The Bishop . . . then washes tbefeet of all the Frjests,

beKiiminK from the OtUarius to the (Economos.
J. It. Neale, Eastern Charcb, L sn.

ostiary(os'ti-a-ri), n.; pl.osttariV^'(-ri2). [land
2. = F. ostiaire = Sp. Pg. It. ostiario, < L. ostia-

rius, a doorkeeper, Uj. eccl. a sexton, prop,

adj., of a door, < ostium, a door, < os, mouth:

see os^, oral, etc. Cf. usher, ult. < L. ostiari-

us, a doorkeeper. 3. < ML. 'ostiarium (t), the

month of a river, neut. of ostiarius, adj.: see

above.] 1 . In the early church and in the Som.
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Cath. Ch., the doorkeeper of a church. The office

of ostiary is the lowest of the minor orders in the Western
Church. It is as old as the third centnry in the Western
ChOTCh, and as the fourth centorr in the Eastern Chnrch.
In the primitiTe chorch the duties of this office seem to
have been discharged by deacons.

The office of an acolouthite, of an exorcist, of an ogtiary,

are no way dependent on the office of a deacon.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1S35X XL 194.

2. The porter of a monastery.—3. A mouth of
a river.

We are carried into the dark lake, like the Egyptian
river into the sea, by seven principal oatuzries.

Str T. Browne, Christ. Mor., iii. 4.

Ostinops (os'ti-nops), n. [XL., < Gr. oorivo?,

of bone, equiv. to bcrkivog (see osteine), + u^,
face.] A remarkable genus of South Ameri-
can caciques, of the family Icteridcsand the sub-
family CassidtUE. The base of the bill mounts on the
forehead, forming a frontal shield ; the bill is lengthened

Japa (OsttKofs decumaMus).

and compressed, and the occiput is crested. There are
about 8 species, snch as O. deewmanux, the japn of Brazil,
which is black, and 0. viridis, which is greeo like the rest
of the genus, (htinops was named by Cabanis in ISol.

Ostiola, n. Plural of ostiolum.

OStiolar (os'ti-o-lar), a. [< ostiolum + -<jr3.]

In iot, and zool., of or pertaining to any ostiole

:

as, the osMoiar filaments of certain lichens; the
OStiolar canal or the channel connectedwith the
ostioles of bugs. Also spelled osteolar.

OStiolate (os'tl-o-lat), a. [< osHolum -i- -atel.]

In bot. and zooU, famished with an ostiole or
small orifice.

ostiole (os'ti-ol), ». [< L. ostioJum, a little door:
see ostiolum.'] A small opening or entrance;
a little ostium. Specifically— (a) In boL, the orifice or
ap^tnre in the apex of theoonceptacles of certain algse, the
periUiecia of many fnngi, the anther-oells of certain pha-
nerogams, etc, through which the spores, pollen-grains,

etc, are dischai:ged : same aspore. (6) In zmL, one of the
openings on the under side of the thorax of many faeterop-

terous insects, through which a fiuid of disagreeable odor
may be discharged. Also spelled oateole.

ostiolum (os-fi'o-lum), n. ;
pi. ostiola (-la). [L.,

a little door or opening, dim. of ostium, a door,
opening, orifice : see osUnm, ostiary.'] A small
opening; specificaUy, in. zool. and Aot., same as
ostiole.

ostitic (os-tit'ik), o. [< ostitis + -ic] Same as
osteitie.

ostitis (os-ta'tis), »i. GNL., < Gr. bariov, bone,
+ -itis.] Same as osteitis.

ostium (os'Ji-um), n.
;
pi. osHa (-a). [L., a door,

mouth, entrance ; ef. os, month.] An opening
or entrance; a month; an os. Specifically—(a)
In hunum anaL, either opening, uterine or abdominal, iA
a Fallopian tube <»' oviduct These are called respectively

ostifcm uterinum and 0«<uiniaMoiiitiui2e. <&) InicAM., the
constrictedoommnnication between the dorsaland ventral
parts of the cerebellar ventricle In some sharks. W. K.
Porter.—GastricOEtinm, insponge^themonthbywhich
a radial tube opens ipto the paragaster.

ostler, ostleress. See hostler, hostleress.

OStle^t, n. An obsolete form of hostelry.

Ostmen (ost'men), n. pi. [< Dan. ost, east, +
viand, man.] East men: the name formerly
given to Danish settlers in Ireland. LordLyt-
telton.

Ostracea (os-tra'sf^), ». pi. [NL., neut. pi., <

Gr. bcrpoKtoc, eartlien, of clay (said of vessels),

taken as ' testaceous,' < barpaKov, a shell, test, as
of mussels, tortoises, snails, etc. : see ostracize,

oyster.] The oyster family; the Osireidte.

ostracean (os-tra'sf-an), a. and n. [As ostra-

ce-ous + -an.] I. a. tSesembling an oyster; of

or pertaining to the Ostracea. Also ostraeeous,

ostreaceous.

H. n. A member of the Ostracea; an oyster.

Also ostradne.

OStraceons (os-tra'shius), o. [< Gr. baTpoKeoc,

taken as ' testaceous' : see Ostracea.] Same as
ostracean.

Ostracids (os-tras'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. io-

rpa«)v,asheU, -l--id(E.] The oyster family. See
Ostretdte.

Ostracodermi

Ostracine (os'tra-sin), a. and n. Same as ostra-
cean.

Ostracion (os-tra'si-on), H. [XL., < Gr. barpa-
Ktoi; dim. of barpoKav. a diell: see ostracise, oys-
ter.] 1. A genus of fishes with an exoskeleton
of juxtaposed hexagonal plates forming a hard
shell of bone, typicjil of the family Ostraciontidce.
They are known as cow-fishes, trunk-fishes, and
coffer-fishes. See cut under coir-yi«A.— 2. [?. f.]
A fish of this genus ; an ostraciont.

OStradont (os-tra'si-ont), a. and n. [< Ostra-
cion (assumed stem Ostraciont-).] I. a. Pertain-
ingto ostracions, or having their characters.

II. n. A member of the genus Ostracion or
of the family OstraciontidtB.

Ostraciontidae (os-tra-si-on'ti-de), H. pi. [XL.

.

< Ostracion (assumed stem Ostraciont^) + -idee.]

A family of ostracoderm pleetognath fishes,

typified by the genus Ostracion ; the trunk-
fishes. They have the body inclosed in an angnlated
box formed by hard polygonal scutes joined edge to edge,
distinct teeth in both jaws, dorsal and anal fins opposite
each other, and no ventral fins. About 26 species are
known, inlubbiting tropical seas. Also called Cataplameti.

ostracise, v. t. See ostracize.

ostracism (os'tra-sizm), n. [= F. ostracisme =
Sp. Pg. It. ostracismo = G. ostraHsmus, < XL.
ostracismus, < Gr. barpoKuipioQ, ostracism, < barpa-

wCf'i. ostracize: see ostracize.] 1. Apolitical
measure employed under restrictions of law
among the ancient Athenians, by which citi-

zens whose presence seemed embarrassing to
the state were banished by public vote for a
term of ten years, with leave to return to the
enjoyment of their estates at the end of the
period. It has its name from the tablet of earthen-
ware (ostraJcon) on which every voter wrote the name of
the person he d^ired to ostracize. Ostracism was prac-
tised in some other democratic states of Greece, as Argos
and M^ara, bnt the method of its administration, except
in Athens, remains obscure ComparepetaHgm.
Hence—2. Banishment in general; expulsion;
separation: as, social ostracistn (banishment
from good society).

Virtne in courtiers* hearts
Suffers an ogfroct^m and departs.

Donne, To the Countess of Bedford.

OStradte (os'tra-at), n. [< Gr. mrrpOKiTiK, < ba-

rpoKov, a shell : see os^adze.] A fossil oyster
or some similar shell ; a fossil referred to an old
genus Ostracites.

ostracize (os'tra-siz), r. t. ; pret. and pp. ostra-
cised, ppr. ostracizing. [< Gr. barpaju^eiv, ban-
ish by vote, < barpoKov, a potsherd or tablet used
in voting, a tile, an earthen vessel, the shell of
a mussel, oyster, snail, etc., akin to barpeov, an
oyster : see oyster.] 1 . To exile by ostracism

;

banish by popular vote, as persons dreaded for
their influence or power were banished by the
ancient Athenians. See ostracism,!. Hence—
2. To banish from society : put under the ban

;

exclude from public or private favor.

The democratic stars did rise.

And all that worth from hence did ogtmeiae.
ManeU, LachrymEe Musarum (1650).

It is a potent support and ally to a brave man standing
single, or with a few, for the right, and oat-voted and os-

tracized, to know fliat better men in other parts of the
country appreciate the service, and win rightly report him
to his own and the next age

Enwnon, Fugitive Slave Law.

Also spelled ostracise.

Ostracoda(os-tra-k6'da),n.j)?. [NL.,<Gr.o(Trpa-
Kodtii, lake potsherds (like a shell), < barpaKov, a
potdierd, a shell, + eldof, form.] Same as Os-
tracopoda.

OStracode (os'tra-kod), a. and n. I. a. Of or
pertaining to the Ostraeoda.

n. n. A member of the Ostraeoda.

ostracoderm (os'trarko-derm), a. and n. [< Gr.
btrrpoKbdepiiog, having a bony sMn, < barpoKov,

a shell, -i- Skpim, skin.] I. a. Having a bony
skin like a coat of mail; ostraciont, as a fish;

pertaining to the Ostracodermi. Also ostraco-

dermaH, ostracodermous.

H. n. An ostraciont fish, as a member of the
Ostracodermi; a pleetognath of the suborder
Ostracodermi.

ostracodermal (os'tra-ko-der'mal), a. [< os-

tracoderm + -al.] Ssiine as ostracoderm.

Ostracodermatat (os'trgr-io-der'ma-ta), n. pi.

[NL., neut. pi. of *ostracoderma1us~: see ostra-

coderm.] An oldname of shell-fish, correspond-
ing to the testaceous moUusks ofmodem zoolo-

gists.

ostracodermatous(os'tra-ko-der'ma-tus),(i. [<
XL. tostracodermatus: see ostracoderm.] Hav-
ing a shell, as a mollusk; testaceous.

Os&acodermi (os'tra-ko-d6r'mi), n. pi. [NL.,
^l. ot ostracodermus : see ostracodei-ni.] A sub-



Ostracodermi

order of plectognath fishes, represented only
hy the ostracionts or trunk-fishes, having the
body covered with a solid coat of mail, no spi-
nous dorsal fin, and teeth in the jaws. It eon-
tains only the family OstracionUdm, thus con-
trasted with the Sclerodermi and the Gymno-
dontes. See cut under cow-fish.

OStracodermous (os"tra-ko-d6r'mus), a. [As
ostracoderm + -ous."] Same as ostracoderm.
ostracodous (os'tra-ko-dus), a. [As ostracode
+ -OMS.] Same a.a'osiracode.

Ostracopoda (os-tra-kop'o-da), n.pl. [NL., <
Gr. darpaKov, a shell) + noiig "{nod-) = E. foot.'\
An order of entomostraeous crustaceans, re-
lated to the Cladocera (Daphniacea) and Phyl-
lopoda. It is characterized by a large, hard, and often
cdcifled bivalve shell, or hinged shell-like valves, consist-
ing of two unequal lateral parts of an unsymmetrical car-
apace, movably joined together and often peculiarly orna-
mented; arudimentaryabdomen; averysmall shell-gland;
the body not ringed, ending in a bifid tail; very few thora-
cic appendages (generally two or three), not foliaceous,
but cylindroid, like the legs of higher crustaceans ; bran-
chisB attached to the oral appendages ; eyes, when present,
median and coalesced or lateral and separate ; and anten-
nules and antennse large and subserving locomotion. The
Ostracopoda are mostly minute fresh-water crustaceans,
swimming very actively by means of their antennse ; some
carry their eggs about with them like ordinary Cnwfocea,
but most attach them to foreign substances, as aquatic
plants. These crustaceans are common In all geologic
strata from the earlier Paleozoic formations, and appear
to have undergone little modification. There are several
families and a number of genera, such as CyprU and Cy-
there. Also called Oetracoda and Ogtrapoda. See cuts
under Cypris and Cythereidce.

OStracostean (os-tra-kos'tf-an), a. and n. I.

a. Pertaining to ibeOstrcicostei, or having their
characters; placoderm.

II. n. A fish of the group Ostraeostei ; a pla-
coderm.
Ostracostei (os-tra-kos'tf-i), n.pl. [NL., pi. of
ostracosteus : see ostracosteous.'] A group of ex-
tinct placoganoid fishes having the head and
generally the anterior part of the trunk incased
in a strong armor composed of many large ga-
noid plates immovably joined to one another.
Also called Placodermata.
ostracosteous (os-tra-kos'te-us), a. [< NL. os-

tracosteus, < Gr. barpamv, a shell, + oariov, a
bone.] Covered with shell-like plates of bone

;

OStracostean
;
placodermatous.

OstralegUS (os-tral'e-gus), n. [NL., irreg. < Gr.
darpeov (L. ostrea), an oyster, + /Uyetv, pick out. ]

An old book-name of the oyster-catcher, now
called JBcematopus ostralegus or ostrilegvs. .Also

ostralega.

Ostrapoda (os-trap'o-da), n.pl. Same as Os-

tracopoda.

Ostrea (os'tre-a), n. [NL., < L. ostrea, rarely
oatreum, < Gi.'oarpeov, an oyster: see oyslsr.']

The typical and leading
genus of the oyster fam-
ily, Ostreidw, having the
shell inequilateral and
ineqnivalve, with one
valve flatter than the
other. There are upward of
20O species, besides many nat-
ural and artificial varieties.

The genus extends back to the
Carboniferous, and there are
more species extinct than ex-

tant. .The common edible
oyster of Kurope is 0. edulie;
that of the Atlantic coast of

the United States is 0. virgin-

ica. See also cuts under abo-
rium and irU^ropalliate.

ostreaceous (os-trf-a'shius), a. [<NL. *ostrea-

ceus, < L. ostrea, an oyster: see Ostrea.'} Same
as ostracean.

This distinction of two interior vehicles or tunicles ofthe
soul, besides that outer vestment of the terrestrial body
(styled in Plato to oo-rpeufies, the crustaceous or OBtreacemis

body), is not a mere figment of the latter Flatonists since

Christianity, but a tradition derived down from antiquity.

Cudworth, Intellectual System, p. 790.

ostreiculture (os"tre-i-kul'tur), n. [Irreg. < L.

ostrea, oyster, + cultura, culture.] Oyster-

culture; the artificial breeding and cultivation

of oysters. Also ostreaculture.

ostreiculturist (os"tre-i-kul'tur-ist), n. [< os-

treieultwe + -wi.] One who cultivates oysters,

or is engaged in the industry of propagating
these bivalves.

The theory of hybridation advocated by some ogtreieul-

turiets. The American, V. 88.

Ostreidae (os-tre'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Ostrea +
-idee.'] A family of monomyarian bivalve mol-
lusks, the oysters, typified by the genus Ostrea,

to which various limits have been assigned.
<a) In 'Woodward's and older systems, a large group in-

eluding all forms with the mantle quite open, a very small
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foot or none, an ineqnivalve shell, free or adherent to for-

eign bodies, resting on one valve, with central beaks, in-

temsd ligament, single adductor muscle, and obscure pal-

lial line. Thus it included not only the OstreidiB proper,

hut also Avmmidte, Plctcunida, PectinideB, Limiace, and
Spondylidoe. (6) Now restricted to oysters which have the
mantle-margin double and finely fringed, nearly equal gills

united to one another behind, and the mantle-lobes form-
ing a complete branchial chamber. The shell is irregular,

being both inequivalve and inequilateral, attached by the
left valve, and the ligament-cavity is triangular or elon-

gated. In structure the shell is subnacreous, and lami-
nated with prismatic cellular substance. Thus limited, the
Oslreidee contain only the oysters and closely related bi-

valves, of which there aremany species, extinct and extant.
Pearl-oysters belong to a different though related family,

AviculidcB.

ostreiform (os'tre-i-f6rm), a. [< L. ostrea, an
oyster, + forma', form.] Oyster-like; resem-
bling an oyster in form ; ostraceous.

ostreophagist (os-trf-of'a-jist), «. [< (3t. ba-

rpeov, an oyster, + (jiayelv, eat, + 4st.'\ An oys-
ter-eater; one who or that which eats or feeds
upon oysters.

ostrich (os'trieh), n. [Formerly also ostridge,

austridge, estridge; < ME. ostriche, ostryche,

ostriee, oystriche, < OF. ostruche, ostruee, aus-
truche, F. autruche = Pr. estrue = Sp. avestruz
= Pg. abestruz, < LL. avis struthio(n-), also sim-
ply struthio(n-) (the native word avis, bird, be-
ing added to the foreign name of the bird), <

Gr. aTpovd'uM, an ostrich, earlier crrpovBoKd/iTiXog

(> L. struthiocamelus for sirutkio camelus or
*struthocamelus), an ostrich, lit. 'camel-bird,'

so called with ref . to its long neck, < arpovBbg, a
bird, esp. a sparrow ; cf . 6 iityag arpovOSg, lit. ' the
great bird,' arpovBoQ Kardyaiog, 'ground-bird,'
arpovddg xV""°(t 'land-bird,' arpovBdg MjivKiq,
' Libyan bird,' arpovObc 'ApdBioc, 'Arabian bird,'

or simply arpovddg, all applied to the ostrich.

From the LL. struthio are also AS. strata =
OHG. MHG. strUz, G. strausz; also, after MHG.,
MLG. strHs = D. struts = Sw. struts = Dan.
struds; also It. struzzo, dim. struzzolo, = OF.
strudon (> ML. reflex strwAoirir-) and ME. stru-

cioun), ostrich.] A very large ratite bird of the
genus Struthio. The true or African ostrich (5. came-

A Jurassic Oyster {Ostrea
ntarski).

Osyris

eggs appear to be hatched mainly by incubation, both pa-

ren ts relieving each other in the ta«k, but also partly by the

beat of the sun. The South African ostrich is often consid-

ered as a distinct species under the name of 5. australis.

Three South American birds of the genus Rhea are popu-

larly known as the American ostrich, though they are not

very closely allied to the true ostrich, differing in having
three-toed feet and in many other respects. The best-

known of the three is R. americana, the tutndu or nan-
duguac-u of the Brazilians, inhabiting the great American
pampas south of the equator. It is considerably smaller

than the true ostrich, and its plumage is much inferior.

A darwini, a native of Patagonia, is still smaller, and be-

longs to a different subgenus (Ptiiocnemis). The third spe-

cies is the R. macrorhyncha, so called from its long bill

;

It is perhaps only a variety of the first

The daughter of my people is become cruel, like the og-

triches in the wilderness. lam. iv. 3.

They ride on swift horses, . . . nor are they esteemed

of if not of sufficient speed to overtake an Ostridge.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 108.

ostrich-board (os'trich-bord), n. In medieval

arch. , wainscot.

ostrich-farm (os'trich-farm), n. A place where
ostriches are kept and reared for the commer-
cial value of their feathers.

ostrich-farming (os'trich-far"ming), n. The
occupation of keeping and rearing ostriches

for the sake of their feathers ; the conduct of

an ostrieh-farm.

ostrich-feather (os'trich-feTH'''6r), n. One of

the long curly plumes of the ostrich, used for

ornamental purposes; an ostrich-plume.

ostrich-fern (os'trich-f6m), «. The fern Ono-

elea Struthiopteris (Struthiopteris Germanica of

earlier authors). See cut under Onoclea.

ostrich-plume (os'trioh-pl6m), M. 1. A plume
of an ostrich ; an ostrich-feather; specifically,

one of the quill-feathers of the wings or tail.—

2. A name of Aglaophenia struthionides, one of

the plumularian hydromedusans. See Aglao-

dohenia.
stridse (os'tri-de), ». pi. Same as Ostreidae.

OStridget) »• An obsolete form of ostrich.

ostriferous (os-trif'e-rus), a. [< L. ostrifer,

oyster-bearing, < ostrea, oyster, + ferre = E.

bear^.'] Bearing or producing oysters.

Ostrogoth (os'tro-goth), n. [< LL. Ostrogothi,

pi., < OHG. ostar', east, + LL. Gothi, Goths: see

Goth.'] A person of the more easterly of the

two great historical divisions of the Goths (see

Goth). They established a monarchy in Italy

in 493,whichwas overthrown in 555. Also called

East Goth.

Ostrogothic (os-tro-goth'ik), a. [< Ostrogoth +
4c.] Of or relating to the (istrogoths.

ostryt, ». Same as hostry.

Ostrya (os'tri-a), n. [NL. (Scopoli, 1772), <

Gr. oBTpha, also oarphg, some tree withhardwood

;

cf. barpamv, a shell.] A genus of apetalous
trees, the hop-hornbeams, of the order OupuM-
fercB, or oakfamily, and the tribe Corylece, known
by the cone-like fruit of flattish-inflated mem-
branaceous bracts inclosing small sessile bony
nuts. There are 6 species, natives of the north temper,
ate zone, in the Old World and North and Central Amer-
ica. They bear alternate leaves and small catkins without

A Male Ostrich {Struthio camelus).

lus) inhabits the sandy plains of Africa and Arabia, and
is the largest of all existing birds, attaining a height of

from 6 to 8 feet. The head and neck are nearly naked,
and the quill-feathers of the wings and tail have their barbs
wholly disconnected. It is chiefly tor these plumes, which
are high^esteemed as articles of dress and decoration, that
the bird is hunted and also reared in domestication. The
legs are extremely strong, the thighs are naked, and the
tarsi are covered with scides. There are only two toes, the
first and second being wanting. The pubic bones are
united—a conformation occurring in no other bird. The
wings are of small size and incapable of being used as
organs of flight; the birds can run with extraordinary

speed, distancing the fleetest horse. The food consists of

grass, grain, and other substances of a vegetable nature.
Ostriches are polygamous, every male consorting with sev-

eral females, and they generally keep together in larger or
smaller flocks. The eggs are of great size, averaging three
pounds each in weight, and several hens often lay in the
same nest, which is merely a hole scraped in the sand. The

Branches of Hop-hombeam (Ostrya yir^mica).
z, male, and 2, female infiorescence ; a, male Aower; b, fruit.

floral envelops, the tubular bracts in fruit becoming blad-
dery sacs. See hop-hornbeam, iromwood, and leverwood.

Oswego tea. See tea.

Osyrideae (os-i-rid'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (A. L. de
Jussieu, 1802), < Osyris + -idea'.] A tribe of
plants, of the apetalous order Santalacece, dis-
tinguished by the coalescence of the perianth-
tube with the ovary or disk. It includes about
20 genera, Osyris being the type.

Osyris (os'i-ris), n. [NL. (Linnasus, 1737), < L.
osyris, < Gr. bavpic, a plant, identified by Spren-
gel with Osyris alba, by others wifb'IMmia vul-

garis; supposed to refer, like Gr. batphiig, an
Egyptian plant, to the Egyptian god Osiris : see
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Ogiris.'i A genus of smooth shrubs, of the
order Santalaeece, type of the tribe Osyridece,
known by its alternate leaves, distinct anther-
cells, undivided disk, and dicecions flowers.
There are 5 or 6 species, natares of »Hit]ieni Europe, Af-
rica, and eastern India. Theybear small flowersandronnd-
iah drupes— in the typical European plant, 0. oito, on
erect broom-like branches with narrow dry leaves, in the
others on spreading branches with broad fleshy leaves. 0.
dba has been called garibmbe, poet's eaiaa, etc. 0. com-
press of South Africa, which furnishes a valuable tan for
fine leather, is now referred to the genus Coipoon.

-Ot^. [< F. -ot, a var. of -«<.• see-e/1.] A dimin-
utive suffix equivalent to -et. It occurs in bal-

lot, billot, parrot, etc. It is not felt as an Eng-
lish formative.

-ot-. See -ote.

0. T. An abbreviation of Old Testament.

Otaconstic (o-ta-kos'tik),- a. and n. [< Gr. irra-

KovoT^, a listener (see otacust), < aroKoixn-civ,

listen, < ovc (ur-), ear,+ axoixai, hear, > aKovoTiKd^,

pertaining to hearing: see aooiistic.] I. a. As-
sisting the sense of nearing: as, an otaeoustio

instrument.
n. n. An instrument to facilitate hearing;

especially, an ear-trumpet.
It [a ban] is supplied with a bony tube, which as a nat-

ural otacovj^iet is so directed backward as to receive the
smallest and most distant sound that comes behind her.

N. GreiCf Cosmologia Sacra, i. 5.

otacousticont (d-ta-kos'ti-kon), «. [XL.: see
otacoust4c.'i Same"as otaconstic.

Hrae, to n^ great content, I did try the use of the Ota-
eougHeon, which was only a great gla^ bottle broke at the
bottom, patting the neck to my eare, and there I did plain-
ly hearthe dancing of the oares of the boats inthe Thames
to Arundel gallery window, which, without it, I could not
in the least do. P^py*, Diaiy, IIL 415.

otacnstt, «. [< IjIj. otacustes, < Gr. urojanwr^,
a listener, a spy: see otacoustic.'] A scout; a
spy. Holland.
Otaheite apple, gooseberry, myrtle, salep,
waln'at._ See apple, etc.

otalgia (o-tal'ji-a), n. |TSrL.,< Gr. tn-o/.yto, ear-

ache, < owf ("r-)^ ear, + a>.yoi, pain.] Pain iu
the ear; earache.
otalgic (o-tal'jik), o. and n. [< otalg-ia + -»c.]

I. a. Pertaining to earache.

n. 1- A remedy for earache.

otalgy (o-tal'ji), «. Same as otalgia.

Otaria (o-ta'ri-a), n. [NIi-j < Crr. arapoc, la^e-
eared, < oJf (uf-), ear: see earl.] The typical

genus of OfariiVfff. See cutunder otary. Peron,
1807.

Otariidse (ot-a-ri'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Otaria +
-»d<r.] A feimilyofmarine pinniped carnivorous
mammals, of the order Fer<e and the suborder
Pinnipedia, typified by the genus Otaria; the
otaries or eared seals. Tbeyhave small but evident
external ears. The fore and hind limbs are of proportion-
ate lengths, and the latter are flexible forward. The di-

gits of the fore flippers are clawless and rapidly graduated
in length ; those of the hind flippers are oi equal lengths
and provided with long fhips ot still, and the second, tiUrd,

and fourth bear claws. The incisors are 6 above and 4 be-

low, the former notched. The sknll has strong salient

mastoid processes distinct from the anditory bnllse, ali-

sphenoid canals, and postorbital processes. Otaries are

found on most sea-coasts and islands, excepting those of
the North Allantac There are several good genera besides

OtariOt as Zalophax, Eumetopka, ArtHjeephalug, and Ce>^

lOT-ftmus. The several species are known as seo-efepAont^
»a4\onx, and seo-iears, and most of them furnish valuable
pelts. CaUorhimu vninus, the sea-bear of the Korth Pa*
ciflc, furnishes the material for sealskin garments. See
cut xmierfur-»eai.

Otariins (o-t»-ri-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Otaria
-f- -ttuE.] The eared seals rated as a subfamily.

otarine (ot'»-rin), a. Pertaining or relating to
otaries or eared seals : distinguished ttovapho-
eine, and from rosmarine or tnchecMne.

otarioid (o-ta'ri-oid), a. and n. [< Otaria, otary,

+ -oid.'i L a. Of or having characteristics of
the Otariidce; relating to otaries.

n. «. An otary or eared seal.

otary (d't»-ri), ».; pL otaries (-riz). [< NL.

Otario.]
Otariidie.

Otajy (OtariaJvrsteri^.

An eared seal; a seal of the family
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-ote. P". -ote = Sp. Pg. It. -Ota, < L. -ota, -otes,

< Gr. -imK, a patrial stSSx.] A suffix, of Greek
origin, indicating country or nativity. It oc-

curs in Cypriote, Candiote, Epirote, Sidiote, etc.

It occurs also as -ot, as in Cypriot, Epirot, etc.,

and in patriot.

OthelcosiS (6-thel-k6'sis), h. [NL., < Gr. oif

(u7-), ear, + i'/jtaaiQ, ulceration, < thiOQ, a wound,
ulcer: see uicer.] Ulceration of the ear.

othematoma, olisematoma (o-the-ma-to'ma),
n. [Xli., < Gr. oif (ur-), ear, + NIi. hdmatonia:
see liciiiatoma.'i Effusion of blood beneath the
perichondrium of the pinna of the ear. Also
called Ttcematoma auris, and, from its frequency
in the insane, insane ear.

Otheoscope (d'the-o-skop), )i. [< Gr. oBea; push,
thrust, + GKOTreh; view.] Ati instrument akin
to the radiometer.
Otherl (uTH'^r), a. and pron. [< ME. other, <
AS. other (in inflexion often syncopated dihr-)

= OS. othar, odhar, odher, ddhar,andar= OFries.
other, Oder, or, also ander=MD.D. attder=MXiG.
LG. ander= OHG. andar, ander, iCHG. G. ander
= Icel. annarr=Sw. ann<i»=: Dan. a»Mte»=Goth.
anthar, other, second, different, = li. alter (for
*anteri—assimilated to alius, other: see else)

(> It. altro = Sp. otro = Pg. oufro = Pr. altre,

autre = OP. altre, autre, F. autre), other, =
OBulg. vatora = Bohem. titerj^ = Pol. tctory =
Kuss. rtorno-, second, = Lith. antras = Lett.
otrs = OPruss. antars = Skt. antara, anyaiara,
other; with compar. suffix -ffccr= L. -ter= Gr.
--epoc, etc., from a base seen in OBulg. onH =
Serv. Bohem. Pol. oh = Buss. onS, he, that,
= Skt. anya, *ana, that.] I. a. 1. Second: as.

every oHier day ; every other week.
Xece, I hare so grete a pyne

For love that everych otheri&y I faste.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 1166.

Ac speciallicbe and propreUche of the rote of anarice
guothoutmanye smaleroten. Thet byethwelgreatdyad-
lichezennestsins]. The oerste is gauelinge [usury]. The
other thyefthe [theft]. The thridde roberye.

AyenbiU oflmryt (E. E. T. S.), p. 34.

In particular—(a) Second of two : hence with singular
substantives only, and regularly preceded by the. The an-
tecedent correlative to the other is one orthe one. In these
combinatious a possessive pronoun may take the place of
the. Also used absolutely without repetition of the nonn
referred to.

"Whosoever shall smite thee on thy right cheek, torn to
him the other also. Hat. v. 39.

Whatnext I bring shall please thee, be assured.

Thy likeness, thy fit help, thy other self.

Thy wish exactly to thy heart's desire.

MUton, P. L, Tiii 4aa

My Uher dearer life in life.

Tennyson, ^filler's Daughter.

When the Christians in Alhama beheld their enemies
retreating on one side, and their friends advancing on the

other, they uttered shouts of joy and hymns of thanksgiv-
ing. Irving, Granada, p. 56.

The matter of the Declaration of Indulgence exasperated
one half of [the king's] subjects, and the manner the other

halt MaeavZay, Sir William Temple.

(b\) Second of a pair ; hence, left (as opposed to rights

Him behynd a wicked Hag did stalker

In ragged robes and filthy disaiay

;

Her other leg was lame, diat she no'te walke.
But on a staSe her feeble stops did stay.

Spenser, V. Q., U. iv. 4.

(c) Second of two opposites; opposite; contrary: as, the

otA«r side of the street.

On the other side of this plain, the Pilgrims came to a
place where stood an old Monument hard by the high-

way-side. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 17a

Let us be thankful that those old apes [male dancers]

have almost vanished off the stage; and left it in posses-

sion of the beauteous bomiders of tjie otA«r sex.

Thmienty, Philip, iv.

(d) Second in order of thought^ though first or previous

in <Hder of fact ; hence, next preceding, or (taken substau-

ttvely) that which immediately preceded.

He put it by thrice, every time gentler than otAer.

ShiUc., J. C, L 2. 230.

Why do you mock God so often, and pretend every year
to repent, and yet are every year as bad, if not worse than
other/ StSlingfleet, Sermons, n. iiL

2. Additional; further; hence, besides this (or

these, that or those): with or without a clause

with than or hut following, expressed or under-
stood.
for alle other XadoDns, thel seyn, ben hut blynde in

conynge and worchynge, in comparisoun to hem.
MandevOU, Travels, p. 219.

Other tales they had, as that Minema killed there a fire

breaUiing beast. Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 324.

Come on, my noble Hearts, this is the Mine we come
frar; and they who think there is any otA*r are Fools.

SaleigJt, quoted in Howell's Letters, u. 61.

But for other Bnildings, th«e is nothing now left in it

except a Chnrch. MavndreU, Aleppo to Jerusa'eni, p. 19.

Heaven be their resource who have no other tfut the
charity of this world.

Seme, Sentimental Journey, llie Honk.

Other

Art no other sanction needs
Than beauty for its own fair sake.

Whittier, Tent on the Beach.

3. Different from this (the person or thing in
view or under consideration or just specified);
belonging to a class, category, or sort outside
of, or apart and distinct in identity or charac-
ter from (that which has been mentioned or is
implied); not the same: used with or without a
definitive or indefinite word (the, that, an, any,
some, etc.) preceding, and often followed (as a
comparative) by a clause with than: frequently
used also as correlative to this, one, or some pre-
ceding: as, he was occupied vrith other reflec-
tions ; this man I know, the other man I never
saw before ; sotne men seek wealth, other men
seek fame, when preceded by an, the, or that, the two
words were formerly often written together—on other as
another (a usage now invariable), the other as thother, that
(thet) other as thetother (whence tother).

*'Thurh me men gon," than spak that othir syde,
"Unto the mortal strokis of the spere."

Chaucer, Parliament ot Fowls, 1. 134.

Than Arthur asked yet he wolde declare eny othir wise
to theire vndirstondinge, and he seide " >'ay.

*

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), lit 417.

L^t one eye his watehes keep,
Whilst the fother eye doth ^eep.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, iL 1.

Fast we found, fast shut.
The dismal gates, and barricadoed strong

;

But, long ere our approaching, heard within
Noise other than the sound of dance or song

;

Torment, and loud lament, and furious rage.
MUton, P. L., vliL 243.

I would not have him in one jot or tittle other than he
is. Lamb, My delations.

The English Constitution was nof^ indeed, without a
popular element, but other elements generally predomi-
nated. Mtuxnday, William Pitt.

Bethink ye, Gods, is there no other way?
jr. Arnold, Balder Dead.

On this theme Elesmer's eloquence, gesticulatory and
other, went on for a little while.

George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xxii.

Because we cannot explain how we know that which is

otherthan ourselves, shallwe deny that we do know things
and being other than ourselves?

BiUiotheca Sacra, XLV. 103.

Every other, each alternate.—One or other. See one.

—The other day. See dayi.—The other world, the
world of the dead ; the world to come.

She's dead; and what her entertainment may be
In the other toorld without me is nncertain-

Beau. and Ft., Thierry and Iheodoret, iv. 2.

To have other fish to try. See jEsfti.

H. pron. 1. The second of two reciprocally,
either of the two being considered subject or
object in turn : s^, each and other; either and
other; the one and the other. See each.

And ayther hateth other in alle manere werkes.
Piers Plowman (B), xiv. 223.

Bch ot hem at otheres sinne lough.
Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale, L 14.

Eke whit by blak, eke shame by wortfaynes,
Eche, set by other, more for other semeth.

Chaucer, Troilns, L 643.

Strike dead the whole weak race of venomous worms,
That sting eaeh other here in the dust

Tennyson, Maud, xxiii.

2. An additional person or thing: in construc-
tions as in def. 3.

That he m^ht be in erthe conuersant with these other.

Merim (E. E. T. S.X L 2.

3. A different person or thing from the one in
view or under consideration or just specified:

in the same constructions as the adjective, the
difference being in the fact that with the ad-
jective a noun is always expressed or obviously
implied in the context. As a pronoun other takes a
plural, which is properly (as with the pronouns any, some,

etc) the same in form as the singular ; but a plural in -«,

after theanalogy of nouns, namely others, is now the usual
torm-

And euer whyl that oon hir sorwe tolde.

That other weep as she to water wolde.
Chaucer, Siinire's Tale, L 495.

Wise men also die, and perish t<^ther, as well as the
ignorant and foolish, and leave their riches for other.

Boot of Common Prayer, Psalter, xlli. 10.

For his part, he excused himself to be innocent as well

of the one as of the other.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, L 5.

Xor can he tear so much theoSenceandreproachot o(A-

ers as he dreads and would blush at the reflectiou of his

own severe and modest eye upon himselte.
MUton, Church-Government, iL 3.

And while thesemade their liberal contributions, either

to the edifice or to the revenue of the Colledge [Harvard],
there were other that enriched its libraryby presenting ot

choice books with mathematical instruments thereunto.
C. Mather, Hag. Chris., iv.. Int.

Whfle others yet doubted, they were resolved ; where
others hesitated, they pressed forward.

D. WelMter, Speech in Conamemoration ot Adams and Jef-

[feraon, Aug. 2, 1826.



other

Of all otbera, apart from, distinguished from, or to the
exclusion of, all that remain.

Insolence is the crime qf all others which every man is
apt to rail at. SteOe, Spectator, No. 294.

otheri (uSH'6r), adv. [< ME. other; < other^,
a.] Otherwise.

Whan he wiste it may noon other be.
He paciently took his adversitee.

ChoAuxr, Merchant's Tale, 1. 839.

No doubt he's noble;
He had a blacis mouth that said other of him.

Shak., Hen. Vin., i. 3. 68.

other^t (uTH'fer), a. andprow. [ME., also mtlm;
owther; a var. of either, q. v.] Same as either.
Chaucer.

If thaire men on omthir side
Come forto help tham in that tide,
Thay auld be cut for thaire iornay,
Thaire armes and thaire legges oway.

Holy Mood (E. B. T. S.), p. 125.

Bote the bark of that on semede dimmore
Then ovther of the other two.

Joseph of Arimaihie (E. B. T. S.), 1. 184.

other^t, eonj. [ME., also outher, etc. ; a var. of
either, and the fuller form of ori : -see either and
or'^.'] Same as either and oj-i.

Ne hadde god suflred of som other than hym-selue,
He hadde nat wist wyterly whether deth wer soure other

sweyte. Piers Plowman (C), xxi. 219.

If thu were aliue,
With Bwerd other with kniu^
We Beholden aUe deie
And thi fader deth abeie.

King Horn (B. B. T. S.), 1. 110.

Comaunded hem to brings hym a-gein other be force, or
be otherwise. Uerlin (E. B. T. S.), iii. 522.

Othergatest (uWH'6r-gats), adv. [< other^ +
gate^. Ci.another-gates.'] In other ways; other-
wise.

If he had not been in drink, he would have tickled you
othergates than he did. Shak., T. N., v, 1. 198.

othergatest (uSH'Sr-gats), a. [See othergates,
adv.,3ji6.another-gates.^ Different; of another
sort or kind; other.

If you were in my mistress's chamber, you should find
othergates privy signs of love hanging out there.

Middleton, Blurt, Master-Constable, IL 1.

All which are the great works of true, able, and authori-
tative Ministers, requiring othergates .workmen than are
(now) in many places much in fashion among common
people.
Bp. Swuden, Tears of the Church, Pref., p. 19. (Dames.)

otherguess (uTH'6r-ges), a. A corruption of
otliergates. Compare another-giiess.

If your kinsman, lieutenant Bowling, had been here,
we should have had other-guess work,

Smollett, Roderick Kandom, xxxii.

This world contains otherguess sorrows than yours.
C Eeade.

otherguise (usn'^r-^z), a.
^
[A further corrup-

tion of othergv^ss, simulating guise. Cf. an-
other-guise.'] Same as otherguess. Ash.

Otherlyf, adv. [ME. (oompar. otherloher); < other
+ -h/^.2 Otherwise.

And gif he other-loker doth, be in the kynges mercy, as
many tyme as the baylynes hem mowe of take.

English Gilds (B. B. T. S.), p. 365.

otherness (usn'Sr-nes), «. [< other^ + -»ess.]

The state or quality of being other; alterity.

A sublime aspiration after the otherness of things is sub-
limely irrational. To know things as they are to us is

all we need to know, all that is possible to he known.
G. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, I. i. § 26.

Nor is nature to be confounded with created substance,
or with matter as it exists in space and time ; it is pure
non-being, the mere otherness, alteritas, of God— his
shadow, desire, want, or desiderium sui, as It is called by
mystical writers. Adamson, Bncyc. Brit., IIL 174.

othersomet, pron. [ME. othersome, prop, other
some, some (one) other, or some others: see
other^ and some, a.] Some other or others.

Some blasfemede hym and saide, fy one hym that dis-

troyes ; and othersome saide, othire mene saved he, bot
hymselfe he may nott helpe.

JIfS. Uneoln A. i. 17, f. 183. (Halliwdl.)

There were at that time manie noblemen in England
whose wyues and daughters the king hadde oppressed

;

and othersome whom with extreme exactions he had
brought into great pouertie ; and othersome whose parents
and friends the king hadde banished.

Stow, K. John, an. 1212.

Some of these Tabernacles may quickely be taken asun-
der, and set together againe. . . . Other some cannot be
taken insunder. Hakluyts Voyages, I. 54.

otherward, otherwards (uTH'er-ward,-wardz),
adv. [< other^ + -ward, wards.'] In another
direction. Carlyle.

Otherways (usH'er-waz), adv. [< ME. othei--

waies, otherweys; < other + ways, after other-

wise.'] Otherwise.

He asked the barons in that parlement,
If he scheweda thingotAerwoies heinent.

Bob. of Brunne, p. 4.

4174
The Captain told them, that for his own part he durst

there live with fewer men than they were
;
yet . . , they

were otherways minded.
Good Newsfrom New England, in Appendix to

[New England's Memorial, p. 373.

It appeared she was otherways furnished before : she
would none. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iv. 1.

Idv. This gentleman
Is well resolv'd now.
Guar. I was never otherways.

Middleton, Women Beware Women, iv, 2.

otherwhere (uTH'6r-hwar), adv. In some other
place; elsewhere.

Where were ye borne? Some say in Crete by name.
Others in Thebes, and others other-where.

Spenser, V. Q., VII. vii. 53.

The first equiuocation we reade of, otherwhere plainly
tearmed a lye. Purehas, Mlgrimage, p. 26.

The question therefore is whether we be now to seek
for any revealed law of God otherwhere than only in the
sacred Scripture. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 13.

The main body of this truth I have otherwhere repre-
sented. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 905.

One hath had the vision face to face,
And now his chair desires him here in vain.
However they may crown him otherwhere.

Tennyson, Holy Grail.

otherwMle (uTH'^r-hwil), adv. [< MB. other-
whyle, otherquyle ; <other^ + while.] 1. At other
times; formerly; erst.

Bothe wyth bulleg & bereg, & borej otherquyle,
& etaynej, that hym a-nelede, of the hege felle.

Sir Gawayne and the Qreen Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 723.

Sometimes he was taken forth ... to he set in the pil-

lory, otherwhUe in the stocks.

Sir G. Buck, Hist. Rich. III., iii.

But the Gods went not now, as otherwhUe,
Into the tilt-yard where the Heroes fought.

M. Arnold, Balder Bead.

2. Sometimes; at one time . . . at another time.
otherwhiles (usH'er-hwilz), adv. [< ME. other-
whyles; aAv. gen. ol otherwhUe.] Same as other-
while.

Thursdaye we hadde otherwhylescshaesanA otherwhyles
metely good wynde. SirB. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 72.

Otherwhiles the famish'd English, like pale ghosts, . . .

raintly beseige us. Shak., 1 Hen. VI., i. 2. 7.

otherwise (uTH'6r-wiz), adv. [< ME. otherwise,
otherwyse; short for in other wise: see other^
andwise^.] 1. In a different manner or way

;

differently.

Ne thei don to no man other wise than thei wolde that
other men diden to hem ; and in this poynt thei fuUetlllen
the 10 Commandementes of God ; and thei zive no charge
of Aveer ne of Ricchesse. MdndeinUe, Travels, p. 292.

Candy is called otherwyse Crete. There be ryght euyll
people. Sir B. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 13.

When I seriously salute thee, I begin my Letter with one
God ; when otherwise, with many. HoweU, Letters, ii. 11.

Walpole governed by corruption because, in his time,
it was impossible to govern otherwise.

Macatilay, Horace Walpole.

The stones composing a house cannot be otherwise used
until the house has been pulled down.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 444.

2. Byothermeans; from other causes; on other
terms.
Well ought ye be reson a grete mater to bringe to ende

be so that ye be of oon acorde, and of oon will, ffor other-
wise may ye not spede. Merlin (B. B. T. S.), iii. 681.

Sir John Norris failed in the attempt of Lisbon, and re-
turned with the loss, by sickness and otherwise, of 800O
men. Baleigh.

By negotiation and otherwise he secured the alliance and
the interests of the various Italiangovernments on his side.

Preseott, Berd. and Isa., ii. 15.

3. In other respects; under other circum-
stances ; in a different case.

It is said truly that the bestmen otAet-wiSe are not always
the best hi regard of society. Hooker, Bccles. Polity.

Such stories, which . . . are . . . consigned by the re-
port of persons otherwise pious and prudent.

Jer. Taylor, yi/otkB (ed. 1836), II. 371.

The feebleness of age in a man of this turn has some-
thing which should be treated with respect even in a man
no otherwise venerable. Steele, Spectator, No. 386.

If the lighthouse-keeper happens to have plenty of oil,

and is not out shooting or fishing, he lights his lamp

;

otherwise, he omits to perform this rather important part
of his duties. Lady Brassey, Voyage of Sunbeam, I. v.

Or Otberwiae, in law, when used as a general phrase fol-
lowing an enumeration of particulars, is commonly inter-
preted in a restricted sense, as referring to such other
matters aa are kindred to the classes before mentioned.

—

Rather . . . than otherwise, rather one thing than an-
other and contrary thing; rather than not.

A bom and bred lady as keeper of the place would be
rather a catch than otherwise. Dickens, Hard Times, i. 16.

Not that he cared about P. being snubbed— that he
rathxr enjoyed than otherwise.

B. B. EimbaU, Was he Successful?, iv.

otherwise (uTH'6r-wiz), conj. [< otherwise, adv.]
1. Else; but for the reason indicated.

I have sat in the stocks for puddings he hath stolen,
otherwise he had been executed.

Shak., T. G. of V., iv. 4. 34.

otic

otherwise an ill Angell commeth and causeth bralles and
diseases. Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 200.

2t. On the other hand.

A skilful artificer male sone put the vain Bophister to
silence. . . . Whereas otherwise an argumente made by
the rules of logique cannot bee avoided.

Wilson, Rule of Reason.

otherwise (uTH'er-wiz), a. [Prop, the adv.
oi7iera;»se in predicate.] Different; of a differ-

ent kind or character.
If it prove

She 'a otherwise, I'll keep my stables where
I lodge my wife. Shak., W. T., ii. 1. 134.

He prayed God to forgive him, and made vows that if

the Lord spared his life he would become otherwise,

N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 121.

other-world (uTH'er-werld), a. [< other world:
see under other^, a.] Pertaining to or charac-
teristic of a different sphere of existence ; ex-
tramundane; unearthly; belonging or relating

to the future life.

otherworldliness (uTH'^r-werld'li-nes), 71. 1.

The character of being otherworldly ; a disposi-

tion to act in this life with reference to another
or future world ; conduct of life prompted by a
hope of heaven.
And yet not religion conceived as an affair of the pri

vate conscience, not the yearning and the search for the
pearl of great price, not an increased predominance of
otherworldliness, but the instinct of national freedom^
and the determination to have nothing in religion that
should impair it. Nineteenth Century, XXIV. 764.

3. Beference to or insistence upon the exis-

tence of another world beyond the present;
ideality; spirituality; the quality of being
visionaiy.

Its [the church's] other^worldliness, while upholding an
ideal before men's eyes, had the disadvantage of discred-
iting the real. G. H. Lewes, Hist. Philos., II. 6.

otherworldly (uTH'Sr-werld'li), a. Governed
in this life by motives relating to the consider-
ation of existence in another and better world.

But ... we perceive with great clearness that the origi-

nal Judaic religion, though it had supernaturalism. . . .

instead of being monkish, otherworldly, and immutable,
was social, political, and historical.

J. B. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 244.

Othman (oth'man), a. and n. [< Turk. 'Othman

:

see Ottoman^, Osmanli.] Same as Ottoman^.
Iskander, the pride and boast
Of that mighty Othman host.

Longfellow, Wayside Inn, Spanish Jew's Second Tale.

Othmanee (oth'man-e), a, [< Turk. Othmani:
see Ottom:anK] Ottoman; Turkish.

Syrian apples, Ofhmxmee quinces.
T. B. Aldrich, When the Sultan goes to Ispahan.

Othniidae (oth-ni'i-de), n.pl. [Nli.,< Ofhnius +
-idee.] A family of heteromerous Coleoptera,
typified by the genus Othnius. They have the an-
terior coxal cavities closed behind, the tars^ claws simple,
the ventral segments five, free, and the anterior coxae small.
Othnius (oth-ni'us), n. [NL., < On. bevelog,

strange, foreign.] The typical genus of 0th-
niidcB. Le Conte, 1861.

Othonna (o-thon'li), n. [NL. (LinnKTis, 1737),
< L. othonna, < Gr. bdovva, a Syrian composite
plant.] A genus of plants of the order Com-
positce and the tribe Senecionidece, type of the
subtribeOi^oreme<B,andknownby its sterile disk-
flowers and copious pappus. There are about 80
species, natives of South Africa, They are smooth shrubs
or herbs, with small heads ofyellow flowers and alternate
or radical leaves, either undivided or dissected, and often
fleshy. Their similarity to Senecio gives them the name
of (African') ragwort. One of the few deserving culture
is 0. crassifoHa, a trailing herb with fleshy leaves and
bright-yellow flowers, suitable for baskets, rustic work,
etc.

otiationt (6-shi-a'shon), n. [< L. as if *otia-
tio(n-), < otiari, idle" about, take one's ease, <
oUum, ease : see otiose.] Same as otiosity.

Or as I haue obserued [othersl in many of the Princes
Courts of Italic to seeme idle when they be earnestly oc-
cupied, & entend to nothing but mischieuous practizes,
and do busily negotiat by coulor of ottttUon.

Pvttenham, Arte of Bug. Poesie, p. 252.

Otiatrics (6-ti-at'riks), n. [< Gr. ovq (ur-), ear,
+ larpmds, of healing, medical: see iatric.]
Aural therapeutics.
otic (6'tik),_a. [= P. otique, < 6r. uracdf, of the
ear, < ovg {ar-), ear: see eorl.] Of or pertain-
ing to the ear or organ of hearing; auditory;
acoustic— Otic (or periotio) bones, those bones which
result from the ossification of the cartilaginous otic or
periotic capsule, and constitute, when coalesced, the oto-
erane, or skull of the ear; the compound petrosal or
pelromastoid bone, corresponding to the petrous and mas-
toid parts of the temporal bone in man. The otic bones are
commonly three in number, the prootic, theepiotie, and the
opisthotic; to which a fourth, the pterotie, may be added.
See these words, aa&periolie; also cuts under acrodont
and aoai.— otic capsule, the otic bones collectively; the
otocrane, especially in its early or formative stage.— OtlC
ganglion. See ganglion.



Otidae

OtidSB(6'ti-de),i».j>J. \yi..,<CHis+ -4da.^ Same
as OrtdiAr.

Otides^ N. Plnral of otis.

otidia, n._ Plural of otUUum.
otidial (o-tid'i-«l), a. [< otidium + -a/.] Of or
pertaining to ai otidium or the auditory organ
of a mollosk.

Otididse(o-tid'i-de),«.j)f, [NL., <0«s(0«<f-) +
-idff.] A &mily of pressiroetral graUatorial
birds, typified by the genus Otis; the bustards.
They ar« chaimdriomoipliic orplover-lSce, and especiaUj
rdated to sach twins as the (BdieaamdtBw thii^-knees
(having holotiunal ncstrDsX and also exhibit some analogr
to, il not affinity with, the gaUinaceoos birds. The cdt-
sorial feet are laige anid stoat, and reticulated, with three
short stont toes; the beak is sbmi, ^at, and oompara-
tirelynalted. TheOtuiuteaieanaf the 01dWortd,and
disposed from their JkMcan center of dlstzibntion into
Sofope, Asiai, and Anstralia. There are abont 33 species,
of several modern geoen, ranging in size from that <tf a
torkeytothatof agroose. lliey fly well, andnmwith great
celerity. Their food is chiefly vegetable. See btalard,

Otidiform (6-tid'i-f6rm), a. [< NL. Otis (Ottd-)
+ L./orma.] Besembling or related to the bus-
tards; otidine.

Otidiiue (6-ti-di'ne), it. pJ. [Xli., < Otis (Otid-)
+ -tiuF.] The bustards as a subfamily of some
other &mily, or as the only subfamily of Otidi-

da.
otidine (6'ti-din), a. Of or pertaining to the
OUdiiuB or OtitKdce.

Otidiphaps (o-tid'i-faps), n. [XL., < Gr. irric

(ur«f), a kind of bustard (see Otis), + odi; a
wild pigeon.] A remarkable genus of Papuan
pigeons, probably belonging to the Cohimbida,
but not related to the ground-pigeons of the
genus Gourd, The tail-feathers are 90^ an nnnsoal
number, and the plomage is green, bine, and chestnnt,
with metaUie sheen on the neck. They are of large size,

about 18 inches long, live in the woods, and feed cm fruits.

O. TubHis is the best-known species.

otidium (o-tid'i-um), n. ;
pi. otidia (-&). [XIi.,

< Gr. oSf '(irr-), ear, + dim. suffix -idiov.'] The
typical ear of a moUusk; the form of otocyst
or auditory oigan which occurs in the Mol-
lusea.

Otinidae (o-tiu'i-de), n. pL PTL., < Otina (the
typical genus) + -ute.] A small family of
aquatic pulmonate gastropods, typified by the
genus Otina; the ear-snails. They are of small size,

with very sb«t tentacle^ foot grooved for looping, and
month vertically deft ; they live onnx^ of the sea^shore.
Sometimes called dwtnf-ean.

Otion (6'ti-on), «. [Nli., < Gr. liriov,^ little ear,

an ear, a kind of shell-flsh, dim. of ovf (or-), ear

:

see ear^^ 1. A genus of thoracic cirripeds

or barnacles: a synonym of Conchoderma.—2.

[{. c] A barnacle of this genus.

We also find oUom attached to their snrfui&
Cmier, B£gne Anim. (trans. 18I8X p. 3%

OtictrliyiMdiidae (6'ti-6-ring^-de), n.pL [Nli.

(Shuckard, 1840), < Cftiorl^pichvs + -tdte.] An
important family of ihynchophorous Coleqp-
tera, or snout-beetles, typified by the genus
Otiorhjfnehtis. The elytia have a strong fold on the
imier tiae, the male pygidimn is divided, the tars! are
osnally dilated, and broshy underneath, and the mandi-
bles have a decidaons piece which falls off aft^ the trans-
formation from pnpa to imago, leaving a scar. It is a
large and wide-spread groap, containing many noxioos
weevUs, as Bpicina imbriaitia, the imlsicated snoot-
beetle, and A ranugta/uSeri, or Fuller's rose-beetle. (See
cot mider Efiaxnu.') Many of the tropical species are
higjdy ornamental, as Sntiawg ta^eriaHs. Seecut under
diamond-beetU.

Otiorliyiicllilue (d'ti-o-ring-ki'ne), n.pl, [XL..
< Otiorhynehus + -tiuE.] 1. The OUorkyiuAida
rated as a subfamily of CureuJUonidce.—2. A
restricted subfamily of OUorki/nekidm, contain-
ing the more typical forms of tiutt&mjly. Also
OUorhyneJiini. See cut under Epiccerus.

otiortaynchilie (d'ti-o-ring'kin), a. Pertaining
to the OHorhynehinw, or having their charac-
ters.

OtiorllTIlchllS (o'ti-o-ringTms), «. [XL. ((3ep-

mar, 1821), < Gr. irriov, dim. of oic. ear, + jmy-

xoc, snout.] A genus of snout-beetles, typical

of the family OHorhynehida, having the meta-
stemal side pieces entirelyconceal^ bythe ely-

tra, the suture obliterated, and the hud tibise

witii two short fixed spurs. There are nes^y 500
species, mostlyEoropean and Asiatic. The five which oc-

cur in Xortb America are common to that oonttnent and
to Europe.

otiose (6'shi-6s), a. [= OF. oaos, omeus, ofieus

= Sp. Pg. odoso = It. o:noso, < L. ottoms, hav-

ing leisure or ease, at leisure, < otium-, leisure,

ease ; prob. not related to e<tse : see ease. GL
negotiate, etc.] 1. Being at rest or ease; not

at work; unemployed; inactive: idle.

Ifdengei, the dull and atioK supreme deity On the Ilji

Islands], Sad his shrine or incarnation in the serpent
S.B. Tulor, Prim. Culture^ IL 2LL
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2. Made, done, or performed in a leisurely,

half-heartedway; perfunctory : ne^igent; care-
less; hence, ineffectiTe; vain; futUe; to no pur-
pose.

If thinking about payment of the debt means merely
an edoge contCToplation of a possible event, the proposi-
tion may be true, but is little to tiie porpoeeL

T. H. Grten, Prol^omena to Ethics, § 150.

The last dramatic possibility of the piece . . . is lost by
the addition of two otiose acts, with a commonplace end-
ing once more drowned in platitude and priggishness.

AthenoBvm, Xo. 3084, p. 754.

otiosity (6-shi-os'i-ti), H. [= OF. odosite,
oUosite = Sp. odostdad = Pg. odoMdade = It.

oziosita; as otiose + -ity.'\ 1. The state or qual-
ity of being otiose or of having nothing to do

;

ease ; relief from labor ; idleness.

Joseph Sedley then led a life of dignified otioaty, such
as bedune a person of his eminence.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, Ix.

2. Perfunctoriness ; easv negligence; careless-
ness : ineffectiveness ; futility.

otis (6'tis). n.; pi. otides (6'ti^ez). [NL., < L.
Otis. < Gr. uric, a Mud of bustard with long ear-
feathers, ^ oif (^r-). ear: see ear^.'] 1. The ear
of a vessel, often ornamental. Compare ansa.—2. [eojJ.] InornrtA.,theleadinggenusof Oft-

didte, or bustards, it was formerly coeitaisive with
the foinHy, but isnow restricted tosuch species as the great
bustard,^(>(u fordo. See cut under bugUird.

Otitis (o-ti'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. ouf (<J7-), ear, -I-

-itis.'\ Inflammation of the ear.—qtltis externa.
Inflammation of tlie external ear.—Otitis interna, in-
flammation of the internal ear.—Otitis mediat inflam-
mation of the middle ear, or tympanom.
oto (d'to), ti. [Central Amer.] The plant Colo-
casia antiquoriim.

otoba-bntter (6-t6'b|-but'er), 71. A fatty sub-
stance said to be obtained from the fruit of
Myristiea Otoba, It is nearly cdorles^ and smells
like nutmegs whoi fresh, but has a disagreeable odor in
the melted states

otoconia, «• Plural of otoconium.

otoconia! (o-to-ko'ni-al), a. [< XL. otoconium
+ -ai.] Pertaining to or consisting of an oto-
conium or otoconia : as, otoeonial particles.

Otoconite (o-tok'o-nit), n. [< NL. otoconium
+ -t<e^.] Ail otoconium ; a small otolith or cal-
careous concretion of the labyrinth of the ear.
=Syn. SeeataOh.

otoconium (o-to-ko'ni-tmi), n. : pL otoconia (-a).

[XL., < Gr. off (ur-), ear, -1- im-tc, dust.] One
of the smaQ otoliths, or gritty particles in the
membranous labyrinth: used practically only
in the plund.^syn. See aUUOt.

OtOCOrys (o-tok'o-iis), «. [XL., < Gr. our ("!-),

ear, + Kopvc, a helmet.] A genus of AlandidiB;
the homed larks: a synonym of EremophSa.
Thename is r^rularly used' by those who hold that Bre^
mophUa in omitholagy is imtenable because of the jHior
BremopkOui in ichthyology. Also, improperly, Otoemis.
See cut imder BrejawpkBa.

Otocrane (o'to-kran), B. [< Gr. oJf (tir-), ear,

-I- upaviov, skuU.] The bony structure of the
middle and inner ear of a vertebrate, contain-
ing the essential parts of the oi^n of hear-
ing. It consists of the otic or periotic bones more or less
completely coalesced into a single petrosal <v petromas-
told bone. In man the otocrane Is die petroma^ld, con-
sisting of the petrous and mastoid parts of the tempond
bone fused to^Uier. Also otoenBoum. See cuts imd»
periatie and ^mpanie.

otocrania, n. Plural of otoeranium.

otocnranial (o-to-kra'ni-al), a. [< otocrane +
-iaL] Of or pertainingtothe otocrane ; otocran-
ic ; otic or perioldc, as a bone or set of bones.

otocranic (o-to-faan'ik), a. [< otocrane + -ie.']

Of or pertaining to the otocrane : as, otocranic

elements. Coues.

otocraniiun (o-to-kra'ni-nm), n. : pi. otocrania

(-a). [NL. : see otocrane.'] Same as otocrane.

Oto<70n (o-tos'i-on"l. n. [XL.. < Gr. av^ (««"-),

ear, -I- id-av, dog. = E. Itound.'] 1 . A remarkable
genus of African foxes of the alopeeoid or vul-

pine series of the family Camda, typical of the
subfamily Otocyonmte. They have 46 or 48 teeth
(more than any o£her known het^odont mammal); cra-
nial characters as in Fesmeeus, but the hinder borao' of
the lower jaw with a peculiarly expansive process : audi-
tory bulls and aarsv^y large; vertebrae 53; limbs long;
and toes 5-4, as Is usual in CanidtB. There Is but one
species, O. megalatis, of South Africa. MegaUtii is a syn-
onym.
2. [I. c] Any animal of this genus ; a mega-
lote.

Otocyoninae (o-tos'i-o-ni'ne), h. pi. [NL., <
Otocyon + -iW.] A subfamily of Camdte, rep-
resented by the genus Otocyon. Also called
Megalotinte.

Otocyonine (6-t5-M'6-nin), a. Of or pertaining
to l£e Otoeyonina.

otocyst (o'to-sist), H. [< Gr. o»r (ur-), ear, +
KvcTTii, bladder (cyst): see eysf.] In zool., an

otology

auditory vesicle : any cavity or cyst which con-
tains the essential parts of an organ of hearing;
especially, the auditory vesicle or capsule of
some of the Inrertebraia, often containing oto-
liths, and subservient to the function of audi-
tion. In SydroaoOy otocysts are one of the several kinds
of marginal bodies situated In the margin of the disk
between tentacles, and containing otolithic concretions
and hair-cells. See cuts imder Appendiadana and KUta-
cyfL

Otocystic (o-to-sis'tik), a. [< otocyst + -«c.]
Pertaining to an otoevst.

otodynia (d-to-din'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr. 01; (in--),

the ear. + oSiiii, pam.] Pain in the ear.

Otographical (6-to-graf'i-kal). a. [< otograph-y
+ -ic-al.] Of or 'pertaining to otography.

Otography (o-to^'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. m.-^ (ur-), ear,
-I- -ypa^la, < ypa^i; write.] The descriptive
anatomy of the ear.

OtOgyps (6'to-jips), n. [XL., < Gr. off (in--),

ear, + j-i 0, vulture.] A genus of Old World
vultures of the family Faleonida and the sub-

Eaied Vultme i0ta£y^s aurtctUnris).

'm

&imily VMuriniB, having ear-like flax>s of skin

;

the eared vultures. There are several specie^ as the
.\frican O. awrieulani, the Xnblan O. nudicui^ and the In*
dian or Pondichrary 0. co^vua.

Otolite (o'to-lit), n. [< Gr. off (iir-), ear, -1-

%/0of, stone'(see -Kte).] Same as otoMA.
otolith (o'to-lith). fi. [< Gr. off (ur-), ear. -I-X^,
stone.] 1. A caleaieons concretion within the
membranous labyrinth of the ear. In fishes and
fish-like vert^rates they are som^imes of great size. In
higher annuals otoliths are genially wanthig or reduced
to small particles or ear-dust. (See tiUxordvok.) Among
somecommtm fishes the otolith decreases In size in the fol-

lowingords : cod, hake, haddock; whiting, conger, turbot,
sole, gurnard, smelt, and trout The concretions differ

much in shape. In tile conger the otolith is shaped like a
sole, 1^ inches long, f inch wide, and is thin and glassy.
In tbe cod It is of the size of a horse-bean, and Is curved
on itself. 13ie ear-stones cf the American sheepshead are
shaped like a tamarind-seed, and look like pieces of milky
quute. Th^ are often carried in the pocket as ''lucky
stones.**

2. One of the proper otic bones of some ani-
mals, as certain fishes; an otosteon. See cnts
under Bsox and PyUum. =STa. OtoliOs, Ototka, Oto-
eemui, and OfoeoFntes are all concretions In the inmost ear;
the two first-mentioned words are by some restricted to
tlie large solid "ear-stones* of lower animalR^ while tlie

latter two designate the small ones or very fine "ear-
dust" of higher animals They have proper]^ no part In
the bony structure of the ear, but a vibratory or concns-
sive function in audition. But otal&h and otosleon are
sometimes ^p|died to the internal ear-bones of fishes.

otolithic (6-to-lith'ik), a. [< otolith + -tc.] 1.

Ot or pertaining to an otolith; otosteal: as, an
otolithic concretion.—2. Containing otoliths;

lithocystic : as, an otolithic capsule or lithocyst.

Also otoliUc.
Otolithic sac, in Hydnzoa, a ]itho<^yst.

Otolithns (o-tol'i-thus), ». [OTj., < Gr. off (irr-).

ear, -I- '/.idoq, stone.] A genus of seiaenoid fishes

;

weakfish : now commonly caQed Cynosdon.
otolitic (o-to-Ut'ik), a. [< otolite + -«;.] Same
as otolithic

Otological(6-to-loj'i-kal).a. [<oto?o«/-y -I- -ic-al.'\

Of or pertaining to otology.

otolog&t (o-tol'o-jist). n. [< otolog-y + -ist.1

One who is' versed in otology, especially in its

medical and surgical aspects ; an aurist.

otology (9-tol'9-Ji)j "• [< Gr. off (u--), ear,

+ -Aoyia,' < /.syEcv, speak: see -olo^.'] That
branch of science which deals with the human
ear, its anatomy and functions, in health and
disease.



otomy

Otomy (ot'o-mi), «. A corruption of atomy^.

She 's grown a mere otomy.
Surlft, Polite Conversation, i.

otomycosis (o'to-mi-ko'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. ovg
(uT-), ear, + umrig, mushroom.] The presence
of fungi, such as Aspergillus nigricans, in the
external auditory meatus.
Otomys (6'to-mis), n. [NL., < Gr. oh («r-), ear,
+ /iif, a mouse.] A genus of gerbils or myo-
morphic rodents of the family Muridw and the
subfamily Gerbillince. They have large hairy ears,

,
convex frontal profile, grooved incisors, molar teeth with
discrete laminae united by cement, and the tail of mod-
erate length, not tutted.

otopathy (o-top'a-thi), n. [< Gr. oic (wr-), ear,
+ srdft?, < -nddog, suffering.] Disease of the ear.

otophone (o'to-fon), n. [< Gr. oic (<jr-), ear, +
fov^, a sound, tone.] An ear-trumpet. M. 3.
Knight.
Otophthalmic (6-tof-thal'mik), a. [< Gr. oJf
(tn--), ear, + ofaaTi/idg, eye.] Same as oculaudi-
tory.

Otoplastic(6-to-plas'tik), a. l<.otoplast-y + 4c.']

Of or pertaining to otoplasty.
otoplasty (6'to-plas-ti), n. [< Gr. oig (wr-), ear,
+ TrXaardf, verbal adj. of nMiscEiv, form, mold.]
Plastic surgery of the ear.

Otoporpa (6-to-^6r'pa), n.
;
pi. otoporpce (-pe).

[NL., <, Gr. oJf (uT-), ear, + wdpir^, a buckle.] 1r
JSydrozoa, one of the hard cartilaginous pro-
cesses of the marginal ring which proceed to
an otocyst or tentaculicyst, as of a narcomedu-
san; an earjivet.
otoporpal (6-to-p6r'pal), a. [< otoporpa + -al."}

Of or pertaining to aii otoporpa : as, an otopor-
pal process of the marginal cartilage.

otopyorrhea, otopyorrhoea (6-to-pi-o-re'a), n.
[NL. otopyorrhoea, < Gr. oig (ar-"), ear, + "nvov,

matter, pus (seepus), + pelv, flow, run, stream.]
Purulent otorrhea.
Otopyosis (6"to-pi-6'sis), n. [NL. , < Gr. ovc (or-),

ea.i,+ jviuaig, suppuration, < nvovadai, suppurate,
< iriiov, pus: see pus.] The presence of pus in
the ear.

otorrhagia (6-to-ra'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr. o^Q
(ur-), ear, + -payia, < /niyviivai, break, burst. Cf

.

hemorrhage.] Hemorrhage from the ear.

Otorrhea, otorrhcea (o-to-re'a). n. [NL. otor-
'rhcea, < Gr. oig (ur-), ear', + poia, a flow, < 'pslv,

flow.] A purulent or mucopurulent discharge
from the ear.

otorrheal, otorrhoeal (6-to-re'al), a. [< otor-
rhea + -al.] Of, pertaining to, or affected with
otorrhea.

otosalpinx (6-to-sal'pingks), ». [NL., < Gr. o^c
(ur-), ear, + CToAmyf, a trumpet: see salpinx.]
The Eustachian tube.

otoscope (o'to-skop), n. [< Gr. oibg (or-), ear, +
(T/t05r£iv, view.] An ear-speculum. Be% speculum.
otoscopic (o-to-skop'ik), a. [< otoscope + -ic]
Of, pertaining to, or made with the otoscope

:

as, an otoscopic examination.
otoscopical (6-to-skop'i-kal), a. [< otoscopic +
-al.] Same as otoscopic.

"

otoscopy (o'to-sko-pi), n. [< Gr. oif (ar-), ear, +
-aiamia,(. CKOTrelv, view.] Inspection of the ear;
clinical examination of the ear.

Otosema (o-to-se'ma), n. [NL. (Hubner, 1816),
< Gr. ov; (ur-), ear, '+ afjiia, mark, sign.] A ge-
nus of noetuid moths containing the largest
species of the family, 0. (Erebus) odora, com-

Otosema odora, about one half natural size.

mon along the coast of America from Maine
to Brazil.

otosis (6-td'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. oif (ur-), ear:

see earf.] Mishearing; false impression as to

sounds uttered by others, or a word-form so
originated.
N^egro English is an ear-language altogether, a language

built up on what the late Professor Haldeman of Pennsyl-
vania called oto8is,<an error of ear, a mishearing, similar
to that by which Siridyhn-d-danla, a viceroy of Bengal,
became in the newspapers of the day Sir Koger Dowler.

Trami. Amer. PhUdl. Alt., XVI, App., p. xxxi.
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otosteal (6-tos'te-al), a. and n. [< Gr. ovg (&-),
ear, + bareov, bone.] I. a. Of or pertaining
to an otosteon or otolith.

II, n. An otosteon.

otosteon (o-tos'te-on), n

.

;
pi. otostea (-a). [NL.

,

< Gr. oic (ar-), ear, + bariov, bone.] 1. An
ear-stone ; an otolith ; a hard concretion in the
cavity of the labyrinth of the ear, as in the cod
and many other fishes: not to be confounded
with any of the bones proper of the ear.— 2.
An ear-bone proper; an otic or periotie bone.
=Syn. See otolith.

ototomy (6-tot'o-mi), n. [< Gr. otif (ur-), ear, +
-To/iia, < ri/jveiv, Tajielv, cut.] Dissection of the
ear.

Otozamites (6"t6-za-mi'tez), n. [NL. (Braun,
1843), < Gr. avc \irr'-), = E. ear\ + NL. Zamia
(see Zamia) + -ites.] A large genus of fossil

plants belonging to the order Cycadacew, hav-
ing more or less elongated pinnate fronds or
leaves with forking veins, and distinguished
from all other genera by a rounded auricle on
the upper side of the base of each pinna or
leaflet. More than 60 species have been described, all

from Mesozoic strata, chiefly Jurassic, but ranging from
the Buntersandstein to the Cenomanian, most abundant
in the Odllte, Lias, and Ehetic of Europe and India.

ottar (ot'ar), n. Same as attar.

ottava (o't-ta'va), «. [It.: see octeBe.] An oc-
tave. In musical staff-notation, al ottava or 8va, 'at the
octave,' is prefixed above to a note or passage which is to
be performed an octave higher than it is written, the con-
tinuance of the direction being fm-ther indicated by a
horizontal dotted line, and its end by the word loco, *in
place.' It is occasionally also prefixed below a note or
passage to be performed an octave lower than it is writ-
ten. The former effect is also indicated by ottava alta,
and the latter by ottava bassa. In either case the inten-
tion is simply to avoid the excessive use of leger or added
lines.

ottava rima (ot-ta'va re'ma). [It., eighth or
octuple rime : see octave and rime^.] An Ital-

ian form of versification consisting of eight
lines, of which the first six rime alternately and
the last two form a couplet, the lines being in
the proper Italian meter, the heroic of eleven
syllables. Byron employed it in his "Beppo"
and "Don Juan," usiag lines of eleven or often
of ten syllables.

Ottavino (ot-ta-ve'no), n. [It., < ottava, octave

:

see octave.] Same as piccolo.

otter^ (offer), n. [< ME. oter, otir, otur, otyre, <

AS. otor, oter, ottor, otr-=MLG. otter= MJD. D.
ott«r = OHG. ottar, otter, ottir, MHG. G. otter =
Icel. otr= Sw. utter= Dan. odder = Goth. *utrs
(not recorded) = OBulg. vydra = Pol. Bohem.
wydra = Kuss. vuidra = Lith. udra, otter, =
Gr. v6poc, vSpa, a water-snake (see hydra), =
Skt. udra, otter : akin to Skt. udan, water, Gr.
lidup, water E. water: see water.] 1. An aquat-
ic digitigrade carnivorous mammal of the or-

Canada Otter i^Luira canadensis).

der FercB, family Mustelidce, and subfamily lu-
trince. There are several genera, as Barangia (or iep-
tonyxX Aonyx, Lontra (or Scarieoma), Lvtra proper, Hy-
drogtUe, and Fteronura. They all have large flatfish

heads, short ears, webbed toes, crooked nails, and tails

slightly flattened horizontally. The common river-otter,

the Lutra vulgaris of Europe, is a quadruped adapted to
amphibious habits by its short, strong, flexible, palmated
feet, which serve as oars to propel it through the water,
and by its long and strong tail, which acts as a powerful
rudder, and enables the animal to change its course
with great ease and rapidity. It inhabits the banks of
rivers, and feeds principally on fish. When its retreat
is found, the otter instantly takes the water and dives,
remaining a long time underneath it, and rising at a
considerable distance from the place where it dived.
The weight of a full-grown male is from 20 to 24 pounds,
and its length is about 2 feet exclusive of the taiL In
many parts of England, and especially in Wales, the otter
is hunted with dogs trained for this purpose. The other
species of Lutra proper, which are found in different parts
of the world, do not differ greatly from the European otter.

The American otter is a quite distinct species, Lutra (La-
tax) cariadensis. Some Asiatic otters with redi^ped claws
constitute the genus Aonyx. There are South American
otters, as LutrabrasUieruis and L. chUeruis. The most re-

markable form is the winged-tailed or margin-tailed otter

Otus

of South America, Fteronura sandbaehi. The fur of otters
is valuable. One kind of it, from South America, is known
as nutria.

2. The sea-Otter. SeeEnhydris.— 3. The larva
of the ghost-moth, Epialus humuli, which is very
destructive to hop-plantations.— 4. A tackle
with line and flies, used for fishing below the
surface in lakes and rivers. [XJ. S.]— 5. A
breed of sheep: same as ancon, 3 Lesser ot-
ter, a former name of the mink.

otter^ (offer), n. A corruption of arnotto.

otter'*, m. Same as attar.

otter-canoe (offer-ka-no"), «. A boat used by
the hunters of the sea-otter, on the western
coast of North America, it is 16 feet long, nearly 5
feet wide, 18 inches deep, sharp at each end, with flaring

sides, and but little sheer. It is an excellent sea-boat, and
is especially adapted for landing through the surf.

otter-dog (offer-dog), n, A variety of hound
bred for or employed in the chase of the otter.

otterdownt (offer-doun), n. [A corruption of
eider-down, simulating otter.] Same as eider-

down.

There are now to be sold for ready money only some
duvets for bedooverings of down beyond comparison, supe-
rior to what is called the otterdovm. Johnmn, Idler, No. 4.

otter-hound (offer-hound), n. Same a,sotter-dog.

otter-pike (ot'fer-pik), «. [Appar. a corruption
of adder-pike.] Same as adder-jrike.

otter-shell (offer-shel), n. A bivalve moUusk
of the famUy Mactridce and genus Lutraria, l.
TiMxima is known on the northwest coast of America as
the great dam, and is much eaten by the natives, espe-
cially in winter, being preserved by smoking. See cut
under Lvtraria.

otter-shrew (ofer-shro), n. An insectivorous
animal of the genus Potamogale: so called from
its resemblance both to an otter andto a shrew.
otter-spear (of fer-sper), n. A spear for kill-

ing otters.

ottetto (ot-tefto), n. [It. : see octet.] Same
as octet.

otto (of6), n. Same as attar.

Ottoman^ (ofo-man), a. and n. [< F. ottoman
= Sp. Otomano = Pg. It. Ottomano, < Turk.
'Othman, 'Osman, the founder of the Turkish,

empire in Asia : see Osmanli. Cf . Othman.] I.

a. Pertaining to that branch of the Turks to
which belong the founders and ruling class of
the Turkish or Ottoman empire.

II. n. One of that branch of the Turks which,
founded and rule the Turkish empire. The Ot
toman Turks lived originally in central Asia. Under their
first sultan, Othman (reigned 1288-1326), they founded a
realm in Asia Minor, which was soon extended into Eu-
rope. With the capture of Constantinople in 1463 they
succeeded to the Byzantine empire, and their rule, at its.

height in the sixteenth century, extended over the great-
er part of southeastern Europe and much of western
Asia and northern Africa. They have since lost Hungary,.
Knmania, Servia, Greece, etc., and practically Bulgaria,
Egypt, etc. The Ottoman Turks are Sunnite Mohamme-
dans, and regard the sultans as representatives of the for-
mer califs.

ottoman^ (ofo-man), n. [= G. ottomane, < P.
Ottomans (= Sp. otomana), a kind of cpueh or
sofa, fem. of ottoman, Ottoman, Turkish: see
Ottoman^.] 1. A piece of furniture forming a
seat or seats, used in a drawing-room or sitting-
room, (a) A large piece of furniture like a divan, usu-
ally circular or many-sided (so that the persons occupying
it turn their backs to one another), and commonly having
a raised conical center for the back, upon which is fre-
quently a vase as for flowers, the seat and back being-
upholstered with springs and stuffing. (6) A small and
movable seat like a chair without back or arms.

My ieat, to which Bessie and the bitter Miss Abbot had
left me riveted, was a low ottoman near the marble chim-
ney-piece. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, ii.

2. A corded silk having large cords; a kind of
gros-grain. Compare faille, 3 Box ottoman,
an ottoman the body of which is made hollow, usually of
wood, with a top which can be lifted So that it can be used
as a box.—Double-pouffe ottoman, an ottoman made to
resemble two cushions or "pouffes laid one upon an-
other. If the seeming cushions are square, it is common ta
lay the upper one at an angle with the lower; if botli are
round, they are often covered witli different materials.

Ottomitet (ofo-mit), n. [As Ottom(an) + -ite'^. J
-An Ottoman.

I do agnize
A natural and prompt alacrity
I find in hardness, and do undertake
These present wars against the OttomUes.

Shak., OtheUo, i. 3. 235..

Ottrelite (ofrel-it), n. [< Ottrez (see def .) +
Gr. X^flof, stone.] Amineral occurring in small
mica-like scales in a schistose rock (ottrelite
schist) near Ottrez, in the Ardennes, it is a sil-

icate of aluminium and iron with some manganese. The
ottrelite group includes ottrelite proper and several re-
lated minerals, as chloritoid, sismondine, and masonite;.
they belong to the group of so-called britOe micas.

Otus (6'tus), n. [NL., <Gr. ardg, the long-eared
owl, < crvc (orr-), ear: see eorl.] 1. A genus of
Strigidce, containing owls of medium size, withi



Otns
conspicuous horns, ear-tufts, or plmnieoms;
the eared owls. Ihe cranmon hng-eired oirt of En-
rope IS O. ruigari$; that ot SoHh America is O. triUo-

Americas IjOKHg-caicd Ovl {OfMS ^rltmiiaittisi,

tuanus. Iliere are many other species. The limits of
the genus Tuy. The short-eared species of Ofu^ are oftrai

placed in a different genos. Brackyotut. The genns is

also caned ./Ian.

2t. In entom., a genns of sphinxes or hawk-
mofhs, founded by Hubner in 1816.—3t. In
condt., a genus of gastropods. Bisso, 1826.

—

4t. In Crustaeea. a genns of amphipods. C.
Spenee Bate, 1S62.

onabe-oil (o-a'be-oil), n. A fixed oil valuable
for labrieating, extracted from the Jamaica
cobnut, OmpMalea triandra.

onbit (o'bit), n. [Also ouhat, oubut, oobit.

ootcbet, roicbet. weibat, Kobart, woubit, etc. : said
to be ult. < AS. wibba, an insect {se glisigenda
icibba, 'the glistening insect,' theglow-worm).J
A caterpillar of the tiger-moth: geneiaUymth
the qnaJifying term hairy. See palmer-worm.
[Prov. Ehig.]

oubliette (o-bli-ef), n. P"., < oubUer, forget, <
L. oblwisd, forget: see e^Krion.] 1. A secret
dungeon with an open-
ing only at the top for the
admission of air, used
for persons condemned
to perpetual imprison-
ment or to perish secret-
ly, such as exist in some
old castles or other build-
ings.

The place was ntteriy daA,
the ouMuHe, I snppoee, of the
aocuised convent, SoatL

2. A secret pit, nsnaUy
in the floor of a dnngeon
or a dark passage, into
which a jwrson could be
precipitated and thus be
destroyed unawares. On-
bliettes of this fcain occur in
medieval castles^ thon^ Uiej
wae mach less common than
has been popnlariy believed.

And deeper still the deep-
down oidiiigttet

Sown thirty feet below the
smiling day.

Temtj/mn, Barold, iL 2.

OubUeOa are common in old
eastern hoases. as in the me-
dieval castles of Enrope^ and
many a slzang^' has me^ his
death in them. Th^ are often
sowellconceidedthateventhe

ooHiettes<drf.,).-Caafe<,fmodem mmates are not aware pSISS.^™L^^S
of their existence. VioUet-ie-Dnc's "Diet, de

7t F. Burton, tr. of Arabian rAniitecmre.")

[Jlirfltk in. 327, note. C, cpper doo^con, with win-
dow, />/ B. lower dnngeon,

OnCh^ (OnchV H. r< ALL. wiUiaooessSroniCbylhetiap-

ouche; a form of nouek, ^-^-^- »°'''«?^ '"-

dae to misdivision of a
noueh as an ouch

door A;
vhkii a Tjctim coold be pre-
cipitated baca CtaE timibgfa
the open txap-doois in tile

flooBS; A.faottom ofcastlemoat;
BH. caale vail ; /, an upper

see
nouch.'] 1. An ornament
or Jewel of the nature of
a brooch or clasp : any jewel or ornament ; spe-
cifically, a clasp used for a cope in place of the
agraffe. Its use in the Knglish Old Testament
seems to be restricted to 'setting,' or 'socket.'

Also otcebe.

An ouehe at gold.
Chawxr, ProL to Wife of Bath's Tale, L 743.

They wrought onyx stones inclosed in ouches of gold.
£x. xxsix. &

Why did Tolcan make this excellent 0\uh? to give

Homione Cadmns' wife. Burton. Anat. at MeL, p. 521.

IT
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I am got deep into the Sidney Papers; there are old

wills toll of beqaeathed mcehet and goblets with fair
enamel. WalpUe, Letters, n. 23.

She bronght him a very prettyfortune in chains,oweha,
and Saracen ear-rings. £i»-Aam.IngoldsbyL%ends,I.9>.

Sf. The blow given by a boar's tusk. Imp.
Diet.—3t. A tumor or boil on the skin; a ear-
btmcle.
Tp start as many aches in 's bones as thrae are ouches

in Ms skin. Chapman^ Widow's Tears, L

oach^ (ouch), interu [Also outeh: a mere ex-
clamation; cf. OK.] An exclamation express-
ing pain, as when one is suddenly htirt, as by a
slight bum, a prick of a pin, ete. [Colloq.]
onobeit, ». [< oucftl + -erl.] An artist who
made ouches.

OuxherSj skynners, and cutlers.
Cock Lordlet Bote. (Nam.)

ondenarde (o-de-nard'), n. [Named from Ow-
denarde, a town in E^st Flanders, Belgium,
where this tapestry was formerly manufac-
tnred.] Decorative tapestry of which the
chief subject is foliage, as landscapes with
trees.

Oiulenodon (6-den'o-don),_ii. [Nil., < Gr. oMt/f
(oWcw-), no one, none (< ovii fif, not one : ov6i,

but not^ and not, not; elf, one), -I- otJoif (biovT-)

= E. tooth.'] A genus of extinct ci^todont
reptiles with apparently toothless jaws and
short eonflnent premazUlaries, based npon re-
mains found in the argiUaeeous limestone of
South Africa. ByOwen it is associated with iiAj/nefto-
tawnii in a family Crypladaiaia (or CryplodontidjE) of the
order Anamodov^tUi. It is now made type of a separate
fondly OudeModanHda. It was named by Bain in 1856.

ondenodont (o-den'o-dont), a. Of orx>ertaining
to the genus Oudenodoit or the family Oudeno-
donOdtB.

Ondenodontidae (o-den -5-don 'ti -de), n.pJ.
PTL.. < OudeHodon(t-) -t-'-idee.] A family of
fossil reptUes, represented by the genus Ouden-
odoH.
on^met, a. A Middle English variant of oiml.
Ollghtl(dt), n.anda<fr. Sameasai(<7Afl. Com-
pare naught, nought.

OOght^ {6t), t., pret. and auxiliary. [< ME.
ought, oughte, ouhte, aught, aughte, augte, dkte,

agte, < AS. Site, pret. of dgan (pres. ah), owe,
have : see omel.] If. Owned ; the preterit of
the verb oae\ to possess, own. See oirel.

He got from the improvident Pesants the Castle of £1-

kisse, . . . and the Ca^e of Banies from the Sheek tlutt

ought it, by a wHe. Sandys^ Travailes, Pl 165.

He that ought the cow. goes nearest her taiL [Scotch
proverb. J Bay, Proverbs (1678), p. 376.

2t. Owed : the preterit and past participle of
the verb owe^, to be indebted or obliged.

As Fortune hire oughte a fonle meschaunce.
She wex siamonred npon this man.

Chaucer, Good Women, L 1609.

This was bat dnty

;

She did it for her husband, and she ought it.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, liL 3.

Tour brother had much money of me out of the £100
I had of him, beside what he oq^At to yoor sister Mary.

Wir%throp, Hist. Xew En^and, L 449.

3. To be held or bound in duty or moral obli-

gation.

And so atte the b^ynnyng a man aught to leme his
doughters with good ensanmples.

Book of the Knight qfLa Tour Landry, p. 2.

Thou oughlest therefore to have put my money to the
exchangers: Mat. zxv. 27.

We do not what we ought.

What we oti^At not we do.

jr. Arnold, Empedocles on Etna.

Whatl ou^Atto do most be something that I can da
H. Sidgwiet, Methods of Ethics, pt i.

4. To be fit or expedient in a moral view; be
a natural or expected consequence, result, ef-

fect, etc.

My brethren, Uiese things ought not so to be.

Jas- iiL la
All that 's good in natore ought

To be communicable.
Shirky, Love in a Mase, iii. 1.

The envious man is in pain npon all occasions which
ought to give him pleasure. Stede, Spectator, Xo. 19.

Against irreligion, against secnlarity. Art. Science, and
Chrlsfaanity are or ought to be united.

J. R. Sideti, "Sat. Bdigion, p. 121.

5. To be necessary or advisable : behoove.

So wise a man as ye be ought not soche thinge to vndir-
take to put hym-self in a-nentnre of deth for covetise of
londe, ne oUier auoir. Meriin (E. E. T. S.\ iL 366.

Ought not Christ to have suffered these things, and to

enter into his glory? Luke xiiv. 26,

Both in partridge-shooting and in grouse-shooting one
bird on^ ought to be singled oat and shot at.

Sncye. Brit, TTT. 834.

ounce

6t. To befit : used impersonally.
^el oughte us werche and yddnes withstonde.

Chaucer, Second >'an's Tale, L 14.

=Syn. 3-6. Ought. Should. Ought is the strongei; ex-
pressing especially obligations of duty, with some weaker
use in expressing interest or necesstfy ; as. yoa ought to
know, if any one does. .$AouId sometimes expresses daty:
as, we should be careful of others' feelings ; but generally
expresses propriety, expediency, etc. : as, we should dot
our Ts and cross our t's.

OTlght*t, n. [SeeaujAfS.] Possession: same as
aughfS.

I am asweelwwth looking at as ony book in your ow^At.
Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xvL

ought* (6t), «. [A corruption of nought, naught.]
Nought : a cipher. [Vulgar.]

"Three score and ten," said Chaffey, "oujrAt and carry
seven. Some men are so strong that they live to four
score— four times ouoM 's an ought, four times two 's an
eight— eighty." ZNcJtens, Martin Chuzzlewi^ lix.

onghtenf, v. Plural of oughts. Chaucer.
on^tltngS (ot'lingz), adv. [< oughtl + -Ung^.]
Anything; inthe least; inanydegree. [Scotch.]

Does Tarn the Bhymer spae oughtlings of this?
Ordoyeprophe^ just asye wish? Bamsay.

The hizzi^ if they're aughOint fawsont^
Let them in Dmry-lane be lesson'd

!

Bums, Address of Beelzebub.

Onghtness (6t'nes), n. The state of being as it

ought to be; rightness. [Bare.]

In this clear and foU sense, ou^Alnesg or duty is a com-
paratively recent notion, foreign to the classical period of
Greek ethics. W. £. SoHey, Etiilcs of ;Xaturalism, p. 7.

onghwheret, adc. See oahere.

onglyt, a. An obsolete form of ugly.

onjachoil(o'la-kon), n. Same as eu/<i«Aoii. CM.
Seammon, Marine Mammals, p. 91.

OTiIdemest, onldemesset, ». See the quota-
tion.

Otddemes, a kinde of tctt coarse canoas which Tailers
vse to stiffen doublets : so called because much tliereof
vsnally commeth from the Hand Ouldemes [Holdemessl.
TL Poutedmaes. Xinsheu.

onlelf, «• A Middle TCnglish form of owP

.

onle^, » A Middle English form of atcZ.

onle^t, n. An obsolete form of howl. Levins.

onlo-. See ulo-.

onlong, n. See oolong.

onlo^oUte (6-lof'o-lit), ». [<Gr. ovXoQ, woolly,
woolen, -I- ^?x6g, a cave, + /Jdog, stone.] A
local name for certain curved or twisted forms
assumed by gypsum occurring in the Mammoth
Cave, Sentucl^.
onloirhagy (6-lor'ar-ji), n. [< Gr. ov'/.ov, in pl.

ovAo, the gums, + -payia, < puiyvimai, breskk.] In
med., bleeding or hemorrhage from the gnms.
Also «2orrAa^.
onmberf, OUmbreFet. See umber% umbnere.
onmpert, ». An obsolete form of un^re.
onnce^ (onns), n. [< ME. ounce, unce = D. ons,
< OP. unce, once, F. oiice = Sp. onza = It. oncia
= OHG. wisa, MHG. G. ume = Sw. uns = Dan.
unse, unse= Ctoth. unJga= Gr. ovyaa, ounce, < L.
undo, the twelfth part of a pound or of a foot,

an ounce, an inch: see inch\ from the same
source.] 1. A weight, the twelfth part of a
pound to>y, and the sixteenth of a pound avoir-
dupois. In fzoy weight the oimce is 20 pennyweights,
eacjiof 24 grainy the ounce being therefore 480 grains; in
avoirdupoisweight the ounce is equal to 437^ grains. The
ounce was originally the Soman duodecimal subdivision
of the pound. Inmodem systems it is generally a twelfth
or sixteenth of a pound. Abbreviated cs.

2t. A small quantity.

By ounces henge hise lokkes that he hadde.
Chaucer, Gem. ProL to C. T., L 677.

3. In California, in the earlier years of the
gold excitement, a Spanish double doubloon,
or about sixteen dollars; the old doubloon onza
of Spain.

The last lot of quinine . . . had sold for four ounces
(sixty-fonr dollars) an oimce at auction.

J. W. Palmer, The Xew and the Old, p. 21.

Fluid ounce (also jluidouiux, a form verycommon inmed-
ical use), a measure of cajracity ; a win^assfnl. In the
United Kingdom it contains one avoirdupois ounce or
437.5 grains of distilled water at 62' Eahr. , weighed against
brass weights in air at a pressure of 30 inches (at London),
and at a temperature of 62° Fahr. In the United States
the fluid ounce is declared by Act of Gongr^ of July 27,

1866, to be the 128th part of a gallon—that is. it contains
456.033 grains of disfflled water at its maximum density,

weighed in air at a pressure of 30 inches Qffesmnably at

the CfMist Survey Office in Washington! and at a temper-
ature of 62' Fahr. Tlie British fluid ounce is equal to 28.4

cubic centimeters, and that of the Cnited States to 29.57

cubic centimeters.

Ounce^ (onns), n. [Formerly also once; < F.
once = Sp. on^a = Pg. onea = It. onza, now
loma (appar. with attraction of the def. art.)

;

XL. unda; perhaps ult. < Pers. yOz, a panther,
pard, lynx. The word has been referred, in
view of the It. form lonza, to L. lynx, 6r. /.i)?,
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lynx; but this is not at all pwbable. Cf.MHG.
lunse, liniae, lioness.] 1 . A carnivorous mam-
mal, Felts irbis or JP. uncia, of the eat family,

Ounce, or Snow-leopard {Fetis ir6U).

^Ay

FeUdcB, closely related to but distinct from the
other large spotted cats known as leopards or
panthers; the snow-leopard or mountain pan-
ther. It la an alpine animal, inhabiting the mountains
of Asia up to an altitude of 18,000 feet, and bearing the
same relation to the leopards of warmer regions that the
Canada lynx, for example, bears to the ordinary bay lynx
or wildcat. In consequence of its habitat the fur is very
thick and long, even forming a mane on the back, and the
color is pale-gray with obsolete dark spotting, instead of
reddish with sharp black spotting as m the leopards of
low countries. The muzzle is notably obtuse, with arched
frontal profile, in consequence of the shortness of the nasal
bones.

2t. The baylynx or the Canada lynx. W.Wood.—3. -An occasional name of the -American ja-

guar, FeMs onca.

ounce-land (ouns'land), n. In Orkney, before
the islands became a part of Scotland proper,
the area or tract of land that paid an annual
tax of an ounce of silver.

Each of the before-mentioned districts of land was call-

ed an ounce-land (Ork. urisland), because it paid an annual
tax of one ounce of silver.

Westminster Bev., CXXVIII. 689.

oundf, n. [< MB. ounde, < OP. onde, ounde, F.
onde = Pr. onda, unda, honda = 8p. Pg. It.

onda, < L. unda, a wave, water, = AS. yth, a
wave: aeeithe. Hence, from L.Mm(ia,B.o6oMmd,
redound, surround, abundant, etc., redundant,

etc.] 1. A wave.— 2. Work waving up and
down; a kind of lace. SalUwell.

Seyne come ther sewes sere, with solace ther-after,

Ownd of azure alle over and ardant them semyde.
Morte Arthure (E. B. T. 8.), 1. 193.

OundS, a. Same as oundy, 2.

oundedt, a. [ME. ownded; < ound + -ed^.']

Same as oundy, 1.

The hyude of hym was lyk purpure, and the tayle was
aumded overthweirt with a colour reede as rose.

JUS. Lincoln A. i. 17, f. 39. (HaUiweU.)

oundingt, n. [ME. ownd/ynge; < ound + -ing'i.]

Imitation of waves; laying in curls or rolls.

The disguise, endentynge, barrynge, owndynge, palynge,
wyndynge orhendynge, and semblable waste of clootb in

vanitee. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

oundy (oun'di), a. [ME. oundy, owndie; < OF.
onde, ownde,(. onde, vra-ye: seeoMJi^.] 1. Wavy;
curling.

Hir heere that oundy was and crips.

As burned gold bit shoon to see.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1386.

2. Scalloped: said of the edge of a piece of

stuff, a garment, or the like. .Also oundi.— 3.

In her., same as vmdS,

ounga, n. See gibbon.

OtQ)£f, ouphet (6f), n. Obsolete and corrupt

spemngs of oaf.
We'll dress

lake urchins, ouph^s, and fairies.

Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 4. 49.

And now they deemed the courier ouphe
Some hunter-sprite of the elfln ground.

J. R. Drake, Culprit Fay, p. 46.

ourl (our), pron. [Earlymod. E. also oure, ower,

owre; < MB. oure, me, < AS. ure (= 08. «sa =
OFries. use, unse, onse = D. ons, onze = MLGr.
unse = OHG. unsar, unser , MHG. G. wiser =
Icel. vdrr, vdr, mod. vor= Sw. v&r = Dan. vor =
Goth, unsar), poss., our, < ure, gen. pi., of us:

see US.2 Pertaining or belonging to us : as, our

country; our rights; our troops. Oure is a later

possessive form from ovr, and is used In place of our and a

noun, thus standing to our in the same relation as hers to

her, yours to your, mine to my: as, the land is ours; your
land and ours.

Sir, oure strengh myght no^t stabill tham stiUCj

They hilded for ought we couthe halde,

Oure vnwlttyng.
York Plays (E. E. T. S.), p. 326.

In this honre
I wol ben dede, or she shal bleven oure.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 539.
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Whether we preach, pray, baptize, communicate, con-
demn, give absolution, or whatsoever, as disposers of
God's mysteries, our words, judgments, acts, and deeds
are not ours but the Holy Ghost's.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v, 77.

One with our feelings and our powers
And rather part of us than ours.

Scott, Marmion, ill., Int.

our^t, '" -A- former spelling of hour.

There may areste me no pleasaunce.
And our be our I fele grevaunce.

MS. Cantab. Ff. i. 6, f. 117. (BaUiwdl.)

our-. For words so beginning, see uro-.

ourang-outang, n. An erroneous form of orang-
utan.

ouranographist, n. Same as uranograpMst.
ouranography, n. Same as uranography.
Ourapterids, «. pi. Same as Urapterygidce.

ourari (o-ra'ri), n. Same as curari.

Ouratea (o-ra'te-a), n. [NL. (Aublet, 1775), <

ov/ra-ara, the native name of the tree in Gui-
ana.] A genus of trees of the polypetalous order
Ochnacew and the tribe Ochnece, known also as
Gomphia, and distinguished by the ten stamens
and terminal panicles. There are about lOO species,
natives of America, Africa, and Asia in the tropics. They
have alternate shining evergreen leaves, yellow flowers of
five petals (with the five sepals also commonly yellow),
and a fpuit of about five drupes sessile on a broad recepta-
cle. See candleumod, 1.

Ouraz (5'raks), n. [NL., < Gr. oJpaf, Attic name
of the bird T^rpif.] 1. Same as Pajm. Cuvier,
1817.— 2. Same as Mitu, 2. Stvainson, 1837.

oure^, pron. A Middle English form of our^.

oure^tj n. A Middle English form of hour.

ourebl (ou're-bi), n. [Also oribi; S. African.]
Thebleekbok of South Africa, Antilope scoparia
or Sc(mophorus owrebi, about 2 feet high, of a
pale-dnn color, white below, with sharp strong
annulated horns in the male, inhabiting open
plains.

ouretic, a. See uretic.

ourie, a. See oorie.

OUrn (oum), pron. [< our + -n, an adj. suffix

used also in hern, hisn, etc.] Ours. [Prov. or
dial., Eng. and IT. S.]

Oum 's the fust thru-by-daylight train.

Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., i.

ouro-. For words so beginning, see uro-.

ours (ourz), pron. See owl.
ourself (our-self' ), pron. [< ME. oure self, etc.

:

see oiwi and self, and cf. himself, myself.2 My-
self: relating to we and us, when used of a sin-

gle person, as in the regal or formal style.

Grauute that we may oure silf to enserche & se,

As thou for us on roode were rent.

Thou chese us to thee for charite.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 117.

What touches us (mrsey shall be last served.
Shak., J. C, iii. 1. 8.

liTot so much as a treaty can be obtained, unless we
would denude oursey of all force to defend us.

Clarendon, Great Eebellion.

Ourself have ever vowed to esteem
As virtue lor itself, so fortune, base.

B. Jonxtm, Cynthia's Eevels, v. 3.

ourselves (our-selvz'),jj»"OTO.^Z. [< our + seJwes.]

We or us, not others: often, when used as a
nominative, added to we by way of emphasis

;

when in the objective, often without emphasis
and simply serving as the reflexive pronoun cor-

responding to us: as, we blame ourselves; we
pledge ourselves.

Not that we are sufficient of ourselves to think anything
as of ourselves; but our sufficiency is of God. 2 Cor. iii. 6.

All things that are
Made for our general uses are at war

—

E'en we among ourselves.

Fletcher, XJpon "An Honest Man's Fortune."

We ourselves might distinctly number in words a great
deal farther than we usually do. Locke.

All our knowledge is Ourselves to know.
Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 398.

To awaken and cherish this love of truth in ourselves

and in others, to follow alter it as long as we live, this is

what has created the prophets, saints, heroes, and mar-
tyrs of history. J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 152.

-OUS. [MB, -ous, -ouse; < OF. -ous, -os, -us, -eus,

later -eux, 1'. -eux = Sp. Pg. It. -oso, < L. -osus,

for *-onsus, orig. (Aryan) *-wansa, "-wanta, a
suffix (equivalent to B. -ful or -^1 or -ed"^)

attached to nouns to form adjectives noting
fullness, as in callosus, hard-sMnned, callous,

famosus, noted, famous, generosus, well-born,
generous, odiosiis, hateful, odious, reUgiosus,

scrupulous, religious, sumptuosus, costly, sump-
tuous, vitiosus, faulty, vicious, etc.] A suffix of
Latin origin, forming, from nouns, adjectives
denoting fullness or abundance, or sometimes
merely the presence, of the thing or quality
expressed by the noun, as in caUous, famous,

out

generous, odious, religious, sumptuous, vicious,

etc. (see etymology). Many modem English adjec-

tives taken directly firom the Latin have -ose, as jocose,

verbose, with or without an equivalent form in -ous, as
herbose herbous, onerose onerous, vinose vinous, spicovs spi.

cose, etc., the form in -ose being especially common in

botanical terms. By reason of the agreement in the ter-

minal pronunciation of English adjectives in -om and the
English pronunciation of Latin adjectives in -us (in Latin

a mere nominative termination), many such adjectives in

-us have been transferred into English with the accom-
modated termination -ous, as anacwvs, conspicuous, devious,

obvious, previous, serious, etc., from Latin amcius, conspicu-

us, devius, obmus, prcevius, serius, etc. So with Latin or
New Latin adjectives in -us from Greek -o$, as in acepha-
lous, etc. The suffix -out is felt as an English formative
only when a noun accompanies the adjective, as Infamous,
odious, religious, ambitious, etc., associated with the nouns
fame, odium, rdigion, amMHon, etc. It is sometimes used
(as also -ose), as an English formative, attached to words of
non-Latin origin, as in quartzous or gmartzoee, etc.

onset, «• An obsolete form of oose.

ousel, n. See ouzel.

onset (ou'set), n. [Origin obscure.] A cluster

of cottages; a hamlet or claohan. HalHwell.

[Scotch and North. Eng.]
oust! (oust), V, t. [< ME. *ousten, < OF. ous-

ter, oster, F. dter = Pr. ostar, remove, oust;

perhaps < ML. *haustare, draw out, remove (?),

tteq. of L. hawrire, pp. naustus, draw (water):

see ha/u/rient, haust^, exhaust.'] If. To take
away; remove.— 2. To turn out; eject; dis-

possess.

Afterwards the lessor, reversioner, remainder-man, or
any stranger dotli eject or oust the lessee of his term.

Blackstone, Com., in. xi.

Nothing less than the death of one Pharaoh, and th&
succession of another, could oust a favorite from his posi-

tion. Stedman, Vict. Poets, p. 160.

He . . . sack'd my house

;

From mine own earldom foully ousted me.
Tennyson, Geraint.

OUSt^ (oust), n. Same as oast.

ouster (ous'tfer), n. [< OF. ouster, inf. used as
noun : see oust^.'] In law, a putting out of pos-
session ; ejection ; the act of depriving one of

his freehold. In modem use it implies a wrongful ex-

clusion, and is used only with reference to real property.
Also called dispossession.

Itis . . . stated that Smith the lessee entered; and that
the defendant, William Stiles, who is called the casual
ejector, ousted him ; for which ouster he brings this action.

Blackstone, Com., III. xi.

Judgment respondeat ouster. Seejudgment.— Oust-
er by dlBcontlnuance. See discontinuance.

ouster-le-main, n. [< OP. ouster, remove, + le,

la, the, -t- main, hand: see main^.] In feudal
times, a writ or judgment for recovery of lands
out of the hand of the superior lord.

The heir, at the age of twenty-one, and the heiress, ori-

ginally at the age of fourteen, but subsequently at the age
of eighteen, sued out his or her livery or ousterlemain
(take the hand off), and obtained release from royal pro-
tection and controL S. DoweU, Taxes in England. 1. 35.

out (out), adv. andprep. [< MB. out, owt, ouie,

owte, < (a) AS. ut = OS. ut= OFries. ut = MD.
ut, D. «i*=MLG. ut, ute, uten=(ySG:.uz, uzs, uzz,

MHG. uz, usz, us, G. aus = Icel. ut = Sw. ut =
Dan. ud = Goth, at, out ; whence (6) AS. ute=
OS. uta.^te= OFries. uta, ute = OHG. uze, uzze,

Uzsi, MHG. uze, uzze, ouze = Sw. ute = Dan.
ude = Goth, uta, out, without; (c) AS. atan =
OS. Utan = OHG. uzana, uzdn, MHG. uzen, G.
aussen = Icel. utan = Sw. utan = Dan. uden =
Goth. Utana, from without; prob. = Skt. ud,
up, out. Hence comp. utter (whence utter, v.,

utterance, etc.), super!, utterest, utmost, outmost,
etc., about, without, outward, etc.] I. adv. 1.

Forth, either from a place, position, state, con-
dition, or relation, or into a specified position,
condition, existence, action, view, association,
etc.—the original notion 'forth' or the result-
ant notioii 'in' prevailing according to the con-
text or to circumstances, (a) From within or the
inside to the exterior or outside: as, to go ou^; to rush out.

Myrabell came and toke hym ourt aside

;

"Do alter me," quod she, "as in this case."
Generydes (E. E. T. S.), L 834.

Out of his mouth go burning lamps, and sparks of fire

leap out. Job xli. 19.

There he sat and sung their loves.
As she went out and in.

The Jolly Goshawk (Child's Ballads, III. 236).

i) From a source or receptacle : as, to draw cut a dagger

;

poui' out wine ; to squeeze out a drop.

He saith unto them. Draw out now, and bear nnto the
governor of the feast. John iL 8.

The sheepfold here
Pours out its fleecy tenants o'er the glebe.

Cowper, Task, 1. 291.

(c) From confinement, concealment, obscurity, entangle-
ment, etc. : as, to let out a secret ; to bring out the mean-
ing of a passage.

Hit is lure of our lyues, and we let sholde
ffor to wreke vs of wrathe for any wegh oute.

Destruction of Troy, 1. Wi.

s



out
One encompaas'd with a winding maze,

That cannot tread the way out readily.
Shak., Lncrec^ L 1152.

They gnaah their tusks, with flre their eyeballs roll.

Till some wide woond lets out their mighty soul.

Pope, Iliad, xiL 168.

(d) From a proper or osnal place, position, orconnection

:

as, to cut out a line of verse ; to pat out of joint.

These worlds in Taiqain new ambition bred

;

Who, like a foul usari>er> went about
From this fair throne to heave the o^vner ouL

Shak., Lucrece,L 413.

[The book of Hali] was after by the lewes altered, put-
ting out and in at their pleasure.

JHtrchas, Pilgrimage, p. 273.

Witii this yoa may do what you iilease^ put otd, put in,

communicate or suppress.
Milton, Ruptures of the Commonwealth.

It does not seem to be possible that you and your party
should ever go out. Bmwer.

(e) From a number of objects ; from among others, or from
all the others, as by seeking, chocking, separatiDg, omit-
ting; etc.: as, to find out; to pick out; to leave out.

Of the yonge oute trie Tpick, cull].

Con here, oon there, and elles where hem dripe.

PaUtuUus, Husbondrie (£. £. T. &.% p. 54.

I, even I, will both search my sheep and seek them ouL
Ezek. xxxiv. 11.

Till utmost end
Of all thy dues be don^ and none left out

Maton, Comas, L 137.

I desire to hear from yoa concerning Mr. Feather-
stone's resolation, and whether you have inquired out a
chamber for me. WiiUhrop^ Hist. Kew England, I. 420.

if) From accustomed security to the field of combat,
e^tecially sin^e combat : as, to call a man out to fight a
dueL

Yet others tell, the Captain fi^d thy doubt.
He'd call thee brother, or he'd call thee out.

Crabbe, !l^irish Krister.

We most have him out, Harry.
Thackeray, Virginians, x.

2. From any previous position, state, or condi-
tion, (a) In or into plain sights prominence, or r^ef.

I am very cold ; and all the stars are old too^

The little stars, and all that look like agleta
Fletcher {and another). Two Noble Kinsmen, iii. 4.

The stars come out, and the night-wind
Brings ap the stream
Murmurs and scents of the infinite sea.

M. Amcid, The Future.

(6) Into public view or notice; hence, in or into v<^ue,
fashion, or circulation : as, the book came out last year.

We gossips are bound to believe it^ an't be once out and
a-foot B. Jonson, Staple of News, lit 2.

(c) In or into social notice ; in or into society.

Fray, is she ou£ or not? I am puzzled ; she dined at the
parsonage with the rest of yon, which seemed like being
out; and yet she says so little tJiat I can hardly suppose
she is. Jane Austen, Mansfield Park, v.

(d) Into general knowlei^e or publicity: as, the story

leaked ot^

Sorwfuliche sche si3t last otd schold it lett.

Wmiam of PaUme (E. E. T. a), 1. 2971.

(e) In or into existence : as, the meanest man otit.

To lowe-lybbyng men the larke is resembled

;

Arestotle the grete clerke suche tales he telleth

;

Thus he lykneth in his Ic^yk the leste foule oute.

Piers Plowman (B), xiL 267.

"Three admirable members of Parliament," I cried,

"who, donning the cross of charity " *'I know," inter-

rupted S ;
** the cleverest thing out !

"

M. Arnold, Friendship's Garland, xii.

if) In or into a state of confusion, vexation, dispute, vari-

ance, or unfriendliness : as, he is o%d in his calculations

;

to ffdl out about trifies.

We fell out, my wife and I,

O we fell out, I know not why.
Tennyson, Princes^ L

Di^rantl^ according to an American authority, means
to pat any one out very seriously ; not out of a theatre or
musical hall, but out of temper.

Quoted in X. and Q., 7th ser., Ht 25.

(g) From among the number of contestants ; so as to be
no longer in the game : as, B was put out in the third

round.

3. Forth as regards extension or protraction;

in length or duration : as, to spread out a mat

;

to stretch out a hand.

wnt thou be angry with us for ever? Wilt thou draw
out thine anger to all generations? Ps. Ixzxv. 5.

And my laments would be drawn out too long;

To tell them all with one poor tired tongue.
Shak., Lacrece, L 1616.

Then lies him down the Inbbar fiend,

And, stretch'd out aSl the chimney's length,

Basks at the flre his hairy strength.
JfiZton, L'Allegro, 1. 111.

4. Forth; forward; away, as from a point of

departure.

They went out from us, but they were not of as.

1 John iL 19.

Wlien they were ready to set out for London, a man of

my lord cardinal's, by commission and main power, took

•em from me. Shak., Hen. VIIL, iL 2. 5.

Two stem-faced men set out from I^ynn,

Through the cold and heavy mist
Hood, Eugene Aram.
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5. Without; outside; forth or away from the
place, house, or apartment; in the open air;

out of doors: opposed to in or tcithin : as, he
went out at noon; to hang out a sign.

It is death to have any consultation for the common-
wealth Old of the council, or the place of the common elec-

tion. Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Bobinson), iL 3.

Wliat man soever there be of the house of Israel, that
killeth an ox, or lamb, or goat, in the camp, or that kill-

eth it out of the camp. Lev. xvii. 3.

Search Windsor Castle, elves, within and out
Shak., M. W. of W., v. 5. 60.

Did yoa see Sir Lucius while you was out f

Sheridan, The Rivals, L 2.

The living words
Of so great men as Lancelot and our King
Pass not from door to door and out again.
But sit within the house. Tennifson^ Holy GraiL

My camera really looked as though it were languishing
for « a day out

"

Harper's Mag., LXXIX. 457.

6. Not in or within ; absent : as, when the wine
is in. the wit is out. (a) Not in the house, at home,
or at hand : as, my master is out ; at the library the book
was ouL
When we reached Albion Place they were out; we went

after them, and found tiiem on tiie pier.

Jane Austen, Mansfield Park, v.

(b) No longer in the game in which one has duly had his
turn ; not now engaged in playing.

He [the striker] is . . . ou2 if he strikes the ball into the
air, and it be caught by any of his antagonists before it

reaches the ground, and retained long enough to bethrown
up again. ^rutt. Sports and Pastimes, p. 176.

I wish Iliad space to describe Uiewhole match: . . . how
the Lords' men were otd by half-past twelve o'clock for
ninety-e^ht runs. T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, iL 8.

(e) Not in office or employment; unemployed; disengaged:
as, a butler snperannuated and out of service.

Talk of coort news ; and we'll talk with them too

;

Who loses and who wins ; who 's in, who 's out,

Shak., Lear, v. 3. 15.

(<0 >'ot in place ; dislocated.

O, good sir ; softly, good air ! I fear, sir, my shoulder-
blade is out. Shak., W. T., iv. 3. 77.

(e) Not in present or personal possession or use ; let for
hire, or placed at interest.

Thu. Considers she my possessions?
Pro. O, ay ; and pities them.
Thu. Wherefore? . . .

Pro. That they are oid by lease.

Shak., T. G. of V.. v. 2. 29.

Those lands were out upon leases of four years, after the
expiration of which tenants were obliged to renew.

ArbuthTwL

CO At a loss (by a certain sum) : as, he ^ out ten dollars.

He was out fifty pounds, and reimburst himself only by
selling two copies. Bp. FeU.

(g) Not in practice ; unskilful from want of practice.

Wide o' the bow-hand ! i' faith, your hand is out.

Shak., L. L L., iv. 1. 135.

(A) Not in Togne or fashion.

Such practice hath been in England. But beware; it

will be out one day.
Latimer, 2d Sei-mon bef. Edw. VI., 1550.

Calling at my father's to change my long black cloak
for a short one (long cloaks being now quite out).

Pepys, Diary, Oct. 7, 1660.

Probably by next winter this fashion wfllbe at theheight
in the country, when it is quite out at London.

Addison, Country Fashions.

{%) At variance; at odds; unfriendly.

I beseech yoa, sir, be not out with me.
Shak., J. C, L 1. 19.

7. Beyond fixed or regular limits.

My Dov^ but once let loose, I doubt
Wou'd ne'er return, had not the Flood been out

Cowley The Mistress, Welcome.

It was the sort of thing of which he might have died had
the fioods been out, or the atmosphere as deleterious & it

sometimes was. Mrs. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman, xiv.

8. So as to be exposed or made hare, as by rents

in one's clothing.

If you be OTrf, sir, I can mend you. jSAo*., J. C. Ll. 19.

It is a fervour not very frequent ... to embrace Reli-

gion in rags, and virtue when it is vagrantand mendicant
out at heels and elbows.

Bp. Gauden, Tears of the Church, p. 257.

In three Weeks he shall be bare-foot ; in a Month oict at

Eiiees wit^ begging an Alms.
Congreve, Way of the World, iv. 12.

9. In a state of disclosure; so as to he no
longer concealed.

Yes, yes, all 's out; I now see the whole a£fair.

Goldsmith, Good-natured Man, v.

10. In a state of advanced development; spe-

cifically, of plants, in foliage ; in blossom ; in

bloom.
The hedges were so full of wild fiowera, the trees were

so thickly out in leal Dickens, Bleak House, iviiL

I believe the weeping willows will be otd by that time,

and we can have real branches. Won't that be splendid!
H. B. SUnee, Oldtown, p. 499.

11. Awayfrom the mark: in error; wrong; out

of line, tune, key, and the like : as, he is quite

S

ont

out in his guess; the soprano is out with the
other parts.

Raise your notes; you're out: fle, fie!

B. Jonson, Poetaster, iv. 3.

He had no opinion of reputed felicities below, and ap-
prehended men widely out in the estimate of such happi-
ness. Sir T. Browne, To a Friend.

He is out if he thinks the whole world is blind.
Sic\ft, Bickerstaff Papers.

The convex has to be done so correctly that, if the lens-
is the 100th part of an inch otU, its value is desti-oyed.

Mayfiew.

12. In a state of confusion or perplexity; puz-
zled; at a loss.

A'ery good orators, when they are out, they will spit.

Shak., As you Like it, iv. 1. 76.

Do I not looke pale, as fearing to be out in my speech?
Xay, haue I not all the signes of a Prologue about me?

T. Heywood, Prologue to Four Prentices of London.

13. In a state of completion; over; at an end.
Our hour

Is fully ouL Shak., A. and C, iv. 9. 33.

He was nere fourskore years of age (if not all out) when
he dyed. Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 408.

When Molly came home from the party to-night

—

The party was out at nine. St. Nicholas, XVI. 363.

14. In a state of exhaustion or extinction.

When the butt is out, we will drink water ; not a drop
before. Shak., Tempest, ilL 2. 1.

When thy goods are gone and spent, the lamp of their

love is ouL Burton, Auat. of MeL, p. 431.

The fire out, and— the tankard of ale otd too 1

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 74.

"Woman! woman!" cried Pluck, "the k^ is out, it

[the mm] is all gone." <SL Jxtdd, Margaret, L 6.

15. Abroad; away. Especially —(a) Away from
port ; outward bound ; on the outwaM voyage : as, when
three days out we fdl in with a wreck.

The caigo I have fitted out, the freight and assurance
out and home, the customs to the queen, and the interest

of my own money, and besides all these expenses a rea-

sonable profit to myself. Steele, Spectator, No. 174.

>) At large ; on the march ; afield, or in the field ; on
uty; on a hunting expedition; on the dueling-ground:

as, the militia were out in force ; the bushwhackers are-

tmt; the hounds are out; he was out in 1745 (that is, with
the JacobitesX

Sane Ector— was oute, as aunter befelle.

In a coun^e by coursse that of tJie coron helde . .

ffor play or for purpos.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.X 1. 1707.

Ton need not to have pricked me ; there are other men
fitter to go out than L Shak., Z Hen. r\^, iiL 2. 126.

I saw that there was no Credit to be given to his Word ;

for I was a Week out with him and saw but four Cows,.

which were so wild that we did not get one.
Dampier, Voyages, I. 364.

There sat Arthur on the dais-throng
And those that bad gone out upon the Quests
Wasted and worn, and but a tithe of them.
And those that had not, stood before the King.

Tetinyson, Holy GraiL

(c) Abroad ; absent in foreign lands ; beyond the sea.

If any wight had spoke whil he was oute

To hire of love, he hadde of it no donte {fear].

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 366.

He hath been out nine years, and away he shall again.
Sfuxk., Lear, L 1. 33.

16. To others ; to outside parties, as for use at

interest, premium, commission, wages, etc.: as,

to lend outmoney ; to let out lodgings ; to farm.

out a contract ; to hire out by the day.

They that were full have hired out themselves for bread.
1 Sam. iL 5.

He shall, if he be minded to travel, put out money upon
his return, and have hands enough to receive it upon any
terms of repayment. Dekker, Gull's Hornbook, p. 129.

17. To an end. (a) To a conclusion or settlement: as,

to hear one out; to face or fight it oitt; to hold out to th&
last ; to have it out with an opponent.

O, how shall summer's honey breath hold out

Against the wreckful si^e ot battering days?
Shak., Sonnets, Ixv.

I cannot be heard out ; they cut me off.

As if I were too saucy.
Beau, and FL, King and >"o King, L 1*

Sly, envious Time, till thou run md, thy race.
Jfttton,Time.

Week in, week out, frommom tiU night,

You can hear his bellows blow.
Longfellow, The Village Blacksmith.

Her brother had it otrf with the archdeacon about the-

Bristol guano. TroBtfpe, 3Barchester Towers, zxiiL

(6) To development, completion, consummation, or perfec-

tion ; to a succe^ui issue : as, to work out a plan ; to spell

out a message ; to make out or puzzle out something ob-

scure ; to carve otd a fortune ; to eke out a livelihood ; to
deck out a room.

Work out your own salvation with fear and trembling.
PhiLiL12.

She laughed at no mistakes they made, but helped them
out with modesty. Sw^ Death of Stella.

The church furnished him out, and provided a pinnace
to transport him. Winthrop, 'Rist. New England, II. 76.

On tbe 6th of May, . . . the Festa of St. Catherine, when
a procession of priests and acolytes . . . and lit^e girls



out

dressed out in white carry a splendid silver Image of their
patroness about the city,

J. A. Symonds, Italy and Greece, p. 66.

(c) To exhaustion, extinction, or conclusion ; to the end

;

so as to finish or exhaust or be exhausted or consumed ; so
as to bring to naught or render useless : as, the supplies
have given out; to wear out; to eat out (consume); to
pump out a well, or bail out a boat ; to put ovt one's eyes
or a light.

Her candle goeth not out by night. Prov. xxxi. 18.

You wear out a good wholesome forenoon in hearing a
cause between an orange-wife and a fosset^seller.

Shak., Cor., ii 1. 78.

Betray'd, captiv'd, and both my eyes put out.

Milton, a. A., 1. 33.

Legion on legion on thy foeman roll.

And weary out his arm— thou canst not quell his soul.
Scott, Vision of Don Kodericl^ Conclusion, st. 9.

Ring out the thousand wars of old.
Sing in the thousand years of peace.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, cvi.

18. So as to free from obstruction, enomn-
Isrance, or refuse : as, to sweep out a room; to
thresh out grain ; to weed out a garden.
Thou Shalt not muzzle the ox when he treadeth out the

corn. Deut xxv. i.

Mercury can warrant out
His undertakings, and make all things good.

B, Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 1.

19. Without stint or reserve ; in an open and
unreserved manner; fully; completely; thor-
oughly; outright; hence, plainly; clearly;
loudly : as, to speak out ; to read out the names

;

to call or cry out; to ring or sing out.

Swears he [Cupid] will shoot no more, but play with spar-
rows

And be a boy right out. Shah., Tempest, iv. 1. 101.

Speake out, Maisters; I would not have that word stick
in your teeth, or in your throat.

Milton, On Def. of Humb. Kemonst.

Come, come, at all 1 laugh he laughs, no doubt

;

The only difference is, 1 dare laugh out.

Pope, Epil. to Satires, 1 86.

1 have seen Stuart once ; he seems tormented to death
with friends, but he talked out about Paris very fairly and
pleasantly. Sydney Smith, To Francis Jeffrey.

All the old echoes hidden in the wall
Kang out like hollow woods at hunting-tide.

Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

JUl OUtt. SeeoK.— Bred out. See ftreaJ.—From out
of. Seefrom out, under out, pr^.—FromtMsout. See
from.— In and out, to and fro ; in waving lines.

The glancing lines of Giddyburn

—

in and out, in and
4iut—showed like a Malay's krees.

J. W. PalTner, After his Kind, p. 20.

Out and away, in a preeminent degree ; by far.

TJpolu is out and away the best island to possess, both
commercially and politically.

Nineteenth. Century, XIX. 310.

Out and out, to theutmost ; thoroughly and completely

;

:absolutely ; without qualification.

For ovte and oute he is the worthyeste.
Save oonly Ector, which that is the beste.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 739.

Allodial land was land in which a man had the full and
«ntire property ; which he held (as the saying is) out and
<ntt. Sir E. Creasy, Eng. Const., p. 69.

Out Of. [In this connection ovtis properly an adverb, and
of a preposition, but o^o/may be regarded as a compound
preposition, like into or upon.] (a) Forth from. (1) From
within ; from the bounds, precincts, possession, contain-
ing, holding, or grasp of : as, ovt of the door or window

;

<n£t of his clutches ; ovt of the darkness and silence.

There thai demet the duke, as by du right.

All his londes to lose, & launche ovt of towne.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S), 1. 12306.

The swoord was never yet out of theyr hand.
Spenxer, State of Ireland.

See where he looks out of the window.
Shak., T. of the S., v. 1. 56.

Thou, at the sight
Pleased, out of heaven shalt look down and smile.

Miltmi, P. L., ill. 267.

The Butler refused to scratch Hough's name out of the
buttery-book. Macmday, Hist. Eng., viiL

Flower in the crannied wall,

I pluck you ovt of the crannies.
Tennyson, Flower in the Crannied Wall.

<2) From an origin, source, or place of derivation or sup-
ply : as, out of evil good often comes.

She shall be called Woman, because she was taken ovt

«/Man. Gen. it 23.

And let him that is on the housetop not go down into

the house, neither enter therein, to take anything ovt of
his house. Mark xiil. 15.

These my sky-robes spun ovt of Iris' woof.
MUton, Comus, 1. 83.

There came in my time to the ColL one Nathaniel Co-
nopios out of Greece. Evelyn, Diary, May 10, 1687.

St. Paul quotes one of their poets for this saying, not-

withstanding T. G.'s censure of them out o/ Horace.
Bp. StUlingfleet.

A military despotism rose out of the confusion.
Macaulay, Sir James Mackintosh.

(3) From, as a motive or reason ; on account of : as, he did
it ovt of kindness, pity, fear, etc.
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Out ofmuch affliction and anguish of heart I wrote unto

you. 2 Cor. ii. 4.

Out qf my love to you, I came hither.
Shdk., As you like it, 1. 1. 137.

I . . . unbosom'd all my secrets to thee.

Not out <if levity, but overpower'd
By thy request, who could deny thee nothing.

MUton, S. A., L 880.

I resolved to walk it, ovt of cheapness ; but my unhappy
curiosity is such that 1 find it always my interest to take
coach. Steele, Spectator, No. 454.

I took my place on the stage, whence I could see the ac-

tors of my poor piece. ... I suppose the performers gave
me a wide berth out of pity for me.

Thaelceray, Virginians, Ixxx.

(4) From among ; from the midst of ; by selection from.

Officers chosen by the people yearly ovt of themselves,
to order all things with public consent.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, Pref., it

I have chosen you out of the world. John xvL 19.

They all or any six of them agreeing as before, may
choose their president out of themselves.

Winthr<^, Hist. New England, II. 126.

The Northermost of them [islands] where we first an-
chored 1 called the Duke of Grafton's Isle as soon as we
landed on it, having married my Wife out qf his Dutch-
ess's Family. Dampier, Voyages, I. 422.

(6) From ; by means of; by.

Hold sou oust of heie gates. '

William ofPtUeme, 1. 1691.

Out of the month of babes and sucklings hast thou or-

dained strength. Ps. viii. 2.

I learnt it ovt of women's faces. Shak.,W. T., iL 1. 12.

(fi) Forth from, so as to pass or reach beyond ; beyond the
lines, limits, scope, sphere, reach, or influence of : as, to
he ovt of sight ; out of hearing ; out of date; time out of
mind (that is, beyond the reach of memory).

Laughing is reproueable if it he oi^ of measure.
Babees Book (B. E. T. 8.), p. 105.

If this had notbeen agentlewoman, she should havebeen
bulled out o' Christian burial. S?iak. , Hamlet, v. 1. US.

Oh antiquity 1

Thy great examples of nobility
Are out of imitation.

Beau, and El., Honest Man's Fortune, L 1.

Joseph S. William ! stop Mr. Stanley, if he 's not gone.
Rowley. Oh, he 's ovt qf reach, I believe.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, v. 1.

(c) Without ; bereft of.

He wax neis oujt of his witte for wrath & for anger.
William of Paleme, 1. 1204.

Now, out of doubt, Antipholus is mad.
Shak., C. of E., iv. 3. 83.

Oons ! he 's out of sight ! and I'm out of breath ! for my
part ! 0, Sir Anthony, why didn't you stop him ? why didn't
you stop him? Sheridan,The'B,iY^,v.2.

He found himself left far behind.
Both out of heart and ovt q^ wind.

S. Butler, Hudibras.

No one can get ovt o/books, as some improvident people
do of matches or coffee, and offer the fact as an excuse for
borrowing. The Author, I. 68.

Out Of all hot. SeeRoi.—Outof allnickt. See «.«*!.

—Out Of asslzet, not in accordance with the statutory
dimensions or weight.

That euerioh chalonn ouer thre ellen of lengthe ovt of
a-syse be forleted. English QUds (B. B. T. S.), p. 352.

Out of Mood, breath, etc. See the nouns.— Out Of
condition, in poor condition ; unserviceable.

The horses are by far the finest, excepting officers*

mounts, in the service, and are so greatly beloved and so
affectionately cared for that they seldom get out of condi-

tion. Harper's Mag., T.XXTX. 826.

Out ofcountenance. Seecountenanee.—Out Ofcourse,
out of order ; disordered.

All the foundations of the earth are out of course.

Ps. Ixxxii. 5.

Out of court, in law, dismissed or dropped from the
cause ; usually said of one who by some default or for a
defect in his case has lost his status as a suitor, and is no
longer entitled to prosecute or defend the cause, unless
by leave or fresh appearance.

—

Out Of cry, out of reach

;

inaccessible or not obtainable.

1 mused very much, what made them so to lie,

Sith in their countrey Downe is rife, and feathers out of
crie. HoMuyVs Voyages, I. 387.

Out Of date. See date^.— Oat of diapason, doors,
drawing, dreadt, fashion. See the nouns.—Out of
ftamet, out of order ; irregular ; disordered.

The king's majesty, when he cometh to age, will see a
redress of these things so ovt offrame. Latimer.

And therewithal came Curiousness and carped ovt of

A Praise of Mistress Ryce (Arbor's Eng. Gamer, I. 89).

like a German clock.

Still a-repairing, ever ovt offrame.
Shak., L. L. 1,, ill. 1. 193.

Out Of :gear, hand, hait, humor. See the nouns.—
Out of^s) time, after completion of an agreed term of
apprenticeship: said of an apprentice.—Out of joint.
See joint.—Out Of Miter or kelter. See kUter.— Oui
of level, not on the same plane ; uneven, as a table.

—

Out of one's heat. See beat''^.—Out of one's element.
See element, 4.—Out of one's head. See Aead.—Out Of
order, place, plumb, pocket, print, reason, register,
season, sorts, square, temper. See the nouns.—Out
of the common, or out of common, unusual; extraor-
dinary ; more or less remarkable.

I daresay Mr. Lobyer is tired of being a millionaire—
there are somany millionaires nowadays— and aman must

out

be a billionaire it he wants to be anything ovt cf the com-
mon. Miss Braddon, Lady's Mile, xxiL

Out of the way. See way.—Out of time, touch, trim,
true, tune, winding, work. See the nouns.

Il.prep. 1. Prom the interior of ; forth from.

You have pushed out your gates the very defender of

them. Shak., Cor., v. 2. 41.

In and out

The figures [of a carven chair], like a serpent, ran a scroll.

Tennyson, Holy GraiL

2. On the exterior of; outside of.

The gods confound—hear me, you good gods all—
The Athenians both within and out that wall

!

Shak.,T. of A., iv. 1. 38.

3t. Beyond; past.

William wel wistli with-oute any fere,

Mornyng out mesure to Melior he wendes,
& siked fnl sadll.

William of PalOme (E. E. T. S.), L 1640.

[The use of ovt as a preposition is obsolete or poetic. A
prepositional use is generally secured by subjoining of,

from, or some other preposition to the adverb owt, As a
preposition out is often pleonastically preceded by from,

from out qf being also used in place oifrom out.

I give this heavy weight from off my head.
And this unwieldy sceptre from my hand.
The pride of kingly sway/rom out my heart.

Shak., Eich. IL, iv. 1. 206.

like that self-begotten bird
In the Arabian woods embost.
That no second knows nor third.

And lay erewhUe a holocaust,
Errnn ovt her ashy womb now teem'd,

B«vives. Milton, S. A., 1. 1703.

Satan . . . landed safe

iiVom oirf o/ Chaos. MiUon,V.L.,x. 317.

In those old days, one summer noon, an arm
Rose npfrom out the bosom of the lake.

Tennyson, Passing of Arthur.

AU feebleness /rom out her did she cast

With thought of love— and death that drew anear.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 318.]

[In composition out has either its ordinary adverbial sense,

as in outcast, outcome, outlook, etc., or a pr^>ositional force,

as in outdoors, or forms transitive verbs denoting a going
beyond or surpassing of the object of the verb, in doing
the act expressed by the word to which it is prefixed, as

in outrun, outshine, outvenom, etc. In the last use espe-

cially out may be used with almost any noun or verb.

Only a few, comparatively, of such compounds are entered
below ; and if of modern formation they are left without
further etymological note.]

out (out), interj. [Imperative and exclamatory
use of out, adv.^ Begone ! away 1 See the verb.

Owtet owtel I go wode [mad] for wo. York Plays, p. 5.

Ovt, idle words, seiTants to shallow fools

!

SMk,, Lucrece, 1. 1016

Cal. I would kill the King,
That wrong'd you and your daughter.
Mel. Out, traitor

!

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, UL 2.

Ovt, out, hycena ! these are thy wonted arts.

And arts of every woman false like thee.
Milton, S. .A., 1.748.

"Out, you imp of Satan !" said his master; "vanish—
begone— or my conjuring rod goes about your ears."

Scott, Fortunes of NigeL

Out, harrow !t alas, help me ! See harrow^, Steltan.—
Out on, out upon, shame on ; a curse on.

Owte on the, Lucifer, lurdan ! oure lyghte has thee lome.
York Plays, p. 5,

I am wild as winter.
Ambitious as the devil ; ovt upon me 1

I hate myself, sir. Fletcher, Mad Lover, iv. 4.

Out on my wretched humour ! it is that
Makes me thus monstrous in true humane eyes.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, iii. 2.

Now, out upon theei, canting knave

!

WkiUier, The Exiles.

Out •with, (a) Away with.

Joseph S. Sir, by heaven you shall go

!

Charles S. Ay, out wUh him, certain^

!

Sheridan, School for Scandal, v. 3.

(6) Draw, do, say, etc., at once.

Out with thy sword ; and, hand in hand with me.
Rush to the chamber of this hated king.

Beau, and Ft., Maid's Tragedy, iv. 2.

Out with it, Sir John ; do not envy your friend the plea-
sure of hearing. B. Jonson, Epicoene, v. 1.

out (out), a. and n. [< out, adv.} I. a. 1. Ex-
ternal; exterior: used in composition: as,

which side— the outside or the inside?
I wish 200 footemen and flttye horsemen to be placed

. . . soe as they mighte keepe bothe the 0-Relyes, and
also the 0-Farrels, and all that owt-skirte of Meathe in
awe. Spenser, State of Ireland.

Her fame had spread itself to the very otit-edge and cir-

cumference of that circle. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, i. 13.

3t. Outlying: used iu composition: as, out-post,

outhouBe.
Orgayle and Orkenay, and alle this owie lies.

Morte Arthvre (E. E. T. S.), 1. 30.

Oephalonia ... is an out Hand in the dominions of
Grecia. Eakluyl's Voyages, II. 168.

3f. Out of the way; remote; foreign.

For this cause also doe I greatly dislike the Lord Depn-
tyes seating at Dublin, being the outest comer in the
realme, and least needing the awe of his presence.

Spenser, State of Ireland



out

-4t. Unpaid; still due: as, "out charges," Pcwfon
Letters, IH. 126.

H. n. 1. One who is out; specifically, in
fioUties. one out of office: opposed to an »« : in
this sense used chiefly in the plural.

There was then [1775] only two political parties, the ins
and the oitix. J, Button.

It was no longer an individual struggle, but a party con-
test between the ins and outs,

Dickens, Sketches from our Farisb, iv.

2. See til* aiw? outs, under »nl, n.— 3. Leave
to go out; an outing; a holiday ramble or ex-
cursion. [Colloq.]

Us London lawyers don't often get an out; and when
we do, we like to make the most of it.

Dickens, Bleak Houses vii.

She classed her scholars, heard their a's, ab's, acoms,
and abandonments, gare them their outs, rapped with the
ferule on the window to call them in— the only applica-
tion she made of the instrument in question.

iSL Judd, Margaret, it 1.

Out to out, from outside to outside ; so as to include the
whole breadtii, size, or thickness : applied to measure-
ments. Bneyc. Diet
out (out), t'. [< ME. outeti. < AS. utian', put out,

utter (= OH6. uzon, MHG. wsen, put out, refl.

go out), < tci, out:, see out, a<{v. Ct. titter. In
the intransitive use out is the adverb used
eUiptieaUy {go, come, or some other verb being
understood).] I. traits. 1. To put out; expel;
eject; oust.

The Bishop of Segovia . . . was ouled of his Of&ce, ban-
ished the Court, and confined to his Diocese.

HouxO, Letters, I. ill. 21.

Thomas C^nnmer was (mt£d of his Fellowship in Jesus
College for being married.

Fuller, Hist Camb. Tniv., vi 34.

Some of the ministers that had been outed for theirnon-
conformity holding conventicles in Northamptonshire^ my
Uncle Benjtunin and Father Josiah adhered to them.

PrarMin, Autobiography, p. 9.

2t. To sell; dispose of
;
get rid of.

With daunger oute we al onre chaffare

;

Greet prees at market maketh deere ware.
Chaucer, FroL to Wife of Bath's Tale^ L 521.

St. To display; publish; utter.

Who so that llsteth outen his folye,
Lat him come forth, and leme multiplye.

Chaucer, ProL to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 281.

H. Migrans. To go or come out; begone; be
off; be removed or disclosed.

Thus plagnd & torturde with dispaiie & feare,

Out must the fact^ he con noe more forbeare.
Times' WhtxOe (E. K T. S.X p. 109.

At the length truth wiU out. Shot., M. of Y., ii. 2. 85.

I have no great devotion, at this instant;
But for a prayer or two I will not out, sir.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, iv. 2.

There, you see relationship, like murder, wiU ouL
Sheridan, The Critic, iii. 1.

outact (out-akt'), ». L trans. To exceed in act-

ing.
WiUi that he fetch'd a groan.

And fell again into a swoon.
Shut bot^ bis eyes, and stopp'd his breath.
And to the life out-aded death.

5. BufUr, Hudibras, n. iil 1146.

He has made me heir to treasures
Would make me outact a real widow's whining.

Otway,

n. intrans. To act openly and boldly.

Almost from the first there had stood oat among the
Eentuckians some broad, outspeaking, outaetinf edubi-
tions of exuberant animal vigor, of unbridled animal spir-

Ite. Harper's Mag., T.XXTX. 553.

out-activet (ont-ak'tiv), r. t. To exceed inac-
tivity.

^o wonder it the youngerout-aMve those who are more
ancient. FuUtr, Worttiies (London), BL 335.

out-and-out, adv. See otU and out, under out,

adv.

He could spar better than Knuckles, the private, . . .

and was the best batter and bowler, out and out, of the
regimental club. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xiiL

out-and-out (out'and-ouf), a. [< out and out,

adv.: see under out, adv.'] Thorough; thor-
ough-paced; absolute; genuine; complete; un-
qualified : as, an out-and-out swindle. [Colloq.]

The want of personal interest which people in general
must feel in houses which are not their out-and-out prop-
erty. SfUurday Rev.

out-and-outer (out'and-ou'ter), n. Athorongh-
goer ; a first-rate fellow ; one to be depended
upon. [Colloq. or slang.]

Master Clive was pronounced an aut-and-o/uUr, a swell,

and DO mistake. Thadaray, Newcomes, xvlL

I am the man as is guaranteed by unimpeachable refer-

ences to be an out-androuter in morals.
Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby, li.

Ontas^t, B. [Also Mta«, uiis; < ME. outas, utas,

< OF. (AF.) utas, utes, ute, the eighth, < tit, uit,
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oit, F. lttiit,< L. octo = E. eight: see eighi^.']

The octave (of a feast).

Lette say these masses be gour hestes
With-Inne the t*a« of the testes.

Politicai Poems, etc (ed. Furnivall), p. 87.

The same Adam by a decree of the Church was on the
Monday after the outas of Easter the yeere 1328, burnt at
Hoggis. Holland, tr. of Camden, iL 181. (Davies.)

OUtas%, «. [Early mod. E. also ou)tis, utis, utas ;

< ME. outas, oivtas, otitltees, < ML. utliesium, out-
cry, hue and cry, < AS., eto.,M*, out, + ySj.hue-
sium, hutesium, etc., hue: see htie^. The word
has been assimilated to outas^.'] Hne; hue
and cry; outcry; uproar.

Tet saugh I woodnesse laughyng, on his rage,
Armed compleint, outhees, and flers oat-rage.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1151.

God graunte, and at the reverence of God help too, that
an outas and clamoar be made upon the Lord S^es, prey-
inghym for the wed of the cuntre. Paston Letters, L 186.

Hee singeth as wee vse heere in Englande to hallow,
whope, or showte at houndes, and the rest of the company
answere him with this ChMs, Igha, Igha, Igha.

HaldvyVs Voyages, X. 284.

outas^, I'. «. [< outas^, It.] To cry out with a
loud voice ; shont.

These criedthere, likemadmoodyBedlams, astheyheard
the thtmder, "They are damned, they are damned"; their
wise preachers tnUasing the same at Paul's cross.

Bp. Bale, Select Works, p. 244.

OUtask (out-ask'), V. t. [= OPries. utasJcia =
Dan. udceske, challenge; as out + osfci.] To
announce as about to be married by the third
publication of banns; ask in church for the last
time. [Prov. Eng.J

All other suitors were left in the lurch.
And the parties had even been out-oated in church.

Barham, Ingoldsby L^ends, H. 286.

OUt-at-elbows (out'at-el'boz), a. [< out at el-

hows .- see out, adv., 8.] Worn out ; threadbare

;

nsedup; trite.

The threadbare and outat-dbows theory of the Sepa-
rators. Gladstone, Nineteenth Century, XXL 479.

outbalance (out-bal'aus), v. t. To outweigh;
exceed in weight or effect.

Hardiness, strengtii, and valour outAxdaruxd in the pub-
lic estimation the accomplishments of the mind.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 5.

outbar (out-bar'), r. t. To bar out ; especially,

to shut out by bars or fortifications.

Which [bordragings] to otttbarre, with painefoU pyonings.
From sea to sea he heapt a mighty moond.

Spetiser, F. Q., IL x. 63.

outbargain (out-bar'gan), V. t. To overreach
or get the bettor of in a bargain.

The two parties [in the marriage market] with their op-
posite interests stand at bay, or try to outwit or otMar-
gain each other. Miss Edgeivorth, Helen, ziz. {Davies.)

outbeart (out-bar'), v. t. [< ME. outberen = Sw.
utbdra = Dan. itdbosre; < out + iear^.] To
bear out; support. Palsgrave.

outbid (out-bid'), V. t. To bid more than; go
beyond in the offer of a price.

There is a good angel about him ; but the devil ouSnds
him too. Shak., 2 Hen. lY., li. 4. 363.

1 was trutbid for Oliver Cromwell's night^^p.
Walptie, Letters, n. 507.

outbidder (out-bid'er), n. One who outbids'.

Ash.
outblast (out-blast'), V. [< ME. outblasten; <

out + fttostl.] To blow out.

outblo^m (out'blon), a. Inflated; swelled with
wind.

At their roots grow floating palaces.

Whose ouMoum bellies cut the yielding seas.

Dryden, Indian Superor, L 2.

outblush (out-blush'), «.*. To surpass in blush-
ing ; exceed in rosy color.

From my pale cheek the lively crimson fied.

Which in my softer hours, you oft have swcnn.
With rosy beauty far outblmh'd the mom.

Gay, Elegies, Panthea.

outbluster (out-blus'ter), r. t. To exceed in

blustering; get the better of by blustering;

oust or deprive by means of blustering.

If ever I steal a teapot, and my women don't stand up
tor me, pass the article under their shawls, . . . out-blus-

ter the policeman, . . . those beings are not what I take
them to be.
Thackeray, Konndabout Papers, On a Medal of Gteorge IT.

outboard (out'bdrd),a. Naut.. outward: noting
anything that is without or on or toward the
outside of a ship: as, the outboard works; the
outboard end of a propeUer-shaft. See inboard.

outboard (oufbord), adr. Xatit., in a direc-

tion laterally away from the center of a ship

:

the opposite of inboard : as, to move an object
outboard.

OUt-boltf (out-bolf), V. t. To bolt out.

outbreatbe
Those . . . first blot out Episcopacy, that they may blot

and out-bolt, set up and pull down Magistracy.
Bp. Gauden, Tears of the Church, p. 567. (Davies.)

outbond (out'bond), a. In arch. See irtbond.

OUtbom (out'bdm), a. Foreign; not native.
Johnson. [Rare.]
outbound (out'bound), a. Outward bound.

Triumphant flames upon the water float,

And mOrbownd ships at home their voyage end.
Dryden, Annus Mirabilis, st 204.

OUtbounds(out'boundz), n.pl. Outwardbounds;
extreme limits or boundaries.

Belfast, Armagh, and Carlingfoord, which are now the
most out-haundes and abandoned places in the English
Pale. Spenser, State of Ireland.

OUtbowed (out'bod), a. Bowed or bent out-
ward; curved outward; bellied.

The convex or out-bouKd side of a vessell will hold no-
thing. Bp. HaU, Holy Panegyric.

ontbrag (out brag'), r. t. 1. To surpass in
bragging or bravado; outbrave.— Sf. To sur-

pass in beauty.
His phoenix down began but to appear.
Like unshorn velvet, on that termless skin
Whose bare out-bragg'd the web it seem'd to wear.

Shak., Lover's Complaint, L 95.

OUtbraidt, v. ». [< ME. outbreideit, outebreyden
(pret. outebreyde), awake, < out + braid, move,
rouse, etc. : see braid'^-.'] To awake.
OUtbrastt, v. i. An obsolete variant of outburst.

Chaucer.

outbrave (out-brav'), v. t. To surpass in brav-
ing or defying; exceed in daring or audacity.

1 would ontstare the sternest eyes that look.
Outbrave the heart most daring on the earth, . . .

To win thee, lady. Sluik., M. of v., ii. 1. 28.

He doth bear a golden bow.
And a quiver, hanging low.
Full of arrows that otObrave
Dian's shafts. S. Jonson, Hue and Cry.

outbrayt (out-bra'), v. t. [< out + bray, used
as a variant of breathe or perhaps braid^.] To
breathe out.

The snake that on his crest hot fire tmtbrayed. Fair/ax.

Whiles the sad pang approaching shee does feele,

Braies out her latest breath, and up her eies doth seele.

^xnser, F. Q., IL L 38.

OUtbrazen (out-bra'zn), v. t. To exceed in bra-
zening; disconcert or discomfit with a brazen
face or impudence. Johnson.
outbreak (out'brak), «. 1. A breaking out

;

an outburst ; a sudden and violent manifesta-
tion : as, an outbreak of fever ; an outbreak of

popular indignation.

Breathe his faults so quaintly
That they may seem the taints of liberty.

The flash and outbreak of a fiery mind.
Shak., Hamlet, iL 1. 33.

2. A rupture of the peace ; a public disturbance
or riot.

A Whiteboy tnitbreak, attended by the usual circum-
stances of disorder and violence, took place while Burke
was in Ireland (1761-3). J. Morley, Burke, p. 25.

outbreak (out-brak'), r. 1. [= OPries. utbre-

ka = D. vitbreken = ML(x. uibreken = G. oits-

brechen ; as out + break.] To break or burst
forth.

Disordinate authority, thus gain'd.

Knew not at flrst, or durst not^ to proceed
With an trut-breaking course, but stood restrain*d
Within the compass of respective heed.

X>ani^ Civil Wars, viL

Instead of subjecting her, he is by the fresh outbreak-
ing of her beauty captivated.

SUr T. Herbert, Travels in Africa, p. 47.

From her worn tried heart there did outbreak
Wild sobs and weeping.

Wmiam Morris, Earthly Paradise, IL 14.

OUtbreaker (out'bra'ker), ». Abreakeror wave
off the shore. Southey.

outbreaking (out'bra'king), n. The act of
breaking out ; an outbreak,

out-breastf (out-brest'), v. t. To surpass in

power of breast, chest, or voice ; ontsii:^.

I have heard
Two emulons Philomels beat the ear o' the night
With their contentious throats, now one the higher,
Anon the other, then again the first.

And by and by out-breasted.

Fletcher {and another). Two Noble Kinsmen, v. 3.

outbreathe (out-breg?H'), v. I. trans. 1. To ex-

haust or deprive of breath.

These mine eyes saw him in bloody state,

Kendering faint quittance, wearied and ouSrreathed,

To Harry Monmouth. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., L 1. 106.

2. To breathe out ; expire.

That sign of last outbreathed life did seem. Spenser.

H. intrans. To issue as the breath ; exhale.

No smoak nor steam, out-breatMng from the kitchen?
There 's little life i' th' hearth then.

Fletcher {and another). Love's Pilgrimage, i. L



outbrest

outbrestt, !'. i. An obsolete variant of outburst.
OUtbring (out-bring'), r. t. [ME. outebringen, <
AS. utbrengan (= D. uitbrengen= ML6. utbring-
en = Gr. avsbringen = Sw. uthringa = Dan. iM-
bringe), < ut, out, + brengan, bring.] To bring
out; deliver; utter; express.

Thus mucbe as now, wommanllcli wil,
I may crutebringe. Chaucer, Troilus, lii. 107.

OUt-brothert (out'bruTH*6r), n. An out-pen-
sioner.

That good old Mind bibber of Helicon [Homer] came
begging to one of the chief cities ol Greece and . . .

promised them vast corpulent volumes of immortality, if

they would bestowe upon him but a slender oiUbrother's
annuity of mutton and broth.

Ifashe, Lenten Stuffe (HarL Misc., VI. 147).

OUtbud (out-bud'), j;.i Tobudout; sproutforth.
Such one it was ss that renowmed Snake
Which great Alcides in Stremona slew, . . .

Whose many heades, out-budding ever new,
Did breed him endlesse labor to subdew,

Spenser, F. Q., I. vii 17.

outbuild (out-bild'), V. t. To exceed in build-
ing, or in durability of building.

Virtue alone outbuilds the pyramids.
Young, Night Thoughts, vl. 312.

outbuilding (out'bil"ding), n. A building near
or subordinate to a main biiilding ; an outhouse.

A huge load of oak-wood was passing through the gate-
way, towards the out-buHdings in the rear.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xiii.

OUtbum (out-bem'), v. I. intrans. To bum
away; be consumed by fire.

She burn'd out love, as soon as straw out-bumeth.
Shak., Pass. Pilgrim, 1. 98.

n. trans. To exceed in burning; bum longer
than.

Amazing period I when each mountain-height
Out-bums Vesuvius ; rocks eternal pour
Their melted mass. Young, Night Thoughts, ix. 166.

We drank the Libyan Sun to sleep, and lit

Lamps which outium'd Canopus.
Tennyson, Fair Women.

outburst (out-b6rst'), V. i. [< ME. *outbersten,

ouibi-esten, outbrasten; < out+ burst.'] To burst
out.

Tho bigan his teres more outebreste.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 267.

putburst (out'berst), n. [< outburst, v.] A
breaking or bursting out ; a violent issue or dis-

charge ; an outbreak : as, an outburst of wrath.
outburst-bank (out'b6rst-bangk), n. In hy-
draul. engin., the middle part in elevation of a
sea-embankment. The normal ratio of its base
to its height is as two to one.

outbjr, OUtbye (out'bi), adv. [< out + 6^1.] 1

.

Outside; outdoors; abroad; at some distance
from home : as, I had been outby and had just

got home: the opposite of i»&y. [Scotch.]— 2.

In mining, going out of the mine or in the di-

rection of the shaft: the opposite of inby.

outby (out'bi), a. [< outby, adv.] Outlying

;

remote or sequestered. [Scotch.]

OUtcarry (out-kar'i), v. t. To carry out ; export.

Sum of the out-carried commodities in value and cus-

tom, £294,184.17.2. A. Barlow, Weaving, p. 17.

outcast (out-kasf), V. t. [< ME. outcasten, out-

kesten (= Sw. utlcasta = Dan. udkaste) ; < out +
cast^.] To throw out; cast forth; expel; reject.

It being the custom of all those whom the Court casts

out to labour by all means they can to outcast the Court.
Heylin, lite ol Laud, p. 166. (Davies.).

outcast (out'kast), a. and n. [< ME. outecaste;

pp. of the verb. ] 1. a. Cast out ; thrown away

;

rejected; hence, forsaken ; forlorn; miserable;

Bpecifically, despised socially.

I all alone beweep my outcast state.

Shak., Sonnets, xxix.

The fugitive bond'Woman, with her son.

Outcast Nebaioth, yet found here relief.

MUton, P. K., ii. 309.

Ghosts of outcast women return lamenting,
Purged not In Lethe. Suiinbame, Sapphics.

n. n. If. That which is thrown away or cast

forth; refuse.

OwU caste (or refuse). Prompt. Pan.

2. A person expelled or driven out ; an exile

;

one who is rejected or despised.

I will heal thee of thy wounds, saith the Lord ; because

they called thee an Outcast, sayingi This is Zion, whom no
man eeeketh after. Jer. xxx. 17.

blood-bespotted Neapolitan,
Outcast of Naples, England's bloody scourge.

Shak., 2 Hen. VL, v. 1. 118.

He dies, sad outcast of each church and state.

Pope, Moral Essays, i. 204.

3. A falling out ; a quarrel. Burns. [Scotch.]

—4. In malting and brewing, increase by mea-
Bure in the bulk of malt as compared with the
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bulk of the unmalted grain from which the malt
was made. It is generally computed in bushels,
and varies from 3 to 8 per cent.=syn, 2. Eepro-
bate, vagabond, tramp, pariah.

OUtcaste (out'kast), n. [Same as outcast, spelled

and used so as to simulate a different origin,

namely < out + ca^te.] In India, one who has
suffered expulsion from caste.

On a forfeiture of caste by either spouse intercourse
ceases between the spouses ; if the ffuJlrcaste be a sonless

woman, she is accounted dead, and funeral rites are per-
formed for her. Encyc. Brit., V. 191.

Besides the four castes [of India], there is a large popu-
lation known as Pariahs or ovtcastes.

J. T. Wheeler, Short Hist. India, p. 69.

OUtcastingt (out'kas"ting), n. [< ME. *outcast-

ing, outkestinge; verbal n. of outcast, v.] 1.

That which is thrown out or rejected; offscour-

ing ; hence, figuratively ofpersons, a reprobate

;

a castaway.

As clensyngis of this world we ben maad the outcastynge
of alle thingis til ghit. Wyclif, 1 Cor. Iv. 13.

2. That which a tree puts forth ; a shoot.

The vifte [fifth] out-kestinge of the like stocke [the tree of

pride] is scorn. AyeniUe of Invryt (E. E. T. S.), p. 22.

outcatcll (out-kach' ),v.t. To overtake. Salli-

well. [Prov. Eng.]
outceptt (out-sept'), prep, and conj. [A forced
form for except, by substitution of out for ex- (L.

ea;, out). Ci. outtake.] Except; unless.

Look not so near, with hope to understand,
Out-eept, sir, you can read with the left-hand.

B. Jonson, Love's Welcome at Welbeek.

Turfe. Any other county
In the kingdom.
Pam. Outcept Kent.

B. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, i. 2.

outch, interj. See ou^h^.

OUtchase (out-ehas'), v. t. [< ME. outchacen; <

out + chase^.] To chase away; put to flight.

In so moche, that o [one] gode Ciistene man, in gode
Beleeve, scholde overcomen and out chaeen a 1000 cursed
mysbeleevynge men. MandevUle, Travels, p. 261.

outclearance (oufkler^ans), n. Clearance from
a port.

You will find the duties high at outclearance.
Foote, Trip to Calais, i.

outclimb (out-klim'), v. t. To climb beyond;
surpass by or as by climbing ; rise higher than

;

overtop.
Her buildings laid

Flat with the earth, that were the pride of time.
And did the barbarous Memphian heaps wAcLimb.

B. Jonson, Prince Henry's Barriers.

They must be sever'd or like palms will grow,
Which, planted near, out-clirnb their native height.

Sir W. Davenant, Gondibert, iii. 1.

outcome (out'kum), n. [< ME. outecome, ut-

cume; < out+ come.] If. A going forth ; a ma-
raudmg expedition : incursion ; inroad. Com-
pare outroad.— 2. That which comes out of or
results from something else; issue; result.

The Crusades were the outcome of a combinationbetween
monasticism and knighthood.

StUU, Stud. Med. Hist., p. 333.

The modem direct way of looking at things—the per-
fectly natural outcome of habit of every man's dealing
with a thing for himself, and of first necessarily looking to

' see what the thing actually is.

S. Lanier, The English Novel, p. 91.

Politicians, happily, seldom live to see the final outcome
of their aspirations. Stubbs, Med, and Mod. Hist., p. 20.

out-comelingt, n. [ME. outcomlyng; < out +
comeling.'] A stranger; a foreigner.

West thou not wel that thou wonej here a wyge strange,

An aut-comlyng, a carle, we kylle of thyn heued.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), iL 876.

outcompass (out-kum'pas), V. t. To exceed
due bounds ; stretch or extend beyond.

If, then, such be the capacity and receipt of the mind of
man, it is manifest that there is no danger at all in the
proportion or quantity of knowledge, how large soever,
lest it should make it swell or out-compass itself.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i.

out-coruert (out'k6r"n6r), n. A remote or ob-
scure place ; a retired nook.

Through the want of catechizing, many who are well
skilled in some dark (mt-corners of divinity have lostthem-
selves in the beaten road thereof.

Fuller, Holy State, II. ix. 6.

outcountenancet (out-koun'te-nans), V. t. 1.

To outface ; confront or oppose undauntedly.

While high Content in whatsoever chance
Makes the brave mind the starres outcountenance.

Davies, Muse's Teares, p. 14. (Davies.)

2. To put out of countenance.

Lucanio, loath to be outcounteTianst, followed his aduise.
Greene, Groats-worth of WIt(ed. 1617).

out-court (out'kort), n. The exterior or outer
court; the precinct.

outdare

Such persons who, like Agrippa, were almost Christians

and have been (as it were) in the skirts and out-courts of
Heaven, [may] chance to apostatize finally, and to perish.

South, Sermons, VII. zi.

OUtcrackf (out-krak'), v.t. 1 . To outbrag ; sur-

pass in boasting.

Heele out-eracke a Germaine when hee is drunke.
Marston, The Fawne, iv.

2. To outshine; surpass in show or pretensions.

Roberto aduised his brother ... to furnish himselfe
with more crownes, least hee were outerackt with new
commers. Greene, Groats-worth of Wit (ed. 1617).

outcrafty (out-kraf'ti), v.t. To exceed in craft

or cunning; overpower by guile.

That drug-damn'd Italy hath orut-craftied him.
And he 's at some hard point.

Shak., Qymbeline, ia 4. 16.

outcreep (out-krep'), v. i. [< ME. outcrepen;

< out + creep.] To creep out.

It gan outorepe at som crevace.
Chaucer, House of Fame^ L 2086.

outcrier (out'kri'''6r), «. One who cries or pro-

claims ; specifically, one who proclaims a sale

;

a public crier ; an auctioneer.

That all such Citizens as . . . should be constrain'd to
sell their Household stuff . . . should first cause the same
to be cry'd thro' the City, by a Man with a Bell, and then
to be sold by the common Outcryer appointed for that pur-

pose. Baker, Chronicles, p. 394.

outcrop (out'krop), n. The appearing at the

surface of a stratum or series of strata, or of a

vein or ore-deposit of any kind. The outcrop of a
metalliferous vein or lode is frequently more or less con-

cealed by the accumulation of partly decomposed mate-
rial (see gossan), the result of the decomposition and
oxidation of the metalliferous part of the lode by atmo-
spheric agencies. This is called by Cornish miners the
broU. The outcrops of many veins, on the other hand,
are very conspicuous, especially when the atoiount of ore
present is small, quartz foiTUing the predominating vein-

stone of a large proportion of the mineral deposits, and
being very indestructible. The outcrops of the stratified

formations depend on the amount of inclination of the
beds. When these lie quite horizontal, there can be no
outcropping edges of the strata, except when the forma-
tion has been cut into by erosion. The position on the
surface of any outcrop depends, therefore, on the inclina-

tion of the bed or vem in question, and on the nature and
amount of the erosion which has taken place. See cut
under dip.

outcrop (out'krop), V. i. To crop out or up;
specifically, in geol., to come out to the surface
of the ground: said of strata.

outcry (out'kri), n.; pi. outcries (-kriz). 1.

A loud or vehement cry or crying ; a cry of in-

dignation or distress; clamor; confused noise;
uproar.

Thy son is rather slaying them ; that outcm
From slaughter of one foe could not ascend.

Milton, a. A., 1. 1617.

The reason that there is such a general outcry among
us against flatterers is that there are so very few good
ones. Steele, Tatler, No. 208.

2. An auction; auction.

Ill sell all at an out-cry. JUiddleton, Chaste Maid, iii. 3.

Their houses and fine gardens given away,
And all their goods, under the spear at outcry.

B. Jonson, Catiline, ii. 1.

A tax was first imposed upon property sold by auction
— by outcry, knocking down of hammer, by candle, by lot,

by parcel, or by any other means of sale at auction, or
whereby the highest bidder is deemed to be the purchaser— in Great Britain in 1777.

S. DorweU, Taxes in England, III. 166.

outcry (out-kri'),t).<. To cry louder than; over-
come in crying; hence, to excel in any way.

You shall have some so impudently aspected.
They will autery the forehead of a man.

Middleton, Mad World, iv. 5.

In all the storm we must outcry the noise of the tem-
pest, and the voices of that thunder.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 640.

out-cut (out'kut), a. Shaped by cutting away
apart.
The soUerets are remarkable for the large aut-eut piece

at the instep. HeuriU, Ancient Armour, II. 12.

outdacious (out-da'shus), a. [Also owdadous;
a corruption of audacious.] Audacious ; bold

;

impudent; forward. [Prov. Eng. and vulgar.]

outdaciousness (out-d^'shus-nes), «. Audaci-
, ty ; impudence. [Prov. Eng. and vulgar.]

outdare (out-dSr'), v.t. 1. To dare more than

;

surpass in daring.
O noble fellow

!

Who sensibly outdares his senseless sword.
Shak., Cor., L 4. 53.

2. To overcome by daring; defy.

It was myself, my brother, and his son.
That brought you home, and boldly did outdare
The dangers of the time. SMk., 1 Hen. IV., v. 1. 40.

You will raise me.
And make me out-dare all my miseries?

Fletcher (and another), False One, iv. a
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oatdistance (out-dis'tiuis), v. t. l. In horse- see ougji, omterA In late, dispossession; an
ra<Mn<?, to distance. Hence— 2. To excel or ouster.
leave far behiQd in any competition or career, outerestt (ou't6r-est), a. superl. [ME. outerest,
optao (out-do ), r. t. To excel; surpass, per- owtereste; < outer + -esfi.l Extremest; re-
form beyond, motest.
He hath in this action outdone his former deeds doably. The Sonne . . comynge from hys oittereOe aiysyng.

w» »,»,„ >.«f„„ .. J.-J -rr -. '^*^' ^°'' u- 1- isa Chawxr, Boetbius, iL meter 6.He who before out^did Humanity. i i / , ,

.

Coaiey, Xo the Bishop of Lmcoln. OUtCrlyt (ou't^r-h), adv. [< ME. outerly; < ou-

outdoor (out'dor), a. 1. Out of doors; outside
*^^ + -^y^-'i 1

.
Toward the outside,

of the house ; exterior; in the open air: as,
outdoor amuselnents.—2. Not cared for within
doors or in a particular house (as a poor-house)

:

as, outdoor paupers.— 3. In Cornish pumping-
engines, outward: as, the outdoor striie of the
engine. IntheoidinaiytypeofComtshpomping-engine,
Uie water is forced apward in the lift by the weight of the „„+-__,„,.<. ,
descending pomprod; this is the outdoor stroke of the outennosii ('

In the lower jaw two tasks like those of a boar, stand-
ing outerly, an inch behind the cntters.

jr. ffreir, Mosenm.
2. rtterly.

Than he lepte to and a-valed the coyf of maile from his
heed, and seide he wolde smyte it from the sboldres, bnt
he wolde hym yelde outerly. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 571.

J pomprod; this is the outdoor stroke of the ""uci-^uoi- (ou'ter-most), a. superl. [Superl.
engine. In theiiidoarsbDketherodisIiftedby tbepres- from o«terl.] Being on the extreme external
BDjreof the steam on the piston.— Outdoor relief. See part ; remotest from the midst ; most distant of

"* a series: as, the outermost row.

°s^K.'°t^j?:^"fi,?".^"-' '»""'iiaS -^~^ »>»•^-
outdoors (ont-dorz'), n ^, , ^

The outer air or outer world'beyond the limits
of the house. [CoUoq.]
Out-doon was terrible to those who looked ont of win-

dows, and heard the raging \iind, . . . and could notsnm-
mon resolution to go forth and breast and conquer the
bluster. C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 122.

ont-dresst (out'dres), «. Festal garb; gala-
dress.

I ha' but dight ye yet in the out^ress,
.-Ind 'i>arel of Earine.

B. Jonmn, Sad Shepherd, ii. 1.

outduret (out-dur'), v. t. To outlast; endure
to the end of.

I feel myself,
With this refreshing, able once again
To out-^ure danger.

Fletcher (and mwt]\er\ Two Noble Kinsmen, iit 6.

outdwellt (ont-dwel'), v. t. To dwell or stay
beyond.

It is marvel he outrduxUs his hour,
Por lovers ever run before the clock.

Shak., M. of v., ii. 6. 3.

ont-edge (out'ej), «. The extreme edge; the
furthest bound. [Rare.]

fLvnt^Ti lf^-;I 7^ace (o^f^b, v.t. 1. To confront boldly;

And with presented nakedness out-face
The winds and persecutions of the sky.

Shak., Lear, iL 3. IL

2. To keep or force by boldness. [Bare.]
Then did we two set on you four ; and, with a word, out-

faced you from your prize, and have it,

Shak., 1 Hen. 17., ii. 4. 283.

3. To face or stare down; confront with assur-
ance, boastfully, or overbearingly; browbeat.

Dost thou come here to whine ?

To outface me with leaping in her grave?
Be buried quick with her, and so Trill I.

Shak., Hamlet, v. 1. 301.

Meer. strange impudence
That these should come to face their sin

!

Ever. And outface
Justice I B. Jonsan, Devil is an Agg^ y, g^

4. To face out; counteract by assurance; put
a good face on.

Well have a swashing and a martial outside.
As many other mannish cowards have
That do outface it with their semblances.

Her fame had spread itself to the very out-idge and clr-
^*^-'^ ^""^ ^^*" ^ ^ ^^

cumference of that circle. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, L 13. OUtfallt (out^fal'), V. f. [< ME. outfallen, owte-
faUen (= D. uitralUn = G. ausfaUen = Sw. ut-ontenl (ou'tn), prep. [< ME. outen, uten,< AS.

utati, from without, out: see out.] Out; out
of; out from. [Obsolete or provincial.]
outenl (ou'tn), a. [Avar, of out, a., after outei^i,

prep.'] Being from without ; strange ; foreign

;

peculiar: as, an outen man. [Prov. Eng.]
onten^ (ou'tn), v. t. [< out + -«ni.] To put
out; extinguish: as, outen the light. [Prov.
Eng.]
ontener (out'nfer), n. [< outeiA + -eri.] A for-
eigner. SaUiwett. [Prov. Eng.]

Oiateri (ou't6r), o. and n. [< ME. outer, < AS.
uterra, uttera (= OHG. u^ar, ttrjac, user, uszer,
MHG-. uzer, G. dusser), outer, compar. of uL
out: see out. Cf. utter, a doublet of outer.] I.

faVa); < out + fain.] To burst forth, as upon
the enemy; make a saJly.

outfall (out'fSl), n. [= D. Ultra? = G. ausfaU,
sally, falling out, = Icel. utfaU, ebbing tide, =
Sw. UtfaU = Dau. udfald, sally, falling out;
from the verb.] 1 . The point or place of dis-
charge of a river, drain, culvert, sewer, etc.;
mouth; embouchure.

Bivers with greedier speed run neere
Their out-faUs than at Ijieir springs.

Chapman, Revenge for Honour. (Jfareg.)

St. A sudden eruption of troopsfrom a fortified

place; a saUy.— 3. A quarrel; a falling out.
[Prov. Eng.]

a. 1. Of or pertaining' to the outside; that is outfangtheff (ont'fang-thef), n. [ME. *out-

without or on the outside; external: opposed fan^^n thef, AS. *utfangen thedf: utfangen, < u^
to inner.- as, the outer w^. * j- .«•

. _«.<__ *„!.„. ..7...c^ it...« ci__

The outer cold. Bryant, Little People of the Snow.

Armed feet
Thro* the long gallery from the outer doors
Bang coming. Tennyson, Otiinevere.

Time and space are therefore respectively the forms of
inner and outer perception.

B. Caird, Philos. of Kant, p. 234.

2. Further removed; being outside with ref-

erence to some place or point regarded as in-
ner or internal.

The sound of the chembims' wings was heard even to
the outer court, Exek x. 5.

One would pierce an outer ring,
And one an inner, here and there

;

And last the master-bowman, he.
Would cleave the mark.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ixxxvii.

Outer bailey. See ftoiZq/i, 2.—outer bar, in Great Brit-
ain, the junior barristers collectively, who plead outside
the bar, as opposed to queen's counsel and seijeants-at-

law, who are admitted to plead within the bar.

out, +fangen, pp. offan, take ; fliedf, tmef
infangthef.] In laiv: (a) A liberty or privi-

lege whereby a feudal lord was enabled to call

any man dwelling in his manor, and taken for
felony in another place out of his fee, to judg-
ment in his own court.

We haue granted also vntn them of our speciall grace
that they haue oidfanglhefe in their lands within the
Ports aforesaid. HaUvyta Voyages, I. 118.

(6) The felon so taken.

outfield (out'fad), m. 1. In Scotland, arable
land which is eonflnuaUy cropped without be-
ing manured, until it is exhausted. Seein^W.—2. A name given to uninclosed farm lands
at a distance from the farmstead.—3. An out-
lying region; an undefined or indefinite sphere,
district, or domain.

The enclosure of a certain district, larger or smaller,
from the great outfield of thought or fact.

Trench, Study of Words (1851), p. 174.
. ^ Hence

outer barristers, or utter tarrislers, all who are not queen's OUt-fiold (out'feld), n. See field, 3.
counsel or serjeants-at-law.— Outer form, in printing, out-flelder (out'fel'd6r), H. In ball-games, one

l^^e^^S,a^^Sklf. e^:S^7uTo?'^'S.'rl^ "U^/ ^^Iflf?
^''° f ''^'^^ f f^^^^^^^Outer bouse, Jib, malleolus, peiidinm, etc. See the outfit (out fit), n. 1. Ihe act 01 fitting out or

nouns. Ttn^fciTig preparation, as for a voyage, journey,
n. ». In rifle-praetke: (a) The part of a tar- or expedition, or for any purpose.— 2. The ax-

get beyond the circles surrounding the bull's- tides prepared or expenses needed as outlay,
eye, and thus nearer the outside. (6) A shot as for an expedition ; equipment of any kind
which strikes that part.

OUter^t (ou't*ir), c. t. [< ME. outren ; < outer, a.

Gt. utter.] To utter.

outor^ (ou't^r), ». [Var. of ouster, n., after out,

v., outer^. or else < later OF. outer, P. oter, oust:

and for any purpose, as a stock of goods, a
team or rig, etc.—3. An establishment of any
kind. [Slang, western U. S.]

Many ouMts z^iolarly shift their herds every spring and
laa T. Roosevelt, The Century, XXXV. i9S.

outgo

outfit (out'fit), f. t. [< outfit, n.] To fit out;
equip; supply; provide necessaries for.

Freedom to transfer cargoes, to outfit vessels, buy sup-
plies, obtain ice, engage sailors, procure bait, and traffic
generally in Canadian and Newfoundland ports.

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XXYTY 786.

outfitter (out'fit-er), II. One who furnishes or
makes outfits ; one who furnishes the necessary
means or equipments for a voyage, journey, or
expedition; in general, one who provides the
requisites for any business.
outfitting (out'fit-ing), 11. Equipment in gen-
eral; specifically, equipment for a voyage or
expedition; outfit.

OUtfiank (out-fiangk'), v. t. To go or extend
beyond the flank or wing of; hence, to out-
manoeuver; get the better of. See^ani-l.
OUt-flemet, n. [ME., < out + fleme.] One who
is banished ; an exUe.

Me payed ful iUe to be outfleme
So sodenly of that fayre r^oun.

AUiterative Poems (ed. MorrisX L 1176.

OUt-fling (out'fling), n. A gibe; a sarcasm; a
severe or contemptuous remark. George Eliot,
Daniel Deronda, xlii.

outflow (out'flo), n. A flowing out or forth;
efflux; issue.

_
outflow (ont-flo'), V. i. To flow out.

Shall bitterness outjUm from sweetness past?
Campbell.

OUtflush (out'flush), n. A sudden or violent
glow or access of heat; hence, an ebullition.
[Rare.]

An OUtflush of foolish young Enthusiasm.
Cartyle, Sartor Resartus, p. 127.

OUtfly (out-ffi'), V. I. trans. To fly beyond ; fly

faster than; pass or surpass by rapidity of
flight; outdistance; escape by superior swift-
ness.

His evasion, wing'd thus swift with scorn.
Cannot outfiy our apprehensions.

Shak., X. and C, a 3. 124.

H. intrans. To fly out; come suddenly into
view.
He spake ; and, to confirm his words, outfieu)
Millions of tlaming swords, drawn from me thighs
Of mighty cherubim. Milton, P. L., t 663.

OUtfoot (out-fuf), V. t. To outrun; go faster
than. [CoUoq.]

outfonni (out'tOrm), n. External appearance.
For Cupid, who (at first) tooke vaine delight
In mere out-formes, until he lost his sight,
Hath chang'd his soule, and made his object you.

B. Jonson, Epig. 114, To Mistress Philip Sidney.

Outfortt (out'fort), n. An outlying fort ; an out-
work.

After re-charging, they won the out-fort at the town,
and slew aU they found therein.

Court a?uf Times of Charles I., L 66.

outfortht (out'f6rth), adv. On the exterior;
externally; outside; without. Chaucer.
OUt&OWS (out-froun'), c. f. To frown down;
overbear by frowning. Shak., Lear, v. 3. 6.

outgatet (out'gat), )(. [< ilE. outgate; < out +
j/afci.] An outiet; a passage outward. /Spen-

ser, State of Ireland.
outgeneral (out-jen'e-ral), r. t. To exceed in
generalship; gain advants^e over by superior
military sMll.

OUtglareKout-glar'), v. t. To outdo in bright-
ness or dazzling efEect; surpass in flagrancy.

His monstrous score, which stood ovtglaring all

Its hideous neighl>ours.
J. Beaumont, Psyche, xiv. 178. (Dariet.)

I tell you, my friend, that^ were all my former sins
doubled in weight and in dye, such a villany would have
outglared and outweighed them all Scott, Pirate, xsxL

outgo (out-go'), ». t. [< ME. outgon, < AS. utgdn
(= D. uitgaan = MLG. utgdn = G. avsgehen =
Sw. utgd, =Dan. ndgaa), go out, < «t, out, + gdn,
go.] 1. To go beyond; advance so as to pass
in going; go faster or further than; leave be-
hind; outdistance.

Many knew him, and ran afoot thither out of all cities,

and outiwnt them, and came together unto him.
MarkvL 33.

No, sweet Octavia,

Tou shall hear from me still ; the time shall not
fhif-gnmy thinking on ynn. iSAot., A. and C, iii. 2. 61.

2. To outdo ; exceed ; surpass.

After these an hundred Ladies moe
Appear'd in place, the which each other did outgoe.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. v. 11.

My divine Mosca

!

Thou hast to-day outgone thyself.

B. Jonson, Volpone, L L
outgo (out'go), II. [< outgo, v.] That which
goes out; outflow; specifically, expenditure:
the opposite of income.



outgoer

OUtgoer (.out'go'fer), ». One who goes out ; one
who leaves any place, land, oface, etc.: op-
posed to incomer.
outgoing (out'go^ing), n. 1. The act of going
out.

Thou makest the outgoings of the morning and evenine
to rejoice. Pa. ixy. 8.

2. That which goes out ; outlay; expenditure:
generally in the plural.— 3. pi. Utmost border;
extreme limits.

The outgoings ot their border were at Jordan.
JoBh. xix 22,

If I should ask thee . . . which are the outgoings ot
paradise : Peradventure thouwouldest say unto me,I nevet
went down into the deep, not as yet into hell.

2 Bsd. iv. 7, 8.

outgoing (out'g6"ing), a. Going out; depart-
ing; removing: as, a,n outgoing tenaxit.

outgraint (out-gran' ),v.t. To surpass in deep-
ness of dye or coloring; outredden; outblush.

She blushed more than they, and of their own
Blush made them all asham'd, to see how tar
It was outblushed and outgrain'd by Her.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, iii. 45.

OUtground (out'ground), re. Ground lying at a
distance from one's residence, or from the main
ground. Imp. Diet.

outgrow (out-gro'), V. t. 1. To surpass in
growth; grow beyond; grow taller than.

O, my lord.
You said that idle weeds are fast in growth

;

The prince my brother hath outgrouni me far.

Shak., Kich. III., iii. 1. 104.

2. To grow beyond the limits of; become too
large for : said of what covers or incloses : as,

children outgrow their clothes.

Leaving thine oatgroiim shell by life's unresting sea

!

0. W. Bolmee, The Chambered Nautilas.

8. To exhaust by too rapid growth.
"I doubt theyll outgrow their strength," she added, look-

ing over their heads ... at their mother.
George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, i. 7.

4. To pass beyond the limits of; leave behind
or lose in the process of growth or develop-
ment: as, to outgrow one's usefulness.

Much their work outgrew
The hands* dispatch of two, gardening so wide.

Milton, P. Ii., ix. 202.

On my Conscience, he 's a bashful Poet

;

You think that strange— no matter, he'll outgrow it.

Congreve, Old Batchelor, Prol.

outgrowth (out'groth), «. 1. That which
grows out; an excrescence : specifically, in 6oJ.,

a collective term for the various excrescences
or growths from the general surface of plants,
such as triehomes, prickles, bristles, the ligule

of grasses, etc.— 3. A development or growth
from some other or earlier condition or state
of things ; a growth, development, result, or re-

sultant from any kind of cause or beginning.
outguard (out'gard), re. A guard at a distance
from the main body of an army ; the guard at
the furthest distance ; henfee, anything for de-
fense placed at a distance from the thing to be
defended.
These outgumrds of the mind. Sir S. Blackmare.

outhaul (out'h&l), re. Naut., a rope used to haul
out the tack of a jib or lower studdingsail, or
the clue of a spanker.
OUthauler (out'h§,''''16r), «. 1. A line or rope
usedtohaul a net up to the surface of the water.— 2. Same as outhaul.

outheesf, n. See outas^.

outhert, a., pron., and eonj. A Middle English
variant of other^, either.

out-herod (out-her'od), «;. *. In the phrase to out-

lierod Herod, to be more violent than Herod (as
represented in the old mystery plays) ; hence,
to exceed in any excess of evil.

I would have such a fellow whipped for o'erdoing Ter-
magant ; it ttut-kerods Herod. Shak., Hamlet, iiL 2. 16.

The figure in question had out-Heroded Herod, and gone
beyond the bounds of even the prince's indefinite decorum.

Poe, Prose Tales, I. 34S.

Yet another and avery favourite emperor omt-herods even
this butcher [Gallienus], by boasting of the sabring which
he had let loose amongst crowds of helpless women.

De Quincey, Essenes, i.

outhesst, «• Same as outas^.

outhouse (out'hous), n. [= Sw. uthus = Dan.
udkus; a.a out+ house''-.'] A smallhouse orbuild-
ing separate from the main house ; an outbuild-

ing; specifically, in law, under the definition

of arson, a building contributory to habitation,

separate from the main structure, and so by
the common-law rules a parcel of the dwelling-

house or not, according as it is within or with-
out the curtilage. A mde structure— for example,
a thatched pigsty—may be an outhouse, but it must be in

some sense a complete building. Bishop.
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Yell gieto me a bed in an outhouse

'For my young son and me,
And the meanest servant in a' the place
To wait on him and me.

iadi/Jfor^or«« (Child's Ballads, III. 393).

outing (ou'ting), re. [< ME. outing, owtynge

;

verbal n. of out, «.] If. An issuing forth to at-

tack; a saUy; a foray. Barbour.— 2. An air-

ing ; an excursion ; an expedition ; a pleasure-
trip.

Full of the sentiment of Sunday outings.
The Century, XXVII. 34.

3t. A driving forth; expulsion; ejection.

The late outing of the Presbyterian clergy, by their not
renouncing the Covenant as the Act of Parliament com-
mands, is the greatest piece of state now in discourse.

Pepys, Diary, I. 330.

4t. Avoidance. Prompt. Parv., p. 375.— 5. A
feast given by a craftsman to his friends at the
end of his apprenticeship. [Prov. Eng.]

out-islet (out'il), m. An outlying island.

I accordingly will end this booke, purposing to speake
of the out-Isles, Orcades, Hebudes or Hebrides, and of
Shetland in their due place.

Holland, tr. of Camden, ii. 54. {Davies.)

outjestf (out-jesf), V. t. To overcome or drive
away by jesting.

Kent. But who is with him ?

Oent. None but the fool ; who labours to outjest

His heart-struck injuries. Shak., Lear, iii. 1. 16.

outjet (out'jet), re. That which projects from
anything. Sugh Miller. [Rare.]

outkeeper (oufke'^per), n. In surv., a small
dial-plate having an index turned by a milled
head underneath, used with the surveyor's com-
pass to keep tally in measiu-ement by chain.
K S. Knight.
outlabor.outlabour (out-la'bor),«. t. To outdo
in labor, endurance, or suffering.

still I have fought, as if in beauty's sight, . . .

Taught fasts, till bodys like our souls grew light;
Out-watch'd the jealous, and ouUabour'd beast.

Sir W. Davenant, Gondibert, n. 2.

outlagert, » [Also outlicker; < D. uitlegger =
E. outlier, q. v.] An outrigger.

We had a good substantial Mast, and a mat Sail, and
good Outiagers lasht very fast and firm on each side the
Vessel, being made of slrong Poles.

Dampier, Voyages, I. 492.

outlaldt (out'lad), a. Laid out; exposed.

To guard the out-laid Isle
OfWalney. Z)roj/t(m,Polyolbion,xxvii. 12.

outlancedt, a. Projecting or edged like a lance.

Therein two deadly weapons flxt he bore.
Strongly ouUaunced towards either side.
Like two sharpe speares his enemies to gore.

Spenser, Muiopotmos, 1. 82.

outland (out'land), re. and a. [< ME. *outland,
outland, < AS. Utland, foreign land (Htlenda, a
stranger) (= MLG. Htlant, outlying land, = G.
ausland, foreign countries,= leel. iitlond, outly-
ing fields, foreign countries, = Sw. utlandet =
Dan. udlandet, foreign countries), < at, out, -I-

land, land. Cf. inland.] I. re. 1. Land lying
beyond the limit of occupation or cultivation;
outlying or frontier land.

When they [Indians] go a hunting into the outlands,
th^commonlygo out for thewhole season with their wives
and family. Beverley, Virginia, ii. IT 28.

2. In feudal law, that part of the land of the
manor occupied or enjoyed bythe tenants. Also
called utland and gesettes-land or gafol-land, as
distinguished from inland.

II. a. Foreign.
The little lamb

Nursed in our bosoms, . . .

The ouUand pagans, with unlawful claim,
Deprived us of. Strutt, Ancient Times, i. l.i

Sir Valence wedded with an ouUand dame,
Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

OUtlander (out'lan-dSr), n. [= D. uitlander =
G. ausldnder; &s"outland + -erK Cf . inlander.]
A foreigner; a person who is not a native.
Wood.
outlandish (out-lan'dish), a. [< ME. outland-
issh, < AS. utlendisc (= D. uitlandsch = MLG.
utlandesch = G. auslandisch = Sw. utlandsk =
Dan. udenlandsJc), foreign, of outland origin, <
Utland, foreign land, + -iso, B. 4sh^. Cf. out-
land.] 1. Of or belonging to a foreign country;
foreign; not native. [Obsolete or archaic]

No marchaunt yit ne fette outlandish ware.
Chaucsr, Former Age, 1. 22.

There is noe outlandish man will us abide.
Nor will us come nye.

Ballad of Kins -irthur (Child's Ballads, I. 233).

Outlandish wares are conueighed into the same Citie
by the famous riuer of Thames. Hakluyt's Voyages, 1. 127.

He had tak'n with him Alfrid his youngest Son to be
there inaugurated King, and brought home with him an

outlawry

out-laiulish Wife ; for which they endeavourd to deprive
him of his Kingdom. Milton, Hist. Eng., v.

I suppose now they are some of your ouUandish troops

;

your foreign Hessians, or such like.

Sheridan (% The Camp, i. 2.

2. Strange; unfamiliar; odd; uncouth; bar-
barous; bizarre.

You must not hunt for wild outlandish terms
To stuff out a peculiar dialect.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

Divers good pictures, and many outlandish and Indian
curiosities aud things of nature.

Evelyn, Diary, Nov. 10, 1644.

When they preached, their outlandish accent moved the
derision of the audience. Maea/ulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

3. Out of the way; remote from society; se-

cluded.
He resolved to settle in some outlandish part, where none

could be found to know him.
K. D. Blacknwre, Lorna Doone, v.

OUtlandishert, « A foreigner.

For ten weeks together this rabble rout of ouilandishers

are billetted with her [Yarmouth] ; yet, in all that while,

the rate of no kinde of food is raised.

Nashe, Lenten Stuffe (Harl. Misc., VI. 149).

OUtlandishliket (out-lan'dish-lik), adv. Out-
landishly. Ascham, The Seholemaster, p. 204.

OUtlandishly (out-lan'dish-li), adv. In an out-

landish manner.
OUtlandishness (out-lan'dish-nes), re. The state

or character of being outlandish.

OUtlashf (out-lash'), v. i. To strike or hit out;
make a sudden attack or outburst.

Malice hath a wide mouth, and loves to outlash in her
relations. iiW2er,PisgahSight, III. (pt. ii.)iii. 5. (Davies.)

outlash (out'lash), n. [< outlash, v.] A lash-

ing or striking out ; an outburst ; an outbreak,

nndemeath the silence there was an outlash of hatred
and vindictiveness. She wished that the marriage might
make two people wretched besides herself.

George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xxx.

outlast (out-lasf), V. t. To last longer than;
exceed in duration ; outlive.

Sure I shall outlast him

:

This makes me young again, a score of years.
B. Jonson, Volpone, i. 1.

Nature and nationality will outlast the transient policy
of a new dynasty. I. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., I. 79.

outlaugh (out-laf ), V. t. [= D. uitlagchen = G.
auslachen = 1)3,11. uale.] 1. To surpass in laugh-
ing.

Each lad;^ striving to outlaugh the rest.

To make it seem they understood the jest.

Dryden, Prol. to Carlell's Arviragus and Philicia, 1, 17.

2. To laugh down; discourage or put out of
countenance by laughing.
outlaw (out'la), n. [< ME. outlawe, utlawe, ul-

lage (ML. utlagus), < AS. utlaga, an outlaw (=
Icel. atlagi, an outlaw, utlaga, outlawed), < Ht,

out, + lagu, law: see law^.] 1. One who is

excluded from the benefit of the law, or de-
prived of its protection. Formerly it was law-
ful in Great Britain for any one to kill such a
person. See outlawry.

Got mot thee save, brave Outlaw Murray

!

Thy ladye, and aU thy chyvalrie

!

Sang q^ the Outlaw Murray (Child's Ballads, VI. 26).

A poor, unminded outlaw sneaking home.
My father gave him welcome to the shore.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 3. 6a

2. A disorderly person living in defiant viola-
tion of the law ; a habitual criminal.

It is only for the outlaws, the dangerous classes, those
who have thrown off the restraints of conscience, that we
build prisons and establish courts. The law is for the
lawless. J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 200.

= Syn. 2. Bobber, bandit, brigand, freebooter, highway-
man, marauder.

outlaw (out'ia), V. t. [< MB. outlMwen (ML. ^lt-

lagare), < AS. Utlagian, outlaw, < Utlaga, an out-
law: see outlaw, n.] 1. To deprive of the ben-
efit and protection of law; declare an outlaw;
proscribe.

I had a son.
Now outlaw'd from my blood ; he sought my life.

But lately, very late : I lov'd him, friend.
Shak., Lear, iii. 4. 172.

In Westminster-HaU you may Out-law a Man for forty
Shillings. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 4&

2. To remove from legal jurisdiction ; deprive
of legal force. An obligation which by reason of the
lapse of time has become barred by the statute of limita-
tions, so that no action will lie on it, is said to be outlawed.

outlawry (out'lH-ri), re. [< ME. outlawry (ML.
utlagaria); < outlaw + -ry.] 1. The putting
of a person out of the protection of law by
legal means ; also, the process by which one is

deprived of that protection, or the condition of
one so deprived: a punishment formerly im-
posed on one who, when called into court, con-
temptuously refused to appear, or evaded jus-
tice by disappearing, in the earliest times outlawry



oatla^rry

aeemsto bave implied exclnsion from all tlie protections
and remedies vrith which the lav gnarded lawful men,
bat by soocessive amelioraUons it was redaced in effect
to the mle tiiat it incapacitated a peraon for prosecatinff
actions for his own beneSt, though he might still defend
himsfflf In capital cases, as treason or felony, failare to
appear was a sufficient evidence of goilt, and process of
outlawry thereon entailed forfeitore ot his personal estate.
Pugitation is a term of rfmilar meaning in Scots law.

He was holdnn in outlatrrie of Bomycian ine the yle
Patmos. Wydif, FroL on the Ai>ocalips.

By proscription and bills of outUticry
Octavius, Antony, and Lepidus
Have pat to death an hundred senators.

Shot., J. a, iT. s. 17a

2. The condition of a debt or other canse of
action when by reason of lapse of time it can
no longer sustain an action. Sach a debt still sub-
sists for some otiier porposes—such, for instance, as ena-
bling the creditor to retain a pledge it he holds a security.

— Clerk Of tbeontlawiies. See do*.
outlay (ont-la'), V. t. To lay or spread out ; ex-
pose; disiday. Drayton.
outlay (out'la), ». [< OMtfay, c] 1. A laying
out or expending; that which is laid out or
expended; expenditure : as, that mansion has
been built at a great outlay.

This business of cent-shops is overdone among the wo-
men-fotts. Uy wife tiled it, and lost Bve dollais on her
oultoy. HaaOiome, Seven Gables, zix.

2t. A remote haunt.
I know her and her haonts.

Her l^es, leqis, and ouSoi/Sf and will discovtf aD.
Beau, and Fl., Philaster, iL 4.

01ltlayeT(ont'la'te),«. In 200I., the ectoderm:
correlated with Mayer and midHayer or meso-
derm.
ontleap (ontlep), ». A saUy; flight; escape.

Since yonthmnst have some liberty, some outlsops, they
might be . . . under the eye of a fauier, and then no very
great harm can oome of it, Lodt»^ Education, § 97.

OUtleam (ont-l^m'), f. t. If. To learn or as-

eertain from others ; elicit.

He ... oft of them did earnestly inquire.
Where was her won, and how he mote her find.

But, when as nought according to his mind
He coold outrleami, he them &om ground did reare.

Sptixser, B. Q., IV. viiL »2.

2. To pass or excel in learning; outstrip in

learning.—3. To get beyond the study or learn-
ing of ; outUve the practice of.

onUer (8t^6^), a. [Var. of outer\ appar. rest-

ing on OBtKer.] OutH)f-door; outlying; un-
housed: [Scotch.]

outlet (ont'let\ H. [< ME. 'ouOete, nUete (=
leel. utlat), outlet; < oat + letK Cf. •nfet] 1.

The place or the opening bywhich anything is

let out, escax>es, or is discharged; a passage
outward; a means of egress; a place of exit;

a vent.
Colonies and foreign plantations are very necessary as

ouHetx to a populous nation. Bacon.

You could not live among such people ; yoa are stifled

for want of an ouUet toward something l>c«ntiful, ffte&t^

or noble. Gmrgt MM, mil on the Floss, iv. 1.

2t. The place or district through which one
passes outwiad; outer part; in the plural, out-

skirts.

We got to the door of a dismal-looking house in the out-

lets al the town. eoldnmt*, Citiien of Oie World, It.

3. In commerce, a market for the sale of any
product.—4. A lawn or shrubbery adjoining a
house, with a walk or passage through it to the
hi^way. [Prov. Eng.]
Any given spot in the garden or outlet. Gilbert WTate,

Outlet of the pelvis, the inferior strait or lower opening
of the pelvic canal, bounded by the ischiopabic rami, is-

chial tuberosities saoosciaUc ligaments, and coccyx.

OUtlett (out-let'), r. fc [< out + fefl.] To let

forth; emit. Daniel.

outUckert, «• [See ouflager.'] Same as outrig-

ger. E. PhUUps, 1706.

OUtUe^ (out^li'), r. i. [< out -f ?»f1.] To remain
in the open air; camp out.

We are not about to start on a sqnirrd-him^ or to drive

a deer into the Hcsican, but to ouuie for days and nights,

and to stretch across a wilderness where the feet of men
seldom ga J. f. Coagtr, Last of Hohican^ xviiL

ontlie^ (out-E'), r. <• [< out + iie2.] To outdo

in lying; be or show one's self to be a greater

liar than.

A tongue that can cheat widows, cancel scores, . . .

And Oldmixon and Bnmetboth otifiie.

Pagt, Satires of Doime, iv. 6L

outlier (out'H'er), n. [= D. uiilegger, an out-

lier, an outr^er (> E. ouUager, ouUieker) ; <

out + UerK'] 1. One who does not reside in

the plac« with which his office or duty con-

nects him.

The outlien are not so easilv held within the pale of the

laws Marg. <^ Halifax, quoted in Masons Snpp. to
[Jofanson's Diet.
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2. An outsider.

I hope every worthy and true itnglish Protestant of the
Btfahlifih'd Church (for I have no hopes of the ouUyen)
will favourably allow the following poem.

D'Urfey, Colin's Walk, Pref. (Davies.)

3. A part lying without or beyond the main
body; an isolated or outlying pait; specifically,

in geoi., a part of a stratum or group of strata,

or a mass of rock of any kind, which has been
left behind while that part of the formation
by which it was originally surrounded, and
to which it belonged, has been removed by
denudation. Xhe outlier or mass which has escaped
being worn away by atmospheric or other agencies re-
mains as a witness of the former greater extension of the
formatloiu Opposed to isdier.

4. In roo?., ttiat which is outlying, subtypical,
or aberrant, as a genus or family of animals.
outline (out'lin), «. l. The line, real or ap-
parent, by which a figure is defined; the exte-
rior line ; contour ; external figure.

Penning the contours and ouUinegvith a more even and
acute touch. Eaiyn, Sculptnra, L S.

A biangle or quadrilateral, with all the sides unequal,
gives no pleasuro to the eye as a form or outline.

A. Bain, Emotions and Wm, p. 230.

-A. city wall follows the oulUne of the hUl
J. A. Symondi, Italy and Greece, p. 43.

2. A style or method of drawing in which an
object or a scene is represented merely by lines
of contour without shading. In such drawings the
effect of shading is sometimesproduced by thickening the
lines on the side away from the light ; bat this method is
opposed to the true function of an outline. Compare cuts
under Hermes and hawse-hole.

3. A rough draft or fii-st general sketch of the
main features of some scheme or design, the
details of which can be filled in later if need
be ; a description of the principal features only.

His drama at present has only the outHneg drawn.
SteOe, Tatler. Ho. 182.

I will close this sketch of Ximenes de Cisneros with a
brief outline of his person. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 25.

In words, like weeds, 111 wrap me o'er,

Like coarsest clothes against the cold

;

Bat that large grief which these enfold
Is given in outline and no more.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, v.

4. In angling, a set-line Outline emhroidety,
a simple kind of embroidery done usually upon washable
materials with crewel-stitch and similar simple stitches,

the pattern being produced without any filling up of sur-
faces and entirely in slender tracery.— OutiLine-stltcll,
any one of the simple embroidery-stitches fit for outline
embroidery. Seeerewd-stitch,stenCstiteh,rope-st^ch.=S7a.
OuSine, Contour, Profile, Sleteh, Ddinealion. Outline is, lit-

erally, the outer or exterior line; but ttie word is freely
used for a representation by the principal or distinguish-
inglines. CorUourandj^ro/Utfretainthisdistinctivemean-
Ing of the outside line, the former referring to the boun-
duy of the whole figure in any position, and the latter to
the bounduy of face or figure when seen directly from
one side, witii figurative uses in architecture and survey-
ing. AsieteAfillsuptheoutUtutoagreaterorlessd^^ree,
not completely, but so that a lively idea of the original ob-
ject or scene is conveyed. i)eitfa«a^n is rather indefinite,
but is more than an outline and may be complete. Out-
line steteA, and deUneotton bear the same relation to one
an<^er when used to express the representation of a sub-
ject in words.

outline (out'lin), r. t. [< ou&ine, n.] To draw
the exterior line of ; draw in outline ; delineate

;

sketch the main features of.

OUtlinear (out-lin'f^), a. [< outline -\- -ar^,

after Unear.'] Pertaining to or forming an out-

line, /n^. Diet.

outlistf (out'list), «. The extreme edge; the
extremity of the border.

The outli£t of Judah fell into the midst of Ban's whole
doth. PuBer, Fisgah Sight, IL x. 22. iDavies.)

outlive (out-Uv'), c. I. trans. 1. To live longer
than; continue to live after the death of; over-

live; survive.

The people served the Lord all the days of Joshna. and
an the days ofthe elders thatautUMd Joshua. Judges ii. 7.

This is old age ; but then, thou must outUve

Thy youth, thy strength, thy beauty.
JMftm, P. L., XL 538.

2. To surpass in duration; outlast.

;Xot marble, not the gilded monuments
Of princes, shall otdUw this powerful rhyme;

. Shak., Soimets, Iv.

Youth &des ; love droops ; the leaves of friendship fall

:

A moQier'^ secret hope outHves them alL
0. IT. Holmes, The Mother's Secrete

=SyiL OiiSu«,Stonw. OuMice is generally the stronger,

carrying something of the idea of surpassing or beating
anoUier in vitalityW hold upon life ; it is tenders to say
that one survives than that he ouUires his wife or friend.

n. intrans. To live longer ; continue to Uve.

Let not this wasp mttlioe, us both to sting.

Shot., Tit. And., it 3. 132.

outliverf (out-liv'^), h. A survivor.

Seven tliey were in all, all aUue and well in one day,

six dead in the other; the outUuer becoming a connert to
their religion. Sandgs, Travailes^ p. 1S6l

outmantle

out-lodging (out'loj'ing), n. A lodging or domi-
cile beyond usual or established limits; espe-
cially, at English universities, a lodging out-
side the college gates.

As for ota-lodgingsOike galleries, necessary evils in pop-
ular Churches), he rather tolerates than approves Uiem.

FuUer, Holy State, n. xiv. 3:

outlook (out-lnk'), f. t. If. To look out ; select.

Away to the brook,
All your tackle outlook.

Cotton, Angler's Ballad.

2. To face or confront bravely ; overcome as
by bolder looks or greater com'age; hence, in
general, to overcome. (In the passage from Shak-
spere the meaning is donbtfuL It may be ' to procure as
by cotirage or bold looks (to conquer couquest^' or 'to
look forth in search of,' ' seek for,' or ' outface.']

I drew this gallant head of war.
And cuU'd these fiery spirits from the world.
To outlook conquest, and to win renonm
Even in the jaws of danger and of death.

Shale, X. John, v. 2. llfi.

TwiU make him more insult to see yon fearfuL
OuOoolc his anger. Pitcher, Wife for a Month, iL 1.

Fictions and monnoes, too weak to outZooita brave glit-

tering temptation. HaDun<»ui,Works,IV.518. (ZoUani.)

outlook (out'luk), n. 1. The act of looking out
or watching for any object; vlgUant watch:
as, to be on the ouUooi for something.— 2.
The place from which an observer looks out
or watches for anything; a watch-tower; a
lookout.—3. The distance to which, under
given circumstances, vision extends in search-
ing orwatching; extent ofunobstructedvision;
hence, power of foresight ; breadth of view.

From magnanimity, all fear above

;

From nobler recompense, above applause

;

Which owes to man's short outlook all its charms.
Young, Hight Thoughts, viiL 1154.

4. That which is perceived by the eye on look-
ing forth; a view; a scene ; hence, that which
is looked forward to; a prospect: used literal-

ly and figuratively.

The condensed breath ran in streams down the paue^
chequeringthe dreary out-look of chimney tops and smoke.

Eingdey, Alton Locke, iL

OUtlooker (out'luk'&r), n. One who looks away
or aside ; one who does not keep an object
steadily in view; an inconstant person. [Rare.]

They may be kinde, but not constant, and Loue lones no
outlookxTs. Breton, Packet of Letters, p. 43. (Jkaries.)

ontlooset (out'los), n. A way of escape or eva-
sion. StUdeti, Table-Talk, p. 78.

OUtlopet (out'lop), n. An excursion ; a running
away.
OuBopes sometimes he doth assay, but very short.

Florio, tr. of Montaigne, p. 228. (XotAam.)

outlopert (out'lo'per), n. One who makes an
excursion; one who runs away.

Touching any oullopers of our nation which may happen
to come thither to trafiike, you are not to suffer, but to im-
prison the chiete officers. HaHuyes Voyages, IL 173.

OUtluster, outlustre (out-lus'ter), r. t. To ex-
cel or surpass in luster or brightness. Shak.,

Cymbeline, i. 4. 79.

outlying (out'E'ing), o. 1. Lying without or
beyond the bounds^ or limit; external; extra-
neous; non-appurtenant; alien.

The last survey I proposed of the four otft{2/»n^ . . . em-
pires was tliat of the J^abians.

Sir W. Temjile, Heroic Virtue^ § S.

2. Lying at a distance from the main body, de-
sign, etc.; appurtenant, but not contiguous;
disconnected; isolated; hence, unrelated; ex-
trinsic.

All the oUSying parts of the Spanish monarchy.
Additon.

For the most part we allow only ouSying and transient
circumstances to make our occasions.

Tharea/u, Walden, p. 14?.

In the ouUying possessions of either commonwealth
greater licence was allowed.

E. A. Preeman, Venice, p. 178.

OUtman (out-man'), r. t. 1. To excel in man-
hood or manliness; be more of a man than;
outdo as a man.
In gigantic ages, finding quite other men to outman and

outstoip than the mite-populace about me, or, at the best,

here and there a Vulcanello. Cortyie.

2. To outnumber as regards men; have more
men than.

outmanoBuver, outmanoeuvre (out-ma-no'ver
or -nu'ver), r. t. To surpass in manoenvering.

outmantle (out-man'tl), r. t. To surpass in

dress or ornament. [Bare.]

Be most sublimely good, verbosely grand.
And with poetic trappings grace thy prose.
Till it outmantle all the pride of verse.

Cowper, Task, v. 6S0.



outmarch

outmarch (out-mareh'), V. t. To maroli faster
than ; march so as to leave behind.
The horse outmarched the foot. Clarendon.

outmatch (out-maeh'), v. t. To surpass as ri-

val: be more than a match for ; vie successfully
with; outdo; overmatch.
In labour the Oxe will out-toile him, and in snbtlitie the

Fox will otd-match him.
Breton, Dignitie of Man, p. 14. (Davies.)

outmate (out-mat'), i>. t. To outmatch; out-
peer; exceed.

Since tte pride of your heart so far aulmaies its gen-
erosity. J. BaUlie.

outmeasuret (out-mezh'Or), v. t. To exceed in
measure or extent.
And outmeasure time itself.

Sir T. Brmirm, Vulg. Err., v. 18.

outmost (out'most), a. superl. [< out + -most.']

Furthest outward; most remote from the mid-
dle ; outermost. See utmost.

OUt-mouthf (out'mouth), n. A full, sensuous
mouth.
A full nether-lip, an ou^numth that makes mine water

at it. Dryden, Maiden Queen, i. 2.

OUtmove (out-mov'), v. t. To advance so as to
pass in going; go faster than; outgo; exceed
in quielmess.
My father's ideas ran on as much faster than the trans-

lation as the translation out-moved my Uncle Toby's.
Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iiL 39.

Outname (out-nam'), v. t. To exceed in name,
significance, or importance.

Why, thott hast rais'd up mischief to his height,
And found one to outnatne thy other faults.

Beau, and FL, Maid's Tragedy, v. 4,

outness (out'nes), n. 1. The state of being
out or beyond; separateness. Hence— 2. In
metaph., the state of being out of, and distin-

guishable from, the perceiving mind, and not
merely from the ego or subject ; externality.

From what we have shewn it is a manifest consequence
that the ideas of space, oittness, and things plaoed at a dis-

tance are not, strictly speaking, the object of sight ; they
are not otherwise perceived by the eye than by the ear.

Bp. Berkeley, Essay towards a New Theory of Vision, § 46.

If a man had no other sense than that of smell, and
musk were the only odorous body, he could have no sense
of outness—no power of distinguishing between the ex-
ternal world and himself.

Huacley and Youmans, Physiol., § 289.

OUtnlmt, I!, t. [< ME. outnimen, < AS. utniman,

. < itt, out, + mJmo», take: see 0M< and »w.] To
take out; except.
And that ne no man out nyme by no manere of fraun-

chyse. English Gilds (E. B. T. S.), p. 353.

OUtnoise (out-noiz'), v. t. To exceed in noise;

surpass in noisiness. Fuller.

OUtnomet, PP- [MB., pp. of outnim.'] Taken
out; excepted; excepting.

Out-noTiie on to the meyres hows, and an other to the
hospytal, and the tlirydde to the clerkes of the town.

English GUds (E. E. T. S.), p. 350.

out-nook (out'nuk), re. An outlying corner.

The midst of the Con-oentrik Orbs,
Whom neuer Angle nor out-nook disturbs.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Columnes.

outnumber (out-num'b6r), v. t. To exceed in

number.
The ladies came in so great a body to the opera that they

ovtnwmb&red the enemy. Addison, Spectator.

out-of-door (out'ov-dor'), a. Being or done
out of the house; open-air: as, out-of-door ex-

ercise.

out-of-doors (out'ov-dorz'), a. Same as out-of-

door.
Her out-of-doors life was perfect ; her In-doors lite had

its drawbacks. Mrs. Gaskell, North and South, ii.

OUt-of-fashion (out'ov-fash'on), a. That is no
longer in fashion or'aocepted use ; antiquated.

How does he fancy we can sit

To hear his oaa-of-fashion wit?
Suii/t, Death of Dr. Swift.

out-of-fashionedt (out'gv-fash'ond), a. Out of

the fashion; old-fashioned. [Bare.]

An old shabby out-o/-fashioned halL
Fielding, Love in Several Masques, iiL 5.

out-of-the-way (out'ov-SHg-wa'), a. 1. Re-
mote from populous districts; secluded; un-
frequented: as, a small out-of-the-way village.

"Thakeham, the last place God made," so styled from
its outlandish, or what a true Sussex man would call out-

of-the-way situation.
Sussex Place-Rhymes and Local Proverbs,

[N. and Q., eth ser., IX. 402.

The traveller who begins his Dalmatian studies at Zara
will perhaps think Dalmatia is not so strange and out-of-

Ihe-way a land as he had fancied before going thither.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 126.

2. Not easily found or observed; apart from
what one ordinarily meets with or readily sees.
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It is probable that the earthworms plant many of the ash
and sycamore trees that we see perched in out-of-the-way
comers. Nature, XXX. 67.

3. Unusual; uncommon.
It was impossible for a patient of the most out-of-the-way

colour not to find a nose to match it.

Addison and Steele, Tatler, No. 260.

4. Departing from the proper path; hence, im-
proper; unbecoming; not the thing. [CoUoq.]

out-oven (out'uv"n), «. See oven.

out-over (out-6'v6r), adv. At a distance: op-
posed to in-over. [Scotch.]

outpace (out-pas'), «• I. trans. To outwalk or
outrun; leave behind.

Arion's speed could not oidvaee thee.
Chapman, Iliad, xxiii.

You are walking with a tall varlet, whose strides (Wt^iace

yours to lassitude. Laimb, Old and New Schoolmaster.

II. intrans. To pace out; pass or go out.

Richardson.

The number cannot from my minde mdpace.
Qaseoigne, Voyage to Holland, an. 1572.

outparagon (out-par'a-gon), V. t. To surpass
in excellence.

A heroine of untold wealth, and a hero who outpa/ragons

the Admirable Crichton. The Academy, No. 892, p. 392.

outparamour (out-par'a-mor), v. t. To exceed
in number of paramours or mistresses.

Wine loved I deeply, dice dearly; and in woman ovt-

parammired the Turk. Shak., Lear, iii. 4. 94.

out-parish (out'par"ish), n. A rural parish, as
distinguished from an urban or a burghal par-
ish; also, a parish lying outside of some place
of more consequence.

There died of the plague this last week thirteen ; where-
of ten in six out-parishes, and three in two parishes with-
out the walls. Court and Times of Charles I., II. 104.

OUtpart (out'part), n. A part remote from the
center or main part.

In hope to hew out of his bole
The fell'ffs, or out-parts of a wheel that compasae in the

whole, -

To serve some goodly chariot. Chajmian, Iliad, iv.

The day before, this massacre began in the out-parts of
the country round about, and continued two days.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 199.

out-partert (oufpar'^tto), ». In old law, a cat-
tle-stealer. Cowell.

OUtpaSS, V. t. To surpass. Minsheu.
OUtpassion (out-pash'on), V. t. To surpass in
passionateness ; exceed orgobeyond in passion.
[Rare.]

He fain had calcined all Northumbria
To one black ash, but that thy patriot passion,
Siding with our great Council against Tostig,
Out-pasiion'd his. Tennyson, Harold, iii. 1.

out-patient (out'pa'shent), re. A patient not
residing in a hospital,'but receiving medical
advice, etc., from the institution.

OUtpeert (out-per'), v. t. To outmatch ; outmate

;

surpass ; excel. Shah., Cymbeline, iii. 6. 86.

out-pensioner (out'pen"shon-6r), re. A non-
resident pensioner, as of Chelsea or Grreenwich
hospital.

out-picket (oufpik'-'et), n. Milit., an advanced
picket.

outplay (out-pla'), v. t. To play better than;
outmanoeuver ; outdo.

Surely 'twill no dishonour be, if I
Deign to outplay him in his own sly part.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, L 36.

outpoint (out-poinf), V. t. To sail closer to the
wind than (another vessel).

This style of yacht has practically no leeway, and would
outpoint any water boat. Tribune Book of Sports, p. 470.

outpoise (out-poiz'), V. t. To outweigh.

I know the first would much out-poise the other.
Howell, Letters, I. v. 11.

OUtporch (out'porch), n. An entrance ; a vesti-
bule.

Some OUtporch of the church.
MiUon, Reformation in Eng., ii.

outport (out'port), n. A port at some distance
from the seat of trade or from the chief custom-
house: distinguishedfrom ctosejjorf, Simmonds.
Winelandedinan ou^ort, and aftorwards brought to the

port of London by certificate.

S. DoweU, Taxes in England, II. 19.

outoost (out'post), n. 1. A post or station out-
side of the linnita of a camp, or at a distance
from the maib. body of an army: often used
figuratively.

Louis the Fourteenth was carrying the outposts of his
consolidated monarchy far into Oermany.

Ticknor, Sgan. Lit, I. 417.

The castle alone in the landscape lay.

Like an autpod of winter, dull and gray.
LoweU, The Vision of Sir Launfal, L 2.
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3. The soldier or soldiers placed at such post

or station.

outpour (out-por'), 0. t. To pour out; send forth

in a stream ; effuse.

He look'd, and saw what numbers numberless

The city gates outpour'd. ttUUm, P. E., iiL 311.

outpour (out'por), n. [< outpour, v.] An out-

pouring ; an outflow.

outpouring (out'por'ing), re. A pouring out;

outflow; effusion.

Selden's Table-Talk is the spontaneous incidental out-

pouring of an overflowing mind.
Int. to Selden's Tdble-Talk (ed. Arber), p. 10.

OUtpO'Wer (out-pou'er), V. t. To sui-pass in

power; overpower.

In the Saxon Heptarchy there was generally one who
out-voivered all the rest.

Fuller, Ch. Hist., IL iii. 41. (Batifes.)

Myriads of men, . . . out-powering by numbers all op-

position. Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, IxxxviL

OUtpray (out-pra'), v. t. 1. To go beyond or

surpass in prayer; excel in sincerity or fervor

of prayer or supplication.

Meantime he sadly suffers in their grief,

Outweeps an hermit, and outprays a saint.

Dryden, Annus Mirabilis, st. 261.

3. To surpass or excel as prayer.

Our prayers do out-pray his ; then let them have
That mercy which true prayer ought to have,

Shak., Bich. II., v. 3. 109.

outprize (out-priz'), v. t. To exceed in value

or estimated worth.
Either your unparagoned mistress is dead, or she "s out-

prized by a trifle. 5A(ift., Cymbeline, L i. 88.

out-putt (out-put'), V. t. [< ME. outputten; < out

+ put^.] To put out; exclude.

Be the askere ovt-puMe for euere.
English GUds (E. E. T. S.), p. 362.

output (out'put), n. [< out^putf «.] The quan-

tity of material put out or produced within a

specified time, as coal from a pit or iron from
a furnace, etc. ; in general, production; amount
or rate of production.

In England the system of subdivision is carried outvery
thoroughly and minutely, and with great results as to out-

put, but under it the all-round workman is disappearing.
Nineteenth Century, XX. 633.

A writer in the "Saturday Beview" computed not long
ago that the yearly output of novels in this countiy [Eng-

land] is about eight hundred. Contemporary Rev., LL 172.

OUtputtert (out'put"6r), re. In oM tow, one who
setwatchesfor the robbing of any manor-house.
Cowell.

OUtquarters(out'kw&r'''t6rz),m.^?. JlfiM*., quar-
ters away from the headquarters.
A dragoon regiment, one of whose outouarters was at the

barracks. Warren.

outrace (out-ras'), v. t. To race or move faster

than; outstrip.

It [the bird] rests upon the air, subdues it, onlraces it.

RusKn, Queen of the Air, § 65.

outrage^ (out'raj), n. [< ME. outrage, owtrage,

owterage, outtrdge, < OP. outrage, qutraige, oult-

rage, F. outrage = Pr. outratge, oltratge = Sp.
Pg. ultraje = It. oltraggio (ML. ultragium), ex-

cess, extravagance, insolence, outraga, < oltre,

F. outre, < L. ultra, beyond: see ultra.] If. A
passing beyond bounds; a thing or act not
within established or reasonable limits ; in gen-
eral, excess; extravagance; luxury.

They ue were nat forpampred with owtrage.
Chaucer, Former Age, L 5.

Quod Glotenie, " he is but felle & hoone.
He loueth more mesure than outrage."

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 74.

Thet same get wold vp be tike and vsyd,
And all the costlew owtrage refused.

Occleve (E. E. T. S., extra ser., VIII.), L 105.

With equall measure she did moderate
The strong extremities of their outrage.

Spenser, F. Q., II. iL 3a

3. Violence ; a violent act ; violent injury.

Yet saugh I woodnesse laughyng, on his rage^
Armed compleint, outhees, and fiers out-rage.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1164.

Laste the hye emperour for his outrage
Come and destruye aU hys lond.

Rjob. of Gloucester, p. 47.

The ecstasy hath so much overborne her that my daugh-
ter is sometime aleard she will do a desperate outrage to
herself. Shak., Much Ado, ii. 3, 159.

3. Gross insult or injury ; infamous wrong ; au-
dacious and especially violent infraction of law
and order ; atrocious orbarbarous illtreatment

;

wanton, indecent, or immoral violence, or an
act of wanton mischief or violence, especially
against the person.

Provided that you do no outrages
On siUy women, or poor passengers.

Shak., T. G. of v., iv. 1. 71.
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Wbere Uie noise
Of riot ascends above their loftiest towers.
And injoi;, and outran JfiUon, P. L, i. SCO.

A^railail ontraee. See agrarian.=Sjn. 3. ImuU, In-
dQnity, etc. See afivnL

outragei (out'raj), v. [< ME. outragen,< OF. ouU
rager, oultrager, F. outrager = Sp. Pg. ultrajar
= It. oJfraj^re, outrage; from the noun.] L
trans. 1. To attack; do violence, especially ex-
treme wrong or violence, to ; wrong heinously;
maltreat.

Base and insolent minds outrage men when they have
hopes of doing it withoat a return. Bp. AUerbury.

2. To assault violently or brutally; commit a
barbarous attack upon; especi^y, to violate;
ravish.

Ah heavens ! that doe this hideous act behold.
And heavenly virgin thus outraged see.

Spetaer, F. Q., L vL 5.

An outraged maiden sprang into the hall,

Ciying on help. Tenngion, Holy Grail.

3. To transgress shamefully; infringe auda-
ciously upon ; break through, violate, or offend
against atrociously or flagrantly; act in utter
or shameless disregard of the authority, obli-

gation, or claims of.

This interview outrages all decency; she forgets her
modesty, and betrays her virtue, by giving too long an
aodience. £rooine.

It is periloas for any government to outrage the public
opinion.

Macauiagf Conversation between Cowley and Hilton.

Wherever outraged Nature
Asks word or action brave.

Whittier, The Hero.
1. See affront^ n.

I.t intrans. To be excessive; commit ex-
cesses or extravagances; wanton; run riot; act
without self-restraint or outrageously.

Three or four great ones in court will outrage in appaiel,
huge hose, monstrous hats, and garish colours. Ascham.

OUtrageH, «• [< ME. outrage, oxctrage; from
the verb.] 1. Unreasonable; violent; mad.

Alas ! whi haue y ben outrage.
And serued the feend that was thi foo?

Politieal Poems, etc (ed. Fumivall), p. 17&.

2. Extraordinary; unexampled; unusual; sur-
prising; extravagant.

An outtrage awentnre of Arthoreg wondere;.
Sir Gauayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.X 1. 29.

outrage^ (out-raj'), v. t. [< out + rage.'] To
exceed in raging ; rage beyond or more than.
Young.

oatragelyt) ad". [< outrage^ + -ly^.'} Superflu-
ously. Hampole.

ontragenesst, »• [ME. outeragenes; < outrage^,

a., + -ness.] Excess; extravagance. Cath.
Aug.

oatrageons (out-ra'jus), a. [< ME. outrageous,

outragioas, < OF. outrageus, outraigeus, oultra-

geus, F. outragewc (= Pr. oltratgos, oltrajos =
Sp. Pg. ultrajoso — It. oltraggioso), < outrage,

outrage: see outrage^.
"i If. Extravagant; ex-

traordinary; unusual.

Eche man complayned of his losse and harme, that was
right grete and outragimae. MtarUn (E. E. T. S.X iii- 547.

There be .iiij. rowes or range of pylers thrughout ye
churcli, of ye fyne^ marble yt may be, not onely meruay-
lous for ye nombre, but for ye ouiragyous gretnes, length,

and fayrenes therot SSr R. Guy^forde, fylgrymage, p. 36.

2. Immoderate; excessive; unrestrained; vio-

lent; furious.

But though attempre weping be grannted, outrageous

weping certes is defended. Chaucer, Tale of MeUbeus.

The states of Christendom,
Moved with remorse of these outrageous broils.

Have earnestly implored a general peace
Betwixt our nation and the aspiring French.

Shak., 1 Hen. TL, v. 4. W.
Immediate in a flame.

But soon obscured with smoke, all heaven appear'd.

From those deep-throated engines belch'd, whose roar

Embowel'd with outrageous noise the air.

MiUon, P. L., vL 587.

His zeal for a good author is indeed outrageous, and
breaks down every fence and partition, every hoard and
plank, that stands within the expression of his applause.

Addison, Spectator, 2fo. 23o.

What makes yon impatient of Sir Peter's temper, and
outrageous at his suspicions?— why, the consciousness of

your innocence. Sheridan, School for Scandal, iv. 3.

3. Atrocious; flagrantly contrary to or regard-

less of authority, law, order, morality, or de-

cency.
Think not, although in writing I preferr'd

The manner of thy vile outrageous crimes.

That therefore I have forged.
Shak., 1 Hen. Vl, iiL L 11.

CSaoght in a burst of unexpected storm.

And pelted with outrageous epithets.

Tennyton, Aylmer's Field.

=Syn. 2. Exorbitant, extravagant— 3. Wicked, Heinous,

etc (see atrodoui), mad, frantic, villainous.
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ontrageoosly (out-ra'jus-U), adv. 1. To an
extraordinary or unexampled extent or degree

;

excessively ; extravagantly ; imrestrainedly

;

hence, violently; furiously; madly; irration-
ally.

F^r ther bifom he stal but cnrteisly.
But now he was a theef outrageously.

Chaucer, Seeve's Tale^ L 78.

And munday all Day and all nyght it blew oatrageowsiy.
Torkington, Diane of Eng. Travell, p. 59.

There being nothing so extravagant and outrageously
wild which a mind once infected with atheistical sottish-
ness and disbelief will not rather greedily swallow down
than admit a Deity.

Cudirorth, Intellectual System, p. 106.

2. 'With shameless disregard of authority, or-
der, morality, decency, or humanity ; atrocious-
ly; audaciously; flagrantly; barbarously.

And sawe how outragiously they had slayne the bayly
he thought the mater shulde be ynell at length.

Bemers, tr. of Froissart's Ohron., L cccl.

Lo, thy furious foes now swell.
And storm outrageoudy. MiUon, Ps. Ixxxiil '2.

OUtrageousness (out-ra'jus-nes), H. The state
or character of being outrageous.
outrager (out'ra-j6r), «. One who outrages or
violates ; a flagrant violator.

An outrager of all laws and social duties.
H. Spencer, Sociology, p. 208.

OUtraiet, v. A variant of outray^.
OUtrake (out'rak); h. 1. An expedition or
foray.— 2. A free passage for sheep from in-
closed pastures into open grounds or common
lands. Brockett. [Scotch and North. Eng.]
OUtrance (out'rans; P.pron. 6-trons'), n. [For-
merly also uttraunce; < OP. outrance, oultraitce,

F. outrance (= Pr. uUranza = It. oltrama), <

outre, < Li. ultra, beyond: see ultra. Cf. out-
rage^.] The last extremity. It is obsolete as an
English word : but it occurs as French in the phrase d
ou^anee, to the extreme ; to the end ; especially, in refer-
ence to a combat, until the complete defeat of one of the
contestants ; hence, to the deaUi : a term derived from
the practice in justs and tournaments of breaking a fixed
number of lances, striking a fixed number of sword-blows,
and the like, from which custom the combat d outrance
was to be distinguished.

By reason that on both parts they were so stiffely set to
fight to the outrarue.

Holland, tr. of Ammianus Harcellinus (1609). [Nares.)

Let us fight at ottranee.

Fragment qfem Interlude (Child's Ballads, V. 4-39).

outrange (out-ranj'), v. t. Xaut.. to outsail;

sail ahead of; range by or past.

outrank (out-rank'), V. t. To excel in rank or
precedence ; be superior in rank to.

onlraylf (out-ra'), v. [< ME. outrayen, oui-

raien, ototrayen, owterayen, owttrqyen, appar. <

OP. outrer, oultrer (pp. outre), go beyond, pass
beyond, surpass, etc., < outre, beyond, < L.
ultra, beyond: see ultra. Cf. outre and out-

rage\ t).] L intrans. 1. To go beyond limits

;

advance as in invasion or attack; spread out.

All the time the great JEacides
Was conversant in arms, your foes durst not a foot address
Without their posts, so much they fear'd his lance that all

contioll'd.

And nowth^ out-ray to yonr fleet

Chagman, Hiad, y. 793. {Dames.)

2. To pass beyond usual, established, or ra-

tional Umits ; hence, to be extravagant or mad.
Thus his teching outrayes. York Plays, p. 323.

This wame I yow, that ye nat sodeynly
Out of yourseif for no wo shoulde outrage.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, L 587.

n. trans. To go beyond; surpass; overcome;
defeat.

"What knyghte is yender," quod he, "caime ye me saye?
That in the feld outrayth euerychone."

Generydes (K E. T. S.), L 2426.

The cause why Demostenes so famously is brutid

Onely procedld for that he did autray

Eschines. SkeUon, Garland of laurel, L 156.

0Utray2 (out-ra'), v. i. [< out + royi.] To
radiate forth ; flash out, as a ray.

Therefore man's soul from God's own life outray'd.

I>r. H. Mare, Psychathanasia, HL ii 22.

outre (o-tra'), a. [F., pp. of outrer, go beyond,
run through, < outre, beyond: see oufrayl.]

Passing the boxmds of what is usual and proper,

or eonventionaUy correct; extravagantly odd
or jwouliar; fantastically or preposteroudy ex-

aggerated.

Such outri characters as militiamen themselves would
join ui ridiculing. W. Cooke, Foote, I. 67.

outreach (out-rech'), P. I. traas. 1. To reach

or extend beyond.

Man went to make an ambitious tows' to outreach the

clouds. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835X I. 665.

2. To cheat ; overreach.

outrigger

The man
Of cunning is outreach'd; we must be safe.

Ford, Perkin Warbeck, iv. 4.

n. intrans. To reach out; be extended or
proffered.

Love outreaching unto all God's creatures.
Whittier, Eemembrance of Joseph Sturge.

OUtreason (out-re'zn), r. t. To excel or sur-
pass iu reasoning.

Able to cope with the Jewish Sanhedrim, to baffle their
profoundest Babbies, and to outreason the very Athenians

South, Sermons, VII. iL

OUtreckon (out-rek'n), t'. t. To exceed in reck-
oning or computation.

A power that can preserve us after ashes.
And make the names of men out-reckon ages.

Fletcher, Yalentinian, 1. 1.

OUtrecuidancet(P-pron. o-tr-kwe-dons'),H. [P.

(= It. oltra4Mtanza, oltraeuitan:a), < outre, be-
yond, -t- OP. euider= It. cuitare, think, < L. cogi-

tare, think: see cogitate.'] Overweening pre-
sumption; arrogant or insulting conduct.

Some think, my lord, it hath given you addition of pride
and outrecuidajux. Chapman, Monsieur D'Olive, iv. 1.

It is a strange outrecmdarux ; your humour too much
redoundeth. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Bevels, t. 2,

OUtredden (out-red'n), r. t. To surpass in red-
ness ; be or grow redder than. Tennyson, Death
of Wellington, viii.

OUtredet, i- t- [ME., < out + rede'^.] Same as
atrede.

outreign (out-ran'), f. t. To reign longer than;
reign through the whole of (a period of time).
Spenser, F. (J., n. x. 45.

outrelyt, adv. An obsolete form of utterly.

ontremerf (6-tr-mar'), ». [P., ultramarine, <

outre (< L. ultra), beyond, -t- mer (< li. mare),
sea. Cf. ultramarine.] Ultramarine blue.

outrennet, v. An obsolete variant of outrun.

OUtrick (out'rik), n. A rick or heap of hay or
of com in the open air. Pennant.
outride (out-rid'), v. [< ME. outryden; < out+
ride.] I. intrans. 1. To ride out.— 2. To ride
before or beside a carriage as attendant; be an
outrider.

n. trans. To pass in riding; ride faster than.

My lord. Sir John Umfrevile tum'd me back
With joyful tidings ; and, being better horsed,
Out-rode me. Sliak., 2 Hen. IV., i. 1. 36.

For this advantage age from youth has won.
As not to be outridden, though outrun.

Dryden, PaL and Arc, iiL 388.

outride (out'rid), n. [< outride, v.] A riding
out ; an excursion ; also, a place for riding.

Your province is the town ; leave me a small out-rule in
the country, and I shaU be content

SomemiUe, To Mr. Hogarth.

outrider (out'ri'dfer), n. [< ME. outrider; <

outride + -eri.] One who rides out or forth.
Specifically— (at) A summoner whose office it was to cite

men before the sheriff. (M) Amonk whose special duty it

was to visit outlying or distant manors.

Here pelure and palfrt^es poure menne lyfiode.

And religious out-ryders reclused in here cloistres.

Piers Plowman (C), v. 116.

(c) A person on horseback, especially a servant, who pre.
cedes or accompanies a carriage.

Then came the out-rider for the royal carriage, and then
the Prince of Wales' carriage.

T. C. Craur/ord, English Life, p. 30.

(dt) One who is in the habit of riding out for pleasure.

A monk ther was, a fair for the maistri^
An out-rydere, that loved venerye [hunting].

Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., L 166.

(e) A highwayman. [Prov. Eng.]

I fear thou art some outrider, that lives by taking of
purses here on Basset's Heath.

Ueywood, 1 Edw. IV. (Works, ed. Pearson, I. 43).

outrigger (out'rig'er), n. 1. Xaut. : (a) A spar
rigged out from a ship's top or crosstrees, to

spread the breast-backstays. (6) Any boom
rigged out from a ship's side to hang boats by.
(c)A heavy spar or strong beam of wood placed
across a ship's deck, lashed securely to both
sides of the ship, and having tackles from itspro-
jecting ends to the masthead, to assist in secur-

ing the mast while the ship is hove down, (d)

Any spar thrust out to help to give a lead to a
purchase orto extendasail.—2. An ironbracket
fixed to the outside of a boat and carrying a
rowlock at its extremity, designed to increase
the leverage of the oar. Hence— 3. Alight
boat provided with such apparatus.

Looking at the river, we find the introduction of the
outrigger, a vessel which Leech represents as highly un-
popular with short gentlemen requiring a "boat for an
hour." Fortmghtly Sen., y. S., XL. 54.

4. A frame rigged out from the side of ca-

noes in the islands of the Indian and Pacific



outrigger

oceans, to form a counterpoise and prevent the
boat from upsetting. Such outriggers are sometimes
placed on both sides of the boat, sometimes only on one

Canoe with Outrigger-

side. They generally consist of two spars, rigged out one
from each end of the canoe, with a canoe-shaped blocls of
wood or bamboo connecting their outer ends.

5. In mach. : (a) A pulley or wheel extended
outside of the general frame of a machine. (6)
The jib of a crane, or a joist projecting from a
building to support a hoisting-tackle.— 6. See
the quotation.

Trnp^opo! (ac. tir^ros), a horse which draws by the side of
the regular pair (iuviDpii), an outrigger.
IdMell and Scott, English-Greek Lexicon, under irop^opos.

outrigger-hoist (out'rig-6r-hoist), n. A hoist-
ing-apparatus in guide-posts rigged out from
an outer wall, as distinguished from a hatch-
ways-hoist. E. H. Knight.
outright (out-iif), adv. [< ME. outright, oui-
rygte; < out + right, adv.^ 1. Straight on;
right onward; directly; hence, at once; im-
mediately ; without delay.

A reuer of the trone ther ran out-rygie.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), i. 1067.

When these wretches had the ropes about their necks,
the first -was to be pardoned, the last banged outright.

ArmjthTWt.

2. To the full extent; completely; entirely;
altogether; without reservation: as, to settle

a bargain outright.

Within a whyle after (as he that is falling is soone

Sut ouer) the frere made the foole madde oyjbright, and
roughte him blyndfielde downe into the diepest doungeon

of that deuelifih heresy. Sir T. More, Works, p. 483.

Nay, Eleanor, then must I chide outright:
Presumptuous dame, ill-nurtured Eleanor.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., 1. 2. 41.

When I had store of money,
1 simper'd sometime, and spoke wondrous wise.
But never laugh'd outright.

Beau, and Fl., Honest Man's Fortune, v. 1.

A lie that is all a lie may be met and fought with outright.

Tennyson, The Grandmother.

The relations between author and publisher are simply
those between principal and agents or, where an author
sells ovtright, between buyer and seller. The Author, 1. 52.

outrival (out-ri'val), v. t. To surpass; excel.

Having tried to outrival one another upon that subject.
Addison, Guardian, No. 138.

outrivet (out-nv'), v. t. To tear apart or sever
forcibly or violently. Bp. Hall, Satires, IV.
i. 11.

outroad (ont'rod), n. [Formerly also outrode;
< out + road; at. inroad.'] An excursion, ex-
pedition, or foray: opposed to inroad.

That issuing out they might make outroads upon the
ways of Judea, as the king had commanded him.

1 Mac. XV. 41.

But as for Africke, ever since the beginning of Valen-
tinian his raigne it was all in combustion through the
outrage of barbarous enemies, wholly set upon slaughter
and spoile, that they made by bold and adventurous out-

rodes.

Holland, tr. of Ammianus Marcellinus (1609). (Nares.)

outroar (out-ror'), v. t. To exceed in roaring.

0, that I were
Upon the hill of Basan, to outroar
The horned herd ! Shak., A. and C, lii. 13. 127.

outromance (out-ro-mans'); "• *• To exceed
in romantic character.

Their real sufferings outromanced the fictions of many
errant adventurers. Puller.

OUtrOOm (out'rom), n. A chamber on the con-

fines of a house ; an outlying or remote apart-

ment,
gome out-room or corner of the dinlng-chamber.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, ii. 1.

outropet, n. [< out + rope^, roup.'] Sale by
auction; outcry.

As at common outropes, when housholds-stufle is to bee

solde, they cry, Who gives more?
Dekker, Dead Tearme (1608). (Nares.)

Vendre d I'eruiant, to sell by portsale or outrope. Cotgrave.

outma (out-run'), V. [< ME. outrennen; < out +
run.] I. trans. 1. To run past orbeyond; run
further or more swiftly than ; overcome in run-

ning or racing; leave behind, as by superior

speed; hence, to surpass in competition; out-

rival
;
get the better of.

So they ran both together, and the other disciple did

outrun Peter, and came first to the sepulchre. John xx. 4.

4188

My Imagination out-ruw all you can say.

Steele, Tender Husband, iv. 1.

2. To run so as to escape ; escape by or as by
running; hence, to elude.

If these men have defeated the law and outrun native
punishment, though they can outstrip men, they have no
wings to fly from liod. Shak., Hen. v., iv. 1. 176.

3. To pass beyond the bounds of ; exceed: as,

to allow zeal to outrun discretion.

Those who formerly had outrunne the canons with their
additional conformitie (oeremonizing more than was en-
joyned) now would make the canons come up to them.

Fuller, Ch. Hist., XI. iii. 14.

A boy whose tongue outruns his knowledge.
M. Arnold, Empedocles on Etna.

To outrun the constable. See cansUMe.

II. intrans. To run out.

Wben the whale hasbeen harpooned, theflrst ordergiven
is " Stern all

!

" to clear the boat from the whale, and the
next is "Wet line I " to prevent the friction from the out-
running line. Fisheries of U. 5., V. ii. 266.

OUt-runnert (out'run"6r), n. That which runs
or flows forth from a stream; a side channel or
overflow.
In some out-runner of the river, where the streams run

not strongly. W. Lauson (Arbor's Eng. Garner, 1. 194).

outrush (out-rush'), V. i. To rush or issue out
rapidly or forcibly. Garth, tr. of Ovid's Meta-
morph., xiv.

outrush (out'rush), n. A gashing or rushing
out ; an outflow.

'

outsail (out- sal'), V. t. To sail faster than;
leave behind in sailing.

She may spare me her misen, and her bonnets, strike
her main petticoat, and yet outsail me.

Fletcher, Wit without Money, i. 1.

out-sale (out'sal), n. A public sale ; an auction

.

[To] make away the inheritance of God's holy tribe in an
autsttle? 'lis an unthrifty sin.

Bp. Hacket, Abp. Williams, i. 206. (Davies.)

outscapef (out'skap), n. A way or opportunity
to escape ; escape.

He will never leave you, but in the midst of temptation
will give you an outxcape.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 186.

OUtscold (out-skold'), V. t. To surpass in scold-

ing.

We grant thou canst outscold us ; fare thee well.
Shak., K. John, v. 2. 160.

outscorn (out-sk6m'), V. t. To overcome by
haughty disregard ; defy; despise.

Kent. I know you. Where 's the king ?

Gent. Contending with the fretful element ; . . .

Strives in his little world of man to out-scorn
The to-and-fro conflicting wind and rain.

SiMk., Lear, iii. 1. 10.

outscouring (out'skour"ing), n. Substance
washed or scoured out.

outsell (out-sel'), V. t. If. To exceed in value
or worth ; excel.

Her pretty action did outsell her gift^

And yet enrich'd it too,

Shak., Cymbeline, 11. 4. 102.

2. To exceed in amount of sales ; sell better or
more than.

Take notice, she has my commission
To add them in the next edition

;

They may out-sell a better thing

;

So halloo, boys ; God save the King I

Swift, Furniture of a Woman's Mind.

3. To sell for more than.

He had his presses for 'em, and his wines
Were held the best, and out-sold other men's.

Fletcher {and another), Noble Gentleman, iL 1.

So good the grain growing here, that it outselleth others
some pence in the busheL

FiMer, Worthies, Cambridgeshire, L 221.

outsendf (out-send'), V. t. [< ME. outsenden; <

out + send.] To send out or forth.

What ! doth the Sun his rayes that he out-sends
Smother or choke?

Dr. B. More, Fsychathanasia, III. IL 42.

OUtsendiugt (out 'sen "ding), n. A message
abroad; a thing sent out.

The sea being open vnto him, his outseruiings might bee
without view or noting.

Vaniel, Hist. Eng., p. 122. (Davies.)

OUtsentry (out'sen"tri), n.
;
pi. outsentries (-triz).

Milit. , a sentry placed considerably in advance

;

a sentry who guards the approach to a place at
a distance in advance of it; a picket.
OUt-servant (out's6r*vant), n. A servant who
does outside work.
Perhaps one of the outrServants had, through malice, ac-

cident, or carelessness, flung in the stone.
Swift, Directions to Servants (Chamber-maid).

outset (out'set), K. A setting out; beginning;
start.

This is no pleasant prospect at the outset of a political
journey. Burke.

outside

He had arrested himself in the very outset.

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 323.

outsetter (out'sefer), «. An emigrant. Halli-

weU. [Prov. Eng.]
OUtsetting(out'set''ing),?(. Abeginning; start;

outset.

Giving little fortunes to young maidens in marriagewith
honest men of their own degree, who might, from such an
outxetUng, begin the world, as it is called, with some hope
of success,

Richardson, Sir Chailes Grandison, in. 18. (Davies.)

outsetting (out'sef'ing), a. Setting outward or

off-shore ; drawing or tending away from the

laud.

A strong outsetting tide.

QuMtrough, Boat Sailer's Manual, p. 229.

outsettlement (out'set'''l-ment), ». A settle-

ment away from the main settlement.

OUtsettler (out'set'ler), n. One who settles at

a distance from the main body.

outshine (out-shin'), v. I. intrans. To shine out

or forth ; emit beams or luster.

Bright, out-shining beams. Shak., Kich. m., L 3. 268.

II. trans. To shine more brightly than; sur-

pass in Ijrilliancy or luster ; hence, to be more
illustrious, beautiftd, witty, etc., than ; surpass

in some good quality.

And all their tops bright glistening with gold,

That seemed to outshine the dimmed skye.
Spenser, F. Q., V. ix. 21.

I am a queen, a godesse, I know not what.
And no constellation in all Heaven, but I oiUshine it.

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, iv. 1.

High on a throne of royal state, which far

Outshone the wealth of Ormus and of Ind, . . .

Satan exalted sat. MUton, F. L., ii. 2.

Homer does not only out-shine all other Poets in the Va-
riety, but also in the Novelty of his Characters.

Addison, Spectator, No. 273.

OUtshoot (out-shSf), «. *. 1. To surpass or ex-

cel in shooting.

Johnny Cock out-shot a' the foresters.

Johnny Cock (Child's Ballads, VI, 244).

2. To shoot beyond; overshoot.

You see how too much wisdom evermore
Out-shoote the truth. Chapman, All Fools, iv, 1.

Men are resolved never to ovtshoot their forefathers'

mark, ' Norris.

outshot (out'shot), n. A projection; the pro-
jecting part of a building. [Prov. Eng. and
Scotch.]

There was connected with this chamber, and opening
into it, a small outshot, or projecting part of the building,
occupied by a little sleeping apartment.

ScoU, Monastery, xxviii.

outshots (out'shots), n. pi. [See def.] In the
manufacture of paper, the second quality of

white paper-rags : so called from the fact that,
in sorting the stock, the second-quality rags
are sorted or "shot out" into a heap by them-
selves. [Eng.]
outshowt (out-sho'), v.t. To present publicly

;

exhibit openly.

He blusht to see another sunne below,
Ne durst again his fierie face outshow.

England's Helicon (1614). (Nares.)

outside (out'ad or out-sid'), n. and a. [< out +
side^.] I. m. 1. The part or place that lies with-
out or beyond an inclosure, barrier, or inclosing
line or surface of any kind, as opposed to the
inside, or the part or place that lies within.

And behold a wall on the outside of the house round
about. Ezek. xl. 6.

I threw open the door of my chamber, and found the
family standing on the outside. Spectator.

2. One who or that which is without; particu-
larly, a passenger on the outside of a coach or
carriage. [CoUoq.]

,

There was a good coach dinner, of which the box, the
four front outsides, the one inside, Nicholas, the good-tem-
pered man, and Mr. Squeers partook.

JHckens, Nicholas Niokleby, v.

3. The external part of a thing; the outer sur-
face; the exterior.

Show the inside of your purse to the outside of his hand,
and no more ado. Shak., W. T., iv. 4. 834.

Men that look no farther than their outsides think health
an appurtenance unto life.

Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i, 44,

Courteously give me credit for a little more wisdom than
appears upon my ovtade. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, i, 6.

4. External aspect or garb ; that which merely
strikes the eye ; appearance,

0, what a goodly outside falsehood hath

!

Shak., M, of v., i, S. 104,

Trusting our hopeful gentry unto pedants.
Fellows of outside, and mere bark.

B. Jonson, Volpone, Ii. 1.



ontside

5t. One who or that which possesses a fair
exterior, l)ut lacks gennine underlying excel-
lences ; a mere hvpoerite or a vain show.
The rest aie "hypocrites, ambidezteis,* ouUida, so

many tnmiDg mctores, a lion on the one side^ a lamb on
the other. Burton, Anat. at He]., To the Beader, pi 89.

6. An externality; an outward form; a mere
formality.

Quistians degenerated ajnce into outadet, as days and
meats, and divers other ceremonies.

Peit^ £ise and Progress of Qoakezs, L

7. The furthest limit; the utmost: generally
with the definite article.

Two hnndred load npon an acre they reckon the outiide
of what la to he laid. Mortimer, Hnshandry.

8. pi. In printing. Hie top and bottom quires,

more or less imperfect, of a ream of paper.

—

OntBlde of a sword-^illt and gnaid, that put of a
sword-hUt which oorre^onda to the back of the hand, and
that pari of a Bwxird-gaarA which protects theback of the
hand when Oie sword is h^d as on guard. Compare in-

tide.—Patent outside. Seejxiteiil.= Syn. 1. Outtide,
Exterior, Surface, Sv^erfieiet. Outxide is opposed to in-

tide,extariortoiaterior,suifaoetaftd>8tatux,SDdgt/^erfieies
to eoMlentt Outside is the common word. Exterior is a
dignified word, applying to a thing of some consequence

:

a^ the «af«rM»* of a hoose. Sho/aea is popular ;nipei;;iaes

isscientific. A«ui/ii«smayberoa^orsmooUi; angMV-
Jidea is regarded as smooth. See extaiar, &
IL a. 1. Being on the outside; belonging to

the surface or exterior; situated on or beyond
the limits or bounds.—2. Limited to the sur-

face or exterior; superficial: consisting in mere
show; existing in apx>eaiance only.

The rest on ouigide merit but presume.
Pope, Donciad, i. 135.

3. Situated, seated, carried, or traveling on the
exterior of a vehicle : as, an outside place; an
outside passenger.—4. Extreme; reaching or
exceeding the limit; all that or more than is

aetual, is required, etc.: as, an outside estimate
of expenses.

A Huguenot built tiiis hall, who was not pomitted to

live on the soil of his own beaatjfal France, and it may
naturally be supposed tfaat he dedicated it to the most
ultra, oH^de idea of liberty.

W. Phm^ Speeches, etc, pt 56.

5. Not directly concerned or interested ; occu-
pying an external position or having an exter-

nal relation.

It was time toshow their teeth ; and, as sotm as they did,
it became evident to all outside spectators that the old
game was ap. Quarleriy Beo., CLXHL 241.

Outside country, districts ontside the line of settle,

ment. [Australia.]

""When the humour seizes them they can be kind
eoou^b," returned the cat£le-buya-, who had a large ex-

poienoe on the outride anmtiy.
Grant, Bush-life in Queensland, p. 162.

Outside station, a station outside the line of settlement

;

in general, any station very remote in the bush. [Aus-

tralia.]

I am to have charge of one of theouf8ui« sheep stations

St what seems to me to be a liberal salary.

Mrs. CampkU Praed, Head-Station, p. 123.

outside (ont-sid'), «*'. and prep. [< outside, «.]

L a<fe. 1. On the outside; on Qie exterior; at or
beyond the limits ; externally; outwardly : with-

out ; not within ; not in a house or assemblage.

He better sees who stands outside

Than they who in procession rid&
WUaier, Uaids of Attitash.

2. Beyond a harbor; out at sea: as, it is rough
weather outside.—3. On the exterior of a vehi-

cle: as, to travel outside.— 4. To the exterior;

from a point within to a point without ; forth

;

out: as, to go outside Outside of; on or to the e^-

tecioToSi witJKAt; outward from.

TT prep. 1. On the exterior of; beyond.

Suddenly a man. Infore^ garments, . . . Sboodoutade
the window. Didens, Christmas Carol, it

The unanimous iqunion of that communis is that the
Colonel and his honsdiold are^ in reference to any and to
everything autade their family circle, the " closestpeople "

—strong *»mp>»icia ou dosest—in the world

!

IT. jr. Saker, >'ew Timothy, p. 41.

2. To the exterior of ; outward from: as, to go
OBfeidethe house.

outside-car (out'sid-kar), «. An Irish jaunt-

ing-car.

ontsideness (ont'ad-nesX »i. Externality: out-

ness. T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics,

$52.
ontsider (out-si'der), n. [< outside + -erK^ 1.

One who is on the outside of an inclostire, bar-

rier, boundary, etc., literally or figuratively;

one who i s witiiout. SpeciflcallT— (o) Onewho is out-

side ofor does not belong to some particular party, asso-

ciation, or set.

Outsiders looked with a kind of new, half-jealoDS respect

OD these privfleged few who had so suddenly become the
MGenoafi party." Mrs. WhOiteg, Icslie Gddthwaite, m.

41S9 ,

(b) One who is unconnected or unacquainted with the mat.
ter in question.

In regard to complex statistical statemoits the outsider

cannot be too careful to ascertain from thosewho compiled
them as far as po^ble what are the pcnnts requiring daci-
dation. Eneye. BriL, XXII. 464.

(e) In horse-racing, a horse not included among the favor-
ites, or not a favorite in the betting.

The success of arank outsider will be described as "a
misfortune to backers.'

B. A. Proctor, Light Science, p. 28a

2. pi. A pair of nippers with semi-tubularjaws
which can be inserted in a keyhole from the
outside to turn the key. [Thieves' slang.]

ontsight (out'sit), ». ando. I. ii. Sight for
that which is without ; outlook

;
power of ob-

servation.

If a man bane not both his insight and his outsight, he
may pay home for MsbLindenesse.

Breton, Old Man s Lesson, p. 11. (fiaries.)

'iSoK insight and more outsight
Broicning, Bing and Book, L 747.

IL a. In Scots law, in thephrase otitsightplen-
ishing, a designation given to outdoor mova-
bles, as horses, cows, and oxen, or plows, carts,

and other implements of husband^,
outsit (out-sif), v. t. 1. To sit beyond the
time of.

He that pitdongs his meal% and sacrifices bis time, as
w^ as his other conveniences, to his luxury, how quickly
does he outsU his pleasure

!

SoiM.

2. To sit longer than (another person) ; tire out
in sitting.

He stubbCHuly outsat, that evening; hiswife and daugh-
ter, who would remain npon the scene, the form^ deter-
mined, as long as they could. 2^ CSnitwy, XXXV. 675u

outskiut (out'skin), n. The external skin; the
surface.

The hark and out aim of a commonwealfti
Or state. Skiriey (and Fletcher^ Coronation, t. 1.

outskipf (out-skip'), ['. t. To avoid by flight

;

escape.
Thou thoughtst

Thou cooldst out^p my vengeance, or ontstand
Thepowerlhad to crush thee into air.

B. Jonson, Sejanus, ii. 2.

OUtskirt (out'skert), II. A section or part that
skirts, runs, or lies along the edge orboundary
of a specified area ; a border or border region

;

a purlieu: used chiefly in the plural: as. the
outskirts of a forest or of a town ; the outskirts

of science.

Soe as fhey mighte keepe both the O-Belyes. and also
the 0-Farrels, and all that outslirte of Meathe in awe.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

outsleep (ont-slep'), r. t. To sleep beyond.
I fear we shall out-sleep the coming mom
As much as we this night have overwatch'd.

Shak., iL 3«'. D., v. 1. 372.

OUtslide (ont-slid')- «"• *• To sUde outward or
forward ; advance by sliding.

At last our grating keels outsUde,
Our good boats forward swing.

WldUier, At Port BoyaL

OUtslingt (out-sling'), c. t. [ME. outslyngen; <
out + sling.'} 1. To sling out; scatter abroad.

I shal hym make his pens [pence] ouHynge.
Bom. qfthe Bate, L 5987.

2. To hurl forth from or as from a sling. Dr. H.
More, Psyehathanasia, IL iii. 5.

outsoar (out-sor'), r. t. To soar beyond.

Let them dog their wings with the remembrance of
those who have outsoared them, not in vain opiniou, but
true worth. Government qf tie Tongue, i^ (Lathaat.)

He has outsoared tlie shadow of cor ni^t.
SluHey, Adonais, st. 4a

out-sole (out'sol), n. The outer sole of a boot
or shoe, which bears upon the ground when in
use. Between the in-sole and the out-sole the margin of

the upper is fitted and attached to both these soles by
stitchiug or pegging.

Outspan (out'spani, r. I. trans. To unyoke or

unhitch (oxen from a wagon); tmhamess or
xmsaddle (a horse or horses). [South Africa.]

n. intrans. To detach oxen from a wagon

;

hence, to encamp. [South Africa.]

OUtsparkle (out-spartl). r. *. To surpass in
brilliancy; outglitter; outshine. J. Beaumont,
Psyche, i. 61.

outspeak (out-spek'), r. t I. trail-?. To surpass

in speaking; say or express more than; signify

or claim superiority to ; be superior to in mean-
ing or significanc-e.

Ibrsooth, an inventory, thus importing:
The several parcels of Ms plate, his treasure,

Bich stuffs, and ornaments of household ; which
I find at such prond rate that it otd-gxafe
Possession of a subject. ^Aot, Hen. Mil.. liL 2.137.

Why, this indeed is physic! aadoutipeala
The knowledge of cheap drugs.

B. Jonson. Seianus, i. 2.

outstart

Whose graces do as far ottt^eak your fame
As fame doth silence.

B. Jonson, King James's Coronation Entertainment

H. intrant. To speak out or aloud,

Outapoie the hardy Highland wight,
111 go, my chief, I'm ready.

CampbtO, Lord Ullin's Daughter.

outspeckle (out'spek-l), n. A spectacle; a
laughing-stock. [Scotch.]

** Whae drives thir kye ? " gan Willie say,
"To make an outspedde o' me?"

Jamie Tt^er (Chfld's Ballads, VL lUX
outspeed (out-sped'), c. t. To surpass in speed
or velocity ; outstrip.

Outspeed the sun around the orbed world.
Sbdiey, Prometheus Unbound, ilL 3.

OUtspeud (out-spend'), r. t. To surpass in out-
lay; spend more money than.

£ing Cole was not a merri» old soul than Hlustrisslmo
of that day; he outspan/ princes.

Howdls, Venetian Life, xri

OUtspendt (out 'spend), n. [<oufepend, r.] Out-
lay; expenditure.

A mere out^end of savageness. Jer. Faglor.

OUtspent (out-spent'), j>. a. Thoroughly spent
or wearied; tired out; exhausted.

Outspetit with this long coarse.
The Cossack prince rubb'd down his horse.

Bgron, Uazeppa, iii.

Ontspin (out-spin'), r. t. To spin out; finish;

exhaust.
Giles wisheth that his long-yam*d life

Were quite out-^aun.
B. Jonson, Epigrams, Xo. 42.

Patience with her cup o'errun.
With her weary thread outspun,
Hormnrs that her work is done.

TniaSer, Texas.

outspoken (out'spo'kn), a. 1 . Free or bold of
speech; candid; frank.

I know the man I would hare : a quick-witted, out--

spoi-en, incisive fellow. O. W. Holmes, Autocrat, iiL

2. Uttered orexpressed vrith frankness or bold-
ness: as, outspoken disapproval.

outspokenness (out'spo'kn-nes), n. The qual-
ity of being outspoken; eandidness; frankness
of speech.

outsort (out-sport'), r. t. To sport beyond;
outdo in sporting.

Good Michael, look you to the guard to-night

:

Let's teach ourselves that honoorable stop,
Xot to outsort discretion. SJudu, Ottiello, 11 3: 3.

outspread (ont-spred'), r. i. To spread out;
extend.

On the watery calm
Bis brooding wings the Spirit of God outspread.

MUton, P. U. vfl. 235.

OUtspringt(out-Bpring'),r.i. [<ME.0Mfeprin<7e«/
< out + spring.} 1. To spring forth.

Duntes ther were strong ynon, that the for out-qmmg
Of the helmes al about^ & some velle among.

Sob. qf Gtoueester. p. 460.

2. To originate : descend.
As that there comen is to Tyrians court
£neas, one outsprong of Troyan blood.
To whom fair Dido wold her self be wed.

Surrey, ^Eneid, iv.

ontstand (out-stand'), r. I. trans. If. To resist

effectually; withstand: sustain without yield-
ing.

Thou fhou^tst
Thou conldst ontskip my vengeance, or outstand
The power I had to crush thee into air.

B. Jonson, Sejanus, ii. 2..

2. To stand or remain beyond ; outstay.

I have outstood my time, which is material
To the tender of our present

Shale, CjTubeUne, L & 207.

n. intrans. 1. To project outward from the
TTiain body ; stand out prominently ; be promi-
nent.
An outstanding feature of these rooms is their siae.

The Engineer, LXVL 516.

2. To stand out to sea

.

But many a keel shall seaward tum,
And many a sail o^d^and.

WMttier, Dead Ship of HarpswelL

3. To stand over; remain untouched, unim-
paired, unsettled, uncollected, unpaid, or other-
wise undetermined: as. ouUtanding contracts.

Political union [among the Arabs] has left outstanding
the famOy-organizatioo. bnt has added something to it

H. Spenerr, Prin. of SocioL, § 511.

Outstanding term. See term.

ontstare (out-star'), v. t. To stare out of coun-
tenance; facedown; browbeat; outface,

ni follow and outsJore him. SJafc, Hen.THL, L 11.29.

OUtstartt (out-start'), r. i. [< ME. outsterten; <
out + start.} To start out : start up.

The peple outsterte, and caste the carte to gronnde.
Chaucer. Nun's Priesfs Tale, L 227.



outstay

outstay (out-sta'), v. t. To stay longer than;
overstay; remain beyond : as, to outstay one's
welcome.

You, niece, provide yourself

:

If you outstay the time, upon mine honour.
And in the greatness of my word, you die.

SImk., As you Like it, i. S. 90.

After a, little deliberation, she concluded to mitgtay him.
Miss Burney, GecUia, ix. 3.

outstepi (out-step'), V. t. To step or go beyond;
exceed; overstep. Imp. Diet.

OUtstep^t, conj. A corruption of outcept.

My son's in Dybell here, in Cap»doohy, itha gaol; for
peeping into another man's purse ; and mUstep the King be
miserable [compassionate] hees like to totter.

Heywood, 1 Edward IV. (Works, ed. Pearson, I. 72).

OUtstraint (out-stran'), v.t. 1. To stretch to
the utmost ; extend to the full.

All his [a serpent's] toldes are now in length <rutstrained.

Spenser, Virgfl's Gnat, L 280.

2. To exert one's self more than; surpass by
more strenuous effort.

But John . . .

His fellow-traveller did soon owtrStrein
And gat before. J. Beaumont, Psyche, xiv. 130.

3. To stretch to excess ; overstrain.

The ouMrain'd tent flags loosely. Southey, Thalaba, ilL

out-street (out'stret), n. A street in the out-
skirts of a town. Johnson.
outstretch (out-streeh'), v. t. [< ME. outstrec-
chen (pret. *outstraught, outstrought) ; < out +
stretch.'\ To stretch or spread out; extend;
expand: used chiefly in the past participle.

And forth his necke and heed outrStrougJit.

Ram. of the Rose, L 1616.

[So in early editions ; modem editions read h£ straught, or
&ut straught.]

The Lord brought us forth out of Egypt with a mighty
hand, and with an outstretched arm. Beut. xzvi. 8.

Come, make him stand upon this molehill here,
That raught at mountains with outstretched arms.

Shak., 8 Hen. VL, L 4. 68.

On the ground
Outetretch'd he lay, on the cold ground ; and oft
Cursed his creation. MUton, P. L., x. 851.

ontstride (out-strid' ), v. t. To surpass in stride.

OutstrCding the colossus of the sun.
B. Jonson, Prince Henry's Barriers.

OUtstrike (out-strik'), v. t. 1. To surpass in
striking; deal a harder or swifter blow than.

This blows my heart

:

If swift thought break it not, a swifter mean
Shall OUtstrike thought; but thought will do 't, I feel.

Shak., A. and C, iv. 6. 36.

2. To strike out; mark out; cancel.

This sentence serves and that my hand out-strikes.

Draytoa, Matilda to King John.

outstrip (out-strip'), V. t. [Appar. < out + strip

(where some conjecture trip); but prob. a cor-
ruption of 'outstriek or *outstrike, < out + strike,

in the old sense ' go,' ' proceed,' ' advance ' (as
in 'stricken in years'): see strike.'] 1. To out-
run; advance or go beyond; exceed.

He . . . tarre outstript him in villainous words, and
•ouer<bandied him in bitter terms.

Nashe, Pierce Penilesse, p. 38.

Especially when I runne as Hippomanes did with At-
lanta, who was last in the course, but first at the crowne

:

So that I gesse that woemen are eyther easie to be out
titrimped, or willing.

Lyly, Euphues and his England (Arber reprints), p. 410.

You have outstript the wing of our desires.
Beau, arid Fl. (?), Palthful Friends, L 1.

He had . . . a wonderful genius for mathematical learn-

ing, in which he far outstripped me.
Franklin, Autobiography, p. 56.

2. To flee beyond the reach of ; escape.

Though they can outstrip men, they have no wings to

fly from God. Shak., Hen. V., iv. 1. 177.

outsubtle (out-sut'l), V. t. To exoeedin subtlety.

[Bare.]
The devil, I think.

Cannot otU-stwtle thee.

Fletcher, Mpnsieur Thomas, iv. 2.

outsucken (out'suk''''n), a. In Scots law, per-

taining to a district not astricted to a particu-

lar miQ.— Outsucken multure, atalr remuneration to

a miller for manufacturing the grain, paid by such as are

not astricted. See multure, miulturer, sucken, inmcken.

outsum (out-sum'), «.*. To outnumber. [Bare.]

The prisoners of that shameful day out-summi'd

Their conquerors. Southey, Joan of Arc, ii.

outswear (out-swar'), v. t. To exceed in swear-

ing; overcome by swearing.

We shall have old swearing
That they did give the rings away to men

;

But we'll outface them, and outswear them too.

Shak.,tS.. of V.,iv. 2. 17.

OUtsweatt (out-swef ), V. t. To obtain by sweat
or labor; work hard for; earn.

4190
Out upon 't, caveat emptor, let the fool out-sweat it that

thinks he has got a catch on 't.

Fletcher, Wit without Money, 1. 1.

outsweetent (out-swe'tn), v. t. To exceed in

sweetness.

The leaf of eglantine, whom not to slander,
Out-sweeten'd not thy breath.

Shale., Cymbeline, iv. 2. 224.

outswell (out-swel'), V. t. X. To swell to a
greater degree than ; surpass in inflation.

Blow, villain, till thy sphered bias cheek
Outswell the colic of pufl'd Aquilon.

Shak., '£. and C, iv. 5. 9.

St. To overflow.

A sad text in a sadder time ; in which the rivers of Baby-
lon swelled not so high with inundation of water in the
letter, as the waters in the metaphor, outswelliTig and
breakingdown their banks, haveoverflown bothourchurch
and state. Hewyt, Sermon (1658), p. 185. {Latham.)

outswiftt (out-swiff), V. t. To surpass in swift-
ness ; leave behind in flight.

And on the sand leaving no print behinde,
Out-sviifted Arrows, and oni^went the "Winde.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Vocation.

outsyllable (out-sil'a-bl), v. t. To exceed in
number of syllables; contain more syllables

than. [Bare.]

The name of Plantagenet ; which, as it did out-syllable

Tudor in the mouths, so did it out-vie it in the affections
of the English. Fuller, Worthies, Warwickshire, III. 273.

out-taket (out-tak'), v. t. [< ME. outtaken; <

out + take.] To take out; except.

Therefore this tree alone,
Adam, this owte-take I,

The frute of it negh none.
For an ye do, then shall ye dye.

York Plays, p. 20.

out-taket (out-tak'), prep. [ME., < out-take, v.]

Except; besides.

Alle that y haue y graunt the,
Owttake my wyfe,

MS. Cantab. Pf. ii. 38. (HaUiweU.)

Iche herbe also thai sayen it is to sowe.
In landes drie, outtake of hem the bene.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. £. T. S.), p. 7.

OUt-takent (out'ta"'kn), pp. and prep. [MB.,
pp. ot out-take. Cf . equiv. ea;cepi.] Excepted;
except.
And ye Alderman achal haue, euere-iche day whyles ye

drynk laates, out-taken ye first nyht and ye last^ a galoun
of ale. English OOds (E. B. T. S.), p. 98.

He badde that thei schuld maistirs be
Ouer alle-kynne thyng, oute-tane a tree he taught them

tille. York Plays, p. 29.

out-takinglyt (out'ta'''king-li), adv. Exception-
ally. Drant, tr. of Horace's Satires, x.

out-talk (out-ttt'), V. t. To overpowerby talk-
ing ; surpass in talking.

What ! this gentleman will out-talk us all.

Shak., 1. of the S., i. 2. 248.

out-tanetjjpjp. aniprep. A contraction of out-
taken,

out-tellt (out-tel'), V. t. To count beyond; over-
reckon.

This is the place, I have out-told the clock
For haste, be is not here.

Beau, and Fl., Coxcomb, 1. 1.

OUt-termt (out't6rm), n. Outward flgure ; su-
perfloial appearance ; mere exterior.

Not to bear cold forma, nor men's out-terms.
Without the inward fires and lives of men.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

OUtthrowt (out-thro'), V. t. To throw out; cast
forth. Spenser, F. Q., IV. ii. 1.

out-tongue (out-tung'), v. t. To speak louder
than ; drown the sound of.

Let him do his spite

;

My services which I have done the signiory

Shall out-tongue his complaints.
Shak., Othello, i. 2. 19.

out-top (out-top'), V. t. To reach above the top
or summit of; rise above or be higher than:
overtop ; hence, to be or become more eminent
than; excel.

The treasurer began then to out-top me.
Cabbala, The Lord Keeper to the Duke, May 24, 1624.

So these dark giants out-top their fellow-vegetables.
The Century, XXVn. 33.

out-travel (out-trav'el), v. t. To surpass as a
traveler; travel further, more swiftly, or more
extensively than.

She then besought him to go instantly, that he might
out-travel the ill news, to his mother.

Miss Burney, Cecilia, x. 2.

out-turn (out'tfern), n. Quantity of goods or
products produced; output: as, the OM*-tor» of

a mine.
At Kagmari alone 300men are employed in the business

[metal-working], and the yearly out-turn is over 160,000 lbs.

O. C. M. BirdvMod, Indian Arte, 1. 159.

outward
statements of crop out-turns and prices.

FortnighUy Rev., N. S., XXXTX. 247.

out-twinet (out-twin'), v. t. To disentangle;

extricate; disengage.

He stopped, and from the wound the reed outtwined.
Fair/ax.

outusuret (out-ti'zhur), v. t. To exceed or sur-

pass in usurious exactions. [Bare.]

Out-usure Jews, or Irishmen out-swear.
Pope, Satires of Sonne, ii. 88.

outvalue (out-val'ii), v. t. To exceed in value.

Boyle, Works, I. 281.

The wondrous child,

Whose silver warble wild
Outvalued every pulsing sound.

Emerson, Threnody.

OUtvenom (out-ven'om), V. t. To surpass in

venomous or poisonous character.

No, 'tis slander.

Whose edge is sharper than the sword, whose tongue
Outvenmns all the worms of Nile.

Shak., Cymbeline, ill. 4. 37.

outvie (out-vi'), V. t. To outbid; outdo; sur-

pass in rivalry or emulation.

Why, then the maid is mine from all the world
By your firm promise ; Gremio is out-vied.

Shak. , T. of the S., ii. 1. 387.

I love thus to outvie a news-monger.
Steele, Lying Lover, i. 1.

outvigilt (out-vij'il), V. t. To surpass in vigi-

lance; outwateh.
The tender care of King Charles did outvigil theh: watch-

fullness. Fuller, Worthies, Kent, II. 129.

outvillain (out-vil'an), V. t. To exceed in vil-

lainy.

He hath ovtrvUlained viUainy so far that the rarity re-

deems him. Shak., All's Well, iv. 3. 305.

outvoice (out-vois'), V. t. To render inaudible

by greater loudness of voice ; be more clamo-
rous or noisy than.

Whose shouts and claps out-voice the deep-mouth'd sea.

Shak., Hen. V., v. (cho.).

outvote (out-vof), V. t. To exceed in the num-
ber of votes given ; defeat by greater number of

votes; outnumber.
Sense and appetite outvote reason.

South, Sermons, m. vi.

outwailt (out'wal), n. [ME., < out + waiP,
wale^.] An outcast.

Now am I made an unworthy outwaile.

And al in care translated is my joy.

Henryson, Testament of Creseide.

outwait (out-waf), V.t. To lie in ambush longer
than; surpass in waiting or expecting.

Hell watch this se'ennight but he'll have you ; hell out.

wait a Serjeant for you. B. Jonson, Epicoene, iv. 2.

outwake (out-wak'), v. t. To remain watchful
or sleepless longer than ; outwateh.

And now I can outwake the nightingale,
Outwateh an usui'er. B. Jonson, New Inn, i. 1,

outwalk (out-wak'),t). t. TowaIkfurther,longep,
or faster than; leave behind in walking.

Outwateh 'd.

Yea, and outwalked any ghost alive.

B. Jonson, Fortunate Isles.

OUtwall (out'w&l), n. 1. The exterior wall of

a building or fortress.—2. External appear-
ance; exterior. [Bare.]

For confirmation that I am much more
Than my ovt-wall, open this puree, and take
What It contains. Shak., Lear, Ul. 1. 46.

outward, outwards (out'ward. -wardz), adv.

[< ME. outward, outeward, i AS. uieweard (=
OFries. utward, utawerd, utaward = MLG-. ut-

werdes = OHG. ugwertes, ugwert, MHG. Hgwert,
Gr. auswarts), outward, < ut, ute, out, + -weard,
E. -ward. Cf, outward, a.] 1. To or toward
the exterior ; away from some point in the in-
terior of a space or body to one beyond its

limits; forth; outside.
An ladde her outward of the chyrche.

Rob. of Oloueester, p. 339.

Crying with full voice
" Traitor, come out, ye are trapt at last," aroused
Lancelot, who rushing outward lionJUke
Leapt on him and hurl'd him headlong.

Tennyson, Guinevere.

2. Away from port: as, a ship bound outward.

[The ship] was fourteen weeks outward, and yet lost but
one man. Winthrop, Hist. New England, L 446.

3. So as to be exterior or visible; out.
A sentence is but a cheveril glove to a good wit ; how

quickly the wrong side may he turned outward I

Shak., T. N., Ui. 1. 14.

4. On the exterior; outwardly; externally;
hence, visibly ; apparently; seemingly; super-
ficially.



outwaxd
It la a greet foiye, a woman to have a fair Mmjoutviard

and in hiieselt foul inward. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

Woe unto yoOj scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites ! for ye
ue like nnto whlted sepolchres, which indeed appearbeiui-
Ulnl outward, bat are within full of dead men's bones and
of all nncleanness. Mat, xxiiL 27.

Let me comply with yon In this garb, lest my extent to
the players, which, 1 tell yoo, mn^ show fairly vutwead,
should more appear like entertainment than yonrs.

Shak., Hamlet, iL 2. 392.

Outward fitce ! a command* to troops to face to the right
and left from their center.

outward (out'ward), a. and n. [< ME. outward,
< AS. uteiceard, outward, external : see outward,
adn.'i I. a. 1. Directed toward the exterior or
outside.

The fire will force its outward way.
Or, in the prison pent, consume the prey.

Dryden.

2. Of or pertaining to the exterior or outside

;

external; outer; extrinsic; formal: opposed to
inward: as, mere outward change.

Commend not a man for his beauty; neither abhor a

man for his outward api>earance. Ecclus. xi. 2.

Baman was come into the ouitoard court of the king's

house. Esther vt 4.

I have cases of backram for the nonce^ to immask our
noted outuxird garments. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., L 2. 203.

He may show what outicard courage he will : but I be-
lieve, as cold a night as 'tiE^ he conld wish himself in
Thames np to the neck. Shak., Hen. V., iv. 1. 118.

Being both blinded with lightnings and amazed with
inward terrours and outward Tempests.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 360.

I come to kiss these fair hand^ and to shew.
In outward ceremonies, the dear love
Writ in my heart £«tti. atut Fl., PhSaster, i. 2.

He must have been still a very young man when that
ou^ard refozmation took place which . . . gave evidence
at least of right intentions under the direction of a strong
will. Southey, Bunyan, p. 35.

3t. Beyond the limits or boundaries; hence,
foreign.

It was intended to raise an outward war to join with
some sedition within doors. Sir J. Hayward.

4. In iheol., carnal; fleshly; not spiritual: as,

the outward man.
That ctrciuucision, which is outward in the flesh.

Kom. ii. 28.

Though our outward man perish, yet the inward man is

renewed day by day. 2 Cor. iv. 16.

The Hagistrat hath only to deale with the outward part,

I mean not of the body alone, bat of the mind in all her
outward act^ which in Scripture is call'dthe outward man.

MUton, Church-Goremment^ iL 3.

5. See the quotation.

A man given to drinking and other vices, especially of
living beyond his income and so reducing himself in his
circumstances, would still be described by his neighbours
[in Cumberland, Englandj as an outward man.

N. and Q., 7th ser., VL 149.

Outward angle. See artgus, l— Outward chaises.
S^ charge.— OatwaiA eutbanasia. See euOiamusia.

. 2. jBstemoZ, etc See exterior.

n. 1. External form; external appear-
ance ; the exterior.

I do not think
So fair an outward and snch staff within
Endows a man but he. Skak., Cymbellne^ L 1. 23.

2. That which is without; the outer or objec-

tive world. [Rare.]

There is nothing here.
Which, from the outward to the inward brought.
Moulded thy baby thought. Tennyson, Eleanore.

ont-ward (out'wsird), j». [< out + ward.'} A
ward in a separate wing or building attached
to a hospital.

oatward-bonnd (out'ward-bonnd), a. Proeeed-
ingfromaportor country: as, a,u outward-bound
ship.

outwardly (out'w|rd-li), adv. 1. On the ex-

terior or surface; outside; externally; hence,

as regards appearance ; visibly; perceptibly.

They could not so carry closely bat both much of Uieir

doings and sayings were discovered, although outwardly
they set a fair face on things.

N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 113.

I' the name of trath.

Are ye fantastical, or that indeed
Which outwardly ye show ?

SJtat.. Macbeth, L 3. 54.

She is outwardly
AH that bewitches sense, all that entices

;

Nor ia it in our virtue to uncharm it.

Beau. ajuLFL, Captain, iil 1.

Even so ye also outwardly appear li^teous unto men,
but within ye are fall of hypocrisy and iniquity.

HatxziiL 28.

2. Away from the center; toward the outer

part or outside : as, in entomology, a mark pro-

longed outwardly.

outwardness (ont'ward-nes), n. The state of

being outward; objectivity; externality.

outwards, adv. See outward.
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outward-sainted (out'ward-san'ted), a. Pub-
licly accounted or outwardly seeming to be a
saint; by implication, hypocritical. [A nonce-
word.]

This outwardiainted depnty.
Whose settled visage and deliberate word
Xlps youth i' the head, and foUies doth enimew.
As falcon doth the fowl, is yet a devil.

Sftai;,il. lor M.,iiL 1.89.

OUtwash (out-Tvosh'), r. t. [= D. uitwasschen
= MLGr. iitwaschen = G. auswaschen =. Sw. ut-

vaska = Dan. udvaske; as out + wash.'] To
washout; cleanse from. Donne. [Eare.]

Ontwatch (out-woeh'), r. t. To surpass in
watching ; watch longer than; observe tUl the
object watched disappears.

Let my lamp at midnight hour
Be seen in some high lonely tower.
Where I may oft outwatch the Bear.

MUlon, n Penseroso, L 87.

outway (out'wa), ». [= D. uitweg = MLGr. ut-
icech = Gr. ausweg = Sw. utvdg = Dan. udvej;
as out + wayi.] A way or passage out; an
outlet.

Itself of larger size, distended wide.
In divers streets, and outiroyg multiply'd.

P. Fletcher, Purple Island, v.

OUtwealtht (out-welth'), v. t. To surpass in
wealth or prosperity. See the quotation under
outwit^, 1.

outwear (out-war'), v. t. 1. To wear out;
exhaust utterly; wear away; waste; impair;
hence, to render obsolete.

wicked Time, that aU good thoughts doth wastes
And workcs of noblest wits to nought outweare.
That famous moniment hath quite defaste.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. iL 33.

Their knot of loae
Ti'd, weav'd, intangl'd with so true, so long.
And with a finger of so deep a canning
May be out-worn, never undone.
Fletcher {and another). Two Noble Kinsmen, L 2.

Better at home lie bed-rid, not only idl^
Inglorious, unemployed, with age outworn.

Milton, S. A., I. SSa

Hypocrisy and Custom make their minds
The fanes of many a worship now outworn,

Shelley, Prometheus Unbound, L L

2. To exhaust graduallybyuse or persistence;
use up ; consume ; hence, to pass away (time)

;

last out ; endure to the end of; wait tUl the ex-
piration or conclusion of.

All that day she outwore in wandering.
Spenser, F. Q., m. ziL 29.

Come, come, away I

The sun is high, and we outwear the day.
Shak., Hen. v., iv. 2. 63.

Here by the stream, if I the night out-wear.
Thus spent already, how shall nature bear
The dews descending and nocturnal air?

Pope, Odyssey, v. 601.

3. To wear or last longer than; outlast.

Loe ! I have made a Calender for every yeare.

That Steele in strength, andtime in durance, shall otilu'eare,

Spenser, Shep. CaL, EpiL

OUtweary (ont-wer'i), V. i. To weary out; ex-

haust by weariness ; fatigue exceedingly.

Yet once more are we resolv'd to try
T' OUtweary them through all their sins' variety.

Cowley, Davideis, iv.

The soldier outwearied with his nightly duties might on
certain conditions al)sent himself from matins with the
master's consent. Encyc. BriL, XXm. 163.

outweed (out-wed'), c. i. To weed out; extir-

pate as a weed.
The springing seed outweed. Spenser, F. Q., IL iv. 35.

OUtweep (out-wep'), v. t. To surpass in weep-
ing ; weep more than.

You carry springs within your eyes, and can
Outweep the crocodile. SIdriey, Love's Cruelty, iL 3.

outweigll (out-wa'), !'. t. 1. To exceed in
weight ; weigh more or be heavier than ; turn
the scale against; overweigh; overbalance;
surpass in gravity or importance.

When the bad deedes of a great man lately dead out-

weighed the good, at adead lift [St. Francis) cast in asiluer

Ch&ce, which the dead partie had sometime bestowed on
Franciscan denotion, and weighed vp the other side, and
so UieDiuels lost their prey. PurcAog, Pilgrimage, p. 208.

If any think brave death outweighs bad life,

And that his country 's dearer than himself.

Let him, alone, or so many so minded.
Wave thus. Sfta*., Cor., L 6. 71.

It was a fault;

A &ult, Bellarib, though thy other deeds
Of truiii ottticeigh'd it.

Beau, and Fl., PhUaster, v. 5.

Custom, that prepares the partial scale

In which the little oft outweighg the great
Wordsworth, Prelude, xiL

One wise man's verdict outweighs all the fools'.

Browning, Bishop Blougram's Apology.

The immense advantages wiiich leisure and learning
have conferred are largely neutralized, and in some cases

outwork
utterly outweighed, by the blinding influences of a subtler,
deeper, and more comprehensive selfishness.

GiadsUme, Might of Bight, p. 155.

2. To be too great a burden or task for ; over-
task.

When we see the figure of the house,
Then must we rate the cost of the erection

;

"VVhich if we find outweighs ability.
What do we tiien but draw anew the model?

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., L 3. 45.

OUtwell (out-wel'), ». I. trans. Topourforth;
outpour.

His [Nilus's] fattie waves doe fertile slime outweU,
And overflow each plaine and lowly dale.

Spenser, F. Q., I. I 21.

H. intrans. To gush or flow forth.

The slumbrous wave outweUeth. Tenrtyaon, ClarlbeL

OUtwelling (out'wel'ing), n. [Verbal n. of out-
weU, t'.] An outflow.

The igneous beds were formed by great outvxUings of
molten matter, which spread widely over the surface.

Eneyc BriL, XXIV. 616.

Ontwendt (out-wend'), v. i. [IIE. outwenden;
< out + wend.] To go forth.

Manli made themperonr his messageres out-wende,
Alle the lordes of that loud lelU to somounne,

Waiiam ofPalertie (E E. T. S.), L 4853.

OUtwint (out-win'), V. I. trans. To get out of.

It is a darksome delve far under ground.
With thomes and barren brakes environd round.
That none the same may easily out-win.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. L 20.

H. intrans. To get out.

OUtwind (out-wind'), v.t. To extricate by wind-
ing; unloose. Spenser, F. Q., V. iii. 9.

OU^windowt (out'win'do), n. A bay-window;
an oriel.

Many of their roomes have great out-windows, where
they sit on cnahions in the heat of the day.

Sandys, TraraUes, p. 51.

outwing (out-wing'), r. t. 1. To move faster
than, on or as on the wing; outstrip in flying.

As she attempts at words, his courser springs
O'er hills and lawns, and ev'n a wish out-wings.

Garth, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., ziv.

2. Milit., to outflank.

Colonel Bean's and Colonel Pride's [men], outwinging the
enemy, could not come to so much share of the action.
Cromwell to LenthaU, Aug. 20, 1648 (Carlyle's CromwelL

[I. 291). {Dames.)

OUtwitl (out-wif), V. t. 1. To surpass in in-

telligence.

What arts did Churchmen in former times use when
they did so much out-wit and out-wealth us

!

Bp. Gauden, Tears of the Church, p. 253. {Davies.)

2. To surpass in plots or stratagems; defeat
or frustrate by superior ingenuity; prove too
clever for.

He never could get favour at Court; because he outwitted
all the projecters that came neere him.

Evelyn, Diary, March 22, 1675.

Do they [men] design to outwit infinite Wisdom, or to
find such flaws in God's government of the World t^t he
shall be contented to let them go unpunished?

StSlingJieet, Sermons, I. iL

I little thought he should outwit me so

!

Shelley, The Cenci, L 1.

OUtwit^t (ont'wit), ?!. [ME.,<ou« + tetf.] The
faculty of observation, or theknowledge gained
by observation and experience : opposed to jti-

wit.

With inwit and with ouiwitt ymagenen and studye.
As best for his body be. Piers Plowman (B), xiiL 289.

OUtwith (out'wiSH or -with), adv. and prep.
[< ME. outwifh, outewith; < out + KMtftl; a trans-
posed form of without.] I.f adv. Without ; on
the outward side ; outwardly; externally.

That signede Ihesn crist for sake of vre kuynde
Was nout out-v^i so cler bote with-inne he was clene.

Joseph of ArinuUhxe (E. E. T. S.). L 186.

II. prep. Without; outside of. [Scotch.]

rthir places outewith the borowis.
Quoted in Ribton-Tumer^s Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 339.

The evidence, outwith her family, of the major having
previously said that he meant to many her, was extremely
meagre, and rested upon the testimony of two witnesses.

Lord Deas.

OUtWOman (out-wum'an), V. t. To surpass as
a woman; excel in womanliness. [Rare.]

She could not be omnann'd— no, nor outwoman'd.
Tennyson, Queen Marv, iiL 1.

ontwoodt (out'wud), n. An outlying wood.
"But yonder is an outwood," said Bobin,
*'An outwood all and a shade."

Babin Hood and the Old Man (Child's Ballads, V. 259).

outwork (out'werk), »i. 1. Work done outside,

out of doors, or in the fields, as distinguished
from indoorwork. [Scotch.]—2. Jn.fort., one
of the minor defenses constructed in advance
of the main work or enceinte. Outworks are works
raised within or beyond the ditch of a fortified place, for



outwork
the purpose of covering the place or keeping the be-
siegers at a distance. The principal oatwo&s of a forti-
fication are the covered way, the demilune, the redout,
the tenail, the tenaillon, the counter-guard, and the crown-
work and hornwork.

Meantime the foe beat up his quarters
And storm'd the ottt-works of his fortress.

S. BttOer, Hudibras, III. 1. 1136.

Henee— 3. A bulwark; any defense against
violence from outside.
I will recommend unto you the care of our outworks, the

navy royal and shipping of our kingdom, which are the
walls therot. Bacon, Advice to Sir George ViUiers.

outwork (out-werk'), v. t. [= D. uitwerken =
ML&. utwerken = G. aitswirken = Sw. uiverka
~ Dan. udowke, work out, complete ; as out +
toork.l 1. To surpass in workmanship. [Rare.]

She did lie

In her pavilion— cloth-of-gold of tissue

—

O'er-picturing that Venus where we see
The fancy ovlwork nature.

Shdk., A. and C, ii. 2. 206.

2. To surpass or exceed in labor, exertion, or
agitation.

But, in your violent acts,

The fall of torrents and the noyse of tempests . . .

Be aU mvlrwraught by your transcendent furies.

B. Jaiaou, Catiline, iii.

3t. To work out or carry on to a conclusion

;

complete; finish.

For now three dayes of men were full oviwrov^ht
Since he this hardy enterprize began.

Spenser, F. Q., II. vii. 65.

outworker (out'wer"ker), n. A person who
works outside; especially, one employed by a
tailor or dressmaker who works at home.
outwortht (out-w6rth'), V. t. To surpass in

worth or value.
A beggar's book

Outworths a noble's blood.
Shak., Hen. VIII., i. 1. 123.

outwrest (out-resf), v. t. To draw out with or

as with a twisting motion; detach or extract
by violence ; hence, to extort.

That my engreeved mind could find no rest.

Till that the truth thereof I did out wrest.

Spenser, F. Q., II. iv. 23.

Let coarse bold hands from slimy nest
The bedded fish in banks oul-wrest.

Donne, The Bait.

outwringt (out-ring'), V. t. To wring out; shed.

Youre teres falsely outeurronge.
Chaueer, Good Women, 1. 2527.

outwrite (out-rif), v. t. To surpass in writing.
Addison, Ancient Medals, ii.

outyetet, "• *• [ME. outyeten, outgeter, outgetten

(= D. uitgieten = MLG. utgeten = Gr. ausgieasen
= Sw. utgjuta = Dan. udgyde) ; < out + yete.']

To pour out.

Oleum eflEusum nomen tuum. That es on Inglysce " Oyle
mst-^ettide es thi name."

Harnpole, Prose Treatises (B. E. T. 3.), p. 1.

outzauyf (out-za'ni), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. out-

zanied, ppr. outzanying. To excel in acting the
zany or fool; exceed in buffoonery. B. Jonson,
Epigrams, No. 129.

ouvarovite, n. See uvarovite.

Ouvirandra (o-vi-ran'dra), n. [NL. (Du Petit-

Thouars, 1806), < ouvirakaon, native name in

Madagascar.] A former genus of monocotyle-
donons water-plants belonging to the natural
order Naiadaeece, or pond-weed family, type of

the tribe Aponogetonece, characterized by the
lack of cellular tissue between the nerves of

the leaves. There are five species, of India and Africa,

with thickened, sometimes edible rhizomes, two-forked
spikes of small flowers, and submerged, sometimes perfo-
rated leaves. The genus is now made a section of Apono-
geton. See lattice-leaf a-adi waterjyam.

Ouzet, «. and v. An obsolete variant of ooze.

ouzel, ousel (6'zl), n. [Prop., as formerly,

oozel; < ME.osel, < AS. osle = OHG. amsaia,

amaald, MHGI-. Gr. amsel (see amzeV), an ouzel.]

1. The blackbird, Merula merula, Tu/rdus me-
rula, or Merula vulgaris, a kind of thrush. Also
called amzel. See cut under blackbird.

House-doves are white, and oozels blackebirds bee.

Yet what a difference in the taste we see.

The Affectumate Shepheari (1594). (Halliwell.)

The omel cock so black of iiue.

With orange-tawny bill
Sfiak., M. N. D., iii. 1. 128.

The mellow ouzel fluted in the elm.
Tennyson. Gardener's Daughter.

2. Some other thrush or thrush-like bird, as the
ring-ouzel, Turdus torquatus or Merula forquata.

See cut in next column Brook-ouzel, the water-

rail, RaMus amwtums. [Local, Eng,]—Water-OUzel, a

dipper; any bird of the family CindicUe. See cuts under
dncUdcB and dipper.

ova, n. Plural of ovum.
ovali (o'val), a. and n. [< F. ovale = Sp. Pg.

oval = It. ovale, < ML. ovalis, of or pertaining to
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Ring-ouzel {Merula torquata).

an egg, < L. ovum, an egg: see ovum.'] I. a.

If. Of or pertaining to an egg.

That the Ibis feeding upon Serpents, that venemous
food so inquinated their ovall conceptions or egges within
their bodies that they sometimes came forth in Serpen-
tine shapes. Sir T. Browne, Pseud. Epid., iii. 7.

2. Having the shape of or resembling the lon-
gitudinal section of an egg; hence, elliptical.

Mercurius, nearest to the central sun.
Does in an oval orbit circling run.

Sir R. Blaekmore, Creation, ii.

The oval dingy-framed toilet-glass that hangs above her
table. Hamthome, Seven Gables, ii.

3. In zool. and bot., broadly elliptical, or ellip-

tical with the breadth considerably more than
half the length. Oval notes a shape or figure resem-
bling a compressed circle (or ellipse), equally rounded at
both ends ; ovate notes the true egg shape, which is small-
er at one end than at the other. See egg-shaped.—Oval
Chuck, compaSB, etc. See the nouns.

II. TO. 1. A figure in the general shape of
the lengthwise outline of an egg, or resembling
the longitudinal section of an egg. (a) A closed
curve everywhere convex, without nodes, and more point-
ed at one end than at the other. (&) A curve or part of a
curve returning into itself without a node or cusp, (c) A
part of a curve returning into itself without inflections or
double tangents.

2. Somethingwhich has such a shape, as a plot
of ground, or au open place in a city : as, Berke-
ley (wai; "The 0«aZ" at Kensington, London.
The principall part thereof [the Mosque] riseth in an

ovaM, surrounded with pillars admirable for their propor-
tion, matter, and workmanship. Sandys, Travailes, p. 24!

3. Specifically, same as cartouche, 4.

The names of the kings whose ovoTsbave been found
have been mentioned already.

C. R. Oaiett, Andover Rev., VIII. 88.

Bidrcular, Cartesian, Cassinian, coi^ugate^ etc.,

oval. See the adjectives.

—

Carpenter's oval, an irregu-
lar closed curve, formed of four arcs of circles having their
centers at the vertices of a rhombus and joining one an-
other so as not to make angles.

OVaPt («'val), a. [< h. ovalis, of or belonging to

an ovation) < ovare, exult, rejoice : see ovation."]

Of
,
pertaining to, or used in an ovation: as, tri-

umphal, oval, and civil crowns. Sir T. Browne,
Garden of Cyrus, ii.

ovalescent (6-va-les'ent), a. [< oval + -escent.']

Somewhat oval; tenHing to an oval form.

Ovalia (o-va'li-a), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of ML.
ovalis, OYsX: se'eovaU.'] In Latreille's system,
one of two sections of Isemodipodous crusta-

ceans, having the form shorter and broader
than in the MUformia. The whale-lice, Cya-
midce, are an example. See out under Cyamidce.

ovaliform (o'val-i-f6rm), a. [< ML. ovalis, oval,
+ L. forma, form.] Having the longitudinal
section oval and the transverse circular; oval-
shaped.
oval-lanceolate (o'val-lan'sf-o-lat), a. In bot,,

lanceolate inclining to oval.

ovally (o'val-i), adv. In an oval form; so as to

be oval.

ovalness (6'val-nes), n. The property of being
oval; oval shape or formation.

ovaloid (o'val-oid), a. [< oval + -oid.] Ee-
sembling an oval in shape ; somewhat oval.

ovantt (o'vant), a. [< L. ovan(t-)s, ppr. of ovare,

exult, rejoice, triumph : see ovation.] Triumph-
ing with an ovation.

Plautius . . . sped so well in his battels that Claudius
passed a decree that he should ride in pettytriumph ovant.

HoUand, tr. of Camden, p. 42. (Domes.)

ovaria, n. Plural of ovarium.

ovarlal (o-va'ri-al), a. [< NL. *ovariaUs, < ova-

rium, ovary: see ova/ry.] Same as ovarian.

ovary

ovarialgia (o-va-ri-al'ji-a), ». [NL., < ovarium,

ovary, + (ir. alyoq, pain.] Pain, especially

neuralgia, in the ovary. Also called oopho-

ralgia.

ovarialgic (o-va-ri-al'jik), a. [< ovarialgia +
-/c] Pertaining to or affected with ovarialgia.

ovarian (o-va'ri-an), a. [<NL.*otiana»s«s,<(n)a-

rium,o\axy: see,dvary^.] Of orjpertainingtothe

ovary, ovarium, or female genital gland of any
animal : as, ovarian tissue ; an ovarian product

;

the ovarian function—ovarian axtery, the artery

of the ovary, corresponding to the spermatic artery of the

male.— Ovarian cyst or cystoma, a cystic tumor of the

ovary, often growing to an enormous size, and containing

a fluid varying &om gelatinous to limpid.— Ovarian
plexus, the pampiniform plexus of the female.— Ova-
rian tumor, a tumor of the ovary, especially a cystic tu-

mor, or ovarian cyst.—Ovaxian veins, veins of the ovary,

corresponding to the spermatic veins of the male, and
foiming the ovarian or pampiniform plexus in the broad
ligament.— Ovaxian vesicle, the gynophore or female
gonophore of a polyp, as a sertularian. See cut under
ganophore.

ovariectomy (o-va-ri-ek'to-mi), n. [< _NL. WW-
rium, ovary, -f Gr. enro/i^j excision, < kicri/ivsiv,

excise, cut out.] Ovariotomy. Lancet, No.

3426, p. 854.

OVariole (o-va'ri-61), n. [< NL. ovariolum, a

small ovary (cf . ML. ovariolum, a dish for serv-

ing eggs), dim.
of ovarium, q.

v.] Asmall ova-
ry; the ovary
of a compound
ovarium ; one
of the ovarian
tubes or glands
of which a com-
posite ovary
may be com-
posed. Huxley,
Anat. Invert.,

p. 417.

ovariotomist
(o-va-ri-ot'o-
mist), n. [< ova- Fe„aie GeneraHve Organs of the Cott-
riotomryh -ist.] roach {Periplaneta orientalis), showing

Otib who -nrap-
"'""o'm =""&=<' 35^ times.

une WHO piat/- a.posteriorabdominalganglion;*, J.right

tises OVanotO- and left oviducts, formet

my.
ovariotomy (o-

va-ri-ot'o-mi),
n. [< NL'. ovarium, ovary, -f Gr. -roii'ia, < Ti/tveu;

Ta/iEiv, cut.] The removal of an ovary that has
undergone cystic or other degeneration.— Nor-
mal ovariotomy, oaphorectomy ; Battey's operation
(which see, under i^ertmon),

ovarious (o-va'ri-us), a. [< LL. ovarims, used
only as a "noun, an egg-keeper; prop, adj., <

L. ovum, egg: see ovum.] Consisting of eggs.
[Rare.]

The . . . native, to the rocks
Dire clinging, gathers his omurums food.

Thomson, Autumn, 1. 875.

ovaritis (6-va-ri'tis), n. [NL., < ovarium +
-itis.] In paihol., inflammation of the ovary;
oophoritis.

ovarium (o-va'ri-um), n. ; pi. ovaria (-a). [NL.

:

eeeovaryK] Anova^oroOphoron. ^te»o,1664.
ovaryi (6'va-ri), n.; pi. ovaries (-riz). [= F.
ovaire = Sp'.'Pg. It. ovario, < NL. ovarium, ovary
(ef. ML. ovaria, i., the ovary of a bird),< L.
ovum, e§g: see ovum."] 1. That part of a female
animal in which ova, eggs, or germs are gener-
ated and matured ; the essential female organ
of reproduction, corresponding to the testes of

the male; the female genital gland or germ-
gland ; the ovarium, in vertebrates the ovary is a
glandular organ, usually paired, sometunes single, and
morphologically Identical with the testes, both these or-
gans being developed from a primitively indifferent geni-
tal gland comm in to both sexes, the differentiation of this
structure into ovtry or testes being the fundamental dis-

tinction of sex uponwhich all other sexual differences are
consequent. The ovary consists of its proper stroma or
tissue peculiar to itself, in which the ova are produced,
bound up in ordinary connective tissue, supplied with ap-
propriate vessels or nerves, and fixed in the abdominal
cavity by means of a mesentery. With the ovary is usu-
ally but not always associated a special structure, the mi-
duct, serving to convey away the eggs. The ovary is rela-
tively largest in those animals which lay multitudinous
eggs, as fishes, in which it Is known as the roe. It is also
large in oviparous animals which lay large meroblastic
eggs with copious food-yolks, as birds and most reptiles.
It is veiT small in mammals. The ovary in woman is a
flattened ovoid body about IJ inches long, f inch wide,
and J inch thick, resting on the broad ligament of the
uterus and closely connected both with that organ and
with the Fallopian tube or oviduct. Among invertebrates
in which there is distinction of sex, the name ovory is

applied to any part of the body which can be recognized
as having the function of ovulation. Such organs are of
almost.endlessly varied character in ^ but the one es-

sential physiological respect. Several kinds of ovaries re-
ceive specific names; and in many cases the analogy to

by union ,of f, i
,

the ovarian tu1?es or ovariole.s;y; tiiament by
which ovarioles of opposite sides are united

;

£', spermatheca ; k, h, the colleterial glands,
or colleterium.



Ovaries,witb the Ovules,ofdifferent Flowers,
diown in lOD^tudinal sections a, Stetiaria
media; o, IMium superbum; c, Delphini-
i*tm. Consolida; d. Fuchsia cacctrua; e, Ra-
tiitnculus bulbosvs; f, Acer rubrum.

ovary
the part of a plant called the ovary (see def. 2) is strikiiig.
See cats under DOmmeMata and Ifemateidea.
2. In hot., a closed case or receptacle, the low-
er section of the pistU, inclosing the ovtdes or
young seeds,
andiiltimately
becoming the
fruit. Structa-
rally the ovaiy is

a modified leal
»'hlch is folded in-
volutely so as to
form a cavity, and
\i1th the style and
stigma it consti-
tutes the female
se^mal organs (gy-
ncecinm) of flow-
ering ^ants. The
orary may . be
simple (that is,

composed of a sin-

gle leal), or com-
poonded of two
or more leaves.
The modified part
of the interior of
the ovary which
bears tile ovnles
is called the pla-
centa (which seeX
'ITie phrases nipe-
riar and inferior
ocary are used to
designate the po-
sition of theovary
in relation to that of the floral envelops : thna^ oaary su-
perior is that in which the otiier parts of the flower are
inserted upon tiie axis below the ovary; ovary inferior is
that in wMch the other parts of the flower are Inserted
above, seemingly npon the ovaiy. See cats nnder aa^Eha-

phore, Araeece, Didynamia, cUmerous, and ntyrUe.

ovary^t (6'va-ri), a. [Irreg. < L. ovare, exult,

i-ejoiee, triumph: see ovation. Cf. ova^.'] Of
or pertaining to an ovation. Davies.
Their honorary crowns triompha], ovary, civical, obaid-

ionaL had little of flowers in them.
Sir T. Browne, Tracts, ii.

ovatei (6'vat), a. [< L. ovatus, e^-shaped, <
•iium, egg: see ovum.'] Egg-shaped, (o) Having
a flgoie like tlie longitadinal section of a
hen's egg ; oval, hat broader at one end than
at the otiier : applied in botany particolarly
to leaves. (&) Of a solid, having the flgnre
olan^g. Also oratecL =SyiL See ooaA, 3.

ovate2^(6'vat), n. [< W. ofydd, a
man of letters or science, a philos-
opher: see ogham."] See the quota-
tion.

Xow an (ifydd, or, as the word is some-
times rendered into English, ovaU, is com-
monly onderstood to mean an Bisteddfodic
giadaat€ who is neither a bard nor a drald ; bat fcraaerly
it appears to have meant a man of science and letters, or
perhaps more accnrately a teacher of the same.

R^s, Led. on Welsh Philol., p. 294.

ovate-acnminate (o'vat-a-ku'mi-nat), a. Egg-
shaped and tapering to a point.

ovate-cylindraceous (o'Tat-sil-in-dra'sbius), a.

Egg-shaped, with a convolute cylindrical figure.

ovated (6'va-ted), a. Same as ovate^.

ovate-deltoid (o'vat-del'toid), a. Triangular-
ly egg-shaped.
ovate-lanceolate (d'vat-lan'se-o-lat), a. Be-
tween ovate and lanceolat«.

ovate-oblong (6 'vat-oh 'long), a. Between
ovat« and oblong; shaped like an e^, but
more drawn out in lengui.

ovate-rotnndate (o'vat-ro-tun'dat), a. Round-
ly e^-shaped.
ovate-subnlate (6'vat-sub'u-lat), a. Between
ovate and subulate.^

ovate-ventricose (o'vat-ven'tri-kos), o. In
hot, ovate with a swelling or slight protuber-
ance on one side.

ovation (o-va'shon), n. [= F. ovation = Sp.
ovacion = Pg. ooa^So = It. ovasione, < L. ova-

tio(_n-), a (lesser) triumph, < ovare, exult, re-

joice, triumph, = Gr. auEtv, shout.] 1. Inborn.
anUq., a lesser triumph accorded to command-
ers who had conquered with little bloodshed,

who had defeated a comparatively inconsider-

able enemy, or whose advantage, although con-

siderable, was not sufficient to constitute a le-

gitimate claim to the higher distinction of a

triumph. See triumph.

Best not in an omtian, bat a trinmph over thy passions.

Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., L 2.

2. An enthuslastie reception of a person by an
assembly or concourse of people with aeclsjna-

tions and other spontaneous expressions of

popularity; enthusiastic public homage.
Aday . . .

When dames and heroines of the golden year

Shall strip a hundred hollows hare of Spring,

To rain an April of ooalbUm roond
llieir statues, borne aloft, the three.

Tennyson, Princess, vi.
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ovato-acuminate (o-va'to-a-ku'mi-nat), «.

Same as ovate-aciu,mii\ate.

ovatoi^lindrac^ons (o-va'to-sU-in-dra'shius),
a. Same as ovate-cylindraceons.

ovatodeltoid (o-va'to-del'toid), a. Same as
ovate-deltoid.

ovato-ellipsoidal (o-va'to-el-ip-soi'dal), a.

Nearly elfipsoidal, l5ut larger toward one end
than towai^ the other; ovoid or egg-shaped.
ovato-oblong (o-va'to-ob'long), a. Same as
ovate-oblong.

ovatorotnndate (o-va'td-ro-tun'dat), a. Same
as ovate-^otundate'.

ovealtyt, oveltyt, «. See owelty.

oven (uv'n), B. [< ME. oven, < AS. ofen, ofn =
OPries. oven = D. oien = MLG. oven, liCr. awen
= OHG. ovan, ofan, ovin, MHG-. nven, G. ofen
= Icel. ofn, omn, ogn = OSw. ofn, omn, ogn,
S-^.ugn = Ban. ovn = Goth, auhns, an oven, =
Gr. j?™if (for *i»n«5f), an oven, furnace, kitchen

;

cf. Skt. tMhd, a pot ; AS. ofnet, a closed vessel.]
1. A chamber or receptacle in which food is

cooked by the heat radiated from the walls,
roof, or floor, (o) A chamber bnfltol brick, tiles, or the
W^% and osaally heated by fael which is allowed to bum
away before the food is introduced, the cookingbeing done
bythe heat retained. (6) A chamber for baking or cooking
in a cooking-stove, range, or furnace, the heat being osa-
ally transmitted through one or more of the sides.

In steed of bread they drie a kind of fish which they
beat in mortars to powder, and bake it in their ouens,
vntlll it be hard and drie.

Hdinxhed, Descrip. of Britain, L z.

2. In general, any inclosed chamber adapted
to or used for applying heat to raw materials
or to articles in process of manufacture. The
heat so applied may be radiated from the previously or
continuously heated walls of the inclosnre, or it may be
derived &om currents of heated air or gases or superheat-
ed vapors circulated through Uie oven, from interior or ex-
terior coils of pipes heated by steam or hot water, orfrom
the solar rays. Thename oven is given to a great variety
ol structures and devices employed in dome^c industry,
in chemical operation^ and in the mechanical arts. Spe-
cifically—(a) A kiln. (6) A muffle-furnace, (c) A leer.

3t. A furnace.
The king's servants, that put them in, ceased not to

make the oven hot with losin, pitch, tow, and small wood

;

so that the flame streamed forth above the furnace forty
and nine cubits.

Sang of the Three Holy Children (Apocrypha), v. 23.

4. An oven-bird or its nest Air-oven, an oven in
which baking or drying is done by circulating heated air
through it. It is much used in laboratories and in the
arts. In some cases, as in drying gelatin plates for photog-
raphy, the air is filtered on its way to the oven by pass-
ing it through cotton-wooL In air-ovens the air may be
heated prior to its admission, or by interior heating appli-
ances.—i^nneallng-oven, an oven used for annealing,
as the leer of glass-manofoctories for slowly cooling glass,

which, if cooled rapidly, would be exceedingly britUe ; or,

as in the mannfacture of malleable iron-castings, the in-
closure in which the articles, after casting, are treated to
render them malleable.—Bakers' oven, an oven used by
bakers in baking bread, biscuits, crackers, and other arti-

cles of food. The principal oven still in use by bakers is

a brick reverberatory oven with an arched roof ; butin the
manufacture of biscuits, crackers, wafers, etc, on a large
scale reelovensand rotaiyovens aroused.—Beehive oven.
See beehive.—Bxlck Oven, an oven constructed of brick,
in contradistinction to an oven made of metal or other
materiaL Brick ovens usually apply their heat from their
wsdls previously heated by an interior fire, which is with-
drawn prior to putting in the article to be baked. Such
an oven for domestic use was once very common in dwell-
ings, and was generally built at the side of or in dose
proziml(7 to the chimney then in use. It often projected
from the exterior of ttie bnilding, and this construction
is still to be seen in many old country houses. It has a
smoke-uptake in the upper part of the mouth and a flue

leading from the uptake, and connects at its upper end
with Gie flreplace-chimney. Wood is the fuel used, and
when the fire is kindled the air draws into the mouth and
passes over the bottom of the oven, while the heated gases
of combustion rise to the top and pass forward to the
aptak&—Bush-oven, the long-tail»l titmouse or ovea-
bird, Aeredida rosea. [Norfolk, Eng.]—Drying-OTeo, an
oven used for expelling moisture from substances or tex-
tures. "The air-oven is themost generallyused of this (dass.
Brying-ovens heated to a poiot somewhat above the boil-

ing-point of water, which expel water by converting it

into steam, are also used for many purposes.—Dutch
oven, a tin utensil for roasting meat, etc., closed at the
sides, back, top, and bottom, and somewhat resembling
in shape an open shed. The oven covers the joint or other
article to be roasted on all sides except that facing the
fire. (Also called Utehen or (in Utchen in the New Eng-
land States and elsewhere.) The bake-kettle, a cast-iron

vessel witii a close-fitting convex cover upon which hot
embers or coals are placed when the implement is nsed,
is also sometimes c^ed a Dutch oven.—Egyptian oven-
a large earthen crock snuk in the ground, and heated
by interior fire, which is removed to permit the baking
of lumps of dough. These are thrown with force against
the interior, and adhere thereto. The crock is then cov-
ered till the baking is finished. This is a very ancient
form of oven, largely used in the East even to the pres-
ent day.—Elevated oven, a lange-oven situated higher
than the fire-pot.—Heating-oven, an oven designed or
used for simple heating, as in heating pieces of wood or
other mateilEds to be joined byglue or cement, or for heat-
ing vessels that must be used while hot ; a hot-doset.

—

Oat-oven, adomestic brick oven built by itself apartfrom
any building. Its construction is almost identical with that

over
described under brick oven, except that it has a chimney
extending straight upward over the mouth of the oven.

—

Beel oven, an oven in which the substances to be baked
or dried are placed on swinging shelves attached to end-
less chainsrunningon reels within aheated inclosnre. The
reels are turned at a velocity that permits the articles to
be dried sufficiently, or baked completely, when the chain
makes a complete circuit, which brings one ol the swing-
ing shelves on a level with the door of the oven. The fin-

ished articles are then removed from this shelf, and a new
charge isput in their place. This dischargingand recharg-
ing is successively performed for each SieS. Generally,
ovens of this kind and rotaryovens are continuous^heated
by circulation of heated air through them, or by heated
air through their walls, or by highly heated steam-coils.
—Revolving oven, an oven in which the floor, or the
shelves supporting the articles to be baked, etc., revolve
horizontally or vertically. The articles are completely
dried or baked in a single revolution, and are successively
removed and replaced bynew charges, as described under
red oven, which is an example of this kind of oven. In
some ovens of this class a shaft with radial arms carrying
swinging shelvesjotates vertically in the heated inclosnre.
The manipulation and heating are as described nnder
reel oven.—Rotary-heartli oven, an oven in which the
floor or hearth revolves.— Rotary oven, an oven which
can be horizontally rotated as a whole on a central pivot.
Such ovens were formerly nsed with a form of kitchen
stove called rotary stove. They were portable tin ovens
made to flt the tops of the stoves, which were circular,

and constructed to rotate on a central pivot The top of
the stove was toothed on the nnder side of its outer mar-
gin. The teeth were engaged by a small pinion operated
bya crank. The articles to be baked were placed on the top
of the stove, and coveredwith the portable tin oven, and, to
prevent overheating of any part, the top of the stove was
frequently turned to change the position of the parts rel-

atively to the fire-pot—Traveling-apron oven, an oven
in which an endless belt traverses horizontally, carrying
the articles to be baked from end to end of the oven. (See

also a^ce-oven, porcelain-oven, roasting-oven, and tile-oven.)

oven-bird (uv'n-bferd), n. 1. The golden-
crowned tluaish, Siurus anricapiWus, an oscine
passerine bird of the
ixnaXjMnioUltidce: so '

called from the fact
that its nest is arch-
ed or roofed over like

an oven. [Local, XJ.

S.]— 3. Any bird of
the South American
family Fumariidte,
whichbuilds a domed
or oven-like nest.

See cut under Furna-
riiis.—3. The long-
tailed titmouse,A cre-

dula rosea. [Prov.
Eng.]—4. The wil-

low-warbler, PhyUo-
scopus trochUus. Also called ground-oven and
oien-tit. [Prov. Eng.]
oven-builder (uv'n-bU'der), m. The oven-bird
Acredula rosea.

oven-cake (uv'n-kak), 71. A caks baked in an
oven; a muffin. Davies.

I think he might have offered us a bit of his oven-cake.

Graves, Spiritual Quixote, vii. 2.

oven-coke (uv'n-kok), n. Coke made in an
oven orretort, in contra^stinctionto that made
in large heaps fired in the open air.

The hard sandy coating [of the mold] rubbed smooth
with a piece of oven-coke.

F. Campin, Mech. Engineering, p. 43.

ovened (uv'nd), a. [ioven + -ed!^.] Shriveled;
sickly. HaUiaell. [Prov. Eng.]
oven-tit (uv'n-tit), n. Same as oven-bird, 4.

[Prov. Eng.]
oven-wood (uv'n-wud), n. Brushwood; dead
wood fit only for burning.

Oaks intersperse it, that had once a head.
But now wear crests of oven-wood instead.

Cowper, The Needless Alarm, L 12.

over (6'ver), prep, and adv. [Also, in poet, or
dial, use, contr. o'er, formerly written ore; <
ME. over, ower, our, < AS. ofer = OS. obhar =
OEWes. over = D. over = MLG. over = OHG.
ubar, MHG. G. iiber = Icel. ofr, yfir = Sw. 6f-
ver = Dan. over = Groth. tifar, over, = L. super
(where the s- is supposed to be the relic of a
prefixed element not found in the other forms)
= Gr. vTrip, Vneip, over, = Skt. upari, above ; as
adj., AS. jifera = L. supems = Skt. upara, up-
per; eompar. of the prep, or adv., AS. *«/, in
ufetceard, upper, hufan, &mfan, above, etc. (see

above), = OHG. oba, opa, obe, MHG. obe, ob, G.
oben, above, = Icel. of, over, for, = Croth. «/,

under, = L. sub, under, = Gr. fmS, under, = Slrt.

upa, near, on, under, etc. Prom this source,

of As. origin, are over and above; of L. origin,

super-, sub-j of Gr. origin, hyper- and hypo-, etc.]

I. prep. 1. In a place or position higher than,
and in a vertical direction from (the object)

;

above in place, position, authority, etc. (a) Di-
rectly above in place or position : a^ the roof over one's

Oven-bird (Siurus auricafiiltus).



over
head ; oloads bung mer the lake ; a lamp burned mm the
altar.

The priest shall command that one of the birds be killed
in au earthen vessel over running water. Lev. xiv. 6.

Take not, good cousin, further than you should,
Lest you mistake the heavens are o'er our heads,

Shak,, Kich. IL, iii. 3. 16.

The Kalifs built several of them [mosques] as mausole-
nms mer the places in which they were to be buried.

Pococke, Description of the East, IL i. 121.

Hence— (5) Overlooking or overhanging.
In less than a mile we arrived at that convent [of St.

Saba], which is situated in a very extraordinary manner
on the high rocks over the brook Kedron.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 34.

(c) Above in authority or in the exercise of power, gov-
ernment, supervision, or care.

They said, Nay ; but we will have a king over us.

1 Sam. viii. 19.

The eyes of the Lord are over the righteous, and his ears
are open unto their prayers. 1 Pet. ill. 12.

Let Somerset be regent o'er the French.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., i. 3. 209.

He hath no more autority over the sword than over the
law. Milton, Eikonoklastes, x.

Wed thou our Lady, and rule over us.
Tennyson, Holy Grail.

(d) Above in strength, dignity, excellence, value, or charm

:

expressing eminence or superiority as ascertained by com-
parison, contest, or struggle, and hence implying overcom-
ing, victory, triumph, exultation : as, victory over tempta-
tion.

Who might be your mother.
That you insult, exult, and all ai once.
Over the wretched ?

Shak., As you Like it, iii. 6. 37.

Angeliok quires
Sung heavenly anthems of his victory
Over tomptation and the tempter proud.

Milton, P. K., iv. B95.

There are none who deserve superiority over others in
the esteem of mankind who do not make it their endeavour
to be beneficial to society. Steele, Spectator, No. 248.

There he fights.

And there obtains fresh triumphs o'er himself.
Cowper, Task, vi. 937.

(e) Above in height, extent, number, quantity, or degree

;

higher, deeper, or more than; upward of: as, over head
and ears in debt or in love ; over a thousand dollars.

I, man, was made to knowe my maker
And to love hym ouer alle thyng.

Political Poems, eto. (ed. Furnlvall), p. 186.

A man may go over shoes in the grime of it.

Shak., C. of K, iii. 2. 106.

Madame de Villedenil became indebted to Madame
Eloffe to the extent of over two hundred livres for a pres-
entation dress. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLII. 287.

(/) In her. , resting upon and partly covering. Thus, a lion
over a fesse means that the lion is charged upon the fesse,
either contained within its borders or projecting beyond
them, as distinguished from aiove, which means placed
higher on the escutoheon,

2. About or upon, so as to cover; upon and
around.
A lady with a handkerchief tied over her cap.

Dickens, David Copperfleld, xiii

In cold weather the chiefs wear over the shirt an Aba,
oi cloak. R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 342.

3. On; upon; to and fro or back and forth
u_pon, expressing relation of repeated or con-
tinued movement or effort; through or in all

parts of (often with all) : as, to ramble over the
fields ; to pore over a book; to think over a pro-
ject; to search all over the city.

Thare the grete ware gederyde, wyth galyarde knyghtes,
Gameschit over the grene felde and graythelyche arayede.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), L 721.

He'll go along o'er the wide world with me.
Shak., As you Like it, i. 3. 134.

They wash a way the drosse and keepe the remainder,
which they put in little baggs and sell it all ouer the coun-
try to paint there bodyes, faces, or Idolls.

Quoted In Capt. John Smith's Works, 1. 178.

There came letters from the court at Connecticut, . . .

certifying us that the Indians aZl over the country had
combined themselves to cut oil' all the English.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 96.

Thousands at his bidding speed.
And post o'er land and ocean without rest.

Milton, Sonnets, xiv.

To pore over black-letter tracts.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 222.

As I rose and dressed, I thoughttwerwhathad happened,
and wondered if it were a dream.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxiv.

4. About; concerning; in regard to; on account
of: as, to cry over spilt milk; to fret over a
trifle.

Likewise joy shall be in heaven over one sinner that re-

penteth, more than over ninety and nine just persons,

which need no repentance. Luke xv. 7.

I will be more jealous of thee than a Barbary cock-
pigeon over his hen. Shak., As you Like it, iv. 1. 161.

I do heartily entreat him to be careful and tender over
her. Quoted in Winthrop's Hist. New England, I. 273.

Then they need not carry such an unworthy suspicion
over the Preachers of Gods word as to tutor their unsound-
nesse with the Abcie of a Liturgy,

MUton, On Def. of Hnmb. Bemonsb
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Tender hearts.

And those who sorrow'd o'er a vanish'd race.
Tetmyaon, Aylmer's Field.

5. Across. (a)Fromsidetosideof: implyingapassing
above a thing, or on the surface ol it : as, to leap over a
wall ; to fly over a lake ; to sail over a river.

Come o'er the bourn, Bessy, to me.
Shak., Lear, iii. 6. 27 (song).

Certain lakes and pits, such as that of Avernus, poison
birds which fly over them. Bacon.
The poor people swim over the river on skins filled with

wind. Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 164.

"First over me," said Lancelot, " shalt thou pass."
Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

(6) On the other side of.

I haue bene garre make
This crosse, as yhe may see.

Of that laye ouere the lake.
Men called it the kyngis tree.

York Plays, p. 339.

Also ovyr the watyr on the other syd, which ys distant
a Calabria xxilj myle, ys the vie of Cecyll.

Torldngton, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 64.

She does not seem to know she has a neighbour
Over the way

!

Hood, Over the Way.

6. Across, in such a way as to rest on and de-
pend from : as, to carry a cloak over one's arm.

Now this lustful lord leap'd from his bed.
Throwing his mantle rudely o'er his arm.

Slmk., Lucrece, L 170.

7. During the continuance or duration of; to
the end of and beyond: as, to keep com over
the winter ; to stay over night or over Sunday.
As by the bok, that bit no body to with-holde
The hure [hire] of his hewe [servant] ouer eue til a morwe.

Piers Plowman (C), iv. 310.

If any thing be wanting for a smith, let it be done over
night Swift, Duty of Servants.

8. While engaged in or partaking of: as, they
discussed the matter over a bowl of punch, or
over a game of billiards.

Peace, you mumbling fool I

trtter your gravity o'er a gossip's bowl

;

For here we need it not.

Shak., E. and J., iii. 5. 176.

Men that . . . talk against the immortality of the soul
aver a dish of coffee. Steele, Taller, No. 135.

He [Garth] sat so long over his wine that Steelereminded
him of his duty to his patients.

Ashton, Social Life in Beign of Queen Anne, 11. 98.

From over, (a) From a position on or upon.

When the cloud was taken upfront over the tabernacle,
the children of Israel went onward. Ex. xl, 36.

(&) From the other side of : as, from over the sea.— Over
all. (at) See aU. (&) In the measurement of ships, ma-
chinery, and, in general, of objects which have overhang-
ing or projecting parts (as the bowsprit of a vessel, the fly-

wheel of an engine, etc.), in a straight line between the
most widely separated extremities, inclusive of such parts
or projections.— Over and above, over and besides or
beside, in addition to ; beyond ; besides.

Gold and silver, which I have given to the house of my
God, over and above all that I have prepared for the holy
house. 1 Chron. xxix. 3.

Over and beHde
Siguier Baptista's liberality,

111 mend it with a largess.

Shak., T. of the 8., L 2. 149.

Over coaatt, from one coast or country to another.

Hit was the formast on flete that on flode past^
That euer saile was on set vpon salt water,
Or euer kairet ouer cost to cuntris O fer.

Seslruetion of Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 280.

Over head and ears, over the ears. See up to the ears,
under earl.— Over seas, abroad ; to foreign lands.

As if a man could remember such things for so many
years even if he had not gone over seas.

Scott, Peveril of the Peak, xxvl.

Over thatt, moreover ; also.

The fuiflt artyole. Weleth that we haue graunted [eto.].

. . . The second artycle. And ouer that we haue graunt-
ed [eto.].

Charter of London (Rich. II.), in Arnold's Chron., p. 15.

Over the bay, drunk ; more than "half-seas over." [Col-
loq.]=Syn. Over, Above. .46in;e expresses greater elevation,
but not necessarily in or near a perpendicular direction

;

ouer expresses perpendicularity or something near it : thus,
one cloud may De above another, without being over it. Over
often implies motion or extension where above would not

;

hence the diilerence in sense of the flying of a bird over or
above a house, the hanging of a branch over or above a wall.
In such uses over seems to represent greater nearness.

II. adv. 1. On the top or surface; on the
outside.

In the desk
That 's oover'd o'er with Turkish tapestry
There is a purse of ducats.

Shak., C. of E., iv. 1. 104.

She passed pastures and extensive forest-skirted up-
lands crimsoned over with the flowering sorrel.

S. Judd, Margaret, il. 1.

2. In all parts; in all directions ; throughout:
often with all. See all over, under all,

A south-west blow on ye
And blister you aU o'er! Shak., Tempest, I 2. 823.

The vanity top of heaven
Figured quite o'er with burning meteors.

Shak., K. John, v. 2. 68.

over

Sable curls all silver'd o'er with white.
Shak., Sonnets, xlL

Down the long beam stole the Holy Grail,

Alt over cover'd with a luminous cloud.
And none might see who bare it.

Tennyson, Holy GraiL

3. From side to side; in extent or width; across.

This laughing King at Accomack tels vs the land is not
two dales iourney ouer in the broadest place.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, II. 63.

At the top [of the hill] is a plain about 3 or 4 miles over.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II, 107,

The fan of an Indian king, made of the feathers of a pea-
cock's tail, composed into a round form, bound together
with a circular rim, above a foot over. N. Grew.

The width of a net is expressed by the term over: e. g.,

a day-net is three fathoms long and one over or wide.
Encyc. Brit., XVIL 3B9.

4. Across from this or that side (to the other)

;

across an intervening space to the other side.

Her boat hath a leak.

And she must not speak
Why she dares not come over to thee.

Shak., Lear, iii. 6. SO (song).

But I'm told Sir Oliver is coming over?— nay, some say
he is actually arrived 7 Sheridan, School for Scandal, iii. 8.

I boated over, ran
My craft aground, and heard with beating heart
The Sweet-Gale rustle round the shelving keeL

Tennyson, Edwin Morris.

5. Yonder; in the distance; in a direction in-

dicated : as, over by the hill; over yonder.
Over by Dalhem a dome-spire sprang white.

Browning, How they Brought the Good News from Ghent
[to Aix.

6. By actual and complete transference into
the possession or keeping of another: as, to
make over property to one ; to deliver over pris-

oners ; to hand over money.
This I say therefore, and testify in the Lord, that ye

henceforth walk not as other Gentiles walk, . . . who be-
ing past feeling have given themselves over unto lascivi-

ousness. Eph. Iv. 19.

My Lord Biron, see him deliver'd o'«n
Shak., L. L. L., L 1. 307.

This question, so flung down before the guests, . . .

Was handed over by consent of all

To one who had not spoken, Lionel.
Tennyson, Lover's Tale, The Golden Supper.

7. So as to reverse (something) ; so as to show
the other or a different side : as, to roll or turn
a stone over.

Turn over a new leaf.

Middleton, Anything for a Quiet Life, iii 8.

8. Above the top, brim, rim, or edge: as, the
pot boils over.

My cup runneth over. Pa. xxili. 6.

Give, and it shall he given unto you; good measure,
pressed down, and shaken together, and running over,

shall men give into your bosom. Luke vL 38.

9. Throughout; from beginning to end; thor-
oughly.

I have heard it over.
And it is nothing, nothing in the world

:

Unless you can find sport in their intents.
S'Aoft.,M. N. D.,v. 1. 77.

I since then have number'd o'er
Some tlirice three years.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Conclusion.

10. In excess; beyond that which is assigned
or required; left; remaining: as, nineteen con-
tains five three times and four over.

That which remaineth over lay up for you to be kept
until the morning. Ex. xvL 23.

That they may have their wages duly paid 'em,
And something over to remember me by.

Shak., Hen. VIIL, iv. 2. 161.

11. In or to an excessive degree ; too; exces-
sively: as, to be over careful; over hot; over
hasty: in this sense commonly written as in
composition, with a hyphen.

Or thay flitte over farre vs froo.
We sail garre feste tham foure so faat.

York Plays, p. 86.

TertuUian over often through discontentment oarpeth
injuriously at them. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, iv. 7.

Gray night made the world seem over wide.
And over empty.

WUliam Morris, Earthly Paradise, m. 266.

12. Again; once more: as, I will do it ewer.

My Tillany they have upon record ; which I had rather
seal with my death than repeat over to my shame.

Shak., Much Ado, v, 1. 248.

The thoughts or actions of the day are acted over and
echoed in the night. Sir T. Braume, Dreams.

13. In repetition or succession: as, he is rich
enough to buy and sell you twice over.

You shall have gold
To pay the petty debt twenty times over.

Shak., M. of V., iiL 2. 809.

She weeps:
^deatb ! I would rather fight thrice o'er than see it.

Tennyson, FrincesB, vL



over

14. At an end ; in a state of completion or ces-
sation; in the past: as, all is orer; is the meet-
ing overT

iM, the winter is past, the rain is mxr and gone.
Cant, il 11.

Athelstan, his anger owr, soon repented of the fact.

MOton, Hist Eng., t.

Oh I Isaac, those days are over. Do yoa think there are
any saoh fine creatures now living as we then conversed
with? Steele, Tatler, Xo. 208.

All over with. See aU, adv.— Over again, once more

;

with repetition.

O kill not all my kindred o'er again. Dryden.

Proofs that Miss Baby would prove " her mother over
again." Seott, Pirate, iv.

Oyer against, opposite ; in front of.

Over a gens the forseyd yle of Cirigo to the se wardes ys
the Stopull of Craggs called in Greke Obaga, tor it ys leke
an egge. TorKngtaa, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 19.

There was Mary Magdalen^ and the other Mary, sitting
over againgt the sepnlcShre. Mat. xxvii. 61.

Oyer and above, (a) Besides ; in addition.

He gained, over and above, the good will of the people.
Sir R, L'Egtrange.

(fi) Very ; in great measnre or degree : as, he is not over
and ttixnx well, [Colloq.]

She is not over and above hale. Smollett, tr. of Gil Bias.

Over and over, repeatedly ; once and again.

Pbr all of ancient that you bad before
(1 mean what is not borrowed from onr store)
Was errour folminated o'er and o'er,

Dryden, Hind and Panther, IL 5S4.

Bedloe was sworn, and, being asked what he knew
gainst the prisoner, answered, Nothing. . . . Bedloe was
questioned over and over, who still swore the same bilk.

Roger Iforth, Examen, p. 213.

To blow, do. give, hold, etc. , over. See the verbs. [Oner
is much nsed as the first element in compounds, denoting
either a going or passing over, throtigh, across, et&, as in
otKTcast, owrthrow, etc., or as a preposition with a nonn,
as ot^e^board, ocersea, etc., or denoting, with a verb, excess
or superiority, as in operact, owrcome, etc. In the last
use it may be joined with ahnost any verb. Only a few,
comparatively,ofsuch compounds are entered in thiswork.
.^s a prefix, as well as when a distinct word, over is often
poetically contracted into o'er.]

over (o'ver), a. and ii. [< over, adv.1 I. a. 1.
tipper.

Cut the ouer cmste to yonr sonerayne.
BabeeiBook(K. E. T. S.\ p. 271.

2. Superior.

Ihe oiwr-lord, or lord paramount, or chief-superior, the
nnder or middle, or mesne lord, and the vassal under him,
formed ranks of manifest diversity. Brotigham.

3. Outer; serving as or intended for an outer
covering: as, overshoes; an overco&t.

[Used chiefly in composition.]
II, n. 1. In cricket, the number of balls de-

livered between successive changes of bowl-
ers; also, the part or section of the game
played between such changes. When the pre-
scribed number of balls (four in first-class matches in
England before 1889, five from that date) have been
-bowled, the umpire at the bowler's end calls oat "Over !

"

another bowler takes his place at the other wicket, and
the fleldeiB change their places to suit the change of
bowling.

2. An excess; the amount by which one sum
or quantity exceeds another.

In coonting the remittances of bank-notes recdved for
redemption during the year, there was found $25,528 in
overs, being amounts in excess of the amounts claimed,
and $8,246 in shorts^ being amounts less than the amounts
claimed.

J{^. qfSee. qf Treamay (UnOed States), 1886, p. ISa

Maiden over. See fiia«tei.

over (o'ver), v. [< over, adv. In the intrans.

use elliptical, a verb go or come, etc., being un-
derstood.] I. trans. To go over; leap or vault
over, as in the game of leap-frog. [Bare.]

Xever stopping for an instant to take breath, but over-

ing the highest (tombstones] among them, one after the
ot&er. Dickens, Pickwick; xxlx.

U. inirans. To go, pass, or climb over.

m over then to England with this news.
And make this marriage to be solemnised.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. & 167.

onerabonnd (6'v6r-a-bound'), v. «. To abound
to excess; be too numerous or too plentiful; be
superabundant.
The world over^iJboundeth with malice, and few are de-

lighted in doing good unto men.
Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 71.

If people overaiound, they shall be eased by colonies.

Burton, Anat. of MeL, To the Beader, p^ 63.

overact (6-v6r-akt'), r. L trans. 1. To act so

that the acting is overdone ; act (a part) in an
extravagant or unnatural manner.

If she insults me then, perhaps I may recover pride
enough to rally her by an over-aeted submission.

Cibber, Careless Husband.

Good men often blemlsb the reputation of their piety

by oteraMng some things in rdigion. TOutam.

2f. To over-inflnenee; act upon undnly.
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Now might be seen a difiference between the silent or

down-right spok'n affection of som Children to thir Parents
and the talkative obsequiousness of others ; while the hope
of Inheritance over-actx them, and on the Tongues end
enlarges their duty. MOton, Hist. Eng., i.

n. intrans. To act more than is necessary.

You overact, when you should underdo

;

A little call yourself again and think. B. Jonson.

Therewhile theyacted, and overacted, among otheryoung
scholars, I was a spectator.

MUton, Apology for Smeotymnuos.

overallt (o'ver-al'), adv. [< ME. overall, overall
D. overal =MLG. overal = OHG. ubar al, MHG.
aher al, G. Uberall = Sw. ofceraUt = Dan. over-
alt; as over + -aH.] 1. AU over; in all di-

rections; everywhere; generally.

He was narwfaer welcome for bus meny tales,

Ouer-al houted out and yhote trnsse.

Piers Plourman (C), Ui 228.

And knowyn otieraU ryght open^
That thay discended be of that line by.

Bom. (If Partenay CE. E. T. S.X L 6283.

Bat mongst them all was none more courteous T^Tiight.

Then Calidore, beloved over-aU. Speiaer, F. Q., TL i 2.

2. Beyond everything; preeminently; espe-
cially.

Kepe horn from company and comonyng of folke

;

And, ouer aU, there onesty attell to sane.
Destruction <ifTroy CB. E. T. S.X L 2965.

overall (6'ver-&l), n. An external covering;
^ecifieaUy, in the plural, loose trousers of a
ifeht, strong material, worn over others by
workmen to protect them from being soiled;
also, in the plural, waterproof leggings.

'Ibe vestural Tissue, namely, of woollen or other cloth,
which Man's Soul wears as its outmost wrappage and over-
aU. Carlyle, Sartor Kesartus (1831), p. 2.

He wore a roond-rimmed hat, straight-bodied coatwith
large pewter buttons, and a pair of ovardUs buttoning from
the hip to the ankle. & Judd, Murgaret, vL 11.

over-anxiety (6'ver^ang-id'e-ti),n. The state of
being over-anxious; excessive anxiety. Roget.
OVer-anzious (6'ver-angk'shus), a. Anxious
to excess.

It has a tendency to encourage in statesmen a meddling,
intiigning, refining, over^araious, over-active habit

Brougham.

OVer-anzionsly (6'v6r-angk'shus-li), adv. In
an over-anxious manner; with excessive so-
licitude.

overarch (6-v6r4a«h'), v. t. L trans. 1. To
cover with or as with an arch.

Oaks and elms
Whose outspread branches overarch the glade.

Cowper, Task, tL 71.

2. To form into an arch above.

Thick as autumnal leaves that strow the brooks
In Vallombrosa, where the Etruian shades
High overareh'd imbower. MUton, P. L., L 3M.

H, intrans. To hang over like an areh.

Hast thou yet found the over-arching bower
Which guards Parthenia from the soltay hoar?

Gay, Dione, ill 2.

overa've (6-ver-&'), v. t. To restrain, subdue, or
control by awe, fear, or superior influence.

None do yoa [churchmen] like but an effeminate prince,
Whom, like a school-boy, yon may over-awe.

Shak., 1 Hen. TL, L 1. 36.

=Syn. To intimidate, cow, dannt.

overawnlng (6-v6p-&'ning), a. [< over + 'aton-

ing, ppr. of *awn, v., developed from auming,
n.] Covering as an awning or canopy; over-
shadowing.

Above the depth four over-avming wings,
Unplum'd and huge and strong,

Bore up a little car.

Southey, Thalaba, xii. st. 13.

overbalance (6-ver-bal'ans), V. t. 1. To ex-
ceed in weight, value, or importance ; surpass

;

preponderate over.

The hundred thousand pounds per annum wherein we
overbtdanee them in trade must be paid us in money.

Locke.

Z. To destroy the balance or equilibrium of;

cause to lose balance: often with a reflexive

pronoun: as, to overbalance mirselves and fall,

overbalance (d-ver-bal'ans), n. Excess of

weight or value; something which is more than
an equivalent; a counterbalance: as, an ot-er-

balanee of exports.

The lacking pains of guHt, duly awakened, are really an
overbalance to the greatest sensiul gratifications.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons; II. xvL

Were it [the judicial power] joined with the executive^
this union might soon be an over-balance for the l^isla-
tive. Blackstone, Com., I. viL

over-battlet (6-ver-bat'l), a. [< over + JartJeS.]

Too fertile ; too rich.

For in t^e Church of God sometimes it Cometh to pass
as in over battle grounds, the fertile disposition whereof is

good. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 3.

overblowing

overbear (6-v6r-bar'), v. t. l. To bear down;
overpower; bringunder; overwhelm ; overcome
by superior force : literally or figuratively.

Overborne with the weight of greater men's judgments.
Hooker, Eccles, Poli^, Pref,, iv.

Weak shoulders, overborne with burthening grief.

Shak., 1 Hen. VL, IL 5. 10.

The barous overbear me with their pride.
Marlotce, Edward IL, lit 2.

2f. To bear or impel across or along.

Him at the first encounter downe he smote;
And overbore beyond his crouper quight.

Spenser, ¥. Q., IV. iv. 40.

overbearancet (o-v^r-bar'ans), n. [< overhear
+ -ance.'} Overbearing behavior; arrogance;
imperiousness. [Rare.]

WiU this benevolent and lowly man retain the same
front of haughtiness, the same brow of overbearaneef

Brooke, Fool of Quality, ix.

overbearing (6-ver-bar'ing), p. a. 1. Bearing
down; repressing; overwhelming.
Take care that the memory of the learner be not too

much crowded with a tumultuous heap or overbearing
mtilUtade of documents or ideas at any one time.

Watts, Improvement of the Mind, i. 17.

2. Haughty and dictatorial ; disposed or tend-

.

ing to repress or subdue in an imperious or in-
solent manner: as, an overbearing disposition
or manner.

An overbearing^ race.
That, like the multitude made faction-mad.
Disturb good order, and d^iade true worth.

Camper, Task, Ui- 672.

=Syn. 2. Domineering, lordly, arrogant

overbearingly (d-ver-bar'ing-li), adv. In an
overbearing manner; imperiously; with arro-
gant effrontery or boldness ; dogmatically.
OVerbearingness (o-ver-bar'ing-nes), ». Over-
bearing or arrogant character or conduct.
overbid (o-ver-bid'), e. [= D. overbieden = G.
Uberbieten = Sw. ojierbiuda= 1)011. overhyde; as
over + 6td.] I. trans. To outbid; overpay; do
more than pay for.

A tear ! You have o'erbid all my past sufferings.
And all my future too. Dryden, Spanish Friar, u. L

n. inirans. To bid more than a just price

;

offer more than an equivalent.

Toung Loveless. What money? Speak.
More. Six thonsand pound, sir.

Cop. Take it, h'as overbidden, by the sun ! Bind him to
his bargain quickly. £eau. and /7., Scornful Lady, 11.3.

overbidet (6-ver-bid'), V. t. [ME. overbiden;
< AS. oferbidan, outlast, < ofer, over, + bidan,
bide : see bide.'] To outlive ; survive.

Grace to overbyde hem that we wedde.
Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, L 404.

OVerblO'Wl (6-ver-bl6'), r. [ME. overblomen ; <
ot'er + fetoici.] I. in^ans. If. To blow over-
pass over; pass away.

The sulphurous hall.
Shot after us in storm, o'erblown hath laid
The fiery surge. MUton, P. L., L 172.

2. To blow hard or with too much violence.

They commaunded the Master and the companle hastily
to get out the ship ; the Master answered that it was vn-
possible, for that the winde was contrary and ouerbloioed.

Halduyts Voyages, TL 185.

Finding It was likely to overblow, we took in oar sprit-

sail. Sie^ Gulliver's Travels, iL 1.

U. trans. 1. To blow over or across.

So shall her eitheres werke been oterblowe
With colde or hoote under the signes twelve.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S-X p. 3a

A sand-boilt ridge
Of heaped hills that mound the sea,

Over^blown with murmurs harsh.
Teni^/son, Ode to Memory.

2. To blow away; dissipate by or as by wind.
Time it is, when raging war is done;

To smile at scapes and perils overblovm.
Shak., T. of the S., v. 2. 3.

When this cloud of sorrow 's overblown.
Walter, Death of Lady Kich, L 45.

3. To blow orplay (amusical wind-instrument)
with sufficient force to sound one of the har-
monics of the tube instead of its fundamental
tone. Metal instroment^ like the bom and the trum-
pet, are nearly always thus blown ; while wooden instru-

ments, like the flute and the clarinet; are played in both
ways.

overblow^ (6-ver-bl6'), V. t. [< over + bloic-.']

To cover with blossoms or flowers.

He overblows an ogly grave
With violets which blossom in the spiing.

Jfrs. Browning, Aurora Leigh, vii

overblowing (6-ver-blo'ing), n. The act, pro-
cess, or result of blowing or playing a musical
wind-instrument so as to sound one of the har-
monies of the tube instead of its fundamental
tone.



overblown

overblownl (6-v6r-bl6n'), p. a- [Pp. of over-
WoK^.I 1 . Blown over, as wind or storm ; hence,
past ; at an end.

Being seated, and domestic broils
Clean over-blovm, themselves, the conquerors,
Make war upon themselves.

Sliak., Eich. III., ii. 4. 61.

Led with delight, they thus beguile the way,
Vntill the blustring storme is overlHowne.

Spenser, F. Q., I. i, 10.

2. In the Bessemer steel process, injured by
the continuance of the blast after the carbon
has been removed ; burnt.
overblown^ (6-v6r-bl6n'), a. [Pp. of overUow'^.']
Past the time of blossoming or blooming; with-
ered, as a flower.

Thus overhlown and seeded, I am rather
Fit to adorn his chimney than his bed.

Beau, avd Ft., Knight of Malta, iv. 1.

His head was bound with pansies mjerblown.
Shelley, Adonais, st. 33.

overboard (o'vfer-bord), adv. [< ME. overiord,<
AS. ofer bord (= D. overioord = Icel. ofrbordh =
Dan. werbord), < ofer, prep., over, + bord,
board, side: see over and board.1 Over the
side of a ship, usually into the water ; out of or
from on board a ship : as, to fall overboard.

But the hert fnl hastili hent hire vp In armes,
And bare hire forth (m«r-6ard on a brod planke.

Waiiam ofPaleme (E. E. T. S.\ 1. 2778.

What though the mast be now blown overboard.
The cable broke, the holding-anchor lost?

Stofc, 3 Hen. VI., v. 4. 3.

The owners partly cheated, partly robbed ol truth, de-
spoiled of their rich traight, and at last turned over-board
into a sea of desperation. Bp. HaU, Best Bai'gain.

To tbrow overboard, to throw out of a ship ; hence, to
discard, desert, or beiray.

overbody (6-v6r-bod'i), v. t. To give too much
body to; make too material. [Bare.]

Then was the priest set to con his motions and his pos-
tures, his liturgies and his lurries, till the soul by this

means of overbodyingherseU, given up justly to fleshly de-
lights, bated her wing apace downward.

MUton, Reformation in Eng., i.

overbold (o-ver-bold'), a. Unduly bold ; bold
to excess ; forward ; impudent.

Have I not reason, beldams as you are,

Saucy and overbold' Shak., Macbeth, lii. 6. 3.

The island-princes over-bold
Have eat our substance.

Tennyson, Lotus-Eaters, Ghoric Song.

over-boundt (o'vSr-bound), adv. Across.

They went together lovingly and joyfully away, the
greater ship towing the lesser at her stern all the way over-

bound. N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 124.

overbowt (6-v6r-bou'), v. t. To bow or bend
over; bend too far in a contrary direction.

That old error . , . that the best way to straighten what
is crooked is to overbow it. FiMer.

overbowed(6-ver-b6d'),a. In arcfeeri/, equipped
with too strong a bow.
An archer is said to be over-bowed when the power of his

bow is above his command. Eneyc. Brit., II. 378.

overbrim (o-ver-brim'), v. I, intrans. 1. To
flow over the brim or edge : said of a liquid.

Imp. Diet.— 2. To be so full as to overflow the
brim: said of the vessel or cavity in which any
liquid is.

Till the cup of rage o'erbrim. Coleridge.

II. trans. To fill to overflowing; overfill.

Leading the way, young damsels danced along, . . .

Eaoh having a wMte wicker, overbrirrmwd
With April's tender younglings. Keats, Endymion, i.

over-blinuiied (6-ver-brimd'), a. Having a
projecting or too large brim.

An over-brimmed blue bonnet. Scott.

overbrood (6-v6r-br6d'), v. t. To brood over;
spread or be extended above, as if to protect or
foster.

O dark, still wood

!

And stiller skies that overbrood
Your rest with deeper quietude t

WhiiUer, Summer by the Lakeside.

overbrow (6-v6r-brou'), V. t. To hang over like

a brow; overhang.
Where, tangled round the jealous steep.

Strange shades o'erhrow the vallies deep.
Collins, The Poetical Character.

overbuild (6-ver-bild'), v. I. trans. 1. To
cover, overhang, span, or traverse with a build-

ing or structure ; build over.

The other way Satan went down
The causey to hell-gate ; on either side

Disparted Chaos CfverbuUt exclaim'd.

And with rebounding surge the bars assail'd.

MUtan, P. L., x. 416.

2. To build more than the area properly ad-

mits of, or than the population requires: as,

that part of the town is overbuilt.
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II, intrans. To build beyond the demand;
build beyond one's means.
overbulkt (o-vfer-bulk'), v. t. To oppress by
bulk; overtower; overwhelm.

The seeded pride
That hath to this maturity blown up
In rank Achilles must or now be cropp'd.

Or, shedding, breed a nursery of like evil.

To osertei* us all. 5Aaft., T. andC, L 3. 820.

overburden,overburtlien(6-v6r-b6r'dn,-5Hn),
V. t. To load with too great burden or weight;
overload; overtask: as, trees overburdened with
fruit.

But I neither wil for so plain a matter ourburden the
reader in this boke, with the more many!old then neces-

sary rehersyng of euery place. Sir T. More, Works, p. 824.

The overburdened mind
Broke down ; what was a brain became a blaze.

Browning, King and Book, L 93.

overburden (o'v^r-ber^dn), n. Detrital mate-
rial or rock which has to be removed, as being
of no value, in order to get at some valuable
substance beneath, which it is intended to mine
or quarry: used in reference to quarrying or ex-

cavating clay and similar materials.

In its native state china clay generally occurs in exten-
sive masses beneath several feet of superstratum termed
overburden. The Engineer, LXTll. 171.

overburn (6-v6r-bem'), V. I, trans. 1. To
burn too much or unduly.
Take care you overburn not the turf; it is only to be

burnt so as to make it break. Mortimer.

2t. To cover with flames. Davies.

II. intrans. To burn too much; be overzeal-
ous : be excessive : as, everburning zeal,

overbusy (6-ver-biz'i), a. Too busy; also, ob-
trusively officious.

overbuy (6-v6r-bi'), ». *. 1. To buy at too dear
a rate; pay too high a price for.

You bred Mm as my playfellow, and he is

A man worth any woman, overbuys me
Almost the sum he pays. *

Shah., Cymbeline, i. 1. 146.

A wit is a dangerous thing in this age ; do not over-lmy
it. B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, i. 1.

2. To buy to too great an extent.

overby (6-v6r-bi'), adv. [Sc. also owerby, o'erby;

< over + by^.'i A little way over; a little way
across.

overcanopy (6-v6r-kan'o-pi), V. t. To cover with
or as with a canopy.

I know a bank where the wild thyme blows,
Where oxlips and the nodding violet grows.
Quite over-canopied with luscious woodbine.
With sweet musk-roses and with eglantine.

Shak., M N. D., li. 1. 261.

overcapablet (6-v6r-ka'pa-bl), a. Too capable
or apt.

Credulous and overcapdble of such pleasing errors.

Hooker.

overcare (o'vfer-kar), n. Excessive care or

anxiety.
The very over-care

And nauseous pomp would hinder half the prayer.
Dryden, tr. of Persius's Satires, ii. 81.

overcarkt (6-v6r-kark'), v. t. [< ME. overcark-

en; < over + corfc.] To overcharge; overbur-
den; harass.

Shal nother kyng ne knyjt constable ne meyre
Oiier-cark the comune. Piers Plowman (C), iv. 472.

overcarvet (6-v6r-karv'), v. t. To carve or cut

across; cross.

The embelif orisonte, wher as the pol is enhawsed upon
the orisonte, overleervith the equinoxial in embelif angles.

, Chaucer, Astrolabe, ii. 26.

overcast (6-v6r-kast'), v. [< MB. overcasten (=
8w. ofverhasta = Dan. overhaste); < over +
cas^.'] I. trams. 1. To throw over or across.

His folk went ypto lond, him seluen was the last.

To bank ouer the sond, plankes thei over least.

Sob. of Brunne, p. 70.

2. To cover ; overspread.

The colour wherewith it overeasteth itself.

Booker, Eccles. Polity.

3. To cloud; darken; cover with gloom.

Right so can geery Venus overcaste

The hertes of hire folk, right as hire day
Is gereful, right so ohaungeth she array.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 678.

The day with cloudes was suddeine overeat
Spenser, F. Q., L 1. 6.

Hie therefore, Robin, overcast the night

;

The starry welkin cover thou anon
With drooping fog as black as Acheron.

Shak., M. S. D., iii. 2. 366.

My Brain was o'ercast with a thick Cloud of Melancholy.
Howell, Letters, I. vi. 16.

4. To cover with skin, as a wound; hence, to
have (a wound) healed.

See that ... the red stag does not gaul you as it did
Diccon Thorbum, who never overcast the wound that he
took from a buck's horn. Scott, Monastery, xiv.

overcloud

5. To cast or compute at too high a rate ; rate

too high.

The King in his accompt of peace and calmes did much
ouer-cast his fortunes. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII., p. 17.

6. In sewing, to fasten by stitching roughly

through and over two edges of a fabric. Also
overseam.

And Miss Craydocke overeasted her flrst button-hole

energetically. Mrs. Whitney, Leslie Goldthwaite, ix.

Overcast stitch, a stitch used to work the edges of raised

pieces in applique work or openings, such as eyelet-holes,

and also to produce a raised ridge by covering with the

stitch a cordor braid which is laid upon the foundation.

II. intrans. To become cloudy or dull; be-

come dark or gloomy.
And they indeed had no cause to mistrust

;

But yet, you see, how soon the day o'ercast.

SAo*., Rich. III., iii. 2. 88.

Toward evening it begane to over-cast, and shortly after

to raine. Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 142, note.

overcasting (6'v6r-kas'''ting), n. 1. A book-

binders' method of oversewing, in hemstitch

style, the edges of a section of single leaves.

It is done to give the section the pliability of

folded double leaves.— 2. In sewing', oversew-

ing two edges of a fabric by whipping them
together.

OVercatch'l' (o-ver-kach'), V. *• !• To catch up
with; overtake; reach.

She sent an arrow forth with mighty draught.
That in the very dore him overcamght.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. vii. 31.

2. To outwit; deceive.

For feare the Ducke with some odde crait the Goose
might ouereatch. Breton, Strange Ifewes, p. IS. (Davies.)

overcharge (6-v6r-charj'), v. t. [< ME. over-

chargen; < over + charge. Cf. overcarh.'] 1.

To charge or burden to excess; oppress; over-

burden.
Thei were weri of-fougten and feor ouereharged.

Joseph ofArimaihie (E. E. T. S.), 1. 562.

Sometimes he calls the king.

And whispers to his pillow as to him
The secrets of his overcharged soul.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iU. 2. 376.

They had not march'd long when Caesar discerns liis

Legion sore overchanrg'd. Milton, Hist. Eng. , ii.

2. To put too great a charge in, as a gun.

These dread curses, like the sun 'gainst glass,

Or like an overchatrged gun, recoil,

And turn the force of them upon thyself.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 2. 331.

3. To surcharge; exaggerate: as, to overcharge

a statement.

Characters, . . . both in poetry and painting, may be a
little overcharged, or exaggerated.

QoMmiith, Cultivation of Taste.

4. To make an exorbitant charge against ; de-

mand an excessive price from.
Here 's Gloucester, a foe to citizens.

One that still motions war and never peace,
O'erohwrging your free purses with large fines.

ShxOc., 1 Hen. VI., 1. 3. 64.

5. To make an extravagant charge or accusa-
tion against.

There cannot be a deeper atheism than to impute con-
tradictions to God, neither doth any one thing so over-

charge God with contradictions as the transubstantiation
of the Roman church. Htmne, Sermons, iv.

Overcharged mine (milit.). See mines.

overcharge (6'v6r-charj), n. [< overcharge, ».]

1. An excessive charge, load, or burden; the
state of being overcharged.

Thou art a shameless villain

;

A thing out of the overckarge of nature,
Sent, like a thick cloud, to disperse a plague
Upon weak catching women.

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, v. 2.

2. A charge, as of gunpowder or electricity,

beyond what is necessary or sufficient.— 3. A
charge of more than is just ; a charge that is

too high or exorbitant; an exaction.
over-chord (6'v6r-k6rd), «. See major, 4 (/).

overclimb (6-v6r-klim'), v. t. To climb over.

This fatal gin thus ouerdamibe our walles,
Stuft with arm'd men. Surrey, MnelA, it.

overcloset (6-v6r-kl6z'), v. t. [< ME. overclosen;

< over + cZo«el.] To close over; overshadow.
This eclipse that ouer-doseth now the sonne.

Piers Plowman (C), xxi. 140.

over-cloth (6'v6r-kl6th), n. A blanket or end-
less apron which conveys the paper to the press-
rolls in a straw-paper machine. See blanket, 6.

It is highly requisite that the paper be well pressed
and dried on the cylinders of the press, and that the over-

cloth be neither too dry nor too damp.
Sci. Amer., N. S., LIX. 81.

overcloud (6-v6r-kloud' ),v.t. To cover or over-
spread with clouds ; hence, to cover with gloom,
depression, or sorrow.



overcloud
The labonr of wicked men Is ... to overcUmd joy with

sorrow at least, U not desolation.
Abp. Land, Sermons, p. 84. (,Latbam.)

O'erdouded with a constant Irown.
Cowper, Conversation, L 339.

overcloy (6-v6r-kloi'), v. t. To eloy or fill be-
yond satiety.

Whom their o'er-cloyed country vomits forth
To desperate ventures and assured destruction.

Shak., Rich. HI., v. 3. 31&

overcoat (6'v6r-k6t), n. A coat worn over all

the other dress: a top-coat; a greatcoat.
overcoating (6 v6r-k6-ting), n. [< overcoat +
-i«(?i.] Stiiff or material from which overcoats
are made.

overcolor, overcolour (6-v6r-kul'or), v. t. To
color to excess or too highly ; hence, to exag-
gerate.

Perhaps Mr. Fronde, who has the pen of a great artist,

has somewhat over-coloured orovershaded both the bright-
est and the darl^est scenes. Edinburgh JRev., CXLV. 326.

overcomable (o-ver-kum'arbl), a. [ME. ovei--

comahylle; < overcome + -iftZe.] That may be
overcome. Catli. Ang., p. 263.

overcome (6-v6r-kum'), v. [< ME. overcomen,
overcumen, < AS. ofereuman (= D. MLG. over-
homen = OHGr. iibarqueman, MHGr. uberkomen,
Gr. iiberkommen = Sw. ofverkomma = Dan. over-
komme), overcome, < ofer, over, + cuman, come

:

see over and come.] I. trans. If. To come over;
move or pass over or throughout.

Longe weie he slthen auer-cmn.
Qeneeis and Exodus (E. E. T. S.), L 1633.

Can such things be,
And overcome us like a summer's cloud.
Without our special wonder!

Shak., Macbeth, IIL 4. 111.

2t. To reach or extend over or throughout;
spread over; cover; overflow; surcharge.

At length she came
To an hUles side, which did to her bewray
A little valley subject to the same,
All covered with thick woodes that quite it overcame.

Spenser, F. Q., III. vii. 4.

Caius Marciua was
A worthy oflBcer i' the war ; but insolent,

O'ercoTne with pride, ambitious past all thinking,
SeU-loving. Shak., Cor., iv. 6. 31.

About his [Hector's] lips a fome
Stood, as when th' ocean is inrag'd ; his eyes were overcome
With fervor, andtfesembl'd flames, set oflf by his darke

browes. Chapman, Iliad, xv.

Th' unfallow'd glebe
Yearly o'ereomes the granaries with stores

Of golden wheat J. Philips, Cider, 1.

3t. To overtake.

It meadow be forward, be mowing of some.
But mow as the makers may well overcome. •

Tusser, Five Hundred Points of Good Husbandry, p. 162.

4. To overwhelm; oppress; overpower; sur-

mount; conquer; vanquish; subdue.

Athre cunne wise he [Sathanas] vondi hyne bi-gon,

As he vondede Adam and hyne ouer-com.
Old Eng. Misc. (E. E. T. S.^ p. 38.

Be not overcome of evil, but overcome evil with good.
Kom. xii. 21.

In some things to be overcome is more honest and lauda-

ble then to conquer. MUton, Eikonoldastes, ix.

5. To get beyond; outstrip; excel.

Andmistenokynge oueFC07n«hym as bi kunnyngof speche.
Piers Plowman (B), x. 449.

They wound ns with our own weapons, and with our
owne arts and sciences they overcome us.

Milton, Areopagltica, p. 14.

There is many a youth
Kow crescenfv who will come to all I am.
And overcoTtie it. Tenn2/80», Lancelot and Elaine.

=Syn. 4. Vanquish, Subdue, etc. See conquer.

n, intrans. To gain the superiority; be vic-

torious; conquer.

For In the Olde Testament it was ordyned that whan
on overcomen he scholde be crowned with Palme.

MandeviUe, Travels, p. 11.

To him that overcometh will I giant to sit with me in

my throne, even as I also overcame, and am set down with
my Father in his throne. Kev. liL 21.

In thirteen battles Salisbury o'ercame;
Henry the Fifth he first traln'd to the wars.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., L 4. 78.

overcomer (6-ver-kum'er), n. One who over-

comes, vanquishes, or surmounts.

And than sail thou be sothefastly Jacob, and ouerganger

and overcom^mere of all synnes.
Hampdte, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.X p. 30.

overcominglyt (6-ver-kum'ing-li), adv. In an
overcoming or overbearing manner.

That they should so boldly and overcomingly dedicate

to him such things as are not fit.

Dr. H. More, Conj. Cabbala (1653), p. 73.

over-confidence (6-ver-kon'fi-dens), n. The
state of being over-confident; excessive confi-

dence.
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over-confident (6-v6r-kon'fl-dent), a. Confi-
dent to excess.

over-confidently (o-vfer-kon'fi-dent-li), adv. In
an over-confident manner.
over-corrected (6*ver-ko-rek'ted),a. In optics.

See correct, v., 5.

overcount (6-v6r-kount'), "• *• !• To rate above
the true value.— 2. To outnumber.

Well speak with thee at sea ; at land thou know'st
How much we do o'er-couM thee.

Shak., A. and C, IL 6. 26.

overcover (6-ver-kuv'er), v. t. To cover over;
cover completely.

Shut me nightly in a charnel-house,
O'er-eover'd quite with dead men's rattling bones.

Shak., K. and J., Iv. 1. 82.

OVercrawt (6-ver-kra'), V. t. Same as over-

crow. Spenser, Shep. Cal., February.
OVercritlCt (6'v6r-krit-ik), «. One who is criti-

cal beyond measure or reason ; a hypercritie.

Let no Over-criHck causlesly cavHl at this coat [of arms]
as but a modeme bearing. Jf'uWer,Worthies, Devon, 1. 431.

overcrow (o-ver-kro'), v. t. To triumph over;
crow over ; overpower.

O ! I die, Horatio

;

The potent poison quite oW-erows my spirit.

Shak., Hamlet, v. 2. 364.

overcrowd (6-v6r-kroud' ),v.t. To fiU. or crowd
to excess, especially with human beings.
overcup-oak (6'v6r-kup-6k), n. 1. The bur-
oak. Seeoafc,l.— 2. The swamp post-oak. See
post-oak.

over-curious (6-v6r-ku'ri-us), a. Curious or
nice to excess.

overcurtain (6-ver-ker'tan), V. i. To cover;
shadow; obscure.

To see how sins o'ercurtained by night.
Brathwayt, feature's Embassie. (Ertcye. Diet.)

overdare (o-v6r-dar'), v. I. intrans. To ex-

ceed in daring; dare too much or rashly; be
too daring.

II. trans. To dishearten; discourage; daimt.

Let not the spirit of ^acides
Be over-dar'd, but make him know the mightiest Deities

Stand kind to him. Chapman, Iliad, xx. 116.

overdaring (6-ver-dar'ing), a. Unduly or im-
prudently bold; foolhardy; imprudently rash.

The over-daring Talbot
Hath sullied all his gloss of former honour
By this uuheedful, desperate, wild adventure.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 4. 5.

Could you not cure one, sir, of being too rash
And over-daring? there, now, 's my disease;
Fool hardy, as they say.

Fletcher (and another). Love's Cure, liL 1.

overdark (6-ver-dark'), adv. Till after dark;
after dark. [Bare.]

Whitefleld would wander through Christ-Church mea-
dows ffverdark. North British Rev.

overdate (o-ver-daf), v. t. To date beyond the
proper period ; cause to continue beyond the
proper date.

Winnow'd and sifted from the chaffe of overdaled Cere-
monies. MUton, Reformation in Eng., L

overdealt (6'ver-del), n. Amount left over;
excess.
The overdeal in the price ^vill be double. HoUand.

overdedet, n. [ME., < over + dede, E. deed.2

Overdoing; excess.

Tor me ssel enremo habbe drede thet me ne mys-nyme
be ouerdede [i. e., for they shall evermore have dread that
they do not mistake by excess].

AyenbiU iflnwyt (E. E. T. S.), p. 65.

overdedet, «• [ME., < overdede, m.] Excessive.

Inne mete and inne drinke ic habbe ibeo ouerdede.

Old Eng. Misc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 193.

over-development (o^ver-de-vel'up-ment), n.

inphotog., a development continued too long,

or done with an excitant of too ^eat strength.
With imder-exposed plates the result is usually a harsh
black-and-white picture without half-tones, or a badly
stained fllm ; with over-exposed plates, flat or togged pic-

tures.

overdightf (o-ver-dif), a. Decked over; over-

spread; covered over.

And in the midst thereof a silver seat,

With a thick Arber goodly over-dight.

Spenser, ¥. Q., H. vii 53.

over-diligent (o-ver-dil'i-jent), a. Diligent to

excess.

over-discharge (6'v^r-dis-chaij''), n. The dis-

charge of an accumulator or storage-battery

beyond a certain limit : an operation which is

generally injurious to the battery.

overdo (6-vfer-do'), «'• [< ME. overdon, < AS.
oferdon (=OHG. ubartuon, «Ser<«aTO,MHG. uber-

don, G. uberthun), do to excess, < ofer, over, -f-

fuon.fio: seedoK'] I.trans. 1. To do to excess;
hence, to overact; exaggerate.

over-dreep

In wedes and in wordes bothe
The! ouerdon hit day and nyght.

Piers Plovmutn (C), xlv. 191.

Suit the action to the word, the word to the action ; with
this special observance, that you o'erstep not the modesty
of nature : for anything so overdone is from the purpose
of playing. Shak., Hamlet, ilL 2. 22.

2. To carry beyond the proper limit; carry,
prosecute, etc., too far.

This business of keeping cent-shops is overdone, like all

otherkinds of trade, handicraft, and bodily labor. I know
it to my cost

!

HawOumie, Seven Gables, iiL

3. To cook too much: as, the roast is overdone.—4. To fatigue or harass by too much action
or labor: usually reflexive or followed by it.

Are there five boys in an average class of sixty in any of
our public schools who can run half a mile in even three
minutes and a half without being badly blown and look-

. ing as If they had been overdoing themselves

f

Harper's Mag., LXXTX. 242.

5. To surpass or exceed in performance.
Are you she

That over-did all ages with your honour.
And in a little hour dare lose this triumph?

Fletcher, Double Marriage, It. 8.

Resolute hungers
Know neither fears nor faiths ; they tread on ladders.
Ropes, gallows ; and overdo all dangers.

Fletcher, Eonduca, ii. 2.

II. intrans. To do too much; labor too hard.

Kature . . . much oftener overdoes than underdoes ; . . .

you will find twenty eggs with two yolks for one that has
none. N. Grew.

Fear still supererogates and overdoes.
South, Sermons, VIII. viil

overdoer (6-v6r-d6'er), n. One who overdoes

;

one who does more than is necessary or expe-
dient.

Do you know that the good creature was a Methodistin
Yorkshire? Theseoi»r(foers,my dear, arewicked wretohes

;

what do they but make religion look unlovely, and put
underdoers out of heart!

Richardson, Sir Charles Grandison, V. 50. (Dauies.")

overdose (o'ver-dos), n. An excessive dose.

overdose (6-v6r-d6s'), v. t. To dose excessively.

overdraft, overdraught (6'ver-draft), «. 1.

(a) In furnaces of steam-boilers, and generally
in domestic furnaces and stoves, a draft of air

admitted over, and not passing through, the
ignited fuel. (&) In kilns for bricks and tiles,

a form of consteuction whereby the kiln is

heated from the top toward the bottom. After
a preliminary heating of the kiln, the stopping of upper
and opening of lower chimney-connections compel the
products of combustion first to ascend exterior flues, and
then to pass over and down through the contents of the
kiln, and to escape through lower chimney-connections.
The overdraft consists of exterior flues leading from the
furnace, extending upward to a chamber or chambers, or
flues, over the contents of the kiln, and there connected
with the chimney-fiue, and also of other flues connecting
thebottom of the kiln with the bottom of the chimney-flue
or -flues, llie term overdraft is also applied to the circular
tion, as described above, of the heated products of com-
bustion ; and a kiln thus constructed is called an over-

draft-kiln.

2. The amount by which a draft exceeds the
sum against which it is drawn ; a draft against
a balance greater than the balance itself.

overdraw (6-v6r-dra'), v. I. trans. 1. To draw
or strain too much.
Mr. Addenbrooke has, we think, most decidedly over-

drawn the bow in endeavouring to make out that we in
this country are not after all so far in arrears in this branch
of electricsd engineering. Electric Rev. (Eng.), XXV. 574.

2. To draw upon for a larger sum than is due,
or for a sum beyond one's credit: as, to over-

draw one's account with a bank.—3. To exag-
gerate in representation, either in writing, in

speech, or in a picture: as, the tale of dis&ess
is overdraion.

H. intrans. To make an overdraft.

overdraw (o'vfer-drfi,), n. [< overdraw, ».] 1.

An excessive draft or drain; an undue or ex-

hausting demand.
There is such an merdraw on the energies of the indus-

trial population [of France] that a large share of heavy
labour is thrown on the women.

H. Spencer, Study of SocioL, p. 197.

2. Same as overdraw-check.

overdraw-check (6'v6r-dr4-ehek), n. A check-
rein or strap which in use passes over the poll

of a horse, and connects the bit with the cheek-
hook. It extends about half down in front of the horse's
face, where it is divided into two branches, one fastened
to each extremity of the bit. Its action is not only to
hold the animal's head np, but to keep the nose and head
extended forward.

overdredge (o-v6r-drej'), v. t. To dredge too
much for oysters, so as to injure the beds: as,

the beds were overdredged.

over-dreept, « *• [< over + *dreep, var. of
drip, drop : see drip and drop. Ct. overdrop.']

To fall or droop over; overshadow.



over-dreep

The aspiring nettles, with their shadie tops, shall no
longer ouer-dreep the best hearhs, or keep them from the
smiling aspect of the sunne, that liae and thrlae by com-
fortable beames. Nashe, Pierce Penilesse.

overdress (o-ver-dres'), v. To dress to excess;
dress with too much display and ornament.

In all, let Nature never be forgot,
But treat the goddess like a modest fair

;

Nor over-dress, nor leave her wholly bare.
Pope, Moral Essays, iv. B2.

overdress (6'ver-dres), n. Any garment worn
over another in such a way as to combine with
it in forming a dress; any part of costume
which is obviously intended to be worn over
another.

This queen introduced the farthingale or large wired
over-dress. W. Thambury, Art Jour., N. S., XV. 137.

overdrink (o-v6r-dringk'), 11. i. [< ME. *over-
drinken, < AS. oferdrinean (= D. MLG-. over-
drinken = OHGr. vhartrincftan, upartrinchan,
MHGf-. 6. ubertrinken), < ofer, over, + drincan,
dimk: see drink, v."] To drink to excess.
overdrinkt, n. [ME., < AS. oferdrync; < ofer-
drincan, overdrink: see overdrink, «.] Exces-
sive drinking.

overdrive (6-v6r-diiv'), v. t. [< ME. over-
driven, < AS. oferdrifan, drive or drift over,
also repel, refute (= D. overdrijven = MLG.
overdriven = MHG. iibertriben, G-. ubertreiben,

drive over, exaggerate, = Sw. ofverdrifoa =
Dan. overdrive, exaggerate), < ofer, over, +
drifan, drive.] 1. To drive too hard; drive
or work to exhaustion.

Wen that he ys so ouer-dryv£
That he may no lengur lyue.

J. Myrc, Instructions for Parish Priests pi. E. T. S.),

a. 1813.

The flocks and herds with young are with me ; and if

men should overdrive them one day, all the flock will die.

Gen. xxxiiL 13.

Violent headaches— Nature's sharp signal that the en-
gine had been overdriven.

a. S. Meniam, S. Bowles, I. 305.

2. To use to excess.

The banishment of a few overdriven phrases and figures
of speech from poetic diction. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 670.

overdrop (6-v6r-drop'), v. t. To drop over;
overhang; overshadow.

What spoyle and havock they may be tempted in time
to make upon one another, while they seek either to over-

drop or to destroy each other.

Bp. Qavaen,, Tears of the Church, p. 22. (fiames.)

The king may be satisfied to settle the choice of his high
promotions in one minion ; so will never the people ; and
the Advanced is sure to be shaked for his height, and to
be malign'd for over-d.r(yp^in^.

Bp. Hackei, Abp. Williams, IL 16. (Davies.)

overdrownt (6-ver-droun'), V. t. To drown or
drench overmuch; wet excessively.

When casting round her over-drovmed eyes.

W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, ii. 1.

overdry (6-v6r-dri'), v. t. To make too dry.

Fried and broiled butter'd meats, condite, powdered, and
overdryed. Burton, Anat. of Mel., I. 298.

overdue (6-ver-du'), a. 1. Delayed or with-
held beyond the usual or assigned time : as, an
overdue ship.—2. Unpaid at the time assigned
or agreed on: as, an overdue biU.

overdye (6-v6r-di'), v. t. To dye over with a
second color.

False
As o*er-dyed blacks, as wind,, as waters.

Shak., W. T., L 2. 132.

overeat (o-vfer-ef), v. t. [= D. MLG. overeten =
OHG. ubarezzan, MHG. iiberezzen, G. uberessen;

as over + eat.'] 1. To surfeit with eating: gen-
erally reflexive: &sA,o overeat on^s self.—2. To
eat over again. [Bare.]

The fragments, scraps, the bits and greasy relics

Of her o'er-eaten faith, are bound to Dlomed.
Shak., T. and C, v. 2. 160.

over-emptyt (6-v6r-emp'ti), v. t. To go beyond
emptying; exhaust without having enough.

The women would be verie loth to come behind the
fashion in newfangledness of the maner, if not in costli-

ness of the matter, which might ouer-ernpty their hus-
bands' purses. R. Carew, Survey of Cornwall, p. 65.

over-entreat (o^ver-en-tref), v. t. To persuade
or gain over by entreaty.

John Coles Esquire of Somersetshire over-intreaied him
into the Western parts.

Fvaer, Worthies, Bedfordshire, 1. 171.

overestt, «• superl. [ME. overest, superl. of over.]

Uppermost.
Fol thredbare was his wereste courtepy.

Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., 1. 290.

overestimate (6-ver-es'ti-mat), n. An estimate

that is too high ; an overvaluation.

overestimate (6-ver-es'ti-mat), v. t. To esti-

mate too highly ; overvalue.
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overestimation (6-v6r-es-ti-ma'shpn), n. The
act of overestimating, or the state of being over-
estimated; overvaluation.

An antidote against the over-esMmatiofn, of Bubens.
The Academy, Nov. 23, 1889, p. 345.

overexcite (6"v6r-ek-sit'), v. t. To excite un-
duly or excessively.

The same means incites nerves and muscles that are in-

active, but to be beneficial in this case must evidently stop
short of omrexcitingor tiring them out.

Buck's Han&ook qf Med. Sciences, IV. 666.

overexcitement (o'ver-ek-sifment), n. The
state of being overexcited; excess of excite-

ment.
All transition from states of over-excitement to modes of

quiet activity is agreeable.
J. Sully, Outlines of PsyohoL, p. 466.

over-exertion (6"v6r-eg-z6r'shon), n. Exces-
sive exertion.

over-exposure (6"v6r-eks-p6'zur), n. 1. Ex-
cessive exposure, as to external influences.

Through so many stages of consideration passion cannot
possibly hold out. It gets chilled by over-exposure.

The Atlantic, LXIV. 686.

2. In photog., the exposure to light for too long
a time of the sensitive plate in taking a picture.
Over-exposure tends to produce a negative fml of detail in

the shadows, but with insufficient density for successful
printing, and characterized by flatness, or want of con-
trast between light and shadow.

over-exquisite (6-ver-eks'kwi-zit), a. Exces-
sively or unduly exquisite or exact; too nice

;

too careful or anxious.

Peace, brother ; be not over-ex^isite
To cast the fashion of uncertain evils.

Milton, Comus, 1. 399.

overeyet (6-v6r-i'), v. t. To superintend; in-

spect; observe; witness.

Like a demigod here sit I in the sky.
And wretched fools' secrets heedfully o'ereye.

Shak., L. L, L., iv. 3. 80.

over-facet (6-ver-fas'), v. t. To stare down

;

put out of countenance ; abash; disconcert by
staring, or with a look.

At the commencement ''the lord chanceUor," Gardiner,
earnestly looked upon him, to have, belike, over-facedhim

;

but Bradford gave no place.
Biog. Notice oS Bradford, Works (Parker Soc, 1863),

[II. xxxvii.

overfallt (6'v6r-fai), re. anda. I. re. 1. A cata-
ract; the fall of a river; a rapid.

He found many Flats in that tract of land, and many
cataracts or ouerfaXs cit water, yet such as hee was able to
saileby. HakluyVs Voyages, I. 511.

2. Naut. : (a) A dangerous bank or shoal lying
near the surface of the sea. (&) A rippling or
race in the sea, where, by the peculiarities of
the bottom, the water is propelled with great
force, especiallywhen the wind and tide or cur-
rent set strongly together. Admiral Smyth.
A sea^boord of these Islands there are many great ouer-

fals, as great etreames or tides.

Hakluyfs Voyages, I. 448.

II. a. Overshot, as a water-wheel.
It [the well] sendeth forth of it self so plentiful a stream

as able to turn an over-fall mill. Sandys, Travailes, p. 99.

over-famet (6-ver-fam'), V. t. To repute too
highly; exaggerate.

The city once entered was instantly conquered whose
strength was much over-famed.

Fuller, Profane State, V. xviii § 1.

overfart (6-v6r-far'), adv. Too much ; to too
great an extent.

Though I could not with such estimable wonder over-

far believe that, yet thus far I will boldly publish her.
Shak., T. N., ii. 1. 29.

overfare (6-ver-far'), i>. t. [< ME. overfaren, <
AS. oferfaran, pass over, < ofer, over, +• farm,
go: see/arei.] To go over; pass.

overfawn (6-v6r-f&n'), v. t. To fawn or flatter

grossly, bavies.

And neuer be with flatterers ouerfoAimd.

Breton, Mother's Blessing, st. 43. (fiavies.)

overfeed (6-v6r-fed'), v. t. and i. 1. To feed to
excess.

Now sleep yslaked hath the rout

;

No din but snores the house about.

Made louder by the o'er-fed breast

Of this most pompous marriage-feast.

Shak., Pericles, UL, Prol., L 3.

2. In therap., to feed in excess of appetite, and
in large amount.

overfill (6-ver-fil'). v. t. [< ME. *overfyllen,
I overfullen, < AS. oferfyUan (= MLG. overvuUen
= G. uberfiillen = Sw. ofverfylla = Dan. over-

fylde = Goth, ufarful^an), < ofer, over, + fyl-
lan, flU: see ,^M1.] To flll to excess; sur-
charge.

over-fired (6-ver-flrd'), a. In ceram., exposed
to too great a heat in firing. Such exposure re-

overflow

suits in the destruction of the colors or of the enamel, or
the melting of the whole into a mass.

over-fish (o-ver-fish'), V. t. To fish too much
or to excess ; fish so as unduly to diminish the

stock or supply of: as, to over-fish a pond.

It is thought that for some years back we have been
over-fishing the common herring. lU. London News.

overflamet, v. t. [ME. overflamen; < over +
flame.'] To bum over.

Malthes colde in other crafte thou founde,
Ox bloode with pitche and synder alle to frame,
And make it like a salve, and overflame
Iche hoole and chene.

Palladiue, Husbondrle (E. E. T. S.), p. 42.

overfloatt (o-ver-fidf), «. t. To overflow; in-

undate.
The town is flll'd with slaughter, and o'erjloats

With a red deluge their increasing moats.
Dryden, .^neid, x.

overflood (6-v6r-flud'), v. t. [= D. overvloeden

= MLG. overvlodigen = Sw. ofverfloda = Dan.
overflyde; as over + flood.'] To flood over; fill

to overfiowing.

The morning pulsing full with life,

O'erflooded with the varied songs of birds.
Hebrew Leader, Jan. 25, 1889.

overflourish (6-v6r-flur'ish), V. t. 1. To make
excessive display or flourish of. Collier,— 2.

To flourish or adorn superflcially.

Virtue is beauty, but the beauteous evil

Are empty trunks o'erflourish'd by the devIL
Shak., T. N., lit 4. 404.

3. To exaggerate. Davies.

I cannot think that the fondest imagination can aver-

fumrish, or even paint to the life, the happiness of those
who never check nature.

QeaiMeman Instructed, p. 279. (Dames.)

overflow (6-v6r-fl6'), v. [< ME. overflowen, <

AS. oferfldwan(=OSG. uiarfliozan, MHG. iiber-

fliezen, G. iiberfliessen), < ofer, over, -I- flowan,
flow: seeflow^.'] 1. trans. 1. To flow or spread
over; inundate; cover with water or other
liqxiid; flood.

The bankes are overfloume when stopped is the flood.

Spenser, F. Q., II. iv. 11.

Whose foundation was overjloum with a flood.

Job xxlL 16.

Another Time there fell somuch Rain that Holland and
Holdemess in Lincolnshire were overflowed and drowned.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 90.

When heavy, dark, continued a'-day rains
Wi' deepening deluges o'erflow the plains.

Bums, Brigs of Ayr.

2. To fill and run over the edge or brim of.

New milk that . . . overflows the paHs.
Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Eclogues, IL 27.

3. To deluge; overwhelm; cover; overrun.

I am come into deep waters, where the floods overflow
me. Ps. Ixix. 2.

Monsieur Cobweb, . . . have a care the honey-bagbreak
not ; I would be loath to have you overflmmi with a honey-
bag, signior. Shak., M. N. D., Iv. 1. 17.

4t. To overcome with drink; intoxicate.

Sure I was overflown when I spoke it, I could ne'er ha'
said it else. Middteton, The Fbtsnis, iv. 2.

II. intrans. 1. To flow over; swell and run
over the brim or banks.
He shall pass through Judah ; he shall overflow and go

over, he shall reach even to the neck. Isa. vilL 8.

Then flll up a bumper an' make it o'erfUm.
Bums, Cure for All Care.

2. To be so full that the contents run over the
brim; be more than full.

The floors shall be full of wheat, and the fats shall oi»r-
flmo with wine and oil. Joel ii. 24.

When heaven doth weep, doth not the earth (^erfUrw?
Shak., Tit. And., ilL 1. 222.

As I am a great lover of mankind, my heart naturally
overfUyws with pleasure at the sight of a prosperous and
happy multitude. Addison, The Iloyal Exchange.

overflow (6'v6r-fl6), n. [< overflow, «.] 1. A
flowing over ; an inundation.

Like a wild overflow, that swoops before him
A golden stack, and with it shidses down bridges.

Beam, and Pi., Philaster, v. 3.

After every merfUm of the Nile there was not always a
mensuration. Arlruthnot, Ancient Coins.

2. The excess that flows over; hence, super-
abundance ; exuberance.
Lean. Did he break out into tears?
Mess. In great measure.
Leon. A kind overflow of kindness.

Shak., Much Ado, L L 26.

It is not to be wondered that St. Paul's epistles have,
with many, passed for disjointed pious discourses, full of
warmth and zeal and overflows of light. Locke.

3. Specifically, that form or style of verse in
which the sense may flow on through more than
a couple of lines, and does not necessarily ter-
minate with the line.



overflow
The principle of the stracture of the romantic poetry

wasooer/low; that of the classical poetry was distich. . . .

In thirty-two lines [of Wallet's "To the King") we find hut
one merfxno. B. Gome, From Shakespeare to Pope, p. 47.

4. Same as overflow-haMn.
OTeiflow-basill (o'Tfer-flo-ba'sn), n. A basm
having a pipe tliat carries off fluid when it rises
to a ceriain level in the basin, so that it may
not run over the brim.
overflow-bug (6'v6r-fl6-bTig), n. A caraboid
beetle, Platynus m<tculieoUis, which occasion-
ally appears in enormous numbers, especially
in southern Califomia, becoming a pest simply
from its numbers, as it does no damage. [Lo-
cal, California.]

overflow-gage (6'v6r-fl6-gaj), n. A device in
the natnre of an overflow-pipe attached to
the case of a wet gas-meter to maintain a con-
stant water-line in the drum, and thereby in-

sure aecuracy in its measurements, and also

to permit a constant change of water and dis-

ohai^ of impurities deposited from the gas.

overflowing (6-v6r-fl6'ing), ». A flowing over;
overflow; superabundance; surplus.

The mierflmmng of the water passed by. Hah. iu. la

We have broken our covenant, and we must be saved by
the excrescences and overjkmingg of mercy.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), 1. 179.

Wide and more wid^ the o'erfiowings of the mind
Take every creature in, of every kind.

Pope, Essay on Man, It. 369.

overflowing (6-v6r-fl6 ' ing), p. a. More than
full; abundant; copious; exuberant.

Her fields a rich expanse of wavy com,
Pour'd out from Plenty's ottrfimemg horn.

Coicper, Expostulation, 1. la
The lovely freight

Of overJUnring blooms, and earliest shoots
Of orient green. Tennyson, Ode to Memoi-y.

overflowingly (o-vSr-flo'ing-U), adv. In an
overflowing manner; exuberantly; in great
abundance.
overflow-meetillg (o'ver-flo-me'ting), n. A
subsidiary meeting of persons, as at a political

gathering, who, on account of the numbers at-

tending, have been unable to gain entrance to

the main building or haU.
overflush (6-v6r-fluah'), v. t. To flush; flush

or color over. [Bare.]

Love broods on such ; what then? When first perceived
Is there no sweet strUe to forget^ to change.
To overjbah those blemishes with all

The glow of general goodness they disturb?
Browning, Paracelsoa

overflnx (o'vfer-fluks), «. Excess ; exuberance

:

as, "sa overflux otjonth," Ford. [Eare.]

overfly (6-v6r-fli'), v. t. To pass over, across,

or beyond in flight; outstrip ; outsoar.

As they were mad, unto the wood they hie them,
Out-stripping crows that sizive to over-Jly them.

Sliak., Yenns and Adonis, L 324.

Gray, whose "Pr<«ress of Poesy," in reach, variety, and
loftiness of poise, overflies all other English lyrics like an
eagle. jMioeU, Study Wlndowsi p. 387.

Overfold (6'vfer-fdld), n. In geol., a reflexed or
inverted fold; an anticlinal flexure in which
the bending has been carried so far that the

strata on each side of the axis have become ap-
pressed, the axial plane being bent out of the
vertical, so that one limb of the fold Ues upon
the other.

over-fond (6-v6r-fond')» «• It. Excessively
foolish or ^y.
As for the chesse, I think it over-fond, because it is over-

wise and philosophicke a folly.

James 1., quoted in Strutt's Sports and Pastimes, p. 17.

2. Fond to excess ; doting.

Lament not^ Ev^ . . . nor set thy heart.

Thus over-fond, on that which is not thine.
MOton, P. L., XL 289.

overfondly (o-vfer-fond'li)^ adv. In an over-

fond manner; with excessive fondness.

over-force (6'v6r-f6rs), n. Excessive force or

violence. [Bare.]

Then Jason ; and his javelin seem'd to tak^
But fail'd with over-force, and whizz'd above his back.

Dryden, ix. of Ovid's Metamorph., viiL

over-forward (o-ver-ffir'wSrd), a. Excessively

forward.
over-forwardness (d-v6r-f6r'ward-nes), n. The
state ofbeing over-forward ; too great forward-

ness or readiness; ofSciotisness. Sir M. Hale.

overfireigllt (6-v6r-frat'), v. t. To load orfreight

too heavily; overload.

Give sorrow words ; the grief that does not speak

WhisDers the o'erfravght heart and bids it break.
SJa*., Jlacbeth, iv. S. 210.

A boat ouetfraighted with people^ in rowing down the

riner was, by the extreme weather, sunk.

Jl Cto-ew, Survey of Cornwall, p. 108.
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over-friezet (6-ver-frez'), v. t. To cover over or
overlay with or as with a frieze.

On their heddes were bonnettes all opened at the iiiL

quarters, ouerfrysed with flat gold of damaske;
Ball, Hen. VUL, an. 2.

over-fimitful (6-v6r-fr6t'fiil), o. Fruitful to ex-
cess ; too luxuriant.

It had formerly been said that the easiness of blank
,
verse renders the poet too luxuriant, but that the labour
of rhyme bounds and circumscribes an awr-ftmifvl fancy.

Dryixn, Essay on Dram. Poesy.

overfull (o-ver-ftd'), a. [< ME. *overfun,< AS.
oferfuU (= D. overvol = OHG. ubarfoU, MHG.
iibervol, G-. UbervoU = Sw. ofverfuU= Dan. over-

fuld= Goth. ufarfulls),< ofer, over,

+

full, full.]

Too full; hence, too much occupied.

Being over-full of self-affairs.

My mind Si lose it Shak.,M N. B., L 1. 113.

overfpllness (6-ver-ful'nes), n. The state or
condition of being overfull.

overgangt (6-v6r-gang' ),v.t. [< ME. overgang-
en,< AS. ofergangan (= OHG. ubargangan, upar-
l-ankan = Goth, ufargaggan), < ofer, over, +
gangan, go : see gang, r.] To go beyond; trans-
gress or trespass against. Old. Eng. Misc.
(E.E. T.S.), p.129.
overgangert (6-ver-gang'er), n. [ME. ; < over-
gang + -eri.] One who overcomes.
By Jacob in Haly Writt es vndirstande ane ouerganger

of synnes. Mampole, Piose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 29.

overgarment (6'v6r-gar'ment), n. A garment
made for wearing over other garments; an
outer garment.
overgart^, o. [ME.

; perhaps an error for over-
gate.'] Arrogant; proud.
The world was so ouergarL

Political Songs (ed. WrightX p. 341.

overgartf, n. [See overgart, a.] Pride; pre-
sumption. Seinte Marherete (ed. Cockayne),
p. 16.

overgatef, adv. [ME., < over + gate^.'] Over-
much; unreasonably.

Hast thow I-coueted ouer gate
Worldes worschype or any a-state?

J. Myre, Instructions for Parish Priests(K £. T. S.), 1. 1307.

over-gaze (6-ver-gaz'), r. i. If. To look too
long, so as to become dazzled.

Oh that Wit were not amazed
At the wonder of his senses.

Or his eyes not overgazed
In Minerva's excellences.

Breton, Melanchollke Humour^ p. 13.

2. To gaze or look over.

His altar the high places and the peak
Of earth's o'er-gazing mountains.

Byron, Childe Harold, ilL 91.

overgett (o-ver-gef), V. t. [< ME. overgeten;

< over + gefi.'] 1. To reach ; overtake.

Thei slough and maymed aUe that the! myght-ouer-^ote,

so that er the vanguarde com of thre thoosande ther as-

caped not xL Merlin (E. B. T. S.), it 276.

With six hours* hard riding, through so wild places as

it was rather the cunning of my horse sometimes than of
myself so rightly t« hit the way, I ooergot them a little be-

fore night. Sir P. Sidney.

2. To get over. Bavies. [Rare.]

Edith cannot sleep, and till she overgets this she cannot
be better. Soutli^, Letters C1803X L 230.

overgild (6-v6r-gild'), v. t. [< ME. overgUden,

< AsTofergyldan, < ofer., over, + gyldan, gild:

see gild^.} To cover with gilding: as, to over-

gild the carving of a piece of furniture.

Of siluere, wele ouer-giU. Sob. of Bnaaie, p. 167.

overgird (5-v6^g6rd'), v. fc To gird or bind
too closely.

When the gentle west winds shall open the fruitful bo-

som of the Earth, thus over-girded by your imprisonment.
Milton, Church-Govermnent, iL

overgive (6-ver-giv'), v. [= D. MLG. orer-

geven = G. Hbergeben = Sw. ^ergifva = Dan.
overgive; as over + give^.] I. trans. To give

over or surrender.

Oonstrain'd that trade to overgive.

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 249.

n. intrans. To surpass in giving.

So doth God love a good choice that He recompenses it

witii overgiving. , _
Bp. HdU, Contemplations (ed. T^g, 1836), m. 31.

overglance (6-v6r^lans'), »• *• To glance over

;

run over with the eye. [Bare.]

I will overglance the superscript.
Stafc, L. L. L, iv. 2. 135.

Overglaze (6-v6r^laz'), v. t. To glaze over;

cover with superficial brilliancy; hide (an infe-

rior material) vrith something more showy.

The saddler he stufles his paimelswith straw or hay, and
overglaseUi them with haire.

Qreene, Quip for an Upstart Courtier.

overgreat

overglaze (6'ver-glaz), h. and a. I. «. In ce-

rani,, a second glaze applied to a piece of porce-
lain of which the first glaze is deeply colored or
crackled, or covered with paintings in enamel
The term is applied in many cases where its propriety is

doubtful : thus, most crackled porcelains seem not tohave
received anysecond glaze, but to have been merely rubbed
with the color which penetrates the cracks.

II. a. In ceram., used for painting upon the
glaze : said of a vitrifiable pigment : as, an over-
glaze color.

overglide (6-ver-glid'), v. t. To glide over.

That sun, the which was never cloud could hide,
Pierceth the cave, and on the harp descendeth

;

Whose glancing light the chords did overglide.

Wyatt, Ps. xxxa. The Author.

overgloom (o-v6r-gl6m'), v. t. To cover with
gloom ; render gloomy.

The cloud-climbed rock, sublime and vast,
That like some giant king o'er.glooms the bilL

Coleridge, To CotUe.

overglntt (o-ver-gluf), a. Glutted or filled to
repletion.

While epicures are overglut, I ly and stame for foode.
BreUm, Melanchollke Humours, p. 9. iDavies.)

overgo (6-v6r-g6'), V. [< ME. oeerjon,< AS. ofer-

gdn (= D. overgaan=OB.Gr. ubargdn, MHG. iS>er-

gen, G. ubergehn= Sw. ojvergd= Dan. overgaa),

fo over, overrun, overspread, pass by, surpass,

ofer, over,+ gdn, go: see go. Cf. overgang.]

1. trans. 1. To pass over or through; go over;
traverse.

Hear haued moyses ouer-gon.

Genesis and Exodus (E. E. T. S.), L 1903.

For tyme mlspent and ouergone
Cannot be calde agayne.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 9a
How many weary steps.

Of many weary miles you have overgone.

Are number'd in the ^vel of one mile?
Shale, L. L. L., v. 2. 196.

2t. To cover.

AH which, my thoughts say, they shall never do.
But rather, that the earth shall overgo
Some one at least. Chapman.

3. I'o excel; go beyond; surpass; exceed.

In the nobleness of his nature abhorring to make the
punishment overgo the offence^ he stepped a little back.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ilL

Tour pride oaergoes your wit.
Courttoiufn^At(Chad's Ballads, Vm. 276).

He shall not overgo me in his friendship.
Beau. andFl., Coxcomb, IL 1.

4. To overcome; weigh down; oppress.

. PhUanax . . . entered into his speech, . . . being so
overgone with rage that he forgot in his oration his pre-
cise method of oratory. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, v.

Sad-hearted men, mnchoi»i^one with care.
Here sits a king more wofnl than you are.

Shak., 3 Hen. YL,a 5. 123.

5t. To surmount; get the better of.

His evil sort was ouerifon.
Genesis and Exodiis(E. E. T. S.\ L 1186.

With giftls men may wommen oti«r goon.
Soiees fioot (E. E. T. S.X p. 4a

n. intrans. 1. To go by; pass over; pass
away; disappear.

The newe love, labour, or other wo.
Or elles selde seynge of a wight
Don olde affeccions alle overgo.

CTiaucer, Troilus, iv. 424.

2. To go to excess ; be extravagant.

Is he not monstrously overgone in frenzy?
Foid, Lover's Melancholy, iv. 2.

overgorge (o-vfir-gdrj'), v. t. To gorge to excess.

By devilish policy art thou grown great
And, like ambitions Sylla, overgorged
With gobbets of thy mother's bleeding heart.

£»al., 2 Hen. YL, iv. 1. 84.

overgrace (6-v6r-gras'), v. t. To honor unduly,
excessively, or above measure.

That you think to overgrace me with
The marriage of your sister, troubles me.

Beau, and Fl., Emg and No King, i 1.

overgrain (6-v6r-gran'), t>. ». and t. In the art

of graining, to put on additional lights and
shades after the first graining has been effect-

ed. It is usually done in water-color. See top-

graining.

overgrajner (6-v§r-gra'ner), n. A special kind
of flat bristle brush, thin and with long bristles,

used in imitating the natural grain of woods.
overgrasst, ». *. To cover wifli grass.

"Sar they bene like foule wagmoires avergrast.

Spenser, Shep. CaL, September.

overgreat (o-ver-CTaf), a. [< ME. overgreet (=
D. overgroot = MLG. overgrot = 6. Ubergross)

;

< over + great."] Too great.

For whan a man hatb over-greet a wit,
Ful ofte him happeth to misusen it.

Chaucer, ProL to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, L 96,



overgreatness

overgreatness (6-v6r-grat'nes), n. Excessive
or undesirable greatness or power.
The aeergreainesi of Selencus.

Raleigh, Hist. World, IV. v. § 6.

overgreedy (6-ver-gre'di), a. [< ME. *overgre-
dy, < AS. ofergreedig, overgreedy, < ofer, over,
+ grcedig, greedy.] Greedy to excess.

The commonwealth is sick of their own choice

;

Their over-greedy love hath surfeited.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i 3. 88.

evergreen (6-v6r-gren'), v. t. 1. To cover with
verdure.— 2t. To color so as to conceal blem-
ishes; embellish.

What care I who calls me well or ill,

So you o'er-green my bad, my good allow?
SAoA;., Sonnets, czij.

overground (6'ver-ground), a. Above the
ground; notunderground: as, osjergij-oMnd travel.

overgrow (o-v6r-gr6' ), «. [< ME. overgrowen (=
D. overgroeijen= Dan. overgro); < over + grow.']

1, trans. 1. To cover with growth or herbage.
Yt that thi land with hem he (ywrgrowe.
Deride it thus.

PaUadim, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 9.

Now 'tis the spring, and weeds are shallow-rooted;
Suffer them now, and they'll o'ergrow the garden.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 1. 32.

2. To grow beyond; rise above; grow too big
for; outgrow.

This was a wondir world ho so well lokyd,
That gromes ouere-grewe so many grette maistrls.

Richard the Reddess, iiL 344.

If the hinds he very strong, and much over-grow the
poles, some advise to strike off their heads with a long
switch. MorHmer, Husbandry.

8t. To overcome ; weigh down ; oppress.

Cure my cattle when they're overgrown with labour.
Cibier, Love Makes the Man, i.

II. inirans. To grow beyond the fit or natu-
ral size.

Princes do keep due sentinel, that none of their neigh-
bours do overgrow so (by increase of territory, by embra-
cing of trade, by approaches, or the like) as they become
more able to annoy them. Bacon, Empire (ed. 1887).

The chief source of the distractions of the coun^ lay
in the overgrovm powers, and factious spirit, of the nobil-
ity. PrescoU, Ferd. and Isa., it 26.

overgrownt (o-v6r-gr6n'), p. a. Fully grown.
Few Countreyes are lesse troubled with death, sicknesse,

or any other disease, nor where overgrowne women become
more fruitfull.

Quoted in Copt John Smith's True Travels, II. 258.

Overgrown mackerel. SeemackerelU

overgrowth (6'v6r-gr6th), n. 1 . A growth over
or upon something else.— 2. Exuberant or ex-
cessive growth.
A wonderful overgrowth in riches. Bacon, Blches.

over-hair (o'ver-har), n. The longer and usu-
ally stiffer hairs of a mammal's pelage which
overlie the main ftir. Encyc. Brit., IX. 836.

OVerhalet (6-v6r-hal'), v. t. [= D. overhalen =
Sw. ofverhala= Dan. overhale; as over + feofei.]

1. To draw or haul over; overhaul.

And nowe the frosty Night
Her mantle black through heaven gan overhaile.

Spenser, Shep. CaL, January.

2. To overcome.
The only kind of hounds, for mouth and nostril best;
That cold doth seldom fret, nor heat doth over-hale.

Drayton, Polyolbion, nL 33.

overhand (6'ver-hand'), adv. 1 . With the hand
over the objectj with the knuckles upward;
with the hand raised higher than the elbow : op-
posed to underhand : as, he bowls overhand.

Also, the spoon is not generally used over-hand, but un-
der. IHekens, Great Expectations, xxii.

S. In mining, from below upward: used in ref-

erence to stoping out the contents of the vein.

See stope, n. and v.—3, In needlework, over and
over.

overhand (6'ver-hand), o. 1. In cricket, with
the hand raised above the elbow or over the
ball: as, overhand bowling.— 2. In base-ball,

with the hand above the shoulder: as, overhand
pitching.— 3. In mining, done from below up-
ward: as, (W)erfea»id stoping Overhand knot. See
kiwti.

overhandf (6'ver-hand), n. [< ME. overhand
= D. overhand = MLG-. overhant = MHG. iiber-

hant, Gt. oberham,d= Sw. ofverhand = Dan. over-

haand; as over + hand.'] The upper hand; su-

periority; supremacy.
And trust suerly, ye shall wele vnderstonde,
That we shall haue of them the ouer hande.

Oenerydes(E. E. T. S.),l. 2996.

overhand (6'v6r-hand), v. t. [< overhand, adv.]

In needlework, to sew over and over.

overhanded (o'v6r-han''ded), o. Having the

hand above the object or higher than the el-

bow; overhand.
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overhandle (6-v6r-han'dl), v. t. To handle too
much; discuss too often.

Your idle over-handled theme.
Shak., Venus and Adonis, L 770.

overhang (6-v6r-hang'),i;. I. trans. 1. To im-
pend or hang over

;
jut or project over ; hence,

to threaten.
Look o'er thy head, Maximian

;

Look to thy terrour, what over-hangs thee.

Fletcher (and arvotherf). Prophetess (ed. 1778X V. 1.

Aide me, ye forests, in your closest bowers, . . .

Wbere bordering hazel overhangs the streams.
Gay, Eural Sports, i 62.

He was persuaded that immediate and extreme danger
merhmng the life of the nation.

Baneroft, Hist. Const., 1. 109.

There is a path along the cliffs overhav^ng the sea.

B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 20.

The gray-blue eyes, I see them still,

The gallant front with brown o'erhung.
Lowell, To Holmes.

2. To overdo with ornamentation.

To him the upholsterer is no Pontiff, neither is any
Drawing-room a Temple, were It never so begilt and over-

hung. Carlyle.

3. Tosupport from above.—Overhung door. See
door.

H. intrans. To jut over: opposed to batter.

The rest was craggy cliff that overhung
Still as it rose, impossible to climb.

MUtan, P. L, iv. 547.

The sea-beat overhanging rock.
William JUorris, Earthly Paradise, 1. 173.

overhang (6'v6r-hang), n. [< overhang, v.] A
projecting part ; also, the extent to which some
part projects: as, the overhang of the ship's
stem is 20 feet.

The under side of the overhang near the stem is cut out
in the middle, forming a cavity needed to give free sweep
to the propeller-blades. Tlte Century, XXXl 293.

overhardyt (6-ver-har'di), a. Excessively or
unduly hardy, daring, or confident; foolhardy.
Gascoigne.

overhaste (6'v6r-hast), n. Too great haste.

overhastily (6-ver-has'ti-li), adv. In an over-
hasty manner; with too much haste

Excepting myself and two or three more that mean not
overJiastUy to instTTy. ifoZes, To Sir D.Cai'leton. (Latham.)

overhastiness (6-ver-has'ti-nes), n. The state
of being overliasty; too much haste; precipita-
tion. Sir J. Beresby.

overhasty (6-v6r-has'ti), a. Too hasty; rash;
precipitate.

Not overhasty to cleanse or purify.
Hammond, Works, IV. 605.

overhaul (o-ver-hW), v. t. [< over + haul. Cf.

overhale.'] 1. To turn over for examination;
examine thoroughly with a view to repairs.

During our watches below we overhauled our clothes,

and made and mended everything for bad weather.
R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 33L

2. To reexamine, as accounts.— 3. To gain
upon; make up with; overtake.—To overhaul a
rope, to clear or disentangle a rope ; pull a part of it

through a block so as to make it slack.—To overhaul a
ship. Naut: (a) To come up with or gain ground upon
a ship. (6) To search a ship for contraband goods.—To
overhaul a tackle (ruivt.), to open and extend the sev-
eral parts of a tackle so as to separate the blocks, in order
that they may be again placed ta a condition for use.

overhaul (o'ver-h^l), n. [< overhaul, v.] Ex-
amination; inspection; repair.

overhauling (6-v6r-ha'ling), n. [Verbal n. of
overhaul, v.] Same as overhaul.

overhead (6'v6r-hed'), adv. 1. Aloft; above;
in the zenith ; in the ceiling or story above.

The sail

Flapped o'erhead as the wind did fail

Fitful that eve.
WUliam Morris, Earthly Paradise, 11. 96.

2. Per head: properly two words.

overhead (6'v6r-hed), a. [< overhead, adv.]

Situated above or aloft— Overhead crane. See
erane'''.— Overhead gear. See gear.— Overhead mo-
tion or work. See motion,

—

Overhead rein. See rein.

—Overhead seam, the seam of a sack by which its mouth
is closed after it is filled.- Overhead steam-engine, an
engine in which the oyllndel' is above the crank, the thrust-

motion being downward.

overhealt (6-ver-hel'), v. t. [< ME. overhelen,

overMlen; < over + heal^.] To cover over.

In a shadow of shene tres & of shyre Houres,
Ouer hUd for the hete hengyng with lenes.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 2374.

overhear (6-v6r-her'), v. t. [< ME. "overheren,

< AS. oferhyran, oferhiran, oferhi&ran, overhear,
also disobey (= OS. obharhorjan= D. overhooren
= MHG. G. iiberhoren = Dan. overhore), < ofer,

over,+ hyran, hear : see hear-.] 1 . To hear (one
who does not wish to be heard or does not know
that he is heard, or what is not addressed to

over-king

the hearer or is not intended to be heard by
him); hear by accident or stratagem.

You may look pale, but I should blush, I know,
To be o'erheard, and taken napping so.

Shak., L. I. L., iv. S. 130

2t. To hear over again; hear from beginning
to end.

I stole into a neighbour thicket by,

And overheard what you shall overhear.
Shak., L. L. L., v. 2. 95,

overheat (6-v6r-het'), v. t. To heat to excess.

overheat (6'v6r-het), n. 1. Excessive heat.
— 2. Sunstroke. Alien, and Neurol.-'iX. 509.

overheating-pipe (6-v6r-he'ting-pip), w. In a
steam-engine, a pipe through which steam is

made to pass in order that it may be super-

heated. H. B. Knight.

overheavet (o-v6r-hev'), v. i. [< ME. overhel-

ien, < AS. oferhebban, pass by, omit, < ofer, over,

+ Be&&a», heave, raise: see heave.] To over-

cast.
When other seen derk cloudes over hove.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 3t).

overhendt (6-v6r-hend'), V. t. To overtake.

Spenser, F. Q., II. x. 18.

OVerhipt (6-v6r-hip'), v. t. [< ME. overhippen;

< over + hipS.] To leap over; skip over; omit.

Wherfore I am afered of folke of holikirke.

Lest thei ouerhuppeii as other don in offices and in honrea.
Piers Plowman (B), xv. 379.

When the time is overhipt. BoUand.

OVerholdt (o-v6r-h61d'), v. t. To overvalue;
hold or estimate at too dear a rate.

If he overTuM his price so much,
Well none of him. Shak., T. and C, ii. 3. 142.

overhours (6'ver-ourz), n.pl. Time beyond the
regular number of hours; too long hours of
labor.

Sir John Lubbock . . . brought in a BiU limiting the
hours in which persons could be employed in shops. . . .

I was astonished at discovering where the worst cases of
over-hours were. Contemporary Rev., LI. 686.

overhouse (6'v6r-hous), a. Stretched along or
across the roofs of houses or other buildings,

as distinguished from stretched or carried ou
poles or underground: as, overhouse telegraph-
wires. [Rare.]

In the city of Providence, Bhodo Island, there is an
overhouse wire about one mile in extent with a telephone
at either end. Prescott, Electrical Inventions, p. 7i>.

over-inform (o'Ver-in-fdrm'), V. t. To animate
or actuate to excess. [Kare.]

Wit so exuberant that it otmr-informs its tenement
Johrw&iu

overissue (6-v6r-ish'6), v. t. To issue in excess,
as bank-notes or bills of exchange beyond the
number or amount authorized by law or war-
ranted by the capital stock; more loosely, to
issue in excess of the wants of the public or the
ability of the issuer to pay; issue contrary to
law, prudence, or honesty.
overissue (o'ver-ish'S), n. An excessive issue

;

an issue in excess of the conditions which
should regulate or control it. See the verb.

He performed the most base and pernicious frauds on
the currency, which he not only debased by an overissue
of government paper, but actually changed by secret for-

geries. Brougham.

overjoy (6-v6r-joi'), v. t. To give great or ex-

treme joy to; transport with gladness: gen-
erally in the past paii;ioiple.

Bid him shed tears, as being overjmfd
To see her noble lord restored to health.

Shak., T. of the S., Ind., 1 120.

Well, thou art e'en the best man

—

I can say no more, I am so ovmiay'd.
Beau, and Fl., Coxcomb, 11. 1.

overjoy (6'v6r-joi), n, Joy to excess; trans-
port.

To salute my king
With ruder terms, such as my wit affords
And over-joy of heart doth minister.

Shak., 2 Hen. Vl, i. 1. 8L

Death came so fast towards me that the oveijoy of that
recovered me. Donne, Letters, cviL

overjump (6-v6r-jurap'), v. t. To jump over;
overleap; hence, to pass over; pass without
notice

;
permit to pass.

Can not so lightly overjump his death. ifarston

overkeept (c-v6r-kep'), v. t. To keep or ob-
serve too stiictly.

If God would have a Sabbath kepfi thm overkeep it.

Rev. T. Adams, Works, II. 339. (Davies.)

OVerkind(6-v6r-kind'),a. Kindtoexcess; kind
beyond deserts; unnecessarily Mnd. Shak.,
W. T., i. 1. 23.

over-king (6'v6r-king), n. A king holding
sway over several petty kings or princes.



over-king
The clansmen owed fealty only to their chiefs, who in

turn owed a kind of conditional alleeiance to the over-
Ung, depending a good deal upon the uility of the latter
to enforce it. ^neyt JUiL, XUL 251.

overknowing (6-v6r-n6'ing), a. Too knowing
or cunning : used disparagingly.
The understanding overkntywing, misknowing, dissem-

bling. Bp. HaU, Great Impostor.

overlabor, overlabour (6-v6r-la'l)or), v.t. 1.
To harass with toU. Dryden.—2. To execute
with too much care. Scott.

overlactation (6'v6r-lak-ta'Bhgn), n. Lacta-
tion in excess of what the strength of the per-
son will bear.
overlade (o-ver-lad'), »• '. [< ME. overladen
(= D. overladen = OHG. iibarhladan, uparhla-
dan, uparladan, MHG. G. vberladen) ; < over +
lade^.'} To load with too great a cargo or other
burden; overburden; overload.

Ouerlade not your verse with too many ofthem [dactyls]

;

but hereand there enterlace alambns or some otiier foote
of two times to giue him grauitie.

PvJttenluxm, Arte of Eng. Foesie, p. 103.

Their hearts were alway heavy, and ot^Utden with
earthly thoughts.
Tyniaie, Ausl to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc., 1850), p. 37.

The house was . . . overladen with guests.
Coryat, Crudities, L 132.

overlaid (6-ver-lad'), a. 1. In her., lapping
over; doubled for a part of its length.—2. 'In
entom., seeming as if coveredwith a semi-trans-
parent pigment through which the markings
are dimly visible : as, basal portion of the wing
overlaid with ochraceous.
overland (6'v6r-land'), adv. Over or across the
country.

I desire of you
A conduct over-iand to Milford-Haven.

Shak., Cymbeline, ill 5. &
overland (6'v6r-land), a. Passing by land;
made or performed upon or across the land : as,

an orertond journey Overland route.aroutewhich
is wholly or largely over land. Especially— (o) The route
from Great Britain to India hy way of the Isthmus of Suez,
as opposed to that aixiund the Cape of Good Hop& (b) The
routefrom the oountiy east ofthe Mississippi to the Pacific
coast across the plains and the Itocky Mountains, as op-
jKised to that around Cape Horn, or by way of the Isthmus
of Darien.

overlap (6-ver-lap'), V. t. 1. To lap or fold
over; extend so as to lie or rest upon: as, one
slate on a roof overlaps another.

Those circles, of which there are now so many—artistic,

ffisthetic, literary— all of them considering themselves to
belong to society, were then [1837] out of society alto-

gether; nor did they overlap and intersect each other.
W. Besant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 85.

2. To cause to lap or fold over: as, to overlap

slates or shingles on a roof.

overlap (6'ver-lap), n. [< overlap, ».] The lap-
ping of one thing over another; also, the thing
or part which overlaps; specifically, in geol.,

a disposition of the strata such that newer or
more recent members of a formation lap over
or are deposited beyond the limits of the older
beds. This is caused by the subsidence of the regions
in which deposition is taMng place, so that each succes-
sive layer extends further inland than the preceding one.

overlax>-joint (6'ver-lap-joint), n. A joint in
which the edges lap on each other, instead of
being merely in contact as in a butting-joint.

0Verlasht(o-v6r-lash' ),»••• 1. To exaggerate

;

boast or vaunt too much. Sp. Hall.—2. To
proceed to excess.

The ouerlasJdTige desires of the flesh.

Lyly, Euphue^ Anat. of Wit, p. 182.

overlashingt (6-v6r-Iash'ing), n. [Verbal n. of
overlash, v.] Excess; exaggeration.

Before whose bar we shall once give an account of all

our overlasMngs. Bp. HtUl, Old Religion, To the Header.

overlashinglyt (6-ver-lash'ing-li), adv. Ex-
travagantly; with exaggeration.

overlannch (o^ver^lanch'), V. In ship-Imilding,

to make long splices or scarfs in joining tim-
bers together, so as to make strong work,

overlay (6-ver-la'), v. [< ME. overleyen (= D.
overlegen = MLG. overleggen = MHG. G. iiber-

legen= Sw. ofverldgga= Dan. overlcegge= Goth.
ufarlagjan) ; < over + toyi.] I. trans. 1. To
lay upon or over; cover or spread over the
siifaee of: as, eedkr overlaid with gold.

He made the staves of shittim wood, and overlaid them
with brass. Ex. xxrviii. 6.

The folding gates a dazzling light display'd

With pomp of various architrave o'ertaid.

Fenton, in Pope's Odyssey, xx.

Never see them [pine-trees] overlaid

With narrow moon-lit slips of silver cloud.

Between the loud stream and the trembling stars.

Tennyson, CEnone.

The walls and roof with gold were overlaid.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 327.
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2t. To burden or encumber; oppress.

Than disparbled the cristin, for thei were so sore over-
leide with grete multitude of saisnes.

MeiUn (E. E. T. S.), a 249.
So fights a Lion, . . .

AVhen, over4ayd with might and Multitude,
He needs must dy.

^Ivester, tr. of Dn Bartas's Weeks, i. 5.

The Scots resolutely maintain'd the Fight three hours
and more ; but In the end, overlaid with a number, they
were put to flight Baker, Chronicles, p. SOS.

3. To lie upon; hence, to smother by lying
upon : for overlie.

This woman's child died in the night ; because she over-
laid it. 1 KL iii. 19.

4. To obscure by covering ; cloud ; overcast.

For so exceeding shone his glistring ray
That Phoebus golden face it did attaint.
As when a cloud his beames doth over-lay.

Spenser, F. Q., L vii. 34.

The Mohammedan pilgrimages of devotion are very nu-
merous, and are chiefly connected with the saint-worship
wliich has overlaid and obscured the original strict mono-
theism of Islam. Encyc. Brit, XIX. 93.

The bravery of our free working people was overlaid, but
not smothered. 0. W. Holmes, Old VoL of Life, p. 10.

5. To span; join the opposite sides of.

And overlay.
With this portentous bridge, the dark abyss.

Milton, P. L., A. 370.

6. Id. printing, to make even or graduate the
impression of, on a printing-press, bymeans of
overlays.

n. intrans. In printing, to use overlays.
overlay (6'ver-la), n. [< overlay, «.] 1. In
printing, a bit of paper accurately cut and
pasted on the impression-surface of a printing-
press with intent to increase the impression in
a place where it is not strong enough, a wood-
cut in strong contrast of light ana shade, as ordinarily
treated, receives one overlay, or one thickness of paper,
over the parts in light gray, two over those in dark gray,
three over blacldsh gray, and four or more over intense
black.

2. In tile-ornamenting (by the process of press-
ing leaves, laces, orembossed patterns upon the
unbaked tUes), a part of a leaf, cutting of lace,

etc., which lies over and upon another leaf,

cutting, or pattern.—3. A second tablecloth
laid in various ways over a larger cloth on the
table.—4. A cravat; a neckcloth. [Scotch.]

Bear sir, the Captain says a three-nookit handkercher is

the maist fashionable overlay, and that stoclcs belang to
your honour and me that are auld-warld folk.

Scott, Antiauaiy, xxxvL

5. Loosely, anything laid over another for pro-
tection or ornament.
overlaying (o-ver-la'ing), n. [Verbal n. of
overlay, «.] 1. A superficial covering.

The sockets for the pillars were of brass ; the hooks of
the pillars and their flllets of silver ; and the overlaying
of their chapiters of silver. Ex. xxxviiL 17.

2. In prill Ung, the act or art of using overlays.
overleadf (6-ver-led'), V. t. [< ME. overleden,

< AS. oferUedan, oppress, < ofer, over,+ Icedan,

lead: seeteodi.] To dominate; domineer over;
oppress.

A milksope or a coward ape
That wol been overtad with every wight.

Chaitcer, ProL to Monk's Tale, L 23.

Lete neuere thi wil thi witt over lede;

Of wrathful wordis euermore be ware.
Babees Book (K E. T. S.), p. 34.

overleaf (o'v^r-lef'), adv. On the other side of
ibe leaf, or on either of the pages seen on turn-
ing a leaf.

A tabular form ... in Hiis volume is given averUaf.
S. Kent, Infusoria, p. 621.

overleap (o-v6r-lep'), v. t. [< ME. overlepen,

< AS. oferhledpan, overleap, < ofer, over, +
hledpan, leap: see teopi.] To leap over; over-

step or go beyond ;
pass over or move from side

to side of by leaping, literally or figuratively;

hence, to omit; pass over.

I do beseech yon.
Let me overleap that custom.

Shak., Cor., U. 2. 140.

Satan . . . overleap'd all bound
Of hill or highest wall, and sheer within
Lights on his feet Milton, P. L. , iv. 181.

But nature still o'eiieaps reflection's plan.
Lowea, To G. W. Curtis.

To overleap one's self, to exert one's self too much in

leaping ; leap too far.

I have no spur
To prick the sides of my intent, bat only
Vaulting ambition, which o'erleaps itself.

And falls on the other. Sftafc, Macbeth, L 7. 27.

overlearnedness (6-ver-ler'ned-nes), n. Ex-
cessive erudition; pedantry.

A man may wonder at these learned Criticks overleam-
CJiapman, Iliad, xiiL 556, Com.

overlook

OVerleathert (o'ver-leTH'fer), n. [< ME. over-
lether, overleder (= D. overleder = MLG. over-
ledder = Sw. Sfierldder = Dan. overlader) ; <
over + leather.'] The upper-leather (of a shoe).
Prompt. Parv., p. 373.

Nay, sometime [I have] more feet than shoes, or such
shoes as my toes look through the overleather.

Sliak., T. of the a, Ind., ii 12.

overleaven (6-ver-lev'n), v. t. To leaven too
much ; cause to rise and swell too much: also
used figuratively.

You grow not mad withaU ; I love your spirit.
You are not over-leaven'd with your fortune.

B. Jonson, Volpone, v. 6.

Some habit that too much o'er4eavens
The form of plausive manners.

Shak., Hamlet, L 4. 29.

overlie (6-ver-li'), V. t. [< ME. overliggen (= D.
overliggen), < AS. oferlicgan, < ofer, over, +
licgan. He: see J»ei.] To lie over or upon;
hence, to smother by lying upon. {Overlie and
underlie are used extensively in geology with
reference to the relative position of strata.]

Tertiary, overlain in considerable part by detrital accu-
mulations of still later age.

J. D. Whitney, United States, p. 51.

Eek if a womman by necligence overlyetJi hire child in
hir slepyng, it is homycide and deedly synne.

Chaxuxr, Parson's Tale.

OVerlightt (6'ver-lit), n. [< over + lightK]
Too strong a light; excessive light.

An overlight maketh the eyes dazeU.
Bacon, Nat Hist, § 871.

overlinessf (d'v6r-li-nes), n. Carelessness ; in-

difference.

I have seen friends upon n^Iect of duty grow overly

;

upon overlinesse strange ; upon strangenesse to utter defi-

ance. Bp. HaU, Art of Divine Meditation.

Overlingt, «. [< ME. overlyng; < over + -ling^.']

A superior ;- ruler; governor; lord.

I have made a kepare, a knyghte of thyne awene,
Overlynge of Ynglande undyre thy selvene.

Morte Arthwre (E. E. T. S.), L 710.

OVerUnkf (6-ver-lingk'), V. t. To fasten toge-
ther by links one over another. Michardson.

We came at noone to a bridge made of many barges,
overlirUced al together with two mightie chaines.

BalduyVs Voyages, n. 11. 77.

OVer-lipt (6'v6r-lip), n. [< ME. overlippe (=
Sw. ofverlapp = Dan. overlcebe) ; < over +
lip.'i The upper lip.

Hire over4ippe wypede sche so clone.
Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., L 133.

overlive (o-ver-Uv'), v. [< ME. overliven, < AS.
oferlibban (= D. MLG. overleven = MHG. G.
iiberlehen = Sw. ofverlefva = Dan. overlere), <

ofer, over, -I- libhan, live: see live^.'] I. trans.

To outlive ; live longer than ; survive.

Basilius will uot long overlive this loss.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

Israel served the Lord all the days of Joshua, and all the
days of the elders that overlived Joshua. Josh. xxiv. 31.

II. intrans. 1. To live too long.

Why do I overlive f
Why am I mock'd with death, and lengthen'd out
To deathless pain?

'
Milton, P. L., x 773.

2. To live too fast or too actively. Browning.
[Rare in both senses.]

overliver (6-v6r-liv'er), n. One who survives
or lives longer than another; a survivor.

And If it chanced anie of them to depart this life, the
overliuers should persist therein.

Hdlinshed, Rich, n., an. 1388.

overload (6-v6r-16d'), v. t. To load with too
heavy a burden or cargo; overburden; over-
charge.

overload-magnet (6 ' ver - lod -mag * n et), «

.

Same as overload-switch.

overload-switch (6'v6r-16d-swieh), n. A de-
vice used in regulating the discharge of an ac-
cumulator or storage-battery, by the operation
of which a too TiLpid discharge is prevented.
overlook (o-ver-lok'), V. t. To turn the key in
a lock, after locking, in such a manner as to
push (the bolt) beyond its normal position
when locked.

The way to open it then is to torn the key the other
way, as if to overlock the bolt. Encyc Brit., XIV. 746.

overlook (6-v6r-luk'), v. t. [< ME. overlooken;
< over + toofcl.] 1. To look over; view from
a higher place ; see from a higher position.

Off with his head, and set it on York gates.
So York may overlook the town of York.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., L 4. 18a
I will do it with the same respect to him as if he were

alive, and overlooking my paper while I write. Dryden.

Half that the Devil overlooks from Lincoln town.
Pope, Imit of Horace, IL iL 246.



overlook

2. To rise or be elevated above ; rise so high
as to afford the means of looking down on.

Shall . . .

Our scions, put In wild and savage stock,
Spirt up so suddenly Into the clouds.
And overlook their Alters?

Shak., Hen. V., iiL 5. 9.

Four gray walls, and four gray towers.
Overtook a space of flowers.

Tennyson, Lady of Shalotlj i
A little heathy mound.

That overlooked the scrubby woods and low.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, L 348.

3. To Tiew fully; look over; peruse; read.
Whan I had red this tale wel.
And overloked hyt everydel.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 232.

I would I had o'erlooked the letter.

Shak., X. G. of V., i. 2. 50.

The time and care that are required
To overlook and file, and polish well.
Fright poets from that necessary toil.

Moseommum, tr. of Horace's Art of Poetry.

4. To keep an eye on; inspect; superintend;
oversee ; care for or watch over.
His sole child, my lord, and bequeathed to my overlook'

ing. Shak., All's Well, L 1. 45.

We say " He overlooked the transaction," meaning that
he gave it his supervision. A. Phelps, English Style, p. 152.

5. To look beyond or by so as to fail to see, or
so as to disregard or neglect

;
pay no attention

to; disregard; henee, to pass over indiUgently

;

excuse ; forbear to punish or censure.
The learned and wise of this world seem to have been

overlooked by God in the first plantation of the Gospel.
Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, L iv.

The fault he has I fairly shall reveal
(Could you o'erlook but that): it is to steal.

Pflpe, Imit. of Horace, n. ii. 20.

Finding that, if he [Dryden] continued to call himself a
Protestant, his services would be overlooked, he declared
himself a Papist. MamiUay, Hist Eng., vii.

6. To bewitch by looking on ; confound ; un-
settle.

Beshrew your eyes

;

They have o'erlooVd me and divided me.
Shak., M. of V., iii. 2. 15.

I tell you she has overlooked me, and all this doctor's
stuff is no use unless you can say a charm as will undo her
devil's work. H. Kingsley, Qeoflry Hamlyn, viiL

overlook (o'vSr-lxik), n. A strong-growing legu-
minous twining plant of the tropics, Canavalia
ensiformis. it is so named by the West Indian negroes,
who plant it to mark boundaries, with tlie idea that it acts
as a watchman.

overlooker (6-v6r-luk'er), m. 1. One who over-
looks or sees.

Thus must thou couer all thy villanies,
And keepe them close from ouerlookers eyes.

Heywood, Edw. IV., ii

2. An overseer; a superintendent; specifically,
in Australia, a man m charge of convicts.

Bushrangers, nine or ten devils loose on the upper Mac-
quarrie, caught the publican at Marryong alone in the
hush ; he had been an overlooker or some such thing in old
times. fl. Kingsley, Geofliy Hamlyn, xxvlii.

overloopt, »• [< D. overloop, orlop, < over, over,
+ loopen, ruTo.: S66 overleap. Ct. orlop."] Same
as orlop.

In extremitywe cany our ordnance better than we were
wont, because our nether overloops are raised commonly
from the water. Raleigh.

overlord (6'v6r-16rd), n. One who is lord over
another; a feudal superior; a master; specifi-

cally, in reference to early English history, a
king of one of the Anglo-Saxon realms who en-
joyed a preeminence or authority over certain
other kings or chiefs.

Champagne and Anjou were the fiefs of princes well-nigh
as powerful as their over-lord.

E. A. Freeman, Norm. Conq., HI. 78.

OVerlordsMp (o'ver-ldrd-ship), n. The state,

office, ca: dignity of an overlord ; specifically, in
reference to early English history, the preemi-
nence or authority of one of the Anglo-Saxon
kings or kingdoms over certain other kings,
kingdoms, chiefs, etc. Such an overlordsMp
was held at different times by kings of Kent,
Northumberland, Mercia, and Wessex.
Summoning the chiefs of the Korth Welsh before him

at Hereford, ^thelstan forced them to own his over-lord-
ship as Mercian king, to pay a yearly tribute of corn and
cattle, and to accept the Wye as a boundary between
Welshmen and Englishmen.

J. R. Oreen, Conquest of Eng., p. 211.

overlove (6-v6r-luv'), v. t. To love to excess;
prize or value too much.

Pray, leave me

;

And, as you love me, do not over-love me.
Fletcher, Valentinian, iv. 2.

overly (o'ver-li), a. [< over + -Z^l.] 1. Out-
side ; superficial ; negligent ; inattentive ; casu-
al. [Old Eng. and Scotch.]
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Therefore no marvaile if they abate contrition, by ac-

quiring onely a sufficient and enough, a klnde of overly
desire to serve God anew.

Bp. Monntagu, Appeal to Ceesar, xxxvl

So have we seen a hawk cast off at an hemshaw to look
and fli quite other way, and, after many careless and overly
fetches, to toure up unto the prey intended.

Bp. Hall, Quo Vadis, 1 16.

2. Excessive; too much. Coleridge. {Imp. Diet.)

overly (6'v6r-li), adv. [< MB. overly, superfi-
cially (also excessively ?), < AS. oferlice, ex-
cessively, < ofer, over, + -lice, E. -lyK"] If.
Superficially. Prompt. Parv., p. 373.— 2. Ex-
cessively ; too much ; too : used independently
instead of the usual over- in composition: as,

not overly good; overly particular. [CoUoq.]
Ther' was n't overly much pie et

Durin' the Aimy.
J. W. BUey, The Century, XKXIX. 480.

overman (o'ver-man), n.
;
pi. overmen (-men).

In coal-mining, the person having charge of the
work below ground. [Great Britain.]

overman (6-ver-man'),«>. t. To employ toomany
men on or in, as on a ship.

Either Scotland is ridiculously overmanned, or England
is absurdly undermanned, as regards official medical visi-
tation of the insane. Lancet, No. 3429, p. 994.

The sequence of events that have led to the present im-
petus in adopting magazine arms in the over-nuinned and
under-armed armies of Europe is more or less amusing.

Scribner's Mag., VL 387.

overmannert (6'v&r-man'6r), adv. [ME. over
maner.] Above measure ; excessively.

For Guer maner we weren greued ouer-myght so that it

anoiede us ghe to lyue. WytMf, 2 Cor. i 8.

overmantel (6'ver-man-tl), n. In furniture-
malcing, the frame of shelves, decorative panels,
or the like, often including a mirror, which
covers the chimney-breast above the mantel-
shelf.

overmarch (6-v6r-march'), V. t. To fatigue or
exhaust by too much marching; cause to march
too far.

The Prince's Horse were so over-marched, and the Foot
so beaten off their Legs by long Marches, that he found
his Men not very able to engage anew.

PhiUips, in Baker's Chronicles, p. 488.

overmask (6-ver-mask'), v. t. To cover with or
as with a mask; hide.

The lift was clad with clondes gray,
And owermaskit was the moone.
BatOe qf Balrinnes (Child's Ballads, VII. 218).

overmast (d-v6r-mast'), V. t. To furnish with a
mast or with masts that are too long or too
heavy.

The one [matter] . . . respecting the ship (as afterwards
was found) was that she was over-masted; which when she
came to her trim in that respect she did well.

JV. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 31.

overmaster (6-v6r-mas'ter), V. t. [< ME. over-
mMistren; < over + master''-.] 1. To overpower;
subdue; vanquish.

For your desire to know what is between us,
O'ermaster 't as you may. Shak., Hamlet, i. 5. 140.

He had fought fiercely with overmastering inclinations.
Qemge Miot, Mill on the Floss, vi. 13.

2t. To retainby superior force; have in one's
power.

How comes It then that thou art call'd a king.
When living blood doth in these temples beat
Which owe the crown that thou o'erTruisterest?

Shak., K. John, ii. 1. 109.

overmatch (6-v6r-mach'), v. t. [< ME. over-
macchen; < over + match'-.'] 1. To be more
than a match for; oppose with superior force,
numbers, skill, etc. ; surpass; outdo: common-
ly in the past participle.

Here is Sir William Lucy, who with me
Set from our o'ermaJbch'd forces forth for aid.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., Iv. 4. 11.

It was indeed impossible for any intelligent and candid
Roman Catholic to deny that the champions of his Church
were in every talent and acquirement completely over-
matched. Macavlay, Hist. Eng., vi.

2. To give in marriage above one's station.

If a yeoman have one sole daughter, he must over^match
her above her birth and calling to a gentleman forsooth.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 679.

overmatcll (o'vfer-mach), n. One who or that
which is more than a match; one who or that
which is too powerful, skilful, difficult, etc., to
be overcome.
Pompey vaunted him self for Sylla's overmatch.

Bacon, Friendship.

There is in my apprehension much danger that sensi-
bility will be an overmatch for policy.

A. BamvStan, in H. Cabot Lodge, p. 259.

overmeasure (o'ver-mezMur), n. Excess of
measure ; something that exceeds the measure
proposed.

ovemame
overmeasure (o-v6r-mezh'ur), v. t. To mea-
sure or estimate too largely." Bacon, Kingdoms
and Estates.

overmeritt (6'v6r-mer"it), n. Excessive merit.

Those helps were ouerweighed by diuers things that
made against him. . . . First, an ouer-merit; for conue-
nient merit, vnto which reward may easily reach, doth
best with Kings. Bamn, Hist. Hen. VII., p. 133.

overmickle (6-v6r-mik'l), a. and adv. [Also
overmuckle; < ME. overmiJcel, overmykel, over-

muchel, etc. (see overmuch) ; < ,AS. ofermicel, <

(rfer, over, + micel, mickle, much: see mickle.

(jf. overmuch.] Overmuch. [Old Eng. and
Scotch.]
overmodest (6-ver-mod'est), a. Modest to ex-

cess; bashful.

It is the courtier's rule, that overmodest suitors seldom
speed. Hales, Golden Kemains, p. 143.

overmoneyt, v. t. To bribe. [A nonce-word.]

Some suspect his officers' trust was undermined (or
over-moneyed rather), whilst others are confident they were
betrayed by none save their own security.

Fuller, Worthies, Lancashire, 1. 658.

overmoret (6-v6r-m6r'), adv. [ME., < over +
more.] Beyond; also; moreover.

"And 3ut on poynt," quath Peers, "ioh praye sowoMer-
more;

Loke ge tene no tenaunt bote yl Treuth wolle assente."
Piers Plowman (CX ix. 35.

And ouermore destreyned with sekenesse
Besyde al this he was ful grevously.

Lydgate, (Complaint of the Black Enight, 1. 134.

over-morrowt (6'ver-mor"6), ». [= D. over-

morgen = ML(jr. overmorne = MHG. G. iiber-

morgen = Sw. ofvermorgon = Dan. overmorgen;
as over + morrow.] The day after to-morrow.
Vp Sara, let vs make our prayer vnto God to daye, to

morrowe, and ouenrwrowe ; for these thre nightes wyll we
reconcyle our selues with-God. Bible o/1561, Tobitviii.

overmostt (o'vfir-most), a. [< ME. overmoste;
< over + .most.] Uppermost; highest.

Fro the netbemaste lettre to the overmoste [var. upper-
esie]. Chancer, Boethius, L prose L

overmount (6-v6r-mount'), v. t. To surmount;
go higher than.

With your theme, I could
O'ermount the lark. Shak., Hen. VIII., ij. 8. 94.

overmount (6'v6r-mount), n. In framing or
mounting pictures to be covered with glass, a
piece of stiff paper or board cut to correspond
with the margin of the engraving or picture to
be mounted, and laid upon the picture to sepa^
rate its surface from the glass m the frame ; a
mat.
overmuch (6-v6r-much')j a. [Early mod. E.
overmoch; < ME. overmoche, overmiche; < over +
much. Ct. the eather overmickle.] Too much;
exceeding what is necessary or proper.

I cold say more, and yet not ouermoch.
Aseham, The Scholemaster, p. 70l

With over much studie they affect antiqnltle.
Spemer,ah6p. CaL, Ded.

Neither capable of lies.
Nor asking ouermtteh and taking less.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

overmuch (6-v6r-much'), adv. [< ME. over-
moche; < over + much. Of. overmickle.] In
too great a degree ; too much.
Be not righteous over much. Ecol. vit 16.

O, he hath kept an evil diet long.
And overmuch consumedJiis royal person.

Shak., Rich. Ill, 1 1. 14a

I count it crime
To mourn for any ovemvuelt.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ixxxv.

overmuchnessf (6-v6r-mxich'nes), ti. Super-
abundance.

Superlation and ovemvuchenesee amplifies.

B. Jonson, Discoveries.

overmuckle (6-v6r-muk'l), a. and adv. Same
as overmickle.

overmultiply (6-v6r-mul'ti-pU), v. I, trans.
To multiply or repeat too often.
Our Romanists exceed this way, in their devotions to

the cross, both in over-Tnultiplyirt^ and in over-magnify-
ing of it Bp. HaU, Sermons, Phil. ill. 18, 18.

II. intrans. To multiply or increase too rap-
idly or in too great numbers.
overmultitude (6-v6r-mnl'ti-tud), V. t. To ex-
ceed in number; outnumber. [Rare.]

The herds would over-multitude their lords.

MUUm, Comus, 1. 731.

overnamet (6'v6r-nam), n. A surname ; a nick-
name.
One [emperor] was named Nero the Cruell, the other,

Antony the Meeke. The which ovenMmes the Romanes
gaue them, the one of Meeke, because he could not but
pardon, the other of Cruell, because he nener ceassed to
kill. Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1677X p. 4.



ovemame
ovemame (6-v6r-nam'), V. t. To name over;
name one after another.

I pray thee, oser-naTne them ; and, as thoa namestthem,
I will describe them. Sbai., M. of V., L 2. 39.

OVemeat (6-v6r-net'), a. Unneeessarily neat

;

excessively neat. Spectator.
ovemet (6-v6r-net'), V. t. To cover with or as
with a net.

He . . . has spider-threads that ovemet the whole world

;

himself sits in the centre, ready to ran.
Cariyle, Diamond Xecklace, It.

ovemice (o-vfer-nis'), o. Excessively nice ; fas-
tidious.

Away with such over-nice and cnriooscompanions (qnoth
he againe). Bp. HaU, Noah's Dove.

ovemicely (o-vSr-nis'li), adv. In an ovemice
manner ; too nicely.

Yoa don't take yonr Friend to be ooer-nieely bred?
Congreve, Way of the World, L 6.

overnight (o'vSr-mt'), adv. [< ME. ovemyght;
< over + nighf] Throughthe night; during the
evening or night; especially, during the night
just passed.

Thanne to ther tentys sone they ganne them dight.
And dressid all ther harnes mur nyght.

Gmerydes(R. E. T. S.), L 2028.

.S^ And so, good rest.

Pro. As wretches have o'ermght
That wait for execution in the mom.

Shak., T. G. of V., iv. 2. 133.

1 had been telling her all that happened ovemigM.
Didkens.

ovemightt (6'v6r-nit), n. Night before bed-
time, referring to the night just passed.

Pardon me, madam

;

It I had given yon this at over-night.
She might have been o'erta'en ; and yet she writes
Poisuit would be but vain. Shak., All's Well, ilL 4. 23.

ovemimt, v.t. [ME. ovemimen; <AS. ofemiman,
take by violence, take away, carry off, < ofer +
niinan, take : see jiim.'] To overtake ; seize.

The cold of deth that hadde him ovemome [mod. editions
read overcome].

Chaxuxr, Knight's Tale, 1. 1912 of C. T. (ed. TyrwhittX

ovemoise (6-v6r-noiz'), v. t. To overpower by
noise.

No tide of wine would drown your cares.
No mirth or music over-noise your fearea.

Cowley, tr. of Horace, iiL 1.

overoldf (6-v6r-61d'), a. [< ME. overold, < AS.
ofereald, very old, < ofer, over,+ eald, old: see
oW-.l Very old; too old.

Of which foolk the renon nis n^yther overold ne un-
solempne. Chaucer, Boethius, L prose 3.

overpart (6-ver-part'), v. t. To assign too high
or too difficult a part to.

He is a marvellous good neighbour, faith, and a very
good bowler ; but for Alisander— alas, you see how 'tis

;

— a little o'CTjgarted. £Aai:., L. L. L., v. 2. 58a

How now, Numps! almost tired in your protectorship?
overparted, overparted?

B. JoMon, Bartholomew Fair, iii 1.

overpass (6-v6r-pas'), v.t. 1. To pass over;
cross.

I stood on a wide river's bank,
Wliich I most needs o'erpaxs.

Dryden, Spanish Friar, iiL 3.

2. To pass by; pass bjr without notice or re-

gard; omit to notice or include; overlook.

All the beauties of the East
He slightly view'd and slightly merpaxid.

MiUon, P. R., ii. 198.

3. To pass through; pass; spend.

The pains that he hath indored, and the perils that he
hath over-pasaed.

North, tr. of Plutarch, Amiot to the Readers.

In prison hast thou spent a pilgrimage.
And like a hermit overpas^d thy df^s.

Shak., 1 Hen. YL, u. 5. 117.

4. To surpass.

It seems you liave abjured the helps which men
Who overpass their kuid, as you would do.

Have humbly sought. Browning, Paracelsus.

overpassed, overpast (o-ver-pasf), a. That
has already passed ;

past.

In the shadow of thy wings will I make my refuge, un-

til these calamities be overpagt. Ps. IviL 1.

That thou hast wronged in the time o'erpagt; . . .

Swear not by time to come ; for that thou hast
Misused ere used, by times misused o*«rpa«t.

Shak., Eich. IIL, iv. 4. 388.

No time is overpay, 'tis never too late.

Bvrton, Anat. of Mel., p. 651.

overpay (6-v6r-pa'), v.t. 1 . To pay in excess

;

pay more than is necessary.
" My lord, you overpay me fifly-fold."

"Te will be all the wealthier, cried the Prince.
Tennyson, Geraint.

2 To reward beyond the price or value.
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Let me buy your friendly help thus far.

Which I will over-pay and pay again
When I have found it.

Shak., All's Well, uL 7. 16.

3. To be more than a recompense or reward for.

A moment like this overpays an age of apprehension.
Goldxmilh, Good-natured Man, v.

overpayment (o'vSr-pa'ment), n. A payment
in excess of what is just of required.
overpeer (6-v6r-per'), v. t. To overlook ; look
down on ; rise above ; overhang.

Thecllfts
That overpeer the bright and golden shore.

Oreene, Orlando Fnrioso.

Your argosies with portly sail . . .

Do overpeer the petty traffickers,

That curtsy to them. 5»aft., 31. of V., i 1. 12.

overpeople (6-ver-pe'pl), v. t. To overstock
with inhabitants: usually in the past participle.

overpercht (6-v6r-pereh'), v. t. To perch upon
or over.
With love's light wings did I o'er-perch these walls.

Shak., K. and J., ii. 2. 66.

over-persuade (o'ver-per-swad'), V. t. To per-
suade or influence against one's inclination or
opinion.

Like him who, being in good health, lodged himself in
a physician's house, and was over-persuaded by his landlord
to \jake physic, of which he died, for the benefit of bis doc-
tor. Dryden, .^^eid, Ded.

overpertedt, a. Having too much pertness,
self-conceit, or self-sufficiency. Bichardson.
When an unable spirit, being overperted with so high

authority, is too passionate in the execution of such an
office as cannot be checked but by violence.

Raleigh, Hist World, IL xxii m
overpick-loom (6'v6r-pik-lom), n. A loom
which has a picking or shuttle-driving arrange-
ment above, as distinguished from one hav-
ing an under- or a side-picking motion. E. H.
Knight.

over-picture (6-v6r-pik'tur), V. t. To exceed
the representation or picture of; represent or
picture in an exaggerated manner.

She did lie;, . . .

ffer-picturing that Venus where we see
The fancy outwork nature.

Sh4ik., A. and C, il 2. 205.

overplant (o-ver-planf), V. t. [< ME. over-

planten; < over + plant.'] If. To transplant.

And the Lord sayd, ifyeban feith as the com of Seneuey,
ye schulen seye to this more tre, be thou drawen up by the
roote, and be ouer-planiid into the see, and it schal obeye
to you. Wyclif, Luke xviL 6.

2. To plant too abundantly.
At that time the high price of oysters caused overplani-

ing, which led to the impoverishment of the planting-
grounds. Fisheries of IT. S., V. xL 527.

over-plate (6'ver-plat), r. In armor, the large
pauldron introduced about the middle of the
fifteenth century; also, the large cubitifere of

the same epoch—these being applied over the
complete brassard of plates.

OVerplawt, «• [ME., < over + plaiD.2 A boil-

ing over. Prompt. Faro., p. 373.

overplus (6'vep-plus), n. [< E. cfver + L. plu^,

more. Cf. surplus.'} Surplus ; that which re-

mains after a supply or beyond a quantity pro-
posed; excess.

If the rich men did believe this promise of God, they
would willingly and readily give a little to have the over-

plus. ioiiTTier, 2d Sermon bet Edw. VI, 155a

Our overplus of shipping will we bum

;

And, with the rest tull-mann'd, from the head of Actinm
Beat the approaching Ccesar. Shak., A. and C, iii. 7. 51.

overply (o-ver-pU')> ^- *• To ply to excess;

exert with too much vigor.

What supports me, dost thou ask?
The conscience, friend, to have lost them [my eyes] over-

plied
In Liberty's defence. MUton, Sonnets, zviL

overpoise (6-ver-poiz'), v. t. To outweigh. Sir

T. Brow « e, Vulg. Err. , iv. 6.

overpoise (6'v6r-poiz), v. Preponderantweight.
bryden, Bristle to his kinsman J. Dryden.

overpopulate (6-ver-pop'u-lat), V. t. To over-

people.

overpopulation (o-v6r-pop-u-la'shon), n. Ex-
cess of population. Pop. Sdl Mo., XXXVI. 182.

OVerpo^ (6-ver-p6st'), ». *. To hasten over
quickly.
You may thank the unquiet time for your quiet o'er-

poOing that action. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., L 2. 171.

overpower (6'ver-pou-er), n. Too great a pow-
er; extensive power.
For when a state growes to an over-power, it is like a great

floud, that will be sure to overflow.
Bacon, Vicissitudes of Things.

overpower (6-ver-pou'er), v.t. 1. To vanquish
by superior power or force ; subdue ; reduce to

sUence, inaction, or submission ; defeat.

over-rake

The lion dying thrusteth forth his paw.
And wounds the earth, if nothing dse, with rage
To be o'erpowered. Shak., lUoh. IL, v. 1. 31.

2. To be too intense or violent for ; overcome
by intensity; overwhelm: as, his emotions
overpowered him.
Madam, the greatness of your goodness overpowers me—that a lady so lovely should deign to turn her beauteous

eyes on me so. Sheridan, The Duenna, ii. 2.

Overpowered quite,
I cannot veil, or droop my sights

Tennyson, Ele£inor&

=Syn. 1. Beat, Overwhelm, etc. (see defeat), overbear, mas-
ter, crush.

overpoweringly (6-v6r-pou'6r-ing-li), <idv. In
an overpowering manner ; vpith superior force,
overpraise (6-vei'-praz'), v. t. To praise too
much; praise unduly or beyond measure.
overpraising (6-ver-pra'zing), n. Excessive
praise. Milton, P. L., ix. 615.

over-preach (6-ver-prech'),®. t. Topreaohwhat
is too profound for (the hearer or the mental
capacity of the hearer).

Many of us . . . over-preached our people's capacities.

Bp. Gauden, Tears of the Church, p. 117. (Domes.)

overpress (6-ver-pres'), «. *. 1. To bear upon
with irresistible force ; crush ; overwhelm.

Who with dolour and wo the hert ouer-presse.

Bom. of Partenay (K E. T. S.), I. 6226.

The prease and store of the Turkes was so great that
they were not able long to endure, but were so ouerpressed
that they could not wield their weapons.

Sakluyt's Voyages, IL 131.

1 am so overpressed with business as I have no time for
these or other mine own private occasions.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, L 447.

2. To overcome by importunity.
overpressort, »• An oppressor.

Fltz Stephen calleth him Violentns Cantii incubator:
that is, the violent overpressor of Kent.

Holland, tr. of Camden, p. 352. {Daoies.}

overpressure (6'ver-presh*ur), n. Excessive
pressure.

The intellectual overpressure of children in the schools.
Pop. Sd. Mo., XXXIV. 864.

Oveipressure-valve, a valve in a steam-boiler which
opens when a certain pressure is attained ; a safety-valve.

overprize (6-v6r-priz'), v. t. 1. To value or
prize at too high a rate.

My foes with wondYing eyes shall see
I ouer-prize my death.

Warner, Albion's England, iv. 22.

I am much beholden to your high opinion,
Which so overprizes my light services. Coleridge.

2. To surpass in value.

By being so retired,
(fer-prized all popular rate.

Shak., Tempest, L 2. 92.

over-jiroduction (6'ver-pro-duk'shon), n. Ex-
cessive production

;
production of commodities

in excess of demand.
Iknow not of any economical facts, except the two Ihave

specified, which have given rise to the opinion that a gen-
eral eoer-producHon of commodities ever presented iteelf

in actual experience, J. S. Mill, PoL Econ., iiL 14, § 4.

overproof (o-ver-prof), a. Having a less spe-
cific gravity than 0.91984: said of alcoholic li-

quors. If 10 volumes of water to 100 volumes of the spir-
it are needed to reduce the latter to proof, the liquor is

said to be 10 overproof, and so on, the number preceding
the word overproof iaoicating in all cases the number of
volumes of water I'equired to reduce 100 volumes of the
spirit to the specific gravily above named. In practice,
0.920 is the specific-gravity number used, which is suffi-

ciently accurate for commercial purposes. See proof and
underproof.

over-purchaset, v. i. To pay too high a price.

Whosoever buys either wealth or honour at the price of
a crime over-purchases.

GenUeman Instructed, p. 528. {Davies.)

over-purchase (o'ver-per'chas), «. A dear bar-
gain.

Mirth at the expence of Virtue is an over-pwrchase.
Jeremy Collier, Short View, p. 16L

overputt (o-ver-puf), V. t. [< ME. overputten; <

over + put^.l To overthrow; subdue.

overqurflt (6-v6r-kwel'), v. t. To quell; subdue

;

gain power over.

What champion now shal tame the power of bell,

Ajid the unrulie spirits overquell!
Bp. BaU, Elegy on Dr. Witaker.

over-rack (6-ver-rak'), V. t. To rack or torture
to excess ; overstrain ; overtax.

I'm over-rack'd with expectation
Of the event this plot will train Tiim to.

Beau, and Fl. O, Faithful Friends, iii. 1.

over-rake (6-ver-rak'), V. t. To rake fore and
aft, as a heavy sea a vessel at anchor with her
head to the wind ; sweep over.

The seas did so over-rake them as many times those upon
ye decke knew not whether they were within bord orwitii-
oute. Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 140i



over-rake

[The ship] was laid over on one side two and a half hours,
so low as the water stood upon her deck, and the sea over-

Taking her continually.
Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 76.

OVerrank (6-v6r-rangk'), a. Too rank or luxu-
riant.

Oh great corrector of enormous times.
Shaker of o'er-rank states

!

Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, v.

overrate (6-v6r-rat'), v. t. To rate or estimate
too highly.

Sir, you o'er-rate my poor kindness,
Shak., Cymbeline, L 4. 41.

overrate (o'v6r-rat), ». An excessive estimate
or rate.

At what an merrate I had made purchase. Mamnger.

overreach (6-ver-rech'), i>. [< ME. overreehen;
< ouer -i- reach^.'] I, trans. If. To overtake.

Madam, it so tell out, that certain players
We o'er-raught on the way.

Shak., Hamlet, lit 1. 17.

2. Toreachbeyondinanydirection; riseabove;
extend or go beyond.
And now is no Man in Grace hut the new Marquess of

SuSolk ; all Favours from the King and Queen must pass
by him, and the Extent of his Power over-reacheth all the
Council. Baker, Chronicles, p. 188.

A common error when working to windward in a race
for the purpose of rounding a weather mark-boat, is for a
boat to overreach herself—that ia to say, stand on farther
than necessary for weathering the mark.

Qutdtrough, Boat Sailer's Manual, p. 138.

3. To deceive by cunning, artifice, or sagacity;
cheat; outwit.

For that false spright . . .

Was so expert in every subtile slight

That it could overreach the wisest earthly wight.
Spenser, F. Q., IV. 11. 10.

Upon my life, by some device or other
The villain is o'er-raught of all my money.
They say this town is full of cozenage.

Shak., 0. of E., i. 2. 96.

4. To reach or stretch too far.

She over-reached her right arm, and felt pain in the
shoulder. Lancet, No. 3466, p. 241.

=Syn. 3. To dupe, circumvent, cozen, gull, bamboozle,
take in.

II. intrans. In the manige, to strike the toe
of the hind foot against the heel or shoe of the
fore foot : said of a horse Overreaching device.
an attachment to the foot or leg of a horse to prevent
overreaching.

overreacher (6-v6r-re'ch6r), n. 1. One who
overreaches; one who deceives.— 2. A horse
that overreaches.
overread (6-ver-red'), v. t. [< ME. overreden,

< AS. oferrcedan, read over, consider, < ofer,

over, + rwdan, read: see read^.'] To read over;
peruse.

Many other bokes that I haue sought & ouerredde for to
accomplysshe hit.

iJom. of Partenay (U. E. T. S.), Bret, p. vi.

You shall anon over.read it at your pleasure.
Shak, M. for M., iv. 2. 212.

overread (6-v6r-red'), a. Having read too
much.
For him as for few in this overread age literature meant

the time-tested masterpieces.
The Academy, May 4, 1889, p. 305.

overreckon (6-v6r-rek'n), V. t. To reckon,

compute, or estimate in excess.

K we will needs over-reckon our condition, we do but
help to aggravate our own wretchednesse.

Bp. HaU, Balm of Gilead, ix.

O God, if he were a doer of good, over-reckon his good
deeds ; and if he were an evil-doer, pass over his evil-do-

ings. E. W. Lane, Modem Egyptians, III. 164.

oveiredt (6-v6r-red'), v. t. To smear with a
red color. [Rare.]

Go prick thy face, and over-red thy fear,

Thou lily-liver'd boy. Shak., Macbeth, v. 3. 14.

over-refine (6"v6r-re-fin'), V. i. To refine too

much ; refinewith an undue amount of subtlety.

over-refinement (6"v6r-re-fin'ment), n. Ex-
cessive refimement; refinement with excess of

subtlety or affectation of nicety.

over-rent (p-ver-renf), V. i. To exact too high

a rate of rent ; rack-rent.

The lords and landed oaer-rent.

And cunningly the same
The parasite doth ouer-reach.

And beares away the game.
Warner, Albion's England, v. 22.

override (6-v6r-rid'), v. t. [< MB. overriden (=
D. overriiden = G. uberreiten = Dan. override)

;

< m<er + ride.'] 1. To ride over; hence, to

trample down ; supersede : as, a decision that

overrides all previous decisions.

Thare myghte mene see Eomaynez rewfully wondyde,
Overredyne with renkes of the round table 1

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1524.
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The cartere, overryden with his carte,

Under the whel ful lowe he lay adoun.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, L 1164.

I wol that reaume ouer-ride and rediliche destrne.
Wmiam of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), L 4147.

Whatever reluctance other members of the tribe have
to recognize the leadership of any one member is likely

to be over-ridden by their desire for safety when recogni-

tion of his leadership furthers that safety.

H. fencer, Prin. of SocioL, 1 473.

2. To ride too*much; fatigue by riding.

How like a troop of rank oreridden jades
Yon bushy-bearded citizens appeare 1

Heywood, 1 Edw. IV. (Works, ed. Pearson, L 27).

3. To outride
;
pass in riding.

I over-rode him on the way. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., L 1. 30.

4. In sttrg., to overlap: said of a fragment of a
broken bone in relation to another fragment.

—

To override one's commission, to discharge one's office

in too arbitrary a manner, or with too high a hand.

over-righteous (o-ver-n'tyus), a. Righteous
overmuch; affecting excessive sanctity. Boget,

overripe (6-ver-iip'), a. Too ripe; also, in an
intensive use, more than ripe.

Thy years are ripe and over-ripe; the son
Of Macedonian Philip had ere these
Won Asia, and the throne of Cyrus held
At his dispose. MitUm, P. H., iii. 31.

We may not be forced to trust the matter so long agi-

tated, and now overripe for settlement^ to chance, to the
unopened future. Oladsbme.

overripen (6-ver-ri'pn), V. t. To make too ripe.

Why droops my lord, like over-ripen'd com,
Hanging the head at Ceres' plenteous load?

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., L 2. 1.

overroast (o-v6r-r6st'), v. t. To roast too much.
Better 'twere that both of us did fast,

Since, of ourselves, ourselves are choleric.

Than feed it with such over-roasted flesh.

Shak., T. of the S., iv. 1. 178.

overrule (6-v6r-r61'), v. I. trans. 1. To rule

against; reject; pronounce to be invalid or un-
tenable; set aside: as, the plea was overruled.

All these objections . . . were ovemded; so that I was
obliged to comply. Goldsmith, Vicar, x.

He overrules or reverses, with the most philosophical
coolness, many of the decisions made by Jeifreys and other
hanging judges among his predecessors.

Whipple, Ess. and Kev., I. 17.

2. To have sway over; exercise rule or control-

ling influence over; control.

Civil law, being the act of the whole body politic, doth
therefore overrule each severalpart of the same body.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 10.

My lord, you shall o'er-ride my mind for once.
Shak., B-lch. III., la 1. 67.

3. To influence or turn in another direction,

or to another course of action, by greater au-
thority or power: as, the accident was over-

ruled for good.
Good faith, you shall not; I will overrule you.

B. Jonsan, Every Man in his Humour, ii. 1.

He talked a good deal about honour, and conscience,
and deceiving some dear friend ; but, lord, we soon over-

ruled that. Sheridan, The Duenna, ill 2.

But God o'errules all human follies still,

And bends the tough materials to his will.

Cowper, Charity, 1. 463.

U. intrans. To exercise control; prevail.

When a world of men
Could not prevail with all their oratory.

Yet hath a woman's kindness over-ruled.

Shak., 1 Hen. VL, ii. 2. 50.

OVerruler (6-v6r-r6'ler), n. One who controls,

directs, or governs. Sidney, Defense of Poesy.
overrulingly (6-v6r-r6'ling-li), adv. In an over-
ruling manner.
overrun (6-v6r-run'), v. [< ME. *overrunnen,

overrennen, overri/nnen; < over + run.] I. trans,

1. To run over in speech or in thought; trav-

erse; go over.

Thus much, Sir, I have briefly overranne to direct your
understanding to the wel-head of the History.

Spenser, F. Q., To the Header.

Clifford, but bethink thee once again.

And in thy thought o'er-run my former time

;

And, if thou canst for blushing, view this face.

Shak., S Hen. VI., L 4. 46.

2. To run or spread over; grow over; cover all

over; extend over or throughout; be propa-
gated throughout.

Till the tears that she hath shed for thee
Like envious floods o'er-run her lovely face.

She was the fairest creature in the world.
Shak., T. of the S., Ind., ii. 67.

Of all false religions, the Mahometan came nearest to

the Christian in the swift manner of its propagation ; for

in a small time it over-ran a great p'art of the eastern

world. Bp. Atteroury, Sermons, I. iv.

Stone walls overrun with privet and barberries;
Longfellow, Kavanagh, xxi.

3. To harass by hostile incursions; overcome
and take possession of by invasion.

overseaming

It is ea^e to forraie and overrunne the wliole lande.
Spenser, State of Ireland

An army have I muster'd in my thoughts.
Wherewith already France is overrun.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., L 1. 102.

4. To outrun; run faster than (another) and
leave (him) behind.

Anaxius followed me ; but his proud heart did so disdain

that exercise that I had quickly over-run him.
Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii.

By M' AUei-tons faire propositions and large promises,

I have over rune my selfe.

Sherley, quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation, p. 309.

In pursuit of his interests, hemade all the doubles which
he thought necessary to attain his object. He often over-

ran his prey, and missed that which he might have gained

by observing a straighter course. Scott, Monastery, xxiii.

5. To run beyond; exceed; especially, to go
beyond some prescribed or recognized limit, as

of space or time.

The bounty overruns our due,

The fulness shames our discontent.
Whittier, For an Autumn Festival.

6. To run over or run down; tread dovm; over-

whelm; crush by superior force.

Keeping his cattle in inclosure where they shall always

have fresh pasture that now is all trampled and overrun.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

Such is thy wont, that still when any Knight
Is weakned, then thou doest him over-ronne.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. i. 44.

7. In printing, to extend, as composed types,

beyond the limit first determined; carry over

(words or lines) to the next line, oolpnn, or

page To overrun the constable. Same as to outrun
the comtahle (p) (which see, under constable).

11. intrans. 1. To become superabundant or
excessive; overflow; run over.— 2. To extend
beyond the due or desired length, as a line or

page in printing, or beyond any prescribed or
desired limit, as in the paying out of a line from
a reel, etc.

OVerrunner (6-ver-run'6r), n. One who over-

runs.
Vandal o*er-runners, Goths in Literature.

Lovelace, Lucasta, ii.

oversail (6-v6r-sal'), v. i. In arch., to project

beyond the general face.

oversay (6-ver-sa'), v. t. ; pret. and pp. oversaid,

ppr. oversaving. To say over; repeat. Ford.

[Rare.]

overscapet, v. t. [MB. overscapen; < over +
scape .] To escape.

Whiohe for to counte is but a jape,

As thynge whiche thou mygte overscape.
Gamer. (HalliuieU.y

overscent (6-v6r-sent'), v. t. To scent exces-
sively; scent so as to cover or conceal the ori-

ginal odor.

Sanders himself having the stench of his railing tongue
over-scerded with the fragrant ointment of this prince's
memory. FuUer, Ch. Hist, II. 303.

overscore (o-ver-skor'), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. over-

scored, ppr. overscoring. To score or draw a line

or lines over ; erase by drawing lines over.

It had originally been written London, and afterwards
carefully overscored— not, however, so effectually as to con-
ceal the word from a scrutinizing eye.

Poe, Prose Tales, L 379.

over-scrupulous (6-ver-skr5'pu-lus), a. Scru-
pulous to excess.

Men are not apt to be overscrupulous as to measures
which they deem essential to their personal safety.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 7.

over-scrupulousness (6-ver-skro'pu-lus-nes),
n. The quality of being over-scruptdous; ex-
cess of scrupulousness.
OVer-scutched (6-v6r-skucht'), a. Probably,
over-switched, over-whipped, or over-drubbed.
And sung those tunes to the over-seutched huswives that

he heard the carmen whistle. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ilL 2. 340.

oversea (6'v6r-se'), adv. To or in a place be-
yond the sea ; abroad. Scott, Pevenl of the
Peak, xxvi.

oversea (6-v6r-se'), a^ [< oversea, adv. Of. AS.
ofersceUc, also oferswwisc, from over the sea,

transmarine.] Foreign ; from beyond the sea.

Some tai'-journeyed gentlemen, at their return home^
like as they love to go in foreign apparel, so they will
powder their talk with oversea language.

Sir T. Wilson, Art of Rhetoric, iii.

overseam (o'vfer-sem), n. A seam in which
the tliread is, at each stitch, passed over the
edges of the margins sewed together, in such a
manner as to bind the edges; an overhand seam.
overseam (6-vfer-sem'), v. i. To do over-
seaming: same as overcast, 6, and overhand.
overseaming (6'ver-se-ming),». Akind of sew-
ing in which, while the margins of two pieces
are seamed together, the thread is also laid



overseanung

over the edges of the pieces, and drawn down
in a manner which binds uie edges, in over-
Beaming by hand the needle is passed tluongh the ma-
terial always from the same aide^ the thrpi"^ being laid
over the edges at each sUtch. In machine OTerseaming
the thread is "looped" over the edges at each stitch.
Buttonhole-stdtching, where the buttonhole is first cnt
and then stitched, is a kind of oveiseaming, thongh not
usually so called. Orerseaming is employed in the mana-
foctnie of kid gloves, the seaming together of breadths of
carpet, etc. See gtUch and overlumd.

overseas (o'ver-sez'), adv. iSame as oversea.

He lost the sense that handles daily life^ ...
And sick at home went overseas for change.

Termyam, Walking to the UaiL

oversee (6-v6r-se'), r. [< ME. overseen, oversen,

< AS. oferseiin (= D. overHen = MLG. oversen
= OHGr. ubarsehan, MHG. G. ubersehen = Sw.
ofrerse = Ban. averse), look over, look down
upon, despise, < ofer, over, + seon, see : see
seel.] L trans. 1. Tolookover; superintend;
overlook ; take care of ; look out for.

Ouer-geye me at my sopere and some tyme at nones.
Piert Plowman (B,\ v. S78.

That he should rule, ouers^ and correct the manners and
condicions of the people.

jHoH, 154S, Hen. V., 1 1. (BdOivxlL)

Thoo, Collatine, shalt oversee this wilL
Shak., Lucrece, L 1205.

A . . . wife . . . without noise will oversee

His children and his family.
l>ryden, tr. of Horace's Epodes, ii 65.

2t. To revise.

I therefore the said towne clerk . . . exhorte and pray
all sache worshipfulle peisones as hereafter shall be <^llid

and electid to the seide office;, at theire ceasons of ley-

sonre, to rede or do to be redde and overseen this present
boke. Bnglish GOds (B. £. I. S.), p. 413.

St. To passunheeded; omit; neglect; overlook.

Kay, Madnm, I advise nothing ; I only lay before yon,
as a Friend, the Inconveniences which perhaps you have
overseen, Congreee, Way of the World, v. 5.

To be overseent. (a) To be deceived, deluded, or mis-
taken.

They 're mighUly o'erwen in it, methinks.
MiddUton, Chaste Maid, iv. 1.

How are poor women overseen! We must
Cast awf^ ourselves upon a whining lover.

In chari^. Skaiey, Hyde Park, L 2.

(&) To be tipsy ; be intoxicated.

Syte not to longe vppe at euene.
For drede with ale thou 6c ouer-sene.

Booke of Precedence (B. E. T. a, extra ser.X i- 49.

All this is come tbrough the occasion of making ... a
supper in my chamber : the Lord pardon me, I tamst no
more to i« so tar overseetL.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 18S3X H. 31.

TT . intrans. To omit or neglect to see ; over-

look.
The most expert gamesters may sometimes oversee.

Fuller.

overseer (6-ver-ser'), /(. [< orersee + -eri.] 1.

One who overlooks ; a superintendent; a super-

visor; one who has the care or superintendence
of any matter.

The overseer also of the Levites at Jerusalem was TJxzI

the son of J^uiL ^N'eh. zl 2-2.

Your family and children be without good overseers.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1853X n. 217.

For all this, he [a prince] is nothing but a servant, over.

seer, or graS, and not the head, which is a title belonging
only to Christ. Knox, Hist. Keformation, Pref.

2. Specifically, one who oversees or superin-

tends workmen, especially slaves ; onewho has
charge, under the owner or manager, of the
work on a plantation, or, in Australia, on a
station.

From the earliest dawn of the day they [field-hands] had
been in the fields, pressed to work under the driving lash

of the overseers. Mrs. &ovx. Uncle Tom's Cabin, xTxii.

St. A reviser; a critic.

There are in the world certain voluntary overseers of aU
books, whose censure in this respect would fall as sharp

on us as it hath done on many others.
Hooter, Ecdes. Polity, v. 31.

4t. An executor or an adviser to an executor,

formerly sometimes named in wills.

Overseer to most of their wills.

Bp. Parker, Flatonick PhUos,, p. 31.

Overseers of l)lghways,'in certain States, local officers

charged with supervising the construction and repair of

pubUc roads. [IT. s.}— Overseers ofthe poor, officers ap-

pointed annuidly by the justices in all the parishes of Eng-

land and Wales, whoseprimary duty it is to rate the Inhabi-

tants for the poor-rate, and collect the same. ThereUefof
the poor is now administered by the boards of guardians,

who may appoint assistant overseers. The office is com-
pulsory, and entirely gratuitous, but several classes of

persons are exempt from serving. Numerous misceUane-

ous duties, over and above their original duty of relieving

the poor, are now imposed by statute on overseers: such

as making out the lists of voters, lists of persons in ar-

rears of rates, etc. In certain of the United States, also,

there are officers of local government called overseers of

the poor; their duties, however, are generally confined to

the administering of relief to the poor.
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OVerseership (6-ver-ser'ship), n. [< overseer +
-ship.'] The of&ce or station of an overseer,

oversell (6-ver-sel'), V. t. and i. 1. To sell at
too high a price.

Life with ease I can disclaim.
And think it oversold to purchase fame.

Dryden, .£neid, ix.

2. To sell more than can be delivered or more
than is in existence ; to " sell short" : as, to over-

sell a stock.
As, however, the ordinary reason for the non-delivery of

a stock is that one has not got it to deliver, backwarda-
tion usually marks that the stock has been oversold by
speculators. Jf. and Q., eth ser., XL 45s.

overset (o-ver-sef), v. [< 3IE. oversetten, set
over (= D. overzetten — G. Ubersetzen = Sw. of-
versatta = Dan. orerscette, translate) ; < over +
setl.] I. tram. 1, To set over.—2. To turn
over; overturn; capsize.

The winds thy sighs

:

Who, raging with thy tears, and they with them,
without a sudden cfdm, will overset

Thy tempest^tossed body, SAa*.,E. and J., ill. 5. 137.

A small bark of Salem, of about twelve tons, . , . was
overset in a gust. Winthrop, Hist. Xew England, L 71.

3. To overthrow ; subvert ; overturn.

We might . . . overset the whole power of France,
Additon, Present State of the War.

She made no scruple of oversetting all human institu-

tions, and scattering them as with a breeze from her fan.

Hauthome, Blithedale Bomauce, vL

4. To overcome. HaUiweTl. [Prov. Eng.]
The people were so ouersette with their enemies that

manye of them were as yolden, and tooke paitie agalne
their owne neighboures. Fabyan, Chron. (ed. 1559^ L 62.

5t. To overchaa^e ; assess at too high a rate.

The usurers and publicans . . . bought in great the
emperor's tribute, and, to make their most advantage, did
overset the people. Tyndale, Works, II. 71. (Davies.)

n. intrans. To be overturned ; be upset.

The pilot kept in close by the laud, to see if no bight^

or inle^ offered to bring up in ; but we were going with
such violence that I was satisfied we should overset if we
attempted this. Bruce, Source of the NUe^ L 216.

While kingdoms overset.

Or lapse from hand to hand.
Tennyson, Talking Oak.

overset (o'ver-set), n. [< overset, ».] 1. An
upsetting; overturn; ruin.—2t. An excess;
superfluity.

This overset of wealth and pomp. Bvmet.

oversew (6-ver-sd'), V. t. To sew in a manner
similar to overcasting, but more closely, so as
completely to cover the edge of the material,

and with greater care. Diet, of Needletvork.
OVershade (o-ver-shad'), v. t. To cover with
^ade ; cover with anything that causes dark-
ness; render dark or gloomy.

Black night o'ershade thy day, and death thy life 1

Shak., Itlcll. HL, L 2, 131.

overshadow (o-ver-shad'o), V. t. [< ME. *over-

shadtnen, < AS. ofersceadwian (= MHG. «6er-

sehatewen, 6. iiberschatten = Goth, ufarska-

dwjan), overshadow, < ofer, over, + sceadwian,

shadow: see shadow, r.] 1. To throw a shadow
over ; overshade ; shade.
Whfle he yet spake, behold, a bright cloud overshadowed

them. ilat. xvlL 5.

Except by the rivers and savage habitations, where they

are not overshadowed from the sunne, they are covered

with fruit. Caft. John SnUth, Works, 1. 122.

2. To shelter; protect; cover with protecting

influence.
The power of the Highest shall overshadow thee.

Luke i. 35.

overshadower (6-ver-shad'o-er), n. One who
throws a shade over anything. Bacon, To the

King, Jan. 2, 1618.

OVershadowyt(6-ver-shad'o-i),a. [<.overshadow

-I- -yi.] (>vershadowing. [Bare.]

The Fig Tree . . . hath her Figs aboue the lea^becanse

it is so large and ouershadowie.

Hol&nd, tr. of Pliny's Sat Hist, xvi 26. (Davies.)

overshake (d-v6r-shak'), »• <• it. To shake

away; disperse.

Now welcom somer, with thy Sonne softe.

That hast this wintres weders orer-sAofo.

Chaueer, Parliament of Fowls, L 686.

2. To shake excessively.

overshave (6'ver-shav), «. In coopering, same
as hackingjointer (which see, underjoinferi).

overshine (6-ver-shin'), "• t- [< ME. 'overshi-

nen, < AS. oferscinan (= D. overschenen = OHG.
ubersMnen, MHG. Hbersdhinen, G. Oberscheinen),

shine upon, < ofer, over, -I- snnan, shine: see

shine.'] 1. To shine upon; illumine.

That we, the sons of brave Plantagenet,

Each one already blazing by our meeds.

Should notwithstanding join our lights togeUier

And over-shine the earth as this the world.
miak., 3 Hen. Vl, ii. 1. 3&

overside

2. To outshine ; surpass in brightness.

Therefore, lovely Tamora, queen of Goths,
That like the stately Phoebe 'mongst her nymphs
Dost overshine the gallant'st dames of Rome.

Shak., Tit And., L 1. 817

overshirt (o'ver-shert), n. An outer shirt.

overshoe (6'ver-sho), n. [= D. overschoen = G,
iiberschuh = Sw. ofversko = Dan. oversko; as
over + shoeS] A shoe worn over another; spe-
cifically, an outer water-proof shoe; also, an
outside shoe lined with fur or other warm ma-
terial, worn in winter for the sake of warmth.
overshoot (o-ver-shof), r. [< ilE. oversheten,

< AS. *ofersee6tan, shoot over, < ofer, over, +
scedtan,^ooti see shoot.] I. trans. 1. To shoot
over, as water on a wheel.— 2. To shoot or go
beyond; fly beyond; hence, to exceed; overstep.

The houndes had overshet hym alle.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, L 383.

In the fogge . . . [he] missed the shippe, and ouershot
her, and afterwards, returning backe, he found the ship,

BaMuyCs Voyages, L 429.

But this caused us to overshootour time, themoon spend-
ing so fast R. Knox (Arbor's Eng. Garner, I. 406).

And when thou hast on foot the purblind hare,
Mark the poor wretch, to overshoot his trouble
How he outruns the wind.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, L 680.

The lark is gay.
That drives his feathers, saturate with dew.
Beneath the rosy cloud, while yet the beams
Of daysprlng overshoot his humble nest

Cooper, Task, L 49&

3. To shoot over or beyond, as a mark.

Every Inordinate appetite defeats itsown satisfaction by
overshooting the mark it aims at TiUotson.

There was, however, a kind of wholesale sanctity about
the place which overshot the mark.

H. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 13&

To overshoot one's sel^ to venture too far ; go too far

in any conise of action ; overreach one's self.

In finding fault with the lawes, I doubt me, you shall

much over-shoote your seHf. Spenser, State of Ireland.

Believe me, you shall not overshoot yourself, to send him
that word by me. B. Jonson, Epictene, iv. 2.

My Lord of Bochester . . . overshot himselfe, by the
same carriage and stiffnesses which their friends thought
theymlght havewell spar'd, . . . and that it had ben suf-

ficient to have declar'd their dissent with lesse passion.
Evelyn, Diary, Feb. 21, 1689.

n. intrans. To shoot over or too far; hence,
to overstep due bounds in any respect.

Your ladyship will pardon me my fault

;

If I have over-shot, 111 shoot no more.
B. Jonson, New Inn, ii. 1.

OVershootingt (6-vfer-sho'ting), p. a. Exces-
sive.

I am to requireyou not to have an overshooting expeciet^

tlon of me. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, v.

overshot (o-ver-shof), j). a. 1. Exceeded in
shooting or in any effort ; surpassed.

But are yon not ashamed? nay, are you not.

All three of you, to be thus much o'ershot?

Shak., L. L, L., iv. 3. 160.

2. Having exceeded proper limits in drinking

;

intoxicated; tipsy. [CoUoq.]

Death ! Colonel, I knew you were overshot Chapman.

Overshot leaves, in hot, in the Musd, those leaves in
which the anterior margin turned toward the vegetative

point of the stem stands higher than the posterior one,
and thus the anterior margin of every leaf overlaps the
posterior margin of the leaf which stands before it^ while
its own po^erior
margin Is overlap-
ped by the anterior
margin of the leaf
which stands be-
hind it Encyc.
Brit., xvn. 6;.—
Overshot water-
wheel, a wheel that
receives the water
shot over the top on
the descent The
circumference of
thewheelisfurnish-
ed with buckets, so
fashioned and dis-

posed as to receive
the water at the top
of the wheel and
retain it until they
reach, as nearly as possible, the lowest point The watei

acts principally by its gravity, thongh some effect is also

due to the veloci^ vrith which it stnkes the wheeL

overshot (6'ver-shot), n. A mill with an over-

shot wheel.
More water for another mill.

An old weak over-shot I must provide for.

Beau, and Fl., Mad Lover, iv. X

overside (o'ver-sid'), adv. Over the side, as of

a ship. [Bare.]

The bulk of the cargo, instead of being put npon the
quays is discharged overside into lighters and conveyed
to wharves. The Engineer, LXVUL 232.

Oveishot Watei-wheel.



overside

overside (6-v6r-sid'), a- Acting over the side

:

as, overside dredges (that is, dredges that dis-
charge over the side).

oversight (6'v6r-sit), n. [= D. over^gt = Q.
iibersicht = Sw. ofversigt = Dan. oversigt; as
over + sight.'] 1. Superintendence; inspec-
tion ; watchful care.

Feed the flock of God whioh is among you, taking the
oversight thereof, not by constraint, but willingly.

1 Pet. V. 2.

2. A mistake of inadvertence; an overlook-
ing; omission; error.

Be not always ready to excuse every over-giglit, or indis-
cretion, or ill action. Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, iL 4.

=Syn. 1. Supervision, inspection, control, direction, man-
agement, charge.— 2. Inadvertence, etc. (see negligence),
mistake, blunder, slip.

oyersightedness (6'ver-sit-ed-nes), n. Long-
sightedness; hypermetropia.

oversilet, v. t. [< <yver + sile, var. of ceil : see
ceil.l To cover over; conceal.

Ere I my malice cloke or oversUe,
In giving Izac such a counsel! vile.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas. (Naires.)

0Versizei(6-v6r-siz'),i;. <. [iover + size^.] To
surpass in hulk or size. [Bare.]
Or for that [Dalmatians] bred in amountainous coantrey,

who are generally observed to oiier-gize those that dwell
on low levels. Sandys, Travailes, p. 2.

oversize^ (6-v6r-siz'), v. t. [< over + size'^.'] To
cover vrith size or viscid matter. [Bare.]

O^er-sisxd with coagulate gore,
With eyes like carbuncles, the hellish Pyrrhus
Old grandsire Priam seeks. Shak., Hamlet, iL 2. 484.

overskip (6-v6r-skip' ), v.t. [< ME. oversMppen

;

< over -f sMp.'] 1. To skip or leap over; pass
over by leaping; hence, to omit.

Many a worde I oversMpte
In my tale, lor pure fere.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, L 1208.

Presume not, ye that are sheep, to make yourselves
guides of them that guide you; neither seek ye to oversHp
the fold. Quoted in Booker's Eccles. Polity, Prel., lit

2. To pass by or fail to see or find; pass by or
treat with indifference ; neglect ; slight.

But then the mind much sufferance doth o'eraHp,
When grief hath mates, and bearing fellowship.

Shak., Lear, iii. 6. 113.

But if we haue oversMpped it, we will not enuie them
that shall And it.

Quoted in Capt, John Smith's Works, I. 221.

overskippert (o-vSr-skip '6r) , m. One who skips
(as passages in reading).

So is he a goky, by god, that in the godspel failletb, . . .

And omr-sHppers also. Piers Plowman (C), xiv. 123.

overskirt (6'ver-sk6rt), n. 1. An outer sMrt.— 2. Drapery arranged upon or over the skirt
of a dress.

overslaugh (6-v6r-slft')i i>- *• [< D- overslaan
(= Gr. iiberschlagen), skip over, pass by, omit,
< over, = E. over, + slaan, = E. sla/y, strike : see
over and slay.'] 1. To pass over in favor of
another: as, to overslaugh a.'biVL in a legislature.

[U. S.]— 3. To hinder or obstruct: as, to <yver-

slaugh a military officer. [U. S.]— 3. To op-
press; keep down. [U. S.]

Society is everywhere aeeriiaughed with institutions.
Instead of being robust and healthy, it is getting into the
condition of a sick man.

W. Mathews, Oetting on in the World, p. 89.

overslayt (o'vfer-sla), n. [< MB. overstay (also

over slaum), < AS. merslsge, ofersl<ege, lintel, <

ofer, over, + siege, (.sledn, strike : see sUvy.] A
lintel or transom. Prompt. Parv., p. 374.

oversleep (6-v6r-slep'), *. I. trans. To sleep be-
yond: as, to oversleep the usual hour of rising.
—To oversleep one's suf, to sleep longer than one ought
or desires to sleep.

II. intrans. To sleep beyond the proper or
desired time of waking.

overslidet (6-ver-slad'5, ». i. To slide over orby

;

pass by.
For lacke of time I let ouersUde.

Lydgate, Story of Thebes, ii.

overslip (6-v6r-slip'), v.t. 1. To slip or pass
without notice

;
pass undone or unused.

It [this poem] was soe sodainlie thrust into the presse
that I had noe competencie of time . . . with a more dili-

gent pervsall to correct any easily overslipped errour.

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 111.

Faultes escaped in the Printing correcte with your
pennes: omitted Iw my neglygence, oiterslippe with pa-
tience. I^ly, Euphues and his England, p. 224.

2. To pass over (any one); pass by. Shale.,

T. G. of v., ii. 2. 9.

overslept (6'ver-slop), n. [< ME. oversloppe, <

AS. oferslop, also oferslype (= Icel. yfirsloppr),

an overgarment, surplice, < ofer, over, -I- *slop,

*slype (m comp.), a garment: see slop^, slip.]

An upper garment ; a surplice.
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His oversloppe nis nat worth a myte.
Chaucer, ProL to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, L 80.

overslowt (o-ver-sl6'), V. t. To render slow;
check ; curb. Mammond, Works, IV. 563.

oversman (6'v6rz-man), re.; pi. oversmen (-men).
An overseer; a superintendent; specifically,

in Scots law, an umpire appointed by a submis-
sion to decide where two arbiters have differed
in opinion, or namedby the arbiters themselves,
under powers given them by the submission.
oversnow (6-v6r-sn6'), v. t. 1. To cover with
snow.

Beauty o'ersnou^d and bareness every where.

Hence— 2. To cover and whiten as with snow

;

make hoary.

Ere age unstrimg my nerves, or time o'ersnowed my head.
Dryden, ^neid, v.

oversoon (6-v6r-s6n'), adv. Too soon.
oversorrow (6-ver-sor'6), v. t. To grieve or af-

flict to excess.

He . . . shall restore the much-wronged and over-sor-
rowed stato of matrimony. Milton, Divorce, Pref.

over-soul (6'v6r-s61), n. [Imitated from Skt.
adlvydtman,<, adhi, over, -I- dtman, breath, spirit,

soul, self: see atmo-.] The divine spiritual
unity of things ; God as the spiritual unity of
aU being and the source of spiritual illumina-
tion: used by Emerson, without precise defini-
tion, as a philosophical conception.

The only prophet of that which must be is that great
nature in which we rest, as the earth lies in the soft arms
of the atmosphere ; that Unity, that Over-soul, within which
every man's particulai* being is contained and made one
with all other ; that common heart.

i, 1st ser., p. 244.

The over-soul of Emerson is that aspect of Deity which
is loiown to theology as the Holy Spirit.

0. W. Holmes, Emerson, p. 411.

OVerso'W (6-v6r-s6'), v.t. [< ME. *oversowen, <
AS. ofersSman (= OS. 6bharsajan= OHG. uhar-
sdwen), oversow, < ofer, over, + sdwan, sow: see
sow^.] 1. To sow over; scatter or sprinkle
over.

Whilst he sleeps, the enemy oversows the field of his
heart with tares. Bev. T. Adams, Works, I. 480.

2. To SOW too much of: as, to oversow one's
wheat.— 3. To sow too much seed upon: as,
to oversow a lot with rye.

overspan (6-v6r-span'), v. t. To reach or extend
over.

OVersparred(6-v6r-spard'), a. Havingtoo large
spars, or masts and yards: said of a vessel.

overspeak (6-v6r-spek'), v. I. intrans. To
speak too much ; use too many words.

Il.t trans. To express in too many or too big
words: used reflexively.

Describing a small fly, he extremely over-worded and
over-spake himself in his expression of it, as if he had
spoken of the Nemean Lion.

Hales, Golden Kemains, p. 229.

overspent (6-v6r-spent'), a. Harassed or fa-
tigued to an extreme degree.

Thestylis wild thyme and garlic beats
For harvest hinds, o'erspent with toil and beats.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Eclogues, ii. 9.

overspratt. A Middle English contracted third
person singular of overspread,

overspread (6-ver-spred'), »• [< ME. over-
spreden, < AS. ofersprwdan (= D. overspreiden
= MHQ-. G-. Uherspreiten), < ofer, over, + spra-
dan,apTea,A: see spread.] I. trans. l.Tospread
over; cover over.

And after this, Theseus hath ysent
After a beer, and it al ooer^rradde
With cloth of gold, the richeste that he hadde.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 2013.

Darkness over^tread the deep.
Ere Nature rose from her eternal sleep.

Cou/per, Expostidation, I. 636.

2. To be scattered over.

Here wild olive shoots o'erspread the ground,
And heaps of berries strew the fields around.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, ii. 264.

II. intrans. To be spread or scattered about.
overspring (6-v6r-sprmg'), «'. t. [< MB. over-
springen (= D. overspringen= MHG. uberspring-
en, G. iiberspringen) ; < over + spring.] To over-
top ; overclimb ; rise above.

That fyve fadme at the leeste it oversprynge
The hyeste rokke in Armorik Briteyne.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 332.

overstain (6-ver-stan'), V. t. To stain the sur-
face of; besmear.

We well could wash our hands ; . . .

Heaven knows they were besmear'd and overstain'd.
Shak., K. John, iii. 1. 236.

OVerstand (6-v6r-stand'), V. t. To stand too
strictly on the demands or conditions of.

overstrike

Hers they shaU be if you refuse the price

;

What madman would o'erstand bis market twice!
Dryden, tr. of Theocritus's Idyls, iU.

overstare (6-v6r-star'), v. t. To outstare.

I would o'erstare the sternest eyes that look.

Shak., M. of V. (ed. KnightJ, ii. 1. 27.

overstate (6-v6r-stat'), v. t. To exaggerate in
statement; express or declare in too strong
terms.

All needless multiplication of points of controversy,
whether in the foim of overstating differences, or under-
stating agreements. Pop. Sd. Mo., XXVIII. 616.

overstatement (6-v6r-8tat'ment), n. An exag-
gerated statement; an overcharged account or
recital.

Emerson hates the superlative, but he does unquestion-
ably love the tingling effect of a witty overstatement.

0. W. Holmes, Emerson, vi.

overstay (o-ver-sta'), v. t. To stay or delay be-
yond; stay beyond the limits or duration of:

as, to overstay one's time.

overstep (6-v6r-step'), v. t. [< ME. *overst^pen,
< AS. ofersteppan (= D. overstappen = OHG.
vherstephen), cross over, exceed, < ofer, over, +
steppan, step: see step, v.] To step over or

beyond; exceed.

When a government, not content with requiring decen-
cy, requires sanctity, Itoversteps the bounds which mark its

proper functions. Maeaulay, Leigh Hunt

overstock (6'ver-stok), n. Superabundance;
more than is sufSeient.

overstock (o-v6r-stok'), v. t. To stock or sup-
ply in excess of what is wanted; fill to over-
flowing; glut; crowd: as, to (raerstocfc the mar-
ket with goods, or a farm with cattle.

Some think the fools were most^ as times went then.
But now the world's o'erstack'd with prudent men.

Dryden, The Medal, \. 102.

overstockst (o'v6r-stoks), n. pi. [< over +
stocks. Of. nether-stoclc] Knee-breeches.
OVerstore (o-ver-stor' ),v.t. To store to excess

;

supply in superabundance. /. Walton, Com-
plete Angler, p. 148.

overstory (6'ver-st6"ri), n.; pi. overstories (-riz).

In arch., a clearstory or any upper story.

overstrain (6-ver-stran'), v. I. intrans. To
strain or strive to excess ; make exhausting or
injurious efforts.

He [Apelles] wished all painters would imprint this les-

son deeply in their memory, that with overstraining and
earnestness of finishing their pieces, they often did them
more harm than good.

Dryden, tr. of Dufresnoy's Art of Painting, § 64-

II. trans. To stretch or strain too far ; exert
to an injurious degree.

Even the largest love may be overstrained,
Bp. Hall, Contemplations (ed. Tegg)i II. 376.

Some wild turn of anger, or amood
Of overstrain'd affection, it may be.
To keepme all to your own self.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

From the overstraining and almost slnmberless labor of
the last days and nights. The Century, XXIX. 89.

overstrain (o'ver-stran), n. Excessive strain

;

exhausting effort.

Nancy, who doesnot love hira, . . . says itwas such an
overstrain of generosity from him that it might well over-
set him.

Miehardson, Sir Charles Grandison, VI. 144. (Dames.)

He was suffering from the universal malady of overstrain,
with its accompanying depression of vitality.

New Princeton Rev., II. 106.

overstrawf, v. t. An obsolete form of overstrew.

overstream (6-ver-strem'), v. t. [= D. over-
stroomen = MHG. iiberstrumen, G. iiberstromen
= Sw. ofoerstromma = Dan. overstromme; as
over + stream.] To stream or flow over.

Overstream^'d and silvery-streak'd
With many a rivulet high against the Sun.

Tennyson, Islet.

overstretch (6-v6r-strech'), V. t. To stretch or
strain excessively ; overstrain; exaggerate.
overstrew (6-v6r-str6'), v. t. [Also ovcrstrow,
formerly also overstraw; = D. overstrooijen =
MLG. overstrouwen = MHG. iiberstrouwen, G.
uherstreuen; as over + Hrew.] To strew or scat-

ter over.

See how the bold usurper mounts the seat
Of royal majesty ; how overslroumg

Perils with pleasure, pointing ev'ry threat
With bugbear death. QuorZes, Emblems, i. 16.

overstrlde (6-v6r-strid'), v. To step or stride
beyond. Drayton, Legend of Thomas Cromwell.
overstrike (6-v6r-strik'), v. t. [= MHG. iiber-

strichen, G. iiberstreichen; as over + strike.] To
strike with excessive force ; strike beyond.
The Forsaken Knight overstralie himself so as almost he

came down with his own strength.
Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii



overstring

Overstring (6-v6r-stiiiig'), ». la pianoforte-
making, to arrange the strings in two sets, one
of which crosses obliquely over the other.
overstringing (o'ver^tring'iiig), n. In piano-
forte-making, the act, process, or result of ar-
ranging the strings in two sets, one of which,
usually comprising the largest and longest
strings, crosses obliquely over the other. This
arrangement makes the instroment more compact, and
brings the tensions into better opposition to each oUier.

overstrow (d-v6r-strd'), v. t. Same as over-
strew.

overstrung (6-v6r-strnng'), a. 1. Too highly
strung ; too sensitively organized.
Many women will, no doubly resent that one should take

as a type a personality so excessive, so absorbed and enam-
ored of itself, overstrurig and OTerbalanced.

ScrOmer's Mag., VI. 633.

2. Noting a pianoforte in which the strings are
arranged in two sets, one crossing obliquely
over the other.

overstndied (6-v6r-stud'id), a. Excessively
learned; too carefully taught.

Fondly mexttudied in Dseless controveisies.
MiUm, Chnrch-OoTemment, il. Conclusion.

overstudy (6'v6r-stud-i), «. Excessive study.
There is a case of eyes spoiled for life by over.gtudy.

H. Spencer, Education, p. 41.

oversumt {6'v6r-sum), n. A surplus.
Whatsoener mur.summe of the liquor did accrue to him

by leases and other escheats, wherof also I hane seen
mention. Holinshed, Descrip. of Britain, zviiL

oversup (6-v6r-snp'), v. ». [< ME. oversopen; <
over + sup."] To eat or drink to excess.
And ouer-toped atmy soper. FieriPlourman (C), viL 429.

oversupply (6'v6p-su-pli')> »• *• To supply in
excess of demand.
oversupply (o'v^r-su-pli'), «. A supply in ex-
cess of demand.
A general over-mpply or excess of all commoditiesabove

the demand, so far as demand consists in means of pay-
ment, is thus shown to be an impossibility.

J. S. Mill, FoL Econ., iii. 14.

overswarming (o-ver-sw&r'ming), a. Swarm-
ing to excess.

oversway (o-ver-swa'), v. t. To sway, influ-
ence, or control by superior force or power;
overrule.

But that great command o'emcays the order.
She should in ground unsanctifled have lodged
Till the last trumpet Sltak., Hamlet, v. 1. 251.

His ungovernable temper had overswayed him to fail in
his respects to her majesty's person.

Swift, Change in Queen's Ministry.

overswell (6-v6r-swel'), v. I. trans. To rise

above the rim, bounds, or banks of; overflow.

Fill, Lacing till the wine o'ergweU the cup

;

I cannot drink too much of Brutus' love.
Shak., J. C, iv. a 161.

n. intratis. To rise, as a flood ; overflow.

Let floods o'ertoKU, and flends for food howl on

!

Shak., Hen. V., iL 1. 97.

overt (6'v6rt), a. [< ME. overte, < OF. overt,

ouvert, F. ouvert, open, opened, pp. of ovrir, F.
ouvrir, open, prob. a contraction of OF. a&vrir,

aUvrir = Pr. adu^rir, open, < L. ad, to, + LL.
deoperire, open, uncover, <L. de, off, out, + ope-
rire, cover, perhaps < 'olperire, < ob, before, in
front,+ -perire, as in aperire, uncover : see aperi-
ent. The two forms appear to have been some-
what confused, and OF. ovrir, if not < aovrir,

must be considered a var. of avrir, < L. aperire,

open.] If. Open; yielding easy passage.
The air therto is so overte . . .

That eveiy soun mot to hit pace,
Chaucer, House of Fame^ L 718.

2. Plain to the view; apparent; not covert;
open; manifest.

In Banter is sayd a verce ouerte
That spekes a poynt determynable.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris^ L 692.

Overt and apparent virtues bring forth praise. Bacon.

To vouch this is no proo^
Without more wider and more overt test

Tlian these thin habits and poor likelihoods

Of modem seeming do prefer against him.
iS'Aoi'., Othello, i. 3. 107.

xlie possibility of co-operation depends on fulfilment of

contract, tacit or overt. H. fencer, Man vs. Stat^ p. 99.

3. In her. : (a) Having the wings spread: said

of a bird. The wings are represented with the
points downward unless blazoned as overt ele-

vated. (A) Open: said of anything that is com-
monly shut : as, apurse overt.—Letters overt. See
fe««rS.—Market overt. See jnoritefc—Overt act, as

commonly deflned, an open or manifest act from which
criminality is inferred; but the better opinion is that

open and manifest are here used in contrast not to secret

and concealed acts, but to intent and words. The writ-

ing and sending of a letter may be an overt act, however
secretly done.
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Treason begins in the heart before it appears in overt

acts. Swift, Gulliver 8 Travels, i. 7.

It is but seldom that any one overt act produces hostil-

ities between two nations. Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 73.

overtake (6-v6p-tak'), v. t. [< ME. overtaken;
< over + take.'} 1. To come up with in travel-
ing the same way, or in pursuit (with or with-
out the idea of passing the person or thing
overtaken); catch up with in any course of
thought or action. f

Spes spaklich hym spedde, spede if he myste.
To otiertake hym and talke to Imn ar thei to toun come.

Piers Plowman (BX xvlL 82.

Is this true ? or is it else your pleasure^
Like pleasant teivellers, to break a jest
Upon the company yon overtakef

Shak., T. of the S., iv. B. 73.

I walked on so fast that even he could hardly have over-
taken me had he tried. Chartotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxii.

2. To take by surprise; come upon unexpect-
edly; surprise and overcome; carry away.
If a man, through the frailty of humane Kature^ or the

sudden surprise of a Temptation, be overtaken in a faulty

do not, saith he, tr^nple upon him, nor insult over him.
Stmingfleet, Sermons, IL viL

All so overtaken with this good news.
Pepys, Diary, June 6, 1666.

He walk'd abroad, o'ertaken in the rain.

Cowper, Conversation, 1. 277.

Hence—3. To overpower the senses of.

If her beauties have so overtaken yon, it becomes a true
lover to have your heart more set upon her good than your
own. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii.

you bUnd men, with feminine shape oretaien.
Whose amorous hearts are with their culture shaken.

Heywood, Dialogues, iii.

4. Specifically, to overcome with drink; in-
toxicate : chiefly in the past participle.

1 will notbe drank in the streets; . . . HWk overtaken,
it shall be in civil and genteel company.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), L 79&
I walked here after nine, two miles, and I found a parson

drunk, fighting with a seaman. • . . It mortified me to see
a man in my coat so overtaken.

Swift, Journal to Stella, May 5, 1711.

overtalk (o-v6r-t&k'), ». Lintrans. To talk too
much.
H. trans. To overcome or persuade by talk-

ing; talk over.

Merlin, overtalk'd and overworn,
Had yielded, told her all the charm, and slepi^

Te»nt/son,'Merlin and Vivien.

overtask (6-ver-task'), V. t. To impose too
heavy a task or dutyupon : as, to overtask a pu-
pil ; to overtask the memory.

To find out that, good shepherd, I suppose.
In such a scant allowance of star-light,

Would overtop the best land-pilot's art.

MiUon, Comus, 1. 309.

overtax (o-v^r-taks'), v. t. To tax too heavily
or oppressively ; hence, to exact too much from
in any way.
A river is competent to effect itsown purification unless

overtaxed wiQi pollution. HvxUy, Pt^siography, p. 127.

We . . . have loved the peoide well.

And loathed to see them overtia^d.

Tennymn, Godiva.

overteemed (6-v6r-temd'), a. Worn out or ex-

hausted with too much teeming or bearing.

And for a robe,

About her lank and all o'er-leemed loins,

A blanket, in the alarm of fear caught up.
Shak., Hamlet, a 2. 531.

His pjvy's] mind is a soil which is never overteemed, a
fountain which never seems to trickle.

Macavlay, History.

overthrow (6-v6r-thi6'), v. t. [< ME. over^roto-

en; <. over + throw^.'] X. To overturn; upset.

His wife overlkrew the table when he had invited his

friends. Jer. Taylor.

2. To throw down; prostrate.

The King and SirWilliam Kingston ran together, which
Sir^raiiam, though a strong and valorous Knight, yet the
King overthrew bSn to the Ground.

Baker, Chronicle^ p. 264.

Hence— (o) Toovercome; defeat; vanquish.

O, sir, you have overthrown AUsander the conqueror t

Shak., L. L. L., V. 2. 677.

The claimants whose pretensions, jnst or unjust^ had dis-

turbed the new settlement, were overthrown.
Maearday, HaUam's Const. Hist.

(6) To subvert; overturn ; ruin ; spoiL

Here 's Gloucester, a foe to citizens, . .

.

That seeks to overthrow religion,

Becaose he is protector of the realm.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., L S. 65.

The Dutch are planted nere Hudsons Bay, and are likely
to overthrow the trade.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 163.

(ct) To cast down ; deject.

Goode men beth overthrowen for drede of my peril.

Chaucer, Boethins, L prose 4.

overthwart
=Syn. 2. Overpower, Overwhelm, etc. (see defeat), over-
come, master, worsts crush. Subvert, etc. See overturn.

overthrow (o'ver-thro), n. [ME. overthrowe;
< overthrow, ».] The act of overthrovring, or
the state of being overthrown; subversion; de-
struction; discomfiture; defeat; conquest: as,
the overthrow of a tower, of a city, of plans, of
one's reason.

Sundrye victorieshadde bee, and sometimme mierthrowes.
Sir T. More, Works, p. 37.

What ! sliall we curse the planets of mishap.
That plotted thus our Tory's overthrow f

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., L 1. 24.

To give the oveiiairow, to defeat; overthrow.

Manie of them which now do offer to take Armour for
your sake, yf occasion be offered, will be the fyrst to stryke
yo'>', to gyve yo" the overthrowe.

Boote of Precedence (E. B. T. S., extra ser.X L 74.

Let them set on at once ; for I perceive
But cold demeanour in Octevius' wing,
And sudden push gives them the overthrow.

Shak.,J.C.,v.2. 6.

= Syn. Prostration, wreck, rout See d^eai, v. t
over-throw (o'ver-thro), «. In cricket, a throw
of the ball which sends it past the fielder at the
wicket, so that additional runs are made in con-
sequence.
overthrower (o-ver-thro'^r), n. One who over-
throws, vanquishes, or destroys.

Sundrie were brought home who were the king's ene-
mies, overthrowers of the kingdome, and enemies to re-

ligion. Holinshed, Hist Scotland, an. 1678.

overthrowingt (6-v6r-thr6'ing), p. a. [ME.
overthrowing (tr. li.prceceps)

;
ppr. of overthrow,

».] Eashly inclined; headlong; hasty; rash.

The natnre of som man is . . , overthroicenge to yvel,
and . . . uncovenable. Chavcer, Boethius, iv. prose 6L

overthrust (o'vfer-thrust), n. Tngeol., a faulted
overfold accompanied by a distinct separation
of the masses on both sides of the faults, which
are thrust or shoved apart in the direction of
the line of the fault or thrust-plane.

overthwart (o-ver-thw&rt'), adv. and prep. [<
ME. overthwart, overthwert, overtwert, overqwert,
overwhart (='D.overdwars= I>a,ji.overtv<ert); <
over + thwart, a.] I. adv. 1. Athwart; across;
crosswise ; from side to side.

For that pece that wente upright fro the Erthe to the
Heved was of Cypresse; and the pece that wente over-

thwart, to the wbiche his Honds weren nayled, was of
Palme ; and the Stock, that stode within the Erthe, in
the whiche was made tile Morteys, was of Cedre.

MandeviUe, Travel^ p. 10.

Here at this closet dore withoute,
Kight overthwart, youre wommen liggen aUe.

Chaucer, Troilus, iiL 686.

' lake a beame, or by the circumference, and that is ouer-
thwart and dyameti^dly from one side of the circle to
the other. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Foesie^ p. 81.

A rich fuU robe of blue silk girt about her, a mantle of
silver worn overthwart, full gathered, and descending in
folds behind. Chapman, Masque of the Middle Templ&

8. Exceedingly; excessively.

Ouerthteart cruel and lyght perilous.
Bom. (ifPartenay (E. E. T. S.), L 3171.

H. prep. 1. Across; from side to side of.

[He] was sory for bis nevew that he sangh ]y deed, and
began to prike ouerthwert the felde.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.X ill. 663.

It is aboue 30. dales ionmey to passe ouerthwart the
desert Bakluyts Voyages, L 109.

They haue a custome, when any of their fathers die, in
token of lamentation, to draw (as it were) a Leather thong
ouerthwart their faces, from one eare to the other.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 404.

Thir Towns and strong holds were spaces of ground
fenc't about with a Ditch and great Trees fell'd overthwart
each other. MUton, Hist Eng., iL

2. On the other side of.

Far beyond, and overthwart the stream.
That, as with molten glass, inlays the vale.

The sloping land recedes into the clouds.
Cowper, Task, L 169.

3. Over against; opposite.

Do'st thou know the man
That doth so closely overthTvart us stand?

Greene, Alphonsns^ L

[Obsolete or archaic in aU uses.]

overthwartt (6'v6r-ihwart), a. and n. [< ME.
overthwart: see overthwart, adv.J I, a. 1.

Opposite ; situated on the opposite side.

Faire mistresse, . . . mine ouerthwart neighbonr.
Greene, Never Too Late.

We whisper for fear our o'alhwart neighbours should
hear us ciy Liberty. Dryden, Cleomenes, v. 2.

2. Contrary; cross; perverse; contradictory.

Be not to orped, ne to ouerthwart, & oothis thou hate.
Bahees Book (E. K T. S.), p. 12.

If they reply any ouerthwart words, or speake any bitter
injurie, the hurt is that you haue a heart to fe^e it, and
not strength to reuenge it

Guevara, Letters (tr. by HeUowes, 1577X p. 183.



overthwart

Alas, what cause is there so overthwart
That Nobleness itself makes thus unkind?

Sir P. Sidney (Arber's Eng. Garner, L 525).

II. n. 1. An adverse or thwarting eircum-
Btance.

A hart well stay'd in overtJiwmies depe
Hopeth amendes ; in swete, doth teare the sowre.

Surrey, Praise of Meane and Constant Estate.

2. Contradiction; quarreling; wrangling.
What have wee here before my face, these unseemely

and malepart overthvxaisf
I/yly, Endimion, iii. 1. (Nares.)

overthwart (6-v6r-tliwfl,rt'), v. t. [< overthwart,
adv.^ 1. To cross; pass or lie across.

News were brought hither that many of the Turk's gal-
leys were drowned by oner-thwarting the seas.

Ascham, To the Fellows ol St. John's.

[Fallas] stood
Somewhat apart, her clear and bared limbs
O'erthwarted with the brazen-headed spear
Upon her pearly shoulder leaning cold.

Tennyson, (Enone.

2. To thwart; oppose; hinder.

When I pretend to please, she oiierthwarts me still.

Qascoigne, Flowers, Divorce ol a Lover.

All the practice of the church rashly they break and
tyverthivart.

Stapleton, Fortress of the Faith (1565), fol. 127. (Latham.)

[Obsolete or archaic in both uses.]

OVertll'Wartillgt (6-ver-thwar'ting), n. [Verbal
ii.ot overthwart, v.l Contradiction; wrangling.

Necessary it is that among fri[e]nds there should bee
some owrthwarting.

Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 378.

overthwartlyt (6-v6r-thwart'li), adv. [< ME.
overthwerUy, overqwertly; < overthwart + -Z^^.]

Transversely; across; crossly; perversely.

Obstinate operam dat^ He deales overthwartty with me.
He yieldes not an inch. He stands to his tackling.

Terence in English (1614). (JTores.)

overth'wartnesst (o'v6r-thwart-nes), ». 1. The
state of being athwart or lying across.— 2. Con-
trariness; perverseuess.
Of verie overthwartnes you did write to me so, by cause

I should aunswere to the same purpose.
Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 56.

My younger sister, indeed, might have been married to
a far greater fortune, had not the overthwartness of some
neighbours interrupted it. Lord Herbert, Life, p. 63.

overtilt (o-ver-tUf), V. t. [< overtilten; < over
+ Ult,v.^ To tilt over; overturn.

Anteciyst cam thanne and al the croppe of treuthe
Tomed it vp so doune and miertilte the rote.

Piers Plowman (B), xx. 53.

OTertime (6'v6r-15m), n. Time during which
one works beyond the regular hours.

overtime (o'v6r-15m' ), adv. During extra time

:

as, to work overtime.

overtimelyt (6-v6r-tim'li), adv. [< ME. over-
timelyohe; < over + timely, adv."] Untimely;
prematurely ; imseasouably.

Heeres here are shad overtymeliche upon myn heved.
Chaitcer, Boethius, i. meter 1.

overtimelyt (6-v6r-tim'li), a. [< mjer + Umel/y,

a.] Unseasonable; premature.
Call to remembrance (I praithee) the vaine youthfull

fautasie and ouertimelie death of fathers and thy brethren.
Holinshed, Hist, of England, Coanus, an. 546.

overtippledt (6-v6r-tip'ld), a. Intoxicated.

Richard, the last Abboj^ Sonne to Earle Gislebert, being
over-tipled, as it were, with wealth, disdaining to bee un-
der the Bishop of Lincoln, dealt with the king . . . that a
Bishops See might be erected here.

Holland, tr. of Camden, p. 493. (Davies.)

overtire (6-ver-tir'), V. I. trans. To tire exces-
sively ; fatigue to exhaustion.

Marching with al possiblespeede on foote, notwithstand-
ing . . . the ouertirinff tedious deepe sands.

Hakluyfs Voyages, I. 613.

He his guide requested, . . .

As over-tired, to let him lean awhile
With both his arms on those two massy pillars.

Milton, 8. A., L 1632.

II. intrans. To become excessively fatigued.

Which is the next, and must he, for fear of your overtir.

ing, the last of our discourse.
Bp. Hail, Sermons, xxxiii, Fs. Is. 2,

overtitle (o-ver-ti'tl), v. t. To give too high a
title to ; claim too much for.

Overtitting his own quarrels to be God's cause.
Fuller, Holy War, p. 260.

overtly (6'v6rt-li), adv. [< ME. overtlye; <

overt + -ly^.'] In an overt manner; in open
\-iew; openly; publicly.

Whatsoever he overtly pretended, he held in secret a
contrai-y council. Maleigh, Hist. World, Pref., p. 29.

Good men are never overtly despised, but that they are

first calumniated. Young, Sermons, IL 889.

overtoil (6-v6r-toir), v. t. To overtask or over-

drive with work; overwork; wear out by toil.
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The truth is, that valour maybe overtoU'd and overcom
at last with endless overcomming. MUton, Hist. Eng., iii.

They were so ouer-toiled, many fell sicke, but none died.
Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, IL 128.

OvertoU'd
By that day's grief and travel.

Tennyson, Oeraint.

over-toise (o-v6r-toiz'), v. t. [< E. over + P. toi-

ser, measure, < toise, a fathom, a certain mea-
sure: seetqise."] To measure over; measure out.

Picking a sustenance from wear and tear
By implements it sedulous employs
To undertake, lay down, mete out, o'er-toise

Sordello. Browning, Sordello.

overtone (o'v6r-tdn), n. In music, a harmonic.
See harmonic, n., 1.

The series of elementaiy sounds into which a clang can
be resolved we shall call its partial tones, sometimes dis-

tinguishing, among these, the lowest, or fundamental
tone, from the others, or overtones ol the clang.

5. Taylor, Science of Music, p. 73.

overtop (6-v6r-top'), B. I. trans. 1. To rise

above or beyond the top of.

Where her imperious fane her former seat disdains,

And proudly ooer-tops the spacious neighbouring plains.
Drayton, Polyolbion, iii. 16.

I see a column ol slow-rising smoke
O'ertop the lofty wood that skirts the wUd.

Cowper, Task, i. 558.

2. To overstep ; exceed.

II Kings presume to mertopp the Law by which they
raigne lor the public good, they are by Law to be reduc'd
into order. MUton, Eikonoklastes, xxviii.

3. To excel; surpass; outstrip.

The Majestie of the Gospel must be broken and lie flat,

il it can be overtopt by the novelty of any other Decree.
Milton, Reformation in Eng., i.

What they do in present,
Though less than yours in past, must o'ertop yours.

Shak., T. and C, iii. 3. 164.

A distant imitation of a forward fop, and a resolution
to overtop him in his way, are the distinguishing marks of

a Dapper. Steele, Tatler, No. 85.

In them [Dante and Milton] the man somehow overtops
the author. Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 276.

II. intrans. To rise above others; throw
others into the shade.

Being once perfected how to grant suits.

How to deny them, who to advance and who
To trash for over-topping. Shak., Tempest, i. 2. 81.

overtower (o-ver-tou'er), v. I. intrans. To
tower or soar too high.

This miscarriage came very seasonably to abate their
overtowering conceits of him. FvUer, Holy War, p. 83.

II, trans. To tower over; overtop.
overtrade (6-v6r-trad'), v. i. To purchase goods
or lay in a stock beyond the means of payment,
the needs of the community, or one's means of
disposal to advantage.
Whereby the kingdomes stocke ol treasure may be sure

to be kept from being diminished, by any ouer-trading of
the forrainer. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII., p. 60.

In 1836 and 1837, the overtrading carried on in this
country and in the IJnlted States caused a rapid increase
in the number ol joint-stock banks.

5. DoweU, Taxes in England, III. 24.

overtreatt (6-v6r-tret'), *• *• To prevail upon
as by treating or entreaty; over-persuade; over-
talk.

Why lettes he not my wordes sinke in his eares
So hard to ouertreatef Surrey, .^neid, iv.

overtrip (o-ver-trip'), i>. t. To trip over; walk
nimbly over.

In such a night
Did Thishe learlully o'ertrip the dew.

Shale, M. ol v., V. 1. 7.

Overtrowf, v. i. [MB. overtrowen; < over +
trow.'] To trust too much.
For I am no thing auer-trowynge to my sell, but not in

this thing I am justified, for he that demeth me is the
Lord. Wyclif, 1 Cor. iv. 4.

overtrowt, »• [ME., i overtrow, v.] Mistrust;
suspicion.

Bi quinte contenance to come he granted.
For he ne durst openly for over-trowe ol gile.

WiUiam ofPaleme (E. E. T. S.), L 1402.

overtmst (o-ver-trusf); «• I. intrans. To have
too much trust or confidence.

Thus it shall belall
Him who, to worth in woman overtrv^ng.
Lets her will rule. MUton, P. L., ix. 1188.

II. trans. To trust with toomuch confidence.
Bp. Sail, Cases of Conscience, iii. 9.

overtmst (6'v6r-trust), n. Too much trust or
confidence.

Wink no more in slothlul overtmst.

Tennyson, Death ol Wellington.

overture (6'v6r-tur), n. [< OP. overture, P.
ouvertwre, an opening, a proposal, (, overt, open

:

see overt.2 If. An opening; an aperture; a
hole.

overturn

The squirrels also foresee a tempest coming ; and look,

in what corner the wind is like to stand, on that side they

stop up the mouths of their holes, and make an overture

on the other against it. HoUand, tr. ol Pliny, viiL 38.

2t. An open place.

The wastelull hylls unto his threate

Is a playne overture, denser, Shep. CaL, July.

3. Opening; disclosure; discovery. [Bare.]
I wish . . .

Tou had only in your silent judgment tried i(»

Without more overture. Shak., W. T., ii. 1. 172.

Then Heracleon demanded ol him whether this doc-

trine concerned Plato? and how it was that Plato had
given the overture and beginning ol such matter?

Holland, tr. ol Plutarch, p. 1086.

4. In music, an orchestral movement properly
serving as a prelude or introduction to an ex-

tended work, as an opera or oratorio, its form
varies from a brief flourish to a medley ol melodies or
themes extracted from the body of the work, or to a
composition of independent form complete in itsell. In
some cases overtures are divided into two or more sec-

tions or movements, resembling those of a suite or a sym-
phony, each modeled upon some dance lorm, the sonata

form, the lugue lorm, etc. ; but they are more Irequently

in a single continuous movement. Many veritable over-

tures being successfullyused as concert pieces, it is now
customary to give the name to detached works lor orches-

tra which are intended simply lor concert use, though in

such cases a special title is usually given to the composi-
tion.

5. Something offered to open the way to some
conclusion; something proposed for accep-
tance or rejection; a proposal: as, to make
overtures of peace.

Sec. Lord. I hear there is an overture of peace.
First Lord. Nay, I assure you, a peace concluded.

Shak., All's Well, iv. 8. 46.

I believe without any Scruples what you write, that Sir

Wm. St. Geon made an Overture to him [Sic Walter Ra-
leigh] of procuring his pardon lor 1600J.

. Howell, Letters, ii. 61.

Specifically—6. ^ccfes.,inPresbyterian church
law, a formal proposal submitted to an ecclesi-

astical court. An overture may proceed either from
an inferior court or Irom one or more members ol the
court to which it is presented. In the General Assem-
bly ol the Church ol Scotland (as in the supreme courts

of most Presbyterian churches) legislative action ia initi-

ated by adopting an overture and sending it to presby-
teries for their consideration. See the quotation.

Before the General Assembly passes any Acts which are
to be binding rules and constitutions to the Church, . . .

the same must be first proposed as an overture to the As-
sembly, and, being passed by them as such, be remitted
to the consideration of the several Presbyteries of this

Church, and their opinions and consent reported to the
next General Assembly. ... If returns . . . show that a
majority of the Presbyteries approve, the overture as sent
down may then be passed, and most frequently is passed,
iuto an Act by the Assembly.

W. Mair, Digest of Church Laws, p. 36.

=Syn. 6. Propos^ion, etc. See proposal.

overture (o'ver-tur), v. t. [< overture, m.] Mc-
cles., to submit an overture to. See overture,

n., 6.

overturn (6-v6r-t6m'), v. t. [< ME. overtumen,
overtyrnen ; < over + turn.'] 1. To overset;
upset; overthrow.

I dreamed a dream, and, lo, a cake of barleybread tum-
bled into the host of Midian, and came unto a tent, and
smote it that it fell, and overturned it, that the tent lay

along. Judges vii. 13.

When wasteful war shall statues overturn.
And broils root out the work of masonry.

Shik., Sonnets, Iv.

2. To subvert; ruin; destroy; bring to naught.

But pain is perfect misery, the worst
Of evils, and, excessive, overturns
All patience. Milton, P. L., vi. 463.

3. To overpower; conquer; overwhelm.
Achilles also afterward arose.
Hit on his horse, hurlit into flght,
Mony Troiens ouertymyt, tumblit to dethe.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.),L 7243.

He withholdeth the waters, and they dry up; also he
sendeth them out, and they overturn the earth. Job xii. 15.

Let us but blow on them,
The vapour of our valour will o'ertum them.

Shak., Hen. V., iv. 2. 24.

=Syn. Overturn, Overthrow, Subvert, Invert, upset, throw
down, beat down, prostrate. The first three of the itali-

cized words indicate violence and destructiveness. In-
vert is rarely used where the action is not careful and with
a purpose : as, to invert a goblet to prevent its being filled.

That which is overturned or overthrown is brought down
from a standing or erect position to lie prostrate. Over-
throw indicates more violence or energy than overturn, as
throw is stronger than turn. That which is subverted is

reached to the very bottom and goes to wreck in the turn-
ing : as, to mbvert the very loundations ol justice. To
invert is primarily to turn upside down, but it may be
used figuratively, ol things not material, lor turning wrong
side before or reversing : as, to invert the order of a sen-
tence. See defeat, v. t, and denwlish.

II, intrans. To be overturned; capsize: as,

a boat that is likely to overturn.

overturn (6'v6r-t6rn ),n. 1 . The state of being
overturned or subverted ; the act of overturn-
ing; overthrow.
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No awkward overturn) at glasses, plates, and salt-ceUers. I fear we shall oat-sleep the coming mom

Cltetterfield, Letters. (Latham.) As much as we this night have overwatch'd.
TiM only evidence of this great overturn of everybody's Shak., M. N. D., v. L 373.

ri?.J h^w^**?"™*^ ?_*'.*?JS°™ *" "'^'''' *''* ''™" OVe^ [ME. overwacche: see over-<u.n ™„.,»«
watch, t'.] Watching too long or too late.

cing had been remained nntonched.
Mrs, OUphant, Poor Gentleman, xxiil.

2. Befrain; 'burden.

There were pipers playing in every neok.
And ladies dancing, jimp and sma'

;

And aye the oivrettcm o" their tune
Was "Our wee wee man has been lang awa !

"

Motherwell, quoted in Child's Ballads, L 127, note.

OVerturner (6-v6r-t6r'n6r), n. One who or that
•which overturns or subverts.

I have brought before you a robber of the public trea- OVerwear (6-ver-war'), v. t.

sure, an otertitrner of law and justice.
"

Sxcift.

overtwertt, adv. and prep. A Middle English
variant of overthwart. Chaucer.
overtwine (o-ver-twin'), v. t. To twine over or
about; inwreathe. Shelley.

overuse (6-v6r-iiz'), V. t. To use to excess ; use
too muoh or too frequently,
overuse (o'ver-us), n. Toomuch or too frequent
use.

overvailt, v. t. An obsolete form of overveil.

overvaluation (o-v^r-val-u-a'shon), ». Too
high valuation; an overestimate.
overvalue (o-ver-val'S), v. i. 1. To set too
great value on; rate at too high a price: as, to
overvalue a house ; to overvalue one's self.

He was so far from overvaluing any of the appendages
of life that the thoughts even of life itself did not seem
to affect him. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. xL

2. To exceed in value.

_ I dare thereupon pawn the moiety of my estate to your
ring : which, in my opinion, overvalues it something.

And euere shall thou ffynde, as fler as thou walkiste.
That wisdom and oicere-vxuxhe wonneth ffer asundre.

Jiichard the Bedeless, iii. 2S2.

Overwaxti "• i. [ME. overwaxen, increase great-
ly (of. AS. oferweaxan, grow over) ; < over +
was;!.] To increase greatly.
For ghoure feith ouerwexUhj and the charite of ech of

3hou to othir aboundlth. Wydif, 2 Thes. L 3.

1. To wear too
much; consume, exhaust, or wear out: chiefly
in the past participle.

With Time's injurious hand crush'd and (feraam.
Shak., Sonnets, Iziii.

The jealous overworn widow and herself.
Since that our brother dubb'd them gentlewomen.
Are mighty gossips in this monarchy.

Shak., i^ich. IIL, L 1. 81.

That^ overworn at noonday, I must yield
To other hands. WhittUr, Prisoner of Naples.

3. To wear until it is worn out; wear thread-
bare; render trite.

As one past hope, abandon'd,
And by himself ^ven over;
In slavish habit, ill-fltted weeds
O'erwom and soil'd. MiUon, S. A., 1. 123.

Who you are and what you would are out of my welkin,
I might say " element^" but the word is owr-Mom.

Shak., T. N., iiL 1. 66.

St. Hence, to pass through; leave behind.
But all that [measles] is so safely overworn that I dare

not only desire to put myself into your presence, bu^ by
your mediation, a little farther. Donne, Letters, xix.

An overlooking; in-

overvault (o-ver-vaif), v. t. To arch over,

Full of long-sounding corridors it wa^
That over-vaulted grateful gloom.

Tmmyaon, Palace of Art.

overveil (6-v6r-val'), ». *. To cover or conceal
with or as with a veil.

The day begins to break, and night is fled.
Whose pitchy mantle over-veWd the earth.

Shak., 1 Hen. YT., iL 2. 82.

overviewt (o'v^r-vu),
spection.

Too bitter is thy jest.

Are we betray'd thus to thy over-view ?

Shak., L. 1. L., iv. 3. 175.

overview (6-ver-vu'), v. t. To overlook.
It overviews a spacious garden.

Amidst which stands an alabaster fountain.
Middleton, Spanish Gypsy, ill 3.

over-violent (6-ver-vi'o-lent), a. Excessively
violent or passionate ;' prone to violence or
abuse. Dryden.
overvote (o-ver-vof), ». *. To outvote; outnum-
bev in votes given. Eikon Basilike.

overwalk (o-ver-w&k'), v. t. To walk over or
upon.

Ill read you matter deep and dangerous.
As full of peril and adventurous spirit
As to o'er-icalk a current roaring loud
On the unsteadfast footing of a spear.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., i. 3. 192.

OVerwaltt, v. t. [ME. overmdlten; < over +
waif] To roll over; overturn.

AH the folke, with there fos, frusshet to dethe.
And the wallis ouerwalt into the wete dyches.

Destruction qf Troy (E. E. T. S.X I. 8155.

overwart {6-ver-w4r'), V. t. To surpass in war;
conquer. Warrter, Albion's England, v. 25.

OVerwardt {6'v6r-ward), adv. [< ME. overward,
< over + -ward.'] Across; crosswise.

And wethir thou thi landes eree or delve,
Overward and afterlonge [lengthwise] eztende a lyne.

PaUaMus, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 66.

overwash (6-v6r-wosh'), v. t. To wash or flow
over; spread over or on.

But durst not ask of her audaciously
Wily her two suns were cloud-eclipsed so.

Nor why her fair cheeks over-'wash'd with woe.
Shak., Lucrece, L 1225.

Overwatch (6-ver-woch'), V. I. trans. 1. To
watch to excess.—2. To exhaust or fatigue by
long want of rest.

What! thou speak'st drowsily?
Poor knave, I blame thee not; thou art o'erwatch'd.

Shak., J. C, iv. 3. 241.

It hapneth many timea that the mother over-watcheth
her selfe to spinne, and the father to grow old in gather-
ing a sufficient portion.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 298.

3. To watch over ; overlook.

What mastbe the ever ovenoatching of a steeple like that

Shak., Cymbeline, L 4. 120. overwear (6'ver-war), ». Outer clothing, as
overcoats, cloaks, etc. : a trade-name,
overweary (6-ver-wer'i), v. t. To exhaust with
fatigue ; tire out.

Might not Falinurus . . . fall asleep and drop into the
sea, having been overwearied with watching?

Dryden, Ded. of .SSieid.

OVerweather (6-ver-weTH'er), v. t. To bruise
or batter by the violence of weather. [Bare.]

How like the prodigal doth she return.
With over-weaUier'd ribs and ragged s^ls

!

Shak., M. of V., u. 6. 18.

Overween (6-v<!r-wen'), v. [Formerly also over-
wean; < ME. overwenen; < over + ween.] I. in-
trans. To think too highly or confidentiy, espe-
cially of one's self ; be arrogantly conceited

;

presume : now chiefly in the present participle.

Mochel is he fol and ouerwenA-nde thet wythoute ouer-
comlnge abit [abideth, i. e. expecteth] to habbe the coroune.

Ayenbite of Inviyt (E. K T. aX p. 169.

Having myself ov£r-weaned with them of Nineuie in
publishing sundry wanton Pamphlets, and setting forth
Axiomes of amorous Philosophy.

(jreene, Address prefixed to Mourning Garment.

This overweening ras^.
This peremptory Face.

B. Janson, Alchemist, v. 2.

My eye 's too quick, my heart o'erweema too much.
Unless my hand and strength could equal them.

Shak., 3 Hen. VL, iii 2. 143.

H.t trans. To make conceited or arrogant.

Injuries can no more discourage him than applause can
overween him. Ford, Line of Life.

To overween one's selft, to flatter one's self ; imagine
vainly or presumptuously.

Another Ambassadour vsed the like ouersight by over-
weening himselfe that he could naturally speaketheFrench
tongue, whereas in troth hewas not skilfnil in their termes.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 227.

overweenert (6-ver-we'ner), n. One who is

conceitedly confident or thinks too highly or too
favorably of himself; a presumptuous or con-
ceited person.
Vor the proude ouerwenere . . . yef me him chasteth:

he is wroth. Ayeniite (ft Inuryt (E. E. T. S.), p. mi.

A flatterer of myself, or overweener.
Masginger, Parliament of Love, iL L

overweening (6-v6r-we'ning), n. [< ME. over-

weening; verbal n. of overween, v.] Presump-
tion; arrogance.
Ouerweeninge thet we clepeth presumcion.

Ayenbite of Inwyt (E. E. T. S.), p. 17.

Take heed of over-weening, and compare
The peacock's feet with the gay peacock's train.

Sir J. Davies, Immortal, of Sonl, xxxiv.

Enthusiasm, . . . though founded neither on reason nor
divine revelation, but rising from the conceits of awanned
oroverweening brain, works yet, where it once gets footing,
more poweriully on the persuasions and actions of men
than either. Locke, Human Understanding, IV. xix. 7.

overweeningly (6-ver-we'ning-li), adv. In an
overweening manner; with too much conceit or
presumption,

of Wellingborough to a middling town of a dozen thousand OVerweeningnesS (6-ver-we'ning-nes), n. The
people? ^rtyour. (London), No. 56, p. 231. quality of being overweening; undue confi-

H. intraris. To watch too long or too late. dence; presumption; arrogance.

overwind

OVerweigh (6-ver-wa'), v. t. [< ME. oierwegen
(= D. JILG. overtcegen = OHG. ubarwegan,
MHG. iibericegen, G. iiberwiegeii = Sw. ofver-
vdga = Dan. overveje); < over + weigh.] To ex-
ceed in weight

;
preponderate over; outweigh;

overbalance.

My unsoU'd name, the austereness of my life, . . .

Will so your accusation overweigh
That you shall stifle in your own report
And smell of calumny. Shak., il . for M., iL 4. 157.

overweight (o'ver-wat), n. [= D. overwigt =
MLG. overwicht = G. iibergewicht = Dan. over-
veegt; as over + weight.] 1. Greater weight
than is required bylaw, custom, or rule; great-
er weight than is desired or intended.— 2. Pre-
ponderance : sometimes used adjectively.
He displaced Guy, because he found him of no over-

weight worth, scarce passable without favourable allow-
ance. FvUer, Holy War, iL 42. (Davies.)

overweight (o-ver-waf), v. t. To weigh down

;

burden to excess ; hamper.
It is urged that the moral purpose of the book has over-

vjeighted &e art of it.

S. Lanier, The English Novel, p. 265.

overwell (o-ver-wel'), v. t. [< ME. *overwyllen,
overflow, < AS. oferwillan, boil down, boU too
much (= D. overwellen= MHG. iiberwellen, iiber-

waUen, G. iiberwaUen, boU over), < ofer, over, +
willan, well, boil: see welP-.] To oveiAow.
The water [of the spring] overwelled the edge, and softly

went through lines of light to shadows and an untold
bourne. B. D. Blackmare, Loma Doone, xix.

overwentt(o-v6r-went'),^j>. Overgone. Spen-
ser, Shep. Cal., March.
overwett (6'v6r-wet), n. Excessive wetness or
moisture.

Another ill accident is over-wet at sowing time.
Bacon, Nat. Hist, § 669.

overwhelm (o-ver-hwelm'), v. t. [< ME. over
whelmen, overqwelmen, also overwhelven; < over
+ whelm.] 1. To overtm-n and cover; over-
come; swallow up; submerge; overpower;
crush: literally or flguratively.

The sea overwhelmed their enemies. Ps. IxxviiL 53.

I do here walk before thee, like a sow that hath over-
whelmed all her litter but one. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., L 2. 13.

Yonr goodness, signiois,
And charitable favours, overwhelm me.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, L 1.

Part of the grot.
About the entry, fell, and overwhelmed
Some of the waiters. B. Jonson, Sejanus, iv, 1.

Gaza yet stands, but all her sons are fallen.
All in a moment overwhelmed and fallen.

MiUtm, S. A., L 1569.

These evil times, like the great deluge, have overwhelmed
and confused all earthly things.

Macavlay, Conversation between Cowley and Milton.

2t. To turn up ; stir up ; toss.

Ofte the horyble wynd Aquilon moeveth boylynge tem-
pestes and overwelneeth [var. overwheliceth, in sixteenth-
century editions overwhelveth] the see.

Chaucer, Boethius, iL meter 3.

3t. To overhang or overlook. [Rare.]

1 do remember an apothecary—
And hereabouts he dwells—which late I noted
In tatter'd weeds, with overwhelming brows,
Culling of simples. Shak., B. and J., v. 1. 39.

4t. To turn over so as to cover; put over.

Then I overwhelm a broader pipe about the first.

Dr. Papin, quoted in Birch s Hist Eoy. Soc., TV. 288.

=Syn. L Overpower, Overthrow, etc. (see d^eat\ overbear.

overwhelm (6'ver-hwelm), n. [< overwhelm, v.]

The act of overwhelming; an overpowering de-
gree. [Eare.]

In such an overwhdm
Of wonderful, on man's astonish'd sight
Knshes Omnipotence.

Young, Night Thoughts, ix. 687.

overwhelmingly (6-v6r-hwel'ming-li), adv.
In an overwhelming or overpowering manner.
Br. H. More.
overwhelvet, «>• t- A Middle English form of
overwhelm, 2._

overwhile (o-ver-hwil'), adv. Sometimes; at
lengiii. Halliwell. [I^ov. Eng.]
overwint, v. t. [ME. overwinnen, < AS. ofer-

winnan (= OHG. ubarmnnan), overcome, < ofer,

over, H- winnan, fight, win: see win,] To over-
come; conquer.

What! wenys that woode warlowe ouere-wyn vs thus
lightly? York Plays, p. 310.

overwind (o-ver-wind'), v. t. To wind too much.
"My watch has stopped," said Mr. Nickleby ; "I don't

know from what cause."
"Not wound up," said Noggs.
" Yes, it is," said Mr. Nickleby.
"Over-uxiund then," rejoined Noggs.

Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby, ii.

Specifically, in mining, to wind (a hoisting apparatus) so
that the cage rises above its proper position for being un.



overwind
loaded. Overwinding is a fruitful source of danger in
mining, and many expedients have been adopted tor its

prevention.

overwing (6-v6r-wing'), V. t. 1. To fly over
or beyond.

My liappy love will overwin^t all bounds.
Keats, Endymion, ii.

2. To outflani; extend beyond the wing of, as
an army.

Agricola, doubting to be overwingedj stretches out his
froDtt though somewhat of the thinnest.

Milton, Hist. Eng., ii.

overwise (6-v6r-wiz'), a. Too wise ; affectedly
wise.

Be not righteons over much ; neither make thyself omr
vnse. EccL vii. 16.

And Willy's wife has written ; she never was over-wise.
Never the wife for Willy. T&nnystm, Grandmother.

overwisely (6-v6r-wiz'li), adv. In an affectedly
wise manner; wisely to affectation.

overwiseness (6-v6r-wiz'nes), ». Pretended or
affected wisdom.

Tell wisdom, she entangles
Herself in overwiseiwss, Rtdeigh, The Lie.

overwitt {o-v6r-wit'), v. t. To overreach in wit
or craft ; outwit. Swift, Answer to Paulus.
overwoody (d-v6r-wiid'i), a. Producing branch-
es rather than fruit ; running to wood.

Fruit-trees tyser-woody reach'd too far
Their pamper'd boughs, and needed hands to checlc

Fruitless embraces. MUton, P. L., v. 213.

overword (o'ver-wferd), n. The leading idea
or a repeated phrase, as of a song or ballad;
the refrain ; burden.

And aye the o'erword & the sang
Was— "Your love can no win here."
The Gay Goss-Bawk (Child's Ballads, III. 279).

Prudence is her o'erword aye.

Bums, Oh Poortith Cauld, and Bestless Love.

overwordt (6-v6r-w6rd'), ». *. To express in too
many words : sometimes used reflexively.

Describing a smallfly, . . . he extremely oserwordeiZ and
overspake himse^ in his expression of it^ as if he had
spoken of the Nemean Lion.

Bales, Golden Semalns, p. 229.

overwork (6'v6r-w6rk), n. [< ME. oferwere, <

AS. oferweorc, ofergeweorc, a superstructure
(as a tomb), < ofer, over, + weorc, geweore, a
work: see over and worh, «.] If. A super-
structure.

Oferr thatt arrke wass
An ifferwerre [the mercy-seat] wel llmmbredd.

Orm/ulwm, 1. 1035.

2. Excessive work or labor; work or labor that
exceeds the strength or capacity of the indi-

vidual or endangers his health.—3. Work done
beyond the amount stipulated; work done in

overhours or overtime.

overwork (6-v6r-w6rk'), V. t.; pret. and pp.
overworked, overwrought, ppr. overworhing. [=
D. overwerken ; as over + work, «.] To cause
to work too hard; cause to labor too much;
impose too much work upon ; wear out by over-

work : often used reflexively.

Seeing my maister so continually to chide me, ... so

to oeerworke me, and so cruelly to deale with me, ... 1

desired him oftentimes that it might please him to sell

mee, or else to glue order to kill me.
Chievara, Letters (tr. by HeUowes, lB71r),p. 143.

overworry (6-v6r-wur'i), n. Excessive worry
or anxiety.

The whole train of nervous diseases brought on by over-

work or overworry. The Centuryf XXTX . 514.

overwrest (6-v6r-rest'), »• *• To distort ; wrest
out of proper position, relation, or semblance.

Such to-be-pltled and o'er-wrested seeming
He acts thy greatness in. Shak., T. and C, 1. 3. 157.

overwrestle (o-vfer-res'l), v. t. To subdue by
wrestling.

At last, when life reoover'd had the raine.

And over-wreiOed his strong enimy.
Spenser, F. Q., L vlL 24.

overwrite (o-vfer-rit'), v. t. 1. To write over

some other writing, or to cover, as a manu-
script, with other writing.

This [MS. of the Gospel of St. Matthew] was cut to

pieces . . . and another Book overwritten in a small Mod-
em Qieek Hand, about 160 years ago.

lAster, Journey to Pans, p. 108.

2. To superscribe ; entitle.

"Tis a tale indeed ! . . . and is oeerwritun, the Intrica-

cies of Diego and Julia. Sterne, Tristram Sliandy, Iv. 1.

overwrought (6-v6r-rat'),i). a. 1. Worked too

hard or too much.— 3. Worked up or excited to

excess; overexcited: as, overwrought tee^ii%s,

imagination, etc.

It may be my lord is weary, that Ms bialn is oeermai^M.
Tennyson, Looksley Hall.

4210

3. Worked all over ; covered with decorative
work : as, a garment overwrought with embroi-
dered flowers.

Of Gothic structure was the Northern side,

(yerwrought with ornaments of barbarous pride.
Pope, Temple of Fame, L 120.

4. Labored or elaborated to excess; over-

done.
A work may be overwrought as well as underwrought

;

too much labour often takes away the spirit by adding to

the polishing.
Dryden, tr. of Dufresnoy'a Art of Painting. (Latham.)

overwryt,". t. [ME. overwrien, overwrigen, cover
over; Kover + wr'tfi, cover.] To cover over.

A roten swerd and welny blaake. It selve
Suffysing wel with graas to omerwrie,

And tough to glue ayein though thowe it delve.
Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 3.

overyear (o'vfer-yer'), adv. Over the year;
imtil next year.

overyear (6'v6r-yer), a. [< overyear, adv.]
Kept over until next year: as, an overyear bul-
lock. See the quotation. [Prov. Eng.]

Bullocks which are not finished at three years old, if

home-breds, or the firstwinter after buying, if purchased,
but are kept through the ensuing summer to be fatted
the next winter, are said to be kept over-year, and are
termed over-year bullocks. Ealliwell,

overyeart (o-v6r-yer'), v. t. To keep over or
through the year; make too old; make over-
ripe.

Sir, the letters that you haue to sende, and the daugh-
ters that you haue to marrie, care ye not to leaue them
faire ouer yeared: for in our countrie they do not ouer
yeme other things than their bacon, which they will eate,

and their store wine, which they will drinke,
Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1677), p. 62.

There is not a proverb salts your tongue, but plants
Whole colonies of white hairs. Oh, what a business
These hands must have, when you have married me,
To pick out sentences that over-year you

!

T. TomMs (?), Albumazar, iv. 13.

Among them dwelt
A maid whose fruit was ripe, not overyeared.

Faiifax.

overzealedf (6-ver-zeld'), a. Too much excited
with zeal; actuated by too much zeal. Fuller,

Holy War, p. 214.

ovest, n.pl. An obsolete variant of eaves.

The nyght crowe abideth in old walles. And the sparowe
maketh his restynge place in the coverynge of an house or
in the house oves.

Bp. Fisher, Seven Penitential Psalms, Ps. cxliil. I.

Ovibos (6'vi-bos), n. [NL., a combination of

the two generic words Ovis and Sos; < L. ovis, a
sheep, + ios, an ox: see Ovis and Bos.'] The
only genus of Ovibovince extant, with one living

species, O. mosehatus, the musk-ox.
Ovibovinse (6"vi-bo-vi'ne), n. pi. [ NIi., < Ovi-

bos {-bov-) + -inw.'i Asubtaraily ot BovidcB, in-

termediate in character between sheep and
oxen; the musk-oxen. They have narrow molars
with supplementary tubercles, and abroad flat basioccipl-

tal bone ridged and fossate on each side. There is but one
extaut genus, Ombos. See cut under mttsk-ox.

ovibovine (6-vi-b6'vin), a. and n. [< L. ovis, a
sheep,+ bovinus, of an ox: see ovine and bovine.

Cf. Ovibovimce.'] I. a. Ovine and bovine, or
like a sheep and an ox ; of or pertaining to the
Ovibovince.

II. n. An ovibovine animal, as the musk-ox.
ovicapsular (6-vi-kap'su-lar), a. [< ovicapsule
+ -flsrS.] Of or pertaining to an ovicapsule:
as, ovicapsular epithelium.

ovicapsule (o-vi-kap'siU), n. [< L. ovum, an
egg, + eapsula, dim. of ea/psa, a box: see cap-
sule.'] Ajq egg-case; an ovisac; a capsule of
an individual ovum, answering to what is called

a Graafian follicle in the human species, or a
case of several ova. See cut under mermaiWs-
purse. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 380.

ovicell (6'vi-sel), n. [< L. (mum, an egg,+ eella,

a cell: see cell.] 1. The o8cyst of a polyzoan;
a dilatation of the body-wall of the polypid, in
which the germs may undergo early stages of

their development.— 2. An early state of the
ampullaceouB sacs in sponges. B. J. Ca/rter.

ovicellular (o-vi-sel'u-lar), a. [< ovicell, after

cellular.] Pertaining to an ovicell; oScystic:
as, the ovicellular dilatation of a polyzoan.

ovicide (o'vi-sid), n. [< L. ovis, a sheep,+ -ddi-
w», < Cflsdere, kill.] Sheep-slaughter. [Humor-
ous.]

There it [a dog] lay— the little sinister-looking tail im-
pudently periled up, like an infernal gnomon on a Satanic
dial-plate—Larceny and Ovicide shone in every hair of it.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, IL 364.

OVicyst (6'vi-sist), n. [< L. ovum, an egg, -I-

G-r. /c{/(TTJf, apouch: eeecyst.] In Asddia, the
pouch inwhich incubation takes place ; a diver-

ticulum of the wall of the atrium, which pro-

Ovinse

jeots into the atrial cavity, and into which is

received the ovarian follicle containing an im-

pregnated ovum . Huxley, Anat. Invert. , p. 533

.

OVicystic (6-vi-sis'tik), a. [< ovioyst + -ic]

Pertaining to the ovicyst or incubatory pouch
of an ascidian.

Ovidse (6'vi-de), n. pi. [NL., < Ovis + -idee,]

Sheep and goats as a family of ruminants apart

from BovidcB, Capridce is a synonym. See Ovi-

nm.
Ovidian (o-vid'i-an), a. [< L. Ovidius, Ovid

(see def.),'+ -an."] Belon^ng to or character-

istic of the Latin poet Ovid (Publius Ovidius

Naso), bom 43 B. c, died a. d. 17.

OViducal (6'vi-du-kal), a. [< L. ovum, an egg,

+ ducere,l6a,d: see'duct.] Having the charac-

ter of an oviduct
;
pertaining in any way to ovi-

ducts; oviducent: a,8,anoviducaltabe; ovidu-

cal arteries or veins ; oviducal gestation.

The ovidueoH veins : two or three vessels entering . . .

(in the female) immediately behind the dorso-lumbar vein.

Buidey and Martin, Elem. Biol., p. 88.

oviducent (6'vi-dii-sent), a. [< L. ovum, an
egg,+ ducen(_t-)s, ppr. ot dicoere,leaA: aeeduct.]

Same as oviducal.

oviduct (6'vi-dukt), n. [< NL. oviductus, < L.

ovum, egg, + ductus, a leading, duct : see duct.]

The excretory duct of the female genital gland,

or female gonaduct; a passage for the ovum or

egg from the ovary of an animal : chiefly applied

to such a structure in an oviparous animal, not
differentiated into Fallopian tube, womb, and
vagina. An oviduct exists in most vertebrates, and is

usually paired, there being one to each ovary, but often

single, the duct of one or the other side remaining unde-
veloped, as In birds. When well formed, as in birds and
other animals whicli lay large eggs to be hatched outside

the body, the oviduct is a musculomembranous tube or ca-

nal, of which one end is in relation with or applied to the

ovary, and the otherdebouches in the cloaca, tlie tube being
held in place by a special mesentery or mesometriura. In
the course of the oviduct its mucous membrane acquires

special characteristics, and secretes different substances

;

so that the ovum, escaping from the ovai^y as a ball of yel-

low yolk, becomes successively coated with white albu-

men, with a soft egg-pod, and finally, as in birds, with a
hard chalky sheU. The oviducts of the lowest mammals,
which are oviparous, are of similar charactefr ; but in most
mammals the pair of oviducts coalesce in the greater part
of their length, whence result a single vagina and womb,
with a pair of Fallopian tubes or oviducts in a restricted

sense. A womb or uterus is simply a specialized part
of an oviduct, where the ovum is detained long enough to
be developed into a fetus and born alive. The oviducts of
invertebrates, where any exist, are as diverse in character
as the ovaries. See ovary''-, and cuts under Dendroeoela,
Dibranchiata, Epizoa, and gemMrium.

oviferous (o-vif'e-rus), a. [< L. ovum, an egg,
-I- ferre= E'. bear'^.] Bearing eggs ; ovigerous

:

speciflcally applied to certain receptacles into
which ova are taken upon their escape from the
ovary, as in some crustaceans.

oviform.! (6'vi-f6rm), a. [< L. ovum, egg, +
forma, form.] 1 . Egg-shaped ; ovaliform. spe-
ciflcally— (a) In entmn., snaped like an egg; having the
longitudinal section ovate and the transverse circular : as,

an oviform terminal joint of an antenna. (6) In iehth,,

having an oval lateral outlin e or profile, in whichthe great-
est height or depth is in advance of the middle, as in the
opah and other fishes, (c) In decorative art, having the
greater or more important pai*t egg-shaped : as, an ov^fomi
vase or pitcher (one which has the body of this form).

2. Having the morphological character of an
ovum.
oviform^ (6'vi-f6rm), a. [< L. ovis, sheep, +
forma, form.] Sheep-like ; ovine.

ovigenous (o-vij'e-nus), a. [< L. ovum, egg, +
-genus, producing : see -genous.] Giving rise to

an ovum; producing ova, as the ovary: as, an
ovigenous organ.
OVigenu (6'vi-j6rm), n. [< L. ovum, egg, + E.

,] An ovum.

The ovigerms, with their germinal vesicles and spots.
Darwin, Cirripedia, p. 58.

ovigerous (o-vij'e-rus), a. [< L. ovum, egg, +
gerere, carry.] Bearing ova or eggs ; oviferous.
—Ovigerous ftenum, a process projecting on each side
from the inner wall of the sac of a cirriped, serving to stick
the eggs together till they hatch. Bwcley, Anat. Invert.,

p. 257. See cut under BaJUmus.

Ovina (o-vi'nS,), n.pl. [NL., neut. pi. of LL.
ovinus, pertaiiiing to sheep : see ovine."] Ovine
animals, including sheep and goats: same as
Ovidce. See OvincB, Caprina.

Ovinse (o-vi'ne), n. pi. [NL., fern. pi. of LL.
ovinus, pertaining to sheep : see ovine.] Sheep
alone as a subfamily of Bovidce, having horns
curved spirally outward and forward, with a
continuous ridge along the convexity of the
curve. Three genera are commonly referred to Ovlnce—
Ovis, Pseudovis, and Ammotragus. The group includes all

kinds of wild sheep, as the bighorn, argali, mouflon.
musimon, and aoudad. See cuts under aoudad, bighorn,
and Ovis.



OTine

ovine (o'vin), a. and n. [< LL. ovinus, pertain-
ing to sheep, < L. ovis, sheep : see OvisT] I, a.
Sheep-like ; oviform ; of or pertaining to the
Ovince or to sheep.

In Florence the shepherds whistle to their flocks, and
the sheep always follow very promptly, with ovine una-
nimity. H. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 202.

n. n. A member of the Ovincs; a sheep.
Ovipara (o-vip'a-ra), n.pl. [NIi., neut. pi. of
LL. omparus, egg-laying : see oviparovs."] Ani-
mals which lay eggs to be hatched ontside the
body of the female parent, or those which are
oviparous : opposed to Vivipara. Most animals, up
to and inclading all birds and the lowest mammals, are of
this character,though there are exceptions among reptiles,
fishes, and many inrertebrates. The term has no classifl-

catory significance.

OTiparity (6-vi-par'i-ti), n. [= P. ompariU, <
LL. ovipartts, egg-laying: see oviparous.'] The
property of being oviparous; the habit of lay-
ing eggs to be hatched outside the body ; ovipa-
rousness.

W. H. Caldwell's discovery of the oviparity of the Mono-
tremata. i. C. irooWr«i»«, rroc. Boy. Hoc, XXXVIIL 67.

oviparous (6-vip'a-rus), a. [= F. ovipare= Sp.
oviparo = tg. It!' oviparo, < LL. ovipartts, that
produces eggs, e^-laying, < L. ovum, egg, +pa-
rere, produce.] Laying eggs to be hatched, or
producing ova to be matured, outside the body
of the parent; pertaining to the Ovipara: distin-

guished from ovoviviparous andfrom viviparous.
The lowest mammals, allbirds, most reptiles, most fishes,
and the great majority of invertebrates are oviparous. See
movivipanms.

oviposit (o-vi-poz'it), V. i. [< L. ovum, egg, +
positus, pj). otponere, lay: see posit."] To lay
eggs; speoifieally,ine»<OTO.,to deposit eggs with
an ovipositor, as an insect.

oviposition (6''vi-p6-zish'on), n. [< oviposit +
ion, after posiUonl"] The act of ovipositing

;

deposition or laying of eggs, especially with an
ovipositor.

ovipositor (6-vi-poz'i-tor), n. [< L. ovum, egg,
+ positor, builder, founder, < positus, pp. of
ponere,la,ji see posit.] The ovipositing organ
with which many (especially hymenopterous,
orthopterous, coleopterous, and dipterous) in-

sects are provided, and by means of which they
place their eggs in a position suitable for

development, it forms the end of the abdomen, sev-

eral of the rings or
somites of which
are specially mod-
ified for this pur-
pose. It normal-
ly or usually con-
sists of three pairs
of rhabdites, the
outer two pairs of
which incase or
sheathe the inner
pair, and form an
extensile tube, of

very variable size and shape in different insects. It is

sometimes longer than the body of the insept. In the
terebrant hymenopters the ovipositor forms a saw or an
auger (serra or terebra). In the aculeate hymenopters, as
bees and wasps, the ovipositor is the sting or aculeus. In
orthopters it is often conspicuous, as seen in the cut.

Also called oviscapt. See also cuts under cavJcer-ioorm
and Ceddmmyia.—Ezseited ovipositor. See eaaerted.

Ovis (o'vis), n. [NL., < L. ovis = Gr. Sig (orig.

*1>Fiq), a sheep, = E. ewe : see ewel.] In zool.,

the typical genus of OviruB, including the do-

4211
thus connected or coherent. See cuts under Copepoda,
cyathozooid, and S^tCsoa.

oviscapt (6'vi-skapt), ». [Irreg. < L. ovum, egg,
+ Gr. cKdirrew, dig.] Same as ovipositor. De
Serres.

ovlsm (o'vizm), V. [< L. ovum, egg, + -ism.]
The doctrine that the egg contains aU the or-
gans of the future animal. See incasement.

ovispennary (6-vi-spfer'ma-ri), «. and a. [< L.
ovum, egg, + NL. spermarium, spermary : see
spermary.] I. n.; pi. ovispermaries (-riz). A
hermaphroditic sexual organ generating both
ova and spermatozoa ; an ovotestis.

II. a. Of or pertaining to an ovispermary;
ovotesticular: as, an ovispermary product.
ovist (6'vist), n. [< L. ovum, egg, + -ist.] Same
as ovulist: opposite of spermist or animalculist.
See incasement.

The ovists, who regarded the egg as the true germ.
lEncyc. Brit., XXTY. 815.

ovococcus (6-vo-kok'us), n.
;
pi. ovococci (-si).

[NL., < L. ovum, egg, + Gr. kSkkoq, berry: see
coccus.] The nucleus of an ovule or egg-ceU
before impregnation,correspondingto the sper-
mocoocus of the sperm-celL
ovogenesis (o-vo-jen'e-sis), n. [NL., < L. ovum,
6gg> + ^e»ie*js, 'generation: see genesis.] The
generation of an ovum; the process of origi-

nating or producing ova. Amer. Nat, XXI. 947.
Also oogenesis.

OVOgenetic(o''vo-je-net'ik),a. l<Nh.ovogenesis,
after genetic] 'Of or pertaining to ovogenesis

;

oogenetic; ovogenous. Micros. Science, N. S.,

XXVI. 598.

ovogenous (o-voj'e-nus), a. [Cf. ovigenovs.]
Same as ovogenetic.

I have interpreted the first polar body of the Metazoan
ovum as a carrier of ovogenous plasm. Mature, XLL 322.

ovoid (6'void), a. and n. [< L. ovum, egg, + Gr.
eldog, form.] I. a. Egg-shaped: said of solids.

II. n. An egg-shaped body. Quart. Jour.
Geol. Soc, XLV. ii. 284.

ovoidal (6'voi-dal), a. [i ovoid + -al.] Same as
ovoid.

OVOlo (6'v6-16), n.; pi. ovoli (-le). [< It. ovolo,

ovolo, < ML. ovulum, a little egg, dim. of L. ovum,
egg: see ovule,ovulum. Ci.ovum,^^.] InBoman
and later architecture, a convex molding form-
ing in section a quarter of a circle. Also called
quarter-round, in Greek architecture moldings of this

Field-cricket. o. ovipositor.

Fighting Ram, a variety of Ovts aries.

mestie sheep, Ovis aries, with its wild originals

and most otherwild sheep. 0. montana is the Kocky
Mountain bighorn ; closely related species are 0. argaZi

and 0. vaaimon. See cut under bighorn.

ovisac (6'vi-sak), n. [<L. ovum, egg, + saceus,

sack: see sac, sacle^.] A sac, cyst, or cell con-

taining an ovum or ova ; an ovioell, ovicyst, or

ovicapsvile : variously applied, (a) A Graafian fol-

licle orproper ovarian ovisac. (6) An egg-pod or egg-case

;

a membranous or gelatinous tissue or substance invest-

ing a number of ova, forming a mass of eggs, roe, or spawn

Ovolo, from Theater of Marcellus, Rome.

Class are bounded by an arc of an ellipse, the curve being
greatest toward the top, and resembling that of an egg,

whence the molding derives its name. See also cuts un-
der column and quirk.— Ovoli pattern, a pattern formed
of ovoli, or similar to the egg-and-dart or egg-and-anchor
molding, as applied in a molding or a narrow border.

OVOlogy (6-vol'o-ii), n. [< L. ovum, egg, + Gr.

-hryia, < Xeyew, speak: see -ology.] Same as

oology.

ovolo-plane (o'vo-lo-plan), n. A joiners' plane

for making ovolo moldings.

ovoplasm (6'vo-plazm), n. [< L. ovum, egg, +
Gr. irUa/M, soiaething formed or molded: see

plasm.] The protoplasmic substance of an
ovule or egg-cell before fecundation, corre-

sponding to the spermoplasm of the sperm-cell.

ovoplasmic (o-vo-plaz'mik), a. [< ovoplasm +
-4c^ Protoplasmic, as the substance of ovo-

plasm.
OVOtestes, n. Plural of ovotestis.

ovotesticular (6"v6-tes-tik'u-iar), a. [< ovo-

testis, after testicular.] Having the character

of an ovotestis; hermaphrodite, as a genital

gland; functioning both as ovary and as testis.

ovotestis (6-vo-tes'tis), n. ;
pi. ovotestes (-tez).

[NL., < L. ovum, egg,

+ testis, testicle.] A
hermaphrodite genera-
tive organ, having at

once the function of an
ovary and of a testis,

such as occur in many
monoecious moUusks.
SkE%, Anat. LlVert.,

ca»:alEodofaFollicleofOvo.
p. 425. testis of a Snail, Helix.

OVOViVinara^ (6''v6-Vi- . * *•. bundles of spermatozoa
. , .,*^ ' -^ r-K-rr in vanous positions : <7, a, ova in

Vip a-ra), n. pi. [NL., thewallsofthefomde.

ovule

neut. pi. of ovoviviparus : see ovoviviparotis.] In
Blyth's classification (1849), a subclass of Mam-
malia, including the marsupials and mono-
tremes, which latter have since been shown to
be truly oviparous.
OVOViviparity (6-vo-viv-i-par'i-ti), n. [< ovo-
vivipar-ous + -ity.] The character of being
ovoviviparous; the ovoviviparous state, or the
function of producing eggs to be hatched inside
the body of the parent.
ovoviviparous (6"vo-vi-vip'a-rus), a. [< NL.
ovoviviparus, < L. ovum, eggj + LL. viviparus,
bringing forth alive : see viviparous.] Produ-
cing eggs which are hatched vrithin the body of
the parentbut without placental attachment, so
that the young arebom alive, yet have not been
developed in that direct connection with the
blood-vessels of the mother which is character-
istic of viviparous animals. Ovoviviparous animals
are intermediate in this respect between oviparous and
viviparous ones, whence the name. The process is a kind
of internal incubation, but not a true gestation or preg-
nancy. It occurs in some fishes, many reptiles, some
Insects, as fiesh-flies, various worms, and a great many
other invertebrates. The carrying of eggs in any special
receptacle about the body, from the time they leave the
ovary until they hatch, also constitutes ovoviviparity.
The implacental mammals, as marsupials, whose young
are bom very imperfect and then placed in a pouch, are
sometimes called ovoviviparous.

ovula, n. Plural of ovulum.
ovular (6'vu-lar), a. [< NL. ovukms, < ovulum,
an ovule : see ovule.] Pertaining to an ovule

;

resembling an ovule. Also ovulary Ovular
abortion, abortion occurring before the twentieth day
after conception.

Ovularia (6-vu-la'ri-a), n. pi. [NL. : see ovu-
lar.] Those protozo'ans which do not progress
in development beyond the condition of the
cell, and thus in their mature state resemble
an ovum; egg-animals. Haeckel.

ovularian (6-vu-la'ri-an), a. and n. [< NL.
Ovularia + -an.] I. a'. Of or pertaining to the
Ooularia.

II. n. An egg-animal; amember of the Ob««-

laria.

ovulary (6'vu-la-ri), a. [< ovule + -ary.] Same
as ovular.

ovulate (o'vu-lat), a. [< ovule + -ate^.] Hav-
ing or bearing ovules.

ovulate (o'vu-lat), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. ovulated,

ppr. ovulaUrig. [< ovule + -ate^.] To generate
or produce ovules; effect ovulation; form or
produce ova ; lay eggs, as a process of matur-
ing ovules in the ovary and discharging them
therefrom.

ovulation (6-vu-la'shon), n. [< ovulate, v., +
4on.] The formation or production of ova or
ovules ; also, a discharge of an ovum from the
ovary, in women ovulation normally recurs thirteen
times a year during the sexual life of the individual, and
is accompanied by the phenomena of menstruation.

ovule (6'viil), n. [< P. ovule, < ML. ovuVum,
a little egg (NL. an ovule), dim. of L. ovum,
egg: see ovum.] 1. A little egg; specifically,

in anat., physiot, and zool., an ovulum or ovum,
especially a small one, as that of a mammal,
or one not yet matured and discharged from
the ovary: specifically applied by Haeckel to
the ovum or fertilizable but unfertilized egg-
cell of the female, conformable with the use
of spermule for the male sperm-cell. Its pro-
toplasm is termed by him ovopTusm, and its

nucleus ovococcus.— 2. In hot., a yoimg or ru-
dimentary seed ; a peculiar outgrowth or pro-
duction of the carpel which, upon fertilization

and the formation of an embryo within, be-
comes the seed, in the angiospermous gyncecium
the ovules are normally produced along the margins, or
some part of the margins, of the carpellaryleaf, either im-
mediately or by the intermediation of a placenta, which
is a more or less evident development of the leaf-margins
for the support of the ovules. Barely ovules are devel-

oped from the whole internal surface of the ovary, or from
various parts of it, in no definite order, directly &om the
walls, and witliout the intervention of anything which can
be regarded as a placenta. In gymnosperms the ovules
are borne on the face of the carpeUary scale or at its base

;

or on metamorphosed leaf-margins, as in Cycas; or, when
there is no representative of the carpel, on the cauline

axis, seemingly as a direct growth of it. (Gray.) The
only essentisd p^ of the ovule is its nudem, or nveeUus,
as it has been termed recently, which is usuaUy invested

by one or two coats, the primine and secimdine. The
coats are sacs with a narrow orifice called the fora/mefn,

the closed vestige of which becomes the mieropyle in the
seed. The proper base of the ovule is the chaliaa, and it

may be either sessile or on a stalk (funiculus) of its own.
The hUum is the scar left when the seed is detached
from its funiculus. As to shape, ovules may be orthotro-

pous, campylotropous, amphitropous, or anatropous ; and
as to position in the ovary, they may be erect, ascending,
horizontal, pendulous, or suspended. In regard to num-
bers, they may be solitary, few, or indefinitely numerous.
See cuts under aecwmbent, anatropous, funide, magnjoLia,

ortliotropous, and ovary.



ovule

3. Some small body like or likened to an ovnle

:

as, an oinde of Naboth. See ovulum Ascend-
ing ovule. See ascending.

Ovulidae (o-vu'li-de), n. pi. [NL., < Ovulum +
-Jd«B.] A family of gastropods, typified by the
genus Ovulum; the egg-shellsand shuttle-shells.
The family is often unltea with the cowries, Cypr€eidoe.
The shell is elongated, the ends of the lips being drawn
oat in some cases to such length that the resulting figure
resembles a weaver's shuttle. Also rarely called AmpM-
peraMdcB. Also Ovulime, as a subfamily of CyprmdcB. See
cut under omdum.

ovuliferous (o-vu-life-rus), a. [< NL. ovulum,
ovule, + L. ferre = E. 6earl.] Producing
ovules; oviferous.

ovuligerous (o-vu-lij'e-rus), a. [< NL. ovulum,
ovule, -t- L. gerer'e, carry.] Same as ovuliferous.

ovuline (6'vu-liu), a. Of or pertaining to the
OvuUncB or OvuUdce.

ovulist (6'vTi-Ust), n. [< Nil. ovulum, a little

e^g (see ovule),+ -is*.] An adherent of the doc-
trine of incasement in the female : the opposite
of spermist or anim^lculist. Also ovist. See
incasement.

In mother Eve, according to the evolutionists called
Omdists, were contained the miniature originals of the
entire human race. Bibliot?ieca Sacra, XLV. 349.

ovulite (6'vu-lit), n. [< ML. ovulum, a little

egg (see ovule), + -ite2.] a fossil egg. Imp.
Diet.

OVUlllin (o'vu-lum), n.
;
pi. ovula (-la). [NL., <

ML. ovulum, a little pgg, dim. of L. ovum, an egg

:

see ovule, ovum.'] 1. An
ovuleJ an ovum.— 3.

[cop.J In eonch., the typ-
ical genus of OvuUdce.
0. ovum is the egg-shell or ohi-
narsbell. 0. (Sadius) volva is

the shuttle-shell or weaver-
BhelL—Ovula Nabothl, small
rctention-cysts formed by the
mucous fomcles of the cervix
uteri. Also called Nabothian
glands.

ovum (o ' vum), n.
;

pi.

ova (6'va). [L., = Gr.
^>6v, an egg: see egg'^-.']

1. An egg, in a broad
biological sense ; the
proper product of an
ovary; the female germ
or seed, which when fer-

tilized by the male sperm, and sometimes with-
out such fecundation, is capable of developing
into an individual like the parent. There is a great
similarity in the ova of different animals throughout the
metazoic series, from the sponge to the human being, no
ova in their early stages being distinguishable from one an-
other in their essential characters. All true ova, as distin-
guished from spores and products of fission or gemmation,
are referable to the single morphological type of the cell;

and they are furthermore indistinguishable from unicellu-
lar animals, and from many of the cells composing the
bodies of the higher animals. An ovum consists of a quan-
tity of protoplasm or cell-substance called the mteUus or
yolk, inclosed in a cell-wall or vitelline membrane, and
provided with a nucleus and usually a nucleolus ; it is en-
gendered in the ovarium, usually in an ovisac or so-called
Graafian follicle, is discharged from its matrix, usuallythen
meeting with the male element, and proceeds to develop
within or without the body of the parent. The ovum prop-
er, like most cells, is usually of microscopic size ; but its

bulls may be enormously increased by the addition of ex-

trinsic or adventitious protoplasmic or albuminous sub-
stance, and it may be further protected by various kinds of
egg-pod or egg-shell, allwithout losing its essential charac-
ter as a celL The largest ova, relatively and absolutely, are
birds* eggs, these being by far the largest cells known in
the animal kiugdom. Here the quantity of food-yolk
which does not undergo transformation into the body of
the chick is out of all proportion to the formative yolk
proper, which makes only a speck in the great ball of
"yellow" and "white." Such ova are called TncroMosiic,

in distinction from holoUaMc. The human ovum is very
minute, relatively and absolutely, averaging about ^Jj
of an Inch in diameter. It is said to have been first rec-

ognized by K. E. von Baer In 1827. The parts of the ovum
have been badly named, without reference to its mor-
phology as a cell. Thus, the cell-wall Is called the zona
pdlucida; the nucleus is named the germinai vesicle or
vesicle of Purkinje^nd its nucleolus the germinal spot or
spot of Wagner, The phrases ffermmai vesicle and ger-

miruU spot are misleading. The first stages of devel-

opment of an ovum, consequent upon fertilization, con-

sist in the segmentation of the vHaius, or yolk-division,

by which the cell-substance becomes a mulberry-mass of

spherules, called the mortda. The rest is an intricate

process of differentiation and specialization of these spher-

ules, and their multiplications into the myriads of dif-

ferent Idnds of cells of which the whole body of most adult

animals is fabricated. Some of the early special stages

of this process are known as the morula, gastruZa, bias.

tula, etc. The first tissue or coherent layer of cells pro-

duced is called a blastoderm. When there are two layers,

inner and outer blastodermic layers, they are distin-

guished aa endoderm and ectoderm; when a third inter-

mediate layer is formed, it is the mesoderm. An ovum is

called, in general, a germ until the rudiments of its spe-

cific characters appear, when it becomes an embryo, and
later may be AfeUis. That department of ontology which
treats of the development of the ovum is embryology. See

shell iOvultttn tnntm).
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cuts under diphyzoiiid, gastrulaiion, gonophore, and otio-

testis.

2. [cap.'] In conch., same as Ovulum. Martini,
1774.— 3. leap.] In ichth., a genus of fishes.

Block and Schneider, 1801.— 4. In arch., an or-
nament in the shape of an egg Ephipplal ovum.
See epliippiaZ.—Ova, Graaflana, GraafiantoUlcles. See
foUide, 2.

ovum-cycle (o' vum- si* kl), m. An ovum-pro-
duct.

The genealogical individual of Gallesia and Huxley, com-
mon also to all the categories, may be designated with
Haeckel the ovum-product or ovuTrtrcyde.

Eneyc. Brit., XVI. 843.

ovum-product (6'vum-prod"ukt), n. The whole
product of an ovum; an individual animal in
the widest possible sense ; an ovum-cycle.
ow^ (ou), interj. [< ME. ow, owh; a mere ex-
clamation, var. of oh, ah, etc. Cf. oueh^.] An
interjection expressing surprise, pain, or other
feeling, according to circumstances.

"Owhl how !

" quath ich tho ; . . . "se fare lik the wou-
were [wooer]

That wilneth the wydewe bote for to wedde here goodes."
Pierii Plowman (CX xilL 19.

OW^t, pron. An obsolete form of you.

What this mountein be-meneth and this derke dale.
And this feire feld, ful of folk feire, I schal ow schewe.

Piers Plowman (A), i. 2.

owbet, rt. Same as ouhit.

owchet, ri. An obsolete form of oucK^.

owe^ (6), v.; pret. owed (formerly ought), pp.
owed (formerly own), ppr. owing. [< ME. owen,
ogen, awen, agen (pret. ought, au^ht, ahte, etc.,

pp. owen, awen, agen, etc.), < AS. dgan (pres.
ind. ah, pret. ahte, pp. agen), have, possess, =
OS. egan = OPries. dga = OHG. eigan, MHG.
eigen= Icel. eiga= Sw. dga = Dan. eie = Goth.
aigan (pres. aih), have, possess ; akin to Skt.
j/ ig, possess. From this verb, from the pret.
(AS. ahte), comes the E. omht, now used as an
auxiliary; from the pp. (AS. agen), the E. adj.
own'^, and from that the verb own^, which has
taken the place of owe in its orig. sense 'pos-
sess,' owe having become restricted to the sense
of obligation. See own^, a., own^, v.'] I. trans.

If. To possess; have; own; be the owner or
rightful possessor of.

And of thys towne was Joseph of Aramathia, that awgjit
the new Tumbe or Monyment that our Savir Crist was
buryed in. Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 25.

And I pray you tell the lady . , . that owes it that I
will direct my life to honour this glove with serving her.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii.

This is no mortal business, nor no sound
That the earth owes. Shak., Tempest, i. 2. 407.

2t. To be bound (to do something); be under
obligation ; ought : followed by an object infini-

tive.

Ye owen to encyne and bowe youre herte to take the pa-
cience of cure Lord Jhesu Crist.

Chaucer, Tale of Melibeus.

And that same kirk gert.scho make
Coriosly for that cros sake.
For men suld hald that haly tre
In honore als it aw to be.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.)i p. 123.

Therby may we knowe that I owe to haue Bome by heri-
tage as I haue Bretaigne. Merlin (B. E. T. S.), iiL 642.

Thanne somme of yow for water owe to goo.
Babees Book (B. E. T. S.), p. 8.

3. To be indebted for; be or feel bound or un-
der obligation for; of a debt, to be under ob-
ligation to pay: followed by to, it often indi-
cates origin or cause: as, to owe a thousand
dollars; to owe some one a grudge; to owe suc-
cess to family influence.

"How?" 4uath aUe the comune, "consailest thonousto
gelde

Al that we owen eny wyght er we go to housele?"
Piers Plowman (0), xxii. 394.

Best. He . . . said this other day you ou^M him a thou-
sand pound.

Prince. Sirrah, do I owe you a thousand pound?
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ilL 3. 162.

The Injuries I receiv'd, I must confess.

Made me forget the love I ow'd this country.
Fletcher, Double Marriage, v. 3.

Christian charity and beneficence is a debt which we owe
to our kings, as well as to the meanest of their subjects.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, 1. vlii

The debtor owes his liberty to his neighbour, as much as
the murderer does his life to his prince.

Steele, Spectator, No. 82.

I have no debt but the debt of Nature, and I want but
patience of her, and I will pay her every farthing I owe her.

Sterne, Tristram Shajidy, vii. 7.

He says but little, and that little said
Owes all its weight, like loaded dice, to lead.

Cowper, Conversation, 1. 302.

To owe one a day In barrest. See harveii.

II. inl/rang. To be in debt ; continue to be in
debt.

owl

A fig for care, a fig for woe I

If I can't pay, why, I can onue.

J. Heywood, Be Merry, Frlendtk

A grateful mind
By ovring owes not, but still pays.

Milton, P. L, Iv. 66.

To be owing, to be due, as a debt ; also, to be due, ascrib-

able, or imputable.

For strength of nature in youth passeth over many ex-

cesses which are ouiing a man till his age.

Bacon, Eegimen of Health.

Your Happiness is owing to your Constancy and Merit,
Steele, Conscious Lovers, v. V.

Such false impressions are owing to the abandoned writ-

ings of men of wit. Steele, Spectator, No. 6.

owe^t (o)i '"• *• [-A. var. of own'^, by confusion

with owei.] To own; acknowledge; confess.

You have charged me with bullocking yoVi into owing
the truth ; it is very likely, an 't please your worship, tliat

I should bullock him ; I have marks enow about my body
to show of his cruelty to me.

Fielding, Tom Jones, it 6. (Davies.)

oweltyt (6'el-ti), n. [ME. *owelty, < OP. oelte,

oeltet, uelte, ovellete, eiwaliteit, ivelte, etc., other

forms of egalte, equalite, etc., equality: see

equality.] Equality ; in law, a kind of equality

of service in subordinate tenures. Wharton.
Also ovealty, ovelty.— Owelij of exchange, owel-
ty of partition, that which is required to be given by
him who receives the greater value to him who receives

the less, to compensate for the inequality.

Owenia (6-e'ni-a), n. [NL., named in all senses

aiter Eic"hard Owen.] 1. A genus of trees of

the polypetalous order Meliacece and the tribe

TricMliecB, characterized by the short style, ex-

serted anthers, three- (in one species twelve-)

celled ovary, and drupaceous fruit. There are 5

species, all Australian. They are smooth trees, covered
with gummy particles. They bear pinnate leaves, axillary

panicles of small greenish flowers, and acid edible fruit 0.

ceras^era and 0. venosa are in Queensland called respec-

tively sweet and sour plum. Both have hard wood, that of

the latter highly colored and veiy strong, used in cabinet-

making and wheelwrights' work. O. venosa is called tvlip-

wood.

2. A genus of saccate etenophorans of the fam-
ily Mertensiidce.— 3. A genus of marine anne-
lids of the family Clymenidm. Also called Am-

Owenite (6'en-it),M. [< Owen (see def.) + 4te^.]

A follower of Robert Owen (1771-1858), a Brit-

ish reformer, and the father of English social-

ism, who advocated the formation of social

communities.
owennet. An Old English form of own.
oweri (o'6r), n. [< ME. owere; < owe^ + -eri.]

it. One who possesses; an owner.
The great Ower of Heauen.

Bp. HaU, Sermon at Exeter, Aug., 1637.

2. One who owes or is in debt.

They are not, sir, worst owers that do pay
Debts when they can.

B. Jonson, Underwoods, xxxiv.

ower^ (ou'6r), prep, and adv. An obsolete or
dialectal (Scotch) form of over.

owerby (ou'6r-bi), adv. A Scotehform of overby.

owerloup (our'loup), M. l. The act of leaping
over a fence or other obstruction.—2. An oc-

casional trespass of cattle.— 3. The stream-
tide at the change of the moon. [Scotch in

all uses.]

owheret, adv. [ME., also oughwhere, owghwhere;
< AS. ahwcer, anywhere, < o, ever, a generalizing
prefix, + hwoer, where : see where.] Anywhere.

And if thou se a wastour owher, y thee pray.
His felowschip fayn y wolde that thou left.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 36.

owll (oul), n. [< ME. owle, oule, ule, < AS. ule=
D. vU = MLG. ale, LG. ule = OHG. uwila, ula,

huwela, hiuwela, MHG. iuwel, mle, huwel, hiuwel,

G. eule = Icel. ugla = Sw. uggla= Dan. ugle, an
owl; of. OHG. hHwo, MHG. hHwe, uwe, an owl ; P.
huette, an owl; L. ulula, an owl, Hind, huhu, an
owl, also a dove; all prob. orig. based on an imi-

tation of the bird's cry, and thus remotely re-

lated to feojeZ.] 1. A raptorial nocturnal bird of

prey of the family Strigidas. Owls constitute a high-
ly monomorphic group, the suborder Slriges of the order
Baptores. With few exceptions, they are of distinctively
nocturnal habits and a peculiar physiognomy produced by
the great size and breadth of the headand the shortened
face with large eyes looking forward and usually set In a
facial ruff or disk of modified feathers, which hide the base
of the bilL Many owls have also " horns " (that Is, ear-tufts)

or plumicorns. The bill is hooked, but never toothed, and
the nostrils open at the edge of the cere, not in it. The
plumage is very soft and blended, without aftershafts, and
the flight is noiseless. The talons are large, sharp, and
hooked as In other birds of prey ; the outer toe is versa-
tile; and the feet are usually feathered to the claws. (See
cut under braccate.) There are many anatomical charac-
ters. (See Striges.) Owls are among the most nearly cos-
mopolitan of birds. They feed entirely upon animal sub-
stances, and capture their prey alive, as small quadrupeds
and birds, various reptiles, fishes, and Insects. They lay
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SS"lbSjr2^^'I^t^£jf'"P''^1?^S^ "^^^ OWlerif (oxi'l6r), n. One guilty of the offense
T.^^i^.^^^?^^^^« "S^^so-^oaemgeDera, „f „^^. ^ g^^gje,^ esJeciaUy of wool.and now usaally considered as constituting 2 families, Alu-
comda and Strigidce, or barn-owls and otiier owls. See
cuts under barn-owl. Bubo, eOarteSdium, hatti-owt, NycUda,
Otus, sium-owl, and Strix.

To gibbets and gallows your owtere advance,
Thali that 's the sure way to mortify France,
For Monsieur our nation will always be golling.
While you take such care to supply him with woollen.

I'om Broom, Works, L 134. (Danes.)

OWler^f (ou'16r), «. [Adial.var.ofaMe)i.] An
alder-tree. [Prov. Eng.]
He advises that you plant willows or owUrs.

1. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 19&

frnm iT^wnfv«*^w™^^,^J''^°"' ?. '^^t^ OWlery (ou'to-i), «. ;
pi. mnUries (-iz). [< ownTnianw-i a t» -mnr^m^^T^x, ™.., J.-- _ J + .gj^i_-j 2_ All abode or haunt of owls. Imj).

IHct.—2. An owlish or owl-like character or
habit.

The ouU eek that of dethe the bode biyngeth.
Chmuar, Parliament of Fowls, L 343.

The oui shriek'd at thy birth—an evil sign.
Shale, 3 Hen. VI., v. 6. 44.

And enen this did Adam seeke, if God had not brought
him out of Ills Quia nest. Prmhat, Pilgrimage, p. 26.

ovm
soring nearly a foot from tip to tip of wings. It is a native
of Brazil, and is so called from its color and from the re-
semblance of the hind wings to the head of an owl.
owl-parrot (oul'par'ot), n. The kakapo, Stri-
gops habroptUus : so caUed from its owlish as-

\^~''':i
-

-.fJV-i-'"'-'-.''^

from its owl-like physiognomy. Xhe head is round,
and the beak very short &ere are several strains of
owls, known as English, African, and Cliinese. All run in
various colors.

The otclt are African, English, and Chinese. The Afri-
can is at home in Tunis, whence many thousands have
been sent to England, and of which scarcely dozens re-
main. The bird is the smallest of the family, and so deli'

Man is by birth somewhat of an owL Perhaps, too, of
all the owleries that ever possessed hjm, the most owlish,
if we consider it, is that of your actually existing Motive-
MiUwrighta. Carlyle, Sartor Itesartus, p. 152.

cate that its term of life out of African air is very limited. oTwlpt fon'lpf* n rA1er> ;i/Mii7»f n -ir • / mrll 4-
The English o«< is fair in size, with eve ronnd aid nromi- ./?' V^ ,^' "; L-ilSO hotPtet, q. V.

, < owli- +The English owl is fair in size, with eye round and promi-
nent^ the dewlap well developed, and the frill extending
to the lower point of the breast In the Chinese this frill-

feathering is excessive, even extending upaboutthe thioat
to the eyes. The Century, XXXIL 107.

3. A person whose pleasure or business it is

to be up or about much at night. [CoUoq.]—An
owl In an Ivy-bosht, a stupid, blundering feUow.
Lord Sp. Prithee^ how did the fool look?
CoL Look ! egad, he look'd for all the world like an

owlm an ivy ftusft. Swift, Polite Conversation, L
Burrowing owI^a small owl which burrows in the groond
in many parts of North and Sonth America and the West
Indies, the Spfotyto cumeularia and its varieties. It is 9

-ei.] 1. An owl; a howlet.
As faulcon fares to bussarde's flight,

Spidexwort Owlet-moth ^Prodenia

BoTrowing Owl {_Sfeotyto cuHicularra).

or 10 inches long; grayish-brown, profusely spotted with
white ; with the head smooth, without plumicoms ; the
facial disk incomplete ; and with the ear-parts small and

Nest of Bnnowiiig Owl (Speotyto cunicittaria).

As egles eyes to ouiattg sighte.

Pvttenham, Partheniades, xvL

2. A young owl; a little owl.—3. Same as otp-
let^mofh.

owlet-moth (ou'let-m6th), «. One of various
noetuid moths, so called from their nocturnal
habits and
soft fluffy ap-
pearaiiee. The
spiderwort ow-
let-moth, Prode-
via fiavimedia,
is a well-known
species, whose
larva feeds on
many different
plants and re-
sembles a cut-
worm in habits.
See also cut un-
der Prodenia.

owl-eyed (oul'id), a. Having eyes like an owl's

;

seeing best in the night.

owl-faced (oul'fast), a. Having a face like an
owl's.

Owlglasst, n. [Also Owleglass,Mowleglass, Hoi-
Uglass, etc.; also Owlspiegle; < MD. Uylespigel,

Uylespiegha (Gr. TyU Eulenspiegel), Owlglass,
< uyle, wl, D. uil, G. eide, owl, + spiegel, < L.
speculum, looking-glass: see speculum.'i The
name of the hero of a popular German tale
translated into English at the end of the six-
teenth century. He is represented as practis-
ing all manner of pranks and having all sorts
of comical adventiu-es.

Kide on my best invention like an ass^
To the amazement of each Owliefiasse;
Till then fare well (if thou canst get good faro)

;

Content 's a feast, aJthough the feast be bare.
Taylor, Workes (1630). (Narea.)

1. Or what do you think
Of Ov^ glass instead of hhn?

2. No, bim
I have no mind to.

1. O, but tnen-spiegle
Were such a nam&

B. Jonson, Masque of Fortune, vt 1901
not opercnlate, and the legs long and partly bare. This is
the owl well known on the western prairies in connection
with the prairie-dogs, in the deserted burrows of which it owl-gnat (oul'nat), n. A noetuiform gnat of the
makes its nest, and on the pampas of Sonth America in familv PsvchodidcB
simOar relations with the viscachas. Thero is a colony in -_,i i-f-j ?„„i/i,„j\ „ rni,„ -ui-ni, t,„ik„.] -^i,.
Florida, and there are several in the West Indies. These OWl-head (onl hed), n. The blaek-bemed plo-
owls are diurnal, and feed upon insectsand small mammals 'VST, Squatarola helvetica, Trumbull. [NewJer-
andreptQes. SeeSpeolyto.—Gn^OWl,one of sundry owls Sey.]
of a gray color. One rf the species to which the rameap- owliogt (ou'ling), n. [Verbal n. of owil.B.] The
plies IS the common European SCrtx 8(ridtda. The great ^^^' ^ ^'! _ i _ i \. c ii,^ owl of Noriih America KSWir einerea, or SumiiSn a- offense of carrying wool or sheep out of the
nareum, one of the largest and most boreal species of the country, formerly punished by fine or banish-
family.— Hissing owl, the barn-owl, ^rix JIammea or ment.
Alueo fiaimnaa. JfontajitL-Homed. owl. llMll^OWl, owllsh (ou'lish), o. [< owV- + -ishXA 1. Owl^
any owl with hornsm the shape of plumicoms or feathery i^i^. ^„"".,^;^^„„ -

-'"'
^retson liie head; an eared owl; a cat-owL There are ' **' "'^""'^ '•"'*

many species, of such genera as Otus or A8io,Seopg, Bubo,
etc. 'nie great homed owl of Europe is &wo maaimug;
that of America is B. virgimanMS. See cut under Bubo.—
liOng-eared owL See long-eand and Otus.—Short-
eared owL See Aort-eared.—To bring or send owls
to Athens, to perform unnecessary labor; "cany coals to _
Newcastle ; take a commodily where it already ^unds. owUshnesS (ou'lish-nes)'A small brown owl (probably £i»ps 0iu) IS especially com- """=""'«'«' \v».» ^^,1. i^voy,

men on the Acropolis and about Athens, and was hence
taken as the emblem of the city, and of its patron goddess,
Athene or Pallas (Minerva).

owl^ (oul), i'. i. [< owU, ra.] To carry on a con-
traband orunlawful trade at night or in secrecy;

skulk about with contraband goods; smuggle;
especially, to carry wool or sheep out of the
country, at one time an offense at law.

OWl^, n. A dialectal form of wool.

owl-butterfly (ool'but'er-fli), n. A very lai^e

South American nymphalid butterfly, Caligo

like; resembling an owl or some one of its

features.

Whose owlish eyes are dazled with the brightnesse of
this light PuTchas, Pilgrimage, p. 2.

2. Having an appearance of preternatural grav-
ity and wisdom.— 3. Stupid; dull; fat-witted.

I. n. The nature or
character of an owl; stupidity, as that of an
owl when dazed by the light.

Owlism (ou'lizm), n. [< owP- + -tsm."] An owlish
or preying disposition or habit.

Their [lawyersT ouiima, vulturisms, to an incredible ex-
tent, will disappear by and by : their heroisms only re-
maining. Carlyle, Past and Present, iL 17.

P^'] owl-light (oul'lit), /i. GUmmering or imperfect
light; twilight.

I do not like his visits ; commonly
He comes by owl-light; both the time and manner
Is suspicious ; I do not like it

Fletcher (and another). Fair Maid of the Inn, iL 2.

eurylochus, attaining an expanse of nine inches

so called because the wings when folded at

rest present at the base of the second series a OWl-monkey (oul'mung'ki), n. A night-ape.

pair of large oceUi likened to owls' eyes. See owl-moth (onl'm6th), n. A moth, Thysania

cut under oceBate. agrippina. it isprobably the largest moth known, mea-
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Owl-parrot (Strigvps hudrofttlus).

peot and nocturnal predatory habits. It is a
native of New Zealand. Also called night-pai-
Tot. See hakapo.
Owlspieglet, n. Same as Owlglass.

Thou should'st have given her a madge-owl, and then
Thou'dst made a present o' thyself, Owlspiegle.

B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, ii. 1.

owl-swallow (oul'swol'6), n. A goatsucker or
night-jar of the family Podargidce.
owl-train (oul'tran), n. A raUroad-train run-
ning during the night. [U. S.]

owly Con'li), a. [< oroP -H -yi.] Seeing no bet-
ter than an owl by day; purblind; blear-eyed.

As seemes to Beason's sin-bleard Ouiie sight
Sylvestar, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, iL, The Imposture.

owly-eyedt (on'li-id), a. Same as owl-eyed.

Their wicked minds, blind to the light of vertue^ and
owly eyed in the night of wickednesse.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iiL

OWnl (on), a. [= Sc. ain, awen; < ME. own,
owen, awen, aghen, agen, on, owe, < AS. dgen =
OS. egan = OFries. eigen, egen, ein, ain = MD.
eghen, eeghen, D. eigen = MUJ. egen, LG. egen
= OHG. eigan, MHG. G. eigen = Icel. eigitin

= Sw. Dan. egen^Goth.'aigans, ovra (cf. aigin,
n., property), Ut. 'possessed,' orig. pp. of dgan,
etc., owe: see owel.] 1. Properly or exclu-
sively belonging to one's self or itself

;
pertain-

ing to or characteristic of the subject, person or
thing; peculiar; proper; exclusive

; particular

;

individual; private: used after a possessive,
emphasizing the possession : as. to buy a thing
wiQi one's own money ; to see a thing with one's
own eyes ; he was beaten at his own game ; mind
your own business.

God wrougt it and wrot hit with his on fynger.
And toke it Moyses vpon the mount alle men to lere.

Piers Plowman (B), xL 163.

He sett them by hys avme syde,
Vp at the hyse dese.

r»« Horn of King Arthur (Child's Ballads, L 26).

To thine own self be true,

And it most follow, as the night the day.
Thou canst not then be false to any man.

Shak., Hamlet, L 3. 78.

Portius, behold thy brother, and remember
Thy life is not thy own, when Bome demands it

Addison, Cato, iv. 4.

And Jove's own thunders follow Mars's drums.
Pope, Dimciad, iv. 68.

Beneath her father's roof, alone
She seemed to live ; her thoughts her own;
Herself her otm delight Wordsworth, Butli.

Our oum sun belongs to the class of yellow stars, prob-
ably somewhat past maturity. Tail, Light, § 328.

[In this sense oim is oftenused elliptically. the noun which
it is to be regarded as qualifying being omitted : as, to hold
one's own (Utat is, one's own ground, or one's own cause)

;

a man can do as he likes with his own (that is, his own
property, possessions, goods, etc.).

He came unto his own [possessions], and his own [people]
received him not John L 11.

My study is to render every man his own, and to con-
tain myself within the limits of a gentleman.

Beau, and Fl., Honest Man's Fortune, ii. 2.

These poor cantoners could not enjoy their own in quiet
Bp. Hacket, Abp. wmiams, L 67.

The cup, Gie cup itself, from which our Lord
Drank at the last sad supper with his own.

Tennyson, Holy GraiL]
[The superlative is sometimes used.

My bride to be, my evermore delight.

My own heart's hearty and oioTiest own, farewelL .

Tennyson, Maud, xviiL 8.]

2. Actual: used without a possessive, vsdth to

instead before the possessor: as, own brother
to some one.



own
My lady Claytone, who, never having had any child of

her own, grew to make so much of me as U she had been
an own mother to me.

Avtotiography of Lady Warwick, p. 2. (Ifares.)

"Own brother, sir," observes Bardies, ... "to Peter
the Wild Boy !

"

Dicltens, Edwin Drood, v.

Of one's own motion, of spontaneous impulse ; at one's
own suggestion ; of one's own accord ; spontaneously.

—

The ownt, its own.

The bodie whereof was afSicted on the East by the Per-
sians, on the West by the Gothes and other Barbarians,
and fretted within the oione bowelsby intestine rebellions.

Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 246.

To be one's own man. (at) To be in one's right senses or
normal state of mind.

,

Ferdinand, her brother, found a wife
Where he himself was lost, Frospero his dukedom
In a poor isle, and all of us ourselves
When no man was his own. Shak., Tempest, v. 1. 213.

Which so cut bis heart, to see a woman his confusion,
that hee was never his owns man afterward.

Dekker, Strange Horse Race (1618). (Nares.)

(6) To be free to control one's own time.—To bold one's
own. See def. l, and AoW.
owili (on), V. t. [< ME. ownen, ohnien, ognien,

ahnien, agnien, < AS. dgnian, ahnian, have as
one's own, own, possess, claim as one's own,
appropriate to oneself, = 0H(3-. eiginen, MHG.
eigenen, eignen, G. eignen = Icel. eigna = Sw.
egna = Dan. egne, be proper, be becoming, be-
seem ; from the adj . : see own^, a.] To have or
hold as one's own; possess; hold or possess
rightfully or legally; nave and enjoy the right
of propertyin; in a general sense, tohave: as, to

own a large estate, or a part interest in a ship.

Not Afric ovms a serpent 1 abhor
More than thy fame and envy.

Shak., Cor., i. 8. 8.

But none of them oitms the landscape.
Emerson, Nature, p. 11.

=Syn, Sold, Occupy, etc. Repossess.

OWn^ (on), V. [In the present form due to con-
fusion with own\ V. (being formerly also some-
times owe (see owe^), by further confusion with
owe^) ; < ME. unnen, < AS. unnan = OS. unnan,
giunnan= OHG. unnan, giunnan, MHGr. gunnen,
giinnen, give, G. gonnen = Icel. unna = Sw. un-

na = Dan. unde^ grant; a preterit-present verb,

the present, orig. pret., being AS. an, on (=0S.
an = MHG. an, on, etc.), pi. unnon, weak pret.

«<7je, etc.] I. trans. If. To grant; give.

God hunne [read wnne] him ethemodes [well-disposed] ben.
And sende me min childre agen.

Genesis and Exodus (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2249.

He on the [thee] muchele more.
Proverbs of Alfred, 1. 241.

2. To admit; concede; acknowledge: as, to oum
a fault ; to own the force of a statement.

" leh an wel," cwath the nijte gale,

"Ah [but], wranne, nawt for thire tale."

Owl and NigMingale, 1. 1739.

Her. 'Tis a saying, sir, not due to me.
Leon. You will not own it.

Shak., W. T., iii. 2. 60.

But, for singing, among other things, we got Mrs. Cole-

man to sing part of the Opera, though she would not own
she did get any of it without book in order to the stage.

Pepys, Diary, II. 319.

He owns himself deterred from suicide by the thoughts
of what may follow death. GoldsmUh, Metaphors.

1 own the soft impeachment. Sheridan, Uivals, v. 3.

Let each side own its fault and make amends

!

Browning, Bing and Book, I. 87.

In the long sigh that sets our spirit free.

We own the love that calls us back to Thee

!

0. W. Holmes, Dedication of the Pittsfleld Cemetery.

3. To recognize ; acknowledge : as, to own one
as a son.

How shall I own thee? shall this tongue of mine
E'er call thee daughter more?

Beau, and Fl., Fhilaster, v. 5.

The Scripture ownes no such order, no such function in

the Church. MUton, Eikonoklastes, xxiv.

I wentwith it and kiss'd his Ma«e» hand, who was pleaa'd

to oymme more particularly by calling me his old acquain-

tance. Evelyn, Diary, June 30, 1660.

To own up, to confess fully and unreservedly ; make a
"clean breast" of a matter: usually implying confession

as the result of pressure or when brought to bay. [CoUoq. ]

=Sra. 2. Admit, Confess, etc. See acknowledge.

n. intrans. To confess : with to : as, to own
to a fault. [Colloq.]

May did not own to the possession of the bond.
Mrs. Crowe.

oWndt, n. Same as ound^.

owner (6'n6r), n. [< MB. ownere, ogenere (=
D. eigenaar = G. eigner) ; < ow«l + -eri.] One
who owns ; the rightful proprietor ; one who
has the legal or ri^tful title, whether he is the

possessor or not; in a general sense, one who
has or possesses. When used alone it does not neces-

sarily imply exclusive or absolute ownership. One who
holds subject to a mortgage, or otherwise has only a qual-

ified fee, is generally termed owner if he has a right to

possession.
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Zuych [such— t*. e., theft] is the zenne ... of ham of

religion thet byeth ojeneres, uor hi behoteth to libbe
wy[th]-oute ojninge. AyenbiteofInwyt(E. E. T. S.), p. 37.

That love is merchandized whose rich esteeming
The owner's tongue doth publish every where.

Sliak., Sonnets, cii.

With no Owner Beauty long will stay,

Upon the Wings of Time borne swift away.
Prior, Celia to Damon.

Abutting owner. See o6««.—Beneficial owner. See
&e7te/iaa2.—Dominant owner. See dominant tejtemerU,

under dominant.—Equitable owner, an owner having
only an equitable estate.

ownerless (o'ner-les), a. [< owner + -less.l

Having no owner : as, ownerless dogs.

OWnersnip (6'ner-ship), n. [< owner + -ship.]

The state of being an owner; the right by
which a thing belongs specifically to some
person or body; proprietorship; possession as

an owner or proprietor. See owner.

The party entitled may make a formal, but peaceable
entry thereon, declaring that thereby he takes possession

;

which notorious act of ownership is equivalent to a feodal
investiture by the lord. Blackstone, Com., III. x.

No absolute ownership of land is recognized by our law-
books except in the crown. F. Pollock, Land Laws, p. 12.

Bonltarian ownersMp. See bonUarian.

own-form (6n'f6rm), a. In iot., belonging to a
plant having stamens of a length correspond-
ing with the style of the plant to be fertilized:

a term applied by Darwin to pollen used
in cross-fertilizing dimorphic and trimorphic
flowers.

I have invariably employed pollen from a distinct plant
of the same form for the illegitimate unions of all the
species : and therefore it may be observed that I have used
the term own-form pollen in speaking of such unions.

Hairwin, DiSerent Forms of Flowers, p. 24.

ownness (on'nes), re. SS-'^^''^i'''-i'^'^^^^-^ '^^^

quality of being pecufiar to one's self.

Napoleon, . . . with his ownness of impulse and in-

sight, with his mystery and strength, in a word, with his

originality (if we will understand that), reaches down into

the region of the perennial and primeval.
Carlyle, Misc., IV. 198.

own-root (on'rot), a. In hort., grown upon its

own root, without grafting or budding : applied
to many plants, as roses.

owset, n. An obsolete form of ooze.

owsellt, «. [Origin obscure ; of. owse, ooze.'] A
slough; a quagmire.
I am verily perswaded that neither the touch of con-

science, nor the sense and seeing of any religion, ever
drewe these into that damnable and untwineable traine

and owsell of perdition. J. Melton, Sixefold Politician.

owsen (ou'sn), n.pl. A dialectal form of oxen.

[Scotch and North. Eng.]

Twenty white owsen, my gude lord.
If you'll grant Hughie the Graeme to me.

Hvghie the Graeme (Child's Ballads, VI. 56).

An' owsen frae the furrow'd field

Return sae dowf an' weary, 0.
Bwrm, My Ain Kind Dearie, 0.

owtt, owtet, adv. Obsolete spellings of out.

ox (oks), ». ;
pi. oxen (ok'sn). [< ME. oxe (pi.

oxen), < AS. oxa (pi. oxan) = OS. *ohso = OFries.
oxa = MD. osse, D. os = ML(J. LG. osse = OHG.
ohso, MHG. ohse, G. ochse, ochs= Icel. oxi, uxi =
Sw. Dan. oxe

=

Goth, auhsa, auhsus, an ox : an old
Aryan word, like cow and steer, though not, like

these, found in Gr. and L. ; = W. yeh, an ox,

= Skt. uhshan, an ox, bull; referred by some,
as ' impregnator,' to Skt. y uksh, sprinkle ; by
others to Skt. •/ uksh, increase, wax, = E. wax^,
q. V. The noun ox, plural oxen, is notable
as being the only one still having in familiar
use the old plural in -en (AS. -an), the plurals
eyne, hosen, and peasen, though of AS. origin,

being obs. or archaic, and children, brethren,

kine, and shoon, in which the plural in -en (-n,

-ne) appears first in ME., being all (except chil-

dren) archaic, or at least (as brethren) conflmed
to a limited and non-vernacular use.] 1. The
adult male of the domestic Bos taurus, known

Skeleton of Ox lEos taurus).

fr, frontal ; 9na, mandible ; c, cervical vertebra: ; D, dorsal verte-
brae ; L, lumbar vertebrae ; sc, scapula ; hu, humerus ; ul, ulna ; ra,
radius; mf, metacarpal ; ^^, pelvis ; yS^, femur ; ^i^, titna ; ca, cal-
caneum ; tnet, metatarsus ; cp, carpus ; tar, tarsus.

Oxalis

in the natural state as a bull, whose female is a
cow, and'whose young is a ealf; in a wider

sense, an animal of the famUy Bovidce and sub-

family BovincE or Ovibovince ; a bovine. The sev-

eral animals of this kind have each of them specific des-

ignations, as Iniffalo, bison, a/uroehs, zebu, rtmsk-ox, etc:

the word is commonly restricted to the varieties of Bog

taurus the commonox, which is one of the most valuable

of domestic animals. Its flesh is the principal ai-ticle of

animal food, and there is scarcely any part of the animal

that is not useful to mankind : the skin, the horns, the

bones, the blood, the hair, and the refuse of all these, have

their separate uses. Having been specially domesticated

by man from a stock which it is probably impossible to

trace, the result has been the formation of very many
breeds, races, or permanent varieties, some of which are

valued for their flesh and hides, some for the richness and
abundance of their milk, while others are in great repute

for both beef and milk. Among the flrst class may be
mentioned the Durham or shorthorn, the polled Aber-

deen or Angus, and the West Highland or kyloe. Among
the most celebrated for dairy purposes are the Jersey,

Guernsey, Holstein-Friesian, Ayrshire, and Suffolk dun.

For the purposes both of the dairy-farmer and of the

grazier, the Hereford and a cross between a shorthorn and
an Ayrshire are much fancied. The ox is used in many
parts of the world as a beast of draft. The "wild ox," now
surviving in only a few paiks, as at Chillingham Park in

Northumberland, and at Cadzow Forest in Lanarkshire,

seems, whatever its origin, to have been formerly an inhabi-

tant of many forest-districts in Great Britain, particularly

in the north of England and the south of Scotland.

2. In a restricted sense, the castrated male of

Bos taurus, at least 4 years old and fuU-grown
or nearly so. (See steer.) Such animals are

most used as draft-animals and for beef Galla
ox, the sanga, a kind of ox found In the Galla country.

Hamilton SmitA.—Indian ox, the brahminy bull.—To
have the black ox tread on one's foott, to know what
sorrow or adversity is.

When the blacke crowe's foote shall appeare In their

eie, or the black oxe tread on their foote— y/ho will like

them in their age who liked none in their youth?
Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 1.

ox-acid (oks'as'id), n. Same as oxyadd.
oxalamide (ok-sal'a-mid or -mid), n. [< oxaUc
+ amide.] Same as oxamide.

oxalate (ok'sa-lat), n. [< oxal-io + -ateh] In
chem., a salt formed by a combination of oxalic

acid with a base : aiS, potassium oxalate.

oxalemia, oxalsemia (ok-sa-le'mi-a), n. [NL.,

< oxalic + Gr. alfw., blood.] Excess of oxalic

acid or oxalates in the blood.

oxalic (ok-sal'ik), a. [< NL. oxalicus, < L.
oxalis, < Gr. oxalic, sorrel: see Oxalis.] Of or

pertaining to sorrel— Oxalic acid, (C00H)2, the
acid of sorrel, first discovered in the juice of the Oxalis
Acetosella, It is widely distributed in the vegetable king-
dom in the form of potassium, sodium, and calcium salts,

and is made artificially by heating sawdust with a mix-
ture of caustic potash and soda. It forms white crystals,

is readily soluble in water and alcohol, has an intensely

acid taste, and is violently poisonous. It is often sold

under the erroneous name of salt of lemons. Oxalic acid

is used largely in calico-printing, dyeing, and the bleach-
ing of flax and straw.— Oxalic-acid diatbesis, the con-
dition of the system when there is marked oxalemia.

Oxalidaceae (ok-sal-i-da'sf-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Lindley, 1845), < Oxalis {-id-) + -acece.] Same
as Oxalidece, regarded by Lindley as an order.

Oxalidese (ok-sa-lid'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (A. P. de
Candolle, 1824) j < Oxalis {-id-) + -em.] A tribe

of plants of the polypetalous order Geraniacem,
the geranium family, distinguished by the reg-
ular flowers, imbricate sepals, and capitate
stigmas. It includes five genera, of which Oxalis is the
type. They are herbs or trees, usually with compound
leaves and ten stamens.

Oxalis (ok'sa-lis), n. [NL. (Linnteus, 1737), < L.

oxalis, < Gr! b^aUg, sorrel, also sour wine, <

oftif, sharp, pun-

fent, acid, sour.]

. A genus of orna-
mental plants, type
of the tribe Oxa-
lidece of the order
Geraniacece. It is

characterized by the
ten perfect stamens,
five distinct styles, and
flve-lobed loculicidal
pod with ten persistent
valves. There are about
205 species, mostly of
South Africa and South
America, with one or
two widely scattered
throughout the trop-

ics, and three or four
throughout the tem-
perate zones. They
produce short stems
with alternate leaves,
or more commonly rad-
ical leaves from a fleshy
rootstockorbulb. The
characteristic leaves
are of three radiating
inversely heart-shaped
leaflets ; others are pin-
nate or undivided. The flowers are yellow, pink, or white,
usually in long-stalked umbels, with additional minute

Flowering: Plant of Oxalis violacea
(wood-sorrel), a, pistil with some of
thes'



Ozalis

\ apetalouB flowers cloBe-fertilized In the bad. Several
species yield edible tubers. 0. Deppn of Mexico, with
four leaflets and red flowers, has fasiform edible roots.
Several exotic species are important to the conservatory.
Certain pinnate-leafed species exhibit irritability. See
cat under obcordaU.

2. II. c] A plant of this genus.
ozallte (ok'sa-lit), n. [< oxal-ic + -»*b2.] Same
as humboldtine.
ozaluria (ok-sa^lti'ri-a), n. [NL., < oxaUc +
Gr. ovpoy, urine.] Ia~pathol., the presence of
orystallized oxalate of lime in the urine in con-
siderable amount.
ozaluric (ok-sa-lu'rik), a. [< oxal-ic + tiric.2

Derived from'urea and oxalio acid.—Ozalpric
add, an acid (C3H4N2O4) prodaced by the decomposition
of parabanic acid. It is a white or slightly yellow crystal-
line powder of an acid taste. It forms saltswitb the alkalis
and alkaline earths.

oxalyl, oxa^le (ok'sa-lil), «. [< oxal-ic +
-yl.2 In chem., the hypothetical radical of ox-
^c acid, CgOjj.

oxamate (ok'sa-mat), n. [< oxam^ + -oiei.]

In chem., a salt of oxamie acid.

ozamlc (ok-sam'ik), a. [< ox{alic) + am(ine)
+ -ic.] Produced from acid ammonium oxa-
late by dehydration or the elimination of water,
and in other ways: noting the monobasic acid
so produced (C2O2.NH2OH).
oxamide (ok-sam'id or -id), h. [< ox{aUc) +
amide.'] A white substance (C202(NH2)2), in-
soluble in water, produced by the distillation
of neutralammonium oxalate,whence its name.
Also called oxalamide.
OZ-antelope (oks'an'te-lop), n. A bubaline
antelope, as the oryx. See reenu Num. xxiii. 22
(revised version, margin).
OX-balm (oks'bam), n. Same as horse-balm.

OXberry (oks'ber i), n. The black bryony. See
bryony. [Prov. Eng.]
ox-bird (oksTi^rd), «. 1. An oxbiter or ox-
pecker; an African bird of the tscmHy Bupha-
gidce (which see).— 2. A weaver-bird, Textor
alector. P. X. Sclater.— 3. The dunlin, Pelidna
alphina or Tringa variabilis, a kind of sandpiper.
NuUaU, 1834; A. Xeicton.— 4. The sanderlmg,
Calidris arenaria. [Essex, Kent, England.]

oxbiter (oks'bi'ter), n. 1. An ox-bird or ox-
pecker. See Buphagidoe.— 2. The American
cow-bird, Moloihrits pecoris or if. ater.

ox-bow (oks'bo), n. [< ME. oxebowe ; <. ox +
6oti)2.i 1. A curved piece of wood the ends of

which are inserted into an ox-yoke and held by
pins. In use it encircles the neck of the ani-

mal. See yoke.

With oxbouxt and ox-yokes, and other things mo.
For ox-teeme and horse-teeme in ploogh for to go.

Tugger, Hosbandry, September.

2. A bend or reach of a river resembling an
ox-bow in form: a use common in New Eng-
land.

OXboyt (oksTjoi), «. A boy who tends cattle ; a
cow-boy.

The oX'boy as ill is as hee.
Or worser, if worse may be found.

Tvgser, Husbandry, A Comparison.

ox-brake (oksTirak), n. A kind of frame in

which oxen are placed for shoeing.

ox-cheek (oks'ohek), n. See jowl, 2.

The king r^aled himself with a plate of ox-cheek.

SmoOett, Ferdinand Count Fathom, xL

oxea (ok-se'a), n. ; pi. oxe<e (-e). [Nli., < 6r.
o^Eia, fem. of ofiif, sharp.] An acicular or nee-
(Ue-^aped sponge-spioule of the monaxon bi-

radiate type, sharp at both ends, produced by
growth from a center at the same rate in oppo-
site directions along the same axis. An oxea
is therefore uniaxial and equibiradiate. Encyc.
BHt., XXn. 416.

oxeatie (ok-se'at), a. [< oxea + -afei.] 1.

Having the character of an oxea; uniaxial,

equibiradiate, and sharp at both ends, as a
sponge-spicule. Encyc. Brit., XXII. 416.— 2.
Sharp-pointed at one end; acute. SoTlas.

oxen, ». Plural of ox.

oxer (ok'sfer), n. li ox + -er.] Same as ox-

fence. [Slang.]

Then [they rode] across the road over an oxer "like a
bird." Comhm Mag., T. 722.

oxeye (oks'I), «. 1. In6o*. : (o) Any plant of

the composite gentis Buphihalmnm. (6) The
oxeye daisy. See daisy, and cut in next column,

(c) The corn-marigold (which see, under mari-

gold). (<i) The American plant Meliopsis Items.

—2. Inomtflk.: (a) The greater titmouse, Par««
viajor, called specifically W^ oxeye. (6) The
blue titmouse, P. cofrvieus, called specifically

live oxeye.

1. Branch with Heads of Ox-
eye Daisy (Chrysanthetnum
LeucanthetHuni). 2. The lower
part of the plant, a, a ray-flower
i, ai" ~i disk-flower.
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Oeduo bovino [It], a bird

called an oxeye. Florio.

Oxaee, 'Woodpeckers, and
in winter FI01& of Para-
kitoes.

& Clarke, Four Plantations
[in America.

(c) The black-bellied
plover, Squatarola hel-
vetica, (d) The Amer-
ican dunlin, Pelidna
americana. [U. S.]—
3. A cloudy speck or
weather -gall, often
seen on the coast of
Africa, which presages
a storm.—4. pi. Small
concave mirrors made,
especially in Nurem-
bei^, of glass— Creep-
ing oxeye, Wedelia car-
Tuaa. Also called IFest In-
iian marigtM. [West In-
dies.]—Oxeye bean. See
fteoni.—Oxeye daisy. See
douy.—Seaside oxeye, Bonidda artoreteem. [West In-
dies.]—YSUow oxeye, the corn-marigold.

ox-eyed (oks'id), a. [< ox+ eye-i- -ed^ ; tr. Ur.
pooTTtc, ox-eyed: see boi^ic, boops.] Having
large full eyes, like those of an ox.

Homer nseth that epithet of ox-eyed in describing Juno,
because a round black eye is the best

Burton, Anat. of MeL, p. 471.

OXfairt (oks'flu-), n. [< ME. oxfayre; < ox -i-

fair^.] A cattle-fair. Cath. Ang., p. 265.
ox-fence (oks'fens), n. A fence to keep oxen
from straying; specifically, in fox-hunting, a
fence consistji^ of a wide ditch bordered by a
strong hedge, beyondwhich is a railing. [Eng.]

ox-fly (oks'fli), n. The oestrus or bot-fly, Jjfpo-
derma bovis, which infests cattle.
ox-foot (oks'fut), n. In farriery, the hind foot
of a horse when the horn cleaves just in the
middle of the fore part of the hoof, from the
coronet to the shoe.
Oxford chrome, clay. See chrome, clay.

Oxford corners (oks'ford k6r'n6rz). la print-
ing, ruled border-lines that cross and project
slightly at the comers, thus I [Eng.]

Oxford crown. See crairn, 13.
\

Oxfordian (oks'for-di-an), a. [< Oxford (see
def.) + -»a».] An epit&et applied to a division
of the Jurassic as developed in England, it is

the lower portion of the middle or Oxford subdivision of
the series, and is divided into two groups or stages, the
Oxford clay and the EeUaways rock. The Oxfordian is
also well developed in France and Germany.
Oxford marbles. Same as Arundel marbles
(which see, under marble).

Oxford mixture, movement, ocher, school,
etc. See mixture, etc.

ox-gall (oks'gal), «. The bitter fluid secreted
by the liver of the ox. when clarified by boiling
with animal charcoal and filtering, it is used in water-
color painting and in ivoiy-painting to make the colors
spread more evenly ; mixed with gum arable, it thickens
and fixes the colors. A coating of it sets black-lead or
crayon drawings.

OXgang (oks'gang), n. [< ME. oxgang, oxegang;
(.ox + gang.] Same as oxland.

OXgate (oks'gat), «. Same as oxgang. [Scotch.]

ox-goad (oks'god), n. A goad for &ving oxen.
ox-head (oks'hed), «. [Kox -(- liead. Cf. hogs-
head.] 1. The head of an ox. ;SAot., K. John,
ii. 1. 292.— 2t. A stupid fellow; a blockhead;
a dolt.

Dost make a mummer of me, ox-head? Marslon.

oxheal (oks'hel), n. Same as setterwort,

OXheart(oks'liart),H. A large variety of cherry:
so called from its shape.

ox-hide (oks'hid), «. 1. The skin of an ox.

—

2. Abide of land. See /lideS.

oxhoof (oks'hof), n. The name given to the
leaves of species of Bauhinia tised in Brazil
as mucilaginous remedies. Lindley,Veg. King-
dom, p. 550.

OX-hom (oks'h6m), ». and a. [= MHG. ohsen-

hom, G. ochsenhorn, etc.; as ox + horn.] I,

n. 1. The horn of an ox.— 2. A tree, Bucida
Bucerasjthe olivebark orblack olive ofJamaica,
etc. Its wood is valued as safe from insects,

and its bark is used in tanning. [Properly
oxhom.]
n. a. Resembling the horn of anox—Ox-hom

cockle, a bivalve, Isocardia ear, better known as heart-

shM.

OXid, oxide (ok'sid, ok'sid or -ad), n. [Former-
ly, less prop., oxyde, oxyd; = P. oxyde= Sp. <m-
do= Pg. oxydo = It. ossidc (after E.) ; < 6r. ofdf

(stem ofu-, reduced in this case to of-), sharp,

keen, pungent, sour, acid, + -id^, -ide^.] In

Oxon.

chem., a compound of oxygen with another ele-
ment. The oxids are grouped as acid-forming, basic, or
neutral. The acid-forming oxids, also cidled acid anhy-
dride are compounds of oxygen with negative or acid radi-
cals. Most of them unite directly with water to form acids,
as sulphuric oxid, SO3, which unites with water to form
sulphuric acid, H2SO4. The basic oxids are compounds of
oxygen with positive elements. Many of them form hy-
droxids, aU of which neutralize acids, forming salts, as
barium oxid, BaO, which forms the hydrate Ba(0H)2. The
neutral oxids or peroxids usually contain more oxygen than
the others, and have only very feeble acid or basic proper-
ties. Certain oxids cannot be classed with any of these
groups, having both acid and basic properties.

OXidability (ok'si-da-bil'i-ti), n. [< oxidable
+ -ity (see -bility).] " Capability of being con-
verted into an oxid.

oxidable (ok'si-da-bl), a. [< oxid{ate) + -ahle.]
Capable of being converted into an oxid.
Whewell.

oxidant (ok'si-dant), n. [< oxid + -ant.] An
oxidizing agent; a substance which yields up
oxygen readily to other bodies.

oxidate (ok'si-dat), v.; pret. and pp. oxidated,
ppr. oxidating. [< oxid + -ate^.] I. trans. To
convert into an oxid, as metals, etc., by combi-
nation with oxygen. Also oxygenate.

H. intraiis. To become oxidized ; become an
oxid.

Iron oxidates rapidly when introduced in a state of ig-
nition into oxygen gas.

Qraham, Elem. of Chemistry, L 300.

oxidation (ok-si-da'shon), «. [= F. oxydaiion
= Sp. oxidacion

=

Pg. oxyda^So= It. ossidazione;
as oxidate + -ion.] 1. The act or process of
oxidizing, or causing a substance to combine
with oxygen.— 2. The act or process of taking
up or combiningwith oxygen. Also oxidization,
oxygenation.

OXidational (ok-si-da'shon-al), a. [< oxidation
+ -al.] Pertaining to oxidation.

OXidator (ok'si-da-tor), ;;. A contrivance for
throwing a stream of oxygen into the flame of
a lamp. Also oxygenator.
oxide, n. See oxid.

oxidizable (ok'si-di-za-bl), a. [< 0T/(?/cf +
-able.] Capable of being oxidized.
oxidization (ok'si-di-za'shon), n. [< oxidize +
-ation.] Same as oxidation.

oxidize (ok'si-diz), r.
;
pret . and pp. oxidized, ppr.

oxidizing. [< oxid + -i.e.] I, trans. To cause
to combine with oxygen; effect oxidation of.

H. intrans. To take up oxygen; combine
with oxygen— Oxidized mlnlnin See minium.—
Oxidized ^ver, in sUvenmith^ work, thedarkand shadow
effects produced on silver by a sulphid, usually in combi-
nation with some other substance. The dark so-called
"oxid" is generally a pure sulphid.—Oxidizing flame.
SeeTtam*, 1.

OXidizement (ok'si-diz-ment), n. [< oxidise +
-ment] Oxidation.
oxidizer (ok'si-di-zer), n. That which oxidizes.

oxidulatedf (ok-sid'u-la-ted), a. [< oxid -^ -ule

+ -atei -1- -ed^.] In chem., applied to a com-
pound containing oxygen.
oxisalt (ok'si-sSIt), n. See oxysalt.

ox-land (oks'land), n. In early English tenures,
as much land as could be tilled with the use of
an ox; an oxgang or oxgate. It was a descriptive
term by which land was often granted, and carried the
buildings on the land as a part Uiereof. It varied in area
according to the local customs of husbandry and the
arableness of the soil, but in genmd it may be r^aided
as amounting to about fifteen acres more or less.

That the eight-ox plough was the normal plough, And
not^ as you suggest, an exceptional plough 'of double
strength," is sufiiciently shown by the fact that eight ox-
landx, and not four, constitute a " plough-land."

Isaac Taylor, Athenseum, No. 3082, p. 671.

OXlip (ok'slip), n. [Prop. *oxslip, formerly oxe-
Up, esp. in pi. oxelips; < ME. *oxeslyppe, < AS.
oxanslyppe, oxan slyppe, oxlip, < oxan, gen. of
oxa, ox, + slyppe, the sloppy droppings ofa cow,
etc. : see cowsUp, of similar formation.] The
varie^e?aiM»r of the common primrose,PHmwte
veris, in which the limb of the coroUa is broader
and flatter and the flowers are raised on a com-
mon peduncle. By many it is considered a
distinct species.

I know a bank where the wild thyme blow^
Where oxlips and the nodding violet grows.

Shak., ST. N. D., ii. 1. 250.

oxman (oks'man), n.
;
pi. oxmen (-men). A man

who drives or tends a yoke of oxen. [Eng.]

Oxen are still used as beasts of labour on many South
Down farms. I met the oxnnan with his team a few days
ago. ir. and Q., 7th ser., IL 317.

OX-mnshroom (oks'mush'rom), «. A name
sometimes given to very large specimens of the
common mushroom, Agarieus campestris.

Oxon. An abbreviation of Oxonia (or Oxoniee), a
Middle Latin name forOxford inEngland,noted



Ozon.

for its university, or of Oxoniensis, 'belongiiig
to Oxford : sometimes placed after an academic
degree conferred by that seat of learning: as,
D. C. L. Oxon.

Oxonian (ok-s6'ni-an), o. and n. [< NL. ML.
Oxonia, a Latinized form of AS. Oxnaford, Ox-
onaford (ME. Oxenford, Oxenforth, E. Oxford),
lit. ' oxen's-ford,'< oxena, gen. pi. of oxa, ox, +
ford, ford: see/ord] I. a. Of or pertaining to
Oxford—Oxonian button-over. See the quotatioa
[Eng.]

I've been selling Oxonian 5irfto»-o»ers("Oxonian" sboes,
which cover the instep, and are closed by being buttoned
Instead of being stringed through four or five holes) at 3s.
6d. and 4s. , but they was really good, and soled and heeled.

Mayhem, London Labour and London Poor, n. 49.

II. ». 1. A native or an inhaWtant of Oxford:
a member or a graduate of the University of
Oxford.—2. An Oxonian button-over. [Eng.]
Not long since I had a pair of very good Oxmiamx that

had been new welted, and the very first day I had them
on sale— it was a dull drizzly day—a lad tried to prig
them. Jfoj/Aew, London Labour and London Poor, H. 48.

oxpecker (oks'pek''6r), n. An African bird of
the genus Buphaga, or fwanVj Buphagidm : so
called from its habit of alighting on cattle to
peek for food. See cut under Buphaga.
OX-pitht (oks'pith), n. Marrow. Marston.
ox-ray (oks'ra), n. A batoid fish, the homed
ray, Cephaloptera or Dicerobatis giorna. [Eng.]
OX-reim (oks'nm), n. [Appar. adapted from
a S. African D. *osriem, < os, ox, -1- riem (= G.
riemen), a strap, thong.] A narrow strip of
prepared ox-hide, used in Cape Colony for
horse-halters, and, when twisted, for ropes,
traces, etc.

ox-shoe (oks'shS), n. A flat piece of iron, with
or without calks, shaped to one part of the hoof
of an ox and pierced with holes near the outer
ec^e to receive the wrought-iron flat-headed
clinch-nails used to fasten it.

ox-skint (oks'sMn), n. [Also dial, oskm; < ox
+ shm, equiv. to Mae^, taken as equiv.to hide^."]

A hide of land. BaUiwell.

Fabian, a chronographer, writing of the Gonqnerour, sets
downe in the history thereof another kinde of measure,
very necessary for all men to understand: foure E^ers
(saith he) make a yard of land, five yards of land contain
a hide, and 8 hides make a knights fee, which by his con-
jecture is so much as one plough can well till in a yeare

;

in Yorkeshire and other countries they call a hide an oxe-
gkitme. Hopton, Eaculum Qeodeeticum (1614).

ox-sole (oks'sol), TO. The whifE, afish. [Irish.]

ox-stall (oks'stftl), n. [< ME. oxestalle; <ox +
stalP-."] A stall or stand for oxen.
ox-team (oks'tem), n. A team of oxen.

And Goad-man Sangar,_ whose industrious hand
I With Ox-teem tills his tributary land.

Sylvester, tr. of Ba Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Captalnes.

oxter (oks'tfir), a. [Formerly also oekster; <

ME. *oxte (?), < AS. ohsta, ocusta, the armpit;
cf . oxn = OHGr. itohsana, armpit ; cf. L. axis,

axis, dim. *axla, ala, armpit, wing, etc.: see asm,
axle, etc.] The armpit ; also, the embrace of
the arms.
Wi' a Bible under their oxter and a speerit o' prayer in

their heart. B. L. Stevenscn, Thrawn Janet.

oxter (oks'tfer), V. t. [< oxter, ».] To support un-
der the arm ; embrace with the arms. [Scotch.]

The priest he was oxter'd, the clerk he was carried.
And that 's how Meg o' the Mill was married.

» Bums, Meg o' the Mill.

OX-tongne (oks'tung), M. l<ME.oxetiunge.2 1.

The tongue of an ox.— 2. One of several plants
with rough tongue-shaped leaves, especiallyPi-
cris (Selmmthia) ecMoides, and the alkanet, .4m-

chusa officinalis. Compare lugloss.—3. A name
sometimes given to the anlaee, braquemart, and
similar short broadswords.
oxyi (ok'si), a. [< ox + -^1.] Of orpertaining
to an ox; resembling an ox; bovine. [Eare.]

He took his arrow by the nock, and to his bended brest
The oxy sinew close he drew. Chapmmn, Iliad, iv. 139.

Oxy2 (ok'si), a. [Appar. auirreg. var. of *ov^
for oozy.'] Wet; soft ; spongy: applied to land.

Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
oxyacanthous (ok"si-a-kan'thus), a. [< Gr.

oftif, sharp, + aitavda, a spine.] In hot., fur-

nished with many sharp thorns or prickles.

oxyacid (ok'si-as-id), n. [< oxy(gen) + acid.]

An acid containing oxygen. Also called ox-

acid.

OxyS9na (ok-si-e'na),_ n. [NL., < Gr. b^iiQj sharp,

+ -aiva, a fem. termination.] The typical ge-

nus of OxycBnidm. There are several species,

as 0. morsitans, 0. Iwj^ima, O.fordpata.
Oxysenidae (ok-si-en'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Oxy-

wna + -idcB.] A family of fossil carnivorous
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mammals of the Eocene of North America, be-
longing to the suborder Creodonta, and typified
by the genus Oxycma. Theyhad theback uppermo-
lar transverse, the preceding ones sectorial, and sill the
lower ones sectorial.

oxysesthesia (ok"si-es-the'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
of{if, sharp, -f- ajo9)?(7<f, perception by the senses

:

see cesfhesia.] Abnormally acute sensibility;
hypersesthesia. Also written oxyesthesia.

oxyanthracene (ok-si-an'thra-sen), n. [< Gr.
ofif, sharp, -I- E. anthracene.']" Same as anthra-
guinone.

oxyaphia^ (pk-si-a'fl-a), n. [NL., < Gr. 6fif,
sharp, -t- affi, touch, < airrEiv, grasp, touch.] Ab-
normally acute sense of touch.
oxyaster (_ok-si-as't6r), n. [NL., < Gr. ofiif,

sharp, -f- aoTiip, a star.] A regular polyaot
sponge-spieule, whose long acute rays radiate
from one point.

oxybaphon (ok-sib'a-fon), ».; pi. oxybapha
(-fa). [< Gr. b^i^aipov (see del), < 6f{if, sharp,
+ '^aizreiv, immerse, dip (> ^a^ii, a'dipping).] In
Gr. anUq., a large, deep, wide-mouthed wine-
vase, tapering interiorly to a point at the base

Greek Oxybaphon, with combat between Cadmus and the
Theban dragon.

and resembling in use and somewhat in shape
the crater, but in the main convex instead of
concave in vertical profile, and having its two
handles immediately below the rim.

Theadditionaldisooveryof two pieces of DBS rude— . . .

one among the ashes in the oxybaphon— proves that the
inhumation of the iirst and the cremation of the second
must be accepted as contemporary events.

Afheiueum, No. 3231, p. 424.

OxybapllUs(ok-sib'arfus),TO. [NL. (Vahl, 1806),
so called in allusion to the enlarged involucre;
< Gr. 6fi>j8o0o», a vase : see oxybaphon.] A ge-
nus of apetalous plants of the order Nyeta-
ginew, the tribe MvrabiUew, and the subtribe
Boerhaamiem, having a short perianth and in-
volucre with connate bracts. There are about 23
species, chiefly of western Korth and South America, a
few, as 0. aZMdus, eastward in the United States. They
areerector prostratebranching herbs, withopposite leaves,
and small white, pink, or scarlet flowers. A gardeners'
name for plants of the genus is wm^dlawort.

Oxybelua (ok-sib'e-lus), n. [NL. (Latreille,

1796), < Gr. ofif, sharp, + ^i?.oc, an arrow.] A
genus of wasps of the family Crabronidos. The
submarginal Is confluent with the first discoidal cell, or
separated from it by a faint nervure only ; the postscutel-
lum is alate with a membranous appendage on each side;
and the metathorax has a curved spine near the base.
There are about SO European and 12 American species of
these wasps, of active habits, small size, dark color, with
usually white spots on the abdomen, and they prey in the
main upon dipterous insects.

oxyblepsia (ok-si-blep'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr. ofif,
sharp, + -jST^ipla, < ^Aiireii, see, look on.] Ab-
normal acnteness of vision.

OXycalcium (ok-si-kal'si-um), a. [< oxy(gen)
+ calcium.] Noting the combined action of
calcium and oxygen.—oxycalclum light. Same as
caXciwm light (which see, under calcium).

Oxycarpous (ok-si-kar'pus), a. [< Gr. ofiif,

sharp, -I- Kapirdg, fruit.] In 6oi., bearing or char-
acterized by sharp-pointed fruit.

oxycephaly (ok-si-sef'a-li), n. [< Gr. ofif,
sharp, -1- Ke(^a%^, head.] Tte character of a skidl
having a high vertical index ; hypsieephaly.
oxychlorid, oxychloride (ok-si-klo'rid, -rid or
-rid), n. [< oxy(,gen) + chlorid.] A compound
of a metallic chlorid with oxygen: as, oxychlo-
rids of iron, tin, etc.

oxy-coal-gas (ok'si-kol'gas), a. Of, pertaining
to, or consisting of a mixture or combination
of oxygen and coal-gas.

By means of the oxy-coal-gas flame we can determine
the spectrum of any vapor given off.

J. N. Loekyer, Harper's Mag., LXXVm. 682.

oxygenate

Oxycoccus (ok-si-kok'us), n. [NL. (Persoon,

1801), < Gr. ofif, sharp, acid, -1- kSkkoq, berry.] A
genus of gamopetalous plants of the order Vac-

ciniacecB and the tribe EmaednietB, known by its

eight blunt awnless anthers, four-celled berries,

and deeply or completely four-parted revolute
corolla; the cranberry. There are 2 species, natives
of the northern hemisphere. They are smooth and pros-
trate vine-like shrubs, rooting in the mud or moss of
swamps, and sending up short erect stems clad with small
alternate evergreen leaves, and bearing nodding rose-col-

ored flowers, mostly solitary and' terminal, followed by
edible acid crimson berries. This genus has often been
included in Vaec^mum. 0. (Vacciniwn) macrocarpus is

the ordinary American cranberry; 0. patustris, the Euro-
pean cranberry. See cranberry and Ve^dniaceee.

OXycrate (ok'si-krat), n. [< Gr. b^vKparov, sour
wine mixed with water, < ofif, sharp, acid, +
*icpaT6g, verbal adj. of mpawmm, mix: see cra-

ter.] Amixtureof water and vinegar. [Bare.]

Apply a mixture of the same powder, with a compress
prest out of oxycrate, and a suitable bandage. Wiseman.

oxyd, oxyde, n. See oxid, oxide.

oxydactyl, oxydactyle (ok-si-dak'til), a. and
n. [< Gr. Afif, shajro, + ddnrvlog, finger, toe:

see dactyl.] I. a. Having slender toes not di-

lated at the ends: applied specifically to a
group of batrachians, in distinction bom. platy-
dacM or discodactyl.

. IL n. Any member of the Oxydactyla.

Oxydactyla (ok-si-dak'ti-la), n. pi. [NL. : see
oxydactyl.] A division of phaneroglossate ba-
trachians, containing those which are oxy-
dactyl : distinguished from Platydactyla.

Oxyaendrum (ok-si-den'drum), n. [NL. (A.
P. de CandoUe, 1839), < Gr. ofif, sour, + Shdpov,

tree.] A genus of the gamopetalous order Eri-
eacece and the tribe Andromedem, characterized
by the needle-shaped seeds and two-bracted
persistent unchanged calyx of separate sepals.
There is but one species, O. ariareum, a tree from 16 to
40 feet high, native of rich woods from Pennsylvania south-
ward, mostly in the Alleghanies. It bears leaves resem-
bling those of the beech, white egg-shaped flowers in ter-

minal panicles of long one-sided racemes, followed bysmall
woody five-angled capsules, with many minute seeds. Its

hard, close-grained wood is used for tool-handles, bearings
of machinery, etc. The tree is called sorrel-tree or sour-
wood, also ^k-tree.

oxydiact (ok-si-di'akt), a. and n. [< Gr. ofif,

sharp, + 6t-, two-, + a/cr/f, a ray.] I. a. In
sponges, having three axes and two pointed
rays lying in one straight line ; oxyhexaet with
four of the rays rudimentary or wanting.

II. n. An oxydiact sponge-spieule.
oxyfiuoride (ok-si-flo'o-rid or -rid), n. [< oxy-
(gen) + fiuoride.] A compound of an oxid and
a fluoride : as, the oxyfiuoride of lead.

oxygen (ok'si-jen), n. [< F. oxygdne = Sp. oxi-

geno = Pg. oxygeneo = It. ossigeno, ossigene;
< Gr. bgiis, sharp, acid, + -s/ yev^f, producing:
see -gem,^ 1. Chemical symbol, O; atomic
weight, 16. An element discovered by Priest-
ley m 1774, who called it dephlogisUcated air.
It was finally called oxygen by Lavoisier, because sup-
posed to be present in all acids. Further investigation,
however, has proved that this is not the case. Oxygen is a
chemical element existing as a permanent gas, colorless,

odorless, and tasteless, and somewhat heavier than atmo-
spheric air. It is soluble in water, which at a temperature
of 60° F. dissolves j^ of itsvolume of oxygen. Oxygen com-
bines very readily with most of the elements, and forms
oxids with all of them excepting fluorin. The act of com-
bination is so energetic in many cases as to evolve light
and heat, the phenomena of combustion. In other cases,
as in the tarnishing or rusting of metals and the decay of
animal or vegetable substances, oxidation takes place so
slowly that, while the result is the same, the heat evolved
at one time is not enough to produce luminous effects or
even to be sensible. Tree or uncombined oxygen is essen-
tial to all animal and vegetable life. Animal heat and mus-
cular energy are results of a slow combustion produced in
all parts of the system by oxygen carried in the blood from
the lungs. In sunlightoxygen is exhaled bygrowing plants,
but a certain quantity is assimilated and is essential to
life. Oxjfgen is the most widely distributed and abundant
element in nature ; it constitutes about one fifth of the
total volume of the atmosphere,which is a mechanicalmix-
tureofoxygenand nitrogenwith small amountsofothersub-
stances. Water contains about 89 per cent, of it by weight,
and it is found in most animal and vesetable products,
acids, oxids, and salts. The rocks which make up most
of the earth's crust contain between 40 and 60 per cent, of
oxygen. Under certain conditions oxygen may be made
to pass Into an allotropic or condensed form called oanw.

It was Lavoisier who gave to this curious kind of air or
gas the name of Oxygen, by which it is now unlveraally
known ; and it was he. too, who first showed, by the most
conclusive experiments, what was really the composition
of atmospheric air. His. determination of the constitu-
tion of the air was made in the year 1777.

EvMey, Physiography, p. 78.

2. A manufacturers' name for bleaching-pow-
der. Simmonds.
oxygenate (ok'si-jen-at), v. t.; pret. and pp-
oxygenated, pjjr. oxygenaWng. [< oxygen+ -aieX]
1. To mix vrith oxygen; impregnate or satu-
rate with oxygen: as, the blood is oxygenated



water, bydn^gen perozid in water.

oTiriToT.^t^i^'^" -V X rx ,

only genus of Otrj^JcftiiiKE, containing one spe-

^rfT^l^ si-gen a-tor), ii. [< ojyge,mte + cies, O. pictu,. a handsome fish of 5naU si^e,

i^ni^^wtf,^"^^'"- r/ ^ • -,
fo'i^d on the Paoifio coast of the United States

^Klfi^^^'^r '^^^ "• [^ ''^***" *" -"'•^ <«ymel (ok'si-mel), H. [< L. oxi/^ieU, < Gr.

<SS^l^ll^^4^?-^a-bl).a. [<^,«„-
6,W^ a nuxt^ of vinegar and7one,;<^f.c,

i^« + -aftJe.] Capable of being oxygenized.
Also spelled ox^gmisable.
ozygeiuze (ok'si-jen-iz), V. t. ; pret. and pp. oety-
gentsed, ppr. oxygenizing. [< oxygen + -ise.]
To oxygenate. Also spelled oxygeaise.
OZygenizement (ok'si-jen-iz-ment), n. [< oery-
genize + -tnent.] Oxidation. iOso spelled oxy-
genisement.

oxygeiuzer(ok'si-jen-i-z6r),n. That which oxi-
dates or converts into an oxid. Also spelled
oxygeniser.

ozygenqiis(ok-sij'e-nns), a. l< oxygen + -ousJ]
Pertaining to or obtained from oxygen: con-
taining oxygen.

tep or semitone lay at the
a mode composed of such

oxygenate 4217 Oxystomata

^^.^^!^L^t as orM«te._oxygenated exemplified by the genns ^0=^J^ius, with^the oxypycnos (ok-si-pik'nos), «. [< Gr. ofi™^,
^

" " of one higher than the arraxjv, < ofif, ^arp, +
TTVKvov, a small interval, neut. of ttvkvo^, close.]
In anc. Gr. and iiifdieral musif, a tetrachord in
which the short
upper end; also,

teta^chords.

OXyrhine (ok'si-rin), a. [< Gr. 4fuf, sharp, +
pk (.l>tv-), nose.] Having a sharp snout : as, the

., ,. ,, .°\ 7 -„-,-.;'- -=- = '
oxyrhine frog, Sana arvalis.

'^^^^^^.('<^^'S°'^'P^e),+ f^^i^oiiey: see oxyrhynch (ok'si-ringk), n. [< NL. Oxyrhun-
wieHa.] Amixture ofvinegar or acetic acidand chus, q. v.] 1. A crab with a sharp or pointednoney.—OxymelofBqum,Tinegarof sqaJUwithhoney. rostrum, as a spider-crab or maiold; any mem-O^moron (ok-si-mo'ron), n.

; pL oxymora (-ra). ber of the Oxyrhyneha.—Z. The oxyrhynehus,
[< L. oxymorus, < Gr. o^i/Mpoc, in neut. '^fiapov, a fish ; the mizdeh.

fJ^^^w'^f'^"1 ^* seems absurd but has a Oxyrl^yncha (ok-si-rmg'k|), n. pZ. [NIj.,nent
point, < of(f, sharp, quick, clever, + /lapdc, fool-
ish.] In rhet, a figure consisting in adding to
a word an epithet or qualification apparently
contradictory; in general, close connection of
two words seemingly opposed to each other
(as, cruel kindness; to make haste sJowly); an
expression made epigrammatic or pointed by
seeming self-contradictory.
oxymnriatet (ok-ei-mu'ri-at), n. [< oxy(gen) +
muriate.2 Same as chlorid: formerly so called
on the erroneous assumption that muriatic acid
was an oxygen acid, and that chlorin differed

oxygeusia (ok-si-j6'si-a), ». [NL., < Gr. bgvc, from it in containing more oxygen,
sharp, acute, + yivaic, sense of taste, < yevctOai, OXymuiiatiCt (ok-si-mu-ri-at'ik), o. [< oxyniu-

pl.: see OxyrhyniAus.'] A'superfaimly of bra-
chyurons decapod crustaceans, having usually
a triangular cephalothoraxwith projecting ros-

Xhe exdosiTe food of the natives of India Is of an oa;^-
genma rather than a carbonaceoos chaiacter.

Maiae, Yillage Oommnnlties, p, 213.

taste: see gusfi.'i Morbid aeuteness of the
sense of taste.

Oxyglossns (ok-si-glos'us), «. [NI^., < Gr. ofwf,

riate + -tc.] Being a compound of oxygen and
muriatieaeid: formerly appliedto chlorin. See
oxymuiiate.

sharp, -1- yXaaaa, tongue.] 1. In herpet, a re- OXyntic (ok-sin'tik;, a. [< Gr. •ofwnJf, verbal
markable genus of TSrmistemal batrachians
of the family Sanidw, containing Asiatic frogs
whose tongue is angulate behind, whence the
name.— 2. In entom., a genus of coleopterous
insects of thefamily C!araWd<F,with one species,
O. suicyaiieiis, of Brazil. Chaudoir, 1843.—3.
In ontiih., same as MniotUta. Stcainsoti, 1827.
oxygnathons (ok-sig'na-thus), a. [< Gr. ofif.

adj. of ogvveiv, make sharp, make acid (< oftf,
sharp), +.4c.'\ Rendering acid Onntic cells,
the OToid or parietal cells of the cardiac gland,which have
been supposed to secrete hydrochloric acid.—Qscyntic
glands, the cardiac glands of the stomach, or, more gen-
erally, any gastric glands secreting hydrochloric acid.

Hie glands which possess these acid-forming cells have

Spider-crab (ZOvrta €tuiia\ one of the Ojo^/^yncji^

tram (whence the name), nine pairs of gills,

and the male genital pores on the last pair of
thoracic legs; the maioid crabs. The species
crawl about, but do not swim, and many of them are
known as gjfider-trabg. Also caUed Mmoidea.

of tate been termed (Langley) ozyiUu gUmck (o£»fcu., to Oxyrhyiichidse (ok-si-rine'ki-de), n. vl. TMj..render acd). £,^ 5nt, XVH. 674. < OxyFhyn<^us -f -fd».] In onA., a fandly of

Jngeom,, a triuigle having three

[< oxygon + -toJ.]

< Gp. ofwf,

ytMiia, angle.]
aente angles.

oxygonal (ok-sig'o-nal), a.
OxygoniaL
oxygonial (ok-si-go'iii-al), a
Acute-angled.
Qxygyrus (ok-si-p'rns), n. [NL.,
sharp, -t- ySpof, a ring, circle.]
A genus of heteropods of the
&mQy AtlanUdcB. The small
spiral shells of O. keraudreni
occur in abundance in globi-
gerina-ooze.
oxyliemoglobm (ok-si-hem-5-
glo'bin), n. [< oxyigen) + hem-

clamatorial passerine birds, named from the
genus OxyrhymAus. They are usually included
in J^annida, differing only in the conic-acute
instead of hooked bill.

eyesplaced in four rows'. Six" species infiabit oxyrhynchons (ok-si-ring'kus), a. [< Gr. b;ip-
tne United States, of which 0. viridans is an pvyxo^, sharp-nosed (noting a kind of stur-

r//>«...^ J. 7 1 e^a^Ple- geon), also sharp-pointed, < ofif sharp, -1- pi^-
L% oiygon f -<m.j oj^opia (ok-si-6'pi-5), n. mh., < Gr. i^miria, x<K, snout, beak.] Having a diarp snout or

shaip-si^tedness, < ofwKrijf, sharp-sighted, < pointed beak; oxyrhine; maioid, as a crab.
ofur,_ sharp, _+ 6^, eye.] Abnormal aeuteness Oxyrhynchns (ok-si-ring'kus), n. [Nli., prop.
of sight, arising from increased sensibility of *Qxyrrhynchus: see oxyrhyneliotis.'] 1. [J. c]
the retina. * '' .- —
Oxyopidse (ok-si-op'i-de), n.pl. [NL. (ThoreU,
1869), < Oxyopes + -idtB.'] A family of spiders
of the superfamily CMgradtB, closely allied to
the LycosldtB, having the eyes in three or four
rows, the four middle ones forming a trapezium
which is narrower behind. This family comprises
3 genen^ the species of which are found on plants and
low shrubs, and are very swift mnneis.

Oj^gyms Jterau-
drenu

o^JoMn.] Hemoglobin united with oxygen in osyopy (ok'si-o-pi), «. Same as oxyopia,
loose combination, 1 gram of hemoglobin tak-
ing up 1.76 cubic centimeters of oxygen, it has
a characteristic spectrum with two dark bai^s, quite dis-
tinct from that of reduced hemoglobin.

Crystals obtained under firee access of air contain oxy-
gen in loose chemical combination, which is parted with
in a vacuum, or when the former are heated. This is the
cxyhoBmogMnn of Hoppe.

Prey, Hi&oL and Histochem. (tzans.^ Ik 19.

oxyhexact (ok-si-hek'sakt), a. and n. [< Gr.
ofIf, sharp, + i^= E. six, + aicrtc, a ray.] I. a

oxyosphresia (ok'si-os-fre'si-a), n. fNL., < Gr.
ofif, sharp, -I- 6afpii(jtc, a smelling, smell: see
osphresioiogy.'] Morbid aeuteness of the sense
of smell. Also oxyosphrasia.

OX^I>entact (ok-si-pen'takt), a. and n. [< Gr.
ofuf, sharp, + n-EjTE, five, + auric, ray.] I, a.

In sponges, having three axes and five pointed

A celebrated Egyptian fish, Mormyrus' oxy-
rhynehus; the mizdeh, formerly reverenced
throughout Egypt, and sacred to the goddess
Hathor. It is represented both in sculptures
and on coins,, and was anciently emb^med.
See Mormyrus.—2. In omitk., a genus of Amer-
ican tyrant-flycatchers, having a long straight
conic-acute bill, and green plumage with or-
ange crown. 0. fraier is a Central American
species. Temminek, 1820.—3. A genus of rep-
tales. Spix, 1824.—4. In entom.: (a) A genus
of coleopterous insects of the family CvreuUo-
nid(e, containing a few East Indian species.
Schonherr, 1S26. (6) A genus of dipterous in-
sects of the family Ceddomyidce, characterized
by the eylindrio produced and att«nuate neck.
Sondani, 1840.

square pyramid; oxyhexaet with one ray rudi-

mentary or wanting.

In ^ng^s, having three axes fid sii ^i^ted „^^;,•f?„t^;='i!^^T"^?S^''???• -^.^
raysfwhos^ ends form the comers of a^ouble <Wyphoma (ok-a-fo m-a), ». [Nl,., < Gr. of.;^

via, sharpness of voice, ? o^-^ovoq, sharp-voiced,
< ofiif, sharp, + dtjvy, voice.] Aeuteness or
shrillness of voice.

square pyramid, as a sponge-spicule.
II. n. An oxyhexact sponge-spicule.

hexaSter whos4 rays are pointid. OXyphylTous (ok-si-fil'us), «. [< Gr. ofu^;U<j,

OXyhydrogeil(ok-i-U'di^-en),a. X<oxy(gen) hf^^S Poifted le^es, < 0,-iT, sharp, ppmted,

Tlffil^V,pertaiiigicoJSgof! t^^^^^^'L^^ ^"^

or employing a mixture or combination of oxy-
gen and hydrogen: as, oxyhydrogen gas Otsy-
Eydrogen Uowi^pe. SeeUoirpipe,!.—Oiyhydiogen
lamp, a lamp in which streams of oxygen andhydrogen
in rc^iilated quantities are commingled and burned, the
resulting flame being directed on a ball of quicklime and
formingan extremelybright light,—Oxyhydrogenll^t,
the lime-light; the Drummoud light.—Oxyhydrogen
microscopy a form of microscope in wMch the object is
illuminated by the flame of oxyhydrogen gas on a piece of
lime under the action of the compound blowpipe. The Oiypogon (ok-si-p6'gon), n.

rays, whose ends form the corners of a single Qxyiia (ok-sir'i-S), n. [NL. (Hill, 1765), so
called from the acid leaves ; < Gr. ofly, sharp,
acid.] A genus of plants of tlie apetalons or-
der Folygonaeece and the tribe Bumicece, char-
acterized by a four-parted perianth. There are s
species, low i>ereunlal h^^ native in arctic and high
northern r^ons of the whole world, and on the higher
monntainsof Europe Asia, and America. Theybearlong-
stalked kidney-shaped radical leaves, and panicled ra-
cemes of small greenish flowers on a slender and usually
leafless stem. Theyare called niovntoin-«arrv4 in allusion
to their place of growth and to their acid sorrel-like leaves.

oxyrrhodin, oxyrrhodLne (ok-sir'o-din), n. [<
Gr. hiic. sharp, acid, -1- poAjr. rose, + -»i>2, -fne^.]

A mixture of vinegar and oil of roses, used as a
liniment in herpes and erysipelas. DuiiaJisoii.

cuminated leaves
Thomas, Med. Diet.

Oxypoda (ok-sip'o-da), «. [XL. (Mannerheim,
1830), < Gr. ofwr, diaip, + iroif (s-o*-) = E. foot.]
A genus of rove-beetles of the family Staphy- OXjrsacchanUtt (ok-si-sak'a-rum), n. [XL., <
Vnidte. it is one of the largest genera, with over 200
species, represented in all parts of the globe ; many are
European, butonly three have been found in N(nih Ameri-
ca. They vary much in habits, being found on fungi, in „^x -f n,5-_a«;

j'

vegetable debris, in ants" nests, under mossj dead leaves, ^ ..„,i
*^ OST*"-*"-

orbai^ etc,
""

lime is placed in front of a concave mirror, and the object
between thisand a convex lens, bywhich its imager highly
magnified, is thrown upon a screen so that it may be visi-

ble to a large number of spectators.

Oxylebiins (ok-si-leb-i-i'ne), n. pj. [NL., <

Oxylebius + -«n<E.] A subfamily of CInridce,

sharp, -I- Tvityav, beard.] A genus of TroekiUda,
eontaming humming-birds with a pointed crest
and beard, as 0. Undent of Yenezaela, and O.

guerini of Colombia; helmet-crests. J. Gould,
1848.

Gr. ofiJC, sharp, + acmxapov, sugar.] A mixture
of vinegar and sugar.

oxysalt (ok' si-salt), ,1. [< oxy(gen) + salf^.'] A
Seeoxyaiiid. jysosx>elled

oxisalt.

[NL., < Gr. ofIf, Oxystoinata(ok-si-st6'ma-ta),fi.pJ. [XL., neut.
pLof oj:ystomafi(s; seeojrystomotoM*.] la. Crus-
tacea, a superfamily of crabs. The cephalothorax
is roimded. the buccal frame is triangular, the frontal re-
gion does not project, and the male genital pores are on
the last pair of thoracic legs. The box-crab^ Calappidir.
are an example. --Uso called Leucosmdea.



oxystomatous

oxystomatous (ok-si-stom'a-tus), a. [< NL.
oxystomatus, < Gr. ofif, sharp, + crrii/ta, moutli.]
Having the mouth or moutn-parts produced,
pointed, or sharp ; speeifioally, of or pertaining
to the Oxystomata.
oxystome (ok'si-stom), a. and n. I. a. Same
as oxystomatous,

II. n. Any member of the Oxystomata.
oxystrongylous (ok-si-stron'ji-lus), a. Consti-
tuting or having the form of an oxystrongylus,
as a sponge-spicule.

oxystrongylus (ok-si-stron'ji-lus), n.
;
pi. oxy-

strongyli (-li). [NL., < Gr. ofif, sharp, -I- NL.
strongylus, q. v.] In sponges, a supporting
or megaselerous spicule like a strongylus, but
sharp at each end. Sollas.

oxysulphid, oxysalpUde (ok-si-sul'fid, -fid or
-fid), n. [< oxy{gen) + sufphid.'] A sulphid in
which one atom of sulphur is replaced by oxy-
gen : as, antimony oxysulphid, Sb20S2.
oxysulpnuret (ok-si-sul'fa-ret), n. [< oxy{gen)
+ sulphuret.'\ Same as oxysulphid.

Oxytelinse (ok-sit-e-li'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Oxy-
telus + -imos.] A subfamily of Staphylitiidce, typ-
ified by the genus Oxytelus. it is a large group of
Bome 15 genera, naving the prothoracic stigmata invisible

;

antennae inserted under the lateral margin of the front;
the labrum corneous, usually with membranous appen-
dages; no ocelli; abdomen of seven distinct segments;
anterior coxee conical and prominent ; and tarsi of five or
three joints.

Oxytelus (ok-sit'e-lus), n. [NL. (Gravenhorst,

1802).J A genus of rove-beetles, typical of the

OxytelincB, having the head, thorax, and elytra

strongly punctate and rugose, it is a large and
wide-spread genus of over 100 species, found in all quar-
ters of the globe ; 13 are North American. Many of them
are most abundant in dung.

oxytetract (ok-si-tet'rabt), a. and n. [< Gr.

ofif, sharp, + rerpo-, four, -I- axrif, ray.] I. a.

In sponges, having three axes and four pointed
rays, representing the edges of a square pyra-
mid; oxyhexact with two of the rays rudimen-
tary or wanting.

II. n. An oxytetract sponge-spicule.

oxytocic (ok-si-tos'ik), a. and n. [< Gr. b^vrSiaov,

a medicine to produce quick delivery, < 6ft>f,

sharp, quick, -F rd/cof, parturition, < TlKTeiv,TtKsiv,

bring forth.] I. a. That serves or tends to in-

duce or accelerate parturition.

Indian hemp . . . ia credited, I believe justly, with
oxytodo properties. R. Bamee, Dis. of Women, p. 170.

II. n. A medicine or drug that tends to ac-

celerate parturition.

In some individuals it [quinine] produces an erythema-
tous eruption, and it is also known to act as an oxytocic.

Eneyc. Brit., XX. 186.

oxytone (ok'si-ton), a. and n. [< Gr. o^vtovoq,

having the acute accent on the final syllable, <

b^iic, sharp, acute,+ rdvog, accent : see tone.'] I.

a. Ingram., especially Gr. gram.: (a) Having
or characterized by the acute accent on the last

syllable.

On the last syllable of an oxytone word, when in the con-

nection of discourse its higher pitch changes to a lower,

the lower pitch is represented in . . . the same way as in

the latter part of the circumflex accent.
J. BaMey, Essays, p. IIL

(ft) Causing a word to take the acute accent on
the final syllable: as, an oxytone suffix.

II. n. A word which has the acute accent on
the last syllable.

oxytone (ok'si'ton), v. t.; pret. and pp. oxy-

tonedy-ppt.oxytoning. [i oxytone, a.] Ingram.,

to pronounce or write with the acute accent on
the final syllable: as, to oxytone a word.

oxytonesis (ok"si-to-ne'sis), n. [< Gr. b^vrSvTiBic,

a marking with an acute accent, < b^movelv,

mark or pronounce with an acute accent on the

final syllable, < b^iirovog, having the acute ac-

cent on the final syllable : see oxytone, a.] Pro-

nunciation or notation of a word with the acute

accent on the final syllable. Am^. Jour. Philol.,

IX. 15.

oxytonical (ok-si-ton'i-kal), o. [< oxytone +
-ic-al.'] Same as oxytone.

oxytonize (ok'si-ton-iz), v. t. ;
pret. and pp. oxy-

tonized, ppr. oxytonizing. [< oxytone + -ize.']

To render oxytone.
A demonstrative particle, pa- or pe-, is found before al-

most every noun, and in some verbs also. There is also a

tendency to oxytonize many words, especially substantives,

although the accent shifts, as in other Indian languages.
Science, IX. 412.

Oxytricha (ok-sit'ri-ka), n. [NL., < Gr. b^ig,

sharp, + dpi^^rpix-'), hair.] 1. The typical ge-

nus of OxytrichidcB. Several species of these animal-

cules are found both in fresh and in salt water. They are

soft and plastic, without caudal setee, and with fine large

ventral setse. 0. pellioneUa is an example.

2. \l. c] Any member of this genus.
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Oxytrichidse (ok-si-trik'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,< Oxy- cularis infests the rectum ; the female is half an

tricha + -idee.] A large family of hypotrichous inch long, the male much smaller.
_

ciliate infusorians, containing Oxytricha and oxyurous (ok-si-u'rus), a. [< Gr. ofDC, sharp,

more than 20 other genera of free-swimming + ovpd, tail.] Haying a sharp tail, or pomted

animalcules which are among the most highly behind.
, ^^ • >

specialized of their order, or, indeed, of their oxyus (ok'si-us), n. [NL., < Gr. ofiif, sharp.]

class. The numerous species inhabit either fresh or salt In sponges, a fusiform or spindle-sha,ped sup-

water, and some of them are known as 7iackle.aninuilcule8.

Also Oxytrichina.

oxytrichine(ok-sit'ri-kin), a. andm. I. a. Re-
sembling or relating to an oxytricha ; of or per-
taining to the Oxytrichidm.

II, ». Any animalcule of the family Oxytri-

chidw.

OX3rtrope (ok'si-trop), n. A plant of the genus
Oxytropis.

Oxytropis (ok-sit'ro-pis), n. [NL. (A. P. de
Candolle, 1802),< Gr. ofi?, sharp, -t- rpdrnf, keel,

< Tpiirew, turn: see trope.'] A genus of legumi-
nous plants of the tnbe Galegece and the sub-
tribe AstragalecB, distinguished from Astraga-
lus by the sharp appendage on the keel-petals.
There are about 200 species, in cold or mountainous re-

gions of Europe, Asia, and Korth America. They are herbs

Flowering Plant of Loco-weed {flxytropis Lamberti). a, the fniit.

or shrubs, sometimes set with stiff spines. They bear pin-

nate leaves, and violet^ purple, white, or yellowish flowers

in racemes or spikes. 0. Lamberti of the Kocky Mountain
region, one of the loco-weeds, is a handsome large-flow-

ered example. Many species are suitable for the flower-

garden, especially for rockwork and borders. Some Old
World species, as 0. pHom, have claims as pasture-herbs
in barren soil The name is sometimes Anglicized as oxy-
trope. See crazy-weed and loco-weed.

oxytylotate (ok-si-til'o-tat), a. [< oxytylote +
-ate'.] Sharp at one end and knobbed at the
other, as a sponge-spicule ; having the charac-
ter of an oxytylote.

oxytylote (ok-sit'i-16t), n. [< Gr. ofif, sharp,

+ TiiWog, a knob, knot.] A sponge-spicule of

the simple rhabdous type, tylotate or knobbed
at one end and sharp at the other, like a com-
mon pin.

Oxyura (ok-si-u'ra), n. [NL., < Gr. oftif , sharp,

-t- ovpd., tail.] A genus of ducks : same as Eris-

matura.
oxyuric (ok-si-tl'rik), a. [< NL. Oxyur{is) +
ic] Of or pertaining to or caused by Oxyuris
vermiculans, the pinworm or threadworm of the
large intestine : as, oxyuric irritation.

oxyuricide (ok-si-u'ri-sid), n. [< NL. Oxyuris +
-cida, < L. ccedere, kill.] Any anthelmintic which
is destructive to worms of the genus Oxyuris,

or pinworms. T. S. Colibold.

Oxyuris (ok-si-ti'ris), n. [NL., < Gr. ofdf, sharp,
+ ovpd, tail. ] A genus of small threadworms

porting spicule or megasclere, such as occurs

in the genus Spongilla.

oyapock (6'ya-pok), n. A Brazilian opossum:

same as yapoh.

oye (oi), n. Same as oe^.

oyer (o'y6r), n. [< -AF. oyer, OF. mr.ouw, F.

ouir, < L. audire, hear : see audient.] 1. In law,

a hearing or trial of causes.— 2. The produc-

tion of a document or copy of a document which
an adversary has mentioned in his pleading;

anciently, the hearing of the reading of such

document. In early times often called oyer

and determiner.

He may crave oyer of the writ, or of the bond, or other

specialty upon which the action is brought : that Is, to

hear it read to him, the generality of defendants in the

times of antient simplicity being supposed incapable to

read it themselves. .
Maekstone, Com., III. ix.

Court of oyer and terminer [OF. oyer et Urminer, hear

and determine], a court for the trial of indictments in

England, held under a commission by virtue of which the

judges have power, as the terms imply, to hear and deter-

mine specified offenses, usually all treasons, felonies, and
misdemeanors. In some of the United States the name
has been adopted for the higher criminal courts of corre-

sponding jurisdiction.

oyes, oyez (6'yes, 6'yez). [< AP. OP. oyez, 2d

pers. pi. impv. of oyer, F. owir, hear: see

oyer.] Hear! the introduction to a proclama-

tion made by an officer of a law-court, or other

public crier, in order to secure silence and at-

tention: it is thrice repeated: occasionally used

as a substantive, in the sense of 'exclamation'

or 'proclamation.'

And there with all commaunded his heraude to make
an ayes. HaU, Hen. VIII., an. 1.

On whose bright crest Fame, with her loud'st oye».

Cries, " This is he I

"

Shale., T. and C, Iv. 6. 148.

oylett, n. See oilet.

oynount, n. An obsolete variant of onion.

Chaucer.

oyst, n. A Middle English form of use.

oyset, v. A Middle English form of use.

oyster (ois'tfer), n. [Early mod. E. also oister,

oistre; < ME.*o^ster, oystur, oystre, eyster, ostyre,

< OF. oistre, ouistre, huistre, F. hiktre = Pr. Sp.

Pg. ostra = It. ostrea, now ostriea = AS. osire

= D. oesterXy G. uster, now auster) = Icel. Sw.
ostra = Dan. osters, < L. ostrea, f., rarely ostre-

um, neut., < Gr. barpeav, an oyster, named from
its hard shell (ef. barpaiwv, a shell, potsherd,

earthen vessel: see ostracize, etc.), akin to ba-

riov, a bone, shell, L. os (oss-), a bone : see os'^.]

1. An edible bivalve moUusk of the family

Pinwonn {Oxyuris vernticularis), magnified.

a, moutli ; 5. pharynx : c, beginning, and af, end of intestine, inter-

mediate part not figured ; e, genital aperture ; /, opening of vessels

;

f, their receptacle.

or nematoids of the family Ascaridce, founded
by Eudolphi in 1809 ; the pinworms. 0. vermi-

A Fossil Oyster, Ostrea longirostris.

OstreidcB, such as Ostrea eduUs, the common
species of Europe, and 0. vi/rgimiea, that of the
Atlantic coast of the United States. The species

are very numerous, and are found in all temperate and
tropical countries, in salt and brackish water ; there are

also many fossil species. The shell is very irregular, both
inequivalve and inequilateral, with one valve flattened and
the other more concavo-convex, both rough outside and
nacreous inside. Each valve has one purplish eye or spot,

showing where the single adductorial muscle is attached,
oysters being thus monomyarian. The gristly button-
shaped body in the flesh is this ligament. The soft green-
ish substance corresponds to a liver. The fluted layers
around a part of the body are the gills or breathing-organs.
Oysters have sex, and are very prolific. They spawn in

north temperate countries in May and June, during which
period and for some time afterward they are not so good
for food ; whence the common saying that oysters are not
eatable ^in those months which have no r in their names.
The spawn or fry is called ^aat or speL Oysters are now
very extensively cultivated, the resulting stock being su-

perior to the natural oyster. Starfishes and some carniv-
orous gastropods (see oorer) are among the great obsta-
cles to success with which oyster-culture has to contend.
Oysters feed upon a great many different aquatic organ-
isms of minute size. In conflnement they eat com-meal
greedily. See outs under eiborium, inieyropaUiate, and
Ostrea.



oyster
Oytturt in Ceuy, cystun in graney, your helthe to renewe.

Babea Boat (E. E. T. S.), p. 171.

Bnt thilke text heeld he nat worth an oyttn.
Chaueer, ProL to a T., 1. 1S2.
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oysUr-bania; in the Boathern United States, oytter-iars
and oyster-roeb; in the GnU States, oytter-n^e.

2. A bed, layer, or stratum containing fossil

oysters
It is unseasonable andunwholesome in all months that Oyster-bird (ois't&r-b6rd),n. An oyster-catcher.

have not an Kin theirname to ^t an oyHer. Oyster-boat (ois'ter-bot), n. 1. A small boat
Bu«er,Dyets Dry Dmner (1599). (BarOett.) used in the oyster-fisherf.-2. Alarge estab-

The tongne of a Purple [a mnrex or some such shell] is

about the length of a finger, so sharp and hard that he can
open therewith the shell of an oister.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 168.

2. One of many other bivalves of the same or-
der, but of a different family. Thus, the pearl-
oyster belongs to the Aviculida.—3. The oys-

lishment or floating house, constructed on a
raft, generally one story and sometimes two
high. These houses are usually moored together, and
kept in constant communication with thewh^ by m eans
of a swinging bridge, which rises and falls with the tide.
They are usuaUy about 15 yuds long by 10 wide, and are
divided into several computments.

ter-shaped bit of dark meat in the front hollow oyster-bottom (ois'tSr-bot'nm), n. Any kind
of the side-bone of a turkey or similar bird.—4. of bottom whereon oysters grow, or a bottom
Figuratively, some profit or advantage which suitable to the growQi of oysters; an oyster-
one may seize and hold. [Slang.]—a choking ^^d, -rock, -reef, etc.
or stopping oystert, a reply that leaves one nothing to Oyster-brood (ois'ter-brod), n. A young or
say, as ifchoked with an oyster too large to swallow. small oyster, about half an inch in diameter.
At an other season, to a feloe laiyng to his rebuke that oyster-catcheP (ois'ter-kach'er), n. A mari-

he was ouer deintte of his mouthe and diete, he did with ti^e wading bird of the family SamatopoditUe :this reason giue a flopping oistre.

UdaU, tr. of Apophthegms of Eissmns, p. 61.

Herewlthall his wife, to make np my mouth,
Xot onely her husband's taunting tale avouth.
But thereto deviseth to cast in my teeth
Checks and choking oysten.

J. Heyvood's Proverbs, xL

Bench oyster, an oyster sold at a lunch^wunter as a&ncy
or extra grade.—Blue Point oyster, originally, an oyster
obtained off Bine Point, near Great SouthBay, Long Island

;

now, an^oyster from the south shore of Long Island, whe-
thernatlveortransplanted. Theyare commonlycalled^u£
Points, and the name is popularly but wrongly supposed
to refer to the large dark-bluish " eye '* on the inside of the
shelL These oysters are of small size, but very delicate
and well-flavored.—Box oyster, an oyster from seven to

so called from the habit of feeding upon small
oysters and other moUusks. There are several spe-
cies, foond on the sea-coast of most countries, all of the
single genus HeemaUtpus, about 18 inches long and 30
inches in extent of wings, with stout red or bright-colored
bill and feet, and the plumage either party-colored with
black and white or entirely blackisli. The common Euro-
pean oyster-catcher, E. ostrHegvs, has the head, neck, and
most of the upper parts glossy-black, the under parts,
rump, and parts of the wings and tail white. It is very
widelydistributediuEurope, Asia, and Africa. TheAmer-
icanoyster-catoher is a Rimilftr hut distinct species, S.
paUiaius, having the back smoky-brown in contrast to
the black head. It is common -along the Atlantic coast.
B. mger, the black oyster-cateher, inhabits the Pacific
coast. See cut under H<Ematopti«.

ten years old, of handsome round shape, not less thM three 03reter-crab (ois'ter-krab), ?!. Oneof the little

crabs which live with oysters in the shells of
the latter; a pea-crab. The kind which Uves
in the common oyster is a grapsoid crustacean,
PinnotJieres ostreum. See Pinnotheres.

, ,, A small
kind of cracker or biscuit served with oysters.
[U.S.]

oyster-cnltnxe (ois'ter-kul'tur), n. The culti-

vation of oysters ; the artificial breeding and
rearing of oysters; oyster-farming; ostreicul-
ture.

One

inches wide and five inches long. It is the second grade
in the New York market, inferior to Saddlerock, and supe-
rior to culllngs and bushel oysters. The name is due to
the fact that th^ used to be shipped in boxes instead of
iiarrels. [Connecticut and New York.]—Bushel oysters,
oysters of inferior quality, sold by the busheL Thej»form _,_j.„_ __„„'t.__ /„• /j.- i , .- >

the fourth grade in the New York market, rated below OTOter-craCKer (ois ter-krak'er), n.

Saddlerock, box. and cuUings.—California oyster, Os-
~ "" ^ ~'

trea Iwrida of the Pacific coast of North America.—Cana-
dian oyster, a northern oyster which has been distin*
guished by the name Ostrea canadensis.—Cape oyster,
an oyster obtained from Cape Cod or vicinity ; a kind of
northern native or hard oyster. Also called Capes. [Bos-
ton, Massachusetts.}— Cafs-tongne oyster, a veiy nar-
row and elongated oyster. The habit of growing in the nvi^iOr-pnltniHaf. rnis'tBr-tnl'tfir iaf> n
erect position,wherethebauksareprolificandundisturbed,

oyster-CIUTOnOT (Oister-Knl tnr-istj, n.

crowds the oysters together, so thatunder such condiUons '^"^ ^ engaged m oyst-er-culture.

they do not have a chance to expand laterally.—Cocks- Oystor-dredge (ois'ter-drej), ». A small dredge
comb oyster. Same as coetawmft, a.—Cove oyster, (o) or drag-net for bringing up oysters from the
A name of oysters growing singly in or scattered over ov«!ter-^ed

o o x-
./

coves, creeks^ bays, old planting-grounds, etc, too sparsely
"jH»«5^""t;u.^

zx. . \ r^ t. 3 , .

to be taken by the ordinary method of tonging, bnt cap- OyStOrer (OlS ter-er), n. One who deals m oys-
tured singly in from four to eight feet of water with nip- ters.
pers. Such oysters are usually large and fat, and are com- Not scorning Scullions, Cobblers, Colliers,
monly called cones, (i) Among packers, steamed oysters Jakes-farmers, Fidler^ Ostlers, Oysterers.
packed in hermetically sealedcans : atrade-name.—Drag- Sylveiter, Tobacco Battered.
on oyster, a small but delicate oyster from New Haven „,,^„_ *„_„ /„;=,/(.*, j!k_„\ „ a ^i„„« „i,
harbor (named from Dragon, nickname of the oystering Oyster-fami (OlS ter-tarm), n. A place where
village of Fair Haven). [Xew Eng.]—En^lsh oyster, oyster-farming is conducted.
the common European oyster, Oslrea edvlis.—Bard oys- OTOter-famiing (ois'ter-far'ming), n. Oyster-
ter, the native northern oyster of the United Statea— culture
BbmgrOTe oyster, an oyster growing on the submerged ___|.-_ i^i j /™c'<-&» fs\^t
tmnksorrootsof mangrove-trees^ as in Florida.

—

Motm- OystiOr-Uela (ois xer-ieiaj,

tain-oyster, a lamb's testicle.—Northern oyster, Os- an oyster-bank.
An oyster-bed;

If a barrel of oysters were planted in an estuary of the
sea and their progeny preserved in successive generations
for ten years, the oyster-Jield thus produced would snpp^ a
bounteous rei>ast for every man, woman, and child on the
face of the euth. Amer. Anihropologia, L 297.

trea borealis, growing in northerly parts of the United
States, sometimes supposed to be a distinct species from
the southern Ottreaonr^nu».—Racoon oyste^ an oyster
growing in shallow water and daily exposed to the air dur-
ing ebb-tide, whence they become small and poor. They
have many fanciful local names.— Beef-Oyster, an oyster
growing naturally on reefs; a reefer. [Alabama to T^as.] Oystor-fisb. (ois'ter-fish), n. If, An oyster,
—Saddlerock oyster, the first or largest grade of oys- Florio.— 2. A batrachoid fish, Batrachm tan,

'^r.\^\^l^^^^^^^lS^ Sed^t generally called too^^/,.- 3. A labroid fish;

Little Neck Bay, Long Island, the supply from which Toutoga omtis; the tautog.
was soon exhausted.— Sand-oysters, oysterswhich have oystOT-fishery (ois'ter-fish'6r-i), n. The prac-
been scattered and exposed or damaged on ^d-shoals ; tice or business of taking oysters.

IS^^bSSri^e;:l^r^^^yS^an^,?l Oyster-flshing (ois'to-fish'ing), n. The act or
ter which becomes detached from the bunches after two btisiness of fishing for oysters,
years' growth ; hence, a grown or merchantable oyster.— oystcr-fork (ois'ter-f6rk), n. A small and light
Soft oyster, the ojgter obtamed from t*e Chesap^e f^t designed for use in eating oysters, espe-
and southward : distuguished from the Aard or native „ "qc^s"""^ _^"^ tu? i,Xi* „i, n
northern oyster.—Thorny oysters, bivalves of the ge- ciaUy raw oysters served on the ialf-sheU.

nns,S!pondy<u8.—Tongedoysters,oysterstakenwithtbe oystex-gage (ois'tfer-gaj), «. A model of an oys-
tongs: they are preferred to those which are dredged.— ter in metal or other permanent material, used
Vegetable oyster. Same as oyster-plant, 2.—Wild oys- „„ 5, ,+aTidaWI of marketable sizet^ an oyster of natural growth, neither arlaflcially prop- *1? stanaara ot marKeraoie size,

agaled nor transplanted.-Window oysters, the l^ Oystex-gTass (ois'tfer^ras), n. Kelp and other
cunida. See cut under PlaeuTta. (See also coon-oyster, seaweed growing upon oyst-ers and mussels or
pearliyster, rock-oyster.)

-, _, upon beds in wMch they occur. [New Jersey
oyster (ois'ter), v. i. [< oyster, ».] To engage eoast.]
in oyster-fishing; take oysters in anyway. oyster-green (ois'ter-gren), n. A plant, Ulva
Many more are oystering now than before the war. Uttissima : same as laver-bread.

B. ingersoB. oyster-hammer (ois't^r-ham'er), n. A ham-
oyster-bank (ois'ter-bangk), n. A bank on mer used for breaking the shells of oysters to

which oysters grow; an oyster-bed. open them.

oyster-bar (ois'ter-bar), n. An oyster-bank, oystering (ois'ter-ing), n. The act or business

[Southern United States.] of dredging for or otherwise taking oysters.

.An oyster-shop. The capital which carries on the oystmnj^ in the Dela.
ware waters is almost wholly derived from Philadelphia,

1 Ati oyster- ^"^ most of the men employed belong there,

b^"; a Plaee where oysters breed or are bred; __^ ^ , . ,^ ^
Fishenes^U.S Y.M.ma.

aplaeepreparedandsownorplantedwithspat. oyster-keg (ois'ter-keg), n. A smaU wooden

In the northern United States, oyster-beds are also called keg for transporting raw oysters, formerly used

oyther

in the United States, especially in Connecti-
cut.

oyster-knife (ois'ter-nif), n. A knife designed
for use in opening oysters, having ordinarily a
strong handle and a rather long and slender
blade.

oysterling (ois't^r-ling), «. [< oyster + -h'ngrl.]

A young oyster; an oyster not fully grown.
Not one of the young oysterlings of the previous sum-

mer's spat was known to have been killed by the cold
weather or frost Times (London), Oct. 15, 1867.

oysterman (ois'ter-man), n.; pL oystermen
(-men). A man engaged in rearing, taking, or
selling oysters ; an oysterer.

It was a tall yoimg oysterman lived by the river-side.
0. W. Holmes, Ballad of the Oj^rman.

Oysters may be bred from eggs, arrangements for pro-
ducing and saving which, together with the preservation
of the embryos, form a part of the oysterman's plan and
process. Fisheries qf U. S., V. iL 520.

oyster-mnshroom(ois't6r-mush''r6m), H. Aga-
ricus ostreatus, an esculent fungus with a large,
thick, fleshy pUeus.
oyster-park (ois'tfer-park), ». [< F.parc ajiut-
tres.'i An oyster-bed.

oyster-plant (ois'ter-plant), )>. 1. The sea-
lungwort, Mertensia maritima, whose leaves
have an oyster flavor. [Eng.]— 2. The goat's-
beard or salsify, Tragopogon porrifolitts. See
salsify. Also called vegetable oyster Black oys-
ter-^ant, black salsify.— Spanish oyster-plant, Seoly-
musHi^pmtica, a plant with large prickly leaves and y^-
low thistle-like heads, whose root is used like salsify.

oyster-plover (ois'ter-pluv'er), 71. An oyster-
cateher, Hcematopus ostrOegus.

oyster-rake (ois'ter-rak), «. A rake for Ufting
oysters from their bed. it is shaped like a farmers'
raJce, is made of iron except the handle, and the tines are
from 9 to 12 inches long, straight or curved nearly in a
semicircle. It is used chiefly along the coast of Alassa-
chusetts.

oyster-reef (ois'ter-ref), n. See oyster-bed.

oyster-rock (ois'ter-rok), n. A rocky oyster-
bed. These beds are often conglomerate masses of shell
and marine deposit rising from a depth of sixty feet to
within a few feet of the siuiace of the water. [Southern
United States.]

oyster-shell (ois't^p-shel), ». The shell of an
oyster.—^^Oyster-shell bark-lonse, a scale-insect, Myti-
laxpis pamarum, which infests the apple. See MylHaspis.
—Oyster-shell stains, in photography by the wet or
collodion process, stains on the plate formed by a deposit
of reduced or metallic silver, resulting from a partial dry-
ing of the film before dev^opmen^ from the presence of
Impurities in the baths, etc.

" Oyster-sheU' stains of reduced silver (also called "matt
silver stains "), with a gray metallic suriace and in curious
curved and arabesque pattern^ occasionally make their
appearance. Lea, Photography, p. 327.

Prepared oyster-shdl (testa vreparata), oyster-shell
cleaned and reduced to a fine powder like prepared chalk

:

used as an antacid.

oyster-shop (ois'ter-shop), «. A shop for the
sale of oy^rs.
And now tbey keep an oysler-t^up for mermaids down be-

low. O. W. Holmes, Ballad of the Oysterman.

oyster-sign (ois'ter-an), n. A lai^e letter O
painted on a board affixed to a stake, to mark
the boundaries of marshland claimed for pur-
poses of oyster-culture.

oyster-tongs (ois'ter-tdngz), n. sing, and^2. A
tool used to dredge up oysters in deep water.
It consists of a pair of hinged rakes with teetji bent in-

ward, and in use is lowered from a boat until the rakes

oyster-bay (ois'ter-ba), »,

[Looal, U. S.]

oyster-bed (ois'ter-bed), n.

Oyster-tongs.

bury themselves in the mud ; on raising the implement
and simultaneously drawing together the ends of the han-
dles, the tongs close and drag np the oysters caught be-
tween the interlocking teet^

oyster-wencht (ois'ter-wench), H. A woman
whose occupation is the sale of oysters.

OS goes his bonnet to an oyster-icejich.

Shak., Bich. U., L 4. 31.

oyster-wife (ois'ter-wif), n. Same as oyster-

tcoman.

So soon as thy eyelids be unglued, thy first exercise
must be, either sitting upright on thy pillow, or rarely
lolling at thy body's whole length, to yawn, to streteh, and
to gape wider than any oyster-ic\fe.

DeUer, Gull's Hornbook, p. 65.

oyster-woman (ois'ter-wTim'an), n. A woman
who sells oysters.

oythert, a. sndpron. AMiddle English variant
of other^.



oz.

OZ. An abbreviation of ounce. The second let-
ter here, while identical In form with the letter z, is really
the character used by early printers for the arbitrary mark
of terminal contraction, 3, which is common in medieval
manuscripts. It occurs also in viz,

ozaena (o-ze'na), n. [NL., < L. ozcena. < Ori.

bZatva, a fetid polypus in the nose, \. i^eiv,

smell: see odor.'] 1. Fetor from the nose,
usually dependent on ulceration.— 3. leap.]
In entom., the typical genus of Oscenitus, with
one species, 0. dentipes, from Cayenne. Oliviar,

1791.

Ozsemnse (6-ze-m'ne), n, pi. [Nil., < Ozema +
-incB.] A subfamily of Carabidw, typified by
the genus Ozmna, having the middle coxse con-
tiguous by reason of the extreme narrowness
of the mesostemum. The species, usually
found under fallen leaves, exhale a strong odor,
whence the name. Also Ozcenidce.

ozarkite (o'zar-kit), n. [< Ozarh (see def.) +
-ife2.] A massive variety of thomsonite from
MagnetCove in the OzarkMountains,Arkansas.
oziert, n. An obsolete form of osier.

ozite (o'zit), n. [< Grr. b!^uv, smell, + -j«e2.] A
heavy distillate of petroleum, used, in conjunc-
tion with cotton thread or other fibrous mate-
rial, as an insulating covering for some kinds
of electrical conductors.

ozocerite, ozokerite (o-zo-se'rit, -ke'rit), n. [<

Gr. ifeiv, smell, + (o?p3f, wax: see cere.] Amix-
ture of natural paraf6ns existing in the bitu-

minous sandstones of coal-measures, it is like

resinous wax in consistence and translucency, of a hrowu
or brownish-yellow color, and of a pleasantly aromatic
odor. In Moldavia it occurs in sufficient quantities to be
used for economic purposes, and it is made into candles.

A related resin is found in considerable quantities in
southern Utah. Also called minerdt tallow and nmieral
wax. •

ozocerite, ozokerite (6-zo-se'iit, -ke'rit), v. t.
;

pret. and pp. ozocerited, oeoherited, ppr. ozocerit-

ing, ozoJceriUng. [< ozocerite, n."] To treatwith
ozocerite or native paraffin.—Ozocerited core, an
electrical conductor covered with india-rubber and after-

ward " cured" or soaked in melted ozocerite un'der high
pressure so as to fill the pores of the rubber with the par-

affin wax. The name is also given to wires covered with a
mixture of substances, as of asbestos and ozocerite.—Ozo-
cerited leads, heavy electrical conductors covered with
any ozocerited compound.
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ozonation (o-zo-na'shon), n. [< ozone + -ation.]

The act or process of treating with ozone.
Faraday.
ozone (o'zon), n. [= P. ozone; < Gr. i^eiv,

smeU, + -one.] A modification of oxygen, hav-
ing increased chemical activity; a colorless

gas having a peculiar odor like that of air

which contains a trace of chlorin. The density
of ozone is one and one half times that of oxygen. It is

produced when the electric spark is passed through air

or oxygen, when a stick of phosphorus is allowed to
oxidize slowly, and in various other ways. At a high
temperature ozone is changed into ordinary oxygen, two
volumes of the former yielding three volumes of the
latter. Chemical tests show that ozone exists in the at-

mosphere to a minute extent, and in greater quantity in

country districts than in towns, while in crowded thor-

oughfares it ceases to be recognizable. Ozone has a great

power of destro^ring offensive odois, and is a powerful
bleacher and an intense oxidizer.

The proportion of ozone in the air stands in a direct re-

lation to the amount of atmospheric electricity present.
Boscoe and Schorlemmer, Chemistry, I. 200.

ozone-box (o'zon-boks), n. A box in which
ozonic test-papers are exposed to the free pas-
sage of the air while protected from the light.

Many different forms have been devised.

ozone-paper (6'z6n-pa"p6r), n. A chemical
test-paper used to indicate the presence and
the relative amount of ozone in the air. See
ozonoscope.

ozonic (o-zo'nik), a. [< ozone + -ic.] Of or per-
taining to ozone ; containing ozone.

It [kauri gum] renders the air ozonic.

Sei. Amer., N. S., LV. 129.

Having ozmdc oxygen for its active principle, Condy's
Fluid acts in harmony with nature.

Lancet, No. 3441, p. 30 of adv'ts.

Ozonic ether, a solution of hydrogen perozid in ether : it

has been used in diabetes.

ozoniferous (o-zo-nif'e-rus), a. [< E. ozone +
L. ferre = E. 6earl.] '(Containing ozone. Gra-
ham, Elem. of Chemistry.

ozonification (6-z6"ni-fi-ka'shon), n. [< ozonify
+ -aUon (see -fication) .] The'act of producing
or converting Into ozone.

ozonify (6-z6'ni-fi), v. t.x pret. and pp. ozonA-

fied, ppr. ozonifying. [< ozone + -i-fy.] To
produce or coifvert into ozone.

ozonoscopic

ozonization (6-z6-ni-za'shpn), n. [< ozonize +
-ation.] The operation of impregnating with
ozone; the state of being impregnated with
ozone. Also spelled ozonisation.

ozonize (6'z6-niz), v. t; pret. and pp. ozonized,

ppr. ozonizing. [< ozon^ + -^ze.] To impreg-

nate with ozone. Graham, Elem. of Chemistry.

Also spelled ozonise.

ozonizer (o'zo-ni-zer), n. An apparatus for the

continuous production of ozone. Greer, Diet,

of Electricity, p. 117. Also spelled ozoniser.

ozonograph (6-z6'no-§r&f), n. [< B. ozone + Gr,

ypdipeiv, write.] An instaniment for automati-

cally exposing ozonic test-papers ; a self-acting

ozonoscope.
ozonographer (6-zo-nog'ra-fer), n. [As ozo-

nograph + -er^.] One skilled in observing at-

mospheric ozone.
ozonometer (o-zo-nom'e-t6r), n. [< E. ozmie

+ Gr. /lirpov, measure.] A scale of tints with

which ozonic test-papers are compared in order

to determine the relative amount of ozone in

the air.

Ozonmnetera have been variously constructed and tried,

but no clear and consistent results have yet been obtained

by ordinary observers, somuch individual tact is essential

to dealing satisfactorily with the test papers and their al-

terations. FUz Say, Weather Book, p. 29.

ozonometric (o-zo-no-mefrik), a. [< ozonome-

try + 4c.] Pertaining to the measurement of

ozone.
ozonometry (6-zo-nom'et-ri), n. [< E. ozone +
Gr. -furpia, < /ihpov, measure.] The art of mea-
suring the relative amount of ozone in the at-

mosphere.
ozonoscope (o-zo'no-skop), n. [< B. ozone + Gr.

dKOKelv, view.] A test-paper which is oxidized

and discolored by ozone, when properly exposed,

the degree of discoloration indicates the relative amount
of ozone in the air. Ozone-papers are usually either red

litmus-paper dipped in a dilute solution of potassium
iodide, or paper saturated with a mixture of potassium
iodide and stiixch. In the litmus-paper the ozone decom-
poses the potassium iodide and combines with the potas-

sium, forming potash, by which the red litmus is rendered
blue. In the iodized starch-papers, the ozone combines
with the potassium, and the free iodine combines with
the starch, forming a blue iodide of starch.

ozonoscopic (6-z6-no-skop'ik), a. [< ozonoscope
+ -ie.] Indicating the presence of ozone.



1. The sixteenth letter and
twelfth consonant of the
English alphabet, having a
corresponding position in
other alphabets. The scheme
of parallel forms, as giren in the
case of the other letters (see espe-
cially AX is as foUowB

:

HP
Egyptian^

HienielTphic. Hieiatic. dan. Greek and

The usnal Greek H was made by extending the originally
short second perpendicolar limb ; the l^tin (whence oar)
P, by cm-ring the same around to meet the perpendicular
(see iOi P in all these alphabets stands for the same un-
varying sonnd: namely, for the snrd labial mate (oorre-
spondhig to b as sonant^ andm as nasal), madewith (dosnre
of the lips, dnring the maintenance ofwhich closure there
is complete silence^ its character being brought to light
by explosion npon the following, sound. The p-sonnd is

In English much less common (b^ow a third) than the t-

eoun(£ and slightlylesscommon (about four fl^dis)thanthe
t-^onnd. The character^ has no varieties or irr^nlarities
of pronunciation in English save as it is silent at the be-
ginning ofafewGreekwords, aspgolm,jm«u7natic,pteropod,
and, mnch more rarely, elsewhere, as in receipty accmj^L
It enters into one important digraph, namely pA, found in
numerous words of classical origin, and pronounced as/
(but originally as written, or as ana^iratedp, ap with an
audibleAafterit,asinonrcompoanduj>AiQ). (SeepA.) Ac-
cording to the general law of correspondence, a p in the
Germanicpart of onr language should representan original
&; but h appears to have been almost sdtogether wanting
in the primitive language of onr family ; and hence our
p, whennotof dassicalorigin, orborrowedfrom elsewhere,
is the resnlt of some irregular process.

2. As a medievalnumeral, 400 ; with a dash over
it (P), 400,000.-3. As a symbol: (a) In chem.,
the symbol for phosphorus. (&) £i math., the
Greek capital 11 denotes a eontinned prodact.

frt

Thus, lip (1 -H pX for which n (1 -)- m) is also written, de-

notes (ie prodact (1 + m) m (m — 1) . . . 3.2.1. The
small Greek letter s- denotes the ratio of the circumfer-
ence to the diameter, or 3.14159265359 -f . This notation
was introduced by Euler. The other form of the Greek
minuscule, bs, denotes in asbonomy the longitude of the
perihelion.

4. An abbreviation: (a) (Xpost in. P. M., post
meridiem, afternoon, and P. S., postscript. (6)
[l. c] Of page {pp. standing for pages), (c)

[2. c] In music, of piano, softly {pp. standing
for pianissimo, very softly), (d) p. c] In a
shij?s log-book, of ^ossJTk? sfeowers. (e) [i.e.]

la. zool.: {V) OiparUm. (2) In dental formnlas,
same aapm. (3) In ichth., of pectoral (fin). (4)
In eehinoderms, ot poljfplacid. (/) In med., of

(1) (Optic)jpaptKa,- {2)pupil; {3)pugiUus,hand-
fnl.—^To mind one's p's and q's. See ntiiuli.

pal (pa), n. [A short form of papa^. Cf . ma^
for mama.'] A more childish form of papai-.

pa^, pa', n. A Scotch form of palP-.

The cowardly Whittam, for fear they should cut him.
Seeing glittering broad swords with a pa*.

BatOe <!fSher^-Mmr (Child's Ballads, TIL 158X

p. a. An abbreviation of participial adjective,

employed in this dictionary,

paaget, n. [OF., also poiage, paiage, F. piage,
etc.: saepedage."] Same a&pedage.

Trade was restrained, or the privilege granted on the
payment of tolls, passages, paages, pontages, and innu-
merable other vexatious imposts.

Burke, Abridg. of Eng. Hist., iii. 5.

paalstab (pal'stab), «. Same a,spalstaff.

paas^t, »• A Middle En^sh variant of jjoce.

paas^ (p^)j «• [An old form of pace^, pasch;
in mod. use (in New York), < D. paasch = E.

pasch: see pasch.] Same asj^oscA.

Here will I holde, as I haue bight,

The feeste of Paas with frendis in feere.

Tork Plays, p. 233.

Under his [Peter Stuyresant's] reign there was a great

cracking of ^gs at Paas or Easter.
Irving, Eiilckerbocker, p. 403.

Paas dayf (P^s'da). Easter day.

Poa»Dov.— Easter Day, in an old English sermon: "In

die Pasehe post Bemrecdonem— Goode men and women

as ge knowe welle this day is called in some places Astnr
Day < in same places Paas Say, itc"— Lansd. MS. 392,
/o. 55 6.

Hampson, Medii .Svi Ealendarimn, n. 299 (Glossary>

paastt, n. An obsolete form ot pasted.
pab, n. Same aspob.
pabouclie (pa-boah'), n. A slipper: same as
baboosh.

1 always drink my coffee as soon as my feet are In my
pabouehes; it 's the way^ over the East.

/Scott, St Sonan's Well, xrx.

pabular (pab'n-lar), a. [< L. pdbularis, fit for
fodder, <^a6trf«nj, fodder, food: seej>aiu2u»i.]
Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of pabulum;
affording food or aliment. Johnson.
pabnlationt (pab-u-la'shon), n. [< li.pc^mla-
'*<'('•-)) pasture, foraging,"< j>a6trfar», graze, for-
age, (.pabtUum, food, fodder: seepabulum.] 1.
The act of grazing or foraging; the act of feed-
ing or of procuring food to eat. BaiUy,llZl.—
2. Same as pabulum.

pabtllonst (pab'u-lus), a. [< LL. pabulosus,
abounding in fodder, < L. pabulum, food, fod-
der: see pabulum.] Same as j>a&u2ar.

pabulum (pab'n-lum), n. [= OF. pabule= Sp.
pdbvlo = Pg. It. pabiilo, < L. pMuium, food,
fodder, ^ y pa in pascere, feed: see pasture.]
1. Food, in the widest sense; aliment; nutri-
ment; that which nourishes an animal or
vegetable organism ; by extension, that which
nourishes or supports any physical process, as
fuel for a fire.

'Which seems the sole use of OH, air, or any other thing
that vulgarly passeth for &pabulvxn or food of that ele-
ment [Are]. Bp. Berkeley, Siris, 8 197.

Nutrition, then, involves the conversion of lifelesspa&-
uZum into living germinal matter.

Beale, Protoplasm, p. 102.

2. Hence, food for thought; intellectual or
spiritual nourishment or support.

There is an age, we know, when tales of love
Form the sweetpaftw/im* our hearts approve^

CraNie, Works, VIX 44.

pac, •». Seejpocfc*.

paca (pak'a), n. [NIi. (< Sp. Pg. paca), <
Braz. paJc, paq, the native name.] 1. The
spotted cavy, Ccelogenys paca, a large hystrieo-
morphic rodent quadruped of the familyDaay-
j)rociidee, inhabiting SouthAmerica andCentral
America, it is one of the largestrodents, though far in-

ferior in size to the caplbara, and Is a near relative of the
agouti and other cavles. Its length is about two feet, and
its stature one foot. The body is robust, with coarse close-

set hair of a variable brownish color above and whitish
below, with several streaks or rows of spots of white on
the sides. The head is large and broad, with obtuse muz-
zle ; the tail is a mere stump ; and the inner digit of each
foot is reduced, the others being stout and hoof-like. The
ftnimnl is somewhat nocturnal, spending most of the day
In burrows^ often several feet deep, dug usually in moist
ground near watercourses. It Is a vege&ble-feeder, some-
times Injurious to crops, and Its flesh Is edible. See cut
under Ccelogenys.

Their Pacas [in Brazil] are like Pigs, their Flesh is pleas*
ant, they never bring forth above one at a time.

S. Clarke, Geog. Descrip. (1671), p. 282.

2. ^cap."] Same as Ccelogenys. Fischer, 1814.

pacable (pa'ka-bl), a. [< ML. paeabilis, paid,

taken in sense 'that may be pacified,' < L. pa-
care, pacify, pay: see pacate, payK Cf. pay-
able.] Capable of being pacified; pacifiable;

placable.

The august prince who came to rule over England was
the mostpa«aMe of sovereigns.

Thackeray, yirglnlans, ill.

pacanet, n. Same a,s pecan.

pacatet (pa'kat), a. [= F. paye, paid, expi-

ated, = Sp. pacato, pacado = Pg. It. pacato,
pacified, < L. pacatus, pp. otpa4Mre, pacify, <

pax {pac-), peace : see payi-, peace.] Peaceful

;

tranquil.

Poured out those holy raptures, hynms, and sentences,
as moved by the Holy Spirit ; but with this difference

from the Ps^an oracles, tiiat it was in a paeate way, not
in a furious transport. Evelyn, True S.eligion, L 364.
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pacation (pa-ka'shon), n. [< L. pacatio{n-),
pacification, ipacare, -pTp. pacatus, pacify: see
pacate.] The act of pacifying or appeasing.
Coleridge.

pacay (pa^ka'), n. [Pemv.] The tree Inga
FeuiUei. The name is apparently also applied
in Peru to Prosopis juliflora, the mesquit.
paccanf, n. Same Stspecait.

Paccanarist (pak-a-nar'ist), n. Same as Bac-
canarist.

gacchet, n. A Middle English form otpatch.
'acchionian (pak-i-6'ni-an), a. [< Pacchioni
(see def.) + -an.] Pertaining to Pacchioni, an
Italian anatomist (bom about 1665, died 1726).
—FaccMonlan depressions or fossae, irregular depres-
sions, variable In number, depth, and position, commonly
found near the course of the sutures of the vault of most
adult human skulls, produced by the Pacchionian bodies,
—Pacchionian glands or ttodles. See gland.

Faccinian, a. See Pacinian.
pacei (pas), n. [< ME. pace, paas, pas, < OP.
pas, F. pas = Sp. paso = Pg. It. passo, < L.
passus, a step, pace, lit. 'a stretch,' sc. of the
feet in walking, < pandere, pp. passus, pansus,
stretch, be open; ct.patere, be open: see pat-
ent^. Hence ult.^oss, v. and n.] 1. The space
or distance traversed by the foot in one com-
pleted movement in walking; hence, the move-
ment itself; a st-ep.

The general's dlsdaln'd
By him one step below ; ... so every step,
Sxampled by the first pace that is sick
Of his superior, grows to an envious fever
Of pale and bloodless emulation.

Shak., T. and C, L 3. 132.

She left the web, she left the loom.
She made threepaces thro' the room.

Tennyson, Lady of Shalott

2. A lineal measure of variable extent, repre-
senting the space naturally measured by the
movement of the foot in walking, in some cases
the name is given to the distance from the place where
either foot is taken up, in walking, to that where the same
foot is set down, being assumed by some to be 3 feet, by
others 4g feet— this pace of a double step being called a
geometrutU pace, or great pace. The pace of a single step
(the military pace) is estimated at 2i feet. I^e Welsh pace
is 2i English feet. The ancient Eoman pace, the fhou-
sandth part of a mile, was 5 Eoman feet, and every foot
contained between 11-60 and 11.64 English inches, hence
the pace was about 58.1 English inches.

Ful of degrees, the heighte of sixty poos.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, L 1032.

The lower towne ... is about a hundred paces distant
from the higher. Coryat, Crudities, L 10.

3. Manner or rate of walking or of progression

;

gait; rate of advance; velocity: as, a quick
pace; to set the pace; it ispace that kills.

Komme Inne an esy pace.
Babees Book (E. K T. S.\ p. 3.

Thel . . . rode as faste as the horse myght hem here,
till that thel were passed all theire peple, and than the!
encresed herpas gretter, and rode tow^^e the siege.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), IL 209.

To-morrow, and to-morrow, and to-morrow.
Creeps In this petty pace from day to day.

Shak., Macbeth, v. 6. 20.

Go on. Sir Poet, ride once more
Tour hobby st^his old free poce.

WhUtier, Tent on the Beach.

4. Specifically, in music, same as tempo.— 5t.
The rate of moving on foot ; footpace.

Forth we riden a litel more than paas.
Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., L 825.

6. A gait of the horse, iu which the legs of the
same side are lifted together. See rack.

They rode, bat authors having not
Determined whether pace or bcot, . . .

We leave It and go on, as now
Suppose they did, no matter how.

S. BrOler, Hudibras, L it 46.

7. A step; measure; thing to be done. [Bare.]

The first pace necessary for his majesty to make is to
fall Into confidence with Spain. Sir W. Temple.

8t. A pass or passage. See^ass.

But when she saw them gone she forward went^
As lay her journey, through that perlons Pace.

Spenser, F. Q., HL L Ift



pace

9t. Course; direction.

But William perceyued whatjKM the king went,
And hastill hijed alter and him of-tol£e.

Waiiam ofPalerm (E. E. T. S.), L 3915.

lOf. A space; while.

Lystyn a lytyl pas.
Polttihal Poems, etc. (ed. Furnlvall), p. 245.

1 If. A part of a poem or tale
;
passage

;
passus.

Thus passed is the first pas ol this pris tele.

WUliam of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 161.

12. A part of a floor slightly raised above the
general level; a dais; a broad step or slightly-
raised space above some level, especially about
a tomb.
Marble Foot paces to the Chimneys, Sash, Windows,

glaised with fine Crown Glass, large halt Pace Stairs, that
2 People may go up on a Breast
Quoted in AsMon's Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,

[1.62.

ISf. A herd or company of beasts: as, a pace of
asses. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 80.—Al-
derman's pace. Seeaiderman Day-tale pace. See
ddiz-tafe.—Geometrical pace. See seomefrio.—Great
pace. See det. 2.—To keep or hold pace with, to keep
up with ; go or move as fast as : literally or figuratively.

Now that the Sun and the Spring advance daily toward
us more and more, I hope your Health will keep pace with
them. Howell, Letters, iv. 46.

If riches increase, let thy mind hold pace with them.
Sir T. Browtie, Christ. Mor., i. 6.

Hope may with my strong desire keep pace.
Wcrdmiiorth, Sonnets, i. 24.

pace! (pas), v.; pret. and pp. paced, ppi.padng.
[< MB. ^aceji, pace, pass: see pace, n., and cf.

pass, V. Pace\ v., is now used with ref. only to
pace\ m.] I. intrans, 1. To step; walk; move;
especially, to stejp slowly or with measured or
stately tread; stride.

I am prowde and preste Uipa£se on a passe.
To go with this gracious, hir gudly to gyde.

York Plays, p. 276.

Pacing through the forest.

Chewing the food of sweet and bitter fancy.
Shak., As you Like it, iv. 8. 101.

Up and down the hall-floor Bodli paced,
With clanking, sword, and brows set in a frown.

WUliam Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 276.

2t. To go on; advance.
With speed so pace

To speak of Perdita. Shak., W. T., iv. 1. 23.

3. Specifically, in the manage, to go at the pace

;

move by lifting both feet of the same side si-

multaneously; amble. Seejpacei,«., 6, and racfe.

II. trans. 1. To walk over step by step: as,

the sentinel jjaces his round.
To and fro

on pacing, as the mariner his deck.
My gravel^ bounds. Camper, Four Ages.

2. To measure by stepping; measure in paces:
as, to pace a piece of ground.

A good surveyor -wiWpace sixteen rods more accurately
than another man can measure them by tape.

Emerson, Works and Days, p. 141.

3t. To train to a certain step, as a horse ; hence,
to regulate.

My lord, she *s not paced yet
;
you must teke some pains

to work her to your manage. Shak., Pericles, iv. 6. 68.

Far hence, ye proud hexameters, remove 1

My verse w paced and trammelled into love.
Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Amours, L 32.

pace^t, V. t. A corruption ot parsed.

Livia. I am no Latinist, Candius, you must conster it
Can. So I will, and jxice it too; thou shalt be acquainted

with case, gender, and number.
Lyly, Mother Bomble, i. 3. (,Na/res.)

pace^ (pas), n. A dialectal form otpasch.

pace^ (pa'se), pr^. or adv. [L., abl. of pax,
peace : see peaee.] With or by the leave, per-
mission, or consent of (some person mention-
ed) : usually employed as a courteous form of

expressing disagreement, like "A. B. must give
me leave (or allow me) to say."

Pace Professor Huxley, I venture to assert that you can
derive no ethical conception whatever from "the laws of

comfort," that in mere physics there is no room for the
idea of right FortnighUy Meo., N. S., XLIIL 68.

pace-aisle (pas'il), n. An ambulatory. Xee"*

Glossary.

pace-board (pas'bord), n. A wooden footpace
or dais for an altar. See footpace, 5. Le^s
Glossary.

paced (past), a. [< pacel + -ed^.1 Having a
certain pace or gait: chiefly in composition: as,

the slow-paced lemur.
The cattle . . . wait

Their wonted fodder, . . . silent, meek.
And patient of the slow-paced swain's delay.

Cowper, Task, v. 32.

Pace dayt. Easter day. Compare Paas day.

pace-eggert, «• See the quotation.
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In Lancashire, young people fantastically dressed, armed

with wooden or tin swords, and their faces smeared, go
from house to house, at each of which, if permitted, they
perform a sort of drama. The performers are callea Pace
Eggers. Hampson, Medii .^vi Kalendai'ium, I. 202.

pace-eggs (pas'egz), n. pi. [< paceS + eggs.']

Easter eggs; eggs boiled hard and dyed or
stained various colors, given to children about
the time of Easter. HalUwell.

In Scotland, and the North of England generally, it is

customary to boil eggs hard, and after dyeing or staining
thera of various colours to give them to the children for
toys on Easter Sunday. In these places children ask for
their Pace Eggs, as they are termed, at this season for a
fairing. Hampson, Medii .lEvi Kalendarium, I. 201.

paceguardt (pas'gard), n. Same sa passegarde.
pace-maker (pas'ma"k6r), n. One who sets the
pace for others, as in racing.

A number of well-known cyclists were asked to assist

as pace-makers. Bury and HUlier, Cycling, p. 96.

pacer (pa's6r), «. 1. One who paces, or mea-
sures by pacing.

Dante, pacer of the shore
Where glutted hell disgorgeth filthiest gloom.

Brovming, Sordello, L

2. A horse whose natural gait is a pace.

One sunshiny afternoon there rode into the great gate
of the Manhattoes two lean, hungry-looking Yankees,
mounted on Narragansett jTOcers.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 297.

3. Hence, a fast horse ; by extension, anything
that exhibits remarkable speed or activity.
[CoUoq.]

pacha, n. A French spelling ot pasha.
pachalic, n. A French spelling of pashalic.

pachisi (pa-che'si), n. {Aiaoparclmi,parcheesi;
< Hind, padlidhisi, a game played on a kind of
cloth chess-board with cowries for dice, and so
named from the highest throw, which is twenty-
five, < pachchis, pacliis, twenty-five, < Skt. paru-
cha vincati, twenty-five : pancha = E. five; vin-
gati = E. tioenty.] A game of Hindu origin, re-
semblingbackgammon, played by four persons.
The description [of another game] minutely corresponds

with the Hindoo game of pachisi, played in like manner
with cowries instead of beans. Pop. Sci. Mo., iV. 225.

pachnolite (pak'no-lit), n. [< Gr. trAxv!/, hoar-
frost, rime, + Aifof, stone.] A native fluoride
of aluminium, calcium, and sodium, found with
cryolite in Greenland, and also in Colorado : so
called in allusion to the frost-like appearance
of the crystals.

pachometer (pa-kom'e-t6r), n. [= F. pacho-
mltre, < Gr. irax<>i, thickness (< nax^Q, thick), +
fierpov, measure.] Same as pachymeter,
pachysemia, ». See pachyemia.
pachyblepharosis .(pak-i-blef-a-ro'sis), n.

[NL., < Gr. iraxiiQ, thick, + pMfapov, eyelid:
see ilepharitis.] Thickening and induration
of the eyelids from chronic inflammation.
Pachybrachys (pa-kib'ra-kis), n. [NL. (Suf-
frian, 1848; orig. Fachyorachis, Chevrolat), <

Gr. Traxvc, thick, + ppaxvc, short, small, little.]

In entom.j a notable genus of Chrysomelidse or
leaf-beetles, of very wide distribution, compris-
ing 150 species, of which about 50 are North
American. Theyhave simple claws, the prothorax mar-
gined at base, not crenulate, and the prosternum feebly
channeled.

Pachycardia (pak-i-kar'di-a), n. pi. [NL., <
Gr. iraxiiQ, thick, + Kapdia, heart: see heart.]

Those vertebrates which have a thick muscu-
lar heart divided into auricular and ventricu-
lar parts, and a well-defined skull: opposed to
Leptocardii. This primary group of Fertebrata
contains all except the lancelets, and is conter-
minous with Crawiota. Haeekel.

pachycardian (pak-i-kar'di-an), a. and n. [<
NL. Pachycardia + -an.] I, a. Having a thick,

fleshy heart ; of or pertaining to the Pachycar-
dia; not leptocardian.

II, n. A member of the Pachycardia, as any
skulled vertebrate.

pachycarpous (pak-i-kar'pus), a. [< Gr. 7ro;|;*f,

thick, + KapTtdq, fruit.] In hot, having the
pericarp very thick.

Pachycephalai (pak-i-sef'a-la), n. [NL., fem.
oipachycephaltis, thiek-heaSec[ : seepachycepha-
lous.] 1 . In ornith., the typical genus of Pachy-
cephalinse, founded in 1826 byVigors and Hors-
fleld, having the head unorested, and the bill

as broad as it is high at the nostrils. It is an ex-
tensive group of thick-headed shrikes, containing about 60
species, ran^ng in the Indian and Australian regions, but
not in New Zealand. The type is P. gutturalis of Australia.
Also called Hylocharis or Hyloterpe, Museitrea, and Puehe-
rania. See cut in next column.

2. In entom., a genus of tachina-flies, or dip-
terous insects of the family Tachinidse. Lioy,
1863.

pachydermatous

Thick-headed Shrike [,Pachycephala mtntalis^.

Pachycephala^ (pak-i-sef'a-la), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of pachycephalvs, thick-headed: see

pachycephaUms] In Crustacea, a division of

Epizoa or fish-lice, containing the families Er-
gasilidie and Dichelestiidx.

pachycephalia (pak"i-se-fa'li-a), m. [NL.: see
pachycephaly.] Same a,s pacliycephaly.

pachycephalic (pak''''i-se-fal'ik or-sef'a-lik), a.

[As pamycephal-y + -ic] Pertaining to, of the
nature of, or exhibiting pachycephaly.
Pachycephalinse (pak-i-sef-a-li'ne),m._pZ. [NL.,
< Pachycephala^ + 4nse.] A subfamily of La-
nUdie, typified by the genus Pachycephala ; the
thickheads, or thick-headed shrikes, other gen-
era are Pachycephalopsis, Pachycare, EopsaZtria, Orececa,

and Falcuncidus. These birds range in the Austromalayau
and Polynesian subregions. They have a stout grypanian
hill ; the nostrils are scaled, and besetwith small feathers or
bristles ; the first i>nmary is at least two thirds as long as
the second ; the point of the wing is foiTaed usually by the
fourth, fifth, and sixth primaries

_;
the tail is generally two

thirds as long as the wing, diversiform, but notgraduated

;

the head is crested or not ; the plumage is without red or
blue ; and the sexes are generally of different colors. Also
Pachycephalidse as a separate family.

pachycephaline (pak-i-sef'a-Un), a. Specifi-

cally, of or pertaining to the Pacliycephalinse.

pachycephalous (pak-i-sef'a-lus), a. [< NL.
pachycephalus, thick-headed, < Gr. naxig, thick,

+ Keipayj, head.] 1. Same &s pachycephalic.—
2. In Crjwfacea, thick-headed; of or pertaining
to the Pachycephala.
pachycephaly (pak-i-sef'a-li), n. [< KL.pachy-
ceplialia, < pachycephalvi, thick-headed: see
pachycephalous.] Abnormal thickness of the
bones forming the vault of the cranium. Also
pachycephalia.

pachydactyl, pachydactyle (pak-i-dak'tU), a.

and n. [\ Gr. KaxvddKTvh)^, thick-fingered, <
waxvg, thick, + ddKTv^g, finger: see dactyl.]

I. a. Having thick digits; having fingers or
toes enlarged, especially at their ends ; not lep-
todactyl. See cut under footprint.

II. ti. A pachydactyl animal.
Pachydactyli (pak-i-dak'ti-li), n. pi. [NL.,
pi. or. pachydactylus : see pachydactyl.] Thick-
toed animals ; a division of omithichnites, con-
trasted with Leptodactyli. Hitchcock.
pachydactylous (pak-i-dak'ti-lus), a. [<pachy-
dactyl + -OMS.] Same &s pachydactyl.

We should infer a larger number of pachydactylous than
leptodactylous animals to have made the tracks.

Hitchcock, IchuoL Mass., p. 81.

pachyderm (pak'i-dSrm), a. and n. [= F.pachy-
derme, < Gr. iraxiSep/wc, thick-skinned, < vaxiic,
thick, + dipfia, skin: see derm.] I, a. Thick-
skinned, as a member of the Pachydermata.
Also pachydermal, pachydermatous, pachyder-
mous.

II. n, A non-ruminant hoofed quadruped;
any member of the old order Pachydermata,
pachydermal (pak-i-der'mal), a. [< pachyderm
+ -al.] Same s,s pachyderm.
Pachydermata (pak-i-d6r'ma-ta), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. naxi)?, thick, + 6ep/ia(T-), skin: see pachy
derm. ] The non-ruminant ungulate mammals,
or hoofed quadrupeds which do not chew the
cud ; in Cuvier's classification, the seventh or-
der of Mammalia, divided into Probosddea, Or-
dinaria, and Solidungula. The order contained the
elephants, hippopotamuses, swine, rhinoceroses, hyraxes,
tapirs, horses, etc., corresponding to some extent with the
Bettuse of Linnaeus. It is disused. Its components now
forming the orders Probosddea, Hyracoidea, the perisso-
dactyl suborder of Ungvlata, and afew of the artioaactyls.
Also called Jumenta.
pachydermatoid (pak-i-der'ma-toid), a. [As
pachyderm, Pachydermata, + -oid.] Somewhat
thick-skinned; resembling a pachyderm; re-
lated to the Pachydermata.
pachydermatous (pak-i-der'ma-tus), a. [As
pachyderm, Pachydermata, + -o)<s.] 1. Same
suBpachyderm.— 2. Figuratively, thick-skinned;
insensible to ridicule, abuse, reproof, etc.



pachydermatous
A man cannot have a BensaouB nature and be pachydet'

matous at the same time.
LcmeU, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 312.

pachydermia (pak-i-dSr'mi-s), n. jTNL., <
Gr. Tzaxvdep/ita, thickness of srin, < waxviepftoc,
thick-skinned : see pachyderm.'] A chronic dis-
ease marked by repeated attacks of dermatitis
of erysipelatous form, with more or less phle-
bitis, lymphangitis, and lymphadenitis, accom-
panied and followed by hypertrophy and infil-

tration of the skin and subjacent tissues. The
legs, scrotnm, and labia are most frequently affected, and
they may reach an enoi'mous size^ being hard and either
smooth or warty. A discharge ot lymph is frequent.
The FUaria sanffuinis-haminis seems to be the cause of at
least some of the forms. Also called deptiontiasis Ara-
&ufn, bucnemMtf Barbados leg, spargosis, and e^epAa/itopus.

pachydermoid (pak-i-d6r'moid), a. [i pachy-
derm + -md."] Besembling or related to a
pachyderm, or to the Pachyekrmata ; pachyder-
matous.

Now as I write, short of all meat, without an ounce of
walras for sick or sound, my thoughts recall the frost-
tempered junks of this pachydermoid amphibian as the
highest of longed-for luxuries.

Kane, Sec. Qrinn. Exp., n. 16.

pachydermous (pak-i-d6r'mus), a. [< pachy-
derm + -ous.'] 1. QajaB &s pachyderm.— 2. la
iot., thick-coated: applied sometimes to a thick-
walled capsule of mosses.
Pachydomidae (pak-i-dom'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Pachydomus + -ttJa;.] An extinct family of
bivalves, typified by the genus Pachydomus.
The shell was massive and oval or roundish, the liga-
ment external, the hinge surmounted by a very long den-
tiform ridge, and the pallial impression entire. They
lived in the Devonian and Carboniferous periods, and
have been found only in Australian rocks.

Pachydomus (pa-kid'6-mus), n. [KL., < Gr.
KaxvQ, thick, H- SdfioQ, house.] A genus of ex-
tinct bivalves, typical of the family Poc/ij/domi-
dse. They had thick shells, and resembled the
Veneridx in form.

pachyemia, pachysemia (pak-i-e'mi-a), n.

[NL., < Gr. waxbai/ms, having thick blood, < wa-

XVi, thick, -I- (Ajjo, blood.] A thickening of the
blood.
Pachvglosss (pak-i-glos'e), n. pi. [NL. (J.

Wagler, 1830), < Gr. itaxiic, thick, + yXacaa,
tongue.] A group of lizards with short or thick
fleshy tongues, it was formerly a comprehensive di-

vision, including the geckos, iguanas, and agamas, being
then synonymous with BrevUinguia; or restricted t» the
iguanas and agamas, then synonymous with StrobQosau-
ria; or confined to theagamoid acrodontlizards alone, Qien
synonymous with the family AgamidsB in a broad sense.
Also Pachyglossa and Pachyglossata.

pachyglossal (pak-i-glos'al)j «• [^ Pachy-
gloss-se + -al."] Paohyglossate.
pachyglossate (pak-i-glos'at), a. [< Gr. iraxyg,

thick, -I- yyioaaa, tongue, + -afel.] Having a
thick tongue; specifically, of or pertaining to
the Pachyglossse.

Pachygnatha (pa-kig'na-tM), n. [NL. (Sun-
devall, 1823), fern, of pacKygnathus : see pa-
chygnathous. ] A genus of spiders, typical of the
tamilj Pachygnathidse, formerlyunited with the
TheridiidsB, now placed in Tetragnathidas. They
have a short rounded abdomen, short l^s, and very thick,
strong, and vrldely divergentmandibles, whence the name.
S. dercki is an example. Also Pachygnathus.

Pachygnathidse (pak-ig-nath'i-de), n.pl. [NL.
(Menge, 1866), < Pachygnatha + •4dse.'] A fam-
ily of Riders, now generally united with the
Tetragnathidee. The distinguishing feature is the re-

ceptaculum seminis,which consists of three pouches open-
ing from a semicircular sac. They make no web, although
placed from structural characters among the orb-weavers.

pachygnathous (pa-Mg'na-thus), a. [< NL.
paehygnathus, < Gr. sra}^, thick, -I- yvdBoc, jaw.]
Having thick or heavy jaws; specifioaUy, hav-
ing the characters of the genus Pachygnatha.
Pachylis (pak'i-Us), n. [NL., appar. < Gr.
*iraxv^ (in adv. TraxvXag), dim. of koxvC, thick.]

A genus of ooreoid heteropterousinsects found-
ed by St. Pargeau and Serville in 1825. p. gigas
is a species of great size and striking colors, which lives

on cactus-plants in the southwestern United States and
Mexico. It Is 1| inches long, velvety-blackish, veined
with yellow, the legs and antennffi banded with orange.

The. nymph is steel-blue, spotted and banded with red
and orange. See cut under MicHdse.

pachymenia (pak-i-me'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

ira;fu?, thick, + vfi^, a meinbrane.] A thicken-

ing of the skin.

pachymenic (pak-1-me'nik), a. [i pachymenia
+ -ic.'] Thick-skinned.

pachymeningitic (pak-i-men-in-jit'ik), a. [<

pachymeningitis + -ic] Pertaining to, charac-

terized by, or affected with pachymeningitis.

pachymeningitis (pak-i-men-in-ji'tis), n. [NL.,

< pachymeninx (-menmg-) + •itis.'] In pathol.,

inflammation of the dura mater.
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The post-mortem showed an extensive pachymeningitis

of the right half of the dura mater.
Medical Newe, XTjy. 554.

Facliymenlii£itis externa, pachymeningitis involving
the outer layers of the dura, usually traumatic.

—

Pachy-
meningitis interna, inflammation of the inner layers of
the dura.—Pachymeningitis Interna hemorrhagica,
mtemal pachymeningitis with the formation on the mner
surface of the dura of layers of delicate connective tis-

sue containing thin-walled and easily rupturing blood-
vessels. Hence may be found extensive hemorrhages
between the layers of the newly formed membrane or
between this and the pia. Also called pachymeningiUs
chronica hemorrhagica.

pachymeninx (pak-i-me'ningks), n. [NL., <
Gr. TraxiQ, thick, + iifjviy^, membrane: see me-
niruc.'] The dura mater.
pach^eter (pa-kim'e-t6r), n. [NL., < Gr.
iraxvg, thick, -I- /lirpov, measure.] An instru-
ment for measuring small thicknesses. One
form determines the thickness of paper; an-
other is adapted for measuring the thickness
of glass. Also pachometer.
pachyodont (pak'i-6-dont), a. [< Gr. iraxvc,
thick, -I- odoic(6SovT-) ='E. tooth."] Having thick
or massive teeth, as a mammal or a mollusk.
pachyopterous (pak-i-op'te-rus), a. Same as
pachypterous. Imp. Diet.

pachyote (pak'i-ot), a. and n. [< Gr. ^axic,
thick, -I- ovc («"-), ear.] I. a. Having thick
leathery ears, as a bat.

II. n. A thick-eared bat, as of the genus
Pachyotus.
pachypod (pak'i-pod), a. [< Gr. Traxvirovc, thick-
footed, < Traxi/C, thick, + Troiic (iroS-)= E. foot.]
Having thick, massive, or heavy feet.

Pachypoda (pa-Mp'o-da), n.pl. [NL. : see
pachypod.] In zool.,' one of several different
^oups of animals characterized by thick, mas-
sive, or heavy feet. Specifically—(o) In conch., a di-
vision of mollusks. J. E. Gray, 1821. (6) In entom., a
division of beetles. Erichmn, 1840. (c) In herpet., a divi-
sion of dinosaurs. Also Pachypodet. Meyer, 1846.

pachypterous (pa-kip'te-ms), a. [< Gr. iraxvc,

thick, + TTTEpiv, wing, == E. feather.] Having
thick wings or fins, as an insect, a bat, or a fish.

Also pachyopterous.
Pachypus (pak'i-pus), n. [NL., < Gr. naxv-
wovg, thick-footed: see pachypod.] In zool., a
generic name variously applied, (o) A genus of
coleopterous insects. BiUberg, 1820 ; Dejean, 1821. (6) A
genus of mammals. D'Att, 1839. (c) A genus of arachni-
dans. Bev. 0. P. Cambridge, 1873.

Pachyrhamphus (pak-i-ram'fus), ». [NL.,
prop. *Pachyrrhamphus, < Gr. i^axvQ, thick, +
p&ii^, a bedi, bill, neb.] 1 . A genus of South
American birds of the family CoUngidse, estab-
lished by G. B. Gray in 1838, in the formPac/iy-
ramphus, upon such species as P. surinamus,
P. cinereus, and P. viridis, and extended by oth-
ers tw such as the rose-throated flycatcher, P.
aglaix. The form Pachyrhamphus is of Kaup,
1851.— 2. A genus of reptiles. Mtzinger, 1843.

Facl^rhizus (pak-i-ri'zus), n. [NL. (A. Rich-
ard, 1825), prop. *Pachyrrhimts, < Gr. Traxippt^og,

with thick roots, < iraxvQ, thick,+ ji'i^a, root.] A
genus of leguminous plants of the tribe Phase-
oUse and the subtribe Euphaseolex, character-
ized bythe roundstigmauponthe flattened apex
of the thick style . The two species are high-climbing
herbs, with leaves of three leaflets, and flowers clustered
on long axillary peduncles. One is a Mexican plant ; the
other, P. angulatus, is widely diffused through the tropics,

either native or cultivated for its edible starchy tubers,
which become eight feet long andmany inches thicls. Its
stems yield a tough fiber. See yani-bean, under bean^.

pachyrhynchous (pak-i-rin^'kus), a. [Prop.
*pachyrrhynehous, < Gr. iraxvppvyxog, having a
thick bill or snout, < iraxvc, thick, + fivyxoQ, bUl,

beak.] Having a thick bill, beak, or rostrum.

Pachysandra (pak-i-san'dra), ».
_
[NL. (Mi-

chaux, 1803), < Gr. iraxvc, thick, + av^p (dvdp-),

male (in mod. bot. a stamen).] A genus of
prostrate plants of the apetalous oiieiEuphor-
biaceie and the tribe Buxese, known by its four
stamens, and alternate usually coarse-toothed
leaves. There are 2 species, one North American, the
other of J'apan. They bear ascending branches leafy only
at the apex, and rather long spikes of very numerous
small flowers, which in the American species, P. pro-
cnenibens, are sweet and very attractive to insects. For
want of a better name, that of the genus is sometimes
translated thick-stamen. The plant has also been called
AUeghany-mMintain spurge.

pachystichoust (pa-Ms'ti-kus), a. [< Gr. iraxii,

thick, -I- arixoSj a row, line.] Thick-sided; in
hot, having thick sides: said of cells.

Pachythennm (pak-i-the'ri-um), n. [NL., <

Gr. izaxvg, thick, + Bripimi, a wild beast.] A
genus of gigantic edentate mammals of Post-
Pliocene age, from the bone-caves of South
America.
Pachytylus (pa-Ht'i-lus), m. [NL. (Fieber,

1852), < Gr. naxvg, thick, + riAof, knob, knot.]

pacificate

A genus of locusts or short-homed grasshop>
pers of the family Acridiidie, having the pro-
notal carina strongly incised and the prono-
tum itself truncate. It is a wide-spread genus of
few species, among them one of 'the most famous of in-
sects, P. migralorius, the migratory locust of the Old

Migratory Locust ^Pachytylus migratorius), natural siza

World, which has ravaged western Asia, northern Africa,
and eastern Europe since the beginning of history. In
its roving habits and devastations it resembles the migra.
tory locust or "hateful" grasshopper of western North
America, Caloptenusar Mdanoplus spretus, but it is much
larger.

paciencet, pacientt. Obsolete forms of par
tience,patient.

pacifiaole (pas'i-fi-a-bl), a. [< OF. pacifiable,
<pae(^r, pacify: s'eepadjy.] Capable of being
pacified.

The conscience . . . is not poci/ioftZe whiles sin is ^vith-
in to vex it ; the hand will not cease throbbing so long as
the thorn is within the flesh.

Bev. T. Adams, Works, L 251.

pacific (pa-sif'ik), a. [< F.padfique = Sp.pa-
clfico = Pg. It. pacifico, < L. pacificus, peace-
making, peaceful, < pax (pao-), peace (see
peace), + facere, make. Ct. pacify.] 1. Serv-
ing to make or restore peace ; adapted to recon-
cile differences

;
peace-making ; conciliatory

;

mild; appeasing: as, to offer pacific proposi-
tions to a belligerent power.

Ketuming, in his bill
An olive-leaf he brings, pacific sign.

MUton, F. L., xt 860.

2. Peaceful; not warlike: as, amanof j7act/^
disposition.

My own aldermen conferr'd the bays.
To me committing their eternal praise.
Their full-fed heroes, their ;aa>)!c mayors.

Pope, Dunciad, iii. 281,

3. CJharaeterized bypeace orcalm; calm; tran-
quil: as, a, pacific state of things.

The conversation became of that pacific land which im-
plies curiosity on one side and the power of satis^ng it

on the other. (George Eliot, Mill on the Moss, L IL

4. [cap.] Appellative of the ocean lying be-
tween the west coast of America and the east
coast of Asia: so called on account of the ex-
emption from violent tempests which early
navigators supposed it to enjoy; hence, relat-
ing to or connected with that ocean.

Or like stoat Cortex when with eagle eyes
He stared at the Pacific— and all his men

Look'd at each other with a wild surmise

—

Silent, upon a peak in Darien.
Keats, On First Looking into Chapman's Homer.

Pacific Iron, an iron band round a lower 3rard-arm into
which the boom-iron screws. =Syn, 1-3. Pacific, Peace.
aJ)le, Peaceful, gentle, quiel^ smooth, unrufiQed. Pacific,
making or desiring to make peace; peaceable, desiring to
be at peace, free from the disposition to quarrel ; peaceful,
in a state of peace.

pacifies (pa-sif'i-se), n.pl. [NL.,fem. pi. of L.
pacifims, peaee-maJang, peaceful: see^oci^.]
1. Saxae as pacifical letters. Seepadfical.—2.
A missal or eucharistic litany near the begin-
ning of Western liturgies, corresponding to the
irenica of Eastern offices, it fell into disuse about
the ninth century, but the Eyrie still remains as a trace
of it. In the Ambrosian liturgy, however, it continues to

be used on Sundays in Lent, and on Holy Saturday a litany

is still said at the beginning of the Soman mass. See
lUany. •

pacificalt (pa-sl£'i-kal), a. [< ML. padfi^alis,
peace-makm'g, < 'L.padfUyus, peaee-maMng : see

pa.cifixs.] Pacific. &> J. W'brtore, Eeliquise, p.

497. [Bare.]-Paciflcal letters, in the early chu/rch,

originally, letters recommending one in peace and com-
munion with the church to the church in other countries;
later, more especially, such letters recommending the
bearer to the ahns of the faithful. Also letters of peace,

pacific^ or literxpacificx (elpTjviKaC or cirioroAal eipTjviKat).

No stranger shall be received without letters pacificai.
Canon VII. qfAiMoeh, in Fulton's Index Canonnm, p. 237.

pacifically (pa-sif'i-kal-i), adv. In a pacific

manner; peaceably; peacefully.

pacificate (pa-sif'i-kat), V. t.; pret. and pp.
pacificated, ppr. pacificating. [< L. pacificatus,

pp. otpacificare, pacify: seepaeify.] Tomake
peaceable ; free from disturbance or violence

;

give peace to.

The citadel of its whole kingdom it has thus gained
by assault, and will keep inexpugnable; outwards from
which the remaining dominions, not indeed without hard
battling, will doubtless by degrees be conquered and pa-
cificated. Carlyle, Sartor Hesartus, p. 117.



pacification

pacification (pa-sif-i-ka'shon), n. [< F. paci-
fication = Sp. pacificacion = Pg. pacificagao =
It. pacificasione,<. Ij. pacificatio{n-), ipacifieare,

pp. pacificaius, pacify: see pacify.'] The act
of pacifying or reducing to a state of peace ; ap-
peasement ; reconciliation ; the establishment
of peaceful relations or of a condition of peace.
He [Henry vn.] sent ... to the French king his chap-

lain, ... as best sorting with an emhassie of pacification.

Bacon, Hist Hen. VII., p. 46.

This Pacification has given us no small occasion of Joy
and Satisfaction, as believing it will prove to the conunon
Benefit of both Nations [England and Portugal].

MUton, Letters of State, Aug. —, 1656.

Edicts Of Pacification, in French hist., royal edicts in the
sixteenth centuiy which granted concessions to the Hu-
guenots. Such edicts were issued in 1663, 1570, etc., but
the most important was the edict of Nantes, 1598 (which
see, under edict).

pacificator (pa-si£'i-ka-tor), n. [< OF. (also F.)
padficateur = Sp. Pg. pamficador = It. pacific
catore, < L. pacificator, a peacemaker, < pacific
care, make peace, pacify : sqqpacify.] A peace-
maker ; one who restores amity between con-
tending parties or nations.
He [Henry VII.] had in consideration the point of hon-

our, in bearing the blessed person of v-padficator.
Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII., p. 60.

pacificatory (pa-sif'i-ka-to-ri), a. [< L. pacifi-
catorius, peace-making, <.'pacificator , a peace-
maker: see pacificator.] Tending to make
peace ; conciliatory.

Whereupon acertayne agteemeat paeiflcatorie was con-
cluded betweene them. Foxe, Martyrs, p. 1949.

*' Ittolly 's but four-and-twenty," said Sylvia, in a pacifi-

catory tone. Mrs. Oaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, xxxix.

pacificoust (pa-sif'i-kus), a. [< L. pacificus,
pacific: see pacific.'] Peaceful. Cotgrave.

He watch'd when the king's affections were most still

anipaeificous. Bp. Backet, Abp. Williams, i. 63. {Daviea.)

pacifier (pas'i-fi-6r), n. One who pacifies.

pacify (pas'i-fi), V. t.; pret. and ^^. pacified,

ppr. pacifying. [< ME. *pacifien, pacefyen, <

OF. pacifier, F. pacifier = Sp. Pg. pacificar =
It. pacificare, < L. pacificare, make peace (cf.

pacificus, making peace: see pacific), < pax
(pac-), peace (see peace), + facere, make : see

-fy-] !• To appease; calm; quiet; allay the
agitation or excitement of: as, topadfya, man
when angry.

Soft votAb pacify wrath. Burbm, Anat. of l^el., p. 379.

My Guide at \asipaeify'd them and fetched my Hat, and
we marched away as fast as we could.

Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 92.

My dear sir, be pacified. What can you have but ask-

ing pardon? Goldsmith, Good-natured Man, v.

2. To restore peace to; tranquiUze: as, to

pacify countries in contention.
He pacefyed the contre thorugh-oute,
As well in meddes as at endys had.

Bom. ofPartenay (B. E. T. S.), 1. 2530.

He went on as far as York, to pacify and settle those
countries. Bacon.

=Syn. To conciliate, assuage, still, lull, smooth, compose,
soothe, mollify.

Pacinian (pa-sin'i-an), a. Q< Pacini (see def.)

+ -an.] Pertaining to the anatomist Pacini
(1812-83), or described by him, as an anatomi-
cal structure. Also PacciJiiara.—pacinian body
or corpuscle. See corpuscle.

pack! (pak), n. [< ME. pah = D. pak = MLG-.
packe, LGr. pack = Oc. pack = Icel. pakki = Sw.
paeke = Dan. pakke, a pack, bundle, parcel,

etc. ; also in Bom. : OF. pacque, pasque = It.

pacco (ML. pacctis), dim. OFT pacquet, paquet,
F.paquetiyk. packet, q. v.) = ST^.paquete = lt.

pacchetto, pachetto; also in Celtic: Gael. Ir.

pac = Bret, pak, a pack, bundle, parcel, etc.

The Tout, forms are prob. from the Eom. forms

;

whether these are from the Celtic is uncertain.

The ult. root is prob. that of L. pangere i^/pag),
Skt. pag, fasten : see j^act. In some later uses
(defs. 8-11) the noun is from the verb.] 1. A
bundle of anything inclosed in a wrapping or

bound fast with cords ; especially, a bundle or

bale made up to be carried on the back of man
or beast: in modem times applied especially

to such a bale carried by a peddler.

There the poure presseth by-fore with a. pak at hus rygge
[back]. Piers Plowman (C), xvii. 65.

He rolled Tiispaak all on bis back.
And he came tripping o'er the lee.

B(M Pedlar and Robin Hood (Child's Ballads, V. 249).

The imagery [of speech] doth appear in figure, whereas
in thoughts they lie but in packs. Bacon, Friendship.

A furnish'd pack, whose wares
Are sullen griefs, and soul-tormenting cares.

Quarles, Emblems, iii. 8.

A pedlar's jjocft, that bows the bearer down.
Cowper, Task, i. 465.

2. A collection; a budget; a stock or store : as,

a, pack of troubles; a, pack of lies.
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I rather chose

To cross my friend in his intended drift

Than, by concealing it, heap on your head
Apack of sorrows which would press you down.

Shak., T. G. of V., iii. 1. 20.

3. A bundle of some particular kind or quantity.
(a) A local and customary unit of weight lor wool and
flax, generally 480 or 240 pounds. (6) A measure of coal
containing about three Winchester bushels. HalUwell.
[Prov. £ng.] (e) The staves and heads of a cask secured
in a compact bundle ; a shook, (d) A bundle of sheet-
iron plates intended t>o be heated together or rolled into
one. (e) A package of gold-leaf containing 20 "books" of
25 leaves each. (/) A load for a pack-animal.

4. A Complete set, as of playing-cards (52 in
number), or the number used in any particular
game.
The pack or set of cards, in the old plays, is continually

called a pair of cards, which has suggested the idea that
anciently two iJocfts of cards were used, a custom common
enough at present in playing at quadrille.

StnM, Sports and Pastimes, p. 433.

"Sir Mulberry Hawk," said Ralph. " Otherwise the most
knowing card in the paack. Miss Nickleby," said Lord
Frederick Verisopht. JHckens, Nicholas Nickleby, xix,

5. A number of animals herded together by
gregarious instinct for combined defense or of-

fense (as a pack of wolves), or kept together for
hunting in company (as a pack of hounds) . See
hound.

He cast off his friends as a huntsman his pack,
For he knew when he pleased he could whistle them back.

Goldsmith, Ketaliation, 1. 107.

Hekept a pack of dogs better than anyman in the coun-
try. Addison, Sir Boger and Will Wimble.

6. A set or gang (of people) : used derogatori-
ly, and especially of persons banded together
in some notorious practice, or characterized by
low ways: as, a. pack of thieves.

And yit they were hethene al the pak.
That were so sore adrad of alle shame.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 299 (1st version).

The Archbishop of Canterbury was lately outraged in
his House by apack of common People.

Howell, Letters, L vL 43.

Bickerstaff ... is more a man of honour than to be an
accomplice with apack of rascals that walk the street on
nights. Swift, Squire Bickerstaff Detected.

7t. A person of low character: as, a naughty
pack. See naiighty.

The women of the place are . . . the most of them
naughtie packes. Hdkluyt's Voyages, II. 207.

Codes. God save you, sir

!

Master. What does this idle pack want?
Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, I. 76.

8. A considerable area of floating ice in the'

polar seas, more or less flat, broken into large
pieces by the action of wind and waves, and
driven together in an almost continuous and
nearly coherent mass. A pack is said to be open
when the pieces of ice are generally detached, and dose
when the pieces are in contact.

In one hour after we reached it [free water], the place
we left was consolidated into pade.

Kane, Sec. Grinn. Exp., I. 35.

9. In hydrotherapy, a wet sheet with other cov-
ering for closely enveloping the body or a part
of it ; the process of thus wrapping, or the state
of being so wrapped.— 10. In the fisheries:

(a) The quantity or number of that which is

packed, as fish : as, the salmou-^acfc was large
that year. (6) Same as steeple.

After a fortnight's drying, the fish should be put into a
pack or steeple, for the purpose of sweating. Perley.

11. In eoal-mimng, a wall of rough stone or of
blocks of coal built for the purpose of support-
ing the roof—Mazy pack. See mazy. = Syn. 1. Pack-
et, parcel, burden, load.— 2. Assortment.— 5. Brood, Co-
vey. See^cfci.— 6. Gang, crew, lot

pacfci (pak), V. [< 'MIE.packen, pakken= D. pak-
ken = MLG. packen, paken = G. pakken = Icel.

pakka= Sw.paoka= Van.paklce= OF.pacquier,
pacquer, packer (ML. paccare), pack; from
the noun.] I. trans. 1. To put together com-
pactly in a bundle, bale, package, box, barrel,
or other receptacle, especially for transporta-
tion, or convenience in storing or stowing;
make up into a package, bale, bundle, etc.: as,

to pack one's things for a journey.

And jepliche he secheth
Pruyde, with alle the portinaunce, and padceth hem to-

gederes. Piers Plowman (C), xvii. 329.

The gifts she looks from me are pack'd and lock'd
Up in my heart Sfuik., Vf. T., iv. 4. 369.

The farmer \ext packs up his beds and chairs.
And all his household stuff,

Tennyson, Walking to the Mail.

2. To fill with things arranged more or less

methodically ; stow : as, to pack a chest or a
hamper.

Our thighs pack'd with wax, our mouths with honey,
We bring it to the hive, and, like the bees,

Are murdered for our pains. Shak., 2 Hen. IV,, iv. 5. 77.

pack

There were my trunks, packed, locl^ed, corded, ranged

In a row along the wall of my little chamber.
Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxv.

3. To arrange or dispose with a view to fu-

ture use and activity; especially, to prepare

and put up in suitable vessels for preservation,

or in a form suitable for market : as, to pacle

herrings ; to pack pork, fruit, eggs, etc.

Almost as neat and close as Nature packs
Her blossom or her seedling.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

4. In hydrotherapy, to envelop (the body or some
part of it) in wet cloths, which maybe covered

over with dry ones.— 5. To stuff an interstice

or space with something that will render it air-,

vapor-, or water-tight ; make air-tight, steam-

tight, etc., by stuffing : as, to pack a joint, or

the piston of a steam-engine.— 6. To force

or press dovtTi or together firmly; compact, as

snow, ice, earth, sand, or any loose or floating

material.

In Robeson Channel the ice was packed closely to the

Greenland coast, while to the north the sea was covered
with level ice, broken in occasional places by water-spaces.

A. W. Gredy, Arctic Service, p. 98.

7. To assemble or bring together closely and
compactly; crowd, as persons in » room or a
vehicle.

He [Ceesar] was fayne to packe vp his souldiers in lesse

roume closer together. Golding, tr. of Ceesar, foL 122.

Two citizens, who take the air,

Cloi&pacKd, and smiling, in a <4iaise and one.
Cowper, Task, i. 80.

8. To bring together, arrange with, or manipu-
late (cards, persons, facts, statements, etc.) so

as to serve one's own purposes; manipulate,
(a) In gaming, to arrange (the cards) in such a way as to

secure an undue advantage.

There be that can pack the cards, and yet cannot play
well. Bacon, Cunning.

To pack the cards, and with some ooz'ning trick

His fellow's purse of all his coin to piclc.

J. Dennys (Arber's Eng. Gamer, 1. 167).

And mighty dukes ^oc^ cards for half-a-crown.
Pope, Moral Essays, iii. 142.

(6) To bring together (the persons who are to constitute

some deliberative body) improperly and corruptly, with
the view of promoting or deciding in favor of some par-

ticular interest or pilrty : as, to pack a jury ; to pack a
committee.

What course may be taken that, though the King do
use such providence . . . and leave not tiblngs to chance,
yet it may . . . have no shew, nor scandal, nor nature of

thepacking or bringing of a Parliament ; but, contrariwise,

that it tendeth to have a Parliament truly free and not
packed agaiust him. Bacon, Incidents of a Parliament

It any durst his factious friends accuse,
H.^ packed a jury of dissenting Jews.

Dryden, Abs. and Achlt, i. 607.

It is evident that, so far as New York and Pennsylvania
are concerned, all efforts to pack the delegations to the
National Republican Convention this year will meet with
strenuous opposition. The Nation, XXXVni. 132.

9. To carry on the back; transport on the
backs of men or beasts.

I take old Manitou to carry me to and from the grounds
and topadc out any game that may be killed.

T. Roosevelt, Hunting Trips, p. 139.

The [gold-]"dust" . . . filled the buckskin pouches, not
unfrequently to such plethoric dimensions as to require
the assistance of a sumpter horse to pack it down from
the mines. Fortnightty Ren., N. S., XXXTX. 62.

10. To load with a pack or packs.

An it be not four by the day, I'll be hanged : Charles'
wain is over the new chimney, and yet our horse not
packed. What, ostler

!

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 1. 3.

1 1 . To send off or away summarily ; specifically,

to dismiss or discharge from one's employment*
with off, away, etc. : as, to pack off an impudent
servant.

You lie not in my house ; I'll pack you ovt.

And pay for your lodging rather.

Beau, and Fl., Wit at Several Weapons, iv. 1.

She shall be soon pact after too, that 's flat.

Timei Whistle (E. E. T. 3.), p. 39.

Mr. Alerton ... for a while used him [MoMon] as a
scribe to doe his bussiness, till he was caused to pack him
away. Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 253.

She will be packed off to live among her relations.

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, xix.

To pack out, to unpack or give out, as a cargo of fish : as,

the Bchoonei packed out 500 barrels of mackerel.

II. intrans. 1. To engage in putting together
or stowing goods, etc., in packs, bundles, bales,

boxes, barrels, etc., for transportation or stor-

age.— 2. In mining, to strike light blows on the
edge of the keeve, so as to assist the separation
of the ore from the veinstone. See toss.— 3.

To admit of being stowed or put together in an
orderly arrangement in small compass : as, the
goods ^«cfc well.— 4. To settle into a compact
mass ; become compacted or firmly pressed : as,

wet snow packs readily.— 5. To gather toge-
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ther in packs, flocks, or bands : as, the grouse
begin to pach.— 6. To depart in haste, as when
summarily dismissed; be off at once: generally
with off, away, etc.

Go, pack thoa }^enee unto the Stygian lake.
Gri^, AlphOQsns, il

Then down came Jacob at the gate,
And bids her pack to heli.

Wanton Wife qT Bath (Child's Ballads, VIIL 153).

Gentle or simple, out she shall jxtclr.

fioIdnnitA, Vicar, xzi.

To send (one) packing, to pack (a person) oft, or dis-

miss (him) without ceremony.

So once again is Gaveston sent packing out of the King*
dom, and goes into France. Baker, Chronicles, p. 106.

Its walls had been cracking
Since Harry the Eighth sent its people a-jnoniw.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, 1. 161.

packet Cpak), ». [A corruption of pact.^ An
agreement or compact ; a pact.

A. Was not tipack agreed twixt thee and me?
C A pact to make thee tell thy secrecy.

Daniel, Works, sig. K k 5. (Nares.)

It wasfoand straight that this was a gross pack betwixt
Satominns and Mariua. Sorth, tr, of Plutarch. {Nares.)

pack^ (pak)> o. [< pack^, ».] I. intrans. To
form a pact ; especially, to confederate for bad
purposes ; join in ooUusion.

Oo pack with him, and gire the mother gold.
Shak., lit And., iv. 2. 155.

U. ^ans. 1. To plot; contrive fraudulently.

The forging sjid packiTig of miracles.
Pvrchas, Pilgrimage, p. 226.

This iapad^d, sure, to disgrace me.
Ftctdier, Spanish Curate, iv. 5.'

2. To join in collusion ; ally for some bad pur-
pose.

That goldsmith there, were he not packed with her.

Could witness it^ for he was with me then.
Shak., C. of E., v. 1. 219.

pack^ (pak), a. [Appar. elliptical for inpaek,
i. e. in league: see pocfc^.] Intimate; confi-

dential; "Qiick.'' [Scotch.]

Nae doubt but they were fain o' ither.

And unco pack and thick thegifher.
Burnt, The Twa Dogs.

package (pak'aj), n. [< OP. pacquage, the act

of packing; as\pacfcl + -age.'] 1. A bundle or
parcel ; a quantity pressed or packed together

:

as, a package of cloth.— 2. A unit of freight or

luggage ; an article of transportation, as a box
or a bundle.— 3. A charge made for packing
goods.— 4. A duty formerly charged in the

port of London on goods imported or exported

by aliens, or by denizens who were sons of

aliens.—Original package, in commerce and Ameri-
can constltntional law of foreign and interstate commerce,
the package or casing in which goods are handled in the
course of transpor^tion in the commerce in question.

Thus, if wine is imported in hogsheads, the hogshead is

the original package ; if in bottles packed in cases handled
separate^, tiie case is the original package.

packaging (pak'aj-ing), n. [{package + -Jngrl.]

The act of maMi^ into packages—^Padkagine-
maCbine, a machine for bundling yams or other goods
into compact shape for transportation ; a bundling-pxess.

E. B. Emght.
packall (pak'al), n. A sort of basket made in

South America from the outer parts of the

leaves of the ita-pabn.

pack-animal (psJi'an'i-mal), n. A beast of

burden used to carry packs, or to transport

goods in bales, boxes, etc., on its back. See
cut vaiier paclMnule.

Fourteen miles of padc-animal trail have been built

around the Big Bend, in order to make all portions of the

claim accessible. Sd. Amer., S. S., LIT. 85.

pack-dnch (pak'siiieh), n. A wide girth, about
33 inches long, made of strong canvas or hair,

having a hard-wood hook at one end and a ring

at the other, used with the pack-saddle in ad-

justing the burden of a pack-animal: it is in

generS use in the United States army, and is

of Spanish-American origin.

pack-cloth (pak'kloth), n. A stout coarse

cloth used for packing goods ;
paeksheet; bur-

lap.

pack-dnck (pak'duk), n. A coarse-sort of linen

for pack-cloths.

p&cker (pak'6r), n. [= D. pakker = MLG. G.

packer = Sw. packare (at. ML. paccarius and
paccator); as^jacfci+ -erl.] 1. Onewhopacks;
specifically, a person whose business it is to

pack goods for transportation,—2. One who
prepares and packs provisions, as beef, pork,

oysters, fruit, etc., for preservation or for

market.—3. A machine used for packing.— 4.

One who is engaged in transporting goods, etc.,

on pack-animals.
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Rough-looking miners and papers, whose business it is

to guide the long mule-trains that go where wagons can-
no^ and whose work in packing needs special and peculiar
skiU. T. Roosevdt, The Century, XXXV. 502.

5. A government of&cer charged with the in-

spection of provisions packed for export.—6.

A ring by which the space between the tubing
and the walls of an oU-well is closed and made
gas-tight. See oil-wellpacking, xmierpacking'':—7. The variously constructed mechanism by
which the grain cut by a reaping-machine is

packed or compressed on the binding-table and
held tin embraced and bound by the twine.

packet (pak'et), H. [Formerly also pacquet
(= G. packet) ; < OF.parquet, paquet, P. paquet
= Sp. paquete = It. pacchetto, dim. of pacque,
a pack: seepacfci.] 1. A small pack or pack-
age; a parcel; a mail of letters.

The Heathenish and Popish, and all those other packets
of miracles, which we receiue by the lesnites annnall re-

lations from the East and West Indies.
Jhtrehas, Pilgnmage, p. 93.

All Lettera more than 80 Miles is 3d. Single and 6d. Dou-
ble Pacquet 12d. an Ounce.
Quoted in Ashton's Social Lite in Seign of Queen Anne,

[L1B3.

Your Laship staid to peruse a Pacquet of Letters.

Congreve, Way of the World, iL 4.

I have lately been looking over the many packets of let-

ters which I have received from' all quartets of Great
Britain. Steele, Tatler, Ko. 161.

2. A despatch-vessel; a ship or other vessel
employed to convey letters from country to
country or from port to port ; a vessel employ-
ed in carrying mails, goods, and passengers at
stated intervals; hence, a vessel starting on
regular days, or at an appointed time. Also
eaMedpacket-hoat, packet-ship, paeket^essel.

From the earliest times New York has been the port of
departure tor packets steering for our Southern ports.

The Century, XXXVni. 356.

3. The panel of a packhorse. [Cheshire, Eng.]
'Wright.—4. A pack (250 leaves) of leaf-me^.
packet (pak'et), V. t. [< packet, n.] 1. To
bind up in a package or parcel.

My resolution is to send you all your lettera well sealed
anipaeketed. Swift, Letters.

When Mr. MUntz has done, you will be so good as to
pacquet him up, and send him to Strawberry.

Wttlpole, Letters, n. 172.

2. To despatch or send in a packet-vessel.

Her husband was pocketed to France. Ford.

packet-boat (pak'et-bot), n. Same aspacket, 2.

packet-day (pak'et-da), n. MaJl-day; the day
for posting letters, or forthe sailing of a packet-
ship. Simmonds.
packet-note (pak'et-not), n. A folded writing-
paper, 9 X 11 inches.

padket-ship (pak'et-ship), n. Same 3.Spacket, 2.

packet-vessel (pak'et-ves'el), n. Same as
packet, 2.

packfong (pak'fong), n. An erroneous form of

paktong.
packhorse (i)ak'h6rs), «. A horse used as a
pack-animal in carrying burdens ; hence, figur-

atively, a drudge.

I was a poot-Aorse In his great affairs, . . .

To roy^se his blood I spilt mine own.
Shak., Bach. UL, L 3. 122.

The slaves of custom and establish'd mode.
With packhorse constancy we keep the road.

Courper, Tirocinium, L 252.

Flour is to be had in the stony land only by seeking it

within the Austrian frontier, and to the Austrian fron-

tier, accordingly, the paekliorses go, with a strong convoy
of Turkish soldiera to guard them.

£. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 266.

pack-house (paJi'hons), n. A warehouse for

receiving and storing goods.

padk-ice (pak'is), n. In the polar seas, a col-

lection of large pieces of floating ice of indefi-

nite extent. Compare pack^, n., 8.

As the tide turned, a strip ot pack-ice about a mile wide
separated us from open water to the south.

A. W. Qredy, Arctic Service, p. 91.

packing! (pak'ing), n. [Verbal n. otpaek^, r.]

1. Any material used for filling an empty
space, closing a joint, and the like ; stuffing, as

the filling of a piston or a well-tube.

One day, in the forenoon, the engine was working badly,

the patleing having got too loose.
Sci. Amer., N. S., UV. 69.

2. In printing, the fabric used on printing-

presses between the iron platen or cylinder and
the sheet to be printed. A soft packing is a blanket

ot wool or rubber doth, which equalizes the impression.

A hard packing is made ot glazed millboard or of smooth
hard paper, wMch prevents indentation.

3. In masonry, small stones embedded in mor-
tar, employed to fiU up the vacant spaces in

the middle of walls; rubble.—4. The act of

OO-well Paddng.
a, an elastic sub-

stance sumjiinding
the main tubing; S.

the ordinary coupling
resting on the wa^-
er c, their surfaces
ground together and
made water-tight; d.

a loose nut running
upon a sciew-thieaa
cut on the main
tubing; e e. elliptic

springs. doTetailea or
otherwise fastened to
the sides of the loose
nut d; and partiaUy
clasping the tubing

packing-paper

bringing together or manipulating to serve
one's own purposes. See pack^, r. t., 8.

We afiOrm, then, that the results which these tables pre*
sent, and which seein so favourable to Mr. Sadler's theory,
are produced by_paciKn^, and by packing alone.

Macaiday, Sadler's Ret. Eefnted.

Uetallic packing, in mach. -. (a) A system of packing in
which metal is usea, as metallic rings for piston-packing.
Such rings are either so cast as to be
elastic, or they are divided into seg-
ments and fittedmth springs to press
them against the interior of thejcylin-
der so as to form a steam-tight contact.

In 1786 he [Cartwright] devoted him-
self to improvements, which include
TJietaUic packing to the piston in the
steam-engine, which he patented in
1797 and 1801.

A. Barlow, Weaving, p. 235.

(b) Tubes of lead or other soft metal
filled with some vegetable material,
such as hemp or cotton. The ends of
the tubes are either forced or sol-

dered together.—Oil-well packing,
a packing iuserted between the pipe
and the interior surface of the boring
in an oil-well to keep surface-water,
or water from the sides of the hole,

from running into the well, and to
prevent oil in some wells from being
forced out around the pipe by a pres-
sure of gas. The packing originally
used was a leather bag filled with
flaxseed, called a seed-'batg, made in the
form of a ring. The flaxseed, swelling
on being wetted, closed tightly the
opening to be stopped. This packing
swelled so tightly as to be very diffi-

cult to remove—a difficulty which
led to the invention of many substi-

tutes. One ot these is the modern
water-packing, which consists of an
annuUur leather packing, concave on
the upper surface, surrounding the
pipe, and held in position by a screw-
joint. The weight of the superincumbent water presses
this packing closely against the interior of the bore.

Another form ot oil-well packing, which stops efflux of
oil under internal gas-presstire, as well as influx of snr-

face-water, is shown in the accompanying cut.

packing^ (pak'ing), n. [Verbal n. otpa/ilfi, f.]

Collusion; trickery; cheating.

Here 's packing, with a witness, to deceive us all t

Shak., T. of the S., v. 1. 121.

There may be tricks, packing, do you see?
Marion, Jonson, and Chapman, Eastward Ho, T. 1.

That .which Sulpitius writes concerning Origens Books
gives cause vehemently to suspect there hath bin packing
of old. Milton, Reformation in Eng., L

pacMng-a'Wl (pak'ing-ai), n. A form of awl
which pierces a hole through paeMng-cloth or
other material, and carries with it packthread
for sewing or fastening.

pacMng-blOck (pak'ing-blok), n. A rectangu-
lar block gained into center-siUs and double-
spring draw-bar timbers, and serving to con-
nect them firmly together longitudinally. Car-
Builder's Diet.

packing-bolt (pak'lng-bdlt), n. In a steam-
engine, a bolt which secures the gland of a
stufSng-box. E. S. Knight.

packing-box (pak'ing-boks), n,. 1. A box or
case in which goods, etc., are packed for trans-

portation.—2. Ina steam-engine, same as stuf-

fing-box.

packing-case (pak'ing-kas), n. Same aspack-
ing-box.

packing-cell (pak'ing-sel), n. In bot. See len-

ticel, 1.

pacldng-crib (pak'ing-krib), n. A place where
mackerel are packedm barrels ana marked ac-

cording to their respective grades.

packing-expander (pak'ing-eks-pan'der), n.

A spring or other device for spreadmgthe pack-
ing of a valve or piston againstthe surface upon
which it traverses.

packing-gland (pak'ing-gland), n. In a steam-
engine, the cover of a stuffing-box, which is

screwed or pressed into the stuffing-box to hold
the packing tightly against the piston.

packing-leather (pak'ing-leTH'^r), «. 1. A
ring of leather on a plunger or piston travers-

ing against the cylinder or barrel, to form with
it a tight joint or packing.-— 2. A dust-guard.

packing-needle (pak'it^-ne'dl), «. A strong
needle for sewing up packages wrapped in bur-
lap or packing-sheet. See cut under needle.

packing-nut (pak'ing-nut), 71. A form of pack-
ing-gland or stuffing-box cover which screws
into the stuffing-box.

packing-officer (pak'ing-of'i-ser), n. An ex-

cise-officer who superintends or inspects the
packing of excisable articles.

packing-paper (pak'ing -pa'per), n. Strong
paper used for wrapping parcels ; a strong and
thick kind of wrapping-paper.



packing-penny

packing-pennyt (pak'mg-pen"i), n. A small
sum given in dismissing a person To give a
packing-peniiy, to send (a person) packing, or about his
Dnsiness.

Fie, fle ! Will you give
A packingpenny to virginity?
I thought you'd dwell so long in Cypres isle.

You'd worship Madam Venus at the length.
B. Jongan, Case is Altered, ili. 3.

packing-press (pak'ing-pres), n. A powerful
press, generally hydraulic, employed to com-
press goods, as cotton, linen, hay, straw, etc.,

into small bulk for convenience of transport.
packing-ring (pak'ing-ring), n. A ring of
metal or rubber used as seat for a coupUng-
valve in a railway-ear, or to make a joint air-

tight, etc. Sd. Amer., LIV. 69.

packing-shed (pak'ing-shed), n. A shedwhere
fish are packed.
packing-sheet (pak'ing-shet), n. 1. A sheet
for packing or covering goods.— 3. In hydro-
therapy, a wet sheet for packing or wrapping
a patient. Also packsheet.

packing-stick (pak'ing-stik), n. A stick used
for straining up the cords around roUed fleeces
in packing wool for transportation ; a woolder.
pack-load (pak'lod), n. The usual load or
pack which a beast of burden carries^ as 300
pounds for a mule, or 150 for a burro.
packman (pak'man), n.

;
pi. packmen (-men).

One who carries a pack ; a peddler.

The course of the day would, in all probability, bring
them aaothev packman, who would "border with them,"
prating of the town he had last quitted.

Jea£re8on, Live it Down, xxviii.

A class of persons termed "duffers," "packmen," or
"Scotchmen," and sometimes " tallymen," traders who go
rounds with samples of goods, and take orders for goods
afterwards to be delivered.

S. Dowell, Taxes in England, III. 38.

pack-moth (pak'mdth), n. A certain clothes-

moth, Anacampsis sarcitellaiVrhose larva eats

wool and woolen fabrics. Morris, Insects In-

jurious to Vegetation, p. 493.

pack-mule (pak'miil), n. A mule used to carry
packs or burdens.
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packsheet (pak'shet), n. Same as packing-
sheet.

packstaff (pak'staf), «.; -pi. packstaves (-st&vz).

A staff on which a peddler rests the weight of

his pack when he stops.

To make all "as plain as apack-staff."
J. Bradford, Works (Parker Soc, 1863), IL 319.

Not riddle-like, obscuring their intent.

Bat pack-staffe plaine, uttering what thing theyment.
Bp, Hall, Satires, vii., Prol.

[Sometimes used attributively in contempt.

O, packstaff rhymes

!

Why not, when court of stars shall see these crimes?
Marston, Scourge of Villainy, L 42.]

packthread (pak'thred), ». Strong thread or
twine used for sewing up packages or bales, or
for tying up parcels.

A woman's crupper of velure,. . . here and there pieced
with packthread. Shak., T. of the S., iii. 2. 64.

You may take me in with a walking-stick.

Even when you please, and hold me with a pack-thread.
Fletcher, Beggar's Bush, v. 1.

I slid down by a bottom of packthread into the street,

and so 'scaped.
B. Jimson, Eyery Man in his Humour, iv. 4.

pack-train (pak'tran), n. A train of pack-ani-
mals with their loads.

No one who has not tried it can understand the work
and worry that it is to 4rive apaek-train overrough ground
and through timber. The Century, XXX. 223.

pack-wall (pak'wftl), n. Same aspack^, 11.

packware (pak'war), n. Goods carried in a
pack; especially, the articles offered for sale by
a peddler.
Desirous to utter such popish pelfe and packware as he

broght with him, he opened there bis baggage of pestilent
doctrine. Foxe, Martyrs, p. 1388.

packwax (pak'waks), n. Same a,a paxwax.
packway (pak'wa), n. A pack-road.

paco^ (pa'ko), n. (Teruv. See alpaca."] Same
as alpaca.

paCO^ (pa'ko), «. [ipaco^."] In South America,
a gossany ore: so caUed because of its brown-
ish color, resembling that of the paco.

The principal ores [at Cerro de Pasco] are the pacos so
called, analogous to the colorados of the Mexican miners

:

they are ferruginous earths, mingled with argentiferous
ores, and evidently resulting from the decomposition of
the sulphurets.

J. D. Whitney, Metallic Wealth of the U. S., p. 169.

paco^ (pa'ko), n. Same as ^ocm.

pacoct, pacokt, «. Middle English forms of

Pack-mule, as used in the Rocky Mountains, United States.

packneedle (pak'ne'^dl), n. [< ME. paknedle,

paknelde,pakneelde; <pack'^ + needle.) A large

needle for sewing up packages; a packing-
needle. See cut under
Amonge the riche rayes I rendred a lessoun,

To brochehem with &paJc-nedle and plaited hem togyderes.
Piers Plowman (B), v. 212.

pack-paperf (pak'pa'''p6r), n. Packing-paper.

Paeke pa/per, or cap paper, such paper as mercers and
other occupiers use to wrappe their ware in.

Nomenclator (158B), p. 6. (JTewes.)

packpanncht, n. [< pack^, v., + obj. paunch,
m.] A greedy eater. Stanihurst.

pack-road (pak'rod), n. A road or trail suit-

able for pack-animals, but not for vehicles.

A wild region of tumbled hills, traversed but by a few
pack-i'oads. J. R. Green, Making of Eng., p. 61.

pack-saddle (pak'sad"l), n. The saddle of a
pack-animal, made to be loaded with packs or

burdens, and furnishedwith straps, hooks, and
rings sewed to it for securing the packs. Such
saddles are variously fitted according to the nature of the

pack, which may consist of provisions or utensils, arms or

ammunition, or even wounded men.

Your beards deserve not so honourable a grave as to

stuff a botcher's cushion, or to be entombed in an ass's

pack-sad(Ue. Shak., Cor., it 1. 99.

pacoury-uva (pa-kou'ri-ii'va), n. See Platonia.

pacc[uett (pak'et), n. and v.
" An obsolete spell-

ing ot packet.

pact (pakt), n. [= P. paete, OF. pact, pache
= Sp. Pg. pacto = It. patto = OFvies.pacht =
D. MLG. pacht = MHGr. phaht,pfacht, G. pfacht
= Dan. pagt, < L. pactum, an agreement, K.pa-

Gisci, pp. pactus, inceptive form of OL. pa-
cere, agree, bargain, covenant; akin to pangere,
fasten: seepack^. Ct.pack^.] An agreement;
a compact.

wretch, doost thou not knowe
One cannot vse th' ayde of the Powers belowe
Without som Pact of Counter-Seruices,
By Prayers, Perfumes, Homage, and Sacrifice?

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Ttophles.

This world of ours by tacit pa^st is pledged
To laying such a spangled fabric low,

Whether by gradual brush or gallant blow.
Brovming, Sordello.

But ye're all in the same pa^t— all in the same pa^it—
and not one o' ye caring for anything but your own selfish

ends and enjoyments. W. Black, In Far Loohaber, vii.

Nude pact. See nude.— VBiCt de non alienando, a
covenant common in mortgages in Louisiana, binding tne
mortgager not to alienate, encumber, etc., the mortgaged
property. This pact renders an alienation, 6tc., in viola-

tion of it, void as against the mortgagee.—Paote com-
missoire, in French law, a clause in a contract of sale

whereby the vendor stipulates that, if the buyer does not
pay the price agreed upon within a certain time, the sale

shall be rescinded. In the Province of Quebec, under the
law anterior to the civil code, this condition was implied
in all sales.—Fretoiiail pact, a pact supported by a con-

sideration, and therefore (in Koman law of the later peri-

ods) recognized and enforced by the pretor.

pacta, 7». Vluial ol pactum.
paction (pak'shon), n. [< OF. paction = OSp.
pae&on, X L. pa'cMo{n-), an agreement, <.pactus,

pp. of pacisd, agree : see pact. Cf . compac-
tion^.'] A compact, agreement, or contract.

They made Si paction 'tween them twa.

Oct up and Bar the Door (Child's Ballads, VIII. 126).

The paction evangelical, in which we undertake to be
disciples to the holy Jesus.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 183B), I. 349.

pactional (pak'shon-al), a. [< paction + -al.]

Of the natrae of a'paet. Bp. Sanderson, Cases
of Conscience, p. 126.

pactitioust (pak-tish'us), a. [< LL. pacUtms,
pacUdus, stipulated, <L.i)oc*«s, pp. otpamci,

agree, stipulate: seejpac*.] Settled by agree-

ment or stipulation. Johnson.

Factolian (pak-to'li-an), a. [< L. PactoUus (=
(Jr. noKTii/lfOf), < L. t'actolus, < Gr. Ila/cruAiJf, a
river in Lydia.] Of or pertaining to Pactolus,

a river in Lydia, famous for the gold anciently-

found in its sands.

Pray pay to Mr. William Trim, or Order, the Sum of

—

How sweetly it rnnsl— PoctoJion Guineas chink every

Line. StecJe, Grief A-la-Mode, ii. 1.

pactum (pak'tum), n.; -pi, pacta (-ta). [L.: see

pact.] 1. In Scots law, a pact or agreement be-

tween two or.more persons to give or perform
something.—2. In Bom. law, such a convention

or agreement as did not fall within the number
of those towhich full effect was givenby the law,

andthusdistinguishedfromco»<racfets. Acontract

was a pact or agreement of the parties, plus an obligation

afSxed^y the proper formalities. A pactum did not (un-

til a late period) give rise to an action (a few pacta, called

pacta legitime, excepted), but an exception was given if a
party tried to enforce a claim in violation of the pactum.
If, for instance, a creditor had given a formal release (at-

ceptUaMo), the obligation was entirely destroyed, so that

no action would lie ; if he had made a covenant not to

sue (^pactum de mm petendo), the action would lie, but the

pretor would give the debtor an exception (exceptio doli).

—Nudum pactum. See nude pact, under mwte.—Pac-
tum lUlcltum, a general phrase covering all contracts

opposed to law, either as being contra legem (contrary to

law), contra borws mores (contrary to morality), or incon-

sistent with the principles of sound policy.

pacu (pak'o), n. [S. Amer.] A South Ameri-
can characinoid fish of the genus Myletes, found
in fresh waters, especially of Brazil. Alsopaco.

pad^ (pad), n. [A dial. var. otpath, perhaps in

part due to the cognate D. pad, a path: see

path.] A path; a footpath; a road. [Obsolet&

or slang.]

I am no such nipping Christian, but a maunderer upon
the pad. Middleton and Dekker, Bearing Girl, v. 1.

The Squire of the Pad and the Knight of the Post.
Prior, Thief and Cordelier.

To stand pad, to stand by the wayside begging. [Gipsy,

or thieves' slang.]

I obtained three children, two girls and a boy, between
the ages of five and ten years, of their parents, at a com-
mon "padding-ken" in Blakeley Street (now Charter
Street) for three shillings, to stand pad with me from
seven o'clock until twelve p. m. on a Saturday.
Letterfrom 0. A. Brine (1875), quoted in Eibton-Turner's.

[Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 642.

pad^ (pad), V.
;
pret. and pp. padded, ppr. pad-

ding. [< pad^, n.] I. intrans. To travel on
foot; tramp slowly or wearily along; trudge or
jog along.

Something most like a lion, and it came a great padding
pace after. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, ii.

The muzzled ox that treadeth out the corn.

Gone blind in padding round ana round one path.

Browning, B.ing and Book, II. 277.

U, trans. 1. To travel on foot over or along;
proceed on foot through ;

journey slowly, stead-

ily, or wearily along. [Obsolete or slang.]

Though the weather be foul and storms grow apace, yet.

go not ye alone, but other your brothers and sisters pad
the game path.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc, 1853), II. 46.

3. To tread or beat down; make smooth and
levelby treading: as, to pod apath To pad the
hoof, to go on foot; "footit.^' [Slang.)

pad^ (pad), n. [Early mod. E. alsopadd,
padde; < ME. padde, pade (not in AST, the
alleged AS. *padde resting on the early MB. pi.

pades in the AS. Chronicle, under date of 1137,

but written many years later) = MD. padde,
pedde, J), padde, pad = MLG. padde, liGr. paA
(> G. dial, padde) = Icel. padda = Sw. padda
= Dan. padde, a toad. Hence paddock^, etc.]

A toad; a frog. [Now rare.]

I seal prune that paddok and prevyn him as a pad.
Covetvbry Mysteries, p. 164.

Apad inthe Strawt,somethingwrong ; ahidden danger ^

"a snake in the grass.'*

Here lyes in dede the Dodde within the strawe.

Collier's Old Ballads, p. 108. {BaMiMU-

)

Ye perceive by this lingring there is a pad in the straw.

Bp. StiU, Gammer Gurton's Needle, v. 2. (Davies.)

pad^ (pad), n. [Early mod. E. padde; perhapsi

a var. oipod (as nalA of rwb^, etc.), in sense of
'bag': see, pod. In def. 1 (c), cf. MD, pad,
patte, the sole of the foot (KiUan) ; with this,

cf. ¥. patte, paw (see patrol, paw).] 1. A soft,

cushion, or something of the nature of a cush-
ion, or a stuffed part, as of a garment, a saddle,

etc., used to fill up a hoUow, to relieve pressure,,

or as a protection.

He was kept in the bands, hauing vnder him but onely
a^OKi of straw. Ji'oax, Martyrs, p. 864.

In certain Beasts, as the Cow and the Sheep, the front

edentulous part of the upper jaw is Invested by a homy
epithelial pad, against which the teeth ot the front of the>

lower jaw bite. Mivart, Encyc. Brit., XXIL 108.



pad
SpecificaDy—(a) In cridKt, a wadded guard worn to pro-
tect the leg by a batsman or wicket-keeper. (6) In em-
bruidery, a small qoantlty of fibrous material, sncn as raw
cotton or silk, used tor raising parts of a pattern, the stitch
covering it closely, (c) One of the large, fleshy, tliick-
skinned protaberances of the sole of the toot of varioas
qoadrnped&as the dog or fox ; hence, specifically, the foot
of a fox. (d) One of the tylari of a bird's foot ; one of the
cushion-like enlargements on the under side of a bird's
toes. Compare heS-pad andpUma. (e) In anaL, the sple-
nium of the corpus callosom. See ^lemtan. H. Gray,
JLnat. (ei. 18S7X pw 692. (/) In attorn., a projecting part
of the body covered only with a membrane or semi-cbiti-
nous sheaUi : generally used in composition : as, the ^ving-

padx of a papa ; the ioot-pads or cushions on the tarsL

2. A cnshionused as a saddle ; a saddle of lea-
ther and padding, without any tree, such as are
used by country market-'sromen or by equestri-
an performers in a circos.— 3. A number of
sheets of -writing-, drawing-, or blotting-paper
heldtogetherby glue at one or more edges, form-
ing a tablet &om which the sheets can be re-

moved singly as used: as, awriting-/>ad/ ablot-
ting-^od.—4. A bundle; bale; pack: as, a j>ad
of wool; a pod of yam. Among fish-dealers a
pad of mackerel is 60 (sometimes 120) fish.

I had twoiXHfs of soles, sir, and lost 4a.—thatis,onej)ad
—by them.

Mayhew, London labour and London Poor, L 57.

5. The handle of some tools : as, the pad of a
keyhole-saw.—6. In sMp-buUding, a piece laid
over a ship's beam to give the camber.—7.
pi. Thick ribbons, double-faced and watered,
much in use at certain times for watch-guards.
Compare Petersham ribbon, under ribbon op-
tic pad. See optic.

pad^ (pad), t. t.; pret. and pp. padded, ppr.
padding. [<j)od3, n.] 1. To stuff or furnish
-with a pad or padding: often with out.

I thooght we knew him : What, it 's yoo.
The iudded man— that wears the stays!

Temmaon, The Kew Timon.

2. To expand by the insertion of extraneous
or needless matter, or the use of unnecessary
words: as, to pad an article in a newspaper;
tojMldout apageinabook.—3. 'in calico-print-

ing, to impregnate (the cotton cloth to be print-
ed) with a mordant. It is done in a machine
called a padding-machine (which see).

The doth intended to be dyed is first steeped and pad-
ded abont in buffalo's ac sheep's milk, and next exposed
totheson. IT. Cr(wte^DyeingandCa]lco-Frinting,p.321.

4. To glue the edges of (sheets of paper) to-
gether, so as to form a pad. [Colloq.]

A half-pint of the cement will pad a vast qnantily of
sheets. The Writer. UL 82.

5. In meeh., to puncture with numerous fine

holes, as the end of a pipe, or the rose on the
end of a nozle. [Eng.]

In order toprevent a false reading of the water gauge,
it was "padded"—that is to say, the end of the tube in the
top of the upcast shaft was perforated with numerous
small holes. The Engineer, LXATL 39.

Padded Cdl, padded room, in a prison or an Insane-asy-

Imn, a room having the wallspadded or cushioned, to pre-

vent prisoners or violent luitients confined in it from doing
themselTes injurybydashingthemselves againstthewalls.

pad-* (pad), n. [Also ped; < ME. pedde; per-
haps anofJier use of pad?. Hence pedder,ped-
ler, pedlar, peddler, etc., and (prob.) in comp.
padloel:'] A pannier; a basket. JSaUiiceU.

pad" (pad), n. [AtibT.ofpad-nag,pad-horse.'i A
road-horse ; a horse for riding on the road, as
distinguished from a hunter or a work-horse,
etc. ; a roadster.

A careless groom of mine has spoiled me the prettiest

pad in Uie world with only riding him ten miles.
Stede, Spectator, Nol SS.

pad^ (pad), n. [Appar. abbr. otpadder^ or 'pad-
man. Ct.foo^ad.2 A robber; a footpad.

These &eebom sounds proceeded trmn foaipads
In ambush lai^ who had perceived him loiter

Behind his carnage. Byron, Don Joan, xL 11.

pads (pad), V. i.
;
pret. and pp. padded, -ppT.pad-

ding. [< padP, n. ; associated also with pad^,

p.] To be a footpad, or highway robber; fre-

quent roads or highways in order to rob.

These pad on wit's high road, and suits maintain
With those they rob. Swift, To Mr. Congreve.

padart, «. [Origin obscure.] Groats; coarse

flour or meal.

In the bolting and sifting of near fourteen years of such
power and favour, all that came out coxdd not be expected

to be pore and fine meal, bat most have amongst itpodor
and bran in this lower age of human fragility.

Sir B. Wotton, BellqaiSB.

pad-bracket (pad'brak'et), n. A wall-bracket

of a shape adapted to receive a saddle : used

in a stable or harness-room.

pad-clinkuig (pad'kling'^king). a. Given to

hobnobbing with footpads; frequenting the

company or society of footpads. [SlangJ
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Good day, my veterans, my champions. My bonny,pad-

dinUng, out-after-eight-o'clock-parade, George Street
backs, good day. H. Eingdey, Hillyars and Bartons, xix.

pad-cloth (pad'kldth), II. A cloth or blanket
covering the loins of a horse ; a housing-cloth.
pad-crimp (pad'krimp), fi. In saddlery, a press
in which dampened leather is molded into form
between the dies of a former with protruding
and hollow parts. When the leather dries, it

retains the convex shape acquired under pres-
sure.

Padda (pad'a), ». [NL. (Reichenbach, 1850),
< native name for rice.] A genus of ploeeine
birds of the subfamily l^ermestinse (or a subge-
nus of Munia), the type of which is P. oryzitora,
the paddy-bird, commonly called Java sparrow.
paddet, ». See ucuP.
padder^ (pad'er), n. [< pad^ + -eri.] A high-
way robber; a footpad.
WeU. Xay more, dine gratis.
Jfar. Under what hedge, I pray yoa? or at whose cost?

Are theypodders or abram-men tiiat are yonr consorts?
Maiiinger, :New Way to Fay Old Debts, ii. 1.

padder^ (pad'er), n. [<j«jd3 + -erl.] One who
pads or cushions.
paddies (pad'iz), n.;{. [Origin obscure.] Pan-
talets or knee-drawers with flounces. [South-
ern U. S.]

padding (pad'ing), Ji. [Verbal n. of pads, r.]

1. The act of stuffing so as to make a pad.—2.
The cotton, hair, straw, or other material used
in stuffing anything, as a bolster, saddle, or gar-
ment ; the stuffing used to keep in shape any
part of a garment according to the fashion
which requires it to be more in relief or drawn
tighter than the natural forms allow. The mate-
rials used ar& especially—(a) a rough felted doth, a kind
of shoddy ; (p) fibrous and loose material ; (c) wadding,
batting, and bombast.
3. In calico-printing, the process of imbxung
the fabric all over with a mordant which is

dned. a design is next printed on it in acid discharge
(usually lime-juice and bisulphate of potash), the resnit
being thaf^ after the cloth has been dyed in the bath and
deared, white patterns appear upon a ground of uniform
color. These white patterns or spaces may be^ifterward
printed upon in steam or pigment colors. Calicoes pro-
duced in this way are said to be in the padding or piaquage
style.

A brown ground is produced over the entire surfoce by
padding in solutions of a salt of manganese-

Workshop Receipts, *2d sen, p. 212.

4. Any unnecessary matter inserted in a col-
umn, suticle, book, etc., merely to bring it up to
a certain size ; vamp ; hence, written or printed
matter of no real value or utility : whatever has
merely the effect of increasing the size of any-
thing without adding to its interest or value.

Anybody who desires to know what is within the power
of the average dergyman may take up one of the iMerior
magazines and r^td one of the artides which serve for
padding. Saturday JRev.

I am perhaps more struck now with the enormons
amount ofpadding—^the number of third- and fourth-rate
statues wMch weaiy the eye that would fain approach
freshly the twen^ and thirty best.

Henry James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 205.

padding-flue (pad'ing-flo), n. In calico-print-

ing, a drying-chamber in which cotton doth is

dried after the process of padding, it has several

fonns^ but each generallycomprises an indosed passage of
considerable length through which heated air is circn£ited

in one direction, while the padded piece is unwound from
a roller and passed through the fiue in the opposite direc-

tion, being dried daring its passage, and finiUly rewound
upon anotdier cylinder. See pads, v., 3, and padding, 3.

psuiding-ken (pad'ing-ken), H. A low lod^ng-
honse patronizedby footpads, professional beg-
gars, thieves, vagrants, etc. [Thieves' slang.]

Bagged Schools and City Missions are of no avail as pre-
ventitives of crime so long as the wretched dens of in-

fomy, brutality, and vice^ termed padding-ieii?, continue
their daily and nightly work of demoralization.

Mayhew, London Ijibonr and London Poor, L 454.

paj1i1iTig--nianhiiie (pad'ing-ma-shen'), n. In
calico-printing, an apparatus for imbuing cot-

ton cloth uniformly with a mordant solution in
the process of dyeing. It consists of a combination
of rollers forunwinding and receiving the fabric, which is

caused to pass throngh a vat containing the mordant.

paddle^ (pad'l), v.; pret. andpp.jwwM?ed, ppr.
paddUng. [Also dial, paidle; prob. a var. of

pattlel, freq. ofpafi- : sfee patOei^, j)ati, patter^
C!f.jpa«fe2, avar.ofpoddJ^.] I. in<rans. 1. To
finger idly or fondly; toy or trifle with the fin-

gers, as in fondling.

Paddling in your neck with his damn'd fingers.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 4. 185.

2. To dabble or play about in or as in water.

And then topaddle in the purer stream
Of his (the Son of Glory's] spilt blood is more than most

exizeme. Quarieg, Emblems, iiL 2.

paddle-end
We twa ha'e patdTt V the bom,
Frae momin' sun till dine.

Bunts, A(Qd Lang Syne.

3. To sail or swim along or about with short
strokes of a paddle or oar; row or move about
or along by means of a paddle.

She was as lovely a pleasnre-boat
As ever fairy had paddled in.

J. R. Drake, Culprit Fay.

4. To move along by means of paddles or float-
boards, as a steamboat.

Bound the lake
A little clock-work steamer padd2uw plied.
And shook the lilies. Tennyson, vfisicess, Prol.

5. To move in the water by means of webbed
feet, flippers, or fins, as a duck, turtle, fish,

penguin, etc.

Dnckspaddfe in the pond before the door.
Coirper, BeUrement, L 499.

n. trans. X. To finger; play with; toy with.

To be paddling palms and pinching fingers.

Shak., W. T., L 2. 115.

2. To propel by paddle or oar: as, to paddle a
canoe.—3. To strike with the open hand, or
with some flat object, as a board ; spank. [Col-
loq.]—To paddle one's own canoe. See canoe.

paddle^ (pad'l), n. l<paddle\ v., in part con-
fused witii padd/e2, n.] 1. An oar; specifically,

a sort of short oar having one blade or two (one
at each end), held in the hands (not resting in
the rowlock) and dipi>ed into tiie water wim a
more or less vertical motion : used especially
for propelling canoes.

He seized his paddle, and tried to back out of the snare.
Kingtiey, Hypatia, iiL

2. The blade or broad part of an oar.—3. In
zool.: (o) A fore limb constructed to answer
the purpose of a fin or flipper, as that of a pen-
guin, a whale, a sea-turtle, a plesiosaurus, or an
ichthyosaurus. See cuts under Ichthyosaurus
and penguin. (6) In Ctenophora, one of the rows
of cilia which run parallelwith the longitudinal
canals of thebody ; actenophore orpaddle-row.
(c) The long flat snout of the paddle-fish.—4.
One of the float-boards placed on the circumfer-
ence of the paddle-wheel of a steamboat.—5 . A
panel made to fit the openings left in lock-gates
and sluices for the purpose of letting the water
in and out asmaybe required; aclough.—6. An
implement with a flat broad blade and a handle,
resembling a paddle. Specifically— (a) In sios-mait-
ing, a somewhatshovd-shap^ implement used forstirring
and mixing the materials, (b) In briekmaking and similar
industries, an instrument for tempering clay, (c) An im-
plement nsed for beating garments while held in running
water to wash, (d) See the quotation.

The tools used bythe pnddler are not usually numerous,
cousistjng only of a long straight chisdled-edged bar cail-
ed&paddle, and a hooked flat-ended bar known as the
rabble. W. H. Greenwood, Sted and Iron, p. 280.

7. The lump-fish, Cyctopter«s?H»y)«s. Seepad-
dlecock. Also cockpaidle. [Eng.]
paddle^ (pad'l), n. [Also dial, paidle and
pattle, petUe, appar. for orig. *spaddle, dim.
of spade: see spade^. The word nas been in
part confused with^joddfei, ».] A small spade,
especially a small spade used to clean a plow;
a plow-staff; a paddle-staff.

Thon Shalt have apaddle upon thy weapon, . . . and . . .

thou Shalt dig therewith. Deut. xxiil 13.

paddle-beam (pad'l-bem), «. One of two
large beams projecting beyond the sides of a
vessel, between which the paddle-wheels re-

volve.

paddle-board (pad'l-bord), n. Oneofthefloats
on the circumference of the paddle-wheel of a
steam-vessel ; a paddle.

paddle-boat (pad'l-bot), n. A boat propelled
by paddle-wheels.
paiddle-box (pad'1-boks), n. The box or sheath,
of curved upper outline, which covers a paddle-
wheel of a side-wheel steamer, toprot-eet it and
to keep it from throwing water on board the
vessel.

paddlecock (pad'1-kok), n. [Also paidlecock,
cocipaidle; <paddle (t) + cociJ.] The common
lump-fish, Cyclopterus lumpus: so called in al-

lusion to its dorsal ridge enveloped in tubercu-
lar skin, which resembles the comb of the do-
mestic cock. See cut under Cydoptervs.

paddle-crab (pad'1-krab), «. A crab whose
legs are flattened like the blade of a paddle and
used for swimming; a swimming-crab. The
common edible crab of the United States, CaU
linectes hastatus, is an example. Also pad-
dling-crab. See cut on following page.
padd^e-end (pad'l-end), n. A feature or ele-

ment of ornamental design, consisting of an
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propulsion of the vessel.— 2. A wheel fitted

with paddles, used to aid, by its revolution, in
certain washing opera-
tions, as in leather-man-
ufacture, etc Cyoloidal
paddle-wneel, a paddle-
wheel having narrow floats

arranged longitudinally one

Paddle-crab {CalUntctis hastatus).

oval enlargement at the end of a line or band
resembling the handle of a spoon.
paddle-fisn (pad'1-fish), n. The spoon-billed
sturgeon, Potyodon (or Spaiularia) spatula, a
ganoid fish of the family Polyodontidse {orSpatu-
lariidse), attaining a length of five or six feet,

^. Transverae Section of American Feathering Paddle-wheel. B.
Quarter-elevation of Feathering Paddle-wheel, being the general
toim used for American fast steamers, with light frame and extra rim
to protect buckets, a, gunwale-beann^ ; d, shaft; c, wheel-flanges;
d, paddle-eccentric; ^, paddle-eccentnc bearing; y^ radius-bar; f,
runs; A, braces; t', rocker-arm ; y, bracket ; ^.bucket; /.water-level.

Paddle-fish iPolyedon spatuleC). A^ under view ; B, side view.

abundant in the Mississippi river and its larger
tributaries, it has avery long spatulate or paddle-like
projection of the snout ; the body resembles a sturgeon's,
but is BcalelesB ; 15 or 20 fulcra are appressed to the upper
margin of the caudal fin. Also called ^ooTi-biZ^ecf caX and
duck-biUed cat, in reference to the salient feature of the
snoat and some fancied resemblance to a catfish.

paddle-hole (pad'l-hol), n. One of the passages
which conduct the water from the upper pond
of a canal into the lock, and out of the lock to
the lower pond. See paddle^ n. , 5. Also called.

elough-ardi.

paddler (pad'ler), n. One who or that which
paddles or uses a paddle ; hence, one who acts
in a purposeless way, as a child paddles in the
water.

He may make a paddler i' the world,
From hand to mouth, but never a brave swimmer.

Beau, and PI., Wit at Several Weapons, L 1.

paddle-row (pad'l-ro), n. The paddle or cteno-
phore of a ctenophoran.
paddle-shaft (pad'l-shaft), n. The shaft by
means of which the paddle-wheels of a steam-
boat are driven.

paddle-sloop (pad'1-slop), n. A sloop of war
propelled by paddle-wheels.

In 1S60 it was the author's chance again to meet Gari-
baldi, for he was in command of the paddle-sloop Argus,
despatched to Sicily to look after British interests when
the famous one thousand (really 800) landed at Marsala.

The Academy, No. 899, p. 62.

paddle-staff (pad'1-staf), ?s. l. AstaSheaded
with a broad iron, used by mole-catchers.

—

2.

A spade with a long handle, used by plow-
men to clear the share of earth, stubble, etc.

;

a paddle.
paddle-tumbler (pad'l-tum"bler), n. In some
operations of leather-manufacture, a water-
tank in which skins are washed while kept in
constant motion by means of a paddle-wheel.
Workshop Beceipts,'2d ser., p. 373.

paddle-wheel (pad'1-hwel), n. 1. A wheel
(generally one of two placed at the sides of a

European or English Feathering Paddle-wheel.

a, wheel-flanges; d, radius-bars; c, bucket; d, wheel-arm; e,

bracket; /", paddle-eccentric or "Jenny Nettle"; ^, rocker-arm; h,
rim : i, water-level ; J, driving-bar. £ A shows line of intersection of
vertical diameter of wheel with plane of bucket entering water at i',

and indicates the greater radius of a common wheel which would
enter the water with greater effect to the feathering-wheeL

above another, in a slightly retreating order, the better
to distribute the pressure, and to lessen the concussion
against the water.—Feathering paddle-wheel. Same

Common Paddle-wheel.

a, shaft ; d, y, rims ; c, c, paddles ; d, li, arms.

steam-vessel) provided with boards or floats on
its circumference, and driven by steam, for the

paddlewood (pad'1-wud), n. A tree of Guiana,
Aspidosperma excelsum of the Apocynacese. it
has a singular fluted or buttressed trunk, from the pro-
jecting radii of which the Indians make paddles. The
hard elastic wood also affords rollers for cotton-gins.
The seeds are beautifully winged. Also called wTied-tree,
from the form of a section,of the trunk.

paddling-crab (pad'ling-krab), n. Same as
paddle-crab.

paddock^ (pad'ok), n. [Early mod. E. also
padock, < WE.paddoh; < pad^ + dim. -ock.'] 1.

A toad or frog. [Obsolete or prov. Eng. and
Scotch.]

For who . . .

Would from a paddock, from a hat^ a gib.

Such dear concemings hide?
Shak., Hamlet, iii. 1. 189.

Here a little child I stand.

Heaving up my either hand:
Cold 9& paddocks though they be,

Here I lift them up to thee.

Eerrick, Another Grace for a Child.

2. The tadpole-fish. [Local, Scotch.]

paddock^ (pad'ok), n. [Acorruption otparrock,
prob. due in part to association with pad^ : see
parrodk.'] A small field or inclosure; especially,

a small inclosure under pasture immediately
adjoining a stable ; a small turfed inclosure in
wMch animals, especially horses, are kept.

Villas environed with parks, paddocks, [and] plantations.
Evelyn.

The prices of admission to thepaddocks, the grand stand,
and the various points of advantage throughout the
grounds, are higher than on our racing tracks.

T. C. Oramfmrd, English Life, p. 16.

paddock^ (pad'ok), v. t. [< paddock, n. Of.

pa/rrock, «.] To confine or inclose in or as in a
paddock.
Shakespeare himselfwouldhave been commonplace had

he been paddocked in a thinly-shaven vocabulary.
Lowell, Books and Libraries.

paddock-cheeset (pad'ok-ehez), n. The aspara-
gus. HalMwell. [Prov. Eng.]
paddock-pipe (pad'gk-pip), re. One of various
species (AEquisetum, or horsetail; also, Hip-
puris vulgaris, the mare's-tail : so named from
their hollow stems and fenny locality.

paddock-rud (pad'gk-rud), re. The spawn of
frogs. HalUwell. [Local, Eng.]
paddock-stone (pad'ok-ston), re. Same as toad-

padji

Paddy^ (pad'i), re.; pi. Paddies (-iz). [A dim.
of Pat, abbr. of Patrick^ < Ir. Padraie, a fre-

quent Christian name m Ireland, after St.

Patrick (< LL. Patrimts), its tutelar saint: see

P(i«6.] 1. An Irishman. [Slang.]— 2. [i.e.] A
sailors' name for the lesser sheathbill of Ker-
guelen Island, Chionis minor. See sheathbill and
Chionis.—3. [Z. c] The ruddy duck, Mrisma-
tura rubida. Also paddywhack, [North Caro-
lina.]— 4. [Z. c] Same as paddywhack, S.—
Paddy's watch. Same as paddywhack, 3.

paddy^ (pad'i), a. [Origin obscure.] Mean

;

poor; contemptible; low in manners or char-

acter.

paddy^ (pad'i), re. [Alsopadi; < Mal&jpadi,
rice.] Eice in the husk, whether in the field or

gathered. [East Indies.]

paddy-bird (pad'i-b6rd), n. The Java sparrow
or ricebird, Munia orPadda oryeivora .-so called

from its frequenting paddy-fields.

paddy-field (pad'i-feld), re. A rice-field; afield

in which rice is grown. [Bast Indies.]

A strolling company of players will act on the threshing-

floor beside the paddy-fields in the old primitive fashion.
Colonial and Indian Exhibition, p. 38.

paddy-melon (pad'i-mel'on), re. Same a,spade-

melon,

paddy-poiinder (pad'i-pounM6r), re. In the
East Indies, a machine for removing the husk
from rice.

The dried pulp is then removed by pounding in common
paddy-pounders. Spons' Mncyc. Manuf., I. 706.

paddywhack (pad'i-hwak), re. [< Paddy^ \-

whack, used with vague emphasis.] 1. [cap.']

Same as Paddy^, 1.— 2. Same aapaddyi, 3.

—

3. A cheap almanac or calendar, on one sheet.

Also aaXXeApaddy and Paddy's watch. [Local,

Eng.]
pad-elephant (pad'el"f -fant), re. [< paS^ +
elephant. Ct. pad-horse, jidd-nag.'] A road- or
working-elephant, as distinguishedfrom a hunt-
ing- or war-elephant.
padeliont (pad'e-li-on), re. [< P. patte de lion,

lit. lion's paw: patte, paw; de, of; lion, lion.

Or else < P. pied de lion= Bp. piideleon = Pg.
pe de leSo = It. piede de leone, lion's foot: L.
pes (ped-), foot; de, of; teo(re-), lion.] Aplant,
Alchemilla vulgaris. See Uon's-foot.

Pied de Hon, lions foot, hare foot, ladies mantle, great
sanicle, padelion. " '

paddockstool (pad'ok-stol), re. [< ME. paddok-
stole; i paddock^ -\-' stool.'] A toadstool.

padella (pa-del'a), re. [It., a frying-pan: see
pail, patella.] A large metal or earthenware
cup or deep saucer containing fatty matter in

which a wick is inserted: used in illumina-
tions.

pademelon (pad'f-mel-on), n. [^AlBopadmelon,
pedmelon, &ocom. paddy^melon, and melon; an
Australian name.] A brush-kangaroo or whal-
labee ; an ordinary kangaroo of the genus SaU
matv/rus, such as H. thetidis and related species.
See out under JSalmatwrvs.

In the neighbourhood of these scrubs the game was
especially plentiful ; and kangaroos, padjdy-melons, walla-
bees, and kangaroo rats crossed the road continually.

A. C. Grant, Bush Life in Queensland, I. 47.

pad-hook (pad'huk), re. 1. A kind of center-
draft hook used on trawl-Unes in New England
since 1884,_ having the shank flattened at the
upper end instead of an eye, whence the name.—2. In saddlery, a curved hook on the back-
pad for holding up the bearing-rein.
pad-horsei' (pad'h6rs), re. [< jjadl, a road, -I-

horse\ Gl. pad-nag aoApad^.] A road-horse;
a pad-nag; a pad.

Oh for & pad-horse, pack-horse^ or a post-horse,
To hear me on his neck, his back, or his croup I

B. Jonsau, Tale of a Tub, tv. 8.

Fadina (pa-di'na), re. [NL. (Adanson, 1763).]
A genus of olive-colored seaweeds with mem-
branaceous or coriaceous broadly fan-shaped
fronds, which maybe either entire or variously
cleft, each lobe being then fan-shaped. The
frond is smooth, olive-colored (or greenish toward the
summit), and marked with concentric bands along eacli
of which is developed a fringe of slender orange-colored
jointed hairs. They are tufted annual plants, 2 to 6 inches
in height, growing on stones about low-water mark, mostly
in warm seas. The common (perhaps the only) species
is P. pavonia, the peacock's-tail.

padishah (pa'di-sha), re. [Pers. (> T-aik.) padi-
shdh, < pad, protector, master (Skt. paU, mas-
ter : see despot), + shah, king : see shah.] Great
king ; emperor : a title given by the Turks to the
Sultan, and by extension to various European
monarchs.
padji (paj'i), re. [Ceylonese.] ACeyloneseboat.
See madel-paroowa.



padlette

padlette (pad'let), n. A spangle used in em-
broidery and decorative costume.
padlock (pad'lok), n. [Perhaps orig. ' a lock for
a pannier or hamper' (one of its present uses),
< pad*, ped, a pannier, + Joci-i.] A portable
lock with a pivoted bow or hasp or a sliding
hasp, designed to fit over a staple or engage a
ring and to bang suspended when closed, snch
locks are made in a great variety of styles, and range from
simple gate-locksto complicated permatstion-locks. Some
padlocks are self-locking ; others are lockedwith a key, the
keyhole being in the side or at the bottom.

Whate'er the talents, or howe'er design'd.
We hang one jingling padlock on the mind.

Pope, Dnnciad, iv. 162.

Dead padlock, a padlock hanng no spring tor either bolt
or hasp, the key turning the bolt, while the hasp is opened
by tile hand.

padlock (pad'lok), v. t. [< padloclc, n.] To
fasten by or as by means of a padlock.

Let not . . . such an tmmercifol and more tiian legal
yoke be padiocked upon the neck of any Christian.

JftUon, Colasterion.

padinelon(pad'mel-on),n. Same aspademelon.
pad-nag (pad'nag), n. [< pacP-, a road, + nag^.
Cf. pad-horseJ} Aii ambling nag ; an easy-going
pad.

A Ifew Epilogne by Mrs. Pack in a Kiding Habit, apon
a Pad-Nagg, representing aTown Miss Travelling to Ton-
bridge. Quoted inAthbm't Social Life in Beign of Queen

[Anne, XL 15.

pad-nag (pad'nag), t7.«. \<.pad-nag,n.1 To ride
a pad-nag. [Bare.]

Win it oot^ moreover, give him pretence and excuse of-

tener than ever to pad-nag it hither to good Mrs. Howe's
fair daughter?

Sichardmn, Clarissa Harlowe, TTT. 235. (Dames.)

padon (pad'o), n. [< F. padou, appar. < Padoue,
It. Padva, Padua. Ct. paduasoy.'i A sort of
silk ferret or ribbon. Simmonds.
padovana, padovane, n. Same aspavan.
padow-pipe (pad'o-pip), n. Same as paMock-

paa-plate(pad'plat), n. InsoddJery, anironbow
for stiffening a harness-pad and forming a base
for the harness-mountings.
padre (pa'dre), n. [Sp. Pg. It. padre, lit. father,

< L. j)ater = E. /o*ft«r: see /otAcr.] Father:
used with reference to prieste in Spain, Italy,

Mexico, southwestern United States, South
America, etc.

padrone (pa-dro'ne), n.
;
pi. padroni (-ne). [It.,

a patron, protector, master: see patron.] A
master ; especially, a person, generally an Ital-

ian, who owns hand-oigans and lets them out
to itinerant players, or who systematically em-
ploys destitute children to beg for his benefit

;

also, an Italian labor-contractor; one who lets

out Italian laborers in a body.
pad-saddle (pad'sad'l), n. A saddle made of
leather and padding without a tree. E. H.
Knight.
pad-screw (pad'skro), n. In saddlery, a screw-
bolt with an ornamental head, used for fasten-
ing the pad-sides to the pad-plate.

pa&toolt (pad'stol), n. [= D. paddestoel = Gr.

paddenstuhl; as pad^ + stool.'] A toadstool:
same as paddodcstool. Levins.

Hermolana also writeth this of the Lycurium, that it

groweth in a certaine stone, and that it is a kind of mnsh-
rom, ocpaditoole.

TopseU, Beasts (160T), p. 4M. (HoSiimS.)

pad-top (pad'top), n. In saddlery, the orna-
mental leather that forms the top or finish to
the pad. E. H. Knight.

pad-tree (pad'tre), ». In saddlery, a piece of
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H, R. 1. A native or an inhabitant of Padua.
—2. One of the
imitations of
Boman bronze
coins and medal-
lions made in
the sixteenth
century by Grio-

vanni Cavino,
assisted by his
friend A. Bassi-
ano, both of Pa-
dua in Italy.
These pieces were
struck in copper,
alloyed, and in sil-

ver, and were de-
signed as works of
ar^ not as forgeries.

padnan^, padn-
ana, ». Same as
par;an.

padnasoy (pad'-
u-a-soi), ji.

[Also padusoy,
padesoy; appar.
orig. *Paduasoy,

tr. F. soie de
Padoue : see pa^
dou and soy."] A
smooth, sfrong,
rich silk, origi-
nally manufac-
tured at Padua,

Fsonleae

valvate corolla, and capsule of two carpels.
It_ includes 7 genera and about 29 species, mostly vines,
with stems or leaves fetid when bruised, mainly tropical.

psdentics (pe-dii'tiks), n. [< Gr. TraidevriKoi.

of or pertaining to teaching {ra naiievrim, the
science of teaching, r/ Tratdevria/ (sc. rixvi), edu-
cation), < -aideiieiv, teach, < ^a'l^ (iraiS-), a child:
see pedagogue.'] The science of teaching or of
education. Also paideutics.

Paedlsca (pf-dis'ka), >i. [NL. (Treitschke, 1830),
< Gr. ^aiS'usiai, a young girl, fem. of -atdiaioK, a
young boy, dim. of iroif, a boy, girl.] A laige
genus of small tortricid moths. There are over

Reveree.

Faduan (imitatiOD of coin of Domitian), in
British Museum. (Sizeof the original.)

Fad-tree and Fad.

a, pad-tzee ; ^, pad \ c,d,d, pad-plate ; e e, texrets ;f, check-hooK.

wood or metal which gives shape and rigidity

to the harness-pad. E. H. Knight.

Paduanl (pad'u-an), a. and n. [< It. Paduano,

< Padua, Padua!] I. a. Of or pertaining to

Padua, a city of northern ItiJy, or to the prov-

ince of Padua.
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used for garments of both women and men in
the eighteenth century ; also, a garment made
of this material.

My wife herself retained a passion for her crimsonjxuftx-

asoy, because 1 formerly happened to say it became her.
Goldmuth, Vicar, iv.

Item, from Mrs. Malaprop, forbetraying the young peo-
ple to her, . . . two guineas, and a black paduaoy.

Sheridan, Sivals, i. 2.

p. se. An abbreviation of the Latin partes lequa-

les, equal parts.

psean^ (pe'an), H. [Also pean ; < Ii. psean, < Gr.
ffoidv, Epic jraa^m; a hymn in honor of ApoUo,
< Haidv, Xlaiiiv, a name of Apollo (first applied,

in Homer, to the physician of the gods).] Ori-
ginally, ahymn to a help-giving god, especially
Apollo, under the title of Psean or Pseon, con-
tiuning the invocation 'lo PsBan' (ii) or t^e

Utuov), asking for aid in war or other trouble,

or giving thanks for aid received; hence, a
war-song sung be'fore a battle in honor of Ares,
or after a battle as a thanksgiving to Apollo

;

in later times, a hymn in praise of other gods,
or even of mortals ; hence, a song of triumph
generally ; a loud and joyous song.

With ancient rites^

And due devotions, I have ever hung
Elaborate Pseans on thy golden shrine.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Eevels, v. 2.

I sung the joyful Pxan clear.

And, sitting, burnished without fear

The brand, the buckler, and the spear

—

Waiting to strive a happy strife.

Tennymn, The Two Yoices.

Through all his tones sound the song of hope and the
paum of assured victory. T. Wmthrop, Cecil Sreeme, iv.

pxan^ (pe'an), n. See pieon.

paeanism (pe'an-izm), j». [< 6r. jToutvtanSQ, a
chanting of the psean, < jraidv, a choral song:
see psean^."] Songs or shouts of praise or of

battle ; shouts of triumph. Miiford.

Fsecilo-. Eorwords beginning thus, see Pcecilo-.

psedagogict, psdagognef, etc. Obsolete forms
ot pedagogic, etc.

psederastia (ped-e-ras'ti-a), n. [NIi.] Same as

pederasty.

Psederia (pf-de'ri^), «. [NL. (Linnseus, 1771),

irreg. < Gr.VoideptJf, a rosy-flowered plantused
for wreaths, also rouge, and a kind of opal.]

A genus of plants of the gamopetalous order

Bubiaceae, the madder family, type of the tribe

Piederiese, characterized by the two hair-like

twisted stigmas and two-celled ovary. There
are 9 or 10 species, one in Brazil, the others m tropical

Asia. They are twiners with shrubby stems, fetid when
bruised, bearing opposite leaves, and small dowers in

cymes. P. foetSia is diffused from India to China and the
Malayan i^ands. It is the bedolee sutta of Assam, and is

sometimes call^ CAinese fever-planL In Hindu medi-
cine it furnishes a specific for rheumatism, administered
externally and internally ; its root is said to be used as an
emetic. Its stems yield a strong, flexible, and durable fiber,

of a silk-like appearance, seemingly adapted to the finest

textile purposes.

Psederiese (ped-e-ri'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (A. p.

de Candolle, 1830), <'Paederia + -eas.] A tribe

of plants of the order Rubiacese, distinguished

by the solitary basilar ovules, inferior radicle,

Misnamed Gall-moth {Pasdixca salieneana).
a. moth (cross shows natural size); b, gall, with protiudine pupa-

shell ; c, moth with wings closed ; d, larva.

100 species, 60 of which inhabit North America north of
Mexico, as P. scudderiana or saligiieana, which commonly
makes galls on the stems of various goldenrods in the
United States, and is somelames called gaB-moth, a name
more properly belonging to a species of CMeehia. See
also cut under galtinotK

psedobaptism, pedogenesis, etc. See pedo-
baptism, etc.

paent, ». See pagan.
paenula (pe'nu-K), n.

;
pi. pseniiUe (-le). 1. In

classical antiq., a long sleeveless cloak, pro-
vided with an opening for the head only, worn
by travelers.—2. Eccles., a chasuble, especially
in its olderform as a sleeveless circular or ellip-

tical vestment, with an opening for the head
and reaching nearly to the feet. See chasuble,
phelonion. Also spelled penu2<z.

paeon (pe'on), «. [= F.peon= Sp.peon,<L. pse-
on,<. Gr. jToiuv, asonginhonorof Apollo, ametri-
calfoot (see def.),< Ilaufiv, aname ofApoUo: see
pseari^.'] In onc.^'o*., a foot consisting of four
times or syllables, one of which is long, the other
three being short. According to the position of the
long in the first, second, third, or fourth place respective,
ly, the foot assumes four form^ distinguished as Jirst peeon
(— ^.' *.'*.'), «condjMBon(w—ws^),tAi»Kij?«on(ww_w), and
jovrth pseon (v^ ^^ ). The pseon has a magnitude of five

morse or primary times (i. e., is pentasemic), its resolved
form being the pentabrach (w v^ w w s^). Three of these
times belong to the thesis and two to the arsis, or vice versa
(wv^

I
wN^, or^^

I ^^^X so that the pseon belongs to
andisthetypeof thehemiolic or pseonic class of feet. Only
the first pseon and the fourth pseon were in use in pseonic
verse, the contracted form, known as the Cretic, being,
however, more common; the second and third occurred
in verses analyzed by the ancients as mixed Ionic, or epi-

onic. The Cretic (-^ ^
I
—) was sometimes known as

thepson diagyios, as distinguished from thepseon epibatvs
(-^

i

— 1
^=^*^=^

I
—), in which each short of the pentabrach

was doubled (t. &, represented by a long). The pieon re-

ceived its name &om its original use in compositions in
honor of Apollo (seejunuilX See diagyios, epibatus. Also
spelled, less correctly, j>a»i7i.

In the first pseon, an equivalent of the cretic, an arsis
consisting of a long and short is followed by a thesis con-
sisting of two shorts. J. Hadley, Essays, p. 98.

Pseon diaeylos. See diagyios.

Paeonia (pe-o'ni-a), n. [NL. (Malpighi, 1675),
< L. pieonia, peony : see peony.] A genus of
plants of the order Bununeulaees, type of the
tribe Pseoniese. About 7 species are known, naUves of
north temper&te regions. They are perennial herba, with
large radi^ and sdtemate pinnately divided leavM, and
showy white, red, or purple flowers, each producing from
2 to 5 many-seeded pod-like follicles. Seepeoi^and cheties.

paeonic (pe-on'ik), a. and n. [< pseon + -ic.] I.

a. In anc.'pros.: (a) Of or pertaining to a paeon

;

constituting or equivalent to a peeon, or con-
sisting of pseons : as, apseonie foot, colon,verse

;

pseonic rhythm. The pseonic rhythm or move-
ment was regardedby the ancients as especially
enthusiastic and fiery in character. (6) Having
the pedal ratio of a pseon (2 : 3); hemiolic: as,

the pseonic (hemiolic) class of feet. See hemi-
olic.

n. n. A paonie foot or verse.

Paeonieae (pe-o-ni'f-e), n. pi. [NL. (Endlicher,

1836), < Pseonia 4- -ese.'] A tribe of plants of
the polypetalous order Ranunculacese, consist-



Pseoniese

ing of the genus Pseonia, and distinguished by
the five to ten large and broad petals, and the
many-seeded carpels enveloped by a disk.

paeonin (pe'o-nin), n. [< Pseonia + -i«2.] A
poisonous red coloring matter obtained from
phenilio acid by the action of sulphuric and
oxalic acids. It gives to wool and silk brilliant
shades of crimson and scarlet.

paeonyt, re. An obsolete form of peony.
paff (paf), n. [< Gr.paff! popi bang! piffpaff,
pop! an interjection or contempt.] A mean-
ingless syllable, used, with piff, to imitate what
is regarded as jargon.

Of a truth it often provokes me to laugh
To see these beggars hobble along,
Lamed and maimed, and fed upon chaff.
Chanting their wonderful plff and paff.

LangftUow, Golden Legend, v.

pagadoref (pag'a-dor), ». [< Sp. Pg. pagador, a
payer : see payer.'} A paymaster or treasurer.

This is the manner of the Spaniards captaine, who never
Hath to meddle with his souldiers pay, and indeed scorn-
eth . . . to be counted his souldiers fa^fuJore.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

pagan (pa'gan), n. and a. [In ME. payen, paien,
*pain, payti, paeti (a word extant in the sur-
name Pain, Paine, Payne), < OF. paen, paien,
payen, F. paien = Pr. pagan, paguan, paien —
Sp. pagano=Pg.pagdh,paga=It.pagano, a pa-
gan, heathen ; < LL. paganus, a heathen, prop,
adj., heathen, a later use of paganus, rustic,
rural, as a noun a villager, countryman, peas-
ant, rustic; also (opposed to military) civU, civ-

ic, as a noun a citizen
;
prop, of or pertaining

to the eoxmtry or to a village, < pagus, a district,

province, the country : seepagus. Ct. heathen,
lit. 'of the heath' or country. From It.paganus
comes also tilt. E. paynim, and from pagus, ult.

'E.pais^ a.nApeasant.'] I. n. 1. One who is not
a Cfhristian or a member of a Christian commu-
nity ; in a later narrower sense, one who does
not worship the true God—that is, is not a
Christian, a Jew, or a Mohammedan; a hea-
then. See the quotation from Trench; see also

paynim.
Me uint (I find] ine the writinge thet amang thepaenes

the prestes thet lokeden chastete ine the temple weren
to-deld uram the othren thet hi ne loren hire chastete.

Ayenbite oflnwyt (B. E. T. S.), p. 236.

The Christian Church fixed itself first in the seats and
centres of intelligence, in the towns and cities of the
Soman Empire, and in them its first triumphs were won

;

while long alter these had accepted the truth, heathen
superstitions and idolatries lingered on in the obscure
hamlets and villages of the country ; so that pagans or
villagers came to be applied to all the remaining votaries
of the old and decaying superstitions, inasmuch as far

the greater number of them were of this class. The first

document in which the word appears in this its secon-
dary sense is an edict of the Emperor Valentinian, of date
A. D. 368. The word "heathen " acquired its meaning from
exactly the same fact, namely, that at the introduction
of Christianity into Germany the wild dwellers on the
" heaths " longest resisted the truth.

Trench, Study of Words, p. 102.

2. A heathenish or ungodly person; in old
slang, a prostitute.

In all these places [villages out of London]
I have had my several ^a^^aTW billeted
For my own tooth, Massinger, City Madam, ii. 1.

=Syn. 1. fleafAen, etc. See gentile, n.

n. a. Pertaining to the worship or worship-
ers of any religion which is neither Christian,

Jewish, nor Mohammedan; heathenish; irre-

ligious.

What a pagan rascal is this ! an infidel

!

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 8. 31.

With high devotion was the service made.
And all the rites otpagan honour paid.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc, iii. 962.

A herald of God's love to pagan lands.
Cowper, Charity, 1. 136.

paganalia (pa-ga-na'li-a), n. pi. [L., < paga-
nus, of a village : see pagan.} In Mom. anliq. , a
local annual festival celebrated by every pagus,
or fortified village with its surrounding district.

pagandom (pa'gan-dum), n. \<.pagan + -dom.}

Pagans collectively
;
pagan peoples as a whole.

AH pagandom recognized a female priesthood.
J\^^. iJei)., CXL.S90.

paganicf (pa-gan'ik), a. [= OF. paienique =
It. paganico^ < LL. paganicus, heathenish, L.
rural, rustic, < paganus, a rustic, LL. a hea-

then : see pagan.} Of or pertaining to the pa-
gans; relating to pagans; pagan.

Notwithstanding which, we deny not but that there was
also in the paganick fables of the Gods a certain mixture
of History and Herology interserted, and compUcated all

along together with Physiology.
Cudwarth, Intellectual System, p. 239.

paganicalt (pa-gan'i-kal), a. \<paganic + -al.}

Same aepaganic.
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They are not so much to be accompted atheists as spu-
rious, paganicaZ, and idolatrous atheists.

Cudworth, Intellectual System, p. 138.

paganicallyf (pa-gan'i-kal-i), adv. In a pagan
manner; as a pagan. Cudworth.

paganise, v. See paganize.

paganish (pa'gan-ish), a. [< pagan + -ish^.}

Heathenish
;
pertaining to or characteristic of

pagans. Bp. Sail.

paganism (pa'gan-izm), n. [= F. paganisme,
0E\ paienisme ('^'E. paynim, q. v.) = Sp. Pg.pa-
ganismo = It. paganismo, paganesmo, paganesi-
mo, < LL. pagawismv^, heathenism, < paganus,
heathen: aeeipagan.} The religious beliefs and
practices of pagans; religious opinion, wor-
ship, and conduct which is not Christian, Jew-
ish, or Mohammedan.
In the country districts paganism (as the name indi-

cates) lingered longest, even beyond the age of Constau-
tine. Schaff, Hist. Christ. Ch., I. § 21.

paganityt (pa-gan'i-ti), n. [= OF. paienete,

payennete, etc., < LL. pagam,ta{t-)s, heathen-
ism, < paganus, heathen: see pagan.} The
state of being a pagan; paganism. Cudworth,
Intellectual System, p. 561.

paganize (pa'gan-iz),t).
;
pret. and pp. pagan-

ised, ppr. paganizing. [= F. paganiser = It.

paganizzare, < ML. paganizare, act as a pagan,
< h. paganus, pagan: see pagan and 4ze.} I,

trans. To render pagan; convert to heathenism;
adapt to pagan systems or principles.

God's own people were sometimes so miserably depraved
andpaganized as to sacrifice their sons and daughters unto
devils. HdUywdl, Melampronoea (1681), p. 29.

The week was accepted for its convenience; but while,
accepted it was paganized ; and the seven days were allot-

ted to the five planets and the sun and moon.
Frmtde, Cfiesar, p. 473.

II. intrans. To adopt pagan customs or prac-
tices ; become pagan.
This was that which made the old Christians Paganize,

while by their scandalous and base conforming to hea-
thenisme they did no more, when they had done thir ut-

most, but bring some Pagans to Christianize.

Milton, On Def. of Humb. Kemonst.

Also spelledpajrawise.

paganlyt (pa'gan-li), adv. In a pagan manner.
Dr. H. More, linmortality of the Soul, i. 14.

pagei (paj), n. [< ME. page, < OF. page, F.page
= Sp. Pg. It. pagina = D. G. Dan. Sw. pagina,
< L. pagina, a page, writing, leaf, slab, plate,

ML. also a card, book, and prob. plank (see
pageant), < pangere, Oli. pagere, pacere, fasten:
see pact. From the same source (L. pagina)
are pagine and pageant, and pagination, etc.]

1. One side of a written or printed leaf, as of a
book or pamphlet, a folio volume contains 2 leaves
or 4 pages in every sheet; a quarto (4to), 4 leaves or 8
pages ; an octavo (8vo), 8 leaves or 16 pages ; a duodecimo
(12mo), 12 leaves or 24 pages ; and an octodecimo (18mo),
18 leaves or 36 pages. Abbreviated p., plural pp.

You shall see them on a beautiful quarto jjo^e, where a
neat rivulet of text shall meander through a meadow of
margin. Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 1.

2. In printing, types, or types and cuts, prop-
erly arranged as to length and width for print-

ing on one side of the leaf of a book or pam-
phlet.— 3. Any writing or printed record: as,

the page of history; also, figuratively, a book:
as, the sacred page.

But Knowledge to their eyes her ample page,
Kich with the spoils of time, did ne'er unroll.

Gray, Elegy.

Look on this beautiful world, and read the truth
In her ta,iipage. Bryamt, The Ages.

4. In the manufacture of bricks by hand-mold-
ing, a slideway formed of iron rails on wooden
supports. Each brick, as molded, is laid on a thin
piece of board called a pallet, and slid on the page to the
taking-off boy, to be wheeled away to the hack-ground.
[Eng.]—Even page. See «ienl.—Full page, in printing,
a page containing its full complement of printed lines.

page! (paj), V. t; pret. and pp. paged, ppr. pag-
ing. [<.page^,n.} 1. To mark or number the
pages of (a book or manuscript).— 2. To make
up (composed type) into pages.

page^ (paj), n. [< MS.page = D. paadje, pagie
= G. Sw. Dan. page, < OF. page, paige, F. page
(Sp. paje = Pg. pagem, after P.) = mod. Pr.
pagi= It. paggio, < ML. pagius, a servant, prob.
torpagensis, lit. a peasant, < li. pagus, coimtry:
Beepagam. The supposed derivation < Gr. nai-

6iov, a little boy, a young slave (dim. of nalg, a
boy, sei-vant), is untenable.] 1. A male ser-

vant or attendant. Especially— (a) A boy attendant
upon a person of rank or distinction ; a lad in the service
of a person of rank or wealth.

With Neptune's pages oft disporting in the deep.
Drayton, Polyolbion, i. lis.

The laird's page or henchman, who remained in the
apartment to call for or bring whatever was wanted, or,

in a word, to answer the punoses of a modem bell-wire.

Seott, Legend of Montrose, v.

pageantry

(i) A boy oryoung man who attends upon the members and
officers of a legislative body while in session : as, a Senate
page; the pages in the House of Bepresentatives. (ct) A
stable-boy; a groom.

Page of a stabylle, equarius, stabularium.
Prompt. Parv., p. 877.

(d) A shepherd's servant, whether boy or man. HaUiwett.
[Local, Eng.]

Z^. In general, a child ; a boy ; a lad.

A chUd that was of half yeer age,

In cradel it lay, and was a propre jiaae.

Chaucer, Beeve^ Tale, 1. 62.

A braver jHi^e into his age
Ne'er set a foot upon the

The Weary CoUe o" CargiU (Child's Ballads, III. 32).

3. A contrivance of cord and steel clips for

holding up a woman's train or skirt to prevent
it from dragging on the ground. Imp. Diet.—
Plover's page, some small bird found in company with
plovers, as the dunlin or purre. [West of Scotland.]

page^ (paj), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. paged, ppr. pag-

ing. l<.page^,n.} To attend as a page.
Will these moss'd trees.

That have outlived the eagle, page thy heels.

And sldp when thou polnt'st out?
Shak.,T. of A., iv. 8.224.

pageant (paj'ant or pa'jant), n. and a. [< ME.
pagent, pagiant, pagiaunt, padgiant, paiande,

payante, with excrescent -t; earlier papen, pa-
gyn, a scaffold, < ML. pagina, a scaffold, a stage

for public shows, < L. pagina, a leaf, slab (ML.
also prob. plank): see page^.} I. n. If. A
scaffold, in general movable (moving on four

wheels, as a car or float), on which shows, spec-

tacles, and plays were represented in the mid-
dle ages ; a stage or platform ; a triumphal car,

chariot, arch, statue, float, or other object

forming part of or carried in public shows and
processions.
And bytwene euery of the pageMis went lytell children

of bothe kyndes, gloryously and rychely dressyd.
Sir &. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 8.

In 1600, " the oartwryghts [are] to make iiij new wholes
to the pagiaunt." York Plays, Int., p. xxxv.

The manor of these playes were, every company had his

pagiant, or p'te, w^i pagiants weare a high scafold w'th 2

rowmes, ahigher and a lower, upon 4 wheels. In the low-
er they apparelled themselves, and in the higher rowme
they played, beinge all open on the tope, that the behould-
ers might heare and see them. The places where they
played them was in every streete.

Quoted in A. W. Ward's Eng. Dram. Lit., I. 82.

At certain distances, in places appointed for the purpose,
the pageants were erected, which were temporary build-
ings representing castles, palaces, gardens, rocks, or for-

ests, as the occasion required.
StnUt, Sports and Pastimes, p, 26.

2. The play performed upon such a scaffold or

platform; a spectacle; a show; an entertain-
ment ; a theatrical exhibition ; hence, a proces-
sion or parade with stately or splendid accom-
paniments ; a showy display.
Any forein vsing any part of the same craft that cumyth

into this citie to sell any bukes or to take any warke to
wurk shall pay to the vpholding of their padgiant yerelie
iiijd. Quoted in York Plays, Int., p. xxxix.

If you willseea^dfl'eaTCt truly play'd, . . .

Go hence a little and I shall conduct you.
If you will mark it. Shak. , As you Like it, iii. 4. 66.

We see the pageants in Cheapside, the lions and the ele-

phants ; but we do not see the men that carry them : we
see the judges look big, look like lions ; but we do not see
who moves them. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 69.

In the &Titpageant, or acii the Deity is represented seated
on his throne by himself.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 229.

Once in a while, one meets with a single soul greater
than all the living pageant which passes before it.

0. W. Holmes, Autocrat, x.

3. Hangings of tapestry and the like decorated
with scenes, incidents, etc.

II. a. Brilliant and showy; ostentatious.

Were she ambitious, she'd disdain to own
The pageant pomp of such a servile throne.

Dryden, Indian Emperor, v. 1.

pageantt (paj'ant or pa'jant), v. t. [< pageant,
m.J To exiibit in show; fiaunt.

With ridiculous and awkward action,
Which, slanderer, he imitation calls,
'Re pageants \a. Shak., T. and C, i. 3. 161.

To set a pompous face upon the superficial actings of
State, to pageant himself up and down in Progress among
the perpetual bowing and cringings of an abject People.

MiUon, Free Commonwealth.

pageant-hOTlset (paj'ant-hous), n. [ME. pa-
gent house, pagiaunt house; < pageant+ housed.}
The building in whichthe movable stages called
pageants, used in medieval plays and proces-
sions, were kept when not in use. York Plays,
Int., p. xxxvi.

pageantry (paran-tri or pa'jan-tri), n. [< pa-
geant + -ry.} Pageants collectively; theatrical
display ; splendid display in general.

What pageantry, what teetB, what shows . . .

The regent made in Mytilene
To greet the king. Shak., Pericles, v. 2. 6.



pageantry
They dishononr and makea fageantry of the sacrament.

Jar. Taylor, Works (ed. 18S6), n. S96.

The streetee strew'd w<ii flowres, and full of pageanlTy,
banner^ and bravery. Evelyn, Diary, May 25, 1644.

pageanntt, n. An obsolete foi-m ot pageant.
page-cord (paj'kSrd), ». In printing, twine
nsed to tie np pages of type so that they can
be safely handled,
pagehood (paj'hud), ». [< page^ + -Twod.'i The
state OT condition of a page.
She bears herself like the very model ot pageJiood.

Saitt, Abbot, xix.

Pagellus (pa-jel'TW). »• [NL. (Cuvier), dim. of

L. pagrus, pager, sea-bream: see Pagrus.'] A
genus of sparoid fishes with several rows of

rounded molar teeth on the sides of the jaws,

and long front teeth like canines. There are sev-

eral European species : the common sea-bream of Eoiope
is P. centrodontus, the gilthead ; the Spanish sea-bream is

P. oioeni. By Cuvier the genus was made to include some
tropi<»d fishes now placed elsewhere.

pagencyt, n. [<.pagen(t),pagean(t), + -cy.2 A
pageant, stage, or scaffold. MalUtceU.

pagentt, »• An obsolete form otpageant and of

pagine.
pageryt (pa'i6r-i), TO. l<page^ + -ry.^ The em-
ployments or the station of a page.

These [stealing, etc.] are the arts,

Or seven liberal deadly sciences.

Of pagery, or rather paganism.
B. Jonson, New Inn, L 1,

Faget's disease. 1. Eczema about the iiipple,

terminating in carcinoma.—2. Arthritis and
osteitis deformans.
pagi, n. Plural otpagus.
pagilt, n. Seepagle.
pagina (paj'i-na), n. ; -pi. paginse (-ne). [NL., <

li.pagina, page: see page\ pagine.'] In hot.,

the surface, either upper or under, of any flat

body, such as a leaf.

paginal (paj'i-nal), a. [< ML. paginalis, epis-

tolary, Ut. of a" page, < L. pagina, page: see

page\ pagine.'] 1. Of or pertaining to pages;
consisting of pages.

An expression proper unto the paginal books of our
times, but not so agreeable unto volumes or rolling books
in use among the Jews. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Bit., v. 6.

2. Page for page.

A verbal and paginal reprint
PuUenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, Int., p. xv.

paginate (paj'i-nat), ». *. ;
pret. and yp. pagi-

nated, ppr. paginating. [<_ML. paginatus, pp.
of paginare, page, also brief, abstabot. epito-

mize, < L. pagina, page : see jjaj/ei.] To num-
ber or mark with consecutive numbers, as the
pages of a manuscript, etc., in order to facilitate
reference.

It is entitled "The View of Erance," and forms a small
quarto, not pof^mitai. JT. andQ.,6thser.,IX.428.

pagination (paj-i-na'shon), n. [< P. pagination
= Sp. pa^nadon= Pg."payt»afSb, < ML. pagi-
naUo{n-), <. paginare, page, paginate : see^ja^ei,

paginate.'] 1. The act of paging.— 2. The fig-

ures or marks on pages by which their order is

indicated and reference to them facilitated.

The recollections of these two players were so inaccurate
thatthey atfirsttotallyonuttedthe "Troilusand Cressida,"

which is inserted without pagiiialitxn.

I. D'ttradi, Amen, of Lit, IL 207.

paginef, » [ME.,alsoj>a<;^jieandjpos'e»<;<OF.
pagine, < L. pagina, a IcslE, a written page : see

page^. Ct. pageant.] 1. A page.

The phiUsopher fnl wyse was and sage
Which dedarid in hys first jxi^ent.

Bom.(^ PartaiayCS. £. T. S.), I- 7».

2. A writing; Scripture.

Perfeccionn of dyuyne pagyne. Mampdle, Psalter, p. 4.

paging (pa'jing), ». [Verbal n. of page\ v.]

Order of the pages of a book or writing, or the
marks by which this order is indicated

;
pagina-

tion.

paging-maclline (pa'jing-ma-shen'), n. A ma-
chine analogous to a numbering-stsimp, and op-

erating upon the same principle, used for print-

ing page-numbers in blank-books, numbering
documents or tickets, and similar work. Com-
pare numheringstamp.
paglef (pa'gl), n. [_Alsopaigle,pagil; origin ob-

scure. Ci.paggle.] The cowslip, Pnm«fae«-is.

Blae harebells, po^fe^ pansies, calaminth.
B, Jonson, Pan's Anniversary.

pagodt, ». [Also pagode; now pagoda : see par-

goda.] 1. A pagoda; hence, any Oriental tem-

ple.

They [in Pegu] have many Idol-house^ which they call

"aaodi. all the tops whereof are covered with Ireaf-gold.

4231
The presence seems, with things so richly odd.
The mosque of Mahound, or some qaeevpagod.

Pope, Satires of Donne, iv. 239.

2. An image of a deity; an idol.

The hilt [of a "creeze"] of Wood, Horn, the better sort

of Gold, Silver, or Ivory, cut in the figure ot a deformed
Pagod. S. Clarke, Geog. Descrip. (1671X p. 36.

See thronging millions to the pagod run.
And offer country, parent, wife, or son

!

Pope, EpiL to Satires, L 157.

pagoda (pa-go'da), n. {Fonfieily alsopagod, pa-
gode (see pagod), pagathoe, etc.; < F. pagode =
Gr. pagode, < Sp. pagoda= Pg. pagoda, pagode;
< Pers. (> Hind.) butkadah, an idol-temple, a
pagoda, < but, an idol, image, statue, -I- kadah,
temple. Of. equiv. Hind, but-hhdna, < but, an
idol, -I- Ichdna, a house. The Chinese name is

peli-kuli-t'a or poh-kuh-fa ('white bone tower'),
pao-t'a ('precious pile or tower'), or simply fa,
pile, tower.] 1 . In the far East, as India, China,
Burma, etc., a sacred tower, usually more or
less pyramidal in outline, richly carved, paint-

Pagnridae

blossoms, naturalized from tropical America; that of the
West Indies, Plumeria alba (see noiegay-tree).—To shake
the ^a£Oda-tree, to make a fortune in India : an expres-
sion in frequent use in the latter part of the eighteenth
and the first part of the nineteenth century.

The Nabob of a couple of generations past^ who had
enriched himself when the pagoda-tree was worth the
shaking. Saturday Sev., Sept 3, 1881, p. 307.

pagodet (pa-god'), «• l. Same as pajod.— 2.
A part of fashionable dress of the first half of
the eighteenth century, apparently at first

adopted by women and then by men who af-

fected fashion, it consisted of an enter sleeve funnel-
shaped and turned back, exposing the lining and an inner
sleeve of lawn or lace. Also pagoda-sleeoe.

pagodite (pa-go'dit), «. l< pagoda + -ite^.] A
name given to the mineral which the Chinese
carve into figures of pagodas, images of idols,

and ornaments, it is properly a variety of pinite,
thongh the name is sometimes extended to include a com-
pact kind of pyrophyllite. Also called agalmatolite and
figure-stone.

pagodyt, n. See pagoda, 3.

Pagomys (pag'o-mis), n. [NL., so named, ap-
parently, Ijecause the eonlmon species of arctic
seas, P. fceUdus, is sometimes called floe-rat; <

Pagodt, all the tops
S. aarke, Geog. Descrip. (1671), p. 33.

Great Fagoda, Tanjore, Southern India. (Dravidian style of
architecture.)

ed, or otherwise adorned, and of several stories,

connected or not with a temple. Such towers
were originally raised over relics of Buddha, the bones
of a saint, etc, but are now *built chiefly as a work of
merit on the part of some pious person, or for the purpose
of improving the luck of the neighborhood. In China pa-
godas are from three to thirteen stories high (always an
odd number). Seepo^od, 1.

Near the pagoda, under a sacred canopy, hangs, within
two feet of the ground, the Great Dagon beU.

J. W. Palmer, Up and Down the Irrawaddi, p. 121.

2f. An idol.

In that kingdome [Pegu] they spend many of these Su-

gar canes in making of houses and tents which they call

Varely, for their idoles which they call Pagodes.
HaUuyts Voyages, IL 239.

Many deformed Pagathoes are here [in Callecut] wor-
shipped. S. Clarke, Geog. Descrip. (1671), p. 29.

3. [Formerly also pagody; so called with ref.

to tile figure of a
pagoda on the
coin. The natives
in Madras called

the coin liun and
varalm (Telugu)
or rarahan (Ta-
mil).] A gold coin
current in India
from the six-

teenth century. There were several varieties. Its

value was approximately $1.70. Half- and quarter-pago-

das were coined in silver.

At the going out of Goa the horses pay custome, two and
forty pagodies for euery horse, which pagody may be of

sterling money sixe shillings eight pence, they be pieces

of golde of that value. HaJduyVs Voyages, n. 219.

A portrait-painter, in the hope of picking up some of

the pagodas which were then lightly got and as lightly

spent by the English in India [etc.].

Uacavlay, Warren Hastings.

4. [cap.] [NL.] In eool., a genus of moUusks.
Agassiz, 1837.

pagoda-sleevet fpa-go'da-slev), n. Same as

pagode, 2.

pagoda-stone (pa-go'da-ston), n. A limestone

found in China inclosingnumerous fossil ortho-

eeratites, whose septa when cut present a re-

semblance to a pagoda. The Chinese believe that
the fossils are engendered in the rock by the shadows of

the pagodas that stand above them.

pagoda-tree (pa-go'da-tre), ». One of several

trees so called in allusion to their form. That of

Japan and China is Sophora Japomca; that of India, Fi-
eus Indica, also Plumeria amitifolia, a tree with fragrant

Pagoda, in the British Museum,
of the original.)

Ringed Seal {^PagomysfatidHs).

Gr. nar/oq, frost (ice), + //if, mouse.] A genus
of Phoeidse founded by J. E. Gray in 1864; the
ringed seals.

Pagonetta (pag-o-net'a). It. [NL., < Gr. nayoc,

frost (ice),+ »«7rra, duck: see Anas.] A genus
of seai-ducks: same as Harelda.
Pagophila (pa-gof'i-la), n. [NL., < Gr. v&yog,

frost, -I- 0('/lof, loving.] A genus of Laridx
named by Kaup in 1829 ; the ice-guUs or ivory-
gulls : so called from the fondness of the birds
for ice. There is but one species, P. ebumea, the adult
of which is pure-white all over, with black feet See cut
under ivory-gull,

pagri, n. Seeptiggree.

Fagrma (pa-gri'na), n. pi. [NL., < Pagrus -\-

4na^.] In'Giinther's elassifieatiou of fishes, the
fourth group of the family Sparidse, typified by
the genus Pagrus, having conical teeth in front
and molars on the sides. The Pagrina are carniv-
orous. There are several genera, of wMch the principal
are Sparus, Pagrus, and PageUus. By most authors called
Sparinse.

pagrine (pa'grin), a. and n. I, a. Pertaining
to the Pagrina, or having their characters;
sparine.

II. n. A member of the Pagrina; a sparine.

Pagrus (pa'gnis), n. [NL., < L. pagrus, pager,
< Gr. iraypoQ, saidto be for (jiiypog, the sea-bream.]
The typical genus of Pagrina, having two rows
of molar teeth on the sides of the upper jaw,
and large canine teethin front ; the sea-breams.
It includes several species very closely related to the gUt-
heads or genus Sparus, and by some referred to that ge-
nus. P. vulgaris, a common European sx>ecies, is known
as the braize or b&Aer; it is red, and weighs five or six
pounds.

Paguma (pa-gn'ma), n. [NL. (J. E. Gray, 1864)

;

a made wora.] 1. A genus of pahn-eats or
paradoxures of the family Viverridse and sub-
family Paradoxurinse, having a short sectorial

tooth. Several species inhabit Asia and some of the ad-

joining islands. The best-known is the masked pagume,
P. larvata, of a grayish-brown color, with black feet and
head, the latter marked with a white frontal streak and
white rings around the eyes. P. leucomystax inhabits Su-
matra and Borneo.

2. [I. c] An animal of this genus; a pagume.
pagume (pa'gfim), n. A member of the genus
Paguma : same as palm-cat.

pagurian (pa-gu'ri-an), a. and n. [< NL. Pa-
gurus + -ton.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the
genus Pagurus in a broad sense.

II. «. A member of the genus Pagurus; a
hermit-crab.

Paguridse (pa-gu'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., < Paguna
¥ -idle. Ct.GT. Tlayoupldai, a humorous patro-
nymical name, with ref. to wdympoQ, a crab.]

A family of anomurous decapod crustaceans,
represented by the genus Pagurus, formerly
coextensive with the Paguroidea, now restricted

to aquatic hermit-crabs with short antennules.



Paguridse

See liermit-crdb, and cuts imder cancnso<Mi,l,
Eupagurus, and Paguroidea.
Paguridea (pag-u-rid'e-a), n. pi. [NL.] Same
as Paguroidea.
pagnroid (pag'tt-roid), a. and n. I. a. Eesem-
bling a liermit-erab ; speoifioally, of or pertain-
ing to the Paguroidea.

II, n. A memlDer of tte Paguroidea.
Paguroidea (pag-fi-roi'de-a), n.pl. [Nil., < Pa-
gurus + ar. eISoc, toria'.J A superfamily of
hermit- or soldier-crabs, represented by the
Paguridse and Ceenohitidse, having the posterior
abdominal segments modified for attachment of
the animal to the shell in which it takes up its
residence. Most of the species of this family inhabit
the deserted shells of moUusks, such as whelks, which

Diogenes^crab i^Ccenoiita tricarinaia), one of the Paguroidea.

they change for larger ones as they increase in size. They
are provided with a tail, and with two or three pairs of
rudimentary feet, by means of which they retain their po-
sition in their borrowed dwelling. The carapace is not
strong, but the claws are well developed, one being al-

ways larger than the other. The most common British
species is Eupagurus bemJiardus. Also Paguridea. See
also outs under canerisocicU and Eupagurus.

Pagurus (pa-gu'rus)^ n. [NL. (Pabrioius), <

L. pagurus, < Gr. n-ajovpoc, a crab, (. jniyvivai

()/ ivay-), fix (of. n^yig, hard), + oiipd, tail.] The
typical gemis of hermit-crabs of the family Pa-
guridss. The species have a soft tail and live

in the shells or various mollusks. See out un-
der cartcrisocial.

pagus (pa'gus), n. ; -pl.pagi (-31). [L., a district,

province, cfmton, -mlage, the country; <pan-
gere (.VP<^9)) ^t fasten: see pact. Hence ult.

pagan.2 1. In Bom. anUq., a fortified place
or village in a rural district, within which the
population of the surroundjng territory took
refuge in the event of any threatened attack.
Every pagus had its own magistrates, who kept a register
of persons and property, collected the taxes, and per-
formed other necessary acts of local administration.

2. In early Teut. hist., a division of the people
or of the territory larger than a vicus or village.
In early England it seems to have been equivalent to a
hundred or wapentake (a division or subdivision of a
county).

From Ecgberht's day, however, we have grounds for be-
lieving that the whole of the West-Saxon kingdom was
definitely ordered in separate pagi, each with an ealdor-
man at its head, and these pagi canhardly have been other
than shires. J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 224.

pahi (pa), interj. [A mere exclamation. Of.

bah, pooh, etc.] An exclamation expressing
contempt or disgust ; bah

!

Paht pah I Give me an ounce of civet, good apothecary,
to sweeten my Imagination. Shak., Lear, iv. 6. 132.

pall^ (pa), n. [Also paa; New Zealand.] In
New Zealand, a fortified native or Maori camp.
We had the opportunity of seeing a Maori pah in full

fighting condition. The Century, XXTTL 92S.

Pahlavi, PeMevi (pa'la-ve, pa'le-ve), n. and
a. [Pers. Pahlavi."} I. n. The name given by
the followers of Zoroaster to the language
in which are written the ancient translations

of their sacred l)ooks and some other works
which they preserve; also, the character in
which these works are written. Enoyc. Brit.

II. a. Of or pertaining to or written in Pah-
lavi.

The Pahlam books present the strangest spectacle of
mixture of speech. Enaye. Brtt., XVIIL 134.

pahoehoe (pii-ho'e-ho'e), n. [Hawaiian word,
meaning 'smooth,' 'polished,' also 'tone.']

Compact lava. The spongy or rough lava is

called a-a.

The pahoehoe or velvety lava, which is folded and twist-

ed in the manner of a viscid fluid, and may be compared
to the homely illustration of a thick coat of cream drawn
towards one edge of the milk-pan.
W- T. Brigham, Notes on the Volcanoes of the Hawaiian

[Islands, p. 81.

Paictes (pa-ik'tez), 9». [NL. (Sundevall, 1873),

< Gr. TraiKT?!c, a dancer or player, < TralCeiv, sport,
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play, dance, < natc, a child.] Same as Phile-
pitta.

paid (pad). Preterit and past participle otpay^.
paidt,i>. a. Contented; satisfied; pleased. Also
payd, payed. [Obsolete or dialectal (Scotch).]

Whoso that halt hym payd of his poverte,
I holde hym riche, al nadde he nat a sherte.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, L 329.

Also praying Heydon thathe wold sey to £ichard Ernold
of Crowmer that he was sory, and evyl payd that his men
maden the afray up on hym. Paekm Letters, I. 81.

paideutics (pa-du'tiks), n. Same as psedeutics.

paidle^, v. A dialectal (Scotch) form otpaddW^.
paidle^, «. A dialectal (Scotch) form otpaddle^.

paiet, "• and «. A Middle English form otpay'^.

paig, n. Same a,s paca.
palgiet (pa'gl), n. Seepagle.
pajjamas, ». pi. Seepajamas.
paik (pak), V. t. [Origin obscure.] To beat;
drub. [Scotch.]

paik (pak), ». [KpaiTCjV.'] A beating; a drub-
bing. [Scotch.]

They got their paiks, wi' sudden straiks.

BatUe of KUlieerankie (Child's Ballads, VII. 154).

pail (pal), ». [< ME. pail, payle, < OF. paile,
paielle,payelle,paille,paele,paelle,paesle,poisle,

F. poele = Pr. padela = Sp. padilla = It. pa-
della, a pan, frying-pan, = Ir. Gael, padhal, a
pitcher, ewer, < li. patella, dim. ot patina, pan:
see pan^ and patella. The senses 'bucket,
pitcher, ewer,' etc., appear to be developed
from that of 'pan,' but perhaps other words
are confused with that derived from L. patella.
Of. AS. psegel, a wine-vessel (glossed gillo), Dan.
psegel, half a pint.] A vessel of wood (staves)
or sheet-metal (usually tin), nearly or quite
cylindrical, with a hooped handle or bail, used
for carrying water, milk, or other liquids.

And Tom bears logs into the hall.
And milk comes frozen home in paH,

Shak., L. L. L., v. 2. 926 (song).

May 1st. To Westminster; in the way meeting many
milk-maids with their garlands upon their ^aiZs, dancing
with a fiddler before them. Pe/pys, Diary, in. 118.

pail-brush (pal'brush), n. A hard brush, fur-
nished with bristles at the end, used in dairies,
etc., to clean the angles of vessels. .

pailef, ». An obsolete form otpeel^.

tesly^ in his account of the Scottish Borderers, says they
care little about their houses or cottages, but "consiauct
for themselves stronger towers of a pyramidal form, which
they call PaMes," which cannot be so easily destroyed.

Destruetion of Troy, Notes, p. 470.

pailert, n. [< OF. pailler, pailUer, Taed-straw,
a rick or stack of straw, < paille, straw: see
pale^, pallet^.'] A straw bed.

As for vs here in Italy, even as our maner was in old
time to lie and sleep vpon straw-beds and chaSy couches,
so at this day wee vse to call ourpaUers still by the name
of Stramenta: Holland, tr. of Pliny, xix. 1. {Vavies.)

pailett, « An obsolete form ofj7aZteii. Chaucer.
pailful (pal'ful), ». [< pail + -ful.'] The quan-
tity that a pail will hold.

Yond same cloud cannot choose but fall by paHflils.
Shak., Tempest, ii. 2. 24.

paillasse (pa-lyas'), n. [Also palliasse; < F.
paillasse, a bed of straw, < paille, straw: see
palUard.'\ 1. Originally, a straw bed; in mod-
ern upholstery, an under-mattress.— 3t. A gar-
ment trimmed with plaited straw sewed on like
galloon or passement : women's dresses were so
ornamented about 1785.— 3t. A buffoon whose
costume was generally striped like the ticking
or stuff of which the covering of a mattress is

made, whence the name : a character assxuned
by masqueraders.
paillasson (F. pron. pa-lya-s6n'), n. [F., < pail-
lasse, a bed of straw, < paille, straw: see pail-
lasse."] A kind of straw bonnet for women, in-
troduced about 1850.

pail-lathe (pal'lasH), n. A lathe for turning
the outer and inner sides of wooden pails, mak-
ing the ends true, and forming the croze.

paille-maillet, ?>• 8a,mea,8palPmall.

paillett, n. An obsolete form of pallet^.

paillette (pa-lyef), »• [F.,<jBaiZie, straw: see
pale^, pallet^.} 1. AspangleorgUtteringpiece
of metal (or glass) forming a part of costume,
either sewed to a garment or hanging with
others in a bunch secured to a feather or in a
similar position where it could move freely.

—

2. In enamel-fainting, a bit of metal or colored
foil.

The lights were picked out in gold, while the brilliant
effect of gems was obtained by the use of paillettes or col-
oured foils. Erusyc. Brit., VIII. 184.

Also papileite.

paillon (F. pron. pa-ly&n'), ». [P., a spangle,
foil, < paille, straw : see pale^.} Bright metal

pain

foU, used in decorative art to show through a
thickness of enamel or painting to alter its color

or give it brilliancy; by extension, gilding ap-

plied upon a surface, as of wood, papier-mach6,
etc., upon which painting is to be done in trans-

lucent colors.

pail-macMne (pal'ma-shen"), n. A machine
for making wooden pails ; a pail-lathe.

pailmailt, »• Same as pall-mall.

pail-stake (pal'stak),m. Aboughwithbranches,
fixed in the ground in a dairy-yard for hang-
ing pails on. Salliwell. [Local, Eng.]
paimeutt, n. An obsolete spelling ot payment.
paini (pan), n, [< ME.paine,payne,peine,peyne,
< OF. peine,paine, payne, poine, poene, F. peine=
Pr. Sp. Pg. It. pena, ili.pxna, ML.pena, a fine,

penalty, punishment, later also hardship, pain,

< Gr. ttojmJ, a fine, penalty, retribution, punish-
ment, vengeance. Hence ult. (< L. poena) E.
penal, penalty, punish, punitive, impune, impii-

nity,penitent,penitenoe,penaMce,repent,ete.,and

(through AS.) B.^jfoe^.] 1. Penalty
; punish-

ment suffered or denounced; suffering or evil

inflicted as a punishment for a crime, or an-
nexed to the commission of a crime.

Therto he nom gret peine of horn, and from Salesbnri to
Wight he wende. Bob. of Gloucester, p. 877.

His offence is so, as it appears,
Accountant to the law upon that pain.

^hak., M. for M., il 4. 86.

The keeper telleth me it is pain of death for any to
speak with me.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc, 1853X H. 263.

2. Uneasiness or distress of Isody or of mind;
bodily or mental suffering, (a) That property of
sensations or states of consciousness which induces in the
sentient being an effort or a desire to suppress or be rid of
them : the opposite of pleaswe. Pain may have any de-
gree of intensity, from the least perceivable to a maximum
at or about which consciousness is destroyed. It may be
local or general, physical or mental, or both together. In
many sensations, as those produced by burns, the prick of
a pin, or a colic, the element of pain is so predominant
that such sensations are distinctively called pains.

For to, bye and to delyvere us from Peyjies of Helle, and
from Dethe wlthouten ende. Mandemtle, Travels, p. 2.

Absent thee from felicity awhile.
And in this harsh world draw thy breath in pain,
To tell my story. Shak., Hamlet, v. 2. 369.

My pain hath drawn my head so much awry, and holds
it so, that mine eye cannot follow mine hand.

Donne, Letters, xiv.

By pleasure and pain, delight and uneasiness, I must
all along be understood . . . to mean not only bodily jioin
and pleasure, but whatsoever delight or uneasiness is felt

by us, whether arising from any grateful or unacceptable
sensation or refiection.

Locke, Human Understanding, n. zx. 16.

Specifically—(6) In the plural, the throes or distress of
travail or childbirth.

She bowed herself and travailed ; for her pains came
upon her. 1 Sam. iv. 19.

(c) XTneasiness ot mind; mental distress; disquietude;
anxiety; solicitude; grief; sorrow.

Whon God sat in his blisse bosked in heuene.
He seig the peple thorw peine passen in-to helle.

Joseph of ArimathiedE. E. T. S.),p. 4.

WhsApain do you think a man must feelwhen his con-
science lays this folly to his charge? Law.

3. Labor; exertion; endeavor; especially, la-
bor characterized by great care, or by assidu-
ous attention to detail and a desire to secure
the best results ; care or trouble taken in doing
something: used chiefly in the plural: as, to
spare no pains to be accurate ; to be at great
poms or to take greatpaj»s in doing something.
The form pains ha,s been used by good writers
as a singular, as in the quotation from Shak-
spere below.

Ser, think you not but we shall do outpayn
To coumfort yow, and do yow suche seruice
As our connyng and Powre may suffice.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.X 1. lOia
Many couet much, and little paynes therefore intonde to

take. Baiees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 90.

Thoulovestitnot;
And all my pains is sorted to no proof.
Here, take away this dish.

Shak., T. of the S., Iv. 3. 43.

What ignorant persons you are, to take upon yon so te-
dious a journey, and yet are like to have nothing but your
travel for your pains .' Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 193.

He took me under his shelter at an early age, and be-
stowed somepains upon me. Lamb, Modem Gallantry.

4t. Trouble; difaculty.

Up I clomb with moche payne.
Chaucer, House of Fame, I. 1118.

I bridle in my struggltag Muse with pain,
That longs to launch into a bolder strain.

Addison, Letter from Italy.

Bill of pains and penalties, a bUl introduced into Par-
liament to attaint particular persons of treason or felony,
or to inflict pains and penalties beyond or contrary to the
common law. Such bills (or acts) are, in fact, new laws



pain
made as a specialoccasion may require /mpDiel—Lan-
BlnatlTig pain. See landnaie.— On or under pain Of,
under poult; <^
I observe tbat to such grievaDces as society cannot

readily care it osaally forbids atterance, on pain nf its

Bcom. Charlotte Brmti, Stiirley, zzii.

To die in tbe paint to be tortured to death.

And of o thynge lyght siker maystow be,
That certein for to dy«n in tAe ^y;i«.
That 1 sbal nerermo discoreren tlie.

Chaucer, Iroiliia. L 674.

To take pains, to Iw careful ; malie an effort. Seedeta
Kiot in the Waste of that Estate

Which thoa hast taken so much Pains to get
Coixffreve, Imit of Horace, IL xiv. 4.

= SjlL 2. Pinn, Aehe, Tmnge. All the words expressing
phyaical pun are applicable, by familiar and therefore
not emphatic figure, to pain of mind. Pain is the general
term ; aehi represents a continued local paiu ; it is often
oompoonded with a word expressing the place, as head-
aehBt toothocAtf. Twinge represents a sadden, momentary
pain, as though one had been griped or wrung. See agony,
— 2(fi). Bitterness, heartache, affliction, woe, burden.

pain^ (pan), V. [< ME. paytien, peineii, peynen,
OF.peiner, pener, painer, poener, F. peiner =
Sp. Pg. penar= lUpenare, < ML.jMBoare, inflict

as a penalty, punish, < L. pttna, penalty, pain:
seejwMnl, n.j I. trans. If. To inflict soffering
npon as a x>enalty or punishment; torture;
punish.

Fals witnes vpon him thei berid.
And nailed hun upon the roode.
And peyned him tiiere til that he deied.

flj/mns to Virgin, etc (K E. T. S.), p. 4&

On that Soche dropped the Woundes of our Lord, whan
bewaspqyned on the Crosse; and that is cleped Golgatiia.

MandeciUe, TraTels, p. 76.

2. To trouble or annoy with physical or men-
tal suffering, (a) To render physically uneasy ; inflict

physical pain upon ; distress.

Excessof heatas wellascoldiiauuus. Locke.

(6) Torender uneasy in mind ; trouble or annoywith men-
tal suffering ; distress ; disquiet ; grieve.

I ampain«d at my very heart Jer. ir. 19.

A coarse taste is one which finds pleasureinthingswhich
pain the fully developed normal man by suggestions of
physical pain, immorality, and so forth.

J. Sully, Outlines of Psychol, pi. 544.

Sf. To cause to take pains; put to exertion:
used reflexively.

Wherfor I am, and wol ben ayredy
Topeynen me to doyow this seiryse.

Chaucer, Troilns, L 969.

So blessed beo Peers Ploohman tikatpeyneth hym to talie.

And trauaileth and tuleth for a tretoor al-so sore
As for a trewe tydy man alle tymes ylyk&

PiertPlowman (C), xxil iSi.

4. To put to trouble or pains. [Bare.]

O, give me pardon,
That I, yonr vassal, have employ'd and pain'd
Your unknown sovereignty

!

Shak., IL tor IL, v. 1. 391.

— Syn. 2. To hurt, agonize^ torment^ torture, rack, excru-
ciate.

II.t intrans. To suffer; be afflicted with pain.

And Grace gaf hym the croys with the corone of thomes^
That Crist vp-on Caluarie for mankynde on peynede.

Pien Plowman (CX xxiL 32i.

pain^t, ». [ME., also payn, payne, < OF. pain, F.
ptun= Sp.pan = Pg.pao= lt.pane,<'Li. panis,
m., sometimes pane, nent., bread, a loaf; akin
to pabulum, food, pascere, feed: see pasture.
Hence, from L. panis, ult. E. panterS, pantry,
appanage, etc.] Breaid.

The propbete hispaj/n eet in penannce and wepyng.
Piers Plowman (A), viii. 106.

Than take youre loof of Ugbtpaym as y haae said sett
£aia» Boat (K £. T. a), p. 13S.

pain^ n. An obsolete spelling of pane^.

painablet (X)a'na-bl), a. [< pain^ + -able. Cf

.

penible.1 Capa'ble of giving pain
;
painful.

The manicles of Astyages were not, therefore, the less

weighty and painable forbeing composed of gold or silver.

Evelyn, Liberty and Servitude, iL

pamdemainet, n. [ME. , also payndemayn, also

paynmayne, payne mayne, paynman, also simply
demayn, < OF. pain demmne, < ML. panis do-

minicus, lit. 'Lord's bread,' so called because
stamped with afigure of Christ: L.j)anis, bread;

LL. dominicus, of the Lord: see dotninieal.']

Bread of peculiar whiteness; the finest and
whitest bread.

\nivt was his foce asjx^ndenuiyn.
Chaucer, Sir Ihopas, 1. 14.

pained^ (pand), a. [Kpainl + ^d^.;\ Having
pain; indacatiig pain: as, a j)atned expression.

Visit the speechless sick and still converse

With groaning wretches; and yonr ta^ sliall be . . .

To enforce the pained impotent to smile.
Shat.,L.L.L.,v.±SU.

pained^, a. An obsolete form of paned.

painM (pan'ful), a. [< ME. paynful; < ijmni

+ -ful.2 1. That gives or is characterized by
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pain; of a nature to pain, render uneasy, or in-
flict suffering, whether bodily or menl^ ; dis-
tressing: as, a fain/ul operation in surgery; a
painfitl effort; a j»a»»/ui subject.

The aged man tbat coffers-up his gold
Is plagued with cramps and gouts and pait\ful fits.

Shale, Lucrece, L 856.

It was, indeed, poir^^ to be daily browbeaten by an
enemy. Macaulay, Hist £ng., vL

2. That requires or necessitates labor, exer-
tion, care, or attention; troublesome; difficult;

toilsome.

Our gayness and our gilt are all besmirch'd
With rainy marching in the paii^vl field.

ShaJc, Hen. v., iv. & 111.

A painful passage o'er a restless flood.

Cowper, Hope, L 3.

St. Painstaking; industrious; busy; careful;
laborious; hard-working.
I think we have some as pair^vl magistrates as ever was

in England. Latimer, Sermons, p. 142.

We will yon deliner him one or more of suchpoif^/ua
young men as he shal thinke meetest for his purpose.

HaJduyts Voyaget, I. 301.

A moderate maintenance distribnted to every painfull
Minister, tbat now scarce sustains his Familywith Bread.

Milton, Beformation in £ng., ii

_= Syn. 1 and 2. Racking, agonizing, tormenting, tortur-
ing, excruciating, arduous severe, grievous, tiying, afflic-

tive.

painfnlly (pan'ftd-i), adv. In a painful man-
ner, (a) With suffering of body ; with affliction, tmeasi-
ness, or distress of mind. (6) With great pains or pains-
taking ; laboriously ; with toil ; with careful effort or diU-
gence. (e) Oppressively; unpleasantly; as, a floor look,
ing painfuUy dean.

pamfulness (pan'ful-nes), n. The state or
quality of being painful, in any sense of that
word.
Pttii^uhua by feeble means shall be able to gain that

which in theplenty ofmore forcibleinstrumentsisthrough
sloth and n^ligence lost Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. § 22.

painiynfj paiyiimryf Bo%paynim, paynimry.
painless (pan'les), a. [< po»ni -f- -tegs.] Free
from pain; not attended with pain: as, & pain-
less suiAcal operation.

painlessly (pan'les-li), adv. In a painless
manner; without suffering or inflicting pain.
painlessness (pan'les-nes), n. The state or
character of being painless : as, the painless-
ness of certain diseases.

painstaker (panz'ta'ker), n. One who takes
pains ; a careful, laborious person.

Ill prove a true pains4alcer day and night Gay.

painstaking (panz'taldng), n. The taking of
pains ; assiduous and careful labor.

Then first ofaU began the Galles to fortifye theircampes,
and they were dismayde in heart, bicause Uiey were men
not acqoainted with paynes takynge.

GoUing, tr. of Csesar, foL 196.

For my paines4aliing that day the king greatlye com-
mended me, and honorably rewarded me.

Webbe, Travels (ed. ArberX p. 34.

painstaking (panz'ta'Mng), a. That takes
pains or trouble ; characterized by close, care-
ful, assiduous, or conscientious application or
labor; industrious; laborious and careful: as,

a painstaking person.

The good burghers, like so many painstaking and perse-

vering havers, slowly and surely pursuing tiieir labors.
Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 166.

painstakingly (panz'ta'king-li), adv. With
painsl^iking, or careful attention to every de-

tail; carefully.

painswortby (panz'wer'Tm), a. Deserving of
pains or care; recompensing pains or care.

EditOmrgh Bev.

paint (pant), V. [Early mod. E. also paynt,

peinct; < ME. paynten, peinten,peyntyn,poynten,

< OF. 'peinter, paincter (= Sp. 'Pg.pintar), freq.

of paindre, poindre. F. peindre (^p.peint, paint,

point, F. peint) = It. pignere, pingere, < L. p»n-

(/ere, paint : see ^^«rf.] I. trans. 1. To coat

or cover with a color or colors ; color or cover
with a paint or pigment.

There be two tables of our blessyd lady, which seynt
Iiukepayfito2 with his awne handes at Padowa.

Sir R. Ouylforde, Pylgiymage, p. a
She painfed her face and tired her head. 2Elix.30.

To gild refined gold, to paint the lily.

Shot., E. John, iv. 2. 11.

2. To depict or delineate in colors or paints of

any kind, usually on a prepared surface ; rep-

resent in colors; represent in a picture: as. to

paint a landscape ora portrait ; topaint a battle-

scene; also, to execute in colors: as, topaint a
picture.

The iiijth tyme he shewyd the pepyll a pictnr poyntyd
on a clotiie, of the passion of our lorde.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Tiavell, p. 3.

paint

On the south side of the wall of another conrt^ there
was a very prett? and meny story painted.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 73.

A couple, fair
As ever patater poijited, poet sang.

Termyson, Aylmer's Field.

3. Figuratively, to delineate, depict, or da-
scribe in words

;
present vividly to the mind's

eye; set forth or represent as in a picture:
formerly with out: as, to paint the joys of
heaven.
Their infamous life and tyraimies were layd open to all

the world, their miserable ends painted out in playes and
pageants, to shew the mntabilitie of fortune.

PuttenAd ut. Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 49.

Oaud. Disloyal?—
2). John. The word is too good to paint out her wicked-

ness. Shak., Much Ado, iii. 2. 112.

He painted to himself what were Dorothea's inward sor-
rows, as if he had been writing a choric wail.

George Eliot, Middlemarch, xxxvii.

4. To color, deck, decorate, or diversify ; orna-
ment; adorn.

Is al this peinted proces seyd, alas,

Eyght for this tyn? Chnuer, TroQus, iL 424.

He can purtraye wel the pater-noster and peynte it with
aaes. Piers Plowman (B), xv. 176.

The Rose and Lilly paint the verdant Plains,
Congreve, Birth of the Mnse.

Te mists and exhalations, that now rise

From hSl or steaming lake, dusky or gray.
Till the sun paint your fieecy skirts ^\ith gold.

MiUon, P. L, V. 187.

Knaves are men
That . . . paint the gates of Hell with Paradise.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

To paint coffee, to color the berries of coffee artificially

with a view to defraud.—To paint out. (a) See del 3.

(6) To erase or blot out by covering vith pigments : as, to
point out an ansatisfactory picture.—To paint the town
red, to go on a boisterons and disorderly spree. (Slang,
U.S.]

Mere horse-play; it is the cow-boy's method of pointing
the town red, as an interlude in his harsh monotonous life.

The Century, XXXVL 838.

H. intrans. 1. To practise painting; use pig-
ments in depicting faces, scenes, etc.

MyLord mightymerry; among other things, saying that
the Queen is a very agreeable lady, and paints well.

Pepys, Diary, I. 282.

2. Tolay artificialcoloron the face, usuallywith
the view of beautifying it ; hence, to blush.

Letherpaint an inch thick, to this fav>nr she mustcome.
Shak., Hamlet, v. 1. 213.

Mrs. Fitz. You make me poin^ sir.

Wit. They are fair colour^
lAdy, and natural

!

B. Jonson, Devil is an Ass, iL 2.

3. To indulge in strong drink ; drink. [Slang.]

The Muse is dry.
And Pegasus doth thirst for Hippocrene,
And fain would point—imbibe the vulgar call

—

Or hot or cold, or long or short
Exngsley, Two Yeara Ago, xxiv. (Dacies.)

4t. To counterfeit ; disguise.

Andy wole neithir glose uepeynt.
But y waame tiiee on the othir side.

Baiees Book (E. E. T. a), p. 51.

paint (pant), n. [(.paint, r.'i 1. A substance
used in painting, composed of a dry coloring
material intimatelymixedwith a liquidvehicle.
It difiera from a dye in that it is not designed to sink into
the substance to which it is applied, but to form a snper-
ficial coating. The term pigment is sometimes restricted
to the dry coloring matenal of which a paint is made.
2. Color laid on the face; rouge.

His colonra laid so thick on every place.
As only show'd the paifit, but hid the face.

Dryden, To Sir Robert Howard, L 76.

All paints may be said to be noxious. They injure the
skin, obstruct perspiration, and thus frequently 1^ the
fonndatioo for cataneoos affections. Dunffiaon.

3. In rubber-manuf., any substance fixed with
eaoutehoue in the process of manufacture, for
the purpose of hardening it. Various materials
are employed, such as whiting, plaster of Paris,
sulphate of zinc, lampblack, pitch, etc Copper
paint, a paint composed of finely divided metallic copper
mixed with a medium, usually oil and wax^ used to coat Uie
bottoms of vessels to prevent fouling.

—

TTidistTi paint, (a)
The red Indian paint, Sanguinaria Canadensis, the blood-
root (6) The yellow Indian paint, Hydrastis Canadaisis,
the yellow puccoon, or yellowroot—LitMc paint. See
lithie!!.—l,umlnoas pidnt, a paint made by heating pow-
dered oyster-shells and sulphur together in a closed cm-
cible. "Hiis forms a polysnlphidof calcium, which is mixed
witii a mastic varnish to form the paint 'The polysolphid
of calcium has the peculiar property of emitting in ^A-
ness light which it has previously absorbed. Luminous
paint has been used for clock-dials, match-safes, lanterns
for powder-magazines, etc. It has been suggested for
many other purposes, but the amount of light emitted is

so small that it^ practical application has failed except
under afew special conditions.—Mineral paint, any dry
earthy materUd powdered and used as a paint ; specifical-
ly, a hematite iron ore so used.—Mixed palnte, paints
prepared by the manufacturer in a condition ready to be
used by the consumer. Paint is usually sold in the form



paint

ol a paste, to which the consumer has to add oil to thin it
sufficiently to be applied with a brush. In mixed paints
the oil, tinling-colors, and driers are all present.— Fhos-
pborescent paint. Same as luminam point.—Pick's
paint, a protective dressing in skin affections, composed
of gelatin, glycerin, and zinc oxid with water.

paintable (pan'ta-bl), a. [< paint + -able.']

That can be painted; admitting of artistic re-
production in colors.

It is a strange Victor Hugoish conception, not without
grandeur and poetry : paintable perhaps by an artist who
combined in himself Michael Angelo, Tintoretto, and Tur-
ner. Nineteenth Century, XXIV. 41.

paint-box (paut'boks), n. A box, usually with
compartments, for the convenient holding ofthe
different paints used by an artist or painter.
paint-bridge (pant'brij),». Tlwat., a suspended
platform on which a scenic artist works, and
which he can raise or lower at will.

paint-brush (pant'brush), n. A brush for ap-
plying paint. For ordinary painting the brushes are
made of nog-bristles ; but for artists' use the finer elastic
hair of other animals is employed, as of the fltch, badger,
and sable.

paint-burner (pant'b6r"ner), n. A gas- or oil-

lamp, with a blowpipe, used to burn off old paint
in order to prepare a surface for repainting.
painted (pan'ted), jj. a. 1. Coated or covered
with paint, or with designs executed in colors.

Now to the gude green-wood he 's gane.
She to hev painted bower.

Lammikin (Child's Ballads, III. 308).

2. In eool. highly colored; having a bright,
rich, or varied coloration, as if artificially

painted.— 3. Depicted in colors.

As idle as a painted ship
Upon a painted ocean.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, ii.

Hence— 4. Existing merely as a picture or rep-
resentation; artificial; counterfeit; feigned;
unreal; disguised.

This Leoherye leyde on with a laughyng chiere.
And with pryue specbe and peynted wordes.

Piers Plowman (BX xx. 114.

The grappling vigour and rough frown of war
Is cold in amity and painted peace.

Shak., K. John, iii. 1. 106.

Are the flames of another world such painted fires that
they deserve only to be laughed at, and not seriously con-
sidered by us ? Staiingfeet, Sermons, I. ii.

Fainted bat, a bat of the genus Kerivovla : so called from
the bright and varied colors, which make them appear
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Painted Bat l^KervvouIa pictal.

like butterilies as they repose on the leaves of trees.

—

Fainted bunting, Plectropkanes pictue, a very common
longspur of western and northwestern America, of many
variegated colors.—Fainted clotll, tapestry, especially
a cheap form of it. The designs were principally human
figures, and had sage sentences issuing in scrolls from
their mouths and otherwise introduced : hence the phrase
was applied to hackneyed and trite rimes and sayings.

A witty poesy, a saw that smells of the painted cloth.

Rowley, Match at Midnight, L

Care not for those GOSLTse painted-doth rhymes made by
the uniuersity of Salerne. VekTcer, Gull's Hornbook, p. 57.

Fainted duck. See cZwi.—Fainted finch. See finch,
and also cut under Ptusertria.—Fainted glass, (a) See
glaxS'itaining and glass, (b) Minute and delicate decorar
tive work done in the middle ages on rondels and lens-

shaped pieces of glass, in imitation of miniatures in manu-
scripts ; but few pieces remain, a collection having been
brought together by the Marquis d'Azeglio in 1876. In a
few cases rock-crystal was used instead of glass.—Faint-
ed goose. See ffoose.—Fainted byena, the African hy-
ena-dog. See cut under Lycaon.—'Paiate& quail, any
quail of the genus Excalfactoria.—fain.te(L ray, a batoid
lish, Raia maeulata.—tainted snipe, any snipe of the ge-

nus Ehynchiea.

painted-cup (pan'ted-kup), n. A plant of the
genus Castilleia, primarily C. coccinea, the scar-

let painted-cup : so called from the highly col-

ored dilated bracts about the flowers.

painted-grass (pan'ted-gras), n. Same as rib-

bon^grass.

painted-lady (pan-ted-la'di), n. 1 . The thistle-

butterfly, Vanessa (or Pyrameis) cardui, of an
orange-red color spotted with white and black.

See cut in next column.— 2. The sweet pea,

Lathyrus odoratus.

painter^ (pan'ter), n. [< ME. payntour, < OF.
peintour, peintor, painteor, also (nom.) pemtre,

pair

By woe, the soul to daring actios swells

;

By woe, in pairvUess patience it excels.

Savage, Wanderer, iL

paintmentt (pant'ment), n.

Paint; color.

[<. paint + -ment.']

And Nature's i«tjntoi«nte, red, and yellow, blew,
Wil^ colours plenty round about hun grew.

Good Newes and Bad Neiwet (1622X (Narei.)

paint-mill (pant'mil), n.

ing paints.

A machine for grind-

Painted.lady {Pyrameis cardu£i.

paintre, F. peintre = Sp. Pg. pintor = It. pin-
tore, also (without the nasal, which is due to
inf.) pittore, < li.pictor, a painter, < pingere, pp.
pictus, paint : see pictor and paint.'] One who
paints. Specifically— (a) A workman who coats or cov-
ers articles with paint: as, a bouse-painter or carriage-
fainter. (6) An Eu^ist who represents the appearance of
natural or other objects on a plane or other surface by
means of colors.

Mine eye hath play'd the painter, and hath stell'd

Thy beauty's form in table of my heart.
Shak., Sonnets, xxiv.

After dinner I visited that excellent painter Verrio,
whose works in fresco in the King's palace at Windsor will
celebrate his name as long as those walls last.

Evelyn, Diary, July 23, 1679.

Fainter's colic, lead-colic— Palnter's-easel larva.
See jjiMteMS.—Fainter's etching. See etching.

painter^ (pan'ter), n. [A var. of panter^, q. v.]
A rope attached to the bow of a boat, and used
to fasten it to a stake, a ship, or other object.

—

Lazy painter, a small rope used for securing a boat in
smooth water.—To cut one's painter, to set one adrift

;

hence, to send one away ; hinder one from doing mischief
or injury.

painter*^ (pan'ter), ». [A var. otpanther, q. v.]

A panther : applied in the United States to the
puma, cougar, or American lion, Felis concoloi:

painterlyt (pan'ter-li), a. [< painter^ + -lyK]
Like a painter. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

paintership (pan'ter-ship), n. [< painter'^ +
-sMp.] The state or condition of being a paint-
er. [Bare.]

Admit also a curious, cunning painter to be the chiefe
painter ; let him striue also to continue still in his chiefe
paintourship, least another passe him in conning.

Bp. Ga/rdiner, True Obedience, fol. 47.

painter-stainer (pan'ter-sta'nSr), n. 1. A
painter of coats of arms ; a heraldic painter or
draftsman.— 2. A member of the livery com-
pany or gild in London bearing this name.
paint-frame (pant'fram), n. Theat., a movable
iron framework used for moving scenes from
the stage to the paint-bridge.

paintiness (pan'ti-nes), n. The quality of be-
ing painty, or overcharged with paint : said of
a picture.

painting (pan'ting), n. [< ME. peintunge,peynt-
ynge, poyntynge; verbal n. ot paint, v.] 1. The
act, art, or employment of laying on paints.
Specifically, the art of forming figures or representing ob-
jects in colors on any surface ; or the art of representing,
by means of figures and colors applied on a surface, ob-
jects presented to the eye or to the imagination, in gen-
eral in such a manner as to produce the appearance of
relief and of distance.

This is the very painting of your fear

:

This is the air-drawn dagger which, you said.

Led you to Duncan. Shale, Mfacbeth, iii. 4. 61.

2. A picture ; specifically, a likeness, image, or
scene depicted with paints.

For righte as the Bokes of the Scripture of hem techen
the Clerkeshow and in what manere thei schulle beleeven,
righte so the Ymages and the Peyntynges techen the lowed
folk to worschipen the Seyntes.

Mandeviile, Travels, p. 818.

We visited divers other churches, chapells, & monas-
teries, for the most part neatly built, & full of pretty
payntinge. Eoelyn, Diary, May 6, 1644.

And with choice paintings of wise men I hung
The royal dais round. Tennyson, Palace of Art.

3. Color laid on.
This painting.

Wherein you see me smeared.
Shak., Cor., 1. 6. 68.

Encausticpainting. See «n<;ai»eu;.—Florentine school
of painting. See Renaissanee.—Gia&to vaitMng. See
grafito.—Graycameo-painting,amethod of glass-paint-
ing in which the markings andsnadings are very delicate,
producingasortoflight-graymonochrome.—Ionic school
of painting. See /onic.— Italian, mural, etc., paint-
ing. See the qualifying words.—Muffle-painting. See

paintless (pant'les), a. [< paint + -less.] 1.

Without paint.— 2. Incapable of being painted
or represented; not to be painted or described.
[Rare.]

Masury's Paint-mill (Section),

era, uppermillstone-bed; d d, pillars supporting a a/ cff, lower mill-

stone-bed (both beds are hollow and fitted with annular stone plates

tid.e e; the lower bed is supported upon and rotated horizontally by
a hollow vertical shafty, and bevel-^earingA^^ : ( t, the driving-pul-

ley and idler-pulley. The shafts is sphnedin the gear ^, and is

raised or lowered by the screw-gearing^ g. Water is run through the
pipe r into the open spaces a a and f f m the millstone-beds, escaping
through s and/"/ this keeps the mill cool. The paint passes from
a hopper o through an opening t provided with a gate to the stones;
it may be grouna to great fineness without heating. The dischaige-
chute is not shown.

paint-mixer (pant'mik''''s6r), n. A east-iron
cylinder, fittedwith avertical shaftwithpaddles,
used to mix pigment with oil, turpentine, etc.

paint-remover (pant're-m6''''v6r), n. A caustic
alkaline paste used to take off old paint in or-

der to prepare the surface for repainting.

paint-room (pant'rom), n. The room in a the-
ater where the scenic artist works.
paintroot (pant'rot), n. The Carolina redroot,
Lachnanthes Unctoria.

paint-strake (pant'strak), n. Naut., the up-
permost strake of plank immediately below the
plank-sheer. Also sheer-stroke. See stroke.

painturet (pan'Jur), n. [< ME. peinture, peyn-
ture,peyntowre,poyntowre, < OF. painture, peirir-

ture, F.peintwre = Sp. Pg. pintura= It.pinturo,
also (without the nasal, which is due to inf.),

pittura, < L. pietura, painting: see pictwre and
paint.] 1. The art or act of painting.

Blight as she [Nature] kan peynte a lilie whit
And reed a rose, right with swich peynture
She peynted hath this noble creature.

Chatieer, Doctor's Tale, 1. 3&

2. Paint or painted decoration.

And zit there is at Alizandre a faire Chirche, alle white
vifhonten peynture; and so ben alle the othere Chirches,
that waren of the Cristene Men, alle white with inne.

MandeviUe, Travels, p. S6.

3. A picture ; a painting.

Both the ymages and tYie peyntures
Gan I biholde bysyly. Rmn. of the Rose, L 142.

paintwork (pant'werk), n. Painting done on
surfaces or articles.

Thepairawork and furniture looked as though thewhole
had been blaokleaded. The Engineer, T.YTT. 7.

painty (pan'ti), a. [< point + -j^i.] 1. Over-
charged with paint; displaying obtrusively or
inharmoniously the colors which have been
used or the manner of using them.
His cattle are conscientiously painted, perhaps a little

too painty. The Studio, ni. 129.

As the picture stands, ... it is refreshingly airy and
sunny, ana makes the pictures about it seem heavy and
painty by comparison. The Matim, XLVIII. 31S.

2. Smearedor spottedwith paint: as, his clothes
are all painty.
pair^ (par), n. [< ME. paire,poyre,peire,peyre,
peir, peer, peere, per, a pair (applied to any
number of like thmgs), C OF. paire, peire, P.
poire, f., also OF.pair, m., apair, couple, = Sp.
Pg. par = It. paro, pajo = D.jaaar = MLG.
par, MHG-. par, bar, Gr. poor = Icel. par= Sw.
Dan. par, < L.pa»-, apair, <por, equal: seepar^,
peer^.] 1. Two things of a kind, similar in
form, identical in purpose, and matched or used
together: as, a^air of gloves; a _poir of shoes.

Let it then suffice
To drown one woe, one pair of weeping eyes.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1680.

Two Pair of the purest white worsted Stockings you can
..* „. w c... HoweU, Letters, 1. i. 14.get of Womens Size.



pair

2. A single thing composed essentially of two
pieces or ports which are used only in combi-
nation and named only in the plural : as, apair
of scissors, trousers, or spectacles.

With that the wicked carle, the muster Smith,
A poire of red-whot yron tongs did take
Out of the bnming (^ders, and therewith
Voder his side him Dipt Spemer, F. Q., IV. v. 44.

Lo a black horse; and he that sat on him had a pair of
balances In his hand. Bev. tL S.

Set Forms are ajMtV of Compasses.
SOdm, Table-Talk, p. 90.

3. A coiq>Ie; a hrace; a span: as, a pair of
pistols ; a pair of horses.
And peyer of grett Candylstykes.

TorkingUm, DIarie of Eng. Travell, p. 11.

To-morrow is oar wedding day,
And we will then repair

Unto the Bell at Edmonton,
All in a chaise andjwir.

Coupar, John Gilpin.

"Come to my dressing-room, Becky, and let as abase
the company"—which, between them, this pair of friends
did perfectly. Thackeray, Vanity fair, xL

A human heart should beat for two,
Whate'er may say your single scomers

;

And all the hearths I erer knew
Had got apair of chimney^oomers.

F. Loeker, Old Letters.

Specifically—4. A married conple ; in general,
two mated aniTnals of any kind.

Ane shnllen deye for hns dedes by dales and bnlles.
And the fonles that flen forth with othere bestes.
Except onllche of eche kynde a peyre.
That la thy shyoglede schip wIOi the shal be saued.

Piers PIttuman (CX zL 231.

Two women faster welded in one loye
Than pairs of wedlock. Teftnyson, Princess, tL

5. A set of like or equal things: restricted to a
few (mostly obsolete) phrases: as, Sk pair (or
pack) of cards ; stpair (or flight) of stairs ; apair
of organs (that is, a set of organ-pipes, hence an
organ) ; stpair of gallows (that is, a gibbet) ; a
pair of beads (see bead).

Of smal coral abowte hire arm she baar
Ajwir« of bedes ganded al with grene.

Chaveer, Gen. ProL to C. T., 1. 159.

What talkest thou to me of the hangman? if I hang,
111 make a fat pair of gallows ; for if I hang, old Sir John
hangs with me, and thou knowest he is no starveling.

ShaJc, 1 Hen. IV., IL 1. 74.

X ha' nothing but my skin,
Ahd my clothes ; my sword here, and myself

;

Two crowns in my pocket, two pair of cards.
FUtiher (and anothar% Sea Voyage, I. X

Prudence took them into the dlolng-room, where stood
a pair of excellent virginals.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, ii.

Though yon live up twopair of stair^ is any home hap-
pier than yoiu^ Philip?

Thackeray, Adventures of Philip, xxxiv.

6. In archery, a set of three arrows.—7. In
mining, a set or gang of men working together
at the same hours.—8. In deliberative bodies,
two members belonging to opposing parties
who for their own convenience (as to permit
one or both of them to be absent) arrange with
each other to refrain from voting for a specified
time or on a specified question, thus nullifying a
vote on each side; also, the arrangement thus
effected. See pairing^.—9. In pok«r, two of
the same denomination, without regard to suit

or color: as, apair of aces or deuces A pair of
colors, the two flags carried by an infantry r^iment^ as
in the armies of 6r«at Britain and the TTnlted States : one
of these flags is the national ensign or some modification
of It, and the other bears devices, mottos, etc., peculiar to
the regiment—A pair of knlvest. See ii^/e.—(km-
tiacUble, expansible, etc, pair. See the adjectives.—
Double pair royal, four similar cards, as four kings.

—

Pair royal(also conlaactedpairio^t, parial\,pryH\'), tbree
similar things ; specifically, three cso^s of a kind in cer-

tain game^ as three kings or three queens.

Hath that great pair-royiU
Of adamantlue sisters late made Isrial

Of some new trade! Quories, Emblems, v. 7.

On ^paiT-myal do I wait in death

:

My sovereign, as his lineman ; on my mistress,
As a devoted servant ; and on Ithocles^

As if no brave, yet no unworthy enemy.
Ford, Broken Heart, v. 2.

The game is coant«d ... by fifteens, sequeoces, pairs,

and poMoIg, according tothe nnmbers appertaining to the
partitions occupied by the half-pence.

Strvtt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 399.

There goes but a pair of sheaist, there is little or no
difference.

Ludo. Thou thyself art a wicked villain, despite of aU
grace.

First 6enL WeD,f*«r8 vxni iut a pair <tf shears^tweea
us. Shai., U. for M., L 2. 2&

There goes but a pair qf Clears between a promoter [In-

former] and a knav& Smiley, Match at Midnight^ it

To contract a pair. Seeamtrael.—To expand a pair.
See expand. ^Syn. 1-3. Pair, Covjie, Tote, Brace, Dyad,
J)uad. Pair and couple properly express two Individuals

or unities naturally or habitually going together or mak-
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Ing a set : as, tipair of horses, gloves, oars ; aweddedpair;
a loving eoup2e ; but pair also means two things alike and
put together, and couple has by colloquial use come to be
often spplied to two, however accidentally brought toge-
ther : as, give him a couple of apples. Yokey on the other
hand, applies only to two ftnimaia customarily yoked toge-
ther : as, a yoke of oxen. Brace is rather a hunters' term,
with limited and peculiar application : as, a brace of par-
tridges, pistols, slugs. Dyad is used in philosophical and
mathematical language only. Duad Is a special mathe-
matical word signifying an unordered pair,

pair! (par), V. [= Gr. j)oaren= Sw.para= Dan.
parre; from the noun: see pair\ n.] I. »n-

irojis.
_
1. To form a pair or pairs; specifically,

to be joined in pairs as birds are in the breed-
ing season ; mate ; couple.

Your hand, my Perdlta ; so turtles paiTf
That never mean to part Shot., W. T., Iv. 4. 154.

2. To suit ; fit ; match.
Had our prince.

Jewel of children, seen this hour, he had pair'd
Well with this lord. ShaJc, W. T., v. 1. 116.

This with the other should, at least, have pair'd.
Jfiltan, S. A., L 208.

Ethellnda

!

My heart was made to fit and paw* with thine,
Rovxt The Boyal Convert, IIL

To pair oS. (a) To separate from a company In pairs
or couples.

At the end of the third set supper was announced ; and
the party, pairing of like turtles, adjourned to the sup-
per-room. Peacock, Headlong Han, xiii.

(&) To abstain from voting by arrangement with amember
of the opposite party to do the same : said of members of
deliberative assemblies, Seepoin'n^i,

The judges are certainly the hardest-worked class of
oflice-holders—except members of Congress in session,
and even they can pair off. The Ceittury, XXX. 329.

n. trans. 1. To join in couples ; specifically,
to cause to mate : as, to pair a canary with a
siskin.

Minds are so hardly matched, that even the first.

Though paired by Heaven, in Paradise were cursed.
Dryden, To John Dryden, L 22.

Turtles and doves of differing hues unite,
And glossy jet is pair'd with shining white.

Pope, tr. of Ovid's Sappho to Phaon, L 44,

2. To unite or assort in twos as well suited to
each other.

Virtue and grace are always paired together.
Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, Iv. 2.

The first summons. Cuckoo ! of thy bill.

With its twin notes inseparably paired,
Wordsumrth, Sonnets, ill. 14.

Innocent child and snow-white flower!
Well are ye paired in your opening hour.

Bryant, Innocent Child and Snow-wMte Flower.

paUT^f.c. [ME.pairen,payren,peiren,'hj&jibeii-
esis for empairen, impair: see inipotrl.] I.

trans. To impair.

Lefe of this langore, as my lefe brother.
That pnttes the to imyne and peires thi sight

Z>e8(rue(ibn qfTny (B. E. T. S.X L 3588.

Whatsoever is new Is nnlooked for— and ever It mends
some, and pairs others. .Saeon, Innovations (ed^ 1887).

H. intrans. Tobecome impaired; deteriorate.

If tho thingis that schulen perische & poire
Vnto thI sighte thus semell bee,
Weel maist thou wite y am weel falrc^

Of whom ech thing hath his bewte,
Potitical Poems, etc (ed. FnmlvallX p. 185,

The life of man is such that either It pairetA or amend-
eth. J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc, 18S3X n. 29.

paired (pard), a. 1. Arranged in pairs : said of
corresponding parts situated on opposite sides

of the body, as the arms of a man, uie wings of
insects, etc.— 2. Mated, as any two individuals

of different sexes Faired fins, in iehth., the lateral

fins, pectoral or ventral : distingolshed from median or
verUcdlfins.

pairertCpar'er),n. [ME.j>etrer;<jpa»r2-t--eri.]

One who impairs or injures.

Enviouse memus sein that I am a peurer of hooli scrip-

tnris. Wyclif, ProL to James.

pairialt, «. Same as j>air royal (which see, un-
der poiri).

pauingi (par'ing), n. [Verbal n. oipair\ c]
In deliberative assemblies, a practice by which
two members belonging to opposite parties

agree that both shall be absent for a speci-

fied time, or that both shall abstaiu from vot-

ing on a particular question, so that a vote is

mdlified on each side. Also caReA pairing off.

pairing^ (p&'ing), ». [< ME. peyringe; verbal
n. of j)a»r2, ».] Imparnnent; injury.

What profitith It to a man if he winne al the world, and
do peyringe to his soule ? Wyclif, Mark vIIL 36.

pairing-time (pst'ing-lam), n. The time when
animsSs, as birds, pair for breeding; mating-
time.

paiimentf (par'ment), «. [ME. peyrement; <

pair^ ¥ -ntent. C^. impairment.'\ Impairment;
injury; damage.

Pair-toed or Zvgodac-
ty;l Foot of Woodpecka

.

with digits X, 3, 3. 4, of
which &K 4tti is the re-
vereed one.

pakald
Kethelease I gesse all thingis to be peyrtment for tho

cleer science of lesus Crist my Lord, for whom I made aile
thingis peyr«7i«it. Wydyf, PhIL iiL 8.

Engle his wife he drofe away, & held In peyrment.
Bob. qf Brunne, p. 58-

pair-toed (par'tod), a. In
oniith., yoke-toed or zygo-
dactyl; having the toes in
pairs, two before and two
behind. See zygodactyl.

pairtrick (par'trik), n.
dialectal (Scotch) form
partridge.

pairwise (par'wiz), ad».
pair"^ + -wise.'] In pairs.

Such as continued refractory he
tied together by the beards, and
hung pairwise over poles. CaWj/^

paisif, «• A Middle English form of peace.
pais^ (pa), n. [< OP.pots, F.pays, country: see
peasant.] In Zoic, the people from among whom
a jury is taken—Act in pals. See act.—Estoppelen
pals. See«(<>ppe2.—Inpals, In pays, literally, in the
country, or in the community ; in Uieknowledge or judg-
ment of the vicinage. Thephrase, In Its original use, has
no exact equivalent in modern English,—Per pals, by a
jiuy of the country. Qnestions of facts coming before the
common-lawcourtsweremostlydeterminedperpais. The
chief if not the only exception was where a question was
made as to a matt^ depending upon a record, in which
case no jniy was called, but the tnal was by bare inspec-
tion of the record. From these two uasses of trials came
the custom of designating matters which u litigated could
not be determined by the record as matters in pats.

pais^, ». [W. pais, a coat, petticoat.] In ar-
elueol., a garment worn by the ancient Britons,
and perpetnated in the belted plaid. The name
is nsM alike by archsologists for the plaid in one piece
and also tor the filibeg, H. S. Cuming, in Jour. Brit Ar-
chseoL Ass.,X 172; PlaneAe, Hist of Costume, p. 14.

paisano (Sp. pron. pa-e-sa'no), ». [Sp., lit.

mstic, peasant: see ^ea^sant.] The chaparral-
cock or road-runner, Geococcyx californianus.
See Geococcyx, and cut under chaparral-cock.
[Southwestern United States.]

paiset, n. and v. An obsolete form ot poise.

paisiblet, a. A Middle EngUsh form of peace-
able.

paitrelf, n. A Middle English variant form of
poitrel.

paitrick (pa'brik), n. A dialectal (Scotch) form
oipartridge.

The paitrick whlrrin' o'er the ley.

The swallow jinkin' round my shiel.

Amuse me at my spinning-wheeL
Bums, Bess and her Spinning-WheeL

paiwnrt, n. An undetermined plant, said by
HaUiwell to be the herb saxifrage. [Prov.
Eng.]
Faizhans gnn. See gun^.

pajamas (pa-ja'maz), n^pl. [Also^otjamos, j)y-
j"ajBOs;< Hind.^ogoOTo, in popular usepot;d»»ia,
pajdma, pajama, drawers (see def.), fit. 'leg-
garments,' < pde (< Pers. pdi), foot, leg (= E.
foot), + jama, ^mnent.] Loose drawers or
trousers, usually of silk or silk and cotton, tied
round the waist with a cord, used by both sexes
in India, and adopted from the Mohammedans
by Europeans as a chamber garment, in collo-
quial or trade use the term is sometimes extended to in-
<^ude also covering for the upper part of the body.

pajero, n. [S. Amer.] A kind of small spot-
ted wild cat of South America, Felis pajeros

:

sometimes taken as a generic name of the same

:

same as pampas-cat.
pajockt, n. [Also (So.) peajock; < pea!^ (Sc.
pae), earlier po, pa, a peacock, + Jock^, Se.
formof Jiocfci.] A much-disputed word: in the
quotation from Hamlet considered by many
commentators to mean ' a peacock,'

For thou dost know, O Damon dear.

This realm dismantled was
Of Jove himself ; and now reigns here
A very, very

—

pajock,

Shak., Hamlet, IIL 2. 295.

Pajock is certainly equivalent to peacock. I have often
heard the lower classes in the North of Scotland call the
peacockthe "peajock"; and theiralmost invariablename
for the turkey-cock is " bubb^-jock."

Dyce, quoted in Fumess's Hamlet, p. 263-

Pajonism (paj'on-izm), n. [< Pajon (see def.)
-I- -iswi.] The system of doctrines promulgated
by Claude Pajon, a French Protestant clergy-
man of the seventeenth century, who denied all

immediate and special interferences by Grod in
either the course of events or the spiritual life

of the individual.

pakH, "• a^d t'. A Middle English form of pack\
pak^ (pak), n. Same aspaca.
pakaldt, n. [ME., appar. < pak, pack, -1- -««,
var. of -ard.] A pack; burden.



pakald
It fortheres to fene me
This pakald bere me bas [behooves]
Of all I plege and pleyne me.

York Plays, p. 143.

pake (pak), V. i.; pret. andpp.pafed, ppr. pok-
ing. A dialectal variant otpealfi, peelfi-.

pakfong, n. See pahtong.
pakket, n. and V. A Middle English form of
paclc^.

pakokt, n. A Middle English form of peacock.
paktong (pak'tong), n. [Chinese, < peh, white,
+ twng, copper.] The Chinese name of the
alloy known as German sillier (which see, under
silver). Also, erroneously, ^acfc/ong' ov pakfong,
palH, n. A Middle English form otpalei-.

pal^Cpal), m. \A\ao pall; said to he Gipsy. See
the second quot.] Partner; mate; chum; ac-
complice. [Slang.]

Highborn Hidalgos,
With whom e'en the King himself quite as a. pal goes.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, U. 63.

Pal is a common cant word for brotlier or friend, and
it is purely Gipsy, having come directly from thatlanguage
without the slightest change. On the Continent it iaprala
or pral. In England it sometimes takes the form of pel.

C. Q. Ldand, Eng. Gipsies and their Language, vi.

palai (pa'la), ». ;
pl.jia?* (-le). [NL.,<L.i>(ito,

a spade, a"shovel: aeepale^jpeeP, a,ndpalus^.]
1. The flattened and spade-like fore tarsus of
certain insects,usuallyemployed forswimming.
See CorisidsB.—2. One ofme nodules or ossicles
in the mouth-parts of some starfishes, as brittle-

stars, borne upon the torus angularis, moved
by proper muscles, and collectively serving as
teeth. More fully called pala angularis.—3.
The conessi-bark (which see, under bark^).—
Fala angularis. See def. 2, tonu, and cut under Astro-
phyttm.

A number of short flat processes, the palm angulares, are
articulated with it [the torus angularis of an ophiurian]
and moved by special muscles. They doubtless perform
the function of teeth. Hwiey, Anat. Invert., p. 483.

pala^ (pa'la), n. Same &spalay, 1.

palabra (pa-la'bra), n. [Sp., a word: see por-

laver, parole, and'parabW-.'] A word; hence,
speech; talk; palaver.
To conquer or die is no theatrical ^a2a&ra in these cir-

cumstances, but a practical truth and necessity.
Carlyle, French Kev., III. v. 6. (Dauies.)

palace (pal'as), n. [Early mod. E. also pallace;
< ME. palace, palas, palais.paleis, pales, palys,
palays, paleys, paloys (= OFries. palas= i). pa-
Ms = MLG-. palas, palas, pallas, polios = MHGr.
palas, Gt. palast = Sw. palats = Dan. palads, <

OF. palais, paleis,polois, P. pala/is= Pr. palais,
palaitjpolaitz= Sp. 'Pg.palamo = It. palaeso =
AS. palant,palentse = OS. palencea = OFries.
palense = OHG. phalansa, ph(Mm,sa, palinza,
'MH.Gr.phalanze,pfalze,paliza, G. pfalz, < Ij.pa-
latium, ML. also palaeium (also *palanUum (?)

:

et.polanUa, palatinate), a palace, so called with
ref. to the residence of the emperor Augustus on
the Palatine hill inEome (whereNero afterward
built a more splendid residence), < Palatium,
rarely Pallatium (Gr. HaMrtov, lia^iivnov, IIoA-

/lavTiow), the Palatine hill, supposed tohave been
named with ref. to Pales, a pastoral goddess ; cf

.

Skt.jjaZa, a ^ardian,<-/j)a, protect.] 1. The
house in which an emperor, a king or queen, a
bishop, or other exalted personage lives : as, an
imperial jjatoce ; a royal ^atoce; a pontifical

palace; a. i\iea.l palace.

And to bane carled them to Cayre to haue buylded his
voZoi/swlthyesame, and for yt ententhecometoBetlilem
in hik owne psone to se them taken downe.

Sir S. Ouy^forde, Pylgrymage, p. 36.

Thou seem'st s. palace
For the crown'd Truth to dwell in.

SImk., Pericles, v. 1. 122.

Equally time-honoured is the use of the word pakuie to
describe an English bishop's official residence. Yet there
seems to be a feeling among the present bishops that it

would be well to abandon It, and in one case (Lichfield)

this has been done. N. and Q., 7th ser., IX. 78.

Hence— 2. A magnificent, grand, or stately
dwelling-place; a magnificent mansion orbuild-
ing.

To a riche Cite hi buth icume,
Uaire hi habbeth here in inome
At one paleis suthe riche.

The lord of ther inne nas non his liohe.

Floriz and BlauneJieflur(E. E. T. S.), 1. 87.

'Mid pleasures and palaces though we may roam,
Be it ever so humble, there 's no place like home.

J. H. Payne, Home, Sweet Home.

Crystal Palace. See crystal.—Ma,70T of tlie palace.
See mayor.

palace-car (pal'as-kar), n. A railway-ear ele-

gantly equipped and furnished with reclining-

chairs, sofas, etc. [U. S.]

The traveller no longer climbs the Continental Divide
in a jolting coach and six or a laboring freighi^wagon, but
takes his ease in a Pullman palace-car.

Harper's Weekly, XXXIIL, Supp., p. B7.
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palace-court (pal'as-kort), n. The court of the
sovereign's palace' of Westminster, which had
jurisdiction of personal actions arising within
the limits of 12 miles around the palace, except-
ing the city of London. This court was insti-

tuted in the middle of the seventeenth century,
and was abolished in 1849.

palaceous (pa-la'shius), a. [< NL. palaceus, <
L. pala, a shovel: see pale^.'] In hot, having
the edges decurrent on the support : said of a
leaf as thus becoming spade-shaped. Qray.
palacioust (pa-la'shus), a. [< palace + -ious.

Cf. palatial^.'i Palatial; like a palace; magnifi-
cent.

London increases daily, turning of greatpalaeious houses
into small tenements. Oraunt, Bills of Mortality.

paladin (pal'a-din), n. [< F.paladin, < It. pala-
dino =z Sp. paladin = Pg. paladim, paladmo, <
ML. palatinus, a warrior, orig. one of the im-
perial household: Bee palatine^.^ In the cycle
of romances of Charlemagne, one of the knight-
ly champions who accompanied that monarch
to war ; hence, by extension, a knight errant

;

a heroic champion.

He seems to have imagined himself some doughty pala-
din of romance. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 1.

The Count Palatine was, in theory, the official who had
the superintendence of the households of the Carlovin-
gian emperors. As the foremost of the twelve peers of
France, the Count Palatine took a prominent place in
mediaeval romance, and a paladin is the impersoniflcation
of chivalrous devotion. Isaac Taylor.

palse, n. Plural otpala^.

palse-. For words so beginning, not found be-
low, see pale-.

Falaearctic, a. See Palea/rcUc.

Falsechinidse (pa-le-kin'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Paliechinus + -ddee."] The representative fam-
ily ofPalsechinoidea or paleozoic tessellated sea-
urchins, typifiedby the genus Palsedhmus. It is

commonly regarded as conterminous with the
higher group, and contains numerous genera.

palaectainoid (pa-le-kJ'noid), «. and n. I. a. Of
or pertaining to the tessellated sea-urchins or
Palsechinoidea.

II. n. A member of the Palsechinoidea.

Palsechinoidea (pa"le-ki-noi'de-a), n.pl. [NL.,
< PalsBchinus + -oidea.2 An order or suborder
of paleozoic sea-urchins having plnriserial in-

terambulaeral plates. See Tessellata.

Palsecllinus (pa-le-M'nus), n. [NL., errone-
ously for *Palieecldnus, < Gr. TzaKaidq, ancient,
+ hxivog, sea-urchin : see EcMwus."} The typical
genus of PalsBchinidie, founded by Scovder in
1840. P. sphsericns is a Carboniferous species.

pal8Bicllthyan(pa-le-ik'thi-an),a. and». l<.Pa-
Iseichthyes + -an.'] 1. a. Sajne a^s palseichtTiyic.

II. TO. A member of the Palseichthyes.

Palseichthyes (i)a-le-ik'thi-ez), TO. pi. [NL., <
Gr. iraTiaidg, ancient, + ix^it pl- 'X^^S, fish.]

In Gtinther's system of classification, one of
four subclasses of fishes, composed of the Chon-
dropterygii and the Ganoidei, or the elasmo-
branchs and the ganoids. It is characterized by the
presence of an optic chiasm and the development of a
contractile conus arteriosus, with several pairs of valves
to the heart.

palseichthyic (pa-le-ik'thi-ik), a. [< NL. Palse-

ichthyes + 4c.'] Of or pertaining to, or charac-
teristic of, the Palseichthyes : as, a palseichthyic

type of structure ; a. palseichthyic ia,una,. Also
palseichthyan. Enoyc. Brit., XII. 676.

Falsemon (pa-le'mon), TO. [NL. (Fabrieius),
< L. Palsemon,<. Gr. 'RaTuaifiuiv, a sea-god.] The
typical genus of Palsemonidse. it contains numer-
ous species, commonly called iwrnorw, found in both fresh
and salt water of various parts of the world, some attain-
ing a length of nearly two feet. Such are the East Indian
P. cardnus and the West Indian P. jamaicenfishs. A small-
er prawn of this genus, P. ohionis, is found in the Ohio
river. The name is an old one, and has been applied with
great latitude to forms now placed in other genera.

Palsemonidse (pal-e-mon'i-de), n. pl. [NL., <
Palsemon + 4dse.]

' A family of caridean ma-
orurous decapod crustaceans, typified by the
genus Palsemon, and containing numerous spe-
cies known as shrimps and prawns.

palseo-. For words so beginning, not found be-
low, eeepaleo-.

Palseocarida (pa"le-o-kar'i-da), ». jpZ. [NL.
(Packard, 1876), < dr. irahiidc, ancient, + Kapig,

a kind of small lobster.] One of two main series
of Crustacea (the other being Neocarida), rep-
resented by the earlier and more generalized
types of crustaceans, of which the king-crabs
are the only living representatives. They abound-
ed in the paleozoic age, almost to the exclusion of other
forms. Packard names Palseocarida as a subclass with
two "orders," Trilobita and Merostonmta, thelatter includ-
ing Eurypterida. The term is synonymous with Merosto-

PalseopMs

mata in the widest sense, and also with Oigantoslraea.

See these words, PcecUopoda, and Bsematobramshia.

Palaeocaris (pa-le-ok' a-ris), «. [NL., < Gr.

Tra^idg, ancient, + icapig, a small crustacean.]

A genus of fossil crustaceans founded by Meek
and Worthen in 1865 upon P. typus, a synthet-

ic form, of Carboniferous age, from the North
American coal-measures, subsequently giving

name to an extensive group of crustaceans, the

Palseocarida, which it represents.

Falseocircus (pa^le-o-sferkus), to. [NL., < Gr.

7ra/la«if, ancient, + KipKog, a kind of hawk or

falcon of wheeling flight, < Kipnog, a ring, circle:

see circle, circv^.] A genus of fossil birds of

prey founded by Milne-Edwards (1870) upon
remains from the Miocene of Europe. The spe-

cies is named P. euvieri.

Palseocrina (pa-lf-ok'ri-na), TO. pl. [NL. , neut.

pl. of Palseocrimis, q. v.] 'Jn some systems, one
of two orders of Crinoidea : distinguished from
Neocrina.
palseocrinoid (pa"le-9-kri'noid), a. and». I. a. •

Of or pertaining to the Palseocrinoidea.

II. TO. -A member of the Palseocrinoidea.

Palseocrinoidea (pa"le-o-kri-noi'df-a), n.pl.

[NL., < Palseocrina + -oidea.] A suborder or

superfamily of Crinoidea, represented by such

genera as Actinoorinus, Cyathocrinus, and Platy-

crinus, and containing all the earlier extinct

crinoids ; encrinites, or fossil crinoids.

Palseocrinus (pa-lf-ok'ri-nus)^ n. [NL., < Gr.

Ka?iai.6g, ancient, -f Kpivov, a bly.] A genus of

fossil crinoids.

Palseodictyoptera (panf-o-dik-ti-op'te-ra), ».

pl. [NL., < Gr. TzaTMidg, ancient, + NL. Diciyop-
tera, q. v.] An order of insects, now extinct, the
remains of which have been found in Permian
and older rocks. They appear to have combined the
characters of the Semiptera and the Neuroptera, as is well
shown in one of the genera, Eugereon. This was a gigantic
form, having net-veined wings recalling those of Neurop-
Ura, while the mouth-parts were formed into a beak like

that of the Hemiptera.

Palseogsea (pa'''le-o-je'a), n. [NL.,< Gr. iTa'hu6g,

ancient, + yala] earth'.] In zoogeog., the Old
World; the eastern hemisphere: the opposite
of Neogsea. It includes four of Sclaters six

faunal regions—the Palearctic, Ethiopian, Ori-

ental, and Australian.
palseogsean, paleogsean (pa'lf-o-je'an), a. [<
NL. Palseogsea + -an.] Of or pertaining to Pa-

Palseonemertea fpa^le-o-ne-mfer'te-a), TO. pl.

[NL., < Gr. naTuuog, ancient, + 'Slli.'Nemertea,

q. v.] Hubrecht's name (1879) of a division of
anoplonemertean worms, correlated with Schi-

zonemertea, having the lowest and most primi-
tive organization in J^ismeriea,whence thename.
The group is represented by such genera as Ca-
rinella, Cephalothrix, and Polia.

palseonemerteau (pa''le-o-ne-m6r'te-an), a. and
TO. [< NL. Palseonemeriea '+ -an.] "

I. a. Of,
pertaining to, or having the characters of the
Palseonemeriea.

II. TO. A member of the Palseonemeriea.
palseonemertine (pa^'le-o-ne-m^r'tin), a. andM.
Same a,% palseonemertean.

Palseonemertini (pa"le-o-nem-er-ti'ni), n. pl.

[NL. (Hubrecht), < Or.'ir'aTiadg, ancient, -f- NL.
, q. v.] A division of anoplonemer-

tean worms, containing those havingno fissures
on the sides of the head: contrasted with Schi-
ZonemerUni. The mouth is behind the ganglia, and the
proboscis is unarmed. It corresponds to a family Gym-
nocephalidee. Synonymous with Palseonemertea.

Palseoniscidse (pa"le-6-nis'i-de), to. pl. [NL.,
< PalseoniscibS + -idse.] In Giinthe^s classifi-

cation, a family of lepidosteid fishes, named
from the genus Patseoniscus. They have a fusiform
body covered with rhombic ganoid scales ; a persistent
notochord, but ossified vertebral arches ; the tail hetero-
ceroal, and the fins with fulcra ; the dorsal fin short; the
branchiostegals numerous, the foremost pair being de-
veloped as broad gulars ; and the teeth small, and conic or
cylindric. The forms, all now extinct, were numerous in
the Paleozoic epoch, extending from the Devonian to the
Liassic formations.

palseoniscoid (pa"le-o-nis'koid), a. [< Palseo-
niscus -1- -oid. ] Resembling the Palseoniscidse

;

related to or possessing the characters of the

Palseoniscus (pa"le-6-nis'kiis), TO. [NL., < Gr.
nakaidg, ancient, +' ovtoKog, a sea-fish, cod : see
OrejscJM.] 1 . In ichth., the typical genus of Pa-
Iseoniscidie. Agassiz, 18B3.— 2. A genus of fos-
sil crustaceans.

PalseopMs (pa-le'o-fis), to. [NL., < Gr. va'kaidg,

ancient, + Hig, a serpent.] A genus of fossil

ophidians or Eocene age, founded by Owen,
forming the earliest known representatives of



Palsophis

the order OpAtdta. p. Miapieui was a epecies about
18 leet long, wboBeremains occur in the Sheppey clay. P.
typhoeWt from the Eocene of Bracklesham, was a larger
Bpecies, 20 feet long, apparently resembling a python or
boa-conatriotor.

Palseophycos (pa'lf-o-S'kus), ». [NL., < Gr.
'ira?Mt6i, ancient, + ^vnoc, a seaweed.] The
name given by Hall to certain markings found
in varioQS localities in New York in the calcif-
erous sandstone (Lower Silurian). These mark-
ings were supposed to represent some kind of seaweed.
Some of the Lower Silurian fucoids included in the gen-
era Palaochordat PcUaophyeus, ScolUhuSf etc., are consid-
ered to be the tracks or bunows of worms. Their nature
and affinities are extremely doubtful.

The genus Paleeophyeua of Hall includes a great variety
of uncertain objects, of which only a few are true Algse.

Dairson, GeoL Hist, of Plants, p. 3S.

Palseopteris (pa-lf-op'te-iis), n. [NL., < Gr.
jro^oidf, ancient, +' irTepif, a fern.] A genus of
fossil ferns, established by Sclumper (1869).
The ferns included in this genus diSerfrom the living Adi-
antum in some details of fructification, and under the
name of Palaopteria are included species previously re-

ferred by authors to the genera Cydopteris, SpheTiopleris,

JToeggermtia, and others. This genns, as constituted by
Schimper, is chiefly of Devonian age ; but several species
supposed to belong to it are reported from the Carbonife-
rous. Same as Arehaopteris. Dairoon, 1871.

Palsorhyiichids (pa'lf-o-ring'ki-de), n. pi.

[NL., < ^alaorhynchus + -idas.] In Giinther's
system of classification, a family of acanthop-
terygian fishes, typified by the genus PaUeo-
rhynchns. Theyhave a long compressed body, long ver-
tical fins, a long beak (toothless or with very small teeth),
the dorsal fin utonding the whole length of the back, the
anal reaching from the vent to the caudal, the caudal
forked, and the ventrals thoracic in position and composed
of several rays. The species are idl extinct ; they lived
during the later Cretaceous and early Tertiary, and, as is

supposed, in the deep sea.

Palaeorhynchus (pa'lf-o-ring'kus), n. [NL., <

Gr. wa^aid^, ancient, -t- l>iryx<K, snout, , beak.]
An extinct genus of fishes which were provided
Yrith an elongated beak resembling tiiat of the
swordfish, and which form the type of the fam-
ily PaUeorhynchidse.

Palaeomis (pa-le-or'nis), TO. [NL., < Gr. Trahu-

6c, ancient, + i'pvtg, a bird.] The typical ge-
nus of PcUsBVrnithinsB, founded by vigors in
1825 : so called because some bird of tMs kind
was kno'wnto the ancients of Greece and Rome.
One species was named by Linnseus P. alexandri, on the
supposition that it was that mentioned by Oneslcritus, a
historian of Alexander the Great. These birds are known
as ring-parratt, from the charactoristic collar around the
neck. P. tor^^mtus is the common ring-parrot of India,
in parts of which country it abounds, sometimes in flocks
of thousands. This appears to be the bird ofton flgured
as an attribute or accessory of some of the Hindu goddess-
es in sculpture and painting, like the owl of Minerva or
the dove of Yenus. Palaomis is the largest as well as
the name-giving genus of its group, with upward of 20
species, inhabiting chiefly the Oriental r^Ons, but also

.^rica. The general color is green, the bill waxy-red in
the male, the lores feathered, the tail long and cuneato,
the wings pointed, and the form rather lithe. The voice
is veryloud and harsh, but the birds maybetaughttotalk
a little, and prove tractable in confinement See cut under
ring-parroL

Palaeomithids (pa^'le-fir-nith'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < PaUeomis (-orntiA-) + -idee.'] The Pa-
IsBomithinse elevated to the rank of a family.
In Garrod's arrangement, the usual scope of the group is

extended to include the cockatoos, which are generally
placed in a separate family, Cacatuidm ; in this case the
family is divided into two subfamilies, Palssomitfdnx and
Cacattdnx.

Palaeomitlliliae (pa'lf-dr-ni-thi'ne), n. pi.

[NL.,< PaUeomis (-ornith-) + -ime.'] A sub-
family of Psittacidse, typified by the genns
PaUeomis, found in the Anstromalayan re-

gion, India, and Africa, including Madagascar.
They are technically distinguished by the pres-

ence of two carotids, and the absence of an
ambiens. See Palaeomis.

palseomithine (pa-le-6r'ni-thin), a. [< Palse-

omis (-ornith-) + -ineK'] Of or pertaining to

the Palseornithidie ; possessing the characters
of the PaUeoriiithiclsB : as, palseomithine genera.

palseosaur (pa'lf-o-sar), «. [< NL. PaUeosau-
rus.2 Afossil reptile of the genus Palseosaurus.

Palssosauria (pa'lf-o-sa'ri-a), n.pl. [NL.

:

see PaUeosaurns.'] A group of reptiles named
from the genus Palseosaurus. Also Palseosaurii.

Agassi::, 1835.

Palseosaurus (pa'Ie-o-sa'rus), «. [NL., < Gr.

naXcuoi, ancient, + aavpo^, lizard.] A genus of

fossil reptiles based by GeofEroy on teeth of

Triassic age, referred by Owen to his order

TheeodonUa, later considered to belong to the

Dinosauria.
palseoselachian (pa'le-o-se-la'M-an), a. and n.

I. a. Pertaining to the PaUeoselachii, or having

their characters.

n. n. A member of the PalseoselacMi.
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Palseoselachii (pa'lf-o-se-la'ki-i), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. ffoXajof, ancient, + NL. Selachii, q. v.]
A suborder of Selachoidei, represented alone
by the family Notidanidse: distinguished from
Neoselachii. W. A. Haswell.
Palseospalax (pa-le-os'pa-laks), n. [NL., < Gr.
iraMcig, ancient, + uTrd/Uif, a mole.] A ge-
nus of fossil insectivorous mammals, based by
Owen upon remains foxmd, along with those
of the elephant, deer, and beaver, in a lacus-
trine deposit at Ostend on the Belgian coast.
The type species, P. magnus, was as large as a
hedgehog.
Palseospiza (pa'lf-o-spi'za), n. [NL., < Gr.
nahuiiQ, ancient, -^'(TiriCaj'a bird of the finch
kind.] A genus of apparently passerine fossil

birds founded by J. A. Allen in 1878 upon re-
mains from the insect-bearing shales of Flo-
rissant, Colorado. The species is named P. Idia. It
was little larger than a sparrow. The specimen is in a
very perfect state of preservation, plainly showing the
impress of the feathers, which are rarely visible in or-
niuiichniteB.

Palseostoma Cpa-lf-os'to-ma), n. [NL., < Gr.
wa^ac6(, ancient, + (rrd/ia, mouth.] A genus of
sea-urchins: same as LesMa, 2.

palaeothere (pa'lf-o-ther), n. [< NL. PaUeo-
therium.^ An animal of the genus Palseothe-
rium, or the family Palseotheri^sB.

palseotberian, paleotherian (palf-o-the'ri-
an), a. [< PaliBotherium + -an.'} Pertaining
to the pal8Both6res or PalsBotheriidse, or having
their characters.
Falseotheriids (pa'le-o-thf-ri'i-de), TO. pi.

[NL., < PaUeoiherium 4- -idle.'} A family of fos-

sil perissodactylmammals, typifiedbythe genus
PaUeotherium, and including also such genera as
Propalseotherium and Palaplotherium (or Plagi-
olophus). These animals lived in late Eocene and Mio-
cene times, and were of a general tapir-like aspect. They
had the typical number of 44 teeth, interrupted by wide
diastematA ; the canines were well developed ; the skull
was tapiroid ; and there were but three toes on the fore
feet, as weU as on the hind. Also Palaotheridx.

palseotheriodont (pa'lf-6-the'ri-6-dont), a.

[< NL. Paleeotherium +' dr. biovc (oSovr-) = E.
tooth.} In odontog., noting a form of dentition
characteristic of the Palseotheriidse, inwhich the
upper molars have the external tuberoules lon-
gitudinal and suberescentic in section, the inner
being united with them by obliquely transverse
crests.

Palsotherium (pa'le-o-the'ri-um), TO. [NL., <

Gr. TToAoidf, ancient,' + Bjjplov, a wild beast, <

0^p, wild beast.] 1. The typical genus of Pa^
Iseotheriidse, first discovered in the gypsum of

Palamedeidse

part of a foot, or about 3.1 English inches.
Also doehme, dactylodochme.

palaestra, to. See palestra.

palaetiological, palaetiologist, etc. See pale-
tiologieal, etc.

palafltte (pal'a-fit), «. [< P. palafitte, < It. pa-
lafitta, a fence of piles, Olt. also palificata, a
fence of piles, a palisade, < palificare= P. pali-

fier, make a foundation of piles : see palifica-
tion.} In archsEoL, a lake-dwelling or hut of
prehistoric times constructed on piles over the
surface of a lake or other body of water. This
name is given especially to the remains of this character
found in many of the lakes of Switzerland and the neigh-
boring lakes of Italy. Closely similar structures are actu-
ally in use in !?^ew Guinea and elsewhere.

palagonite (pa-lag'o-nit), «. K Palagonia, in
Sicily, where it is found, + -it^.} A volcanic
rock closely aUied to basalt and having a de-
cidedly vitreous structure. Fragments of pslago-
nite having a more or less angular form, and intermixed
with small pieces and dust of basaltic lava, form the so-
called palagonite-tuff, which occurs in large quantity in
Iceland, Sicily, the £ifel (in Germany), and other volcanic
districts.

palagonitic (pa-lag-o-nit'ik), a. [< palagonito
+ -ic.} Pertaining to or of the nature of pa-
lagonite. Encyc. Brit., XXI. 189.

palama(pal'a-ma), TO.
;
pl.pataTO«(-me). [NL.,

< Gr. TTaMjiTi, the pabn of the hand : see palr«X.}
In ornith., the webbing or webbed state of the
toes of a bird, constituted by any of the condi-
tions kno^wn as totipalmation, palmation, and
semipalmation, according as all four toes or the
three front toes are webbed, or the front toes
are only partly webbed. See cuts under pal-
mate, semipalmate, and toUpalmate.

palamate (pal'a-mat), a. [< NL. palama +
-afel.] Having a palama or palamsB ; more or
less palmate or webbed, as a bird's feet.

Palamatism (pal'a-ma-tizm), TO. [< Palamas
(see Palamite) + -isni'.} In eh. hist., the doc-
trines of the Palamites. See Palamite.

.

The movement 'was as much a poUtical as a religious one,
and may as fitly be named, as it was named, Cantacu2e-
nism as PcUamati»m.

J. M. Neale, Eastern Church, L 872, note.

Palamedea (pal-a-me'de-a), TO. [NL. (Linnseus),
< L. PaJoTOjedes, < Gr. Haiap^dTig, sonof Nauplius,
king of Eubcea, a hero who lost Ms life before
Troy, famed for his supposed inventions ;

prob.
'inventor,' < ira^Afit/, the hand, craft, de^vice,

art : see palmX.} The typical genus of the fam-
ily Palamedeidse, containing one species, P. cor-

nuta, the kamiehi or homed screamer. The gen-
eral aspect of the bird is very peculiar; the bill is shaped
somewhat as in gallinaceous birds ; the legs are long and
msRsive^ with the tibise naked below, the toes long, with

PaUeotfurittm magnum.

the Paris basin, of Upper Eocene age. The
original species is named P. magnum. Several
others have been described.— 3. \l. c.} A spe-

cies of this genus ; a paleeothere.

palseotheroid (pa'le-o-the'roid), a. [< NL. Pa-
IsBotherium + -oid.'}

' Pertaining to the genus
Paleeotherium; related to or resembling the Pa-
lseotheriidse.

Palaeotringa (palf-o-tring'ga), to. [NL., prop.

*Palseotrynga, < Gr. TroAauif, ancient, + rpvyyac,

a kind of wagtail.] A genus of fossil mesozoic
birds, based by Marsh in 1870 upon remains of

Upper Cretaceous age from the greensand of

New Jersey. They were snipe-like birds, apparently,

and seem to have been originally discovered by Dr. S. G.
Morton in 1834. Several species have been described, as
P. vehis, P. vagara, and P. liUoralii. The last-named was
as large as a cnrlew.

paleeotype, paleotype (pa'le-o-tip), n. [< Gr.

n-aXoidf, old, ancient, + Hnrog, stamp, impres-
sion, type: see type.} A phonetic system of

speUing devised by Alexander J. EUis, in which
the in&duction of new types is avoided by
the distinctive use of all the available present
forms (italic, roman, small capital, etc.) of the

old types, some of them being turned and thus
made to do double duty. Compare Glossic and

palaeste (pa-les'te), to. [< Gr. wahiuTTv, later

form of iraAaoT^^ 7za?M/i^, the palm of the hand,
hence a palm, four fingers' breadth: seepalm^.}
An ancient Greek measure of length, the fourth

Homed Screamer (PalamecUa cornttta).

long straight claws and hallux incumbent ; the wing has
apair of stout spurs, metacarpal and phalangeal ; and the
head has a slender recurved horn, 5 or 6 inches long. Sy-
nonymous with Anhiwia.

Palamedese (pal-a-me'df-e), n.pl. [NL., pi. of

Palamedea.} In Selater's system of classifica-

tion (1880), an order of birds, containing only
the family Palamedeidse.

palamedean (pal-a-me'df-an), a. [< NL. Pala-
medea + -an.} Pertaining to the Palamedeidse,
and especially to the genus Palamedea, or hav-
ing their characters.

Palamedeidae (paFa-mf-de'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Palamedea + -idse.} A family of chenomor-
phic birds, represented by the genera Palame-
dea and Chauna, forming a separate suborder,
Palamedese or Jnhimoidese, related to the la-

mellirostral birds and to the Alectorides; the
kamichis and chahas. The skull is simply desmogna-
thous, with recurved mandibular angle, conforming in
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general to the lamellirostral type, though not in the shape
of the rostral part; the tracheal structure is likewise
anserine ; the {Qimentary canal is very long, with saccu-
lated cseca situated high up, and provided with special
sphincters ; the pterylosis is almost uniform, having only
auxiliary apteria ; and the whole hody, as well as the skele-
ton, is remarkably pneumatic. There are only 2 genera,
with 3 species, Paiamedea cornuta, Chaujia cJiavaria, and
C.derbiana. Anhimidee is asjnonYm. Also Palamedeinse,
as a subfamily.

Palamite (para-mit), n. [< Palami^as) (see
def .) + -ite.'] One of the followers of Gregory
Palamas, a monk of Mount Athos in the four-
teenth century. Simeon, abbot of a monastery at Con-
stantinople in the eleventh century, taught that by fasting,
prayer, and contemplation, with concentration of thought
on the navel, the heart and spirit would be seen within,
luminous with a visible light. This light was believed to
be uncreated and the same which was seen at Christ's
transfiguration, and is known accordingly as the Un-
created lAght of Mount Tabor. The doctrine was more
carefully formulated and defended by Palamas, who
taught that there exists a divine light, eternal and un-
created, which is not the substance or essence of deity,
but God's activity or operation. The Falamites were far
vored by the emperor John Cantacnzene, and their doc-
trine was affirmed by a council at Constantinople in 1361.
They were called by their opponents EueMtes and Mas-
naZutns. Also Hegychast, Uvnmlicanimus.

palampore, palempore (pal'am-por, pal'em-
por), n. [Also palempov/r, pdlampour, pallam-
poor; prob. so named from the town of Palam-
pur in India.] A flowered-chintz bed-cover of

a kind formerly made at many places in India,
but now extensively elsewhere, and used all

over the Bast.

Oh, sir, says he, since the joining of the two companies
we have had the finest Bettelees, Palempores, Bafts, and
Jamwars come over that ever were seen.

Tom Brovm, Works, I. 213. (DawJes.)

Scraps of costly India chintzes and j^ofcmptmrswere in-

termixed with commoner black and red calico in minute
hexagons. Mrs. OaskeU, Sylvia's Lovers, xii.

palandriet, »• See palendar.
palankas (pa-lang'kas), n. [Turk, palangha, a
small fort or stockade.] A kind of permanent
intrenchedcamp attached tofrontier fortresses.
[Turkey.]

palanquin, palankeen (pal-an-ken'), n. [For-
merly also palankin, pakmchine (also pala/rikee,

palkee) ; < P. palanquin = It. palanehino = Sp.
palanquin, < Pg. palanquim= Javanese palang-
ki, palanghan, < Pali pdlanki, Hind, palhi, pal-
laki, a palanquin (cf. Hind, palang, a bed,
couch), < Skt. palyanka, Prakrit pallanka, a
couch, a bed.] A covered conveyance, general-
ly for one person, used in India and elsewhere
in the East, borne by means of poles on the
shoulders of four or six men. The palanquin
proper is a sort of box about 8 feet long, 4 feet wide, and

Palanquin.

as much in height, with wooden shutters made on the prin-

ciple of the Venetian blind. It used to be a very common
conveyance in India, especially among the European resi-

dents, but the introduction of railways and the improve-
ment of the roads have caused it \Jo be almost wholly
abandoned by Europeans. In Japan the palanquin is

called TKrrimono, and is suspended from a pole or beam
passing over the top. A similar conveyance called a Hao-
taU is extensively used in some parts of China ; it is, how-
ever, furnished with long shafts before and behind instead

of the pole, and is carried by mules. Compare Itago.

PaZancMnee or little litters ... are very commodious
for the way. Hakluytfs Voyages, II. 221.

The better sort [in India] ride upon El^hants, or are

carried on men's shoulders in Sedans, which they call

Palankeenes. S. Clarke, Geog. Desorip. (1671), p. 47.

King Solomon made himself a. palanquin
Of the wood of Lebanon.

Cant. ill. 9 (revised version).

Palapterygidse(pa-lap-te-rij'i-de), n.pl [NL.,

< Palapteryx (-yg-) + -ddx."] A family of sub-

fossil birds of great size, found in New Zealand,

of dinomithic characters and much resem-
bling the moas, but differing therefrom in pos-

sessing a hallux, being thus four-toed, like the

apteryx. Like the Dinomtthidse, they were contempo-
rary with man, but are now extinct. The family is com-
posed of two genera, Palapteryx and Euryapteryx, each
of two species.

Palapteryx (pa-lap'te-riks), n. [NL., prop.

*Patseapteryx, < Gr. KoXatdq, ancient, + NL.
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Apteryx, q. v.] The typical genus of the fam-
ily Palapterygiclx. Owen. 1846.

PalaquieSB (pal-a-kwi'f-e), n. pi. [NL. (Radl-
kofer, 1887), < Palaquium + -ex.'] A tribe of

trees of the gamopetalous order Sapotaeex,
typified by the genus Palaquium, besides which
it includes the two genera Bassia and Pycnan-
dra, and in all about 96 species.

Palaquium (pa-la'kwi-um), n. [NL. (Blanco,

1837), from the native name in the Philippine
Islands.] A genus of trees of the gamopet-
alous order Sapotaceee and the suborder Eu-
sapotese, type of the tribe Palaquieee, having 6

sepals, 6 petals, and 12 stamens. There are about
60 species, found mainly in the East Indies. They are
trees charged with abundant milky juice, and often reach
great size. They bear rigid leaves, shining or closely cov-
ered with minute red or brown hairs, and clusters of

rather small flowers at the nodes. P. Outta is the true
gutta-percha tree, formerly referred to different related
genera. See gutta-percha and Isonandra.

palasinet, o. [ME.. < OF. palasin, fem. palor-

sine, of the palace, (palais, palace: see palace.
Cf . palatine'-.'] Belonging to a palace.

These grete laAyea pala^m.
Som. of the Rose, L 6862.

palas-kino (pal'as-ke"n6), n. See fcijiol.

palas-tree (pal'as-tre), n. See Butea and Irnioi^.

palata, «. Plural of palatum.
palatability (pal"a-tar-bil'i-ti), n. [< palatable
+ My (see -bility)'.']

' Palatableness.

palatable (pal'a-ta-bl), a. [< palate + -able.]

Agreeable to the taste or palate; savory;
such as may be relished, either literally or fig-

uratively.

There was a time when sermon-making was not m pala-
table to you as it seems to be at present.

Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice, xix.

At each meal . . . she missed all sense of appetite

:

palatable food was as ashes and sawdust to her.
Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xxiv.

palatableness (pal'a-ta-bl-nes), n. The char-
acter of being palatatile or agreeable to the
taste, literally or figuratively.

palatably (pal'a-ta-bli), adv. In a palatable
manner; agreea"bly.

palatal (pal'a-tal), a. and n, [= F. palatal =
Sp. Pg. palaial,"<. NL. palataUs, of the palate,

<. Ii. palatum, palaite : see palate.] I. a. 1. In
anat., of or pertaining to the palate

;
palatine

:

as, palatal arteries, nerves, muscles ; mepalatal
plate of the maxillary bone. Also palatial.—
3. Uttered by the aid of the palate, as certain
sounds. Seen., 2—Palatal glands, index. Same
as palatine glands, index (which see, under jioZatindS).

II. n, 1. A palatine bone or palate-bone prop-
er, one of a pair, right and left, of facial bones
entering into the formation of the hard palate.
They exhibit the utmost diversity of shape and relative
size, but preserve constant position and relation in the
bony framework of the upper jaw, where they are inter-

posed between the supramaxillary bones in front and the
pterygoid bones behind, and thus form an integral part
of the preoral visceral arch. In their simplest form, the
palatals are mere rods or plates extending horizontally
from the pterygoids to the maxillaries. Their connection
with the latter is closest, most frequently by fixed suture
or ankylosis ; with the former it is usually freer, often by
movable articulation. There are many modifications of
these bones in the lower vertebrates, and in the higher
the tendency is to shortening, widening, heightening, and
complete fixation, with some connections not acquired
in lower animals. Such modifications reach a climax in
man, where the palatals have a singular shape somewhat
like the letter L, and very extensive articulations with no
fewer than five otherbones—the sphenoid, ethmoid, supra-
maxillary, maxilloturbinal, vomer— and with each other.
The bone here consists of a horizontal part, or palatal
plate, which extends mesad and meets its fellow of the
opposite side, thus forming the back part of the bony
palate, and of a vertical plat« which reaches into the orbit
of the eye by a part called the orbital process. Each bone
thus enters into the formation of the walls of three cavi-

ties, of the mouth, nose, and eye ; it also assists to form
three fossse, the zygomatic, sphenomaxillary, and ptery-
goid ; it bounds part of the sphenomaxillary fissure, and
contributes to closure of the orifice of the antrum of High-
more. The bone furnishes attachment in man to the azy-

gos uvulffi muscle, the tensor palati, the superior con-
strictor of the pharynx, and both internal and external
pterygoid muscles. Notwithstanding its complexity of
figure and relations, it is a simple or single bone, devel-
oped in membrane from one center of ossification. See
cuts under Anura, craniofacial, Orotalv^, desmogvathovs,
dromeeognathous, Pelidse, palatoguadrate, Physeterinee,
Python, and sphenoid.

2. A sound usuallyproduced by the upper sur-

face of the tongue against a part of the palate
further forward than that at which our h and g
are made; but sometimes used of any sound
made between the tongue and any part of the
hard or soft palate. Thus, the German eh of ich is

called palatal, and that of ach guttural ; the Sanskrit has
palatal sounds distinguished from gutturals ; our t and e

and y are called palatal, as also the compound eh and j.

The term is a loose one, and requires definition as used by
any authority.

Human Palate.with teeth ofupperjaw.

tn, molars; /?«, premolars;
c, canine ; i, incisors.

palatic

palatalization (paFa-tal-i-za'shon), n. l<pal-

atalize + -ation.] A making palatal; a con-

version (especially of gutturals) into palatal

sounds, as of fc into ch, g into J, s into sh.

The palatcUization at the guttural does not necessitate

the i-coloring of the vowel. Amer. Jour. PhUol.,VlI. 288.

palatalize (pal'a-tal-iz), «;. t.; pret. andpp.jjoZ-

atalized, ppr. pdlaiaUzing. [< palatal + -dee.]

To make palatal; change from a guttural to a

palatal pronunciation.

palate (pal'at), n. [< ME. palat, palet, < OP.
palat, *palet(F.palais, arising from a confusion

between palais, palaee, and *palet, "pali, the

vernacular OP. form) = It. palato (c£ Sp. Pg.

paladar, < L. as if *palatare), < li.palatum, i&ve-

fjpalatiis, the palate, the roof of the mouth.]

1 . The roof of the mouth and floor of the nose

;

the parts, collectively considered, which sepa-

rate the oral from the nasal cavity. Most of the

palate has a bony basis, formed of the maxillary bones and
palate-bones, or of spe-

cial plates or processes
of these bones, the ex-

tent of which represents
the bony or hard palate.

Behind this, and con-
tinuous therewith, in

man andmany other ani-

mals, is the soft palate,

a musculomembranous
fold or curtain hanging
down between the back
part of the buccal cavi-

ty and the upper part of

the pharynx,technically
called the velum palati
OT veil (if the palate. The
uvula hangs from the

middle of the free edge of this velum, and its sides are con-

tinuous with the contracted walls of the passage, called

the pillars or arches of the palate, and constituting the

isthmus of the fauces. In osteology the term palate is of

course restricted to the bony parts. In fishes the palate is

that part of the roof of the mouth which corresponds to

the palatal bones, behind the vomer and in front of the

pharyngeals. See palatal, n., 1, and cuts under dromeeog-

nathous, mouth, nasal, and tmisil.

2. Taste; relish: from the idea that the palate

is the organ of taste.

The smaller or middle-sized Pikes being, by themost and
choicest ^oZa^, observed to be the best meat.

I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 130.

A very keen sense of the pleasure of the palate is looked
upon as in a certain degree discreditable.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, 1. 87.

3. The power of relishing mentally; intellec-

tual taste.

No man can fit your palate but the prince.
Beau, and Ft., Philaster, iL 4.

Men of nicepalates could not relish Aristotle as dressed
up by the schoolmen. T. Baker, On Learning.

They are too much infected with mythology and meta-
phorical aifectations to suit the palate of the present day.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., 1. 1.

4. In bot., the projection of the lower lip of a
personate corolla, more or less completely clos-

ing the throat, as in lAnaria and AnUrriirvum.— 5. In entom., the epipharynx, a fleshy lobe
beneath the labrum. See cut under Hymenop-
tera— Cleft palate, a congenital defect of the palate
such as to leave a longitudinal fissure in the roof of the
mouth.

palate (pal'at), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. palated, ppr.

palating. [< palate, n.] To perceive by the
taste; taste.

You are plebeians.
If they be senators : and they are no less
When, both your voices blended, the great'st taste
Most palates theirs. Shak., Cor., lii. 1. 104.

Such pleasure as the pained eeuK palates not
For weariness, but at one taste undoes
The heart of its strong sweet.

A. C. SiBinbume, Two Dreams.

palate-manf (pal'at-man), n. An epicure or
gastronomer. [Rare.]

1)iia,t palate-man shall pass in silence.

Fuller, Worthies, IL 382.

palate-myograph (pal'lt-mi^o-graf), n. An in-

strument for obtaining a tracing of the move-
ments of the soft palate.

palatial^ (pa-la'shal), a. \= OF. palatial, pala-
ciel = Pg. palaeialj'<. ML. as if *palatialis, < L.
palatium, palaee: see^atoce.] Of or pertain-
ing to a palace ; resembling or befitting a pal-
ace; magnificent. Also pMaUan.

palatial^ (pa-la'shal), a. and n. [Irreg. for
palatalj q. v.] I. a. Palatal: as, the palatial
retraction of the tongue. Barrows.

II. n. A palatal.

palatian (pa-la'shan), a. [< ML. as if *palatia-
nus, < L. patatmm, a palace : seepalace.] Same
as palatial^. Disraeli, Sybil, p. 45.

palatic (pa-lat'ik), a. and n. [< palate + -ic]

I. a. Palatal; palatine: as, ^aZafic teeth.
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The three labials, b, p, m, are parallel to the three gio-
giral, t, d, n, and to the Oiiee ptUaUck, k, g, 1.

Holder, Elements of Speech, p. 88.

H. n. A palatal.
palatiform (pa-la'ti-f6rm), a. [< L. palatum,
palate, +forma, form.] ii entam., noting the
linpua (properly the Lingxila) when it is closely
united to the inner surface of the labium, as in
many Coleoptera. Kirby.
palatiglossus j^a-la-ti-glos'us), «. ;

pi. palati-
glossi (-i). [NL.] Same as palatoglossus.
palatinate (pa-lat'i-nat), n. [< P. palaUnat =
Sp. Pg. palatinado = It. palatinato, < ML. *pa-
latinatus, the province of a palatine, < patati-
nus, a palatine: see palatine^.'] The office or
dignity of a palatine ; the province or dominion
of a palatine. Specifically [cop.], in Oerman hist, for-

merly an electorate of the empire, conBiBtingof the Lower
or Bhine Palatinate, and the Upper I^atinate^ irhose cap-
ital was Amberg. Aboat 1620 these were separated, the
Upper Palatinate and the electoral vote passing to Bava-
ria, while a new electorate was created later for the Pa-
latinate. In 1777 the two were reunited ; in consequence
of the treaties of Lnn^ville (1801) and of Paris (1814-15),
Bavaria retained the Upper Palatinate and a portion of
the Lower Palatinate west of the Bhine, while the remain-
der of the Lower Palatinate was divided among Baden,
Hesse, Prussia, etc. The Bavarian portions now form the
governmental districts of Palatinate and Upper Palati-
nate.

It was enacted that . . . each pa2a£i7ia<e should elect in
its dietines its own judges. J. Adams, Works, IV. 365.

The palatiTiatxs of England were all counties palatine,
but in Ireland the term paltxtinate has been applied to a
county, province, and kingdom.

Johns B(^^na Univ. Studies, III. 370.

palatine^ (pal'a-tin), a. and n. [< F. palatin
(OP. aXso paiasin: see palasine) = Sp. Pg. It.

palaUno, < L. palaUnus, belonging to the im-
perial abode or to the Palatine hill, ML. p(da/-

Unus, palantinus, palentinus (in full, comes pa-
laUnus), a title given to one who had any office

in the palace of a prince, a palatine (whence
also, in a particular use, paladin, q. v.), < pa-
latium, the Palatine hill, a palace : seepalace.'i

I, a. 1 . Pertaining to a palace : applied origi-

nally to persons holding office or employment in
a royal palace. Hence— 2. Possessing royal
privileges: as, a, count palatine.
Tor the name of palaHne, know that in antient time,

under the emperors of declining Home, the title of count
pa^tiine was, but so that it extended first only to him
which had the care of thehousehold and imperial revenue.

Selden, Illustrations of Drayton's Polyolbion, xt

He explained "the universal principle" at Hertord, in
the court of the princess j>a2a<i7>e.

Bancroft, Hist U. S., II. 375.

Count palatine. See def. 2 and counts.— County pala-
tine. See county^.—Earl palatine, in Eng.hist., same
as count palatine.— Elector peJatlne, the rnler of the
electoral palatinate in Germany, and an elector of the old
German empire.—Palatine earldom, in Bng. hisL, same
as county palcUine.

U. n. 1. Originally, one who was attached to
the palace oftheBoman emperor, in the Byzantine
empire^ an official charged with the administration of the
emperor's private treasure, or the body of administrators
of finance. In medieval France and Germany, a high ad-
ministrative or judicial ofBcial ; later, the ruler of a palat-
inate. (_Seecou7a palatine, under counts.) By the Funda-
mental Constitutions of South Carolina, 16^, the oldest
of the proprietors was given the title of palatine; the
palatine's court was a court consisting of the eight pro.
prietors. The same name is sometimes given to the pro-
prietor of the province of Maryland, which was a p^t-
Inate from 1634 to 1692, and from 1715 to 1776.

2t. A fur tippet.

PaiaHne. That which used to be called a sable-tippet^

but that name is changed. Ladies DieL, 1694.

palatine^ (pal'a-tin), a. and n. [< 'F.palaUn
= Sp. Pg. It. palatino, < NL. *palatinus, of the
palate, < L. palatum, palate: see palate."] I.

a. Of or pertaining to the palate
; palatal : as,

the palatine bones; palatine teeth of fishes.

S6emaxillopalaUne,sphenopalaUne,pterygopala-
tine.—Anterior palatine canaX See canali,—Pala-
tine arclL See palate, 1.—Palatine artery, (a) As-
cending, a branch of the facial, supplying uie glands,

muscles, and mucous membrane of the soft palate, the
tonsil, and the Eustachian tube, (b) Inferim, same as
ascending palatine, (c) Descending, a branch of the in-

ternal ma^lary, which passes through the posterior pala-

tine canal to supply the mucous membrane, glands, and
gum of the hard palate, (d) Ofpharyngeal, a branch sup-

plying the soft palate, sometimes of considerable size,

when the ascending palatine is small, (e) Superior, same
as defending juZotine.—Palatine canal. See anterior

palatine canal (under canals, and poeleriarpalatine canal,

below.— Palatine cells, the sinuses of the orbital part

of the palate-bone, usually continuous with those of the

ethmoid.—Palatine duct. Same as palatine eantd.—

Palatine foramina or fossse. See/oramen.—Palatine
glands, numerous small glands of the palate, opening
mto the mouth. Also palatal glands.— Palatine Index,
the ratio of the maximum breadth of the vault of the

hard palate to its maximum length multiplied by 100.

—

Palatine nerves, three branches, the anterior, middle,

and posterior, of Meckel's ganglion, collectively known as

the descending palatine, passing through the posterior

palatine caaals and distributed to the hard and soft pal-
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ate, tonsil, and membrane of the nose.— Palatine pro-
cess. See process.— Palatine ridges, the transverse ru-
gosities of the mucous membrane of the hard palate.—
Palatine spine. See (posterior) nasal spine, under na<a2.
—Palatine suture, the median suture of the bony
palate.—Palatine vein, (a) Inferior, a tributary of the
facial vein from the soft palate. (6) Suverwr, one of sev-
eral branches of thepterygoid plexus of uie internal maxil-
lary vein.— Posterior palatine canal, a canal for the
passage of vessels and nerves, opening at the posterior part
of the bony palate, on the outer side of the horizontal
plate of the palate-bone. It leads from the sphenomaxil-
lary fossa, and is formed by grooves in the contiguous sur-
faces of the palate-bone and maxilla.—Transverse pala-
tine suturie, the suture between the horizontal plate of
thepalatine and the palatine process of the maxilla.

H. n. One of the palatal Isones; a palatal.
Palatines (pal'a-tin), a. [< PaXkt (see def.) -I-

-/ne.] Pertaining to the village of Pallet, near
Nantes, the birthplace of Abelard. Thus, the
school of Abelard is sometimes referred to as
the Palatine school.
palatinite (pa-lat'i-nit), n. [< palatine (?) +
-ife2.] i_ A variety of augite porphyry con-
tainingmuch enstatite. Bosenbusch.— 2. Adia-
basic variety of tholeite (which see). Laspeyres.
palatipharyngeus (pa-la''ti-far-iu-je'us), n.

Same as palatopharyngeus.
palati-tensor (paJa'ti-ten'sor), n.; pi. palati-
tensores (-ten-so'rez). [NL.,"< li.palatum, pal-
ate, -I- NL. tensor.'] Same as tensorpalati. See
tensor.

palatitls (pal-a-ti'tis), n. [NL., < L. palatum,
palate, + -itis.'] Inpathol., inflammation of the
palate.

palativet (pal'a-tiv), a. [< palate + -iiie.] Of
or pertaining to the palate; pleasing to the
taste; palatable.

Glut not thy sense with palaUve delights.
Sir T. JBrovme, Christ. Mor., it 1.

palatoglossal (pa-la^to-glos'al), a. and re. [< L.
palatum, palate, -I- Gr. yXixsia, tongue, -I- -a!.]

I. a. Of or pertaining to the palate and the
tongue—Palatoglossal fold, the anterior pillar of the
fauces.

II. n. The palatoglossus.
palatoglossus (pa-la'to-glos'ns), n.

;
pi. jioteto-

glos^ (-i). [NL., < L. palatum, palate, -1- Gr.
•pMoaa, tongue.] A small muscle in the anterior
pillar of the palate, attached to the styloglos-
sus. See/oMces, and cut under tojist?. Alsoj>aia-
Uglossus, glossopalalinus, glossostaphylinus, con-
strictor isthmifaucium.
palatognathoiis (pal-a-tog'na-thus), a. [< L.
palatum, palate, + Gr. yvddoc, jaw.] Having
congenital fissure of the palate.

palatomaxillary (pa-la'to-mak'si-la-ri), a. [<
li.palatum, palate, + maxilla, jaw, -t- -ary.] Of
or pertaining to the palate-bone and the supe-
rior maxillary bone; maxillopalatrne : as, the
palatomaxillary suture Palatomaxillary appa-
ratus, in icMh. See cut under AdpeJiser.

—

Palatomax-
illary artery. Same as supmwpototiTic artery.—Pala-
tomaxillary canal, the posterior palatine canal (which
see, under poZattneS).

palatonasal (pa-la'to-na'zal), a. [< L. pala^
turn, palate,-!- nasus, = E. nose'^,+ -dl.'] Of or
pertaining to the palate and the nose ; nasopal-
atine: as, the j)aZato»flwoJ^ passage.

palatopharyngeal (pa-la*t6-fa-rin'if-al), a.

and n. [< L. j)aZa*«m, palate, + NL. pharynx
{pharyng-) + -e-oJ.] I. a. Of or pertaining to

the palate and the pharynx, or roof and back
part of the mouth.—palatopharyngeal cavity, the
posterior part of the oral cavity in thelamprey.—Palato-
phaiyngeal fold, the posterior pillar of the fauces.

n. n. The palatopharyngeus.

palatophar;yngeolaryngeal (pa^la'to-fa-rin''-

je-6-la-rin'je-al), a. [< L. palatum, palate, -I-

NL. pharynx"(pharyng-), pharynx, -I- larynx
(laryng-), larynx, + -e-al.] Of or pertaining to

the palate, the pharynx, and the larynx.

palatopharyngeus (pa-la'to-far-in-je'us), n.;

pi. paXatopnaryngei (-i). [NL., < L. palatum,
palate, + NL. pharynx (pharyng-), pharynx.]
A small muscle in the posterior pillar of the
palate, inserted into the stylopharyngeus. See
/auces, and cut under tonsiJ. Mao calledpalalipharynpeus,
pharyngopalatinus, thyreopaloHnus, constrictor isthmifau-
cimn posterior.

palatopterygoid (pa-la-top-ter'i-goid), a. [<

palatum, palate, -I- E. pterygoid.] Of or per-

taining to the palate-bone and the pterygoid

bone; pterygopalatine; palatoquadrate: as, the

palatopterygoid suture or articulation— Pala-
topt^7gold arch or bar, a bony articulated rod or plate

which extends along the roof of the mouth from the quad-
rate bone behind to the maxillary bone in front, andforms
an often movable part of the upper jaw. No such arrange-

ment exists in mammals, in all of whichthe pterygoid bone
is disconnected from any suspensorium of the lower jaw.
In birds the arch consists simply of the palate-bone, fixed

in front and movably articulated behind with the ptery-

goid, which latter is also movably articulated with the

palaverer
quadrate. A similar arrangement characterizes reptiles;
but in fishes this arch may be complicated by the addition
of several different pterygoid bones, or in other ways. The
simpler aiTangement is well shown in the cuts under des.
mogjiotJunis and dromseognathous; the more complex, in
the cut xmierpalatoquadrate. See also cuts under L^ido-
siren and Petromyzon.

palatOQLuadrate (pa-la'to-kwod'rat), a. and n.

[< L. palatum, palate, -I- NL. quadratum, quad-
rate bone.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the palate
and to the quadrate bone, or their representa-
tives—Palatoquadrate arch, in zool., the pterygo-

Art
Falatoquadiate Arch and Suspensorium of Lower Tav of the Pike

lEsox lucius), seen from the inner side.

a, cartilage interposed between HM, the hyomandibular bone, and
Sy, the symplectic ; b, cartilage serving as a pedicle to the pterygo-
palatine arch ; c, process of hyomandibular, with which the operculum
articulates; <^, head of hyomandibular, articulating with skull; Sept,
ectopterygoid ; Eft, entopterygoid ; Mfit, metapterygoid ; Qu, quad-
rate; liy, hyoid; PI, palatine; Art, articular Done; Met, Meckel's
cartilage.

palatine bar. See palatum, palatal, and the quotation

;

also cuts under Marsipf^anchii and Petrtmi^zon.

The palato-quadrate arch [of an osseous fish] is repre-
sented Dy several bones, of which the most constant are
the palatine in front and the quadrate behind and below.
Besides these, there may be three others : an external, ec-
topterygoid, an internal, entopterygoid, and a metaptery-
goid. HwUeg, Anat. Vert, p. 135.

Palatoquadrate cartilage, in ichth. See cut under
i^otu^arta.

II. n. In selachians, a cartilage or bone com-
bining or representing both the palatal and the
quadrate (as well as certain others which are
differentiated in true fishes), and intervening
between the cranium and the lower jaw, form-
ingthe suspensorium of the latter. It is developed
in all the plagiostomous fishes, or sharks and rays. The
galatoquadrate is articulated with the base of the skulL
egenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 448.

palatorrhaphy (pal-a-tor'a-fi), n. [< L. pala-
tum, palate, + Gr. ^a^, a sewing, < l>aTTTeiv,

sew.] Same as staphylorrhaphy.
palatostaphylinus (pa-la't5-staf-i-H'nus), n.

[NL., < L. palatum, palate, H- Gr. arafok^, uvu-
la.] Same as uvular muscle. ^

palatouche, » Ba,Tiie> &s polatouche.
palatum (pa-la'tum), n.

;
pi. palata (-ta). [L.

:

seepalate.]' The palate; thereof of the mouth,
including both the bonyand the membranous or
hard and soft parts.— Circumflexus ortensor'pala-
ti, the stretcher of the palate, a mnscle arising from the
scaphoid fossa at the base of the internal pterygoid plate of
the sphenoid bone and adjacent parts, winding around the
hamular process of the pterygoid, and inserted with its fel-

low in the median line of the soft palate.—Levator pa-
lati. See !et»i(or.—Velum palati, orvelumpendulum
palati, the veil of the palate; the soft palate. Seepalate,!.

palaver (pa-lav'6r), n. [< Pg. palavra = Sp.
palahra = OP. (and 'F.)paldbre, P. parole = It.

parola, talk, speech, a word, parole,< LL. para-
oola, a speech, parable, < L.j7ara&o2a, a compari-
son: see parable^. Of. palahra, pari, parley^,
parole, from the same ult. ori^n. The word
palaver seems to have been picked up by Eng-
lish sailors and ti'avelers on the west coast of
Africa, where Portuguese was the chief lan-

guage of intercourse with Europeans.] 1. A
long talk ; a parley ; a conference, such as takes
place between travelers or explorers and sus-

picious or hostile natives ; superfluous or idle

talk.

In this country and epoch of parliaments and eloquent
palavers. Carlyle.

Hence— 2. Parley; conference.

I am told you are a man of sense, and I am sure you and
I could settle this matter in the course of a five minutes*
palaver. Scott, Pirate, zxxiv.

3. Flattery; adulation; talk intended to de-
ceive. [Vulgar.] =Syn. 1 and 2. Seeprottfe, n.

palaver (pa-lav' er), t'. [< palaver, n. Ct. par-
ley'^, i-.] I. intrans. To talk idly or plausibly

;

indulge in palaver.

Now, neighbors, have a good caution that this Master
Mug does not cajole you ; he is a damned palavering fel-

low. Foote, Mayor of Garratt, ii. 2.

For those who are not hungry it is easy to palaver about
the degradation of charity and so on ; but they forget the
brevity of life, as well as its bitterness.

Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xiv.

U. trans. To flatter; cajole. [Vulgar.]
palaverer (pa-lav'6r-er), re. One who palavers

;

a eajoUng or flattering person.



palay

palay (pa-la'), n. [E. Ind.] 1 . A tree, Wrightia
tinctoria: its leaves afford the pala-indigo, an
article inferior to the genuine indigo. See
ivory-tree. Also pala.— 2. A high-elimbing
plant, Cryptostegia grandiflora, of the Asclepia-
dacese, eiiltivated in India and elsewhere. Its
fiber is fine, strong, and fiax-like, and its milky
juiee contains a caoutchouc.
palei (pal), n. [< ME. pale,wl, < OP. (and P.)
pal= Sp. palo = Pg. pao = It. palo, < L. pdliis,

rarely neut.^a2M)», a stake, prop, stay, pale, orig.
*paglMs (of. dim. pamllvs), < pangere (y/pag),
fix, fasten: aeepact. Cf. _poZel, from the same
source, through AS.; and cf. ieriv. paUse, pali-
sade.'] 1. A stake; a pointed piece of wood
driven into the ground, as in a fence ; a picket.

With new wallis vp wroght, water before,
Aaipals haue thai plght, with pittis and caves,
And other wilia of werre wroght for our sake.

DestnuMm qf Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 5610.

In that small house, with those green pales before.
Where jasmine trails on either side the door.

Crabbe, Works, 1. 109.

Bat each upbore a stately tent
Where cedar pates in scented row
Kept out the flakes of the dancing brine.

Bnntminffj Paracelsus.

3. A fence or paling; that which incloses,

fences in, or confines; hence, barrier, limits,

bounds.
Iff thou go with any man in felde or in towne.
Be wall or by hege, by pales [palace] or hypale.

Booke cif Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), L 63.

But> too unruly deer, he breaks fiispale
And feeds from home. Slvak., 0. of E., ii. 1. 100.

The child of Elle to his garden weni^
And stood at his garden pale.
The Chad ofElh (Child's Ballads, in. 226%

Kever have I known the world without.
Nor ever stray'd beyond the pale.

Tennyson, Holy Grail.

8. An inclosed place ; an inolosure ; the inclo-

sure of a castle.

Past to his palais, &, his jxiZg entrid.

Deslruebum of Troy (E. B. T. S.), 1. 8026.

4. A district or region within determined
bounds; hence, limits;.bounds; sphere; scope.

The SUures forgett not to infest the Soman pale with
wide excursions. MUUm, Hist. Eng., ii.

Hoary priest t thy dream is done
Of a hundred red tribes won

To fhepale of Holy Church.
WhiUier, Mogg Kegone.

5. In Tier., a broad perpendicular stripe in an
'escutcheon, equally distant

from the two edges and usu-
ally occupying one third of it

:

the first and simplest kind of

ordinary. When not charged,
it is often represented as con-
taining only one fifth of the
field.— 6t. A perpendicular
stripe on cloth.

But what art thow that seyst this tale,

That werest on thyn hose a, pale f

Chaucer, House of Eame, L 1840.

7. In sMp-building, one of the interior shores
for steadying the timbers of a ship in con-
struction. E.S. Knight—Cross pale, in A«r. See
cro88^.— In pale, in her., borne vertically, and when
only one bearing is spoken of in the middle of the field.

When two or more charges ai'e blazoned in pale, they
should be set one above the other, occupying the middle
of the field and each in a vertical position if practicable

;

such objects placed horizontally one above another must
be blazoned as barwise in pale.—Vale Indorsed, in her.,

a pale between two indorses.— Per pale, or party per
PEde, divided into two equal parts by a vertical line : said

of the escutcheon. Also counterly and grafted.—The Eng-
lish pale, that part of Ireland in which English law was
acknowledged, and within which the dominion of the Eng-
lish was restricted for some centuries after the conquests
of Henry II. John distributed the part of Ireland then
subject to England into twelve counties palatine, and this

region became subsequently known as the Pale, but the
limits varied at different times.

Nothing, indeed, but the feuds and weakness of the Irish

tribes enabled the adventurers to hold the districts of

Drogheda, Wexford, Waterford, and Cork, which formed
what was thenceforth known as t?ie English Pale.

J. R. Oreen, Hist. Eng. People, IV. iv.

To leap the pale, to overtstep the bounds ; be extrava-

gant.

Your full feeding wil make you leane, your drinking
too many healthes will take all health from you, your
leaping the pale will cause you looke pale.

The Man in the Moone (1609). {Nares.)

Deep, indeed.

Their debt of thanks to her who first had dared
To leafp the rotten pales of prejudice.

Tennyson, Princess, iL

pale^ (pal), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. paled, ppr. pal-

ing. [< ME. palen, < OP. paler, paller, < L.

palare, inclose with pales, < palus, a pale : see

pale^,n.'] 1. To inclose with pales; fence.
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Sir Thomas Gates . . . settled a new town at Arrahat-
tuck, about fifty miles above Jamestown, paling in the
neck above two miles from the point, from one reach of
the river to the other. Beverley, Virginia, i. II 25.

2. To inclose ; encircle ; encompass.

Whate'erthe ocean pales^ or sky inclips,

Is thine, if thou wilt ha' it.

Shale., A. and C, ii 7. 74.

So shall the earth with seas be palid in.

DliddMon, Solomon Paraphrased, v.

pale^ (pal), «• and n. [< ME. pale,paale, < OP.
pale, palle.pasle, F.pdle = Sp. pdHdo = Pg. It.

palUdo, < Li. palUdus, pale, pallid, wan, < pal-
lere, be pale. Cf. pallid (a doublet of pale^)
and pallor, from the same ult. source.] I. a.

1. Of a whitish or wan appearance; lacMng
color; not ruddy or fresh in color orcomplexion;
pallid ; wan : as, a pale face.

Now certeinly he was a fair prelat.
He was nut pale, as a for-pyned goost.

Chaueer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 206.

Why BO pate and wan, fond lover.

Prithee, why so pale ?

Will, when looking well can't move her.
Looking ill prev^! Suckling, Song.

And my most constant heart, to do him good.
Shall check at neither jiole aSright nor blood.

Fleteher (and others). Bloody Brother, v. L
Yon look a&pale as death. There is blood on your hand,

and your clothes are torn. Scott, Fortunes of Nigel, iii.

2. Lacking chromatic intensity, approximating
to white or whitish blue or whitish violet : thus,

moonlight and lilacs are pale. A red, yellow,
or green may be called paU if very near white.

This night methinks is but the daylight sick

;

It looks a little pato-. Shak., M. of V., v. 1. 126.

The flowery May, who from her green lap throws
The yellow cowslip and the pale primrose.

Milton, Song on May Morning.

The first Writing was turned so pale that they took no
pains to rub it out. lAxler, Journey to Paris, p. 108.

3. Of light color as comparedwith others of the
same sort: applied especiallyto certain liquors:

as, pate brandy; pale sherry; palea\.e Pale
bark. See Sorts.- Pale catechu. Same as ^oTreJier.—

Pale cod-liver oil. See cod-liver.— Pale gold, gold much
alloyedwith silver, so as tohave a light,yellow color. = Syn.
Pale, Pallid, Wan, colorless. The first three words stand
in the order of strength ; the next degree beyond uan is

ghasily, which means deathly pale. (See ghasHy.) To be
pale may be natural, as the pale blue of the violet ; the
American Indian calls the white man^a^eface ; to hepallid
or wan is a sign of ill health. Paleness maybe a brief or
momentary state

;
pallid and wan express that which is

not so quickly recovered from. Pale has a wide range of
application

;
pallid and wan apply chiefly to the human

countenance, though with possible figurative extension.

Il.t ». Paleness; pallor. [Bare.]

A sudden pale.

Like lawn being spread upon the blushing rose.

Usurps her cheek. Shak., Venus and Adonis, L 589.

pale^ (pal), «. ;
pret. andpp.jjotef?, ypi. paUng.

[< OP. palUr, paUr, P. palir, grow pale, < L.
pallere, be pale : see pale^, o.] I. intrans. To
grow or turn pale ; hence, to become insignifi-

cant.
October's dear and noonday sun
Paled in the breath-smoke of th£ gun.

WhitMer, Yorktown.

ihe wife, who watch'd his face.

Paled at a sudden twitch of his iron mouth.
Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

II. trans. To make pale; diminish the bright-
ness of; dun.

The glow-worm shows the matin to be near,
And^gins to pale his uneffectual fire.

Shak., Hamlet, L 6. 90.

Afar a jagged streak of lightning burned.
Paling the sunshine that the dark woods lit.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III, 247.

pale^ (pal), n. [Alaopeel(s6e peeP),<. 0¥.pale,
< L. pala, a spade, shovel, a bakers' pale, a
winnowing-shovel.] 1. A bakers' shovel or
peel.— 2. An instrument for trying the quali-

ty of cheese ; a cheese-scoop. . E. S. Knight.

pale* (pal), n. [ME. paly, paley, payly, chaff,

< OF.paille, P. paille, chaff, straw, = &p.paja
= Pg. palha= It. paglia, straw, < L. palea, chaff,

= Gr. TTQ^)?, fine meal. Cf. Skt. paldla, straw.
Hence nit. pallet^, palliasse, ete.] If. Chaff.

—

2. In iot., same as palea (a).

palea (pa'lf-a), «. ;
pi. palese (-§). [NL., < L.

palea, chaff: see jjoZe*.] 1. In bot. : (a) One
of the chaff-like bracts or scales subtending
the individual flowers in the heads of many
Compositse; chaff. (6) The scales on the stems
of certain ferns, (c) The scale-like, usually
membranaceous organ in the flowers of grass-

es which is situated upon a secondary axis in

the axil of the flowering glume and envelops
the stamens and pistil. It is always biearinate

and is usually bidentate. Also called palet.

paleiform

Various forms of Paleae.

a, the spikelet of Avena sativa (oat), showing the palea inside the
flowering glume; *, the same, the parts separated (/'.the palea);
c, part ofthe receptacle ol Achillea MiUifolium with thepalex; d.

part of the stem of a fern {Aspidium marginaWi, covered with

palese.

— 2. In ornith., a fleshy pendulous skin of the

chin or throat, as the dewlap or wattle of the

turkey.

paleaceous (pa-le-a'shius), a. [Also palma-
ceous; = V.pal4aci, < NL. *paleaceus,< h. palea,
chaff: seejJdte*.] In 6ofc, chaffy; covered with
chaffy scales ; furnishedwith paleae ; chaff-like.

Palearctic. Palaearctic (pa-lf-ark'tik), a. [<

&r. irahitog, ancient, + aptcntcdg, arctic : see

arcUc] Of or pertaining to the northern part

of the Old World, or northern sections of the

eastern hemisphere : distinguished from Nearc-

tic.—Palearctic region, in Sclater's system of zoogeog-

raphy, the most extensive of six faunal regions into which
the land-surface of the globe is divided, including all

Europe, northern Africa, and northern Asia, being the

regions north of those called Ethiopian and Indian. The
southern boundary is indeterminate, but in a general way
corresponds to the Atlas range in Africa and the Hima-
layas in Asia. It is divided into several subregions.

palebelly (pal'bel"i), n. The young of the

American golden plover. G. Trvmbull. [Mas-
sachusetts.]

palebreast (pal'brest), n. Same as palebelly.

[Massachusetts.]
palebuck (pal'buk), m. [Tr. D. WeefcSofc.] An
antelope, the ourebi or bleekbok.

paledt (paid), a. [< ME. paled, palyd;<pale\
n., 5, -t- -cd2.] Striped as with different colors.

Thane presez a preker ine, fuUe proudely arayede,
That beres alle of pourpour, palyde with sylver

:

Byggly on a broune stede he prefers fulle large.

Morte AHhure (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 1375.

Buskins he wore of costliest cordwayne^
Pinckt upon gold, and paled part per part.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. ii. 6.

pale-deadt (pal'ded), a. Lack-luster, as in

death
;
ghastly. Shak., Hen. V., iv. 2. 48.

paledness (pa'led-nes), n. Paleness. J. Beau-
mont, Psyche, vii. 71.

pale-eyed (pal'id), a. Having pale or dim eyes.

No nightly trance, or breathed spell,

Inspires the pale-eyed priest from the prophetic cell.

Milton, Nativity, 1. 180.

paleface (pal'fas), ». A name for a white per-

son attributed to the American Indians, as if

translated from a term in their languages.

The hunting-grounds of the Lenape contained vales as

pleasant, streams as pure, and flowers as sweet as the
" heaven of the palej'aees."

J. P. Cooper, Last of Mohicans, xxxiiL

pale-faced (pal'fast), a. Having a pale or wan
face.

And'now the pale-faced, empress of the night
Nine times had filled her orb with borrowed light.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Epistles, xi. 51.

palefrenier (pal'e-fre-ner), n. [OP., < palefrei,

a palfrey: see palfrey.'} In the middle ages
and later, a stable-servant who had charge of

horses, and particularly of the riding-horses or

palfreys. Aisownttenpalfrenier. /ScoW, Monas-
tery, XXXV.
pale-hearted (pal'har*ted), a. Dispirited;

cowardly; craven. jSMfc., Macbeth, iv. 1. 85.

paleichtnyolofical, palaeichtliyologlcal (pa-

le-ik"thi-6-loj'i-kal), a. [< paleichthyolog-y +
-ic-aZ.] Of or pertaining to paleichthyology.

paleichthyologist, palseichthyologist (pa-le-

ik-thi-ol'o-jist), n. [< paleichthyolog-y + -isf]

One who is versed in or writes on paleichthy-
ology. Science, HI. 430.

paleichthyology. palselchthyology (pa-le-ik-

thi-ol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. iraXaidg, ancient, + E. ich-

thyology.'] That branch of ichthyology which
treats of extinct or fossil fishes. Also paleo-

ichthyology.

paleiform (pa'le-i-f6rm), a. [< L. palea, chaff,

+ forma, form.] Having the appearance of
chaff. Tlwmas, Med. Diet.



paleis

paleisf, n. A Middle English form of palace.
palely (pal'li), adv. With paleness ; with a pale
or wan look or appearance.
Amelia took the news Tery palely and calmly.

Thackerayy Vanity Fair, xviii.

palempore, palemponr, n. ^e palampore.
palendart, palandnet (pal'en-dar, pal'an-dri),
n. [OP.jxwandrie, j)aton<7ri», F.~balandre= Sp.
Pg. balandra = It. palandrea, palandra, < ML.
palandaria, a kind of ship; cf. bilanderQ A
kind of coasting-vessel ; abUander. Alsopal-
landre.

Palandrie bo great flat vessels made like Feriboats to
transport horse. HaHuj/t't Voyaget, TL 122.

paleness (pal'nes), n. The character or con-
dition of being pale; wanness; defect of color;
want of fresboaess or ruddiness; whiteness of
look. =syn. See pales, a.

paleo-. For words so beginning, not fonnd be-
low, seepoIiBO-.

paleo-anthropic, palso-anthropic (pa 'If -5

-

an-throp'ik), a. [< Gr. waXaio^, ancient, +
avdptjnoi, man.] Of or pertaining to prehis-
toric man.
paleobotanical, palsobotanical (pa'le-o-bo-
tan'i-iaJ), a. [< paUobotan-y + -io^l.2 Of or
pertaining to paleobotany. Also ptUeophytic.

paleobotanist, palaeobotanist (pa1e-o-bot'a-
nist), n. [< paleobotan-y + -ist.J One verseS.
in or engaged in the study of paleobotany.
paleobotany, paleobotany (pa1e-o-bot'»-ni),
n. [< Gr. Ts-oAoidg, ancient, + E. botany.'] that
department of paJeontology which treats of fos-
sil plants, as disttngnished from paleozoology,
or the study of fossil aTiimala

; ttie science or
study of fossil plants; geologic botany. Also
paleophytology. Compare paleozoology.
paleocosmic, palseocosmic (pale-o-koz'mik),
a. [< Gr. TToXowf, ancient, + /coo/jof, world.]
Pertaining or relating to the ancient world, or
to the earth during former geological periods.

AntedSavian men may ... in geology be Pleistocene
as distingnished from modern, or PaUeoconnie as distin-

goished from Neocoamic.
Dawson, Origin of the World, p. 285.

paleocrystic, palxocrystic (pale-o-kris'tik),
a. [< Gr. TToAoaJf, ancient, + KfAoq, frost : see
crystal.'] Consisting of ancient ice: first ap-
plied by the explorers of the British north po-
lar expedition (1875-6) to the ice-floes encoun-
tered on the furthest northern advance of the
party under command of Captain Harkham.^
paleo-ethnologicaL palseo-ethnological (pa'-
If-o-eth-no-loj'i-kal), a. Pertaining to the sci-

ence of paleo-ethnology.
paleo-etnnologist, p^seo-ethnologist (palf-
o-eth-nol'o-jist), n. [< paleo-ethnolog-y + -»st.]

One who is versed in paleo-ethnology.
paleo-etbnology, palao-etlmology (palf-d-
eth-nol'o-Ji), n. [< Gr. ira^aidf, ancient, + E.
ethnology.] The science of the most primitive
peoples or races ; the ethnology of the earliest

times.

Paleogene. Palsogene (pa'lf-o-jen), ». [< Gr.
iraXaioyev^, < iroXowif, ancient, + -yevr/^, bom:
see -gene.] In geol., a division of the Tertiary,

suggested, but not generally adopted, which
woidd embrace the Eocene and Oligoeene,
while that part of the Tertiary which is newer
than Oligoeene would be denominated J\>0(7e«f.

This subdivision of the gzonps newer than the Cr«taceoas
has been advocated as being more in harmony with the
results of paleontological investigation than Uiat at pres-

ent maintained.

paleograph, palaeograph (pa'le-o-graf), n. [<
Gr. sroAoiof, ancient, + ypaipetv, write.] An an-
cient manuscript. Eclectic Bev._

paleographer, palseographer (pa-le-og'ra-f&r),

n. [< paleography + -er^.] One who is skilled

in paleography.
paleograpMc, palsographic (palf-o^raf'ik),

a. [= *. paieographique ; as paleograph-y +
-ic.] Of or pertaining to paleography.

paleographical, palaeograpbical (pa'lf-o-
graf'i-kal), a. [< paleograpMc + -alT] Based
on or connected with paleography; relating to

paleography.
paleographically, palsographically (pa'lf-

o-graf'i-kal-i), adv. As regards paleography;

bv paleography.
paleographist, palsograpbist (pa-le-og'ra-

fist), n. [< paleography + -ist.] A paleog-

rapher.

paleography, palaeography (pSr-le-og'ra-fi), «.

[= F. paUograplae= Sp. paleografia= Pg. pa-

Uographia = It. paleografia, < NL. palieogra-

phUt, < Gr. TzaXaid^, ancient, + -ypa^ia,<yfmpeiv,

write.] 1. An ancient manner of writing; or,
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more generally, ancient methods of writing col-

lectively.— 2. The science or art of decipher-
ing ancient documents or writing, including the
knowledge of the various characters used at
different periods by the scribes of different
nations and languages, their usual abbrevia-
tions, etc. ; the study of ancient written docu-
ments and modes of writing. See epigraphy,
and compare diplomatics.

While epigraphy ... is the science which deals with
inscriptions engraved on stone or metal or other endnring
material as memorials for future ages, ptUseography takes
cognizance of writings of a literary, economical, or legal
nature, written generally with stile, reed, or pen, on tab-
lets, rolls, or books. Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 143.

paleoichthyological, palaeoichthyological
(.pale-o-ik'thi-o-loj'i-kal), a. Same aspaleich-
thuolog'ical.

paleoichthyologist, palsoichthyologist (pa'-
le-o-ik-thi-ol'o-gist), «. Same as paletchthyolo-
gis't.

paleoichthyology, palaeoichthyology (pa'le-
o-ik-thi-ol'o-ji), n. S&Tae a,s paleichthyology.
paleola (pa^le'o-la), ».; pi. paleoUe (-le). [NE.,
dim. < L. paled, chaff : see j)aic*.] In bot., a di-
minntive palea, or one of a secondary order:
same as lodicule. Gray.
paleolate (pa1f-6-lat), a. [< paleola + -afei.]

In bot., furnished with paleolee.

paleolith, palseolith (pa'le-o-lith), n. [< Gr.
TTo^ouif, ancient, + A/flof, stone'.] An unpolished
stone object or implement belonging to the
earlier stone age.

paleolithic, palaeolithic (pale-o-Uth'ik), a.and
n. [<.paleolith + -ic.] I. o. Characterizedby the
existence of ancient and roughly finished stone
implements. The so-called " stone age," or prehistoiio
divisionof the ** recent" or "human "period,hasbeen sepa-
rated into two subdivisions, the pdUoUOac and the nedliiA-
ic,in supposed accordance with thedegree ofpn^reasmade
in worMngflints and other stony materials into shapes suit-
able for weapons and implements of various kinds. The
paleolithic epoch has been subdivided in various ways by
different investigators in various regions. In France some
have called deposits containingthe rudest flintimplements
Chilean, from the locality St. Acheul near Amiens ; other
deposits with more finished work have been denominated
Mougterian (from Moustier, on the Yez&re) ; and those with
objects of still higher grades of finish have received the
names of &)2u2nan(from Solutr^ Sadne'et-Loire)and Mffg-
daleiUan (from La Madelein^on the Vez^re). Neither the
larger nor the minor subdivisions of the stone agehave any
general chronolc^cal value.

H. n. A stone implement of the paleolithic

or stone age. [Rare.]

The Smithsonian Institution has just issued a circular
of enquiry, asking for information as to the discovery of
rude relics TeseaMing paledithics.

Amer, Antiquarian, X. 123.

paleolithical, palsolithical (pale-o-hth'i-
kal), a. [<. paleolithic + -ah] Same as paleo-
lithic. Boban Collection of Antiquities (1887),
n. 8.

paleologist, palsologist (pa-le-ol'o-jist), n.

[< paleolog-y + -ist.] One conversant with pa-
leology; a student of or a writer on antiquity.

paleology, palsology (pa-le-ol'o-ji), n. [= It.

paleologia, < Gr. asil'iraXato/jo^ia, K.iraXai^cryecv,

speak of or examine ancient things, K naiatdg,

ancient, + ?^cv, speak : see -ology.] The study
of antiquities; archseology.

paleontographical, pakeontographical (pa-
le-on-to-graf'i-kal), o. [< paleontograph-y +
-ic-dl.

' Cf. F. paieontographique.] Descriptive

of fossil organisms ; of or pertaining to paleon-
tography.
paleontography, palseontography (palf-on-
tog'ra-fi), n. [= F. paleontographie, < Gr. tto-

Aattif,"ancient, + uv, being, neut. pi. Svra, be-
ings, + -ypa^ia, < ypa^etv, write.] Descriptive

pSeontology ; the descriptioii of fossils or a
treatise upon them.

paleontolorac,palseontologic(pa-le-on-to-loj'-
ik), a. [=F.paleontologi<itie; as paleontology
+ -ie.] Saine as paleontoU)gical.

paleontological, palseontological (pa-le-on-

td-loj'i-kal), a. \^< paleontologic + -ah] Of or
pertaining to paleontology.

paleontologically, palseontologically (pa-le-

on-to-loj'i-kal-i), adv. In a paleontological

sense ; from a paleontological point of view.

paleontologist, palaeontologist (pale-on-tol'-

o-jist), n. [= Y. paleontologiste ; as paleontoU
og-y + -ist] One who is versed in paleon-
tology.

paleontology, palaeontology (palf-on-tol'o-

ji), n. [= F. paleontologie, < Gr. -a?jii6^, an-
cient, + i)v, being, neut. pi. bvra, beings, +
-^yia, < /i/MV, speak: see-oio^.] The science

of the former life of the globe ; the study of the

life of formergeologic periods: thatbranch ofbi-

Palermitan

ology which treats of fossil organisms, and es-
pecially of fossil animals; paleozoSlogy and
paleobotany. Also called oryciozoology.

paleophytic, palaeophjrtic (pa'lf-o-fit'ik), a.

[< Gr. TTa'/juoi;, ancient, + ^vrov, plant. + -ic.]

1. Same as j)a?eo6ofaH!caJ.— 2. Relating to or
considered from the standpoint of fossil plants

:

as, a paleoxyhytic period.

paleophytological, palsophsrtologlcal (palf-
o-fi-to-loj'i-kal), a. [<^paleophytolog-y + -ic-ah]
Of or pertaining to paleophi.'tology.

paleophytologist, palaeophytologist (pa'le-o-
fl-tol'o-jist), H. [< pakophytolog^ + -ist.] One
who is versed in the subject of paleophytology.
paleophytology, palaeophytology (pa1e-o-fi-
tol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. TrajQuii. ancient, + 'ipv-dv,

plant, + -Aoyfa, < '/iytiv, speak: see -ology. Cf.
phytology.] Same as paleobotany.

paleomithological, palaeomithological (pa-
le-or'ni-tho-loj'i-kal), o. [< paleornitholog-y
+ -ic-oh] Of or pertaiidng to paleomithology.

paleomithology, palaeomithology (pa-le-dr-

ni-thol'o-ji), ». [< Gr. n-aXa/of, ancient, + E.
omiihoibgy.] The science of fossil birds; the
department of paleontology which treats of fos-

sil birds.

paleotecluiic, palaeotechnic (pa'le-o-tek'nik),

a. [< Gr. -irdXaidQ, ancient,+ rexvv, art : see tedt-

nic.] Pertaining to or practising primitive art.

paleotropical, palseotropical (pa'le-o-trop'i-

kal), a. [< Gr. jroXiKof, ancient, + E. tropical.]

dt or relating to the tropical or subtropical re-

gions of the Old World. The western paleotropical
region is the Ethiopian, the middle is the Indian, and the
eastern is the Australian. P. L. Sdaler, 1858.

paleons (pa'lf-us), a. [= It. paglioso, < L. as if

*paleosns, <. palea, chaff: see j>aJe*.] Chaffy;
like chaff,

strawsandjTo^eocM bodies. A'rr.Brouj7w,Vulg.Err.,iL4.

paleovolcanic, palaeoTolcanic (palf-o-vol-
kan'ik), a. [< Gr. Tza'/xudi, ancient, + E. vol-

canic.] Volcanic and of a period older than.the
Tertiary. Bocks newer tiian the Cretaceous have been
called by Rosenbnsch neovdlcamc, and are frequently dis-
tinguished by geologists as modem volcanic, or simply as
volcanic, while the ^eovolcauic rocks are most generally
designated as enipave.

Paleozoic, Palaeozoic (pa'le-o-z6'ik), a. [= F.
paleozoigue, < Gr. wa^aio^, ancient, + (ur/, Ute.]
In 9eo2., belonging to or constituting a geologi-
cal formation characterized by the presence of
ancient forms of life: applied to the oldest divi-

sion of the geological series, beginningwith the
loweststratified fossUiferous group,and extend-
ing upward to the base of the Triassic, or to the
top of the Permian. The grand divisions of the Pale-
ozoic are, proceeding upward or to groups later in age, the
Siluri&n, Devonian, ^u-boniferous, and Permian. (Seetiieae
words.) Of thesethe Permian is much the least important.
The otiier divisions have been designated respectively as
the "age of mollusks," the " age of fishes," and the "age of
coal or of land-plants." The Paleozoic series may, from a
paleontological point of view, be properly separated into
two great divisions, a newer and an older. Theformer em-
braces the Silurian ; the latter, the Devonian, Carbonifer-
ous, and Permian. The older Paleozoic is distingnished
by the great predominance of graptolltes. trUobites, and
brachiopods, and by the absence of vertebrates ; flie newer
Paleozoic, by the number and variety of Qie fishes and am-
phibia, by the disappearance of graptolites and trilobitea,

and by an extraordinarily developed flora, largely cryp-
togamic in character, from which a very considersLble
pi^ of the coal of the globe has been formed. Bocks of
PaleoBoic age are spread over wide areas. They are es-
pecially important in the eastern and northeastern TTnited
States and in the Upper Mississippi valley, in which re-
gions they usually form the surface-rock, being covered
only with detrital formations of the most recent age.
Almost the whole of the bed-rock in New York and Penn-
sylvania is of Paleozoic age, and here the varions groups
<a this series were studied out by the Geological Surveys
of those States from 1834 on. To the labors of Sec^wick
and Murchison in Wales and western England, carried on
at about the same time with the beginnings of the New
York and Pennsylvania Surveys, is due the larger share
of the credit of disentangling the complicated structure
of a region where the Paleozoic rocks are extensively de-
veloped, and it is there that the materials were obtained
for &e establishment by Murchison of the Silurian and
Devonian systems, whidi, with the Carboniferous and Per^
mian, form the Paleozoic epoch.

paleozoological, palaeozoSlogical (pa1e-o-z6-
o-loj'i-kal), a. [< paleosoolog-y + -ic-ah] Of or
pertaining to paleozoology; relating to fossil

animals, without regard to fossil plants.

paleozoology, palseozoology (palf-o-zo-ol'o-
ji), n. [= F. paUozoologie, < Gr. n-oWof, an-
cient, + f^ov, an animal, + -hr)la, < ?J}eiv,

speak: see -ology.] Geologic zoology; the de-
partment of paleontology which treats of zool-
ogy, as distinguished from paleobotany; the
study of fossil animals. It is the chief province
of phylogeny.
Palermitan (pa-16r'mi-tan), a. and n. [< Pa-
lermo (see def.) + -ite^ + -an.] I. a. Of or



Falennitan

pertaming to Palermo, a city of Sicily, or its
inhabitants, or the province of Palermo.
n. n. A native or an inhabitant of Palermo,

a city and province of Sicily.

paleron, «. Same a,s pauldron.
palest, n. A Middle English form ot palace.
Palestinian (pal-es-tin'i-an), a. [< L. Pala^-
Una, Palsestine,(. Grr. Ua^ianv^ (also, in the ear-
lier 'writers, >} tiakauyTivri ^vpia or i} 'Svpia 7/ HaXai-
oTivti, 'Palestinian Syria'), Palestine (prop, fem.
(se. y^, land) of HaXamTtvoq, of Palestine, as a
noun an inhabitant of Palestine), prop, the
country of the Philistines, as in Josephus ; ex-
tended under the Romans to all Judaea, and
later (in the 5th century) to Samaria, Galilee,
and Persea: see PAiKsMne.] Of or pertaining
to Palestine, or the Holy Land, a region in
southwestern Syria.

palestra, palaestra (pa-les'tra),n. ; -pi. palestrse,
palBBstrse (-tre). [= "F.palestre = Sp. Pg. It.

palestra, < L. palsestra, CGr. TraTiaiarpa, a wres-
tling-school, * TcaJxileiv, wrestle, < TcdXri, wres-
tling ; cf . ndTiXeiv, swiag, throw.] in Gr. antiq.

:

(a) A public place appropriated to exercises,
under official direction, in wrestling and athlet-
ics, intended especially for the benefit of ath-
letes training to contend ia the public games.
(6) Wrestling and athletics.

palestral (pa-les'tral), a. [< ME. palestral =
It. palestrale; a,s palestra + -al.'] Sameasjia-

Of the feste and yleyes palestral
At my vigile, 1 preye the take gode hede
That al be wel. Chaucer, Troilus, v. 304.

palestrian (pa-les'tri-an), a. [< palestra +
-ian.^ Same as palestric.

palestric (pa-les'trik), a. [= F. palestrique =
Sp. paUstrico = Pg. It. palesirico, < L. palsestri-

cus, < Grr. TraXaiarpiKdg, belonging to the pales-
tra, < jraTialarpa, wrestling : see palestra.'] Of
or pertaining to the palestra or the exercise of
wrestling; athletic.

palestrical (pa-les'tri-kal), a. [< palestric +
-al.] Same as palestric."
paleti (pa'let), n. [< pale^ + -et.] Same as
palea, 1, and in more common use by botanists.

paletot, n. Qoe pallet^.

paletot, »• A Middle English form ot palate.

palet*, n. See palette.

paletiological, palsetiological (pa-le"ti-o-loj'-

i-kal), a. [< paletiolog-y + -dc-al.] Of or be-
longing to paletiology. Whewell, Hist. Induct.
Sciences, xviii. 6. J 5.

paletiologi3t,pal8etiologist(pa-le-ti-ol'o-jist),
n. [<. paletiotbg-y + -ist.] One who is versed
in paletiology. Whewell, Hist. Induct. Sci-

ences, xviii.. Int.

paletiology, palaetiology (pa-le-ti-ol'o-ii), ».

[Prop. *palse-xtiology; < Gr. waTMcdc, ancient, +
alria, cause, + -}ioyia, < Tiiyeiv, say: see -ology.

Cf . eBtiology.] That science, or mode of specula-
tion or investigation, which explains past con-
ditions by the law of causation, by reasoning
from present conditions, or which endeavors to

ascend to a past state of things by the aid of the
evidence of the present. Whewell, Philos. In-

duct. Sciences, I. x. 1.

paletocquet, »• [OP.: see paltooJc.'] In the
fifteenth century, a coat of fence, apparently
a brigandine or jesserant. See those words.

paletot (pal'e-to), n. [< F. paletot, a paletot,

an overcoat: see paltock.] A loose outer gar-

ment for a man or a woman.
palette (pal'et), «. lAlaopallet, palet; iF.pa-
lette, a flat tool for spreading things, a saucer, a
slab for colors, OP. aiao paellette,paelete= Pr.

Sp. Pg. paleta, < It. paletta, a flat blade, a spat-

ula, palette, dim. of pala, a spade, < L. pala.
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a spade : see pale^..'] 1. A thin usually oval or
oblong board or tablet with a hole for the thumb
at one end, on which a painter lays his pigments
when painting.— 2. The set of colors or pig-
ments available for one class or character of
work ; the set of colors which a painter has on
his palette when painting a picture : thus, in
ceramics the under-glaze palette is much more
limited than the over-glaze.

It Is impossible to give Turner's palettes, which probO'
bly varied very much at different times.

P. O. Hamertan, Graphic Arts, xxi.

3. In OTetoZ-teorfcJMS', a breastplate againstwhich
a person leans to furnish pressure for the
hand-drill.—4. In med. : (as) A light wooden
spatula used for percus-
sion in massage. (6) A
light splint for the hand.— 5. A small plate pro-
tecting the gusset of the
armor.—6. In entom., a
disk-shaped organ formed
by three dilated tarsal

joints which are closely

united. It is found especially
on the front and middle tarsi of
the males of certain aquatic
beetles ; the joints have cupules
or suckers beneath, by which the insect clings to smooth
surfaces.

7. In ortdth., a parrot of the genus Prioni-
turus : so called from the conformation of the
tail.— 8. In conch., see pallet^, 10 To set the

Palette ofright arm,made
to swing sidewise, to allow
the lance to be laid in rest;
iSth centuiy,

Various forms of Palettes (def. x).

palette, to lay upon it the pigments in a certain order.
^airholt.

palette-knife (pal'et-nif), ». l. A thin, flexi-

ble, round-pointed blade set in a handle, used
by painters for mixing colors on a palette or
on a grinding-slab, and by druggists for mixing
salves. These knives are of various forms, ac-
cording to the uses to which they are put.— 3.
InprinUng, a thin blade of flexible steel, about
one inch in width, and six or more inches in
length, fitted to a handle, used by pressmen to
aid the distribution of printing-ink on any flat

surface.

palewise (pal'wiz), a. In her., same as pah/'^

(which see).

paleyst, paleyset, «• Middle English forms of

palace.

palfrenier, ». Same as palefrenier.

palfrey (pS,l'fri), n. [< ME. palfrey, palefrey,
palefrai, palefrei, < OF. paUfrei, palefreid, pale-
froi, palefray, pallefroy, palefroy, P. palefroi =
Pr. palafre, paUtfrei = Sp. palafren = Pg. pala^
frem = It. palafreno, a palfrey, = D. paard.=
MLGr.jper* = 0'B.Qr.par(tfrid,pareDrit, parefret,
parfrit, pherfrit, pferfrit, MHG. pferit, pharit,

pfert, Gr. pferd, a horse, < ML. paraveredus, pa-
ravredus, parafredms, palafredus, parefredus, an
extra post-horse, < Gr. napa, beside,+ ML. vere-

dus, post-horse, perhaps < L. vehere, draw, +
rheda, rseda, reda, a traveling-carriage; prob. of
Celtic origin.] A saddle-horse; an ordinary
riding-horse, as distinguishedfrom a war-horse

;

especially, a woman's saddle-horse.

He yat hoise and palfreyes, and robe and armures full

feure and riche. Merlin (B. E. T. S.), ii. 132.

By his [Ferdinand's] side was his young queen, mounted
on a milk-white palfrey, and wearing a skirt^ or under-
garment, of rich brocade. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 19.

palfreyed (p&l'frid), a. [< palfrey + -ed^.] Bid-
ing on, or supplied with, a palfrey.

Such dire achievements sings the bard, that tells

Of palfrey'd dames, bold knights, and magic spells.

Tickell, On the Prospect of Peace.

Pali^ Cpa'le), n. and a. [Hind., Pali, etc., Pali.]

I. n. The sacred language of the Buddhists in
Ceylon and Farther bidia: a Prakritic dialect,

or later fonn of Sanskrit.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the Pali language
or alphabet.

pali^, m. Plural of pates.

palier-glissant (F. pron. pa-lia'gle-son'), n.

[F. palier gUssant : palier, the landing of a stair-

case; glissant, slippery, ppr. otglisser, slip: see
glissant.] In mach., same as water-bearing.

paliflcation (pal"i-fi-ka'shon), ». [Formerly
also pallification; < F. paUfication, < palifier,

strengthen soil by stakes, = It. paUfieare, make
a foundation of stakes or piles, stake, < ML.
*paUficare (in palificatio(n-), a series of stakes
at a miU-dam), < L. pal/us, stake (see pale^), +
facere, make (see -fy). Cf . palafitte.] The act

or method of rendering ground firm by driving
piles or posts into it.

Among which notes I haue said noth\ia^ ot pallificalifm

or pyling of the ground-plot commanded by Vitruvius.
Sir H. Wotten, Keliquise, p. 19.

paling

paliform (pal'i-f6rm), a. [< Xi.palus, a stake
{aeepale^ paVus), +forma, form.] Resembling
a pams, or having its form: as, s, paliform lobe
or process.

Falilia (pa-Kl'i-a), n. pi. [L., neut. pi. of Pa-
lilis, of or pertaining to Pales (see def.).] In
Bom. antiq^., an annual festival held on April
21st in honor of Pales, the tutelary divinity of

shepherds. The festival was also solemnized as the
natel day of Borne, which was reputed to have been found-
ed on that day by Bomulus. The ceremonies included
bloodless sacrifices, lustration of the people by means of
smoke and sprinkling with water, purification of stables

with laurel-boughs and of domestic animals by causing
them to pass through smoke produced by burning pre-
scribed substances, and, finally, bonfires, music, and feast-

ing.

palillogy (pa-lil'o-ji), ». [Also, improp., palU-
ogy ; = It. paUlogia. < L. palilogia, for *palil-

logia, < Gr. i^aTukHoyia, a repetition of what has
been said, < wa7J.Moyog, repeating {TralikhryElv,

repeat), < Trd/lji', again, + Myeiv, say.] Inrhet.,

repetition of a word or words ; especially, im-
mediate repetition of a single word or phrase

:

in this more restricted sense same as diplasias-

mus, epizewds, or gemination. The following is

an example

:

The living, the living, he shall praise thee.
Isa. xxxviii. 19.

palimbacchius (pal'''im-ba-ki'us), n. ; -pLpalim-
bacchii (-1). [L., < Gr. TraTii/ipdKx^iog, iraM/ipaK-

X^ioc, < waTuv, back (reversed), + Pa/cxelog, bao-
chius.] In ane. pros. : (a) A foot consisting of

two long syllables followed by a short syllable

( w). TJsually called anUbacchius. (6) Less
frequently, a foot consisting of a short syllable

followed by two long syllables (^ ). Now
commonly called baccMus (which see).

palimpsest (pal'imp-sest), n. [= F. palimp-
seste = Sp. Fg. palimpsest) = It. palinsesto, < L.
palimpsestus, m., < Gr. nali/i-iptiaTOv, a palimp-
sest, neut. of KoKi/iilniaToq, scratched or scraped
again, < izdhv, back (to the former condition),

-I- ipTjcTdg, verbal adj. of ipdetv, tjjtjv, rub, rub
smooth.] 1. A parchment or other writing-
material from which one writing has been
erased or rubbed out to make room for another

;

hence, the new writing or manuscript upon
such a parchment.

Amongst the most curious of the literary treasures we
saw are a manuscript of some of St. Augustine's works^
written upon a palimpsest of Cicero's "De Bepublica,"
etc. Orevttle, Memoirs, May 12, 1830.

3. Any inscribed slat, etc., particularly a mon-
umental brass, which has been turned and en-
graved with new inscriptions and devices on
the reverse side.

A large number of brasses in England are palimpsests,
the back of an ancient brass having been engraved for the'
more recent memorial. Encyc. Brit., IV. 219.

palinal (Ml'i-nal), a. [< Gr. k&'Kiv, backward,
+ -al.] Directed or moved backward, or not-
ing such direction or motion: as, the pa/jjmf
mode of mastication, in which the food is acted,
on as the lower jaw retreats : opposed toproal.
3. p. Cope. See propalinal.

paUndrome (pal'in-^om), n. [= ¥.palindrome
= Sp. paUnidromxt = Pg. It. palindroma, < Gr.
KoXivSpoiioQ, running back, < ird/Uv, back, +
dpafielv, run.] A word, verse, or sentence that
reads the same either from left to right or from
right to left. The English language has few
palindromes. Examples are—"Madam, I'm
Adam" (supposed speech of Adam to Eve);
"lewd did I live & evil I did dwel" {John Tay-
lor).

Spun out riddles, and weav'd fiftie tomes
Of logogriphes and curious palindromes.

B. Jonson, An Execration upon Vulcan..

palindromic (pal-in-drom'ik), a. [< Gr. Tralai-

SpofuKdg, recurring (of the tide), < naVvSpojioQ,
running back: see palindrome.] Pertaining to-

or of the nature of a palindrome ; that forms
or constitutes a palindrome ; that reads the
same either forward or backward: as, palin-
dromic verses.

palindromical (pal-in-drom'i-kal), a. [< pal-
indromic + -al.] Same as paUndromie.
palindromlst (pal'in-dro-mist), n. [< palin-
drome + -is*.] A writer or inventor of palin-
dromes.
paling (pa'ling), n. [< ME. paVynge; verbal n.
of pale\ v.] 1. Pales or stakes collectively.— 2.'A fence formed by connecting pointed;
vertical stakes by horizontal rails above and
below; a picket fence; hence, in general, that
which incloses or fences in ; in the plural, pales-
collectively as forming a fence.



paling 4243
The pwk paUng was still the boundary on one side, and

be soon passed one ot the gates into the grounds.
Jane Auttm, Pride and Prejadice, zxxv.

The moss-grownjxiKn^ of the park.
IF. H. AmnBorOi, Bookwood, iiL 1.

St. Stripes on cloth resembling pales.—4t.
The putting of the stripes eaUed pales on cloth.

TThe degis^ endent^ng^ barr;nge^ owndynge, pdyitge,
wyndyng, or bendynge, and semblable waste of cloth in
^>^t^ C*ati<»r, Parson's Tale, palinodist (pal'i-no-dist), n. l<paUnode+ 4st.;\

paling-board (paling-bord), «. An ontside part A writer of palinodes,
of a tree sawed oflE in squanng the log to fit it palinodyt (pal'i-no-di), n. Same as poZinode.
to be sawed into deals. Falinnndse (pal-i-nn'ri-de), n.pl. [NIi., < Pali-

charaeteristic of sneh an arrangement: as, a,

palinodic perieope ; the palinodie form of com-
position. See epodic, mesodic, periodic^, pro-
odic.

palinodical (pal-i-uod'i-kal), a. l< palinode +
-ic-al.'\ Same as palinodtal.

Ssy*st tbou so, my palinodical rbymster?
DeldceTt Satiromastix.

palingenesia(pal'in-je-ne'si-a), n. [ML.
palingenesy."] Same &s palingenesis.

The restoration of Herodotus to his place in literature,
his Palingenegia, has been no caprice.

De Qxamxy, Herodotus.

palingenesis (pal-in-jen'e-sis), n. [Nil., < 6r.
i7a?jv, again, + yiveatc, production. Cf. palin-
genesy.'i 1. A new or second birth or produc-
tion; the state of being bom again; regenera-
tion.

Out of the ruined lodge and forgotten mansion, bowers
that are Irodden under foot, and pleasore-houses that are

nums+-ifUe.2 A family of loricate macrurous
decapod crustaceans, typified by the genus Pa-
linunis. They are of cylindrical form; the feet are
monodactyl, not ending in pincers ; there is no basal an-
tennal scale ; the first abdominal segment is nnappen.
daged ; and the tricbobrancbial podobiancliise are divided
into branchial and epipoditic portions. The PaUnuridx
inhabit tropical and temperate seas, and in common with
Seyttaridss have a peculiar mode of development, the lar-
vae being at one stage known as gla^-crabs, iiaving no re-
semblance to the adults, and formerly referred to a special
supposed group of crustaceans called PAj/JJosonuita. They
are sometimes called tAon^ Joigfarg: See cuts nnder^ioss-
erab and Palinvrus.

dnst, thepoetcaIlsnpai«ini9eTiesis. D« e«»nen>. palinuroid (pal-i-nu'roid), a. [< Palinurus +
New institntions spring up, upon which thought acts, -Old.] Besembling the genus Palinurus; of or

and in and through which it even draws nearer to a final pertaining to the Paliimridse or Palintiroidea
nm)y,arehahmtation.aiwJi„i,<™«i^ PalinUTOidea (pal'i-nu-roi'de-a), n.pl. [NL.,

o T ^K:y ^. A*
*^'~*^. ™-^ < PaMnurus +^-oidea.-i A grbup of palinWd

3. In mod. owl., hereditary evolution, as dis- crustaceans Haan » ^ r

tingnished from kenogenesis or vitiated evolu- Palinurus (pal-i-nn'rusl, «
tiou; ontogenesis true to heredity, not modi-
fied by adaptation ; the " breeding true " of an
individual organism with reference to its pedi-
gree; the development of the individual ac-
cording to the character of its lineage. See
hiogeny. Sometimes eaUed. palingeny.

To the original, simple descent he [Haeckel] applies
the term palingeneas; to the modified and later growth,

E. D. Cope, Origin of the Httest, p. 126.

[KL., < L. PaUnu-
rus, in the .^Ebieid, the steersman of the vessel of
.^eas.] 1. [7. c] An instrument for deter-
mining the error of a ship's compass by the
bearing of celestial objects.— 2. The typical
and only living genus of Palinuridse. P. vul-

3t. The supposed production of animals either
from a preexistent living oi^nism, on which
they are parasites, or from putrescent ani-
mal matter. Brande and Cox.—4. In entom.,
metaboly or metamorphosis ; the entire trans-
formation of an insect, or transition from one
state to another, in each of which the insect
has a different form.
ps^ingenesy (pal-in-jen'e-si), n. [= F. paling
gen4sie = »p. It. palingenesia, < ML. pcUinge-
nesia, < Gr. i^aXcyytmaia, new birth, < ttoXcv,

again, + yhieai^, birth: see genesis.'] Same as
palingenesis.

palingenetic (pal'in-je-net'ik), a. [< paUn-
genesiSfSiteT genetic.'} Of or pertaining topalin-
genesis—Palingenetic process. See the quotation.

The termpaJingeTietiepTveesg (or reproduction of the his-

tory of the germ) is applied to all such phenomena in the
history of Uie germ as are exactly reproduced, in con-
sequence of conservative heredity, in each succeeding
generation, and which, therefore, enable us to directly in-
fer the corresponding processes in the tribal history of
the developed ancestors.

Haedcd, EvoL of Han (trans.), 1. 10.

palingenetically (pal'in-jf-net'i-kal-i), adv.
In a palingenetic manner; by ps^tiugenesis.

Saecka.

Spiny Lobster iPatixttrus vulgaris).

garis is known as the spiny lobster, rock-loh-

sier, or seO'.crawJish. it is common on the coast of
Great Britain, and is brought in large numbers to the
London markets. The antennee are greatly developed,
and the carapace is spiny and taberculate.

3. A genus of stromateoid fishes : same as Li-
rus.

[< Gr. ira)uv, again, Pali plague. See plague.
Same palisade (pal-i-sad'), n. [Formerly aUso pali-

sado, palisadoe (after Sp. Pg.); = Ti. palissade
= G. palisade, pallisade = Sw.palissad = Dan.
palissade, < "F. palissade (= Sp.palieada = Pg.
palicada = It. palizzata; ML. palissata, paU-
zata), a palisade, <.palisser, inclose with pales

:

see j)a?ise.] 1. A fence made of strong pales
or stakes set firmly in the ground, forming an
inclosure, or used as a defense, in fortification it

is often placed vertically at the foot of the counterscarp,
or presented at an angle at the foot of a parapet.

Some help to sinknew trenches, others aid
To ram the stones, or raise the palisade.

Dryden, iBneld, xL

palingenv (pal'in-je-ni), n.

+ -yh/eea, < -yev^, producing: see -geny.'\

as paUngenesis,_ 2.

paling-man (pa'ling-man), n. Onebom within
that part of &eland called the English pale.

palinode (pal'i-nod), n. [Formerly also pali-
nody, < F. palinodie = Sp. Pg. It. palinodia, <
LL. paiinodia, < 6r. n-o^iw^jo, a recantation, <
izcAiv, again, -f- dtirj, song: see ode^.'\ 1. A poet-
ical recantation, or declaration contrary to a
former one ; a poem in which a poet retracts

the invectives contained in a former satire;

hence, a recantation in general—2. Specifi-

cally, in Scots law, a solemn recantation de-
manded in addition to damages in actions for
defamation.

palinodia (pal-i-no'di-a), n. [LL.: see pcUi-

node.'] Same as palinode.

Orpheos is made to sing a palinodia, or recantation, for

his former error and polytheism.
Oudtmrth, Intellectnal System, p. 303.

palinodial (pal-i-no'di-al), a. [< palinode +
-ta!.] Belating to or of the nature ofa palinode.
palinodie (pal-i-nod'ik), a. [< Gr. ^ahv^tducd^,

< n-dAni, again, + M^, song.] In one. pros., con-

sisting of four systems, of which the first and
fourth are metrically equivalent and the sec-

ond and third are aJso metrical equivalents;

inserting between a strophe and its antistrophe

a strophe and antistrophe of metrically differ- palisade (pal-i-sad'), v

ent form (scheme: a i b'a'); pertaining to or saded, ppi. palisading.

2, A stake, of which two or more were in for-

mer times carried by dragoons, intended to be
planted in the ground for defense. They were 4J
feet long, with forked iron heads. In the seventeenth
century an attempt was made to combine a rest for the
musket with tjie palisade. Also called swine-feaiher and
Swedish feather.

St. A wire sustaining the hair : a feature of the
head-dress of the close of the seventeenth oen-
tnry.—4. pi. {cap.'} A precipice of trap-rock
on the western bank of the Hudson river, ex-
tending from Fort Lee northward about fifteen

miles. Its height is from 200 to 500 feet. The
name is also used in various other localities for
formations of a similar character.

t. ;
pret. and pp. pali-

[= F. palissader; from

pall

the noun.] To surround, inclose, or fortify
with a palisade or palisades.

palisade-cell (pal-i-sad'sel), n. In tot, one of
the cells composing palisade-tissue.
palisade-parencliyma (pal-i-sad'pa-reng'ki-
ma), n. Same SiS palisade-tissue.

pallisade-tissue (pal-i-sad'tish'o), h. In iot.,
the green parenchymatous mesophyl next the
upper surface of a bifacial leaf, consisting of
cells elongated in a direction at right angles
to the epidermis. Xattire, XLI. 407. See cut
imder cellular.

paHsade-WOrm (pal-i-sad'werm), 71. A kind of
strongle which infests horses, Strongylus amia-
tus; also, any roundworm or nematoid of large
size, as Eustrongylus gigas, which grows to be
over three feet long.
palisado (pal-i-sa'do), n. and v. Same as pali-
sade. [Obsolescent.]

They protected this trench by palisadoes, fortified by
fifteen castles, at r^ular distances.

Irving, Granada, p. 463.

They found one Ignglisb palisadoed and thatched house— a little way from the Charles River side.

B. Everett, Orations and Speeches, L 225.

palisander (pal-i-san'dfer), n. [Also palixan-
der; < P. paUssandre, pdUxandre, violet ebony;
from a native name m Guiana.] A name of
rosewood and the similar violet-wood and gaca-
randa-wood. See Jaearanda and roseviood.

paUset) n. [ME. palyce, < OF. palisse, police,
paXlisse, < ML. palitimn, a pale, paling, < L.
palus, a pale : see pale'^. 'Beana paJise, v., and
palisade.'i A paling; palisade.

Palyce or pale of closyng, pains. Prompt Parv., p. 379.

paliset, V. t. \}I[E. palysen, < GF.palisser,pallis-
ser, pallicier, inclose with pales, guard with
pales, <palisse, a paling : seejjoSse, n.] To in-
close or fortify with pales

;
palisade.

That stoone is vndyr an awter
Palysyd with Iron and stele;
That is for drede of stelynge,
Tliat no man shonlde hit A-way bryng.

PotHiaU Poems, etc (ed. Fumivall)^ p. 122.

palish (pa'lish), a. [< paU^ + -is/ji.] Some-
what pale orwan: as, a palish blue.

In the good old times of duels . . . there lived, in the
portion of this bouse partly overhanging the archway, a
palish handsome woman.

O. W. Cable, Old Creole Days, p. 26.

paliss6e (pal-i-sa'), a. [< OF. palisse, pp. of
palisser, inclose with pales:
seepalise.'] laher.: (o) Same
as pUy paly. See pily. (6)
Brokenintobattlementswhioh
are pointed both upward and
downward.
Falissy ware. See ware^.
Palinms (pal-i-u'ms), n. [NL.
(de Jussieu, 1789), < L. paliu-
rus, < Gr. :raMovpog, a thorny
shrub, Christ's-thom.] Agenusof shrubs of the
order Shamnese, the buckthorn family, and the
tribe Zi^yphece, characterized by the dry hemi-
spherical fruit, expanded above into an orbicu-
lar wing. There are two species, one of the Mediterra-
nean region, the other of southern (^lina. They aretiiomy
erect or prostrate shrubs, bearing tdiree-nerved alternate
ovate or heart-shaped leaves in two raniss, and small fiow-
ers clustered in the axils. They are omamentaf-as shrub-
bery, and may be used as hedge-plants. P. avstralis (P.
aetdeatus) is one of the dirisfs-thoms (sharing the name
with Zi^fplms Spina-Christi). See Christsthom.
palisander (pal-ik-san'der), n. Same as pali-
sander.

palket, «. A Middle English form of ^ofce2.
palkee (pal'ke), n. [Also paUci;< 'Hind,pdlki,
a palanquin : seej>ajan^tn.] In India, aword
in common use among sJl cU^ses for palanlceen.

palkee-gliaree(pal'ke-gar'e),n. [< Hind.pdZW,
a palanquin, + gdri, a cart, carriage.] In In-
dia, a hack carriage drawn byone ortwo ponies,
plying for hire in the larger towns.
paU^ ipii), n. [Early mod. E. also paul; < ME.
pal,pane,pel,peUe, pseUe,<. AS. pseU= OF.paJIe,
pale, paile, paule, poele, poile, paesle, etc., F.
poile = Pr. paUi, pali = Sp. paUo z= Pg. It.

paUio, mantle, shroud, < L. paUa, a robe, man-
tle, curtain; cf. L. paUium, pall, a coverlet, a
(Greek) robe or mantle: seej)oHiMm.] 1. An
outer garment; a cloak; a mantle.

His [Hercules's] Lyons skin channg'd to &paU of gold.
Spenser, F. Q., V. v. 24.

"Wiat win you leave to your mother dearl" . . .

"My yelvet pall and silken gear."
The Cruel Brother (Child's Ballads, IL 25SX

Specifically— (a) A robe put on a king at his coronation.

After this he [the archbishop] put upon him fELichard
n.] an upper Vesture, called a PaU, saying, Accipe Pal-
lium. BaJter, Chronicles, p. 136.

Per fesse paliss^ or
and aznrc



pall

(b) Same as pallium, 2 (6).

Thiapaile is an iaduement that eueiy archebyeshopmast
haue, and is nat in full auctoritie of an archebysshop tyll
he haue lecyued luapalle [of the Pope], and is a thyngeof
whyte lyke to the bredeth of a stole.

Fabyan, Chron., I. ccxxi
By the beginning, however, of the ninth century, the

pall, though it still kept its olden shape of a long stole,
began to be put on in a way slightly diflerent from its first
fashion ; for, instead of both ends falling at the aide from
the left shoulder, they fell down the middle, one in front,
from the chest to the feet, the other just as low behind on
the back. Rock, Church of oui- Fathers, ii. 138.

2. Fine elotli, suoh as was used for the robes
of nobles. Also called cloth of^all.
He took off his purple and his girdle otpaU.

Boly Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 102.

His robe was noither grene na gray,
Bot alle yt was of riche paUe.

Alt T yod on ay Mounday (Child's Ballads, I. 273).

He gave her gold and purple pan to weare.
Spemer, F. Q., L Til 16.

3. A curtain or covering.

The grassypaU which hides
The Sage of Monticello.

Whittier, Eandolph of B,oanoke.

Specifically—(a) A cloth or covering thrown over a cofBn,
bier, tomb, etc. : as, a funeral paU. At the present time
this is blacl^ purple, or white ; it is sometimes enriched
with embroidery or with heraldic devices.

An Urn of Gold was brought^
Wrapt in soft Purple Pails, and richly wrought.
In which the Sacred Ashes were interr'd.

Congreve, Iliad.

And thou [Death] art terrible— the tear.
The groan, the knell, the pall, the bier.
And all we know, or dream, or fear

Of agony, are thine.
Haileck, Marco Bozzaris.

Among the things given to Durham cathedral at the
death of Bishop Bury, there was a green paU, shot with
gold, for covering that prelate's tomb. (Wills, etc., of the
Northern Counties, p. 26.)

Rock, Church of our Fathers, III. i. 93, note.

Within are three tombs, all covered with magnificent
paUs embroidered in gold with verses from the Koran.

Macavlay, in Trevelyan, I. 326.

(&) A canopy.

Ther is no prince preuyd vadiv paUe,
But I ame moste myghty of all

;

Nov no kyng but he schall come to my call,

Nor grome that dare greue me for golde.
York Plays, p. 308.

Four Knights of the Garter . . . holding over Her M.ar

jesty a rich paU of silk and cloth of gold.
First Year of a Silken Reign, p. 251.

(c) An altar-cloth. (1) A linen altar-cloth; especially, a
corporal. [Archaic] (2) A linen cloth used to cover the
ch^ce ; a chalice-psdl. This is now the usual meaning of
pall as a piece of altar-linen. Formerly one corner of the
corporal covered the chalice ; the use of a separate pall,

however, is as old as the twelfth century. The pall is now
a small square piece of cardboard faced on both sides with
linen or lawn. In carrying the holy vessels to and from
the altar, the pall, covered with the veil, supports the
burse, and itself rests on the paten and the paten on the
chalice. (3) A covering of silk or other material for the
front of an altar ; a frontal. [Archaic]

His Matie attended by 3 Bishops went up to the altar,

and he oSer'd a pall and a pound of gold.
Euelyn, Diaiy, April 23, 1661.

The custom was among the Anglo-Saxons to have, dur-
ing the holy Sacrifice, the altar-stone itself overspread with
apurplepaU, made almost always out of rich silk and elab-
orately embroidered. Rock, Church of our Fathers, i. 263.

4. Figuratively, gloom : in allusion to the fune-
ral paU.—5. In her., the suggestion of an epis-

copal pall; a Y-shaped form,
said to be composed of half a
saltier and half a pale, and
therefore in width one fifth of
the height of the escutcheon:
it is sometimes, though rarely,

represented reversed, and is

always charged with crosses

patte fitch6 to express its ec-
AzutcapaiiuErent clesiastical Origin. AlsopaiWe.

SSSlr/c^'^^P?^ -Per pan ij to-., divided in the

Btcbi sable. direction of the line of the bearing
called the pall—that is, in the direc-

tion of the lines of a capital Y—and therefore into three

parts, of three diSerent tinctures : said of the field.

palU (p&l), V. t. [ipalU, ».] To cover with or

as with a pall ; covet or invest ; shroud. [Eare.]

Come, thick night.

And paU thee in the dunnest smoke of hell.

Shak., Macbeth, i. 6. 52.

Methought I saw the Holy Grail,

All palFd in crimson samite. Tennyson, Holy Grail.

pall2 (pS.1), V. [< ME. pallen, by apheresis for

appdlUn, apallen, appal: see appal. In part

perhaps < W. pallu, fail, cease, neglect ; cf . pall,

failure.] 1. intrans. To become vapid, as wine
or ale; lose taste, life, or spirit; become in-

sipid; hence, to become distasteful, wearisome,
etc.

Beauty soon grows familiar to the lover.

Fades in the eye and paUs upon the sense.

Addison, Cato, L 4.
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Thy pleasures stay not till they paM,
And all thy pains are quickly past.

Bryant, Lapse of Time.

The longer I stayed debating, the more would the en-
terprise jxi22 upon me.

R. D. Blackmore, Loma Doone, xxzviL

H. trans. 1. To make vapid or insipid.

With a spoonful oi pall'd wine pour'd in their water.
Massinger, The Picture, v. 1.

Eeason and reflection . . . blunt the edge of his keenest
desires, and pall all his enjoyments. Bp. Atterbury.

NorpaM the Draught
With nauseous Grief. Prior, Henry and Emma.

2. To make spiritless; dispirit; depress; weak-
en; impair.

It duUeth wits, ranckleth flesh, and paUeth ofte fresh
bloods. Babees Book (B. E. T. S.), p. 83.

I'll never follow thy pall'd fortunes more.
Shak., A. and C, li 7. 88.

Base, barbarous man, the more we raise our love^
The more we pall and kill and cool his ardour.

Dryden, Spanish Friar, v. 1.

pall^ (p&l), «• [< palp, V.2 Nausea or nausea-
tiou.

Thejpa2?8or nauseatings . . . are of the worst and most
hateful kind of sensation. Shaftesbury, Inquiry, II. ii. § 2.

pallet, V. t. [ME. pallen; of. OF. paler, chase.]
To knock; Imook down; beat; thrust.

And with the ferste plaunke ich palle hym donne.
Piers Ploumian (C), xlx. 34.

Thai mellit with the mirmydons, that maisturles were.
Put horn doun prestly, palWt bom thurgh.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 11132.

pall^, n. Seepaiol.

pall^ (pW), ». [< Hind, pal, a
small tent, also a saU, a dam,
dike, < Skt. f/ pa, protect.] In
India, a small tent made by
stretching canvas or cotton
stuff over a ridge-pole support-

. ed on uprights.

pall^, n. Qe&paP.
palla (pal'a), n.

;
pi. pallse C-e).

[L., a mantle: see palP-.'] 1.

In Bom. antiq., a full outer robe
or wrap, akin to the Greek hima-
tion, worn out of doors by wo-
men.—3. Ecoles., an altar-cloth;

a piece of altar-linen {paUa al-

taris); especially, a corporal
{palla corporaUs, palla domim-
ca), or a chaUce-paU.
palladia, n. Plural otpallaclmm.
Palladiani (pa-la'di-an), a. [<
Pallas (^Pallad-), Pallas (see Pal-
las), + 4an.'] Of or pertaining
to the goddess Pallas or her at-

tributes
;
pertaining to wisdom,

knowledge, or study.

All his midnight watchings, and expence of Pattadian
oyl. Milton, Areopagitica, p. 31.

Falladian^ (pa-la'di-an), a. [< Palladia (see
def.) -t- -are.] Of or pertaining to or introduced
by Andrea Palladio (1518-80), an Italian archi-
tect of the Keuaissanee.

The house is not Gothic, but of that betweenity that in-

tervened when Gothic declined and PaUadianyrtiB creep-
ing in. Walpde, Letters, II. 174.

Falladian architecture, a type of Italian architecture
founded by Palladio upon his conception of the Boman
antique as interpreted by Yitruvius, and upon the study

Roman Matron
wearing the Palla.
CFiomastatuefound
at Herculaneum.)

pallab

of the Colosseum, baths, triumphal arches, and other seen,

lar buildings of the Romans. It has been applied mora
frequently to palaces and civic buildings than to churches.

In the Palladian style the Eoman orders are employed
rather as a decorative feature than as a constructive ele-

ment, and applied without regard to classic precedent.

Falladianism (pa-la'di-an-izm), n. [< Palla-

dian^ + -ism.'] The. system, style, taste, or

method in architecture of Andrea Palladio and
his followers.

palladiont, n. [NL., < 6r. UaXUStov. see pal-

ladium.'] Same a,s palladium. Chaucer.

palladium (pa-la'di-um), n.
;
pi. palladia (-&).

[= F. palladium = Sp. paladion {paladio, de
metal) = Pg. It.

palladio.ili.Pal-
ladium,<QT. liaX-

"kk&iov, a statue of

Pallas (see def.),

< IIaA;i(if {J\.a%-

TmS-), PaUas (Mi-
nerva): see Pal-
las. In def. 3,

recent, directly <
Gr. Ila^Mg, Pal-
las.] 1. A statue
or image of the
goddess Pallas

;

especially, in art

and legend, a xo-
anon image. On
the preservation
of suchanimage,
according to the
legend,depended
the safety of

Troy. Hence

—

2. Anything believed or reputed to afford ef-

fectual defense, protection, and safetjr: as, trial

by jury is the palladium of our civil rights.

Part of the Crosse, in which he thought such Vertue to

reside as would prove a kind of Palladium to save the
Citie where ever it remain'd, he caus'd to be laid up in a
:raiar of Porphyrie by his Statue.

Hilton, Beformation in Eng., i.

It turns thepalladium of liberty into an engine of party.

D. Webster, Speeches, Oct. 12, 1832.

3. Chemical symbol, Pd; atomic weight, 106.5.

One of the rare metals associated with platinum.
It was separated from native platinum by Wollaaton in
1803, and named after the planet Pallas, which had just
before that time been discovered by Olbers. Palladium
Is dimorphous. It occurs in Brazil native. In minute oc-

tabedral crystals ; and on the Harz it has been found in
small hexagonal plates. It is, however, a decidedly rare
substance, and the chief supply comes from the working
over of the platiniferous residues of various mints. It re-

sembles platinum in appearance, but is harder; its specific

gravity is 11.4. It fuses more readily than platinum or
any other of the so-called platinum metals, melting, as is

stated by some authorities, about as easily as wrought-iron.
It is both ductile and malleable, and would be a very use-

ful metal if it were not so scarce as to be expensive and
irregularly attainable. The graduated surfaces of some
astronomical Instruments have been made of palladium, a
use tor which this metal is admirably adapted on account
of its color and its nnalterability in the air. Alloyed with
silver, it has been employed by dentists as a substitute
lor gold.—Palladimn-gold. Seeporpezite.

palladiumize (pa-la'di-um-iz), v. t. ; pret. and
pp.paUadiumized, ppt.paUadiumiei/ng. [ipalla-
dium + -ize.] To cover or coat with palladium.
Art Jov/mal.
palls^n. VhaaX ot paUa.
pallan (pal'a), n. [African.] An African ante-
lope, .^yceros melampus. It Inhabits southern and
western Africa, stands about three feet high at the withers,

Ulysses cairyinfir off the Palladium oF
Troy.— From a Greek vase of Hieron.
(From "Monument! dell' lustituto.")

Palladian Architecture.— Teatro Olimpico, Vicenza, Italy.

Pallah {^pyceros 7nelampU3^.

and is of a dark-reddish color above, dull-yellowish on the
sides, and white beneath. There are no false hoofs, and



pallah
only the male has horns. These are ibont twenty inches
long, annulated, and the two together compose a lyrate
flgnre. Also called tm^dOa, and by the Datch colonists
Toodebok (red back).

jollaildret, n. Same asj>af«)idar.

FaUas (pal'as), ». [L., < Gr. Haiadf, Pallas:
see def.] 1. Athene, the goddess of wisdom
and war among the Greeks, identified by the
Bomans with Slinerva. See Athene and Mi-
nerva.— 2. One of the planetoids revolving be-
tween the orbits of liars and Jupiter: discov-
ered (the second in the order of time) by Olbers,
at Bremen, in 1802. On accoont of its minnteness,
and the nebalons appearance by which it is sniTonnded,
no certain condosion can be arrived at respecting its

magnitade. Its diameter has been estimated at 172 mlle%
and its period of revelation is 4.61 years. Its light onder-
goes ooDsideiable variation, and its motion in its orbit Is
greatly distarbed by the powerfnl attzaction of Jopiter.

PaUas iron. A meteorite brought from Siberia
by PaUas (see paUasite) in 1772. The larger part
(aboat l,a00 poimds) is preserved at St^ Peteisbnrg, bat
fragments have been widely distaribnted in different mu-
seoms. It consists of native iron with emlwdded grains
or crystals of yellow olivin (chrysolite). Similar meteor-
ites found elsewhere (at Atacama, Sittersgiun in Saxony,
etc) have been calledjnUonte.

pallasite (pal'as-it), n. [< Peter S. PaJOas, the
name of the discoverer, + -»te2j gee PdUas
iron and meteorite.

pall-bearer (p41'bar'6r), n. One who with
others attends the co£Bn atafnneral: so called
from the old custom of holding the comers and
edges of the x>all as the eofSn was carried, whe-
ther on a vemele or by men.
palle (palle), n.j>;. (It., pi. of jioIZa, ball: see
5afli.] The balls forming tiie cognizance of the
family of the Medici, six of them (five red and
one whitewith abeanng upon it) being chained
npon the shield, which frequently occurs in
Florentine and other Italian works of art. The
balls have reference to a game giTnilar to ten-
nis.

pallekar (pal-e-Mr'), n. [Also written paMe-
kare, pdttikare,paUkare,pMicare, paUear, etc.

;

< NGr. vaAA^Kopaiv, vaMpt&pi, a brave man,
champion, < MGr. nd3Auoipun>, a lad, youth, <
ird^Aof {iccL^XoK.-), itaXh)^ (tto^A^ic-), a youth.] 1

.

One of a body of Greek or Albanian soldiers
who were in the i>ay of the Turkish govern-
ment, or maintained themselves by robbery.

—

2. One of a body of irregular troops or of guer-
rillas in Greece at the time of the war of inde-
pendence against Turkey.

Some of the poNeori ran towards ns and were gtAigto
seize as, when the captain came forward and in a civil

tone said, " Oh, there yon are t
*

R. Oman, HonastL in the Levant, p. 23&

pallescence (par-les'ens), n. [< poMescenft) +
-ce.] Paleness or patlor; general whitishness

;

a pale coloration.

pauescent (pa-les'ent), a. [< L. pallescen(t-)s,

ppr. otpaUeseere, ^row pale, < pculere, be pale

:

see pal^.'] Growing orbecomingpiJe ; inclin-
ing to paleness or pallor; somewhat x>aUid or
pale; wan.
I^lleti (psd'et), n. [< ME. paiOet, paliet, < P.
paiHet, a heap of straw, dim. of paiOe, straw, <
L.jNiIea, chaff: see j>ale*.] A mattress, eoaeh,
or bed, especially one of straw.

On ajxtiZe^ al tliatglade nyg^tj

Sy Troilas he lay. Chaucer, TroHn^ ilL 239.

Upon DneasyjxiOste stretching thee.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iil 1. m

Heslept on amiserablej«Be( like thatusedbythemonks
of his fraternity. Preuatt, Ferd. and Isa., iL a.

pallet^ (pal'et), n. [A more E. spelling of par-

Utte, q.-v.'i 1 . An oval orround woodenins&n-
ment used by potters, crucible-makers, etc.,

for forming, beating, and rounding theirwares.— 2. In gilding, an instrument used to take
up the gold-leaves from the pUlow, and to ap-
ply and extendthem.—3. In hookbinding : (a)

A shallow box of brass, fitted with an end- and
aide-screw and handle, in which are fastened
the types selected for lettering tiie backs of
books. (Jb) A brass plate engraved with the
letters to be used for the back of a book, and
fitted vfith a handle: used by book-gUders.

—

4. 'bi painting, same as pcUeite.— 5. In organ-
building, a hinged wooden valve intended to
admit or to release the compressed air; es-

pecially, a valve operated by a distal of a
keyboud, by which the air is admitted to a
groove or channel over which stand the pipes
belonging to that digital ; also, a valve (waste-

pallet) \^ch allows the suiplus air to escape
when the storage-beUows is too full. Also

called vaXve-paUet. See cut under organ^.—6.

A board on which green bricks are carried to
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PaUet,?.

a and 6 are the
pallets of an an-
chor-escapement
which oscillates
on the pivot c.
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thehaekorto the drying-place.—7. Aliporpro-
jection on the point ofa pawl engaging the teeth
of a wheel, as the pallet on a pen-
dulum or on the arbor of a balance-
wheel in a clock or watch, or, in
some forms of feed-motions, for
transforming a reciprocating mo-
tion into a rotary motion, or the
reverse. It is always used with
the escapement of a dock or
watch, whatever its shape. See
gathering-pallet.— 8. A ballast-
locker, formerly built in the hold
of a ship.— 9. One of the ilisks on
the chain of a chain-pump.—10. In conch., one
of the accessory valves of a moUusk, as of a pid-
dock or teredo. See cut under accessory.

pallet^ (pal'et), ii. [< ME. pdllette,palet, ahead-
piece, the head, < OF.palet, a headpietje, a cap
of fence, the head, also, in fencing, a stick, ha-
ton;eL palette, f., a stick, dim. of pail, a stake,
stick: see paleK'] if. A headpiece, or cap of
fence, of leather, or of leather and metaL

Thei had non other eigne to schewe the lawe
Bat a preay jMsfleOfl her paanes to kepe.
To hille here lewde heed in gtede of an hoa&

.fiuAoni (Ae Jiedela^ lit 32S.

2t. The crown of the head; the skull ; the head.

Than Elynonr sayd. Ye caUette^
I stiaU breaks yowc palettes.

Slaiton, Elynonr Bnmmyng, L 348.

3. In her. , a diminutive of the pale, of which it

is only one half the breadth. See paJe^, 5.

pallet-arbor (pal'et-ar^or), n. In watch- and
dock-making, an arbor bearing a pallet.

In all trkwks of tills kind the jNi2Zet-ar6ors are set in small
cocks. SSrf.&dtett, Clocks and Wstches, p. 1^
pallet-box (pal'et-boks)^ n. In organ-buiUUng,
the box OT chest in which are placed the psd-
lets belonging to one of the keyboards. It
forms a part of the wind-chest. See cut under
OTOoni.

paUet-eye (pal'et-i), n. In organ-building, an
eye or loop of metal in the movable end of a
pallet, towhich the wire at the endof the tracker
is attached.

pallettng (pal'et-ing), n. Naut., a light plat-
form in the bottom of powder-magazines to
preserve the i>owder from dampness.
pallet-leather (pal'et-leTH'er), n. In organ-
buUding, soft leatherused for lEtcing the inside
surface of a pallet, so as to make it air-tight.

paUet-molding (pal'et-mol'ding), n. tu brick-

making, a process of moliling in which the mold
is sanded after each using to prevent the clay
from adhering to it. One mold only is nsed, snd each
brick as it is shaped is tamed out on a flat board called
ApaBet and t^arried to Ihe hack orhack-hairowforremoval
to the drying-place. Compare dqp-moiding.

pallet-tail (pal'et-tal), n. La dochwork, one of
the rocking arms or extensions which connect
the pallets engaging the teeth of an anchor-es-
capement and some other kinds of escapements
with the arbor on which the arms oscillate.

pallia, n. Plural ofpalUum.
pallia! (x>al'i-al), a. [< ML. palli€ilis, < L. pact-
um, a mantle, pallium: see jJoZKufn.] 1. CXfor
pertaining to a mantle or pallium.—2. Specifi-

cally, in conch., pertaining to the pallium or
mantle ofamollusk FaUlaladductor, the anterior
adductor mnatde of bivalve mollnsk^ the posterior being
distinguished as pedal. It is tile one which is small or
abortive in the heteromyarian and monomyaiian bivalves.

See cat imder ZVuiaeiivte.—Palllal impression, pal-
]ial line, the impression, line, or mark made by the man-
tie-margm on the inner snrfai^ of the shell of a bivslve
mollosk. AfMXirding to the contannity or interruption of
this line, or rather of the structure 61 the manUe which
impresses this difference, bivalvesarecalleduitepTOpaBuite
or smupaUiate. See cuts under &unZiw, dixnywrian, Ga-
dima, integnpdUiate, and Triganiidie.—'SaWal shelL a
shell which is setneted by or containedwithin the mantle,
such as the bone of the cnttleflsh.—Pallial sinilB,a aintis

or recess in the pallial impression ofsinnpaHiate mollosks.
It is the siphonal impression, or mark of the retractile si-

phons which msny bivalves possess, and thus affords a
zoologi«d character. See amu^paOiate, and cats tmder M-
valve and dm^arian.

palliamentt(pal'i-a-ment),n. [<ML.asif*poZ-
Uamentum, 'CpaUiare, clothe, <li.paMum, a man-
tle, cloak: see paUium.'] A dress; a robe.

This ooBiainent of white and spotiess hae.
Shdk., Tit And., 1 1. 182.

palliardt (pal'iard), «. [< p. paiOard, one who
lies upon straw, a dissolute person, < paiUe,

straw: see paXe^, paMei^.'\ A vagabond who
lies upon straw ; a lecher; a lewd person.

A PaOiard is he that goeth in a patched idoke, and hys
Doiy goeth in like apparelL
Praiema:gtf Vagabandx (1361), quoted in Kibtoii-Tamer's

[Yagrants and Tagnncy, p. 594.

palliative

A chqiper dudgeon is a beggarbom ; some call him a ;»'•
Hard. Dekker, va. Disc, sig. O 2. (Saret.)

Thieves, panders, paUiards, sins of ereiy sort

;

Those are the manufactures we export.
Dryden, Hind and Panther, ii S63.

palUardiset, n. [< F. pmOardise, fornication,
< paiUard, a dissolute person: see paUiard.2
Fornication.

Kort^n they taxhimwith paBiardise, luxury, emcurism.
Sir G. Buck, Hist. Eich. in., p. 136. (XotAam.)

palliasse (pal-ias'), n. Same aspaUlasse.
Falliata (pal-i-a'ta), n.pl. [NL., neut. pi. of
L. pdUiatus, cloaked: see p<iUate, a.] A sec-
tion of opisthobranchiate euthyneurous gastro-
pods,having a mantle-flap : opposed to Hon-pal-
liata, and corresponding to Teetibranchiata. The
Falliata are divided into two suborders called Ctenidio-
branehiata and Phj/Uidiotnranehiata (names which are thus
duplicated among gastropotis, being also used feartwo other
suborders of ^gohrantdUate gastctipodsX

palliate (pal'i-at), o. t.
;
pret. andmi. paUiated,

ppr. paltiating. [< ML. paUiatus (L. paUiatus,
cloaked), pp. otpaUiare (> It.paSiare= Sp.pa-
Uar = Pg. paUiar = 'F.palUer), cloak, clothe, <
L. palUum, a cloak: seepalUum. Gt.palP^, v.]

If. To cover with a clo^; clothe.

BeingjxiJZuited with apilgiim'scoat andliypoeiiUc sanc-
tify. Sir T. Herbert, Travels (1665), p. S41.

2t. To hide; conceal.

Yon caoinotpaUiat mischiefe, but it will
Throw all the fairest tMinerings ai deceit
Be always scene. DamA, Philotaa, iv. 2.

3. To cover or conceal; excuse or extenuate;
soften or tone down by pleading or urging ex-
tenuating circumstances, or by favorable rep-
resentations: as, to palliate faults or a crime.

Hope not that any falsity in friendship
Can pe^Hate a broken &ith.

Ford, Lady's Trial, IL 4.

His frolltis ('tis a name
That paBiatei deeds of folly and of shameX

Covxper, Tiroctnlam, L 333.

Their intoxication, together with the character of the
victim, explained, but tsertainly could notpoSinte, the vul-
garity of the exhibition. MoOey, Dutch Bepnbllc, L 461.

4. To rednce in violence ; mitigate; lessen or
abate : as, topdUiaie a disease. =S;n. Palliate, Ex-
tenuate, excuse^ gloss over, apologize for. Palliate and
extenuate come at essentially the same idea through differ-
ent figures: jxi0ui2eisto cover in partas with a cloak; cx-
teruiote is to thin away ordrawoat to flneneaa. Theyboth
refer to the effort to make an offense seem less by bring-
ing forward considerations tending to excuse ; they never
mean tile effort to exonerate orezctilpate completely. They
have had earlier differences of meaning, ana pcJliale has
a peculiar meaning of its own (see def. 3); paUiate also
would be likely to be used of the more serious offense ; but
otherwise the words are now essentially the same.

palliate (pal'i-at), a. [< L. paUiatus, cloaked

:

seepaUiate, «.] If. Eased; mitigated.

(Cardinal Pole^ in that act in this queen's [Hary's] reign
to secure abliey-lands totheir owners, . . . did not, assome
think, absolve their consciences from restitution, but only
made a palliate cure, the church but suspending tiiat pow-
er which in due time she might put in execution.

Fuller, Ch. Hist., TL r. 3.

The nation was tmder its great crisis and most hopeful
method of cure, which yef^ if piUliate and imperfect, would
only make way to more fatal sickness.

Bp. Fdl, IMe of :Ebunmond, § 3.

2. In. sool., having a psJlium; of or pertaining
to the PalUata; tectibranchiate.
palliation (pal-i-a'shon), n. [='P.pdlliation=
Sp. paHacion = Pg. patUoioSo = It.paTUasione,
< ML. paXliatio{nr), a cloaking, <paMare, cloak

:

see poiliate.'] If. A doakin^ or concealment

;

a means of hitji-ng or concealing.

The generality of Christians mske the external frame of
religion but a paBiatUm tot sin.

Jr. g. More, Mystery of (Sodlinem, p. 9. (Bneye. DieLt

Princes, of all other men, have not more change of Bay-
ment in thir Wardrobes then variety of Shifts and pallia-
tions in thir solemn actings and pretences to the People.

JTiZton, Eikonoklastes, xxviL

2. The act of palliating or concealing the more
flagrantcircumstances ofan offense, crime, etc.;

a lessening or toning down of the enormity or
gravity of a fault, offense, etc., by the urging
of extenuating circumstances, or by favorable
representations; extenuation.

This . . . issachapoBtiiiionathisfanltasinducesme
to forgive him. Qcidtmith, yiear, xxx.

3. Mitigation or alleviation, as of a disease.

If the just care of a disease be fall of peril, let the phy-
sician resort to palliation. Baeon, Nat. HisL

=Syn. See paUiate.

palliative (pal'i-a-tiv), a. and n. [= Y.paHi-
atifi=8p.pdUativo = Pg. It. paBiativo, < NL.
*palliativus, < Mh.paUiure, cloak: see^aSi<z<e.]

I, a. 1. Palliating; extenuating; serving to
extenuate by excuses or favorable representa-
tion.—2. Mitigating or alleviating, as pain or
disease.



palliative

II. n. 1. That whioli extenuates : as, a,pallia-
tive of guilt.— 2. That which mitigates, allevi-
ates, or abates, as the violence of pain, disease,
or other evil.

Those palliativee which weak, perfidious, or abject poli-
ticians administer. " •"

As apaUiaUve, add bicarbonate of sodium till a perma-
nent precipitate falls, and then expose for sever^ days to
the sun. Lea, Photography, p. 306.

palUatory (pal'i-a-to-ri), a. [= Sp. paliatorio;
as palliate + -ory.']

' Palliative.

pallid (pal'id), a. [< li.pallidus, pale, ipallere,
be pale: see pale^, a doublet of pallid.'] 1.
Pale; wan; deficient in color: as, a jjoKi^ coun-
tenance.

I which live in the country without stupifying am not
in darkness, but in shadow, which is not no light, but apaZ-
lid, waterish, and diluted one. Domw, Letters, iv.

Bathed in the paUid lustre stood
Dark cottage-wall and rock and wood.

WMttier, Fentucket.

2. In iot, of a pale, indefinite color. =syn. 1.
Wan, etc. (see paleU), colorless, ashy.

pallidit^ (pa-lid'i-ti), n. [= It. palUditd, <

ML. as if *pallid%ta{t-)s, < li.pallidus, pale: see
pallid.2 Pallor; paleness; pallid coloration.

pallidly (pal'id-li), adu. Withpallidity; palely;
wanly.
pallidness (pal'id-nes), ». Pallidity

;
paleness

;

wanness. Feltha'm.=Syn.Seepaiei,a.
Palliobranclliata (paFi-o-brang-ki-a'ta), n.

pi. [NL.: BeepalUobranchiate.'] DeBlainViUe's
name (1825) of the Braehiopoda, as one of two
orders of his AcepJtalophora, the other being
Budistse.

palliobranchiate (pal"i-6-brang'ki-at), a. [<
Nil. palliobranchiatus, KIJ.pallium, cloak, man-
tle, + brancMx, gOs.] Breathing by means of
the mantle^ or supposed to do so ; specifically,

of or pertaining to the Pallioiranchiata.

palliocardiac (pal"i-6-kar'di-ak), a. [< L. pal-
lium, cloak, + Gr. KapSia = E. heart: see car-
diac.2 Pertaining to the mantle and to the
visoericardium or pericardial sac of amollusk,
as a cephalopod: as, the palliocardiac muscle.

pallion^f (pal'ygn), n. IMsopallioun ; a reduc-
tion of pavilion. Cf. OP. pallion, pallioum,
^aMawi, etc., pallium.] A tent; a pavilion.

They lighted high on Otterboume,
And threw their paUions down.
BaMe of Otterbourm (Child's Ballads, Vn. 22).

pallion^ (pal'yon), n. [< It. pallone, a, baU,
bullet, ballon (see balloonK ballon), = 8p. pal-
lon, a quantity of gold or silver from an assay.]
A small pellet, as of solder.

A quantity of very small pellets, or pallions, of solder
are then cut. Ooldsmith's Handbook, p. 89.

palliopedal (pal"i-6-ped'al), a. [< L. pallium,
cloak, + pes (ped-) = 'E.'foot.'] Pertaining or
common to the pallium or mantle and to the
toot of a moUusk.
They are present in Haliotis, where they pass off from

the common pedal ganglionic mass (the paZlio-pedal gan-
glia). Geffer^aur, Comp, Anat. (trans.), p. 348.

pallisadot, «. Same as palisade.

Palliser gum. See gun^.

pallium (pal'i-um), n.
;
pi. pallia (-a). [= F.

pallium, OF. pallion, pallioum = Sp. paUo =
Pg. It. pallio, < L. pallium, a coverlet, mantle,
cloak; cf. palla, a mantle, cloak: see palP-.']

1. In Bom. anUq., a voluminous rectangular
mantle for men, corresponding to the Greek hi-

mation (see himation), and considered at Rome,
because worn by Greek savants, as the par-
ticular dress of philosophers ; also, a toga or

other outer garment; a curtain, etc., of rectan-
gular shape.—2. Eccles. : (as) In the earlyohureh,
a large mantle worn by Christian philosophers,

ascetics, and monks. (&) A vestment worn by
certain bishops, especially patriarchs and met-
ropolitans. It seems to have come first into use in the
Eastern Church, where it is known as the omophorion, and
to have been worn by patriarchs, and given by them to
metropolitans. Some authorities think that it was of
primitive origin and at first worn by all bishops, while
others hold that it was originally an imperial garment,
bestowed by the emperor as a mark of distinction upon
patriarchs and others, and afterward given to metropoli-
tans and. bishops generally. It has always been of wool,
as indicating the paBtoral office. It seems at first to have
been a mantle rolled together and passed round the neck
so as to fall both in front and at the back. It then became
contracted in width and was worn nearly as it still is in
the Greek Church, as a wide woolen band fastened round
the shoulders and descending nearly to the feet. In the
Latin or Koman Catholic Church it gradually assumed a
different shape, and is now a narrowband like a ring, pass-

ing round the shoulders, with two short vertical pieces,

falling respectively down the breast and the back. It is

ornamented with crosses, and has three golden pins by
which it is attached with loops to the chasuble. The
pallium was worn anciently in the Western Church by the
Pope and by Galilean metropolitans. From the sixth een-
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tury it began to be given by the Pope to some metropoli-
tans outside of his own diocese, in sign of special favor or
distinction— at first, according to some authorities, only
with approval of the emperor. By the seventh or eighth
century It came to be regarded as a sign of acknowledg-
ment of papal supremacy. At present. In the Soman
Catholic Church, a bishop elected or translated to a see of
metropolitical or higher rank must beg the Pope for the
pallium, and receives it after taking an oath of allegiance
to the Pope. The Pope wears It whenever he officiates,

bishops only on certain great feasts. Anglican archbish-
ops no longer wear the pallium since the Reformation,
but It forms part of the heraldic insignia of the archbish-
ops of Canterbury, Armagh, and Dublin. Also called paU.

(c) An altar-cloth; a frontal or pall.— 3. In
conch., the mantle, mantle-flap, or mantle-skirt
of a mollusk, an outgrowth ofthe dorsal body-
wall. It is a specialized, more or less highly and very
variously developed Integument, including epithelial, vas-
cular, glandular, and muscular structures, and forming
folds or processes which represent the footand other parts.
It Is often wanting. See cuts under Lamellibranchiata,
PvZmonaia, and TridacnidsB.

4. In ornith., the mantle; the stragulum; the
back and folded wings together, in any way
distinguished, as by color in a gull, etc.— 5.
A cirro-stratus cloud when it forms a uniform
sheet over the whole sky.

M. Poey has proi)Osed the name of Pallium, but this
term has not met with general acceptance.

Scott, Meteorology, p. 126.

pall-mall (pel-mel'), «• [Formerly also pale-
maile, pallmaill, pallemaille, paillemail; also,

in more recent spelling, pelCmeU; < OF. pal-
mail, palmailU, pallemaille, palemaille, paille-

mail, paillemaiile, etc., = Sp. palamallo = Pg.
palamalha, < It. palamaglio, pallamagUo, the
game of pall-maU, lit. 'ball-mallet,' < palla, ball

(< ML. palla, ball, < OB.0r. palla, MMa. G. ball:

see balVL), + maglio, <L. maZJews, a mall, mallet:
see mall'-.'] 1. A game, formerly played, in
which a ball of boxwood was struck with a mal-
let or club, the object being to drive it through
a raised ring of iron at the end of an alley.

The player who accomplished this with fewest
strokes, or within a number agreed on, was the
winner.
To St. James's Park,where I saw the Duke of York v^&y-

ing pelemde, the first time that ever I saw the sport.
Pepys, Diary, April 2, 1661.

The game might develop into golf or pell mell. ... If
the point played to was a hole in the ground, golf arose

;

If you played to a stone, tree, or rock, or through an Iron
hoop elevated on a post, pell mell, jeu de mail, Plla Mal-
leus was the result. . . . Lauthler describes the attitude
and "swing" at pell nwK in words that apply equally well
to golf. . . . Generally speaking, the aim was to "loft"
the ball. In fewer strokes than youradversarytook, through
an elevated Iron ring.

A. Lang, Golf (Badminton Library), pp. 4, 11.

2. The mallet used in this game.
If one had paiUe-mails it were good to play In this alley,

for It Is of a reasonable good length, straight, and even,
Fr. Garden/or Engl. Lad. (1621). (JToj-es.)

3. A place where the game was played. The
game was formerly practised In St. James's Park, London,
and gave Its name to the famous street called Pall Mall
(loc^y pronounced pel-mel').

In the pavilion of ye new Castle are many faire roomes,
well paynted, and leading Into a very noble garden and
parjje, where is apatt-maUl, in y« midst of which, on one
of the sides, is a chapelL Enelyn, Diary, Feb. 27, 1644.

pall-mallf (pel-mel'), adv. [EUiptically for in
pall-mall fashion ; prob. alluding also to pell-

mell.'] In pall-mall fashion; as in the game of
pall-mall,

others I'l knock pall-mail.
Ca/rtvmgM» Lad/y ErrarO, (Na/res.)

pallometric (pal-o-met'rii), a. [< Gr. irdMeiv,

quiver, quake, + '/lirpov, measure : see metric]
Relating to the measurement of vibrations in
the surface of the earth produced by artificial

methods.
pallor (pal'or), n. [= F. pdleur = Sp. palor =
Pg. pallor = It. pallore, < L. pallor, paleness, <
jjaMere, be pale : seei pallid, pay^.] Paleness;
wanness.
palmi (pam), n. [Early mod. E. also pawm;
< ME. palme, paume, pawme, pame, the palm of
the hand, also palm-^lay, < OF. palme, paulme,
paume, the palm of the hand, a ball, tennis
(palm-play), F. paume, the palm of the hand,
tennis {jeu de paume), = Sp. Pg. It. palma, <

L. palma, f., the palm of the hand, a hand's
breadth, etc., alsopalmiis, m., = Gr. waUfi?!, the
palm of the hand, = AS. folm (= OHG. folma),
the palm of the hand, the hand, > ult. E. fumble,
q. V. Hence ult. palm^.] 1. The flat of the
hand ; that part of the hand which extends from
the wrist to the bases of the thumb and fingers
on the side opposite the knuckles; more gen-
erally and technically, the palmar surface of
the manus of any animal, as the sole of the
fore foot of a clawed quadruped, as the eat or

palm

mouse, corresponding to the planta of the pes or

foot. In man thepalm is fleshy, and presents two special

eminences, the thenar (baU of the thumb) and, opposite to

it, the hypothenar, mainly due to the bulk of the subjacent

muscles. The habitual tendency of the fingers In grasping

and holding throws the skin into numerous creases, sev-

eral principal ones being quite constant In position. The
character of these creases, in all their detail and variation

In different Individuals, is the chief basis of chlrognomy
or palmistry. See phrases under line^.

Therwith the pous and paumee of his hondes
They gan to froote and wete his temples tweyne.

Chaucer, Troilus, Hi. 1114.

With yche a pawe as a poste, and paumei fulle huge.
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), L 776.

2t. The hand ; a hand'.

Ther apered a paume, with poyntel in fyngres

That watz grysly & gret, & gyrmly he wrytes.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), II. 1633.

3. A lineal measure equal either to the breadth
of the hand or to its length from the wrist to

the tips ofthe fingers ; a measure of length equal
to 3 and in some instances 4 inches ; among the

Romans, a lineal measure equal to about 8|
inches, corresponding to the length of the hand.

During that triumvirate of kings. King Henry VIII of

England, Francis I., king of France, and Charles V., em-
peror, there was such a watch kept that none of the three
could win a palm of ground but the other two would
straightways balance it. Bacon, Empire (ed. 1887).

4. A part that covers the inner portion of the
hand: as, the^ate of a glove; specifically, an
instrument used by sailmakers and seamen in

SailmELkers' Palm.

a, palm-leather; 6, thumb-hole ; c, metal shield fastened to palm-
leather ; f/, small countersinks, into some one of which the butt of the
needle enters in sewing to prevent the needle from slipping.

sewing canvas, instead of a thimble, consisting
of a piece of leather that goes round the hand,
with a piece of iron sewed on it so as to rest in

the palm.— 5. The broad (usually triangular)
part of an anchor at the end of the arms.— 6.
The fiat or palmate part of a deer's horns when
full-grown.

The forehead of the gote
Held out a wondrous goodlypalme, that sixteene branches

brought. Chapman, Hiad, Iv. 124.

7t. An old game, a kind of hand-tennis, more
fully called pahrir-play.

'"

Also, that no manor persone pleye at the pame or at
tenys, withyn the yeld halle of theseld cite.

English Gads (E. E. T. S.), p. 387.

8t. A ball.

Paume to play at tennys with, P'.] paulme. Palsgrave.

An itching palm. See itch.— Oil of palms. See ot!.—
To cross one's palm. Same as to cross one's hand (which
see, under erossl).—TO gild (one's) palm, to give money
to; fee; "tip."

He accounts them very honest Tikes, and can with aH
safety trust his Life in their Hands, for now and then £?i;d-

ing their Palms for the good Services they do him.
Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Eelgn of Queen Anne,

[II. 220.
To grease the palm of. See grease.

palml (pam), V. t. [< palm\ n.] 1. To handle

;

manipulate.

Our Cards and we are equal Tools.
We sure In vain the Cards conde^nn

:

Our selves both cut and shuffl'd them. . . .

But Space and Matter we should blame

;

Jhey paim'd the Trick that lost the Game.
Prior, Alma, ii.

Frank carves very iU, yet wlll^m all the Meats.
Prior, Epigrams.

2. To conceal in the palm of the hand, in the
manner of jugglers or cheaters.—3. To impose
by fraud : generally followed hyupon before the
person and o/ before the thing: as, to palm off
trash upon the public.

What Is paimsd upon you dally for an Imitation of East-
ern writing no way resembles their manner.

GoldmiUTi, Citizen of the World, xxxlll.

palm^ (pam), n. [< ME. palme, < AS. palm =
OS. pahna = D. paVm = MLG. palme = OHG.
palma, MHG. G. pahne = loel. pdlmr = Sw.
palm = Dan. palme = F. palme = Sp. Pg. It.

palma, < L. palma, a palm-tree, palm-branch,
the topmost branch, any branch, a palm-branch
as a symbol of victory, also the fruit of the
palm, a date, also the name of several other
plants ; so called from the resemblance of the



. palm
leaves of the palm-tree to the outspread hand

;

< patnM, the palm of the hand : see palm'^. The
Gr. name of the date-palm was ^vtfi see phe-
ni-r.] 1. A tree or shrub of the order Points.
Tbe palms form a natoral plant-gronp of great ioterest,
in appeaiance highly pictaresqae and often elegant, aud
in osefnlness sorpassed hy no family except the grasses.
The pnlpj fmit of some species, most notably of the date,
and the seed-kernel of otfaeiSL preeminently the cocoa-
nat, are edlbl& Oil is yielded by the froit-pnlp of some
(oQ-palm) and by the seeds of others (cocoanat, bacaba,
etc.). The pith of the sago-palms is tarinaceoos, and the
large terminal bad of the cubage-palm serves as a vege-
table, as do the young seedlings of the palmyra. The sap
of the wild date-tree and other species yields palm-sngar
or jaggery ; that of the coqnito, palm-honey. Tfaejoiceof
various species becomes toddyor palm-wine, which in fer-

menting serves as yeast, and distilled affords a spiritnoos
Uqaor. Aside troia food and driolc, the betel-nnt, a kind
of catechu, and a kind of diagon's-blood are palm-pro-
dacts; a candle-wax exndes from Cenxybm; vegetable
tvoiy is the nnt of the ivory-palm. Palm-wood is nsefol
for bonding (date-palm, paLmyra, etc.), for fine work (por-

copine-woodX for piles (palmettoX and for flexible articles

^atan). The leaves of many species serve for thatching
(bnssn-palm, royal palmetto, palmyra, etc.X for making
hats, baskets, and tani^ and m place of paper (palmetto,
talipol; etcX The leafstalks of some ^ttnl, piassava)
furnish an important fiber, as also does the hn^ of the
cocoanat. There are many other uses. The cocoanut-,
date-, and palmyra-palms lead in importance. The palm
of the BiUe is the date-palm. (For symbolic use, see det.

2.) As omamental plants in temperate r^ons the palms
are indi^ensable where sufAcient hothouse room can be
had.

The pdhne eke nowe men setteth forth to stande.
Pidladmi, Hnsbondrie (E. E. T. S.X p. 152.

Sreadths of toopic shade aud paims in cluster, knots of
Paradise. Tennyson, Locksley HalL

2. A branch, properly a leaf, of the pahn-tree,
ancientlyborne orwomas a symbol ofvictoryor
triumph; hence, superiority; Tietory : triumph;
honor; prize. The palmwas adopted as an emblem of
victory, n is said, becuise the tree is so elastic as, when
pressed, to rise and recover its coirect position. The Jews
earned palm-branches on festal occasions, and theSoman
Catholic and Greek churches have preserved this usage
in celebrating the entry of Christ into Jerusalem. See
Palm Sunday. See also def. 3.

And come to the place where ye aongell of our Lord
brought a.jKx/»i« vnto onr blessydLady, shewyng vnto her
yed^eof herdethe. Str^Ct^^/'onfe, Pylgrymage,p. 32:

It doth amaze me
A man of such a feeble tempo- should
$o g^ the start of the majestic world.
And bear the jxtltn alone. Sbak., J. C., i. 2. 131.

VoT his true use of translating men.
It still hath been a work of as much jjo^m.
In clearest judgments, as to invent or make.

R. Jomon, Poetaster, . 1.

3. One of several other plants, popularly so
called as resembling in some way the palm, or,

especially, as substituted for it iu church usage.
Among pbmts so designated are, in Great Britain, chiefly

tjie great sallow or goat-willow, Salix CapreOy at the time
whem its catkins are ou^ and the common yew (the latter
Is universally so called in Ireland); in Europe also the
olives holly, box, and another willow ; and in the northern
United States the hemlock-spruce.

In colour like the satin-shiningj«2m
On sallows in the windy gleams of March.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

Alexandia palm, P^ehogtenna Alexandra, a feather-
palm named after Alexandra, Princess of Wales.—Bam-
looo-palm, an African species, i2apAui vin^fera. Its leaf-

stalks and leaves are variously useful, and it is one of the
wine-palms.—BangalOV palm, the Australian Ptyeho-
spermadegans. Seefeather-palm, below.—Elowing-cane
palm. See/r£arte2Za.—BourbOILpalm,Z'mstona(7ftwi«n-
su {Latania Bmrhonua).—Broom-palm, Attalea fun\fera
and Tfainax wrgentea: so named &om the use made of
their leaves ac leafstalks Carana-palm, Mauritia Ca-
rana.—Catechu palm, Anea CatedoL See eaUtha and
Areea.—Clnisail palm, the Cliinese hemp-palm. See
hen^palm.—Club-palm, the palm-lily. See Con^iui&
— (3ohune palm. See Awdea.—Desert-palm. See
fTasAwifftoiua.—Dragan'S-Uood palni, (Mamm Draeo.

—European palm, Cham^erops humuis.—Fan-leafed
palm. Samea^/on-jxiim.—Featber-palm, specifically, a
palm of tlie genus Ptychosperma, but also any palm wiUi
plume-like leaves.—Fern-palm, (a)A name of Cycas re-

voluta and other species of the genus, on aocoont of their

resemblance both to ferns and to palms. (&) See Jfocro-

zamia.—Gebang palm, Corypha G«banga, a Javan spe-

cies, whose leaves serve for liiatohing, etc., and whose
trunk affords a kind of sago.—^m^aHpalm. See Maxi-
mOiana.—Iupalm, Aslraxtryttm acauU.—Jagna-palm.
See ^onimZiana.—Jaia pidm, Let^dldima ptddaa.—
HoricM or moriche palm. Same as ita^pajm.—New
Zealand palm. SameasnOau-jxijin.—^Nipa-iialm. See
Sipa.— Order of the Palm, a German society founded
at Weimar in 1617 for the preservation and culture of the
German language. It disappeared after 16S0. Also called

Ptrnt-Bringing 5«»8(y.— FasbiUba ^tbn, Iriartea (Ce-

rorylon)exorrkaa.—ra.ta.vra, palm, CEmxarpus Patttioa,

an oQ-yi^ding species in BraziL—Finang palm,the betel-
nutpalm,.il««iCli«te^ft!t. See -Areea, 2.—Findova palm,
AttMea eompta, a species with leaves nsetul for thatch-

ing, etc., and edible seeds.—Eoyal palm, Oreodara regia

of the West Indies and Florida.—San Diego palm. See
ITa^Aui^toina.—Taliera palm, taia palm, Corypha Ta-

U«ra.—Tncnm pabn, tncnma palm, Aitnearyum Tu-

euma. See Attroearyum.—'UmtatiBa, palm, Bedyscepe

(Kentia) Canterburyana ot Lord Howe's Island, Xew South

Wales: so called from its dense head of long pinnate

leases.—Walkillg-stick or wblp-stictc palm,Baadaria
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(fciUui) moHMtdcAj/a of Australia.-Zanora palm. Same
as Pashmba palm.

palma (pal'ma), n.; pi.j)a?m^ (-me). [L. : see

palm^.J 1. The palm of the hand of man, or
the corresponding part of the manus of oilier

animals, in a bird it is the under side of the pinion

;

in a quadruped, the under side of the fore foot, exclusive
of the part represented by the digits.

2. Ineiito/H.: (o) Theenlargedfirst joint of the
front tarsus of a bee, the remaining joints be-
ing called digiti, or fingers. (6) The tarsus of
an insect when it is dilated and densely covered
with hairs beneath, as in many Coleoptera.

Palmaces Q^l-ma'se-e), n. pi. [XL. (Idndley,
1835), fem. pL of *p<iUnuiceus : see palmaceous.j
Same as Palmse^.
palmaceous (pal-ma'shius), a. [< 'SL.palma-
ceus, < L. j)<rim<7, palm : seepalm^.'] Of or per-
taining to the Palmse, or palm faimly.
palma Christi (pal'ma kris'ti). [Formerly
palme-crist; = F. Pg. It. palma-clinsti = Sp.
paJina-eristi,< XL.paiBiaC7iri«?(,handof Christ:
see palm^ and Christ.^ The castor-oil plant,
Sicinus communis. See cut under casior-oU.

The green leanes of Palma daitH, pound with parched
Bartey meale, do mitigate and asswage the inflammation
and swelling sorenesse of the eyes.
Lytefs Herbal, p. 412, quoted in Wrighfs Bib. Woid-Book.

palmacite(pal'ma-^t),n. [<L.2)aZnK7,pahn(see
palm2), -I- -6- -I- -tte2.] a name used by Bron-
gniart, under which are included various fossil

remains of vegetation supposed to be related to
the living Paimacese. The specimensthus designated
are chiefly fragments of trunks of trees, both with and
without tjie marks of leaf-bases, spines, etc. The palms
are first seen in &e upper part of Uie Cretaceous.

palmse^ n. Plural of j>a?ni«.

Palma2(pal'me),n.pZ. [XL. (Linnseus, 173/),
pi. of L. palma, a paJm.] The pabn family, an
order of monoeotyledonous plants of the series

CalyciMe, characterized by the one- to three-
celled free ovary, soUtaiy ovules, and small
embryo immersedin a little hollow near the out-
side of the hard or oily albumen. About i.ioo spe-
cies are known, classed in 129 genera, 7 tribes, and 18 sub-
tribes. They are mainly tropical, especiallyAmerican, and
are most abundant on coasts and islands ; fewer in Asia and
Aostralia ; fewest in Africa ; reaching lat. 44° N. in Enrope,
36' in America, 34° in Asia. The species are nsually local,

excepting the cocoanut and four or five others. They are
trees or shrubs, mostly unbranched, generally pereimial,
and continued only by a terminal and sometimes edible
bud. ThdrLuge leaves are pinnately or radiately parallel-

veined, undivided and plaited in the bud, divided slightly
or completely on expansion. The flowers are small, r^u-
lar, often rigid or fleshy, often dioecious, usually vrith six
stamens,borne on abranching spadix,with several ormany
sheathing bract-like or woody spathes. The fruit is a
berry or drupe or dry £mit, the outside conomonly fibrous,

witMn membranous, crostaceous, woody, or stony. See
ptdmS, and cuts ander(7i>rspAa, Piassava, nervation, cocoa,

and Orozjiioii. Also called PalmacetB.

palmar (pal'mar), a. and n. [= F. palmaire =
Sp. Pg. palmar = It. palmare, < L. palmaris,
belonging to the palm of the hand, < palma,
the pabn of the hand : see ^joZroi.] I. a. Per-
taining or relating to the palma or pabn of the
hand, or to the corresponding part of the fore

foot of a quadruped. The epithet is chle^ technical,

in anatomy and zoology, and Is correlated with plontor;
with reference tothe hand,palmar isthe oppositeof dorsal.
—Palmar arclL (a) jOwp: the continuation of the radial
artery, placed deeply in the palm of the hand, toward the

Palmar Aiches.

wrist, its branches supplying tJie deep muscles, (fi) Super-

ficial: the continuation of the ulnar artery In the palm,
forming an arch opposite the anterior border of the

thumb, convex distally. It gives off the digital arteries.

-Palmar arteries, the arteries of the palmar arches.—

palmate

Falmar cutaneous nerves. See nCTiy^—Palmar fas-
cia. (a).^p<TriaaZ: the extension of the superficial fascia
of the forearm in the palm. (&) Deep : a somewhat special-
ized sheet of fascia into which the tendon of the palmaris
longns expands in the palm, continnons with the fascial
sheaths of the fingers, confining the subjacent muscles,
etc. and serving as a flexor tendon. See cuts under miia-
de.—Falmar folds, the wrinkles of the palm of the hand.
—Palmar taterossens. See interosseus.

H. n. 1. An anatomical structure, as a mus-
cle, contained in or connected with the palm:
as, the long and short j)a?»iai{:. See palmaris.—2. In root, one of the joints or ossicles of the
branches of a crinoid which succeed the bra-
chials ; one of the joints of the fourth order, or
of a division of the_brachials ; a palmare.
palmare (pal-ma're), ». ;

pi. pahnaria (-ri-a).

[XL., neut. otXt. palmaris, palmar: seepalmar.^
Same mpahnar, 2. Suxley, Anat. Invert., p. 500.

palmaris (pal-ma'ris), n.; p\. palmares (-rez).

[XL. (se. musculus), <.J.i.pabiians, pertaining to
the palm of the hand: seepalmar.^ 1. Amuscle
which acts upon the palm of the hand, or the
corresponding part of the fore paw of a quadru-
ped; a palmar.— 2. A palmar nerve Palmaris
brevis, a thin subcutaneous muscle at the inner part of
ihe palm of tbe hand.—Palmaris cutaneus. Same as
palmaris brevis.—Palmaris longos, a superficial muscle
of the forearm, arising in man chiefly from the internal
condyle of the humerus, and inserted into the palmar
fascia. See cuts under musde.—Palmaris longus bi-
caudatus, that form of palmaris longus whichhas two
tendons of insertion.— Palmaris magnus. Same as
flexor carpi radialis (which see, underyZezor).—Palmaris
minimng Same as palmaris tongus.—Palmaris pro-
ftmdus, palmaris superficialis. See palmar cutaneous
nerves, under nerve.

palmary! (pal'ma-ri), a. [<.Tj.palmaris, palmar:
see palmar.'] Same as palmar. [Bare.]

palmary^ (pal'ma-ri), a. [< L. paJmariiis, of
or belonging to palms, neut. palmarium, that
which deserves the palm, a maAerpieee, also an
advocate's fee, < palma, the palm: see J>afoii2.]

Worthy of receiving the pahn; preeminent;
chief; conspicuous.
Sentences proceeding from the pen of "the first philoso-

pher of the age " in his palmary and capital work.
Bp. Home, ()n the Apology for Hume's life and Writings.

Lord Macanlay, in his most unfair Essay on Horace
Walpol^ gives, as a palmary sample of his Gallicisms

:

'It will now be seen whether he or they are most patriot."

F. HaU, Mod. Eng., p. 317.

PaJmataet (pal-ma'te), n. pi. [XL., fem. pi. of
L. palmatus, marked with the palm of the hand

:

see jwrftnafei.] In ornitli., the palmate or web-
footed birds collectively, considered as a major
group of aquatic birds ; the swimming as distin-

guished from the wading or grallatorial birds.

In Nitzsch's classification (1829) tie group
consisted of the Longipennes, SasuUe, Ungui-
rostres, Stegano-
podes. and Py- g fu^

palmate (pal'-

mat), a. [= F.
palmet= Sp.jMri-
meado=Pg.j>o7-
mado — It. ^Kii-

maio, < L. pal-
matus, marked
with the pabn of
the hand (NL.
palmate), < pal-
ma, the palm of
the hand: see
palm^.] l.Like
an open palm;
resembling a hand with the fingers extended.
The term is specifically applied to the antlers of certain

deer, as tbe elk of Europe and the
moose of .America, which are broad
and flat, like a p^m, with project-
ing flnger-like or digitate points.

2. Web-footed, as a bird;
palmiped; webbed; specifi-

cally, of or pertaining to the
Palmatse. Compare semipal-
mate, toUpalmate.—3. iabot.,
originally, having five lobes,
with the midribs diverging
from a common center: by
lator botanists extended to
leaves that are
lobed or divid-

ed so that the sinuses point to or
reach the apex of
the petiole, some-
what irrespective

of the number of
lobes. See digi-

tate, and cuts un-
der 7«7f.—Palmate , „., , , ,

.

A.,+A«..,m ;„ \i,tl^^ ..<. Palmate Leaf of j<«rfMacn7*A>'/-
antennS, m Orfom., /„„, i.PalinateTQbeisofOrc*£ii.i..
anteimse which are cuiata.

Palmate Antleis of a Moose.

Palmate Foot of a
Sea-duct.



palmate
short and have a few long branches on the outer side,
resembling, when spread apart, the fingers ol a hand.

—

Palmate tibiae, in entom., ttbite which are flattened and
have the exterior margin produced in several stxong teeth
or mucrones : a form commonly found in fossorial legs.

palmated (pal'ma-ted), a. [< palmate^ + -ed2.]
Same as palmate^.
palmately (pal'mat-li), adv. In a palmate
manner; so as to be palmate.—Pajmately cleft,
cleft in a palmate manner, as when the divisions of a pal-
mate leaf extend half-way down or more, and the sinuses
or lobes are narrow or acute. See d^fts, 2, and outs under
2e(^.—Palmatelj^ compound, an epithet applied to a
compound leaf with the leaflets inserted in a psdmate
manner, as in the buckeye, lupine, etc.: saiae as digitate,
as used by later authors. See cut under leitf.— Palmate-
ly divided. Same as palmately compound.—Palmately
lobed, lobed in a palmate manner, as when the divisions
of a palmate leaf extend nearly or quite half-way to the
base, and the lobes or sinuses are rounded. See lobed, and
cut under JotrppAa.—Palmately nerved. See nerva-
tion.—Palmately parted, parted in a palmate manner,
as when the divisions in a palmate leaf almost reach but
do not quite reach the base. See parted.—Palmately
veined. Same as palmately nerved.

palmatifid (pal-DM,t'i-fid), a. [= F.palmatifide,
< Nil. palmatus, palmate (see palmate), + L. fin-
dere {vfid), cleave.] In hot., same aspdlmatehi
cleft (which see, yxnA&e palmateVy),

paunatiform (pal-mat'i-fdrm), a. [= F. pal-
matiforme, < KlJ.palmat^ls, palmate,+ li.forma,
form.] In 6ot., having the form of a hand: ap-
plied to a leaf whose ribs are arranged in a
palmate form, radiating from the apex of the
petiole. Also palmiform.
palmatilobate (pal-mat-i-lo'bat), a. [< KL.
palmatus, palmate, + lohatvs, lobate: see lo-

cate.'] In J>ot., same as palmately lobed (which
see, nndei palmately).

palmatilobed (pal-mat'i-lobd), a. [< NL. pal-
matus, palmate, + loibus, a lobe, + -ed2.] In
hot., same as palmately lobed (which see, under
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Falmatipartite Leaf.

palmation (pal-ma'shon), n. [< NL. *palma-
tio{n-), <. palmatus, palmate: se& palmate.'] 1.

The state of being palmate ; a palmate figure
or formation; digitation.

The curious axis deer of India . . . resembles, in mark-
ing, the fallow deer ; but its horns, when developed, will
have no palmaHons. Sci. Amer., N. 8., LXI. 296.

2. Webbing, as of the
foot of a palmiped bird.

Compare semipalmaUon,
totipalmation, palama.

palmatipartite(pal-mat-
. i-par'tit), a. [< NL. pal-

matus, palmate, -f- par-
titas, divided: see par-
tite.] In bot., same as
palmately parted (which
see, THider palmately).

palmatisect (pal-mat'i-sekt), a. [< NXi. pal-
matus, palmate, + L. sectus, pp. of seca/re, cut

:

see section.'] In hot., same as
palmately compound (which
see, vlbAbt: palmately).

palmatisected (pal-mat-i-

sek'ted), a. [< pahaaUseet
+ -ec^.] Same as palmati-
sect.

palmbark-tree (pam'bark-
tre), n. An elegant Austra-
lian shrub, Melaleuca Wil-

soni.

palm-barley (pam'bar'li),

n. A kind of barley fuller and broader than
common barley. JSalliwell.

palm-bird (pam'berd), n. A bird that nests in

palm-trees : applied tomanyofthe weaver-birds
or Ploeeidse, as the baya.
palm-batter (pam'but'Sr), n. Same as palm-
oil.

palm-cabbage (pam'kab"aj), n. The edible bud
of the eabbage-j)alin.

palm-cat (pam'kat), n. A viverrine quadruped
of the subfamily Paradoxurinse; a paradoxure

:

so called from their climbing in and feeding

to some extent upon palms. There are several

genera, as Paradoxurug, Jfatidinia, and Pagunut, and the
species are numerous. The common palm-cat is Paradox-
urus typus. They are also called luwaeke, pagu7ne8,palm-

marims, and by other names. See cut under Paradoxu-
rvx.

palm-color (pam'kul"or), ». A color resem-
bling that of tiie palm; bay-color.

palm-crab (pam'krab), n. The tree-crab, Bir-

gus latro: so called from its climbing palm-
trees to get at the fruit. See out in next
column.
palm-cross (pam'kr6s), n. See eross^, 2.

palme-crist-f, n. [< NL. palma Christi.'] The
palma CJhristi or castor-oil plant. Fallows.

Falm-crab {Birgus latro).

palmed (pamd), a. [<.palm^ -f -ed2.] Having
palmate antlers, as a deer: chiefly a poetical
expression,withreference to the European stag.
This animal does not acquire the crown or terminal pal-

mation of the antlers until he is full-grown.

The proud, palmed deer
Forsake the closer woods.

Drayton, Folyolbion, xziii. 319.

Palmella (pal-mel'a), n. [NL. (Lyngbye, 1819),

a dim. form, having reference to the jelly-like

appearance ; < Gr. ira7\,/i6i, vibration, < iroKt^m,

shake, vibrate.] A genus of fresh-water algse,

typical of the PalmeUacese, having globose or
oblong cells, with ohlorophyl usually green, but
sometimes changing to orange or reddish color.
The cells are surrounded with a thick integument, which
is generally soon confluent into a shapeless mass of jelly

;

multiplication is mostly by division. The forms included
in this genus are probably not autonomous, but represent
arrested polymorphous forms which multiply rapidly by
the process of cell-multiplication, without developing, for

a protracted period, the true plant. The particuUu* plants,
however, to which they belong have never been deter-

mined.—FalmeUa Stage, or palmella condition, a
general phrase sometimes applied to certain of the lower
algse wmch exhibit the peculiar gelatinous masses de-
scribed above. In the Sehinomyeetes this condition or stage
has lately been called the zoogUea stage. See ZoSglaea.

PalmeUacese (pal-me-la'se-e), n. pi. [NL., <
Palmella + -acese.'] A so-called order of fresh-
water algsB, taking itsname from thegenus Pal-
mella, including forms of doubtful autonomy.
They are strictly unicellular, with the cells either single
or numerous, constituting families, and embedded in an
amorphous stratum of jelly. Heproduction is mainly by
flssion. Also Palmelleie.

palmellaceous (pal-me-la'shius), a. [< Pal-
mella + -aceotis.'i Eesembling or belonging to
the genus Palmella. AlaopalmeUoid.
Palmellese (pal-mel'e-e), n. pi. [NL., < Pal-
mella + -eas.] Same as Palmellacese.

palmellin (pal'mel-in); n. [< NL. Palmella +
-m^.'] The red coloring matter detected by
Phipson in Palmella cruenta, a fresh-water alga.

It is soluble in water, but insoluble in alcohol,

ether, and carbon bisulphid.

palmelloid (pal'mel-oid), a. [< PalmeUa +
-oid.2 Same as palmellaceous—Palmelloid con-
dition, in bot., same as palmella stage (which see, under

Palmatisected Leaf of Ge-
raniutn Rebertianum.

palmelodicou (pal-me-lod'i-kon), n. Same as
musical glasses (6) (wtioh see, under glass).

palmer^ (p3.'m6r), ra. [(.palmi + -er'^j] 1. One
who palms or cheats, as at cards.— 2. A ferule.

palmer^ (pa'mfer), n. [< ME. palmer, palmere,
palmare,<. OF.palmier, paulrmer, paumier= Sp.
palmero = Pg. palmeiro = It. pahniere, < ML.
palmarms, a pilgrim who bore a pahn-braneh
(see def.), < L. palma, a pabn-branch: see
palm^.] 1. A pilgrim who had returned from
the Holy Land, nad fulfilled his vow, and had
brought with him a jjalm-branch to be depos-
ited on the altar of ms parish church: hence,
an itinerant monk who went from shrine to
shrine, under a perpetual vow of poverty and
ceUbaoy. The distinctionbetween pilgrim and
palmer seems never to have been closely ob-
served.

Than longen folk to gon on pilgrimages.
And palmares for to seken straunge strondes.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 13.

Here is a holy Palmer come,
From Salem flrst^ and last from Rome

;

One that hath kissed the blessed tomb,
And visited each holy shrine,

In Araby and Palestme. Scott, Uarmion, i. 23.

An escallop shell, the device of St, James, was adopted
as the universal badge of the palmer.

Preseott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 6.

Though now and then an individual may havebeen seen
who canied a short palm-branch bound to his staff, such,
however, was not the paimei's usual badge ; but instead a
small cross formed by two short slips of a leaflet from the
palm-tree : this cross he sewed either to his hat or upon
his cape. Peck, Church of our Fathers, III. t 439.

palmetto

2. A palmer-worm.

Enushc [It], the wormes called cankers oTpahnen.
Florio, MIL

A hollow cane that must be light and thin.

Wherein the "Bobb " and Palmier shall abide

;

Which must be stoppedwith an handsome pin,

iest out again your baits do hap to slide.

J. Dennys (Arber's Eng. Gamer, 1. 153).

3. An artiflcial fly whose body is covered with

hairs bristling in all directions: used by an-

glers.

Imitations of these [haiiy caterpillars), known to the

American by the familiar term of hackles, and to the ac-

curate inhabitant of the British Isles by the correct name
ot palmers. SportMnans Gazetteer, p. 298.

4. A wood-louse. Enoyc. Die*.—Palmer's staff,

in her., same as iourdoni, 3.

palmerSt (pa'mfer), n. [< OF. palmier, a palm-

tree, < palme, a palm : seej^aJmS.] A palm-tree.

Here are very many palmer or coco trees, which is their

chiefe food. HcMuyt's Voyages, n. 264.

palmerm (pal'm6r-in), n. [< Palmerin (see

def.).] One of a line of romantic heroes of the

age of chivalry, who took their names or their

titles from Palmerin de Oliva, an illegitimate

frandson of a Greek emperor of Constantinople,
his Palmerin derived his name from the circumstance of

his exposure in a wicker basket on a mountain-side among
palms and olive-irees in Spain. He afterward became
famous tor his exploits in Germany, England, and the Ori-

ent. The exploits of the Falmerins, as celebrated in the

famous Spanish romances called by their name, are evi-

dently modeled after those of Amadis of Gaul. In litera-

ture the name is often applied as a term of distinction to

any redoubtatile champion of the age of chivalry.

That brave Sosicler
That damned brood of ugly giants slew.

And Palmerin Frannarco overthrew.
JBea/u. and PI., Knight of Burning Pestle, ilL 2.

The oldest ballads tell us nothing at all ... of the
Palmerijis, nor of many other well-known and famous
heroes of the shadow-land of chivalry.

Ticknor, Span. lit., L 119.

palmer-worm (pa'mfer-wferm), re. [< palmer^ +
worm.] 1. A caterpillar; especially, a hairy
caterpillar injurious to vegetation, but what
kind is unknown or undetermined. The name oc-

curs three times in the Bible (Joel i. 4 ; iL 25 ; Amos iv. 9) as

the translation of the Hebrew gozam,, rendered in the Sep-
tuagint KOLfLirr] and in the Vulgate eruca. Some have sup-
posed it tobeadestructive kind of loeaBt,&sPaehytylwtim-
gratorivs; but iu Joel the name is expressly distinguished
from "locust" The Hebrew name is referred to a root
meaning 'to cut off '

; the Greek Kaftirri refers to the bend-
ing or looping of some caterpillars, apparently pointing
to a looper or measuring-worm—that is, the larva of some
geometrid moth; and the Latin eruca may have the same
significance. The destructiveness of many of these geo-
metrids would fully bear out the Biblical implication.
See oubit.

There is another sort of these Catterpillers, who haue
no certaine place of abode, nor yet cannot tell where te

find theyrfoode, but, like vnto superstitious Pilgrims, doo
wander and stray hither and thither, (and like Mise) con-
sume and eate vp that which is none of their owne ; and
these haue purchased a very apt name amongst vs Eng-
lishmen, to be called Palmer-worms, by reason of their
wanderbig and rogish life (for they neuer stay In one
place, but are euer wandering^ although by reason of their
roughnes and ruggednes some call them Beare-wormes.
They can by no means endure to be dyeted, and to feede
vpon some certaine herbes and flowers, but bcddly and
disorderly creepe ouer all, and tast of all plants and trees
indifferently, and line as they list

Topsell, History of Serpents (1608X p. 105.

That which the palmerworm hath left hath the locust
eaten. Joel i. 4.

2. In the United States, the larva of the tineid
moth Tpsiloph'us pometella, which in eastern
parts of the country appears on the leaves of
the apple in June, draws them together, and
skeletonizes them.
palmery (pa'mer-i), n.

;
pi. palmeries (-iz). [<

pahrfi + -ery,] A palm-house. Compare fern-
ery.

palmetto (pal'met), n. [< F. palmette, dim. of
palme, palm: see palmfi.] In class, archmol.,
an ornament more or less resembling a palm-
leaf, whether carved in relief on moldings, etc.,

or painted; ananthemion. See cut on follow-
ing page.
palmetto (pal-met'6), to. [Formerly jjaZroifo;

< Sp. palndto (= Pg. palmito = It. palmisto =
F.pdmiste), dim. m. palma, palm: see^ate^.]
Any one of several fan-leafed palms of different
genera. The one most properly so called is Sabal Pal-
metto, the cabbage-palmetto, a tree from 20 to 36 feet high,
abounding on the southeast coast of the TTnited States. It
forms part of the device in the seal and flag of South Caro-
lina, the Palmetto State. Its wood is not attacked by the
teredo and is very durable under water, and is therefore
much used for piles and wharves. The flbrous leaves of
this and the dwarf palmetto, 5. Adansoni, are made into
hats, baskets, and fans, and also fumish an upholstering
material. The palmetto, or hemp-palm, of southern Eu-
rope and North Africa, is Chameerops humUis, a dwaiif spe-
cies, affording abundant fiber, consumed chiefly as " v^e-
table horsehair." The same names axe given to the Chi-



palmetto

Palmette.—Fragment of Frieze, Acropolis of Athens.

nese Traehyearpm excelsa, wbose leafstalks on decaying
leave a filnons matter of textile use.

Doling corToyagewe lined on nothing else bnt raspices,
of a certeine roond graine little and blacke, and of the
rootea otpalmUos which we got by the riner side.

HaUuyes Voyages, HL 342.

BlnepalmettO, JiA<<l>u2(>pAj/Qum Hystrix of South Caro-
lina, Gteorgia, and Florida, a species with an erect or creep-
ing stem, 2 or 3 feet long, and leaves ciicnlar In outline.

—

Cabbage-palmetto. See def. above.—Dwarf palmet-
to, Sdbat Adatisani, of the soatheastern TTnited States,
withcreeping orbnned stem. See del above, and 8ai/>-pa2-

metto.—Humble palmetto, a West Indian tree, Carlu-
dmiea insiffnis.—Palmetto flag, the Sag of the State of
South Carolina, which, from the occurrence in it of a vari-
etyof dwarf palm or palmetto, is called the Palmetto Staie.

—Boyalptllmetto. ia)S<^)almnbraeuliferaotihe'West
Indies, also called b^ or buU thatch, from the use made of
the leaves. It is a fine tree, growing 80 feet or more high.
(A) Same as tSk-top palmetto.— Saw-palmetto, a form of
the dwarf palmeUo with creeping stem and spiny-edged
petioles.— Sllk-top palmetto, the name in Florida of
Thrinax pwrvifiora, found there andintheWestlndies: a
tree some 30 feet high, turned to minor uses. Called in
the West Indies royal jiaJmetto.—SilTOr-top palmetto,
the name in Florida of Thrinaa; argeiOea, a tree of the same
range and size as ttie last, the leaves silvery-silky beneath.
Its uses resemble those of the cabbage-palmetto. Also
called liriclcley and brUBe-thateh.— Small palmetto, a
name of the palm-like genus CaHvdoviea of the natural
order (7!/c{an<naceds.

palmetnm (pal-me'tnm), «. [KL., < L. palme-
tum, apalm-groye, < j>a2?»a, palm: seepofon^.]
A patm-hoTise.

palm-fiber (pam'fi'bfer), n. Fiber obtainedfrom
the leaves of the palmyra, camauba, and other
palms.
palm-honey (pam'hun'i), «. See coquito.

palm-honse (pamTioTis), n. A glass house for
growing psJms and other tropical plants.

pabnic (pal'mit), a. [< palm^ + -tc] Same as
palmitic.

palmicolons (pal-mik'o-los), a. pjOj., < L.
palma, palm, + colere, inhabit.] Growing on
the palm-tree. Thomas, Med. Diet,

palnuferous (pal-mif'e-rus), a. [= P. palmifire
= Sp. pdlmifero = Pg.'lt. palmifero, < L. palmi-
fer, palm-bearing, < pdlma, palm, + ferre = E.
tear*.'] Bearing or producing palms.

palmification (pal'mi-fi-ka'snon), n. [< L.
pdlma, paJm, -f- -ficare, ifacere,make (see -fi/).']

See the quotation, and compare caprifieation.

The BabylonlauB suEfpeuded male clusters from wild
dates over the females ; bnt they seem to have supposed
that the fertility thus produced de{>ended on the presence
of small flies among the wild flowers, which, by entering
the female flowers^ caused them to set and ri|>en. The
process was called palmijuiation. Eneyc BriL, IT. 82.

palmiform (pal'mi-f6rm), a. [= F. It. palmi-
forme, < L. palma, the palm of the hand, -t-

forma, form.] Same as palmatiform.
palmigTaiie (parmi-grad), o. [< L. palma, the

palm of the nand, tiie sole of the foot (of a
web-footed bird), + gradi, walk.] Walking on
the soles of the feet; plantigrade.

palmine (pal'min), ». l<palm^ + ^ne^.'] Same
as palmiiin,

palminerre (pal'mi-n^rv), a. [< L. paMa,
palm, + nervus, nerve.] Same as peHmiiiervea.

palminerved (pal'mi-nervd), a. [(.palmineroe

-H -ed2.] In hot., palmately nerved. See ner-

vation.

palmiped, palmipede (pal'mi-ped, -ped), a.

and n. [= F. palmipede = Pg. It. palmipede,

< L. palmipes (palmiped-), broad-footed, web-
footed, < palma, the palm of the hand, the sole
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of the foot (of a web-footed bird), -1- jpe« (ped-)
= E. foot.] I. a. Web-footed, as a bird ; hav-
ing the toes webbed or palmate ; of or pertain-
ing to the Palmipedes. See second cut under
pcUmate.

n. » A web-footed bird; any member of
the Palmipedes.
Falmipedat (pal-mip'e-da), n. pi. [NIj., irreg.
neut. pi. of Palmipes : seepalmiped.] 1 . In Blu-
menbach's classification, a singolar association
of web-footed carnivores, edentates, rodents,
sirenians, and monotremes in one order, the
eighth. Thus it contained seals and walruses,
otters, beavers, manatees and dugongs, and
the omithorhynchus.— 2. In lUiger's classifi-

cation (1811), a family of his Prensicuiantia,
containing the web-footedrodents only, as cer-
tain water-rats (Hydromys) and the beaver.
Palmipedes (pal-mip'e-dez), n.pl. [NXi., pi. of
Jj. palmipes, broad-footed: see palmiped.'] An
order founded by Sehaefier in 1774, and in
Cuvier's system the sixth order of birds, cor-
responding to the Anseres of Ldnneeus and the
Natatores of lUiger; web-footed or swimming
birds.

palmipedoust (pal-mip'e-dus), a. \K palmiped
+ -ous.] Same as palmiped. Sir T. Browne,
Vulg. Err., iv. 1.

Palmipes (pal'mi-pez), n. [NL., < L. palmipes,
broad-footed, web-footed.] Same asAsteristyus.

palmist (pal'mist or pa'mist), n. and a. [<
paXmX + -ist.] I, n. Same aspalmister: now
more often used.
H. a. Of or pertaining to pabnisters or pal-

mistry: as, the j>a{n>ig< art.

palmister (pal'mis-ter), 71. [Sometimes palm-
ster, as if < palm + -ster; < pahnX + -ist (lA.pal-
mist) + -eri.] One who deals in palmistry, or
pretends to tell fortunes by the pahn of the
hand, especially by its lines.

Deceiving and deceivable ixi2fiuters, who will undertake
by the view of the hand to be as expert in foretelling the
course of life to come to others as they are ignorant of
their own in themselves. Ford, I&e of Life.

palmistry (pal'mis-tri), n. [< palmist -¥ -ry.]

1. The ait or practice of telling fortunes by a
feigned interpretation of lines and marks on the
pahn of the hand. Also called chirognomy and
chiromancy. See phrases under line^.

We shsll not proceed to qneiy what truth is in pahnb-
try, or divination from those lines in our bands of high
denomination. Sir T. Browne, Tnlg. Err., T. 21.

With the fond Maids in PalmMry he deals

;

They tell the Secret first which he revesls.
Prior, Henry and Emma.

2. Manual dexterity. [Humorous.]

He found his pocket was picked ; that being a kind of
palmistry at which this race of vermin [gipsies] are very
dexterous. Addison, Spectator, No. 130.

palmitate (pal'ml-tat), n. l<palmit(ic) + -afel.]

A salt of palmitic acid.

palmite (pal'mit), n. [< NL. Palmita: see
palmetto.] A rush-like plant, Prionium Pal-
mita, of South Africa, the leaves of which af-

ford a very tenacious fiber.

palmitic (pal-mit'ik), a. [= P. palmitique; as
palm^ + -ite^ + -ic.] Pertaining to or obtain-

ed from palm-oil. Also palmic Palmitic add,
CieHs202, an acid existing as a glycerin ether in palm-
oil and in most of the solid tats. The acid forms fine

white needles, or pearly ciystalline scales.

palmitin (pal'mi-tin), n. [= P. palmitine; as

palm^ + -»te2 -H -in^.] The principal solid

ingredient of paJm-oil, C3H6(Ci6H3i02)3, a
soUd colorless crystalline substance, melting
at about 45° C. : it is the triglyceride of pal-

mitic acid. Also palmine.

palmitot, n. An obsolete form ot palmetto.

palmi-veined (pal'mi-vand), a. In 6of., having
the veins arranged in a palmate manner.
palm-kale (pam'kal), n. An Italian variety of

borecole, grown also in the Channel Islands.
It reaches the height of 10 or 12 feet, and bears its leaves,

which are curved, at the top, thus imitating a palm.

palm-leaf (pam'lef), n. 1. The leaf of a palm.
Hence—2. Afanmadefromadriedpalm-leaf,
particularly from a leaf of the fan-palm or of

the palmetto ; a palm-leaf fan. [CoUoq., U. S.]

The slave . . . filled the bowl of a long-stemmed chi-

bouk, and, banding it to Ms master, retirod behind him,
and began to fan bim with the most prodigious palntlettf I
ever saw. C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 268.

Palm-leaf fan. See det 2.

palm-lUy (pam'lil'i), n. See Cordyline.

palm-majrten (pam'mar'ten), n. Same asp(dm-
cat.

palm-matet (pam'mat), n. [< 'MD.palmr^naete,

a ferule, prop. *palmaete (E. *palmate), etc., <
MXi. palmata, a dap or blow on the hand (paU

PalmHSil Tree (£/0tr Gut'/te-

palmy
matritim, a ferule or whip), < li. palma, the palm
of the hand : see palm^.] Same as ferulei.

palm-oil (pam'oil), n. A fatty substance ob-
tained from several species of palms, but chiefly
from the fruit of the oil-

palm,Elsm Cruineensis, of
western Africa, in cool
climates it acquires the con-
sistence of butter, and is of an
oraDge-yellow color. It is em-
ployed in the manufacture of
soap and candles, and for lubri-
catmg machinei7, the wheels
of railway-carriages, etc. By
the natives of the Gold Coast
this oil is used as butter, and
when eaten fresh it is pleas-
ant and wholesome. Also
called palrrtr-butter.

palmosseus (pal-mos'f-
us), n.; pi. palmossei (-i).

[NL., < L. palma, the
hand, + osseus, of bone

:

see osseous.] An inter-
osseous muscle of the
palm : distinguishedfrom
dorsosseus. Coues.

palm-playt (pam'pla), n.

An old game of ball played with the hand; a
kind of tennis in which the ball was struck with
the hand and not with a racket or bat. Also
palm-playing smdipalm.
During the reign of Charles V. palm play, which may

properly enough be denominated hand-t^mis, was exceed-
ing^ fashionable in France, being played by the nobUl^
for large sums of money.

Struts Sports and Pastimes, p. 16a

palm-playing (p^m'pla'ing), n. Same aspahn-
play.

He comes upon
The women &t^^ palmr-playing.

D. G. Ross^i, Dante at Verona.

palmster (pam'st^r), n. Same aspalmister.
palm-sugar (pam'shug'ar), n. Sugar obtained
from palm-sap : same as Jaggery.
Palm Sunday (pam sun'da). The Sundaynext
before Easter, being the sixth Sunday in Lent
and the first day of Holy Week, its observance,
in commemoration of Christ's triumphal entry into Jeru-
salem, is as old as the fourth centuiy in the Eastern
Chur<m, and as the fifth or sixth century in the West-
em. "By the sixth or seventh century formal processions
had become customary, which the Greek and the Koman
Catholic churches have retained. The popular observ-
ance of the day by carrying branches of w^ow or other
trees continued in many places in England after the Sef-
ormation, and the custom of solemnly blessing and dis-

tributing palm and other branches and carrying them in
procession has been revived in many Anglican churches.

palm-tree (pam'tre), n. [< ME. palmetre, < AS.
palm-tredw (= IceL pSlmtre = Sw. paXmtra),
< palm, palm, + treow, tree.] A tree of the
order Palmx. See palm^ and Palmse^.

palmula(pal'mu.-la),».; gl.palmv.Ue(-\e). [NIi.,

dim. of Li. palma"va.e palm of the hand: see
palmi-,] In musical instruments with a key-
board, a finger-key or digital.

palm-veined (pam'vand), a. In lot., palmat«ly
nerved. See nervation.

palm-viper (pam'vi'per), n. Avenomous snake
of South America, Oraspedocep'halus Jnlineatws.

palm-warbler Cpa^'wSr'bler), «. Dendraca
palmarum, a very common warbler of the east-
em parts of the United States, belonging to the
family SylvicoUdse or MnioUltidse. It is from 5 to

5i inches long, and about 8 in extent of wings ; the male
is brownish-olive above, with dusky streaks, the rump
yellowish, the cap chestnut-brown, the under parts rich-
yellow with reddish streaks, the two outer pairs of tall-

leathers with square white spots at the ends of their in-
ner webs, and the wings without white bars. The bird is

insectivorous and migratory, breeding in northern Kew
England and thence northward, wintering from the Caro-
linas and Texas to the West Indies. Itnestsontheground,
and has somewhat the terrestrial habits of a titlark. Also
called yeUow red-poll vmrtler.

palm-wasp (pam'wosp), n. A wasp, PolyMus
palmarum, which makes its nest in pahns. See
cut under PolyMus.

palm-wax (pam'waks), n. A substance se-

creted by the wax-palm. See Ceroxylon. An-
other palm affords the camanba-wax, largely used in place
of beeswax. See camauba and Copemida.

palm-wine (pam'win), «. Same as toddy, 1.

Compare arrack.

palm-worm (pam'werm), n. Akindof centiped
found in America, of large size. Imp. Diet.

palmy (pa'mi), a. [<jpoij»2 -|- ^l.] i. Bear-
ing or abounding in palms.

Betwixt them lawns, or level downs, and flocks
Grazing the tender herb, were interposed.
Or p(rf«H/ hillock. Jfiiton, P. I.., Iv. 254.

2. Of or derived from the palm.
The naked negro . . .

Boasts of his golden sands and pa2mv wine.
Ooldanith, Traveller, L 70.



palmy

3. Worthy of the palm ; fiourisMng; prosperous.

In the most high a,iii palmy state of Kome.
Shak., Hamlet, L L 113.

Those were indeed the palmy days of speech, when men
listened instead of reading, when they were guided hy the
voice and the tones of the living orator.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 248.

palmyra (pal-mi'ra), n. [NL., < L. Palmyra,
Palmira, Gr. TlaXfivpa, IlaW/ilpa, a city of Syria.]
1 . An East Indian palm, BorassusflabelUformis.
It grows to a height of 80 or sometimes 100 feet, its

cylindrical trunk bearing a round head of leaves which
are 8 or 10 feet long, with a blade of circular outline,
plaited and palmately incised. From it are obtained tod-
dy and jaggery. Its fruit is eaten roasted and makes
a jelly, and the roots of young seedlings are used as a
vegetable. The wood of old trees is extremely hard and
strong, is used for many purposes, and is to some extent
exported. The leaves serve for thatching and for all man-
ner of plaited ware, and, with those of the talipot, are uni-
versally used by the Hindus to write on with a style. It

'

abounds in most parts of India, especially on sandy tracts
near the sea, and makes a striking feature of the land-
scape.

2. [cop.] In zool., the typical genns of Palmy-
rides. P. aurifera is a beautiful species, with
gold-colored parapodia two inches long.

palmyra-palm (pal-mi'ra-pam), n. Same as
palmyra, 1.

palmyra-tree (pal-mi 'ra-tre), n. Same as
palmyra, 1.

palmyra-wood (pal-mi'ra-wlid), n. The wood
of the palmyra, the cocoailut, and perhaps other
palms, exported from India.

palmyra (pal'mir), n. A worm of the genus
Palmyra.
Falmyrene (pal-mi-ren'), a. and n. [< L. Pal-
myrenus, Palmirentis, < Palmyra, Palmira, a city

of Syria: seepalmyra.'] I. a. Of or pertaining
to Palmyra or its inhabitants.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Palmyra,
ori^nally called Tadmor, an ancient city of
Syria.

The Palmyrene [Zenobia]
That fonght Aurelian. Tennyson, Princess, ii

Palmjrrian (pal-mir'i-an), a. and n. [< L. Pal-
myra, Palmyra, -t- -ia».] Same as Palmyrene.
Palmyrklse (pal-mir'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Pal-
myra + -idsB.] A family of marine polyeheetous
annelids, typified by the genus Pc^myra.
palo (pa'16), n. [Hind.] Same as gulancha.
Also giloe and galo.

palo-blanco (pa'16-blang"k6), n. [Sp., < palo,
stick (see pale^), + bianco, white (see blank).']

A variety of the haekberry, Celtis occidentalis,

var. reticulata. It Is a small tree, often reduced to a
low shrub, found from Texas throughout the Bocky Moun-
tains to Oregon.

palolo (pa-16'16), n. [Native name in Samoa
and the Tonga Islands, = Fijian mbalolo, also

halolo.l 1. A remarkable marine worm of the
family Nereides, Palolo viridis, found in vast
numbers in the Polynesian seas, and much
used for food by the natives. It is a notobranchi-
ate polychsetous annelid, formerly placed in the genus
Lysidiee, or forming a genus (Palolo) by iteelt. It visits

the Samoan, Fijian, and Gilbert archipelagos to spawn
once a year, in October, at the last quarter of the moon.

2. [cop.] [NL.] A generic name of this worm,
called Palolo viridis. Also Palola. J. E. Gray,
1847.

palpt (palp), V. t. [< P. palper = Sp. palpar =
It. palpare, < L. palpare, palpari, stroke, touch
softly, feel. Cf. palpate, «).] To feel; have a
feeling of.

And bring apalped darknesse ore the earth,

Heywood, Brazen Age, ii. 2.

palp (palp), n. [= F. nalpe= Sp. Pg. It. palpo,

< NL. palpus, a feeler,<L.^aipare, stroke, touch
softly, feel: see palp, «.] A tactile organ; a
feeler. See paZp««.—Labial palp. See laMpalp.—
Maxillary pau>. Same aafalx, 4.

palpability (pal-pa^bU'j-ti), n. [= F. palpahi-

lite = Sp. palpabilidad = Pg. palpabiUdade; as

palpable + ity.'] The quality of being palpa-

ble, in any sense of that word; palpableness

;

tangibleness.

He It was that first found out the palpaMity of colours.

Martinus SGriMerus, xiv.

palpable (|)al'pa-bl), a. [< MB. palpable = OF.
(and F.) palpable z=Sip. palpable= Fg.palpavel
= It. palpabile, < LL. palpabilis, that can be
touched, X'L. palpare, palpari, touch, feel: see

palp, v.] 1. That may be felt; perceptible by
the touch; manifest to sight or touch; hence,

appearing as if it might be touched or felt.

" A, ha !

" quod he, " lo, so I can
Lewdely to a lewed man
Speke, and shewe hym swyche skiles

That he may shake hem hi the biles,

^o paXpaMeth&y shulden be."
Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 869.
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I see thee yel^ in form aspalpaMe
As this [dagger] which now I draw.

Shak., Macbeth, ii. 1. 40.

Darkness must overshadow all his bounds,
Palpable darkness, and blot out three days.

Milton, P. L, xa 188.

Hence—2. Plain; evident; obvious; easily per-

ceived or detected: a.s, palpablelies; a, palpable
mistake.

And as thre persones palpable is pureliche bote o man-
^nde.

The whiche is man and hus make and moillere-is issue.

So is god godes sone in thre persones the Trinite.

Piers Plowman (C), xix. 235.

These lies are like their father that begets them
;
gross

as a mountain, open, palpable.
SMk., 1 Hen. IV., iL 4. 250.

I took my wife to my cosen, Thomas Pepys, and found
them just sat down to dinner, which was very good ; only
the venison pasty was paipahle mutton, which was not
handsome. Pepys, Diary, I. 5.

3. In med., perceptible by palpation.= syn.l.
Tangible.— 2. Manifest, evident, unmistakable, glaring,

gross.

palpableness (pal'pa-bl-nes), n. The property
of being palpable; plainness; obviousness;

palpably (pal'pa-bli), ad/o. In a palpable man-
ner ; in such a manner as to be perceived by the
touch; hence, plainly; obviously: ss, palpably
mistaken.
palpal (pal'pal), a. [< palp + -al."] Forming
or formed by a palp

;
pertaining to a palp or to

palpi
;
palpiform— Palpal organs, in araehnology,

complicated modifications of the digital or terminal joint

of each pedipalp, found only in male spiders. They con-
sist of a kind of spring box in which the spermatophores
are received from the genital orifice and conveyed to the
body of the female. See cut under Araneida,

palpate (pal 'pat), v. t.; pret. and p^^. palpated,

ppr. palpating. [< L. palpatus, pp. ot palpare,
touch, stroke : see palp, v."] To feel or feel for,

as if with a palp ; explore by touch, as with the
fingers

;
perform palpation upon ; manipulate.

palpate (pal'paf), a. [< NL. palpatus, < pal-
pus, a feeler: eeepalp, n., and -ate^.'] Provided
with palps.

palpation (pal-pa'shon), «. [= F. palpation, < L.
palpatio(,nr-), a, stidkiiig, <palpare, pp.palpatus,
touch, stroke : see palpate, palp, v."] 1. The
act of touching; feeling by the sense of touch.

TJnlessetheir phancies mayhave a sightand sensible pal-

pation of that more clarified subsistence, they will prefer
infidelity itself to an unimaginable idea.

Olanville, Vanity of Dogmatizing, ii.

2. Specifically, in med., manual examination,
or a method of exploring various, organs by
feeling them with the hand or hands Falpa-
tion-corpuBCleB. Same as tactile corpuscles (which see,

under corpuscle).

Falpatores (pal-pa-to'rez), n. pi. [NL., < L.
palpator, a stroker, < palpare, pp. palpatus,
stroke: see palp, v."] 1. In Maegillivray's sys-

tem of classification, an order of birds, the
gropers, such as rails, gaUinules, and coots:

also called LaUtores, or skulkers: eqiiivalent

to the modern family Kallidas, or rather to the
ralUform birds at large. [Not in use.]— 2. In
entom. : (o) In Latreille's classification (1802),

a group of beetles corresponding to the modem
family SoydmeenideB. (6) A suborder of har-

vestmen or Opiliones, in which the palpi are

slender and filiform, with or without a tarsal

claw, the maxillary lobe of the first pair of legs

is free, the sternum is short, and the genital

aperture is close to the mouth: distinguished
from Lan/iatores.

palpebra (pal 'pe -bra), ».; palpebree (-bre).

[L.] In anat., an eyeUd.—Depressor palpebrse
Inferioris. See (iejwesffin-.—Levator palpebrse supe-
rioriB. See leoaior.

palpebral (pal'pe-bral), a. [< LL. palpebra-

lis, of or on the eyelids, < L. palpebra, the eye-
lid.] 1. Of or pertaining to the eyelids: as,

the palpebral muscles; palpebral folds of con-
junctiva.—2. Of or pertaining to the eyebrows;
superciliary: a loose use of the word—MiiUer's
palpebral muscle. See musde.— Palpebral arteries,
two branches, the superior and the inferior, of the oph-
thalmic, supplying the conjunctiva, caruncle, lacrymal
sac, and eyelids,—Palpebral caxtilafie. See cartilage.
— Palpebral conjuictiva, the conjunctiva lining the
eyelids, as distinct from the ocular conjunctiva.— Pal-
pebral fissure. See ,/&««»•«.—Palpebral folds, the re-

flection of the conjunctiva from the eyeball to the inner
surface of the eyelid, above or below.— Palpebral Ugar
ment, a fibrous band attached externally to the margin ot
the orbit and passing in the eyelid, beneath the orbicularis

muscle, to be attached to the free margin of the tarsal car-

tilage. Also called tarsal ligament.— Palpebral nerves,
branches of the lacrymal and infraorbital nerves, given
respectively to the upper and lower eyelids.— Palpebral
onfice, the opening Between the eyelids.— Palpebral
veins, (a) Extertud: tributaries of the orbital branch of
the temporal, from the eyelids. Qi) Inferior : tributaries to

palpitate

the facial, from the lower eyelid, (c) Superior: tributaries

to the angular part of the facial, from the upper eyelid.

palpebralis (pal-pe-bra'Us), n.
;
pi. palpebrales

(-lez). [NL., < 'Lh. palpebralis, olorontheeye-
lids: see palpebral.'] The muscle which lifts

the upper eyelid, commonly called levatorpal-

pebree superioris.

palpebrate (pal'pe-brat), a. [< L. palpebra,

eyelid, + -ateK'] Having eyelids.

palpebrous (pal'pe-brus), a. [< L. palpebra,

eyelid, -I- -ous.] Having shaggy eyebrows, or
prominent supercUiary ridges. Smart.

palpi, n. Plural ot palpus.

palpicil (pal'pi-sil), n. [ < Nl.. palpus, a feeler,

-t- cilium, q. v.] A taotUe hair, or filament

sensitive to touch; a filar tentacle ; a trigger-

hair, stach as is found attached to the thread-

cells of many coelen-

terates. See trigger-

hair. Also palpodl. W ,^^^1" //7
palpicorn (pal 'pi- —-.„, ..w,-
k6m), a. and n. [< ts-^ Afsl'! T~yVr^)>.^Tr<]B-

NL. palpus, palp, -1-

L. eornu = E. Iwrn.]

I. a. Having palpi
like horns or anten-
nae, as an insect; „ . ., . , „ ^ , „,

.

. '. . , -. ' Under Side of Head of a Water-
naving tne CnaraO- beetle {HydrofhUus trianeularis),

terS of the FalpiCOr- greatly eijIarKed,showuigi,labniin;
us/j.a \j±. v±x\j J. i^v^«w,

^^ mandibles; 3, maxillary [lalpus;

to 4, ligula ; 5, mentum ; 6, palpiger, in

this case two-jointed ; 7, labial palpus,
or palpicorn :

" '""8, antenna.

-2. A palpicorn

pertaining
the Palpiconda.

II. 71. 1. A long
labial palpus, like an antenna
beetle.

Palpicornia (pal-pi-k6r'ni-a), n. pi. [NL. : see

palpicorn.] A tribe of pentamerous Coleoptera,

represented by the famUy HydropMKdse, hav-

ing long slender palps usually exceeding in

length the short, several-jointed, clavate an-

tennsB. See cuts under Hydrobius and Hydro-
philidee. Also Palpicornes.

palpifer (pal'pi-f6r), n. [< 'Nli.palpus, q. v., +
h.ferre = E. bear^.] In entom., an outer lobe

of the maxilla, generally thin and scale-like,

bearing the ma:mlary palpus. See cut under

palpiferous (pal-pif'e-rus), a. [< palpifer +
-ous.] Bearing maxillary palps; having the
quality or function of a palpifer. =33^1. Palpffer-
ous, Ptupigerous. These epithets are often used indis.

criminately, but the proper usage will be evident from the
definitions given. Any insect which has palps is both
palpiferous and palpigerons, but mouth-parts of insects

are either palpiferous or palpigerons, according as they
bear maxillary or labial palps. See cut under Triovih-part.

palpiform (pal'pi-form), a. [= F. palpiforme,
< NL. palpus, a feeler, palp, -1- L. forma, form.]
Having the form or function of a palp or feeler.

Kirby. See cuts under Hymenoptera and Pen-
tastomida— Palpiform lobe of the maxilla, in entom.,
the galea or outer lobe when it is two-jointed, having the
structureand function of apalpus. Sometimes calledinner
palpus. See cut under galea.

palpiger (pal'pi-jfer), n. [< NL. palpus, q. v.,

+ L. gerere, bear.] In entom., a lateral ap-
pendage of the labium of some insects, situated
between the mentum and the ligula, and bear-
ing the labial palpus, in so far as it is basal, it rep-
resents the cardo of the maxilla ; in so far as it bears a
palpus, it represents the maxillary stipes, or palpifer.
The suture between the mentum and its attached palpi-
ger is often obsolete. Thename was first applied by New-
man to a section of the part called lingua by Kirby and
laMu/m by McLeay and others. See cuts under Inseeta
and mmdh-part.

palpigerons (pal-pi^'e-ms), a. [< palpiger +
-ous.] Bearing labial palps; having the char-
acter or function of a palpiger. Kirby. = Syn.

Palpimaninse (pal'''pi-ma-id'ne), n.pl. [NL.,
< Palpimanus + -inee.] 'A subfamily of salti-

grade spiders, of the family Eresidee, having
peculiarly thickened fore legs, no inframaxil-
lary organ, andno calamistrium, typified by the

fenus Palpimanus: distinguishedfrom,Eresi»a5.
.Iso PalpimanidsB, as a family, 0. P. Cambridge,

1872.

Palpimanus (pal-pim'a-nus), n. [NL. (Dufour,
1820), < palpus, a feeler, + L. manus, a hand.]
The typical genus of Palpimanmee, and untU
recently the sole genus of this subfamily, it has
but two spinnerets ; the fore legs have three claws, and
the other legs but two. There has been much dispute a^
to the proper place of this genus,

palpitant (pal'pi-tant), a. [< L. paJpitan(,t-)s,

ppr. otpalpitare, palpitate.] Palpitating; pul-
sating or throbbing visibly

;
quivering.

The white evanescence of innumerable cascades, deli-

cately palpitant as a fall of northern lights,

Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. isa

palpitate (pal'pi-tat), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. palpi-

tated, ppr. palpitating, [< L. palpitatus, pp. of



palpitate

valpitare (> It. palpitare = Sp. Pg. palpitar =
F.palpiter), throb, pant, palpitate, freq. otpaU
pare, feel, move quickly: see palp, ».] To
beat or pulsate rapidly ; throb; flutter or move
with slight throbs (said specifically of the heart
when it is characterized by an abnormal or ex-
cited movement); tremble; quiver.
As t were a bandred-tiiro&ted nightingale^
The strong tempestnoos treble throbb'd anipaipUiUed.

Tenoijaim, Vision of Sin, il.

Her [Mrs. Browning's] genins certaiDlymaybe compared
to those sensitive, paipilaling flames which harmonically
rise and tall in response to every sound-vibration near
them. SUdnum, Vict. Poets, p. 114.

palpitation (pal-pi-ta'shon), n. [< F. paXpita-
tion = Sp. palpitacion ="Pg. ptUpitagSo = It.

palpitasione, (.li.palpitatioin-), <. patpitare, pp.
palpitatus, throb : see palpitate.2 The act of
palpitating, throbbing, quivering, or trembling

;

specifically, a beating or pulsation of the heart,
particularly a violent and unnatural beating or
pulsation, such as is excited by violent action,

by emotion, or by disease.

I coold scarce find any Palpitation within me on the
left Slde^ when yours of the 1st of September wasbroogbt
me. HoweUt Letters, L vL 16.

See, in any honse where virtne and self-respect abide,
the palpitation which the approach of a stranger causes.

Snumm, Itiendshlp.

palpless (palp'les), a. Having no palps.

palpocU (pal'po-sil), n. S>a,m.& 3,spalpid,l. E.S.
Lankester.

palpullis(parpu-lus),n. ; pl.j)oJpaM(-li). [Nli.,

dim. of palpuSy'q.TT.^ In entom., a small pal-
pus ; specifically, one of the maxillary palpi of
Lepidoptera, which are generally much smaller
than the labial palpi.

palpus (pal'pus),?!.; pi. paJpi (-pi). [NL.: see
j)aJp.3 In zodl. : (o) One of the jointed or-

gans attached to the labium and maxillae of
insects ; a feeler. The labial palpi are two in num-
ber, rising either from the ligula or from the edge of
the mentmu ; the
maslllaiy palpi are
placed one on the
outer side of each
maxilla. Besides
these, certain Cole-

opUra have a sec-

ond two-jointed
palpiform appen-
dage on each max-
illa, formed by a
modiflcatlon of the
galea or external
lobe. The palpi
vary much in form
and in the number
of joints, which is

never more than
six; they are sometimes aborted or entirely absent, as
Id the HemipUra. In the Lepidoptera this t^rm is com-
monly restricted tothe large labial palpi, the much smaller
maxlUuy ones being distinguished as po/jwZt. The palpi
are supposed by some to be organs of taste or touch. In
the spiders the maxillary palpi are greatly developed,
forming the pedipalps ; tiiese, in the scorpions, become
chelate appendages, commonly called the front l^s.
Small palpi are tdso developed from the mandibles and
maxillse of certain crustaceans. See cuts under Acarida,
AUorbina, Erotylus, galea, Hymenoptera, Insecta, Meloe,
Tnosquito, mouth-part, ytfrnphon, Araneida, scorpion, Bu-
thus, CryptopMalvx, and Podophtiidlmia. (2)) One of the
fleshy lobes at the sides of the mouth of acepha-
lous mollusks. More fully called Idbialpalpus.
See second cut under LameUibranehiata Ola-
vat& canelfoim, divided, labial,maxlUaiy, etc.

, pal-
pi See the adjectives.

palsgrave (palz'grav), ». [Formerly alsojjaife-

grave; MD. paltsgrave, D. paitsgraaf (Gr. pfah-
graf) ; < MD. palts (Gr. pfdlz), palace, + grave,

i>. graaf (G. graf), count : see palace, palatine^,

and grav^.'\ A count palatine ; a palatine.

Occupying the Pakgrave*8 palace, consuming his choice
wines withmy companions. <Seott, L^end of Montrose, IL

palsgravine (palz'gra-ven), ». [< palsgrave +
-hie, fem. suffix, as in margravine.'] The con-
sort or widow of a palsgrave.

palsicalt (p&l'zi-kal), a. [< palsy + -ic + -oZ.]

Afifeeted with palsy; paralytic. Bailey, 1727.

palstaff (pal'staf), n.
;
pi. palstaves. [Also poJ-

stave,paalstaf,paalsiab; < D&n.paalstav, < Icel.

pdlstafr, a pole with an iron spike, a kind of

heavy missile, < pall, a pale (pole ?), also a kind
of hoe or spade, + siafr = E. staff. Not con-

nected with D. palsterstaf, a pilgrim's staff, <

palster, a staff, + staf, a staff: see palster and
staff.] A form of eelt which resembles a chisel.

It has instead of a socket a tongue which fits

into a handle.
The total number of analyses of swords, spears, and

javelins, axes, and so-called celts and paietaveg, known to

me. is one hundred and eight,

jr. K. SuUivan, Introd. to O'Curry's Ana Irish, p. ccccxz.

At the bottom of the well [at Sorgenti di Vicarello], un-

der the shapeless fragments of copper, there was nothing

Head of Cockroach {Blatta atmrtcanat.

X, labial palp; s, maxillaiy palp ; 3. pal-

fiiger; 4, divided lingua ; 5, paraglossa; 6,

^ila ; 7. mandible ; 8, palpiger and stipes
(fused) ; 9, cardo ; 10, lacinia ; 11, galea ; X2.

mentum ; 13, submentum.
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but gravel : atleast the workmen and their leadersthought
so. It was not gravel, however ; it was a stratum of ar-
row-heads iM^paalgtdbs and Imives of polished stone, of-

fered to the sacred spring by the half-savage people settled
on the shores of the lago u Bracciano before the founda-
tion of B«me. Lanxianif Ancient Rome in the Light

[of Recent Discoveries, p. 47.

palstert (pal'ster), n. [< MD. palster, a staff,

a pike, D. palster, a staff, walking-stick (also, in
<iorap.,p(dsterstolc,palsterstaf, a pilgrim's staff),

perhaps < pael, a pale, stake, stick, + -ster, E.
-ster.] A pilgrim's staff. Balliwell.

palsy (pal'zi), n. and a. [< ME. palsey, palsye,
palasye, palesie {a\soparUsie, paralisie, etc.), <
OP. *palasie, 'palesie, palasine (also paralysie),
F. paralysie = Pr.parelisi = 8p.pardlisis,per-
lesid = Pg. paralysia = It. paralisia, < L.^ora-
lysis, < Gr. irapaKvaii, palsy, paralyas: see^a-
raiysfa.] I. H. A we^ening, suspension, or
abolition of muscular power or sensation; pa-
ralysis. See paralysis.

There oure Lord heled a Man of the Palatye, that lay 38
Zeer. MandevOU, Travels, p. 8&

What you have spoke, I am content to think
The paley shook your tongue to.

Beau, and FL, Maid's Tragedy, L 2.

What drug can make
A wither'd palsy cease to shake !

Tennyson, Two Voices.

Bell's palsy [named after Sir Charles Bell, the English
anatomist], paralysis of the facial nerve due to a lesion in
its course.— Crutcll-pal^, paralysis of the arm caused
by the pressure of a crutch on the nerves in the axilla.—
Lead-palsy. Samea&lead-paralym.—Mercurial palsy,
paralysis caused by the presence of mercury in the system.
—Scriveners' or writers' palsy. See vrritenf cramp,
under cramp.— Shaking or trembling palsy. Same
as paralysis agitans (which see, nnder para^sis).
n. a. Palsied. [Rare.]

For shame they hide
^Iheir palsy heads, to see themselves stand by
Neglected. Quarles, Emblems, L 1.

palsy (p&l'zi), v.; pret. and pp. palsied, ppr.
palsying.

l<. palsy, lu] 1. trans. To paxaijze;
affect with palsy or as vsith palsy; deprive of
action or energy.

All ihy blessed youth
Becomes as aged, and doth beg we alms
Of palsied eld. Shak., M. for M., liL 1. 36.

A universal shivering palsied every limb.
Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, L 130.

Palsied all our deed with doubt.
And all our word with woe

!

M. Arnold, Obermann Once More.

n. intrans. To suffer from palsy ; be affected
with palsy.

The heaviness of a broken spirit, and of pining and pal-
sying faculties, settled slow on her buoyant youth. ^

Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, z.

palsywort (p&l'zi-wert), n. [_<.palsy, n., + wort,
a plant.] The cowslip. Primula veris, at one
time believed to be a remedy for palsy.

paltt (p&lt), V. [Appar. avar. otpelt^; but ef.

OF. espautrer,

'

' to pfdt, pelt, thrash, beat, crush,
bruise" (Cotgrave) ; cf. also_paB3, beat, knock.]
1. trans. To beat; pelt.

Were 't best
I clime up to yon hill, from whose high crest

I with more ease with stones m^poZf them hence?
Heywood, Dialogues, Iv.

Tell not tales out of schoole.
Lest you be palled.

Ballad on DvJce qf Buckingham. (JSfares. )

H. intrans. To strike ; throw stones.

Am I a Dog, thou Dwarf, . . .

To be with stones repell'd and paZted at?
Or art thou weary of thy life so soon ?

O foolish boy

!

Sifivetter, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, it, The Trophies.

paltt (palt), n. ^(.palt, v. Ct.pelt^, «.] A blow.

Lifting up the wooden weapon, he gave him such &pdlt
on the pate as made Ms bralnes forsake the possession of
his head, with which his body fell into the sea. Purchas.

palter (p&l't6r),«. [Formerly alsoi)a«Zier; cf.

paltry.'] I. intratts. 1. To talk in a trifling

manner; babble.
One whyle his tonge it ran, and pattered of a cat,

AnoUier whyle he stammered styll upon a rat.

Bp. StUl, Gammer Gurton's Needle, U. 3.

2. To talk insincerely; equivocate; trifle; shift;

use trickery.
These juggling fiends, . . .

ThatpoA^r with us in a double sens&
Sliak., Macbeth, v. 8. 20.

It was not enough to feel that the King's government
•waspalteringwith them. Motley, Dutch Republic, KL 16.

Who never sold the truth to serve the hour,

Oipalter'd with Eternal God for power.
Tennyson, Death of Wellington.

n. trans. 1. To trifle away; use or spend in

a paltry manner; squander.

Bri. But, brother, do you know what learning is?

Mir. It is not to be a justice of peace, as you are,

And palter out your time i' the penal statutes.

Fletcher (flnd another), Elder Brother, ii 1.

palndament

2. To fashion by trickery; patch up.

I keepe my old course, to palter vp something in Prose,
vsing mine old poesie still. Greene, Prefix to Ferimedea.

palterer (part6r-er), «. One who palters or
equivocates; an insincere dealer; a shitty per-
son ; a trifler ; a trickster.

There be of you, it may be, that will accountme Apaltrer,
for hanging out the signe of the Eedde-herrlng In my title-
page, and no such feast towards for ought you can see.

Jfathe, Lenten Stufle (HarL Misc., VI. 149). (Daraes.)

yHe palterer with the sacred truth of God,
Be thy soul choked witli that blaspheming lie

!

Shelley, The Cencl, iv 1.

palterlyt (pai't6r-li), a. [Also paulterly; <

"palter, n. (see palter, v.,paltring, and paltry),
+ -lyK] Mean; paltry.

It is instead of a wedding dinner for his daughter, whom
I saw in paUerly clothes, nothing new but a bracelet that
her servant had given her. Pepys, Diaiy, Feb. 22, 1666.

palterlyt (pal ' t^r-li), adv. [Also paulterly; <
palterly, a.] In a palterly manner.
Thou lewd woman, can I answer thee anything, thou

dealing Qm&pauttierly with me.
Terence in English (1614). (ITares.)

paltockt. paltokt (pal'tok), «. [< ME. paltock,
paltok, ' OP. paletoc, paUetoc, paletoque, palle-

tocqve, paHetocq, paletot, palletot, a cloak, cas-

sock, P. paletot, an overcoat, paletot, < MD.
£altroclc, D. paltsrok, palsrok (= MLG. paltrok,

G. paltrokk), a pilgrim's robe; prob. < OP.
pale, palle, a cloak (see palU), + MD. rock, D.
rok, a robe, = MLG. G. Sw. rock, a coat.] A
kind of doublet or cloak with sleeves, in use in

England from the fourteenth to the sixteenth
century.
Fionde prestes come with hym moo than a thousand,
InpalU^ces and pyked shoes.

Piers Plowman (B), xx. 2ia

The earliest entry, under date April, 1357, relating to
the gift of an entire suit of clothes to the future poet, con-
sisting of a paltock or short cloak, a pair of red and black
breeches, and a pair of shoes, AthenseuTn, No. 3082, p. 672.

Paltock's innt. A very poor place. Davies.

Swiftlye they determind too flee from a countrye so
wycked.

Pollocks Inne leaning, too wrinche thee nauye too south-
ward. Stanihurst, .£neid, iil. 65.

Commlng to Chenas, a blind village. In comparison of
Athens a Paltockes Jmie, he found one Miso well govern-
ing his house. Gosson, Schoole of Abuse, p. 52.

palton bark. See hark^.

paltrily (p41'tri-li), adv. In a paltry manner;
in a mean or trifling manner; despicably;
meanly.
paltriness (p^'tri-nes), n. The state of being
paltry, vile, or worthless.
paltrmg (p^l'tilng), n. [For ^paltering, < "pal-
ter, n. (see palterly, paltry), + -ing''^. Ct. pelt-
ing^.] A worthless trifle.

Ciabatterie [It.], triflings, paltrings, not worth an old
shoe [var. rascallle fooll^ things, paultrie, not worth an
old shoe, trash— ed. 1598]. Plorio, 1611.

paltry (pWtri), a. and n. [Formerly also ^aui-
try, paultrie; dial, palterey (Brockett) ; = LG.
pcdMg, ragged, = G. dial, palterig, paltry; ap-
par., with adj. suffix -y\ < "palter, a rag (seen in
palterly),<.MLiGr.*palter,*polter,&TebgXiD. comp.
palteriappen, polterlappen, rags), = G. dial.
palter, a rag, an extended form of MLG. LG.
palte, a rag, = MD. palt, a piece, fragment,
= Pries, palt, a rag, = Sw. paita (pi. paltor) =
Dan. pjatt (pi. falter), a rag, tatter. Cf. pal-
ter, v., and paliring.] I. a. Mean; worthless;
despicable : as, a paltry trifle ; often in a miti-
gated sense, of little value or consequence.

Por. A quarrel, ho, already ! what 's the matter ?
6ra. About a hoop of gold, a paltry ring.

Shak., M. of V., v. 1. 147.

These words of yours draw life-blood from my heart

:

On that advantage, bought with such a shame.
To save & paltry life and slay bright fame.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 6. 45.

A low, paltry set of fellows.

Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, i. 1.

What low, poor, paltry, hypocritical people an argument
on religion will make of the pure and chosen souls !

Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 217.

=S3ni. Despiedble, Pitiful, etc (see contenyptMe), Insignifl-

cant, petty, miserable^ wretched, trifling, trivud.

n.t n. A wretched, worthless trifle. Florio.

I little delight in the rehearsal of such paltry.

G. Harvey, Four Letters, iL

paludal (pal'u-dal), a. [= It. paludale, < L.
pahis (palud-), a swamp, marsh.] Of or per-
taining to marshes; marshy. Also palustral,
palustrial, palustrine Paludal fever. See/etwri.

palndament (pa-Wda-ment), n. [= Sp. Pg.
It. pahtdamento, < L. paludamentum, a military
cloak, from a verb represented only in pp. pa-
ludatus, dressed in a military cloak, esp. in a
general's cloak.] Same a.s paludamentum.



Faludamentum.
Statue of the Hmperor Augustus,

Villa Albani, Rome.

paludamentum

paludamentum (pa-lu-da-men'tum), n.; pi.
paludamenta (-taj.

"

[L. : aeepaludament.^ The
cloak worn by an
ancient Roman gen-
eral commanding an
army, his principal
officers, and Mb per-
sonal attendants, in
contradistinction to
the sagum of the
common soldier,

and the toga or garb
of peace, it was sleeve-
lees, open in front, reach-
eddown to the knees, and
hung loosely over the
shoulders, being fastened
at the neck, in front or
(more typically) on one
side, with a clasp.

Paludamentum, an
adaptation of the Oreek
chlamys, worn by the
emperor as head of the
army, purple in colour,
though white was also
allowed.

Eneyc. Brit., VI. 456.

Paludicella (pa-lu-
di-sel'a), n. [SL.,
< L. p'alus (palud-), a marsh, + cella.a, cell.]

The typical genus of PaludicelHdse, P. articu-
lata is British, olive-green, and paludicole.

Faludicellidae (pa-ln-di-sel'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Paludicella + -idee.'] A family of etenosto-
mousectoproctouspolyzoans.typifiedbythe ge-
nus Paludicella: so called from inhabiting fresh
water, in these moss-animalcules the polypidom is fixed,
fllamenioos, diffusely branched, coriaceous, with uniserial
cells placed end to end, and having tubular unilateral ten-
tacnlate apertures and circular lophophores with uniserial
tubercles. Also written Paludicdlaidie. Allman.

Faludicellini (pa-lii"di-se-la'ni), ji. pi. [NL.,
< Paludicella + -tot.] Same as PabidiceUidaB.

Paludicola (pal-u-dik'6-la), n. [NL. : seepahi-
dicole.'] A geniis of Old World ant-thrushes,
the type of which is Pitta nipalensis. Hodg-
son, 1837. Also called Seleornis, Sydrornis,
and Giganttpitta.

Paludicolse (pal-u-dik'6-le), n. pi. [NL., pi.

of Paludicola.'] An order or suborder of gral-
latorial birds, including those which inhabit
marshes and are precocial, as the gruiform and
rallifonnbirds, or cranes, rails, and their allies:

distinguished from MmicolsB. More commonly
caUed Alectorides.

paludicole (pa-lu'di-kol), a. [< lAi.pahidicola,
a dweller in a marsh, < L. palus (palud-), a
marsh, H- colere, inhabit.] Inhabiting or &e-
quenting marshes

;
palustrine

;
paludine.

paludicoline, paludicolous (pal-u-dik'o-lin,
-lus), a. Same as paludicole.

Falndina (pal-ii-di'na), n. [NL., < L. palus
(palud-), a marsii.] Tiie typical genus of Palu-
dinidse: same as Vioiparus.

paludine (pal'u-din), a. [< L. paltis (palud-),

a marsh, + -ine^.] Same as pMudinous.
Faludinidse (pal-u-din'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Paludina + ddse.'] A family of fresh-water
peotinibranchiate gastropods, typified by the
genus Paludina: same as Viviparidse. See
pond-snail.

paludinous (pa-lit' di-nus), a. [< paludine -\-

-ous.] Of or pertaining to marshes; paludal.

paludious(pa-lii'di-us),a. [< 'L.palus(palud-),

a marsh.] , Marshy; fenny; boggy. Bp. Gau-
den, Tears of the Church, p. 60.

paludism (pal'u-dizm), n. [< L. palus (palud-),

a marsh, + -ism.] Malarial poisoning.

Health improves under thetreatment proper for chronic
ptdudimi. Science, XL 140.

paludose (pal'u-dos), a. [= Sp. Pg. It. palu-
doso, < L. paludosus, swampy, marshy, < palus
(palud-), a swamp, marsh.] Marshy, (a) In bot,

growing in marshy places, (b) In zool., living in marshes

;

paludicole.

palulus (pal'u-lus), n.; pi. paluU (-li). [NL.,
dim. oipalus.'q. v.] One of the small detached
rods situated about the columella of an aeti-

nozoan ; also, same as palus.

palniabus (pa-lum'bus), n. [NL., < L. paliim-

bus, m., palumba, f., usually pahinibes or pa-
lumbis, m. f., a wood-pigeon, ring-dove: see

Columia^.] A pigeon or dove : sometimes used
as a generic designation of those pigeons which
are closely related to the common Columbapa-

[As palustr-ine +

Same aapaludal.

Ml
z. Paly of six atgent

and gules, a. Paly
bendy aigent and
gules.
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the calioe ; an extension from the inner edge of
certain septa to or toward the columeUar space
or axis ofthe visceralchamber. They are connected
by their outer edges with the septa, and their inner edges
are bee or united with the columella. Pall are various in

number, size, and shape, and occur only in connection with
certain cycles or series of septa, and from these they differ

In structure. The term is cmeiiy used in the plural. Also
palvlus.

palustral (pa-lus'tral), a.

-al.] Same as paludal.

palustrian (pa-Ius'tri-an). a.

palustrine (pa-lus'trin), a.

[Of. Sp. OP. palustre; irreg. <

li. palus (pahid-), a swamp, on
type of tecMstnme.] Same as
paludal.

palveisef, n. A corrupt form
of pavise. Florio.

palwar (pal'war), n. Same as
pulwar.
palyi (pa'U), a. [< OF. paU, <

pal, a pale: see paW-.] In
her., divided into four or more
equal parts by perpendicular
lines: as, paly of six argent
and gules. There should always
be an even number of parts. Also
paZewiee. See also cut under border.

—Barry paly, bendy paly, etc. See
barry^, etc.—Paly bendy. Same as
bendy paly (which see, under betidy).— Paly bendy sinister or slnlsterwise. Same as paly
bendy, but with the diagonal lines drawn bendy sinister.

—

Paly pily. Same as^ypaly (which see, under pUy).

paly2 (pa'li), a. [<.pale^ + -y^.] Pale; want-
ing color. [Poetical.]

Fire answers fire, and through their jHtZy flames
Each battle sees the other's nmber'd face.

Shale., Hen. V., iv., Prol.,L 28.

O'erhung with paly locks of gold.
WhiUier, The Reformer.

palyS (pa'U), ».; pi. jjoMes (-liz). [< MB.j)o2^,
etc.: see^aZe*.] If. Same as pafe*. 1.— 2. A
roU of bran such as is given to hounds. SalU-
well.

pam (pam), n. [Abbr. < P. pampMle, the knave
of clubs, < Qr. Tl(i/i^i%oc, a person's name, lit.

'beloved of all,' < irag (irav-), all, -I- ^^Aof, beloved,
dear.] The knave of clubs in the game of loo.

Ev'n mighty Pa/m, that kings and queens o'erthrew.

And mow'd down armies in the fights of loo.

Pope, R. of the I., ilL 6L

pamban-mancbe (pam'bau-manch), n. [Ta-
mil.] A canoe of great length used on the
Malabar coast of India for conveying persons
on the rivers and back-waters. It is hollowed out
of a single tree, and is from 30 to 60 feet long, and not ex-

ceeding 3 feet broad. The largest ones are sculled by about
twenty men, double-banked, and when pressed they at-

tain a speed of twelve miles an hour. Also called ier-

pent-boat, snake-boat.

pamet, n. A Middle English form otpalm\ 7.

m.glish Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 472.

pam6 (pa-ma'), a. [Heraldic P.] In her., hav-
ing the moutii open: said of a fish used as a
bearing.

pamentt, n. A Middle English form of pave-
ment.

pameroon-bark (pam-e-r8n'bark), n. A highly
fragrant resinous treej Triehilia moschata. See
mtislcwood.

pampt (pamp), V. t. [< MB. pampen, < L(x.

pampen, also slaimpammen, pamper oneself, live

luxuriously, = G. ^a\. pampfen, pampen, cram
with food, stuff, perhaps < pampe, broth, pap

:

SQepap^. Hence freq. jjamper.] To pamper;
indulge.

Thus the devil fareth with men and wommen : First he
stiritb hem to pappe aiid pamp her fleisch, desyrynge deli-

addiynl
* « >•

pamper

COUB metis and nkis.

palus (pa'lus), n.; pi. pali f-li). [NLy < L. pa-
lus, a stake, pale: see pale^; potei.] In corals,

one of the laminse or plate-like processes which
extend upward from the bottom of a coralite to

ReUjuim AiMquce, i. 41,

pampa (pam'pa), n. [= d.pampa, < Sp. and
Pg. pampa, < S. Amer. (Argentine Republic)
pampa, in Peru 'bamba (Quichuan6am&«, banba),
a plain.] A vast treeless plain such as char-
acterizes the region lying south of the forest-

covered belt of the Amazon valley, especially

in the Argentine Republic: so called in the
southern part of South America, similar plains
north of the Amazon are called Uanos. Both words are
frequently used by writers on South American physical
geography. (See^Zain.) Humboldt uses steppe and ^avtzTi-

na as nearly equivalent to both pamjpa and llarw.

pampas-cat (pam'paz-kat), n. A small South
Ameriean vrildcat inhabiting the pampas, Jeto
pajeros or F. passerum. it somewhat exceeds a
house-cat in size, beingabout as large as the European wild-
cat, F. cairn, with a rather small bead. The color is yel-

lowish-gray, white below, fuUy streaked on the sides, and
banded on the legs with white or blackish. It is a com-
mon animal, and derives its name pajero from frequent-
ing weedy places. It preys on birds and small mammals.
See cut in next column.

Pampas-cat, or Pajero (Felis pajeros).

pampas-deer (pam'pSz-der), n. A small deej

of the pampas of South America, Cariacus cam'
pestris, the male of which has antlers diehot-

Pampas-deer {Cartacits campestris).

omous at the end, and with a simple brow-snag.

It is one of two species forming the subgenus
Blastocerus.

pampas-grass (pam'paz-gr^s), n. A fine orna-

mental grass, Gynerium argenteum, introduced

from the La
Plata region.

Its ample sil-

very-silky pan-
icles are borne
on stalks from 6
to 12 feet high.

pampas-rice
(pam'paz-ris),
n. A variety
of the com-
mon sorghum.
Sorghum mil-

gare, with a
drooping pan-
icle: grown to

some extent in
the southern
United States.

pampean
(pam'pe-an),a.
[< pampa +
-e-a».] Of or
pertaining to
the pampas of
SouthAmeriea.
—Pampean for-
mation, in gedl.,

the alluvial and
comparatively re-
cent deposits that Plume of Pampas-grass.

overspread the
pampas of the Argentine Republic. They are extraordi-
narily rich in the remains of quadrupeds, of which more
than a hundred extinct species have been described, some
of them being animals of great size.

The plain, at the distance of a few miles from the coasts
belongs to the great Pamipean formation, which consists
in part of a reddish clay, and in part of a highly calcareous
marly rook. Darwin, Voyage of Beagle, 1. 104.

pampelmoes, pampelmouse (pam'pel-mdz,
-mous), ». l^'F.pamplemousse.] Same aspom-

pamper (pam'p6r), v. [Early mod. E. pampre ;

< M!E. pamperen, pampren, also, in comp., for-
pampren, pamper; = G. aiai. pampeln, cram;
freq. ofpamp.] I. trans. To treat luxuriously;
indulge with rich food or with luxurious ease
and comforts

;
gratify to the full with whatever

delights or ministers to ease and luxurious
living.

Ye that reigne in youth and lustynesse,
Pampired with ease, and joyless in youre age.

Court of iMoe, 1. 177.

Pride maybepcnnper'd while the flesh grows lean.
Camper, Truth, L 117.

n.t intrans. To indulge one's self. ,



pamper
To day we pamper with a foil repast
Ot laviah mlrtb, at night we weep as fast

Quaria, EmUems, v. 7.

pamperedness (pam'p^rd-nes), n. The state
of being pampered. Bp. SaO, Hard Texts,
Hob. xiii. 6.

pamperer (pam'p6r-6r), n. One who pampers.
Cowper,^ Conversation, L 48.
pamperize (pam'p6r-iz), e. t.; pret. and pp.
pamperieed, ppr. pamperizing. [< pamper +
-fee.] To feed limmously; pamper. Sydney
Smith.

pampero (pam-pa'ro), n. [< Sp. pampero =
Pg. pampeiro, a wind that sweeps over the
I>ampas, < pampa, a plain: see pampa.'] A
cold and dry southwesterly wind that sweeps
over the pampas of the Argentine BepnbUc,
and northeastward to the Brazilian coast, in
the rear of barometric depressions. The pampero
is entirely analogous in character to the thnnder-sqnall of
the northern faemispheie which accompanies the passage
of cyclonic distmbances, and nnderrans and displaces the
hot^ hmnid air-cnrrents that have preceded,

pampestrief, «. A corrupt form ot palmistry.
pamplu^;onB (pam'fa-gns), a. [< 6r. 7ra/i<^yoc,

all-devouring, < ira/iAiryEiv, devour all, < irdf

(jTov-), all, + ^aydv, devour.] Omnivorous.
Pampnila (pam'fi-lli), n. [KL., < LGr. irdfujic-

Aoc, beloved of all, CGr. itoq (ir<n>-), all, + ftXoc,

beloved, dear.] Abeautrfnlgenusof hespeiian

Pawtfkila Uonardus,

butterflies or skippers, belonging to the family
BlBspemdsEjfoxuidedbyFabrieiusinlSOS. There
are many species, some of which have English names, as
P. comma, ttie pearl-sUpper ; P. syVairaa, the clouded
skipper; P. paxaxaa, the chequered skipper.

pamphlet (pam'flet), n. [< ME. pamflet, pam-
filet, paunflet, first in ML. (AL.) pai0letus
("panfletos exignos," 'lean pamphlets'—Rich-
ard de Bury, Philobiblon, e. viu., A. s. 1344);
origin unknown. The F.piimpMet, Gr.pamphlet,
B. Daxx. pamflet, Sw. pamflett, ^uss. pamfletii, a
pamphlet, usually a libel, are all from £. The
word has been variously referred— (1) to a sup-
posed OF. *paiime-fiteillet, (.paume, paJm, hand,
+ fueiUet, a leaf (as if ' a leaf of paper held in
the hand ') ; (2) to a supposed ML. "pagina fila-
ta, ' a threaded (sewed) leaf'; (3) to a supposed
use of F. par un filet, 'by a thread'; (4) to a
supposed OF. 'pamfilet, ML. *pamphiletus, < L.
Pamphila, Gr. ^a/i^iMi, a female historian of the
1st century, who wrote epitomes of history.
These explanations are all untenable. A pos-
sible solution is found in (5) L. papyrus, paper,
on the assumption that;ampA2et, ML.panfletus,
represents a ML. 'pamphiletus for 'pampiletus,
lit. 'a littie paper' (of. Sp. papeleia, a slip of
paper, a paper case), with dim. sufSx -etits (E.

et), < *pampfltis, a supposed variant of *pam-
pirus, paper (of. MD. pampier, paper), this be-
ing a nasalized form of ML. pajnrvs, papyrus,
L. papyrus (< Gr. TrairvpoQ, sometimes i^aiivpoc),

paper : see paper. For the nasalization (pap-,

>j)afflp-), cf . OF.pampHettetoipapHette, a span-
gle; (M'.jM>Bti»on,<L.^epo(»-),amelon (seejmi»-
pton) ; £. pamp, pamper, as related topap^ etc.

Of. also ML. pampilus, panphinus, papUus, va-
riants of L.patnptnuf, a vine-leaf (see pampine,
pampre); thesemayhave affected the form and
sense ot pamphlet.^ If. A manuscript consist-

ing of one sheet or of a few sheets of paper or
parchment stitched (or otherwise fastened) to-

gether.

We cared more for lean pamphiets than fat palfreys.

JR. de Bury, Fhilobiblon, trans, (ed. Groller), n. 71.

Full vnderstanding in this lend pamflet to have.
Testament ofLme, ill

Qo.VX&spamjOet. Ocelew (ed. Mason, 1796X p. 77.

2. A printed work consisting of a few sheets of

paper stitched together, but not bound ; now, in

a restricted technical sense, eight ormore pages
of printed matter (not exceeding five sheets)

stitched or sewed, with or without a thin paper

wrapper or cover.

Paunflettee and bookys.
Ckuctm, Book of Eneydos (1*90), ProL
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3. In the sixteenth century, in England, a fas-
cicle comprising a few printed sheets stitched
together, contaain^ news-ballads and short po-
ems on popular subjects : also known as a news-
book, which developed later into the newspa-
per.

Suppressing the printing and publishing of unlicensed
news-books and pamphUti ot news.

Proelamatim qf Charles J., 1680.

4. A short treatise or essay, generally contro-
versial, especially one on some subject of tem-
porary interest ^ntich excites public attention
at the time of its appearance; a writing intend-
ed to publish one's views on a particular ques-
tion, or to attack the views of another.

Comest thou with deep premeditated lines.
With written pamphi^ studiously devised?

Sltak., 1 Hen. VL, liL 1. 2.

Dar'st thou presume in veise to meet thy foes.
Thou whom the penny pmnptlet toU'A in prose?

Dryden, Abs. and Acbit., ii. 491.

Instead ot a peaceful sermon, file simple seeker after
righteousness luis often a poUtiad pamphlet thrust down
his throat, labelled with a pious text from Scripture.

iTvijtffy Ejilckerbocker, p. 300.

The brief forms of these novelettes [tales of Greene and
Kash imitated from the Italian] soon led to tile appear-
ance of the pamphlet, and anew world of readers wasseen
in the rapi^ty with which the stories or scnnHous libels
which passed under this name were issued.

J. R. Gnen, Short Hist. Eng. People, p. 401.

Ernestine pamphlet. See Bmeetme.— Pamphlet of
newBt, a news-letter. Sneyc Brit, JLVilL 637.

pampnlett (pam'flet), c. ». l<pamphlet, n.^ To
write a pamphlet or pamphlets.
Who [is] like Elderton for ballading, Greene tor pam-

phleting; both for good fellowship and bad conditions?
6. Harvey, Four Letters, ii.

pampUetary (p_am'flet-a-ri), a. [ipampMet +
-ary.'] Perteining to or of the nature of a pam-
phlet.

Might serve as newspaper orjxnnpMetafv introduction.
Carlyle, in Frond&

pamphleteer (pam-fle-ter'), n. [< pamphlet +
-eer. Gt. P. pamphletaire, after E.J A writer
of pamphlets: sometimes used in contempt.
Folitical pamphleteerswero-formerlycommon in England,
especially about the b^;inmng of the eighteenth century,
and in France particularly at the time of the revolution.

Kevertheless, tis as true ttiat nothing ever could be
baser than the disingenuity ot those pampKleteen, who
took advantage hence to catch these tears in theirvenom-
ous ink horns, and employ them for so many blots upon
the memory of a righteous man.

C. Mather, Mag. Chris., iil 1.

Wherever pamphlets abound, there is freedom; and
therefore have we been a nation ot pamphleteers.

I. lyieraeU, Amen, of Lit, IL 362.

pamphleteer (pam-fle-ter'), ». i. [(.pamphleteer,
n.] To write and issue pamphlets.
pamphract (pam'frakt), a. [< Gr. izoq (irov-),

all, -I- <jipaKr6g, fenced, protected.] Entirely
shielded or completely covered, as with a coat
of maU. [Bare.]

pampllionf (pam-pil'ion), n. [Also pampUian,
pawmpilyon; perhaps < Gr. ira^ {Trav-), all, +
ttMov, dim. of 5ri/of, wool or hair wrought into
felt.] A fur, or perhaps a furry cloth, firetmen-
tioned as used for trimming garments.

The ounce, rowsgray, ginnet, pampQion.
Xid^eton, Triumphs ot Love and Antiquity.

Lolio's side coat is rough pampUian,
Gilded with drops that down the bosom ran.

Bp. HaU, Satires, TV. ii. 19.

pampinaryf (pam'pi-na-ri), a. [ME. pampina-
ry;<. li. pampinarius, of or pertaining to ten-

drils, < pampinus, a tendril or young shoot of
a vine : see pampine, «.] Of or pertaining to a
tendril or young shoot.

Though thai wol growe, and scions jnny)£ruiry

With fruyte, for fmytfull lete hem not be told.

Pattadius, Hnsbondrie (E. £. T. 8.X p. 65.

pampinationt, " [= ME. pampiruunon = P.
pampinaOon, < L. pampinatio(n^, a lopping or
trimming of vines, < pampinare, trim vines:

see;aTnptne, i-.] The act of pruning, especially

the pruning of the leaves of vines.

Thin moone is eke tarpampinaebm convenient.
PaOadius, Huabondrie (E. £. T. S.X p. 150.

pampmet, V. t. [ME.pampinen; < li.pampinare,
lop off (the superfluous tendrils or shoots of
vines), tTua,(.pampinus, a tendril oryoungshoot
of a vine, a vine-leaf.] To prune ; trim.

A vyne whoos fruite humoure wol putiifle

Patnpmied is to be by every side.

Pattadius, Hnsbondrie (E. E. T. S.X p. 186,

pampiniform (pam-pin'i-f6rm), a. [= p. pam-
pimforme = It. pampiniforme, < L. pampinus,
tendril, +/orTO(7,form.] Tendril-like; resem-
bling tendrils—Pampiniform plexus, a plexus of
veins in the spermatic cord, from which the spermatic

PamprodactyloDS
FootofaColy.

pan
vein is derived, or, in the female, a plexus of the corre-
sponding ovarian veins, in the broad ligament, near the
uterus. Also called, respectively, epermabic plerus and
OBorian plexus.

pampre (pam'per), ». [< p.pampre= Sp. pdm-
pano = Pg. pampano = It. pampano, pampi-
no, < L. pampinus, a tendril, a vine-leaf.] In
arch., an ornament consisting of vine-leaves
and grapes, with which hollows, as the circum-
volutions of twisted columns, are sometimes
decorated.

pamprodactylons (pam-pro-dak'ti-lus), a.
[NL., < Gr. n-of (jrai^), aU, + irp6,

forward, + dwcriAoc, finger.] In
orntflk., having all four toes
turned forward, as the colies:
a condition unique among birds.
pani (pan), n. [< ME. panne,
ponne, < AS. panne, a pan, also
m comp. hedfod-panTie, the skull
(see heddpan, and cf. brainpan),
= OFries.pannefponne = iSD.panne, T>.pan =
MLG. LG. panne= OHG. panna,phanna,pfan-
na, MHG. phanne, pfanne, G. pfanne, a pan, =
IceL panna = Sw. panna = Dan. pande, a pan,
also tiie forehead; =Ir.panna ='W.pan, apan;
< Mil,panna,< L. patina, a shallow bowl or dish
(= Gr. TTaroM?, Sicilian pardv^, a flat dish), per-
haps < patere, be open : see patent^. Gf. pateni,
paiini;patina, patella, etc."] 1. A broad shal-
low vessel of tin, iron, or other metal, used for
various domestic purposes: as, a frying-^any a
saucepan/ a milk-^an.

And bringeth eek with yow a bolle or a panne,
Fnl of water.

Chaveer, Canon's Yeoman's Tale^ L IdQ.

Models of Hetculanean pots and pans.
Cmt^er, Fnig. of Err., L 898.

2. An open vessel used in the arts and manu-
factures for boiling, evaporating, etc.: as, a
sugaT-j>an/ a saltpan. 'The name is also ap-
plied to closed vessels used for similar pur-
poses: as, a vacnnm^pan.— 3. In metal., a pan-
shaped vessel, usuaUy made of cast-iron, &om
4 to 6 feet in diameter and 3 or 4 feet deep, in
which the ores of silver which have already
undergone the stamping process are ground to
a fine pulp and amalgamated, with the addi-
tion of various chemicals, generally sulphate of
copper and salt. This process, which is a kind of
modMcation of the patio process, is extensively used in
the mills on the Comstock lodeg^ and is frequently called
the Washoe process.

4. In tin-plate manuf., a cold pot with a grat-
ing at the bottom, in which tinned iron-plate
is put on edge to drain and eooL It is the
fourth in the series of iron pots used in
tin-plate mamifacture. E. H. Knight.— 5. The
part of a flint-lock which holds the priming,
communicating with the charge by means of
the touch-hole. See cut under /int-tocA;.

Most of our attempts to fire the gunpowder in thepan
of the pistol succeeded not Boifie, Works, I. SI.

"Ah !

" said my grandsire, as he shook
Some powder in his pan,

**What could this lovely creature do
Against a desperate man !

"

0. W. Bdmes, My Aunt.

6. Anything hollow shaped somewhat like a
pan; hence, the skull; the upper part of the
head ; the cranium. Compare brainpan.

Not oonly thou, but every myghty man.
Though he were shorn fiil bye upon his pan,
Sholde have a wyf.

Chauicer, FroL to Monk's Tale, L 64.

7. A pond or depression for evaporating salt

wat«r to make salt.—8. A natural pond of any
size containing fresh or salt water, or only
mud. [South Airica.]— 9. Consolidated mate-
rial underlying the soil: used (especially in
Scotland) for hardrpan.— 10. In carp., the
socket for a hinge. H. H. Knight.— 11. In
the arctic seas, a large heavy piece of floe-ice.

I^oge pieces of the floe ice, called pans by the whalers,
were foroed aside or rammed, the blows giving a heavy
shock to every one on board.

Schley and Soley, Bescne of Greely, p. 161.

12. The broad posterior extremity of the lower
gaw of a whale : a whalers' term.

Canes made full length from the ivory of the pan of the
sperm whale, turned and polished, wiUi a hand-piece of
the same material, and a ferrule of copper or perhaps sil-

ver. Fisheries of U. S., V. ii. 232.

A cat In the iian. See oti.—a flash in the pan, a
fluffin the pant. See;2(u&i,>!u/2.—Annular pan. See
oTmuZor.—Mow-np pan. SeeliSow-vp.—ToflaSiinthe
pan. See ^losfti.—To savor of the pan or of the ITy-
Ing-pant, to savor of heresy; betray its (or one's) origin.

In the which although there be many things l^at so-
ooureth of the part, and also he himself was afterward a



pan
bishop of Eome, yet, I dare say, the papists would glory
but a little to see such books go forth in English.
Bp. Ridley, in Bradford's Letters (Parker Soc. , 185S), II. 160.

To turn a cat-in-pan. See co*l and dearing-pan.
pani (pan), v.; pret. and yp. panned, ^pr. pan-
ning. [<,pan\ M.] I. trans. X. In. mining, to
wash with the pan, as gravel or sands for the
purpose of separating the gold or other thing
of value they may contain : often with out.—3.
To secure; catch; obtain. [CoUoq.]
The crew panned about 10,000 seals, but did not suc-

ceed in putting them on board, because of an accident to
the propeller. Fisheries of U. S., V. ii. 477.

Fanned out, exhausted ; bankrupt. [Slang, western IT. S.

)

—To pan out, to yield or afford, in any sense. [Colloq.)

II. intrans. To make an appearance or to
come to view, as gold in a miner's pan when
washed from impurities ; hence, to show a re-
sult; turn out more or less to one's satisfac-
tion : followed by out. [U. S.]

pallet (pan), V. [Origin obscure ; according to
some, < P. pan, a piece of clothing, = Sp. ^JO^o
= Pg. It. panno, < L. pannus, a piece of cloth

:

see panel.] i_ trans. To join; close together.
II. intrans. To unite; fit; agree. [Prov.

Eng.]
Weal and women cannot pan,
But wo and women can.

Douce, MS. Additions to Ray's Proverbs. (Halliwell.)

PanS (pan), n. [L., < Gr. Udv, a rural god
(see def.).] In anc. Gr. myth., the god of pas-
tures, forests, and flocks. The original seat of his
worship was in Arcadia, whence it gradually spread over
the rest of Greece. He was represented with the head
and chest of an elderly man, while his lower parts were
like the hind quarters of a goat, of which animal he often



Panax
cea.'i Agenus of plants of the order Araliacese,
type of the series Panacex, eharaoterized by the
two-celled ovary, pedicels jointed under the
flower, usually panicled or racemed umbels,
and obliquely decurrent stigmas. There are about
30 species, natives of tropical Asia and Africa, Auatialia,
and the Pacific islands. They are shrubs or trees, usnally
smooth and bearing radiately or pinnately compound
leaves and small floweiB in compound umbels. P. sam-
bucifolius,H tree or tall shrub of Australia, is called vamm-
tain- or aderbeny-tuh. See Juhbone4ree, lanceunmd, and
ivy-tree. See also ginseng, formerly classed as Panax,
pancake (pan'kak), n. 1. A thin cake of batter
fried or baked in a pan or griddle ; a flapjack

;

a griddle-cake; also, a cake made of dough or
batter and fried in fat.

As lit ... as & pancake for Shrove Tuesday.
Shai., All's Well, ii. 2. 25.

Some folks think it will never be good times till houses
are tiled with pancakes. Franktxn.

2. An imitation leather made of scraps agglu-
tinated by cement or glue, and pressed into a
flat sheet. It is used for in-soles, etc. E. H.
Knight.—Pancake ice, in the arctic seas, the flat ice
whi(dL forms in bays or comparatively smooUi water.

Our run on July 1st was through an open sea, in which
no semblance of a pack was noted until about 5 P.M. It
then consisted of small pieces of pancake ice, which would
in no way interfere with the progress of any steaming ves*
sel. A. W. Qredy, Arctic Service, p. 56.

Pancake Tuesday, Shrove Tuesday : so called because,
according to an old custom, pancakes are eaten on that
day. [Collog.]

pance (pans), n. [Earlymod.E. also jjounce; a
-va.r. otpansy:s66pa'nsy.'\ Apansy. [R-ov.Eng.]
panceron (pan'se-ron), n. [OP. : seejjoMncfeec]
Same as paunch^.
pancb, (panch), n. 1, An obsolete or dialectal

formdpaunch.— 3. Naut., a thick strong mat,
made by interlacing spun-yam or strands of
rope, and used in various places on a ship to
prevent chafing. Also paunch, paunch-mat.—
Kubbing-pandl, a wooden shield on the fore side of a
mast to protect it from injury when the masts or spars are
raised or lowered.

panchart (pan'kart), n. [Also pancarte; < P.
?ancarte, < ML. pancharta, < Gr. ttoj (irov-), all,

x^P^lh paper, > L. charta, a chart, charter:
see chart.'\ A royal charter confirming to a
subject the enjoyment of all his possessions.

John Bonchet, in the third part of his Annales of Aqui-
taine, maruelleUi at an old pancbart or record which he
hadseen,bythetenour whereof it appeared that this Otho
intituled himsdfe Duke of Agnitaine.

Holinshed, Bich. I., an. 1196.

pancheont,panchinf(pan'ehon,-chin),n. [An
assibilated form of *panJcin, pannikin; perhaps
in part a simulation of ptmctteon.'] A coarse
earthenware pan, used to contain Tnillr and
other Uqnids.

The pinners which had beenlost some timewere brought
and put in a panchin which Gudwife Medcalf had but
newly poured the milk out of. GlanvUle, Witche^ p. 421.

panchway, pansway (panch'vra, pan'swa), n.

[Also paunehway, paunsway; < Beng. pansoi,
pansi, Hind, pansoi, a boat (see def.).] A pas-
senger-boat used on the Grajiges and Hoogly,
having an awning of matting over the stem.
It is propelled with four oars and steered with
a fifth.

panclastite (pan-klas'tit), n. [< Gr. n-of (wov-),

all, + (cAoordf, broken (< iMv, break), + -»<e2.]

An explosive composed of liquid nitrogen
tetroxid mixed with carbon disulphid or o&er
liquid combustible, in the proportion of three
volumes of the former to two of the combus-
tible. The materials can he separately carried, and are
mixed as needed tor use. The s&ength of this explosive

is slightly less than that of dynamit^ except when nitro-

tolnene is substituted for carbon disulphid, when it has
the same strength.

pan-cover (pan'kuv'6r), n. In oldforms of fire-

arms, the piece that covers the priming-pan.
In early firearms it was a mere protection from damp, re-

quiring to be removed before the match was applied. In
the flintlock it is the piece of steel which covers the prim-
ing-pan and on being struck by the fiint falls back, leaving

the i>an exposed, while the sparks stmck from it fall upon
the powder.

pancratia, ». Plural ot pajn^raHum, 1.

pancratian (pan-kra'shi-an), a. [= P. pancra-
tien; as pancratium + -aii.'] Pertaining to the
pancratium; paneratic.

pancratiast (pan-kra'shi-ast), n. [= F.pan-
cratiaste,< li. pancratiastes, < Gr. •jrayKpcertainiiq,

< TrayKpariaZeiv, practise the pancratium,< nay-

/t/jdrtov, pancratium : see pancratium.l A com-
batant or competitor in the pancratium.

pancratiastict (pan-kra-shi-as'tik), a. [ipan-
cratiast + -ic.^ Paneratic. £f. West, tr. of Pin-

dar's Nemean Odes, xi. 2.

paneratic (pan-krat'ik), a. [= P. pancraHgtie

= S-p. pancrdtico,< L. *paneraticus (in aAy.pan-
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eratice)^ pancratium, pancratium: seepancra-
tium.'] Pertaining to the pancratium ; athletic

;

excelling in gymnastic exercises generally;
hence, giving or having mastery over all things
or subjects; universally accomplished.
Dante is contentwith nothing less than a paneratic train-

ing, and has a scorn of dilettanti, specialists, and quacks.
LoweU, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 56.

Fan(^atic eyepiece, an eyepiece adapted to telescopes
or microscopes, and so constructed as to be capable of
giving a variable magnifying power. It is an erecting
eyepiece composed of two combinations of lenses contain-
ing two lenses each, and the magnifying power is made to
vary by altering the distance between ttie combinations.

pancratical (pan-krat'i-kal), a. [(.paneratic +
-aZ.] Same as paneratic. " Sir T. Browne, Vulg.
Err., vil. 18.

pancratist (pan'kra-tist), n. [= It. pancratista;
a,s pancratium + -lit. Ct. pancratiast.'] Same
as pancratiast.

pancratium (pan-kra'shi-um), to. [= P. pan-
crace = Sp. Pg. pancracio = It. pancrazio, < L.
pancratium, < Gr. KaynpaTtm, a complete con-
test (see def.), < iray/ipar^f, aU-powerfnl, < iraf

(s-av-), all, -I- Kp&roQ, strength.] 1. 'P\. pancratia
(-a). In Gr. antiq., a gymnastic contest or game
combining wrestling and boxing. The combatants
fought naked, either with bare fists or with the soft cestus,
and the contests were, at Olympia as almost everywhere,
regulated by strict rules to guard against unfairness. The
exercise was, however, very severe, as the fight was con-
tinued until one of the adversaries was either killed, which
happened not seldom, or acknowledged his defeat. Also
written pangkration, pantratittn.

2. leap.] [Nil.] A genus of ornamental plants,
of the monoeotyledonous order AmaryUidex,
the tribe Ama-
ryUern, and the
subtribe Cya-
thiferee, having
a funnel-shap-
ed perianth
with narrow
lobes, and ova-
ry-cells con-
taining many
ovules. There
are about 12 spe-
cies, natives of tbe
Mediterranean re-
gion, the Canaries,
and the East In-
dies. Theyproduce
long narrow leaves
from a coated bulb,
and large hand-
some white flow-
ers, usually many
in an umbel, re-
markable for a cen-
tral cup formed of
united petal-like
bases of the sta-

mens, and usually
ornamented with a toothed or twelve-lobed border. See
sea-daffodil.

pancreas (pan'krf-as), n. [= p. pancrias =
Sp. Pg. It. pancreas, < NL. pancreas, < Gr. nay-
Kpeag, the sweetbread, < Trof (ttov-), aJl, -I- Kpia^,

flesh.] 1. A lobulated racemose gland, situated
in the abdomen near the stomach, extending

Dm

I, the inflorescence of Pancratiufn fnari-
titnutn ; 3, the bulb with some young' leaves

;

a, the fiower, longitudinal section.

pandan
Pancreas Aselll, a collection of lymphatic glands in the
mesentery of some mammals, formerly compared to or
mistaken for a pancreas.

pancreas-ptyalin (pan'krf-as-ti'a-lin), n .Amy-
lopsin or amylolytlo ferment of the pancreas, or
pancreatic diastase.

pancreatic (pan-kre-at'ik), a. [= P. pancrea-
tique = Sp. pancredtico = Pg. It. pancreatico, <
NLi.panci-eaticus,<.pancreas, pancreas: seepan-
creas.] Of or pertaining in any way to the pan-
creas: as, a, pancreatic nerve; pancreatic tissue.
See cuts underpancreasanxdstomach AccesBOiy
pancreatic duct, an occasional supplementary duct de-
rived from the lesser pancreas, or some part of the head
of the gland.—Pancreatic arteries, branches of the
splenic artery, variable in size and number, supplying the
pancreas.— Pancreatic juice^ the special secretion of
the pancreas. It is a clear viscid secretion, having an
alkaline reaction. It contains proteid bodies in consid-
erable quantity, and among them three distinct ferments,
which have important uses in digestion. By them starch
is rapidly converted into dextrose, fats are emulsified and
also decomposed, and proteids are converted into pep-
tones. The proteolytic action of pancreatic juice takes

Slace in alkaline solution only.—Pancreatic plexus, a
ivision of the cceliac plexus, accompanying the pancre-

atic arteries.—Pancreatic secretion. Same as paiicre-
ottc^ice.— Pancreatic veins, small tributaries of the
splenic vein.

pancreatica (pan-krf-at'i-ka), TO.
;

pi. panereO'
ticie (-se). [NL., fem. oipanareatims : seepan-
creas.] A pancreatic artery.

pancreatin (pan'krf-a-tin), ». [< paiuyreatiic)

+ -in^.] A name formerly used for the active
principle of the pancreatic juice.

pancreatitic (pan'kre-a-tit'ik), a. [< pancre-
atit(is) + -ic] Pertsiining to or affected with
pancreatitis.

pancreatitis (pantrf-a-ti'tis), re. [NL., <pan-
creas (-ereat-) + -itis.] Inflammation of the
pancreas.
pancreatize (pan'krf-a-taz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
pancreatized, ppr. p'ancreatizing. [< pancrea-
t(tn) + -ize.] To treat with pancreatin, so as to
digest more or less completely.

pancreatoid (pan'krf-a-toid), a. [< Gr. irdyKpeac

(KfKOT-), pancreas, + etSoc, form.] BesembHng
the pancreas in structure, function, or appear-
ance.

pancreatomy (pan-krf-at'o-mi), TO. [< Gr. jrary-

KpEa(, pancreas, + -ro/iia, i ri/aietv, Ta/uiv, cut.]

Licision into the pancreas.
pancreSctomy (pan-farf-ek'to-mi), TO. [< Gr.
ir&yKpeaq, pancreas, + eKri/xveiv, kiera/mv, cut out,

< £K, out, + rkfivuv, ra/iziv, cut.] Excision of
the pancreas or a part of it.

pane-wheel (pangk'hwel), «. Awheel (for a
vehicle) having the form of a disk, as in an-
cient chariots. [Rare.]

pancyt, TO. Aji obsolete spelling of j>ons«^.

pand (pand), n. [< ¥.pente, avalance (influenced
in form perhaps by OP.pand,pan, the sMrt of a
gown: see^onel), <pere5re, hang: seependant.]
A narrow curtain attachea to the top or to the
lower part of a bed ; a valance. [Scotch.]

Where 's the ... beds of state,pands, twilts, and testors,

napery and broidered wark ?

Scott, Bride of Lammermoor, zxvi.

panda (pan'da), to. [E. Ind.] A carnivorous
quadruped, Mlurusfid^ens, of the arctoid series

offissipedJ'er*, representing a taxcaijMluridse;
the wah, chitwah, or red bear-cat. The animal
inhabits ^e Himalayan regions in northern India and

Human Pancreas, with associate parts.

PD, pancreatic duct, travereinp the pancreas and uniting with SD,
common bile-duct, to open at x mto Dm. the duodenum ; Ao, aorta,

givins off the coeliac axis, whence SfiA, the splenic artery, to Sft.
me spleen ; below this artery is the splenic vein, contributing to form
yP, the vena portse; VCl, vena cava inferior; >, some intestmal ves-

sels; />, a pillar ofthe diaphragm.

transversely from the region of the liver to that
of the spleen, often inclosed in a loop of the
duodenum, and pouring its secretion, pancre-
atic juice, mto the duodenum by one or several

ducts. The pancreas of the calf is known as aceeOiread,

more especially called by butchers t^xmuick-sweeGfreadj to

distinguish it from Otroatsuieetbread, which is the thymus
gland-of the same anim^ See sweetbread.

2. See tiie quotation.
Upon the bile-ducts in Dibranchiata are developed yel-

lowish glandular diverticula, which are known as "pan-
creas,"though neither physiologically nor morphologically
is there any ground for considering either the so-called

liver or the EO-csHledpancreas as strictly equivalent to the
ghmds so denominated in the Vertebiata.

E. R. Lankester. Encyo. Brit, XVI. 676.

Panda {^iurusfulgvns).

Tibet, is of the size of a large cat, of a bright-fulvous color

above, black on the lower parts and limbs, and marked on
the ears and snout with white ; the tail is long and busby.

Pandsean, a. See Pandean.
pandsemoniac, pandsmoninm. See pande-
moniac, pandemonium.
pandall (pan-dftl'), n. In her., a spindle-cross.

Also pendall.

pandan (pan'dan), TO. [E. Ind., < pan, betel-

leaf: see pan^.] A small decorative box, usu-



pandan

ally of metal and especially of Indian manu-
facture. Compare spice-box.

Pandanacese (pan-da-na'se-e), m. j)Z. [NL.
(Lindley, 1835), < Pahdanus '+ -acese.'] Same
as Pandanese.
Pandauese (pan-da'nf-e), n.pl. [Nil. (E. Brown,
1810), < Pandanus + -ese.'] The screw-pine fam-
ily, an order of monoootyledonous shrubs and
trees, belonging to the series Niidifloree, and dis-

tinguished by the clustered or panicled spa-
dices. There are about 83 apeoles, o£ 2 genera, Pan-
danus and FreyeCnetia, natives at the tropics of the Old
World and Oceania, They bear very long and attenuate
rigid leaves, set in three close-twisted spirals, with spiny
margins and keel, and often with recurved thorns. The
small sessile many-bracted dioecious flowers are destitute
of Soral envelops and contain numerous stamens, or a
single ovary of one carpel followed by a large roundish
multiple fruit of many carpels united in spiral rows, pulpy
within, and with a fleshy or woody surface.

Pandanus (^an-da'nus), n. [NL,, < Malaypan-
dang, conspicuous.] The screw-pine, agenus of
plantSj type of the order Pandanese, distinguish-
ed by its one-ovuled carpels, it includes about 50
species, all tropical, natives especially of the Malayan, Mas-
carene, and Seychelles islands, with a few on the Austia-

Flower and YtuitotPandanus odoratissimus.

Uan, African, and Asiatic continents. They are usually
erect, with robust or slender trunk, unbranched or with
upwardly curved candelabrum-like branches, which pro-
duce strong aerial roots. The roundish fruit is often pen-
dulous and sheathed with colored bracts. See screw-pine,

chandeli&r-tree, keora-oil^ and tent-tree-

pandar, pandaress, etc. See pander, etc.

pandation (pan-da'shpn), n. [Clj.pandaUoin-),
a, warping, <pandare,hend, bow, curve, warp.]
A yielding, bending, or warping: sometimes
used with reference to architectural members
or construction.

Pandean (pan'de-an), a. and n. [Irreg. < L. Pan,
< Grr. Ilaw, Pan: 'see Pa«3. No L. or Grr. form
supporting Pandean occurs.] Of or pertaining
to Pan. .flso spelled Pamdsean.—'paadaan pipes.
Same as Pan's pipes (which see, under j»pel).

He looked abroad into the street ; all there was dusk
and lonely; the rain falling heavily, the wind playing
Pandean pipes and whistling down the chimney-potB.

Thackeray, Shabby Oenteel Story, iv.

II. n. A traveling musician who plays on
Pan's pipes,

pandect (pan'dekt), n. [Usually in pluralJ>a»-
dects, < F. pandectes = Sp. P,g. pandectas = It.

pandette, < L. pandectse, pi. ot pandecta, also

pandecteSji Gr. iravdiicnig, all-receiving, all-con-

taining : pi. iravSknTat, a name for a general uni-

versal dictionary or encyclopedia, later also

the Pandects of Justinian ; < naq (nav-), all, +
6exeadac, receive.] 1. A digest or comprehen-
sive treatise ; a treatise containing the whole
of any science.

Therefore, by Faith's pure rayes illumined.
These sacred Pandects I desire to read.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, L 1.

Thus thou, by means which th' ancients never took,

Apandect mak'st, and universal book.
Donne, On Coryat's Crudities.

Specifically— 3. pi. [eap.l A collection of Eo-
man civil law made by the emperor Justinian

in the sixth century, containing decisions or

judgments of lawyers, to which the emperor
gave the force and authority of law. This com-

Silation, the most important of the body of Koman civil

iw, consists of fifty books. Also called the Digest.

pandemia (pan-de'mi-a), n- [NL., < Gr. wavS^-

/icog, belon^ng to all the people, < Tof (irav-),

all, -I- rf^iuof, a district, the people of a district

:

see deme^.'] A disease which affects the peo-

ple of a whole country generally; a very wide-

spread epidemic.

pandemic (pan-dem'ik), a. and n. [=F.pan-
d&mique = Pg. It. pandemico, < L. as if *pan-

demicus, < LL. pandemus, < Gr. k&vStiiwq, public,

belonging to the whole people, < ^rof {wav-), aU,

-^ S^jjog, people, country: see deme^.'] 1. a.

Incident to a whole people ; as, a pandemic

disease.

Those instances bring a consumption, under the notion

of a. pandemickoi endemick, or rather vernacular disease

to England. Harvey, Consumptions.

n. n. A pandemic disease.
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pandemoniac, pandsemoniac (pan-de-mo'ni-
ak), a. [(.pandemonium + -ac (after demoniac) .]

Of or pertaining to pandemonium; character-

istic of pandemonium.
pandemonium, pandaemonium (pan-df-mo'ni-
um), n. [= F. pandimonium = Sp. pandemonio
= Pg.pandemonium, < NL. Pandsemonium (MU-
ton), < Gr. ffof (ttov-), all, + Salfiav, a demon:
see demon."] 1. The abode of all the demons
or evil spirits ; hell: a name invented and used
by Milton rather as a proper name than a gen-
eral term.

Pandiemtmi'mn,, the high capital

Of Satan and his peers. JfiJton, F. L., L 756.

Hence— 2. Any lawless, disorderly, and noisy
place or assemblage.— 3. A loud noise, as from
pandemonium.
Suddenly a Tegaiaipandemonium of shrieks, and direct-

ly the scurrying by of a number of the sable birds.

Amer. Nat., Xilll. 20.

pander (pan'dSr), n. [Also -wdttenpandar, for-

merly also pandor; < ME. Pandare^andarus,
name of the man who, according to Boecaeeio's
poem "Filostrato" and Chaucer's paraphrase
and expansion of it, "Troilus and Criseyde,"
and Shakspere's play "Troilus and Cressida,"
procured for Troilus the love and good graces
of Cressida (in Chaucer Criseyde). The name
appears in the fabulous histories of Dictys Cre-
tensis and Dares Phrygius as that of a soldier.

No such person is mentioned in ancient litera-

ture ; butHomer andVirgilmention aPandarus
(Gr. Tl&vSapog) who was a leader of the Lycians,
auxiliary to the Trojans ; and Virgil mentions
another Pandarus, a son of Aloanor, compan-
ion of .aineas.] 1. One who caters for the lusts

of others ; a male bawd ; a pimp or procurer.

If you ever prove false to one another, since I have
taken such pains to bring you together, let all pitiful

goera-between be called to the world's end after my name

;

call them all Panda/rs; let all constant men be Troiluses,

all false women Cressids, and all brokers-between Pan-
dairsi Shak., T. and C, III. 2. 210.

Hence— 2. One who ministers to the gratifica-

tion of any of the baser passions of others.

What goodly Body's spruce hypocrisy
Should to his filthy mind the Pander be.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, L 49.

pander (pan'der), V. [Also pandar ; < pander,
m.] I. intrans. 1. To cater for the lusts of

others.— 3. To minister to others' passions or
prejudices for selfish ends.

This most mild, though withal dreadful and inviolable

prerogative of Christ's diadem [excommunication] serves
for nothing with them but to prog and pander for fees.

MUton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

He had, during many years, earned his daily bread by
pandering to the vicious taste of the pit. Macaulay.

II. trans. To cater for the gratification of the
lusts or passions of; pimp for.

'Reasonpandars wiU. Sliak., Hamlet, iii. 4. 88.

panderage (pan'd6r-aj), n. [< pander + -age.]

The act of pandering'. Imp. Diet,

panderess (pan'd6r-es), n. [Also pandaress,
pandress; <. pander + -ess.] A female pander

;

a procuress.

panderism(pan'd6r-izm), n. [Also panda/rism;

< pander + -ism.] The character or occupation
of a pander.

But that I must consider such as spaniels

To those who feed and clothe them, I would print

Thy panderism upon thy forehead. .

Ford, lady's Trial, i. 3.

panderize (pan'der-iz), V. i.; pret. andpp. pa»i-

derized, ppr. panderizing. [Also pandarize; <

pander + 4ze.] To act the part of a pander.

Tour father shall not say I pandarizde.
Or fondly winkt at your affection.

Marston, The Fawne, ill.

panderly (pan'd6r-li), a. [Also pandarly; <

pander + -lap-.] Pimping; panderous; acting

the pander.
youpandarly rascals 1 Shak., M. W. of W. , iv. 2. 122.

pandermite (pan'd6r-mit), n. [< Panderma, a
town on the Sea of Marmora, -f -ite^.] See
priceite.

panderous (pan'der-us), a. [Also pandarous;
< pander + -ous.] Of or pertaining to, or char-

acteristic of, a pander or panderism.

I saw her once before (five days since 'tis).

And the same vt&t^ pandarous diligence

Was then bestowed on her.
Hiddleton, The Witch, iil 2.

pandiculated (pan-dik'u-la-ted), a. [< L. pan-
dieulatus, pp. of pandioiilari, stretch oneself, <

jpawcfere, spread out.] Stretched out; extended.
AsJi.

pandiculation (pan-dik-u-la'shon),«. [=F.^am-
dieulation = Sp. pandiculamon = Pg. pandicti-

Fandoridse

lagcto, < li.pandiculari,pp.pandiculatus, stretch

oneself out: see pandieulated.] A stretching

of one's self, as when one is newly awaked
from sleep, or sleepy or fatigued; a restless-

ness and inclination to stretch observed at the

outset of certain paroxysms of fever, hysteria,

etc. : sometimes, somewhat incorrectly, used
in the sense of 'yawning.'

In the next edition of my opium confessions, ... by
mere dint of pandiculation, I will terrify all readers of

mine from ever again questioning any postulate that I

shaU think fit to make. De Quincey, ConfeBsiona.

Pandinidae (pan-din'i-de), n.pl. [NL. (Thorell,

1876), < Pandinus (the typical g;enus) -I- -idee.]

A family of scorpions, containing the largest

forms known, and well represented in the

United States. The sternum is pentagonal and longer

than broad, the immovable mandibidar finger is desti-

tute of teeth, and the hands are large and flattened, and
generally broader than long.

Pandion (pan-di'on), n. [NL., < L. Pandion, <

Gr. JlavSiav, in legend the father of Procne,

who was changed into a swallow.] The only

fenus of Pandionidx, founded by Jules C6sar

avigny in 1809 ; the ospreys or fishing-hawks.

See cut im^der osprey.

Fandionidae (pan-di-on'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Pandion + -idee.] Atamilj ot Baptores, repre-

sented by the genus Pandion; the ospreys. The
plumage is peculiar in lacking aftershafts, being compact
and closely imbricated, and oily ; the legs are closely fea-

thered, having no flag ; the head is closely feathered to the

eyes ; there is a slight occipital crest ; the remiges and
rectrices are hard, stiff, and acuminate ; the wings are long

and pointed ; the tail is moderate ; the feet are immense-
ly large, strong, and scabrous, with rough reticulations

;

the toes are cleft to the base, and the outer one is versatile

;

the talons are large, of equal lengths, tapering and terete,

not scooped out underneath ; the bill is toothless with a
large hook ; the nostrHs are oval, oblique, non-tuberculate,

and situated in the edge of the cere. There is no suprSr

ciliary shield, leaving the eyes flush with the side of the

head. The relationships of the family are with the buz-

zards and eagles, the external modifications being all in

adaptation to aquatic and piscivorous habits.

pandionine (pan-di'o-nin), a. [< Pandion +
-ine^.] Of or pertaining to the genus Pandion,

or any of the groups which that genus is con-

sidered to represent.

pandit, «. Same &&pvmdit.
pandle (pan'dl), TO. [Origin obscure.] Ashrimp.
[Prov. Eng.]
pandle-whew (pan'dl-hwu), to. The whewer
or widgeon, Mareca penelope : so called from its

fondness for shrimps. [Norfolk, Eng.]
pandoor^ (pan'dSr), m. [Alsopandour, < F. prni'

dow, pandoure; origin uncertain; perhaps so

called from having been levied first near the

village of Pandur, in Hungary.] 1. Formerly,

a member of a body of Austrian infantry levied
in southern Hungary, dreaded for their savage

mode of warfare; hence, a robber or violent

marauder, «

Wlien leagued Oppression pour'd to Northern wars
Her whisker'd i«i»aoor« and her fierce hussars.

Ca/mpbell, Pleasures of Hope, i 852.

3. An armed servant of the nobility in Croatia

and Slavonia.

pandoor^, to. Same as pandore^.
pandort, n. An obsolete spelling otpaMer.
Fandoral (pan-do'ra), TO. [L. , < Gr. Jlav66pa, lit.

the all-endowed, < jfaf (7ro;>'-), all, -I- Sopov, gift.]

1. In class, myth., the name of the first mortal
woman, on whom all the gods and goddesses
bestowed gifts.— 3. In zool., a name (mostly
generic) variously
used, (a) In conch. :

(1) The typical genus
otPandor)dse. (2)[Z.(!.]

A bivalve ot this ge-
nus. (6) In acalephs, a
genus of berold cteno-
phorana. Eschscholta,
1829. (c) In entom.:
(1) A genus of dipte-
rous insects. (2) A
genus of coleopterous pandora rostrata.

insects. CHffffeola^,

1843. (S) [?. c] A fish, PageUus erythrinus, of the family

—Pandora's box, a box which Pandora was
fabled to have brought from heaven, containing all human
ills. She opened it, and all escaped and spread over the

earth. At a later period it was believed that the box con-

tained all the blessings of the gods, which would have been
preserved for the human race had not Pandora opened it,

80 that the blessings, with the exception of hope, escaped.

pandora^, n. A variant of handora for bandore^.
pandorei (pan-dor'), n. Same as bandore^.
pandore^ (pan'dor), to. [Also pandoor ; origin

obscure.] An oyster of a large variety found
near Prestonpans on the Firth of Forth, much
esteemed in England. Stormonth.
Pandoridse (pan-dor'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Pan-
dora + 4dee?] A family of bivalve mollusks,
the type of which is the genus Pandora. The



Fandorids
animal has the manUe-borden eztensiTely connected,
abort siphons aepaiated at their end^ a lingniform fool^
and a single appendicolate taianchia on each side. The
shell is ineqaivalTe, nacreoas internally, with the hinge
fwmed of lamelliform crests and the ligament internal.
Species occur in atanost all seas. A common American
species is Pandora or CKdiopAoni trilHieala.

Pandorina (i>&ii-d6-n'iia), >>. [NL. (EhienbeTg,
1830), < Gr. HowSupa, Paiidoia, + -inal.] A ge-
nus of fresh-water algse, giving name to uie
order Pandorinese. Erery family or ccenobiom con-
sists q( sixteen cells, closely crowded together and snr-

roonded by a thin gelatinous envelop, through which
protrude two cilia from each cell. Kon-sezual moltipU-
cation is accomplished by each of the sixteen cells br«dc-
ing np into sixteen smaUer cells, each of which becomes
invested with a gelatinous envelop an'& grows to the sise

of the originsl parent colony. Sexual reproduction is by
means of vygospore& which develop into colonies of six-

teen cells similar to the original parent colony.

Pandorinea (pan-do-rin'f-e), «. pU [Nli., <

Pandorina + -esBJ] ' An order of fresh-water
algte of the ola^ Ceenobiea (Zoosporese in part
of authors), taking its name from the genus
Pandorina.
pandonr, •>• See pandoor,
pandowdy (pan-dou'di), «. [Also pandoiitde;
origin not clear.] A puddii^ made of hread
and apples baked together, usually cookedwitii
molasses.
pandress (pan'dies), n. Same as^nderess.
pandnra (^in-du'ra), n. A Neapolitan musical
instmment, of a larger size than the mandolin,
and strung with eight metal wires. It is played
with a qnilL
pandnrate (pan'dn-rat), a. [= F. pandure, <

Ii. as if *panduratus, < pandura, a musical in-

strument.] Fiddle-shai>ed.

pandniated (pan'du-ra-ted), a. [< pandurate
+ -ed^.] Same &s pandurate.

pandnret (pan'dur), n. 1. Same as pandura.
—2. A short sword with a curved blade, used
especially by hunters. Demmin, Weapons,
p. 527.

pandmifonn (pan-du'ri-f6rm), a. [= F. pan-
duriforme, < L. pandura, a pandore (see pan-
dore^), + forma, form.] Pandurate.
pandyi (pan'di), ». : pL pandies (-diz). [< L.
pande, imp. sing, of pandere, extend; pande
palmam, 'hold out your hand,' being the ^irase
used when the sehoolmast.er ordered his schol-

ars to hold out their hands for punishment.]
A stroke on the x>alm of the hand, as with a
cane or strap : a punishment in schools.

pandyi (pan'di), r. t. ; pret. and pp. pandied,
ppr. pandying. [<pan^\ n.] To slap, as the
hand.
And she boxed their ears, and thumped them over the

head with rDlei& andpanHed theirhandswith canes, and
told them thatIh^ told stories, and were this and that
bad sort of people. KingAy, Water-Babies^ p. 1S7.

Pandy2(i)an'di),».;pl.PaM<Kes(-diz). [<Hind.
pai^^panda, a Brahman.] A I£ndu; a Se-

poy : especially applied by the British troops
to the Sei>oys in &e TTifiiM.Ti mutiny of 1837-8.

pandynamometeT (pan-di-na-mom'e-t6r), n.

[< Gr. ffof (snw-), all, + E. dynamometer.] In
tnech., an instmment for indicating and re-

cording the uTignTftr torsion of a rotating shaft
which transmits power, or the moment of the
driving-couple which tarns the shaft, as a basis
for the computation of the power transmitted.
It consists of two toothed bevel-wheels, keyed to dif-

ferent points of Qie shaf^ which change their relative

positiona aognlariy by the twisting of ttte shaft. An in-

termediate toothed bevd-wheel, supported on an arm
keyed to the shaft and intermeshed witti the other wheels^
communicates motion to the pencil of a recording-appa-
ratus.

panel (pan), n. [Early mod. E. alsojTotn; < ME.
pane, a part, < OP.^n, a pane, piece, panel, P.
jMin, a skirt, lappet, panel (of a wslH), side,= Sp.
j>a«k> = Pg. It.jMmrio, doth, < L.paunus, a cloth,

a garment, a head-band, fillet, bag, satehel, a
rag, etc., ML. jMiniiiis, also panna, piece, = Gr.

irvvoc (Doric also -avoq) (> 'L.panus), thread on
the bobbin, woof, web. From the L.j>onnus, be-

sides E. pane\ are the diminutiTe panel, also

paMni^ (siaA. pannicle^, counterpane^). From L.
panns is ult. E. jranicte.] If. A distinct part or

piece of any surface; a division; specifically,

a marked division in a wall or fence.

TchiKin« of liiat place had thie jateg.

AUOerative Pomu (ed. HonisX L 1033.

The knyght shewed me a pane of the wan, and said,

"Sir, see yoa yond^parte of t^e wsll which is newerthan

all the remnant?" . .. „ „ ..

Bemen, tr. of Froissarrs Oiion., U. xxn.

Sf. A pale; a stake.

To ajxnM on ende strongly thai tied.

That otiier ende bare againe the ual^ brode,

Fol litm it held as thay forth gjode.

Jtom. (tfPartenay (E. R T. S.X I- '^^
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St. In costume: (o) A piece of doth of a dif-

ferent color inserted in a garment for orna-
ment; a stripe or panel inserted in a garment.

He [Lord Mountjoy] ware jexfcins and round hose, . . .

with laced panes tk russet cloath.

.FVno JforjBon, u. 46: (JforesL)

Yon tissue slop.

Ton holy-crossed pane. Manton, Satire^ iL 7.

The Switzers weare no ooates, but doublets and hose of
panes intermingled with red and yellow, and some with
blew, trimmed with long puffes of y^ow and blewe sarce-
net rising np between the jxnus.

Coryat, Crudities L 41, sig. E.

(6) An opening or slash in a dress, either for
the purpose of displaying a garment under-
neath or for the insertion of a piece of cloth
of another color or fabric.—4t. A skirt, as of a
coat; a lappet or flap; also, a robe.

As soone as thei were come thei kneled to sir Gaweio,
and folded the panes of her mantels.

MarKn (E. S. X. 3.X iiL SOL

He lat bringe a cnpe of seiner.
And eke a pane of meniuier

:

Thanne he sede, 'Haue this to thin honDr."
King flom(E. E. T. S.X p. 64.

Itsn; J. pane furryd with menevere.
Patbm Letters, 1.483.

Strikes off a skirt of a thick-laced satin doublet I had,
. . . cuts off twopan«s embroidered with pearL

B. Jonson, ETery Han oat of his Humour, iv. 4.

5. A piece, part, or portion having mainly a
plane surface and a rectangular or other defi-

nite symmetrical shape. Speci&cally—(a) A plate
of glass inserted in some aperture, as a window.

Hurling the bail, and sleeted rain.

Against the casement's tinklingimtm.
Scott, Marmion, iv., Int.

(&) A square in a checkered pattern.

Qnilles and fethers intermyxte with gossampine cotton
of sundrye colours and chekered lyke thejwn^s of a cheste
horde.

S. Eden, fr. of Feter Martyr (First Books on America,
[ed. Arber, p. 198X

(e) A flat-dressed side or face of a stone or log.

Pane is the hewn or sawn surface of the log.

Latlett, Timber, p. 74.

(d) A panel or division of a work ; a sunken part sur-
rounded by a border. («) In irr^ation, a subdivision of
the irrigated surface between a feeder and an ouUet-diain.

The meadows first Isid out are watered by contour chan-
nds following the inequalitaes of the ground, . . . but in
the more recent parts the ground is disposed in panes of
half an acre, served by their respective feedras.

Moj/heie, London Labour and London Boor, IL 410l

(/) The side of a tower, spir^w other buHdlng. (g) One
of the eight sides of the &ble of a hiUliant-cut diamond.
gi) One of the sides of a bolt-head or large nut. Nuts are
esignated accnding to the number of sides, ss six-jnned

nuts, eightjxnud nuts, etc—Fulminating pane, <»'

PraiiTrHTi 'H pane, an electrical condenser, consisting of a
pane of glass with sheets of tin-foil so attached to the two
sides as to leave an uncovered margin of an inch or two

:

used like a Leyden jar in experiments with statical elec-

Izlcity.—Laminous pane, in eled, a sheet of glass cov-
ered with pieces of metal tw, generally arranged in some
ornamental design, which is rendered luminousby the dis-

charge of an electiical condenser through Uie foil from
point to points

pane^ (pan), v. t. ; pret. and pp. jNined, ppr.j>a»-
ing. [<.MSLpanen;<pane\n.'} To insertpanes
or panels in. See paned.
pane^(pan),n. l<liIK. pane, <OF.pane, panne,
pene, penne, P. pamte= Pr. p^a,penna= OSp.
pena, peKa, Sp. pana, a skin, hide, worsted,

plush, < ML. panna, penna, sMn, fur, perhaps
a fem. form of L. ^onnii«, a doth, piece, etc.

;

otherwise another use of L. pemia, feather (of.

MHG. federe, feather, plush) : see pane^ and
j)e»2.] A hide or side of fur; fur.

Eimyne and werr, callitpam^ hestly tuning.

And haldin so without other discripcioune.

Boote qf Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.X L 100.

pane^ (pan), n. [<F.jJon7ie, the face of a ham-
mer, appar. < G. hahn (MHG. tone, *pane), a
way, road, plane, face of an anvil or hammer.
See peen, with which this word has been eon-
founded.] The striking face of a hammer,
paned (pand), a. [Early mod. E. also pained,

pauned; < itE. paned, ipaned; < ponei + -ed2.]

If. Having panes, panels, or stripes of a differ-

ent color inserted: as, paned hose or breeches,

usually made full and stuffed out with cotton,

etc.
And a mantel of scarlet,

Ipaned al with meniuer.
King Horn (E. E. T. S.^ p. 122.

'With an the swarming generation
Of long stocks, shortpan'd hose, and huge stuff'd doublets.

Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, L 2.

2. Provided with panes; composed of small

panes or squares.

Brick-pan«d, or frame bmldings fined in with bricks.

SlqiAen Cmmfs wm.

panegoriet, n. Same aspanegyry.

panegyry

panegyret (pan'e-jir), n. [< Gr. irmi^pic, a gen-
eral assembly: see j)anegyris.'] Sameasj>aHe-
gyric. Syhester.

panegyric (pan-f-jir'ik), a. and » . [= F. pane-
gyrique, OF. pahegeric = Sp. panegirico = Pg.
panegyrico = It. panegirico, < h. panegyricus,
laudatory, a panegyric, < Gr. -oviyyupotdj, of or
pertaining to a general assembly, solemn, fes-
tive; as a noun, sc. /o;of, a festival oration,
eulogy, panegyric; < -avij-jvpig, a general as-
sembly, a high festival: see panegyris.'] I. a.

Addressed to a festal assembly; epidictic;
hence, containing praise or eulogy; of the na-
ture of panegyric ; encomiastic.

True fame demands not panegyric aid.

W. HmrU, The Confessoc.

H. B. 1. A eulogy, written or spoken, in
praise of some person or achievement; a for-
mal or elaborate encomium.
We give ^u Thanks, not only for your Presents, bnt

your Compliments too. For this is not so much a mak-
ing of Fr^ents as PanegyritiES.

S. BaOey, tr. of CoUoquies of Erasmus, 1. 19&

A stranger preach'd at Enston Church, and feU into a
handsomepon^^yrieonmy Lead'snew buildingthe church.

Eoelyn, Diary, Sept 9, 1676-

2. Praise bestowed on some person, action, or
character; laudation: as,atoneof eza^erated
panegyric.

Let others . . . bestrew the hearses of the great with
^xtn^^yrie. eotdsnuCk, Citizen of the World, xliiL

llieir characteristic excenences drew from him some of
his heartiest bursts of eloquent panegyric

Whipple, Ess. and Bev., IL la

=Syn. Encomium, etc. See eulogy.

panegyrict (pan-e-jir'ik), V. t. [< panegyric, n.]

To praise.

I had rather be reproach'd for sobriety than caress'd for
intemperance, and lampooned for a virtue than nnu^yr-
icfd for a vice. GenOanan Inebru^ed, p. 539. (pavies.)

panegyrical (paa-e-jir'i-kal), a. [< panegyric
+ -al.2 Same as panegyric.

panegyrically (pan-e-jir'i-kal-i), adv. Byway
of panegyric. Sir J. Mackintosh.
panegyiicon (pan-«-jir'i-kon), n. [< NGr. a-ovv-

yvpucAv (t), neut. oi ^av^yvpuaic, festival pane-
gyric: see panegyric.'] In the Gr. Ch., a col-

lection of sermons by various authors to be read
on festivals. There is no authorized book of this kind,
different conections being used in different places so that
such books are not printed, but manuscript.

panegyris (pa-nej'i-ris), n. [NL., < Gr. trov?-

yop'C, a general assembly, < srdf (s-ai*-), all, +
oTuyuc, ayopdf assembly : see eigora.j A festival

;

a public meeting.

wm there not open a glorious scenes when God (to use
St. Paul's words)sbaU celehrate the grand jxnusyris.'

S. Harris, On Isaiah lilL, p. 262. {LaUutm.)

The Olympic panegyris, though no longer the central
point of attraction of a tree Hellas, was stOl a reality, and
its celebration continued for another two centuries.

C. T. Keubm, Art and ArcIuedL, p. 33a

panegyrise, r. ^e panegyrise.

Jtane^rist (pan'e-jir-ist), n. [= V.panigyriste
= Sp. panegiristd= Pg. panegyrista= It. pane-
girista, < LL. panegyrista, a eulogist, < LGr.
srowTjTpamJr, one who attends a panegyris, < Gr.
travirjvpl^sa/, attend a Jtanegyris, deliver a pane-
gyric, < fcav^fyvpic, a general assembly: see jpa-

negyris.'] Onewho writes or utters apan^yric;
one who bestows praise; a eulogist; an enco-
miast.

Conscience win becomehis panegyrist, and never forget
to crown and extol him unto himself.

Sfr T. Brmme, Christ. Mor., L 34.

panegyrize (pan'f-ji-riz),c.; pret. and pp.^ane-
gyrised, ppr. panegyrising. [< Gr. ^av^yvpiiccv,

attend a pubUc assembly, deliver a panegyric

:

see panegyrist.'} I. trans. To praise highly;

write or pronounce a panegyric or eulogy on.

And therefore did none of His disciples exaggerate or
panegyrize the accomplishments of t^eir Great Mast^
but rdCftte matter of tsuA only.

Bvdyn, True Eeligion, II. 143.

In another part of this letter ... he panegyrias the
camp hospital of the Qneen. Prs«»l^ Ferd. and Isa., L 14.

n. intrans. To indulge in panegyric ; bestow
praises. Bailey, 1731.

Also spelled jMiBe^ff^se.

panegyryt (pan'e-ji-ri), n. [< Gr. «<n^pic, a
general assembly, a high festival: see panegy-
ris.'] 1. A festival; a public meeting: same as
panegyris.

Whether this may not be not only in Pulpits, but after

another persuasive method, at set and solemn Panegaries,

in Theabes, porches, or what other place or way may win
most upon the people to rec^ve at once both recreation

and instruction, let them in autority consult.

MiUon, Chnrch-Govemment, iL, Fref.

2. A panegyric.



paneity

paneityf (pa-ne'i-ti), n. [< L. pants, bread (see
paiifi), + -e-ity.'] The state or condition of be-
ing bread.

Komisli Bakers praise the Deity
Tliey ohipp'd while yet in its PaneUy.

Prior, To F. Sheplierd.

panel (pan'el), n. jTormerly also pannel; <
ME. panel, panele, a piece of cloth, a sort of
saddle, a list (of names), etc., = D. paneel =
6. panele = Sw. Dan. panel, wainscot, < OF.
panel, paneau, paniau, penel, penneau, panneel,
pannel, a panel, F.panneaii= STp.panela = Pg.
panello = It. pannello, < Mh. pannellus, a panel,
dim. of It.pannus, cloth, rag: see pane^.'] 1.
A piece, especially a rectangular piece, as of
cloth, parchment, or wood. Specifically— (ot) A
piece of cloth put on a horse's back to serve as a sort of sad-
dle, or placed under a saddle to prevent the horse's hack
from being galled; also, a pad or pallet used as a saddle.

Broght thai nother on his bak,
Ne sadel ne panel.
Cursor Mundi, 1. 14, 982. (Eneyc. Diet.)

They ride on bullocks with panneU, as we terme them,
girts, and bridles. Hakluyt'i Voyages, 11. 221.

{&) Formerly, the slip of parchment containing the names
of those who were summoned to serve upon a jury ; a
Jury-list. See def. 3.

Shal neither kynge ne knygte, constable ne meire,
Ouer-lede the comune, ne to the courte sompne,
Ne put hem in panel, to don hem pliste here treuthe.

Piere Plowman (B), iii. 315.

He [the sheriff) returns the names ot the jurors in &pan-
el (a little pane, or oblong piece of parchment) annexed to
the writ. Blacketone, Com., III. xxiii.

(e) In painting, a piece of wood, generally of oak, chest-
nut, or white poplar, on which a picture is painted as on
canvas ; also, a picture painted on such a piece of wood.
The earliest paintings in oil were generally executed on
panels, which were composed of various pieces of wood
cemented together.

He gave the Pannel to the Haid.
Smiling and court'sying, " Sir," she said,
"1 shall not fail to tell my Master."

Prior, Protogenes and Apelles.

2. A surface or compartment of a surface more
or less distinct from others : a term used more
especially in architecture and the constructive
arts . In particular

—

(a) Any area slightly sunk below or
raised above the generU face of the surrounding work ; a

Panels.— Section of the south door of the Baptistery at Florence.

(By Andrea Fisano.)

compartment of a wainscot or ceiling, or of the surface
of a wall, etc., sometimes inclosing sculptured ornament.

This fellow will but join you together as they join wain-
scot; then one of you will prove a shrunk j}a?i^ and, like

green timber, warp, warp.
Shak., As you Like it, iii. 8. 89.

(6) in joinery, a tympanum or thin piece of wood, framed
or received in a groove by two upright pieces or styles,

and two transverse pieces or rails : as, the panels of doors,

window-shutters, etc. .See cut under door, (c) In mar
mnry, one of the faces of a hewn stone, (d) In dress-mak-
ing, an ornament of a skirt, consisting usually of a broad
piece of stufE appligu^, or of embroidery, or the like, mak-
ing a definite stripe on each side different from the rest

of the skirt, leaving part of the original material between.
(e) In bookbinding, a part of the side depressed below the
general surface, or the space on the back between two
bands. (/) In coal-mining, a separate compartment or
area of a coal-seam, divided from the adjacent ones by
thick masses or ribs of coal, 40, 50, or even 60 yards wide.
Such panels may measure 300 feet or more on a side.

3. inlaw: (a) The persons summoned to sit on
a jury. (6) The jury selected for the trial of a
cause.
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A judgment in its favour ends
When all the pannel are its friends.

Green, The Spleen.

(c) In Scots law, the accused person in a crim-
inal action from the time of his appearance.— 4t. The stomach of a hawk.
Meatesw* endew sonest and maketh the hardest jiomeB.

APei^eet£ookeforKepingeofSparhawkesorOoshawkes,p.7.

5. Mint., a carriage for the transportation of

a mortar and its bed.— 6. In sporting, a rail in

a post-and-rail fence.

In the jar of the panel rebounding.
In the crash of the splintering wood.

In the ears to the earthshock resounding,
In the eyes flashing fire and blood I

A. L. Gordon, Poems, p. 116.

Bottom panel, one of the panels of the lowest tier in a
paneled door.— Flush panel. See flush''.—F-panel, in
wainscoting, doors of furniture, and the like, a panel hav-
ing the shape of the Greek letter r,—Lying panel, (a)

In arch., a panel so placed that the fibers of the wood lie

in a horizontal position, (b) In carp., a panel whose longer
dimension is horizontal.—Panel game. See panel-game.
—Raised panel, in carp., etc., a panel of which the face
projects beyond the surrounding frame or plane.—Stand-
ing panel, in carp., a panel whose longer dimension is ver-
tical.

—

T-ponel, a panel having the general shape of the
letter T.
panel (pan'el), v. t.

;
pret. and pp. paneled, pan-

elled, ppr. paneling, panelling. [Formerly also
pannel; < panel, ».] If. To place a panel or
saddlecloth on ; saddle.

He . . . pannelled his squire's beast.
Jarvis, tr. of Don Quixote, I. iiL 3. (Davies.)

2. To form with panels ; divide into or deco-
rate with panels : as, to panel a wainscot ; to
panel a dress.

Mr. Wall describes the church in full, its vast width,
breadth, height from marble fioor to paiuHUd dome.

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 170.

3. To decorate withmedaUions or spaces of any
shape framed and occupied by a design differ-

ent from that of the rest of the ground.—4. In
teleg., to arrange in parallel, as wires.
panel-door (pan'el-dor), n. See door, 1.

panel-furring (pan 'el-fer"ing), n. In a passen-
ger-car, horizontal bars or strips of wood be-
tween the posts. The exterior panels are fas-
tened to the furring.

panel-game (pan'el-gam), n. Theft or cheat-
ing practised by the aid of a sliding panel (by
means of which valuables may be abstracted
from a room without the occupant's know-
ledge) or any similar device, as in a panel-
house.
panel-house (pan'el-hous), n. A house, espe-
cially a house of ill fame, in which the panel-
game is practised.

paneling, panelling (pan'el-ing), n. [Verbal
n. oi panel, w.] 1. The making of panels, as in
a door.— 2. Panels collectively : as, ihe panel-
ing of a ceiling.

The very old wainscot which composed the floor and
the panelling of the room was scrubbed with a degree of
labour which the Scottish housewife rarely bestowson her
most costly furniture. Scott, Bedgauntlet, ch. v.

3. The diversifying of a surface by means of
panels.

Panelling was used for the adornment of external walls
from the earliest ages down at least to the destruction of
Babylon. </. Fergusaon, Hist. Arch., 1. 162.

panellationt (pan-e-la'shon), n. [AlsopanneU
lation; < ML. pa/rmellatio(n-'), < *pannellare, im-
panel, <^a»meZZMS, panel: Bee panel.'] The act
of impaneling a jury.

They in the said panellation did put Eich. Wotton, . . .

and other privileged persons, which were not wont ancient-

iy to be impannelled.
A. Wood, Annals of Univ. of Oxford, an.l516.

panel-picture (pan'el-pik"tur), n. A picture
painted on a panel. See panel, n,, 1 (c).

panel-plane (pan'el-plan), n. In carp., a plane
having a handle (called a toat) and a long stock,

whichmay be deeper than that of a jack-plane.

panel-planer (pan'el-pla"n^r), n. 1. A plan-
ing-machine for dressing the surface of panels
and feathering their edges to fit them to the
grooves in the stiles.— 2. A machine for rab-
beting down the edges of panels, so as to leave
the middle part raised; a panel-raiser.

panel-rail (pan'el-ral), n. In a passenger-car,
a panel-furring strip extending from end to end
of the car, and notched into the posts.

panel-raiser (pan'el-ra"z6r), n. A machine for

forming a raised panel on a board by rabbeting
away a part of the surface around the edges.
Some forms out a molding about the panel.

panel-saw (pan'el-sS,), n. A saw used for cut-

ting verythm wood. Its blade is about 26 inch-
es long, and it has about six teeth to the inch.

pangenesis

panel-strip (pan'el-strip), n. A narrow piece
of wood or metal to cover a joint between two
panels, or between a post and a panel, as on
the outside of a railroad-ear.

panel-thief (pan'el-thef), B. A thief who steals

by the aid of a sliding panel, a secret door, or
any similar device ; a robber in a panel-house.

panel-truss (pan'el-trus), n. A truss in which
the timbers or bars are arranged in a regular
succession of rectangles or panels diagonally
braced.
panel-wheel (pan'el-hwel), n. In glass-engrav-

ing, a wheel which outs a groove with a flat

Ijottom and sides more or less sloped or curved.
panel-working (pan'el-wer"king), n. In coal-

mining, a method of working a coal-mine by
which the colliery is divided into panels. See
panel, n., 2 (/).

paneterf, n. See panter^.

paneulogism fpan-ii'lo-jizm), n. [< Gr. irof

(nav-), all, + evh>yla, eulogy: see eulogy.] Eu-
logy of everybody and everything; indiscrimi-

nate praise. [Kare.]

With all its excellencies—and they are many—her book
has a trace of the cant of paneulogimi. National £eo.

pan-fish (pan'fish), n. 1. A fish of the right

size and quality for frying whole in a pan.

This fish is a good pan-fish.
Sportmmn's Gazetteer, p. 323.

2. A saucepan-fish or casserole-fish; the king-

crab, Limulus polyphemus.
panful (pan'ful), n. [< pan^ + -ful.] The
quantity that a pan will hold.
pangi (pang), «. [Early mod. E. also vangue (in

imitation of Frenchified spellings like tongue,

etc.) ; < ME. *pange (in derived \eT\>pangen), an
altered form ot prange, pronge, pang, throe (by
loss of r, due to confusion, perhaps, with.pinch,

pine^, F.poindre =A8.pyngan,< tj.pungere(,Bee

point), stab, etc., but paralleled by the similar

case of speak, < AS. specan for sprecan): see
prong. The W. pang, a pang, convulsion,
may be from E.] A sudden paroxysm of pain

;

a transitory or recurring attack of agony; an
acute painful spasm; a throe; hence, a sudden
and bitter sentiment of sorrow, disappoint-
ment, injury, etc.

The poor beetle that we tread upon
In corporal suiferance finds &pang as great
As when a giant dies. Shak., M. for M,, iiL 1. SO.

Haste, virgins, haste, for I lie weak and faint
Beneath the pangs of love. Quarles, Emblems, v. 2.

Through thy great farewell sorrow shot
The sharp pang of a bitter thought,

Whittier, Naples.

=Syn. Anguish, Torture, etc. (see agony), twinge gripe^
ache, suffering.

pangif (pang), v. t. [< ME.pangen; < pang\ n .]

To cause to suffer a pang or pangs; pain; tor-

ture.

His chylde in the pestylence was in leopardy.
And save panged that he myght not meue hym.

Joseph o/Arimathie (E. E. T. S.), p. 47.

I grieve myself
To think, when thou shalt be.disedged by her
That now thou tirest on, how" thy memory
Will then be pang'd by me,

Shak., Cymbeliue, iii. 4. 98.

pang2 (pang), V. t. [Perhaps a var. of equiv.
pamp, by some association with pang^.] To
press; cram, in any way; cram with food.
[Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

It [drink] kindles wit, it waukens lair.

Itpangs us fou o' knowledge.
Bums, Holy Fair>

pangaling (pang'ga-ling), n. Same as pango-
lin, 1.

pangenesis (pan-jen'e-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. ttoc-

{izav-), all, + yiveaic, production.] A provision-
al hypothesis advanced by Darwin to explain
the phenomena of reproduction in organisms.
It rests on the assumptions that the organic units (cells)

of which an organism is composed differ from one an-
other according to the function of the organ to which
they belong; that they undergo multiplication by bud-
ding or proliferation, giving rise to minute gemmules,
which are diffused to a greater or less extent throughout
every part of each organism ; that these gemmules pos-
sess the properties which the unit had when they were
thrown off; and that when they are exposed to certain
conditions they give rise to the same kind of cells from
which they were derived. The name is ^so applied to-

the theory or doctrine that every organism has Its origin
in a simple cell called apangenetic ceU.

I venture to advance the hypothesisof Panj^en^^is, which
implies that every separate part of the whole organisation
reproduces Itself. So that ovules, spermatozoa, and pol-
len-grains—the fertilized egg or seed, as well as buds-
include and consist of a multitude of germs thrown off
from each separate part or unit.

Daruin, Var. of Animals and Plants, II. 350l



pangenetlc

pangenetdc (pan-je-net'ik), a. [< 'KL.pangeiie-
sis, after genetic.^ Of or pertaining to pangen-
esis.

pangeometry (pan-je-om'et-ri), n. [< Gr. s-oc

(a-av-), all, + E. geometry.'} That geometry
which results from an extension of the proper-
ties of ordinary space, especially non-Euclidean
geometry.
pangftQ (pang'ful), a. [< pangi + -fid.'i Full
of pangs; tortured; suffering.
Overwhelmed with grief and infirmity, he bowed his

head apon his paiij^uZ bosom.
MicIiarcUon, Clarissa Harlowe, VH. 234. (Davie*.)

pangless (pang'les), a. [<j)anji + -tes«.] Free
from pang or pain.

Death for thee
Prepared a light and pangless dart.

Byron, To Thj-raa.

pangolin (pang'go-lin), n. [Malay.] 1. A scaly
ant-eater; a phatagin; any edentate quadru-
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Fanhellenium, ». See PanheJlenion.

panhistophyton (pan-his-tof'i-ton), n. [^1i.,

so called as being found in all the tissues of the
silkworm; < Gr. -df {irav-), all, -1- lardg, web,
tissue (see histoid), + pvriv, plant.] A name
used by Lebert to denote one of those bacteria-
like organisms which, aeeording to Pasteur's
experiments, accompany and possibly cause
the destructive disease in the silfewonn of com-
merce, Sericaria mo7H, known as pebrinc. They
are small ellipsoid or somewbict elongated bodies, which
may penetrate through all parts of the caterpillar and the
butter" -

panic

. -i^^y^

Long-tailed Pangolin {^iinis longicaud^

ped of the genus Manis or the family Manidse
(which see). Also pangaUng, pengoJm.—2.
[cap.] [NL.] A genus of pangolins. tT. E. Ch-ay.

Also Pangolinus (Bafinesque) Long-tailed pan-
golin, Manis Umgicauda.

pangoniet, n. [< QiP.pangonie = Sp. It.^on-
gonia, < L. pangonius, paitgonus, < Gr. •jro}--

7(Jv(Of, some precious stone, < irof (tow-), all, +
yijvla, angle.] Some precious stone. Minsheu.
pangranunatist (pan-gram'a-tist), n. [< Gr.
Trdf (5rai>-), sjl, -1- ypafi/uiTuTric, one who teaches
letters: see grammatist.'] One who occupies
himself with framing sentences containing
every letter of the alphabet. An example of such
sentences is, "John P. Brady, give me a black-walnut box
of quite a small size."

panguet, ». An obsolete speUing of pang\
paranoic (pan'han'dl), h. The handle of a
pan ; hence, a long narrow strip projecting like
the handle of a frying-pan. Specifically [cap.], in
the United States, a long narrow strip projecting from the
State or Territory of which it forms a part, and interposed
between two other States or Territories: as, thePanhandle
of Idaho; thePanAaiuZ2eof WestVirginia,projecting north-
ward between Pennsylvania and Ohio.

panliamionicon(pan-har-mon'i-kon), n. [NL.,
< Gr. 5raf (irov-), all,+ dp/iovtKoc, harmonic, musi-
cal: see harmonic.] A mechanical musical in-

strument of the orchestrion class, invented by
J. X. Maelzel in 1800. Also called Orpheus-har-
monica.

Panliellenic (pan-he-len'ik), a. [= F. patiheJ-

lenique (cf . Gr. Tlavei}.^iog, of all the Greeks,
neut. ILav£/2^tov, the whole Greek people), <

Gr. Uaviiyjrveg, all the Greeks, < jrof (irav-), all,

-I- 'E/Jj/vec, Greeks, Hellenes : see Hellene, Sel-
lenic.'i Pertaining to or concerning all Hel-
las, or all persons, interests, achievements, etc..

belonging or pertaining to the Greek race : as>

the PanMUenic festival or games at Olympia.
Fanhellenion, Panhelleninm (pan-he-le'ni-
on, -um), n.; pi. PanheUenia (-a). [Nli., < Gr.
Tlave^.^wv, the whole Greek people, neut. of
navEX?j7V(0f, of all the Greeks : see PanheUenie.']

A council or confess or a building or temple
representing, or interesting in common, all

Greece or all the Greeks.

Panhellenism (pan-hel'en-izm), n. [= F.j)an-
heUenisme; as PanheUen{ic) + -ism.'] 1. The
desire or effort to unite all Greeks into one
political body : an idea which in the third cen-
tury B. c. was put into partial and incomplete
realization in the Achean League, and in mod-
em times was pursued at the beginning of the

present century by the Greeks and their sympa-
thizers in Europe and America, and is stUl the

cherished hope of modern Greek statesmen.

—

2. The general body of interests and ideas hav-

ing to do with all persons and things of Greek
origin.

Panhellemst (pan-hel'en-ist). n. [< PanhelJeii-

(ie) + -ist.] One who favors PanheUenism, or

is affected in any way by PanheUenism, in

either of its senses.

yV3.G:.phenieh, pfenich, renich, vench= P. panic
= It- vanico, < L. panicum, also panidiim (> Sp.
pan I. -Pg.pamcOjpanifo= It.panicio), panic,
panic-grass, <^ajiis, bread: seepain^.] Agrass
of the genus Pontcun;.

Panyk and mylde in hoote and drie is sowe
As nowe. Lights resolute lande thai desire.

PaUadMU, Husbondrie (K E. T. S.), p. 106.

Betwixt Turin and Sian I saw a strange kind of come
that I never saw before ; but I have read of it. It is called
Panicke. Coryat, Crudities, L 102.

panic^ (pan'ik), a. and «. [Formerly also pan-
ieh,panique,pannigue; < F.panique = Bp.pdnieo
= Pg. It. panico, panic, a panic, < Gr. Ila-

vutdg, belonging to Pan, neut. rd iroDuaJv (with
or without Sel/ia, fear), panic fear (L. lympha-
ticuspavor : see lymphatic^), sudden or ground-
less fear, such as is caused by sounds heard
at night in lonely places, supposed to be in-
spired by Pan, < Ilav, Pan: see PanS.] I. o. 1.
[cap.] Of or pertaining to the god Pan: as,

Bacchic and Panic figures.—2. Inspired or as
if inspired by Pan : applied to extreme or sud-
den &ight: &s,panic fear.

These are jKznic terrors
Yon fashion to yourself.
Fletcher {and another T), Prophetess, y. 1.

He had also the power of striking terrors, especiallysuch
as were vain and superstitions : whence they came to be
called panic terrors. Bacon, Fable of Fan.

H. n. 1. A sudden fright, particularly a sud-
den and exaggerated fright affecting a number
of persons at once; terror without visible or ap-
preciable cause, or inspired by a trifling cause
or by misapprehension of danger.

Many of the Hoors, in their panic, flung themselvesfrom
the bri<^e, and perished in the Guadayra : others were
cnt down and trampled under the hoofs of friends and
foes, Irving, Moorish Chronicles, xviiL

Panic is an outburst of terror affecting a multitude in
common, and rendered more furious by sympathy or in-

fection. A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 61.

Specifically— 2. An exaggerated alarm which
takes possession of a trading community on
the occurrence of a financial crisis, such as may
be caused by the failure of an important bank,
or the exposure of a great commercial swindle,
inducing a general feeling of distrust, and im-
pelling to hasty and violent measures to secure
immunity from possible loss, thus often pre-
cipitating a genera] financial disaster which
was at first only feared. =Syn. L AppreTiemion,
Fright, etc. See alarm,.

panicalt (pan'i-kal), a. l<panie^ + -al.] Same
as ^a«»c^.

pan-ice (pan' is), « . Ice formed along the shore,

and subsequently loosened and driven by winds
and currents : used only in the vicinity of the
Gulf of St. Lawrence.

The gradual rise of the land [in labrador] for a second
time brings the successively rising surfaces under the in-

fluence not only of pan-ice, bnt of snow-drifts acting in

the manner described.
H. r. Hind, in Can. Naturalist, X. S., VHL 277.

Panices (pa-nis'e-e^, «. pi. [NL., < Panicum
+ -ese.'\ A tribe of grasses characterized by
spikelets containing but one complete flower,

by the awnless flowering glume and hardened
fruit-bearing one, and by jiedicels jointed to

the spikelet, but not to the rachis. it includes

22 genera, of which Paraaim is the type, and Pa^alum,
Setaria, Cenchrus, and Pennisetmn are among the more
important.

panic-grass (pan'ik-gras), ». Same as panic^.

panic^ (pan'ik-i), a. [<panic (panick) -I- -yl.]

Of or pertaining to panic ; inclined to panic or

sudden fright ; disposed to disseminate panic
;

affected by panic : used particularly with refer-

ence to operations of trade or commerce : as,

the market was Tery panicky. [CoUoq.]

The injury to crops is not sufficient to cause anyponuiy
feeling. The Amerietm, VIII. 334.

Our national party conventions have come to bepanidcy
hordes, the prey of intrigaes and surprises.

Xew Princeton Sev., V. 206.

Panicle.

Branch with the Paniculate
\a&OTescenf:eoiLa^erstrtxmia
Indica.

[< panicle + -ed-.]

Panionic

panicle (pan'i-kl), n. [= F. panicvle = Sp.
panieulojpanoja = 'Pg.panicuJa = It. panicolo,
< L. panicula, a tuft on plants, a panicle, dim.
of pantis, thread wound
upon the bobbin in a
shuttle: see pane^.'] A
form of inflorescence
produced, in its simple
and normal type, when a
raceme becomes irregu-
larly compound by some
of Oie pedicels develop-
ing into peduncles, each
bearing several flowers,
or branching again and
again in the same order.
In the compound clusters thus
produced, the secondary and
tertiary I'amiflcations usually
differ in type, giving rise to
a mixed inflorescence; hence
the term panicle, as generally
employed in botanical descrip-
tions, signifies any loose and
diversely branched cluster in
which the flowers axe pedicel-
late. See also cuts nndeTAdltt-
mia, inflorescence, melic-grass,

oat, and Osmunda.

panicled (pan'i-kld), a. _

Furnished with panicles; arranged in or like

panicles.

panic-monger (pan'ik-mung'ger), «. One who
creates or endeavors to create panics: used in
contempt. The Xation, Deo. 20, 1883.

panicograph (pan-i'ko-graf), n. Same as ^an-
iconograph.

panicography (pan-i-kog'r»-fi), n. Same as
paniconography.
paniconogTaph (pan-I-kon'o-graf), n. [Aspan-
iconograph-y.lj A plate or a print produced by
paniconography.
paniconograpluc (pan-i-kon-o-graf'ik), a. [<
paniconograph-y + -»c.] Belatihgto orproduced
by paniconography.
paniconography (pan-i-ko-nog'ra-fi), n. [< Gr.
jrdf (irav-), all, -1- ektJr, an image (see icon), +
ypa^iv, write.] A commercial process for pro-
ducing a design in relief on a zinc plate adapted
for printing in a press. It is a form of zincog-
raphy.

panic-storicken, panic-struck (pan'ik-strik'n,
-struk), a. Struck with a panic or sudden and
overpowering fear.

The Italians were panic-struek at the aspect of troops so
different from their own. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii 1,

paniculate (pa-nik'ii-lat), a. [= F. panieuU
= Pg. panieulado = It. panieolato, < NL. pani-
culatus, panicled, < L. panicula, a panicle : see
panicle.'] In iot., arranged or branched in the
manner of panicles ; borne in panicles.

paniculated (pa-nik'u-la-ted), a. [< paniculate
+ -e^.] In 6of., same as panicutate.

paniculately (pa-nik'u-lat-li), adr. In bot., in
a paniculate manner.
Panicum (pan'i-kum),H. [NL.fLinnseus, 1737),
< L. panicum, panic-grass : seejjonicl.] A large
andpolymorphous genus of grasses, it is charac-
terized byhaving the pedicels jointed under each spikelet,
and the branches of the panicle not continued beyond the
spikelets ; the lower flower of the spikelet manifest but
imperiect, either staminate or neutral, the upper flower
closed and hard ; and the lowest of the commonly four
glumes minute and awnless, without bristles or appen-
dages beneath. It includes about 160 species (by some es-

timated at more than 300), widely scattered through colder
regions, some of them almost cosmopolitan. They aro an-
nual or perennial, prostrate or erect, with flowers some-
times in few unbranched spikes, or commonly in an ample
and very spreading panicle. A general name for plants
of the genus is panic-grass. It contains, besides wild and
weed grasses;, a considerable number of important grain-
and forage-plants. For the latter, see miUet, Icadi-kane,

guinea-grasg, concho-grass, shanutlo-grass, umbreUa-grass,
bamboo, 1 (6^ For others less important, see barn-grass,

cockspur-grass, bur-grass, 2. ginger-grass, crab-gruss, \,Jin-
ger-grass, old-teitch grass.

panidiomorpMc (pan-id""i-o-m6r'fik), a. [< Gr.
irdf (-av-). aU, -I- E. idiomorphic.] A term ap-
plied by Kosenbusch to rocks in which all the
components are idiomoi'phically developed.
See idiomorphic.

panidrosis (pan-i-dro'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. n-df

(tqi-), all, + W/Kjf, perspiration: see hidrosis.]

A perspiration over the whole body.
panieri, «. See^aHHiecl.

panier^, n. See pannier^.

Panionic (pan-I-on'ik), a. [< Gr. Haxiave^, the
whole body of Ionians,< -ac (irav-), sJl,-i- 'larvcc,

thelonians: seeIonian, Ionic] Of,pertainingto,
or concerning all the loniail peoples or nations.

The purification of Delos by the Athenians and the res-
toration of the Pantonic festival there, in 426 B, (\

JBncye. Brit., Vm. 675.



Fanisc

Fanisc, Panisk (pan'isk), ». [< L. Pamscvs,
< Gr. ILavianoi, dSn. of tl&v, Pan: see Patfi.'\

In myth., the god Pan pictured as a satyr: an
inferior manifestation of the personalityof Pan.

The Pamsks, and tbe Sylvans lade.
Satyrs, and all that mnltitude.

B. Jonson, The Penates.

Faniscus (pa-nis'kus), n. [L., < Gr. JlavlaKog:

see Panisc.'] 1. In myth., same as Panisc.—2.
[NL.] In entom., a genus of hymenopterous in-
sects.

Panislamic (pan-is-lam'ik), a. [< pan- + Is-
lam + -jc] Relating to or concerning all Is-

lam, or all Mohammedan peoples or countries;
of the nature of or having to do with Panislam-
ism.
The most famous, after the Pan-Idwmie pilgrimages,

are the great Shiite sanctuaries. Etwyc Brit., ^TT 93.

Fanislamism (pan-is'lam-izm), n. \<.pan- +
Islamism.l A sentiment or movementm favor
of a union or confederacy of all Mohammedan
nations, particularly for ends hostUe to non-
Mohammedans.
panivorous (pa-niv'o-rus), a. [< Ii. pamis,
bread, + «;orare, devour.] Eating bread; sub-
sisting on bread.
panjam (pan'iam), n. [E. Ind.] Cotton long
cloth of a kind manufactured in southern India.

panjandnun (pan-jan'druBa), n. [Also rarely
paiijandarum ; a word used lay Samuel Poote
in a string of rigmarole as a test for Maeklin,
who boasted of his memory; < pari-, all, +
^wndrtim, a Latin-looking element of no mean-
ing.] An imaginary personage of much power
or pretension ; a burlesque potentate, plenipo-
tentiary, or Great Mogul.
And there were present the Flcninnies, and the Johlil-

lles, and the Qaiyolies, and the grand Panjandrum him-
self. 5. FoaU, quoted in Forster's Biog. Essays, p. 366.

" Well, no, not exactly a nobleman." " Well, some kind
of ipanjandaruTn. Hasn't he got one of their titles?"

H. Jamei, Jr., Harper's Mag., TiXXVII. 86.

pank (^angk), v. Same as panf^. [Prov. Eng.]
panlogism (pan'lo-jizm), n. [< Gr. irof (irav-),

aU, + Myog, wora,< T^iyeiv, speak: see Logos.'}

The doctrine that the universe is the realization
of the Logos,
pan-man (pau'man), n. A man having charge
of pans in manufacture.
This communication between pan and roaster is closed

during the working of the batch by a sliding damper . . .

nnder the ready control of the pan^man.
Spmi/ Eneye. Uamif., I. 108.

panmelodion (pan-me-16'di-on), ». \<.pan- -I-

melod,i(m.'\ A musical instrument played by
means of a keyboard, the tone being produced
by the friction of wheels on metal bars. It was
invented by Franz Leppich in 1810.

panmixia (pa'n-mik'si-a), n. [Prop. *pammwia
(cf . Gr. niufUKros, naiiiuyrjQ, mixed of all sorts),

< Gr. TOQ (irav-), all, + lii?ig, mixing, < /ityvivai,

mix: see j»ia;l.] The principle of cessation or
reversion of natural selection.

Weismann calls this principlepaTun^rui because, bysuch
withdrawal of natural selection from any particular part,
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ately multifid, becoming nearly orustaeeous,
and bearing mostly scuteUiform apothecia.

Fannariei (pan-a-n'e-i), n. pi. [NL., < Parir-

naria + -ei.] According to the classification of
Tuokerman, a family of parmeliaceous lichens,

taking its name from the genus Pannaria. The
thaUus is usually more or less lead-colored,
horizontal, and frondose-foliaeeous or most
eommoiily squamulose.
pannariine (pa-na'ri-in), a. In lot., belonging
to or resembling the genus Pannaria.
pannary (pan'a-ri), a. and n. B&Bpanary.
pannelt, n. and v. An obsolete form ot panel.

pannellationt, «. Bee panellation.

Pannetier green. See green^.

panneuritis (pan-nu-ri'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. nag
(jrav-), aU,+ NL. neuritis, q. v.] Universal neu-
ritis—Panneuritis endemlca (or epidemica), beri-

beri.

pannicleH (pan'i-kl), n. [Also pannikell, pan-
nikel; <. OF. panrdcle, panicle, <ML. *pannicula,
dim. of panna, a pan: see j>a»i.] The brain-
pan; the skull; the crown of the head.

To him he turned, and with rigor fell

Smote him so rudely on the Pann^eU
That to the chin he clefte his head in twaine.

T, r. Q., HL v. 23.

pannicle^ (pan'i-kl), n. [= It. pannicula, < L.
*parmicula, fern. dim. oipanrms, a cloth, ML. a
surface, etc. : aeepannieuVus.'] In amat., amem-
brane; also, same aspannicuVus earnosus: more
fully called^es% pannicle. See also dermohM-

promiscuous breeding ensues with regard to that part.
437.

panmug (pan'mug), n. An earthenware crock
in which butter is sent to market. It contains

about half a hundredweight. [Local, Eng.]

pannade (pa-nad'), n. K OP. pannade, pen-
nade, penadie, a ourvet ( > pannader, pennader,
penader, paonnader, P. panader, strut), < paort^

ner, pavonner, strut like a peacock, < paon, <

L. pavo{n-), peacock: see pawn? and pea^.']

The curvet of a horse.

pannage (pan'aj), n. [Pormerly alBopammge,
pawnage; < ME. *panage, pownage, < OP. pasn-

age, panaige (ML. le&expanagium, patmagiwm,
pasnagium), prob. < ML.pasnaMcum, "pasUona-
Ueum, the right of pasturing swine m woods,
< L. pastio{n-), pasturing, < pascere, feed: see

pasture. Some confusion with L. pards, bread,

may have occurred.] 1. The money taken by
agistors for the privilege of feeding hogs upon
the mast of the forests. Wharton.— 2. The
mast of beech, acorns, etc., used as food for

swine.
They eten mast, hawes, andswych^wwffiM^g'C.

Chaucer, Former Age, L 7.

What usefuU supplies the pannage ot England would
afford other Countries, what rich retumes to it selfe, if it

were not sllc'd out into male and female fripperies 1

N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 81.

Pannaria (pa-na'ri-a), n. [NL. (Delessert,

1825), < L. parnius, a cloth ; see pane^.'\ An ex-

tensive genus of parmeliaceous lichens, typical

of the family Fannariei, having a subfoliaceous

thallus, which is either monophyllous or lacini-

panniculus (pa-nik'u-lus), n.; -pi. pamnicuU
(-li). [NL., < li. pannieulus, a small piece of
cloth, a rag, dim. otpamttts, a cloth: see^awel.]
A layer of muscles or other tissues; specifical-

ly, an abbreviated form tor panmiculus adiposus
or panmiculus earnosus (see below).—Pannic-
uluB adlpoBUB, a layer of sabcutaneous areolar tissue,
containing fat In its meshes, connecting the true skin with
the subjacent fascia.—FaimiculUB caznosuB, the layer
or system of subcutaneous muscles, by which movements
of the skin and some superficial paxts may be effected, as
in the dog 01 horse. Such muscles are largely developed in
most mammals, though only to a slight degree in man, in
whom they are represented by the platysma myoides and
the other muscles of expression, as well as some others in
different parts ot the body. The pannicnlos of a horse is

that muscle by which the animal shakes flies off its skin.
The pannicnlus of the hedgehog is the orbicularis, by
means of which the animal rolls itself up in a ball. The
body of the omlthorhynchus is almost entirely invested
in a pannicnlus of extraordinary extent and thickness.

pannier! (pan'iSr), n. [Aiaopanier; KME.pa-
nier, panyer, panyere, payner, pa/ner, < OF. pu-
nier, panyer, P. pamier (>Pr. panier= Bp.pamera
=\t.pamere), m., a\aopaniere,pam/yere, f., abas-
ket, hamper, pannier, < L. pan/mum, a bread-
basket, neut. of *pana/rius, adj., pertaining to
bread, <j)aTO«, bread: see^ai»2. Ct.pannierK']
1. A bread-basket; a basket for provisions;
hence, any wicker basket.

I counte nat apanyer ful of herbes
Of scole termes.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 324.

Dependent on the baker's punctual call.

To near his creaking pann^era at the door.
Cawper, Task, L 246.

2. One of a pair of baskets slung across the
back of a beast of burden to contain a load.

I wH sel mi horse, mi hameis, pottes and pamierg to.

Playe ofRobyn Hode (Child's Ballads, V. 427).

Store of household goods, ia panniers slung
On sturdy horses. Wordniiort?t, Excursion, viL

3. A basket for carrying objects on the back
of a man or woman, used in mountainous coun-
tries and where the use of beasts of burden is

not common.— 4. An adjunct of female dress.

Intended to distend the drapery of the skirt at
the hips. It consisted essentially of a light framework
of whalebone or steel wire of suitable form, secured at the
waist ; it is now also made ot the material ot the dress,
puffed and made full

Dresses, tight at the waist^ began to be made very lull

round the hips by means ot . . . a monstrous arrangement
ot padded whalebone and steel, which subsequently be-
came the ridicnlous paniers that were worn almost down
to the present century. Eneyc. BrU., VI. 472.

5t. Apartofawoman's head-dress; astiffframe,
as of wickeror wire, to maintain the head-dress
in place.— 6. In arch., same as corbel^:—7. A
shield of twisted osiers used in the middle ages
by arehers, who fixed it in the ground in an up-
right position and stood behind it.— 8. In hy-
draul. engin., a basket or wickerwork gabion
filled with gravel or sand, used in the construc-
tion of dikes, or to protect embankments, etc.,

from the erosion of water.

pannier^ (pan'ifer), n. [Also panier; < OP,
*panier, < LL. panarius, a bread-seUer, prop,
adj., <L.j>a»««, bread: seepain^. CLpamniefl;

panomphean

pantry, pantler.'] In the inns of court, for.

merly, a servant who laid the cloths, set the

salt-oeUars, out bread, waited on the gentlemen
in term-time, blew the horn as a summons to

dinner, and rang the bell ; now, one of the do-

mestics who wait in the haU of the inns at the

time of dinner. Also pannier-man. [Eng.]

panniered (pan'iferd), a. [< pannier^ + -eiP.]

Loaded, as a beast of burden, with panniers;
provided with or carrying panniers. Words-
worth, Peter Bell, i.

pannier-hilt (pan'ifer-hilt), n. A basket-hilt.

[Rare.]
Your dun, rosty,

Parnnier-hilt poniard.
B. Jamon, Tale of a Tnb, U. L

pannier-man (pan'i6r-man), n. Same as pan-
nier^.

pannikelt, n. Qee parmicle'^.

pannikin (pan'i-kin), n. [< pan^ + -»- + -lein.

Cf. manniUn, etc.] A small pan ; hence, a cup
for drinking, especially one of metal.

Butwhenwe raised the panniWn . . . therewas nothing

under it. R. D. Blacbmare, Loma Doone, UL

panning-machine (pan'ing-ma-shen*), n. A
biscuit- or craeker-kneader . It rolls and shapes
the dough, and deposits it on pans in suitable

portions ready for baking.

pannont, «. An old spelling ot pennon.

Pannonia leather. Same as leather-cloth.

Fannonian (pa-no'ni-an), a. and n. [< L. Pari-

nonia, Gr. Hamovia, Pannonia (see def.), + -an.]

I. a. Of or relating to Pannonia or the in-

habitants of Pannonia, an ancientRoman prov-

ince south and west of the Danube, compris-
ing parts of modem Austria, Hungary, Bosnia,

Slavonia, etc. It was divided into several prov-
inces under the later empire.

II. n. A native or an iniabitant of Pannonia.
pannose (pan'os), a. [= Sp. paiioso= It. pan-
noso, ragged, < L. pamnosus, rag-like, ragged,
<jpaMKMS, cloth, rag: seejpaTOci.] In oo*., hav-
ing the appearance orterfure of felt or woolen
cloth.

pannosely (pan'6s-li), adv. In a paimose man-
ner.

pannous (pan'us)^ a. [< pannus + -ous. Of.

pannose.'] Pertaining to or of the nature of

pannus.
pannus (pan'us), n. [NL., < L. pannus, cloth
(web): seejjoMei.] Superficial vascular opaci-

ty of the cornea.—Pannus craBSUS, a very vascular
and opaque form ot pannns.—PannUB Biccus, pannus
associated with xerosis.—FannuB tenuis, a form of pan-
nus in which the blood-vessels are tew and scattered, and
the cloudiness Inconsiderable.

pannuscorium (pan-us-ko'ri-um), n. [A bad
compound of L. pannus, a cloth, a garment, +•
corium, leather.] A kind of soft leather-cloth

used for boot- and shoe-uppers.
panny (pan'i), n.

;
pi. pannies (-iz). [Origin ob-

scure.] A house : a cant term. BalUwell.
pannyaring (pan'i-ar-ing), n. [Appar. of Afri-
can origin, with E. suffix 4ng^.'] The system,
practisedon the Gold Coast, of putting one per-
son in pawn for the debt of another: sup-
pressed by British influence in 1874.
The Jurisdiction ot England on the Gold Coast was de-

fined by the bond ot the 6th of March, 1844— an agreement
with the native chiefs by which Her Majesty receives the
right of trying criminals and repressing human sacriflcee^

pannyaring, &c. Eneyc. BrU.,X. 766.

panocha (pa-no'cha), n. [Mex.] A coarse
grade of sugar made in Mexico.
The sugar and panocha exported ... to the Mexican

Gnlf ports and coast ot Lower California.
U. S. Com. Sep., No. Ixvii (1886), p. 602.

panococo (pan-o-ko'ko), n. [S. Amer.] l.One
of the necklace-trees, Ormosia eocdnea.—2. A
large tree, Swartzia tomentosa, of Guiana, whose
trunk is suppbrted by several narrow but-
tresses. It affords a very hard and durable dark-colored
wood. Also spelled ^snacoco and pmiococco. Also called
polo santo.

panoistic (pan-o-is'tik), a. [< (3r. irag (nav-), all,

+J>6v, egg, + '-isUc.'\ Producing ova only: ap-
plied to the ovaries of some insects, as distin-
guished from those which are meroistic, or pro-
duce viteUigenous cells as well as ova.
So far as is at present known, only the Orthoptera and

the Pnlicidee poesesa panoistic ovaria.
HvxUy, Anat. Invert., p. S81.

Panolia deer. See deer.

panomphean (pan-om-fe'an), a. [< L. Panomr
pheeus, < Gr. vavoji^a'iog, sender of all ominous
voices (an epithet of Jupiter), < irdf (ttov-), all,

+ b/ujialoc, i)rophetic, < 0^^, the voice of a god,
oracle.] Giving all divination or inspiration;
sending all ominous and prophetic voices: an
epithet of Zeus or Jupiter. [Bare.]



panomphean
We want no lulf-gods, Panomf^iean Jores.

JTnL Brotming, Aurora Leigh, v.

panophobia (pan-o-foti-a), n. [Nil., < Gr. -of
(jTov-), all (or ndv; Pan: see panic^), + -^^ia,
< ^/SeoAu, fear.] Morbid, vague, and groimd-
less fear, as seen in melancholia.
panophthalmia (pan-of-thal'mi-a), n. (m... <
Gr. jTof (h-ov-), all, + E. ophthatmia.'] Same as
panophthalmitis.

panophthalmitis (pan-of-thal-mi'ti8),ti. [NL.,
< Gr. TTdf (irow-), all, + Nli. (^hihalmitis.'] In-
flammation of the entire eyebalL
panoplied (pan'o-plid), a. l<ponoply + -etP.^
Wearing a panoply or fnll suit of armor.

Soand bat one bn^e blast ! Lo ! at tlie sign
Armies all jian<mii«d whe^ into line!

O. W. Holmes, Iteedom, Onr Qaeen.

panoplist (pan'o-plist), n. [<panopl-y + -ist.'}

One completely clad in defensiye armor, or pro-
vided with a panoply.
panoply (pan'o-pli), n. [<F.j>afK>pKc= Sp. Pg.
It.panopUa, < Gr. mivoTzXia, a faU suit of armor,
< n-oc (~av-}, aU,+ biria, armor : see hopUte.'] 1

.

A complete set or suit of arms, ofEensiye and
defensive; the complete defensive armor of
any period, especially that from the fifteenth
eenrory onward, when aU the pieces were of
wrought steel and aeeurately adapted to their
purpose : often used figuratively.

He, in celestial panoply all ann'd
Of radiant Urim, vwk divinely wrooght,
Ascended. JTOton, P. L., vi 76a

I^st came the knightly Nbimans, in their mail shiits and
hoods of steel, with aU theponop^ of chivaliy.

Sbott, Kenilworth, xzrvii

2. Agroup or assemblage ofpieces of defensive
armor, with or without weapons, arranged as a
sort of trophy.

panopticon (pan-op'ti-kon), n. [< Gr. ^ac (top-),

all, + inTTuiiv, neut. of airTuSg, of or for seeing

:

see optie. Cf. Gr. jrowfenTC, all-seeing, Traiwrrof

,

seen of all.] 1 . A prop(^ed prison of supervi-
sion, so arrangedthatthe inspector can seeeach
of the prisoners at all timeswithout being seen
by them: proposed by Jeremy Bentham.
In a Panqptiam, what can be the necessity of cnrions

locks? . . . Lock-picking is an operation that reqoiree time
and ezpeiiment, and liberty to woA at it unobeerred.
What prisraier picks locks before a keeper's face?

Baithttm, Panc^tioon, postscript^ L § 14.

3. An exhibition-room for novelties, etc. Art
JoitmaL
panorama (pan-o-ra'ma), ». [= F. Sp. Pg. It.

panorama, <NLlpanorama, < Gr. irdj (s-ov-), all,

+ opa/ia, a view, < opav, see.] 1. A complete
or entire view; also, a pictiie representing a
wide or general view, as of a tract of country.

Before me lay the wholepanaranu of the Alps.
LcmgfeEUno, Hyperion, iiL 7.

2. A picture representing scenes too extended
to be beheld at once, and so exhibited a part
at a time by being unrolled and made to pass
continuously before the spectator.—3. A cy-
olorama : in this sense also called circularpano-
rama.
panoramic (pan-o-ram'ik), a. [= F. panora-
mique ; aspanorama + -ic.^ PertaJningto or of
the nature of a panorama PanoraiiiJc camera,
a photogi^hic camera especially devised for the taking
of panoramic views. The camera is caused to rotate by
clockwork, or otherwise, the plate being at Hie same time
antomaticaHy moved so that, as the lens is tnmed toward
successive parts of the landscape, fresh parts of the plate
are constantly exposed tbiongh an spvxtaie in a mask
in the camera, until, if desired, a complete levolaf^on has
been accomplished. A picture made with this iqiparatus
diffBIS from an oidinary picture in that it is not a simple
view, such as is seen at a glance in natnrc^ but such a view
as would appear to tjieoye could it be directed on aU sides
simnltaneonsly. Also called pontoseqpe, or pontoaoopte
camera,—^FauonUDlC lens,awide-angledrectOinearlens

;

a lenscapable ofprojectingviewswhich indnde 90°ormCH«
of "Tignlur extent.

panoramical (pan-o-ram'i-kal), a. [< panoram-
ic + -al.'] Same as panoramic.

panoramlcaUy (pan-o-ram'i-kal-i), adv. As in

a panorama; like a panorama: as, panorami-
cdUy changing stat«s.

Panorpa (pa-n6r'pa), n. [NL. (Ldnnseus, 1748),

intended for 'Panarpe (t), < Gr. srof (s-m*-), all,

-I- apTni, a sickle.] A genus of neuropters of

the familyPonofywte or order Panorpatss, hav-

ing well-developed narrow wings, setaceous an-

tennce, and serrated tarsal claws. The adults are

commonly called scarpim-fies. The eggs are laid in shal-

low holes in the ground. The lame resemble caterpillars,

and ai« probably camivorons. The genus formerly corre-

sponded to thewhole family, but is now restricted to such

species as P. eontimim* or germanica, the common scor-

pion-fly of Kuroi>e, or the American P. tufetcem. They
are delicate insects, bat have a means of defense in emit-

tiug a diaigieeahle odor when molested. See cut in next

column.
268
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(Lower figure shows teiminal portianof body in profile.)

Panorpatae (pan-6r-pa't«), n. pi. [NL., < Pa-
iiorpa + term, -afee, pL of -oto.] A group of
insects named by Latreille in 1803 as a section
of the nenropterous family Ptontpennes, conter-
minouswith thefamilyPanorptds, but regarded
byBrauer and others as an order. Also named
Mecaptera by Packard. See Mecoptera.
Fanorpidae (pa-n6r'pi-de), n. pi. [NL. (Ste-
phens, 1835), < Panorpa + -idse.'] A family of
Nemroiptera, conterminous with the orderPanor-
patse (or Mecoptera), containing the scorpion-
flies of the genus Panorpa and their near allies

of the genera Boreas, Bittacus, and Merope. The
month is rostrate, the head exserted, the prothoraz small,
and the tarsi are flve-jointed. The abdomen ends in a
forcipate appendage likened to the tail of a scorpion.
These insects are of slender, weak form, with fonr wings,
a small constricted prothorax, tlie head produced into a
beak, long filiform antenns, long slenderl^s, three ocelli,

and ttie wings little netted and variously spotted. They
are found in damp places ; the lame are teireslaial, and
in general resemUe caterpillars. So far as known, they
are camivoroas. See cut under Ponoipo.

panorpine {pa-n6r'pin), o. [< Panorpa +
-»n«i.] Resembling a scorpion-fly; of or per-
taining to the Panorpidse.

panotitis (pan-o-ti'tis), n. [< Gr. srof (snw-), all,

+ oBf (ir-), ear, + -iHs. Cf. oMfis.] Inflam-
mation of the middle and internal ear.

panphannacon (pan-Slr'ma-kon), n. [NL.,
prop, 'pampharmaeon (cf-'Gr. KOfuidp/uuoc,

skilled in aU. drugs), < Gr. trdc (itav-), aU, +
^p/ioKov, drug: see pharmacon.'] A universal
medicine, Scott.

panphobia (pan-fo'bi-S), n. Same aa panto-
phobia.

Pan-pipe (pan 'pip), n. Same as Patfs pipes
(which see, under pipei-).

At the end of tbe lime-tree avenue is a broken-nosed
damp Faun with a marble patya^aef who pipes to the spirit

ditties which I believe never had any tun&
Tfutdaray^ Newcomer xlvlL

Pan-Presbyterian (pan'pres-bi-te'ri-an), a. [<
pan- + Presiyterian.'] Pertaining to or repre-

senting the entire body of Christians who pro-
fess the doctrines and hold to the poUty com-
mon to the various Presbyterian bodies: as, a
Pan-Presbyterian Council. General councils of the
"Alliance of uie Beformed Churches throughout the world
holding the Preshyterlan system ** were held at Edinburgh
in 1877, at Fhiladdphia in 18S0, at Belfast, Ireland, in 1884,

and at London in 1888.

pan-padding (pan'pud'ing), n. A pancake.
[Eng.]
The pan-puddings of Shropabire, the white puddings of

Somersetshire, the hasty-puddings of Hamsfaire, and the
pudding-pyes of any shir^ all is one tohim, nothingcomes

JohnTaylor.Wa^sOeaO). (JTaroL)

pan-rock (pan'rok), n. The roekfish, Boeeus
Uneatus, when of a size suitable for frying.

Kmst, ». pi- AMiddle English variant otpentx.

Fansclavic, Pansclavism, etc. Variants of

Panslavic, etc.

panset, ». [OP. :seej>a«flcA.] The projecting

part of a doublet in front. (See doublet, 4.) It

was copied in the steel breskstplate of iiie time
it was in use.

panser (pan'ser), n. [< OF. j>oiis»ere, < panse,

pance, Qie belly : see paunA.']
The armor for the lowerpart
of the body in front, as distin-

guished from that covering the
breast and that of the back.
The pansa either covered ttie body as
far up as the nipples, the upper part
having a gorget or some similar pro-
tection for the throat, or. especially in

tile fifteenth centory, was confined to
tile protecfaon of the abdomen, and was bolted either to
the plastron above or to the brigandine, to which It formed
an additional d^ense.

Panser made to
be applied over a
bngandine or gam-
beson ; Z4tli or X5tfa

centniy.

pansy

pansherd (pan'shferd), n. [< jjanl + sherd.}
See the quotation.
What liecomes of the rest of the earthen materials— the

nnsonnd bricks or " bats," the old plaster and mortar, the
refuse slates and tUes and chimney-pots, the broken pans
and dishes and other crocks— in a word, the potsherda
aad panaherdg, as the rubbish-carters call them— what
is done with these?

Mayheto, London labour and London Poor, II. 320.

panshont (pan'shon), 71. An obsolete variant
otpancheon.
pansied (pan'zid), o. [Appar. < OF. panse,
pense, pp. of panser, penser, think, consider,
also dress, arrange, etc. (see pansy), + -etP.]
Conceited—that is, extravagantly or gaudily
adorned.
In 23 Hen. % 1 11 it was ordered "that no Gentleman

being Fellow of a House should wear any cut or panned
Hose or Bryches, orpansied Doublet, upon pain of putting
out of the House." N. and Q., 7th ser., XL SOL

fansiere, n. Same as panser.
'anslaviC (pan-slav'ik), a. [<.pan- + Slavic.']

Pertaining to all the ^vic races or to Pan-
slavism.

Panslavism (pan-slav'izm), n. [< Fanslav(ic)
+ -ism.'] 1 . The plan of or a desire for a unity
of civilization and literature among Slavic peo-
ples.— 2. A scheme or movement for effecting
the union of all Slavic peoples in a confedera-
tion under the hegemony of Russia (or, as some
propose, under the hegemony of a resuscitated
Poland).
Panslavist (pan-slav'ist), n. [< Panslav{ic) +
-ist.] An adherent or promoter of Panslavism.
A genuine Pan^rist— . . . that party which Is con-

stancy crying out against the introduction Into Kossia of
foreign ideas, institutions, or manners.

Conlemporary Bev., UL 520.

Panslavistic (pan-sla-vis'tik), a. [< Panslav-
ist + -»c.] Of or pertaining to Panslavism or
Panslavists ; advocating Panslavism.
Pan^avonic Cpan-sla-von'ik), a. [< pan- +
Slavonic.'] Panslavic.
pansophical (pan-sof'i-kal), a. [< pansop\-y +
-io-id^ Having, or pretending to have , a know-
ledge of everything; relating to universal wis-
dom or knowledge.

It were to be wished, indeed, that it were done into
Latin . . . for the humbling of many conceited enthusi-
asts aadpansophieai pretenders.

WortiangUm, To Hartllb, p. 231. (XatAom.)

pansophy (pan'so-fi), n. [= F. pansophie= Pg.
pansophui, < Gr.'as if *wavGo6ia, < navmdioc^ afl-

wise, \ trof (ffov-), all, + ao^, wise.] tTnivep-
sal wisdom or knowledge. [Race.]

The French philosopheis affect ... a sort ofpontpp^
or uiuversality of command over the opinions of men,
which can only be supported by the arts fd deception.

Boathby, On Bnrkei, p. 265. (XotAom.)

panspermatism (pan-sper'ma-tizm), n. [< Gr.
iTof (»r<n>-), aU,+ oTrip/iaXimip/iaT-), seed,+ -ism.]

The doctrine that tlie atmosphere is full of in-
visible germs of infusorial and other animal-
cnles. The term is especially applied to the doctrine
that all cases of apparent spontaneous generation are in
fact due to the presence of such germs; and also to the
germ-theory of i^ease. Also panspemaa, pangpermism,
panspermy.

The I^poihesis, devised by Spallaniani, that the atmo-
sphere is fall of invisible germs which can penetrate
through the smallest crevices. This hypothesis is cur-
rently known as panspermatiem, or the "theo^ of omm-
present germs," or (less cnmhrously) as the "germ-
theory.' J. FiAe, Cosmic FhiloG,, I. 420.

panspermatist (pan-sper'ma-tist), n. [< pan-
sp0rmat{ism) + -istS] One wlio accepts tiie dec-
line of panspermatism. Aiso par^permist.
panspermia (pan-sper'mi^), n. [NL., < Gr.
Travtnrep/iia, mixture of tSi seeds: see jpon-
spermy.] Same as panspermatism.
panspermic (pan-sper'mik), a, [< pansperm^
+ -ie.] Of or relating to panspermatism.
panspermism (pan-spi&r'mizm), n. [< panr-

sperm-y + -ism.] Same as panspermatism.
panspennist (pan-sper'mist), n. [< pansperm-y
+ -ist.] Same as pansjaermatist.

panspermy(pan-sper'mi),n. [<F.j)a»isperm»e,

< Gr. vaiMnrepjjUa,mixture of allseeds,< irof(tov-),

all. + rnikpjia, seed: see ^perm.] Same aapan-
spermatism.

panstereorama (pan-ster'e-o-ra'n^), n. [NL.,
< Gr. ?rac (ir<w-), all, + artpeSg, solid, + hpapa,

view. Cf. panorama.'} A model, in relief, of a
town or country in wood, cork, pasteboaid, or
other materiaL
pansway, ». Seepanthrcay.
pansy(pan'zi),n.; pl.j>an«tes(-ziz). [Formerly
also pansie, paunsie (diaL also formerly jKinoe,

pamwe); < OT.pensee, F.pensee (>N(Jr. -^revoec),

pansy, heart's-ease, lit. 'thought' (remem-
brance), (.penser (pp. feia. pensf'e) . thmk: sec



pansy

pensive.'] A favorite species of vi(flet, Viola
tricolor; the heart's-ease. The wild plant is ex-
tremely variable, becoming in the variety arvensis, or
field-pansy, an inconspicuous annual field-weed ; in others
it is more showy. The innumerable garden varieties, with
large richly and variously colored flowers, have been de-
veloped by long culture and by hybridizing with various
perennial species. The pansy is an ofiicinal herb, the root
being cathartic and emetic.

The white pinlc, and the pansy freak'd with }et.

MUton, Lycidas, 1. 144.

Those eyes
Darker than darkest jptutites.

Tennyson, Gardener's Daughter.

panti (pant), V. [< ME. panten, appar. < OF.
pantoyer{=i 'Pr.panteiar), a\so panteler, F. pan-
teler, pant, gasp, throb, ef . OP. pantais, pantois,
shortness of breath, as in hawks (see pantas);
ult. origin uncertain. The E. dial, pank, pant,
is prob. a mere var. ot panfl.'} I. intrans. 1.

To breathe hard or quickly; gasp with open
mouth and heaving breast, as after exertion;
gasp with excited eagerness.

I pa/ni for life ; some good 1 mean to do,
Despite of mine own nature.

iSftai.,Lear,v. 8. 243.

A Moorish horseman had spurred across the vega, nor
reined his panUng steed until he alighted at the gate of
the Alhambra. Irving, Granada, p. 38.

2. To throb or heave with violence or rapidity,
as the heart or the breast after exertion or emo-
tion.

Lively breath her sad brest did forsake

;

Yet might her pitteous hart be scene to pant and quake.
Spenser, F. Q., I. vii. 20.

He . . . struck his armed heels
Against the pattiing sides of Iiis poor jade
Up to the rowel-head. Shale., 2 Hen. IT., i. 1. 45.

3. To bulge alternately in and out, as the skin
of iron ships when the plating is structurally

very weak.
"Panting" is more often experienced at the bows than

at the sterns of iron and steel ships.
The Engineer, LXVI. 213.

4. To languish; pine.

The whispering breeze
Pants on the leaves and dies upon the trees.

Pope, Winter, 1. 80.

5. To long with breathless eagerness ; desire

greatly or with agitation: with/or or after.

As the hart panteth after the water brooks, so panteth
my soul after thee, God. Ps. xlii. 1.

Oh life, not death,/or which we pant;
More life, and fuller, that I want.

Tennyson, Two Voices.

=Sra.l. Topufl, blow.—5. To yearn, sigh, hunger, thirst.

n. trans. 1. To breathe (out) in a labored
manner

;
gasp (out) with a spasmodic effort.

"No—no— no," Ipanted out, " I am no actress."

Miss Burney, Evelina, letter xlvi.

There is a cavern where my spirit

Was panted forth in anguish, whilst thy pain
Made my heart mad.

Shelley, Prometheus Unbound, iii. 3.

2t. To long for; desire with eagerness and
agitation.

Then shall hearts pant thee. Herbert.

panti (pant), n. [< pant\ v.] 1. A quick,

short effort of breathing; a gasp.— 2. A throb,

as of the heart.

Leap thou ... to my heart, and there
Hide on the pants trimnphing.

Shak., A. and C, iv. 8. 16.

Often I trod in air ; often I felt the quick pants of my
bosom. Ooodvrin, Fleetwood, vi.

pant^ (pant), n, [Origin obscure.] A public

fountain or well in a town or village. [Prov.

Eng.]
pantablet (pan'ta-bl), n. [Also pantaple, pan-
tapple, and abhr"pantap; a corruption otpan-

tofle, q. v.] A slipper: same aspantofle.

Gomes master Dametas . . . chafing and swearing by
the pantable of Pallas, and such other oaths as his rustical

bravery could Imagine. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

Bareheaded, in his shirt, a pair of pantaples on.

Middleton, Blurt, Master-Constable, iv. 2.

If any courtier of them all set up his gallows there,

wench, use him as thou dost tby pantables, scorn to let

him kiss thy heeL Dekker and Webster, Westward Ho, ii. 3.

[It has been noticed that pantable and slipper occur in

the same inventory as denoting different articles, but
doubtless the exact application of these words varied from
time to time.]—To Stand upon one's pantables, to

stand upon one's dignity.

Then comes a page : the saucy jacket-wearer
Stood upon '8 pantables with me, and would in

;

But, I thinlc, I took hun down ere I had done with him.
Beau, and Fl. (?), Faithful Friends, iii. 2.

pantaclet, pantoclet, « Corrupt forms otpan-

Whether a man lust to weare Shoo or Pantoele.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 84.
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If you play Jacke napes in mocking my master and despis-

ing my face.

Even here with a pantade I wyll you disgrace.
Old Plays, L 215. (Nares.)

pantacosm (pan'ta-kozm), n. [Prop. *panto-

cosm, < Gr. vrdf (ir'avT-), aU, + /ciio/iof, world.]
Same as cosmolabe.

pantagamy (pan-tag'a-mi), n. [Prop. *pantog-
amy, P. pantogamie, i Gr. Trof (jravr-), all, +
-ya/iia, < ydfiog, marriage.] A peculiar domes-
tic relation maintained between the sexes in

certain quasi-religious and communistic com-
munities in the United States, especially (for-

merly) among the Perfectionists of the Oneida
Community, by which every man was virtually

the husband of every woman, and every woman
the wife of every man.
A scheme ot pantagamy, by which all the male and all

the female members of the community are held to be in a
sense married to each other.

Johnson's Univ. Cye., in. 951.

pantagogue (pau'ta-gog), n. [< Gr. TTof (ttoit-),

all, + ayoyoc, drawing forth, < ayuv, lead: see
agent.'] A medicine which expels all morbid
matter.
pantagraph (pan'ta-graf), n. See pantograph.
pantagraphic, pan'tagraphical (pan-ta-graf'-

ik, -i-kal), a. See pantographic.

Pantagruelian (pan"ta-gr6-el'i-an), a. [< Pan-
tagruel (see def.) -1- -i'dn.] Of or pertaining to

Pantagruel (see Pantagruelism); partaking of

or resembling Pantagruelism.
Pantagruelism (pan-tar-grS'el-izm), n. [< Pan-
tagruel + 4sm.] 1 . Tfie philosophy or methods
ascribed to Pantagruel, one of the characters
of Rabelais ; the practice of dealingwith serious
matters in a spirit of broad and somewhat cyni-

cal good humor.

—

2. A satirical or opprobrious
term applied to the profession of medicine.
Fantagruelist (pan-ta-gro'el-ist), n. [< Panta-
gruelism + 4st.'] A believer in Pantagruel-
ism; one who has the peculiar cynical humor
called Pantagruelism.

Everywhere the author [Kabelais] lays stress on the ex-

cellence of "Pantagruelism," and the reader who is him-
self a Pantagruelist (it is perfectly idle for any other to at-

tempt the book) soon discovers wliat this means.
Encye. Brit., XX. 196.

pantaleon (pan-tal'e-on), ». lAlso pantaleone,
pantalon; said to have been so named (by Louis
XrV.) after the inventorParetofeOBHebenstreit,
a Prussian.] 1. A musical instrument invented
about 1700 by Pantaleon Hebenstreit. it was
essentially a very large dulcimer, having between one and
two hundred strings of both gut and metal, which were
sounded by hammers held in the player's hands. It was
one of the many experiments which culminated in the
production of tlie pianoforte.

2. A variety of pianoforte in which the ham-
mers strike the strings from above.
pantalets (pan-ta-lets'); »• pT" [Also panta-
lettes; < pantaVjion) + dim. -et.] 1. Long
frilled drawers, worn by women and girls.

Pippa reasons like a Paracelsus in pantaUts.
Stedman, Vict. Poets, p. 318.

2. A false or adjustable prolongation of the
legs of women's drawers, renewed for neatness
as is done with cuffs and the like : worn about
1840-50.

After a while there came a fashion for pantalettes which
consisted simply of a broad rufile fastened by a tightband
just below the knee. N. and Q., 7th ser., VI. 391.

pantalettes, n. pi. See pantalets.

pantaloni(pan'ta-lon),m. [P.: seepantaloon.]

The first movement or figure in the old qua-
drille, the name being derived from a song to
which this figure was originall:^ danced.
pantalon^ (pan'ta-lon), n. Same aapantaleon.

pantaloon (pan-ta-lon'), n. [< P. pantalon =
Sp. pantalon = Pg. pantalSto, < It. dial, panta-
lone, a buffoon, pantaloon, so called in allusion

to the Venetians, who were nicknamed Panta-
loni, from the name of St. Pantaleon (It. Panta-
leone), the patron saint of Venice, whose name
was a favonte one with the Venetians; < L. Pan-
taleon, < Gr. JlavToMuv, a proper name, Ut. 'all-

lion' (perhaps favored as supplying an allu-

sion to the lion of St. Mark), < Trfif (ttovt-), aU,
+ 7[£(M, lion. The name is also explained (by
Littr6) as for *Pante1emone, < MGt. Travre^fUM/,

all-merciful, < Gr. Trof (iravr-), all,+ k\e^jum>, mer-
ciful (see alms, eleemosynary) ; but neither this

nor the form eaeuv (e/Uoit-), ppr. of 'skeelv, have
mercy, suits the case. Athird explanation,men-
tioned by Byron, makes the It. Pantaleone stand
for *piantaleone, as if 'the planter of the lion'

(the standard bearing the lion of St. Mark), <

piantar, plant, + leone, Hon.] 1. In early Ital-

ian comedy, a character usually represented as

pantelephonic

a lean and foolish old man (properly a Vene-
tian), wearing spectacles and slippers. TPright.

The sixth age shifts

Into the lean and Aippei'd pantaloon.

With spectacles on nose and pouch on side

;

His youthful hose, well saved, a world too wide
For his slirunk sliank.

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 7. 16a

Now they peepe like Italian pantelowns
Behind an arras.

Heywood, If you Know not Me (Works, ed. Pearson, 1. 257);

2. In msd. pantomime, a character usually rep-

resented as a foolish and vicious old man, the

butt of the clown, and his accomplice in all his

wicked and funny pranks.

pantalooneiy (pan-ta-16'ne-ri), n. [< panta-

loon + -ery.] The tricks or behavior of a pan-

taloon; bt&oonery. [Bare.]

The clownery and pantaloonery of these pantomimes
have clean passed out of my head. Lami, My First Play,

pantaloons (pan-ta-lonz'), n. pi. [< P. panta-

lon (pi. pantalons,' used only for two or more
pairs) = Sp. pantalones, pi., = Pg. pantalonas,

pi.,= NGr. iravTaUvijKIt.pantaloni, pantaloons,

< Pantalone, a Vene-
tian : see pantaloon.

Cf. Venetians, a form
of hose or breeches,

also of Venetian ori-

gin.] It. A garment
for men, consisting of

breeches and stock-
ings in one : so called

because worn byVene-
tians.

I could not but wonder
to &ee pantaloons and shoul-

der-knots crowding among
the common clowns.
Roger North, Lord Guilford,

[I. 289. (Dames.)

2. In the early years
of the nineteenth cen-
tury, tight-fitting gar-
ments for the thighs
and legs, worn by men
of fashion, generally
buttoned around the
lower part of the calf,

or sometimes tied vrith

ribbons at this point.

Hence—3. Trousers-

Venetian Hose in one piece from
waist to feet, i6th century— prob-
ably the garment called by for-

eigners/an^a/ecine, or pantaloons.

the modei-n trousers having succeeded to the

pantaloons by a gradual transition.

It appeared to the butcher that he could pretty clearly

discern what seemed to be the stalwart legs, clad in black
pantaloons, of a man sitting in a large oaken chair, the
back of which concealed all the remainder of his figure.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xix.

=S3m. 3. See trousers.

pantamorph (pan'ta-m6rf), n. Same as pan-
tomorph.
pantamorphic (pan-ta-m6r'fik), a. Same as
pantomorphic.
pantanencephalia (pan-tan-en-se-fa'li-a), n.

[NL., < Gr. TTOf (ttoit-), all, + aveyKiijM^c;', with-
out brain: see anencephalia.] In teratol., total

absence of brain.

pantapt, pantaplet, n. See pantable.

pantast (pan'tas), n. [Also pantass, pantasse,

pantess, pantais; < OF. pantais, pantois, a dis-

ease of hawks: see pant^.] In falconry, a de-
structive pulmonary disease of hawks.
pantascope (pan'ta-skop), n. See pantoscope.

pantascopic (pan-ta-skop'ik), a. See panto-
scopic.

panteclinetlieca (pan-tek-nf-the'kS,), n.
;

pi.

pantechnethecse (-se). [NL.', irregV < Gr. jro;

(irav-), all, -I- t6xv7i, art, + fl^ra?, repository, re-

ceptacle: see theca.] Same a.s pantechnicon.

pantechnic (pan-tek'nik), a. [< Gr. n-of (ttov-),

aU, + T^x'^, art: see technic] Related to or
including all arts.

pantechnicon (pan-tek'ni-kon), n. [NL. (cf . Gr.

Kavrexvoq, assistant of all arts), < Gr. iroQ (irav-),

all, + T^xi^l, art.] A place where all kinds of

manufactured articles are collected and dis-

played for sale.

pantelegraph (pan-tel'f-graf), n. [< Gr. vac
(ffav-), all, -F- E. telegraph.] A device for trans-

mitting autographic messages, maps, etc., by
means of electricity.

pantelephonic (pan-tel-e-fon'ik), a. [< Gr,
TTOf (irav-), all, + E. telephone + -ic] Refer-
ring to those vibrations of the diaphragm of a
telephone which seem to be independent of its

form and dimensions, and in virtue of which all

sounds are reproduced rather than those only
which correspond to its natural period. Sei.

^mej-.,N. S.,LVL343.



pantellerite

pantellerite (pan-tel'e-rit), n. [< PanteOaria
(see def.) + -»te2.] TEe name given by Forst-
ner to a rock oocnrrmg on the island of Pan-
telleria, between Sicily and Tnnis. It is in-
tennediate in composition between dacite and
liparite, and more or less trachytic in char-
acter. BosenbuscJt.
panteri (pan't^r), n. [< panfi- + -eri.] One
who pants. Congrete.
panter^t (pan'tSr), n. lAieopainter; < ME.jmn-
ter, pantere, paunter, < OP. pantiere, panfhiere,
F.pantiere, a draw-net, = It.paniera, < L. pan-
ther, a hnnting-net, < Gr. -avd^pa, a hunting-
net, < jTof (jToik.), all, -I- diipati, hnnt, < ftjp, ani-
maL] A net; snare; trap.

The smale foulea, of the seson fayn.
That of the panter and the nette ben scaped.

Chauetr, Good Women, 1. iSL

panter^f (pan't^r), n. [ME . also paneter, pani-
ter; < OP. panetier = ^. panetero = It. panat-
Sere, < 'Mli.panetarius,panitaniis, one in chaise
of the panlry, < paneta, one who makes bresra,
a baker, < L. panis, bread : see paiv^. Ctpant-
Ur, pantry, pannier^.'\ A keeper of the iMUitry.

If thoa be admitted in any offyce, as Bntler or AnUer— in some places they are both one.
Babeet Book (E. E. T. S.X p. 6&

panteri, «. An obsolete variant of panther.
Compare pain terS.

panterert (pan'«a>er), n. piE., < panter^ +
-crl.] Same as^nf^.
"Panterer yche the prey," qnod the kyng.

Cftron. Fflodun., p. 15. (HaUimO.)

pantesst (pan'tes), ». See jMintos.

pantheism (pan'the-izm), n. [= 'F.pawOiUgme
= Sp. panteismo ='Pg. pantheismo = It. ponte-
igmo, < NL. *pantheismus, < Gr. jtoq (trajC), all,

+ 6i6g, God: see theism.'] If. The worship of
all the gods.—2. The metaphysical doctrine
that God is the only substance, of which the
material nniverse and man are only manifes-

4263 pantler

panther-wood (pan'th^r-wnd), »i. See citron-
teood.

Pantholops (pan'tho-lops), n. [NL., irreg. <
Gr. -Of (-av-), all, -I- LGr. at^?M\, the antelope

:

see antelope.'] A genos of anteiopes, of which
a species, the cMra, P. hodgsoni, occurs in
northern India.

pantiblet, » Same &spantai1e.
pantile (pan'til), n. and a. [Also pentUe; <
panl (f) + tOe.] I. n. 1. A tile with a curved
surface, convex or concave with reference to
its width. Such tiles are so laid, in covering a roof, that
thelODgitadinal junction of two rows of tiles placed with
the concave face outward is covered by a row placed with
the convex face up.

The Hay House at Dorset Stairs is now polling down,
where there is to be sold old Timber fit for Building or
Sepairs, Old Boards, Bricks, Glass'd PantOet and Plain
TOes, also Fire Wood, at very reasonable rates.
Qnoted in .<l!iA(on'(Socdal Life in Beign ofQneenAnne,IL 4.

2. A form of^ tile practically combining two of
the original form, so shax>ed that its oross-sec-

tations,
sonality.

It is accompanied with a denial of God's per-
Pantheism is essentially nnchristiaii ; and the

V^^aof the Panthetm of Aerippa, dow die Ctannih ef Sta- Maria della
Rotonda, Rome. (Adapted &om Dmand and Baomeisten)

A, the rotnnda; B, die portico. CThe light shaded pails lepnsent
^Ti^ng fonndatioas ofother paxts t£ die ancient badi&)

2. AH the divinities, collectively, worshiped
by a people: as, one of the divinities of the
Greek pantheon.
One temple oipaniheen— that is to say, all goddes.

J. Udatt, On Eev. xvL

3. [cap.] Awork treating of the whole body of
divinities of a people: as, Tooke's "Pantheon."—4. [cap.] A memorial structure in honor of
the great men of a people, or filling some such
purpose ; especially, such a bnHding serving as
a mausoleum, as the Pantheon (ohurch of Ste.
Genevieve) in Paris. Westminster Abbey is
often called the Pantheon of the British.

^^^Mmm
U'

Pantiks of the compound fonn.

word implies rather the reprobation of the speaker than pantner (pan ther), n. [< ^AE.panter, pantere,
any very definite opinion.

pantheist (pan'the-ist), n. [= P. pantheiste =
Sp. panteista = Pg. panfheista = It. panteista,
< NL. *pantheista, < Gr. n-df (ffoj^), sJl, + fleof,

God: see llieist.] One who holds the doctrine
of pantheism; one who believes that (lod and
the universe are identical.

He [John Toland] printed a Latin Tract, intitled "Pan-
theislacon : sive Formula celebrandae Sodalitatis Socrati-
c&" . . . That Formula ... is written by way of Dia-
logne between the President of a Philosophical Society
and the Members of it. . . . These Philosophers . . . are
Paniheigts, and conseqnentjy acknowledge no otiier God
than the Universe.

Life <!flUond (1722X prefixed to his Misc. Works
[(J. Whiston, London, 1747).

pantheistic (pan-the-is'tik), a. [= F. panfhe-
istique; atspantheist + -ic.] 1. Of or pertaining
topantheism ; identifying orhavinga tendency
to idejitify (rod with the nniverse.—2. Belat-
ingto aHthe gods—FantheiBtic Btataesorfigiires,
in tadp., statnes which bearthe united symbols of several
deities.

jMmtheistical (pan-fhe-is'ti-kal), a. [<panthe-
istic + -eU.] Same as pantheistic.

pamtheistically (pan-thf-is'ti-kal-i), adv. In
the manner of thinking, or from tiie point of
view, of a pantheist.

pautheolosist (pan-the-ol'o-jist), n. [< pan-
theolog-y + -ist,] One'who is versed in pan-
theology.

pantheology (pan.4hf-ol'o-ji), n. [= Sp. pan-
teotoffia = Pg. paniheologia = It. panteoJo^a, <
Gr. iTof (irav-), aU, + BsoXayia, theology: see
theology.] Asystem of theology comprehend-
ing all religions and a knowledge of all dei-
ties.

pantheon (pan'the^on), n. [= F. panQieon =
Sp. panteon = 'Pg.'panffieon = It. panteon, < L.
panOteon, < Gr. jravdeuni, a temple consecrated
to all gods, neut. of Trai^eiog, common to all

gods, < irof (nov-), aU, + feiof, divine, < deSg, a
god.] 1

-

the gods.

< OP. pantere, panthere, F.panthdre = Sp. pan-
tera = Pg. panthera = It. pantera, < L. pan-
Stera, panther, < Gr. srdjj%), a panther; ulterior
origin unknown. The apparent formation in
Gr., < n-of (frov-), aU, -1- flyp, beast, gave rise to
various .^ncies about the animaL] 1 . A leop-
ard. See also cut under Jeopard.

Black Panther (a vaziety (AFeltsfardus).

The spotted Panther, and the tasked Bore,
The Pardale swift i^KnMr, F. Q., I. vl 26.

Tall dark pines, . . . from beneath
Whose thick mysterions boughs in the dark mom
The panther's loar came muffled. Tennyson^ CEnone.

2. The American cougar or puma, FeUs concol-
or. See cut under cougar. Also called painter.

. . . ... [U.S.]
^

, ^
A temple or shiine dedicated to all pantheress (pan'ther-es), n. [< panther +
The name is spedflcally applied to a mag- -ess.] A female leopard or panther,

As a last resource, he may decline to lead the ontamed
pantherai to the altar. SabmUiy Ba>., Jan. 18, 1868.

niflcent bnSding erected at Borne by Agrippa, about 25
B. c, in connection with public baths, and dedicated by
hims^ as a temple of an the gods, because of its bcant^. ... »t-\ r-n t. •

For nearly thirteen centuries it has served as a Christian pantheiine (pan ther-in), a. [== P. panthertn,
church, having been dedicated about 607 by Boniface IT. < L. pantherinus, of a panther, < panthera, a
to Hie Vijpn Maiy and afl tte martyrs. It fe now knownn panther : see panther.] Eesembling a panther,
as Santa Mana della Botonda, from Its cirenlar plan. Its r—^"»'=i • =>rcj/i.i.i*icf .j i»oov-u.v/iii.s «. t^oujuuDi,

external diameter is 188 feet, and it is covered^ a hemi- ^^ ™ coloration; pardme: as, the panthenne
spherical dome 142 feet 6 inches in span, the entire snake.
height being about 141 feet It is lighted by a circular panther-lilv (pan'ther-lil'i), «. See Ulu, 1.
miflce^ 26 feet in diameter, at the summit of the doma nantbpr mntli CnaTi'thpT-mAthl n A Euto-
It has in front a noble octastyle portico of Corinthian col-

Paniaer-motn (pan tner-moin;, n. A ij^o-

nmns. 108 feet wide. See cut in next column, and cut P^an geometnd, Culana unangulata: an Jfing-

onder odattyle. lish collectors' name.

tion is a double curve, and so laid that the part
of every tile that is convex upward overlaps
the part of the next tile that is concave up-
ward.
In this form of so-called pan-tae each tOe has a double

curve, forming a tegnla and imbrex both in one.
Bneyc BHL, XXrn. 388.

n. a. [< pantile, n. Dissenting chapels are
said to have been often roofed with pantiles.]
Dissenting.

Mr. Tlcknp *s a good chnrchman, mark that ! He is
none of yonr occasional cattle, none of your hellish pan-
tile crew. Mrs. CenOimre, Gotham Election, L

pantile-lath (pan'tn-lath), n. A form of lath
used in London, H inch wide and 1 inch thick,
sold in bundles of 12.

The smaller ones [rocket-stickB] are easilyand bestmade
of those laths called by bricklayers donUe laths, and the
larger ones pantile laths.

Workshop Beeeipts, 1st ser., p. 127-

pantile-shop (pan'Gl-shop), n. A meeting-
house. MaUitceV. [Prov. Eng.]
pantUing (pan'ti-ling), «. [< pantile + -ingl.]
Tiling, or a system of tiling, in which pantiles
are used.

PantSing is bnt little more than half the weight of
plain tiling. Eneye. Brit, IV. 463.

pantingly (pan'tii^-li), adv. In a panting
manner ; with gasping or rapid breathing.

Once or twice she heaved the name of **fother
"

Pantingly forth, as if it press'd her heart
Shxit., Lear, iv. 3. 2&

pantisOcra(r|r (pan-ti-sok'ra-si), n. [< Gr. -of
(ttou-), all, -t- icog, equal, -I- Kpa-dv, rule.] 1 . A
Utopian community in which all the members
are equal in rank and social position.— 2. The
principle of such a scheme or community. This
scheme was advocated by Southey, Ckjleridge,
and Lovell about 1794.

AH are not moralists, like Sonthey, when
He prated to the world of Ptaitisoerasy.

Byron, Don Juan, ilL 93:

It was all a poefs dream, hardly more substantial,
though more ex^tions were used to realize it, than the
dream entertained by Coleridge, Sonthey, and Lovell, of
establishing pantisoerwy on the banks of the Susque-
hanna. Quarterly Rev.

pantisocrat (pan-ti'so-krat), B. [< Gr. irac

(sTovr-), all, -I- tffof, equal, + uparciv, rule.] Same
as pantisoeratist. Southey.

pantisocratic (pan-ti-so-krat'ik), a. [< panti-
socrat + -ic.] Of or pertaining to pantisoc-
racy: as, a pantisocratu; scheme.
pantisoeratist (pan-ti-sok'ra-tist), II. [< pan-
tisocrat + -ist.] One who accepts or favors the
principle of pantisocracy. Macaulay.
pantler (pant'ler), n. [<'iiE. pantiere,pantelere

;

an alt«red form of pantere, E. panter^, prob.
in terminal simulation of Imfler : see panter^.]
An officer in a great family who has charge of
the bread; in general, a servant who has care
of the pantrr.

A good shallow young fellow : a' would have made a
good panOer, a' would ha' chipped bread weU.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., it 4. 258.

Thomas Beanchamp, Earl of Warwick, to bear the third
Sword before the King ; and also to exercise the Office of
PanOer. Baker, Chronicles, p. 136,



pantler

He was a fellow of some birth ; his father had been
king's panUer. R. L. Stevenson, Francois Villon.

panto-. See pan^.
pantoblet, n. Same napantable.
pantod (pan'tod), n. [< Qr. ttoj (wavr-), all, +
E. od: see od^.] Od in general; the supposed
odie force of matter. Beichenbach.

pantoflef, pantofflet (pan'tof-1) , ». [Also pan-
toufle, and corruptly ^antofite, pantahle, panta-
ple (aee pantable), and pantacle; = D.pantoffel,
formerly aiso pattuffel, = Mliijr. pantuffel, pan-
toffel, LG. pantuffel, pantufele, pantoffel = G-.,

pantoffel(_s,]so abbr. LGr. tuffel, tiiffel = G. dial.

toffel = Dan. toffel = Sw. toffel, toffla) ; < F.
pantoufle = Sp. pantuflo = Pg. pantufo = It.

pantofola, pantufola, dial, patofle (late ML.jpare-
toyja), Slipper; origin unlmown.] A slipper.

Of the hinder part of their horse hides they make very
flue sandals He, paviofies. HaHuyfs Voyages, I. 97.

I can wait on your trencher, All your wine,
Carry youi pantojles, and be sometimes blest
In all humility to touch your feet

Fletcher, Spanish Curate^ Iv. 1.

There were divers of the Tope's pantojlesthat are kissed
on his toote, having rich Jewells embrodred on the instep.

Evelyn, Diary, Jan. 18, 1645.

pantograph (pan'to-graf), n. [Also panto-
graph; = P. panto'graphe = Sp. jpantdgrufo
= Pg. pantographo = It. pantografo, < Gr. irof

(ttovt-), all, + yp&^uv, write. Also, erroneously,
pentegraph, as if < Gr. ntvre, five, + ypifetv,

write.] An instrument for the mechanical
copying of engravings, diagrams, plans, etc.,

either upon the same scale or upon a reduced
or an enlarged scale, it consists of four perforated
limbs or rules, a, b,d,e, of wood or metal, arranged in pairs,
jointed together at the crossing, the two pairs being also

Pantograph.

a, b, d, and e are rules perforated with a series of holes placed at
graduated distances for adjustment to diiferent scales for enlarge-
ment or reduction of the picture to be transcribed ; a and b are per-

manently but movably jointed at f to a traversing support; d and e

are similarly jointed at A to a pencil-holder or point-holder ;yyare
thumbscrews which act as pivots for joining a and d and b and t. The
rule a is pivoted to a support i which is fixed to the drawing-table ; e
is a stylus attached to the end of the rule b. Lines traced by^ will

be also drawn by A on a larger or smaller scale corresponding to the
adjustment

Jointed together at e and A. The perforations are made at

uniform distances, in accordance with a scale of measure-
ment. The pivoted jointsby which the two pairs are con-

nected are constant, while the joints between the inter-

secting limbs of each pair may be shifted by inserting the
joint-pins// in different holes in each limb. By chang-
ing the pins the copy may be reproduced on any scale

either larger or smaller than the original, or it may be
kept of the same size, the proportion being indicated for

convenience by figures on the limbs (not shown in the cut).

In use, the end pivot i is fixed to the table, the pivot c

sliding on the plane surface according to the impulse
given to it. The pivot o carries a tracing-point which is

passed over the original lines to be reproduced, and the

pivot h. carries a pencil or needle which traces the copy
or pricks it in the paper. The pantograph Is used for

transferring patterns to calico-printing cylinders, in some
processes of wood-carving, in making wooden type, etc.—

Polar pantograph, a modification of the pantograph
arranged for reproducing profiles of curved figures, as tne

tread of a car-wheel, the mterior of a bell, or any other

irregular form. It consists essentially of two arms sup-

ported in a light frame and united by means of a rack on
each and a pinion common to both, so that the movement
of one arm controls that of the other. When the point of

the instrument is placed against the tread of a car-wheel,

and is moved over 1^ the other arm reproduces a tracing

that is an exact copy of the tread, showing such flattened

places as may have resulted from wear, and such other

irregularities as are present.

pantographic (pan-to-graf'ik), a. [= F. panto-

grapMgue = Pg. paniographieo ; a,a pantograph
+ -jc] Of or pertaining to or produced by a
pantograph. Also pantagraphic—FantograpMc
machine, a milling-engine for finishing cutters for cut-

ting-gear. The cutters are first turned and cut approxi-

mately to the required size, and are then finished in the

pantographic machine, which shapes the cutter from a

templet and reduces the size as necessary.

4^64

pantographical (pan-to-graf'i-kal), a. [(.pan-

tographic + -aZ.] Same as pantographic.

pantograpMcally (pan-to-graf'i-kal-i), adv. 1.

In the manner of a pantograph or of work pro-
duced by a pantograph ; according to a method
of mechanical pantography.— 2. In the man-
ner of a general description, or of a view of an
object as a whole.

pantography (pan-tog'ra-fi), n. [= F. panto-
graphie = Pg. pantographia, < Gr. n-of (irawr-),

aU, + -ypmjiia, < ypdfnv, write.] 1. General de-

scription; entire view of an objeot.—2. The
process of copying by means of the pantograph,
pantological (pan-to-loj'i-kal), a. [(.pantolog-y

+ 4c-al.'] Of or pertaining to pantology.

pantologist (pan-tol'o-jist), n. [< pantolog-y +
-ist.'\ One who treat's of or Is versed in pantol-
ogy-
pantology (pan-td'o-ji), n. [= It. pantologia,

< Gr. jzag (Travr-), aU, + -hiyia, < ?^yeiv, speak:
see-o?og'^.] Universal knowledge ; a systemat-
ic view of all branches of human knowledge

;

also, a work giving or professing to give infor-

mation on all subjects, or a summary of univer-
sal knowledge.
pantometer (pan-tom'e-ter), n. [=¥.pantomi-
tre = Sp. pant6metro = Pg. It. pantometro, <

Gr. nag (Travr-), all, + yirpov, measure: see me-
ter2.] Aja instrument for measuring angles of
all kinds, in order to determine elevations, dis-

tances, and the like.

pantometric (pan-to-met'rik), a. [< pantome-
tr-y + -ic] Of or pertaining to pantometry.
pantometiy (pan-tom'et-ri), n. [< Gr. nag
(jizavT-), all, + -fierpia, < /lirpov, measure: see
meter^.'] 1. Universal measurement.— 2. Mea-
surement by means of the pantometer.
pantomime (pan'to-mim), n. and a. [1. = G.
pantomim, < F. paritormme = Sp. Pg. It. panto-
mimo, m., < L. pantomimus, < Gr. navrd/uiioi, one
who plays a part by dancing and dumb-show,
lit. 'aU-imitating,' < vac (vavr-), all, + filiioc, imi-
tator: see mime. 2. = D. G. Dan. pantomime=
Sw.pantomim, < F.pantomime= Sp. Pg. It.pan-
tomima, f., an entertainment by pantomimes

:

see above.] I. n. 1. One who expresses his
meaningby action without words ; a playerwho
employs only action—mimicry, gestures, move-
ments, and posturing— in presenting his part.

[Obsolete or rare.]

Betweene the actes, when the players went to make
ready for another, there was great silence, and the people
waztweary ; then cameinthesemanerot conterfaite vices,

they were called Paidomimi..
Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Foesie, p. 21.

I would our pantomimes also and stage players would ex-

amine themselves and their callings by this rule.

Bp. Sanderson, Sermon on 1 Cor. viL 24.

Not that I think those pantomimes
Who vary action with the times
Are less ingenious in their art
Than those who dully act one part.

Butler, Hndibras, III. ii. 1287.

3. (o) Under the Roman empire, a kind of speo-
taoularplay resembling the modem "ballet of
action," in which the functions of the actor
were confined to gesticulation and dancing,
the accompanying text being sung by a chorus

;

in modem times, any play the plot of which is

expressed by mute gestures, with little or no
dialogue; hence, expression of anything by
gesture alone : as, he made known his wants in
pantomime.
In the early days of the Empire tragedy was dissolved

into choral music and pantomjmic action ; and the mnto-
mime, a species of ballet of action, established Itself as a
favourite class of entertainment.

A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit., I. 8.

(6) A popular theatrical entertainment of which
many are produced in Great Britain about the
Christmas season, usually consisting of two
parts, the first or burlesque being founded on
some popular fable, the effects being heighten-
ed by gorgeous scenery and catehmg music,
and the second, or harlequinade, consisting
almost wholly of the tricks of the clown and
pantaloon and the dancing of harlequin and
columbine.
The brilliancy of the dresses and sceneiy . . . and the

excellence of the music, in the pant&mimes, are great im-
provements upon the humble attempts of the vagrantmo-
tion-master. StruM, Sports and Pastimes, p. 247.

II. a. Eepresenting only in mute action.

pantomimic (pan-to-mim'ik), a. and n. [= F.
pan tomimique= Sp! pa/ntomimico= Pg. It. pan-
tomimicOfi. L. pantommicus, pantomimic,< pa»-
tomimus, pantomime: see pantomime.'] I. a.

Pertaining to or of the nature of pantomime or
dumb-show; representing characters and ac-
tions by dumb-show.

pantoum
And to these exhibitions, mute and stni, . , ,

Music, and shifting pajntrnniaiM! scenes.

Diversified the allurement.
Wordsworth, Prelude, viL

These earliest religious representations in Spain, whe-
ther patUmnimic or in dialogue, were thus given, not only
by churchmen, but by others, certainly before the middle
of the thirteenth century. Ticknor, Span. Lit., I. 281.

II. n. A player in a pantomime.

I am acquainted with one of the pantondmdcs.
Middleton and Rowley, Fair Quarrel, iv. 4.

pantomimical (pan-to-mim'i-kal), a. [< pan-
tomimic + -al.'] Same a,s pantomimic.

pantomimically (pan-to-mim'i-kal-i), adv. In.

the manner of pantomime ; by pantomime ; by
mute action or dumb-show.
pantomimist (pan'to-mi-mist), n. [< panto-
mime + -ist.\ One who acts in pantomime.

Owhhigh as a pantomimixl would have commanded
brilliant success on any stage. Would that there were
more like him in this wordy world.

T. WirMrop, Canoe and Saddle^ iv.

pantomimus (pan-to-mi'mus), n. [L. : se^pan-

tomime.'] Same a^a'pantomime, 1.

pantomorph (pan'to-mdrf), n. [Also panto-

morph; < Gr. navrd/Mptpog, assuming all forms, <

TTOf (navT-), all, + /iop^^, form.] That which as-

sumes all shapes or exists in all shapes.

pantomorphic (pan-to-m6r'flk), a. IMaopan-
tamorphio; < pantomorph + -»c.] Taking all

forms or any form.

panton (pan'ton), n. [Of. G. dial, pantine, a
wooden shoe, 'bt.patfen^.'] 1. Ahorseshoe con-

trived to recover a narrowand hoof-bound heel.

Also called panton-shoe.— 2. An idle fellow.

Sallvwell. [Prov. Eng.]
pantophagist (pan-tof 'a-jist), n. [< pan^
tqphag-y + -ist.] One who or that which eats

all Mnds of food, or is omnivorous.

pantophagOUS (pan-tofa-gus), a. [= F.path
tophage, < Gr. navrtxp&yog, all-devouring, <^5rof

(navT-), all, + tfayeiv, eat.] Eating aU kmds of

food; omnivorous; pamphagous.
pantopha^ (pan-tof'a-ji), n. [= F. panto-

phagie, < Gr. ravTO(^y(a, indiscriminate eating,

< n-avToipa.yoc, all-devouring: see pantophagous.']

The habit of eating aU kinds of food.

pantophobia (pan-to-fo'bi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

TTOf (iravT-), all, + -fopia, <."^kpeaSai, fear.] In
pathol., a morbid fear of everything.

pantopod (pan'to-pod), w. One of the Panto-
poda. Erwyc. Brit., XxTT. 409.

Fantopoda (pan-top'o-da), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

jrof (vavT-), all, -1- Trod'f (noS-) = E. foot.} One
of many names of the Fycnogonida or sea-

spiders. See Fycnogonida.
pantoscope (pan'to-skop), n. [Alsoj)aM<a«cope;
< Gr. iras (iravr-), all, 4- ismmelv, view.] 1. A
form of lens including a very wide angle, de-

vised especiallyforphotographic use.—2. Same
as panoramic camera.
pantoscopic (pan-to-skop'ik), a. [Also panto-
scopic; < pantoscope + -ic] Having or afford-

ing a wide range of vision.—Fantoscoplc camera,
game as panoramic cctment.— Pantoscopic spectacles,
spectacles of which the glasses are so shaped as to have
different focal lengths in the upper and lower parts, and
which are thus adapted for the use of persons who need
glasses of different strength when viewing objects close at

hand and at a distance. Also called FrarMin ipectatles.

Fantostomata (pan-to-sto'ma-ta), re.jpZ. [NL.,
neut. pi. of *pantostomatiis : aeepantostomatous.}
In SaviUe Kent's system, one of fonr classes of

Protozoa (consisting of Amcebina, Gvegarimida,
Foraminifera, Badiolaria, and certain Flagella-

ta), having no special oral orifice, food being
ingested anywhere through the general surface.
Also called Holostomata.
pantostomatous (pan-to-stom'a-tus),o. [<NIi.
pantostomatus, < Gr. naq (Travf-), all, + aTS/ia

((TTo/M[T-)j mouth.] Ingesting food at any or

every point on the surface of the body; having
a temporary mouth anywhere ; specifically, of

or pertaining to the Fantostomata: a more
precise word for the older polygastrie. S. Kent.

Fantotheria (pan-tg-the'n-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. TTof (navT-), all, + 6?ip'un>, a wild beast.] An
order of American Jurassic mammals, contain-
ing most of the known forms. They have smooth
cerebral hemispheres ; teeth 44 or more ; canines present
with bifid or grooved tangs, premolars and molars imper-
fectly differentiated ; and the lower jaw with a mylohyoid
ridge, unankylosed symphysis, uninflected angle, and ver-

tical or rounded condyle at or below the horizon of the
teeth. 0. C. Marsh, 1880.

pantotherian (pan-to-the'ri-an), a. and m. [<
NL. Fantotheria + -an."] J." a. Pertaining to
the Fantotheria, or having their characters.

II. n. A member of the Fantotheria,
pantouflet, n. See pantofle.
pantoum, n. Seepantun.



pantry

pantry (pan'tri), n.; pL pantries (-triz). [<
iSE.paiUrie,panbrye,panetrie, < F.paneteiie (=
Sp.paneterSa=lt.panetti«ria),<'MIj.paneUiria,
office of a pantler, Kpaneta, a baker, < L. panis,
bread: see poKter^, pattOer.'l If. The office of
a pantler.

In TOOT oSfce of the Pantry*, see Uut four bieid 1>e

chipped and aqoared, & note how mach yon ^lend in a
dar& BabaaBiKt(R.^T.S.Xp.eS.

2. An apartment or closet in which provisions
are Ifept, or where plate and kniyes, etc., are
cleaned.

What win yoa hare done with Iiini that I caoght ateal-
ingyoor plate in the jxintry/ Inthefact— Icaoghthim
In the faci. GiManith, Good-natured Man, i.

pants (pants), n.j>I. [Abbrev.<jNtii(a2o<m«,q.v.]
Same as pantalooHS, 2. [Colloq. and YD^gar.]

The thing named jxmls in certain documents,
A wozd not made for gentlemen, bat *' gents.

O. W. Hotma, A Bhymed Lesson.

Gent and pamt*.—Let these words go together, like the
things they aigni^. The one always wears the other.

JC 6. WUte, Words and their Use^ pi SU.

pontnn Cpan'tnn), a. [Malay.] A kind of short
improvised poem in v<^ae among the Malays.
Hus Ibnn of Terse (under the name pantovm) has been
adopted in f^nch, and has been to some extent used in
^'^^'g^ See the quotation.

The pantunt are improvised poems, generally (thongh
not necessarily) of torn line^ in which the first and third
and the second and tonrth Ayme. Th» are mosUy love
poems; and their chief pecidiaiity is that the meaning
inteaided to be oonv^yed is exfxesBed in the second conp-
le^ whereas the first ccmtains a sunUe or dis^nt allnsion
to the second, or ottea has, beyond the rhyme, no ccm-
neiion with the second at alL The Mklays are fond of
reciting snch rfajmes "in alternate contest for sevend
hooi^ the preceding jxmtun famishing the catchword to
that which follow^ antQone of the parties be sUenced or
Tanqoished." Eneye. BrO., XV. 326.

Pannrgidst (par-ner'ji-de), n. pL [XL., < Pa-
nurgus + -idse.'} A&milyof bees, named from
the genos Panurgtis. Also Panurgida, Panwr-
gides, Panwrgites.

rXiaugOS (pa-ner'gns), n. [NIi., < Gr. innm>p-
yoi, ready to do anything: see panurgy.l A
genns of bees of the family Apidse and subfam-
ily Andrenime, formerly giving name to a fam-
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A species of Panurgus.

ily Panargidm. In their habits they resemble bees of
the genos Andrena, digging barrows and provisioning
them in a similar manner. P. bankamuu, at Earope,
barrows five or six inches deep in sandy soiL

panorgyt (pan'er-ji), n. [< Gr. Tzavmpyia, nn-
scrapnlous conduct, < Tnrvavpyo^, ready to do
anything, < s-of (jrav-), all, + Ipyov, -work.] Skill

in aU kinds of work or business ; craft. Bailey.

FannricUe (pa-nn'ri-de), ». pi. [NL., < Panu-
rus + -idse,'] Afamily ofx>arine passerine birds
named from the genns Panunis.
panurine (pa-nu'rin), a. [< Panurus + -inel.]

Of or pertaining to the genus Panurus.
Pannrns (pa-nn'ms), n. [NIj., < Gr. s-of (jtok-),

all, + oipa, taU.] A genns of titmice, formerly
placed in JParidie, now made type of the family
Panuridse. The genns was foanded byEoch in VSMi,
thesameyearthalLeachiiameditCSiiJainopMZia. P.orC.
Marmaiewisthe bearded tit of Eoropei The gen^cname
refers to Ihe great length of the taU, as if the birds were
"alltaiL" Also called Jfystaetniu and Hiiiierilta:

panyardt (pan'ySrd), n. [A corrupt form of
jMinnieri. Cf. toi^ard for &nnier.] A pannier.

I saw a man riding by Qiat rode a little way upon the
road with me last night, and he being going with venison
in hisjxn^onb to London, I called him in, and did give
him Ii& breakfast with me. Pepy, Diary, Ang. 7, 1661.

nanymt, n. Sameaspaynim.
Panyptlla (panmp'ti-l|), », [NIi.,<Gr.5rovi;, al-

together (< srof (mn>-), all), + wrOJov, a feather.]

A genus of birds of the family CypselidsB and
subfamily OypseUnse, having the ratio of the

digital phalanges abnormal, aU the front toes

being three-jointed, and the toes as well as the

tarsi feathered; the rock-swifts. The hallnx is

elevated and latcxal, batnot reversible, and Uie eyelids are

naked. The wings are extremely long and pointed ; the

tail is about one half as long as the wings, forked, and
with stiffened bat not mucronate feathers. There are sev-

eral ST>ecies, all American, the best-known of which is the

common rock-swift of the western United States, P. mxa-
tUix or mdandUuta, black and white, (^ inches long, 14

inches in alar extent It nests sometimea by thoosands

Rock-swift {PanyftUa wulaMataica).

in the most inaccessible precipices, and flies with almost
incredible velocity.

panzoism (pan-sd'izm), n. [<' Gr. s-d; (irav-),

sdl, + fu5, life.] All the elements or &ctors
collectively which constitute vitality or vital
energy. H. Spencer.
The great wrald-powers, snch as Evdation, Persistence

of Force, Heredity, Pmaoim, and Physiolagical Units.
S. A. Ret., CXXVn. 53.

panzooty (pan-zo'o-ti), it. [< Gr. s-d; (?av-), all,

+ Cfiov, animal. ' Cf. epieooty.] A zymotic
disease affecting all iH-nila or very many kinds
of animals.
paolo (p&'o-lo), n. [It., < L. Paulus, PauL] An
old Italian silver coin, worth about ten XTnited
States cents.
papi (pap), II. [< ME. pappe, < OSw.papp, Sw.
diaL papp, pappe, Sw. patt = Dan. patte =
>rEVies. pap, pope, dim. papke, breast, pap ; cf

.

liith. papas, pap. The L. papMa, pap, nipple,
teat, also pustule, pimple, is a dim. of papula,
a pustule, pimple {see papi^a, papula, pimple),
and is not related to E.popi. The word is sup-
posed tobe ult. of in&ntile origin , likepap^ and
pajfifpapa.] 1. A teat; a nipple; the breast
of a woman.
^ it be a femde, tiieidonawsyttiatonP(^7p«,withan

bote Hiren ; and zif it bea WcHnman of gret linage, Qid
donaw^ theleftPiQips, that the! may ttie better beren a
Scheeld. - JlandeviOe, Travels, pi 154.

Koorish'd and bred np at her most plenteonspt^
Dnyton, Polydbion, i. 294.

2. A conical hill resembling a nipple or teat

:

as, the Paps of Jura (an i^and west of Scot-
land).
pap2(pap), n. [<ME. "pap, *paj>pe (in comp.jjop-
mete : see papmeat) = D. pap = G. pappe, pap,
paste, ^Daiupap = Sw.papp, pasteboard; ef.

OP.papa=Sp.pojpa=It.2>oppa,pap; also OF.
j>apt>i,pappt», m., papine, t., pap; < L. papa,
pappa, a wordwith which infants call for food

;

supposed to be imitative of the orig. insignifi-

cant syllablespa pa, a natural utterance of in-

fants, taken in this instance to refer to food,
and in others to other notions: seepopl, pap^,
popol, etc.] 1. Soft food for infants, nsaally
m^e of biead boUed or softened with water
or milk.
Many docfarines have grown to be the ordinary diet and

foodofoar spirite, and have place in thepop of catechisms.
Donne, Letters, xviL

Ob, folly worthy of the narse's lap

!

Give it the bteasf^ or stop its mouth with^xq?.
Cowper, Conversation,L 485.

Hence—2. The emoluments of public office, as
salaries, fees, or perquisites. [Slang.]

They soon made it appear tha^ at the end of foaryears^

not only shonld an officer make an accoanting and sabmit
to an andit^ but shoold yacate his place, so that somebody
elsemight get some of thepap hehad enjoyed daring this

period. The yatum, XLTm. 379.

3. The pulp of fruit, or pulp of any kind.

The pt^ of the latter [verdigris diffused throagh water]

being first passed through a sieves

WaTJahap Becaptt, 1st ser., p. 95.

To ^ve pap With a hatchett, to do a kind thing In an
unkind manner.
Th^gm us pap with a spoone before we can speaker

and,when we speake for that wee love^ptQ? in2A a luUehA.
lily's Court Corned., sig. Z 12 b. (.Xara.)

Fethat so old seeks for a nurse so yoong shall havejx^
wOh a hatchet for his comfort.

Marriage and Wining (HarL IDsc, IL 171, Parts ed.).

[(Noras.)

pap2 (pap), P. t; pret. and pp.papped, ppr.pop-
ping. [< pap^, ».] To feed with pap.

Oh ! that his body were not flesh and fading

!

But rn BOpap him up— nothing too dear for him.
Beau, and PL, Custom of the Country, iv. 4.

pap3(pap),»i. [A shorter form ofpopol.] Papa;
father. [Prov. Eng. and TJ. S.]

papal (panpa' or pa'i^), n. [= F.papa= D. G.
Dan. p<^ (pa-pa') = Sw. pappa (pap'pa) =

papal

Sp. Pg. pap<f = It. pdppa (Florio), papd, papa,
father; cf. LL.papa (gen. papse). papas (gen.
papaUf), a bishop (see pap^); cf. also LL.
papas, pappas, a governor, tutor, < Gr. -d--a(,
faflier (mostly in voc, as a child's word, LGr.
MGr. also irdsrof, ^offdj, and jrd) ; a redupl. of
the syllable pa, a natural infantile utterance,
made to mean 'father,' as the similar utter-
ance ma, mama, is made to mean 'mother'
(see mama) ; cf. pap9, pap^, pap^. Cf. also
papa^."] Father: a word used chiefly by chil-

dren.

Where th^e are little masters and misses in a house,
the only remedy is to bribe them wiUi goody goodies, that
they may not tell tales to pegoa and mamma.

Aeift, Directions for Servant^ General Directions.

"Sere, Papa, is some money,' Amelia said that nighty
Irigaing the old man, het father, and patting a bill fat a
hundred ponnds into his Tianda

Thadceny, Vanity Itair, 1.

papa^ (pa'pa), B. [LL. a bishop, ML. pope, <
LGr. iraKoc, father: applied, like /oAer, to ec-
clesiastics, esp. to the bishop of Bonte, whence
ult., through AS. papa, the E. pope: see papa^
and pope^.] A title formerly bestowed in the
CSiristian church on bishops, and often on the
inferior clergy, but now restricted to parish
priests in the Greek Church.
As in the PrimiUue Chnrch the yonger Bishop called

the elder Piq». Parthas, Fflgriniage, p. 112.

Althongh he [the Soman ^ntiS] had not, as ye<v as-

sumed the distinctive insignia of his office— the triple

crown and the apright staff snrmonnted by the cross—he
more and more discouraged the application of the name
ofjNQ»(pope)toanybuthimselL .Aicye..firit.,XIX.495.

papa^ (pa'pa), ». [NL.; cf. papio,papton, and
bMoonT] 1" A baboon ; a papio or papion.

—

2. The specific name of the king-vulture of
tropical America, Sareorhamphus or Gypagus
papa. See cut under tiiij^-tytiJture.—3. Aname,
both generic and specific, of a coccothraustiue
bird of the Bonin Islands, Coecothrausies papa
or ferrirostris, or Papa ferrirostris. Beichen-
lack; Kitmtz.
papable (i)a'pa-bl), a. [< P. papable = It. po-
jwiWfe,<ML.*papa6tf»s(indeiiv.papa6iWta(t-)s,
papal power), < iiapa, pope : see papal, p<>pel.J
Capable of being made a pope; eligible to the
papacy. [Bare.]

By the death of the other two the conclave hath re-

OQved little alteration ; though Mondovio were papable,
and a great soggetto in the list of the foresters.

.Sin- H. Walton, Keliquiae, p. 707.

papabot, papabote, papabotte, n. [Creole F.]
The Bartramian sandpiper. J. J. Audubon.
[New Orleans, Louisiana.]
papacy (pa'pa-si), n. [< ME. papaeie, < OF.
papade, < ML. papaUa, papal office, s. papa,
pope: see papal, pqpei.] 1. The office, mg-
rdty, and autitority of the Pope or Bishop of
Rome; the papal jurisdiction; the ecclesiasti-

cal organization subject to the Pope.
This Pius Secundus was that learned Pope which before

he undertooke the Papaey was called J^eas Sylvius.
CoryOt, Crudities, L 147.

He here instilled into this aspiring prelate the hope of
attaining the papacy. Hwme, Hist. Eng., xzviii.

2. The succession or line of popes, with its ec-
clesiastical and political traditions.—3. That
system of ecclesiastical government which rec-
ognizes and is based upon the apostolic prima-
cy and supreme authority of the Pope or Bishop
ofEome over the church universal ; the Church
of Eome ; the Boman Catholic Church.
The threatened breach between the papacy and its an-

cient ally the King of France.
MQnum, Hist, of Christianity.

pai>a^yf, n. An obsolete form ofpopti^i^.

papain (pa'pa-in), «. [< papo(yo) + .<J|5.] A
proteolytic ferment obtained from the half-ripe
fmit of the papaw-tree, Cariea papaya, it dif-

fers from pepsin in that its proteolytic action goes on in
neulTal or alkaline solutions as well as in acid solntions.
Alsojup^tn, papayotm, and eearidn,

papal (pa'pal), a. [< ME. papal, papdU, < OP.
(and F.) pt^al = Sp. Pg. papal = It. papale, <
ML. papalis, of the Pope, < LL. papa, a bishop,
ML. pope: see papa2, pope.'] Of or relating

to the Pope in his official capacity, or the pa-
pacy.

How Some her own sad sepulchre appears ! . . .

Barluu^n blindness, Christian zeal conspire.

And Papal piety, and Gothic tire.

Pope, To Addison, L 14.

His attachment to his family, his aversion to Trance,
were not to be overcome even by Papal autborily.

Maeaulay, Lord Uahon's War in Spain,

Contributions from the nation at large for papal pur-
poses, such as crusades and the defence against Uie Tnrk^
were collected by the pope's agents in the form of volun-
tary gifts. Slubbt, Const Hist, § 395,
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papal

Papal cross. See cnwsi.—PapaJ crown, the triple
crown. See tiara. =Syn. Papal, Popish, Pajnetical. Pa-
pal is tlie ordinary word for that which belongs to or pro-
ceeds from the Pope ; popish is used in some obloquy or
contempt

; papistical in strongcontempt or condemnation.

papalint (pa'pal-in), n. [< P. papalin, < It. pa-
palino, soldier of the Pope, < papale, papal:
see papal.'] A papist. Bp. Lavington.

The Persians . . . are ... no less zealous and divided
in their profession than we and the papalira.

Sir T. Herbert, Travels, p. 261.

They [the Tarks] may indeed still do mischief to the
Muscovites, or persecute their own Christian subjects, but
they can do no hurt to the papalins.

Bp. Burnet, Hist. Own Time, an. 1697.

papalise, v. See papalize.

papalism (pa'pal-izm), n. [< papal + -ism.']

Tne papal system; papistry.

papaUst (pa'pal-ist), n. [< OP. papaliste; as
papal + -ist.J A papist; a Roman Catholie.
Baxter.

Patriot I'Escnyer . . . determines on going to Church,
in company with a friend or two ; not to hear mass, which
be values little, but to meet all the Papalists there in a
body. Carlyle, French Rev., II. v. S.

papalityt (pa-pal'i-ti), n. [< OF.papalite, < ML.
papaUta{t-)s, papalpower, <papaUs, papal: see
papal.] Same a.s papalty.
papalize (pa'pal-iz),i).; Tpvet. axLi-pp.papalized,
ppr. papalimig. [< papal + Hze.] 1. trans.

To make papal; imbue wltli papist doctrines or
notions.

He has been, to some extent, Christianized tindpapalized,
and he has also been turned into a lanky, lean, unhappy-
looking rifle regiment. W. H. RusseU, Diary in India, 1. 82.

II. intrans. To become a papist; conform to
popery. Cowper.
Also spelled jMMiaKse.

papally (pa'pal-i), adv. In a papal manner;
from a papal point of view; as a papist.

papaltyf (pa'pal-ti), n. [< OF. *papalte, pa-
j)aMie, ^opaMteJ' papality: see papalily.'] The
papacy; the papal office or authority; the
jhurch of Rome. Alaopapality.

Pope Clement was redy in his chambre of consystorie,
syttyng in his chayre otpapdlyte.

Bemers, tr. of I^oissart's Chron., II. clx.

Withall to uphold the decrepid Papalty they [the Jesu-
its] have invented this super-politick Aphorisme, as one
termes it^ One Pope and one King.

MUton, Keformation in Eng., ii.

papaphobia (pa-pa-fo'bi-a), n. [Nli., < ML.
papa, pope (see pope^), '+ Gr. -^pia, < ipi^ea-

6ai, fear.] Dread or hatred of the Pope or of

popery.
paparchy (pa'par-M), n. [< ML. papa, pope
(see pope^), + <3-r. -apxla, < ipxeiv, rule.] Gov-
ernment by a pope.

Without understanding the papacy (or papa/rchy, as
Bishop Coxe insists upon calhng it) one cannot understand
the history and literature of Europe from the age of Char-
lemagne. Christian, Union, July 5, 1888.

papas, pappas (pa'pas, pap'as), n. [< Gr. TroTrac,

irdn-jrof: see papa^.'\' A parish priest of the
Greek Church; a papa.

The censure of a poor country Papas outweighs, in
present effect^ that of a Western Bishop.

J. M. Neaie, Eastern Church, L 11.

Thepa^apae is a prominent figure in the throngs of idlei'S,

grominent because of his long black gown, his tall steeple-

at. SarSmer's Mag., IV. 870.

papatet (pa'pat), n. [ME. papat; < OP. papat
= Sp. Pg. papado = It. papato, < ML. papatus,
the office of -poyei,<papa, pope : see popei. Cf

.

papacy.] The papacy.

A cardinal was tbilke tide,

Which Viiepa^pat longe hath desired.
Oower, Conf. Amant, I. 254 (Pauli's ed.).

Papaver (pa-pa'v6r), n. prti. (Malpighi, 1675),

< L. papaver, poppy: see poppy.] A genus
of plants, type of the order Papaveracese and
the tribe Eupapaveress, characterized by the

dehiscence of the roundish capsule by pores
under the lid-like summit; the poppy, it in-

cludes about 26 species, mainly in temperate or subtropi-

cal Asia, Africa, and Europe. They are hairy or glaucous
herbs, with a milky juice, usually dissected leaves, buds
nodding upon long stalks, and showy red, violet, yellow,

or white flowers, generally with two sepals, four petals,

and many stamens. See poppy and opium, also cheesebowl,

canker, 5 {a), headache, 2, and maw-seed.

Papaveracese (pa-pav-e-ra'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(A. L. de Jussieu, 1789), < l^apaver + -acex.]

The poppy family, an order of dicotyledonous

polypetalous plants, of the cohort Parietales,

distinguished by the two to three sepals, and
minute embryo near the base of fleshy albumen.
It includes about 80 species, in 24 genera, of which Papa-
ver is the type, nearly all from north temperate or sub-

tropical regions. They are usually smooth herbs (often

with a colored juiceX covered with a grayish bloom or

with long hairs, liiey bear alternate, generally lobed
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leaves, and conspicuous flowers, solitary upon long stalks,
with sepals which fall oS at opening. By some authors
this order is made to include the Fumariacem as a sub-
order.

papaveraceous (pa-pav-e-ra'shius), a. [< NL.
papaveraceus, < L. papaver, poppy.] Pertain-
ing to the Papaveracex or to the poppy.
Papavereae (pap-a-ve'rf-e), n. pi. [NL. (Ben-
tham and Hooker, 1862), _< Papaver + -ese.] A
group of plants coextensive with the Papave-
racex as defined above, used as a suborder by
those authors who include the Fumariaceee (sub-
order Fwmariex) in the order Papaveracese.

papaverine (pa-pav'e-rin), n. [= p. papavi-
rine; as L. papaver, poppy, + -ine'^.] Ah alka-
loid (C21H21NO4) contained in opium.
papaverous (pa-pav'e-rus), a. [< L. papaver,
poppy, + -ous.'] Having the properties of, or
characteristic of, the poppy; papaveraceous.

Mandrakes afford a papaverous and unpleasant odour,
whether in the leaf or apple.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vii. 7.

papaw (pa-p&'), »• [< Sp. Pg. (> NL.) papaya,
a name of Malabar origin.] 1. The tree Carica
Papaya, or its fruit. The papaw is native in South
America, but now widely diffused throughout the tropics.

Its height is about 20 feet, and its deeply seven-lobed
leaves are 2 feet in diameter and borne on footstalks 2
feet long; The fruit is 10 inches long, commonly of an
oblong form, ribbed, and having a thick fleshy rind. It
is sometimes eaten raw or made into a sauce, or when
green is boiled as a vegetable and is also pickled. The
trunk, leaves, and fruit contain an acrid mUky juice (see
papain), which has the property of making quickly ten-

der meat which is boiled with a little of it or wrapped in
the leaves, or, as it is claimed, merely hung up among
the leaves. The seeds are an el&cacious vermifuge. The
leaves are saponaceous. Also called vidon-tree.

2. The tree Asimina triloba, or its fruit, native
in the United States. It is a small tree with lurid
flowers appearing with the leaves, which, when grown,
are obovate-lanceolate, thin, and rather large. The smooth
oblong fruit is 3 or 4 inches long, filled with a sweet pulp
in which are embedded the bean-like seeds.

3. A bushwhacker: with reference to the sub-
sistence or possible subsistence of bushwhack-
ers on the fruit of the papaw. [Missouri.]
Also written pawpaw.

papaw-tree (pa-pft'tre), n. Bee papaw.
Papaya (pa-pa'ya), n. [NL. (A. L. de Jussieu,
\i%Q),<.papaiamaram, the native name in Mala-
bar.] 1. A former genus of trees, the papaws,
of the order Passifloraceee, now included in Ca-
rica. See Carica a,Tidipapaw.— 2. [I.e.] A tree
of this genus.

The slim papaya ripens
Its yellow fruit for thee.

Bryant, Hunter's Serenade.

Papayacese (pap-a-ya'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (Lind-
ley, 1833), < Papaya '+ -acese.] A tribe of

trees, the papaw family, of the order Passiflo-

raceee, characterized by the minute calyx, tu-
bular staminate corolla, and pistillate of five

erect separate petals, it includes the genera Carica
and Jacaratia, of tropical and subtropical America, re-

markable for their milky juice, white, yellow, or greenish
flowers, and pulpy edible berries.

.papayotin (pap-a-yo'tin), n. [< Papaya + -ot-

+ -Jirfi.] Same z,s papain.
pap-boat (pap'bot), n. 1. An open vessel used
for holding pap for children.

A pair of bellows, a pair of pattens, a toasting-fork, a
kettle, a pap-&oa£, a spoon for the administration of medi-
cine to the refractory, and lastly Mrs. Gamp's umbrella.

Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, xlix.

3. A shell of the family TurbinelMse; a false

volute, as Turlmiella rapha.

papeH (pap), B. [ME.: seepqpei.] A spiritual

father; a priest; specifically, the Pope.

The prayer of the pape so incensed the Scot that he
vowed revenge, and watched the pape with a good cudgel,

next day, as he crossed the churchyard, where he beathim.
W. Carr, Traveller's Guide, p. 190.

pape2 (p^p), n. [Creole P., lit. 'pope'; cf. E.
pope, a bullfinch.] An American finch of the
genus Cyanospiza or Passerina, C. or P. dris.

Also called nonpareil and incomparable. See
cut at painted finch, under painted.

papechien (pap-shian'), n. The lapwing: same
as pea-cMchen.
papejayt,™. An olitoTmot popinjay.
papelardt, n. [MB., < OF. (and F.) papeUrd,
< It. pappalardo, a hypocrite, a glutton, prob.

(.pappa, pa.'p: seepap^.] A dissembler; a flat-

terer; a hypocrite.

That papelard, that hym yeldith so, . . .

He is the hounde, shame is to seyn.

That to his casting goth agayn.
Bom. of the Rose, 1. 728L

papelardiet, n. [MB., < OF. (and F.) pape-
lardie, hypocrisy, < papelard, a hypocrite : see

papelard,] Hypocrisy.

paper

I . . . have wel lever . . .

Wrie me in my foxerie.

Under a cope ot papelardie.
Rom. of the Bote, i. 6796,

papelinet (pap'e-linj, n. [P. : see poplin.] A
rich material made in the seventeenth century

of silk, and sometimes at least with gold or sil-

ver thread. The manufacture of papeline is said tohave
been brought from France to Ireland in the eighteenth

century, and to have led to the manufacture of poplin.

papelonn6 (pap-e-lo-na'), a. [P., < papillon^ a
butterfly: see pavilion.] In her., covered with

an imbricated pattern: said of the field or a
bearing.

papelotet, n. [ME. ; appar. connected with OP.
papin, -pap: seepap^.] A porridge.

In mylk and in mele to make with papelotes.

To a-glotye with here gurles that greden after fode.
Piers Plovrman (C), x. 75.

paper (pa'pfer), n. and a. [< MB. paper, papir,

paupire = D. papier = MLG. pappvr, papir =
late MHG. G. papier = Icel.pamw= Sw. pap-
per = Dan. papir, < OF. papier^, papier = Sp.

Pg. papel, < L. papyrus, aXsopapyrwm (ML. also

papirus), paper made of papyrus, also a gar-

ment made from papyrus, prop, the plant par

pyrus, < Gr. niirvpog (irajrvpog, sometimes vawu-

pog), the plant papyrus, a kind of rush (see

papyrus), also anything made of it, as linen,

cord, etc. The Gr. word for 'paper' was
xaprvg, L. charta: see chart, charter, card?-.] I.

». 1. A material consisting of a compacted
web or felting of vegetable fibers, commonly
in the form of a thin, flexible sheet: used in

writing, for printing, and for various other pur-
poses. The fibers most used for writing-papers are
those of linen and cotton rags, and for printing-papers

those of straw, wood, paper-cuttings or paper-waste, and
selected grasses. These fibers are prepared by grinding,

bleaching, beating, and boiling until they are reduced
to a fiuid pulp, in which state they readfly mat or felt

together when freed from the water in which they are

suspended. More than 400 varieties of fibers usable for

this purpose are known ; all have curling filaments that

readily interlace with one another. Paper was formerly
made wholly by hand, pulp from the vat being dipped
up in a mold, from which the water drains away, leaving
a felted sheet, which is then pressed and dried. Some fine

grades of writing-, printing-, and drawing-papers are still

made in this way, but the larger part of the paper, for what-
ever purpose used, is now made by machinery. For some
purposes, as newspaper-printing, the sheet is made in

continuous webs of very great length, and is printed from
the uncut roU. Paper is made in a great variety of quaU-
ties, ranging from heavy drawing-board to the lightest tis-

sue-paper, and in every color and shade. It is cut for the
trade by accurate machines in a number of sizes, the sheets
varying somewhat according to fashion or special require-
ments. (See listof sizes given below.) Paper is also mold-
ed from the pulp into cartridge-cases, embossed sheets for

wall-decoration, pails, boxes, and other vessels, boats, bar-

rels, car-wheels, domes for observatories, bricks, building
materials, eto., in all of which lightness is combined with
strength. From the sheet it is transformedby various pro-
cesses and operations into roofing material, carpets, bags,

eto. The principal varieties of ordinary paper are—writ^

ing- and printing-papers, coarse papers for wrapping and
other purposes, and blotting- and filtering-papers ; while
some useful kinds are the result of manipiilationB subse-
quent to the paper-maker's work, as lithographic paper,
tracing-paper, etc. The ordinary counts of paper are the
quire of twenty-four sheets, the ream of twenty quires (of

which two are inferior to the other eighteen), and the bun-
dle of two reams.

2. Apiece, leaf, or sheet of this material.

lis as impossible to draw regular characters on a trem-

bling mind as on a shaking paper. Locke.

I would see 'em all hang'd before I would e'er more set

pen to papyr. ViUiers, Rehearsal, L

3. Any written or printed document or instru-

ment, as a note, receipt, bill, invoice, bond,
memorial, deed, etc.; specifically, in the plural,

letters, notes, memoranda, etc.: as, the private
papers of Washington.

loyous and glad be,
Kow full merily demene you amonge.
For of his paupires strike onto plain be ye

!

Here hym haue I slain and put to dethe stronge.

Rom. ofPartenay (E. E. T. S.\ h 4736.

They brought a /Hiper to me to be signed.
Dryden, Spanish Friar, iiL 3.

Having yesterday morning received a paper of Latin
verses . . . composed by a youth under age, I read them
with much delight, as an instance of his improvement.

SteOe, TaUer, No. 207.

4. A printed sheet of news; a newspaper; a
journal.

To you all readers tiim, and they can look
Pleased in a paper, who abhor a book.

Crabbe, The Newspaper.

The way to prevent these irregular interpositions of the
people is to give them full information of their affairs

through the channel of the public papers, and to contrive
that those papers should penetrate the whole mass of the
people. Jefferson, Correspondence, n. 86.

5. An essay or article; a dissertation on a
special topic.



paper
There was one [subject] he dung to much, and thought

of freqaently as m a special degree available for a series
of paper* In his periodical. Fonter, Dickens, IvL

6. Negotiable evidences of indebtedness, such
as promissory notes, bills of exchange, etc.:
used collectively: as, commercial jjoper; nego-
tiable paper.

Certain it is that a State^ as long as it cannot be made
by law to pay its debt^ should have no privil^e of issu-
ing paper of any kind. N. A. Rev., CXiXIX. 574.

7. The written or printed questions, collec-
tively, set for an examination.— 8. Hangings
of paper, printed, stamped, or plain ; paper for
covering the waUs of interiors. See paper-
hangings and icaU-paper,—9. Free passes of
admission to a place of entertainment; also, the
persons admitted by such passes : as, the house
was filled withjjoper. [Slang.]—Accommodation
paper.* See aecommod(Uum biU^ under aeeommodation,
—Albuminized paper, albumin, wiper, paper coated
with albumin, practic^ly always in ue form m white of

^g, as a Tehicle for silver jnints in ordinary photographic
processes. Prints upon it have a glosay surface.—Ar-
rowroot paper, in photoq., a so-oUled plain or non-
glossy paper for positive prints, coated with a weak solu-
tion in water of arrowroot, with sodium chlorid and a
trace of citric acid. It gives good efifects for large por-
traits and landscapes.—Bank-note paper. See Imnk-
noU.—Blue-process paper. Same as wue-.paper.—Bris-
tol paper, a stout paper of very even texture and smooth
surface^ used for drawing : named from the place of its ori-
ginal manufacture. Also called Bristoi-iHMrd,—Brown
paper, a general name for wrapping-papor of a brown
colorand ofall qualities and materials.—Business paper,
commercial pai>er, such as notes, bills of exchange, etc

—

Calendered paper, paper made smooUi by the pressure
of calendering-roUers.—CarboUo-add or caroolized
paper. SeecarboUe,—Carbon paper. Seeeorbon-jxiper.— Chinese paper, (a) Same as rice-paper, (b) A very
thin, soft paper, of a faint yellowish or brownish tznt^ pre-
pared from the bark of the bamboo. It is much used for
fine impressions from wood-engravings, and occasionally
for proofs from steel-plate ei^ravings, etc.—Cobb paper,
in bookbinding, a mottled paper in which brown is the
leading Ijnt : largely used by English bind^s for the lin-
ings or end papers of books in h^-caLf bindings.—Cold-
pressed pai^, paper that has been pressed only on ihe
felta, leaving it of a rough surface—Commercial paper.
See eommerciaL—Commodity of brown pi^tert. See
eommocUty.— Cotton pap^*, paper prepared from cotton-
fiber.

Cottonpaper (charta bombycina), a form of pap^ said to
have been known to the Chinese at a remote period, and
to have passed into use among tJie Arabs early in tlie 8th
century. It was imported into Constantinople, and was
used for Greek MSS. in the 13th century. In Italy and
the West it nevo- made much w^.

Bncye. BriL, XVHL 144.

Cram-paper. Seeeram.—Cream-Iald paper, a smooth
paper of ivory or cream-like color, much used for note-
paper and envelojps.—Cross-rule paper, pi4>er ruled off

in aqoares to fainlitate ttie drawing on it of d^agns for
weaving, worsted-work, etc, or to aid -in making any draw-
ing in the proper proportions, or in drawing a plsji, etc,
to scale.—CrintEtaDlne paper, paper thinly coated by
means of a brush with a concentrated solution of salt with
dextrine, or with certain more complicated prqiarations.

—Cylinder l^per, paper in which the flb^ are drawn
in one direction and are not fully interlaced.—Distinc-
tive paper, a kind of protective paper; a silk-threaded
fiber paper of high quality, such as that used by the United
States government for the printing of note^ certificates,

bonds, and other obligations, etc.—Enameled p^>er, a
surfaced pai»er that has been highly iwlished.—^rro-
pruBSiate pap^, paper that has been rendered sensitive

to the action of light by floafsng it on or coating it with a
solution in wi^er of red prussiate of potash and peiond of
iron. Wben exposed to light under a photographic n^a-
tive, a drawing^ etc., those parts of the sheet to which tiie

light has access tiirough t^e transparent part of the n^ra-
tive or drawing are more or less affected according to the
lengtli of the eiposure and the variation in transparency of
the originals. When the printing has proceeded as far as
is desired, the sheet is wj^ed in clear water, and those
parts which have been protected from the light become
white, while the -parta which the light has affected assume
a more or less deep tint of blue, which is permanentwhen
the sheet is dried. Also called blue~paper.—Flber-£&ced
paper, a kind of paper used for bank-notes, checks, etc,
in which shreds and scraps of silk or other fiber are mixed
with the pulp of the pai»er to afford a protection against
forgery. Compare dis^nOive paper.—Filter paper or
fijterlllg-paper. See filter-paper and j3tering.—Flat
paper, paper unfolded and ready for use in printing.

—

Fossil paper. See foggQ and asbestos.— Fonrdrinier
paper, paper made in the Fonrdrinier machine, in
which at one end t^e fluid pulp flows in on felts, and at
the oQiesc end the paper is delivered dry in the form of an
endless roU.—Ckiine's p{U;>er. Same as partJtmeta paper.

—Gunpowder paper. See gxmpowder.—Hand-made
pap^. S^ def. 1.—Hard plate-paper, sized paper hav-
ing a hard surface which does not readily take ink or color.
— Hei^t to paper, in type-fotmding, the extreme length
of a typefrom its face to its foot. In Great Britain and the
United States the standard height is eleven twelfths of an
inch. FrenchandGerman typesarehigher.—Hot-pressed
paper, paper polished by i^essare between heated plates.

—Dnp^fect paper, sheets of inferior quality, usually the
two outside quires of a ream, which are wrinkled, torn, or

specked.—India paper. See /nduk—Ingres paper.
[F. papier Ingres; named from the noted painter J. A. D.

Ingres (died 1867). ] A laid paper, showing water-mark,

of somewhat rongjh sur&ce, and tinted gray, drab, or fh<&

like, especially prepared for drawing with crayons.— In
papert, in old Sng. lout, not yet enrolled on parchment
or recorded in a final judgment.— Xild^oent paper, pa-

per washed with a solution of nutgalls, iron, and indigo
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sulphates, sal ammoniac, and gum arable in water, and
exposed to the fumes of ammonia.—Japanese paper,
pai>er made from the bark of the paper-mnlbeny {Brousao-
netiapapipifera\ soft, silky, transparent, and with a satin-
like suriacc There are various qualities, of which tjie

white is the best and thickest. It is used for expeDslre
printing, proofs of plate-engravings, etc.— Laid paper.
See2a»d.—Legal-t^der pap^r, paper money declared
by law to be a l^al tender.—^Idnen paper, paper made
from linen or flax-fiber : "Knenpaper was first made in the

^ 14th century" {Encyc. Brit., X\TII. 218).—IdtboeraphiC
paper. 9»eelithographic— Utmns-paper. Seetumus.

—

Iiwt-dried paper, paper in which the sizing is dried by
alzn(»phericevaporation.—LowtOpai>er,inj7rinCCn^. See
{oi02.—Luminous paper,paper of which the pulp is com-
poundedwith gelatin andaphosphorescent powder.—Ha-
chine-Sized paper, paper made by dipping liie web in a
bath of dissolved rosin and alum.— Mfffllllft paper; paper
made from manila-flber. It is usually of doll-buff color,
and is of marked toughness.— Karbled paper, paper
stained with colors in conventibna] imitation of variegated
marbles. It is used chiefly for the linings and covers of
books. See nuiFUtnj^.- Metallic paper. Seem^aCic—
H paper, paper which has only trivial imperiections.

—

HulberTy paper, a kind of paper prepared in China from
the Inner Dark of the paper-mult>en7.—Negotiable pa-
per. See negotiable.— Nepal paper, a strong unsized pa-
per, made in Nepal from the pulverizedbark of the Daphne
cannabiiia.—News paper, a low grade of white printing-
paper.—N paper, paper of the second sorting,and inferior
toM paper.— Oiled paper. See oil.— On paper, in writ-
ing; setdown **inbl^k and white"—Pai>er-l>umisblng
machine, a machine for putting a polish on paper, by
means of a bumishing-stone, by heavy glazed rolls, or
by any ot^er method.— Paper-dipping machine, a
machine for trimming the edges ofbooks or of paper in
pOes, usually a guillotine-knife driven by a considerable
power, and connected with a gage.—Paper-colOtlng
machine, a set of color-rollers, automatically supplira
with pigment, which give a coat of color to sheets of paper
fed between them by means of feed-rollers.- Paper-glaz-
ing roller, a rollerglazing- orbumishing-machine for pro-
ducing a glossy Bui^use on paper.—Pap^'-molding ma-
chine, a machine for molding paper-pulp to any required
form.— Paper process of stereotyping, a process of
making plates for newspaper-printing. A mold of the
type form is made by beating vrfOi a brush prepared paper-
piUp on the face of the type : this mold, when dry, is filled
with type-metaL WorJaJwp Beeeipts, 4th ser.. Stereotyp-
ing.—Parchment pai>^, an imitation ofparchment, pre-
pared from ordinary unsi^d paper by immersing it for a
few seconds in a solution of two parts of sulphuric acid or
oil ofvitriol in one part of water, at a temperature of 60° F. ,

then washing it in cold water, and removing any remain-
ing traces of the acid by dipping it in a we& solution of
ammonia. It resembles parchment in appearance, and is

tough, translucenl^ glossy, and almost impermeable to wa-
ter. Also called papyrine and Groine's paper.—Photo-
graphic paper, any paper used for the purposes of pho-
tography; especially, the paper, whether albuminized,
salted, variouisly sensitized, coated witli emulsion, etc.,

used for makingpositive printsfrom n^atives.— Pitched
paper. Same as tarred paper.—Pizsj^eUi pia>er, a
sensitized platinum jHiperprepared commercial^ forpho-
tographic use. It gives a mat surface and clear gray
tones, which are pleasing for many subjects.—Plain pa-
per, (a) Paper that is unruled. (&) In iiAoti^., any paper
that has not a glossy surface, such as that of albuminized
paper.—Plate-paper, the highest ^^e of book-a)aper.

—Pol^^ajdlic papCKT, a paper q>ecially prepared to re-

ceive writing or printing in an anOine ink, and to trans-
fer this readUly, under pressure, to another similar sheet
dampened. 'Hie second sheet is then used as a mataix
from which a number of impressions of the original writ-
ing can be stmck off in a press.—Post paper, a style of
paper which came into use toward the end of the seven-
teenth century, especially for letter-writing.

Postpaper seems to have derived its name from tlie post-
horn which at one time was its diRtingniabing mark.

I7», Diet, m. 494.

Printing-paper, a quality of paper made for printing;

usually of softer stock and surface than writinig-paper,

and not so hard-sized. The lowest grade Is rtews, the
highest is plate.—Bag paper, paper made from the pulp
of rags.

The first mention of rag paper occurs in the tract of
Peter, abbot of CSuny(1122 - 50 A.I>.X adversus Jndseos, cap.

5^ where, among the various kinds of books, he refers to

suc^ as are written on material made "exrasuris veterum
pannomm.'* At this early period woollen clotb is proba-
bly intended- Ejicyc. BriL^ XVHL 2ia

Roofing-psu>er, a coarse, stout paper variously prepared,
used to cover roofs. It is usually securely and smootlily
naUed down, and then thickly coated with tar or paint.

—

Ruled paper, writing-paper ruled mechanically with
lines, for (x>nvenience in writing, keeping accounts, etc
—Safety-pape^, a paper which has been so prepared
chemicaUy,or socoated witji achemicalpigment, tliatwrit-

ing on it in ink cannot be effaced or cannot be erased
without leaving indelible marks on the paper. Such pa-
per is often used for bank-checks, etc., to guard against
fraud.—Sensitized paper, paper that has been chemi-
cally treated so that the color of its surfacem^ be altered

by the action of ligh^ used in the various processes of

phott^raphic printing. The name is most commonly
given to paper that has been floated on a bath of nitrate

of silver, or coated with an emulsion of sflver nitrate or
chlorid; but it is equally applicable to ferropmssiate
or blue papers^ to bromide papers, to the sensitized pig-

ment-papers used in the carbon process, to platinum pa-
pers, or to any others of like character.-Silk paper.
Same as tissue-paper.SllyeT paper. Same as tissue-

paper.—^zed paper, paper which has received a thin
surface of glutinous matter to give it greater sfrengfdi

and proper writlng-suriace.—Sizes of paper, certain

stdmdard dimensions of paper, the sheets being commer-
cially cut to those sizes. Pitting-, writing-, and draw-
ing papers of the same names are of different sizes in

Great Britain and the United States. The sizes most
used have names and measurements, in inches, as speci-

fied in the following table, but names the same as here



paper
I now turn to the other class of critics— thosewho speak

without thinking. Their irrepressible contention is only
too familiar to my ears : "It is npaper frontier— a frontier
merely marked by pillars stuck in the sand."

Nineteenth Century, XXII. 480.

The damage done by speculation consists in lowering the
price of the whole amount of actual wheat by this enor-
mous inflation of paper wheat.

Sei. Amer., N. S., LVIII. 53.

Paperbaxon,paper lord, apersonwho holds a titlewhich
is not heredita^, or holds a title by courtesy, as a life-peer,
judge, etc.— Paper blockade,boat, carpet, car-wueeL
See the nouns.— Paper book, in Jaw, a book or pamphlet
containing a copy of the record in a l^id proceeding, pre.
pared for examination by an appellate court : so called
from being on paper instead of parchment, or in paper
covers.—Paper Cigar, a small cigar covered with paper;
a cigarette. Diekeru, Bleak House.—Paper clotb, cur-
rency, floor-clotb, money, shell, etc. See the nouns.—
Paper negative, in photog., a negative made on prepared
paper. In making such negatives, the dry gelatinobro-
mide emulsions are especial^ used, and the operations of
development, etc., are performed in the same way as for
a negative on glass. The finished negative is rendered
translucent, a usual method being to oU it with castor-oil,
removing the superfluous oil by pressing with a hot iron

;

it can then be printed from in the same manner as a glass
plate. It is important that the paper used shall be homo-
geneous and free from grain. Such negatives are conve-
nient from their lightness and unbreakableness,

paper (pa'p6r), i;. t. [i paper, n.^ 1. To line

or cover with paper, or apply paper to in any
way; also, to cover with paper-hangings.

In a small chamber was my office done.
Where blinks tiaoviehpaper'd panes the setting sun.

Crabbe, Works, I. 60.

The drawing-room at Todgers's was out of the common
style : ... it was floor-clothed all over, and the ceiling,

including a greatbeam in the middle, was papered.
Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, is.

2. To fold or inclose in paper.—3. In book-
binding, to paste the end-papers and fly-leaves

at the beginning and end of (a volume), before
fitting it in its covers.— 4. To treat in any way
by means of paper

;
perform any operation on,

such as some kinds of polishing, in which paper
enters as a material or medium ; sandpaper, or
smooth by means of sandpaper.— 5. To fill, as
a theater or other place of amusement, with an
audience mostly admitted by paper—that is,

by free passes; fill with non-paying specta-
tors : as, the house was papered nightly during
his engagement. [Slang.]—6t. To register;

note or set down on paper.
paper-bark (pa'p6r-bark), n. An Australian
tree, Melaleuca Leueadendron ; also, a tree of
any species of the allied genus Collistemon : aU
BO called because their bark peels off in layers.

paper-birch (pa'p6r-b6rch), n. See birch, 1, and
canoe-birch.

paper-case (pa'p&r-kas), n. A box for holding
writing-paper, and sometimes other materials
for writing.

paper-chase (pa'p6r-chas), n. The game of
hare and hounds, so called from the bits of

paper scattered as " scent" by the "hares" to
guide the pursuit of the "hounds."
paper-clamp (pa'per-klamp), n. 1. Aframefor
holding one or more newspapers, periodicals,

pieces of sheet music, or the like, together by
the backs, with the pages flat so that they may
be readily turned over and conveniently laid by
or hung up when not in use ; a newspaper-hold-
er or newspaper-file.

—

2. The apparatus which
finnly holds paper in a paper-cutter.

paper-clip (pa-per-klip), n. Same as letter-clip.

paper-cloth (pa'per-kl6th), n. A fabric par-
taking of the nature of paper and of cloth, pre-
pared by the natives of many Pacific islands

from the inner bark of the paper-mulberry, the
breadfruit, and other trees, by a process which
includes beating it, after soaking, to a partial

pulp, without wholly destroying the texture.

paper-coal (pa'pfer-kol), ». A name sometimes
given to a variety of coal, of Tertiary age, which
splits up into thin leaves.

paper-cutter (pa'p6r-kut"6r), M. 1. A machine
for cutting paper in piles or in sheets, or for

trimming the edges of books, pamphlets, etc.;

a paper-clipping machine. See out in next
column.— 2. A flat thin blade of ivory, bone,
hard wood, tortoise-shell, vulcanized rubber,

or the like, used to cut open the leaves of books
and other folded papers, and also for folding

paper.—Gage paper-cutter, a paper-cutting machine
provided with apparatus that regulates with exactness

the space between different cuts.

paper-day (pa'per-da), n. In common-law
courts, one of certain days in each term ap-

pointed for hearing the causes specially entered

m the paper or roll of business for argument.
paper-enamel (pa'p6r-e-nam'''el), re. An enam-
ehng preparation for cards and fine note-pa-
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Paper-cutter,

a, frame; £, balance-wheel and regulator ; e, belt-pulley for drivine
the shaft; cf, table for the paper, with graduated lines; «, hand-wheel
whichcontrols the back paper-gaeeandregulatesthe distance between
different cuts ; f, cutting-knife, descending diagonally ; f, lever mov-
ing the knife ; n, shaft moving knife-lever and automatic clamp.

pers. It is prepared from paraffin and pure ka-
olin, and tinted to any shade desired.

paperer (pa'p6r-6r), n. One who applies paper
to anything ; one who covers (as a w£ul in paper-
hanging) with paper, wraps (as needles) in pa-
per, or inserts (as pins) in a paper.

The pins are then taken to the paperers, who are each
seated in front of the bench. Ure, Diet., III. 680.

paper-faced (pa'p6r-fast), a. Having a face as
white as paper.

Than paper-faced villain. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 4. 12.

paper-feeder (pa'p6r-fe"d6r), re. Acontrivance,
varying greatly in form and principle, for de-
livering paper from a pile in single sheets to a
printing-press, envelop-outter, or a similar ma-
chine. Such feeders may work by pneumatic force, by
a revolving brush, by frietlon-flngers, Dy a gummed claw,

etc.

paper-file (pa'p6r-fil), re. A device to hold let-

ters or other papers kept in order for reference.

paper-folder (pa'p6r-f61"d6r), re. 1. Sameasj?a-
per-cutter,2. [Eng.]— 2. S&niie a,B folding-ma-
chine.

paper-gage (pa'p6r-gaj), re. A gage or rule for

measuring the type-face of matter to be printed
and the width of the required margin.

paper-glosser (pa'p6r-glos"er), re. 1. A hot-
press for glossing paper or cards.— 2. A work-
man who gives a smooth surface to paper.

paper-hanger (pa'pSr-hang'Sr), re. One whose
employment is the hanging of wall-papers.

paper-hanging (pa'p6r-hang"ing), n. 1. The
operation of fixing wall-papers or paper-hang-
ings to walls.— 2. pi. Paper, either plain or
variously ornamented, used for covering and
adorning the walls of rooms, etc. : so called be-
cause they form a substitute for the earlier

hangings of cloth or tapestry. Paper-hangings
were not introduced into Europe until the seventeenth
century ; their use in China and Japan for screens and par-
tial wall-coverings is of great antiquity.

Dolls, blue-books, paper-Mnginge [are] lineally descend-
ed from the rude sculpture-paintings in which the Egyp-
tians represented the triumphs and worship of their god-
kings. H. Spencer, Universal Progress, p. 22,

paper-holder (pa'pfer-h61"d6r), ». 1. A box or
receptacle for holding paper, as writing-paper,
etc.— 2. A paper-clamp or -clip.

paper-hornet (pa,'per-h6r"net), re. Any hornet
or other wasp which builds a papery nest.

The position of the pamer-horaet^ nests ... [is] vari-

ously asserted to be indicative of a "hard" or "open"
winter, as they chance to be placed in the upper or lower
branches of a tree. Pop. Sd. Mo., XXVIII. 642.

paper-knife (pa'p6r-nif), n. Same as paper-
cutter, 2.

paper-machine (pa'pfer-ma-shen"), n, A ma-
chine for making paper.

paper-maker (pa'per-ma"k6r), re. One who
manufactures paper or who works at paper-
making Paper-makers' felt. See felti.

paper-making (pa'p6r-ma"king) , re. The art or
process of manufacturingpaper.—Paper-making
machine. Sameaapaper-rruwhine.

paper-marbler (pa'p6r-mar"bl6r), re. Amarker
of marbled paper; a workman engaged in pa-
per-marbling.
paper-mill (pa'pfer-nul), re. A mill in which pa-
per is manufactured.
paper-mulberry (pa'p6r-mul''ber-i), re. See
Broussonetia.

paper-muslin (pa'p6r-muz"lin), n. A glazed
muslin used for dress-linings and the like.

paper-nautilus (pa'per-na*ti-lus), re. The pa-
per-sailor or argonaut. See argonaut, Argonau-
tidm, and nautilvis.

papeterie

paper-office (pa'p6r.of*is), re. In England: (o>

An ancient office in the palace of Whitehall,

London, wherein state papers are kept. (6) An
office in the Court of Queen's Bench where the
records belonging to that court are deposited.

Wharton.
paper-pulp (pa'p6r-pulp), re. The fine pulp pre-

pared for making paper from any of the various
materials used for this purpose. See paper, 1.

paper-punch (pa'p6r-^moH), re. An implement
for piercing or making holes in paper for pur-
poses of cancellation, for passing a cord through
it to facilitate filing on a rod or hook, or for

any other purpose.
paper-reea (pa'p6r-red), re. The papyrus.

This kinde of reede, which I have engllshed Paper reede,

... is the same . . . that paper was made of in Egypt.
Berwrde, Herball (ed. 1697), p. 87.

The j)aperr«eif8by the brooks . . . shall wither.
Isa. xix. 7.

paper-ruler (pa'p6r-r6'16r), re. One who or an
instrumMit or machine which traces straight

lines on paper for any purpose.

paper-rush (pa'p6r-rush), re. The papyrus.

paper-sailor (pa'p6r-sa"igr), re. The paper-
nautilus or argonaut.

paper-shell (pa'p6r-shel), re. A soft-shelled

crab. A few hours after shedding, when the shell has
hardened so that on denting with the finger It springs
backwith aslight noise, thepaper-shellbecomes acracJrter.

paper-size (pa'p6r-siz), re. A size for paper.

See si«e2.

paper-spar (pa'pfer-spar), re. A form of crys-

tallized calcite occurring in very thin plates.

paper-splitting (pa'p6r-split"ing), n. The oper-
ation of separating the two faces of a sheet of
paper, so as to form two sheets from one. it is

done by firmly cementing a piece of muslin to each face,

and when it is dry pulling the pieces apart. A layer of
the paper adheres to each piece of cloth, from which it is

disengaged by dampening.

paper-stainer (pa'p6r-sta"n6r), re. A maker of
paper-hangings.
paper-stock (pa'p6r-stok), re. Material, such as
rags, etc., from which paper is made.
paper-tester (pa'p6r-te9"t6r), re. A machine
for testing the tensile strength of paper, it
consists essentially of two holders sliding in a frajne, the
paper being clamped between them and stretched by
drawing forward one of the holders by means of a screw.

The strain transmitted by the paper strip to the second
holder lifts a weighted lever, the movement of which is

shown by a pointer on a scale which indicates the break-
ing strain.

paper-tree (pa'p6r-tre), re. 1. The paper-mul-
berry.— 2. The Nepal paper-shrub. Daphne
eannabina, of the Himalayan region.— 3. An-
other shrub, Edgeworthia Gardneri, of India,

China, etc., whose bark prepared like hemp
forms a superior paper-material.—4. A tree,

Streblus (Trophis) asper, called paper-tree of
Siam, though common in the East Indies.

paper-wasMn^ (pa'p6r-wpsh"ing), re. hx pho-
tog., water which has been used to wash prints,

especially the first changes of water in which
silver prints have been washed before toning.
Such water takes from the paper a certain amount of sil-

ver, which it is profitable to recover if the water is in con-
siderable quantity.

paper-weight (pa'p6r-wat), re. A small heavy
object used to lay on loose papers to keep them
from being scattered; especially, one made for
the purpose and somewhat decorative, as a slab
of marble, a plate of glass, or the like, with or
without a bronze or other figure to serve as a
handle, or a mass of glass decorated with vari-
ous objects inclosed in it, and the like.

A paper-weigJit form'd of a bronze lizard writhing.
F. Locker, Beggars.

papery (pa'p&r-i), a. [< paper + -^i.] Like
paper; having the thinness and consistency of
paper; having the appearance or texture of
paper.

His kitling eyes begin to runne
Quite through the table, where he spies
The homes otpaperie butterflies.

Herrick, Oberon's Feast.

papescent (pa-pes'ent), a. [Irreg. < pap^ +
-escent.'] Containing pap; having the qualities
of pap.
Some of the cooling, lactescent, papescent plants, as.

cichory, lettuce, dandelion, ... are found effectual in
hot countries. Arbuthiwt, Aliments, vii. § 30.

papeSBt (pa'pes),<»i. [< OF. (and F.) papesse, <
pape, pope, + fern, suffix -esse : see pope^ and
-ess.'] A female pope.
Was the history of that their monstrous papeaa [Pope

Joan] of our making?
Bp. Hail, Honoor of Married Clergy, ii. 9.

papeterie (pap-e-tre'), re. [F., < papetier, one
who makes or sells paper, (.papier, paper: see
paper.] A case or box, usually somewhat or-



papeterie

namental, contaming paper and other mate-
rials for wpiting.
papeyt, ti. [Also j>aj>pey,- appar. <j)apei.] 1.
A hoose where papes or priests resided.

Then oome joa to the papen, a proper house, wherein
some time was kept a fnUemitle, or hrotherhood oi S.

Charitie, and S. Jobn Enngellst, called the papey [f]or

poore impotent Priests (for in some language Priests are
called Papes). Stowe, London (ed. 1633X p. 1S&

2. A fraternity of priests in Aldgate ward, Lon-
don, suppressed by Edward TL HaUiwett.
Paphia (pa'fi-a), ». [NL., fem. of L. Paphius,
Paphian: seePopAioii.] The typical genus of
Paphiidse.

Pa^hian (pa'fi-an), a. and n. [< L. Paphius, <

Gr. Ua^uK, Papfiian, < Gr. Uadoc, L. Paphos, Pa-
phtis, a town in Cyprus celebrated for itstemple
of Aphrodite.] La. 1. Of or pertaining to
Paphos, a city of Cyprus sacred to Aphrodite
(Ventis), and containing one of her most cele-

brated temples.

For even the Ptigahian Yenns seems
A goddess o'er ^e realms of love.
When EHver^sbTlned in shadowf grore.

D. 6. Jtoaetti, Jenny.

Henoe—2. PertainingtoAphrodite orherrites.—3. [I. cj la conch., of or pertaining to the
PtmhUda.
U. n. 1. An inhabitant of Paphos; aCypriot

or CymiaiR.—2. A prostitute. Brewer.—3.

[{. e.} In. conch., any member of the Paphiidse.

Paphudse (pa-&'i-de), fi. pi. [NL., < Paphia
+ -•<?«.] A faunily of siphonate bivalves, typi-

fied by the genus Paphia. They have Uie siphons
disianct and diTergent, the shell snotrigonal, wlu the
ligament lodged in an internal cardinal pit, the cardinal
teeth simple, compressed, and the lateral teeth rudimeD-
tary. The principal genera are Pc^hia and ErviUia.
Hcet of these shells are found in tropical seas.

Paioan code._ See code.

papier (pap-ia'), n. [F. : seepaper.] Paper.

—

Farter balle, ajiaper of a yellowish or lose color nsed by
drutsmen and by architects for their working drawings.
Sometimes incorrectly written p(^ier BuU.—Papier
glac& Same as ice-paper.—Papier Joseph, fine silk pa-
per, or tissue-paper.—Fapi^m&Ch& Seepc^ier-miate.
—Papier pelure, avery thin butsmooth, firm, and elastic

semi-transparent paper, nsed for covering candy-boses,
jdly-pots, etc, and for writing-paper when it is desirable
to have it light for correspondence.—Papier verg^ a
paper which, when viewed by transmitted light, appears
closely marked with parallel lines of greater transparency
than the intervening spaces.

papier-inach6 (pap-ia'ma-sha'), h. [F. papier
mdche, macerated paper: papier, < L. papyrus,
paper (see jioper); vtdchS, pp. of mdeher, dLew,
macerate, < L. inosiicare, rfiew: see masHcate.^
A material composed principally of paper (to

which other substances may be addedto impart
S|fecial qualities), usually prepared by pulping
a mEkss of paper to a doughy consistence, which
can be molded into any desired form. Ornaments
for panels and ceilings^ pictnie-frames, and the like^ ana-

tomical modeler jars, boxes, and even boats and car-wheels,

are made from it A finer sort ismadehy pasting together
wholesheetsofpwvofaparticnlarkind; m thiswaytrays
and dishes are made, a mold r^:ulating the exact curve of

the rim, etc., athin tray often consisting of forty or fifty

thicknesses ofpaper.—Ceramicpapier-m&ch£^ papier-

m&ch6 prepared by a special formula requiring the incor-

poration with the paper-pulp of resin, glue, potash, diy-

ing-oh, andother ingredients. When tmeadet^ it acquires

the consistency of plastic wax or clay, and maybe c^ored
as desired, and molded into anyshape. When dried ithas
many of the properties of wood—is hard, strong, and ad-

mits of being cu^ carved, or polished.

papilette (pai)-i-let'), « [OF., also papilete,

pampUette,papmote,papiaotte, a spangle, lit. a
butterfly: see jMipiSote.] Same as jpotSette.

Papilio (pa-pil'i-6), n. [NL. (LinnsBtis), < L.
papilio{f^-% a butterfly; whence nit. 'E.pamHon,

q. v.] If. [J. c] A general name of all lepi-

dopters before the introduction of the binomial
nomenclature in zoology.— 2. A notable genus
of butterflies: a name variously used, (o) By
linnsus (17S8X for all butterflies then Imown : equiv^ent
to BJmpiUoctTa. (fr) Sy Fabricius (1793), for butterflies of

Fapilionaceous Flower
of PMjiseoius Trttl^aris.

with one of the wings te-
moved. J. standaza; s*,

wiDg; Jk. keel.

Fliilesor Swallowtail fJ'apHio^hUtnoi'i, half natural sue.

the families iTympAoJute and PopiZumute; (e)BySchrank
(ISOUfortheJtrj/nipAaluiealone. (d)£ylAtzeille (1806), for

the PopOunncle alone. Westwood (ISiO) gives the Euro-
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pean swallowtail, P. tnncAooii, as the type species of the
genus ; Scudder (187S) decides that P. wi^xopa is the type.
By most entomologists the name is now restricted to
swallow-tailed butterflies having ample wings, triangu-
lar fore wings,
hind wings con-
cave next to the
body and usually
extended behind
into a tan before
the anal angl^ and
outer margin of
hind wings den-
tate,withtheteeth
quite prominent poU-grown Larva, half natoral siM, of PhUe-
nearthetaiL The nor Swallowtail (i>a>t/i#/Ai/aor).
gennsthusdefiued
isof world-wide distribution, with about 350 species. The
common yellow and black butterfly of ^orth America, P.
tumus, is agood example. Another is thecommon swal-
low-tailed butterfly of Europe, P. vnaehatm, with long an-
tennse, very short palpi, and the hind wings tailed. This
species expands about three and one half inches isyellow
and black, with a red spot at the anal angle. Some of the
papilios are giants, as P. oniunaeAu; of Africa, expanding
aboDt eight inches. See Bcpala, % and also cutunderPo-
pnHomdx.
3. [/. c] Some or any butterfly; especially, a
member of the genus Papilio.

PapUionaces (^pU'i-o-na'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Linnffius, 1792),"fem. ^otpapniimnaoeus: see
jMipilionaceous.] A suborder of leguminous
plants, characterized by united sepals, and,pa-
pUionaceous petels imbricatedwil^ the highest
(or standard) exterior. It includes 11 tnbes,
26 subtribes, and 319 genera^
papilionaceous (pa-pU'i-o-na'shius), a. [=P.
papUionace = Sp. papiUohdceo= 'Pg.papUiona-

ceo = It. papilionaoeo, papi-
glionoeeo, < NL. papiSona-
ceus, < L. papilio^iC), but-
terfly: see PoptKo.] 1. Re-
sembling the butterfly.— 2.
In 6ot., having the corolla

shaped like a butterfly, such
as that of the pea. a papilio-
naceoos flower consists of a large
npper petal, called the standard or
vexillum, two lateral petals called
alse or wing^ and two intermediate
petals forming a carina or keeL
See also cut under eanOa.

Papilionidae (pa-pil-i-on'i-de), n. pi. [NL.
(Leach, 1819), < Papaio{n-\ + -idsB.^ A fam-
ily of butterflies,

typified by the
genus Papilio,

usually consider-
ed the highest of
the diurnal Lepi-
doptera, or Bho-
palocera. They
have broad vrings
erect in repose^ the
hind wiugs concave
along the abdominal
border, slender an-
tennse with the knob
sizaight or scarcely
curved, slender body,
and six functional
legs ofwhich the flrst „ ,. _^^., _ .. . ,„ ...

pair is of normal size
Ctojsahs of PM^OTamerfly (Paftlw

and directed forward. . , . . , r , . -„aui«uu«.iA»^u& «i«.
^^ dorsal view; *, lateral view, lUns-

Thelarvs are smooth tjatinp characteristic mode ofhasging by
or only moderately a girdle.

pilose never spinose,
thicker in fronts tapering behind, with two retractile ten-

tacles on the s^ment behind the head. The chrysalids

are naked, angular, fastened to a button of silk, and hung
by a silken loop a little above the middle of the body.
The family is divided into 2 subfamili^ PaptHordjUB and
Pierms, to which some add Pmmassiirue. [Other forms
of the word are PapUiones (Dalman, 1816); P<^iitumida
(Leach, 1S15); PiqaJumufaa (Latreille, 1802); and Papi-
Koitidi (Boisdaval, 1829).] See also cuts imder Pc^Oio.

Papilioninae (pa-pil'i-o-m'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

PapUio^n-) + -tnjB.] One of two or three sub-

&milies of PapUionidx, containing the genus
Papilio and its allies.

papilionine (pa-pil'i-o-nin), a. ResembUng or

relating to the'PopiltontiKB/ pertaining to true

papilios.

papilla (pa-pil'a), n.; pi. pap^s (-e). [= P.

papaie = Sp. papiJa = Pg. It. papiOa, < L. pa-
piUa, a nipple, teat, also a bud, a pimple, dim.

ofj>apM7a, a pustule : seeiwputo. Cl.pap^.'] 1.

A pap, teat, or nipple of a mammary gland;

amanmuUa. Henoe—2. Something like a pa-
pilla ; a papiUiform part or process, (o) In onot,
any manunillary process, generally of small size, soft tex-

ture, and sensitive, and subserving a tactile fonction : as,

the papiUa of the tongue ; the paoOls of the finger-tips.

(b) In entom., a small fleshy elevauon or process; specifl-

Cidly,one<^two softmalodorousorganswhichcan bethrust
out &om behind the penultimate abdominal segment in

certain rove-beetles, (c) In bet, a small protuberance;

a nipple-shaped projection.—Anal papUl^ in the Aphi-
diite or plan t-lice, sUght fleshyprotub^ances at the end of

the abdomen, found only in the male, and used as claspers.

— Angular paplllse, small ossicles or papillate nodules

papillitis

heme upon the tori aogulares of the mouth of some echi-
noderms, as among the brittle-stars. See paia, 2.— (Sr-
cumvaUate or calydform papills. See dratnuaOale.
—Conical or filiform papil&3, minute conical, tapering,
or cylindrical papills, densely set over the greater part at
the dorsum of the tongue^ and terminating usually in a
tuft of simple papillffi, whose homy epithelial covering
forms hair-like processes. Theaeprocesses give the tongue
its furred or velvety appearance. Also called papms
mininuB, See cut under tonjnu.—Ellgorgeclpaplll& See
engorge,—FOUate papllls, small folds of mucous mem-
brane on the sides of &e tongue, immediately in front oi
the anterior pillar of the palate.—Fungiform l>apUl8B,
papills intermediate in size and number between the cir-

cumvallate and the conical papillse, scattered overthe dor-
sum of the tongue, but more numerous along the sides and
at the tip. They are deep-red in color and of rounded form,
and are narrowed at their attachment like a mushroom,
whence the name. See cut under tongue.—Gustatory
paplllse, the papillse of taste— the circnmvallate, the fun-
giform, and the conical papilhe. See cut under tongue.—
Hair p^r*"". a conical or fungiform papilla projecting
from Uie bottom of the hair-foUicle into the nse of the
hair-bulb. See second cut under Aavl.—LaciTmal pa-
niUss, a slight elevation on the edge of each eyelid, near
uie inner end, pnnctured at its apex by the afterture of
the laciymal canaL—Hnshroom papUlSB, the fungiform
papnis of the tongue.—Optic papUIa. See optic, and
cut under ei/sl.—Papilla acusUca, the ridge formed by
the organ of Corti ; the papilla spiralis.— PaplllSB conicse.
Same as comcaJpopiZte.—Faplllie cutis. Sameasjnjitl.
laqftht «iuk.—PapUlS flIifOTmes. Same as conical pa-
pOCse.—Papills ftdiaUs. Sameas/oItotejxiFiaa.—Pa-
SUlsefOnglfonnes. Sameas./vri^onn^piZte.—PapU-
B TtiB-ritnaa Same as drewrmiaUaJtepapmse,—FapUlse

medis. Sameas.^n9v^armj>apilte.—Fapillssminmue.
Same as corneal papula.— Pa^illS of the Sidney, the
apices of the Malpighian pyramids : also called mammSlie.
See cut under kidney.—Fiapllls ofthe "W", numberless
small conical elevations, sometimes cleft into two or more
parts (compound papOlseX vascular, nervous, and highly
sensitive, which rise upon the free surface or p^iUaiy
layer of the corinm or true skin, beneath the epidermis^
and form collectively the mechanical device for the sense
of touch. They are few and small in many parts of the
body endowed with comparatively little sensibility, but in
some places, especially the palmar and plantar surfaces of
the bands and feet, and about the nipple of the breast^

they are very large and numerous and set in special curved
lines, thus throwing up the cuticle into the many little

ridges observable at the tips of the fingers, for example;
Seecutnndertiin.—PapiUsienales. Same as papilbs

(if Ike Udney.—Papills tactUS, the tactQe. papiUae ; the
papillK of the skin.—Papills vallatSB. Saineascui^tnn-
valiatepc^3lx.—Papilla mammffi, the mammilla or nip-
ple.—Papilla splralia, the organ of Corti : so called from
the appearance it presents to superficial inspection as it

winds spirally throughout the cochlea upon the basHar
membrane.—Tactile paplllse, the papiUte of the skin,

especially those containing tactile corpuscles ; in Vermes,
tactile protuberances, or organs of touch, less developed
than tactile sets.

papillar (pap'i-lar), a. [= P. papiUaire = ^.
papUar = Pg. papillar = It. papiHare; < NL.
papillaris, < L. papilla, nipple; see papiBa.'}

Like a papilla; in iot., same a.s papillate.

papillary Q)ap'i-la-ri), a. [< JTL. papillaris : see
papOlar.l 1. Likeapapilla; papilfiform; of or
pertaining to paplllse.—2. In entom., rounded
at the tip, smd often somewhat constricted near
the base: applied to thick processes.—3. Pro-
vided with ^pillse; papiUate; consisting of
papUlsa; papUlose: as, ttie papillary layer of
the skin; the papillary surface of the tongue.

—

Papillary glands, in JkL, a species of glands resembling
the papillsB of the tongue. They occur in many of the
LdbiatBe.—Papillary muscles. See cotionfue cameee,
under celumna.

papillate (pap'i-lat), a. [< NL. 'papHlatus,
coveiredwithpapiUse (Li.papillatus, ^apedUke
a bud), < L. papilla, nipple, bud, etc. : see pa-
jptKa.] 1. Formed into a papilla; papillary or
papiluform.— 2. . Studded with papiUse ; papu-
liferous; papillary; in 6ot, covered with papE-
Ite, or ending in a papQla. Also papiUated.

papillate (pap'i-&t), v.; pret. and pp. papil-
lated,-p^T.papillating. l<. papillate, a.'] I. i"n-

trans. To form or become a papilla.

n. trans. To cover with paptUse; place pa-
piQiB on.

Something covered by nnmeions small prominences, as
fhepapOtaied surface of an ordinary counterpane.

H. Spencer.

papillate-scabrons (pap'i-lat-ska'brus), a. In
hot., scabrous or rough from the presence of
papillae.

papilliferons Cpap-i-lif'e-ms), a. [< L. papiHa,
nipple, bud, -t- ferre ="E. 6eari.] 1. In hot.,

same as papiUate.— 2. In entom., bearing one
or more fleshy excrescences: sjiecifically ap-
plied to the abdomen when two soft fleshy
organs can be protruded frombehind thepenul-
timate segment, secreting a milky fluid, and
yielding a strong unpleasant odor, as in cer-
tain Staphylinidse.

papiUifoim (pa-pil'i-f6rm), a. [= F. papiOi-
forme. < L. papiHa, papilla, + forma, form.]
Having the form of a papiUa : shaped like or
resembling a papilla ; mammilliform.

papillitis (papn-i-li'tis), n. [NL., < L. papilla,
papilla, + -itis.'] Inflammation of the optie
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papilla. See choked disk (under disk), and opUc
neuritis (under neuritis).

papilloma (pap-i-lo'ma), n.; pi. papillomata
(-ma-ta). [NL., < L. papilla, papiUa, + -oma.'\

A tiimor, usually small, growing on some ex-
ternal or internal surface, composed of vascu-
lar connective tissue covered with epidermis
or epithelium, and formed by the hypertrophy
of a normal papilla or of a group of several,
or resembling a structure thus formed, it in-

cludes corns, warts, condylomata, mucous tubercles, and
some forms ol polypi and villous tumors.—Papilloma
neuropathicum. Same as neevus uniug latem (wbicb
see, under neemis).—Zjxaxrtic papilloma, trambcesia.

papillomatous (pap-i-lom'a-tus), a. [< NL.
papilloma(t-) + -ous."] Of the nature of or char-
acterized by papilloma.

Dr. Newman was tben led to remove a small fragment
of the growtb, which presented the microscopic appear-
ances (A & paptUtmuiUms adenoma.

Lancet, No. 3412, p. 123.

papillose (pap'i-los), a. [= F. papilleiix = Pg.
It. papulosa, < Nil. *papillosits, < L. papilla, a
nipple : see papilla.'] Pull of papillse

;
papu-

liferous
;
papular

;
pimply ; warty : used loosp-

lyof many studded or bossed surfaces scarcely
coming within the technical definition of papil-
late.

papillote (pap'i-lot), n. [F., < 0¥. papillot, a
little butterfly, dim. otpapillon,i L. papilio[n-),

butterfly: seePopiMo.J A curl-paper: so called
because appearing like a butterfly on the head.

1 wish you could see him making squibs of his papiUotei.
Wiapole, Letters, II. 132.

papillous (pap'i-lus), a. [< NL. "papillosits :

see papillose.'] Same as papillose. Arbuthnot,
Aliments, i.

papillula (pa-pil'u-la), n.
;
pi. papilluUe (-le).

[NL. : see papilluie.']' Saxae as papillule.

papilltllate (pa-pil'u-lat), a. [< NL. *papillula-

tus, < papillula, papillule: see papillule.] Be-
set with papillufe : finely papillose or papular:
specifically applied in entomology to a surface
having scattered rounded elevations or depres-
sions, each with a small central elevation.

papillule (pap'i-liil), n. [< NL. papillula, dim.
ofL.^op«&, a nipple: seepapilla.] Tjxentom.:

(a) A tubercle or verruca with a small but dis-

tinct central elevation: also applied to a small
depression, as a variole, when it has a central

raised part. (6) A minute papilla, or soft fleshy

elevation.

Fapin's digester. See digester.

papion (pap'i-on), n. [< F.papion= Sp. papion,
< NL. papio(n^), a baboon (cf . ML. papio(n-), a
kind of wild dog) : OF. babion, etc., a baboon:
see baboon.'] A baboon of the genus Cynocepha-
lus, as C. hamadryas (or habuin) ; a hamadryad;
especially, the dog-headed baboon, which was
revered and mummified by the Egyptians. See
out under baboon.

papish (pa'pish), a. and n. A corrupt or dia-

lectal form oi papist.

Mark my last words— an honest llTlng get;
Beware of papishes, and learn to knit.

Oay, The What d' ye Call it, ii. 4.

They were no better than Papishes who did not believe

in witchcraft. SmMett, Sir L. Greaves, vii.

papisher (pa'pish-Sr), n. {(.papis'h + -eri.] A
papist or Komanist. [Prov. Eng.]

All that I couldwin out of him was that they were "mur-
dering ^apisAe/'S." R. D. Blackmore, Loma Doone, iii.

papismt (pa'pizm), n. [< F. papisme = Sp. Pg.

It.papismo, < ML. *papismms, < LL. (ML.)jpapa,

pope : see pope\] The system of which the

Pope is the head; popery.

When I was gone, they set up the whole Papirni again,

to the contempt of the late King and Council of England,

without either statute or proclamation.

Bp. Bale, quoted in E. W. Dixon's Hist. Church of Eng., xxi.

Ye forsake the heavenly teaching of S. Paul for the hell-

ish Sophistry ofPopwm. Milton, Church-Government, ii. 2.

papist (pa'pist), n. and a. [< F.papiste = Sp.

Pg. It. papista, < ML. *papista, Cpapa, pope:
see^opei.] I. n. One who acknowledges the

supreme authority of the Pope or of the Church
of Borne; a Eoman Catholic ; a Komanist: usu-

ally a term of opprobrium.

Saw papista are to ns as those nations were unto Israel.

Hooker, Bccles. Polity, iv. 6.

On the throat of the Papid
He fastened his hand. WhitUer, St. John.

II, a. Of or pertaining to Eoman Catholics

or Roman Catholicism.

papistic (pa-pis'tik), a. [= F.papisUque = It.

papistieo; as papist + -»c.] Same as papisti-

cal.
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papistical (pa-pis 'ti-kal), a. l<papistic + -al.]

Of or pertaining to popery or the papal system;
of, pertaining to, or adherent to the Church of

Borne and its doctrines, ceremonies, traditions,

etc.; popish: commonly used opprobriously.

Others, forsooth, will haue a congregation,

But that must be after another fashion

Then our Church doth allow —no church at all

—

For that they say is too papisUcall.
Times'^ Whielle (E. E. T. S.), p. 14.

Whose [St. Sebastian's] picture ... I have often observed
erected over the Altars of msmj pa^nstiBall Churches.

Coryat, Crudities, 1. 129.

Even Henry the Fourth ofFrancewas not unfriendly to

this papUilic<& project of placing an Italian cardinal on the
English throne. I. D'leradi, Curios, of Lit., III. 271.

=Syn. See: papal.

papisticaUy (pa-pis'ti-kal-i), adv. In a papisti-

cal manner.
papistry (pa'pis-tri), n. [< papist + -ry.] The
system, doctrines, andceremonies of the Church
ofRome

;
popery: usuallya term of opprobrium.

papizedt (pa'pizd), a. [< pape'^ + -ize + -ed^.]

Conformed to popery.

Protestants cut off the authority from allpapi^d writers

of that age. Puller, Holy War, p. 160.

papier (pap'lto), n. [< pap^.] MUk-pottage.
Salliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

papmeat (pap'met), n. [< MB. papmete; <pap^
+ meat.] Soft food for infants

; pap.

I cannot bide Sir Baby; . . . keep him off,

And pamper him with papmeat.
Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

papmouth (pap'mouth), n. An effeminate man.
Salliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
psipoose,pappoose(pa-pes'),M. [Amer.Ind.] A
North American Indian babe or young child,

Various foims of Pappus.

(«) Taraxacum qfficinalei

C*) Cnicits arvensis; (ff) Chss-
nactis Dottglasii; (rf) Bidens
bipinnatai (*) Boltenia cant.
festris; (J^Centaurea Cyanus.

Apache Papooses.

commonly carried by its mother bound up and
strapped to a board, or hung up so as to be out
of harm's way.
papoose-root (pa-p8s'rot), «. The blue cohosh,
Caulophyllum tkalictroides. Its root is said by
some to be an emmenagogue.
papoosb (pa-p8sh'), n. Same as baboosK B. F,
Burton, El-Medinah, p. 183.

pappan (pap'an), n. [Malay: see mias.] An
orang-utan. See mias.

pappas, n. See papas.
Pappea (pap'e-a), n. [NL. (Ecklon and Zey-
her, 1835), named after Karl W. L. Pappe, who
wrote on the flora of Leipsic, 1827-8.] A smaU
hard-wood tree, a genus of a single South Afri-

can species, P. Capensis, belonging to the poly-

petalous order Sapindacese and the tribe Nephe-
liesB, distinguished by the regular flowers, soli-

tary ovules, deep-lobed or divided fruit, and
unequally five-lobed calyx. The oblong leaves are
crowded at the end of the spreading branches, and have
between them panicled racemes of minute flowers fol-

lowed by an edible red fruit of two or three hard globose
lobes, the size of a cherry, and known as leSd plum and
wUd prune, a source of vinegar, wine, and oil. The hand-
some wood is made into small furniture, etc.

pappiferous (pa-pife-rus), a. [< NL. pappus
+ L. ferre= E. bear^.] In 6o«., bearing a pap-
pus.

pappoose, n. See papoose.
pappose, pappous (pap'os, -us), a. [= Pg. pa^
poso = It. papposo, < NL. "papposus, < pappus,
down, pappus: see pappus.] Downy; fur-

nished with a pappus, as the achenia of many
composite plants, as thistles and dandelions.

That pappose plumage growing upon the tips of some of
them [seeds], whereby they are capable of being watted
with the wind. Say, Works of Creation, i.

pap-pox (pap'poks), n. Same as cowpox.

papyre

The appearances in Ceely's and my own drawings are

suKKCstive of a possible origin of the term Cow-pox or

Pap-pox. Lancet, No. 3419, p. 60S.

pappus (pap'us), n. [= F. pappe= Sp. papo =
It. pappo, < NL. pap-
pus, down, pappus,< Gr.

irdn-TTOf, down, as that

on seeds of certain

plants (cf. iraTTirocntp-

fiara, seeds with down),
or the first down on the

chin: so called in allu-

sion to its whiteness
(as if 'white hair'), <

niirirog, a grandfather:
see papa^.] Down, as

that on the seeds of

some plants, specifical-

ly—(a) In hot, a tuft on an
achene or other fruit; any
form or structurewhich takes
the place of the limb of the

calyx on the achenes of the
Composite. It may exist in

the form of a rudimentary
cap, scales, bristles^ or hairs,

or in variou modifications.
See also cut under Om^pcr-
don. (b) In entmn., fine thick
down covering a surface, (c)

The first downy hair on the
chin,

pappyi (pap'i), a. [< jjopi -1- -3/1.] Like pap;
soft; succulent.

Tender and pappy flesh. Wiseman, Surgery, v. 9.

'Che loosened earth [of a marsh] swelled into a soft and
pappy substance. T. Burnet, Theory of the Earth, i. 8.

pappy2 (pap'i), n. [A childish dim. of papd>-

OT pap^.] Papa; father: a childish word.
pap-spoon .(pap'spon), n. A spoon for pap; a
spoon for feeing infants.

There is a gentleman . . . who . . . should have a sil-

ver pap-spoon at any ral^, if the teaspoon is irrevocably

accorded to bis rivaL
Thackeray, Titmarsh among Pictures and Books.

Papuan (pap'u-an), a. and «. [< Papua (see

def.) -I- -an.] I. a. Of or pertaining to Papua
or New Guinea, a large island north of Aus-
tralia, now divided among Great Britain, the

Netherlands, and Germany—Papuim paradise-
bird. See P(M-adiseo.— Papuan pengmn. See penguin.
—Papuan SUbregion, in zoogeog., a region embracing
not only the island of Papua or New Guinea, but also the
islands zoologically related to that.

II. n. 1. An inhabitant of Papua.— 2. One
of a savage race of black color, dolichoceph-
alic, with crisp, frizzled hair, inhabiting many
islands and island-groups of the Pacific near
Australia: so called from the island of Papua
or New Guinea.
papula (pap'u-ia), m.; pi. papules (-le). [= P.
papule = Sp. pdpula = Pg. papula, < h. papula,
a pustule, pimple. Cf. papilla smApimple.] 1.

In med., a small inflammatory elevation of the
. skin not containing liquid visible to the naked
eye; a pimple.— 2. In area*, and «od7., same as

papilla.

papular (pap'u-lar), a. {_<papula+ -arS.] Same
as papulose.

papulation (pap-n-la'shon), n. l< papule +
-ation.] The development of papules.
papule (pap'IU), n. [< F. papule, < L. papula,
a pimple: see papula.] A papula or pimple.

The intensely red skin was covered with innumerable
very small papmes. Medical News, LII. 306.

Nodules approximate, with their pa^^des applanate.
B. C. Wood, Fresh-Water Algee, p. 223

papuliferous (pap-u-lif'e-rus), a. [< h.papula,
a pimple, -I- ferre = E. "fteori.] Covered with
papulsB or pimples; pimply.
papulose, papulous (pap'u-los, -lus), a. [= F.
p(wuleux, < L. as if *papulosus, < papula, a pus-
tule : see papula.] . Of or pertaining to or cov-
ered with papuUe or pimples.
papwortt (pap'w6rt), n. The dog's-mercury,
MerouriaUs perennis.

papyraceous (pap-i-ra'shius), a. [= F. papy-
rac4 = Pg. papyraceo, < L. papyraceus, < j>opy-

rjw, paper, papyrus : see papyrus.] 1. Belong-
ing to the papyrus or to papyri; made of or

resembling papyrus or paper.^2. In eooU,
papery; like parchment; pergamenteous: as,

the substance of a wasp's nest is papyraceous.
Also, rarely, papyrian, papyrean.

papyral (pap'i-ral), a. [< L. papyrus, paper,
+ -al.] Made of consisting of paper. [Bare.]

Uncle Jack, whose pocket was never without a wet
sheet of some kind or other, drew forth a steaming jxtpj/-

ral monster. Butwer, Caxtons, vii. 2.

papyret, »• See papyrus.



papyrean

papyrean (p»-pir'o-an). o. [< L. papyrus, pa-
per, + -e-aii.j Same as papyraceous. [Kare.]

The papyrean \ext,
A tablet firm, on irhicli the punter bard
Delineates thooght.

DodAeift Coll. fA Foems on Agricnltme, iiL

papyri, n. Plural ot papyrus.
papyrian (pa-pir'i-an), a. [< lu papyrus, pa-
per, + -ion,]" Same &s papyraceous. [EaJre.]

A leaf, oipapyrian scroll. Itaae Taylor.

papyrine (pap'i-rin), n. [< L. papyrinus, be-
longing to the papyrns-plajit, (.papyrus, papy-
rus: see papyrus.] Same as parekment paper
(which see, under^per).

papyritions (pap-i-rish'us), a. [< L. papyrus,
paper, + •itious.'] Resembling paper, as the
nests of certain wasps. WesttMod.
papyTOgraph (pa-id'ro-graf), ». [< Gr. s-d-t-

poc, papjTus (paper), 4- ypi^ecv, write.] 1. A
hecto^^ph,mamfold-writer, orother apparatus
or device for the mechanical production of a
number of copies of a written or print«d docu-
ment.— 2. The process or operation of redu-
plicating doemnents by the agency of such ap-
paratus or methods: same as papyrography.
papyrograph (pa-in'ro-graf), r. t. [< papyro-
graph, «.] To execute or produce by means of
a papyrograph.
The flist draft of these lessons was printed or papyro-

graphed. W. R. Ware, Wood-woiiLing Tools.

papyrographic (par-pi-r6-graf'ik>. a. i<papy-
rograpb-y + -i«.] 'Belatiug to or produced by
means of the papyrograph: as, papyrographtc
copies of a writing.

papyTOgrapliy(pap-i-iog'ra-fi),n. [<Gr.!rdT«-
pof, papyrus (paper), + -ypa^a, < ypa^tai, write.]
The method or process of redupUt^ting docu-
ments by the agency of a papyrograph : some-
times restricted to such methods as resemble
closely those of lithography, but employ a pre-
pared paper or pasteboard instead of litho-
graphic stones.
papyrotype (pa-ia'ro-tip), n. [< Gr. a-dsTjpof,

papyrus (pax>er), + W'jrof, impression.] A
process of photolithography devised by Cap-
tain Abney, in which Qie pietore is printed ac-
cording to usual methods on a sensitized gela-
tin film supported on paper, and then transfer-
red to a litiiogiaphic stone or to zinc by means
of an impression in lithographic ink &om the
moistened film.

papyms (pa-pi'ms), ».; pL papyri (-ri). [In
SlE. papyre, < OP. papyre (P. papyrus) = Sp.
It. papiro = Pg. papy-
ro, < L. papyrus, < Gr.
-aiTvpoc. the papyrus,
a kind of rush former-
ly growing , largely
in Egypt (see def.).

Hence ult.paper.] 1.

The paper -ireed or
-rush, CyperusPapyrus
(Papyrus anHquorum),
abounding on marshy
river-banks in Abys-
sinia, Palestine, sind

Sicily, now almost ex-
tinct in E^ypt. It af-

fixded to Uie ancient
Egyptians^ and through
them to the GtoAa and
Soman^ a conrraiient and
inexpensiTe writing-mate-
lial. The papymswas pre-
pared by catong the cen-
tral pith of the reed into
longitadinsi strips, which
were laid side by side, with
another layer of strips

crossing them at right an-

gles. The two layers, thus
prepared, were soalced in

water, then pressed t<^6-

ther to make them adhrae,
and dried. For books the
papyms was formed into rolls by cemaiting togetlier a
number of sheeta. Also called budus.

For he deependethe not, ne makethe no Money, but of

Lether emprented, or of Papyre.
MandeniOe, Trarels, p. 239.

2. An ancient scroll, book, or other document,
or a fragment of the same, written on papy-
ms.
Ot meditevalGreekpapyriaveryfew remains containing

Biblical or patristic matt^ have snrrived, and one or two
fragments of Gr»co-Lat3n glossaries hare been published.

Eneye. BriL, XVHL 233.

Paquelin's cautery. An instrument for ac-

tual cautery. The canterixing platinnm point is hol-

low and contains, platiiilun sponge. The heat is main-
tained by blowing benzin rapor into this (preTionsly heat-

ed) platinnm ^K>nge.

I. Papyms (Ol^erwrTyjVfrKs-).
a. The npper pait of die calm,
showily the invohicie and one of
die ^Hke-beaxii^ branches, a, a
^Hke.
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par^CP&r), r.f. [ME.parren, inclose; cf. «pori.
C?f. alsoparroeit, park.] To inclose.

Fnl straitlyjnmil.
FiMinis and Gavin (ed. Bitson), L 3228.

Bot als-swa say se are parred in, and na farrere may
passe ; therfore ge magnyfye sour manere of lyffynge,
and snppoeez that ge are blys«d because that ge er so
spered in. MS. Lincoln A. L 17, t 37. {BaOivxa.)

pari (par), n. [<j>arl, t>.] An inclosed place
for domestic animals. Forby. [Prov. Ei]^.]

par2 (par), n. and a. [= P. jxiir (> E.jxMrl) =
Sp. Pg. par = It. pare, pari, equal, < L. par,
equal; as a noun, par, m., au equal, a com-
panion, par, n., a pair. Hence ^t. (from L.
par) E. _po»ri, peer^, parity, di^arity, etc., um-
pire, etc.] 1, n. 1. Equality in value or in
circumstances.
An measores which tend to put ignorance upon ^par

with wisdom ineTitably check the growth of wisdom.
H. Spenea-, Social Statics, p. 413.

2. The norm; a standard, fixed either by natu-
ral conditions or by consent and agreement.

Its [the barometer's] average height being 29.95 inches
at the mean sea level in England on the London parallel
of latitude; which height may be call^porforthatleTeL

Fiti Ray, Weather Book, p. 15.

Specifically— 3. In banJcing&nd com., the state
of the shares of anybusiness, undertaking, loan,
etc., when they are neither at a discount nor at
a premium—that is, when they may be pur-
chased at the original price (ctdled issue par),
or at their face-value (called nominalpar). Such
shares or bonds are said to be atjxir. When theymay be
purchased for less than the issue or nominal par, they are
said to be below par, or at a discount; when the price is
greater than the issue or nominal par, they are said to be
abate pat, or at a premium.
4. Same as arbitrated par. See the quotation.
The par is a certain number of pieces of the coin of one

country, containing in them an equal qnantity of silva- to
that in another number of pieces of the coin of another
conntzy : e. g. supposing 36 skiUings of Holland to have
just as much silver in them as 20 IgngUsh shillings.

Locke, Farther Considerations on Money.
Above par, at a preminm.—Arbitrated par, arbitrat-
ed par of ezdiange, the amount in the cnriency of one
countzy which is equivalent at any time to a given amount
of a foreign curreni?. The arbitrated par represents the
mint par as modified bythe transient ii^nences of supply
and demand and other circumstances of the time and of
the particular transaction.—Below par, at a discount.

—

Issue par, the price at which a stockor other value is is-

sued to the public, sometimes less than the nominal par.
Thus, if bondsnominallyfor $ioo each are issaed at $S5, the
latter is called the issue par.—Hint par, mint par of
ezcbange, the weight of pure gold or silver in a coin of
one country as compared with tihat in a coin of the same
metal of another country.—Nominal par, the face-value
of a share of stock, etc.—Par of exchange, the estab-
lished value of the coin or standard value of one conn-
try expressed in the coin or standard value of anotlier. In
stating this par of exchange the standard of value of one
conntiy may be regarded as fixed, and Uiat of the oUier
variable. Thus, in exchangebetween the United Statesand
Great Britain, tiie United States gold dollar may be taken
as equal to so many shillings and pence sterling, or, as is

more usnal, the poond steriing is fixed, and equal to so
many dollars and cents United States gold, viz. $^84.

n. a. Xormal; standard.

The barometerhad risen considerably in general, bnt not
to its normal or par height.

fttz Soy, Weather Book, p. 333.

Far value, (a) Face-value. (6) Strictly equivalent value,
as pound for ponnd or dollar for dollar,

par^ (par), c. t.; pret. and pp. parred, ppr. par-
ring. [<i)ar2,-«.] To fix an equalitybetween;
arrive at or establish au equivalence in the
values of; agree upon the commercial or finan-

cial par of : said of the agreement between two
or more countries as to the value of the coins
of one in those of the other, or of the others, ete.

When two countriespor their gold coins.
Sm^c. BriL, VUL 789.

par3 (par), n. [< L. par, a pair : seepor^.] A
pair; in anat.. a pair (of nerves) : now only in
one phrase par vagnm, in anat, the pnenmogasbric
orvagus nerves : so called from their extenslvedistribntion
in the neck, chest, and belly, far beyond that of any other
cranial nerre. S^ vaffus.

par*, n. Seejparr.

par* (par), n. [C!f. j><»r*.] A young leveret.

[Prov. Eng.]
par®. [P., < L. j>er.- seeper.] A Preheh prep-
osition, meaning 'by,' 'through,' ete., occur-
ring in some phrases occasionally used in Eng-
lish, as^r excellence. See per and per-.

par-l. A form of per- in some words from Old
French, as parboil, pardon, etc. See per-.

par-2. A form otpara- before a vowel or h.

par. An abbreviation for paragraph and pa-
renthesis.

para (pa-ra'), h. [Turk., < Pers. para, a piece,

portion, bribe.] 1 . A coin of the Turkish do-
minions, struck in silver and in copper, and
current from the end of the seventeenth cen-
tury. The modem para is of copper, and is the fortieth

parabematic
part of the piaster, the latter being worth about 4.4 United
States cents.

I willingly parted with a few parat for the purpose of
establishing an intercourse with fellow-creatorea so fear-
fully and wondertoUy resembling the taO-less baboon.

M. P. Bmion, El-Medlnah, p. 249.

2 (pa'ra). In the East Indies, a measure of
capacity (at Bombay 3i bushels) ; also, a mea-
sure of weight (at Ceylon from 30 to 50 potmds,
according to the commodity, as coffee, pepper,
rice, etc.).

para-. [P. Sp. Pg. It. L. para-, < Gr. jrapa-,

prefix, TTopa, prep., at the side, beside; with
gen., from the side of, from beside, from ; with
dat., at the side of, beside, alongside, by; with
ace, prop, to the side of, hence by the side of,
beside, near, by, etc.; as a prefix in the same
senses; of. Skt.pard, away,param, beyond; L.
jper, through, Oscanjjerum, without; AS. andE.
for-, fore-, etc.: see for-, fore-, per-, etc.] A
prefix of (^reek origin, meaning 'from beside,'
'beside,' 'near,' 'by,' ete. See etymology, it
often denotes corre^iondence of parts. It is nsedin the
formation of new scientiflc terms, but is not regarded as
an established formative in English. In dhenvulry the pre-
fix signifies dose rdation, as in paraidehyde, a polymer of
aldehyde, or that a compound is formed from benzene by
substituting other elements or radicals for two hydrogen
atoms in the benaene ring, and that these atoms have an
opposite position in the ring. (See orOio- and meta-.) In
biology it indicates comparison ?rith something else, yet
a distinctness or difference therefrom in one of many or
various ways. In patAo2(^^ it signifies a condition difiering
in quality from normal.

para-anaesthesia (par-a-an-es-the'si-a), n. [<
Gr. ^apa, beside, -I- E. anaesthesia.'] Anaesthesia
affecting the two sides of the body, especially of
the lower half.

paxabaptism (par-a-bap'tizm), n. [< IiGr.
-npa/8dsn-«7/tti, uncanonical baptism, < Gr. tro/Mi,

beside,+ LGr. ,3d:7T«7/tti, baptism: see hapHsm.]
In the early church, uncanonical baptism ; un-
authorized baptism iu private or in a conven-
ticle, as opposed to public baptism in a church
or diocesan baptistery.

parabaptization (par-a-bap-ti-za'shon), n.

Same as parabaptism.
parabasSkl (par^ba'sal), a. and n. [< Gr. irapd,

beside, -I- E. basal,] I."a. In Crinoidea, situated
next to a basal and articulated therewith.
IL n. One of the parabasalia of a crinoid; a

parabasale.
parabasale (par'a-ba-sa'le), ».; pi. par<iba-
salia (-li-a). [Nl7., <' Gr. -irapa, beside, -I- NL.
basaie, q.V.] One of the joints of a series of
divisions of the branches composing the calyx
of some crinoids, articulating with the basaUa.

Cryptocrinns, the simplest form of the group [of CytH-
d«a1, possesses a calyx supported ona stem and composed
of five basalia, fiveponiMaaiui, and five radialia.

Hvactey, Anat. Invert., p. 508.

parabasis (pa-rab'a-sis), a. [NL., < Gr. irapa-

Pamc (as def.), < trapd, beside, + piatc, a step-
ping, step, < fituvetv, walk, step.] The chief
of the choral parts in ancient Greek comedy.
It was sung by l^e chonis; usually divided into four rows
of six and moving backward and forward facing the audi-
ence, during an intermission in the action, and while tiie

actors were oS the stage. It was written for the most
part in anapestic tetrameteta, and consisted, in fac^ of an
address from the poet to the public, giving his views and
adviceon affairs of state, as well as, often, his pergonal in-
terests and claims for recognition or reward. The paraba-
sis was regnlariy divided into six rhetorical parts, whidi
were again subdivided ; but any of these parts might be
omitted or modified. It continued in the fully developed
comedy the tradition of the Bacchic processions in wMch
Greek comedy had its origin.

Something similar in purpose to tiie parabaag was es-
sayed in one, at least, of the comedies of Beaumont and
Fletcher, and in our time by Tieck.

LomM, Study Windows, p. 218.

The distinctire feature of Old, as comparedwithMiddle
Comedy, is the parabasig, the speech in which the chorus,
moving towards and facing the audience, addressed it in
the name of the poet, often abandoning all reference to
the action of the play. En^e. Brit., TEL 407.

parabema (par-a-be'ma), n.; pL parabemata
(-ma-^). [MGr. *^apd^i)/ta, < Gr. jrapi, beside,
+ ^^pa, bema : see bema.] In Byzantine church
arch., either the chapel of the prothesis or the
diaconicon, or sacristy, when tiiese are archi-
tecturally divided, by walls, from the bema or
sanctuary. J. Jf. 3 etile. See pastophorion, and
cuts under bema and Armenian.
parabematic (par'a-be-mat'ik), a. [< para-
bema{t-) + -ic] In Byzantine church arai., of
or relating to the parabemata: said specifically
of a dome which, instead of resting on four de-
tached piers, as in the typical form, is sup-
ported on the east side on the extremities of the
walls of the parabemata, and on the west side
either on piers or on the extremities of the walls
of the antiparabemata when these are present.
J. M. A'eale.



parablast

parablast (par'a-bl&st), ». [< Gr. vapd, beside,
+ /3Aa(TT(5f, germ.] 1. The supplementary or
nutritive yolk of a meroblastio egg ormetovum,
as distinguished from the arcMbUist, or forma-
tive yolk. Wilhelm His.— 2. Same as meso-
hlast. Microscop. Sd., XXIX. 195.

Sections of the eggs of Trachinus vipara at this stage
sliow ttiat the par(^^ of Klein, the intermediate layer
of American authors, is made up of a large number of
free cells, and nuclei are absorbed from the yolk, which
contribute to a very great extent to build up the hypo-
blast. Sdmee, lY. 341.

parablastic (par-a-blas'tik), a. [< parailast +
-ic] Of or pertaining to the parablast; de-
rived from the parablast.

parable^ (par'a-bl), ». [< MB. parable, para-
hole, < O'P.paraMe, parabole, 'S.pa/rabole = Sp.
parohola = Pg. It. parabola, < L. parabola,
parabole, a comparison, LL. parabola, ecel., an
allegorical relation, a parable, proverb, taunt-
ing speech, any speech, ML. also a word, < Gr.
TtapapoTeli, a comparison, < Tzapa^aiAeiv, < napd,

beside, + pdTiJxiv, throw. Hence also (from L.
parabola) E. parole, pari, parley, palaver, etc.

Ct. parabola'^.2 1. A comparison; similitude.

Been ther none othere resemblances
That ye may likne youre parables unto
But if a sely wyf be oon of tho ?

Chaitcer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 369.

Specifically—2 . An allegorical relation or rep-
resentation from which a moral is drawn for

instruction ; an apologue, it is a species of fable,

and diifers from the apologue in that it deals with events
which, though flctitiou& might reasonably have happened
in nature. The word is also employed in the English Bible
to signify a proverb, a proverbial or notable saying, a thing
darkly or figuratively expressed.

I will open my mouth in a parable; I will utter dark
sayings of old. Fs. Ixxviii. 2.

Shall not all these take up a parable against him, and a
taunting proverb against h^? Hab. ii. 6.

Thou Shalt never get such a secret from me but by a
paraile. Shale., T. Q. of V., ii. 5. 41.

=8yn. Metaphor, Cmnparison, etc. (seesimile); Fable, etc.

(see myth).

parable^ (par'a-bl), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. para-

bled, ppr.paraiUng. [(. parable^, n.'] To rep-
resent by a parable or allegorical representa-
tion.

That was chiefly meant which by the ancient sages was
thas parabled. MUton, Divorce, i. 6.

parable^t (par'a-bl), a. [< L. parabilis, easily

procured, < pardre, prepare : see pare'^.'\ Capa-
ble of being procured, prepared, or provided.

What course shall he take, beingnow capable and ready?
The most pa/rable and easy, and about which many are
employed, is to teach a school.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 190.

They were not well-wishers unto parable physic, or rem-
edies easily acquired, who derived medicines from the
phoenix. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iiL 12.

parablepsia (par-a-blep'sis), n. [Nil., < Gr.

napa, beside, -t- ^iiiipic, vision, < pXtiretv, see.]

False vision.

parablepsy (par'a-blep-si), n. [< NL. para-
blepsis, q. v.] Pai-ablepsis.

parabola^ (pa-rab'o-la), n. Same as parabole.

When soeuerbyyour similitudeye will seeme to teachany
moralitie or good lesson by speeches misticall and darke,

or farre fette, vnder a sence metaphoricall applying one
naturall thing to another, or one case to another, inferring

by them a like consequence in other cases, the Greekes call

it Paraida. PiMmham, Arte of Eng. Foesie, p. 205.

parabola^ (pa-rab'o-la), n. [= F. parabole =
Sp. pardbola = Pg. ft. parabola, < NL. para-
bola, a parabola, < Gr. irapa^o^, a parabola

(see def.), so called by Apollonius of Perga,
lit. 'superposition,' < ffapa/32/l/U(V, throw beside,

compare: see parable^.] 1. A curve commonly-
defined as the intersection of a cone with a
plane parallel with its side. The name is derived

from the following property. Let the figure represent the

cone. Let ABG be the triangle

through the axis of the cone.

Let DE be a line perpendicular
to this triangle, cutting BG in

H. Let the cone be cut by a
plane tlirough DE parallel to

AG, so that the intersection

with the cone will be the curve
called the parabola. Let Z be
the point where this curve cuts

AB. Then the line ZH is called

by Apollonius the diameter of B
the parabola, or the principal

diameter, or the diameter from
generation; it is now called

the axis. From Z draw ZT at

right angles to ZH and in the plane of ZH and AB, of

such a length as to make ZT : ZA : : BG2 : AB.AG. This

line ZT is called the latus rectum ; it is now also called the

parameter. Now take any point whatever, as K, on the

curve. From it draw KX parallel to DE, meeting the diam-

eterinL. ZL is called the abscissa. If now, on ZL as a base,

we erect a rectangle equal in area to the square on KL, the

other side of this rectangle may be precisely superposed

A B
Common Pa-

rabola, with fo-

cus F and di-

rectrix AB.

Parabola, as formed from
cone.
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upon the latus rectum, ZT. This property constitutes the
best practical definition of the parabola. If a similar con-

struction were made in the case of the ellipse, the side of

the rectangle would fall short of the latus rectum ; in the
case of the hyperbola, would surpass it. The modern scien-

tific definition of the parabola is that it is

that plane curve of the second order which
is tangent to the line at infinity. The parab-
ola is also frequently defined as the curve
which is everywhere equaUy distant from
a fixed point called its focus, and from a
fixed line called its directrix. The normal
to a parabola at every point on the curve
bisects the angle between the line parallel

to the axis and the line to the focus. See
also cuts under conic,

2. By extension, any algebraical curve, or
branch of a curve, having the line at infinity

as a real tangent. Such a curve runs off to inflni^
without approximating to an asymptote. If the branch
has an asymptote at one end but not at the other, it is not
commonly termed a jiamMit.—Bell-BluiJ>ed, biauad-
ratlc parabola. See the adjectives Campanuorm
parabola, a cubic divergent parabola without node or
cusp.—Cartesian parabola, a plane cubic curve hav-
ing the line at infinity a tangent at ite crunode. See tri-

dent.— Oablcal or cubic parabola, a parab-
ola of the third order— that is, such that
every line in the plane meets it in three
points, one at least real, though it may be at
infinity; especially, the curve better described

_ .
,

, as the central cubical pardbola, which has a

Para^la c^P °^ ^^^ ''°^ *' infinity, and the normal at
its infiection passing through the cusp. There

is also a non-plane curve so called.—Cuspidate parab-
ola, a parabola having a cusp.—Divergent parabola,
a plane curve having the line at infinity as an mflectional
tangent—Double parabola, a plane curve of the thiid
class, having the line at infinity for a double tangent.

—

HeUcold parabola. See Micmd.— Nelllan parabola,
the semicubical parabola, which was rectified, before any
other curve, by Wm. Neil in 1657.—Nodate Parabola,
a parabola having a crunode.—Oval parabola, a parab-
ola having an oval.—Plane
cubic parabola. See cubic.

—Punctate parabola, a
parabola having an acnode.
—Semicubical parabola,
the cuspidal cubical parabo-
la, otherwise called the NeU- Neil's Semicubical Parabola.

ian parabola.

parabolanus (par"ar-b6-la'nus), n. ; -pl.parabo-

lani (-ni). [LL., i p'arabolus, a reckless fel-

low who risks his life at anything, < Gr. vra-

pa^ojUyg, venturesome, reckless, < trapajiaXleiv,

throw beside : see pardble'^.'\ In the Christian

Church in the East, during the third, fourth,

and fifth centuries, one of a class of lay assis-

tants to the clergy,whose especial function was
nursing the sick. The name is generally ascribed to

the fact of their reckless bravery in nursing patients suf-

fering from infectious diseases.

Introduce him to tine parabolani.
Kingaley, Hypatia, iv.

parabole (pa-rab'o-le), n. [L., also parabola,
a comparison: see parable^.'] In rftei., a com-
parison ; specifically, a simile, especially a for-

mal simile, as in poetry or poetic prose, taken
from a present or imagined object or event:
distinguished from & paradigm, or comparison
with a real past event.

parabolic^ (par-a-bol'ik), a. \='W.pardboMmie
= Sp. parabdlico = Pg. It. paraboUco, < LGr.
napajSoXiKdg, figurative, < Gr. irapapoyi, a com-
parison, parable : see parabola^, parabole, par-
abW^.I 1. Of or pertaining to a parable; of

the nature of a parable.— 2. Of or pertaining
to parabole; of the nature of parabole.

Creation—mark the word— transcends all experience,
transcends even conception itself. Hence the words de-

scribing Creation must, in the very nature of the case, be
figurative oi parabolic.

G. D. Boardman, Creative Week, p. 20.

parabolic^ (par-a-bol'ik), a. [= P. para-
bolique = Sp. parabdlico = Pg. It. parabolieo,

< NL. paraboliciis, < parabola, a parabola : see
parabola^'] 1. Having the form or outline of

a parabola ; of, pertaining to, or resembling a
parabola.— 2. Having only one point at infini-

ty, or otherwise determined in character by the
coalescence of two quantities— Parabolic co-
noid. See conoid, 1.—Parabolic curve, a curve whose
equation is of the form

y = a + bx + «;2 -|- da^ + exi + etc.

Parabolic cylinder, a surface generated by a line mov-
ing parallel to itself so that every point of it describes
a parabola : this is the only surface whose plane sections
are all parabolas.—Parabolic epicycloid, geometry,
Illuminator, logarithm. See the nouns.—Parabolic
mirror. See imrror, 2.—Parabolic point, a pomt on
a surface whose indicatrix is composed of two parallel
straight lines : it is a cusp on the section of the surface
made by the tangent-plane.—Parabolic pyramldold,
a solid differing from a pyramid in that the edges that
meet in the vertex instead of being straight lines are
parabolas.—Parabolic space, (a) An area bounded by
a parabola and a straight line. 0) A space in which the
sum of the three angles of every triangle is equal to two
right angles : so called because the two points at infinity

on every straight line in such space coincide ; also, every
point in every plane in such a space is a point of no cur-
vature, and is therefore a parabolic point.—Parabolic

parachordal

spindle, a solid generated by the rotation of the part of

a parabola cut off by a double ordinate about such ordi-

nate.—Parabolic spiral, a curve of the equation ra = pfl.

parabolical (par-a-bol'i-kal), a. [< parabolic^

+ -al.'i Same ad'paraboUe^.

Allusive or parabolical [poesy] is a narration applied

Oaly to express some special purpose or conceit
Bacon, Advancement ot Learning, ii. 143.

parabolicallyi (par-a-bol'i-kal-i), adv. In the

manner of a parable or of parabole ; by parable
or by parabole.

Which words, notwithstanding pardboUcday intended,

admit no literal inference.
Sir T. Broume, Vulg. Err.,Tii. 1.

parabolically^ (par-a-bol'i-kal-i), adv. In the
manner or form of a parabola.

paraboliform (par-a-bori-f6rm), o. [= Pg.

pardboUforme, (Wb.parabola, a parabola, + L.

forma, form.] Tangent to the line at infin-

ity.

parabolismt, n. The operation of dividing an
algebraic equation by the coefficient of the term
of the highest degree in the unknown.
parabolist (pa-rab'o-list), n. [< L. parabola, a
parable, + 4st.'] A writer or narrator of para-

bles. Boofhroyd.
paraboloid (par-rab'o-loid), n. [=F.paraboloilde

= Pg. It.paraboloide, < Gr. irapa^o'^, a parabola,
-t- eUog, form.] 1. The solid generated by the

revolution of a parabola about its axis ; a para-

bolic conoid.—2. A curve whose equation is of

the form axn= ^.
paraboloidal (pa-rab-o-loi'dal), a. [< parabo-

loid + -al.'] Pertaining to or resembling a pa-

raboloid.

parabranchia (par-a-brang'ki-a), ».; pl.para-

branchisB (-e) . [NL. , < Gr. rrapa, beside, -I- Ppdy-

Xia, gills.]» The so-called second gill or sup-

plementary branchia of gastropodous mollusks,

as fheJsygobranchia; a modified olfactory tract,

or osphradium. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 648.

parabranctaial (pai'-a-brang'M-al), a. [<para-
branchia + -aZ.] Of or pertaining to para-

bran ehiee.

parabranchiate(par-ar-brang'ki-at), a. [<para-
branchia + -ofei.] Provided with a para-

branchia.
paracarpiumt (par-grkar'pi-um), n. [NL., <

Gr. irapd, beside, + Kapw6g, ftniit.] In hot, an
abortive pistil or ovary.

Paracelsian (par-a-sel'si-an), a. and n. [< Par-
aoelsus (see def.)"+ -JoreV] I, a. Relating to

Paracelsus, a Swiss physician, chemist, and
philosopher (1493-1541), or according with his

speculations in philosophy or his practice of

medicine, particularly the latter. He placed stress

on observation and experiment, and was noted in the de-
velopment of pharmaceutical chemistry. His philosophi-
cal views were visionary and theosophlc.

II, n. One who believed in or practised the
views or doctrines of Paracelsus ; especially, a
medical practitioner of his school. Pafacel-
sians were numerous in the sixteenth and sev-
enteenth centuries.

Paracelsist (par-a-sel'sist), n. [< Paracelsus
(see Paraceman)"+ -is*.] Same as Paracel-
sian.

paracentesis (par'a-sen-te'sis), n. [L., < Gr.
napcKeimicii, < trapaiievTuv, tap, K wapi, beside, -I-

KevTEiv, pierce: see center'^.'] In swrg., the per-
foration of a cavity of the body with a trocar
or other suitable instrument, for the evacua-
tion of any effused fluid; the operation of tap-
ping, as for hydrothorax or ascites. Different
forms of the operation are specified byname, as
cardiocentesis,paracentesisthoraeis,paracentesis
abdominis, etc.

paracentral (par-a-sen'tral), a. [< Gr. Trapd,

beside,-!- K^irpov, center : see central.'] In anat,
situated alongside or next to a center, cen-
trum, or central part: specifically applied to a
fissure and a gyrus of the cerebrum alongside
the central or Bolandic fissure Paracentral
lobule. See JoMe.—Paracentral sulcus or flasure,
a slight furrow running up from the callosomarginal sul-

cus, marking off the paracentral lobule in front.

paracentric (par-a-sen'trik), a. [= Sp. paror
centrico = Pg. It.'pa/racentrico, < Gr. Trapd, be-
side, H-Kirrpoj', center: see centric] Approach-
ing to or departing from the center Para-
centric motion. See jnoHon.

paracentrical (par-a^sen'tri-kal), a. [< para-
centric + -al.] Same a.a paracentric.
parachordal (par-a-k6r'dal), a. and n. [< Gr.
Trapd, beside, -f- x<>P^^i a cord: see chordal.] I.

a. In embryol., lying alongside of the cephalo-
chord or cranial part of the notochord: spe-
cifically noting the primitive undifferentiated
plate of cartilage, or cartilaginous basis cranii.



paracbordal

lying on each side and in front of the notoohord
of the early embryo, and laying the foundation
of the skoll. See cut under ehondrocranium.
In the chick's head caitOage is foimed along the floor

of the skoll by the fltth day of incnbation. This caitilagi-
nons basilar plate, . . . formed on each side of the noto-
chord, ... is the paraeiiordat cartilage.

Coues, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 151.

n. n. The parachordal plate or cartilage.

parachromatm (x>ar-a-kTo'ma-tin), ». [< Gr.
^apa, beside, + E. e>i'romatin~'\ That portion
of the nucleoplasm which during karyokine-
sis forms the spindle-figure. It differs from
the remainder of the nucleoplasm by a sUghtly
higher refractive index, and the power of taMng
a faint stain. PfiUner.
parachromatism (par-a-kro'ma-tizm), n. [<
Gr. -apa, beside, + ;)j)5/«i(r-), "dolor, + 4sm.']

Color-blindness.

parachronisia (pa-rak'ro-nizm), n. [= F. pa-
rachronisme = Sp. paraeronismo = Pg. para-
chronxsmo=lt. paraeronismo, KGt. irapd, beside,
beyond, -I- xp^>^, time. Cf. anachronism. '\ An
error in chronology by which an event has as-
signed to it a dat« later than the proper one.

parachrose (par'a-kros), a. [Irreg. < Gr. -apa-
Xpooi, of false or altered color, < sropd, beside,
+ xp^t color (cf. ;rP««C. coloring).] In min-
eroi.,changing colorby exposure to the weather.
parachute (par'a-shot), ». [i'F.parWRhute= It.

paracaduta, a parachute, < L. parare, prepare,
get ready, in TVTli. and Som. also guard against,
prevent, avoid (see pare^, parry), + F. chute =
It. caduta, a fall: see chute. The same first

element occurs
also in. parasol,
parapet. Cf.
Pg. guardaque-
das, a para-
chute {queda=
F. chute), of
similar literal

meaning.] 1.
An appara-
tus, usually of
an umbrella
shape, 20 or 30
feet in diame-
ter, carried in
a balloon, that
the aeronaut
may by its aid drop to the ground without
sustaining injury. This is effectedbymeans of the re-

sistance of ue air, which canses the panchate to expand
and then resists Ite descent. When not in ns^ the para-
chute closes like an nmbrella.

Aflre-balloon
Boee gem-like op before the dusky groyes,
And dropt a f^rfparachute and past.

Tera^/aon, Princess, ProL

2. A safety-cage (which see).—3. In zool., same
as patagium.—4^. A broad-brimmed hat worn
by women toward the close of the eighteenth
century.

parachute (par'a-shot), v. t. and (. ;
pret. and

m-parachuted,vvit. parachuting, [iparaehute,
nT] Todeseendbyorasif by tibe aid of a para-
chute. [Bare.]
And thus, witli an able-bodied aborigen holding on by

my tonic-tails behind, and Ehoom Dass and his nephew
acting as locomotive steir-ateps below, I paraehuUd down.

IT. B. JhineS, Diary in India, II. 174.

parachirte-Iight (par'a-shot-lit), n. In pyro-
technics, a thin light Somb, the lower half of
which is filledwith a burning composition, and
is attached to a small parachute which is con-
fined in the upper half of the bomb. At a certain
heightin the air, by the ignition of a small bursting-charge,
the upper half of the shell is blown off, tiie parachute is

released, and the composition set on fire. The half-shell
with its burning composition is kept floating in the air by
the parachnte. The paiacbute-light is used in war for
observing the enemy's position and movements at night.
Also called paraehrde-t^ht baU.

parachntiitt (par'a-sho-tist), n. [iparaekute +
-tsf.] One who uses a parachute. [Bare.]
An American Paraehutigt in England.

ScL Amur., y. S., T.TT 231.

paraclete (par'a-klet),"n. [=F.paraelet=:Sp.
pardcUto, pardcleto= Pg. paraelito,paradeto=
It. paraelito, < LL. paradetus, paracUtus, < Gr.
jrapoKX^TOf, an advocate, in N. T. and eccl. ap-
plied to the Holy Spirit; prop, adj., called to
one's aid, < ffopoKa^eiv, call to one's aid, call be-
side,< irapd, beside,+ KoXav, eaU.] Originally,

one called in to aid, intercede for, or defend, es-

pecially in a legal process ; a favorable witness,

a friend, or an aidvocate ; an intercessor, helper,

consoler, or comforter; specifically [eap.'i, the

Holy Ghost; the Comforter. The Greek word
UopfucAipiK, Anglicised under the form Para^ete, is trans-

Gamerin's Pajacliute descending^.
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lated in the authorized version of the Bible 'Comforter'
in John xlv. 16, 26 ; iv. 26 ; rvL 7 ; but ' Advocate ' in
1 John it 1. In the last-mentioned passage it is used of
Christ, a use also implied in John xlv. 16. In the Western
Church it was at an early date rendered 'Advocate ' (Advo-
eatia, involving the idea of intercessioD), and by other
early writers 'Comforter' (Conxlator).

I will pray the Father, and he shall give you another
Comforter . . . [margin: or Advocate, or Helper, Gr.
ParadeUi. John xiv. 16 (revised version).

Great Paradete .' to thee we cry

:

highest gilt of God most high

!

O fount of life ! flie of love

!

And sweet anointing from above.
Veni Creator Spiritus, tx, by £. CaswalL

I begin with the notion or signification of the term par-
adete, which is here and in other places used by St. John
to express the office of the Holy Ghost

Abp. Sharp, Works, T. u.

paracletice, paracleticon, n. [< LGr. to irapa-

K^uiAv (sc. j3ifiXlov), the book containiug the
troparia, prop. neut. of jrapaxijiTiKoc, supplica-
tory, < Gr. itapaxakEiv, call to one's aid : seepara-
clete.'} In the ar. Ch., an oface-book contain-
ing the troparia of the whole ferial office for the
year. See octaechos.

paracloset, n. See perelose.

paracme (pa-rak'me), n. [KL., < Gr. 7rapaa4,
the point at which the prime is past, decay, <
a-apa, beside, beyond, + aic/i^, point, prime,
acme: see acme.} 1. In biol., the decadence
of an evolutionary series of onanisms after it

has reached its height or acme of development.
Correlated with acme and epacme. ffaecl-el.—
2. [eap.'i In entom., a genus of lepidopterons
insects.

paracolpitis (par'a-kol-pi'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.
5rapa, beside, + KoXirog, womb, -1- -itis. Cf. col-

pitis.} In pathol., inflammation of the outer
coat of the vagina.
paracondyloid (par-a-kon'di-loid), a. [< Gr.
jTopd, beside,+ E. condyle : see condyloid.'] Ly-
ing alongside the condyles or condyloid section
of the occipital bone : as, the paracimdyloidpro-
cesses of a mammal's skull.

paracorolla (par'a-ko-rol'a), n. [< Gr. rrapa,

about, + L. corolla, a garland, dim. of corona,
a crown : see corolla, crown.] In hot., a crown
or appendage of a corolla, commonly trans-
formed into a nectary.
paracoosia (par-^ko'si-^), n. [NIJ.: seejpgra-
ctisis.] Same as'paracusis. Nature, X x x v i iT

288.

Para cress. A composite plant, a variety of
^nlanthes AcmeUa, having pungent leaves,
cultivated in the tropics as a salad and pot-
herb.
paracrostic (par-a-kros'tik) , n. [< Gr. irapd, be-
side, + OKpooTixk, acrostic: see acrostic^.'] A
poetical composition in which the first verse
contains, in order, all the initial letters of the
remaining verses of the poem or division.

paracnsis (x>ar-a-ku'sis), m. [NL., < Gr. irapa,

beside, + aiamaic, hearing, < aitoveiv, hear: see
cuMusHc.'i Disordered hearing. Also parocoti-
sia.—ParacuslB of mnis, a form of paracusis in which
the hearing is better in <he midst of noise. Also called
paracu^ WiUisiasui.

paracyan (par-a-a'an), n. Same asparaeyan-
ogen.

paracyanogen (par'a-a-an'6-jen), n. [= F.
paracyattogene; as Cfr. n-opd, beside, -I- E. cyan-
ogen.'} A substance formed by heating mer-
cury cyanide to a point short of redness, it is

a dark-brown powder, having the same composiiaon as
cyanogai but a different molecular weight. See cyano-
gen.

paracyesis (par'a-si-e'sis), n. [Nil., < Gr.
Trapa, beside, -I- llL. cyesis, q. v.] In pathol.,

extra-uterine pregnancy.
paracystitis (par'a-sis-ti'lis), 71. [NL., < Gr.
irapd, beside, + axsTtq, bladder, -I- -iUs. Cf. cys-

titis.} In paW)l., inflammation in the connec-
tive tissue around the bladder.

paradactyl:^ (paF-a-dak'ti-lSr), a. [< para-
daetylum + -ar^.} In omith., connected with-

er pertaining to the paradactylum : thus, the
mai^tinal lobes, flaps, or fringes of birds' toes
are paradaetylar.
paraMactylnm (p^^a-dak'ti-lum), n. ; pi. para-
dactyla (•5a). [< Gf. irofA, beside, + d&KrvXo^,

a finger.] " In ornith., the side of a bird's toe,

when distinguished in any way from the top or
the sole. See acrodactylum.

parade (pa-i^'), n. [Formerly also parado
(after Sp.)"; < F. parade, show, display, parade,
parry, formerly also a halt on horseback, < Sp.
parada (='Pg.parada = lt.parata),&ha.lt, st-op,

pause, a parade, < parar, halt, stop, get ready,

prepare, < Ii. parare, prepare; in ML. and Rom.
also halt, stop, prevent, guard against, etc., also

parade

dress, trim, adorn : see pare^. Cf. parry, a dou-
blet of parade. The senses ' dress, adorn, set in
order,' and 'half (forinspeetion, etc. ) are appar.
all involved in the present uses otparade.} 1.
Show; display; ostentation.
Be rich, but of your wealth make no parade. Sa^

There 's sic parade, sic pomp, and art^
The joy can scared reach the heart.

Bums, The Twa Dogs.

He loves to make parade of pain,
That with his piping he may gain

The praise that comes to constancy.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, zxi.

2. That which is displayed or arranged for dis-
play; a show; a procession; hence, any or-
dered and stately exhibition of skill, as a mUi-
tary review or a tournament.

The rites performed, the parson paid.
In state retnm'd the grand parade. Swi/i.

3. Specifiesklly, military display; the orderly
assembly and procession of troops for review
or inspection.

The cherubim.
Forth issoing at the accustom'd hour, stood arm'd
To their night-watches in warlike parade.

MOton, P. I., iv. 780.

4. The place where such assembly or review
is held, or the space allotted to it.

Be it known, lords, kni^t^ and esquires, ladies and
gentlewomen—you are hereby acquainted that a superb
achievement at arms, and a grand and noble tournament,
will be held in the parade of Clarencieux king at arms.

Old Prodamation, quoted in Strutt's Sports and
[Pastimes, p. 207.

5. The level plain forming the interior or in-

closed area of a fortification, corresponding to
the courtyard of a castie.—6. A public walk,
as on an avenue or esplanade ; a public prome-
nade : as, the marine parade at Brighton, Eng-
land.— 7. In fencing, the act of parrying;
avoidance of a thrust by slight movements of
the hand and wrist, which place the strong part
of the blade above the guard in opposition to
the weak part of the opponent's blade nearer
the tip, thus deflecting his sword-point so that
it passes the body without touching: a French
term, used in English forparry. Parades, or more
properly parries, correspond to the thrusts against which
they guara : thns, parade in or of quarte, parade in or of
tierce, prime, second, etc
Hence— 8. A posture of preparedness to meet
attack or parry thrusts; a posture of defense

;

guard. [French use.]

Accustom him to make . . . jodgment ot men by those
marks, which . . . give a prospect into their inside,which
often shews itself in little tilings, when Qiey are not in
parade, and upon their guard. Lode, Edocation, S 94.

Circle paiade. See emie.—Evening paiade, a parade
of troops held aboot sonset.

—

Motllmg parade, a pa-
rade or assembly of Izoops held in the forenoon.

—

Parade
bed. See iedi.—Parade gnard-monntliiE (mOit.), a
guard-mounting in full dr^% held on the general paiade
of a camp or garrison : distinguished from undress ^wznf-
mountui^, wMch may be held on the company parade-
^ound, or wherever convenient, and in ondresa or fa-

tigue uniform.—Parade officer, an officer familiar with
the details of regimental and ceremonial duties, but not
distinguished for knowledge of military science, either
practical or theoreticaL—Vndiess parade, a parade held
with curtailed formality and ceremony, as in bad weather
or for roll-call, publication of orders, etc. The companies
fall in without arms, and the band without instruments.
See also dress-parade. —SyiL 1. Show, Duplay, etc. See
ostentation.—2 and 3. Pa^ean^ spectacle.

parade (pa-rad'), v. ; pret. and pp. paraded, ppr.
parading" [< F. parader, parade; from the
noun.] I. trans. 1. To m^shal and array in
military order: as, the troops were paraded at
the usual hour.—2. To march up and down
upon : as, to parade the veranda of a hotel.

Soldiers heavily armed, and with long whipa, paraded
Xhe raised gangway or passage which ran the whole length
of the ship. Shorthouse, John Inglesant, xxxiv.

3. To exhibit or manifest in an ostentatious
manner; make a parade or display of.

He early discovered that by parading; his unhappiness
before the multitude he produced an immense sensation.

Maettuiay, Moore's Byron.

Kotblng is easier than to parade abstract theorems.
PreseoU, Ferd. and Taa., iL 26.

Unfair applications of the laws of variation are, however,
constantiy made, and are paraded by a host of litterateurs

and third-rate scientific men as if they were sufficient to
explain all things, i^aueon, li'ature and the Bible, p. 142.

= SyiL 3. To display, flaunt, show off.

TT
,
intrans. 1 . To assemble and be marshaled

in military order; march in military proces-
sion.—2. To march up and down or prome-
nade in a public place for the purpose of show-
ing one's self.

His [name], that seraphs tremble a1^ is hnng
Di^racefully on ev'ry trifler's tongue.
Or serves the champion in forensic war
To flourish and pwntde with at the bar.

Coteper, Expostulation. 1. 665,



parade-ground

parade-ground (pa-rad'groimd), n. A level
space used for the assembly and array of troops,
as well as for exercises in drilling, marcMng,
etc : same as parade, 4.

paradenitis (pa-rad-e-ni'tis), n. [NL^< Gr.
irapa, beside, + ad^, gland, + 4Us. Of. ade-
nitts.'i In pathol., inflammation of areolar tis-
sue around lymphatic glands.
parader (pa-ra'd6r), «. One who parades; one
who makes ostentatious display of accomplish-
ments, powers, possessions, cleverness, etc.

parade-rest (pa-rad'rest), n. In milit. tactics,

a position of rest in which the soldier stands
silent and motionless, but which is less fatigu-
ing than the position of " attention " : it is much
used during parades ; also, the command given
to assume this position.

Not a man moved from the militaiy posture of parade-
rest. The Century, XXXVII. 465.

parade-wall (pa-rad'wftl), n. In fort., a wall
which rises from the level of the parade to the
interior line of the terreplein, replacing the
rampart-slope in oases where the latter would
occupy too much space within the defenses.
paradidymal (par-a-did'i-mal), a. [< paradir
dym(is) + -aZ.] Lying alongside the testicle,
close to the epididymis

j
pertaining to the para-

didymis, or organ of GiraldSs.

paradidymis (par-a-did'i-mis), re. [NL., < Gr.
napd, beside, -I- Sidv/ioc, testicle, lit. ' twin': see
didymous.'] Same as par^iididymis.
paradigm (par'a-dim), n. [< P. paradigme =
Sp. Pg. paradigim,a,<. LL. paradigma,<. Gr. irapa-

iuyim, a pattern, example, paradigm, < Kapa-
SeiKvvvai, exhibit beside, < irapi., beside, + Stm-
virvai, show.] 1 . An example ; a model.
Those ideas in the divine understanding, heing look'd

upon by these philosophers as the pojradigmg and patterns
of all things. Cudworth, Intellectual System, p. 388.

2. In gram., an example of a word, as a noun,
adjective, or verb, in its various inflections.

—

3. In rhet., an example or illustration, of which
parable &nd fable are species: a general term,
used by Greek writers.

The rise, splendor, and final decline of her imaginative
literature constitute the fullest paradigm of a nation's
literary existence and of the supporting laws.

Stedman, Viot. Poets, p. 238.

paradigmatic (par'a-dig-mafik), a. and n. [=
Pg. paradigmatieo, "C Gr. irapaSeey/zaTrndg, serv-
ing as an example, < 7rapd6ety/m, an example : see
paradigm.'] I. a. Exemplary; model.

The Timseus seems at first to fit very nicely into the doc-
trine of the paradigrruttie idea.

Amer. Jour. Philol., IX. 294.

Il.t re. In theol., one who narrated the lives of
religious persons to serve as examples of Chris-
tian holiness.

paradigmatical (par'a^dig-mat'i-kal), a. [<
paradigmatic + -al.2 Same as paradigmatic.

Those virtues that put away quite and extinguish the
first motions are paradigrruxticaU.

Dr. H. More, Psychozoia, iii. 59, note.

paradigmatically (par*a-dig-mat'i-kal-i), adv.
In the form of or by way of an example.
paradigmatize (par-a-dig'ma-tiz), V. t.; pret.

and yp. paradigmaUzed, ppr" paradigmatizing.
[< Gr. KapaSeiyfiaT'i.C,etv, make an example,< irapd-

d£ty//o, anexample: seeparadigm."] To set forth
as a model or example. [Bare.]

When these controversies now depending are at end,
there is no one question concerning any line in those
books so parad^gmatized by you . . . but you or any man
shall for the least asking have the full sense of.

Ha/mmond, Works, 1. 197.

paradisaic (par''a-di-sa'ik), a. [< paradise +
-a4c. Ct. paradisiac] Pertaining to paradise,

or to a place of feUeity; like paradise; para-
disiac.

XvovlA paradisaic, happy, harmless.
E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, n. 297.

paradisaical (par"a-di-sa'i-kal), a. [< para-
disaic + -al.] Same as paradisaic.

The paradisaical pleasures of the Mahometans consist

in playing upon the flute and lying with Houris.
Gray, Letters, xliv.. To Mr. West.

paradisal (par'a-di-sal), a. [< paradise + -al.]

Same as paradisaic. " [Eare.]

At length within this book I found portrayed
Newborn that ParadisaZ Love of his.

D. a. RossOti, On the "Vita Nuova " of Dante.

paradise (par'a-dis), n. [< ME. paradys, para-
dyce, also parais, < OF. paradis, vernacularly
parais, pards, F. paradis = Pr. paradis = Sp.

paraiso

=

Pg. paraiso

=

It. paradiso=OS. para,-

dis= t). paradijs= MLG.paradis = OHG.para-
dys, paradisi, pardisi, MHG. paradise, pardise,

paradis, baradis, pardis, G. paradeis, paradies
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= leel. paradis = Sw. Dan. paradis,<. LL. para-
disus, a park, orchard, the garden of Eden, the
abode of the blessed, < Gr. irapadnaog, a park,
deer-park, used as an Easternterm in Xenophon
and others for the parks of the Persian kings
and nobles, in the Septuagint for the garden of
Eden, in the N. T. for the abode of the blessed

;

= Heb. pardes = Armen. pardez, a garden, <

OPers. pairidaeza, an inclosure, Pers. Ar. fir-

davs, a garden, paradise. The AS. name for
paradise was neorxna wang, neorxna wong, Goth.
waggs. The lit. sense (def. 1) is later in E. Cf.

parvis.] If. A park or pleasure-ground con-
nected with the residence of an Oriental prince

;

a garden.

The garden is rather a park or paradise, contriv'd and
planted with walkes and shades of myrtils, cypresse, and
other trees. Evelyn, Diary, April 11, 1645.

The Assyrian kings . . . maintained magnificent parks,
or "paradises," In which game of every kind was enclosed.

Emiyc. Brit., XII. 393.

2. The garden of Eden.

Adam in obedient ordaynt to blysse,

Ther pryuely in paradys his place watg devised.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 241.

So on he fares, and to the border comes
Of Eden, where delicious Paradise,
Now nearer, crowns with her enclosure green,
As with a rural mound, the champain head
Of a steep wilderness. MtUon, P. L., iv. 132.

3. In theol.: (a) That part of the place of de-
parted spirits where the souls of the righteous
are by some believed to await the resurrection.

(6) Sometimes, heaven, or the final abode of the
blessed. Hence—4. A place of extreme beauty
or delight ; a region of supreme felicity or bliss.

A Paradise of roses was prefigured; a wilderness of
thorns was found. De Quincey, Phllos. of Horn. Hist.

The thorn and the thistle may grow as they will.

Where Friendship unfolds there is Paradise still.

0. W. Holmes, My Annual.

5. In medieval arch. : (a) A small private apart-
ment or study. (6) A court or inclosed area in
front of a church. [This use of the word has induced
the supposition that the word pa/rvis is a corruption of
paradise.]

6. The upper gallery in a play-house ; the place
of the "gallery gods." [Slang.]-Blrd of para-
dise. See Mrdi.— Flower of paradise. See henna.—
Fools' paradise. See/ooZi.—cralns of paradise. See
graAnl.

Paradisea (par-a-dis'e-a), n. [NL., < lAi.para^
disus, paramse :"see paradise.] The typical ge-
nus of Paradiseidse. The name was formerly applied
to all the birds of paradise and some related forms, but is

now restricted to P. apoda and its immediate congeners.
Inhabiting New Guinea and some of the neighboring isl-

ands. P. apoda is the one longest and best known, also
called P. major, or the greater paradise-bird, as distin-
guished from P. minor or papuana, the lesser or Papuan
paradise-bird. (See cut under bird^.) P. sanguinea or
rubra is the red bird of paradise. To these three, all known
for a century or more, has lately been added P. raggiana,
or Kaggi's paradise-bird, nearestrelated to the first named.
Others than these 4 species are now usually placed in dif-

ferent genera. See Paradiseidse, and cut under Inrdl.

paradisean (par-a-dis'f-an), a. [< paradise +
-an.] If. Same asparadisiacal.— 2. Of or per-
taining to the Paradiseana or Paradiseidse.

Faradiseana (par-a-dis-e-a'na), re. pi. [NL.

:

see paradisean.] Sirds of paradise : synony-
mous with Paradiseidse. N. A. Vigors, 1825.

paradise-applet (par'a-dis-ap"l), re. The to-

mato.
paradise-bird (par'a-dis-b6rd), n. Any bird of
paradise. See phrase under bird^.

Paradiseidae (par'a-di-se'l-de), re. pi. [NL.,
< Paradisea + -idse^] A family of stumoid os-

oine passerine birds of the order Passeres, fa-

mous for the splendor of their plumage, and
preeminently characteristic of the Papuan avi-

fauna ; the birds of paradise . The limits of the fam-
ily have been much in question, and it has been restricted
to the dozen or more species of the genera Paradisea, Para-
disomis, Schlegelia, Diphyllodes, Cincinnurui, Parotia, and
Lophorhinu. More properly, however, these and some re-
lated forms, as Astrapia, ParadigaUa, Rhipidomis, Semi-
optera, and also XarUhomelas, Lycocorax, Manueodia, and
Phonyga/ma, constitute a special subfamily Paradiseina,
in which the bill is more or less thick, whUe the slender-
billed genera Ptilorhis, Seleuddes, .Drepanomis, and Epi-
machus are placed in another subfamily, Epimachinm.
The splendor of the plumage, and its chief peculiarities

in size, shape, and texture, are characteristic of the male
sex. The general affinities of the birds are with starlings

and crows. See cuts at 6irii, Cincinnwms, Epimachus,
and Parotia. Also Paradisiadee.

paradise-stock (par'a-dls-stok), re. A horti-

culturists' name for certain hardy slow-grow-
ing apple-stocks upon which more thrifty-grow-
ing varieties are grafted, the result being a
dwarfing of the graft.

Apples . . . are "worked "on the ^rarodise or "doucln"
stocks, which from their influence on the scion are known
as dwarfing stocks. Encyc. Brit., XII. 213.

paradox

paradise-tree (par'a-dis-tre), n. A small Ameri-
can tree, Simaruba'glauca, ranging from south-

em Florida to Brazil, having Ught coarse-

grained wood and a bitter bark which is some-
times used in medicine as a substitute for S.

Paradisia (par-a-dis'i-a), re. [NL. (Mazzucato,

1811), < Gr. wapaSetaoQ, a park, paradise: see

paradise.] A genus of ornamental plants, of

the order Liliacese, tribe Asphodelese, and sub-
tribe EuasphodelesB, characterized by a three-

celled ovary with many ovules, and funnel-

shaped flowers. The only species, P. Liliastrum, known
as Si. Bruno's lily, is a native of the Alps and Pyrenees.
It consists of a short rhizome bearing clusters of thick-

ened fiber-like roots, long linear leaves, and a flower-stalk

with one leaf or none, producing a few rather large white
flowers, of six separate three-nerved segments, slightly

nodding in a one-sided raceme.

paradisiac (par-a-dis'i-ak), a. [= F. paradi-
siaque = It. paradisiaco, < LL. paradisiacus,

belonging to paradise, < paradisus, paradise:

see paradise.] Pertaining or relating to para-
dise, or a place of felicity ; suitable to or resem-
bling paradise

;
paradisaic.

The paradisiac beauty and simplicity of tropic human-
ity. Eingsley, Alton Locke, xl. {Davies.)

paradisiacal (par"a-di-si'a-kal), a. [< para-
disiac + -al.] Same as paradisiac.

But particularly to describe and point at thisjmradisior
cat residence can be done only by those that live in those
serene regions of llghtsom glory.

GlanvUle, Pre-existence of Souls, xiv.

The summer is a kind of heaven, where we wander in a
paradisiacal scene among groves and gardens. Pope,

Paradisiadae (par"a-di-si'a-de), n.pl. [NL.]
. Same as Paradiseidse.

paradisial (par-a-dis'i-al), a. [< paradise +
-ial.] Same as paradisiac.

paradisian (par-a-dis'i-an), a. [< paradise +
-ian.] Same as paradisiac. [Bare.]

We may perceive some glimmerings of light, how bright
and charming she is within, and what a paradisian day is

purpling the hills. Evelyn, True Religion, I. 248.

paradisic (par-a-dis'ik), a. [_(. paradise + -ic]
Same as paradisiac. [Bare.]

Hence we inherit such a life as this.

Dead of Itself to paradisic bliss.

Broome, Ground of True and False Religion,

paradisical (par-a-dis'i-kal), a. [< paradisic
+ -al.] Same as paradisiac.

Paradisornis (par"a-di-s6r'nis), n. [NL., < Gr.
7rapd(5e«(T0f, paradise, -H opvif, bird.] A genus of

paradise-birds, related to Paradisea proper, but
having very long, narrow, and spatuliform mid-
dle tail-feathers, and a high compressed beak.
P. rudolphi of New Guinea, a recent discovery,
is the type. MnscJi and Meyer, 1885.

paradot (pa-ra'do), re. [For *parada, < Sp. pa-
rado, a parade: see parade.] Display; flour-

ish.

No less terrible was this paradox and parado of Presby-
terian Discipline and Severity.

Bp. Gaiiden, Tears of the Church, p. 16. ^Davies.)

parados (par'a-dos), re. [P., < parer, guard
(see pare^, parry), + dos, back, <- L. dorsum,
back. Cf. parachute.] Earthworks behind a
fortified place, designed to protect it from at-

tack in the rear.

paradox (par'a-doks), n. [< F.paradoxe = Sp.
paradqja = Fg.paradoxo = It. paradosso, < LL.
paradoxum, a figure of speech, < Gr. napdSo^ov,

an incredible statement or opinion, a paradox,
neut. of irapaSo^og, incredible, < tto/jo, beyond,
+ rfdfo, notion, belief, < doKeiv, seem.] A state-

ment or proposition which at first view seems
absurd, or at variance with common sense, or
which actually or apparently contradicts some
ascertained truth or received opinion, though
on investigation or when explained it may ap-
pear to be well founded. As a rhetorical figure

its use is well exemplified in the first quotation.

As unknown, and yet well known ; as dying, and, behold,
we live; as chastened, and not killed; as sorrowful, yet
aiway rejoicing ; as poor, yet making many rich ; as hav-
ing nothing, and yet possessing all things. 2 Cor. vi. 9, 10.

The fraudulent disputation of the sophister tendeth al-

wayes to one of these flve ends or marks ; that is, by force
of argument . . . to make you . . . to grant some para-
dox, which is as much to say as an opinion contrary to all

mens opinions. MundevUle, Arte of Logicke (1619), vL 4,

These are old toni paradoxes to make fools laugh i' the
alehouse. Shak., Othello, ii. 1, 1S9.

Some of my readers are hardly inclined to think that the
word paradox could once have had no disparagement in its

meaning ; still less that persons could have applied it to
themselves. I chance to have met with a case in point
against them. It is Spinoza's " Fhilosopbia Scripturse In-
terpres, Exercitatio Paradoxa."

De Morgan, Budget of Paradoxes.



paradox
Caloric paradox. See ephenidultlau, nnia tpkeroidoL— Hydrostatic paradox. See hgdmlatie.—Mecliani-
cal paradox, a proposition to this effect : " A part may
be cat away &om a given beam, so as to make the beam
stronger than before."

paradoxalt (par'a-dok-sal), a. [= F. Pg^. pa-
radoxal = It. pafttdossaie ; as paradox + -a?.]

Paradoxical.
How worthy are Oiey to smart that mane the hannony

of oar peace by the discordoos jais of their new jjoradox-
aU conceits

!

Ei>. HaU, Peace Maker, xxl

paradoxer (par'a-dok-ser), »i. [< paradox +
-eri.] One who indulges in paradox, or who
proposes a paradox.
A very paradoxical cynic or a very cynical paradoxer

might say that the letters mnst, considering tbe kind of
gerson with whom men of genius sometimes fall in love,
e gennlne. De Morgan, in Athentenm, No. 3208, p. 503.

paradoxia sexnalis (par-a-dok'si-a sek-ga-a'-
lis). Premature development of the sexual in-

stinct in childhood.
paradoxic (pax-a-dok'sik), o. [= Sp. paraddjico
= It. paradossHo; as paradox + -ic.'] Of the
nature of a paradox ;

paradoxical. [Ear©.]

If trae, they are certainly paradeaac Sdenee, XI. 171.

paradoxical (par-a-dok'si-kal), a. • [< para-
doxic + -oZ.] 1. <3f the nature of a paradox;
charaeterizedbyparadoxes; apparently absurd,
yet true.

The mind begins to boggle atimmaterial substances, as
things paradoideai and incomprehensible.

South, Sermons, IX. lit

Paradoxieal though Uie assertion looks, the progress is

at once towards complete sepaiateneas and complete
onion. H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 482.

2. Inclined to paradox or to tenets or notions
contrary to received opinions: applied to per-
sons.

Goropins after bis wont paradoxteatt.
Purehat, Pilgrimage, p. 41.

In philosophy, where tmth seems double-faced, there
is no man more paradoxical than myselt

Sir T. Broume, Seligio Medici, L a
Paradoxical COntracUon, In phytiol., the contraction
of the muscles innervatedby one branch of the sciatic

consequent on stimulation of the other branch : it is due
to secondary stimulation of the first branch through elec-

trotonlc variations.—Faxadoxical reaction, the phe-
nomena sometimes ensuing on application of tjie galvanic
current to one ear, when, in addition to the sounds pro-
duced in that ear, sounds are heard in the other as if the
opposite electrode were applied to it.

paradoxically (par-aniok'si-kal-i). adv. In a
paradoxical manner,°or in a manner seemingly
absurd or contradictory; in such a way or
sense as to involve an apparent contradiction
or absurdity.

Matter often behaves paradoxieaUy, as when two cold
liquids added together become boiling hot.

H. Speiuxr, Study of SocioL, p. 12.

paradoxicalness (par-a-dok'si-kal-nes), n. The
state of being paradoxical.

The seeming foradaraailness of . . . [the] statementre-
sults fromjlie tendency . . . to judgeaconclnsionwliich
pre-snpposes an ideal hnmanily by its applicability to
homanlty as now existing.

H. Spmeer, Data of Ethics, p. 77.

Faradoxidse (par-a-dok'si-de), n. pi. [NIj.]

Same as Paradoxi&dx.
Paradoxides (par-a-dok'si-dez), ». [NL.,<6r.
5rapa<Jofof, incredible (see paradoa), + -ides.]

Thetypiealgenus of Paradmadidse. It contains
very large trUobites, some two feet long, with
sixteen or more thoracic segments. Brongniart.
Also Paradoxites {Goldfuss, 1843).

paxadoxidian (par'a-dok-sid'i-an), a. [< NL.
Paradoxides + -tan.'] Of or pertaining to the
genns Paradoxides; eharaeteiizedby the abun-
dance of Paradoxididse, as a geological stratum.

Paradoxididse(par'a-dok-sid'i-de),n.j)I. [Nil.,

< Paradoxides + -wte.] A family of Mlobites,
Wpified by the genns Paradoxides, characteris-

tic of the Upper Cambrian, of large size, with
well-developed cephalic shield of crescentio

figure with produced genal angles, fromtwelve
to twenty thoracic somites, and reduced pygid-
ium. AJ^o Paradoxidae.

paradoxillg (par'»-dok-sing), n. [i paradox +
-i/i^i.] Paradoxical acts or ntteranees.

If Qiat Parliament win prescribe what they ought,with-
out sach paradoxing, I should think God would snbsoribe

a Xe Dieu le veult readily enough.
Jr. IFord, Simple Cobler, p. 59.

paxadoxist (par'a-dok-sist), n. [< paradox +
-ist.2 One who makes or affects p^adoxes ; a
lover of paradox; a paradoxer.

Pope was so delighted with the pugnaciousjxmidaiAff
reply to Be Cronsaz tbat he made Warbnrton's acquain-

tance. Eneye. BriL, XIX 487.

paradoxologia (par-a-dok-so-16'ji-|), n. [KL.]

Same as paradoiology.
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Paradoxologia, the art of explaining paradoxes.

Eiuye. Brit., Yin. 194.

paradoxology (par'a-dok-sol'o-ji), n. [= Sp.
paradoxologia= Pg. 'paradoxologia, < NL.para-
doxologia, < Gr. irapaSo^oiofla, a tale of wonder,
< TTopoSofof, incredible (see paradox), + -Tuyyia,

< ?.fytiv, speak: see -ology.'] The holding and
defending of opinions contrary to those gen-
erally prevalent.

Wboever shall indifferently perpend the exceeding dif-

ficulty which either the obscurity of the snbject, or un-
avoidable paradoxology, must put upon the attempt, will

easily discern a work of this nature is not to be performed
on one leg. Sir T. Broicne, Vulg. Err., To the Keader.

Paradoxomis {par'a-dok-s6r'nis), n. [NL. (J.

Gould, 1836), < Gr. jrapddo^oi, incredible, + ipvic,

bird.] The typical genus of Paradoxomithinse.
The type is P. flarirostris, the parrot-bullfinch
of India. Also called Bailiyrhynchus.

Paradoxomithins (par'a-dok-s6r-ni-thi'ne),
n. pi. [XL., < Paradoxoniis (-omith-) + -«n«.]
In G. E. Gray's classification (1870), tie eighth
subfamily of FringUlida, represented by the ge-
nus Paradoxomis.
paradoxnre (par-a-dok'sfir), n. [< NL. Para-
doxurxis.'] Any species of tiie genus Paradoxu-
riis; a palm-cat or pabn-marten.
Paradoxnrinse (par-a-dok-sn-ri'ne), 71. pi.

[NL., < Paradoxurus + -»n«.] ' A subfamily of

Viverrids, having the taU very long and sub-
convolute, the hinder part of the soles bald and
callous, and the sectorial tooth typical, it in-
cludes the palm-cats, or lawacks, nandines, pagumes,
etc , of the genera Paradoxurus, Nandinia, Pagiana, and
Arctogale. See cuts nnder nandine, pagvme, and Para-
doxurus.

paradoxnrine (par'a-dok-su'rin), a. and n. L
a. Having a paradoxical taU—that is, one which
curls or coils in a peculiar way, characteristic
of the Paradoxurin^.
H. n. A paradoxure; any member of the

Paradoxurinse.

Paradoxurus (par'a-dok-Bu'rus), n. [NL., <
Gr. irojodrfofof, increcQble (see paradox), + obpa,

tail.] The typical genus of Paradoxurinse. P.

Paiadoxure (Paradoxurvs ty^u^.

typus is the common palm-eat of India, and
liiere are many others.

paradoxy (par'a-dok-si), «. [< paradox + -y^.'\

The state of beiiig paradoxical. Coleridge.

paradventuret, adv. An obsolete form otper-
adventure.

Abnormal sensation, as formication; abnormal
sense of cold or heat, or the perversion of the

more special senses. Also paresthesia and j»a-

ralgia.

paraesthesis (par-es-the 'sis), n. [NL.: see

parsesthesia.'] Same as parsesHiesia.

parxsthetic, a. See poregtA«*ic.

paraft, parsmet, »• Obsolete forms otparaph.

paraffin, paraffine (par'a-fi'i). "• [< F- J""""/-

fine, < L. parum, little, + affinis, akin: see af-

^nei.] 1 . The collective name for compounds
of the maish-gas series which have the gen-
eral formula C„H2n-f-2—t^* '^j *^° more ttian

twice asmanyhydrogen atoms as carbon atoms,
liese bodies are chaiacteriied by a remarkable chemical

indifference. They are saturated hydrocarbons, all the
atoms in the molecnle being Joined by single bonds, and
therefore they cannot enter into combination witbout par-

tial deslTuction of the molecule.

2. Specifically, in com. and manuf., a sub-

stance obtained by the dry distillation of wood,

peat, bituminous coal, wax. etc. it is a tastel^
inodorous, fatty matter, and resists the action of acids

and alkalis. It is largely used in the manufacture of

candles, which equal ^ose of ihe finest wax, and is used
also as a waterproofing material for paper and fabrics,

for lining wooden and metallic vessels, as trays and
tanks for acids and voltaic batteries, as an electric insu-

lator, for coating splints and other appliances which are

subjected to septic influences, for giving a polish in fine

parage
laundry-work, as a vehicle for the fulminate in matches,
as a cartridge-covering, for preserving fruit and v^etables
by forming a film or poating on the surface, and for many
other purposes. One of the main sources of paraffin is

crude petroleum, which yields a considerable quantity dar-
ing its preparation for market
3. Petroleum or kerosene. [Local.]

paraffin, paraffine (par'a-fin), v. t. ; pret. and
pp. paraffined, ppr. paraffining. [< paraffin, n.]

To coat or impregnate with paraffin ; treat with
paraffin.

'NVire, insulated with paraffined cotton, and then cov-
ered with lead, was used. fZeetnciini. (Amer.), XIIL8.

paraffin-butter (par 'a -fin-but 'er), n. See
butter^.

paraffinize (par'a-fin-iz), r. t.; piret. and pp.
paraffinized, ppr. paraffinizing. [(.paraffin +
-ize.'] To para6Bn.

'She paraffinized preparation is placed on a layer of cot-
ton to cool, care being taken to give it such a position as
to avoid deformation. .Imer. JTot, XXH. 859.

paraffin-oil (par'a-fin-oil), n. An oily product
which is given off in large quantity in the de-
structive distillation ofbituminous shale. The
lighter oils are used for illuminating, and the
heavier for lubricating purposes American
paiaffln-oll. Same as ivrowTie. Jraig.]

paraffin-scales (par'a-fin-skalz), n.pl. See the
quotation.

During the last twenty years, paraffin has come largely
into. use for candle-making. The crude solid product
separated from ttie light and heavy oils by the mineral
oil refiners, and known as paraffin scales, is of somewhat
variable composition. Spon^ Bncyc Man^., L 5S6.

paraffle (pa-raf'1), n. [< F. parafe, paraphe, a
flourish after a signature: see paraph.^ Os-
tentatious display. [Scotch.]

These grand jwro/Ze o* ceremonies.
Scott, Antiqnaiy, xxL

paraflagellate (par-a-flaj'e-lat), a. [< para-
flageUum + -ate.'} "Provided with a parafla-

geUum or with paraflagella.

paraflagellum (par'a-fla-jel'nm), n.; pLpara-
flageUa (-a). [NL., "<; Gr. irapa, beside, -f- NL.
flagettunt : see flagellum, 3.] A small supple-
mentary flagellum often observed beside the
long flageUum of infnsorians. There may be
one or more paraflagella.

Paraf's paste. Seei>astei.

paragalt, a. and n. See paregal.

paragaster (par-a-gas'ter), n. [NL., < Gr. Trapa,

beside, + yaarrip, the stomach: see gaster^.}

The cavitrof the sac of a sponge; theparagas-
trie cavity.

paragastfic (par-a-gas'trik), a. [< Gr. -apa,

beside, + ; aarrip, the stomach (see paragaster),
+ -If.] 1. Lying alongside the gastric cavity:

applied to two ceecal canals which in ct«nopho-
rans are given off from the funnel.—2. Of or
pertaining to the paragaster of a sponge : as,

the paragastric cavity.

paragastxnla (par-a-gas'tr5-la), ».; pL para-
gastrtdae (-le). [NL., < Gr. Trapa, beside, -I- NL.
gastrula, q. v.] In enibryol., that kind of gas-
trula which results from a modification of the
amphiblastula of some sponges. After assuming
a spherical form, the flagellated layer of the free amphi-
blastula becomes flattened, depressed, and finally inva-

ginated within the hemisphere of the granular cells, to
the inner bee of which it is closely applied, thus oblit-

erating the original cleavage-cavity, but at the same time
originating a secondary invagination-cavity. The two-
layered sac thus produced is theparagastmla, whose outer
or epiblastic layer gives rise to the ectoderm, and whose
inner or hypoblastic layer originates Ihe endoderm, of the
future sponge.

paragastrular (par-a^as'trg-lar), a. [(.para-

gastrula + -ar^.} <5t or pertaining to a para-
gastmla; having the character of a paragas-
trula.

paragastmlation (par-a-gas-tr<j-la'shon), II.

[< paragastrula + -ation.] The formation of a
paragastrula by invagination of an amphiblas-
tola.

parage (par'aj). ji. [<.ME. parage,<OF. (andF.)
parage = Pr. paratge= ^. paraje = Pg. para-
gem, parage = It. paraggio, < ML. paratieiim

(also, after OF., paragium), equality. < L. par,
equal: see jMir^, ^a»ri.] 1. In ?air, equality of
name, blood, or dignity, but more especially of

land ia a division among heirs.

He thought it a disparagement to have a parage with
any of his rank ; and out of emulation did try his snbstance
that it might not flow so fast iuto charitable works.

^. Hacket, Abp. Williams, iL 115. (Damet.y

2. The portion which a woman may obtain on
her marriage. Wharton.— St. Birth; family;
kindred; descent.

For aproch thou to that prynce of parage noble.
iiaiteratUM Poems (ed. Horns), iL 1^.



parage
If she be riche and of heigh parage,

Thanne seistow it 1b a tormentrie
To BoSren hire pride and hire malencolie.

Chmuier.tiol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 250.

para^enesis (par-a-jen'e-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
irapa, beside, -r 7^v£(7if, origin : seegenesis.J X.
In biol., the origination, in an imfividual of a
tiven speeies, of characters due to or in part
erived from another species, as in hyhricfiza-

tion; hybridism, with reference to the congeni-
tal peculiarities of the resulting offspring.—2.
In mineral., the association of mineral species
with each other with reference to the order and
mode of their formation.

paragenetic(par"ar-je-net'ik), a. {iparagenesis,
after genetic.'] Of or pertaining to paragenesis

;

originating by paragenesis; paragenic— para^
genetic twu. See twin.

paragenic (par-a-jen'ik), a. [< Gr. irap&, be-
side, + -yevjiQ, produced : see -genovs.'] Origi-
nating with the germ or at the genesis of an
individual: applied to bodies having original
or congenital peculiarities of structure, charac-
ter, and the like, and specifically in mineralogy
to a mineral whose formation has been influ-
enced by associated species.
parageusia (par-a-ga'si-a), n. [NL., <Gr. nap&,
beside, + 7Cti<r«f,"the sense of taste, < yeieamt,
taste: see gust^.] Perverted sense of taste.
Also parageusis.

ParageiaCa is most common for sapid sabstances.
Amer. Jour. Psychol., J. BIO.

parageusic (par-a-gii'sik), a. [< parageusia +
-jc] Of or pertaining to parageusia.
parageusis (par-a-gu'sis), ». [NL. : see para-
geusia.] Same as parageusia.
paraglenal (par-a-gle'nal), n. and a. [< Gr.
irapd, beside, + yMp>^, the socket of a joint

:

see glene.] I. n. The coraooid of a fish ; a car-
tilage or bone applied to the inner surface of
the chief element of the scapular arch of some
fishes, andbearing at its posterior margin the
actinosts which support the pectoral fin.

II. a. Having the character of or pertaining
to the paraglenal: as, aparaglenal cartilage or
bone.

'

paraglobin (par-a-gl6'bin), n. [< Gr. wapd, be-
side, + B. ghMn.] Same as paraglobuUn.
paraglobuhn (par-a-glob'u-lin), n. [< Gr. wapd,
beside, + B. gloiuUn.] A globulin found in
blood-serum, and in small quantities elsewhere
in the tissues. Also eaWed. fibrinoplastin.
paraglossa (par-a-glos'a), n.; pi. paraglossse

(re). [NL.,<Gr. TTojba, beside, -I- y/fco-ffo, tongue.]
One of a pair of appendages, right
and left, of the ligma, placed usu-
ally on each side of the glossa,
whence the name, in this nomen-
clatnre the appendages of the ligula are
the single and median glossa, a pair of
paraglosBte, and the labial palpi. Para-
glossa occur in many insects of different
orders; in some hymenopters they are
long blade-like organs, acting as palps.
Seeligvla, and also cuts under mouth-part,
HyTnenoptera. and Intecta.

paraglossal (par-a-glos'al), a. [<
paraglossa + -al.] Having the
character of a paraglossa; pertaining to the
paraglossse.

paraglossate (par-a-glos'at), a. [< paraglossa
+ -atei.] Provided with paraglossse, as an in-

sect or the ligula of an insect.

paraglossia (par-a-glos'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
trapA, beside, + yMiaoa, tongue.] Parenchyma-
tous glossitis.

paragnathism(pa-rag'na-thizm), n. ^(.parag-
natli-ous + 4sm.] In oriiith., the state of being
paragnathous. Coues, 1864. See epignathism.

paragnathOUS (pa-rag'na-thus), a. [< Gr. irapd,

beside, -t- yvddog, jaw.] tn ornith., havingboth
mandibles of equal length, their tips falling to-

gether: said of the beaks of birds, and of the
birds themselves. Coues, 1864.

paragoge (par-a-go'je), n. [= P. Sp. Pg. It.

paragoge, < LL. paragoge, < Gr. rrapayoryl/, lead-

ing by, alteration, addition to the end of a syl-

lable, < Kapdyeiv, lead by, < wapa, beyond, -1-

ayciv, lead.] The addition, by growth or ac-
cident, of a non-significant letter or syllable

to the end of a word: opposed to prosthesis

and apocope. Examples are len-d, amongs-t,
agains-t, whils-t, tyran-t. Also called epithesis

and ectasis.

paragogic (par-a-goj'ik), a. [= P. paragogique
= Pg. It. paragogico; as paragoge + -jc] Per-
taimng to or of the nature of paragoge ; that
lengthens a word by the addition of one or
more final sounds or letters.
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ya-stema are really from the locative i + a paragogic ele-

ment a, 0, etc. Amer. Jour. Philol., VI. 431.

Paragogic futuie, in gram. See cohortative.— Para-
gogic letters, in Semitic grammar, letters which, by
their addition to the ordinary form of the word, impart ad-
ditional emphasis or mark some change in the sense.

paragogical (par-a-goj'i-kal), a. [< paragogic
+ -al.] Relating to or characterized by para-
goge; paragogic; added; additional.

You cite them to a^peare tor certaine Paragogicall con-
tempts, before a capricious Peedantie of hot-liver'd Gram-
marians. Milton, On Def. of Humb. Bemonst.

paragon (par'a-gon), n. [< OP. paragon, P.
parangon = li'. paragone, paragon {parangone,
a kind of type), < OSp. paragon, Sp. parangon, a
model, paragon, iparacon, incomparison with:
para, for, to, toward (OSp.^ora, < L. pro, for,

+ ad, to); con, with, < L. cum, with?] 1. A
model or pattern ; especially, amodel or pattern
of special excellence or perfection.

Vol. Is she not a heavenly saint?
Pro. No ; but she is an earthly ^oro^OTi.

SAoft., T. G. of v., a 4. 146.

He rises before ns as theparagonand epitome of a whole
spiritual period. CaHyle.

Sf. A companion;, fellow; mate.
Alone he rode, without his Pa/ragone.

Spenser, F. Q., m. x. 86.

3t. A rival.

For Iiove and Lordship bide no paragone,
^aenter, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 1026.

Their Valley, walled with bald Hills before, . . .

Is now an Eden, and th' All-circling Sun,
For fruitfull beanf^, sees no Paragon.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, IL, The Schlsme.

4t. Eivahy; emulation; hence, comparison; a
test of excellence or superiority.

Bards tell of many wemen valorous,
Which have full many feats adventurous
Performd, in paragone of proudest men.

Spenser, F. Q., in. ill 64.

But never let th' ensample of the bad
Offend the good ; for good, by pa/ragane
Of evill, may more notably be rad.

Spmser, F. Q., in. ix. 2.

End of Labi-
um of Eristalis
Jiorens, bear-
ing Paraglossse.
(Magnifiea.}

5t. A stuff, embroidered or plain, used for dress
and upholstery in the seventeenth century.—6.
A diamond weighing more than 100 carats.— 7.
A size of printing-type, about 3f lines to the
inch, the intermediate of the larger size double
small-pica and the smaller size great-primer,
equal to 20 points, and so distinguished in the
new system of sizes.

paragon (par'a-gon), v. [< OP. paragormer, P.
parangormer= Sp. paragonar, parangonmr= It.

jJctragroTOore/ from the noim.] I. trans. 1. To
compare; parallel; mention in comparison or
competition.

By Isis, I will give thee bloody teeth,
If thou with Cffisar paragon again
My man of men. Skak. , A. and C, 1. 5. 71.

Fandiemonium, city and proud seat
Of Lucifer; so by allusion call'd

Of that bright star to Satan ^ora^on'iZ.
Milton, v. L., X. 426.

3. To admit comparison vrith ; rival; equal.

Who CQvld paragon
The fervid choir that lifted up a noise
Of harmony 7 £eafo, Sleep and Poetry.

3t. To go beyond; excel; surpass.

A maid thatparagons description.
Shak., Othello, it 1. 62.

II. intrans. To compare; pretend to com-
parison or equality.

He should convert his eyes to see the beauty of Doro-
thea, and he should see that few or none could for feature
paragon with her.

Shdton, tr. of Don Quixote, iv. 9. (Latham,.)

paragone (par-a-go'ne), n, [It. : see paraxon."]
1. A touchstone—that is, stone of comparison.— 2. The black marble of Bergamo: so called
on account of the exceUenoe of the polish it re-
ceives.

paragonite (par'a-gon-it), n. l< paragon +
-ite^.] A kind of iniea, analogous to muscovite
in composition, but containing sodium in place
of potassium: it is characteristic of the para-
gonite-sehist of the Alps.

paragonite-SCllist(par'a-gon-it-shist'),». Mica-
schist in which a hydrous soda variety of mica,
called paragonite, takes the place of musco-
vite, the most common micaceous constituent
of that rook.

paragonizet (par'a-gon-iz), v. t. [= Sp. paran-
gonizar; as paragon -i- -iee,'] To compare; par-
agon.

Faire women whose excellencie is discouered hypara-
gonizing or setting one to another, which moued the zeal-

ous Poet, speaking of the mayden Queene, to call her the
paragon of Queenes.

PuttenJiam, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 195.

paragrapHist

paragram(par'a-gram),'TO. [KlAi.paragramma,
< Gr. Trapiypaft/l'a, that which one writes beside,

< irapayp&^eiv, write beside : see paragraph.'] A
play upon words ; a pun.

Aristotle, in the eleventh chapter ofhisbook of rhetorick,
describes two or three kinds of puns, which he calls mro-
grams. Addison, Spectator, So. 61.

paragrammatist (par-a-gram'a-tist), n. [< LL.
paragramma(t-) (see "paragrdm) + -ist.] A
punster.
A country school-master of my acquaintance told me

once that be had been in companywith a gentleman whom
he looked upon to be the greatest mrasramnuttist among
the moderns. AMison, Spectator, No. 61.

paragrandine (par-a-gran'din), n, [< ML. pa^
rare, guard against.' parry (see pare\ and cf.

parasol),+ h.granao {grandin-), hail: see gran-
dinous. ] An apparatus intended to prevent the
occurrence of hail-storms, it consists of an adapta-
tion of the lightning-rod raised in various ways above the
field or garden which it is desired to protect, and was sup-
posed to prevent the formation of hailstones by attracting
and conducting to earth the tree electricity to which they
might owe their origin. It is now considered to be inef-

fective, or of but litUe effect. Also caRed paragrele.

paragraph (par'a-graf), n. [Earlymod. E.para-
graffe, < 'ME. paragraj, paragraffe, also paraf,
paraffe (see paraph), also pargrafte, pylerafte,

pilecrafte (whence pilcrow, q. v.), < OF. para-
graphe (alsoparaphe, etc.), F.paragraphe = Sp.
pardgrafo,pdrrafo=Fg.paragrapho= It.para-

grafo, parafo, < ML. paragraphus, < Gr. irapa-

ypatpo^, a,Unedrawn in themargin, also, like wapa-
ypa^il, a marginal note, a paragraph, a brief sum-
mary, an exception, demurrer, < napaypa^eiv,

write beside, < irapd, beside, + ypa^etv, write.]
1. A distinct part of a discourse or writing re-

lating to a particular point, whether consisting
of one sentence or of many sentences : in this

sense the word does not necessarily imply the
division defined below.
This large paragraph of Plotinus is not without some

small truth in it, if rightly limited and understood.
Dr. H. More, Immortal, of Soul, liL 11.

2. A division of written or printed matter, usu-
ally formed by beginning on a new line, and by
leaving a small blank space before the first let-

ter.

It will be noticed also that Sommalius divided the chap-
ters [of "The Imitation of Christ "] into paragraphs, which
many translators have followed ; and since his time the
paragraphs have been further divided into verses, as th^
now appear in the more modem editions.

The Academy, June 16, 1889, p. 407.

8. A short passage ; a brief notice, as in a news-
paper.—4. A character having the form fl', used
to mark or (in manuscript for the press or in
proof) to give direction for the beginning of
a new paragraph, or as a mark of reference.
This character is a reversed P, the initial let^

ter of paragraph. Abbreviated par Hanging
paxagraph. See hanging indention, under indentioiiS.

paragraph (par'a-gr4f), v. t. l<paragraph, n.]

1. To form into or write in paragraphs.— 2. To
mention or speak of in a paragraph; specifi-
cally, to make the subject of a paragraph or
brief notice in a newspaper.

I am sneered at by allmy acquaintance andparagraphed
in the newspapers. Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 2.

8. Same as paraph.
The Duke of Orleans, Monsieur the Prince, and super-

intendents deliver them to the greffler, or clerk, by whom
theyjire to be allowed, that is paragraphed. In parchment

Evelyn, Stat^of France.

paragrapher (par'a-^af-6r), n. Onewho writes
paragraphs for or as if for newspapers ; a para-
graphist.

[He] asserts that his poetry will be read when Shake-
spere is forgotten. "Possibly, but not before," remarks
a,paragrapher. The Literary Era, II. 160.

paragraphia (par- a -^af ' i- a), m. [NL. , < Gr.
jrapa7/D(i0«v, write lieside : seeparagraph.] The
aphasic symptom of writing one word for an-
other.

paragraphic (par-a-graf'ik), a. [< paragraph
+ -ic] 1 . Characterized by division into para-
graphs ; exhibiting frequent breaks in writing.—2. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of a para-
graph or briefnotice; consisting of paragraphs;
also, writing or contributing paragraphs.
No style of newspaper writing is more liable to abuse

than the paragraphic. O. S. Merriam, S. Bowles, II. 358.

paragraphical (par-a-graf'i-kal), a. [< paror
graphic + -al.] Same as paragraphic.

I am very paragraphical, and, you see, have nothing to
say. WaJpole, Letters, 11. 184.

para^aphically (par-a-graf'i-kal-i), adm. By
or with paragraphs ; in paragraphs.
paragraphist (par'a-gr&f-ist), n. [<paragraph
+ -ist,] One who writes paragraphs ; a para-



paxagraphlst

grapher; specifically, one who writes para-
graphs for newspapers.
Any parttgn^hiH in the newspapeis.

Da Quineey, Herodotais.

paragrapbisticalf (par'a-gra-fis'ti-kal), a. [<
paragraphist + -ic-al.']

' Ss^e as paragraphic.
Beau, and 17.

Par4 grass. 1. A foiage-grass of warm cli-

mates. Pamciim barbinode. producing abun-
dantly and of good quality: so named from
Par4 in Brazil.— 2. A commercial name of the
piassava fiber.

paragrele (par'a-grel), n. [<. F. *paragr^, <
purer (< ill. parare), guard against, parry, +
gr4le, hail.] Same nsparagrandine.

Para^tiayan (par'a-gwa-an;, a. and h. [<
Paraguay (see def.y + -<jn.] I. a. Of or per-
taining to Paraguay or its inhabitants.

n. «. A native or citizen of Paraguay, a re-

public of South America, lying to the west of
Brazil, and north and east of the Argentine
Republic.
Paraguay tea. See tea.

parabeliotropic (par-a-he'li-o-trop'ik), a. [<
paraheiiotrop-ism + -»c.] Pertaining to or ex-
hibiting paraheliotropism.

The leaves of some plants when exposed to an Intense
and tnjorioas amount of light direct themselves, by rising
or sinking or twisting, so as to be less intensely illami-
nated. Such movementshave sometimes been called diur-
nal sleep. If tiiought advisable, they might be called
paraJielMropie. Dttrmn, Movement in Plants, p. 419.

paraheliotropism (par.^he-li-ot'ro-pizm), n.

[< Gr. jrapi, about, + i/Xioc, the sun, + TpeTretv.

turn, Tpmri, a turning.} In bot., the so-called
dinruai sleep of leaves : a modification of dia-
heliotropism. See the quotation under para-
heliotropie.

The so-called Diurnal Sleep of Leaves, or ParaJteUotro-
pism. Donnn, Movement in Plants, p. 445.

Parallippns(par-a-hip'us),l<. [NL.,<6r. sra/»i,

beside, -I- imrof," horse.] A genus of extinct
soUdunguIate perissodactyl quadrupeds, based
by Leidy in 1858 upon North American remains
of Pliocene age, belonging to the familyJncfti-
Hieriiilse. The animal was a sort of horse with
some tapiroid afSnities.

parallSltnosis (par'a-hip-no'sis), n. [XL.,< 6r.
n-opd, beside, + vth'oc, sleep, + -osis. Cf. h^no-
si<.'\ Abnormal sleep, as in hypnotized states
or somnambulism.

Itaraiba (pa-ii'ba). h. [Braz.] A Brazilian
plant, Simaruba rersieoJor, whose extremelybit-
ter bark is nsed in powder against insect ver-
min and in infusion as a cure for snake-bites,
and, together with the fruit, is employed as an
anthelmintio.

paraillet, r. and «. See pareU.
parakanthosis (par-ak-an-tli6'sis). n. [>rL.,<
6r.!7apo, beside,+ aK<i>^ a thorn, -I- -osis.] Ab-
normal growth of the stratum spinostmi of the
epidermis, as in cancer of the skin.

psu^lkeet, «. See parrak-eet.

Xtarakeratosis (par-a-ker-a-to'sis), M. [NL.,
< Gr. ;7iip<i, beside, ~-H Nt. keratosis.'} Any
disease of the skin characterized by abnormal
quality of the homy layer.

parakinesis, parakinesia (par'a-M-ne'sis,
-si-a), n. [NL., < Gr. rrapa, beside, + Ktvi/atc,

mofion.] Disordered motor function.

paralactic (par'a-lak'tik), a. [< Gr. Traca. be-
side. + E. toefio."] Used only in the following
phrase.

—

Paralactic add, s modification of ordlnaiy
or fennentation lactic acidinaving the same chemical
composition and structure, but different in being opti-

cally active as vrell as in its salts. It is foand in various
juices of the body. Also called KtreottKtic acirf.

paralalia (par-a-la'U-a), n. [NL., < Gr. tto/xj,

beside, + mAiA, talk, chat: see JaUation.'] Dis-
order of artienlation so that one sound is given
for another, as I for r.

paraldehyde (pa-ral'df-Md), ». [< Gr. -aod,

beside, -I- E. aldehyde.'] A colorless liquid with
a disagreeable odor and taste, CgHjoOs, ob-
tained by treating aldehyde with sulphuric or
hydrochloric acid. It is used in medicine as a
hypnotic.

paraleipsis, «. See paralipsis.

paralepidid (i>ar-8-lep'i-did), «. One of the
Paralepididse.

Paralepididse (par'a-le-pid'i-de), «. pi. [NL.,
< Paralepis {4epid-)~+ -ids.'] A fanuly of inio-

mons fishes, exemplified by flie genus Paralepis,

with elongate body covered witt cycloid scales,

long head, deep mouth, slender maxillaries

closely adherent to the premaxUIaries, short

dorsal fin at about the middle of the body,
and an adipose fin. Xbe family contains 6 or 7 spe-
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cies, inhabiting rather deep water. Also ParaUpidina^ as
a group of Se^idas.
paralepidoid (par-a-lep'i-doid), a. and u. [<
paralepidid + -oid."] I. a. Eesembling the ge-
ims Paralepis ; belonging to the Paralepididse.

n. n. A fish of the family PirateptAVfee.

Paralepis (pa-ral'e-pis), II. [XL., < Gr. -apa,
beside, + izTric, a scale.] The typical genus
of Paralepidid^.
paralepsis, paralepsy (par'a-lep-sis, -si), n.

See paralipgis.

paralesia (par-a-lek'si-a), II. [XL., < Gr. impd,
beside, + ?.i;ic, speech, < ?Aytiv, speak.] Mor-
bid misapprehension of the meaning of written
or printed words.
paralgesia (par-al-je'si-a), n. [XL.. <Gr. -apa,
beside, beyond, -I- a?.yiictc, sense of pain, < a?.-

;fii', feel pain, < a?--)ac, pain.] 1. Disordered
sense of pain in a part, as when peculiar feel-
ings of local distress follow stimulation.— 2.
Hypalgesia.
paralgia (pa-rarji-a), H. [XL., < Gr. -apd, be-
side, beyond, + a/.jof, pain.] Same SiS paral-
gesia.

paraJdan (pa-ra'U-an), n. [< 'L.paralius, < Gr.
ffa/M/jof, also 7TapaXx>g, by or near the sea, naval,
marine, littoral, < -a/w,' beside, + a?^, the sea.]
A dweller near the sea. Smart. [Rare.]
Paralichthys (par-a-lik'tMs), «. [NL., < Gr.
n-dpa^.ov. by or in thesea (see paralian), + i^i'f

,

fish.] A genus of pleuronectoid fishes, related
to the halibut, it has the lateral line strongly arched
in front, the dorsal banning in front of the eye, scales

PtrratichO^s JfntatHs.

weakly cUiated, and some of the teeth enlarged. It con-
tains a number of species in the American and Asiatic
seas, among which are some highly esteemed food-fishes,
such as the bastard or Monterey halibut {P. eal^orme»s\
the plaice or summer flounder of >'ew York (P. dxntatusy,
and the southern fioonder (P. Uthoetigma). See halQnit,

and cut underylounifcr.

paralinin (pa-ral'i-nin), H. Xueleoplasm. See
nucleus, 1 (a).

paralipomena (par'a-li-pom'e-na), n.pl. [= F.
jiaro/ipomfiifs. pi..formerlyinE.para/ipojBCHon
= Sp. paralipomcnon = It. paralipomenon, para-
lippomenon, after the LL. gen. pi., < LL. jiara-

lipomena (in gen. pi. paralipomenon, in liberpri-

vius or secuiidus paralipotHendn), < Gr. irapa}£i-

-6ut\a, things omitted, omissions (70 Si^Uov rav

^af>a?M-ofiev<jv, the book of things omitted), ppr.

pass, of TTopaJM-Etv, pass over, omit : see para^
lipsis.] Things omitted; collectively, a supple-
ment containing things omitted in a preceding
work ; a collection of omitted passages. Those
books of the Bible called Krst and Second
Chronicles are also ca]ledParaKpo»iCTia,former-

ly Paralipomenon (a genitive form, see above).

And as it Is rehearsed in ParaUpomenon [maig. lib. 1, cap.

10] : One cause of his fal was for lacke of trust in God.
Sir T. More, Cnmfort against Tribulation (1573X foL 42.

The fragment given in the pmral^Mmena to Faust, en-

titled Landstiasse, where Mephlstopheles casts down his
eyes and hurries past a cross by the wayside, follows, a
hint of the later revelation of his character.

Amer. Jour. PA»JoI.,TIIL 4S6.

paralipsis (par-a-lip'sis1, H. \^Also paraleipsis

andparalepsis (a]so paralepsy = T. paralyse=
Pg. paralepsis = It. paralepsi, paralipsi, para-
lissi), < XL. paralipsis. < Gr. E-opa^t^if, a pass-

ing over. < n-o/w/fi'-f(r, leave on one side, omit, <

jTopa, beside, -H /.ei-ecv. leave.] A pretended or

sn^ested omission for rhetorical effect, usu-

ally introduced by " I say nothing of," "not to

mention," or the like.

parallactic (par-a-lak'tik), a. [= F. parallac-

tique = Sp. paraiacOeo = Pg. paraOaxico = It.

parallatUeo, < LGr. -ofxiXhiKriKor, of or for the

parallax, < Gr. :rapa?Miic, parallax: see paral-

lax.] Of, pertaining to, of the nature of, or

characterized by parallax.

Thomas Dlgrey and John Dey, gentlemen and mathema-
ticians amongst us, have learnedly proved by parallactic

doctrine that it [a new star In CSsslopela] was in the celes-

tiall, not in the elementary region.

Holland, tr. of Camden (Eluaheth, an. 1572).

Parallactic angle. (0I The angle whose vertex Is at any
object observed while its legs pass through a mean and
an ertremely removed station of observation ; parallax.

(J) The angle between the vertical circle and the declina-

parallel

tion circle of a scar.—Parallactic ellipse, the ellipse
which a star appears to descril>e annually in consequoice
of the earth's revolution around the sun, and by virtue of
parallax.—Parallactic Inequality, an inequality in the
moon's motion dependent upon the solar pai-.illax at the
moon. Its period is one sj'nodical revolution, or 29.53
days, being double that of the variation, which it thus
alternately increases and diminishes. The maximum ef-
fect on the longitude is 122 '.

—

Parallactic Instrument,
in (ufroiK, an equatorial instrument— Parallactic rules,
an ancient as^nomical instrument for measuring the
zenith-distance of a star —Parallactic unit, the dis-
tance of a star whoee parallax Is 1", being 206,265 times
the distance of the sun from the earth.

parallactical (par-a-lak'ti-kal), <i. {<parallae-
tic + -al.] Same as parallactic.
parallax (par'a-laks\ «. [= P. parallaxe = Sp.
paralaje. paralajis = Pg. parallaxe
= It. parallasse, < Gr. irapayj'.a^ic,

alternation, parallax, < ':Tapa}Jiac-

ativ, make things alternate, < -apa.

beside, -i- a'/./M7aeiv, change, < li/-

/.of, another.] 1. An apparent
displacement of an object ob-
served, due to real displacement
of the observer, so that the di-
rection of the former with refer-
ence to the latter is changed, in

"^•^
the cat, the angle BCD^ being the semidiameter of AB as
seen from C, is the parallax of C as seen from R In as-
tronomy, parallax is due either to our daily motion round
the center of the earth, or to our yearly motion round the
sun. Parallax is observed, also, when the head is moved
before two images or other objects in the r^ion of dis-
tinct vision and at unequal distances. There is also an
eHect of parallax when we alternately shut one eye and
open the other.

2. In optics, an apparent shifting of the spider-
lines in a telescope-reticle as the eye is moved
before the eyepiece : it is due to the non-co-
incidence of the threads with the focal plane
of the object-glass Angle of parallaz, in pAnao-
logicai optics, the angle which the visual axes form at their
point of meeting. This angle becomes greater the nearer
the point of fixation.— ATirnial parallax, the displace-
ment of a star owing to its being observed from the earth
instead of from the sun.— Diurnal parallax, the dis-
placement of a body owing to Its being observed from the
surface instead of from the center of the earth.—Hori-
zontal parallax, the diurnal parallax of a star upon the
horizon. The horizontal parallax is equal to the semi-
diameter of the earth as seen from the star.— Parallax
of altitude, the angular amount by which the altltade
of the moon or other heavenly body is less on account of
parallax.

parallel (par'a-lel), a. and ». [< OP. parallele,
P. parallele= Sp. paraMo= Pg. xiarattelo= It.

paraUelo, paraletto, < L. parallelus, parallelos,
< Gr. ^apa/yjj/jK. beside one another, < Trapd,

beside, -1- a'/jj,/.L)ii, gen., etc. (found only in
oblique cases of dual and plural), one another,
a reduplicated form, < aMog, another, -I- aMog,
another.] I. a. 1. In j/eom., of lines (accord-
ing to Euclid in his
definition of parallel
straight lines), lying in
the same plane but
never meeth^ however
far they may be pro-
duced in either direc-
tion; of planes, never
meeting however far
they may be produced;
in modem geometry, in-
tersecting at infinity. The definition of Euclid is

the traditional one ; but the modern definition has three
logical advantages : first, it Is not like the Euclidean defi-

nition, a negative one ; second, it makes one conception
applicable equally to parallel lines and parallel planes;
and third, it Is a statement which, whether literally Erne
or not, most be admitted In form for the sake of the Im-
portant generalizations which result &om it.

2. Having the same direction, tendency, or
course.

How am I then a villain

To counsel Cassio to this paraO^ course.
Directly to his good! Shak., Othello, IL 3. 355.

3. Continuing a resemblance through many
particulars; late; similar; equal in all essen-
tial parts: as. a parallel case; parallel pas-
sages in the Evangelists.

He [the apostle Paul] goes up and down preaching the
Gospel in a sphere as large as his mind was, and with a
zeal only parous with his former fury.

StiUinfffleet, Sermons, I. iv.

4. Inmiisic: (a) Of two voice-parts, progress-

ing so that the interval between them remains
the same. Such progression is called parallel motion,
and the Intervals by which the two parts are separated are

caUei paraUtl iatertals. When the interval is a unison,

an octave^ or a perfect fifth, the profession isregarded as
faulty : such progressions are (»Ued parallel vmsong, oc-

tarts^ or fifthi, or simplyparaGfli or eonaecutirvs. Parallel

thirds and sixths are correct, and pleasing when not too

long continued. Parallel seconds and sevenths are rare^

and usually objectionable, (ft) Of tonalities, same
as relatire.— 5. In entom.. parallel-sided: as,

parallel eh"tra. wings, etc

—

Parallel bars, battle.

Parallel Tin^.^

'Two lines in a plane aie cut
by a thiid, maUn^r tbe sura of
the internal angles on one side
tvo ri^t angles.



parallel

brake-hanger. See hari, etc.— Parallel circles on a
Bpbere. circles whose planes are parallel.— ParaUel cir-
cuit, an electrical conductor joining two point;s which are
also connected by another conductor, to which the first is
then said to be parallel.—Parallel coping, in buildinffj
coping ofequal tnicknessthroughout : used to cope inclined
surfaces, such as gables, etc.—Parallel curves and sur-
faces, those curves and surfaces which have the same nor-
mals, and are therefore everywhere equidistant.—Parallel
extinction. See extinctioji, 3.— Parallel file. See/?ei.—
Parallel Assure or sulcus, the superior temporal fissure,

parallel to the fissure of Sylvius. See jfsswre.— Parallel
forces, forces which act in directions parallel to each
other.—Parallel hemiliedrism. See hemihedrism.—
Parallel intervals. Same as consecutive intervaZs (which
see, under consecutive).—Parallel key, knife, lathe. See
the nouns.— Parallel lines, (a) Defined by Euclid as
"straight lines which are in the same plane and, being
produced ever so far both ways, do not meet." (6) MUit.^
same as parallels. See II,, 5.—Parallel motion, (a) A
contrivance for converting reciprocating circular motion
into rectilinear reciprocating motion by the use of link-
work. The ordinary parallel motion, that of Watt, fulfils

its function to a close degree of approximation, but not
exactly. It is designed to cause the piston-rod in impart-
ing motion to, and the pump-rod in taking motion from,
the oscillating beam of a steam-engine, to move respective-
ly in very nearly right lines, and is sufficiently perfect for
all practical purposes. It depends upon the principle that
when the ends of two levers connected by a link oscillate

on different centers in the same vertical plane, describing
arcs convex toward each other, there is some point in the
connecting-link that must move in nearly a right line.

The position of this point depends upon the lengths of the
levers and the relative positions of their fulcrums. A meth-
od for mathe-
matically loca- ^
ting this point
has been given
byKankine. In
the diagram
the ends of the
equal levers g h
andi^' describe
arcs convex to-

ward each oth-
er; a is the con-
necting-link

; g
and j are the
fulcrum s. The
piston-rod is

connected at b
to the link c;
and when the

Part of Beam of Condensing-engine.

-^^'

Parallel Rulers,

a a', rulers; **', bars pivot-

ed to the rulers. The centers
of the pivots beinEf equidistant
in * and *',therulerswill there-
fore be parallel to each other
in any position of the bars.

levers are caused to oscillate, one end of the link a is drawn
to the right, while the other is moved to the left, causing
the point of connection, and also the pump-rod / and pis

ton-rod e, to move in nearly right lines. The first exact
parallel motion discovered, after immense labor by many
mathematicians, was Peaucellier's cell. (See cell.) The
simplest is the Kempe-Sylvester parallel motion. (6) In
mime. Seemofjon— Parallel perspective, rod, etc See
the nouns.—Parallel roads, benches or terraces on
hill-slopes, indicating former levels at which the water
stood in the valley beneath at a time when this was occu-

• _ pied by a lalce, or a lake-lilte

expansion of a river. The
phrase parallel roads is chiefly
used with reference to the so-

called Parallel Roads of Glen-
roy in Scotland, in regard to
which tliere has been much
discussion among geologists.

See (errace.—Parallel rulers,
an instrument for plotting
courses on a chart, or for draw-
ing parallel lines for other
purposes. It consists of two
rulers connected by cross-bars
of equal length, movable about

joints, so that while the distance between the two rulers

may be increased or diminished, their edges always remain
paralleL—Parallel sailing, sphere, etc. See the nouns.—Parallel sulcus. S&epwraUelJissure.

II. n. 1. jI line parallel to another line.

That 's done, as near as the extremest ends
OtparallelSf as like as Yulcan and his wife.

Stoft., T. and C, i. 3.168.

Lines that from their parallel decline,

More they proceed, the more they still disjoin.

Garth, Dispensary, iv. 186.

Who made the spider parallels design,
Sure as De Moivre, without rule or line

!

J'opSf Essay on Man, iii. 103.

2. The intersection of a sphere by a plane per-

pendicular to its axis : such intersections of the

terrestrial sphere are parallels of latitude, and
are commonly represented on maps hy lines

drawn to every five or ten degrees (or less dis-

tances) between the equator and the poles.

See latitude, 4.— 3. Comparison made by pla-

cing things side by side : as, to draw a, parallel

between two characters.

No high-strain'd Parallel was made but thus.

As good, or brave, as Aplirodisius.
J. BeauTtumtt Psyche, ii, 5?t.

'Twixt earthly females and the moon
All parallels exRctly run. Swi/t.

He runs a laboured parallel between Schiller, Goethe,

and Kotzebue ; one Is more this, the other more that.

Carlyle, Taylor's Survey of German Poetry (Essays,
[HI. 316).

4. A thing equal to or resembling another in

all essential particulars; a counterpart.

She is the abstract of all excellence,
And scorns a parallel.

Fletcher (and Massiryer ?), Lovers' Progress, iii. 8.
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In Britain where was he

That could stand up ImparaUelf
Shak., Cymbeline, v. 4. 54.

The nearest parallels [to the conquest of Britain] that I

can find are the Hebrew conquest of Canaan and the Saia-

cen conquest of Africa.

J3. A. Freevna/n, Amer, Lects., p. 127.

5. Milit., a trench cut in the groimd before a
fortress, parallel to its defenses, for the purpose
of covering the besiegers from the guns of the
place.— 6. In printing, a mark of reference in a
printed text, thus

||
, used to direct attention to a

marginal note or a foot-note.—7. hi music. See
I., 4.—Inparallel.amethod ofconnecting electric batter-

ies ordynamos in which all of tlie positive poles are joined to
one extremity of the circuit-wire, and all of the n^ative to
theother. (See6at(ert/.) Theconnectionissaidtobeingmes
when the positive pole of one cell or machine is joined to

the negative of the next.— lUtmdane parallel, in axtrol.,

situation at equal distances from the meridian.—Parallels
Of altitude, in aslron,, small circles of the sphere parallel
to the horizon. Also called aimucantars.—Parallels Of
declination, small circles of the celestial sphere parallel

to the equator.— Theory of parallels, the geometrical
discussion of the number of lines which can be drawn
through a given point parallel to a given line, with other
kindred matters. The fifth postulate (in some modern
editions the eleventh axiom) of Euclid reads, "And if

aright line incident upon two right lines make the two in-

terior angles on the same side less in sum than two right
angles, then those two right lines will meet on the side
on which the angles are less than two right angles if pro-
duced to infinity. " This proposition being much more com-
plicated than any other assumed by Euclid without proof,
a great number of attempts were made bymathematicians
to demonstrate it. Finally, it was conclusively shown, as
Gauss expressed it, that we have no reason to believe that
the celebrated postulate is more than approximately true.

There are thus three possible systems of geometry, the Eu-
clidean and two non-Euclidean systems, according as it is

assumed that there can be drawn through any given point,

parallel to any given line, only one line, two real lines,

or two imaginary lines.—Zodiacal parallel, in astrdl.,

the situation of two planets at the same distance from the
equator.

parallel (par'a-lel), V.
;
pret. and pp. paralleled

or parallelled^ ppr. paralleling or parallelling.

[< parallel, a.'] I. trans. 1. To place in a po-
sition parallel to something else ; make parallel.

The needle . . . doth parallel and place itself upon the
true meridian. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iL 2.

2. To make conformable to something else;

make the same or closely similar in many or all

essential particulars.

His life 18 paralleled
Even with the stroke and line of his great justice.

Shak., M. for M., iv. 2. 82.

3. To match; equal; rival.

For rapes and ravishments he parallels Nessus.
Shak, All's WeU, iv. 3. 281.

He parallels

Strong sinnewed Sampson, or, indeed, excels.

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 25.

Those distinct feelings which can be remembered and
examined by reflection are paralleled by changes in a por-
tion of the brain only. W. K. Clifford, Lectures, II, 82.

4. To show or furnish an equal to, or an equiv-
alent for.

Well may we fight for her whom, we know well.

The world's large spaces cannot paraUel.
Shak., T. and C, ii. 2. 162.

5. To compare.
I tliought once . . .

To hme paaralleled him with great Alexander.
B. Jonson, Sejanus, i. 1.

I paralleled more than once our idea of substance with
the Indian philosopher's he-knew-not-what which sup-
ported the tortoise. Locke.

6. To take a course parallel with. [Recent.]

Another railroad h^& paralleled the Nickel Plate, which
h^a paralleled tlie Lake Shore.

New York Tribune, March 23, 1884.

II, intrans. To be like or equal ; agree.

Sound paralleleth In many other things with the sight.
Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 125.

parallelable (par'a-lel-a-bl), a. [< parallel +
-able.'] Capable of being paralleled. [Rare.]

Our duty is seconded with such an advantage as is not
paralleUible in all the world beside.

Bp. Hall, Remains, p. 277. (LaUiam.)

parallelepiped (par-a-lel-e-pip'ed or -pi'ped),

n. [Commonly, but erroneously, parallelopi-

ped; = F. paralUUpipide = Sp. paralelepipedo,

paralelipipedo — Pg. parallelipipedo= It. paral-
lelepipedo, paralellepipedo, < 'MJj. parallelepipe-

dum, NL. also parallelepipedon, < Gr. KapaXhiks-
Tn'TreJov, < -KapAXTpMi, parallel (see ])aralleV), +
iiriireSov, a plane surface, neut. of e^n-ineSog, on
the ground,< kiri, on,+ Tredov, ground.] Aprism
whose bases are parallelograms.

parallelepipedal (par-a-lel-e-pip'e-dal or -pi'-

pe-dal), a. [Also, erroneously, parallelopipe-

dal; X parallelepiped + -al.'] Having the form
of a parallelepiped.

parallelepipedon (par-a-lel-e-pip'e-don or -pi'-

pe-don), n. Same as parallelepiped.

parallelogrammic

parallelepipedonal (par-a-lel-e-pip'e-don-al or

^i'pe-don-al), a. [< parallelepipedon + -al.]

Same as parallelepipedal.

parallelinerved (par'a-lel-i-n6rvd), a. [< L.

parallelus, parallel, + nervus, nerve: see

nerve.] Same a,a parallel-nerved.

parallelism (par'a-lel-izm), «. [= F. paralU-
lisme = Sp. paralelismo = Pg. It. parallelismo,

< MGr. napaXkriWidfidQ, a comparing of parallels,

< TTapaTi-Xipd^eiv, place side by side : see parallel-

ize.] 1 . A parallel position, in any sense of the

nfovA. parallel.

The fissures . . . were produced with such irresistible

force as to preserve their lineal' character tmd parallelism

tlu'ough rocks of the most diverse nature.
Geilcie, Geol. Sketches, ii. 24.

2. The retention by a moving line of positions

parallel to one another.— 3. Analogy.

Now science and philosophy recognize the parallelism,

the approximation, the unity of the two [Spirit and Mat-
ter], Emerson, in N. A. Rev., CXXVI. 419.

Fortunately, literaiyparallelism is not synonymous with
literary plagiarism. N. ar\d Q., 7th ser., IX. 65,

Specifically— 4. The correspondence resulting

from the repetition of the same sentiment or
imagery, sense, or grammatical construction : a
marked feature of Hebrew poetry.

Parallelisms in sentences, in words, and in the order of

words have been traced out between the gospel of Mat-
thew and that of Luke.

Foley, Evidences of Christianity, L 8.

5. A parallel or comparison.

To draw a parallelism between that ancient and this

more modem nothing,
Glanville, Vanity of Dogmatizing, xv,

parallelistic (par''''ar-le-lis'tik), a. [< parallel

+ -istic] Of the nature of or involving paral-

lelism ; like, but not plagiaristic._

parallelivenose (par-a-lel-i-ve'nos), a. [< L.

paralleltis, parallel, +"vena, vein : see venose.]

In entom., same as parallel-veined.

parallelize (par'a-lel-iz), v. t.
;

pret. and pp.
parallelized, pTpryparallelising. [= Sp. para-
lelizar,< MGr. irapaTihiXiiciv, place side by side,<

Gr. n-apa/l/l)7/lof, parallel : see ^Mrallel.] To ren-

der parallel
;
place side by side for comparison

;

arrange in parallel columns or positions.

Of lesser grades, the series among Lacertilia of Acro-
donta and Iguania, parallelized by Ihxm^ril and Bibron,
and of Teida} and Lacertidse, compared by Wiegmann,

E. D. Cape, Origin of the Fittest, p. 95,

parallellesst (par'a-lel-les), a. [< parallel +
-less.] Without a parallel

;
peerless. [Rare.]

Is she not paraUelless? is not her breath
Sweet as Arabian winds when fruits are ripe ?

Beau, and Fl., Fhilaster, iii. 1.

parallelly (par'a-lel -Ii), adv. In a parallel

manner ; as a parallel or as parallels; in a cor-
responding manner; ooneordantly.
parallel-nerved (par'a-lel-nervd), a. In hot.,

having the nerves parallel, as many leaves.

Also parallel-veined.

parallelodrome (par-a-lel'o-drom), n. [< Gr.
rrapdWrfko^, parallel, -f- Spofioi, < ipajielv, run,]
See nervation.

parallelogram (par-a-lel'p-gram), n. [< or.
parallelogramme, F."pardllelogramme = Sp.
paralelogramo = Pg. paralletogrammo, para-
lellogrammo, paralelogrammo = It. paralello-

grammo, paralelogram- ^__^_____^
mo, < L. parallelogram- / /
mum, < Gr. irapaMiiM- / /
ypafi/iov, a parallelo- Z. /
gram, neut. of ffapoX- Pa,alleIogran,.

A?iA6-ypa/ifwg, bounded by
parallel lines, < napd?iX7i?u>g, parallel, + ypap-
/iffi,line: see parallel and gram^.] 1. In geom.,
a quadrilateral whose opposite sides are par-
allel.— 2t. A pantograph.

I had most infinite pleasure . . . with his shewing me
the use of the Parallelogram, by which he drew in a quar-
ter of an hour before me, in little, from a great, a most
neat map of England. Pepys, Diary, IV. 66.

Complement of a parallelogram. See complement.—
Parallelogram offerees. See/orcei.

parallelogrammatic (par-a-leVo-gra-mat'ik),
a. [= P. parallelogrammaiigiie= Pg.parallelo-
grammatico; &% parallelogram + -aUc'''.] 1. Of
or relating to a parallelogram.— 2. Having the
shape of a parallelogram : as, & parallelogram-
matic mark.
parallelogrammatical (par-a-lel"6-gra-mat'i-
kal),a. [<. parallelogrammatic + -at.] Same as
parallelogrammatic.
parallelogrammic (par-a-lel-o-gram'ik), a. [<
parallelogram + -ic.] Having the form of a.

parallelogram.



paiallelogranmiical

parallelogTaminical (paT-a~Iel-o-grain'i-kat),
a. [i parallelogrammic + ^L] 'Same as ^'ar-

- aUelogrammic.
The table hang paraUelofframmieal and veiy narrow.

Stenu, Tristram Shandy, n. 27.

paTcdlelometer (par-a-le-lom'e-t^r), .1. [< Gr.
irapMJ'JIAoi, parallel, + /icrpov, measure.] An
instrument or apparatus for determining par-
aUeUsm. The gravitj- parallelometer of Brashear is used
for determining the deviation from parallelism of the op-
posite sides of a glass plate. The plate is supported upon
three steel points, and a pendulum above, properly sup-
ported, serves as Uie plate is turned to show the thinnest
part of the plate, and further to determine the error to be
corrected for different parts of it.

parallelopiped, n. See paralUJepiped.

parallelopipedal, a. Same a,sparalleJepipedal.

parallelopipedon, n. Same as parallelepiped.

parallel-Temed (par'a-lel-vand), a. 1. In bot.,

same as parallel-nerved.—Z. In entom., having
the longitudinal veins distdnet and more or less

parallel : said of the wings of insects, as in the
Lepidoptera : opposed to net-iemed.

paralogical (par-a-loj 'i-kal) , o. [iparalog-y +
-ie-al.'\ Characterized hy paralogism or incor-

rect reasoning; illogieal. Sir T. Browne.
paralogise, r. «. S^ paralogize.

paralogism (pa-ral'o-jizm), n. [< F. paraUh-
gisme = Sp. Pg. It.paralogismo, < ML. "paralo-
gismus, < Gr. irafx^aytaftog, false reasoning, <
irapdXoytl^caBai, reason falsely, < itapd, beside, +
Xayiicadai, reason, < Uyoc, discourse, reason:
see Logos. Cf. paralogy.'] In logic, fallacious
argument or false reasoning; reasoning which
is false in form—that is, in which the conclu-
sion does not foUow from the premises; a con-
clusion unwarranted by the premises.
A ptsnUogigm not admittable— a fallacy that dwells not

in a cloud. Sir T. Browne, Yulg. Err., iii. 2.

The Paraiogism (paralogismns) is properly a syllogism
of whose falsehood the employer is not h^setf conscious

;

the ^phism (sophisma, captio, cavillatio) is properly a
false syllogism fabricated aad employed for the purpose
of deceiving others. The term FaUacy may be applied in-

differently in either sense.
Sir W. Hamilton, Lectures on Lc^c, xliL

Transcendental paralogism, in Kantian philos., a logi-

cal error into which the human reason naturally falls,

especially with reference to the substantiality, simplicity,

and personal identity of the soul, and its relation to the
body, bat which can he exposed by the cai'eful use of the
formal logic. =S7n. See sophism.

paralogize (pa-ral'o-jiz), v.i.; pret. and pp.^a-
ralogized, ppr. paralogising. [= Sp. paralogiz-
ear = Pg. paralogisar= It. paralogizzare, < Gr.
a-apa^yii^caOai, reason falsely : see paralogism,]
To reason falsely. Also paralogise.

I had a crotchet inmyhead here to have given the laines
to my pen, and run astray thorowout all the coast-townes
of England, . . . &nd coauneuteA and paralogized on iheir
condition in the present and in thepreter tense.

Jfashe, Lenten Stuffe (HarL Misc., VL 153). (Dames.)

paralogy (pa-ral'o-ji), n. [< LGr. Trapa^ayia, an
excuse, subterfuge, a fallacy, < Gr. irapa^yos,

beyond reason, unreasonable, < Trapd, beside,
beyond, + Aiijoc, reason : see Logos. Cf. pa-
ralogistn, paralogize.] False reasoning; pa-
ralogism.
ThatMethnselahwasthe longest liver ofall the posterity

of Adamwe quietly believe ; but that he must needs be so
Is perhaps below paralogy to deny.

Sir T. Brotme, Tnlg. Err., viL 3.

paralysant, paralysation, etc. See paraly-
zant, etc.

paralysis (pa-ral'i-sis), n. [= F. paralysie, OF.
paralisie, etc. (> ME. paralisie,parlesi,palesie:

seepalsy),= Sp.perle^,pardUsis=Fg.paraly-
sia = It. paralisi, pareUisia, < li.paralysis, < Gr.
trapaXvatc, palsy, < TrapaXvew, disableonone side,

< wapd, beside, + ?.hiv, loosen.] 1. The im-
pairment of the normal capacity of the nervous
system for bringing into action one or more
active organs, muscular or glandular, or for re-

ceiving impressions along one or more sensory
paths. Motor paralysis is called aKfiej!Ui, sensory paraly-
sis aiuesOiesia. When the peripheral organ is the seat of
gross destructive disease the term paralysis is not em-
ployed, but it is used for finer changes which set these
organs oat of action, as in some cases of muscular paraly-

sis. Faialysisof one lateral side of the body is A^^ntj)!^^;
of the lower haU, paraplegia; and of one limb or a small
part of the body, monoplegia. Incomplete paralysis of

any part is called paresis.

2. Figuratively, loss of enei^; loss of the
power of performing regular functions; the

state of being crippled, as in an emergency, or

helpless amid any circumstances.

This issue Is so absolutely revolationaiy of,the normal re-

lations between labor and capital that it has naturally

nrodaced a naitial paralysis of business,
*^

X. A. See., CXm. 598.

The conflict of many races, and the paralysis of all gov-

ernment ttiat followed the fall of the empire, made force

everywhere dominant^ and petty wars incessant.

Leaky. Europ. Morals, n. 285.
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Acute ascending (or descending) paralysis. SeeZ^n-
dry's paralysis.—AcatS spinal paralysis, acute ante-
rior poliomyelitis. See poliomyelitis.—AlCOhoUc pa-
ralysis, neuritis from the use of alcohoL—Alternate
Jiaralysis, paralysis in which the face is affected on one
side and the limbs on the other. See crossed paralysis.—
Anterior bulbar paralj^ls. Same as ophthalmoplegia
progressiva.—Atrophic paralysis, paralysis involving
marked muscular atrophy; specifically, anterior poliomy-
elitis.—Atrophic spinal paralysis, anterior poliomy-
elitis.—Bell's pariUysis, motor paraljsis of the face,
due to injury of the facial nerve. Compare facial poraii/-

«<<:—Srown-Seqnard's paralysis, paralysis produced
by a lesion destroying one naif of the spinal cord at some
level, and producing a hemiaMnesia below the lesion on
the same side and a hemiansesthesia on the opposite side.

—Bolbar paralysis, paralysis due to lesion of the ob-
longata. See progressive Indbar paralysis^ below.

—

Cere-
bral paralysis, (a) Paralysis from a cerebral lesion.

(*) Paralysis due to an encephalic lesion.—Cortical pa-
ralysis, paralysis due to a lesion in the cerebnd cortex.

—Crossed paralysis, paralysis where a single lesion
produces paralysis on the two sides of the body in dif-
ferent parts; fdtemate paralysis: also applied to cases
where there is akinesia on one side and ansesthesia on
the other.— Direct paralysis, paralysis on the same
side of the body as the cerebral lesion.—Divers' pa-
ralysis, paralysis, mostly paraplegia, developed in di-
vers after coming from an atmosphere of high pressure.
See (»i«H>n-<;uaise.—Duchenne's paralysis, (a) Same
as progressive bulbar paralysis. (6) Muscular pseudo-
hypertrophy.—Emotive paralysis. Same as hysterical
paralysis.—BiVb paralJ^Bis (named from W. Srb, a Ger-
man neurologist, bom 1840X psoalysis of muscles mostly of
the apperarm and shoulder, due to lesion of the upper part
of the brachial plexus,—Essential paralysis, author
poliomyelitis. ^Essential paralySs of chlldhoocL
acute anterior poUomyelitiB. See potiomyeliHs.—Failiai
paralysis, paralysis of themnscles of the face ; especially.
Bell's paralysis, or that due to a lesion of the fibers of the
facial nerve.—General paralysis, dementia paralytica.

—Hysterical paralysis, paralysis withoutdemonstrable
anatomical lesion, occurring in hysterical subjects, anddue
to causes similar to those of the other hysterical symp-
toms.—Infantile paralysis, anterior poliomyelitis in
a child. See poliomyelitis.—^Infantile spastic paraly-
sis,paralysisin children inwhich there ismoro orless tonic
spasm of the muscles involved and increased tendon-ro-
flexes. It is due to a lesion above the anterior cornual
region, and is usually cerebraL—Landry's paralysis, an
acute prt^ressiTe paralysis, usually attacldng the legs first

and then the arms, but sometimes descending, affecting
mostfrequently males inmiddlelife, and fatal inamajority
of well-marked cases, withont known anatomical lesion.
Also called acula ascending (or descending) paralysis.—
Myosderotic I>aralysis. Same as pseydohyperlropkic
paralysis.—Nuclear paralysis, paralysis dependent on
lesion of the nuclei of origin of motor nerves, as of
those of the eye.—Obstetrical paralysis, paralysis of
the infant from injuries received during delivery.— Pa-
ralysis ^gltans, a neurosis presenting in typical cases a
regular tremor (continuing during rest, beginning in the
hand and not involving the headX muscular rigidity and
weakness, a peculiarslowness of voluntar)- movement, and
a mask-like immobility of countenance. It occurs in mid-
dle life and later, and is very chronic and progressive. It
is different from senile tremor, but intermediate cases oc-
cur. Also called shaking or trembling palsy and ParJcin-
son's disease.—Paralysis festinans,a phase of paralysis
agitans in which the patient harries forward as if seelang
to recover his center of gravity. Also called/esfina^ton and
jn-opujnon.-Faralysisglossolabiolaryngea. Same as
progressive bulbar poroiysis.—Paralysis glossolabio-
pharyngea cerebralls. Same as pseudobulbarparalt/sis.
—Paralysis notarlornm,writers' cramp.—Paralysis of
O0nve^ence,iuabilitytoconvergethe eyes, thoughthe in-

ternal recti act normally except for this purpose.—Paral-
ysis scorbutica, pellagra.—Post-convulsive paraly-
sis, paralysis following spasm, consequent on exhaustion
of the nerve-centeis.—Progressive bulbar paralysis,
paralysis of the tongue, lips, lower face, and larynx, with
progressive atrophy of the nuclei of the nerves innervating
these parts, resembling progressive muscular atrophy.
Also (»Ued paralysis glossolabiotaryngea, Duchenne's pa-
ralysis, and potieneephaHtis tufttror.-Progressive pa-
laly^s, dementia paralytica.— Pseudobulbar paraly-
sis, paralysis affecting the mnscnlar region concerned in
progressive bulbar paralysis, but dependent on a cerebral

lesion or lesions.—Pseudogeneral paralysis, a mor-
bid condition somewhat resembling dementia paralytica,

but distinct from it, produced in many cases by chronic
intoxications, as with alcohol, lead, syphilis, etc.— Pseu-
dohypertroi^C paralysis, a rare paralysis b^inning
in early life, progressing through years to a fatal ending,

and characterized by atrophy of muscular fibers, affecting

various muscles of tiie body, and in certain of them com-
bined with hypertrophy of their connective and fatty tis-

sues so that the bulk of such muscles may be excessive.

It is more frequent in males, and is apt to run in families.

Also called muscular pseudohypertrophy, hypertrophic pa-
ra^gia ofir\fancii,myosdeToticparalysis,progressivemus-

cular sderosis, atrophia musculorum lipomaiosa, lipoma-
tous myoatrophy, lipomatosis musculorum, luxtaians pro-

gressiva, and myopaehusis lipomaiosa.—Reflex paraly-
sis, paralysis produced by some peripheral irritation act-

ing on the cerebrospinal centers.—Begres^ve paraly-
sis, acnte anterior poliomyelitis.—Satomine paraly-
sis. Same as lead paralysis.— Spastic infantile paral-
ysis. See infantile spastic paralysis.—Spastic spinal
paralysis, a form of progressive nervous disease marked
by muscular rigidity, increased myotatic irritability, and
I>aresis. It usually begins in the lower extremities, ex-

cept in general paretics, in whom it is comparatively fre-

quents It has been ascribed to primary sclerosis of the
pyramidal tract in the spinal cord. -Also called tetanoid

pseudoparaplegia, spastic pseudoparalysis, and spasticpseu-

doporfjis.—Writers' paralysis. Same as ujrtters' cramp
(which see, under urriier).

paralytic (par-a-lit'ik), a. and n. [In ME. par-
latyk; < F. pafalytique = Sp. paralitico, perld-

tieo = Vg. paralytica = It. paraliiieo,parletieo,

< L. paralyticus, < Gr. ^apaXm-iKoc, paralytic, <

Paramecium
-apdkictv, disable on one side : see paralysis.]

I. a. 1. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of

paralysis: a.s, a.paralytic aSeetioa.— 2. Affect-
ed with paralysis or palsy; palsied; so consti-
tuted as to be subject to paralysis.

get comen lodly to that lede, as la^ares ful monye, . . .

Poysened sndparltUyk and pyned in fyres.

AUiiarative Poems (ed. Morris), it 1095.

Xought shall it profit that the charming Fair,
Angelic, softest Work of Heav'n, draws near
To the cold shaking paralytic Hand.

Prior, Solomon, iiL

H. 11. One who is affected with paralysis or
palsy.

The paralytic, who can hold her cards.
But cannot play them, borrows a friend's hand
To deal and shuffle. Coicper, Task, L 472.

paralytical (par-a-lit'i-kal), a. [< paralytic -i-

-al.] Same aspdralytic. " Boyle,Woiis, H. 187.

paralyzant (par'a-K-zant), n. [< paralyze +
-ant.] An agent or drug that paralyzes or
induces paralysis. Alien, and Xeurol., VL 47.

Also spelled paralysant.

paralyzation (par'a-U-za'shon), H . [< paralyze
+ -ation.] The act of paralyzing, or the state

of being paralyzed. Also spelled paralysation.

paralyze (par'a-liz), «. t.; pret. and -pp. para-
lyzed, ppr. paralyzing. [< F. paralyser = Pg.
paralysar, paralyze; from the noun: see pa-
ralysis. Ct. analyze, <. analysis.] 1. To affect

with paralysis.—2. To render helpless, use-
less, or ineffective, as if by paralysis ; deaden
the action or power of in any way: as, the
sight paralyzed him with fear.

Doubt, which paralyses action, is of the essence of
thought H. N. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 88.

Also spelled paralyse.

paralyzer (par'a-li-zer), II. One who or that
which paralyzes, or induces paralysis. .Also

spelled paralyser.

Alcohol, while a universal paralyzer, really distracts the
nervous capacities in their mutual relations.

Alien, and Xeurol., X. 376.

Faramseciide, paramscine, etc. See Para-
meeiidse, etc.

paramagnetic (par'a-mag-net'ik), o. [= F.
paramagnetique ; as Gr. Trdpa, beside, + JE.

magnetic.] Assuming, when freely suspended
between the poles of a horseshoe magnet, a
position in a line from one pole to the other

;

magnetic in contradistinction to diamagnetic.
See diamagnetisin.

Iron and similiar bodies which are attracted by the
magnet are called Ferro-magnetic, or sometimes Para-
nu^netic bodies. Substances which are repelled are called
Diamagnetic. J. E. H. Gordon, Elect, and Mag., II. 14«

paramagnetically(pai''a-mag-net 'i-kal- i),

adv. In a paramagnetic manner ; in accordance
with paramagnetism.
paramagnetism (par-a-mag'ne-tizm), «. [= F,
paramagnetisme ; as Gr. ^apd, beside, + E,
magnetism.] The phenomena exhibited by
paramagnetic substances. See diamagnetism.
paramastoid (par-a-mas'toid), a. and n. [<
Gr. irapd, beside, + E. mastoid.] I. a. Situated
near the mastoid: noting certain cranial pro-
cesses more frequently called jiaroccipitoZ.

H. H. A paramastoid process ; a paroecipital.
It is an apophysis or outgrowth of the exoccipital bone,
very prominent in some animals, and has nothing to do
with the mastoid. In man it is represented by (he jugu-
lar process. %ee paroecipital.

paramatta (par -a-mat 'a), n. [< Paramatta
(see def.).] A light dress-fabric, the weft of
which is combed merino wool and the warp
cotton : said to have been made originally
with wool brought from Paramatta in Austra-
lia. Also called paramat. Imp. Diet.

paramecia, )i. Plural ot Paramecium, 2.

Parameciidse (par'ar-mf-si'i-de), n. pi. [XL.,
< Paramecium + -id«.] A family of holotri-
cho&s eUiate infusorians, typified by the genus
Paramecium. Theyareof fiattened asymmetricalform,.
with distinct dorsal and venti-al surfaces, and the mouth
ventral and ciliated like the rest of the body, there being
no distinction of the oral from the general cuticular cQia.
The family, formerly more extensive, is now restricted
to such genera as Paramecium, Loxoeephalus, Plaeus, and
Conehophthirus. It contains some of the longest- and
best-known animalcules, which abound in both tresh-
and salt-water infusions, and some of which arepopularly
known as dipperanimeUcules. Also Paramaddx, Paro-
mcedd^ Param^cina, and Paramecina.

paramecine (par-a-me'sin), a. EesembUng a
slipper-animaJ eule ; of orpertaining to thePara-
meciidse. Also speWeA paramsedne.
Paramecium (par-a-me'si-um), n. [NL. (O. F.
Muller, 1773), < Gr. Trapap^icric, of longish shape,
oblong, < ^apd, beside, -t- fttjHo^, lengti.] 1 . The
t>-pieal genus of Parameciidx ; the slipper-ani-



Paramecium
maleules, having a soft flexible cuticle and
oblique adoral groove. P. Jmrsarium is an ex-

Paramtcium bursarium, a bolotrichous ciliate iofusorian. (Arrows
show the course of the circulation.)

A. Dorsal view: a, cortical layer, or ectosarc; d, endoplast; c c,
contractile vacuoles; d d', ingested particles of food; e, chlorophyl
gfranules. B. Ventral view : 17, vestibule ; 6, oral aperture ; £, esoph-
agus; d, endoplast; d, endoplastule or paranucleus; e, interior
protoplasmic endosarc. C. The animal in fissive state, dividing
transversely by fission : a a\ contractile vacuoles ; 6 b, endoplast Ai-
viding ; c c, two endoplastules or paranuclei.

ample. Commonly, but wrongly, Paramecium
or Paramcecium.— 2. [I.e.; pi. parameeia (-a).]
A member of this genus.
paramenia (par-a-me'ni-a), «. pi. [NL., < Gr.
vapd, lieside, + 'fi^v, month, > iirfvmla, menses.]
Disordered menstruation.
parament (par'a-ment), K. [Formerly also
sometimes i)oreTOe»*,j)a»-aTOe»to (< Sp. Pg. It.);

< MB. parament, parement = OF. param,ent,
parement, ¥.parement = Sp. Pg. It. paramento,<.
ML.j>aroOTe»i«OT,preparation, apparatus, adorn-
ment, < li.parare, prepare, adorn: seepare^.]
1 . An ornament ; an adornment ; decoration.

To dauncing charabres ful of parem^ntz.
Chaucer, Good Women, I. 1105.

There went more to 't ; there were cloaks, gowns, cas-
socks,

And other paramentos.
Fletcher (find another), Love's Pilgrimage, i. 1.

Specifically— (a) pi. Bobea of state.

Lordes in paramentz on here courseres.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1643.

(6) A cuflE sewed upon the outside of a coat-sleeve and
usually capable of being turned down over the hands, as
was common toward the close of the seventeenth and in
the early part of the eighteenth century.

2 . The external face of a wall or any other con-
structed work. See perae»(i3.—caiamber of para-
mentst, the presence-chamber of a monarch.

This Cambyuskau
Bos fro his bord, ther that he sat fulhye

;

To forn him goth the loude minstralcye,
Til he cam to his chambre ofparamentz.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 261.

paramentot, n. [Sp. : see parament.'i Same
as parament.
paramere (par'a-mer), «. [< Gr. irapd, beside,
+ fiipog, part.] In iiol. : (a) A radiated part or
organ ; one of a set of radiating parts arranged
like the spokes of a wheel about a common cen-
ter ; an actinomere : correlated with anUmere,
metamere, etc. The arms or rays of a starfish

are parameres in this sense.

The fonner definition of the term antimere as denoting
at once each separate ray of a radiate, or the right and left
halves of a bilaterally symmetrical animal. Is corrected
by terming each ray a paramere, and its [the animal's]
symmetrical halves the antimeres. Eru^c.Brit.,XVI. 842.

(6) Either half, right or left, of a bilaterally
symmetrical animal : now oftener called anti-

mere.

These two halves [of the body divided by the median
plane], as opposed to antimeres, maybe termedparam^es.

Claui, ZoSlogy (trans.), p. 27.

(c) Either half, right or left, of one segment or
somite of a bilaterally symmetrical animal.

The whole system of the one to four elements of the
middle ear ... is to be looked upon as one organ of one
common origin— namely, as a modification of the hyo-
mandibular, the primitive proximal para/mere of the sec-

ond visceral arch. Nature, XXXVm. 47.

parameric (par-a-mer'ik), a. [< paramere +
-ic.l Of or pertaining to a paramere

;
provided

with parameres^ or disposed in parameres; ra-

diate, as a starfish ; aetinomeric.

paramese (pa-ram'e-se), n. [Gr. Trapa/iiar!, the
chord next after the middle, fem. of irapd/iEuoc,

next after the middle, < napd, beside, + /liaog,

middle : see msse^, meson.'] In anc. Gr. music, the
lowest tone of the disjunct tetrachord : so called
because it lay next to (above) the tone mese. Its

pitch was probably about that of the B next be-
low middle C. See tetrachord.

parameter (pa-ram'e-t6r), n. [< P. paramHre
= Sp. pardmetro = Pg. It. parametro, < NL.
parametrum, parameter (see def.), < Gr. napd,

beside, + /iirpov, measure : see meter^."] 1.
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In math.: (a) The third proportional to any
diameter of a conic section and its conjugate
diameter: specifically this is the parameter of
the former of these diameters. The parameter
of the transverse axis is called the principal
parameter, or the parameter of the curve. (6)
Any constant quantity entering into an equa-
tion, (c) A variable quantity of which the co-
ordinates of a geometrical locus are direct
functions. Thus, the coordinates of every uni-
versal algebraic curve can be expressed as ra-
tional functions of a single parameter.— 2. In
crystal., the ratio of the three axes which de-
fines the position of any plane of a crystal;
more speeificaUy, the ratio belonging to the
unit or fundamental plane for a given species

:

this axial ratio and the angular inclination of
the axes constitute the crystalline elements for
a species

—

Method of variation of parameters, a
method of finding a solution of a differential equation by
guessing that it is like the solution of a simpler equation,
except that quantities constant in the latter are variable
in the former.— Parameters of an orbit, the elements
of the orbit.

parametral (pa-ram'e-tral), a. i<parameter +
-al.'] In crystal., pertaining to the parameter.
The crystals are very rich in faces, and belong to the

ortho-rhombic system ; their parametral ratios are a : b : c
= 1.2694 : 1 : 0.6018. Nature, XXXIX 326.

parametric^ (par-a-me'trik), a. [< Gr. izapd,

beside,+ iiiirpa, the uterus,+ -jc] Situated or
occurring near the uterus.

parametric^ (par-a-met'rik), a. [< parameter
+ 4c.'] Pertaining to a parameter Paramet-
ric distribution, in math. See distribution.

parametritic (par'''a-me-trit'ik), a. [(.parame-
tritis + -Jc] Pertaining to or affected with
parametritis.

parametritis (par-'a-mf-tri'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.
Trapd, beside, + fi^pa, the uterus, + -itis. Cf.

metritis.'] Pelvic cellulitis. See pelvic.

paramitom (par-a-mit'om), n . [< napd, beside,
+ /JiTOf, thread.] ' A name given by Flemming
to the more fluid portion of the cell-substance
which is contained in the meshes of the mitom
or network of threads ; the paraplasma of
Kupffer.

paramnesia (par-am-ne'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
vapd, beside, -i- fivr/ac-, only in comp., remember-
ing^ < pjun^mav, remind: see amnesia.'] One's
believing that he remembers things when he
has never experienced them ; false memory.
paramo (par'a-mo), n. [Sp.] A desert plain,
bare of trees, at a high elevation, open to the
winds, and uncultivated and uninhabited. The
word is used by writers on South American geography.
Some Spanish writers employ it for high plateau regions,
even when these are forested.

Paramonadidae (par'''a-m6-nad'i-de), n. pi.
[NL., < Paramonas (-monad-) + -idee.] A fam-
ily of monomastigate eustomatous flagellate
infusorians, typified by the genus Paramonas.
It contains free-swimming animalcules of persistent form,
with transparent colorless endoplasm and a single flagel-

lum, near the base of which is the distinct oral aperture.
There are several genera, based on the different shapes of
the body.

Paramonas (pa-ram'o-nas), n. [NL. , < Gr. napd,
beside, + NL. Monds, q. v.] The typical ge-
nus of Paramonadidse, founded by Saville Kent
to include forms formerly referred to Manas
proper, as P. gloiosa, P. steUata, and P. deses,

which have a distinct oral aperture.

paramorph (par'a-m6rf), n. [< Gr. Trapd, be-
side, 4- fiopf^, shape. Cf. LGr. napaiwpfovv,
transform.] Inmineral., a pseudomorph form-
ed by a change in molecular structure without
a change of chemical composition : thus, rutile
occurs as a, paramorph after brookite, and ara-
gonite after calcite. Seepseudomorph a.udpara-
morphism.
paramorphia^ (par-a-m6r'fi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
irapd, beside, + /Mipf^, shape.] Inpathol, mor-
bid structirre.

paramor^hia^ (par-a-m6r'fi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
irapd, beside, + NL. morphia, q. v.] Same as
thebain.

paramorpbic (par-a-m6r'fik), a. [(paramorph
+ -Jc] Of, relating to, or resembling a para*
morph; characterized byparamorphism; form-
ed by a change in molecular structure, but
without change of chemical composition: as,

the paramorphic origin of hornblende.

This type of crystal [brookite] is the one which most
frequently shows the paramorphic change to rutile.

Amer. Jour. Sd., 3d ser., XXXII. 315.

paramorphine (par-a-m6r'fin), n. Same as
thebain.

paramorphism (par-a-m6r'fizm), n. [< para-
morph + -ism."] In mineral., a change of tha

paramour

molecular structure of a mineral without altersr-

tion of external form or chemical constitution:

a variety of pseudomorphism. See paramorph
and pseudomorphism.
paramorphosis (par"a-m6r-f6'sis), H. [NL., <

Gr. Trapd, beside, + /idpi^uai^, a shaping.] Same
as paramorphism.
paramorphOUS (par-a-m6r'fus), a. [< para-
morph + -ous.] Same &s paramorphic.

paramoudra (par-a-mou'dra), n. Same as pot-
stone.

paramount (par'a-mourit), a. and «. [Former-
ly also 2?era»»0MM*/ <0P. (A'F.) paramount, par-
amont, peramont, adv. and prep., above {sei-

gneur paramount, lord paramount), < par, per
(< L. per, through), by,+ amont, amount, above,
upward, < L. ad montem, to a mountain: see

amount. Cf. the opposite ^amiJOii.] I. a. 1. Su-
preme: superior inpoweror jurisdiction ; chief

:

as, lord paramount, the supreme lord of a fee,

or of lands, tenements, and hereditaments.
Under the feudal system the sovereign is lord paramount,
of whom allthelandinthekingdomis supposed to be held
mediately or immediately. This is still the theory of the
English law, the ultimate property of all lands being re-

garded as in the crown.

Thus all the land in the kingdom is supposed to be
holden, mediately or immediately, of the king, who is

styled the lord pararrbount, or above all.

Blackstone, Com., II. v.

But while the influence of the House of Commons in the
Government was becoming para/mount, the influence of

the people over the House of Commons was declining.
Macaulay, Horace Walpole.

The administration of justice was rescued from the para-
mount influence of the crown.

Baneroft, Hist. U. 8., I. 381.

St. Above ; superior to : with a prepositional
force.

The kingdome in parliament assembled is above the
king, as a generall councell is paramouiit the pope.

Frynne, Treachery and Disloyalty, i. 7.

3. Eminent; of the highest order; especially,

of chief or superior importance ; above all oth-
ers as regards importance; superior: as, the
paramovmt duty of a citizen.

John a Chamber . . . was hanged upon a gibbet raised a
stage higher in the midst of a square gallows, as a traitor

paramAmnt. Bacon, Works (ed. SpeddingX XI. 136.

Of all the Blessings that ever dropt down from Heaven
upon ]ilan, that of his Redemption may be called the
Blessing jpfflra«ioM»f. Howell, Letters, iii. 4.

If man's convenience, health.
Or safety interfere, his rights and claims

' Are paramAmnt, and must extinguish theirs.

Cowper, Task, vL 583.

Although the season had not yet arrived for asserting
his own pa/ramouni claims, he was determined to tolerate
those of no other potentate. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 1.

Lord paramount. See def. l.

II. n. The chief; the highest in rank or im-
portance; a superior.

Forth
In order came the grand infernal peers

:

Midst came their raizhtyparammmt.
MUton, P. 1., ii. 508.

Blest Maid, which dost surmount
All Saints and Seraphins,

And reign'st as Paramount,
And chief of pherubins.

Howell, Letters, I. v. 11.

paramountcy (par'a-mount-si), n. [< para-
mount + -cy.] The condition or rank of being
paramount.
paramountly (par'a-mount-li), adv. In a par-
amount manner; as a matter of the highest
importance.
paramourt, paramourst, adv. [MB., prop, two
words, par amour,<. OF.par amour, bylove, with
love: par, < L. per, through, by; amour, < L.
amor, love: see amor, amour.] With love; in
love ; as a lover.

I lovede never womman here beforne
As paramoures, ne nevere shal no mo.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 168.

Whan Merlin com to that, he be-hoved to telle of the
damesell that he loved paramfiurs.

Merlin (B. E. T. S.), ii. 738.

Princes luvit hir, paramour.
The Bludy Serk (Child's Ballads, VIII. 148).

For paramourst, in the way of or for the sake of love or
gallantry.

F&r paramours he seyde he wolde awake.
Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 168.

paramour (par'a-mor), m. [< ME. paramour,
paramowre, a lover: see paramour, adv.] If.
A lover, of either sex ; a wooer.

For paramours they do but feyne.
To love truly they disdeyne.

Ram. of the Rote, L 4831.

Adue, alas, my Saviour Lord Jesu

!

Adue, the gentillest that ever I knew

!

Adue, my most excellent paramumr.
Fairer than rose, sweeter than lilly flour.

LamentMian of Mary Magdalen, 1. 678.



paramour
Tpon the floare

A lovely bevy of faire Ladies sate,

Courted of manv a jolly Paramoure.
Spemer, F. Q., II. ix. 34.

Eat my aunt and her paramour took the pas, and formed
indeed such a pair of orinnals as, I believe, all England
ccold not paiaUeL SmUUtt, Humphrey Clinker, II. 199.

2. A lover, of either sex, in a bad sense; one
who takes the place of a hnsband or wife with-
out legal right : the only sense of the word now
in use.

My fourthe honsboDde was a revelour.
This is to seyn, he hedde a paramour.

Chaucer, ProL to Wife of Bath's Tal^ 1. 454.

Shall I believe
That nnsabstantial death is amorous.
And that the lean abhorred monster keeps
Thee here in dark to be his paramour?

Shai., K. and J., v. 3. 105.

I . . . took iparamour;
Did her mock-honour as the fairest fair.

Teanymm, Geraint.

Sf. Love, as between the sexes
;
gallantry.

He was as ful of love and paramour
As is the hyve ful of hony swete.

Chaucer, Cook's Tale. L S.

paramonrf, t. t. [ME. paramouren; < para-
mour, n.] To love; be in love with; woo.
ThanBlaseaxedwhathedongbttodo. AndMeriynseide,

'^Thei be yonge men and lolye, and have grete nede of
counseille, and I knowe a falre lady that Vterj^nnnours.
And I will go and bringe hyn a letter, as itwerefrom her."

Merlin (E. E. T. &X i- *"•

paramyoclonus (par'a-mi-ok'lo-ims), n . [NL.

,

< Gr. izapa, beside, + /i6f (jtviij, muscle. + kao-

lof, any violent confused motion: see ctonii*.]

Clonus in symmetrically placed muscles.

parauema (par-a-ne'ma), «.; pi. paranemata
(-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr. irapa, about, + v^/ia, a,

threadT] In hot., same as paraphysis.

paranematic (par'a-ne-mat'ik), n. l<.parane-
ma(t-) + -(<".] In ioi., resembling or belong-
ing to a paranema.
paranepnritis (par'a-ne-fii'tis), «. [NL.,< Gr.

-apd, beside, + NLiiiep/irtti*.] Inflammation
of the paranephros!, or suprarenal capsule.

parauephros (par-a-nef'ros), n. [NL., < Gr.

-apa, beside, + ve^pik, kidney.] The suprarenal

capsule ; the adrenal. Thomas, Med. Diet.

paranete (par-a-ne'te),' «. [L., < Gr. itapavirri

(see def.), < ™pd, beside, + vi/ni: see HeteS.]

In anc. G-r. miisic, the next to the highest tone
of either the disjunct or the upper tetrachord

:

so called because it lay next to (below) the tone

nete. Its pit-eh was probably about that of either

the D or the G next above middle C. See tetra-

eliord.

parang (par'ang), n. [Malay.] A large heavy
knife used by the Malays, in appearance it resem-
bles sl sword-bayonet, and it serves for a variety of uses,

as catting food, felling trees, the ordinary needs of car-

pentry, etc

parangon (pa-rang'gon). H. [F. parangon, para-

gon; as adj., without flaw: see paragon.'^ A
name given by jewelers to a gem of peculiar
excellence. The term is also applied to certain

marbles of peculiar excellence as well as to

gems.
paranoea, paranoia (par-a-ne'a. -noi'a). it.

[NL., < Gr. Tiapavoia, derangement, madness. <

^apavoeiv, be deranged, < -apd, beside, + I'Ofh-,

think.] A chronic form of insanity developing
in a neuropsychopathic constitution, present-

ing systematized delusions of more or less defi-

nite scope, while in other directions there may
appear a fair amount of mental health. The
prognosis is extremely bad.

paranoeac, paranoiac (par-a-ne'ak,-noi'ak), n.

[< paranaa + -««.] A patient exhibiting par-

anoea.

paranceic (par-a-ne'ik), o. [< paranoea + -•<.]

Pertaining to or exhibiting paranoea.

paranthelion (par-an-the'li-on), n.; pi. paran-
thelia (-a). [NL. , < Gr. irapa, beside,+ avri, over

against,"+ yA^ofjthe sun.] A white image of the

sun, more or less diffuse, seen at the same alti-

tude as the sun, and at an angular distance from

it varying from 90° to 140°. Farantbelia are due t»

rays of lightwhich andergo two successive reflections, in-

ternal or estemal, upon the vertical faces of an ice-prism

sosnended in the atmosphere. Bramii.
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paranucleate (par-a-nu'kle-at), u. [< XL. pa-
ranudeus + -affl.] Provided with a paranu-
cleus: as, a, paraniieteate ceU.

paranucleolus (par'a-nu-kle'o-lus), H. : pi. p<i-

ran ucleoli (-li). [>rL., < Gr. jra'pd, beside. + XL.
nucleolus, q. v.] A mass of substance that, is

extruded fi-om the nucleus, in pollen and spore
mother-cells, just before their division into
daughter-cells.

paranucleus ^ar-a-nu'kle-us), n.
;
pi. paranu-

clei (-i). [NL., < Crr. Trap'd, beside, + NL. nu-
cleus, q. v.] The so-called nucleolus or endo-
plastole of certain protozoans. See cut under
Paramecium.
In most of the Ciliata, by the side of the large oblong

nucleus, is a second smaller body (or even twosuch bodies)
which has been very objectionably termed the nucleolus,
. . . but is better (^led- the paranuctevs.

Encyc BriL, XIX 864.

Para-nut (pa-ra'nut), n. [< Para, a city in Bra-
zil, + ««.«.] The Brazil-nut.
paranymph (par'a-nimf), n. [= F. paranymphe
= Sp. paraninfo = Pg. paranympho, paraninfo
= It. paraninfo, < liL. paranymphtis, m., brides-
man, paranympha, f., bridesmaid, < Gr. -apa-
vv/j^C, m. bridesman, f. bridesmaid, < irapa, he-
side,-l- v6/i^,bride: seenjmpZi.] 1. In ancient
Greece, a bridesman or bridesmaid; specifical-

ly, the particular friend who accompanied the
bridegroom when he brought home his bride.

The Timnian bride
Had not so soon preferr'd
Thy paranymph. MOton, S. A., 1. 10-20.

Many brides have died nnder the hands ofparanymphs
and maidens, dressing them, for uneasy joy.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying, L 1.

2. One who gives countenance and support to

another.

Sin hath got a paxaixymph and a solicitor, a warrant aud
an advocate. Jer. Taylor, Worthy Communicant.

paranymphal (par'a-nim-fal), a. [(.paranymph
+ -a/.] Of or relating to a i>ridesman or brides-
maid, or to one who in any way gives counte-
nance and support to another.

He who names my queen of love
Without his bonnet vail'd, or saying grace,
As at some paranymphal feast, is rude,
Xor vers'd in literature. Ford, Lady's Trial, liL 1.

paraparesis (par-a-par'e-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
Tzapa, beside. 4- irapeaic, paralysis : see paresis.^

In pathol., partial paralysis of the lower ex-
tremities.

paraparetic (par'a-pa-ret'ik), a. [< parapare-
sis. aStev paretic.']' Pertaining to paraparesis.

parapatagial (par-a-pat-a-ji'al). a. [< NL. pa-
rapatagium + -a?.] Of or pertaining to the
parapatagium : as. a ^Qropataf/iaZ muscle.
parapatagium (par-a-pat-a-ji'um), n.; -pVpara-
patagia (-a). [XL.i"< Gr.'Vapd, beside, + NL.
patagiiim, q, v.] A fold of stin between the
neck and the shoulder of a bird, continuous
with the propatagium.
parapegm (par'a-pem), ii. [=r. parapegme, <

L. parapegma, < Gr. 77apd-r/}ua, a tablet set up
(see def.), a rule, order, < TLapairj/yvii-ai, fix be-
side, set up, < iropd, beside. + -tPiVvvai, fix: see

pegm.'] la Gr. antiq., a tablet fixed to a wall

or set up in a public place, and inscribed with
a law or ordinance, or with any information or

announcement to the public, as an astronomi-
cal calendar, etc.; hence, a rule or precept.

Our fore-fathers, . . . observing the course of the sun.

and marking certain mutations, . . . registered aud set

fjiem down in tbar parapeym£g. or astronomical canons.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 13.

parapegma (par-a-peg'ma), ».; pLparapegma-
ta (-ma-ta). [XL., < Gr. Tvapa-ir^/ia, a tablet set

up: seejparope(7»i.] Same as^aj-ape(?»».

parapeptone (par-a-pep'ton), n. [< Gr. irapd,

beside,+ E.jjejj foii'e.] A proteid substance in-

termediate between albumin and peptone, ob-
tained byneutralizing an acid solution inwhich
pepsin has acted on a proteid body. It closely

resembles syntonine.
parapet (par'a-pet), «. l<F.parapei=STp.para-
peto = Pg. p'arapeito, < It. parapetto, a breast-

work, < parare, guard (see parei), + petto.

A species of scapolite.

paranuclear (par-a-nu'kle-ar). a. [< XT., para-

nucleus + -urS.'} 'Of or pertaining to a para-

nucleus : as, the paranuclear substance.

Occasionally other stmctures act like nerve-flbres to-

wards gold, and among these may be mentioned certain

txtranudear bodies in the cutaneous epitheliam of Nec-

tnrus. A. B. MacuUum, Micros. Science, XXVn. 447.

-4. foot of banquette slope ; B, crest of banquette ; C interior crest

:

A foot of interior slope : £. exterior crest ; J^, foot of exterior slope

;

C, crest of scarp; //, foot of scarp : /.foot of counterscarp: J^crestof
coanterscaip; >*£, banquette slope : £/>. banquette tiead ; CD, in.

terior slope : CE, superior slope ; £F, exterior slope : fG, benn ;

Of/, scarp; ^/.bottom of ditcb ; /J, counterscarp.

paraphernalia

breast, < L. pectus, breast: see pectoral.'] X
wall or rampart rising breast-high, (a) Mttit, a
wall, rampart, or elevation of earth to cover soldiers from
the attacks of an enemy in front ; a breastwork. About
half-way np the inner side is a ledge called a banquette,
which the troops mount when they are about to fire. See
also cuts under embrasure mA fortification.

Thou hast talk'd . . .

Of palisadoes, frontiers, parapets, . . .

And all the currents of a heady fight.

ShaJc, IHen. IV., iL 3. 55.

(6) In arcK. a wall or barrier, either plain or ornament-
ed, placed at the edges of platforms or balconies, roofs of
houses, sides of bridges, etc., to prevent people from fall-

ing over; also, something resembling such a parapet in
appearance or use. See cut under moucharaby.

An arcade, as now, ran along the front of the building,
the length of which was relieved by adome in the center,
and on the balnstraded parapst were eight statues on ped-
estals. AMon, Social Lite in Reign of Queen Anne, U. 7.

Levelled the summitof the mount so skilfully, and bound-
ed it with the parapet of the city waU-

BawtAome, Marble Faun, L

Fear not, isle of blowing woodland, isle of silvery parapets !

Fennymn, BoadicesL

(c) In anat,, the alveolus, or alveolar boi-der of the jaw-
bone, in which the teeth are inserted-— bldented para-
pet. See indented.

parapetalons (par-a-pet'a-lus), a. [< Gr. jropd,

beside,+ a-era^ov, a petal.5 In iot., standing at
each side of a petal, as stamens in many Sosa-
Cese. They are, however, not necessarily before a sepal
when parapetalons. Compare anbipeUUoia and anOaepa-
lous.

parapeted (par'a-pet-ed), a. [(j'crapet+ -ed'-.'i

Furnished with a parapet.

The entrance to a redoubt should be made in the least
exposed side, and be protected by a parapetted traverse
placed behind it. Encyc Brit., IX. 438.

paraph (par'af), n. [< '}iE.paraf,parage; < OF.
(and F.) paraphe, parafe = Sp. pdrrafo = Pg.
parrafo = It. paraffo, a paragraph, signature,
nourish: see paragraph.] In diplomatics, the
figure formed by a flourish of a pen at the con-
clusion of a signature, formerly used as a pre-
caution against forgers ; the flourish.

In some countries (as in Spain) theparaph is still a nsnal
addition to a signature. Brande and Cox.

X paraph of the word subscripsi. Encyc Brit., "Nil. 254.

paraph (par'af), v. t. [< ME. parafen. paraf-
fin, < OP. (andF.) paraplter,paraf(r; from the
noun.] To append a paraph to ; hence, to sign,
especiallywith the signer's initials. A\sopara-
graph.

' Signed orparaphed by Count Kesselrode.
Times (London).

paraphasia (par-a-fa'zia), II. [XL., < Gr. jto/m,

beside, + NL. aphasia.^ lapathol., the use of
one word for another, or of one syllable for an-
other: a phase of aphasia.

para^thema (par-a-fer'na), «. [LL.. < LGr.
Trapaoepva, that which a bride brings over and
above her dower,< irapd, beyond, -1- (pepi^i, dower,
< ipipeiv, bring, = E. bearK] In jBowi. laic, the
property which a bride possessed and reserved
over and above the dowry she brought to her
husband; that portion of the wife's property
which was held by her under the strict law ap-
plicable to a woman marrying without coming
under the hand.
paraphernal (par-a-fer'nal), a. [= F. para-
phei-naJ= Sp. parcifemaies, pi.,= Pg. parapher-
nal = It. parafiriiaJe. < LL. *paraphernalis, <
paraphema: see paraphema.] Pertaining to
or consisting of paraphernalia : as, paraphernal
property. Bourier.

paraphernalia (par'a-fer-na'li-a),«.pZ. [ML.,
< neut. pi. of LL. *pdrapheriialis : see parapher-
nal.] 1. In law, those personal articles which
the conmaon law recognized the right of a mar-
ried woman to own and keep, notwithstanding
the marital right of her husband to her per-
sonal property in general, mder this name all the
person^ apparel, bedding, and ornaments which she pos-
sessed and had used during marriage, and which were
suitable to her rank and condition of life, were deemed
hers at common law.

In one particular instance the wife may acquire a prop-
erty in some of her husband's goods, which shall remain
to her after his death and not go to his executors. These
are called her paraphernalia, which is a term borrowed
from the civil law, and is derived fromthe Greek language,
signifying something over and above her dower.

Blaekstane, Ck>m., n. xxix.

2. Personal ornaments or accessories of attire

:

trappings ; equipments, especially such as are
used on parade, or for ostentatious display, as
the symbolic garments, ornaments, weapons,
etc., used by freemasons or the like.

I trust the paraphernalia of the Beefsteak Club perished
with the rest, for the enmity I bear that society for the
dinner they gave me last year.

GrevOle, Memou-s, Feb. 16. 1830.



paraphernalia

Apart ol the paraphernalia of the school as much as the
physical-geography maps, or the globe.

D. O. Mitchell, Bound Together, Highways and Parks.

3. Miscellaneous possessions, as the numerous
small conveniences of a, traveler, small deco-
rative objects, and the like.—4. Ornaments, or
ornamental accessories, coUeetively.

There were apples that rivalled rubies
; pears of topaz

tint ; a whole parapherruxlia of plums, some purple as the
amethyst) others blue and brilliant as the sapphire,

Dieram, Sybil, iii. 6.

paraphia (pa-ra'fl-a), n. [NL., < 6r. wapd, 'be-

side, + a^^, a toucB.] Disorder of the sense of
touch.

paraphjinosis (par"a-fi-m6'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
wapmpi/iaacg, a disorder of the penis, < Trapd, be-
yond, beside, + fi/MaiQ, a stopping up of an ori-
iee, < (pifiovv, muzzle.] In med., strangulation
of the glans penis owing to the opening of the
prepuce being too narrow to allow the prepuce
to be drawn from behind the glans : correlated
with phimosis.

parapbouia (par-a-fo'ni-a), n. [NL., < LGr.
irapcupuvia, an accompanying sound in imison
or harmony, < •Kapcujiuvog, sounding beside, < Gr.
ffopii, beside, + ^us"^, sound, voice.] 1. In mu-
sic, a melodic progression by the only conso-
nances recognized in the Greek music—namely,
fourths and fifths.— 2. An alteration of voice.

paraphragm (par'a-fram), n. [< Gr. irapd-

<l>pay/j.a, a place inclosed with a fence, a fence,
fortification, breastwork, < napmlipdaaEw, inclose
with a fence, < Trapd, beside, + (ppAaaeiv, also
<j>payvvvai, fence, inclose: see phragma, and cf.

diaphragm.'] Li Crustacea, a paraphragmal sep-
tum or partition ; a kind of lateral diaphragm.
paraphragmal (par-a-frag'mal), a. [< para-
phragm + -al.] In Orustaced, forming a para-
phragm : applied to a small process or apophy-
sis of an endostemite (intersternal apodeme)
"which unites both with the anterior division of

the corresponding endopleurite and with the
posterior division of the antecedent endopleu-
rite.

paraphrase (par'a-fraz), «. [< F. paraphrase
= Sp. pardfrasi, pardfrasis= Pg. paraphrase=
It. parafrasi, < L. paraphrasis, < Gr. napdfpaaig,

a paraphrase, < irapaijipal^uv, say the same thing
in other words, < Tzapd, beside, + ^pdt^eiv, say,

tell: see phrase.] 1. A restatement of a text

or passage, giving the sense of the original in

other words, generally in fuller terms and with
greater detail, for the sake of clearer and more
complete exposition: opposed to metaphrase.
When the original is in a foreign language,
translation and paraphrase may be combined.

All his commands being but a transcript of his own life,

and his sennous a living paraphrase upon his practice.
South, Sermons, IV, x.

In paraphrase, or translation with latitude, the author's

words are not so strictly followed as his sense. Dryden.

2. Specifically, in Scotland, one of sixty-seven
versified renderings of as many selected pas-
sages of Scripture, usually bound up with the
metrical psalms, and like them sung in church,
«to.— 3. In instrumental music, a transcription

;

a variation.
Also paraphrasis.

Cbaldee Paraphrases. See Chaldee.

paraphrase (par'a-fraz), v.
;
pret. and pp. par-

aphrased, ppr. paraphrasing. [= P. paraphraser
= Sp. parafrasear= Pg. paraphrasear= It, pa-
rafrasare; from the noun,] I. trans. To restate

or translate with latitude ; interpret ; construe

;

unfold and express the sense of (an author) with
greater clearness and particularityby substitut-

ing other words for his own.

We are put to construe and paraphrase our own words,
to free ourselves from the ignorance and malice of our ad-

versaries. StUlingfieet.

II. intrans. To interpret or amplify by change
of words ; make a paraphrase.

Where translation is impracticable, theymayparaphrase.
Felton, On Keading the Classics.

paraphraser (par'a-fra-z6r), «. [i paraphrase
+ -e»-l.] One who paraphrases.

Perhaps Lucretius and his English paraphraser were
right TJie Aoademy, April 14, 1888, p. 263.

paraphrasian (par-a-fra'zi-an), n. [< para-
phrase + -ian."] A paraphraser or paraphrast.

As the logicall paraphrasian and philosophicall inter-

preters do. HaU, Hen. V., an. 2.

paraphrasis (pa-raf'ra-sis), n. [L. : see pa/ra-

phrase.] Same &s paraphrase.

Paraphrasis is to take some eloquent Oration, or some
notable common place in Latin, and expresse it with other

wordes. Aseham, The Scholemaster, p. 93.
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paraphrast (par'a-frast), n. [= F.paraphraste
= &p. parafraste"= Pg. paraphraste = It. para-
fraste, < LL. paraphrastes, < Gr, irapa^paar/ig,

a paraphrast, < napafpd^eiv, paraphrase: see
paraphrase.] One who paraphrases; a para-
phraser.

Where easie, naturalj and agreeable supplements will

cleai" the sense [of Scripture], I conceive it is very waiTant-
able to suppose some such supplies, and for a. paraphrast
judiciously to interweave them.

Dr. H. Mure, Def. of Moral Cabbala, iii.

To compensate his hearers for these losses, the para-
phrast has dwelt lovingly on most of the episodes.

Amer. Jour. Philol., IV. 606.

paraphrastic (par-a-fras'tik), a. [= P. para-
phrastique= Sp.pdrafrdstico =Pg. paraphras-
tico = It. parafrastico, < LGr. irapa^paaTucdQ,

paraphrastic, < Gr. napafpdcm!^, a paraphrast:
see paraphrast.] Having the character of a
paraphrase ; free, clear, and ample in explana-
tion ; explaining or translating in words more
clear and ample than those of the original.

The translation of the Epistle Is much more paraphrastic
than of the Homance. Sir T. More, Utopia, p. 3, note.

The question between the relative merits of free and
literal translation, between paraphrastic liberty and ser-

vile fidelity, has been long discussed ; ... it depends for

its answer upon ever varying conditions.
G. P. Ma/rsh, Lects. on Eng, Lang., xxvii.

The present translation, so far as we have compared it

with the original, is inadequate for most practical pur-
poses, but is often paraphrastic without being particular-

ly elegant. Athenseum,, No. 3082, p. 670.

paraphrastical (par-a-fras'ti-kal), a. [ipara^
phrastic + -al.] Same as paraphrastic.

Unless a. paraphrastical Version be permitted.
Howell, Letters, ii. 47.

We have fui'ther, for assistance of reading and under-
standing of difSculties (besides the many modern hel^s),

the Paraphrastical version, in the Chaldean tongue, which
was written about the time of Jonathan.

Evelyn, True Religion, I. 425'.

paraphrastically (par-a-fras'ti-kal-i), adv. In
a paraphrastic manner.
Dryden translates it somewhatparaphrasttcaMy, but not

less in the spirit of the prophet than of tlie poet
Burke, A Regicide Peace, iii.

paraphyllum (par-a-fll'um), n.
;

pi. paraphyU
la (-a). [NL., < Gr. 'Kapd, beside, -t- (piiXAov, a
leaf.] In hot. : (at) Same as stipule. (&) A small
foliaeeous or hair-like organ between the leaves
of certain mosses. It is sometimes much cut
or branched.
paraphysate (pa-raf'i-sat), a. [< paraphysis +
-ate^.] In bot,, havingor producing paraphyses.
paraphyse (par'a-fiz), «. [< L. paraphysis.]
Same &a paraphysis.

paraphysis (pa-raf'i-sis), «. ; ^^l. paraphyses
(-sez). [NL.,< G!V.Trapd<jtvBiQ, an offshoot,? Trapo-

^eiv, produce offshoots, in pass, grow beside,

< Trapd, beside, + ^i>eLv, produce, (jtveaBat, grow.]
An erect,usuallycolorlesSjSterile,

unicellular or pluricellular fila-

ment or plate accompanying the
spore-bearing or sexual organs
of oryptogamousplants. in Fungi
they occur with asci or basidia in the hy-
menium, and are also called eystidesj in
mosses, with the antheridia and archego-
nia ; in ferns, with the sporangia in a
sorus. Their function is doubtful, but in

some cases they may assist in the dis-

chai'ge of spores. See also cuts under
antheridium, conceptaele, and moss. Also
periphy^.

The antheridia are generally surrounded by a cluster of
hair-like filaments, composed of cells joined together,

which are called ^aro^^J^y^^.
W. B. Carpenter, Micros., § 336.

Paraphysis envelop, in the Uredineee, same asperidium.

paraplasm (par'a-plazm), n. Same as para-
plasma.
paraplasma (par-a-plaz'ma), n. [NL., < Gr.
irapairTjia/ia, a monster, lit. something formed
beside, < irapd, beside, + nXda/ia, anything
formed; see plasma.] 1. A neoplasm.— 2. A
malformation.— 3. Paramitom.

paraplastic (par-a-plas'tik), a. [< Gr. irapdirT^aa-

Toc, lit. formed beside, counterfeit, < wapd, be-
side, + wXaardQ, verbal adj. of nMaaew, form,
mold: see plastic] Pertaining to a paraplasma.

paraplectic (par-a-plek'tik), a. [< Gr. wapa-
whjKTiKdg, paralyzed, < napdnlriKTog, verbal adj.

of TrapaTrlpaaeaBai, be stricken on one side, be
paralyzed: see paraplegia.] Paraplegic.

paraplegia (par-a-pre'ji-a),». [= F.parapU-
gie = B"^.paraplegia= Pg. paraplegia= It, para-
plegia, < 'Sh. paraplegia, < Gr. jTapairhriyla, Ionic
for irapaiclri^w., paralysis on one side, < T^apa-

KXiiaaeaBai, be stricken 'on one side, act, wapa-
nXi/aaeiv, strike on one side, < irapd, beside, +
nlijaaeLv, strike : see plague. Cf. hemiplegia.]

The antheridi-
um (.a), with the
paraphyses (/ p),
of Polytrickum
commune.

parapsis

Paralysis of both lower limbs with more or less

of the trunk— Ataxic paraplegia, weakness and
ataxia of the legs, with increase of myotatic irritability,

and exhibiting anatomically sclerosis of the posterior and
lateral columns of the cord.—CongeuitaJ spastic para-
glegia, a spastic paraplegia revealing itself soon after

irth, and due to meningeal hemorrhage during parturi-

tion.— Hypertrophic paraplegia of infancy. Same as

pseudohypertrophic paralysis (which see, xmAes paralysis).

—Hysterical paraplegia, paraplegia due to hysteria.—

Paraplegia dolorosa, paraplegia with great pain, espe-

cially that due to neoplasms of the spinal canal.— Pri-
mary spastic paraplegia, a spastic paraplegia without
evident cause, and regarded by some as dependent on a
sclerosis of the pyramidal tracts; lateral sclerosis.— Spas-
tic paraplegia, a spastic condition of the legs, with more
or less weakness.

paraplegic (par-a-ple'jik), a. [< paraplegia +
-ic] Affected with paraplegia

;
pertaining to

or resembling paraplegia.

parapleurum (par-a-pie'rum^-m..; ^l.parapleu-

ra (-ra). [NL., < Gir. irapdnXsvpov, neut. of vapd-

wlevpog, on or along the side, < napd, beside, +
TT^le'upfS, TT^lEupiij', the side : seepleura.] Inentom.,

one of the pleura or pieces forming the side of

a thoracic ring, especially of the mesothorax
and metathorax, and often limited to the latter.

Some authors restrict the term to the epistemum of the
metathorax; others to the epistema of both the meso-
thorax and the metathorax ; and many modem coleopter-

ists use it in the place of parapterum. Also parapleuron.

parapod (par'a-pod), n. A parapodium.
parapodia, «. Plural ofparapodium.
parapodial (par-a-p6'di-al), a. \<.parapodium
+ -al.] Of or pertaining to parapodia.

Parapodiata (par-a-p6-di-a'ta), n.pl. [NL., <

parapodium + -ata^.] A class or other prime
division of SoUfera, represented by the genus
Pedalion : contrasted with Lipopoda.

parapodium (par-a-po'di-um), n.
;
pi. parapo-

dia f-a). [NL., < Gr. napanoStog, at the feet, <

Kapd, iieside, + ttovq (jto6-) = E. foot.] 1 . One
of the unjointed lateral locomotor processes or

series of foot-stumps, foot-tubercles, or rudi-

mentary limbs of many worms, as annelids.
Parapodia exhibit the greatest diversity in the extent to

which they are developed at the sides of the successive
segments of annelids, and also in their own sizes and
shapes ; and each parapodium— that is, the right or left

foot-stump of any one segment— inay be divisible into a
dorsal and a ventral part, the former of which is a noto-
podium, the latter a neuropodium. The term is gener-
ally used in the plural, referring either to the right and
left parapodia of any one segment or to the series of suc-
cessive parapodia. The processes are so called because
they are lateral in position, projecting from the sides of
the worm. Those anterior ones which lie near the mouth
are sometimes specially modified in size, shape, or direc-
tion, suggesting the foot-jaws of arthropods. See cuts
under pnestomium, pygidiwrn, and elytrum,

2. leap.] In entom., a genus of hymenopterous
insects of the family Crabronidse, erected by
Tasehenberg in 1869 for a single species from
Venezuela.
parapolar (par-a-p6'lar), a. [< Gr, irapd, beside,

-1- TrdAof, pole : see polar.] In. embryol., situateA
beside a pole; not polar Parapolar cellB, ini)j-
cyevnida, those cells of the cortical layerwhich are situated
behind the polar cells.

parapophysial (par-ap-6-fiz'i-al), a. [< NL.
parapopJiysis + -al.] iPertaiiiing to a para-
pophysTS, or having the character of such a
process : as, a parapophysial process ; a par-
apophysial articulation.

parapophysis (par-a-pof 'i-sis), n.; -pi. para-
pophyses (-sez). [NL., < Gr. wapd, beside, +
ajr6<pvaic, an offshoot: see apophysis.] The in-

ferior or (in man) anterior one of two transverse
processes which may exist on each side of a ver-
tebra, the superior or posterior one being a dia-
pophysis. Parapophyses are not well developed in man,
and are not usuallyreckoned among the processes of human
vertebrsB ; but in some animals they acquire great size and
special form, and may serve for costal articulations. See
vertebra, and cutffunder atlas and cental.

parapoplexy (pa-rap'o-plek-si), n. [< Gr. napd,

beside, + atronXri^ia, apoplexy: see apoplexy.]
A stupor or drowsy state resembling apoplexy;
false apoplexy.
paraproctium (par-a-prok'ti-um), n. [NL., <

Gr. Trapd, beside, -1- "irpanTdg, anus.] The con-
nective tissue around the rectum.
parapsidal (pa-rap'si-dal), a. [<parapsis^ (4d-)
+ -al.] Pertaining to parapsides : as, a.parap-
sidal suture— Parapsidal grooves or furrows, two
deep longitudinal or somewhat curved furrows on theme-
soBcutum of many BymeTwptera. They extend backward
from the anterior margin, dividing the two parapsidesfrom
the median region.

parapsisi (pa-rap'sis), ».
;
pi. parapsides (-si-

dez). [NL., < Gr. Tiapd, beside, + aipk, a loop,
wheel, orbit: see apsis.] In e»i<o»!,, the lateral
part of the mesoscutum of the thorax, when
this is separated by suture from the dorsal
part. The name was given by MaoLeay, and has been
used by most later writers, particularly in treating of the



parapsis
Ivmenopters, in wbich the parapsides are important in
cussiflcation. They are called plagas scapularet by Hali-
day, and scaputx by Thomson.

parapsis'f (pa-rap'sis), n. [XL., < Gr. -apd, be-
side, + afig, a tonehing.] In j)atkol., a disor-
dered sense of touch ; paraphia.
parapteral (pa-rap'te-ral), a. l^parapterum +
-al.^ Of or pertaining to the parapteruin, in
either the entomological or the ornithological
sense of that word.
parapteron (pa-rap ' t«'-ron), n. Same as pa-
rapterum.
paraptemm (pa-rap'te-mm), n. ; pL parapte-
ra (-ra) . [NL., also parapteron, < Gr. irapd, be-
side, + TTTep&v, wing.j 1. In entom., the third
one of the three selerites into which each pleu-
ron, right and left, or lateral segment of each
thoracic somite, is divisible, the first and second
of these selerites being respectively the epi-
Sternum and the epimeron. There are apropleural,
a mesopleoral, and a metapleural paraptemm on each side
of an insect's thorax. See parapteurwn.

2. In omith., the scapular and adjoining fea-
thers of the wing. lUiger.

paraqnet (par'a-ket), n. Same as parrdkeet.
paraquitot, n. "Same &s parralceet. HaUiwell.
Pararctalia (par-ark-ta'li-a), n. [Nli., < Gr.
irapa, beside, + NXi. Arciitlia, q. v.] In zoo-
geog., & prime marine zoological division, the
north temperate realm of the waters of the
globe, including the various coast-lines between
the isocrymes of 44° and 68°, the latter being
the northern limit of the Teef-bnilding corals.

Pararctalian (par-ark-ta'U-an), a. [< Pararc-
talia + -a/i.] Of or pertaining to Pararctalia;
inhabiting or characteristic of Pararctalia.
pararectal (par-a-rek'tal), a. [< Gr. vapa, be-
side, -I- NL. rectum: see rectaW] Beside the
rectum.
pararthria (pa-rar'thri-a), n. [NL., < Gr. wapi,
beside, -t- apBpov, a joint (articulation): see
arthritis.'^ IMsorder of articulation of speech.

parasalpingitis (par-a-sal-pin-ji'tis), n. [NL.,
< Gr. jrapd, beside, + aaXiiiy^, a tube, -I- -iHs.']

Inflammation about the Fallopian tubes.

parasang (par'a-sang), B. [Formerly alsopora-
sangiw; = F. paraxange = Sp. Pg. It. para-
sanga, < L. parasanga, < Gr. -irapaaayyy/Q, a para-
sang, < Pers. ''parsang/farsang (> E. sometimes
farsang, fursung ; At. farsekh), a parasang.] A
Persian measure of length, reckoned by Herod-
otus at 30 stadia, and thus equivalent to about
3| English miles. At different times and places,
however, the parasang has been equivalent to

30, 40, or 60 Greekstadia.
parascene (par'a-sen), n. [= It. parasceiiio, <
Gr. TzapaoKTfviov, in pi. Ttapaaidivia, side-scenes, <

jrapd, beside, -I- oiap/ri, stage, scene : see scene.]

Same as parascen i urn.

parascenium (par-a-se'ni-um), n.; pi. para-
seenia (-a). [NL., < Gr. irapaaidpitov, in pi. ftapa-

aidjvia, side-seenes: see parascene.^ In class,

antiq., the projecting structure on either side

of the stage of a theater, including, besides
apartments, the door or opening (parados) by
which the chorus entered the orchestra.

parasceuastic (par'a-su-as'tik), o. [< Gr. Trapa-

aKsvaoTUidg, preparatory, < napaoKevaieiv, prepare
(cf. napaaKtvf/, preparation : see parasceve), <
aapa, beside, + ansva^eiv. prepare, < oKcvog, a ves-
sel, aKzvTj, equipment.] Preparatory. [Rare.]

Tonehing the Latin and Greek, and those other learned
languages, . . . they are the parasceuastick part of learn-
ing. Corah'sDoom (1672), p. 128. (Latham.')

parasceve (par'a-sev), n. [< F. parasc^e =
= Sp. Pg. It. parasceve, < LL. parasceve, < Gr.
irapaaneoii, preparation, < Tzapa, beside, + okev^,

equipment. Cf. paraseeiiastic.'i If. Prepara-
tion : in allusion to the specific use (def . 2).

Why rather, being entering into Uiat presence where I
shall wake continaaJly and never sleep more, do 1 not in-

terpret my continual waking here to be a parasceve and
a preparation to ttiat? Donne, Devotions^ Works, ILL 567.

Specifically— 2. Friday, the day before the He-
brew sabbath : so named because on that day
the Hebrews prepare what is necessary for the
next day ; also, what is thus prepared. The' name
is retained in the Koman Catholic missal as aterm forGood
Friday, and is sometimes improperly applied to Thursday
of Holy Week, or Maundy Thursday.

It was the parasceve, which is the Sabbath-eve.
Mark xv. 42 (Eheims trans.).

The sacred towell and the holy eure
Are ready by, to make the guests all pnre

;

let go, my Alma; yet, are we receive,

Fit, fit it is we have our Parasceve.

Who to that sweet bread unprepar'd doth come.
Better he starv'd then but to ts^t one cmmme.

Herrick, The Parascevei, or Preparation.
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paraschematic (par'a-skf-mat'ik), a. [< Gr.
ffopd, beside, -1- ct;^/'", scheme : see schematic.^
Imitative.

The growth of these early themes may have been very
luxuriant, and, as Professor Curtius expresses it, chiefly
paraschematic.

Max Matter, Selected Essays, t 98. {Eneye. Diet)

parasecretion (par'a-se-kre'shon), n. [< Gr.
-apd, beside, + E. seereiion.l "1. In patliol.,

the production of a secretion of abnormal qual-
ity.— 2. The substance thus secreted.
paraselene (par'a-se-le'ne), n.

;
pi. paraselene

(-ne). [=zF.paraselhie= Sp.Pg. It. paraseletie,

< NL. paraselene, < Gr. irapd, beside, + aArpn],

the moon.] A bright spot on a lunar halo, pro-
duced by refraction through a preponderating

number of ice-crystals floating perpendicularly
or vertically ; a mock moon. Two or more paiase-
lense are generally seen at the same time, together with
additional arcs or bands variously arranged. Faraselense
are entirely analogous to i>arhella. See parheiUm.
paraselenic (par'a-se-len'ik), a. [< paraselene
+ -ic.1 Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of
a paraselene.
parasinoidal (par'a-si-noi'dal), a. [< Gr. :rapa,

beside. -t- NL. siwas -)- -otd -I- -aZ.] Lying along-
side a sinus, as a blood-channel of the brain.

—

Parasinoidal spaces, spaces in the dura mater which
receive the blood from the cerebral veins before its dis-
charge into the adjacent superior longitudinal sinus.
They often contain Pacchionian bodies.

Farasita (par-a-si'ta), «. pi. [NL., neut. pi.,

< L. parasitus, m., a parasite: see parasite.}

In zool., parasites; parasitic animals: applied
to several different groups whose members are
characterized by their parasitism, (a) In Crusta-
cea, low parasitic forms, as the siphonostomous and re-

lated crustaceans, often collectively called also Bpizoa,
and made a class or order of that name. Most of them
are known ss Jish-iice. (6) In entom., lice; in Latreille's
system, a group of apterous insects, the third order of in-
sects, corresponding to the.<l7topZuraof Leach. AlsoParo-

parasital (par'a-si-tal), a. [< parasite + -al.}

Parasitic.

Be saw this parasital monster iixed npon his entrails,

like the vnlture on those of the classic sufferer in mytho-
logical tales.

Brdicer, What will he Do with it? viii 7. (Dames.)

parasite (par'a-at), n. [< F. parasite= Sp.pard-
sito = Pg. pdrasito, parasita = It. parassito =
G. Sw. Dim.parasit, < L. parasitus, m., parasita,
f., < Gr. TtapaaiTOS, one who eats at another's ta-

ble, a guest, esp., in a bad sense, a parasite, cf.

Kapaacrelv, eat TOth another, live at another's
table, < wapd, beside, -t- airog, food.] 1. Origi-

nally, one who frequents the tables of the rich

and earns his welcome by flattery; hence, a
hanger-on ; a fawning flatterer ; a sycophant.

I will despair, and be at enmity
With cozening hope ; he is a flatterer,

A parasite. Shak., Eich. II., iL 2. 70.

Outstript thus by & parasite ! a slave.

Would run on errands, and make legs for cmmbs.
B. Jonson, Volpone, v. 4.

Specifically— 2. (a) In eool, an animal that
lives in or on and at the expense of another ani-

mal called technically the host; also, by exten-
sion, an animal which lives on or with, but not
at the expense of, its host : in the latter sense,

moreprecisely designated inqiiiline oi commensal
(see these words). There is scarcely any animal that
may not or does not serve as the host of parasites, and some
parasites are them selves the hosts of other parasites. (See
hyperparasite.) Parasites form no technical group of ani-

mals, since representatives of almost any class or order,

from protozoans to vertebrates, may be parasitic. Most of
the leading divisions of animals, however, include some
members, whether genera, families, orders, or even classes,

whose habit is extensively or exclusively parasitic. Thus,
among protozoans, the Gregarinida are parasites. Among
worms, many families, some orders, or even classes, are
entirely parasitic, furnishing the most formidable and fre-

parasitic

qnent parasites of man and domestic animals. Very many
of the lower crustaceans are parasites, especially upon
fishes, mollusks, etc., and upon one another; while some
of the highest crustaceans are modified parasites, or com-
mensals, as the little crabs that live in oyster-shells.
Among arachnidans, the whole class or order of acarids
or mites is essentially parasitic, though including many
forms which lead an independent life. Insects furnish
many of the parasites, especially of terrestrial animals,
as vertebrates, and some are parasites of other insects.
One order of insects, the Anoplura or lice, is thoroughly
parasitic, and other orders furnish parasitic families or
genera. Insects and crustaceans both belong to the phy-
lum ArtJtropoda, and it may be said that as a rule insects
furnish the arthropod parasites of land-animals, and crus-
taceans those of water-animals, or terrestrial and aquatic
"lice " respectively. Few mollnsks are parasitic, but En-
toconctia mirabUis, a gastropod found in holothurians, is
an example. Very few vertebrates are parasites, but hags
(^Myxine) bore into fishes, fishes of the genus Fierasfer
crawl into the intestines of holothurians, and some other
fishes exhibit a kuid of parasitism. Parasites not consti-
tating any natural division of animals, it follows that,
as such, liey aie not naturally divisible into zoological
groups. They are, however, conveniently called entopar-
asites or ectoparasites, according as they live in or on their
hosts, or BrUozoa and Spizoa, upon the same grounds.
According to the extent or degree of their parasitism, they
are also known as parasites proper and com-mensals or
inguiHnes (see above). Among the most remarkable par-
asites are the males of some species which have their
own females as hosts, as among ciiripeds. Such males are
known as complemenUU males, one or more of which are
carried about by the female in her vulva, they being of
insignificant size and to all intents and purposes mere
male parts of her. The above-mentioned parasites are
exclusive of all those many animals which are parasitic
upon plants, as gall-insects and the like ; and also of those
birds which are parasitic to the extent of laying their ^gs
in other birds* nests, requiring their progeny to be hatched
and brought up by foster-parents, as cuckoos and cowbirds.
See cuts under Cecrqps, Bntoniscus, Epizoa, Platypsytta,
and Stylops. (6) Particularly, an insect which
lives either upon or vrithin another insect dur-
ing its earlier stages, eating and usually de-
stroying its host. Such parasites belong mainly to
the Hymenoptera and to the Diptera, but there are a few
coleopters and lepidopters to which the name may be ap-
plied. See cut under AnJUgaster. (c) In hot., a plant
which grows upon another plant or upon an
animal, and feeds upon its juices. See para-
sitic, and cut under Cercospora.

Fungi have long been divided into two main sections
founded on theirnntritive adaptation. Those which con-
stitutethe first category feed on living organisms, whether
plants or animals, and are termed parasites.

Be Bary, Fungi (trans.), p. 356.

3. lateratol. See aiitosite Auttecious parasite,
in hot., an organism which goes through the whole course
of its development on a single host,—AutoxenouE par-
asite, in boL, same as avtcecious parasite.—Facultative
parasite. See/o«rftottse.—Heteroecious parasite, in
hot, same as metcecious parasite.—Metoecioas parasite,
in but, an organism which passes through the different
stages of its development on widely different hosts, as
some of the Uredinese.—Metoxenous parasite, in hot,
same as metoscious parasite.— Obligate parasite, in bot.,

an organism to which a parasitic life is indispensable for
the full attainment of its development. =Syn. 1. Parasite,
SyeophanL The object of the sycophant is to ingratiate
himself with one who is wealthy or pcwei-ful, and his
means are especially servility and fiattei y. The parasite
gets a maintenance or a more comfortable maintenance
by living upon one who is richer ; there is no suggestion
as to the means employed, but the word is contemptuous
as implying a relation of degradation. The derivational
idea of sycophant is now quite lost ; the secondary use of
parasite in connection with plant and animal life now af-
fects the original sense of the relation of human beings.

parasitic (par-a-sit'ik), a. [= F. parasitique =
Sp. Pg. parasiUco = It. parassitico, < li.parasi-
tictis, < Gr. TrapaaiTtKo;, parasitic, < ivapaciroq, a
parasite: see parasite.'} 1. Of the nature of a
parasite ; fawning for bread or favors ; meanly
dependent ; acting the sycophant ; like a para-
site in any way ; of things, secondary; subordi-
nated to or arising from another thing of the
same Mud.
The parasitic habit in the souls of men.
Drumvumd, Ifatural Law in the Spiritual World, p. 327.

Specifically—2. In zool. and hot., living or
growing as a pa^site

;
pertaining to or char-

acteristic of parasites. See cut under Oro-
baneJte.

This unnatural sickly-looking plant [hird's-nest orchis]
has generally been supposed to be parasitic on the roots
of the trees under the shade of which it lives.

Darwin, Fertil. of Orchids by Insects, p. 125.

In certain states of body, indigenous cells will take on
new forms of life, and, by continuing to reproduce their
like, give origin to parasitic growths, such as cancer.

H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 491.

3. Japhikil., attached to a word erroneously or
by false analogy: thus, diu vulgar drownd, tin
margent, etc., are parasitic Parasitic bee, in en-
tom., one of several genera of true bees which are para-
sites or inquilines in the nests of other bees. Thus, mem-
bers of the genus Epeolus (of which E. mercatus is an ex-

ample) live in the nests of CoUetes; of Cadioxyt, in the
cells of ilegachUe; of MeUcta, in the cells of Anthophffra ;
and of Stelis, with Osmia.—Parasitic birds, those birds
which lay their eggs in the nests of other birds, as the Old
World cuckoos and the New World cowbirds.—Para-
sitic currents. Same as Foucavlt currents.



parasitic

When the singular width of the conductor on the arma-
ture is considerable, it is necessary to adopt measures for
the prevention ot parasitic currents.

Electric Rev. (Eng.), XXVI. 118.

Parasitic plants, those plants which grow upon the liv-
ing parts of other plants, from whose juices they derive
their nutriment, a circumstance by which they are imme-
diately distinguished from false parasites, or epiphytes,
which merely fix or support themselves upon other plants
without deriving food from them. The mistletoe is a
familiar example of a true parasite. Parasitic plants are
very numerous, and belong to various divisions ot the
vegetable kingdom. See parasitism of fungi upon algse,
under lAehenes; ot fungi upon phanerogams, under Aos(2,
and hieteroecism. See also obligate parasite{m\A&Tparasite),
factUtalive parasite slbA facultative saprophyte (under /oc-
trftotioe).—Parasitic twin, in teratol. See atitosile.

Parasitica (par-a-sit'i-ka), n. pi. [NL., neut.
pi. of L. parasiticus, parasitic : see parasitic.']
1 . The Parasita as a group of hemipterous in-
sects; the true lice, of the families Pediculidse
and Polyctenidse.— 2. A series or subsection of
hymenopterous insects, comprising the Cynipi-
dse, Evaniidse, Ichneumonidse, Braconidm, Clial-
cididse, and Proctotrupidse. it corresponds nearly
with Latreille's subsection Entomophaga, but the latter
also included the ChrysidUse. Hartig, 1837.

parasitical (par-a-sit'i-kal), a. [< parasitic +
-a!.] Same as parasitic.

"

I shall spend no more waste paper to refute this palpa-
ble errour, so confidently asserted by parasitical court di-
rectors. Prynne, Treachery and Disloyalty, iv. 129.

parasitically (par-a-sit'i-kal-i), adv. In the
manner of a parasite, (a) in a flattering or wheedling
manner ; by dependence on another. Sir T. Herbert, Trav-
els, p. 177. (&) In, on, or at the expense of another : as, to
live paraeitieaUy.

They [Myxmnycetes] grow parasitically upon decayed
wood, bark, heaps of decaying leaves, tan-beds, etc.

W. B. Carpenter, Micros., § 322.

parasiticalness (par-a-sit'i-kal-nes), n. The
character of being parasitical. Bailey, 1727.
[Bare.]

parasiticidal (par-a-sit'i-si-dal), a. [< para^
siticide + -al,'] Pertaining to or of the nature
of a parasiticide.

Any parasiticidal influence. Science, X. 41.

parasiticide (par-a-sit'i-sid), n. and a. [= F.
parasiticide, < L. parasittis, parasite, + -cida, <

CeB(iere, kill.] I. n. That which destroys para-
sites; any.agent or material means of killing

parasites, as an insecticide, a vermifuge, etc.

The destruction of the parasite within the intestin al canal
by any of the para^Uddes which ai-e found to destroy it

outside of the body appears impracticable.
New York Med. Jour., XL. 454.

II. a. Parasiticidal; destructive to parasites.

parasitism (par'a-si-tizm), n. [= F. parasitisme
= Pg. parasitismo ; as parasite + ^sm.'] 1 . A
habitual living on or at the expense of another

;

parasitic condition, tendency, or habits ; a state
of dependency on the favor or good ofBoes of
another.

Their high notion, we rather believe, falls as low as
court parasUism, supposing all men to be servants but
the king. MUton, Articles of Peace with the Irish.

The southern Irish nature, by the luxuriance of its fail-

ings, becomes a ready prey and a docile victim of a social

and political parasitism that tend% to eat all manliness out
of the character. Fortrdgtitly i?e!)., N. S., XL. 208.

The American cuckoo is neither in his note nor in his
tendency to parasitism as striking a bird as his foreign
cousin. The American, VIII. 268.

Specifically— 2. Inzool. and 6o<., the vital rela-

tion which a parasite bears to its host
;
parasitic

infestation, it is a remarkable fact in biology that
parasitism infallibly entails retrograde metamorphosis, de-
generation, or degradation of the type of structure which
would be normal to the organism were it not parasitic.

Thus, parasitic members of groups of insects which are
normally winged lose their wings and suffer other modifi-
cations of structure. Among crustaceans parasitism re-

sults in the most grotesque shapes imaginable—mere
caricatures, as it were. Mouth-parts, limbs, and other
appendages are usually reduced to mere suckers, hooks,
or other devices for holding to the host, or even to pro-
cesses like rootlets of plants, deeply penetrating the sub-
stance of the host. In many parasites of comparatively
high organization, as tapeworms, there is no proper diges-

tive system, nor any alimentary canal, the creature being
nourished by soaking in the juices of its host. Hence,
morphological characters resulting from parasitic adap-
tation are essentially degradational, or vestigial, and have
not, or should not be considered to have, the same classi-

flcatory or taxonomic significance which attaches to a cor-
responding amount of morphological difference in organ-
isms which lead independent existences.

parasitize (par'a-si-tiz),«). t.; pret. andpp.para-
siMzedj ppr. parasitizing. [< parasite + -ise.J

In zobl., to infest or make a host of (another
animal), as a parasite.

This Lemsea is luminous at night-time, and fish parasi-
tized are termed lanthom-sprats. Day.

parasitoid (par'a-si-toid), a. [< Grr. napaaiTo^,

a parasite, + elSog, form.] Same as para-
sitic.
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parasitological (par-a-si-to-loj'i-kal), a. [<par-
asitolog-y + -ic-al.'] Concerning parasites as
objects of science

;
pertaining to parasitology.

parasitologist (par"a-si-toro-jist), n. [< para-
sitolog-y + -ist.] One who studies parasites, or
is versed in parasitology.

parasitology (par"a-si-toro-ji), n. [< Gr. Trapa-

ciTOC, a parasite, -t- -loyia, < Xkyuv, speak: see
-ology.'] The natural history of parasites ; the
science or study of parasitism.

parasol (par'a-sol), n. [< F. parasol = Sp. Pg.
parasol = D. '&. Sw. D&n.parasol, < It. parasole,
a parasol, sunshade, (.parare, guard (aeepare^),
+ sole,<.lj.sol,su!i: see parry stad Sol.'] Alight
umbrella carried by women to shield their faces
fromthe sun's rays ; a sunshade.—Parasol mush-
room, an edible mushroom, Agarieus procerus, having a
red-brown obtusely obconic, or at length campannlate,
fleshy pileus, from three to seven inches broad.

parasol (par'a-sol), d. t; pret. and pp.jjarasoZed
or parasolled, ppi. parasoling or parasolling. [<
parasol, n.] To shade with or as with a par-
asol; shelter from the sun's rays; supply with
a parasol.

And if no kindly cloud will parasol me.
My very cellular membrane will be changed

;

I shall be negrofled.
Southey, Nondescripts, iii. (Davies.)

The crowd of parasolled ladies.

G. W. Cable, Creoles of Louisiana, xxxv.

parasol-ant (par'a-sol-ant), ?( . A leaf-carrying
ant.

parasolette (par'''a-s9-let'), n. [(.parasol + dim

.

-ette.] A diminutive parasol. Imp. Diet.

parasol-fir (par'a-sol-f6r), n. A Japanese fir-

tree, Sciadopitys'verticillata.

parasphenoid (par-a-sfe'noid), «. and a. [<
Gr. napd, beside, -t-'E. sphenoid.] I. m. 1. A
long azygous dagger-shaped membrane-bone
extending in midline lengthwise beneath the
base of the skull in Sanropsida, along the course
of the sphenoid bone proper. It forms part of
the so-called rostrum or beak of the skull.— 2.
A median unpaired bone underlying the skull
of amphibians and fishes, articulating with the
vomer in front and with several bones behind.

Longitudinal Vertical Section of Skull of Pike (Est}x luci'us), show-
ing ^ jr jtr, tlie liuge para-splienoid ; y, small basisphenoid : Vo, vomer;
P, pituitary fossa ; SyC, PVC. anterior and posterior semicircular
canals ; V, yiJI, exits of fifth and eighth nerves ; Fr, frontal ; ^, ali-

sphenoid ; Pro, proBtic ; SO, supraoccipital ; EpO, epiotic ; £0, exoc-
cipital ; BO, basioccipital.

This does not appear to be the same bone as that of the
same name in the higher vertebrates, and has been ho-
mologized bysome authors with the true vomer of the lat-
ter. See def. 1, and cuts under Lepidosiren and Anura.

The anterior half of the parasphenmd is a slender style,
widening out where it comes to underlie the brain-case.

Geol. Jour., XLV. i. 113.

II. a. Lying under or alongside the sphenoid;
of or pertaining to the parasphenoid, in either
sense; parasphenoidal.

parasplienoiaal(par"a-sfe-noi'dal), a. l<para-
sphenoid + -al.] Same as parasphenoid.
Farasphex (par'a-sfeks), n. [NL., < Gr. irapd,

beside, -I- a<l>r/^, a wasp.] A synonym of Enodia.
Parastacidae (par-as-tas'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Parastaciis + -idse.] A family of fiuviatile craw-
fishes in which the first abdominal somite is not
appendaged, andthe apices of the podobranchise
are not differentiated into a branchial plume
and a well-developed lamina. The family belongs
to the southern hemisphere, and contains the genera Asta-
copsis, Chserops, Engseus, Paranephrops, Parastacus, and
Astacoides, thus collectively distinguished from Potamohi-
idse.

parastacine (pa-ras'ta-sln), a. [< Parastacus
+ -ine'^.] Of or pertaining to the Parastacidse.
Suxley.
Parastacus (pa-ras'ta-kus), n. [NL. (Huxley,
1878), < Gr. Trapd, beside, + darandg, a crawfish:
see Astacns.] The name-giving genus of Pa-
rastacidx. Two species are P. hrasiliensis and
P. pilimanus.

parastas (pa-ras'tas), n.; pi. parastades (-ta-

dez). [L.,< Gr. irapaardg, a pillar or post at the
entrance of a building, a pilaster, < naplcTaadat,

stand beside, napundvai, put beside, put aside,

< irapd, beside, + iardvai, stand.] In arch., a
pilaster ; specifically, an anta.

TheparaMades or antce, which are customary in the Greek
temples, and merely fulfilled in them an artistic purpose,
have been used here principally for constructive reasons.

Schliemann, Troja (trans.), p. 80.

paratactic

parastemon (par-a-ste'mon), n. [NL., < Gr.

Trapd, about, + ct^/uov, the warp of a web (in

mod. bot. a stameu).] Same as staminodium.

parasternal (par-a-st6r'nal), a. [< Gr. irapi,

beside, -I- aripvov, breast-bone.] Lying along-

side the sternum or breast-bone, in the direc-

tion of its long axis

—

Parasternal line. See Une^.
— Parasternal region, the region in the front of the
chest between the border of the sternum and the paraster-

nal line.

parastichy (pa-ras'ti-ki), n.
;

pi. parastiehies

(-kiz). [NL., < Gr. Trapd, about, + arixog, a row,

rank, line.] In bot., a set of certain secondary
spirals or oblique ranks which wind around
the axis in opposite directions when the iutei--

nodes are short and the leaves approximate or

overlap, as the scales of cones.

Two sets of secondary spirals (Parastiehies), crossing

each other at an acute angle, may be observed on the stem
when the leaves are close together. Bessey, Botany, p. 161.

parastigma (par-a-stig'ma), )(.; pi. parastig-

mata (-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr. irapa, beside, +
arlyfia, a prick, spot: see stigma.] In entom.,

a chitinous spot on the wings of some insects,

as in dragon-fiies between the costal and post-

costal veins of the forewings.

parastigmatic (par"a-stig-mat'ik), a. [< NL.
parastigma {-stigmat-) + -ic] Situated beside
the stigma of an insect's wing; of or pertain-

ing to the parastigma.
Parasuchia (par-a-sii'ki-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

Trapd, beside, + a'ovxo(, a crocodile.] A group
of extinct reptiles of Triassic age, having am-
phicoelous vertebrEB, the palate open anterior-

ly for the nares, the coracoid bone large and
reaching the sternum, and the ribs two-headed.
It has been considered as either an order or a suborder of

CrocodUia, or as a suborder of theromoi^jhs. It contains
the family Belodontidee. Contrasted with Eusuchia and
Mesosuehia.

parasuchian (par-a-su'ki-an), a. and n. [<
Parasuchia + -ani] I. a. Pertaining to the
Parasuchia, or having their characters: as, a
parasuchian reptile.

II. n. A reptile of the group Parasuchia; a
belodontid.

parasynaxis (par"a-si-nak'sis), n.
; pi. parasy-

naxes (-sez). [LL., < LGr. napaaiiva^tg, an il-

legal meeting, < Gr. Trapd, beside, -I- LGr. aiiva^ic

:

see synaxis.] In dvil law, a conventicle or un-
lawful meeting. Wharton.
parasynesis (par-a-sin'e-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
Trapaavvsatg, a misunderstanding, < Trapd, beside,
+ avvEdiQ, understanding, intelligence : see syn-

esis.'i A misunderstanding or misconception of
a word, all of which is present, as when Chinese
is supposed to be a plural, and capable of fur-

nishmg Chinee in the singular number. S. S.

Saldeman,'OutUnes of Etymology, p. 31.

parasynovitis (par-a-sin-o-vi'tis), n. [NL., <
Gr. Trapd, beside, -I- NL. synovia + -itis.] In-

flammation in the immediate neighborhood of
a joint.

parasynthesis (par-a-sin'the-sis), n. [NL., <

Gr. napaavvdeaig, explained as '
' the composition

of a preposition with a verb beginning with a
vowel," < irapaaijvdeToc,formed from a compound:
see parasyntheton and synthesis.] The princi-
ple of formation of parasyntheta ; combined
composition and derivation.

parasynthetic (par"a-sin-thet'ik), a. and n.

[< parasynthet-on + -ic] I. a. Pertaining to

parasynthesis or parasyntheta.
That species of word-creation commonly designated as

parasynthetic. Amer. Jmir. PhUol, V. 187.

II. n. A parasyntheton, or word formed by
parasynthesis.
parasyntheton (par-a-sin'the-ton), n.

;
pi.jjaro-

syntheta (-ta). [NL.,"< Gr. irapaaijvBeTog, formed
from a compound, < Trapd, beside, -I- aiivBcrog,

put together: see synthesis.] A word made by
a combined process of derivation and of com-
position with a particle ; especially, a denomi-
native verb involving composition with a pre-
fix: for example, demonetize; French dSborder,
overfiow; Spanish apedrar, pelt with stones.

In examiixing the means that were adopted by the mod-
ern languages to supply this important deficiency in ver-
bal derivatives [from Romance languages], we fall upon a^

batch of these parasyntheta that are striking for their
originality in formation and often in use.

Amer. Jour. PhUol., V. 187.

parasyphilitic (par-a-sif-i-lit'ik), a. [< Gr.
Trapd, beside, + NL. syphilis: see syphilitic]
Pertaining in an indirect or remote way io
syphilis : applied to certain diseased conditions.
paratactic (par-a-tak'tik), a. [< parataxis,
after tactic] Of" or pertaining to parataxis

f,

characterized by parataxis. H. Sweet.



paratactical

paratactdcal (par-a-tak'tl-kal), a. f< para-
tactic + -oi.] Same asparatacUc.

paxatacticaUy (par«-tak'ti-kal-i), a<te. In ac-
cordance with or by"parataxis".
paxataxsial (par-*-tar'si-al), a. [< paraiar-
siiim + -aJ.] Of or pertaining to the paratar-
siiim.

paratarsium (par-a-tar'si-nm), n.; pi. para-
tarsUt (-8). [Xti.,<! Gr. -apd, beside, + ro^of,
the sole"of the foot : see tarsus/] In ornitli.,

the side of the tarsus, as distinguishedfrom the
aerotarsimn: correlated ^fithparadacti/Jiiiii.

paratartaric (par'a-tar-tar'ik), a. [< Gr. rrapd,

beside, near to, -f- E. tartaric.'] Eesembling
or related to tartaric acid Faiatartailc add,
racemic acid. See rncemie.

parataxis (par-a-tak'sis), II. [NL.. < Gr. Trofia-

ra^ic. a placing side by side, < jrapariaaetv, place
beside, < n-opo, beside, + raaaeir. arrange : see
tactic] In gram., the ranging of propositions
one after another without connectives, as the
corresponding judgments present themselves to
the mind without marking their dependence or
relations on each other by way of consequence
or the like. It is opposed to syntax and hypo-
taxis.

There can hard]y be a donbt that in reporting speech or
thought, all languages at first made use of the diiect
method, pntMng the actnal words of the speech or thought
after the verb of saying or thinking, without a connecting
word ; in other words, the first construction in such s^i-
teaces was thSit of parataxis. Amor. Jour. PhHdl.,'V. 231.

parathesis (pa-rath 'e -sis), n.; yl. paratJieses

(-sez). [< Gr. -apoBeaif, a placing side by side,

juxtaposition, < TrapariOevat, put beside, < Tropd,

beside, + ridbxu, put, place, < diai^, a placing:
see thesis.] 1. In gram., apposition, or the
placing in the same case of two or more nouns
which explain or characterize one another.

—

2. The setting side by side of things of equiv-
alent grade : used by some philologists of mon-
osyllabic or isolating language.— 3. In rh(t., a
parenthetical notice, generally of something to

be afterward expanded.—4. In the &r. Cl>., a
prayer uttered by a bishop over converts or
catechumens.
parathetic (par-a-thet'ik), o. l<. parathesis
{-thet-) + -ic.] Pertaining to or of the nature
of parathesis

;
placed in apposition, as two or

more nouns.
paratomial (par-a-to'mi-al), o. [<jjorotof»iu»j

+ -al.] Lying alongside the tomia of a bird's

bill : specifically applied to the paratomium.
paratominm (par-a-to'mi-um), n.

;
pi. parato-

mia {-a.). [XL., < Gr. T^apa. beside, + XL. tomi-

um, qi v.] In ornith., the side of the upper
mandible, in any way distinguished from the
culmen and the tomium, between which it ex-

tends. Illiger; Siinderall. See tomium.
paiatonlc (par-a-ton'ik), a. [Cf. Gr. irapa-o-

vof, stretched out beside or along, < aapa-eivui',

stretch out beside or along, produce, < napa, be-
side, + Tehav, stretch.] Arresting or retarding
plant movement or growth : a term proposed by
Sachs, in 1865, to characteme the variations in
intensity of light which produce the movements
of waking and sleeping (nyctitropism) in plant s,

in contradistinction to heliotropism. it is the
increasing intensity of light in themorning which induces
the waking of the leaves, and the decreasing intensity in
the evening which induces the closing or nocturnal posi-
tion of the leaves, whereas in the heliotropic curving of
motile organs it is the constant influence of light which
effects the tumiug. As employed by other vegetable
physiologists, the word implies also the retarding influence
of light upon growing organs, in distinction from the pho-
totonie or stimulating effect upon leaves. That is, in
leaves exposed for a protracted period to dailmess the
growth is arrested, but they have the power of growth
restored on exposure to ligh^ whereas all growing organp
grow more rapid^ in darkness ihan in light, this effect

of light in retarding growth being termed UieporotonM
effect.

The power of movement, whether spontaneous orparu-
tome, may be temporarily suspended by certain external
conditions. Bemey, Botany, p. 198.

paratonically (par-a-ton'i-kal-i), adi: In a
paratonie manner; so as to manifest a para-
tonic eflEect.

Cotyledons, besides being heliotropic, are affected pam-
tomcally by light. Danein, Movement in Plants, p.' 123.

paratort, «. [< LL. parator, a preparer, con-
triver, < L. parare, prepare: see j>arci.] An
apparitor.

You shall be amnmon'd by a host of Paraton; yon shall

be sent^ic'd in the spiritual court.
Dryden, Spanish friar, ir.

paratory (par'a-to-ri), «.; pi. parataries (-riz).

[< ML. paratoriu'm, < L. parare, prepare.] A
place where any preparation is made ; a church
vestiy or sacristy.
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paratyphlitis (par'a-tif-li'tis), n. [XL.. < Gr.
TTopa, beside, -I- mp/oc, blind (with ref. to cse-

cum), -I- -itis. Cf. typhlitis.] Inflammation of
the connective tissue behind the csecum.
para-nmbilical (par'a-um-bil'i-kal), a. [< Gr.
Trapd, beside, -1- L. umbilicus, umbilicus: see
umbilical.] Situated or occurring in the neigh-
borhood or by the side of the umbilicus.
parancheninin (par-a-ke'ni-um), i>.; pl.parau-
chenia (4). [NL., < Gr. Trapa, beside, + avxm',
neck: see aiieheiiium.] In ornith., the side of
the neck; the lateral cervical region. [Little
used.]

paranntert, adv. Same as pera u » ter for perad-
reiiture.

paravail (par-a-val'), a. \_Aisopararaile; < OF.
*paraval, par'aval, below, < par, by (< Lj^er,
through), + aval, below, downwsurdi < L. adral-
lem, to the vaUey : see ovale. Cf. paramount, of
opposite meaning.] Inferior; lowest: iafeudal
law, applied to the lowest tenant holdingunder
a mean or mediate lord, as distinguished from a
tenant i» capite, who holds immediately of the
sovereign.

The king therefore was styled lord paramount ; A. was
both tenant and lord, or was a mesne lord, and B. was
called tenant paravaQ, or the lowest tenant, being he
who was sapposed to make avail or profit of tbe land.

Blacistone, Com., H. v.

paravantt, paravanntt, adv. [< OP. (and P.)
paravant, before, ipar, by (< L. per, through),
T arant, before: see at<a»^, avatmfi.] FSst;
beforehand ; in front.

Tell me some markes by which he may appeare,
If chamice I him encounter cararaun/.

Spenser, F. Q., ITL iL 1&

paraxial (pa-rak'si-al), a. [< Gr. !rapa, beside,
+ L. axis, axis: see'cu-iA-i, axial.] In .rooV. and
attat,, situated on either side of the long axis
of the body; lying laterally to the right or left,

of the spinal column : opposed to epaxial and
hypaxial ; as,theparaxial processes ofvertebrse.

paraylet, <" and n. See parel.

Farazoa Cpar-a-z6'a),n.pi. [XL.,< Gr. irapd, be-
side, + ^i?oi; an ammal.] The sponges, Spon-
gio^oa or Porifera, regarded as a prime division
of the animal kingdom, of equal rank with Pro-
tozoa and Metazoa. Sollas.

parazoan (par-a-zo'an), o. and n. [< Parazoa
+ -an.] I. a. Of or x>ertainingto the Farazoa.
n. ». A member of the Farazoa.

parazonium (par-a-zd'ni-um), ».: phparazonia
(-a). [XL., < Gr. rrapa^iyvia, also irapaiuviiiov,

a dagger worn at the girdle, < irapa, beside, -I-

Ccivr/, girdle: see zone.] In Gr. arehseol., a dag-
ger worn at the girdle.

Bithynia seated, holding two speais and parazonivm.
B. V. Bead, fi^toria Numorum, p. 444.

parbake (par'bak), r. t. [Irreg. < par- + bake,

after the supposed analogy otparboiL] To bake
partially; overheat.

Everytbing was so hot and so glaring that veiy few peo-
ple were about ; a few par-bated figures went by.

Miss Thackeray, ilis. Dymond, vL

parblen (par-ble'), interj. [F.] A corruption
otparDieu ('by God': seepardy): used as an
exclamation or minced oath.

parboil (par'boU), v. t. [Formerly also perboil;

< ME. parboylyn, < OF. parbouillir, boil thor-

oughly, < LL. perbullire, boU thoroughly, < L.
per, thoroughly, + bullire, bubble: see boiP.

The word has been taken to mean 'partly boil,'

as if < x^rt + boifi. Hence, recently, parbake.]

If. To boU thoroughly.

PoariouHlir [F.], toparioOe throughly. Cotgrare.

Tis nobody's fault but yours ; for an"you had done asyou
might have done, they should have been parboHed and
baked too, every mother's son, ere they should come in.

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, iv. 1.

My liver 's parboOed like Scotch holly-hread.
ir<*8ter. White Devil, t. i.

Z. To boil slightly or in a Moderate degree;

half-boiL

Parboylen mete, semibnllio. Oath, parbullio.
PrompL Pan., p. 382.

They [the Samoydes] are of reasonable stature, browne,
acting warlike, eate raw meate, or a little perboiled with
blond, Oile, or a little water which they drinke.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 712.

parbreakf (par'brak), r. [Also perbreak, par-
brake, perbrake; < ME. parbraken; < par- for

per-, through (cf.jJorftoiZ), + breeik.] I. intrans.

To vomit.
And vindently dysgoiged.

As though ve woUeparbrake.
' SMlon, Poems (ed. DyceX n. 77.

When to my great annoyance, and almost parbredking,

I have scene any of these silly creatures.

SCTitCTHrfo, Passengers' Dialogues (1612). (Karet.)

parcel

n. trans. To vomit; belch forth; vent.
His goldbright shield fire pn-ftfufcs. Phaer,S.ae:ii,x.

Come, snake-trest Sisters, com, ye dismall Elves, . . .

Com, parhreak heer your foul, black, banefull gall.
Sylnester, tv. of Du Bartas's Weeks, il.. The Furies.

Wben he hathpar&ndr'd his grieved mind.
Bp. Haa, Satires, I. v. 9.

parbreakt (par'brak), n. [<parbreak,v.] Vomit.
Her filthie parbreake all the place defiled has.

Spenser, F. Q., I. L 20.

parbuckle (par'buk-l),n. [Appar. < jjar2, equal,
+ buckle-, c] A device for raising or lowering
a heavy body,' as a cask, gun, etc., along an in-
clined plane or vertical surface. A bight of a rope
is made round a post or other secure fastening at the level
to which the object is to be raised or from wbich it is tc

be lowered. The two ends of the rope aro then passed
under the object and brought over it, and are hauled or
slackened together to raise or lower the object as may be
required, the object itself acting as a movable pulley, llie
name is also applied to a sling made with a rope, as shown
at a in the cut,

parbuckle (par'buk-l), r. t.
; pret. and pp. jjor-

buchledj-ppT.pariucklinij. [<parbuckle, n.] To
hoist or lower by means of a parbuckle.
Pares (par'se), n. pi. [L., the Fat«s, pi. of
Parca: perhaps < yfpar of par{t-)s. part, lot,

partiri. divide : see part/] The Latin name of

tiie Fates. See/afe, 5.

parcaset, adv. See 2)ercase.

parceitt, «• [ME., < OF. "parceit, < "L.percep.
turn, perception: seepercept. Ct. conceit, deceit,

etc.] Perception; i)erceptivity.

It passid my pareeit, and my preifis also,

How so wondirifull werkis wolde haue an ende.
Biehard the Beddess, ProL, L 17.

parcel (par'sel, usually par'sl), n. [< ME.jjni-

eel, pareell, parceTle, percel, < OF. parcelle, par-
cele, f., also parcel, m., F. parcelle, t., a small
piece or part, a parcel, a particle, = Pg. par-
ceVa = It. partieella, < lUli. particella, contr.
parceUa (after F.^i, a parcel, dim. of L. parti-
CMto, particle : see particle.] 1. Apart, either
taken separately or belongingto a whole, (o) A
share ; a portion.

litel loneth he that lorde that lent hym al that blisse.

That thusparteth withthe pore a parcel whanhym nedeth.
Piers Plotcman (B), i. 6a

Thou Shalt shiyre thee of alle thy synnes to o man, and
nat a parcel to o man, and a parcH to another.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

Having receiv'd amongst his allottedparcefo certain pre-
tious truths of such an orient lustre as no Diamond can
eqnalL MUton, Church-Government, il. Int.

(6) A separable, separate, or distinct part or portion or sec-
tion, as of land.

Abraham seith that he seigh holy the Trinite,

Thre persones in pareeUes departable fro other,
And sdle thre but o god thus Abraham me tanste.

Piers rioirman (B). xrii. 26.

Naomi, that is come again out of the country of Moab,
selleth a parcel of land. Knth iv. a
I haveoneponxl of land called Upper Crabtreewent, con-

taining about twelve acres.
irfntArqp, Hist Sew England. 11. 43&

(c) A constituent or integral part : used frequently in the
phrase jurt andpareei.

It is a branch and pared of mine oath.
Shak., C. of E., v. L 106.

Ifotfaing parcel of the world is denied to man's inquiry
and invention. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 9.

Being pared of the common mass.
And destitute of means to raise themselves,
They sink, and settle lower than they need.

Coirper, Task, v. ;47.

Gianada, as we have seen, was placed under the sceptre
of Castile, governed by the same laws, and represented in
its cortes, being, in the strictest sense, part andparcl of

the kingdom. Pregcott, Ferd. and Isa. ii. -26.
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Nature answers all he asks

;

Band in hand with her he walks,
Face to face with her he talks,

Part and parcel of her joy—
Blessings on the barefoot boy!

Whittier, Barefoot Boy.

All things are taken from us, and become
Portions and parcels of the dreadful Past

Tennysort, Lotos-Eaters, Choric Song.

(d) A fragment; piece; bit.

Olyves sum in rootes gratle, and rende
Hem after out with parcells of the roote.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. Ul.
Vniy, what parcel of man hast thou lighted on for a mas-

ter? B. Jonson, Cynthia's Kerels, ii. 1.

More beautiful the prospect of that building which is all

visible at one view than what discovers itself to the sight
by parcels and degrees.

Fidler, Worthies, Canterbury, II. 185.

England about to be divided into little parcels, like a
chess-board

!

Sydney Smith, To Iiord Holland.

(e) An item or particular ; a detaiL

I sent your grace
The parcels and particulars of our grief.

Sfta*., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 2. 36.

2. An indefinite number, quantity, or measure
forming a group, mass, or lot : as, a parcel of
fools ; a parcel of rubbish.

They bought allso a parcell of goats, which they distrib-

uted at home as they saw neede & occasion.
Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 209.

Now, don't let us give ourselves a parcel of airs, and
pretend that the oaths we make free with in this laud of
liberty of ours are our own.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iii. 12.

I think the English a parcel of brutes; and I'll go back
to France as fast as I can. Miss Bumey, Evelina, xiv.

Why are they [painters] to be be-knighted, like a. parcel
of aldermen ? Thackenray, Char. Sketches, The Artists.

3. A number of things wrapped or otherwise
put up together; a package, containing a num-
ber of articles or a single one ; a small bundle.

I received that choice Parcel of Tobacco your Servant
brought me. Howell, Letters, iv. 46.

If you wanted to send a pared to anywhere in the coun-
try, you confided it to the guard of the coach.

W. Besant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 6.

4. pi. In law, that part of a deed or conveyance
which describes the property conveyed, toge-
ther with the boundaries thereof, in order to its

easy identification.— 5. Same as parceling, 1.

—BUI of parcels. See bills.— Vsixcel post, that de-
partment of the post-office business of the UnitedKingdom
which deals with parcels up to 11 pounds in weight.

parcel (par'sel), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. parceled ov

parcelled, ppr. parceling or parcelling. [< F.
parceUer, parcel; from the noun.] 1. To di-

vide into parts or portions : generally with out.

These ghostly kings would pared out my power.
Dryden, Indian Emperor, i. 2.

Our time was parcelled out in a succession of tasks.

Goldsmith, Proper Enjoyment of Life.

Smooth slate

In square divisions parcelled out
Wordsworth, Prelude, i.

In the divided or social states these functions axe par-
celled ovl to individuals, each of whom aims to do his
stint of the joint work. Emerson, Misc., p. 72.

Then the great Hall was wholly broken down.
And the broad woodland parceWd into farms.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

2. To particularize ; specify.

what a wounding shame is this,

. . . that mine own servant should
Parcel the sum of my disgraces by
Addition of his envy

!

Sltaic., A. and C, v. 2. 163.

3. To cover with strips of canvas; wrap with
parceling.

parcel (par'sel), adv. [< ME. parcel; an ellip-

tical use ot parcel, n., for in parcel, like part,

adv., for in part. Cf. parcelly.'] Partly; in

part; partially; to some extent.

Thou didst swear to me upon a porcd-gilt goblet . . .

to marry me. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 1. 94.

He iB parcel lawyer, and in my conscience much of their

religion. Beau, and FL, Woman-Hater, i. 3.

Beat not your brains to understand their parcel-gieek,

parcel-latia gibberish. Dekker, Gull's Hornbook, p. 60.

The principalpersonage is Marcelia, parcel witch, wholly
shameless. Tickmar, Span. Lit., I. 242.

parceled, parcelled (par'seld), a. [< parcel
\- -edil Partial; not general. Schmidt.

Alas ! I am the mother of these moans

!

Their woes saeparcelVd, mine are general.

Sfiak., Kich. III., ii. 2. 81.

parceling, parcelling (par'sel-ing), n. [Ver-

bal n. ot parcel, v.2 1. Naut., long narrow
strips of can-
vas, generally
tarred, wound
spirally about
a rope so as to

give a smooth A Rope Wormed and Partly Parceled.
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surface. Also parsling.— 3. ^Tajjl, the process

of wrapping or winding a rope with parceling,

or tarred strips of canvas.

parceling-machine (par'sel-ing-ma-shen''), n.

1. A press in which yarn, cloth, wool, etc., are

bundled compactly for tying.— 2. A machine
in which strips of canvas or cloth are coated
with tar to prepare them for wrapping or wind-
ing around ropes. M. H. Knight.

parcelizet (par'sel-iz), v. t. [(.parcel, n., + -fee.]

To divide ; distribute
;
parcel.

Greatnes and glory of a well-Knl'd State

Is not extinguisht nor extenuate
By being parcelli^d to a plurality

Of petty Kinglings, of a mean Equality.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, iL, The Captaines.

parcellation (par-se-la'shon), re. [< parcel +
-ation.'] Division into parts or parcels; dis-

tribution.

Hash as such & parcellation of his troops might seem.
The American, LX. 350.

parcelle^t, »• A Middle English form oiparcel.

parcelle^t, n. A Middle English form ol pars-
ley.

parcel-lift (par'sel-lift), n. An elevator or

dumb-waiter used in shops and warehouses to

convey packages up or down. [Eng.]

parcellyt (par'sel-i), adv. [< ME. parcelly; <

parcel + -ly'^.'] Part by part; item by item.

ParceUy, as the heres of eyes don.
With teres makyng sprancles manyon,
Byght so is Raymound tormented full sore.

Sore wepyng, teres making euermore.
Bam. <(f Parienay (E. B. T. S.), 1. 4015.

parcel-maker (par'sel-ma"ker), n. One of two
officers of the British exchequer who formerly
made the parcels of the escheators' accounts,

and delivered them to the auditors.

parcel-mealt (par'sel-mel), adv. [ME. parceU
mele, parcel-mel; < parcel + -meal, as in drop-

meal, piecemeal, ete.'] Piecemeal; separately;

partly; by parts or portions.

Thre persons parcel^mele, departable from other.

Piers Plowman (C), XX. 28.

parcel-office (par'sel-of'is), n. A place where
parcels are received for despatch or delivery.

parcel-paper (par'sel-pa"per), n. Any loose-

textured unsized paper made or used for wrap-
ping parcels; wrapping-paper.
parcel-post, ». See the phrase parcel post

uu&BV parcel, n.

parcel-van (par'sel -van), n. A van for the
delivery of parcels. [Eng.]
parcenary (par'se-na-ri), n. [Also paroenery

;

< OF. parcenerie, < parcenier, a parcener : see
parcener.]! In law, coheirship ; the holding or

occupation of lands of inheritance by two or

more persons. It differs from joint tenancy, which is

created by deed or devise ; whereas parcenairy or copar-
cenary is created by the descent of lands from an ancestor.

parcenelt) »• -A. Middle English form ol parce-
ner,

parcener (par'se-n6r), re. [< ME. parcener,par-
soner, also parcenel, < OF. parcener, parcenier,
parsonnier,pargmiier,parfonnier,pargoner,eta.,
= Sp. parcionero = Pg. parceiro, < ML.*parUtio-
nariiis, partionarius, having a share, one having
a share, < L. partitio(n-) ( > OF.paregon, pargon,
p<irso»,etc.),asharing, share: seepartttion. Cf.

partner.] In law, a coheir ; one who holds lands
jointly with another or others by descent from
an ancestor, as when land descends to a man's
daughters, sisters, aunts, cousins, or tljeir rep-
resentatives. In this case all the heirs inherit as par-
ceners or coheirs. The term has been sometimes used to
indicate female cotenants only.

We ben parscmeres of reson.
Chaucer, Boethius, v. prose 6.

So nevertheless that the yongest make reasonable
amends to his parceners for the part which to them be-
longeth, by the award ot good men.

Lamharde^s PerambulaMon (1596), p. 575. (HaUiujell.)

These coheirs are then called coparceners ; or, for brev-
ity, parceners only. Blackstone, Com., II. xii.

parceryt (par'se-ri), re. [Appar. for *parcelry,

< parcel + -^yj'ov parcenery, (.parcener + -^.]

Apportionment ; allotment.

This part was to Helenus by wylled parcerye lotted.

Stanihurst, .^neid, iii.

parceyvet, v. A Middle English form of per-
ceive.

parch (parch), V. [< ME. parchen, paarchen,
parch ; origin uncertain : either (o) a var. form
and use of perchen, perschen, a rarer form of
perishen, perischen, perish (in trans, 'kill') (see

perish'^) ; or (6) a var. form and use ot perchen,
pierce, a rarer form of percen, persen, pierce

:

cf . persant, persaunt, piercing, as used, e. g., of

parchment

sunbeams (see persant); piercing, used of pene-

trating cold (see jjierce).] I. trans. 1. To ex-

pose to the strong action of fire, but without

burning; roast (vegetable produce especially)

partially by rapid expulsion of moisture.

And he reached herparched corn, and she did eat.

Buth ii. 14.

Harm Porter moved about as brisk as a parched pea.

HalUmrton, Sam Slick, Clockmaker, xxv.

2. To dry up; dry to extremity or to the point

of burning : as, the sun's lajsparch the ground

;

parclied with thirst.

Nor entreat the north

To make his bleak winds kiss my parched lips

And comfort me with cold. Shak., K. John, v. 7. 40.

The brandish'd sword of God . . . with torrid heat,

And vapour as the Libyan air adust.

Began to parch that temperate clime.
Milton, P. L., xii. 636.

Parched with heat and dust, they were soon distressed

by excessive thirst. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 12.

=Syn. Singe, Sear, etc. See scorch.

n. intrans. To become very dry ; be scorched.

We were better oarcA in Afric sun
Than in the pride and salt scorn of his eyes. •

Shak., T. and C, i. 3. 370.

A heart high sorrowful and cloy'd,

A burning forehead, and a,parching tongue.
Keats, Ode on a Grecian Urn.

parchedness (par'ched-nes), re. The state of

being parched or dried up.

Neither sheep nor shepherd is to be seen there, but only

a waste, silent solitude, and one uniform parchedness and
vacuity. Dr. B. More, Def. of Moral Cabbala, i. 31.

parcheesi, «• See pachisi.

parcheminf,
parchemynt, re. Obsolete forms of

parchemin (par'she-min), V. t. [< F. parche-

«»««, parchment : see parchment.] To convert
into parchment or a substance akin to parch-
ment, as paper or cotton, by soaking it in dilute

sulphuric acid. [Rare.]

The more readily a fibre is parchemined by the action

of sulphuric acid, the more difficult it will become to ni-

trate the same ; and the less sulphuric acid acts, . . . the

more nitric acid comes into play.
Bissler, Mod. High Explosives, p. 123.

parcheminerf, re. [ME., < OP. parcheminier,
also parcheminour, < ML. pergamenarius, a
maker or seller of parchment, < pergamena,
parchment : seeparchment.] Amaker or seller

of parchment.
The Parchemyners and Bokebynders.

York Plays (title), p. 66.

parchingly (par'ching-li), adv. In a parching
manner; so as to parch.
parchisi, n. See pachisi.

parchment (parch'ment), re. [< ME. parche-
ment, perchment (witli' excrescent t as in other
Teut. languages), usually parchemin, parclte-
myn,perchemin,< OF. parchemin, perchemin,par-
camin, F.parchemin = S-p.pergamino = Pg. per-
gaminho= It.pergamena= D.perkameni=MLG.
perment, permit, permint= (jHO. permint, per-
ment,permit, bermint, berment, bermit,pirmit, bir-

mint=MS.Gt.pergement,pergmit,Gr.pergament=
Sw. D&a. pergament, < jj. pergamena, pergamina
(also in full charta Pergamena, ' paper of Perga-
mum'),< Gr.IXepya/i);!^, parchment, lit. 'paper of
Pergamum,' prop. adj. (sc. 6i^kpa, 'skin of Per-
gamum,' or X"-prv, 'paper of Pergamum'), fem.
otU.E(ryaiirp/6g (>Ij. Pergamenus), of Pergamum,
< aefrya/j.og, Htpyaiiov, Pergamus, Pergamum, a
city of Mjsia in Asia Minor, whence parchment
was originally brought.] 1. The skin of sheep
or goats prepared for use as a writing-material
and for other purposes. The skins are first soaked
in lime to remove the hair, and are then shaved, washed,
dried, stretched, and ground or smoothedwith fine chalk or
lime and pumice-stone. Vellum is a fine parchment made
from the skins of calves, kids, and still-born lambs. Other
skins prepared in the same way are used for other pur-
poses : as those ot the he-goat and wolf for drum-heads,
and the skin of the ass for covering battledores. A kind
of parchment is made by the Eskimos from the entrails
of seals, and is used for bags, blankets, clothing, etc. The
skin of the fur-seal is sometimes dressed as parchment and
used for making oases for holding valuable papers, etc.

EiSte as a lorde sholde make lettres and hym lakked
parclwmyn.

Though he couth write neuere so wel ^if he had no penne.
Piers Plowman (B), ix. 38.

Thilke Stoyciens wenden that the soule haddeben naked
of itself as a myroure or a cleene parchemyn.

Chaucer, Boethius, v. meter 4.

Is not this a lamentable thing, that of the skin of an in-
nocent lamb should be made parchment? that parchment,
being scribbled o'er, should undo a man ?

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 2. 87.

2. The cartilaginous sheath or hull of the cof-
fee-bean.



parchment
When growing, the flat sides of the seeds [o( coffee] are

towards each other, and have a covering or memhrane
of cartilaginous skin wMch, when dry, is linown as "the
pa/rckment."

A. 0. F Eliot Janws, Indian Industries, p. 69.

3. A document written on parchment.
'

But here 's a parchmmt with the seal of Csssar.

Shak., J. C, iii. 2. 183.

I once requested your Hands as Witnesses to a certain
FarchmenL Cangreve, Way of the World, v. 13.

<!otton paxchment. See coMoni.—Parchment paper.
See poiier.—Vegetable pardunent. SxcaeaspantaneKt
jjaper.—Virgin parchment, a fine quality of parchment
made from the skins of new-bom lambs or kids.

parchment (parch'ment), v. t. [(.parchment, m.]

To convert into parclEiment
;
parchemin.

parchment-beaver (parch'ment-be"v6r), n.

Same as dry-castor.

parchmentert (pareh'men-ter), n. [ME. parche-
menter, also oontr. parmenter; < parchment +
-eri. Ct.parcheminer.1 A maker of parchment.
parchmentize (pSrch'men-tiz), v. t.; pret. and
pp. parchmentized, ppr! parchmenUzing. [<
pareliment + 4ge.'] To convert into parchment

;

parchemin or parchment.

Blotting paper parchtnentized by a new process.
Oreer, Diet. Elect., p. 80.

parchment-lace (parch'ment-las), n. See lace.

parchment-skin (pareh'ment-skin), n. A dis-

ease of the skin characterized by scattered pig-
mented telangiectatic and atrophic spots, with
contraction of the skin, usually followed by epi-
theliomatous patches and ulceration, it almost
invariably begins in early life, and is apt to affect several
children in the same family. Also ceHIgA parchToent-skin
disease^ xeroderma,

parchmenty (paroh'men-ti), a. [< parchment
+ -y^.J Resembling parchment in texture or
appearance

;
pergamentaceous.

The wings of the anterior pair are usually ofparchmenty
consistence. W. B. Carpenter, Micros., §639.

parcialti «• An obsolete form ot partial.

parcidentate (par-si-den'tat), a. [< li. parens,
sparing, scanty, -f- dentatus, toothed: see den-
tate.^ In zool., having few teeth or dentate
processes : opposed to pluridentate.

parcimonioust, parcimonyt. Obsolete forms
ot parsimonious, parsimony.

parcityt (par'si-ti). n. [< OF.paroite = Sp.^ar-
cidad = It. pdrcita, < L. parcita(t-)s, sparing-
ness, < parens, sparing, scanty, frugal; cf

.

par-
cere, spare, akin to Gr. airapvoc, scarce, rare, and
to E. spare.'] 1. Sparingness. Cotgrave.— 2.

Sparseness; paucity.

parclose, ». See perclose.

pard^ (pard), n. [= F. pard, parde = 8p. Pg.
It. pardo =.OH.Gr. pardo, MH&. parde, part, G.
parder, pardel (cf . pardale), < L. pardus, < Gr.

ndpdog, later form of TrdpSaXig, ir6poa/lic, the pard
{either leopard, panther, or ounce); an Eastern
word; cf. Peis.pdrs, pdrsh, a pard,^ars, a pan-
ther. Hence, in oomp., camelopard, leopard.]

The leopard or panther.

Lions and blooAy pards are Mars's servants.

Fletcher {and Massinger ?), Lovers' Progress, ii. 3.

Striped like a zebra, freckled like a. pard.
Keats, Lamia, i.

pard^ (pard), n. [Short tov pardner, a corrupt
form of partner.] A partner ; a mate ; an ac-

complice ; a boon companion. [Slang, U. S.]

He was the bulliest man in the mountains, pard

!

S. L. Clemens, Houghing It, ii.

pardah, ». Same as pnrdah.
pardalet, »• [= Sp. pardal, < L. pardalis, < Gr.

irdjodo/lic, apard: see pard^.] Bajne a,s pard^.

The pardale swift and the tygre cruell.

Spenser, F. Q., I. vi. 26.

Nexte vnto him came flockes of beasts, great numbers
of horses with Lyons, and Pardailes carted in Cages, which
hee brought as presents to geue vnto Alexander.

J. Brende, tr. of Quintus Curtius, v.

pardalote (par'da-lot), n. A bird of the genus
Pardalotv^.

Pardalotinse (par"da-16-ti'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Pardalotus + -inm.] A group of birds named
by H. E. Strickland in 1842 from the genus
Pardalotns.

Pardalotus (par-da-16'tus), ». [NL., < Gr. rrap-

dahjTdg, spotted like the pard, < ndpdaXie, a
pard: see pard^.] A genus of small short-

tailed birds, allied to the flycatchers. There
are several species, natives of Australia.

Pardanthus (par-dan 'thus), n. [NL. (Ker,

1805), so called from the spotted perianth; <

Gr. Kdpdog, leopard, + avBog, flower.] A genus of

monocotyledonous plants of the order Iridese,

the tribe Sisyrinchiex, and the subtribe Ensisy-

rinchiex, now known as Belamcanda (Adanson,

1763), and distinguished by a capsule with re-
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flexed valves, exposing the black fleshy seeds
on an erect persistent axis. The only species, P.
Sinensis, the blackberry-lily, native of India, China, and
iTapan, is cultivated for its large orange purple-spotted
flowers, lasting only a day, and is widely naturalized. It
produces a stout leafy stem from a creeping rootstock,
with sword-shaped sheathing leaves. See Ixia and leop-
ard-Jlower.

pardao, pardo (par-da'6, par'do), ». [Former-
ly also paj-dajo, < Fg.pardao (see del).] -An
Indo-Portuguese money of account of Goa,
worth about 60 United States cents. Simmonds.
They payed in hand one thousand and three hundred

pardawes. HakluyVs Voyages, II. 267.

pardawf, n. Bee pardao.
pardi (par-de'), jreierj. \¥.:s6epardy.] Same
B,s pardy.

"Pardi," cried Madame Duval, "I shan't let you leave
me agam in a hurry." ifiss BMrnej/, Evelina, xlvi.

pardine(par'din),a. [ipavd^ + 'ine^.] Resem-
bling a pard; spotted like a pard: as, the^ar-
dine genet, Genetta pardina, of western Africa.
pardo, n. Bee pardao.
pardon (par'don or-dn), v. t. [< T£Ei.pardonen,<.
OF.pardonerjpard<mner,perdoner,F.pardonner
= Sp. perdonar = Pg. perdoar = It. perdonare,
< "Hh. perdonare, give, concede, indulge, spare,
pardon, < L. per, through, -I- donare, give, <
donum, a gift: see per- and donate.] 1. To re-
mit the penalty or punishment due on account
of (an offense)

; pass by or leave without pen-
alty, resentment, or blame; forgive; overlook.

I have a power to pardon sins, as oft
As any man has power to wrong me.

Beau, and Fl., Fhilaster, r. 6.

His [the king's] power of pardoning was said by our
Saxon ancestors to be derived a lege suee dignitatis : and
it is declared In parliament by Statute 27 Hen. VIII., c. 24,

that no other person hath power to pardon or remit any
treason or felonies whatsoever.

Blackst<me, Com., IV. xxxi.

2. To absolve (an offender) from liability for
an offense or crime committed ; release (a per-
son) from the punishment or penalty due on
account of some fault or offense.

I neuer denied iustice to a poore man for bis pouertee,
novpardoned a riche man for his great goods and richesse.

Golden Book, xlvii.

As you from crimes would jjardon'd be,

Let your indulgence set me free. .

Shak., Tempest, Epil., L 19.

The shepherd rais'd his mournful head;
"And will yoMpardon me?" he said.

Prior, Despairing Shepherd.

3. To excuse ; indulge ; especially, to excuse
from doing something.

Thrice-noble lord, let me entreat of you
1o pardon me yet for a night or two.

Shak., T. of the S., Ind., ii. 121.

Those who know how many volumes have been written
on the poems of Homer and Virgil will easily pardon the
length of my discourse on Milton.

Addison, Spectator, No. 321.

Pardon me, forgive me ; excuse me : a phrase used when
one makes an apology, and often when one means civilly

to deny or contradict what another affirms ; as, pardon me,
but I think you are mistaken ; often abbreviated topardon.

Audi
(Pardon me saying it) were much loath to breed
Dispute betwixt myself and mine.

Tennyson, Princess, i.

=Syn. Pardon, Forgive. These words are often synony-
mous. Strictly, pardon expresses the act of an official or
a superior, remitting all or the remainder of the punish-
ment that belongs to an offense : as, the queen or the gov-
ernor pardons a convict before the expiration of his sen-

tence. Forgive refers especially to the feeUngs ; it means
that one not only resolves to overlook the offense and re-

establishes amicable relations with the offender, but gives

up all ill feeling against him. See pardon, n.

pardon (par'don or -dn), m. [< ME. pardon, par-
donn, pardun,"< OF. pardon, pardun, F. pardon
= Sp. perdon = Pg. perdSo = It. perdono, < ML. •

perdonum, indulgence, pardon ; from the verb.]

1. Forgiveness of an offender or of his offense

or crime; a passing over without punishment;
remission of penalty.

Very frankly he confess'd his treasons.

Implored your highness' pardon, and set forth

A deep repentance. Shak., Macbeth, i. 4. 6.

Both confess'd

Humbly their faults, tinA pardon begg'd.
Umon, P. L,, X. 1101.

Grant me pardon for my thoughts

:

And for my strange petition I will make
Amends hereafter. Tennyson, Geraint.

2. In law, a free remission of the legal conse-

quences of guilt or of some part of them ; an act

of grace proceeding from the power charged
with the execution of the laws, which exempts
the individual on whom it is bestowed from the

punishment the law prescribes for a crime he
has committed. Marshall. Mere mitigation of

pardoner
punishment is not pardon. Pardon is sometimes used
in the more general sense which includes amnesty. In
Great Britain the pardoning of offenses against the crown
or the people rests with the crown, except in certain speci-
fied cases. Pardon is granted under the great seal or by
warrant under the sign manual, countersigned by one of
the principal secretaries of state, or by act oi Parliament.
Offenders against the laws of the United States may be
pardoned by the President, except in cases of impeach-
ment. In nearly all the States, persons convicted of
crimes under the State laws, except in cases of treason
and impeachment, may be pardoned by the governor, the
governor and council, orthegovemor andboard of pardons.

John Hunne had his Pardon, and Southwel died the
Night before he should have been executed.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 187.

3. The deed or warrant by which such remis-
sion is declared. Delivery is essential to its validity,
and delivery is not complete without acceptance ; hut m
some cases constructive acceptance has been held sufll-

cient, as where it was delivered to the jailer, the prisoner
being ignorant of it.

4t. A papal indulgence, or remission of the
temporal punishment due to sin, usually for a
stated time.

De le and do penaunce day and nyght euere.
And porchase al the pardoun of Paumpelon and of Rome,
And indulgences ynowe. Piers Plowman (C), xx. 218.

Thrice he promised he would bring them all pardons
from Kome. Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 34.

To quicken the faithful in the discharge of such a bro-
therly kindness, our old English bishops often granted a
ghostly reward—an indulgence, or, as it was then better
called, apardon of somany days— unto all those who with
the fitting dispositions should answer this call made to
them from the grave, and pray especially for him or her
who lay buried there.

Quoted in Bock's Church of our Fathers, III. i. 72.

5t. Allowance; excuse.
I begg'd

His pardon for return.
Shak., A. and C, iii. 6. 60.

No youth can be comely but by pardon, and considering
the youth as to make up the comeliness. Bacon, Beauty.

To beg, crave, or ask one's pardon, to ask one's for-
giveness: a phrase correspondmg in use to pardon me
(which see, under pardon, u.). = Syn. Pardon, Absolution,
Remission, Amnesty. AU these words represent a com-
plete work with reference to the offense, so that itbecomes
as though it had not been committed. Pardon is the gen-
eral word (see comparison under pardon, v. t). Absolu-

' iion is now strictly an ecclesiastical word, as defined.
Bem^is^n is, by derivation, a letting go, a sending away;
"remission of sins " is a frequent Biblical expression ; out-
side of Biblical language, we speak chiefly of the remission
of penalty : as, the remission of a fine or of part of a term
of imprisonment. Amnesty is strictly a political word, as
defined, covering a general pai'don of persons, named or
unnamed, who have become exposed to penalty by offenses
against the state or the sovereign. We speak of pardon of
the offense or the person ; absolution of the person from
the offense ; remission of sin or of penalty for the person

;

aTnnesty to all concerned in the insurrection.

Such persons would be within the general pardoning
power, and also the special provision for pardon and am-
nesty contained in this act. Lincoln, in Kaymond, p. 202.

The blackest sin is clear'd with absolution.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 354.

Almighty God . . . hath given power and command-
ment to his ministers to declare and pronounce ^ his
people, hemg penitent, the absolution and remission of
their sins. Book of Common Prayer, Absolution.

All peace implies amnesty, or oblivion of past subjects
of dispute, whether the same is expressly mentioned in
the terms of the treaty or not.

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, § 163.

pardonable (par'don-a-bl), a. [< F.pardonnable
= Sp. perdonable = Pg. perdoavel = It. perdo-
nabile, < 'M.'L.*perdonabilis, ^perdonare, pardon:
see jjardon, v.] Capable of being pardoned or
forgiven ; not requiring the execution of penal-
ty or the infliction of censure ; venial : applied
to either offense or offender.

We confess we derive all that is pardonable in us from
ancient fountains. Dryden.

= Syn. Excusable, etc. See veni(d.

pardonableness (par'don-a-bl-nes), n. The
quality of being pardonable ; susceptibility of

forgiveness. £p. Hall, No Peace with Rome,
xiii.

pardonably (par'don-a-bli), adv. In a manner
admitting of pardon or excuse.

Fancy grows so strong
That listening sense is pardonably cheated.

Wordsworth, Evening Voluntaries, v.

pardon-bell (par'dgn-bel), i(. The angelus-bell

:

so called because special pardonswereformerly
bestowed upon those who on hearing it recited

the angelus correctly. See angehis.

pardon-chair (par 'don -char), «.. A confes-
sional.

pardoner (par'don-er), n. [< MB. pardoner,
pardonere; < OF"pardonaire (< ML. as if *per-

donarins), P. pardonnenr = Sp. perdonador =
Pg. perdoador = It. perdonatore, < ML. as if

*perdonator, < perdonare, pardon : see pardon,
v.] 1. One who pardons or forgives; one



paxdoner

who absolves an offender from punishment or
blame.

England speaks louder ; who are we, to play
The genevoviB pardoner at her expense?

Browning, StrafEord.

2t. One who is licensed to sell papal indulgences
or pardons.

Ther preched a pardoner as he a prest were.
And brou3te forth a bulle with bishopis sales,
And seide that hym-selue myghte asoilie hem alle
Of falsnesse of fastinges, of vows to-broke.

Piers Plowman (C), i. 66.

By this gaude have I wonne, yeer by yere,
An handred marks sith I was pardonere.

Chaucer, Prol. to Pardoner's Tale, 1. 104.

Heywood . . . saw no reason to spare priests, mr(ione)-s,
or pilgrims the lash of his joyous wit.

A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit., I. 134.

pardonlesst (par-don -les), a. [< pardon +
-less.^ TJnpardonahle.

He that compyles a work.
And warned doth offende

In one thinge ofte, is perdonles
If that he doth not mende.

Drant, tr. of Horace's Art of Poetry.

pardon-screen (par'don-skren), n. A screen
surrounding or placed'before a confessional, to
hide the penitent from public view during the
act of confession.
pardon-stall (par'don-stai), n. A stall from
which pardons and indulgences are read, or in
which confessions are heard.
pardy, perdy (par-de', p6r-de'), inteij. [Early-
mod. E. (in occasional present use as an archa-
ism): also pardie, pardieu, etc., < OP. pardie,
pardd, F. pardi, pardieu, < par (< L. per), by,+
IHeu (< L. deiis), God: see deity.'} Indeed (lit-

erally, 'by God'): a familiar minced oath for-
merly much in use.

Mary, unto them that had rather slepe all dale then wake
one hour, . . . unto such pardie it shall seeme painefull
to abide any labour. Sir T. Wilson, Art of Ehetoric, p. 31.

Ah, Dame ! perdy ye have not doen me right.
Thus to mislead mee, whiles I you obaid

:

Me little needed from my right way to have straid.

Spenser, F. Q., II. vi. 22.

Perdie., your doors were lock'd and you shut out.
Shak., 0. of E., iv. 4. 74.

It is my duty and function, perdy, to be fervent in my
vocation. Dekker and Webster, Westward Ho, ii. 1.

" Pardy," returned the king, " but still

My Joints are somewhat stiff or so."
Tennyson, Day-Dream, The Revival.

pare^ (par), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. pared, ppr. par-

ing. [< W&.parenjpayren, < OF. parer, F.parer,
deck, dress, trim, etc., particular uses of the
orig.general sense 'prepare,' ' pare,'= Sp.^orn?-,
prepare, = Pg.parar, guard, aparaij'paxe, = It.

parare, deck, trim, guard, ward off, oppose, <
L. parare, prepare, get ready, ML. also guard,
guard against, parry, etc. (cf . paraclmte, para-
petfparasol, etc., and ^arr^). Hence ult. com-
pare^, prepare, repair^, separate, sever, several,

etc.", empire, imperial, etc., parade, parry, etc.]

1 . To trim by cutting or shaving off thin slices

or flakes from the surface or the extremities

:

as, to pare an apple ; to pare a horse's hoof, or
one's nails ; to pare old or worn-out grass-land.

At Juyn a floore for thresshing thus thai make

:

Thai pare it flist, and lightly after gate
Hit dolven smal, and chaf therto thay take.

PaOadius, Husbondrie (E. B. T. S.), p. 168.

Your nayles^arrfe. Babees Book (E. E. T. S,), p. 76.

He plants, he proins, ha pares, he trimmeth round
Th' ever green beauties of a fruitfull ground.

Sylvester, tr. of Da Bartas's Weeks, ii., Eden.

2. To reduce by cutting away superficial parts

;

diminish by little and little ; cut down.
I lemad among Lumbardes an lewes a lessoun.
To wey pens with a pays [weight], and pare the hauyest.

Piers Plowman (B), v. 243.

I have . . . pared my present havings, to bestow
My boimties upon you. Shak., Hen. VIII., ill. 2. 159.

Yea, they would pare the mountain to the plain,

To leave an equal baseness.
Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien,

3. To remove by or as by cutting, clipping, or

shaving: with off or away: as, to pare off the
rind of fruit ; to pare away redundancies.

Now is to repaxe
Kosaries olde, and diynesse of Ui pare.

Pcdladim, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 80.

I was diligent to remark such doctrines, and to pare off

the mistakes so far that they hinder not piety.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ad. 1835), I. 20.

=Syn. 1. Pare, Peel, Shave off. To pare is to remove the
Burface only with a knife or similar instrument ; to peel is

to pull off the skin or rind. " That is peeled which is de-

prived of a natural layer or integument spread over it."

(C. J. Smith, Synonyms Discriminated, p. 603.) The figura-

tive uses of these two words are limited. Shave or shave

0/ still seems figurative when not implying the use of a
razor, and is controlled in its meaning by that original
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sense ; hence it is always limited to dressing off the sur-
face.

parent, «. An obsolete form of pair^.

pareccrisis (pa-rek'ri-sis), n. [NL., < 6r. jrapd,

beside, -I- iKKp'wiQ, separation, secretion : see
eccrisis.'] Disordered secretion.

paregalt, o. and « . [Early mod. E . alsoperegal

;

< ME. paregal, peregaU, parengal, peringall,
peryngall, < OF. paregal, parigal, paringal, per-
ingal, entirely equal, <.par, equal, + egal, equal

:

see par^ and egal, eqvM.'] I. a. Entirely equal;
equal.

As soone as thei were mette thei heilde hem peryTigall;
but the prowessa of kynge Boors was passynge alle other,
for ha dide marveUes. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 163.

His herte ay with the ftrste and with the beste
Stod paregal, to dura that hym leste.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 840.

Whilom thou wa&tperegaM to the best.
Spenser, Shap. Cal., August.

H. II. An equal.

Everyche other through great vyolence
By very force bare other unto grounde,
As full ofte it happeth and is founda
Whan stronge doth mete with his peregalt.

Lydgafe, Troye (1556), sig. P. v. (HoZiiweK.)

Thus was 30ure croune crasid till ha was cast newe,
Thoru partinge of goure powere to soure paragals.

Richard the RedeUss, i. 71.

Bal. How lik'st thou my suite?
Cat. All, beyond all, no peregal.

Marston, Antonio and Mallida, I., iii. 2.

paregmenon (pa-reg'me-non), n. [NL., < Gr.
wapi/yfiivov, neut. of Trdfytiyftivoi, perf . pass. part,
of vapayuv, lead by, derive, < wapi, beside, -I-

ayeiv, lead: see agent.'] In r/te*., the employ-
ment of several words having a common origin
in the same sentence.
paregoric (par-g-gor'ik), a. and n. [= F. pare-
gorique = Sp. jparegdrico = Pg. It. paregorico,
< LL. paregoricus, < Gr. -KamyopmoQ, soothing, <

TtapriyopoQ, consoling, < irapa, beside, + ayopeiiew,

speak in an assembly, < ayopd, assembly: see
agora.'\ I. a. In med., mitigating; assuaging
pain.

It [tar-water] is of admirable use in fevers, being at the
same time the surest, safest, and most effectual both pare-
goric and cordial. Bp. Berkeley, Siris, § 75.

Paregoric elixir. Same as II., 2.

II. n. 1; Amedioine that mitigates pain; an
anodyne. Specifically— 2. A camphorated
tincture of opium, flavored with aromatics.

pareilt,". [< MIE.pareil,< OF
.
pareil,F

.
pareil

= Pr. parelh = Pg. parelho = It. parecchio,
equal, < 'MJu. pariculus, equal, (.par, equal: see
par^. Cf . apparel,pareU, fromthesame som-ee.]
An equal ; a match.

Sir Gawein armed Elizer, and Qaheries dide hym helpe,
and dide on his hauberk that was of grete bounta that in
all the hosta was not the pareile.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 684.

Wa shall quicklyfind out mora than s.pareil for St. James
and St. John, the Boanerges of my text.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 94.

pareira (pa-ra'ra), n. [Braz.] A drug derived
from several plants. The true pareh-a (fully written
pareira brava) is the root of Chandrodendron tomentosum,
formerly supposed to be afforded by Cissampelos Pareira,
which is hence called spurious pareira brava. The latter
has a local medicinal use. There are several substitutes
for paraira brava, some of tham worthless. The genuine
is regarded as a mild tonic, aperient, and diuretic, but its

chief use at present is to raliava chronic diseases of the
urinary passages. Pareira-root is the officinal drug, but
paraira-bark has probably something of its virtue. Sea
abutua.

parent, *> * [ME. parelen; by apheresis from
apparef] To apparel. Lydgate.

If I be parellid moost of price.
MS. Cantab. If. v. 48, f. 117. (Halliwell.)

parent, » [Also parrel, parral (still used in
technical senses: see parrel); < 'M^. parel.
parail, parayle: by apheresis from apparel.'}

1. Apparel.

—

2. .^ms.
parel^t, n. A Middle English form ot peril.

parelcon (pa-rel'kon), m. [NL., < Gr. rrapthuM,
ppr. of izapklnELv, draw aside, lead alongside, be
redundant, < Kapa, beside, + e^keiv, draw.] In
gram. , the addition of a syllable or particle to
the end of a pronoun, verb, or adverb. Coles,
1717.

pareliet, «. [< F.parelie, a mock sun : see par-
helion.} A parhelion. Dr. H. More, Psyeha-
thanasia, I. iii. 25.

parella (pa-rel'a), n. [NL., < F. pareile, per-
relle, a kind of lichen.] A crustaceous lichen,
Lecanora parella, used to produce archil, cud-
bear, and litmus, or some other similar lichen
which serves the same purposes.
parelleit, ''• A Middle English form of peril.

pareile^ (pa-rel'), n. Same a,B parella.

parenchymatitis

parembole (pa-rem'bo-le), n. [NL., < Gr. -a-

pefifioTJi, insertion, < irape/xlidUciv, put in beside,

< vapd, beside, -I- h, in, -t- pdMeiv, throw.] la
rhet., the insertion of something
relating to the subject in the
middle of a period, or that which
is inserted; an explanatory
phrase having a closer connec-
tion with the context than a pa-
renthesis. Also called paremp-

Parement, or lone
Surcoat, of the i^tn-
or isth centuiy.

parementf, ». [ME. : see para-
ment.} 1. Same as parament.
Chaucer.—2. [OP.] A long and
flowing form of the military sur-

coat. This variety of the surcoat, worn
toward the close of the fourteenth cen-

tury, reached the ground (or near it)

behind, but was usually cut shorter in

front ; it sometimes had long and flow-

ing sleeves, and these and theedgeof the
robe were commonly ornamented with
dags, scallops, or the like. The whole
was usually made of soma silk fabric, to
soma extent impermeable to rain.

paremptosis (par-emp-to'sis),
«. [NL., < Gr. irapi/iwTuaig, a
coming in besides, < jrape/miTT-

reiv, come in besides, < irapd, besides, -I- k/nri--

rciv, creep in, be inserted in, < ct, in, -I- TriirTciv,.

fall.] Same &s paremiole.
parencephalitis (par-en-sef-a-ll'tis), n. [NL.,
< parencephalon + -itis.} Inflammation of the
parencephalon or cerebellum.
parencephalocele (par-en-sef'a-lo-sel), n. [<
Nil. parencephalon + Gr. k^^v, tumor.] Hei-nia

of the cerebellum.

parencephalon (par-en-sef'a-lon), n. [NL. (ef.

Gr. napeyKsihaXig, the cerebellum), < Gr. wapd, be-
side, 4- kyice<ka?iog, the brain.] The cerebellum.

parencephalus (par-en-sef'a-lus), n. [NL., <
Gr. irapa, beside (amiss), -I- i'yKiipaTiog, the brain

:

seeparencephalon.} One with prevented devel-
opment of the encephalon.
parenchyma (pa-reng'ki-ma), «. [= P. paren-
chyma = Sp. par&iiquima = Pg. parenchyma =
It. parenchima, < NL. parenchyma (see def.), <

Gr. jrapiyxWi the peculiar tissues of the lungs,
liver, kidney, and spleen (so called by Era-
sistratus as if formed separately by the blood
of veins that run into those parts), < Kapryx^'t'",

pour in beside, < Trapa, beside, + iyx^'-i'i pour
in: see enchymatous.} 1. In anat. and zool.:

(a) The proper tissue or substance of any part
or organ, as distinguished from the connective
or other sustentacular tissue which it contains.

(6) The undifferentiated body-substance or
chyme-mass of the unicellular animal, as an
infusorian ; indistinguishable cell-substance

;

endoplasm. (c) The general substance of the
interior of the parenchymatous worms.— 2. In
hot., the fundamental cellular tissue of plants:
contradistinguished from prosencliyma, or fibro-

vascular tissue, it is the soft thin-walled tissue, with
approximately isodiamatric cells, which composes the soft

pulp of leaves between the network of veins, the pulp of

fruits, etc. In a dicotyledonous stem it forms the outer
bark, the pith, and the medullary rays ; in monocotyledons
it is the common mass, of loose texture, through which the
definite Jibrovasoular bundles are distributed. While the
ordinary or typical shape of the calls is polyhedral or sphe-
roidal, there are numerous modifications, all of which for-

merly received special designations, but only a few princi-

pal types are now distinguished by names. Spongy paren-
chyma is tissue in which the cells are loosely aggregated
and have large intercellular spaces. Elongated paren-
chyma-cells are more compactly combined than short ones,
and in tha upper side of leaves have received the signifi-

cant name of paZisade-cells. Flattened parenchyma-cells
are seen in the medullary rays of dicotyledons. Collen-
chyma, sclerotic and suberous parenchyma, trichomas,
etc. , are further modifications. See collenchyma, palisade-
cell, sclerotic, suberous, trichome, and cuts under cellular,

cystolith, and tissue.

Also parenchyme.
parenchymal (pa-reng'ki-mal), a. [^(.parenchy-

ma + -al.} Pertaining to or of the nature of

parenchyma.
Farenchymata (par-eng-kim'a-ta), n.pl. [NL.,
pi. of *parenchymatus, ( parerichyma, paren-
chyma: see parenchyma.} Parenchymatous
or acoelomatous worms ; in Cuvier's classifica-

tion, the second order of Entozoa, or intestinal

woi-ms, being those which have no intestines,

but are solid or parenchymatous. They ware di-

vided into four families

—

Acanthocmhala, " Tremadotea "

[read TrcTnatodeaX Tssnioidea, and Cestoidea; but neither
the composition of the order nor its subdivision corre-
sponds with natiu-al groups.

parenchymatic (pa-reng-ld-mat'ik), a. [< pa-
renchyma(t-) + -ic.} Same s,s parenchymatous.
parenchymatitis (par-eng-kim-a-ti'tis), n.

[NL., ( parenchyma\t-) + -His.} Inflammation
of the parenchyma.



parenchymatous

parenchymatous (par-eng-kim'a-tus), a. [= F.
parenehymateiix = Sp. parenqidmatoso = It.

piirenchimatoso; as parenchijma{t-) + -ous.1 1

.

Pertaining to, containing, consisting of, or re-
sembling parenchynaa, in any sense of that
word.— 2. Of or pertaining to the Parenchy-
mata; aeoelomatous, as a cestoid worm Par-
enchymatous degeneration or Inflammation. Same
as cloudy swelling (which see^ under <ioudi/).—Paren-
Cbymatons neuritis, Deuritis consisting in OT begin-
ning with degeneration of the nerre-flbers.—Paren-
cliymatOUB worms, the Parenehymata.

parenchymatously (par-eng-Mm'a-tus-li), adi:
As parenchyma ; in or into the psirenchyma.
The injection of tincture of iodine parenchymaUmdy is

dangerous in cases where the gro\Tth is very vascular.
Therapeutic Gazette, VUL 555.

parenclmne (pa-reng'Mm), «. [< F. paren-
chyme,^ NL. parenchyma: see parenchyma.']
Same as parenchyma.
parenchymous (pa-reng'ki-mus), a. \_iparen-
chyme + -otia.'] Parenchymatous.
parenchymula (par-eng-Mm'u-la), n.; pLparen-
chymulsB (-le). [NL., dim. otparenchyma, q. v.]

An embryonic stage, imme(fiateiy succeeding
that of the closed blastula, in which the eso-
teric cells previously differentiated have wan-
dered from the exterior, where they originated,
into the interior, where they presumably give
rise to the eudoblastlc cells subsequently found
there. A. Hyatt, Amer. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., XXI.
341.

parenesis, paraenesis (pa-ren'e-sis), «. [= F.
parenise = Sp. parenesis = Pg. parenesis = It.

parenesi, < LL. parsenesis, < Gr. aapaiveaig, ex-
hortation, < irapaiveh', exhort, advise, < n-opa,

beside, + alvulv, praise.] Persuasion ; exhorta-
tion.

parenetic, paraenetic (par-e-net'ik), a. [= F.
paren6tique = Sp. parenetico = Pg. It. pare-
netico, < LGr. irapaivsTtKog, hortatory, < Gr. sra-

paivtaig, hortation: see parenesis.] Of the na-
ture of parenesis; hortatory; persuasive.

parenetical, parssnetical (pai-e-net'i-kal), a.

{<.parenetie + -al.] Same as parenetic.

To what end are such parxiietical discourses?
Bvrton, Anat. of Mel., p. 341.

A PaTsetieticaU or Advisive Verse to his friend.
£feTTwt(tiUe).

parent (par'ent), H. anda. [=F.j)ore»i, akins-
man, eousiuj ally, = Sp. pariente = Pg. It. pa-
rente, a parent, < L. paren(t-)s, a procreator, pa-
rent, father or mother ; by extension, a grand-
parent, ancestor, also kinsman, relation; for
parien(t-)s, ppr. of j)arere, bring forth, beget,
produce, bear.] I, re. 1. A father or mother;
one who has generated or produced : correlated
to child, offspring, descendant.

Those, for their parents were exceeding poor,
I bought and l)rought up to attend my boys.

Shak., C. of E., i. 1. B7.

2. By extension, any animal in relation to its

offspring, or a plant in relation to other plants
produced from it ; any organism in relation to
the individual organisms which it produces by
any process of reproduction.

Out of the above 211 seedlings, 173 belonged to the same
two forms as their parerUs. and only 38 belonged to the
third form distinct &om eiiheT parent.

Darwin, Different Forms of Flowers, p. 212.

3. One who or that which produces; an author;
a cause ; a source.

And tliis same progeny ot evils comes
From our debate, from our dissension

;

We are their parents and original.

Shak., M. N. D., u. 1. 117.

These are thy glorious works, Parent of good.
ifilton, P. L., V. 153.

The South was parent of his pain,
The South is misti'ess of his grave.

M. Arnold, Stanzas from Carnac.

4t. A kinsman; relative.

Saterdaye to Alexandiya, and there Sonday all daye,
where maister Jerom and Augustyn Panyson, with the
grete nonbre of their worshypfull parentis and cosyns.

Sir a. Gfiylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 5.

II. a. Serving as or pertaining to a parent or
source.

He ordains things sordid in their birth
To be resolv'd into their parent earth.

Cowper, Charity. L 562.

parentage (par'en-taj), n. [= F. parentage, re-

lationship, kindred, = It. parentaggio (ML. j)a-

7-entagiitm), parentage; a,%parent + -age.] 1.

Derivation from parents: as, the parentage of a
child; in general, birth; origin: s.s,tiieparentage

of an animal or a plant; byextension, derivation
from an author or source : as, the parentage of

a book, or of a legislative bill.— 2. Specifical-

ly, condition with respect to the rank or ehar-
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aeter of parents or ancestors: as, a person of
saeaja. parentage; a man of lioMio parentage.

I met the duke yesterday, and had much question with
liim ; he asked me of what parentage I was ; I told him of
as good as he. Shak., As you Like itj iiL 4. 39.

Sir Christopher Mings and I together by water to the
Tower ; and I find him a very witty, well-spoken fellow,
and mighty free to tell \a^ parentage, being a shoemaker's
son. Pepys, Diary, n. 317.

3t. Parents collectively.

He cald his daughters, and with speeches sage
Inquyrd which of them most did love h^Y parentage?

Spenser, F. Q., n. i. 27.

4. The parental relationship as exhibited in
the recognition and care of children.
To prevent these disturbances of good order [foolish

fondness in families], Plato ordains community of wives,
and interdictsporentoje. G. H. Lewes, Hist. Philos., 1. 239.

parental (pa-ren'tal), a. [= Sp. parental = It.

parentale,<. "h. par'entalis, parental,< paren(t-)s,
parent: see parent.] Of or pertaining to pa-
rents

;
proper to or characteristic of a parent

:

a,s,parental love; parental goYenanent; paren-
tal duties.

Farewell, my Besa ! tho' thou'rt bereft
Of my parental care. Bums, Farewell.

= Syn. Paternal, ilatemal, etc. Seefatherly, motherly.

Parentalia (par-en-ta'li-a), n.pl. [L., neut. pi.

of parentefe, parental: see parental.] Among
the ancient Romans, a periodical observance in
honor of deceased ancestors, including the
visiting of their tombs and the offering to their
shades of oblations of food, flowers, and other
gifts. Sometimes the tombs were illuniinated
with lamps. Compare Feralia.

parentality (par-en-tal'i-ti), H. [< parental +
-itij.] The condition of being a parent; the
parental relation.

In parentality there must be two persons concerned, the
father and the mother.

Bentham, Introd. to Morals and Legislation, rvi 49.

parentally (pa-reu'tal-i), adv. In a parental
manner ; as a pareutl

parentationt (par-en-ta'shon), n. [= Sp. _pa-

rentadon, < LL. parentati6{n-), funeral obse-
quies for parents or near relatives, < L. paren-
tare, pp. parentatus, offer sacrifice in honor of
deceased parents, < paren{t'-)s: see parent.]
Something done or said in honor of the dead;
funeral rites; obsequies.

Some other ceremonies were practised, which differed
not much from those used inparentations.

Ahp. Potter, Antiquities df Greece, ii. 18.

Let Fortune 'this new ^rcniatton make
For hated Carthage's dire spirits' sake.

May, tr. of Lucan's Pharsalia, iv.

parent-cell (par'ent-sel), n. A cytula.

parentelet, »• [? ME. parentele, < OF. paren-
tele, F. parentele = Sp. parentela = Pg. paren-
tella = It. parentela, < LL. parentela, relation-

ship, < L. 2iaren{t-)s, a parent, relation: see
parent.] 1. Xinship; relationship.

Certes parentele is in two maneres, oather goostly or
flesshly. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

2. Parentage.
There were not so many noble families strove for liim

as there were cities strove for the parentele of Homer.
Roger North, Examen, p. 223.

parent-form (par'eut-form), 11. In biol., a pa-
rent of any kind; a stock: with reference to
morphological considerations.

parenthesis (pa-ren'the-sis), «.; -pi. parentlieses

(-sez). [= P. parenthdse = Sp. parentesi^ =
Pg. parenthesis = It. parentesi, < Gr. Trapivdeaig,

a putting in beside, < Trapevndevat, put in beside,

< Ti-apd, beside, + ivrSivai, put in, < iv, in, -t-

rieevaf, put: see <7j«s»s.] 1. An explanatory or
qualifying clause, sentence, or paragraph in-

serted in another sentence or in the course of

a longer passage, without being grammatically
connected with it. It is regularly included by two
upright curves facing each other (also caUed parentJheses),

or the variant form of them called brackets, but frequent-
ly by dashes, and even by commas. The quotation from
Dryden given below contains a parenthesis.

Yonr first figure of tollerable disorder is {Parenthesis] or
by an English name the [InsertourJ, and is when ye will

seeme, for larger information or some other purpose, to

peece or grafte in the middest of your tale an vnnecessary
parcel! of speach. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 140.

Thou Shalt be seen
(Though with some short parenthesis between)
High on the throne of wit.

Dryden, To Congreve, 1. 52.

One has to dismount from an idea, and get into saddle
again, at every parenthesis. 0. W. Holmex, Autocrat, viiL

2. The upright curves ( ) collectively, or either

of them separately, used by printers and writ-

ers to mark off an interjected explanatory clause
or qualifying remaxk: as, to place a word or
clause in parenthesis or within parentheses.

pareoros

The parentheses ( ), including the square form [ ] also
called crotchets and now usually brackets, were formerly
(as In the first quotation under def. 1) used to separate a
word or words typographically, where Quotation-marks are
now used. In phonetic discussions (Ellis, Sweet, etc.) the
curves are often nsed for a similar purpose, to indicate
that the letters of the words so inclosed have a fixed pho-
netic value, according to a system previously explained.
The curves are also used to inclose small marks and letters,
and figures of reference, in order to make them more dis-
tinct to the eye.

3t. An interval ; a break ; an episode.

The created world is but a smallparenUesis in eternity.
Sir T. Erowne, Cluist. Mor., iil 29.

Sleep, Nature's nurse, and, as one aptly terms it, the pa-
reiUhesis of all our cares.

Sir T. Herbert, Travels (1664), p. 244.

Abbreviated par. '

parenthesize (pa-ren'the-siz), v. t.; pret. and
pp. parenthesised, ppr. parenthesizing. [< jja-

renthes-is + -ize.] 1. To express or insert as a
parenthesis; place within parentheses.

Speaking of Italian quarrels, I am tempted to pare7tthe-
size here another which I saw at Civita Vecchia.

Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 248.

2. To interlard with parentheses.

A complicated and much parenthesised speech.
Lancet, No. 3434, p. 1277.

3. To curve; make into the shape of the mark
called a parenthesis. [Humorous.]
He [the cow-boy or herder] is tall and muscular, usually,

with legs somewhat pareTitAesu^ed by usage to the saddle.
The Century, XIX 771.

parenthetic (par-en-thet'ik), a. [< MGr. iraph-
deroQ, parenthetic, put in besides, < irapnTiBtvat,

put in besides : seepare)i*7i€SJs.] Same a.s pa-
renthetical.

parenthetical (par-en-thet'i-kal); a. [(.paren-
thetic + -al.] 1. Pertaining to or of the nature
of a parenthesis ; expressed as or in a paren-
thesis: as, a,parent1ieticale\aaae.— 2. Using or
containingparentheses:as,ajjaren*Aeft"caJstyle.— 3. Occurring like a parenthesis or episode;
incidental.

He had disposed of Mrs. Paul at her door, and had has-
tened back, pausing for ^parenthetieal glass at the bar.

The Century, XSXVnL 183.

4. Curved; bowed; resembling in shape the
marks called parentheses. [Humorous.]
There an Indian woman, with her semi-Tartar features,

nakedly hideous, and her thin parenthetical legs, encased
in wrinkled tights, hurried round the fane.

R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 397.

parenthetically (par-en-thet'i-kal-i), adv. In
a parenthesis ; in the manner or form of a pa-
renthesis ; by way of parenthesis ; as a paren-
thesis.

parenthood (par'ent-hud), «. [< parent +
-hood.] The state' of being a parent; the con-
dition of a parent; the parental relation.

The self-sacrifice and the sagacity which Inferior crea-
tures display in the care of then* young are often com-
mented upon ; and every onemay see that parenthood pro-
duces a mental exaltation not otherwise producible.

H. fencer. Study of Sociol., p. 371.

parenticidef (pa-ren'ti-sid), n. [= It. parenti-
cida, < Jj. paren'tidda, a parricide, K. paren(t-)s,

a parent, + -cida, a killer, < ceedere, kUl.] One
who kiUs a parent ; a parricide. Bailey.

parent-kernel (par'ent-k6r''nel), n. The nu-
cleus of a parent-cell; a cytocoecus.

pareoros (pa-re'o-ros), H. [< Gr. Trap^opog, Doric
jrapaopog (se. h^TTog), a horse hitched beside the
regular pair, prop, adj., joined beside, also ly-

ing along, < Trapdeipecv, hang beside, lift up be-
side, < irapd, beside, -I- aeipeiv, lift, raise: see
aorta, artery, meteor.] In Crr. antiq., an addi-

Pareoros.—Froma Greek relief in tena-cotta.

tional horse hitched beside a regular pair; the
third horse in a team of three.



parepididymal

parepididymal (pa-rep-i-did'i-mal), a. [< NL.
parepididymis + -a?.] Of or peftaining to the
parepididymis.
parepididymis (pa-rep-i-did'i-mis), n. [NL.,
< Grr. TTupd., beside, + NL. epididymis, q. v.]
The organ of Giraldfes. See under org'awi. Also
called eorpiis innominatum, paradidymis.
parepithymia (par-ep-i-thim'i-a), n. [Irtj., <
Gr. TTopd, beside,+ £OT%iia, desire.] Inpathol.,
perverted desire.

parer (par'er), n. [< pare^ + -erl.] 1. One
who or that which pares; specifically, an in-

Apple-parer.

The cutter is carried on an upri^lit A, pivoted at bottom, having a
projecting arm A which is once during each revolution struck by an in-
clined cam on the upper side of the Devei-wheeiy, causing itto malce
a partial revolution and throwing the Icnife bacic so that the apple
may be readily removed from the fork.

strument for paring: as, an apple-parer, or a
peaeh-parer.— 2. In agri., an instrument for
scraping oS weeds or grass or loosening their
roots ; specifically, a horse-hoe having a single
broad flat blade.

A hone and sparer; like sole of a boot,
To pare away grass, and to raise up the root.

TufOffTj March's Husbandry.

The women with short peckers, or parers, because they
vse them sitting, of a foot long, and about flue inches in
breadth, doe onely breake the vpper part of the ground to
raise vp the weeds, grasse, and old stubbesof come stalks
with their roots. HaUuyVa Voyages, III. 271.

pareretliesis (par-e-reth'e-sis), n. [KL., < Gr.
Tvapa, beside, + epedi^ew, excite: see erethism.'}

Morbid excitement.
parergon (pa-rer'gon), n. [< OF. parergue =
8p. parergon = Pg. It. parergo, < L. parergon,
an extra ornament, < Gr. irdpepyov, a by-work,
a subordinate object, an appendix, accessory,
neut. of irdpepyoc, beside the main work, sub-
ordinate, incidental, < Trapd, beside, + epyov,

work.] A work executed incidentally; a work
subordinate or subsidiary to another: as, Ay-
lifEe's "Parergon."

It was intended to be merely % parerg(m— &. "second
subject," upon which daylight energies might be spent,
while the hours of night were reserved for cataloguing
those stars that "are bereft of the baths of ocean."

A. M. Gierke, Astron. in 19th Cent., p. 187.

parergyt (par'6r-ji), n. [Irreg. < L. parergon :

se& parergon.} Same a,s parergon.

The Scriptures being serious, and commonly omitting
such ^arer^^es, it will be unreasonable from hence to con-
demn all laughter. Sir T. Brovme, Vulg. Err., vii. 16.

paresis (par'e-sis), ». [= 'F.par6sie,<. NL.jpare-
^, < Gr. n&peatg, a letting go, paralysis, < wa-
pdvai, relax, < TrapA, from, + livat, let go.] An
incomplete degree of paralysis.— General pare-
sis. Same as dementia paralytica (which see, under de-
mentia).

pareso-analgesia (par"e-so-an-al-je'si-a), n.

[NL., < Gr. TvdpectQ, paralysis, + avaJijiiaia, pain-
lessness: see analgesia.'} Same as Morvan's
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affected with paresis: as, a jpore*ic affection; a
paretic patient

—

Paretic dementia. Same as de-
mentia paralytica (which see, under dementia).

II. ». One who suffers from paresis.
He had had some of the mental symptoms of the general

paretic, from some of which he recovered.
Alien, and Neurol., VII. 627.

pareunia (pa-ro'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr. wdpemog,
lying beside, < jropd, beside, -I- eiiv^, a bed.] Coi-
tus.

par excellence (par ek-se-lons'). [F. : par, by

;

excellence, excellence,] By virtue of manifest
superiority ; by the highest right, claim, or qual-
ification

;
preeminently.

parfayt, interj. [ME., also parfei; < OF. par
fei,parfoy, by faith : par « L.^jer), by

; fei,foi,
faith: see/a«<fc.] By (my) faith; in faith; verily.

Som manor comfort shal I have, parfay.
Chaucer, Miller's Tale, L 495.

parfilage (par'fl-laj), ». [F., < parfller, undo
the threads, < par, by, -t- flier, thread, rope

:

see file^.'] A pastime consisting in unravel-
ing pieces of textile material, especially those
which have gold or silver thread in their com-
position. The practice seems to have originated in an
attempt to save the valuable material in the case of soiled
or defaced stuffs ; but it has sometimes become a sort of
craze, especially in the eighteenth centuiy, when women
would beg from their friends new and valuable garments,
galloons, and the like, that they might prosecute this
amusement.

parfit (par'flt), a. An obsolete or dialectal form
oi perfect.

parfitly (par'fit-li), adv. An obsolete or dia-
lectal form of perfectly.
parfitness (par'fit-nes), n. An obsolete or dia-
lectal form ot perfectiiess.

parfleche (par-flesh'), n. [Appar. a Canadian
F. form of an Amer. Ind. word.] The hide of
an animal (preferably of a bull-buffalo) from
which the hair has been removed by soaking
in water mixed with wood-ashes, and which
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parhomcBon

with figures in relief or sunk in the surface

;

pargeting.

It hath a strong Fort, two Seraglio's, the walls whereof
glister with red Marble and Parget of diuers colours.

Purchm, Pilgrimage, p. 386,

Golde was ^e parget; and the seeling bright
Did shine all scaly with great plates of golde.

Spemer, Visions of Bellay, 1. 23.

Paint, especially paint for the face.

Beauty's self, by herself beautify'd,

Scorn'd paintings, pergit, and the borrow'd hair.
Drayton, Eclogues, iv.

pargeter (par'jet-6r), n. [< parget + -erl.]

One who pargets ; a plaster-
er.

pargeting, pargetting
(par'jet-ing), n. [Formerly
aXaopergetUng, < 'ME.parget-
tynge, spargettynge ; verbal
Ti.otparget,v.'] Plaster-work
of various kinds ; especially,

a sort of ornamental work in
plastering, with raised or in-

dented patterns and orna-
ments, much used in the in-

terior and often on the ex-
terior of houses of the Tu-
dor period. Numbers of wooden
houses with outer walls so orna-
mented, belonging to the time
of Queen Elizabeth, still exist in
England.

The whitenesse and smoothnesse
of the excellent pargeting was a
thing I much observ'd, being almost as even and polish'd
as if it had been of marble. Evelyn, Diary, Nov. 10, 1844.

parge-workt, ». [An error for parget-worlc.']
Same as pargeting.

A border of freet ov purge worke . . . the seeling is of
the same fret or parge worke.
Survey ofManor of Wimbledon, Surrey, 1649(Arch8eologia,

IX. 403). (Davies.)

Pargeting, at Wyvenhoe.
England.

irgeting,
Essex,

is then stretched on a frame so as to take the parhelia, ». Plural oi parhelion, parhelium

paresseusef^ n. [F.
,
prop, fem. otparesseux, idle,

< paresse, idleness.] In the costume of the
seventeenth century, a partial wig; a front of

curls, or the like, worn by women when not in
full dress.

paresthesia, ». See parsesthesia.

paresthesis, parsesthesis (par-es-the'sis), n.

[NL. pareesthesis, < Gr. wapa, beside, -t- alcdrjcii,

sensation: see esthesis."] Sa^me ae pareestliesia.

paresthetic, paraesthetic (par-es-thet'ik), a.

Of, characterized by, or affected with parsesthe-

sia.

In addition to a number ot pareegthetic symptoms, there
was a paralysis of the leg on the same side as the head-
injury. Alien, and Neurol., X. 442.

paretic (pa-ret'ik), a. and n. [<paresis (paret-)
+ -ic] I. a. Pertaining to, of the nature of, or

desired shape, and allowed to dry
Among almost all the Plains tribes, the common name

for a sldn so prepared is parjleche, and almost everything
made of it is also pa/rjleche.

Dodge, Our Wild Indians, p. 264.

parformet, parfornet, parfournet, v. t. Middle
English forms of perform.
pargana, parganna, n. See pergunnah.
pargasite (par'ga-sit), n. [< Pargas, a place
on the coast of Finland, + -ite^.'] A dark-green
crystallizedvariety ofamphiboleorhomblende.
See hornblende.

parge-board (parj'bord), n. Same as barge-
hoard.

parget (par'jet), v.
;
pret. and pp. pargeted or

pargetted, ppr. pargeting otpargetting. [ < ME.
pargetyn,pargetin,pargets, a,\sospargettyn,spar-
chyn, perhaps < ML. spargitare, sprinkle fre-
quently, < L. spargere, sprinkle: see sparJc,

sprinkle. Otherwise < ML. *parietare, plaster
a wall, < 'L. paries (pariet-), wall: see paries.}
I. trans. 1. To cover with parget or plaster;
ornament with pargeting.

A plaster . . . with which they not only par^^ef the out-
side of their houses, . . . but also spread the floors and
arches of their room.

Sir T. Herbert, Travels in Africa, p. 129.

A room otherwise sohandsome, with its family portraits,
and the pargetted ceiling with pendants, and the carved
chimney, in one comer of which my old lord sat reading
in his Livy. R. L. Steoenson, Master of Ballantrae, i.

2t. To paint; cover or daub with paint.

^TO'iapargetti-ng, painting, slicking, glazing, and renew-
ing old rivelled faces, good Mercury defend us

!

B. Jonmn, Cynthia's Kevels, v. 4.

Hence— Sf. To gloss over; disguise.

Call it what you will, blanch it with apologies, candy it

with nature's delights, parget it with concealments, un-
cleauness is uncleanness still, and like the devil.

Rev. T. Adams, Works, II. 40.

Forbid him rather, Sacred Parliament, to violate the
sense of Scripture, and turne that which is spoken of the
afiQictions of the Church under her pagan enemies to a par-
getted concealment of those prelatical crying sins.

Milton, On Def. of Humb. Kemonst.

II. intrans. 1. To cover something with par-
get or plaster.—Sf. To lay on paint.

She 's above fifty too, and pargets f

B. Jonson, Epicoene, v. 1.

parget (par'jet), re. [Formerly also pargit; <
ME. parget, perget, pergete, pergitte, pariette,
parget.] 1. Gypsum or plaster-stone.— 2

parheliacal (par-he-li'a-kal), a. [< parhelion
+ -ac + -al.'] Of or pertaining to or constitut-
ing a parhelion or parhelia— Parheliacal ring, a
name given by Bravais to a white horizontal band pass-
ing through the sun, either incomplete or extending
round the horizon, produced by the reflection of the
sun's rays from the vertical faces of ice-prisms in the
atmosphere.

parhelic (par-hel'ik), a. [< parhelion + -ic.}

Same as parheliacal—Parhellc circle. Same as par-
heliacal ring (which see, above).

parhelion (par-he 'li-on), n.
;
pi. parhelia (-a).

[Also parhelium (formerly also parelie, < F.)

;

= F. parhelie, parelie = Sp. parelia, parelio =
Pg. parhelia, parelio = It. pareglio, parelio, < L.
parelion, 'S^'L. parhelion, < Gr. Trapriliov, Kapti'kioq,

a mock sun, < Trapd, beside, -I- jJAiof, sun. Cf.
paraselene.'} An intensification of a circular-
space in a solar halo, generally in prismatic
colors, sometimes dazzlingly bright. The phe-
nomenon, on account of its rough resemblance to the sun,
itself, is popularly called a mock sun. Two or more parhe-

Halos and Parhelia.

lia are seen at the same time ; and variously arranged white ^

circles arcs, and bands intersect the halo, or lie tangent:-
to it at the same points, Halos are produced by the re-
fraction of rays through suspended ice-crystals which tend
to fall in one or more special positions, and parhelia are
due to the excess of crystals so situated. When the sun
is near the horizon and the ice-prisms in avertical position
largely preponderate, parhelia are formed on the halo both
to the right and left of the sun, and at the same level. As
the sun rises, the parhelia gradually separate outward from
the halo. If there is an excess of hexagonal prisms with
their axes hoiizontal, and if the axes of the prisms are per-
pendicular to the line joining the sun and the observer,
parhelia will be produced which will be situated on the
halo above and below the sun.

T^, -^ - .„-,-, 1 . J- ^ _,_ „ , parhelium, «. Same as parfeeiwre. [Rare.]
Plaster; specifically, a kind of mortar formed parhidrosis, paridrosis (par-hi-dro'sis, par-i-
of lime, hair, and cow-dung. dro'sis), re. [NL.,< Gr. -Kapd, beside,+ X&pixi^,

The ijor^ei of thiwough be stronge and bright. perspiration: see Wdrosis.] In paifeoJ., the ab-
P<riJadi™. Husbondrie(E. E.T.S.),p. 16. normal secretion of sweat.

3. Plaster-work; especially, a more or less or- parhomoeon (par-ho-me'on), re. [NL., < Gr.
uamental facing for exterior walls, decorated irapdp.otov, neut. of nap6/wioc, nearly alike, <



parhomcBon
Kopd, near. + b/ioio^, like.] In anc. rhft, same
as homceoprophoron.
parliomologoas(par-ho-moro-gns), a. [<par-
homolog-y + -ous.'] Pertaining to or character-
ized by parhomology.
parhomology (par-ho-moro-ji), n. [< Gr. -apa,

beside, + E. koiiiolwii/.'i An apparent homolo-

gy which does not constitute true homodynamy,
as of parts occupying successive segments of

the body; imitative homodynamy.
parhypate (par-hip'a-te)- »• [< Gr. jrapa, be-
side,+ iTdn/ (so. xop<^v)t the highest note as re-

gards length of string, but the lowest note as

regards pitch: see hypatf.'] In anc. Gr. music,

the next to the lowest tone of either the lowest
or the middle tetrachord: so called because it

lay next (above) the tone hypate. Its pitch was
probably about that of either middle C or the F
next above it. See tetracltord.

Pariah, (pa'ri-a), ». [Formerly also Porta (= F.

paria) ; < Tamil pariah, pariar, common but
corrupt forms otparaiyan,M.ala,^a.l3inparayan,

a man of a low caste performing the lowest

menial services, lit. ' a drummer' (the Pariahs
being the hereditary drum-beaters), < parai, a
large drum beat at certain festivals.] 1. A
member of a low caste of Hindus in southern
India, lower than the regular castes of the Brah-
mauieal system, by whom they are shunned as
unclean, yet superior to some other castes In

the Tamil country, where they constitute a con-
siderable part of the population. The Pariahs
are commonly employed as laborers by the agri-

cultural class, or as servants to Europeans.

—

2. [J. c] A member of any similarly degraded
class; one generally despised; an outcast from,

society; a vagabond.

The Hebrew child has entered adolescence only to leam
that he was the pariah of that ungrateful Europe that
owes to him the best part of its law^ a fine portion of its

literature, all its religion. Disraeli.

Mrs. Morrison was that pariah who, in a village like

Equity, cuts herself off from hope by taking in washing.
HotreUSj Modem Instancy tL

Paxiah do^, in India, amongrel and vagabond cnrof wolf-
ish habits, infesting villages and the outskirtB of towns.

pariaU (par'i-al), a. l<par'-^ + -ialJ] Belating
to a pair; occurring in pairs: as, paridl bones
contrasted with unpaired ones. Owen.
parial^ (pa-ri'al), n. Same aspairroyal (which
see. under ^otrl).

Parian (pa'ri-an), a. and n. [= P. parien (ef.

Sp. Pg. It. pario), < L. Partus, Parian,< Paros,
Parus, < Gr. Ildpof, Pares, one of the Cyclades,

famous for its wMte marble.] I. a. Of or per-
taining to Paros, an island in the MgesLn Sea.
— Parian chronicle, an important Greek historical in-

scription found in the island of Paros, and now preserved
among the Arundeliau marbles at Oxford. It extended
originally from the mythical reign of Cecrops, King of

Athens, taken as B. c. 1532, to the archouship of Diogene-
tus, B. a 264 ; but the end is now lost, and the surviving
part extends only to B. c. 355i. The chronicle embraces
an outline of Greek history, with especial attention to fes-

tivals, poetry, and music. Politick and military events
are less carefully recorded many of importance being
omitted entirely.— Paiian marble, a white marble of
mellow tone and somewhat large grain, highly valued by
the ancients, and chosen for some of their choicest works
in scidpture. The principal supply was obtained from
Mount Marpessa in the island of Paros.—Faxian porce-
lain. Same as II.

n. «. A fine variety of porcelain, or porce-
lain clay, of which statuettes, etc., are made:
so named from the resemblance of work in it

to white marble.
Pariasauiia (pa-ri-a-sSL'ri-a), n. pi. [NL. : see
Pariasaurus.^ A suborder of theriomorous rep-
tiles, proposed for the family Pariasauridse, dis-

tinguished by the one-headed ribs and roofed
temporal fossa. Also called Cotylosauria.

Pariasauridse (psi-ri-a-sa'ri-de), «. pi. [NL.,
< Pariasatirus + -wfce!] A family of theriomo-
rous reptiles, typified by the gen us Pariasaurus,
distingiiished by the conical teeth. Theirbones
have been found in the Permian beds of Cape
Colony.
Pariasaurus (pa-ri-a-sa'rus), «. [XL., < Gr.
-npeia, cheek,+ aavpoc, Uzard.] A genus of the-

riomorons reptiles, typical of the family Paria-

sauridse.

Paridse (par'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,< Parus + -Kte.]

A family of oscine passerine birds, named from
the genus Parus, of uncertain definitionand sys-

tematic position, authors not agreeing in their

use of the name. It contains most of the birds

commonly called tits, titmice, chickadees, etc.

paridigitate(par-i-dij'i-tat), a. [<L.por, equal,

-f (lifiitatu.i, having fingers or toes: see digitate.']

In cool., having an even number of digits,

as two or four fingers or toes: the opposite
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of imparidigitate. Among hoofed quadrupeds
the paridigitate condition is called artiodaetyl

(which see for cuts).

paridrosis, «. See parhidrosis.

paries (pa'ri-ez), ».; pi. parietes (pa-ri'e-tez).

[NL., < h.paries (pariet-), a wall.] 1. In anat.

and ::odl. : (a) A waU or inclosure ; an envelop
or investment ; abody-waU; anypart which in-

closes or bounds a cavity: generally in the plu-
ral: as, the thoracic or abdominal jjorictes (that
is, the walls of the chest or belly). (6) In Cii-

ripedia, the free middle part of the shell, as
distinguished from the lateral wings, (o) One
of the perpendicular partitions separating the
cells of a honeycomb or a wasps' nest.— 2. In
bat., the side or wall of an ovary or capsule.

parietal (pa-ri'e-tal), a. and ". [= F. parietal
= Sp. Pg. parietal z=z It. parietale. < JAu. parie-
talis, belonging to walls, < L. paries {pariet-),

wall.] I. a. 1. Pertaining to a wall.— 2. Per-
taining to buildings or the care of them; resi-

dent within the walls or buildings of a univer-
sity or college, or having charge over the build-
ings and the conduct of the students, etc., of a
university or college.— 3. In anat. and zool.,

specifically, pertaining to the walls of a cavity
of the body, in distinction from its contents : op-
posed to visceral : as, parietal and visceral re-

flections of the peritoneum.—4. In bot., per-
taining to or arising from a wall : usually ap-
plied to ovules when they proceed from or are
borne on the walls or sides of the ovary Pari-
etal angle. See eraniomelry.—Taxietal angle of Qua-
trefa^s, in eraniom.^ the angle included between the
lines drawn through the extremities of the bizygomatic
and transverse frontal diameters.—Parietal bone. See
n.—Parietal boss. S&vaes^ parietal eminence.—Pari-
etal Committee or Board, a committee having chaige
of the buildings.of a nniversity or college, of the conduct
of the students lesident in them, and of the police and
other regulations within its confines. College Words,
p. 343.

I do not remember a single instance of his being called
before the Faculty for any impropriety, and only one in-

stance in which the Parietal Board took him in band.
Sumner, y. A. Review, CXXAn. 15.

Parietal conyolutlon. (o) inferior, the inferior parie-

tal lobule, (b) Superior, the superior parietal lobule, (c)

Ascending, the posterior centnd convolution ; the convo-
lution lying Immediately back of the fissure of Bolando,
See cut under cerebral.—Parietal crest. See crest,—

Parietal eminence, the central elevation on the exter-

. nal siuiace of the parietal bone. Also called tuber pari-

etale.—Parietal emissary v^n, a vein passing thit>ugh

the parietal foramen, connecting the longitudiniQ sinus
mth the veins of the scalp.—Parietal foramen, (a) A
small foramen for the passage of a vein, close to the upper
border of the parietal bone. (6) In herpet., an unossified

space in the roof of the skull of some reptiles, especially in

LacertUia, along the sagittal or coronal sutui'e.—Parietal
fossa, the deepest part, opposite the parietal eminence, of
theinnersurface of theparietal bone.—Parietalgemma-
tion. See lai£ral gemmation, uiiAer gemmation—Parie-
tal goniometer, an instrument for measuring the parie-

tal angle.—Parietal gyri. See (Tyrtw, and cut under cere-

bral.—Parietal lobe, the middle lobe of the cerebrum,
separated from the frontal by the flssm-e of Rolando, from
the occipital by the external occipitoparietal fissure and
the continuation of the line of that fissure to the lower
boundary, and from the temporosphenoidal lobe by the
horizontal limb of the fissure of Sylvius and the continu-

ation of the line of the fissure. See cut under cerebral.—

Parietal lobule, (a) inferior, the convolution of the
cerebrum lying behind the posterior central convolution

and below the horizontal part of the intraparietal sulcus.

It is composed of the angular and supramarginal convo-

lutions. (6) Superior, that convolution of the parietal lobe

which lies above the intraparietal sulcus and behind the

upper part of the posterior central convolution.— Parie-
tal peritoneum. See peritoneum.—Faxieial placen-
ta, in bot., a placenta borne on the wall of the ovary, as in

the violei sundew, poppy, gentian, etc—Parietal pleu-

ra. See pteira.—Parietal protuberance. Same as

parietal eminence.— 'PaxietaX segment of the skull,

the second cranial segment, between the occipital and the
frontal.

n. n. In anat., one of a pair of bones of the

cranium, right and left, developed in mem-
brane, forming a part of the top and sides of

the brain-box, between the occipital and the

frontal bone. They are greatly expanded in man and
a few other animals. These bones together constitute,

along with the alisphenoid and basisphenoid, the second

cranial segment. See cut in next column, and cuts under
CrocodUia, Felidse, and shuU.

parietale (pa-ri-e-ta'le). «.: yl.parietalia(-\i%).

[NL., neut. of LL.j:)flr(ef(7//5, belonging to walls:

seepariftal.~\ One of the parietal bones : more
fuUy called as parietale.

Parietales (pa-ri-e-ta'lez), n. pi. [NL. (Ben-

tham and Hooker, 1862), so called as having the

placenta parietal; pi. of LL. parietalis, parie-

tal: see parietal.^ A cohort of dicotyledonous

polypetalous plants with parietal placenta, em-
bracing nine orders, including the Cruciferse.

Parietaria (pa-ri-e-ta'ri-a), n. [NL. (Toume-
fort, 1700), < L. parietaria (sc. hei-ba), the herb

parietary: see parietary.~\ A genus of plants of

parietovaginal

Left Parietal Bone.
c, coronal border ; s, sagittal border ; /, lambdoid bolder ; m, mastoid

bolder; sfi, sphenoid border; sq, squamosal border.

the apetalous order Vrticacese and the tribe Urti-

cese, type of the subtribe Parietariese, known
by its spreading herbaceous stems, and axillary
clusters of three to eight flowers. There are about
8 species, widely scatters through temperate regions.

They are low plants, often supporting themselves by
hooks which terminate long hairs, and bearing small al-

ternate three-nerved leaves and little bracted flowers.

They are known as pellitory or parttory; also hammer-
ufort, and formerly Imxine. P. officinalis, the most com-
mon species, is the wall-pellitory or lichwort See pelli-

tory.

Parietariese (pa-ri'e-ta-ri'e-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Weddell. 1869),' < Parietaria + -eas.] A sub-
tribe of the tribe Urticese in the order TIrticacese,

the nettle family, distinguishedby entire leaves,

aninvolucre oftwo to six bracts, andhairs which
lack the stinging property, it includes 5 genera, of
which Parietaria is the type, with small, inconspicuous
flowers and generally diffuse habit One species, of the
Canary Islands, is a small tree.

parietary (pa-ri'e-ta-ri), u. [In olderuse (ME.)
paritorie, paratwy, etc. (see pellitory); = F.,

pariitaire = Sp. Pg. It. parietaria, < L. parieta-
ria, the herb pellitory, prop. fem. (sc. Iierba) of
parietariu.<<. belonging to walls, < paries (pari-

et-), a wall. Ci. pellitory, from the same source.]

The waU-pellitory, Parietaria officinalis.

parietes, « Plural otparies.

parietinet(pa-ri'e-tin), «. [<.'Li,parietin8e,Tums,

(.parietiii us, belongingto walls, (.paries (pariet-),

wall.] A ruin ; a piece of a ruined wall.

We havemany mines of . . . bathes found in this island,

amongst {ho^eparietines and rubbish of oldRoman townes.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 238.

parietofrontal (pa-ri'e-to-fron'tal). u. and ».

[< L. paries (pariet-), a wall (see parietal), +
frons (front-), front: see frontal.'] Same as

/ro« toparietal.

parietomastoid (pa-ri'e-to-mas'toid), a. Per-
taining to the parietal bone and the mastoid
portion of the temporal bone ; mastoparietal.

—

Parietomastoid suture, the suture uniting the poste-
rior inferior angle of the paiietal with the upper border of
the mastoid portion of the temporal bone. See cut above.

parietO-OCCipital (pa-ri'e-to-ok-sip'i-taJ), a.

Pertaining to the parietal and oeeipitalbones
or lobes.—Farieto-occipltal fissure, one of the prin-

cipal sulci of the cerebrum, separating the parietal and
occipital lobes. It is best marked on the mesial surface

of the hemisphere, extending downward and a little for-

ward from the margin to near the posterior extremity of

the callosnm to join the calcarine fissure. On the convex
surface it is continued transversely outward for a variable

distance, generally less than an inch, and is here called the
external parieto-occipital fissure. See cut under cerefrrai.-

Farieto-OCdpltal snture, the suture between the pari-

etal and occipital bones; the lambdoid suture.

parietOQUadrate (pa-ri'e-to-kwod'rat), a. Con-
necting the parietal and quadrate bones Pari-
etoqnadrate arch, an arch characteristic of the skull of
reptiles, in which the connection is made by the interven-

tion of the opisthotic or squamosal, or of both these bones.

parietosplanchnic (pa-ri'e-to-splangk'nik), a.

Of or pertaining to the walls of the alimentary
canal

;
parietovisceral. The word notes specifically

certain ganglia of the nervous system of the higher mol-
liisks, which are situated at the sides or on the neural as-

pect of the alimentary canal, and are connected by com-
missures with the ganglia called cerebral. See cut under
LameUibranchiata.

parietOSQUamosal (pa-ri'e-to-skwa-mo'sal), a.

Pertainingto the parietal and squamosalbones:
as, the parietosquamosal suture.

parietotemporal (pa-ri'e-to-tem'po-ral), a.

Pertaining to the parietal and temporal tones

:

as, the parietotempoial suture.

parietovaginal (pa-ri'e-to-vaj'i-nal). a. Per-
taining to the superficial andtothe invaginat^d
part of the body of a polyzoan: as, parietovagi-
nal muscles.



parietovisceral

parietovisceral (pa-ri"e-t6-vis'e-ral), a. Per-
taining to or connecting the parietes of a cavity
and its contained viscera; parietosplanchnic.

parilf, n. An obsolete spelling ot peril.

Parinse (pa-ri'ne), 11. pi. [NL., < L. Parus +
-(««.] A subfamily of oscine passerine birds,
typified by tlie genus Fans, of definite charac-
ters but uncertain systematic position, usually
referred to the Paridx; the typical tits, or true
titmice. The species are ot small size, seven inches long
or less ; the bill is short, stout, straight, unnotched, and
unbristled, with undecurved tip and ascending gonys, and
rounded nostrils concealed by overlying antrorse plu-
mules ; the tarsi are scutellate ; the toes are short, and co-
herent at the base ; the wing has ten primaries, of which the
first is short or spurious, and the tail has twelve rectrices,
not acuminate or scansorial ; the wings are rounded and
usually shorter than the long, sometimes very long, tail.

The plumage is soft and lax, and seldom brightly colored.
There are about 76Bpeoies, very generally distributed, espe-
cially in the northern hemisphere. The leading genera are
Farm, Psaltriparus, Auriparus, Psaltria, Aeredvla, and
JSgithalus. See cuts under chickadee, Parus, and tUmouse.

Parinarium (Jar-i-na'ri-um), n. [NL. (A. L. de
Jussieu, 1789), < parinari, native name in Bra-
zil.] A genus of rosaceous trees of the tribe
Chrysobalanese, known by the two-celled ovary.
There are about 40 species, all tropical, natives of Africa,
Australia, Brazil, and Guiana, and of islands of India and
the Pacific. They are usually tall, with thick and rigid
alternate evergreen leaves, and white or pink flowers with
many long stamens, followed by ovoid or spherical drupes,
often partly edible. See buri-nut, ffinfferbread-plum, gin-
gerbread-tree, 2, and noiida.

parine (pa'rin), a. [< L. panis, a titmouse, +
-inpl.] Of, pertaining to, or having the char-
acters of the subfamily Parinee; related to or
resembling the titmice : as, ^jame habits ; a. pa-
rine hiR; a^arireegenus.
paring (par'ing;, n. [< ME. parynge; verbal
n. of pare^, n.] 1. The act of trimming some-
thing, or of reducing it in size or thiclmess by
cutting or shaving ofE small portions from the
sui-face or extremity.

He could not endure there should be such Parings off

from the Body of his Kingdom. Baker, Chronicles, p. 63.

2. That which is pared off; a thin piece cut,
' clipped, or shaved off; hence, a scrap: as,

cheese-parings ; the parings of grass-lands.

Thou cam'st but half a thing into the world.
And wast made up of patches, parings, shi-eds.

B. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, iv. 3.

If you please to spend some of the Parings of your Time,
and fetch a Walk in this Grove, you may happily find
therein some Recreation. Howell, Letters, iv. 37.

3. The rind or outermost crust.

Virginity . . . consumes itself to the very jparjji^.

Shak., All's Well, i. 1. 156.

Yet, to his guest though noway sparing.
He ate himself the rind and paring.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, ii. 6. 170.

Faring and liuming, the operation of paring oft the sur-
face of worn-out grass-land, or lands covered with coarse
herbage, and burning it for the sake of the ashes, which
seiTe as a powerful manure, and for the destruction of
weeds, seeds, insects, etc. [Eng.]

j)aring-chisel (par'ing-ohiz"el), n. A joiners'

broad flat chisel, worked by the hand alone, and
]iot by striking with a mallet, it is generally
longer in the blade than a firmer-chisel, and lighter than
a mortise-chisel, and has the bezel on one side.

paring-iron (par'ing-i"em), n. A farriers' par-
ing-knife.

paring-knife (par'ing-nif), n. 1 . A knife used
in paring, such as that used in woodworking
for roughiug-out work, or by farriers for paring
hoofs.— 2. A knife with a guard to regulate
the depth of cut : used for peeling fruit and
vegetables.

paring-machine (par'ing-ma-shen"), n. A key-
grooving machine.

-paring-plow (par'ing-plou), n. In agri., a
plow for cutting sods or turfs from the surface
of the ground; a sod-plow. E. H. EnigM.
paring-spade (par'ing-spad), n. A breast-
plow. Halliwell. [Prov. Bng.]
pari passu (pa'ri pas'ti). [L. : pari, abl. of

par, equal; passu, abl. of passus, step, pace:
see par^ and pace^.'] With equal pace or pro-
gress; side by side; in complete aeeord; in

law, equally in proportion ; without preference

;

pro rata.

paripinnate (par-i-pin'at), a. [<L.par, equal,
+ pinnatus, winged.] In hot. , equally pinnate

;

abruptly pinnate. See out/ under tea/. Com-
pare imparipinnate.

Taris (par'is), n. [NL., from the second ele-

ment of heri-paris, < P. kerhe paris, herbe a
Paris (see herh-paris) : so called in allusion to

the regularity of the parts, < L. par, equal : see
par'^.'] A genus of liliaceous plants of the
tribe Medeolese, known by its numerical sym-
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metry and its petals, which are linear, awl-
shaped, or absent. There are 7 species, natives of
mountains or temperate regions in Europe and Asia. They

Flowering: Plant of Paris quadrifolia. a, a (lower during anthesis i

*, the fruit.

are singular plants, with a short unbranohed stem from a
creeping rootstock, and the leaves all in a terminal whorl,
in the center of which stands a solitary erect greenish
flower. See herl-paris.

Paris baby. Same as Paris doll.

Paris-ballt, m. A tennis-ball. Palsgrave. {Hal-
'.)

Paris basin, blue. See basin, 9, blue.

Paris daisy. Same as marguerite, 2.

Paris doll. A figure dressed in the fashionable
costume of the period, with the materials, silk,

lace, etc., as actually worn, sent from Paris as
a model for dressmakers elsewhere to copy.

Paris-garden (par'is-gar"dn), n. A bear-gar-
den; a noisy, disorderly place: in allusion to

the bear-garden so called on the Thames bank,
London, kept by Robert de Paris in the reign
of Richard II. (1377-99).

Do you take the court for Paris-garden? yerude slaves.

Shak., Hen. Vni., v. 4. 2.

So was he dry-nurs'd by a bear, . . .

Bred up, where discipline most rare is,

In military garden Paris.
S. BiMer, Hudibras, I. ii. 172.

Paris green. See green^.

parish (par'ish), n. and a. [< ME. parishe, pa-
rissche, parisshe, parisch, parysche, parych, pa-
rescJie, parosche, parisse, paroshe, parsche, < OF.
parosse, paroiche,paroche, parroche^aroice, ba-
roche, F . paroisse= Sp . parroquia= Vg.paroehia
= It. parrocchia, < LL. parcecia, corruptly pa-
rOchia,<. LGr. irapouda, an ecclesiastical district,

< Gr. irdpoiKog, neighboring, dwelling beside, <
jrapd, beside, + oIkoq, house.] I. n. If. In the
early Christian eh., a district placed under the
superintendence of a bishop; a diocese.

The Word Parochia or parish antiently signified what
we now call the Diocese of a Bishop.

Bourne's Pop. ArOiq. (1T77), p. 268.

2. In Great Britain and Ireland, a district or
territorial division, (a) Originally, an ecclesiastical
district, the township or cluster of townships in the care
of a single priest or pastor.

Dametas for his part came piping and dancing, the mer-
riest man in a parish. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

We find the distinction of parishes, nay, even of mother-
churches, so early as in the laws of King Edgar, about the
year 970. Blackatone, Com., Int., iv. § 112.

In regard to Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, when the Popes
assigned particular churches to each presbyter, and di-

vided parishes among them, Honorius, archbishop of Can-
terbury about the year 636, first began to separate parisAes
in England, as we read in the history of Canterbury.

Camden, Britannia, p. clxxxix.

In one of his drawers is the rich silk cassock presented to
him by his congregation at Leatherhead (when the young
curate quitted thatpamA for London duty).

Thackeray, Newcomes, xi.

(6) Now, also, a civil division of the country for purposes of
local self-government, such as the legal care of the poor,
education, the regulation of sanitary matters, etc. : it is in
general conterminous with the ecclesiastical parish. At
present there are in England and Wales about 13,000 ec-

clesiastical parishes, and about 15,000 civil parishes, of
which not more than 10,000 coincidewith the ecclesiastical

districts bearing the same name. In Scotland in 1888 there
were 934 civil parishes or parishes proper (quoad omnia)
and 386 parishes quoad sacra (that is, parishes in respect
of things ecclesiastical only). There are several other
minor classes of parishes, as the land-tax and Burial Act
parishes in England, and the burghal and extra-burghal
parishes in Scotland.

3. In the United States : {a) In colonial times,
in some of the southern colonies, a subdivision

parishen

of the county for purposes of local government.
(6) One of the 58 territorial divisions of Louisi-

ana, corresponding to the county in other States,

(c) A local church or congregation and the geo-
graphical limits, generally imperfectly defined,

within which its local work is mainly confined.
In the Protestant Episcopal Church the original form of the
parish is more or less clearly adhered to, each diocese being
as a rule divided into geographical parishes, and no new
parish being formed or church established in cities without
the consent of the three nearest parishes or congregations.

{d) An ecclesiastical society, not bounded by
territorial limits, nor confined in its personnel
to communicants, but composed of all those
who choose to unite in maintaining Christian

work and worship in a particular local church

:

used in this sense chieiiy in New England.

It was remarkable that, of all the bnsybodies and imper-
tinent people in the parish, not one ventured to put the
plain question to Mr. Hooper.

Hawthorne, The Minister's Black Veil.

4. The inhabitants or members of a parish;
specifically, in the United Kingdom, those in-

habitants of a parish who are entitled to vote
in a parish election.

Whan t^Aparisse is togidir mette
Thou shall pronounce this idious thing.

With crosse & candell and bell knylling.
Myrc, Instructions for Parish Priests (E. E. T. 8.), I. 678.

There 's the parish of Edmonton offers forty pounds —
there's the parish of St. Leonard, Shoreditch, offers forty

pounds— there 's the parish of Tyburn offers forty pounds

:

1 shall have all that if I convict them.
Ooldsndth, Answer to a Versified Invitation.

All the highways within the i>arish must be kept in re-

pair by the pariah, i. e. by the inhabitants who ai'e rated
to the poor (who pay poor-rates).

Chamber^s Eneyc. (under parish).

On the parish, at the parish charge ; dependent on pub-
lic charity.

He left 4 or 5 children on the parish.
Aubrey, Lives of Eminent Men, II. 387.

Quoad sacra parish, auoad omnia parish. See def.

2 (Zi).—To come upon tne parish. Same as to come upon
the tovm (b) (which see, under come).

II. a. 1. Of or belonging to a parish; paro-
chial: as, the parish church or minister; par-
ish records ; the parish school.

I seyde I nolde [would not]
Be buryed at her hous, but at my parissTie cherche.

Piers PlovmMn (B), xi. 64.

After hours devoted to parish duty a clergyman is some-
times allowed, you know, desipere in loco.

Thackeray, Newcomes, viii.

2. Maintained by the parish or by public char-
ity: as, parish poor.

The ghost and the parish girl are entirely new charac-
ters. Gay, The What d'ye Call it, Pref.

3. Rustic; provincial.

A crippled lad . . . [who] coming tnrn'd to fly,

Bu^ scared with threats of jail and halter, gave
To him that fluster'd his poor parish wits
The letter which he brought.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

Parish apprentice, constable, court, district. See
the nouns.—Parish clerk. See clerk, 3.—Parishlantern,
the moon. HaUiwell.—Parish meeting, a meeting of
the members of the parish or ecclesiastical society con-
nected with a local church. {New Eng.] —Parish priest,
a priest in charge of a parish ; in Ireland, the principal
Koman Catholic priest in a parish. Formerly, in Great
Britain, parish priest was sometimes used to denote either
a reader in a parish church, a curate, a vicar, or a rector.

A parish-priest was Of the pilgrim-train;
An awful, reverend, and religious man.

Dryden, Character of a Good Parson, 1. 1.

Parish system, a system by which a parish, or an ecclesi-
astical society, is organized in connection with a local
church, having coSrdinate powers and an associate voice in
the selection of a pastor. See I., 3 (d), above, and society.
[New Eng. ]— Parish topt, a large top kept by the parish
for the exercise and amusement of the peasantry. Nares.

He 's a coward and a coystrill that will not drink to my
niece till his brains turn o' the toe like a parish-top.

Shak., T. N., i. 3. 44.

I'll hazard
My life upon it, that a boy of twelve
Should scourge him hither like ?i parish-top.
And make him dance before you.

Beau, and Ft, Thierry and Theodoret, ii. 4.

Parish watch, a parish constable.

I must maintain & parish-watch against thieves and rob-
bers, and give salaries to an overseer.

Swift, Story of the Injured Lady.

parishent, n. [ME., also paroscMan, parisslien,
parisschen, parischen, parsehen, also paroehien ;

< OP. paroehien, parroehien, jparoisien, parro-
chienne,^ P. paroissien = Sp. parroquiano = Pg.
paroehiano = It. parroeehiano, < ML. parochia-
nus, one belonging to a parish, a parishioner,
< LL. parochia, parceeia, parish: see parish.
Cf . paroohian, paroehin. Hence parishioner.']
A parishioner; also, parishioners collectively.

He was also a lerned man, a clerk
That Crlstes gospel trewely wolde preohe

;

His parisshens devoutly wolde he teche.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T. , I. 482.



parishen

Tet I ha'e seen him on a day.
The pride ot a' the parishen.

Bums, I Coft a Stane o' flaslock Woo'.

parishing ^par'ish-iDg), n. A hamlet or small
village adjoining and belonging to a parish.
HaUiwell. [Prov. Eng.]

parishional (pa-rish'on-al), a. [< pansken (of.

pahslien) + -ol.] Of of pertaining to parish-
ioners or a parish.

It there be iu the Citie many Moschees, the Cathedrall
(mosque or chnrch] beginneth, and then slU other Parish-
tonall [chnrches] follow. Pvrehas, Pilgrimage, p. 300.

liishop Hall aaea parishional, in the expression "parish-
ionail meetings." Strictly, parishioruU ought to mean
"pertaining to parishioners," rather than "pertaining to
a parish." It Is such a word as oar congressional is, and
such a word as processional would be, if nsed to mean
"pertaining to a process." F. Hatt, False PhiloL, p. 29.

parishioner (pa-rish'pn-6r), n. [Early mod.
E. (Sc.) pariscitoner /'prop. *parishener, < pa-
rislien + -er\ the suffix being nnneeessarily
added, as in musUnaner.'^ An inhabitant or
member of a parish; especially, one who at-

tends or is a member of a parish church; a
member of a parish, in any sense. Be& parish.

Ye haill magistratis gentlemen and remanent parisch-
oners prnt faithfullie pi'misit to concurre for y« further-
ance of ye work.
Quoted in.^. Hume's Orthographie(E. E. T. S.), Fref., p. vii.

What tedious homily of love have you wearied yourpa-
rishioiiers withal, and never cried *' Have patience, good
people !"

Shak., As you Like it, ill. 2. 164.

The church . . . was not large enough to hold all the
parishioners of a parish which stretched over distant vil-

lages and hamlets. Qeorge Eliot, Felix Holt, iii.

Parisian (pa-riz'ian), a. and n. [< F. Parisien
= It. Parigiano, < ML. *Parisianus (also Parisi-
ensis),mLi.Parisii{'>F.Paris,lt.Parigi),Pa.Tis,
the capital of Prance, in L. Lutetia Parisiorum,
Lutetia of the Parisii, a people of Celtic Gaul,
bordering on the Senones.] I. a. Of or per-
taining to Paris, the chief city of France, or its

inhabitants, etc.

II. n. A native of or resident in Paris.

Parisienne (pa-re-zi-en'), n. [F., fem. of Pari-
sien . see Parisian, a.] A female native of or
resident in Paris.

parisite (par 'is -it), n. [Kamed after J. J.

Paris.'l A rare fluocarbonate of the metals of
the cerium group, occurring in hexagonal crys-
tals of a yellowish color in the emerald-mines
of the United States of Colombia.

parisology (par-i-sol'a-ji), n. [< Gr. rrdptaoc, al-

most equal (< irapd, by, near, + laoc, equal), +
-/Myia, < yU/Kv, say: see -ology.'] The use of
equivocal or ambiguous words, Campbell.
[Rare.]

ftarison (par'i-son), re. [< Gr. iripusov, neut. of
^aptao;, nearly equal: see parisology.'] In a
recently invented glass-blowing machine for
bottle-making, the receptacle which first re-

ceives the molten glass in quantity just suf-

ficient to form a single bottle, and feeds the
metal to the mold. The sizes of the parisons
are varied to correspond with different sizes of
bottles.

Paris red, white, yellow, etc. See red, etc.

Paris violet. Same as methyl-violet.

parisyllabic (par^'i-si-lab'ik), a. [= F. pari-
syUabique, < L. par, parts, equal, -t- syllaba, syl-

lable: see syllable.] Having the same nimiber
of syllables ; specifically, in Gr. and Lot. gram.,
of nouns, having the same number of syllables

in the oblique cases as in the nominative.
parisyllablcal (par'i-si-lab'i-kal), a. l<pari-
gyllabic -h -oi.] Same as parisyUabic.
Paritium (pa-rish'i-um), ». [NL. (Saint-Hi-
laire, 1825).] A former small genus of malva-
ceous trees, now included in Sibiseus.

paritort (par'i-tor), re. [< UL.paritor, a servant,
attendant, < L. "jjorere, obey: see appear. Cf.

apparitor.] A beadle ; a summoner ; an appar-
itor.

Sole imperator and great general
Of trotting 'paritors.

ShaJc., Z. I. L., Iii. 1. 188.

Thou art not wise enough to he a paritor.-

Ford, Love's Sacrifice ill. 1.

paritoryt, n. [ME., < OF. paritoire, P. pari6-

taire : see parietary, peUitory.] Same as parie-

tary, pelUtory.

His forheed dropped as a stillatorie.

Were ful of plantayn and of paritorie.

Chaueer, ProL to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, L 28.

parity! (par'i-ti), n. [< Y.pariU = Bp.pari-
dad = Pg. paridade = It. paritd,, < LL. pari-

ta(t-)s, equality, < Ii.par, equal: seepar^.] 1.

Equality; simUarity or close correspondence
or equivalence as regards state, position, condi-

tion, quality, degree, etc
270
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Your Isabel, and you my Mortimer,
Which are the marks of parity, not power.

And these are the titles best become our love.

B. Jonson, Fall of Mortimer, i. 1.

Equality in birth, parity in years.

And in affection noway different.

Webster, Core for a Cuckold, i. 1.

2. In Jo^ic, analogy; similarity; similar or like

course, as of reasoning or argument.
Will not the parity of reason so far hold as to aggravate

those sins which are immediate offences against the Di-
vine Majesty, and which tend to overthrow his Govern-
ment of the World? SUUingfleet, 3eTmon&, 11. ix.

Where there is no parity of principle, there is no basis
tor comparison. De Qmncey, Style, iii.

3. Specifically, in eecles. hist., the equality of

religious bodies in their relations to the state,

their standing in universities, etc. ; the princi-
ple of such equality ; in Presbyterian churches,
the equality of all the members of the clerical
order.

parity^ (par'i-ti), n. [< L. parere, bring forth,

beget.] The condition of being able to bear
offspring.

parjetoryt, «• A word of dubious form and
meaning in the following passage, it may per-
haps he meant for *pargetory, a wall-painting (see parget),
or toi parietary, pellitory of the wall.

No marvell if he brought us home nothing but a meer
tankard drollery, a venereous^r/etorj/ tor a stewes.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

park (park), re. [< ME. parh, < OF. pare, F.
pare = Pr. pare = Sp. Pg. parque = It. parco
(ML. par<yus, parricus) ; ef . W. park, parwg =
Ir. Gael, jjojrc = Bret.^arfc; also Tent., E. par-
rock, a^sopaddock {seepaddock^), < ME. parrok,
< AS. pearroc = D. perk, a park, = MLG. perk
= OHG. pfarrich, pferrich, MHG. pferrich, 6.
pferoh, an inclosure, sheep-fold (G. Sw. Dan.
park,a,pond, apark,< F.parc). Itisuncertain
whether the word is orig. Celtic or Teut.; it is

prob. Teut., connected withjjori, a bar, perhaps
with orig. initial «-, and so ult. connected with
spar\ abar, beam, etc.] 1. laEng. law, atraet
of land inclosed and privileged for wild beasts
of chase, by the monarch's grant or by prescrip-
tion. A chase was distinguished from &park by not being
inclosed ; and both differed from & forest in having no
peculiar courts or judicial officers, nor any particular laws.

" The onely way," then said the host, . . .

"Is to seek him among the ^arfts,

Killing of the kings deer."
Bobin Hood and the Tinker (Child's Ballads, V. 235).

A park is an enclosed chase extending only over a man's
own grounds. The word jwrjr, indeed, properly signifies

an enclosure ; but yet it is not every common field orcom-
mon which a gentleman pleases to surround with a wall
or paling, or to stock with a herd of deer, that is thereby
constituted a legal park; for the king's grant, or at least
immemorial prescription, is necessary to make it so.

Blacistone, Com., II. iii.

2. A considerable extent of pasture and wood-
land, surrounding or adjoining a country-house
and devoted primarily to purposes of recrea-
tion or enjoyment, and often serving to support
a herd of cattle or a flock of sheep, or, in Eu-
rope, stocked with deer.

A pris place was vnder the paleys, &park as it were,
That whilom with wilde bestes was wel restored.

William of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2845.

My parks, my walks, my manors that I had,
Even now forsake me, and of all my lands
Is nothing left me but my body's length.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., v. 2. 24.

Parks with oak and chestnut shady.
Parks and order'd gardens great.

Tennyson, Lord ot Burleigh.

3. A piece of ground, usually of considerable
extent, set apart and maintained for public use,
and laid out in such a way as to afford pleasure
to the eye as well as opportunity for open-air
recreation: as, Central Park in New York, or

SydetPark in London.
Frequent in park with lady at his side.

Ambling and prattling scandal as he goes

;

But rare at home. Cowper, Task, it 381.

4. An inclosed piece of ground suitable for till-

age or pasture; an inclosed field. [Scotch.]
— 5. A high plateau-like valley, resembling the
"holes" and "prairies" of the more northern
parts of the Rocky Mountain ranges. [Colorado
and Wyoming.]
When the parks of the Eocky Mountains are spoken of,

it is usually the more conspicuous ones—the North, Mid-
dle, and South Parks— which are intended to be desig-

nated. Of these, the North Park is in Wyoming, the oth-

ers in Colorado. J. D. Whitney, Names and Places, p. 191.

6. Milit. : (a) The space or inclosure occupied
by the guns, wagons, animals, pontoons, pow-
der, provisions, stores, etc., when brought to-

gether, or the objects themselves : as, a park of
artillery, of provisions, of wagons, etc.

parking
Soon, however, two big guns came trundling along from

our port, and were placed on the banks of the river, be-
tween the garden and the bridge.

W. H. Russell, Diary in India, L 273.

(6) A complete set or equipment, as of guns,
tools, etc.: as, a. park of siege-guns.

There 's a villain ! hell burn the park of artillery, will
he? Sheridan (!), The Camp, ii. 2.

In equipping a siege park, preference will be given to
comparatively heavy pieces.
Michaelis, tr. of Monthaye's Bjupp and De Bange, p. 54.

7t. A large net placed at the margin of the
sea, with only one entrance, which is next the
shore, and is left dry by the ebb of the tide.
HoUyban4.— 8. In oyster-culture, a sunken bed
on which oysters are placed for reproduction
and growth, and which is fiUed with water by
each hightide. [U.S.]— 9. A prison. Halli-
well. [Slang, prov. Eng.]—Engineer park, the
whole equipmentof stores, intrenching-tools, et^, belong-
ing to a military department ot engineers in the field ; also,

the place where this equipment is stored, and the camp
of the officers and men of this service.— Hungerford
park, a kind of cup (see cup, 12) used in England in
summer. It is made of ale and sheny in which apples
and lemon-peel are steeped.—Park hack, a horse hired
tor use in a public park. =Syn. 1. Chase, Woods, etc. See
forest.

park (park), V. [< park, re.] I. trans. 1. To
inclose or shut up in as in a park.

Among wyues and wodewes ich am ywoned [accustomed
to] sitte

Yparroked in puwes [pews]. Piers Plowman (C), vii 144.

How are weparl^d and bounded in a pale,

A little herd ot England's timorous deer

!

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., Iv. 2. 46.

The nomadic races [in European Russia] have been
partly driven out and partly pacified and parked in *' re-

serves," and the territory which they so long and so stub-
bornly defended is now studdedwith peacetiU villages, and
tilled by laborious agriculturists. ^

D. M. Wallace, Russia, p. 368.

2. To bring together in a park or compact
body: as, to park artillery. De Quincey.

The wagon-train of Sykes's division of Porter's corps,
which was parked near and a little to the south-east of
Savage's Station. The Century, XXXVm. 158.

U.intrans. To frequent a public park. [Rare.]

Then all tor parking and parading.
Coquetting, dancing, masquerading.

Brooke, Love and Vanity.

parka^ (par'ka), n. [Aleutian.] A coat, sack,
or other outer garment made of bird-skins
sewed together with the feathers on iiie inside,

worn by the Aleuts.

parka^ (pax'ka), n. A curious fossil from the
Old Red Sandstone of Scotland and England.
It is an egg-packet, probably of some species of the crus-
tacean genus Pterygotus, which is found in the same heds.

parken, re. See parkin.
parkert (par'ker), «. [< ME. parkere; < park -\-

-eci. The word is now best known as a sur-

name, Parker.] The keeper of a park.

Sex pons ther-fore to leys he takes.

And pays feys to parkers als I-wys.
B<aees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 319.

The office of porker of the forests ot Croxteth and Tox-
teth. Becord Soc. Lancashire and Cheshire, XII. 7.

Parkes process. See process.

Parkia (par'M-a), n. [NL. (R. Brown, 1826),
after Mungo Park (1771 -c. 1806), an African
traveler.] A genus of ornamental leguminous
trees of the suborder Mimosese, type of the
tribe Parkiese, distinguished from related gen-
era by having ten perfect stamens. There are
about 25 species, natives of tropical America, Asia, and
Africa. They bear bipinnato leaves of many small leaf-

lets, said to reach 6,000 in one leaf, and large roundish
or club-shaped heads of small flowers, solit:^ and pen-
dulous from the axils or in copious terminal panicles. The
flowers ofton exceed 2,000 in a head, the lower ones being

. sterile and white or red, the upper peifect and yellowish,
brownish, or red, followed by long pods with edible seeds
or pulp. P. biglandidosa is the nitta- or nutta-tree of
western Africa, or African locust-tree, the doura of Sudan.
See rdtta-tree.

Parkiese (par-M'f-e), n. pi. [NL. (Wight and
Amott, 1834), < Parkia -f -ese.] A tribe of the
suborder Mimosese in the order Leguminosse, dis-

tinguished by the imbricated calyx-teeth, five-

cleft corolla, and gland-bearing anthers, it con-
sists of Parkia (the type) and PentacleOira, both tropical
genera of unarmed ^ees with twice-pinnate leaves and
conspicuous flowers.

parMn, parken (par'kin, -ken), n. A kind of
oatmeal gingerbread. [R-ov. Eng. and Scotch.]

parking (par'king), re. [Verbal n. otpark, v.]

Parks collectively, or a park-like place ; also, a
strip of turf, with or without trees, in the mid-
dle of a street.

In some cases, samXxrparking has been left in the mid-
dle ot the streets.

• Eneyc. Brit., XXIV. 382.

Spaces were left for a market-place, court-house green.
a.jia parking for the ^ace.

JohnsHopkiru HisL Studies, 3d ser., p. 109.



Farkinsonia

Parkmsonia (par-kin-so'ni-a), n. [NL. (Plu-
mier, 1703), after John Parkinson, an English
herbalist (born 1567, died about 1650).] A ge-
nus of leguminous trees of the suborder Cx-
salpiniex and the tribe Eucmsalpinieie, having
a slightly imbricate or valvate calyx, and linear
pod. They are handsome spiny evergreens, with pinnate
leaves of numerous minute leaflets^ spines in place of
stipules, and loose racemes of yellow flowers. There are 3
species, of which P. AfHcarm, with wingless leafstalks, is

the ^'wUdfi limoenhout " of the Cape of Good Hope, and P.
Torreyana is the green-barked acacia or polo verde of Mex-
ico and Arizona. P. cteuleata, the Jerusalem-thorn of Ja-
maica, is a native of America, but is now widely scattered
throughout the tropics ; it is a shrub about 15 feet high,
with winged leafstalks and fragrant flowers, used for
hedges, and by the Indians in Mexico as a remedy for epi-
lepsy and as a febrifuge.

Parkinson's disease. A form of paralysis, pa-
ralysis agitans (which see, under ^paralysis),

described by Parkinson in 1817.

parkish (par'kish), a. [<.parlc+ -isfti.] Re-
lating to or resembling a park.

Would give it a very elegant, tasteful, parkish appear-
ance. J. Baillie,

park-keeper (park'ke"p6r), n. One who has
the custody of a park, or who is employed to
preserve order in or otherwise to take care of
a park.
parkleaves (park'levz), n. [Appar. < *parlc (=
Norw. pirkum, hypericum, a reduction of NL.
hypericum, L. hypericon: see Hypericum) +
leaves.'] A plant, Hypericum Androssemum.

Vitice, a kind of withie or willow, called in English
parkeleauee, chastetree, hemp-tree, or Abrahams balme.

Florio.

parkway (park'wa), n. A broad thoroughfare
planted with trees and intended for recreation
as well as for common street traffic.

Opposite the grand stand and across the course is a park-
way for the carriages. T. C. Crawford^ English Life, p. 21.

parlt (pari), V. [< MB. parlen, < OF. parler,

F. parler = Sp. parlar = Pg. palrar = It. par-
lare, < ML. pardbolare (also aoutt.parlare, after
Rom.), speak, talk, discourse, < U. parabola, a
comparison, parable, speech, talk: see para-
ftfei.] I, intrans. 1. To speak.

Patriarkes and prophetes han parted her-of longe,
That suchalordeand alygteshulde ledehemallehennes.

Piers Plowman (B), xviii. 268.

2. To talk; confer with a view to come to an
understanding; discuss orally.

Their purpose is to^ar^e, to court, and dance.
Shak., L. L. L., v. 2. 122.

I wrong myself
In parting with you.

Maieinger, Maid of Honour, ii. 6.

Knute, finding himself too weak, began to parle.

MUton, Hist. Eng,, vi.

II, trans. To utter ; express ; speak.

pari (pari), n. [,< pari, «.] 1. Speech; lan-

guage.
A tocher 's nae word in a true lover's parte,

But gie me my love, and a fig for the warl'

!

Bums, Meg o' the Mill (second version).

2. Talk; conference; conversation; treaty or

discussion; a parley.

So frown'd he once when in an angry parte
He smote the sledded Polacks on the ice.

Shak., Hamlett L 1. 62.

After the trumpet has summoned & parte.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, ii. 1.

By part or composition, truce or league,
To win him or win from him what I can.

Milton, P. K., iv. 629.

Those of heaven commune . . .

With the noise of fountains wondrous,
And the parte of voices thund'rous.

Seats, Ode, Bards of Passion.

[Obsolete, provincial, or archaic inboth uses.]
To break the parlt. See breaJc.

pari. An abbreviation otparliament and^arMa-

4294=

parlando (par-lan'do), a. [It.,ppr. otparlare,
speak: see pari.] In tosmjc, noting a passage
or a style of singing in which there is some ap-
proach to declamation or recitative, involving
specially careful enimciation. The word is also

sometimes used to indicate emphasis upon a particular

voice-part or melody as distinguished from aecompanying
paxts.

parlantf (par'lant), n. [< P. parlant, ppr. of

parler, speak: see pari, v. J One who speaks,
confers, or parleys.

The place appoynted, partantes him
In simple meaning meet

Farre from their armie all vnarm'd.
Warmr, Albion's England, iii. 19.

parlante (par-lan'te), a. [It., < parlare, speak

:

see pari.] In music, same as parlando.
parlatory(par'la-to-ri),M.; yl.parlatories (-riz).

[ML.^arZatorJMTO, a reception-room, parlor: see
parlor.] The parlor or strangers' room of a con-
vent or monastery.
parlecue, parleycue (par'le-ku), v. t. [Sc. also

pirlieue; < F. parler A queue, speak at the end:
parler (see pari); d, < L. ad, to, at; queue,
tail: see CJtei, queue.] To recapitulate or sum
up.

At the close it was the custom ot our minister to par-
leyffue the addresses of the clergymen who had assisted

him — that is, he repeated the substance of them and en-
forced their lessons. Remimscences ofa Qitinquagena/rian.

parlecue, parleycue (par'le-ku), m. [So., <par-
lecue, parleycue, v.] A summing up or capitu-

lation of discourses previously delivered.

parlementf, ». A Middle English form oi.par-
liament.

parlamentf, n. A former spelling of parliament.

parlance (par'lans), n. [Formerly alsoparfejice;

< OP. parlance, parlaunce, speech, Cparlant,

ppr. of pa/fcr, speak: see pari.] Speech; con-

versation; discourse; talk; language; manner
of expression; conference.

The interpreter did as he was commanded, word was
brought to Crassus, and he accepted parlenee.

North, tr. of Plutarch, p. 480.

A hate of gossip pa/rtance, and of sway,
Crown'd Isabel, thro' all her pla«id life.

Tennyson, Isabel.

In conunon parlance, in the usual mode of speech ; in

ordinary language.

The answer of KiUian Van Eensellaer was, in his own
lordly style, "By wapen reoht!" that is to say, by the

right of arms, or, in commwn parlarux, by club-law.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 181.

equiv. to pari, of which it is practically an ex-

tension: see pari, n.] Discourse or conversa-
tion; discussion; a conference; specifically, a
brief conference with an enemy as under a flag

of truce ; an informal treatingbetween two hos-
tile parties before or in the course of a contest.
Cf . larley'i.

Eee
Shold sonde awaye an herauld at armes,
To aske & parley faire and free.

King Arthur's Death (Child's Ballads, I. *2).

What 's the business,
That such a hideous trumpet calls to parley
The sleepers of the house ? Shak., Macbeth, ii. 3. 87.

Tell me but where.
Sweet queen ot parley [Echo], daughter of the sphere!

Milton, Comus, L 241.

Left single, in bold parley, ye, of yore.

Did from the Norman win a gallant wreath.
Wordsworth, To the Men of Kent, Oct., 1803.

To beat or sound a parley (mUit.). See leati.

parley! (par'li), v. [< parley^, n. Cf. pari, v.]

1, intrans. 1. To speak; discourse; confer on
some point of mutual concern; especially, to
confer with an enemy, as on an exchange of

prisoners, or on the cessation of hostilities.

Now stay, daughter, your hour within.
While I gsie parley wi' my son,

Cospatrick (Child's Ballads, 1. 156).

They are at hand
To parley or to fight. Shak., K. John, ii. 1. 78.

As bashfuU Suters, seeing Strangers by.
Parley in silence with their hand or eye.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 3.

The housemaids parley at the gate,

The scullions on the stair.

0. W. Holmes, Agnes.

2. To argue. [Prov. Eng.]
II. trans. To utter; speak.
" That beauty in court which could not parley euphu-

ism," a courtier of Charles the First's time tells us, "was
as little regarded as she that now there speaks not French.

"

J. E. Green, Short Hist. Eng., p. 403.

parley^ (par'li), n. [Short for parliament.]

Same as parliament, 7.

parleycue, v. and n. See parlecue.

parleying (par'li-ing), ». [Verbal n. otparley\
v.] Conference ; a conference.

Ferishtah's Fancies, and Parleyings with Certain Peo-
ple of Importan ce in Their Day. Browning (tiUe).

He warned good citizens to give them no credence, yield

them no aid or comfort, nor hold any parleyings with them.
E. L. Bynner, Begum's Daughter, xxL

parleyvoo (par-li-v6'), v. i. [A corruption of

P. parlez-vous in such questions as parlez^ous
frangaisf 'do you speak French?': parlez, 2d
pers. pi. ot parler, speak; vans, < L. vos, you, pi.

of tw, thou.] To speak French. [Slang.]

He kept six French masters to teach him to parleyvoo.

Macmday, St. Dennis and St. George in the Water.

parleyvoo (par-li-vo'),n. [^(.parleyvoo, v.] The
conventional school study and use of the French
language. [Humorous.]

parliament

Kg words to spell, no sums to do.

No Nepos and aoparlyvoo.
Louml, Oracle of the Goldfishes.

parliament (pSr'li-ment), n. [Now spelled to

suit ML. parliamentum toiparlamentum; prop.,

as in early mod. B., parlament; < MB. parlement

= i).pariement = Gt. parlement,parlament = Sw.
Dan. parlament = loel. parliment, < OF. parle-

ment,^.parlement, a speaking, discoursing, con-

ferring, conference, a legislature, court (= Sp.

Pg. It. parlamento, parliament, etc. ; ML. par-

lamentum, erroneously parliamentum), < parler,

speak, talk: see pari.] It. A conference or

consultation.

Thus ended the parlement be-twene the fader and the
sone. Merlin (E. E. T. S.)k HL 621.

The Master gunner, who was a madde brayned fellow,

and the owners seruant had a parlament betweene them-
selues. Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 101.

The interview between theKing [William the Conqueror]
and the magistrates of Le Mans is described Iby a local

writer] by a word often used to express conferences—in a
word Parliaments

—

whether between prince and prince or

between princes and the estates of their dominions.
M. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, IV. 380.

2. A meeting or assembly for conference or
deliberation; especially, an assembly of the

people or their representatives to deliberate or
legislate on national affairs. The word is nearly

confined to the legislative bodies of Great Britain and
its colonies. Sometimes it is used with reference to other

countries, as the German ParUament of 1848, the Italian

Parliament: usually the word diet or the native name is

preferred, as the Hungarian Diet, the German Beiehstag,

the Norwegian Storthing, etc.

Prosecutions of Warres betweene a King and his Parlia-

ment are the direfull dilacerations of the world.
N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 67.

Thy parliaments ador'd on bended knees
The sov'reignty they were conven'd to please.

Cowper, Expostulation, 1. 538.

Till the war-drum throbb'd no longer, and the battle-fiags

were furl'd

In the Parliament of man, the Federation of the world,
Tennyson, Locksley HalL

Specifically— 3. \_cap.] The supreme legisla-

tive body of the United Bangdom of Great Brit-

ain and Ireland, consisting of the three estates

of the realm,namely the lords spiritual,thelords-

temporal, and the commons ; the general coun-
cil of the nation, constituting the legislature,

summoned by the sovereign's authority to con-

sult on the affairs of the nation and to enact
and repeal laws. Primarily, the sovereign may be con-

sidered as a constituent element of Parliament ; but the
word as generally used has exclusive reference to the three
estates above named, ranged in two distinct branches, the
House of Lords and the House of Commons, The House
of Lords includes the lords spiritual and lords temporal,
(See House ijf Lords, under lord.) The House of Commons
consists of 670 members : viz,, for England and Wales, 26*
representatives of county constituencies (counties or di-

visions of counties), 237 of boroughs, and 6 of universities

;

for Scotland, 39 representatives of counties, 31 of burghs,
and 2 of universities; for Ireland, 86 representatives of
counties, 16 of boroughs, and 2 of a university. The au-

thority of Parliament extends over the United Kingdom
and all its colonies and foreign possessions. The duration
of a Parliament was fixed by the Septennial Act of 1716 at
seven years, but it seldom even approaches its limit. Ses-

sions are held annually, usually from about the middle of
February to the end of August, and are closed by proroga-
tion. Government is administered by the ministry (see
ministry and cabinet), which is sustained by a majority in
the House of Commons. Should the ministry be outvoted in
the houseon aquestion of vital importance, it either resigns
office or dissolves Parliament and appeals to the country.
The precursors of the Parliam ent were the Witenagemot in
the Anglo-Saxon period and the National Council in the
Norman and Angevin periods. The composition and pow-
ers of Parliament were developed in the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries; the right of representation from
shires and towns dates from 1296, and the separation of
the two houses dates from the middle of the fourteenth
century. Parliamentary government was in large measure
suspended from 1461 to the middle of the reign of Henry
VIII. Prolonged struggles between the Parliament and
the crown took place under James I. and Charles I., which
led to the Civil War and the Commonwealth. The Trien-
nial Act of 1694 (modified by the Septennial Act of 1716)
fixed the life of Parliament at three years, and government
by party dates from the same period. The right of election
to Parliament has been greatly modified by the Reform
Acts of 1832, 1867, and 1884, and the Hedistribution Act of
1885.

I find that you have made choice of me to be one of your
Burgesses for this now approaching Parliament.

Howell, Letters, I. v. 4.

When the Dnke of Suffolk opened parliament, all the
members, every time the king's name occurred, bowed
until their heads all but touched the ground.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 289.

4. [cap.] One of similar legislative bodies con-
stituting the legislatures of the Dominion of
Canada, the Commonwealth of Australia, and
other self-governing colonies of the British
empire. The Parliament ot the Dominion ot Canada,
established by royal proclamation in 1867, consists of two
houses— a Senate, or upper house, whose members, 81 in
numl)er, are nominated for life by the governor-general,
and a House of Commons, whose members are elected for



parliament
five years by the people of the different provinces, there
beinfr one represent^^re for every 22.688 of the popola-
tjcm. la Uie other oolomes the two houses are nsnally
Et>'led the Lf'nMatirt Cmina'l and the LegidaWoe Assembly,
The members of the latter body are elected ; the membofs
of the former body may be elected, as in Tasmania, or
nominated by the crown, as in New South Wales.
5. In France, before the revolution of 17S9,
one of several courts, incladmg various pro-
vincial parliaments, and especially the Parlia-
ment of Paris vsee below).—6. In law, an as-
sembly of the members of the two Temples
(Inner and Middle) to consult upon the affairs

of the society. Imp. Diet.—7. [Short iorpar-
liameiit-cake.^ Same sis parliament-cake.

Sadly gorging the boy with apples and paHiamenL
Thackeray, Yanity Fair, xzzviiL

Roll, roll thy hoop, and twirl thy tops,
And bny, to glad thy smiling cbops,
Ciisp pariiamerU with lollypoi^
And fingers of the lady.

J. and H. Snath, Rejected Addresses, p. $5. (Davies.)

Act Of Parliament, » statute, law, or edict made by the
soTereign, wi^ the advice and consent of the lords tem-
poral and spiritual and the commons in Parliament as-
sembled. Sach an act cannot be altered, amended, dis-
pensed with, suspended, or r^»ealed but by the same au-
thority of Parliament wl^ch has created it.—Addled Par-
liament, the Parliament in session from April to June,
1614. See the quotation.

AU attempts of a compromise on the subject [imposi-
ti<His on merchandise] having failed, James in February,
1611, dissolved the parliament, and a second parliament
which he summoned in 1614 proving equally recalcitrant
was also dissolved, the fact that it wasnot allowed Uie op-
portunity of transacting business earning for it from the
courtieis the name of the ad^edparliamenL

Sneyc BriL, 'XTTT 559.

BarebOne's Parliament, the Parliament convened by
CromweU, July 4th, 1653 : so called &om a certain Praise-
God Barbon, Bau^bone, or fiarehones, one of its members.
From its small representation it is also known as ttie Little
PaHiamenL It constituted Cromwell Lord Protector.
Compare Long PariiamenL— Clerkofthe Parliaments.
See deHc,—Convention Parliament. See eoneenUon,
3 (c).—I>nmken Parliament, in Scottish fdsL, the Parlia-
ment which assembled after the restoration of Chades TL
It met in 1661, and was strongly Royalist.—Free Farlia-
mrait. Same as Conrenfion PartiatitenL—Good Parlia-
ment, the Parliament which assembled under Edward
IlL, in 1376: so called because of its endeavora to refoim
corruption in the court and the government.—Hi|^
Conrt of Parliament, the general designation ofue
English Parliament, which originally acted as the council
of the king, but which after it was e^ablished at West-
minster sitting in separate bodies as the Lords and the
Commons was together technically designated by this
name, and either house was spoken of as the Lords, or the
Commons, "iu the High Court of Parliament assembled."
In later times, the phrase is more commonlyused of either
house, m* both houses, acting in the exercise of judicial
or quasi-judicial function^ such as the inquest by the
Commons and the trial by the Lords of an impeachment,
or the action of either houses or both successively, on a
hill of attainder, a question of contemp^ the removal and
punishment of public officers, etc, as distinguished from
functions of legislation and functions as council of ^e
king.

In th^yre most humble wyse beseechen your most royall
Mate the lords spual and temporal, and all otheryourmoste
loving and obedient subjecte tiie comons of ttiis your
moste Biffhe courte qfPmHament assembled
BiU qf AttaiTider of Katherin Havarde^ late Queen qfBi^

[land, etc (33 Ben. TILL, c 21).

Imperial Parliament. See imperiaL— Lack-learning
Parliament. Same as ParUameia qf Dunces.—Little
Parliament. Same as Barebone's PariiamenL—JjaDS
Parliament, the Parliamentwhich assembled on Novem-
ber 3d, 1640^ and carriedon the civil war. Itwas "purged"
by the republicans in 1648, abolished the House of Lord%
and compassed the death of Charles L It was violent^
dispersed by Cromwell on April 20thj 1653^ but was twice
restored in 1659, and was dissolved in March, 1660^ after
providing for the summoning of a Free Parliament. In
its later history it was known as the Bump ParHamerU.
—Had Parliamoit. See tnodi.—Uember of Parlisi-
ment, the title of members of the House of Commons
of Great Britain and Ireland, and of the lower honse in
some of the colonies. Usually abbreviated M. P.— Her-
ciless Parliament^ the Parliament of 1388, which ex-
hibited articles of h^h treason a^nst the ministers of
Richard Bt. Also called Umiiere^ful ParliametU, Won-
derffd Parliament, Wonder making PaHiamenL—Ot^-
nance of Parliaments See ordinanee,—Pu'liament
heel (notftX the situation of a ship when careened by shift

of ballast, etc, or when caused to heel over on her beam
in order to clean or paint the side raised out of water.
Falconer.—Parliament mant, a member of Parliament.

He had told several of the Jury that they needed not
appear, for he would insist npon his privUedge, which
tbe Court held a great misdemeanor ... it was an abuse
of his priviledge of Parliament Mem.

Sir B. Temple (repoited 1^ J. KebleX King's Bench
[Beporte, 1685.

Parliament of Dunces, a Parliament convened at Cov-
entry by Henry IV. in 1404 : so called because aU lawyers
were excluded from it. Also called the Unlearned Par-
Hamant and the Lack-learning PaHiamenL—Parliament
of Paris, the chief of the Ftench parliaments ; the prin-

cipal tribunal of justice of the Etench monarchy, from
its origin in the king's coonen at a very early date to the
revolution. From about 1300 the parliament was con-

stituted in tiiree divisions— the grand' ehambre, the cham-
bre des requites, and the chambre des enquttes. It played a
prominent political part at different times in the seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries.— Rnmp Parliament,
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a name given to the Long Parliament after its reduction
of numbers in consequence of Pride's Purge, in l&iS.

The old Parliament, the Bump Parliament (so call'd as
retaining some few rotten members of y« other) being dis-

- solVd. Evdyn, Diary, Feb. 11, 1660.

Short Parliament, the first Parliament of 1640, which
lasted only a few weeks.

parliament (par'li-ment), r. i. To busy one's
self with jwirliamentary matters; attend to
one's duties as member of Parliament. [Bare.]

Some gentle master,
"Wha aiblins thrang a pariimnentin\
For Britain's guid his sanl indentin'.

AuTis, TwaDogs.

parllamental (par-li-men'tal), a. [= Sp. par-
lamental; s^parliatiient + -aZ.] Of or pertoin-
ing to a parliament

; parliamentary, Foxe, Mar-
tyrs, p. 471.

parliaineiitariazi (par^-men-ta'ri-an), a. and
».^ [K. parliamentary + ^;?.] I, a."Ctf or per-
taining to a parliament; specifically [cap.], in
£tig. hist., serving or adhering to the Long Par-
liament^ in opposition to Kings Charles I. and
Charles n.
H. n. 1. Apartizanof parliament; specifi-

cally lcap.~\, in £ng. hist., apartizan of the Long
Parliament, as distinguishedfrom a Royalist or
Cavalier.

There follow the heads of what they were to contain in
defence of Charles and the chastity of his queen against
the paHiamenUaians.

WtdpoUj Anecdotes of Painting, £L ii.

2. A parliamentary debater or manager.
parlieuiientarily (par-1i-men'ta-ri-li), adv. In
a parliamentaiy manner.
parliamentaiisza (par-ll-men'ta-rizm), n. [<
F.parlementarisme; &s parliameniar-y + -ismj]
Parliamentary or representative government.

It [the new Constitution] made no fresh concessions to
pai^menlarism. Loire, Bismarck, EL 373.

parliamentary (par-li-men'ta-ri), a. [< F.
parlementaire = Sp. It. parldmentario = Pg,
parlamentar: as parliament + -ary.] 1. Of
or pertaining to Parliament, or. in general, to
legislative bodies.

There are among the expedients of French finance some
that might with parliamentary authority he adopted in
England. Stubbs, Const Hist., § 365.

2. Enacted or done by Parliament, or, in gen-
eral, by the authority of a legislature : as, apar-
Uamentary act; parliamentary government.
A revolution, which for the moment left England abso-

lutely at Heniy"B feet; was wrought out by a series of i*ar-
liamentary Statutes. J. B. Green, Short Hist. £ng. , p. 474.

3, In accordance with the rules and usages of
Parliament, or, in general, with the rules and
customs of le^slatures; approved or allowed
in legislative or deliberative bodies : as. parlia-
mentary language.

The nomination-day was a great epoch of successfnl
trickery, or, to speak in a more PoHiameiUary manner, of
war stiatagem, on the part of skilful agents.

George Eliot, Felix Holt, xxz.

Parliamentary agent, a person, usually a solicitor, pro-
fessionally employedin drafting bills, petitions, eto, and in
promoting or opposing private bills, or in connection with
other private business in Parliament.—Parliamentajy
borough orhuri^ See borough, 2 (&X and burgh.—Far-
liam^ltaiy committee, a committee of the members of
the House of Lords or of the House ofCommons appointed
by either house forthe purpose of making inquiries, by the
examination of witnesses or otherwise into matters which
oonldnot be convenientlyinquired intoby thewholehouse.
Any billor any subjectbrought before the house may. if the
honse&inks proper, be refesrred toa committee, and all pri-

vate bUls, such as biUsfor railway canals, roads, or ottier

undertakings in which the public are concerned, are re-

ferred to committees of each house before they are consid-
ered. Such committer are generally called select commit-
tees.—Parliamentary law, the body of settled and con-
trolling usages of procedure in detiberative assemblies,

generally founded on the common experience of such as-

semblies, particularly that of the British Parliament In
American deliberative bodies some modifications have
been introduced, and in particnlar bodies by special writ-

ten rules. In England this law is usually designated as the
lav andusage ofParliament—a phrasewhich also includes
mattersofconstitutional rightand power as affecting either

branch of the l^i^ature in relation to the other, and the
rights and privil^es of each as gainst the other or third
persons. The phrasehasalso been occasionallyused of stat-
utory as contraded with common law.—Parliamentary
train, & teain which, by enactment of Parliament, must
he run by railway companies at least once a day (up and
down journeys) for the conveyance of third-class passen-

gers, at a rate of fare not exceeding apenny (2 United States
cents) a mile. [Eug.]

parliament-cake (par'li-ment-kak), ». Ginger-
bread made in thin crisp cakes.

parliamenteert (par'li-men-ter'), ». [< par-
liament + -eer.'\ Same as parliamentarian.

All (one excepted) proved zealous paHiamenteers in the
b^inning of the Rebellion. 1^2.

A. Wood, Athenie Oxon., I.

parliament-roll (par'Ii-ment-rol), «. A record
of the proceedings of Parliament. [Eng.]

parlous
The third great class of records belonging to the Conrt

of Chancery consists of the paHiarneat-rolls ; these, how-
ever, are far from being a perfect (»llection, as many of
the documents containing the proceedings of various par-
liaments are hopelessly lost Encyc. BriL, XX. 311.

parliancet, ». [A var. otparlaneej as if <parley
+ -ance.^ An obsolete variant of parlanee.
Sal-luyfs Voyages, I. 229.
parlish (par'lish), u. A dialectal form ot par-
lous. SallitceU.

parlor, parlonr (par'lor). ?^ [Formerly also
sometnnes parler; < "i^. parlour, parlur, par-
ioicre, < OF. parleor, parloer. parJouer, F. par-
loir (= Sp. Pg. It. parlatorio), < ilL. parlatori-
um, a place to talk in. a reception-room in a
monastery, a hall of audience, a councU-eham-
ber, etc., < parlare (F. parler, etc.), talk: see
pari."] 1. Originally, a room set apart from the
great hall for private conference and conversa-
tion ; a "withdrawing-room. It finally became
the public room of a private house. See def. 3.

He . . , fond two other ladys sete and she,
Witbinne a paved parlour, and they thre
Herden a maydyn reden hem the geste
Of the Seegee of Thebes, whil hem lest&

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 82.

Now hath vche riche a reule to eten bi hym-selne
In a pryue parioure. Pien Plowman (BX x. 97.

To knowe the sondry maners and condition of people^
and the variety ofth^ natures, and thatin a warroestudye
or parler, without peril of the see, or dannger of longe and
pt^nfnil ioumeys. Sir T. Elyot^ The Governonr, L IL

Into a pleasant parlour by
With hand in hand she brings the seaman all alone.

The Merchant's Demghter (Chlld'& Ballads, IV. 330).

All mens houses and goods were open to them, enen to
the parimtrg of their wiues. Purehas, PUgrimag^ p. 4^u.

2. An apartment in a convent, asylum, inn,
hospital, hotel, boarding-school, or ^e like, in
which the inmates are permitted to meet and
converse with visitors.

Walk but into the parlour, you will find one book or
other, in the window, to entertain you the whfle.

Cotton, in Walton's Angler, ii. 265.

3. A room in a private house set apart for the
conversational entertainment of guests; a re-
ception-room ; a drawing-room ; &o, in Great
Britain, the common sitting-room or keeping-
room of a family, as distinguished from a draw-
ing-room intended for the reception of com-
pany. In the United States, where the word drauring-
room is little used, parlor is the general term for the room
used tar the reception of guests.

Good Margaret, run thee to the paHoia-;
There shait thou find my cousin Beatrice
Proposing with the prince and Claudio.

Shak., Much Ado, iiL 1. 1.

"A great mistake, Chettam," interposed Mr. Brooke,
" going into electrifying your land and that kind of thing,
and making ajxifiorof your cow-house. It won't do."

George EUot, Middleman^ ii.

The house stands for comfort and for conversation, and
parlors were misnamed if not peopled with ideas.

Alcott, Table-Talk, p. SL

4. Vulgarly, any room more or less ** elegant-
ly" or showily furnished or fitted up, and de-
voted to some specific purpose: as, tonsorial
parlors: a photographers jwiWors; oyster par-
lors; misfit paWors. [Trade cant, 17.' S.]

parlor-boaxder (par'lor-bor'der). n. A pupil
in a boarding-school who has many privileges
not granted to the ordinary pupils.

I saw them this afternoon in the garden where only the
parior-boarders walk. Thacken^, Doctor Birch.

parlor-car (par'lor-kar), n, A railway passen-
ger-ear or -carriage for day travel, furnished
more luxuriously than the ordinary cars; a
drawing-room car. [U. S.]

parlor-organ (par'lgr-dr'gan),n . Aharmonium
or reed-oigan.

parlor-skate (par'lor-skaf). »• Sameasrofler-
skate.

parlous (par'lus), a. [Formerly also perlous

(also diad. parlish)', an obs., dial., or archaic
form of periloits.'\ 1. Perilous; dangerous;
alarming; mischievous.

Thou art in a parlous state, shepherd.
Shak.f As you Like it, iiL 2. 45.

I cannot, in my present life and motion, clearly conceive
myself in so partmts a state that no hope of better things
should make me shrink from the end of all.

W. K. CUford, Lectures, I. 230.

2. Xotable; knowing; shrewd.

A parlous boy ; go to, you are too shrewd.
Shak., Rich. IIL, ii 4. 35.

I knew X could be overreached by none

;

A paHous head.
Mid^eton^ Blurt, Master-Constable, iv. 1.

One must be trusted, and he thoi^ht her fit,

As passing prudent, and a parlous wit.

Dryden^ Wife of Bath's Tale, L 167.

[Obsolete or archaic in all uses.]



parlonsly

parlously (par'lus-li), adv. [An obs. form of
penl(yusly.li Perilously; dangerously; desper-
ately; amazingly. [Obsolete or archaic]
You are so parloudy in love with learning
That I'd be glad to know what you understood, brother.

Fletcher (and, aru)lher), Elder Brother, ii. 1.

Thou art parlmisly encompassed.
Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, 1. 140.

parlousnesst (par'lus-nes), «. The quality of
being parlous or perilous; rashness; impetu-
ousness; quickness; shrewdness.
Parma blue. See blue.

Parmacella (par-ma-sel'a), n. [NL.] A genus
of slug-like piilmoiiate gastropods, typical of
the family ParmaeelUdse. They have a limaciform
body with a long neck, and a large subcentral buckler with
a nearly free border. The species are chiefly inhabitants
of the countries bordering the Mediterranean and the
Canary Islands.

Parmacellidae (par-ma-sel'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Parmacella + -idse.'i

' A family of pulmonate
gastropods, typified by the genus Parmacella,
usually merged iu the family Limacidse.

parmacetyt, «• [Also parmacetty, parmacitty,
permaceti; a corruption of spermaceti, q. v.]

Spermaceti.
Telling me the sovereign'st thing on earth
Was parmaceti for an inward bruise.

Shall., 1 Hen. IV., i. 3. 68.

A kinde of Whale, or rather a lubarta, was driven on
shore in Southampton tribe, from the west, over an infi-

nite number of rooks, so bruised that the water in the Bay
where she lay was all oily, and the rocks about it all be-
dasht with Parmacitty.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, II, 260.

parmasantf, parmasentt, «• Obsolete forms
of parmesan.
parmaynt, «. A Middle English form of pear-
main.
Parmelia (par-me'li-a), n. [NL., < L. parma, <

Gv. napiiri, a small shield.] A genus of lichens,

giving name to the family Parmeliei and the
tribe Parmeliacei. The thallns is imbricate-foliaceous,
appressed or rarely ascendant, membranaceous, sparingly
flbrillose beneath. The apothecia are scutelliform, sub-
pedicellate, with mostly thin disk and colorless hypothe-
cium. About 60 species are known. See crottXei^, lichen.

Parmeliacei (par-me-li-a'sf-i), n. pi. [NL., <

Parmelia + -acei.'] According to the classifi-

cation of Tuckerman, a tribe of gymnoearpous
lichens, it includes the families ITsneei, Parmeliei,
Umbilicarid, Peltigerei, Pannariei, CoUemei, and Leca-
luyrei. The apothecia are rounded, open, scutelliform,
and contained in a thalline exciple.

parmeliaceous (par-me-li-a'shius), a. [< Par-
melia + -aceous.^ In hot, belonging to or hav-
ing the characters of the genus Parmelia or the
tribe Parmeliacei.

Parmeliei (par-me-li'e-i), n. pi. [NL., < Par-
melia + -ei] Afaniily of foliaceous lichens
of the tribe Parmeliacei.

parmelioid (par^me'li-oid), a. [< Parmelia +
-Old.'] In hot., resembling or belonging to the
genus ParmeUa.
Parmenidean (par-men-i-de'an), a. [< Parme-
nides (see def .) + -a».] Of or relating to Par-
menides of Elea (fifth century B. C), a noted
Greek philosopher, or his system of metaphys-
ics. The fundamental idea of Parmenides's philosophy
was to distinguish those facts and qualities which are uni-
versally true or real from those which are accidental and
not univers£dly true, or are transient.

Parmentiera (par-men-ti-e'ra), n. [NL. (Al-

phonse de CandoUe, 1845), after A. A. Parmen-
tier (1737-1813), who did much for economic
botany.] A genus of trees of the gamopeta-
lous order Bignoniacese and the tribe Jacaran-
dese, characterized by the sheath-like calyx and
few-flowered axillary clusters. There are about 6
species, natives of Mexico and Central America. Their
leaves are commonly alternate and of three leaflets, with
incurved spines between them. The large greenish flow-

ers are followed by an elongated-fusiform or oblong fruit,

which is fleshy and edible. See candle-tree.

Parmesan (par-mf-zan'), a. and n. [Formerly,

as a novm, also permasant, parmasent; < F. Par-
mesan = Sp. Parmesano = Pg. Parmesdo = It.

Parmigiano, < L. Parma, a town in Italy ; hence,

as a noun, F. parmesan, etc., a cheese made in

Parma.] I, a. Of or relating to Parma, a city

in northern Italy, or its inhabitants, or the

province or former duchy of Parma—Farmesan
cheeBe, See cheese^.

II. ». 1. [?. c] Parmesan cheese.

There 's no hope of recovery of that Welsh madman

;

was undone by a mouse that spoiled him a parmasant;
lost his wits for 't. Middleton, Changeling, i. 2.

Forsooth, my master said that he loved her almost as

well as he loved parmasent. Ford, "lis Pity, i. 4,

2t. An Italian form of drinking.

The Switzer's stoop of Rhenisli, the Italian's Parmisant,
the Englishman's healths, &c.

Dekker, Gull's Hornbook, Proem, p. 27.
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They were drunk according to all the rules of learned

drunkenness, as Upsy-freeze, crambo, Parmizant.
Dekker, Seven Deadly Sins, p. 3.

Parmese (par-mes' or -mez'), a. [< It. Parmese,
< L. Parmensis, of Parma, < Parma (Gr. Ildp/j.a),

a town in Italy.] Of or pertaining to Parma in

Italy; Parmesan.
Examples of Parmese, Cremonese, and Milanese art.

Nineteenth Century, XXII. 824.

Parnassia (par-nas'i-a,), n. [NL. (Toumefort,
1'700), <Gr. Uapvaamg, na/jvaodj', Parnassus : see
Parnassus.'i A genus of elegant plants of the
polypetalous order Saxifragacese and the tribe

Saxifragex, characterized by the five stami-
nodes and one-celledovary with parietal plaoen-
tse opposite the stigmas. The 14 species are natives
of cold and wet regions, from the mountains of India to the
arctic circle. They are smooth annuals, with broad leaves
mostly clustered at the base of the slender stem, which
bears a single white or yellowish flower, the five petals
marked with greenish or yellowish lines. The common
name of these plants is grass of Pamasms, The ordinary
European species is P. palustris, found also in Korth Amer-
ica from the Great Lakes to Labrador. P. Caroliniana is

common both north and south in the United States ; two
other species are local.

Parnassian (par-nas'ian), a. and n. [< L. Par-
nassius, Parnasius, Parnaseus, < Gr. Tlapv&aioc,

Parnassian, < Xlapvaadg, later Xlapvaaaog, Parnas-
sus, a mountain in central Greece.] I, a. 1.

Pertaining to Mount Parnassus, or to poetryand
the Muses, to whom, with Apollo, this region
was sacred.

Twined with the wreaths Parnassian laurels yield.

Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 11.

Let laurels, drenoh'd in pure Pamaman dews.
Reward his mem'ry, dear to ev'ry Muse.

Cowper, Table-Talk, 1. 13.

2. [I. c] Resembling or related to the genus
Pamassius; belonging to the Parnassiinse.

II. n. \l. c] A member of the genus Par-
nassiusoiihe saht&TaWy Parnassiinm; an Apollo
butterfly.

Farnassii (par-nas'i-i), n. pi. [NL., pi. of Par-
nassius."] Same as Parnassiinee.

Parnassiinse (par-nas-i-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Pamassius + -inse.'] A subfamily of Papilio-
nidse, typifiedby the genus Pamassius. They have
very short antennae, stout hairy abdomen, parchment-
like wings sometimes scaleless, and in the females usually
a peculiar abdominal pouch ; the larvse are stout, cylin-

droid, with small tubercles, slightly hairy, and have a fur-

cate appendage of the flrst segment; the chrysalis is in-

closed in a light silken tissue powdered with a glaucous
bloom and supported by transverse threads. The Parnas-
sians belong to the northern hemisphere, and are all lovers
of mountains, whence the name. Also Parnassinse, Par-
nassii. See cut under nervure.

Pamassius (par-nas'i-us), n. [NL., < L. Par-
nassius (< Gr. Tlapvdaioc), belonging to the moun-
tain Parnassus, < Ilapvdadg, Parnassus : see Par-
nasstis.'i A genus of butterflies, founded by
Latreille in 1805, type of the subfamily Parnas-
siinse. The best-known species is the Apollo butterfly,

P. a/poUo, inhabiting alpine pai-ts of Europe. P. phoelms is

another, found in the Alps. P. smintheus is found in the
Rocky Mountains. These butterflies are usually white,
sometimes tinted with yellow, or rarely yellow, and orna-
mented with crimson and black ocelli.

Parnassus (par-nas'us), n. [= P. Parnasse =
Sp. Parnaso = Pg. It. Parnaso, Parnasso = D.
Dan. Parnas = G. Sw. Parnass, < L. Parnas-
sus, also Parndsus, < Gr. Tlapvaadc, later liapvac-

a6Q : see def.] 1 . Amountain in central Greece,
in mythology sacred to the Muses. The Delphian
sanctuary of Apollo was on its slope, and from between
its twin summit peaks flows the fountain Castalia, the wa-
ters of which were reputed to impart the virtue of poetic
inspiration.

Hence, figuratively— 2. The abiding-place of

poetry and home of poets : sometimes used as
a name for a collection of poems or of elegant
literature.

Not with less glory mighty Dulness crown'd
Shall take through Grub-street her triumphant round.
And, her Pairnassm glancing o'er at once,

Behold an hundred sons, and each a dunce.
Pope, Dunciad, iii. 137.

There is Lowell, who 's striving Pamassius to climb
With a whole bale of isms tied together with rhyme, . .

.

The top of the hill he will ne'er come nigh reaching
Till he learns the distinction 'twixt singing and preaching.

Lowell, Fable for Critics.

GraduB ad Pamassum. See gradus, 2.—Grass of Par-
nassus. See Parnassia.

parnel-f (par'nel), n. [< ME. pernel, purnele, a
common woman, a slut; a familiar use, like

gilP, jill^, gillian, of a frequent fem. name
Pernel, < OF. Peronelle, < ML. Petrordlla, a wo-
man's name, a saint so named, < L. Petro(n-), a
man's name, LL. Petrus, a man's name, Peter, <

Gr. ffirpof, Peter, Ut. 'rook': seepeter,j)ier, etc.]

A young woman ; often in a bad sense, a slut.

But these tender pernels must have one gown for the
day, another for the night.

PUkington, Works, p. 56. (Halliwell.)

A family of aquatic

Elmis bivittatus, one of the
Pamida:. (Cross shows natu-
ral size.)

parochial

Panels [read parnels} march by two and three,

Saying, Sweetheart, come with me.
Old Lincolnshire Ballad. (Halliwell.)

Parnellism (par'nel-izm), n. [iParnell (see

def.) + -ism.] A movement led by Charles

Stewart Parnell, in favor of home rule for Ire-

land.

Farnellite (par'nel-it), n. and a. [< Parnell

(see def.) + -ite^.] I. n. A member of a polit-

ical group, followers of Charles S. Parnell in

his policy of home rule for Ireland; specifically,

one of his supporters or adherents in the British

House of Commons. They were almost exclu-

sively members for Irish constituencies. A
fraction of the party still retains the name.

II. a. Pertaining to or supporting Parnellism;
advocating or favoring the movement for home
rule in Ireland led by Charles S. Parnell.

Parnidse (par'ni-de), n. pi. [NL. (Leach,

1819), < Parnus + -idse/]

olavicom beetles, typi-

fied bythe genus Parnus,
having the dorsal ab-

dominal segments partly

membranous, the first to

third segments connate,

the last tarsal joint long,

and the claws large . The
body is finely pubescent, and a
film of air adheres when the
beetles are under water. The
larvsB are of flattened oval
form, and usually adhere to

stones under water. The fam-
ily is wide-spread, with about
20 genera; most of the species

areEuropean and North Amer-
ican.

Parnus (par'nus), n. [NL. (Fabricius, 1792);

etym. doubtful.] The typical genus of Parni-

d«. The species are European and North Af-
rican.

Paroaria (par-o-a'ri-a), n. [NL. (Bonaparte,

1832), < F. paroare (BufEon and Vieillot)
;
per-

haps of S. Amer. origin.] A genus of South
American tanager-like finches, having gray and
white coloration with a scarlet crest. P. cucul-

lata is an example. They are sometimes called

cardinal tanagers.

paroarium, paroarion (par-6-a'ri-um, -on), n.

[NL., < Gr. irapi, beside, + ^Apurv, dim. of ^v,
egg.] Same &s parovarium,

paroccipital (par-ok-sip'i-tal), a. and n. [< Gr.
TTapd, beside, + L. ocdmit, the back of the head:
see occipital.'] I. a. Situated on the side of

the hindhead^ or in a lateral occipital position.
Speciflcally noting a lateral bone or process of bone of
the occipital or occipitomastoid region of the skull, espe-
cially the long lateral occipital processes of some mam-
mals. See II., 2.

II. n. 1 . A bone of the lateral occipital re-

gion of the skull, distinct from other bones, in

a fish, for example : by Owen considered as the
diapophysis of the occipital vertebra, and iden-
tified with the external, lateral, or superior oc-
cipital bone of some anatomists, and the mas-
toid of others. Also called epiotic.— 2. A cer-

tain lateral projection of the occipital bone
proper; the paroccipital process of the occipi-
tal bone, especially when elongated or other-
wise conspicuous : in some animals also called
mastoid process. [Now little used.]

The relation which the base of the paroccipital bears to
the semicircular canals shows that itmustbe chieflyformed
by the opisthotic element— not by the exoccipital.

Nature, XXXVII. 699.

parochet, n. An obsolete form ot parish.
Parochetus (pa-rok'e-tus), n. [NL. (Hamilton,
1825), < Gr. irapi, beside, + oxerdg, a channel.]
A genus of leguminous plants of the tribe Tri-

foliese, characterized by the somewhat acute
keel, two-valved pod, and digitately trifoliate

leaves. The only species, P. communis, found throughout
tropical mountain-regions of Asia and in tropical eastern
Africa, isa prostrate herb, rooting at the joints,with clover-
like leaves, rather large purple flowers, and linear pods. It
has been named Uue-Jlowered shamrock and shamrock-pea.

parochial (pa-ro'ki-al), a. l< ME. parochial,
< OP. parocliial (F.paroissial) = Fi,Sp.parro-
quial = Pg. parochial = It. parrocchiale, < ML.
parodhialis, of a parish, < LL. paroehia, toipa-
roscja, parish: see parish. The mod. pron. fol-

lows that of the L.] 1. Of or pertaining to
a parish : as, a parochial custom.

And, God wot> I have ot thee
A thosand tyme more pitee
Than hath thi preeat parochial.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 7686,

Notwithstanding their general and exemplary devotion
to parochial duty.

Gladstone, Gleanings ot Fast Years, II. 167.

2. Local; provincial; narrow.



parochial
British criticism has been always more or lesBjMirocAui/ J*

has never, indeed, qolte treed Itself from sectarian can^
and planted itself honestly on the {esthetic point of view.

LouxU, Stndy Windows, p. 122.

Faxodlial Ixiard, in Scotland, a body of men in a parish
elected by tile payers of poor-rates to manage the relief
of the poor, a dnty whidi in England is performed by
OTerseers, and in some cases by the gnaidlans of the poor.
— Parochial leliei; relief aSorded to paupers by the
parish aathorities.

parochialism (pa-ro'M-al-izm), n. [<paroeliial
+ -is7?i.] 1. Ttie management of tiie affairs

of a parish by an elected vestry or parochial
board ; the system of local government which
makes the parish the unit.

The contending theories of the scope of corporate gov*
emment might be described as a parocMaiigm and civism.

SineUenth Century, XX 236.

Hence—2. Provincialism; local narrowness
of view ; narrow-mindedness.
Panehialixm . . . has been pretty well broken np by

the press and the telegraph. Hardly anybodycan now live

in intellectnal isolation. Contemporary Kev., XLVXL 326.

parochiality (pa-ro-ki-al'i-ti), n. [= Sp. par-
roquialidad = Pg. paroehMlidade = It. parroo-
chiaJitd ; asparochial + -ityj] The state of be-
ing parochial, in either sense. [Bare.]

[This] wonld he for the justices to take npon them, in
effect to determine the parochiality of colleges.

Dr. Marriott, Eights of the Universities, p, 32.

parochialize (pa-ro'ki-al-Iz), v. t.; pret. and
pp. parocJtialized, -ppT.parochialising. [<j>aro-
chiai + -ii'f.] To render parochial; form into
parishes. Also spelledjjorocAtoZtse. Imp. Diet.

parochiaUy (pa-ro'M-al-i), adv. In or by the
parish ; as ap^sh

; parish by parish.

The bishop was to visit his whole diocess, parocltiatty,
every year. StIUingfleet, Charge (1690X p. 82.

parochianf (pa-ro'M-an), a. and ». [< ML.
parochianus, one belonging to a parish, prop,
adj., < Uj. parochia, toTparcecia, a parish: see

£aTish. Ct. parislien, a donblet of parochian.'i
a. Of or pertaining to a parish

;
parochial.

A computation [is] taken of all tiieparoehian chnrches.
Bacon, Considerations on Church of England.

n. n. A parishioner; a rustic.

Hay be some msset-coat paroehian
Shall call thee cousin, friend, or countryman.

Bp. HaU, Satires, IV. it 75.

If we examine their several stories, they will rather
prove metropohtans than mereporocAiana.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 18S5X n. 228.

parochient, "• _ Same asparishen.

parochin (par'6-shin), n. [A var. of parishen,

q. v.] A parish. [Scotch.]

parodlinert, " A parishioner. [Scotch.]

Many of the Parochiners, dwelling in rowmes of the
parochine, so remote.

AcU James VI., 1621, c. 5, Murray. (Jamieam.)

parodef, >> Same asparodip:
All which In a parode, imitating VirgH, we may set

downe, but chiefely touching surfet.
O^iek Gtoite Iff Humors (lesa). (Kares.)

parodlc (pa-rod'ik), a. [= F. parodigue = Sp.

parodico= Pg. It. parodico, < Gr. irofx^ucd^, bur-
lesque, < irapadia, parody: see parody^.'] Per-
taining to parody ; of the nature or in the spirit

of parody.
parodical (pa-rod'i-kal), a. [< parodic + -a?.]

Same as parodic.

This version [Dranfs tr. of Horace] is very paraphras-
tic, and sometimes ixmHluaZ.

T. Warton, Hist Bng. Poetry, HL 425.

paiiodinia (par'i-o-din'i-aj, n. [NL., irreg.<^o-
rere, bring forth, -h Gr. bSmni, pain.] Dystocia.

parodist (par'o-dist), n. [< F.parodiste = Pg.
parodista; as'parod-y + -isf] The writer of a
parody.
The public has long been agreed as to the merit of the

most remarkable passages [of Milton], the incomparable
harmony ofthe niunbersi, and the ezcculence of that style

which no rival has been able to equal, and no parodist to
degrade. Maeavlay, Milton.

The "Tom Hood" they cared for was . . . the deUght-
UHparodiet, the irrepressible and Irresistible joker and
Merry-Andrew. .4. Do6«>n{Ward's English Poets, IV. 531%

parodizet (par'o-diz), v. t. [(.parody + -ije.]

To parody.

I caalAparodize my Lord Carterel's letter from Dettin-

gen if I bad it by me. Shenstone, Letters (1793X ]So. xxxL

parodos (par'o-dos), «. [NL., < Gr. Trapodoc, a
way by, passing, passage, entrance, gangway
(see defs.), < Ttapa, by, + odoc, way, road. Cf.

parody^.'] 1. In the ane. Ctr. theater, one of two
passages at the two extremities of the stage,

separating the stage-buildings from the cavea

or auditorium, through which the chorus regu-

larly entered the orchestra, and which served

also as entrances for the public.— 2. In the

anc. Gr. drama: (a) The entrance of the cho-
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rus into the orchestra. (6) The song of the
chorus, with an accompaniment of dancing or
rhythmical movement, on entering the orches-
tra.—3. An external gallery or gangway, run-
ning from stem to stem on each side of an
ancient Greek war-ship, outside the bulwarks,
and supported on brackets over the water.
parodyl (par'o-di), n.; -pX.parodies (-diz). [For-
merly aSsoparode; = F.parodie = Sp.parodia
= Pg. It. parodia, < L. parodia, < Gr. Trapaiia,

parody, < izapd, beside, + iMj, song, ode: see
o<fci.] 1. A kind of literary composition in
which the form and expression of grave or
dignified writings are closely imitated, but are
made ridiculous by the subject or method of
treatment; a travesty that follows closely the
form and expression of its original; specifical-
ly, a burlesque imitation of a poem, in which a
trivial or humorous subject is treated in the
style of a dignified or serious one : also ap-
plied to burlesque musical works.
They were satirick poems, fall of parodies— that is, of

verses patched np from great poets and turned into an-
other sense than their author intended them. Dryden,

The sublime parody of Cervantes, which cut short the
whole race of knights-errant. Prea»a,rerd.andlsa.,L18.
What wonder thatBryden should have been substituted

for Davenant as the butt of the " Rehearsal," and that the
parodiy should have had such a run?

LouxU, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 27.

2t. A popular maxim; a proverb. Wright.
=Syn. 1. Bialesqtu, Traneaty, etc. See caricabure.

parody^ (par'o-di), r. t.
;
pret. and vp.parodied,

ppr. parodying. [= F. parodier= Pg.parodiar
= It. parodiare,parodare; from the noun.] To
turn into a parody ; write a parody upon ; imi-
tate, as a poem or song, in aludicrous orndieu-
lous manner.
1 have translated, or rath^ parodied, a poem of Horace.

Pope.

AH . . . [Johnson's] peculiarities havebeen imitated by
his admirers and parodied by his assailants till the public
has become sick of the subject.

Xacaiday, Boswell's Johnson.

parody^ (par'o-di), H.; pi.jjorodies (-diz). [ME.,
< Gr. TrdpoSog, passage : see parados.'] Passage

;

passing away.
Amonge al this, the fyne of the parodye
Of Ector gan approchen wonder blyve.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 1548.

paroedons (pa-re'shius), a. [< Gr. irdpoixoc,

dwelling beside or near, < jrapa, beside,+ oucof,

house.] In tot. . having the two sexes devel-
oped beside or near each other, as, for example,
in the Mepaticse, when the antheridia are situ-
ated in tiie axils of bracts near the arche-

fonia, or when both organs are naked on the
orsal surface of the same stem. Also paroi-

cous.

paroecionsly (pa-re'shius-li), adv. In a paroe-

eious manner.
paroecionsneSS (pa-re'shius-nes), n. In hot.,

the state or condition of being parcBcious.

parOBcism (pa-re'sizm), re. [i parcee4ous +
-ism.'\ Same as parmciousness.

paroemiographer (pa-re-mi-og'ira-fer), n. [<
Gr. irapoiiiia, a byword, a proverb, -I- ypw^w,
write.] A writer of proverbs.

What else can we infer of the enigmatic wisdom of the
sages, when the royal parvemiograph^r [Solomon] classes

amon^ their studies that of '^understanding aproverb and
the interpretation?" /. ly/srae/t. Curios, of Lit., HL 357.

A work of the paroemiographer Demon.
Amer. Jour. PhOol., X. lia

paroicons (pa-roi'kus), <i. [< Gr. ^apoiKoc, dwell-
ing beside : see parceciotts.'] Same as paroe-

ciotts.

paroissien (pa-rwo-si-an'), n. [P.: see par-
ishen.'] In French law, an inhabitant or a mem-
ber of a parish.

parol, ». and a. See parole.

parole (pa-rol'), n. and a. [Formerly a,1soparol,

paroll (parol being still common in legal use)

;

< P. parole = Sp. palabra = Pg. palarra = It.

parola, a word (Sp. Pg. parola, loquacity), <

'iSli.parabola, a word, speech, LL. parable, etc.

;

see parabUi^. Cf. pari.] I. yi. 1. A word or

words; word of mouth; oral utterance or state-

ment; language; text.

I do despise ye all ! ye have no mercy,
And wanting that, ye are no gods ! your parole
Is only preach'd abroad to make fools fearful.

And women, made of awe, believe your heaven

!

Fletcher, Yalentiiiian, v. 2.

Acqnited by the expresseiiarol of the statute.

Uarston, The Fawne, v.

If his great Seal without the Parlament were not suf-

ficient to create Lords, his Parole mustneeds be farr more
unable to create learned and religious men.

MHUm, Eikonoklastes, zv.

paronomasia

2. Word of honor given or pledged; solemn
promise

;
plighted faith ; specifically, a formal

promise or pledge given by a prisoner of war
that he will not try to escape if allowed to go
about at liberty, or that, if released, he will re-
turn to custody at a certain time if not previ-
ously discharged, or that he will not bear arms
against his captors within a stated period, as
during the existing war. in civilized warfare the
breaking of parole is regarded as an infamous transgies-
sion, and an officer so offending may not expect qnai tcr
should he again faU into the hands of the enemy.

Love's votaries inthrale each other's soule.
Till both of them live but upon parole,

Beaumont, llie Autiplatonic.

I have a scruple whether you can keep your parole if

you become a prisoner to the ladies. Stci/t.

This man had forfeited his military parole. Macaulay.

3. Mint., a word or words given out everyday
in orders by a commanding of5eer, in camp or
garrison, bywhich friends may be distinguished
from enemies. It differs from the countersign in that
the latter Is given to all guards, while the parole is given
only to officers of the guard, or to those*who inspect the
gnsrd.

Classical quotation is the parole of literary men all over
the world. Johnson (1781), in Boswell.

4. In lata: (a) Oral declarations; word of mouth.
(6) The pleadings in a suit.

II. a. 1. Given by word of mouth ; oral; not
written: opposed to documentary, or given by
affidavit : as, parole evidence.
In this splendid City of Florence there may be many

Karities, which if I should insert In this Letter, it would
make her swell too big ; and indeed they are fitted for po-
roJ Communication. HoweU, Letters^ L L 41.

You hear your mother? she leaves you to m^
By her wiUparoS, and that is as good.
To all Intents of law, as 'twere in writing.
Sir S. Stapylton, The Slighted Maid, p. 58. (Nares.')

Proofs (to which In common speech the name of evi-

dence Is usually confined) are either written or parol, that
is by word of month. Blackstone, Com. , m. xxiii.

The parole evidence of no associate can weigh against
his written manifest. Stedman, Poets of America, p. 142.

2. Not given or executed under seal: either
verbal or written, but without seal : as, a pa-
role contract. This use, which originated when a writ-
ing not nuder seal was not allowed to be proved to a jury.
Is now practically obsolete.

All contracts are, by the laws of England, distinguished
Into agreements by specialty and agreements by parol;
and if an agreement be merely written, and no specialty,
it Is an agreement by paro^, and a consideration most be
proved. Ballard v. Walker, 3 Johnson's Cases, 65 (1S02).

Flea ofparole demurrer. Same as age-prayer.

parole (pa-rol'), v. t.; pret. and pp. paroled,
^^T. paroling. [< parole, ».] To accept a pa-
role from; allow to go about at liberty on
parole. Seejparofe, «.

The President by this act has paroled all the slaves In
America ; they will no more fight against us.

Emerson, Emancipation Proclamation.

parole-arrest (pa-rol'a-rest'), ». In laic, an ai^-

rest authorized Sy a justice by word of mouth.
parolistt, n. [< parole + -isf.] A person given
totalkingmuehbombastically. T. Wright,PsLS-
sions of the Mind (1621), p. 112. (HaUiweU.)
paroUvary (pa-rol'i-va-ri), a. [< Gr. tropd, be-
side, + E. oUvary.] Situated near or beside
the olivary body of the brain Parollvary body,
the external accessory olivary nucleus. See nucleus.

paromology (par-o-mol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. jrapo-

/wXoyia, partisil admission, < Trapo/w^yelv, admit
beside, < irapd, beside, + o/iohryelv, admit: see
Itomologous,] In rhet., a figure by which an
orator concedes something to an adversary in
order to strengthen his own argument.
paromphalocele_(pa-rom'fa-]o-sel), n. [< Gr.
TTopa, beside, + oji^m^, navel, + K^).ti, tumor.]
Hernia near the navel.

paroniria (par-o-ni'ri-a), n. [XL., < Gr. irapd,

beside, + dveipoc, a dream.] Morbid dreaming.
paronomasia (par'o-no-ma'si-a), H. [< L. pa-
ronomasia, < Gr. -iTapovofiaala, a slight change in
the form or use of a word, a pun, \ napavo/mCnv,
form a word by a slight change, < Trapd, beside,
+ ovopidieiv, name, < ovo/ia, name.] In rhet., the
use of words similar in sound but different in
meaning, so as to give a certain antithetical

force to the expression; also, the use of the
same word in different senses; a play upon
words. Alsoparonomasy. See pun.
The seeming contradiction of a poor antithesis ; . . .

the jingle of a more poor parononutsia.
Dryden, To Sir K. Howard.

My learned friend had dined that day with Mr. Swan,
the famous punster ; and desiring him to give me some ac-

count of Mr. Swan's conversation, he told me that he gen-
erally talked in the Paronomasia, that he sometimes gave
into the Ploce, but that in his humble opinion he shined
most In the Antanaclasis. Addison, Spectator, Xo. 61.

=Syn. Assonance, etc. Seejpun.



paronomastic

paiDnomastic (par"o-no-mas'tik), a. [< paro-
nomasia + -ast4c. ] Pertaining to or of the na-
ture of paronomasia ; consisting in a play upon
words

;
punning.

paronomastical (par"o-n9-mas'ti-kal), a. [<
paronomastic + -al.]

' Same as paronomastic.
Dr. S. More, To the Seven Churches, Pref

.

paronomasy (par-o-nom'a-si), n. [= F. paro-
nomasie = Sp. Pg'. It. paronomasia, < L. paro-
nomasia, a pun: see paronomasia.] Same as
paronomasia.

Marty, we must not play or riot too much with them, as
in parononumes. B. J^orwon, Discoveries.

paronychia^ (par-6-nik'i-a), n. [= F. parony-
ehie, -wliitlow, = Sp. paroriiquia, whitlow-grass,
= 'Pg.panarielo=zlt.paronicMa,<'L.paronychia,
ML. also, after It., etc., panarido, < Gr. napam-
x'l-O; a whitlow, < Trapa, beside, + 6m^ {omx-),
nail: see OKJ/a;. Ct onychia.'] 1. In jjatM., in-
flammation about the nail; whitlow.—2. [cap.]
[NL. (A. L. de Jussieu, 1815).] A genus of apet-
alous plants.of the order Illecebraceie, type of
the tribe Paronychiese, known by the involu-
crate calyx of five hooded segments, each with a
horn, point, or awn on the back. There are ahout
45 species, of warm and temperate climates— Arabia, the
Mediterranean region, and America. They are small erect
or spreading herbs, usually dichotomously branched, with
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paronymic (par-o-nim'ik), a. [(.paronym + -«c.]

Of, or of the nature of, a paronym; parony-
mous.
paronymization (pa-ron"i-mi-za'shon), n. [<
paronymize + -ation.] The formation of paro-
nyms. Also spelled paronymisation.

The names ... be given an English aspect by parony-
misation. Proc. Amer. Assoc. Adv. Sei., July, 1886, p. 629.

The application of the principle of paronymy in a given
case is paronymizaUtm, and the word is said to be parony-
mized. BmVs Handbook of Med. Seietiees, VIII. 519.

paronymize -(pa-ron'i-miz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

paronymized, ppr. paromymizing. [< paronym
+ -ize.'] To transform or convert into a paro-
nym, as a word; render paronymous. Also

parotid

Farotia (pa-ro'ti-a), «. [NL., < L. paroUs, the
parotid gland : see^aroto.] A genus of para-
dise-birds of the family Paradiseidse, founded
by Vieillot in 1816. The species is P. sexpennis, the
six-shafted bird of paradise, so called from the three pairs

Iplowering Plant of Whitlowwort {Paronychia dickotoma').

. h, a flower, showing the calyx ; b, a flower, longitudinal section,
lowing a part of the calyx, the bristle-like petals, the stamens, and
the pistil.

barrow opposite leaves, and conspicuous shining silvery

stipules. Their minute flowers are usually hidden be-
tween the stipules in dense axillary clusters. The genus
has the general names of vaUviOfrtxaA w?dUowwort. The
flowers m P. argerUea and P. capitata furnish an article

known as AraMan or AZg&rian tea (which see, under tea).

P. argyrocoma, the silver chickweed, or, as recently named,
silverhead, is a scarce rock-loving species found in the
mountains of the eastern United States, rendered beautiful
by numerous small silvery heads covering its bushy top.

paronychia^, n. Plural ot paronyehium.
Paronychiacese (par-o-nik-i-a'sf-e), n.pl. [NL.
(Lindley, 1845), < ll. paronyeJiia {see parony-
chia^) + -acese.'i Same as ParonycMese.
paronychia! (par-6-nik'i-al), a. [< paronychia
+ -aZ.] Having tte character of paronychia.

Paronychiese (pSr^o-ni-ki'i-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Paronychia + -ese.'] A tribe of plants of the
order Illecebracese, distinguished by the annu-
lar embryo, scarious stipules, and involuerate

bracts, and including 9 genera, of which Paro-
nychia and Anyehia are the best-known. Also
Paronychiacese.

paronyehium (par-6-nik'i-um), n.; pi. paro-
nychia (-a). [NL., i Gr. wapd, beside, + NL.
onychiura. Ct. paronychia^.'] In e»<om., a bris-

tle-like organ on the onychium, between the un-
gues or terminal claws of the foot: there may
be one or more to each tarsus.

paronym (par'o-nim), n. {A\aoparonyme ; < P.

paronyme, < Gr. Trapinw/iog, derivative : see pa-
ronymous.'] 1. A word which is a derivative

from another.

Plato was determined to preserve the dignified associa-

tions of Being and its paronyms for the abstract studies

he delighted to honor. Armr. Jour. Philol., IX. 290.

2. A word of one language which translates a
word of another with only a difference of ter-

mination or other slight change, as English

canal for the Latin canalis : opposed to hetero-

nym.

The Latin words are commoiilyparonymized rather than
translated into inelegant or misleading heteronyms, e. g.
peduncolus is Anglicized as peduncle, not footlet.

Nation, July 18, 1889.

paronymous (pa-ron'i-mus), a. [< Gr. irapd-

w/iof, derivative : seeparonym.] 1. Having the
same derivation ; allied in origin; raiiieally al-

lied; conjugate: as, wise, wisely, wisdom; man,
manhood, mankind.
To pairs of words derived from the same root, and dif-

ference'd in meaning only by grammatical class, we apply
the epithet conjugate, or, more rarely, that of parony-
mous. Marsh, Lects. on the Eng. Lang., xxvi.

2. Having the same or a like sound, but differ-

ing in orthography and signification: as, all,

awl; ball, hawl; hair, hare.— 3. Derived from
a word in another language with some slight
modification of form. See paronym, 2.

paronymy (pa-ron'i-mi)^ n. [< P. parowymie,
< Gr. irapGwv/ita, derivation, iimeetion, < jzapii-

vv/wg, derivative: see paronym, paronymous.]
1. The quality of being paronymous.— 2. The
formation of a word from a word of another lan-
guage by change of termination or other slight
modification; the principle involved in such
transference of words from one language to an-
other; homosynonymy; isonymy.
The relation between the Latin pons and the French

pout is one of paronymy; but between pons and the Eng-
lish bridge it is one of heteronymy.

Buck's Handbook of Med. Sciences, VIII. 619.

paroophoritis (par-o-of-o-ri'tis), n. [< pa-
roophoron + -itis.] fnfiammation in the neigh-
borhood of the ovary.
paroophoron (par-6-of'o-ron), re.

;
pi. paroopho-

ra (-ra). [NL., < Gfr. mpa, beside, -I- NL. oopho-
ron, q. v.] A vestige of the urinary part of the
Wolffian body in the female, corresponding to
the organ of GiraldSs in the male. It consists
of scattered tubular remnants, situated in the
broad ligament, nearer the uterus than is the
parovarium.
paropsis (pa-rop'sis), n. [NL. , < Gr. Trapd, beside,
+ 6tJhc, vision.] Disorder of sight-perception.

paroptesis (par-op-te'sis), re. [NL.,< Gr. wapdTr-

TTjai^, a half-roasting, < Trapa, beside, near, -I-

dimiaii, a, roasting, < birrdv, roast.] See meta-

paroquet (par'o-ket), re. Same as parrakeet.
paroquet-bur (par'o-ket-b6r), re. Any plant of
the genus Triumfetia, the name alluding to the
echinate capsule. Also burweed. [Jamaica.]
paroral (pa-ro'ral), a. [< Gr. irapa, beside, -I-

L. OS (or-), mouth, -I- -al.] Situated at the
side of the mouth or oral aperture : specifical-

ly applied to the fringe of cilia at the side of
the adoral series in some infusorians, as the

six-shafted Paradise-bird (Parotia sexpennis).

of spatulate feathers which spring from the head. The
plumage is lustrous-black set off with an iridescent breast^

plate glancing golden-bronze and steel-blue. It inhabits
Fapua.

parotic (pa-rot'ik), a. [< Gr. irapd, beside, +
oJf (ur-) = E. ear. Ct.parotis.] Situatedabout
the outer ear; auricular: as, the parofc'c region;

the parotic cartilage of some reptiles Parotic
process. See the quotation.

In the great majority of the Lacertilia (as in the Che-
Ionia), the side-walls of the skull, in the region of the ear,

are produced into two broad and lon^ parotic processes,

into the composition of which the opisthotic, occipital,

and prodtic hones enter. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 189.

parotid (pa-rot'id), n. and a. [= 'F. parotide =
Sp. par^tida = Pg. parotida = It. parotide, <

L. paroiis (parotid-), < Gr. irapurrii {irapomS-),

the parotid gland:
seeparotis.] I. re. 1.

The parotid gland, a
lobulated racemose
gland situated near
the ear, secretingsa-
liva,which ispoured
into the mouth by a
special duet, in man
the parotid is much the
largest of the three pairs
of salivary glands, and is

deeply situated near the
ear in the recess behind
and partly wifthin the
ramus of the jaw. Its
duct, called the du£t
of Stenson, runs across
the cheek horizontally,
pierces thehucclnator muscle, and discharges saliva into
the mouth opposite the seix>nd upper molar tooth. See
also cut under salioary.

2. In many types of ancient Greek helmets, an
ear-guard or side-guard, a piece on either side

Parotid, or Parotid Gland.

parorchid (pa-r6r'kid),- re. Same &s parorchis.
parorchis (pa-r6r'kis), n.

;
pi. parorchides (-ki-

dez). [NL., < Gr. napd, beside, + 6pxK, a tes-

ticle.] The epididymis.

The vasa eflferentia pass to n parorchis.
Oegetibaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 617.

parosmia (pa-ros'mi-a), re. [NL., < Gr. irapd,

beside,+ baiiij, smell.] lapathol., a perversion
of the sense of smell ; olfactory illusion.

parosmis (pa-ros'mis), re. [NL. : seeparosmia.]
Same as parosmia.
parosphresis (par-os-fre'sis), re. [NL., < Gr.
Tzapd, beside, + iafp^acQ, smell.] Same as par-

rosmia.

parosteosis (pa-ros-tf-o'sis), re.; pi. parosteoses

(-sez). [NL.,< Gr. napd, beside,+ bariov, bone,
+ -osis. Cf . osteosis.] The development of bone
in integument; dermal ossification, or a dermal
bone.
parostia (pa-ros'ti-a), re. [NL., < Gr. Ttapd, be-
side, -I- baTiov, bone'.'] Defective or disordered
ossification.

parostosis (par-os-to'sis), re. Same as paros-
teosis.



parotid
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H. '!. Situated beside the ear; parotic or
parotoid.—^rotid arteries, saaU bnneh«s of the
external carotid to the parotid ^and.— Parotid duc^
the dact of the parotiii gtend. Also called SleHmm't ibitt,

fnHu > a Stenson or Nicolaos Steoooianos, and bequent-
ly SteHomoM <»- Stmo't diuL See cut nnder pantid.
—Parotid ^and. See L, l—Parotid lympbatic
glaTiJa three or totir small glands sitiuted beneath the
parotid fascia, and more or les embedded in the sabstance
of the parotid saliTsry gland: the laigest lies immedi-
atdy in boot of the tiagn^ of the ear.—Parotid neiYes,
hnnches of the aaricnlotemponl nerre, supplying the
parotid gland.—Parotid TOilia, tzibatazies of the facial

and tanporal Teans.

paxtltidltis (pa-rot-i-di'tis), II. [NU., < parotis

(parotid-) + -»toj Inflaminationof the parotid
gland. See Mira^fg. Also eaUeAparotitis.

paiotioil (pa-ro'ti-on), n. [Gr. :7apur<oi>: see
parous.'] In Gr. arelueoL, a coTering or orna-
ment for the ear; a parotid.

parotis (pa-ro'tis), ». [Nli., < L. jiaro/i^. < Gr.
r-opurif, a gland beside the ear, the parotid
gland, or rather a tumor of the jwirotid gland,
also the lobe of the ear, < ^apa, beside, + oix
{<JT-) = E. ear^.'] Same aspturoHd.

parotitic (par-o-tit'ik'. a. [< parotitis + -i4S.'}

Affected frith parotitis ; having the mmups.
parotitis (par-o-la'tis}, ii. [Nli., < parotis (see
parvtis) + -iUs.'J SAxae sts parotiditis.

Itarotoid (pa-ro'toid), a. and n. [< Gr. saparic,

the parotid gland {seeparotid), + eMof, form.]
I. a. B^;embling a parotid; specifically, in Iter-

jHt.. noting certain cntaneoos glands. See IL
Ther [cntaneoos glands] may be aggregated in a mass

behindtheeyeandabovethetympanum oneach side,fann-
ing the so-calledpnraCoul g-lands, as in Uie common toad.

JTnoi^ £lem. Anat., p. 4SS.

n. ft. One of the cutaneotis glands which
form a warty mass or excrescence near the ex-

f. PaiDCoid Gland of a Toad {Bm/» americaMMt),

temal ear or tympanmn of some batraehians,
as toads. tnteyareoftenofgreatsiie,andtheirpresence,
absence, orotherTaiiatjons famish xoOlogical characters.
TheparotoidsarenotUlEeparotads. Often wrongly spelled
ptavtoid. See also cnt under offua-toaiL

paionsia. Seepamsia.
parovaiian (par^vs'ri-an), a. [< Nil. paro-
rflriioM + -an.'} Existing or occnning in the
neigfabodiood of the ovary; of the nature of or
pertaining to the paroTaritnn.

parovarinm (par^va'ri-nm), n. ; pi. jNtroDorui
(-a). [Nil., < Gr. Vmpd, beside, + KL. oporMtM,
q.~T.] A Testigo of the Wolffian body in the
female, corresponding to the vasa e&eientia
and eonl vascnlosi of the male. It consists of a
gronp <tf scatteied, dosed tobole^ lying tzansrefsely be>
tween the Falloinan tube and the ovary, and united by a
longitudinal tabe of larger size, jHtdoi^ed f<R- some dis-

tance downward in the broad l^ament. Itrqneaentsthe
sezoai part of the WoUSan_ body. See also niroqpitonm.
Also called paroariumy epoopkonmt organ qflUaemmuBer.

parozysm (par'ok-sizm), iu [<F.j>arorysrae=
Sp. Pg. paroxisiiio= It. parossismo, parosismo,
< ML. parwn/smus, < Gr. sapofnr/i^, irritation,

the severe fit of a disease, < sropofirow, sharpen,
irritate, <mpd, beside, + o^ivsiv, sharpen, < offer,

sharp.] 1. In med., a fit of any disease; peri-
odical exacerbation of a disease.

A jwrui^w* ofasthma,when oneeestaMiahed, lasts from
half an iHHir to sereial days. <}iiatii,Med.Dict.,p^9I.

Henee—2. Any sadden and violent action;
spasmodic affection or action: convnMon; fit.

IwHl notnm into ajunkx^Rin of citations again in this
point. MUtou, Beformation in £ng. . i.

He attempted, by affected fits of poetical fory, to brii^
on a real partaygai; and, like them, he got nothing Imt
his distortVHis for his pains. Maeaylay, Si^oi.

Bat nun begins life hdpless. Thebabeisinjurozjran^
of fear the moment its nor^e leaves it alon&

ftawnon, Conrage.

3. Fignratively, a quarrel.

The greatest contention happening here was that jxrr-

aaam betwixt FanI and Barnabas.
.fUbr Piagah Si^t, IV. L 39. {Dmia.)
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paiozysinal(par-ok-siz'mal), a. [=Sp. Pg.j»a-
roxismal ; as paroxysm + -al.~] Pertaining to
or markeid by paroxysm ; caused by paroxysms
or convulsions of nature.—Paroxysmal fever.
See/«wi.
parozysnuilly (par-ok-siz'mal-i), adr. In a
paroxysmal manner: bypar<«Tsms.
pann[TSinic Cpar-ok-siz'mik), a. [< parox>i6m
+ -icTj Qiaracterized or accompanied by par-
oxysm; resembling a paroxysm; coming by
violent fits and starts ; spasmodic.
niey [modent poets] fancy that they hononr inspiration

by soppoeing it to lie only extraordinaiy andjnronaine.
KmgtUg, Alton Lotxe, xv.

parozytoiie (par-ok'si-ton), a, and h. [< Gr.
-opofiToiw,-, with the acute accent on the pennl-
tima, < ^apoj beside. -I- ofirroiwf, having the ac-
cent on the last syllable : see orytonel] L a.
In Gr. ffram., having, or characterized by, an
acute accent on the penultimate syllable. "Hie
qiithet pttraxytone is sometimes applied to words in Eng-
lish and other languages which do not have the distinc-
tion of acnte and cirtamiflex accent as in Greek, in the
sense of accented on the penultimate syllable.

IL n. In Gr. gram., a word which has an
acute accent on tiie penultimate syllable.
Xot a few parazytoneswith short ultima, which likewise

aid with a middle tone. J. Hadtey, Essays, p. 133.

parozjrtone (par-ok'si-ton), r. t.; pret. and pp.
parorytoned, ppr. paroxytoning. [< Gr. jrapo^v-

Toveiv, pnt the acute accent on the pennltama:
see paroxytone, o.] To write or pronouncewith
an acute accent on the penultimate: as, to
paroxytone a word.
parozytooic (par-ok-si-ton'ik), a. [< paroxy-
toHe, a., + -ic.2 Composed ofparoxytone words.
As regards the tonic accoit and the treafanent of Uie

Towels which ctHne after it, CastHian may be said to be
essentially ^panantimic language.

.Stu^e. SriL.XSH. 349.

paTQIiet (par-kef), «. and a. [Also parquette;
< F. parquet, an indosure, inclosed space, as
in a theater, court (bar), etc., alocker, back (of
a mirror), inlaid floor, etc., dim. of pare, an in-
dosure, park: see park.'] I. «, 1. Properly,
that part of the au^torinm of a theater which
extends from the usual station of the musi-
cians, in front of the stage, to the parterre,
which is the part of the floor beneath the gal-
leries; the former pit of an English theater
^pit nowbeing oftenused in anew sense, equiv-
alent to parterre), or the orchestra of a French
theater, in the Tnited States the word is somewhat
loosely used, being sometimes applied to the entire floiff,

sometimes toa section differentlyboundedfrom that above
described.

2. la French late : (a) The magistrateswho are
charged with the conduct of proceedings in
criminal cases and misdemeanors, (b) The
space in a court-room between the judge's
bench and the seats of the counseL [French
usage.]—3. That part of the floor of a bourse
which is reserved for the titular stockbrokers.
[French nsage.]—4. Same &s parquetry.

The term parquet was originally applied to fla(»s which
were framed in compartments of about three feet square,
each divided into smallsqnare or losenge panels. wiQi the
I»nels grooved in so as to be flash on the upper surface.
3«ow theterm coversfoor methodsof laying them, andmay
inclade any desired pattern or number of colored woods.

Art Age, IV. 46.

IL a. Composed of parquetry: as, a pargue(
floor.

parquet (par-kef), r. t; pret. and pp. parquet-
ted. pi>r. parqnet^g. [< F. pmrqueter, floor, <
parquet, aninlaidfloor: seeparget.] To form
or work in parquetry; inlay in wood arranged
in a pattern.

One TOfaaparqueted with yew, which I lik'd weD.
£Myn, Diaiy, April 18, 16Sa

pargnetaee O^iKket-w), n. [< F. parqnetage,

flooring, <. parqueter, floor, < parquet, an inlaid

floor: seeparpiet.] Sameasparg«*firy. Fair-

Aoif.

pargneterie (par-ket-e-re'), n. [P. : see par-
quetry.] Same asjwr-
quetry.

liEarqneterie and Par-
quelerie libraryand Draw-
ing-Boom Tables.
AOaueuBi, Xo. 3340, p.

[T27.

paiqtiietry (par'ket-
ri), n. [<.'F. parquete-
rie, the making of in-

laid flooring, inlaid

flooring, < parqueter.
floorwithsmallpieee s
of wood fitted toge-
ther: see parquetage.] A mosaic of woodwork
used for floors, wainscoting, and the like. The

parraqna
pieces are neariy always boanded by straight lines, and
the lattems are simple; there aro many different ways
of uniting the different pieces And of securing the whole
together. See quotation under parqatl, 4.

parquette, >•. and a. i^e parquet.
parr, par (par), ii. [Prob. so called from the
cross-bars (parr-marks) on its sides : seeporl.]
1. A young salmon having dark cross-bars and

spots on the sides, not yet ready to go down to
the sea ; a brandling. A parr becomes, in the
next stage of growth, a smolt.

The ruthless pike intent on war.
The silver eel. and mottled par.

Ode to Laen-Wata- (fl. CKnker% iL ii (Datiet.)

"Kachin resembles Conachar." said the Glov^*, "no
more than a salmon resonbles a par, thou^men saythey
are the same fish in a different state."

Seott, Fair Maid of Perth, xxix.

2. By extension, theyoung ofsome other fishes,

as the codfish, of corresponding age.

Parra (par'l), n. [NIi.,<Ij.j>arra, abam-owl.]
The typicafgenus of Parridse, haying the wing
spurred, and naked skin-flaps aboutue base of
the bill ; the jacanas: synonymouswith Jaeoiwi.

See cut under jacana.
pairakeet (par'a-ket), n. [Also parakeet, and
parakeetOjparaquito. paraquita ; also, after F..

paroquet, parroquet. paraquet, perroquet, < F.
perroquet, OF. also parroquet = It. parroe-
chetto, perroeclietto, parruechetto ; < ^. Pg.
periquito, dim. of Sp. (not Pg.) perieo, a par-
rot; appar. lit. 'little Peter,' < Pedro, < L. A-
trus, Peter, < &r. Hi—joc. Peter, nh-poc, a rock:
seej>itr,andef.j)etr6/l. Cf. also^rrof.] 1. A
parrot; especially, a small parrot; one of many
different birds of the family Psittaeidse dis-

tinguished from macaws, cockatoos, lories, and
certain parrots proper. The parrots most frequent-
ly called parrakeets are undersized, with comparatively
lender body and long cuneate tail, as those of the genera
PaUeomig, Ptatyeercus, Pesoporus. Meiijpsittaeus, Buphe-
nux, Stfmpkieus, etc., ot the Old World, and Conurug oi
the Sew. 13iey are thus distinguished from the larger,
heavy-bodied parrots with short tails, as species of Pnt-

Paiquetry.

tocusproper. Thecommon panakeeiof the United States
is Comavs earoHnetais, green varied with red and yellow.
The commonest parrakeet in India is the loee-ringed,
Pidmorttig bnquatus. The rosella or nonpareil parrakeet
is Platyearui ammo, a very beautiful bird, chiefly red
and blue. ITympldaa noTS-hoBaiidix is the crested par-
rakeetjorparnkeet-cockatoa. Ground-pamkeets areAus-
tralian species of Pesopona, as P.forwjoeux. <^ass-painb>
keets belong to the genus Bupiumet. The warbling or
xebra grass-parrakeet is Melii^iltaaa midulatus. Hang-
ing-puirakeets are ceitain lories. (See iory.) Varions
lovebirds are often called parrakeets. See the technical
names. See also cuts under Agt^mmis, Conurvg, eareOa,
Si^hema, and M^opattacus.

I would not give my Paroquet
for all the Doves that ever flew.

Prior, The Dove, st 23;

2. A fish of the genus Crenilabrus; a parrot-
wrasse.

Some Crooilabii are so brilliant Uiat they are called in
Bome Fapagdli or Parratettg.

mdmrdaon. Museum Kat, BIst, p. 119.

parral (par'al), h. Same as parrel. 2.

paurraqna (]^'a-kwa), n. [S. Amer. name of
the bird called Phdsianus motmot by GmeUn.
and P. parraqua by Ijatham.] A guan of the
genus Ortalida. The Texan parraqua is the
chachalaca. See cut under guaa.



I par-rational

par-rational (par-rash'on-al), a. [< L. par,
equal, + rationalis, rational.] Equally reason-
able. [Rare.]

I know no difference in these Essentialls, between Mon-
archies, Aristocracies, or Democracies ; the rule will be
found parraKonaU, say Schoolmen and Pretorians what
they will. N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 56.

parrel (par'el), n. If. Same a,spareU.—2. The
rope or chain toy which the middle of a yard is
fastened to the mast; a toreast-rope ortoreast-
ehain. Also parral.

The parrels, lifts, and clue lines soon are gone

;

Topp'd and unrigg'd, they down the back stays run.
FaZconer, Shipwreck, ii.

3. In arch., a chimney-piece; the ornaments
or dressing of a fireplace Parrel-lashing, the
lashing bywhich the two eyes of a rope parrel are secured
together.

parrelt, «. f. A variant of jjareZi.

parrel-rope (par'el-rop), ». Same a,s parrel, 2.

parrel-truck (par'el-truk), n. Small wooden
balls strong on the jaw-rope of a gaff or the
parrel of a yard to obviate friction in hoist-
ing.

parrhesia (pa-re'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr. wappvaia,
frankness, <. Trapd, beside, + /ii7(7(f, speech, < }ieiv,

flow, kpslv, say.] In rhet., frankness or boldness
of speech; reprehension; rebuke.

parrliesy(par'e-si),». [i^h.parrhesia."] Same
as parrhesia. Bp. Garden, Tears of the Church,
p. 274.

parricidal (par'i-si-dal), a. [== Pg. parricidal
= It. parriddiale, < "L. parricidalis, also parri-
cidialis, <, parrimda, aparrieide: seejjamcitfoi.]
1 . Of or pertaining to parricide ; involving the
crime of murdering a parent.

A war with England would behold at least, though par-
rieidal. Sumner, Tiiie Grandeur of Nations.

2. Guilty of parricide.

On brothers' and on fathers' empty beds
The killers lay their ^arricido? heads.

May, tr. of tuoan, vii.

parricide^ (par'i-sid), ». [Formerly also pari-
cide; < P. parricide = Sp. Pg. It. parricida, < L.
parridda, a murderer of one's father or mother,
or of a near relative, or of the chief ma^strate
or a free citizen, a murderer, assassin, OL.
paricidas; prob. an assimilated form (with ex-
tended meaning) of *patricida, < pater (pair-),
father, + -cida, <. esedere, kill. Cf. patricide^.i
1, One who murders his father or mother.

I told him the revenging gods
*Gi^^as,t pa/rrieides did all their thunders bend.

Shak; Lear, ii. 1. 48.

Witch! parricide!
For thou, in taking leave of modesty,
Hast kill d thy father, and his honotu: lost.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, v. 4.

Britain her Safety to your Guidance owns,
That she can sep'rate Parricides from Sons.

Prior, Presented to the King (1698).

2. One who murders any ancestor or any one
to whom he owes reverence ; also, in old use,
one who kills his child.

And thus was Solyman murdererand parHeide of his own
sonnes : which was in the yeare of our Lord 1662.

Foxe, Martyrs, p. 693.

We most earnestly request your Majesty That deserved
Punishment may be speedily inflicted upon those ParH-
Hdes,, .

.

. who have not only presum'd to wound our selves
through his sides, but have also dar'd to stab as it were to
the very Heart your Faith of Word and Royal Honour.

Milton, Letters of State, June 28, 1656.

parricide^ (par'i-sid), n. [< 'F.parricide = Sp.
Pg. It. parriddio, < L. pa/rriddivm, the murder
of one's father, <,pater, father, -I- -cidvum, < ese-

dere, kill. a. parridde^.'] The murder of a
parent or of one to whom reverence is due.

We hear, our bloody cousins are bestow'd
In England and in Ireland, not confessing
Their cruel potrrfe'de. Shak., Macbeth, iii. 1. 32.

By the Roman law parricide, or the murder of one's pa-
rents or children, was punished in amuch severer manner
than any other kind of homicide.

Blaekttane, Com., IV. xiv.

parricidioust (par-i-sid'i-us), a. [< L. parri-
ddivm, parricide {seeparridde^),+ -oms.] Same
as parriddal. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err. , iii. 16.

Parridse (par'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Parra +
idle.'] A family of charadriomorphio gralla-

torial birds, named from the genus Parra; the
jacanas and their allies. It is characterized by the
extreme development of the toes, and especially of the
claws, which results in a spread of foot enabling the birds
to run with ease over the Seating vegetation of the marsh-
es and swamps which they inhabit. Parra or Jacana is

the American representative of the family; Old World
forms are Melopodius, Hyd/raleOar, and Hydrophammus.
See outs under Hydroplumanus smdjaeana.

parritch, parridge, n. Dialectal (Scotch) forms
ot porridge.
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parr-marks (par'marks), n. pi. The appear-
ance of cross-bars on salmon-fry about two
months old. Norris. See cut at ^arr.
parrock (par'gk), n. [< MB. parroh, < AS.
pearroc, paxk: see parJe. Ct. paddock^.] 1.
An inclosure; a park; a croft or small field.

[Prov. Bng.]
Parrocke, a lytell parke, parquet. Peisgrave.

2t. See the quotation.

When the baylifl or beadle of the Lord held a meeting
to take an account of rents and pannage in the weilds of
Kent, such meeting was called aparock.

Kennett MS, (HdUiwell.)

parrockt (par'ok), «. t. [< ME.parrolceri,par-
rohhen; <.parrock, n. (jt.park,v.'] To inclose
or shut in

;
park.

Paul primus heremita 'haAie parrokecl hym-selue.
That no man myghte se hym for muche mos and leues.

Piers Plowman (C), xviiL 13.

parroquet (par'o-ket), n. Same as parrakeet.
parrot (par'ot), n. [Formerly also parrote,
parret, parrat, parat; supposed to be, like P.
pierrot, a sparrow, < P. Perrot, Pierrot, dim. of
Pierre, Peter, < L. Petrus, < Gr. TUrpog, Peter, <
irirpog, a rock: see pier. Cf. Sp. perico, a par-
rot, >ult. E.^arrafceei; see parrakeet. Ct.pet-
reP-, mag\ magpie, jack\ 10, jackdaw, robin,
etc., names of birds from names of persons.]
1. Any bird of the family Psittaddee or order
Psittad; a zygodactyl scansorial bird with a
cered and hooked bill. Parrot is the general name
of all such birds, various kinds of them being called
cockatoos, macaws, parrakeets, lories, and by many other

parrotry

And wandring thus certain dales in these unkuowen
seas, hunger constrained vs to eate hides, cats and dogs,
mice, rats, parrots, and munkies.

BaMuyt's Voyages, III. 473.

Hence— 2. A mere repeater of the words or
actions of another.—Fir-tree parrot. Sea fir-tree.

(See also sea-parrot.)

parrot (par'ot), J), ^i parrot, n."] I. trans. To
say or repeat by rote or not uuderstandingly,
like a parrot; repeat mechanically; also, to
imitate like a parrot.

The verb experience is, to Mr. White, parroUmg Dean
Alford, altogether objectionable.

F. HaU, False PhUol., p. 31.

II. intrans. 1. To chatter as a parrot.

Put you in mind in whose presence you stand ; if you
parrot to me long— go to. C/ta2»na?i,Widow's Tears, v. 5.

2. To repeat, parrot-like, what one has heard
or been taught.

Passages of great musical effect, metrical bravuras, are
absolutely vulgarized by too perpetual a parroting.

Be Qaincey, Style, iii.

parrotbeak (par'ot-bek), n. A plant of the
genus Clianth%is, especially C. punicetts.

parrot-bill (par'ot-bil), n. A form of the mar-
tel-de-fer, similar to the falcon-bill.

parrot-bullfincll (par'ot -bul"finch), n. Any
Asiatic bird of the genus Paradoocornis : so
called from the character of the bill.

parrot-coal (par'gt-kol), n. A variety of coal

which crepitates while burning, as cannel-eoal.

parrot-crossbill (par'ot-kr&s"bil), «. A kind
of parrot-finch, Loxia jntyopsittacus.

parroter (par'ot-er), n. One who merely repeats
what has been'learned by rote ; onewho servile-

ly adopts the language or opinions of others.

The sons ot eminent fathers, who have spared no pains
in their education, so often grow up mere parroters of
what they have learnt, Incapable of using their minds ex-

cept in the furrows traced for them.
J. S. Mill, Autobiography, p. 31.

parrot-finch (par'ot-finch), n. A fringilline

bird of the genus Loxia; one of the crossbills

eaUei fir-treepa/rrots. There is something suggestive
of a patTot in the manners of these birds and the way they
handle seeds with their peculiar bills ; one of them, Loxia
pityopsittacus, is the parrot-crossbill.

parrot-fish (par'ot-fish), n. A name given to
various fishes, principally of the families Labri-
dse and Scaridee, on account of their colors or the
shape of their jaws, (a) The species generally of the

Gray Parrot IPsittacus eiythacus),

more specific names. When used in a stricter sense, it

usually refers to Old World birds of moderate or rather
large size, of stout build, with strong beak, fleshy tongue,
and short square tail, as in the restricted genus PsiUaeug,
of which the African P. erythaem, of a gray color with a
bright-red tail, is a characteristic example and one of the
commonest of cage-birds. The natural cries of parrots
are, as a rule, extremely loud and harsh ; but many of the
fleshy-tongued species can be taught to articulate words
and even sentences in apertectlyintelligiblemanner. Most
parrots are expert climbers, and in scrambling about use
the bill as well as the feet, the upper mandible being pecu-
liarly movable. The tongue in some species is also used
as an organ oftouch, almost of prehension, objects being
often held and handled between the tip of the tongue and
the hook of the beak. These birds are mostly vegetarian,
feeding upon seeds and especially soft fruits, but some
are carnivorous. Their temper is uncertain, though sev-
eral kinds exhibit the most affectionate and gentle dispo-
sition, at least toward one another. In size and shape
parrots differ greatly, more than Is usual among the rep-
resentatives of any one family of birds : some of the small-
est species are no larger than sparrows, as those of the
genus Nas^i£ma, while the great macaws attain a length of
about three feet. Their coloration is equally diversified

:

some are black or gray ; some are snowy-white ; green is

the most characteristic color ;
yellow, red, and blue, often

of the most brilliant tone, are very common ; and many
parrots are variegated with all these colors. The sexes
are usually colored alike. Gaudiness of coloration reaches
its extreme in the macaws, while the most beautiful and
dainty tinting is common among the lories, and plain or
somber shades are exceptional throughout the order. Of
parrots of all kinds there are about 860 species, classed in
from 26 to 100 genera according to the views of different
ornithologists. They abound in all tropical countries,
but seldom extend into temperate countries, except Aus-
tralia and !N'ew Zealand. In round numbers, the geo-
graphical distribution of parrots is as follows : America is

richest in species, having 160, only one of which occurs
in the United States, though two or three others come
nearly or quite to the Mexican border ; the Moluccas and
Papuan islands have 80 species, Australia 60, and Polynesia
30 ; 26 are African ; and 20 are peculiar to Asia. See also
cuts under cockatoo, Conunis, eorella, Euphema, maeaw,
Mehpsittacus, and parrakeet.

I think the best grace of wit will shortly turn into si-

lence, and discourse grow commendable in none only but
parrota. Shak., M. of V., iii. 6. 61.

The Parrot-fish Scants sguatidus.

family Scaridse, common in tropical seas. (6) Various spe-
cies of the labroid genus Labrichthys, especially L. psitta-
cula (New Zealand, Tasmania, Australia), (c) Species of
the labroid genus Platyglossrus, especially P. radiatus, the
blue parrot-fish (Florida), also called Uueflsh and doncella.
See bliiMi, 6. (fl) A blennioid fish, Ure shanny, Blennvm
pMis (Ireland), (e) One of certain gymnodonts. SeeOym-
nodontes and rdbMt-fish.

parrot-flower (par'ot-flou'-'fer), n. See herh-lihj.

parrot-green (par'ot-gren), n. A rather yellow-
ish green of high otiroma but somewhat reduced
luminosity, having a rich effect.

parrot-greenfinch (paT'ot-gren'-'finch), n. A
book-name of PsitMrostra psittaeea, a kind of
simbird inhabiting the Sandwich Islands. See
Psittirostra.

parrotize (par'ot-iz)^ v. i.
;
pret. and pp. par-

rotized,Y^v.parroUiimg. [i parrot + -iBe.'] To
speak as a parrot; become like aparrot. [Bare.]

He that to Parrots speaks must parrotize. ,

N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 26.

parrot-la'wyer (par'ot-ia'^yfer), n. Alawyer who
servilely echoes his clients' opinions. [Rare.]

They have their ban-dogs, corrupt solicitors, parrot-
lawyers, that are their properties and mere trunks, where-
by they inform and plead before justice against justice.

Itev. T. Adams, Works, 1. 16.

parrotry (par'ot-ri), n. [< parrot + -rj/.] The
habit or act oi parroting; imitation, as by a
parrot, of words ; especially, servile imitation.

Confessions of sin so rollicking and glib as to denote a
wholly unsubdued natural force within, and avouch them-
selves a mere unprincipled parrotry of sacred utterances.

H. James, Subs, and Shad., p. 182.

Men . . . agreed in forswearing . . . the supine parrot-
ry which had formed so important an ingredient of their
education. F. Hall, Mod. Bng., p. 160.



parrot's-bill

parrot's-biU (par'otB-bil), n. A plant of the
genus Clianfhus.

Parrott gun. See gunK
parrot-weed (par'ot-wed), n. The plant Boc-
conia frutescens of tropical America. [West
Indies.]

parrot-wrasse (par'ot-ras), n. A labroid par-
rot-fish : so called from the parrot-like beak and
gaudy coloration.

parry (par'i), n.
;
pi. parries (-iz). [Formerly

parree; < OP. ^aree, preparation, ceremony, pa-
rade (= It.parata, f., a defense), < ML. ^aroto,
preparation, parade, fern, of L. paratus, pp. of

parare, prepare, get ready, ML. ward off, guard,
defend, etc.: see ^arei. Cf. parode.] 1. A de-

fensive movement in fencing.

He was met by an irreproachable parry, but there was
no riposte. Fencing (Badminton Library), p. 27.

8. A fencing-bout; hence, a brilliant attack
and defense of any kind.

Mr. George JeSeries and one of the prisoner's witnesses
had aparres of wit.

£oger North, Examen, p. 689. (Davies.)

parry (par ' i). v.
;
pret. and pp. parried, ppr.

parrying, l^ parry, ».] I. trans. 1. To turn
aside ; ward off: as, to parry a thrust or a blow,
or an inquisitive question.

He lifts liis shield, KaA parries with his steel

The strokes he sees the adverse weapon deal.

HoiAe, tr. of Ariosto's Orlando Forioso, xlv.

The evil you contend with has taken alarming propor-
tions, and you still content yourself with parryinq the
blows it aims, but, as if enchanted, abstain from strildng
at the cause. Emeraon, Amer. Civilization.

S. To avoid; evade.
Bigotry . . .

Mighty to parry and push by God's word
With senseless noise. Cawper, Hope, 1. 659.

The French government has parried thepayment of our
claims. Everett.

II, intrans. To act on the defensive, as in

warding off a thrust or an argument; fence.

Parry, villain, traitor

!

What doost thou with that diagge?
Heywood, If you Know not me, ii.

With learned Skill, now push, now^KHTy,
From Darii to Bocardo vary. Prior, Alma, iii.

If we cannot parry, ... we can strike ; if we cannot
keep onr own lands from being ravaged, we can ravage
the lands of the enemy. Irving, Granada, p. 75.

The strongest of the two duellists . . . bore down upon
his adversary with a terrific onslaught, forcing him to
'
' breaJf " and parry wildly.

OremMU Murray, Member from Paris, I. 215.

pars (parz), «•; pl.i>aj'tes(par'tez). [L., apart:
see^ar^] In anat., a part.—pars cbordalls, the
vertebral or occipitosphenoidal part of the base of the
cranium, the portion originally occupied by the chorda
dorsalis, extending as far forward as the sella turcica,

—

Pars cUlaris retiiud. Same as prereii/wj.—Pars Inter-
media, a part of the clitoris considered homologous with
a paiii of tbe corpus spongiosum of the penis.—Pars in-
termediaWtlBbergii, the intermediate part of the facial

nerve.—Pars mastoidea, the mastoid part of the tem-
poral bone.—Pars papillaxis cutis, the more superficial

and compact part of the corium.—Pars petrosa, the pe-

trous part of the temporal bone.—Pars plana,the smooth
surface of the lateral mass of the etmnoid bone, which
forms a great part of the inner wall of the orbit of the eye.

—Pars postn^landica, the part of the cerebrum behind
the posterior central gyrus—Pars prsrolandica, che

part of the brain in front of the anterior central g^us.

—

Pars reticulaiis cutis, the deeper part of the corium.

—

Pars rolandica, the anterior and posterior central gyri

of the cerebrum taken together.—Pars squamosa, the
squamous part of the temporal bone.—Pars tympanlca,
that part of the temporal bone which is formed from the
tympanic ring of the fetus.

parse^ (pars), v. t.; pret. and pp. parsed, ppr.

parsing. [Tormerly alsoj)erse,j)earse; iTi.pars,

part: see port. To parse is to teU "qusepars
orationis," 'what part of speech' (a word is);

and the verb seems to have arisen from the in-

terrogation "parsf'i. e. " qusepars oraUonisf"
used by schoolmasters.] In gram., to describe

grammatically by telling the part of speech of,

as a word, or of each word in, as a sentence, de-

fining and describing its grammatical form, and
showing its relation to the other words in the

sentence ; resolve, as a sentence, into its gram-
matical parts : as, to parse a line in Virgil.

I.et the childe, by and by, both Construe and parse It

oner againe. Ascliam, The Scholemaster, p. 26.

I question much whether they were not better speake
plainer English then such Latine as the Angels can hard-

ly construe, and God happily loves not to perse.

N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 59.

Let scholars be employed . . . daily in reducing the

words to their original, or theme, to the first case of

nouns, or first tense of verbs, and giving an account of

their formations and changes, their syntax and dependen-

cies, which is called parsing.
Walts, Improvement of Mind, I. vu. § &

parse^f, v. t. An obsolete form of pierce. Pil-

kington's Works, p. 273. (HaWweU.)
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Parsee, Parsi (par'se), n. and a. [Hind. Parsi
= Ar. Farsi, < Pers. Parsi, a Persian, < Pars
(> Ar. Pars), Persia : see Persian.'] I. n. One of
the descendants of those Persians who settled

in India about the end of the seventh and the
beginning of the eighth century in order to es-

cape Mohammedan persecution, and who still

retain their ancient religion, now called Zoro-
astrianism. See Gueber.

II. a. Of or relating to the Parsees or their
doctrines or customs.
Farseeism (par'se-izm), «. [< Parsee + -ism.]

The religion and customs of the Parsees. See
Zoroastrianism.

parser (par'ser), n. l<parse^ + -er^.] One who
parses.

Parsi, n. and a. See Parsee.
parsil (par'sil), n. An obsolete or dialectal
form, ot parsley. MalUwell.
parsimonious (par-si-mo'ni-us), a. [Formerly
a,lBOparcimoniotis; < F.parcimonieux= Vg.par-
eimonioso, < ML. *parsimoniosus, < L. parsimo-
nia, parsimony: see parsimony.] Character-
ized by parsimony in practice or disposition

;

very sparing in expenditure; frugal to excess;
stinting; niggardly.

First crept
Ihe parsiuionious emmet, provident
Of future. Milton, P. L., vii. 486.

Bubinelli's voice was full, majestic, and steady, and, be-
sides the accuracy of his intonations, ... he was parsi-
monious and judicious in his graces.

Dr. Bumey, Hist. Music, IV. 531.

Extraordinai*y funds for one campaign majr spareus the
expense of many years, whereas a long parsiinonious war
will drain us of more men and money. Addison.

=Syn. Miserly, Niggardly, etc. See penurious.

parsimoniously (par-si-mo'ni-us-U), adv. In a
parsimonious or saving manner ; sparingly.

parsimoniousness(par-si-m6'ni-us-nes), «. The
state or character of being parsimonious, spar-
ing, or stinting.

parsimony (par'si-mo-ni), II. [Formerly also

parcimony; < OF. parsimonie, F. parcimo'nie =
Sp. It. parsimonia = Fg. parcimonia, parsimo-
nia, < L. parsimonia, parcimonia, spaiingness,
frugality, < parcere, be sparing.] Sparingness
in the use or expenditure of means; most
commonly, excessive or unnecessary economy;
stinginess ; niggardliness.
The ways to enrich are many . . . parsivumy is one of

the best, and yet is not innocent, for it withholdeth men
from works of liberality and charity. Bacon, Biches.

Parsimony, and not industry, is the immediate cause of

the increase of capital ; industry, indeed, provides the sub-
ject vXiichparsimony accumulates ; but whatever industry
might acquire, itparsimjony did not save and store up, the
capital would never be the greater.

Adam, Smith, Wealth of Nations, ii. 3.

This spirit of economy was carried so far as to bring on
him the reproach otparsimony.

Preseott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 24.

Law Of parsimony. See taM>i.=Syn. Stinginess, nig-

gardliness, penuriousness. See penurious,

parsing (par'sing), n. [Verbal n. oiparsed r.]

The art or practice of describing grammatical-
ly the words in a sentence.

parsley (pars'U), «. [Formerly also parsly,

parsely, persely, dial, parsil; < ME. parcelye,

persely,persley, parcehj, pereyly, persili,persile,

persil, parcelie, percyle, percyll, parsil, etc., <

OF. pei-sil, peresil, pierresill, pierre essil, piei-re-

dn, perdn, persin, etc., F. persil = 8-p.pereril,

now pere/il = Pg. perrexil = It. petrosello, pe-

trosillo, petrosellino, petrosemolo, prezzetnolo =
AS. petersilium, petersilige, petersiUe = MD.pe-
terselie, D. peterseli = MLG. petersilie, pettereiU

Jige= OKG. pedersilli, petrasile, MHG. G. peter-

silie = Dan. petersilie, also persille = Sw. pei-

silja- (< F.), < L. petroselinum, ML. also petro-

selinon, petrosillum, petrisellum, paisley, < Or.

weTpoailivov, rock-parsley, < virpog, rock, -f- ae-

^Ifvov, a kind of parsley: see celery.] A biennial

garden-herb, Carum Petroselinum (Petroselinum

sativum), a native of the eastern Mediterranean
region, now widely cultivated and sometimes
running wild. Its aromatic leaves are used to flavor

soups and other dishes ; and for garnishing it is a great

favorite on account of its much-divided, finely cut, and
crisped leaves, which, however, in the wild plant are

plain. In the Nemean games the victors' crowns were
of parsley. A variety, the Hamburg parsley, is grown for

its large root, which is used in soups, etc., or as a sepa-

rate dish. Parsley yields the drug apiol. Parsley-leaves

are often chewed to neutralize the scent of onions. The
parsley-plant is dangerously mimicked by the fool's-pars-

ley. See below.

Quinces & peris Ciryppe with pareely rotes rigt so bygynn
your mele. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 172.

Her glorious head is compast with a Crown,
Not made of Olive, Pine, or Lawrell bough,

Nor Parsly Wreath, which Grecians did allow

Th' Olympian games for signals of renown.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Triumph of Faith, i 11.

parson

I knew a wench married in an afternoon as she went to
the garden for parsley to stuff a rabbit.

Shak., T. of the S., iv. 4. 101.

Ass-parsleyt, an old name of some umbelliferous plant,
perhaps the same as/oo2's-parslei/.—Bastard parsley,the
umbelliferous genus Cauealis.—Black parsley, a shrub-
by plants Thapsia (Melanaselinum) decipiens, of Madeira,
with simple stem and umbrella-like crown of fine foliage,
three or four feet in diameter.— Com-paxsley, a grain-
fleld weed, Carum (Petroselinum ) segetum, ofthe OldWorld.
—Cow-parsley. Same ascow-cAerwi.—Fool's-parsley,
a fetid poisonous umbellifer, Mthusa Cynapium, with the
aspect of the common parsley, but without the curled
leaves of its usual cultivated forms, and having long
hanging involucels. It is an Old World plant sparingly
naturalized in the eastern United States.— Oil of pars-
ley. See ott.—Square parsley, Carum (Ptyehotis) he-

terophyUum, of Switzerland, etc. (See also bur-parsley,
hedge-parsley, hemlock-pardey, horse-parsley, etc.)

parsley-camphor (pars'li-kam"for), n. Same
as apiol.

parsley-fern (pars'U -fern), w. A European
fern, Cryptogramme aispa (Allosorus crispus)^

the rook-brake.

parsley-haw (pars'li -hS,), n. A small tree, Cra-
tmgus apiifolia, of the southern United States r

so called on account of its pinnately lobed and
sharply toothed leaves.

parsley-piert (pars'li-pert), n. [Mao parsley-
pert, accom. form, of F. perce-pierre, 'pierce-
stone': seepierce a,udipier.] A rosaceous herb,
Alchemilla arvensis, of the northern parts of the
Old World, introduced in Virginia. It is only two
or three inches high, often less, has orbicular leaves much
divided and cut, and minute green flowers in little heads
in the leaf-axils, half inclosed by the leafy stipules. Also
called breakstone.

parsling (pars'ling), H. Xaiit., same a,a parcel-

ing.

parsnip (pars'nip), « . [Formerly also parsnep,
parsenip,pasnep; <ME.parsenip,pasneep,pas-
nepe, < OP. pastenaque, also pastenade, paste-
naitte, pastenague, F. pastenade, panais = Pr.

pastenaga, pastenagla = Sp. Pg. It. pastinaca
= D. pastinah, pasternak = MLG. pastemake,.
LG. palsternaJc = OHG. pastinaga, pasUnac,
MHG. pasteney, MHG. G. pasHnake, pasteniak-
= Dan. pastinak = Sw. palstemacka, < L. pas-
tinaca, a parsnip, < pastinum, a kind of two-
forked dibble : see pastine. The termination
has been appar. influenced by that of turnip.]

A biennial plant, Peucedanum (Pastinaca) sa-

tivum, native through temperate Europe and
part of Asia, and widely cultivated in gardens,
thence again running wild, it is an erect plant witlL
pinnate leaves and bright-yeUow flowers, having a tap-root
which in the wild plant is hard and inedible, even some-
what poisonous, butunder culture becomes fleshy, palata-

ble, and nutritious, ajid has been used as food from ancient-

times. It contains sugar, and a wine is made from it, and
with hops a kind of beer. It is a valuable fodder-plant,
siupassing the carrot in milk-producing quality. Varieties

of the parsnip are the common or Dutch, the hollow-
crowned or cup, the Guernsey, the round or turnip, and
the student ; the last was developed directly from the wild
parsnip in experimental cultivation.

And onyons forto sowe eke tyme is atte,

Pasneep, and origon, and Tyme is throwe
In moolde.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. £. T. S.), p. 192.

Bough parsnip, Opopanax Chironium.— Victorian
parsnip, the Australian plant Trachj/metie australis. (See
also meaaow-parsnip, sea-parsnip, water-parsnip.)

parsnip-chervil (pars'nip-oher'vil), M. An es-

culent herb, Cheerophyllum huWosum, of middle
Europe and western Asia. The root is palat-

able and very rich in starch.

parson (piir'sn), n. [< ME. parson, parsone,
persone, persoun, persun, < OF. persone (F. per-
sonne), < ML.persona, a person, curate, parson,
< L. persona, a person : see person. The par-
son is ihe persona ecclesix, or representative of

the church. The tomns parson and person are
related as clark and clerk.] If. A person.

This yere [xxL Hen. VIL] a grete fyre happenyd in

London, betwene the Costume House and Belinges Gate,

that dyd grete hurte, and Ayuers parsones were brent.
Arnold's Chronicle (1502), p. xlii.

2. The person in holy orders who has the chaise
or cure of souls in a parish; the incumbent of

a parochial benefice. Four requisites are necessary
to constitute a parson in England, namely holy orders,
presentation, institution, and induction.

Sometimes comes she [Mab] with a tithe-pig's tail.

Tickling & parson's nose as a' lies asleep,

Then dreams he of another benefice.
Shak.,'B,. and J.,i. 4. 80.

He is called parson, persona, because by his person the
church, which is an invisible body, is represented ; and
he is in himself a body corporate, in order to protect and
defend the rights of the church which he personates.

Blackstone, Com., I. xL

3. A clergyman in general ; a man licensed to-

preach : often used colloquially, or with a touch,

of contempt: as, a fox-hunting parson.



parson
And what 's a bishop ? A bishop 's a parson dressed up,

who sits in the House of Lords to help and throw out Re-
form Bills. George Miot, Felix Holt, xxx.

Herbert of 13osham, . . . the squire parson of the time,
also a cai'eful and admiring biographer.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 146.

4. A tiny finch of Brazil, SpermopMla minuta.— 5. The parson-bird or poe-bird Gray-coat
parson, an impropriator ; the tenant in an English parish
who hires the tithes. HaiUwdl.— Isle of Wigllt parson,
the cormorant, Phcd(U^ocorax ecurbo : so called in Hants. C.
Swaiwon.—Journeyman parson. See jmimeyman.—
Maryland parsont, in colonial times, a dissolute or dis-
reputable clergyman.— Parson and clerk, a children's
game, played with burnt paper, in which the lingering
sparks are supposed to represent persons.

So when a child, as playful children use,
Has burnt to tinder a stale last year's news,
The name extinct, he views the roving fire—
There goes my lady, and there goes the squire

;

There goes the parson, oh illustrious spark !

And there, scarce less illustrious, goes the elerk!
Cowper, Ou Names of Little ifote in Biog. Brit.

Parson imparsonnee, a rector who is installed in a,

church, whether it be representative or impropriate.

—

Parson mortal, in law, a rector instituted and inducted
for his own life.— Parson's nose, the rump of a fowl ; the
"Pope's nose."—Parson's week, the period from Mon-
day to the Saturday week following (both days included).

Get my duty done for a Sunday, so that I may be out a
Parson's week.

J. Price (1800), in Life of H. F. Carey, i. 144. (Davies.)

=Syn. Clergyman, Priest, etc. See minister, n.

^tarsonage (par'son-aj), n. [< ME. parsonage,
OP. personage, personnage,parsonnaige, F. per-
sonnage, < ML. personaticum (also, after OF.jper-
sonagium), a church benefice, < persona, a par-
sou: see parson. Ct. personage.^ 1. A rectory
endowed with a house, glebe, lands, tithes,

etc., for the maintenance of the incumbent;
the benefice of a parish.

I fynde payne for the pope and prouendre for his palfrey,
And I hadde neuere of hym, haue god my treuthe,
Noither prouendre ae parsonage 5Ut of the popis sifte.

Piers Plmmnan (B), xiii. 245.

These are the scandalous clamours of their invincible
ignorance, who, as many of the Jews did Christ, follow the
j:ospel only for their bellies ; they consider not in whose
hands abbeys, and monasteries, and the \i&itparsonages are.

Be«. T. Adams, Works, 1. 461.

2. The mansion or dwelling-house of a parson
or clergyman. Also called a,parsonage house.

Here hath Master Whitaker chosen his Parsonage, im-
pailed a faire framed Parsonage, and one hundred acres
called Kocke hall.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, II. 12.

In the centre of the village stood a handsome white
church, with a clock-tower, and near it the parsonage and
school-house. B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 190.

3. Money paid for the support of a parson.
[Scotch.]

What have I been paying stipend and teind, parsonage
and vicarage, fpr? Scott.

-parson-bird (par'sn-berd), n. The poe-bird,

Farsou'bird (Prttsi/tematiera nova-zelandite'i.

J'rosthemadera novee-zelandix. Also called par-
son and tui.

•parsoned (par'snd), a. {(.parson + -ed^.'] 1.

Furnished with a parson or parsons: as, a par-
soned parish.— 2. Done by or in the manner of
a parson. [Rare.]

Ye deaf to truth I peruse this parson'd page.
Ymmg, Night Thoughts, Iv.

Married and parsoned, duly and legally married ; mar-
ried with all the customary rites.

parsonert, n. A Middle English form of par-

parsonet (par'son-et), n. [i parson + -e*.] A
little parson; lience, humorously, a parson's

ehUd. [Rare.]

The Parson dearly lov'd his darling pets.

Sweet, little, ruddy, ragged Parsonets.

Colman, Poetical Vagaries, p. 132.

-parson-gnll (pslr'sn-gul), n. The black-backed
gull, Larus marinus: so called from the color-

ation. [Local, British.]
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parsonic (par-son'ik), a. [< parson + 4c.'] Of
or pertaining to a parson or his office ; char-
acteristic of parsons ; suited to or in keeping
with the position or duties of a parson ; cleri-

cal: as, joarsomc pretensions.

An extremely comfortable Prebendal house . . . looks
to the south, and is perfectly snug a.nA parsonic.

Sydney Smith, To Lady Holland.

His manners I think you said are not to yoiu' taste?—
priggish and parsonic?

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxxvii.

Untilhe [Charles Kingsley] shakes off this parsonic habit
[of preaching] he will not be able to create truly human
characters. George Eliot, Westminster Rev.

Langham, whether he liked it or no, had to face the par-
sonic breakfast and the parsonic day.

Mrs. Hwmphry Ward, Robert Elsmere, II. xii.

parsonical (par-son'i-kal), a. [iparsonic + -al.]

Same a.a parsonic.

parsonically (par-son'i-kal-i), a^v. In the man-
ner of a parson. Chesterjfield. [Rare.]

parson-in-the-pulpit (par'sn-in-the-pul'pit), n.

The wake-robin of Europe. See Arum, 1, and
corapstre jack-in-the-pulpit. [Prov. Eng.]
parsonisa (par'son-ish), a. [(.parson + -ish^.]

Relating to or like a parson.

parsonize (par'son-iz), v.; pret. and pp. ^arson-
ized, ppr. parsonizing. [< parson + -ize.] I.

intrarls. To usurp the functions or put on the
airs of a parson

;
play the parson.

II. trans. To convert into parsons ; tinge or
imbue with parsonic notions.

The Bishop of Rochester in England . . . the other day,
in a pastoral, expressed the hope that lay evangelists will
not "presently oecorae parsonized."

The CongregationaZist, June 21, 1880.

[Rare in both uses.]

Farsonsia (par-son'zi-a), n. [NL. (R. Brown,
1808-10), named after Dr. John Parsons of
Scotland, who wrote in 1752 on the fertiliza-

tion of plants.] A genus of plants of the gamo-
petalous order Apocynacese and the tribe Echiti-

deee, type of the subtribe Parsonsiese, and known
by the slightly convolute corolla, the slender
and often twisted filaments, and the twining
shrubby habit. There are about 12 species, natives
of tropical Asia, Australia, and New Zealand. They are
smoothish vines, with opposite leaves, and terminal or axil-

lary cymes of small whitish flowers, followed by cylindri-
cal pod-like follicles. Several species are cultivated in
greenhouses, as the kal-ku.

parsouret, «. A Middle English form ot piercer.

part (part), n. [Sc. pairt; < ME. part,paart,
parte, perte, < OP. part, P. part = Sp. Pg. It.

parte = AS. part = OPries. part = D. MLG.
part= MHGr. parte, part, Q. part= Icel. partr
= Sw. Dan. part, < L. pars (part-), part, piece,
portion, share, side, party, faction, part or
r61e, character, part or lot, portion, fate, task,
lesson, also part or member, etc. ; akin ix>por-
tio(n-), a portion, part (> E. portion), pa/rare,

make ready, prepare (> E. pare^, parade, etc.),

and to Gr. *n6peiv, aor. iiropov, perf. pass, irivpa-

fiat, furnish, present, give, allot, fate, irdpameiv,

offer, present, prepare, provide. Prom the L.
pars {part-) are also ult. part, v.,partial, parti-
tion, partitive, party'^, party^, participle, par-
Ueipate, etc., apartment, compartment, depart,
department, impart, bipartite, tripartite, etc.,

parsed, parcel, parcener, partner, etc.] 1. A
separate division, fraction, or fragment of a
whole; a section or division; a piece: as, a
part of the money; a. part of the true cross.

I in thy abundance am sufHced,
And by Apart of all thy glory live.

Shak., Sonnets, xxxvii.

2. A division of a thing not separated in reality,

but considered or mentioned by itself: as, the
youngerpar* of the community.
But at all insolent and vnwoonted pa/rtes of a mans be-

hauiourwe find many times cause to mislike or tobemia-
trustfuU. PiUtenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 241.

And Moses brought forth the people out of the camp to
meet with God; and they stood at the nether port of the
mount. Ex. xix. 17.

Thosewho had formerly attacked [the church of Rome]
. . . had questioned only apart of her doctrines. A school
was now growing up which rejected the whole.

Macaulay, Von Ranke.

I've been here the better part of my life.

S. 0. Jewett, Deephaven, p. 18.

3. In math., an exact divisor: as, three is the
foTxrth part of twelve : the opposite of multiple,

though divisor is the preferable correlative;

an equal constituent portion; one of several or
many equal quantities into which a thing may
be divided.

30 schule haue goure liconr by an hundrid part bettlr
gilt than 30 had tofore with the floreyn.

Book 0/ Quinte Essence (ed. Fumivall), p. 7.

part

A thought which, quarter'd, hath but one part wisdom
And ever three parte coward. Shak., Hamlet, iv. 4. 45.

But when the fourth part of the day was gone.
Then Enid was aware of three tall knights
On horseback, wholly arm'd, behind a rock.

Tennyson, Geraint.

4. An organic or essential element ; a constitu-

ent division of a whole; a member; an organ:
as, a vital part; the hinder parte of an animal.

The whole body fitly joined together and compacted by
that which every joint supplieth, according to the effec-

tual working in the measure of eveiy part. Eph. iv. 18.

His hands still moved.
As if he laboured yet to grasp the state

With those rebellious parts.
B. Joneon, Catiline, v. 6.

I fear I shall begin to grow in love
With my dear self, and my most prosperous parts.

They do so spring and burgeon.
B. Jons(m, Volpone, iii 1.

5. In music: (a) One of the voices or instru-

ments involved in the production of a concert-
ed piece or passage. (6) The melody or suc-
cession of tones intended for one of the voices
or instruments in a harmonic or concerted
piece ; a voice-part, (c) The written or print-v

ed score which a single performer uses in the
performance of concerted music : as, a horn
part; to write out in parts. All harmonic music
is more or less fully conceived as made up of two or
more voice-parts or independent melodies which are
simultaneously combined. Except in the case of music
written for a keyboard-instrumenfi like the pianoforte or
the organ (and frequently there also), a composition is

largely analyzed with reference to the skill and correct-
ness with which the parts are combined with one another.
See part-vtriting.

6. Individual share
;
portion ; moiety.

They [the Moluccans] haue their publike meetings and
Bankets in their Temples very often, euery one bringing
his part of the cheere. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 539.

Let me bear
My port of danger with an equal share.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., x. 50.

7. Interest; concern; share.

In heavenly mercies bast thou not apart?
Spenser, V. Q., I. ix. 63.

We have no port in David, neither have we inheritance
in the son of Jesse. 2 Sam. xx. 1.

A faithful brother I have left.

My part in him thou It share

!

Bums, FarewelL

8. Share of action or influence ; allotted duty

;

function, office, or business : as, to take an ac-
tive part in public affairs.

Syr Anasore the knyght, And ser Darell,
And All the toder knyghtez euerychone,
Eche for his parte qvyte hym self full wele.

OenerydesCE. E. T. S.), 1. 8013.

It is the part of the lyric poet to abandon himself with-
out reserve to his own emotions. Mtzctwlay, Milton,

9. The character assigned to an actor in a play
or other like performance; a r61e; also, the
words spoken by an actor in such a character.

Never did Cozenage with more lovely art,

Or face more honest, act a fouler part,
J. Beaumont, Psyche, U, 178.

And then the justice.
In fair round belly with good capon lined,
With eyes severe and beard of formal cut,
Full of wise saws and modern instances.
And so he plays his foart.

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 7, 167.

Lo Yates ! Without the least finesse of art
He gets applause— I wish he'd get his part.

ChurchUl, BoBclad.

10. Share of ability, mental endowment, or ac-
quirernent; in the plural, abilities; powers;
faculties; talents; accomplishments,
A Man of many good Parts, and worthy enough of Ms

Prince's Favour, if with that Favour he had not grown
proud. Balcer, Chronicles, p. 146.

Natural parte and good judgment rule the world.
Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., ii. 4.

Men who get into the pulpit rather to show their parts
than convince us of the truth of what they deliver,

GMsmith, The Bee, No, 7.

1 1 . Side or party, or the cause or interest repre-
sented by one side or party ; cause : as, to take
one's j)ar<; for my por*, I object.

Arcite, and eek the hundred of his parte.
Chaucer, Knight^ Tale, 1.

Werethere but three men to tak my pair*,
i be r

1724.

Yon King's coming full deir suld be f

Sang of the Outlaw Murray (Child's Ballads, VI. 28).

Then gan the part of Chalengers anew
To range the field, and victorlike to raine.
That none against them battell durst raaintalne.

Spenser, F. Q,, IV. Iv. 28.

Onelie for my awn part I wiU avoid al novelties, and
content my self with the letteres quhilk we have In use.

A. Hume, Orthographic (E. E. T. S.), p. 11.

A brand I preserved to warm some prince's heart.
And make whole kingdoms take her brother's part

Waiter, To my Lady Morton



part

12. Region; quarter; place; spot.
Now thi fame shall go fer and thee furse holdyn,
And all pronyns and pertes thi pes shall desyre.

Destrttction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), I. 217.

She sits at borne
Like a great qaeen.-and sends him forth to fetch in
Her tribute from all parU.

Beau, and Fl., Enight of Malta, Hi 2.

13t. State; condition; plight.

And jt ye liste to haue knoweliche of my part,
I am in hel ihealth], god thanked mote he be.
As of body. Political Poein^, etc (ed. Furnivall), p. 40.

" If thu," qaod he, "had done after my rede,
Thu sholdest not now baue ben in this parte."

Generydes (E. £. T. S.), L 3518.

14t. Act; action; conduct.
Find him, my Lord of Warwick, chide him hither,
This part of his conjoins with my disease.

ShaJc, 2 Hen. IV., iv. 5. 64.

Among other the mad parts of Xerxes, it is reported
that hee fell in loae with a Plane Tree in Lydia.

PuTchaSj Pilgrimage, p. 355.

15. [<i>ari,r.] The parting of the hair. [U.S.]
—Artandpart. Seeare^.—Balms' part ofgear. Same
as ^ej^nw.—Charging part. SeecAar;yc.—Concertante
parts. See eoncertante,— Conductor's part. See con-
auetor.—Copulation of parts. See eoptdation.—Bead
man's part. Same as dead's-parL— Ess^ltlal part,
mat^r or form as a part of the entelechy.—Extreme
parts. See extreme,—Formal part. See formal.—For
my (bis, her, etc.)x)artk so far as concerns me (him, etc.).

See defe. 8 and 11.

Formy part, I confess, madam, wit loses its respect with
me when I see it in company with malice.

Shendan, School for Scandal, L 1.

For the most part See mose.—Free, given, inner
part. See the adiectiTe&—Heterogeneous part, a ptuit

different in kind from another joined with it to make up
a whole.—Homogeneous part& like parts which go to
make up a whole.—In gOOO. part, in a friendly manner;
favorably; graciously.

Puff. The winter managers were a little sore, I believe.
Dangle, No ; I believe they took it 2SI in good part.

Sheridan, The Critic, L 2.

In ill part, with displeasure ; unfavorably.—In part, in
some degree ; to some extent ; partly.

Moved by choice ; or, if constrained in part,
Yet still with Nature's freedom at the heart

Wordgworth, Departure from Grasmere.

Integrant or mathematical part, a part lying outside
of another part in spac&—Inversion of parts. See ii^-

«}ersion.—Logical partt, meridional parts, middle
part. See the adjectives.—Napier's drcnlar parts.
See circular,—Part and parcel, an essential part.

Every man, woman, and child was constantly tai^ht,
by every fireside, to feel that he or she was part and pared
of a great new movement in human progress.

H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 329.

Part and pertinent, in Sc<ag law, a phrase used in char-
ters and dispositions t^ cover appurtenances and appen-
dages. Thus, lands are disponed with parts and perti-

TierUs; and that expression may carry various rights and
servitudes connected with the lands, such as a seat in a
parish chorch. See pertinent,—Fart Of speech, in (Tram.,
a word viewed as a constituent part or member of a sen-
tence, having a certain part to contribute to its complete-
ness ; a word as member of a class having one limited and
definable ofiSce in speech or in the practical use of lan-

guage, as a noun, a verb, an adverb, and so on. See paraei:
—Perfectionofparts. Seepeii/ection.—Potentialpart
^of a virtue), a secondary virtue adju^mt to the other.

—

Frincipal part, (a) A part which, being removed, not
merely mutilates, but destroys the whole. (&) In gT^m,,
one of certain leading parts of a verb-system, from which,
when given, the r^t can be inferred.— Snl^jective part.
Same as loffical parL See extension, 5.—To take part
in, to participate in ; have a share or assist in : as, to take
part in a celebration.—To take part With, to side with

;

join forces with.

The Mahometans, when they enterprized the conquest
of ^^ypt, tookpart with the Coptis, who were glad to see
the Greeks destroy'd.

Pococke, Description of the East, L 244.

Total part, a part in which the whole is implied. = Syn.
Part, Piece, Section, Portion^ Share, Division, Part is the
general word for that which is less than the whole : as,

the whole is equal to the sum of all its parts. Piece is

a part taken from a whole : as, a piece of meat; the dish
was broken or the tree was torn to pieces. Section is a pait
cut off, or viewed as cut off, from the rest : as, a section of
land, of the party. Portion is often used in a stilted way
wherepart would'besimplerand better ; portionhas always
some si^gestion of allotxnentorassignment: as, thisismy
porfum; a portion of Scripture; " Father, giveme the por-
tion of goods that falleth tome " (Luke xv. 12). Share is still

more suggestive of the person connected with the matter

:

as, his share in the work ; his portion of his father's estate
was $100,000, and he insisted upon receiving his share at
once. A division is one of two or more parts made by de-
sign, tbe parts still remaining connected: as, a division of

an army or a fleet, of a subject, of a country. See particle.

—10, Abilities, 6^, Talents, etc. See genius.

part (part), t;. [< ME. parfen, perten, < OF.
partir, F. parUr = Sp. Pg. partir = It. partire,

< L. partirifpartire, (fivide, part, < pars {part-),

part: see pari, ;?. Of., depart, imparW] 1, trans.

1, To divide; separate or break into parts or

pieces; sever.

Thou Shalt part it in pieces, and pour oil thereon.
Lev. ii. 6.

Come, make him stand upon this molehill here.

That ranght at mountains with outstretched arms.

Yetparted but the shadow with his hand.
ShaJc, 3 Hen. VL, i. 4. 60.
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2. To divide into shares; distribute in parts.

And thanked God that he myghte ban hire al,

.

That no wighte his blisseporten shaL
Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 386.

36 saye as youre selffe has sene,
Ther-fore array gon all on rawe,
My selfe schall parte itt 30U be-twene.

York Plays, p. 233.

Nor could I weary, heart or limb,
When mighty Love would cleave in twain
The lading of a single pain.

And part it, giving half to hhn.
Teni^son, In Hemoriam, xxv.

3. To cause to separate; cause to go difEereut
ways; separate; sunder.
The Lord do so to me, and more also, if aught but death

part thee and me. £uth L 17.

Hence good and evU mixed, but man has skill

And power to part them, when he feels the wilL
Crabbe, Works, L 36.

That mom that parted me and bliss.

WiUiam Morris, Earthly Paradise, IL 113.

4. Specifically, to comb (the hair) away from
a dividing line or parting; arrange (the hair) by
dividing it more or less symmetrically.

Smoothly kembe his haire.
And part it both waies, to appeare more faire.

Heywood, Dialogues (Works, ed. Pearson, 1874,VL 208).

Hyacinthine locks
Round from his parted forelock manly hung
Clustering. MiUon, P. L., iv. 302.

5. To draw or hold apart; separate by inter-
vening: as, to ^arf combatants.

The kyng of Tsynggez partyd them twayn.
Be cause they shuld noo debate begynne certeyn.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), L 2296.

Part them ; they are incensed. SfaxJc., Hamlet, v. 2. 314.

Our three houses stood pretty near one another; his
was paiied &om mine by a river.

Swift, Story of an Injured Lady.

6. JVatff., to break or rend; suffer the breaking
of: as, the shipj?arief7her cable.— 7t. Toleave;
quit; depart from.

Since presently your souls mustpart your bodies.
ShaJc, Rich. II., iiL L 3.

It 's time the dead should part the quick

;

Marjorie, I must be gane.
WiUiam and Marjorie (Child's Ballads, IL 150).

8t, To TniY
; mingle.

With tiie queene whan that he hadde sete.

And spices parted, and the wyne agoon.
Unto his chambre was he lad anoon.

Chaucer, Good Women, L 1110.

To part a line or a warp. See Kn«2._To part com-
pany, to separate ; go different ways. =Syn. L To sever,
dissever, sunder, dismember, tear asunder, disjoin, discon-
nect, disunite.

H. intra9is. 1. To become separated or de-
tached; stand, fall, or move apart; separate;
divide: as, her Upstarted; ouTToutes parted.
Make . . . tiiy knotted and combined locks to part.
And each particular hair to stand on end.

Shak,, Hamlet, L 5. 18.

So parted they ; the angel up to heaven
From the thick shade, and Adam to his bower.

Milton, P. L.. viiL 652.

The sun's . . . rays of rapid light
Parted around the chariot's swifter course.

Shelley, Queen Mab, i.

2. To break; give way; become rent, severed,

or detached: as, the G&hle parted.—3. To let

go; relinqnish; give up: withwithoTfrom: &Sj

the miser will notpart with his money.
We never forc'd him to part v?ith his conscience, but it

was hee that would have forc'd us to part with ours.

JfiZton, Eikonoklastes, xL

For I, that . . . shielded all her life from harm.
At last must part with her to thee.

Tenn^f&m, In Memoriam, Conclusion.

4. To go away ; depart ; set out ; leave ; retire

:

with Jr<ym or with, to take leave of ; bid fare-

well to.

Kow in peace my soul shall part to heaven,
Since I have set my friends at peace on earth.

Shak., Bach. HI., iL 1. 5.

[The storm] b^ane in y« southeast, and parted toward
y« south <fe east, and vered sundry ways.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 338.

A little after you had parted with him.
He suddenly dropt dead of heart-disease.

Tenrvyson, Sea Dreams.

5. To take part orhave a share; share; partake.

A trewe man, withouten dred^
Hath nat Xoparten with a theves dede.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 465.

Part with thy felaw, for that is curtesie.

Babees Book(E. E. T. S.X p. 28.

My lord, d'ye think your nephew her^ your Troylo,

Parts in your spirit as freely as your blood ?

Ford, Fancies, v. L
To part troia an anchor (nairf.). to break loose from an
anchor by parting the cable : said of a vessel.

part (part), adv, [Abbr. of in part, Cf . parcel,

adv.'\ Partly; partially; in some measure.

partake
Bat part be right, and part be wrang,
Frae the beggar man the cloak he wan.

Hynd Horn (Child's Ballads, IV. 26).

For the fair kindness you have show'd me her^
And, part, being prompted by your present trouble.
Out of my lean and low abihty
I'll lend you something. Shak., T. X., iii. 4. 377.

Pythagoras \rsspart philosopher, part magician.
Burton, Auat. of Mel., To the Reader, p. 31.

He spoke in words jwrt heard, in whispers part,
Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

partable (par'ta-bl), a. [ilE. partahle; < part
+ -able. Cf. partible.^ 1. Capable of being
parted or divided; divisible. See partible.

His hote loue neuerthelesse was paiiable among three
otJier of his mistresses. CoTJwien, Remains, Wise Speeches.

2t. Having a share.

Thoghe hyt were outher mennys synne,
3yt art thou partable therynne.

JfS. flow. 1701, t 20. (HaUiweU.)

partage+ (par'taj), n. [< F. partage = Olt,
partaggio (ML. partagium), division, < L. pars
(j?ar^), part: see^ar*, n.] 1, IHvision; parti-
tion ; the act of dividing or sharing.

This partage of things in an inequality of private pos-
sessions men have made practicable out of the bounds of
society, and without compact, only by putting a value on
gold and silver, and tacit^ agreeing in the use of money.

Locke, Civil Governments \-. § 50.

2, Part; portion; share,

I urg'd him gently.
Friendly, and privately, to grant a partags
Of this estate to her who owns it all.

This his supposed sister.

Fletcher (and anoUier}, Fair Maid of the Inn, iiL 2.

I know my brother, in the love he beares me.
Will not denye me partage in his sadnesse.

Ford, *Tis Kty, L 2.

partake (par-tak'), v.; pret. partook^ pp. par-
taken, ippr,"partaking, [< ME. *part-taken, in
part-tdhfnge, parie-taker; < part + take. The
formation is not according to E. analogy, but
is in imitation of L. participare, K.pars (j)art-),

part, + cape^-e, take. Cf. out-take, similarly imi-
tated from the L.] I, intrans. 1. To take or
have a pai-t, portion, or share in common with
others

;
participate ; share : used absolutely, or

followed by o/or in (also, rarely, by with) before
the object shared : as, to partake of the boun-
ties of Providence ; to partake 0/ refreshments.
We should them love, and with their nte^s partake.

Spenser, Hymn of Heavenly Love, L 208.

Being apprehended, his false cunning,
Xot meaning iopartdke with me in danger.
Taught him to face me out of his acquaintance.

5fta*.,T. N., V. i90.

He felt that wrong with wrong partakes.
That nothing stands alone.

WhxUier, The Quaker of the Olden Time.

2. To share in some degree the nature, char-
acter, functions, or peculiarities (of some other
person or thing) : followed by of.

The attorney of the duchy of Lancaster partakes partly
of a judge and partly of an attorney-general. Bacon.

Master of all sorts of wood-craft, he seemed a part of
fbe forest and the lake, imd the secret of his amazing skill

seemed to be that he partook qf. the nature and fierce in-

stincts of the beasts he slew.
Smerson, Hist. Discourse at Concord.

3f. To take sides ; espouse the cause of another

;

make common cause.

Canst thou. O cruel ! say I love thee not^
When I against myself with thee partake f

Shak., Sonnets, clxix.

Hr. Eellingham and he stood divided fromthe rest, which
occasioned much opptKation even in open court, and much
partaking in the country.

Wirdhrop, Hist. Kew England, IL 139.

= Syn. Partake, Participate, Share. There is not always
a distinction among these words. Share is the most fa-

miliar, partieipate tbe least so. Partake is the most natu-
ral to apply to that which pleases or concerns chiefly the
actor : as, to partake of food ; to partake of the qualities

of one's ancestors. Partieipate and share especially in-

clude other persons : as, to share another's pleasures, or
partieipate in his griefs or joys. Participate may imply
the most intimate community of possession or fe*^ug, as
is suggested by its being followed by ui, not of. Share
may have a direct object, or be followed by in.

I come in for my share in all the good that happens to
a man of merit and virtue, and partake qf many gifts of
fortune and power that I was never bom to.

Addison, Tatler, No. 117.

Either in joy or sorrow, my friend should participate in
my feelii^s. Goldsmdh, Citizen of the World, xzii.

AH who joy would win
Must share it— Happiness was bom a twin.

Byron, Don Juan, ii. 172.

II. trans. 1, To have a part in; share.

By and by thy bosom shall partake
The secrets of my heart S?iak., J. C, ii. 1. 305.

Thou Shalt partake my near and dearest counsels.
And further them with thine.

Fletcher, Doable Marriage, L 1.



partake
Say, shall my little bark attendant sail,

Fiu'sae the Mumph, SLnd partake the gale?
Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 386.

Universal nature slumbers,
And my soul partakes the calm.

Cotvper, Watchingunto God in the Hight Season(trans.), ii.

2t. To admit to participation; invite or per-
mit to share.

My friend, hight Philemon, I did partake
Of all my loye, and all my privitie.

Spemer, F. Q., II. iv. 20.

3t. To distrilDute ; communicate.
Tour exultation

Partake to every one. Shtik., W. T., v. 3. 132.

partaker (par-ta'ker), n. [< MB. parte-taker,
partttaker; as part + taker, or partake + -eri.j

1. One who takes or has a part or share in
common with others; a sharer; a participator:
usually followed Ijy of or in.

If the Gentiles have been made partakers of their spirit-

ual things. Kom. xv. 27.

The law doth straightly them enioyne
To he partakers of this holy meat
And sacred drink.

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 18.

Wish me partaker in thy happiness
When thou dost meet good hap.

Shak., T. G. of V., i. 1. 14.

2t. An associate ; an accomplice ; a partner.

And what was the eijd now of that politic lady the
queen other than this, that she lived to behold the wretch-
ed ends of all tiei partakers?

Raleigh, Hist. World, Pref., p. 12.

The Church was flred, his enemies ascribing it to his
partakers, and they againe to his Aduersaries.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 297.

partan (par'tan), n. \Ji. and Gael, partan, a
partan, crab.]" An edible sea-crab. [Scotch.]

He generously offered, if she would but wait a minute
or so, to hunt out two partaiis (by which he meant crabs),
so that she might witness a combat between them.

W, Black, In Far Lochaber, iv.

parted (pSr'ted), p. a. If. Departed; deceased

;

dead.
Oft have 1 seen a tijuely-parted ghost.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 2. 161.

2t. Endowed with parts or abilities.

A man well parted, a sufficient scholar, and travelled.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, Pref.

That man, how dearly ever parted.
How much in having, or without or in,

Oannot make boast to have that which he hath.
Shak., T. and C, iii. 3. 96.

For as you
Are every way well-parted, so I hold you
In all designs mark'd to be fortunate.

Webster and Rowley, Cure for a Cuckold, v. 1.

3. In iot., cleft or divided nearly to the base,
as leaves. Also partite.— 4. In her., same as
party^, 2—^Double-parted, in her.

,
parted in two ways.

See cross douUe-pa/rted, under crossl.—Paliuately part-
ed. SeepaZmateZ;/.—Parted oftwo colors, into-., same
as party perfesse (which see, under /c88e), the two parts of
the field being of two tinctures.

partelt, n. [ME., var. of parcel.'] A part or
portion.

So this pleylnge hath thre partelis; the flrste is that we
beholden inhow many thingis God hath gyven us his grace.

Reliq. ArUiq., ii. 57. (HalUwell.)

partenert, n. An obsolete form of partner.

parter (par't6r)j n. [< part, v., + -eri.] One
who or that which parts or separates.

Thepa/rter of the fray was night, which, with her black
arms, pulled their malicious sights one from the other.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

parterre (par-tar'), n. [= It. partere, parterre,

< F. parterre, a flower-bed, parterre, Cpar, by,

on ({li. per, through), -t- terre, earth, < L. terra:

see terrace.'] 1. In hort., a system of beds of

different shapes and sizes in which flowers are
cultivated, arranged in some design or plan,

with intervening spaces of gravel or turf.

The garden nearest the pavilion is apairterre, having in
ye middst noble brasse statues.

Evelyn, Diary, Feb. 27, 1644.

When it [the water] has paid its tribute to the royal pile

[Alhambra], and visited its gardens and parterres, it flows

down the long avenue leading to the city.

Irving, Alhambra, p. 64.

2. The part of the floor of a theater beneath
the galleries : in some modem BngUsh theaters

called the^*— a sense to be distinguished from
the original meaning otpit.

partes, n. Plural otpars.
Parthenilim(par-the'nj-um),». [NL.(Linn»us,
1737), < L. parthenium, < Gr. napdhiov, a name
of several different plants, < Tropflewof, maidenly,
pure, < napdivoQ, a maiden, virgin.] A genus of

composite plants, of the tribe Melianthoidex
and subtribe Melampodieee, known by the small

broad rays, and the thickish compressed or tri-

angular achenes, often firmly united to the en-
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veloping bract, and with narrow margins sepa-
rating half-way at maturity. There are about 6
species, natives of North America and the West Indies.
They are usually rough hairy herbs, with alternate leaves,
undivided, toothed, or pinnately dissected, and small heads
of whitish or yellowish flowers in a terminal panicle. P.
HysteropJuynis, a weed throughout warmer America, and
used medicinally, is known in Jamaica as mid wormwood,
whitehead, brown-bush, bayard feverfew, and West Indian
mugwort. P. iwtegrifolium, of the southern United States,

is used as a febrifuge.

parthenochlorosis (par'the-no-klo-ro'sis), n.

[NL., < Gr. wapOevoc, a virgin, H- Nt. chlorosis.]

Chlorosis in girls.

parthenogenesis (par"the-no-ien'e-sis), ».

[NL., < Gr. irapBcvog, a virgin, + -yiveat^, produc^
tion: see genesis.] 1. Eeproduction by a vir-

gin; in zool., one of the phenomena attending
alternate generation among animalswhich have
sex, a kind of agamogenesis in which an imper-
fect female individual, hatched from an egg
laid by a perfect female after ordinary sexu-
al intercourse, continues to reproduce its kind
for one or more generations without renewed
impregnation. Parthenogenesis characterizes
the reproduction of many insects, as aphids or
plant-Uce.

Agamogenesis is of frequent occurrence among insects,

and occurs under two extreme forms ; in the one the pa-
rent is a perfect female, while the germs have all the mor-
phological characters of eggs, and to this the term parthe-
nogenesis ought to be restricted.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 383.

One sin involves another, and forever another, by a fatal
parthenogenesis. Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 223.

2. In hot. : (a) The production of a perfect em-
bryo without the intervention of pollen. Ac-
cording to Strasburger, the embryos thus formed are ad-
ventitious outgrowths from the cellular tissue of the
nucellus and outside of the embryo-sac. (6) In certain
cryptogams, a peculiar form of apogamy in
which organs which are morphologically sexual
organs make their appearance, but, instead of
producing sexual reproductive cells, they pro-
duce cells which are capable every one by itself

of giving rise to a new individual.

parthenogenetic (par"the-no-je-net'ik), a, [<
parthenogenesis, after geneUc.] 1. Pertaining
to parthenogenesis, or having its characters;
exhibiting the phenomena of parthenogenesis.
— 2. Bom of a virgin.

The enigmatic nature of this inextricable compound
parthenogenetic deity. E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, II. 279.

parthenogenetically (par"the-no-je-net'i-
kal-i), adv. By parthenogenesis.
parthenogenic (par'the-no-jeu'lk), a. l<.par-
thenogerirjy + -ic] In iot., exhibiting or char-
acterized by parthenogenesis.

parthenogenous(par-the-noj'e-nus), a. [<i}ar-

thenogen-y + -ous.] Producing young without
sexual impregnation, as many aphids.

parthenogeny (par-the-noj'e-ni), n. [< Gr.
TzapdhoQ, a virgin, + -yheia, < -yev^c, producing

:

see -geny.] Same as parthenogenesis.

parthenogonidimu (par-the-no-go-nid'i-um),
n.; pi. parthenogonidia (-a). [NL., < Gr. irapde-

voc, a virgin, + NL. gorildium.] A gonidium
produced without fecundation. Wolle.

parthenology (par-the-nol'o-ji), n. [= P. par-
tMnologie, < Gr. irapBivog, a virgin, + -/ioyio, <

/liyeiK, speak: see-ology.] A description or con-
sideration of the state of virginity in health or
disease.

Parthenon (par'the-non), n. [= P. Parth4non
= It. Partenone, < L. Parthenon, < Gr. TlapBe-

vtjv, the temple of Athene Parthenos (the Vir-

Southwest Angle of the Parthenon, from the Museum Hill.

partial

gin) at Athens, also, in gen. sense, the young
women's apartments in a house, \ jrapBlvoi, a
virgin, maid, young woman.] The Doric tem-
ple of Athene, under the appellation of Parthe-
nos, the Virgin, on the Acropolis of Athens; the
ceremonial or official temple of the Athenians
in their quality as rulers of the empire of their

colonies and allies, it is built of Pentelic marble, and
is a peripteral, or, as it may be called, a pseudo-dipteral
octastyle, with seventeen columnson the sides, the pronaos
and the opisthodomos within the peripteros having each
a portico of six Doric columns. Its length is 228 feet, its

breadth 101, and the height to the apex of the pediments
was 66 feet. It was badly shattered in 1687 by the ex-

plosion of a magazine of gunpowder which the Turks had
placed in it during the siege of Athens by the Venetians.

The Parthenon, which was completed about 438 B. c, was
the most perfect work of art that has been produced, its

construction and its sculptured decoration in the round,
in both low and high relief, and in color embodying the
best genius and skill of Athens at the pinnacle of her glory.

See Elgin marbles (under morWe), and compare cuts under
ceUa, Doric, Greek, and Hellenic.

Farthenope (par-then'o-pe), n. [NL., < L. Par-
thenope, a poetical name of Naples, < Farthe-

nope, < (jr. hapdevdjci;, one of the Sirens, said

to have been cast up drowned on the shore of

Naples, < wapdivog, a maiden, + iJf (ott-), face.]

1. The 11th planetoid, discovered by De Gas-
paris, at Naples, in 1850.— 2. In zool., a generic

name variously used, (a) The typical genus of Par-
thenopidse, founded by Fabncius in 1798. (6) A genus of
moUusks. 5coccM, 1833. (o) A genus of worms. Schmidt,
1837.

Parthenopean (par"the-no-pe'an), a. [< Par-
thenope + -an.] Of or pertaining to Parthe-
nope, an ancient and poetical name of Naples
in Italy : as, the Parthenopeam republic.

parthenopian (par-the-no'pi-an), a. and n. [<
Farthenope + -dan.] I. a. Pertaining to the ge-

nus Farthenope or the family Parthenopidse, or
having their characters.

II, n. Amember of the family Parthenopidee.

Parthenopidse (par-the-nop'i-de), ». pi. [NL.

,

< Farthenope -H -idse.] A family of brachyurous
decapod crustaceans, typified by the genus Par-
thenope. They have a more or less triangular carapace,
small subcirculax orbits, and slender antennse whose basal
joints are very small. The species chiefly inhabit warm
seas. They are sometimes known as long-armed crabs.

parthenopine (par-then'o-pin), a. and n. [<

Farthenope + -ine^.] Same as parthenopian.
parthenosperm (par'the-no-sp6rm), n. [< Gr.
trapBivog, a Virgin, -I- airip/Ia, seed.] Same as
parthenospore.

parthenospore (par'the-no-spor), n. [< Gr.

Trapdhoc, a virgin, -t- mropA, seed: see spore.]
In bot., a reproductive cell or spore closely re-

sembling a zygospore, produced without conju-
gation in certain algss of the class Conjugate.
Parthian (par'thi-an), a. and n. [< L. Parthia,

< Gr. UapBvata, Parthia, < Xl&pdoi, also IlapBvaloi,

UdpBioi, L. Parthi, the Parthians.] I. a. Of or
pertaining to Parthia, an ancient region in Per-
sia, which from the third century B. c. to the
third century A. D. formed the nucleus of an
important Asiatic kingdom Parthlan arrow or
shot, a shaft or shot aimed at an adversary while flying or
pretending to fly from him ; a parting shot : in allusion to
the manner of fighting of the ancient Parthians.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Parthia.
partial (par'shal), a. and n. [< WE.parciali<
OF.partial, paicial, 'P. partial = Sp. Fg.parcial
= It. pa/rziale, < ML. partialis, divisible, solitary,
partial, < L. pars (part-), part : see part.] I. a.

1. Affecting a part only; not general or uni-
versal; not totUl.

The weakening of a thing is only aiMrtM destruction
of it.

•

South.

So narrow then [1689] was the sphere of publication, and
so partial was all literary communication.

Jr. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., II. 55.

To know something, and not a3\—partial knowledge—
must of course perplex; doctrines imperfectly revealed
must be mysterious.

J. H. Newman, Parochial Sermons, i. 211.

2. In hot., subordinate ; secondary: as, a par-
tial imibel, peduncle, or involucre.— 3. LicUned
to favor one party in a cause or one side of a
question more than the other ; not indifferent

;

exhibiting favoritism; in a restricted sense,
unjust or unfair through favoritism.

She 's vicious, and, yowi partial selves confess,
Aspires the height of all impiety.

Fletelver, Bonduca, iv. 4.

The chief incens'd—"Too partial god of day

!

To check my conquests in the middle way

:

How few in Ilion else had refuge found?

"

Pope, Iliad, xxii. 23.

4. Greatly or unduly inclined to favor a person
or thing; having a liking for, or a prejudice in
favor of. an object: when used in the predi-
cate, with to before the object.



partial

A fond and partial parent. Pcpe.

His [Ledcester's] presence and his commanicationB were
gall and wormwood to his once petrtUU mistress.

Seott, Eenllwortb, xL

1 pray God he perform what he promiseth, and that he
be not over partial to North-Wales Men.

HoweU, Letters, I. ii. 5.

"Bring me that moalin," said Mrs. Glegg; "it's a bnff—I'm partial to ball."
George EUot, Mill on the Floss, T. 2.

Partial abstraction, the act of concentrating the atten-
tion on one integrant part of an object, and withdrawing
it from others.—Partial asslgnzaeiit, an assignment of
part of one's property in tmst for the payment of some
debts, as distugnished from a general assignment of all

property for payment of all debts : sometimes used in con-
tradistmction to special assignment, when the latter is used
in the sense of an assignment for the benefit ofone or more
special creditors on^.—Partial battle. See battle^ 1.

—

Partial cause. See eatae, l—Partial converdioii,
in togie. See ameersion, 2.—Partial connsel, in Saris
iair, improper advice or communications to one of the
jtaities in a cause, rendering the testimony of a witness
inadmissible ; a similar ground of decUnatore of the jnris-

diction of a judge, /nip. Diet—Partial determinant,
dlflbientla], differentiation, eaxtb. See the noons.
—Partial eclipse, an eclipse in which only a part of the
eclipsed lomioaiy is covered.—Partialftactions, in o/^.,

tractions whose algebraical sum is equal to a given frac-
tion : tins, for various purposes, 1/ (1 — «2) is expressed
as the sum of the two partial fractions 1/(2 + 2x) and
1/(2 — 2x\—Partial loss, in marine insurance^ "loss of
a part out of the whole" (Parsons).—Partial method,
a method which applies to a part of a science.—Partial
term, an undistributed term.—Partial tone. Same as
Aormonic, 1 (a\ though sometimes also used to designate
the theoretically simple tones of which harmonics are
themselves made np.—Partial torn, in music See turn.

—Partial verdict, in law^ a verdict of conviction as to a
part of tbe charge, and of acquittal or silence as to the
residue. Bishop, =:Syn. L Incomplete, imperfecta—3 and
4. Prejadiced, prepossessed, warped, unhtir, one-sidecL

H. «. Same as partial tone.

The harmonics ai-e themselves also compound tones, of
which the primes or lowest partials are thepgitjafeof the
original tone. Proc. Soy. Soc., XXX^TII. 83.

partialisin(par'shal-izm), )!. [< jjai-rta? + -tCT«.]

In theol., the doetiine that the atonement was
intended for and affects only a part ofmankind.

partialist (par'shal-ist), n. [< partial + -ist.^

1. One who is partial.—2. In theol., one who
holds that the atonement was made for only a
part of mankind.

I say, as the apostle said, unto sachpartialists. You will
forgive me this wrong.

Bp. Morton, Discharge of Imput (1633X p. 24a

partiality (par-shi-al'i-ti), n.; -p]. partialities

(-tiz). [< F.partialite = Sp. pareialidad = Pg.
pardalidade = It. parzialitd, < ML. partiali-
ia{t-)s, partialness, a party, society, < partiaUs,
partial : see partial.'] The state or character
of being partial, (a) inclination to favor one pai'ty or
one side of a question more than the other; an undue
bias of mind toward one party or side.

Folybius. reprehending Timscus for his partiality against
Agathocles. Hume.
His [Carlyle'sl imagination is so powerful that it makes

him the contemporar}' of his characters, and thus his his-

tory seems to be Hie memoirs of a cynical humorist, with
heuty likes and dislikes, with something of acridity in his
partialities whether for or against, more keenly sensitive
to the grotesque tiian the simply natural.

Loaal, Study Windows, p. 135.

(b) A special fondness ; a stronger inclination to one per-
son or thing tlian toothers: with to or /or: 9B,apart%tdity
for poetry or painting.

Well, Maiia, do you not reflect, the more you converse
with that amiable young man, what return his partiality
for you deserves! Sheridan, School for Scandal, iii. 1.

As there is a partiality to opinions, which, as we have
already observed, is apt to mislead the understanding, so
there is often a partialtty to studies, ^hich is prejndicial
also to knowledge and improvement^

Locke, Conduct of the Understanding, § 21.

(c+) A party ; faction.

In the common wealth dissentions, angers, qnarelles of
ambition amongst your officers of iustice, neither ought
you to dissemble, or in any wise consent vuto ; for, at the
instant that they shall grow into quarels, the people shfdl
be diuided into pardalities, wherof may rise great offences
in the common wealth.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577X p. 158.

= Syn. (a) Favoritism, nnfaimess. (b) Liking, predilec-
tion, leaning, fancy.

partialize (par'shal-iz), v.; pret. and pp.par-
tialised, ppr. partializing. [< F. partialiser =
Sp. pareiali^ar = Pg. pardalisar, pardaJisar;
asj>orftoZ + -ire.] I. froas. To render partial.

Such neighboor nearness to our sacred blood
Should nothing privil^e him, hot partialAze
The unstooping firmness of my upright souL

Shak., Kich. IL, i. 1. 120.

n. intrans. To be partial; favor one side

more than another.

Till world and pleasure made me partialize.

Daniel, Complaint of Bosamond, st 51. (Bneye. Diet)

partially (par'shal-i), adv. 1. In part ; not gen-
erally or totally;"partly.

And partially a lie for truth gave forth.

Sirling, Domes-day, Seventh Houre.
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Abrogate entirely the liberty to exercise the faculties,

andwe have death ; abrogate itpartially, and we have pain
or partial death. H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 217.

2. In a partial manner; with undne bias of
mind to one party or side ; with nnjnst favor
or dislike.

If, partially affined, or leagued in office.

Thou dost deliver more or less than truth.
Thou art no soldier. Shak., OUiello, ii. 3. 218.

partibility (par-ti-bil'i-ti), n. [= F.partibilite;
as partible + -i /jr.] Tfie quality of being parti-
ble; susceptibility of division, partition, or
severance ; separability : as, the partibility of
an inheritance.

partible (par'ti-bl), a. [< P. partible = Sp. par-
tible = Pg. partinel = It. partibile, < LL. parti-
bilis, divisible, < li. partire, partiri, divide: see
part, v. Ct. partabie.'] Capable of being parted
or separated; divisible; separable; susceptible
of severance or partition.

Note, it were better to make the moulds partible, that
you may open them. Baeon, Nat. Hist, § 502.

If the land is not partible, then, "according to the cus-
tom of some, the flist-bom shall have the whole inheri-
tance ; according to the custom of others, however, the
last-bom son is heir." P. PoBoek, LandLaws, App., p. 207.

Partible division. See dimsion.

partibus (par'ti-bus), n. [L., abl. pi. of pars
{part-), part: see part.] In Scots late, a note
written on the margin of a summons when
lodged for calling, containing the name and
designation of the pursuer or pursuers, and de-
fender or defenders, if there are only two; if

more, the name and designation of the party
first named,with the words "and others." Imp.
Diet.— In. i>artibaE. See in partibus injidelium.

particate (par'ti-kat), n. [< ML. perticata, a
perch, < L. pertica, 5IL. also partiea, a measur-
ing-rod, a perch: seej)ercA2.] A rood of land.
Jamieson. [Scotch.]
particeps criminis (par'ti-seps krim'i-nis).
[L. : particeps (< pars {part-), part, + capere,
take), partaking; criminis, gen. of crimen,
crime : see crime.'] An accessory to a crime.

participable (par-tis'i-pa-bl), a. [= ¥.partiei-
pable = Sp. participable = Pg. parHcipavel =
It. parHcipabUe, < ML. as if "partidpabilis, < L.
por/ictpare, participate : see j)ariicipa/f.] Ca-
pable of being participated or shared.

Plato, by bis ideas, means only the divine essence with
this connotation, as it is variou^ imitable or partieipcMe
by created beings. Norris, lUscellanies.

participancy (pSr-tis'i-pan-si), «. [< partici-
paii{t) + -ey.] The state of being participant;
participation.

participant (par-tis'i-pant), a. and u. [= F.
participant = Sp.Pg. \i'.participante, < Ij. par-
ticipari{t-)s, ppr. of jjartjcipa re, participate: see
participate.] I. a. Sharing; having a share or
part : followed by of.

During the parliament, he published his proclamation,
offering pardon to all sudi as bad taken arms, or beenpar-
ticipant qif any attempts against him. Bacon. (Latham.)

TT H. 1. One who participates ; a partaker;
one having a share or part.

Divers of those Partieipants did assign and conveyed
unto other persons several proportions of their Shares and
Adventures. 7A«6mitI<eKl(Arber'sEng. Gamer, L 317).

2. In Gi'egorian music, the next most important
tone in a mode after the mediant, lying in the
authentic modes usually next above or below
the mediant, and in plagal modes usually at

the bottom of the scale. See modulation, 3 (a).

It may be. used as the first tone of any phrase in a plain-

song melody, and as the last tone of any phrase except
the last. The participants of the various modes in gen-
eral use are: I., G; IL, A; m., A or B; IV., C or F;
v., G; VI., C; TH., A; Vin., D; IX.,D; X.,B; XHL, D;
XIV., G.

participantly (par-tis'i-pant-li), adv. In a par-

tieipaiang manner; so as to participate; as a
participant.

participate (par-tis'i-pat), v.; pret. and pp.
participated, -pTpr. participating. l<lj.partici-

patus, pp. otpartieipareQ It.participare,par-

tecipare = Sp. Fg. parUd^ar = F. partidper),

take part in, share in, give part in, impart,

< L. particeps (partidp-), taking part in, shar-

ing in, < pars (part-), part, + capere, take : see

part and capable. For the second element, ef.

anticipate.] I. trans. 1. To partake; share or

share in; receive a part or share of.

The one [the soulj we parHeipate with goddess the other
[the body] with bestes. Sir T. Etyot, The Govemour, ilL 24.

The Oline and the Oak partieipate.

Even to their earth, signes of their ancient hate.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii. The Furies.

Of fellowship I speak.

Such as I seek, fit to pattieipite

All rational delight. Milton, P. L. , vilL 390.

participle

2t. To give a share of; communicate; dis-

pense.

He [Bradford] was no niggard of his puis^ but would
liberally jnrtic^ate that he had to his feUow-prisoners.
Foxe, quoted in Biog. Notice of J. Bradford (Parker Soc.,

0853), IL XXXV.

n. intrans. 1. To take part; partake; have
a share in common with others: followed by
ill, formerly by of, before the object.

There appear to be no simple natures ; but all partici-
pate or consist of two. Bacon, Fable of Pan.

His delivery and thy joy thereon, . . .

In both which we as next jurfictpate.
Jfi2ton,S. A.,L 1507.

Either in joy or sorrow, my friend should partieipate in
my feeUngs. Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, xxii.

2. To have features or characteristics in com-
mon with another or others.

Few creatures partieipate of the nature of plants and
metals both. Baeon.

The clay in many places vnder the clifts by the high
water mai'ke did grow vp in red and white knots as gum
out of trees ; and in some places so participated together
as though they were all of one nature.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, L 176.

Participating tone. See tone. =Syn. 1. Share, Partiei-
pate in, etc. See partake.

participation (par-tis-i-pa'shon), H. [< ME.
participacioun, < OF. (and F.5 participation =
Sp. participacion= Pg. pariiapa^So = It. par-
ticipazione, < LL. participatio{n-), a partaMng,
< L. participare, pp. parOcipatus, partieipate

:

see participate.] 1. The act or fact of partici-

pating or sharing in common with another or
with others; the act or state of receiving or
having part of something.
But alle thyng that is good, quod she, granntest thou

tbat it be good by the participacioun of good or no?
Chaucer, BoetMus, iiL prose 11.

Poesy . . . waseverthoughttohavesomeparttajufion
of divineness. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 148.

Those deities are so byparticipation, and subordinate to
the Supreme. StUUngJleet.

Beyond parttctpation lie

My troubles, and beyond relief.

Wordaeorth, Affliction of Margaret , st. 11.

2t. Distribution; division into shares.

It sufficeth not that the country hath wherewith to sus-
tain even more than live upon it, if means be wanting
whereby to drive convenient participation of the general
store into a great nnml>er of well-deservers. Baldgh.

3t. Companionship.
Their spirits are so married in conjunction with the

partiapaaonot society that they flock together in consent,
like so many wild-geese. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 1. 78.

UediTim ofparticipation. See meditan.

partidpative (par-tis'i-pa-tiv), a. [= F. par-
tidpaUf; as participate -h -iveJ] Capable of
participating.

participator (par-tis'i-pa-tor), n. [= Pg. par-
ticipaaor= It. participatore, < LL. participator,

< li. participare, pp. participatus, participate:
seeparticipate.] Onewho participates; onewho
parUikes, participates, or shares with another:
as, participators in our misfortunes.
participial (par-ti-sip'i-al), a. and n. [< F. par-
ticipial= Sp. pariicipiai= Pg. participal, < L.
participialis, of the nature of a participle, <j)or-

ticipiuvi, participle : see participle.] I. a, 1

.

Having the nature and use of a participle.

In German the present participle, in apurelyparttctpia2
sense as distingu^ed from an adjective sense, is as rare
as in RngliRh it is common. Amer. Jour. PhUol., IX. 137.

2. Formed from or consisting of a participle

:

as, a participial noun ; a participial adjective.

n. H. Awordformedfromaverb, and shar-
ing the verbal with the noun or adjective con-
struction. [Rare.]

The new philology embraces the psiticiple, the infini-

tive, the gerund, and the supine, £dl under tbe genera]
name ofpartic^als. 6i6&8.

participialize (par-ti-sip'i-al-iz), V. t.
;
pret. and

pip. participialized, ppr.pariicipializing. [(.par-

ticipial + -tee.] To form into a participle.

[Rare.]

But the question is not between a naked finite verb on
the one hand and the parlicipialized finite verb on the
other, but between two finite verbs.

Amer. Jour. PhOol., IX. 144.

participially (pax-ti-sip'i-al-i), adr. In the
sense or manner of a participle ; as a participle.

participle (par'ti-si-pl), n. [With unorig. -te,

as also iaprinciple, syllable, ete. ; < F.partieipe
= Sp. Pg. It. partidpio = G. partidp, parties
pium = Dan. partidp = Sw. partidpiwn, < L.
participittm, a participle; in LL. in lit. sense,

a partaking, sharing, < L. particeps, partaking,
sharing: see partidpate.] If. Whatever par-
takes of the nature of two or more other things

;

something that is part one thing and part an-
other; amongi-el.



participle

The participles or conflners between plants and living
creatures are such chiefiy as are fixed, . . . though they
have a motion in their parts ; such as are oysters, cockles,
and such like. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 609.

And in the mountaines dwelt the Cardi, that were Par-
ticiples or Mangrels in Keligion.

PurcJias, Pilgrimage, p. 78.

2. In gram., a verbal adjective that participates
or shares in the construction of the verb to
which it belongs, and so has in a certain man-
ner and degree a place in the verbal system; a
word having the value of an adjective as part
of speechj but so regularly made from a verb,
and associated with it in meaning and construc-
tion, as to seem to belong to the verb, xhus,
'giving him a book," like 'I give him a book"; 'the hook
jrii«nnim,'or 'lentUm,' or 'handedhim'; and so on. There
are but two simple participles in English, usually called
the present and the past or passive: as, loving, loved; sing-
ing, gang; in some languages there are more, as for exam-
ple in Greek. The division-line between participle and
ordinary adjective is indistinct, and the one often passes
over into the other : thus, a chasrming girl, a learned man.
Participles aremuch used in many languages, especially in
English, in forming verb-phrases by combination with aux-
iliaries : thus, I am giving, I have given, it is given, etc.

particle (par'ti-kl), n. [< ¥.parUculez=:Bp.par-
Ucula = Pg. parUcula = It. particola, parUcel-
la, parUcula, < li.particula, d!buble dim. otpars
(part-), a -paxt: see part. Ct. parcel, vlt. from
the same source.] 1. A smaU part or piece,
especially a small part or portion of some ma-
terial substance: as, eb particle of dust.

God created every part and particle of man exactly per-
fect : that is to say, in all points sufiicient unto that use for
which he appointed it. Booker, Eccles. Polity, li 8.

Which seems to be some featherly purticfe of snow.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., li. 1.

I am part or particle of God. Emers(yn, Hisc, p. 17.

2. Specifically, any very small piece or part
of anything; absolutely, a minute quantity;,
anything very small; an atom; a bit: as, he
has not a parUcle of patriotism or virtue ; are
you fatigued? Not a, particle.

If the maker have failed in any particle of this, they may
worthily tax him.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, ill. 1.

What could be done more for the healing and reclaiming
that divine particle of Gods breathing, the soul ?

MUton, Church-Government, ii. 3.

3. In gram., apaxt of speech that is considered
of minor consequence, or that plays a subordi-
nate part in the structure of the sentence, as
connective, sign of relation, or the like: such
are especially conjunctions, prepositions, and
the primitive adverbs. The term is loose and
unscientific.

The words whereby it [the mind] signifies what connex-
ion it gives to the several affirmations and negations that
it unites in one continued reasoning . . . are . . . called
particles. Locke, Human Understanding, III. vii. 2.

They make use of an emphasis, but so improperly that
it is often placed on some very insignificant particle, as
upon "if" or "and." Steele, Spectator, No. 147.

Consecutive, exceptive, etc., particle. See the adjec-
tives.—Elementary particles of Zimmermann. See
Uood-plate. ^Syn. 1 and 2. Particle, Atom, Molecule, Cor-
puscle, iota, jot, mite, tittle, whit, grain, scrap, shred, scin-

tilla. Atom and molecule are exact scientific terms ; the
other two of the italicized words are not. A particle is

primarily a minute part or piece of a material substance,
or, as in the case of dust, pollen, etc. , a substance that ex-
ists in exceedingly minute form. Corpuscle is a somewhat
old word for particle, to which it has ^most entirely yield-

ed place, taking up instead a special meaning in physiol-
ogy. See definitions ; see also part, n.

parti-coated, a. Bee party-coated.

parti-color, n. See party-color.

parti-colored, a. See party-colored.

particular fpar-tik'u-lar), a. and n. [< ME.
particuler, < (3P. particulier, particiiler, F. par-
timtUer = Sp. Pg. particular = It. particolare,

particulare, < liL. particularis, of or concerning
a part, particular, < L. particula, a part, parti-

cle: see particle.'] 1. a. 1. Of or concerning a
part

;
pertaining to some and not to all ; special

;

not general.

The three years' drought, in the time of Ellas, was but
particular, and left people alive.

Bacon, Vicissitudes of Things (ed. 1887).

Our ancestors . . . took their stand, not on a general
theory, but on the particidar constitution of the realm.

Ma^avlay, Sir James Mackintosh.

The Revolution assails not theology itself but only a par-
ticidar theology embodied in a particular institution.

J. J2. Seeley, Nat. Keligion, p. 36.

2. Individual; single; special; apart from oth-

ers ; considered separately.

Make . . . eejch particulair hair to stand an end.
Shak., Hamlet, i. 6. 19.

You know in vhst particular way your powers of mind
best capacitate you for excelling. Ooldsmith, To a Pupil.

It is the universal nature which gives worth to pa/rtieu^

lar men and things. Hmereon, Hiatoiy,
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3. Properly belonging to a single person, place,
or thing; peculiar; specially characteristic:

as, the particular properties of a plant.

As for the Ichneumon, he hath but onely changed his
name ; now called the Kat of the Nllus. A beast paHieU'
lar to Egypt Sandys, Travailes, p. 79.

It was the particular property of this looking-glass to
banish all false appearances, and show people what they
were. Addisim, Vision of Justice.

Hence— 4. Personal; private; individual.

These domestic a.nA particular broils

Are not the question here. Shak., Lear, v. 1. 30.

Kevenge
Thine own particular wrongs, and stop those malms
Of shame seen through thy country.

Shak., Cor., iv. 5. 92.

Augustus began his career by joining with Antony and
Lepidus in a plot for dividing the supreme power, by al-

lowing to be murdered each his own particular friends,

in order to destroy his enemies, the friends of his vile con-
federates.

5. Having something that eminently distin-

guishes ; worthy of attention and regard ; spe-
cially noteworthy; not ordinary; unusual;
notable; striking.

Particular pains partieular thanks do ask.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Eevels, v. 3.

At the east end [of the cathedral] are theremaius of the
bishop's throne, and in the portico there is a veryparticu-
lar vase, which probably served for a font.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 247.

I think I neverheard 2.moie particular instance of parts
and villainy. Walpole, Letters, II. 17.

He was a sturdy old fellow in a broad-skirted blue coat,
made pretty large, to fit easily, and with no particular
waist. Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby, xxxv.

6. Attentive to or noting details; minute in
examination; careful.

I have been particular in examining the reason of chil-

dren's inheriting the property of their fathers, ... be-
cause it will give us farther light in the inheritance of
rule and power.' Locke, Government, i. § 91.

7. Containing Or emphasizing details ; minute

;

circumstantial; detailed: as, a full and_por-
ticular account of an accident.

This [PontediKialto] isboth forty foote longer . . , and
a hundred foote broader, as 1 will anon declare in the more
particular description thereof. Caryai, Crudities, I. 208.

8. Peculiar; singular; standing out from what
is general or ordinary, especially in the way of
showing pointed personal attention.

As for Plutarch, his style is so particular that there is

none of the ancients to whom we can properly resemble
him. Dryden, Plutarch.

I saw in the church-yard of Bolsena an antique funeral
monument (of that kind which they called a sarcophagus),
very entire, and, what is particular, engraven on all sides
with a curious representation of a Dacchanal.

Addison, Remarks on Italy (ed. Bohn), I. 488.

Shell be highly taken with him— for she loves a Gen-
tleman whose Manner is particular.

Steele, Tender Husband, i. 1.

Lady Buelle . . . had been something particular, as I
fancied, in her behaviour to me.

S. Graves, Spiritual Quixote, viii. 14.

9. Nice in taste; precise; fastidious: as, a
man very particular in his diet or dress.

A very worthy person, a little formal and particular, but
exceedingly devoute. Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 24, 1686.

Timoleon ... is very particidar in his opinion, but is

thought particular for no other cause but that he acts
against depraved custom by the rules of nature and rea^
son. Steele, Tatler, No. 171.

10. In logic, not general; not referring to the
whole extent of a class, but only to some indi-

vidual or Individuals in it Common particular
meter, long particular meter. See metern, a—Lon-
don particular, of a quality or character supposed to be
approved by Londoners or peculiar to London, by importa-
tion or otherwise : noting especially a quality of Madeira
wine as imported for the London market.—Particular
average, in marine insurance, a contribution which must
be made by the underwriters in case of partial loss (which
see, under partial) by perils of the sea. The loss is esti-

mated by deducting from the market-value of the dam-
aged property, when sound, its sale-value as injured. See
average^, 1.—Particular BaptistB. See Baptist.— Par-
ticular cause, a cause which of its own efficiency pro-
duces but one effect.—Particular cognition, a cognition
of an actual fact or existence, not of arme or non-existence.
—Particular custom, a custom which prevails only in a
particular locality or district ; a local usage. Sometimes
used also of a custom which prevails only in a particular
class or vocation.— Particular equation. See equation.

—Particular estate, in law, the estate that precedes a
remainder ; the earlier of two successive estates where the
future or ultimate ownership is given to one, the gift to
whom is not to take effect until after a precedent estate
given to another has terminated : thus, where a man de-
vises lands to his wife for her life, and after her death to
his children, her estate is called the particular estate, in
contradistinction to the general ultimate ownership of the
children.—Particular integral, in the integral calculus,

that value which arises in the integration of any differen-
tial equation by the giving of a particular value to the ar-
bitrary quantity or quantities that enter into the general
integral.—Particular jurisprudence logic, etc. See
the nouns— Particular lien. See 2ieiiii,i.— Particular

particularism

method. See universal method, under method.— Partic-
ular prpposiUon, a proposition in which the subject is

qualified By the word some or its equivalent The peculi-

arity of the particular proposition is that it asserts the
existence of a certain kind of thing, while a universal
proposition asserts the non-existence of a certain kind of
thing. Thus, the proposition " Some men are courteous
to all women " is particular, being intended to state the
existence of a certain kind of men ; while the proposition
"There is some man who is courteous to each woman " is

universal, because it only states the non-existence of a
woman to whom no man is courteous. It is true, the lat-

ter proposition may be understood as also asserting the
existence of men courteous to women, and in that case
it implies a particular proposition along with its main
import—Particular tenant, the tenant of a particular

estate.—Particular utlUtyt of a science or art, the
utility of such science or art as a means of support to its

professors.—Short particular meter. See meters, s.

= Syn. 1-3. Separate, distinctive.—3 and 4. Peculiar, etc.

See^apeeial.—i. Oircumstaniial, etc. See minutei.— 9.

Exact scrupulous.

II. n. 1. A single instance or matter; a sin-

gle point or circumstance ; a distinct, separate,

or minute part or detail.

Some few particulars 1 have set down.
Only for this meridian, fit to be known
Of your crude traveller. B. Jonson, Volpone, iv. 1.

29th. Called up with news from SirW. Batten that Hogg
hath brought in two prizes more ; and so I thither, and
hear the particulars, which ai-e good ; one of them, if

prize, being worth 40002., for which God be thanked

!

Pepys, Diary, IIL 36.

A letter from my agent in town soon came with a con-
firmation of e^ery particular. Goldsmith, Vicar, ill.

2t. A specialist; one who devotes himself to

doing things on his own account and not in

partnership.
For your spectators, you behold them what they are:

the most choice particulars in court ; this tells tales well

;

this provides coaches; this repeats jests; this presents
gifts ; this holds up the arras ; t.nis takes down from horse

;

this protests by this light; this sweai'S by that candle;
this delighteth ; this adoreth ; yet all but uiree men.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Eevels, v. 2.

They utterly sought ye mine of ye perticulers [private
traders] : as appeareth by this, that they would not suffer
any of ye generall either to buy or sell with them.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 178.

Sf. Private account or interest; personal in-

terest or concern
;
part

;
portion ; account.

Eor my partieular, I can, and from a most clear con-
science, afllrm that I have ever trembled to think toward
the least profaneness. B. Jonson, Volpone, Ded.

Some of those that still remained hear on theii perticu-
ler begane privately to nurish a faction.

Brac^ord, Plymouth Plantation, p. 157.

As to my own particidar, I stand to this hour amaz'd
that God should give so greate perfection to so young a
person. Evelyn, Diary, March 4, 1656.

4t. Individual state or character; special pe-
culiarity.

The particulars of future beings must needs be dark
unto ancient theories. Sir T. Browne, Urn-burial, iv.

Venice has several particulars which are not to be
found in other cities, and is therefore very entertaining
to a traveller. It looks, at a distance, like a great town
half fioated by a deluge.

Addison, Remarks on Italy (ed. Bohn), I. 387.

5. A minute and detailed account; a minuter
as, a particular of premises ; a partieular of a
plaintiffs demand, etc. [Obsolete, or used only
in legal phrases.]

A particular of wages due to the Deputy, Army, and
other State Officers and affaires relating to Ireland, an"
1687-1688. Evelyn, To Sam. Pepys, Esq.

The reader has a particular ot the books wherein this
law was written. Ayliffe, Parergon.

6. Something specially made for, belonging
to, or the choice of a person: as, he drank a
glass of his own particular. [CoUoq.]-BiU of
particulars. Seefiffls.-in particular, specially; par-
ticularly; to particularize.

particulart (par-tik'u-lar), v. t. [< particular,
a,] To particularize.

particularlsation, particularise. Seepartic-
ularization, particularize.

particularism (par-tik'u-lar-lzm), n. [= F.
particularisme = tg. particularismo = G. par-
Ucularismus; as particular + -ism.] 1. Atten-
tion or adherence to or exclusive interest in
one's own special interests, party, or state ; in-
dividual, partizan, or national exclusiveness.
Specifically— (a) In a federation, the doctrine or practice
of leaving each state free to promote its peculiar interests
(and to retain its own laws), as distinguished from those
of the federation as a whole ; especially, in recent German
history, the policy of the states annexed to Prussia after
the war of 1866 which wished to preserve their own laws,
etc., or of the states under Prussian influence. (6) The
view that the Hebrews are the chosen people of God, held
by them in ancient and modern times.

The abolition of Judaic particularism, and the Impartial
freedom of the heavenly and glorified life that belongs to
Jesus. G. P. Fisher, Begin, of Christianity, p. 618.

2. Attention to particulars or details.

The marked particularism which has characterized the
study of Lichens for the last thirty years.

E. Tuckerman, Genera Lichenum, p. 1.



particularism

3. In theol., the doctrine that divine grace is

provided only for the partienlar individuals
chosen by God to be its reoipients, as opposed
to the doctrine that his grace is freely and
equally offered to all upon condition of its ac-
ceptance in and by faith.

particnlaiist (par^tik'u-lar-ist), n. [= F.par-
ticulariste = G. parUctdangta ; sa particular +
-ist.'\ One whose opinions and conduct are
characterized by particularism, in any of its

senses; specifically, one who seeks to promote
the interests of individual members of a po-
litical confederation . as against those of the
whole ; in recent Grerman history, one who de-
sired to preserve the individuality in laws, etc.,

of the s^tes annexed to Prussia in 1866, or of

those states under Pmssian influence.

Their Boyal Highnesses the Dolce of Camhridge and (in

a less degree) the Prince of Wales are looked upon as
friends of the Hanoverian partieularullx, and are said to
be not too popular in certain circles at Berlin.

Fortrnghay Sev., S. S., XO. 17.

The moat rigid parUfutarist could discern no violation
either of tibe spirit or the letter of the Constitation.

N. A. Rev., CXLEL 386.

particnlaristic (par-tik'u-la-ris'tik), a. \<.par-

ticularist + -tc.] Characterized by or paitak-
ing of particoUmsm, in any of its senses; con-
cerning or restricted to a particular race, com-
munity, body of persons, etc., as distinguished
from general or universal ; specifically, seeking
to promote or favoring the interests of a par-
ticular member of a political confederation, as
opposed to the interest of the whole; relat-
ing to the recent German particularists.

In fiaUipg nomlstic religions, like Judaism and Mazda>
ism, partieuiaristic or national, we do not mean to say that
th^ are exclusive in character, and thattheyhave not tried
to spread beyond the boundaries of the race and the na-
tion to which they belonged originally.

Eneye. BriL, XX. 369.

Prussia has . . . become an object of hatred to the par-
tieularistie, ... or what might be called the "state's
rights," element in Bavaria. The Atlantief T.VTTT 454,

particnlarity (par-tik-u-lar'j-ti), ».; pi. par-
ticularities (-tiz)." [< F. particularitS= Sp. par-
ticularidad = Pg. particiilaridade = It. partieo-
laritcl, partiadarim, < ML. particuXarita{t-')s, <
LL. particularis, particular: see particular.']

1. The state or character of being particular,
(a) Minuteness of detail.

The particularity of the miracle will give occaaion to
him to suspect the truth of what it discovers.

Abp, Sfuirp, Works, L vi.

The last of the royal chronicles that it is necessary to
notice with mach particularity is that of John the Second.

Ticknor, Spanish Lit, 1. 166.

(6) Singleness; individuality.

The doctrine concerning all variety saipartietdaHly of
things. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 161.

(c) Uinnte attention to detail; tussiness. (d) The essen-
tial character or quantity of a partienlar proposition.

2. That which is particular, (a) A detail; a minute
circumstance ; a particular.

With allthe thousand Particularitieswhich attend those
whom low Fortunes and high Spirit make Malecontents.

Stede, Grief A-la-Mode, u. 1.

A long letter, . . . full of the Dlei fabulas, and such par-
tteuktriiies as do not usually find place in newspapers.

Sieift, Letter, March 22, 1708-9.

(bi) Individual or private matter, afifair, concern, or inter-

est.

Let the general tnimi>et blow his blasf^

Partieularities and petty sounds
To cease

!

Shak., 2 Hen. TI., v. 2. 44.

They have requested further time to conferr with them
that are to be interessed in this action aboute ye severall
particularities which in y« prosecution therof will fall out
considerable.
Sir E. Sandys, in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation, p. 31.

(c) Peculiarity; singularity; singular or peculiar feature
or characteristic.

She admires not herself for any one particularity, bat
for all. B. JoMon, Cynthia's Revels, ii. 1.

Several other of the old knight's particularities break
out upon these occasions. Addison, Sir Roger at Church.

1^0 man ought to be tolerated in an habitual humour,
whim, or particularity of behaviour by any who do not
wait upon him tor bread. Steele, Spectator, So. 438.

Fallacy Of illicit partiCDlaiity. See/a2Iaey.=Syn.l.
Exactness, preciseness.

particolarization (par-tik'u-lar-i-za'shon), n.

[r= F.partieularisatibn =It. paftieularizzazione,

particolarizza^ione ; as particularize + -ation.']

The act of particularizing. Also spelled par-
ticularisation.

This power ofportfcidojiairfMm (for it is as truly apower
as generalization) is what gives such vigor and greatness

to single lines and sentiments of Wordsworth.
LmceU, Among,my Books, 2d ser., p. 240.

particularize (par-tik'u-lar-iz), f. ; pret. and
pi^. particularized, ppt.'particularizing. [< P.

partieulariser = Sp. particularizar = Pg. par-

ticuHarisar = It. particvlarizzare, particolariz-
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zare; as particular + -ize.'] I, trans. 1. To
specify or mention with details ; give the par-
ticulars of; enumerate or specify in detail;
also, to render particular or detailed.

The numbers 1 particularized are about thirty-six mil-
lions. Bvrke, Vind. of Nat, Society.

Yon can not particvlarize a definition so as to exhaust
any sensible object, since tliat object stands in relation to
every other thing in the world.

F. H. Bradley, Ethical Studies, p. 135.

There are also several importantreviews of books, which
we cannot particulartw.

The Academy, Dec. 28, 1889, p. 426.

2. To single out for mention; make particular
mention of.

When the clergyman in the Thanksgiving particularized
those who desired now to "offer up their praises and
thanksgiving for late mercies vonch^ed to them," once
more Philip Firmin said "Amen," on his knees, and with
all his heart Thackeray, Adventures of Philip, xli

H. intrans. To mention or give particulars
or details ; be particular as opposed to general;
specifically, to mention orbe attentive to single
things or to small matters.
Now if the Spirit conclude collectively, and kept the

same Tenor all the way—for we see notwhere hepartieu-
larizes—then certainly bee must b^in collectively, else
the construction can bee neither Grammatticall nor Logi-
calL Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst

^ He continued in that particularizing manner which dis-
tinguiahed him—" We are now close upon the Norw^ian
coast—in the sixty-eighth degree of latitude."

Poe, Prose Tales, L 162.

But why particularize, defend the deed !

Say that 1 hated her for no one cause
Beyond my pleasure so to do—what then ?

Brouming, King and Book, IL 276.

Also spelled particularise.

particularly (par-tik'u-lar-li), adv. 1. In a
particular manner ; with specofio or special ref-
erence or distinctness ; especially.

To confer with the Emperor about Hatters of great
Importance, and parOculaiiy about War to be made in
France. Baker, Chronicles, p. 273.

2. In an especial manner; in a high or great
degree : as, to be particularly unfortunate.

His virtues as well as imperfections axe, as it were,
tinged by a certain extravagance which makes them par-
txemariy his, and distinguishes them from those of other
men. Addison, Sir Roger at Home.

Besides this tale, there is another of his [Chaucer's] own
invention, after themanner of the Provencals, called "The
Flower and the Leaf," with which I was . . . particulariy
pleased. Dryden, Pref. to Fables.

particnlannentf (par-tik'u-laivment), n. [<
particular + -ment.'] A detail; a particular.

Upon this nniveisall Ogdoas
Is founded every particularment

Br. H. More, Song of the Sonl, iL 15.

particularness (par-tik'u-lar-nes), n. 1. The
character of being particular; particnlarify;
individuality.—2. Nice attention to detail; fas-
tidiousness; fussiuess.

You're getting to be your aunt's own niece, I see, for
particularness. George Eliat, Adam Bede, L

particnlatet (par-tik'n-lat), V. [< Mil, parti-

cuiatus, pp. otparticulare, particularize, < L.
particula, a part, particle: see particle.] I.

intrans. To make mention singly.

I may not pariieidate of Alexander of Hales, the irrefra.

gable doctor. Canujen, Remains, Inhabitants of Britaine.

H. trans. To particularize; mention. Fen-
ton.

They pretended out of their commisserations to referre

him to the Councell in England to receiue a check, rather
then by particulalirigilis designes make him so odious to
the world as to touch bis life.

Quoted in CapL John Smith's Works, 1. 152.

particulate (par-tik'u-lat), a. [< Mil, particu-
latus, pp. of pdrticulare : see particulate, «.] 1

,

Having the form of a small particle ; taking
the form of particles.

On heating the solution gradually a little opalescence
appeared, bat it did not become particulate even at the
boiling point Green, Proc Roy. Soc., XL. 32.

The virus [of the cholera-germ] is particulate, and, as
indicated by its self-multiplication within the affected

person, is a living organism. Pop. 5ct. Jfo., XXV. 829.

Chauveau was the first to prove experimentally that in
vaccinia and in variola the active principle is &particulate

non-diffusable substance.
Klein, Micro-Organisms and Disease, p. 46.

2. Of or pertaining to particles
;
produced by

particles, as minute germs.

A characteristic of contagium, due to its particulate na-
ture, is that dilution lessens the chance of infection, but
has little effect upon the case if the disease be taken.

Quoin, Med. Diet, p. 397.

To express this aspect of inheritance where particle

proceeds from particle, we may conveniently describe it

as particulate. F. Galton, Science^ VL 27a

partieti »• An obsolete spelling otparty^.

parting-line

partile (par'tU), a. [< LL. partilis, divisible,

single, <L.pars(por*-), part: see part.] Exact
to a degree: said of a celestial aspect : opposed
to platie—Partile coitjimctlont. See conjunction.

partim (par'tim), adv. [L.] In :o<>l.. partly;
in part : noting names of species, genera, and
other groups which are inexactlv synonymous.
Abbreviated p. and pt.

partimen (par'ti-men), II. [Pt., < ML.partimen-
tum, division, partition, < L. partire, divide:
see part, v.] A form of poetic debate or con-
test among the medieval minstrels of Provence
in Prance. See the quotation.
Thepartinien ... is alsoa poetic debate, but it differs

from the tenson in so far that the range of debate is limit-
ed. In the first stanza one of the partners proposes two
alternatives ; the other partner chooses one of them and
defends it, and the opposite side remains to be defended
by the original propounder. Often in a final couplet a
judge or arbiter is appointed to decide between the par-
ties. Bncye. Brit, XIX. 876.

partimento (par-ti-men'to), H. [It., < ML.
^orrtnientum, division, partition: seepartimen.]
In music, a figured bass used for exercises in
counterpoint, or in playing accompaniments at
sight,

parting (par'ting), «. HME. parting, partynge;
verbal n. of part, v.] 1 . The act of separating
or dividing; separation, (a) Departure ; leave-tak-
ing ; separation from friends.

And there were sudden partings, such as press
The life from out young hearts.

Byron, Childe Harold, iii. 24.

(M) A going hence; death: aometimea hence-parting.

Percen with a pater-noster the paleys of henene.
And passen pnrgatorie ' penaunceles at her hennes-part-

ynge,
In-to the blisse of paradys. Piers Plowman (B), jc 462.

Would I were she

!

For such a way to die, and such a blessing.
Can never crown my parting.

Beau, and Ft., Thierry and Theodoret, iv. 1.

(c) In paper-making, the operation of separating the damp
sheets, (d) In m/Ual., the separation of gold and silver

from each other by means of an acid. Both nitric and
sulphnric acids are nsed for this purpose^ the latter more
generally; but parting by nitric acid is a process which
has been in nse formany centuries, (e) InvwneraL, a sepa-
ration of a mineral into layers due not to cleavage, hut to
some other cause, as the presence of thin lamellse, -formed
by twinning, as, for example, in pyroxene, titanite, etc.

(/) In comb-making, a mettiod by which, in order to save
material, two combs are cut fi*om a single piece of shell

but little wider than a single comb. The cutter used
has a veitical motion upon the blank, which has an inter-

mittent feed beneath it, and receives a succession of cuts,

the teeth of one comb being cut from the interdental
spaces of the other. E. H. Knight.

2. A point or place of separation or division.

The king of Babylon stood at the parting of the way, at
the head of tiie two ways, to nse divination. Ezek. xxL 21.

(a) In geol., a thin seam of clay or shale separating the
thicker beds of rock. (6) lafounding : (1)The meeting sur-

faces of the sand rammed up in the cope and in the drag.

(2) Parting-sand.

3. The division of the hair on the head in
dressing it.

His hair was cut short on the top, and lay on the head
without parting;. Encyc. BriL, YL 455.

4. That which parts or divides.—5t. Share;
fellowship; participation.

For what parting of rightwysnesse with wickidnesse?
Tydit, 2 Cor. vL 14.

parting-cup (par'ting-kup), «. 1. A drinMng-
cup havingtwohandles on opposite sides, as dis-

tii^uished from lov-

ing-cup, which usu-
ally has more.— 2.
A kind of cup, made
with new ale and
sherry, sweetened,
to which soda-water
is added immediate-
ly before drinking.

parting-fellowt
(par'ting-fel'6), n.

IMIE.partyng-felatve;

^parting + fellow.]
A partner.

Th^e scomeres been
partyng-fdawes with the
devil
Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

parting-glass (par'-

ting-glas), II. A
glass flask nsed in
assaying for dis-

solving silver from Partiiig-<nip.-01d English pottery.

itsmixture withgold,
parting-line (par'ting-lin), «. Tufcunding, a
line upon a pattern as it lies embedded in the
sand, below which the draw of the pattern is

upward, and above which the draw is down-
ward. In most cases this line is undulatory ; the surface



parting-line

of the B&nd-partiiig extends, however, on all sides from it

to the edges of the flaslc-part. E. H. Enight.

parting-rail (par'ting-ral), n. In carp., arailin-
termediate between the top and the bottom rail
of a door or partition ; a lock-rail. E. H. KnigJit.

J)arting-sand (par'ting-sand), n. In molding,
dry non-adhesive sand or brick-dust sprinkled
upon the meeting faces of the two members of
a mold to insure their ready separation.
parting-shard (par'ting-shard), n. In oeram.,
a thin piece of baked clay used in the pottery-
kilu to prevent different pieces of the unbaked
ware from sticking together.

parting-strip (par 'ting -strip), n. A narrow
strip used to keep two parts separated, as the
long strip between the upper and the lower sash
in a window-frame, or that between a window-
sash and a window-blind in a carriage or rail-

way-car.
parting-tool (par'ting-tol), n. A tool used in
many different kinds of work for dividing parts,
trimming, marking outlines, etc. (a) A turning-
tool with narrow cutting edge for dividing a piece in the
lathe, or for separating a turned piece from the stub-end
or unworked part of the block out of which it has been
formed, (b) An angular gouge for incising outlines, carv-
ing stems, etc. (c) A joiners' bent-edged chisel, with its

cutting edge variously shaped, (d) A marble-workers'
rasp, ilat, with curved ends, used for smoothing recesses
difficult to reach.—Inside partang-tool, a tool used to
undercut or hollow out from a solid piece lings and other
openings of curved outline.

partisan, «. and a. See partizati^, partizarfi.

partita (par-te'ta), n. [It., apart: see^arJ, n.'i

In music, a suite,' or a set of variations.

partite (par'tit), a. [= F. partite, partit = Sp.
Pg. partido = It. jiartito, < L. jyartitm, divided,

pp. otpartiri, divide: see part, v.] 1. Parted
or divided into parts: usually in composition
with qualifying or specifying prefix, as bipar-
tite, tripartite, quadripartite. See the com-
pounds.— 3. In hot., same as parted.— 3. In
entom., divided by a slit from the apex to the
base, as the wings of certain small moths.

partition (par-tish'qn), n. [< F. partition= Sp.
parti<}ion,partya ==Pg.partigSo = It.partizione,

partigione, < L. partitio{n-), a division, < par-
tiri, pp. partitus, divide : see part, v. Cf. par-
cener.'] 1. The act of parting or dividing; the
act of separating into portions and distributing

:

as, the partition of a kingdom among several
other states.

O learned (Nature-taught) Arithmetician

!

Clock-less, 80 just to measure Time's partition.
"

, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 3.

The partUion of Naples, the most scandalous transaction
of the period, he shared equally with Louis.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 24.

2. The state of being divided; division; sepa-
ration; distinction.

Like to a double cherry, seeming parted.
But yet an union in partUion,

Shah., M. N. D., iii. 2. 210.

3t. Separate part; apartment; compartment.
An edifice too large for him [man] to fill.

Lodged in a small pa/rtiUon.
Milton, P. L., viii. 105.

4. That bywhich different parts are separated.

Great wits are sure to madness near allied.

And thin partUvms do their bounds divide.

Dryden, Abs. and Achit, i. 164.

(a) In meh., a dividing wall; a wall or barrier which
serves to separate one apartment from another in a build-

ing.

Condemning therest of Gods inheritance to an injurious
and alienat condition of Xalty, they separated from them
by local partitions in Churches.

Milton, Churoh-Govemmeut, ii. 3.

(b) In hot., the division of a parted leaf ; also, the wall of

a cell in an ovary or fruit; a dissepiment, (c) Jn zoiil.,

specifically, a party-wall, septum, or dissepiment.

5. In law, a division of property among co-own-
ersby theiragreement orbyjudicial proceeding.
At common law it is a division of lands and tenements
l)etween coparceners, joint tenants, or tenants in common,
by agreement, so as to terminate their cotenancy and vest

in each a sole estate in a portion of the land, or an allot-

ment, as it was called ; and this was not deemed a convey-
ance, but a mere severance of interests. PartitionhuB also

long been made by courts of equity, for they havB power
to award compensation for inequality, or to decree a sale

and division of proceeds when an actual allotment is im-
practicable or disadvantageous. The same power has of
late been sometimes extended to personal property, but
not usually under the name otpaHUion, nor is the name
used for the ordinary distribution or division of an estate

by executors, etc.

6. In music. Same as score.— 7. In logic and
rhetoric, the separation of an integrate whole
into its integrant parts ; the separation of any
whole into its parts, except that the separation

of a genus into its species, or of a species into

genus and difference, is not so called.

Division divideth universal things into their particulars,

and partition divideth particulars into their parts, and
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most commonly foUoweth division, ... as, for example,
when diviraon hath divided a sensible body into a man and
beast, then foUoweth partition and divideth man into soul
and body, and the body into his integrall parts, as head,
brest, belly, legges, and such like.

BlundemUe, Arte of Logicke, it 3.

8. In math., a mode of separating a positive
whole number into a sum of positive whole
numbers. Thus, the partitions of 4 are 1 + 1

-I- IH- 1, H- 1 -t- 2, 2 + 2, and 1 -t- 3.-Meal,
metaphysical, etc., partition. See the adjectives.—
Owelty of partltionf. See owelty.— Partition line, in
her., one of the lines by which a shield is divided, espe-
cially a line dividing an ordinary from the field or another
ordinary. See Une% 12.— Partition of numbers, the
separation of particular whole numbers into sums of whole
numbers ; alsO; the name of the mathematical theory of
problems relatmg to the numbers of ways in which num-
bers can be separated into whole numbers under given
conditions.— Partition wall, a dividing wall ; a parti-

tion.

A great partiUm, watt to Iceep others ont.

Decay qf Christian Piety.

Physical partition. See physical.

partition (par-tish'gn), «. <. [ipartition, n.'\ 1.

To divide by walls or partitions.

I understand both these sides ... to be uniform with-
out, though severallyj7ar£i^on«(2within. Bacon, Building.

2. To divide into shares : as, to partition an
estate.

Thus the Roman world was partitioned among six mas-
ters. Makan, Church Hist., iii. 9.

partitional (par-tish'on-al), a. [(.partition +
-al.l Formed'by partitions.

The pods are flatfish, two or three inches long, and con-
tain from three to five seeds in partitional cells.

Grainger, Sugar Cane, iv., note.

partitioned (par-tish'ond), a. [< partition +
-6^2.] In hot", provi3.ed with a partition or
wall; separated by partitions.

partitionmentf (par-tish'on-ment), m. [i par-
tition + -ment.'i Tie act of dividing; partition.

As he is to record the story of a definite partitummemt
from Virginia of land that once belonged to it, he begins
with a sparkling sketch of the history of Virginia up to
that time. Tyler, Amer. Lit., II. 272.

partitive (par'ti-tiv), a. and n. [< F. partitif=
Sp. Pg. It. partitivo, < L. as if *partiUvus, < par-
titus, pp. of partiri, divide: see partite, part,
D.] I. a. In gram., denoting a part; denning
a part by expression of the whole to which it

belongs ; indicating a part as related to awhole

:

as, the head o/a mow; ahalf o/«<; or, in French,
dupain, ' some bread,' or 'of the bread.'

II. n. In gram., a word expressing partition

;

a distributive.

partitively (par'ti-tiv-li), ad/v. In a partitive

manner.
partizani, partisan^ (par'ti-zan), n. and a. [<
F. partisan, OF. partisan = It. partigiano, tov-

vaerlypartegiano,parteggiano, < ML. as if *par-
titiamis, usually, after Rom., partisarms, parU-
zanus, a member of a party or faction, a part-
ner, a farmer of taxes, < partita (> F. parUe,
etc.), apart, party: see party'^.'] I. n. 1. An
adherent of a party or faction ; one who is pas-
sionately or very eai-nestly devoted to a party
or interest; specifically, one whose judgment
or perception is clouded by a prejudiced ad-
herence to his party.

All the citizenswere snchdecidedpartisans, either of the
gonfalonier or of the Salviati, that they would not inter,

marry, or even give a vote for anyman . . . who was not
of their side. J. Adams, Works, V. 118.

The appeal, therefore, is to the people ; not to party, nor
to partisans. D. Webster, Speech, Oct. 12, 1832.

No one can be a right good partisan who is not a thor-

ough-going hater. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 248.

2. Mint, a member of a party or detachment
of troops sent on a special enterprise ; also, the
leader of such a party.

II. a. 1. Of or pertaining to a party or fac-

tion ; strongly biased in favor of a party or in-

terest.

Apartisan warfare . . . had long existed between Gra-
nada and its most formidable antagonist, the kingdoms of

Castile and Leon. Irving, Granada, p. 7.

The bestowal of places as the
reward foT partisan service, or
at the dictation of infiuential

politicians, had impaired the
efficiency and energy of the
public servants.

The Century, XKXI. 160.

2. Mint., engaged on a
special enterprise : as,

a partizan corps

—

Parti-
zan ranker imilit.), a member
of a partizan corps.

partizan^, partisan^
(par'ti-zan), M. [=MD.
pertuisaen, < OF. pertui-

sane = It. partigiana = Forms of Partizans.

partner

Sp. partesana, a partizan or leading-staff, < per-

tuiser (= It. pertugiare), make full of holes,

bore, < pertuis = It. pertugio, pertugia, a hole,

< ML. pertusus, a hole, < L. perttmdere, pp. per-
tusus, bore through: see perfuse.'] 1. A long-

handled cutting weapon used in England and
Scotland from the fourteenth to the sixteenth

century: a name including also the halberd,

fauchard, roncone, etc.

The hills were wooded with iheir parHzam,
And all the valleys overgrown with darts,

As moors are with rank rushes.
Fletcher, Bondnca, i. 2.

The labourers do gee into the fields with swords and
partizans, as if in an enemies countrey.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 6.

2. A man, as a soldier or a guardian of the

peace, armed with a partizan.

They . . . were fighting hard, when the provost, with
his guard otpartizans, came in tliirdsman and staved them
asunder with their halberds, as men part dog and bear.

Scott, Abbots xviii.

Morning-star partizan. Same as meming-star halberd
(which see, under manmigslar).

partizanship (par'ti-zan-ship), n. [(partizan^
+ -ship.'] Earnest or passionate adherence to

a party or faction ; feelings or actions charac-
teristic of a partizan.

partlessf (part'les), a. [< 'H'E,. parties ; (.part
+ -less.] 1. Without a part; not sharing.

Who is he that nolde dome that he that is ryht myhty of

good weere parties of the meede?
Chaucer, Boethins, iv. prose 3.

2. Without good parts.

For man of woorth (say they) with parts indow'd
The tymes doe not respect, nor wil relive.

But wholly vnto partlesse Spirits giue.

Dames, Microcosmos, p. 72. (Dames.)

partlett (part'let), n. [Early mod. B., < ME.
partlette; appar. a particular application of

Pertelote, Pertelotte, a woman's name, also ap-
plied to ahen,< OF. Pertelote, a woman's name.]
1. A garment for the neck and shoulders, espe-
cially for women, it was at one time of the nature
of a neckerchief of linen or similar fabric, but a partlet of

crimson velvet occurs in an inventory of Henry VIIL's
time. The ruffled or plaited edge oJ some forms of part-

let seems to have given rise to the popular term for a hen.

viij parUettes of Sypers, iij of them gamyshed with golde
and the rest with Spanyshe worke.

Inventory ofDame Agnes Hungerford, Archeeologia,
[XXXVin. 370.

Unfledge *em of their tires,

Their wires, their partlets, pins, and perriwigs.
Beau, and Ft., Knight of Malta, i. 1.

Somewhat later, the sleeves of dresses had puffs at the
shoulders, and, when the dresses were made open above
the girdle, a partlet, or kind of habit-shirt, was worn be-

neath them and carried up to the throat.
Sncye. Brit., VL 472.

2. A hen.
The faireste hewed on hire throte

Was cleped fayre damoysele Pertelote,

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 50.

Thou dotard I thou art woman-tired, unroosted
By thy dame ParUet here. ShaJc, W. T., ii. 3. 75.

I forgot to take your orders about your poultry; the
partlets have not laid since I went.

Walpole, Letters, II. 23.

partly! (part'li), a(i«. i(.part + -ly^.] In part;
in some part, measure, or degree; not wholly:
very often repeated in stating particulars that
make up a whole.

I do now partly aim at the cause of your repulse.
B. Jonson, Cynthia's Bevels, iii. 1.

They betook them partly to thir Weapons, partly to im-
plore divine aid. Milton, Hist. Eng., iv.

partly^t, adv. An obsolete form ot pertly^.

part-music (part'mii"zik), n. Music intended
for performance by two or more independent
performers ; concerted or harmonized music

:

almost exclusively applied to vocal music. See
part-singing a.nd. part-song.

partner (part'nfer), n. [Early mod. E. partener

;

< ME. partener, parUner, partenere, pertenere,

pertynere, a variant (appar. due to association
with the primitive word part, and to the con-
fusion of c and t, which were written alike in
many manuscripts) ot parcener: see parcener.]
1 . One who shares or takes part in anything

;

a sharer or partaker : as, to be a partner in one's
joys and sorrows.
The flesche es pertenere of the payne, that eftirwarde

the saule be comforthede in hir sensualite.
Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 16.

Syth I have here been partynere
With you of Joy and Blisse.

The Nut-Brown Maid.

2. One who is associated with another or oth-
ers ; an associate.

Ben. ni join with you in any thing.
Vio. In vain

:

I'll take mine own ways, and will have no partnxn.
Fletcher, Spanish Curate, It. 1.



paxtner

<) One who is isaociated with another in some game or
amnsement ; (1) One who plays on tile same side, as, spe-
dflcallr. In whist (2) One who dances with another, es-
pecially one of the opposite sex.

I>ad in yoor ladies erery one ; sweet fortntr^
1 mnst not yet forsake yoo.

Shak., Hen. TUL, L 4. 103.

My former fears of ilanring before such a company, and
with sach ^ partner^ returned more forcib^ than ever.

Milt Bumey, Brelina, xL
(t) One who is associated in marriage with another of the
opposite sex ; a husband or wife, (c) Onewho is associated
with another or others as a principal or the contribntor
of capital in a business or joint adventure, and usually
shares its risks and profits. Seepartnenlap.
3. pi. yaut., pieces of timber let in between
two deck-beams, to form a framing for the sup-
port of anything which passes fhiongh a ves-
sel's deck, as m^sts, capstan, or pumps.
The mast holes of a ship with wood beams are framed

with a series of carlings termed fore and aft porfiun,
cross partnen. and angle^chockB. thewhole framing a hole
the dUmeter of which exceeds that of the section of the
mast by twice the thickness of the mast wedges, these
latter varying about frinn 3 inches to 6 inches according
to the size of the ship. Thairte, Naval Arch., S 211.

Dormant partner, a special or sQent partner.—Osten-
sllile par&er. See asteiwUe.—silsnt partner, sleep-
Ins partner, a partner intcxested in a business in which
henas embarked capital, but in the conducting of which
he does not take an active part; a dormant partner.

—

Special partaifir, a partnerwho contributes capital only,
in a limited or special partnership, and whose liability
is limited by statute to the amount of capital. It the
statute governing partnerships is violated, the qiecial
partner becomes l]u>le as a 9eiumi{]xirtner. See partner-
aftip. =8^11.1. Participator, participant.—land2. Friend^
Con^maon, etc See ataoeiate.

partner (part'ner), v. t. [< partner, n.] To
join; associate as a partner.

Tohepmtaer'd
With tomboys hiredwith that self exhibition
Which your own coffers yield!

£%ai:,CymbeIine^i 6. 121.

partnership <part'n^-ship), n. [< partner +
-«Atp.] 1. The state or condition of being a
partner; joint interest; participation with an-
other.

liOve, well Uion know's^ no Partngrsh^ allowB.
iVior, Henry and Bminft,

But an union of ths kind is one of those btalporfno--
a>^between the struuger and theweaker which can lead
only to bondage. B. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 77.

Specifically—2. In latr, the relation subsisting
between persons who combine their services,

property, and credit for the purpose of conduct-
ingbnsinessfortheirjointbenefit. Itinvolves usu-
ally a reciprocal agency and a commnnify of profits and of
losses and often a community of inter^ in the capital.

Since one in such a relation maymake himself liable as a
partnertopaydebts, andyetfantosecurethe right to share
assets, the t^t of what constitutes apartnervaries accord-
ing as merely the relation of the parties to one another is

considered, or their relation to third persons dealing with
the firm. For the purpose of liability to third persons, a
right to share in the profits as profits, as distangnished
from receiving a compensation in proportion to profits,

has been deemed the general test ; out it is subject to ex-
eeptaonsand qualifications, and in En^^and and some other
junsdictions the test is whether the relation was such
that the one sought to be held liable had constituted the
other his agent to contract such obligation.

3. The contract creating the relation of part-
ners.—4. A role in arithmetic. See fetUw-
sMp, 4—General partnersbto, a partnership inwhich
the relation is not qualified as uimted or $pK&I, and in
which, therefore, all the mfflnbe^ are jointly liable for
an the debta—Umited partDersIiip,or special part-
nBZBlIlp, a partnership in which the special partner
contcibates to the common stock a specific sum in cask,
and is liable for the debts of the parteeiship only to the
amount of his investment. This immnnity is seemed by
compliance with the statutes creating it, which usually
provide that the special partus shall take no put in
the conduct of the business—Mining' partnership, a
partnership which exists when two or more persons,who
own or acquire a mining-claim for the purpose of work-
ing it and extracting the mineral therefrom, actually
engage in working the same : the chief peculiarity of the
relation in this case is in the implied powers of the
partners^ and the fact that the transfer of the share of a
partner to a stranger brings in the latter witbont dissolv-

ing the partnership.—DnlTersalpartnerslllp, a form
of association existing in Irouiaiana, inwhich all uie part-
ners agree to put incommon all the wealth they have and
may acquirer Exceptioi^ however, is nowmade of wealth
acquircn I7 gif^ succession, or I^acy after the partner-
ship had been constituted.

part-owner (part'o'ner), n. In 2a If, a joint
owner or tenant in common, who has an inde-
pendent, although an undivided, interest in
property with another or others.

paitricht, n. An old spelling ofpartridge.

partridge (par'trij), ». [Also dial, palridge,

paitH^; early mod. E. partrick, < ME. par-
triehe, pertriche. pertryche, partgrege. partrike,

partryke, pertrike, pertryk, parirys, < OF. per-

dris,perdrie, pertrix, F.perdrix= Sp . Pg. pereUs

= It. pemice, perdiee, <L. perdix, < Gr. irkpSt^,

a partridge.] 1. A gallinaceous or rasorial

bird of the femily Tetraonidte and of one or
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another of the subfamilies Perdidn^, Cacca-
binse, and Ortygime, of small size as compared
with grouse {Tetraonina), with four toes, scaly
shanks seldom spurred, fairly well-developed
tail, and naked nostrils, (a) The birds more particu-
larly designated partridges are Uie European species of the
genera Perdix and CaeaMs. The best-known of these is

thecommon gray partridge, Perdix dnerea, the only bird of

Common Gray Partrid^ (Perdix citurea).

the kind that is common in Great Britain, and hence the
one specifically called a ptvrMdge in 'Rnelish it ex-
tends through Europe, and in Asia is replaced by close-
ly related forms, as P. torteta and P. hodgunia. Other
Asiatic birds which have partridge as at least the book-
name are species of Oreopardix, Ammoperdix, ArborvpbHa,
Bambiaiecla, etc. Those of the lae^named genus are
known as bamboo-partridgei. (b) In Europe other birds
properly called partridges are species of Caeeabis. The
red-legged,French, orGuernseypartridge is CacaMg rufa;
the Gre^ partridge is C. grsca; the rock-par^dges are
C. somtiKr and C jMtniaii. Belated to these in Asia and
Africa are other species of Caeeaijii. Snow-partridges be-
long to tbe genusZ^rmor T^froopertivE, asX. or T. mrico^
and to TWroi^aBua. Of the latter genus are the chourtka
(7*. «a«piu8Xthe Himalayanputridge (2*. A»iui2av«n(uX snd
otherspecies. ThehiU-paiitridgesareadoxenormorespe-
cies of Arbanj^tUot found in India and countries further
east, and several of GtMoperdxc (See cut under GiMaper-
dtz.) The very numerous species of trancolins are often
brought under PerdiKXRa, and some of them are called
Vatkpartniges. They are mostly African. (See cnt under
ynmeofHt.) (e) All the partridge-like birds of America are
entirely dfBferentfrom any of theforegoing^and constitute
a separate suhfomSy called Cotxam, Ovtyginae, or OdorOo-
phoriaue; these are in different parts of the United States
(as explainedunderjiA«(U(inQknown asportrif^^ orQuoiZs
imual being properly the name of the Old Woild birds of
the genus (Totum&zX The common partridge or quail of
the United States is the Virginian Dobwhite, Colvxut or
Or^x wyuMonu^, and it is the only one that is extensively
dispersed in the country. But in the southwestern States
and Territories are found numerous other partridges or
quails^ of the genera Oreortyx, Lophartyx, CcJIipepla, and
Cyrtonyx; while ranging through Mexico and Central
America and well into Soulh America are yet others be-
longing to the genera Euptychortyx, Dendrmtyx, and
Odoniophtma. See cuts under CaeaUns. CaU^ie^a, Cyr.
tonyXf h^met-guaH, Lerva, Odantaphorina, Oremiyx, and
guaa. See also ^TDUK.
And brunstonys, and also grett ][ilente of Parfyn^ and

verigoodwynes. Toriui^ton.DiarieofEng. Travell,p.58.

2. By a misapplication of the name (by Eng-
lish sportsmen and others in South America),
species of the family Unamidse, as Nothura ma-
culosa, the common partridge of the pampas
of the Argentine Bepublic, and BhyncMtus ru-

feseens, the great or large partridge.—3. In
Australia, by misapplication, species of the
family jl\tmicidx.—4. InKew England, bymis-
application, the ruffed grouse.—5t. laartiBery,

a large bombard formerlyused in sieges and de-
fensive works. Froissart. Compare perdreau.
—Fartridge cochJn. See cochin.

partridge-berry (par'trij-ber'i), «. l. A trail-

ing plant, 3f>tcAeSar«pen«. Itisasmoothherb,with
round-ovate evergre^i leaver the paired flowers white,
tinged with pniple, bearded wiUiln, and fragrant. It is

common throughout the woods of eastern North America,
reaching to Merica Its little twin fiowers of early som-

FluwiiiluB' Plantof Faitridge-beiry {Miichella nefens}.

a, a leaf, showin? the nervatiOD ; d, a Sower witii loi^ stamens ; c,

anower with loi^ style ; J. Ae finiit.

mer, though pretty, are less noticed than its scarlet fruity

which from autumn to spring forms a very pleasing com-
hination with the deep-green leaves. The berry is edible,

but insipid. The plant has medical uses like pipeissewa.
It is aromatic and astringent, and yields an oil which con-
tains 90 per cent of methyl salicylate and is largely used
in rheumatism. Alsoehedeiieiry,dMibaiy,anAhif>e-dne.
2. The winteigreen, Gaultheria procumbens.

party

partridge-hawk (p;ir'trij-h&k),n. TheAmeri-
can goshawk, Astur atricamthts.
partridge-pea (par'trij-ge), n. See^ieal.
partoidge-WOOoT (par'tnj-wfid), n. A fine hard
cabinet-wood obtained from the West Indies
and South America, it is of a reddish color, beau
tifully marked with darker-colored parallel lines and
streaks. It is sufficiently toogh to be used for nmbrella-
sticks, etc. It appears to be the product of Andira iner-
miSf and p^haps of several other leguminous trees.

part-singing (part'sing'ing), n. In music, the
act, theory, or result of singing in harmony

—

that is, with two or more independent parts or
voices; choral singing: opposed to jolo-^'n^inr;.
Technically the term is nsnally restricted to unaccompa-
nied singing, and frequently to singing bymale voices only.
part-song (part'sdng), n. In music, a vocal
composition fortwo or more independent voices
or parts ; loosely, a glee or madrigal, and some-
times a round or catch. Part-songs are usually
meant to be sung without accompaniment.
The part-nng being essenti^ly a melody with choral

harmony, the upper part is in one sense the most impor-
tant. GroTt 8 Diet Muiic, IL 659.

partnret (par'Jur), n. [<j)art -t- -ure; as it by
apheresis from departure, q. v.] Departure.

Thou wert he at parture whome I loathde to bid farewell.
TtaiernUe, To Spenser (Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 385).

partnriatet (par-tu'ri-at), r. ». [Irreg. for *pa)-
turite, < L. parturitus, pp. of parturire, be in
labor: see parturient.^ To bring forth young.
partnriency (par-tn'ri-en-si), n. [< parturi-
*"(*) • -*y-] The state of being parturient

;

parturition.

Itartniient (par-tn'ri-ent), a. [= Sp. Pg.j>ar-
turiente = It. partorieate, parttiriente, < L. jHir-

furie»(t-)s, ppr. of parturire, desire to bring
forth, be in labor, desiderative of parere, pro-
duce: see parent.^ Bringing forth or about to
bring forth young: sometimes, as in the quota-
tion, extended to a more general use.

The plant that is ingrafted must also be parturient and
fmitfuL Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835% n. 23.

parturifacient (par-tu-ri-fa'shient), «. [< L.
parturire, desire to bring forth (see parturient).
+ facien{t-)s, ppr. of facere, cause.] A medi-
cine, as eigoi, which excites uterine action, or
facilitates parturition ; an oxytocic.

partnriometer (par-tu-ri-om'e-ter), n. [Irreg. <

li.parturiiio(n-), parturition, -I- Gt.fth-pov, mea-
sure.] An instriunent for determining the ex-
pulsive force of the uterus in parturition.

partnrionst (par^tu'ri-us), a. [Asparturi{ent)
+ -ous.'i Saime asparturient. l>ray(on, Moses.

partnrltion (par-tu-rish'on), n. [< P. parturi-
tion = Pg. parturi^ao, < LL. parturitio{n-'), tra-

vail, < L. partunius, pp. of parturire, desire
to bring forth, be in labor : see paturient.'} 1

.

The act of bringing forth or being delivered of
young,
Uis. Sydney is all roral bnsUe, impatient tor theportu-

rition of hens and pigs.
SydTtey Smith, To Lady Holland, vL

2t. That which is broughtforth; burden; birth.

partnritiTe (par-tu'ri-tiv), a. [As parturit(ion)
+ •ioe.2 Pertaining or relatii^ to parturition

;

obstetric.

Parturitioe science^ Buluxr, My Novel, xiL 11.

part-writing (part'ri'ting), n. In music: (o)
That branch of polyphonic composition which
concerns the correct combination with one an-
other of the several voice-parts; counterpoint
(in the modem sense). (6) The sum of the rela-
tions of the voice-parts of a particular piece to.

each other; the melodies of the sever^ voice-
parts taken eoUaetively.

party^ (par'ti), n. and a. [< ilE. party, par^e.
parti, parOe = OFries. parUe = D. partij =
MLG. partte, partige = MHG. parlxe, par% G.
parte! = Sw. Dan. parti, < OF. partie, parlye, F.
partie, t. (also parti, m.), = Pr. partida, parUa
= Sp. Pg.partida, f. {partido, m.), =It.jparh'ta,
f., < ML. partita, t., a part, party, < L. partita,
fem. ot partitas, pp. of partiri, divide: seepart,
f.] I. n.; pL/)a>-ttes(-tiz). If. A part ; a por-
tion ; a division.

The tourOie party of this day is goon.
Chaucer, ProL to Man of Law's Tale. 1. 17.

Thow Shalt go in to that partyes where th^be that hare
the holy resselL MerUn (E. £. T. S.X i. £J.

Kobyn toke the forty ponnde
And departed it in two pariye.

hyteU Gate qfBobynHode (CbHi'i Ballads,V. IIOX

2t. Part; side.

Ther is a kyng not ferre from thise partus.
In all contres ther as men riden and goon,
Tnder hevyn so grete ther levith non.

Qeneryde* (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1706.



party
Thei hem renged by hundredes and by thowsandes, and

closed hym in on alle partyes, and smote vpon hym with
theire spares at ones, and ouer-threwe hym and his horse.

tterlin (E. B. T. S.), ii. 196.

For ms party, al that I shal eschiewe
Whlls that tile soule abidithe in his place.

PoliUcal Poems, etc. (ed. Fmnivall), p. 72,

3. A company or number of persons ranged on
one side, or united in opinion or design, in op-
position to others in the community ; those who
favor or are united to promote certain views or
opinions: as, theLiberal^ar%; the Democratic
party; the party of moral ideas.

Thider preced bothe partyes to the reeoowe, and therwas
grete losse on bothe parties. Merlin (B. E. T. S.), il 166.

Tou will angry be with none
That are of my partie,

Robin Bood and Queen Eatherine (Child's Ballads, V. 819).

There were cliques and parties at Henry's court during
the whole oJ his reign ; there was a strong party against
Wolsey, there was a Protestant and a Catholic party, and a
Norfolk and a Suflolk parly.

Stuibs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 246.

Hence—4. Side; cause.
Maintain the party of the truth.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., ii. 4. 32.

^gle came in to make theii party good.
Dryden, tr. of Vila's Eclogues, vL 32.

I will throw her into his way as often as possible, and
leave him to make ins party good as fast as he can.

Colman, Jealous Wife, ii.

5. A company or band of persons collected or
gathered together for some particular purpose

;

especially, a select company invited to be pres-
ent and participate in some form of amusement
or entertainment: as, a pleasure-j>ar^; a din-
ner-^ar^ ; a theater-^ari^.

If my brother Charles had been of the party, madam,
perhaps you would not have been so much alarmed.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, L 1.

He enjoyed a party of pleasure in a good boat on the
water, to one of the aits or islets in the Thames.

Miss Edgeworth, Patronage, idx.

One day there was a donation party at our house. The
ladies of the town brought their wheels and spun quanti-
ties of flax, which they gave to my mother ; and the young
men made an ox-sled th^t they presented to pa.

S, Jvjdd, Margaret, ii. 6.

6. A detached part of a larger body or com-
pany ; specifically {milit. ), a detachment or small
number of troops sent on a special service, as
to intercept an enemy's convoy, to reoonnoiter,
to seek forage.—7. In law : {a) One of the lit-

igants in a legal proceeding; a plaintiff or de-
fendant in a suit: sometimes used collectively

to include all the persons named on one side.

The cause of both jiarf^ shall come before the judges.
Ex. xxii. 9.

(6) One expressly concerned or interested in
an affair: as, a 'parly to a contract or an agree-
ment ; the party of the first part.

Since he made himself a party, it was not convenient for
him to sit in the judicial place, ^r P. Sidney, Arcadia, v.

8. One who is privy to a transaction or affair,

or connected with it in any way; one who is

more or less of an accomplice or accessory.

An injury sharpened by an insult, be It to whom it will,

makes every man of sentiment Sk party.
Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 61.

Louisa. You have formed this plan for my escape—but
have you secured my maid in our interest?
Duenna. She is a party in the whole.

Siheridan, The Duenna, i. 3.

9. A person; a particular person, as distinct

from and opposed to any other ; a person under
special consideration ; a person in general; an
individual: as, an old party of my acquain-
-tance. [Now only vulgar.]

Not only it is wee that have pierced the Partie thus
found slaine, but this Party whom we have thus pierced
is . . , even the Only begotten Son of the most High God.

£^. Andrews, Sermons (ed. 1628), p. 311.

We vse also to say so, when speaking of any body in se-

crecie, and the partie comes in.

Florio (under zucaii, zoccoli).

1 Worn, My master's yonder.
Lady P. Where?
2 Worn. With a young gentleman.
lady P. That same 's the party.

B. Janeon, Volpone, iv. 1.

He 's a genteel-looking party. I wonder if he belongs
to Sotor, King, St, Co., of New York?

C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 6.

lOf. Compact; treaty.

All those countryes more feared him then Powhatan,
and hee had such parties with all his bordering neigh-

bours. Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 232.

American, Anti-Federal, Antimasonic, Antirent
party. See the qualifying words.—A partyt, a little

;

somewhat.
Br wynter come and wexe a partie stronge.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 180.

Constitutional Union, Democratic, Federal party.
See the qualifying words.—Equal Bights party. See

Party per pale ar-
gent and azure.
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Locofoco, 3.— Examination Ofparty. See examination.
— Firing party (mtYtt.). Seefinny-party.— piyil^ par-
ty (mUit.), a detachment of men employed to hover about
and harass an enemy.— Foraging party. See forage.—
Free Democratic party. Seefree.— Greenback or In-
dependent party. See greenback.- In party t, in part.

" Sir," quod Kay, " and ther-fore am I come to yow, flor

I supposed in partye what ye ment."
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 262.

Labor-Reform party. See^reenftoci.- Liberal, Lib-
erty, Monarchical, National party. See the qualify-

ing words.— Native American party. See American.—
New Court party. See cmurt.— Nominal party. See
nomiiial.—oiii Court party. See court.— Fartylnln-
terest. See interest.— FeoIUe'B party, a name assumed
by various political parties in the United States, most fre-

quently workingmen's parties ; specifically, the Populists
(see Populist).- Prohibition, Republican, Tory, Whig
party. See the qualifying words. = Syn. 3, Commnation,
Faction, etc. (see coAaii), league, set, cUque, alliance, coa-
lition.

II. a. If. Partial; manifesting partiality.

I wol be trewe juge and nought ;iarti/e.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1799.

3. Of or pertaining to a faction or party; par-
tizan: as, party lines

;
party issues.

scomer of the party cry
That wanders from the public good.

Tennyson, Freedom.

party2 (par'ti), a. [< ME. party, < OF. (and F.)
parti = Sp. Pg. partido = It. partita, divided,
< h. partitiis, pp. otparUri, divide: see part, v.

Ct.pariy^.'] If. Divided; in part.

She gadereth floures, ^arfy whyte and reede.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, L 195.

Specifically— 2. In her., divided into parts,
usually equal : said of the field, especially when

the division is in the direction
of one of the ordinaries. Thus,
party per/esse is divided by a horizon-
tal line passing through thefesse-point

;

party per bend is divided by a line in
the direction of the bend and into equal
parts ; etc. In actual blazoning, how-
ever, the word party is usually omitted,
and instead of writingportj/ per pale or
and amreiawntte'a per pale, eUi. Also
parted.

party-coated (par'ti -k6'''ted), a. [Also, less

Vtop., parU-coated, ; < partyt + coat + -ed^.2

Having a party-colored or motley coat.

party-color (par'ti-kul'''or),». [Also^ less prop.,

parti-color; X partyt + cokir.'] Variegated col-

ors.

party-colored (par'ti-kuF'ord), a. [Also, less

prop., parti-colored; <. partyt + color + -ed2.]

Colored differently in different parts ; of divers
colors; variegated; presenting a somewhat
striking diversity of colors.

The fulsome ewes . . . did . . .

'EaSiparti-colour'd lambs. Slmk., M. of V., L 3. 89.

To see him run after a bubble which himself hath made,
.Hnd the sun hath particoloured, and to despise a treasure.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), L 259.

My mind was at that time
A party-colored show of grave and gay,
Solid and light, short-sighted and profound.

Wordsworth, Prelude, iv.

party-gold (par'ti-gold), a. [< partyt + gold.'\

Composed in part of gold, or partly gUt: said

usually of a vessel otherwise made of silver.

partyism (par'ti -izm), n. [< partyt + -ism.]

Division into parties; also, devotion to party.

[Recent.]

"Broad" is an epithet not descriptive of a partisan, but
rather of one who abhors aW. partyism.

American Literary Churchman, Dec. 16, 1883.

party-jury (par'ti-jS^ri), n. iiparty^ +jwy^.1
A jury consisting half of natives and half of

foreigners ; a half-tongue jury.

party-list (par'ti-list), n. A Ust of the candi-

dates for public positions proposed by a party
to be voted for. Such a list may be printed or other-

wise hiscribed on a ballot, or it may be merely published
or posted up for the information of the public, etc. [Bug. ]

This voting, however, carried on hy party-lists on differ-

ently coloured cards, is practically open.
Mneyc. Brit., m. 291.

party-man (par'ti-man), n. One of a party;
one who is thoroughly or earnestly attached to

the principles of his party; a partizan.

party-spirited (par'ti-spir'i-ted), a. Having
the spirit of party or of partizans.

party-verdictt (par'ti-v6r"dikt), n. A joint ver-

dict.
Thy son Is banish'd upon good advice.

Whereto thy tongue apar^-verdiet gave.
Shak., »ich. II., i. 3. 234.

party-wall (par'ti-wftl), n. [< parfy\ division,

+ wall.J A wall upon the liie between the

premises of adjoining owners, which each has
the right to use as a support for his structure,

and usually also to some extent for chimneys,
water-pipes, etc. Itmaybelong to one owner or partly

parvanimity

to each, but what characterizes it as a party-wall Is the ease-
ment which both owners have in what belongs out and
out to neither.

Parula (par'ij-la), n. [NL. (Bonaparte, 1838),
dim. of Parus, q. v.] A genus of diminutive
American creeping warblers of highly varie-

gated ooloration,belongingto the family;%Zi;jco-
M(?« orJfmo*iZ*J<ias; the blue yellow-backed war-
blers, p. amerieana is a beautiful little bird of eastern
North America, migratory and insectivorous, inhabiting
woodland, above blfte with golden-brown interscapulars,
below yellow and white with a golden-brown spot on the
breast^ the lores dusky, the eyelids touched with white, the
wings crossed with two white bars, the tail-feathers exten-
sively blotched with white ; the length is 4? inches, the ex-

tent of wings 7^. A related species of Texas and south-
ward is P. nigruora, and there are others, as P. pitiayumi.
Also called CompsoUdypis.

parulis (pa-ro'lis), n. [= F. paruUe = Sp. pa-
rulis = Pg. parulia, parulida, < NL. parvMs, <

Gr. irapovMC, a, gum-boil, < napd, near, + oiM(,

oJ/W, gum.] A gum-boil.

paruiUDilical (par-ixm-bil'i-kal), a. [< Gr. iropd,

beside, + L. umbiUc^lSf the navel see utrMlical."]

In the neighborhood of the umbilicus.—pamm-
blllcal veins, branches from the portal vein along the
round ligament of the liver, anastomosing with the epigas-

tric veins.

parura (pa-rb'ra), n.
;
pi. parurse (-re). [ML.

:

see parure.'\ AJa. apparel attached to the dal-

matic : it is broader than is usual on the alb.

parure (pa-ror' ; F. pron. pa-riir'), n. [< ME.
parure, parour, < OF. (and F.) parure, < ML.
paratwra, attire, dress, finery, ornament, < L.

jparore, prepare: see jjarei. Ct.parade.'^ 1. A
set of corresponding articles of decorative char-

acter; also, the total amount of decoration pro-
duced in any one case by similar means, as a set

of embroideries or lace trimmings for a dress

;

hence, a set of ornaments intended to be worn
together, or matching with one another : as, a
parure of jewels.— Sf. Ornament^ adornment.

I bequethe to the said ohirche ane hole sute of veat-

mytes of russet velvet. One coope, chesible diacones,

for decones; with the awbes Kadi parures.
Test. Vetust., p. 267. iHalliwell.)

paruria (pa-rS'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gt. Trapd, beside,
+ oipov, urine.] "Disordered micturition.

Farus (pa'rus), n. [NL., < Jj.parus, a titmouse.]
The typical genus of Paridse and Parinse. The
name was formerly applied with little discrimination to
all the birds of this family and some others, but is now

Greater Titmouse {Parus majtn^.

restricted to titmice congeneric with the marsh-tit of Eu-
rope, P. paiustris, and the black-capped chickadee of
North America, P. atricapiUus. The species are numer-
ous ; among them is the Eui'opean P. major. See also cut
under chickadee.

parusia (pa-ro'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr. napmala,
presence, < Trapuvj'ppr. of trapelvai, be presenti
< jra/)(i,near, + slvai, be.] 1. In rJiet., the use of
the present tense instead of the past or future,
as in a vivid narration of a past or prediction
of a future event.— 2. (a) Thenativity. (6) The
second advent.
parva logicalia (par'va loj-i-ka'Ii-a). [ML.:
lj.parva, neut. pi. ot parvus, small, flttle; ML.
logicaUs, pertaining to logic : see logical.'] The
name given in the middle ages to the branches
of logic which were treated in the various sup-
plements added from time to time to the Sum-
mulee of Petrus Hispanus. These subjects were the
doctrines of supposition, ampliation, restriction, distribu-
tion, tropellation, exponibles, syncategoreumato, obliga-
tions, fnsolubilia, consequences, etc.

parvanimity (par-va-nim'i-ti), n.; pi. parvanim-
ities (-tiz) . [< L. parvus, small, -1- animtts, mind.
Cf. magnanimity.'] 1. The state of having a
little or ignoble mind; littleness of mind;
meanness : the opposite of magnanimity.
When once it is noted that the apprehension of being

derided for retracting is the sole obstacle that stands b&.
tween your reason and so important a change as your con-
version, they will justly esteem yourparvanimity so great
that you deserve derision for so poorly fearing it.

Boyle, Works, V. 21&

2. A person with a little or ignoble mind.



parvanimity
I toOBt th&t Tery tew peraoiiB indeed, not of the class of

hopelefis parvanimitiet of the true inso^ stamp, would
be otherwise tiian heartily ashamed of so feeling.

F. HaU, Modem English, p. 33.

Parvati (pap'va-te), ». [Skt., 'of the moun-
tain,' or 'daughter of the mountain (Hima-
laya),' <j}art-ata,moiiiitaiii.] AHiadadiTinity:
same as Durga,
paivei^et, n. A Middle English form of peri-

winkle^.

parvenu (par've-nu), h. and a. [< F.panenu,
a parvenu, < parvenu, successful, pp. of parve-
nir = It. pervenire, arrive, succeed, thrive, < L.
pervenire, amve,< j>er, through,+ venire, come:
see eontej] I, n. One newly risen into notice,

especially by an accident of fortune and beyond
bis birth orapparent deserts,whetheras aelaim-
ant for a place in society or as occupying a posi-

tion of authority; an upstart.

This Pontiff [Fins IV.], a genial, politic man of Uie
world, hot-tempered bnt placable, a panxim as compared
with tile noble birth of his predecessors, had the qouities
which belong to the position of a parvenu.

Quarteriy Ha)., CXLV. 293.

I . . . hare always observed throogh life . . . th^ it

is yonr parvenu who stickles most for what he calls the
genteel, and has the most squeamish abhorrence for what
is frank and natoraL

Thaeieray, Fitz-Boodle's Confessions.

n. a. Like or characteristic of a parvenu or
npstart.
Haldng the sanctities of Christianity look parvenu and

popular. Emerson.

parripsoas (par-vip'so-as), n. [NL., < L. par-
vus, small, 4- Kli. psoasj] The small psoatic
muscle; the psoas parvus. See psoas.
parvipsoatic (par-vip-so-at'ik), o. Of or per-
taining to the parvipsoas.

parviiostrate (par-vi-ros'trat), a. [< Jj. par-
vus, smaU, + rosiratus, having a bill, < rostrum,

a beak, biU.] Jn ornith., having a smaU bUI.

ParvilOStres (par-vi-ros'trez), n. pi. [KL. :

see parvirostrate."] In Blyth's system (1849),

a superfamily of his Cypselmdes, consisting of
the two families Podargidae and Caprimulgidae,

in which the bUl is very small. [Not used.]

parris, parvise (par'vis), n. [< ME. parvis,

parvys, parvyse, parvyce, < OP. parvis, parevis,

pareis, parais, F. parvis, < ML. paravisus, par-
visius, a corruption (after Bom.) of pareidisus,

a church close, < LL. paradisus : see paradise.

In representations of the mystery plays in the
open place before a church, the porch repre-
sented paradise.] 1. A vacant inclosed space
of greater or less extent before a church (often

slightly raised), and under the jurisdiction of

the church authorities; also, the outer court of

a palace or great house.

It rVilla Hondiagone] stands perched on a terrace as

vast as the parvise of St. Peter's, looking straight away
orer black cypress-tops into the shining vastness of the
Campagna. H. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 179.

2. A room over a church porch employed as a
school-room or a storage-room, or as a lodging
for some ecclesiastic.

Over each porch in the nave is a parvise, or priest's

chamber. N. and Q., 7tti ser., TL 208.

3. A church porch, where lawyers were in the
habit of meeting for consultation ; specifically,

the portico of St. Paul's Cathedral in London.
A sergeant of the lawe, war and wys,
That often hadde ben at the parvys,
Ther was also.

Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., L 3ia

Parvis and portal bloom like trellised bowers.
And the va^ minster seems a cross of flowers.

LongfeUouj, Slvina Commedia, Soimets, ii

parvitadel' (pax'vi-tnd), n. [< L. as if *parvi-

iudo, < parvus, small.] Littleness; minute-
ness. GJanville, Vanity of Dogmatizing, viiL

parvityt (par'-^-ti), n. [= OP. parvite = Sp.
parvidad, parvedad = Pg. parvidade = It. por-
tntA, < L. parvita{t-)s, smaUness, < parvus,

small.] SmaUness; parvitude. Bay, Works
of Creation, L
parvnle (par'vul), n. [< L. parvulus, dim. of

parvus, sma,\X: see parviiy.J A minute pill.

paryphodrome (pa-rif'o-drom), a. [< Gr. aapi,

beside, + E. hy^odrome.'] See nervation.

pasit(p5),». An obsoleteform ofpass andpacei.
pas^ (p&)> »- [P., a step, pace: see pace.] 1.

A stiep, as in dancing or marching.—2. A
dance: as, pas seul, a dance performed by one
person ;

pas de deux, a dance by two persons.

Pas redonbl^ a qnickstep, or qnick-march.—To talce

or bave the pas of one (tr. F. oroir le pas snr qnelq'nn),

to take precedence ; precede ; hence^ to go beyond any one
or anything else.

But my aont and her paramour took the pas, and formed
indeed such a pair of originals as, I believe, all England

could not paralleL Smollett, Humphrey Clinker, 11 199.
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Pasagian (pa-sa'ji-an), n. [< ML. Pasagii or
Pasagini; aceordmg to Neander, perhaps < ML.
passagium, passage.] A member of a religious
body of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries
which arose in Lombardy and existed chiefly in
Italy. They denied the doctrine of the Trinity,
and restored the rit«s of the Old Testament,
excepting the sacrifices.

pasan (pa'zan), n. [A native African name.]
An antelope, the oryx.
pasch (pask), n. [Alsoj)asi-,andpasgrtje(<OP.):
early mod. E. and dial, also pace, pose, passe;
ME. paslc, paske, pasche, pans, < AS. pascha =
OS. OPries. pascha = D. paasch, poos = MLGr.
pasche, pasehe, paschen, pdschen = Icel. pdskar
= Sw. pdsk,pdska = Dan.paa.ste = OP. paske,
pasche, pasque, P. pdque = Sp. pdscua = Pg.
paschoa= It.pasqua= LL.pascAa, < Gr. irdaxa,

passover, < Heb. pesach, a passing over, the
Passover, < pdscuM, pass over.] The Jewish
feast of the Passover; hence, the Christian
feast of Easter.. [Obsolete or archaic, except
in composition.]
That he be there the thirde day after Pasehe with-oute

eny faile. Meiiin (E. E. T. S.), il. 178.

O heal this deed on me, Meggy ; . . .

The silks that war ahapen for me gen Pasehe,
They sail be sewed for thee.

Young Redin (Child's Ballads, £. 14).

1 wHl compare circomnision with baptism, and the posse
lamb with Christ's sapper.

Tyndaie, Ans. to Sir X. More, etc. (Parker Soc., 1850^
[p.ai&.

paschal (pas'kal), a. [< OP. paschal, pascal,
F. pascal = Splpaseual = Pg. paschal, pascodl
= lt.pascale,pasquale, ilJL.paschalis, <.pascha,
passover: see pa«cA.] Pertaining to the Pass-
over or to Easter.
The whole nation of the Jews, who were tben assembled

to celebrate Xb&paschai solemnity.
Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, IL v.

Paschal candle, or paschal tai>er, in the Ram. CntA.
Ch., a candle blessed by the priest in the service of Holy
Saturday and placed on the gospel side of the altar, there
to remain from Easter eve until Ascension day.

To provide lights for the burial of the poor, in some
churches the Paschal candle was broken, after Trinity
Sunday, and made up again into smaU tapers exclnsive^
for the funeral service of the poor people. ... In old
wills bequests were made for the same purpose under
the name of ".the poor light"

Rode^ Church of our Fathers, il 472, note.

Paschal controversy, a controversy in the early church
regarding the proper time for the celebration of Easter.
Such controversies occurred especially in AsiaMinorin the
latter half of the second and in the third and fourth cen-
turies.—Paschal cycle. See eyde^.—Paschal lamb,
(a) Among the Jews, the lamb slain and eaten at the Pass-
over (Ex. xiL). (b) ia her., a white lamb passant, carrying
a banner argent with a cross gules (the banner of St.

George, or simply an emblem of the cmciflzionX This
was an emblem of the Knights Templars, and occurs
sometimes in heraldry as a bearing of persons not of the
order.— Paschal letters, in the eariy dwrch, letters

written by the Patriarch of Alexandria to the Bishop of
Bome, and probably to other patriarchs, and by patriarchs

and archbi^ops to the bishops under their authority, an-
nouncing the date of the neik Easter festival—Paschal
rents, a yearly tribute paid by the clergy to the bishop
or archdeacon at their Easter visitation.—Paschal so-
lemnity, the week preceding and the week following Eas-
ter.—Paschal supper, the Passover supper. See Pass-
over.—Paschal taper. SeeposcAo^can^Ze.

paschalist (pas'kal-ist), «. [< paschal + -ist.'}

A disputant or controversialist respecting tie

proper day on which Easter should fall.

Tradition hath had very seldom or never the gift of per-

suasion, as thatwhich chnrch histories report of those east

and western paschtUists, formerly spoken ot, wiU declare.

Milton, Prelatical Episcopacy.

pasch-egg (pask'eg), n. [Also dial, pace-egg,

q. V. ; = D. paaschei = Sw. p&skdgg = Dan.
paaskeseg; as pasch + egg^.^ An Easter e^.
M) An egg prepared for Easterby being dyed or decorated.

^) An imitation egg, or a boxor other vessel of the figure

of an egg; though sometimes much larger: a common
Easter adornment or gift.

pasch-flower, ». See pasque-flower.
paschite (pas'Mt), n. See guartodeeimani.

pascuage (pas'ku-ag), n. [<ML.pascj/a^'«m, <

L. pascuum, a pasture, <paseuus, grazing: see

pascuoiis.'] In law, the grazing or pasturing of

cattle. Wharton.
pascoal (pas'ku-al), a. [< L. paseuus, of a pas-
ture, -I- -ai.2 Same as paseuous.

No hard and fast line can be drawn between Pateual and
Pratal plants,
Al/redFryer.Joai. of BoL, British and Foreign(1883Xp. 375.

pascoant (pas'ku-ant), o. [< ML. pasc«an(<-)s,

ppr. of pascuare, 'feed, pasture, < li. pascuum,

pasture: seepascMOWs.] In her., feedmg: said

of a ruminant creature used as a bearing.

pascnous (pas'ku-us), a. [< L. paseuus, of or

for pasture, neut.pa«(?MM»i, apasture, <pascere,

feed: see pasture.'] In hot., growing in pas-

tures.

Fasimachns

pas d'&ne (pS dan). [P.: pas, pace ; <P for de,

of; dne, ass: see ass.] One of the side rings
of the guard of the rapier of the sixteenth cen-
tury. See hilt, guard, and sicord.

pas d'armes (pa darm). [F.
:
pas, pace; d' for

de, of
I
armes, pL of arme, arm: see arm^.] A

just, tilt, or tourney. See passage of arms, un-

paset, Ji. An obsolete form of pacei and of
paseh.
pasgarde, «. See passegarde.
pasnH (pash), V. t. [< ME. passhen, paschen,
strike, < Sw. dial, paska, paddle in water, =
Norw. paska, dabble in water, tumble, work
hard. Cf. boa^.] To strike violently; dash;
smash.

So E:ynde thorgh corupcions cnlde ful menye.
Deth cam dryuyng after and al to douste paachU
Eynges and knyghtea, caysera and popea.

Piers Plouiman (CX xziiL 100.

If I go to him, with my armed fist

1 11 pash him o'er the face.
Shak., T. and C, IL 3. 213.

The violent thunder is adored by those
Are pasht in pieces by it.

WeMUr, White Devil, L 1.

pas]l^(pash),n. [<pasAi,t-.] A violent smash-
ing blow.
paSl^ (pash), n. [Origin unknown.] The
head; the face; the brains.

Thou want'st a rough pash and the shoots that I have
To be full like me. .SMt., W. T., L 2. 128.

pasha (pash'&), n. [Formerly also pashaw,
pacha, also basha, hashau);_ = P. pacha, etc., <

Turk, pasha, < Pers. pasha, pddshah, also cor-

ruptly bdshd, bddshah, a sovereign, prince,
great lord : see padishah.] A title of rank in
Turkey, placed after the name, (o) Formerly, an
honorary title of a prince of the blood. (6) A title of the
higher civil and military officials. The military pashas
were long distinguished by the horsetails displs^ed as a
symbol in war (abolished under Mahmond 11.): a pasha
of '* three tails corresponds to a commanding general,
a pasha of "two tails" to a general of division, a pasha of
"one tail" to a general of brigade. The title exists in
Egypt, and has been conferred on various foreigners in
the service; as Gordon Pasha, Emin Pasha.

pashalic (pash'^Uk), n. [< Turk, pdshalik, <

pasha, a pasha : see pasha.] The territory gov-
ernedby a pasha. Aisopachalic.

It [Saphet] is a considerable town, having been former*
ly the place of residence of the pasha of this country, on
which account it was called the pashalic of Saphet.

Pocoeke, Description of the East, n. L 76.

pashaw, n. SeepasAa.
pashm (pashm), «. [Pers. pasAm.] A kind of
wool produced in Tibet.

Thepashm, or shawl-wool, is a downy substance^ grow-
ing next to the skin and under the thick hair of those
goats found in Thibet and in the elevated lands north of
theHimalayas.

A. G. F. Eliot James, Indian Industries, p. 364.

pashmina (pash-me'na), ». Same as puehmina.
Pashto, n. Same as Pushto.

pasigraphic (pas-i-graf'ik), a. [= P. pasigra-
phique; as pasigraph-y + -ic.] Same as post-
graphical.

pasigraphical (pas-i-graf'i"-kal), a. [< past-

graphic + -al.] Of or pertaining to pasigra-
phy: as, apost^opAtcaJ dictionary.

pasigraphy (pa-sig'ra-fi), ». [= P. pasigraphie
= Pg. pasigraphia = It. pasigrafia, < Gr. ttoc,

aU (dat. pi. iraai, for all), + -ypaipia, < ypiijieiv,

write.] A system of language-signs adapted
to universal use ; a kind of writing that may be
understood and used by all nations.

pasilaly (pas'i-lal-i), n. [< Gr. s-af, all (dat. pi.

TToat, for all), + -XaXla, < ia^dv, talk.] A lan-

guage adapted for universal use; universal
speech. See VolapOk. [Rare.]

Pasimachns (pa-sim'a-kus), r>. [NL. (Bonel-
li, 1813), < Gr. Vof, all, + ijAx^BBai, fight.] A
genus of ground-bee-
tles or carabids, hav-
ing the mandibles
rounded at the end
and the paraglossia

adherent to the lat-

eral lobes of the men-
turn. They are large and
handsome, bluish-black or
violet, and occur only in
>'orth America. They are
carnivorous, both as larvse

and as imagos. and the
former either dig tunnels
like tiger-beetles or live

under the bark of trees.

Among nearly SO species is

P. dongatus, which preys
on the Colorado potato-beetle, the Bocky Mountain locust,

^ and the army-worm, and is hence most beneficiaL

Eloi^^te GiDuod-beede iPmsi-



Pasitelean

Fasitelean (pas-i-te'lf-an), a. [< Pasiteles (see
def.) + -an.] Of, pertaiiiingto, orcharaeterizing
an important school of Greek sculpture which
was founded by Pasiteles in Borne toward the
close of the republic, and continued to flourish
under the early empire. The school was archaistic,
seeking inspiration in the works of the powerful Hellenic
artists who preceded the bloom of art in the fifth century

;

Orestes and Electra, Musco Nazionale, Naples.
Specimen of the Pasitelean School of Sculpture.

batwith its studied archaism in proportions^ attitudes, and
types it comhined careful work from the living model.
Surviving works of the followers of Fasiteles exhibit real
merit and charm, and rise above the feeble imitations of
the later Hellenistic sculptors,

paskt, n. See pasch.
pasma (pas'ma,), n. [< Gr. wia/ia, a sprinkling,

< irdaasLv, sprinkle.] Apowder for sprinkling;
a powder made into a paste-like mass with
glycerin or similar substances.
pasnaget, n. Same as pannage.
paspaloid (pas'pa-loid), a. In bot., belonging
to or resembling the genus Paspalum.
Paspalum (pas'pa-lxmi), n. [NIi. (Linneeus,

1767), < Gr. TT&awaXof, a kind of millet, said to be
Solc/m Sorglmm, < jfaf, all, + w&7i,ri, meal.] A
large genus of grasses of the tribe Panicese, hav-
ing commonly three glumes, and spikeletsJoint-
ed singly upon imdivided branches of the inflo-

rescence, formingnarrow one-sided spikes. The
species are variously estimated as from 160 to 800 in num-
ber, and are mainly natives of tropical America ; a few
are in Africa and Asia, with some naturalized in southern
Europe. They are usually low grasses with roundish cori-

aceous seed-like spikelets. Many species, especially those
in the southern United States, are hardy and valuable
pasture-grasses, as P. di^tkhum, known as joi?rf-^as«, and
In Australia as Hit-grass, and P. dttatatum, also used as a
fodder-grass in South America and Australia. P. exUe is

called /wndi (which see) and hungry rice. P. filiform^ is

the wire-grass of Jamaica, and P. cffnjvgatum the West
Indian sour-grass or hilo-grass. See hureek^ and mUlet
coda (under millet).

paspy (pas'pi), n. [= Sp. paspi4='Pg.passapS, <
F.passepiecl,\passer, pass, -I- pied, < li.pes (ped-),

toot : see pass and/ooi. ] Same as passepied,

pascLue, n. See pasch.
pasque-flower (pask'flou"6r), n, A plant, Ane-
mone PulsaUlla, wild throughout Bmope and

I, Flowering Plant of American Pasque-flower {.Anemone fatens,
var. Nuttalliana) ; 2, a leaf; a, the fruit ; b, one of the nutlets with
the long plumose style.
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in Siberia, also a garden-flower, it is a low herb
with a woody rootstock, three deeply cut sessile leaves,
with six dull violet-purple sepals very silky on the out-
side. Also called campana, dane-flower, and danesblood.—
American pasque-flower, Anemume patens, var. Nvttal-
liana, found from Illinois northwestward. The species is

also found in the Old World.—Japanesepasque-flower,
A. Japrmica, a garden-flower in and from Japan, with rose-
colored or white blossoms.

pasquil (pas'kwil), n. and a. [< It. pasquiUo,
dim. otpasquino, a lampoon: aeepasgmn.'] I,

n. A lampoon or pasquinade ; a squib.

Those things which that railing Germane hath heaped
vp in his lend pasguW. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 686.

"Witty pasquils are thrown about, and the mountebanks
have their stages at every corner.

Evelyn, Diary, Jan., 1646.

II. a. Eelating to or of the nature of a lam-
poon or pasquinade: as, pasquil literature.

pasquil (pas'kwil), ». *. [_< pasqml, n.^ Same
as pasquinade.
pasquilant, pasquillant (pas'kwil-ant), ». [<
pasquil + -ant."] A writer of pasqiiils or pas-
quinades; a satirist; a lampooner; a Ubeler.
Coleridge.

pasquiler, pasquiller (pas'kwiWr), n. l<pas-
quil + -ej-i.] Same as pasquilant. Burton,
Anat. of Mel., p. 149.

pasquin (pas'kwin), n. [< F. pasqvAn, a lam-
poon, also the statue so called (Cotgrave), < It.

pasquino, a lampoon, orig. a statue so called,

"an old statue in Rome on whom all satires,

pasquins, rayling rimes, or libels are fastned
and fathered" (Florio); so named from Pas-
quino, a tailor (others say a cobbler, and others
again a barber), who lived about the end of the
fifteenth century in Bome, and was noted for
his caustic wit, and whose name, soon after his
death, was transferred to a mutilated statue
which had been dug up opposite his shop, on
which were posted anonymous lampoons.] A
lampoon; a satire. At the opposite end of the city
from the statue mentioned above, there was an ancient
statue of Mars, called by the people Marforio ; and gibes
and jeers pasted upon Pasquin were answered by similar
effusions on the part of Marforio, By this system of thrust
and parry the most serious matters were disclosed, and

I the most distinguished persons attacked and defended.
(J. D'lsradi.) Also pasquinade.

Jnlianus the emperor, in his book entitled "Csesares,"
being as B.pasqmn or satire to deride all his predecessors,
feigned that they were all invited to a banquet of thegods.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 79.

pasquin (pas'kwin), V. t. [< pasquin, m.] To
pasquinade; lampoon.

It is not, my Lord, that any man delights to see himself
pasqymed and affronted by their inveterate scribblers.

Dryden, Bed. of Duke of Guise.

pasquinade (pas-kwi-nad'), n. [< F.pasquinade,
< it. pasqvAnata, a pasquinade, < Pasquino, the
statue so called : see pasqui/nj] Same as pas-
quin. ^Syn. TnvecUve, Sabvre, etc. See lampoon,

pasquinade (pas-kwi-nad'), v. t; pret. and pp.
pasqvmadedj ]^Tgac,pasqwinadmg. {ipasqvmade,
w.] To satinze; lampoon; libel in pasqxii-

nades. Also pasquil. Smart.
pasquinader (pas-kwi-na'd6r), n. A writer of
lampoons or pasquinades ; the author of a pas-
quil.

Now the roses on Leo XI. 's tomb really occupy a very
subordinate position at its base ; hMt pasquinaders often
ibaintained that the more hidden the allusion the more
terrible the import. N. and Q., 7th ser., V. 6U.

pass (pas), V. ; pret. and pp. passed or past, ppr,
passing. [< ME. passen,paeen, < OF. passer, F.
passer = Sp.pasar= Pg. passar= It. passare, <

ML. passare, step, walk, pass, < L. passus, step

:

see pace^. In earlier use pace^ and pass are
merged.] Lintrans. 1. To come or go; move
onward; proceed (from one place to another);

.

make one's way: generally followed by an ad-
verb or a preposition indicating the manner or
direction of motion orway by which one moves

:

as, to^ass on (without stopping) ; topass away,
from, into, over, under, etc. when used without a
quailing expression, jioss often signifies to go past a cer-
tain person or place : as, 1 saw him to-daywhen he passed
(that is, passed jae, or the place where I was).

Whoso took a mirour polisshed bryghte
And sette it in a comune market-place.
Than sholde he se ful many a figure pace
By his mirour. Chxmcsr, Merchant's Tale, I. 340.

And many passed to Venice.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 161.

Sir Griffith Markham, after some time, was set at liberty,
and pas»ed beyond Sea, where he liv'd long after in mean
account. Baker, Chronicles, p. 404.

Now master Gascoigne, shooting very often, could neuer
hitte any deare, yea and often times he let the heard passe
by as though he had not seene them.

Chron. of Oascoigne's Ufc (ed. Arber).

From Assouan I rid to Philo), jHi^n^ near the quarries.
Pococke, Description of the East, 1. 119.

pass

Claudius passed in his general's dress of purple wltn
Ivoiy sceptre and oak-leaf crown.

C. Elton, Origins of Eng. Hist., p. 308.

Pam on, weak hearty and leave me.
Tennyson, Come not when I am dead.

2. To undergo transition; alter or change,
either at once or by degrees, from one state or
condition to another: with into or to before the
word denoting the new state: as, during the
operation the blue passes into green.

A thing of beauty is a joy forever

;

Its loveliness increases ; it will never
Pass into nothingness. Seats, Endymion, j.

The still affection of the heart
Became an outward breathing type,

That into stillness i>ast again.
And left a want unknown before.

Tennyson, Miller's Daughter.

When .Alfred gave laws to Wessex . . . the conquerorg
had assimilated the conquered ; the British inhabitants of
Wessex had passed into Englishmen.

E. A. Ereeman, Amer. Lects., p. 149.

3. To move beyond the reach of observation,
purpose, or action ; vanish ; disappear; hence,
to depart from life; die: usually followed by

Whyl that I have a leyser and a space,
Myn harm I wol confessen, er I pace.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 486.

So passeth, in the passing of a day.
Of mortall life the leafe, the bud, the flowre.

Spenser, F. Q„ IL xii. 75.

Vex not his ghost ; let him pass! he hates him much
That would upon the rack of this tough world
Stretch him out longer. Shak., Lear, v. 8. 314.

He past; a soul of nobler tone

:

My spirit loved and loves him yet.

Tennyson, In Memoiiam, Ix,

Eeverence for the house of worship is passingaway.
J.F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p, 262:

AH passes, naught that hasbeen i&
Thmgs good and evil haxe one end,

A. C. Sviinbume, Felise.

4. To elapse ; be spent.

No Age, ever since Gregorythe Great, hathpassed, where-
in some or other hath not repined and murmnred at ttm
Pontifical Pomp of that Court. Howell, Letters, ii. 5.

I love any discourse of rivers, and fish, and fishing ; the
time spent in such discourse jpa<8e« away very pleasantly.

I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 194.

The timewhen the thing existed is the idea of that space
of duration which passed between some known and fixed
period of duration and the being of that thing.

Lodce, Human Understanding, II. xv. § 8.

5. To receive approval or sanction ; undergo
investigation or discussion successfully; be ac-
cepted or approved, (a) To be enacted, as bya legis-

lative or other similar body ; become law : as, the bill

But I have heard it was this bill that past,
And fear of change at home, that drove lum hence.

Tennyson, Walking to the Mail

The bill [forthe repeal of the Com Laws] passed, but the
resentment of his own party soon drove mm [Sir Robert
Peel] from office. J. R. Qreen, Short Hist, Eng., p. 80a

(b) To gain or have acceptance ; be generally received or
cnrrent : as, bank-notes pass as money.

This false beauty will not pass upon men of honest
minds and true taste. Steele, Spectator, No. 6.

False eloquence passeth only where true is not under-
stood. •

Felton.

Were the premises good, the deduction might pass; but
the premises are more than questionable.

H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 168.

(o) To go successfully through an examination or inspec-
tion ; specifically, in universities, togo successfullythrough
an ordinaryexamination for a degree : as, bepassed in math-
ematics, but failed in chemistry, (d) To be regarded or
considered ; be received in estimation oropinion(a8) : usu-
ally with /or; as, he passed far a man of means.

Let thy apparell not exceeds topassefor sumptuous cost,
Nor altogether be too base, for so thy credit 's lost.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S,), p. 296.

God made him, and therefore let him passfor a man,
Shak., M. of V., L 2. 61.

And wou'd have his Noise and Laughterposs for "Wit,
as t'other his Huffing and Blustring tor Courage.

Wyeherley, Plain Dealer, v. 1.

Let me tell you, a woman labours under many disad-
vantages who tries to pass/or a girl at six and thirty.

Sheridan, School tor Scandal, 11, 2.

6. To go on
J
take place; occur; happen: as,

to bring a thing to pass; to come to pass.

In my next you shall hear bow Mattersposs here.
Howell, letters, I. IIL 22.

Heaven is for thee too high
To know what passes there ; be lowly wise.

Xaton, P. L., vllt 173.

They are so far from regarding -what passes that their
imaginations are wholly turned upon what they have in
reserve. Suift, On Conversation.

7. To express or pronounce an opinion, judg-
ment, verdict, or sentence : as, to pass upon the
merits of a picture or a book.



pass
Thoo^Tdl we nd^t not jxus npon his lite

Without the fonn of jastio& Shak., letr.SL 7. ii.

Let yoDT jnstioe and speedy sentence paa> against this
gnat nuaetactor Frektf

.

MWtm, Chuch-OoTemment, iL, Con.

8. To tlimst or luiig«. as ia fencing.

I pnj yon, nu* with toot best violence.
Shot., Hunlet, t. 2. SOa

9. To go unheeded or neglected; go by -with-

out notice or chaQenge.
I hope joD will be mcae Tigflante hereafter, thatnothing

may pan in such a manner.
Bra^fimt, Hymoath Plantation, jk ISO.

Tnie, we hare lost an empire—let it ixus.
Cmrper, Task, iL 238.

10. To go thiougfa a duct or opening; be voided.

Such [substances] whose tenacity exceeds fliepowers of
digestion will neither pott nor be couTeited into aliment.

ArimUuut, Ahmenl^ L 6.

11. To be interchanged; be reciprocally com-
nranieated or conveyed : as, no oneknowswhat
passed between tiiem.

After 9alDtations and diTOS Embraces whichjNUKd in
the tlist IntKTlew, they parted late.

HomO, Letter^ L iii. la
Many oideannentB and private wliispers paaed between

Oiem. AddttoH, The ^Kny Foifannter.

She wondered if he rememl>raed the kiss thathad jNicseci

between them on New Tear's Ere.
JTn. GatteO, Sylvia's Lotos, xn.

12. To be transferred as &om one to another:
as, the land pasaed to other owneis.—ISf. To
go beyond bounds ; exceedtojeraldon or belief.

-Why, thispoast/ Master Fwd, yon are not to go loose
any longer. Shot., M. W. rf W., i¥. 2. IST.

Tea, and itpoagU to seewhatsporte andpasse^methe
godds thonselTes have at soche folie of these sdie mor-
taUmOL

daloaer, tz. of Horic Encomium, K 2. (Jforca)

14. To cireulate; keep moving,
nn np your iJas^ I^ the jng]nB,
How d^fe know but your n^^ibour^ dry?

Let the toastpau;
Drink to the lass

;

1 11 warrant she 11 prove an excuse for the ^ass.
Skaridaa, School for Scandal, iii. 3 (song).

15f. To care; have regard: usually with a
negative.

Wee neede not much patm if the degree do differ sum
what from theyr opinion, for asmadie as the difference
can not bee groite.

£. .Bfam, tr. of Peter Mar^ (First Books on America,
[ed. Arba, p. IIOX

Hie poet Inuoiall reproehed the eonetoos Herehant,
who for lucres sake paaed on no perill either by land or
sea. Ptdtadam, Arte ta Eng. Poesle, p. 17a.

As for these silkeiiHxnted slavey Ipaa not;
It is to yon, good peoide, that I sp^k.

SBtat., i Heu. VX, ir. 2. 13S.

If, whai I should choose.
Beauty snd virtue were the fee jHoposed,
I should uotpaatac parentage.

Ford, Love's Sacrifice, i. 1.

16f . To win in the old game of passage. See
passage, 14.—17. In eard-pla^ng: (a) To de-
cline to avail one's self of an opportunity—as,

in euchre, by refusing to order up, assist, or
make the trump. (6) In poker and certain oQier
games, to throwup one's hand ; retire from the
game.

Fun idteons seons yoong Alma'b Case

:

As in a Int^ess Gamester's Place,
She would not play, yet must not aosa.

Arior, Atma,L

18. To throw a ball from one to another; play
"catch." [New Eng.]
In Kew Bn^and the ordinary term used to egress the

throwing and catching of a ball by two or m<He perstms is

pan. "Let's go oiit and poa.* In liewJersey and Peim-
Sylvania the r&b is catdL

Janr. tifAmer. PoCt-Lon, IL 153w

19. Totonthextassnig-bellforadeath. [Prov.
Eng.]—To tailns to pass. See irnv.—To come to
rass. See eomc—To Itass cumaiL See amrtK/l.—
To pass OS, to be carried tiiroo^ <v condui^ed, in &e
sense of a successioo <tf incidents and impressions taken
ccdlectively, or of a general impression : as, the aimiva«.
saiy ed^aation pasid of brilliantly.—Ty> pass Off fior

or as, to be generally received <ff regarded as; be takoi
for.—To pass over, to ov^ook ; disregard.

If I counseQ of wommeawtdde blam^
Pboc oser, ttarl sayde it in my game.

Chaueer, yirm's Priesfs Tale^ L 442.

To pass npon. to pass judgment or adjudicate upon (a

question):^, tfie court dismissed the case without jnss-
ing tgurn the marts.-Well to pasat, wdl off; well to

do ; in oomf<»table circumstaacea.

Bis mothers husband, who r^Kited was
His fatho-, being rich and HeB topoas,
A wealthy merchant and an alderman.
On forraupae slH»es did trav^ now and tiioi.

SeotetPkaomgUue^aei. {HdOima.)

n. trans. 1. To go by; go past without stop-

ping.
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Some we vysyted and some we pooed by (by reason of]

lacke of tyme, whicfae I set not in ordre as tn^ lye and
stonde. £Su-it Gu3<iV>ni4Fylgrymage, p.46.

jE3iere are so many things which make that [St. Augus.
tine) a dilBcalt Cape to paa that hardly any Man would
tay to do it, but at a distance iXoa^wr, Toyages, IL ilL 9.

Time, as hepa«a» us, has a dove's wing.
Unsoil'd, and swift, and of a silken sound.

Cotcper, Task, iv. 211.

2. To go over; cross: as, to pass a stream; to
pass the threshold.
Butin seeking tojxuastheBiuerEnphrateswas drowned.

Picrdkoi; Pilgrimage, p. 281.

Tonam the seas was their intent.
StddteanfBufoOf* CtOamStg (Child's Ballads, VIL SOB).

The Xoithem Men said. It was their Bargain tohave all
the SpoQ in every Place, after they had}xmd "Erent.

Alter, Chronides, p. I9&

3. To issue or proceed from or tiuough, as in
utterance.

Howe'er harsh language,
Gall'd on by your rough usage, passed my tipe^
In my heart I ever lov'd you.

jt'fatdka-, Spanish Cmate, V. 3.

I win describe him to yon, if I caii,hutdontiet itjxm
yoorlips. ira^piib,Lettas,IL444.

But nev^more did either pass the gate
Save und» paU with bearers.

Tamytan, Aimer's Field.

4. To undergo
J
go through; esperienoe, as

perils or hardships.

She loved me fwthe dangers I had jxus'd.
Shot., OtheUo, L S. 167.

5. To unde^o suocessfully, as an examination,
inspection, or the like: as, topass must«r.
An things amongmen of sense and condition shouldixiss

the censnr«^ and have the protection, of the ^ye of reason.
Steele, Spectator, Xa 43S.

Sre analysra is necessary f(v the due estimate of his
value as a hist<Hian ; the writs- who can pass such an op-
dealwhere it is possible to apply it maybe trusted where
it is not possible to apply it.

Stuits, Medieval and Modem SSst, p. SOl

6. To live or exist throng: spend: used of
time : as, to pass one's time in idleness.

O, I have ixus'd a miserable night.
So fun of ugly sights, of ghastly dreams.

Shot.. Sich. HL, 1 4. 2.

I had a message fromMalim Soliman, that I must come
to his house and jiacg the whole day with him.

Poeodtt, D^cription of the £as^ L S>X

ISie hours we pass with happy prospects in view are
more pleasing than those crowned with troltioii.

Goldsmia, Vicar, x.

In the midst of the service a lady, who badpoanf the
winter at London wi& her husband, entered ^e congre-
gation, .^dduon. Spectator.

7. To let go by without action or notice ; take
no notice of: as, topass an afiEront.

His tears, his oaths, his peijaries, Iposo'a:
To think of them is a disease

JPIeieMer, Span&h Curate, iiL 3L

Iwonderhowthe curiosity ofwiserheads couldpacrthat
great and indisputable miracle, the cessation of oracles.

Sir T. Brimmt, Seligio Medici, L 29^

Iiua their warlike pomp, their proud amy. Drydai.

8. To omit ; leave out : skip; tail to pay: as,

to pass a dividend. [U. S.]—9t. To regaid;
consider; heed; care: usually with a negative:
as, Ipass not what they say.

Ifw the Utopianslias not how many of them theylaing
to de^mction.

Sir T. Kan, T7topia (tr. by BobinsonX iL la
Whoe'er it be, I do notpan a pin

;

Alphonsus means his soldier for to be.
Sraoia, AI^Musus, L

If a writer win seeme to obserae no decorum at sBe,
norpasse how he fashion his tale to his matto', who donbt-
eth but he may in the lightest cause speake like a Pope,
& in the gras^ matters prate like a parrat?

PuttenMam, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 126.

10. To do or finish doing; makeanendof; ac-

complish; finigll-

!13iis night
We'n pass the business privately and wdL

SAot, T. of the S., iv. 4. 57.

This ooanony being jMSS^d, my Lord fen to Business.
HoweB, Lettos, L VL 5.

11. Tosurpass; exceed: transcend; excel: as.

it jNisses belief or comprehension.
He syng^h, dannceth, jxn^nge any man
That is <x was, sith that the world higan.

Omuer, Franklin's Tale, L 2Q}.

Hee dooth not onely farre patx the Historian, but for

instructiDg is weU n^h comparable to the Phflosopher.
Sir P. Sidneg, ApoL for Poetrie.

A quiet life doth pass an empery. Grrrne, Alphonsus, L

The peace ofGod, which paseth an understanding, shaU
keep your hearts and mint^ through Jesus Christ.

HuLiv. 7.

Warpasses the power of an chemical solvents, breaking
up the old adhesions and allowing the atoms of society

to take a new order. Emerson, Harvard Oommemoiation.

12. To gain the acceptance or approval of;

obtain the ofSeial or authoritative sanction of:

My lord, and shaU we nm the bin
I mention'd half an hour ago?

pass

as, the bin has passed the Senat*.— 13. To
sanction: approve; enact; ratifr: give legal
effect to ; allow or cause to become law : as. the
Senate has passed the biU; a resolution has
been parsed; they passed a dividend of seven
per cent, (that is, authorized the payment of
snch a dividend).

The greatest matter passed was a proclamation against
the spcHle oi Cahowes.

Quoted in CopL Jalm SmStk't Wwks, IL 14a
It was in Keqoital that his Maj^^ponaf the Petition

of Bight ^HineeO, Letters, L v. 0.

ivasstl
hour a^

Tnuqwn, Say-Dream, BevtvaL

14. To givo expression to ; utter; pronounce

:

as, topass judgment on a person or an opinioii.

Firm and irrevocable is mr doom
Which I have pass'd upon her.

Sitat:, As yon Uke it, 1 SL ae.

lopass a judgment upon Cures, and the good and erfl
practice of Physick, without doubt is one <tf the nicest
things, even to Men of the Faculty.

Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 2ia
The Archbishop ofTok not only votes for Lord Gren-

viUe, but haspoaad npon him and his eoclesnstical |so-
pensities a warm panegyric

Sj/daey SadOi, To Countess Grey.

15. To transfer or transmit from one person,
place, or condition to another; deliver; com-
municate; circulate; hand over: as, to pass
title to property; to jmiss the bottle.

What mean yon by thi^ to can him King who hath
jnsani bis Kingdom over to his Son?

Baker, Chronicle^ pi 54.

He bron^t an aocounte which to them aU amoonted
not to above 400^. for which he had passed bonds.

Braeiford, Hymouth Plantataon, p. 232.

Over blowing seas.
Overseas at rest.

Pass the happy news.
Blush it thro' the West

Tennyson, Maud, xviL

16. To put into circulation; use as current
money by paying or otherwise transferring to
another: as, tojxug a light coin; top<us coun-
terfeit notes.— 17. To discharge from the in-
testinal c^mal; void, as bile, blood, etc.: as. to
pa^ a tapeworm.— 18. To cause to percolate
or filter through : as, to pass a liquid through
muslin or charcoal ; to pass gas through water.—19t. To pierce; penetrate.

From strong fttrodns' hand the javlin fled,

AndjM^d the groin of valiant Tfarasymed.
P(^. mad, xvi 567.

20t. lafencing, to perform ; execute.

To see thee pass thy punto^ thy stock; fliy reverse, thy
distance, thy montant Shat., M. W. (i W., ii. 3. 26L

21. Xaut., to &sten or secure or to use in fas-

tening by taking a fewtums, asofrope or small
line around something: as, to pass a gasket,
seizing, earing, etc.—22. To go beyond; ex-
ceed; transgress.

Trewdy to take and treweliche to fyste,
Ys the ptates^aa and the pore ordre Uiat apendeth to

knystes;
Who-sopnsaatt that pt^ynt ys apostata of kny^thod.

PfoT Plowimm (C), iL 98.

He marte the bounds which Winter may not post,
And blunts his pointed fury. Cowpfr, Task, vL'l92.

To be passed ont, tobe considered, regarded,w heeded.

It is made a matter of spcrt, a matt^ of nothing a
laughing matto-, and a trifle not tobepiuani oa,iKvtobe
reformed. Latimer, 2d Sermon beL Sdw. VL, lS5a

To pass away, (a) To spend ; while away; waste.

Lestshe^dsaiH^theflowerof herage. Ecclus. xliL 9.

Their design was to pass amry the heat of the summer
among the besh bfeeies that rise &om the river, and the
agreeable mixture of shades and fountains in which the
whfde country natuiaUy abounds.

.Jdduon, Ancient Medals, i.

(M) "Do transfer : hand over into the possession of another

;

alieuatc

When she [the cow] came to be past atras in parte of
paymente^ after v^ agreemente, she would be accepted but
at IK 13Sk ' Bradford, Hymonth Plantatioii, p. 37ft

TO pass by. (a) To go past without visiting or making a
halt

Corfo, the first Island of note that we poi< ty, lyeAm
the Ionian sea. Sandi/s, TravaQes, p. i.

About sis nules from Jonsalem we passed bg the tents
of the Arabswho were our conductors: here we ascended
a bin to the south, from whichwe had a prospect of Sion.

PoeodtB, DesQiptiott of the East, IL L 34.

(p) Tb overlook ; take no notice of ; excuse.

However God may pass bg angle sinners in this world,
ye^ when a nation combines against him, the wicked ^all
not go unpunished. Tittatscfn.

Dont view me with a critic's eye.
But pais my imperfections iy.

D. Sverett, Ijnes writtoi fw a Schotd DedamataoD.

(e) To ne^ect; diaegard.



pass

Certain passages of Scripture we cannot, without injury
to trutti, poet by Iiere in silence.

T. Burnet, Tlieory ol the Earth.

To pass in. (a) To permit to enter : as, the doorkeeper
passed us i-n. (o) To hand in or hand over : as, the com-
mittee passed in their report.—To pass In one's checks
or chips, to hand over one's checlcs to tiie dealer tor settle-
ment at the end of the game, as in gambling ; hence, to
come to one's last account ; die. See cMpi, n., 6. [Slang,
U. S.]—To pass muster. See muster.—To pass off, to
palm off

;
put into circulation : as, to pass off a bad dollar.— To pass ^anything or any one) off as or for, to pre-

tend that anything, etc., is what it is given out for ; reflex-
ively, to pretend to be ; assume the character or r61e of

:

as, he passed himself off as a bachelor.

Whether in the 17th century an impostor . . . might
not have passed himself off as & bishop. Macavlay.

To pass on or upon, to impose fraudulently ; put upon,
as a trick.

The indulgent mother did her care employ,
And passed it on her husband for a boy.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., ix. 67.

To pass one's word, to make a formal promise or en<
gagement.

Father, thy word iBpass'd; man shall find grace.
Miltm, P. L., ill. 227.

To pass over, (ot) To spend; exhaust.

We will, with going up & downe, and wrangling & ex-
postulating, pass over ye sommer before we will goe.
Cushman, quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation, p. 67.

(&) To disregard ; omit to notice.

There are two exceptional churches in Normandy which
should not be passed over in silence.

J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 512.

To pass publication. Seepublication.—To pass round
the hat. See hati.—To pass the haU. See hails.-To
pass the seals, to receive authentication by the afiOxing
of the seal of state, as in the case of a patent for lands.

—

To pass the time of day, to salute or greet by some re-
mark suitable to the time of day, the weather, etc.; ex-
change greetings. [Colloq.]

The police never try to turn me away; they're very
friendly ; they'll pass the time of day with me, or that, from
knowing me so long in Oxford-street.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, 11. 489.

pass (pas), n. [< ME. pas, pose, pace (see pace^)

;

= F. passe, condition, = Sp. paso, pace, pas-
sage, etc., = Pg. It. passo (= MI). D. pas =
MLG. pas =r Gr. pasz= Sw. pass = Dan. pas), a
passage

;
partly from the verb pass, and partly-

identical witli the orig. noim pace, < L. passus,
a step, pace, footstep, track, in ML. and Rom.
also a passage, pass (narrow entrance or pas-
sage), toll for passage, place, etc. : see paixi^, n.,

and pass, «.] 1. A passage or way through
which one may pass ; especially, a narrow way

;

a defile in a mountain. Specifically— (a) Inphys.
geog., a depression in a mountain-range through wliich
communication may be had from one slope of the range
to the other, or through which a road may be made or a
path opened. The height of the passes in any chain of
mountains usually bears a certain relation to the crest-
height of that chain. The pas^ height of a range is, as
compared with the crest-heigh.-, rarely as low as one to
two, and is more often as three hi tour, or as Sve to six.

Noght warre of the weghes, tliat waited his harme, [.^gis-

thus]
Past furth thurgh thepoM with his proude knightes.

Destruction of Tray (E. E. T. S.), 1. 13013.

The eyxte, hit is a path of pees
;

j[e, thorw the pas of Al-
toun

Pouerte myghte passe with-oute peril of robbynge.
Piers Plowman (C), xvii. 189.

I perceived that the whole pass was guarded, and, wher-
ever the road was a little wider or turned a comer round
a rOok or a clump of trees, there were other long guns
peeping out from among the bushes.

R. Curzan, Monast. in the Levant, p. 234.

(&) A channel connecting a body of water with the sea

;

also, one of the channels in the delta of a river : as, the
passes of the Mississippi. [Southern U. S.]

Chef Menteur, one of the watery threads of a tangled
skein ol passes between the lakes and the open Gulf.

0. W. Cable, The Grandissimes, p. 866.

(e) In mining, an opening from the stopes through the
attle down to the level below, through which the ore is

allowed to descend into the cars or wheelbarrows for

transportetion to the shaft, to be raised to the surface.

Also called miU.

2. State or condition ; especially, a critical or

embarrassing state or condition; conjuncture
of affairs ; crisis.

We are glad to hear the Business is brought to so good
a Pass, and that tlie Capitulations are so honourable.

Howell, Letters, I. v. 83.

Nothing were the Clergy, but at the same pass, or rather
worse, then when the Saxons came first in.

Milton, Hist. Eng., iii.

But now the World is come to another Pass, and we all

love to live at Ease, and shun Painstaking.
N. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, 1. 194.

Still the darkness increased, tUl it reach'd such upass
That the sextoness hasten'd to turn on the gas.

Barliam, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 43.

3. In a rolling-mUl : (a) The aperture formed
by corresponding grooves in the rolls. This ap-
erture has the form which is to be given to the bar in sec-

tion, whether it be that of a rail, a tire, an angle-iron, a T-

or I-beam, a half-round, etc. (6) A single passage of

a plate or bar between the rolls. E. 3. Knight.
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— 4. Permission or license to pass; a permit
or written authority to come or go; a ticket or
writing giving one free admission or transit:
as, a, pass to the theater; a railway j«w«; also
often, by abbreviation, a passport.

Who would not send each year \i\&nk passes o'er.

Rather than keep such strangers from our shore?
Hughes, Tofts and Margaretta.

The next step was to get a free pass to Washington, for
I'd no desire to waste my substance on railroad compa^
nies. Zr. ilf. Alcott, Hospital Sketches, p. 7.

5. In. feneirtg, a thrust; a lunge.

In a dozen passesbetween yourself and him, he shall not
exceed you three hits. Shak., Hamlet, v. 2. 173.

6t. A sally of wit; a jest.

" Steal by line and level " is an excellent pass of pate.
Shak., Tempest, iv. 1. 244.

7. A passing of the hand over or along any-
thing; a manipulation of a mesmerist.

Z's passes or personal contact may very probably have
no eSect whatever. Proe. Soc. Psych. Research, I, 252.

8. Successful or satisfactory issue from an ex-
amination, inspection, or other test; particu-
larly, in a university, a degree or certifioate ob-
tained without honors.

The good news of the pass will be a set-off against the
few small debts.

Collegian's Guide, p. 254. (College Words and Customs.)

9t. Stretch; extent.

All the passe of Lancasshyre
He went both ferre and nere.

Lytell Oeste of Sobyn Hode (Child's Ballads, V. 106).

lOf. A kind of raisin-wine.

Nowe passe is made, that Affrike usethmake.
Afore vyndage.

Pailadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 204.

Ilf. Branch; division.

The speces of this paas shuUen be moore largely in hir
cliapitres folwynge declared. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

12. A simple sort of fishway, consisting of a
sloping trough, chieflynsed on low dams.— 13.
A frame on which the stones or voussoirs rest
in the construction of an arch; a centering.
[Prov. Eng. ]— Pass examination. See examination.
— Pass of arms, a passage of arms. = Sjm. 1. Passage, etc.

See way.

pass. An abbreviation ot passive and jjossms.

passable (pas'a-bl), a. [< F.passable = Sp. pas-
able = Pg. passauel = It. passaMle, < ML.^as-
sabilis, that may be passed (found in sense
'that must be passed or accepted'), <.passare,
pass : see pass, v.'] 1 . Capable of being passed,
traveled, navigated, traversed, penetrated, or
the like : as, the roads are not passable; the
stream is passable in boats.

What, all wide open? 'Tis the way to sin.

Doubtless ; but I must on ; the gates of hell
Are not more passable than these.

Beau, and PL, Captain, iv. 6.

I went to view how St. Martin's Lane might be made
more passable into ye Strand. Evdyn, Diary, May 14, 1662.

2. That may be passed from hand to hand as
a thing of value ; current; receivable: as, bills

passable in lieu of coin.

Go back ; the virtue of your name
Is not hete passable. Shak., Cor., v. 2. 13.

I've seen folks that had to rub the silver off a tlirip to
tell whether it Vi9j& passable or not.

The Century, YYYVTTT 912.

3. Such as may be allowed to pass ; allowable

;

admissible; tolerable; reaching or just rising
above mediocrity.

Many a man of passable information, at the present day,
reads scarcely anything but reviews ; and before long a
man of erudition will be little better than a mere walking
catalogue. Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 168.

There are many pages of passable rhyme, with here and
there a quaintness, a fragrance, and here and there a
thought. The Academy, June 29, 1889, p. 445.

passableness (pas'a-bl-nes), n. The state or
quality of being passable, in any of the senses
of that word.
passably (pfts'a-bU), adv. Tolerably; moder-
ately.

other Towns are passably rich, and stored with Sliip-

ping ; but not one very poor. Howell, Letters, I. ii. 15.

passacaglia (pas-a-kal'ya), n. 1. An old
dance of Italian or SpanisH origin, resembling
the chaconne.— 2. Music for such a dance, or
in its rhythm, which is triple and slow, a passa-
caglia is regularly constructed upon a perpetually recur-
ring theme, usually in the form of a ground-bass. It is a
frequent component of the old suite, and a favorite form
of organ-music. Compare chaconne. Also passacaglio.

passade (pa-sad'), n. [Formerly siao passado
(after Sp.), passato (after It.): < F. passade =
Sp. pasada = P^. passada = u.passata, a pass
or thrust in fencmg, < ML.jpa««ato, a pass, pas-
sage, < j)a«»are, pass : see j>o«a, «.] If. In/ero-

passage

dng, a lunge forward with a sword, one foot
being advanced at the same time.

Come, sir, soya passado. Shak., R. and J., Iii. 1. 88,

The best practised gallants of the time name it the jxu-
sado; a moat desperate thrust, believe it.

B. Jonsim, Every Man in his Humour, i. 4.

2. In the manige, a turn or course of the horse
backward or forward on the same ground.

passadot (pa-sa'do), n. [A var. ot passade, as
if Sp.: see^a««fl!de.] Same sua passade.

passage (pas'aj), n. [< ME. passage, < OF. pas-
sage, F. passage = Sp. pasaje = Pg. passagem
= It. passaggio, < ML. passaticum, right of pas-
sage, also, after B,ova..,passagi'um, passage, right

of passage, toU for passage, a pass, way, road,
canal, etc., < passare, pass: see pass, v.^ 1.

A passing or moving from one place or state to
another; movement, transit, or transference
from point to point, place to place, state to
state, hand to hand, etc.; a moving or going by,
over, along, or through : as, thepassage of a ship
or of a bird; thepassage of something through a
tube or a sieve ; the passage of the sunlight
through the clouds.

He mourns that day so soon has glided by

:

E'en like the passage of an angel's tear

., That falls through the clear ether silently.

Eeats, Sonnets, xlv.

2. A journey in some conveyance, especially a
ship ; a voyage.
God send you a good Passage to Holland.

Homell, Letters, ii. 14.

We had a very gooiPassage also about the Cape of Good
Hope, where we had fair clear Weather.

Dampier, Voyage^ n. iii 4.

3. A way or course through or by which aper-
sou or thing may pass ; a path or way by which
transit may be effected; means of entrance,
exit, or transit; an avenue, channel, or path
leadingfrom one place to another, such as a nar-
row street or lane, an alley, a pass over a moun-
tain or a ford over a river, a channel, a strait

connecting two bodies of water, a ferry, etc.:
as, the passages of Jordan (Judges xii. 6) ; the
Grilolo passage in the Malay archipelago ; the
Sbii-passages of the body.
The first Citee that these kynges stuffed was Nauntes

in breteyne, that was towarde Comewaile, for it was a ^a«-
sa^e ther the Saxons repeired moste.

Merlin (B. E. T. S.), ii. 178.

The Icyng had so stopped the passages that nether vyt-
ayll nor succour could by any way be conueighed to them.

Hall, Hen. IV., quoted in Wright's Bible Word-book,
[p. 462.

There are in Venice thirteen ferries ot passages.
Ctrryat, Orudities, I. 210.

From hence apaesage broad.
Smooth, easy, inoffensive, down to hell.

Miltim, P. L., X. 304.

Specifically— 4. (aj An avenue or alley lead-
ing to the various divisions or apartments in a
building ; a gallery or corridor ; a hall.

At the West endot this glorious Councell hall . . . there
is & passage into another most stately roome.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 267.

Rich windows that exclude the lighl^
Ani passages that lead to nothing.

Qray, A Long Story.

The servant led me tlirough a, passage into a room with
a fire, where she left me alone.

Charlotte BronK, Jane Eyre, v.

(6) In some European cities, a section of a pub-
lic street, or a short independent street, roofed
in with glass, having shops on both sides, and
usually or always closed to vehicles : as, the
Passageia Havre in Paris.— 5. Passage-money;
fare; ferriage; toll; price paid^for passing or
for being carried between two points or places.

This seven yere and more he hath used this waye.
Yet was he never so curteyse a potter
As one peny passage to paye.

Playe of Sobyn Hode (Child's Ballads, V. 426).

The citizens of Hereford fined, in the second year of
Henry III., in a hundred marks and two palfreys, to have
the king's charter . . . that they might be quit through-
out England of toll and lastage, of passage, pontage, and
stallage, and of leve, and danegeld, and gaywlte, and all
other customs and exactions.

S. DoweU, Taxes in England, I. 26.

6. Liberty or power of passing ; access; entry
or exit.— 7t. Currency; reception.

Goo, litle book, god sende the gooi passage;
Cbese wele thi way, be symple of manere.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 80.

I would render this treatise intelligible to every rational
man, however little versed in scholastic learning, among
whom I expect it will have a fairer passage than among
those deeply imbued with other principles. SirK. Digby.

8. That which passes or takes place, or has
passed or taken place; incident; occurrence;
happening; episode; event; doing; matter;
affair; transaction.



passage

Onnelf and oar own soul, that bsTe beheld
Tout Tile and most lasci^oos paaaffo.

L. Maeldn, Dnmb Knight, T. (Aoret.)

Then doet in thy paaaga of life

Make me believe that thou art only mark'd
For the hot Tengeance and the rod ot hearen
To ponish my misbteadinga.

Skat., 1 Hen. rV, ill. 2. &
[Fow^] set saile for the Summer Isles ; where safdy

anining, bee declared the wholejxuaii^e to the Ooaemonr,
lest some other in telling might make it worse.

Qaoted in Capl, John SmilA't Works, IL 139.

One pleasant paaage happened, which was acted by the
Indians. Wintkmp, Hist New England, 1. 165.

There mnst be now nojxataget of lore
Betwixt OS twain henceforward evermore.

Tautytm, lancelot and Elaine.

Truth is oar only armor in aSlvattaget of life and death.

Smenon, Conduct of life.

9. A part of a writang or speech ooneeming a
partioTiIar occTurence, matter, or point ; a parsr-

^%ph or clause, (a) Averse^ chapter, section, or other
ainsion or part of a book or text : as, ^ftutagt at Scri])-

tare ; select passages from the poeta.

Every paitlcalarMaster in this Art has his&rorite Pa».
taget in an Aathor. Addiion, Spectator, Nol 362.

Hard at it, with concordance and examination of paral-

lel jNusa$«<, be goes early next morning.
IT. jr. Baler, Kew ISmothy, p. 340.

(b) A part of a conversation; aspeech; aremark; astate-
moit; an expression.

Iwould not be partial! to either, bnt delivery tnithin
an, and, as nere as 1 can, in their owne words and jMSso^es.

Sra^ford, Flymonth Plantation, p. 307.

One of the assistants using some pathetlcal jxuaojres of
the loss of sach a govemour in a time of such danger as
did hang over us £rom the Indians and French, the gov-
emour brake forth into tears.

Wiatknp, Hist. :\ew England, I. 247.

(e) In nuwc: (1) A phrase or other definite division of a
piece. (S) A flgnre. (3) A scale-like or arp^giated group
or series of tones introduced as an embelUshment; artm,
ronlade^ or flourish intended for display. (4) A modula-
tion.

A little helpless innocent bird,

That has but one plain paitage of tew notes.
Tem^/aon, Lancelot and Elaine.

10. ApassoTeneonnter: as, ajjosso^e at arms.
Never Fortune
Bid play a subtler game ; the conquer*d triumph^
The victor has the loss ; yet in the.pa«sa^0
The gods have been most equal.

Fletcher {and atxother). Two Noble Kinsmen, v. 4.

1 1 . The act of passiiig, enactiiig, or rendering
valid; approval, sanction, or enactment; an-
thoritatiye adoption and enactment, as of a
parliamentary motion, measure, or hill: as, the
passage of the bUl through the House was ac-
complished with difBcnlly.— 12t. A passing
away; departure; death.

So Shalt thou lead
Safest thy life, and best prepared endnre
Thy mortal pottage when it comes.

jrOton, P. L., xL 366.

13. Infalconry, the line taken byherons in the
breeding season over any region on their way
to and from the heronry. Eneyo. Brit., IX. 7.

—14t. An old game playedby two persons with
three dice. "The caster ilunwa continually tin he has
thrown doublets under ten, and then he is out and loses,

or doublets above ten and liien he passes and wins." Cam-
pleat Gametter, p. 67. (HaOuKQ.)

Learn to play at primero txApattage.
B. Jonton, Every Man out of his Humour, i. 1.

jjyecHax passasea. See oIoMlar.—Beds of passage,
in geoL, beds whi^ liebetweenother groups of strata, and
exhibit conditions, either <d lithological structure or of
fossil contents, indicating a gradual transition from the
character of thennderiying to that ot the ovedying group.
—Bird of passage. SeeMrdlandnu^j^mtian la pas-
sage, in passing; cursorily ; Izansitorij^.

These fundamental knowledges have'i>een studied bnt
inpaiiagt. Bacon.

Intercdlidar, middle, neuienteilc, northeast,
nortliweBt passage. See the adjectives.—Passage
liai^ in fcuamry. See Aouti. £ncye. BriL, IX. 7.

—

Passage ot arma (a) Originally, a feat of arms at the
passage of a twd, gorg^ or bridge ; especially, the defend-
ing of the passage by a champion or the forcing of it by
an assailant. Hence

—

(b) Any feat of arms, especially one
deliberately brought about as a feat of prowess, (e) Any
quarrel, especially one of words; as, there was a grand
ptmagt nf armt between them. [Ckjiloq.]—Pedal pas-
sage, See pedo].—To make a passage, (a) To mi-
grate, as whales, from one feeding-ground to another.

^) Tomake an outward or a home trip, as a vessel, as dis-

tingtiished from cruising aboat.=S7Il. 3. Path, Pass, etc
Seeing,
passage (pas'aj), v. ».; pret. and pp. passaged,

ppr. passaging. [< F.passager; from the noun.]

1. To pass or cross.

Beandeik . . . pattaged to Lady Davenant.
Mitt Edgewoith, Helen, xvli.

2. To walk sidewise: said of a saddle-horse.

See the quotation.

Instmcfaon in paaaging, t e. walking sideways on a

pressure by the rider'sleg on the side opposite to that to-

wards which the horse is required to move
Bru^e. BriL, XEL 191.
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pa^age-board (pas'aj-bord), n. In orgaii-

huUtUtig, a board placedbetween the parts of an
o^an so as to m^e them accessible for tuning,
repairs, etc.

passage-money (pas'aj-mun'i), ». The chaige
made for the conveyance of a passenger in a
ship or other vessel; fere.

passager^, n. An obsolete form ot passenger.

passager-t (pas'a-Jer), n. Same as passagere.

passag^ret (pa-sa-zhSr'), n. [< F. passagere,
fem. of passager, passenger: see passenger.']

A cluster of curls or loose locks of hair on the
temple : a style of dressing women's hair in the
early part of the ei|;hteenth century.
passageway (pas'a^wa), n. 1. A passage ; a
road, avenue, patii, or way affording means of
communication; avenue of entrance or exit;
street, alley, gaJlery, or corridor.

The line of guards and constables kept the passagemiys
open, so that carriages were freer to move out at a rapid
pace than wh^i they actually reached some of the regtdar
thoroughfares of the city.

T. C Cramford, English Lit^ p. 44.

2. AhaU. [U. S.]
Meanwhile, there was a step in the passageway^ above

stairs. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, vii.

passagmg (pas'aj-ing), n. [< passage, n., +
-tn^i.J 1. A pass; an encounter; a passage.

They answer and provoke each other^s song
With skirmish and capricious patta^ngs.
And mnrmors musicaL

Coteridge, The Nightingale.

2. In the nian^e, a sidewise forwardmovement.
Fassalidse (pa-sal'i-de), n.pl. [KL., < Passalus
+ -wJas.j A family of Coleoptera named from
the genus PossoJus byMacLeay in 1819. By most
modem entomologists they are oons^dated with the Lw-
camdse. Also Passaiida [Leach, 1815X
Passalorhynchite (pas'a-lo-ring'Mt), n. [< Gr.
-aaaaXoQ, a peg, a gag, -I- piyxoc, snout, muzzle.]
A member of a sect in the early church, said to
have been Montanists, who observed a perpet-
ual silence, in literal obedience to Ps. cxli. 3.

Also Pattaiorhynchian.

Passalus (pas'a-lus), n. [Nil. (Fabricius,

1793), < Gr. Traam^og, a peg, gag.] 1. A genus
of lameUicom beetles of the family Lucanids,
with a laj^ corneous ligula contained in an
emargination of the mentum. About lOO species
are known, mainly tropical. The only one in the United
States is P. eomvtut, a large shining flat beetle, having
the elytra striate and the head armed with a short hoo£
It is commonly found ^)out the roots of decayed stumi>5,
and is known as the homed pastaius.

2. [I. c] A member of this genus. See cut
under hom-tmg.
passa-measnret, »• [Also aecom.pasHng-mea-
sure; accom. forms otpassamesso, q. v.] Same
as passameszo.

I can dance nothing bnt iU-favouredly,

A strain or two of pa8aa-fn«a«U7Vsgalliard

!

MiddUton, More Dissemblers besides Women, v. 1.

passamentt, n. and v. An obsolete form of

passement.
passamezzo (pas-sa-med'zo), n. [It., (.passare,

pass, + tnesso, middle. According to Kiemann,
the term refers to the aUa breve stroke through
the musical time-signature, <^, called passa a
mez20, and hence denoting simply a dance in
quick time.] An old Italian dance, or the music
for such a dance: probably the same stspavin,

but often confused withpass^ied. It is known
in Knglish as passa-measure, passy-measure,

passittg-measmre, etc. Also spelled passemezzo.

passancet, n. [< OP. 'passance,< passant, pass-
ing: see passant.'] A journey.

Thus passed they their pattanee, and wore out the

weerie way with these pleasant discourses and prettie

posies. SMer, Narbonus assOX 1 131. iHaOimH.)

passant (pas'ant), a. and ». [< 'MB. passant, <

OF. passant, f". passant= Sp. pasante = Pg. It.

passante, < ML. passan(t-)s, ppr. of passare,

pass: see pass, v.] 1. a. 1. Walking; walk-
ing leisurely: in heraldryj said of a beast used
as a bearing. The beast is always understood
to hold thenead straight and to look forward.

See cut under eounterekanged.

He them espying gan him selfe prepare.

And on his arme addresse his g<x)dly shield.

That bore a Lion passant in a golden field.

Spenser, F. Q., HL L 4.

Put the case she should be passant when you enter, as

thus ; you are to frame your gait thereafter.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Kerel^ ilL 3.

2t. Current. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., i. 8.

—3t. Passing; transitory.

The memory of these should quickly fade

(For pleasure's stream
Is like a dream,

Patteml and fleet, as is a shade).

Wd»ler. Odes (Works, ed. HazUtt, m. 267).

passel

4t. Cursory; careless; without deliberation or
reflection.

What a severe judgment all our actions (even our pat.
sant words and our secret thoughts) must hereafter un-
dergo ! Barrow, Sermons, IL xvl

5t. Surpassing; excelling.

i.pattant name. Chaucer, Knight's Tale, L 1249.

Passant gaidant, in her., walking, bnt with the head
turned and looking out from the escutcheon: said of a
beast used as a bearing. See cut under gardaaL—Pas-
sant rampant, in A«r., walking, with the dexter paw
raised into a horizontal or nearly horizontal position.

—

Passant regardant, in her., walking, but with the head
turned and looking behind him : said of a beast used as a
bearing. See cut under r^Tordanf.—Passant lepassant,
in her,, same as counter-passant.

H. H. 1. One who passes or passes through
or over. [Rare.]

Aconstantstream of [Hnguenotjretugeespassedthrough
the tovm [Dover, England]. . . . Amongst thejxuaints ap-
pears the name of "Severin Durfy," prolMibly a relative of
the celebrated wit and song-writer Tom DTJrfey.

Athetueum, No. 3247, Jan. 18, 1890, p. 89.

2. An open hem furnishing a sort of tube,
Hirongh which a cord or ribbon can be passed.
passaree (pas-a-re'), n. [Origin not ascertain-
ed.] Xa ut., a "tackle to spread the clues of a
foresail when sailing large or before the wind.
Admiral Smyth.
passaree (pas-a-re'), V. t. l^ passaree, n.] To
extend (the foot of the foresail of a square-
rigged vessel) by hauling its clue out to an eye
on the lower studdingss^-boom.
With stun'saHs both sides, passaree the foresail, by

means of a rope on each side, secured to the clew of the
foresail, and rove tlirongh a bull's-eye on the lower boom.

Luee, Seamanship, p. 435.

passatat(pa-sa'ta),n. {It.i seepassade.] Same
aspassade, 1.

You may with much sodainenesse make a passata with
your left foote. Practise iff the Dudio(lB9S),K2. {Ifares.)

pass-bankt (pas'bangk), n. The bank or fund
in the old game of passage. MaltiweU.

pass-book (pas'buk), n. 1. A book in which a
merchant or trader makes an entry of goods
sold on credit to a customer, for the informa-
tion of the customer.—2. A bank-book.
pass-box (pas'boks), n. A wooden box used to
convey CMtridges from the ammunition-chest
or magazine to a gun, when they are too heavy
to be carried in the gunner's haversack.

pass-by (pas'bi), Ji. 1. The act of passing by.
[Bare.]
Thus we seethefaceof fruth,bntaswedooneanother'E;

when we walk the streets, in a careless patt^iy.
GlamBle, Yanit? of Dogmatizing, vii.

2. In coal-mining, a siding on which the tubs
pass each other underground. [Eng.]

pass-check (pas'chek), n. A ticket of admis-
sion to a place of entertaiimient; specifically,

a ticket given to a ;^eTson leavii^ during an
entertaimnent, entithng to readmission.

passet, ». A variant otpaseh.
passi (pa-sa'),n. [F.,j)asse,mase.,j)assee,fem.

pp. ofpasser, pass: seejpass,©.] In. embroidery,
same as tanibour-viorlc.

pass6, pass^ (pa-sa'), a. [F., pp., m. and f.

respectively, ofpasser: see pass, c] Past; out
of use; faded; specifically, as said of persons,

past the heyday of life.

She might have arrived at that age at which one in-

tends to stop for the next ten years, but even a French-
man would not have c^ed her passie—that is, for a
widow. For a spinster, it would have been different.

Buluxr, My Novel, v. 8L

passed (past, pas'ed), p. a. If. Past.

Give ear vnto me, & I will relate

A true sad story of my passed fate.

Tinted Wh&U (E. E. T. S.X p. 138.

2. Having passed an examination for promo-
tion, and awaiting avacancyinthe senior grade:
as, a passed assistant surgeon in the United
States navy; apasscd assis-

tant engineer.—Passedmas-
ter. See masterl.

pass^, a. See passe.

pass^irde (pas'gSrd), n.

[P., < passer, pass, + garde,
guard.] In medieval armor,
a ridge or projecting piece
on the pauldrons or shoul-
derpieces. to ward off the
blow of the lance. They
first appear in the time of

Henry VL Also pasgarde,
pass-guard.

passel (pas'el), n. An obsolete or dialectal form
ot parcel.

As soon as that may pies yow to send me pattelt of costea
and expences 3e here and pay for the said causey I wiU
tmely contentyow hit ot the same. Piuton Le(t«n, IL 332.

Pauidjon, with Passe-
gajde a.



passement

passement (pas'ment), n. [Formerly^ossemero
and. passament; < 'SiE.passement:='D.passement
= Mh(i. pasement=Gr.posame)it, <0F. (and P.)
passement, lace, a lacing; appar. for *passeman
= Pi.passamen = It. passamano, < Sp. passa-
mano, nowpasamano (= Pg.passam,anes), a rail-
ing, balustrade, gangway, edging for clothes,
dim. possamanito, narrow lace, small twist; ap-
par. (passar, nowpasar, pass,+ mano, hand (see
pass, v., and tnainS) ("por que pasamos por el
la mano," because we pass the hand along the
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Cabin passenger. See caEiin.— Passenger cases, two
decisions of the United States Supreme Ck)art in 1849, hold-
ing State laws imposing taxes upon immigration to be void.
—Passenger falcon, the peregrine.—steerage pas-
senger. See steerage.

passenger-car (pas'en-j6r-kar), n. A car for
carrying passengers on a railroad: specifically,
an ordinary car for day travel, as oistinguished
from a sleeping-car or drawing-room car, etc.

[U. S.]

passenger-elevator (pas'en-j6r-el"e-va-tpr), n.
—

, .— J,;— v,„5, „„v. An elevator or lift for persona. [IJ. S.]"
railing). In another view the F. passement, passenger-en^ne (pas'en-j6r-en*jin), n. A lo-
lace, is identical with passement, a passing, < comotive engine constructed specially for pas-

Passeres

the same source.] 1. A dance said to have
originated in Brittany, resembling the minuet,
but much quicker, it was introduced into Paris by-
street dancers in 1587, and into the ballet during the reign
of Louis XIV., and was often brought into the suite by the
great composers of that time, both French and German.
It was a favorite dance at the court of Queen Klizabeth,
and remained in vogue until the earlyp^ of the eigh-
teenth century.

2. Music for such a dance, or in its rhythm,
which was triple and quick.

Also paspy.
passer^ (pas'Sr), n. [(.pass + -erl.] 1. One
who passes, in any sense of that word.— 2. A

I, headlight ; 2, front end ; ^, signal-lamp ; 4, spark-pipe ; 5, smoke-
stack ; 6. pilot ; 7, pilot draw-bar ; 8, steam-cliest : 9, cylinder ; 10, oil-

pipe ; II, cylinder-cock ; 12, eneine-truck ; 13, bell ; 14, sand-box

;

15, sand-pipe ; 16, jacket; 17, valve-stem; 18, guide-cup; 19, cross-
head ; 20, guides ; 21, link ; 22, rocker-ann ; 23, injector-check ; 24,

passer, pass: see pass, v.'\ 1. Lace.— 2. A
decorative edging or trimming, especially a
gimp or braid.

Pttwementg of gold vpon the stufle of a Princelygarment.
Pyitenha/niy Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 115.

passement (pas'ment), «. t. [< passement, to.]

To deck with passement or lace ; hence, to or-
nament the exterior of.

Ashamed to be scene among these who are passem^nted
with gold. Boyd, Last Battell, p. 620.

passementerie (pas-men-te-re' ), n. [F., (.passe-

ment, lace : see passement. "j Edgings and trim-
mings in general, especially those made of
gimp, braid, or the like : often made with jet

or metal beads: as, jet passementerie; plain
passementerie (that is, without beading). See
passement.

passemezzo, n. See passameizo.
passenger (pas'en-jer), n. [Early mod. E. also

passinger, eailieT passager (the b being inserted
as in messenger, porringer, eta. ) ; < OF.passagier,
F. passager (Sp. pasajero = Pg. passageiro= It.

passegiero, passegiere), < passage, passage : see
passage.'] If. One who passes or is on his way

;

a passer-by; a wayfarer; a traveler.

A noble but unfortunate gentleman,
Cropt by her hand, as some rude passenger
Doth plucke the tender roses in the budde 1

Xareton, Insatiate Countesse, v.

It is a Biver apt to swell much upon suddain Rains, in
which case, precipitating it's self from the Mountains with
great rapidi^, it has been fatal to many a Poweng'er.

MaundreU, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 43.

Shopkeepers may sit and ask, "What do you lack? " when
the passengers may very well reply, " What do you lack
yourselves ? " The Great Frost (Arbor's Eng, Garner, I. 86).

2. One who travels in a public conveyance ; es-

pecially, one who travels in such a conveyance
by virtue of a contract express or implied with
the carrier, as the payment of fare, or some-
thing accepted as an equivalent therefor.

There are . . . ferries or passages, . . . where passengers
may be transported in a Gondola. Coryat, Crudities, 1. 210.

In this year, 1657, in the month of November, Mr. Gar-
ret set sail on a voyage for England, from Boston ; in whose
ship, amongst many considerable passengers, there went
Mr. Thomas Mayhew.

N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 274.

All the passengers, except a very fat lady on the back
seat, had alighted. Hawthorne, Sketches from Memory.

3+. A bird of passage ; a casual visitor.

Sometimes are also scene Falcons and lar-falcons, Os-
praies, a bird like a Hobby, but because they come sel-

dome, they are held but as passengers.
Capt. John Smith, Works, II. 115.

4t. A passage-boat.

In Pocchorrosa, he is assigned to leaue fyftie men with
the lyghtest shyp which maye bee a pmeinger betwene
them ; that, lyke as we vse poste horses by lande, so may
they, by this currant shippe, in short space, certifle the
Lieuetenaunt and th[e] inhabltours of Dariena of snche
thytiges as eAiUI chaunce.

R. Eden, tr. of Peter Martyr (Pirst Books on America,
[ed. Arber, p. 163).

He . . . tookethe sea in a^o^a^rer, and arriued at Calais.

HakluyVs Voyages, II. 69.

25 27 ^ 25
Passenger-engine,

injector; 25, driver-spring ; 26, back driving-axle ; 27, driving-wheel
brake ; 28, steam-dome ; 29, whistle ; 30, cab ; 31, throttle-lever

;

32, boiler-head; 33, gage-cocks ; 34, donkey-pump; 3^, reach-rod;
36, equalizer; 37, reverse-lever; 38, auxiliary reservoir; 39, main
air-reservoir; 40, back driving-wheel; 41, front driving-wheel;

senger traf&o. While capable of higher speed,
its tractive power is less than that of a freight-
engine. See locomotive.

passenger-locomotive (pas'en-jSr-lo-ko-iflo'-

tiv), n. Same a,s passenger-engine.

passenger-pigeon (pas'en-j6r-pij'on), n. The
common wild pigeon of the XJnited States,

42, cab bracket; 43, crank-pins; 44, fire-door; 45, steam-gage;
46, sight feed-lubricator; 47, steam heat-reducing valve ; 48, driving-

wheel tire; 49, auxilia^ air-ieservoir. a, cylinder (same as
No. 9) ; 6, exhaust-passage ; e. steam-pipe ; a, exhaust-pipe ; e,

smoke-arch.

drill used in cutlery to make holes to receive
little ornamental studs of gold or silver. It has
a stop to prevent the point of the drill from
penetrating the handle beyond the required

depth.— 3. A gimlet. [Prov. Eng.]
Passer^ (pas'er), re. [L., a sparrow.] A genus
of fringiUiform or conirostral oscine passerine
birds, founded by Brisson in 1760, typically rep-

resenting the family Fringillidse, and a repre-

Passenger-pigeon {Ectopittes fnigraterius).

Ectopistes migratorius: so called from its very
extensive wanderings in search of food. See

passenger-ship (pas'en-j6r-ship), n. A ship
which carries passengers.
passenger-train (pas'en-j6r-tran), ». A rail-

way-train for the conveyance of passengers, as
distinguished from a freight- or goods-train, oil-

train, coal-train, etc.

passe-partout (pas-pS,r-to'), n. [F., a master-
key, also a passe-partout in engraving, etc., for-

merly also a resolute fellow; X passer, pass, go
(see pass, v.),+ partout, everywhere, <par (< L.

fer, through) -f- tout, < L. totus, all : see total.]

. That by means of which one can pass any-
where; a master-key; a latch-key.—2. In en-

graving, an engraved plate or block forming
an ornamental border around an aperture into

which the engraved portrait or picture may be
inserted ; also, a typographical frame or or-

namental border about a page, etc.: a French
use.— 3. A picture-frame consisting usually
of a pasteboard back and a piece of glass, be-
tween which a drawing or engraving is placed,

often with a plain or ornamented mat between
it and the glass, the whole being held in posi-

tion by means of strips of paper pasted over
the edges.
There were engravings and photographs iapassepartout

frames, that journeyed with her safely in the bottoms of

her trunks. Ifrs. WhUney, Leslie Goldthwaite, vi.

passepied (pas'pya), re. [F., < passer, pass, -I-

pied, < L. pes (ped-) = E. foot. Of. paspy, from

European House-sparrow {Passer domestictts).

sentative example of the Oseines or normal Pas-
seres. The name lapsed, or was used' with little dis-
crimination, for a century, but is now in nearly universal
use for that genus of finches which contains the common
European or so-called English sparrow (P. domesticm), the
European tree-sparrow (P. montanus), and several other
closely related species. The two species named are both
naturalized in the United States. See sparrow and home-
sparrow.

passer-by (p&s'er-bi'), re. One who passes by
or near. Also by-passer.

In an undertone, as if he were afraid a^0E«s^-l^ might
hear him. Disraeli, Sybil, iv. 1.

Passerculus (pa-sto'ku-lus), re. [NL. (Bona-
parte, 1838), < L. passerculus, a little sparrow,
dim. ofjjasser, a sparrow : see Passer^.] A genus
of American fringilline birds, embracing many
ofthe commonest sparrows of the United States,
of fuUy streaked coloration, with yellow on the
bend of the wings, slender bill, snort and nar-
row unmarked tail, and pointed wings with
elongatedinner secondaries. Thecommon savanna-
sparrow is P. savanna, and there are several others.
They are ground-sparrows, and especially abound in low
moist localities.

Passerella (pas-e-rel'a), re. [NL. (Swainson,
1837),dim. of L.^osserj'a sparrow: see Passer^.]
A genus of large handsome fox-colored fringil-
line birds of North America, having enlarged
feet

i the fox-sparrows, p. Uiaca abounds in shrub-
bery in most parts of eastern North America, and several
other species or varieties are found in the west Seefox-
sparrow.

Passerellinae (pas"e-re-li'ne), re. pi. [NL. (S.
F. Baird, 1858), < Passerella + inie.'] A sub-
family of Fringittidse, named from the genus
Passerella, having no definable characters.
Passeres (pas'g-rez), re. pi. [NL., pi. of L. pas-
ser, sparrow: see Passer'^.] An order of the



Passeres

class Ates, typified by the genus Pcisser, com-
prehending more than half of all birds, it has
(boat the taxonomic or claBaiflaitoryTalae ofgroups called
/tttnSiet In deputments of lodlogy other than ornithol-
ogy. It corresponds inexactly to Inteaom in some of the
Dsesot thiswont, and exacU; to the CnvierianPanRvuB as
emended by Blyth ; also to the -/BgiOuMnathie of Huxley.
It consists of the Oiemet (Miiller) and Oamatora at Caba-
nia. WithsomeexceptionB, thesebirda(namberingnpwaid
of 5,000 species) have the following characteia. They are
anomalogonatonSk having no ambiens masde nor acces-
sory femoiocandal. The femorocaadal and semitendi-
nosus moacles are pifisen^ as is oaoally also tile accessory
semitendinoeas. The flexor longos hallnci^ the muscle
which bends the hind toe, is separated from the flexor
longos digitorom, which bends tile other toes collectiTely

;

and the hind toe is inserted low down, or is perfectly in-
cumbent Hie result of this is that the feet are perfect-
ly fitted for grasping slender supports, and the buds are
thus typically insesaoriaL Furtiierm<n«, the toes are al-

ways 4, S in front and 1 behind (except in Chotonas) ; none
are veisatile from their normal position, and the ratio of
their phalanges is always 4 3,4, 6, counting from the flrst

to the fourth digit. As to the means of flighty of which
no Puwm ai« deprived, the sternum has with few ex-
ceptionsapartlcnlurconformation, being notched on each
side behind, manubriated, and provided with prominent
costal processes ; the tensor patagii brevis has a special
mode of insertion ;' tiie primaries are either 10 or 9 in
number, the secondaries are more than 6, and the greater
coverts are not more than half as long as the secondaries.
Thetailhasl2rectrice3(wiaifewexceptioiiB). Thepalate
is eegithognathoos ; the covering of the bill is hard, with
a cere or other soft membrane, and the nostrils do not
openly oommnnicate; the oil-gland is nude; the osca
are 2 in number; and the carotid is single and sinistraL
Paaent are altricial and pdlopsdic the young being
bom helpless and naked. In most birds of this order
the lower laiyn^ or syrinx, is highly developed as a
musical organ, and accoidlug to this character Pfoxm
are divisible into 2 primary groups— Oaewies or .^cron^
odt, and (Samatore* or JTeson^^t. The division of Pm-
tent, however, has severely exercised alike Uie erudition
and the ingenuity of the systematists, and no proposed
method is fnlly accepted. The prime division by Garrod
and Forbes, into NeuUieroiaeti^ and DetmadaetyU, is

superfluous, since those alleged Paatnt which are desmo-
dactylons are not Panmt, EUmination of these obtru-
sive terms leaves the prime division as before^ into Aero-
myodt and Mesmnyodi. In 1874 Wallace divided Pataeres
upon external characters into 4 aeries: (1) turdoid. with
21 families ; (2) tanagnid, with 10 families ; (S) atumoul,
with 4 tamiUes ; (4) /ormicaTioid, with 10 families : 45 in
all—an arrangement requiring some modification upon
anatomical grounds. The mesomyodian Passeres are eiuier
(1) heteromersus, as the families CoHngidx and Pipridx,
or they are (2) hom(£onierou& The latter are either (1)
haploiiphouous, as the Tymnnidx, PUUdm, PhB^pMidx,
and Xeriddx, or they are (2) tracheophonons, as the Fvr-
mtruiie, PtenptoehiiUe, Dendnecii^lidx, and Fmrmieari-
ida. With few exceptions^ mesomyodian Pantres are
American, and nearly all of tiiese (^ but a few Tyran-
nida) are Central and Sonth American. As to the acto-
myodian Paaasng, they are eitiier abnotmal or normal.
The abnormal Pasagnt are only two AnstraJian families,
Jfmurida and AtriehSda, together called Pxudoicitttt.
The rest are Oadnes proper, some 4,700 species in all, so
closely related that they scarcely represent a group of
higher rank than the average " family ' recognised by or-
nithologists. They are three of Wallace's four series (tur-
doid, tansgroid, and stnmoidX and are separated by Snn-
devall into CieAlomorphse^ Comrostres, CoUomarpha^ Oerlhi-
omorpka, CimtynmorphsSf and CheUdonomorpha, Sclater
has six similar division^ thooj^h in different order and
under other names : Dentirolb^ Latimtns, Curmmtres,
VemamlTet, (Tonuvttm, and Cidtrinttret. These groups
may be thus explained or iUnslrated : (1) Ciehloaua^us or
Dentmtim, thrushes, warblers, Sycatcheis, shrikes^ etc.;

<2) Calionuirphte or CuUriroetns, crows, jays, tits, etc. ; (3)
Comrmtra, finches, buntings, sparrows, twiager^ etc. ; (4)
iXnt^/rimorpha or Tgmmstres, honey-snckeis; @) dr-
tkiomorphm or OunxroabreSf croepers; (6) Ch^idonomor-'
pA» or Latirostntj swallows. All these birds agree in
being laminiplantar ; and among ^em or near them must
be found or made a place for the larks, Ateaidida, which
are scuteUiplantar, and which, when not placed with
Conirottm, form a seventh sujierfamlly known as Cory-
domarfka.

passeiiform (pas'e-Ti-f6rm), a. [< NL. passe-
riformis, < li. passer, sparrow, + fomta, form.]
farrow-like in form or structure; pertaining
to osoine Passeres or Passeriformes, or haying
their characters; jiasserine in a strict sense.

Passeriformes (pas'e-ri-f6r'mez), n.pt [NL.:
seepasseriform.'j In'Forbes's classification, an
order of anomalogonatous birds composed of
I^trdiformes, FringiUiformes, and Stumiformes,
or the turdoid, tanagroid, and stumoid Passeres
of Wallace, and thus equivalent to osoine Pas-
seres, or Oseines.

Passerina (p%s-6-i5'n5), ». [NIJ., fem. of L.
passerinus, of or"for a'roarrow: see passerine^]

1. A beautiful genus of American PringOUdae;
the painted finches. The plumage is of bright or va-
riegated colors, or both, as in the indigo-bird, P. eyanea,
which is rich blue, the lainli-finch, P. amaaiM, wbich is

blue, whit& and brown, and the painted finch, or non-
pareil, P. aril, which is blue, red, and yellow. VieiUcit,

1816. Also CbonoipizD. See cut in next oolnmn, and cut
ander iadigoiird.

2. A genus of heath-like shrubs, of the apeta-

lous order ThymeUeacem and the tribe Eutkyme-
Ueex, known by its four-lobed unappendaged
urn-shaped calyx, eight exserted stamens, and
globose stigma. There are 4 species, all Sonth African,

sometimes cutivated tor their flowers. They bear littie
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decussate opposite leaves, and flowers in spikeswith broad
bracts. Limunu, 1737.

Passerins (pas-e-ri'ne), n. pi. [NIi., pi. of
Passerina.] 1. In Cuvier's system of classifi-

cation, the second order of birds, approximate-
ly equivalent to the Insessores or perehers:
primarily divided into two groups, the ordinary
Passerinse and the Si^tdaetyU, and, secondarily,
the former into foxrr groups, Deniirostres, Fissi-
rostres, Conirostres, and Tenuirostres. As thus
constituted, it was a thoroughly unnatnral gronp, subdi-
vided in an equally artificial manner. But removing from
it certain heterogeneous elements, as Cypielus, Caprimut-
gus, Podargus, CMta, Caradas, (Tpion, Manpt, TroehSia,
etc (as was done by Blyth, Cuvier's editor in 1848X it repre-
sents the Passeres of modem naturalists.

2. In Nitzsoh's classification, the expm^ted
Passerine of Cuvier, or Passeres proper.
passerine (pas'e-rin), a. and «. [< L. passeri-
nus, of a epairow, (.passer, sparrow: see Pas-
ser^.l 1. a. 1. Besembling or related to a
sparrow; of or pertaining to the Passerina, in
any sense, or the Passeres; passeriform.— 2.
About as laige as a sparrow: as, the passe-
rine parrot, Psittacula passerina; the passerine
ground-dove, ChamaepeUa passerina; the pas-
serine owl, Glaucidium passerinum.

H. ». A member of the Passerinse, Passeres,
or Passeriformes.
Passerita (pa-ser'i-ta), n. [NL. (J. E. Gray).]
A genus of Trhipsnakes of the family Cohi-
bricUe and subfamily Dryophidinse, having an

Passerita nycteriMans.

elongated nasal appendage and the pupil of
the eye horizontal. P. nycterieans is an ex-
ample.
passeroid (pas'e-roid), a. [< Passer^ + -oid.']

Same as passerine.

pass-^tiard, "• See passegarde.

pass-nolder (pas'hol'd^r), n. One who holds a
free pass or a season ticket, as to a theater, on
a railway, etc.

passibility (pas-i-bU'i-ti), n. [< F. passibilite

= Sp.pasibOidad= Pg. passibiUdade= It. pas-
sibiUtA, < ULi. passibiUta(t-)s, < passibiUs, ca-

pable of feeling: see passible.'i The quality of

being passible ; the capacity of receiving im-
pressions from external agents ; aptness to feel

or suffer.

passible (pas'i-bl), a. [< F. passible= Sp.pasi-

ble = Pg. passive! = It. passibUe, < HL. passi-

biUs, capable of feeling, < L. paH, pp. passus,

suffer, feel: see passion, patient.'] Capable of

feeling or suffering ; susceptible of impressions

from external agents.

passing

And as he [God] is the Head of that body, he is pa—ibU,
so he may sofler ; and, as he is the first-bom of the dead,
he did suffer ; so that he was defective in nothing ; not
in power, as God, not in passibility, as man.

Donne, Sermons, i.

passibleness (.pas'i-bl-nes), n. Passibility.

This heresy of Eutyches and Dioscorus . . . drew after
it the heresy of the pass^detiesae of the Deity, becaose the
Deity of Christ was become, in their conceits, the same
natore with the humanity that was passible.

JB. Bremcood, Diversity of Languages and Beligions
[(ed. 16S5), XXV.

Passiflora (pas-i-flo'ra), ». [Mj. (Linneeus,
1737), irreg. < L. ^osnoji' passion, + fios (fior-),
flower. Early missionanes to South America,
and Spanish writers from 1593, regarded the
flower as an emblem of the crucifixion, finding
in the five anthers the five wounds, in the three
button-like stigmas the three nails, in the co-
rona the crown of thorns, in the five petals and
five sepals the ten apostles then present, in
the digitate leaves the persecutors' nands, and
in the tendrils their scourges.] A genus of
climbingherbs or shrubs, type of the order Pas-
sifloraeeae and the tribe Passiflorex, character-
ized by the short calyx-tube, three styles, and
the calyx-lobes, petaJs, and stamens each four
or five ; the passion-fiowers. There are about 176
species, mainly American ; a few are Asiatic and Anstra-
lian. liiey bear lateral unbranched tendrils, and alternate
leaves, undivided or lobed, often witha gland-bearing peti-
ole. Their large and showy fiowers are solitaryor racemed
in the axils, followed by diy or pulpy many-seeded berries,
which in some species are edible, ^ee grtmadiUa, eurvba,
may-pop, indiyo-berry, 2, irater-lemon, and street ealdbash
(under calabathX also cut under eunu.) Some species are
narcotic or expectorant^ as P. foMda, the West Indian
love-in-a-misl^ and the bitter leaves of P. laiaifoUa, the
Jamaican honeysuckle, are used as an astringent. P.
macrocarpa, the pumpkin passion-fiower of Brazil and
Peru, produces a frnit sometimes weighing 8 ponnds.
Many species are cultivated for the beauty of their flow-
ers, as P. esrvieo, P. termesnia, etc See also iu2IAix)fand
Z>uteAnuin'«-2audanum.

Passifloracese (pas'i-flo-ra'se-e), «. pi. pJL.
(Endlieher, 1836), < Passiflora + -aeeae.] An
order of plants' of the cohort Passiflorales ; the
Sassion-flower family, it is characterized bythe nn-
Lvided or three- to five-parted style, four to many sta-

mens, similar petals and sepals, and especially by the co-
rona, of one, two, or many rows of filamentous bodies, or a
tubular membrane, seated on the calyx-tube or between
the petals. It includes about 235 species, mainly tropical,
especially of Sonth America, Classen in 5 tribes and 27 gen-
era, of which Pas^jUrra (the type), Cariea, Jaoaratia, and
Tacsonia are the chief. They are shrubs, trees, or herbs,
with a watery juice, round or angled branches, and erect
climbing or twining stems. They often bear axillary ten-
drils and showy three-bracted fiowers.

Passiflorales (pas'i-fio-ra'lez), n. pi. [Nil., <
Passiflora + -ales.] A cohort of polypet«lous
plants of the dicotyledonous series Calyciflorx,
characterized by the compound one-celled
ovary, with styles distinct or slightly united.
It includes the passion-flower, gourd, and loasa families,
mainly vines ; t£e begonia family ; and the samyda, tor-
nera,and datiaca families,mainlytropical t3<e6s and shrubs.

Fassiflorese (pas-i-flo'rf-e), «. pi. [ML. (A. L.
de Jussieu, 1805),< Passiflora + -ea?.] A tribe of
plants of the order Passifloracese, distinguished
by the perfect flowers, conspicuous single or
double corona, and flattlsh seeds, it includes 13
genera, chiefly of the African and American tropics, of
which about 13 species are shrubs or small trees^ and 160
are tendriled climbers.

passim (pas'im), adv. [L., hither and thither,
everywhere, < passus, pp of pandere, extend:
seepass.] Here and there; in many different
places; everywhere.
passimeter (pa-sim'e-t^r), n. [< L. passus,
step, pace, + Gr. iih-pov, measure.] A form of
pocket-odometer resembling a watch in exter-
nal appearance. A vibrating lever operates a regis-
tering device, which indicates the number of steps taken,
the lever moving synchronously with the upward and
downward morement of the body in walking or running.

passing (pas'ing), ». [< 'bSS^.passyng; verbal n.
of pass, f.] 1. The act of moving on or by;
also, the act of departing; dying.

Yet in these ears, till hearing dies.

One set slow bell will seem to toll

The passing of the sweet^t soul
That ever look'd with human eyes.

Tennyson, In Hemoiiam, IviL

2. Passage; ratification; enactment.

If a Lay Lord was attainted, the Bishops assented to his
Condemning, and were always present at the patting of

the Bill of Attainder. Sdden, Table-'Ulk, p. 25.

3. A gold or sUverthread or fine cord produced
by twisting a flat and very small ribbon of the
metal spirally around a sUk thread. Passing
isused in embroidery, in couched work, and the
like, laid on the foundation and sewed to it with
fine silk thread.

passing (pas'ing), a. [J^TE. passing, passyngp •

ppr. ofpass, r.] 1. That is or are now happen-



mg ; current : as, passing events ; the passing
hour.

Again the feast, the speech, the glee^
The shade ol passing thought, the wealth
Of words and wit.

Tennyson,, In Memoriam, Conclusion.

2. Cursory; such as is done, given, etc., while
one passes : as, a parsing glance.

Some frail memorial still erected nigh,
With uncouth rhymes and shapeless sculpture decked,

Implores iii^ passing tribute of a sigh. Qrayy Elegy.

3. Fleeting; fading away.
Trust not in man with passing breath.

WMUier, Chapel of the Hermits.

4. Exceeding; surpassing; transcendent; egre-
gious; eminent; extraordinary.

He is a man of hey discrecioun,
I warne you wel, he is ».pa»sir^ man.
CMiKer, ProL to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, L 61.

For the passynge Love that he hadde to hire, whan he
saughe hire ded, he felle in a rage, and oute of his Wytt,
a gret while. MandevUle, Travels, p. 89.

O passing traitor
; perjured and unjust 1

Shah., 3 Hen. VI., T. 1. 106.

passing (pas'ing), adv. [< passing, o.] Sur-
passingly; wonderfully: exceedingly; very.

This Ewein was a passinge feire childe, and bolde and
hardy ; hut after that he hadde herde speke of kynge Ar-
thur he wolde not suffre that noon made hym knyght.

Merlin (B. E. T. S.), ii. 238.

Oberon is passing fell and wrath.
SAaft.,M. N. D.,ii. 1. 20.

For she was passing weary of his love.
Jf. Arnold, Tristram and Iseult.

passing (p&s'ing), prep. [< passing, a.] Ex-
ceeding; beyond; over. [Bare.]

Why, I han'tbeen at it^cu^in^acouple of months. Foote.

passing-bell (pas'ing-bel), TO. A church bell

tolled at the time of a person's death or imme-
diately after. It was a means of summoning Christians
to pray for the soul of the one just departed ; and it is

still common as a mark of respect to the dead and an an-
nouncement to the public that a death has just occurred.
The age of the person is commonly indicated by the
number of strokes. This custom is supposed to have
originated from the ancient belief that the sound of the
church bell drove away any demon that might seek to take
possession of the departing soul. In the Church of Eng-
land it is enjoined by canon that the passing-bell be
tolled during the dying and at the burial of any parish-
ioner. Formerly called/ortA-/awfi.

All my spirits,

As if they heard ray pasHng-heU go for me.
Pull in their powers, and give me up to destiny.

PletcTier (and arwther). Sea Voyage, iii. 1,

When the passing-bell doth tole,

And the furies in a shole
Gome to fight a parting soule.

Sweet Spirit, comfort me

!

Berriek, litanie to the Holy Spirit.

passing-braid (pfi,s'ing-brad), n. A kind of
braid made of passing, twisted or braided, as
in making galloon.

passing-byt (piis'ing-bi'), « The passover.

Christ's disciples said to the man. Where is this guest-
chamber, where I might eat the passing-by with my dis-

ciples?
Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc, 1850), p. 2S1.

passing-discord (pas'ing-dis'''kdrd), TO. Same
as passing-note.

passinglyt (pas'ing-li), ad«. Z<ME. passyngly ;

<passing + -ly^.'\ In a surpassing degree ; spe-
cially; exceedingly.

He schal dispise deeth. he schal drede no perelis, and
passyngly he schal be maad hardy.

Book of Quinte Essence (ed. Fumivall), p. 23.

Cris. Do you love singing, lady?
Chloe. 0, passingly. B. Jonson, Poetaster, iL 1.

passing-measure (pas'ing-mezh"ur), to. [See
passa-measure.'] A corruption oi'passamezzo.

Piythee sit still ; you must dance nothing but the ^ass-
ing.meaxu.res. A. Brewer (?), Lingua, ui. 7.

passing-note (pas'ing-not), to. In nrnsic, an un-
essential or discordant tone melodically com-
bined with harmonically essential tones, either

between them or next above or below them.
Such accessory tones are usually unaccented.

passing-place (pas'ing-plas), to. A railway sid-

ing where trains may pass one another.

passing-tone (p^s'ing-ton), to. In music, same
as passing-note.

passion (pash'on), to. [< ME. passion, passiun,

passionn, < Of', passion, F. passion = Sp. pa-
sion, pasio = Pg. paixSo = It. passione, < LL.
passio(n-), suffering, enduring (LL., specifi-

cally, a suifering, a disease), also an event, oc-

currence, < Ii. paU, pp. passus, suffer, endure,
undergo: see patient.^ 1. The state of being
affected or acted on by something external ; a
passive as opposed to an active state.

When the ball obeys the stroke of a billiard-stick, it is

not any action of the ball, but bare passion.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xxi. i.
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2. Susceptibility of impression from external
agents ; receptivity to impressions.

The differences of mouldable and not mouldable, . . .

and many other passions of matter, are plebeian notions.
Bacon.

3. Suffering; especially, the sufferings of Christ

on the cross; more specifically, his sufferings

subsequent to the Last Supper, sometimes dis-

tinguished from those of the crucifixion: as,

"by thy Cross and Passion," Book of Common
Prayer.

Our sauyour Ihesu cryste was put vnto deth hypas^on
of the crosse. Joseph of Arimathie (E. E. T. S.), p. 27.

All the passion of all the martyrs that ever were.
Latimier, Sermons, p. 232.

To whom also he shewed himself alive after his jicwsion,

by many infallible proofs. Acts i. 3.

Wherefore suffered he so great and hitter passiansf did
he it not to take away your sins?

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc, 1863), II. 123.

The term Passion belongs more properly to that which
He underwentduringtheMteen or more hours that elapsed
between the night of the Last Supper and three o'clock on
the following afternoon, beginning with His agony in the
garden of Gethsemane and ending with His death upon
the Cross. Blunt, Diet. Doct. and Hist. Theology, p. 647.

4t. Physical disorder, or suffering resulting
from it ; disease.

He then sayd that he was called the Sonne of Jupiter;
but yet he felt in himselfe the passions of a diseased body.

J. Brende, tr. of Quintus Curtius, vili.

If much you note him.
You shall offend him and extend his passion.

Feed, and regard him not. Sliak., Macbeth, iii. i. 67.

5. Emotion; specifically, intense or vehement
emotion, occupying the mind in great part for

a considerable period, and commanding the
most serious action of the intelligence ; an
abounding or controlling emotion, such as am-
bition, avarice, revenge, desire, fear, hope, joy,

grief, love, hatred, etc. ; a strong deep feeling.

How all the other passions fleet to air.

As doubtful thoughts, and rash-embraced despair.

And shuddering fear, and green-eyed jealousy

!

Shak.,M. of v., ill. 2.108.

Held in holy passion still.

Forget thyself to marble.
JUHton, II Penseroso, 1. 41.

As if the civil wars had blotted out the expression of

character and passion from the human lip and brow.
Macaiday, Horace Walpole.

She ended with sach pa^ssion that the tear
She sang of shook and fell an erring pearl.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

(a) Zeal ; ardor; vehement or ruling desire.

Pan . . . has nopaasUm, unless it be for discourse.
Bacon, Fable of Pan.

In those good days of simplicity and sunshine, & passion
for cleanliness was the leading principle in domestic econ-
omy. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 167.

(&) Love ; ardent affection ; amorous desire.

I should have been more strange, I must confess.
But that thou overheard'st, ere I was ware,
My true love's passion. Skak., K. and J., iL 2. 104.

For health and idleness to passion's flame
Are oil and gunpowder. Byron, Don Juan, ii. 169.

(ct) Grief; sorrow.

Victorious Titus, rue the tears I shed,
A mother's tears in passion for her son.

Shak., Tit. And., i. 1. 106.

Oh, that I could as gently shake off passion
For the loss of that great brave man as I can shake off

Kemembrance of what once I was reputed I

Fletc?ier (and another), Fair Maid of the Inn, iiL

(d) Vehement anger ; rage : sometimes used absolutely

:

as, in a. passion.

Monsieur le Nostre spoke much of the good Humour of

his Master; he afflrmed to me he was never seen in Pas-
sum. Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 37.

I must be in a passion. Sir Lucius — I must be in a
rage. Sheridan, The Kivals, iii. 4.

6. An object of great admiration or desire;

something indulged in, pursued, or cultivated

with extreme and serious ardor : as, poetry be-
came a passion with him.

He [General Hawley] is called Lord Chief Justice ; fre-

quent and sudden executions are iuspasHon.
Walpole, Letters, IL 1.

They know noti cannot guess
How much ttieir welfare is apassion to us.

T^nyson, Princess, iiL

7. A passionate display; an exhibition of deep
feeling.

Sometimes he maketh invocations with broken sen-

tences by starts and strange passions.

Capt. John Smith, Works, 1. 189.

She was in such a passion of tears that they were obliged

to send for Dr. Floss. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, L

S.QMaeaapassion-rmtsic—Cardiac passiont. See
cardiac.— J\.ea,c or iliac passion. Same as Ueus, 1.—Pas-
sion Sunday, the second Sunday before Easter Sunday;
the fifth Sunday In Lent : so called because the special

commemoration of Cluist's passion then begins.— Fas-

passlonate

Sion Week, the fifth week in Lent, from Passion Sunday
to Palm Sunday, and immediately preceding Holy Weel£
The name Possum Week was given to it from very early
times because with it begins the special commemoration of
Christ's passion. In non-Catholic circles Passion Week is

often incorrectlyidentified with HolyWeek. =Syn. 5. Pas-
sion, AffecHon; wrath, fury ; fervor ; rapture, transport.
As compared with affecKoti, the distmctive mark ofpas-
sion, is that it masters the mind, so that the person be-
comes seemingly its subject or its passive instrument^
while an affection, though moving, affecting, or influencing
one, still leaves him his self-control. The secondarymean-
ings of the two words keep this difference.

passion (pash'on), v. [< OF. passioner, passion-

ner = It. passionare, < ML. passionare, be af-

fected with passion, < L. passio(n-), passion:
see passion, ».] I. intrans. To be affected with
passion ; be extremely agitated, especially with
grief; sorrow. [Obsolete or archaic]

'Twas Ariadne passioning
For Theseus' perjury and unjust flight.

Shxik., T. G. of v., Iv. 4. 172.

How now. Queen I what art thou doing? passtmdng o\et
the picture of Oleanthes, I am sure ; for 1 know thou lovest

him. Chapman, Blind Beggar of Alexandi^

A sloping green of mossy tread.

By a dear pool, wherein she passioned
To see herself escaped from so sore ills.

Keats, Lamia, L

II. trans. To give a passionate character to;

imbue with passion; impassionate. [Bare.]

By lively actions he gan bewray
Some argument of matter passUmed.

Spenser, F. Q., III. xU. 4.

thou, for whose soul-soothing quiet turtles

Passion their voices cooingly 'mong myrtles.
Keats, Endymion, L

passional (pash'on-al), a. and to. [< OP. pas-
sional, passiormel'= 'It. passionate = Pg. pas-
sional, n., < Mh.passionaliSjpassionale, n^ book
containing sufferings of the martyrs, < LL. pas-
sionalis, susceptible of passion or suffering, <

li. passio(n-), suffering, passion: see passion.]

1, a. Of or pertaining to passion or the pas-
sions; influenced by passion

;
passionate.

It [phrenology] divides, for example, all our powers into

mental, moral, and j>a«st<ma{— intellect, morals, and af-

fections. J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 101.

Nowhere in literature is the process of culture by means
of study and passumal experience so graphically depicted,

Stedman, Vict. Poets, p. 142.

II. TO. 1. Same a,8 passionary.

The Legenda contained the lections read at matins and
at other times, and may be taken as a generic term to in-

clude the Homiliarium, Martyrology, Passional, and other
volumes. Musyc. Brit., XIV. 710.

2. Amanuscript ofthe four Gospels,uponwhich
the kings of England, from Henry I. to Edward
VI., took the coronation oath. 0. Shipley.

passionary (pash'on-a-ri), to.; pi. passionaries
(-riz). [= P. passioniaire = Sp. pasionario =
Pg. It. passionario, < ML. passionarius, passio-
narium, a passional, < LL. passio(n-), suffering,
passion: see passion.] A book containing de-
scriptions of the sufferings of the saints and
martyrs, read in the ancient Christian Church
on their respective festivals.

Higden's " Polychronicon," and the passionaries of the
female saint Werburgh, Etheldred, and Sexbnrgh, which
were kept for public edification in the choir.

Warton, Eng. Poetry, HI. 142.

passionatef (pash'on-at), v. t. [< ML. passio-
natus, pp. of passionare, be affected with pas-
sion: aee passion, v., and et. passionate, a.] 1.
To affect with passion; move to anger, hate,
love, etc.

Neither did I thinke any so malitious as now I see a
greatmany : yet it shal not so pasHonate m e but I will doe
my best for my most maligner.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 229.

2. To portray with natural emotion or pas-
sion; personate.

There have they their play-house, where the parts of
women are acted by women, and too naturally passion-
<'t^d. Sandys, Travailes, p. 192.

Great pleasure, mlxt with pittiful regard,
That godly King and Queene did passionate,
Whyles they his pittifuU adventures heard.

Spenser, F. Q., I. xU. 16.

Thy niece and I, poor creatures want our hands.
And cannot passionate our tenfold grief.

Shak., Tit. And., iii. 2. 6.

passionkte (pash'on-at), a. [= P. passionnS
= It. passionato, ilmj. passionatus, passionate,
impassioned: see the verb.] Characterized by
passion; exhibiting or expressing passion, (a)
Easily moved to vehement emotion, especially to anger

;

easUy excited or agitated ; also, exhibiting or feeling ve-
hement emotion.

Their scornfull vsage made the Captalne so passionate,
to appease his anger and choler their intent made many
faire excuses for satisfaction,

Capt. John Smith, Works, n. 288.



passionate
Though patiionaU and often vrongheaded, he [Jeremy

Collier] was a singularly clear controversialist.
Maeavlay, Leigh Hnnt

We are pasgumals advocates of oar wrong opinion be-
cause it is oars. IF.A 6r^, IGsc Essays, 1st sei , p. 211.

<&) Showing or exciting strong emotion; highly excited;
vehement; warm.

Nephew, what means this patsUmaU discoarse^
This peroration with such circumstance?

Shai., 2 Hen. VI., i 1. 104.

One in whom persuasion and belief
Had ripened into faith, and faith become
A pa«8uma<0 intuition. TTord^irortA, Excursion, iv.

Strangers have wept to hear hispasgionate notes.
ShtUey, Alastor.

<c) Swayed by love ; consumed with passion.

Judge; madam, what the condition of a pojaionaU man
must be, that can ai>pioach the baud only of her he dies
for, when her heart is inaccessible.

Sle^, Lying Lover, L 1.

(dl) Emotional; susceptible.

Thou art PaaumaU;
Hast thou been bronght up with girls?

FUteher, Wit without Honey, IL 4.

ifi\) Changeful; capricious; of many moods.

You, sweet, have the power
To make me jxusionate as an April day.

Ford, Witeh of Edmonton, it 2.

if\) Compassionate.

This passionate humour of mine.
Shak., Bich. HL, L 4. 121 (ed. Knight).

(S\) Sorrowful ; pitiful.

Amphialus, ... in his noble heart mellang with com-
passion at so pasdonatA a sight; desired him to withhold
his hands. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, liL

She [Lady Constance] Is sad and passionaU at your high-
ness' tent. Shai., E. Jotm, IL 1. 544.

=8yn. (a) Irrilaik, eto. (see irasdbU), hot-beaded, hot,
fleiy, violent, choleric, (ft) Impassioned, ardent, fervent,
glowing, burning, impetuous.

passionately (pash'on-at-li), adv. In a pas-
sionate manner, in aiy sense of that word.
passionateness (pash'on-at-nes), n. The state
or character of being passionate or subject to
passion.

passionato (pas-i-o-na'td), a. [It.: seepas-
sionate.'i Passionate: in mnsio, noting a pas-
sage to be rendered with emotional intensity.

passioned (pash'ond), p. a. {<passion + -ed^.

Cf. impassioned.'^' 1. Moved by passion; vio-
lently affected.

Diversly passiontd is tlie lover's hart,
Now pleasaimt hope, now dread and grievous fere.

Sir T, Mare, Int. to Utopia, p. IxxiL

As they read, . . . [Mary's] colour changed, she seemed
deeply passioned. J2. IT. Dvcon, Hist. Church of Eng.,xviij.

2. Expressing passion.

Kor sigh of his^ nor plaint; nor passion'd moan.
Keats, Endymlon, IL

passion-flower (pash'on-flon'Sr), n. Any plant
of the genns Ptissiflora. The common blue passion-

Fluweilug Biandi of Passion-flower IPassi/tera imcamata).
a, tbe &uit (may-pop).

flower is P. earuUa, from BrazO. P, ineamata is the
passion-flower of the southern United States, the fruits of
which are known as may-pops. Also called passion-mne.

passioning (pash'on-ing), n. [Verbal n. of

passion, c] The state of being affected with
passion; the act of giving vent to passion; a
passionate utterance or expression.

And Bums, with pnngent passioning
Set in his ^es. Mrs. Browning, Vision of Poets.

Passionist(pash'on-ist), n. [=F.passionniste=
Sp.pasionista; t^passion + -isf] Amember of

a Eoman Catholic order, calledin fnll "Congre-
gation of the Discalced Clerks of the most holy
Cross and Passion of our Lord Jesus Christ."
The order was fonnded by Faolo della C!ioce in 1720 in

Italy, and has since spread on the Continent and into

Great Britain, the United States, etc. In addition to the

three ordinary vows, they pledge the utmost zeal in keep-

ing fresh the memory of the passion of Christ
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passionless (pash'on-les), a. [<passion+ -less.']

Void of passion; not easily excited to anger;
of a cahn temper.

The Qneen . . . glanced at him, thought him cold.
High, self-contaln'd, and passionless.

Tennyson, Guinevere.

passion-music (pash'on-mu'zik), n. The mu-
sic of a passion-play ; "a form of cantata or ora-
torio treating of me sufferings and death of
Christ. The idea of such works appeared in very early
Christian times, having a strictly liturgical origin. Its later
development has tended somewhat toward concert-mu-
sia The personages nsually introduced arethe Evangelist
or Narrator, the Savioiir, the Disciples, the People, etc ; al-

legorical or idealized characters also occur, Eecitatives,
solos, duets, choruses, and even instrumental nimibers; are
employed as in other oratorios, but, at least in the German
passions, the liturgical style controls every element ; hence
chorals are often introduced for theuse of the congregation
or audience. The most noted example isthe ** Passion ac-
cording to St. Matthew" of J. S. Bach. Also called pas-
sion-oratorio, or simply passion.

passion-oratorio (pash'on-or-a-to'ri-o), «.

Same as passion-music.
passion-play (pash'on-pla),n. A mystery or
miracle-play representing uie different scenes
in the passion of Christ. The passion-play is stni
extant in the periodic representations at Oberammeigan,
in the Bavarian highlands, perhaps the only example to be
found at the present day.

Passion-tide (pash'on-tid), n. In the Bom.
Cath. calendar, the last two weeks of Lent, com-
prising Passion Week and Holy Week.
passion-Tine (pash'on-vin), n. Same as pas-
sion-flower.

passive (pas'iv), a. [< F.passif= Sja. pasivo
= Pg. It. passive (= D. passief = G. Sw. Dan.
passiv, in gram.), < L. passivus, serving to ex-
press the suffering of an action (passivum ver-
oum, a passive verb); in LL. lit. capable of suf-
fering or feeling; < pati, pp. passvs, suffer: see
passion,parent.'] 1. Suffering; notaeting; in-
active; receiving or capable of receiving im-
pressions from external objects.

In the reception of simple ideas, the understanding is

for the most part pas^ve.
Lodie, Himian Understanding, ii. 1. § 25.

I hid my head within a Convent, there
Lay passive as a dormouse in midwinter.

Wordsworth, The Borderer^ iv.

2. Receptive; xmresisting; not opposing; re-
ceiving or suffering without resistance : as, pas-
sive obedience ; passive submission to the laws.

Half the duty of a (Hiristian in this life consists in the
exercise al passive graces.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835X L 762.

The sweet degrees that this brief world afiCords

To such as may the passive drugs of it

Fteely command. Shak.,T.ot A.,iY.S.i5i.

Passive to his holy will,

Trust I in my Master still.

Even though he slay me.
Whittier, Barclay of Uiy.

3. In gram., expressive of the suffering or en-
during of some action, or the being affected by
some action: applied to a derivative mode of
conjugation, by which that which is the object
of the other or " active" form is made the sub-
ject of the enduring of the verbal action: thus,
Lydia a me amatur, 'Lydia is loved by me,' is

corresponding passive to ego I/ydiam am,o, 'I

love Lydia.' a nearly complete passive conjugation is

formed especially in Latin ; and the name passixe is given
^so to the eqnivalent verb-phrases in other languages, as
English, French, and German. Abbreviated pass.—Pas-
sive bonds. See aeHoe bonds, under acHve.—Passive
commerce. See active commerce, under acHve.—Passive
congestion. Same as passive J^/peremia (which see, un-
derAypenemtaX—Passive debt, a debt upon which, by
agreement between the debtor and creditor, no interest is

payable, as distinguished from active debt— that is, a debt
upon which interest is payable. IFAarbm.—Passive ftmd.
See fimdi, 2.—Passive Iiyperemla. See hyperemia.—
Passive Insofflciency of a muscle, insufficient length
of a muscle when it is entirely relaxed to allow, in certain

postures of the joints concerned, complete contraction
of the antagonists: thus, the extensors of the fingers are
too short to allow complete flexion of the fingers when
there is much flexion at the wrist.—Passive Intellect.
See intdlea, 1.— Passive motion. See motton.— Pas-
sive obedience. See oi«Ii«7ice.—Passive operations
{mUtt.}, operations undertaken solely to repel an enemy's
attack.—Passive power [potentia passiva, in Aquinas,
perhaps in early trans, from Aristotle's "Metapl^sics,"
cap. 12], a faculty of receiving some impression from with-
out, or of undergoing some change.—Passive prayer,
among mystic divines, a suspension of the activi^ of the
intellectual faculties, the soul remaining qiuet and yield-

ing only to the impulses of grace.—Passive Tlghteons-
ness. See righteovmess.— 'Passive title, in Scots law, a
title incurred by an heir in heritagewho does not enter as
heii in the regular way, and therdore incnrs liability for
the whole debts of deceased, irrespective of the assets.

Pa(«r8on,—Passive trnstw See«n«t=S3m.l. Inert,qui-
escent, inactive.— 2. Submissive, patient long-suSering,
stoical.

passively (pas'iv-li), adv. 1 . In a passive man-
ner; wiQiont action; unresistingly.—2. As a

passport

passive verb ; in the passive voice : opposed to
actively.

passiveness (pas'iv-nes), n. 1. The state or
property of being passive, or of receiving im-
pressions from external agents or causes : as,
the _pos*it;eness of matter.—2. PassibiUty; ca-
pacity of suffering.

Ton know a spirit cannot wounded be,
Nor wear such marks of human passivenesse.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, xiv. 187.

We shall lose oni passiveness with our being.
Decay of Christian Piety.

3. Patience ; calmness ; unresisting submission;
lack of power to act, or omission to act.

That we can feed this mind of ours
Jmyn&^passiveTiess.

Wordsworth, Expostulation and Reply.

passivity (pa-siv'i-ti), v. [= F. passivitS, pas-
siveU=\t.passiviid,, < LL. as if *passivita{t-)s,

< Jj. passimts, passive: see passive.] Same as
passiveness.

pass-key (pas'ke), n. 1. A key for opening
several locks ; a master-key ; a skeleton key.

—

2. A latch-key.

pass-lambt (pas'lam), n. The paschal or Pass-
over ^mb.

Ther's not a House but hath som body slain.

Sane th' Israelites, whose doors were markt before
With sacred Pass-Lamb's sacramentall gore.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Lawe.

passless (pas'les), a. [< pass + -less.] Having
no pass or passage. Cowley, Pltigues of Egypt.
passman (pas'man), n.

;
pi. io«s»Be» (-men). [<

pass + man.] In liie Irtish universities, a stu-
dent who passes for his degree without honors.
passmaster (pas'mas't^r), n. The ofScer of a
parish or poor-law districtwho passes or trans-
fers paupers from the parish in which they are
found to their own pansh or union, [Eng.]
The Pass-Master for the City of London.

B\bton-Tumer, Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 241.

Passover (pas'6-v6r), n. and a. [(.pass+ over;
tr. Heb. pesach (L. pascha, etc.), a passing
over: seepaseh.] I. n. 1. An annual feast of
the Jews,instituted to commemorate the escape
of the Hebrews in Egypt, when God, smiting
the first-born of the Egyptians, "passed over"
the houses of the Israelites, which were marked
with the blood of the paschal Iamb, it was cele-
brated on Oie evening of the 14th day of Abib or Nisan, the
first month of the sacred year. The name is also used, by
extension, to include the seven days that followed (from
the 15th to the 21st of NisanX during which the Israelites
were permitted to eat only unleavened bread ; and hence
the Passover is also known as the "feast of unleavened
bread." Every householder with his family ate on the
first evening a lamb killed by the priest (Ex. xiLX which
was served up without breaking the bones.

And ye shall observe ttiis thing for an ordinance to thee
and to thy sons for ever. . . . And It shall come to pass,
when your children shall say unto you, What mean ye by
this service? That ye shall say. It is the sacrifice of the
Lord's passover, who passed over the houses of the chil-

dren of Israel in Egypt, when he smote the Egyptians,
and delivered our houses. Ex. xiL % 26, 27.

How could the Jewish congregations of old be put in
mind ... by their yearly Passover what farewell they
took of the land of Egypt? Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. TL.

2. [I.e.] The sacrifice offered at the feast of the
Passover; also, the paschal lamb.
Then they killed the passover on the fourteenth day of

the second month. 2 Chron. xxx. 15.

The Kingdom of God . . . was remarkably taken from
them [the Jews] within so many years after Christ the
true Passover was slain by them as had passed from their
first Passover after their going out of .£gypt to their en-
trance into Canaan. StCUingjieet, Sermons, I. vill.

3. [?. c] That which is passed over. [Rare.]

I am, it may be, a little of a precisian, and I wish to
Heaven I was mair worthy of the name ; but let that be a
passover, 1 have stretched the duties of a serving-man as
far as my northern conscience will permit

Scott, Fortunes of Nigel, xlv.

n. a. Of or pertaining to the Passover: as,

Passover cake or bread (l£e cake of unleavened
bread eaten at the Passover).

pass-parole (pas'pa-rol'), 71. Milit., a command
given at the head oif an army and communicated
by word of mouth to the rear.

passport (pas'port), n. [Formerly a,lsopasport,
passeport; = Sp. pasaporte = Pg. passaporte =
It. passaporto = G. passport, < F. passeport,
a passport, a safe-conduct, sea-letter, etc., <
passer, pass, + port, port, harbor : see porfi-.]

1. A document issued by competent civil au>

thority, granting permission to the person
specified in it to travel, or authentieatiiig his
right to protection. In some states no person is al-

lowed to leave the country without a passport &om his
government, but the regulations of different jurisdictions
regarding the use of passports have varied much, and of
late years have exhibited a tendency toward a relaxation



passport

of stringency, extending in many countries to their total
abolition. Passports must give a description of the per-
son. Those of the United States (1887)

'

' request all whom
it may concern to permit safely and freely to pass,
and in case of need to give (him) all lawful Aid and Protec-
tion," and are given under the seal of the Secretary of
State. Passports may be given for goods as well as for
persons ; and in time of war a ship's passport is a voucher
of her neutral character.

Let him depart ; his patipart shall be made.
And crowns for convoy put into his purse.

Shak., Hen. V., Iv. 3. 36.

2. A safe-conduct granted in time of war for
persons and effects in a hostile country. Bwr-
rill.

Many desyred leaue to departe to the towne of Concep-
tion, where they had graneges and exercised tyllage. He
gaue them theyipasteportes with alowance of vytayles, soo
that only thyrtie remayned with hym.
R. Eden, tr. of Peter Martyr (rirst Books on America, ed.

[Arber, p. 92).

8. A license for importing or exporting goods
subject to duty-without paying the usual duties.—4. Anything which enables one to pass with
safety or certainty; a certificate; a voucher.
Neyther Fhylosopher nor Historiographer coulde at the

first haue entred into the gates of populer iudgements if

they had not taken a great pasport of Poetry.
Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrle.

BiB passport is his innocence and grace.
Dryden, Death of Amyntas, 1. 76.

This Bjng shall be the passport of Intelligence.
Steele, Grief A-la-Mode, iv. 1.

For ten long years I roved about; living first in one capi-
tal, then another. . . . Provided with plenty of money,
and the passport of an old name, I could choose my own
society. Charlotte Sronte, Jane Eyre, xxvii.

5. That which enables one to attain any object
or reach any end.

The favour of the monarch ... is the only passport to
employment. Brougham,.

passport (pas'^ort), v. t. [< passport, ».] To
supply or provide with a passport.

Their ships must be passported.
O. W. CaMe, Creoles of Louisiana, p. 81.

pass-shootinf (pas'shS'^ting), n. The shooting
of birds, as wild ducks, as they fly over a station
where the hunter lies in wait for them, it is

practised on a windy day in the late fall, when the birds,
on their way to and from the feeding-grounds, often fly

low. [U.S.]

Pass-shooting is practiced in the East in the pursuit of
the black duck. Sportsman's Gazetteer, p. 202.

pass-ticket (pas'tik"et), n. A ticket of admis-
sion, as to some performance or spectacle;
especially, a free ticket or pass.

passus (pas'us), n.
;
pLpassus. [< li.passus (pi.

passus'j, a ste;^, pace: see paee^ and pass, ».]

A section or division of a story, poem, etc. ; a
canto. Abbreviated pass.

Passiis signifies a portion or '

' fytte " of a poem. In an
entertainment given to Queen Elizabeth at Eenilworth, a
minstrel, after singing a portion of a song, was instructed
to make " a pauz and a curtezy, for prinaispassus," i. e. to
signify that the first part was over.

Skeat, K^otes to Piers Plowman, p.. 1.

password (pas'wSrd), n. A secret parole or
countersign by which a friend may be distin-

guished from a stranger, and allowed to pass.

passwort (p&s'wert), n. A contraction of palsy-
wort.

passy-measuret (pas'i-mezh"ur), n. Same as

paasamezzo.
Then he 's a rogue, and a passy measures panyn ; I hate

a drunken rogue. Shak., T. N., v. 1. 206.

past (p&st), p. a. and n. [< ME. past, passed;

pp. of pass, «.] I, p. a. 1. Gone by; belong-
ing to a time previous to this ; not present nor
future: as, jjosi time ; one's _past life.

When to the sessions of sweet silent thought
I summon up remembrance of things ^o^,
I sigh the lack of many a thing I sought.

Shak., Sonnets, xxz.

The thought of our ixut years in me doth breed
Perpetual benediction. IToriiRoortA, Immortality, ix.

Hence— 2. In the predicate, ago.

And ho so coueyteth to know hym such a kynde hym fol-

weth.
As Ich tolde the with tonge a lytel tyme passed.

Piers Plmmnan (C), xvii. 368.

Never— fault !— reveal'd myself unto him
Until some half-hour jkmJ. Shak., Lear, v. 3. 193.

3. Spent; ended; accomplished; existing no
more ; <)ver and done with.

The harvest is past, the summer is ended. Jer. viit 20.

Past indiscretion is a venial crime.
Coviper, Truth, 1. 491.

4. That has completed a full term and is now
retired: as, a past (or passed) master in free-

masonry. See master^.— 5. That indicates or
notes past time: as, a j»asi participle; the past
tensp Last past, that has just passed; immediately
oreceding the present.
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Hit was presented that, by the space of foure or fyve
yeres or more laxtpaxt, or there-aboutes . . .

English Gilds (E. B. T. S.), p. 205.

IX. n. The time that has preceded the present;
a former or bygone time, or the events of that
time ; that part of the history, life, or experi-
ences of a person or thing that is passed: as,

to forget the pas*; an unfortunate paw*.
No, Time, thou shalt not boast that I do change ; . . .

Thy registers and thee I both defy,

Kot wondering at the present uor the past.

Shak., Sonnets, cxxiit

Clear from marge to marge shall bloom
The eternal landscape of the past.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, xlvi.

It George could have taken a look into Kate's past, he
would perhaps have been less surprised at the absence of

the bread-and-butter element in her.

if. Broughton, Not Wisely but too Well, xlx.

past (past), jjrg?, and od». [Formerly powsed;
orig. pp., used ellipticaUy, and extended to

purely prepositional and adverbial uses: see
past, p. a.] I. prep. Beyond, (a) Beyond in time;
after : as, pc^ noon

;
past dinner-time.

And it was passed .xij. or the sayde processyon myght
come oones aboute, passynge by as faate as they myght
goo but one tyme. Sir £. Gnylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 9.

Sara . . . was delivered of a child when she was past
age. Heb. xL 11.

(&) Beyond in position; further than; also,by and beyond:
as, the house stands a little past the junction.

My lord, the enemy is past the marsh.
Shak., S,ich. III., v. 3. 315.

Lights creep in
Past the gauze curtains half drawn-to.

D. 0. RossetU, Jenny.

(c) Beyond the reach of; at a point that precludes or
makes (something) impossible or improbable ; out of the
reach, scope, or influence of : as, past redemption ; paM all

sense of shame ; past comprehension.

A wreck past hope he was. Shak., T. N., v. 1. 82.

He 's past all cure

;

That only touch is death.
BeoM. and Fl., Thierry and Theodoret, iv. 2.

How unsearchable are his judgments, and his ways past
finding out

!

Kom. xi. 33.

Do but winnow their chaffe from their wheat, ye shall

see their great heape shrink and wax tbinpast beliefe.
Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

(d) Beyond in number or amount ; above ; more than

;

exceeding.

The northern Irish Scots have bows not past three quar-
ters of a yard long. Spenser, State of Ireland.

Boats hauing not past three yron nailes in them.
Hakluyt's Voyages, 1. 10.

He has not past three or four hairs on his chin.
Shak., T. and C, i. 2. 121.

He set store on her past every thing ; for all, nobodybut
him thought her so veiy handsome.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxxvL

(e) Beyond the enjoyment of ; over and done with.

As to those of the highest state in the monastic life,

called by them the monks of the Megaloskema, I believe
there are very few of them, though I was told some old
men in their infirmaries, who were past the world, had
taken this vow on them.

Pocooke, Description of the East, II. ii. 147.

II. adu. By ; so as to pass and go beyond.

And at times, from the fortress across the bay,
The alarum of drums swept past.

LongfdUm, The Cumberland.

pastanceti 'i- [ME., alsopastaunce,pastans; <

OF. passetans, passetens, passetemps, F. passe-
temps = Bp. pasatiempo = Pg. It. passatempo, a
pastime, < h.passare, pass, + tempus, time: see
pass,v.,aTiitemporal. Ct.pastime.} Apastime.

Sir Peter Shyrbome, and all other knyghtes that had
lusted those four dayes with the knightes, thanked them
greatly of their pasta/un^e.

Bemers, tr. of Froissart's Chron., II. clxviiL

Thowgh I sumtyme be in Englond for ray pastaunce.

Yet was I neyther borne here, in Spayne, nor in Fraunce.
Bp. BcUe, Eynge Johan, p. 8. (BaUimell.)

pastel (past), TO. and a. [Earlymod. E. alsopaos*;
< ME. paste, < OF. paste, Y.pdte = Sp. Pg. It.

pasta, < LL. pasta, paste, < &r. ndarri, t, also

waard, neut. pi., a barley porridge, appar. orig.

a salted mess, mess of food, < iraardg (fern.

nacT^, neut. pi. jraard), besprinkled, salted, <

•K&aaeiv, Attic n&TTeiv, strew, sprinkle. Cf. pas-
ma, from the same source.] I. n. 1. A com-
position in which there is just sufficient moist-

ure to soften the mass without liquefying it:

as, &ouxpaste, polishing-pa«te, etc. Specifically—

(a) Dough ; more particularlj[, flour and water with ad-
dition of butter or lard, used in cookery for making pies,

pastry, etc.

Also, thath the Wardenes of the said crafte hafle fuUe
powere to make serche, with one of the officeris of the
cite, as well vppon thoo that byeth mele contrary to the
custume of the cite, as vppon gode paste to be made acor-

dynd to the sise, as vppon all oder defavtys.
English Gilds (B. E. T. S.), p. 336.

[For] raising of paste tew could her excel
CatsHn's Garland (Child's Ballads,VnL 176).

paste

Miss Liddy can dance a jig, raise paste, write a good
hand, keep an account, give a reasonable answer, and do
as she is bid. Steele, Spectator, Ho. 30ti.

(p) A mixture of flour and water boiled and sometimes
strengthened by the addition of starch, and often preserved
from molding by some added substance, used as a cement
in various trades, as in bookbinding, leather-manufacture,

shoemaking, etc. (c) In calico-printing, a composition of

flour, water, starch, and other ingredients, used as a vehicle

for mordant, color, etc. (d) In ceram., clay kneaded up
with water, and with the addition, in some cases, of other
ingredient^ of which mixture the body of a vessel or other
object of ei^henware is made. The paste of common
pottery is either hard or soft. The hard is that which,
after firing, cannot be scratched by knife or file. In porce-

lain the difference is more radic^, the paste of soft-paste

porcelain not being strictly a ceramic production. (See sqft-

paste porcelain, naijer porcelain.) The epithets hard and
soft have reference to the power of resisting heat, hard-

paste porcelain supporting and requiring a much higher
temperature than the other. The paste of stoneware is

mingled with a vitrifiable substance, so that after being

fired it is no longer porous, whereas the paste of common
pottery absorbs water freely, (e) In pattering, a mixture
of gypsum and water. (/) In soap-manitf., a preliminary

or crude combination of fat and lye.

For the paste operation, no leys should be used contain-

ing- foreign salts. Worksh^ Receipts, 1st ser., p. 377.

2t. Figuratively, material.

The Inhabitants of that Town (Geneva], methinka, are

made of another Pa^, differing from the affable Nature
of those People I had oonvers'd withal formerly.

Howell, Lett«B, I. L 44.

3. Heavy glass made by fusing silica (quartz,

flint, or pure sand), potash, borax, and white
oxid of lead, etc., to imitate gems ; hence, a fac-

titious gem of this material. To this glass addition

may be made of antimony glass, or of oxids of manganese,
cobalt, copper, or chromium, the lead often being largely

in excess of a normal silicate. Also called straes.

A Louis XVI. clock, the pendulum formed as a circle

of fine old pastes. Hwmiiton Collection Catalogue.

4. In mineral., the mineral substance in which
other minerals are embedded.— 5. The inspis-

sated jidce of fruit to which gum and powdered
sugar have been added—Anchovy, paste, see an-
chovy.—Artiflclal soft paste, some variety of soft-paste

porcelain.— Canoiuoin's paste, a mixture of chlorid of

zinc, flour, and water.— CblOrid-Of-Zlnc paste, a mix-
ture of zinc chlorid, zinc oxid, flour, and water.— Cochi-
neal paste. See cochineal.— Coster's paste, a solution

of iodme in oil of tar.— Dupuytren'S paste, arsenious
acid and calomel, made into a paste with a solution of

gum.—Felix's caustic paste, starch, wheat-fioiu-, mer-
curic bichlorid, zinc chlorid, iodol, croton chloral, bro-

mide of camphor, and carbolic acid, made into a paste
with water.—German paste. See G&rman.— Guarana
paste, a dried paste prepared from the crushed or ground
seeds of PavUinia sorbUis.— Hard paste, the material
prepared for making hard or vitreous porcelain. Bard
paste is composed, strictly, of purified kaolin, unmixed,
and is characteristic of Oriental porcelain. — Italiajl

paste. Seemocaroni,!.-Jujube paste. Seejiujvlbe,^.

—London paste, a caustic composed of sodium hydrate
and unslaked lime in equal parts.—Lucas paste, in dye-
ing, a paste or vehicle containing acetate of copper and hy-
drochlorate of aniline, but no S£d ammoniac. When used,
it is mixed -with several times its volume of starch paste.
— TVrnrHhTTin.lln-Br paste, a paste made of gum arable,

sugar, and white of eggs, flavored with orange-flower wa-
ter. Also called gum pagte.—Michers paste, a caustic
made of strong sulphuric acid three parts, and finely pow-
dered asbestos one part.—Mild paste, in dyeing, a paste
which is not acid.— Orange paste, in dyeing, a paste for
producing an orange color. The chief ingredient is lead
sulphate.— ParafB paste, in dyeing, a paste for produ-
cing a fine black dye. It is composed essentially of hydro-
chlorate of aniline, potassium chlorate, and hydrofluosi-
licic acid, and must be applied with copper or brass rollers
which supply the element of copper necessary to develop
the color.—Phosphorus paste. See phosphorus.—^t-
Vlce paste, in porcelaivrmanvf., a paste prepared to
serve for all ordinary work.—Soft paste. See porcelain.

—Vienna paste. Same as Vienna caustic (which see,

under caustic).

II. a. Made of paste, as an artificial jewel
(see I., 3) ; hence, artificial; sham; counterfeit;
not genuine : as, paste diamonds.

Dame Life, tho' fiction out may trick her,
And In paMe gems and frippery deck her

;

Oh ! flickering, feeble, and unsicker
I've found her stilL Bums, On Life.

Paste blue. See blue.

pastel (past),' V. t. ; pret. and pp. pasted, ppr.
pasting. [<. paste\ n."] 1. To unite or cement
with paste; fasten -with paste.—2. To apply
paste to, in any of its technical compositions
or uses ; incorporate -with a paste, as a color in
dyeing.

Resist compositions Intended for this latter purpose are
usually called pastes, and color so preserved is said to be
pagted. O'Neill, Dyeing and Calico Printing, p. 394.

paste^t (past), n. [Also past; a corrupt form
of OP. passe, pose, border, edging, a particular
use ot passe, a pass, etc., with ref. to passement,
lace, etc.: see passement."] 1. A ruflf.— 2. A
circlet or wreath of jewels or flowers formerly
worn as a bridal -wreath.

Items for making and mending these pastes and diir
dems are found in old churchwardens' accompts ; thus

—



paste

paid to Alice LewiB, a goldBmith's wife of London, for a
serclett to many maydens in, iijl. a. d. 1540.

Sodt, Chnrch ot oar Fathers, IIL iL 174.

3. Passement or gimp.
pasteboard (past'bord), n. and a. [< pasted +
'board.'] I. n. 1. A kind of thick paper formed
of several single sheets pasted one npon an-
other, or by macerating paper and casting it

in molds, etc.— 2. Playing-cards. [Slang.]

Did yon play with him? He 's fond of paOeboard and
bonea. Thaekerayf Virginians, xxvl

3. A visiting-eard. [Slang.]

In the plate {or the cards which she has established In

the drawing-room, you know. Lady Kew's pagUboard al-

ways will come up to the top, though I poke it down when-
ever I go into the room. Thackeray, Newcomesi zxiv.

4. A board on which dongh is roUed out- for

pastry. Simmonds. [Properly jjosfe-ftpord.]

n. a. Hade of pasteboard: as, a pasteboard
box; hence, fimsy; unsubstantial.

Ajxuc-iord House built of Court-Cards.
Mitton, Kefonnatlon in Eng., ii.

King, looking at it more broadly, found this pasteboard
city by the sea one of the most intei-esting developments
ot American life. C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 139.

paste-down (past'doun), «. One of the outer
blank leaves of a book that are pasted down
on the cover^

paste-eel (past 'el), n. A minute nematoid
worm, AnguiUula gVuUnosa, ot^etaxcaljAnguil-
lulidte, related to the common vinegar-eel, and
found in sour paste.

pastel (pas'tel), «. [< P. pastel= Sp. Pg. pas-
tel, a colored crayon, pastel, also the plant
woad, = It. pasteUo, a pastel, < L. pastiUus, a
little loaf or roll, a lozenge, dim. of pants, a
loaf, bread: see pain'^. Cf. pastille.'] 1. The
p^mt woad, Isaiis Unctoria; also, the blue dye
obtained from it.

The paxtel vat is set with a variety of woad.
O'Neill, Dyeing and Calico Printing, p. 2S2.

3. In art: (o) A colored crayon made of pig-

ments ground with chalk, and compounded
with gum-water into a sort of paste. (6) A
drawing made with colored chalks or crayons;
also, the art of drawing with colored crayons.

The principle of pattel is that the colours, when on
the paper, are in a state of dry powder, most of which is

slightly adherent. . . . Theplain truth is that it is simply
dry painting. Hamerton, Graphic Arts, xviiL

pastelert, «• See pastier.

pastelist, pastellist (pas'tel-ist), n. [< pastel

+ -is*.] -An artist who uses pastels or colored

crayons. The Academy, Nov. 3, 1888, p. 294.

paste-maker (past'ma'kfer), n. A machine for
mixing the ingredients of paste. It consists of a
verticaTgeared shaft with stirring-dashers revolving in a
vat. The lower end of the shaft is tubular, and is coupled

to a steam-pipe by means of a screw-threaded step-block.

The contents of the vat arewanned by admission of steam
to the tubular shaft

paste-point (past'point), n. laprinUng, one of

the short and sharp spur-points pasted on the

tympan of a hand-press, to perforate the white
sheet as it is printed on the first side, and to

aid the pressman in getting exact registerwhen
printing on the back or in two colors.

paste-pot (past 'pot), n. A pot or vessel for

holding paste.

paster (pas'tSr), n. 1. One who i>astes.—2.

Anarrow slip ofpaperbearing the printedname
of a candidate (or the names of several can-
didates), and gnmmed on the back, so that it

may readily be affixed to an election-ticket to

cover and replace the name of a candidate not
acceptable to the voter. [U. S.]

pastererf (paa't6r-6r), m. [Avar, of j)astefer.]

A pastry-cook.

Alexander . . . i«fased those cooks and pasUrera that

Ada, queen of Giuia, sent him. Qreeite, Farewell to Folly.

pastern (pas't6m), n. [Early mod. E.jogfron;

< OP. pasturon, P. pdturon, pastern, < pasture,

a shackle for a horse at pasture, < pasture, feed-

ing, pasture: see pasture. Gf. pester.] 1. The
part of a horse's foot which corresponds to the

extent of the pastern-bones, more particularly

of the great pastern-bone, which occupies most
of the extent between the fetlock-joint and the

coronet of the hoof. This corresponds anatomically

to the first phalanx of the middle finger or toe of a man's

hand or foot. See yo^em-Jone, and cuts under Aotj/i/etter-

bonef Perit»odaxtyla, and soUdunffuiate.

I will not change my horse with any that treads but on
toarpaderta. Ca, ha ! he bounds from the earth, as if his

entrails were hairs. SAot., Hen. V., lil 7. 13.

So straight she walked, and on her posterns high.
Dryden, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 52.

In mosses mixt with violet

Her cr«am-white mule his partem set,

Tenngsmi, Launcelot and Guinevere.
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2. A shackle placed on a horse's pastern while
pasturing; a hobble or 'hobbles; a clog; a
tether.

She had better have worn pagterra.

FUtcher, The Chances, L &
pastern-bone (pas't6m-b6n), «. Either one of
the two proximal phalanges of a horse's foot,

the first phalanx being the greatpastern, articu-
lated above with the cannon-bone at the pas-
tem-joint, and the secondphalanx thesmaUpas-
tem, articulated below with the third phalanx,
or coffin-bone, inclosed in the hoof. These bones,
great and small, correspond respectively to the first and
second phalanges of the middle finger or toe of a man's
handorfoot Seecut8anderAo(!/',8o2ulun9u2ate,andPai9-
sodactyla.

pastem-joint (pas'tem-joint), n. The joint or
articulation of a horse's foot between the great
pastern-bone and the cannon-bone. Anatomi-
cally it is the metacarpo- or metataiso-phalangeal articn-
lation, and corresponds to the joint or knuckle at the base
of the middle finger or toe of a man's hand or foot. See
cut under Aoqf.

,

paste-rock (past'rok), n. See Tarranon shale,
under shale.

pastethf, n. [ME. var. of *pasHe, pasty: see
pasty^.] Same a,s pasty^.

Pasteurian (pas-ter'i-an), a. [< Pasteur (see
Pasteurism) + -ian.] Of or pertaining to Pas-
teur and his methods ; discovered by Pasteur.
Lancet, No. 3468, p. 360. See Pasteurism.

Pastenrillg(pas-tto'ing),m. [< Pasteur {see Pas-
teurism) + -ing^.] The process of aging wines
artificially according to Pasteur's method.
Pasteurism (pas-ter'izm), n. [< Pasteur (see
def.) + -isTO.] 1. The protective or prophylactic
inoculation of the attenuated vims of certain
diseases, especially of hydrophobia, as devised
by the French scientist Louis Pasteur (1822-
1895). Pasteur's method in hydrophobia consists, essen-
tially, in progressive inoculation with less and less at-

tenuated virus until the use of that of a high degree of
intensity is attained. The vims, in its different degrees
of vimlency, is obtained from i^e spinal cord of rabid
rabbits which have acquired the maximum intensity of
the disease after a repeated transference of the virus from
one animal to another. Sections of the cord free from
foreign germs are allowed to remain, for different periods
of time, in a sterilized and dry atmosphere, whereby the
vimlency of the vims becomes progressively diminished,
nntU it is finally completely lost.

2. Same as PasteurizaUon.

Pasteurization (pas-tSr-i-za'shon), n. [< Pas-
teur(seedef.otPasteurism)+ -ize+-ation.] The
preserving of wines or other fermented liquids
from deterioration, by destroying the fungi and
their spores that would be productive of fur-

ther and deleterious changes. This is effected

by heating the liquid to at least 140° P. Also
spelled Pasteurisation.

Pasteurize (pas-ter'iz), v. ; pret. and pp. Pas-
teurized, ppr. Pasteurizing. [< Pasteur (see def

.

of Pasteurism) + -ize.] I. intrans. To perform
Pasteurization; sterilize fermented liquors, as
beer or wine, by heat.

n. trans. 1. To subject to the process of

Pasteurism.— 2. To subject to the process of

Pasteurization.
Also spelled Pasteurise.

Pasteur's septicemia. See septicemia.

paste-'Wash (past'wosh), n. in hoohhinding,

paste much diluted with water.

pasticcio (pas-tich'jo), n. [= P. pastiche, < It.

pasticcio, an imitation, a medley, <.pasta, paste:

see paste.] 1. A medley; a hotchpotch; a far-

rago ; specifically, in music, an opera, cantata,

or similar work made up of detached numbers
from various works, even by different authors,

but arranged as if intended to form a contin-

uous dramatic work, a special libretto being
usually written for the music ; a medley, oUo,

ballad-opera, etc.

An Italian opera entitled Lucio Papirio Dittatore was
represented four several times. Whether thw was a pas-
ticcio, or by whom the music was composed, does not ap-

pear. Bumey, Hist. Husic, lY. 362.

He shall see what frippery a woman is made np with,

what a pasticcio of gauzes, pins, and ribbons go to com-
pound that miUtifarious thing, a well-dressed woman.

Cuwierland, Natural Son, L 1.

2. TnpainUng, a picture painted in direct imita-

tion of the style andmaimer of some other than
the artist; also, such an imitation of style.

His style is SLpasHccio of the steel-grey and sombre green
colouring of M. Pointelin. The Academy, No. 894, p. 436.

3. In decorative art, a copy of any design modi-
fied by the material or the purpose of the copy.

The surface of this [dish] is covered with a pasticdo, or

partial copy, after Baffaelle.
Soulages Catalogue, No. xL, 1856.

pastiche (pas-tesh'),». [P.] Same asjjosttc-

pastlne

pastil, pastille (pas'til, pas-tel'), n. [< F.
pastiue, < L. pastillus, a small loaf or roll: see
pastel.] 1. A small roll of aromatic paste,
composed of gum-benzoin, sandalwood, spices,
charcoal-powder, etc., designed to be burned
as a fumigator, disinfectant, etc.

A Turkish officer . . . was seen couched on a divan, and
making believe to ptiff at a narghile, in which, however,
for the sake of the ladies, only a fragrant pastu2e was al-

lowed to smoke. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, li.

2. A kind of sugared confection, usually of
strong flavor, of a round flat shape, like pep-
permint-drops.
Bows of glass jars, containing pastiUes and jujubes of

every colour, shape, and flavour in the world.
F. AnOey, A Sugar Prince.

3. In art: (a) A thin round cake of water-
color, of French origin, in consistencybetween
the old hard cake and the tube-color. (6) The
method of painting with colorsprepared as pas-
tils, or a drawing produced by means of them.—4. In pyrotechny, a paper case filled with a
burning composition, intended to cause the ro-

tation of a wheel or similar object to the pe-
riphery of which it is attached, on the principle
of the pin-wheel or catharine-wheel.

pastil, pastille (pas'til, pas-tel'), V. t.; pret. and
pp.pastiled oxpastiUed, -piit. pastiling ot pastil-
ling. [< pastil, pastille, n.] To bum pastils

;

fumigate. Quarterly £ev.
pastiUage (pas'til-ag), n. [< P. pastillage, imi-
tation in sugar-work, etc., K. pastille, a pastil:

seepastil.] iaceram., ornamentation by means
of a surface-application of scrolls, flowers, and
the like, modeled separately in clay.

pastille, n. and v. See pasm.
pastil-paper (pas'til-pa'per), n. Paper coated
with an odoriferous composition for burning,
used in the same way as pastils.

pastime (pas'tim), «. [< pass, v., + obj. time,

in imitation of P. passetemps, a pastime : see

pa^tance.] Sport ; amusement ; diversion ; that
which amuses and serves to make time pass
agreeably.

Ill . . . make ^pastime of each weary step.

Till the last step have brought me to my love.

5»a*., T. G. ofV.,lL7. 35.

They all three would a walking go.

The sostHne for to see.

BaWn Hoods DcKght (Child's Ballads, V. 212),

Brave jKU^inM, readers, to consume that day
Whic^, without jMUttnw, files too swift away

!

Quarlet, Emblems, i. 10.

The General caused his dancing Women to enter the
Boom, and divert the company with that pagUme.

Bampier, Voyages, I. 342.

=8yil. Pastime, Amusement, BecreaUon, Diversion, En-
fertotn7ne7)£, play. The italicized words keep near to their

meaning by derivation. The central idea of a pasUmjc is

that it is so positively agreeable that it lets time slip by
unnoticed : as, to turn work into pastime. AvMsement
has the double meaning of being kept from ennui and of
finding occasion of mirth (see amtise), Becreation is that
sort of play or agreeable occupation which refreshes the
tired person, making him as good as new. Diversion is a
stronger word than recreation, representing that which
turns one aside from ordinary seriotis work or though^
and amuses him greatly. Sntertaimnent has come to have
great breadth, ranging from amusemeat in its narrower
sense to diversion and to the idea of a set exercise, as a
concert, or to tjie articles of food furnished to guests ; gen-
erally, Iiowever, entertainment stands for that which is

soci^ and refined.

pastimeKpas'tim), c. ». [i pastime, n.] To pass
the time agreeably; sport; use diversion.

[Bare.]

Theyhawk,they hunt^ they card, they dice, ibeypastime
in their prelacies with gallant gentlemen.

Latimer, Sermon of the Plongh.

Pastinaca (pas-ti-na'ka), n. [NL. (Toumefort,
1700), < L. pastinaca, a'parsnip or carrot, < pas-
Unare, dig or trench the ground: see pasUne.
Hence nit. parsnip, q. v.] A former genus of

umbelliferous plants, induding the parsnip, of

the tribe Peucedanese, now classed as a section

of the genus Peucedanum, distinguished by the

absence of calyx-teeth, involucres, and involu-

cels. See Peucedanum a^A. parsnip.

pastinatet, a. [ME. pastynate; < L. pastinatus,

pp. of pasUnare, dig or prepare the ground:
seepastine.] Dug over; prepared, as ground,

for planting.

Nowe melon seede two foote atwene is isette

In places well ywronght orpa^ynale.
PaUadim, Hnsbondrie (E. E. T. S,), p. lia

pastinatedt, a. [il[E.pastinated; <pastinate-¥

-ecfi.] Same a,s pastinate. PdUadius, Hnsbon-
drie (E. B. T. S.), p. 65.

pastinet, v. t. [ME. pasUnen; < L. pasUnare,

dig and trench the ground (for the planting

of vines), < pastinum, a two-pronged dibble for

digging, loosening, and preparing the ground



pastine

and for setting plants with, the act of so prepar-
ing ground, the gronad so prepared.] To dig;
plow; prepare (ground).

Yf thi lande be leys clene ot weedes.
With dicbe or forowe to paMyne it noo drede is.

Palladius, Huaboodrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 48.

pasting (pas'ting), n. [Verbal n. otpaste\ v.']

1. The operation of treating with paste, or of
applying paste.— 2. The operation or process
of reducing to the form of a paste.

Well-prepared soft soda ought to be free from common
salt ; it is employed to produce the pasting in the first op-
eration. Watt, Soap-Making, p. 42.

pastitht, n. Same aspastyK
pastlert (past'lfer), n. [< ME. pasteler, < OP.
pasteler, P. pastelier, < LL. pasUllarius, a maker
of small loaves, < 1i. pastittus, a small loaf: see
pastel.] A pastry-cook; a baker.
She daily sent him sundry delicate dishes of meats, tarts,

and morchpains, and, besides the meat itself, thepostleri
and cookis to make them, which were excellent workmen.

North, tr. of Plutarch, p. 669.

past-master (past'm&8"ter), n. See passed
master, under master^.
pastopnof (pas'to-f6r), n. [< Gr. Taaro^poi (see
def.), < waardg, a shrine, -t- ^kpuv = E. 6earl.]

In a/rchseol., one of the bearers or minor priests,
who carried the image of a god in a shrine in
processions, etc. Frequent representations of
the practice appear in Egyptian art.

pastophorion (pas-to-fo'ri-on), ».; T^l. pastopho-
ria (-a). [< Gr. iraaToijiopelov (see def.), < iraaro-

ijidpog, a shnne-bearer.] In the early church, one
of the two apartments at the sides of the bema
or sanctuary in the arrangement as still retained
in the Greek Church. See pardbema.
pastor (pas'tor), n. [< ME. pastour, < OP. pas-
tor, pastow, pastre, "S.pdtre, a herdsman, shep-
herd, also P. pasteur, a pastor, = Sp. Pg. pastor
= It. pastore, a shepherd,= D. pastoor = G. Sw.
Dan. pastor, a minister of a church, < L. pastor,
a herdsman or shepherd, a keeper, in ML. the
pastor or minister of a church (the shepherd of
the flock), < pascere, pp. pastus, feed, pasture

:

see pastv/re. ] If. One who has the care of a flock
or herd; a herdsman; especially, a shepherd.

Gaflray is become a monke for all hys lore,
' Neuer trowed man for to se that houre
A Wolfe to become an herdly pa«£our/

Ram. ofPartenay (B. E. T. S.), 1. 6117.

The hopeless shepherd Strephon . . . called bis friendly
rival thepojtoi- Claius unto him.

Sir P. SidTiey, .Arcadia, i.

2. A minister or clergyman installed according
to the usages of some Christian denomination
in charge of a specificchurch orbody of churches

.

The word is often used to denote a clergyman considered
with reference to his care of his people, as in visiting the
sick, etc., rather than with reference to his office as preach-
er. The term shepherd (Latin past^ is applied in the New
Testament to Christ (John x. 11 ; 1 Pet: ii. 26) ; thence it

was transferred to the bishops and other clergy generallj'

of the Christian church ; in later usage it is ordinarily con-
fined to a minister ordained over a local church.

The sentence was denounced by the pastor, matter of
manners belonging properly to his place.

WiTfthrop, Hist. New England, I. 310.

The fact is th^t the man who loomed to such gigantic
spiritual stature in the pulpit was not a great paator.

JoBiah Quiney, Figures of the Past, p. 309.

Theminister is a pastor as well as a preacher. ... Asa
preacher he speaks to the people collectively ; but as a
pastor he watches over them individually.

Bp. Svmpaon, Lectures on Preaching, viii.

3. [^cap."] [NL.] A genus of sturnoid passe-
rine birds having the head crested and the plu-

mage in part rose-
,

colored, as P. roseus

of Europe; the rose-

starlings: so named
from association
with cattle, like

cow-bird, etc. Also
called Thremmaphi-
his, Gracula, and by
other names.—4. A
bird of this genus.

The pa^tmx revel,

drinking, fighting, and
chattering from early

dawn to blazing noon.
P. RoWneon, Under the

[Sun, p. 67.

=Syil. 2. Clergyman, Di-
vine, etc. See minister.

pastorablet, a. An erroneous form of pastura-

ble. Lithgow.
pastorage (pas'tor-aj), n. [< pastor + -age."]

1. Same as pastorate. [Inelegant.]— 2. Pas-
turage. [Rare.]

Those [animals] fed by pastorage.
Arbuthnot, Aliments, vl. & § 28.

Rose-starling ^Pastttr roseus).
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pastoral (pas'tor-al), a. and n. [ME. pastorel,
n., a shepherd: < OP. pastorel, P. pastoral =
Sp. Pg. pastoral = It. pastorale, < L. pastoralis,
pertaining to a herdsman or shepherd, in ML.
also pertaining to the pastor of a church, or
to a bishop (as a uoTxa, pastoralis, -m., pastorale,
neut., a pasture), < pastor, a herdsman, shep-
herd: see pastor."] I, a. 1. Pertaining to a
herdsman or shepherd, or to flocks or herds

;

rustic; rural: as, a, pastoral]i£e; pastoral maM-
ners.

In those pastoral pastimes a great many days were sent
to follow their flying predecessors. Sir P. Sidney.

The grace of forest charms decayed.
And pastoral melancholy.

Wordiworth, Yarrow Visited.

2. Descriptiveof the lite of shepherds; treating
of rustic life : as, a,pastoral poem.—3. Of or per-
taining to a pastor or his office, dignity, duties,
etc.; relating to the cure of souls: as, the pas-
toral care of a church ; a pastoral visit

;
pastoral

work—Pastoral charge, (a) The church and congrega-
tion committed to the charge of a pastor, (b) In churches
of the Presbyterian and Congregational orders, the address
of counsel made by a clergyman to a pastor on his ordina-
tion or installation.—Pastoral epistles. See epistle,—
Pastoral flute, a shepherds' pipe.—Pastoral letter, a
letter addressed, in a pastoral capacity, by a bishop to the
clergy or to the laity, or to both, or by an ecclesiastical
body, as a synod or a House of Bishops.—Pastoral staff.
See stu/.- Pastoral theology, that branch of theology
which treats of the personal and official duties of pastors,
in distinction from ^stematio theology, which treats of re-
ligious doctrines.— Pastoral work, the work of a pastor
in personal intercourse with his parishioners. =Syn. 1 and
2. Rustic, Bucolic, etc. See rural.

II. n. 1. A poem describing the life and man-
ners of shepherds, or a poem in which the char-
acters are shepherds or shepherdesses ; in gen-
eral, anypoem the subject of which is the coun-
try or a country life ; a bucolic.

A pastorai is a poem in which any action or passion is

represented by its effects on a country life. Johnson.

2. Any work of art of which the subject is

rural.

Thou, sUent form I dost tease us out of thought
As doth eternity : cold Pasttrral

!

Keats, Ode on a Orecian Urn, v.

3. In music, same as pastorale.

The pretty little personages of the pastoral . . . dance
their loves to a minuet-tune played on a bird-organ.

Thackeray, English Humorists, Prior, Gay, and Pope.

4. A pastoral letter or address.— Sf. A shep-
herd; also, a swineherd.

Poveralle and paatorelles passede one aityre
With porkes to pasture at the price gates.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), L 3121.

pastorale (pas-to-ra'le), ». [It., = B. pastoral:
see pastoral.] tnmusic: (o) A variety of opera
or cantata inwhich idyllic or rustic scenes pre-
dominate, the dramatic interest usually being
slight. The name is sometimes extended to an
instrumental work of similar character, (i) A
vocal or instrumental piece in triple rhythm,
often with a drone-bass, in which a studied sim-
plicity or an actual imitation of rustic sounds
suggests pastoral life and its emotions, (c)

Same as pastourelle.

pastoralism (p&s'tor-al-izm), n. [< pastoral
+ -ism.] Pastoral character; that wmch pos-
sesses, suggests, or confers a pastoral or ru-
ral character.

Still it [a close-set wooden paling] is significative of
pleasant parks, and well-kept field walks, and herds ot
deer, and other such sinatocT&tie pastoralisms. RusHn.

pastoralize (pas'tor-al-iz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
pastoralized, jipr.JpastoraUmtg. [< pastoral -I-

4ed.] To make the subject or theme of a pas-
toral; celebrate in a pastoral poem. Mrs.
Browning, Aurora Leigh, iii.

pastorally (pas'tor-al-i), ad/v. [< pastoral +
-ly^.] 1. In a pastoral or rural manner.— 2. In
the manner of a pastor.

pastorate (p&s'tor-at), n, [< pastor + -ate^.]

1 . The status or office of a pastor, or the peo-
ple under his spiritual care. Hence— 2. The
time during which a pastor remains in charge
of a parish : as, a pastorate of twenty years.

—

3. The body of pastors in a given community.
pastorist (pS,s'tor-ist), n. [< pastor + -ist.] A
pastoral poet or actor.

Comedians, tragedians, tragi-comedians, comi-tragedl-
ans, pastorists, humourists.

Middleton (and another), Mayor of Queenborough, v. 1.

pastorit'a (pas-to-re'ta), n. [< It. pastore, a
shepherd: see_pastoj-.] A shepherds' pipe, or
an organ-stop imitating such an instrument.

pastorless (pas'tor-les), a. [< pastor -I- -less.]

Without a pastor.

pasture

pastorling (p&s'tor-Ung), n. [ipastor+ -Ung'^.]

An insignificant or inferior pastor. Bp, Ball.
[Rare.]

pastorlyf (pas'tor-li), a. [< pastor + -ly^.] Of
or pertaining to a pastor; befitting a pastor;
pastor-like.

Let him advise how he can reject the Pastorly Kod, and
Sheep-hooke of Christ. MUUm, Beformation in Eng., iL

pastorship (p&s'tgr-ship), n. [Kpastor + -ship.]

The office or digiuty ofpastor. Foxe.

pastourelle (pas-tS-rel'), n. [< P. pastourelle,

a dance (see def.), a shepherd girl, fern, of
pastoureau, OP. pastorel, pastoreau = It. pas-
torello, a shepherd boy, dim. of Jj.pastor, a shep-
herd: see pastor.] One of the figures of a qua-
drille.

past-perfect (pS.st-p6r'fekt), a. and n. Pluper-
fect.

The past-perfe<^ is to describe an action as completed at
a past moment. The Academy, Nov. 23, 1889, p. 348.

pastront, )i. An obsolete form ofj)(Mfer«. Pals-
grave.

pastry (pas'tri), n. [< pasW^- + -ry.] If. A
place where pies, tarts, etc., are made.

6a run, search, pry in every nook and angle of the kitch-

ens, larders, and parries.
Beau, and Fl„ Woman-Hater, i. 2.

2. Viands made of paste, or of which paste con-
stitutes a principal ingredient; particularly,

the crust or cover of a pie, tart, or the like.

Beasts of chase, or fowl of game,
\n pastry bunt. MilUm, P. B,., il. 343.

The raspberry jam coyly withdrew itself . . . behind a
lattice-work of pastry, Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, xit

Vermicelli, . . . and other kinds of^oatrVi denoted the
inQuence of Persian art on the kitchen.

Palgrave, Central and Eastern Arabia, xiii.

pastry-cook (pas'tri-klik), n. 1. One whose
occupation is the making of pastry.— 2. In
England, one who keeps a restaurant.

pastry-man (pas'tri-man), n, A pastry-cook.
Addison.

pastry-schoolt (pas'tri-skdl), n, A school of
cookery.

To all Young Ladies at Edw. Kidder's Pastry School in
little Lincoln's Inn Fields are taught all Sorts of Pastry
and Cookery, Dutch hollow works, and Butter Works, on
Thursdays, Fridays, and Saturdays in the Afternoon.
Quoted m Ashton's Social Lite in B«ign ot Queen Anne,

[1.24.

pasturability (pas"tnr-a-bil'i-ti), n. [< pastur-
able + -ity (see -UUty).] ' Capability of affording
pasture; productiveness or power of production
of such vegetation as supplies food to grazing
cattle and flocks.

A Domesday hide, which one of our latest archseologists
with good reason maintains is variable according to the
arability orpasturabiZity of the land.

Nation, Aug. 7, 1879, p. 96.

pasturable (pA-s'tur-a-bl), a. [< pasture +
-able.] Pit for pasture. Rees.
pasturage (pas'tur-aj), n. [< OP. pastwrage, P.
pdtwrage, pasturage, < pasturer, pasture : see
pasture, v.] 1. The business of feeding or graz-
ing cattle; pastoral occupation.— 2. Grazing-
ground; land appropriated to grazing.

Above all things, good policy is to he used, that the
treasures and moneys in a State be not gathered into few
hands. . . . Thislsdoneohiefly by suppressing, or, at the
least, keeping a strait hand upon, the devouring trades of
usury, engrossing gtent paOnirages, and the like.

Bacon, Seditions and Troubles.

3. Grrass on which cattle or flocks feed.

The soil apt for vines, and not destitute of com, aSori-
mg pasturage for goats, whereof they have plenty.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 22.

4. In Soots law, the right of pasturing cattle
on certain ground— Common pasturage. See com-
jnon.

pasture (pas'tiir), n. [< ME. pasture, < OP.
pasture, P. pdture = Sp. Pg. It. pastura, < L.
pastwra, a feeding, pasture,<_pasce»"e, pp. pastMS,
cause to feed or graze, feed, nourish, mamtain,
support, in middle use feed, graze, browse;
akm to pabulum, food, < y/pa, feed. Prom the
same source are pastor, pastern, pasUl, pastille,

pastel, repast, impester, pester, ete.] If. Pood;
nourishment; fare.

He preach'd
How sweet the air of a contented conscience
Smelt in his nose now ; ask'd 'em all forgiveness
For their hard pasture since they liv'd with him.

Fleteher and Shirley, Night^Walker, v. L
The tmt pastures of oux infant age. Drydea.

2. Grass for the food of cattle or oth^r ani-
mals ; the food of cattle taken by grazing.

Anon a careless herd,
Full of the pasture, jumps along by him,
And never stays to greet him.

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 1. 53.
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They wHI fall again
Dnto their poXures, growing fresh and fat.

Beav.. and FL, Pliilaster, iiL 1.

3. Ground covered with grass appropriated for
the grazing of cattle or other animals.

Bal^ certea, for noght there ahide shoid he;
Full well myght he lete hys hora to pasture;
For neuer his malster again shold se.

Ram. ofPartenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. B840.

To-morrow to fresh woods and pastures new.
MUton, Lycidas, L 193.

4. In the fisheries, one of the compartments of

a deep-water weir, which corresponds to what
is termed the bigpond inthe shoal-water weir;
that part of the weir which the fish first enter,

being directed by the leader. See deep-water
tveir, under weir.—Commonof pasture, in England,
the right of feeding cattle, etc., on another's groondl

pasture (pas'tur), v. ; pret. and pp. pastured,
ppr. pasturing." [< OF. pasturer, F. pdturer =
It. pasturare, < ML. pasturare, feed, pasture, <

li.pastura, pasture: see pasture."] I. trans. To
feed by grazing; supply or afford pasture or
nourishment to : as, the land will pasture fifty

oxen; the cattle were pastured on the hillside

or in the meadow.
As who nnhnsks an almond to the wliite

And pastures curioosly the purer taat&
Swinburne^ At Eleosis.

n. inirans. To graze; take food hy eating
growing herbage from the ground.
For the Pissemyres wole suffren Bestes to gon and pas-

turen amonges hem ; but no man in no wyse.
MandevOle, Travels, p. 302.

The calm pleasures of the pasturing herd.
Wardximrfh, Excorsion, IL

pastnre-lajld (pas'tor-land), n. Land appro-
priated to pasture. "Congreve.
pastnreless (pas'tar-les), a. [< pasture+ -less.']

Destitute of pasture.
pasturer (pas tur-er), n. A feeder or keeper of

flocks and herds.

The people liaae no vse of money, and are all men of
warre; and jxuturers of catteL HaHuj/es Voyages, I. 327.

pastyl (pas'ti), o. [<j)astei + -yi.] Like paste;
of the consistence of paste ; of the appearance
or color of paste.

But the Seville women have nsoally saUow, pasty, desA
complexions. The Century, XXVU. 5.

pasty2 (pas'ti), n.
;
pi. pasUes (-tiz). [< ME.

pastye, pastay, < OF. paste (P. pdU, > E. patty),
apasty,pie,<.jpaste, paste: see paste'^.] A pie

covered witii a paste or pie-crust : said to be
properly a preparation of venison, veal, lamb,
or other meat, highly seasoned, and inclosed in

a crust or paste.

Thys knight swolewed, in throte noght pering
More then doth &pastay in onen truly

!

Bom. <if Partenay (E. B. T. S.\ t 5945.

With botelles of wyne trussed at their sadelles, and
pastj/es of samonde, trontes, and eyls, wrapped in towels.

Bemers, tr. of Froissarfs Chron., IL cxiii.

Com& we have a hot venison imu£v to dinner.
Shak., M. W. of W., i. 1. 202.

Cotnish pasty, a common dish among the miners of
Cornwall, consisting of an envelop of paste containing
principally potatoes, turnips, and onions, withA little fat

pork or mutton.

pat^ (pat)? "• * ;
pret. and pp. patted, ppr. pat-

ting. [< ME. *patten (not found), prob., with loss

of medial I, from early MB. ptatten, pletten, <

AS. plxttan, strike, slap, = 'HO),pletten, strike,

braise, OTuaii, rub, := Sw. diaL pldtta, tap, var.

pjatta, tap : see plal^. Cf. MHG. and 6. dial.

(Bav.) j>oferen, pat. Hence freq. jjotterl, pattW-,
amApaddle^. A similar loss of I appears iapatch
ioiplatch, snApate^ toiplate.'] To strike gently
with the fingers or hand; tap.

Gaj pats my shoolder, and you vanish quite.
Pope, Epistle to Miss Blount.

And wily does she pat the shaggy bloodhound.
As he rouses him up from his lair?

Scott, L. of L. M., it 26.

To pat juba, to pat the knee or thigh as an accompani-
.mentof the juba^ance. Seejuba^.

pat^ (pat), n. [< pafi-, v.] 1. A Ught quick
blow OP stroke with the hand or the fingers.

—

2. Patter.

The pat of those footsteps which scarcely touched the
ground Mrs. OlipharU, Poor Gentleman, zvl

pat^ (pat), adv. [An elliptical use, with adver-
bial effect, ofj>a*i, v. Cf. bangf-, slap, in like ad-

verbial use.] Fitiy; conveniently; just in the

nick; exactiy; readily; fluently.

You shall see, it wQl faU txzt as I told yon.
Shak., M. N. D., v. 1. 189.

This falls out pat Beott. otxJ fV., Coxcomb, iii. 2.

Hitting so pat on this subject, his ctiriosity led him to

piy fiuther ; and therefore, while the Connerwas busie, he
conv^'d the Book away, to look over it at his leisure.

Dampier, Voyaaes, L 372.
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They could tell yon in the school^ pat off by heart, all

that it Ithe universe] was, and what it had been, and what
it would be. W. E. Cliffari, Lectures, I. 298.

pat^ (pat), a. [ipat^, adv. ; appar. first in pred-
icate, where it is prop, the adv.] 1. Apt; fit;

convenient; exactly suitable as to either time
or place; ready; fluent.

ZningUns dreamed of a text which he found verypot to
his doctrine of the encliarist. Bp. Atterbury.

And Cousin Buth ! You are very pat with my grand-
daughter's name, young man

!

B. D. Blackmore, Loma Doone, Ivii.

2. Pert; hrisk; lively. HalUweU. [Prov. Eng.]
—Fat hand. See hand.
pats (pat), )). [< Ir. Gael, pait, a hump, lump,
It. paiteog, Gael, paiteag, a small lump of but-
ter.] A lump, as of butter, molded or pressed
into some regular shape.

It looked like a tesseUated work of jpote of butter.
Dickens.

It was raining, not in drops, but in torrents, with great
pai» of water coming over, almost like stones.

Harper's Mag., LXXVU. 776.

pat* (pat), n. A Scotch form otpot.

He gat his mekle pat upon the fyre.

Wyf 0/ AuehtermucMy (Child's Ballads, VUL 120).

pat^ (pat). A Scotch preterit and past parti-

ciple of puf^.
Pat^ (pat), n. [Abbr. of Patrick, Ir. Padraie, a
common Irishname, < ML. Patricius, a person's
name, <L.^o<nctMS, a patrician: seej)oirJeJa«.

Cf.Poddyl.] Acommon name for an Irishman.
Compare Bi4dy^.
paf (pat), n. [Hind, jjot] 1. In India, indigo-
plants cut oflf within a foot of the ground and
made into bundles for delivery at the factories.— 2. An East Indian name for jute-fiber.

Importations of the substance [jute] had been made at
earlier times under the name of pdt, an East Tniiian native
term by which the fibre continued to be spoken of in Eng-
land till the early years of the 19th century.

Sncyc BriL, XHL 798.

patamar

pataca (pa-ta'ka), n. [Pg. and Sp. (= It. pan
tacca, patacco, Sase
coin, > F.pataque),
also aug. Sp. pa-
tacon (= E. pata-
coon = It. patae-
eone), a coin so call-

ed.] A Portuguese
silver coin formerly
struck for currency
in Brazil; a dollar,

or piece of eight.

Also patacoon.
pat-a-cake, n. See
patiy-cake.

patache (pa-tash')j

n. [= G. D. patas,
patasche, < F. pa-
tache = Sp. patache
= Pg. patacho = It.

patacchia, patazsio,
patascia, patachio,

patassa, a small
vessel.] A tender
or sm!^ vessel em-
ployed to convey
men or orders from
one ship or place
to another.

This nanie was ginen
especially in charge not
to suffer any shippe to come oat of the Hauen, nor to per-

mit any zabraes, Pataches, or other small vessels of the
Spanish Fleete ... to enter thereinto.

HaMuyes Voyages, I. 600.

patacoon (pat-a-kon'), n. [< Sp. patacon, aug.

ofj)atoca, a coin so called: seepataca.] Same
as pataca.

This makes Spain to purchase Peace of her [England]
with his Italian Pataeoons. HomeU, letters, iv. 47.

Fatsecidae (pa-te'si-de), n. pi. [NL., < Patsecus

+ -idx.] A family of acanthopterygian fishes,

typified by the genus Patascus. They have an ob-

long body, naked skin, lateral line high up on the sides,

head short andwith a square or projecting forehead, along
dorsal fln, pectorals narrow and very low, and no ventrals.

The species are inhabitants of the Australasian seas.

patSCOid (pa-te'koid), a. [< NL. Patsecus +
Gr. eMoc, form.] Of or relating to Patsecus or

Patsecus (par-te'kus), n. [Nli. (Richardson), <

Gr. HaTocKoc, in pi. RaraiKOi, Phenician deities of

strange dwarfish shape, whose images formed
the figureheads of Phenician ships.] A genus
of Australian fishes, typical of the family Patse-

cidse, and remarkable for their strange form,

resulting from the protrusion of the forehead.

See cut in next column.

Reveise.

Pataca of John V., 1749, in British
Museum. (Sizeof Uie originaL)

Patsecus Jrffnto.

patagia, « . Plural ofpatagium.
patagial (pa-ta'ji-al), a. [< patagium + -al.]

Of or pertaining to a patagium : as, th.epatagia I

expansion of the integument.
The patagial muscles of a woodpecker. Sdetue, X. 71.

patagiate (pa-ta'ji-at), a. [(.patagium + -ate^.]

1. Formed into a patagium, as a fold of skin;
patagial.—2. Having a patagium, as a flying-

squirrel.

patagium (pat-a-ji'um), n.
;

pi. patagia (-a).

[NL., < Li. patagium, < Gr. *naTaryelov, a golden
stripe, border, or facing on a woman's gown;
said to be < iraTayelv, clatter, clash, < irorayof,

any sharp, loud noise ; but the connection is

not obvious.] Inzodl.: (o) The extensible fold
of skin of a flyingmammal or reptile ; the expan-
sion of the integument of the trunk and limbs or
taU, or both of these, by which bats, flying-le-

murs, flying-squirrels, flying-opossums, and fly-

ing-lizards support themselves in the air. Except
in the bats, the pfftagium does not form a wing, and the
progress of the animal through the air is not a true flight,

but only agreatly protractedleap. Inbatsthe membranous
expansion is stretched chiefly between the enormously
lengthened digits of the hand ; in the case of the other
mammals named, the patagium is for the most part a fold
of the common integmnent of the body, stretched from the
fore to the hind limb. 'The patagia of the pterodactyls
or extinct flying reptiles were wings, constructed upon
lengthened digits, much like those of bats. The case is

different with the flying-lizards of the present day, in
which the patagium is stretched upon extended ribs. See
exit at dragon. Also called jianzcAttte. (6) The fold of
integument which occupies the reentrant angle
between the upper arm and the forearm of a
bird, bringing the fore border of the wing to a
smooth strai^tish free edge when the win^ is

closed. The tensor patagii is a muscle which
puts this patagium upon the stretch, (c) In en-
tom., one of a pair of chitinons scales affixed to
the sides of the pronotum of lepidopterous in-

sects, just behind the head, usually covered
with long scales or hairs; a shoulder-tippet.
Compare tepuZa.—SermotenBor patagii See der-
moteiuor.— Extensor patagii, the proper extensor mus-
cle of the patagium in birds,

Patagonian (pat-a-go'ni-an), a. and«. [< Pata-
gonia {see Aet.) ^' -an.] 1. a. Of or pertaining
to Patagonia, a region at the southern extrem-
ity of South America, divided between Chili

and the Argentine Republic— Patagonlancavy,
penguin, sea-lion, etc. See the nouns.

U. n. One of a race of Indians dwelling in
Patagonia. The race has been said to be the
tallest in the world, hut statements on this
point differ.

patah (pat'a), n. [Marathi.] The sword of the
Mairatta cavalry, which has a gauntlet-guard
with two transverse bars by way of grip. Com-
pare kuttar.

Patala (pa-ta'la), n. [Skt. pdtdla, a word of
obscure derivation.] la Hind, myth., the sub-
terranean or infernal region, in several subre-
gions or stories, supposed to be inhabited by
various classes of supernatural beings, espe-
cially ndgas-OT serpents.

patamar (pat'a-mar), n. [Also pattemar; E.
Ind

.
;= F.patemar.] A vessel employed in the

coasting-trade of Bombay and Ceylon, its keel

Patamar. Bombay. (From model in South Kensington Musenm4



patamax
has an upward curve amidships, and extends only about
half the length ol the vessel ; the stem and stem, espe-
cially the former, have great rake ; and the draft of wa-
ter is much greater at the head than at the stem. These
vessels sail remarkably well, and stow a good cargo. Imp.
Diet.

?atandt, ». Same aspatten^, 1 (c).

atarelli (pat-a-rel'i), n. pi. [ML., dim. of
Patarini.'\ Same as Patarini.

Patarine (pat'a-rin), n. and a. [< ML. Pata-
rim.'i I. n. Oiie of the Patarini.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the Patarini.
Patarini, Paterini (pat-a-ri'ni, pat-e-ri'ni), n.
pi. [ML. ; said to be < Paiaria or Patarea, a rag-
men's quarter in medieval Milan, and place of
assembly of the early Patarini. Cf . It. pata-
rino, a porter or day-laborer.] 1 . A sect which
arose in Milan in the middle of the eleventh
century, and opposed especially the marriage
of priests.— 2. A name given in the twelfth
century and later to the Albigenses, Cathari,
and others. Also Patarelli in both senses.

patas, n. [African (?).] The red monkey of
western Africa, Cercopithecus patas or C. ruber.

patavinity (pat-a-vin'i-ti), n. [< L. Patavini-
ta(t-)s, the mode of speech of the Patavians
(ascribed to Livy by PoUio), < Patamirms, 'P&-

tavian, < Patavi/um, the city now called Padua,
in Italy, the birthplace of Livy.] The man-
ner, style, character, etc., of Padua; specifi-

cally, the peculiar style or diction of Livy, the
Roman historian, who was bom at Patavium,
now Padua; hence, in general, the use of lo-

cal or provincial words in writing or speaking.
Patawa palm. See palrrfi.

patch (pach), n. and a. [< ME. paeche, prob.,
with loss of medial I (as also prob. iupaf^ and
pate^),torplateh: seeplatch. In this view the
G. dial. (Swiss) batschen,patschen,patsch, batsch,

a patch, is not related, tt.peeza, a patch, piece,
isadiff. word: see piece.'] I. n. 1. Any piece
of material used to repair a defective place in
some fabric or construction, as a piece of cloth
sewed on a garment where it is torn or worn,
a bit of masonry, mosaic, tiling, or the like, used
to repair a defect in old work, or a sod or sods
employed to make good an injured spot in a
lawn.

We, that mocke euerie Nation for keeping one fashion,
yet steale patches from euerie one of them, to peece out
our pride. Dekker, Seven Deadly Sins, p. 37.

2. A piece of cloth cut into some regular shape,
to be sewed with others into patchwork.— 3.

A small piece of silk or court-plaster used on
the face, with the apparent purpose of height-
ening the complexion by contrast, in the seven-
teenth century patches were used cut not merely in
squares and triangles, but in
various extraordinary forms and
of considerable size; they were
even cut into groups of figures
several inches long and elaborate
in outline. In the eighteentl^
century, and especially at the
court of France, the fashion of
wearing patches came again into
vogue, and it has been deemed
an essential accompaniment to
powdered hair, reappearing fit-

fully whenever the use of pow-
der has been reintroduced.
Patches received special names
according to the place where they were applied, as the
coquette when on the lips, the effr<mUe or odd when on
the nose, etc.

'Tis not a face I only am in love with; . . .

Nor your \Aaak. patches you wear variously.

Some cut like stars, some in half-moons, some lozenges;
AH which but show you still a younger brother.

Fletcher (and, another), Elder Brother, ilL B.

My wife seemed very pretty to-day, it' being the first

time I had given her leave to weare a black jioicA.

Pepys, Diary, 1. 120.

3. A small piece of leather, greased canvas,
pasteboard, or the like, used as the wadding for

a rifle-ball.— 4. A small scjuare of thick leather
sometimes used in the grinding of small tools

to press the work on the stone, in order to pro-
tect the fingers from abrasion.— 5. AbloekMed
on the muzzle of a gun to make the line of sight

parallel with the axis of the bore.— 6. A small
piece of ground, especially one under cultiva-

tion; a small detached piece; a plot; a com-
paratively small piece or expanse of anything,
as of snow, grass, etc.

We go to gain a little patch of ground.
SMk., Hamlet, iv. 4. 18.

A patch of April snow.
Upon a bed of herbage green.

Wordsworth, White Doe of Rylstone, iv.

A broad, beautiful valley, . . with gardens, orchards,
patches of com and potatoes, green meadows, and soft

clumps of pine woods. Sowelts, Three Villages, Shirley.

Patches as worn on the face
about X740.
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7+. A paltry feUow; a ninny; a fool. The pro-
fessionalfoolwas formerly so called. Salliwell.

Capon, coxcomb, Idiot, ^a<(!A / Shak.,C.atS.,iiLl.S2.

I do deserve it ; call me patch and puppy.
And beat me, if you please.

Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, iv. 2.

8. A harlequin. PlancM.— 9. In 20d7., a small,

well-defined part of a surface characterized by
peculiar color or appearance.— 10. An over-
lay put on the impression-surface of a printing-
press, to get stronger impression on the type
covered by the patch, and make a clearer print.
—Not a patch on, not fit to be compared vrith ; far in-

ferior to ; as, he is vat a patch on you in the matter of ly-

ing. [Colloq.]

Soldier, you are too late. He is not a patch on you for
looks ; but then—he has loved me so long.

C. Reade, Cloister and Hearth, xxxvii. (Davies.)

Payer's patches. Same as agminate glands or Peyerian
glands (which see, waiecglanSj.

II. a. Arranged in patches, or separate
squares, or the like.

These dots [impressed upon prehistoric pottery] are so
arranged as to form simply jpatcA omamente.

Jewitt, Ceramic Art, I. 27.

patch (pach), «. [< patch, n.] I, trans. 1. To
mend by adding a patch : often with up.

In the town there are not above two or threehundred In-
habitants, who dwell here and there in tbepatchtup mines.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 160.

With bits of wreck I patch the boat shall bear
Me to that unexhausted Otherwhere.

Ltrwell, to G. W. Curtis (P. S.).

Especially

—

(a) To sew a piece of cloth upon (a garment)
where it is torn or worn out, (6) To repair (masonry) by
flUmg interstices and fractures with new mortar or the
like, (c) To substitute new work for, as for defaced or
partly destroyed work in mosaic or inlaying.

2. To serve as a patch on.

That that earth which kept the world in awe
Should patch a walL ShaJe., Hamletj v. 1. 289.

3. To adorn by putting a patch or patches
on the face ; also, to adorn with patches, as the
face.

But that which I did see, and wonder at with reason,
was to find Pegg Pen in a new coach, with only her hus-
band's pretty sister with her, hoth patched and very fine.

Pepys, Diary, IIL 120.

Madam, who patch'd you to day?—Let me see— It is

the hardest thing in dress— I may say without vanity—

I

know a little of it— That so low on the cheek pulps the
flesh too much. Steele, Lying Lover, lit 1.

4. To form of odd pieces or shreds; construct
of ill-assorted parts or elements; hence, to
make or mend hastily or without regard to
forms : usuallywith up : as, topatch up apeace

;

to patch up a quarrel.

If youllpatch a quarrel.
As matter whole you have not to make it with, t

It must not be with this. Shak., A. and C, ii. 2. 52.

It is many years since 1 learned it [a song] ; and, having
forgotten a part of it, I was forced to patch it up by the
help of mine own invention, who am not excellent at poe-
try. I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 176.

They hate one another, but I will try to patch it up.
Surift, Journal to Stella, Iv.

Thus Uncle Tenner was a miscellaneous old gentleman,
partly himself, but, in good measure, somebody else;
patched together, too, of different epochs ; an epitome of
times and fashions. Hau!thome, Seven Gables, iv.

5 . To fit or adjust with apatch orwad ofleather,
etc. : said of a rifle-ball.

It the bullet is the right size and properly patched.
Sportsmans Gazetteer, p. 545.

Patching up plates, in printing, ataxing overlays in
proper places to remedy the defects of uneven plates.

II. intrans. To form patches, as snow on a
mountain-side, vegetation on a ruin, etc.

The patching houseleek's head ofblossom.
Brovming, Love among the Kuins.

patchable (pach'a-bl), a. [< patch + -aife.]

Capable of being patched.

Not patched otpatchaXU any longer.
Carlyle, in Fronde.

patch-box (pach'boks), n. A small box used,
especially in the eighteenth century, to con-

Patch-bor of Ivory (« showing outside of cover and 6 inside with
mirror): z8th century.

patchwork

tain the black patches which were to be ap-
plied to the skin. These boxes were made of ivoiy,

tortoise-shell, silver, etc., sometimes very costly, and had
usually a mirror inside of the lid.

patched (paeht), j). a. 1. Mended or repaired
with patches; adornedwith patches.—3. Party-
colored; habited or dressed in party-colored
clothes, as was formerly the custom with do-
mestic fools or jesters.

Methought I had— but man is but a, patched tool, if he
will offer to say what methought I had.

Shak., M. N. D., iv. 1. 216.

3. Irregularly variegated in color, as an animal.
— 4. Made of patches: a,s, a, patched (ixdlt.

patchedlyt (pach'ed-li), adv. In a patched
manner ; with patches. J. Udall.

patcher (pach'6r), n. [< patch + -erl.] One
who patches or mends.
patchery (pach'6r-i), m.

;
pi. patcheries (-iz).

[< patch + -ery.'] Bungling work; botchery;
gross, bungling hypocrisy.

Here is such patchery, such juggling and such knavery

!

Shak., T. and C, ii. 3. 77.

Vile human inventions, and wjll-worshlp, and hell-bred
superstitions, and patcheries stitched into the service of

the Lord, which the English mass-book . . . and the Or-
dination of Priests . . . are fully fraught withal.

C. Chauncey, quoted in C. Mather s Magnalia, I. 467.

patchhead (pach'hed), n. The surf-scoter, a
duck, CEdemia perspidllata : so called from the
white patches on the head. Also caileA.patch-
polled coot. [Maine.]
patchiness (pach'i-nes), n. The condition of

being patchy; the appearance of being patched
or of being made up of patches.

The movement, therefore, gives the impression of pa£cA-
iness, despite the beauty of the melodies.

Athenxum, No. 3188, p. 743.

patching (pach'iug), n. [Verbal n. of ^atch,
v.] 1. The act of mending by the addition of

a patch or patches.— 2. A patch, or patches
coUeotively; a patched place.

Leat the 11 favoured sight of the patching be hidden.
J. UdaU, On Luke v.

3. Wadding for a rifle-baU.

Bob poured a large charge of powder into his gun, and,
taking a bullet from his pouch, he felt in his pocket for

the patching. E. EgglesUm, The Graysons, xiii.

4t. Patchery; hypocrisy.

Blackston, being reproued for his tsl&e patching, fell in

a quaking and shaking. Foxe, Martyrs, p. 1863, an. 1557.

adv. In a patching,
manner.

Others, though not so willinglie admitting them, did yet
dissemblinglie and patchirtglie vse some part of them.

Foxe, Martyrs, p. 1184, an. 1B48.

patchockf (paeh'ok), n. [< pafefc -I- -ock.'] A
clown ; a mean or paltry fellow.

Some in Leinster and Ulster are degenerate, and growen
to be as yery patchockes as the wild Irish.

Spenxer, State of Ireland.

patchouli, patchouly (pa-ch6'li), «. [< P. «a«-
chouU, < E. Ind.] 1. An East Indian odorifer-
ous plant, Pogostemon Patchouli, of the mint
family, it grows 2 or 3 feet high, bears spikes of densely
whorled small ilower& and ovate leaves 2 or 3 inches long.
It yields a perfume long favorite In the East, and now
common elsewhere. It gives their peculiar odor to India
ink and India shawls. The dried leaves are much used
in sachets, to scent clothing, etc. The essential oil in which
,the odor resides is distilled tor toilet use. Also called
pvchapat.
2. The perfume itself.

He smelt as sweet as patchouli could make him.
TrdUope, Dr. Thome, xxxiv.

patch-panelf (pach'pan"el), a. and n. I. a.

Shabby; worn out.

Why, noble Cerberus, nothhig but patch-pannel stuff,

old gallimawfries, and cotten candle eloquence.
WUy Beguiled, ProL (Davies.)

II. n. A shabby fellow.

Hang thee, patch-pamnelt Dekker, Satiromastix.

patch-polled (pach'pold), a. Having a patch
(of white color) on the poll: specifically used
in the phrase patch-polled coot, the patchhead.
patchwork (pach'w6rk), re. 1. Work composed
of pieces of various colors or figures sewed to-
gether, especially a combination of many small
pieces of stuff, sewed together edge to edge, to
form a curtain, bedspread, or the uke.

His error lay in supposing that this age, more than any
past or future one, is destined to see the tattered gar-
ments of Antiquity exchanged for a new suit, instead of
gradually renewing themselves by patchwork.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xii.

Patchwork was patchwork in those days. . . . Scraps of
costly India chintzes and palempours were intermixed
with commoner black and red calico in minute hexagons.

Mrs. Gaslcell, Sylvia's Lovers, xii.

patchimgly (paoh'ing-li), ad
or bun^ng or hypocritical,



patchwork

2. Work com^sed of pieces clnmsily put to-
gether; anything formed of ill-assorted parts.

A manifest incoherent piece of poteftUTorfc, Sie^fL

A method of preaching which was a patelaeark of all the
lanffnages the preacher understood.
GMdsmiUt, Euconragers and Discooiagers of £ng. Lit., iL

patchy (pach'i), a. [< jpatclt + -ji.] 1. Pull
of patches; occurring m patches.— 2. Cross;
peevish. Compare cross-patch. lYoUope.— 3.

Inhai'monions ; composed of incongruous parts;

lacking unity of design in execution: said espe-
cially of a work of art or a piece of decoration.

pate^ (pat), n. [< ME. pale, the crown of the
head, < OF.jmte, a plate, with loss of I (as also

in pat^, patch), for plate, a plate, < G. platte, a
plate, also a bald head, hence in vulgar use a
head, MHG. plate, a plate, a shaven pate, ML.
pilatta, a shaven pate, the tonsure of a monk

:

see plate, of which jjafei is thus a var. form.]
1 . The crown or top of the head, whether of a
person or of an animal; in general, the head;
the poll; the noddle: usuafly employed in a
trivial or derogatory sense, like noddle, etc.

He Tentore one more broken pate.

CaUikin-t Garland (Ca>ild"s Ballads, VTO. 183)l

She gave my pate a sound knock, that it rings yet.
Fletcher, Spanish Cniate, iii. 4.

The thin grey locks of his failing hair
Have left his little bald paie all bare.

Barham, Ingoldsby L^ends, L 54.

2. The skin of a ealfs head. Imp. Diet.— 3.
Wit; cleverness; "brains"; "head."
For, quick dispatching (hourely) Fosk on Fos^
To all the Coverts of the Able-most,
For PaU, Frowes, Parse ; commands, ptayes, pressesthem
To come with speed unto lerrsalem.

Sylvester, Betholians Bescue (trans.X i.

4. In the fur trade, the fur from a black patch
on the head of the wild rabbit. Ure, Diet., IV.
381.

pate^ (pat) n. [Origin obscure.] A badger.
HalliweU. [Prov. Eng.]
pate^ (pat), a. [Origin obscure.] Weak and
sickly. HalliweU. [Prov. Eng.]

p&te(pat),». [F.: seej)asfe.] Paste F&tesnr
p&te, in eeram., decoration by means of fine enamel or
porcdain-paste applied upon a previouslyprepared surface
so as to produce a very low it^ef. It differs from sopra
bianco or sbiancheggiato decoration in that it is treated
as sculpture, the relief itself being the object aimed at.

In the finest work the applied paste is always pure-white,
and, as it comes upon a darker ground, the different de-
grees of thickness of the paste give different degrees of
translucency and of whiteness. In inferior work the
modeling is done without the same care for graded thick-
nesses, and shade is produced by a gray tint. See Solon
pcfredain, under poredain P&te tendre, soft paste in
porcelain : Uie FKuch name, often used iu Engli^
pate (pa-ta'), H. [F.:.see jtasty^, patty. '\ 1. A
small pasty — 2. In fort., a Mud of platform,
usually of a roundish" or oval shape, erected on
marshy ground to cover a gate pa,t6 de foie
gras, or Strasburg p4tS, a pasty made of fat goose-
livers, imported principally from Strasbutg in little stone
pots. Froperly the contents should be taken out and
served in a crust of pasb7, bat the name is usually given
to the original importation.

pated (pa'ted), a. [<j)afei + -ecP.'] Having
a pate or head (of this or that kind): used in
composition : as, \oixg-j)aied, long-headed, cun-
ning ; sha,\law-pated, ignorant, poorly informed,
lacking in sense.

Doe you surmise, O shaSlov-pated men,
That this excuse is all sufficient

To satisfie for such a foule intent?
Time^ WtdsOe (£. E. T. aX p. 1&

pat6e (pa-ta'), a. Seepatte.
patefaction (pat-e-fak'shon), n. [< Ii.patefae-

tio(^n-), a laying open, a maMng known, < pate-
fticere, throw open: see pateftj.l The act of

opening or manifesting ; open declaration.

For our sight of God in heaven, our place, our sphere is

heaven itself, our medium Is the paHtfaction, the mani-
festation, the revelation of God himself and our light is

the light of glory. Donne, Sermons, xxL

patefyt (pat'f-fi), v. t. [< L. patefacere, throw
open, reveal,\pate'"e, lie open, +facere, make,
do: see imtenti.'j To reveal; show; declare.

Thus do I wade in predestination, in such sort as God
hath patefied and opened it.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc, 1853), IL 134.

patella (pa-tel'a), n. ; pi. pateUas, jfatelUe (-az,

-e). [= f'. paietle = It. patella, < L. patella, a
small pan or dish, a plate, the kneepan, pa-
tella, (Urn. of patina, patena, a broad shallow
dish, a pan: see paten\ patina, 2)aH'^.'\ 1. A
small pan, vase, or dish.—2. In anat, a small

movable bone situated in front of the knee-

joint, which it helps to form. Also called knee-

pan, kneecap, rotula, or great sesamoid. See cuts

under knee-joint, Catarrhina, and Elephantine.

—3. In zool.: (o) A cotyle ; a cup-like forma-
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tion. (6) A limpet of the genus Patella, (c)

In entomology, the first joint of the coxa.—4.

Icap.J [XL.] In concii., a Linnean genus of

gastropods, type of

the family Patelli-

d«, to which very
differen t limitshave
been assigned, (o)

As originally constitut-

ed and retained by lin-

nseus it was a very het-

^ogeneons assemblage
of all forms baring a
patellitorm shell, and
embraced (besides all

the Docoglossa) Fitsu-
rellidXj Aneylidse, Co-
iyptrsadx, and related

Rock-Umpet (^<ite«o A»(fi<:»i/o). forms. (6) It was sub-
sequently gradnally re-

stricted and limited to docoglossate shells, (c) By later
writers it has been confined within narrow bounds, and
to such species as iiave an oblong conic shell entirely open
below like an inverted basin, and with no aperture at the
apex—the true lunpets, as those so named on the English
coasts. See also cut nuAer pateBiform.
5. Iniot., an orbicular apothecium with a mar-
ginal rim.—Ugamentnm patellse. See {i;;anientuin.

Patellacea (pat-e-la'sf-a), n. pi. [NL., < Pa-
tella + -acea.'\ Same ad'Patellidx.

patellar (pat'e-lar), a. [< patella + -arKI Of
or pertaining to' the patella or kneecap : as,

the jJoteZtortendon or ligament Patellar fossa,
the anterior intercondyloid fossa, or trochlea, of thefemur.
—Patellarnerve, a branch of the long saphenous nerve,
distributed to the skin in front of the knee.—Patellar
plexus, a plexus on the front of the knee, formed by the
internal and middle cutaneous and internal saphenous
nerves.—Patellar tendon or ligament. See {^amen-
tum paleUas, under %anie7i(um.—Patellar tendon re-
flex. Same as knee-jerk.

patellate (pat'e-lat), a. [< NL. *pateUatus, <
L.j)ofe/te, patella: see jyateUa.'] 1. laentom.,
made patelliform ; provided with a patella-like

formation. Alsojiatellulate.— 2. In6of.,same
AspateUifor^m,! Paiellatetarsus, a tarsnsin which
the joints areexpanded and closely pressed together, form-
ing a patella.

Patellidae (pa-tel'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Patella
+ -id^.^ A family of gastropods, typified by
the genus Patella ; the limpets, (o) Inclndiugsnch
limpets as are otherwise separated as Acm^eidiB (false lim-
pete) and Lepetidse. (6) Itestricted to the true limpets.
The animal has gills fanning a row of leafiets around the
foot, and the lingual ribbon has one or two lateral teeth
and three marginal on each side. The shell is a flattened
cone, open below, and lias a horseshoe-shaped impression
on the inside, open in front. These limpets arenumerous
in species andwidely distributed. They live in general on
rocky coasts, excavate a place forthemselves on some rock
wliere for the most jiart they rest, but whence they make
excursions for food, chiefly at night. See cuts underjiote^
and pateUifonn, Also PateUacea.

patelliform (pa-tel'i-f6rm), a. [< L. patella, a
pan, dish, patella,

-l-/o»"»na,form.] 1.

Haying the shape
of a patella or
kneepan. Alsojjai-

ellate.— 2. Having
the form of a de-
pressed and gener-
ally oblong cone or
disk, hollow or un-
partitioned within.

FateUimanJ (pat-

e-lim'a-ni), n. pi.

[NL., pi. otpateUi-
manus: see patel-

limnnous.'] In La-
treille's classification, a group of caraboid bee-

tles, distinguished from the Simplicimani and
Quadriinani by the difference in the dilatation

of the tarsi, the two anterior tarsi being patel-

late in the males.
patellimanoas (pat-e-lim'a-nus), a. [< NL.
pateUimanus, < L. patella, a pan, dish, patella,

-t- mamis, hand.] In entom., having the tarsi

patellate; having patelliform tarsi; of or per-

taining to the Patellimani.

patellme (pat'e-lin), a. [< Patella + -inel.]

Of, or having the characters of, the PatelUdse;

resembling or related to a limpet; patelliform.

patellite (pat'e-lit), ,• . [< NL. PateUites, < Pa-
tella + -ites.] Amember of a genus PateUites;

a fossil limpet, as a species of Patella or some
similar shell.

patelloid (pat'e-loid), a. and n. [< Patella +
-oid.'] I. a. Related to orresembling a patella
or limpet; of or pertaining to the PatelJoidea.

n. n. A patelliform shell.

Patelloidea (pat-e-loi'de-a), n.vl. [iSTL., < L.

patella, a pan, dish, patella, + Gr. eWof, form.]

1. In De Blainville's classification (1825), one of

the foi2r families of his monopleurobranehiate

PatelUfonD Shell of I-impet {Patella
scuteltarius).

patent

Paracephalophora monoica, containing the gen-
era Umbrella, Siphonaria, and I^lodina, having
a shell as in Patella, but not including the Pa-
telUds.— 2. In Bisso's classification, a family
typified by the genus Patella.

patellnla (pa-t^'u-la), n.; -pi. pateUuUe (-le).

[NL., dim. of L. patella, a pan, dish, patella

:

see patelUt.1 In entom., one of the sucking-
disks or -cups on the lower surface of the tarsus
of a male beetle of the genus Dytiscus, or other
water-beetle.

patellulate (pa-tel'u-lat), a. Same aspateUate.
paten^ (pat'en), n. [Formerly alsopatten,i>atin,
patine; < ME. *paten, pateyn, patent, a paten
(ecol.), < Li.patina,patena (Sicilian Gr. jrarav^),

a bi'oad sh^low dish, a pan, a kind of cake, <
patere, lie open: seepatenf*-. Cf. j)a»i, ult.<L.
patina, and dim. patella.1 1 . A broad shallow
dish; a bowl.
They [the articles found in mounds, etc.] consist of

jng^ pipkins, patens or bowls, watering-pots— idl articles

made for the poor. Scion, Old Eng. Pottery, p. 17.

2. Eccles., a plate or flat dish; in the com-
munion service of certain liturgical churches,
the plate on which the conseci-ated bread is

placed. In the primitive church the paten was an ordi-

nary plate; but when wafers expressly prepared took the
place of bread, the paten 1)ecame an ecclesiastical vesseL
It is wide and shallow, and is generally made of silver, but
sometimes of glass, gold, alabaster, agate, or otherhard ma-
terial. In the Roman Catholic Church the paten must be
of the same material as the accompanying chalice, of some
hard metal, the inside of wliich is heavi^ gilded, and, like

the chalice, it must be consecrated by the bishop.

3. A plate, as of metal.
Look how the floor of heaven

Is thick inlaid with patines of bright gold.
Shak., M. of V., v. 1. 59.

patent, n. .An obsolete form otjfattend.

patency (pat'en-si or pa'ten-si), ». [< ML.'jpo-
tentia, < li. pidten(t-)s, open: see jjotenti.] 1.

The state of being patent or evident.— 2. The
state of being spread open or enlarged. Jhmgli-
son.

patener (pat'en-6r), n. [< jiaten'^ + -ei-2.] Ec-
cles., in the Western Church, in medieval times,
the acoljrte who held the empty paten raised as
high as his face, with hands muffled in the offer-

tory veil, from the lesser oblation tiU the pater-
noster. This is now done by the subdeacon.
See offertory, «., 2 (a, 3).

patent^ (pat'ent or pa'tent), a. andn. [<ME. pa-
tente,apatent; <OF.(a.ndF.)i)atent,&.,patente,
n.,= Sp. Pg. It. patente, a,, andn., = D. G. Dan.
Sw.^jafeH*, n., < Ij.paten{t-)s, lying open, open.
pubUe (littersepatentes, an open letter, a letter to
whom it may concern, a patent), ppr. oipatere,
lie ojien ; cf. Gr. -nSTavvivat, spreiid out. From
the L. -y/pat are also ult. E. pace^, pass, passage,
etc., and prob. expand, expanse, etc.^ 1. a. 1.

Lying open; open; expanded.
They may at times supply the I'oome which, being emp-

tie, would be patent to pernicious idleness.

Quoted in Strutts Sports and Pastimes, p. 17.

It [contraction of the external passage of the ear] is read-
ily relieved by the patient wearing'a piece of silver tube,
to keep the passagejxttent. Quain, Med. Diet., p. 417.

2. Specifically— (o) In &of., spreading; open;
either widely spreading or diverging widely
from an axis. (A) In zool., patulous ; open, as
by thff size of an aperture, the shallowness of
a cavity, etc.—3. Manifest to all; unconcealed;
evident; obvious; conspicuous.
In this conntry, the contract [of the king with the peo-

ple] is not tacit, implied, and vague ; it is explicit, paUnt.
and precise. Bp. Uorxly, Works, HI. xliv.

My objecthere is to assume as little as possible asregards
facts, and to dwell only on what is patent and notorious.

J. B. Ifeumum, Gram, of Assenl^ p. 416-

4. Open to the perusal of all: as, lettersj>aten<.

See letter^.

In wytnesse of whiche thingis theis our letters we haue
done be made patentes.

Charter qf London, in Arnold's Chronicle, p. 34.

5. Appropriated by letters patent; secured by
laworpatentas an exclusiveprivilege; restrain-

ed from general use
;
patented.

Madder ... in King diaries the First's time . . . was
made a. patent commodity. Mortimer, Husbandly.

Oil of flatteiy, the best patent antifriction known, sub-
dues all irr^;ularities whatsoever.

Cariyle, Diamond Necklace, viiL

Patent altun. Same as cancentraled alum (which see, un-
der aZiOTi).—Patent ambiguity, in law, an ambiguity that
is apparent on the face of a document, as distinguished
from adonbtcaston themeaning ofadocumentappai-ently
clearby evidence of some extrinsic fact. See latenL— Pat-
ent barley. See barley.—Patent drier, a paste com-
posed of sugar of lead, bai-jles, and linseed-oil, which is

added in small quantities to house-pauits to hasten their

drying.— Patent hammer. See AanuiKri.- Patent in-
side, a newspaper printed on tlie inside only, and thus
sold to publishers, who fill the uupriuted side with matter
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of their own selection. [CoUoq.]-Patent leather, met- patentee (pat-en-te' or pa-ten-te'), ». [< pat-
al, etc. Seethenouns.—Patent medlclne.adniKwliicli '^Tii J. \,J^fT "n „i.«Ti.«iJ'„ _ i \ l^ j"*-^

is patented, ortlienameof wtichtepitoSedrbutuBuX, ^^*^ + -««^p ,^^^ ^^? ^^^^^ ^ patent; one to
and less properly, any drug the manufacture and sale of whom a patent is granted,
which are restricted in any way, whether by patent of sub-
stance, name, label, or the like, or by secrecy as to the
nature and method of preparation.—Patent OUtBide, a
newspaper printed on the outside only, sold to publish-
ers and filled up by them like a patent inside. [CoUoq. ]

—
Patent yellow. See yeUmu. =Syn. 3. Plain, obvious, pal-
pable, unmistakable, glaring, notorious.

II. n. 1. Ail official document, sometimes patenter (pat'en-ter or pa'ten-t6r),
called letters patent (which see, under letter^), entT- + -e»'i.] Same as patentee.
conferring or granting a privilege; also, the patently (pat-ent-li or pa'tent-li), adv. In a
privilege so granted: as, a patent of nobility; patent manner; openly; plainly; unmistaka-
a patent conferring the right to engage in a t>ly : as, patently fallacious,

particular trade or pursuit, maintain a place of patenter Cpat'en-tor or pa'ten-tor), n. [< pat-
amusemeut, or the like, usually to the exclusion ent^ + -orK'] 1 . One who grants a patent.

—

2

Notwithstanding the fishing ships made such good re-
tumes, at last it was ingrossed by twenty PattenSet,

Quoted in Capt John SmttKs Works, II. 263.

Micbell,oneof the graspingj)afeni«eswhohad purchased
of the fayourite the power of robbing the nation, was fined
and imprisoned for life. Xcuiaulay, Kugent's Hampden.

[< pat-

of others,

The cause of this fair gift in me is wanting.
And so my patent back again is swerving.

Shale., Sonnets, Ixxzvii.

Thou hast a, patent to abuse thy friends.
Ford, Lover's Melancholy, i. 2.

Though theirpatente arenotmade ou(^ and the new peers
are no more peers than I am, he [William IV.] desiredthem
to appear as such in Westminster Abbey and do homage.

Qremlle, Memoirs, Sept. 8, 1831.

2. Specifically— (af) A letter of Indulgence;
an indulgence ; a pardon.
Thanne plokked he forth a patent, apece of an harde roche,
Wher-on were writen two wordes on this wyse y-glosed,

Dilige deum et proximum tuum.
Piera Plowman (B), xvii. 10.

Our lige lordes seel on my patente
That shewe I first, my body to warente.

Chaucer, Prol. to Pardoner's Tale, 1. 61.

(6) The grant by a government to the author patera (pat'e-ra),
of a new and useful invention, or to Ms as-

signs, of the exclusive right of exploiting that
invention for a specified term of years ; also,
the instrument of letters by which a grant of
land is made by a government to a person or cor-
poration. By the United States Revised Statutes, sec.
4886, etc., any person, whether a citizen or an alien, may
obtain patent protection for the term of sevanteen years
"who has invented or discovered any new and useful art,

machine, manufacture, or composition of matter, or any
new and useful improvement thereof, not known or used
by others in this country, and not patented or described
in any printed publication in this or any foreign country,
before his invention or discovery thereof, and not in pub-
lic use or on sale for more than two years prior to his ap-
Slication, unless the same is proved to have been aban-
oned." The fact that the invention has been first patent-

ed in a foreign countiy will not debar the inventor from
obtaining a valid patent in the tTnlted States, unless the
same has been here "introduced into public use for more
than two years prior to the application." But the patent
will expire with that foreign patent having the shortest
term. In the application of the several clauses of this
statute, distinctions arise of difficult and delicate charac-
ter, which are the constant subject of controversy. For
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland and the
Isle of Man, patents are granted (under 46 and 47 Vict. , c.

57, 1883) to any person, whether British subject or not.
The general principles as to what constitutes an inven-
tion or improvement are substantially the same as above
stated. For each of the principal British colonies there
is a separate statute.

One who secures a patent; a patentee.
patent-right (pat'ent-rit), n. The exclusive
right secured by letters patent ; specifically, the
exclusive privilege granted to an inventor of
practising or exploiting his invention.
patent-rolls (pat'ent-rolz), n.pl. The record
or register of letters patent issued in Great
Britain; letters patent collected together on
parchment rolls. Every roll represents or contains the
patents of a year, but is sometimes divided into two or
more parts. Every sheet is numbered and is called a Tnem-
brane. Usually abbreviated pat when cited ; thus, Pat.
10 Hen. III. m. 8, means eighth membrane or sheet of the
patent-roll of the tenth year of Heniy III. When the docu-
ment is on the back of the roll, the letter d (dorso) is add-
ed to the citation. Brewer.

The patent rolls of the ninth year of the reign contain
several commissions issued by the king's authority for the
suppression of heresy. Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 404.

pi. pateree (-16). [L., a
broad flat dish or saucer, \patere, lie open : see
patent^. Cf. patent, patina.'} 1. A shallow,
circular, saucer-like vessel
used by the Romans for
pouring libations in sacri-
ficial rites. It corresponds i..«..i.

to the Greek phiale.— 2. In arch., the repre-
sentation of a flat round dish in bas-relief, used
as an ornament in friezes, etc. Rosettes and other
fiat ornaments of various shapes, which bear no resem-

Architectural Paterae.

blance to dishes, are now often called by this name. The
name is also inappropriately given to the flat ornaments
of diverse forms frequently occurring in the Perpendicu-
lar medieval style.

The capital [of the shaft] consists of four plain circles
something like paterse, with leaves on each side of them,
the work above this somewhat resembling a Tuscan capi-
tal. Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 89.

Droidical patera. See druidie.

Patera process. Qee process.
Same as patrico.If the aifairs committed to such officers and commis- pater-COVet (pat'6r-k6v), n,

sioners be of general concernment, we conceive the free- fCant 1
men, according to vatent, are to choose them. ^. "-',/. -/-\ , . , - \

%in<Arqp, Hist New England, II. 265. patererot (pat-e-ra'ro), ».; pl.i)a<ereroe* (-roz).

A corruption oi pederero.
3. An invention; a thing invented: as, the ma-
chine iB anewpatent. [CoUoq.]— 4t. A region
or tract of land granted by letters patent; a
concession, [instances of this use are still retained,
as in Holland Patent, a village in Oneida county, New
York, situated in a tract acquired about 1780, under agrant
from the State of New Yorlt, by a company of Hollanders, ]

He was, at a court, 3 October, 1632, "required to forbear
exercising bis gifts as a pastor or teacher publicly in our
patent, unles it be to those he brought with him.'

Quoted in Winthrop's Hist. New England, I. 98.

The woman dwelt now in Plimouth patent.

His habitation is defended by a ditch, over which he has
laid a draw-bridge, and planted his courtyard with pate-
reroes continually loaded with shot.

Snwllett, Peregrine Pickle, iL {Davies.)

I can see the hroAZ patararoes glittering on her poop.
King&lefy, Westward Ho, xix. (Davies.)

(pat-e-res'a), n.
;
pi. pateressse (-e).

[ML.; NGr. TraTephaa, a bishop's staff.] The
pastoral staff of a Greek bishop. It has a cres-

cent-shaped head, variously curved and orna-
mented, and is in fact a form of the tau.

Winthrop. Hist. New England, II. 191. paterfamilias (pa"t6r-fa-mil'i-as), n. [L., prop.
two words, pater famitias: pater, father; fa-
milias, archaic gen. otfamilia, a family, house-
hold : see family.'] The father of a family ; the
head of a household; hence, sometimes, the
head man of a community; the chief of a tribe.

Infringement of patent. See infringement— Vsitejit
office, an office for me granting of patents for inventions

;

the bureau or department of government charged with the
granting of patents for inventions. In the United States
the Patent Office, created in its present form in 1836, is

now a branch of the Department of the Interior ; its head
is called the Commissioner of Patents.

patent^ (pat'ent or pa'tent), v. t. [< patent\
TC.] 1. To grant by patent; make the subject
of a patent; grant an exclusive right to by let-

ters patent.— 2. To obtain a patent upon; ob-
tain an exclusive right in by securing letters

patent. [A colloquial inversion of the preeed- pateriforni(pat'e-ri-f6rm), a. [< L. patera, aflat

ing sense, now established.] dish, H- forma, form.] Having the shape of a
patent^ n. A Middle English form otpaten\ pateraorsaucer.— pateriformjointsof theantennre

In the early days of ancient Rome the archaic family,
ruled over by the pater-familias, and called a corporation
by Sir H. S. Maine, must have formed a strong and effi-

cient form of local government at a time when central
government was comparatively feeble.

Westminster J?«i., CXXV. 359.

patentability (paf'en- or pa"ten-ta-bil'i-ti), n.

[< patentable + -ity (see -biliiy).']" Capability
of being patented : as, the patentability of an
invention, or of a tract of public land.

or palpi, in entom., joints which are round, very short,
and dilated so as to form a nearly fiat or concave apical
surface, but a rounded basal one partly hidden in the pre-
ceding joint.

Faterini, n.pl. See Fatarini.

patentable (pat'en- or pa"ten-ta-bl), a. l<pat- paternal (pa-ter'nal), a. [< F. paternel = Sp.
ent^ + -able.] Caipable of being patented; suit- Pg. paternal = It. paternale, < Mli. paternalis,

able to be patented. < L. paternus, pertaining to a father, <. pater =

paternoster

E. father: see father.'] 1. Of or pertaining to
a father

;
proper to or characteristic of a father

;

fatherly: a.s, paternal care or affection; pater-
nal favor or admonition.

Here I disclaim all my paternal care,

Propinqui^ and property of blood.
And as a stranger to my heart and me
Hold thee, from this, for ever.

SMk., Lear, i. 1. 116.

Mr. Gladstone conceives that the duties of governments
are paternal; a doctrine which we shall not believe till he
can show us some government which loves its subjects as
a father loves a child.

Xaeaulay, Gladstone on Church and State.

2. Derived from the father; hereditary: as, a
paternal estate.

The omniflc Word, ... on the wings of cherubim
Uplifted, in paternal glory rode
Far into Chaos and the world unborn.

Milton, P. L., vii. 219.

Happy the man whose wish and care
A tew paternal acres bound.

Content to breathe his native air

In his own ground.
Pope, Solitude.

Paternal government. Same as paterruUism.

=

Syn. 1.
Parental, etc. Seefatherly.

paternalism (pa-ter'nal-izm), n. [< paternal
+ 4sm.] Paternal care or government; spe-
cifically, excessive governmental regulation of
the private affairs and business methods and
interests of the people ; undue solicitude on the
part of the central government for the protec-
tion of the people and their interests, and in-

terferenoe therewith.

The fallacy that social co-operation in the form of State
activity is an emasculating jpaterruz^imi.

Contemporary Rev., LI. 711.

paternalistic (pa-ter-na-Us'tik), a. [Kpaternal
+ -is* + -ic] di or pertaining to paternalism.

paternally (pa-t6r'nal-i), adv. In a paternal
manner ; in the manner of a father.

paternet, n. An obsolete form oi2)attern.

Paternian (pa-t6r'ni-an), n. [<ML. Faterniani.]
A member o£ a sect referred to by Augustine,
who are said to have held that God made the
upper parts of the human body and Satan the
lower. They led impure lives. Also called
'FeniisUan.

paternity (pa-t6r'ni-ti), «. [< F. paterniti =
Sp. paterniddd = I'g. paternidade = It. pater-
nity, < LL. paternita(t-)s, fatherly feeling or
care, fatherhood, < L. paternus, pertaining to a
father: see paternal.] 1. Fathership; father-
hood ; the relation of a father to his offspring.

Where a spiritual patemtty is evident, we need look no
further for spiritual government, because in the paternal
rule all power is founded. Jfr. Taylor, Works, III. iv.

2. Derivation from a father : as, the child's
paternity is unknown. Hence— 3. Origin; au-
thorship.

The paternity of these novels was from time to time
warmly disputed. Sealt,

paternoster (pa't6r-nos't6r), n. [< "MS,, pater-
noster = P. patendtre (also pater) = Pr. pater-
nostre, patrenostre = Sp. padrenwestro = Pg.
padre nosso = It. padre nostra, < ML. paternos-
ter, < L. pater noster, the first two words of the
Lord's Prayer in Latin: pater, father (see fa-
ther) ; noster, our: see nostrum.'] 1. The Lord's
Prayer: so called from the first two words of
the Latin version.

And lewede leele laborers and land-tylynge peuple
Persen with a, pater-noster paradys other heaene,
Passinge purgatorie penaunceles for here parflt by-leyue.

Piers Plowman (C), xii. 296.

So Luther thought the Pater^wster long.
When doomed to say his beads and even-song.

Pope, Satires of Donne, il.'105.

2. One of the lar^e beads in the rosary used
by Roman Catholics in their devotions, at
which, in telling their beads, they repeat the
Lord's Prayer. Every eleventh bead is a pater-
noster.— 3. Hence, the rosary itself.

Humphrey de Bohun, Earl of Hereford, bequeaths, A.D.
1361, to his nephew, "a pair of gold paternosters of fifty
pieces, with ornaments, together with a cross of gold, in
which is a piece of the true cross." (Test. Vet. i. 67.)

Bock, Church of our Fathers, III. i. 830, note.

4. An object composed of beads or of bead-
like objects strung together like a rosary; spe-
cifically, a fishing-line to which hooks are at-
tached at regular intervals, and also leaden
beads or shot to sink it; also, in arch., a kind of
ornament in the shape of beads, used in baguets,
astragals, etc.

This fish [bleak] maybe caught with a Paternoster line

:

that is, six or eight very small hooks tied along the line,
one half a foot above the other.

/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 172.
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He . . . saw throogh the osiers the hoazy old profligate
with bis patemctta- polling the perch ont as fast as he
eoald pat his line in. H, King^ey^ Bavenshoe, Izzt.

5t. Profane expletives: profanity. [Humor-
ons.] —BerQ^ patemostert. See the qaotation.

For as mnche as they dar nat openly wlthseye the co-

manadementzof hir sovereyns, yetwol they seyn harm, and
gmcche and mnmiare privily, for verray despit, whiche
wordes men depen the d^wles patemoeter, though so be
that the derel ne hadde never patcznoet«r, bat that lewed
folkgevenitswichanamei OkawMr, Parson's Tale.

Fenny or patemostert. See pemH^.—Tto say an ape's
patemostert. See ope.

patemoster-pninp (pa'ter-nos'ter-pnmp), n.

A ehaui-piimp : so c^ed from the resemblance
of the buttons on the chain to rosary-beads.

patemoster-Wheel (pa'ter-nos'ter-hwel), «.

A chain-backet apparatus for raising watear; a
chain-pump.
Patersonia (x)at-er-s6'ni-a), n. [XL. (K.
Brown, 1810), after Col. W. yaterson, an Eng-
lish traveler.] A genus of monocotyledonous
plants of the order Iridese, characterized by
twin terminal spathes, slender perianth-tube,
the threeonterlobesbeingbroad andspreading,
and the three inner small and erect. There are
19 q>ecies, all Australian. They produce two-ranked grass-
like leaves from a short rootstock, and several or many
flowers, two, or sometimes many, in every spaUie^ blae or
purple and of much beanty, but veiy quickly perishing.
They are known in Anstralia as the tcOd Jin; orpiBiiie iily,

and many are now cnltiTated in gardens.

patetico (pa-ta'ti-ko), a. [It., = 'E. patheUe.'}
Pathetic : in music, noting a pass:^ to be ren-
dered in a pathetic manner.
path (path), n. [< ME. path, peth, < AS. psetit

(:pl.pathas), OS. *pa1A (not recorded)= OPries.
pad, path = D. pad = MLG. pat, LG. pad =
OHG. pad, phad, phaih, fad, pfad, MHG. phat,
p/itt, Gt.pfad, a path, way; not in Scand, or
Goth. ; cf. li.pons (jmnt-), a bridge (of anykind),
prob.orig. a 'path,' 'footway'; Gr. -drof, apath,
way ( TTorelv,wklk) ;= Skt. panSian (steminsome
cases jMifAt, path) = Zendpath, pathan, a path,
way. CL Buss, putt, way, road. The Teut.
word cannot be cognate witJi the Gr., Skt., etc.

(6r. jrdrof would require a Teut. *faVt) ; if con-
nected at all, it must have been borrowed at a
very early period, mediately from the Gr. or
immediately from a " Seythianr" source. Cf.

hemp, supposed to have been borrowed in early
times under similar conditions.] 1. A way
beaten or trodden by the feet of men or beasts

;

a track formed iaeidentallyby passage or traf-

fic between places rather thiui expressly made
to accommodate trafSc ; a narrow or unimpor-
tant road; afootway; hence, in a more general
sense, any road, way, or route.

Hie sexte is »fath of pees ; je, thorw the pas of Altonn
Foaerte myjte passe with^oate peril of robbynge.

Piers Plourman (BX ziv. 30a

Every one lets forth his sprite.

In the church-way p(i£A« to glide.
Shak., M. S. D., v. L 389.

He left the barren-beaten thoron^ifare.
Chose the green path that show'd the rarer foot.

Tennyam, lancelot and Elaine.

2. The way, course, or track which an animal
or any other thing foUows in the air, in water,
or in space : as, the patli of a fish in the sea or
of a bird in the air; the paOi of a planet or
comet; ihapafh of a meteor.

There is apat& which no fowl knoweth, and which the
nltnre's eye hath not seen. Job xxviiL 7.

The stream ado^vn its hazellypoM
Was rushing by the min'd wa's.

Burm, A Vision.

3. Figuratively, course in life; course of ac-
tion, conduct, or procedure.

AH Qiepathsot the Lord are mercyand truth onto such
as keep his covenant. Psl zxv. 10.

111 trust my God, and him alone pursue

;

His law shall be my potA; his heavenly light, my cloe.
Quorio, Emblems, iv. 2.

Thepaths of glory lead but to the grave. Gray, El^y.

In the latter years of Queen Anne the shadow of Crom-
well fell darkly across thepo^ of Marlborongh.

Lediy, £ng. in lEth Cent, L

.Aggregate path, in meek. See aggregaU.~Bea.iea
path, a path frequently traveled over; hence, a well-
known, plain, or cnstomaiy path or course.

The learned Dr. Fococke, as far as I know, is the first

European traveller that ventured to go out of the beaten
path, and look for Memphis at Metrahenny and Mohan-
nan. Bruce, Source of the Mle, L 55.

Free path, the distance which a molecule of a gas trav-

erses without enconntering other molecules. The mean
free path of the molecules of hydrogen under normal con-
ditioos of pressure and temp^atore has been estimated
as <c^ millimeter (Jf<tnreff). See gax.—IrreconcUa-
ble paths. See ureconc^Ue.—FaUi of Integration.
See integritiim.—Tto break a path, cross one's path,
etc. See the verbs. =Syn. 1 and 2. Track, Tram, etc See
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pathf (path), r. [< path, n.] L trans. 1. To
tread; walk or go in; follow.

And that the woilde might read them as I ment,
1 left this value, topotik the vertaous wales.
6. WhtbiUme, Eanembrance of Gascoigne (ed. ArberX

Where, from the neighbouring billg her passage Wey doth
path. Drayton, Polyolbion, ii. 5a.

2. To mark out a path for; guide.—3. Topave.
AndaUe the Stretes also ben paihed of the same Stones.

ManderOU, Travels, p. 307.

n. •nfrans. Togoasinapath; walk abroad,
fbr if thou path, thy natiue semblance on,
Ifot Erebus itselfe were dimme enough
To hide thee from preuention.

Shak., 3. C. (foUo 1623), ii. 1- 83.

[Somecommentatois, instea^ofpoJA, suggest Aodtf, nurcA,
put, pass, or pace.]

Pathan (pa-than'), n. A person of Afghan race
settled in Hindustan, or one of kindred race in
eastern Afghanistan.
Bnring the next three reigns the valleyrendered an un-

willing allegiance to the central authority,and in the reign
ofAurangzeb the Pathans succeeded in freeing themsdves
from Mogul supremacy. En^e. BriL, XVm. 684.

pathematic (path-f-mat'ik), a. [< Gr. naBfjua-

TtKoi, liable to suffering or misfortune, < vaBiiiia,

suffering, any passive experience, < jzadciv, 2ii

aor. of :raaxca>, suffer, endure: see pathos.']

Pertaining to or designating emotion or that
which is suffered. Chalmers. [Bare.]
pathetic (pa-thet'ik), a. and n. [< OF. pathe-
Uque, F. paihetique = Sp. patetico = Vg.pathe-
tico = It. patetico, < L. patheticus, < Gr. aa-
6ifTumc, subject to feeling or passion, sensitive,
also sensuous, impassioned, < iradifrdc, subject
to suffering, < TzaHelv, 2d aor. of ^aaxav, suffer,

endure: see pathos.] I. a. If. iflxpressing or
showing passion; passionate.

Yet by the way renews at every station
Her cordial Thanks and her pathetiek vov^

J. Beaumont, F^che, ii. 190.

2. Full of pathos ; affecting or moving the feel-

ings : exciting pity, sorrow, grief, or other ten-
der" emotion; affecting: as, a patheUc song or
discourse; j>atA«tic expostulation.

"Hs pitiful . . .

To break a jest, when pity would inspire
Pathetic exhortation. Courper, Task, iL 469.

The effect of his discourses was heightened by a noble
figure and bypalA«f£e action. Maeaulay.

3. In anat., trochlear: in designation of or ref-

erence to the fourth cranial nerve.

H. »- A trochlear or pathetic nerve ; a pa-
theticus.—Pathetic nerves, in anaL, Qie trochlear
nerves. See cnts under brain and ene^haion.

pathetical (pa-thet'i-kal), a. [Apathetic+ -at.]

Same &s pathetic.

Sweet invocation of a child; meetpret^ andpotAelwat
Shak.,UL. L, L 2.103.

This very word *'good" implies a description in itself

more pithy, more pathetieal, than by any familiar exempli-
fication can be made manifest. Ford, lane of ijfe.

pathetically (pa-thet'i-kal-i), adv. If. Pas-
sionately.—2. Inapathefiemanner; in such a
manner as to excite the tender emotions or feel-

ings; affectingly.
_

pauieticalness (pa-thet'i-kal-nes), n. The
quality of being pathetic ;

pathos.

pathelaciis(pa-tliet'i-kus),n.; pL pathetiei (-si).

[Nli. : see pathetic.] In anat., one of the fourtli

pair of cranial nerves; a trochlear or pathetic

nerve. See trochlear.

pathetism(path'e-tizm),». l<paffiet-ic+ -ism.]

Animal magnetism, or the practice of magne-
tizing; mesmerism.
The term pathetism has also of late been proposed.

De Lease, AMm. Mag. (bans., 1843XP.379.

pathetist (path'e-tist), «. [ipafhet^ism + -ist.]

One who practises pathetism; a mesmerizer.

pathfinder (path'fin'der), n. One who discov-

ers a path or way; an explorer; a pioneer.

By the Frencheis, and the red-skins on the other side

of the Big lakes, I am called la Longne Carabine ; by the
Mohicans^ a just-minded and upright tribe, what is left of

thein. Hawk-eye ; while the troops and rangers along this

side of the water call me Pathjmder, inasmuch as 1 have
never been known to miss one end of the trail, when there
was a Mingo, or a friend who stood in need of me, at the
oUier. Cooper, Pathfinder, i.

pathic (path'ik), a. [< Gr. ttoBikoc,taken in sense
of 'pertaining to disease,' < ^aOoc, disease : see

paffws.] Of or pertaining to disease.

pathic (path'ik), n. [< L. pathicus, < Gr. :ra0ui6c

(see def.), lit. remaining passive, < iraBeiv, 2d
aor. of 5rd<;;tEJi', suffer, endure: see pathos.] A
male that submits to the crime against nature

;

a catamite. B. Jonson.

pathless (path'les), a. [< path + 4ess.] Hav-
ing no beaten way ; untrodden: as, a pathless

forest; apotWess wilderness.

pathology
There is a pleasure in the pntiUos woods.
There is a raptnre on the lonely shore.

Byron, Chnde Harold, iv. 178.

There is a Fewer whose care
Teaches thy way along tiatpatUea coast.
The desert and Olimiudjle air.

Bryant, To a WateifowL

pathoajiatoinlcal(path-o-an-a-tom'i-kal),a. [<
Gr. irdflof, disease, + avaro/i^, anatomy: see
anatomy, anatomical.] Pertaining to morbid
anatomy.
pathohiological (path-o-bi-6-loj'i-kal), a. Same
as pathological. Amer. Js'ai., XX1J7 113.

pat^obiologist (path-o-bi-ol'o-jist), ». Same as
pathologist. Amer. Nat., XXII. 117.

pathogene (path'o-jen), II. [<Gr.n^d(3bf, disease,
-K-)«^, producing: see -<7en.] A disease-pro-
ducing micrococcus. See Micrococcus.
pathogenesis (path-o-jen'e-sis\ II. [XL., < Gr.
s-dflof, disease,+ yiveatc, generation.] The mode
of production or development of a disease.

pathogenetic (path'o-jf-net'ik), a. [< patho-
genesis, after genetic.] Same as patliogenic.

pathogenic (path-o-jen'ik), a. \<. pathogen-ous
+ -ic] Producing disease.

pathogenons (pa-tioj'e-nus), a. [< Gr. irdeof,

disease, + -yanji, producing: see -gen.] Same
a.s pathogenic.

The distinction of the bacteria intopo/A^^^em^u^ and non-
pathi^enous. So". Amer., X. S., LV. 354.

pathogeny (pa-thoj'e-ni), n. \Alsopathogony;
< Gr. izado^, disease, any passive state, + -yiveta,

< -yev^, producing: see -geny.] Same as patho-
genesis.

pathognomonic (pa-thog-no-mon'ik), a. [<Gr.
itadayvoiimtKOf, skUled in judging of diseases, <
-aflof, suffering, disease,+ y vuum; a judge, one
who knows or discerns, an examiner: see gno-
mon.] In tned., indicating that by which a dis-

ease maybe certaiiily known; hence, belong-
ing to or inseparable from a disease, being
found in it and in no other; characteristic: as,

pathognomonic symptoms.

He has the true pathognomonic sign of love, jealousy.
ArbuthnoL

Every one is asleep, snoring, gritting his teeth, or talk-
ing in his dreams. This is potAj^trtumhmic,' it tells of Arc-
tic winter and its companion scurvy.

Kane, Sec. Grinn. Exp., L 431-

pathognomy (pa-thog'no-mi), II. [< Gr. srdftif,

suffering,feeling,-l- /»*)/o7,anieans ofknowing,a
token or sign: see gnome'^.] The science of the
signs by which human passions are indicated.
pathogeny (pa-thog'o-ni), n. [< Gr. -dflof . dis-
ease, + -yovia, < -^ yo), produce : see -gony.]
Same ^pathogeny.
pathographical (path-6-graf'i-kal), a. [<jja-
thograph^ + -ic-al.] Of or pertaining to pa-
thography.
pathography (pa-thog^ra-fi), n. [< Gr. ^aBoc,

disease, + -ypa^ia, < ypaiecv, write.] A descrip-
tion of disease.

pathol. An abbreviation otpathology.
pathologic (path-o loj'ik), a. [= F. patho-
logique = Sp. patologico = Pg. pa&ologieo = It.

patologico, < Gr. iraSoixryiKof, that treats of suf-
fering or disease, < fioBo^oydv, treat of suffer-

ing or disease : see pathology.] Of or pertain-
ing to pathology or disease.

pathological (paih-o-loj'i-kal), a. [< patho-
logic -i- -al.] Same as pathoiogtc^paOuHtt^cal
anatomy. Seeanoton^.
pathologically (path-o-loj'i-^-i), adv. In a
pathologic manner; as regards pathology.
pathologist (pa-thol'o-jist), n. [< patholog-y
+ -ist.] One who treats of pathology; one
who is versed in the nature and diagnosis of
diseases.

pathology (pa-thol'o-ji), n. [= F. pathologie
= Sp. patologia=Fg'.pathologia=rIt.patologia,
< Gr. as if *7ra6o/.oyia (< sroflo^/tZr, treat of dis-

ease), for which was used iraBohryuc^ (so. 'ix^ii,

art), < nadog, disease, + -7.o-,ia, < /.eyeiv, speak:
see -ology.] 1. The science of diseases; the
sum of scientific knowledge concerning disease,
its origin, its various physiological and ana-
tomical features, and its causative relations.
General pathology concerns the nature of certain morbid
conditions and processes that present themselves in vari-

ous diseases, as pyrexia, edema, and inflammation. Spe-
cial pathology deals with morbid processes as united in
individual diseases : as, the special pathology of typhoid
fever or epilepsy.

The great value of mental pathology to the psycholc^ist
is that it presents to him the phenomena of mind (e. g.
feeling, imagination) in unusual intensity.

J. SuBy, Outlines ot F^choL, p. 6S3.

2. The totality of the morbid conditions and
processes in a disease.
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The quantity and quality of the blood play a weighty
part in thepatholoffy of insanity.

Mtmdsley, in Reynolds's System of Med., II. 50.

3. A discourse on disease Humoral pathology.
See Aumoraj.—Vegetable pathology, that part of bot-
any which relates to the diseases of plants.

pathomania (path-o-ma'nl-a), re. [NL., < Gr.
waflof, disease, + /zavia, madness.] Moral in-

sanity.

pathometry (pa-thom'et-ri), n. [< Gr. Trddos,

disease, + -|U£T/9ia,<ufrpov,measure.] Literally,
the measure of suffering ; the distinction of suf-
fering into different kinds ; the perception, rec-
ognition, or diagnosis of different kinds of suf-
fering.

Some of you will remember the poor little thing . . .

who, only seven years old and having tubercle in the
brain, said it wasn't headache he snSered from, it was
pain in the head. Pitifully accurate pathometry for such
a time of life

!

Dr. Moxon, in Lancet.

pathophobia (path-o-fo'M-a), n. [^^J., < Gr.
Trdflof, disease, -I- -<jiopia, < fkpeadm, fear.] 1.
Morbid dread of disease; hypochondria.— 2.
Morbid dread of any kind, including agora-
phobia, mysophobia, pyrophobia, etc.

pathophorous (pa-thof'o-rus), a. [< Gr. TrdSof,

disease, -I- -fopo;', < (fiipeiv = B. &eari.] Path-
ogenic : applied to bacteria.

pathopoeia (path-o-pe'ia), n. [< Gr. iraBcmoiia,

excitement of the passions (of. 7ra6o7roi6i, caus-
ing disease), < wadog, suffering, passion, disease,
-I- noielv, make, do.] A speech, or figure of
speech, contrived to move the passions. Smart.
pathos (pa'thos), re. [= F. pathos = Sp. patos
= Pg. pathos, pathos, < NL. pathos, pathos, <

Gr. ir&dog, suffering, disease, misery; of the soul,

any passive emotion, violent feeling, a passive
condition, etc. , also sensibility, feeling ; < Tcadelv,

2d aor. of wdaxeiv (perf. TrejrovSa), suffer, endure,
undergo, receive or feel an impression, feel,

be liable, yearn ; < / iraB, also in irddog, long-
ing, yearning, desire, etc. ; related to L. pati,

suffer: see patient, passion. Hence pathetic,

etc., and the second element in apathy, antip-

athy, sympathy, eto., homeopathy, eta."] 1. That
quality or character, as of a speech, an expres-
sion of the countenance, a work of art, etc.,

which awakens the emotion of pity, compas-
sion, or sympathy; a power or influence that
moves or touches the feelings ; feeling.

Or where did we ever find sorrow flowing forth in such
a natural prevailing pathos as in the Lamentations of

Jeremy? South, Sermons, IV. i.

Our hearts are touched with something of the same
vague pathos that dims the eye in some deserted grave-
yard. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 348.

A richer, deeper tone is breathed into lyric song when
it is no longer the light effusion of a sprightly feeling or
sensuous desire, but the utterance of a heart whose most
transient motions are touched with the pathos of an infi-

nite destiny. J. Caird.

Specifically— 2. In art, the quality of the per-

sonal, ephemeral, emotional, or sensual, as op-
posed to that of the ideal, or etlios.— 3. Suffer-

ing. [Eare.]

Shall sharpest pathos blight us, Icnowing all

Life needs for Ufe is possible to will 1

Tennyson, Love and Duty.

path'Way (path'wa), n. A path ; usually, a nar-
row way to be passed on foot; also, a way or
a course of life.

In the way of righteousness is life ; and in the pathway
thereof there is no death. Frov. xii. 28.

In suffering thus thy brother to be slaughter'd,
Tliou showest the naked pathway to thy life,

Teaching stem murder how to butcher thee.
Shak., Rich. II., i. 2. 31.

And a deer came down the pathway,
Flecked with leafy light and shadow.

LongfeUaw, Hiawatha, iii.

patiblef (pat'i-bl), a. [< li. patibilis, endurable,

< pati, support, endure:' see patient.^ Suffer-

able ; tolerabte ; that may be endured. Bailey.

patibulary (pa-tib'u-la-ri), a. [= F. patibu-
laire = Pg. palkbular =::' It. patiholare, < L. pati-
bulum, a fork-shaped yoke, a gibbet, < patere,

lie open : see patent^.2 Of or pertaining to a
fork-shaped gibbet ; resembling a gallows.

Another was captivated with the patibvlary aspect of

Turnip. Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, Ixxxvi.

patibulatedt (pa-tib'u-la-ted), a. [< L. patibu-

latus, yoked, gibbetei, < patibulum, a yoke, a
gibbet : see patibulary.^ Hanged on a gallows.

Coles, 1717.

patience (pa'shens), n. [< ME. pacience, pa-
eiens,(. OF. pacience, patience, F. patience =: Sp.

Pg. pacieneia = It. pazienzia, pazienza, < L. pa-
tientia, the quality of suffering or enduring,
patience, forbearance, indulgence, submissive-
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ness, <.paiien{t-)s, suffering, endviring, patient:
see patient.'] 1. The quality of being patient,
(at) The power or capacity of physical endurance ; ability

to bear up against what affects the physical powers : as,

pati&nce of heat or of toil.

If M. More look so much on the pleasure that is in mar-
riage, why settetb he not his eyes on the thanksgiving
for that pleasure and on the patienee of other displeasures?
Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc, 1850), p. 165.

(jb) The character or habit of mind that enables one to suf-

fer afflictions, calamity, provocation, or other evil, with a
calm unruffled temper ; endurance without murmuring or
tretfulness; calmness; composure.

Whanne oure bewte schal aslake,

God send us paeiens in oure olae age.
Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 80.

She pined in thought,
And with a green and yellow melancholy
She sat }ike paiience on a monument.
Smiling at grief. Shak., T. S., it 4. 117.

Many are the sayings of the wise, . . .

Extolling patience as the truest fortitude.
MiUon, S. A., L 654.

(c) Quietness or calmness in waiting forsomething to hap-
pen ; the cast or habit of mind that enables one to wait
without discontent.

He had not the patience to expect a present, but de-
manded one. Sandys, Travailes, p. 119.

S&d patience, too near neighbour to despair.
M. Arnold, The Scholar-Gipsy.

((2) Forbearance; leniency; indulgence; long-suffering.

Have patience with me, and I will pay thee all.

Mat. rviii. 26.

Hark'ee, Jack— I have heard you for some time with
patience— I have been cool— quite cool; but take care!

Sheridan, The Rivals, ii. 1.

(e) Constancy in labor or exertion
; perseverance.

The same nyght, with grett Diffycultyand moche pa-
dens, we war Delived aborde into ower Shippe.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 56.

He learnt with patience, and with meekness taught.
TT. Harte, Eulogius ; or, the Charitable Mason.

Sf. Sufferance; permission.

By yow: patience,
I needs must rest me. Shak., Tempest, iii. 3. 3.

3. A plant, the patience dock. See doclc\ 1.

—

4. A card-game: same as solitaire Patience
muscle, the levator scapulse.— To talse in patiencet,
to receive with resignation.

Tak al in pacience
Oure prisoun, for it may non other be.

ChoMcer, Knight's Tale, 1. 226.

=Syn. 1. Patience, FortUude, Endurance, assignation.
Patience is by derivation a vii'tue of suffering, but it is

also equally an active virtue, &B patience in industry, ap-
plication, teacliing. Passively, it is gentle, serene, self-

possessed, without yielding its ground or repining ; ac-

tively, it adds to so much of this spirit as may be appro-
priate to the situation a steady, watchful, untiring indus-
try and faithfulness. Fortitude is the passive kind of
patience, joined with notable courage. In endurance at-

tention is directed to the fact of bearing labor, pain, con-
tumely, etc., without direct implication as to the moral
qualities required or shown. Jtesignation implies the vol-

untary submission of the will to a personal cause of afflic-

tion or loss ; it is a high word, generally looking up to God
as the controller of human life. Beeignation is thus gen-
erally a sul)misBion or meekness, giving up or resigning
personal desires to the will of God.

patient (pa'shent), a. and n. [< ME. padent, <

OP. pacient, S*. patient = Sp. Pg. padente =
It. paziente, < L. patien(t-)s, ppr. oipati, suffer,

endure ; aMn to Gr. ndaxciv, wa6civ, suffer : see

pathos.2 I. a. If. Enduring
;
physically able

to support or endure; having such a bodily
constitution as enables one to endure or to be
proof against: followed by o/ before the thing
endured: as, jja*8ere*o/ labor or pain; patient^
heat or cold.

They [the Brazilians] sere patient o/ hunger and thirst.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 847.

3. Having or manifesting that temper or cast of
mind which endures pain, trial, provocation, or
the like without murmuring or fretfulness ; sus-
taining afflictions or evils with fortitude, calm-
ness, or submission; full of composure or equa-
nimity; submissive; unrepining: as, a patient
person, or a person of patient temper

;
patient

under afaietions.

Be patient toward all men. 1 Thes. v. 14.

Siguier Antonio, many a time and oft

In the Rialto you have rated me
About my moneys and my usances

;

Still have I borne it with a patient shrug.
Shak., M. of V., i. 3. 110.

They [the cattle] wait
Their wonted fodder ; not like hung'ring man.
Fretful if unsupplied ; but silent, meek,
And patient of the slow-paced swain's delay.

Cowper, Task, v. 82.

I am impatient to be taught ;
yet I am patient to be ig-

norant till I am found worthy to learn.

F. S. Phelps, Beyond the Gates, p. 100.

3. Waiting or expecting with calmness or with-
out discontent; not hasty; not over-eager or
impetuous.

patination

With patient heart
To sit alone, and hope and wait;

Nor strive in any wise with fate.

William Morris, Earthly Parsdbe, n. 63,

4. Persevering; constant in pursuit or exertion;
oahnly diligent.

Whatever I have done is due to patient thought.
*

Sfewton,

5. Capable of bearing ; susceptible.

Perhaps the name " Britisher " does not sound very ele-

gant, perhaps it does not exactly belong to the high-polite
style ; but never mind that, if it is at least ^otieTit of the

better sense which I wish to put upon it.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 62.

Patient Intellect. See intellect, l. =Syn. 2. Uncomplain-
ing, unrepining, long-suffering, brave.—4. Assiduous, in-

defatigable.

II. re. 1. A person or thing that receives im-
pressions from external agents; one who or

that which is passively affected: opposed to

agent.

Mr. Dudley spake to this effect : that for his part he
came thither a mere patient, not with any intent to charge
his brother Winthrop with any thing.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 212.

Malice is a passion so impetuous and precipitate that it

often involves the agent and the patient..

Oovem/meiit of the Tongue.

Whenwe transfer theterm "cause, " then, from a relation

between one thing and another within the determined
world to the relation between that world and the agent
implied in its existence, we must understand that there

is no separate particularity in the agent, on the one side,

and the determined world as a whole, on the other, sucli

as characterizes any agent and patient, any cause and ef-

fect, within the determined world.
T. B. Oreen, Prolegomena to Ethics, § 76.

2t. A sufferer.

So that poure pacient is parfitest lif of alle,

And alle parflte preestes to pouerte sholde drawe.
Piers Plownum (C), xiv. 99.

Specifically—3. A sufferer under bodily indis-

position undergoing medical treatment: com-
monly used as a correlative to physician or

nurse.

Some old Doctor or other said quietly that patients were
very apt to be fools and cowards,

0. W. Holmes, Autocrat, iv.

Agent and patient. See agent.

patientt (pa'shent), V. t. [(.patient, a.] Eefl.ex-

ively, to compose (one's self) ; be patient.

Patient yourself, madame, and pardon me.
Shak., Tit. And., i. 1. 121.

patiently (pa'shent-li), adv. [< ME. pacient-
liche; < patient -f- -ly^.] In a patient manner,
(a) With calmness or composure, (ft) Without discontent,
murmuring, or repining ; meekly ; submissively, (c) With-
out agitation, undue haste, or eagerness, (d) With calm

' and constant diligence : as, to examine a mib]ectpatiently.

patin^t, n. An obsolete form ot patent.

patin^t, n. Bee patten^, 1 (c).

patina (pat'i-na), re. [< L. patina, patena, a
broad shallow dish, a pan: see patent panK]
1. A bowl; a patella.— 2. (a) An incrustation
which forms on bronze after a certain amount
of exposure to the weather, or after burial be-
neath the ground. It is, when perfectly developed,
of a dark-green color, and has nearly the composition of
the mineral malachite (hydrated carbonate of copper).
Such an incrustation, although very thin, is considered
to add greatly to the beauty of an antique object, espe-
cially of a bust or statue, and is of importance as protect-
ing it from further oxidation. Artificial and evanescent
patinas are produced by forgers of antiquitiesby the appli-
cation of heat or of acids, and in various other ways. Some
modern bronzes acquire a dark-colored patina, which is a
disfigurement rather than an ornament. Elaborate inves-
tigation on the part of various chemists has failed to ex-
plain this ill-colored patina very satisfactorily. It is be-
lieved, however, that coal-smoke in large cities may be a
cause of its formation, as under sucli circumstances it

contains particles of carbonaceous matter; and, also, that
the present almost universal practice of putting consider-
able zinc into the bronze, to facilitate its casting, is one of
the causes of this defect. The dark color of the patina of
Japanese bronze has been shown, in a considerable num-
ber of cases at least, to be in all probability due to the
presence of lead in the alloy. Also patine. (b) By
extension, the surface-texture or -color which
other works of decorative art, as a wooden cabi-
net or the like, gain through the action of time,
(c) The surface, produced partly by accretion,
partly by discoloration and the effects of acid
in the soil, given to marble by long inhuma-
tion.— 3. [cop.] [NL.] In conch., a genus of
gastropods. J. E. Gray, 1840.

patinated (pat'i-na-ted), a. [< paUna + -atet

+ -e(J2.] Covered vrith patina : as, a finelyj)a<i-
nated coin.

patination (pat-i-na'shon), n. [< patina +
-ation."] The process of becoming or the state
of being covered with patina.

A virtuoso, valuing a coin at ten times its intrinsic worth
for time-blackened _paiinafion, and adoring its rust.

N. and Q., 7th ser., V. 364.

Time had lent the superadded beauties of patination.
Soulages Catalogue, Pref. to Bronzes, #. lOB,



patlne

patine (pat'in), ». [< P. patine, < L. patiiui, a.

dish: seepatina, patetA.'] If. An obsolete form
otfaten^.—2. Same nspatina, 2 (o).

patio (pat'i-o), «. [Sp., = Cat. pati = Pg. pa-
teo, patio, a court, plaza; Tariously referred to
L.patere, Ue open, jjotjrfMS, lying open, spread-
ing (see patent\ patulous); to L. spafiuni, a
walk, public square, etc., also distance, space
(> Sp. espado, space) (see space); and to other
sources.] In Spain and Spanish-American

Patio, or Coort. with Stairway, of a Mexican House.

countries, a-eonrt or inolosure connected with
a house, and open to the sky.

A trim Andalasian hand-maid . . . led the way across

a little patio or coort, in the centre of the edifice.

Irving, Voyages of Companions of Columbus, p. 335.

We lay down on oar mgs in the patio, and endeavoored
to deep^ as we knewwe should require all our strength for
tlie expedition before ns.

Lady Brassey, Voyage of Sunbeam, I. ii

Fatio process. Seepnxxtt.

pati^t, patiset, *'. [< OF.patiser, make a stipu-

lation, CpaOStpatiz, an agreement, stipulation,

pact, <L. jjoctum, a pact: seepactJ] 1. intrans.

To make a stipulation or agreement ; stipulate.

Palsffrave.

n, trans. To stipulate for ; agree upon.

The money wliich the pirates patished for his raunsome.
Udatt, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, ii.

patitor (pat'i-tfer), ». [L., 3d pers. sing. pres.

ind. of paU, sufEer, endure : see patient.'] Se-
cies., the mark by which the absence of a preb-
endary from choir, either by sickness or leave,

was denoted. In either case he did not forfeit

any of his revenue. Imp. Diet.

patletti (pat'let), n. Same as arming-doublet.

Fairholt.

patly (patii), o<?». In a pat manner ; fitly ; con-
veniently. Borroio, "Works, II. xxvi.

patness (pat'nes), n. The state or quality of
being pat; fitness; suitableness; convenience.

The description with equal patn«8s may snit both.
Bamno, Works, L xriL

patois (pa-two'), n. [P.,>a dialect, < OF. patois,

paihoys, patrois, a native or local sx>eech, also

a village, < ML. as if 'patrensis for patrieiisis,

native, a native, < L. patria, native country:
seepatrial.} A dialect peculiar to a district or
loctuity, in use especiallyamong the peasantry
or uneducated classes ; hence, a rustic, provin-

cial, or barbarous form of speech.

An Italian Jew rails at the boatmen ahead, in the Nea-
politan patois. S. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 19.

Kpatoii, which is not properlya dialect, but rather cer-

tain archaisms, proverbial phrases, and modes of pronun-
ciation which maintain themselves among the unedu-
cated side by side with the finished and universally ac-

cepted langiuge. LoaM, Biglow Papers, 2d ser.. Int.

patrelt. patrellet, »• Middle English forms of

poitreP-.

patres conscripti (pa'trez kon-skrip'ti). [L.

:

patres, pi. otpater, father; conscripti, pL of con-

scr^tus, pp. of conscribere, enroU, enlist: see

conscript] Conscript fathers; fathers [and]

elect: a usual title of address of the senate of

ancient Eome. See conscript, a.
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patria (pa'tri-S), n. [NL., < L. patria, one's
native land or country; lit. fatherland, prop,
adj. (se. terra, land), fern, of patrius, pertaining
to a father, < pater, father: seepaternal, father!]
In ^o^7., habitat; the place or region inhabited
by any animal, and to which it is indigenous.

patrial (pa'tri-al), ». and a. [= OP. patrial,

patriel = It. piitriale, adj.,< Nh. *patrialis, of

or pertaining to one's native country, < L.
paMa, one's native country : see patria.] I,

n. In gram., a noun derived from the name of
a country, and denoting an inhabitant of that
country: as, Latin Troas, a Trojan woman;
Latin Macedo, a Macedonian.
n. a. In gram., of or relating to a family,

race, or line of descent; designating a race or
nation: applied to a certain class of words.

Lists of name^ personal, patrial, ethnic
Amer. Jour. Ptalol., VTL 609.

patria potestas (pa'trl-^ po-tes'tas). [L.: pa-
tria, fem. of patrius, belon^ng to a father (see
patria)

;
potestas, power, < posse, have power,

care.] In JSom. antiq., a father's control and
dominion over his children bom in the com-
pleteBoman marriage, grandchildren, and other
descendants, extending in e<vrly times to the
powerof life anddeath, and including the rights
of sale into servitude, and of emancipation or
discharge of the child from the privileges and
charges of the family. The childhad no standing be-
fore tbe law under thehead of private rights ; it he enter-
ed intoa contract^ the benefits wereacquired not for him-
self, butfor his father. Tbe public rightsof the child, how-
ever, remained intact^ as that of voting and that ofholding
a magistracy.

Thepatria potestas, so long as it lasts, gives to the father
the complete control of the son's actions.

Ertcye. Brit, XTTT. 1.

patriaxcll (pa'tri-ark), M. [Early mod. E. also

patriark; < ME. palriark, patriarke = OF. pa-
triarche, P. patriarcTie = Sp. patriarca = Pg.
patriarca,patriarcha= lt.patriarca=z'D.Gr. pa-
triarch = Sw. Dan. patriark, < LL. patriarcha,
patriarches,<. Gr. iraTpiApxtC, the chief of a tribe

or race,< irarptd, lineage, a race (< itar^p, father),

+ apxccv, rule.] 1. The father and ruler of a
family; one who governs by paternal right;

specifically, one of the progenitors of the Isra-

elites—Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and the sons of

Jacob; also, one of those Biblical personages
who were heads of families before the deluge

:

the latter are termed antediluvianpatriarchs.

In that Toun dwelled Abraham the Patriark, a longe
fyme. MaiidmBe, Travels, p. 65.

And the patriarchs, moved with envy, sold Joseph into

Egypt ; but God was with him. Acts vil 9.

And thousand pairs of liuing things besides,

Vnclean and clean ; for th" holyPatrior*
Had of all kinds inclosed in Uie Ark.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, iL, The Ark.

Hence—2. In subsequent Jewish history, one
of theheads of the Sajahedrim after the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem and the dispersion, the patri-

arch of the Western Jews residing in Palestine,

that of the Eastern in Babylon.— 3. In the early

church, and in the Orthodox Greek and other

Oriental churches, a bishop of the highest rank;

in the Boman Catiiolic Church, a biShop of the

highest rank next after the Pope, in the early

church the highest dignity, which came in time to be
designated as that of patnareh, belonged from time im-
memorial, and as was believed from apostolic days, to the

bishops of Bome, Alexandria, and Antioch—these three

sees ranking as to dignity, precedence, and privileges in

the order named. The Council of Constantinople (A. D.

381) gave the bishop of fliat see prerogatives of rank next

after Rome, and the Council of Chalcedon (451) confirmed

this, decreeing that this canon conferred an equality of

prerogatives with Rome, still leaving the latter see, how-
ever, a higher rank. Since that time Constantinople has
always stood at the head ot the orthodox Oriental sees,

and since the sixth century its bishop has bome the title

ot ecumenical patriarch. Tbe patriarchal dignity ot Jeru-

salem was not recognized till the Council of Chalcedon.

Constantinople, Alexandria, Antioch, and Jerusalem still

remain the tour great patriarchates ot the orthodox East-

em Church. In 1582 Moscow was made a patriarchate,

ranking next after these, but since 1721 the place of patri-

arch of Moscow has been represented by the Holy Govem-
ing Synod. Besides the orthodox Oriental patriarchs, there

are others, representing the Armenian, Jacobitei, Coptic,

and other Oriental churches, and also Latin or Roman
Catholic titular patriarchs of the same sees. In the Ro-
man Catholic Church the Pope is regarded as having in

his papal capacity a rank superior to his rank as patriarch,

and the cardinals also take precedence ot patriarchs.

There are also three minor patriarchs in the Roman Cath-

olic Church—of the Indies, of Ijsbon, and ot Venice. The
title ot patriarch seems to have first come into use in the

Christian church in imitation of a similar HUe given to

the head of a Jewish patria, or group of conunnmUes.
In general usage it was appuently first given, without

definite limitation, to senior bishops or bishops ot special

eminence. The bishops ot the great patriarchal sees were
at first called archbishops (in the older sense of that title).

From the fourth century the title ot patriarch came to be

patriarcMcal

commonly applied to the bishops of the patiiarchal sees.

and is so used in imperial laws of the sixth century. It
was not, however, till the ninth century tliat it became
strictly limited to these. Exarchs, metropolitans, and arch-
bishops rank next after patriarchs. See eatholicos.

The Primate of all England was also Patriarch of all the
BriHsh islands. E. A. Freeman, Somian Conquest, V. 15S.

In correctness of speech, we are assured by Theodore
Balsamon, the Patriarch of Antioch is the only Prelate
who has a claim to that title— the proper appellation of
the Bishops of Bome and Alexandria being R>pe ; of Con-
stantinople and Jerusalem, Archbishop.

J. M. Neale, Eastern Church, L 12«.

4. One of the highest dignitaries in the Mor-
mon Church, who pronounces the blessing of
the church. Also called evangelist.— 5. A ven-
erable old man; hence, figuratively, any object
of patriarchal or venerable aspect.

The monarch oak, the patriarch ot the trees.
Shoots rising up, and spreads by slow degrees.

Dryden, Pid. and Arc., iiL 1058.

He took his place once more on the bench at the inn
door, and was reverenced as one of the patriarchs of the
village. Ircing, Sketch-Book, p. 64.

Umbo of the patrlardis. See limbo.

patriarchal (pa'tri-ar-kal), a. [= P. patri-
arcal = Sp. patriarcal = !Pg. patriarchal = It.

patriarcale, < NL. *patriarchalis, < LL. patri-
arcfta, patriarch: see patriarch.] 1. Of or per-
taining to .a patriarch : as, patriarchal power or
jurisdiction.

As Rome was the mother citie of the world, so, by hu-
mane institution, we suffered ourselves to be ranged under
patriarchaU authority, as being the most famous in the
West. Bp. HaU, ApoL against the Brownists, xxiiL

2. Subject to a patriarch: as, a patriarchal
church.

Mosul is in same for Cloth of Gold, and Silke, for fertil-

itie, and for the PatriarchaU Sea of the JJestorian Chris-

tians. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 77.

3. Pertaining to or of the nature of a patri-

archy.

The Patriarchal theory of society is, as I have said, the
theory of its origin in separate families, held together by
the authority and protection of the eldest valid male as-

cen^mt. Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 196.

4. Besembling or characteristic of a patriarch

;

venerable.

The sire tnms o'er wi* patriarchal grace
The big ha'-bible, ance liis father's pride.

Bums, Cottar's Saturday Night
Also patriarchic.

Patriarchal cross. See cnwsi.—Fatriarclial dispen-
sation, the period preceding the Mosaic dispensation,

during which each patriarchal head of a fami^ was the
priest of his own household.

patriarclialism (pa'tri-ar-kal-izm), 11. [< 2m-
triarchal + -ism.] That political condition or

organization in which the chief authority of

each tribe or family resides in a patriarch
; pa-

triarchy.

There are unquestionably many assemblages of savage
men so devoid of some of the characteristic features of

Patriarchaliem that it seems a gratuitons hypothesis to

assume that they had passed through it.

Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 204.

patriarchally (pa'tri-ar-kal-i), adv. In the man-
ner of a patriarch; in accordance with patri-

archalism.
patriarchate (pa'tri^tvkat), n. [^ P. patriar-

cat = Sp. patriarcado = Pg. patiiarchado = It.

patriarcato, < ML. patriarchatus, the condition
of a patriarch, < LL. patriarcha, patriarch : see

patriarch.] 1 . The office, dignity, or status of

a patriarch ; also, the period of office of a pa-
triarch.

Is not the Chiefe of them accns'd out of his owne Booke
and his late Canons to affect a certaine unquestionable Pa-
triarchat, independent and unsubordinate to the Crowne?

MUton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

Produs, bishop of Cyzicom, perhaps an unsuccessful
rival of Kestorius for the patriarchate,

Schaff, Hist. Christ. Church, HL § 137.

2. The residence of a patriarch.—3. The com-
munity or province under the jurisdiction of a
patriarch.

In its earliest times, the Eastern Communion contained
but two Patriarchates, Alexandria and Antioch.

J. M. Xeale, Eastern Church, L 2L

4. A patriarchy or patriarchal community.

They thought of nothing but to have great families.

that their own relations might swell up to & patriarchate.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 183S), 1. 705.

patriarchdomf ^a'tri-ark-dum), n. [< patri-

arch + -dam.] "tbe jurisdiction or dominion of
a patriarch. Milton, Reformation in Eng., i.

patriarchic (pa-tri-ar'kik), a. [<.JJL.pairiarchi-

cus, < Gr. KOTpiapxitii, pertaining to a patriarch

,

< iza-piapxnc, a patriarch : seepotriarcfc.] Same
as patriarchal.

patriarchicaU (pa-tri-ar'M-kal), a. [< patri-

archic + -al.] Same as patriarchal.
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patriarchism (pa'tri-ar-kizm), n. l< patriarch
+ -ism.} Government by a patriarch or the
head of a family, who is both ruler and priest.

patriarchsMp (pa'tri-ark-ship), n. [< patri-
arch + -ship.} The office of a patriarch.

patriarchy (pa'tri-ar-ki),^. [= F. patriarchie
= It. patriarchia, < Gr. irarpiapxia, a patriarch-
ate, < narpidpxvc, a patriarch: see patriarch.']

1 . A community or aggregation of related fam-
ilies under the authority and rule of a patriarch
or the eldest valid male ascendant.— 2. A sys-
tem of government by patriarchs.—3. The com-
munity or ecclesiastical province under the
jurisdiction of a patriarch.

patricht, «• AMiddle English form otpartridge.
patrician^ (pa-trish'an), a. and n. [Formerly
also patritiaii; < F. patricien, < ML. as if *pa-
tridanus, < li. patricius (> It. Sp. Fg. patrieio),
rarely also patritius, of the v&nk or ^gnity of
thepatres, < pater, father, pi. patres, the sena-
tors or nobles, 'the fathers': see patres con-
scripti a,Tii father.'] I. a. Belonging to or com-
posed of the patres or fathers (tiie title of the
senators of ancient Rome); hence, of noble
birth ; noble ; senatorial ; not plebeian : as, pa^
trician families

;
patrician influence.

II. ». 1. In ancient Rome, a descendant or
reputed descendant ofone of the originalcitizen
families ; hence, in general, a person of noble
birth.

There hath been in Kome strange insurrections ; the
people against the senators, patricians, and nobles.

Shak., Cor., iv. 3. 16.

The plebs, like the Bnglish commons, contained families
difiering widely in rank and social position, among them
those families which, as soon as an artificial barrier broke
down, joined with the patricians to form the new nobility.

Eruye. Brit., XVII. 626.

2. Under the later Roman empire, a title or dig-

nity conferred by the emperor, often upon per-
sons of plebeian blood, or even upon foreigners.
It was frequently given to propitiate the good will of a
powerful chief. The title was conferred by Pope Stephen
on Pepin the Short, and was assumed by certain rulers, as
Charlemagne.

Some worthy Duke or Pa(ri(«i7i of Venice . . . hadbeene
some benefactor to the Towne. Coryat, Crudities, I. 162.

No kings of Angles or Saxons ruled by an Imperial com-
mission ; none bore the title of Consul or Patrician of the
ancient Commonwealth.

E. A. Freeman, Norm. Conq., V. 229.

3. A member of an influential class in certain
German and Swiss cities in the middle ages.—4.

One who is familiar with the works of the early
fathers of the Christian church. Coleridge.

[Rare.]

Patrician^ (pa-trish'an), n. [< Patricius (see

def.) + -an.] A member of a Christian body,
probably of the fifth century, followers of one
Patricius, who held dualistic doctrines.

patridanhood (pa-trish'an-hud), n. [< patri-

cian^ + -hood.] 1. The quality or character of

a patrician ; nobility of birth.

In Virginia, with its headquarters at Richmond, there
was a good deal of anceatTal pairidanfutod.

Arch. Forbes, Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 142.

2. Patricians collectively; the nobility; the
body of those claiming honor from their de-

scent. [Rare in both uses.]

patricianism (pa-trish'au-izm), n. l< patri-

cian^ + -ism.] Claim to honor and preference

on the score of noble descent ; the doctrine of

inequality of birth.

Simple manhood is to have a chance to play his stake

against Fortune with honest dice, uncogged by those
three hoary sharpers. Prerogative, Patridamiem, and
Priestcraft. Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 230.

patriciate (pa-trish'i-at), n. [< L. patriciatus,

the rank or dignity of a patrician, <jja*riciMS, a
patrician: see patrieiant.] 1. The dignity or

position of a patrician, in any sense of that

word.
The nobility of office and what I may perhaps call the

nobility of elder settlement, such as that of the Soman
patriciate, are only two ways out of many in which certain

families have risen to hereditary preeminence over their

fellows. E. A. Freeman, Amer. Leots., p. 309.

2. Patricians collectively ; the patrician order

;

the aristocracy.

While the privileges of the oldpofriciote rested on law, or

perhaps rather on immemorial custom, the privileges of

the new nobility rested wholly on a sentiment of which
men could remember the beginning.

Eneye. Brit., XVII. 526.

3. The period during which the holder enjoyed

the dignity of patrician.

We hold that this was the villa near Salena where the

deposed Emperor Nepos was slain, during the patriciate

of Odoacer. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 146.

patricidal (pat'ri-si-dal), a. {(.patricide + -al.]

Relating to patricide ;
parricidal. Imp. Diet.
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patricide^ (pat'ri-sid), n. [= Sp. It. patridda,
< L. as if *patricida (tlxe supposed orig. form of
parridda, a parricide : see parrimdsi), < pater
(pair-), father, + -cida, < ceedere, kill.] A mur-
derer of his father. Imp. Diet.

patricide^ (pat'ri-sid), ». [= Sp. It. patrieidio,

< L. as if *patriddium (the supposed orig. form
ot parricidium, parricide: see parricide^, i pa-
ter (patr-), father, + -cidium, < cxdere, kill.]

The murder of a father. Imp. Diet.

Patrick (pat'rik), n. A dialectal variant oipar-
tridge.

patricot (pat'ri-ko), n. [Thieves' slang.] A
hedge-priest or orator among gipsies and beg-
gars. Also patercove.

Aim. A supercilious rogue ! he looks as if

He were the patrico
Mad. Or archpriest of Canters.

B. Jorusan, Staple of News, iv. 1.

A Patrico amongst Beggars is their priest, euery hedge
beeing his parish, euery wandring harlot and rogue his
parishioners. Dekker, Belman ofLondon (ed. 1608), sig. C. 3.

patrimonial (pat-ri-mo'ni-al), a. [= P. patri-

monial= Sp. Pg. patrimonial= It.patrimoniale,

< L. patrimonialis, pertaining to a patrimony,
< patrimoniv/m, patrimony: see patrimony.]
Pertaining to a patrimony ; inherited from an
ancestor or ancestors: as, stpatrimomal estate.

He that saw
His patrirftmiiaX timber cast its leaf

Sells the last scantling, and transfers the price
To some shrewd sharper, ere it buds again.

Cmcper, Task, ilL 752.

Patrimonial or hereditaryjurisdiction, that jurisdic-

tion which a person exercises over others by right of in-

heritance, or as owner of an estate.

patrimonially (pat-ri-mo'ni-al-i), adv. By way
of patrimony ; hj inheritance.

patrimony (pat'ri-mo-ni), n. [= F. patrimoine
= Sp. Pg. It. patrirhonio, < L. patrimonmm, a
paternal estate or inheritance, ipater (patr-) =
E. father: see father.] 1. A right or an estate
inherited from one's ancestors

;
property fall-

ing to a person on the death of his father;
heritage.

I pray you stand, good father, to me now;
Give me Bianca for my patri/numy.

Shak., T. of the S., iv. 4. 22.

A gem but worth a private patrinumy
Is nothing ; we will eat such at a meal.

B. Jomtm, Volpone, iii. 6.

A patrimomy which neither kings nor potentates can
bequeath to their offspring.

D. Webster, Speech at Concord, Sept. 30, 1834.

2. A church estate orrevenue; the endowment
of a church or religious house.

patriot (pa'tri-ot or pat'ri-ot), n. and a. [< F.
patriote = Sp. Pg. patriota = It. patriotto ^T).
G. Sw. Dan. patriot, one who loves his country,
< ML. patriota, < Gr. iraTpt^TTjg, a feUow-ooun-
tryman, < irarpid, a race (cf . irdrpiog, from the
forefathers, hereditary), < ttot^p = L. pater =
E. father : see father.] I. n. A person who
loves his country, and zealously supports and
defends it and its interests.

There are times and seasons when the best patriots are
willing to withdraw their hands from the commonwealth,
as Phocion in his latter days was observed to decline the
management ot affairs. Dryden, King Arthur, Ded.

Such is the patriot's boast, where'er we roam.
His first, best country ever is at home.

Qoldamtth, Traveller, L 73.

II. a. Patriotic ; devoted to the welfare of
one's country : as, patriot zeal.

Ah, let not Britons doubt their social aim.
Whose ardent bosoms catch this ancient fire I

Cold interest melts before the vivid flame,
knApatriot ardours but with life expire

!

Shenstone, Elegies, ii.

To shake thy senate, and from heights sublime
Of patriot eloquence to flash down fire

Upon thy foes, was never meant my task.

Cowper, Task, ii. 217.

patriotic (pa-tri- or pat-ri-ot'ik), a. [= F. pa-
triotique = Sp. patridtico = Pg. patriotico =
It. ^dinottico, patriotic, < WL. patriotieus, < Gr.
waTptoTiKdc, pertaining to descent or race, or
to a fellow-countryman, < irarpi&Tiic, a fellow-

countryman: see patriot.] 1. Pull of patriot-

ism; actuated by the love of country.— 2. In-

spired by the love of one's country; directed

to the public safety and welfare.

Thou ! who pour'd the patriotic tide

That stream d through Wallace's undaunted heart,

Who dared to nobly stem tyrannic pride.

Or nobly die, the second glorious part.

Bums, Cottar's Saturday Night.

patriotical (pa-tri- or pat-ri-ot'i-kal), a. [< pa-
triotic + -al.] Same as patriotic.

_
[Rare.]

patriotically (pa-tri- or pat-ri-ot'i-kal-i), adv.

In a patriotic manner.

patrol

patriotism (pa'tri- or pat'ri-ot-izm), n. [< p.
patriotisme = Sp. Pg. patriotismo = It. patriot-

tismo = D. a. patrioUsmv^ = Sw. patriotism =
l)a,n. patriotisme ; a,s patriot + ^sm.] 1. Love
of one's country; the passion which moves a
person to serve his country, either in defending
it from invasion or in protecting its rights and
maintaining its laws and institutions.

Being loud and vehement, either against a court or for

a court, is no proof of patriotom. . . . Where the heart is

right, there is true patriotism.

JBp. Berkeley, Maxims, Nos. 2 and 32.

All civic virtues, all the heroism and self-sacrlflce of

patriotism, spring ultimately from the habit men acquire

of regarding their nation as a great organic whole, identi-

fying themselves with its fortunes in the past as in the
present, and looking forward anxiously to its future des-

tinies. Leeky, Eng. in 18th Cent., U,

2. Love of country embodied or personified;

patriots collectively.

Aristocratlsm rolls in its carriage, while Patriotism, can-

not trail its cannon. Carlyle.

Fatripassian (pa-tri-pas'i-an), n. [< LL.^otn-
passiamts (see def.), < L. pater (pair-), father,

+ paU, pp. passus, suffer, endure : see patient,

passion.] A Monarchian who denied the dis-

tinction of three persons in one God, and held

that there is only one divine Person, who in his

eternal nature was termed the Father, but in

his incarnation the Son, and who suffered in
the passion as the Son. The term is said to oc-

cur first in literature in a treatise of Tertul-

lian, about A. d. 200. Compare Sdbellian.

Patripassianism (pa-tri-pas'i-an-izm), n. [<

Fatripassian + -ism.] The doctrines peculiar

to the Patripassians.

patrist (pa'trist), n. [< li. pater (patr-), father,

+ 4st.] One who is versed in the lives or

works of the fathers of the Christian church.

patristic (pa-tris'tik), a. [< F . patrisUque ; as

patrist + -ic] Of or pertaining to the fathers

of the Christian church : as, patristic theology

;

patristic writings.

patristical (pa-tris'ti-kal), a. [< patristic +
-al.] Same as patristic'.

patristically (pa-tris'ti-kal-i), adv. In a pa^
tristio manner; after the manner of the Chris-

tian fathers,

patristicism (pa-tris'ti-sizm), n. [< patristic

+ -ism.] The doctrines or mode of thought of

the fathers of the church; patristic thought or

literature.

Patristicism, or the science of the fathers, was thus es-

sentially founded on the principle that the Scriptures con-
tain all knowledge permitted to man.
J. W. Draper, Hist. IntellectualBevelopment of Europe, x.

patristics (pa-tris'tiks), n. [PI. of patristic:

see -ics.] Tliat department of study which is

occupied with the doctrines and writings of the
fathers of the Christian church. Also called
patrology.

patrizatet, v. i. [< LL. patrizatvs, pp. of pa-
trizare, patrissare, imitate one's father, < L.
pater, father: see father.] To imitate one's
father.

In testimony of his true affection to the dead father in
his living son, this gentleman [Waterbouse] is thought to
have penned that most judicious and elegant Epistle, and
presented it to the young Earl [Essex], conjuring him by
the cogent arguments of example and rule to patrvsate.

FvUer, WorOiies, Hertfordshire, U. 46.

patrocinatef (pa-tros'i-nat), v, t. [< li.patro-
dnatusjvp- oi patrocinari (> It. patrodnare =
Pg. Sp. Pr. patrocinar=: F. patrodner), protect,
defend, support, < patrodnium, protection, de-
fense, patronage : see patrociny.] To patron-
ize; countenance.
Unless faith be kept within its own latitude, and not

called out tojpatroaTzate every less necessary opinion, . . .

there is no way in the world to satisfy unlearned persons
in the choice of their religion.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 299.

patrocinationf (pa-tros-i-na'shon), m. [< L. as
if *patrodnatio(n-), < patrodndri, protect : see
patrodnate.] Countenance; support; patron-
age.

Those shameless libels, those patrodTuUions of treason.
Bp. HaU, St. Paul's Combat^ L

patrocinyt (pa-tros'i-ni), »t. [= Sp. Pg. It.

patrodnio, < h.patrodnittm, protection, patron-
age, < patronus, a protector, a patron: see j>a-

tron.] Patrocination.

'Tis a vain religion which gXympatrodny to wickedness.
Waterhouse, Apology (1663i p. 240.

patrol (pa-trol'), V.
;
pret. andpp.^o*roited!, ppr.

patrolling. [= D. patrouilleren = G. patroul-
liren = Sw. patrullera = Dan. patroUere, <
P. patrouiller = Sp. patrullar = Pg. patrul-
har = It. pattugliare, patrol; the same word



patrol

as F. patrouiUer, paddle or dabble in the wa-
ter, paw, paw aboat, OP. patrouUler, also
without the unorig. medial r, paUmiller, jpo-

toiller, F. dial. patoiUer, patrouiUer (also with
diff. term., patoguer, patrouquer, patriquer, pa-
touger), paddle or dabble in water, begrime, be-
smear, = Sp. patnUar, paddle or wade through
mud (whence appar. in camp use the exten-
sion of the word to 'patrol' in general); with
a dim. term. F. -ouilt^er, etc., of freq. force, <
OP. pate, patte, P. patte (= Sp. Pg. paid), lie
paw or foot of a beast or bird, in vulgar use
also the hand of a x>er80% etc. Cf. Gt.patsehe,

an instrument for striking, the hand, also a
puddle, -miiejpatsch-fuss, a webfoot, web-footed
bird, patsehen, stnke, tap, dabble, waddle,
splash, dial, patzen, strike, pat (but prob. not
related to E. pat: see paP-). The D. poot
= MIiG. LG. jpofe = Gr. pfote = Dan. pote,

paw, belongs with E. paw: s6epaw\ It is un-
certain whether the verb or the noon precedes
in £. use: see the noun.] I. intrans. 1. To
go the rounds in a camp or garrison; march
about in order to cheek disoiSer or irregular-

ities, as a guard.

These oat-gnards of the mind are sent abroad.
And stlU juAro^irt^ beat the neighbouring road.

Sir R, Blaekmore, Creation, vi

2. To go the rounds in a city, as a body of po-
lice.

IL trans. To perambulate or traverse in all

directions, as a patrol inacamp, garrison, town,
h^bor, etc., for the purpose of watching, guard-
ing, or protecting ; go over or through in all di-

rections as a patrolman.
'

The chief part of the stories, however, tnined upon the
favorite spectre of Sleepy Hollow, the headless horseman,
who had been heard several times of late patroUing the
country. Irving^ Sketch-Book, p. 443.

This intervening country was pairoUed by squadrons of
cavalry for the purpose of intercepting their progress.

Prtseottj Ferd. and Isa., L 3.

patrol (p»-tr61'), n. [Formerly also^oirote/

=

D. patroelje = G. patroUe= Sw.painiU = Dan.
patrol, < OF. patrouille,patouiUe, F. patrouiUe
= Sp.patruUa= Pg. patrvJha = It.pattuglia, a
paixol: a^Qpatrol, vS\ 1. Awalking or march-
ing round, as in a camp, garrison, town, or other
place, in order to watch and protect it.

Andthe sheriffs, mounted '
' alia capparison^e,"with their

blue coat attendance, rode the petromUe [read patrotalU]
about the city Almost all night, and no one attempted to

maike a bonfire. North, Examen, p. 680.

2. The guardorpersonswhothusgo the rounds;
specifically, a police constable whose duty it

is to perambulate a "beat" or district for a
certain number of hours, for the protection
of life and property, and the preservation of
the peace; also, such constables collectively.

—Elank patrols. See jumki.—Horae-patroL Same
aa mounted patrvL—Mounted patrol, an armedman or a
body of armed men performing patrol dutyon horseback.

patiollotisia (pf-trol'ot-izm), n. [< F.patrouil-
lotisme, < patrotiiUe, patrol, + dim. -ot + -isme,

E. -isJB.] A system of military police or patrol.
[Bare.]

The caricatorist promulgates his emblematic tablatnre

:

Le PatrouHlotisme chaasant le Fatriotisme, Patriotism
driven outby PatroiioKmi. Cnrlyl^ French Kev.,Lvii.l.

patrolman (pa-trol'man), n.; pi. patrolmen
(-men). 1. A member"of the police force of a
town or citywho patrols a certain "beat"; one
of the patrol; a policeman; specifically, in
some lai^e cities of the United States, a mem-
ber of the principal body of the police force
ranking below a roundsman.
The patrdman expressed a preference tor a promenade

with us. Harper's Mag., T.YXVm 627.

Hence—2. One who goes over a certain course
examining something, as the condition of an
electric circuit.

The chief lineman should have under his care all pole
lines and outside construction of all kinds. . . . He should
also have charge of the carbon-setters and axc-pairoimea.

Eleetrie Rev. (Amer.), XVX 16.

patrology (pa-trol'o-ji), n. Same as patristics.

patron CpS'tron or pat'rgn), n. and a. [< ME.
patron, patroim, a patron, defender, also a pat-
tern (see pattern), < OP. patron, P. patron, a
patron, protector, master, captain, skipper, etc.,

also a pattern, model, = Sp. patrono, patron, a
patron, .sdso a pattern, = Pg. patrono = It. pa-
trono, padrone, a patron, master, etc. (see pa-
drone), = D. patroon = Gr. patrone = Sw. Dan.
patron, a patron, < Jj.patronus, a protector, pa-

tron (of individuals, or of cities or provinces),

also a defender in a court of law, an advocate,

pleader, etc., in ML. an example, also a pattern,

model, < pater (pair-), father: see father. Cf.
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patroon, padrone, and pattern, doublets of pa-
tron.'] I. n. 1. One who holds a relation of su-
periority and service analogous to that of a
father; hence, a protector.

I shall be brief and plain. An what n^ father,
This country's patron, hath disconra'd is true.

Beau, and Ft., I^aws of Candy, L 2.

Specifically— (a) Among the Romans, a master who had
freed liis slav^ or a fatherwho had emancipated his child,
and retained some rights over him after his emancipa-
tion—those who succeeded to the master or father, as Uie
case might be, usually becoming the patrons in his place,
(6) A Roman of distinction under whose protection an-
other, caUed the client, placed liimselt

It is the client's duty
To wait upon his patron.
Fletcher (and Massingerl), Lovers' Progress, v. 1.

(c) In Gr. aniiq., an advocate or pleader ; a guardian ; an
official or legal intermediary.

At Athens . . . domiciled strangers— metceci—were
subject to a small stranger's tax, bad heavier pecuniary
burdens tlian the native citizen, were required to serve in
the armyand navy, and needed a patron forthe transaction
of legal business. JToofaey, Introd. to Inter. Law, § 63.

2. One who protects, countenances, supports,
or encourages a person or a work; an encour-
ager, protector, or favorer: as, stpatron of the
fine arts.

He is the pyes pairoun and pnttoth it in hire ere.
That there the thome Is tliikkest to buylden and brede.

Piers Ploumian (BX xii. 227.

Books such as are worthy the name of books ought to
have no patrons but truth and reason.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, L 36.

Hugh was a patron of learned men, and a founder of
monasteriea Stuibs, Medieval and Modem Hist, p. 180.

3. A special guardian or protector; a saint
whose special care is invoked, and who is re-
garded as a special guardian: as, St. Crispin,
the patron (or patron saint) of shoemakers.

St. Nicholas was deemed the patron of children in gen-
eral, butmuchmore particularly of all schoolboys, amongst
whom the 6th of December (the sainfs festival) used to be
a very great holy day, for more than one reason.

Boek, Church of our Fathers, m. it 215.

4. Eccles., one who has the right to present a
clergyman to an ecclesiastical living, or to other
preferment ; the person who has the gift and
disposition of a benefice. See patronage, 3.

In 1253, however, he [Innocent lY.] recognised in the
fullest way the rights of patrons, and undertook to abstain
from all usurped provisions. Stubbs, Const. Hist, § 384.

5. A master; a host or landlord.

Half-a-dozen little boys carried it to the inn, where I
had to explain to thepairon, in my best Spanish, that we
wanted a carriage to go to the baths.

Lady Brasaey, Voyage of Stinbeam, L x.

6t. The master or captain of a galley or other
vessel; the of&eer in command of a Snp.
A good new shippe whiche mad never Jomey a fore of

viij tunne. The name of the Patrone was callyd Thomas
Dodo. Torkington, Diarie of £ng. Travell, p. 15.

The . . . great master sent one of his galliasses, whose
patron was called messire Boniface.

Hakluyes Voyages, XL 76.

7t. A cartridge-case, a small cylinder of lea-

ther, wood, or metal: same as bandoleer, 3; by
extension, a larger case for holding several

cartridges. Gat. Spec. Ex. S. K., 1862, No. 4732.
— 8t. A pattern; a model; an example. See
pattern.

Trewly she
Was her cheefpa&vn of beante.

Clutueer, Death of Blanche, L 910.

Ther wasse dewly proved iij. quarteris of brod clothe
couvayed in peces, as hit apereth by patrons of blacke
paper in our Comen Kofer of record.

English Gads (E. E. T. S.X p. 321.

Patrons ofHnsbandry, an association ot American agri-

colturists, commonly known as Granger*. See grange, i.

n. a. (Jhosen as patron; supposed to act as
patron; tutelary: as, a po<ron saint.

patron (pa'tron or pat'ron), v.t. [< patrort, «.]

To treat, conduct, or manage as a patron; pa-
tronize.

A good cause needs not to bejwtron'd by passion.

Sir T. Browne, Aeligio Hedici, L 5.

Skinner, ... an undistinguished person of Oxford, pa-
(roned by Dorset. £. IT. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng.,xvii.

patronage (pat'ron-aj or pa'tron-aj), n. [< F.
patronage = Pg.~paironage = It. patronaggio,

patronage, < Ti&i. patronatieum, homage or ser-

vice due to a patron, < L. patromis, a patron:

see patron.] 1. The position of or the aid af-

for&d by a patron ; the countenance or sup-

port of a patron or of patrons: often used in

the sense of countenance or favor shownin
a patronizing or supercUionsly condescending
way.

If there was a little savor of patronage in the generous
hospitality she exercised among her simple neighlioi^, it

was never regarded as more than a natural emphasis of

her undoubted claims to precedence.
Josiah Qmncy, Figures of the Past, p. 61.

patronizer

When Addison began his reign . . . his palacewas But-
ton's, opposite Will's. Button bad been a servant in the
Countess of Warwick's famUy, who under the patronage
of Addison kept a coffee house on the south side of Kus-
sel-Staeet Thackeray, English Humourists, p. 190.

2. Guardianship, as of a saint.

Among the Soman Catholicks every vessel is recom-
mended to the patronage of some particular saint.

Addison.

3. The right of presentation to a church or ec-
clesiastical benefice. Ecclesiastical patronage is re-
stricted to endowed and established churches. It was
abolished in the Church of Scotland m 1874, but still pre-
vails almost universally in the Church of England.
Let me add, the contiguity of five or six Manners, the

patronage of the livings about it, and, what is none of the
least advantages, a good neighborhood.

Evelyn, Diary (1623X p. 7.

4. The control of appointments to positions iu
the public service ; also, the oflSces so controlled.
He [the President of the United States] has . . . the ex-

clusive control of the administration of the government^
with_the vast patroTio^ and influence appertaining to the
distribution of its honors and emoluments : a patronage
so great as to make the election of the President the rally-
ing point of the two great parties that divide the countiy.

John C. Calhoun, Works, I. 220.

The senators of each Stato divided their patrmiage to
suit themselves, fulfilling the pledges of the last Section
and bribing voters for the next. ilT. X iter., CXLEL 577.

Arms of patronage, in her. , arms added by governors of
provinces, lords of the manor, patrons of benefices, etc,
to their family arms, as a token of superiority, right, or
jurisdiction.

patronaget (pat'rgn-aj or pa'trgu-aj), i'. t. [<
patronage, nT] To patronize or support ; main-
tain ; make good.

Win. And am not I a prelate of the church ?

Glou. Yes, as an ouUaw in a castle keeps
And useth it to patronage his theft.

Shdk., 1 Hen. VI., iiL 1. 48.

patronal (pa'tron-al or pat'ron-al), a. [< LL.
patronalis, pertaining to a patron, < L. patro-
nus, a patron : see patron.] Acting the part of
a patron; protecting; favoring. [Rare.]

Their penates and patronal gods might be called forth
by charms. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

patronate (pa'tron-at or pat'ron-at), n. [= F.
patronat = Sp. patronato, patronazgo = Pg.
patronado, patronato,patronao = It. patronato
= D. patronaat = G. Sw. Dan. patronat, < LL.
patronatus, the quality or condition of a pa-
tron, patronship, < L. patronvs, a patron, a pro-
tector: see patron.] The right or dufy of a
patron. Westminster Sev. [Bare.]
patroness (pa'tron-es or pat'ron-es), n. [< ME.
patrones, patroriyse, < OF.patfonesse, P. patron-
nesse, < ML. patrovissa, a female patron, fem.
of L. ^ofronus, patron : see patron.] A female
patron.

Mistress Wilkinson was " a godly matron and , . sin-
gularpatro7ifi«s to the good saints df God and learned bish-
ops."
Foxe, quoted in J. Bradford's Letters (Parker Soc 1853),

[IL 39.

She . . . was ever their sure refuge and support^ their
kind and merciful patroness and friend.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. vL

patronization (pa'tron- or pat'rgn-i-za'shon),
n. [K patronize + -dtion.] The act of patron-
izing; patronage. Also spelled j)a<ron>sa<>on.
[Rare.]

patronize (pa'trgn-iz or pat'rgn-iz), v. t.; pret.
and -pp. patronized, -pyr. patronizing. [<P. j>o-

troniser, be a patron; as patron + -ize.] 1.

To act as patron toward
;
give support or coun-

tenance to; favor; assist: as, to patronize an
undertaking; to patronize an opinion.

The great Addison b^an topatronize the notion.
Stmie, Tristram Shandy, i. 21.

Patronizvng a ready-made clothing establishment, he
had exchanged bisvelvet doublet and sable cloak, withthe
richly-worked band under his chin, for a white collar and
cravat, coat, vest, and pantaloons.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, viii.

2. To assume tiie air of a patron toward; no-
tice in a superciliously condescending way.
Spruce . . . had a weakness for the aristocracy, who,

knowing his graceful infirmity, patronized him with con-
descending dexterity.

'

JHsraeU, Sybil, L 2.

And patronizes the learned author in a book-notice.
The Century, XXVJ. 285.

3. To ascribe to a person as patron or the re-

sponsible party. [Bare.]

For all the king's royal bountyamongstthem, mentioned
in my former, theypotnnuZHi upon the queen debts to the
amount of above £19,00a

Court and Times of Charles I., 1. 138.

Also spelledjpafrontse.

patronizer (pa'tron- or pat'ron-i-zer), n. One
who patronizes; one who supports, counte-
nances, or favors; a patron. Also spelledjmi-
troniser.



patronizer

Phyodexias, that vain-glorious potroniserol dissensions
and erroneous doctrines.

P. Skelton, Deism Revealed, viil.

patronizing (pa'tron- or pat'ron-i-zing), p. a.
Betokening the oon'ilescension of a patron ; con-
descendingly or superciliously favorable : as, a
patronizing smile. Also st^qW&A patronising.

patronizingly (pa'tron- or pafron-i-zing-U),
adv. With the condescension or "air of a pa-
tron; condescendingly. Also spelledjjaironis-
ingl/y.

patronless (pa'tron- or pat'ron-les), a. [< pa-
tron + -less.2 Destitute of a'patron.

The Arts and Sciences must not he lett patronteas.
Shaftesbury, Advice to an Author, iL § 1.

patrononiatology(pat-ro-nom-a-tol'o-ji), re. [<
Gr. variip (Trarp-), father, + &o/ia(f-), name,
+ -TMyla, < l^uv, speak: see -ology. Cf . onoma-
tology. ] Thebranch of studywhich is concerned
with personal names and their origins.

patronymic (pat-ro-nim'ik), a. and re. [= P.
patronymigue = Sp. patronimico = Pg. It. pa-
tronimico, < Tih. patronymicus, < Gr. iraTpavo/u-
k6;, pertaining to one's father's name, < Trars^p

(jrarp-), father, + 6voftci, bwfia, a name. Cf. met-
ronymic.'] I, a. Derived from or constituting
the name of a father or ancestor.

II. n. A name derived from that of parents
or ancestors: as, Iodides, the son of 'Tydeus;
Pelides, the son of Peleus; MtzioilUanijthe son
of William: WUUamson, the son of William;
Pavlovitch, the son of Paul ; Macdonald, the son
of Donald; in general use, a family name; a
surname. The usual Anglo-Saxon patronymic
ending was -ing (see -dng^).

We miss the austere repuhlican simplicitywhich thought
the ordinary citizen sufficiently commemorated afterdeath
by the bare record of his name, patronymic, and deme on
his tombstone. C. T. Newton, Art and Archseol., p. 204.

patronymical (pat-ro-nim'i-kal), a. l< patro-
nymic + -al.'] Same as patronymic.
patroon (pa-tr6n'), re. [< D. patroon, a protec-
tor, patron; seejpa«rore.] One who received a
^ant of a certain tract of land and manorial
privileges, with the right to entail, under the
old Dutch governments of New York and New
Jersey. The privileges of the patroons were finally ex-
tinguished about 1860, as a result of the efforts of the
Antirent party.

He that within four years would plant a colony of fifty

souls became lord of the manor, ov patroon.
Baneroft, Hist. V. S., II. 281.

Patroon^ were originally members of the West India
Company, and, on certain conditions as to colonizing, en-
joyed semi-fendal rights over their purchased territory.

The NaMon, Jan. 8, 1886.

patroonsMp (pa-trOn'ship), n. [< patroon +
ship.l The privileges or position of a pa-
troon.

The good Oloffe indulged in magnificent dreams of for-
eign conquest and great jjafroonaAips in the wilderness.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 143.

Pattalorhynchian, n. Same as Passalorliyn-

chite.

patte (pat), re. [P., a paw, foot, flap: see^a-
trol.l 1. In costume, a narrow band of stuff

applied to a garment, whether for utility, as
when it retains in place a belt or sash, or for
mere decoration. Pattes are sometimes used
to set off a rich application of any sort, as a
jewel.— 3. A small strap or band used in tail-

oring and dressmaking for holding together
two parts of a garment which just meet and do
not overlap. The patte may have a button at

each end, or a button and a buttonhole, etc.

patt6, patt6e (pa-ta'), a. [Also pat4e, patty;
< OP. patte,

broad - pawed,
broad - footed,
in her. pattSe,

< patte, paw:
see patte.\ In
her., spreading
toward the ex-
tremity; in the
case of a cross, having each of its arms spread-
ing or dovetail-shaped. AlBoform^,formy. See
also cut under cross^.

A cross mt^e is a cross small at the centre and widening
towards the extremes.

Booke of Precedence (E. B. T. S., extra ser.), L 118.

pattemar (pat'e-mar), re. See patamar.
patten^t, re. An obsolete form of ^aterel.

patten^ (pat'en), re. [Pormerly also^jaWire, pat-
Une,paten; earlymod. B.pai^re, < ME. paten, <

OF.patin, a clog, footstall of a pillar (P. patin,

a clog, a skate), (.pate, F. patte, a paw, foot : see

patte, paw^.'] 1. In hmlding: (av The base of

a column or pillar,

dation of a wall.

Fonn of Patten, used about

Cross pAtti litch^.
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(6) The sole for the foun-
(ct) The sUl in a timber-
framing. Also written
patand, paUn.— 2. A
shoe with a thick wooden
sole; a clog. From the be-
ginning of the eighteenth cen-
tury, a peculiar device was
used for the same purpose,
formed of an iron ring with
two or more uprights, sup-
porting a wooden sole which
was thus luted several inches"^'
above the ground. This ringed

gatten has been used in England until a recent time, but
as been little known in the United States.

Se, so she goth on patens faire and fete.

Court cfLove, 1. 1087.

She up with her pattens, and beat out their brains.
Farmer's Old Wife (Child's Ballads, VIII. 268).

You make no more haste now than a beggar upon pat-
tens. B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

The PaMen now supports each frugal Dame,
Which from the blue ey'd Patty ta^es the name.

Qay, Trivia, i. 281.

Women went clicldng along the pavement in pattern.
Dickens, David Copperfleld, Ix.

3. A stilt. [Prov. Eng.]
Artach are certeyne longe patentes of woodde of almost

syxe handfuls in length, whiche they make faste to theyr
fiete with latchettes, and therwith performe theyr iomeys
with great celeritie.

B. Eden, tr. of Sigismundus Liberu's (First Books on
[America, ed. Arber, p. 325).

To run on pattenst, to clatter : said of the tongue.

Stil hir tounge on pattens ran.
Though many blowes she caught;
Taming of a Shrew (Child's BsOlads, VIII. 185).

patten^ (pat'en), v. i. [i patten^, re.] To go on
pattens. Dickens, Bleak House, xxvii. [Eare.]
pattened (pat'end), a. [< patten^, re., + -ed!2.]

Wearing pattens or clogs.

Whereverthey went, some pattened girl stopped to cour-
tesy. Jane Austen, Northanger Abbey, xxiii.

patter^ (pat'fer), «. [Fieq.otpat^. Ct.pattle^,

paddle^.] I. intrans. 1. To make a quick suc-
cession of small sounds by striking against the
ground or any object : as, the pattering of rain-

drops on a roof.

Then— all at once the air was still.

And showers of hailstones pattered round.
Wordsworth, Poems of the Fancy, iii.

Only thro' the faded leaf

The chestnut pattering to the ground.
Tennyson, lu Memoriam, xi,

2. To move with quick steps, making a succes-
sion of small sounds ; hence, to make a succes-
sion of small sounds resembling those of short
quick steps or of falling rain or hailstones.

Pattering over the boards, my Annie who left me at two.
Patter she goes, my own little Annie, an Annie like you.

Tennyson, The Grandmother.

Only the pattering aspen
Made a sound of growing rain.

Lowell, Singing Leaves.

II. trams. To cause to strike or beat in drops

;

spatter. [Eare.]

And potior the water about the boat.

J. B. Drake, pulprit Fay, st. 19.

patter^ (pat'6r), re. [< patter'^, i).'] A quick
succession of small sounds : as, the patter of
rain or hail ; the patter of little feet.

patter^ (pat'6r), v. [< late WEi.patren, < *pater,

< OP. pater, short for ML. paternoster, P. pate-
ndtre, the Lord's Prayer ; in allusion to the low
indistinct repetition of this prayer in churches

:

sespaternoster. But prob. in part a particular
use of patter^ (ct. patter-song). '\ I. intrans. 1.

To repeat the Lord's Prayer; hence, generally,

to pray.

But when men are wealthy, & wel at their ease, while
our tung patteretk vpon our praiers a pace : good God, how
maiiy mad wales our minde wandereth the while

!

Sir T. More, Cumfort against Tribulation (1573), foL 44.

2. To talk ; especially, to talk glibly or rapidly,

as a cheap John in disposing of his wares.
[Slang.]

Your characters . . . make toomuch use of the gob-box;
theypater too much ; . . . there is nothing in whole pages
but mere chat and dialogue.

Scott, Bride of Lammermoor, L

0, yes ! I gives '"m a good history of what I has to sell;

patters, as you call it; a man that can't isn't fit for the
streets. Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 16.

The fishermen had gathered about a third, who sold
cheap and tawdry ornaments, but who could patter.

Harper's Mag., LXXVIL 951.

3. To repeat something again and again in a
rapid or mumbling way; mumble; mutter.

Ever he paired on theyr names taste.

That he had them in ordre at the laste.

How the Plowman lemed hit Paternoster (Hazlitt's Early
rPop. Poetry. I. 216).

pattern

II. trans. To repeat rapidly or often, espe-

cially in a hurried, mumbling way; repeat hur-
riedly and monotonously; mumble; mutter:
as, to patter prayers.

Thousands, while the priest pattereth St. John's gospel
in Latin over their heads, cross themselves with, I trow, a
legion of crosses.

Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Paiker Soc, I860), p. 61.

Fitz-Bustace, you with Lady Clare
May bid your beads, and patter prayer

—

I gallop to the host. Scott, Marmion, vi. 27.

To patter flash, to talk slang ; speak the language of
thieves. [Slang.]

patter2 (pat' er), re. [<.patter^,v.'] 1. Talk, es-

pecially glib or fluent talk; the oratory of a
cheap John in disposing of his wares.

Two, who dealt in china, as if to make up for their poor
patter, threw cups and saucers recldessly into the air,

brefJiing them with great clatter.

Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 961.

2. Gossip; chatter.

She rather looked forward to meeting some of them, to

have a good patter with them, and see if she had that ex-

traordinary comical patois for which she was once fa-

mous— the Bomany of Australia.

H. Eingsley, Hillyars and Burtons, Ixii.

3. The dialect or patois of a class; slang; cant:

as, gipsies' j>a<ter; thieYea' patter, [Colloq. or
slang.]

patter* (pat'^r), v. t. [Australian.] To eat.

The aboriginal bidding however the question " You pat-
ter potehuni 1 " "Yohi, said John, rather doubtful, for he
is not sure how his stomach will agree with the strange
meat. A. C. Orant, Bush Life in Queensland, I. 236.

patteran (pat'6r-an), re. In Gipsies' cant, a trail

markedbyhandfiilsofgrassdroppedat intervals.

patterer (pat'er-er),». One who patters ; spe-
cifically, one who endeavors to sell his wares
by long harangues in the public thoroughfares.
[Slang.]

I have no doubt that there are always at least 20 stand-
ing j?af(ercr«— sometimes they are called "boardmen"

—

at work in London.
Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 236.

Aunning patterer, a professional hawker of "last dying
speeches," "confessions," "extras," "second editions" of
newspapers, etc., who describes the contents of his papers
as he goes rapidly along. [Thieves' slang, London.]

pattern (pat'fem), re. [Early mod. E. paterne,

patten; a later form otpatron (of. apron, pron.
as if spelled apem): see j?oirore.] 1. An origi-

nal or model proposed for imitation; an arche-
type; an exemplar; that which is to be copied
or imitated: as, the jjaMecm of a machine. See
jMttern-maJcer.

I will be the pattern of all patience ; I will say nothing.
Shak., Lear, ill. 2. 37.

I think you are a truly worthy gentleman,
A pattern and a pride to the age you live in.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, iii. 4.

I have not only been a Mold but a Pattern for you, and
a Model for you. Congreve, Way of the World, v. 4.

I do not give you to posterity as a pattern to imitate,
but as an example to deter.

Junius, Letters, xiii.. To the Duke of Grafton.

Hence— 2. A sufficient quantity to make a com-
plete article from: as, a pattern of dress-ma-
terial.— Sf. Something resembling something
else ; hence, a precedent.

Well could I bear that England had this praise.
So we could find aoiae pattern of our shame.

Shak., IS. John, iii. 4. 18.

4t. Something made after a model; a copy.
Where most rebellions and rebels be, there is the ex-

press similitude of hell, and the rebels themselves are the
very figures of fiends and devils, and their captain the
ungraciousjpatterji of Lucifer and Satan, the nrin ce of dark-
ness. Book of Homaies (1673).

5. A part showing the figure or quality of the
whole; a specimen; a sample.
A gentleman sends to my shop for a pattern of stuff ; if

he like itj he compares the pattern with the whole piece,
and probably we baigain. SvHft.

6t. An instance ; an example ; emphatically, a
model example.
What God did command touching Canaan conoerneth

not us otherwise than as a fearful pattern of his just dis-

pleasure against sinful nations. Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

If thou delight to view thy heinous deeds,
Behold thiapaUem of thy butcheries.

Shak., Rich, in., i. 2. 64.

7. A design or figure corresponding in outline
to an object that is to be fabricated, and serv-
ing as a guide for determining its exact shape
and dimensions; in molding, the counterpart
of a casting in wood or metal, from which the
mold in the sand is made.— 8. In numis., a spe-
cimen struck in metal by the mint as a model
or sample for a proposed coin, but not ulti-

mately adopted for the currency. Thus, the
Gothic crown of Queen Victoria, struck as a model for a
crown piece, but never adopted for currency, is a pattern.
A proof, on the other hand, is an early impression struck
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from dies used for the prodaciaon of coins sctually cur- vary in height, so as to raise the rod connected with the
reni. Seeprcxi/'. shuttle-boxes more or less, thus bringing one shuttle or
9. A decorative design intended to be carried another into position to be struck by the picker.

out in any manufacture ; hence, such a design pattern-cylinder (pat'em-sU'in-der), n. In
when executed: as, a sprig jpattei-H ; a heraldic weaving, a cylinder, or in some forms of loom a
pattern; sUk or damask of a beautiful j)o(tem. wheel, with projections so arranged on its pe-

riphery that its movement shall control the har-
ness-system and the pattern-boxes, and thus fix
the pattern of the woven fabric. Also called
pattern-wheel.

Eveiy indiTidual stone in the tower has a ij^tem carved pattem-drawer (pat'em-dr&'er), n. One who
£??e^"derofmono'S?y:'^°"""^''"'''^'='""*°^" ''«-'-« -—«- --^-" -"' — ^--^ "*

Manymannfactnrers ofornamental goods have inventors
in their emploj-ment, who receive wages or salaries for de<
Bigniug paOems, exactly as others do for copying them.

J. S. MiU.

J. Fergusson, Hist. Indian Arch., Pl 421.

10. In gun-making, the distribution of shot in
a target at which a shot-gun is fired, in a circle
called the "killing-circle" by sportsmen and gun-makers
(which at a range of 40 yards is from 26 to 30 inches in di-

ometerX the shot shoold be evenly distributed, so that
there can be no possibility of escape for game within the
periphery of this circle. The more uniform the distribu-
tion of the shot the better is the pattern. The number of
shot in the pattern varies widely, according to the size of
the shot, which is selected in accordance with the kind
of game sought. To secure the desired pattern it is some-
times necessary to re-bore the barrel of a gtm several
times.—Dambrod, fiill, hawthorn, onion, pome-
nanate, etc., pattern. See the qnali^ring words
Declaied patum, the number of pellets of a given size,

which, with a ^ven weight of the shot and a given weight
of a specified £nd of powder, a shot-gun is stated by the
maker to be able to deliver and distribute in a "killing-

designs or prepares patterns for any Mnd of
ornamental manufacture.
pattern-maker (pat'fim-ma'kfer), n. In meek.
engin., a workman who makes the patterns used
bymoiders in foundry-work. These patterns are usu-
ally made, in the first instance, of pine or mahogany, the
pattern-maker working from drawings. If the patterns
are to be much used, they are frequently duplicated in
metal, the pattern ^ter casting being filed and scoured
smooth, then warmed, and coated with wax. Metal pat^
terns have the advantage of not warping like wood pat-
terns. Patterns are also sometimes made of p^ter of
Paris swept by templets while in a plastic state. This
method has been successfully applied in architectural
ironwork in the production of cornices and analogous
forms. Pattern-making is a distinct trade, requiring great
skill in wood-working, combining as it does the finest
joinery-work with the art of wood-carving and the ability
to read and interpret the most complicated mechanical
drawings.

circle " of a stated diameter at a prescribed range, and with pattem-molder (pat'ern-mol'dSr), n. One who
agooddegpeeof nniformityinthedistribuHon. Seedef. makes molds for iron castiuffs. Simm07ids.
' S7JLl.Upda.Jdeal.eU:._See^mpU._ „ pattem-reader (pat'6rn-r^er), n. One who

arranges textile patterns. Simmonds.
pattern (^at'fem), v. t. [(.pattern, ».] 1
make in imitation of some pattern or model;
copy.

Let any reasonable man judge whether that Kings
Beigne be a fit time from whence to patteme out the Con-
stitution of a Church Disciplin&

IfiZton, !Eteformation in Eng., i.

2. To serve as a pattern, example, or prece-
dent for.

For men, by tlieir example, pattern out
Their imitations.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 3.

His example will live in the memory of those whoknew
him as one to be patterned after. Sd. Amor., X. S., LX. 49.

3. To cover with a design or pattern.—4t. To
match; parallel.

The likeness of our mishaps makes me presume to pat-
tern myself unto binu Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii.

My past life

Hath been as continent, as chaste, as true.

As I am now nnhappy ; which is more
Than history can pidtem. iSAa^, W. T.,iiL 2. 37.

pattern-shop (pat'fem-shop), n. In a foundry,
factory, etc., the room, building, or department
in which patterns are prepared.
pattern-wheel (pat'em-hwel), n. 1. Inaclock-
movement, the count-wheel, or locking-plate of
the striking part. Its notches determine the
number of blows to be struck in regular order.— 2. In wearing, same a,a pattern-cylinder.

patter-song (pat'er-s6ng), n. In music, espe-
cially in comic operas, a song whose principal
characteristic is a multitude of words rapidly
sung or spoken to a simple melody.
I call the man a pedant who prefers a symphony to a

patter song or a good breakdown.
Nineteenth Century, XXIIL 20.

pattinsonize (r>at'in-son-iz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

pattirtsonized, i:.pr. pdttinsonizing. [So called
from H. L. Patknson, a metallurgist of Neweas-
tle-on-Tyne, England.] In metal., to treat by
the Pattinson process. See process.

pattern-book (pat'em-buk), «. l. A book Pattlei (pat'l), r. and n. [Preq. of pat^; now
containing designs of industrial work, espe- iisuallypad(ite; seejjoddfci.] Same asj>addZ«i.

eially of embroidery, lace, or the like, whether l-^T?^;, ^w, „ ^j, o «
in manuscript or printed.— 2. A kind of album PattlC'' (pat 1), n .

bame as padMe^. [Scotch.]

or blank-book inwhich patterns, as of cloth, are Thou need na start awa'sae hasty,

p^. Compare pa«m»-c«rdl.
I wad ^JlSf.TiSn^ L^^'^lie the^

pattem-DOX (pat em-boks), TO. la wearing : (a) wi'murd'ringjxiate.'
A box at each side of a loom in which are JSimis, To a Mouse,

placed a number of shuttles any of which may patty^ (pat'i), n.
;
pl. patties (-iz). [P. pdte, a

be thrown along the shed by an automatic de- pie, a pasty: see j)asfi/2.] A little pie; a pasty:
rice, according to the pattern of the fabric, as, a chicken patty; oyster patties.
See pattern-chain and pat-
tertiHsylinder. Also called
shuttl6A>ox. (6) The box
perforated to accord with
the harness-cards of a Jac-
quard loom. Also called
prism or cylinder.

pattern-card (pat'em-
kard), n. 1. (o) A piece
of cardboard to which a
sample or specimen of
cloth, velvet, or the like

is attached. Hence— (6)

A number of such pieces
of cardboard, forming
a sort of book, or fold-

ing alternately so as to
open out in a long strip

and exhibit, at one time,

a number of patterns of
stuff.—2. In iceafin^, one
of the perforated pieces of

cardboard used in the Jac-
qnard attachment to a
loom. The cards are joined

flexible endless

Endless Belt of Fattezn-
canlsof Jacquaid l.oom. a,
cards; 6, icvolvin^^ cylinder
or prism which carries and
shins the caids.

together In a
chain, and pass over the pattern-box, each in turn con-
trolling the hamess-^stem. Whenever a hole in a card
and one in the box coincide, the corresponding rod con-
nected with a warp-thread enters the hole and its warp-
thread is raised. See foomi.

pattern-chain (pat'6m-chan), n. In weaving,

a device for automatically bringing the shut- pan (p&), n.

ties to the picker, according to the sequence pancfity, a

patty^ (pat'i), a. Same &apatU.
patty-cake, pat-a-cake (pat'i-kak, pat'a-kak),
n. [< paf^ +- o2 -I- ca]ce^.'\ A chil&en's game
played by patting the hands together to a
nursery rime.
He played patty-cake steadilywith Porley, looking at the

others out of the comer of his eye.

Harper's Mag., T.YYTY 119.

pattynt, n. An obsolete form «f j^aienl.

patty-pan (pat'i-pan), n. If. A small pan used
forbaking patties.— 2. Any small pan in which
to bake a cake.—Sf. A patty. LamVs Cookery,

1710. [Bare.]

Patnlipalla (pat'u-U-pal'a)> "• P^- CNL-. < L.
patuliis, lying open, + paUa, a mantle: sfee

patulous and p(Ma.'\ An order of Condhifera
having an open mantle deficient in siphons:
equivalent to the Ostracea of Cuvier. Latreitle,

1825.

patnloos (paS'u-lns), a. [< L. patulus, lying

open, <patere, lie open : see patent^. Cf. petal!}

1. Spreading.
The patulous teak, with its great leathern leaves.

P. Robinson, Under the Sun, p. 19.

Specifically—(a) In ioL, spreading slightly; expanded:
as^ a palidout calyx ; bearing the flowers loose or dis-

persed: as, a patulous peduncle, (b) In entom., noting
wings which when at rest are longitudinal, or nearly so,

but near the body, and partly ovedapping each other, as
in certain moths.

2. Giaping; patent; having a spreading aper-

ture.

Same as^a*2.
See paughty.

required by the pattern, in one form, in the shot- panci-articulate (pa'si-iustik'u-lat), a. [< L.
Ue-boxes at the ends of the race, the links of the chain paueus, few, little, -I- articulatus, articulate.]

Faulician

1. In hot., slightly or loosely articulate; few-
jointed.— 2. In zool., having few joints: op-
posed to multiarticulate.

paucidentate (pa-si-den'tat), a. [< L. paueus,
few, little, -I- dentatus, toothed, < dens = B.
tooth.~\ Slightly dentated; having few teeth,
as a leaf.

pauciflorous(p&-sl-fl6'rus), a. [<L.j)aucus,few,
little, -1- flos {flor-), flower. ] In bot., few-flow-
ered.

paucifolious (pa-si-fo'li-us), a. [< L. paueus,
few,_little, + folium, leaf.] In bot., few-leafed.
paucify (pa'si-fi), ». t. ; pret. and pp. paucified,
ppT.paiicifyrng. [< li.paucus, few, \iMe, + fa-
cere, make (see -/y).] To make few.
We thought your exclusion of bishops out of the upper

house . . . had been . . . to itatu^ the number of those
you conceived would coontervote you.
• British Bettman, 1648 (HarL Misc., VH. 626). (.Davies.)

pauciloquent (p^-sU'o-kwent), a. [< L. paueus,
few, little, -1- li>guen(t-)s, ppr. of loqui, speak,
talk.] Uttering few words; sayiog little.

[Bare.]

pauciloqny (pa-sU'o-kwi), n. [(.'h.pauciloqmum,
a speaking but little, < paueus, few, little, +
loqui, speak. Cf. paiwiloquent.'] The utterance
of few words. [Bare.]
pancinerrate (pa-si-nfer'vat), a. [< L. paueus,
few, little, -I- nervus, nerve.] Having but few
nerves, or slightly veined. Thomas, Med. Diet.

panciradiate (pfir«i-ra'di-at), a. [< L. paueus,
few, little, 4- radius, ray : see radiate.'] Having
few rays, as a fish's fin.

pancispiral (p&-si-spi'ral), a. [< li.paueus, few,
Uttie, -I- spira, a fold, coil: see spiral.] Having
few whorls or turns : as, the paucispiral opercu-
lum of a gastropod; a, paucispiral sheU. See
cut under operculum.
paucity (p§,'si-ti), n. [= P. paucite = It. pau-
cit&,<. Li. paucita{t-)s, a small number, fewness,
scarcity,<jjattc«s, few, little, =E./ew; seefew.]
1. Smallness of number; fewness.

That God iudgeth according to the pluralitie or paucitie
... of merits or demerits. Purchae, Pilgrimage, p. 140.

There is no evidence that the Holy Office . . . was fully
organized before the reign of Isabella. This is perhaps
imputable to t^e paucity of heretics in that kingdom.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 7.

2. Smallness of quantity; scantiness.

This defect or rather jxztfcify of blood . . . is unagree-
able ... to many other animals : as may be observ^ in
lizards, in frogs, and divers fishes.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii 21.

It is the abundance, not paucity, of the materials . . .

[tradition] supplies . . . that makes the difficulty.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, 1. 125,

panghie (p&'ge), n. Same asporgy.
panghty, pauchty (p&eh'ti), a. [Cf. Ti.pochen,
j)03cAen,boast,makeashow.] Proud; haughty;
petulant; saucy; malapert. [Scotch.]

Ask not thatpau^A^ Scottish lord.

For him you ne'er shall see.

The Gay Goss-Hawk (Child's Ballads, m. 281).

pauk, n. Seepawk^.
paukie, pauky, a. See pawky.
panl^, n. See pawl.
paul^ (p§J), V. t. [Perhaps same as^oK^.] To
puzzle. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
pauldron (p&l'dron), n. [Also pouldron, powl~
dron, poldem, pdiron.paleron ; < ME. 'paleron,
polrynge, polrond, < OP. espalJeron, a shoulder-
plate, espanleron, shoulder-bone (= Sp. espoJ-

daron, a shoulder-plate), < espalle, P. epaule, the
shoulder: s°ee spaul, and cf. epau-
let.] The armor of the shouder
when it is a piece separate from
that of the body and of the
arm. Specifically, the elaborate defense
inttt>du(^ about 1400, consisting of
splints, sliding one over the other, or of a
single piece so formed and secured by piv-
ots that, as the arm was raised. It moved
toward the neck, falling again by its own
weight as the arm was lowered. The
pauldron of the right shoulder was usu-
ally smaller than that of the left, to allow
of freer movement of the sword-arm, and
especially for passing the lance under the
armpit when couched. The pauldron of the close of the
fifteenth century forma an inseparable part of the articn-
lated and elaborated suit of plate-armor. See epaulet.

'

Panllan (pa'Ii-an), n. [< L. PauUanus, of or
belonging to one named Paulus, < L. Paulus,
PauUus, a proper name (see def

.
) . ] Amember

of a Unitarianbodyfounded in the thirdcentury
by Paul of Samosata in Syria. He denied that
the Holy Spirit and the Logos were persons.
Panliaidst (p&'li-an-ist), n. [< Paulian + -ist.]

Same as Paulian"
Panlician (pMish'an), n. [< ML. PauUcianus, <
Paulus (see def.).] Amember of a sect, proba-

^, Pauldron.



Paulician

bly founded by Constantine of Syria dirring the
latter half of the seventh century, which neld
the duaUstie doctrine that all matter was evil,

believed that Christ, having a purely ethereal
body, suffered only in appearance, and rejected
the authority of the Old Testament and reli-

gious ordinances and ceremonies. The Beet is said
to have hecome extinct in the ttiirteenth century. The
name is probably derived from their high regard for tlie

apostle Paul.

paulin (pa'Un), n. [Abbr. from tarpaulin.']

The plain, unsurfaced canvas used in the army
for covering stores, etc. [tj. S.]

Pauline (p4'lin), a. [< L. PauUnus, PauUintis,
of or belonging to one named Paulus,,< Paulus,
PauUvSj Paul.] Of or pertaining to the apostle
Paxil, his doctrines, or his writings: as, Pauline
theology; the Pauline epistles.

Paulinism (p&'lin-izm), n. [< Pauline + -is5».]

The doctrines or teaching of St. Paul; the
Pauline theology. According to the Tubingen school
of theology, founded by Ferdinand C. Baur (1792-1860), a
sharp conflict took place in the apostolic church between
the followers of Paul and those of Peter. The former re-
garded Christianity as a universal religion, the latter as a
phase or development of Judaism. The doctrines of these
supposed apostolic schools are known respectively as Paid-
iniffm and Petrinmn. Paulinism is also used to signi^
more specifically the teachings of the Pauline epistles, es-
peciallywith reference to divine sovereignty, election, etc.

PatUinism cannot be identifiedwith Gentile Christianity
in the ordinary sense as it is known to us from the post-
apostolic age. Andover Rev., VII. 218.

Paulinist (pft'lin-ist), n. [< Pauline + -ist.']

One who favors or holds to the Pauline theol-
ogy, especially with reference to the doctrine
of election.

Two antagonistic parties of Paulinists and Anti-Faulin-
ists. Quarterly Em., CXXVI. 482.

Faulist (p&'list), n. [< L. Paulus^ Paul, -I- -««*.]

One of a body of Roman Catholic monks who
profess to foUow the example of the apostle
Paul, also called PauUtes or Hermits of St. Paul.
Specifically, in the United States, a member of the Con-
gregation of the Missionary Priests of St. Paul the Apostle,
a Koman Oatholic organization founded in New York city
in the year 1858 for parochial, missionary, and educational
work.

Faullinia (pfl-lin'i-a), n. [NL. (Linnaeus, 1737),
named after C. P. yaullini (1643-1712), a, Ger-
man botanical writer.] A genus of shrubby
twining plants of the order Sapindacese, type of
the tribe Paullinieas, characterized by irregular
flowers and pyriform capsule. The 125 species are
chiefly natives of eastern tropical America, with one in
western Africa. They bear sutemate compound leaves,
often with winged petioles, and pallid flowers in axillary

racemes, from which two tendrils are generally produced.
The pear-shaped and rigid-stalked capsules are three-an-
gled or three-winged, hairy within, and divided into from
one to three cells, each containing one or rarelytwo arlllate

seeds, which, in P. aorbUis of Brazil, are the sou]:ce of a
beverage and medicinal paste. (See gitarana.) The seeds
of P. cupana, added to cassava-meal and water, form a
drink of the Orinoco Indians. P. polyphyUa of Brazil is

called, from its use, Vaa fiah^poisiM tree. P. cura^amea of
South America and several W est Indian species are known
as sim^jaek; their stems furnish walking-sticks.

FaullmieEe (p4-li-m'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Hum-
boldt, Bonpland, and'Kunth, 1815), < PauUinia
+ -ese.'] A tribe of plants of the polypetalous
order Sapindacese and the suborder Sapindese,

typified by the genus PauUinia.
paulo-post-fatlire (pU'lo-post-fii'tur), a. and n.

{^h. paulo-post-futurum (sc. tempos, tense) : L.
paulo, paullo, a little (abl. of pauVus, pcmlhis,

little) ; post, after
; futwrus, future.] Noting a

tense of Greek verbs, the future .perfect.

Paulownia (p4-16'ni-a), n. [NL. (Siebold and
Zuccarini, 1835), named aft«r Anna Paulowna,
daughter of the czar
Paul I.] A genus of or-

namental trees of the
order Serophularinese
and the tribe Chelonese,

characterized by the
absence of a sterile sta-

men and by a deeply
cleft scurfy calyx with
five broad and fleshy

obtuse valvate lobes.
There is but one species, P.
imperialist native of Japan,
a large tree, resembling the
catalpa in appearance, bear-

ing broadly heart-shaped op-
posite soft-hairy leaves, and
large terminal panicles of
showy pale-violet or blue
and brown-spotted flowers
in early spring. The many
large and conspicuous point-

ed capsules are persistent
. , „ , ...

ftnp nrixrn wiTif.prfl pnnf.ftin- Branch of Paulowma impe-one or two wmtera, coniam-
„.^;,i iu,u,e inflorescence and

ing loose m each of their two young leaves, a, the fruit i », the
cells an almond-like thick- seed.
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ened placenta, and numerous seeds each with awhlte deli-
cate lace-like wing. The tree is a favorite in cultivation,
especially in Washington, in Paris, and in more southern
regions, but is injured by more northern winters.

paul-postt (pS,rp6st), n. Same &%, pawlAntt.
Paul's betony. See letony.

Paul's mant. See man.
paulterf, v. An obsolete form ot palter.

paulterlyt, a. An obsolete form otpalterVy.

panltingt, <>'• A variant of pelting^. G. Har-
vey.

paumt) "• '• An obsolete form otpalmX.
paume^t, n. A Middle English form otpaVm^.
paume^ (pom), n. [P., prop, jew depaume, palm-
play: see palm'^, n., 7.] A French game, the
same a,s palm-play, it was in the hall of the Jeude
Paume at v ersai^es that the famous revolutionary meet-
ing of the Tiers Etat was held in 1789.

paunceit, »• [M^.: seepaunch, pauncher.'] 1.

An obsolete variant of paunch.—2. In armor:
(a) Same as owrass. (6) Body-armor of linked
mail; also, the brigandiue, in the sense of any
coat of fence for the lower part of the body.
A^so paunch.
paunce^t (pans), n. Same as pance, pansy.
paunch (panch or pftnch), n. [Early mod. E.
panch, panche (dial, ornaut. still also^awcfe); <
MB. paunche, pawnche, panche,paunce, paimch,
belly, = T>.pense,pens = MliQ. panse = MHG.
panze, Gr.pamen,pansen,pantsch; < OF.panche,
pance, paunch, belly, a great-bellied doublet,
F. panse = Walloonpanchie= Pr'. pansa,panga
= Bp.panza,pancho = It. pancia,panza = Wal-
laehian pentece, < L. pantex (pantic-), paunch,
belly, bowels.] 1. The belly; the abdomen.
He shal haue a penaunce in his pau'ncft£ and puffe at ech

a worde. Piers Plmmrum (B), xiii. 87.

The merit of his witwas founded upon the shaking of a
tutpaunch. Steele, Ouardian, No. 42.

2. Speciflcally, in zool., the rumen. See cut
miieiT ruminant.— 3. Naut. 8eepanch,2.—4t.
Same a.s pounce^, 2.

pauncht (panch or p6nch), v. t. [Formerly also
panche; <. paunch, n.1 1. To pierce or rip the
belly of; stick or stab ia the belly ; eviscerate.

Batter his skull, or pa/unch him with a stake.
Shak., Tempest, iii. 2. 98.

But I, remorseless, payich'd him, cut his throat.
Chapman, Widow's Tears, v. 3.

2. To fill the paunch of; stufE with food.

If you did but see him after I have once turned my
back, how negligent he is in my profit, and in what sort
he useth to glut and panch himselfe,

Benvenuto, Passengers' Dialogues. (Nares.)

paunchert (pan'cher or.pS,n'ch6r), n. [ME.
pawnchere, pancher, panmerde, pawncherde, <
OF. pa/nchiere, pandere (f., also pa/tuner, m.) (=
It. pandera; cf. D. pantser, pantsier = MLG.
pantzer, panser, panser, panscher = MHG. pan-
sier, panzer, G. panzer = Sw. pansar = Dan.
pandser, < OF. or It.) (ML. pancerea), a piece
of armor covering the belly, a cuirass, Kpanche,
pance (=:lt.panda) , belly, paunch : seepaunch.i
A girdle or belt. Prompt. Pare., p. 38; Caxton.

paunchlness (pan'- or pan'chi-nes), n. A
paunchy or big-bellied condition.

paunch-mat (panch'mat), n. Same a.Bpanch, 2.

paunchy (pan'- or pftn'chi), a. [< paunch +
-y^.'] Having a prominent paunch; big-bel-
lied.

The gay old boys are paunchy old men in the disguise
of young ones.

'
Z)icA:e7i8, Sketches, Characters, vii.

paune (pftn), n. See potui^.

paunedt, a. An obsolete form otpam^d.
paunsway, n. Same a,s panehway.
pauper (pS,'p6r), n. and a. [< 1^. pauper, poor:
see^poor.] I. n. A very poor person; a person
entirely destitute of property or means of sup-
port

;
particularly, one who, on account of pov-

erty, becomes chargeable to the public ; also,

in law, a person who, on account of poverty,
is admitted to sue or defend in forma pauperis.
See informa pauperis.

*

II. a. Of or pertaining to paupers : as,pauper
labor.

pauperess (p§.'p6r-es), ». [< pauper + -ess.]

A female pauper. [Kare.]

Everybody else in the room had fits, except the wards-
woman, an elderly, able-bodied pauperese.

Dickens, Uncommercifd Tniveller, iii (fiavies.)

pauperisation, pauperise. See pauperization,
pauperize.

pauperism (p&'p6r-izm), n. [(.pauper + -ism.']

1 . A pauper condition ; the condition of those
who are destitute of the means of support and
are a charge upon the community; dependence
on the poor-rates or some similar fund for sup-

pause

port, or the poverty which makes such depen-
dence necessary.

This is the form of relief to which I most object It en-

genders ^laMiierism. ITAateijr, PoL Econ.

Blind sympathy turns poverty into pauperism by incon-

siderate gifts. It weakens instead of strengthening those

it tries to help. J. F. Clarke, SeU-Oulture, p. 148.

2. Paupers collectively.

In the autumn ofthe year 1628 the western countieswere
annoyed by an influx of Irish ^nitpensm.

BSbtmrTumer, Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 148.

=Syn. 1. Indigence, DeeUtvMon, etc. (see poverty), mendi-
cancy, beggary.

pauperization (pa"p6r-i-za'shon), n. [< pau-
perize + -ation.] The act or process of mak-
ing paupers of or reducing to pauperism. Also
spelled pauperisation.

The chasm which threatens to engulf our social system
is still farther widened by the destouction of small cap-

italists in the battle of competition, and the growth of

great monopolies, advancing pari passu with ihemmper-
ization ot the laboring class. If. A. Ken., CXLIII. 102.

pauperize (pfi.'p6r-iz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. pau-

perized, ppr. pauperizing. [< pauper + -ize.]

To reduce to pauperism; make a pauper of.

Also speUed pauperise.

All gifts have an inevitable tendencytojpouperfeethe
recipient. Dickent, Hard Times, xviL

pauperoust (p&'p6r-us), a. [< pauper + -oas.]

Poor. S. Ward, Sermons, p. 178.

Fauropida (p4-rop'i-da), n. pi. [NL.] Same
as Pauropoda.
Fauropiase (p&-rop'i-de), n. pi. [NL.] Same
as Pauropodidse.

Fauropoda (p&-rop'o-da), n. pi. [NL. : see
Pauropus.] An order of Myriapoda, repre-

sented by the family Pauropodidse, intermedi-
ate to some extent between Cliilognatha and
Chilopoda, and in some respects unlike either

of these. The genera are Pauropue and Hurypauroput,
the former of cylindric form, the latter expanded and de-

pressed. There are no tracheee ; the antennse are branch-
ed ; there are six or eight segments behind the head ; the
young hatch with three pairs of legs, a number subse-
quently increased. These myriapoda are of minute size,

about one twentieth of an inch long, and are found in

damp places. Also Pauropida.

Fauropodldse (pa-ro-pod'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Pauropus {-pod-) + -idee.] A family of myria-
pods, typified by the genus Pawopus, and rep-

resenting an order Pauropoda. Also Pauropi-
dse.

Pauropus (pft'ro-pus), n. [NL., < Gr. navpoQ,

little, small (= it-paulv^, little), + noig (wod-)

= E./oo*.] The typical genus of the familyPau-
ropodidse and the group Pauropoda, framed for
the reception of Pauropus hucoleyi, a minute cen-
tiped discovered in Kent, England, by Sir
John Lubbock in 1866. It has also been re-

ferred to the family Polyxenidse. Another spe-
cies of Pauropus occurs in North America.
pausal (pa'zal), a. [< pause + -al.] Relating
to a pause or to pauses. Smith's Did. of tlw

Bible.

pausationt (pft-za'shon), n, [< ME.pausadon,
< OF. *pausation = tt.jpausazione, < LL. pau-
satio(n-), a halting, < U.^'pav^are, halt, cease,
(.pausa, pause, cessation: see pause.] Stop;
stay; rest; pause.

To faint and to freshe the pausacion.
Ballade in Commendation ofour Lady, 1. 61.

pause (p&z), n. [< ME. pause, pawse = D. poos
= MLGt.pose=MHG. j)Mse, Gr.pause= Sw.i>o««
= Dan. pause, < OP. pause, pose, a pause, stop,
moment, F. pause = Sp. Pg. It. pausa, < L.
pausa, a pause, halt (used before and after,
but not during, the classical period), < Gr. wai-
aig, a halt, stop, cessation, < waietv, cause to
cease or stop, traiiEadai, cease. Cf . pause, v.]

1. A temporary stop or rest; a cessation or in-
termission of action or motion, as of speaking,
singing, or playing.

Give me some breath, some little pause, my lord,
Before I positively speak herein.

Shak., Rich. HI., iv. 2. 24.

In the pmiMB ot the wind.
Sometimes I heard you sing within.

Tennyson, Miller's Daughter.

The Highlander made a pause, saying, "This place is
much changed since I was here twenty years ago."

ShaOrp, Poetic Interpretation of Nature, p. 118.

2. A cessation proceeding from doubt or un-
certainty; hesitation; suspense.

I stand in pause where I shall first begin.
Shall., Hamlet, UL 3. 42.

3. A break or rest in writing or speaking.
He writes with warmth, which usually neglects method,

and those partitions and pauses which men educated in
the schools observe. Locke.



pause
Some o' Toa nicely ken the laws,
To roond the period an' pause,
An* wi' rhetoric danse on claose

To mak' harangues.
Bums, Prayer to the Scotch SepresentatiTes.

4. In musical notation : (o) A rest, or sign for
silence. See rest. (6) A fermata or hold,
Si/ or 'TV, indicating that a note is to be pro-
longed at the pleasure of the performer.— 5t.
Stopping-place ; eonclnsioa ; mtimate point.

It any one book of Scriptnre did give testimony to all,

yet still that Scripturewhich giveth credit to the restwould
require another Scripture to give credit unto it, neither
could we ever come unto any pause whereon to rest our
assurance in this way. Sooketf Ecdes. Polity, IL 4.

6. In pros., an interval in a succession of met-
rical times, corresponding to a time or times in
the rhythm, but not represented by any syUtt-

ble or syllables in the text, in ancient prosody a
pause was called an empty f»fn8,-and was measured, like a
time, as a monosemic, disemii^ trisemic, etc., pause. A
monosemic pause was called a Kmma, a disemic pause a
jmntAou. Pauses occur especially at the end it some
rhythmical section, but are not admissible in the interior
of a word.—Disemic panae. See due>nte.=Syn. L In-
termittim, Beit, etc See <top.

panse (p&z), r. >. ;
pret. and pp. paused, ppr.

pausing. [Early mod. E. aisopawse (= IiDjG.

posen, also pauseren = Gt. pausieren = Sw.
pausera = Dan. pausere), < OF. pauser, stop,

ref. pause, F. pauser = Pr. Sp. Pg. pausar =
It. pausare, fosare, < L. pausare, halt, cease,

rest, panse, m ML. bring to rest, hence set in
place, put, place (taking the senses of Jj.ponere,
pp.positus, put, place, and appearing as OF.
poser, put, whence 'E.pose^pos^, and in comp.
pose, appose, compose, expose, etc., as well as in
rg>ose, where the sense 'rest' is still obvious).]

1. To make a temporary stop or intermission;
cease to speak or act for a time.

Pausing awhile, thus to herself she mused.
MiUon, P. L.. ix. 744.

For this dear child hath often heard me praise
Your feats of arms, and often when IjxRUSd
Hath ask'd again, and ever loved to hear.

Tennyson, Geraint.

Through the dark pillared precinct silently

She went now, pausing every now and then
To listen. IfiOliinnjronis, Earthly Paradise,HL 316.

2. To wait; tarry; forbear for a time.

TsTry,pause a day or two.
Before you hazard. ShalL, M. of Y., iiL 2. 1.

K Business, constant as the wheels of time.
Can pause an hour to read a seriousrhyme.

Cowper, Expostulation, 1. 605.

St. To stop for consideration or reflection; de-
liberate : sometimes with upon before the ob-
ject of consideration or deliberation.

Otlier offenders we wm peaise i^on.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 5. 15.

The Arrowes of Uosco at the first made them pause
vponthe matter, thinking, by his bruit and skipping, there
were many Salvages.

Quoted in CapL John Smith's Works, L 186.

4. To hesitate ; hold back ; be shy or reluctant.

Were I hard-&voiir'd, foul, or wrinkled-old, . . .

Then mightst thonpouas, for then I were not for thee.
Shot., Venus and Adonis, L 137.

5t. Eeflexively, to repose one's self; hence,
to stop ; cease from action.

And pause us, till these rebels, now afoot,

Come underneath the yoke of government.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., Iv. 4. 9.

6. To dwell; linger: with upon.

One [syllable] must be more suddenly and qoickely for-

saken or longer paused vpon then another.
Putt^iham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 64.

=ByiL 1 and 2. To stay, dday, tany.

pansefolly (paz'fil-i), adv. [< *pausefiil (<
pause + -fid) + -ly^.'i So as to eanse one to

stop or pause. M. Arnold, Thyrsis.

panseless (p^'les), a. [<. pause + 4ess.'] "With-

out panse; continuous; unceasing; ceaseless:

as, tiie pauseless aetivify of life.

panselessly (p&zles-li), adv. In a pauseless
manner; continuously; uninterruptedly.

A broad, cool wind streamed pauselessly down the val-

ley, laden wiOi perfume.
A L. Stevenson, Silverado Squatters, p. 35.

panser (p&'z6r), n. One who pauses; one who
deliberates or reflects.

The expedition of my violent love
Outran thepauser reason.

Shak., Macbeth, m 3. 117.

pansing (p&'zing), ». [Verbal n. of pause, v.']

A panse; a temporary stoppage.

When we bnHd now a piece and then another by fits,

the work dries and sinks unequally, whereby the walls

grow full of chinks and crevices; therefore the pawiings
are well reproved by Palladia

Sir H. Wotton, Heliqnin, p. 14.

pansmgly (p&'zing-U), adv. After a pause ; de-

liberately; by breaks.
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Willi demure confidence

This poMsingh ensued : Neither the king nor 's heirs,

Tell you the duke, shall prosper.
Shak., Hen. VUL, L 2. 16S.

FanssicUe (p&'si-de), n. pi. [^'L., < Paussus +
-idee.'] A small family of beetles uMned from
the genus Paussus by Westwood in 1839, com-
posed entirely of exotic forms, occurring main-
ly in Africa, East India, and Australia. They are
somber in color, and are found in the ground or under
stones and logs. Fourteen genera and about 100 species
are known. They are related to the Paitopfttds, and some-
times named or described as nocturnal toood-heetUs, from
their habits and resorts.

Fanssns (pa'sus), n. [NL. (Idnnteus, 1775).]
The typical genus of Paussidse, having no oceUi,
and the antennas two-jointed. It is the lar-

gest genus of the ftmuly, comprising about 70
species,
pantl.pawt (pat), r. [A Sc. form ofJ^rft] I.

trans. To beat ; kick.

n. intrans. 1. To Hck.—2. To beat, paw,
or daw the ground with Uie foot, as a restless

horse.
"O whare was ye, my gude grey steed, . . .

That ye didna waken your master?" . . .

"IpatitA wi' my foot, master,
Garr'd a' my bridles ring."

Lord John (Child's Ballads, L 135).

8. To do anything in a listless, aimless, or
shiftless way; dawdle; potter: as, what are
ye pouting at there T [Scotch and North. Eng.
in aU uses.]

pant^ (p&t), n. [E. Ind. j>at.] Same asj>a^.
pautener^t, n. [ME., alsopau!tener,pautoner;
< OF.pautonier, pautenier,paltonier, a servant,
valet, rogue, knave, vagabond.] A vagabond;
a rascal.

"Sir," seide his men, "a full fell jnwtener is he that
twies tiiis day thus hath yow smyten to gronnde."

MerKn(&. K T. S.X ii. 268.

pautener^, n. [Early mod. E., also pautner,
pauteneere; < IQl. pautenere, pawtenere, pau-
tener,pau>tyner, powtenere, a purse, OF.pautoiv-
niere, a purse, shepherd's scrip.] A purse;
scrip. Political Songs (ed. Wright), p. 39.

Fanzi (p&k'a), ». [NL., from S. Amer. name.]
A genus of CraddsB established by Temminck in

pavement

pavana, supposed to be a local form of Pa-
doana or Padovana, fern, of Padoano, Paduano,
Paduan, < Padota, Padua: see Paduan."] 1. A
slow, stately dance, probably of Italian origin,
but much practised in Spain.
Turning up hismustachoes, and marching as if he would

begin Sipavin, he went towaiil Zelmane.
Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iiL

The Spanish pacin.^ ... I will dance after thy pipe.
Middleton, Blurt, Master-Coustable, iv. 2.

The Scottish jig . . . required a more violent and rapid
motion, and more rustic agility, than the stately jxztKrw,
lavoltas, and couiantoes. Scott, Abbo^ xxviL

2. Music for such a dance or in its rhythm,
which is properly duple and very slow.

Let 's to the tavern

;

I have some few crowns left yet ; my whistle wet once^
111 pipe him such hpaven! Fletcher, Mad Lover, iL 8.

pavast, n. Same as pavise.

pave (pav), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. paved, ppr. pav-

ing. [< ^E.paven, < OF. paver, F. paver, < ML.
pavare, paviare, L. pavire, beat, strike, ram
down, pave, = Gr. :zaien: strike; of. Skt.^ati, a
thunderbolt.] To cover or lay with blocks of
stone or wood, or with bricks, tUes, etc. , regu-
larly disposed, and set firmly in their places so
as to mskke a hard level surface ; in general, to

cover with any kind of pavement: as, to pave
a street; topave the courtyard.

There are three orfonre goodly courts, fairelypaeed with
stone, belonging to it. Coryat, Crudities, L 35, sig. E.

The streets [ofVenice] are generallypaced with brick or
free-stone, and always kept very nealZ

.Addison, Remarks on Italy (ed. BohnX I. 387.

To pave the way, to prepare a way for something com-
ing after; facilitate proceedings by preliminary prepara-
tion.

paved (pavd),^. [ipave + -cd^.] 1. Having a
pavement.

He . .*. fond two other ladys sete and she
Withinne apaced parlour. Chaucer, TroHns, iL 82.

2. BesembUng pavement; formed into a struc-
ture or combination like pavement: as, the
paved teeth of some fishes.

pavement (pav'ment), n. [< ME. 'pavement,
paviment, also contt.paument,pawment,pament,
\ OF.pavetnent,paviment, F.panement^ Sp.Pg.
It. pavimento, < L. pammentum, a floor rammed
or beaten down, a pavement, < pavire, beat
strike, ram down : see pave.1 1. A floor or sur
face-covering of flags, stones, tUes, or bricks

Galeated Cuiassow or Coshew-birf iPauxi mttu).

1815, having a laige galea or casque ; the gale-

ated curassows. There are 3 species, P. gakata, P.

tomentosa, and P. mitu, the last being often separated

under the generic name Mitu. Also called Crax, Ourax,

Urax, Uragis, Mitua, and Lqphocerus, and sometimes
" emended " as Paux.

pa'va(diet, n. Same as pavise.

pavadet, «. An erroneous reading torpanad^.
Chaucer (ed. Tyrwhitt).

pavage (pa'vaj), «. [Also paviage; < OF. (also

P. )pavage (>ML.pavagium),pavement, paving,

< paver, pave : see pave."] If. A toll or duty
payable for the liberty of passing over the soil

or territory of another. BaUiweU.
" All thes thre yer, and mor, potter," he seyde,
"Thow hast hantyd thes wey,
Yet wer tow never so cortys a man *

One peney of pauage to pay."

BAin Bood and the Potter (Child's Ballads, V. 20X

2. Money paid toward paving streets or high-

ways.
Also we hane granntyd ... to our citesens y* they and

filer saccesaonrsdtexens of the same cite beqnytfor ener of

pauage, pontage, and murage by al our reame and all our

pour.
Charter qfLondon (Each. IL), in Arnold's Chromcle, p. 22.

pa'Vaist, ». Same as pavise.

pavan, paven^ (paVan, -en), n. [Also pavin,

pavian, pavane ; <F. pavane= Sp. pavana, < It.

6 6' bC^
Concrete Pavement.

A. a, die ground; ^, a bed of concrete; c, a layerof cobblestDoe^
upon the topof idiidi is laid a sozface of a^diat^or composition in

Which coattar or simflar material is an ingredient. S and C <> a
layer of stones; 6, a second layer of smaller stones; c, a layer of
a^halt, or analc^ous plastic compoation. I>~ a, bloc^ of wood set

on the end of ttieir ?rain ; i, blodts laid edgewise on the edge of
their grain, or as neaSy so as pt^^le ; c, a layer of matched boards
or plaidEs laid directly on tiie gionnd. The spaces between the up-
per ends of a are filled in with concrete or compositioa.

usually laid in cement, but sometimes merely
on a foundation of earth, or, particularly in an-
cient ezani]ples, accurately fitted in masonry
without artificial bond; also, such a covering

Graiute Pavement,

a, concrete of cement giontj #, sand forming a bed fiv the granite

blocks ; ff. graiute blodcs having interstices rammed tightly full of
sand; dd, curbs of stone; ee, flagstone adewalks.

made of concrete (see concrete, n,, 3), and some-
times of wood. Pavements are often made in amosaic
of stone, more or less artistic in character, or of glazed or

onglazed tiles, sometimes by their color or decoration

formiz^ elaborate designs. See also cnt under eneausUe.

Also the Pavmenteg of Halles and Chambres ben alle

square, on of Gold and another of Sylver.
MaTidetnOe, Travels, p. 188.

He spronge in a-monge hem, and smote the firste that
he mette tlmt the heed fill on the pamenL

Meriin (£. £. T. S.X ilL 496.



pavement
They foand in Ano-Caprea, some years ago, a statue and

a rich pavement under giound, as they had occasion to
turn up the eaith that lay upon them.

Addison, Remarks on Italy (ed. Bohn), I. 445.

Here is a fine street pavemetit brought to light, here a
fragment of a theater. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 67.

2 . Tlie material ofwhich such a flooring ismade

:

as, the pavement is tile.

At last he sold the pavements of his yard,
"Which covered were with blocks of tin.

Thomas Stukely (Child's Ballads, VII. 309).

For ev'n in heaven his looks and thoughts
Were always downward bent; admiring more
The riches of heaven's pavement, trodden gold,
Than aught divine or holy. Jfiiton, P. L., i. 682.

3. The flagged or paved footway on each side
of a street ; a sidewalk.

All householders, or, if empty, the owners of house, to
keep the pavement, before said house in repair.

AsMon, Social Life in Beign of Queen Anne, II. 167.

4. In anat. and zool., a paved structure ; a for-
mation like pavement.— 5. In coal-mining, the
seam of fire-claywhich usually underlies a seam
of coal. [Scotch.]—Pavement epithelium. See
epitheliuTn,

pavement (pav'ment), v. t. [< pavement, ».]
To pave ; floor witt stone, bricks, tiles, or the
like.

How gorgeously arched, how Tlatiiy pavemented.
Bp. Hall, Select Thoughts, i. § 7.

pavement-pipe (pav'ment-pip), n. A tube or
pipe leading from a gas- or water-main to the
surface of the ground, to afford access to a
valve or to protect a small pipe rising to the
street-level.

pavement-rammer (pav''ment-ram''6r), n. A
power-maehine used to ram'down the blocks in
paving a roadway. •

paveni, n. See pavan.
paven^ (pa'vn), p. a. [Irreg. pp. of pave, v.

Cf. provenJ] Paved. [Bare.]

Up and down the paven sand
I would tramp, while Day's great lamp

Itose or set, on sea and land.
JR. H. Stoddard, By the Margent of the Sea.

paver (pa'v6r), n. [Formerly aJaopavier, pavior,
paviour; < ME. paver, < OF. paveur, paver, <
paver, -psive: see paveJ] 1. One who lays pave-
ments, or whose occupation is to pave.— 3. A
slab or brick used for paving.
Had it been paved either with diamond pai^er made of

free stone, ... or with other pavier . . . which we call

Ashler, ... it would have made the whole Piazza much
more glorious. Coryat, Crudities, I. 219.

3. A rammer for driving paving-stones^

pavesadet, pavisadet (pav-e-sad', -i-sad'), n.

[< OF. pavesade, pavoisade, F. pavesade = Sp.
pavesaads= Pg. pavesada, < It. pavesata, a port-
able hurdle carried into the field for protection
to an archer, < pavese, a shield, cover : see pav-
ise.'] 1. Any extended or continuous defense
of a temporary nature, as a screen, parapet, or
the like, used in warfare.— 2. A canvas screen
extended along the side of a vessel when going
into action, to prevent the enemy from observ-
ing operations on board.
pavesadoti '> Same as pavesade,

paveset, pavesset, n. and v. See pavise.

Favetta (pa-vet'a), n. [NL. (Linnaeus, 1737)

;

from a native name in Malabar, India.] A ge-
nus of shrubs of the order Bubiacese, the madder
family, and the tribe Ixorese, distinguished by
the very slender long-exserted style and the
two-seeded drupe. There are about 60 species, found
in the tropics of the Old World and in South Africa. They
bear opposite leaves with stipules often united into a
loose sheath, and white or greenish flowers in branching
three-forked coiynil)s. P. Borbonica and several other
species are cultivated under glass as ornamental ever-

greens. The bitter roots of P. Indica are used as a purgar
tive, and are made into knife-handles by the Hindus.

paviaget, n. Same as pavage.
pavian, n. See pavan.
pavid (pav'id), a. [= Sp. pdmdo = Pg. It. pa-
vido, < L. poOTdjts, fearful, timorous, < pamere,

be afraid.] Timid. [Rare.]

As eagles go forth and bring home to their eaglets the
Iamb or the paxiid kid, I say there are men who . . . vic-

tual their nests by plunder.
Thadcerray, On a Medal of George IV.

pavidity (pa-vid'j-ti), n. [< pavid + 4ty.'\

Fearfumess; timidity. Coles, 1717.

paviert (pa'vi-6r), n. An obsolete variant of

paver.

pavilion (pa-vil'yon), n. [Formerly also paviU
lion; < M^. pavilion, pavyUoun, paveylon, pa-
vilon = MLG. pavlun, paulune, pawelune, LG.
iawelin= G.pavilion= OF.pavilion, pa/veillon, F.
pavilion, a tent, papillon, a butterfly, = Sp. pa-
iellon= Pg.pavilhSo= It.paviglione,padiglione,

a tent or paialion, = W.pabeU, < li. papilio(n-).
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a butterfly, a tent or pavilion; see Papilio.J
1. A tent; a temporary movable habitation;
particularly, a large tent raised on posts.

And whan thei gon to Werre, thel leiden hire Houses
with hem upon Charlottes, as men don Tentes or Pavyl-
louns. MandeviUe, Travels, p. 248.

The Switzers . . . tore in pieces the most sumptuous
Pavilions ... to make themselves coates and breeches.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 42, sig. B.

Pitch ova: pavilion here upon the sward.
Tennyson, Princess, iii.

Hence— 2. A canopy; a covering.

After the rain, when, with never a stain.

The pavUion of heaven is bare. Slielley, The Cloud.

3. In arch. : (a) A building of small or moder-
ate size, isolated, but properly in a relation of
more or less dependence on a larger or princi-
pal building. The term is also used arbitrarily, usu-
ally to designate a building, as a belvedere or other cov-
ered shelter, or even a large and fully appointed build-
ing in a park or at the seaside, appropriated to purposes
of amusement. (6) A part of a building of con-
siderable size projecting from the main body,
particularly in the middle or at an angle of a
front. It is usually carried up higher than the other
parts of the buUding, and is often distinguished also by
more elaborate decorative treatment.

4. In apiculture, the middle hive in a collateral
system.— 5. In her., a tent used as a bearing:
rare and represented in various ways, as a wall-
tent, bell-tent, etc., at the choice of the artist.— 6t. A coif or wig.
Shal no seriaunte for that seruyse were a selk houe,
Ne pelour in hus paveylon for pledyng at the barre.

Piers Plaumum (C), iv. 462.

7. In anat., the outer ear ; the pinna or auricle
of the ear.— 8. In brilliant-eutHng, the sloping
surfaces between the girdle and eulet, taken
together; also, the whole lower or pyramidal
part of the stone, taken from the girdle and in-
cluding the culet or collet. See hrilliant.— 9.
In music. See pavilion.— 1 0. A flag or ensign

;

specifically, the flag carried at the gaff of the
mizzenmast or on the flagstaff at the stern of a
ship to indicate her nationality.— 11. A gold
coin struck by Ed-
ward the Black
Prince for circula-
tion in France : it

weighed from 67 to
83 grains. The pavil-

ion d'or ('gold pavil-

ion ') was a lYench gold
coin struck by Philip VI.
of Valois in the four-
teenth century; itweigh-
ed about 79 grains. Also
called ryal or royal.—
Chinese pavilion, a
pole having crosspieces,
and on the top a conical
pavilion or hat on which
ai'e hungnumerous little

bells, to be jingled by
shaking the pole up and
down : a showy contri-
vance occasionally used
in military bands.— Pa-
vilion facet, one of the
four largest facets in the
?ayilion of a brilliant,

hey are pentagonal in
form, and surround the
culet, their points reach-
ing to thegirdle. See cuts
under &7wia»t.—Pavil-
ion roof, a roof slop-
ing or hipped equally
on all sides. GwiU.— Pa-
vilion system, in the
construction of hospi- originaL)

tals, a method of dispos-
ing the plan in such manner that the various wards and
departments occupy separate blocks or pavilions, isolated

from each other, and connected merely by open corridors,

pavilion (pa-vil'yon), ». <. [< xMvilion, n.l 1.

To furnish' with pavilions or tents; fill with
tents.

Jacob in Mahanaim, where he saw
The field pavilion'd with his guardians bright.

Milton, P. L., sd. 216.

2. To shelter with or as with a tent.

So with his battening flocks the careful swain
Miidi&ipavilioned on the grassy plain.
* Fenton, in Pope's Odyssey, iv.

A wild rose-tree

PavUityns jpim in bloom. Eeats, Endymion, ii.

pavilion (pa-ve-ly6n'),w. \¥.: seepavilion."] In
musical instruments of the metal wind group,
the bell or flaring mouth of the tube— pitlte L
pavilion, an organ-stop the pipes of which aresurmount-
ed by a bell.

pavimentt, n. An obsolete form ot pavement.

pavin (pav'in), m. See pavan. Beau, and Fl.

paving (pa'ving), n. [Verbal n. of pave, v.] 1

.

The laying of floors, streets, etc., with pave-
ment.— 2. Pavement.

Favoncella

The grass began to grow ... in the crevices of the
basement j)it»injr. Diekens, Dombey and Son, xxiiL

paving-beetle (p^'ving-be'tl), n. A pavers'

rammer.
paving-machine (pa'vlng-ma-shen'''), n. 1. A
steam-rammer or machine-paver ; a pavement-
rammer. The ram is usually suspended at the end of a
pivoted arm that projects from the machine and can be
moved at will to direct the blows.

2. A machine consisting of a hollow roller,

sometimes carrying a furnace suspended to

the axle within the roller, used to soften and
compress the surface of an asphalt pavement.
Also ea]\.edL pa/ving-roller.

paving-stone (pa'ving-ston), n. A stone pre-

pared for use in paving.

paving-tile (pa'ving-til), n. A flat brick or tile

for use ia laying floors, etc. ; a paver. These
tiles are often covered with a hard glaze, and are some-
times decorated with patterns in col6r. Such decorated
tiles were abundantly used in medieval architecture, par-

ticularly in France, and this use has recently been revived.

See encaustic.

pavior, paviour, n. Same as paver.

pavisadet, "• See pavesade.
paviset (pav'is), n. [Early mod. E. also pa-
vais, pavice, pavisse, pavish,

palveise, < MS.pamse, pavese,

pavesse, pavys, < OF. "_

pavois, pavesche = Sp. _
= Fg.pavee = It. pavese, pa-
vesce, < ML. pavensis, a large
shield; origin uncertain. The
form suggests a local origin,

perhaps, like OF. Pavois, Pa-
vious, < Paoia, a city in Italy.]

1. A shield of large size, four
or five feet long and broad
enough to cover the whole person, used espe-
cially in sieges." In the quotation the word is

used of a broad-brimmed hat.

One he henttis a hode of scharlette fuUe riche,

A pavys pillione hatt, that pighte was fuUe faire
With perry of the oryent, and precyous stones.

Morrte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), L 3461.

2. Same as ',

Favise, 14th century.

Reverse.

Pavilion of Edward the Black
Prince, British Museum. (Size of the

Owre men had bynne in great daunger [from Indian
arrows] if they had not byn defended by the cages or
pauisses of the shyppes and their targettes.
P. Eden, tr. of Peter Martyr (First Books on America, ed.

[Arber, p. 158).

paviset (pav'is), v. t. [< pamse, ».] To pro-
vide with large shields.

They had moche adoo, sauynge they were well pauessed,
for they on the walles caste downe stoones, and hurt many.

Bemers, tr. of Froissartls Chron., II. xo.

pavisert (pav'is-6r), n. [MB., also pavyser, <

OF. pavaisier, pavesier, xmvoisier, pavoiseur, a
soldier armed with a pavise, < pavois, a pavise

:

see pavise."] 1 . A soldier who carried a pavise,
or large shield.

Thehe prayes and theire presoneres passes one aftyre.
With pyloiu's, and pavysers, and pryse mene of armes.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. SOO.'i.

2. According to some authors, a man who car-
ried the pavise for the protection of another, as
a crossbowman or archer.

Pavo (pa'vo), M. [L., a peacock: seepeaK] 1.
In ornith., the t3rpieal genus of Pavoninss, hav-
ing the upper tail-coverts in the male developed
into a magnificent train capable ofbeing erected
and spread into a disk, the tarsi spurred, and the
head crested; the peacocks. The common peacock
is p. eristatus. P. rmittcua or 8;>f(;^er«« inhabits Java, and
is very distinct from the former. A third sup-
posed species, related to the first, is P. nigri-
pennis^ See peafowl.

2. A southern constellation, the Pea-
cock, situated south of Sagittarius.
pavon (pav'on), n. [< OP. pavon, a
peacock, <L.j)a«o(»t-), a peacock: see
-Pawo.] A small pennon fastened to
the shaft of a medieval lance.

The Pavon was a peculiar shaped flag, some-
what like a gryon attached to a spear.

Preble, Hist. Flag, p. 19.

Pavonaria (pav-o-na'ri-a). n. [NL., <
L. pavo{n-), a peacock, + -aria.] A
notable genus of pennatulaceous aley-
onarian polyps, having non-retractile
polypites on one side of the slender
polypidom.
pavonazetto (pa-v6-na-zet'td), n. [< It. pavo-
nazzetto, dim. of pavonazzo, purple, <^ai)o»e, a
peacock, < L. pa/vo(rir-), a peacock: see Pavo.]
See marble, 1.

Pavoncella (pav-on-sel'S), n. [NL. (Leach,
1816), < It. pavoneeila, the'lapwing. ] A genus of
fighting sandpipers of the iamilj Scolopaciflsp,



Pavoncella

more frequently called Philomachus and Mache-
tes. P. pugnax is the common species, the male
of which is called a ruff, and the female a reeve.
See cut imder ruff.

pavonet (pa-vonO, n. [< OF. pavon, < L. pch
»o(»-), a peacock: aee Pavo, pea^. Cf.pawn^.']
A peacock.

More Bondiy colours then the proud PavoTie.
, F. Q., m. xi. 47.
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Favonia (pa-v6'ni-a), n. [NL. (Cavanilles,
1790), named after Don Josd Pavon, a Spanish
traveler (1779-88), author, with Ruiz, of a flora
of Peru and Chili.] 1 . A genus of herbs and
shrubs of the order Mahacese and tribe Urenese,
havingfrom five to eight leaf-like or bristle-like

braetlets, and the carpels generally with from
one to three awns. There are oyer 60 species, main-
ly in South America, with a few in Africa, Asia, Aus-
tralia, and the Pacific islands. They are usually woolly
or bristly-hairy, the leaves often angled or lobed, and the
flowers of various colors, scattered, or seldom in dense
heads. - •

- - -

are known as smrlet mallow, f. hattata, the spear-
pavonia of Australia, and some others are cultivated for or-

nament. Several are in medicinal use in Brazil and India.

2. [I. c] A plant of this genus.
paronian (pa-v6'ni-an), a. [< L. pavo{n-), a
peacock (see' Paw), '4- -Jan.] Of or pertaining , -, ..,

to a peacock; resembling the peacock, as in its ^r™„i?- „;r i ".

gaudiness and vanity
;
pavonine.

They who are versed in the doctrine of sympatiiies and „ „ .^ „ ,^„,^ow«
the arcana of correspondences as revealed to the Swedish •.o'^'ti /V,s'vT"<I°
Emmanuel will doubtless admire the instinct or inspu'a- ^„„'^ ^paK;, ra

tion which directed my choice to the pavonian Pen.
Sauthey, Hie Doctor, Pref.

Favonidse (pa-von'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Pavo(n-)
+ -idee.'] A family of gallinaceous birds ; sy-

jionymous with Phasianidee. Swainson, 1837.

pawn
windlass for its security, and serving to sup-
port the pawls which are pinned into it.

pawl-postt (pM'post), n. Same as pawl-bitt.
pawl-press (pEll'presj, n. In booJcbinding, a
form of screw-press in which the lever is op-
erated with pawl and ratchet.
pawmentt, n. A Middle EngUsh form of pave-

trans. 1. To scrape with the fore foot; ^'^^J^ZfY'"^-' ^^ ^\
with a drawing or scraping action of the Saw^teV- See pamptiw^.

jot
pawn^ (pan), n. [< MB. pawne, < OP. pan, a
pawn, gage^ pledge ;_ef.qFries. pand = D,

paw^ (pS), 1'. [,<.pa'w, ».] I. intrans. To draw
the fore foot along the ground; scrape with the
fore foot.

Mepaweth in the valley, and lejoiceth in his strength.
Job xzxix. 21.

Now half appear'd
The tawny Uon, pairnng to get free
His hinder parts. MUtrni, P. L., viL 464.

II.
strike
fore foot,

The courser pawed the ground with restless feet
Dryden, Pal. and Arc, iii. 457.

The restless coursers pawed the ungenial soil.

Shelley, Queen Mab, iz.

2. To handle roughly or cliunsily, as with paws.
Johnson,

Our great court-Galen poised his gilt-head cane.
And paw'd his beard, and mutter'd catalepsy.

Tennyson, ^ft-incess, i.

3. To fawn upon, as a spaniel upon his master,
ds. P. cocanea and sever^other West Indian species paw^ (pS,), n. [Perhaps a reduced form ofknown as scarlet mMlow. P. lu«ma. the spear-leafed %a«>fcl, or else of *pawi, *paut, < paut, t..] A

trick.
They thought the devil had been there.
That play'd them sic apaw then.
Battle of KiUiecranUe (Child's Ballads, Vn. 154).

[Native name.] A kind of
ormer or sea-ear, HalioUs iris, of New Zealand.
pawed (pM), a. [< paw^ + -ed2.] i. Having
paws. Johnson.— Q. Broad-footed. Sherwood.
)awkl (pS.k), n. [Also panic; origin obscure.
Cf . Puck.1 Art ; a wile. [Scotch.]

Prattis are repute policy and perrellus^a«H».
Qavin Douglas, tr. of Virgil, p. 238, b.

pawk^ (p&k), n. [Origin obscure.] A small
lobster.

Pavoninae(pav-o-ni'ne),».j)Z. [NL., < Pa4)o(»-) pawkily (pa'ki-U), adv. In a pawky or arch
inie.'\ The peafowl as a subfamily of Pfeo- manner; slyly. [Scotch.]

sia,nidie, typified by the genus Pavo, of uncer-
tain definition. The name was first used by G. K. Gray,
in 1840, to include the genera Pavo, Polyplectron, and
Argus.

_
It is also called Polyplectroninm.

pavonine (pav'o-nin), a. and re. [< L. pavoni-
nus, pertaining to a peacock, < pavo^n^), a
peacock: see Pavo.'] 1. a. 1. Pertaining to,
resembling, or characteristic of a peacock;
pavonian.
The bas-reliefs on this low screen are groups of peacocks

pawkiness (p&'kf-nes), n. Archness; good-
humored shrewdness. [Scotch.]

There is also a refreshing tone of good Scottish pawki-
ness about the book. Westminster Bm., CXXV. 679.

pawky (pSi'ki), a. [Also pawhie, pauky, pau-
Me; < paajfcl + -^1.] Arch; humorously sly.

[Scotch.]
A thief sae paukie is my Jean,
To steal a blink, by a' unseen.

Bums, Oh this is no my ain Lassie.

'"'^'""''';i;rof^l^"'^^t^^^^^^r'^^:i^X pawl (pai),
I

LMsopaU,paul; < W.pawl,_e.not expressive
pavonine forms. Bvskin.

Scarce one of us domestic birds but imitates the lanky
pavonine strut and shrill genteel scream [of the peacock].

Thackeray, Book of Snobs, xx.

2. Resembling a peacock's tail in iridescence.
[Rare.]

Through all things streamed this soft-colored lights and
everything became a sort of pavonine transparency, and
the good folks' faces glowed with magical lustre.

S. Judd, Margaret, L 16.

H. n. Peacock's-taU tarnish ; the iridescent
luster found on some ores and metallic pro-
ducts.

pavonlous (pa-v6'ni-us), a. [< L. pavo(n-), a
peacock (see Pavo), + 4otis.'\ Ocellated, like
a peacock's tail.

pavonizet (pav'o-niz), v. i. [< L. pavo(n-), a
peacock, -I- -ise.] To comport one's self as a
peacock; strut. Florio.

pavyt(pav'i), re.; ^\.pavies{-iz). {iOF.pavie.']
The hard peach.

Otpavies, or hard peaches, I know none good here hut
the Newington, nor will that easily hand ti'J it is full ripe.

Sir W. Temple, Gardening, IIL 231. (,lfares.)

Payy's disease. Cyclic or paroxysmal albu-
minuria.
pawl (p§,)j n, [< ME. pawe, powe, a paw, < OP.
poe, poue, powe, pooe, also pote = Vr. pauta =
Cat. pota, a paw, < MLG. LGr. pote = D. poot =
Gr. pfote = Dan. pote, a paw. Cf. W. pawen,
a paw, claw, foot, = Corn, paw, foot, < E.

;

Bret. pao,pav, paw, < OF. THiether OP. pate,
F. patte, a paw, is connected is not certain : see
patten'^, patrol.] 1. The hand or foot of an
animal which has nails or claws : distinguished
from hoof: as, a monkey's paw; the paws of a
cat, dog, rat, etc. In many animals the fore
feet, and in some the hind feet, are prehensile,

and serviceable as hands.

Whatsoever goeth upon his paws, among all manner of
beasts that go on all four, those are tmclean unto you.

lev. xi. 27.

3. The human hand, especially when large or
coarse, or when awkwardly used. [Humorous
or contemptuous.]

Be civil to the wretch imploring,
And lay your paws upon him without roaring.

Bryden,

-
gage, . „ ,

pand = MLG. pant= OHG. MHG. phant,pfant,
G. pfand = Icel. pantr = Sw. Dan. pant, a
pledge, pawn. The OF. term is usually iden-
tified with OF. pan, F. pan, a piece of a gar-
ment, a lappet, panel, pane (< L. pannus, a
cloth : Beepane\panel), on the supposition that
it referred orig. to an article of clothing left
as a pawn; but this connection seems to be
forced, and is rendered still more doubtful by
the relation of penny, AS. pending, etc., to the
Teut. words above cited: aee penny.] 1. Some-
thing given or deposited as security, as for
money borrowed ; security

;
pledge.

Ar. Is yourpavm good and sound, sir?
See. F. I'll pawn my life for that, sir.

Middleton, Your Five Gallants, i. 1.

They will let them take their money vpon pazvTies, but
not deliuer it themselues. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 205.

We have no store of money at this time, but you shall
have good pawns; look you, sir, this jewel, and that gen-
tleman's silk stockings.

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, iv. 7.

2t. A pledge or promise.
I violate no pawns of faiths, intrude not
On private loves. Ford, Perkiu Warbeck, iL 3.

St. A gage ; a challenge.

If guilty dread have left thee so much strength
As to take up mine honour's pawn, then stoop.

Shak., Rich. II., L L 74.

4. The condition of being pledged or held as
security, as for the payment of a debt or the
fulfilment of a promise, etc. : as, to be inpawn
or at pawn.— 5. A pawnshop; a pawnbroker's
establishment. [Colloq.]

Perhaps they comes to sell to me what the pawns won't
take in, and what they wouldn't like to be seen selling to
any of the men that goes about buying things in the
street. Mayhew, London Laboui- and London Poor, II. 121.

At pawn, in pawn, pledged; hence, laid away; not
available.

Alas, sweet wife, my honour is atpawn.
And, but my going, nothing can redeem it.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 3. 7.

Gin I should lay my gloves inpawn,
I will dance wi' the bride.

Sweet Willie (Child's Ballads, II. 97).

pawnl (p&n), V. t. [< ME.*pawnen, < OF. paner,
panner, take a pledge, seize, take, pawn ; from
the noun.] 1. To give or deposit in pledge,
or as security for the payment of money bor-
rowed; pledge.

I'll pawn this jewel in my ear, and you may pawn your
silk stockings. B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, iv. 7

2. To pledge for the fulfilment of a promise.
I'llpawn the little blood which I have left

To save the innocent. Shak., W. T., ii. 3. 166.

He swore.
And pawned his truth, to marry each of us.

Ford, Love's Sacrifice, iiL 4.

Pj-ofane jests of men who pawn their souls to be ac-
counted witty. StillingJleet, Sermons, I. iv.

pa'Wn^ (p&n), re. [< ME. pawn, paune, poivn,
poune, poun, < OP. paon, poon, prop, peon, a
pawn, = 8p.peon, a foot-soldier, a pawn (> E.
peon), = Pg. picio = It. pedone, a foot-soldier,

pedona, a pawn, < ML. pedo{n-), a foot-soldier,

an athlete (cf. pedinus, a pawn), in LL. one
who has broad feet (in L. only as a surname),
< L. pes (ped-) = E. foot : see foot. Cf. peon,
pioneer.] A piece of the lowest rank and value
at chess. See cJiessK

A shame hath he that at the cheker pleyeth, whan that
a pown seyith to the kyng chekmate.

Lydgate, Pylgremage of the Sowle, p. 27.

Little Ireland has always suffered the fate of those who
have small offerings to make, A pavm on the chess-
board, she is sacrificed at any moment in order to win a
larger piece. The Century, XXXVIL 685.

Marked paivn. See marked.

pawn^ (p&n), n. [< OP. paon, pavon, P. paon, <

L. pavo(n-), a peacock : see Pavo and pea^.] A
peacock; in her., a peacock used as a bearing.

And he as py'd and garish as the pawn.
Drayton, Moon-calf. (Nares.)

He did not hesitate to give his advice, . . . ordering us pa'wn^t, ™- Mast, or similar food for animals.
wheu to heave and when Uypawl. Al«n sj-npllpri nnwnp.

R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 126.
^^^° speueu pawne.

1 fii / isn/T--i\ -^T„..t „ „<^«„«™ ^;„«„ Which is that Food that the swine feed on in the woods,
pawl-Dltt (pal bit), re. Jfiaut., a strong piece ^ jj^st of Beach, Acorns, etc., which some have called
of timber placed vertically at the back of the Pawnes. Cowel, Diet, and Inter.

pole, stake, bar, = L. palus, a pole : see pale^,
pole^.] 1. A short iron bar acting as a catch
or brake to prevent a windlass or capstan from
turning back. See cuts under capstan and pat-
tern-chain.

By the force of twenty strong arms, the windlass came
slowly round, pawl after pawl.

R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 235.

2. A bar pivoted to a movable or fixed support
at one end, and having its opposite end adapted
to fit the teeth of a ratchet-wheel or ratchet-
bar, used either for holding the ratchet-wheel
or -bar in a position to which it has been

Pawl in Hoisting-apparatus.

a, ratchet-wheel ; * and e, pawls, engaging teeth by gravitation

;

d, d, frame ; /. handle The wheel is moved in the direction of the
arrow by the pawl c when/ is lifted, and by 6 wheny is depressed.

moved by other mechanism (as in the case
where the pawl is pivoted to a fixed support),

or for moving it (as when the pawl is pivoted

to a movable support). A pawl may be constructed
and arranged to fall into engagement with ratchef^teeth

by its own weight, or, as is very common, it may be made
to act quickly and positively by the force of a spring.

A second crank, carrying also a. pall, by means of which
a feed or self-acting motion is given to the table for the

machine. F. Campin, Mech. Engineering;, p. 68.

Cross pawl, in sMp-UiUding. See cross-pawl.—Giicwity
pawl, a pawl which engages ratchet^teeth when actuated
only by the force of gravity.—Pawl and half pawl, two
pawls of different lengths acting on the same wheel.—
Spring-pawl, a pawl actuated by a spring.

pawl (pEil), V. t. [< pawl, «.] To secure or

stop the motion of (a capstan, windlass, or

ratchet-wheel) with a pawl.



pawn
pawn^t, n. [Prol). a var. of pane^. ] A gallery.

This house is flue and fllty paces in length, and hath
three pawnee or wallia in it, and forty great pillars gilded,
which stand betweene the walks.

Hakluylfa Voyagee, II. 261.

Jerman's Exchange [London, 1837] was a quadrangular
building, with a clock-tower of timber on the Comhill
side. It had an inner cloister, and apaum, or gallery, above
tor the sale of fancy goods.

W. Besara, Fifty Years Ago, p. 35.

pawn^ (p&n), ». Same asj>a»6,
pawnable (pft'iia-lDl), a. [< pawn^ + -able.']

Capable of being pawned.
pawnbroker (pan'br6''k6r), n. [< pawn^ +
broker.] One -who is licensed to lend money
on pledge or the deposit of goods at a legally
fixed rate of interest—Pawnbroker's balls, the
three gold-colored balls which usually"form the sign of a
pawnshop. The characteristic feature of the coat of arms
of the Medici family in Lombardy was a group of balls, or
disks, variously characterized in difFerent acconnte (per-
haps representing different branches of the family) as six
red balls, tliree gold balls or blue balls, and three coins,
and variously explained as representing pills, by way of
play upon the family name, or as representing the money
of bankers, the coins being indicated by spheres so as to
present a circle in whichever direction looked at. It
seems to have been from this armorial bearing that three
golden balls hung in a cluster and three blue balls painted
on a white groundwere early adopted as the sign of money-
lenders, corresponding to the existing emblem of pawn-
brokers.

It is not generally known that the three Blue Balls at
the Pawn-broker^ shops are the ancient arms of Lombardy.
The Lombards were the first money-brokers in Europe.

La/mb, Elia, Newspapers Thirty-flve Years Ago.

pawnbroking (p&n'br6"king), n. [< pawn^ +
broking, ppr. of *iroke in broker.'] The busi-
ness of a pawnbroker.
pawncock (p&n'kok), n. A scarecrow. HalU-
viell. [Prov. Bng.]
pawnet, n. Seepauiw*.
pawnee! (pft-neO, «• [< ^pairmX + -eeij The
person to whom a pawn is delivered as secu-
rity; one who takes anything in pawn.
Pawnee^ (pS,'ne), n. and a. [< Amer. Ind. Pani,
native name, said to have been given to them
by the Illinois Indians.] I. n. One of an Indian
tribe which formerly dwelt principally in Ne-
braska and also in Kansas and Texas. Harassed
by their hereditary enemies the Sioux, they were removed
to a reservation in the Indian Territory in 1876.

II. a. Of or relating to the Pawnees.
pawner (p&'nfer), n. [< pawri^ + -erl.] One
who pawns or pledges anything as security for
the payment of borrowed money.

The Pawnbroker's all in a blaze.
And the pledges are frying and singeing.
Oh ! how the poor pawners will craze I

Hood, Don't you Smell Fire?

pawnor (p&'ngr), n. [< pawri^ + -o>'l.] Same
as pawner.
pawnshop (p&n'shop), n. A pawnbroker's es-

tablishment; a place in which pawnbroMng is

carried on.

pawn-ticket (p&n'tik"et), n. A ticket given by
a pawnbroker to the pledger, bearing the name
of the article pledged, the amount of money
lent, the name of the pledger, the name and
address of the pawnbroker, the conditions of

the loan, etc.

pawpaw, n. Seepapaw.
paw-paw (p&'pft), a. Naughty. SaTMwell. [Prov.

Eng.T
pawt, V. SeejjoM*!.

pawtenert, n. See pautener^.

paw-waw (p4'w&), n. Same as pow-wow.
lyle.

For reasons which we cannot well understand, the red
gives place to the white man. With their wigwams and
canoes, their gods and their ^aww(M, . . . they have van-

ished forever. S. Judd, Margaret^ ii. 4.

pax(paks),». [<L.j)aa;, peace: seepeaee.] 1. In
the Bom. Cath. Ch., a small tablet ornamented
with a representation of

some Christian scene or
symbol. In former times, in
the celebration of the mass, it

was kissed by the celebrating
griest, and was then presented

y the acolyte to be kissed by
all the oiBciating ecclesiastics,

and by the members of the con-
gregation; but it is now used,
except in a few communities,
only during certain masses cel-

ebrated on special occasions or
by high dignitaries. Its use was
introduced into church worship
during the thirteenth century,
taking the place of the then cus-

tomaryform of the kiss of peace,
which was abrogated on account
of the confusion and inconve-
nience involved. Also called
OSCvlatory. Pax.— Brass of 15th century.

Car-
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The kissing of the pox was set up to signify that the
peace of Christ should be ever among us.

Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc, 1850), p. 7L

Innocentius ordained the pax to be given to the people.
J. Bradford, Works (Parker Soc, 1868), n. Sll.

Who make the pax of their mistresses hands.
Speeches of Ricort, Progr. of Eliz., n. (JITareg.)

2. The kiss of peace. See Mss pax robiacum,
peace be to you : a salutation common among the early
Christians. Its use is now confined to officiating clergy-
men in liturgical churches.

pax-board (paks'bord), n,. [ME. paxborde; <

pax + board.] Same s.s pax, 1.

pazbordet, »• Same as pax, 1.

paxbredet, ». [ME., < pax + brede, board : see
board.] Same us pax, 1.

The pax-brede used to stand on the altar all through
mass. Rock, Church of our Fathers, III. ii. 162.

paxillai(pak-sil'a), ».; Tpl.paxillsB (-e). [Nli.,

< L. paxilliis, a small stake, a peg, < pangere
{\/ pag), fix, fasten: see pact] A bundle of
movable knobbed or spicular processes at-

tached to a common stalk in the integument
of echinoderms. See cut under Asteriidee.

A handsome new form, of a peculiar leaden grey colour,
and with paxUlse arranged on the dorsal surface of the
disk in the form of a rosette.

Sir C. W. Thomson, Depths of the Sea, p. 121.

paxilla^, n. Plural otpaxillum.
paxillar (pak'si-lar), a. [ipaxilla^ + -a/r^.] Of
or pertaining to paxUlse.

paxillate (pak'si-lat), a. [ipamlla^ + -afei.]

Having paxillre.

paxillose (pak'si-los), a. [< "L.pagAVms = Gr.
7r(i(7(Ta/lof, a small stake, a peg.] In geol., re-

sembling a little stake.

paxillum(pak-sirum),«.; -p\.pcmlla{Ja.). [ML.]
A diminutive of pax.
paxwax (paks'waks), n. [< ME. paxwax, prop.
*faxwax, fexwax: see faxwax.] A butchers'
name 01 the ligamentum nuchse or nuchal liga-

ment of the back of the neck of cattle, etc. it
is a stout strong cord composed of yellow elastic fibrous
tissue, assisting in the support of the head without mus-
cular effort. A similar structure, in various degrees of
development, exists in most mammals, including man.
Also called ^arcywaa^, packwax, faxwax, Jbifa/E, and wWr
leather. See cut under liga/merttwm.

pay! (pa), V.
;
pret. and pp. paid, ppr. paying.

[< ME. payen,paien, < Qir.payerfpaier, paer, P.
payer= Sj). Pg. pagar= It. pagare, < L. pacare,
quiet, pacify, subdue, soothe, ML. satisfy or
settle (a debt), pay, i pax ipac-), peace : see
peace, and cf. pacate.] I. trans. 1+. To ap-
pease; satisfy; content; please.

Ther he harpede so wel, that hepayde al the route.

Rob. of Gloucester, p. 272.

Loke thou grucche not on god, thaus he geue luytel,

Beo payed with thi porcion porore or ricchore.
Piers Plowman (AX x. 113.

Do trewe penaunce, & y am payed,
From eendelees peine y wole make thee free.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall)^ p. 201.

Ffor hir to paye he was full glade.
Thomas of JErsseldouw (ChUd's Ballads, 1. 104).

2t. To make satisfaction or amends for.

And operis satisfactio that for sytmes payeth.
Piers Plowman (C), xviL 31.

3. To satisfy the claims of; compensate, as
for goods, etc., supplied, or for services render-
ed; recompense; requite; remunerate; reward:
as, to pay workmen or servants ; to pay one's
creditors.

For all my dangers and my wounds thou hs&tpaid me
In my own metal. Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, iv. 1.

For the carriage of such things as I send you by John
Hutton you must remember to pay him.

Wivthrop, Hist. New England, I. 404.

He [Pitt] attacked with great violence . . . the practice
ot paying Hanoverian troops with English money.

Maeaiday, William Pitt.

So pays the devil his liegeman, brass for gold.
Browning, Ring and Book, ill. 1463.

4. To discharge, as a debt or an obligation, by
giving or doing that which is due : as, to pay
taxes ; to pay vows.

Sone, vnto thi god pay welle thi tythe.

And pore men of thy gode thou dele.

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), I. B4.

Tables with fair service set

;

Cups that had paid the Csesar's debt
Could he have laid his hands on them.

WUliam Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 366.

5. To bear; defray: as, who will _pa^ the cost?
hence, to defray the expense of: as, topay one's

way in the world.

Take ye that, ye belted knight,
'Twill pay your way till ye come down.

WUlie Wallace (ChUd's Ballads, VI. 233).

6. To give; deliver; hand over as in discharge
of a debt: as, to pay money; to^a^ the price.

pay
So many ounces be should i>aj/

Of his own flesh, instead of gold.

Iforthem Lord and Cruel Jew (Child's Ballads, vm. 278).

I bavepaid death one of my children for my ransom.
Donne, Letters, xcii.

Why, 'tis his own, and dear, for he did pay
Ten crowns for it, as I heard Roscius say.

Marston, Satires, ii. 53.

Come, my hostess says there is seven shillings to pay.
I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 181.

Yon must not pay this great price for my happiness.

R, D. Blackmore, Loma Doone, xlviiL

7. To give or render, without any sense of obli-

gation: a.s, to pay attention; to ^a^ court to a
woman ; to pay a compliment.

"They 're my attendants," brave Kobin did say;
"They'll pay a visit to thee."

RoUn Hood Rescuing the Widows Three Sons (Child's
(Ballads, V. 266).

The next day brought us to Padua. St. Anthony, who
lived about five hundred years ago, is the great saint to

whom they here pay their devotions.
Addison, Remarks on Italy(ed. Bohn), 1. 379.

He used to pay his duty to me, and ask blessing the

moment he came in, if admissible.
Richardson, Sir Charles Grandison, V. 64.

I'll take another opportunity of paying my respects to

Mrs. Malaprop. Sheridan, The Rivals, L 2.

8. Figuratively, to requite with what is de-

served; hence, to punish; chastise; castigate:

still in colloquial use.

Turk Gregory never did such deeds in arms as I have
done this day. I have paid Percy, I have made him sure.

5AaJ:., IHen. IV., V. 3. 48.

They patiently enduring and receiuing aU, defending the
children with their naked bodies from the vnmercifull
blowes, tb&tpay them soundly.

Capt. John Smith, Works, I. 140.

He paid part of us

;

Yet I think we fought bravely.
Fletcher, Bonduca, v. 2.

Pay (whip) Maidjie as much as you like, and I'll not
say one word ; but touch Isy, and I'll roar like a bull

!

Dr. John Brown, Maijorie Fleming.

9. To be remunerative to; be advantageous or
profitable to; repay.

A lecture of an Egyptian priest upon divinity, morality,

or natural history would not pay the trouble, at this day,

of engraving it upon stone.
Bruce, Source of the Nile, L 415.

God payst, God to payt. See (Jodi.—To pay a bal-
ance. See balance.—To pay down, to pay on the spot

;

pay in ready money.

We cheerfully paid down as the price of its [slavery's)

abolition twenty millions in cash.
Quarterly Rev., CXLV. 17.

Topayhomet. See Aome,(KZ».—To payoff, (a) To rec-

ompense and discharge : as, to pay o/'servants or laborers.

When I arrived at this place [Heraclea] I paid off my
janizary, and the next day he came and said he was not
satisfied. Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 143.

(6) Nawt., to cause to fall to leeward, as the bead of a ship.

In a few minutes there was sail enough topay the brig's
head off. W. C. Russell, Jack's Courtship, xlv.

To pay (off) old scores, to pay old debts ; hence, figura-
tively, to "get even" with ones enemies.

I have been in the country, and have brought wherewith
topay old scores, and will deal hereafter withreadymony.

Sedley, Bellamire (1687). (Naret.)

To pay one in his own coin. See coini.—To pay one
out, to punish one thoroughly or adequately.—^0 pay
one's footing. See footing.—To pay out, to slacken,
extend, or cause to run out : especiaUy nautical : as, to
pay out more line.

His men . . . sprang into a yawl and began paying out
a heavy line, Captain Joe following with the shore end
of it. The Century, XXXTX. 226.

To pay the debt of nature,to pay one's last debt, to
die. See nature.

The Sire of these two Babes (poor Creature)
Paid his last Debt to human Nature.

Prior, The Mice.

To pay the piper or the fiddler, to bear the expense or
responsibility.

They introduce a new tax, and we shall have to pay the
piper. Brougham.
Which of you two comes down, as you say, with the

dust? Who pays the viiper tax this dance of yours, gentle-
men? J. S. Le Fanu, Tenants of Mallory, xxxiv.

To pay the shot, to pay the cost ; bear the expense.

In this at last we have the Advantage got,
We give the Treatj but they shall pay the shot.

Mrs. Cenilivre, Gotham Election.

II, intrans. 1 . To make payment or requital

;

meetone's debts or obligations : as, hejpays well
or promptly.— 2. To yield a suitable return or
reward, as for outlay, expense, or trouble; be
remunerative, profitable, or advantageous: as,

litigation does not jja?/' %
And all speculations as to what it will and what it will

not pay to learn^ Fitcli, Lectures on Teaching, p. 191.

To pay for. (a) To make amends for ; atone for: as, men
often payfor their mistakes with suffering. (S) To give
equal value for ; bear the charge or cost of

; give in ex-
chanire for.



pay
Of all that we receive from God, what doe we pay for,

more then prayers and prayaes?
Milton, EikonoklaBtes, vUi.

"TiB not in France alone where People sue made to pwy
for theh: Humour. Ideter, Journey to Paris, p. 106.

To pay for a dead horse. See ftoreei.—To pay off, to
fall away to leeward, as the head of a ship.

The little vessel paid off from the wind, and ran on for
some time directly before it, tearing through the water
with everything flying.

R. a. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 25.

To pay on, to beat with vigor ; redouble blows. [Colloq.]
—To pay up, to pay fully or promptly.
payi (pa), m. [< ME. pay, paye, < OF. paye, F.
paye = Pr. paga, pagua, paia = Sp. Pg. It.

iJa^a, pay; from the verb.] If. Satisfaction;
content; liMng; pleasure.

A man may serven bet and more tapay
In half a yer, althow it were no more.
Than sum man doth that hath servyd ful yore.

Clumcer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 474.

Mi lijf to lede in word & dede
As is moost plesaunt to thi pay.
And to deie weel whanne it is my day.

Hynave to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 14.

It was more for King Cornwalls pleasure
Then it was for King Arthurs pay.

Ballad of King Arthur (Child's Ballads, I. 237).

2. Compensation givenfor services performed;
salary or wages; stipend; recompense; hire:
as, a soldier's pay and allowances ; the men de-
manded higher ^0^.
Eueiy common souldier discharged receiued more in

money, victuals, apparell, and furniture then his pay did
amount vnto. Hakluyfs Voyages, II. ii. 161.

This trial is interesting, as it furnishes us with evidence
as to the pay of an editor, or rather author (for Tuchin
wrote the whole paper), of that time.

Ashton, Social Life in Beign of Queen Anne, II. 75.

3. Pay-day. [Obsolete or colloq.]

They haue exieiypay, which is 45. dayes, ... IB shill-
ings sterling. Eakluyt's Voyages, II. 108.

Deferred pay. See defers.—Fall pay, the official al-

lowance without deduction to officers of the army and
navy, as for active service.—Good (or bad) pay, sure (or
not to be trusted) to pay debts : said of persons. [CoUoq.]
—Half pay. See hay-pay.— la the pay of, hired by;
employed for pay by : as, he was in the pay of the company
for many years.-Pay dirt, pay gravel, in gald-mining,
gravel or sand containing a sufficient amount of gold to be
profitably worked. See dirt.

O, why did papa Bivike pa/y gravet
In drifting on Poverty Flat?

Bret Harte, Her Letter.

Pay-streak, in gald-mimng, that part of the gravel in
which the gold is chiefly concentrated. [Placer-mining
of the Pacific States.] The term is sometimes, but rarely,
used to denote the valuable or paying part of a lode or
metalliferous deposit inclosed in the solid rock. =Syil. 2.

Wages, etc. See salary.

pay2 (pa), V. t. [Prob. < OF. peier, poier, payer
(also in eomp. *empeier, empoier = Sp. empe-
gar), pitch, < li.pioare, pitch, cover with pitch,

< pix (pic-), pitch : see pitck^, n., and cf. piteh^,

».] ifaut., to coat or cover with tar or pitch,

or with a composition of tar, resin, turpen-
tiae, tallow, and the like : as, to pay a seam
or a rope.

In stead of Pitch, we made Lime, mixed with Tortoise
oyle, and as the Carpenters calked her, I and another
paied the seames with this plaster.

Quoted in Capt.John Smith'sWojIki, II. 118.

Faying ladle. SeeZatZfe.—ThedevUtopay. SeedemU.

payable (pa'a-bl), a. [< F. payable = Sp. pa-
gable = Pg. pagavel = It. pagaMle, < ML. paca-
liUs, payable, < pacare, pay: see payK"] 1.

That can be paid, or is to be paid; capable of
being paid.

Thanks are a tnhute payable by the poorest. South.

2. To be paid; dne: as, hiUs payable; homage
or allegiance pa^a&Ze to the sovereign—Due and
payable. See a/ue.

payably (pa'a-bli), ach. To the extent of be-
ing profitable.

'

Their lower beds have been found to be payably aurif-

erous. Ure, Diet., IV. 427.

pay-bill (pa'bil), n. Abill or statement speci-

fying the amount of money to be paid, as to

workmen, soldiers, and the like.

pay-car (pa'kar), n. In railroad service, a ear

in which a paymaster travels from point to

point along the line, to pay the employees.

pay-clerk (pa'klerk), «. 1. A clerk who pays
wages.— 3. A clerk to a paymaster in the

United States army or navy.

pay-corps (pa'kor), n. In the United States

navy, the corps of paymasters.

paydt, p. a. An old spelling otpaid.

pay-day (pa'da), ». The day when payment is

to be made or debts are to be discharged; the

day on which wages or money is stipulated to be
paid; in stock-jobbing, the day onwhich a trans-

fer of stock must be completed and paid for.
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Labourers pay away all theirwages, and live upon trust

tiD. next pay-day. Locke.

pay-director (pa'di-rek'tor), ». In the United
States navy, an ofllcer of tie pay-corps, ranking
with a captain.

payedt. p. a. An old spelling of paid.
payee (pa-e'), n. [,< pay'^ + -eeK'} A person to
whom money is paid or is to be paid; specifi-
cally

,_
in law, the party in whose favor the

promise or direction to pay negotiable paper
is expressed.

A bill of exchange is an order by one person, called the
drawer, to another, termed the drawee, living in a differ-
ent place, directing him to pay a certain sum of money to
a third person, denominated the payee.

Harper's Mag., LXXX. 470.

payent, a. and «. A Middle English form of
pagan.

Payena (pa-ye'na), n. [NIj. (Alphonse de Can-
dolle, 1844), after A. Payen (1795-1871), a bo-
tanical writer.] A genus of gamopetalous
trees of the order Sapotaeeee, characterized by
four sepals, eight petals, and sixteen stamens.
There are 6 or 7 species, natives of the Malay peninsula
and archipelago. They are trees with milky juice, rigid
leaves minutely clothed with reddish scurf or with silky
hairs, and small clusters of pedlceled flowers in the axils,
each cluster usuallyproducing a single ovate-oblong berry.

payer (pa'6r), n. [< pay'i- -I- -eri.] One who
pays ; specifically, the person named in a biU
or note who has to pay the holder. Also payor.

payetrellet, n. Same as poitrel.

pay-inspector (pa'in-spek'tor), n. IntheUnited
States navy, an officer of t£e pay-corps, rank-
ing with a commander.
pay-list (pa'list), n. A pay-roll; specifically
(milit.), the quarterly account rendered to the
war-offlce by a paymaster.
pajnuaster (pa'ma8"t6r), ». 1. One who is to
pay, or who regularly pays; one from whom
wages or remuneration is received.— 2. An of-
ficer in the army whose duty it is to pajr the offi-

cers and men their wages, and who is intrusted
with money for this purpose.— 3. An officer in
the United States navy who has charge of
money, provisions, clothing, and small stores,
and is responsible for their safe-keeping and
issue.—Fleet pasrmaster. See jfeefs.-Faymaster-
general, in the united States army, the chief officer of
the pay-depaitment of the United States war-office. He
has general charge of the payment both of the army of
the United States, and of volunteers and militia when in
its service, and holds the rank of brigadier-general. In
England there is an officer of the same name, exercising
similar functions.— Faymaster-general of the navy,
a principal official of the United States Navy Department,
chief of the Bureau of Provisions and Clothing, holding
the rank of commodore. See depa/rtment.

paymastership (pa'mas"t6r-ship), n. [< pay-
master + -ship.'] The office or status of pay-
master.

Walpole once again assumed the paymastership of the
forces. JEiuiyc. Brit., XXIV. 335.

payment (pa'ment), n. [Early mod. E. sdsopai-
ment; < OP. (aiid P.) payement = Vr.pagamen,
paiamen = Sp. Pg. It. pagamento, payment, <

ML. *pacamentum, payment, i pacare, pay: see
_pa^l.] 1. The act of paying; the delivery of

money as payment, in the course of business.

The king had received various complaints of the Agows,
who had abused his officers, and refused paymemi of trib-

ute. Brtme, Source of the Nile, II. 328.

2. More specifically, in law, the discharge of a
pecuniary obligation by money or what is ac-

cepted as the equivalent of a specific sum of

money ; "the satisfaction, by or in the name of

the debtor, to the creditor, of what is due, with
the object to put an end to the obligation"

(Goitdsmit). it is in the strictest sense distinguished

on the one hand from a discharge by offset or compromise,
and on the other from an advance of the money by a third

person who divests the creditor's claim by taking to him-
self the right to enforce it iu the place of the former.

3. The thing given in discharge of a debt or

fulfilment of a promise; recompense; requital;

reward.
Too little payment for so great a debt.

Shak., T. of the S., v. 2. 154.

The Countrey is so fertile that, at what time soeuer come
be put into the ground, the paiment is good with increase.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 466.

4. Hence, figuratively, chastisement; punish-

ment.
If it fortuned that a child, havmg been chastised by an-

other man, went to complain thereof to his own father, it

was a shame forthe said father if he gave him not his pay-
mmtt again. Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 392.

North. Yield to our mercy, ^roud Plantagenet.

Clif. Ay, to such mercy as his ruthless arm,
With downright BawjJi*?}*, show'd unto my father.

ShaTc., 8 Hen. VI., i. 4. 32.

Fayta bark
Application of payments, appropriation of pay-
ments, the determining which of several obligations
shall be extinguished or reduced, when a payment not
sufficient to extinguish all is made. Thus, if a debtor
owing to the same creditor an open account, a bond, and
a note secured by mortgage on the debtor's property pays
a sum sufficient to satisfy only one, it is for his interest
that it be applied to the mortgage, so as to free his property
from incumbrance ; and it is for his creditor's interest
that it be applied to the open account, which is unsecured,
and will be outlawed before the bond. The right of appli-
cation rests with the debtor at the time of paying. If he
does not exercise it, it passes to the creditor. If neither
debtor nor creditor exercises the right, the court, if con-
troversy arises, makes the application on equitable prinoi-
ples.—Equation of payments. See equation.— Pay-
ment into court, the deposit in due form with an officer
of the court of a sum sued for, or of so much as is admitted
to be due, for the benefit of the plaintiff if he will ac-
cept it.

paymistress (pa'mis''''tres), n. A woman who
gives money for goods supplied or services ren-
dered.

paynt, n. See pairfl.

payne^t, »• An obsolete spelling otpain^.
payne^t, n. A Middle English form otpagan.
paynim, painim (pa'nim), n. and a. [< ME.
painime, painym, paynime, paynym, payneme,
painem, < OF. paienime, paienisme, pa/iennisme,
painisme, etc., P. paganisme, paganism: see
paganism."] I, n. 1. Paganism; heathenism;
heathendom; heathen lands collectively.

Thys word was sone wide in paynyme ybrogt
So that princes in paynyme were of grete tnogt.

Bob. of Gloucester, p. 403.

Thau Ector was one, as aunter befelle,
flro the parties of pay[n]em« present at home.

Destruction of Troy (B. E. T. S.), L 2162.

2. A pagan; a heathen.

So that thulke stnde was for let mony a day,
That no cristenemon nePainym nustewhere the Itode lay.

Holy Rood (ed. Morris), p. 35.

Other do accomodate it ["Kosce teipsum"] to Apollo,
whom the paynimes honoured for god of wysedome.

Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, iii. 3.

TheEmperours deputie, albeit he were apainim, yet did
he abhore the murthering of a man whom he iudged to be
an innocent and guiltlesse person. J. Ud<M, On Mark xv.

Thus far even the paynims have approached ; thus far
they have seen into the doings of the angels of God.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, L 4.

II. a. Pagan; heathen.
Cornelius Tacitus, a panim writer, and enimie to the

Christians. Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1677), p. 395.

Paynim sons of swarthy Spain
Had wrought his champion's faU,

Scott, Eob Eoy, ii.

A people there among their crags.
Our race and blood, a remnant that were left
Paynim amid their circles. Tennyson, Holy Grail.

[Obsolete or archaic in all uses.]

paynimryt, painimryt (pa'nim-ri), «. [ME.
joaynymery; <i paynim + -ry.] Paganism; hea-
thendom.
paynize (pa'niz), v. t.; pret. and -pp. paynieed,
ppr. paynizing. [After one Payne, the inven-
tor of the process.] To harden and preserve,
as wood, by a process consisting in placing the
material to be treated in a close chamber, de-
priving it of its air by means of an air-pump,
and then injecting a solution of sulphid of cal-
cium or of barium, following this with a solu-
tion of sulphate of lime . The latter salt acts chemi-
cally on the calcium or barium snlphid, forming all

through the wood sulphate of calcium (gypsum) or sul-
phate of barium (heavy-spar). Wood thus treated is very
heavy, but very durable and nearly incombustible.

pay-ofB.ce (pa'of"is), n. A place or office where
payments are made, particularly an office for
the payment of interest on public debts.

payor (pa'or), n. [< pay^ + -ori.] S(

payret, n. "An obsolete spelliiig of pow-i."

pay-roll (pa'rol), n. A roll or list of persons
to be paid, with note of sums to which they are
entitled.

paysa (pi'sa), n. See^jce.
paysage (pa'saj; P. pron. pa-e-zazh'), «. [P.,

< pays, country : see pais% peasant.] A land-
scape.

But the greatest part of this paysage and landscape is

sky. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), 1. 103.

Life seems too short, space too narrow, to warrant you
in giving in an unqualified adhesion to a paysage which is

two-thirds ocean.
H. Jamies, Jr., Portraits of Places, p. 344.

paysagist (pa'sa-jist), n. [< paysage + -ist]
An artist or draftsmanwho works in landscape

;

a landscape-painter.

The lists are now open to some clever paysagist to prove
that his art is the supreme flower of all. Art Age, IV. 42.

payset, ''• -An obsolete form of ^oise.

paysyblet, « A variant of peaceable. Chaucer.
Fayta bark (pa'ta bark). A pale cinchona-
bark shipped from Payta in Peru.



paytamine

paytamine (pa'tam-ia), n. [< Payta (barh) +
amine.'} An amorphous alkaloid obtained from
Payta bark.

paytine (pa'tin), n. A crystallizable alkaloid
(C21HQ4N2O.H2O) of Payta bark.

paytrellt, n. See poitrel.

pazaree, n. Same as passaree.
rh. In chetn., the symbol for lead (Latin plum~
bum).

P. B. An abbreviation of Pharmacopoeia Biitan-
nica, British Pharmaeoposia.

P. Bor. An abbreviation of Pharmacopoeia Bo-
russica, Prussian Pharmacopoeia.
P. 0. An abbreviation (o) of Privy Councilor;
(6) ot police constable.

Pd., pa. A contraction of paid.
Pd. In chem., the symbol for palladium.
P, D. An abbreviation of Pharmacopoeia Dub-
Unensis, Dublin Pharmacopoeia.

P. E. An abbreviation (a) otPharmacopoeia Edi-
nensis, Edinburgh Pharmacopoeia; (6) of Prot-
estant Episcopal.
peal (pe), n. [A mod. form, assumed as sing,
of the supposed plural pease : see pease'^-. The
plural of pea is peas, as ' as like as two peas,'
' a bushel of x>eas,' with ref . to the individual
seeds, as in ' a bushel of beans

'
; but when used

collectively the old singular pease is properly
used, as 'a bushel ot pease,' like 'a bushel of
wheat or corn.'] 1. The seed of an annual
hardjr leguminous vine, Pisum sativum; also,
the vine itself. The pea is marked by its climbing
habit and glaucous surface, its pinnate leaves ending in a
branching tendril, its large stipules, and its large, com-
monly white, papilionaceous flowers, followed by pendu-
lous pods containing sweet nutritious seeds. The origi-
nal form, P. sativuTn, var. aroense (P. arvense), the common
gray pea or fleld-pea, is thought by some to be native in
Greece and the Levant, by others to have come from fur-
ther north. Peas were known to the ancient Greeks and
Bomans, and their cultivation is now general. Usually
only the seeds are edible, but the pods of the sugar-pea,
skinless pea, or string-pea are eaten, as in the case of
"string-beans." The seeds are now mostly consumed
when green, but are also split when ripe, and used in soups
or ground into meal. (See pease-meaZ.) Before the spread
of the potato, peas formed in England a principal food of
the working classes. The varieties are very numerous,
those of the marrow class being distinguished by seeds
which are wrinkled and greenish even when ripe.

Yes, yes, Madam, I am as like the Duo de Kichelien as
two^eoB; but then they are two old withered grey^eos.

Walpole, Letters, Oct. 13, 1766.

The beat Master I wot of is the Swabian who gave his
scholars 911,000 canings, with standing on peas, and wear-
ing the fool's cap in proportion. S. Judd, Margaret, ii. 1.

2. Pea-spawn of a fish. See spawn Angola pea.
See Cajamis.—Beach-pea. See iafftj/riM.— Butterfly-
pea. See Clitoria.— Congo pea. Same as Angola pea.— Cow-pea, a twining pulse-plant, Vigna (Dolichos) Ka-
tiang (V. Sinensis), ot tropical Asia and Africa, in cultiva-
tion extending into warm-temperate climates. The pods
are sometimes 2 feet long, and are edible while green,
as are their seeds when diy. This is an important crop
in the southern United States.—Earthnut-pea, a plan^
Lathyrus tuberosus, of Europe and Asiatic Eussia, yielding
edible tubers used like potatoes.

—

Earth-pea, a Syrian
species, Lathyrus amphioarpos, bearing underground pods.
— Egyptian pea, the chick-pea.—Everlasting pea. See
Lathyrus.—Hat pea, one of three slender shrubs with
very flat pods, of the Australian leguminous genus Platy-
loMum.— Frencll pea. (at) The common pea or garden-
pea. (6) pi. Canned peas prepared in France, reputed to be
superior to those canned in other countries.—Glory-pea.
See Ctianthus.—Hsart-pea. Same as heartseed.—Hoary
Sea. See Tephrosia, and catgut, 3 (&).

—

Milk-pea. See
alaoUa, 2.—Partridge-pea. (a) Cassia Chamsecrista, a

plant a foot high with showy yellow flowers, four of the ten
long anthers yellow, the rest purple. It is common espe-
cially southward in the eastern half of the United States.

(&) Heisteria eoceinea (F. pois perdrix). See Heisteria.—
Pea iron ore, a form of brown iron ore found in England
in the "Corallian beds " of the Middle Oolite, and especially
at Westbury in Wiltshire.—Pea of an ancaior, the bill of

an anchor.—Pigeon-pea. Swcnesia Angola pea,— Polson-
pea. See Swainsona.—Bosary peas, seeds oIAbruspre-
cotoriM.- Sea-pea, seaside pea, the beach-pea.- Sen-
sitive pea. Cassia nicHtan^, a small species in the eastern
United States, whose pinnate leaves fold when touched.
Also called vnld sensitive-plant. C. Chamisecrigta (see

partridge-pea, above) has been called large-fiawered sen-

sitive 1)60!.— Soy-pea. Same as soy-hean. See say, and
Sahxuia beans (under Seani).- Spurred butterfly-pea,
Centrosema Virginianum, of the southern United States.

The genus resembles Clitoria, but is distinguished by a
spur projecting from near the base of the standard.—
Sturt'B desert-pea, the Australian Clianthue Damipieri.

—Swainson pea. See Swainsona.— Sweet pea, a fa-

vorite climbing annual, Lathyrus odoratus, with rather
large sweet-scented flowers, a native of Sicily and south-
ern Italy. There are numerous varieties, differing chiefly

in the color, which runs from pure white to deep i)urple.

Bee painted-lady, 2.— Tangier T^ea,, Lathyrus Tingitanus,
aprettygarden species from Tangiers, producing abundant
small dark red-purple flowers.— Tuberous pea. Same
as heath-pea. See Lathyrus and knapperts.— Wood-pea.
Same as tuberous pea, or sometimes (by translation) Lathy-
rus silvestris. See Lathyrus. (See also chick-pea, heath-

pea, issue-pea, tneadow-pea, no-eye pea.)

pea^ (pe), ». [= Se. pae, pa (in pojock) ; < ME.
pe- (in comp. ), pa, po, poo, < AS. pdwa, also

pea (once, in dat. pedn), m., pd/we, t., = D.

4340

paauw = MLGr. pawe, pauwe = OHQt. phdwo,
fdwo, phaho, fdho, phdo, MHG. phdwe, pfdwe,
phd, pjd, G. pfawe, pfaw, pfowe, pfow, pfauw,
etc., now jTfajte, pfau, dial, pfob, pfaub, etc., =
Icel. pd, pdi (as a nickname ; in mod. use only
in comp. pd-fugl = Sw. p&fogel= Dan. paafugl
= E. peafowl, q. v.) = P. paon {> obs, E. pawn^)
= Sp. pavon = Pg. pavao = It. pavone, < L. pa-
voin-), ML. a}sopavus, m., pama, t., < Gr. *Tain!

(in gen. rauvof, etc.), usually ra&f or raejf, also
written raag, where the aspirate represents the
earlier digamma, orig. *TaFi>Q = Ar. Turk, tdwus
= Hind, taiis (in Hind, also called mor), < Pers.
tdwus, tdus, a peacock; cf. Old Tamil tokei,

togei, a peacock.] A peafowl. The simple form
pea is rare. It occurs chiefly in the compound namespea-
coo*, peahen, peafowl, pea-chick, pea-pheamnU In the
second quotation ^jca is restricted to 'peahen.'

His herd was syde ay large span,
And glided als the fether of pae.

Als T yod on ay Mounday (Child's Ballads, 1. 274).

A cock and a pea gender the Gallo-pavus, which is other-
wise called the Indian hen, being mixed of a cock and a
pea, though the shape be liker to a, pea than a cock.

Porta, Natural Magic (trans.), ii. U. (Nares.)

pea-bean (pe'ben), n. See bean\ 2.

pea-beetle (pe'be"tl), n. The pea-weevil, Bru-
chuspisi.

peaberry (pe'ber'i), n.
;

pi. peaberries (-iz).

The so-called male coffee-berry. See coffee, 1.

Sometimes there is but one seed, called, from its shape,
peaberry. Spons^ Encye. Manvf., I. 691.

pea-bird (pe'bferd), n. [< *pea, a syllable imi-
tative of its cry, + bird^."] The wryneck, lynx
tormdlla.

pea^luff (pe'bluf), n. A pea-shooter. HalU-
well. [Prov. Eng.]

Peabody bird (pe'bg-di bferd). [Prom the Pea-
hody Glen, White "Mountains.] The white-
throated sparrow, Zonotrichda aTbicollis.

pea-bone (pe'bon), n. The pisiform bone of
the wrist : so called from its size and shape.
pea-bug (pe'bug), n. The pea-weevil, Bruehus
pisi. [U. S.]

pea-bush (pe'bush), ». An evergreen heath-
like shrub, Burtonia scabra, of eastern Austra-
lia. It has large purple papilionaceous flowers,
single in the upper axils.

peace (pes), re. [<.'yL'K.pece,pees,pes,peis,pais,

< OP. pais, paig, P. paix = Sp. Pg. paz = It.

pace, < L. pax (ace. pacem), peace, < •/ pae,
pag, as in paciscere, agree, make a bargain,
pangere, fix : see pact. Cf . pacate, pay^, paci-

fy, etc., appease, etc.] A state of quiet or
tranquillity; freedom from disturbance or agi-

tation; calm; quietness; repose. Speoifloally—
(a) Freedom from war or hostile attacks ; exemption from
or cessation of hostilities ; absence of civil, private, or
foreign strife, embroilment, or quarrel.

The Idng has also the sole prerogative of making war
and peace. JBlackstone, Com., I. vii.

(b) Freedom from agitation or disturbance by the passions,
as from fear, terror, smger, or anxiety ; (quietness of mind

;

tranquillity; calmness; quiet of conscience.

Greatpeace have they which love thy law. Pa. oxix. 165.

But now a joy too deep for sound,
A peace no other season knows.

Bryant, Summer Bamble.

(c) A state of reconciliation between parties at variance

;

harmony ; concord.

"What tydinges now," quod he, "I praye yow saye."
" Be of good chore," quod they, "dought ye no dele,

Yourpece is made, and all shall be right wele."
Generydes (B. E. T. S.), 1. 1806.

St. Anselm and his Pea^ or composition with Henry the
First. B, W. Dioeon, Hist. Church of Eng., ii.

(d) Public tranquillity ; that quiet order and security which
are guaranteed by the laws : as, to keep thepeace ; to break
the peace; a justice of the peace.

The king has, in fact, become the lord ; . . . the public
peace, or observance of the customary right by man to-

wards man, has become the king's peace, the observance
of which is due to the will of the lord, and the breach of
which is a personal offence against him.

J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 203.

(0) A compact or agreement made by contending parties
to abstain from further hostilities ; a treaty of peace : as,

the peace of Byswick.

A peace differs notfrom a truce essentially In the length
of its contemplated duration, for there may be very long
armistices, and states of peace continuing only a definite

number of years. Wootsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, 1 150.

Armed peace. See armed.—Articles of the peace.
See article.— Bill of peace, in law, a bill or suit in equity
brought by a person to establish and perpetuate a right
of such a nature and under such circumstances that with-
out the intervention ot the court it may be controverted
by different persons at different times, and by different

actions ; or where separate attempts have already been
unsuccessfully made to overthrow the same right, and
where justice requires that the party should be quieted
in the right by a decree of the court.—Bird of peace,
breach of the peace, clerk of the peace, commis-
sion of the peace. See bird, lyreach, ete.— Conser-
vators of the peace. See consenaitar.—Justice of the

peaceably

peace. See jusifce.- Kiss of peace. See Km.—Let-
ters of peacet. Same as paeifloal letters (which see,

under poci/icoi).- Peace Congress. See congress.—

Peace Convention or Conference. Same as Peace Con-

gress.— Fea,ce establishment, the reduced quantity of

military supplies and number of efleotlve soldiers kept
under arms in a standing army during time of peace.-
Peace money, in early Eng. hist., a payment or fine for

breach of the public peace.— Peace of God and the
church, that cessation which the king's subjecte former-

ly had from trouble and suit of law between the terms and
on Sundays and holidays.- Peace Preservation Acts
(Ireland), English statutes ot 1870, etc., and especially

the act of 1881. The last contained stringent provisions

in regard to the canring, importation, and sale of aiTns.

— Peace resolves, m U. S. hist., a series of resolutions

reported to the Congress of the United States by the Peace
Congress of February, 1861, embodying suggestions for tlie

averting of civil war.—The king's (or queen's) peace,
originally, the exemption or immunity secured by severe

Senalties to all within the king's house, in attendance on
im, or employed on his business, and gradually accorded

to all within the realm who are not outlaws ; the public

peace, for the maintenance of which the sovereiijn is re-

sponsible.—The peace. Same as kiss of peace (which see,

under Wss).-TO hold one's peace. See Mdi.
So hjold thipees; thow slest me with thi speche.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 465.

To keep the peace, to abstain from violation of the
public peace. See breach of the peace, under breach.— To
make (a person's) peace (with another), to reconcile the
other to him.

I will make yourpeace with him. Shak., T. If., lii. 4. 296.

Treaty of peace. See treaty. =Syix. Stillness; silence,

(a) Amity. (6) Quiet, TranmUlity, eta. See rest.

peacet (pes), v. [< ME. peaoen, peasen, pecen,

pesen, < OP. paisier, pacify, bring to peace,
make peace ; from the noun : see peace, n. Cf.

appease.'] I. intrans. To hold one's peace; be
or become silent ; hold one's tongue.

Heruppon the people peacyd and stilled unto the tyme
the shire was doon. Fasten Letters, I. 180,

I will not peace. B. Jonson, Alchemist, iii. 2.

Then since, dear life ! you fain would have me peace.
And I, mad with delight, want wit to cease,

Stop you my mouth.
Sir P. Sidney (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 548).

II. trans. To appease; quiet; allay.

Which only oblation to be suiflcient sacrifice, to peace
the Father's wrath, and to purge all the sins of the world.

Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc, 1860),

[p. 265.

peaceabilityt (pe-sa-bil'i-ti), ». [< MB. pesi-

blete; s.s peaceable 4- -ity."] Tranquillity; calm;
peace.
He roos and blamede the wjrnd and the tempest of the

watir, and it ceesside, and pesiMete was maad.
Wydif, Luke viil. 24.

peaceable (pe'sa-bl), a. [< ME. pesable, pesi-
ble, paisible, etc."; < OP. paisible, pesible, peace-
able, < pais, peace: see peace.] 1. Accom-
panied with or characterized by peace, quiet-
ness, or tranquillity ; free from agitation, war,
tumult, or disturbance of any kind

;
peaceful.

A blisful lyf, a paisible and a swete,
Ledden the peples in the former age.

Chaucer, Former Age, 1. 1.

His peaceable reign and good government.
Shak., Pericles, ii. 1. 108.

But the treachery, the contempt of law, the thirst for
blood, which the King had now shown, left no hope of a
peaceable adjustment. Macaulay, Nugent's Hampden.

3. Disposed to peace; not quarrelsome, rude,
or boisterous.

Thre of the barons apart tshe] drew hastily
Off moste gretteste, sayng in wyse pesible
As woman full sage and ryght sensible.

Rom. ofPairtmay (B. E. T. S.), L 8653.

Men of mild, and sweet, and peaceable spirits, as indeed
most Anglers are. I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 48.

=Syn. Peaceful, etc. (aeepaeijie), amicable, mild, friendly.

peaceableness (pe'sa-bl-nes), n. The state or
character of being peaceable; quietness; dis-

position to peace.
peaceably (pe'sa-bli), adv. In a peaceable
manner, (a) Without war, tumult, commotion, or dis-
turbance ; without quarrel or feud : as, the kings of this
^ " ' ' Ah, " "
dynasty ruled peaceably for two hundred years. (6) In or
at peace; -~'-^' •'' '

alarm : as,

at peace
; quietly ; without interruption, annoyance, or
I, to live and Aie peaeeaMy.

Therfore thei suffren, that folk of alle Lawes maypej/ai-
hely duellen amonges hem. Mandemlle, Travels, p. 262.

Disturb him not, let him pass peaceably.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI. , ilL 3. 25.

They were also very careful that every one that be-
longed tothem answered theirprofession in theirbehaviour
among men, upon all occasiouns ; that they lived peace-
ably, and were in all things good examples.

Penn, E-ise and Progress of Quakers, iv.

(c) Without anger or disposition to quarrel; amicably;
as one disposed to peace.

And when his brethren saw that their father loved him
more than all his brethren, they hated him, and could not
speak peaceably unto him. Gen. xxxvii. 4.

To live peaeeoMy is so to demean ourselves in all the of-
fices and stations of life as to promote a friendly under-
standing and correspondence among those we converse
with. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II, xxiv.



peace-breaker

peace-breaker (pes'bra'kfer), n. One who vio-
lates or disturbs the public peace. Latimer.

peacefol (pes'ful), a. [< peace + -ful.'] 1.

Full of, possessing, or enjoying peace ; not ia
a state of war, commotion, or disquiet; quiet;
undisturbed: as, a peaceful time; a peacefiU
country.

Hail, Tfrilight^ sovereign of one peaceful hour

!

Wardsvoarth, Sonnets, IL 22.

Sacceeding monarchs heard the subjects' cries,

2Tor saw displeas'd the jmoc^uZ cottage rise.

Pope, Windsor Forest, 1 86.

1b3.t peaceful face wherein all past distress
Bad melted into perfect loveliness.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, 1. 158.

a. Pacific; mild; calm: as, a. peaceful teTiipeT.

And thus vrith peaceful words upraised her soon.
Milton, P. L., X. 946.

I am grown peaceful as old age to-night

;

1 r^ret little, 1 would change still less.

Browning, Andrea del Sarto

= Syn. Peaoealie, etc. (seej)act>!c), tranquil, serene.

peacefully (pes'ful-i), adv. In a peaceful man-
ner; -without war or commotion; without agi-

tation or distnrbanoe of any kind; tranquilly;

calmly; quietly.

peacerulness (pes'ful-nes), n. The state or

character of being peaceful; freedom from
war, tumult, distiu'bance, or discord; peace-
ableness.

peace-gUd (pes'gUd), «. In the middle ages,

one of a number of associations disseminated
through England and northern Europe, the ob-

ject of which was the mutual defense of the

members against injustice and the restriction

of liberty. Also eaMBdfrith.

peaceivelyt (pe'siv-li), adv. [< 'peaceive (< OF.
paisif, peaceable, < pais, peace : see peace and
-ive) + -ly^.'] In a peaceable or peaceful man-
ner; without resistance.

Yon must with your three sons he guarded safe

Unto the Tower; . . .

Then peaceively let as conduct yon thither.

Dekker and Webster, Sir Thomas Wyatj p. 26.

l>eaceless (pes'les), a. l<peace + -less.2 With-
out peace; disturbed.

Xook npou a person angry, peacdess, and disturbed.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 251.

peacelessness (pes'les-nes), n. Lack or ab-
sence of peace: the opposite ot peacefidness.

The small, restless black eyes which peered out from the
pinched and wasted face betrayed the peacelessness of a
harrowed mind. O. W. Cable, Old Creole Days, p. 79.

peacemaker (pes'ma'kfer), «. One who makes
peace, as by reconciling parties that are at

variance.

Blessed are thepeacemakers; forthey shall he called the
children of God. Mat. r. 9.

peace-offering (pes'of'6r-ing), m. 1. An offer-

ing that procures peace, reconciliation, or sat-

isfaction; satisfaction offered to an offended
person, especially to a superior.—2. Specifi-

cally, an offering prescribed under the Levitical
law as an expression of thanksgiving. Tbe direc-

tions for it are contained in Lev. iii.; viL 11-21. Itschar-
acteristic feature was the eating of the flesh as a symbol
ot enjoyment of communion with God.

peace-ofB.cer {pes'of'i-s6r), n. A civil officer

whose duty it is to preserve the public peace,
especially to prevent or quell riots and other
breaches of the peace, as a sheriff or constable.

peace-partedt (pes'pai'ted), a. Departed from
the world in peace.

We should profane the service ot the dead
To sing a requiem and such rest to her
As to peace-parted souls. Sltak., Hamlet, v. I. 261.

peace-party (pes'par'ti), n. A party that fa-

vors peace or the making of peace.

Iieace-pipe (pes'pip), n. The calumet or pipe
of the American Indians, considered as the
symbol ot peace between tribes, etc., the smok-
ing of it being the accompaniment of a treaty;

the "pipe of peace."
peachi (peeh), n. [< ME. peehe, pesche, pesJc, <

OP. pesche, P. pSclie, t, = Sp.p^rsico, pirsigo,

prisco (and with Ar. art. alpersico). m., = Pg.

pecego (and with Ar. art. alperche), m., = It.

pesca, also persica, i., = AS. persiic, persoc,

peach {persoc-tredw, peach-tree), = D. perzik =
MLGr. p&rsik = OHO. *pfersich, MHG. pfirsich,

phersieh, Gt. pfirsich, pfirsiche, pfirsche, also

pfirsehing= B^.persika = Dan./ersfce» (< Gr.), <

ii. persicum,-aeat. (sc. ma^Mm), a peach, i>er^ci«
malus, or simply persiiyus, f., a^sopersica arbor,

a peach-tree, < Qr. irepauidg, m., irepaiKdv, neut.,

a peach, also/^^a. mpaudi, the peach-tree, /i^'hfv

mpauc&i), the peach, lit. the 'Persian apple ' {ma-
lum, /ivTurv) or 'Persian apple-tree' ( i»alus,/ifi7iiay.

see Persic. Cf. quine, quince, lit. 'Cydonian
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apple.' So the orange or citron was called

lifjAov ilhjSiK&v, 'Medic apple,' and the apricot
liijijov 'Ap/ievtaidv, 'Armenian apple.'] 1. The
fleshy drupaceous fruit of the tree Prunus Per-
sica. See def . 2.— 3. Agarden and orchard tree,

Pi-u 71us (Amygdalus) Persica. The peach is a rather
weak irregular "tree, 15 or 20 feet high, with shining lan-
ceolate leaves, and pink flowers(see cutunder calydjiorate)

appearing before the leaves. Theroundish or elliptical fruit

is 2 or 3 inches in diameter, and covered with down ; when
ripe, the color is whitish or yellow, beautifully flushed with
red ; its flesh is subacid, luscious, and wholesome. The
peach is closely allied to the almond, from which Darwin
inclines to derive it. Its local origin has commonly been
ascribed to Persia, but the investigations of De CandoUe
point to China. It is now widely cultivated in warm-
temperate climates, most successfully in China and the
United States, as in Delaware, on the shores of the
Chesapeake and Lake Michigan, and in California, (See
curl, 4, peach-blight, and peach-yeUows.) The canning of
peaches is now a large local industry; large quantities
also are dried, and some are made intopeach-brandy. The
seeds often take the place of bitter almonds as a source
of oil, etc. Peach-leaves and -flowers are laxative and an-
thelmintic. The varieties of the peach are numberless, a
general distinction lying between clingstones and free-
stones (see these words), and again between the white- and
the yellow-fleshed. {See nectarine.) The flat peach orpeen-
to is a fancy Chinese variety, having the fruit socompressed
that only the skin covers the ends of the stone. Another
Chinese variety, the crooked peach, has the fruit long and
bent, and remarkably sweet. In ornamental use there is

a weeping peach ; and various dwarf and double-flowered
varieties, called flowering peaches, have been produced
with pure-white or variously, often very brilliantly, color-
ed flowers.— Guinea peach, aclimbing shrub, Sarcoceph-
alus esculenius, of tropical western Africa, bearing heads
of small pink flowers, and a pulpy collective fruit which
is eaten by the natives. Also called negro and Sierra Leone
jwocft.— Native peach of Australia. See quandang.—
Negro peach, Sierra Leone peach. Same as Guinea
yeocA.— Peach myrtle. Seemyrtfe.—Wlldpeacli. See
urUd orange, under orangel.

peach.2 (peeh), v. [By apheresis from appeach,
impeach.^ I.t trans. To impeach; also, to in-

form against, as an accomplice.

Letme have pardon, I beseechyour grace, andlllpeocA
'em all. Middleton, Phcenix, v. 1.

If I did not amidst all this peach my liberty, nor my
Tertue, with the rest who made shipwreck of both, it was
more the infinite goodnesse and mercy of God then the
least providence or discretion of myne owne.

Evelyn, Diary, 1641.

H. intrans. To betray one's accomplices; turn
informer. [Obsolete or colloq.]

For-thy as wightis that are will thus walke we in were,
Vatpechyng £Qs pilgrymes that putte are to pees.

Tork Plays, p. 429.

Wilt thou peach, thou varlet?
Fletcher (and another). Fair Maid ot the Inn, v. 3.

Will you go peach, and cry yourself a fool

At grannam's cross ! be laughed at and despised?
S. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, iv. 2.

" Was Flashman here then ?
"

"Yes ! and a dirty little snivelling, sneaking fellow he
was too. He never dared join us, and used to toady the
bullies by offering to fag for them, and peaching against

the rest of us." T. Eughes, Tom Brown at Bugby, i. 8.

peach.3 (peeh), n. [Appar. a particular use of

peach^, n.] In mining, any greenish-colored

soft or decomposed rock, usually chloritic

schist. [Cornwall, Eng.]
peach*t, «. [^ Russ. pechu, petsu, an oven,

stove, furnace.] A stove. [Russia.]

They [the Russians] heat their Peaches, which are made
like the Germane bathstoues, and their Poclads like ouens,

that so warme the house that a stranger at the first shall

hardly like of it. Bakluyt's Voyages, 1. 496.

pea-chafer (pe'eha'fer), n. A pea-weevil.

peach-black (pech'blak),m. [<.peachl -I- blaclc.'\

A black obtained from calcined peach-stones.

peach-blight (pech'blit), n. A fungous disease

of peach-trees (usually called rot or irown rot

when it affects the fruit), caused by Monilia

fructigetia. The full life-cycle of this fungus is

not known, but it is probably the gonidial stage

of some aseomycete.
peach-blister (pech'blis'tfer), n. Same as

curl, 4.

peach-blossom (pech'blos'um), n. and a. I. n.

1. The flower of the peach. See peachK—Q.
A collectors' name of a moth, Tliyatira latis.—

3. A canary-yellow color; also, a pink color

more yellowish than rose-pink.

n. a. Pertaining to or resembling the blos-

som of a peach-tree Feacb-hlossom marble, a
kind ot Italian marble variegated in white and red, with a
few yellow spots. Marble Worker, % 22.

peachblow (pech'blo), n. 1. In ceram., a glaze

of Oriental porcelain of wai-m purple color

or inclining to pink, like the blossom of the

peach. The pieces bearing this name are some-
times mottled and clouded in different shades
of the same color.— 2. A variety of potato: so

called from its color.

peach-borer (peeh'b6r''6r), n. 1. A day-moth,
.^eria exitiosa, of the family Mgeriidx, the

peachwort

female of which lays eggs in June on the bark
of peach-trees, near the ground. On hatching, the
larvffi work their way into the bark and bore to the sap-
wood, causing an exudation of gum, which, mixed with
the excrement of the insect forms a thick mass at the

Peach-borer {Dicerca di-
varicata). (Line shows
atural size-)

The deep-pink

Peach-borer y^gtria exitiosa). i. female ; 2, male.

foot of the tree. The cocoons are spun at or near the sur-
face of the ground ; they arebrown, and made of silk mixed
with gum and castings of the larvee. This borer works into
plum-trees as well as peach-trees. The best remedies are
to mound the trees and protect them with vertical straw
bands during the summer.
2. A buprestid beetle, Dicerca diraricato,whose
larva bores through the
bark and lives in the sap-
wood of the peach and
cherry. Also peach-tree
borer.

peach-brake (pech'brak),
n. In Texas, a dense
growth of the so-eaUed
wild peach, there cover-
ing extensive tracts. See
wild orange,\nidieT orange^.

peach-brandy (pech'-
bran^di), n. A spirituous
liquor distilled from the
fermented juice of the
peach.
peach-color (pech'kul'or), n.

color of the peach.
peach-colored (peeh'kul'ord), a. Of the color
of a peach.
peach-down (pech'doun), n. The soft down of

a peach-sMn.
peacher (pe'cher), «. if. An accuser or im-
peacher.

Accusers or peachers of others that were guiltless.

Foaoe, Martyrs, Wyclif.

2. One who peaches; an informer; a telltale.

[Colloq.]

peachery (pe'eher-i), n.
;

pi. peacheries (-iz).

[< peach^ + -ery.'] A place where peaches are
cultivated; a peach-grove; a garden where
peach-trees are trained against walls; a house
in which peach-trees are grown.
peach-house (pech'hous), n. In hort, a bouse
in which peach-trees are grown, for the purpose
either of forcing the fruit out of season, or of

producing it in a climate unsuitable for its cul-

ture in the open air.

pea-chick (pe'chik), n. The chick or young of

the peafowl.
pea-Mlicken (pe'chik" en), n. The lapwing.
Also called papechien.

peach-oak (peeh'ok), n. See chestnut-oaJc (un-

der oak) and willow-oak.

peach-palm (peeh'pam), n. A tall pinnate-
leafed palm of tropical South America, Bactris

Gasipses ( Gvilielma speciosa). The stems are some-
times clustered, and are armed with black thorns. It is

cultivated along the Amazon, etc., for its egg-shaped fruit,

which is borne in large clusters, bright-scarlet above,

orange below. Its thick firm flesh, when cooked, is mealy
and well flavored. It affords a meal which is made into

cakes, and by fermentation a beverage.

peach-stone (pech'ston), w. The hard nut in-

closing the seed or kernel within the fruit of

the peach.
peach-tree (pech'tre), n. The tree that pro-

duces the peach— Peach-tree borer. Same as
peach-borer, 2.

peach-water (pech'wa^'ter), «. Aflavoring ex-

tract used in cooking, obtained from the fresh

leaves of the peach by bruising, mixing the

pulp with water, and distilling. It retains the
flavor of bitter almonds possessedby the leaves.

peach-wood (pech'wud), n. A dyewood ob-

tained from Nicaragua, similar to brazil-wood,

and perhaps from the same tree. Also called

Kicaragua wood. See brazil, 2.

peach-worm (pech'werm), !i. One of the leaf-

feeding caterpillars which infest the peach:
as, the blue-spangled peach-worm, the larva of

Callimoipha fulvicosta. See cut under CalJi-

moipha.
peachwort (peeh'wert), n. The plant lady's-

thumb. Polygonum Persica ria: so named from
its peach-Uke leaves. See Xady's-ihumh and
lieart's-ease.



peachy

peachy (pe'chi), o. [< peacW- + -j/i.] Resem-
bling a peach, especially in color or texture;
of the nature of the peach.
I don't believe that the color of her peachy cheeks was

heightened a shadow of a shade.
J. T. Trowbridge, Conpon Bonds, p. 74.

peach-yellows (peoh'yeFoz), n. A peculiar
and very destructive disease affecting the cul-
tivated peach-tree, it is entirely confined at present
to the orchards of the eastern United States, where it an-
nually causes the death of many thousands of trees. The
leaves become dwarfed, distorted, and "scorched" in ap-
pearance, the twigs pale and dwarfed, and the fruit red-
spotted and prematurely ripe. In the first year the dis-
ease usually causes only a more or less premature ripen-
ing of the fruit ; in the second year it is more marked, the
whole tree having a sickly languishing appearance, with
the entire foliage dwarfed and rolled or curled up, and
yellowish or brownish-red (whence the name) in color.
The diseased tree rarely dies in the second year of attack,
and rarely lives beyond the fourth or fifth year. Little or
no valuable fruit is produced after the second year. The
cause of the disease is at present unknown, but from the
investigations that are now being carried on it seems very
probable that it is a bacterium. See yellows.

pea-clam (pe'klam), n. A yoxuig round clam,
Venus tnercenaria, up to about IJ inches in di-
ameter, and running from 1,200 to 1,400 to the
barrel: distinguished from cottnt ctom«, running
800 orfewer to the barrel. SeeUttle^ieck. [New
Jersey.!
pea-coal (pe'kol), n. Coal of a very small size,

like peas. Also called pea«e.

pea-coat (pe'kot), n. [Seepeajaeket.'] A short
double-breasted coat of heavy woolen material,
in form resembling a short top-coat.

peacock (pe'kok), n. [< ME. pecok, pekok, pe-
kokke, pakoc, usually pocok, pokok (which re-

mains in the surname Pocock, beside Peacock)-.

< pea^, a peacock (see pea^), + coek^.'] A bird
of the genus Pavo, specifically the male, of
which the female is a peahen and the young a
pea-chick. See peafowl.

Thepokok with his aungelis fedeiys biyghte.
Chatteer, Parliament of Fowls, L 356.

Men biyngen grete Tables of Gold, and there on ben
Peeokes of Gold, and many other maner of dyverse fonles,

alle of Gold. MandemHe, Travels, p. 219.

A peacock in his pride, a peacock with bis tail fully

displayed.

And there they placed a peacock in Ins pride.
Before the damseL Tennyson, Gareth and Lynette.

Peaoock-eye marble,an Italianmarble ofmingled white,
blue, and red color, presenting in marking a fanciful re-

semblance to the eyes of peacocks' feathers Peacock
ore. 9eeerubescUe.

peacock (pe'kok), r. l< peacock, n.'] 1. trans.

To cause to stmt or pose and make an exhibi-

tion of one's beauty, elegance, or other fine

qualifieations ; hence, to render proud, vain, or

haughty; make a disp^y of.

I can never deem that love which in haoghtie hearts
proceeds of a desire onely to plea& and as it were peacock
themselvea. SO' P. Sidney, Areola, L

Tat : he wastame and meek enow with m^
Tin peacod^d up with Lancelot's noticing.

Tennyson, Gareth and Lynette,

TT
,
intratis. To strut about like a peacock, or

in a manner indicating vanity: as, she pea-
cocked up and down the terrace.

peacock-bittern (pe'kok-bit'em), n. The sun-
bittern, Eurypyga helias; the pavao. See cut
under Eurypyga._

peacock-blne (pe'kok-bl6), n. A blue color of

the peculiar hue of a peacock's breast.

peacock-bntterfly (pe'kok-but'6r-fli), n. The lo

butterfly, Vanessa io, a common European spe-
cies : so called from the eye-spots of the wings.

peacock-fish (pe'kok-fish), n. A beautifnl la-

broid fish, Crenilabms pavo, variegated with
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peacock-iris (pe'kok-i'^ris), «. A bulbous plant
from South Africa, Moreea ( Vieusseuxia) glau-
copis, also known as Iris Pavonia. The flowers are

Sure-white with a blue stain at the base of the three larger
ivisions of the perianth. The name extends more or less

to the other species formerly classed as VieuMeiiMa.

peacockizet, v. i. [< peacock + -ize.^ To act
the peacock; strut.

Zazzeare, to play the simple selfe-conceited gull, to go
letting or loytring vp and downe peacockiHng and court-

ing of himself. Florio.

peacock-pheasant (pe'kok -fez "ant), n. A
pheasant of the genus Polyplectron, the males of
which are doubly spurred. See cut under Poly-
plectron.

peacock's-tail (pe'koks-tal), n. A beautiful
seaweed, Padima pavonia, with broadly fan-
shaped fronds which are marked with concen-
tric lines every one of which is fringed at its

upper margin. Also called turkey-feather lamer.

pea-cod (pe'kod), re. Qaxcie a,s peasecod.

"You may look at their cassocks close by,"saidWamba,
"and see whether they be thy children's coats or no— for
they are as like thine own as one green peorood is to an-
other." SaM, Ivanhoe, xijc

pea-comb (pe'kom), n. A form of comb char-
acteristic of some varieties of the domestic hen,
as the Brahmas. In shape it resembles three low blunt-
ly serrated combs pressed together into one, that in the
middle being the highest. The name is derived from
a fancied resemblance of the shape to that of a pea-blos-

som.

pea-crab (pe'krab), n. A crab of the genus Pin-
notheres, inhabiting as a commensal the shells

of various bivalve
moUusks, as oys-
ters. P.pisum is an
example. See Pin-
notheriidee.

pea-dove (pe'duv),
n. A name in .Ja-

maica of the zenai-
da-dove, Zenaida
amabilis. See Ze-
naida.

pea-dropper (pe'drop'Sr), n. In agri., a hand-
tool for planting peas. It is the same in prin-
ciple as the corn-planter.

pea-finch (pe'finch), «. The pied finch, or chaf-
finch, Fri/ngilla ccelehs.

pea-flower (pe'Sou^'er), n. 1. The blossom of

any pea.— 3. One of several West Indian legu-

minous plants

—

Vilmorinia multiflora, and spe-

cies of Centrosema and Clitoria, See Clitoria,

Vilmorinia, and hutterjly-pea, and spurred but-

terfly-pea (under peoi)-

peafowl (pe'foul), n. [= Icel. pafugl = Sw.
pdfogel = Dan. paafugl, a peafowl; as pea^ +
fowV-.'] A peacock or peahen; a bird of the
genus Pavo, of which there are two if not three

species. The common peafowl, P. cristatus, is a native

of India, said to have been in^oduced into Europe by
Alexander the Great, and now everywhere domesticated.
The male, female, and young are respectively called pea-
cock, peahen, and pea-chick. The peacock is one of the

peak
and spread in a vertical disk completing a semicircle, or
more, of the most brilliant Iridescent colors, chieSy green

and gold. The tail-feathers proper and the primaries are

chestnut ; the neck and breast are blue of a peculiarly rich

tint called peaeoek-tlue. The head is crested with a

bunch of about twenty-four upright plumes. The length

proper is about lour feet, the train, when fully developed,

measurfngfrom two to four feet more. The peahen Ismuch
smaller and more plainly feathered, without the train.

The peacock was sacred, among the Greeks and Eomans,
to Hera or Juno, but is now commonly regarded as the

symbol of vainglory and as a bird of ill omen. The flesh

is edible, like that of other gallinaceous birds. The cry

isextremelyloud and harsh. Bee Pavo, japanned; also cut

under occllate.

peag, peak* (peg. pek),m. [Amer.Ind.] Among
the North American Indians, in colonial days,

a sort of money consisting of beads made from
the ends of shells, rubbed down and polished

and strung into belts or necklaces, which were
valued according to their length and the per-

fection of theirworkmanship . Black or purple

peag was worth twice as much as white, length

for length.

Peak is of two sorts, or rather of two colors, for both are

made of one shell, though of different parts ; one is a dark
purple cylinder, and the other a white; they are both

made in size and flgnre alike, and commonly much re-

sembling the English bugles, but not so transparent nor

so brittle. Beverley, Virginia, ill. H 4«.

Finding the swiftest pursuer close upon his heels, he
threw oS, first his blanket, then his silver-laced coat and
belt otpeag, by which his enemies knewhimtobeCanon-
cbet, and redoubled the eagerness of pursuit.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p.

peagef, n. Same as pedage.

lyli

iri

Pea-crab (Pinnotheres ojireum'),
enlaiged.

Peacock^^sh iCrenilabrus pirvoy.

green, blue, red, and white. It is an inhabi-

tant of tiie European seas.

peacock-flower (pe'kok-flou'fer), n. 1. Atree
ofMadagascar, PrAnciana regia, with twice-pin-

nate leaves, and racemes of showy orange-col-

ored or yellowish flowers having long richly

colored stamens.—2. Same a-, flower-fencn.

peacock-hatter (pe'kok-hat'ery, n. In the mid-
dle age:, a plumist or milliner.

Peacock { Pavff cristatu^.

largest of the gallinaceons birds, and in fnll dress is the
most magnificent of all birds. The gorgeous train which
conrtitotes its chief ornament is often four feet long, and
consists of an exteaordinaiy mass of upper tail-coverts,

not tme tail-feathers, which latter the train overlies and
far outieaches. These tail-corerts are elegantly formed
of spray-like decomposed webe enlarged and recompoaed
at the end, and marked with glittering ocelli or "eyea."
Tliis whole ra3£s, of plumage is capable of being erected

Without paying of any manner of Imposition or dane
money, veage tribute, or any other manner of tolle whatso-
euer lit be. Faxe, Martyrs, p. 548.

Trade was restrained, or the privilege granted on the
paymentof tolls, ^aaia%eA,paages, pontages, and innumer-
able other vezatiotis imposts.

Burke, Abridg. of Eng. Hist., ilL, an. 1070.

peagle (pe'gl), n. Same a,a pagle.

pea-gooset, n. Same as peak-goose.

What art thou, or what canst thon be, tbon pea-goose.

That dar'st give me the lie thus? tboumak'st me wonder.
Beau, and PI., little Prench Lawyer, li. 3.

pea-green (pe'gren), n. A shade of green such
as that of green or fresh peas. It is luminous
but not very chromatic, not markedly yellow-

ish nor bluish.

She had hung it [the room] with some old-fashioned
pea-green damask, that exhibited to advantage several

copies of Spanish paintings by herself, for she was askilfnl

artist. Disraeli, Henrietta Temple, i. 2.

pea-grit (pe'grit), n. Pisolite.—pea-grIt Berles,
the name in England of a division of the Inferior Oolite.

pea-gnn (pe'gun), n. Same a.a pea-sJiooter.

peahen (pe'hen), n. [< pea^ + henfl-.'] The
hen or female peafowl.
pea-jacket (ve'isCk'et), n. [< "pea, also 'pi'-

(in pie-goum), not used alone (< D. pij, pije =
LG. pije, pigge,pyke= Fries.pey,a, coarse wool-
en coat, = Sw. dial, pa/e, paja, a coat; supposed
to be connectedwith H^.aia,l.pait,pade, a coat,

which affords a transition toAS. pad= 08.peda
= OHGr. pheit, MS.Gi^heit,pfeit= Goth, paida,
a coat), -I- jacket, llie Dan. pijsekkert, a pea-
jacket, is from E.] A heavy coat, generally of

pilot>-cloth, worn by seamen in cold or stormy
weather.
peak^ (pek), « [< ilE. pee, < Ir. peae, any
sharp-pointed thing; sikiaiMpike^,p{lc^,ificki,
^ecfti, etc.: see pifcei.] 1. A projecting point;
the end of anytmng that terminates in a point.

How he has mew'd your head, has rubb'd the snow off.

And mn your beard into »peak of twenty.
Fletcher, Double Marriage, UL 2.

Spedflcally—(a) A projecting part of a head-covering

;

the leather vizor projecting m front of a aip. (V) The
bighsharpridge-boneof the bead of a setter-dog. Sports-

man's Gazetteer, ie) Seiae »» pee.

2. A precipitous mountain ; a mountain with
steeply inclined sides, or one which is particu-
larly conspicuous on account of its height above
the adjacent region, or because more or less

isolated. Those parts of the crest of a mountain-range
which rise liigher uan other parts near them, especially
if somewliat precipitous, are Mten called peaks.

Towards the nortb-west comer, a promontory of a good
height backed by a comb-like range of peaks, rises at once
from the water. B. A. Freeman, yeaUx,v. ''7<'>.

3. Xaut. : (a) The upper comer of a sail which
i8e3Etended1^agaff; also, the extremity of the
gaff. See cut under aa^. (6) The contracted
part of a ship's hold at the extremities, for-

ward or aft. The peak forward is called the
for^edk; that aft, the after-peak. Also sjieUed
peek.

The captain shnt him down in ^le fore peak, and wonld
not give him anything to eat.

B.. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast. p. 44.

Peak-downhanl, a rope attached to the peak or outer
end of a gaff, to haul it down by.— Peak-lialyards. ie»



peak
Ati^MmL—Peak-paichase, « tackle on the studing part
ol tbe peak-balnid, for snaying the peak vtp.—Faak-
tye, a iye used in some ships (or hoistSgg the peak ot a
beary gaS.—The Peak, a mountamoos aud picturesque
regioii in Derbyshire, England, northwest otCastletop. It
is nearly 3,000 feet above the sea-leveL Also called the
OMkPtak.
paUC^ (pSk), r. [< peal-i, »».] I. infraits. To
rise upward as a peak.

In these Oottian Alpes which begin at the town Segnsio
therejMbM&apamigbtie high mount, that noman almost
can passe over without danger.

B^iandf ^. of Ammiauus, p. 47.

H, trans. AViuf., to raise (a gaff) more oblique-
ly to the mast.—To peak the oais. See oori.

peak^ (pek), r- • [Perhaps < peak\ with ref . to
the sharpened features of a sick person.] 1.

To look siokly ; be or become emaciated.
Weary se'unights nine times nine
Shall he dwindle, ptak, and pine.

Sluik., Macbeth, L S. SS.

2t. To make a mean figm-e ; sneak.
peak^, r. • An obsolete spelling of peek^.

peak*, n. See peag.

peak-arch (pek'&roh), h. In arch., a pointed
arch. [Rare.]
peak-cleat (pek'klet), n. A cleat fastened to

the side of a boat near the bottom, opposite
each lowlooik, with a hole in it lar^ enough
to receive the handle of an oar which is peaked.
See top«ak Hte oars, under oar^.

peak-cresft (pek'krest). M. A peaked or point-
ed crest.: distinguished among pigeon-fanciers
from skdi-crest.

peaked^ (pe'ked or pekt), <i. [< peaJ:^ + -e<J2.]

Pointed; ending in a point: as,aj)«()A-f(}beard.

pojJteds (pe'ked or p4kt),<i. [< peoi-a -H -«><P.]

Havinga sioklr, thin, oremaciatedappearance

;

dnkwn: sidd of the face or the expression.

Tbe old Widdah Elderkiu. she waf jest about the poor-
est, ymimisit old bo^oTer to Sherburne, and went out
ti> days' works. H. B. SImn, Oldtown Stories, p. ISO.

You're as pale and ptatni as a charity-schocd girl.

JuKoH HaKtltamt, Dust, p. S7SL

peak-gooset, "• [Also reduced topea-goose; ap-
par. Cpeak^ + yt'cw.] A siUy fellow; a ninny.

If thou be thrall to none of these.
Away, good ptak-gooaa, away, John Cheese

!

Asdtaat^ The Scholemaster, p. 4S:

peaking (pe'king), <i. [<p«ii3 + -«ii<;-.] 1.

SieMy; pining.—2. Sneaking: mean-spirited.

Hang handsomely, for shame ! come, leave your praying,
Yonimiti^ knave, aud die like a good courtier.

;i<te*er(«»ii oUcnX Bloody Brother, iiL £.

I stole but a dirty pudding, last day, out of an alms
basket . . . and the jmcMij; chitty-face page hit me in

the te^h with it. Massiitger, Tirgin-Martyr, iL 1.

peakish^ (pe'kish), o. [<j)eoiti +-j"s*i.] De-
noting or belonging to peaks of hills; having
peaks; situated on a peak; belonging to the
oistriet known as •' The Pesik." [Bare.]

From hencehe getteth Goyt down (mm h&rpeaUsA spring.
Dntifbnty Polyolbion, xi. 107.

Her skin as soft a^ Lemster wooll.
As white as snow on peaii^ Hull,
Or swanne that swims in Trent.

Dmjfltat, Shephod's Garland. (Aiaraa.)

peakish^ (pe'kish). a. [Early mod. £.j>fty^Af.

-

< penjts -I- -»s*i.] 1. Having features that
seem thin amd sharp, as from sickness : peaked.
[Colloq.]—at. Simple; rude; mean.

The wtytika parson's bca^e
Ooola not reach mxt attame
What the senteitce mente.

SMleN, Ware the Hawke.

<h>ee hunted he vntill the diace.
Long fa^liiw, and the heate
nd house hnu in mftaHA fraange
Within a ftmest great.

Wwntr, Albioa*^ Bi^and, viiL 1S9.

Feakrel (pek'rel), n. and a. [Also Peatril; <

Petti (see def.) + -^-eh as in eoekeni. pieterel,

eto,] L ». An inhabitant ofthe Peak inDerby-
shire, England. [Local, Eug.]
IL a. Of or pertaining to the Peak: as. a

Pratrrl horse.
peakyl (pe'ki), o. [< j>foii + -«1.] Consisting

of peaks; resembling a peak; characterized by
a peak or peaks.

HilU with pt»iy tops engraifd.
riHMjiam, Palace of Ait.

aecay
peall (pel), K. [< ME. pete; prob. by aphere-

sis < ME. aprf, a call in hnnting.music (also

chimes fX< OF. apff. tjppei, pi. (^peatu. chimes,

< apefer, appeier. csll upon, appeal: see apptal.

Ct j>«iP.] 1. A loud sound, or a succession of

loud sounds, asof bells, thunder, cannon, shouts

<^ a multitude, etc.
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During which tyme there was shot a wonderfull peaU of

gnnnes oat of the toure. SaU, Hen. VII., an. 21.

What peab of laughter and impertinence shall we be
exposed to

!

.Addison, Fashions from France.

2. Asetofbells tuned to one another; a chime
or carillon ; a ring. The number of bells varies widely;
they are usually arranged in diatonic order, so as to affoi'd

opportunity for playing melodies. See cariUotiy 1.

If the Master for the time being shall neglect or forget
to warn the Company, once within every fourteen days, for
to zing a blsett sett [that is^ an appointed] jwai«, he shall
pay for his offence one shilling.

Ihiglish Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 290.

This caused an uuivei-sal joy.

Sweet peali of bells did ring.
Th»Snan ChampiomqfChniiletulom (Child's Ballads, I. ST).

8. A musical phrase or figure played on a se t of
bells, properly a scale or part of a scale played
up or down, but also applied to any melodic
figure : a change—in peal, in iett ringing, in order,
rhythmically and melodically : opposed to an indiscrimi-
nace clanging and jangling,

peal^ (pel), c. [<j>f<j/l, H.] I. infra n^«. To sound
loudly; resound: as, the pealing organ.

BosaiumspeMng down the long-drawn aisle.

W&rdgteortlt, Power of Sound, L

A hundred bells began topeaL
Tennyson^ Morte d'Arthur.

n. trans. 1. To assail with noise. [Rare.]
Xor ^vas his ear less^wnrd

With noises load and ruinous.
JfiUoit, P. L, iL 92a

2. To utter loudly and sonorously : cause to ring
or sound ; celebrate.

The warrior's name
Thonghjjfa/t*(f and chimed on all the tongues of fome.

J. Barlmn, Columbiad, viiL 140.

An that night I heard the watchman peal
The Rliding season. Teintyson, Gardener's Daughter.

Sf. To stir or agitate.

peal^f, V. [ME. jjrfe/i; by aphere^ for apelen,

appeal: see appea], t.J To appeal.
Yf he dose horn no ry^ lele.

To A baron of chekker thay mun hit p^e.
Babets BootCE. £. T. S.X p. 31S.

1 pele to god, for he may here my mone,
of the duresse which gnsuythe me so sore,

and o( pyte I pleyne me ferthere-more.
Political Poems, etc (ed. FumivallX p. 78.

peal^, ». [ilE. pele; by apheresis for apele:
see appeal, ».] Appeal; plaint: accusation.
For there that partye pnrsueth the jw/e is so huge
That the kyoge may do no mercy til bothe men acorde.
And eyther haue equite. Piers Phncman (BX xviL 302.

VThech woman seyd to me that che sewyd nenen the
peU. Paslon Letters (Un\ III. 19.

peal^, ». See peel^.

peal*t, <• '• '^ obsolete variant otpile^.

pealer, «. See pttler^.

pealip (pe'lip), H. A catostomine fish, the split-

moum or hare-lipped sucker. LagochSa or Qtias-

silabia Jacera, of the streams of the western
United States.

pealite (pe'Ht), n. [After A. C. Peale. of the
TJ. S. Geologiosil Survey.] A variety of geyser-

ite from the geysers of theYellowstone region,

containing 6 per cent, of water.

peal-ringer (pel'ring'er), ». One who rings .•»

peal or chime of bells; a bell-ringer or change-
ringer.

peal-ringing (pel'rin^ing), n. The sot, i»ro-

oess, or resxdt of ringing bells in a peal; bell-

ringing; change-ringing.

pea-ma^ot (pe'mag^ot), », The grub or larva

of a tortrioid moth, St'masia neitrHana, which is

destructive to pease, a common British species.

pea-m^ksle (pe'me'il), ». The Cifstieerciispisi-

formus, a measle or cysticercoid of some aiu-

inijs, as the rabbit,being the seolex or hydatid

form of Tseitia serrata. a tapeworm of the do^.

pea-moth ^pe'm6th\ ». A Ehoropean tortricid

moth, whose larva feeds on pea-pods and is

known SkS pea-maggot.

pean\ «. See piean.

pean^ (pen), «. [OF. panne, a

skin, fur: see^xiHf*.] In her.,

one of the furs, having the

ground sable, powdered with

ermine spots or.

pean^, «. and r. Seej>€<'j». p,,^
peanirt (pe'nut). ». l. One of

the edible fruits of Aradtis ligpog»a.—2. The
plant that bears these fruits, better known in

England as i/roKudmif. See JroeiiV. Alsocalled

grmmd-pea,eartkHttt.M^ntaa HHt.jmr-Hut, goober,

saiptmdar.
peui1lt.digger (pe'nut-dig*&r). M. A harvest-

ing-plow for raising from the ground peanut-

vines with the pod? attached.

pea-<»re (pe'or"*. ». The name given to a variety

of brown hematite which occurs in nearly or

qpdte spherical form, about the size of a pea.

iia
wmmam

pearl

pea-pheasant (pe'fez'ant), n. [ipea^+pheag-
ant.^ A peacock of tfiie genus Folyplectron ; a
peacock-pheasant. See cut waderPolyplectron.
pea-pod (pe'pod), n. 1. The pod or pericarp of
the pea.— 2. A "double-ended" rowboat used
by the lobster-fishermen of the coast of Maine.
—Pea-pod argus, a rare British butterfly, Lampides
bxtica.

pearl (par), n. [< ME. pere, < AS. pent, peie
= O.peer = MLG. LG. here = OSG.pira, bira,
MHO. bir, G. birne = leel. pera = Sw. X)aron =
Ban. ptere = OF. (and F.) poire = Pr. Sp. Pg.
It. pera, f., a pear, < L. pirum, neut., a pear,
iiirns, f., a pear-tree. Cf. peari.] 1. The fruit
of the pear-tree.

And thanne the Prelate zevethe him sum maner Frute,
to the nombre of 9, in a Platere of Sylver, with Peres or
Apples or othermanere Frute. ilanderiUe, Travels, p. 245.

2. The tree Pyrtis communis. The wad tree is

common over temperate Europe and Asia, often scrubby,
bat under favorable conditions becoming, as under ciil-

tare, a handsome tree of good height, inclining to a py-
ramidal form. Though close to the apple botwically, it

differs in its more upright habit, smoom shining leaves,
pure-white flowera with purple stamens, the granular tex-

ture of the wild fruit, the juicy melting quality o( the fine
varieties, and the (onn of the pome, which tapers toward
the base aud has no depression around the stem. The tree
is long-lived, specimens existing which are two or three
hundred years old. The pear was known in a number o(
varieties in the days o( Pliny, but its excellence is of much
later date. In recenttimes it has received great attention,
itscnlturebeingpushed with special zeal in France. It is

a highly successful fruit in the TTnited States. The varie-
ties of pear are numbered by thousands, but only a few
are reallyimportant. The Se&el is an American variety

—

the fmit small, but unsurpassed in quality. The Bartlett,

known in Europe^ where it originated, as W^iams's bon
Chretien, is also universally popular. Pomologists place
some others, as the beurre d'Anj&u, as high as these or
higher. D^rarf pears (that is, those grafted or budded on
quince-stocks) are more convenient for gardens ; standard
pears (that is, those grafted or budded on seedling-pear^
stocks) are commonly more profitable. In some r^ions,'
as England and northern E^ance, a liquor is made from
the juice of the fruit. (See perryi.) Pear-wood has a
compact fine grain, and is highly prized for cabinet- and
mill-work, etc, and second only to boxwood for wood-en-
graving and turnery.

Of good pire com gode pem^
Werse tre wers fruyt bems.

Cirrsor 3lundi, MS. ColL Trim Cantab. (K E. T. S.X 1. ST.

3. A pear-shaped pearl, as for the pendant of
an ear-ring. EreJifn, Mundus Muliebris Gar-
lic pear, a name of Cratjgva gynandm and C. Tapia, small
trees of topical America. SeeCratmca, [West Indies.]

—

Grape-pear, an unusual name of the Jnne-berry.—Fear-
haw. See AairS, a—Fear lemon. See lemm.—Fear-
thom. Same as pear-hme.—Prickly pear. See pricUy-
pear.—Suow or snowy pear, a form of the common
pear, sometimes classed as Pyrus meaUs, fonnd in mid-
dle and southern Europe. Its &uit becomes soft and
edible under exposure to snow.—SwallOW-pear, the
wild service-tree, Pyrus torminaHs, whose (nut, in con-
trast with the choke-pear, ruay be swallowed. [Local or
obsolete.]—Wild pear, a timber tree or shml^ Clethra

tinifUia, o( tropicu South America: probably so called
from resemblance in leaves and habit. [West Indies.]

—

Winter pear, a name given to any pear that keeps well
nntH wint^, or that ripens very late—Wooden pear, a
tree or shrub of the Australian genus XyfomWinn, espe-

cially X-pyrvAinnt: The fmit is 2 or 3 inches long, thick
and woody, narrowed above the middle, at length split-

ting. (S^ also aUigator-pear, oncAovy-jMor, ehoke-peor,

hanging-pear.)

pear-t, r- •'• -An obsolete form of peerl.

pea-rake (pe'rak), n. An agricultural imple-
ment especially designed for harvesting the

field-pea. It combines a rake for gathering the
vines together and on the rake-head a toothed
cutter which cuts them off.

pear-hli^t (par'bEt), n. A very destructive

disease of the pear-tree, it destroys trees seemingly
in the fullest vigor and health in a few hours^ taming the
leaves suddenly brown, as if th^ had passed through a
hot flame. It is caused by a minute bacterium, which was
discovered by Burrill in 1S77 and named Jiieroeoenis

amylotona. See Mierveoeais and Ui^rAt—Fear-blight
beetle, the pin-borer.

pearchf, n. An obsolete spelling otpereh^ and
perch-.

pear-encrini'te (pSr'en'kri-nit), «. An encri-

nite or fossil crinoid of the genus Apioerinus.

pearie(par'i), «. [Km. ofj>«iri.] A peg-top:
so called from its resemblance to a pear.

[Xorth. Eng. and Scotch.]

pea-rifle (po'ii'fl), «. A rifle throwing a very
small bullet, especially used by sharp-diooters

before the introduction of conical balls. The
range not being very great, the light ball answered its

purpose, and the gmJuni^ig of the hore allowed the metal
of the barrd to be extremely thick—a supposed merit.

peariform (par'i-f6rm), a. [Improp. (aecom. to
pear^) for piriform. < L. ptrum, pear, + forma,
diape.] Peaivshaped.

pea-rise (pe'ris), n. In her., a stalk of the pea-
vine, leafed and blossomed and sometune;^
podded, used as a bearing.

pearl (perl), ». [< ME. perJe (the alleged AS.
*pearl, *prrl, a pearl, rests on a dubious gloss



pearl

" enalu, pserl," vfheTe enula is uncertain); =D.
parel, paarl, peerle = MLG. parle, perle, perlin
= OHGr. pervla, perala, perla, herala, berla,

MHG. ierle, G. perle = Icel. perla = Sw. perla
= Dan. perle; = OF. perle, pelle, P. perle = Pr.
Sp. perla= Pg. perola, perla = \t. perla ; < early
'iSh. perula, perulius, perla, a, pearl, prob. var. of
pirula, a little pear, dim. of L. pirum, a pear

:

see pear^. Cf. Sp.perilla, a little pear, a pear-
shaped ornament, Olt. perolo, a little button
or tassel (Plorio). Ct.purl^.'] 1. A nacreous
concretion, or separate mass of nacre, of hard,
smooth, lustrous texture, and a rounded, oval,
pear-shaped, or irregular figure, secreted with-
in the shells of various bivalve mollusks as a re-
sult of the irritation caused by the presence of
some foreign body, as a grain of sand, within
the mantle-lobes. The lormation of a pearl is an al>-

normal or morbid process, comparable to that by which
any foreign body, as a bullet, may become encysted in ani-
mal tissues and so cease to cause further irritation. In
the case of the mollusks which yield pearls, the deposition
is of the same substance as the nacre which lines the
shell, hence called nwther-qf-pearl, in successive layers
upon the offending particle. Fine pearls have frequently
been found in working the mother-of-pearl shell. Chemi-
cally, pearls consist of calcium carbonate Interstratihed
with animal substance, and are hence easily dissolved by
acids or destroyed by heat. The chief sources of the sup-
ply of pearls are the pearl-oysters and pearl-mussels,
Avic%didm and Unionidse, and foremost among the for-

mer is the pearl-oyster of Indian seas, Meleagrina marga-
riti^era. Pearls are generally of a satiny, silvery, or blu-
ish-white color, but also pink, copper-colored, purple, yel-

low, gray, smoky-brown, and black. The finest white pearls
are from Ceylon, the Persian Gulf, Thursday Island, and the
western coast of Australia. The yellow are from Panama.
The finest black and gray pearls are obtained in the Gulf
of California, along the entire coast from Lower California
to the lower part of Mexico. There are two distinct va-
rieties of pink pearl : those from the common conch-shell,
Stromlntx gigaSy of the West Indies, and those from the
unios or fresh mussels found in Scotland, Germany,
France, and the United States (the finest being obtained
principally from Ohio, Tennessee, Kentucky, Texas, and
Wisconsin), also from the small marine ^ell Trigona
pectonensis of Australia. Purple, light^blue, and black
pearls are found in the common clam, Venus nKTcena-
ria. The yellow color of Oriental pearls generally re-

sults from the decomposition of the mollusks in which
they are found. The value of a pearl depends entirely on
its perfection of form (which must be either round, pear-
shaped, or a perfect ovalX on its Inster or " orient^" and
on the purity of its color, a tint of yellow or gray detract-
ing very much from the value. Pearls are sold by the
pearl-grain, four grains equaling one carat. (See carat, n.,

4.) Prom 1880 to 1890 the demand for pearls and the ra-
rity of their occurrence resulted in an advance in price of
from 250 to 300 per cent., the larger pearls having advanced
more, proportionally, than the smaller ones. Until about
1865, pearls were generally valued as multiples of a.grain.

The value of a pearl larger than one grain was estimated
by squaring its weight and multiplying this by the value
of a one-grain pearl : thus, a two-grain and a five-grain

pearl were worth respectively 4 and 25 times the value-of
a one-grain pearL

Perles many,
A man shold not flnde nawhere more fine

;

Precyous rich were, of huge medicine.
Sam. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4506.

Hir steraps were of crystalle clere.

And all with pereUe ouer bygone.
Tlutmas of Erseeldoum (Child's Ballads, I. 99).

Infancy, pellucid as a pearh
Browning, Ring and Book, II. 125.

3. Anything very valuable; the choicest or
best part; a jewel; the finest of its kind.

I see thee compass'd with thy kingdom's j^ear?.

That speak my salutation in their minds.
Shak., Macbeth, v. 8. 56.

Ah, benedicite ! how he will mourn over the fall of such
a pearl of knighthood

!

Scott, Old Mortality, xxxv,

3. Something round and clear, as a drop of

water or dew ; any small granule or globule re-

sembling a pearl; specifically, in phar., a small
pill or pellet containing or consisting of some
medicinal substance.

Drinking super nagulum, a devise of drinking . . .

which is, ^ter aman hath turned up the bottom of the cup,
to drop it on his nail and make a pearl with that is left

;

which if it slide and he cannot make stand on, by reason
theres too much, he must drink again for his penance.

Nashe, Pierce Penilesse,

But the fair blossom hangs the head, . . .

And those pearls of dew she wears
Prove to be presaging tears.

MUUm, Epitaph on Marchioness of Winchester, L 43.

I have patients who carry pearls of the nitrite of amyl
constantly with them, which they use to ward off impend-
ing attacks. Medical News, L. 286.

4. A white speck or film growing on the eye

;

cataract.

A pearl in mine eye ! I thank you for that ; do you wish
me blind? Jiru2<22et(»t, Spanish Gypsy, ii. 1.

5. Mother-of-pearl; nacre: as, a pearZ button.
— 6. A size of printing-type, about 15 lines to

the inch, intermediate between the larger size

agate and the smaller size diamond: it is equal
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to 5 points, and is so distinguished in the new
system of sizes.

This line is printed in pearl.

7. In her. : (a) A small ball argent, not only as

a bearing but as part of a coronet. (6) The
color white.— 8. One of the bony tubercles

which form a rough circle round the base of a
deer's antler, called collectively the iur.

You will carry thehorns back to London, . . . and you
will discourse to your friends of the span, and the pearls

of the antlers, and the crockets

!

W, Black, Princess of Thule, xxv.

9. In entom., a name of many pyralid moths

;

any pearl-moth.— 10. A fish, the prill or brill:

perhaps so called from the light spots, other-

wise probably a transposed form of prill.

[Prov. Eng.]— 11. Eccles., a name sometimes
given to a particle of the consecrated wafer:
stiU current in the Oriental Church.—12. A
name given by gilders and manufacturers of

jewelry to granules of metal produced by melt-
ing it to extreme fluidity, and then pouring
it into cold water. The stream in pouring should
be so small, and the crucible held at such a distance
from the water, that the metal wUl break up into fine

drops (pearls) before reaching the water, which instantly
cools them. The cooled granules are usually pear-shaped.
The epithet grantdated is more commonly applied in the
United States to metals prepared in this way, as granu-
lated copper, silver, zinc, etc., used in the preparation of
jewelers' alloys on account of their convenience in weigh-
ing, and for other purposes—pure granulated zinc being
much employed by chemists for generating pure hydrogen
gas, as in Marsh's test for arsenic, etc.

13. In lace- and ribhovrmalmng, one of the loops
which form the outer edge. Msopurl.— 14. In
decorative art. Bee purl Baroque peail See 6a-

rogue.— Blind pearls, irregular, lusterless, and valueless
pearls, used for medicinal purposes in the East.— Epi-
thelial pearls, small spheroidal masses of flattened epi-

thelial scales, concentrically arranged, occurring in epi-
theliomata. Also called bird's-n£St bodies and epidermic
spheres.—Half pearls, pieces cut from pearls that are
very irregular and have only one lustrous side or corner,
which is slit off. They are extensively used in jewelry, and
are much less expensive than whole pearls, but are very
liable to become discolored if wet^ as the layers of the
pearl, being cut across, absorb the water, and any impuri-
ties it may contain show through the layers.

—

Imitation,
artificial, or false pearls are of two kinds, solid or mas-
sive pearls and blownpearls. (See Lemairepearl andRomam
pearl.) The first are known as Venetian pearls, and are
manufactured chieflyon the island of Murano, nearVenice.
They are made from small white or colored glass tubes, the
desired hues being produced by the use of oxid of tin and
other metals. Blown pearls consist of small globules of
thin glass, coated on the inside with the so-called oriental-

pearl essence, or essence d'orient. Their manufacture is

attributed to Janin or J;ilquin, who lived in Paris about
1680, and who was the first to line hollow glass balls' with
this mixture, which he prepared with the scales of a small
fish, the bleak, common in France and Germany, and mu-
cilage. The mixture was first suggested by his obseiTing
the pearly luster of the scales that were detached from the
fish when they rubbed against one another in a trough.
The scales of 18,000 fish are required to make one pound
of oriental-pearl essence.

—

Inner pearl, in lacenucking,
ornamental loops worked around the edge of an opening
in lace, as distinguished from pearl, which is a loop on the
outer edge.— Large pearl, in eovfectionery, the condition
of clarified sugar-syrup when it has been boiled to such a
consistency that, when a drop is taken between the finger

and thumb, these may be separated to the greatest extent
without breaking the connecting thread of syrup. In this

condition the sugar forms a large drop, or "pearl," if sus-

pended from a rod.— Lemaire pearl, an imitation pearl
composed of a solid glass ball externally coated with a var-

nish composed of oriental-pearl essence, white wax, alabas-

ter, and parchment glue. A. Castellani, Gems.— Little
pearl, in confectionery, the condition of clarified sugar-

syrup when it has been boiled to such a consistency that,

when a drop is taken between the finger and thumb, the
finger and thumb may be separated to nearly the full ex-

tent without breaking the thread of syrup. Also called

smoS iworf.— Oriental-pearl essence. See essence.—

Pearl millet. Same as cattaU millet (which see, under
mUlet).—Pearl onion. See onion.—Roman pearl, an
imitation pearl made of a ball of alabaster or similar min-
eral substance, upon which is spread pure whitewax, which
in its turn is coated with oriental-pearl essence,— Seed-
pearls, very small pearls or slightly imperfect pearls which
are usually drilled and secured by means of a horse-hair

to mother-of-pearl or other light-clored material to be
worn as ornaments. Large quantities are used in the
East for medicinal purposes, in the composition of elec-

tuaries supposed to possess stimulating and restorative

qualities.— Small pearl. Same as little pearl.— Smoked
pearl, mother-of-pearl having black or very dark veins

or cloudings.—Virgin pearls, unpierced pearls of fine

quality.

pearl (p^rl), v. [< pearl, n. Cf . purV^, ».] I.

trans. 1. To adorn, set, or stud with pearls.

By hir girdel hung a purs of lether,

Tasseled with grene and perled with latonn.

Chamer, Miller's Tale, 1. 66.

2. To make into a form, or to cause to assume
an appearance, resembling that of pearls : as,

to pearl barley (by rubbing off the pulp and
grinding the berries to a rounded shape) ; to

pearl comfits (by causing melted sugar to hard-
en around the kernels, thus forming small
rounded pellets).

pearlln

They [comfits] will be whiter and better if partly pearf-

ed one day and finished the next.
Workshop Beceipts, 2d ser., p. 162.

The [rice-cleaning] machinery is shown atwork, and in-

cludes the whole process of cleaning, brightening, and
pearling the rice. Sci. Amer., N. S., LVII. 212.

II. intrans. 1. To resemble pearls. [Eare.]

Her long loose yellow locks lyke golden wyre,
Sprinckled with perle, and perling floweres atweene.

Spenser, Epithalamion, 1. 155.

2. To take a rounded form, as a drop of liquid:

as, quicksilver pearls when dropped in small

quantities.— 3. To assume a resemblance to

pearls, or the shape of pearls, as barley or com-
fits.

Put some of the prepared comfits in the pan, but not too

many at a time, as it is difficult to get them to pearl alike.

Workshop Receipts, 2d ser., p. 162.

pearlaceous (p6r-la'shius), a. [Also perla-

ceous; < pearl+ -aceous. ] 1 . Eesembling pearls

or mother-of-pearl ;
pearly ; nacreous ; marga-

ritaoeous;— 3. Dotted or flecked with white, as

if pearled, as a bird's plumage.
pearlasll (perl'ash), n. Commercial carbonate
of potash. See potash,

pearl-barley (perrbar^li), n. [Appar. tr. of F.

orge perU, 'pearled barley,' which is appar. an
accom. of orgepeU, 'pilled barley' (Cotgrave),

i. e. peeled barley: seepeeP;pill^.'] See barley^.

pearl-bearing (perl' bar ''ing), a. Producing
pearls, as a pearl-mussel or pearl-oyster ; mar-
garitiferous.

pearl-berry (p6rl'ber"i), n. See Margyricarpus.

pearl-bird (pferl'berd), K. 1. The guinearfowl,
Numida meleagris : so called from the pearla-

ceous plumage. Also eaUedpearUhen. See cut
unAei MimicUi.— 2. An African scansorial bar-

bet of the genus Irachyphonus, as T. margarita-
tus, so called from the profusion of pearly-white
spots.

pearl-blue (perl'blo), n. Pearly blue; clear
pale blue, like the bloom on a plum.
pearl-busa (pSrl'biish), n. A fine flowering
shrub, Exochorda grandiflora, making, when
grown, a dense bush 10 feet high and equally
broad.

pearl-disease (perl'di-zez'), n. [Tr. (J. j^erl-

sucht.'i Tuberculosis in cattle. Also pearly
disease.

pearl-diver (p6rl'di''''ver), n. One who dives
for pearl-oysters.

pearled (p^rld), a. [< MB. perled; < pearl +
-cd2.] 1 . Set or adorned with pearls, or with
anything resembling pearls.

And many a pearled gamement
Embrouded was ayein the dale.

Gower, Conf. Amant, L
Under the bowers
Where the Ocean Powers
Sit on their pearUd thrones.

2. Resembling pearis.
^*^- ^""^ ''•

Her weeping eyes in pearled dew she steeps.

P. Fletelier, Piscatory Eclognes, vii 1.

3. Having a border of or trimmed with pearl-
edge.—4. Blotched.

To whom are all kinds of diseases, infirmities, deformi-
ties, pearled faces, palsies, dropsies, headaches, if not to
drunkards? S. Ward, Sermons, p. 160. {Dames.)

pearl-edge (pferl'ej), n. A narrow kind of
thread edging to be sewed on lace ; a narrow
border on the side of some qualities of ribbon,
formed by projecting loops of the threads of
the weft. Compare picot.

pearl-eye (pSrl'i), n. Opacity of the crystal-
line lens of the eye ; cataract.

pearl-eyed (pferl'id), a. Having a pearl-eye;
afflicted with cataract.

pearl-fishery (p6rrfish"er-i), n. The occupa^
tion or industry of fishing for pearls ; the place
where or the means by which pearls are fished
for.

pearl-fishing (pM'fish'^ing), n. Pearl-fishery.

pearl-fruit (pferl'frSt), n. See Margyricarpus.
pearl-grain (pferl'gran), m. A unit of measure-
ment for pearls ; a diamond-grain. See pearl,
m., 1, and carat, n., 4.

pearl-grass (pM'gras), n. 1. An Old World
grass, Melica nutans, affording some pasturage
in woody places.— 3. Briza maxima, and per-
haps Arrhenatlterum avenaceum. [Prov. Eng.]
pearl-gray (pferl'gra), a. and n. I. a. Of a clear
cool pale-gray color, resembling that of the
pearl.

II. n. A clear pale bluish-gray color.

pearl-hen (pferi'hen), n. A pearl-bird.

pearlin, pearling^ (per'lin, -ling), n. [Cf. Gael.
pearluinn, Zi. peirlin, fine linen, cambric; ori-
gin uncertain.] Lace made of silk or other



*'"***V P^ seems to hare meant 'fine BBen peaxHwrl fr-erl -4r: . r... A eod osed tl. ~~- cear-^c'l ft^-^-^^ . i -k^p * -« «mbne. J. BaHhe. [5. -. h.] '»"^^- '^^^^ <* ? ^ «^ goI.l-*oveT^ t^ > , ~~Si^~^\'i.iJ^T^^J^ "

^?^>«?*«>,»T «tter*-!-. . ««»'*»? » an»ll f^^^i^
'f

'^^}^_ B is used pear-sl^ xir-V^ . .. The^kKmrlarva

«g«eo(perisi^^.ii. S^-mttesT^-^ «-i4^ wind, lajs its e^- in ± Lea4^

vlueh tber ~:4nev]iat leaemUe.
A diea eoTEiedirith

peaily.
""

J^ (perOi]^}, . ^
The opcratioii <rf taking

,IL3BX

:h).

nc Ourf JtaOv (CkOA I

Be 'kn» totarjontt

(pan«es),-. The state of being ^^^^P|l5^:

'<f

the

LirelT:

. rx-<»«»i - — . , 1 pearl-side, pearl-sides fperl =Ji. -a^iz . ». A

::^«i^t{«. -f—™ l^ _"""? r^r^-^S f'=^f 5^«*s on the sides.

halMXSroaLernwnded forms.
^^^

JSr1:.Sl^^iJS^S^ "*^sT*^ "^f-^ «MTWwga a S^^oearin pcarl-BBtA (peri ^Mh , . Same aE^e«r^]3L

^^m^^.'SS^X-- Amaehinefor'^^^.^H-^S—1-^-

pear and eheiTT.
peart 'i-^r: . a-'[AdiaLi tt^ -i -

smart; ehipfi^; i^^liz^ w^Z: in ,

[O'ceidete or proT. Eziz. azii U. ~.'

fii*™aB»V« liUtJJBMtkge^«V»Tt:j rlBWJreM.

•-' .—J—^-- -MMi.i,
'^

Bnjri^r poet woe kede^ =

ptariing Imley, preparing hominj, ete. The

In a pean manne?.

k^Iaoan^ILiaSL (TTafm g.)

piazi_. J^».^^/.iR J(a7T<'j. natntaIasds.B%r>«»^

mod. £.

JX

like a ealaba^s. but g»»n»»-
pwuailt (pez'ant), a. and a. [Ea^ i

also^Kint, < HE. .peanf, ^q^a, < OF.
#nf; fmggamt. jHopL faiaam, Y.pm^aa = Spi.
raiaamo — B. fmesamo; with snSx -an, < OF.
J"»T .?fl>% F. ^iTj^ = It fmm,fms,fagg =
'sp.pms = ft. pae^. eonntiy, < MLl *pufemgt,
B^^ot. of ^9n«M^ < fogasj a distziet: see ^^
#-] L _. A pason of inCentv lank or e<n-
£tian lirh^ in the euunlr; or in a raial Til-
lage, and n^iia% o^aged in agziealtHial la-
bor; a instie; a eoantzyman. a paoH sar >-

BVaat ke Ok ^oprietar oClte I^ vtick ke crifi-
&g^ ltrirri» >efe n»^i«g»»A.°Jt»»— -/» 1

1.

tat AewDidE luj laeae. IheFcEack

<qieiafion eon^sts aasentially in beatii^ and
fimning to separate flie poitieles of halls fzom.
the lEodiiet.

peazj-ladmig (pal'lash 'ii^), . Samt^ the
laahing wineh holds thejaws of the gafi.

pead-siea (pal'saffcaX >• Same as marga-
rtfe,2.

.

pead-BOBB (perl'ir^X • Same 1^ earrageem.
peazlrBotb (poi'mdfhX a. Apyxalidmothoi
peai^apptianuiee, as ^eeiesaf A>^ar Kor-
gariSa.

f»ll-aaaBel (peri'mns^). . Apeadrbearing
biTalTemoIfaisko£the:&imIjr9MmMla^as Uaio
or MargariUma. Se« eat nnder r»o.
feazl4at0^^eil'n&'tiJos),a. Thepeachr
naotihB (whieh see, under aaa^ie): distin-
guished fxmapafer-^mamtaug.

peai3.flpal (p^l'o'pal), . Same 15 eodhoto^.
iear4ra9eCpar'Ioa3)'^>. The flea-loose orjump-
ingpia]^4aase of t& peazv Pg^lapgri, an in-
wet whKh infests the bods in Europe and

yearl-ayrteT (pai'ois'tfe). ». A peaztbear- Peaimimger (par'nni^gH), m
ing iRvalre moiQa^ of the £aniil}- ^irMvfidlz,

pears.
jtrf— ,

as Jlffe)»rri«aaHii9iiirili2^a of Indian seas, and h:m^
otiter speeies. See eat nnder Jfiiileti^rnMi. emg. Sew Song .:f 'Ssm Jtaikij.

pearl^umtCpeil'plant), ». rhegnmw^dlaiid pear^oe (pe'io). . S&m^ a5i)#«i-^«n™.
eom-grranwelL Liihmpermitm ogUmale and X. peazaeif, r. An obei^te f«Km czpieree.
mente: 5- ealled ob account of their hard peane^, r. t. An obsolete f«mo£jwr»l
diinii^ notlets. jcaraeH. - Jjx :b*:Lete fimn oipiereer.
peni-powter (peri'poa'd«X - 1- a cos- yeone^zeet - Ab • 'r,s,jLe*e fKm of ji«adl-
metie intended to gire the appearance of a &ir j^g^. MiaAem.
*™- pear-diaped(p^shapt).a. SliTeilikeapear:
^neii^iiejB—efeBoj^grrepig aefctltet frt»Ms mrinted «• peaked above and orate beneath:

"*
'*fiS^^^;;S°°^

""^ "^ ^'^ ^eriieaIfy.^S*#.,oboTwdorobe<iTiiea:^:^
Tioeiany, Adiv^aies <<ItS^ ir. mne ta^ezing Ijase : pyrif

(

2. A powder osed as a fax in enaznelixs. nsu- fl22S£^i^2i?iiSfc
•% .^irf the salts "--"^ S« "»«!!"««?*««»?

^^ockAe tad al^skea. xBlpant <isve a^ on £z-avx^HgAEdwiAaie^itf aaKzMt.:<: swift^ Me
tolDltar. £i>.AKiM>^£<mBii^ziT.
peartty (peitTiX adr.

.. as fampomder Sia
(which see, msder gmmpoader).
pearttie IpeA'iSy, «. fii iaa-aMHii^, a bride

,^to, - - esqpeeianjr when decorated with pear-tree (par'tre), -. [< HE.j«,*« = >^.

P^iWarCperi'tii'mgrX-- l.AsoSwhite ^^T'SJI^SifS^^'^"'^ ^ ^^^
^leroidalBLasrfiiTe^theliffldecIteofalkr -nT--^^?^^^^- ._„ ,l^er s-:rretin^s^;^^^^^ the pia r^^. ^'S^^^^S^JVt:^^%^
andmore rarely within the brain.—2. Asoraie- TBTmnMiri
idiat similar growth foond in the middle ear. PwEziim, E i

i>i«jiir (E. E. i: 5. , b. ^u
Also i-aHe-i dMegfea«raM,;MH^ iuMr. and «- p^T-wrthe par ^t> . . A ^^irabbTeiimlM^
iaomu^ Ihhot.—3. A tnbeiealoBs nodcl'^ in - — '^

- '— - - • -- —
cattle,

pearlweed (ped'wed), . Same aspeoHrort.
peazl-lAite (pf^nant). >. 1. a sofastanee
pr^ozed&om the seales c£ theU£ak,^lS»>»
huidag. and at TarioiLS ej]pin<Hd and eb^effid
fi^KS, osed in ""fc™g artificial pearls and tar
other porpaees. See fmitaSom pearlt. nnd^
peaHf and onealatpearl e^tettfe. under egiflKir.—2. A :-:~meticof Taiioiisco^posti<Hi,nsaal-
^ a basic iritrafaxif lljamnai

peaTl-wiB]liag(pal'win*ii^a. Pfeari-c=Mni.
peailwCTt (peii'wHt . «. Any plant a£ zLe
gemsaagBM^whiehe<Hi^ts<rf^i^matted or
tofted hrabs of boid>h^nis^i^«s, widithread-
like or awl-shaped leaves, and ndnote £ : '^er^.

Theseplnitswiaeonceregardedasareme^rfor
the eje-disease eaDed peari. AlsojiearlaciedL

Veaxir CperTi), «. P^fMri + ^.] 1. Be-
sembtn^ a pearl in siaey dape, textore, or
color; pearlaeeoos.

Til iiMi 1 1 n» Ma liim. i iiiiiiii In ii ».

2. Sesemldingmoth^-of-^eail: naereons; mar-
garitaceoos.—3. Prodncii^. containiiig; or
aboondii^ in pearls: in^r^sritzferoi^; peail-
bearing.—4^ Dotted. fle«:-ke'i 'ir spaz<gi£d as if
with peails: pearled.

—

5. <y.frssz psze: ^it-
teiing; tram^oeent or tran^azent, as s eidar:
as, ^«D^ white.—6. In the tednoqae cf the
poanoforte,notingatouchthatprodnees adear,
nnmd. sweet tone, or -ftatma a tcme ^ms diar-
acterized.—Feadrarift'ni'^af^^B^jKn-
tUm; a tm^LilL—TeaSf bWfTo? ^^^ ^ rgMlrliU
jaaiii(»Mdi 5es^aiMlrrjeiTi>.—Peaz!Tgger;a>iialre
ctf tte fiiMeT fiiiraiwi 'TgL— Pearfj Banfflna. See
acaASaa.

—

Tksxjj ^u!£:crcle, is .;<£:«».. azne asjntfaaL
—Pearly fciz^r. :^i^i i£ geari-^iEawr. f.

peazBiaiB (p^ "— ^^ . . [Ear^ mod. E. also
j>egre»a«ie (simaiaiii^jiearl): earliaperaHia,
XltR-pewatagajpt 1 iia,afaoineomp.jMUtaf-,
< OF. permaia, pawwma. pewmeia. jwii iiia, a
kind of pear; "poire depamaia, the pemain
y^s^i ^ '^poire a«, a kind of gr»t pear,
whichwei^bs almost a poand" O:-grave : ap-
por. < It.permagmag, rery large, ne-E. r-?r«sac-

jmw, a Teij- large tiring <^er-,Te:7-. — ni.i.:p,iL.u

great, large: see per- and na^^.] A name of
sev^xal excellent 'varieties a£ a^fde.

The jiiMii laiiM wiEiA to Kaaee Ish^ ^? to ib was

A dealer in

. ^ , iGsloBdestaf
^'"inl-p-rfttr-arjmniTMiii'aM-fir a-tfiryiartir(r tfcin? iHr ttec
6alejs wae i^eete ^il Rciirled tAte^ ita am^ tra-
pes. SrS.Gwg^i!rie,Vjl^ima^,^m.

I tad nOa- caia^ taai^

niHOKtartl
B^aarmdkccsiDe. Stat- , J- C, ir. a.

'

Be (Hanad T^felcaKBd fii^ar fiBrnd^as tota
ittad »e ^annd^ w«k &idEis qem t^Kk^ aad
taata' ii i Cinia^ CtafiU^ I. 9.

ItajuamaO aock'd to 1

iJevetaT. jewdiy cf Ae i

I aia a Ij th ill j

^KdlraCameddaai scwiEk

^tp^pd aadte^ydec^BZiTe ia dea_
scoi^Kdaad eoDEcCed of tae jeaz«!^
psasay ftf ^^pie a&sfce aa^ fieesxaiSDii

Aepi iiiaatpj og tsf camstxffsx sa^wwj
e^BDallt^f kasaazacScdgzeas ses^iCKQy

,atadF<<pe

se. Iktf «C

rTdta

Bcdf^ to a AesE. Bsade s^)^ tfte I

eaesMme^ cspetitSij eta Swis.—Feaaan&f war;k Ssf-
sMs iaaL, a rebeSoB wfckft testa est m i^«, cii^r
^Bsa^ Ita peisaatfs asd qi aowAoB 6an^^. ik was
^tazaifs^iacil 'ly rr'i:!:: sSsoei&Ks aa talA ad^ aad v^s

H <t Ci" :? ter:air±Lr to. or eharaetezigtie
of. peasants ; mstie : mral: o^en osed as an
epidiet of reisaach.
ItaB'.pnBBK Itata. SUL. Ha. T.,ii. 7. ISl

O, vkxE ^ Z':eae uijdpamaatf ^ire j:^ I

!

.aufc. Hades, B. f. 3?E.

peasantly (pez'aHt-S . !. [< p^afomt + -';<-.!

Fer:ft'- f- f to or.rlajra.r-erirj'r of peasants: v£
apeasaEir: peisanwlie.
0&r?r- m- A 'igroc aade i!: great sca^'ip c^^Astse

vi>?d: also^ akzmi ^^tsKflaad^ v^:^«iB,i

r-^^nzr: :

ijf by^TTTlth.
^*^',^^^^ Peaaaatiy fpe«>nt-ri>. -. [< ,^^i.t ^ -r^]

1. Peasants eo^ertrre.y: a bo^ of peasants.



peasantry
A bold peasatitry. their country's pride.

When aoce destroy'd, can never be supplied.
G<ildfmitK, Des. ViL. L 55.

2+. Rustieity; coarseness.

As agentIeman,yoa could never hare descended to snch
peoMntry otlaDgmge.

JSuOer, SemaiEs (Thjrer's ed.^ pw 332. (lottan.)

peascod,'!- See jteasecod.

pease^ (pez). n. ; pi. pease, toTmet\jpeasen,pea-
-•ni . [< ME. pese, pgse, pi. pesen, peson, pesyn,
also peses (and, with loss of the plural suffix,
pe^e, to wMch, regarded as a plnial, is due the
mod. E. formjwai), < AS. pise, pUtse, ^hpisan,
pi/fiiii, pyosan = OF. peix^ pais, P. poig = Olt
*piso, It. dim. J>t$e2to, < L.' j>iV«)M, a pea, = Gr.
ffiVof, also -coi;, a pea.] It. A pea. Seejwai.
Som tyme it happeoethe that men fynden samme as

sriete as a jMse, and samme lasse ; and thei ben als harde as
the of Tnde. SttndenUe, IraTete, p. 158.

Xot unlike onto the nnsIdUall painter, who having
drawn the twinnes of Hippocrates (who were as like as
one peoie is to anoth^ . . .

I^/lg, Enphnes and his England.

Lenticnia is a poolta (pulse] called chitted, whiche . . .

1 tnnslatepaason.
UdaU^ tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 101, margin.

2. Peas coUeetively. For the distinction be-
tween j)eo.s xnA pease, see j>*al.

Hit most be a cnect, a cronned wyght
That koowth that quaysy [sickness] from ben & pese.

Politiaa Poenu, etc. (ed. FumiTallX Pl 215.

Al Iqnides of pulse, as beanes, peasfm, Qrtches^ tare^ and
suche other, are rype twyse in the yeare [in Hispaniola].

B. Bdea, tr. of Peter Mattji (Fiist Books on America,
[ed. Arber, p. 73).

3. A small size of coal: same as pea-coal. S.
Wilson. Steam Boilers, p. 268.

pease^ (pez), r. t. Same SkS peaee.

Send it her, that may her baiteiKaie.
Court qf Ltme,}. 397.

For the peatifnge of the saied qnarrelles and debates.
Ban, Bears VI., an. 4.

peaseboltt (pez'bolt), fl. Pease- or pulse-straw.
I)ttries.

With straw-wisp and pease-^olt, with fern and the biak^
For sparing of foel, some brew and do bake.

Tusser, October's Husbandry, st. 3S.

Jteasecod, peascod (pez'kod),». [Formerly also
pescod; < iHl. pesecodde, pescodtle ; < pease^ +
wxJi.] The legume or pericarp of the pea; a
pea-pod. Peasecods were much used in rural England
as a means of divination in affairs of the heart. Alsojiea-
rod.

Not yet old enough for a man, nor young enongh for a
boy; as a squash is before 'tis apeasnx^ or a codling when
tis almost an apple. Shot., T. N., i. 5. 167.

Were women as little as they are good,
A peteod would make them a gown and a hood.

WiU BeemOumsO^'i'). (Aora.)

The pea that may be extracted from a ripe peascod is a
living body, in which, however, the vital activities arc^
for the time, almost quiescent.

Hiaiey, Physiography, p. 220.

peasecod-belliedf (pez'kod-bel'id), a. Having
the lower part project-
ing and stiffly quilted
and bombasted: said
of the doublet fashion-
able at the close of the
sixteenth century. The
lower point sometimes pro-
jected so far as to cover the
sword-belt in front. Com-
pare beiiy-doubiet and peage-
eod-einrxai.

peasecod-cnirasst
(pez'kod-kwe-ras'), n.

A cuirass taring a
form similar to that of
the peasecod-beUied
doublet, introduced
about the time of
Henry HL of France.
Breastplates of this fashion
were worn untQ the change Peasecod-beilied Doublet,
of costume caused by the
active prosecution of the religious wars, when these fantas-
tic forms gave way to others, plainer and more practicaL

peasecod-donblet (pez 'kod-dub 'let), «. A
peaseeod-beUied doublet. See xieasecod-belUed.

pease-crow (pez'krd), n. The common tern or
sea-swallow. [LoesJ, British.]

pease-hook (pez'huk), «. An instrument for
cutting peas. Davies.

They are now lost, or converted to other uses, even lit-

erally to plough-shares and peas-hooks.

Defoe, Tour through Great Britain, n. 203.

pease-meal (pez'mel), n. (A flour made from
pease. In founding it is sometimes nsed for facing molds
for brasswork, and also in place of strong sand to give
tenacity to w^k sand.

pease-porridge (pezpor'ij), n. A porridge
made of pease-meal.
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pease-pndding (pez'pnd'ing), ». Pease-por-
ridge cooked in a bag or mold and made very
stiff.

pease-sonp (pez'sop), n. Same »s pea-soiip.

peaseweep (pez'wep), B. [Imitative.] 1. &uue
&s pewit (6). [Local, Eng.]

Pease terep. pease freep,

Harry my nest and gar me greet Old rime.

2. The green finch, Ligurinus cMoris.

pea-sheU (pe'shel). n. Same &speageeod.

pea-sheller (pe'shel'er), n. A contrivance for
taking peas from their pods.

pea-shooter (pe'sho'ter), «. A toy or contri-
vance consistmg of a small tube through which
peas or pellets may be blown.
"What do they do with the pea-AooUrs?" inquires

Tom. "Do wi' *em ! why, peppers every one's faces as we
comes near, 'cept the young gal^ and breaks windows wi*
them too, some on *em shoots so hard."

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Eugby, L iv.

Peaslee's operation. See operatiem.

jteasont, «. An obsolete plural otpease^.

pea-soup (pe'sop), ». A soup made chiefly of
peas.
pea-spawn (pe'span), ». See spawn.
Iieastone (pe'ston), n. Same ^pisolite.

peasy (pe'zi), n. [< pease^ + -yl.] Lead ore in
small grains about the size of peas. [North.
Eng.]
peati (pet), n. [< ME. *pete (ML. AL. peta),
peat. Cf. 6eaf3, sod, < hee^, c, mend (a fire,

etc.). CL purse, var. of burse.'] 1. Partly de-
composed vegetable matter, produced under
various conditions of climate and toxwgraphy,
and of considerable importance in certain re-
gions as fueL Peat occurs in many conn(3-ies and in
different latitudes, but always either in swampy local-
ities or in damp and foggy regions. It is formed of vege-
table matter undergoing decay, and in some respects it is

the modem representative of the coal of the eulier geo-
logical epochs, and its formation illnstarates the conditionB
under which coal has originated. Peat is abundant in
northern Europe, and particularly so in Ireland, where it

is perhaps of greater importance as fuel than in any other
countzy. It occurs in &dia, especiallyin the Keilgherry
hUls and in Bengal ; also in various parts of the United
States, and there are in the latter country regions (es-

pecially in New England) where it is occasionally nsed as
fuel. The vegetation of which peat is made up in the va-
rious countries where it occurs is quite different, and oc-
casionally the number of species which have taken part in
its formation is large. TJie genus Sphaffnwn is an im-
portant element in much of the European peat Thepeat
of Bengal, on the other hand, is said to be formed almost
exclusivelyfrom one plant, the wild rice;, Oryza si/lwslris.

Tbe peat of New England is made up of a considerable
variety of aquatic plants. Peat is very spongy, and con-
tains a la^e amount of water near the surface; the deeper
down it is takoi, the more compact it is. A'great variety
of processes for compre^ing and hot-diying it have been
invented .and put in ose in d^erent parts of ttie world.

2. A small block of peat-bog or -moss, resem-
bling an.oidinaiy brick in shape, cut and dried
for fuel.

There other with there spades the peats are squaring out.
Drayton, Polyolbion, ixv. 143.

Carbonized peat. Same as peat.ehanoal.—'M.eaAaw-
landpeat,peatcomposed of decayed coarsegrassmingled
witii soft subsoil

peat^t, n. and a. An obsolete variant otpefl.
peat-hed (pet'bed), n. Same as peat-bog and
peat-moss, 2.

The Torbay Submerged Forest comprises peat-ieds that
have yieldedBoman remains, and these beds reston clay or
estnarine mud which contains relics of the Bronze period.

IToodieanf, GeoL of England and Wales (2d ed.X p^ S2S.

peat-bog (pet'bog), n. The common name in
the United States for those accumulations of
peat which are known by this name in Great
Britain, but also, and more generally (except
in Ireland), zs peat-mosses sa^ peat-moors.
peat-charcoal (pet'char^ol),». Charcoalmade
by carbonizing peat. This is done in various ways,
as in piles, open kiln% pits, and ovens. Peat-charcoal has
been much experimented with, and used in metallurgical
operations to some extent for fuHy three hundred years.
The carbonization of ordinary air-dried peat produces a
very friable charcoal, and the denser the peat is made, by
compression or in oUier ways, the better the article pro-
duced.

In France peat-charcoal, under the name of Charbon roux,
is much used formaking gunpowder. Ure, Diet. , III. 527.

peat-coal (pet'kol), /; . A soft lignite, of earthy
character.

peat-coke (pet'kok), n. A name sometimes,
but ineorreetly, given to peat-charcoal.

peat-cutter (pet'kut'er), n. A form of paring-
plow for cutting peat from the bog.

peat-gas (pet'gas), n. Gas made by the distil-

lation of peat.

I>eat-hagg (pet'hag), n. A pit whence peat has
been dug. [Scotch.]

peat-machine (pet'ma-shen'"). ». A machine,
similar in principle to the brick-machine, for

preparing peat for fuel, either without addition

peba

or by admixture of other substances, as coal-

dust, tar, etc. These machines aie^ in genenl, grind-

ers and pressors, which pnlp the material in older to ren-

der it homogeneous, and then compress it into Uocks of

convenient form.

peat-moor (pet'mor), n. Same as peat-moss.

In the United States such deposits are called

saamps or bogs. See peat^ andpeat-moss.

Peat is very largely dog in the moorlands of Somerset-

shire, near Edington and Shapwick, between Glastonbury
and Highbridge. Some of these beds have been worked
forfuel from the time of the Bomans, and probably earlier,

whUe others are ofmore recent formation. Thepiai moors
or "turbary lands'* have an irregular distribution; and
the peat, which in places is 14 or 15 feet thick, isdue large-

ly to the growth of the common sedge (CarexX whence
Sedgemoor derives its name.

Woodward, GeoL of England and Wales (2d ed-X pt 528.

peat-moss (pet'mfis), «. 1. Moss entering into

the composition of or producing peat; moss
of the genus Sphagimm.—2. A peat-bog or

-swamp: a name frequently given in Great
Britain to those accumulations of i)eaty matter
which in the United States are commonly
known aspeat-bogs.

Peat mosses covermanythonsand square mfles of Europe
and North America. Abontone aeventti of Ireland is cov-

ered with bogs, that of Allen alone comprising 238,500

acres, with an average depth of 25 feet
A. GeOae, Text Book of GeoL (2d ed.X p. 444.

pea-tree (pe'tre), n. 1. Any plant of the legu-

minous genus Caragana. The Chinese pea-tree is

C. CAomJo^u, aloworspreading shruboccasionally planted
for ornament. The Siberian pea-tree is C. artmaeens, a
shrub or low tree. Its seeds are fed to fowls and are of
some culinary use ; its leaves yield a blue dye. It is some-
times planted for ornament.

2. A shrub of the genus Sesbania. s. (Agati)

ffrandifiora, sometimes specified as West Indian pea^ree,
is an East Indian shrub naturalixed in Florida and some
of the West Indies, having white or red flowers 3 or 4
inches long. Swamp pea^ree, the fuller name of plants
of this genu^ is applied somewhat particnlariy to & oeei-

dentaU.

peat-reek Cpet'rek), n. The smoke of peat.—
Feat-reek flayor, a special flavor communicated to
whisky which is distilled withpeat used as fueL This fla-

vor is frequently simulated by adding a little creosote to
the whisky. [Scotch.]

peat-soil (pet'soil), ». A soil mixed with peat

;

the soU of a peat-moss or -bog that has been re-

claimed for agricultural purposes.
peat-spade (pet'spad), ». A spade having a
wing set at right angles to its blade, for con-
venience in cutting blocks of peat from a bank.
peaty (pe'ti), a. [< jieati -^ -yl.] BesembUng
peat ; abounding in peat ; composed of peat.

Feaucellier celL See eeH.

pean d'orange (po do-ronzh'). [F., lit. ' orange-
skin' :^eau, skin; tPforde, of j oratije, orange.]
In ceram., a decoration consisting in a slight

roughening of the surface with bosses resem-
bling those of the skin of an orange.

peavey (pe'vi), n. [Named from the inventor.]
Alumberman's cant-hook having a strong spike
at the end.

pea-vine (pe'vin), n. 1. Any climbing pea-
plant, generally the common pea.— 2. ^lecifi-

cally— (a) A plant of the genus Amphicarpxa.
See hog-peanut. [U. S.] (6) Ttda Americana, a
common species throughout the United States,
with from four to eight pairs of lesiflets, and
purplish flowers a few in a cluster.

pea-weevil (pe'we'vl), n. A kind of curculio,
Sruehiis pisi, which infests peas, it is an indige-
nous North Ameri-
can insect, which
probably fed on
some other legnme
before the culUvat-
ed pea was intro-
duced ; ithasspread
to Europe, and ik
now found in Great
Britain and along
the Mediterranean.
The egg is laid on
the outside of the
pod, and the newly
hatched larva bur-
rows into the near-
est pea, in which it
feeds and grows to
full size. Before
transforming to the
pupa it provides for
its exit by cutting a
round hole through
all but the outer
membrane of the
pea. The beetledoes
not issue until the
following spring.

Pea-wecvU {Bruchus pisi).

a, beeUe, side view ; b, larva ; c, pupa.
^ Small figures indicate natural sizes.)

_ . „ See Bruehus. Also called pta-beette,
pea-bug, anipea-ehnfer.

peazet,_«. An obsolete form ofpoise. Spenser.
peba(pe'ba),n. [S.Amer.] Akind of armadillo,
Dasypuspeba; also, the seven- or nine-banded
armadillo, Tatusia septemeincia or novemcincta.



peba

Peba, or Texan Armadillo ( Tatusia

The true peba is South American, but the name
has also been given to the Texan armadillo.

pebble (peb'l), n. [Formerly also peeble, pib-
ble; < ME. *ipihhle,*pibUl (in pibbtestone, pib-
bilston), pobble, < AS. *papol, *popel, in papoh
Stan, popel-atm, a pebble-stone. Origin un-
known ;'nardly borrowed, as Skeat suggests,
from L. papula, a pustule, papilla, a pustule,
nipple (see papula, papilla). An loel. "popull,
a ball, IS cited, but not found.] 1. A small
roimded stone. The term Is usually applied to atones
worn and rounded by the action ol water. Pebbles are
less In size than cobbles ; and ordinary gravels are chiefly
made up ot sand, the grains of which pass by Impercep-
tible gradations of size Into pebbles, with which are fre-
quently Intermixed more or less oi rounded fragments
large enough to be called cobbles.

My fords with pebUee, clear as orient pearls, are strow'd.

Drayton, Polyolblon, xxv. 270.

The market-place and streetes, some whereof are dell-
clously planted with limes, are ample and straite, so well
pared w'i< a kind of piMU that I nave not seen a neater
cowne in France. Evelyn, Diary, April 21, 1644.

I bubble into eddying bays,
I babble on the pebbles.

Tennyeon, The Brook.

2. Injewelry, an agate. Scotch agates are com-
monly knovvfn as Scotch pebbles.— 3. A trans-
parent and colorless rock-crystal used as a sub-
stitute for glass in spectacles, or a fine kind of
glass so used.— 4. Pebble-leather.

The waxed or colored split is stained on the flesh side,
and it is strictly known as the " colored pebble."

0. T. Davie, Leather, p. 600.

6. A large size of gunpowder; pebble-powder.
Large cannon powder, such as pebble, ... is ... en-

closod In cases. JSnayo. Brit., XI. 828.

6. One of several different pyralid, tortricid,

and bombycid moths: an English collectors'

name. The garden pebble is Botyi farfealia ; the check-
ered pebble, Term oontaminana. The Dombyold pebbles
of the genus Notodonta are also called prominerOa and
(ootAtaoi'a.—Brazilian pebble, Egyptian pebble, etc.

See the adjectives.—Moclia pebble. Same as Moclia
etoM (which see, under ttom),—varlegateil pebble. See

Ijebble (peb'l), v.
;
pret. and pp. pebbled, ppr.

pebbling. [< pebble, «.] I. intrans. To assume
a prominent grain, or a rough or ribbed ap-
pearance, as leather when treated by the pro-
cess called pebbling.
In currying It will "set out,"j)ebble, "stone out," " glass

in black and paste." C. T. Daieie, Leather, p. 464.

II. tra/ns. To prepare, as leather, so as to
cause the grain to become prominent and to
present a roughened or ribbed appearance. See
pebbling.

pebbled (peb'ld), a. [(.pebble + -edK2 Abound-
ing with pebbles

;
pebbly.

And the blithe brook that strolls along
Its pebbled bed with summer song.

Scott, Eokeby, Iv. 2.

pebble-dashing (peb'l-dasb"ing), n. In build-

ing, mortar in which pebbles are incorporated.

pebble-leather (peb'l-leTH"6r), n. Leather pre-

pared so as to show a rough or ribbed grain

;

pebbled leather.

pebble-paTlng (peb'l-pa*ving), n. A pavement
laid with pebbles, or water-worn stones.

pebble-powder (peb'l-pou'dfer), n. A gunpow-
der prepared in cubes or prisms, sometimes as
large as two inches on a side. It is slow-burning.
Also called cube-powder aniprismaticpowder.
pebble-stone (peb'l-ston), n. [< ME. pibble-

stuiie, pibbilston, < AS. papolstdn : see pebble,']

A pebble.

With gravel, or with lltel pibUe stonm,
Unto the mydwarde flld ayeme this forah [furrow].

Palladiua, Husbondrie (E. B. T. S.), p. 160.
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ffrcmite, green jasper, in^ay granite, lapis lamdi, porphyry,
red porphyry, serpentine, variegated pebble, veined gran-
ite, or verd-anUipM. Meteyard, Wedgwood Handbook.—
Variegated pebbleware, the name given by Joslah
Wedgwood in 1770 to pebbleware presenting " colors and
veins "

: it thus seems to have been given to those veined
or spotted wares which were not otherwise specially des-
ignated.

pebbling (peb'ling), n. [Verbal n. of pebble,
v.] In leatlwr-manuf.j a special kind of grain-
ing, in which an artificially roughened or in-
dented surface on the grain side of leather is

produced by working upon that side with a
roller having a pattern wnieh is the reverse of
the pattern to be impressed on the leather. The
term is properly restricted to the act of producing an Ir-

regular pattern, such as would be produced by pressing
Irregularly distributed minute pebbles upon the leather

:

whence the name. A pattern consisting of straight or
approximately straight lines is called a straight-grained
pattern, and the leather would be called straight-grained.
The term grainina includes pebbling, which Is but a spe-
cial kind of graining, of which glassing or glazing is still

another variety.

pebbling-machine (peb'ling-ma-shen"), n. In
hatlier-manuf,, a machine resembling a poUsh-
ing-maehine in its construction, used to per-
form the special work called pebbling. The peb-
bling is done by a roller having on Its surface the pattern,
in reverse, which it is desired to impart to the grain of the
leather. The roller is pivoted to elastic bearings at the
lower end of a swinging arm, and is antagonized by a
table curved to correspond to the arc through which the
roller acts. The leather Is supported by the table while
subjected to the action of the roller. The imparting of
a pattern in imitation of more costly leather is strictly a
variety of graining, though often called pebbling. Since
the machine usedT for glassing, glazing, or polishing is

transformed into a pebbling-machine by a change in the
roller only, the machine is variously and indifferently
called pf>2uAJ>i^-, glassing-, graining-, or pebbling-machine.

pebbly (peb'li), a. l< pebble + -yi.) Pull of
pebbles ; aboundingwith small roundish stones.

Slow stream, or pebbly spring. Coleridge.

Our keel grated the pebbly barrier of a narrow valley,
where the land road was resumed.

B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 846.

pebrine (peb'rin), n. [< F. pebrine (see def.).]

An epizodtic and zymotic disease of the silk-

worm of commerce, evidenced outwardly by
dwindling and inequality in size, and by black
spots like bums, inside, the body is filled with mi-
nute ovoid corpuscles (Miorosporidiee), upon the presence
and multiplication ot which the disease depends. Peb-
rine is both contagious and infectious. The Pasteur
system of selection consists in the microscopic examina-
tion of the moth after egg-laying, and the rejection ot eggs
laid by those found to be diseased. The microbe which
causes pebrine was named by Lebert Panhistophyton, and
classed among the psorosperms.

pebrinous (peb ri-nus), a. [< pebrine -I- -ous.]

Affected with pebrine.

pecan (pf-kan or -kon'), n. [Formerly also
paecan; '= F. pacane = 8p. paeama, pacano;
appar. of native Amer. origin.] 1. A North
American tree, Hicoria Pecan {Ca/rya olivee-

formis). it abounds on rich bottom-lands from Illinois

southward and southwestward, thriving especially in Ar-

peccation

peccability (pek-a-bil'i-ti), n. [< peccable -t-

-iiy (see -bility).'] The state of being peccable,
or subject to sin ; capacity of sinning.
The common peccabHUy of mankind.

Decay of Christian Piety.

peccable (pek'a-bl), a. [= F. peccable = Sp.
" " " ' -

"IL.= Pg. peccavel = It. peccabile, < ML.
'peccabilis (?), liable to sin or offend, < h.peccare,
sin

: seepeccant.] Liable to sin ; subject to sin.

In a low noisy smoky world like ours.
Where Adam's sin made peccable his seed I

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 107.

peccadil (pek-a-dil'), n. Same as peccadillo.
Cotton, Burlesque upon Burlesque, p. 162.
(Da/vies.) [Rare.]

peccadillo (pek-a-dil'o), m. [< Sp. pecadillo,
dim. otpecado, < L. peccatum, a sin, tpeccare,
sin: Bee peccant,] A slight trespass or offense

;

a petty crime or fault.

'Tis low ebb with his accusers when iachpeecadHlos as
these are put in to swell the charge. J^. Atterbury.

Who doesn't forgive?— the virtuous Mrs. Grundy. She
remembers her neighbour's peeeadiUoes to the thh'd and
fourth generation. Thackeray, Philip, vliL

peccancy (pek'an-si), n. [< peccan(t) + -cy.] 1.
The state or quality of being peccant ; badness.
(a) The state of having sinned or given offense. Ifi) The
state of being an offender or offending thing or part, in
some sense not implying moral guilt ; the condition of be-
ing bad or defective.

2. Offense; criminality; transgression. W. Mon-
tague, Devoute Essays, I. xxi. J 2.

peccant (pek'ant), a. and n. [= OP. ]}eccant,

pechant = Sp'.'pecante = Pg. It. peccante, < L.
j>ece,an{t-)s, ppr. of peccare, miss, do amiss,
transgress, offend, sin.] I. a. 1. Sinning; of-
fending; guilty; causing offense.

In worse condition than a peccant soul.

Mttton, Areopagitliia.

But malice vainly throws the poison'd dart.
Unless our frailty shows the peccant part.

Crabbe, Works, IV. 194.

Of course a peccant offlcial found it his interest to spend
large sums of money on bribing the newswriters.

Quarterly Rev., CLXIIL 18.

2. Morbid; bad; corrupt; not healthy.

There are some other rather peccant humours than
formed diseases. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 62.

France might serve as a drain to carry off the peccartt
humours in the political constitution at home.

Goldsmith, Seven Years' War, i.

3. Imperfect; erroneous; incorrect: as, a pec-
cant citation. Ayliffe.

For Euripides is sometimes peccant, as he is most times
perfect. B. Jonson, Discoveries.

Il.f n. An offender.

This conceltedness, and itch of being taken for a coun-
sellor, maketh more reprovers than peceantsln the world.

WhUloek, Manners of Eng. People, p. 388.

peccantly (pek'ant-li), adv. In a peccant man-
ner ; simully ; corruptly ; by transgression.

peccary (pek'a-ri), ».; pi. peccaries (-riz). [Also
pecary; prob'.' from a S. Amer. name, cited by
Pennant as paquiras.] A kind of swine indige-
nous to America, belonging to the family IHco-
tylidsBand the genTiaDicotyles. See the technical
words. Peccaries are theonly Indigenous representatives
of the Old World Suidie, or swine, now living in the Kew
World. There are 2 species, the Texan or collared pec-
cary, D. torquatits, also called tajaeu, and the white-lipped
peccary of South America, D. tabiatiis, sometimes placed
in another genus, Notophorus. The range of the peccaries
is from Ai'kansasand Texas tliroughM exico and the greater
part of South America, The animals are as large as smell
pigs, and go in droves ; they are extremely vicious and

The Duke of Gloucester's men.
Forbidden late to carry any weapon.
Have flll'd their pockets full of pebble stones.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., ill. 1. 80.

pebbleware (peb'l-war), «. A variety of Wedg-
wood ware in which different colored clays are

intermingled in the body of the paste. According

to tlie oolors, the ware is known as agate, Egyptian pebble.

Pecan {Hicoria Pecatt),

kansas and the Indian Territory. It is the largest tree of

its genus, reaching sometimes a great height ; but its wood
is of little use except for fuel. Its leaves have thirteen or

fifteen slender-pointed leaflets.

2. The nut of the pecan-tree, which is obve-

shaped, an inch long or over, smooth and thin-

sheued, with a very sweet and oily meat. It

is gathered in large quantities for the general

market.

PfflMiDJ or Illinois nut. . . . It grows on the niinol^ Wa-
bash Ohio, and Mississippi. It Is spoken of by Don UUoa
under the name of Pacanos, in his Noticias Americanas,

Entret. 6. Jefferson, Notes on Virginia (1787), p. 69.

Bitter pecan, a rather small bitter-seeded hickory, Bieo-

ria (Can/a) aquatiea, of the southern United States. Also

culled water- or swamp-hickory.

pecan-nut (pe-kan'nut), n. Same as pecan, 2.

pecary, «. ^ee peccary.

Coltarect Peccary (Dicotyles torguatus).

pugnacious, and make formidable antagonists. The flesh
Is edible, but liable to become infected with the fetid hu-
mor of the gland on the back, unless this is properly re-
moved. See also cut under Artiodactyla.

peccation (pe-ka'shon), n. [< LL. peccaUo{n-),
a fault, sin, < L. peccare, sin : see peccant.] The
act of sinning ; sin. [Bare.]



peccation

Thoughhe [Philip] roared out peocavl moat frankly when
charged with his sins, this criminal would fall to peccoHm
very soon after promising amendment.

Thackeray, Philip, vl.

peccavi (pe-ka'vi). [L., I have sinned, 1st pers.
sing. pret. ind. act. otpeecare, sin: seejjeccan*.]
I have sinned; I am guilty; it is my fault.

I have a trick in my head shall lodge him In the Arches
for one year, and make him sing peccavi ere I leave him.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, iv. 1.

pecco (pek'6), TO. Same as jjefcoe.

pecet, »• An obsolete spelling ot piece.
pech, pegh (peoh), v. i. [Imitative.] To pant

;

puff; breathe heavily. [Seotoh and North.
Eng.]

Up Parnassus pecftfo'. Bwms, Willie Chalmers.

pechan (peoh'an), TO. The stomach. [Scotch.]
pechblend, pechblende (pech'blend), n. [< G.
pech, pitch, + blende, blende.] Variants of
pitchblende.

pecheH, n. A Middle English form oipeachX.
peche^t, V. A Middle English form otpeaeh^.
pechurane (pesh'u-ran), n. [< P. p^churane, <

Gr. pech, pitch, + IP. urane, uranium.] Same as
pitchblende.

pecite (pe'sit), TO. An insulating material com-
posed of wax and plaster, it is applied to the piece
to he insulated while in a plastic condition. It may after-
ward be worked and polished, and withstands a tolerably
high temperature.
pecki (pek), V. [< HiEt.pedkenfpekken, a var. of
2>JcA;e», j^jfcfcen, pick: seejwcfci.] "i. trans. 1. To
strike with the beak, as a bird; hence, to strike
lightly with some sharp-pointed instrument.

To be furious
Is to be frighted out of fear ; and in that mood
The dove will peck the estridge.

Shah., A. and C, iii. 13. 197.

And this we take for a general rule ; when we And any
Fruits that we have not seen before, if we see tTiempeck'd
by Birds, we may freely eat, but if we see no such sign, we
let them alone ; for of this fruit no Birds will taste.

Dampier, Voyages, I. 39.

2. To pick up or take with the beak.
After what manner the chicken pecked the several grains

of com. Addismi, Spectator, No. 505.

3. To make or effect by striking with the beak
or any pointed instrument : as, topeck a hole in
a tree.

The best way to dig for insects is to peck up a circular
patch about eighteen inches in diameter, throw aside the
frozen clods, and th^n to work carefully downwards.

J. O. Wood, Out of Doors, p. 213.

n. intrans. To make strokes or light blows
with the beak or some pointed instrument.

The liuely picture of that ramping Vine
Which whilom Zeuxis limn'd so rarely fine
That shoals of Birds, beguiled by the shapes,
Peckt at the Table, as at very Grapes.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 6.

To peck at. (a) To strike with repeated slight blows.
(p) To attack repeatedly with petty criticism ; carp at.

Mankind lie pecking at one another. Sir R. L'Estrange.

Heaven mend her faults !— I will not pause
To weigh and doubt and perk at Saws.

WhitUer, Lines on a Fly-Leaf.

pecfci (pek), TO. [< jiecfci, ».] 1. A stroke with
the beak, or with some sharp-pointed tool.

—

2. Meat; victuals; food. [Slang, Eng.]
The black one-legged fiddler is strumming away to en-

liven the party ; and the peek and booze is lying about.
Pierce Egan, Life in London (1821).

peck^ (pek), ». [<ME.^eA;A;e,j>efce, apeck; per-
haps orig. 'a quantity picked up,' < peels'; v.

Cf . F. picotin, a peck (measure) {ML.picotns, a
liquid measure), < picoter, peck (as a bird):
see pecfci andj)»cA;i.] 1. A quantity; a great
deal.

A peck of white pennies, my good lord judge.
If you'll grant Hughie the Graeme to mo.

Hughie the Graeme (Child's Ballads, VI. 66).

Contented to remain in such &peck of uncertainties and
doubts. Milton.

*Tis fine but may prove dangerous sport, and may in-

volve us in Apeak of troubles. Steele, Lying Lover, i. 1.

Her finger was so small, the ring
Would not stay on which they did bring

;

It was too wide a peck.
Suckling, Ballad upon a Wedding.

Specifically— 2. The fourth part of a bushel,
a dry measure of 8 quarts for grain, pulse, etc.
The standard British or imperial peck contains 2 gallons or
654.548 cubic inches. Four pecks make a bushel, and eight
bushels a quarter. The old Scotch peck, the fourth part of
a flrlot, or the sixteenth part of a boll, when of wheat, was
slightly less than the imperial peck ; but when of barley
was equal to about 1.456 imperii pecks. (See Jirlot, boll^. )

In the United States a peck is the foiu-th part of a Win-
chester bushel— that is, equals 537.6 cubic inches.

A peck of coals a-pieoe will glad the rest.

Pope, Dunciad, ii. 282.

3. A peck-measure.
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To be compassed, like a good bilbo, In the circumfer- the genus Pecopterii as limited by him includes species-

ence of apeck, hilt to point, heel to head. previously referred by fossil botanists to twenty-four dif-

Shak., M. W. of W., iii. 6. 112. ferent genera.

He had his faults, which we may as well hide under a Pecopteris (pf-kop'te-ris), TO. [NL., < Gr. irt-

bushel, or let us say a peck, for it would not take a very Keiv, comb, H- irrepig, a fern.] A genus of widely
large vessel to cover them. J. Baker, Turkey, p. 94. disseminated fossil ferns, occurring in large
pecker (pek'er), ». [< pecfci + -eri.] 1. One numbers in the coal-measures of Europe and
who or that which peeks, picks, or hacks ; es- America, and found also in the Middle Devo-
peeially, a bird that pecks, as in the compounds nian of New Brunswick. The name was given by
nutpecker, oxpecker, woodpecker, flower-pecker.

The titmouse and the pecker's hungiy brood.
Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Oeorgics, Iv. 18.

2. A picker or pickax.

The women with short peckers or parers ... do onely
breake the upper part of the ground to raise vp the weeds,
grass, and olde stubbs of corn stalks with their roots.

Hakluyt's Voyages, III. 271.

3. In weaving, the picker of a loom; the shut-
tle-driver.

Brongniart in 1822. About 30 species referred to this ge-
nus were described by Lesquereuz, in 1880, as occurring
in the coal-measures of the United States, chiefiy in Penn-
sylvania and Illinois. As described by Brongniart, the
genus Peeopteris has bipinnate or tripinnate fronds ; the
pinnae are long and pinnatifld ; the pinnules adhere to the
rachis by the whole base, and are often mure or less deeply
connate and not decurrent, and the borders are genei-ally

contiguous or neai'ly so ; the secondary veins, which are
derived from the median nerve of tlie pinnules, aie sim-
ple, bifurcate, or trifurcate. See cut (c) under/«r».

Fecora (pek'o-ra), to. pi. [NL., pi. otpeeus (pe-

cor-), cattle,'a herd: see /eel.] The fifth Lin-
nean order of Mammalia, composed of the gen-
era Camelus, Moschus, Cervus, Capra, Ovis, and
Bos; the ruminant or artiodaetyl mammals,
later caX\6A.Bttminantia and (with a little exten-
sion) Artiodactj/la. The name is still in use.

When the shaft [of the draw-boy] . . . rocks from side
to side of the machine, it will carry thepecker . . . with it,

and the groove and notch at the points of the pecker com-
ing into contact with the knots upon the cords draws
them down alternately. A. Barlow, Weaving, p. 136.

4. In teleg., a relay. Earlier forms of this ap-
paratus pecked like a bird: hence the name. ^ / t n. \ i ^- /!.-. tatt
!Eng.]^^5. Courage; spirits; good cheer. ^tt-}^i2'±l:,t.'lT£}^^l^^^^^^

comb ; cf. Gr. iriaeiv, comb, card.] 1 . In zool. and
[Slang, Eng.]

Dispirited became our friend

—

Depressed his moral pecker.

W. S. GilbeH, Haughty Actor.

To keep one's pecker up, to be of good heart ; not to
lose courage. [Slang, Eng.]

peckhamite (pek'am-it), n. [Named after S. F.
Peckham, an American chemist.] A silicate of
iron and magnesium found in rounded nodules
in the meteorite of Estherville, Emmett county,
Iowa. It is intermediate between enstatite and
chrysolite in composition.
pecking (pek'ing), n. [Verbal n. of peck\ v.']

1. Same a,s place-brick.—2t. pi. Pieces pecked
or knocked off.

Shavings and peckings of free stone.
Hakluyt!s Voyages, HI. 619.

3. The sport of throwing pebbles at birds to
bring them down.
They crossed a road soon afterwards, and there close to

them lay aheap of charming pebbles. '
'Look here, " shout-

ed Easi^ "here *s luck ! I 've been longing for some good
honest pecking this half-hour. Let's fill the bags, and have
no more of this foozling bird's-nesting."

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Kugby, ii. 4.

pecking-bag (pek'ing-bag), to. A bag in which
to carry pebbles for use in the sport of pecking.
He . . . strides away in front with his climbing-irons

anat., a comb or comb-like part or process;
something pectinated; a pectination, (a) The
bursa or marsupium of a bird's eye, a vascular membrane
in the vitreous humor, folded or
plaited into a pectinated structure.

(&) The comb or pectination of
oil "' ' '

'

\, \ ^^ :....r^

Pecten, i (*).

Pectinated Middle
Claw of Heron, viewed
from above.

lird's claw, as a heron's or a goat-
sucker's, (c) The comb, comb-row,
or ctenophore of a ctenophoran. {a)

One of the pair of comb-like organs
behind the posterior legs of some
arachnidans, as scorpions, ie) In entom., a comb-like or-

gan, formed generally by a row of short stiff hairs, ofteD
found on the legs of insects, and especially on the first

tarsal joint of many bees. It is used for cleaning the an-
tennEe and other parts of the body.

2. la conch.: (a) [cap.'] [NL.] The typical ge-
nus of the family PectinidsB, having a regular,
suborbicular, auricidate shell, with approxi-
mate umbones, and radiating ribs compared
to the teeth of a comb ; the scallops. The spe-
cies are very numerous and of world-wide distribution. P.
nuiximus is a common edible scallop of Great Britain, also-

called clam queen and frill. P. opercularis is another Brit-
ish species, also called quin. P. Jacobseus, known as St.

James shell, a Mediterranean species, used to be worn aa
a badge or emblem by pilp'ims to the Holy Land. See
pOgrim-sheU. (6) A species of this genus : in this
sense there is a pluraljjecferos Pecten publcum,
the pubic crest.

strapped under one arm, his pecMng-bag under the other^ Pectenidse (pek-ten'i-de), TO. pi. Same as Pec
tinidse.

pectic (pek'tik), a. [< Gr. irnnTiKdg, congealing,
curdling, < miyvivai, make fast or solid, fix on,
= Jj. pangere, taaten: see ^act.] Congealing;
curdling : noting an acid found in many fruits,

which in large part makes up fruit-jellies.

pectin, pectine (pek'tin), to. [< pect{ic) + -in,

-«TOe2.]
^
A substance obtained from pectose by

the action of heat, ferments, or an acid, and also
formed in the ripening of fruits. It is soluble in
water, and its solution on evaporating yields a
fine jeUy.

Fectinacea (pek-ti-na'se-a), n.pl. [NL., < Pec-
ten (Pectin-) -(- -acea.] "l". The scaUop family,
or PecUnidee.—2. A superfamily or suborder of
bivalves, comprising the families Pectinidx, Li-
midse, Spondylidse, and Dimyidse. The mantle is
completely open and destitute of siphons, the addilctor
muscle generally suboentral, and the foot byssiferous ; the
shell has a ligamentary fossette, and similar teeth in front
of and behind it.

and his pockets and hat full of pill-boxes, cotton-wool, an<
other etceteras. T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Kugby, ii. 4.

peckish (pek'ish), a. [ipeck^, to., + -ish^.'\ In-
clined to eat; appetized; somewhat hungry.
[CoUoq., Eng.]
Nothing like business to give one an appetite. Butwhen

shall I feel peckish a^ain, Mrs. Trotman ?

Disraeli, Sybil, vi. 3.

pecklet (pek'l), TO. [A form of speckle, with loss
of orig. s-A Same as speckle.

peckledt (pek'ld), a. [ipeckle + -ed'^.'\ Same
as speckled. Cotgrave.

Jacob the patriarke, by the force of imagination, made
peckled lambs, laying peckled roddes before his sheepe.

Burton, Anat. of MeL, i. § 2.

Pecksniffian (pek'snif-i-an), a. [< Pecksniff
(see def.) -I- -ian.'] Characteristic of or resem-
bling Pecksniff, one of the characters in Dick-
ens's "Martin Chuzzlewit," characterized by
an ostentatious hypocritical display of benevo-
lence or high principle.

Pertinacious religious Journals of the PecJrml^n P^^^i^^^ean (pek-ti-na'se-an), TO. [< Fectinacea
creed. Higginson, English Statesmen, p. 27L + -a».] A member of the Fectinacea.

Pecopterideae (pe-kop-te-rid'e-e), TO. i)?. [NL., Pectinaceous (pek-ti-na'shius), a. [< Fecti-

< Pecopteris {-rid-) + -ek] 'A group of fossil "'"'*" + -^ms.] Of or pertaining to the Fecti.

ferns to which belongs the widely disseminated "^';<^ ' related to or resembling the scallops,

and highly important genus Pecopteris. Schlm- Pectmseal, a. See pectineal.

per has grouped the Pecopterideie, with regard to their re- peCtin3BUS, pectinSUS (pek-ti-ne'us), TO.; pi. ^eo-
lation to living ferns and with reference to the character tined, pecUnei (-i). [NL., < L. pecten (pectinA
of the fructification, in five subdivisions; but "one has a comb: see pecfeTO.] A flat and quadrateonly to look at the classification of a few species grouped -~,„„„i„ ^t. t.\.„

""" a,uu Muauiai^c

from the apparent character of the fructifications to see
™i^sole at the upper inner part of the thigh,

how unreliable are the diagnoses derived from them" . ^l^^^
"''"" '"^ uiopectineal line of the pubis, and is

(Lesmereux). The grouping of the Pecopterirfeffi suggest- "iffrted into the femur below the lesser trochanter. Also
ed by the fossil botanist of the Pennsylvania Geological "^Uel pectmalis. See pectineal, and cut under musde.
Survey is as follows: (1) Including the species referred pectinal (pek'ti-nal), a. and re. [< NL. pcc<(-
by Schimper to the genus Goreioptera, distinguished by an nalis, < L. pecten (pectin-), a comb : see necten.^upward curve of the lateral veins

; (2) Pecopteris proper, T « ri^Yv-iv ni,/>. C^„t„)„! *„
o>^^ j^i,i.ii-.o.j

or cyatheids, to which division belohg the species an- }:
«• Comb-like; pertaining to a pecten orpeo-

swering exactly to Brongniart's definition of the genus "nation; pectineal. [Obsolescent.]
Pecopteris; (3) Pecopteris with hairy or villous surfaces, a Il.f TO. A sawfish which has teeth proiecting
pemanent and easily discernible character; (i) Pecopteris from each side of an elongated rostrum, and
with pinnae not distinctly divided into obtuse entire lobes t\Mi. ^-^ac Ai,.^^t„^ ,-.,™,„-j a „ ^Y"""^"") »""
or pinnules, but generally cut on the borders in sharp ir-

^'^^ ^^^^ directed upward. See Pnshs.
regular teeth ; and (6) a group containing those species Yet are there other fishes whose eyes regard the heav-
referred to Pecppterig which "do not find a place in the ens, as plane, and cartilaginous fishes ; as Dc^ttjiais, or such
former divisions." Kidston (1886) divides the Pecopte- as have their bones made laterally like a comb
ridex into two subdivisions, Pecopteris and Dactylotheca; Sir T, Browne Vulg. Err iv L



pectinalis

pectinalis (pek-ti-na'lis), H. ; -pL pectiiuiles

(-lez). \_NL. (sa. muscuhis): seepectinal.'] Same
as pecHnseus.

pectiliate (pek'ti-nat), a. [< li.pectinatus, eomb-
like, prop. pp. of pectitiare, comb, card, < pee-
ten, a comb: aeepecten.'] Having teeth like a
comb ; formed as or into a pectination ; comb-
like in figure; pectinated: as, the pectinate
muscles of the heart; pectinate scales of a
fish; pectinate armature of the preopereulum.
Specifically— (a) Having a pecten, pectination, or comb-
like part or organ; pectinated: as, the pectinate claw of

a biro. (6) In boU, having resemblance to the teeth of a
comb, or arranged like them : specifically applied to a
pinnatifid organ, particnlarly a leaf, with narrow close
segments, like the teeth of a comb.—0011617 pectinate
(or dauMy Wpectinate), in entmn., having two long pro-
cesses or teeth originating from each side of all or
most of the joints, as bipectinate antennse.— Pectinate
antennse, in entom., antennse having the joints nearly
eqnal, short, and each joint produced in a linear branch
on the inner side, so that the whole has somewhat the
appearance of a comb. The name is frequently given to
antenuEB having such branches on both sides, properly
bipectinate.—Pectinate daws or nn^es, claws hav-
ing a number of long processes on the inner or concave
side.—'Pectinate ligament of the liis, festoon-like
processes of elasticussue, passing between the ciliary

border of the iris and the posterior jmrt of the cornea at
its junction with the sclerotic.— Pectinate muscles, the
mnscuU pectinati of the heart. See pedinatus.—Pec-
tinate zone, the upper surface of the basilar membrane,
external to the organ of Corti. Also called pecUtiate lami-
na, pectineUe portion, Ju^tenula pectinaXa.

pectinated (pek'ti-na-ted), a. [< pectinate +
-«d2.] 1. Pectinate.— 2. Interdigitated; inter-

laced like the teeth of two combs. [Rare.]

To sit cross-leg'd or with our fingers pectinated or shut
together is accounted bad.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., v. 21.

Pectinated mineral, a mineral which presents short fila-

ments, crystals, or branches nearly parallel and equidis-
tant

pectdnately (pek'ti-nat-li), adv. In a pectinate
manner; so as to be comb-like.

pectinati, ». VlxaaXotpecUnatus.
pectination (pek-ti-na'shpn), n. [<, pectinate +
-ion.] 1. The state or condition of being pec-
tinate.—2. That which is pectinate; a comb-
like structure; apeoten. See cut under jieciem.

The inner edge of the middle claw is expanded or dilat-

ed in a great many birds ; in some it becomes a perfect
comb, having a regular series of teeth. l^iaapeelxTwtitm,

as it is called, only occurs on the inner edge of the middle
claw. It is beautifully shown by all the true herons, by
the whip-poor-wills and night-hawks, by the frigate peli-

can, etc. Cauet, Key to N. A. Birds, p, 132.

3.- The state of being shut together like the
teeth of two combs.

For the complication or pectinati&n of the fingnres was
an hieroglyphick of impediment.

Sir T. Brmme, Vulg. Err., v. 21.

pectinatofimbricate (pek-ti-na-to-fim'bri-kat),

a. [i pectiliate + fimbricate.'] In entom., hav-
ing tie joints and pectinations fringedwith fine

hairs : said of pectinate antennse.

Pectinator (pek'ti-na-tor), n. '[NL. (E.Blyth,
1855), < LL. pectinator', a comber, < L. pecti-

nare, comb: see pecUnate.J 1. A notable out-

lying genus of Ethiopianoctodont rodents, com-
posing with Ctenodactylus the subfamily Cteno-
dactylinee, having premolars present but very
small, ears with a small antitragus, and a bushy
tail half as long as the body. P. spekei inhab-
its Somaliland in eastern Africa.—2. p. c]
An animal of this genus : as, Spe^e'spectinator.

pectlnatns (pek-ti-na'tus),n.; pi. pectinati (-ti).

[NL. (sc. musculus) : see pectinate.'} One of the
muscuU pectinati, or small prominent muscular
columns on the walls of the auricular appen-
dages of the heart.

pertine, n. See pectin.

Fectinea (pek-ti-ne'a), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.

ot pectineus, pecUnseiis.^ In conch., same as Pe(>
tinidx. Meiike, 1830.

pectineal (pek-ti-ne'al), a. [ili.pecten {pectin-),
a comb,+ -e-al."] In area*. : (a) Pectinal or pec-
tinate. (6) Having a comb-like crest or ridge:
in this sense without implication hi tooth-like

processes, (c) Pertaining or attached to a pec-
tineal part, as a muscle. Qee pectinseus. Also
speiXeipectinseal Pectineal fascia, the fascia cov-
ering the pectinsens and adductor longus.—Pectineal
line, ridge, or crest, a linear prominence of the haunch-
bone or OS innominatum, chiefly along the iliac bone,
thence often extending on to the pubis. It varies greatly
in shape and degree of development in different mam-
mals, but represents one of the edges of a primitively
prismatic iliac bone, separating the iliac or ventral sur-

face of the iUum from the sacral or articular surface. In
man it is a fairly prominent, long, curved line represent-

ing the edge of the greater part of the brim or inlet of

the true pelvis, and gives attachment to the pectinseus

muscle ; it is more fuUy called iliopectineal liiie, or Hnea
Uiopectineea. See cut under pelvis.—Pectineal process,
in Saurc^gida, a pre-aoetabular process of the ilium, which
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in birds may represent, whoUy or in part, the pubis proper,
or prepubis.

pectinella (pek-ti-nel'a), n.; pi. peetinelUe {-e),

[NL., dim. of L. pecten (pectin-), a comb : see
pecten."] In Myriapoda, an arrangement of
teeth and spinous processes forming an appen-
dage of the stipes of the protomala. See pro-
tomala, stipes, and cut at epilabrum. Packard.

pectines, n. Plural otj)ecten.

pectineus, n. See pectin^us.
pectinibranch (pek'ti-ni-brangk), a. and n. [<
L. pecten {pectin-), a comb, -I- hran4:hise, gUls.]

I. a. Having pectinate branchise, or comb-like
gUls; of or pertaining to the Pectinibranchia.
U. n. A pectinibranch gastropod.

Pectinibranchia (pek'ti-ni-brang'ki-a), n. pi.
[NL. : seepectinilyranch.'} Same as Peciinibran-
ehiata.

pectinibranchian (pek'ti-ni-brang'M-an), a.

and n. Saxae a,s pectinibranch.
Pectimbranchiata(pek'ti-ni-brang-ki-a'ta),».
pi. [Nh.,ne\i.t.pl.otpectinibraM;hiatiis: see'pec-
Unibratichiate.] 1. In Cuvier's classification,

the sixth order of gastropods, divided into three
families, Trochoides, Capuloides, and Buocinoi-
des.— 2. An order of prosobranohiate gastro-
pods, having comb-like gills formed of one
(rarely.two) longitudinal series of laminae on
the left side of the mantle over the back of the
neck. The animal is unisexual, and the shell generally
spiral. The order includes a majority of the aquatic uni-
valves. CtenobranehkUa is a synonym.
Also Pectinibranchia, PecUnobranchiata.

pectinibrancbiate (pek'ti-ni-brang'ki-a.t), a.

and re. [< NL. pectinibranchiatus, < L. pecten
{pectin-), a comb, -I- brancMx, giUs.] Same as
pectinibranch.

pectinicom (pek'ti-ni-k6m), a. and n. [< L.
pecten {pectinr-), a comb, + comu, horn.] I. a.

Having pectinate antennBe; of or pertaining
to the PecUnicomia.
n. n. A pectinicom beetle.

Pectinicomia (pek'ti-ni-kdr'ni-a), n.pl. [NL.

:

see pectinicorn.'] A division of lamellicom
beetles, corresponding to the family Lucanidse.

Pectinidae (pek-tin'i-de), re. pi. [NL., < Pecten
{Pectin-) + -»(?«.] A family of monomyarian
siphonlessbivalves,typifiedbythegenuSjPecfe».
By the old con-
chologists all the
genei-a of the su-
perfamily Peetina-
cea were included
in it, Byreoentcon-
chologists it has
been subdivided,
and isnow genefal-
lyrestricted to Pec-
ten and its near rel-

atives. These have
the mantle-mar-
gins free, double, the inner pendent, filamentiferous, and
with a I'ow of ocelli at the bases of the filaments ; the foot

small, linguiform, and with a byssal groove ; and suborbicu-
lar valves having submedian beaksand auriculated in front
and behind, with a more or less inclosed ligament, and
with a snbcircular muscular impression. The species are
popularly known as scallops, and are numerous and repre-

sented in almost all seas. They belong mostly to the
genera Pe-cten, Cfdamys or Pseudamitgium, Awugium,
Himates, and Pedum. Also called PeOemidx, Peetinacea,

Pectinacea, Pedinea, PecUnese, PecHnides, and Pectinina.

pectiniform (pek'ti-ni-f6rm), a. [< L. pecten

(pectin-), a comb, + forma, form.] 1. Comb-
like; pectinate; having pectinations or pro-

cesses like the teeth of a comb,— 2. In conch.,

having the form or appearance of a scallop, or

bivalve of the family Pectinidee—Pectiniform
septum, the median septum between the corpora caver-

nosa of the penis or clitoris.

pectiniliac (pek-ti-nil'i-ak), a. \< pecten {pec-

tin-) + iliac.] Same as iliopectineal.

pectinite (pek'ti-nit), n. [< li.pecten {pectin-),

a comb, + -iteK] A fossil pecten, or some simi-

Pectinobranchiata (pek'ti-no-brang-ki-a'ta),

n.pl. [NL.] Sa,me a,s Pectinibranchiata.

Pectis (pek'tis), n. [NL, (Linnaeus, 1767), < L,

pectis, a plant also called consolida and sijm-

phyton.] A genus of composite plants of the

tribe Belenioidex and the subtribe Tagetinese,

characterized by the elongated style with very

short obtuse branches. There are about 42 species.

aU American found from Mexico to Brazil and Bolivia.

They are annual or perennial herbs, diffuse or erect,

and dotted with oU-glands, especiaUy over the involucre

They bear narrow opposite leaves with a bristly base, and

smidl heads of yeUow flowers, P. punctata is the West In-

dian marigold, a slender smooth species growing on sea-

sands and having linear dotted leaves. Several others are

occasionally planted for theur flowers.

pectize (pek'tiz), v. i.
;
pret. and pp, pectized,

ppr. pectizing. [< Gr, OT?Kr<5f, fixed, congealed

{seepecUc), + -ize.] To congeal; change into

a gelatinous mass, S. Spencer.

Pecten varius^ ^.branchiae; «n, mantle.

pectoralis

pecto-antebrachialis (pek-to-an-tf-bra-ki-a'-
lis), n. [NL., prop, peetori-antebrachialis, ^L.
pectus {pector-), breast, -I- NL, antebrachium, the
forearm: see antebrachium.} A muscle which
in some animals extends from the breast-bone
to the elbow, or more exactly from the median
raphe at the presternum and third mesosteme-
ber to the back of the proximal end of the ulna,
pectocanlus (pek-to-kS,'lus), n.

;
pi. pectocauU

(-li). [NL. (Lankester), improp. for "jtectinicavr-

lus, < L. pecten {pectin-), comb, -I- caulis, stem,
stalk : see caulis.] The mature internal core
or stalk common to the several polypides of a.

polyzoary. See gymnocaulus. Eneyc. Brit.,XIX.
436,

pectolite (pek'to-lit), «, [For *pecUnoUte, < h.
pecten (pectin-)', a comb, -I- Gr. ?u6og, a stone.]
A hydrous silicate of calcium and sodium oc-
curring in radiated or stellate fibrous masses
of a white or grayish color, it is commonly found
with the zeolites in trap-rocks, as at Bergen Hill in New
Jersey. It is closely related in crystalline form and in
composition to the calcium silicate wollastonite.

pectora, «. Plural oipectus.

pectoral (pek'to-ral), a. and n. [I. a. = F, Sp.
pectoral = Pg.'peitoral= Jt.pettorale, < L. pec-
toralis, pertaining to the breast, < pectus (pec-
tor-), the breast, the breast-bone, H. n. < LL.
pectorale, a breastplate, neut. of pectoralis, a.

Hence vlt. poitrel.] I. a. 1. Of, pertaining to,

or connected with the breast or chest ; thoracic

:

as, a, pectoral muscle, vessel, nerve, etc.; apec-
toral limb.— 2. In entom., pertainingto the pec-
tus orlower surface of the thorax Internalpec-
toral muscle, the triangularis sterni,—Pectoral aorta,
the thoracic aorta.—Pectoral arCh. Same as pectoral
girdle.—tectoial cross. See crossi.—Pectoral cuta-
neous nerves, the cutaneous branches of the ttioracic
intercostals.—Pectoral fin, in ichth., the thoracic limb
of a fish, corr^onding to the fore limb of a higher verte-
brate : used wiUiont reference to pectoral situation or at-

tachment. It is lateral and behind the head, and in many
cases the hind limborventral flu is in advance of it. Ah-
breviated p. See cuts under Jin and fish.— Pectoral
fremitus, vocal fremitus of the chest—Pectoral girdle.
See girdle^ , and cuts under omostemum and Ichthyosauria,
— Pectoral glands, lymphatic glands along the lower
border of the pectoralis major.— Pectoral intercostal
nerves, the six upper thoracic intercostals.— Pectoral
laminse, the coxse, or basal joints of the legs, particularly
of the posterior pair.—Pectoral limb, the anterior or
upper Imib of a vertebrate animal—Pectoral muscles^
the pectorales. See pectoralis.—Pectoral nerves, tho-
racic nerves,—Pectoral ridge, the anterior or external
bicipital ridge of the humerus.

II. re. 1. Armor for the breast, excluding the
throat and the lower part of the body, (o) A
small breastplate worn with other garments, whether con-
cealed or visible, (ft) The plastron in the double breast-
plate of the fllteentb century. [Hare,]

2. An ornament to be worn on the breast; es-

pecially, an ornament of an unfamiliar sort, or
of a sort to which no special name is given : as,

an enameled jjectoroZ.— 3. Eccles.: (a) In the
anc. Jewish ritual, a sacerdotal breasl^late of
richly colored and embroidered cloth, worn by
the high priest.

They all spake and writ as theyweremoved and inspired,
. . . whether illustrating the component letters engraven
on the pectoral, so as to make up the response, or by a tera-
phim. Evelyn, True Keligion, I, 362.

(6) In the Eom. Cath. Ch., a square plate of
gold, silver, or embroidery, either jeweled or
enameled, formerly worn on the breast over the
chasuble by bishops during the celebration of
the mass.
The pryce of all whiche crownes, pectorales, and cappe is

inestymable, for they be full set with precyons stones of
the gretest valoure that may be.

Sir £. Guylforde, Pylgiymage, p. 7.

(c) A pectoral cross.—4. A food, a drink, or a
drug supposed to be good for persons having
weak lungs.

Being troubled with a cough, pectorals were prescribed

;

and he was thereby relieved, Wiseman, Surgery,

5. A pectoral part or organ, (a) One of the pecto-
ral muscles; a pectoralis, (ft) The pectoral fin of a fish.

See I.

pectoralis (pek-to-ra'lis), '/!.; pi. pectorales

(-lez). [NL., < Ij!pectoralis, belonging to the
breast: see _pectorat.] 1. One of the pectoral
muscles, or muscles of the breast, passing from
the thorax to the scapular arch or its appen-
dage. In mammals there are commonly two of these
muscles, in lower vertebrates commonly at least three

;

when two, they are the pectoralis major and the pectoralis

minor, (See phrases below.) In birds an intermediate
muscle, pectoralis medivs, passes from the sternum to the
humerus.

2. In ichth., a pectoral fin. Giinther, 1859,

—

Pectoralis major (great pectoral muscle), a large, thick,

triangular muscle, immediately beneath the skin of the
breast, extending outwardly to the shoulder, and inserted

into the upper end of the humerus. It arises chiefly from
tile clavicle, sternum, and costal cartilage. Also called
eciopectoralis. See third cut under mtucle.—Pectoralis
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minimus, a rare anomalous section o( the pectoralis
niinor, arising from the first rib.—Pectoralis minor
(small pectoral muscle), a muscle situated immediately
beneath the pectoralis major, arising from the third,
fourth, and fifth ribs, and inserted into the coracoid pro-
cess of the scapnla. Also called entopeetoralis.

pectorally (pek'to-ral-i), adv. In a pectoral
manner or position ; as regards the pectoral re-
gion, or breast.

pectoriloCLUial (pek"to-ri-16'kwi-al), a. [< pec-
toHloqu-y + -al.^ Pertaining to" or of the na-
ture of pectoriloquy.

pectoriloquism
.
(pek-to-ril'o-kwizm), n. [<

pectoriloqu-y + -ism.] Pectoriloquy.
pectoriloqLUOUS (pek-to-ril'o-kwus), a. [< pec-
torilogu-y + -ous.'\ !Pectoriloquial.

pectoriloq.U7 (pek-to-ril'o-kwi), n. [< li. pec-
tus (pector-), the breast, " -I- loqui, speak. Cf

.

ventriloquy.^ The transmission of the voice so
tha,t it is heard distinctly articulated in auscul-
tation of the chest. It may be found over con-
solidated lungs, over a cavity, and sometimes
in health.

pectorimyon (pek*t6-ri-mi'on), n.
;
pi. pecto-

rimya (-a). [NL., < L. pectus (pector-), breast,
+ Nil. myon.2 Any myon of the pectoral arch
or shoulder-girdle: distinguished from peM-
myon. Coues, The Auk, Jan., 1888, p. 104.

pectose (pek'tos), n. [< Gr. jti^kto?, fixed, con-
gealed (see pectic), + -ose.] In chew,., a sub-
stance which has not yet been prepared in a
pure state, but is believed to be contained in
the pulp of fleshy fruit in the unripe state, also
in fleshy roots and other vegetable organs.
It is insoluble In water, but under the influence of acids
and other reagents is transformed into a soluble substance
called jj^ctin, identical with thatwhich exists in ripe fruits
and imparts to their juice the property of gelatinizing
when boiled.

pectosic (pek-to'sik), a. [(.pectose + -ic] De-
rived from or containing pectose : as, pectosic
acid.

PectOStraca (pek-tos'tra-ka), n. pi. [NL. , < Gr.
TTJ/fcrrff, fixed, congealed, + barpaiwv, a tile, a
potsherd, a shell.] Huxley's name of a division
of entomostracous crustaceans, consisting of
the Cirripedia proper and the Bhizocephala

:

synonymous with the class Cirripedia in an or-

dinaiy sense.

pectostracan (pek-tos'tra-kan), a. and n. [<
PectOStraca + -aw.] I. a. i^ixed, as a crusta-
cean ; of or pertaining to the Pectostraca.

II. 11. A peotostracous crustacean.

pectostracous (pek-tos'tra-kus), a. [< Pectos-
traca + -oMs.] Same a,s pectostracan.

pectous (pek'tus), a. [< Gr. 'KijKTdg, fixed, con-
gealed (see pectic), + -oms.] Pertaining to or
consisting of pectose or pectin.

pectunculate (pek-tung'ku-lat), a. [< NL.
*pectunculatus, < L. peetunculus, a small scal-

lop, lit. a little comb, < pecten, a comb : see pec-
ten.'] In entom., having a row of minute spines
or bristles resembling the teeth of a comb.
—Pectunculate maxillse, maxillse in which the stipes

or basal portion is edged with spines.

Pectunculidae (pek-tung-kii'li-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Peetunculus + -idse.] A family of bivalves,
represented by the genus Peetunculus. The
species are now united with the Arcidse.

FectlinculTlS (pek-tung'ku-lus), n. [NL., < L.
peetunculus, a small scallop: see pectunculate.]

1. A genus of bivalve
moUusks of the family
Arcidee, named by La-
marck in 1799. Also
called Axihsea.— 2. [I.

c; -pi. pectunculi{-li).'i

pi. Fine longitudinal
striations on the walls
of the Sylvian aque-
duct.

pectus (pek'tus), m.; pi.

pectora (pek'to-ra).
[L.] The breast.' Spe-
cifically—(a) Jnamith.,the
pectoral region ;

properly,
the thoracic part of the
under surface, but general-
ly restricted to the anterior
protuberant part of the in-

ferior thoracic region. See
abdomen, and cut under Mrdl,

. ,

surface of the thorax. In describing the CoUoptera, Orthop-
tera, and Hemiptera, many of the older entomologists com-
monly restricted the term to the part lying below the wing-
covers ; others used the word pectus for the lower surface

of the prothorax, that of the mesothorax and metathorax
being called pogtpectus. (c) In anat., the chest or the
breast.

pecul, n. Seepicul.

peculate (pek'u-lat), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. peeur

lated, ppr. peculating. [< L. peculatus, pp. of

peculari, defraud the public, embezzle public

Pecitmattus pectini/ormis.

(6) In e^nX&m., the lower
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property, < peculium, property: see peculium.]
To appropriate to one's own use money or goods
intrusted to one's care ; embezzle

;
pilfer ; steal

:

originally, as in the Roman law, denoting em-
bezzlement of moneys of the state.

The worst punishment that can be inflicted on an idle,

drunken, or pecvlatiTig slave is to turn him adrift to work
for his own living. WeOminster Rev., CXXVIII. 466.

peculate! (pek'u-lat), n. [= F.p4culat = Sp.
peeulado = Pg. It. peculate, < L. peculatus, em-
bezzlement, peculation, < peculari, embezzle,
peculate: see peculate, v.] Peculation.

The popular clamours of corruption and pecvlate, with
which the nation had been so much possessed, were in a
great measure dissipated. JBp. Burnet, Hist. Own Times.

peculation (pek-u-la'shon), TO. [< L. as if *pecu-

latio(n-), < peculari, peculate: see peculate.']

The act of peculating; the crime of appropriat-
ing to one's own use money or goods intrusted
to one's care ; embezzlement ; defalcation.

One of these gentlemen was accused of the grossest
peeulaMmu. Burke, On Fox's East India BiU.

I wonder you didn't think of that before you accused
him of fraud and peculation.

HoweUs, Modem Instance, xxxiv.

Peculation Act. See TUden Act, under act.

peculator (pek'u-la-tor), n. [< li. peculator, an
embezzler of public money, (peculari, embez-
zle, peculate: see peculate.] One who pecu-
lates; an embezzler; a defaulter.

She [London) Is rigid in denouncing death
On petty robbers, and indulges life

And liberty, and oft-times honor too,

To peeuta^ors of the public gold.
Cowper, Task, i. 736.

peculiar (pe-ku'lyar), a. and n. [< OF. peculier
= Sp. ^g.peeuliar'= It. pecuUare,< 'L.peeuliaris,

pertaining to private property, one's own, prop-
er, special, peculiar, < peculium, property in
cattle, hence property in general: see peculi-

um.] I. a. 1. One's own; pertaining to one,
not to many ; of private, personal, or charac-
teristic possession and use ; with to, belonging
specially or particularly.

Adam assigned to every creature a name peculiar to its

nature. S^r T. Browne, Beligio Medici, ii. 2.

Heaven is my judge, not I for love and duty.
But seeming so, for my peculiar end.

Shak., Othello, i. 1. 60.

My wife is to dispose of her part (besides her own jewels
and other peculiar things fit for her own use) as lierself

shall think fit. Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 440.

Adam . . . beheld
Beauty, which, whether waking or asleep.
Shot iortb peculiar graces. DUlton, P. L., v. 16.

When I consider the frame of mind peculiar to a gentle-
man, I suppose it graced with all the dignity and elevation
of spirit that human nature is capable of.

Steele, Guardian, No. 34.

When faith is said to be a religious principle, it is . . .

the things believed, not the act of believing them, which
is pectUiar to religion,

J. H. Newman, Parochial Sermons, i 191.

3. Particular; distinct; individual.

One peculiar nation to select
From all the rest, of whom to be invoked.

MUtan, P. L., xii. 111.

Multitudes formed peculiar trains of their own, and fol-

lowed in the wake of the columns.
New Princeton Sev., II. 243.

3. Special; particular; select.

We cannot have a new peculiar court-tire but these re-

tainers will have it. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, ii. 1.

The Poets were
Of Gods and Kings the most peculiar Care.

Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

The daughters of the year.

One after one, thro' that still garden pass'd

:

Each, garlanded with her peculiar flower.

Danced into light, and died into the shade.
Tennyson, Gardener's Daughter.

He [John Adams] appears to have been singularly want-
ing in the peculiar tact and delicacy required in a diplo-

matist. Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., xiv.

4. Singular; unusual; uncommon; odd: as, the
man has something peculiar in his manner.

"Whene'er we groan with ache or pain.

Some common ailment of the race

—

Though doctors think the matter plain-
That ours is " a peculiar case."

0. W. Holmes, What we all think.

Peculiar institution, a cant phrase for negro slavery,

often spoken of by Southerners as
'

' the peculiar domestic
institution of the South."-Peculiar People, (o) Aname
given to the Hebrew nation. (6) A religious denomina-
tion found in Essex, Sussex, Surrey, and principally in

Kent, England, which believes that one may immediately
cease from sin and become perfect in moral life and in

spiritual perception. They therefore have no preachers,

creeds, ordinances, or church organization. They also

profess to rely wholly upon prayer for the cure of disease.

Also called Plumstead Peciuiars, from the place in which
the sect originated. =Syn. 3. Particular, etc. See special.

II. n. If. Exclusive property; that which
belongs to one to the exclusion of others.

pecunial

The joys that the virgin mother had were such as con-

cerned all the world ; and that part of them which was
her peculiar she would not conceal from persons apt to

their entertainment. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 3L

By tincture or reflection they augment
Their small peculiar, though from human sight

So far remote, with diminution seen.
Uilton, P. L., vii. 368.

When the Devill shewed our Saviour all the kingdomes
of the Earth and their glory, that he would not shew him
Ireland, but reserved it for himselfe ; it is probable true,

for he hath kept it ever since for his own peculiar.

N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 78.

2. A person or thing that is peculiar: as, the

Plumstead Peculiars.— 3. In canon law, a par-

tietilar parish or church which is exempted
from the jurisdiction of the ordinary or bishop

in whose diocese it lies, such as a royal pecu-

liar (a sovereign's free chapel, exempt from
any jurisdiction but that of the sovereign); a
parish or church pertaining to an archbishop,

bishop, dean, chapter, or prebendary, etc.,

which is not under the jurisdiction of the

bishop of the diocese in which it is situated,

but under that of some other archbishop, bish-

op, dean, etc.—4. In colonial and provincial

Massachusetts, a parish, precinct, or district

not yet erected into a town ; a portion set off

from a town and made independent of it in re-

spect to all or most matters of local adminis-

tration, but not in respect to choosing a repre-

sentative to the General Court.—5t. A mistress.

Qrose.— Court ofPeculiars, in Eng. eeeles. 2ati>, abranch
of the Court of Arches having jurisdiction over the pecu-
liars of the archbishop of Canterbuiy.

peculiarise, v. t. See peculiarize.

peculiarity (pf-kii-li-ar'i-ti), n.; pi. peculiarities

(-tiz). [< Ml'. peculiariia{t-)s, peculiarity^< L.
^ecMMam, peculiar: see peculiar.] 1. Private
ownership; proprietorship; prerogative.

What need we to chuse ministers by lot? what need we
to disclaim aMpeculiaritie in goods?

Bp. Hall, Epistles, il. 6.

2. That which is peculiar to or characteristic of

a person or thing; a special characteristic or

belonging.
There are persons whose little peculiariMes of temper

and constitution . . . are so blended with blameless man-
ners and a good heart as should shield them from wanton
and cruel aggressions. W. Cooke, Memoirs of S. Foote, 1. 2.

That peculiar faculty possessed by inferior organisms of
living on in each part after being out in pieces is a mani-
fest corollary to the otherpeculiarity just described : name-
ly, that they consist of many repetitions of the same ele-

ments. S. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 496.

3. Thequality of being peculiar; individuality.

Any distinguishing marks of style orpeculiarity of think-
ing. Swift.

=Syn. 2. Characteristic, idiosj-ncrasy, singularity.

peculiarize (pf-kii'lyar-iz), V. t.; pret. and pp.
peculiarized, ppr. peeuliarizing. [< peculiar +
-ize.] To make peculiar; set apart; appropri-
ate. Also spelled ^ecMKome. [Rare.]

There was to he no more distinction betwixt the chil-

dren of Abraham and other people, and no one land more
peculiarized than another.
Nelson, Companion to Fasts and Festivals of Ch. of Eng-

[land. The Circumcision. (.Latham.)

peculiarly (pf-ku'lyar-li), adv. In a peculiar
manner ; in a' manner not common to others

;

hence, in a remarkable or impressive degree;
especially; particularly; strangely: as, he had
made this subject peculiarly his own ; she was
Yevy peculiarly attired.

peculiarness (pe-kii'lyar-nes), n. 1. The state
of being peculiar; peculiarity.—2. The state of

being set apart; appropriateness. [Rare.]

The work was honoured and dignified by the peculiar-
ness of the place appointed for the same.

J. Mede, Reverence of God's House (1638), p. 6.

peculium (pe-ku'li-um), II. [L., property, esp.

private property, that which belongs to one-
self, one's own, orig. property in cattle (cf./eel),

(pecus (pecor-), pecus (pecud-), cattle, herd, =
E. /eel; see /eel.] Private property; a private
purse ; specifically, in Pom. law, that which was
given by a father or master to his son, daugh-
ter, or slave, as his or her private property, in
civil law it embraces in its general sense all the property
of which a slave or a son in his father's power had either
the use or, in the case of the latter, the ownership. Ori-
ginally such persons were under an absolute incapacity of
owning anything, and the peculium might in strictness be
taken back at any time. It was, however, gi-adually made
competent for a son, though under his father's power, to
hold certain kinds of property absolutely, such as the
money he had made in war or in a liberal profession. In
some cases the money reverted to the father on the son's
death intestate.

If we look only to our own petty peculium in the war,
we have had some advantages.

Burke, A Kegicide Peace, i.

pecunialt (pe-ku'ni-al), a. [('M.'E.pecunyal,

< OP. pecunial, pecuniel = It. pecfurdale, < LL.
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peeuiUatis, pertaining to money, < Ij.pecunia, gogics; by or in accordance with the principles
we^th, property: see peeunie. Ct. pecuniaty.i of pedagogies.
1. Kelating to money. pedagogics (ped-a-goj'iks), ii. \T?\. of peda-
It came into hys hed that the Englishmen dyd Utae ffOffic: see -tcs.] the Science or art of teach-

P»^^^n ttj^obaeroacion and kepynge of penall lawes ii^; pedagogy."*"""
floH. Hen^vn.. an. 19. pefegogism (ped'a-gog-izm), H. [< pedagogue

+ -ism.J The business, ways, or characteristics

or pecuniaU statatea.

2. Consisting of money; pecuniary; paid in
money.

If any peisone wolde npon hem pleyn^
Ther myghte asterte hym no peamyal peyne.

Chaueer, Friar's Tale, L 16.

•pecimiarily (pe-ku'ni-a-ri-li), €idv. In a pecu-
niary maimer; as regards money-matters.

I was in moderate circnmstances permuarSy, thongh I
vac .UirhoVlQ Kaf^A.. fnvniakn.^ «.i&1. 1 a ..Z —Z—l.^..

of a pedagogue.

Ink doubtless, rightly apply'd with some gall in it, may
prove good to heal this tetter ofpedn^oj^um thatbespreads
l"™- UUton, Apology for Smectymnuns, § 6.

pedagogist (ped'a-go-jist), n. One who is ex-
pert in the science of pedagogics.

SS^S^^th'^i*" ^:^^1ai^og"s^'SlLr^! PfJi^°!?« im-T?}'"^:. V^I^^^}^^'', Backlog Stndies, p.

pecimiary (pe-ku'ni-a-ri), a. [= F.pieuniaire=
Pt.peeuniari= Sp. Pg. lt.pecuniario, < Ij.pecu-
niarius, aiso peeuniaris, pertaining to money, <
j»ecMnto, money: see pecinii-e.^ 1. Relating to
money: as, pecuniary affairs or losses.

Their impostores delude not only onto pecuniary de>
{raudations, bnt the irreparable deceit of death.

SirT.Brmmi.

3. Consisting of money : as, Skpeeaniary reward
or penalty.

If I have ageneral or pecunutrv I%acy of 1001., or a spe-
-ciflc one of a piece of plate, I cannot in either case t^dse
it withoat the consent of the ezecalor.

BladaUme, Com., IL zzxii.

My exertions, whatever they have been, were such as no
hopes of pecuniary reward could possibly excite ; and no
peeumary compensation can possibly reward them.

Burte, To a Noble Lord.

Fecnnlaiy canses, in eedes. late, such causes as arise
from either the wiUmolding of ecclesiastical dues, or the
doing or n^lecting of some act relating to the church
whereby damage accraes to the plaintiif, toward obtain-
ing a satisfaction for which he is permitted to institute a
suit in the spiritual conriL WJiarton Feconiaiy leg-
acy, a testamentary gift of money,

pecimiet, «. [MJE., < OF.-pecunie,peeune, F.pe-
eune = Sp. Pg. It. pecunia, money, cash, < L.
pecunia, property, riches, wealth, in particular
money, orig. property in cattle, <pecus {pecor-),
peeus{peeud-), cattle, aherd, =E./efi: seefeeK
Cf. peatUum.'^ Money.

As relatifs indirect reccheth thei nenere
Of the conrs of the case so they cacche snlner.
Be the pecume y-payed thauh parties chide.

Piers Plouman (CX iv. 393.

pecnnions (pf-ka'ni-us), a. [< ME. pecunyous,
< OF. pecujaewc, F. peeunieux = Pr.pecunios =
Sp. Pg. It. peeunioso, < L. pecuniosus, having
much money or wealth, < pecunia, wealth,
money: see peeunie."} Pull of money; rich;
wealthy. [Obsolete or rare.]

Fraye for th^ pol by pol yf thow be pecunyous.
Piers PUncman (Q, xiii. IL

But in very truth money is as dirt among those phe-
nomenallypecuniou? Kew Yorkers.

Anh. F(3rbeSj Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 152.

ped (ped), n. [< ME. pedde, a basket ; cf.ijad*.]
A basket: same as pod^. [Prov. Eng.]
A haske is a wicker ped, wherein they use to carrie fish.

Orig. GUm. to Spenser's Shep. Cal., November, L 16.

ped. In musical notation, an abbreviation for
pedai orpedaXe.
peda, n. Plural otpedum.
Itedaget (ped'aj), n. [< ME. pedage, < OF.ped-
age, peage, pdage, < L. pes (ped-), = E. foot, +
-age.} A toll paid by passengers. Alsoj>eaflre,

paage. Spelman.
Tribute sadpedage and jeris rentes.

Wyelif, 1 Esd. [Ezra] iv. 13, 2a

pedagogic (ped-*-goj'ik), a. and ii. [= F. pe-
dagogique=9p.pedag^gico'=P^. It. pedagogico,
< Gr. :Tai6ayayiKdc, of or pertaining to a teacher
or to education, < iraidayu} of, a teacher of youth

:

see^ed^o^rue.l I. a. Of or pertaining to a peda-
gogue or pedagogics; belonging to or resem-
bling a pedagogue or teacher of children: as,

pedagogic peculiarities.

In thepedagogic character he [Higgins] also published
Hnloet's Dictionarie, newlie corrected, &c.

T. Warion, Hist. Eng. Poetry, HI. 259.

Bnt who win set limit to his (St. John's] power and
psedagoffic ^visdom in the matter and form of liis teaching?

Sehaff, Hist. Christ. Chnrch, L § 83.

n. n. Same as pedagogics.

pedagogic^ (ped-a-goj'i-kal), a. [(.pedagogic

+ -al.} Same stspedagogic.

Those pedagoaical Jehus, those furious school-drivers.^"^"^
SouOi, Sermons, V. i

There is & pedagogical value in hearing lectures and in

taking notes of them. The Nation, XlVm. 347.

pedagogically (ped-a-goj'i-kal-i), adf. In a

pedagogic maimer; according to the methods

of a pedagogue; also, with reference to peda-

(with ref. to Greek usage) pedagogue; < F.
pedagogue = Sp. Pg. It. pedagogo, < L. pseda-
gogus, < Gr. itatdayuyog (see def. 1), < ffoTf (iratS-),

a child, a boy or girl, < ayecv, lead, conduct,
ayayof, a guide or conductor. In def. 2, < OF.
pedagoge, m., a schoolroom; ct. pedagogy.} 1.
A teacher of children ; one whose occupation is
the instruction of children; a schoolmaster:
now used, generally with a sense of contempt,
for a dogmatic and narrow-minded teacher.
Among the Greeks and Romans the pedagogue was origi-
nally a slave who attended the younger children of his
master, and conducted them to school, to the tlneater,
etc, combining in many cases instruction with guardian-
ship.

Time was, when th' artless pedagogue did stand
With his vimineous sceptre in Ms hand,
Saging like Bajazet o'er the tugging fry.

Bromc, On the Death of his Schoolmaster.

The psedagoguc with the youngest son and the prostrate
Niobide may be supposed to be on the right.

A. S. Murray, Greek Sculpture, n. 322.

2t. A schoolroom, or an apartment set apart as
a schoolroom.
Another part Tof the university] is what they call the

pedagogue, which is for noblemen and gentlemen ; there
are six yonths in each room, with a master over them.

Poeocke, Description of the East, II. 11. 231.

pedagogae (ped'a^og), r. *. ; pret. and py.ped-
agogued, ppr. pedagogving. [< pedagogue, n.}
To teach ; especially, to teach with the air of a
pedagogue.

This may confine their younger Stiles,
Whom Dryden pedagogues at Will's

;

But never could be meant to lye
Authentick Wits, like ynn and 1.

Prior, To fleetwood Shepherd, L 81.

Grave eastern seers Instructive l^sons told

;

Wise Greece frxjm them receiv'd the happy plan.
And taught thebmte to pedagogue the man.

SomervOU, To the Earl of Halifax.

pedagogy (ped'a-g6-ii),Ji. [Formerly alsopasdo-
gogy; = F.pedagogic= Bp.pedagogia = Pg. It.

pedagogia, < Gr. izaidayay'ui, the traming or guid-
ingofboys, education, < nai6ayoy6^, apedagogue

:

see pedagogue.} 1. The art of the pedagogue

;

the science of teaching; pedagogics.

The tendency to apply the exact methods of science to
problems of education is one of the most hopeful signs
of present pedagogy. Science, TL 341.

2. Instruction; discipline.

He delivers us np to Hie psdagogy of the Divine judg-
ments. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836X I. 82a

The Jews were a people infinitely delighted with pom-
pons and busy superstition, and had ordinances accord-
ingly whilst they remained imder that childish pedagogy.

Evelyn, TrueEellgion, II. 181.

There was a sacrifice for the whole congregation pre-
scribed in the Uosaic Padagogy.

C. Mather, Mag. Christ., Hist Boston, 1698.

pedal (ped'al or pe'dal), a.and n. [= F.pedale,
n., ^ It. peddle, < L. pedalis, pertaining to the
foot,<j»es (pedr-) = 'E. foot : see/oofc] 1, a. 1.

Pertaining to or connected witii a foot or the
feet: as, jjedai extremities.— 2. Technically

—

(a) Of or pertaining to a foot-like part of the
body, as of a mollusk; podial : as, a,pedal gan-
glion. (6) Of or pertainingto the pes or hindfoot
only: opposed to mantiaf.— 3. Pertaining to the
feet of perpendiculars let fall from one point
upon tangents to a fixed locus called a oasis.—4 (ped'al). In music, relating to a pedal.

—

Fedal action, the entire mechanism of pedals, in either
a pianoforte, organ, or harp, including the pedals them-
selves, the connecting apparatus of rods, trackers, levers,
etc., aod their attachment to dampers, sliders, etc.—Fed-
al adductor, the posterior addnctor muscle of bivalve
mollu^s, the anterior one being distinguished sspaUial.
It is tile only one in the Monomyaria, as oysters and scal-

lops.— Pedal aponeurosis, the dorsal fascia of the foot.

—Pedal artery, the dor^ artery of the foot—Pedal
bass. See organ-point.—Fedal board. Same as ped<d
teyboard.— Pedal check, in orgaO'tntSdmg, a device for
preventing damage to a pedal keyboard when not in use.
It consists of a bar which prevents the pedal keys from
being depressed nntil it is moved. It is usually controlled
by a etop-knob.—Pedal coupler, in organ-building, a
coupler which connects one of the manual keyboards with
the pedal keyboard, so that the latter affects the former.

pedal
Usually each of the keyboards may be thus coupled to the
pedals.—Pedal cnrve or sax&ce, the locus of tlie feet ot
the perpendiculars let-fall from one point npon the tan-
gents to another locus to which the former is pedaL

—

Pedal gaTlglia, infra-esophageal ganglia in the nervons
system of Mbausca. See cut under LameUibranehiata.—
Pedal harmony. In tntuu;, same as oryan-jxnnt-Pedal
harp. See harp, L—Pedal key. In organJndlding. See
Jej/i.-Pedal keyboard, in organ-buOding, the key-
board or set of levers Intended to Be played by the feet
It consists ot black and white keys like the manual key-
Iwards, only on a larger scale. Its usual compass in mod-
em organs is from the second C below middle C to the D
or the F next above it It is sometimes eoruate, the ex-
treme right and left levers being higher than those in the
middle, or radiating, the front ends of the levers being
nearer together thsm the hack ends—both arrangements
being intended to help the player to reach all the keys
with equal ease. The pedal keyboard properly sounds the
stops of the pedal organ ; but It may also be coupled with
either of the manual keyboards, and thus may simply ex-
tend the resources of the latter. Fedal keyboards are
sometimes added to reed-organs^ and even to pianofortes.
See pedalier, and cut under orjnm.—Pedal line, a line
through the feet of the three perpendiculars to the three
sides of a triangle^ let fall from any point on the cirenm-
ference of the ciroumscribed circle.—Pedal muscle, (o)
In human anat, same as extensor brevis digitorwm pedis
(which see, under jwSX (6) In conch.: (1) Ajay muscle
of the foot or podium of a univalve: (2) The posterior
addnctor of a bivalve, when tliere are two. See cnts
under Astartida and Tridacnida.—Pedal note, either
a note or a tone produced by a pedal key, or the same
as or^on-pouit.—Pedal organ, in organrbmlding, that
one of the partial organs which Is played from a ped-
al keyboard. Its compass is usually alK>nt two or two
and a half octaves. Its stops are the deepest and most
sonorous in the instrument, usually ot 16- or 32-feet tone.—Pedal origin, the fixed point from which the per-
pendiculars are let fall—Pedal passage, in organ-mu-
sic, a passage or phrase IntendMl to be performed on
the pedal keyboard.—Pedal piano, a pianoforte with a
pedal keybosutl or pedalier.—Fedal pipe, in organ.buHd-
ing, one of the pipes belonging to the pedal organ.—Fed-
al ratio. See /oot, 11.—Fedal rod, in harpmating, a
rt>d connecting a pedal with the mechanism for shorten-
ing the strings.— Pedal soundboard, in orgam^buOding.
the soondboard of the pedal organ.— Pedal Stop, In or-
gan-bunding, a stop or stop-knob belonging to the pedal
organ.— Pedal veslCle, one of the many little vesicles of
the water-vascular system of an echinoderm which are
connected with the water-feet or tube-feet, and cause the
latter to protrude when fuU of water. See cut at EcM-
noidea.

n. n. (ped'al). 1. Any part of a machine or
apparatus which is intended to receive and
trsmsmit power from the foot of the operator

;

a treadle: as, the pedals of a bicycle.—2. la
musical instmments, a foot-lever; a metal or
wooden key or projecting bsir operated by the
foot, (a) In the pianoforte two or three pedals are in
use : one to lift the dampers from the strings (the damper-
pedal or loud pedal) ; one to intiodnce a muffler between
thehammers and the strings, or to lessen the distancefrom
which the hammers stalky or to move them so that they
shall strike onlyone string instead of the usualtwo or three
(the soft pedal); and sometimes onetohold up tiledampers
thathappen tobe lifted when thepedal ispreyeddown (tjie

sustaining pedal). The use of the damper-pedal is indi-
cated by ped. at the b^innlng of the passage where it is

needed, and by a* at its end. The nse of the soft pedal Is

usually indicated by some such expression as una cordo,
'one string.' The use of the snsta&iing pedal is usually
left to the player's discretion, (b) In the pipe-organ sev-
eral different kinds of pedals are used : those which form
the pedal keyboard, and which are like the keys or digi-
tals for the hands, bnt much larger (see pedal keyboard,
and cut under organX); those which control tlie (hawing
of one or more of the stops (comMnotton phials, composi-
tion pedals, erexendo pedal, diminuendo pedal, ^forzando
pedtu, etc.); that which controls the opening of the blinds
or shutters of the swell-box (the su-eU-pedal), etc. See the
phrases below, (c) In the reed-organ and harmonium, one
of the treadles by which the player operates the feeders
of the bellows. See reed-organ, (d) In the harp, one of
the foot-levers whereby all or some of the strings may be
temporarily shortened, and their piteh raised. In modem
harps seven pedals are nsed, any one of whichmay be used
in two ways, raising the pitch either one or two hidf-steps

;

every pedal affects only the strings of a particular lettei^

name. By combining the pedals In various ways the in-
strument may be set in any desired key (tonality). See
cut under harp, (e) Collectively, same as eitherpedalin-
board or pedal organ.

3. Same as organ-point.— 4. A pedal curve or
surface, or one of which smother is the pedal
curve or surtace Balanced pedal. SeesweU-pedal.

—Combination pedal, in organ^u3ding, a metal pedal
which enables the player to control the use of several stops
at once by his feet Such pedals are placed above thep^-
al keyboard. Theyare either nn^fe- or douNe-ae2u^— the
former serving either to draw or to retire certain stops,

the result depending npon the r^istration at the moment
when the p^al is used, and the latter serving botii to

draw and to retire certain stops, so that the result is al-

ways the same whenever the pedal is used. (Combination
pedals are applied to the stops of all the keyboards, usu-
ally beginning with those of the great organ. They in-

clude a forte pedal (single-acting), which draws all the
stops of the keyboard to which it belongs ; a mezzo pedal
(usually double-actingX which draws most of the impor-
tant 8-feet and 4-feet stops of its keyboard ; and a piano
pedal (single-actingX which retires all but one or two
of the lighter stops. Combination pedals do not always
affect the stop-knobs ; if not, they are so made as to be
hooked down when in use, and when they are released
the combination made by the stop-knobs remains un-
changed. Combination pedals of aU the above varieties

often control also certain of the stops of the pedal organ,
so that^when a given combinatioD on the manuals is used*



pedal
appropriate pedal Bto^a are also drawn.— Composition
pedal. Same as combinaiion pedal.— Coupler-pedal, in
orgarirbuilding, a pedal which controls one of the couplers,
usually that which unites the great and pedal organs.

—

Crescendo pedal. See erescmdo.—DlnUnuendo ped-
aJL See creseenao pedal, under crewendo.—Double-act-
ing pedaX See comJHnation peddt.

—

Rctenslon-pedal.
Same as either damper-pedal or mistavniingpedal. See det.
2 (a).— First negative pedal, the locus to which the
basis locus is the pedaL—First pedal, the pedal curve or
eorface.— Forte pedal. See comMtuitiofn pedal.—Harp
EedaL Same asso/tpefiaJ.—Inner pedal. Seeinner.—
oudpedaX See def. 2 (a).—Mezzo pedal, 5eecortM-

nation i>eda2.— Oblique pedal, a plane curve the locus
of intersections under a constant angle of lines through a
fixed point with tangents to a fixed curve.—Open pedal.
Same as loud pedal.— Fiano pedal. See comMnaHan
pedal.— Ratchet-j;>edal. See swellpedcU.—Ra,t-ira,V
pedal, a kind of ioot>piece used on some bicycles and
velocipedes, consisting of a flat iron or steel bar bent into
oblong-rectangular form, and having its meeting ends
welded together. The pedal-pivot passes midwise from
end to end of the pedal, through holes made in the ends

;

and the upper edges of the longel' parallel sides are ser-
rated. The whole thus much resembles a small steel trap
with open jaws, as when set for catching rats, etc., whence
the name.— Reversible pedal. See coupler-pedal.—
Second pedal, the pedal of the pedal.— Sforzando
pedal, in organ-building, a pedal which suddenly and
temporarily brings the entire power of the instrument
into use, so that a forcible accent can be produced,—Sln-
Ele-acting pedal. See comUnation pedal.— Soft, pedal.
See def. 2 (a).— Sustaining pedal. See def. 2 (a).—
Swell-pedal, in organ^iuUdiv^, a pedal which opens the
shutters or blinds of the swell-box, and so increases the
power of the tones produced by the pipes in it.—Toe-
and-beel pedal. Same as balanced pedal.

pedal (ped'al), V. i.
;
pret, and pp. pedaled or

pedalled, ppr. pedaling or pedalling. [< pedal,

»,] To work a pedal ; use the pedals, as of a
piano, organ, bicycle, etc.

It possesses the great advantage over most other edi-

tions of being carefully fingered, and of having the best
method oiped(^ing indicated for all the difficult passages.

Athenseum, No. 3198, p. 188.

pedale^ (pf-da'le), n. ; pl.pedalia (-li-a). [ML,,
neut. of L! pedalis, pertaining to a foot, a foot
in length or thickness: seepedal.^ 1. Afoot-
cloth or carpet spread in front of an altar.— 2,

A collection of creeds and canons of general
councils in the Greek Church,
pedale^ (pe-da'le), ». [ It,, = E, pedal.'] Same
as pedal, 2 (a), or, more often, aspedal keyboard.

Peaaliacese (pe-da-li-a'se-e), n.pl. [NL. (Lind-
ley, 1836), < Pedalium + -acese.'] Same as Peda-
linesB.

pedalian (pf-da'li-an), a. [< L. pedalis, per-

taining to tlie toot\s60 pedal), + -an.] Relat-
ing to the foot, or to a metrical foot; pedal.

[Rare.]

FedaUeae (ped-a-li'f-e), n. pi. [NL. (Bentham
and Hooker, 18t6), K Pedalium -t- -ese.] A tribe

of dicotyledonous plants of the order Pedalinese,
having a two-celled ovary, and distinct anther-
cells hanging from a glandular connective. It

includes 5 genera and about 11 species, mainly
African.
pedalier (ped'a-ler), «. [F., < pidale, a pedal

:

eee pedal.] tn-'pianoforte-maldng, either a pedal
keyboard that can be connected directly with
the keys or digitals of the keyboard, or an inde-

Eendent instrument played from a pedal key-
oard, and appended to a pianoforte.

Pedalilie8e(ped-a-lin'e-e),».i)2, [NL. (R. Brown,
1810), < Pedalium + -ineae.] An order of dicot-

yledonous gamopetalous plants of the cohort

Personales, distinguished by the ovary of two
carpels becoming one-, two-, four-, or eight-

celled, and the fruit greatly hardened within,

around the exalbuminous seeds, it includes

about 46 species, belonging to 12 genera and 4 tribes,

natives of warmer regions everywhere, especially of Af-

rica. Martynia, Sesarmtm, and Pedalium (the type) are

the best-known. They are annual or perennial plants,

covered with rough glandular hairs, mucilaginous over

the whole surface, and usually strong-scented. They bear
opposite leaves, or alternate above, and rather large two-

lipped didynamous flowers, which are solitary or clustered

in the axils in the Old World species, and form a terminal

raceme in the American. See cut under Hartynia. Also

Pedaliaoese.

pedalinerved (ped'al-i-nervd), a. In hot. See

Pedalium(pe-da'li-um),«, [NL. (Royen, 1767),

so called in "allusion to the dilated angles of

the fruit ; < L. pedalion, < 6r. ir^ddTnov, a cer-

tain plant, < ir^odXwv, a rudder, < Tnjd6g or ntiddv,

the blade of an oar, an oar, in pi. 777/66, a rud-
der,] A genus of smooth annual herbs, type
of the order Pedalinese and the tribe Pedali-

ex, knovm by the peculiar hard obtuse fruit,

which has a cylindrical solid base, and above
swells into an ovoid form, becoming pyramidal,
with four obtuse angles, on each of which is a
spreading conical spine or horn. The only spe-

cies, P, Murex, is a native of India and tropical Africa.
It is a smooth annual herb, with musky odor, somewhat
branching, with opposite or alternate broad and coarsely
toothed leaves, and yellow flowers solitary in the axils.

The fresh branches stirred in water or milk render it

temporarily mucilaginous without changing the taste,

odor, or color. They are used in markets of India in the
preparation of adulterated buttermilk, and the mucilagi-
nous seeds are used in native poultices.

pedal-point (ped'al-point), n. Same as organ-
point.— 'OovXi.e pedal-point, in muxic, a passage in

which two tones, usually the tonic and the dominant, are
sustained while the harmony is developed independently.
See organ-point.

pedaneous (pe-da'ne-us), a. [< L'. pedaneus,
of the size or dimension of a foot, < pes {ped-)
= E. foot.] Groing on foot; walking. [Rare.]

pedant (ped'ant), n. [= D. G. Dan, Sw. pedant,
< P, pSdhnt = Sp. Pg, pedante, < It, pedante, a
teacher, schoolmaster, pedant; contracted < L.
piedagogan{t-)s, ppr. of psedagogare, teach, <

piedagogus, a teacher, pedagogue: see peda-
gogue.] 1. A schoolmaster; a teacher; a ped-
agogue.

A domineering iwdant o er the boy.
Shak., L. L. L., iii. 1. 179.

He loves to have a fencer, a pedant, and a musician
seen in his lodging a-mornings.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, ii. 1.

3. A person who overrates erudition, or lajrs

an undue stress on exact knowledge of detail

or of trifles, as compared with larger matters
or with general principles ; also, one who makes
an undue or inappropriate display of learning.

Such a driveller as Sir Soger, so bereft of all manner of
pride, which is the characteristic of a. pedant, is what one
would not believe would come into the head of the same
man who drew the rest of the play.

Steele, Spectator, No. 270.

He [James I.] had, in fact, the temper of a. pedant, a. pe-
dant's conceit, a pedan^B love of theories, and a pedant's
inability to bring his theo^ into any relation with actual
facts. J, jR. Green, Hist. Eng. People, vii. 3.

pedantic (pf-dan'tik), a. [< pedant + 4c. Of.

D. G. pedantisch = Sw. Dan. pedantislc.] Of,
pertaining to, or characteristic of a pedant or
pedantry ; overrating the importance of mere
learning; also, making an undue or inappropri-
ate display of learning ; of language, style, etc.,

exhibiting pedantry; absurdly learned: as, a
pedantic air.

We borrow words from the French, Italian, Latine, as
every PedanUck Man pleases, Selden, Table-Talk, p, 64.

He was a man of gallantry, and despised all that wore
the pedarvtic appearance of philosophy,

Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 2.

He [BarOn Finch] had enjoyed high fame as an orator,

though his diction, formed on models anterior to the civU
wars, was, toward the close of his life, pronounced stiff and
pedantic by the wits of the rising generation.

Macaulay, Hist Eng., vii.

pedantical (pe-dan'ti-kal), a. {(.pedantic + -al.]

Same a.s pedantic.

Three-piled hyperboles, spruce affectation,

MgareB pedantical. Shak., L. L. L., v. 2. 408.

pedantically (pe-dan'ti-kal-i), adv. In a pe-
dantic manner ; with pedantry.

pedanticism (pe-dan'ti-sizm), n. [< pedantic
+ 4sm.] Something pedantic; a pedantic no-
tion or expression.

Perhaps, as Cuninghame suggests, Inigo's theory was
simply an embodiment of eorae pedantici»in of James I.

Tlie Porifolio, No. 236, p. 129.

pedanticly (pf-dan'tik-li), adv. Same as pe-

pedder

pedantry (ped'an-tri), n. [= D. G. pedanterie

= Sw. Dan. pedanteri, < P. pManteiie = Sp.

pedanteria = Pg. It. pedanteria; as pedant +
-i-y.] 1. The manners, acts, or character of

a pedant; the overrating of mere knowledge,
especially of matters of learning which are

really of minor importance ; also, ostentatious

or inappropriate display of learning,

Pedantry proceeds from much reading and little under-
standing, A pedant among men of learning and sense is

like an ignorant servant giving an account of a polite con-

versation, Steele, Tatler, No. 244.

Pedantry consists in the use of words unsuitable to the

time, place, and company.
Coleridge, Biographia Literaria, x.

The more pretentious writers, like Peter of Blois, wrote
perhaps with fewer solecisms, but with more pedantry, and
certainly lost freedom by straining after elegance.

Stmbbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. IbS.

2. Undue addiction to the forms of a particu-

lar profession, or of some one line of life.

There is apedantry in manners, as in all arts and sciences

;

and sometimes in trades. Pedantry is properly the over-

rating any kind of knowledgewe pretend to. And if that

kind of knowledge be a trifle in itself, the pedantry is the

greater. Swift, On Good Manners.

pedantyt (ped'an-ti), n. l< pedant + -y. Per-

haps an error "for pedantry.] Pedants collec-

tively.

You cite them to appeare forcertaine Faragogicall con-

tempts, before a capricious Psedantie of hot-liver'd Gram-
marians. Milton, On Def. of Humb. Bemonst.

pedarian (pe-da'ri-an), n. [< Jj. pedarius, per-

taining to th"e foot, Kpes {ped-) =E./oo*.] One
of those Roman senators who, as merely ex
officio senators (as the pontifex maximus and
the flamen diaUs), or as not yet having been
entered by the censors on the roll, had no
vote, but had the right to speak, and to make
expression of opinion by walking over to the

side they espoused when a vote or division

was had.
pedaryt (ped'a-ri), n. [< ML. *pedarium (?),

neut. of L. pe&rius, pertaining to the foot : see

pedarian.] A consecrated sandal worn by a

pilgrim.

Some brought forth , . . manuaries for handlers of rel-

ioks, some pedaries for pilgrims, some oscularies for kiss-

ers. Latimer, Sermons and Remains, I. 49. (Davies.)

Fedata (pf-da'ta), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of L.

pedatus: seepedate.] The pedate holothurians,

a division of Solothuroidea, having numerous
ambulacral feet: distinguished from j^oda.
pedate (ped'at), a. [< L. pedatus, pp. ofpedare,

furnish with feet, foot, <pes (peS-) = E./oot:
see pedal.] 1. Having divisions like toes; in

hot., having the two lateral lobes themselves

Pedate Leaf of Hellebore
^Heiieborus/betidus). Pedate Leaf of Viola fedata.

pedalion (pf-da'li-on), n. [< pedal + -»o«, as in

accordion^ ' Same as pedcHier.

pedalist (ped'al-ist), «. [< pedal + -dst.] A
musician, considered with reference to his skill

in using the pedals of his instrument.

An eminent pianist and remarkable wedo/wi.

Grove's Diet. Music, II. 678.

pedaliter (pe-dal'i-t6r), adv. [NL., < L. pedalis,

pertaining t"o the foot {see pedaV),+ adv. term.

-ter.] In organ^music, upon the pedal keyboard

:

opposed to manualiter.

ped!ality (pe-dal'i-ti), n. [< li.pedalis, pertain-

ing to the foot (see pedal), + -s-fe/.] Measure-

ment by paces. Ash. [Rare.]

pedantism (ped'an-tizm), n. [< P. p4dantisme
= Sp. Pg. pedaniismo ; as pedant + -ism.] If.

The office or work of a pedagogue. Coles, 1717,

— 2. Pedantry.
pedantize (ped'an-Hz), v. i.

;
pret. and Tp-p.pedan-

ti0ed,-pTpT.pedantizing. [_< pedant + -iee.] To
play the pedant; domineer over pupils ; use pe-

dantic expressions,

pedantocracy (ped-an-tok'ra-si), n. [< P. p^-
dantocratie (Auguste Comte), < pedant, pedant,
-I- Gr. -Kparla, < Kparelv, rule.] The government,
sway, or rule of a pedant or of pedants ; the

supremacy or power of bookish theorists; a
system of government founded on mere book-
learning.

divided into smaller segments, the midribs of

which do not run direetlyinto the common cen-
tral point, as a palmate leaf, such as the leaf of
ffelleborus fcetidus.— 2. In zool.: (a) Plattened
out like a foot

;
palmate ; serving as or for a foot.

(6) Footed; having feet or foot-like parts,

pedatifid (pe-dat'i-fld), a. [< L, pedatui, fur-

nished with feet (see pedate),+ findere {y fid),

divide, cleave,] In hot., having the veining
pedate, but the divisions of the lobes extending
only half-wav to the midrib : said of a leaf.

pedatinerved. (pf-dat'i-nfervd), a. [< L. peda-
tus, furnished with feet (see pedate), + nervus,
nerve, -I- -ed^.] In hot., having the nerves ar-

ranged in a pedate manner: said of a leaf.

pedatipartite (pe-dat"i-par'tTt), a. [< L. peda-
tus, furnished with feet, + partitus, pp, oi par-
tire, part: see part.] In hot., parted in a ped-
ate manner; having the venation pedate, and
the lobes almost free : said of a leaf.

pedatisect (pe-dat'i-sekt), a. [< li. pedatus, fur-

nished with feet, -1- sectus, pp. otsecare, cut, cut
off.] In hot,, having the venation pedate, and
the divisions of the lobes reaching nearly to the
midrib: said of a leaf.

pedder (ped'fer), n. [Formerly also {80.) peddar,
peddir; < M'E. pedder, peddare, peder, pedare,
peddere,(ped,a.\)aBket (seeded),-!- -eri. Hence
peddler.] A peddler; a hawker. [Scotch,]
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peddle (ped'l), r.
; pret. and pp. peddled, ppr.

jteddltng. [A baek-formation from pedctter,
earlierjjedter(cf. Imrgle, < burglar).^ I. mtrang.
1. To travel about retailing smajl wares; go
from place to place or from house to house seU-
ing small commodities; hawk.— 2. To be en-
gaged in a small business; occupy one's self
with trifles ; trifle.

No acieace peddling with the names of things.
Or reading stars to find inglorioos fates.
Can lift our life with wings

'Bar from Death's idle golf that for the many waits.
LmceU, Commemoration Ode, ii.

II. trans. To sell or retail in small quanti-
ties, usually by transporting the goods offered
about the country, or from house to house

;

hence, to dispense or deal out in small quanti-
ties.

This original nnlt, this fountain of power, has been so
distribat^ to moltitudes, has been so minutely subdi-
vided and peddled out, that it is spilled into drops, and
cannot be gathered. Bmenon, Misc., p. 7^

Conld doS at ease his scholar's gown
To peddle wares from town to town.

Whittier, Snow-Bonnd.

peddler (ped'ler), n. [Now taken as < peddle
+ -er^; but esuclier pedler, pedlar, < late ME.
pedlere, pedlare, a var. of pedder: see pedder.
For the irreg. term. 4er, ef. eggler.'] One who
travels about selling small wares, which he
carries with him; a traveling chapman; a
hawker.
I bane as moche pite of poremen as pecBere hath of cattes,

That wolde kille hem, yf he cacche hem mygte for couei-
tise of here skynnes. Piers Plowman (BX v. 258.

A certain Pedler having a budget full of small wares
fell asleep as he was travelling on the way.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 73.

Peddlers' Frencht, vagabonds' cant; jargon.

ITl give a schoolmaster half-a-crown a week, and teach
me tUs petBet's Preach.

Middleton and Deldcer, Bearing Girl, v. 1.

peddleress (ped'ler-es), n. [i peddler + -ess.']

A female peddler.

The companion of his travels is some foule sunne-bumt
Queane, that since the terrible statnte recanted gypsisme,
and is turned pedleregge.

Sir T. Overbwry, Characters, A Tinker.

peddlerism (ped'ler-izm), n. [Also pedlarism,
pedlerism; Kpeddler + -is^ni.'] Petty dealing.

But if ever theymake anything on 't, says he (and if they
are not at last reduc'd to their old antient pedlarism), I'U
forfeit my reputation of a prophet to you.

Tom Brown, Works, L 188. (Danies.)

peddler's-basket (ped'lerz-bas'ket), n. The
KenUworth ivy; less frequently, the beefsteak-
geranium. See ivy^aaad geranium. [Prov. Eng.]
peddlery (ped'ler-i), n.; pLpeddleries(-iz). [Also
pedlery, pedlary; < peddler + -y.] 1. SmaJl
wares sold or carried about for sale by ped-
dlers.

The present fairs of Cartmel are held on the Wednesday
before Easter for cattle, Whit-Monday for pedlery, and
November 5th for cattle. £atne^ Hist. Lancashire, n. 683.

2. The employment or occupation of a peddler

;

also, the tricks of a peddler.

Who shewed a miracle to confirm his preaching of ear^

confession and pardons, with Tike pedlary f

TyndiUe, Ans. toSirX. More, etc. (Parker Soc., 1850), p. 17a

Justly fearing that the quick-sighted Protestants eye,
dear'd in great part from the mist of Superstition, may at
one time or other looke with a good judgement into these
their deceitfull Pedleries.

MUtan, Reformation in Eng., iL

peddling (ped'ling), a. [Also piddling; orig.

ppr. ofjjeddfe, p.] Petty; trifling; insigniflcant:

as, peddling details.

Away with these peddling persecutions; . . . "lay the
axe at the root of the tree."

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835X IL 148.

How can any man stop in the midst of the stupendous
joy of getting rid of Bonaparte, and prophesy a thousand
little peddling evils that will result from restoring the
Bourbons? Sydney Smith, To John Allen,

pederast (ped'e-rast), h. [< F. pederaste, < Gr.

iratdepaarrii, a lover of boys, < ffoif (ttowJ-), a boy,
+ epav, love.] One who is guilty of pederasly.

Also pederist.

pederastic (ped-e-ras'tik), a. [< Gr. iratSepair-

Tuidg, < Ts:cuSepaciTia, pederasty: see pederasty.

1

Of or pertaining to pederasty.

pederasty (ped'e-ras-ti), n. [< F. pederastie, <

iili. p3Bderastia,"< Gr. iraidepaaria, love of boys,

< ^aidepaoTTig, a lover of boys: see pederast.]

Unnatural carnal union of males with males,

espeeiaUy boys.

pedererot, »• [Also paterero, pitteraro, etc.; <

Sp. pedrero, a swivel-gun, < ML. petraria, a

stone-throwing engine: see petrary, perrier.]

A piece of ordnance formerly used for dis-

Fedestal {bond near the Dionysiac Theater,
Athens.
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charging stones, fragments of iron, etc., and
also for firing salutes.

pederistt (ped'e-rist), jj. [< p«?ter(as*) + -ist.]

Same as j>ederast.

pedes, ». Plural otpes^.

pedesciiptt (ped'es-kript), n. [< L. pes (ped-),
= E. foot, + scr^tiis, pp. of scribere, write,
mark: see script.] A mark made by the foot,

as in kicking. Shirley, Honoria and Mammon.
[Humorous.]

pedesis (pe-de'sis), n. [NIi., < Gr. Td/STiaig, a
leaping, throbbing, < Tr^ddv, leap, spring, throb.]
A name given by Prof. Jevons to the physicaJ
phenomenon called the Brownian movement.
See Brovmian . Journal of Science, 1878, p. 171,

pedestal (ped'es-tal), )i. [=P.j»edestoJ = Sp.
Pg. pedestal, <

It. piedestallo,

base of a pillar,

the sill of a
door, < piede,
foot (< L. pes
(ped-) = E.
foot), + staJJo,

< G. stall, a
stall: seesta2{.]

That which
serves as a foot
or support,
particularlyfor
apieceofsculp-
ture, a monu-
ment, or other
work of art.
Specifically — (a)

In arch., an insu-
lated base or sup-
port for a column,

a statue, or a vase. It consists typically of a base or foot,

a die or dado, and a surbase, cornice, or cap. See also cuts
under acroterium, antejix, and dado.

Large yawning Panthers lie,

Carv'd on rich Pedestals of Ivory.
Congreve, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, i

In the centre of the dome is a small square pedestal, on
which, it is said, once stood the um which contained the
ashes of its founder. .7. i^e7;^ti<am. Hist. Aroh., L 439.

0) In VMch., the standards of a pillow-block, holding the
brasses in which the shaft turns. E. H, Knight, (c) In
a raHroad-car, a casting of inverted-TJ shape bolted to the
truck-frame to hold in place the jonmal-boz of the axle,
which rises and falls in the pedestal with the collapse and
expansion of the springs. (Seecutundercar-fruot.) CaUed
in England an tale-guard or horyi-plate. Car-BuHder^s
Diet

pedestal (ped'es-tal), V. t. ; pret. and pp. pedes-
taled or pedestaXUd, ppr. pedestaling or pedes-
talling. [< pedestal, n.] To place on a pedes-
tal; support as a pedestal.

The Memphlan sphinx,
PedestaTd haply in a palace-court.

Keats, Hyperion.

pedestal-box (ped'es-tal-boks), n. In mach.,
a journal-box.

pedestal-cover(ped'es-tal-kuv'er),n. Inmacli.,

the cap of a pillow-block, which is fastened
downuponthe pedestals and confines the boxes.
E. S. Knight.

pedestrial (pf-des'tri-al), a. [< L. pedester

(pedestri-), being or going on foot, pedestrian
(see pedestrUms), + -al.] 1. Of or pertaining

to the foot.

We read that these people, instead of holding ttieir bow
in the left hand, as is the nsual custom, drew it by the as-

sistance of their feet. The fact is recorded by IHodorus
Siculus and Strabo ; the latter of whom informs us of a
curious expedient of this pedestrial archery, used by the
EQiiopians in hunting elephants.

Moseley, Archery, p. 86. (Latham^)

2. Gtoing on foot; pedestrian.—3. Fitted for

walking : as, pedesMal legs of an insect.

pedestrially (pf-des'tri-al-i), adv. In a pedes-
trial manner; as a pedestrian; on foot.

pedestrian (pe-des'tri-an), a. and h. [< L. pe-
dester (pedestri-), being or going on foot (see

pedestrious), + -an.] I. a. 1. Going on foot;

walking: as, a pedestrian excursionist; also,

performed on foot : as, a pedestrian journey.
Hence—2. Low; vulgar; common.
In a pedestrian and semi-barbarian style.

Eoscoe, Life of Leo, Pret, p. 28.

n. n. 1. One who walks or journeys on foot.

Specifically— 2. One who walks or races on
foot for a wager; a professional walker; one
who has made a notable record for speed or
endurance in walking.

pedestrianate(pe-des'tri-an-at), v. i.
;
pret. and

^y. pedestrianated, ppr. pedestrianating. [(.pe-

destrian + -ote2.] To travel on foot; wjJk.
[Eare.]

pedicel

The trial court had held that bicycling was a form of
pedestrianating, and that the bicyclers had as much right
on the sidewalk as any pedestrian.

Sd. Jmer., X. S., LX. 402.

pedestrianism. (pf-des'tri-an-izm), ». [= P.
pedestrianisme ; as pedestrian + -ism.] The
act or practice of walking; traveling or racing
on foot; the art of a pedestrian or professional
walker or runner.
pedestrianize (pf-des'tri-an-iz), v. t.

;
pret. and

pp. pedestrianized, ppr. pedestrianizing. [< pe-
destrian + -i:e.] To travel along or through
on foot or as a pedestrian : as, to pedestrianize
the valley of the Ehine.
pedestrionsf (pe-des'tri-us), a. [= p. pedestre
= Sp- Pg- It. pedestre, < L. pedester {pedestri-),
going or being on foot, on land, by land, hence
lowly, common, ordinary (for orig. *pedetter,
*peditter, with suffix -ter, < pedes (pedit-), one
who goes on foot, < pes (ped-), = E. foot, + ire,

supine itum, go), + -<ms.] Going on foot ; not
n-inged.

Men conceive they [elephants] never lie down, and enjoy
not the position of rest ordained unto all ped^trious ani-
mals. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii 1.

pedetentOUS(ped-e-ten'tus),(7. [i'L.pedetentim,
pedetemptim, step by step, cautiously, < pes
(ped-),^ E. foot, + tendere, pp. tentus, stretch
out, extend, + -ous.] Proceeding cautiously, or
step by step ; advancing tentatively. [Eare.]

That pedetentous pace and pedetentous mind in whichit
behooves the wise and virtuous improver to walk.

Sydney Smith.

Pedetes (pf-de'tez), «. [NL. (Uliger. 1811), <
Gr. TTJi&riTijQ, a leaper, a dancer, < irijoav, leap,
spring.] 1. The sole genus of Pedetime, called

Cape JtimpiBg-hare (Pedetes eaffitr^.

Helamys by P. Cuvier. P. cafer or eapensis
is the jnmping-hare of South Africa.— 2. In
entom.: (a) A genus of coleopterous insects.

Kirby, 1837. (6) A genus of hymenopterons
insects.

pedetic (pf-det'ik), a. [< Gr. 5n?A?rj(c<if, pertain-
ing to leaping, < tt^^ic, leaping: see j)edesis.]

Of or pertaining to pedesis Fedetlc movement.
See Browidan mowment, under Brownian.

Fedetidse (pe-det'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Pedetes
+ -idse.] Tie PedeUnm elevated to the rank
of a faiuily.

FedetinSB (ped-e-fi'ne), «. pi. [NL. , < Pedetes
+ -tnaj.] An Ethiopian subfamily of Dipodidse
or jerboas, represented by the genus Pedetes ;

the jumping-hares. The form is fitted for leaping, as
in other jerboa-like rodents; the hind quarters are l^ge
and strong; the tail is long and bushy throughout; the
hind feet are four-toed, with stout hoof-like nails and sep-

arate metatarsals ; the molars are rootless, and there is a
premolar above and below on each side ; the cervical ver-

tebne are not ankylosed. See cut under Pedetes.

Fediastreae (ped-i-as'trf-e), n. pi. [XL., < Pe-
diastrum + -ese.] A genus of fresh-water algffi

of the class Ctenobiese, typified by the geniis Pe-
diastrum.

Pediastnim (ped-i-as'trum), H. [NL., < (t) L.

pes (ped-), = E. foot, + Gr. aarpav, a star.] A
genus of fresh-water algse, typical of the order
Peditistrese. Several of the species are very common in

stagnant or running water, being attached in the form of

minute disks to other algse, water-plants, etc. Each disk

is of a regular symmebpiral form, and consists of 8, 16;

or 32 cells, or, when more numerous, probably always a
power of 2. SeproducUou is both non-sexual and sexuaL

pediatria (ped-i-at'ri-a), n. [XL. : see pedia-

try.] Same as pediatry.

pediapediatric (ped-i-at'rik), a. [< pediatr-y + 'ic.]

Of or pertaining to the medical or hygienic eare

of children.

pediatrics (ped-i-at'riks), n. [PI. otpediatric:

see -ics.] Medical or hygienic treatment of

children. .Also pediatria, pediatry.

pediatry (ped'i-at-ri), n._ [NL. pediatria, < Gr.

iraif (Tvaio-), child, + tarpeia, medical treat-

ment: see Ja^rtc.] Same sts pediatrics.

pedicel (ped'i-sel), n. [= P. pedicelle = Sp.

pedicela = Pg. pediceUo, < NL. pediceUus, dim.
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of L. pedieulus, a little foot, dim. of pes (ped') oularis, pertaimng to lioe, < pediculus, a louse,
= E./oo«.] 1. In hot., the ultimate division of dim. otpedis, a louse, < pes {ped-) = E. foot.l

Same as pediealous. Howell, Parly of Beasts,
p. 26.

Fedicularia (pe-dii-u-la'ri-a), n. [NL., < L.
pedicularis, pertaining to liees sea pedicular.

'\

The typical genus of PedAeulariidse : so called
from some fancied resemblance to a louse.
The shell is ohlong and slightly involute, and
the species live chiefly on corals.

Fediculariacea (pe-dik-u-la-ri-a'sf-a), n. pi.

[NL., < Pedieularia + -acea.'\ Same as Pedi-

Raceme of Berberis 'vul-
garis, showii^ the pedicels.
a, a flower, enlarged, show-
ing the pedicel ana a part of
the rachis with the bract.

a common peduncle; the
stalk that supports one
flower only when there
are several on a pedun-
cle. Any short and small foot-
stalk} although It does not stand
upon another footstalk, is like-
wise called a pedicel. See cuts
under Cordyeeps and Diatoma-
cex. Also pediculug.

The pedicel, or prolongation
of the rostellum, to which in
many exotic species of Orchids
the pollen masses are attached.

Darwin, Fertil. of Orchids by
[Insects, p. 5.

2. In,2rQ67. and a»of., a lit-

tle foot or foot-like part;
a footlet; a footstalk,
pedicle, or peduncle, (a)
In zoophytes, the stalk or stem.
(fr) In echinoderms, one of the
suckers or ambulacral feet. See
cuts under Eohinaidea and Sy-
napta. (c) The peduncle of a
cirriped. (d) The pedicle ot a vertebra. See pedicle, 2 (h).

(e) In entom.: (1) The third joint of an antenna, especially
when this is geniculate or elbowed, in which case the
pedicel is articulated laterally to the second joint, or
scape, and serves as a base for the succeeding jSints : par-
ticularly used in descriptions of Hymenoptera, as in the
Chalcidida! and ProcMrupidae. (2) The basal joint of the
abdomen, when this is long and slender, as in many Hy-
meitoptera and Diptera. Also called petiole. = Syn. 2. See
pedu-ncle.

pedicel-cell (ped'i-sel-sel), n. In the Chara-
cesB, the short flask-shaped cell which supports
the antheridium.
pedicellaria (ped"i-se-la'ri-a), n.

;
pi. pedicel-

larise (-e). [NL., ipedicellm, pedicel, + -aria.'\

In echinoderms, a small two-pronged pincer-
like body upon the exterior, as of a starfish, at-

tached to the spines and to the body-wall. See
out under Eehmoidea.

The pedicellarise are . , . dermal organs of a peculiar
character which are found in the Asteroida as well as in
the Echinoida. They consist'of a stalk-like muscularpro-
cess of the integument, which is supported at its end by
a fine calcareous skeleton ; it terminates in two or three
pincer-like valves which are movable on one another.

Qegeniaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 207.

Fedicellata (ped"i-se-la'ta), n.pl. [NL., neut.
pi. ot*pedieeUatus: seepeiiioellate.'] InCuvier's
system (1817), the first order of Echinodermata,
including the three families of starfishes, sea-
urchins, and holothurians, which have pedicels
protruding through ambulacra or their equiva-
lents : contrasted with Apoda.
pedicellate (ped'i-sel-at), a. [< NL. *pedicel-

latMS, <.pedicellus, pedicel : see pedicel, pedicel-

lus.'] Provided with a pedicel or pedicels;
pedunculate; specifically, of or pertaining to

the Fedicellata. Also pedicelled, pedicellated.

See cut under Ceeddotea.

pedicellated (ped'i-sel-a-ted), a. [< pedicellate
+ -e<Z2.] Same a,8 pedicellate.

pedicellation (ped"i-se-la'shgn), n. [< pedicel-

late + -ion.'] In bot., the state or condition of

being pedicelled, or provided with pedicels.

pedicelled (ped'i-seld), a. [< pedicel + -ed^.]

Same a,s pedicellate.

pedicelliforin(ped'i-sel-i-f6rm), a. [< NL. pedi-

eellus, pedicel, + li.forma, form.] In bot., hav-
ing the form of a pedicel ; resembling a pedicel.

[Bare.]

Kamuli [of Paptdospora sepedoniaides] pedicelliform,

aacendmg, septate. M. C. Cooke, British Fungi, II. 618.

pedicellus (ped-i-sel'us), n.
;

pi. pedicelli (-i).

[NL.: see pedicel.} 1. In bot, a pedicel.— 3.

In entom., the third joint of the antenna (count^

ing the bulbus), between the scapus and the
flagellum.

pedicle (ped'i-kl), n. [< L. pedicuhis, a little

foot, dim. of pes Oped^ = E. foot: see foot.']

It. A foot-iron. Compare manacle (originally

manicle).

Manicles and pediclei ot iron.

Quoted in if. and Q., 7th ser., III. 206.

2. A pedicel or peduncle.

The cause of the holding gi'een [all winter] is the close

and compact substance of their leaves, and the pedides of

them. Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 692.

Specifically

—

(a) The bony process supporting the antler

of the Cervidm, or deer family. (6) The foot of the neural
arch of a vertebra, usually a contracted part of such an
arch (in comparison with its lamina), whereby the arch
joins the body or centrum of the vertebra. The pedicles of

any two contiguous vertebrse circumscribe the interverte-

bral foramina for the exit of spinal nerves. = Syn. 2. See

Pediculariidse(pe-dik"u-la-ri'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Pedieularia + -ides.] A family of teenioglos-

sate rostriferous gastropods, typified by the
genus Pedieularia. They have a peculiar dentition,
the central tooth having a multicuspid crown, the lateral
being transverse and multicuspid, and the marginal long,
narrow, and paucidigitate ; the foot is small, and the man-
tle thick ana not reflected or extended into a siphon. The
shell is oblong and feebly involute. They are chiefly para-
sitic on corals. By some conchologists they are referred
to a family Amphiperdddse, and both to the Cyprieidie.

Pedicularis (pe-dik-u-la'ris), n. [NL. (Eivinus,
1690), < L. pedicularis, sc. herba, lousewort,
prop, adj., pertaining to lice : see pedicular.]
A large genus of scrophulariaceous plants, of
the tribe Euphrasiese, formerly made the type
of a distinct order Pediculares (Jussieu, 1789),
and characterized by the equal anther-cells and
alternate orwhorled leaves; lousewort. There
are over 135 species, mostly montane, alpine, or arctic, na-
tives of Europe, North America, and nor^em and central
Asia, and (averyfew)ofthe mountains ofSouthAmericaand
India. They are perennial herbs, with the leaves pinnately
or irregularly ou^ developed chiefly at the base of the stem
and becoming bract-like above. The flowers form a ter-

minal spike, usually yellow or reddish, often one-sided,
and followed by compressed projecting curved and beaked
capsules. P. Canadensis is the wood-betony or high heal-
all, common in North American woodlands, with flne-cut
fern-like leaves and curving yellow and red variegated
flowers. P. Sceptrwm-Carolinwm is the King Charles's
scepter, a tall wand-like Scandinavian species with abun-
dant purple and gold flowers. Some species are cultivated,
chiefly from seed, and are known collectively as l<mgewavt,
a name derived from the common British heath- and
swamp-louseworts or red-rattles, long imagined to breed
lice in sheep that feed on them—an idea apparently found-
ed merely on their presence in poor soil,

pediculate (pe-dik'u-lat), a. and n. [< NL.
pediculatws, < pedieulus, a pedicle : see pedicle,
pedicule.] I, a. 1. Provided with a pedicel or
pedicels; pedicellate; pedunculate.— 2. Per-
taining to the PedieulaU, or having their char-
acters : as, a pediculate fish.

II. n. A pediculate fish ; any member of the
Pediculaii.

Fediculati (pf-dik-u-la'ti), n. pi. [NL., pi. of
pediculatus : see pediculate.] Agroupof teleost
fishes, characterized by the elongated basis of
the pectoral fins simulating an arm or peduncle,
to which various limits and values have been as-

Head-louse {Pedieulus
capitis), mag^nilied.

pedicular (pe-dik'ii-lar), a. [= F. pHiculaire
= Sp. Pg. pedicular = It. pediculare, < L. pedi-

_ (a) A family containing the Batrachidse as well
as true Fediculati (= 6, c, d). (&) A family containing all

the representatives of the restricted group, (c) A sub-
order referred to the order Acanthopterygii or Teleo-
cephali. (d) An order divided into tlie' families LopMidee,
Antennariidse, CeraHidse, and Maltheidee. It is generally
accepted in the sense (&) by European ichthyologists, and
in the sense {d) by all recent American ichthyologists.
The principal characters are the connection of the verte-
bral column with the skull by suture, the junction of the
epiotics behind the supraoccipitaJ, the elongation and re-

duced number of the actinosts supporting the pectorals,

and the position of the branchial apertures in the axillae

of the pectorals. See cuts under angler, antennariid, bat-

fish, and Ceratiidse.

pediculation (pf-dik-ii-la'shon), n. [< LL. pe-
diculatio(n-), lousiness, < 1i. pedieulus, a louse:

see pedicular.] Infestation with Uce; lousi-

ness; phthiriasis.

pedicule (ped'i-kiil), n. [< NL. pedieulus : see
pedicle.] In zool. and anat., a pedicel, pedicle,

or peduncle.
pediculi, n. Plural ot pedieulus'^, 2.

Fediculldse (ped-i-kii'li-de), n.pl. [NL. (Leach,
1817), < Pedieulus + 4die.] The principal fam-
ily of the hemipterous suborder Parasitica.
These lice are small wingless insects which live on the
skin of mammals and suck their blood. The mouth is fur-
nished with a fleshy unjointed proboscis which can be pro-

truded and withdrawn. Within this are two protrusible

knife-like stylets, and at its base, when extended, is a cir-

clet of recurved hooks. The eyes are small, simple, and
two in number, the antennee are flve-jointed, and the legs
are fitted for clinging and climbing. The principal genera
are Pedieulm, PMhirius, and Heematopinus.

Fediculina (pe-dik-ii-li'na), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. ol pediculinus : see pedicuUne.] 1. Same as

Pediculidee.— 2. Lice proper, as a suborder or
other superfamily group of degraded parasitic

hemipterous insects, apterous and ametabolous,
with small indistinctly segmented thorax, en-

larged abdomen, and mandibtilate mouth. See
Anoplura, Mallopha^a, and louse^.

pedigree

pediculine (pf-dik'u-Un), a. [< KL. pedicn^
linus, pertaining to a louse, < L. pedieulus, n.

louse: see Pedieulus.] Louse-like; of or per-
taining to the Pediculina.

pediculosis (pe-dik-u-lo'sis), n. [NL., < L. pedi-
eulus, a louse,"+ -osis.'] The-presence of lice;

lousiness; phthiriasis.

pediculous (pf-dik'u-lus), a. [< L. pediculo-

sus, full of lice", < pedieulus, a louse : see pedicu-
lar.] Lousy; infested with lice ; affected with
phthiriasis.

Like a lowsy pedieulovx vermin, thou'st but one suit to
thy back. Dekker, Satiromastix. (Davies.)

Pediculous friars, Landor, Dialogues (King James I.

[and Isaac Casaubon),

pedieulus^ (pf-dik'u-lus), «. [NL., < L. pedi-
eulus, a footstalk, pedicel: see pedicel.] In
bot., same a,s pedicel.

Fediculus^ (pe-dik'u-lus), n. [NL. (Linnesus,

1735), <L.ped'JCMtoj a louse.] 1. The leading
genus of Pediculidee, hav-
ing the thorax distinct

from and narrower than
the abdomen, and the

head conical and contract-

ed at the base. The head-
louse and body-louse of man,
P. capitis and P. vestimenti, are
examples. The latter is often
found in the seams of dirty
clothing, and is commonly call-

ed grayback. The ciab-louse is

now placed in a diiferent genus,
PhthiHus.

2. [I.e.; -pi. pediculi (-]i).]

A louse.

In pruritus due topedicvli the
drug excels all others.'

MedicaZ News, LII, 620.

Pedieulus inguinalis, or pe-
dieulus pubis. See PhtMnvs.

pedicure (ped'i-kiir), n. [< L. pes (ped-), = E.
foot, -i- cura, cure.] 1. The cure or care of
the feet. Compare manicure.—2. One whose
business is the surgical care of the feet.

Orthopedists, dentists, pedicures, trained nurses, and
veterinarians. Science, XIV. 308.

pedieux (ped-i6'), n. pi. [P., < L. pes (ped-)
= E. foot.] The solleret of the elaborate
armor worn in the fifteenth and sixteenth cen-
turies.

Fedifera (pe-dif'e-ra), n.pl. [NL. (J. E. Gray,
1849), neut.' pi. 6i pedifer : see pediferous.] A
primary group of moUusks, constituted for the
Gasteropoda and Conehifera: contrasted with
the Apoda, which comprised the Pteropoda, Ce-
p'halopoda, and BracMopoda. [Not now used, ]

Fediferia (ped-i-fe'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., < L, pes
(ped-), = E./ooi, -f- ferre = B. bearK] A fam-
ily of bivalves, embracing all the fresh-water
forms.
pediferous (pf-dif'e-rus), a. [< NL. pedifer, <
L. pes (ped-)', = IJ! foot, + ferre = B. beari.]

Footed; having feet or foot-like parts; pedige-
rous.

pediform (ped'i-f6rm), a. [< L. pes (ped-), =
B. foot, -I- forma, form.] Having the form of a
foot; resembling a foot; foot-shaped; foot-like.

Westwood— Pedlfonn palpus. Same as pedipalp.

pedigerous (pf-dij'e-ms), a. [< L. pes (ped-),

= E. foot, -I- gerere, tear.] Bearing feet or legs

;

pediferous: especially noting those segments
of articulated animals which bear legs or feet.

See cut under Apus.
pedigree (ped'i-gre), n. [Early mod. E. also
pedigre, pedegree, pedigrew, petigree, petUgre,
petUgrew, petygrewe, pettegrye, < ME. pede-
gru, pedegrw, pedygru, pedegrewe^ petygrwe, in
Prompt. Parv. (a. d. 1440), also in documents
a few years earlier, pedegrewe, petygreu, peedi-
gree, and in ML. pedicru, pe de gre, pedigree

—

the orig. type indicated by these forms being
pedegru, or *pedegrue, or as three words *pe de
grue, obviously of OF. origin. The only OF.
term answering to this form is pied de gruc,

crane's foot: pied, piet, pie, nom. alsopez,i L.
pes (ped-), foot; de, < L. de, of; grue, < L. grus,

crane: see foot (a.nipedal, etc.), de^, Grus, and
orane^. No record of the use of OF. pied de
grue in the sense of • pedigree,' or in any relation
thereto,has been found; if so used (and no other
explanation of the ME. forms seems possible),

it must have been a fanciful application, in
restricted AF. use, perhaps in allusion to the
branching lines of a pedigree as drawn out on
paper (ef. crouds-foot, applied to the lines of
age about the eyes). The crane was at the
time in question very common in England an<i
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France, and it figures inmany similes, proverbs,
and allusions. The term appeai-s to be extant
in the surname PetUgrew, Pettygrew (from the
early mod. ^.petMgrew, ME.petygru, etc.). For
the form, and the use as a surname, of. the
modem surname PetUfer, Petifer, < ME. Pedi-
fer, Pedefer, < OP. pied de fer, ' iron foot.' Of
the various other explanations of pedigree, as
OF.pardegr^s (Minsheu), 'by degi-ees,' "jje^re
degr4z, i. e. descensus seu parentela maiorum"
(Minsheu), Ut. 'father-degrees,' "petit degree"
(actually so speUed in one instance in Stani-
hurst), or other suggestions involving petty or
degree, none is_ tenable. The mod. F. pedigree
is from E.] Line of ancestors ; descent ; line-
age; genealogy; list of ancestors; genealogi-
cal tree.

This lambe was Cryste whiche lynally doane came
Be dissent conveyed the pedegreiee
Frome the patiyarke Abrahame.

PolitieaZ Poems, etc. (ed. Fumivall), p. 15.

Whereas hee
From lohn of Gaunt doth bring his pedigree.
Being put fourth of that Heroick line.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., ii. 5 (foUo 1623).

O ! tell me, tell me, Tam-a-Une,
O ! tell, an' tell me true

;

Tell me this nicht, an* mak' nae lee,

What pediffree are you?
Tam^-Line (Child's Ballads, I. 261)i

Tho" not inspir'd. Oh! may I never be
Forgetful of my Pedigree, or thee.

Prior, The Mice.

The documents . . . contained a full pedigree of the
Spanish dynasties.

Stulibs, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 126.

The "Stud-Book" . . . contains the names and in most
cases the pedigrees, obscui-e though they may be, of a very
large number of horses and mares of note from the earliest
accounts. Encyc. Brit., TTTT 183.

= Syn. Pedigree, Genealogy, Liiieage. Pedigree may be
used with reference either to a person or to an animal, as
the pedigree of a horse; the others only to a person or
family. In some cases it extends to geologic time : as, the
pedigree of Gsenozoic horses. Genealogy is the series of
generations, coming down from the first known ancestor.
Lineage views the person as coming in a line of descent,
generally honorable, which, however, need not be traced,
as in a genealogy or pedigree. Pedigree and lineage are
generally much narrower words than genealogy, the last

usually covering some personal history and including de-
tails of various matters of interest to the persons or fam-
ilies concerned.

pedi^eed (ped'i-gred), a. [< pedigree + -ed^.]
Having a distinguished pedigree. [Rare.]

Most of the other maternal ancestors of the Chancellor
had belonged to the poor but pedigreed genby of Branden-
burg. Lowe, Bismarck, L 11.

Pedilanthns (ped-i-lan'thus), n. [NL. (Neck-
er, 1790), so called with ref. to the oblique
slipper-like involucre; < Gr. iridi^v, sandal (see
Pedilus), + av0og, flower.] A genus of shrubs
of the apetalons order EuphorbiacesB and the
tribe Euphorbiese, known by the irregular mi-
nutely toothed oblique or urn-shaped involucre.
There are about 15 species, all American, from Mexico
and the West Indies to northern BraziL They bear fleshy
branches, with an acrid milky juice, alternate stem-leaves
and opposite floral leaves, and flowers surrounded by
greeniw or colored involucre^ arranged in terminal or
axillary cymes. Several species are cultivated as ever-
green shrubs in greenhouses, and from the shape of the
involucre are known as sUpper-piants. P. tUhynudoides,
of the West Indies and South America, known as jeur-

bush, is used in medicine as an emetic.

pedilavillin (ped-i-la'vi-um), m. [MB., <L.j>es
(ped-),= E.foot, + lavare, wash.] The ceremo-
nial washing of feet.

Pedilidae (pf-dil'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Pedilus +
-idee.'] A family of heteromerous Coleoptera,

typified by the genus Pedilus, now merged in
ijie Anthimd^.
Pedilns (ped'i-lus), n. [NL. (Fischer, 1822), <

Gr. iridAov, a sandal, of. iridij, fetter, anklet,

< jro{.? (irorf-), ff^fa (*jrE<5-) = E. foof] The
^ical genus of Pedilidse. Also called Cor-

phiyra.

pedUnvinm (ped-i-ln'vi-um), n. ; pi. pedilwiia

(-a). [Nil. : see pediluvy.'] The bathing of

tHe feet; also, a bath for the feet. Sydvxiy
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pedlmane (ped'i-man), a. and n. [= F. pidi-
mane, < NL. pedimanus, < L. pes (jaed-), = E.
foot, + manus, hand: see flmfaS.] I. a. Foot-
handed; pedimanous.

II. n. A pedimanous quadruped, as an opos-
sum or a lemur.
pedimanous (pe-dlm'a-nus), a. [< KL. pedi-
manus, foot-handed: see pedimane.'i Having
all four feet like hands

;
qnadrumanous as well

as quadrupedal : an epithet applied specifical-
ly to the opossums and lemurs, referring espe-
cially to the hand-like character of the hmd
feet.

pediment (ped'i-ment), n. [Appar. an error
toT *pedament, lit. a'prop or support (orig. for
statuary ?) (cf . OF. pedament, a pedicel), < L.
pedamentum (also pedamen), a prop for a vine,
t pedare, furnish with feet, prop up (as a vine),
< pes (ped-) = E. foot: see foot. Gt.pedate.'] 1.
In arch., a low triangular part resembling a
gable, evowning the fronts of buildings in the
Greek styles, especially over porticos, it is sur-
rounded by a cornice, and its flat recessed field or tym-
panum is often ornamented with sculptures in relief or in
the round. Among such sculptures are found the finest
remains of Greek art— the pediment-figures of the Par-
thenon, by Phidias. In the debased Homan and Benais-
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Pedimented Cable—Part of west front of Chinch of Notre Dame la
Grande, Poideis, France.

pediocle (ped'i-o-kl), n. [< L. pes (ped-), = E.
foot, -{- oeulus, eye.] A stalk-eyed crustacean.

Pedioecetes (ped-i-e'se-tez), n. [NL. (Coues,
1872), emended from Pediocsetes (S. F. Baird,
1858), < Gr. jrsSiov, a plain, -i- otKhr/g, a dweller,
inmate, < o'uceiv, dwell.] A genus of Tetraonidae;
the pintail or sharp-tailed grouse . p. phasiaruiUus
is the sharp-tailed grouse of British America. The com-

pediluvyt (ped'i-lu-vi), n. [= F.pmiuve = Sp.

Pg. It. pedUuvio, < L. pes (ped-), = E. foot, +
luere, wash, bathe.] Same a,s pedilwuium.

Pedimana (pe-dim's-i?); "• P^- P^v ^^^^- pi-

otpedimanus', toot-ia.v&ei: see pedimane.} 1.

Foot-handed mammals—that is, the lemurs: a

synonym of Prosimise, Lemuroidea, and Strep-

sirrhina. AlsoPedimani. Vicq^'J^r, 1792.—

2. A group of marsupial or didelphian mam-
mals, the American opossums: so called from

the hand-like structure and function of both

hind and fore feet. It has lately been adopted

as one of eight "orders" of marsupial mam-
mals.

Eastern Pediment of the Temple of Zeus at Olympia.
(Curtius-Griittner restotation.)

sance styles the same name is given to gables similarly
placed, even though not triangular in form, but semicir-
cular, elliptical, or interrupted, and also to small finish-
ing members of any of these shapes over doors or win-
dows. In the architecture of the middle ages small gables
and triangular decorations over openings, niches, etc., are
often called pediTnents. These generally have the angle
at the apex much more acute than the corresponding
gable or gablet in Boman architecture, wliich, on its part,

is markedly higher in proportion, or less obtuse-angled
at the summit, than H^lenic pediments. See also cuts
under acroterium, octastyle, and pedimented.

Some of the entrances are adorned with pediments and
entablatures cut out of the rock.

Pococke, Description of the East^ n. i 48.

Pediments or caps over windows , . . suggest a means
of protecting an opening from the wet.

J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 33.

Hence—3. In decorative art, anymember ofsim-
ilar outline, forming a triangular or segmental
ornament rising above a, horizontal band, as in
ironwork; such a member above the opening
of a screen or the like : it may be entirely open
and consist of light scrollwork only.

pedimental (ped-i-men'tal), a. \<. pediment +
-al.'] 1 . Relating to or ot the nature of a pedi-
ment; found on a pediment; designed to be
used in a pediment.

Intermixed with these architectural remains were the
sculptures of the temple, those veiyj»<2i7nento2 sculptures
and metopes of which Fansanias has given us a brief but
infinitely precious description.

C. T. Newton, Art and ArchseoL, p. 335.

On the theory ol&pedimentaX composition [for the Niobe
group], the prostrate son would occupy one angle, and
would presuppose a prostrate

daught^ in t£e opposite angle.

aTS. Murray, Greek Sculpture^
[11.319.

2. Having the form of a

Sediment. Thus, the head.
ress worn bywomen in the six-

teenth century, in which a ker-

chief or band is folded over the
forehead, making an angle pro-
jecting upward, is commonly
called by writers on costume the
pedimental liead-dress.

pedimented (ped'i-men-
ted), o. [< pediment +
-edP.'\ Providedwith a pediment; constructed
in the form of a pediment Pedimented gable,
a gable across the foot of which is carried a molding or

cornice, completing the triangle, and presenting more or
less analogy in form with a classical pediment. See cut
in next column.

pedimeter (pe-dim'e-ter), n. [< L. pes (ped-),

= E. foot, + "Gr. /ih-pav, measure.] Same as

podometer.
pedimetric (ped-i-met'rik), a. [< pedimetr^ +
-»c.] Pertaining to pedimetry.
pedimetry (pe-dim'et-ri), n. [< L. pes (ped-),

= E. foot, -{-' Gr. -/lerpia, < /jJt/mv, measure.]
Measurement by paces.

Pedimental Head-dress.
(From a brass of X55x.}

Sharp-tailed Grouse {Peditxcetes phasiatulhcs).

men bird in the northwestern United States, as North and
South Dakota, Montana, etc., where it is called prairie-
hen or prairie-ehieken, is a variety of tiie more northern
form known as P. coUivMamis.

pedipalp (ped'i-palp), n. and a. [< NL. pe<ii-

palpus, < ii.pes (ped-), = E./ooi, + NL. palpus,
a feeler, palp.] 1. n. 1 . A maxillipalp, or max-
illarypalpus ; the palp of an arachnidan. a pair
of pedipalps is a characteristic feature of most arachni-
dans. They are borne on the head, in front of the usual
four pairs of ambulatory legs. In scorpions and their al.

lies, and also in the false scorpions, the pedipalps usually
attain great size, and may be chelate or end in a pincer,
like the large claw of a lobster. They are eflScient tactile

and prehensile organs. See cuts under Araneida, Pedi-
pal]^, Phrynidte, and scorpion.

2. A pedipalpate arachnidan inflated pedi-
palp. See inflated.

n. a. Of or pertaining to a pedipalpns ; re-

sembling a pedipalp. Also pedipalpal. Hurley.

pedipalpate (ped-i-pal'pat), a. [t pedipalp +
-afel.] Provided with pedipalps, or maxillary
palpi; of or pertaining to the Pedipalpi.

pedipalpi^, n. Plural of pedipalpus.

Pedipalpi^ (ped-i-pal'pi), n. pi. [NL. (La-
treiUe, 1806), < L.
pes (pedr-), = E.
foot, + ISLi. palpus,
a feeler, psdp.]
A suborder of the
arachnidan order
Arthrogastra, con-
taining the families
PhrynidsB and Tlie-

lypnonidse, common-
ly known as whip-
scorpions. They have
eight ocelli, two median
and three on each side.

The short cheliceres are
two-jointed, while the
palpi are large and long,

ending in more or less

perfectly formed pin-

cers. "The first pair of
legs is longest^ and the
tarsus is broken into a
long series of joints. In
a former system, when
the Pedipalpi also in-

cluded the true scor-

pions, the term was sy-

nonymous with Polyme-
rosomata and coexten-
sive with Arthrogastra.

The group is now rated
as an order of Arachnida, divided into 2 suborders. Am
tlypygi and Uropygi, respectively exemplified by tlic

above-named families. See also cut at Phrynidx.

Whip-scorpion iThelyp/umus ^-
fun^tfur), amemberoftheiVf/t^o^/l^
(About half natural size.)
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pedipalpous (p^d-i-pal'pus), a. [< pedipalp +
-ous.^ Having large pedipalps

;
pertaining to

the Pedipalpi, or having their characters
;
poly-

merosomatous or arthrogastric, as an arach-
nidan.

pedipalpus (ped-i-pal'pus), n.; pi. pedipalpi
(-pi), p^lli.: see pedipalp.] A pedipalp.
peolreme (ped'i-rem), n. [< L. pes (ped-), = E.
foot, + remus, an oar: see oar^."] A crusta-
cean whose feet serve for oars. Compare cope-
pod. [Eare.]

Fediremi (ped-l-re'mi), n. pi. [NL. (Amyot
and Serville, 1843), < L. pes (.ped-), = E. foot,
+ remtis, a,ji oa.v. Ct. pedireme.'] Asuperfam-
ily of WBter-bugs, or Eydrocorisx, containing
those with true swimming-feet, as the Corisidse
and NotonecUdie.

pedisseCLUantt, ». [Prop. *pedisequent, < L. pe-
disequus, pedisecus, improp. pedisseqwus, fol-
lowing on foot, < L. pes (ped-), = E. foot, +
sequi, ppr. sequen(t-)s, follow: see sequent.']

A follower.

Vet still he striveth untill, wearied and breathlesse, he be
forced to offer up his blood and flesh to the rage of al the
observantpedigse^ants of the hunting goddesse Diana.

Topsell, Four-Footed Beasts (1607), p. 136. (HalliweU.)

pedlar, pedlarism, etc. See peddler, etc.

pedler, pedlerism, etc. See peddler, etc.

pedmelon (ped'mel-on), n. A variant of pade-
melon.

pedobaptism, psedobaptism (pe-do-bap'tizm),
n. [= It. pedohattesinio ; < Gr. ival^ (iraiS-), a
child, -1- PaizTia/idq, baptism: see iapHsm,.] The
baptism of infants.

The Anabaptists laugh at pxdo-baptism.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 299.

pedobai>tist. paedobaptist (pe-do-bap'tlst), n.

[< Gr. TraZf (iraiS-), a child, + ^airnaT^g, a bap-
tist : see baptist.'] An advocate of the baptism
of infants.

pedogenesis, peedogenesis (pe-do-jen'e-sis), n.

[NL., < Gr. rcaff (ffoid-), child, + yeveacg, gener-
ation : see fl'emesJs.] Larval generation; repro-
duction by larvsB ; a kind of heterogamy which
resembles alternate generation, and is regard-
ed as a case of precocious development of the
egg in parthenogenesis. It has been shown to
occur in the larvae of certain gall-flies, Cem-
domyia, etc.

The morphologically undeveloped larva has acquired
the power of reproducing Itself by means of its rudimen-
tary ovary— a phenomenon which . . . has been desig-
nated Pealogenesis. Claus, Zottlogy (trans.), 1. 128.

pedogenetic, psedogenetic (pe'do-jf-nefik), a.

[< pedogenesis, after genetic] Of or pertaining
to, or reproduced by, pedogenesis.
pedomancy (ped'o-man-si), n. [< L. pes (ped-),

= E. foot, + Gr. jxavreia, divination, prophecy.]
Divination by examining the soles of the feet.

pedometer (pe-dom'e-ter), n. [< 'L.pes (ped-),
= '&. foot, -f-'Gr. (ihpov, a measure.] An in-

strument by which paces are numbered as a
person walks, and the distance traveled is thus
approximately recorded. Such instruments usually
register by means of an index on a dial-plate, and are
carried in the pocket like a watch, which they resemble
in shape and size.

pedometric (ped-o-met'rik), a. [< pedometer
+ -ic] Pertaining to or measured by a pe-
dometer.

pedometrical (ped-o-met'ri-kal), a. [< pedo-
metrio + -al.] Same a,s pedometrio.

pedomotive (ped-o-mo'tiv), a. [< li.pes (ped-),

= E. foot,+ ML. motivus, motive : see motive.]

Moved, driven, or worked by the foot or the feet

acting on pedals, treadles, or the like; operated
by action of the feet, as a velocipede, etc.

A novel and important improvement in treadles for bi-

cycles and other pedoTnotive carriages.
Sei. Amur., N. S., LIV. 105.

pedomotor (ped-o-mo'tor), m. [< li.pes (ped-),

=:E.foot, + motor, a mover: see motor.] 1.

A means for the mechanical application of the
foot as a driving-power, as the treadle of a sew-
ing-machine or the pedal of a bicycle.— 2. A
bicycle, tricycle, or other similar vehicle.— 3.

A roller-skate.

pedonosology, psedonosology (pe"d6-n6-soro-
ji), n. [< Gr. walg (iraiS-), child, + E. nosology.]

The study of the diseases of children.

pedopleural (ped-o-plo'ral), a. [< h.pes (ped-),

= E. foot, + Gr. TzTiEvpd, side.] Same aepleuro-
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pedotrophic, psedotrophic (pe-do-trof'ik), a.

[< pedotropn-y + -ic] Of or pertaining to the
rearing of children. [Rare.]

He grew more daring, and actually broached the idea
of PmdotropMe Partnership, the term by which the new
Socialism designated a particular and relatively perma-
nent variety of sexual attachment

Harper's Mag., T.XXTX. 102.

pedotropMst, psedotrophist (pe-dot'ro-fist), n.

[< pedotrophA/ + 4st.] One who practises pe-
dotrophy. [Eare.]

They could, with the most generous intention^ pro-
nounce the plaintiff a properly qualified padotrophist.

Harpers Mag., LXXIX 108.

pedotrophy, psedotrophy (pe-dot'ro-fi), n. [=
P. pddotrophie, < NL. pssdotrophia, < Gr. naido-

Tpoipla, rearing of children, < KaiSorpd^og, rearing
children, < iralq (vai6-), child, + rpi^eiv, nour-
ish.] That branch of hygiene which is con-
cerned with the rearing of infants and chil-

dren. [Eare.]

pedregal (ped 're -gal), n. [Sp., < piedra, a
stone: seedier.] A rough and rocky district,

especially in a volcanic region.

A great chain of bergs stretching from northwest to
southeast, moving with the tides, had compressed the sur-

face-floes ; and, rearing them up on their edges, produced
an area more like the volcanic pedragal at the basin of
Mexico than anything else I can compare it to.

Kane, Sec. Orinn. Exp., 1. 197.

pedro (pe'dro), n. [< Sp. Pedro, < LL. Petms,
< Gr. n^rpof, Peter.] In the game of sancho-
pedro, the five of trumps. .

Pedro Ximenes (pe'dro zim'e-nez). • Wine
made from the grape of the same name in
Spain, the most celebrated being that produced
in Andalusia. Compare peter-see-me.

pedum (pe'dum), n.
;
pi. peda (-da). [< L. pe-

dum, a shepherd's crook, <.pes (pedr) = E. foot. ]
A pastoral crook or hook.

Head of Pan homed, with pedum at shoulder.
B. V. Head, Historia Numorum, p. 203.

peduncle (pf-dung'kl), n. [= F. pSdoncule, <
LL. pedunculus, also L. pedtiealus, equiv. topedi-
cidus, a little foot, dim. oipes (ped-) = E./oo*.]
1. In hot., a general flower-stalk supporting
either a cluster or a solitary flower : in the lat-

Pedota (pe-do'ta), n. pi. [NL., < L. pes (ped-)

= E. foot.'] One of the major groups of placen-
tal mammals, including those which have feet,

as distinguished from Apoda.

Peduncle.
Flowering Branch of Periwinkle {Vinca minor), showing the

oue-Aowered peduncles.

ter case the cluster maybe regarded as reduced
to a single blossom. Gray. See also cut under
pedicel.—3. In sool., a little foot or foot-like

part; a pedicle or pedicel. Speciflcally-(o) The
stalk of a barnacle. (6) A fleshy process of some brachio-
pods. (c) One of the crura of the brain. See pedunculus.
\d) In erdom., a narrowed basal joint or part forming a
stem on which the rest of the organ is supported : as, the
peduruile of the abdomen. Also called petiole. See cuts
VLuder Eurytoma and rfmd-dauber.—Anterior peduncle
of the thalamus, a bundle of fibers coming from the
frontal lobe through the anterior part of the internal
capsule to the thalamus.—Inferior peduncle of the
thalamus, a bundle of fibers coming from the temporal
lobe, passing under the lenticular nucleus, possibly reen-
forced by fibers from the globus pallidus, and terminating
in the thalamus.—intemalpedtmcle ofthe thalamus,
that part of the inferior peduncle which terminates in
the stratum zonale of the thalamus.— Olivary, optic,
etc., peduncle. See the adjectives.— Peduncle of the
pineal body or gland, a narrow white band on either
side extending forward and outward from the base of the
pineal body, along the ridge-like junction of the upper
and mesial surfaces of the thalamus. Also called medul-
lary stria of the pineal body, or Tiabenula (or habena) piiie-

alis.— Peduncles ofthe cerebellum, three pairs of stout
bundles of nerve-fibers which connect the cerebellum
with the other chief divisions of the brain. They are dis-

tinguished by their position as the superior, middle, and
inferior peduncles or crura. The superior pair emerge
from the mesial part of the medullary substance of the
hemispheres, and run forward and upward to reach the
nuclei tegmenti of the opposite sides, after decussation
under the formatio reticulEuis. (Also called crura ad cor-

pora quadrigeminja, crura ad cereJ)rum, processus cerebelli

ad cerebrum, processus e cerebello ad testes, brachia conjunc-
tiva, and bradhia conjunctoria.) The middle pair form the
ventral transverse fibers of the pons, emerging from the lat-

eral part of the white substance of the h^ispheres. . (Also
called crura orvrocessus ad pofntem.) The inferior pair are
the restiform bodies of the oblongata, which enter the
hemispheres between the middle and superior peduncles.

peel

(Also caUed crura oiprocessus ad medullam.)—FedUuCleB
Of tile corpus callosum, two bands of white substance
given off from the anterior end of the corpus callosum,
which, diverging from each other, pass backward across
the anterior perforated space to the entrance of the fissure

of Sylvius.—Peduncles of the septum lucldum, the
peduncles of the corpus callosum.—Posterior peduncle
of the thalamus, the bundle of fibers passing backward
from the pulvinar to the occipital cortex, carrying nervous
impulses of retinal origin. =:Syn. 2. Pedicel, Pedicle, and
Peduncle are used in zoology with little discrimination.

Pedicle is the most comprehensive term; pedicel more
frequently means a very small foot-like part, peduruUe a
large and generally soft or fleshy foot-like part ; and each
of these has some specific use.

peduncled (pe-dung'kld), a. [< peduncle +
-ed^.] Same as pedunculate. ,

peduncular (pe-dung'ku-lar), a. l(.'L. peduncu-
lus, a little foot (see peduncle), + -arS.] 1. Of
or pertaining to a peduncle ;

growing from a pe-
duncle.— 2. In entom., pertaining to the pe-
duncle of the abdomen.—Peduncular arteries,
small branches supplying the crura cerebri— Pedun-
cular lobe of the cerebellum, the fiocculus.—Pe-
duncular sulci, the oculomotor and lateral sulci of the
crura cerebri, grooves where the substantia nigra comes to

the surface, between the crusta and the tegmentum. The
inner one is also called sulcus pedunculi (or Tnesencephali}

medialis; the lateral one, sulcus pedunculi (or mesen-
cephali) lateralis.— Peduncular tract. Same as pyram-
idal tract (which see, \miei pyrarmdai).

Pedunculata (pf-dung-ku-la'ta), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of peduhculattis : see pedunctdate.] 1.

InLamarck'sclassification(1801-12), oneof two
orders of Cirripedia, distinguishedfrom Sessilia;

the pedunculate as distinguished from the ses-

sUe eirripeds. They have six pairs of biramous
feet, and are such as the Lepadidee and Pollici-

pedidse.— 2t. -An order of brachiopods, com-
prising all having shells attached by a peduncle
(Lingula, Terebratula, etc.): contrasted with the
Sessilia (Orbicula, Crania, etc.). LatreiUe.

pedunculate (pf-dung'ku-lat), a. [< NL. pe-
dunculatus, < L. peduncuhis, a little foot : see pe-
diuncle.] 1. In hot., having a peduncle; grow-
ing on a peduncle : as, a pedunculate flower.

—

2. Provided with a pedicel; pedicellate pe-
dunculate abdomen, in entmn., an abdomen in which
the first joint is slender and stem-like: opposed to ses^
abdomen. See cuts under Ophion and mud-dauber.—Pe-
dunculate body, in entora., a body in which the meso-
thorax has a constricted ring in front, to which the pro-
thorax is articulated, as in many beetles.

pedunculated (pe-dung'ku-la-ted), a. [< pe-
dunculate + -ed^.] Same a.s pedunculate.

Pedunculati (pf-dung-ku-la'ti), n, pi. [NL.,
pi. ot peduneulatus : see pedunculate.] ThePe-
diculaU as a family of acanthopterygians, de-
fined by Cuvier as fishes with wrists to the
pectoral fins.

pedunculation (pe-dung-ku-la'shon),-M. [< pe-
dunculate + -ion.'] The development of a pe-
duncle ; the state of being pedunculated.
pedunculus (pf-dung'ka-lus), ».; vh pedunoaU
(-li). \Jj.: see peduncle.'^ A peduncle or pedicel;
a stalk, stem, or other foot-like support or basis
of a part—Pedunculus cerebellimedius,peduncu-
luscerebeIIUnferior,pedunculuscereb^]i8ttperlor,
respectively the middle, lower, and upper cerebellar pe-
duncles.— Pedunculus cerebri, a cms cerebri, one of the
legs of the brain.— Pedunculus conarii, the peduncle of
the pineal body ; the habenula.—Pedunculus medulla
oblongatae, the restiform body.—Pedunculus oliv»,
the whit* fibers which pass out of the hilum of the inferior
olivary nucleus.—Pedunculus pulmonis, the root of the
lung.—Pemmculus substantise nlgrse, the layer of fine
fibers lying next to the substantia nigra on its ventral sur-
face, and believed to originate in the cells of that forma-
tion : it passes downward to become lost in the pons.

pee (pe), n. [Cf . pea^.] The point of the arm
of an anchor, intended to penetrate the ground;
the bill.

peeblet, n. An obsolete form ot pebble.
peecet, »• An obsolete spelling ot piece.
peefci (pek), n. An obsolete or nautical spell-
ing of jjeafci.

peek^ (pek), V. i. [Early mod. E. also pea'k,

peke; < ME. *peTcen, piken, peep ; appar. ult. a
var. of peep^.] To peep ; look pryingly.

peek3(pek),»j. [Ct.pecki, woodpecker.] A wood-
pecker. [ProV. Eng.]— Green peek, the green wood-
pecker, Gednus viridis.

peek-a-boo (pek'a-b6), n. Same as bo-peep.

peekee, piki (pe'fce), n. [Amer. Ind.] Cakes
of Indian meal, very thin, and baked on hot
stones, among the Indians of the southwestern
United States.
peeli (pel), V. [< ME. "pelen, < OP. peler, pel-
ler, F. peler = Pr. pelar, pellar = Sp. pelar =
Fg.pellar = It. pelare, strip (of skin, bark),
pare, < OF. pel, < L. pellis, skin: see pell^.

The word was formerly also written pill, by
confusion with pill, plunder, which was in
turn erroneously written peel ; while the OF.
peler, strip of skin or bark, is confused with
peler, strip of hair, < L. pilare, strip of hair:



peel

see »aJl,jnIP.] I. trans. 1. To strip the skin,
bark, or rind from ; strip by drawing or tearing
off the skin; flay; decorticate; bark: as, to2>eel
a tree ; to ])eel an orange, when, as in the case of
an apple, the skin or rind cannot be torn off, bat is le-
moved with a cutting instrument, the word pare is com-
monly used.

The skiUul shepherd jwd'd me certain wands.
STmIc.U. of V.,i. S. 85.

2. To strip oflF; remove by stripping.

Ay me ! the bark ped'd from Uie lofty pine^
His leaves will wither and his sap decay.

Sliak., Lncrece, L U67.
=Syil. See jNirsl, v, L

tl. intrans. 1. To lose the skin or rind; be
separated or come off in thin flakes or pellicles

:

as, the orange peels easily; the bark peels off.

Sicift.^Z. To undress. [Slang.]

peeU (pel), ». [< peeP-, ».] The skin, bark, or
rind of anything: as, the_peeJ of an orange.

On twigs of hawthorn he regal'd.
On pippins' russet jwel.

Cmnper, Epitaph on a Hare.
=S?IL Sind, etc. See «tin.

peel^ (pel), v.t. [< ME.peekn, pelen, < OP. pefer,

j»ter, plunder: seejwiP.] To plunder; devas-
tete ; spoil. Isa. xvlii. 2.

Thy contre Shalt se put in exUe all,

Distroed, robbed, peled, and more wnrse,
By ille Sarisins ; God gife thaim his cnrse

!

Som. of Partenay (E. K T. S-X 1. 2169.

Govern ill the nations nnder yoke,
Peeling their provinces, exhausted all

By lust and rapine. MiUon, P. K., iv. 136.

Whence, O thou orphan and defrauded?
Is tlty land peeUd, thy realm marauded?

Emeram, Woodnotes, it

peel^ (pel), )i. [Also peaX; early mod. E. also

mele; < ME. peele, pele, < OP. pele, pesle, pale,
F. peUe = Sp. Pg. It. pala, < L. pala, a spade,
shovel, a bakers' peel, the shoulder-blade, the
bezel of a ring: seej)ofe3.] 1. A kind of wood-
en shovel with a broad blade and long handle,
used by bakers to put bread into or tSie it out
of the oven, in heraldry it is generally represented
with one or more cakes of bread upon It, which are men-
tioned in the blazon.

The oven, the baven, the mawMn, thepeeZ,
The hearth and the range, the dog and the wheeL

B. Jonsotif Pleasure Keconciled to Virtue.

The dough is quickly introduced on a peel or long
wooden shoveL Sncyc BriL^ 111. 257.

2. InjjTJnHngr, a wooden pole with a short cross-
piece at one end, in the form of the letter T,
used to convey printed sheets to and from the
horizontal poles on which they are dried.— 3.
The wash or blade of an oar, as distinguished
from the loom.—4. A mark resembling a
skewer with a large ring ( 9 ), formerly used in
England as a mark for cattle, a signature-mark
for persons unable to write, or the like.

peel* (pel), H. [< 'HE. pele, pel, pell (ML. pela),

a var. of pile : see pil^. The W. pill and Manx
pelley, a tower, a fortress, are appar. < E.] A
fortified tower; a stronghold. The original peel
appears to have been a strnctnre of earth combined with
timber, strengthened by palisades ; but the later peel was a
small square tower, with turrets at the angles, and a door
considerably raised from the groond. The lower part.
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peeP (pel), v. i. To be equal or have the same
score in a game. [Scotch.]

Peel Act. bame as Bank-charterAct (which see,
under banJcS).

peel-az (pel'aks), n. Same as peeling-ax.

peeled (peld)jj>. a. [< peeP- + -ecP.'} 1. Strip-
ped of the skm or outer rind: as, peeled potatoes
or onions.—2. Barked; abraded: as, "every
shoulderwas j>eeted," Ezek. xxix. 18.— Sf. Bald

;

shaven; bare.

Petffd priest^ dost thou command me to be shut out?
Shak., 1 Hen. VL, L 3. 30.

peelednesst, n. B&me a& pHUdness.
Disease, scab, ani peddnesse.

Holland, tr. of Camden, n. 143. {Daeiee.)

peel-^nd (pel'end), n. In a biscuit- or cracker-
machine, the part beyond the cutter. E. H.
Knight.
peeler! (pe'ler), n. [< peen + -cri.] 1. One
who peels, strips, or flays.—2. A crab or lob-
ster in the act of casting its shell; a shedder.

—

3. A stout iron bar of considerable length, hav-
ing one end flattened into a broader surface,
somewhat after the manner of a slice-bar, and
the other end formed into a loop or handle,
used by a workman called a " bailer" in placing
charges of piles, billets, blooms, ingots, etc., of
iron or steel in a reheatmg-fomace preparatory
tohammering. [Local,Eng.]—4. A"ripper";
a very energetic person. [New Eng.]

Miss Asphyxia's reputation in the region ivas perfectly
established. She was spoken of %vlth applause nndersuch
titles as "a staver," "a jwaJer," " a roarer to work."

H. B. SUrwe, Oldtown, p. 117.

peeler^t (pe'lfer), ». l<. peel?,=piU\ + -er^-.'] A
plunderer; a pillager.

Yet oats with her sucking a jKeter is found.
Both ill to the master and worse to some ground.

TuBSer, January's Husbandry, p. 51.

peeler^ (pe'ler), n. [< Peel (see def.) + -erl.]

A policeman : so called from the English states-

man Sir Robert Peel (1788-1850), who while
secretary for Ireland (1812-18) established a
regular force of Irish police, and while home
secretary (1828-30) improved the police system
of London. [CoUoq. or slang.]

He 's gone for^peeleraaA a search-warrant to break open
the door. Eingdey, Alton Locke, xxxv.

The hatred of a costermonger to a peeler is intense, and
with their opinion of the police all the more ignorant unite
that of the governing power.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 22.

peel-house (pel'hous), n. Same asjjecJ*.

peeling (peTing), «. [Verbaln. of_peeJi, ».] 1.

The act of stripping off the skin, rind, or bark
of a thing; the stripping off of an outer cov-
ering or rind.— 2. That which is stripped off;

rind, peel, or skin stripped from the object
which it covered or to which it belonged: as,

potato^eeKn^s.— 3. In printing, the ait or act
of removing from an impression-surface one or
more layers of a paper overlay, to make a light-

er impression.
peeling-ax (pe'ling-aks), n. A double-bitted
ax used for barking trees. E. H, Knight. Also
peel-ax.

peeling-iron (peling-i'fern), n. A shovel-shaped
thrusting instnunent for prying up the bark and
stripping it from trees.

Peelite(pe']it), n. [<Pee;(seedef.) + -(te2.] in
British politics, one of a political party existing

after therepeal ofthe corn-lawsin1846. originally

(in large part) Tories, but free-traders and adherents of Sir

Robert Peel, they formed for several years a group inter-

mediate between the Protectionist Tories and the Liberals.

Several of them took office in the Aberdeen administration

(1852-5X and, as W. E. Gladstone, Sidney Herbert, and
others, eventually joined the Liberal party.

peel-tower, n. Same asj^ee?*.

peen (pen), «. {AXsopean,pene,pein,pienci; ai>-

par. < Gr. pinne, the peen of a hammer : see pin^

and j)o»e3.] That end of a hanmier-head or

^Jl
Peel-tower, Gilnockie, Dumfriesshire, Scotland.

where the cattle were kept, was generally vaulted. Such
strongholds are frequent on the Scottish borders, and
served as dwelling-houses for the chiefs of the smaller

septs, as well as for places of defense against sudden ma-
rauding expeditions. The peel represented in the cut is

said to have been the abode of the famous Johnie Arm-
strong. Imp. Diet

When they cam to the fair Dodhead,

Eight hastily they dam the ped.
Jamie Tdfer (Chad's Ballads, TI. 106).

peelS (pel), n. [Perhaps a var. of j>eer2.] An
equal; a match: as, they were jjeefe at twelve.

Pieken. [Scotch.]
274

e

Hammer-peens.

a, naiTow peen for riveting : S, broad peen for machinists ; c, cioss-

peen for coopets; d; cone peen for chasing; e.baU peen, upsetting

hanuner for engravers.

similar tool which terminates in an edge, or in

a sharp, rounded, cone-shaped, hemispherical,

or otherwise specially modified point, as dis-

tinguished from the ordinary flat face. See
also cuts under hammer.
peen (pen), r. t. [< peen, n.] To treat by
striking regularly all over with the peen of a
hammer.

peep
Piston rings maybe made of a larger diameter by pening

the ring all round on the inside.

J. Hose, Piact Machinist, p. 28S.

peenge (penj), v. «.; pret. and pp.peenged, ppr.
peenging. [Origin obscure.] To complain;
whine. [Scotch.]

That useless peenging thing o' a lassie there at Ellan-
gowan. Seatt, Guy Mannering, xxxix.

peen-hammer (pen'ham'er), n. A hammer
with a cutting or chisel edge. Speciflcally— (a) A
hammer used for straightening and tiding the buckles
out of sheets or plates of iron. (6) A stone-masons' heavy
hammer with two opposite cutting edges. See cut under
hammer.
peepi (pep), II. ». [AlsojMp, pipe (see pipei), <
ME. *pepen,pipen,< 0¥.pipier,pepier, F. papier
= Sv. pipiar = Olt. *pipiare = D. piepen =
MLG. pipen, LG. piepen = Gr. piepen, piepsen
= B&n.pippe, < L. pipiare, pipare, pipire, also
pipUare (> It. pipUare) = Gr. mTmi^etv, peep,
chirp, as a bird ; an imitative word, and as sudi
more or less varied in form: see pipe^. Cf.
peep^.'] 1. To chirp, cheep, or pipe; utter a
shrill thin sound, as a young chick.

And my hand hath fonnd as a nest the riches of the peo-
ple ; and as one gathereth eggs that are left, have I gath-
ered all the earth ; and there was none that moved the
wing, or opened the mouth, or peeped. Isa. x. 14.

Hee procuring such peace In the East (saith Topiscus)
that a rebellious Mouse was not heard to peepe.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 357.

2. To speak in a piping or chirping tone.

And when they shall say unto you. Seek unto them that
hare familiar spirits, and unto wizards that pefp, and that
mutter : should not a people seek unto their God?

Isa. viii. 19.

She muttered and peeped, as the Bible says, like a wiz-
ard. & Judd, Margaret, i. 15.

3. To speak. [Slang.]
peepl (pep), n. [= G. piep, pip = Dan.jjjp,
peep ; from the verb.] 1. The cry of a young
chick or other little bird.

I heard the peep of the young when I could not see the
parent bird. Thoreau, Walden, p. 245.

2. A sandpiper ; a sandpeep. several small United
States species are commonly so called from their cry, as
the least and semipalmated sandpipers, AcUtdromas minu-
tiUa and j^reunetes pusSlus.

peep2 (pep), V. [Prob. a particular use of peep^,
chirp, with ref. to a concealed fowler, who,
'peeping' or chirping to beguile the birds,
'peeps ' or peers out to watch them. Cf. OP.
piper, peep, la pipe du jour, the peep of day
("day-pipe"—Palsgrave). Less prob. there is

ref. to the fancied 'peeping' or peering out of
a 'peeping' or chirping chick. See pipe^, t.]

1. intrans. 1. To have the appearance of look-
ing out or issuing from a narrow aperture or
from a state of concealment; come partially
into view; begin to appear.

I can see his pride
Peep through each part of him.

Shak., Hen. VUL, L 1. 69.

Flowers, that were buds but yesterday.
Peep from the ground where'er I pass.

Bryant, The New and the Old.

2. To look (out or in) pryingly, slyly, or fur-
tively, as through a crevice or small aperture

;

look narrowly, slyly, or pryingly ; take a sly or
furtive look; peer; peek.

A fool will peep in at the door. Ecclus. rd. 23.

But Luther's broom is left, and eyes
Peep o'er their creeds to where it lies.

Lowett, Villa Franca.

A peeping Tom (in allusion to the legend of Peeping
Tom of Coventry), an inquisitive peraon.

H. trans. To let appear; show. [Rare.]

There is not a dangerous action can peep ont his head
but I am thrust upon It 5Aa<;.,2 Hen. IV.,L 2. 238.

peep2 (pep), n. [< jieep^, r.] 1. A sly or fur-

tive look through or as if through a crevice;
a hurried or partial view; a glimpse; hence,
the first looking out of light feom the eastern
horizon.

Bnt up then spake a little page.
Before the peep of dawn.
Battle of OtUrbowme (Child's Ballads, VII. 22).

Fall on me like the silent dew.
Or like those maiden show'is

Which by thepeepe of day doe strewe
A baptime o're the flowers.

Herrick, To Mu&ique,.to becalme his Fever.

A door left ajar gave him a peep into the best parlor,
where the claw-footed chairs and dark mahogany tables
shone like mirrors. Irving, Sleepy Hollow.

We of the yonnger generation on the landing catch
peeps of distinguished men, and bits of their table-t^k.

Lmcell, Study Windows, p. 99.

2. A crevice or aperture ; a slit or opening af-

fording only a narrow or limited view.



peep
At the sma' peep of a window
Belinkin crap in.

Lambert Linkin (Cliild's Ballads, III. 101).

Speoifloally— 3. The slit in the leaf of a i-ifle-

sight.— 4t. A pip.

He 's but one peep above a serving-man.
Middleton, Chaste Maid, i. 2.

Feep-nlddng machine, a gun-tool used to nick or cut
the peep in the leaf of a rifle-sight.

peep-bo (pep' bo), n. Same as bo-peep.
peeper^ (pe'p6r), m. [<j)eepl -f -erl.] 1. Some
little creature which peeps, pipes, or chirps.
(a) A newly hatched chick. (6) The cricket-frog, Acris
gryttus, a common species of tree-frog, (c) A young pigeon
whUe its beak remains soft and uusulted for eating"grain.

2. An egg-pie. Salliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
peeper^ (pe'per), TO. l< peep^ + -er't-.} 1. One
who peeps ; a spying or inquisitive person.

Peepers, intelligencers, eavesdroppers. Webster.

2. The eye. [Slang.]
"I smell a spy," replied the other, looking at Nigel.

"Chalk him across th&peepers with your cheery."
Seottf Fortunes of Nigel, xvii.

peep-eye (pep'i), n. Same as ho-peep.
The baby . . . made futile efforts to play peep-eye with

anybody jovially disposed in the crowd.
Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 79.

peep-hole (pep 'hoi), n. A hole or crevice
through which one may peep or look.

And by the Peep-holes in his Crest
Is it not virtually confest
That there his Eyes took distant Aim?

Prior, Alma, ii.

peeping-hole (pe'ping-hol), n. Same as peep-
hole. Sir M. UEstrange.

Peep-o'-day Boy (pep-o-da' boi). One of a fac-
tion in northern Ireland about 1784-95. They
were Protestants, and opposed to a Roman Catholic faction
called Defenders. They were so named from their visiting
the houses of theirantagonists at break of day in search of
arms.

peep-show (pep'sho), n. A small show, con-
sisting of pictures viewed through an orifice or
hole fitted with a magnifying lens.

A ^epsTiow of Ma^eppa and Paul Jones the pirate, de-
scribing the pictures to the boys looking in at the little
round windows.

llayhew, London Labour and London Poor, 1. 12.

peep-sight (pep'sit), «. A plate containing a
small hole through which the gunner sights, at-
tached to the breech of a cannon or small arm.
See cut under gun.

The sights for match-rifles consist usually of wind-gauge
foresight, and an elevating Vernier peep-sight afiixed to
the stock of the rifle. W. W. Greener, The Qun, p. ISl.

peepul (pe'pul), n. Same as pipul-tree.

peepy (pe'pi), a. [< peep^ + -!/l.] Sleepy;
drowsy. [Colloq.]

peer! (per), v. i. [< ME. piren, puren, < LG.
piren, look closely, a later form (with loss of
I after p, as in E. pafi, patch, etc.) of pliren,

peer, look narrowly, = Sw. plira = Dan. pJire,

blink: see Wearl. Withjjeerin this sense, from
ME. piren, is confused peer, *pear, < ME. peren,
< OF. perer (^.),parer,pareir, < L. parere, appear
(ME. also partly by apheresis from aperen, E.
appear): see appear. Hencealso, by variation,
pry'^.'] 1. To look narrowly or sharply: com-
monly implying searching or an effort to see

:

as, to peer into the darkness.
Athulf was in the ture
Abute for to pure
After his comynge,
aef schnp him wolde bringe.

King Bom (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1092.

Peering in maps for ports and piers and roads.
SAa*.,M. of V.,i. 1. 19.

I went and peered, and could descry
No cause for her distressful cry.

Coleridge, Christabel, ii.

And I peer into the shadows.
Till they seem to pass away.

BryarU, A Lifetime.

2. To appear ; come in sight.

"When daffodils begin to peer, . . .

Why, then comes in the sweet o' the year.

Shak., W. T., iv. 3. 1.

See how his gorget peers above his gown.
To tell the people in what danger he was.

B. Jonson, Catiline, iv. 2.

3. To appear; seem. [Rare.]

Tell me, if this wrinkling brow . . .

Peers like the front of Saturn. Keats, Hyperion, i.

peer2(per), Ji. [Earlymod. E. alsopra>'e; <ME.
peer,pere,per, < OF. per, peer, \a,tevpair, F.pair,
apeer; as adj., equal; <h.par, equal: seepair''-,

par^.~\ 1. One of the same rank, qualities, en-
dowments, character, or the like ; an equal ; a
match.

A cok bight Chauntecleer,
In al the lond of crowyng nas his peer. ,

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 30.
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I . . . found him, as I expected, not the peer of her he

loved, except in love.

Margaret Fuller, Woman in the 19th Cent., p. 213.

2. A companion; a fellow; an associate.

He all his peers in beauty did surpass. Spenser,

So I took a whim
To stray away into these forests drear,

Alone, without apeer.
Keats, Endymion, iv.

3. A nobleman of an especial dignity, spe-
cifically—(a) In Great Britain and Ireland, a holder of
the title of one of the five degrees of nobility— duke,
marquis, earl, viscount, baron ; also, one of the two Eng-
lish archbishops, or one of those twenty-four bishops who
are entitled to sit in the House of Lords. The former
class are distinguished as lords temporal, the latter as
lords spiritual. The House of Peers or House of Lords
consists of— (1) all peers of the United Kingdom (corre-
sponding to peers of England prior to 1707 and peers of
Great Britain from 1707 to January 1st, 1801) who are of
full age

; (2) the representative Scottish peers (see peer of
ScoUand), elected for each parliament ; (3) the Irish rep-
resentative peers (see peer of Ireland), elected for life;
and (4) the lords spiritual. Many of the peers of Scotland
and of Ireland, however, are also peers of England, Great
Britain, or the United Kingdom, and sit in the House of
Lords under the titles thus held. (6) In France, formerly
a chief vassal, and later the lord of a certain territory

;

during the period from 1814 to 1848, a member of the
upper house of the legislative assembly.

—

House Of
Peers, the upper house of the British Parliament, usually
styled the House of Lords. See lord and parliament, 3.

—

Peer of Ireland, a member of the peerage of Ireland.
Twenty-eight Irish peers are elected members of the
House of Lords, and are called Irish representative peers.
Irish peers who do not have seats in the House of Lords
may be elected members of the House of Commons for
English or Scottish constituencies.

—

Peer of Scotland,
a member of the peerage of Scotland. Sixteen Scottish
peers are elected members of the House of Lords, and
are called ScoUish representative peers. No Scottish peer
can be elected a member of the House of Commons.

—

Peer of the blood royal, in Great Britain, a member of
the royal family qualified to sit in the House of Lords.

—

Peer of the United Kingdom. See def. 3 (a).—Peers of
fees, in law, vassals or tenants of the same lord, who are
obliged to serve and attend him in his courts, being equal
in function.—Spiritual peer, in Great Britain, one of
the prelates qualified to sit in the House of Lords.

—

Tem-
poral peer, in Great Britain, one of those peers of the
rank of dukes, marquises, earls, viscounts, and barons (in-

cluding representative peers) who are qualified to sit in
the House of Lords.

peer^t (per), ?;. [_< ME. peeren;< peer^, n.'] I.

intrans. To play the peer; be a peer or equal;
take or be of equal rank.

He wolde haue peerid with god of Mis

;

Now is he in helle moost lootheli page.
Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 62.

II. trans. To make equal to or of the same
rank with.
Being now peered with the lord-chancellor and the earl

of Essex. Heylin, Hist. Presbyterians, p. 347. (Latham.')

peerage (per'aj), n. [< peer'^ + -age. Of. par-
age.'] 1. The rank or dignity of a peer.

The peerage differs from nobility strictly so called, in

which the hereditary privileges, whatever they may con-
sist in, pass on to all the descendants of the person first

created or otherwise acknowledged as noble.
E. A. Freeman, Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 458.

2. The body of peers.

The hereditary summoning of a large proportion of

great vassals was a middle course between the very limit-

ed peerage which in France co-existed with an enormous
mass of privileged nobility, and the unmanageable, ever-

varying assemoly of the whole mass of feudal tenants as
prescribed in Magna' Carta. It is to this body of select

hereditary barons, joined with the prelates, that the term
" peers of the land " properly belongs : an expression which
occurs first, it is said, in the act by which the Despensers
were exiled, but which before the middle of the fourteenth
century had obtained general recognition as descriptive of

members of the house of lords. Stubbs, Const. Hist., § 190.

3. [cop.] A book containing a detailed histori-

cal and genealogical account of the peers and
their connections : as, Burke's "Peerage."

I . . . saw the inevitable, abominable, maniacal, absurd,
disgusting ^'Peerage" open on the table, interleaved with
annotations. Thackeray, Book of Snobs, xxiv.

peerdomt (per'dum), n. [< peet-''^ + -dom.']

Same as peerage, 1.

peeress (per'es), m. [^ipeer^ + 'ess.] The con-
sort of a peer ; a woman ennobled by descent,

by creation, or by marriage, in Great Britain wo-
m'en may in certain cases be peeresses of the realm in

their own right, as by creation, or as inheritors of baro-
nies which descend to heirs general.

There are instances of countesses, baronesses, and ab-
besses being summoned to send proxies to council, or to

furnish their military service, but not to attend parlia-

ment as peeresses. Stvbbs, Const. Hist., § 428.

peerie, «• See peery^.

peerless (per'les), a. [< peer^ + -less.J Un-
equaled ; having no peer or equal ; unmatched.

But now it is my glory to have loved
One peerless, without stain.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

=Syn, Matchless, unsurpassed,

peerlessly (per'les-li), adv. Without a peer or

equal ; rarely, as one who is peerless.

peewit

The gentlewoman is a good, pretty, proud, hard-favour-
ed thing, marry not so peerlessly to bee doted upon, I must-
confesse. B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, iv. 4»

peerlessness (per'les-nes), n. The state of be-
ing peerless, or of having no equal.

peeryi (per'i), a. [< jjeeci -H -^r.] 1. Peering;
sharp-looking; expressive of curiosity or sus-
picion; inqmsitive; curious; prying.

A queer, shambling, ill-made urchin, . . . with a car-
roty pate in huge disorder, a freckled, sun-burnt visage,

with a snub nose, a long chin, and two peery grey eyes,
which had a droll obliquity of vision.

Scott, Kenilworth, ix..

From her twisted mouth to her eyes so peery.
Each queer feature asked a query;
A look that said in a silent way, . . .

" I'd give my ears to know what you say
!"

Hood, Tale of a Trumpet.

2t. Knowing ; sly. [Old slang.]

Are you peery, as the cant is? In short, do you know
what I would be at now? dibber, Refusal, iii.

peery2(per'i), m.; pl.peeries(-iz). [Alaopeerie;
origin obscure.] A boys' spinning-top, set in
motion by the pulling of a string.

Mony 's the peery and tap I worked for him langsyne.
Scott, Antiquary, xx.

peest, n. A Middle English form ot peace.

peesash (pe'sash), m. [E. Ind.] The local name
of a hot dry land-wind of southern India.

peeshoo (pe'shB), n. [N. Amer. Ind. (?).] The
Canada Ij^x, Li/jix canadensis,

peesoreh (pe'so-re), n. [Mahratta.] The East
Indian Tragulus memina.

peetert, n. A variant of peter^.

peeter-mant, »• An obsolete form of peterman..

peetweet (pet'wet), ». [Imitative. Ct.pewif]
The common spotted sandpiper of North
America, Tringoides macularius. See cut at
Trin^oides.

peevish (pe'vish), a. [Early mod. E. also pe-
vish, pievish ; < ME. pevische, pevisse, pevysse,
peyvesslie, Sc. pevis, pevess, pevych, pevage;
prob., withsiiflSx-Js/jl, < Se. pew, peu, pue, make
a plaintive noise, cry : see pue. For the form
(adj. in -ish^ from a verb) and its variations,
of. lavish.] 1. Querulous; petulant; ill-tem-

pered; cross; fitful.

Why, this it is to be a peevish girl I

That flies her fortune when it follows her.
Shak., T. 6. of V., v. 2. 49.

A peevish fellow is one who has some reason in himself'
for being out of humour. Spectator, No. 438.

They thought they must have died, they were so bad

;

Their peevish hearers almost wish they had.
Camper, Conversation, 1. 324.

The sharp and peevish tinkle of the shop-bell made itself

audible, Hawthorne, Seven Gables, vii.

2t. Perverse; self-willed; freward; testy.

She is peevish, sullen, froward,
Proud, disobedient, stubborn, lacking duty.

Shak., T. G. of V., iii. 1. 68.

Pertinax hominum genus, a. peevish generation of men.
Burton, Anat. of MeL, iii. § 4.

Presbyterians, of late more turbulent in England, more
peevish and singularly rigid than any of the Calvinists,
especially the more sober and learned French, amongst
whom have appeared many of excellent judgment and
piety. Evelyn, True Religion, II. 269.

3. Characterized by or indicating discontent,
petulancy, or fretfulness.

In these peevish Times, which may he called the Rust of
the Iron Age, there is a Race of cross-grained People who
are malevolent to all Antiquity. Howell, Letters, iv. 43^

A firm and somewhat pegu^A mouth.
Macaulay, Hist. Eng,, vii.

4t. Childish; silly; foolish; trifling.

So surely if wecustome ourself to put our trust of cum-
fort in the delight of these pieuish worldly things.

Sir T. More, Cumfort against Tribulation, fol, 9.

I see and sigh (bycause it makes me sadde)
That peuishe ipryde doth al the world possesse.

Qascoigne, Steele Glas (ed, Arber), p. 54.

There never was any so peevish to imagine the moone
either capable of affection or shape of a mistris.

Lyly, Endymion, i, 1.

And as if he [God] were indeed arraigned at such a bai",

evei-y weak and peevish exception shall be cryed up for
evidence. Stillingfleet, Sermons, I. iii,

=Syn. Fretful, Pettish, etc. (see petulant), ill-natured,
testy, irritable, waspish.

peevishly (pe'vish-li), adv. In a peevish man-
ner; petulantly; fretfully; with discontent.

Thus we may pass our time : the men
A thousand ways divert their spleen,
Whilst we sit peevishly within.

W. King, Art of Love, xii.

peevishness (pe'vish-nes), n. The quality of
being peevish; perverseness ; frowardness;
petulancy; fretfulness; waywardness; eapri-
ciousness.

peewit, n. See pewit.
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peg

P68 (peg), ». [< ME. pegge; prob. < Sw. pigg
= Dan. pig, a spike, a secondary form of Sw.
Dan. pik, a pike; ult., and in E.
perhaps directly, of Celtic origin:
cf. W-pig, a peak, point, Cpm. pig,
a prick, W. pegor, a pivot, pegwn,
a pivot, pin, spindle, pole or axis

:

see j)eaP, pjftei.] 1. A pointed
pin of wood, metal, or other ma-
terial. Speoifloiilly—(o) In com, a point-
ed piece o^ wood driven into a bored hole shoemakers'
to fasten boards or otherwoodwork ; a tree- pegs, glued to
nalL (&)ln5AoemaH7i^,aBmaUpinof tough a paper rib-

wood used in securing the uppers to me '"' '"' feeding

sole-leather or in buUding up the heel. SachiSI^"^'
Shoe-pegs are now largely made of metal
and in a variety of shapes, some being screws. .See also
cuts under peg-float, pegger, and peg-^nrip. (c) In musi-
cal instruments of the stringed group, a pin of wood or
metal to which one end of a string is ^tened, and which
may be turned round in its socket so as to tighten or
loosen the string's tension, and thus alter its tone. (Also
called tuning-peg or tunir^-pin.) In instruments of the
viol family the pegs are in the head, while in the dulci-
mer, harp, pianoforte, and similar instrmnents they are
set along one side of tke frame.

0, you are well tuned now

!

But 111 set down thepege that make this music.
As honest as I am. Slu^., Othello, ii. 1. 203.

What did he doe with her fingers so small? . . .

He made him peggs to his vioU withall.
The JUUler and the Kir^a Dat^giAeer (Child's Ballads,

[n. 358).

(d) A pin which serves to transmit power or perform any
other function in machinery, etc (e) A projecting pin on
which to hang anything. (/) A small wedge-shaped pro-
jecting piece of hard wood fixed to a jewelers' board, upon
which the workman performs most of his operations, (a)
A pin used in the game of cribbage to mark the points, (ft)

A pin thrust or driven into a hole, and generally left pro-
jecting, as a tent-peg, used in fastening a tent to the
ground, or a vent-jK^^, used to stop the vent of a cask.

2. A foot or leg. Compare i»»i in like sense.
[Colloq. and humorons.]

The army-surgeons made him limbs;
Said he, "They're only pegs;

But there's as wooden members quite
As represent my legs

!

"

Hood, I'aithless Nelly Oray.

3. A pin or point fastened to a pole or string,

used to spear or harpoon turtles ; a turtle-peg.—4. The nag or wooden ball used in the game
of shinty. [Scotland and north of Ireland.]—
5. A stroke ; a blow.
Many cross-buttocks did I sustain, and pegs on the

stomach without number.
Smollett, Roderick Random, xxvil

6. A drink made of soda-water poured upon
spirit, usually whisky or brandy. The name
originated with British officers in India.

I saw Ghyrkin's servant enter his tent with bottles and
ice, and I suspected the old fellow was going to cool his
wrath with &peg, ind would be asleep most of the morn-
ing. F. M. Crawford, Mr. Isaacs, x.

Muzzle the pegt. Same as munMe-the-peg.—'Io drink
to pegs, to drink the draught marked in a peg-taukard.

—

To taike a peg lower, to take down a peg, to lower;
humiliate ; degrade ; take the conceit out of.

,
'

We . . . took your grandees damn a peg.
S. Butler, Hudibras, II. il 522.

peg (peg), v.; pret. and pp. pegged, ppr. peg-
ging. [< peg\ «.] I. trans. 1. To thrust or
drive pegs into for the purpose of fastening;
fasten by means of pegs; furnish with pegs:
as, to peg boots or shoes.

If thou more mnrmur'st, I will rend an oak,

Awdipeg thee in his knotty entrails till

Thou hast howl'd away twelve winters.
Shak., Tempest, i. 2. 295.

If they [branches] do not comply well in the laying of
them down, they must be pegg'd down with a hook or two.

MiUer, Gardener's Diet, (under layer).

2. To spear or harpoon (the green turtle) by
means of the turtle-peg.— 3. To fix (a market
price), and prevent fluctuation, by buying all

that is offered at that price, thus preventing
any lower quotations from being made, or sell-

ing all that the market will take at that price,

thus preventing higher quotations. [Stock-

exchange slang.]

II. intrans. 1. To work or strive persistently:

generally followed by away or along. [Colloq.]

"He's been here ever so long," says Mr. Brice, who of-

ficiated as butler, "pegging away at the olives and maca-
roons." Thackeray, Philip, vii.

President Lincoln, when asked what we should do if

the war should last for years, replied, " We'U keep pegging

away." C. O. Leland, Abraham Lincoln, xL

The rain keeps pegging away, in a steady, unmistakable,

business-like fashion. W. Black, House-Boat, vii.

We have gradually worked and pegged along year by
year, and by strict economy and hard work Increased our

funds. American Hebrew, XXXTX . 52.

2. To use the turtle-peg : as, to peg for a living.

—To peg out (o) In crUAage, to win the game by mak-
ing the last holes, during the course of the play. Before

showing the hands. (6) To depart ; die. [Slang.]
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pegador (peg'd-d6r), n. [< Sp. *pegador, < pe-
flfar, stick, cling: see^a^2.] The sucking-fish,
Echeneis nauorates, and other echeneidids.
peganite (peg'a-nlt), n. [< (Jr. iryyavov, rue (see
Peganum), + -Ite^.'] A hydrous phosphate of
aluminium occurring in crystalline crusts of a
green color.

Pegantha (pe-gan'tha), n. [NL., < Gr. Tcrry^

water, a fount, -f- avOoQ, flower.] The typical
genus of the family Peganthidee. Maeckel, 1879.
FegantUdse (pe-gan'thi-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Pegantlia + -ddse.} A family or narcomedu-
sans:_ synonymous with Polyxeniidee. They
are without radial canals, and without gastral
pouches in the subumbrella, but have otopor-
pse. Haeekel.

Pegamim (peg'a-num), n. [NL. (Linnaeus,
1737), < 'Li.peganon, < Gr. ir^avov, rue, so called
from the appearance of the thick fleshy leaves,
< TZTfyvvvai, be stiff or solid.] A genus of plants
of the order RutaeesB and the tribe Mutex, dis-
tinguished from related genera by the 12 to 15
stamens. There are 4 q>ecles, one widely dispersed
over the Mediterranean region and warmer parts of Asia,
the others natives of central Asia and Mexico. They ai-e

branching round-stemmed odorous herbs, with alternate
leaves, and large white solitai-y flowers opposite the leaves,
followed by a globular 3- to 4-celled fruit. See harmaline,
harmel, and harmin.

Pegasean (pe-ga'sf-an), a. [< L. Pegaseus, per-
taining to PegasiisJ' < Pegasus, Pegasus: see
Pegasus.'] 1. Of or pertaining to Pegasus;
swift; speedy. Feltham.—2. Relating to po-
etry; poetic. Andrews.

O ye Pegasian Nymphs, that, hating viler things.
Delight in lofty Hills, and in delicious Springs.

Drayton, Polyolbion, v. 83.

Pegasidse (pe-gas'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Pegasus
+ -itias.] A family of fishes of strange forms,
typified by the genus Pegasus. They have the body

entirelycoveredwith
bony plates, ankylos-
ed on the trunk, and
movable on the tail

;

the margin of the
upper jaw formed by
the intermaxillaries

r Jj-^MBUKII^miaUkJagLsba ^"*^ their cutaneous
' ^3fi.^d^9^BS^MVBI^^^^ extensions down-

ward to the end of
the maxillaries; the
gill-cover fonned by
a large operculum,
the interoperculum
being along fine bone
hidden below the
gill-plate; one rudi-
mentarybranchioste-
gal; one short dorsal
and one anal fin op-
posite each other,
pectorals horizontal,
and ventral fins sub-
abdominal and nar-
row. The species are
confined to the Indo-

FlyinS Se^-boise iPe^asus lelertiarius). Chinese SeaS. They
have been variously

approximated to the lophobranchs, to the acanthoptery-
gians and especially the mail-cheeked fishes, and to the
hemibranchs. They have been also regarded as repre-
senting a peculiar suborder or even order (Hypostomides).

They are known as flying sea-horses.

Pegasus (peg'a-sus), n. [= L. Pegasus, Pega-
sos, < Gr. T^yaaoc, a fabled horse (see def.)

whose name was traditionally derived from
miy^, a spring, having come into existence at

the fountains of Ocean .] 1 . In class, myth., the

winged horse of the Muses, sprung from the

blood of Medusa when slain by Perseus, with a
stroke of his hoof he was fabled to have caused to well
forth, on Mount Hdicon in Boeotia, the poetically inspir-

ing fountain Hippocrene. He was ultimately changed into

a constellation.

2. One of the ancient northern constellations.

The figure represents the forward hall of a winged horse.

peggy

3. [NL.] In iehth,, the typical genus of Pega-
sidse, containing fishes of strange form, sugges-
tive of the winged horse of classic mythology.

peg-ficlied (peg ficht), n, A game played in the
west of England, in which the players are fur-
nished with
sharj) - point-
ed sticto, one
of which is

stuck in the
groimd, and
the attempt
is made to
dislodge it by
throwing the
othersticks at
it crosswise.
When a stick
falls, the owner
has to run to a
prescribed dis-

tance and back,
while the rest,

placing the stick
upright, endea-
vor to beat it

into the ground
up to the very /
top. HaUiweU. ^

peg-float Peg-aoat.

/^nf~'-an4-\ m " drive-wheel; b, pinion bevel-wheel system;^peg HOb;, W. j^ crank ; e, pitman ; f, bell-crank ; ff, connect-

In SllO&HftQlC~ inff-rod ; A, fltiat. Turning a causes e to recipro-
, -. cate vertically and h to reciprocate horizon-

tng^ a tool tally. The boot or shoe is slipped over i, so

-Pat* -pae-niTifr that the float, A, enters the intenor to rasp awaylOr rasping
the pnyecting ends of pegs.

the project-
ing ends of pegs from the insides of shoes.

pegger (peg'6r), n. [< peg^ + -er^.l 1. One
"Who fastens with
pegs.— 2, In shoe-

making^ a machine
fordrivingthepegs
in a shoe ; a shoe-
pegging machine.
Shoe-peggers are made
in a variety of forms,
of which tbe essential
parts are a feeding de-
vice for delivering the

p^ to tlie machine, a
driving-mechaniBm re-

semhlingauailer, anda
contrivance for hold-
ing up the last with
the shoeupon it. Some
peggers have also ar-

rangements for cut-'

ting off the ends of
pegs that mf^ project
through the ^oe-sole.
Peggers using wooden
pegs in a continuous
baud, or pegs of wire,

cut off the pegs auto-
matically and feed the
single pegs or screws
to the driving-mecha-
nism. The operation of
placing the pegs in the
shoe is always under
the control and guid-
ance of the operator.
See also cut under peg-
strip.

pegging (peg'ing),

[Verbal n. of

Pegger, or Pegging-machine.

a, c, and d, pegging-jack and its

paiis, pivoted at d to the foot-lever /,

the latter Ijeing counterbalanced at i,
to hold the last in position when at
work as shown j h, standard which sup-
ports the pe^gmg machinery; e ^oAf,
vertically reciprocating mechanism for
inserting the pegs, actuated by gearing
m; i\ treadle, which is connected with
a vertical rod behind A for tunning the
machine into gear ; ^, peg-strip, from
which the pegs are automatically cut by
mechanism in/'when the strip is placed
therein.

The Constellation Pegasus.

The center of the constellation is about 20 degrees north
of the equator, and four bright stars in it form a large

square.

^eji, ».] 1. The
act of fastening
with a peg or pegs,
or of furnishing
with pegs.— 3.

Pegs coUeetively,
or material for
pegs.— 3. A beating; a drubbing.— 4. The pro-
cess or method of catching turtles with the peg.— 5. Dogged orplodding perseyerance in work.
[Colloq.]

pegging-awl (peg'ing-&l), n. In shoemahing,
a short square-bladed awl for making holes
into which pegs are to be driven.

pegging-ja(^ (peg'iag-jak), n. An apparatus
for holding a boot or shoe in various positions
wliile it is beiug pegged.
pegging-machine (peg'ing-ma-shen''), n. In
shoemaking, a pegger.
pegging-rammer (peg'in^-ram'^r), n. lafound-
ing, a pointed rammer with which the sand is

packed in mating molds,
peggyl (peg'i), a. l<peg^ + -yi.] Like a peg or
pegs; of the form of a peg.

The lower incisors are peggy and pointed.
Qiiam, Med. Diet., p. 1595.

peggy2 (peg'i), n.
;
pi. peggies (-iz). [Prob. in

bom senses a familiar use of the fern, name
Peggy, dim. of Peg, a var. of Meg, Mag, abbr.
of Margaret. Cf. mag^, madge^, etc.] 1. Any



peggy

one of several small warblers, as the white-
throat, Sylvia dnerea, or blackcap, S. atri-

capUla, or garden-warbler, S. hortensis.— 2. A
slender poker having a small part of the end
bent at right angles, used for raking a fire.

Salliwell. [Local, Bng.]
peggy-chaw (peg'i-cha), n. The whitethroat,
Sylvia dnerea. [Prov. Eng.]
peggy-CUtthroat (peg'i-kuf'throt), n. Same
as peggy-chaw.
pegU, V. i. See^ecfe.

peg-joint (peg'joint), n. Gomphosis.
peg-ladder (peg'lad'6r), n, A ladder, usually
fixed, having a single standard, into or through
which cross-pieces are inserted.

peg-leg (peg'leg), n. 1. A wooden leg of the
simplest form.— 2. One who walks on a wooden
leg : so called in contempt or derision . [Slang.]

pegmat (peg'ma), ». [L.; seepegiwe.] Same as
pegme.
The Verses are even enoagb for such odde j»£rnuz*8.

N. Wa/rd, Simple Cobler, p. 27.

pegmatite (peg'ma-tit), n. [< Gr. n:fjyna{T-),

anything fastened' together, congealed, or cur-
dled (see pegme), + -ite^J] Coarsely crystal-

lized granite. Also called granitel, granitelle.

pegm&titic (peg-ma-tit'ik), a. [< pegmaUte +
-jc] Consisting of, characteristic of, or resem-
bling pegmatite.—pegmatitlc structure, the type
of structure characteristic of pegmatite, the component
minerals being of considerable size and having a tendency
to a similar optical orientation.

pegmatoid (peg'ma-toid), a. [< Gr. ir^fiaij-),

anything fastened" together: see pegmatite.']

Same as pegmatitie.

pegmet (pem), n. [< li.pegma, < Gr. jrf/fj.a, any-
tmng fastened together, as a stage or plat-

form, etc., < "jzriyvvvai, fix in, make fast: see

pact.] A sort of moving machine or triumphal
car used in old pageants; a speech written for

these ; also, a written bill announcing what was
to be expected.

Four other triumphal pegmes are, in their convenient
stages, planted to honour his lordship's progress through
the city. Middleton, Triumphs of Integrify.

In the centre or midst of the peg-me there was an aback,
or square, wherein this elogie was written.

B. Jonsorif King's Entertainment.

pegomancy (pe'go-man-si), n. [< Gr. m?)-^, a
spring, fountain, + fiavrsia, divination.] Divi-

nation by the agency of fountains.

peg-striker (peg' stri"ker),)(. One who catches
turtles, lobsters, etc., by driving through their

shells a peg fixed to a string

or a pole.

peg-strip (peg'strip), n. In
shoemaking, a ribbon ofwood
out to the width and longitu-

dinal section of a shoe-peg.
The separate pegs are both auto-

matically split from the ribbon
and driven home by the pegging-
machine.

peg-tankard (peg'tang"-
kard), n. A drinldng-vessel

in which a peg or knob is in-

serted to mark the level to

which one person's draught is allowed to lower
the liquor. These tankards are said to have contained
two quarts, and to have been divided by pegs into eight

equal draughts.

Our modem Bacchanalians . . . may discover some in-

genuity in that invention among our ancestors of their

peg-tanlcards, of which a fewmay yet occasionally be found
in Derbyshire. /. Ifliradi, Curios, of Lit., III. 29.

peg-top (peg'top), ». and a. 1, n. 1. A variety

of top, commonly of solid wood with a metal

peg, which is spun by the rapid uncoiling of

a string wound round it.— 2. pi. A kind of

trousers verywide at the top, and gradually nar-
rowing till they become tight at the ankles : so

called from their resemblance when on the per-

son to the toy so named. [Properly ^jefl'iqps.]

His . , . tailor . , . produced . . . the cut-away coat

and mauve-coloured pegtops, in which unwonted splen-

dour flazlet waa now arrayed. Farrar, Julian Home, xx.

II. a. Shaped like a child's top.

On Sundays the street was reasonably full of youngmen
in the peg-top trousers which the Swiss still cling to, mak-
ing eves at the girls in the upper windows.

Harper's Mag., LXXYI. 465.

Peg-top form, a usual form of the amphora— that is, a

cone of slightly convex outline, but especially without

handles.—Peg-top vase, a vessel having the peg-top

form.

Peguan (pe-g6'an), a. and n. [< Pegu (see def.)

+ -an.] I. a. Of or pertaining to Pegu in Bur-

ma, or its inhabitants.

II. n. 1. A native or an inhabitant of Pegu.

Also called Peguer.— Z. The Burmese tree-

shrew, Tupaia pegnana.

Peg-strip.
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Pehlevi, n. and a. See Pdhlavi.

peh-tsai (pa'tsi'), «• [Chin., < peli, white, +
tsai, vegetable.] A variety of cabbage much
eaten by the Chinese.

pehtuntse, w. Sameasjjetonfee.

peignoir (pe-nywor'), n. [F., < peigner, comb.]
A loose dressing-sack worn by womon, usually
of washable material ; by extension, a woman's
dressing-gown or morning-gown; a wrapper.

She threw back the ends of her India shawl, which she
had put over her purple cashmere morning peignmr.

New Princeton Bex., IV. 387.

pein, m. Seejjeem.

peinctt, V. Ai. obsolete form ot paint.

peineH. »• and ». An obsolete form ofpairiX.

peine^ (pan), n. [F.
,
punishment, penalty, pain

:

see pain^^ A punishment more commonly
called peine forte et dure. See below.
A case of peine occurred as lately as 1726. At times

tying the thumbs with whipcord was used instead of the
peine. Encye. Brit,., XXIII. 466.

Peine forte et dure [F., <1. poena fortiset dura, intense
and severe punishment], a barbarous punishment formerly
inflicted on those who, being arraigned of felony, refused
to put themselves on the ordinary trial, but stood mute.
It was inflicted by putting great weights on the prostrate
body of the prisoner, until he pleaded or died, and was
commonly known as pressing to death.

peintt, V. An obsolete form otpawit,

peirameter (pi-ram'e-ter), n. [< Gr. wEipav, at-

tempt, make trial or proof of, + jdrpm, mea-
sure.] An instrument for ascertaining the de-

gree of resistance which the surfaces of differ-

ent kinds of roads offer to wheeled carriages,

etc., passing over them. M&o pirameter.

peirastio (pi-ras'tik), a. [< Gr. •nupacrmoq, fit-

ted for trying or proving, < vupav, attempt,
make trial of, < Ktlpa, a trial, an attempt.]
Fitted for or pertaining to trying or testing

;

making trial, tentative: as, the peirasUc dia-

logues of Plato.

Peirce's criterion. See criterion.

peiret, "• Same asjjair^.

peisantt, a. [< OP. pesant, peisant, ppr. otpeser,

jpejser, weigh. Ct. pesant'^.] Heavy; weighty.

They did sustaine
Their ^eisanJ weight.

Hudson, tr. of Du Bartas's Judith, ii.

peiset, V. and n. An obsolete form oi poise.

peishwah, ». Same a,a peshwa.
peit, n. [Origin obscure.] A whip. [Scotch.]

It is my peit.

Pause Enight upon the Road (Child's Ballads, VIII. 269).

peitrelf, n. Same aspoitrel.

pelzei, V. and n. An obsolete form ot poise.

peizlessf, a. Same a.s poiseless.

pejoration (pe-jo-ra'shon), n. [<L.j)e/or, worse,
compar. of maius, bad,' + -aUon.] 1. Deteri-
oration; a becoming worse: specifically used
in Scots law.— 2. Depreciation; a lowering or
deterioration of sense in a word.
pejorative (pe'jo-ra-tiv), a. and». [ih.p^or,
worse, compar. of mains, bad, + -ative.] I.

a. Tending or intended to depreciate or dete-

riorate, as the sense of a word; giving a low or

bad sense to.

II. n. In gram., a word that depreciates or de-
teriorates the sense : thus, poetaster is a,pejora-

tive of poet, criticaster of critic.

pejoratively (pe'jo-ra-tiv-li), adv. In a low or

bad sense.

pejorityt (pe-jor'i-ti), n. [< L. p^or, worse, +
-ity.] A becoming worse; deterioration; pe-

joration.
" The last state of that man shall be worse than the

first." . . . This pejority of his state may be amplified in

six respects. Rev. T. Adams, Works, IL 65.

pekan (pek'an), n. [= P. pekan.] The fisher,

or Pennant's marten. See cut under fisher.

pekea (pf-ke'a), TO. [Native name.] A timber-
tree, Caryocdr butyrosum, of the natural order
Ternstroemiacex, of Guiana, which produces nuts
that resemble souari-nuts, but are more oily.

Pekin duck. [Named from Peking, in China.]

A favorite variety of the domestic duck, of

large size, solid creamy-white plumage, and
orange beak and legs.

Peking lacquer. See lacquer.

pekket, i>. A Middle Englishform oipeck'-fpidki:

pekoe (pe'ko), n. [A\sopeckoe, pecco; < Chin,

(in Cantonese pronunciation) pak-hao, < pek,

white, + Jiao, hair, down.] A superior kind of

black tea, so called because the leaves are

picked young with the "down" still on them.
pell (pel), n. A stake set up for the use of

swordsmen and others, to be struck at with
their weapons for practice. The beginner is di-

rected to attack it in certain specified ways, keeping him-
self covered by his shield as if engaged in actual combat.

pel^t, n. An obsolete form otpeel^.

Pelagosaurus

pe-la (pe'la), II. [Chin.] 1. The Chinese wax
prepared hoxa the waxy secretions of certain

hemipterous insects.— 2. A Chinese scale-in-

sect or bark-louse, Ericerus pela, a coccid from
whose secretions Chinese wax is prepared.

pelade (pe-iad'), ». [P., <pel&r, strip of hair;

see pill^.] Same as alopecia areata (which see,

under alopecia).

pelage (pel'aj), n. [< F. pelage (= Pr. pelagge =
Sp. pelaje), hair (collectively), < OF. peil, pel,

F.poil, ill. pilus, hair: see ^iie*.] The hair,

fur, wool, or other soft covering of a mammal

:

a common technical term in zoology, used as

plumage is with regard to birds.

Pelagia (pe-la'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr. jr^^Uryoc, the

sea.] 1. 'The typical genus of jellyflshes of

the family Pelagiidse, founded by P6ron and
Lesueur in 1809.— 2. A genus of gymnosoma-
tous pteropods. Quay and Gaimard, 1833.

Pelagiada (pel-a-ji'a-dS), n. pi. [NL., < Pela-

gia + -ada.] A group of hydromedusans rep-

resented by such families of jeUyfishes as Pe-

lagiidse, Cyaneidse, and Aureliidae.

pelagian^ (pe-la'ji-an), a. and n. [< L. pelagius

= Gr. TTf/idyiof, pertaining to the sea, < iriTiayog,

the sea, particularlythe open sea.] I, a. Same
aapelagic.

II, n. A pelagic animal.

Pelagian^ (pf-la'ji-an), a. and n. [Khli.Pelagi-

anus, a follower of Pelagius, < Pelagius, a,

proper name.] I, a. Of or pertaining to Pela-

gius or Pelagianism.
II. n. A follower of Pelagius; one who be-

lieves in Pelagianism.
Pelagianism (pe-la'ji-an-izm), n. [< Pelagian^
+ -ism.] The doctrines of Pelagius, a British

monk (flourished about a. d. 400), and his fol-

lowers. They held that there was no original sin through
Adam, and consequently no hereditary guilt, that every soul

is created by God sinless, that the will is absolutely free,

and that the grace of God is universal, but is not indispen-
sable; and they rejected infant baptism. Pelagius, how-
ever, held to the belief in the Trinity and in the person-
ality of Christ. His views were developed by his pupil
Ccelestins, but were anathematized by Pope Zosimus A. D.

418. Pelagianism was the principal anthropological heresy
in the early church, and was strongly combated by Pela-

gius's contemporary Augustine.

pelagic (pe-laj'ik), a. [< Gr. Trehiyrnds, pertain-

ing to the open sea, < jriTioyoc, the sea, the open
sea.] Marine; oceanic; of or inhabiting the
deep or open sea : said of those aquatic plants

and animals which inhabit the high seas. .Also

-Pelagic birds, the petrel family, ProceKan*.
idsB.—'PelgiSic f^una, as used by modem thalassographic
zoologists, the fauna living at or near the surface of the
ocean at some distance from land.

The pelagic fish fauna, as defined by the author [John
Murray], consists, first, ofthe truly pelagicflshjthosewhioh
habituallyliveonthesurfaceof the ocean. . . . Secondly,
there are a number of fishes inhabiting the depths of the
ocean, from a hundred fathoms downwards, which seem
periodically to ascend to the surface, possibly in connec-
tion with their propagation. Thirdly, the pelagic fauna
receives a very considerable contingent from the littoral

fauna. Nature, XLI. 217.

Pelagic hydrozoans, the Siphonophora. Also called oce-

anic hydrozoans.

Pelagiidse (pel-a-ji'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Pelagia
+ -idee.] A family of jeUy-fishes or pelagic
acalephs, typified by the genus Pelagia, belong-
ing to the order Discomedusee. They have a simple
cross-shaped mouth, 4 folded perradial mouth-arms, sim-
ple broad radial marginal pouches without branched dis-
tal canals or ring-canal, 8 marginal bodies, and 16, 32, or
more marginal fiaps. Also Pelagidee.

pelagite (pel'a-jit), n. [< Gr. trsXayoc, the sea,

+ -ite^.] A name given to the manganiferous
nodules brought up by dredging in the deep
parts of the Pacific ocean. They consist largely
of oxids of manganese and iron, but have not
a definite mineralogical composition.
Pelagius (pe-la'ji-us), n. [NL., < Gr. weUyto^,
pertaining to the sea, < n&ayog, the sea.] In
mammal., same as Monachus.
Pelagonemertes (pel'a-go-ne-mfer'tez), n.

[NL., < Gr. vr^/iayoc, the sea, + NL. Nemertes,
q. v.] The typical genus of Pelagonemertidse.
Mosely, 1875.

Pelagonemertidse (peFa-go-ne-m6r'ti-de), n.

pi. [i^'L.,<. Pelagonemertes + Udm.] A family
of pelagic nemertean worms, typified by the
genus Pelagonemertes.

Pelagornis (pel-a-gdr'nis), n. [NL., < Gr. nt-

'XayoQ, the sea, -f bpvif, a bird.] A genus of
fossil birds from the Miocene of Europe, found-
ed by Lartet in 1857. The remains indicate a
bird resembling a pelican.

pelagosaur (pel'a-go-s&r), «. A member of the
genus Pelagosaurus'.

Pelagosaurus (peFa-go-sft'rus), n. [NL.,< Gr.
KElayoi, the sea, + aavpo;, a lizard.] A genus



Pelagosanms
of crocodiles, of Jurassic age, with amphicoe-
lian vertebrae.

pelagra, n. See pellagra.

pelamis (pel'a-mis), 71. [L. pelanUs, pelaniys,

< Gr. JT^Aa/ii-g, a young tunny-fish.] A small
tunny-fish,

ThepelavuSt
Which some call summer-whiting.

MiddJeton, Game at Chess, v. S.

Pelamys (pel'a-mis), n. [XL.: see pelamis.']

A genus of scombroid fishes, founded by Cuvier
andValenciennes in 1831: same as Sarda.
Pelaigi (pf-lar'ji), B. pi. [Nil., pi. of Pelargus,

< Gr. izihapydQ, a stork.] in omith.: (o) In Mer-
rem's classification, a group of his GralUe, con-
sisting of ciconiiform birds, as storks, ibises,

spoonbills, and related forms. (6) In Sunde-
vall's system, the second cohort of the order
GraUatores, composed of the spoonbills, storks,

and ibises, together with the genera Scopus and
Balieniceps. (c) A series of ciconiiform birds;

the storks and their allies. Xitzscli

.

pelargic (pf-lar'jik), o. [< Gr. nehifyyuidc, of or
pertaining "to a stork, < TTE/^s} Of, a stork.] Of
or pertaining to the Petorgrj/ stork-like; ciconii-

form: as, the pelargic series of birds.

pelargomorph (pe-lar'go-m6rf), n. A member
of the PelargomorpJue.
Pelargomorpllse(pf-lar-go-m6r'fe), D.pl. [Nli.,

< Gr. ireXapyog, a stork, + liopfij, form.] In Hux-
ley's classification of birds (1867), a superfam-
ily of desmognathous graUatorial birds, corre-

sponding to the Herodise, Pelargi, smASemiglot-
tides of Nitzsch, or the Pelargi of other authors,
and including such altricial wading birds as the
herons, storks, ibises, and spoonbills. There are

no iMsipteiygoid processes ; the palatines usually nnite
hehind the postnares ; the mazillopalatines are large and
spongy ; the mandibular angle is truncate (except in the
Henagtotddes) ; the sternum is broad, and has two or four
notches ; the hallux is neither versatile nor webbed ; and
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are knownspeciflcallyaspe2af;^omunuor as JfarfAa Wash-
ington geraniums; other species are the single- and double-
flowering geraniums of bouse culture, of which leading
forms are the horseshoe-, ivy-leafed, oak-leafed, lemon,
rose, silver-, gold-, and bronze-leafed, and tricolor gera-
niums. P. triste produces tubers which are eaten at Cape
Colony. An essential oil is madefrom the leaves of several
species, especially, in Algeria, of P. odoraiissimum. See
geranium^ 3.

Pelargopsis (pel-^r-gop'sis), n. [JTL. (Gloger,
1842); < Gr. ir£/<ap7<if, a stork, + ofig, look, ap-
pearance.] Agenus of .4?c«d»«jna?; the stork-
bUled kingfishers, having the tail much longer
than the bill, and the gonys sharply compressed.

Episcopal Stork {Dissoura ^iscopus). one of the PelargomttrfhBB.

the ratio of the phalanges is normaL The leading families

are Ardadie, Ciarrmdm, Ihidida, and Plataleidee. The
character of the gronp is best shown by some stork, as, for

example, the TnHiaTi and African episcopal stork (Diggottra

q)iaeopus\ whose generic name, however, indicates a re-

markable peculiarity of the tail, which is blackand forked,

with long white under tail-coverts projecting beyond the
true tan-feathers, as illustrated in the tlgare. Seerectrix,

teetrix.

pelargomorphic (pe-lar-go-mdr'fik), a. Per-

taining to the Pelar'gomorpkse, or having their

characters.

pelaxgonic (pel-ar-gon'ik), a. [< Pelargonium
+ -ic] Of or pertaining to the genus Pelargo-

nium; resembling the genus Pelargonium—pel-

aigonic ether, an eUier of pelargonic acid which is used
as an artificial tmlt-e8Bence._ _
Pelargoniese (pe-lar-go-ni'e-e), n. pi. [Nil.

(Robert Sweet, 1820), < Pelargonium + -e«.]

A tribe of plants belongingto the polypetalous

Older Geraniaceee, distinguishedbythe irregular

flowers, perigynous petals, and declined sta-

mens. It consists of the genera Pelargomwm and Tro-

pxoltwi, the garden geraniums and nastnrtinnis, natives

of tropical or southern latitudes.

Pelargonium (pel-ar-go'ni-um), n. [Nil. (L'H6-

ritier, 1787), so cailed from the resemblance of

the beaked capsules to a stork's bill; < Gr. m-
}iapy6g, a stork.] An ornamentalgenus of plants

of the order Geraniaceee, tvpe of the tribe Pe-

largoniem, known by the conspicuous stipules.

There are about 175 species, or as some estimate ovct 400,

of which about 10 are found in northern Afnca, the Orient,

and Australia, and all the others in South Afnca. They

are herbs or shrubs, often viscid-pubescent and odorou^

Bometunes fleshy, bearing opposite undivided or dissected

leaves, and flowers of scarlet, pink, white, or other colors,

usually conspicuous and in umbels. Many species are

cultivated for their handsome flowers or fragrant leaves,

and from their strongtendency to hybridizethesetave pro-

duced very numerous varieties ; those of P. grandiflonim

Stork-billed Kingfisher (Ptlargopsisgnriat).

This remarkable form has usually been placed with HaZ-
egan in the dacelonine series, but it is near Ceryle in form,
as well as in the piscivorous habits of the genus. About
S species inhabit the Indian and Australian regions, in
one of which (P. melatwrhyncha) the bill is black; in
the rest it is red, as P. gwrial. P. leueocepJtaia, etc. Also
called Bhampliaieyon and Halcyon,

Pelasgi (pf-las'ji), ». pi. [li., < Gr. ntiMTyoi,

the Pelasgi, traditionallyderivedfrom nE/l<KT7'0f,

a son of Zeus andNiobe, the eponymous founder
of the Pelasgian race.] An ancient race, widely
spread over Greece and the coasts and islands

of the .^^ean Sea and the Mediterranean gen-
erally, in prehistoric times. The accounts of it are
in great part mythical and of doubtful value, and its ethno-
logical position is uncertain.

Pelasgian (pf-las'ji-an), a. and n. [< Gr. Ile-

Xd(Tyioc, eqniv. to ^eiaaytiwg, Pelasgie: see Pe-
lasgic.'] I. a. Same as Pelasgie.

n. n. One of the Pelasgi.

Pelasgie (pe-las'jik), a. [< Gr. UjETiaayiKdc, Pe-
lasgie, < Ue^xicryoi, the Pelasgi: see Pelasgi.] Of
or pertaining to the Pelasgians or PelasgL

Oscan, Etruscan, Faliscan, and Latin, great as are their

apparent diversities, can be readily explained by taking

thG Pelasgie alphabet as the common prototype.
Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, n. 130.

Pelasgie architecture, Pelasgie building, in 6r. ar-

chseol,, masonry constructed, without cement, of unhewn
stones, or of stones rough from the quarryand of irr^ular
size andshape. Thisistheearliestvarietyofmasoniyfound
in Greek lands. Compare Cyclopean.

peldon (pel 'don), n. [Origin obscure.] In
coal-mining, hard and compact sUlcious rock.

[Prov. Eng.]

pele^t, »• -A. Middle English form otpeeU.

pele^t, n. and !•. A Middle Englishform of peofl.

pele^t, n. A Middle English form of peelS.

pelecant, n. An obsolete form otpelican,

Pelecanids (pel-e-kan'i-de), ». pi. [NL.,< Pele-

canus + -idse.] A family of totipalmate nata-

torial birds, of the order Steganopodes; the peli-

cans. The name has been used as nearly synonymous
with that of the order, and variously restricted : it is now
usually confined to the single genus Pelecamis, and in-

cludes only the pelicans. See cut under pelican.

Felecanoides (pel'e-ka-noi'dez), n. [Nil. (La-

c^pede, 1800-1), < Gr. ne^icav, a pelican, + et-

<!of, form.] A singular genus of the petrel fam-
ily, ProcellariidsB, representing the subfamUy
Pelecanmdinse (or Balodrominie) : so called from
the width of the chin and distensibiUty of the

throat, suggestive of a pelican's pouch. The bill

is broad, and the nasal tubes are vertical, the nostrils open-

ing directly upward, unlike those of any other petrel ; and
the wings are short, contrary also to the rale in this fam-

ily. The birds dive with facility, and resemble little auks

rather than petrels. Two or three species inhabit south-

em seas, as P. minatrix. The genus is also called Halo-

droma and Puginuria.

Pelecanoidinse (pel-e-kan-oi-di'ne), n. pi.

[NL., < Felecanoides + -inse.] A subfaiMly of

ProceUariidse, represented by the genus Pele-

canoides alone. Also called Malodromime.

Pelecanns (pel-e'-ka'nus), n. [NL., < LL. pele-

canus, pelicanus, a pelican: see pelican.'] The

pelf

only genus of Pehcanidse, having the biU slen-
der and several times as long as the head, with
a hook or nail at the end, and the mandibu-
lar rami divaricated, supporting an enormous
pouch. The wings are extremely long, with very numer-
ous remiges. The tail is short, and consists of 20 or more
feathers ; the feet are short and stout, and all four toes are
webbed. (See cut under totipalmate.) The size is great,
and the form is robust. The weight of the body in pro-
portion to its bulk is reduced by its great pneumaticity.
There are at least 6 perfectly distinct species, and some
authors admit 9. Two inhabit the United States— the
white and brown pelicans. P. trachyrhynchus and P.
fuscus. (See cut under peiicon.) The European species,
inhabiting also Asia and Africa, are P, onocrotalus and P.
crispus. The Australian is P. amspiciUatvs; and P. ru-
/escens or philippinus is found in various pai-ts of the Old
World.

Pelecinidae (pel-e-sin'i-de), n. pi. [Nil. (Hali-
day, 1840), < Pelecinus + -idss.] A notable fam-
ily of Hymenoptera, represented by the genus
Pelecinus alone. The species are supposed to
be parasitic.

Pelecinus (pel-e-a'nus), ». [NL. (LatreUle,
1801), < Gr. ire^iuvog, a pelican: see pelican.]
A remarkable genus of hymenopterous insects,
representing the family Pelecinidse. The trochan-
ters are one-jointed ; the fore wings are without complete
submai^ginal cells ; the abdomen is petiolate, very long and
Blender, in the female at least five times longer than the
head and thora^ but shorter in the male, and clavate ; the
antennse are long, filamentous, not elbowed ; and the body
is polished-black.

pelecoid (pel'e-koid), B. [< Gr. TreXe/coEidfe, like

an ax,< ire^/cwf, an ax, a battle-
ax, hatchet, + eWof, form.] A
mathematical figure in the
form of a hatchet, consisting
of two concave quadrantal arcs
and a semicircle. Also spelled
pelicoid.

peleC3rpod (pe-les'i-pod), a.

and n. [< Gr. s-eXe/oxr, an ax,
'^"'°"''-

hatchet, -f- 5roif (TrotJ-) = E. foot.] I. a. Hav-
ing a hatchet-shaped foot; of or pertaining
to the Pelecypoda; lamellibranchiate, as a mol-
lusk.

H. 11. A bivalve moUusk; a lamellibranch.

Pelecypoda (pel-e-sip'o-da), «. pi. [NL. : see
peleci/pod.] The bivalve mollusks; the con-
chiferous or acephalous bivalves, usually called
LameUibranchiata, Acephala, or Conchifera : so
named as a class from the shape of the foot in

some forms. Goldfuss. This name, agreeing in
termination with the names of other molluscan classes,

is now preferred by some conchologists to any of the
prior designations.

pelecypodons (pel-e-sip'o-dus), a. Same as
pelecypod.

pelemelet, n. An old spelling of ^oH-jkaZZ.

peleret, " A Middle English form ot pillar.

pelerine (pel'e-rin), n. [< P. pelerine, a tippet,

(.pelerin, a pilgrim: see ^jiZflnim.] A woman's
long narrow cape or tippet, with ends coming
down to a point in front, usually of sUk or lace,

or of the material of the dress.

Silks, muslins, prints, ribbons, pderines are awfully
dear. L. B. Landon, Blanchard, L 111. (Davies.)

Pele's hair. [Hawaiian Sanoho o Pele, ' hair of

Pele,' the goddess of the volcano Kilauea.] The
name given in the Hawaiian Islands to lava
which, while fused, has been blown by the wind
into long delicate fibers or threads.

peletf, n. A Middle English form ot pellet.

Pelex (pe'leks), n. [NL., < Gr. sr^^f, a helmet,
casque.] A genus of bivalves, typical of the
order Pelicoidea: same as TYidacna.

pelf (pelf), n. CEarlymod.E.j)eZ/e; <ME. *pe?/e,

< OP. *pelfe, 'peufe, peuffe, F. dial. (Norm.)
peufe, also OF. pelfre, peufre, F. dial, peufre.

spoil, frippery; cf- pelfrer, pelfer, pelfir, also

pilfeier, despoil, pillage ; appar. connectedwith
piUer, rob (> E. pilV-), but the second syllable

is not explained. CX.pelfry, pilfer.] 1. Frip-

pery ; rubbish ; refuse ; trasit. fNow only prov.

Eng.]

Another of our vulgar makers spake as iUfaringly in

this verse written to the dispraise of a rich man and
couetotts. Thou hast a misers minde (thou hast a princes
pelfe)— a lewde terme to be spoken of a princes treasure,

which in no respect nor for any cause is to be called p^e,
though it were neuer so meane, for p^e is properly the
scrappes or shreds of taylors and skmners, which are ac-

compted of so vile a price as they be commonly cast out
of dores, or otiierwise bestowed ypon base purposes.
PtOtenham, Arte of Eng. Foesie (Arber reprint), iii. 23.

2. Money; riches; ** filthy lucre": acontemptu-
ous term. It has no plural.

I wil the pallace bom^
A'Vith al the princes pdfe.

Gascoigiie, Philomene (ed. ArberX

Master of himselle and his wealth, not a slaue to pas-

sion orpey«. PurcAo*. Pilgrimage, p. 325.



pelf

Most a game be played for the sake otpeiff
Browning, The Statae and the Bast.

pelfishf (pel'fish), a. [< pelf + -dshi.] Of or
pertaining to riones; connected with or arising
from the love of pelf.

Pelfish faults. Stanihurst, Chron. of Ireland, Ep. Ded.

pelfryt (pel'fri), n. [< ME. pelfrey, aXao pelfyr
(Prompt. Parv.), < OF. pelfre, frippery, cf . pel-
frerie, peuferie, frippery: see pelf.'} Same as
pelf, 1.

"Long have we been taking away abuses in England,"
said he; "we have done much in that. Monks, friars,

beads, pardons, pilgrimages, and such other pdfry are
gone ; but what of that, if Antichrist still strike his roots
among us?" Cranmer, quoted in E. W. Dixon's Hist.

[Church of Eng., xvii.

Pelias (pe'li-as), n. [NL. (Merrem, 1820), <

L. Pelias, < Gr. Ile/li'ar, a king of Thessaly, son
of Poseidon, guardian of the Argonaut Jason,
and a victim to the mles of Medea.] 1. A
genus of vipers of the family Viperidse, having
the urosteges two-rowed and the nostril open-
ing hetweeu two plates : synonymous with F«-
pera proper. Pelias bervs is the common viper
or adder of Europe. See cut imder adder.— 2.
A genus of crustaceans. Boux, 1831.

pelican (pel'i-kan), n. [Formerly also pellican,
pelecan; < MS"pelican, peh/can, pelicane, pelli-

can, pellicane, < AS. pellican = F. pelican = Pr.
pellica, pelican = Sp. Pg. pelicano = It. pelli-

cano = D. peUkaan = (J. 8w. Dan. pelikan, <

'L'L.pelecanus,peUcamis,<. Grr. Tre/UKdv, MGr. also
m?\zKlvog, TreTicnavoe, or ire^Kavdc, a pelican. Cf

.

ire/U/cof (ire/UKavr-), a woodpecker, < jte/U/cov, hew
or shape with an ax, < neXeKvg = Skt. paragu,
an ax, a battle-ax.] 1. A large piscivorous
natatorial bird of the family Pelecanidse and
genus Pelecanus, having an enormously dis-

tensible gular pouch. Pelicans of some species are
found in nearly all temperate and tropical countries. De-
riving their whole sustenance from the water, they fre-

quent lakes, rivers, and sea-coasts, and generally secure
their prey by wading or swimming and scooping it into
their pouches ; though some, as the brown pelican, swoop
down on the wing, like gannets. They breed usually on
the ground near water, laying from one to three eggs,
white-colored, equal-ended, and of rough texture. They
are gregarious, and gather in immense companies at their

Brown Feltcati {Peiecctnus /iiscus).

breeding-resorts. The birds are about as large as swans,
and their short legs constrain them to an awkward wad-
dling gait, but their flight is easy, ihm, and protracted.

The sexes are colored alike. The plumage is in most cases
white, variously tinted with yellow and rosy hues. The
American white pelican, P. traehyrhynfkm, is five feet

long and eight or nine feet in extent of wings ; the general
plumage is white, with black primaries, and yellow length-
ened plumes on the back of the head and on the breast.

The bill is surmounted in the breeding-season by a curious

homy crest which is deciduous. (See out at rortghbiUed.)

The brown pelican, P. fxMms, is of dark and varied colors,

and ratlier smaller than the white species. The fable that

the pelicanwounds its own breast and feeds its youngwith
the blood that flows from it has no foundation in fact so

far as this bird is concerned. The young are fed on flsh

brought to the nestin the pouch, and doubtless often mace-
rated to some extent in the gullet—a habit common to

the other birds of the same order, as cormorants, gannets,

etc. The myth probably arose iij opnnection with the
fabulous phenix, and may have been borne out by some
facts which have been observed in the case of the flamingo
(Phaenieopterus), possibly furthermore acquiring some
plausibility, in its application to the pelican, from a red
tint that is observable on the beak or plumage of some
species. The pelican has from earlytimes been considered

as an emblem of charity. See also cut under toUpalmate.

The pelicane his blod did blede
Ther-with his briddns for to feed

;

Thit be-tokenet on the rode
Cure lord us fede with his blode.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 172.

On the one hand sits Charity, with a pelican on her head.
Webster, Monuments of Honour.

What, would'st thou have me turn Pelican, and feed

thee out of my own Vitals? Congreve, Love for Love, li. 7.

2. A chemical glass vessel or alembic with a

tubulated capital, from which two opposite and
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crooked beaks pass out and enter again at the
beUy of the cucurbit, it is designed for conttoued
distillation and cohobation, the volatile parts of the sub-
stance distilling, rising into the capital, and returning
through the beaks into the cucurbit.

Lembec, bolt's-head, retort, and pelican
Bad all been cinders. B. Jonson, Alchemist, iii. 2.

St. A six-pounder culverin. Admiral Smyth.—
4t. A Idnd of shot or shell. Davies.

When your relation. General Guise, was marching up
to Carthagena, and the pelicans whistled round him, he
said, "What would Chloe [the Duke of Newcastle's cook]
give for some of these to make a pelican pie?"

Waipole, To Mann, Oct 6, 1764.

5. In dental surg., an instrument for extracting
teeth, curved at the end like the beak of a peb.-

ean. Dunglison.— 6. A hook, somewhat in the
shape of a pelican's bill, so arranged that it can
be easily slipped by taking a ring or shackle
from the point of the hook.— 7. In her., a bird
with talons and beak like a bird of prey, but
always represented with the wings indorsed
and as bending her neck in the attitude of
wounding her breast with her beak.—Dalmatian
pelican. See Dalmatian.—leMsaxi In her ipiety, in
her., a pelican in her nest feeding her young with blood
which drops from her breast.—Pelican State, the State
of Louisiana.

pelican-fish (pel'i-kan-flsh), n. A lyomerous
fish of the family Surypharyngidss : so called
from the large gular pouch. The species originally
so named is EurypJmrynx pelecanoides, a deep-sea form
dredged at great depths by the naturalists of lAie Travail-
leur expedition, near the Canary Islands.

pelican-flower (peri-kan-flou"6r), n. A plant
of the birthwort family, Aristohchia grandi-
flora of Jamaica. The name is suggested by
the pouch-like calyx.

pelicanry (pel'i-kan-ri), n. ; -pi.pelicanries (-riz).

[< pelican + -ry.j A place where numbers of
pelicans breed year after year. Encyc. Diet.

One pelicanry in the Carnatic, where the pelicans have
(for ages, I was told) built their rude nests.

T. C. Jerdon, Burds of India, it 860.

pelican's-foot (pel'i-kanz-fut), n. An aporrhaid
laollxLsk, Aporrhais2}es-pelecani, the spout-shell:

so called from the digitate outer lip. See cut
at Aporrhais.
pelican's-head (pel'i-kanz-hed), n. A wooden
battle-club the head of"which is rounded, with
a projecting beak on one side, used in New
Caledonia.
pelick (pe'lik), n. [Amer. Ind. (?).] The com-
mon American coot, FuUca americana. [Con-
necticut.]

pelicoid, n. See pelecoid.

Felicoioea (pel-i-koi'de-a), n.pl. [NL. (Menke,
1828), prop. Pelecoided, i. (Jr. ir^/i.ri? (vtiTir/K-), a
helmet, casque (see Pelex), + eISoq, form.] An
order of bivalves constituted for the family
Tridacnidx.

Felidna (pf-lid'na), n. [NL. (Cuvier, 1817),

< Gr. TZETudvS;, livid'.] A genus of Scolopaoidee,

section Tringese, the type of which is the red-

backed sandpiper of Europe, etc., Pelidna al-

pina; the dunlins. The American bird is a dif-

ferent variety, P. alpina americana, or paei-

flca. See cut under dunlin.

Pelidnota (pel-id-no'ta), n. [NL. (Maoleay,
1817), < (Jr. as if *ne?i.iSv6Tos, < TreTiiSvovv, make
livid, < neTiiSvdC, livid, equiv. to ireXid;, livid:

see peliom.'] 1 . An extensive American genus
of soarabsBoid beetles, having a mesostemal

pellte

Canada to sonthem Brazil, and has about 50 species, of
medium or large size ana variable in coloration. The
spotted pelidnota, P. punctata, feeds upon the leaves of

cultivated and wild grapes in the United States during
June, July, and August, and often doesmuch damage. Its

elyti'a are dull brick-red or brownish-yellow with black
spots. The adults are day-fliers, and the larvee live in

rotten wood, as the stumps and roots of dead trees.

2. [I. c] A member of this genus.

Felidnotidsef (pel-id-not'i-de), n. pl. [NL., <

Pelidnota + 4dee.'] A family of coleopterous

insects, named from the genus Pelidnota by
Burmeister in 1844.

pelike (pel'i-ke), n. [< Gr. 'mTuKii, vEllm, also

KeXtxiiri, T^'l^f, and ireTXiq, ntXKa, Kek^.r) (see def.).]
In Gr, archseol., a large

vase resembling the hy-
dria, but with the curve
between the neck and
the body less marked,
and having dnly two
handles, attached to the
neck at or near the rim
and extending to the
body.
peliom (pel'i-om), m. [<

Gr. T^eh-ajui, a livid spot
from extravasation of

blood, < Tre/lfoSv, make
livid, < irt7a6g, livid,

black and blue, black;
cf . ffs/l/ldf, Tre/ldf, dark-
colored, dusky.] A
mineral: same as idUte.

Felion (pe'U-on), n. [NL., < Gr. WflMv, a moun-
tain in Thessaly.] In zo6l.\ (a) A genus of

carboniferous stegocephalous labyrinthodont
amphibians, typical of the family PelionUdse.

Wyman,185S. (6) A genus of butterflies. Kirhy,

1858.

Felionetta (peFi-6-net'a), n. [NL. (Eaup,
1829), < Gr. TTEAiiSf, dark, cfusky, + v^tto, duck.]
A genus of Anatidse of the subfamily Fuligulinee,

containing scoters with gibbous extensively

Black-fibred Felike, in the
style of Nicosthenes.

Surf-duck t,Pelieneiia ^erspicitlata).

feathered bill and black plumage, varied with
white on the head, as P. perspicillata, the sea-

scoter or surf-duck, which inhabits both coasts
of North America.

Feliontidae (pel-i-on'ti-de), n. pl. [NL., < Pe-
lionlt-) + -idse.'] A family of stegocephalous
labyrinthodont amphibians, typified by the ge-
nus Pelion, later associated with the Sylono-

Grape-vine or Spotted Pelidnota (.Pilidnata funclata).

a, larva ; *, pupa ; c. beetle ; d, anal joint of larva ; e. anteium of

larva J /, leg of larva, (a to rf natural size : e and/enlarged.)

protuberance, mandibles bidentate at top, and
hind legs aUke in both sexes. It ranges from

pelisse (pe-les'), n. [< F. pelisse, a pelisse, OF.
pelisse, pelice, a skin of fur, = Pr. pelissa = It.

peMcda, a pelisse, < Ij. pelliceus, pelUcins,TaaAe
of sMns, < pellis, sMn, hide: see pelP-.'] 1.

Originally, a long garment of fur; hence, a
garment lined or trimmed with fur.

He [the sheikh] was dressed in a large fox-skin pelisee

over the rest of his cloaths, and had a yellow India shawl
wrapt about his head like a turban.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 116.

His [Prince Esterbazy's] uniform was a pelisse of dark
crimson velvet, the sword-belt thickly studded with dia-

monds. Mrst Year cS a SUlcen Reign, p. 282.

2. A long cloak of silk or other material,
with sleeves, and with or without fur, worn by
women.
She helped me on with my pelisse and bonnet, and, wrap-

ping herself in a shawl, she and I left the nursery.
Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, v.

Fellsse-cloth, a twilled woolen fabric, soft and flexible^

used for women's outer garments.

pelisson (pe-le'son), n. [OF. pefeson, peligon,
"a furred petticoat or frock" (Cot^ave), <
pelisse, a skin of fur: see pelisse.J Same as
pelisse.

pelite (pe'lit), n. [< Gr. m/Adf, clay, earth, mud,
+ -ite^."] Id. petrol., a rock made up of very fine

argillaceous' sediment. It would include fire-

clay, brick-clay, fuUers' earth, and similar de-
posits. [Bare.]



pelitic

pelitic (pe-lit'ik), a. [< peUte, ».] In geol.,

composed of fine sediment or mud. According to
the classiflcatiOQ of NaumaDiif the fragmental or detrital
rocks are divided into ptepldtie, paammiOe, and pelOie,
according as they are made np of coarse sand, fine sand,
and mad respectively. The word has heen bat rarely
nsed by geologists writing in English.

peO.^ (pel), «. [< ME. pel, pell, < OF. pel,peau,
F. peau = Pr. pel, peVi = Sp. piel = Pg. pelle =
It pelle, < L. pellis = Gr. *jri>JM, a skin, hide,
= E./e?J3, q. V. Ct.peen.'] 1. A skin or hide.— 2t. Fur.

Arayd wiOipeUyi aftyr the old gyse.
Cmxtdry Mysteries, p. 246. {HaUiuxa.')

3. A roll of parchmeut derk of the Pellt, an
officer of the excheqaer in England who entered every
teller's bill in a parchment roU called peiUis receptorum
(roll of receipts), and also made another roll called peUis
exituum (roll of disbarsements). The office is now abol-
ished.

pellet (pel), V. t. [< ifE. pellen; appar. a var.
of paOen, E. paW, knock, etc. : see paV?. Cf

.

L. peUere, drive, urge, whence ult. E. compel,
expel, impel, etc., and pulse^, pulsate, etc., and
perhaps j>e/ti.] To drive forth; knockabout.

For well I wat 1 saw them mn.
Both soath and north, when they begun
To peil and mell, and kill and fell.

With muskets sneU, and pistols knell.
And some to helL
Battle <if Shmf-Mmr (Child's Ballads, VII. 260).

pell^, "• An obsolete variant otpeeH.
pell* (pel), ». [Prob. a dial. var. otpiUK"] A
hole or deep place, such as that formed under
a cascade or waterfall. [Prov. Eng.]

pell* (pel), V. t. [< jpeK* «.] To wash into
pells or pools. [Ptov. Eng.]

pellack, pellock'-' (i)erak, -ok), ». [Formerly
SLisopellok; <. Gskol. pelog, a" porpoise (t).] A
porpoise.

Tellsea (pe-le'a), n. [NL. (Link, 1841), so called

inaUosionto t&e dark-coloredsUpe ; < Gr . ite^^Ac,

darkjdusky.] Agenusofpolypodiaeeousfems,
the cliff-brakes, with intn^mai^nal sori, and
broad membranous indusia, which are formed
of the reflexed margin of the frond. More than
50 widely distributed species are known, of which about
a dozen are natives of North America. See dxff-brake (un-
der braked and Indian's-dream.

pellage (pel'aj), n. [< pelP- + -age. Cf. peU
age.^ (Jastom or dutypaid for skinsof leather.

pellagra (pe-la'grj), n. [= It. pellagra, < NL.
pellagra, < L. pellis, skin, -I- Gr. arypa, a catch-
ing.] An endemic disease of southern Europe,
characterized by erythema, digestive derange-
ment, and nervous affections. It exhibits vernal
recmTeuces or exacerbations, and is frequently
fatal after a few years. Also spelled j>e2a^a.

In the maize-porridge, which is called "polenta," and
"which is the chief food of a certain class of Italian work-
ing-men, tiiere is formed, by putrefaction, during the hot
-months, a poison which causes peUagm.

Pop. ScL Mo., TXJX. 253.

pellagrin (pe-la'grin), ». [< pellagra + -i»i.]

One who is aflSieted with peUagra.
The extent of the ravages of this affection may be esti-

mated from the fact tiiat, of 500 patients in the Milan Lu-
natic Asylum in 1827, one-third vere pdioffrins.

Chmnbrrga Encye.

pellagrous (pe-la'gms), a. [< NLi.pellagrosus, <

i»eHa^a, pellagra: seeiJcKaflra.] 1. Of or per-
taining to pellagra; resembling pellagra; de-
rived from pellagra: as, pellagrous insanity.

—

2. Affected -with pella^^.
A large number ot pellagrous peasants end their days in

lunatic asylums in a state of drivelling wretchedness or
raving madness. Encyc BriL, i^VIH. 477.

peUa-monntaint (pel'a-moun'tan), n. [Also
pulidU-mountain; appar. corruptions of the ML.
name Pulegium montanum.'] The wild thyme,
Thymus SerpyUum; perhaps also a species of

germander, Teuerium Polium.

pellet, n. An obsolete form of paZP.

pelleref, «. SeepeUure.
pellet (pel'et), n. [< ME. pelet, pelot, a ball,

bullet (of stone), < OF. pelote, pelotte, a ball,

a tennis-ball, F. pelote = Pr. pelota, pilota =
Sp.pelota = Pg.pellota = It. pOlotta, a ball,

pad, pincushion, <iSIi.pilota,pelota (after OF.),

a little ball, < L. pila, a ball : see pile^. ] 1 . A
little ball, as of wax, dough, paper, lead (a shot),

etc.: as, homeopathic ^jeHeis.

Wijsly resceynyng rist a litil at oonys, as oon litil pelot,

and preue therby how it worchitli. thanne another tyme
.ij. at oonys, if it be nede so that the mater be a litil di-

gestid and a litil ^estid.
, j. -n^ „^ „

Book of Qmnte Emenee (ed. FomivaU), p. 20.

2f. A stone ball formerly used as a missile, par-

ticularly from a sling; also, a cannon-ball; a

bullet.
As swifte as pdet out of gonne.

Clumeer, House of Fame, L 1643.
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Their skinnes are so thlcke that a pellet of an harque-

bush will scarce pearce them. HaJduyVs Voyages, XL 259.

Then must yon have a plummet form^ round,
like to the peUet of a birding bow.

J, Dennys (Arber's Eng. Gamer, 1. 153).

3. In Tier., a roundel sable: same as ogress-.—
4. In numis., a small pellet-shaped boss. T.
Erans.— 5. In decorative art, a small rounded
projection, usuallyone of many. Compare^urp'.
Border of raised acanthus leaves alternated with pellets.

Soulages Catalogue, No. 36 (s), p. 27.

Pellet molding, in Romanesque areh., a molding orna-
mented mth small hemispherical projections PeUet
ornamentation, ornament by means of small rounded
projections or bosses, sometimes arranged in ornamental
patterns, especially used in pottery, where the pellets are
composed of small balls of clay affixed to the body of the
vessel after it is molded,

pellet (pel'et), V. t. [<pellet, n.] To form into
pellets or little balls.

Oft did she heave her napkin to her eyne, . . .

Laundering the silken figures in the brine
That season'd woe had pelleted in tears.

Shot., Lover's Complaint, L 18.

Felletanjet. Seejeti.

pelleterIf, n . A Middle Englishform otpelter^.

pelleter^t, « . AMiddle English form ofpellitory.
pelletierine (pel-e-ter'in), n. [Named afterthe
French chemist Bertrand Pelletier (1761-97).]
An alkaloid from pomegranate-bark, CoHi3NO.
It is a dextrogyrate liquid, boiling at 185° C. Its pharma-
codynamic properties resemble somewhat those of curarL
The tannate is used as a tseniacide.

pellet-po'Wder (pel'et-pou'der), n. A British
cannon-powder molded into peUets of various
sizes according to the service it is to perform,
now largely superseded by pebble-powder.
Pellian ectnatiOIl. The indeterminate equation
ax2 = y^ + li named from the English mathe-
matician and diplomatist John Pell (1610-85).

Felllbrancllia (pel-i-brang'ki-a), n. pi. [NL.,
< L. pellis, skin, + liranchise, gUls.] A suborder
of nudibranchiate gastropods without distinct

gills, respiration being effected by the skin. It

was namedby J. E. Gray for the families Xtmo-
pontiid^ and FhyllirhoidiB.

Pellibranchiata (pel-i-brang-M-a'ta), n.pl.
[NL., neut. pi. of peUibrancftiatus : see pelli-

branchiate."] A suborder or superfamily of nndi-
brauehiates destitute of branchise, whose func-
tions are assumed by_the skin, it comprises the
families Ximajwntutto, ElysiidsB, and RAodopida. Essen-
tially the same as Pellibranchia and Dermatopnoa.

pellibrandliate (pel-i-brang'M-at), a. and n.

[< NL. pellibranchiaius, < L. pellis, sMn, +
branehise, gills.] I. a. Breathing by means of

the skin ; of or pertaining to thePeUibrancltiata.

II. n. A pellibranehlate moUusk.
pellicanf, «. An obsolete form ot pelican.

pellicle (pel'i-kl), n. [= F. pellicule = Pr. pel-

licula = Sp. peUcula = Pg. pellicula = It. pelli-

cula, pellicola, < L. pellicula, a small sMn, dim.
otpeUis, skin, hide: see pell^.'\ 1. A little or
thin skin; a cuticle; a film; a scum: as, the

nacreous jjeJHcte of some shells; the coaly pel-

licle of many fossil plants; the filiaj pellicle or

scum of infusions in which infusorial animal-
cules or microscopic fungi develop.

The kernel! or woodie substance within the date^ is di-

vided from the fleshie pulp and meat thereof by many
white peUides or thin s^ns betweene.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, xiiL 4.

We are acquainted with a mere pettide ot the globe on
which we live. Most have notdelved six feet beneath the

surface. Thoreau, Walden, p. 355.

2. In chem., a thin crust formed on the surface

of saline solutions when evaporated to a certain

degree. This pellicle consists of crystallized

saline particles.— 3. In hot., same as cortical

layer (which see, under cortical).

peUicula (pe-lik'u-la), n. [NL., < L. pellicula,

a small £n: see "pellicle.^ In iot., same as

cortical layer (which see, under cortical).

peUicular (pe-lik'ii-lar), a. [< L. pellicula, a

small skin {see pellicle), + -a'fi.'^ Having the

character or quality of a pellicle; formed by or

forming a pellicle; cuticular; filmy.

The pollen tube of Phanerogamia sometimes acquires a
length of two or more inches without ever departingfrom
the homogeneous sefiicufor structure.

Benfrey, Elem. Botany, § 58.

PeUlcolar enteritis, pseudomembranous enteritis.

pelliculate (pe-lik'H-lat), a. [< L. peUicula, a

small skin, + -ate^.) Covered -mth a pellicle.

Itellipert, «. An erroneous form oipelleter, for

pelter^. York Plays, Int., p. xxiv.

pellitory (pel'i-to-ri), n. [< ME. peUeter, peri-

tory, etc. ; a corruption of paritory. ] 1 . A per-

ennial weed, Parietaria officinalis; specifically,

the waU-peUitory, a small bushy plant gro-wing

on old wsdls, etc. , throughout the cooler parts of

Europe and Asia. The name is extended to all the

pelma
species of the genus ; P. Pennsylvaniea is the American
pellitory. Also called hammeraort and helxine.

2. The feverfew, Chrysanthemum Parfhenium
(see feverfew) ; also, the other chrysanthemums
of the group often classed as Pyreihnim. The
sneezewort, Achillea Ptarmica, has been called
vyild or bastard pellitory.

pellitory-of-Spain, n. A composite plant, Ana-
cydus Pyrethrum, growing chiefly in Algeria.
Its root is a powerful irritant, used as a sialagogne and
local stimulant. The masterwort, Peucedanum (impera-
iarid) Ostruthium, has sometimes received this name.

pell-melli (pel'mel' ), adv. [Fonnerly also pel-
mel, pelly^ieUy; < ME. *pellemelle, pelleymelley,
< OF. peUemelle, peslemesle, also meslepesle, also
pelle et melle,pelle et mesle, pesle et mesle (P. p&e-
mSle), confusedly Qpellemesleripeslemesler, mix,
confuse), appar. < OF. pelle, pale, a fire-shovel,
+ mesler, mix, meddle (see pale^, peelS, and
melP-) ; but perhaps in part, like equiv. mesle-
mesle (which occurs), a mere redupl. of mesler,
mix: cf. E. mishmash, mij:ty-maxty,a.nA mingle-
mangle, similar reduplications.] With con-
fused or indiscriminate violence, energy, or
eagerness ; indiscriminately

;
promiscuously

;

confusedly; in a disorderly mass or manner.
That 00 peple smyte thourgh the tother all pelley meUey.

full desironse echo other to apaire and to damage with all

her power. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 3S7.

Continue this alarum, fight ^WZ-mett;
Fight, kill, be damn'd ! Lust^s Dominion, iv. 3.

The gates set open and the portcullis vp.
Let 's peU^meU in, to stop their passage out.
Beyumod, 1 Edw. IV. (Works, ed. Pearson, L 20)u

Pat *em peU-meU to the sword.
B. Jonson, Eveiy Man in his Humour, ill 1.

De \^argas kept his men concealed antQ the fugitives
and their pursuers came clattering peU-meU into the glen.

Ircing, Granada, p. 79.

pell-mell^t, «. A variant of jjaH-maK.

pellock^ (pel'ok), n. [A var. of jwWet with sub-
stituted dim.'term. -ock.li A baU; a bullet.

Bee pellet. [Scotch.]

pellock^, n. Seepellacl:

pellncid (pe-lU'sid), a. [= F. peUucide, < L.
pellucidus, perlucidvs, transparent, < pellucere,

perlueere, shine through, be transparent, ^per,
through, + lucere, shine: see lucent, lueid.'\

1. Transparent.
Such a diaphanous, peUudd, dainty Body as you see a

Crystal-glass is. Bowdl, Letters, L L 29.

2. Admitting the passage of light, but not prop-
erly transparent; translucent; limpid; not
opaque; in entom., transparent, but not neces-
sarily colorless; translucent.

More pellucid streams.
An ampler ether. Wordsworth, Laodamia.

Still its water is green and peUueid as ever.

Thoreau, Walden, p. 195.

3. Figuratively, clear ; transparent to mental
vision.

A lustrous and pdludd souL
Broumng, King and Book, IL 35.

Pellacid zone, the zona pellucida; the inclosing mem-
brane of the mammalian ovum. It is of considerable
thickness and strength, and under high magnification
shows a radiately striated structure, whence it is also

called zona radiata.

pellncidity (pel-u-sid'i-ti), n. [= F.peUu-
ciditS, < li.pelUicid%ta(t-)s'jpe>-lueidita(t-)s, trans-

parency, < pellucidus, perluddus, transparent

:

see pellucid.'] Same ats pellticidness.

The chymists are never quiet till the heat of their fancy
have calcined and vitrified the earth into a crystalline

peUuddity. Dr. H. More, ImmortaL of Soul, iii. 9.

The peUuddity of the air.

Lodce, Elem. of Nat. PhUos., vi.

pelluddly (pe-lu'sid-li), adv. Transparently
or translueently.

peUncidness (pe-M'sid-nes), «. The state or

property of being pellucid: as, iJie peUuadness
of a gem.

pellnref (pel'ur), « . [ME. , also pelure, peUere;

< OF. peleure, pelure, pellure (ML. pellura), tax,

F.pelure, rind, pariiig,<i)cZ, skin, fur: seejjeJJi.]

Fur; fur-work; furs.

And fnrryd them with armyne,
Ther was never sytpeUere half so ^e.

J/S. Cantab. Ff. a 38, t 242. (HaUiviea.)

Clothed ful komly for ani kud kinges sone,

In gode clothes of gold a-grethed ful riche,

with perrey & pellure pertelyche to the risttes.

William of Paleme (E. E. T. S.), L 53.

Als women haue wille, in there wilde youthe.

To fret hom with fyn perle, & thaiie face paint.

With pelur and pall & mony proude rynges,

Euyn set to the sight and to seme faire.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 434.

pelly-mellyf, adv. Au obsolete form of pell-

mell^'.

pelma (pel'nm), n. ; -pLpelmata (-ma-t»). [NL.,

< Gr. ni^/ia, the sole of the foot.] The sole;



pelma

the planta; the entire under surface of the
foot.

pelmatogram (pel-mat'o-gram)^ n. [< Gr. ira.
/«i(t-), the sole of the foot, + ypafi/ia, a writing.]
A print of the foot.

Feunatozoa (pel"ma-to-z6'a), n.pl. [NL., < Gr.
iri?LMa, the sole of tKe toot,'+ f^ov, an animal.]
InLeuckajrt's classification (1848), the first class
otEchinodermata, distinguished from Actinozoa
(sea-urchins and starfishes), and from Scyto-
dermata (holothurians and spoonworms), and
divided into the two orders Cystidea and Cri-
noidea. The term is now used for fill the crinoids or
stalked echinoderms, divided into Criruridea, Cyitoidea,
and Blastoidea. Same as Crinoidea in an enlargra sense.

pelmatozoan (pel"ma-to-z6'an), a. and n. [<
Pelmatozoa + -an.] '1. 'a. Stalked, as an eohi-
noderm; pertaining to the PeVmatozoa, ot hav-
ing their characters.

n, n. A member of the Pelmatozoa.
Felobates (pf-lob'a-tez), n. fNli. (J. "Wagler,
1830), < Gr. TrV/Wf, mud, mire, + parrig, one who
treads, < fiaivuv, walk.] A genus of tailless am-
phibians, typical of the family Pelobatidse. P.
fuscus of Europe is an example.
Felobatidse (pel-o-bat'i-de), ». pi. [NL., < Pe-
lohates + 4dse.'] A family of arpiferous salient
amphibians, typified by the' genus Felobates,
with maxillary teeth, dilated sacral diapophy-
ses, the coccyx connate with the sacrum, and
the vertebras procoelian.

Pelodryadidse (pel'o-dn-ad'i-de), n. pi. [NL.

,

< Pelodryas {-dryad-) + •idm.'] Li Giinther's
classification, a family of anurous batracMans,
typified by the genus Pelodryas, with platydac-
tyl digits, ma,xillary teeth, ears developed, no
parotoids, toes webbed, and sacral apophyses
dilated. Its species are now usually referred to
the Hylidie. Also PelodryidsB.

Pelodryas (pf-lod'ri-as), n. [NL., < Gr. 5n?A<5f,

mud, mire,+ Spvdg, a dryad: see dryad."] A ge-
nus of batrachians of the family Hylidx, or giv-

ing name to the family Pelodryadidse. P. cse-

ruletis is the great green tree-frog of Australia
and New Guinea.
Pelodytes (pe-lod'i-tez), n. [NL. (Pitzinger),

< Gr. vijUg, mud, mire, 4- 6'imiq, a diver : see Dy-
tes.^ 1. A genus of tailless amphibians, typi-
cal of the family Pelodytidse.— 2. A genus of
worms. Schneider, 1859.

Pelodytidse (pel-o-dit'i-de), n.pl. [NL., <

Pelodytes + -idx.'\ A family of aroiferous sa-
lient amphibians, typified by the genus Pelody-
tes. It is characterized by maziUary teeth, dilated sacral
diapophyses, the coccyx articulating with condyles of one
or two sacral vertebrae, procoelian vertebrae, and the uro-
style distinct. It includes, besides Pe2^2/te<^ several paleo-
tropical and Australian genera-

Pelogoninae (pe-log-o-m'ne),m.^Z. [NL.,<Pe-
logonus + dnd.'] A subfamily of GalguUdse,
typified by the genus Pelogonus. Also Pelo-
gonida.

Pelogonns (pf-log'o-nus). n. [NL. (LatreUle),

< Gr. trri%6g, mud, mire, + ydvog, offspring: see
-gonous.l A genus of heteropterous insects of

the family G^gulidse, typical of the subfamily
PeUfgoninse. They have the fore legs slender and am-
bnlatorial, the sharp rostrum extremely stout at the base,
and the general surface smooth. P. amerieanvx inhabits
the United States from New England to Texas, and is also

found in Cuba. It lives in herbage by the waterside, and
is only about one fourth of an inch long.

Pelomednsa (pe"lo-me-dii'8a), n. [NL., < Gr.

wtiUi;, mud, mire, -t- ilLiSovaa, one of the three
Gorgons: see Medusa, 1.] A genus of African
fresh-water tortoises, containing such as P.

mahafie, typical of the family Pelomedusidse.

Felomednsidae (pe'lo-me-dii'si-de), n.pl. [NL.,

< Pelomedusa + -idee.']
' A family of pleurodi-

rous tortoises,typified by the genus Pelomedusa.
(a) In Gray's system it is characterized by the depressed
head covered with bard bony plates, a distinct moderate-
ly developed zygomatic arch, and the temporal muscles
covered with hud dermal shields. A number of species

inhabit Africa and Madagascar, (b) In Cope's system it

is restricted to forms with not more than two digital pha-
langes and four pairs of bones across the plastron.

Peloinys(pero-mis), n. [NL. (Wilhelm Peters,

1852), < Gr. ir^Ug, mud, mire, + five, a mouse.]
A genus of African rodents of the family Mu-
ridse and subfamily Murinse, having compara-
tivelybroad molars, grooved incisors, compress-
ed palate, short scaly tail, bristly fur, and the
middle three digits of each foot longer than the
lateral ones. A species inhabits Mozambique.
Felopsens (pel-6-pe'us), n. [NL. (LatreiUe,

1804), < Gr. myM<li {Uiehnt-), Pelops, i. e. 'dark-

face': see PeU^ponnesian."] A genus of digger-

wasps of the family Sphegidse, of slender form,

with long petiolated abdomen and dark colors.

Nest of Petcpseits lunatus.

4364

P. lunatus is

a common
North Ameri-
can species
known as
mud - dauber.
See also cut
under mud-
dauber.

Felopid (pel'-

6-pia), a. and
n. [< L. Pe-
lopidse, < Gr.
Tleh)iri6ai, the
descendants
of Pelops, < Ili?Mf (TieTum-), Pelops: see Pelo-
pormesian.'] I, a. In Gr. myth., of gr pertain-
ing to Pelops, who is said to have been the son
of Tantalus, or his descendants, the Pelopidse,
notorious for their crimes.

II, n. A descendant of Pelops.
Feloponnesian (peHo-po-ne'si-an), a. and ».

[< L. Peloponnesius, feloponnesian, < Pelopon-
nesus, < Gr. TleTMirdvvTjcoQ, the Peloponnesus, for
n^/loTrof vrjaog, the island of Pelops : Tle7jy\l>, gen.

n^/lojrof, Pelops,
son of Tantalus
{< neUg, dark,
dark-colored, +
b-f, eye, face);
i^CTOf, island.] I.

a. Of or pertain-
ing to the Pel-
oponnesus, the
southern penin-
sula of Greece,
including Acha-
ia, Ells, Arcadia,
Sicyonia, Argo-
lis, Laconia,
Messenia, and
part of Corin-
thia—Pelopoime-
sian or Dorian
school of sculpture,
in Gr. art, one of the
chief schools of clas-

sic sculpture, paral-
lel with the Attic
school, from which
it differed notably in
its more robustqual-
ity and its less mi-
nute elaboration of
detail. The Athe-

nian Fhidias, whose chief teacherwas the DorianAgeladas,
united the excellences of both schools.—FeloponneBlail
war, one of the principal wars ot ancient Greece, 431-404
B. c. The contestantswere Athens and her allies (largely
naval) and Sparta with allies (including several from the
Peloponnesus, whence the name of the war). Its final out-
come was the transference of the hegemony iifGreece from
Athens to Sparta.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of the Pelo-
ponnesus.
peloria (pe-lo'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gr. ni^p, a
monster.] ' In boi., the appearance of regular-
ity of structure in the flowers of plants which
normally bear irregular flowers. This restoration
of regularity may take place in two ways— either by the
non-development of the irregular parts (regular pelo-
ria), or by the formation of irregular parts in increased
number, so that the symmetry A the flower is rendered
perfect (irregular peloria). The latter, which is the more
common, is the original peloria of Linnaeus : the term was
first used of flve-spurraj examples of Linairia mdgarit.
See peiorizaiion,

peloriate (pe-lor'i-at), a. [< peloria + -ate^."]

Characterized by peloria.

In Linaria cymbaiariSLpeloriate flowers and otherchanges
were found. ~ . .

PelopODoesian Art.— The Nike of Pae-
onius, dedicated at Olympia by the Mes-
senians in commemoration of the Spartan
defeat at Sphacteria, 425 B. c.

Set. Amer., N. 8., LX.

[< peloria + ic.'] Char-
Darwin, Var. of Animals

peloric (pe-lor'ik), a.

aeterized by peloria.
and Plants, xiv.

pelorisation, n. See pelorization.

pelorise, ». *. See pelorize.

pelorism (pel'o-rizm), n. [< Gr. irihjp, a mon-
ster (see peloria), + -ism.'] Same a,e peloria.

Peloriam isnot due to mere chance variability, but either
to an arrest of development or to reversion.

Dammn, Var. of Animals and Hants, 1. 33.

pelorization (peFo-ri-za'shgn), n. [< pelorize

+ -auim.] The becoming affected with pe-
loria. Also spelled pelorisation.

In some Instances, by pdorUalion, it is found that tetra-

dynamous plants become tetrandrous.
Eruye. Brit., IV. 129.

pelorize (pel'o-riz), v. t.: pret. and pp. pelo-

rized, ppr. petorizing. [< peloria + -ize.] To
affect with peloria. Also speUed pelorise.

The most perfectly jwtortsed examples had six petals,

each marked with black stris like those on the standard-
petaL Dcerurin, Yar. of Animala and Plants, L 338.

pelta

peloms (pe-16'rus), «. [< L. Pelorus, the tra-

ditional pilot of Hannibal.] Naut., an instru-

ment for detecting errors of the compass by the
bearings of celestial objects.

pelotti n. A Middle English form ot pellet.

pelote (pe-lof), n. {¥., a ball woundnom wool,
worsted, sUk, etc. : see pellet.'] A tuft or flock

of hair or wool, or of a similar fiber.

pelourt, n. An obsolete form otpiUer'^.

pelowt, pelowet, « Middle English forms of

pillow.

peltl (pelt), V. [< ME. pelten, pilten, pulten, ap-

par. (.li. pultare, beat, strike, knock, collateral

form otpulaare, push, strike, beat, batter; see
pulsate, pulse, v. It is commonly supposed that

pelt is a contracted form of pellet, v., not found
m sense of ' pelt,' but cf. equiv. F.peloter, beat,

handle roughly, OF. peloter, play at ball, toss

like a ball,= It.pelottare,pilottare, thump, cuff,

baste (Florio); but the required orig. ME.
*peletenwould not contract in ME. topelten, nor
produce the form pulten. Of. palt, polt^.] I.

trans. If. To push; thrust.

Fikenhild asen hiiepeUe
With his swerdes hilte.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), 1 1415.

3. To assail with missiles; assail or strike with
something thrown.

The chidden billow seems to peU the clouds.
iSAo*., Othello, a 1. 12.

Several such obscure persons as these we have had of

late, who have insulted men of great abilities and worth,
and taken pleasure to pelt them, from their coverts, with
little objections. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. xi., Pref

3. To throw; east; hurl. [Bare.]

My PhOlis me with petted apples plies.

Dryden, tr. of Vita's Eclogues, iii. 97.

II. intrans. 1. To throw missiles.

The bishop and the Duke of Gloucester's men . . .

Do pelt so fast [with pebblestones] at one another's pate
That many have their giddy brains knock'd out.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iiL 1. 82.

2. To fall or descend (on one) with violence or
persistency: as, a, pelting vain.

The pelting shower
Destroys the tender herb and budding flower.

A. PhUips, Pastorals, it

At a touch sweet Pleasure melteth.
Like to bubbles when rain peUeth,

Zeat», Fancy.

3. To proceed rapidly and vrithout intermis-
sion ; htirry on : as, the horses pelted along at

a fine pace. [CoUoq.]—4t. To bandy words;
use abusive language ; be in a passion.

Another smother'd seems to pelt and swear.
Shak., Lncrece, L 1418.

5f. To submit; become paltry. Nares.

I found the people nothing prest to pelt.

To yeeld, or hostage give, or tributes pay.
Mir. for Magi., p. 166.

peltl (pelt), n. [< peMi, v.'] 1 . A blow or stroke
from something thrown.

But as Leucetius to the gates came fast
To flre the same, Troyes Ilioneus brave
With a huge stone a deaAly pelt him gave.

Vicars, tr. of Virgil. (Narei,}

2t. Rage; anger; passion.

That the letter which put you into such apelt came from
another. Wrangling Loners (1677). (JIToroi.)

pelt2 (pelt), n. [< ME. pelt, appar. developed
from, pelter, peltry regarded as < "pelt + -er or
-ry: Beepelter\peltryl. The Gt. pelz, fm, ekm,
is a diff. word, MHG. pelz, belz, beUiz, OHG.
pellis = AS.pylee (> 'E. pilch), < ML. pelMeea, a
skin, a furred robe, > -via. pilch a,nd pelisse: see
pilch, pelisse. Ct.pelP-.'] 1. Theskmof abeast
with the hair on it, especially of one of the
smaller animals used in furriery; specifically,
a fur-skin dried but not prepared for use as
fur ; a raw hide : sometimes applied to a gar-
ment made from such a skin.

Ofl shepe also eomytbe pelt and eke Felle.
PMtUxd Poena, eto. (ed. Fnmivall), p. 16.

A. pelt, or garments made of wolves and beares skins,
which nobles in old time used to weare.

Nomendatar (1585). (Nare».)

Theyused ia.wpelts clapped about them for their clothes.
FtiHer, Holy War, p. 116.

2. The mangled quarry of a hawk; the dead
body of a bird killed by a hawk.— 3. Soft lea-
ther used for covering inking-pads inklne-
pelt, a sheepskin cnt and stnaed in the shape of a iaU
and fitted to a handle, for use as the inking-baU of a hand-
press.—Tanned pelt, a skin tanned with the hair on, es-
pecially one of Inferior value, such as sheepskin. =Syn. L
Hide, etc. See Mn.

pelta (pel'ta),w.; pl.^e?te(-te). [L.,<Gr.7r£Ar;?,
a small, light shield, of leather, without a rim.]
1 . In classical antiq., a small and light buckler.
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as that introduced among the Athenian light-

armed troops by Iphierates, about 392 b. c, to

take the place of
the heavier shield,

in order to increase
their efficiency in
marching and skir-

mishing.—2. In bot.,

an apothecium of a
lichen forming a flat

shield without dis-

tinct exciple, as in

the genus PelUgea;
sometimes, also, a
scale or braet at-

tached by its mid-
dle.— 3. [cop.] In
conch., a genus of
gastropods,now call-

ed Bundna. Beck,

1837; Quatrefages,

1844._pelta limata, p^,^^ ^ ,„„ ,^,„, „, ^„
the small Orescent-Sliaped Amazon in the Capitoline Museum.
shield often borne by the Rome.
Amazons.

Peltandra (pel-tan'dra), n. [NL. (Baflnesque,

1819), < Grr. TziXrij, a shield, + aviip (avSp-), male
(in mod. bot stamen).] A genus of plants

of the subfamily Philodendroidese, type of the
tribe Peltandrese, distinguished by the orthot-

ropous ovules ; the arrow-arum. There are 3 spe-

cies, natives of American swamps and river-borders from
New York to Georgia. They bear large and omamen-

Arrow-arum, Peltandra undulata (P. yir^rittt'ca).

I. The inflorescence, inclosed by the spathe during anthesis. 2.

Thefruitingspadix, inclosed by the persisteritspathe. 3. Leaf, show-
ing the nervation, a, upper part of the spadix ; *, a fruit

tal veiny arrow-shaped leaves on long sheathing stalks,

and flowers forming a tapering spadix, staminate above,

inclosed in a green convolute and ruffled curving spathe,

and enveloping a globose mass of leathery berry-like utri-

cles, each separating in early spring as a ball of reddish

tenacious Jelly investing a green and conspicuous spheri-

cal fleshy embryo. Its thick fleshy rootstock contains an
edible starch.

Peltandreae (pel-tan'dre-e), n. pi. [NL. (Bug-

ler, 1879), < Peltandra +'-ex.'\ A tribe of mono-
cotyledonous plants of the order Araeex and
the subfamily Philodendroideee, consisting of

the genus Peltandra.

peltarion (pel-ta'ri-on), n. [NL., < Gr. mXtd-
pcmi, dim. of ire?i.T?i, a small, light shield: see

pelta.'] 1. Fl. peltaria (-&). In co»c^., a fossil

body of oval or subcireiilar concavo-convex
form, found in Jurassic strata, supposed to be
the operculvun of a shell of the genus Neritopsis.

Eneyc.Dict.—3. {cap.'] A genus of crustaceans.

peltast (pel'tast), n. [< Gr. Tre^raar^g, a light-

armed soldier, (.ir^TiT?!, alight shield: see pelta.]

In Or. antiq., a light-armed soldier: so called

from the light shield he carried. See pelta, 1.

peltate (pel'tat), a. [< L. peltatus, armed with
a light shield, <i)eito, a light shield: see pelta.]

Shield-shaped; in bot, fixed to

the stalk by the center or by
some point distinctly within the

margin; having the petiole in-

serted into the under surface of

the lamina, not far from the cen-

ter : as, a peltate leaf.

peltated (pel'ta-ted), a. [.< pel-

tate + -ed^.] Same a,s peltate.

peltately (pel'tat-li), adv. In a

peltate form.
. ^ ^

peltatifid (pel-tat'i-fid), a. [< L. peltatus, pel-

tate, + fidns, < findere {,VM)> cleave.] In bot.,

peltate and cut into subdivisions.

peltation (pel-ta'shon), M. [< peltate + -wn.]

A peltate form or formation.

Peltate Leaf of
Hydrocotyle vul.
garis.
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pelteri (pel'ter), ». [<jpe?a -I- -erl.] 1. One
who or that which pelts.—3. A shower of mis-
siles; a storm, as of falling rain, hailstones,

etc. [CoUoq.]
Presently, another shower came ; . . . pebbles came rat-

tling all about Bonnie. She slirugged up her shoulders
and shut her eyes during the ipdter.

Religwua Herald, March ii, 1887.

3. A passion ; a fit of anger. [CoUoq.]
No, I don't mean that. You mustn't be angiy with me

;

I wasn't really in a pelter.

B. KingHxy, Hillyars and Burtons, iiL

palter^ (pel'ter), ». [< ME. peltyer, pelleter,

*peUiter, peleter, < OP. peletier, pelMtier (F.peU
leUer), a skinner, furrier, < pel, < li.pelUs, a skin,
hide : see pelO-.] A dealer in skins or hides ; a
skinner.

pelter^'t (pel'ter), n. [Appar. < *pelt, a verb as-
sumed from pelting, which is appar. for *palt-

ing,paltring,-psdtiy: seepaltring. Ci. palter.]

1 , A mean, sordid person ; a piuchpenny.
Yea, let suche pelters prate, sainte Keedham be their

speede.
We neede no text to answer them, but this, The Lord hath

nede. Qoicoigne, A Gloze upon a Text.

2. A fool.

The veriest ^e2ter pilde male seme
To have experience thus,

KendaU's FUmert ofEpigrmnmes(LS77).

Peltier effect. See effect.

Peltier's phenomenon.' See thermo-electricity.

peltifoUous (pel-ti-fo'li-us), a. [< L. pelta, a
shield, + folium, leaf.] Having peltate or
shield-shaped leaves.

peltiform (pel'ti-f6rm), a. [< L. pelta, a shield,

+ forma, shape.] Peltate in form; shield-

shaped.
Peltigera (pel-tij'e-ra), n. [NL., < L. pelta, a
shield, + gerere, carry.] A genus of lichens
with frondose thallus, which is veiny and vil-

lous beneath, where it is deprived of the corti-

cal layer. The apothecia are peltiform, the spores
fusiform or acicular and many-celled. P. canina is the
dog-lichen or ground-liverwort, formerly considered as a
cure for hydrophobia (see cut under lichen); and P. ojph-

thoia is the thrush-lichen, which is purgative and anthel-
mintic.

peltigerine (pel-tij'e-rin), a. [< Peltigera +
-ine^.] In bot., belonging to, resembling, or

characteristic of the genus Peltigera.

peltinerved (pel'ti-nervd), a. [< L. pelta, a
shield, + nervus, nerve, -I- -ed^.] In bot., hav-
ing nerves_ radiating from a point at or near
the center: said of a leaf. See nervation.

peltingi (pel'ting), n. [Verbal n. of pelt\ v.]

A beating or belaboring with missiles, as with
stones, snow-balls, etc.

Poor naked wretches, wheresoe'er you are.

That bide the pelting of this pitiless storm.
Shak.f Lear, iiL 4. 29.

A professorship at Hertford is well imagined, and if he
can keep clear of contusions at the annual peltings, all

will be well. Sydney Smith, To Lady Holland.

peltingi(pel'ting),i). a. [P^v.otpelt\v.] 1.

Assailing with or as with missiles; coining

down hard: as, a, pelting shower.
Through petting rain

And howling wind he reached the gate again.

Wittiam, Morris, Earthly Paradise, m. 248.

3t. Angry; passionate.

They were all in & pelting heat.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, ii., Hill Difficulty.

Good drink makes good blood, and shall pelting words
spill it 7 Lyly, Alexander and Campaspe, v. 3. (JSaree.)

In a pelting chafe she brake all to peeces the wenches
imagery worke, that was so curiously woven and so full

of varietie, with her shittle.

Topsell, Serpents, p. 250. (BalliweU.)

pelting^t (pel'ting), a. [Appar. a var. of *palU

ing for paltring: see paltring, and cf. pelter^

peltry^.] Mean; paltry; contemptible.

From low farms.

Poor pe^firw villages, sheep-cotes, and mills.

Shak., Lear, ii. 3. 18.

And so is moch spent, in finding out fine fetches and

packing vp i^eJiin? matters. „ „, ,
Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 143.

Pay the t^oot pelting knaves that know no goodness

;

And cheer your heart up handsomely.
Fletcher, Beggar s Bush, iv. 1.

peltinglyt (pel'ting-li), adv. In a pelting or

contemptible manner.
Mine own modest petition, my friend's diligent labour,

our High-Chancellor's most honourable and extraordmary

commendation, were all peltingly defeated by a shy prac-

tice of the old rox, whose acts and monuments shall never

die. 6. Harney, Four Letters, iii.

peltmonger (pelt'mung'-'gfer), n. A dealer in

X^ltocephalidse (peina-se-fal'i-de), n.pl. [NL.

,

< Peltocephalus + 4dks.] A family of pleuro-

peltyer

dirous tortoises, typified by the genus Peltoce-
pfea2us,includingafewtropicalAnierlcanforms.
They are characterized, in Gray's system, by having the
head swollen and covered with hard bony plates, and dis-
tinct zygomatic arches covering the temporal muscles.

Peltocephalus (pel-to-sef'a-lus), n. [NL. (Du-
m6ril and Bibron, 1§35), < Gr. tteAt?, a shield,
+ iic(^a74, the head.] The typical and only ge-
nus of Peltocephalidx.

Peltochelyidse (peFto-ke-li'i-de), n. pi. [NL.

,

< Peltochelys + -idse^ A division of Chelonia
named from the genus Peltochelys, and includ-
ing such as the modem Trionychidse.

Peftochelys (pel-tok'e-lis), n. [NL., < Gr.
TKkXTTi, a shield, -I- x^^v^i a tortoise.] The name-
giving genus of Peltochelyidse, based upon fos-
sil forms occurring in the Wealden.
Peltocochlides (pel-to-kok'li-dez), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. jriTiTJi, a shield, '+ NL. Cochlides.] A pri-
mary group of holostomatous tsenioglossate
gastropods, distinguished by an external shell
having a spiral, paueisplral, or pileiform char-
acter. It includes the families Calyptrseidee,

Hipponycidse, Xenophoridse, and Naricidse.

Peltogaster (pel-to-gas 'ter), n. [NL., < Gr.
TreAiT?, a shield, -I- yaoTijp, stomach.] A genus
of rhizocephalons cirripeds, type of a family
Peltogastridse. They are parasitic upon hermit-
crabs. See Bhizoeephala.

Peltogastridse (pel-to-gas'tri-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Peltogaster + -idse.] AtaxohyotBhizoeephala,
typified by the genus Peltogaster. The body i&
sacciform and unsegmented ; the alimentary canal is ob-
solete ; the sexes are combined ; and from the iufundi-
buliform anterior end are given off the root-like processes-
which ramify and burrow deeply in the substance of the-

host. See cut tmder Bhizoeephala.

Peltophomm (pel-tof'o-mm), n. [NL. (T. Vo-
gel, 1837), < Gr. iri2.T7i, a shield, -I- -(jiopog, < (pipeiv

= E. bear'^.] A genus of leguminous plants of
the suborder Csesalpiniese and the tribe Eucses-
alpiniese, distinguished by the broad peltate

stigma. There are 6 species— Sin tropical America, 1 in
South Africa, and 2 in the Indian archipelago and tropical
Australia. They are tall trees without thorns, bearing^
bipinnate leaves of numerous small leaflets, yellow ra-

cemed flowers in panicles at the end of the branches, and
broad flattened indehiscent pods having wing-like margins^
and containing usually one or two small flattened seeds.

See bra^tto.

Peltops (pel'tops), n. [NL. (J. Wagler, 1829),

< Gr. t^Btti, a shield, + l^ip, face.] A remark-
able genus of flycatchers of the family Musci-
capidse, confined to the Papuan region, having-
the bill very broad and stout at the base, the
nostrils round and exposed, the wings pointed,

and the plumage black, white, and crimson >

The only species is P. MainvUlei, about seven inches long.

The genus is also called EroUa and PlatysUymus.

pelt-rot (pelt'rot), n. A disease in sheep, in

which the wool falls off, leaving the body bare r

hence sometimes called naJced disease.

peltryi (pel'tri), n. ; pi. peltries (-triz). [< ME.
peltry, pelleteri, *pelleterie, < OF.peleterie, pelle-

terie, skins collectively, the trade of a skinner,

<. peletier, pelletier, a skinner: see pelter^. Cf.

pelt^.] 1. Pelts collectively, or a lot of pelts- •

together: usually applied in furriery to raw
pelts with the fur on, dried or otherwise cured,

but not yet tanned or dressed into the furs as.

worn.
The profits of a little trafSck he drove in peltry.

SmoUett^

The exports wereland productions . . . xai peltry tsota.

the Indians. Bancroft, Hist. U. S., IL 407.

3. A pelt; a fur-skin.

Now and then the "Company's Yacht" . . . was sent

to the fort with supplies, and to bring away the peltries

which had been purchased of the Indians.
Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 178.

Frontiersmen . . . make their living by trapping, pel-

tries being very valuable and yet not bulky.

T. BooseveU, The Century, XXXTI. 832.

peltry^t, n. [Appar. an error for or an altera-

tion of pelfry (simulating pelter'^, pelting'^ pal-
try).] A trifle ; trash.

As Publius gentilly received Paule, and by hym was
healed of all hys dyseases, so ded myne host Lambert re-

ceyve me also gentilly, and byme was delyvered from hys
vayne beleve of purgatorye, and of other popysh peltryes.

Bp. Bale, Vooacyon(HarL Misc., VI. 440).

peltry-waret (pel'tri-war), n. Skins; furs;

peltry.

Nowe Beere and Bakon bene fro Prase ybrought
Into Flanders, as loued and farre ysought

;

Osmond, Copper, Bow-staues, Steele, and Were,
Pellreware and grey Pitch, Terre, Board, and flere.

Eakluyt's Voyages, I. 192.

pelt-'WOOl (pelt'wul), n. Wool from the skin

of a dead sheep.

peltyert, « A Middle English form otpeltcA.



pelu

pelu (pe'lu), n. [S. Amer.] A small tree, So-
phora tetraptera, var. Macnabiana, of southern
Chili and Patagonia. Its wood is very hard and
durable, and much used for wheel-cogs and
similar objects.

peludo (pe-lu'do), n. [< Sp. peludo, hairy, <
pelo, < L. pilus, hair : see pUe^.] Dasypus vil-

losus, the hairy armadillo, one of the encou-
berts or dasypodines, common on the pampas
of the Argentine Eepublie and in Chili, it la
not strictly nocturnal, and does not burrow, but is found
on dry plains, and is carnivorous ; its flesh is fat, and is
esteemed as food. The peludo is about 14 inches long,
and has large elliptical ears, a broad muzzle, and long
tail ; the body Is covered with bristly hairs as well as
with the carapace, the bands of which are six or seven in
number. See cut under armadillo.

jeluret, n. See pellure.

Telusiac (pf-lti'si-ak), a. [< L. Pelusiacus, < Pe-
lusium ; see Pehman.'] Same as Pelv^ian.

Pelusian (pe-ln'si-an), a. [< L. Pelusium, < Gr.
UeTimaiov, Pelusiuiii (see def.).] Of or pertain-
ing to Pelusium, an ancient city of Egypt, in
tie delta on the eastern or Pelusiae mouth of
the Nile.— Pelusian wine, an ancient name for beer.

Itisanundoubted factthatbeerwas firstbrewedinEgypt,
. . . whence its manufacture has spread over Europe.
It was called Peltman wine, from Pelusium, a city on the
banks of the Nile. Pagteur, Fermentation (trans.), p. 17.

ipelvic (pel'vik), a. [< 'Nh. pelvieus, < li. pelvis,

pelvis: seepelvis."] Of or pertaining to the pel-
vis: as, pelvic bones, those composing the pel-
vis; pelvic viscera, those contained in the pel-
vis ; the pelvic inlet or outlet ; the pelvic cavity

;

pelvic measurement—Anterior pelvic region, the
region in front of the pelvis.— Pelvic aponeurosis.
Same as pelvic fascia.— Pelvic arch. Same as pelvic

ftrdte.—Pelvic axis, the axial line of the pelvic cavity,
t is a curve, concentric with the concavity of the sacrum

-and coccyx, and passes through the central point.

—

Pel-
vic canal, the cavity of the true pelvis, as forming a pas-
sage for the fetus at birth.— Pelvic cavity, the cavity in-
closed by the true pelvis.— Pelvic cellulitis, an Inflam-
jnation of the areolar tissue surrounding the pelvic organs,
more especially, in the female, of the areolar tissue in con-
nection with the uterus and its appendages. Also called
parametritis.—TeWic diameters, (a) Of the false pel-
vis : (1) The distance between the internal lips of the iliac

crests. (2) The distance between the anterior superior
spines of the ilium, (b) Of the true pelvis : (1) Anteropos-
terior diameter of the brim. Same as conjugate diamjet&r

<if the brim. (2) Anteroposterior diameter of the outlet^ the
distance between the tip of the coccyx and the lower bor-
.der of the symphysis pubis. (3) Bis-iliac diameter, the trans-
verse diameter of the brim. (4) Bis-ischiatic diameter, the
transverse diameter of the outlet. (5) Coccypubcd diavieter.

Same as a^itaroposteriar dia/iYiAtefr of the outlet. (6) Conjugate
.diameter of the brim, (a) In anMt., the distance between
the sacral promontory and the upper margin of the sym-
physis pubis, (fi) In obstet., the least distance between the
-sacral promontory and the symphysis pubis, measured to
ta point on the symphysis about two fifths of an inch be-
low the upper margin. (7) Conjugate diameter of the cavity,

'the anteroposterior diameter, measured from the suture
between the second and third sacral vertebrse to the mid-

,

die of the symphysis pubis. (8) Conjugate diameter of the

mdiet. (a) The distance between the tip of the coccyx
and the mferior margin of the symphysis pubis, (fi) The
<li8tance between the sacrococcygeal articulation and the
inferior margin of the symphysis pubis. (9) Diagonal con-
jugate diameter of the cavity, the distance between the sub-
pubicligament and the sacralpromontory, measured inthe
living. (10) Normal conjugal dia/mete^ of the cavity, the an-
teroposterior diameter between the concavity of the third
sacral vertebra and the upper margin of the symphysis pu-
'bis. (11) Oblique diameter of the brim, the distance between
the iliopectineal eminence and the sacro-iliac synchondro-
.sis of the opposite side. (12) Oblique diameter of the out-

-let, the distance from the middle of the great sacrosciatic

ligament to the point of union between the opposite rami
of pubis and ischium. (13) Sacrocotyloidean diameter, the
distance between the sacral promontory and the posterior

part of the cotyloidean cavity. (14) Transverse diameter

of the brim, the greatest diameter measured from side to

side. (16) Transverse diameter of the cavity, the distance
between the points of the inner surface of the os inno-
Tninatum opposite the middle of the acetabnla. (16)

Tran^erse diameter of the ouUet, the distance between
the tuberosities of the ischium. (17) True conjugate di-

ameter of the brim. Same as 6 (S), above.—Pelvic dla-
?liragm, the muscles forming the floor of the pelvis.-

elvic fascia. See /aseto.— Pelvic girdle. See gir-

-dZei, and cuts under pelvis and epipleura.— Pelvic her-
nia, the protrusion of some part of the pelvic con-
tents through an abnormal or accidental opening situ-

ated below the brim of the true pelvis. Pelvic hernlse

are of rare occurrence. The chief ones are known as
perineal, pudendal, sciatic^ and vaginal.—Pelvic index,
the ratio of the anteroposterior diameter of the brim to

the transverse diameter of the same multiplied by 100.

—Pelvic limb, the limb vvhich is attached to the trunk
by means of the pelvic arch ; the hind limb or posterior

extremity, as the leg of man or bird, the hind limb of

-quadruped mammals and reptiles, and the ventral fin Of a
fish.

—

Pelvic peritonitis, a local inflammation of that

3)art of the peritoneum surrounding the pelvic organs,

and especially the uterus and broad ligaments. Also
-called perimetritis.~Velvio plexus, a plexus of sym-
pathetic nerves, reinforced by branches from the lower
two or three sacral nerves, situated at the side of the
Tectum, and of the vagina also in the female. It gives

_Tise to several secondary plexuses, the more important
of which are the vesical, hemorrhoidal, cavernous, and
•uterine. Also called inferior hypogastric plexus.— Pelvic
2)resentatlon. See preserUaUon.— Pelvic region, the
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region within the true pelvis, as distinguished from the
other specialized regions of the abdominal cavity.

pelviform (pel'vi-f6rm), a. [< L. pelvis, a basin
(see pelvis), + forma, form.] 1. Openly cup-
shaped; pateriform; resembling a pelvis in
figure.— 2. In bat., shaped like a shallow cup
or basin.

pelvimeter (pel-vim'e-t6r), n. [< NL. pelvis,

pelvis, -I- Gr. /xhpov, a measure.] An instru-

ment for measuring the diameters of the pelvis.

pelvimetry (pel-vim'et-ri), B. [< NL. pelvis,

pelvis, + Gt. -ftETpia, < /lirpov, measure.] The
method or practice of measuring the pelvis;
measurement of the pelvis, especially for ob-
stetrical purposes.

pelvimyon (pel-vi-ml'on), n.
;
phpelvimya (-a).

[NL., i pelvis + myon.'] Any myon of the pel-

vie arch or hip-girdle: distinguished tionipec-
torimyon.
The Avepdvimya discussed are the ambiens and those

other four already handled.
Coues, The Auk, Jan., 1888, p. 106.

pelviotomy (pel-vi-ot'o-mi), n. [< NL. pelvis,

pelvis, + Gr. -ro/ita, < rijiveiv, Ta/ielv, cut,] In
surg., symphysiotomy.
pelviperitonitis (pel-vi-per"i-t6-ni'tis), n.

[Kh.,<. pelvis + peritonitis.'] Pelvic peritonitis.

pelvis (pel'vis), n.
;
pi. pelves (-vez). [NL., <

L. pelvis, a basin, laver; cf. Gr. iriXv^, ireXAig,

irlAAa, a bowl: see pelike.'] 1. A bony basin
forming the most inferior or posterior one of
the three great cavities— thoracic, abdominal,
and pelvic— of the trunk of most terrestrial

vertebrates, a perfect pelvis is formed on each side
by the haunch-bones, consisting of ilium, ischium, and
pubis, meeting in front at the pubic symphysis, and com-
pleted behind by the sacrum, with which the iliac bones
articulate, and by more or fewer coccygeal or caudal ver-
tebrae. But the pubic symphysis is wanting, as a rule, in
animals below mammals ; there is sometimes an ischiac
and often an iliac symphysis. In any case, a recognizable
ilium or ischium or pubis, however rudimentary, consti-
tutes in so far a pelvis. The human pelvis is complete, and

Human Pelvis, from the front.

I, crestofilium; 2, base (uppermost) ofsacrum; 3, symphysis pubis

:

4, acetabulumor socket ofthigh-bone; 5, iliac fossa, a part of the false
pelvis ; 6, ischium

; 7, obturator foramen ; 8, iliopectineal line, or brim
of true pelvis. ( Coccyx, not shown, directly behind pubic symphysis.)

of normal composition, but remarkable for its shortness,

width, axial curvature, and obliquity with reference to the
long axis of the body. A perpendicular to the plane of the
inlet would leave the abdomen at the umbilicus, and a per-
pendicular to the plane of the outlet would strike the
promontory of the sacrum. The pelvis is divided into
true and/a?se—the latter being that part which is above
the iliopectineal line, the former below the same line,

which thus represents, in part, the brim or superior strait

of the true pelvis. The false pelvis is broad and shallow,
composed, as far as bone is concerned, chiefly by the flar-

ing iliac fossEe, its frontw^ being made by the lower part
of the abdominal parietes ; and in the erect attitude the
mass of abdominal viscera rests largely upon this part of
the basin. The true pelvis is more contracted, and chiefly

bony as to its walls. Its inlet or superior plane, cordiform
in shape, is circumscribed by the pelvic- brim, which is

formed by the iliopectineal crest, completed in front by
the spine and crest of the pubes, and behindby the curved
ridge and promontory of the sacrum. The lower plane, or
outlet, known also as the inferior strait, is bounded by a
very irregular line of bone, the point of the coccyx being

2

Pelvis of Horse (sacrum and coccyx removed!, leaving the bones
representing the " quarter," viewed from left side and behmd. i, crest

of ilium ; 2, surface for articulation with sacrum {not shown) to com-
plete the pelvis ; 3, narrow part of ilium ; 4, acetabulum for hip-joint

;

5, a small part of right pubis ; 6, ischium.

in the middle line behind, and the tuberosity of the ischi-

um on each side ; between which three points the bony
outlet is deeply emarginated behind, on each side, by
the great sacrosciatic notch, and in front by the arch of
the pubes, formed by the conjoined rami of the pubes
and isohia. In life these notches are largely filled in
by ligaments (the greater and lesser sacrosciatic liga-

ments on each side, and the triangular or Infrapubic liga-

ment in front). The obturator membrane also closes la

Fempherididse

what would otherwise be a large vacuity on each side,

the obturator foramen. The inlet of the pelvis is not
closed by any structure; but the outlet is floored by the

levator ani muscle, the skin of the perineum, and asso-

ciated soft parts. The pelvic cavity contains the lower
bowel and most of the organs of generation. After pu-
berty the male and female pelves differ usually to a rec-

ognizable extent in size and shape ; that of the male being
more massive and contracted, that of the female lighter

and more expansive. See also outs under Catarrhina, Dro-
mseus, Elephantinee, Equidas, innmninatum, ligament, Or-

mthoscelida, ox, quarter, and sacrarium.

Hence— 3. Some pelviform stnicture or cup-
like part, (ffl) The infundibuliform beginning of the
tu-eter, constituting the principal cavity of the kidney,

into which the pyramids project and the urine flows. See

cut under kidney. (&) The lower, basal, or aboral portion

of the cup or calyx of a crinoid.

3. [caj).'] A genus of mollusks.—Brim of the
(true) pelvis, the periphery of the pelvic inlet, separat-

ing the false from the true pelvis. In man it is formed
by the top of the pubes in front, the promontory of the sa-

crum behind, and on each side by the iliopectineal line-
False pelvis. See def. l.— Plat pelvis, a pelvis in which
the conjugatediameter of the inlet is proportionally short.
—Naegele'B pelvis, an obliquely distorted pelvis.— Pel-
vis mE^or, the false pelvis.— Pelvis minor, the true pel-

vis.—Roberts's pelvis, a transversely contracted pelvis,

resulting from ankylosis of the sacro-iliac articulations.
— True pelvis, that part of the pelvic wall and contained
space which is below (in man) or behind the pelvic brim

;

the pelvis between the inlet and the outlet: chiefly an
obstetrical phrase.

pelvisacral (pel-vi-sa'kral), a. [< NL. pelvis,

pelvis, + sacrum,, sacrum: see sacral."] Of or

pertaining to the pelvis and the sacrum.
pelvlsternal (pel-vi-st6r'nal), a. [< '^li.pel-

vistern-um + -al.] Having the character of a
pelvistemum.
pelvisternum (pel-vi-st6r'num), n.; -pi. x}elvi-

sterna (-na). [!(h.,<. pelvis, pelvis, + sternum,
breast-bone.] An inferomedian osseous, car-

tilaginous, or ligamentous element of the pel-

vic arch, supposed to correspond to the omo-
stemum of the pectoral arch: thus, there is a
bony pelvistemum in edentate mammals, and
the ischiopubic symphysal cartilage is a pelvi-
stemum,
pelycometer (pel-i-kom'e-t6r), n. [< Gr, irilv^

(jre^m-), a basin (taken in sense of 'pelvis'),

-t- /ih-ptyv, measure.] A pelvimeter.
Felycosanria (peFi-ko-sa'ri-a), n.pl. [NL., <

Gr, iri?i,vg (irehiKr-), a basin, -1- aavpog, lizard.] A
division of reptiles, containing those Thero-
morpha or TTieromora which have the coracoid
reduced, ribs two-headed, two or three sacral
vertebras, the centra gene,rally notoehordal,
and intercentra usually present. They lived
during the Carboniferous or Permocarbonifer-
ous epoch,
pelycosaurian (pel"i-k6-s&'ri-an), a. and n. I.

a. Pertaining to the Pelycosduria, or having
their characters.

II. 11. One of the Pelycosauria.
pemblico (pem'bli-ko), m. [Also pemblyco ; ap-
par, imitative : see first quot.] Thedusty shear-
water or cohoo, P%ffinus oiscwiis. [Bermuda.]

Another small bird there is ; because she cries PeiffMyeo
they call her so ; she is seldome scene in the day butwhen
she sings, as too oft she doth very clamorously.

Capt. John Smith, Works, II. 116.

The PenMico is seldom seen by day, and by her crying
foretells Tempests.

5. Clarice, Four Plantations in America (1670), p. 22.

pemmican, pemican (pem'i-kan), n. [Amer.
Ind.] Originally, a preparation made by the
North American Indians, consisting of the lean
parts of venison driedby the sun or wind, and
then pounded into a paste, with melted fat,

and tightly pressed into cakes, a few service-
berries being sometimes added to improve the
flavor. It is now made of beef, especially for use in arctic
expeditions, being an easily preserved food, whichkeeps for
a long time and contains the largest amount of nutriment
in the smallest space. Pemmican is similar in character to
the tassago of South America and the biltong of southern
Africa.

Pemmfcanls made from the round of beef cut in strips
and dried, then shredded or mixed with beef tallow and
currants. Schley and Soley, Rescue of Greely, p, 182.

Fempelia (pem-pe'li-a), n. [NL. (Hubner,
1816), < (?) Gr, jr(/j.'KE?MQ, an adj. of uncertain
sense, an epithet of aged persons.] A genus
of pyralidmoths of the family Phyddee, weUrep-
resented both in Europe and in North America.
P. hammondi is known inthe United States as the apple-
leaf skeletonizer, since its larva: feed upon the parenchyma
of the leaves of the apple, leaving them skeletons. See
cut under leaf-tier.

Pempherididse (pem-fe-rid'i-de), «. pi. [NL.,
< Pempheris (-id-) + -idse.] A family of acan-
thopterygian fishes, typified by the genus Pem-
pheris. The species have an oblong compressed body,
short dorsal with few spines, long anal, complete ventrals,
and an air-bladder divided into an anterior and a posterior
portion. They are inhabitants of the tropical seas, and are
of small size.



Fempheiis

Fempheiis (pem-fg'ris), n. [Nil., < G-r. s^fiifl-

pic, a kind of fish.] A genus of fishes, typical
of the family PemplieritUdaB.

PernfJuris mOKgMia,

PemphigJTlg (pem-fi-p'ne), n.pL [XL. (Koch,
1854), < Pemphigus + -ime.l A subfamily of
4pAid<da;, containing the gall-maMng plant-lice

and others, having tibe third discoid^ vein with
one fork or simple, the hind wing with one or

A Member cf tbe Pemifhigaua. ( Crass shows natnial size.)

two obliqne veins, and the honey-tabes tuber-
onliform if present. It contains a namber of wide-
spread genei^ of which Schazaneura aad Pem^lkgus are
the mo^ notadile. The body is obese and obtuse, and is

corered with a cottony secretion, and the antennse are
six-jointed. These apmds live chiefly on forest trees and
shmbs, seldom molesting cultivated fmit-trees. Also
spelled Pemphigiiia. See also cut under Pemph^tis,

pemphigoid (pem'fi-goid), a. [< pemphigus +
•<nd.1 Tiesembling pemphigos; of the nature
of pemphigos : as, pemphigoid emptions.

jiemplligns (pem'fi-^us), n. [NL., < Gr. -c,upi^

(-^-), a bubble, blister, pustule; akin to so/x-

^^iif, a bubble, > E. jM»npAo{yz.] 1. An affec-

tion of the skin, consisting of eruptions (bnlUe)
of various sizes, from that of a pea to that of a
walnut, nsnaUy with accompaniment of fever,

-Also called pompholyx and bladdery fever.—2.
In entom.i (a) ZeapJ] A genus of plant-lice or

Ftoplar-leaf GaU-louse (Pemfihigns fo^uiicaulis'^,

c,gall.JDStf6niuzie, beneath; 4, gall, just fbiming, above; ^tV^
feet gall, beneath; d. e, yoon^ doable galls; y, stem-mother (Ime
-duws natnial size) ; jTi winged lemale (eras shows natnial size).

aphids of the subfamily Pempkiginse (Hartig,

1841). They are nsnally lajFge species^ with a copions
waxy seeretaon, which deform the leaves of certain ^ants
and sometimesprodnce galls. 'Sbas^P.porpuUtaxdU'makes
galls at the base of the leaves of the cottonwood iPcpidia
monO^era). (by An aphid of the genus Pemphi-
gus: as, the Yagaibandpen^higus, P. vagdbunda.
PemphredonCpem-fre'don),!!. [NL. (Latreille,

1796), < Gr. sefi^pi/dai', a kind of wasp; cf. rev-

PemfhredeH annutatus. (Cross shows natmal aze.)
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Bptfiiiv, ai^peAli', etc., ahomet: see Anthrenus^
A genus of wasps, lypical of the family Pem-
phredonidse, having the foie wings with two
recurrent nervures, one arising from the first

and the otherfrom the second subraarginal cell.
P. luffubriSj a common European wasp^ borrows in decay-
ing posts, rails, and logs, and provisions itsceU with plant-
lice. P. mitaUus burrows in the sand.

Pemphredonidse (pem-fire-don'i-de), n. pi.
[SI.. (Dahlbom, 1835), < temphredon + -k?«.]
A family of wasps, typified by the genus Pem-
phredon. They are black, slender, mostly small, with
large head and oratolanceolate abdomen mounted on a
slightly curved petiole. The family contains abont 6
genera, whose members make their cells in wtxid or hol-
low plant-stalks or in the ground, and provision them
with aphids, thripse^ and other small insects.

Pempliredoiunse (pem-fre-do-ni'ne), n. pi.
[Nil., < Pemphredon + -insB.'\

' A subfamily of
Sphegidse or digger-wasps, containing species
of small size with large head, ovate petiolate(i
abdomen, and two complete submarginal cells
of the fore win^.

pen'^ (pen), i: t. ; pret. and pp. penned or pent,
ppr. penning. [Formerly also sometimespend
(to which tiie pret. pent in part belongs) (see
petuP-) ; < ME. pennen, also in comp. hi-pennen,
\ AS. 'pennian, shut up (only in comp. *onpea-
nta»(not 'onptnntan), inthe once-occurringpp.
onpennad, 'unpen,' open) ; prob. = JjG. pennen,
j>annen, bolt (a door) : appar. fromanoun,AS.
pinn (*penn not found), a pin (ofa hasp or lock),
= LG.j>eiin, apin, peg(seepiiii and^n^): see,
however, pen\ n . The verb pen seems to have
been more or less confusedwith the relatedverb
pinl, and, in the var. pend^, with the diff. verb
pind, poimd^, putin pound, impound: seepihl,
pind, pound^.J To shut, inclose, or confine in
or as in a pen or other narrow place; hem in;
eoopnp; confine or restrain within very narrow
limits : frequently with up.

My Lady and my love is cruelly ijeiui

In doletnll darkenes from the vew of day.
SpmieT, F. Q., m. XL 11.

I saw many flockes of <3oats in Savoy, which fhey penne
at night in certaine low roomes under their dwelling-
houses. Coryat^ Crudities, L 85w

Every rule and instrtmient of necessary knowledge that
God hxth given us onght to be so in proportion as may
bee weQded and manag*d by the life of man without peii-

ntn^ him ijp from the duties of hnmane society.

MiUoa, On Del of HumK SemonsL
Our common Master did not pen
His followers i^ from other men.

Whittier, The Meeting.

penl (pen), »i. [Formerly also peiid (see^enl,
v.), < ME. *pentt, < AS. penn, a pen, fold; also

in comp. Jiacapenn {haca, hook: see hake^): a
rare word, appar. from the verb: seepenl, c]
1. A small inelosure, as for cows, sheep, fowls,

etc.; a fold; a sty; a eoop.

She inpens his fitxdcs wiU fold.

Dryden, tr. of Horace's Epodes, it 69.

2. Any inelosure resembling a fold or pen for

animals.
We have him in ^pen, he cannot scs^ ns.

Pleteker, Double Marriage v. 1.

The place [in the House of Lords] where visitors were
allowed to go was a littleiwn at the left of the entrance,

where not over ten people could stand at one time.
T. C. Cravifard, Rnglinh Life, p. 57.

Tom pushed back his chair, and explained that he was
just going to begin building some rail pens to hold the
com when it should be gathered and shucked.

E. Effgleston, The Graysons, xix.

3. In the fisheries, a movable receptacle on
board ship where fish are put to be iced, etc.

—

4. A small country house in the mountains of

Jamaica.
The admiral for instance had a semaphore in the sta-

tionary flag ship at Port Royal which communicated with

another at his Pen or residence near Kingston.
Tom Cringle's Log, p. 230.

pen2 (pen), n. [< ME. penne, pene, a feather, a
pen for writing, a pipe (pi. jjcnncs, feathers,

wings), < OiE.penne,pene. F.penne= Pr.pena=:

It. penna, a feather, wing, a pen for writing, =
AS.jwnn, a pin or peg, also a style for writing (in

the gloss "mithl»«n -reluuritisaex [*WTitseax],

cdtami") (rare in both uses), = J), pen = MLG.
penne = Icel. penni — Sw. penna = Dan. pen, a

pen,< 111.penna, a pen, namely a quiU used for

writing, a particular use of L. penna, also pin-

na, a feather, in pL a wing, also a feather on

an arrow, hence poet, an arrow, also (in form

pinna) a pinnacle, a float or bucket of a water-

wheel, etc . . also a fin (= AS. ^nn, E. ^ni) ; ML.
also a probe, pin ; OL. pesna, prig, petna, with

formative -na, < /J'«'> ^7< "^^ "^^ ^*- ^^^
to Gr. TTTspSv= E. feather: see/i»i and /eai*«r.]

1. A feather,' especially a large feather, of the

wing or tail; a quiU.

pen
And of hire KIbbea, and of the Pennes of hire Wenges,

men maken Bowes fiUle strong^ to sdiote with Arwes
and Qnaielle. ItanderOle, Travels, p. 26S.

The swan^ whose pens as white as ivory.
Greene, MadiigaL

The proud peacock, overcharged with pens.
Is fain to sweep the ground with his grown train.

B. Jonson, Staide of Kews, v. 2.

On mighty petts uplifted, soars the eagle alofL
Text of Haydn's Creation.

2. A quiU, as of a goose or other large bird,
cut to a point and split at the nib, used for
writing; now, by extension, any instrument
(usually of steel, gold, or other metal) of similar
form, used for writing by means of a fluid ink.

Various fonns or Fens.

z, qnin pen, in whitii a is the feather, 6 the bodj-, and e the nib

;

a, steel ]ien aiMl penholder, a being the handle, i a feimls fitted to a
and haTing a damping s(>cket into which the pen c is inserted and
tteie helabjr piessore; 3 and 4. fbontain-pens: the body of the
handle <r is a hollow reservoir for iak, ^ is tne pen-holding device,
and c and ^are metal rods passing thioogh small holes into the tnk-
reservoir, along which the mk flows by capillary actioo to keep the
pen e supplied.

Pens of steel or gold have almost superseded the old qniU
pens. Pens are also mann&ctnred to some extent of other
metallic substances, such a£ silver, platinnm, and almnini-
nm bronze. Gold pens are usually tipped with a native
alloy of osminm and iridium. They possess the advantage
of being incorrodible by ink, besides having a fine, qufll-

like flexibility, and are exceedingly diuable.

The glose gloryousliche was wryte, wyth a gyltjwmie.
Piers Plouman (Q, xx. 15.

He askyd pene and ynke, and wrotte hys Sonne.
TorHngtoa, Diarie of Sng. Travel!, p. 51.

Boger North wrote to his sister, Mrs. Foley, on March
8, 17(X)-1:— "Yon will hardly tell by what you see that
1 write with a steel |ien. It is a device comeout ofFrance
of which the origiim was veiy good and wrote very well,
bntthisisbutacopyillniade." jr.aii<iQ.,7thser.,T. 49&

If the sovereign must needs take a part in the contro-
versy, the pen is the proper weapon to combat error with,
not the sword.

BentJiam, Introd, to Morals and Legislation, xilL 17.

Beneath the rule of men entirely great.

Thejwn is mightier than the sword.
Bulwer, Bichelieo, iL 2.

3. One who uses a pen; a writer; a penman.
Those learned pens which report that the Dmids did

instruct the ancient Britons. PuUer.

Ihadratherstandiu theshockof abasiliscothan in the
fury of a merciless pen.

Sir T. Brotme, Seligio Medici (ed. 1686), ii. 111.

4. Style or quality of writing.

The man has a clever pen, it must be owned.
Addison, Tory Foihunter.

5t. A pipe ; a conduit.

The water that goth thorough the leden penne
Is rust-corrnpte, unhoolsom.

PaOadius, Husbondrie CE. E. T. S.X p. 177.

6. A female swan, the male being called &eob.
YarreU, British Birds.— 7. In Cephalopoda, an
internal homogeneous corneous or chitinous

structure replacing the intemiil shell in certain
decacerous cephalopods, such as the typical

squids (LoUginidse)z also called ghuUus and
ealamary: distinguished fromthe corresponding
sepiost or enttlebone of the cuttles. See cut
under ealamary—Electric pen, a kind ofautographic
pen invented by Edison, consistmg of a small perforating
apparatus actuated by an electromagnetic motor in con-
nection with a battery, and used in the manner of a lead-

penciL On moving it ovra* paper, a series of minute holes
is punched in the paper, thus making a stencil that can be
used to reproduce the line^ letters, or drawings tracedby
the pen.—Geometrical pen, a drawing-instrument for

tracing geometrical curves. A pen or pencil is carried by
a revolving arm of adjustable length, iJie motion of which
is controlled by a set of toothed wheeK R. H. Knight.—
Idthograpliicpen. Seelnhc-ffrapMe.—Pneimiaticpen,a
pneumatic instrument for producinga stencil for copying.
It traces the lines to be reproduced by means of numerous
minuteperforations through the paper. Inkorcoloristhen
spread over the surface and fills tJie perforations, when
the pattern can be printed from it on a number of sheets
of paper.—Kight-lilie pen, a drawing-pen or straight-

line pen, especially adapted for niljng lines.—Stylo-
grai^C pen, a variety of fountain-pen in whi(dk a needle
at the end of the pen serves as a valve to release the
ink when the point is pressed on the paper.—Tomend
a pen, to put a worn quill pen in order by renewing the
nib and slit, and trimming the slopes, as with a pen£iife.
(See also tmo-pen, dratring-pen, Jmmtain-pen, musie-pen.)

pen^ (pen), r. *.; pret. and pp. penned, ppr.
penning. [<j)en2, n.] To write ; compose and
commit to paper.

A letter shall be penn'd.
Bobin Hood and the Golden iirroui ((Hiild's Ballad%T. 387).



pen
I would fain see all the poets of these times pen such

another play as that was.
B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, i. 4.

If thou can'st learn to write by to-Morrow Morning, pen
me a Challenge. Congrem, Way of the World, iv. 9.

Great men have been among us ; hands t\i^t penned
And tongues that uttered wisdom.

Wordsworth, London, 1802.

Speaks out the poesy which, penned, turns prose.
Browning, Ring and Book, I. 48.

penache (pe-nasli'), "• Same a,s panache.
Penaea (pf-ne'a), n. [NL. (LinnsBus, 1753), after
Pierre Pena of Narbonne in France, a botan-
ical writer of about 1570.] A genus of smooth
branching undershrubs, type of the order Pe-
nsBacese, and known by the four-angled style.
There are 9 species, all South African. They are densely
clothed with little sessile leaves, and bear yellowish or red-
dish flowers sessile in a leafy spike. They are cultivated
under glass as handsome evergreens.

Penaeaceae (pen-f-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (R.
Brown, 1820), < P'enma + -acese.'] A small but
very distinct order of apetalous shrubs, of the
series Daphnales, distinguished by the four
valvate calyx-lobes, four alternate stamens,
four carpels, and eight or sixteen ovules, it in-
cludes about 20 species, of 4 genera, of which Pensea and
Sarcocolla are the chief. They are small heath-like ever-
greens from the eastern part of Cape Colony. They bear
numerous little rigid entire opposite leaves, and salver-
shaped flowers, usually red, solitary in the axils of the up-
per leaves or of broader bracts.

Penseidse (pe-ne'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Penseus
+ -idee.'] A family of decapod crustaceans,
typified by the genus Penseus, having podo-
branchisB completely divided or reduced to epi-
pleurites, pleurobranchise not more than four
pairs, and branehise ramose. They have a super-
ficial resemblance to shrimps, and the numerous species
have been grouped under 12 genera.

Peuaeidea (pen-g-id'e-a), n. pi. [NL., < Penseus
+ -{o)idea.'] A superfamily group occasionally
used to include the two families PenseMee and
Sergestidse._ More correctly Penasoidea.

penaeoid (pe-ne'oid), a. and n. [< NL. Pineeus
-t-Gr. EMof,"form: see -oid.] I. a. Ee^embling
a shrimp of the genus Penseus; of or pertain-
ing to the Pensddse.

II. n. A penasoid shrimp.
Penaeus (pf-ne'us), n. [NL. (Pabricius, 1798),
also Penaeus, Peneiis; origin not obvious.] A
genus of shrimps, typical of the family Pense-
idse, having the three anterior pairs of legs
chelate. Species abound in warm and temperate seas,
and some of them have commercial value as articles of
food. P. brasUi&n^ is an example. See cuts under cope-
pod-stage, nauplius, and schizopod-stage,

penakullt, n. A Middle English form of pin-
nacle.

penal (pe'ual), a. [< OP. penal, P. penal = Sp.
Pg. penal = It. penale, < L. pmnalis, pertain-
ing to punishment, (.poena, punishment, penal-
ty, pain: see pain'-.'] Of or pertaining to pun-
ishment, (a) Enacting or prescribing punishment ; set-

ting forth the punishment of offenses : as, the penal code

;

apenal clause in a contract.

It is among the citizens of a reflned community that
penal laws, which are in the hands of the rich, are laid
upon the poor. Goldsmith, Vicar, xxvii.

Nowhere in the United States is religious opinion now
deemed a proper subject ioT penal enactments.

Bancroft, Hist. U. S., 1. 194.

(ft) Constituting punishment ; inflicted as a punishment.

Adamantine chains and penal fire. Milton, P. L., i. 48.

Suffering spirits, in the penai gloom and terrors of an-
other world. Sumner, Fame and Glory,

(c) Subject to penalty ; incurring punishment : as, penal
neglect.

There was the act which . . . made it penal to employ
boys under twelve not attending school and unable to read
and write. H. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 9.

((?) Used as a place of punishment: as, a peTuiZ settlement.

Chance-swung between
The foulness of the penal pit
And Truth's clear sky.

Whittier, Chapel of the Hermits.

(e) Payable or forfeitable as a punishment, as on account of
breach of contract, etc. ; as, aperuil sum.

The execution leave to high disposal.

And let another hand, not thine, exact
Thy penal forfeit from thyself.

MUtori, S. A., 1. 608.

Penal action, in Scots law, an action in which the con-
clusions of the summons are of a penal nature— that is,

when extraordinary damages and reparation by way of
penalty are claimed.— Penal bond. See bondi, 7.— Pe-
nal code, a code or system of laws relating to crimes and
their punishment.—Penal laws, those laws which pro-
hibit an act and impose a penalty for the commission of
it.—Penal servitude, a species of punishment in British

criminal law, introduced in 1853 in Ueu of transportation,
consisting in imprisonment with hard labor for a series

of years, varying with the magnitude of the crime, at any
of the penal establishments in Great Britain or in the
British dominions beyond seas.—Penal statutes, (a)

Those statutes which impose penalties or punishments for

offenses committed. (&) In a more general sense, those
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statutes which imposeanew liability for the doing or omit-
ting of an act. Thus, a statute making the officers of a
corporation personally liable for its debts if they neglect
to file an annual report of its affairs is a pejuU statute.—
Penal sum, a sum declared by bond to be forfeited if the
condition of the bond is not fulfilled. If the bond is for
payment of money, the penal sum is generally fixed at
twice the amount.

penalise, v. t. See penalize.

penality (pf-nal'i-ti), n. [= F.pSnaliU = Sp.
peiialidad= Fg.penalidade= It. penalitd, < ML.
panalita(t-)s, punishment, penalty, < h.pcenalis,
penal: see ^ejifl^. Gt.penalty.'] The character
of being penal or of involving punishment.
penalize (pe'nal-iz), v. t.; pret. and -pp. penal-
ized, Ypx.penatieing. [= Pg. penalizar, trouble,
afflict; a.s penal + -ize.'] To lay under a pen-
alty, in case of violation, falsification, or the
like : said of regulations, statements, etc. ; sub-
ject, expose, or render liable to a penalty: said
of persons. Also spelled penalise.

A double standard of truth ; one for the penalized and
the other for the uon-penalized statement.

Contemporary Rev., XLIX. 6.

In even-distance shooting should a winner win at or
above his handicap distance, he is to be penalised for such
win in the handicap book. W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 492.

penally (pe'nal-i), a(J«). In a penal manner; as
a punishment or penalty.

The judgment, or rather the state and condition penally
consequent upon these sinners, namely that they were
without excuse. South, Sermons, II. vii.

penalogist (pe-nal'o-jist), n. An erroneous
form for penologist.

penalty (.pen'al-ti), n.
;
pi. penalties (-tiz). [< P.

p^nalite, < yilj. poenalita{t-)s, punjshment: see
penality, of ^N'iaQhpenalty is a doublet.] 1 . Suf-
fering, in person or property, as a punishment
annexed by law or judicial decision to a viola-

tion of law; penal retribution.

What doe statutes avayle -wiihoMt penaltyesf
Spenser, State of Ireland.

Death is the penalty imposed. Milton, P. L., vii. 645.

2. The loss or burden to which a person sub-
jects himself by covenant or agreement in case
of the non-fulfilment of an obligation ; the for-

feiture or sum to be forfeited for non-payment,
or for non-compliance with an agreement: as,

the penalty stipulated in a bond. Penalties pro-
vided thus by contract may be either in addition to the
original obligation, so that the creditor can ask both, or
may be intended merely to fix the damages which he can
ask in case of breacb.

The penalty, and forfeit of my bond.
Shak., M. of V., iv. 1. 207.

3. Money recoverable by virtue of a penal stat-
ute; a fine ; a mulct.

Such a one is carried about the Towne with a boord fas-

tened to his neck, all be-hanged with Foxe-tailes, besides
apenaltie according to his state in monie.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 300.

Hence— 4. The painful consequences which
follow some particular course of action, or are
invariably attached to some state or condition

:

as, the penalty of carelessness, or of riches; he
paid the penalty of his rashness.

He is not restrained, nor restraineth himselfe from the
penalty of women. Sandys, Travailes, p. 48.

To be neglected by his contemporaries was th^ penalty
which he [MiltonJ paid for surpassing them.

Macavlay, Dryden.

BUI Of pains and penalties. See paini.—On or under
penalty of (as of death, etc.), so as to incur (or, after a
negative, without incurring) death, etc., as a penalty.

No Christian is allowed to enter the mosque . . . on
penalty of death, and even the firman of the Sultan has
failed to obtain admission for a Frank.

B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 86.

Small Penalties Act, an English statute of 1865 (28 and
29 Vict., 0. 127) which prescribes imprisonment for stated
terms upon non-payment of penalties imposed on sum-
mary convictions.

penance (pen'ans), n. [Early mod. B. also pen-
nance, penaunce; < MB. *penance, penaunce, <

OP. penance, pennance, penaunce, peneance = It.

penanza, < L. psmitentia, penitence : see peni-
tence."] 1. Penitence; repentance. [Penance md
do penance are generally used m the Douay version where
the King James version has repentance and repent. They
are also used by Wyclif in his translation.]

And I seye to you, so joye schal be in heuene on o syn-
ful man doinge penaurwe ["that repenteth," A. V.] more
than on nynty and nyne iuste that han no nede to penaunce
["need no repentance," A. V.] Wydif, Luke xv. 7.

2. Sorrow for sin shown by outward acts ; self-

punishment expressive of penitence or repen-
tance ; the suffering to which a person volun-
tarily subjects himself, as by fasting, flagella-

tion, self-imposed tasks, etc., as an expression

of penitence ; the outward acts by wnioh sor-

row for sin is shown.
Penance is only the Punishment inflicted, not Penitence,

which is the right word. Sdden, Table-Talk, p. 83.

pen-and-ink

Better not do the Deed than weep it done.

No PeiuiMce can absolve our guilfy Fame.
Prior, Henry and Emma.

His was harsh penance on St. Agnes' Eve

:

Another way he went, and soon among
Bough ashes sat he for his soul's reprieve.

Eeats, Eve of St. jVgnes, ill.

3. Eccles., sorrow for sin shown by outward
acts under authority and regulation of the
church; contrition manifested by confession

and satisfaction and entitling to absolution;

hence, absolution ensuing upon contrition and
confession with satisfaction or purpose of sat-

isfaction. Absolution has been given on these terms
since primitive times in the church, and this ancient in-

stitution was afterward formally recognized as a sac-

rament by the Roman Catholic, the Greek, and other*

churches. The sacrament of penance includes four parts

:

contrition, confession, satisfaction, and absolution. It is

required that there should be a genuine and a supernat-

ural contrition for the sin committed— that is, a sorrow
produced by the Influence of the Holy Spirit, coupled
with a firm purpose of amendment ; that the sin should

be confessed fully and unreservedly to a priest; and tliat

satisfaction be made for it by a voluntary submission to

such penalty or discipline as the priest may, require and
by restitution to persons wronged ; and absolution can be
granted only on these conditions. It can be administered
by no one who has not received priest's orders. Every
member of the Roman Catholic Church is obliged at least

once a year to confess to his parish priest and to do pen-
ance under his direction ; he cannot partake of commu-
nion without previous absolution, but is not either before

confession or during his penitential discipline regarded
as under ecclesiastical censure, which is Inflicted on the
contumacious only.

4, The penalty or discipline imposed by the
priest in the above sacrament.

Ther penance was thei suld go in pilgrimage.
Bob. of Brunne, p. 303.

Go, sin no more ! T\iy penance o'er,

A new and better life begin

!

God maketh thee forever free

From the dominion of thy sin

!

Longfellow, Golden Legend, ii.

Hence— 5. Any act of austerity or asceticism
practised with a religious motive.— 6t. Suffer-

ing; sorrow; misery.

His woful herte of penaunce hadde a lisse.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 610.

7. An instrument or means of self-punishment
used by persons undergoing penance either in-

flicted or voluntary. Shirts of horsehair with the in

ner surface rough and bristling, garments of sackcloth
worn next the skin, and iron belts are frequently men-
tioned. A more unusual form is a garment composed of
links of iron similar to chain-mail, but with the ends of
the wires turned up and sharpened on the inner side. See
scourge and ftagellum.—To do penance, (a) To repent:
obsolete except in the Douay version of the Bible, and in
the usage ot the Roman Catholic Church.

Man, dopenauTwe whilisthou may.
Lest sudeynli y take veniaunce

:

Do y not abide thee day bi day
Bicause y wolde thou dide penaunce/

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Fumivall), p. 201.

(&) To show one's self repentant by submitting to ihe pun-
ishment of censure or suffering.

Thieves and murderers took upon them the cross to es-

cape the gallows ; adulterers did penance in their armour.
FvUer, Holy War, i. 12.

penance (pen'ans), «>. *.; pret. »,-D.Ayp.penanced,

ppr. penancing, [i penance, n.^ To inflict pen-
ance upon ; discipline by penance.
Did I not respect your person, I might bring you upon

your knees, and penance your indiscretion.
Gentleman Instructed, p. 623. (Dames.)

I saw
The pictured flames writhe round aperutnc'd sonl.

Southey, Joan of Arc, iii.

She seemed at once some penanc'd lady elf.

Some demon's mistress, or the demon's self.

Keats, Lamia, i.

penance-boardt (pen'ans-bord), «. The pillory.

Salliwell.

penanceless (pen'ans-les), a. [< ME. penaunce-
les; (penance + -less."] Free from penance ; not
having undergone penance.

Passinge pvagatoiie penaunceles for here pai-flt by-leyue.
Piers Plowman (C), xii. 296.

penancer (pen'an-s6r), n. [< ME. penauneer,
penaunscer, < CF. penancier, peneander, < ML.
psenitentiarius, a penitent, also one who im-
poses penance, < L. paenitentia, penance: see
penance, penitence, and cf . penitencer, peniten-
tiary.'] A penitent. Prpmpt.Parv.,i>.391.
pen-and-ink (pen'and-in^k*), a. 1. Made or
carried on in writing ; written ; literary : as, a
pen-andAnlc sketch; a pen-and-ink contest.

The last blow struck in the pen-and-ink war.
Crstik, Hist. Eng, Lit., II. 193.

2. Made or executed with pen and ink, as a
drawing, outline, or map.
Mr. Claude de Keuville has made a Series of pen-and-

ink drawings illustrating the most striking features of the
architecture of Oxford. The Academy, Dec. 28, 1889, p. 428.



penang-lawyer

penang-Iawyer (pe-nanga&'y^), ». [Prob. a
corrnption of PeiWMky Kyar, the wild areca.] A
\wlkiiig-stick, usually nith a bnlbons head,
made from the stem of a palm (JUeitala acuU-
fida) exported from Penaog and Singapore.
Dories.

jienaimnlar (pe-nan'n-lar), a. l<'L.paeHe,peHe,
almost, + anularis, annular: see annular.']

Having the form of an almost complete ring,
like the so-eaUed annular brooches.
penantt (pen'ant), n. [ME., alsope¥iauni,< OF.
peHOttt, pmieaht = Sp. It. penante, < L. pxni-
ieH{t-)s, one who is penitent, a penitent : see
peniieHt. CLpeiiance.'] A penitent ; one doing
penance.
Neither bacoun ne braane blancmangere ne mortrewes
Is Doither flsshe ne flesshe bat fode far ^penauaiA.

Pirn Ftowman (B), ziiL 91.

Thoa art nat lyk &pe?uiunt or a goost.
Chaueer, Fnd. to Monk's Tale, L 4&

pena^ryt, a. K L. jxenartus, of or belonging to
ponishment, < pcena, punishment: see pain^.
Cf. peHoL] Penal: as, "penary chastise-
ments," 1^. Gauden, Tears of lie Church,
p. 76. (Dai^.)
penashet, »• An obsolete variant of panache.
Penates (pe-na'tez), n. pi. [L., < peuvs, the
innermost part of a temple or sanctnaiy, penes,
mth, in, penitus, inward, inside, whence also
penetrare, enter within: see penetrate.'] In
Rom. anUq., the household gods, who presided
over families, and were worshiped in the in-
terior of every dwelling. They included the
Lares. See iari.
penanncet, penanntf. Seej>enaflce, j>e>ian(.

pen-case (pen'kas), n. 1. A case or holder for
a pen.—2. A ease for one or more pens with
their holders and usually an inkstand ; a port-
able writing-case. See penner^. Also called
jfenna.

pence, n. Plural of j>ei»ny.

penceUt, 1. An obsolete form of j>enctA.
pencel^t, pendl^f (pen'sel, -sil), n. [Also
pensel, pensil, < ME. peneel, pensel, < OP. 'pen-
eel, peHneeel,panne<xl, penekeal, eontr. otpenon-
cel, pennoneel, a small pennon: see pennoncel,
peHnon.] A small pennon or streamer attached
to a staff, spear, or lance.

And ek. the bet from sonre hym to relcTC, ,

She made him were a pena^ of hire sleT&
Chaucer, 1*1011115, t. IMS.

U) dosen pensdl& to stande aboaen Tpon the herse
amonge the lightes.

Boote cfPrtadente (E. E. T. &, extra ser-X L 3a
T«Twwas decked so bravelr with rich fnmitiire, gilt

swmds, shining armoors, pleasant pengUs, that the eye
with ddlght had scarce leisme to be afraid.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iiL

A thoDsand streamers flaonted fair, . . .

ScroD, pennon, pensS, bandrol there
O'er the pavilions flew. Seatt, Marmion, iv. 28.

pence-table (pens'ta'bl), n. An arithmetical
table for the easy conversion of pounds and
shillings into pence, or vice versa.

We are quite prepared to hear from many that children
woold be much better occapied in writing their copies or
learning their pene^iabies. H. E^eaeer, Edacation, p. 138.

penchant (pon-shon'), n. [F., an incline, de-
clivity, inclination, prop. ppr. of pencher, in-

cline,lean.] Strong inclination; decided taiste;

liking; bias.

She VBS sorry, bat from whatpenchant she had not con-
sidered, that she had been prevented from tellingme her
stoiy. MIOTIC, SentimentalJoomey, Works (ITTSXvii. 49.

The others showed a most decided penchant for the an-
cient Greek mnsic. JjangfMmB, Hyperion, it. 4.

penclinte (pen'shot), n. [Origin obscure : the
form suggests Y.pente, a slope,pendier, incline,

slope, and chute, a fall : but the word is doubt-
fuL] A trough which conducts the water from
the race of a mUl to the wat«r-wheel. E. H.
Knight.
pendli (pen'sU), «. [Early mod. E. also pen-
sil, pensiU; < ME. peneel, pineel = D. penseel =
MIi&.j>in.«ei = 'iSHG-pens^, bensel, G-. pinsel =
IceL (mod.) pensiU = Sw. Ban. pensel, < OF.
pineel, F. pinceau = Pr. pimel = Sp. Pg. pin-
eel QSli. pinsellus, pineeUvs). a painters" pencil,

a brash, '< L. pentcMum, penitus, a painters'

brush, cf. penieubis, a littie tail, dim. of penis,
a tail. The word seems to have been asso-
ciated more or less with L. penna. a feather,

LL. a pen: see JW7|2.] 1. A small fine brush,

such as may be used by a painter in laying on
paints; technically, a special type of pointed
brush the hairs of which are held by a quill fer-

ruje with a wooden handle which is often de-

tachable. The hair may be sable, fltch, camel's hair, or
ox-hair, and may be broaght to a point or be square on the

Pencils.

X. Combined pencil and penose, in wliicfa a is tiie lead; t t t
bibalar slides ; f, a penholder : * a rins-slide connected widi die pen-
holder by a pm sorHa^ in a km^itoduial slot. 3. Aitistsr peodl for
coHus, in which a is a bni^ of camel's hair, sble. or other similar
matenal; #,a fennleorsheetHnetaloonfininKthehaiisandattachii^
the bnisfa to the handler. 3and4. Anendlinwhichllieleadisfemor.
able; a is the lead: c.a fi^TTTil^wl,if4, ,j i^ia-. np^n a .-lampmg H,.iftf.*

^' e, a boUow mjoden handle, s. An ordinal; Iead.pew3l.t3ie lead
« being cemented in the wood Admnghoat its entire jex^tb.

ends.^ Such brushes are used in water-color and miniature
painting, lettering, sMping; and ornamenting.

Sir, you with the peneU on yotir chin.
B. Jonam, Q^ithia's Bevels, iv. 1.

The ink can be used with a common steel pen. and flows
very well when writing slowly, but it is better to use a
pencil. Wart^qp Seee^aH, id ser., p. 342.

2. Figaratively, the art of painting; also, skiQ
in pamting or delineation; style of delinea-
tion.

I may well and truly say that he [Aptdlodoms] and none
before him broaght the pencQl in to a glorious name and
especiall credit. Holland, tr. of Pliny, ixxv. 9.

The incompanUe and most decantated majestie of this
(utie doth destfve a &fTe more ^egant and carious jien-
sm to paint her out in hvx colours then mine.

CoryiO, Cradities^ L 198.

His all-resembling PeacU did ont-pass
The mimick ImagW of Looklng-Glass.

Cmdey, Death of Sir A. Tandike.

3. An instrument for marking, drawing, or
writing, formed of graphite, colored chalk, or a
material of similar properties, and having a
tapering end ; specifically, a thin strip of such
substance inclosed in a cylinder of soft wood
or in a metal case with a tapering end.—4.
Writing done with a pencil, as distinguished
from that done with ink: as, a note written in
pencil.—5. In optics, all the rays of light which
diverge from or converge to a given point.

ThependU of rs^ proceedingfrom the different points
of a visible object.

B. Steicart, Outlines of Moral Philosophy, § 22.

About half-past deven, a pencil of bright red light shot
ap—a signal whit^ the suu uplifted toherald his coming.

B. Taylar, Korthem Travel, p^ 132.

6. In geofu., the figure formed by a number of
lines which meet in one point.—7. In ^ooL, a
tuft or little brush, as of l^ir or feathers. Also
called peninTlium Aniljne pencil See amUne.—
Axial pencil, in geom., the figureformed by a number of
planes passing through a given line, which is called the
base or axis of the axial pentnL— Center of a fiat pencQ.
See center^.—Diamond, hair, harmonic etc. penciL
See the adjectives.—Flatpoual,the aggr^ate of straight
lines lying in one plane and passing throngh one point

—

HetalliC pencil, a pencil made of an alloy of thi. lead,

and bismuth. The paper to be written on wiUi it is pre-
pared with bone-ash.—Pencil of curves, the aggregate
of plane curves of a given ord^, say the nth, passing
t]iroughnpoints,of wmch|n(n—3)— lare independent.
—Pendl ofIdanes, the aggregate of all the planes pass-
ing throngh a given line.—FemcQ Of sur&ces, the ag-
gregate of all the sorfof^es passing through the same fun-
damental non-plane curve. (See also oapying-peneU, 2etid-

pencH, ^dte^pauxLi

pencil^ (pen'sil), r. t.; pret. and yp.pendied,pen-
cilled, ppr. penciling, peneUUng. [< pencil^, n.]

1. To paint or draw; execute with a pencil or

in pencil; mark with penciling or as with a

pencil: as, finely pencifed eyebrows.

PendWd pensiveness and txHonr^d sorrow.
Siat., Xucrece, L 1497.

Where naturejieneife butterflies on flow'rs. W.Harte.

2. To write with a penciL

It was an aigraved card of Judge PyncheonX with cer-

tain pendUed memoranda on the liack, referring to vari-

ous bosinesses, which it had been his purpose to transact

doling the preceding day. Haathome, Seven Gables, xix.

pencil^t, n. See pencfP.

pencil-blne (pen'sU-blo), «. A distinct shade

of blue obtained from indigo, used in calico-

printing. It was employed, before the intro-

duction of blocks, for painting in parts of a de-

sign by means of an ^tists' pencil.

pendl-case (pen'sil-kas), h. A holder for a

peneU, either plain or of eostlT material and
richly ornamented, it may be adapted to receive

an iHdinarv wooden lead-pencil, or a lead consisting of a

anall rod of graphite, of which the point is caused by a

spring constantly to protrude fitom its sheath. Pencil-

cases are osa^ provided with a device such as a slide or

a screw, for drawing the jiencil within the case when not

in nat Those for small leads often have a small box for

spare leads at the end opposite the point, while those for

lead-pencils not nnosoany have a seal at this end.

pencil-tree

pencil-cedar (pen'sil-se'dSr), n. See cedar, 2,
and juniper.

pencil-compass(pen'sil-kum'pas),n. Adrafts-
man's compass having a compass-end upon one
leg and a socket for a peneU on ^_,^
the other, or with one leg fitted j^rt)
so that the compass-end can be |Et^detached and a pencil put on In | rl
its place, in the cat, A and ^ are the
legs, e and d the needle-point and lead-
holdetB. They hare shanks fitted to
sockets in h and g, and are fastened in
the sockets by set-screws r T: o is a
needle-point which fits a socket in the
lower end of e, and is held by a small
set.s<aewt; e is a spring-clamp in which
the lead h is clasped when the screw it

ftat^es its jaws together.

penciled, pencilled (peu'sHd), a.

[< pencU + -ed^.] 1. Marked
wili. fine lines, as if with a pen-
cil or other sharp-pointed instru-
ment: decorated or executed in
delicate ornament or lines, as dis-
tinguished from broad masses of
color or the like.—2. In zool. and
hot.: (a) Tufted; brushy; peni-
cillate. (6) Marked with fine
lines, as if scratched with a pen
orpainted with a fine brush ; specificaUr, mark-
ed with a series of concentric lines, as every
feather of the body-plumage of a dark brahma
or a partridge cocMn hen.— 3. Badiated; hav-
ing pencils "of rays.

pendl-flower (pen'sU-flou'^r), n. Any plant
of the genus Stylosanihes : a translation of the
genus name.
penciliform (pen 'sU-i-f6rm), a. [< ML. pencil-
lus, pencil, + L. forma, form.] Having the
form or appearance of a pencil, as of rays, etc.

penciling, pencilling (pen'sU-ing), h. [Verbal
n. of pejiciA, r.] Marks made wiUi a pencil, or
as if with a penal ; marking in delicate lines, as
that of certain flowers, or that on the feathers

Penciling.— Bteast-feath eis of Partridge Cochin Hen.

of some birds; specifically, with reference to
the females of some varieties of the domestic
hen, as the plumage of the partridge cochin and
the darkbrahma, a distinct and beautifulmark-
ing of the separate feathers in concentric lines.

In a finished drawing the nneffaced pendting is often
serviceable. ituaKn, Elements of Drawing (ed. 18T2), p. 27.

The peneHUngs of light that show the exquisite delicacy
and gracefulness of some antnent stone-cut ornament.

C B. Sorlon, Travel and Stndy in Italy, p. S.

pencilled, pencilling. See penciled, pencUing.

pencilryt (pen'sil-n), «. [< pendfl + -ry.]

Pencil-work; painting; pencilmg.

I cannot set impression on their cheeks
With all my circular honrs, days, months and years,
Bat tis wip'd off with gloss and pendhy.

JliddUton and Stndeg, \TaAi Tost at Tennis.

pencil-sharpener (pen'sil-sharp'ner), n. An
implement for sharpening the point of a lead-
pencil or a slate-pencil, in the common form the
end of the pencil is drawn or rotated against a fixed tmtter
or a series of cutting edges.

pencil-sketch (pen'sU-skeeh), n. A sketch
made with a pencil.

It is often instructive to take the woman's, the jHivate
and domestic, view of a public man ; nor can anything be
more cnrioos than the vast discrepancy l>etween portraits

intended for engraving and the pnu^-otetcAes that pass
from hand to hand, behind the original's back.

Haathome, Seven Gabl^ viiL

pencil-tree (pen'sU-tre), n. The groundsel-
tree, Baeeharii: halimifoUa : so named from the
long brush of pappus borne by the fruiting

he^. [Bare.]



pencil-vase

pencil-vase (pen'sil-vas), n. A vase for hold-
ing upright the pencils or slender brushes with
which the Chinese andJapanese write. Inshape
it is either cylindrical or with a flaring top like
that of a beaker.
penciont, n. A Middle English form otpension.
pencraft (pen'krWt), n. 1. The craft of the
pen; penmanship: chirography.— 2. The art
of composing or writing; authorship. C.Beade.
[Rare in both uses.]

pen-cutter (pen'kut"6r), n. One who or that
which cuts or makes pens.
pendH (pend), v. t. [An extended form ofpen\
appar. due to confusion ynUhpind,pound^^ To
pen; confine; hamper; restrain.

Hidden or pmded witMn the limits and precincts of
Grece. UdaU, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 244.

That straitness ne'er was meant to pemd or press.
But sure and upright make thy Passage.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, 1. 73.

pendif, ». [See pend\ v., and pen^."] A pen;
an inclosure.

It shewed and represented to the eye muche what the
facion or likenesse of a caige for hyrdes, or of a pende
wherein to kepe other beastes.
Udall, tr. ot Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 135. (Dairies.)

pend^ (pend), V. i. [< L. pendere, hang; in E.
use first in ppr. (-pre^p.) pending : see pending.^
To hang, as in a balance; await settlement;
impend. See pending.

Great social questions now pend as to how we shall di-

rect the overflowing charitable instincts of society so as
really to help the needy and not pamper the lazy.

& Lanier, The English Novel, p. 119.

pend^ (pend), n. [Perhaps a dial. var. and use
of pind, var. of poimd^, ».] In Scotland, an
arched or covered entrance or passage through
a block of buildings into an open lane or
close.

pendactylism (pen-dak'ti-lizm), n. [Short
for pentadactylism.'] Same as pentadactylism.
Haeckel, Evol. of Man, ii. 300.

pendall (pen'dal), n. In her., same as pan-
dall.

pendant (pen'dant), a. and n. ^Also pendent;
< ME. pendaimt, pendawnt, pendande, < OP.
pendant, F. pendant = Sp. pendiente = Pg. It.

pendente, hanging ; as a noun, a'hing thathangs
down, a pendant, counterpart, fellow, etc. ; < L.
penden{t-)s, hanging, in ML., as a noun, a thing
hangingdown, a slope, porch, ear-ring, etc., ppr.
of pendere, hang: see pendent.'] I. a. Hang-
ing ; same as pendent (which is now the usual
spelling).

Butt this me thynkith an Abusion,
To sene one walke in a robe of scarlet

xij gerdis wide, with pendaujU slevis down
On the ground.

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.X i. 106.

Neere it is another pendant towre like that at Pisa, al-

ways threatning mine. Evelyn, Diary, Oct, 22, 1644.

II, n. 1. A loose hanging part; something
attached to and hanging loosely from an object
of which it is an ornamental or useful part, as
a bead, ball, knob, or ring of any material,
hanging from a necklace, ear-ring, lamp, the
edge of a garment, or a locket hanging aom a
brooch, or the like. See cut under badge.

lx>rdes or ladyes or any lyf elles.

As persones in pellure with penda/unies of syluer.

Piers Plowman (B), XV. 7.

The body of this worke is supported by twelue siluer
columnes ; at the four angles of it, four pendants vl^y with
the wind. Vekfcer, London's Tempo.

Specifically

—

(a) An ear-ring.

Let not the Nymph with Pendants load her Ear.
Conffreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love, iii.

(6) A name given to that part of the knightly belt of the
fourteenth century which was
allowed to hang after passing
through the buclde and some-
times through an additionalloop:
it ended with the chape, which
acted as a weight to keep it hang-
ing perpendicularly, (c) The part
of a watch by which it is sus-
pended, consisting generally of

a guard-ring and a pusher-pin.
E. H. Knight.

2. An apparatus hanging
from a roof or ceiling

for giving light, generally
branched and omament-

4370
It was a bridge ybullt In goodly

wize
With curious Corbes and pendants

graven faire.

, F. Q., IV. X. 6.

Pendant, I (*).
ed; a chandelier or gase-
lier.— 3. In arch., a hang-

ing ornament used in the vaults and in timber
roofs of late and debased medieval architec-
ture, and also in some Oriental architecture.
In vaulted roofs pendants are generally richly sculptured,
and in timber-work they are variously decorated with carv-

ing. See cut in next column.

The Indian pendant . . . only
adds its own weight to that of the
dome, and has no other prejudicial
tendency. Its forms, too, general-
ly have a lightness and elegance
never even imagined in Gothic art

;

it hangs from the centre of a dome
more like a lustre ot crystal drops
than a solid mass of marble or of
stone. J, Fergvsian, Hist. Indian

[Arch., p. 216.

4t. A pendulum. SirK.Dig-
PetvdanTTn the Choir 6«/.— 5. NaUt.X (a) A short

of, the Church of Eu, piece of ropo with a thimble
Seme Infeneure, trance. ^-ui„i JT „-i /t,\a
(From viouet'ie-Duc's Or Dlock at ouc end. (o) A
tu^i"")

^° I'A'^hitec- long, narrow, tapering flag.

See pennant, 1.

The galley in which he embarked was sumptuously
adorned with pendants and streamers of gorgeous dyes,
which fluttered gayly in the wind.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 341.

6. Something attached to or connected with
another as an addition ; an appendix.

This, however, is no proper part ot my subject, and only
appears as a pendant to the above remarks on the results

of civilization in man. BibliotJieca Sacra, XLV. 31.

7. Something of the same kind, as a compan-
ion picture, statue, group of statuary, poem,
anecdote, etc. ; a parallel.

The reader may flnd a pendant to this anecdote in a
similar one recorded of Ximenes's predecessor,

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 25, note.

Ear-pendant, an ear-ring, especially one of large size

and of a material other than fine jewelry, as in the dress
ofmany barbarous nations.— Irish pendant, a stray piece
ot rope-yarn or other small cord hanging from the rigging
of a ship ; a loose end in the rigging. Also Irish pennant.

There was no rust, no dirt, no rigging hanging slack,

no fag-ends of ropes and *' Irish pendants" aloft.

B. E. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast ? 205.

Masthead-pendant, a pendant attached to each side of
the lower masthead, with a thimble in the hanging end
to which a heavy tackle, called a pendani-taclde, may be
hooked.—Mealpendant. SeewMoia.-pendant-tackle.
See mctsthead-pmdanZ.— Rudder-pendant, one of the
strong ropes made fast to the upper part of a rudder, by
means of chains, to prevent its loss should it chance to

be unshipped. (There are many other pendants, such as
yard tackle pendant, jUh-pendaiit, brace-pendavt, and reef,

pendant, their general effect and use being to transmit the
effort of their respective tackles to some distant object.)

pendelooLUe (pon-d6-lok'), n. [P., a pendant,
OP. pendMoche, a pendant; appar. ^ pendre,
hang,+ logue, rag, tatter.] A pear-shaped pen-
dant, especially a diamond cut in this shape,

but also of other material, as opal, rock-crystal,

coral, etc.

pendence (pen'dens), n. [< ML. *pendentia (in

pi. pendentiee, offerings suspended on the tombs
of saints), < L. pen&n{t-)s, hanging: see pertr-

dent.] Hang; inclination.

A graceful pendence of slopeness.
Sir H. Wotton, Keliquise, p. 48.

pendency (pen'den-si), n. [As pendence (see

-oy).] 1. The state of being suspended; an im-
pending or hanging. Eoget.—2. The state of

being undecided or in continuance : as, to wait
during thependency of a suit orpetition. Ayliffe.

Mr. Hayes reminded him, during the pendency of the
motion to adjourn, that he must not do so until he had ar-

ranged for the payment of the hall.

W. Phiaips, Speeches, etc., p. 329.

pendent (pen'dent), a. and n. [Also pendant
(the usual form'in the noun use); < ME. pen-
daunt = F. pendant = Sp. pendiente = Pg. It.

pendente, < L. penden(t-)s, hanging, ppr. ot pen-
dere, hang, be suspended, akin to vendue,
weigh. Hence (< Jj.pendere,pend^e) ult. E. ap-

pem, depend, expend, impend, suspend, etc., com-
pend, compenCtum, compensate, etc., dependant,

dependent, etc., pend% pending, pendicte, pend'w-

lous, pendulum, pendle, pendice, penUce, appen-
Mce, penthouse, etc., pensile, poise {a/voirdmpois),

eto.]^ I. a. 1. Hanging; suspended; pendu-
lous.

With ribands TCJwtoni, flaring "bout her head.
Sfto*., M. W. of W., iv. 6. 42.

Not snrely arm-'d in steel or iron strong.

But each a glaive \>&i pendent by his side.

Fairfax, tr. of Tasso, 1. 60.

We pass a gulf, in which the willows dip
Tkeapendent bouglis, stooping as if to drink.

Cawper, Task, L 269.

2. Jutting over; overhanging; projecting: as,

a, pendent took..

The bright arch ot rainbow clouds.

And pendant mounteins seen in the calm lake.
Shelley, Alastor.

pendice

3. In hot., hanging on its stalk or support with
the apexpointed vertically downward, as a flow •

er or fruit.—Pen-
dent counter-
Eendent, In her.,

anging m couples,
or one on each side
of anything : said
of objects used as
bearings. — Pen-
dent post, (a) In a
medieval pnncipal
roof-truss, a short
post placed against
the wall to receive
a bottom thrust. Its

lower end rests on
a corbel or capital,

while the Upper
supports the tie or
the hammer-beam,
(6) A pendentive.

II.
dant.

pendente lite
(pen-den'te li'-

te). [L.: j^en-

dente, abl. sing,

of penden{t-)s,

pending (see

pendent) ; lite,

abl. sing, of lis

Qit-), strife, dis-

pute, quarrel.

Pendent Post, 14th century.— Cathedral
of Ely, England. (From VioUet-le-Duc's
Diet, de I'Architecture.")

G, top of wall ; /, pendent post ; K, cor-
-

'i. '«..«f;„1 7.V,*' hel ; H, tie or concave rib; C, hammer-
Smt: see 1/IS>; lltt- team -. ABEF. roof-tmss,

gate.] While a
suit or an action is pending ; during the litiga-

tion. See 2isi.—Alimony pendente lite. See ali-

mony.—Injunction pendente lite. &ee ad interim in-

junction, under injunetian.

pendentive (pen-den'tiv), n. [= P. pendenUf,
hanging; &s pendent + 4ve.] In arch., one of

the triangular segments of the lower part of a
hemispherical dome left by the penetration of

Domes Resting on Pendentives.—Nave of the Cathedral of Angou-
leme, France,

the dome by two semicircular or ogival vatdts,

intersecting at right angles. Upon thependentives
is supported, m place of the upper part of the dome of
which they are segments, an independent dome of which

the diameter is equal to

that ot the absent npper
part of the first dome, or
sometimes a lantern or a
tower. The true penden-
tive is characteristic of
Byzantine architecture,

and is still (M)mmonly
used In the various Ori-

ental architectures based
upon the style of build-
ing of the Greek empire.
In it was found the solu-
tion of the problem of
covering a rectangular
space with a vault of cir-

cular plan. The term iicn-

dentive is often extended,
but incorrectly, to any ar-

Diagram of Pendentive,
ab cde, dome supported on pen-"^' ^, axis of dome; .4(1 £f,dentives

Bba.Cc ,Deic, pendentives.

chitectural device occupying the position of a true penden-
tive, and designed to answer the same purpose, but con-
structed of courses laid in horizontal beds and projecting
each one beyond that below, or of a succession ot arches
corbeled out, or in any other manner which will meet the
case. No such device, however, can be a true pendentive,
unless the structure is in both form and construction a
segment ot a dome.

pendently (pen'dent-U), adv. In a pendent,
pendulous, or projecting manner.
pendicet (pen'dis), n. [A var. of penUce, surm-
l&tingpendent, pendicle: seepentice.] A sloping
roof; a pentice or appentice; a pent-house.

And o'er their heads an iron pendice vast
They built, by joining many a shield and targe.

Fairfax, tr. of Tasso, xi, 83. (ilToret.)



pendicle

pendicle (pen'di-kl), n. [< L. pendiculus, some-
thing hanging, a oord, a noose, <pendere, hang:
see pendent.'] 1 . A small piece of ground, either
depending on a larger farm or let separately
by the owner; a croft. [Scotch.] Hence— 3.
Generally, an appendage.
By noon we had come In sight of the mill, . . . which,

as a pendide of Silverado mine, we held to be an outlying
province of our own.

B. L. Stevenson, Silverado Squatters, p. 125.

pendicler (pen'di-kl6r), >i. [< pendicle + -eri.]

One who cultivates a pendicle or croft; an in-

ferior or small tenant. [Scotch.]
pending (pen'ding), p. a. [< L. penden{t-)s,
pending, hanging, as in pendente lite, the suit

pending: aee pendenfi Depending; remaining
undecided; not terminated: a,B, a, pendiitff suit;

while the case was pending.
pending tpen'ding), prep. [First in "pending
the suit," tr. li.^endente lite, Where pending (L.
pendente) is prop. ppr. of pend (L. pendere),
nang, agreeing with the substantive used ab-
solutely: see pending, p. a.,pend^. The same
construction appears in the use of during.'] For
the time of the continuance of; during; in the
period covered by: as, pending the smt; pend-
ing the negotiation, when used of an action, pend-
ing properly indicates the period before final judgment.
Sometimes it is more loosely used to Include the time
which may elapse before such judgment is satisfied.

Meanwhile, and peiiding the ai'rangement of the pro-
ceedings, and a fair division of the speechifying, the public
in the large room were eyeing . . , the empty platform
and tlie ladles In the Music Gallery.

Dichena, Nicholas Nickleby, il.

Mr. P.'s bachelor's box, a temporary abode which he
occupies pending the erection of a vicarage, ... is a cosy
little habitation. Miss Braddon, Hostages to I'ortune.

pendle^t, »• [< F.pendule,i ML.pendiilmn, some-
thing hanging: see pendule.'] A pendant; an
ear-ring. [Scotch.]

This lady gaed up the Parliament stair,

Wi' pendies in her lugs sae bonnie.
JHehie Storie (Child's Ballads, Vm. 266).

pendle^ (pen'dl), adc. [Cf. pendleh] Head-
long; suddenly. [Local, Eug.]
pendle^ (pen'dl), n. [Perhaps < W. and Corn.
pen, head.] A local name in England of va-
rious beds of the Silurian and Jurassic, as of
certain thick flagstones in the lower Ludlow
near Malvern, of a gray oolitic limestone near
Stonesfield, of a limestone at BUsworth, and of

a fissile argillaceous limestone near the base of
the Purbeok beds at Hartwell.

The top stratum in tlie stone-quarry at Islip, co. Oxon,
is called the pendle-iock. There is a mountain called
Fendle Hill. HaUiweU.

pendragon (pen-drag'on), n. [< W. pen, ahead,
-I- dragon, a leaderj ' A chief leader; a gen-
eralissimo ; a chief king. The tiOe was conferred
of old on British chiefs in times of great danger, when
they were invested with dictatorial power.

The dread Pendragon, Britain's King of kings.
Tennyson, I,aiicelot and Elaine.

pendragonshlp (pen-drag'on-ship), n. l< pen-
dragon + -ship.] The state, condition, or pow-
er of a pendragon.

The Dragon of the great Pendra^jmwMp,
That crown'd the state pavilion of the King.

Tennyson, Guinevere.

pen-driver (peu'dii'v^r), n. A clerk or writer.

[Jocular.]

She . . . looked round on tlie circle of fresh-faced jwn-
dritiers for explanation. The Century, XXXVII, 580.

pendro (pen'dro), n . A certain disease in sheep.

pendnlar (pen'du-lSj), a. [<,pendxdum •¥ -ar^.]

Of or relating to a pendulum: as, pendtilar vi-

bration.

pendulate (pen'du-lat), v. i. ; pret. and pp. peti-

dulaied,T^liv. pendulating. [< 'L.penduliis,'h»,ng-

mg(seependalous),+ -ate^.] Tohangorswing
fi'eely; swing; dangle; vibrate as a pendulum.
The ill-starred scoundrel (on tlie gallows] pendtdates be-

tween Heaven and Earth, a thing rejected of both.
Carlyle, Diamond Necklace, xvl.

pendnlatoryt, a. [< pendulate + -o)i/.] Hang-
ing; pendulous.

1 have seen above five hundred hanged, but I never saw
t I any have a better countenance in his dangling and petidi-

latory [twA pendutalory] swagging.
UrguJuni, tr. of Kabelais, 1. 42. {Davies.)

pendulet (pen'diil), H. {_<.¥. pendule = Sp.pen-
dulo= Pg.penduU) = It. pendulo, pendow = D.
pendule= (i.2)endel= Sw.pendel,pendyl= Dan.
pendel,< 'Nh. pendnhtm, a pendulum: see^en-
dulum. Ci.pendle^.] 1. A pendulum.

By a familiar instance, the hammer is raised by a wheel,
tliat wheel by a consequence of other wheels ; those are

moved by a spriug, pendule, or poise.

Evayn, True Religion, L 12.
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2. A standard clock, especially one forming an
ornamental object, as part of a chimney-set.
There are also divers curious clocks, watches, and pen-

dulea of exquisite work. Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 2, 1680.

pendulent (pen'du-lent), a. [Prop. *pendulant;
< pendule + -ent (ioi'-ant).] Pendulous ; hang-
ing.

Wayward old willow-trees, which . . . shed, from myri-
ads oipendtdent gold catkins, when the west wind shook
them, a fragrance . . . keenly and refreshingly sweet.

H. W. Preston, Year in Eden, vii.

pendulet (pen'du-let), n. [< 'P.jpendulet, <pen-
dwte, a pendule : seependule.] In. jewelry, same
as pendant.
pendullne (pen'du-lin), a. and n. [< NL. Pen-
dulinus, q. v.] I.' a. 1. Building a pendulous
or pensile nest: as, the penduline titmouse,
Mgithalus penduUnus.— 2. Pendulous or pen-
sile, as a bird's nest.

The jMniu2tn« form of the nest.

C. Swainson, Brit. Birds (1885), p. 31.

II. n. A titmouse of the genus Mgithalus
(or Pendulinus).

Fendulinus (pen-du-li'nus), n. [NL., dim. of
L. pereditZMS, hanging: see pendulAius.] In or-
nitli. : (a) An extensive genus of American ori-

oles or hangnests of the family Icteridse: so
named by Vieillot in 1816 from their pensile or
pendulous nests. ThetypeisP.rtySflriMter. Thebirds
are, however, usually included in the larger genus Ict£ni£.
Also called Xanthomus and Bananivorus. (5) A genus
of titmice of the family Paridee: synonymous
with .^githalus. Brehm, 1828.

pendulosity(pen-du-los'i-ti),M. [_<pendulous+
-i-ty.] The state of beiiig pendiious ; suspen-
sion.

Suetonius delivereth of Germanicus that he had slender
legs, but increased them by riding after meals ; that is, the
humours descending upon their pendvlos^, they having
no support or suppeudaneous stability.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., v. 13.

pendulous (pen'du-lus), a. [< li.pendulus, hang-
ing, hanging dowii, pendent, < pendere, hang,
be suspended: seei>end«»t. Ct. pendulum.] 1.

Hanging loosely or swinging freely from a fixed
point above; hanging; swinging; loosely pen-
dent : as, pendulous ears.

I see him yonder with his pipe pendidous in his hand,
and the ashes falling out of it.

Sterm, Tristram Shandy, viii. 24.

So blend the tui'rets and shadows there
That all seem pendulous in air.

Poe, The Doomed City.

The elm-trees reach their long, pendidous branches al-

most to the ground. Lon0ellow, Hyperion, iii. 1.

2. In zool., specifically applied— (o) To the
pensile nests of birds, which hang
like a purse or pouch from the
support. (6) To the penis, clito-

ris, or scrotum whenlooselyhang-
ing from the perineum or abdo-
men, as in various monkeys, mar-
supials, etc.— 3. In bot.. same as

pendent, more especially when
the flexure is from weakness of

the support.— 4t. In suspense;
wavering; doubting; undecided.

Wliosoever was found pendidous and
brangling in his Religion was brought by
a Sergeant, called Familiar, before the

said Council of Inquisition.
Howell, Letters, I. v. 42.

He [man] must be nothing, believe no-

tliing, be of no opinion, but live under
an indifference to all truths and false-

hoods, in a, pendulous state of mind.
Bp. AUerbury, Sermons, II. x.

Pendulous or Inverted oscillating

engine. See en^Tine.—Pendulous pal-

pi, in entom., palpi which are unusually

long and hang below the mouth.

pendulously (pen'du-lus-li), adv.

lousmauner; waveringly.

pendulousness (pen'du-lus-nes), /;. The state

of being pendulous, or hanging and swinging.

pendulum (pen'du-lum), «. [NL. . a pendmum,
neut. of Ij.pendulus, hanging, hanging down:

see pendulous. Cf. pendule,

[tcndle'^.] 1. Anything that
hangs down from a point of

attachment and is free to

swing.— 2. In H!ef7i.,abody

so suspended from a fixed

point as to move to and fro

by the alternate action of

gravity and its acquired

energy of motion. The time
occupied by a single oscillation

or swing is counted from the time of the descent of the

pendulum from the highest point on one side tUl it at-

tains the highest point on the opposite side. This time is

pendulum
called the period of oscillation of the pendulum. A timple^
pendulum in the mechanical sense is a material particle
suspended by a weightless rod and moving without fric-
tion. A single weight attached by a string, etc. approxi-
mates to an ideal simple pendulum. The period of oscil-
lation of a simple pendulum iu vacuo is

Pendulous Nest
of Crested Ca-
cique iCacicus ct-

In a pendu-

V -.(H-AAa-H. .),

wm

Gridiron Mercurial
Pendulum. Pendulum,

Pendulum.

where TT = 3.14159+,^isthe acceleration of gravity.nBthe-
length of the pendulum, and A is the total arc of oscillation.
The quantity in parentheses is not affected by the radical
sign. It will be seen that^ unless the arc is very laige, the
period iaalmostindependentofitsmagnitude. Acompound
pendulum is any pendulum not simple. The same foi-mula
for the period applies, I being the square of the radius of
gyration divided by the distance of the center of gravity
from the axis of rotation. The common clock-pendulum
usually consists of a rod of metal or wood, suspended so as
to move freely about the point of suspension, and having
a flat circular piece of brass or other heavy material, caUed
a bob, attached to its lower end. The metal rod, however,
is subject to variations in length in consequence of changes
of temperature, and, as the accuracy of the pendulum con-
sidered as a regulating power depends upon its always-
maintaining the same length, various combinations of
two different metals, as brass and steel, under the name
of com2}en3at'ion pendvluim, have been adopted in order to-

counteract the effects of changes of temperature. These
take particular names, according to their forms and ma-
terials, as the gridiron pendulum, the Tnercurial pendu-
lum, the lever pendvlum,, etc. TheyTidiron pendtdum is-

composed of parallel rods of brass
and steel, arranged in one plane,
and so connected together that the
different degrees of expansion of the
different metals compensate each
other and maintain the compound
rod of fixed length. The mercurial
pendulum, devised by Graham, con-
sists of one rod with a vessel con-
taining mercui-y at the lower end,
so adjusted in quantity that, what-
ever alterations take place in the
length of the pendulum, the center
of oscillation remains the same, the
mercuT7 ascending when the rod de-
scends, and vice versa. Another
form of compensation or compen-
sating pendulum employs a curved
bar composed of iron and brass
brazed together, which is attached
to the rod in a horizontal position,
the brass downward. The unequal
expansion of the metals under a rise

of temperature tends to lift the cen-
ter of gravity of the bob, and thus
to compensate for the simultaneous increase in length of
the rod. The pendulum is of great importance as the reg-
ulating power of clocks. Our clocks are nothing more than<
pendulums with wheel-work attached to register the num-
ber of vibrations, and with a weight or spring having force
enough to counteract retarding effects of friction and the
resistance of the air. A reversible pendvlum is apendulum
so ai'ranged that it may be suspended from either of two-
axes on its length at unequal distances from its center of
gravity, and so placed that hi the two positions each be-
comes axis of suspension and axis of oscillation, so that
the time of vibration shall be the same in both positions.
Bessel's reversible pendulum is symmetrical in external
figure with respect to the plane equidistant from the two-
axes. Such a pendulum eliminates the effect of the atmo-
sphere A pendulum which makes exactly one oscillation

per second is called a seconds pendulum (also written sec-

onds^ pendvlum and second's pendidum). The length of a
pendulum is thelength of the simple pendulum having the
same period— that is, the distance between the point of
suspension and the center of oscillation (see cmiter'i^). In
the latitude of New York, and at the level of the sea, the
lengtli of the seconds pendulum is S9.1 inches nearly. A&
the force of gravity diminishes toward the equator and in-

creases toward the poles, the seconds pendulum is shorter
in lower latitudes and longer in higher. Besides its use
as a regulator in clocks, the pendulum is applied to deter-
mine the relative and absolute acceleration of gravity at
different places, and in this way the figure of the earth.

3. A chandelier or lamp pendent from a eeil-

ing.— 4. A guard-ring of a watch and its at-

tachment, by which the watch is attached to^

a chain—Axis of oscUlation of a pendulum. See
axis^.—Ballistic pendulum. See ballietic.—ConicaL
pendulum, a pendulum not restricted to move in one
plane, the center of gravity being only restricted to the
surface of a sphere.— Cycloidal pendulum, a pendulum
so constructed as to vibrate in the arc of a cycloid instead
of a circular arc, like the common pendulum. The vibra-
tions of such a pendulum are perfectly isochronous.—
Electric pendulum, (a) See electric, (b) A pendulum
that at some point of its path closes a circuit, this in turn
either reporting the beats of thependulujn at distant sta-

tions for time-comparisons, or directly controlling a num-
ber of clocks. See electric dock, under clock2.—Foucault*8-
pendulum, a conical pendulum with a very long wire
and a heavy bob, designed to exhibit the revolution of the
eartli. At the north pole, the plane of oscillation, really
remaining fixed, would appear to rotate about the vertical
once in twenty-four hours. At the equator there ivould
be no such effect ; and at other latitudes there should
be a slower rotation. See composUion of rotations, under
rotation.—Gyroscopic, hydrometric, etc., pendulum.
See the adjectives,- Iffvariable pendulum, a pendu-
lum intended to be cfurled from station to station, and
to be oscUlated at each so as to determine the relative
acceleration of gravity at tliose points. This method
assumes that the pendulum is not bent nor its knife-
edges altered in position or sharpness in the course of
transportation. Hence it is called invariablej not as be-
ing incapable of change but as being secured s^ainst
change for alimited time.—Longand ^ort pendulum,
a pendulum for determining the absolute force of gravity,
consisting of a bob suspended byawire the length of which



pendulum
can bevanea byameasured amount—Pendulum feriy-
Iwat, a feiTy-boat that is swungfrom bank to bank of a riv-

er by the force of the current, requiring but little labor to
guide or propel it. Boats on this principle are made fast to
an anchor or to moorings placed up-stream in the middle of
the river.—Pendulum governor, in mech., a governor
consisting of two revolving pendulums, of equal lengthand
weight, attached to a spindle, the spindle and the penda-
lums having a common axis of rotation, and the spindle be-
ing driven by the motion of the engine or machine tobecon-
trolled. The angular velocity of revolution of the pen-
dulums bears a constant ratio to the velocity of the prime
mover. The pendulum-rods or -afms are thus made to
take and hold a definite angle with the axis of their revolu-
tion, so long as the speed of the prime mover remains con-
stant. Increase of speed in the latter increases this angle,
and decrease of speed diminishes it The pendulum-arms
are connected by links to a collar that slides on the spindle,
and the motion of this collar is made to regulate a valve
supplying steam or gas to an engine, a belt-shift that
moves abelt on cone-pulleys, or mechanism controlling the
partial opening or closing of a gate supplying water to a
wheel, etc. The supply of power is thus varied according
to requirements, and the variation in velocity is confined
to narrow limits. See govenwr, 6.

—

Pendulum press,
a punching-press in which the punch is driven into the
die by a swinging pendulous lever usually having a ball
or weight at the lower end, and actuated by the foot of
the operator, while with his hands he holds the piece to
be punched.

—

Pendulum pump, (o) A direct-acting
donkey-pump in which the fly-wheel oscillates in a verti-

cal plane. (6) A pump in which the reciprocating mo-
tion of the piston is controlled by a pendulum, (c) A
pump the handle of which swings on either side of its

center of suspension. E. M. fnif^At.^Simple pendu-
lum, (a) See def. 2, above, (p) A pendulum consisting
of a spherical bobsuspended from a cord or wire.

pendnlum-hausse (pen'du-lum-hous), n. See
haitsse, 1.

pendulum-level {pen'du-lum-lev"el), n. Same
as plumb-level.

pendulum-spindle (pea'du-lum-spin'dl), n.

The revolving shaft or spindle to which a re-

volving pendulum is attached, and which im-
parts motion to the pendulum.
pendulum-'Wire (pen'du-lnm-wir), n. A kind
of flat steel wire or ribbon used for the suspen-
sion of clock-pendulums.

peneH, n. A Middle English form otperfi.

pene'-*, n. and V. See jjeeji.

Peneian (pe-ne'yan), a. [< L. Peneius, < Gr.
Ti.ijv7ilog, pertaining to the river Peueiis,< Jbtvei6i

(> L. Peneus), a river of Thessaly, also the god
of that river; also, a river of EUs.] Of or per-
taining to the river Peneiis, which runs through
the Vale of Tempe in Thessaly, celebrated for
its picturesque beauty.

Blyrian woodlands, echoing falls

Of water, sheets of summer glass,

The long divine Peneian pass.
Tennysnn, To E. L., on his Travel? in Greece.

Penelope (pf-nel'o-pe), n. [Nil., < L. Penelope,
Penelopa, LL.
also Penelopea,
< Gr. IlTVE/lom/,

JlrptETuiirEia, a
woman's name,
esp. the wife
of Odysseus
(Ulysses).] The
typical genus
of Penelopinse,

founded by
B. Merrem in
1786, contain-
ing a number
of South and
Central Ameri-
can species of

birds, such as
P. marail, call-

ed guans.
Penelopidse (pen-e-lop'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Penelope + -idse.'] A family of gaUinaeeous
birds, synonymous with Craeidse. C. L. Bona-
parte, 1831.

Penelopinse (pe-nel-o-pi'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Penelope + inse.'] A subfamily of Craeidse,

founded by G. B. Gray in 1840, typified by the
genus Penelope, and containing sIk other genera,
Penelopina, Stegnolxma, Pipile, Aburria, Chamrn-
petes, and Ortalis (or Ortalida). The gnans, as
these birds are collectively called, number about 40 spe-

cies, ranging from Texas through the greater part of South
America. They are from 16 to 26 inches long, of graceful
form, with long tail and varied plumage ; they have bare
skin on the head or throat and in some cases a crest.

They inhabit woodland, and are to some extent arboricole.

See cuts under Aburria, gucm, Penelope, and Pipile.

penelopine (pe-nel'o-pin), a. [< NL. Penelo-

pinse.'] Pertaining to the Penelopinse, orhaving
their characters.

Penelopize (pf-nel'o-piz), v. i. ; pret. and pp.
Penelopized, ppr. Penelopising. [< Penelope (see

def.) + -J2e.] To act like Penelope, the wife
of Ulysses, when she was pressed by the suit-

Guau i^Penelope ntaraiD.
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ors
;
pull work to pieces in order to do it over

again, for the purpose of gaining time.

However, there is nothing for It but to^wneZojifse, pull
to pieces, and stitch away again.

Motley, in 0. W. Holmes's Motley, x.

peneplain (pe'ne-plan), n. [< L. pcene, pene,

almost, + 'Ei. plain .1 In g^eoi., a surface reduced
by erosion nearly to the condition of a plain.

penes, ». Plural of penis.

penestone, «. Same aapenistone.
,

penetrability (pen"e-tra-bil'i-ti), n. [='S'.p^4-
trabilite = Sp. penetraMlidad'= Pg. penetrabili-

dade = It. penetrabilita, < L. as if *penetrabili-

to( *-)«,< penetrabilis, penetrable: see penetra-

ble.'] susceptibility of being penetrated ; capa-
bility of occupying a place occupied at the same
time by something else.

All the facts which seem to prove penetrability only
prove that the particles are mobile and separable, not that
the particles themselves are penetrable.

ft B. Lewee, Probs. of Life and Mind, 11. Iv. § 46.

penetrable (pen'f-tra-bl), a. [= P. pH^trable
= Sp. penetrable = Pg. penetravel= It. penetra-
bile, < L. peneirabiUs, that can be pierced, <

penetrare, pierce, penetrate: seepenetrate.] 1.

Capable of beingpenetrated, entered, or pierced
by another body.

Let him try (for that 's allowed) thy dai't.

And pierce his only penetrable part.

Dryden, tr, of Ovld^ Metamorph., xlL

2. Susceptible of moral or intellectual impres-
sion.

1 am not made of stones,

Sat penetrdbte to your kind entreats.
Shale., Bich. III., uL 7. 226.

A spirit no longer penetrable to suffering.

Noctee Awfyrosianx^ April, 1832.

3t. Penetrating. [Bare.]

His Graces sight was so quicke and penetrable that he
saw him, yea, and saw ttu'ough him, both within and
without HaU, Hen. VIII., an. 11.

penetrableness (pen'f-tra-bl-nes), n. The prop-
erty of being penetrable; penetrability.

penetrably (pen'e-tra-bli), adv. So as to be
penetrable.
penetrant (pen'e-tral), n. [= Sp. Pg. penetral
=z It. penetrale, K L. penetralia, the inner or se-

cret part, the interior of anything: see pene-
tralia.] The interior parts. Bee penetralia.

Falsing through the penetrailes of the stomach.
Palmenchs (1689). (Naree.)

penetralia (pen-e-trS'li-a), n. pi. [< L. pene-
tralia, pi., the inferior, an inner room, a sanc-
tuary, etc., also rarely in sing, penetrate, pene-
tral, neut. ot penetrans, penetrating, internal:

see j)e»eiraa.] 1. The interior parts of any-
thing; specifically, the inner parts of a build-
ing, as a temple or palace ; hence, a sanctuary,
especially the sanctuary of the Penates.—2.
Hidden things ; secrets.

The present work will be hailed as a welcome addition
to our knowledge of these hitherto mysterious penetralia
of Mohammedan superstition.

B. Taylor, Pref. to Burton's Bl-Medinah.

penetrance (pen'e-trans), n. {<. penetran{t) +
-ce.] Same as peneiraney. Dr. S. More, Psy-
chozoia, ii. 12.

penetrancy (pen'f-tran-si), n. [As penetrance
(see -cy).] The property of being penetrant;
the power of entering or piercing; penetrating
power; acuteness; sharpness.

What sagacity of wit, what variety of learning, what
penetrancy of judgment?

Barrow, Pope's Supremacy, Supposition 5, § 4.

The subtiliy, activity, and penetrancy of its effluvia no
obstacle can sijop or repel, but they will make their way
through all bodies. Say, Works of Creation.

penetrant (pen'e-trant), a. and n. [= P. pene-
trant= Sp. Pg. ti.penetrante, < li. penetran(t-)s,

ppr. of penetrare, pierce, penetrate : see pene-
trate.] I. a. Having the power to penetrate
or pierce ; making way inward ; subtle

;
pene-

trating: literally or figuratively.

The Food ... mingled with some dissolvent Juices
. . . [is] evacuated into the Intestines, where ... it is fur-

ther suhtiliz'd, and render'd so fluid and penetrant that
the thinner and finer Part of it easily finds its Way in at
the streight Orifices of the lacteous Veins.

Say, Worlis of Creation, p. 27.

The lady, ever watchful, penetrant.

Saw this with pain. Keate, Lamia, li.

H. n. An acute and penetrating person.
[Rare.]

Our penetrants have fancied all the riddles of the Pub-
lic, which in the reign of King Charles II. were many,
came N. N. E. Boger North, Examen, p. 121. (Bastes.)

penetrate (pen'e-trat), v.
;
pret. and pp. pene-

trated, ppr. penetrating. [< L. penetratus, pp.
ot penetrare (> It. penetrare = Pg. Sp. Pr. pene-
trar= Y.pdnitrer), put, set, or place within, en-

penetratlon

ter, pierce, penetrate, < penes, within, with (cf

,

penitus, within), -I- -trare (as in intrare, go in,

enter, < intra, within), < •/ tra, cross over, pass,

as in tra/ns, across, etc. (see trans-), Skt. v tar,

cross.] I. trans. 1. To pierce into or through;

enter and make way into the inner or interior

parts of : as,theraysof lighti)eM*<ratedthe thick

darkness of the cave.

Volumes of sound, from the Cathedral rolled.

This long-roofed yista penetrate.
Wordeworth, Desultory Stanzas.

He came near success, some of his troops penetrating the

National lines at least once,
U. S. Orant, Personal Memoirs, L 417.

2. To enter and affect deeply; influence; im-

press; hence, to enter and become part of; per-

meate : as, to tepenetrated with a sense of grat-

itude.
That little cloud, in ether spread

And penetrated all with tender light.

Wordeaorth, Sonnets, iL 20.

The fair forms of Nature were never penetrated with bo

perfect a spirit of beauty.
B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 165.

The schools of China have always been penetrated with
the religion of China, such as it is.

A. A. Hodge, New Princeton Rev,, III. 33.

3. To arrive at the inner contents or the mean-
ing of; see through; discern; discover: as, to

penetrate a mystery ; to penetrate a design.

Nature hath her unities, which not eveiy critic can pen-
etrate. Lrnnh, My Relations.

=Syn. 1. Penetrate, Pierce, Perforate. Bore through. Tram-
fix. Pejifiiratemaymean no more than to make entrance

into, and that slowly or with some difficulty, or itmay have
the meaning oi meree. Pierce means to penetrate deeply
and quickly, and therefore presumably, although not ne-

cessarily, with some sharp instrument (See Heb. iv. 12.)

Perforate and bore through mean to make a hole through,
the former generally expressing the making of a smaller

hole, the latter expressing sustained labor or slowness : as,

the book-worm perforates leather binding ; the carpenter
bores through a beam ; a bullet perforates or pierces the

body. To transfix is to pierce through, the instrument re-

maining in that which is transfixed : as, to transfix a bird

with aa arrow ; to transfix a hutterfiy with a pin.

II. intrans. To enter by piercing; pass, as

a piercing instrument ; enter and make way

;

reaclf by piercing: literally or figuratively:

usually followed by to or into.

The contemplations of man do either penetrate unto
God or are circumferred to nature.

Bacon^ Advancement of Learning, iL 147.

But soon the light . . . descends on the plain, aai pen-
etrates to the deepest valley.

Macaulay, Sir James Mackintosh.

penetrating (pen'f-tra-ting), j). a. [Ppr. otpen-
etrate, v.] 1. Having the power of passing
into or through (something); sharp; subtile:

a,a,a,penetraUngoAoT:.— 2. Acute; discerning;
quick to discover or recognize: as, & penetrat-

ing mind.
Men of the largest sense, of themost penetrating insight

CraiOc, Hist Eng. Lit, I. 496.

penetratingly (pen'e-tra-ting-li), adv. In a
penetrating or piercing manner; with quick
discernment; acutely. Wright.
penetration (pen-f-tra'shon), n. [= F. p6n6-
tration = Pr. peneiratio = '^-p.penetracMn = Pg.
perietragSo = It. penetrazione, < LL. penetra-

tio(n-), a penetrating or piercing, < L. pene-
trare, penetrate, pierce : Beepenetrate.] 1. The
act of penetrating or piercing.—2. Power of

penetrating; specifically, in gun., the depth a
projectile will pass into any material against
which it is flred. The penetration into earth or sand
is generally expressed in feet; into armor or metal plat-

ing, in inches. The English "thick-plate formula," now

much used by artiHerists, is * = t-j^ . ^-jr„,, in which * =

the penetration in inches, and E = the energy in foot-tons

per inch of circumference of shot
3. Mental acuteness; discernment; insight: as,

a man of extraordinary penetration.

To a profound philosopher like myself, who am apt to

see clear through a subject, where the penetration of ordi-

nary people extends but half way, there is no fact more
simple and manifest than that the death of a great man is

a matter of very little importance.
Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 266.

4. In optics : (a) Of a microscope objective, its

power of giving fairly distinct vision for points

both inside and outside of its exact focus. (6)

Of a telescope, its space-penetrating power, as

Herschel called it— i. e. the number of times
by which the distance of an observed star

might be increased while still appearing of the
same brightness in the telescope as it does to

the naked eye. it is proportional to the square root
of the illuminating power, and for an achromatic tele-

scope is approximately equal to four times its aperture
in inches.— Penetratlon-twln. See (MJtn.=Syn. 3. Dis-
crimination, etc. (see discernment), sagaciousness, shrewd-
ness, sharpness.



penetrative

penetrative (pen'e-tra-tiv), a. [< OF. penetra-
tif,F. penetratif= 'Pi. 2>enctratiu = Sp. Pg. It.

penetrativo, < IIL. peneirativus, < L. pene&are,
m>. penetratus, penetrate: see penetrate.] 1.

Penetrating; piercing; keen; subtle; perme-
ating.

The layne water, after the opinion of most men, if it be
receynedpnre and cleane, it is most sulity1 and peiietTatiue

of any otlier waters. Sir T. Elyot, Castle of Health, iL

His corrigible neck, his face sabdued
To penetrative shame.

Shak., A. and C, ir. 14. 75.

Air . . . doth . . . require the more exquisite caution,

that it be not too gross nor too penetrative.
Sir B. Wotton, Reliqniie, p. 7.

3. Acute; discerning; sagacious.

Penetrative wisdom. Svriftj ^Miscellanies.

The volume . . . reveals to a pen«2rattw eyemany traits

of the genius that has since blazed ont so finely.

Stedtnan, Vict. Poets, p. 386.

penetratively(pen'e-tra-tiv-U), arfi'. In a pene-
trative manner; -with penetration,

penetrativeness (pen'f-tra-tiv-nes), «. Pene-
trating quality or power.

Penetls, ». See Penxus.
pen-feather^ (pen'fesn'er), n. [< peifi + fea^
ther.] A large feather; a quill-feather; a pen.

The great feather of a bird, called a pen-feather, penna
(FttAofe, Diet (ed. 1608), p. 17. (Sares.)

pen-feather- 1, « [<> peiO- + feather.] An er-

roneous form of pin-feather.

pen-featheredt, «• An erroneous form ofpiii-

feathered.

Your intellect is jpe»-/eattere<f, too weak-wing'd to soar

so high. (rentfffman /n«£ruc(«d, p. 470. {Davies.)

My Children then were justp0?i-/eatA«r*d;

Some little Com for them I gather'd.
Prior, Turtle and Sparrow.

penfish (pen'fish), ». [ipetfi + fish^.] A spa-
roidflshof the genus Calamus: socaUedhecause
the second interhemal spine is pen-shaped. The
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other animal food, and congregate on shore to breed in
pengnineries of great extent Penguins are confined to the
southern hemisphere, especially about Cape Horn and the
Cape of Good Hope, and islands in high southern latitudes,
coming nearest the equator on the west coast of South
America, as in the case of Humboldt's penguin of Peru.
There are more than a dozen species, referable to three

Penfish (Calamusfenw'),

species are mostly inhabitants of the Caribbean sea. C.

penna is the best-known species, called in ^anish pez de

pluma.

penfold (pen'fold), n. [<.penl +fold?.] Same
as pinfold.

pei&f (pen'ful), n. [< pen^ + -ful.] 1. As
much as a pen will hold.—2. As much as one
can write with one dip of ink.

I came to town yesterday, and, as usual, found that one
hears mn(^ more news in the country than in London. 1

have not picked up a penful since 1 wrote to my lord.

Walpole, To Lady Ossoiy, June 27, 1771.

pen-gossip (pen'gos'ip), !. ». To gossiphy cor-

respondence.

If I were not rather disposed at this time to pen-gossip

with your worship.
SoUOiey, To Grosvenor C. Bedford, Jan. 6, 1S18.

penguinl (peu'gwin), n. [Formerly &^sopingmn,

pengwin (of. F. pingoin,pingouin= B.pingtiin=
G.pinguin = Sw. Dan. pingvin, a penguin, =
'Russ. pingvinu, an auk, < E.): origin nnoertain.

According to one view < W- pen gicev, 'white

head,' the name being given to the auk in ref.

to the lai^e white spot before the eye, and sub-

sequently transferred to a penguin. A6eord-

iug to another view,penguin orpinguin is a cor-

ruption (in some manner left unexplained) of

E. dial, penicinf] orpinwing, the pinion or outer

joint of the wing of a fowl (< pen^, quill, +
wing): this name being supposed to have been
given orig. to the great auk (in allusion to its

rudimentary wings) and afterward transferred

to the penguins.] If. The great auk, AUm im-

pennis: the original sense.— 2. Any species of

the family SpheniscicUe or Aptenodytidae. (See

SpheniscidsB for technical characters.) Penguins

are remarkably distinguished from all other birds by the

reduction of the wings to mere flippers, covered with staly

feathers (see impenjKW. Squamipenneis\ used forswmuning
under water, but onflt for flight. The feathers of the up-

per parts have also broad flattened shafts and slightY™?>
being thus like scales ; the feet are webbed and four-toed,

though the hind toe is very short; the tail »s short and

stiff ; the general form is stout and ungainly. On land the

birds stand nearly erect and waddle clumsily, bat they

ue agUe and graceful in the water. They feed on flsh and

27.T

Emperor Penguin (AfteHodytaforsteri).

leading types. Those of the genus A^tenadytes are the
largest, standing about three feet high, and have a slender
bilL The name Potoj/omanjieiij/uui, applied to these, cov-
ers two species or varieties— a larger, the emperor pen-
guin, A.for^eri orimperxUor, and a sm^er, A. pennam or
rex. (See «nj)er<4-.) yoc*a«-jx!H9«»nii so calledfrom bray-
ing, ai'e medium-sized or rather small, with stout bill, as
Sp/ieniscus demersus of Sontb Africa and & majMitueus
of Patagonia. (See cut at ^iieniscus.) None of the fore-

going are crested ; but the members of the genusEudyptes
(or Catarractes\ as E. chrysocome or chrysUophus, known
as rock-hoppers and macaronis, have curly y^ow plumes

' on each side of the head. (See cut at JBudyptes.) Other
medimu-sized penguins are Pygosc^is txniata, P. antare-
tica, P. antipoda, and Dasyrhamphus adelix. The small-
est penguin, about a foot long, is EudyptHa minor oi Aus-
tralian and !Xew Zealand shores. The largest^ which was
taller than a man usually is, is a fossil species named
Palieeadyptes antaretieus. from the New Zealand Tertiary.
— Papuan penguin, a misnomer of Pygosceiis Ueniala, a
penguin of uie Falklands and some other islands, but not
of Papua.

p^Igmn^ (pen'gwin), n. [Also pinguin (NL.
Pinguin); origin obscure.] The wild pineap-
ple, Sromelia Pinguin. its ovoid snccnlent berry
yields a cooling juice much used in fevers.

penguin-dnck (pen'gwin-dnk), n. See duck^.

penguinery (pen'gwin-er-i), n.; pi. penguineries

(-riz). l<. penguin^ + -ery.] A breeding-place
of penguins.
penguin-rookery (pen'gwin-ruk'er-i), H. Same
as penguinery.

pen-gnn (pen'gnn), H. A popgun formed from
the barrel of a quUl ; also, generally, apopgun.
[Scotch.]

The manMn feels that he is a bom Man, that his voca-

tion is to work. The choicest present you can make him
is a Tool, be it knife or pen-gun, for construction or for

destruction. CoWj/Je, Sartor Eesartus, iL 2.

penholder (pen'hol'der), n. l<.pen^ + holder.]

A holder for pens or pen-points. It consists

of a handle or stock, with a device for retain-

ing the pen, usually a socket of metal.

penhonset (pen'hous), n. [Appar. a var. of

penthouse, simulating jieni + house.] A pent-

house ; an outbuilding ; a shed. Imp. Diet.

penial (pe'ni-al), a. [< penis + -a?.] Of or

pertaining to the penis: as, a penial muscle.

—

Penial sheaUl, the prepuce or foreskin of man and the

correspondiug^Tucture in other animals.

—

Penial ure-
tbra. See urethra.

peniblet, a. [ME. penible, penyble, peyneble, <

OF. penible, F. penible, < L. poina, punishment,

penalty, pain: see pain^, penal.] 1. Painful.

Lydgate.
With many woundys ful tenyble^

And rebukys ful penyUe.
US. CotL Vitett. C. xiiL, t 98. (HirfKweK.)

2. Painstaking; careful.

The body is ay so redy and penyUe
To wake that my stomak is destroyed.

Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, L 138.

That wyl serve the to pay,

PetmeNe all that he may.
US. Hari. 1701, t 39. (Hattitvea.)

penicil (pen'i-sil), n. [< L. peniciUus, a painters'

brush or pencil, a tent for wounds : see penciP^.]

1. In entom., a brush of hairs; a little bundle

of divergent hairs, as those on many caterpil-

lars.— 2. A tent or pledget for wounds or ul-

cers.

Penidllata (pen'i-si-la'ta), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of L.i>en»ctf7aiMS,penicillate: seepenicillate.]

In entom., in LatreiUe's system, a group of

peninsnlarity

chllognath myriapods, corresponding to the
Polyxenidse of Westwood: so called from hav-
ing the body terminated by pencils of small
scales.

penicillate (pen'i-sil-at), a. [< :S1j. penicilla-
tus, < li. penieillus, a pencil: see j'enciP-.] 1.

Forming or formed into a little tuft or brush,
especially at the end or tip: as, a penicillate
tail ; the penicillate or brushy tongue of a lory.— 2. Pi'ovidedwithapenicillium.— 3. Streaky;
scratchy; penciled.— 4. lu f«to)»., specifically,

provided with peuicUs.— 5. In hot., pencil-
shaped ; consisting of a bundle of hairs resem-
bling those of a hair pencil. Sometimes eiTo-
neously used for feather-shaped or feathery
Crested-penlcillate, penciled in the form of a crest or
comb with a unifarions tuft of hairs, as the end of the
tail of ^me rodents.— Penicillate maxillffi, in e}Uom.,
maxillse in which the internal lobe is covered with short
hail's.

Iienicillated (pen'i-sil-a-ted), a. [< penicillate

+ -ecP.] Same as penicillate.

penicillately (pen'i-sil-at-li), adv. In a peni^
cillate manner ; as a hair pencil ; in bundles of
short, compact, or close fibers.

Much elongate, and pemcHlately exserted from the open
common sheath. B. C. Wood, Fresh-Water Algs, p. 22.

penicilliform (pen-i-sil'i-form), a. [< L. peni-
ciUus, a painters' pencU, -I- forma, foi-m.]

Formed into a peniciUium or pencil ; penicil-

late in shape ; resembling a hair pencil.

PeniciUium (pen-i-sil'i-um), n. [NL. (Link),

so called in allusion to the form of the filaments,
< L. peniciUus, a pencil: see pencil^.] 1. A
genus of saprophytic fungi of the class Asco-
myeetes, the weU-known blue-molds, that are

abundant on decaying bread and numerous
other decaying substances. The mycelium sends
up numerous delicate branches which are septate and
terminated by a necklace of conidia, or in rare instances
spores are produced iu ascL P. crustaceum (P. glauemn
of authors) is the most common species. See blue-mold,

mtdd'^, and fermentation.

2. [I. c] In zool., same as pencil^, 7.

penile^t (pe'nil), a. [(.penis + -He.] Same as
2>enial.

penile^t, ». [< OP. *petiile, *2>enisle, < Jj.pseirin-

siila, a peninsula: see peninsula, and cf. islel,

iVfl.] A peninsula.

Hee [Edward m.] came to anchor in the hanen of Hogy
Saint Vast, in Constantiue, a great cape of land or per^
in Normandy. Speed, Hist. Great Britain, ix. 12. (Davies.)

peninsula (pf-nin'su-lS), «. [= P. jteninsule =
Sp. 2)eninsula = Pg. petiinsula = It. penisola,

peninsola, < L. pseninsula, peniyisula, a penin-
sula, lit. almost an island, <pseiic,pcne, almost,
-I- insula, an island: see islc^, insular. Ct.pe-
Hi7e2.] A piece of land almost surrounded by
water, and connected with the mainland by a
neck or isthmns. The Peninsula is often used
absolutely for Spain and Portugal.

A convenient harbour for Fisher boats at Kecoughtan,
that so tumeth it selfe into Hayes and Creekes, it makes
that place very pleasant to inhabit ; their comeflelds being
girded therein in a manner as Penisulaes.

Capl. John Smith, Works, I. 116.

The island looksboth low and well-cover ed, as compared
with the lofty and rocky mountains of the opposite penin-
sula of Sabioncello. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 203.

peninsular (pe-nin'§u-lar), (I. and n. [(penin-

sula + -a)-3.] I. ar '1." Of or pertaining to a
peninsula; in the form of or resembling a pe-

ninsula.— 2. [= Pg. peninsular.] Inhabiting

a peninsula or the Peninsula : as, the peninsu-

lar peasantry.— 3. Carried on in a peninsula.

See the phrases.—Peninsular campaign, in u. s.

hist., the campaign of April, May, June, andJuly, 1862, in

the civil war, in which the Army of the Potomac under
McClellau attempted to capture Sichmond by an advance
up the peninsula between the Bappahannock and the
JamesRiver. The Confederates were commanded by J. E.

Johnston and later by Lee. The campaign resulted in

the withdrawal of the Federal army.— Peninsular war,
the military operations carried on in Portugal, Spain, and
southern France by the British, Spanish, and Portuguese
forces (largely under Wellington) against the French, from
1808 to 1814. The French were driven out of the Penin-
sula.

H. n. 1. A soldierwho fought in the Penin-
sular war. [Oolloq.]

He speaks of the ruffling captain, who was no doubt "an
old Peninsular." Quarterly Eev., CXLTL 196.

2. An inhabitant of a peninsula. [Bare.]

Western nations until the sixteenth centnry scarcely
knew of her [CMrea's] existence, despite the fact that the
Arabs traded with the far-off peninsulars.

The Nation, TT.TT 319.

peninsnlarity (pe-nin-gn-lar'i-ti), 71. [(.penin-

sular + -ity.] 1. *rhe quality, character, or con-
ditions inherent in a peninsula.— 2. The state

of inhabiting a peninsula, or of being native of

a peninsula. Hence— 3. Provincialism; per-



peninsularity

eistenoe in antiquated or narrowly local meth-
ods, notions, orprejudices; narrowness ofmind.
Compare insularism.

He [Sir Charles Lyell] mixes up in liis letters the vol-
canoes o{ Olot and the salt-mines oJ Cardona with much
amusing chat about the peninsuZarity of the Spaniards.

Pop. Sei. Mo., XX. 599.

peninsulate (pe-nin'su-lat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

peninsulated, ppr. peninsulating. [< peninsula
+ -ate^."] To encompass almost completely
with water ; form into a peninsula.

Erin riseth of sundrie heads, by east of Erinleie, and
directing his course toward the sunne rising, it peninm-
lateth Seleseie towne on the south-west, and Paghan at
north-west.
Harrison, Descrip. of Britaine, xii. {Holinshed'a Chron.)

On that penirmdcUed rook called La Spilla, hanging
over yonder deep cavern, he [St. Francis] was accustomed

,

to pass a part of the night in prayer and meditation.
Eustace, Italy, III. xi.

peninvariant, n. [< L. psene, pene, almost, + E.
invariant.'] Same as seminvariant.
penis (pe'nis), n.; pl.^emes(-nez), as E. penises
(-ez). [= P. penis= Sp. pene, < L. penis, for orig.
"pesnis, tail, penis, == Gr. Tr&f for *wimg, penis

;

akin to MHG. visel, G. fisel, penis.] The male
organ of copulation ; the intromittent or copu-
latory organ of the male sex of any animal. The
penis in the vertebrates is generally, in part at least, ho-
mologous with the organ so named in man, but not in the
invertebrates ; it is sometimes double, as in certain rep-
tile^ crabs, etc. In some invertebrates the term is ex-
tended to organs which deposit spermatozoa without be-
ing intromittent. Many of the older writers on entomolo-
gy included under this term all the external male organs
of generation, dividing them into the phallus, or true in-
tromittent organ, and the forceps or claspers used in copu-
lation. The corresponding organ of the female sex in
mammals is termed the clitoris. See cuts under Dendro-
coela, Lepadidee, Proteolepas, Alcippe, Balanus, Cestoidea,
and SqvilHdsB.

Certain £eptilia possess a pair of eversible copulatory
organs situated in integumentary sacs, one on each side
of the cloaca; but it does not appear in what manner
these pence are morphologically related to those of the
higher Vertebrata. Huxley, Anat. Vert, p. 99.

penistonet (pen'i-ston), n. [Prom the village of
Penistone in Yorkshire, Eng.] A coarse woolen
stuff or frieze. It was in use in England during the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Also peniston, pene-
ston, pennistdne, pennyetone, and. forest whites.

Accounts arising out of the employment of plaintiff to
sell "bayes, penestones, and other cloaths," goods, &c., at
London for the defendant, &c., &c.

Record Soc. Lancashire and Cheshire, xi. 91.

Penistone flags. Sandstone quarried for build-
ing and paving near Penistone in Yorkshire,
England.
Penistone series. The name given in the Coal-
brookdale coal-field to the lower division of the
coal-measures, which consists of sandstone and
shales with coal and ironstone. The Penistone
ironstone nodules found in the lower coal-measures often
yield, when split open, impressions of ferns or other or-
ganic remains.

The Chance Pemiystone is the highest bed of ironstone
in the series. In foimer years Coalbrookdale produced
the best iron in England.
H. B. Woodward, GeoL of Eng. aud Wales(2d ed.), p. 190.

penitence (pen'i-tens), n. [< ME. penitence, <
OP. penitence, F, "penitence = Pr. penitencia,
penedensa, pentenza = Sp. Pg. lyenitencia = It.

penitenzia, penitenza, < L. psenitentia, pomiten-
Ua, ML. also penitentia, repentance, < pseni-
fen(i^)s,j>fl5»jie»(*-)s, penitent: sqqpenitent. Cf.

penance, an older form of the same word.] The
state of being penitent ; sorrow for having com-
mitted sin or for having offended ; repentance

;

contrition.

"By penitence the Eternal's wrath 's appeased.
Shak., T. G. of V., v. i. 81.

And, when frail nature slides into offence.

The sacrifice for crimes is penitence.

Dryden, Religio Laici, L 53.

=Syn. Contrition, Compunction, etc. See repentance.

penitencert (pen'i-teu-sSr), n. [< ME. pene-
tauncer,penitaunoer,"penyienser; < OP. peniten-

der, P. pinitencier = Sp. Pg. penitenciario = It.

penitenziario, < ML. poenitentiarius, a penitent,

< li. psenitentia, pcenitentia^ penitence: see peni-
tence. Cf . penancer and penitentiary.'] A priest

who heard confession and enjoined penance in

extraordinary eases.

The pope and alle bus penetauncers power hem faylleth
To a-soyle the of thy synnes. Piers Plowman (C), vii. 256.

I seye nat that if thowbe assigned to the oenitouncer
for certein synne, that thow art bounde to shewen hym
al the remenaunt of thy syunes of whiche thow bast be
shryven to thy curaat. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

penitenceryt, n. &ee penitentiary.

penitency (pen'i-ten-si), n. [As penitence (see

-cy),] Penitence."
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Unless the understanding do first assent, there can fol-

low in the will towards 2>enftency no inclination at all.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vi. S.

penitent (pen'i-tent), a. and n. [< ME. peni-
tent, < OP. penitent, P. pSnitent = Sp. Pg. It.

penitente, < L. pxniten{t-)s, poenitenlt-)s, ML.
alsopeniten{t-)s, penitent, a penitent, ppr. of L.
jysenitere, pomitere, ML. also 2>enitere, cause to
repent, intrans. repent, regret (impei's. me
paenitet, I repent, I regret, am sorry, etc.), freq.
otpoenire, va,r. punire, punish, Kpcena, punish-
ment, penalty, expiation, paiu : see pain^ and
punish. Hence, from L. paenitere, also penant
(a doublet of penitent, nV), penitence, penance,
penitential, penitentiary, impenitent, repent, re-

pentance, etc.] I. a. 1. Sorry for sin or for of-

fense committed ; contrite ; troubled by a sense
of guilt and resolved on amendment ; repentant.

Nor in the land of their captivity
Bumbled themselves, or penitetU besought
The God of their forefathers. Milton, P. E., iii 421.

The proud he tam'd, the penitent he cheer'd,
Nor to rebuke the rich offender tear'd.

Dryden, Character of a Good Parson, 1. 75.

2t. Doing penance ; suffering.

But we that know what 'tis to fast and pray
Are penitent for your default to-day.

Shak., 0. of E., i. 2. 52.

II. n. 1. One who repents, or is sorry for sin,

transgression, or offending; a contrite or re-
pentant person.

I'll play the penitertt. Shah, A. and C, ii. 2. 92.

Finished, as you expect, a, penitent.
Fully confessed his crime, and made amends.

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 319.

2. Eccles., one who makes confession of sin and
undergoes, under priestly direction, the eccle-
siastical discipline prescribed for its absolution.
In the early church the penitents formed a distinct class,
which included only those under ecclesiastical censure,
admitted to do public penance under the direction of the
church. Only marked lapses were recognized, but these
were punished with long and severe penalties, sometimes
lasting many years. The privilege of penance was usually
granted but once. The penitents were classified in four
grades— mourners, hearers, kneelers, and standers or con-
sistentes. Owing to the change of circumstances and the
relaxation of discipline, public confession gradually ceased
to be required, but private confession of mortal sins has
been considered necessary in the Roman Catholic Church
and of divine obligation. The Greek Church still requires
confession for all grave sins, but its discipline is not so
strict as that of the Roman Church. See penan£e.

Thefourordersofpemfen(gwere . . . the Flentes, whose
place was in the porch ; the Audientes, in the uarthex

;

the Consistentes and Substrati, In the lower part of the
nave. J. M. Neale, Eastern Church, L 208.

Penitents, a name distinguishing certain Roman Catho-
lic orners, as the Order of Penitents of St. Magdalen, a re-
ligious community established by one Bernard of Mar-
seilles, about the year 1272, for the reception of reformed
courtezans ; the Congregation of Penitents of St. Magdalen,
founded at Paris with a similar view ; the While Penitents,
the Bla£k Penitents, etc.

penitential (pen-i-ten'shal), a. and n. [= P.
pMtentiel = Pr. Sp. Pg. penitencial = It. peni-
tenziale, < LL. peenitentiaUs, ML. also peniten-
tialis, pertaining to penitence; as a noun, a
confessor, a priest designated to hear the con-
fession of penitents; < L. peenitentia, repen-
tance: see penitence.] I. a. 1. Of, pertaining
to, proceeding from, or expressing penitence
or contrition of heart: as, penitential sorrow;
penitential psalms.

And soften'd pride dropped peiiitential tears.

Crabbe, Works, II. 68.

Guilt, that humbly would express
A penitential loneliness.

Wordsworth, White Doe of Bylstone, i.

With penitential cries they kneel
And wrestle.

M. Arnold, Stanzas from the Grande Chartreuse.

3. .EccZes., pertaining to the administration of
the sacrament of penance ; hence, of the nature
of penance or punishment.
He published a certen boke of hys own makyng, called

a penytentiall summe, commaunding hys clergy to put it

euerye where in practyce. Bp. Bale, English Votaries, i.

The tortuous and featureless streets [of Aries], which
were paved with villainous little sharp stones, making all

exercise penitential. H. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 192.

Penitential discipline, in the Bom. Cath, and the Or.
Ch., the administration of spiritual penalties for the main-
tenance of the purity of the church, or the reformation of
the offender, or both.— Penitential garment, any gar-
ment assumed for the purpose of causing physical distress
or suffering, and thus mortifying the fiesb. Compare sack-
cloth and cUicium'.—Penitential priest. Sam e as p&niten.
tiary, 2 (a) and (6).—FenltentlU psalms, the 6th, 32d,
38th, 51st, 102d, 130th, and 143d psalms, so called from their
penitential character: in Protestant Episcopal churches
appointed to be read during the services of Ash Wednes-
day, and in the Roman Catholic Church on occasions of
special humiliation.

II. n. 1. In the Bom. Cath. and the Gr. Ch., a
book or code of canons relating to penance and
the reconciliation of penitents.

penknife

This advice was inserted into the Penitential of England
in the time of Theodore, archbishop of Canterbury.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying, v. 5.

Thepeniten(ui2,abook which onlyshrift-fathers or nriests
who heard shrifts, that is confessious, might read, con-
tained the penances decreed by the Church for the.diSer-
ent kinds of sin. Bock, Church of our Fathers, III. ii. 19,

2t. One who has undergone penitential disci-

pline. S. Butler, Hudibras, II. i. 819.

penitentially (pen-i-ten'shal-i), adv. In a peni-
tential or contrite manner.
penitentiary (pen-i-ten'sha^i-i), a. and n. [Ear-
ly mod. E. also, as a noun, "penytensary, pieniien-

eery; =F. jjenitentiaire = Sp. Pg. penitenciario
= It. penitenziario, adj. and u. (defs. 1, 2), also

Sp. Pg. penitenciaria, a prison ; < ML. peeniten-

tiarius, pcenitentiarius, m., one who does pen-
ance, one who imposes penance and grants ab-
solution; peenetentiaria, f., the office of a con-
fessor; prop, adj., < L. psenitentia, repentance:
see penitence. Cf. penitencer, penancer, from
the same source.] I. a. 1. Relating to pen-
ance, or to the rules and measures of penance.

I appeal to any of their own manuals and penitentiary
books. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 107.

2. E^ressive of contrition or penitence
; peni-

tential: as, a, penitentiary letter.— canon peni-
tentiary, the canon of a cathedral chapterduly appointed
to consider reserved aud special cases of penance.- Car-
dinal penitentUay^ a cardinal who presides over the
tribunal of i)enitentiaries, and has delegated to him from
the Pope jurisdiction over special cases of penance.

—

Pen-
itentiary priest, a priest vested with power to prescribe
penances and grant absolution in certain cases.

The Greek church, about the time of Decius the em-
peror, set over the penitents a public peniterttiary priest.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 109.

II. m.; lil. j^enitentiaries (-riz). If. A peni-
tent; one who repents of sm or does penance
for it.

So Manasseh in the beginning and middle of his reign
filled the city with innocent blood, and died a penitentiary.

Jackson, Christ's Session at God's Right Hand, ii. 42.

'Twas a French friar's conceit that courtiers were of all

men the likeliest to forsake the world and turn peniten.
tiaries. Hammond, Works, IV. 517. (Trench.)

2. A confessor; a person appointed to deal
with penitents or penances, in particular— (a) In
the early Christian Ch., an officer appointed to confer with
all penitents and to decide on their admission to public
penance, or,where necessai'y,to prescribe private penances.
lb) In the Bom. Cath. Ch., one who prescribes the rules
and degrees of penance ; specifically, an officer vested with
power from the bishop to absolve in cases which the or-
dinary parish priest may be Incompetent to determine.

The saide deponent departed and went to the Channcel-
ler into the quere, and he commauoded that he should
take the penytensary vp to the prysoner w« hym to make
hym holy water and holy bread. Hall, Hen. VIII., an. 6.

When he [Thomas Cranmer] went to Rome the Pope
made him P/xnitentiary of England : an important and lu-
crative office. R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., iii.

(c) In the papal court, an office in which are examined and
fromwhich are issued secret Imlls, dispensations, etc, the
tribunal in charge being termed the TrUmnal of Peniten-

3. A book for the guidance of confessors in
imposing penances, etc., prescribing the rules
and measures of penance.
To each one among them was allotted a course of peni-

tential works and prayer proportionate to his guilt, by the

§roper official, for whose guidance in such matters Theo-
ore archbishop of Canterbury, and Ecgberht archbishop

of York, had severally drawn up a hand-book known as
the penitentiary. Bock, Church of our Fathers, III. ii. 62.

4t. A place for the perfoi'manee of penance;
a small building in monastic establishments
in which a penitent confined himself. The temi
was also applied to that part of a chutch to which peni-
tents were admitted during the service.

5. A prison in which convicts are confined for
punishment and reformation, and compelled to
labor; ahouse of correction; the place inwhich
criminals condemned to penal servitude are
confined.

penitentiaryship (pen-i-ten'sha-ri-ship), n. [<
penitentiary + -sMp.] The office of penitentiary
or confessor. 'JVood, Athense Oxon., I. 239.

penitently (pen'i-tent-li), adv. In a penitent
manner; with penitence or contrition for sin.

penitis (pe-ni'tis), n. [NL., < li. penis, penis,
+ -itis.] Inflammation of the penis

;
phallitis.

See hatanitis, posthitis.

penk (pengk), n. A dialectal form otpink^.
penknife (pen'nif, usually pen 'if), n.; pi. pen-
knives (-nivz). [< ME. penneknyfe ; < pen^ +
Jcnife,] A small pocket-knife: so called from
its foi'mer use in making and mending quill

pens.
She had a penknife in her hand,
And wounded him so deep.

Earl Biehard (Child's Ballads, ItL 11).

He presents no mark to the enemy ; the foeman may
with as great aim level at the edge of a pei^ife.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iiL 2. 288.



pen-maker

pen-maker (pen'ma'k&p), n. 1. One who
makes or trims quill pens.
In 17781 however, we have mention of a certain Charles

Stewart, a pen-maker, a man of no flied habitation. It
would seem, therefore, that peii'maken wandered abont
the country selling their ware^ tnniine goose-qnills into
pen^ and making anew those that had been worn oat.

N. and Q., 7th ser., VUL 220.

2. A tool for cutting pens from qulUs. It is a
form of pincers, of which the jaws are respectively con-
vex and concave^ to receive the end of a qoill from which
one half has been cut away. When the tool is closed the
ontline of the pen is shaped by small dies, and the slit is

cut by a little blade in the middle.

penman (pen'man), n.
;
pi. penmen (-men). [<

pen^ + man.] 1'. A person consideredwith ref-

erence to his skill in the use of the pen; ab-
solutely, one who writes a good hand ; a callig-

rapher; also, one who professes or teaches the
art of penmanship.— 2. An author ; a writer.

My lord, I am no penman nor no orator.
Fletcher, Loyal Subject, iL 1.

penmanship (i)en'man-ship), n. [< penman +
ship.'S 1. The use of the pen in writing; the
art of writing.—2. Manner of writing; nand-
writing: as, accomplished j>e»mangAtj>.

pen-master (pen'mas'ter), n. A master of the
pen; a skilful writer or serihe. JWfer,Worthies,
n. 79. [Rare.]

penna (pen's), n.; pi. pemue (-«). |Xi.: see
peu^.] 1 . in omith. , a feather ; a plume ; spe-
cifically, a contour-feather, as distinguished
from a down-feather or plumule; especially,
one of the large stiff feathers of the wings or
tail; one of the remiges orreetrices. See /ca-
rter.—2. Sa,me SkS pen-case.

A penna or case of horn worn suspended from the neck
for holding writing materials. S. M. MayTteic.

pennaceoos (pe-na'shius), a. [<.Nh.'pennaceus,
< L. penna, a feather : see petfiJ] 1. In omith.,
having the structure of a penna or contour-
feather; not plumulaceous.—2. In etttom., re-
sembling the web of a feather; haying fine,

close, parallel lines springing diagonally from
a single line : applied to eolor-marks and sculp-
ture.

pennachet, n. An obsolete form ot panache.
pennacheaf(i>e-nasht'),a. [<pennache,penache,
panache, + -ed^. Cf. F. panache, jtlumed, < pa-
nache, a plume: see penache, panache.J Natu-
rally diversifiedwith various colors, as a flower.

Carefully protect from -violent storms of rain . . . your
pennached tolips, . . . covering them with matrasses.

Sceiyn, Calendariom Hortense, ApiiL

pennse, ». Plural otpenna.
pennage (pen'aj), ». [< F. pennage, plumage,
< L. penna, a leather: see pen^,'] Plumage.
Holland, tr. of Pliny, x. 32.

pennal (pen ' al), n. [< G. pennal, a pen-case,
a freshman, ^° ML. pennale, equiv. to pennacu-
lum, LL. pennarium, a pen-case, < L. penna, a
feather,L]j. apen: see^e»2. Cf.^enneri.] For-
merly, in German Protestant universities, one
of the newly arrived students, who were com-
pelled to submit to the system of pennaUsm : so
calledfrom the fact that they constantly carried
about with them their pennales or peij-cases for
use in lectures.

pennalism (pen'al-izm), n. [< G. pennalismus,
< pennal, a freslunan : see pennal.^ A system
of exceptionally tyrannioat facing practised
by older students upon freshmen, especially in
Grerman Protestant universities in the seven-
teenth century.
pen-name (pen'nam), n. A name assumed by
an author for the ostensible purpose of con-
cealing his identity ; anomde plume ; a literary

pseudonym.
pennant (pen'ant), n. [An extended form of
pennon, with excrescent t (as in tyrant, peasant,

etc.), prob. due in part to association with
pendant, with which in some uses it is confused

:

see pendant, n.] 1. A flag long in the fly as
compared with its hoist. Especially— (a) A flag

many timea as long as it is wide : also called «£rftafn«r and
eoa^Aokip. Its proper place is at the mainroyalmast-
head of a manK>f-war when in commission.

Lincoln, a ship most neatly that was limn'd.

In all her sails with flags and pennanit trim'd.

Dn^/ton, Battle ot Agincourt

A squire's mark was a longpennon^ similar to the coach-
whip pennant of modem ships of war.

Preftfe, Hist Flag, p. 11.

(by A pointed or swallow-tailed flag having its fly about

twice its hoist, used especially to denote the rank of the

commanding or senior ofBcer on board the ship when it

is hoisted : also called bnad pennant (e) Any flag taken

as an emblem of superiority, particularly in athletic con-

tests.

2. Naut, a shortpiece of rope to which a tackle

is hooked. See pendant, 5 (o).— 3. In musicai
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notation, the hook or stroke ( ^ > ) that distin-
guishes an eighth-, sixteenth-, or thirty-seeond-
note from a quarter-note.—Distingnlsliiiig home-
ward-traond. meal, etc., ijennant. See the qualifying
words.—Irish pennant (naut). Same as Iruh pendant
(which see, xmder pendant).
pennart (pen'^r), ». Same aspenner^, 1.

pennate (pen'at), a. [< L. peunatus, pinnatus,
furnished with wings, < penna, pinna, a feather,
a wing: see jjenS, j»nl. Ct. pinnate.^ 1. In
ornith., winged; feathered: usually in compo-
sition, as longipennate, brevipennate, etc. Also
rarely penned.—2. In bot., same aspinnate.
pennated (pen'a-ted), a. [< pennate -h -eeP.]
Same as pennate.

pennatifid (pe-nat'i-fid), a. Same a,spinnatifid.

pennatonst, a. [< li.pennatus, furnished with
wings: see pennate.] Feathery; soft or downy,
like a feather. Paxtan. [Eare.]
Pennatula (pe-nat'u-la), n . [NL., fem. of LL.
pennatulus, provided with wings, dim. of jjenna-
tus, winged: see pennate.'] The typical genus
of Pennatulidie; the sea-pens. P. phoqahorea
is a European species. See cut under Alcyo-
naria.

Pennatnlaces, Fennatulacea (pe-nat-n-la'se-
e, -a), n.pl. [NL., < Pennatula + -oceaj,'-<icea!]

An order or suborder of alcyonarian or haley-
onoid polyps, having the polypary free or loose-
ly attached, without polypids at the basal end—the proximal end, which is branched or sim-
ple, bearing the polypids variously arranged.
There is a central homy axis sheathed in a ccenosarc. The
zooids are commonly dimorphic. There are severed fami-
lies, as PemtatuHdx, Virgulariida or Paeonariidx, Fe-
nteUidx, UmbeUvlaruda, RenOHise, known as ua-pene,
lea-rods, sea-feathers, tea-vmJmUas, sea-kidneys, etc.

pennatolacean (pe-nat-n-la'sf-an), a. and n. I.
a. Pertaining to the Pennatulaceee, or having
their characters

;
pennatularian

; pennatuloid.
n. H. A member of the JPennatulacese.

pennatolaceons (pe-nat-u-la'shius), a. Same
as pennattdacean.
pennatnlarian (pe-nat-u-la'ri-au), a. and fl.

[< Pennatula + -arian.'} Same as penitatula-
cean.

Pennatrileae(pen-a-tu'le-e),n.2)?. [NL.,<Pennfl-
tula + -ex.] A section of polyps, distinguished
by a bilateral arrangement of the polyps on the
rachis, which is elongated and cylindrical, and
provided with pinnules or leaves.

pennatoleons (pen-a-tu'le-us), a. Of or per-
taining to the Penndtvlese.

Pennatnlidae (pen-a-tu'li-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Pennatula + -idse.]" A family of polyps, with
well-developed pinnules and the zooids on the
ventral and lateral sides of the rachis. See cut
under Aleponaria.
pennatnloid (pe-nat'u-loid), a. [< NL. Penna-
tula + -oid.] Belated to or resembling a mem-
ber of the genus Pennatula; belonging to the
Pennatulaceie.

pennet, «. An obsolete form otpen'^.

penned (pend), a. [< pen'^ + -ed^.] Same as
pennate. [Bm«.]
penner^ (pen'^r), n. [Formerly also pennar,
pennor; < ME. pennere, pennare, < LL. penna-
rium, a receptacle for pens, <

penna, a pen : see pen^. Of. pen-
nal.] 1. A case to contain a pen
and penholder, made of metal,

horn, leather, or the like. Pen-
ners were carrira at the girdle as late

as the b^inning of the sixteenth cen-

tury. The cut represents a penner of

cuir-bouilli (bon^ and stamped lea-

therX English, of the fifteenth century.

Prively Sk penner gan he borw^
And in a lettre wroot he al his sorwe.

Cluiueer, Merchant's Tale, L 63S.

Then wilt thou repent it, quoth the
gentleman; and so, putting uppe his

penner and inkehome, departed with
the paper in his hand.

Foxe, Martyrs, p. 1168.

2. In her., a representation of

the old pen-case or penner car-

ried at the buttonhole or girdle.
The penner and inkhom are <^n home together, and
represented as fastened together by a lace or ribbon,

penner^ (pen'er), n. [< pen^, v., + -eri. ] One
who pens or writes ; a writer.

Oh, penny-pipersi and most painful penners

Of bountiful new ballads. Fletcher, Bondnca, t. 2.

penneti (pen'et), ». [< jjeni + -et] A tempo-
rary pen for sheep or cows ; a penfold. [Prov.

Eng.]
pennet^t (pen'et), ». lAlsopenet; < OF.penide,

"a pennet, the littie wreath of sugar taken in

a cold" (Cotgrave),i>enite, barley-sugar, = Olt.

peneto, a pennet, It. pennito, barley-sugar, ult.

Penner.
a, cross-sectwn.

Pennisetnm

< Pers. pdnid, sugar : see dlphenic.] A piece of
sugar taken for a cold, etc.

But they are corrected by being eaten with llcorish, or
pennets, white suear, or mixt with violets, and other such
like pectorall things.

BenvejuOo, Passengers' Dialogues (161-2). (.Vorw.)

pennied (pen'id), a. [ipenny + -e<l^.] Having
or possessed of a penny.

The one-penm«d Boy has his penny to spare.
WordMDorth, Power of Music.

penniferous (pe-nif'e-rus), a. [< L. penna, a
feather, -I- ferre = E. Jeori.] Provided with
feathers; feathered. Also pennigerous.
penniform (pen'i-fdrm), a. [< L. penna, a
feather, quill, wing, + forma, form.] Hav-
ing the form of a quiU or feather; resembling
a feather in form, (a) in anaL, noting a muscle of
which the fibers converge on opposite sides of a central
tqpdon, as the barbs of a feather converge to the shaft.
(6) In ooL, resembling a feather or its plume, (e) In zooJ.,
of or pertaining to the Penn^formes: as, a penniform
polyp.

Penniformes (pen-i-f6r'mez), fi. pi. [< L.
penna, feather, +forma, form.] A subsection
of the pennatuleous pennatuloid polyps, with
well-developed pinnules, including the fami-
lies Ptermdidee and Pennatulidse. Eolliker.

pennigerons (pe-nij'e-ms), a. [< L. penniger,
pinniger, < penna, a feather, + gerere, carry.]
Same ss penniferous. Kirhy.
penniless (pen'i-les), a. [< penny + -kss.]
Without a penny; moneyless; poor.

Hung'ring, penmUss, and far from home.
Coirper, Task, L 119.

Penniless bencht, a public seat for loungers and idlers in
Oxford : used allusiv^ with reference to poverty.

Enery stoole he sate on was pennOes bench, ... his
robes were rags.

Lyly, Buphnes and his England (ed. Arber), p. 214.

Bid him bear up, he shall not
Sit long on pennUess bencK

Massinger, CTity Madam, iv. 1,

pennilessness (pen'i-les-nes), n. The state of
being penniless or without money.
pennul (pen'il), «. [W. pennill, pi. pennHlion,
a verse, stanza.] A form of verse used at the
Welsh eisteddfod, in which the singer has to
adapt his words and measure to.the playing of
a harper who changes the tune, the time, etc.,

and introduces variations.

To sing "PenniUion " with a Welsh harp is not so easily
accomplished^ may be imagined. The singer . . . does
not commence with the harper, but takes the strain up at
the second, third, or fourth bar, as best suits the penmU
he intends to sing.

Jones, Bardic Bemains, quoted in Encyc Brit.,

[Vn. 79^ note.

Pennine (pen'in), n. [So called from the Pen-
nine Alps.] Same sls penninite.

Itenninerved (pen'i-nfervd), a. [< L.jpenno, a

feather, 4- nermts, nerve, + -ed?.] In hot., fea-

ther-veined. See nen-ation. Also pinnately
nerved or reined.

penning (pen'ing), n. [Verbal n. otpen^, r.]

1. The act of writing or composing.
It fortuned that one 51. Thomas Lodge . . . had be-

stowed some serious labour in penning of a booke, called

Euphues Shadowe. Greene, sie&x to Euphues Shadowe.

2. Expression in writing; wording: as, the
penning of the condition of the bond is to be
observed.

Keverthelese ye must, if it shall come to the obtaining
of this new commission, see to the penning and more full

perfecting thereof. Bp. Btanet, Secoids, L iL, note 22.

penninite (pen'i-nit), u. [< Pennine (Alps) (see

jjennine) -I- -ite^.] A member of the chlorite

group, crystallizing in rhombohedral forms op-
tically uniaxial or nearly so, and varying in

color from green to violet and pink, it is a
hydrous silicate of aluminium, iron, and magnesium.
Kammererite and rhodophyllite, also rhodochrome, are
varieties of a violet or redd^ colnr.

pennipotent (pe-nip'o-tent), a. [< L. penna,
a feather, wing, + po&n{t-)s, powerful: see

potent] Strong on the wing; powerful in

flight. pSare.]

Dismount your tow'ring thoughts, aspiring Minds,
Tnplnme their wings in flight pennipotenL

DtHkes, Holy Boode, p. IS. {Daries.)

Pennisetnm (pen-i-se'tnm), n. [NL. (Per-

soon, 1805), < L. penna, a feather, -\- seta, a
bristle.] A genus of ornamental grasses of

the tribe Pamcex, distinguished by the joint

at the summit of the pedicel, surmounted by
an involucre of somewhat plumose bristles in-

cluding one to three narrow spikelets. The 40

species are mainly African : two or three of them extend
throughout the Mediterranean region, tropical Asia, and
America. They are annual or perennial grasses, with flat

leaves, often with branching stems and spikelets crowded
into a long and dense terminal spike. Several species are

pasture-grasses in the southern hemisphere. Others in



Pennisetiun
the tropics furnish a nutritious grain. (See cattml miltet
(under millet), bajra^, karengia. ) Others are cultivated for
ornament, under the name oi feather-grass.

pennistone, ». SeejjenistoHc.

pennite (pen 'it), n. [< Fenn{sylvania) + -ite^.}

A hydrous carbonate of calcium and magne-
sium occurring as a globular incrustation on
serpentine and chromite at Texas in Pennsyl-
vania.

penuiveined (peu'i-vand), a. [< L. penna, fea-
ther, -I- E. vein.'] In hot., same &s penninerved.
pennon (pen'ou), n. [Early mod. E. also penon ;

< ME. penon, penoun, pynoun, < OF. pennon, P.
pennon = Pr. peno, penon = Sp.

\ pendon= Pg. jyendao = It . pennone,
\. a banner, pennon, orig. (as in It.)

K a great plume or biinen of feathers,

BBjl. aug. of OF. x^enne = It. penna, a
HHiK wing, feather: see j;em2. Cf.jMreicnl,

ult. identical with pennon and pen-
Medievai »a»< (a later form).] 1. A flag; an

pJnnonf eusigu ; especially, in Europe in the
middle ages, the flag of the knight

bachelor, or knight who had not yet reached
the dignity of banneret. It is usually described
as being pointed at the fly, but the swaUow-tail
flag is also described as a pennon.

By his baner born is his penoun [var. pynoun]
Of gold ful riche, in which ther was ybete
The Mynotaur which that he slough in Crete.

Chaueer, Knight's Tale, 1. 120.

High on his pointed lance his pennon bore
His Cretan fight, the conquer'd Minotaur.

Dryden, Fal. and Arc, i. 115.

2. In her., in modern ceremonial, as at funer-
als, a long and narrow flag, usually from four to
five feet long, on which are depicted the own-
er's arms or a part of them, as the crest and
motto.— 3t. A pinion; awing.

Fluttering his pennons vain, plumb down he drops
Ten thousand fathom deep. Milton, P. L., ii. 933.

pennoncel, pennoncelle (pen'on-sel), n. [< OP.
pennoncel, dim. of pennon, a pennon : see pen-
non. Of. pencel^, a contracted form of pennon-
cel.'] 1. Saxae a,s pennon,!.— 3. Infeer., avery
small flag resembling a pennon in shape and
use.

pennoncier (pen'gn-ser), n. [OF., <. pennon, a
pennon: see jiennon.] A knight who had not
attained the dignity of banneret. Also called
Jcnight pennoncier. See knight, 3*

pennoned (pen'ond), a. [< pennon + -ed^.]

Bearing a pennon.
The grass, whose penmmed spear

Leans on the narrow graves.
0. W. Holmes, Cambridge Churchyard.

pennopluma (pen-o-pl6'ma), ». [NL.: see^em-
noplume.] Same a,i plumule.

pennoplume (pen'o-plom), n. [< NL. pennoplv^
ma, prop. *penniptuma, < L. penna, a wing, -l-

pluma, a feather.] A plumule.
penn'orth (pen'6rth), n. A colloquial con-
traction oi pennyworth.
Pennsylvania Dutch. See Dutch.

Pennsylvanian (pen-sil-va'ni-an), a. and n. [<

Pennsylvania (see def.) + -an.] I. a. Of or

pertaining to Pennsylvania, one of the Middle
States of the United States, lying south of New
York and west of New Jersey.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Pennsyl-
vania.

penny (pen'i), ».; pi. pennies (-iz), number of

coins, pence (pens), amount of pennies in val-

ue. [Early mod. E. also pennie, peny, penie; <

'MIE.peny, penie, peni,pani (pi. penies,pens, pans,
pons), < AS. penig, pennig, peneg, prop, with
suffix -^ng, pening, peningc, peninc, peening, pen-
ning, pending, a penny (tr. L. denarius, numrmis,

as), a silver coin, the 240th part of a poimd, also

(in forms peneg and pening) a pennyweight,
the 24th part of an ounce, = OS. penning =
OPries. penning, penneng, pennig, panning, pan-
neng, pannig = D. penning = 'M.'LGr.pennink (in

oomp.penninge-,penne-,pen-)= OBG.phantinc,
phending, pfentinc, phenning, pending, MHGr.
plienninc,pfenninc, pfennig, Gr.^^enning, pfennig
= JaeX. penningr, mod. peningr = Svr. penning =
'D&n..x)enning, a penny (Icel. pi. penningar= Sw.
penningar, money,= Dan. contr. penge, money)

;

with suffix -ing^ (used also in other designations
of coins, sisumeiy farthing, shiUiiig), from a base
*pand (by umlaut pend-), generally explained
as 'pledge,' = OFries. pand = D. pand = MLG.
pant = OHG. MHGr. phant, pfant, 6. pfand =
leel. pantr = Sw. Dan. pant, a pledge, pawn ; a
penny in this view being a piece of money given
as a pledge instead of some particular article

of property. This view is not satisfactory ; but
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the variations and irregularities in the forms
indicate that the actual sense of the radical

element was not known by the later users, and
thus would go to support a foreign origin, and
to favor the suggested etym. from pand, pawn,
pledge : see pawn^, pane^.] If. A silver coin
weighing 22^ grains, or the 240th part of a Tower
pound. It corresponded to the Soman denarius, and
was also called eaeterUn^t. (See easterling, n., 2.) In 1346

penny-fee

Come, friar, I will shake him from his dumps.
(Comes forward.)

How cheer you, sir? a penny far your fhmight.

Greene, Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay^

At first pennyt, at first bid or offer.

There went but one of two hundred tunnes, who stayed
in the Countrey about six weelts, which with eight and
thirty men and boies had her fraught, which she sold at

tb& first penny for 2100. besides the Furres.
Capt. John Smith, Works, II. 219.

Clean as a penny, clean and bright. Compaie fine aa

fivepence, ViHaeT Jme'^. (Daims.)

I will go as I am, for, though ordinary, I am as clean as
a penny, though I say it. Richardson, Pamela, II. 50.

Lord Baltimore penny, a penny coined by Lord Balti-

more, who established a Maryland mint in London in 1()69.

Obverse. Reverse.

Silver Penny of Edward III., in the Biitisli Museum.
(Size of the original.)

its weight was reduced to 20 grains. Similar coins called

pennies were in use in Scotland and Ireland. [In early

times any coin could be called a penny. Thus, the gold
coins called JUyrins, struck by order of Edward III. in 1343,

were called by the people gold pennies, and the half-florins

and quarter-florins respectively gdU, halfpennies and gold
farthings.]

& left the Inglis thelond on a forward [bargain] dere

To pay ilk a hede &peny to tham bi gere.
Rob. of Brunne, p. 8.

For upeny that ye lese on this side, ye shall wynne tweyn
on that side. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 142.

There caste Ju-
das the 30 Pens be-
fore hem, and seyde
that he hadde syn-
ued, betrayenge
oure Lord.
MandevUle, Trav-

[el3, p. 93.

S.InGreatBrit-
ain, a copper
(since 1860
bronze) token
coin, of which
twelve are
equal to a shil-

ling and 240 to a
pound sterling.
It weighs 145.833
grains troy, and is

worth in metal
about one fourth
of its face-value.
It is about equiva-
lent to two cents
United States cur-
rency. Copper
pennies were first

struck in the time
of James L (about
1609). In Scotland
the value of the old
penny was only one
twelfth of a penny
sterling, the pound
being equal to 20
pence sterling. Ab-
breviated d. (for de-

nxirius).

Where the same, with a little difference of place, is a
pound, shilling, or penie, one, ten, or an hundred.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 84.

Perjuries are common as bad pence.
Coiwper, Expostulation, 1. 387.

3. In the United States, a cent. [Oolloq.]—
4. An insignificant coin or value ; a small sum.

I will not lend thee a penny. Shak., M. W. of W., ii. 2. 1.

5. Money in general: as, it cost a jaetty penny
(a good round sum); to turn an 'honest penny.

Lo, how pans purchasede faire places and drede.
That rote is of robbers the nchesse with-ynne 1

For he that gadereth so his good god no-thyng preiseth.
Piers Plowman (C), xiii. 246.

What penny hath Rome borne.
What men provided ? Shak., K. John, v. 2. 96.

That eternal want of pence
Which vexes public men.

Tennyson, Will Waterproof.

Shah Sujah and Shere Ali cost India a pretty penny, as

we say in Scotland ; but invasions like that of Ahmed Shah
Dourani would have cost her a good deal more.

Contemporary Reo., LI. 17.

6. Pound : only in composition, in the phrases

fourpenny, sixpenny, eightpenny, tenpenny nails,

designating nails or such sizes that 1,000 will

weigh 4, 6, 8, or 10 pounds. The original form of

the phrases was four-pound nails, six-pound nails, etc.

—

that is, nails weighing 4, 6, etc., pounds to a thousand.
These phrases, pronounced /(mr-pMn' naUs, six-pun' naUs,
etc., seem to have become confused in the popular mind
yrith fourpenny, sixpenny, etc., familiar adjectives denot-
ing the price of small purchases ; hence the present form,
and so with eightpenny and tenpengiy. See nail, 6.—

A

penny for your tboughtB, I would give something to

know what you are thinking about : a friendly expression

addressed to one in a " brown study."

Reverse.

Pennyof Georgre III., in the British Museum.
(Size of the original.)

Obverse. Reverse.

Lord Baltimore Penny.— From the only specimen known to exist.

(Size of the original.)

Not to have a penny to Mess one's self with. See
blessi.— Fenny-banks Act. See barik^.—Penny dread-
ful. See dreadful, n.—Penny or patemostert, pay or

prayers ; love or money. Dames.

If I had thought you would have passed to the terms
you now stand in, pity nor pension, penny nor pater-noster

should ever have made nurse once to open her mouth in

the cause. Gascoigne, Supposes, i. 1.

Peter's pence, an annual tax or tribute in several coun-
tries of northern Europe, consisting of a penny, formerly
paid to the papal see at Rome. In England it is said to

have originated under Offa of Mercia in the eighth cen-

tury, and it was abolished by Henry VIII. The sums now
sent to Eome under the name of Peter's pence are volun-

tary contributions by Roman Catholic people everywhere
for the maintenance of the Pope. Also Peter-pence.

The old payment called Peter-pence, from the days of

the Mercian King Offa, was originally made for maintain-

ing an English college in Rome. Baronius and other

Roman writers misrepresented this payment as a quit-

rent for the kingdom, and an acknowledgment of de-

pendence on Rome. They have been sufficiently confuted
by Spelman and CoUieV.
Quoted in R. W. Dixon's Hist. Church of Eng., iii., note.

Pharaoh's pence, the discoid nummulitic fossils in the
stone of which pyramids and other structures are built in

Egypt.—To think one's penny silver, to have a good
opinion of one's self.

Alvira. Believe me, though she say that she is fairest,

I think my penny silver, by her leave.

Greene and Lodge, Looking Glass for Lond. and Eng., p. 123.

To turn an honest penny, to make money honestly.

[CoUoq.]—To turn a penny, to make money. [CoUoq.]

Be sure to turn the penny. Dryden.

penny-alet (pen'i-al), «. [< ME. penny-ale,; <

penny + ale.] A cheap, common, or thin ale

sold for a trifle ; small beer.

Ther is payn and peny-ale as for a pytaunce y-take,

Colde flessh and cold fyssh for veneson ybake.
Piers Plowman (0), x. 92.

penny-a-liner (pen'i-a-K'nfer), ». One who
furnishes news and otlier matter to the pubUo
Journals as it were at a penny a line or some
other small price ; hence, any poor writer for

hire ; a hack-writer : so called in contempt.

penny-a-linerism (pen'i-a-li'ner-izm), n. [<

penny-a-liner + -ism.] The occupation of a
penny-a-liner ; the method or practice of writ-

ing for scanty remuneration ; writing for pay-
ment by space, with a view to cover as much
space as possible ; hack-writing.
penny-bird (pen'i-berd), n. The little grebe

:

same as drink-a-penny. C. Swainson. [Local.]

penny-cordt (pen'i-kord), n. A small cord or

rope. Shak.
penny-cress (pen'i-kres), n. A cruciferous

herb, Thlaspi arvense, found throughout Europe
and temperate Asia, and sparingly naturalized
in the United States, its conspicuous winged pods
are flat and round, whence the name, which is extended
also to the other species of the genus. See eress, mithri-

date mustard (under mrtstard), and Thlaspi.

penny-dog (pen'i-dog), ». The tope or miller's-

dog, a kind of shark. See tope. [Local, Eng.]

penny-fathert (pen'i-fa'^wnfer), n. A penurious
or miserly person; a niggard; a skinflint.

Knowing them [rich men] to be such niggish penny-
fathers that they be sure, as long aa they live, not the

worth of one farthing of that heap of gold shall come to

them. Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), ii. 6.

Illiterate hinds, rude boors, and hoary penny-fathers.

Middleton, Father Hubbard's Tales.

penny-fee (pen'i-fe), n. Scanty wages.
[Scotch.]

He said it wasna in my heart ... to pit a pulr lad

likehimsell, . . . that had naehauding but his vennt/-/^
to sic a hardship as this comes to. Scott, Rob Roy, xxiv.



penny-flower

penny-flower (pen'i-flou'to), n. Same as
moiiey-Jloicer : now so called in allusion to the
large flat and orbienlar pods.
penny-gaff (pen'i-gaf), h. a theater of a very
low class, where the price of admission is a
penny or two. [Slang, Great Britain.]

The difference between & penntf-gaff clown and a fair,

or, as we call il^ a canvas-clown, is th^ etc.
Annie Thomas, Walter Goring, II. ISL

penny-grass (pen'i-gr4s), «. l. A serophula-
riaeeons plant, the common rattle, Hhiiiantliiis

Crista-g(UH, which has flat round seeds Uke sil-

ver coins. See rattle and Mhiiiaiithus.— 2. Rare-
ly, the marsh-pennywort. See pennyxBort (6).

penny-land (pen'i-land), n. In Great Britain,
an early unit of land measurement, supposed
to represent about twenty-one acres.
penny-mail (^en'i-mal), n. 1. Bent paid in
money, as distinguished from that paid in Mnd.
Jamieson. [Scotch. ]— 2. A small sum paid to
the proprietor of land, as an acknowledgment
of superiority rather than as an equivalent.
penny-pies (pen'i-piz), n. 1. The root-leaves
of Cotyledon Umbilicus, See pennywort (a).

—

2. The round-leafed plant Sibthorpia Europsea.
[Local.]

penny-prickf (pen'i-prik), «. An old game in
which oblong pieces of iron were thrown at a
stick on which a penny was placed.

I had no other riches ; yet was pleased
To hazard all and stake them gainst a Idss,

At an old game I nsed, call'd peni^-priet.
Chapman, iron's Tragedy, ii. 1.

Penny-prieke appears to have been a common game in
the fifteenth centorj-, and is reproved by a religions writer
of that period. ^rvtt. Sports and Pastimes, p. 513.

penny-purse (pen'i-pfers), n. A pouch for hold-
ing coin.

For bis heart was shrivelled like a leather patu-purse
when be was dissected. HovuM, Letters (1650). (JTareK.)

penny-rent (pen'i-rent), ». Income; revenue.

"They nsnally give them," answered the priest, "some
benefice, or cure, or veigeiship, which brings them in a
fsoo^ penny-rent, besides the perquisites of the altar."

t^onis, t3-. of Don Quixote, I. iii. 12. {Dwiies.)

He proposes a jointure of 12001. a year, penny-rents, and
400 guineas a year for her private purse.

JHchardson, Sir Charles Grandison, II. xlri.

penny-room (pen'i-rom), «. A room in which
penny entertainments are provided ; a penny-
gaff.

Tin you break in at plays, like 'prentices.

For three a groat, and crack nuts with the scholars

In penny-rooms again, and fight for apples.
Fletcher, Wit without Money, iv. 5.

pennyrot (pen'i-rot), «. The marsh-penny-
wort : so csJled from its supposed property of

giving sheep the rot. See pennywort (6) and
Hydrocotyle.

peimyr03ral (pen-i-roi'al), n. [An alteredform of

puliol-royal, the woTdpenny, common in other
plant-names, being substituted for the obs.

puliol: see puliol, puUol-royal.'] 1. A much-
branched prostrate perennial herb, Mentha Pn-
Ugium, of Europe and western Asia. The leaves
are small for a mint, and the flowers ai-e in dense azillaiy

whorls. Though once credited with peculiar virtues, it

has only the aromatic proxjerties of other mints, and its

use is now chiefly dom^tic. Its essential oil is to some
extent distilled. It has also been called MUwort, origan,

and pudiing-grass.

2. A plant of the genus Sedeoma; the Amer-
ican pennyroyal. See Hedeoma, and oil ofhe-
deoma (under oU) Bastard pennyroyal Same as
tlue-aois.—F3ise pennyroyaL See /«>n(Au&—Hock
pennyroyal, a plant of the genus Hedeoma.— OU of
pennyroyaL SeemL
pennystone, n. See penistone.

pennyweight (pen'i-wat ) , n . [ipenny + weight.

Cf.AS.j)CTn"M<?«?a^, a pennyweight.] Originally,

a weight equal to that of the Anglo-Norman
silver jwnny, 22^ grains, or rir; ot a Tower
pound; now, and since the eighteenth year of

Henry Vm., when the use of the Tower pound
was forbidden, a weight of 24 grains, or^ of a
troy ounce. Abbreviated dtot.

penny-whitet, a. Rich; well-endowed.

Of the first sort [the most ancient nuns] we account the

she-Benedictines, commonly called black nuns, but I as-

sure yon, pemm toAtte, being most richly endowed.
JWIer, Oh. Hist, Vl L aa (Boties.)

pennywinkest, "• pi- Same a& pinnywinks.

pennywinkle (pen'i-wing-kl), n. [A corrup-

tion of periv}inlcleK'\ Same as penioinkl^.

[New Eng.]
pennywinkler (pen'i-wing-kler), «. Same as

periirinUe^. [New Eng.]
penny-wisdom (pen'i-wiz'dum), n. Wisdom
or prudence in small matters : used with refer-

ence to the phrase iJomy-irise and pound-fooU
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ish, and implying foolishness or improvidence
in important affairs.

Atpresentmanappliestonatnrebuthalf hisforce. . . .

He lives in it, and masters it by a penny-wisdom.
Emerson, Misc., p, 63.

penny-wise (pen'i-wiz), a. Saving small sums
at the hazard of larger; niggardly in unimpor-
tant affairs: generally used in the phrase peiiHj/-
wise atid pound-foolish, careful in small econo-
mies and wasteful in large affairs.

Be not penny-uise; riches have wings, and sometimes
they fiy away of themselves, sometimes they mast be set
flying to bring in more. Bacon, Riches (ed. 1887).

pennywort (pen'i-wfert), )i. One of several
round-leafed plants of different genera . (a) Cot-
yledon UrnbOicm, sometimes called vratt-peimyuxrt. See
kidne}/tBort, 1, and nav^lwort, 1. (6) The marsh- or water-
pennyworti Hydrocotyle xndgaris; also, the other species
of the genus, as the Indian pennywort, H. AsiaUea. (c)
The Kenilworth ivy, Linaria Cymbalaria. (d) The Cor-
nish moneywort, Sibthorpia Europxa. (e) See Obalaria.

pennyworth (pen'i-werth), 91. [Also contr.
penn'worth, penn'orth, pen'orth; < ME. *peny-
worth, < AS. peningiBeorUt, < pening, penny, -I-

weorth, worth: see penny and irorth.'] 1. As
much as is bought for a penny; hence, a small
quantity.

The maior wente to the woode warfes, and sold to the
poor people billot and faggot, by the pennyvorth.

Fabyan, Hen. Vm., an. 3553.

My friendship I distribute isipenrxyworOis to those abont
me who displease me least. Srrift,

2. Value for the money given; hence, » bar-
gain, whether in buying or selling.

Though the pennyworth on his side be the worst, yet
hold thee, there 's some boot Shak., W. T., iv. 4. 65a

Of these sort of Vessels . . . the Dutch men of Malacca
have plenty, and can afford good pennyirorths.

Dampier, Voyages, n. i. m.
Penoens, n. See Penxm.
penological (pe-no-loj'i-kal), a. [ipenolog-y +
-ie-al.'\ Of or pertaining to penology

;
pertain-

ing to punishment for public offenses.

penologist (pf-nol'o-jist), «. [< penoUg-y +
-isJ.] One Tvho is versed in penology; one
who makes a studj- of penology.
penology, pcenology (pf-nol'o-ji), «. [< Jj. poe-
na, < Gr. ffoiv^, penalty, expiation (see pain^
penal), + -Tjryia, < y.iyeiv, say, speak: see -ology.2

The study of punishment for crime, both in its

deterrent and in its reformatory aspect ; the
study of the management of prisons.

Iienont, n. An obsolete form otpennon.
pen-rack (pen'rak), H. A rack for holding pens
or penholders when not in use.

penst, "• An obsolete form of pence, plural of
penny.
pensaf (pen'sa), n. [< L., a day's provisions or
ration, < pendere, pp. pensus, weigh, weigh out,
suspend: see pendent, poise.^ A wey of cheese,
salt, etc., equal to 256 pounds.
pen-sac (pen'sak), «. The part or oi^an of

eephalopods which contains the pen or cala-

mary, as of a squid.

A flap or hood-like prolongation of the mantle, forming
Apen-sac

A. Hyatt, Froc Amer. Assoc Adv. ScL, 1884, p. 338.

pensativet (pen'sa-tiv), a. [< OP. pensatif=z
Sp. Pg. it.pensaiivo,(. li.pensare,iMnk.: seepen-
sive.'] Same as pensive.

He led them fair and easily towards his village, being
very pensative to hear the follies that Don Qnixote spoke.

Shelton, tr. of Don Quixot^ 1 5.

penselt, n. See peneel^.

pensfolt, a. See pensiful.

pensiblet (pen'si-bl), a. [< L. pendere, pp.
pensus, weigh, weigh out, suspend, -I- -»6te.]

1. Capable of being weighed.— 2. Pensile.

The water being made pensiMe, and there being a great
weight of water in the belly of the glass, sustained by a
small pillar of water in the neck of the glass ; it is that
which setteth the motion on work.

Bacon, Kat Hist, § 15.

pensie, a. See pensy^.

pensifeheadt, "• A variant otpensivehead.

pensifulf, pensfult, a. [Appar. irreg.<i)ensi(»e)

+ -ful.'] Thoughtful; pensive. Sir T. Myot,
The Governour, i. 13.

pensilt, n. See peticiU, penceV^.

pensile (pen'sil), a. [= Sp. Pg. pensil = It.

pensile, < L. pensilis, hanging, < pendere, pp.
pensus, hang: see pendent.^ Hanging; sus-

pended; hanging and swaying; pendulous.

I might here also tell of those Pensile gardens, borne
vp on arches, foore square, each square contayningfoure
hundred foote. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 56.

Over her state two crowns banging.
With pensHe shields thorough them.
B. Jonson, £ing James's Coronation Entertainment

pensionary
The Baltimore oriole uses . . . pieces of string, skeins

of silk, or the gardener's bass, to weave into its flne pen-
sile nest A. S- Wallace, Xat Select., p. 227.

pensileness (pen'sU-nes), h. The state of be-
ing pensUe or suspended; a hanging or sus-
pended condition.

The pensileness of the earth, the pole of the north, and
the flniteness or convexity of heaven, are manifestly
touched. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, L 66.

pensility (pen-sil'j-ti), ». [< 2>ensile + -i-tij.]

Thestate of hanging loosely; pensileness.
pension (pen'shon), n. [formerly also peti-
tion; < ME. peneion (= D. pensioen = G. Sw.
Dan. pension), < OF. (and P.) jyension, a pay-
ment, pension, money paid for board, board, P,
also a boarding-school,= Sp.pension= Pg. pen-'
sSo = It. pensione, a payment, pension, < fj.pen'
sio{n-), a weight, a payment or term of pay-
ment, tax, impost, rent, interest, < pendere, pp.
pensus, weigh, weigh out, hang : see pendent.^
1. A payment; a sum paid; expenditure; spe-
cifically, in the English inns of court, a smaU-
annual charge (5s. id.) upon each member,
[Obsolete except in the specific use.]

Of princes and prelatus heoT peneion scbolde aiyse^
And of the pore peple no peneworth to take.

Piers Plowman (A), viil 49.

Tb' Almighty made the Mouth to recompence
The Stomachs pension and the Times expence.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, L 6.

2. A stated payment to a person in consider-
ation of the past services of himself or of some
kinsman or ancestor; periodical paymentmade
to a person retired from service on account of
age or other disability ; especially, a yearly
sum granted by a government to retired public
officers, to soldiers or sailors who have served
a certain number of years or have been wound-
ed, to the families of soldiers or sailors killed
or disabled, or to meritorious authors, artists,

and others.

Tis no matter ifI do halt ; Ihavethe ware formy colour,
and my pension shall seem the more reasonable.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., t 2. 276.

There are 300 People perpetually here at work ; and, if

one comes young, and grows old in St Mark's service, he
hath a Pension from the State during Life.

Howell, Letters, L i. 28.

3. In Eng. eceles. law, a sum of money paid to
a clergyman or church in lieu of tithes.—4. An
assembly of the members or benchers of Gray's
Inn to consult about the affairs of the soci-
ety; also, a similar assembly in Barnard's Inn.
Also spelled pention.—5 (P. proS. pon-slon').
A boarding-house or a boarding-school, espe-
cially on the Continent. [Eeeent.]—pension Of-
fice, a division of the Interior Department of the United
States Government, under the charge of the Commissioner
of Pensions, whose duty it is to snpervise the execution
of the laws relating to pensions and bounty-lands.

pension (pen'shon), c. {<. pension, n .'] I. trans.

To grant a pension to: as, to^e?i«<on soldiers;

to pension an old servant.

Fnllplac'd and pension'd, see, Horatio stands.
P. WhiUhead, State Dunces.

n.t intrans. To lodge; be boarded. Com-
pare jpeasion, «., 5.

"When they meet with any person of note and eminency,
and journey or pension with him any time, they desire
him to write bis name with some short sentence, which
they call the mot of remembrance.

BomU, Forraine Travell, § 4.

Xiensionable (pen'shgn-a-bl), a. [ijiension +
-able.'i 1. Entitled to a pension: as, he is not
pensionable.— 2. Entitling to a pension: as,

pensionable disabilities.

Our brevet martyrs speedily reduced themselves to a
pensionable condition, and we knew tiiat there was no pen-
sion law applicable to their case.

The Atlantic, LXIII. 797.

pensionary (pen'shpn-a-ri), a. and M. [= p.
pensUmnaire = Sp, tg. It. ptnsionario, < ML.
pensionarius, of a pension, as a noun a pen-
sioner, ML. also pensionaris, one who owes or
pays a pension (> D. pensionaris, a pensionary),
tli.peHsio{n-), a pension: see pension.'] I. «r.

1. Of the nature of a pension; consisting in a
pension: as, a pensionary provision for mainte-
nance.— 2. Maintained by a pension; receiv-

ing a pension.

If your masterbe a minister of state, let him be at home
to none but his pimp, or chief flatterer, or one of his jjm-
sionary writers. Swyft, Directions to Servants.

H. fl.; pi. pensionaries (-riz). 1. A person
who receives a pension from government for

past services, or a yearly allowance from some
company or individual ; a pensioner.— 2. For-
merly, a chief magistrate in the latter towns of
Holland Grand pensionary, formerly, the president
ot the States General of Holland.



pensioner

Iiensioner (pen'shon-Sr), n. [Formerly also
pentioner; < OF.pensioner, < Mh. penMonarim,
a pensioner: aee pensionary.'] 1. One who is
in receipt of a pension or stated allowance,
either in consideration of past services or on
aceonnt of injuries received in service, etc.
See pension, n., 2.-2. A person who is depen-
dent on the bounty of another; a dependent.
And then he tooke his leaue of her grace, and came fortli

into the open courte, where all the penHonere stoode.
Fabyan, Q. Marie, an, 1565.

Hovering dreams,
The fickle pensUmers of Morpheus' train.

Milton, II Penseroso, 1. 10.

3. In the University of Cambridge, one who
pays for his commons out of his own income:
the same as a commoner at Oxford.
Permaners, who form the greatbody of the students,who

pay for their commons, chambers, etc.
Cambridge University Calendar (1889), p. 5.

Gentlemen pensioners, the former name of the gen-
tlemen-at-arms. See genUeman-aira/rms.— \a pensioner.
See in-pengioner.— Out pensioner. See out-pensioner.

pensioning-warrant (pen'shon-ing-wor"ant),
n. In Ung. administrative law", one of a num-
ber of orders or warrants issued from time to
time by the commissioners of the treasury,
conferring pensions, or of&ees or appointments
entitling to pensions, or fixing the amounts
payable.
pensionryt (pen'shon-ri), n. [< pension(e)r +
-y (see -ry).] A boSy of gentlemen pensioners.
pension-writ (pen'shon-rit), n. In law, a pro-
cess formerly issued against a member of an inn
of court when he was in arrears for pensions,
commons, or other dues. &ee pension, ri., 1.

pensitivef (pen'si-tiv), a. [An irreg. extended
form ot pensive.] Same as pensive.
For a woman to be good, it is no small help to be al-

ways in biLsineBse ; and by the contrarie, we see no other
thing but that the idle woman goeth alwayes pen^gUiue.

Guevara, letters (tr. by Uellowes, 1677), p. 317.

pensive (pen'siv), a. [< UE.pensif, < OF. (also
F.) pens%f{= Xt.pensvoo), < penser, think, < L.
pensare,, weigh, consider, < pendere, pp. pen-
s«s, hang, weigh: see j)e»(Jen*. Cf.jwise.] 1.
Engaged in serious thought or reflection; given
to earnest musing : often implying some degree
of anxiety, depression, or gloom; thoughtful
and somewhat melancholy.
The squyer that hadde hym smyten returned sorowfuU

and peMof to the place that he com fro, and hilde hym-self
foule disceyred of that he hadde don.

« Meirlin (E. B. T. S.), ilL 426.

The hermit trimm'd his little fire,

And cheer'd his pemAne guest.
Goldsmith, Vicar, viii.

2. Expressing thoughtfulness with sadness;
betokening or conducive to thoughtful or ear-
nest musing.

Deep silence held the Grecian band.
Silent, unmov'd in dire dismay they stand

;

A pensive scene ! till Tydeus* warlike son
Koll'd on the king his eyes, and thus begun.

Pope, Iliad, xi. 41.

It waB a pretty scene ; but I missed that pensive stillness

which makes the autumn in England indeed the evening
of the year. Darwin, Voyage of Beagle, II. 90.

=Syit. 1. Meditative, reflective, sober.

pensivedt (pen'sivd), a. [< pensive + -ed^.]

Thought on or brooded over.

Lo, all these trophies of affections hoi^

Otpensived and subdued desires the tender,
Nature hath charged me that I hoard them not.

Shak., Lover's Complaint^ 1. 219.

pensiveheadf, n. [ME.pensifhed; < pensive +
-head.] Pensiveness.

This welle . . . wolde . . . the venym perse
OtpensifMde, with all the cruel rage.

Lydgate, Complaint of a Lover's Life, 1. 102.

pensively (pen'siv-li), adv. In a pensive man-
ner ; with melancholy thoughtfulness ; with se-

riousness or some degree of melancholy.

pensiveness (pen'siv-nes), n. [ME.pensifnesse ;

< pensive + -ness.] The state or character of

being pensive
;
gloomy thoughtfulness ; melan-

choly; seriousness from depressed spirits.

penstock (pen'stok), ?j. [<pen^ + stock.] 1. In
hydraulic engin., that part of the channel, con-
duit, or trough supplying water to a water-
wheel which extends between the race and the
gate through which the water flows to the wheel.
It is generally made of planlcs or boards bound
on the outside with stout timbers.— 2. A hy-
drant supplying water which is conveyed
through a pipe from the source of supply.

By a series of bolts and adjustments, the penstocks can
be fixed ready for use when the tide is highest in the sewer.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 482.

3. The barrel of a pump, in which the piston

plays, and through which the water passes up.
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pensum (pen'simi), n. [< L. pensum, a task, <
pendere, weigh.] An extra task imposed on a
scholar as punishment.
pensyH, ™' An obsolete form of pon«y.
pensy2 (pen'si), a. [Also pensie; var. of pen-
sive!] Proud; conceited; spruce. [Scotch.]

pensynt, n. A Middle English form otpinson^.
pent (pent), ji. a. [_Pp.oipen\pendK] Pen-
ned or shut up ; closely confined.

With hollow eyes and rawbone cheekes forspent.
As if he had in prison long bene perd.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. v. 84.

So, pent by hills, the wild winds roar aloud
In the deep bosom of some gloomy wood.

Pope, niad, xvi. 923.

penta-. [L., etc., penta-, < Gr. n-svra-, usual com-
bining form of wevTs, five : see five.] An ele-
ment in many words of (Jreek origin or forma-
tion, meaning 'five.'

pentacapsular (pen-ta-kap'su-lar), a. [< Gr.
wivre, five, + B. capsular.] In 6of., having five
capsules or seed-vessels.

pentacarpellary (pen-ta-kar'pe-la-ri), a. [<
Gr. jT^vre, five, + KapTrdc;, fruit.] In, Jot., com-
posed of five carpels.

pentace (pen'ta-se), n. [< Gr. jrevre, five, -I- mr/,

a point: see acme.] A pentahedral summit.
Fentaceras (pen-tas'e-ras), n. [NL. (J. D.
Hooker, 1862), < Gr. irhre, five; -f- Kipac;, a horn.]
A genus of the rue family, order Eutacese and
tribe Xanthoxylese, distinguished by the com-
plete separation of the ovary into five horn-
like lobes, surrounded by ten stamens, and five

petals and five sepals. The only specie's is a smooth
tree of subtropical Australia, bearing alternate pinnate
pellucid-dotted leaves, and long much-branched axillary
panicles of many small flowers. It is a tall evergreen,
reaching 60 feet high, and known as the Moreton Bay var-
nish-tree, or white cedar.

Pentaceros (pen-tas'e-ros), n. [NL., < Gr.
Tuivre, five, + Kipac, horn.] 1. The typical ge-
nus of Pentacerotidse. P. reticulatus is a wide-
ranging species, measuring about eight inches
in(flameter.— 2. A genus of aoanthopterygian
fishes, typical of the Pentacerotidse, having five

horn-like projections on the head. Cuvier and
Valenciennes, 1829.

Pentacerotidse (pen''''ta-se-rot'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Pentaceros (-cerot-) + 4dse.] If. A
family of starfishes, named by J. E. Gray in
1840 from the genus Pentaceros.—2. A family
of fishes, typified by the genus Pentaceros.

Pentacerotina (pen-ta-ser-o-ti'na), n. pi.

[NL., < Pentaceros {-cerot-) + -ina^.'i' In Giin-
ther's classification, the third group of Perddse

:

same as the family PentaceroHdee.
pentachenium (pen-ta-ke'ni-um), «.; T^l.penta-

chenia (-a). [NL., < Gr. Kkvre, five, -I- NL. ache-
nium, q.'v.] In bot., a five-celled fi'uit other-
wise like a cremocarp.
pentachonium (pen-ta-ko'ni-um), n. Amusical
composition in five parts.

pentachord (pen'ta-k6rd), n. [< liL.penta-
chordiis, < Gr. TrevraxopSoq, five-stringed, Cirhre,
five, + x°P^^i a string, as of a Ijrre: see clumd.]
In music: (a) A diatonic series of five tones.

(6) An instrument with five strings. Compare
hexachord, monochord, etc.

pentacle (pen'ta-kl), n. {Alsopenticle; < OF.
j>er«tac?e,jpomtocb, apentacle (in magic), a can-
dlestick with five branches, as if < Gr. izhre,

five ; but prob. orig. 'a pendant,' cf. OF. vente,

a pendant, hanging, slope, etc., <. pendre,n3,Tig:
see pendant, pendent. As applied to a magical
figure, prob. wrested from pentangle (see pen-
tangle), perhaps confused (as if 'an amulet')
with OF. pentacol, pend a col, a trinket huiig
from the neck, a pendant {ipendre, hang, -1- a,

on, -)- col, neck).] A mathematical figure used
in magicalceremonies,and considered a defense
against demons, it was probably with this figure
that the Pythagoreans began their letters, as a symbol of
health. In modem English books it is generally assumed
that this is the six-pointed star formed of two triangles
interlaced or superposed. (Compare Solomon's seal, un-
der seal.) Obviously, the pentacle must be a five-pointed
or five-membered object, and it should be considered as
equivalent to the pentagram or pentalpha. (See also pen-
tangle.) The construction of the five-pointed star depends
upon an abstruse proposition discovered in the Pythago-
rean school, and this star seems to have been from that
time adopted as their seal.

They have their crystals, I do know, and rings.

And virgin-parchmenii and their dead men's skulls,

Their ravens' wings, their lights, and pentades.
With characters. B. Jonson, Devil is an Ass, i. 2.

His shoes were marked with cross and spell

;

Upon his breast a pentacle. Scott, Marmion, ili. 20.

The potent pentacle, i. e. a figure of three trigons in-

terlaced and formed of five lines.

W. B. Farman, in Jour. Brit. ArchseoL Ass., XIX. 14a

pentad

pentacoccous (pen-ta-kok'us), a. [< Gr. vhre,
five, + k6kkoc, a beiry, a kernel: see coccus.]

In hot., having or containing five grains or
seeds, or having five united cells with one seed
in each.

Fentacrinidse (pen-ta-krin'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Pentacrinus + -idse.^ A family or higher group
of articulate crinoids,namedfromthe genusPeji-
tacrinus, containing permanently ficxed extant
and extinct forms ; the sea-lilies and stone-lilies

.

They have a small calyx with flve basal plates and five ra-
dial dichotomous arms, and a pentagonal stalk with lateral
branches. Most of the species are extinct, and commenced
in or before the Liassic epoch, but a few live in the pres-
ent seas at great depths. Also called Encrinidie. See cut
under Pentaerinus.

pentacrinite (pen-tak'ri-mt), n. [< Pentacrinus
+ -ite^.] An encrinite or fossil crinoid of the
genus Pentacrinites or family Pentacrinitidse.

Fentacrinites (pen"ta-kri-m'tez), n. [NL. (Mtil-

ler, 1821), < Pentacrinus + -ites.] Same as Pen-
tacrinus.

Pentacrinitidse (pen"ta-kri-nit'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Pentacrinites + -\dse.] A family of eri-

noids: synonymous with Pentacrinidee. J. E.
Gray, 1840.

pentacrinoid (pen-tak'ri-noid), a. and n, [<
Pentacrimis + -oid.] I. a. Besembling a crinoid
of the genus Pentacrinus; pentamerous, as a cri-

noid: said also of other sea-lilies: as, tii.e pen-
tacrinoid larval form of Comatula.
II. n. A pentacrinoid crinoid; a member of

the Pentacrinoidea.

Pentacrinoidea (pen^ta-kri-noi'df-a), n. pi,
[NL., < Pentacrinus + -oidea.]

The Pentacrinidte or Pentacri-
nitidse, in a broad sense, as a
superfamily group of articu-
lated crinoids.

Pentacrinus (pen-tak'ri-nus),
n. [NL. (L. Oken, 1815), <
Gr. Trevre, five, + Kpivov, a Uly

:

see crinoid.] The typical ge-
nus of sea-lilies of the fam-
ily Pentacrinidse, having the
column pentagonal, p. vrymUe-
£Atmi8om is an existing species. Some
living ones which have been referred
to this genus are larval forms of stalk-
less crinoids, as P. europeeus of Ariie-

don rosaceus. Also Pentacrinites.

pentacrostic(pen-ta-kro8'tik),
a. and n. [< Gr. n-ivre, five,

-I- aKpoanxtov, an acrostic: see
acrostic.] I. a. Containing five

acrostics of the same name. ^^^
II, n. A set of verses so dis-

"""'

posed as to contain five acrostics of the same
name, there being five divisions in each verse.

pentact (pen'takt), a. and n. [< Gr. irivre, five,

-I- d/cTif (aKTiv-), ray: see actinic] I. a. Five-
rayed; having five rays, arms, or branches, as a
common starfish, or a sponge-spieule.

II, n. A pentact sponge-spioule.
Pentactse (pen-tak'te), n.pl. [NL.,< Gr. nivrc,

five, -1- oKr/f, ray.] A division of holothurians
having the suckers arrang-
ed in five regular rows.
Pentactidse (pen -tak ' ti -

de), n.pl. [NL., < Pentac-
ta (the typical genus) +
-idx.] A family of holo-
thurians, named by J. E.
Gray in 1840 from the ge-
nus Pentaeta. They are
among the holothurians
called sea-cucumbers and
sometimes sea-melons.
pentactinal (pen -tak' ti-

nal), a. [< Gr. izhre, five,

-I- cKrtg (oKTiv-), ray, -I- -at.]

Having five rays
; pentact.

Fentactinida (pen-tak

-

tin'i-da), m.jpZ. [NL., < Gr. jr^vre, five, + okHc
(d/n-H'-),a ray, + -ida.] A general name of those
starfishes which have five rays: distinguished
from Heteractinida.

pentacular (pen-tak'u-liir), a. [(.pentacle
(ML. as if *pentaculum)'+ -ar^.] Formed into
or like a pentacle ; having the figure or charac-
ter of a pentacle : as, a, pentacular symbol, em-
blem, or talisman.

pentacyclic (pen-ta-sik'lik), a. [< Gr. jrhre,

five, + /ci)K/lof, a circle: see cycle\ cyclic] In
bot., having five cycles : said of flowers in which
the floral organs are in five cycles or whorls.
Compare monocyclic, bicycUc, etc.

pentad (pen'tad), n. [= P. pentade, < Gr. ircv-

rdf (nevToi-), the number five, a body of flve, <

Sea-lily (.PeniiKri-
ttts TvyvUU - thorn-

Sea-cucumber {Pentaeta
/rondosa).



pentad

irivTc, five : see five."] 1 . The namber five, in
the abstract ; a set of five things considered to-
gether: as, the Pythagoreanjjeniod; correlated
•with monad, dyad, tnad, tetrad, etc. Specifi-
cally— 2. A period of five consecutive years.

The means of the last two pentads, 1866-70 aDd 1871 - 75,
were almost exactly the same as the grand mean.

J. D. Whitney, Climatic Changes, p. 337.

3. In chem., an element one atom of which wUl
combine with five univalent atoms or radicals

;

a pentavalent element.
pentadactyl, pentadactyle (pen-ta-dak'til), a.

and n. [Of. L. pentadactylus, a starfish ; < Gr.
jrevToSdnTv^g, with five fingers or toes, five fin-

gers long, < vivTc, five, + doKTwAof, a finger, a
finder-breadth: s&e dactyl.'] I. a. Having five

digits, as fingers or toes; quinquedigitate. Also
pentadactyl^us.

H, n. A pentadactyl or quinquedigitate ani-
mal ; any member of the Pentadactyla.
Pentadactyla, Pentadactyl! (pen-ta-dak'ti-
la, -li), n. j>l. [NL., neut. or masc. pl.'of penta-
cMctyhis : see pentadactyl.'} A superclass divi-

sion of gnathostomous vertebrates supposed to
have been derived from peutadaetylous ances-
tors. See phrases below. Most of the eriating spe-
cies have lost one or more of the digits, and some even a
jwir or all of the limbs, snch as the snakes, cetaceans, etc.

—Pentadactyla branchlata, a synonym ot Amphibia:
a name given by E, A. Lankester to the amphibians as a
"grade " of gnathostomous craniate vertebrates Interme-
'dfiite between the Heterodaelyla branehiata (true fishes
and dipnoans) and the Pentadactyla lipohranehui (reptiles,

birds, and mammals). [Little used.]—Pentadactyla
Upobramcllia, a name given by E. K. Lankester to the
highest "gnide " ot vertebrates, being a series which in-

cludes reptiles, birds, and mammals, as collective^ dis-

tinguished from amphibians(Pe7itodac^2a&ra7icAtato)and
fishes (Heterodactyia branehiata). [Little used.]

pentadactyle, a. and n. See pentadactyl.

Pentadactyl!, n. pi. See Pentadactyla.
pentadactylism (pen-ta-dak'ti-lizm), n. [<
penUidactyl + -ism.'] 'Hhe state or character
of being pentadactyl, or of having five digits

on each extremity.

pentadactylous (pen-ta-dak'ti-lus), a, [(.pen-

tadactyl + -ons.] Same as pentadaelyl.
pentadelphous (pen-ta-del'fus), a. [< 6r.
TihT€, five, + ade?^c, brother.] In iot., group-
ed together in five sets : as, pentadelplwus sta-

mens; having stamens united in five sets by
their filaments, as in the linden.

Pentadesma (pen-ta-des'ma), re. [NL. (J. Sa-
bine, 1824), so called with ref. to the long
stamens which are united, at the base into

five short columns ; < Gr. irtvTc, five, + dia/ia, a
bond, band, < 6elv, bind.] A genus of poly-
petalous plants of the natural order Guttiferse

and the tribe Moronobese, characterized by the
Ave imbricated sepals similar to the five petals,

the five-celled ovary, and the five-rayed style.
The only species is a tall tree ot tropical Africa with a
yellow juice, bearing rigid opposite leaves, large red soli-

tary terminfd fioweis, and edible pulpy berries. See butter'

ond-UMmD tree, under butter^.

]>entadicity (pen-ta-dis'i-ti); '*• [^ pentad +
-ic + -ity.] In cimn., quintivalence.

pentaedron (pen-ta-e'dton), n. See pentahe-

dron.

])entafid (pen'ta-fid), a. [< Gr. Trft^f, five,+ L.
findere, pp. fM, cleave, split, separate.] In
iot., cleft into five divisions.

]ientageronti »• [Appar. an error for *penta-

gonon, < Gr. jrevrdyavov, a pentagon : see penta-

gon."] Same a.s pentaele.

The great arch-ruler, potentate of hell,

Trembles when Bacon bids him, or bis fiends,

Bow to the force of his perUageron.
Greene, Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay.

Itentaglot (pen'ta-glot), a. and re. [< Gr. n-^e,

five, + -pJMiaa, Attic y/Unra, the tongue.] I. a.

Of five tongues; expressed in five different

languages.

II. re. A work in five different languages.

pentagon (pen'ta-gon), re. [< lAj.pentagonium,

pentagon, < pentagonius, penta-

gonus= Gr. JTEvrdymios, five-eomer-

ed, quinquangular, neut. nevrdyu-

vov, a pentagon, < nhrre, five, +
yuvia, an angle, a comer.] 1. In

geom., a figure of five sides and

'^'^e™'"""'^" Ave angles: if all the sides and all

the angles are equal it is a regu-

lar pentagon.— 2. In fort., a fort with five

bastions.

lientagonal (pen-tag'6-nal), a. [< pentagon +
-al.] Having five corners or angles. Alsoi>en-

tagonous pentagonal dadecalieclron. See ordinary

dodecahedron, under dodecahedron.

jentagonally (pen-tag'o-nal-i), adv. in the

form of a pentagon ; with five angles.

Pentagram.
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pentagonons (pen-tag'o-nus), a. [< LL. pen-
tagonus, petitagonws, < Gr. n-evrdyuvof, five-an-
gled: see j>e»to3o».] Same as j'ento^ona;.
Iientagram (pen'ta-gram), re. [< Gr. izsvrd-

ypafi/wg, of five lines or strokes, < ttepte, five, -l-

ypafifi^, a line, a mark: see gram^.] A five-
pointed or flve-lobed fig-

ure, as the figure of a five-

rayed star; specifically,

the magic sign also called
pentaele. See pentaele.

Sketching with her slender
pointed foot

Some figure like a wizard penta-
ffra/m,

On garden gravel.
Tennywn, The Brook.

pentagrammatlc (pen'ta-
gra-mat'ik), a. [< pentagram + -atUfl, after
grammatic.] Having the figure of a penta-
gram.
pentagraph, pentagrapUc, etc. Variants of
pantograph, pantoqraphic, etc.

pentagyn (pen'ta-jin), re. [< Gr. nhire, five, +
yvfvij, a female (in mod. bot. a pistil).] In hot., a
plant having five styles ; one of the Pentagynia.
Pentagynla (pen-ta-gin'i-a), «. pi. [NL., <
Gr. imke, five, + yvvfi, female (in mod. bot. a
pistil).] In iot., in the Linnean artificial sys-
tem of classification, an order of plants charac-
terized by having five-styled flowers.

pentagynlan (pen-ta-jin'i-an), a. [(.pentagyn
+ -i-an.] Same sspentagynous.
pentagynous (pen-taj'i-nus), a. [(pentagyn +
-ous.] In hot., having five styles.

pentahedral (pen-ta-he'dral), a. [< pentahe-
dron + -al.] Having five faces.

pentahedrical (pen-ta-hed'ri-kal), a. [(penta-
hedron + -ic-al.] Sanie aspentdhedral. [Rare.]

pentahedron (pen-ta-he'dron), re. [Also pen-
taedron; ( GtT. nhre, five,+ iSpa, a seat, a base,
a side.] A solid figure having five faces.

Itentahedrous (pen-ta-he'drus), a. [(pentahe-
dron + -ons.] Saxae as pentahedral.

pentall (pen'tal), n. [( pen^ + tail.] 1. Anin-
sectivm-ous animal of the family Tkpaiidse, one
of the squirrel-shrews of the genus PUlocercus
(which see), P. lowi, an inhabitant of Borneo

:

so called from its long tail, which is two thirds

naked and ends in a distichous fringe of long
hairs, like a quill pen.— 2. The pintaU, a duck.

pentalenuna (pen-ta-lem'a), n.; pi. jyenta-

lemmata (-a-ta). [< Gr. jrivrt, five, + A^/i/io, a
proposition, assumption : see lemma.] lulogic,

a dUemma with five members.
Pentalophodon (pen-ta-lof'o-don), re. [NL.
(Falconer, 1866) : see pentaloplwdont.] A ^e-

nus of proboscidean mammals of the fanuly
MeplianUdse and subfamilyJ/osiodontinas,based
by Falconer upon a Miocene mastodon from the
Sivalik Hills of India, P. sivalensis.

pentalophodont (pen-ta-lof'o-dont), a. [( Gr.

nhiTs, five, + M^C) a crest, + Modf (odovr-) =
E. tooth.] Having five-ridged molars, as a mas-
todon of the genus Pentalophodon.

pentalpha (pen-tal'fa), n. [So called as appar.

composed of five alphas; < Gr. irevre, five, +
a?jpa, the letter alpha, A.] A five-pointed star;

a pentaele. See pentaele, and cut under pereta-

gram.
Pentamera (pen-tam'e-ra), re. pi. [NL. (Du-

m^ril, 1806), neut. pi. of pentamerus : see pen-

tameroits.] 1. A group of Coleoptera, contain-

ing those families of

beetles all the tarsi of

which are five-jointed

(with some anomalous
exceptions). About one
half of all beetles are pen-
tamerbus, as the large fami-
lies PHnidx, ClerULae, Lam-
pyridee, ElaterUUe. Bupres-

Kdse, Staphylinidx, Sea-
rabseidae, Cardbidse, and
others. In Latreille's sys-

tem the Pentamera were di-

vided into 6 families, Cami-
vora (or Adephaga), Brache-
lytra (or Mieroptera), Serri-

eomes, Clavicomee. Palpi-
comes, and Lamellicomss.
The coleopterous groups
contrasted with Pentamera
are Heteromera, Tetramera
(or Cryptopentamera), and Trimera (or Cryptotetramera\

2. A prime division of the hymenopterous fam-

ily Clialeididas, comprising 13 subfamilies, in

which the tarsi are five-jointed.

pentameran (pen-tam'e-ran), re. [< Pentamera

+ -an.] A pentamerous beetle ; a member of

the Pentamera.

Euchroma gigantea, one of the
Pentamera,

(One half natural size.)

pentapetalous

Pentameridse (pen-ta-mei'i-de), re. pi. [NL.
(McCoy, '\SAA),(Pefntamer^m + -idse.] luconch.,
a family of brachiopods, typified by the genns
Pentamerus. They had ovate and somewhat pentago-
nal shells, with no hinge area, and partially caraerate; in
the interior of the ventral valve were two contiguous ver-
tical septa of varying length converging into one median
plate, and in the interior of the dorsal valve two longitu-
dinal septa of variable dimensions. The species lived dur-
ing the Paleozoic epoch.

pentameroid (pen-tam'e-roid), a. and n. I. a.

Of or relating to the Paitameridx.
II. n. A braohiopod of thefamily Pentorae-

nVfas.

pentamerous (pen-tam'e-rus), a. [( NL. pen-
tamm-us for *pentameres, (. Gr. ircvra/up^g, in five
parts, < irhrre, five, -I- fitpoi, part.] Five-parted

;

five-jointed; composed or consisting of five

parts or five sets of similar parts, specifically—
(o) In entom. : (1) Five-jointed, as a beetle's tarsus. (2)
Having pentamerous tarsi, as a beetle ; of or peitaining to
the Pentamera. (6) In hot. and zoiil., having five parts or
members; as, a ,penJEafnerot(9 calyx or corolla; apentame-
reus starfish. Frequently written b-merous.

Pentamerus (pen-tam'e-rus), n. [NL. (Sower-
by, 1813), < Gr. Trevra/iep^s, having five parts:
seelientamerous.] A genus of bracluopods, typi-
cal of the family Pentameridse.
pentameter (pen-tam'e-ter), 11. and a. [( L.
pentameter, ( Gr. nevra/iirpog, of five measures,
< irhrre, five, + lUrpov, a measure, meter: see
meter^.] I. n. In anc. pros., a verse differing

from the dactylic hexameter by suppression of
the second half of the third and of the sixth
foot; a dactylic dipenthemimeres or combina-
tion of two eatalectic dactylic tripodies, thus:

-i <^=
I

-1 '=r=) |-t ||.£v^w[-tws.^|!i:.

The first half of the line ended almost without exception
in a complete word and often with a pause in the sense.
Spondees were excluded from the second half-line. The
halves of the line often terminated in words of similar
ending and emphasis, generally a noun and its attributive.

This meter received its name from a false analysis of some
ancient metricians, who explained it as consisting of two
dactyls, a spondee, and two anapests. See elegiac, 1., 1.

II. a. Having five metrical feet: as, a pen-
tameter verse.

pentametrize (pen-tam'et-riz), v. t.
;
pret. and

pp. ^eiiiametrized, ppr. pentametrieing. [(pe^i-

taineter + -ize.] To convert into a pentameter.
Also spelled pentametrise. [Rare.]

The insertion of an apt word which pentametrizes the
verse. Southey, The Doctor, Fragment on Mortality.

pentamyron (pen-tam'i-ron), re. [= Gr. vev-d-

livpov, a kind of ointment, < irevre, five, + /liipov,

an unguent or plant-essence : see myrohalan.]
In med., an ancient ointment composed of five

ingredients, said to have been storax, mastic,
wax, opobalsum, and nard ointment. Dunglison,

pentander (pen-tan'der), 11. [( Pentaiidria.] A
plant of the class Pentaiidria.

Pentandria (pen-tan'dri-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
7!-hiTc, five, + avi/p (^dvdp-), male (in mod. bot. a
stamen).] In hot., in the Linnean artificial sys-

tem of classification, a class of plants charac-
terized by having flowers with five stamens.
pentandrian (pen-tan'dri-an), a. [( Pentan-
dria + -an.] Same a,s j'eniandrous.

pentandrous (pen-tan'di-us), a. [As Pentan-
dria + -ous.] In hot., of or pertaining to the
Pentandria; having five stamens with distinct

filaments not connected with the pistil.

pentane (pen'tan), » . [( Gr. TvevTc, five, -1- -ane.]

Amyl hydrid, CgHi2i a paraffin hydrocarbon
existingin three modifications. Normal pentaneU
obtained from light distillates of cannel-coal and Boghead
tar, and in large quantities from petroleum. The other
modifications are of interest to chemists only. Normal
pentane is used for illumination, in the foim either of va-

por or of a mixture of its vapor with air.

pentane-lamp (pen'tan-lamp), n. A lamp con-
structed to burn pentane vapor mixed with air

previous to ignition, it is proposed that a pentane-
^mp be used as a photometric srandai'd, on account of the
great accuracy with which it can be adjusted to give a
unifoim illumination.

pentangle (pen'tang-gl), re. [< ME. pentangel,

( ML. *pentangulum, ( Gr. Khne, five, + L. angu-
lus, angle : see angle^. Cf. pentaele.] A five-

angled or a five-pointed figure ; a pentagon or a
pentaele. See pentaele and pentagram.
Thay schewed hym the schelde, that was of schyr goulez,

Wyth the pentangd de-paynt of pure golde hwez.
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), L 620.

That they are afraid of the pentangleot Solomon, though
so set forth with the body of man as to touch and point out
the five places wherein our Saviour was wounded, 1 know
not how to assent. Sir T. Broume, Vulg. EiT., L 10.

pentangular (pen-tang'gu-lar), a. [( pentangle
+ -ar^; cf. angular.] Having five angles.

pentapetalous (pen-ta-pet'a-lus), a. [( Gr.

irsvre, five, + Tr^raZov, a leaf (petal).] In hot,,

having five petals. Often written 5-petalotis.



pentaphyllous

pentaphyllous (pen-tarfil'us), a. [< Gr. jrevrd-

fv'Dxig, five-leafed, <,(Jr. Tzh-e, five, + ^DA/loi' =
Jj. folium, a leaf.] In hot., having five leaves.
pentaiMdy (pen-tap 'o-di), H. [< Gr. Trevrairovc,

earlier irevrewovQ, -vrith five feet, < izivTe, five, 4-

srovQ (n-od-) = T^. foot.'] Id. pros., a measure or
series of five feet.

A trochaic or iambic pentapody with hemiolic ratio, three
trochees or iambi lor arsis and two for thesis.

J. Hadley, Essays, p. 101.

pentapoUs (pen-tap'o-Us), 11. [< Gr. 'irEVTdiro?i.ic,

a state having five cities, < Trhrs, five, + wdyuc,
city.] A group or confederation of five cities:
as, the Hebrew, or Doric, or African PentapoUs;
the PentapoUs of Italy.

Pentapolltan (pen-ta-pol'i-tan), a. [< L. Pen-
tapoUtanus, < PentapoUs, < Gr. TisvrairoktQ, Pen-
tapoUs: see def. and jjeretopoZis.] Pertaining
to a pentapoUs, speoifieally to the ancient Pen-
tapoUs of Cyrenaioa, in northern Africa, a dis-
trict comprising five leading cities and their
territories.

pentapterous (pen-tap'te-rus), a. [< Gr. Khre,
five, + wTspdv, wing, = E.'jfisaifter.] In bot, hav-
ing five wings, as certain fruits.

Pentapterygiit (pen-tap-te-rij'i-i), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. rnvTs, five, + ffrepuf '(Trrepvy-), wing.] In
ichth. , an artificial group or series of fishes whose
fins are five in number. Bloch and Schneider.
pentaptote (pen'tap-tot), n. [< LL. pentapto-
tum, < Gr. TvevTawTOTov, neut. of irei^riiffruTof, hav-
ing five cases, < Gr. irhre, five, -1- wraatg {irrar-),

a case, < irlmew, fall.] In gram., a noun having
five oases.

pentapt^ch. (pea'tap-tik), n. [< Gr. vhTs, five,
-1- -^Tvxn, t™? ('''TVX-), a fold, < iTTvaaeiv, fold,
double up. Of. diptych, triptych, etc., and^oZ-
icy^.l 1. An altarpiece consisting of a cen-
tral part and double-folding wings on each side.
Fairholt.— 2. A screen of five leaves.
pentarchy (pen'tar-ki), n.; -^Lpentarcliies {-'kiz).

[< Gr. KEVTapxia, a magistracy of five, < irivre,

five, + apxii, rule, < hpxuv, rule.] 1. A govern-
ment vested in five persons.—2. A group of five
rulers, or of five influential persons.

Those five fair bretheren, which I sung of late,
For their just number called the pentarchy.

P. Fletcher, Pui'ple Island, vi.

Sf. Any group of five.

In an angrye moode I mett old Time,
With his pentarchye of tenses.

Old Tom 0/ Bedlam (Percy's Keliques).

pentasepalous (pen-ta-sep'a-lus), a. [< Gr.
Tcivre, five, + NIi. sepatum, sepal.] In hot., hav-
ing five sepals. Often written 5-sepalous.

pentaspast (peu'ta-spast), «. [< L. pentaspas-
ton, < Gr. *7revrd(T7ra(TTov, a tackle or engine with
five pulleys, < irevre, five, -1- *cnaaT6g, verbal adj.
of cwav, draw out or forth : see spasm."] An en-
gine with five pulleys. Johnson.
pentaspermous (pen-ta-sper'mus), a. [< Gr.
ivivTE, five, -I- cirepfia, seed.] In iot, containing
or having five seeds.

pentastich (pen'ta-stik), n. [< Gr. irevTaaTixog,

of five lines or verses, s tt^vte, five, + arixog, a
row, line.] A composition consisting of five

lines or verses.

pentastichoUS (pen-tas'ti-kus), a. [< Gr. irev-

Taarixog, in five lines or verses: S66 pentastich.]
In hot., five-ranked : in phyllotaxis, noting that
arrangement in which the leaves are disposed
upon the stem in five vertical rows or ranks,
as in the apple-tree, the cones of the American
larch, etc. it Is frequently represented by the fraction

f— that is, the angular distance from the first tothesecond
leaf is \ of the circumference of the stem (144°), and the
spiral line connecting their points of
attachmentmalces two turns around the
stem, on wliiuh six leaves are laid down,
when the sixth leaf comes over the first.

See phyllotaxis.

Pentastoma (pen-tas'to-ma), n.

[NL., fern, of pentastomusj'la.a.Y-

ing five mouths or openings : see
pentastomous.] Agenus ofworm-
like entozoic parasitic organisms
representing the family Penta-
stomidx and order Pentasto-
moidea; the pentastomes, five-

mouths, or tonguelets : so called
because of four hooklets near
the mouth, which give, with the
mouth itself, an appearance of
five mouths. The genus was formerly
classed by Rudolphi, its founder, among
the trematoid worms, or HulceB, but is

iiow usually referred to the arthropods,
and placed in the ^/icinity of the mites or
of the bear-animalcules (Arctisca). The body is long, an-
nnlated, and vermiform, limbless in the adult, with four

Peniasioma tse-

nieides.

A, male. B, fe-

male. C, anterior
end of body : a, b,

anterior and poste-
rior iiooks ; c, nidi-
mentary palpifonn
orgfans ; a, moutll.
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rudimentary legs in the larva. The sexes are distinct.

These parasites, of which there are many species, as P.
tardoides, three or four inches long, infest man and va-
rious other animals, and are sometimes encysted in the
human liver and lungs. Also PeTUxtstmrntm, Penta^tomus,
and Linguatida.

pentastome (pen'ta-stom), «. [< NL. Pentasto-
ma, q. v.] A memijer of the genus Pentastoma.
Fentastomidae (pen-ta-stom'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Pentastoma + -idee.] The family which is

represented by the genus Pentastoma : same as
LinguatuUdm.
pentastomoid (pen-tas'to-moid), a. and n. [<
pentastome + -oid.] I. a. Resembling the ge-
nus Pentastoma.

II. n. A member of the Pentastomoidea ; a
pentastome.
Pentastomoidea (pen"ta-sto-moi'de-a), n. pi.
[NL., < Pentastoma + -oidea.] An order of the
class Arachnidtt) represented by the genus Pe»-
tastoma. Also called Lingiiatulina, Acantho-
theca, Pentastomida, Pentastomidea.
pentastomous (pen-tas'to-mus), a. [< NL. »3e»-

tastomus, < Gr. ffcvTaffrOiUof,having five mouths or
openings, < mvre, five, -I- ardua, mouth.] Same
as pentastomoid.
Fentastomum,Fentastomus (pen-tas 'to-mum,
-mus), ». [_Nti.: see pentastomous.] Same as
Pentastoma.
pentastyle (pen'ta-stil), a. [< Gr. irivre, five,

+ arvkoq, a column : see styled^ In arch., hav-
ing five columns in front; consisting of five

columns.
pentasyllable (pen"ta-si-lab'ik), a. [< Gr.
KEVTaaVKka^og, having five syllables, < kevte, five,

-I- avXKa^ii, syllable : see syllabic.] Having five

syllables; composed of five syllables.

Pentateuch (pen'ta-tak), n. [Formerly Penta-
teuches (Minsheu),'after OF. Pentatev,ches (as if

plural) ; F. Pentateuque, < LL. Pentateuchus, Pen-
tateuchum, < LGr. wevTdTevxog, consisting of five

books, ^ KtvT&TevxoQ, sc. |8i/3?iO£', the five books
ascribed to Moses, < Gr. izevte, five, + TEvxog,

any implement or utensil, a book, < Teix^'-'"! pre-
pare, make ready. Of. Heptateuch, etc.] The
first five books of the Old Testament, regarded
as a connected group. They are Genesis, Exodus, Le-
viticus, Numbers, andDeuteronomy. Theyrecord tlie crear
Won, the diffusion of peoples, and the formation of the He-
brew nation and its history through the sojourn in the wil-
derness. Opinions regarding the authorship of these books
differ greatly. Some scholars believe that they, with the
book of Joshua, were written substantially by Moses,
Joshua, and their contemporaiies ; others hold that they
were compiled at a much later period (in pai't about the
seventh century B. c, or even in post-exilic times).

—

Sa-
maritan Pentateuch, a copy of the Pentateuch in the
Samaritan or ancient Hebrew character, which perhaps
dates from the seventh century B. o.

Fentateuchal (pen'ta-tiik-al), a. [< Penta-
teuch + -al.] Of or pertaining to the Penta-
teuch.

pentathlete (pen-tath'let), n. [< Gr. irevraBWri-

T^g, < irivradTiOv, pentathlon : seepentathlon.] In
class, antiq., a contestant in the pentathlon.
pentathlon (pen-tath'lon), n. [< Gr. irhiToBTMv,

Ionic nEVTa.^h>v, a contest including five ex-
ercises (L. guinquertium), < irhre, five, + adhiv,

a contest : see athlete.] In anc. Or. games, a con-
test including five separate exercises—leaping,
the foot-race, throwing the discus, throwing the
spear, and wrestling— all of which took place
between the same contestants, on the same day,
and in a given order. The winner must have
been successful in at least three exercises.

Pentatoma (pen-tat'o-ma), ii. [NL. (OUvier,
1816), < Gr. wEvre, five, + -ro/iog, < ri/ivEw, ra-
p-Eiv, cut.] A genus of true bugs, typical of
the family Pentatomidae, with about 150 widely
distributed species, some of them known as
forest-bugs and wood-bugs.
Pentatomidae (pen-ta-tom'i-de), n. pi. [NL.
(Stephens, 1829), < Pentatoma + -idse.] A large

family of Seterop-
tera, typified by the
genus Pentatoma,
containing many
brilliantly colored
plant-feeding bugs,
most of which are
tropical or subtrop-
ical. It is represented
in all parts of the world,
and the genera are nu-
merous. The harlequin
cabbage-bug, Murgan-
tia histrionicaf is a well-

known example. (See
cabbage-bug.) This ex-

tensive family has been
divided into 8 sub-
families, Acanthosomi-
nss, Edeseinee, Pentoto-

pentecostal

mime, Sciocorinae, Halydinx, PJUoeinx, Asopinse, and Cyd-
ninse, when the last is not made a distinct family. M&a
Pentatomida, Pentatomides, Pentatomites.

pentatomine (pen-tat'o-min), a. Of or pertain-

ing to the Pentatomivie.

pentatomoid (pen-tat'o-moid), a. Related to or
resembling the Pentatomidm; belonging to the
Pentatomoidea, or having their characters.

Pentatomoidea (pen'ta-to-moi'df-a), ». pi.

[NL., < Pentatoma + -oidea.] A superfamily
of Heteroptera, composed of such important
families as the Cydnidse and Pentatomidse.

pentatone (pen'ta-ton), n. [< Gr. Trevrdrovog, of

five tones, < TrivTE. five, + t6voq, tone.] In an-

cient and medieval music, an interval contain-
ing five whole steps—that is, an augmented
sixth. Compare tritone.

pentatonic (pen-ta-ton'ik), a. [< pentatone +
-ic] In music, consisting of five tones; espe-
cially, pertaining to a pentatonic scale (which
see, under scale).

pentatrematoid (pen-ta-trem'a-toid), a. and n.

I. a. Related to or resembling the Pentatremi-
tidm; of, or having the characters of, the Penta-

Ettschistusjissilis. one of tlie

Pentatomidse.
(About twice natural size.)

II. n. Apelmatozoan of the family Pcntofre-

mitidse or order Blastoidea; a blastoid.

pentatremite (pen-ta-tre'mit), n. [< NL. Pen-
tatremites.] A blastoid of the genus Pentatre-

mites.

Pentatremites (pen"ta-tre-mi'tez), n. [NL.,
< Gr. nEVTE, five, + rp^/ia, a hole.] A leading
or representative genus of Paleozoic blastoids.

P.florealis is an example. Also Pentremites,
PentatremaUtes.
Pentatremitidae (pen'ta-tre-mit'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Pentatremites -I- 4d.ie.] A family of
Blastoidea or blastoid pelmatozoans, typified

by the genus Pentatremites. They are of Paleozoic,
and especially Carboniferous, age. Very different limits
have been assigned to the family, (a) By D'Orbigny, 1832,
it was intended to include all the regular blastoid crinoids.

(&) !By Etheridge and Carpenter it was limited to regular
blastoids with base usually convex, five spiracles whose dis-

tal boundary is formed by side plates, and hydrospires con-
centrated at the lowest pai-t of the radial sinus.

pentavalent (pen-tav'a-lent), a. [< Gr. irEvre,

five, + L. valen{t^s, ppr!' of vdlere, be strong,

have power: see value.] In chem., capable of
combining with or saturating five univalent
elements or radicals : applied both to elements
and to compound radicals. Thus, in the case of
phosphoric pentachlorid (PCI5), phosphorus is said to be
pentavalent, because one atom of phosphorus unites with
five atoms of univalent chlorin.

penteconter (pen'tf-kon-tfer), n. [< Gr. 7TEVT7/-

Kovrfipijg, also nEvriiK.iivTopog, with fifty oars, < 'kev-

TTIKovra, fifty, + \/ dp, ep, in ipEr/idv, an oar : see
oaj-1.] An ancient Greek ship of burden carry-
ing fifty oars.

Pentecost (pen'te-kost), «. [< ME. pentecoste,

< OF. pentecoste, F. jientecdte = Sp. penteeostes

= Pg. pentecoste, penteeostes = It. pmteeosta,
pentecoste, AS. pentecosten = OS. pentecoston
(dat.) = OFries. pinkosta, pinxta = D. pinlc-

ster, pinlcsteren (> E. pinkster) = MLG. pinxte,

pinxter, pinxteren = OHG. *pflngustin (dat.),

jinfchustin (simulating finf = E. five), MHG.
phingesten, pfingsten, G.pfingsten = Syi.pingst,
= D&n.pindse, < JJL. pentecoste = Groth. painte-
Tcuste, < Gr. Tret^TJ^Koori^, Pentecost, the fiftieth day
after the Passover, lit. fiftieth (sc. Ijfiipa, day),
< wEvrfiKovra, fifty: see fifty.] 1. In the New
Testament, a Jewish harvest festival called in
the Old Testament (Dent. xvi. 10, etc.) the/eo«i
of weeks (Hebrew Shabuoth), and observed on
the fiftieth day after the 14th of Nisan, the
date of the celebration of the Passover. The
least of Pentecost, while primarily connected with the
celebration of the completion of harvest, by the offering
of first fruits, etc., seems also to have been associated in
the minds of the later Jews with the giving of the law on
the flltieth day alter their departure from Egypt. It al-

ways precedes the Jewish New Year by 113 days.

2. The feast of Whitsunday, a festival of the
Christian church, observed annually in remem-
brance of the descent of the Holy Ghost upon
the apostles during the feast of Pentecost.
Pentecost is the third ol the great Christian festivals, the
other two being Christmas and Easter. It is connected
with its .Tewish predecessor, not only historically (Acts ii.

1-11), but also intrinsically, because it is regarded as cele-

brating the first fruits of the Spirit, as the Jewish Pente-
cost celebrated the first fruits of the earth (Lev. xxiii. 17).

In the primitive church the term Pentecost was used both
for Whitsunday and for the whole period ol fifty days end-
ing with Whitsunday.

Pentecost, day of rejoicing, had come.
Longfellow, tr. of Tegn^r's Children ol the Lord's Supper.

Mld-Fentecost Sundajr, the fourth Sunday after Easter.

Pentecostal (pen'te-kos-tal), o. and «. [< LL.
2)entecostalis, pertaining to Pentecost, i pente-
coste, Pentecost: see Pentecost.] I. a. Of or



Pentecostal

pertaining to Pentecost ; oeeurring or happen-
ing at Pentecost: as, the pe)iteaistal gift of
tongues; Pentecostal offerings.

n. n. pi. Offerings formerly made at Pen-
tecost or Whitsuntide by parishioners to their
priest, or by inferior churches to the mother
church, etc. Also called Whitsitn-farthings.
penteCOStarion (pen'te-kos-ta'ri-on), n.; pi.

penteeostaria (-a). [< LGr. irevTr/Koardpiov (see
def.), < iteirniKOdTi), Pentecost: see Pentecost.^
In the Gr. Ch., the service-book which contains
the offices in use from Easter to All Saints' day.
pentecoster (pen-te-kos't^r), n. [< Gr. ireirni-

KoiTTT/p, a commander of fifty, < itevHiKOvra, fifty:

see Poitecost.'^ In ancient Greece, a comman-
der of fifty men. Mitford.
pentecostys (pen-tf-kos'tis). n. [< Gr. -izevrn-

.toffri'f, a number of fifty, a division including
fifty, < TTEvTriKovTa, fifty: see Pentecost.'] In an-
cient Greece, a company of fifty soldiers. Mit-
ford.
pentegraph (pen'te-graf), H. Same as panto-
graph.
pentekontalitron (pen'te-kon-tal'i-tron), n.

[< Gr. TzeirniKOvraM-pov, neut. of wevrTiKovraTu-
Tpoq, weighing or worth fifty litrse, < nevrynovra,
fifty, + Mrpa, libra.] In ancient Sicilian coin-
age, a piece of fifty litrse : same as dekadrachm.
Fentelic (pen-tel'ik), a. [< L. Pentelicus, < Gr.
nti'-eXiKoc, pertaining to the mountain and
deme JIciteX? in Attica.] Of, pertaining to, or
obtained from Mount Pentelicus (nevrey/), near
Athens : noting especially a variety of white
marble resembUng Parian, butdenser andfiner-
grained, apparently inejchaustible quarries of
which have from antiquity been worked in this
mountain. The Parthenon, the Propylsea, and other
Athenian monaments are built of it, and in it are carved
the famous sculptures known as the Elgin marbles.

Fentelican (pen-tel'i-kan), a. [< Pentelic +
-an.~] Same as Pentelic"

penteteric (pen-te-ter'ik), a. [< Gr. HevTerypacd;,

happening every five years, < irevreTT/pig, a term
of five years, < n-evrerr/^, jvevraer^c, of five years,
< irhrrc, five, -I- eroc, a year.] 1. Occun-ing once
in five years, or at intervals of five years.—2.
Occurring in every fifth year, the years of two
consecutive occurrences being both reckoned
in the five: as, the penteteric or greater Pana-
thenaie festivaJ.

penthemlmeral (pen-the-mim'e-ral), a. [< L.
penthemimeres, < Gr. ac^^/u/tep^g, consisting of
five halves, < Kivre, five, + ^ft-, half, -I- /itpog,

part.] In anc. pros., pertaining to or consti-
tuting a group of two and a half feet Penthe-
mimeral cesura, the cesura after the first half of the
third foot. It occurs in the dactylic hexameter after the
thesis, and in the iambic trimeter after the arsis.

Penthina (pen-thi'na), I). [NL. (Treitschke,
1830), < Gr. lihSoQ, mbm-uing for the dead : see
pathos.'] A genus of tortricid moths with simple
antennae, tufted thorax, and fore wings twice as
long as broad. The moths are of modest colors, and
their iPtTse often feed in seeds and buds. Thegenus is rep-
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They are erect perennials, growing in wet soil, with alter-
nate lanceolate toothed sessile leaves, and terminal cymes
of many greenish flowers on one-sided recurving branches,
followed by reddish five-beaked capsules opening by five
lids. The flowers form a standard example of complete
numerical symmetry in fives, having five sepals, five pet.
als, five stamens of one and five of another row, and five
nearly separate carpels. P. sedoides is the ditch-stoneorop
of America,

penthouse (pent'hous), «. [A corruption of
pentiee. simulating house.] 1. A shed or slop-
ing roof projecting from a main wall or the side

'

.- >

Verbena-bud Moth {Penthina hebesana).

a, tignrtdia seed, showing pupal exuviiini, d; 6, larva, natural size

;

c. larva, enlarged ; e, moth, hair-line showing natural size.

resented in many parts of the world, having about 100 spe-

cies, of which 19 are of North America and 4 common to

North America and Europe. P. hebemna is found from
Maine to California, feeding in the larval state on the buds
of flowers of the verbena, snapdragon, and Tigridia.

Penthorom (pen'tho-rum), n. [NL. (LinnsBus,

1753), so called witli ref. to the numerical sym-
metry; < Gr. TTfiTf, five, + bpoq, a limit, rule:

see horizon.] A genus of herbaceous plants

of the polypetalous order Crassulacees, distin-

guished from other genera of the order by the

absence of succulence in its leaves. There are 2

species—one Chinese, the other of eastern North America.

or end of a building, and sometimes constructed
over a door or window to protect it from the
weather; an appentice. See also cut under
appentice.

Asa Pent-house doth preserue a Wall
From Rain and Hail, and other Storms that fall.

Syivegter^ tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 6.

And strong power, like & pent-hoiise, promises
To shade you from opinion.

Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Theodoret, L 1.

2. Anything resembling a penthouse, or occu-
pying the same relative position with regard to
something else.

The houses are not despicable, but the high pent-houses
(for I can hardly call them cloysters, being all of wood),
tiux)' which the people pass drie and in the shade, winter
and summer, exceedingly defonrte the fronts of the build-
ings. Evelyn, Diary, March 23, 1646.

"What is most singular is their houses on one side hav-
ing their pent-Tum^s supported with pillai-s, which makes
it a good walk. Pepys, Diary, June 15, 1668.

Like a slirivelled beau from within the perUhouse of a
modern periwig. St^ift, Battle of Books.

He dragg'd his eyebrow bushes down, and made
A auovry penthouse for his hollow eyes.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

penthouse (pent'hous), v.t.; pret. and pp. pent-
housed, ppr. penthousing. l< penthouse, 11.] To
provide with a penthouse or sloping roof ; shel-
ter or protect by means of a shed sloping from
the wall, or of something resembling it.

The inferiour Mosques are built forthemost part square,
many pent-hous'd with open galleries, where they aceus-
tome to pray at times extraordinary.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 25.

These [wrens] find, 'mid ivied abbey-walls,
A canopy in some still nook

;

Others are pent-housed by a brae
That overhangs a brook.

Wordsworth, A Wren's Nest

penticet (pen 'tis), «. [Alsoj>e?ifce; K^rE.pen-
tice, pentis (AF. pentiz), by apheresis for apen-
fis, < OF. apentis, appentis, a shed: see appen-
tice and penthouse.] A sloping roof projecting

from an outer wall, or constructed over a door
to shelter it ; an awning over a door or window

;

a penthouse. See appentice and penthause.

And ore then* heads an iron pentise vast
They built, by ioyniug many a shield and targe.

Fairfax, tr. of Tasso, xi. 33.

Every street of speciall note being on both sides thereot
from the pentices of their houses to the lower end of the
wall, hanged with rich cloth of arras.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 38, sig. D.

penticlet(pen'ti-kl), n. Sa.me a,spentacle. Fair-

fax, tr. of Tasso, xviii. 7-1.

pen'tlle (pen'til), it. [A corruption of pantile,

simulating jjfHfice.] Same aspantile.

pentlandite (pent'land-it), n. [< one Pentland
+ -ite^.] A sulphid" of nickel and iron, occur-
ring in massive forms of a light bronze-yellow
color and metallic luster.

pentonMon (pen-tong'ki-on), n. ;
pi. pentonMa

(-a). [< Gr. TrevTuyKiov, Doric for jtevtov^kcov,

five twelfths of a whole, < TrevrE, five, + ovynia, a
twelfth: see ounce^.] In the ancient coinage
of Himera, Sicily, a bronze coin in weight about
274 grains and in value one third of a litra.

pentoxid (pen-tok'sid), n. [< Gr. -kirre, five. -I-

E. oxid.] An oxid containing five oxygen atoms.
— Arsenic pentoxid. Seeitrsentc

pen-tray (pen'tra), «. A small tray or dish,

usually long and narrow, used for holding pens

pen'ombra

and pen-handles: they are sometimes made
highly decorative.

A Persian lacquered pen-tray.
Catalogue qf Dvke of BamOton's CdOeetion, Xo. 231.

pent-roof (pent'rof ), H. In arch., a roof formed
like an inclined plane, the slope being all on
one side. Also called shed-roof.
pen-trough (pen 'tr6f

)

,n. The trough in which
the penstock of a water-wheel is placed.
Pentstemon (pent-ste'mon), ?i. [NL. (Mitch-
ell, 1748), irreg. for *Pentasteinon or *Pentestc-
mon, so called as having the fifth stamen, eom-
monljr absent in kindred plants, present as a
conspicuous rudiment and in rare cases per-
fect ; < Gr. irhrc, five, -I- cr^/iuv, warp (in mod.
hot. stamen). ] Agenus of perennial herbs of tiie

order Scro2)hitlarineee and tribe Chelonese, known
bythe elongated rudimentarystamen,septieidal
capsule, andangled wingless seeds. The83 species
are characteristic plants of the western Tnited States,
especially of California, from which 8 extend into British
Columbia, and 2 east to the Potomac, with 1 in Georgia,
a few in Mexico, and 1 in Japan. They bear opposite
leaves, diminished upward into clasping bracts, and py-
ramidal panicles or racemes of handsome summer flowers,
red, violet, blu e, whitish, or yellow, the corolla with along
tube and distinctly two-lipped above. Many species are
cultivated for the flowers, produced from Apiil to Octo-
ber. See heard-ttmgue.

pent-stock (pent'stok), n. Same s,s imnstocl;.
Fentzia (pent'si-ii), ». [NL. (Thunbeig, 1794),
after C. J. Pent:, a student under Thunberg.]
A genus of composite plants of the tribe Jntiie-
niideae, characterized by the absence of chaff,
by having the bracts in many rows, and five-
angled achenes crowned with a cleft and cup-
like pappus. The U species are all South African.
They are smaU shrubs, hoary with whitish glandular
hairs, and bearing small alternate wedge-shaped toothed
or dissected leaves, and yellow flowers in small heads,
usually in corymbs. P. virgata is the sheep-fodder bush of
South Africa, valuable in planting deserts because it i-oots

extensively from decumbent branches, and covers ground
rapidly.

penuchle (pe'nuk-l), ». [Also writtenpinochle

;

said to be of G. origin ; ult. origin unknown.]
A game of cards differing but slightly from
bezique. [TJ. S.]

penula, '». Seepsmula.
penult (pf-nulf or pe'nult), n. [Short for pe-
nultima.] ' The last syllable of a word but one.

penultima (pf-nul'ti-ma), «. ;
pi. peiiultimse

(-me). p^h.penultima,pxnultima (se. si/ilaba),

the last syllable but one, < L. piene, pene, al-

most, H- iiltimus, last: see ultimate.] Same as
penult.

penultimate (pf-nul'ti-mat). a. and «. [As
penultima -f -a'te^. Cf. ultimate.] I. a. Im-
mediately preceding that member of a series
which is the last; next before the last: being
the last but one: as,thejj(;nM/ti»mtesyllable; the
penultimate joint. Compare antepenultimate.

n. It. That member of a series which is the
last but one ; specifically, the last syllable but
one of a word.
penumbra (pf-num'bra), )(. [< L. psene, pene,
almost, -1- umbra, shade, shadow: see umbra.]
1. The partial shadow between the full light

and the total shadow caused by an opaque body
intercepting a part of the light from a lumi-
nous body. All pointswithin thepenumbra are excluded
from the view of some part of the luminous body, and
are thus partially shaded ; while all points within the um*
bra, or total shadow, are completely excluded from view

Diagranis of Umbra and Penumbra.

Fig. 1. Lunar eclipse. Fig. 2. Solar eclipse. S, sun ; E, earth

;

M, moon ; F, penumbra ; U, umbra.

of the luminous body. The figures represent the so called

Hipparchan diagrams of a lunar and a solar eclipse.

Any portion of the moon in penumbra appears slightly

dimmed, the more so the nearer it is to the umbra. At a
station of the earth in the moon's penumbra, the disk of

the sun is parti^y liidden, forming a partial (or, possibly,

an annular) ecUpse.

If the source of light be a point, the shadow is sharply
defined ; if the source be a luminoas surface, the perfect

shadow is fringed by an imperfect shadow called a pe-

numbra. Tyndall, Light and Elect., p. 13.

3. The gray fringing border which surrounds

the dark umbra or nucleus of a sun-spot.— 3.

In painting, the bonndai-y of shade and light,

where the one blends with the other, the gra-

dation being almost imperceptible.



penumbral

-penumbral dje-nmn'bral), a. [< penumbra +
-al.'} Pertaining to or resembling a penumbra.
This brightness of the inner penumbra seems to be due

to the crowding together ol thepenumbrtU filaments where
they overhang the umbra. C. A. Ymmg, The Sun, p. 116.

Fennmbral eclipse, an eclipse of the moon in which
the moon enters the penumbra of the earth but not the
shadow.

-penumbrous (pf-nnm'brus), a. [< penumbra
+ -ous.'\ Of, pertaining to, or resembling a
penumbra; penumbra-like; partially darii.

In the penum&rotu dulness I discerned a mass of white
rocit leading to the higher leveL

W. Holman Bunt, Contemporary EeT., LIT. 24.

penurious (pe-na'ri-us), a. [< penury + -ous.'\

1 . Pertaining to or characterized by penury or
want; stricken with poverty ; indigent.

Thus he runs on his course, til 's drunken vaine
Buines his substance, makes him entertaine
For his companion penurious want.

Firmed WldsOe (E. E. T. S.), p. 62.

Better a penurious Kingdom then where excessive
-wealth flowes into the gracelesse and injurious hands of
common sponges to the impoverishing of good and loyall
men. Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

2. Niggard; scanty; not bountiful or liberal.

Here creeps along a pooT penurious stream.
That fondly bears Scamander's mighty name.

Pitt, Mnel6, iii.

1 ever held a scanty and penurious justice to partake of
the nature of a wrong. Surke, To a notile Lord.

3. Excessively saving or sparing in the use of
money; parsimonious to a fault; sordid: as, a
penurious man.

We should serve him as a grudging master.
As & penurious niggard of his wealth.

MiUon, Gomus, 1. 726.

4t. Nice and dainty.

Good lord ! what can my lady mean,
Conversing with that rusty dean I

She 's grown so nice, and so penurimts.
With Socrates and Epicurius.
How could she sit the live-long day.
Yet never ask us once to play?

Swift, Pan^yrick on the Dean.

=Syil. 3. FargimcmAous, Penurious, Miserly, Close, Niggard-
ly, Stingy, Mean, covetous, avaricious, illiberal, sordid,
chary. The first seven words express the spirit or conduct
of those who are slow to part with money or other valuable
things. Parsimonious is perhaps the most general of tliese

words, literally sparing to spend, but always careful and
excessively sparing. Penurious means literally in penury,
but always feeling and acting as though one were in pover-
ty, saving beyond reason ; the word is rather stronger than
parsimonious, and has perhaps rather more reference to
the treatment of others. One may heparsimonious or pe-
nurious, through habits formed in times of having little,

without being really miserly. Miserly, feeling and acting
like a miser, is generally applied to one who, having some
wealth, clings to it for fear of poverty, or in provision for
some possible exigency of the future, or especially for its

own sake, as delighting in the mere possession of wealth.
Close has the vigor of figurative use ; it may be a shorten-
ing of dose-fisted. Niggardly is the least limited to money,
and has the most to do with others ; it expresses a meanly
parsimonious treatment of others, a neglectful, self-defeat-
ing, or stingy saving. Stingy expresses tlie most of op-
probrium : as. Queen Elizabeth was called frugal by her
friends, stingy by her enemies, and parsimonious .by the
rest of the world. It indicates a grudging, narrow-hearted
or unreasonable parsimony in giving or providing. Mean
shows a tendency toward emphasizing the idea of a close
or narrow and mean-spirited handling of money. See
avarice.

penuriousl^ (pf-nu'ri-us-li), adv. In a penuri-
ous or parsimonious manner; with scanty sup-
ply.

Unlesse 'twere Lent^ Ember-weeks, or fasting dayes,
when the place is most penuriottsly emptie of all other
good outsides. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Bevels, ii. 2.

No age is unduly favored, none penuriously depressed.
De Quincey, Essenes, L

penuriousness (pf-nii'ri-us-nes), n. The state

or character of being penurious in any sense

;

especially, parsimony; a sordid disposition to
save money.
penury (pen'u-ri), n. [< ME. penury, < OF.
penurie, P. p^urie = Sp. Pg. It. penuria, < L.
pemiria, psenuria,'W&nt, scarcity; at. Qi. trelva,

hunger, previa, need, irhTjc, poor, Trcirof," toil,

iriveadai, toil, be poor.] 1\. Lack ; want ; scanti-

ness.

He [Sesostris] caused many trenches to be cut thorow
the land, and some of them navigable. Whereby unpro-
fitable marishes were drained, the countrey strengthened,
. . . and such places relieved as laboured with the penury
of waters. Sandys, Travailes, p. 83.

2. Extreme poverty; want; indigence.

Age, ache, penury, and imprisonment
Shak., M. forM., iii. 1. 130.

Clive saw clearly that it was absurd to give men power
and to require them to live in penury.

Maeaulay, Lord Clive.

3t. Parsimoniousness ; miserliness. Jer. Tay-
lor. =sya, 2. Indigence, Want, etc. See poverty.

pen-wiper (pen'wi"p6r), m. A piece of rag,

chamois leather, or other material used for wip-
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ing or cleaning pens after use. Pen-wipers are
often made up into ornaments more or less

elaborate.

penwoman (pen'wum''an), n.
;

pi. penwomen
(-wim"en). A woman w"ho writes with a pen ; a
female writer ; an authoress.

Hard work is not fit for a penwonmn. Johnson.

Why, love, you have not written already ! You have, I
protest ! O what a ready penwoman I

Sichardson, Clarissa Harlowe, I. 329. {Daoies.)

peon (pe'on), n. [< Sp. peon= Pg. peSo, a foot-
soldier, a'day-laborer, a pedestrian, = OF. peon,
paon, pion, a foot-soldier, F. pion, a pawn (in

chess), < ML. pedoin-), a foot-soldier, < L. pes
{ped-) = E./oo<; see pedal, etc. Gt. pawn^, a
doublet ofi)eo».] 1. A day-laborer; specifical-

ly, in Spanish America, a species of serf, com-
pelled to work for his creditor until his debts
are paid.— 3. In India: (a) A foot-soldier. (6)
A messenger; an attendant or orderly.

Pandurang is by turns a servant to a shop-keeper, a peon
or orderly, a groom to an English officer.

Saturday Rev., May 31, 1873. (Yule and BumeU.)

(c) A native constable or policeman.— 3. In
chess, a piece representing a footman; a pawn.
peonage (pe'on-aj), n. [< peon + -age.^ A
form of servitude existing in Spanish iunerica.
It prevailed especially in Mexico.
peonia (pe-6'ni-a), n. [Sp., < peon, a foot-sol-

dier: see'^eow.]" In Spanish America, a land-
measure, not now used and not well defined in
extent. Originally it comprised the land given to a foot-
soldier in a conquered country— supposed to be as much
as could be cultivated by one man.

peonism (pe'on-izm), n. '[<.peon + -ism."] The
state or condition of a peon

;
peonage.

peony (pe'o-ni), n.; pl.peonies (-niz). [Former-
ly alsopsedny, after L. ; alsopiony, early mod. E

.

pionee, dial, piny, < ME. pione,pioine,pianie, pl-
ane, < OP. peone, pioine, P. pivoine= Sp. jieonia

= Pg.Jt. peonia= AS. peonia (eifteT'L.),<.lj.psB-

onia, ML. also peonia, < Gr. iraiuvia, the peony,
so called because regarded as medicinal, < Xlau-

6v, Uaidv, the physician of the gods, also an epi-
thet of Apollo : see pseon."] Any plant of the ge-
nus Pseonia, which comprises strong-growing
showy perennials, familiar in gardens. The com-
mon peony is P. ojieinalis, an herb with large, commonly
red fiowers, one on a stalk, a native of southern Europe
and central Asia. A kindred species, P. tenuifolia, of
Siberia and parts of Europe, has the leaves finely cut, and
hence is called slender-leafed, feniiel-leafed, fern-leafed, or
fringed peony. A second typical species is the tree-peony,
P. Moutan, a taller shrubby species from China, where it

is a favorite, with large rose-colored or nearly white fiow-
ers, several on a stalk. These and one or two other species
furnish the numerous hybrid and other varieties of the
gardens, which vary greatly in color and are often double.
The root of the common peony was an ancient charm and
medicine, and still has some repute as a nervine.

people (pe'pl), n. [Early mod. E. also peple;
< ME. peple, pepill, people, peopell, peopyll, poe-
ple, peuple, puple (the spelling with oe or eo
being intended to render the OP. diphthong),
people, = MHGr. povel, povel, hovel, G. pSbel =
Dan. Sw. pobel, the populace, mob, rabble, <
OF. pueple, pople, P. peuple = Pr. pobol, poble
= Sp. pueblo (> E. pueblo) = Pg. povo = It. po-
polo, \ L. populus, the people, the populace;
appar. a redupl. of *pul, *ple in plebs, the peo-
ple, nZewits= E./«Hi,Gr. sro^tif, many, = E. (obs.)

fee}^, many, fulU, etc. Hence popular, etc.]

1 . The whole body of persons who compose a
community, tribe, race, or nation : as, ^6 peo-
ple of England; the people of Israel. [In this

sense the word takes the indefinite article, and'
admits of the plural form peojjZes.]

There made the peple of Ebron Sacrifice to oure Lord :

and ther thei zolden up here Avowes.
MandeiMe, Travels, p. 106.

A blisful lyf, a paisible and a swete,
Ledden the peples in the former age.

CJMUcer, Former Age, 1. 2.

Whan the kynge Biolent and the kynge Placiens saugh
that so litill a peple withstode so grete a power as thei
were, thei hadde ther-of grete merveile and grete dispyte.

Merlin (E. B. T. S.), ii. 208.

The ants are a people not strong, yet they prepare their
meats In the summer. Frov. xxx. 25.

By heaven and earth,

I were much better be a king of beasts
Than such a people!

Beau, and Fl., King and No King, i. 1.

The French character is now, as it was centuries ago, con-
trasted in sundry respects with the characters of neigh-
bouring peoples. H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., § 80.

2. The mass of persons inhabiting a place;

subjects or citizens, as distinguished from their

rulers or from men of rank or men of authority
in any profession ; the commonalty ; the popu-
lace: usually preceded by the definite article:

peopler

as, the king and the people; one of tJtepeople;
the darling of thepecple.

With glosynges and with gabbyngs he gylede the peuple.
Piers Plowman (C), xxiiL 125.

In other things the knowing artist may
Judge better than the people, but a play
Made for delight,

If you approve it not, has no excuse.
Waller, ProL to Maid's Tragedy.

The popular leaders (who in all ages have called them-
selves the people) began to grow insolent.

Blackstone, Com., IV. xxxiii.

The people are the only censors of their governors ; and
even l^eir errors will tend to keep these to the true prin-
ciples of their institution. To punish these errors too se-

verely would he to suppress the only safeguard of the pub-
lic liberty. Jeferson, Correspondence, IL 86.

3. Those who are closely connected with a per-
son as subjects, domestics, attendants, follow-
ers, etc. ; also, one's family, relatives, etc. : as,

a pastor and his people.

Where-thurgh the kynges lege peopeU scholde be dis-

ceuyd. English Gilds (E. IS. T. S.), p. 332.

And what peopyU they brought among them three,

Mynne Auctour seith it is a wonder to see.

Oenerydes (E. K T. S.X 1. 1967.

A stranger may go in with the consul's dragoman or in-

terpreter, and, being conducted afterwards to the Pasha's
coffee room, is civilly entertain'd by his people with sweet-
meats and coffee. Pococke, Description of the East, I. 33.

In the evening we came to an anchor on the eastern shore
nearly opposite to Esn^. Some of onv people had landed
to shoot, trusting to a turn of the river that is here, which
would enable them to keep up with us.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, 1. 141.

4. Persons ; any persons indefinitely ; men : a
collective noun taking a verb in the plural, and
admitting in colloquial use anumeral adjective

:

as, people may say what they please ; a number
of comitrjpeople were there

;
people of fashion

;

there were not ten people present.

Might neuer men doo better on a day ther,
Thanne they dede ther, so fewe pepill as thei were.

Oenerydes (E. E. T. S.X 1. 2860.

Merlin com to Bandemagn as soone as he was departed
fro Nabulall and hadde hym sende to the hoste the gret-
teat people that he myght. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 666.

He is so couragious of himselfe that he is come to the
field with little people.
King Arthur, 1. 119, quoted in Wright's Bible Word-Book.

And Edom came out against him withmuch pec^, and
with a strong hand. Num. xx. 20.

Like one of two contending in a prize.
That thinks he hath done well in people's eyes,

Shak., M. of V., iii. 2. 143.

People were tempted to lend by great premiums and
large interest. Swift, Misc.

They are doing a very unfashionable thing, for all peo-
ple of condition are agreed not to admire, nor even to un-
derstand. Gray, Letters, I. 324.

5f . Human beings ; men.
Thei be no peple as other be. but it be fendes of helle.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iiL 684.

6f. A set or crowd; company.
What a people of Consaillours he hathe 1

Quoted in Olipliant's New English, I. 388.

Abbot of the people. See aibot—CboBea. people, the
Israelites ; the Jews.—Good people. See good folk, un-
der ^oo(2. HC""*'' '"^ a--T. t5-~i t»—
liar People.
«!/i.=Sy3i. 1. . , , , _-,
stands for the ruled in distinction from the rulers, as Idng
and people, or for the mass of the community, etc., with-
out thought of any distinction between rulers and ruled.
The word nation stands for a political body viewed as a
whole. The unity may be ethnic, instead of political;
this sense, however, is less common. Race is the most
common word for all those who seem to make a whole
in community of descent and are too numerous to he
called a tribe, dan, oifamily: as, the Anglo-Saxon race is

one branch of the Germanic, tracing its descent tlurough
certain Low Geiman tribes. Tribe, apart from certain pe-
culiar meanings, stands for a subdivision of arace : as, the
twelve tribes of Israel ; ordinarily the word is not applied
to civilized persons ; we speak of tribes of Indians, Arabs,
Africans. Clan is used chiefly of the old organization of
kinsmen among the Scotch Highlanders; where used of
others, it expresses a similar organization, with intense
loyalty and partizanship.

people (pe'pl), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. peopled, ppr.

peopling. [< P. peupler= Pr. Sp. poblar = Pg.
povoar = It. popolare, people, populate, < ML.
jjqptttere, inhabit, populate; from the noun: see
people, n., and cf. populate.'] To stock with
people or inhabitants

;
populate.

Thon didst prevent me ; I had peopled else
This isle with Calibans. Shak., Tempest, i. 2. 860.

O'er many States and peopled Towns we pass'd.
Congreve, Hymn to Venus.

Many a legend, peopling the dark woods,
Nourished Imagination in her growth.

Wordsworth, Excursion.

peopler (pe'plfer), n. One who peoples; an in-
habitant. [Eare.]

Peojders of the peaceful glen.
Blaclde, Lays of the Highlands, p. 96. (Encyc. Diet)



peopliah

pcwplMlt (pe'pKsh), a. ptE.ptpliA,poe^i*A;
< p«ople + -4«kl.] Bekragtns to the eommon
people: Tolgar.

Te feadie, w Be fbm^t. io de^iteboy <^]«eeOK OBBBd Mo InUc;
.4sndaKBe, aadjn^iiat ivpetite.

CatoKcr. TroSa^ ir. 1C77.

peotemy (^f-ofo-nd), », [< Gt. seof, penis, +
-ntfiie, < nffiTEn-, Tuizxr. ent] Ajapatatitm of
liie penis.

pepert. ••• A IGddle Kngliali -raiiant otpej^er.
pepaine Cpep'Min}, . [< it. pqierimi, < pepe,
^«r0\^<L.j>^Kr, pei^er: seep^fper. C£.p»-
pmae.] A voleanie tata, e<Mnpc-f«d of weD-de-
Trif^ed eijstlis or oystal fragments eement-
ed tngetiieE. The name was fiist ^ven to the
tofasoftlieAIbamMoiint, nearBonn. Tti/m,t^,
f^erimetftamimMmt aad Irmu are mzses ginai, witbont
^ndi ilif iiMiMilMiii,to depoots oanssxing e^aentijjlf of
Bore « lesB flndr eo^^unmed nkmic loc^ andeis.

F^eromia (pep-e-zo'mi-l , «. [NL. (Bniz
and Pavon, 17^), < Gr. fhrcfli, pepper.] A
large genus <A herbaceous plants of the apeta-
loos <ader Piperaeest, the pepper &mily, and
tlie tribe i^^msB, ehazaeteiized by tlie gingJA

flfwalpi ^gma, and the two stamens with the
aniber-eelk eonflnent into one. nen ue anr
4M 9eaeB, foond ttom^oatwama- pB«E of die vadd,
OftABf in Amffrtra, bun Ilaida to CUH and the Ar-
ftiBlii BfimW*'' Ties are nsBiIIy ymstatft SiiA fl^ij
aaamte, or peiamial 1)y a creejang Tootstock or tnbenns
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peplma ^t^lnm), . ; pLj>ep^ (4f). [L.. also
p^pius, < Gr. srrsr>^ (in pL srmo, as if from a
sing. *srr2or), a pephnn (see def.).] In ame.
Gr. eogtume, a hima-
tion or iroper gar-
ment, in shape like
aTolimdnoiis shawl,
worn by w^omen,
thrownoveronearm
andthenee wrapped
in Tazio>iis ways, ae-
eording to individ-
naltaste,azoondthe
bo^, sometiniei
eTendrawn over the
head. tliRgainnentwas
BO ealted paitiealadf
vlftea of eoeOy matieRal
and richly oniaiBented,
as dtsth^gJAed fra^
tlie Buve ovdinaiyIdma-
taon. ItmsfxeqaeDHf
asctibed to female di-
tiniije^ particalaiiy to
Athen^forwhoseBtatae
in the tem^of Atbese
Pcdias a eoeaMHilal pei>-
Inm vaB wor^ erery
year hf the bi^i4iani
maadensattachedlorthe
tam to thepeismof the

hale. TiEfheaTaUmab!,aptaatB,arwbaieAlacres,vn-
dhided and ooasiBoiily pdln^-dotted, and miDUte flnr-
ecE in a d^nae or Ecattefed e^£. P. wtma^atm is a dwarf
^eeohoo^e-iAaiitwithamameatal Bpattedleare^remaric-
able tor iJBreadyjropagalionbyleaf-cuttings P.ratdx-
JbraK caltiTa^d fcr ics delicate s^Mres ol ^nk-fitcnimed
white SDW3S. P. magmiJTfiiia (P. oUaffalkO ci the
West IndieE and Oeatial ai^ South Aromra is a edo-
ealoit sfantb with oboratB or ^atolate leaTes and long
esrrine E^ik&jike aments. Seranl othen, an known in
caUxratiaa as P^enamo, are the pepper-elder of Bcitish

tt, n. An obsolete form otpippim.

peimmeiyf, «. 1= OF. pepmerie, V.pepinUre,
a eeed^Iot, nursery, < jiepm, kernel, pip: see
p^ipuu] A garden for raising plants from
seeds; annrsery-garden. HaBiwelL
pepmnierf, a. Same asj^^nuiery.

Domakeagoodygpfaitirrornonrcfrcarden
S«Bnd.tcaf lUny, xrfi. (Baege. IHeL')

pepita (^ pron. pe^'ta), «. [Sp., a nn^et,
prop, a kernel, seed,p^ : see pip,piit.'] A limip
of native gold; a nugget.

Sk gold IB focmd in the form <rf gnins <»' pefCiat, at

Oe de^h of ten or twelve yards bdow the sui6ee, em-
bedded in a Etzatam of div of seroal feet in thiekDesE.

£mive. BnL, TV. 13.

pepla, H. Flnral Otpepibtm.

peplet, «. An obsolete form ofpeople.

Peplis Cpeplis), u. [Nil. (linnsens, 1737), < li.

pepUg, a plant, also calledporeOaea (purslane),

and another plant, also called syce meeomon or

meoonum apbvdes; < Gr. srEsrAif, wfe/^, also

Tri-'/Mtr, a plant, said to be purple spm^.] A
genus of small herbaeeous plants of the poly-

petalous order Lgfkrarieae and the tribe Am-
maniuest, known by tie very short styleand
filazKnts, and the connnonly six sepals, six or

rarely five petals, and six stamens. llieTe are 3
speoes, nafiTesofEnrope, noitheni Africa, and the oold^
pntsofAaa. Hicy are weak or prostrate anonal^ with

obonteor nanow leares, and minote solitaiy flowers ses-

ale in the azib. P. Portnia 1= the water-porsjane rf En-

popean biwto and wet sands.

peplisht, a- -^ obsolete spelling otpeopltsh.

p^los (peplos), a. Sameasjieptom.

peplns (peplns). H. Same as pepinm. J. A.
J^aumds, Baly and Greece, p. 21d.
pepo (pe'po), a. PCL., < L. pepo (jjepon-) =
Gr. szsiw, prop, r./r.of sresrur, a large kind of
gourd or melon nca eaten till ripe (whereas
tlie common oaan^ 'was eaten unripe) : srrup,
prop, adj., also irhrupoc, ripe, meHow. Hence
(< Gr. -i-Tuv) dlt.'E.pomponl,pom^iomjpumpioii,
pmmpHK, and pnib. pippim, jup^i see pumpioii,
pippin, pip^-i In hot., a &nit like that of the
gourd; aname given to tiie fruit ofthe Cucurbi-
tacese, of which the gourd, sqna^ cucumber,
and melon are familiar examples. They hare a
fleshy Intaiar and a hard or firm rind, most of wfakh is
rdetalile to the adnate calyx. They are other oo&cded
with three hraad and rendnte parietal pflaoente, or these
placenta home <m thar diss^ament^ me^ in the axis,
adai^e,aiid ^read,niiitewith thorfdlowson eadiade,
and are reflected to the walls ftfthe pericarp,nexttowhich
the oTiiIes are bame. Also oJledtrfmtiUm,prpimhak,
peponida (pe-pon'i-da), a. pili., < ll j>g>o(i»-),

a gourd or melon, +"-**!.] Same as pepo.
peponilim(pe.po'ni-am), n. [NIi.,<L.j>^)o(ii-),

a gourd or melon: see jiepo.] Same asji^po.

pepper (pep'er), ». [< iCE. peper, pepir, ^per,
< ^.p^r,pipa- = OEiieB.piper =t).peper^
MliG. p^per, peper = OHG. pfeffar, phefer,
MHG. pi^er, pfeffer, G. pfeffer = leeLpipiUT
= Sw. p^pwr = Dan. pSer ^ F. pmere = It.

jiepe, j>eriere,< L. piper =i OBulg. pivpri ^ Serv.
papar falso biber, < Turk.)= Bohem. ji^prxft =
PoL pieprz ^ Suss, pereisi = lith. pipiras =
Lett, pipars =: Hung, paprika = Turic Jtiber, <
Gr. ^oTcpt, srcTVEpt, pepper, < Skt. pippala, flie

long pepper, also ^e sacred fig-tree (peepiil);

cL p^paU. the fruit of the fig-tree. Cf. Pers.
pHlpHl, Ai.fulfM, pepper.] 1. The product of
plants of the genus Piper, chiefly of P. migrum,

consisting of the berries, which afford an aro-

matic and pimgent condiment. The spikes are
gathsed as the hemes begin to turn red; these berries

are rubbed off and dried, whoi th^ fcrm the <Hdinary
black pc^iper. 'White pepper conasts of the seeds of the
same froit allowed to r^en and deprired of thear pnlp

;

or it is sometimes laepared by remoringflffblanching the
onterlayerofthedryblackpqipa'. Itisamilderarticl^
ftiwliiy its largest mark^ in China. Long pepp^ is the

Black Pepper C/^^^>er>7^ncjm}. Ijm^TepperiPi^erlgitgxm'i.

proiactvtP^ierlongnmaBiP.Chabtt. (See CSaraoi.) It

is less poweifn], bnt a considsable article of conunerce.

Pei^er is stimnlaiit of digestion, in large doses capable
of iRoducing inflammation. It yi^s to aqneoos di^JUa-
facn a thin and colorless Tcdatile oiL Gionnd pepper is

exIaieiTely adulterated. Pepper was known and prized
by flie ancients, and was som^imes made a medium of

pepper-and-salt

isSmanerof P^er.alle upon o Tree; kngP^er,
UakPl^tr, and white i'^po'. jraadaOfe, Xravda, p. US.

2. Any plant of the genus Piper; especially,
one Hiat produces the pepper of commerce (see
de^ 1). ThB is a stent ^imb, trailing and rooting at
the}<Hnt6arclimlHngontreies; the steins grow to a length
of 30 feet, bearing large ovale lesTe^ and flowers and ba-
nes in ^^es. It is a native of forests in parts of India,
andsevoywhoe coUiTated inbot,damp^bapiealregions.
3. A plant of the genus Capgiaim, or one ot its
pods. Tliese pods are the source of Cayenne
pepper, and form the green and red peppers
used in sauces, etc.

Ears of Xndiaii eoni, and strings of dried a^les and
paa^es, bung in gay festoeos along the walls, mingled
wtththegandotredjiqgKn;. Jri»v,Ske«ch-B«ik,p.439.

4+. Abitter, biting drink [peppermint, Iforrw].
ladyes drnlle hem suchp9ir biewe.

5. A pepper-caster: as,apairof sQver-moimt-
ed pemerg. [Trade use.]—Amcaa peroei: («)
A shrub or anaU tree, Xyhipia {Bmbedia) ^Uaapieii, ai
western Africa, its frnit arcHnatic and stzmnlant <&) la
flie West Indies, also, other plants of the genas XvU^ia.
(e) See Oopsinzm.—Anise pepper, the sbrnb or tr«Xn-
ttel^iat ediinif'oluaK (X. JlaxtKMiriatm), at China, etc
—Asbantee or West **"""» pemier. Same as Jfii-
can oib^ (which see, undo- ««!>£«).—Btrd-pepper. See
Cupaaan—Bitter pepper, a Chinese tree or sfarnb^
Svoiia (XatiOua^tim) DoKiaSL Also called *iir-fe§fer.
—BlaA pepper. See de& 1 and 2.—Bamiet.p^per.
See Capaaim.—ttrnilnn peiiper. Same as Afwieanftp-
per ia%—C&yemne pepper, cheny-pqipec See C^gn.
am.—Chill peiiper. (a) See pe^er-tm. (b) Same as
efciOiL—Gliineae pepper. Same as Jiepanese pepper.—
Cabeb-pepper. SeeeuAeft.—Etbiopiaapepper. Same
as AJFriam p^pa- <aX—6oat.Iiepper. See Capaaam.—
Gniiieapepper. Sameas^/rumpijgKrCa). SeealsokB-
jgjjjw and tfeaC—Jamatna POTier. SameaEjMunto.
—Japanese pepper, a shmb, XmlteiyliaB pipa-ittm,
of China and Japan, or its fragrant pungent fiuit, which is

used as apepper.—Java pcrpper,&e cubeb.—LongVBP-
per. Seedcf.1.—Ilalararpeppe^ the ccanmon pepper
produced in Malabar, esteemed me best quality.—l^de-
gneta, malagtiatta. malaguetta p^iper. Same as
gnmt <ifpanii»s (which see^ imder prnini).—IBgno-
nette^p^PPer. See nagtumMt.— 'MaBlKBg pepper.
Same as AJriam p^per (a).

—

Veero pepper. Same as
AJnam pepper (a).—Poor man's pepper, (o) One <rf

the pepperworts, Lepidaan euMmpegbe. (p) Same as waO-
ptpper. (PioT. Eng.]—Bed pepper. See Oe^aim—
Shot-pepper, the heavier kinds of Sumatra pepper.

—

Spnrpepper. See Cupaeum Star pepper. Same as
Mter pi^ptr.—Sumatra pepper, the common pqper
produced in Sumatra, which is the cheapest quality.

—

Tasmanian, Victorian pepper. See pifptr-tne, i.—
To liave pqiper in the ntset, to behave sapercHiDaEly.

niere are fnlproude-heited men padente of tonge.
Andboxnme as of beiynge toborgeys and to knde^
And to pcre pe^e Aonpt^er in fAe iioae.

And as a lyonn he lok^hthae men lakketh bis werkes.
Pirn Ploaman (B), xv. 197.

TO take pepper in the noset. See noaei.

Because I entertained this gentlonan for my andail^
he taixepeppcri the noae, and sneezes it out upon my an-
asat. Chapman, Hay-Day, iii. {Sar».)

WMte pepper. See def. l.—TOM pepper, ashmlitFi-
tex iriffMa, of the East Indies, etc (See also beU-p^per,
hMLp^per,eka i jf^peppu , vtovxiaat-ptppertwaler-pepper^

pejroer (pep'er), r. t. [= D. ^MIiG. pepereu =
ifflG. ph^eron, pfefferen, G. pfeffem = IceL
pipra = Sw. peppra = Dan. pebre; from the
noun.] 1 . To sprinkle with pepper ; make pun-
gent: as, mutton-chops well peppered.—2. To
pelt with shot or other missiles; hit with what
pains or annoys; also, to attack with bitter or
pungent words.

Behump than, b^hnmp them, beilnmp them, beHabour
fhesn, p^iper thean.

Vrquhait, <r. ofBabdais, iv. 53. (Itmiet.)

"I think,"cried he, Tl havep^ipered himwen! IH war-
rant he won't give an hour to-morrow morning to settling
what he shall iHit on." Jfiss Bumeji, Ev^na, btrnlL

3f. To cover with small sores.

And then you snarie against our simiJ^e French
As if you had been pt^ipeml with your wench.

St^kent, Emays and Characters (1615). ^SfartCi

4. To pelt thoroughly; give a quietus to; do
for.

I am peppered, I warrant; for this w<Hld.
Shot., B. and J., iiL 1. 102.

Alp. Fny<Sod therebe not poison in the bowl

!

AU, So were I peppered.
Chapman, Aipbonsus, Emperor of (iennany, iiL 1.

Leon. Thou art hurt.
LdeuL Ismpeppef'd:

I was r the mid^ of all, and bang'd of all hands.
Fletcher, Himiorons Lieutenant, IL 2.

pepper-and-salt (pe^'er-and-sSlf). a. and n. I.

a. Otf a color consisting either of a light ground
(as white, drab, gray, etc.) dotted or speckled
finelywith a dark color, as black or dark gray,

or of black or dark gray thickly and, evenly
speckled with white or light gray: said of a
&bric or a garment.

Half a dozen men of various ages . . . were listening

with a look of concentrated intelligence to a manin a ptp.
per-OMi^aiU dress. George EUat, Daniel Deronda, xlii.



pepper-and-salt

II. n. The plant harbinger-of-spring : so
named from the mixture of white petals and
dark stamens in its umbels.

pepper-bottle (pep'6r-bot"l), n. Same a,s pep-
per-caster, 1.

pepper-box (pep'6r-boks), n. A small box with
a perforated lid, used for sprinkling pulverized
pepper on food.

He cannot creep into a halfpenny purse, nor into a pep-
per-box. Shak., M. W. of W., iii. 6. 149.

pepper-bush (pep'er-bush), n. See Clethra.

pepper-cake (pep'6r-kak), n. [= D. peperkoek
= MhG. peperkoke=:G.pfefferkiushen= Sw.pep-
parkaka = Dan. peberkage.'] A kind of spiced
cake or gingerbread.
pepper-caster (pep'er-k&s'ter), re. 1. That one
of the casters of a cruet-stand which is made to
contain pepper.— 2. An early and clumsy form
of modern revolver, in which the cylinder was
made very long in order to fill the place of a
barrel, and which was consequentlyveryheavy.
The word is sometimes used as a slang term for
any revolver.

Badger and I would trudge to our room arm in arm,
carrying our money in a shot-bag between us, and each
armed with a Colt's psAent pepper-caster.

J. Jefferson, Autobiog., ii.

peppercorn (pep'er-k6rn), 11. and a. [< ME.
*pepereom,<. AS}.piporeorn,pipercorn (=D. jje-

perkorrel= MliGr.peperkorn= "MSGr.phefferkorn,
Gr. pfefferkorn = leel. piparkorn = 8w. pieppar-
korn^J)a,n.peberkom), <jjjpoj", pepper, -t- corn,
corn: seepepper ajidcorn^. ^ X.n. X. The ber-
ry or fruit of the pepper-plant. Hence— 3. A
small particle ; an insignificant quantity ; some-
thing of inconsiderable value

.

An I have not forgotten what the inside of a church is

made of, I am a. peppercorn. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 3. 9.

They that enjoy most of the world have most of it but
in title, and supreme rights, and reserved privileges, pep-
percorns, homages, trifling services and acknowledgments.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, iv. 8.

While they live the courtly laureat pays
His quit-rent ode, iA^ peppercorn of praise.

Cowper, Table-Talk, 1. 110.

II. a. Of trifling or inconsiderable value or
consequence.
How great a language to convey such peppercorn infor-

mations ! Bmerson, Misc., p. 33.

Peppercorn rent, a nominal rent.

pepper-cress (pep'er-kres), n. See cress.

pepper-crop (pep'6r-krop), n. The wall-pep-
per.

pepper-dulse (pep'6r-duls), n. A seaweed,
Laurenoia jjinnaUfida, which possesses pungent
qualities : sometimes eaten in Scotland.

pepper-elder (pep'er-el"d6r), n. A plant of the
genus Peperomia.
pepperer (pep'6r-6r), n. [< pepper + -eri.] If.

One who deals in pepper ; hence, a grocer.

In the nineteenth year of Edward III. (A. D. 1345), a part
of the Pepperers had separated themselves from their old
Gild, and had formed a society of theu- own.

English Gilds (B. E. T. S.), Int., p. cxxiii.

lbs pepperer formed an important member of the com-
munity in England during the Middle Ages, when a large
proportion of thefood consumed was salted meat, and pep-
per was in high request as a seasoner.

S. Dmcell, Taxes in England, IV. 35.

On June 12, 1345, a number of pepperers, as the grocers
were then styled, met together at dinner by agreement.

The Century, XXXVII. 12.

2. A person of a hot, peppery temper. Dickens.
[CoUoq. or humorous.]

pepperette (pep'to-et), n. [ipepper + -ette, af-

ter F. poivrette, <poivre, pepper, + -ette.'] The
ash obtained by burning the pits or stones of

olives. It is used as an adulterant for ground
pepper. Also eaWed poivrette.

pepper-gingerbread (pep'6r-jin"jer-bred), n.

Hot-spiced gingerbread.
Leave "in sooth,"

And such protest of pepper-ginfferbread.
To velvet-guards and Sunday-citizens.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 1. 260.

peppergrass (pep'6r-gras), m. 1. Any plant of

the genus Lepidium. The garden-peppergrass is L.
sativuTn, used as a cress ; called garden-cress, etc. The
wild peppergrass is L. Virginicwm. See cress and pepper-
wort.

2. ThepUlwoTtjPilulariaglolulifera. SeePilu-
laria andi. pillwort.

pepperidge (pep'er-ij), m. 1. See piperidge.—
2. The black-gum, sour-gum, or tupelo. See
black-gum and Nyssa. Also piperidge.

pepperiness (pep'er-i-nes), n. A hot or pep-
pery quality.

peppering (pep'er-ing), p. a. [Ppr. of pepper,

«.] Hot; pungent; angry.
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I sent him a pepperirig letter, . . . nor ever will have

anything to say to him till he begs my pardon.
Swift., Journal to Stella, March 27, 1711.

pepper-mill (pep'er-mil), n. [= D. jjepermolen
= MLG. pepermol^ = MHG. pfeffermiil, G. pfef-
feriniilile.'] A utensil in which peppercorns are
put and ground by turning a handle.

peppermint (pep'6r-mint), n. [= D.pepermunt
= LG. jjeperminte = <jr.pfeffermiime =z Sw. pep-
permynta = Dan. pebermynte; as pepper +
mint^.l 1. The herb Mentha piperita, native
in Europe, naturalized in the United States, and
often cultivated. It is notable chiefly for its

aromatic pungent oil, which is often distilled.

See Mentha.— 2. The oil of peppermint, or some
preparation of it. Peppermint is used to flavor con-
fectionery, and in medicine, often in the form of an es-

sence or water, as a stimulant, carminative, etc., and to
qualify other medicines. See oil qfpeppermint, under oU.

3. A lozenge or confection flavored with pep-
permint—Australian peppermint, Mentha avOra-
?is.—Small peppermint, a Spanish plant, Thymus Pi-

peppermint-campbor (pep'er-mint-kam'for),
11. Same as menthol.

peppermint-drop (pep'er-mint-drop), n. A con-
fection flavored with peppermint.

Peppermint-drops are made of granulated sugar.
Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXII. 786.

peppermint-tree (pep'er-mint-tre), n. One of
three species oi Eucalyptus—E. amygdalina, E.
piperita, and E. odorata. All are Australian; the
first, sometimes called white or brown peppermintrtree, is

also Tasmanian. The name is doubtless from their aro-
matic foliage.

pepper-moth (pep'er-m6th), TO. A geometrid
moth of Great Britain, Amphidasis betularia: so
called from its dingy speckled coloration.

peppernelt (pep'er-nel), n. [ipepper (?); term,
not clear.] A lump or swelling.

Now, beshrewmy heart, but 'a has apeppemel in 's head,
as big as a pullet's egg

!

Jleau. and Fl., Knight of BuiTiing Pestle, ii. 1.

pepper-plant (pep'er-plant), n. Anj of the
plants a&Wei pepper.
pepper-pod (pep'er-pod), n. The pungent fruit

of plants of the genus Capsicum.
pepper-pot (pep'er-pot), «. 1. Same asjjepper-

box and pepjier-caster. [Kare in TJ. S.]—2. A
much-esteemed West Indian dish, the prin-
cipal ingredient of which is cassareep, with
flesh or dried fish and vegetables, chiefly the
young green pods of the okra and chilUes.

See cassareep.— 3. Tripe shredded and stewed,
to the liquor of which small balls of dough are
added, together with a high seasoning of pep-
per. [Pennsylvania.]
pepperO[Uernt, n. [< ME. pepyrqwerne, pepir-
xoherne, peperquerne (= Dan. peberkvsern) ; <

pepper + quern.'] A mill for grinding pepper.
Palsgrave.

pepper-rod (pep'Sr-rod), n. A low euphorbia-
oeous shi'ub of the West Indies, Croton humilis.

pepper-root (pep'er-rot), n. Any plant of the
genus Dentaria.

pepper-sauce (pep'^r-sfts), n. [= D.pepersaus;
as pepper + sauce.] A condiment made by
steeping red peppers in vinegar.

pepper-saxifrage (pep'er-sak"si-fraj ), n. Same
as meadow-samfrage, 1. Also called meadow
pepper-saxifrage.

pepper-shrub (pep'6r-shrub), n. Same a,s pep-
per-tree.

pepper-tree (pep'6r-tre), n. 1. A shrub or

small tree of the cashew family, Schinus Molle,

native in South America and Mexico, and cul-

tivated for ornament and shade in southern
California and other warm dry climates, it is

a fast-growing evergreen of graceful habit, having leaves
with twenty or more pairs of leaflets, and greenish-white
flowers in feathery panicles, which appear at all seasons,

followed by pendent clusters of small red drupes. The
latter are strongly pungent, whence the name. The leaves
emit a pleasant resinous fragrance, and also exude a gum,
whence the shrub is also called {Peruvian) mastic-tree.

Thrown into water, the leaves appear to move spojitane-

ously, owing to the bursting of resin-glands. Also called

pepper-shnJ) ani ChUi pepper. See Schinus.

2. A shrub or small tree of the magnolia fam-
ily, Drimys (Tasmannia) aromatiea, of Victoria

and Tasmania. Its bark has properties like those of

Z>. Winteri, and its smaU globular benies serve as a sub-

stitute for pepper.

pepper-vine (pep'er-vin), n. 1. The common
pepper-plant.— 2. The Ampelopsis (Vitis) bi-

pitmata, an upright scarcely twining shrub of

the southern United States, having bipinnate

leaves and small purplish-black berries.

pepper-water (pep'er-w&'''t6r), n. A liquor pre-

pared from powdered black pepper, used in mi-

croscopical observations.

peptone

pepperwood (pep'6r-wiid), n. 1. One of the
toothache-trees, Xanthoxylum Clava-Sereulis.—

2. See Licania.— 3. The clove-cassia. See
Cassia.

pepperwort(pep'6r-wert), n. l<.pepper+ worO.
Ct.D. pepcnoortel.] 1. Any plant of the genus
Lepidium; in England, especially, L. laUfoliimi,

the dittander. Mithridate pepperwort is the Euro-
pean L. campestre, of which the old name was mithridate
mustard, so called because used in the preparation called
mithiidate. See dittander, 2, jnithridaie, and peppergrass.

2. Any plant of the natural order Marsileaces.
lAndley.

peppery (pep'fer-i), a. [ipepper + -y^.] 1. Of
or pertaining to pepper; resembling pepper, as
in appearance, taste, etc. ; sharp

;
pungent

;

hot: as, a jjep^ery appearance.— 2. Choleric;
irritable ; warm ;

passionate ; sharp ; stinging t

as, a, peppery disposition; a,peppery answer.

pepsin, pepsine (pep'sin), n. [< P pepsine,

< Gr. niifiic, cooking, digestion (< ivtirTtiv, cook,
digest : see peptio),+ -irfi, -ine^."] The proteo-
lytic ferment found in the gastric juice. In the
presence of a weak acid it converts proteids into peptones,
but in neutral or alkaline solutions it is inert. It is used
in therapeutics, in a more or less pure state, in cases of
indigestion, and as a solvent for diphtlieritic membranes
and other superficial necroses.

pepsinate (pep'sin-at), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. jjep-

sinated, ppr. pepsinating. [^pepsin + -ateK]

To prepare or mix with pepsin: a,s, pepsinated
pills. Quain, Med. Diet., p. 378.

pepsiniferous (pep-si-nif'e-rus), a. l<. j}q!>sin

+ L. ferre = E. bear^.] ftoducing pepsin.

Pepsis (pep 'sis), n. [NL. (Pabricius, 1804),

< Gr. Tvefic, cooking, digestion: see pepsin.]

A genus of very large solitary wasps of the
family Pompilidse. it has tlie prothorax shorter than
the metathorai^ rarely as long as the mesothorax ; head
orbicular; three submarginal cells ; andalongandnarrow
marginal cell, obtusely pointed at the tip. The species ai-e

large enough to prey on tarantulas. P. formosa destroys
the Texan tarantula, Mygale hentzi, and stores its burrow
with the spider as food for its young. P. heros of Cuba is

a sand-wasp two inches long, with a shining-black body,
and wings bordered with reddish brown.

peptic (pep'tik), a. and n. [< Gr. irenTind^, con-
ducive to digestion, < ninTuv, cook, digest, =
L. coquere, cook, digest: see cook'^.] I. a. 1.

Concerned in or pertaining to the function of
digestion; specifically, pertaining to the pro-
teolytic digestion of the stomach: a&, peptic
processes.— 2. Promoting digestion ; dietetic:
a.%,peptie substances or rules.— 3. Able to di-

,

gest ; having a good digestion ; not dyspep-
tic.

The whole not as dead stuJt, but as living pabulum, tol-

erably nutritive for a mind as yet so peplie.

Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, ii. 3.

Peptic cells, the parietal or oxyntic cells of the cardiac
glands.—Peptic glands. See gland.

II. n. A peptic substance ; a digestive.

peptical (pep'ti-kal), a. l<peptie + -al.] Same
as 2^eptic.

pepticity (pep-tis'i-ti), n. [< peptic + -ity.]

The state of being peptic; good digestion;

eupepsia.

A most cheery, jovial, buxom countenance, radiant with
pepticity [and] good humour. Carlyle, Dr. I'ranoia.

peptics (pep'tiks), n. [PI. ot peptic: see -ics.']

1. The science or doctrine of digestion.— 2.

The digestive organs. [CoUoq. or humorous.]
Is there some magic in the place?
Or do ray peptics differ?

Tennyson, Will Waterproof.

peptogaster (pep-to-gas'ter), n. [NL., < Gr.
Trenrew, cook, digest, -I- yacrrip, the belly.] The
intestinal tube, alimentary canal, or digestive
tract proper, as distinguished from the pneo-
gaster, or respiratory tract, which is an offset of
the general intestinal system. It includes, how-
ever, the urinary passagee,, and is divided into prosogas-
ter, mesogaster, epi^jaster, and urogaster. See these words.

peptogastric (pep-to-gas'trik), a. [< pepto-
gaster + -ic] Of or pertaining to the pepto-
gaster

;
peptic or digestive, as the alimentary

canal.

peptogen (pep'to-jen), n. [< pepto(iw) + Gr.
-ysvtic, producing : see -gen.] A substance capa-
ble of producing peptone : a general name for
preparations which are said to facilitate peptic
digestion.

peptogenic (pep-to-jen'ik), a. [< pept(ie).,

pept/o(,ne), + -gen + -ic.] Producing peptones;
capable of converting proteids into peptones.

peptogenous (pep-toj'e-nus), a. [< peptiic),

pepto(ne), + -genous.] Producing peptones,

peptone (pep'ton), n. [<. pept{ic) + -one] The
general name of a class of albuminoids into

which the nitrogenous elements of food (such
as albumin, fibrin, casein, etc.) are converted



peptone

b;^ the action of the gastric op of the pancre-
atio guioe. This conversion is caused by the action of
the cnemical termeut pepsin, which is present in the gas-
tric juice, or of trypsin present in the pancreatic juice.
The cliief points of difference between peptones and other
jHoteids are that peptones are not precipitated by potas-
sium ferrocyanide and acetic acid, are not coagnlated by
heat, and are very readily diffusible through membranes.

peptonic (pep-ton'ik), a. [< peptone + -ic]
PeptaiDing to or containing peptones: as, pep-
tonic properties ; peptmtic pills or tablets.

-peptonization (pep'to-ni-za'shon), II. l<pep-
'toni-e + -afiow,] The process of peptonizing,
or converting into peptones.

peptonize (pep'to-niz), r. t. ; pret. and pp. pep-
tonized, ppr. peptonizing. [< peptone + -i>e.]

To convert into peptones.
peptonoid (pep'to-noid), H. [(.peptone + -okJ.]

A substance resembling or claimed to resem-
ble peptones: used as a trade-name for cer-
tain food-preparations.

-peptonuria (pep-to-uu-'ri-a), n. [XL., < E. pep-
tone + Gr. ovpm; urine.] The presence of pep-
tones in the urine.

^ptotozine (pep-to-tok'sin), n. [<pepto(iie)+
to(jc) + -i«e3.] A poisonous alkfJoid occur-
ring in peptonized albumin, disappearing as
putrefaction progresses. Billroth.

Pepysian (pe'pis-i-an), a. [< Pepijs (see def.)
-I- -inn.] Of orrelatingto Samuel Pepys (1633-
1703), for many years an official of the British
Admiralty. He is best known through his diary, which
gives a valuable picture of English life and manners in
the time of Charles XL

-We cannot breatiie the thin air of that Pepysian self-

denial, that Himalayan selectness, which, content with
one bookcase, would have no tomes in it but porphyio-
geniti, books of the bluest blood.

LmceU, Study Windows, p. 2s>2.

Pepysian Library, a collection of prints, books, and
manuscripts bequeathed by Samuel Pepys to the library
of Magdalene College, Cambridge,

per (per), jij-ep. [li. : see 2>er-.'] Through; by
means of. (a) AXatin preposition, the source of the pre-
fix JKT-, and used independently in cextain Latin phrases
common in English use, as per «e, per saUum, especially
in law phrases, as per capita^ per curiam^ per pares, per
stirpes, etc., and certain common commercial phrases, as
per eentwiiy per diem, per annum, whence, by an imper-
fect translation, as a quasi-English preposition, in similar
commercial phrases with an English noun, as per day, per
ireek, per year, per hour, per hundred, per dozen, etc., per
bearer, per express, by credit as per ledger, received per
steamer Southampton, etc. (6) An Old French preposi-
tion (fi-om the Latin), occurring in some phrases now writ-
ten as one word, as peradvenBsre, perease, perchance, per-

haps, etc., and in phi-ases of heral(&y : as, party per pale

;

jwr bar; per bend; iiCT* saltier. It occui-s as ^r- in jwra-
tnour, par/ay, pardy (also perdy), etc—Five per cent,
cases. See cowl.—Per acddens, by accident—Peran-
unm, by the year ; in each year ; annually.—Per capita,
in taw, by the head or poll: applied to succession when
two or more persons have equal right. See per ^rpes,
below.—Per-ceutL mark, the commercial sign ;^.—Per
4*eiltiun, per cent.^ or by the hundred. See eenL—Per
dliefl See chief.—^Per cuiiam, in iav, by the court : a
phrase prefixed to judicial opinionsindicating the sanction
of tbe court to the statements therein, as distinguished
from the individual opinions of a particular judge.—Per
diem, by the day; in each day; daily: used of the tees

of officers when computed by tile number of days of ser-

vice^—Per &LS et nefas, through right or -wrong; whe-
ther right or wrong.—Per fesse, fret long, etc See the
nonns.—Permy et per tout [OF., by IiaU and by all], in
the law of real property, a phrase used to describe a joint

tenancy, under which each tenant is conceived as owning
the whole jointly, and nothing separately— nothing be-

longs to him inmvidually, and the whole belongs to him
in association -with his cotenants. The phrase is pecu-
liariy appropriated to a strict joint tenancy with the
resulting right of surrivorship ; but some writers have
deemed it equally appropriate to tenancies in common.
—Per pais, pale, pall, etc. See the nouns.—Per pares,
in fair, by one's equals or peei-s—Per saltnin, by a leap

;

at a single leap or bound ; without intermediate steps.

—

Per se, by himself, herself, or itself ; in itself ; essentially.

—Per Stirpes, in law, by families: applied to succession

when divided so as to give the representatives belonging
to one branch the share only that their head or ancestor

would have taken had he survived. Thus, in a gift to A
and the children of B, if they are to take per capita, each
child will have a share equal to that of A; but if they are

to take per stirpes, A will take one half and the other half

will be divided among the children of B.—The twenty
per cent, cases, a number of cases litigated in the courts

of the United States, arising on the construction of a con-

gressional resolution adding twenty per cent, to the sala-

ries of certain officers.

per-. [JEE. per-, par-,< OP. per-, par- = Pr. per-

= Sp. Pg. It. per-, <.L. jiier, prep., through, by,

by means of; for, on account of, for the sake

of; in comp., as a prefix, in the above senses,

or with adjectives and adverbs; as an intensive,

as jjeraeittus, very sharp, i)erfacilis, very easy,

perlucidtis, peUucidus. very clear; akin to Gr.

mpo, beside (see jjara-), to Skt.para, away, and

to E. from. Before 7, jjei- is usually assimilated

to peU. This prefix occurs as par-, not recog-

nized as a prefix, inparhoil,pardon,parson, etc.,

and as a merged preposition inparaJMO«r,j?n)-(fy,

parfay, etc. : see per (6). But most words m
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which j)ar- formerly occurred havenow j)er-, as
parfit, now perfect, parfourme, now perform,
etc.] 1. A pre& of Latin origin, meaning pri-
marily 'through.' See the etymology, it occurs
chiefly in words formed in l,atin, as in peract. peraffrate,
perambulate, etc Though the primary sense of per- is

usually distinctly felt in English, it is scarcely used in the
formation of new words. v

2. As an insepai-able prefix of intensity, 'thor-
oughly,' 'very,' as in peraciite, ptrferrid, pellu-
cid; specifically, in cheni., noting the maximum
or an unusual amount, as peroxid, the highest
oxid, or an oxid containing more oxygen than
the protoxid, etc.

peracephalns (per-a-sef'a-lus), n.; -pi. pei-a-
eephali (-li). [NIi.,< L. jjer,' through, -I- acepha-
lus : see acephalus, 2.] In teratol., an acepha-
lous monster without arms and -with defective
thorax,

peractf (p6r-akt'), J-. t. [< L. peractus, pp. of
peragere, thrust through, carry through, ac-
complish, < per, through, -I- agere, move, con-
duet, do: see ac*.] To perform

;
practise.

I would speake nothing to the Cause or Continuance of
these wearisome Warres hitherto ; the one is enough de-
bated, the other more than enough peraelxd.

N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 33.

In certain sports called Eloralia divers insolencies and
strange villainies were peracted.
SVJ«»««r, Summary of DuBartas (1621), p. U9. iLatham.)

peracute (per-a-kiit'), a. [< L. peracutus, very
sharp, <.per-, very, -t- acutus, sharp: see ocMte.]
Very sharp; very -s-iolent.

Malign, continual peracxde fevers, after most dangerous
attacks, suddenly remit of the ardent heat. Harixy.

perad-venture (per-ad-ven'tur), adv. [< ME.
pararenture, peraven ture, peratinter, < OF. (and
F.) par arenture: par, < L. per, by; arenture,
adventure: see adienture.^ Perchance; per-
haps; it may be.

Pruide now and presumpcionn, jjer-au^TUure, wole the ap-
pele.

That Qergye thi compaignye ne kepeth nou^t to sue.
Piers PtoiTOion (B), xL 413.

A third hath means, but he wants health peradventure,
or wit to manage his estate. £wton, Anat. of MeL,p. 171.

Peradventure, had he seen her first.

She might have made this and that other world
Another world for the sick man.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

perad-yentnie (per-ad-ven'tfir), n. [< perad-
renture, ad«.] Doubt; quesfion; imeerteinty.

For out of all peradventure there are no antinomies with
God. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. app. 1.

There is no peradventure, bnt this will amount to as
much as the grace of baptism will come to.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), IL 399.

peragra-tet (per'ft-grat), v. t. \^X\soperegrate;<.

li. peragratus, pp. otperagrareQIt.peragrare').
travel or pass through or over, <per, through,

+

ager, country, territory: see acre, ^enee pere-
grine, pUgrim, etc.] To travel over or through

;

wander over; ramble through.

Two piUars . . . which Hercules (when he had pere-
grated sdl the worlde as ferre as any lande went) did erecte
and set vp for a memoriall that there he had been.

UdaU, tr. of A]>ophth^ms of Ei-asmus, p. 297.

peragrationt (per-a-gra'shon), n. [= F. x^era-

gration, < li. peragratio{n-'), a traversing, <pera-
grare, pp. peragratus, pass through or over: see
peragrate.'i The act of peragrating.

A month of peraffration is the time of the moon's revo-

lution &om any part of the zodiack unto the same again.
Sir T, Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 12.

perambulate (per-am'bu-lat), !'. : pret. and pp.
perambulated, ppr. perambulating. [< L. jjer-

ambiUatus, pp. of peramlulare, traverse, go
through, < per, through, + ambulnre, go about,

walk: see amble, ambulate.^ I. ti-ans. 1. To
walk through, about, or over.

He got out of bed xni perambulated the room for some
minutes.
Barham, in ilemoir prefixed to Ingoldsby Legends, I. 63.

2. To survey while passing through ; traverse

and examine; survey the boundaries of: as, to

perambulate a parish or its boundaries.

The forest, formerly called PenhiU vaceary, and some-
times the Chace of Penhill, was perambulated in person
by the first Henry de Lacy ; and about the year 1S24 this

ancient ceremony was repeated.
Baines, Hist Lancashire, IL -25.

Boundary stones, which used to be annually jx-rain&u-

lated by the mayor and corporation.
The American, TI. 359.

n. in trans. 1. To walk, or walkabout.— 2.

To be carried in a perambulator. [Rare.]

^chperamlnilating infant

Had a magic in its squalL
Athensrum, So. Sa39, p. 703.

perambnlation (per-am-bii-la'shon), II. [<

ML. (AL.) perambulatio{n-), < L. perambulare.

Perca

perambulate: see perambulate.'] 1. The act
of perambulating, or of passing or wandering
through or over.

Then he sent scouts to watch on the sides of the hills

thereabouts, and to view the way of then- peramlndation.
North, tr. of Plutarch, p. 181.

In the peramtrulaOon of Italy yonng travellers must be
cautious, among diuers others, to avoyd one kind of fur-

bery or cheat, whereunto many are subject.
HoiceU, lorreine Travell, p. 43.

2. A traveling survey or inspection ; a survey.

Adrian spent his whole reign, which was peaceable, in
& perandndaOon or survey of the Soman empire.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, L 7S.

3. A district -within which a person has the
right of inspection; jurisdiction.

It might in point of conscience be demanded by what
authority a private person can extend a personal correc-
tion beyond the persons and bounds of his own perambu-
UUion. Holyday.

4. A method used in early Scotch and English
history, and thence followed in the colonial
period in the United Statues, of determining and
maintaining boimdaries and monuments or
marks of boundaries between the possessions
of neighboring tenants, and between neighbor-
ing parishes, and thus to some extent of decid-
ing disputed tenancies and rights of possession,
and questions of taxation, it was accomplished
chiefly by a rude official survey, usually by parish officers^

which involved walking around the tract, following the
boundary-line

On Monday last, the justice-seat was kept at Stratford
Langthen, in Essex, where all the judges delivered their
opinions that by the perambulation of the 29th of Edward
I., and also by a judgment of the king's bench in Richard
the Second's time, fdl that part of Essex is foi-est which
was lately delivered to be in the bounds.

CotiT* and Times <^ Charles I., EL 248.

Perambulation of a parish, a cnstom formerly pi-ac-

tised in England and her colonies, bnt now largely fallen
into disuse, by which, once a year, in or about Ascension
-ft'eek, the minister, churchwardens, and parishioners of
a given parish walk abont its bonndaries for the purpose
of preserving accurately the recollection of them. In Eng-
land also sometimes popularly called beating the bounds.

perambulator (per-am'bu-la-tor), Ji. [< per-
antbulate + -or^.] 1. One -who perambulates.—2. An instrument for measuring distances
traveled. See odometer.— 3. A small three- or
four-wheeled carriage for a child, propelled
by hand from behind ; a baby-carriage.

The youngman from the counti? who talks to the nurse-
maid after ^e has upset the peramlndaior.

M. Arnold, Friendship's Garland (My Countrymen);

perambulatory (per-am'bu-la-to-ri), a. [< per-
ambulate + -ary.'] Of or relating to perambu-
lation; walking or mo-ving about.

His mind took an apparently sharp impression from it

[the water-cart], but lost the recollection of thisperomfru-
latary shower, before its next reappearance, as completely
as did the street itself, along which the heat so quickly
strewed white dnst again. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xi.

Ferameles (pe-ram'e-lez), ». [NL. (GeofEroy
St. Hilaire). <'L. pera, < Gr. ir^po, a bag, wallet
(pouch), + KL. Meles, a badger.] The typical
genus of the family PeramelitUe; those bandi-
coots which have no disproportionate develop-
ment of the limbs nor greatly elongated eai-s.

They are small terrestrial omnivorous animals, generally
distributed over the Australian region, of several species,

some of which are also Papuan.

Feramelidse (per-a-mel'i-de), ». pi. [NL., <

Ferameles + -«?«.] A family of Australian and
Papuan polyprotodontmarsupialmammals ; the
so-called bandicoots or bandicoot-rats. They
have the incisors four above and three below in each haXf-

jaw, the hind feet syndactylous, with the second and third

toes united in acommon integument, the hallux rudimen-
tary or wanting, and the fourth digit larger than the rest.

The fore feet are peculiar among marsupials in having the
two or three middle toes large and clawed and the others
rudimentary. There are no clavicles, and the pouch is

complete, usually opening backward. The leading genera
ai-e Perameles, MaeroUs, and Cluaropus. See cut under
Chceropus.

perameline (pf-ram'e-lin), a. Of or pertaining
to the PerameUdss.
peramountt, a. An obsolete form otparamount.
perauntert, adv. A Middle EngUsh form ofper-
adventure.

pera-^ailef, a. An obsolete form otparataU.
perbend (per'bend), H. SeejjerpenrfS.

perboilt, ^. t- -^ obsolete form of parboil.

perbreakf,*!'. Bee parbreal:

Ferca (per'ka), n. [MXi. (Linnaeus, 1766), < L.
perca, a perch: see j)ercfti.] A genus of acan-
tiiopterygian iishes, formerly used with -wide

and indefinite limits to cover many heterogene-

ous forms, variously separated by modem ich-

thyologists ; now restricted to such species as

the common yellow perches of Europe and
Xorth America, as Perca Jluviatiiis of the for-

mer and P. americana, lutea, or flavesceiis of



Ferca

the latter country, and made the type of the
family Percidse. See perch^.

percale (P. pron. per-kal'), n. [P. ; origin un-
known.] A kind of French cambric, very close-

ly and firmly woven, with a round thread, and
containing more dressing than ordinary muslin,
but without the glossy finish of dress or lining
cambrics, made either white or printed. The
soft-finished percale is an English manufacture,
of less body than the French percale.

percaline (p6r'ka-lin), n. [< percale + -ine^.']

Cotton cloth with a very glossy surface, usual-
ly dyed of a single color.

A gray calico skirt and coarse petticoat of percaline.
Harper's Mag., LXXVTI. 740.

percarbureted, percarbnretted (p6r-kar'bu-
ret-ed), a. [< jper- + carbureted.'] In clieni.,

combined with a maximum of carbon.
percaset (v^T-ka,s'), adv. lAlso parcase ; ME.
per cas, < OF.parcas, < li.percasum, bychance

:

per, by ; casiis, chance : seeper and ease^.'] Per-
haps; perchance.

Tliat he Iiatli distroid that faire place
Off Maillers by hya miBdoing, percas
Yat may he his pees full wel do to make.

Eom. 0/ Partermy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3521.

Wot I not how hyt happede parcase.
Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1967.

For it is so that as to morow 1 purpose to ryde into
Flauudrys to purveye me off horse and hemeys, and per-
case I shall see the assege at Nwae [Neuss].

Pagton Letters, III. 122.

Tea, and percaae venturing you in perilous and desper-
ate enterprises. , Bacon, Advice to Essex (1596).

percet, «. An obsolete form of pierce.

perceableti a. An obsolete form otpierceaile.

perceant (p6r'sant), a. [Formerly also persant,
persaunt; < F.'per^ant, ppr. of percer, pierce

:

seejpierce.] Piercing; penetrating. [Obsolete
or archaic]

Wondrous quick and persaunt waB his spright
As Eagles eie that can behold the Sunne.

Spenser, F. Q., I. x. 47.

The sophist's eye,

Like a shaip spear, went through her utterly,

Keen, cruel, perceant, stinging. Keats, Lamia, ii.

perc^e (per-sa'), a. [P. perc4, pp. of percer,

pierce : see pierce.'] In her., pierced, especially
with a round hole in the middle.
perceivable (p6r-se'va-bl), a. [< OF. percevable,
ipercever, perceive : see perceive and -able.] 1

.

Capable of being perceived; capable of fall-

ing under perception or the cognizance of the
senses; perceptible.

There is nothing in the world more constantly varying
than the ideas of the mind. They do not remain precise-

ly in the same state for the leastperceivable space of time.
Edwards, Freedom of Will, ii. 6.

2. Capable of being known or understood.

Whatsoever isperceivdble either by sense or by the mind.
Cudworth, Intellectual System, p. 446.

perceivably (p6r-se'va-bli), adv. In a perceiv-
able manner; so as to be perceivable; per-

ceptibly.

perceivancet (p6r-se'vans), n. [< OF. i>erce-

vance, perception, < per'cever, perceive : see per-

ceive and -anee.] Power of perceiving; percep-
tion.

Why, this is wondrous, being blind of sight,

His deep perceivance should be such to know us.

Greene, George-a-Greene.

His particular end in every man is, by the infliction of

pain, dammage, and disgrace, that the senses and common
perceivance might carry this message to the soul within,

tliat It is neither eaaefuU, profitable, nor praiseworthy in

this life to doe eviU. MUton, Church-Government, ii. 3.

perceive (p6r-sev'), v. t.\ pret. and pp. perceived,

ppr. perceiving. [< MB. perceiven, perceyven, <

OP. *perceivre, percoivre, parceivre, percevvre,

etc., &\Bopercever,percevovr,parcevoir, F.perce-

voir =z Fr.percebre= STp.percebir,percibir= Pg.
perceber = It. percipere, < L. percipere, pp. per-

ceptus, take hold of, obtain, receive, observe, <

per, by, through, -I- capere, take : see capable.

Of. conceive, deceive, receive.] 1. In general, to

become aware of; gain a knowledge of (some
object or fact).

Whan she it perceyved she eschewed to come in his pres-

ence, for she was right a gode lady, and full of grete bewte,

and right trewe argeins hir lorde.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 64.

Who [Nature] perceiveth our natural wits too dull to rea-

son of such goddesses, and hath sent this natural for our
whetstone. Shak., As you Like it, L 2. 55.

The upper regions of the air perceive the collection of

the matter of tempests before the air below. Bacon.

But Jesus perceived their wickedness, and said. Why
tempt ye me, ye hypocrites? Mat. xxii. 18.

The lang in this perceives him, how he coasts

And hedges his own way.
Shak., Hen. Vni., ilL 2. 38.
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Till we ourselves see it with our own eyes, and perceive

it by our own understanding, we are in the dark. Locke.

I perceive you have entered the Suburbs of Sparta al-

ready, and that you are in a fate way to get to the Town
itself. HoweU, Letters, ii. 40.

2. Specifically, to come to know by direct ex-

perience ; inpm/chol., to come to know by virtue

of a real action of the object upon the mind
(commonly upon the senses), though the know-
ledge may be inferential ; know through exter-

nal or internal intuition.

Yfl in the ate men not se me myght.
And that thay mow notpereeiite me to sight,

I shall me appere vppon the erth playn.
Bom. qfPartenay (E. B. T. S.), 1. 3716.

It was in Vallies that I did chiefly perceive the Land-
Winds, which blew in some places one way, in others con-

trary, or side ways to that, according as the Valleys lay

pend up between the Mountains.
Dumpier, Voyages, II. ill. 30.

Seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting, and touching or feel-

ing are words that express the operations proper to each
sense ;

perceiving expresses that which is common to them
aU. Seid.

A man far-off might well perceive . . .

The hard earth shake, and a low thunder of arms.
Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

When we talk ot perceiving we generally refer to know-
ledge gained at the time through one of the higher senses,

and more particularly sight.

J. Sully, Outlines of FsychoL, p. 164.

=&yn. Observe, Notice, etc. See see.

perceiver (per-se'ver), n. [< perceive + -er^.]

One who perceives, feels, or observes.

Which estimation they have gained among weak per-
ceivers. MHUm, Tetrachordon.

perceiverancet, » [Also perseverance (a cor-

rupt form, simulB.tmgperseverance^ ; < OF.per-
sevrance, an irreg. var. of perceeance, perceiv-
ance: see perceivance.] 1. Perceivance; per-
ception.

For his diet he [Ariosto] was very temperate, and a great
enemy of excess and surfeiting, and so careless of delicates

as thoagh he had no perseverance in the tastes of meats.
Sir J. Harington, Lite of Ariosto, p. 418 (quoted in Trencli).

2. Appearance perceived."

He [iEmilius Paulus] suddenly fell into a raving (with-
out any 'perseverance of sickness spied in him before, or
any cliange or alteration in him . . .), and his wits went
from him in such sort that he died three days after.

North, tr. of Plutarch's laves, p. 221 (quoted in Trench).

percelt, n. An obsolete form oi parcel,

percellef, n. A Middle English form of pars-
ley.

percelmelt, adv. A Middle English form of
parcel-meal.

percelyt, n. A Middle English form ot parsley.
Chaucer. %

percentage (per-sen'taj), n. [(.per cent.+ -age.]

Bate or proportion per hundred : as, the per-
centage of loss; the percentage of oxygen in

some compound, or of pure metal in an ore

;

specifically, in com., an allowance, duty, com-
mission, or rate of interest on a hundred;
loosely, proportion in general.

At the church portals, to be sure, was the uanal percen-
tage of distressing beggars.

Aldrich, Fonkapog to Peath, p. 87.

percentile (per-sen'til), a. and n. [< pereen-
t(age) + -die.] I. a. In percentage: as, percen-
tile measurement.

II. n. See the first quotation.

The value that is unreached by n per cent, of any large
group of measurements, and surpassed by 100—» [per

cent.] of them, is called its nth percentile.

Jour. Anthrop. Inst., XIV. 277.

The data were published in the Journal of this Insti-

tute as a table otpercen^s. Nature, XXXIX. 298.

percent, tube. An instrument for measuring
the percentage of cream in milk. See lactom-

eter.

percept (pfer'sept), n. [< L. perceptum, neut.

of perceptum, perceived, pp. of percipere, per-

ceive: see perceive.] The immediate object in
perception, in the sense in which that word is

used by modem psychologists.

Our analysis of perception has suggested the way in

which our percepts are gradually built up and perfected.

J. Sully, Outlines of Psychol., p. 209.

-Ion (a form expressing action or an active faculty)

:

"perception," "conception," "imagination," "deduc-
tion," "approbation." Some of these words express also

the result of the action, thereby causing ambiguity on very
important questions. Hence the introduction of the forms
"percept," " concept," "exhibit," to express the things per-

ceived, conceived, or exhibited, and to save ctecumlocu-
tion. A. Bain, English Grammar, p. 143.

perceptibility (p6r-sep-ti-bil'i-ti), n. [< F.per-
ceptibilite = Pr. percipilitat = Pg. perceptibili-

dade; a:Sperceptible + -ity (see -UU^.] 1. The
property of being perceptible : as, the percepti-

bility of light or color.

perception

Nay, the very essence of truth here is this clear pereep-

tCbaUy or inteUigibillty.
Cudworth, Intellectual System, ]|. 7lS.

2. Perception ;
power of perceiving. [Bare.]

The illumination is not so bright and fulgent as to ob-
scme or extinguish all perceptibility of the reason.

JDr. H. More.

perceptible (p6r-sep'ti-bl), a. [< F. perceptible

z= Sp. perceptible — Fg.perceptivel = It. pereet-

tibile, < lAi. x)ercej)tibilis, < Ti. percipere, pp.jjer-

cep*i«, perceive : see perceive.] Capable of be-
ing perceived; capable of coming under the
cognizance of the senses

;
perceivable ; notice-

able.

An entity, whether perceptible or inferential, is either

real or fictitious. Beraham,, Fragment on Ontology, i. § 1.

=Syn. Visible, discernible, noticeable. See sensitle.

perceptibleness (p6r-sep'ti-bl-nes), n. The
state or property of being perceptible; percep-
tibility.

perceptibly (p6r-sep'ti-bli), adv. In a percep-
tible manner ; in a degree or to an amount that

may be perceived or noticed.

perception (p6r-sep'shgn), n. [< P. perception

= Bp. percepcion = Pg. percep^So = It. percezi-

one, < Xi.perceptio^n-), areceivmg or collecting,

perception, comprehension, (.percipere, pp. per-

c«p*tis, obtain, perceive: seeperceive.] 1. Origi-

nally, and most commonly down to the midme
of the eighteenth century, cognition; thought
and sense in general, whether the faculty, the
operation, or the resulting idea. Most psycholo-
gists since Plato had made two departments of mental ac-

tion, the orectic and the speculative ; the latter was called

perception, but it did not include belief founded on tes-

timony. 'This use of the word is now uncommon in tech-

nical language.

Thisexperiment discoverethjwrcejition in plants, to move
towards that which should«omfort them, though at a dis-

tance. Bacon.

[The Hobbesians] stoutly contending that we have not
the perception of anything but the phantasms of material
objects, and of sensible words or marks, which we m'ake to
stand for such objects. Dr. B. Mare, Immortality of SouL

The two great and principal actions of the mind, . . .

perception, or thinking, and volition, or willing.
Locke, Human Understanding, II. vi. 2.

All fheperceptions of thehumanmind resolve themselves
into two distinct kinds, which I shall call impressions and
ideas. Hume, Treatise of Human Nature, I. L I.

2. The mental faculty, operation, or resultihg
construction of the imagination, of gaining
knowledge by virtue of a real action of an ob-
ject upon the mind, it includes the first sensation,
its objectification, its location, its intuitive assimilation
of ideas already in the mind— in short, all the knowledge
that is acquired involuntarily without our being aware
of any process, and which seems to be dteectly given by
sense. Perception may be internal or externaL

Perceptimi . . . being the first step and degree toward
knowledge, and the inlet of all the materials ot it.

Loeke, Human Understanding, IL ix. 15.

PercepHon is most properly applied to the evidence we
have of external objects by our senses.

Beid, Intellectual Powers, I. i.

Perception is a complex mental act or process. More
particularly, perception is that process by which the mind,
after discriminating and identifying a sense-impression
(simple or complex), supplements it by an accompaniment
or escort of revived sensations, the whole aggregate of
actual and revived sensations being solidified or " inte-
grated" into the form of a percept—that is, an apparently
immediate apprehension or cognition of an object now
present in a particular locality or region of space.

J. SuUy, Outlines ot Psychol., p. 152.

The manner in which the constituent elements in a, per-
ception are combined difiers materially from what is strict-

^ to be called the association of ideas. To realize this
difference we need only to observe first how the sight of
a suit of polished armour, for example, instantly reinstates
and steadily maintains all that we retain of former sensa-
tions of its hardness and smoothness and coldness, and
then to observe how this same sight gradually calls up
ideasnow of tournaments, now of crusades, and so through
all the changing imagery of romance.

J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 67.

3. An immediate judgment founded on sense
or otherreal action of the object upon the mind,
more or less analogous to what takes place in
vision. Thus, we are said to recognize our friends by
perception. Also, mathematical, esthetic, and moral Judg-
ments founded on dteect observation of imaginary or ideal
objects are called perceptitms.

It is admitted on all sides that the perceptimi. of an ob-
ject necessarily implies the recognition of the object as
this or that^ as like certain obj*ects, and as unlike certain
otherobjects. Every act of perception, therefore, involve(
classification. J, Fiske, Cosmic Fhilos., II. 107.

Her physical organization, being at once delicate and
healthy, gave her & perception, operating with almost the
effect of a spteitual medium, tliat somebody was near at

hand. Hawthonw, Seven Gables, vi.

A great method is always within ih.e percej^ionot many
before it is within the grasp of one. De Morgan.

Perhaps the quality specially needed for drawing the
right conclusion from the facts, when one has got them,
is best called percepticn, delicacy ot perception.

M. Arnold, Literature and Dogma, Preface.



perception
The members of this committee have been gathering

eviaence on this obscnre but important question of what
may be called supersensuous perception.

Proc. Soc. Psych. Research, I. IS.

4. In Jaw, participation in receipts; commu-
nity of interest in income: as, ^e perception ot
profits.—Extemal perception. See esteraai.—Judg-
ment or perception. See judgment.— lAXMe percep-
tion [F. petOe perception, Leibnitz), a perception which
does not rise to the level of consciousness ; an obscure per-
ception.

perceptional (per-sep'shon-al), a. {<.perception
+ -al.'] Of or pertaining to perception: as,
perceptional insanity.

Hypenestheticoransestheticandotherjieraiptunui^mor-
bid states. Alien, and Neurol., Vin. 644.

perceptive (per-sep'tiv), a. and n. [< F.percep-
<»/= Sp. Pg. jiercepHvo, < ML. *percepUvus, < L.

£ercipere, -p^.perceptus, perceive: seejjerce/tc]
,
a. Of or pertaining to the act or power of

perceiving; having the faculty of perceiving;
consisting in perception.

Ihe perceptive part of the soul.
Dr. H, Mare, Divine Dialogues.

An urchin, palling to pieces his toys, building card-
houses, whipping his top, gathering flowers and pebbles
and shells, passes an intellectual lite that is mainly per-
ceptive. H. Spencer, Prin. ol Psychol., § 482.

n. n.pl. The perceptive factdties. [Colloq.]

It fa system of traSning] at the same time strengthens
and disciplines the faculties of the mind, cultivating the
perceptives. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXVl. 787.

perceptiveness (p6r-sep'tiv-nes), n. 1. The
fowjulty of perception.— 2. Beadiness to acquire
knowledge from sensations.

perceptivity (p6r-sep-tiv'i-ti), n. l< perceptive
+ ^ty.'i The character of being perceptive

;

the powerofperception orthinldng; perception.
Perceptivity, or the power of perception.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xxL 73.

perceptual (pfer-sep'tu-al), a. [< L. as if *per-
ceptiis (*2)erceptM-), perceptive, -I- -al: seeper-
cept and -al. Cf . conceptaal.'] Of or pertaining
to perception; of the nature of perception.

Secondly, the origin of concepts or universals was traced
to acts of attending to percept^ial data for the purpose of
harmonizing them with their perce^wd context.

Athenxum, No. 3248, p. 121.

Fercesoces (p6r-ses'o-sez), n. pi. [Nil., < Gr.
Tripiai, a perch, + L. esox, a Mnd of pike : see
Esox.'] A group of fishes so caUed because its

species partake of the characters of and are in-
termediate between the perciform and esoei-
form fishes, (a) In C!ope's classification, an order of phy-
sodistons fishes having the scapular arch suspended from
the skull, ventral fins abdominal in position, and bran-
chial arches well developed, their bones being generally
present in full number excepting the fourth superior
pharyngeal, and the third upper pharyngeal being much
enlarged and complex. (&) In Gill's system, a suborder of
teleocephalous fishes characterized by the abdominal or
subabdominal position of the ventrals, and the develop-
ment of spines in these fins and in the dorsaL It includes
the atherines, mullets, barracudas, and related fishes.

percesocine (p6r-ses'o-sin), a. and n. [< Fer-
cesoces + -tnei.] I. a. Pertaining to the Per-,

cesoces, or having their characters.

H. n. A fish of the order or suborder Ferce-
soces.

perchl (p6rch), n. [Formerly sXsopearch; < ME.
perche, < OF. (and F.)perche= Sp. Pg. It.perca
(ML. percha, parcha, after OP. ), < lu-perca, < Gr.
mpKnj, a perch; prob. so called from its color-

ing: of. irepKvdi, spotted, blackish, = Slst.pri^ni,

spotted, dappled: see spark.'} 1. A very com-
mon fresh-water fish of Europe, Ferca fluvia-
tilis, or one of many other species of the same
family. The common perch has two dorsal fins, the first

with from thirteen to fifteen spines, the second with a
spine and fourteen rays; the anal has two spines and
seven rays ; the color is generally darls olivaceous, with
six or eight darker bars. The common yellow perch of the
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South Wales.] (S) One of various centrarchoid fishes, spe-
cified by a qnallQing word. See phrases following. [U.S.]—Bachelor perch, the grass-bass, Pomoxys sparoides.
[SouthemU.S.)—Black perch, (a) Morone americana,
as found in freshwater ponds on Long Island. (6) One of
the dark species of Lepomis or of Ponwtis. (c) The black
sea-bass, Centropristis atraHus. (d) One of the dark vi-
viparous perches, as DOrema jacksonL (e) The fresh-wa-
ter drum, or sheepshead, Aplodinotm ffrumnens. [Iowa.]
(/) The tripletail, Lobotes surinoTnenfis.—Blue-handed
perch,a Idnd of viviparous perch, Ditrema lateralis. [Cal-
ifomia.]—Chinkapin-perch, the grass-bass, Pomoxys
sparoides. [Southern U. S.]—Common perch, in the
United States, the yellow perch, Perca americana or fla-
vescens.—Bnglinh perch, a misnomer of the common yel-
low perch of North America.—Fresh-water perch, an
embiotocid, Bysterocarpus traski. [California.]—Goggler,
orgo^le-eyed perch, the grass-bass.—Golden perai, a
theraponoid fish, PlectroplitesoT Ctenolates aTfMgu.ua. [New
South Wales.]—Gray perch, the fresli-water drum, ApU>-
dmotus grumaens.— GTeea perch, the large-mouthed
black-bass.—Grunting percm, the grunter or buffalo-
perch.— Little perch, an embiotocid, Cymatogaster ag-
gregatus. [California.]—Macleay perch, the fish Lutja-
ntismaOeayanus. [New South Wales.]—Magpie-perch,
a cirritid fish, ChUodaetylus gibbosus.— Norway red
perch, the Norway haddock.— Pearl perch, a sparoid
fish, Glaticoso^na scapulare. [New South Wales.]— Red-
bellied perch, the long-eared sunflsh, Lepomis auritus.—
Red-finned perch, the redfln.—Red perch, (a) The
garibaldi, Bypsypops rubicundvs. [California.] (6) The
rose-fish, Sebastes viviparus.—Sacramento pendl, a spe-

American Yellow Perch {Perca americana).

United States is scarcely different from the foregoing, but

is technically distinguished as P. americana at JIavescem.

See also cuts under^A and teleost.

2. A fish of one of various other genera or fami-

lies, (o) Any surt-flsh or member of the EnMotoddm:
matetxHijcalleAviviparousperch. Seemrf-Jishaadaljiona.

[Pacific coast, U. S.] (6) The cunner, chogset, or nipper,

Clenolabrus adspersus, more fully called blue-percJi. [New
Eng ] (c) An Australian fish, Lates colononan. [New

Sacramento Perch {Archofilites inicrruptu^.

cies of Cenlrarchidai, Arcltoplites inUrruptus.—Salt-wa-
ter perch, the cuuuer, Ctenolabrus adspersus.—Serpen-
tlform perches, the family Percophidse. See cut under
Perds.— Silver perch, (o) A sciaenoid fish, BairdieUa
punctata or chrysura. [New Jersey.] See sUverfish. (6)
One of several embiotocoid or viviparous perches. [Caii-

fomia.] (c> Aserranoidflsh,Jfac9Wiruxaif^aias£ca. [New
South Wales.] (d) The black or wide-mouthed sunflsh,
ChienohryUus gulosus. [U.S.]—Speckled perch. Same
as sUixr perch (d).—Spineless perch, a pirate-perch.

—

Stripedperch, an embiotocid, Ditrema {o^eraJis.-Thick-
lipped perch, an embiotocid, HJiacochUus toxotes. [Cali-

fornia.]—Tiny perches, the elassomes.— Viviparous
perch. Seedef. 2 (aX—Warmouth perch. See vxir-
moutA.^White perch, (a) in the United States, a flsh
ot the family Labracidas,Morffne americana. SeeMorone.
(6) The fresh-water diomi, sheepshead, or black perch,
Aplodinotus grunniens. [Iowa.] (c) One of several differ
ent embiotocids or viviparous perches, as Hyperprosopon
argenteus, DamaZichthys vacca, etc, [Pacific coast.]— fel-
low perch, in the United States, the most common name
of Perca americana ov JUzvescens, closely allied to the true
perch (P. fiuviatUis) of Europe ; the racoon-perch, yellow-
fin, redfln, ring-perch, etc. (See also blue-perch, buffalo-

perch, log-perch, pike-perch, pirate-perch, pond-perch, ra-
coon-perch, ring-perch, river-perch, rudder-perch, sand-
perch, sea-perch, strawberry-perch, sun-perch, trout-percK)

perct^ (perch), n. [Formerly also 2>earch (dial.

perk) ; < ME. perche, perke, < OF. jterche,perque,

a pole, perch (roost), perch (measure), F. perclie,

a pole, perch (measure), = Pr.perja = Sp. Pg.
percha = It. pertica, < L. pertica, a pole, a long
staff, a measuring-rod (usually called decempe-
da, ' ten-foot pole '), also a portion of land mea-
suredwith such a rod.] 1. A rod or pole; espe-

cially, a rod or pole serving as a roost for birds

;

anything on which birds alight and rest.

From reason back to faith, and straight from thence
She rudely flutters to the perch of sense.

Quaries, Emblems, v. 10.

Hence—2. An elevated seat or position.

Not making his high place the lawless perch

Of wing'd ambitions, nor the vantage-ground
For pleasure. Temnyaon, Idylls of the King, Ded.

3. A rod or pole used as a definite measure of

length; a measure of length equal to 5J yards.

Perches of 7 and 8 yards have also been in local

use. Seejjofei.

If you do move me one perch from this,

My pack and ^ shall gang with thee.

Bold Pedlar and Robin Hood (Child's Ballads, V. 249).

4. A square measure equal to 30J square yards

:

160 perches make an acre.— 5. A unit of cubic

measure used by stone-masons. It is usually

164 feet by IJ feet by 1 foot; but it varies

greatly.— 6. A pole or staff set up as a beacon
on a shallow place or a rock, or used to mark a
channel.— 7. In vehicles: (o) A pole connect-

ing the fore and hind gears of a spring-car-

riage ; the reach or bar. See cutunder barouche.

(6) An elevated seat for the driver.— 8t._ [<

perch^, ».] The act of perching or alighting

upon a place; hence, grasp; hold.

perch-iron

H& augmenting hys hooste, determyned to get the town
of Wemoyle in perche & gyrde it round about with a.
strong seaga Hall, Hen. VL, an. 86.

perch2 (p6rch), J . [< OF. (also F.) percher,
perch; from the noun: see perch^, «.] I. in-
trans. 1. To aUght or settle on a perch or ele-
vated support, as a bird ; use a perch ; roost.

Wrens make prey where eagles dare not percft.

Shak., Eich. HI., L a 71.

All tbat wear Feathers first or last
Must one Day perch on Charon's Mast

Prior, Turtle and Sparrow.

2. To alight or sit in some elevated position,
as if on a perch.
n. fy-ans. 1. To place, set, or fix on a perch

or other elevated support.

Perch yourself as a bird on the top of some high steeple.
Dr. B. More.

She looked up fondly at Pen perched on the book-ladder.
Thackeray, Pendennis.

2. To operateupon (
"roughers,"orwoolen cloth

as taken from the looms) as follows : The cloth is-

strotched in a frame, and the percher cai-efully examines
the whole texture for imperfections, which may consist of
burs and knots, which he carefully removes, or of holes,
which he nicely darns. This process is also called &uW-
iTig, and is preparatory to the process of fulling.

percha (per'eha), ». An abbreviation of gutta-
perclM.

perchance (p^r-chans'), <idv. [Early mod. E.
also percJiaunce; < ME. perchance, prop, as two-
words per chance : see per and chance, and cf

.

percase, the more common ME. word for this-
sense, andperhajys, a modem equivalent.] 1.
By chance

; perhaps
;
peradventure.

To sleep ! perchance to dream. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 1. 65.

Creed and rite perchance may diifer, yet our faith and hope>
be one. Whittier, Mary Garvin.

2t. By chance ; accidentally.

It i&pereJiance that you yourself were saved.
Shak., T. N., L 2. 5.

perchant (per'ehant), n. [< OF.perchant, ppr.
oipercJter, perch: seeperch^, «.] In sporting,
a bird tied by the feet on a perch to serve as a-

decoy for other birds. Wright.
perch-backed (perch'bakt), a. Shaped like a
perch's back : specifically applied in anthropol-
ogy to certain flint implements.

-The lunate and perch-badced implements, having on&
side considerably more curved than the other.
J. Evans, Anc Stone Implements, xxiv. (Eneyc Diet.)

perchemynt, n. An obsolete form olparchment.
percherl (per'ch^r), n. [<perch^, v., + -erl.]

That which perches; speciflcally, a perching-
bird as distinguished from birds that rest on
the ground ; a bird of the old order Insessores.

percher^ (per'chfer), n. [< jjerc/i^ -(- -erl.] A
workmanwho performs the operation of perch-
ing or burling.

percher*t (per'ehfer), II. [< ME. perclier, per-
chour, < OP. *perchier (f) (cf. equiv. ML. pe)--

ticalis), a wax candle, so called as being feed
on a small transverse bar, < perche, a pole, bar r

see perch^, n. Cf. OF. perchier, a vender of
poles.] A wax candle ; especially, a large wax
candle usually placed on an altar.

For by the^wrcA«rfvar. morter] which that I se iirenne
I knowe wel that day is not fer henne.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 1245 (MS. GG. i. 27).

If my memorie should i-eueale what it doth reteine, . .

.

I am sure those that be present would maruell : for now-
bumeth the pearlier without tallow, and at random all
goeth to the bottome.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 193.

Percheron (per-sh6-r6n'), a. and ». [< F. Per-
cheron, < Perche (see def.).] I. a. Noting a
horse of a breed brought to perfection in
Perche, a region of northern France, south of
Normandy.
n. n. Ahorse of the Percheron breed. These

horses are of large size and stout build, yet of relatively

light and free action. They are much used in France for
the artillery and for heavy coaches, and have been very
largely exported, particularly to the western United Stat^
where they are now bred extensively. The usual color i&
dapple-gray. This horse is sometimes called the Jforman,
orNormanPercheron, and is atleast theequal of the Britisb
Clydesdale horse in economic importance.

perching^ (per'ching), n. [Verbal n. ofpereh'^,

t).] The operations performed on woolen cloth,

as taken from the loom, preparatory to fulling.

See »erc7t2, v. t., 2.

perching^ (per'ching), a. Habitually using a-

perch; specifically, in ornith., insessorial.

A type of perching birds in which the peculiar singing
muscles of Uie larynx have not been developed.

FartnighOy Rev., N. S., TTT.n. 355.

perch-iron (pferch'i'em), ». A general temk
including the iron parts of a carriage-perch.



perch-loop

perch-loop (perch'lop), H. An iron fastened to

a carriage-perch. It has loops for the straps
which pass to the bed, to limit the swinging of
the hody.
perchlorate (per-klo'rat), «. [< per- + chlo-

rate.'] A salt of perchloric acid.

perchloric (per-klo'rik), a. l<.per- -h clilmic.'}

Noting an acid (HCIO4), a sjrrupy liquid ob-
tained by decomposing potassium perchlorate
by means of sulphuric acid, it is remarkable for the
great readiness with which it gives up oxygen. Brought
into contact with organic matter^ it is instantly decom-
posed, often with exploslTe violence. Applied to the skin,
it produces a very painful wound, which is extremely
slow in healing. Also hyperchloric.

perch-pest (pereh'pest), n. A crustaoeous para-
site of the perch.

perch-plate (perch'plat), ». In a vehicle, one
of the head-blocks and bed-plates which are
placed above and beneath the perch, at the
king-bolt.

perch-pole (p6reh'p61), 11. A pole used by aero-
bats. It is held by one man while another
climbs it.

perch-stay (pfereh'sta), n. In a vehicle, one of
the side rods which pass from the perch to the
hind axle and serve as braces.

percid (pfer'sid), n. and a. I. n. A perch, as a
member of the Percidse.

II. a. Like a perch; percoid or pereine.

Percidse (per'si-:de), n. pi. [NL., < Perca +
-idx.] The perch family, a group of acanthop-
terygian fishes, to which widely varying limits

have been assigned, (a) in Bonaparte's system, same
as the first family of acanthopterygian fishes in Cuvier's
system {Percoides in French). It included those with ob-
long bodies covered with scales which are generally hard
or rough, with the operculum or preoperculum (or both)
dentated or spinous at the edge, and the jaws and some
part of the palate toothed. With such definition it in-

cluded not only the modern Percidx proper, but also

many other families, (b) In Giinther's system, the repre-
sentative family of his Acanthopterygii percifomws, having
perfect ventrals, unarmed cheeks, uninterrupted lateral

line, acute teeth in the jaws and on the palate, no barbels,

the lower pectoral rays branched, and the vertical fins not
scaly, (c) In recent American systems, Percoidea with an
Increased number of abdominal and caudal vertebrse, de-
pressed cranium and little prominent cranial ridges, dorsal
fins generally separate, and anal with one or two spines.
The species are inhabitants of fresh waters, and are repre-
sented by two genera common to ifortli America and Eu-
rope {Perca and StizostedionX several peculiar to the Pale-
arctic region (AcerinatAsprOjPercarinaXandthe numerous
darters, constituting the BuhtSLmHyEtheostominx, peculiar
to North America.

percidal (p6r'si-dal), a. l<. percid + -al.] Same
as percoid. [Eare.]

perciform (p6r'si-f6rm), a. and n. [< L. perca,

a perch, + forma, form.] I. a. Having the
form or structure of a perch; percoid; of or
pertaining to the Perciformes.

II. n. A percoid fish ; a member of the Perci-

formes.
Perciformes (p6r-si-f6r'mez), n. pi. [NL. : see

perciform.'] In Gunther's classification, a divi-

sion of Acanthopterygii, having the body com-
pressed, dorsal fin elongated and with the spi-

nous larger than the soft portion, anal rather
short, and ventrals generally with a spine and
five rays. It includes the families Pcrddss, Squami-
pinneSy Midlidx, Sparidse, ScorpsRnidse, and several others.

Percina(per-si'na),m.jj?. [NL., < Perca -H-ina.]

In Giinther's system, the first group of Percidse.
They have the cleft of the mouth horizontal or slightly ob-

lique, usually two dorsals, and seldom more than ten py-
loric appendages. The Percirm are mostly fresh-water

fishes and sea-flshes which enter rivers, and belong to the
family Percidse and others of modem ichthyologists.

Percinse (per-si'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Perca + -inse.]

A subfamily of Percidse, to which very different

limits have been assigned. By old ichthyologists

it was used for a large assemblage of genera scarcely de-

finable by exact characters. By recent authors it has been
much restricted, and, in its narrowest sense, includes the
genera Perca and Ludoperca or Stizostedion— th&t is, the
true perches and the pike-perches. They have the pseu-
dobranchise well developed, the preoperculum serrate,

seven branchiostegals, and a large air-bladder.-

percine (per' sin), a. and ». [< NL. *pereimis, <

li.perca, perch: seejjej'c7si.] I. a. Eesembling
a perch; perciform; percoid; of or pertaining

to the Percina, or, in a narrow sense, to the

Percinee.

II. n. A perch or perch-like fish ; a percoid

;

a member of the Percina, Percidse, or Percinse.

percipience (pfer-sip'i-ens), n. [= li.peroepenza,

< ML. *percipientia (?)', < li. percipien(1r-)s, per-

ceiving: ssQ percipient.'] Same aspercipieney.

percipiency (per-sip'i-en-si), n. [As percipi-

ence (see -oy).] 1 . The act or power of perceiv-

ing ; the state of being percipient
;
perception.

Made ashamed
By my percipiency of sin and fall.

Jilrs. Browning, Drama of Exile.
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2. Specifically, the state of mind, faculty, or
mental processes of a percipient. See percipi-

ent, «., 2. Proc. London Soc. Psych. Research.

percipient (per-sip'i-ent), a. and n, [< L. per-
cipien{t-)s, jtpT. oipe'rcipcrc, perceive: seejjer-

ceive.] I. a. Perceiving ; having the faculty of
perception.

I have considered, during every period of my life, pain
as a positive evil which every ^ercfpieret being must be de-
sirous of escaping. Anecdotes of Bp. Watson, 1. 148.

A musical ear being nothing more nor less than one
which is percipient of such structure.

E. Gumey, Nineteenth Century, XIII. 448.

II. n. 1. One who or that which perceives, or
has the faculty of perception.

The soul is the sole percipient, which alone hath ani-

madvertion and sense, properly so called.

GlanmUe, Vanity of Dogmatizing, iv.

Within the limits of appreciation, the same objective
difference may seem great or small according to the per-
cipient's nature and temporary condition.

H. Sperwer, Prin. of Psychol., § 92.

2. Specifically, one to whom the unexpressed
thoughts of another (called the agent) are

sought to be transferred in conducting tele-

pathic experiments. [Keoent.]

We have therefore been able to convince ourselves that
the agents, concentrating their looks on the given object,

projected on the mental eye of the percipierU a picture
more or less resembling it, and we take it as incontrovert-
ible that the above results could not have been achieved
by conscious or unconscious guessing.

Proc, Amer. Soc. Psych. Research, I. 535.

Percis (pfer'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. jrepmc, dim. of
TripK?!, a perch: see perch^.]^ A genus of pereo-
phoid fishes, having a moderately elongated
body, oblique mouth, scarcely projecting lower

Percis {Parapcrcis) scx/asciata.

jaw, and teeth on the jaws and vomer. The species
inhabit the temperate and tropical Pacific. One species,

Percis colias, is one of the most common fish of New Zea-
land, and weighs about five pounds. It is known as the

coalfish, rocJc-cod, and blue cod. Also called Parapereis.

perclose (pfer'kloz), ». [Also xmrclose (and
erroneously paraclose ) ; < ME. perclose, par-
clos, pareloos, < OF. p)erclose,parelose,parcloiise,

an inclosure, < L. prseclwsa, fern, of prseclusus,

pp. ot prseeludere, shut off, shut up: see Jjre-

clude.] It. Conclusion.

By the perclose of the same verse, vagabond is under-
stood for such an one as travelleth in fear of revengement.

Raleigh.

2t. A place closed, inclosed, or secluded.

And aU this season the other englysshemen were on the
felde, and the constable styll in his perclose, & issued not
out, Bemers, tr. of Froissart's Chron., I. cccvL

3. In arch., a screen or railing made to separate
or inclose any object or place, as to inclose a
tomb, or to separate a chapel or an altar from
an aisle.

Vaceria, a raile or perclose made of

timber, wherein something is closed.
Florio.

The fader loggid hem of sly purpos
In a chambre nexte to his joynynge.
For bitwise hem nas but Siperclos.

Occleve, MS. Soc. Antiq. l.'!4, f. 275.

[{Halliwell.)

4. Infeer.,ademi-garter. [Rare.]

percnopter (p6rk-uop'ter), n. [< NL. Percnop-

terus.] A vulture of the genus Neophron.
Percnopterinse(p6rk-nop-te-ri'ne),«.pZ. [NL.,

< Percnopterus + -4nsB.] A subfamily of vul-

tures ; the NeophroninsB. Beichenhach, 1850.

Percnopterus (perk -nop 'te-rus), n. [NL.
(Eafinesque, 1815), < Gr. mpicvd;, dusky, dark-

colored (see perch^), + irrepdv, a wing.] A ge-

nus of vultures: synonymous with Neophron.

percoct (per-kokf), a. [< h. percoctus, pp. otper-

coquere, cook thoroughly, ripen, < per, through,

-I- coquere, cook.] Well cooked; thoroughly

done ; hence, trite.

Among the elect, to whom it is your distinction to as-

pire to belong, the rule holds to abstain from any employ-
ment of the obvious, the percoct, and likewise, for your

own sake, from the epitonic, the overstrained.

G. Meredith, Egoist, xxix.

percoid (per'koid), a. and «. [< Gr. izkpiai, a
perch (see »erc/jl), + tUo^, form.] I, a. Perch-

like ; perciform ; of or pertaining to the Per-

coides ovPercidse,m«D.y sense. Alsopercoideoits.

II. )). A perch; any member of the Per-

coides or Percidse.

Perclose, 4.

Percopsia

Fercoidae (p6r-koi'de), k. jj?. [NL.: seepercoid. ]

Same as Pei-cidse.

Percoidea (per-koi'de-a), n. pi. [NL., < Perca
+ -oidea.] A superfamily of acanthopterygian
fishes proposed for the families Percidse, Serra-

nidse, Hsemtilonidse, Sparidse, Gerridse, and re-

lated forms.

percoideous (per-koi'df-us), a. Same aspercoid.

percolate tper'ko-lat), V.
;
pret. and pp. perco-

lated, ppr. percolating. [< L. percolatus, pp. of

percolare, strain through, filter, < per, through,

+ colore, Alter, strain, < colum, a strainer, a
colander: see colander.] I, tratis. To strain

through; cause to pass through small inter-

stices, as a liquor; filter: literally and figura-

tively.

Therefore the evidences of fact are as it were percolated

through a vast period of ages, and many very obscure to us.

Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 129.

II. intrans. To pass through small interstices,

as a liquor; filter: as, water ^jercoZates through
a porous stone.

As there is no escape for the rain-water which trickles

down the sides of the ravine-like hollow, ... it must all

percolate downwards through the fissures at its bottom.
Darwin, Geol. Observations, 1 29.

percolate (per'ko-lat), n. l<2}ercolat€, v.] That
which has percolated or passed through a filter

or'strainer; a filtered liquid.

percolation (pfer-ko-la'shon), n. [< L. percola-

tio{n-), a straining through, the act of filtering,

(.percolare, t^t^. percolatus, strain through, filter:

see percolate.] 1. Theact of percolating; the

act of straining or filtering; filtration; the act

of passing through small interstices, as liquor

through felt or a porous stone.

Percolation or transmission (which is commonly called

straining). Ration, Nat. Hist, § 3.

2. Inphar., the process of extracting the sol-

uble parts of powdered substances by passing
through them successive quantities of a solvent

which yields a clear extract free from insoluble

matters : used in the sense of displacement.

percolator (p6r'ko-la-tqr), «. [= P. 2)ercola-

teur; as percolate + -or^.] 1. One who or that

which filters.

These tissues . . . act as percolators.

Henfrey, Elem. Botany.

2. A form of filtering coffee-pot.

The best and most convenient form of coffee-pot is called

^percolator. Spons' Enayc. Manuf., I. 423.

3. A nearly cylindrical or slightly conical ves-

sel with a funnel end below, used in pharmacy
for preparing extracts by the process of perco-

lation.

percoUicet, n. An obsolete variant oiportcullis.

percomorpn (p6r'ko-m6rf), a. and n. I. a.

Of or pertaining to tlie Percomorphi. Also per-
comorphic, percomor2}hous.

II. n. A member of the Percomorphi.

Percomorphi (per-ko-m6r'fi), M. pi. [NL., <

Gr. Kepurj, perch, -1- fiopifiri, form.] In Cope's
ichthyological system (1870), an order ofphyso-
clistous fishes, with the ventral fins thoracic or

jugular, skull normal, bones of jaws distinct,

and inferior pharyngeals separate. It thus in-

cludes most acanthopterygian fishes.

percomorphic (per-ko-m6r'flk), a. [< perco-

morph + -ic.] Same a,s i)ercomorph.

percomorphous (p6r-ko-m6r'fus), a. [< per-

commph + -ous.] Same as percomorph.
per contra (per kon'tra). [L.: per, by; contra,

against: see per ajid contra.] On the contrary.

Percophidae (per-kof 'i-de), n. pi. [NL. (Ad-
ams, 1854), < Percophis + -idse.] A family of

acanthopterygian fishes, typified by the genus
Percophis. They have an elongate body, a pointed head,
a short first and a long second dorsal, and complete tho-

racic ventrals moderately approximated. The species are

chiefly inhabitants of the seas of the southern hemisphere.
They are sometimes called serpentiform perches.

Percophis (p6r'ko-fis), ra. ,,,[NL., < Gi.irepiai,

a river-fish, + ocfig, a serpent.] A genus of

fishes, typical of the family Percophidse.

percophoid (p6r'ko-foid), a. and n. [< Perco-

ph{is) + -oid.] I.' a. Of or relating to the Per-

cophidse.

II. n. A fish of the family Percophidse.

PercopsidSB (p6r-kop'si-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Percopsis + -idse.] A family of physostomous
fishes represented by the genus Percopsis; the

trout-perches. The body has the foi-m and fins, espe-

cially trie adipose fin, of a trout, and is covered with cten-

oid scales comparable with those of a perch. The margin
of the upper jaw is foitned by the intermaxillary bones,

the opercular apparatus is complete, the gill-openings are
wide, and an adipose fin is present. Only one species Is

certainly known.

Percopsis (per-kop'sis), n. [NL. (Agassiz,

1848), < Gr. Kkpuri, a perch, + C)ip, face.] The



PeTcoi>sis

Ttoat-pesch iPerco^sts ^nr/afus).

trpical gemis of Pereopsidx. P. guttatus, of
the fresh waters of the United StMes, is the
so-ealled trout-pereh.
peTCnlaced, a, [A eormpt form of *peroullised
for jHtrteuUised.'i In Tier., latticed.

percnllisf, 1. An obsolete variant ofj»ortcu»<s.
percrmctatort (pfer-knngk'ta-tor), H . [< L. per,
through, + eunctator, one who"hesitates, < euno-
tari, hesitate.] A very dilatory or habitually
procrastinating person

.

pernmctorilyt Q)6r-lnmgk't6-ri-li), adv. [Ir-
reg. (in imitation ofperfttw;tor«y) <.percunc{td)-
tor + -i- + -U/^J] In a perfunctory, dilatory,
or listless manner.
Tbis is he that makes men serve God jieraiiulon^, per-

fnnctorily ; to go slowly to it, to ^t idly at il^

Sev. T. Adamg, Works, H 46. (.Davia.)

perciirTent(pdi>-knr'ent),a. [<L.percttrren(t-)s,
ppr. of peratrrere, run or pass tiirough, < per,
through, + eurrere, run : see currenV-.'] In hot.,

mnning through the entire length; mnning
through from top to bottom, as the midrib of a
dicotyledonous leaf, the nerve of a moss-leaf,
or a grass-palet, etc. it notes specifically nerriUes
that trarerse the entire area from one aecondaxy or ter*
tiary nerve to another. See nervation.

percursory (per-ker'so-ri), a. [< LL. as if *per-
curgorius, < percursorj one who runs or passes
through, < L. pereurrere, pp. pereursus, run or
pass through: see jjercurrertt] Cursory; run-
ning over slightly or in haste.
percoss (per-kus'), c. *• [< OP. percuasir, <
L. pereussus, pp. of percutere, strike or pierce
thiough,<j>«-, through,+ quaiere, shake, strike

:

see quash. Cf. concuss, diseuss.2 1. To strike
against so asto shake or give a ^ock to; strike.

Thou art in onr fitvour,
ftor we do love to cherish lofty spirits^

Sach as percuss ever the earth, and boond
With an erected coontenauce to the clouds.

£eati. and FL, Laws of Candy, ii. 1.

3. Speeifieally, in med.: (a) To tap or strike

for diagnostic purposes. See perctission, 4 (a).
When some light body, called a pussimeter, whether a
finger of thelett Iiand, or a piece of wood or the likemade
for the purpose, is placed finnly on the body of the patient
and he is tapped tiuoogh this, the act is called maSiudeper-
cussUm, in distinclion from immediate pereuggum, where
the body is directly tapped. The tapping is done either
with (he fingers of the right hand or with a small hammer.
The aoonds elicited by peicossion are the most significant
effects obtained, thoogh the resistance felt, or pain or
mnscnlar contiactlonB produced, may be of value, (g)

To tap or strike for therapeutic purposes. See
percussion, 4 (6).

percnssant (p^kns'ant), a. [iOP.pereussant,
ppr. otpereussir, strilke : see percuss.'] In lier.,

bent around and stiiking the side : said of the
tail of a lion or other beast when represented
as lashing his sides.

percnssed (per-knst'), a. [< percuss + -etP.I

Same &s percussant.

percussioil (p6r-kush'oa), n. [< F. percussion
= Pr. percHtio, pereussio= Sp. percusion = Pg.
percussSo — M. percussione, < L. percussio(n-),

s beating or striking, K.percutere, beat or stiike

through: see percuss.] 1. The act of percuss-
ing, or the striking of one body against another
with some violence ; forcible collision.

The times when the stroke or pereuggion of an envious
^e doth most hurt are when the party envied is beheld
in glory or triumphs Bacon, Bnvy,

2. The state ofbeing percussed; the shook pro-
duced by the collision of bodies.—3. The im-
pression or eflfeet of sound on the ear.

With thy grim looks, and
The thnnder-like pereugsum of Uiy sounds.

Thou madest thine enemies shake.
Shak., Cm., 1 4. SO,

4. In med.i (a) In diagnosis, the method of

striking or tapping the surface of thebody for

the purpose of determining the condition of the

organs in the region struck. It is employed

chiefly in the diagnosis of diseases of the lungs,

heart, and abdominal organs. (6) In therapeu-

tics, tapping or striking in various ways with

the hand or witii an instrument as a therapeutic

measure and a part of general massage.— 5. In

music, the production of a tone by a stroke or a

blow, as upon any kevboard-instrument. Spedfl-

<ally---(a) t5 musical composition, the occurrence of a
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dissonant tone ; the actual sounding of a discord : disUn-
gulshed from preparation on the one hand and reaoiution
on the other. (6) In the reed-organ, a contrivance for
striking a reed at the instant it is to be sonnded, so as to
set it in vibration promptly and forcibly. The stop-knob
by which this contrivance is controlled is often called the
pemiggiott-glop.

6. In palmistry, the outer side of the hand; the
side of the hand opposite the thumb Centw of
percussion. Seeeenteri.—Instnunentsofpercussion,
musical ios^nments in which the tone is pxoduced by a
blow or stroke from a hammer or gi™il«f implement, such
as^ drums and tJie pianoforte.—PercossiolL-fignre, in
mineraL, a figure produced in a thin plate of some crystals
by a blow with a rather sharp point : thus, on a sheet of
mica the percnssion-flgure has the form of a symmetrical
six-rayed star, two of whose rays are paralld to the pris-
matic edges. Comysre pregturf-JigwK.

percossioiial (p^r-kush'on-^), o. [(.percussion
+ -al.] Pertaining to peroiission; percussive.

percnssion-bnllet (p6F4nish'on-bnl'et), n. A
bullet chai^d -with a snbs^ce that is ex-
plosible by percussion.
percussion-cap (p6r-kush'on-kap){ n. A small
copper cap or cup containing fnlminating pow-
der, used in a percussion-look to explode gun-
powder.
percnssioner (p6r-kush'gn-6r), n. In gun-m<ik-
ing, the workman who fits the nipple and
other connected parts. JV.

TV. Greener, The Gun, p. 251.

percnssion-ftise (p6r-kush'-
on-fuz),n. A detonating fuse
so constructed that, when
impact suddenly cheeks the
motion of the projectile, the
firing-mechanism of the fuse
is set free to act upon the
detonating substance, in the
cut, a is the shelL TheplungerAis
held by a detent o, whic& engages a
notch at the rear end with a force
graduatedtopermit itsreleasebythe
shock of impact, when tiie plunger
is driven forward to strike and ex-
plode a percussion-cap on the nip-
ple g. The spring i holds the plun-
ger in engagement with the detent
till the instant of impact.

percnssion-gTinder (per-
knsh'on-grin'der), n. A ma-
chine Tfor crushing quartz or
other hard material by a process of combined
rubbing and pounding. E. M. Knight.
percnssion-gmi (p6r-kush'on-gnn), Ji. A gun
discharged by means of a pereussion-loct.

percnssion-lianimer (per-knsh'gn-ham'er), n.

A small hammer used in percussion for diag-
nostic purposes.
percnssion-lock (per-kush'gn-lok), n. A kind
of lock for a gun, in which a hammer strikes
upon a percussion-cap placed over the nipple,
and ignites the charge—or the cap may be at-

tached to the cartridge, and exploded by a
striker without the aid of a nipple.

percnssion-match (p6r-kush'on-mach), n. A
match which is ignited by percussion.

percnssioil-powder (per^knsh'on-pou'der), n.

Detonating or fnlminating powder.
perciissioii-inriiaer(per-kush'gn-pri'm6r),n. A
primer which is ignited by percussion. See
primer.
percnssion-Stop (i)6r-kush'on-stop), n. Seeper-
cussion, 5 (6).

percussion-table (per-kush'on-ta'bl), «, la
metal., a frajne or table of boards on which ore

is concentrated, the separation of the heavier
from the lighter particles being aided by a jar-

ring of the table by means of suitablyarranged
machinery. SeejoggUng-tdble and tose.

percnssiTe (p^p-kus'iv), a. and n. [= It. per-

cussivo; as percuss + -*re.] L a. Of or per-

taining to percussion or a light sharp stroke;

striking; striking against something.

The firstmusical instruments were, without doubt, per-

cusaM sticks, calabashes, tom-toms, and wereused simply
to mark the time of the dance.

H. Spencer, Universal Progress, p. 26.

The iMieuntM tones of the oriole invite orcompel atten-
tioo. The Centmy, XXXVin. £31.

n. n. Specifically, in music, an instrument of

percussion.
perCDSSively (per-kus'iv-li), ado. In a percus-

sive manner; by or by means of striking or

percussion.
percnssor (pfer-kus'or), n. [= F. pereusseur =
Sp. pereusor = Pg. pereussor = It. pereussore, <

Xi.percussor, < percutere, -pp. percusstis, beat or

sfa&e through : see percuss.] One who or that

which strikes; an agent or instrument of per-

cussion; one who percusses.

percataneons (p6r-ku-ta'ne-us), u. [< L.per,

through, + cutis, the skin: see cutaneous.]

perdition

Passed, done, or effected through or by means
of the skin: as, percutaneous ligation.

Perevtaneom stimnlataon by the same method on the
motor points of various digital muscles in the human arm.

Amer. Jour. Pgyehoi., L 184.

percntaneonsly (p6r^ku-ta'ne-us-li), adv. In a
percutaneous manner; through or by means
of the skin.

percntenr (F. pron. per-ka-ttr'), n. [F., < per-
cuter, < L. percutere, strike through: see per-
cuss.] An instrument for slow or rapid light
percussion for therapeutic purposes, as in neu-
ralgia and other neuroses.
percntient (p^r-ku'shient), a. and n. [< L.
percutien{t-)s, ppr. of percutere, beat or strike
through: see^JercMSS.] I. a. Percussive; strik-

ing; of or pertaining to percussion.

JU. It. That which stnkes or has power to
strike.

Where the air is the pereuUent, pent or not pent, against
a hard body, it never giveth an exteriour sound ; as if you
blow strong with a bellowes against a wall

Bacon, Sat Hist, § 190.

perOTUte (per'si-lit), n. [Named after J. Percy,
an Rnglish chemist and metallurgist.] A rare
mineral occurring in sky-blue cubes: it is an
oxyehlorid of copper.

perdet, infer;. Same as pardy. Chaucer.
perdendo, perdendosi ^r-den'do, -do-se), a.

[It., ppr. otperdere, lose (see perdition); si, it-

self, \ L. se, itself.] In music, dying away ; di-

minishing in loudness: practictdly the same as
morendo.
Ferdicids (per-dis'i-de), «. pi. [NL., < Perdix
(Perdio-) + 'idse.] The partridges and quails
as a family of gaUinaceous.birds: now usually
regarded as a subfamily Perdidnse.

Perdicinae (per-di-a'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Perdix
(PercUe-) + -inx.] Asubfamily of gallinaceous
birds, typified by the genus Perdix, of small
siae (as compared with Tetraoninse or grouse),
with naked nostrils and scaly shanks ; the par-
tridges and quails. Thetenn is used with varying lati-

tude : (a) for all the birds of the character just stated ; (6)
for the Old World forms as distinguished &om the Amer-
ican Ortyginte or Odontopharvna; (c) for partridges of the
genus Perdix and its immediate congeners alone. See
cuts underportrii^ and quaH.

perdicine (per'di-sin), a. [< li.perdix (perdic-),

a partridge, H- -I'Mei.] BeUited to or resembling
a partridge or a qmul; of or pertaining to the
Perdidnx, in any sense.

peidiclet, ». [ACE. perdyele; origin not ascer-
tained.] Akind of precious stone; eaglestone.
Prompt. Parv., p. 3wl.

perdidot, ». [Sp., = F.perdu, lost : see perdu.]
A desperate man. Davies.

The Duke of Monmouth, with his party of Perdidte, had
a game to play which would not shew in qniet times.

Soger North, £xamen, p. 475.

perdief^ inter;. See pardy.
perdifoil (per'di-foil), n. [Irreg. < L.jperdere,
lose, + /oKum, a leaf: see^otP-.] Adeciduous
plant ; a plant that periodically loses or drops
its leaves: opposed to ero'^reen. [Sare.]

The passion-flower of America and the jasmine of Mala-
bar, wl&ch are evergreens in their native climates, become
perdifoOg when transplanted into Britain. J. Barton-

perditelyt, atk. [< *perdite (< L. perditus, lost

:

see perdHion) + Ay^.] In an abandoned man-
ner; disgracefully.

A thousand times had rather wish to die.

Than jKTdil^ to affect one base and vile.

ffeyvnod. Dialogues, iL

perdition (p6r-dish'on), n. [< ME. perdidouv,
< OF.per^1ion,perSeion,'F.perdition= Sp.jjcr-

(Kcion= Pg. per<Kfaio= It. perdiHone, < lAi.pei-
ditio(n-), ruin, destruction, < L. perdere, pp.per-
ditus, make away with, destroy, waste, ruin,
lose, < per, through, + dare, give: see date':]

1. Entire ruin; utter destruction.

Certain tidings . . . importing the mere perdition of
the Turkish fleet. Shot., Othello, it 2. a

Perdition
Take me for ever, if in my fell anger
I do not ont-do all example

!

Fischer, Bondaca, ill. 5.

Free revelllngs, carnivals, and balls, which are the prr-
dition of precious bonis.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835X 1. 183.

2. The condition of the lost ; the future state

of the wicked; helL
Would you send

A soul straight to perdition, dying frank
An atheist? Broamng, King and Book, IL 301,

St. Loss or diminution.

Sir, his definement snffras no perdition in yon.
Shak., Hamlet, v. S. UT.



perditionable

perditionable (per-dish'on-a-bl), a. [< perdi-
tion + -able.2 Fitted foir oir worthy of perdi-
tion. B.Pollok. (Imp. Diet.)

PerdiX (pfer'diks), n. [NL. (Brisson, 1760), <

L. perdix, < Gr. TzkpSi^, a partridge: see par-
tridge.'] 1. Partridges proper, the typical ge-
nus of Perdidnse, formerly more than conter-
minous with the PerdicinsB, now restricted to a
few species like the common European par-
tridge, P. cinerea. See cut under partridge.—
2. A genus of gastropods, now referred to Do-
lium. Montfort, 1810.

perdreaut, «. [OF. perdreau, also perdriel, per-
drial, a military engine for throwing stones,
later also a mortar, prop, a partridge, contr. of
perdriseau, dim. otperdrix, partridge : see par-
tridge.'] A bombshell of small size, such as
was commonly used as a hand-grenade. Ar-
chaeol. Inst. Jour., XXTTT, 222.

perdue, perdu (per-da'), a. and n. [< F. perdu
(= Sp. perdido = It. perduto, < LL. *perdutus,
L. perditus), pp. of perdre, lose, < L. perdere,
destroy, lose : s&e perdition.'] I. a. 1. Lostto
sight; hidden; in concealment; in ambush.

Bridget stood perdme within, with her finger and thumh
upon the latch. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ix. 16.

Perdue he couched, counted out hour by hour
Till he should spy in the east a signal streak—
Night had been, morrow was, triumph would be.

Brmiming, King and Book, I. 136.

2. Being on a forlorn hope ; sent on a desperate
enterprise.

1 send out this letter, as a sentinel perdue; if it find
you, it comes to tell you that I was possessed with a
fever. Dfmne, Letters, ciii.

II. «. 1 . A soldier serving on a forlorn hope
(in French enfant perdu); a person in des-
perate case.

I am set here, like a perdu.
To watch a fellow that has wrong'd my mistress

—

A scurvy fellow that must pass this way.
Beau, and Fl., Little French Lawyer, ii. 3.

Another night would tire a perdu.
More than a wet furrow, and a great frost.

Sir W. Davenant, Love and Honour, v. 1.

Was this a face
To be opposed against the warring winds?
. . . to watch

—

poor perdu I

With this thin helm? Shak., Lear, It. 7. 35.

2. One who is morally lost or abandoned.

Drunkards, spew'd out of taverns into th* sinks
Of tap-houses and stews, revolts from manhood,
Debauch'd perdvx. Chapman, Widow's Tears, ii. 1.

3. In eooTcery, something concealed or ambus-
caded: same as surprise.

Let the oorporall
Gome sweating in a breast of mutton, stufE'd

With pudding, or strut in some aged carpe

;

Either doth serve, I think. As for perdues.
Some choice sous'd fish brought couchant in a dish
Among some fennell, or some other grasse.

Shews how they lie i' th' field.

W. CartwrigM, The Ordinary. (Nares.)

perduellt, n. [< 1j. perduelUs, a public enemy, <

per, through, + duellum, bellum, war: see du^l.

]

A public enemy. Mimsheu.
perduellion (p6r-du-el'ion), n. [< L. perduel-
lio{n-), treason, overt hostility against one's
country, < perduelUs, a public enemy : see per-
duell.] In the eivil law, treason.

perduellismt (p6r-dii'el-izm), n. [< perdueU +
-ism.] Same a.s perduellion.

perduloust (per'du-lus), a. [Irreg. < F. perdu,
lost, or < L. perdere, destroy, lose, -1- -ul-ous.]

Lost; thrown away.
Some wandering pert^uZou^ wishes of known impossibil-

ities. Ahp. BramhaU, Against Hobbes.

perdurability (per^du-ra-birj-ti), n. [< ME.
perdurdbilyte, perdurabtete, < t)F. perdurablete
= It. perdurabilitd, < ML. *perdurabilita(t-)s, <

*perdurabilis, perdurable : seeperdurable.] The
quality of being perdiu-able; prolonged dura-
bleness ; everlastingness.

His deth is conuerted in to perdurabilyU of lyf.

Holy Rood (ed. Morris^ p. 161.

But yow men semeth to geten yow a perdurablete whan
ye thinken that in tyme to coraynge youre fame shal
lasten. CMueer, Boethlus, ii. prose 7.

Mr. Fiske believes in the soul and in its perdurability.
Presbyterian Reo., April, 1886, p. 401.

perdurable (p6r'du-ra-bl), a. [< ME. perdura-
ble, < OF. perdurable,'pardurable, F. perdmrable
= Pr. Sp. perdurable = Pg. perduravel = It. per-
durabile, < ML. *perdurabilis, lasting, < L. per-
durare, last, hold out : see 2Jerdure.] Lasting

;

continuing long ; everlasting; imperishable.

Whan ludas herde hym he cursed the deuyll and said

to him Ihesu cryst dampne the in fyre perduraMe.
Holy Rood (ed. Morris), p. 168.
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Certes, the sighte of God is the lyf perdurable.
Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

Cables of perdurable toughness. Shak., Othello, L S. 343.

We shall be able to discover that the body is scarce an
essential part of man, and that the material and perishing
substance can never comprehend what is immaterial and
perdurable. Evelyn, True Religion, L 248.

True being is one, unchangeable and perdurable.
Ada/mson, Fichte, p. 208.

perdurablelyt, adv. A Middle English form of

perdurably.

Thilke same symple forme of man that is perdurailely in
the dyvyne thoght. Chaucer, Boethlus, v. prose 4.

perdurabletyt, n. An old form otperdurability.

perdurably (per'du-ra-bli), adv. [< ME. per-
durablely,perdurabUly ; <.perdurahle + -ly'^.] In
a perdurable manner; lastingly; everlastingly.

Where regneth the Fader and the Sone, lo I

And the Holy Gost in heuyns full hy,
And Shall for euer perdure^illy.

Rom. ofParUnay (B. E. T. S.), L 6496.

Wily would he, for the momentary trick,

Be perdurably fined? Shak., M. forM., iii. 1. 115.

Two things, perhaps, retain their freshness more per-
durably than the rest—the return of Spring, and the more
poignant utterances of the poets. Lowell, Wordsworth.

perdurance (pfer-dii'rans), n. \=lt.perdurama,
< L. perduran(t-)s, ppr. of perdurare, endure,
continue : see perdure.] Same as perduration.

Thyne etemall contynuance shall bee muche more ex-

cellente and much farre aboUe theperduraunce of heauens,
or of the earth.

Bp. Fisher, Seven Penitential Psalms, cxzxlv. 2.

perduration (per-du-ra'shon), n. [= Pg. per-
duragao, < L. as if *perduratio(n-), <. perdurare,

pp. perduratus, endure, continue : seeperdure.']

Long continuance.

perdure (p6r-diir'), v. i.; pret. ajii'pp. perdured,
Tppi.perduring. [= OF. perdurer, pardwrer= It.

perdurare, < L. perdurare, last, hold out, endure,
continue, LL. also make hard, <.per, through, +
durare, last, also make hard: see dure. Cf. en-

dure.] To last for all time or for a very long
time; endure or continue long, or forever.

But themind perdures-viYa^e its energizing may construct

a thousand lines. Hidcok, Mental Philos. (1864), p. 76.

perdyt, interj. See pardy.
pere't, «. A Middle English form otpear'^.

pere^t, v. i. A Middle English form of Jjeerl.

pere^t, «• A Middle English form otpeer^.

peregalt (per'e-gal), a. and n. Same as pare-
gal.

peregratet, i>- *• See peragrate.

peregrint, a. and ». A Middle English form of

j>eregrine.

peregrinate (per'e-gri-nat), v. i.
;
pret. and pp.

peregrinated, i>pr.'peregrinating. [< L. peregri-

natus, pp. ot peregrinari, travel ("> It. peregri-

nare, jjellegrinm'e = Sp. Pg. pefregrinar = P. p^-
r4griner),<. peregrinus, foreign: see peregrine.]

1. To travel from place to place, or from one
country to another.— 2t. To sojourn or live in

a foreign country. Bailey.

peregrinate (per'e-^-nat), a. [< L. peregri-

natus, pp. of peregrinari : see peregrinate, v.]

Foreign ; traveled; of foreign birth or manners.
[Obsolete or archaic]

_

He is too picked, too spruce, too affected, too odd, as it

were, too peregrinate. Shak., L. L. L., v. 1. 15.

I perceive too that there is something outlandish, pere-

grinate, and lawless about me.
Bulwer, Caxtons, xvili. 2. {Dames.)

peregrination (per'''e-gri-na'shon), n. [= OP.
peregrination, P. peregrination = Sp. peregrina-

cion = Pr. peregrinacio, pelegrinado = Pg. pere-

grinagSo = It. peregrinazione, pellegrinazione,

< "L. peregrinatio{n-), < peregrinari, pp. lyeregri-

?ia<MS, travel: see peregrinate, v.] A traveling

from one country or place to another ; a roam-
ing or wandering about in general; travel; pil-

grimage.

Through all the journey and peregrination of human
life, there is matter and occasion offered of contemplation.

Bacon, Physical Fables, x., Expl.

A peregrination is this life ; and what passenger is so be-

sotted with the pleasures of the way that he forgets the

place whither he is to go?
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 363.

The story of my dangers and peregrination.

R. Peeke (Arber's Eng. Gamer, I. 623).

peregrinator (per'e-gri-na-tgr), n. [= F.pere-

grinateur= Pg. peregrinador= It. peregrinatore,

< L. peregrinator, < peregrinari, pp. peregrina-

tus, travel: see peregrinate, v.] One who pere-

grinates, travels, or wanders about from place

to place ; a traveler.

He makes himself a great pereffrimotoJs to satisfy his cu-

riosity or improve his knowledge.
Caeaubon, Credulity, p. 66.

perelle

peregrine (per'e-grin), a. and n. [< ME. jiere.

grin, peregryn,' tQveiga, < OP. peregrin (also

*pelegrin, pelerin,> ult. E. pilgrim, q. v.), P.

peregrine = Sp. Pg. peregrine = It. peregrino,

pellegrino, foreign (ML. peregrina faleo, OP.
faulconperegrine, a peregrine falcon), < li.pere-

grinus, foreign, as a noun a foreigner, stranger,

< pereger, being abroad or in foreign parts, lit.

passing through a land, < per, through, -I- ager,

field, land: see per a,nA acre.] I. a. 1. Foreign;
not native.

Your Lordship is such a frend of nouelties as always
you aske me histories so straunge and peregrine that my
wittes may not in any wise but needes go on pilgrimage.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1677), p. 165.

The third class includes the whole army of peregrine

martyrs. Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 12.

2. Migratory, as a bird; coming from foreign

parts; roving or wandering: specifically noting
a kind of falcon, Falco peregrinus.

A fancon peregryn than semed she
Of fremde lond. Chaucer, Squire's Tale, L 420.

3. Inastrol., not exerting a strong influence;

void of essential dignities.

A planet is not reckoned peregrine that Is in mutual re-

ception with any other.
W. LiUy, Introd. to AstroL, App., p. 344.

II. m. 1. A foreign sojourner or resident in

any state ; a resident or subject not in posses-
sion of civil rights.

Until Caracalla's general grant of the franchise, the
greater proportion of her [Rome's] provincial subjects were
also spoken of as peregrins. Encyc. Brit., XX. 687, note.

2. The peregrine falcon, Falco peregrinus. The
original implication of the term in falconry is not retained
in ornithology, and the name is extended to the group of
falcons resembling the European peregrine, representa-
tives of which are found in most parts of the world. They
are true falcons of large size and great spirit. The Ameri-
can peregrine, commonly called the dum-hawk{FiUco ana-
tum), is a different variety from the European, and there
are several other geographical races of peregrines. See/o^
con, and cut under duck-hawk.

Brave birds they were, whose quick-self-lessning Idn
Still won the girlonds from the peregrin.

W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, li. 23. (HaUiweU.')

Thou Shalt see
My grayhounds fieeting like a beam of lights

And hear vay peregrine and her bells in heaven.
Tennyson, Harold, L 2.

peregrinity (per-e-grin'j-ti), n. [< p. pSi-i-

griniU = Sp. peregrinidad = Pg. peregrinidade
= It. peregrinitd,, jjellegrinita, < L. peregrini-

ta(t-)s, condition of a foreigner, < ])e^'egriniis,

foreign : see peregrine.] 1 . Strangeness ; for-

eignness. [Eare.]

"These people, sir, that Gerrard talks of, may have some-
what of a peregrinity in their dialect, which relation has
augmented to a different language." I asked him [John-
son! if peregrinity was an English word. He laughed, and
said, "No. 1 told him this was the second time 1 had
heard him coin a word. BosweU, Johnson (1835), IV. 136.

2. Wandering; travel; journey; sojourn.

A new removal, what we call "his third peregrinity,"

had to be decided on. Carlyle, Sterling, ii. 6.

peregrinoid (per'f-gri-noid), a. [(.peregrine +
-Old.] Resembling a peregrine: specifically

noting an African falcon, Faleo minor.

pereion (pe-ri'on), re.; pi. pereia (-S.). [NL.,

irreg. < Gr. irspiiuv, ppr. of nepuhm, go about,

< Kepi, around, about, + 'ihiat, go.1 In Crus-

taeea, the thorax : dis-

tinguished from eeplia-

lon (head) and pleon
(abdomen). C. Spence
Bate, Bnoyo. Brit., VI.
634.

pereiopod (pe-ri'o-
pod), n. [< 'Sn.i. perei-
on + Gr. noic (ttoS-) =
E. foot.] An appen-
dage of the pereion;
one of the true thora-
cic limbs or legs of a
crustacean. They are
the typical ambulatory or
walking members (though
they may be modified for

swimming or for prehen-
sion), intervening between
the maxilllpeds or foot-jaws
and the pleopods or abdom-
inal limbs, which latter are usually natatory.

pereiopodite (per-i-op'o-dit), ». [< pereiopod
+ -ii«2.] Same as pereiopod.

perelle^ti »• -^n obsolete form of pearl.

perelle^ (pe-rel'), ». [< NL. parella, the spe-

cific name of the lichen.] In hot., a substance
obtained from a lichen, Lecanora parella, much
used in the preparation of a red or crimson dye.

The name is also loosely and incorrectly given

Pereion and Pleon of M-unidop-
sis curvirtfstris,

a, pereion, bearing five pairs of
pereiopods ; 6, pleon ; c, modified
pleopods, fonning tile tail-lin.



perelle

to snca lichens as are used to produce cudbear,
litmus, archil, etc.

peremptt (p6i-empt'), r. t. [< L. peremptus,
peremtus, pp. otperimere (OL. peremere), take
entirely away, annihilate, extinguish, destroy,
<.per, away, + emere, take, buy: see emption.
Cf. exenipt.'] In law, to kUl; crush or destroy;
quash.

Nor is it any objection that the canse of appeal is per-
empM by the desertion of an appeal, because the office
of the jndge continues after such instance is perempted.

AyHffe, Parergon.

peremptioilt (p6r-emp'shon), n. l< OF.peremp-
tion, F. perentption, < LL" peremptio{n-), a de-
stroying, < li. perimere,py.peremptus, destroy:
Beeperempt,^ A killing; a quashing; nonsuit.
This peremption of instance was introduced in favour

of the pablicl^ lest suits should be rendered perpetual.
Ayliffe, Parergon.

peremptorily (per'emp-to-ri-li), adv. In a per-
emptory manner; absolutely; positively; de-
cisively; so as to preclude further question or
debate.
peremptoriness (per'emp-to-ri-nes), n. Per-
emptory, authoritative, or dogmatic character

;

positiveness ; absoluteness ; dogmatism : as, the
peremptoriness of a command or of a creed.

peremptory (per'emp-to-ri), a. and n. [< F.
peremptoire = Sp. perentorio = Pg. peremptorio
=lt.perentorio, < liL.peremptorius,peremtoriits,
destructive, decisive, < peremptor, a destroyer,
< Tj. perimere, Tpp. jaeremptus, destroy: seeper-
ernpt.'] I. a. 1. That precludes or does not
admit of debate, question, or expostulation;
hence, express; authoritative;, positive; abso-
lute: as, & peremptory command or caU.

My customs are as jwremptorj/
*

As wrathful planets, death, or destiny.
Marlowe, Tamburlaine, L, v. 2.

We will suddenly
Pass our accept and peremptory answer.

Shak., Hen. V., v. 2. 82.

The peremptory tone in which he sent forth his sublime
commands

!

Ooldgmith, She Stoops to Conquer, r.

2. In law, final; determinate; absolute and
unconditional: as, & peremptory action or ex-

ception.

A peremptory adjustment of the number of saloons to

the popujaiaon would be extremely difficult

Harper's Weekly, XXXTIL 42.

3. Fully resolved; resolute; determined; posi-

tive iu opinion or judgment; dogmatic: said of

persons.
To-morrow be in readiness to go.

Excuse it noi^ for I am peren^tory.
Shak., T. G. of T., L 3. 71.

I was peremptory that nnlesse we had £10,000 immedi-
ately the prisoners would starve.

Mvelyn, Diary, Sept 25, 1665.

Say what you lite—only dont be too peren^^tory and
dogmatic ; we know that wiser men than you have been
notorioosbr deceived in their predictiona

O. W. Holmes, Old VoL of life, p. IS.

4. Positively settled upon; that positivelymust

be done, etc.

The duke now goes to sea upon the 7th of June, as I

am credibly informed ; though others Bay the peremptory

day is June the 31st CowrtandTimesttfC!harlesl.,J.230.

Peremptory Challenge. See ehaUenge, 9.—Feiemp-
tory day, in law, a precise tame when a business by rtue

of courtought tobe brooghton.—Peremptorydefenses,
in Scots law, positive allegations which amount to a de-

nial of the right of the opposite party to take action.—

Peremptory inference, an inference leading to a cate-

gorical, not a disjunctive, conclusion.—Peremptory
mandamus. See numdaimo.—Peremptory pleas,
pleas which are founded on some matter tending to im-

peach the right of action itself.—Ferempto^ writ, a

species of original writ which directs the sheriif to cause

the defendant to appear in court without any option given

him, provided the plaintiff gives the sheriff security eflec-

toally to prosecute liis claim.= Syn. 1 and 3. Avthorita-

tioe, Dogmatie, etc. See magisterial.^. Express, abso-

lute imperative, categoricaL

Ct n. A peremptory order.

For others they have stood as peremptories, but to him
they cannot serve as dilatories.

, „ ^ .,, .,„
Baeon, Report on JJatuialization (1606), Works, X. 327.

peremptoiyt (per'emp-to-ri), adv. [< peremp-

tory, o.] Unquestionably; positively.

I happened to enter into some discourse of a hanger,

which, I assure you, both for fashion and workmanship,

was most veremptorv beautiful. .. „ . .

B. Jonson, Every Man m his Humour, i. 4.

perendnre (per-en-diir'), »• »• •,pTet.a.ndvv.per-

endured, vvT. perenduring. [CL.jjer, through,

+ endure, cf.perdure.'] To last or endure for

ever, or for a long time. Encyc. Brtt. (Imp.

Diet.)

perennate (pfir-en'at), v.; pret. and pp. peren-

nated, ppr. perennating. [< L. perennatus, pp.

of perennare, keep or last long, < perennts, last-

ing the year through, lasting long: see perenr-
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nial.'] I.t trans. To continue to prolong indefi-

nitely; renew. Money Masters all Things {\SS?i),

p. 16.

H. intrans. In hot., to live perennially.

Properly to understand pereunation the perennating
portions mast be examined at all periods of the resting
season as well as when they are starting anew into vegeta-
tive activity. Nature, XXXTX. 188.

pereunation (per-e-na'shon), n. [< perennate
+ -ton.] Perennial or indefinite existence ; spe-
cifically, in hot., the perennial continuance of

Ufe.

X)erfect

historical works.] A genus of cacti of the tribe

Opuntiese, characterized by the numerous lai^e

spreading petals in many rows, and the stigma
with very many clustered or spiral rays. There
are 13 species, all natives of the West Indies. They are

shrubs or trees, withround branches, large solitary or pan-
icled flowers, and scaJy or spiny pear-shaped or egg-shaped
berries. The distinct fleshy and veiny leaves bear spines

in their axils, and are in some species thick and cylindri-

cal, in others broad and membranaceous, unlike those of

other cactL P. Bleo is the bleo of the Vnited States of

Ck>lombia, with handsome rose-colored flowers, and leaves
which are eaten as a salad. &q& Barbadosgoos^ierry,\iD&ee
gooseberry.

In the case of perennials, the mode otperemuUion is an pereyet, « A Middle English form otperry^.
interesting feature for observation. *aft«re, XXXIX. 188. pgjf_ An abbreviation of J)e»/ecf.

perennial (pe-ren'i-al), a. and n. [= OP. per- perfect (per'fekt), a. and n. [Early mod. E.
ennel = Sp. Pg. pefennal, < L. perennis (> It. also^er^t; now conformed to the orig.L. (per-

Sp. Vg.perenne = F.peremte), lasting the year fit, parfit remain in dial, use); < ME. perfet,
through, lasting long, continual, everlasting, < perfit, parfit, parfyte, parfight, parfyth, etc., <
per, through, + annus, year: see annual. Cf. OF. parfitjpar/eit, parfite, parfaict, perfect, F.
6tenm"oZ, etc.] I. o. 1. Lasting or continuing parfait=et,perfeit, perfieit,perfieg,perfaig =
without cessation through the year, or through Sp. perfecto= Pg. perfeito = It. perfetto= D . G
many years : as, a jperennia? spring or fountain.— 2. Continuing without stop or intermission

;

perpetual; unceasing; never-failing; everlast-

ing.

There is &perenanial nobleness, and even sacredness, in
irotk. Catiyle, Fast and Present,iii. 11.

Thy glad perermial youth would fade.

M. Arnold, The Scholar Gipsy.

3. In zoiil., growing continually: noting teeth
which have the pulp-cavity open, and grow
indefinitely from persistent pulps: as, the per-
ennial incisors of a rodent.— 4. In hot., con-
tinuing more than two years : as, a jierennial

stem or root.— 5. In entom., forming colonies
which are continued from year to year, as the
ants, bees, and termites ; also, living more than
one year, as an insect. =S;n. 2. IFnfailing, endur-
ing, permanent constant, abiding, lasting, undying, im-
perishable, deathless, immortaL

II. n. In hot., a plant which lives and blos-

soms or fructifies year afteryear. Snchplantsmay
or may not have perennial roots. In trees and shrubs and
herbs with growth from year to year from a strong tap-

root the root is naturally perennial; but in most peren-
nials with only fibrous roots the roots are produced anew
from time to time or from year to year. The division of

plants into annuals, biennials, and perennials, according
to the duration of their roots, is liable to vary under the
influence of different circumstances. An annual plant in
a northern climate may become a biennial or even a per-

enniid in a warm climate, wlule, on the other hand, the
perennials of warm climates often become annuals when
transplanted to northern climates.

perennially (pe-ren'i-al-i), adv. So as to be
perennial ; continually ; without ceasing.

perennial-stemmed (pe-ren'i-al-stemd), a. In
hot., having stems which are perennial, or which
live and fructify from year to year.

perennibranch (pe-ren'i-brangk), a. and n. [<

L. perennis, perennial, + hraruMie, gills.] I.

a. Having perennial branehisB ; retaining gills

permanently ; of or pertaining to the Perenni-

hranchiata.
TT , n. A member of the Perennihranchiata.

Also perennibranchiate.

Ferennibranchia (pe-ren-i-brang'ki-a), n. pi.

[Nil., < L. perennis, perennial, + branchiee,

gills.] Same as Perennihranchiata.

Perennibranchiata (pe-ren-i-brang-ki-a'ta), /..

pi. [NL., neut. pi. ot perennibranchiatus : see

perennihranchiate.'\ A division of urodele am-
phibians, comprising those whose gills are per-

manently retained, it embraces the sirenids, proteids,

and amphinmids, and is opposed to Caduabranehiata,

which includes almost all the other urodeles, such as the

salamanders, newt^ etc. Also called Manentibranelua.

perennibrancliiate (pe-ren-i-brang'ki-at).

Dan. Sw. perfekt, < L. perfectus, finished, com-
plete, perfect, pp. otperficere, finish, complete,
< per, through, +facere, do : see per- and fact.^

L a. 1. Brought to a consummation ; fully fin-

ished; carried throngh to completion in every
detail; finished in every part; completed.

Take noble courage, and ma^e perfect wliat
Is happily began. Fletcher, Double Marriage, v. 3.

Nature finishes everytliing, and that makes a large part
of her chaiin. Every Uttie flower is perfect and complete,
from root to seed. J. F. Clarke, Self-Cultare, p. 349.

2. FuU; whole; entire; complete; existing in
the widest extent or highest degree.

She allwais loned me with hert parfight.
And the dede thereof shewid she to ryght

Rom. ofPartenay (B. E. T. S.), L 3994.

It cannot be without some great worke of God, thus in
the old and decrepit Age of the World, to let it haue moro
perfect knowledge of it selfe. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 48.

There is no such thing as perfect transparency or perfect
opaci^. TyndaU, Light and Elect, p. 13.

3. In hot, having both stamens and pistils;

hermaphrodite : said of a flower, also of a whole
plant, as opposed to monoecious, dioecious, etc.

—4. Without blemish or defect ; lacking in no-
thing; of the best, highest, or most complete
type ; exact or unquestionable in every particu-

lar: ag, a perfectlikeness; one jjej/ectbut many
imperfect specimens; a perfect face; specifi-

cally, complete in moral excellence; entirely

good.
The secande Day next aft^e Men funden a Biid quyk

and perfyt, MandeoHU, Travds, p. 48.

Three glorious suns, each one a perfect son.
Shak., 3 Hen. VL, U. 1. 26.

Be ye therefore perfect, even as your Father which is in

heaven is perfect. Mat v. 48.

The perfect historian is he in whose work the character
and spirit of an age is exhibited in miniature.

Macaulay, History.

Sf. Sound; of sound mind; sane.
' What faces and what postures he puts on

!

I do not think he ia perfect.
Fletcher, Mad Iiover, L 2.

6. Completely skilled; thoroughly trained or

efficient: as,j)er/ec{in discipline. Compare ?ef-

ter-perfeet.

Our battle is more full of names than yours,

Our men more perfect in the use of arms.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., It. 1. 155.

7. Completely effective ; satisfactory in every
respect.

Distress is a perfect antidote to love.
Goldsmith, Good-natnred Han, it

^ _ .. "•

a^in. [<inl.perenn^anchiatus, ill. perennis, St. Quite certain; assured,

perennial, + branchiee, giUs.] Some as peren- Thou art perfea, then, our ship hath touch'd upon

nibranch. ^^ deserts of Bohemia? Shak., W. T., UL 3. 1.

perennityt (pe-ren'i-ti), n. [<F.j>erenmte',OF. g Entire; out and out; utt«r; very great: as,

perennite= Sp.perenntdad = Fg.perenntda^=
^^ perfect horror of serpents ; a perfect shower

It. perennitA,<'L.pererinita(t-)s, perenmal du- of brickbats met them; ai>erfec« stranger. [Col-
ration,<j)crenn»s, perennial: seej>erennMi«.] An j^^-j

enduring or continuing through the whole year ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ biggonete for perfect anger.
without ceasing.

That springs have their origine from the sea and not

from rains and vapours, amongmany other strong reasons

I conclude from the perennity of divers springs, which

always afford the same quantity of water.

Derham, Physico-Theology, ill 6.

pererration (per-e-ra'shon), n. [< li.pererrare,

pp. pererratus, wander through, <per, through,

+ errare, wander: see err.'] A wandering or

rambling through various places.

After a long pererration to and fro, to return as wise as

they went HoaeO, Forreine Travell, p. 67.

Fereskla (pe-res'ki-a), n. [NL. (Plumier, 1703),

after N. C. P. de Peiresc (1580-1637) of Aix in

Provence, author of numerous scientific and

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xxiv.

St Martin, however, was one of the most active in de-
stroying the pagan temples, and used in that employment
to range over his diocese at the head of a perfet army of
monks. Lecky, Bationalism, n. 33.

Of tliis habit [bucking] I have a perfect dread, and, if I
can help it^ never get on a confirmed bucker.

T. Boosevelt, Hunting Trips, p. 6.

10. In music: (o) Of an interval, melodic or
harmonic, belonging to the first and simplest
group of consonances, that in which inversion
does not change the character of the interval:

as, a petfect unison, octave, fifth, or fourth:
opposed to imperfect, diminished, augmented.
These intervals are now often also called major.



perfect

(6) Of a chord, cadence, or period, complete;
fully satisfactoiy. Thus, & perfect chord or triad is a
triad, major or minor, in its original position ; a perfect
cadence is a simple autlientic or plagal cadence ; and a
perfect period is one that is fully balanced or filled out.

(c) In medieval music, of rhythm, time, or mea-
sure, triple. See measure, 12 Most perfect ens.
See eiM.—Perfect being, the heing whose essence in-
volves existence; God.— Perfect cadence, concord,
consonance. See the nouns.—Perfect definition, a defi-

nition which perfectly explains the essence of a thing by
its essential attributes.—Perfect demonstration, a dem-
onstration that not only shows that a fact is so, but also
why it must be so.— Perfect elasticity, ensemble, flftb.,

flower, fluid, fourtb, etc. See the nouns.— Perfect
Insect, the imago or completely developed form of an
insect, whether winged or wingless.— Perfect metals.
Same as ruMe metals (which see, under tr!«tii2).— Perfect
metamorphosis, in entom., a metamorphosis in which
there is a well-marked pupa stage between the larva and
the imago. Also called complete Tnetamorphosis. See cut
under Orgyia.—Perfect note. See note.—Perfect num-
ber, a number that is equal to the sum of all ite divisors
or aliquot parts, as 28 (=1 + 2-1-4-1-74- 14).— Perfect
octave. See octave, 2.— Perfect proposition, a categor-
ical proposition.—Perfect speedb, a speech that makes
complete sense.

Speech is either perfect or imperfect Perfect is that
that absolves the sentence,

Bwrgersdidus, tr. by a Gentleman, i. 24.

Perfect syllogism, a syllogism from which no part has
been omitted.— Perxect tense, in gram., a tense express-
ing completed time, or a variety of past time involving
some reference to the present: instanced by / have done,
and the like. The same word is added to the titles of oth-
er tenses when a like implication is made; thus, I ehaU
have done, future perfect ; / should have done, conditional
perfect; and so on.—Perfect yellow. See yellow.—To
make perfect, in printing, to print on both sides. =Syn,
4. Faultless, blameless, unblemished, holy.

II. n. In flrrajM., the perfect tense. See above.
—Historical perfect. See histarieaZ, 4.

perfect (p6r'fekt or p6r-fekt'), v. t. [Early
mod. B. also jyerfit; = It. perfettare ; from the
adj.] 1. To finish or complete so as to leave
nothing wanting ; bring to completion or per-
fection : as, to perfect a picture or a statue.

If we love one another, God dwelleth in us, and his love
is perfected in us. 1 John iv. 12,

It is the duty of art to perfect and exalt nature.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 214.

Exact Reformation is not perjited at the first ^ush.
Milton, Ueformation m Eng., i.

I pray certify me, by the next occasion, what the wine
cost for the common use, and if you have laid out any
more in that kind, that I may perfect my account

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 446.

But a night there is

Betwixt me and the perfecting of bliss I

WiUia/m Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 313.

That you may well perceive I have not ivrong'd you,
' One of the greatest in the Christian world

Shall be my surety ; 'fore whose throne 'tis needful,
Ere I can perfect mine intents, to kneel.

SMk., All's Well, iv. 4. 4.

2. To make perfect; instruct fully; make ful-

ly informed or skilled : as, to perfect one's self

in the principles of architecture; to perfect
soldiers in discipline,

Eueryman taking charge may be , . , well taught, jwr-

fited, and readily instructed in all the premisses.
HaHuyt's Voyages, I. 262,

Whence might this distaste arise?

Be at least so kind io perfect me in that.

Webster and Rmoley, Cure tor a Cuckold, i, 1.

To perfect bail. See iaiZS, =Syn, 1. To accomplish,
consummate,

perfectation (p6r-fek-ta'shon), n. \iperfect +
-ation.l The act or process of bringing to per-

fection; perfecting. [Bare,]

Does it not appear ... as if the very influence which
we pointed out in the last chapter, as rendering the per-

fectation of the race feasible, must have a distinctively

antagonistic operation 7 W. R. Qreg,

perfecter (p6r'fek-t6r or p6r-fek'tfer), n, [(.per-

fect + -eri.] One who perfects, completes, or

finishes ; one who makes perfect.

Let us run with patience the race that is set before us,

looking unto Jesus the author tini perfecter of our faith.

Heb. xii. 2 (revised version).

Perfect! (pfer-fek'fi), n. pi. [ML., pi. of L. per-

fectus, perfect: see perfect, a,] A body of

Catharists in the twelfth and thirteenth cen-

turies, who assumed the name on account of

the strictness of their lives.

perfecti'bilist(p6r-fek'ti-bil-lst),w. [(perfecti-

ble + -isi.] One who believes in the perfecti-

bility of human nature in this life ; a perfec-

tionist Society of the Perfectlblllsts, Same as Or-
der of the lUuminati (which see, under ZlluminaH).

perfectibility (p6r-fek-ti-bil'i-ti), H. [=F.per-
fectihilite = Sp. perfectibiliaad = Pg. perfecti-

bilidade = It. perfettibilitd, < ML. "perfeetibili-

ta(.t-)s, < "perfeetibilis, perfectible: see perfecti-

ble.'] The property of being perfectible; the
property of being susceptible of becoming or
being made perfect ; specifically, the capability
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of arriving at perfection in this life, whether a
general perfection of the.human faculties or
Christian perfection.

It is even possible . . . that if Clifford, in his foregoing
life, had enjoyed the means of cultivating his taste to its

utmost perfectibility, that subtle attribute might, before
this period, have completely eaten out or filed away his
aflections. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, vii,

perfectible (per-fek'ti-bl), a. [= 'W. perfectible

= Pg. perfectivel = It. perfettibile, < ML. *per-

fectibilis (?),< Jj.perfectus, perfect: seejjer/ect.]

Capable of becoming or being made perfect, or
of arriving at the utmost perfection possible.

perfecting (p6r-fek'ting), n. [Verbal n. of per-
fect, «,] Printing on both sides.

perfecting-macliiiLe (p6r-fek'ting-ma-shen"),
n. Same a,s perfecttng^ess. [BritisK.]

perfecting-press (p6r-fek'ting-pres), n. In
Xmnting, a press in which the paper is printed
on both sides at one operation.

perfection (per-fek'shon), n. [< ME. perfec-
cion, perfeccyone, perfe'cdoun, perfecciim, < OF.
(and F.) perfection = Sp. perfecdon = Pg. per-
feigSo = It, perfezione, < 'h.perfectioiii-), a fin-

ishing, perfection, < perficere, pp. perfectus,

finish, complete : see perfect.'] If. Perform-
ance; accomplishment.
Lovers . . . vowingmorethan the^Tej/ectfonof ten,and

discharging less than the tenth part of one.
Shdk., T. and C, ill. 2, 94.

Would any reasonable creature make these his serious
studies and perfections, much less only live to these ends?

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Bevels, v. 2,

2. The state of being perfect, as in material,

form, design, composition, construction, opera-
tion, action, qualification, etc. ; that degree of

excellence wMoh leaves nothing to be desired,

or in which nothing requisite is wanting; en-
tire freedom from defect, blemish, weakness,
or liability to err or fail; supreme excellence,
whether moral or material; completeness or

thoroughness : as, perfection in an art ; fruits

in perfection; the perfection of beauty: often
used concretely: as, she ispeifecUon.

Howbeit I wyll answere these messengers that theyr
comyngpleaseth me greatlye, and that mydoughter shuld
be happy if she myght come to so great perfecUan as to

be conioyned in maryage to the erle of Guerles,
Berrwrs, tr, of Eroissart's Chron., II, ex,

Tyme shall breed skill, and vse shall 'brmg perfection.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 89,

If we affect him not far above and before all things,

our religion hath not that iawardperfectionyrhich it should
have. Booker, Eccles. Polity, v. 6.

He never plays, but reades much, having the Latin,

French, and Spanish tongues in perfection.
Evelyn, Diary, Sept, 10, 1677-

TheKoman language arrived at great ^e7:/'ec(M)n before
it began to decay. Sw\ft, Improving the English Tongue.

Everybody, again, understands distinctly enough what
is meant by man's perfeetion—'his reaching the bestwhich
his powers and circumstances allow him to reach,

M. Arnold, Literature and Dogma, i.

3. A quality, trait, feature, endowment, or ac-

quirement that is characterized by excellence
or is of great worth or value ; excellency.

What tongue can her perfect^mis tell?

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, 11

Ye wonder how this noble Damozell
So great »er/(!ctunt8 did in her compile.

r, F. Q,, in, vi. 1.

The nuity, the simplicity or inseparability of ail the
properties of Deity, is one of the chief perfections I con-
ceive him to possess,

Descartes, Meditations (tr. by Veitoh), lit

4. The extreme ; the highest degree ; consum-
mation: as, the jjej-/ecWo» of cruelty. [CoUoq,]

Other Saluages assaulted the rest and slew them, strip-

ped them, and tooke what they had ; but fearing this mur.
ther would come to light, and might cause them to suffer

for it, would now proceed to the perfection of villanie.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith't Works, II. 86,

5t. In medieval music, triple rhythm or measure.
See measure, 12 Absolute perfection, the absence
of every kind of defect and fault; the perfection of God.—
Accidental perfection, an addition to the essence, im-
parting higher powers of acting, of receiving impressions,

etc.-Christian perfection, 8eeper.fecHonism (6).—Es-
sential or transcendental perfection, the possession

of everything that is necessary to an essence,—Esthetic
perfection, faultless beauty ; the entire agreement of a
cognition with sense.—First and second perfection.
Same as first and second erdelechy or a(A. See entelechy,

and energy, 4.—Formal perfection, that which in any
being is better to be than not to be; conformity to the

formal laws of thought-logical perfection. See logi-

ca2.—Material perfection of cognition. See materi-

al.-Jia.teiial perfection of knowledge, conformity to

the real world; truth.—Moral perfection, a perfection

of the soul or mind.—Natural perfection. See natural.

—Perfection of cognition, the union of precision with
profundity.—Perfemon of disposition, the entire dis-

position of matter to the receiving of a given form : nearly

the same aaflrst perfection.— Perfection of energy, that

degree of effortwhich a heing is spontaneously disposed to

perfectly

put forth.—Perfection of parts, the absence of mutila-
tion; integrity.—Physical perfection, a perfection of

body,— Supernatural perfection, a perfection of mi-
raculous origin,—Third or last|>erfection, the attain-

ment of the end of the thing havmg the perfection,—To
perfection, (o) Fully; completely; to the uttermost
Job xi, 7. (&) With the highest degree of excellence or

success : as, he acted the part (o vafectbm. =iSyn, 2, Per-

fectness, completion, consummation.

perfection Tpfer-fek'shon), v. t. [< F. perfec-

tionner = Sp. perfeccionar = Pg. perfeeionar,

perfeigoar = It. perfezionare ; from the noun,]

To complete ; make perfect.

Both our labours tending to the same general end, the

perfectitming of our countiTmen in a most essential article

—the right use of theh: native language,
Foote, The Orators, i.

The gcaAoAl perfectioning of the respiratory machine.
Huxley, Anat Invert, p. 58,

perfectionali' (p6r-fek'shon-al), a. [< OF. per-

fectionnal, < perfection, perfection: see xierfec-

tion and -ah] Made complete or perfect.

I call that [life] perfeclianal which shall he conferred

upon the elect immediately after the blessing pronounced
by Chdst, Bp. Pearson, Expos, of Creed, xii,

perfectionatet (p6r-fek'shgn-at), v. t. [< per-

fection + -ate^.] To ma£e perfect; bring to

perfection.

He has . . . founded an academy for the progress and
perfectUmaling of painting,

Dryden, Dufresnoy's Art of Painting, § 24,

perfectionation (p6r-fek-sho-na'shon), rt. [<

perfecUonate + -ion.] The act of making per-

fect. Foreign Quarterly Jtev. [Rare.]

perfectioner (p6r-fek'snon-6r), n. One who or

that which makes perfect or brings to perfec-

tion. [Rare.]

Language has been the handmaid of Eeligion, and Re-
ligion the her^d, instrument^ &nd perfectioner of Civiliza-

tion. R. Cuet, Mod. Langs, of Africa, Int., p. 19,

perfectionism (per-fek'shqn-izm), n. [(.perfec-

tion + -ism.] The belief tiiat a sinless life is at-

tainable. Speoifloally— (a) The doctrine, held by many
Roman Catholics, that thosewho are justified can observe
the commands of God, and that their sins are not mortal,
but venial, (&) The doctrine, held by many Arminian
Methodists, that a relative perfection called Christian per-

fection is attainable, and is to be distinguished from abso-
lute perfection orfrom the perfection of angels or ofAdam,
(c) The doctrine expressed in the Confession of the Society
of Friends in 1675, that the heart can be "free from actu-

ally sinning and transgressing of the law of God, and in
that respect perfect" (d) The belief that one can attain

or has attained a state of absolute moralperfection. Such a
belief is entertainedby persons in various religious bodies,

perfectionist (p6r-fek'shon-ist), n. [= F.peifec-
tionniste = Sp. perfecdoiiista ; a.s perfection +
-ist.] 1 . One vmo believes in any form of per-
fectionism.

Our late perfectionists are tru^ enlightened, who think
they can live and not sin. Bascter, Saints' Rest, iv. 2,

Specifically— 2. [cop.] Amemberof the Oneida
Community. See community. Also called Bible

Communist— Christian Perfectionist, a believer in

Christian perfection. See perfectionism (6),

perfectionment (p6r-fek'shon-ment), n. [< F.

perfectionnement; as perfection, v., + -ment.]

The act of making perfect, or the state of be-
ing perfect. [Rare.]
perfective (p6r-fek'tiv), a. [= Sp. Pg. perfec-

tive = It. perfettimo; as perfect + -fee,] Tend-
ing or conducing to perfecting or perfection.

The aflections are in the destitution of iYieic ptrfedirx
actions made tumultuous, vexed, and discomposed, to
height of rage and violence. Jer. Taylor, Works, II, xix,

perfectively (pfer-fek'tiv-li), adv. In a perfec-
tive manner.
As virtue is seated fundamentally in the Intellect, so

perfectively in the phancy,
N. drew, Cosmologia Sacra, il 7.

perfectlesst (pfer'fekt-les), a. [(perfect+ -less.]

Palling short of perfection; far from perfec-
tion.

Fond Epicure, . . ,

(N^ot shunning the Atheists sin, but punishment),
Imaglnedst a Ood eoperfeet-less.
In Works defying whom thy words profess,

Sylvester, tr, of Du Bartas's Weeks, 1. 7.

perfectly (p6r'fekt-li), adv. [Early mod. E. also

perfitly; ( ME. perfitely, perfyghtly, parfytele;

(perfect + -ly^.] 1. In a perfect manner;
wnoliy; com;pletely; entirely; thoroughly; al-

together; quite: as, the matter is notjpe»^c%
clear; the coat is perfectly new,
AUe tho that beleven perfitely in God schnl ben saved,

MandeviUe, Travels, p, 135.

Ther she lyeth in a tayer Chapell, Closyd in a CoSer, hyr
face bare and na^ed that ye may se It perfyghUy.

TorkingUm, DIarie of Eng. 'ftavell, p. 10.

I tove you perfeMy well, I love both your Person and
Parte, which are not vulgar, Bowett, Letters, I. v. U,

Some, indeed, who live in the valleys of the low country
are perfectly black. Bruce, Source of the Nile, n. 217.



perfectly

2. With the highest degree of thoronglmess or
excellence ; in such a tray as to leave nothing
to Im desned: as, she dances perfectly; he
speaks the language j7ei/ect{y.

And can [know] }on these tongaesj^eel^f
Beau, and ft., Oozixiiiib, iv. 4.

So may an excellent vlrtae of the soul smooth and cal-
cine the boiW, and make it serve pafeeUy, and without
reb^lioos indiapositions.

Jer. Tanlor, Works (ed. 18S6i L 845w

3. With great exactness, nicety, or preoifiion;
accurately; exactly: as, a j>er/e(;% adjusted or
balanced contrivance.

1 never knew any man in my life who coold not bear
another's miafortanes perfectly like a Chrisljan.

J^Dp:, Thonghts on Varioos Subjects.

perfectness (per'fekt-nes), n. The character
or state of bang perfect or complete ;

perfec-
tion; completeness.
peifervld (per-fer'vid), a. [< L. perfervidas, a
false reading (though in form correct) torprse-
fervidus, very hot, < L. prss, before (used in-
tensively), +fen!idus, boiling, hot: see/emdt.]
Very fervid or hot; very ardent.

Instruction,properly so called, they [the colored preach-
ers] are not qualified to give, but the emotional nature is

aroused by perfermd appeals and realistic imagery.
FortmglUly Seo., N. S.. XUn. 861.

peifervidliess (per-fer'vid-nes), n. The char-
acter of being perfervid; extreme heat or ar-

dor; great fervor or zeal.

perflcTeilt (per-fish'ent), a. and n. [= Sp. Pg.
It. perfidente, < li.~perfi(^en(t-)s, ppr. of per-
fieere, finish, complete, achieve : see perfeetj]

L a. ECectiial; aetnaL
Xhe endower [is] the perfieient fonnder of all eleemt^-

nazy [corporations.] £Iaci8ton«, Com., I. xviii.

Ihe perfeient objeciaoQ [to pronouncing grace] was
pnbatdy the inconvenience to the service ot the repast.

Seienee, xn. S.

Feificifint action. See acUon.

n. ». laterally, one who performs a com-
plete or lastingwork; speoificaUy/^one who en-
dows a charity.

peifidions (p6i^fid'i-us), a. [= Pg. It. perfidi-

oso, < L. jterfidtosus, < perfidia, falsehood: see

perfidyJ] 1. Faithless; basely treacherous;
false-hearted.

What of him?
' He 's quoted for a most perfidima slave.

Shot., All's Well, V. 3. 203.

An air of magnanimity whidd, perfidioys as he was, he
could with Bingnlm- dexterity assume^

Maeaultty, Hist. Eng., vil

2. Proceeding from or characterizedby perfidy

or base treadiery; false: as, a perfimous act.

=S;n. L Ur^aWifia, FaWks, Treadtarota, PerfdHtme.

UnfaUhfiit represents n^atively themeaning that is com-
mon to these words, but it especially means a lack of

fidelity to trust or duty, a failure to p^orm what is du^
however much may be implied inth^ .^VniA^essis nega-
tive in form, but positive in sense ; Qtsfaithlea man does
something which is a breach of foith ; tiie sleeplug senti-

nel is unfaia^; the deserter is/aUMess. Treachery and
pafdy are kinds of faSOixxmtss. The treadvemuB man
either bebays the confidence that is reposed in him, or
lur^ another on to harm by deceitful appearances : a%
the treaeherma signals of the wrecker. The perfidima
man carries treachery to tJie basest extreme ; he betrays
acknowledged and accepted obligations, and even the
most sacred relationshipsand i^laiins : as, Benedict Arnold
and Judas are types of perfidy.

His honour rooted in dishonour stood.

And faith m^aithfid kept him falsely true.

Tetinyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

Votaries of business and of pleasure prove
FttithUss alike in friendship and in love.

Conner, Verses from Valediction.

If King Edward be as true and just

Aa I am Bubtl& falser and treachermts.
Shak., Bicb. m., L 1. 37.

Conscious of great powers and great virtues, he [Burke]

found bimpftlf, in age and poverty, a mazk for the hatred
of a perfidiotu court and a deluded people^

Maeaulay, Warren Hastings.

perfidiously (per-fid'i-ns-li), adv. In a perfid-

ious manner; with perfidy; treacherously;

traitorously.

Thou 'ast broke parfidioudy thy oath.

And not performed thy plighted troth.

& ASer, Hudlbras, IIL i 257.

perfidiOQsness (per-fld'i-us-nes), «. The char-

acter of being perfidious; treachery; traitor-

ousness; faithlessness.

There needs no Pope to dispense with the Peoples Oath,

the Kings themselves by their own perfidunanees having

absolved their Subjects. MOton, Answer to Sahuasins.

4393
These great virtues were balanced by great vices; in-

human cruelty ; perfidy more than Funic ; no truth, no
taiUi; no regard to oaths. Btme, On MotalB, App. 4.

=:Syn. See perfidious.

perfitt, perfitet, o. Old forms otperfect.
perfixt _(per-flis'), (). t. [Appar. an error for

prefix, in sense of 'pre-apx)oint.'] To fix; set-

tle; appoint.

Take heed, as you are gentlemen, this quarrel
Sleep till the hiyia perfixt.

FUteher (and onotW^Two Noble Kinsmen, iiL 7.

perflablet (per'fla-bl), a. [ME.,<0P.perJIo6fc,
< L. pofiabilis, "that may be blown through, <
j>er/la>-e, blowtirough: see^er^fe.] Capable
of being blown through.

But make it high, on everie half peirfiable.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. K. T. S.). p. 37.

perflatet (per-flaf), v. t. [< L. perflatus, pp. of

perflare, blow through, < per, through, + flare,
blow: see^tu.s. Ct.inflate.1 To blow through.

If eastern winds did perfiaJle our climates more Ire*

quenUy, they would clarity and refresh our air. Raney.

perflationt (pfer-fla'shon), «. [= F. perfiAtuyn,

< LL. ^e»jfla«o(n-), a blowing through, < L. jjer-

fiare, pp.jjer/Iatus, blow through: seej>er^te.]
The act of blowing through.

Miners, by perfiatUms with large bellows, give motion
to the air, which ventilates and cools the minea.

X. Perfoliate leaves of Uvuiaria per-
fciiata. a. Connate-perfbliate leaves of
nooeySDCkle ILtmittra semperuuetis).

?g. perfido J,^ , - - •. , ,
less, < per, from, + fides, faith: see fmth.^

Breach of faith or trust; base treachery; faith-

lessness.

That [bam] . . . was so contrived ... as, by perpetual
perfiatUm, to prevent the mow from heating.

A Journey, etc., quoted in Hall's Mod. £ng., p. 205.

perfoliate (pfer-fo'li-at), a. [= F. perfoUS (ef.

OF. perfoliate, "through-wax, through-leaf (an
herb)" — Cot-
grave),=Sp.Pg.
perfoliado,< NL.
perfoUatws,< L.
per, through, +
folium, a leaf:

see foliate.'^ 1

.

In hot., having
a stem which
seems to pass
through the
blade : said of a
leaf. This appeal^
ance is produced
by the congenital
union of the edges
of the sinus of an
amplexicaul leaf.

JJcuUma perfdluda,
Bcmtisia perfoHata,
and Bupl&jffum rodm^olium afford examples of perfo-
liate leaves. When opposite leaves have their bases
united, so ^at the stem passes through, they are said to
be cmmate-varfeiiaU, as in leaves of honeysuckles. See
also cut under conturie.

2. In entom., having the outer joints much di-

lated laterally all around, but not forming a
compact club; taxicom: said of antemue aj)-

pearing like anumber of round plates joined by
a shaft or stem running throng their centers.

Also perfolia ted,

perforable (pfer'fo-ra-bl), o. [< L. as if *perfo-

raMlis, < jjej/orafe, "perforate: see perforate,']

Admitting of perforation; that can be bored
or pierced through.

perforans (per'fg»-ranz), «.; pi. perforantes

(per-fo-ran'tez). '[NL., ppr. of L. perforare,

perforate: see perforate.'] The long flexor

muscle of the toes, or the deep flexor muscle of

the fingers : so called because theirtendons per-

forate the tendons of the perforatus muscles

near the points of insertion.

perforant (per'fo-rant), a. [< 'L.perforan(t-)s,

ppr. of j>erforafe, "perforate: see perforate.]

Perforatmg, as tie tendon of a flexor musde.
Perforata (per-fo-ra'ta), n.pl. [Nli., neut. pL
of L. perforatus, perforate : see perforate, a,]

1. Chie of the groups into which Edwards and
Haime (1850) divide the corals: distinguished

from Aporosa, Tabulata, and Bugosa. It iu-

eludes the Madreporidse, Poritidse, etc. Also

called Porosa.— 2. The perforate foraminifers,

a large group (subclass, order, or suborder) of

filose protozoans inclosed in a test perforated

with numerous foraminules besides the main
opening, through all ofwhich the thready pseu-

dopods may protrude: opposed to /mpei/ora?a.

Leading forms are the Textulariidm, Lagenidse,

Globigerinidss, Botaliidse, and 3 ummuUnidie.

perforate (per'fo-rat), v. t.; pret. andpp.i>«--
forated, ppr. x^erforaUng. [< li.perforatus, pp.
of nerforare. bore through (> It. perforare =
Sp." Pg. perforar= F. perforer), < per, through,

+ forare, bore: see borel, foramen, etc.] To
bore through

;
pierce; make a hole or holes in,

as by boring or driving.

perforator

There is an abimdaiit supply of nectar in the nectary of

Trapgeoliun tricolor, yet I have found thisplant nntoutmed
in more than one garden, whUe the flowers ot otiierplauta

had*been extensiTely per/oraied.
Dannn, Cross and Self Fertilisation, p. 437.

= Sjn. Sore thrmigh. Pierce, eta. SeepenOrate.

perforate (p6r'fo-rat), a. [< 'L.perforatus, pp.

:

see the verb.] Sored or piercedthrough ;
pene-

trated.

An eartlien potpeifomte at the bottom.
Bae&n, Xat. Hist.

Specifically— (a) In bot, pierced with one or more small
holes, or, more commonly, having translucent dots which
resemble holes, as in most plantsof the order Hyperidnex.
(b) In ornitA., noting the nostril of a bird when lacking
a nasal septum, so that a hole appears from side to side of
the bill, as in the tnrkey-hnmard, crane, etc (e) In anaJL

,

open ; opened through ; affording passage or communica-
tion ; having tiie character or quality of a perforation ; fo-

laminate, (d) In zooT., full of little^oles or perforations

;

crlt>ro&e; foraminulate; specifically, of or pertaining to

the Perforuta: as, ^per/praU coral; ^petjanxte foramini-
fer.—Perforate elytra, in entom., elytra which have a
discal perforation, as in certain Coxadse or tortoise-t>eetles.

perforated (per'fo-ra-ted),j). a, [Pp. otperfo-
rate, v.] 1. Same &s perforate.— 2. By exten-
sion, out through in many places and with ir-

regular and somewhat laige openings. Com-
pare djour.

A carved oak panel by Grinling Gibbons; the panel is

perforated and carved both sides alike.

W. S. Ogden, Antique Furniture.

3. In 'her., same as ctec7i^.— perforated file. See
fiei—Perforated medallion. &ee pierced medaUUm,
under pierced.—Perforated space, (a) interior, a de-
pression on either side, near the entrance of the ^Ivian
fissure, fioored with gray matter, and pierced with numer-
ous small foramina for the passage of blood-vessels most
ofwhichare destinedforthe corpus striatum, immediately
above, (ft) Poeterior, a deep fossa situated back of the
corpora albicantia, and between the crnia cerebri, per-
foratedby numerous holesforthepassage of blood-vessels.

perforati,«. Plural of jje»/orah(S.
perforating (per'fo-ra-ting),|>. a. In anat., spe-
cifically, x>erforant; passing through a perfora-
tion: applied to the deep flexor muscles of the
fingers or toes. See jjer/bran^.—perforating ar-
terites, (a) Of thefoot, small commnnlcatiiig branches be-
tween the dorsal and plantar arteries in the interosseous
spaces and near the ^efts of the toes, (b) Off the lumd,
branches of communication between the deep palmar ar-
tery and the dorsal interosseous arteries, through tiie in-

terosseous spaces, (e) Of the thigh, usually four branches
of the profimda art^y which pierce the adductor mus-
cles to supply the parts at the back of the tiiigh. (d) Of
the thorax, branches of the Internal mammary wbidi
pierce tiie intercostal muscles to supply the pectoralmus-
cle, skin, andmammary gland.— Perforatingcutaneous
nerves, perforatingnerve of Casser. Seenenx.— Per-
forating fibers ofbone. Same as S%arp^8/ters(which
see, under /iieri).— Perforating peroneal artery, the
anterior peroneal.— Perforating rods of Shupey.
Same as Sharpey's fibers (which see, under fiber^).—Per-
forating ulcer ofthe foot, an ulcerbeginnmgon the sole
and usuaJly obstinately piogressiTe, involving the deeper
tissues, including the bones. It has been observed in
tabes, in dementia paralytica, and with other nervous le-

sions. Also called peiforaHaig dteose iff tJie foot, nudum
paforans pedis, mal petfomnt d« pied. A similar condi-
tion has been found in Uie hand.

perforating-machine (per'fo-ra-ting-ma-
shen'), n. 1. A machine lor stamping lines of
holes orperforationsin sheets ofpostage-stamps
or paper leaves, as in a check-book or receipt-

book, to facilitate separation; a paper-perfo-
rating machine.— 2. A machine for stamping
the perforated ribbons of paper used with the
rapid or other forms of automatic telegraphic

machines.—3. A rock-drill or perforator.

perforation (per-fo-ra'shon),«. [='F.perfora-
tion = Sp. petforadon = Pg. perfora^ = It.

perforazUme, < MTi. perforatio(n-), < L. perfo-
rare, pp. perforatus, bore through: see perfo-
rate.] 1. Theactof boringorpiercingthrough.

The 2»)/orat><ni of the body of the tree in several places.
BOiGan,

2. A hole bored ; any hole or aperture passing
throTi^h anything, or into the interior of a sub-
stance.

Each bee, before It has had mach practice, must lose

some timein makingeachnew nei/onriion, especiallywhen
the perfortdion has to be made through boi^ calyx and
corolla. Daram, Cross and Self Fertilisation, p. 133.

perforative (per'fo-ra-tiv), a. [= 'S.perforon

Uf = Pg. perforahvo; as perforate + -ice.]

Having power to perforate or pieree.

perforator (i)er'f6-ra-tor), n. [= F. perfora-

teur = Pg. perforador = It. perforatore, < Nli.

*petforator, < 'L.perforare, perforate: see per-

forate.] One who or that which perforates,

bores, or pierces. Specifically—(o) In obstet., an in-

strument for perforating the skull of a fetus when it is

necessary to reduce its size. (6) An instrument used to

punch the ribbons of paper used in certain kinds of teleg-

raphy.

Thei!ei:/(wtitor . . . prepares the message by punching
holes in a paper ribbon.

Preece and Sioewrighi Telegraphy, pt 116.



perforator

(c) A power-machine for drilling rocke in tunneling; a
periorating-macliine.

perforatus (p6r-fo-ra'tus), m.
;

pi. perforaU
(-ti). [NL., < li! perforatiis, perforate:" see
perforaU, o.] The short flexor of the toes, or
the superficial flexor of the fingers : so named
because their tendons are perforated by the
tendons of the perforans muscles Perforatus
Caaserii mascle, the coracobrachlalis.

perforce (pfer-fors'), adv. [< ME. parforce, <

OF. (and F.) par force = Sp. porfuerza = Pg.
porforga = It. perforza, by force, < L. per, by,
+ ML. /ocfia, force: see/orcei.] By force or
violence ; of necessity.

If Sir Oanltier Faschac Wynne hym par/orce, thir ia no
man can saue hym fro the dethe, for he hath swome as
many as he wynneth par/vrce shall all dye or he hanged.

Bemers, tr. of Froissart's Chron., 11. 3£xxviii.

Seeing perforce y^must do this, will ye not willingly
now do it for God's sake?

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc, 18B3), I. 64.

This . . . confounded villain will make me dance per-
force. Goldsmith, Grumbler.

perforcet (pSr-fors'), v. t. [< perforce, adv.,

after /orcef, v."] To force ; constrain ; compel.
My furious force their toiceperforc'd to yield.

Mir. for Mags., p. 416. (JITarea.)

perform (p6r-f6rm'), v. [< ME,.performen,per-
fourmen, parformen, parfourmen, usually par-
fournen, <0F. parfournir, parfornir, parfurnir,
perfournir, AF. parformer, parfourmer, perfor-
mer, orig. *parfourmw, complete, accomplish,
perform, < par, < L. per, tMough, + fournir,
*/0MrmM-, provide, furnish: see/MrnJsfel. Them
is orig. (see etym. of furnish^), but the E. pier-

form is partly due to association with the un-
related verb form; of. LL. performare, form
thoroughly, > It. performare, "to performe or
fashion out" (Florio).] I. trans. 1. To effect;

execute ; accomplish ; achieve ; carry on or out

;

do: as, io perform an act of kindness or a deed
of daring; toj)e>/orm a day's labor ; to perform
an operation in surgery or in arithmetic.

But whan he saughe thet he myghte not don it, ne
hryng it to an ende, he preyed to God of Nature that he
wolde parforme that that he had begonne.

MandevUle, Travels, p. 265.

Ogrete God, th&t parfoumest thy laude
By month of innocentz, lo, heer, thy myght.

Chaiicer, Prioress's Tale, L 155.

Did I for this

Perform so noble and so brave defeat
OnSacrovir? £. .T^Diuon, Sejanns, iii. 1.

The rope-dancing is performed by a woman holding a
balancing pole. Stnttt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 28S.

We have in vain tried to perform what ought to be to a
Clitic an easy and habitual act.

Maca/ulay, Sir James Mackintosh.

2. To carry out or do whatever is demanded
orrejiuired by (duty, a vow, etc.); execute the
provisions, commands, or requirements of

;
put

in execution; discharge; fulfil: as, to perform
one's duty; to perform a vow; to perform a
covenant.

The quen A here consail ther-of were a-paiged,
That he so him profered to parfourme hire wille.

WiUiam ofPaieme(E. E. T. S.), L 4008.

When I make to any man a promise, I keep it and per-
/orni it truly. Latimer, Misc. SeL

I thy best will all perform at full.

Tennyeon, Morte d'Arthur.

3. To render; do.

Sol, the only one of the Titans who favoured Jupiter,

performed him singular service.

Bacon, Physical Fables, i.

4. To act or represent on or as on the stage

:

as, to perform the part of Hamlet.

Bravely the figure of this harpy hast thou
Petform'd, my Ariel. Shak., Tempest, iii. 3. 84.

In November [1763] . . . Foote himself performed the
character of Buck at Druiy-lane theatre.

W. Cooke, Life of S. Foote, I. 36.

5t. To make up ; constitute ; complete.

Yif thow abate the quantite of the hour inequal by daye,

out of thirty, than shal the remenant that leveth j»)'/or»!«

the hour inequal by nyght. Chaueer, Astrolabe, ii. 10.

The confessour heere for his worthynesse
Shal parfoume up the nombre of his covent.

Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, 1. 661.

6t. To afford; furnish.

Certes ther nis non other thyng that may so welper-
forme blystnlnesse as an estat plentyvos of aUe goodes.

Chaucer, Eoethins, iiL prose 2.

7. To sing, or render on a musical instrument.
=Syn. 1. Perform, Accomplish, Effect, Execute, Achieve.

These words agree in representmg the complete doing of

something which is of considerable importance and ia set

before one's self as a thing to be done. Generally they
represent the doing of something in which one ia person-
ally interested. Effect moat views the outcome as a result

;

exectite moat suggests briskness or energy in action ; achieve

moat auggesta difflculties triumphed over, with a coire-

sponding excellence in the result. Perform may mean no
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more than a doing which continues till the work is com-
pleted.

II. intrans. 1. To act; do or execute some-
thing.

Paul found it present with him to will, but could not
find how to perform.

H. BushneU, Nature and the Supernat., p. 63.

2. To act a part; go through or complete any
work; especially, to sing or play on a musical
instrument, represent a character on the stage,
etc.

Mohhabbazee'n (or low farce players) often perform on
this occasion before the house.

E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptiana, I. 208.

He had an exquisite ear, and performed skilfully on the
flute. Macaulay, Frederic the Great.

performable (p6r-f6r'ma-bl), a. [< perform +
-able.'] Capable of being performed, done, exe-
cuted, or fulfilled

;
practicable.

Men herein do strangely forget the obvious relations of
history, affirming they [elephants] have no joints, whereas
they daily read of several actions which are not perform^
able without them. Sir T. Broume, Vulg. Err., iii. 1.

performance (pSr-f6r'mans), «. [(.perform +
-ance.1 1. The act of performing or the con-
dition of being performed; execution or com-
pletion of anything ; a doing ; as, the perform^
ance of works or of an undertaking; the per-
formance of duty.

Useless are all words.
Till you have -writ performance with your awords.

Fletcher {and another), Love'a Cure, i. 1.

An Acre of Performance is worth the whole Land of
Promise. ' Howell, Letters, iv. 38.

Promiaea are not binding where the performance ia un-
lawfuL Foley, Moral Philos., III. L 6.

2. That which is performed or accomplished

;

action; deed; thing done; a piece of work.
Her walking and other actual performances.

Shak., Macbeth, v. 1. 13.

It is the work of Mona. Poitrieh, who adorned a chapel
in the same manner at Falcouae, two leagues from Bonne,
which is said to be a most he&vt.tiSxi\ performanjce.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. it 222.

3. Amusieal, dramatic, or other entertainment;
the acting of a play, execution of vocal or in-

strumental music, exhibition of skill, etc., es-

pecially at a place of amusement Specific per-
formance, in lam, actual performance, or an action to
compel actual peifoimance, as distinguiahed from the
payment of damages as a compensation for non-perform-
ance. =Syn. 1. Accompliahment, achievement, consum-
mation. See perform.— 2. Exploit, feat.— 3. Production.

performancyt, «• [As jymformance (see -c^).]

Performance. Davies.

performationf , n. [< perform + -aUon.'] Per-
formance ; doing ; carrying out.

This Indenture made , . . for the performatlon of y«
things vnderwritten. SakluyVs Voyages, I. 164.

performer (per-f6r'm6r), n. 1. One who per-
forms, accomplishes, or fulfils.

Even ahare hath he that keeps his tent, and he to field doth
go: . . .

The much performer, and the man that can of nothing
vaunt. Chapman, Iliad, ix.

2. One who performs or takes part in a play or
performance of any kind; an actor, actress, mu-
sician, circus-rider, etc.

Mr. Johnson, & performer of sound judgment^ who suc-

ceeded in many walks in comedy.
Life of QKin (reprint, 1887), p. 16.

Whilst in past times the performer treated his instru-

ment [piano] as a respected and beloved friend, and almost
caressed it, many of our present performers appear to treat

it as an enemy, who has to be fought with, and at last

conquered. drove. Diet. Music, n. 744.

performing (p6r-f6r'ming), p. a. 1. Doing;
executing; accomplishing.— 2. Trained to per-
form tricks or play a part : as, performing dogs.

perfricate (p6r'fri-kat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. per-

fricated, ppr. perfricaUng. [< L. perfricatus,

pp. otperfricare (> It. perfricare), rub all over,

< per, tlu-ough, + fricare, rub: see fricUon.']

To rub over or thoroughly. Bailey.

perfrication (p6r-fri-ka'shpn^, n, [< perfricate

+ -ion.] A thorough rufe'bmg, especially the
rubbing in of some unctuous substance through
the pores of the skin ; inunction.

perfomatory (pSr-fu'jna-to-ri), a. [< perfume
+ -atory.] Yielding perfume

;
perfuming.

A-perfmnaifyry or incense altar.

Leigh, Critica Sacra (1660), i. 214. (Latham.)

perfume (p6r-fiim' or pfer'fum), v. t.
;
pret. and

pp.perfumed, mr. perfuming. [(.OF.perfumer,

F .parfumer= Sp. Pg. perfumar= It.profumure
(for *petfumare), < L. per, through, + fumare,
smoke: see fume, v.] To scent; render odor-

ous or fragrant : as, to perfume an apartment

;

to perfume a garment.
There weeps the Balm, and famous Trees from whence
Th' Arabians fetcht perfuming Frankinsence.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas'a Weeks, i. 3.

perfnncturate

Away, away, thy sweets are too perfuming.
Quarles, Emblems, v. 16.

There the pnestperfamedme o'er with clouds of fragrant

incense.
Constantine and Arete (Child's Ballads, I. 309).

The furze-acent perfumes all the air.

M. Arnold, Stanzas compoaed at Carnac.

perfume (pfer'flim or p6r-fum'), n. [< F. par-
fum = Sp. Pg. perfmne= It. profumo, perfume

;

from the verb.] 1. A substance that emits a
scent or odor which affects the organs of smell
agreeably. Six flowers form the base of most flower-
perfumes in use : orange-flower, rose, jasmine, violet, aca^

cia, and tuberose. Vanilla dashed with almonds is used
to simulate heliotrope. Besides these are used the ge-
ranium, lavender, rosemary, thyme, and other aromatic
herbs, peel of bitter orangea, citrone, bergamots, musk,
sandalwood, ambergris, and gum benjamin, the leaves of
the patchouli, wintergreen, and others. Many perfumes
are now prepared by chemical methods, instead of by
distillation, maceration, tincturation, or enfleurage, from
vegetable products.

She toke for perfume the ryndes of olde rosemary and
burned them. Sir T. Elyot, Castle of Health, iv. 2.

2. The scent, odor, or volatUe particles emitted
from odorous substances, especially those that

are sweet-sineUing.

An amber scent of odorous perfume
Her harbinger. MUton, S. A., L 720.

Ev'n the rough rocka with tender myrtle bloom,
And trodden weeda aend out a rich perfume.

Addison, Letter from Italy.

=Syn. 2. Fragrance, Aroma, etc. (aee mtell, «.), balmi-
ness, redolence, incense.

perftime-burner (p^r'fiim-bfer^ner), «. A ves-
sel in which odorous substances, as pastils, are

burned.
perfume-fountain (p6r'fum-fouii'''tan), n. A
portable apparatus for throwing a sinaU jet of
perfume ; especially, an ingenious machine in-

troduced about 1872, in which by the mere pres-
sure of the liquid in a receiver or ball the foun-
tain is created, the liquid running through a
tube into a lower ball which when full takes
the place of the first.

perfumer (p6r-fii'm6r), n. [< F. patfumeur =
Sp. Fg. perfumador = It. profumatore ; as per-
fume + -eri.] 1. One who or that which per-
fumes.— 2. One whose trade is the making or
selling of perfumes.

Barber no more—a ^jperfum£r comes.
On whoae soft cheek his own cosmetic blooms.

OraXbe.

perfumery (p6r-fu'm6r-i), n. [< F. parfumerie,
perfumery, = Sp. perfumeria = Pg. perfumaria
= It. profvmeria, a place where perfumes are
made or sold; as perfume + -ery.] 1. Pei^
fumes in general.— 2. The art of preparing
perfumes.
perfume-set (pSr'fum-set), n. A set of articles

for the toilet-table, such as perfume-bottles
and puff-boxes, sometimes including such ob-
jects as an atomizer or a spray-tube.
perfumy (per'fu-mi or p6r-fii'mi), a. [< per-
fume + -3/1.] Having a perfume; odorous;
sweet-scented.

The sweet atmosphere was tinged with the perfiaag
breath which always surrounded Her.

Mrs. Oliphant, Salem Chapel, xiii. (Davies.)

perfunctorily (p6r-fungk't6-ri-li), adv. In a
perfunctory, careless, or half-hearted manner;
without zeal or interest ; in a maimer to satisfy
external form merely, or so as to conform to the
letter but not to the spirit ; with careless indif-

ference; negligently.

perfunctoriness (p6r-fungk'to-ri-nes), n. The
character of being perfunctory; negligent or
half-hearted performance ; carelessness.
perfunctory (pfir-fungk'to-ri), a. [= Sp. Pg.
perfunctorio = It. perfimtorio, < LL. perfuncto-
rvus, < L. perfungi, pp. perfwnetus, perform. <
j)er, through, +/M»grj, do: seo functUm,] Done
mechanically or without interest or zeal, and
merely for the sake of getting rid of the duty;
done in a half-hearted or careless manner, or
so as to conform to the letter but not to the
spirit; careless; negligent.

What an unbecoming thing it is to worship God in a
careless, trifling, perfunctory Manner ; as though nothing
less deserved the imploying theVigour of our Minds about
than the Service of God. Stitlingjleet, Sermons, in. iii.

Alike I hate to be your debtor,
Or write a meie perfunctory letter.

Lowell, Familiar Epistle.

perfuncturate (p6r-fungk'Su-rat), «. *.; pret.
and pp. perfuncturated, ppr". perfuncturating.
[Irreg. < L. pmfunctwus (fut. part, ot perfungi,
perform: see perfunctory) + -ate^.] To execute
perfunctorily, or in an indifferent, mechanical
manner. North Brit. Bev. (Imp. Diet.)
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perfuse (p6r-(az'), c. t.; pret. and pp. p«rfitsed, perhapt, adv. An old form ot perhaps.
ppr. perfusing. [< L. perfusus, pp. of perfkn-
dere, pour over,< per, tmrongh,+ fandere, pour

:

see /<miidS,/usei.] To sprite, pour, or spread
over or throngb.

These diegs immediately y<i:/ias the blood with melaii-
cholj. Honey, OonsompyiHis.

perftasion (p6r-fa'zhon), n. [= It. perfiisione, <
L. perfvsio(»-), a pouring over, Cpetfmtdere,
pp. perfusus, ponr orer : see perju»s^ A pour-
ing through ; a causing topermeate.—perftasian
wHmTila^ a double-vay fam^nia,

perftlsiTe (p«r-fu'siv), a. [< perfuse + -ice.]

Sprinkling; adapt-ed to spread or sprinkle.
Coleridge.

Pergamene (p6r'ga-men), a. [< L. Pergamen us,

<6r. IlEp/n/ii7»df, pertaining to Pergamum,<Uip-
yauov, Peigamum.] Of or pertaining to Perga-
mimi. an important city of Mysia in Asia Minor,
the capital of the Attalid Mngs in the third and
second centuries B. c, the seat of a very nota-
ble school of Greek art, and the site of a &-
mous library, which was later removed to Alex-
andria. See etymology of pardiment. Also
Pergamenian.—Pergamene art, a renaissance school
of Greek scolptnre which foirad its inspiration uid its
mostfrequenttheme in the victories, important for (uvili-

aition, won b; King Attains I. of Psgamom, in Uie last

And though thatperhap to other foike he seeme to line
in al worldly wealth and blisse, yet himself knowetb best
what him ayleth most
John FouLer, in Sr T. More's Comf(StAgainst Tribulation

[(1573X To the Seader.

Petgamene Ait.—Fait oftbe .\theiie gnxip &aDi t}ie great fiieze
of die altar at Feigamuiu.

Iialf of the third century B. a, aysx the threatening ad-
vance of barbarism represented by Gallic invasions. The
work of this school is remarkably abl^ and much more
modem in spirit than older Greek work ; and it has a force
and originality which raise it £ar above contemporaneous
Hellraiistic art Frevlons to 1878 the art of Pergamum
was known by a nmnber of detached &agm»its from bat-
tle-pieces, scatteredtbron^out European museums; some
of these luive long figured in the list of the most notable
anctrait scnlptnres— as the Dying GanI ( "Gladiator") in
the Ci^ita^ and tiie **Arria and FEetus**in the VUlaLudo-
visi, at £om&—Fezgamene marUes. See nuaVle.

peigameneons (per-ga-me'ne-us), a. [< Jj.per-

gamena, parchment (see parchment), + -cons.]

Pei^amentaceous ; thin and parclunent-like in
texture ; specifically, in entom., thin, tough, and
somewhat translneent, as the wing-eovers of
some orthopterous insects.

Pergamenian (per-gar.me'nl.^n), a. and n. [<
Pergamene + •4an,'\ i. a. Same as Pergamene.

n. n. A native or an inhabitant of Perga-
mum.
pergamentaceons (per'ga-men-ta'shius), a.

JTrreg. for 'pergamenaceous, < Ii. pergamena,
parchment, + -aceoMS.] Parchment-like; hav-
ing the texture, qnalily, or appearance of

parchment ; specifically, in entom., pei^amene-
ous, as the wings of certain insects.

perget (perj), v. ». [(T) < L. pergere, proceed.]

To go on; proceed.

If thou petye^ thus, thou art still a companion for gal-

lants. 6. Wttkm», Miseries of Inforst Marriage, ii.

pergettdng, n. ^eepargeUng.
pergola, pergula (per'go-la, -gu-la), b. [< it.

pergola, an arbor, < L. pergula, a shed, booth,

shop, a vine-arbor, <pergere, proceed (also pro-

ject »), < per, through, + regere, stretch: see

rioAt.] In Italian ^rdens, an arbor formed of

a horizontal trellis supported by eolnmns or

posts ; also, aplatform or balcony so protected;

hence, an architectural construction resem-

bling such an arbor.

"Veer this is a vrrgola, or stand, built to view the sports.
- i- y™-

£«ij^ Diary, July 2(1, 1654.

pergnnnah (per-gun'a\ «• [Also pargana,par-

ganna ; < Hind, parganah (see def.).] in Brit-

ish India, a subdivision of a zillah or district.

The Twenty fivr Pergmtnala is the official name of the

district that immediately adjoins and mcjoses but does

not administratively indnde Calcutta. TvU andBumtU,

An^o-Ind. Glossary.

perhaps (p^r-haps'), ocfo. [Formerly also j>«--

hc^; <.per + hap\ »., pL haps. CL perchance,
perease.'] It may be; possiUy; peradventnre

;

perchance.

If he outlives mc^ he shall find Gat he was higlis in
my esteem thanjKrit^ he thinks he is.

Addigon, Spectator, Xo. 106.

Perhojx great Hector then had found his fate.
But Jove and destiny prolong'd his date.

Pope, niad, xL 213.

"We are strange, very stxange creatures, and it is better,
perhaps, not to place too much confidence in oar reason
slone. Sydney Smith, In Lady Holland, ilL

peril (pe'ri), ». [< F. peri, < Pers. pari, a fairy,
Avestanpairi.] In Pers. «iytft., an elf or faiiy,
male or female, represented as a descendant of
faUen angels, excluded from Paradise till their
penance is accomplished.

One mom a Peri at the gate
Of Eden stood disconsolate.
Moore, Lalla Bookh, Paradise and the Peri.

peri^ (pe-re'), a. {F.peri, lost, spoiled, perished,
pp. of perir, perish: see j>erisfti.] Li her., re-
duced in size: generally equivalent to eouped.
Cuzzens, Handbook of Hers&dry.

peri-. |Xi., etc., peri-, < Gr. Jrepi-, prefix. !rEp£,

prep., with gen., around, usuaQy causal, about,
concerning, etc. ; with dat., around, about, for,

etc. ; with ace, around, by. etc. ; in comp. in
like uses, also, lite L. per-, intensive, very, ex-
ceedingly; =: Skt. jHiri, roxmd about; aMn to
iropa, beside, I., per, throngh, etc. : see para-,
per-.1 A prefix in words of Greek origin or
formation, meaning 'around,' 'about,' 'near,'

equivalent to circum- of Latin origin, as in
periphery equivalent to circumference, etc. it
is much used in the formation of new scientific com-
pounds, but not^ like ewrtrm-, as an Rnglish formative.

periadenitis (per-i-ad-e-ni'tis),». [NL., < Gr.
frepi, around, + ad^, a gland, + -itis. CS. ade-
niUs.'i Inflammation of the tissues surround-
ing a gland.
periadventitial (per-i-ad-ven-tish'al), a. [<
Gr. s-epi, around, + NL. adventitia, q. v., + -aL]
Situated on the outside of the adventitia or
outer coat of a blood-vesseL
periagna (per-i-a'gwS), n. [Formerly alsoi>eri-
aiigua, *periauga, pmauger, perriauger, perri-
augur, and more corruptly peitiaugua, petfy-
auga,petty-auger, prop,piragua, < Sp. (W. Ind.

)

piragua, a dngont. Ct. pirogue, from the same
source.] 1. A eanoe made from the trunk of a
single toee hollowed out; a dngont: nsed by the
American Indians.

Tills at length put meupon thinking whetiier itwas not
possible for me to make mysdf a canoe, orperiagua, such
as Uie natives of those climates makCL

Defoe, Bobinson Cmsoe, -p. IM. P'areg.)

2. A vessel made by sawing a large canoe in
two in tiie middle, and inserting a plank to

widen it. These were much used on the coast of the
Carolinas in &e eighteenth century, and even made voy-
ages by open sea to Noriolk, carrying 40 to 80 barrels of

pitch or tar. One 30 feet long and 5 feet 7 inches wide is

called " a small pettiangna" in the Charieston (S. C.) "Ga-
Bettc^'*1744. Such a boat was also used on the Mississippi
and its tributaries,where it is called pxrogite andperioffue.

peiibolos

stamen).] In &ot, the bracts sunounding-the
male organs (antheridia) of mosses.
perianth (per'i-anth), n . [= F. perjanthe = Sp.
periantio,perianeio = Pg.pertantftio = It. j»eri-

atizio, perianto, < KL. perianthium (cf. Gr. -srtpt-

<n^r,with flowers all around),< Gr. rrrp/, around,
+ m«ft>c, flower.] In hot., the floral envelops,
whether calyx or corolla or both. The word is
not mu(^ used, howeva, where the floral envelops are
clearlydistinguishable into calyx and corolla, being main^
restricted in its apphcation to the petaloideous monocoty-
ledons, in which tie calyx and corolla are so combing
tbat they cannot be satisfactorily distinguished from one
another. See cuts under Jvngermanma and numodUo-
mydnnffi.—BiserialperlantlL SeeN»riiil.

perianthial (per-i-an'thi-al), a. [< perianthi-
um + -oL] Of or relatmg to the perianth;
provided with a perianth. Also periontAe^nts.

perianthium (per-i-an'thl-imi), n. ; pL perian-
fftia(^). [Nil.: see perianth.^ ^measj>eri-
anth.

periaptf (per'i-apt), ». [= F. periapte = It.

periapto, periatto, \ Gr. rrtpiaTrroi: an amulet;
prop. neut._of irspitarro^, hung round, < ~cpi,

around, + dsrof, verbsJ adj. ot aTtrcn; fasten.]
An amulet; a charm worn as a defense against
disease or mischief, especially one worn on
the person, as around the neck.

Now help, ye charming spells and periapts.
Shak., 1 Hen. YL, T. 3.2.

3. A large flat-bottomed boat, without keel

bnt with lee-board, decked in at each end but
open in the middle, propeEed by oars, or by
sails on two masts which could be struck.
This was much used formerly in navigating shoal waters

along the whole American coast, and sometimes also on
the Mississippi and its affluents.

These Periaguat are long flat-bottom'd Boats, carrying

from 20 to 35 tons. Thqr have a kind of Forecastle and a
cabin, bnt the rest open, and no Dei^ They have two
masts which they can strike, and Sails like Schooners.

They row genendly with two oars only.

Anneft JToore, -4. Voyage to Georgia hegan in 1735, p. 49.

periaktos (per^i-ak'tos), n.; pi. periaktoi (-toi).

[< Gr. jzspioKTiK, prop,turningon a center,< irepi-

&yeiv, tnm abou^ < s-ep^ around,+ ayscvj-eairy.']

In the ancient Greek theater, one of the two
pieces of machinery placed at the two sides of

the stage for the conventional shifting of the

scenes, it consisted of three painted scenes on the faces

<rf a revolving frame in the form of a triangular prism.

The scene was changed by turning one periaktos or botb,

so as to exhibit a new face to the andienceL

peri^ial (per-i-a'nal), a. [< Gr. mpi, around,

+ Ii. anus: see anal.} Surrounding the anus;

circumanal; periproetons.

periandra (peM-au'drf), ». pi. [< Gr. ^epi,

around, + av^p (avip-), a male (in mod. hot.

periarteritis (per-i-ar-te-ri'tis), «. [NIi., < Gr.
srepi, around, + aprtipia, an artery. + -itis. Cf

.

arteritis.^ Inflammation of the adventitia or
outer coat of an artery.

periarthritis (per'i-ar-ihri'fas), n. [Nil., < Gr.
jrepi, around, + apBpov, a joint, + -itis. Cf.

arihritis.'i Inflammation of the tissues sur-

rounding a joint.

peiiarticnlar (per'i-ar-tik'u-lar), a. [< Gr. nrpt,

aroond, + L. arOculus. a joint: see articular.^

Surrounding a joint: as.periar(icnfare5nsions.

X>eriastral (per-i-as'tral), a. [< Gr. ^epi, around,
+ corpov, a star : see astral.'} Of or pertaining
to the periastron.

perlastron (per-i-as'tron), n. ; pi. periastra
(-tra). [NL., < Gr. -^pi, around, + am-pm; a
sfa£] Intheorbitof anyheavenly body which
moves around another, the point where the for-

merapproaches neaiiest to the primary : usually
applied to double stars, but also generally to
any satellite.

periangert, ». An obsolete form ot periagua.

periaxial (per-i-stk'si-al), a. [<Gr.irept, around,
+ Ii. oris, an axis: see aztaJ.] 1. Surrounding
an axis; peripheral with reference to an axis
of tibe body: as, the periozioi cceloma.

A diffCTentiation of fliis [archent^c]space intoan axial
and a periaxiid portion—a digestive tube and a body-
cavity. Saeye. BrU., xn. 548.

Specifically—2. Surrounding the axis-cylinder
of a nerve: as, perianial fluid.

I>eriblast (per'i-Uast), n. [< Gr. »rep^ around, +
jSAoordc, a germ.] Cell.^ubstanee of an ovum
surrounding the nucleus.

periblastic (per-l-blas'tik), a. [< periblast +
-«;.] Germinatingfromthe surface of the ovum:
noting those meroblastic eggs which, by super-
ficial segmentation of the vitellus, produce a
peri^kstrula in germinating.
periUastola (per-i-blas'tn-la), n. ; pL periblas-

tiiUe (-le). [NL., < Gr. sipJ, ^und, + NL. hlas-

tula, q. v.] In embryol., the blastula which ntay
resultfromtheblastulation of a perimomla, and
which proceeds to develop into a perigastmla.

perihlem (per'i-blem), n. [NL. (Hanstein,

1868), < Gr. aepiphiiia, a eloi^ < stpt/SdMow,

throw around: see perwolos.] In Aot., the pri-

mary cortex, or zone of nascent cortexbetween
the dermatogen and the plerome in a growing
point. *

In the eariiest stage ot its development this leaf is a
mere p^illa consisting of nascent cortex (perOilem) and
nascent epidramis (dermatogen).

Goodaie, Iliysaoli^cal Botany, p.- 155.

periblepsis (per-i-blep'sis), n. PCL., < Gr.

TTspipik^tf, a looking about, < Ttzpipkhrav, look
about, < fftpi, about, + piiimv, look.] The
wild look which accompanies delirium. Dun-
gUson.

peiibolos (pe-rib'o-los), «.; pi. periboloi (-loi).

[= F. per^ole = t*g. It. perumlo, < XL. peribo-

tos, |>m6o/us, < Gr. srepf^oXof, an inelosnre, cir-

cuit, < ffEp^o/lof, encircling, { ^ept3a?j^ai, throw
around, encircle, < "ept, around, + paHerv,

throw.] 1. In Gr. antiq., a consecrated court
or inelosure. generally surrounded by a wall,

and often containing a temple, statues, etc.

Hence—2. The outer inelosure of an early



peribolos

Chi'istian church, which constituted the utmost
bounds allowed for refuge or sanctuary. Also
peribolus.

peribranchial (per-i-tean^'ki-al), a. [< Gr.
srepj, around, + Pp&yxi-a, gills: "see iranchial.l
Situated around or about the branchiee.

Water passes . . , into the penbratuihial spaces.
Oegenbaur, Ciomp. Anat, (trans.)^ p. 400.

peribronchial (per-i-brong'M-al), a. [< jjr. irepi,

around, + PpSyxia, the bronchial tubes: see
bronchial.'] Situated or occurring around or in
the immediate vicinity of a bronchial tube.
peribronchitis (per"i-brong-ki'tis), n. [NL., <
(Jr. irepl, around, +j3jO(i7;i;ta, the bronchial tubes,
+ -itis. Cf. hrondrdUs.1 Inflammation of the
peribronchial connective tissue.

pericsecal, pericecal (per-i-se'kal), a. [< Gr.
ircpi, around, + L. csecum, the blind gut: see
csBcal.'] Surroimding or lying in the immediate
vicinity of the intestinal csecum : as, a pericsB-
cal abscess

;
pericaecal inflammation.

PericalUdse (per-i-kal'i-de), n.pl. [NIj. (Hope,
1838), < Pericallus + -idee.'] A famUy of Cole-
optera of the caraboid series, named from the
genus Pericallus, containing about 15 genera,
mainly from India, Africa, and South America.

Pericallus (per-i-kal'us), n. [NL. (Macleay,
1825), < Gr. irepi, around, + L. callus, also cal-

lirni, hard skin : see callus.] The typical genus
of PericalUdse, comprising a few East £dian
species.

pericambium (per-i-kam'bi-um), n. [NL.
(Sachs), < Gr. irepi, about, + NL. camiium : see
cambium^.] A term proposed by Sachs for the
thin-walled long-celled formative tissue just
within the endodermis that surrounds certain
fibrovasculax bundles. CaUei cambium-strands
by Nageli and desmogen by Eussow.

The thin-walled cells of the central cylinder [of the root
of dicotyledons] are in contact with the inner face of the
endodermis, and are imon'n collectively as the pericam-
bium. Goodale, Physiological Botany, p. 113.

pericardia, n. Plural ot pericardium.
pericardiac (per-i-kar'di-ak), a. [_<pericardium
+ -ac(aS.t6T cardiac).] 1. Saxae a.s pericardial.— 2. Situated at or near the cardia or cardiac
region, without reference to the pericardium
itself.

pericardiacophrenic (per'''i-kar-di'''a-k6-fren'-

ik), a. r< Gr. nepudpowv, pericardium, + ij>p^

{(ppev-), diaphragm.] Of or pertaining to the
pericardium and ttie diaphragm—Pericardla-
cophrenlc artery, a branch of the internal mammary
distributed to the pericardinm and the diaphragm.

pericardial (per-i-kar'di-al), a. [^pericardium
+ -al.] Surroundingorindlosingtheheart; per-
taining to the pericardium, or having its char-
acter. Mao pericardian, pericardiac, and rare-

ly^mcardic—Pericardial arteries, small branches
given off by the internal mammary and thoracic aorta to
the pericardium.—Pericardial cavity or space, in in-

sects, a dorsal division of the abdominal cavity, containing
the heart or dorsal vessel. In many groups it is separated
from the rest of the abdomen by the alary muscles, which
collectively have been termed the pericardial septum.—
Pericardial pleura, that part of the pleui'a which is at-

tached to the sides of the pericardium.—Pericardial
septum, in insects, the partition formed by the alary
muscles between the cavity of the pericardium and the
general abdominal cavity.—Pericardial veins, small
tributariesfrom the pericardium to the large azygous vein.

pericardian (per-i-kar'di-an), a. [i pericardi-
um + -an.] Same a,B pericardial.

pericarditic (per"i-kar-dit'ik), a. [< pericar-
ditis + 4c.] Ot or pertaining to pericarditis.

pericarditis (per''i-kar-dl'tis)j n. [NL., <peri~
cardium + -itis.] Inflammation of the pericar-

dium.
pericardium (per-i-kar'di-um), n.

;
pi. pericar-

dia (-a). [= F.pericarde = Sp. 'Pg.lt. pericar-

dia, ^ NL. pericardium, <,Gr. nepiic&pdiov, the
membrane around the heart; prop. neut. of

ireptKdpStog, around or near the heart, < irepi,

around, -t- impSia = E. heart.] In anat. and
zool. : (a) A somewhat conically shaped mem-
branous sac, inclosing the heart and the origin

of the great vessels, it is composed of two layers, an
outer fibrous one, dense and unyielding in structure, and
an inner serous one, reflected on the surface of the viscus.

See cut under thorax.

The last act of violence committed upon him was the
piercing of his side, so that out of his Pericardium, issued
both water and blood. SHHingfeet, Sermons, I. vi.

(6) A blood-sinus or special cavity beneath the
carapace of a crustacean, in which the heart is

suspended by ligaments and arteries, but not
otherwise connected, (jc) In mollusks, the spa-

cious dorsal coelom or body-cavity which is

traversed by the contractile vessel which acts

like a heart. Ic is situated dorsad of the alimentary

Pericarp.

a and c, capsules of |H)ppy ; b, capsule
of Aristolochia; d, section of strobilus for
cone) of pine ; f, nuts of filbert ; _f, drupe
of plum or peach ; g, section of drupe.
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canal, seldom or never contains blood-lymph, and does not
communicate with other body-cavities, butopens upon the
exterior through the nephiidia. See cuts under LameUi-
branchiata. (d) A membranous sac inclosing the
heart or dorsal vessel of a spider. Ligaments at-
tached to thepericardium are connected with the envelops
of the tracheee, and by the dilatation and contraction of
the heart (lie trachese are opened and closed.— Cardiac
pericardium, the reflected serous membrane covering
the heart; the epicardium.

pericarp (per'i-karp), n. [= "P.pSricarpe= Sp.
It.pericarpio= Pg. pericarpo, < NL.^mcorpijtm,
< (ir. Trepiicdpiriov, a pod, husk, < ^epl, around, +
KapirdQ, fruit.] In flowering plants, the seed-
vessel or ripened ovary, it should accord in struc-
ture with the ovary from which it is derived, but exten-
sive changes frequently take place during fructification

by which the original ovarian form is obscured. Thus, by
abortion the original
number of cells in- _ h
the ovary may be re-

duced in the fruity as
in the oak, chestnut,
elm, and birch; or by
the intrusion of false

partitions the origi-

nal number may be
increased In the &uit,
as in Datura, Linum,
Astragalus, etc. The
pericarp may acquire
external accessions,
as the wing of the
maple, ash, and bop-
tree, the prickles on
the pod of Datura,
Sicirius, etc., or the
barbs of the Boragi-
nacem. Connected or-

gans may modify the
ovary, such as the
adnate calyx of the
ajpple, the pappus of
the Ctympofitee, the
gersistent style of
lematis, the fleshy

calyx of Gaultheria,
or the fleshy recep-
tacle ot the straw-
berry. The walls of
theovarymay change
in consistence in the
mature pericarp, being leaf-like in the pea-pod, columbine,
caltha, etc., thickened and dry in nuts and capsules, fleshy
orpulpy in berries,andfleshywithoutbutinduratedwithin,
as in all stone-fruits. Where the walls of the pericarp are
composed of dissimilar layers, the layers are distinguished
as exocarp, endoca/rp, epicarp, mesocarp, and putamen. In
cryptogams the pericarp is a variously modified structure
containing certain organs of reproduction. Thus, in the
Ckaracese it incloses the oSsperm, while in t\ieFloridese it

incloses the can)ospores. The term is also sometimes
synonymous with the theca or capsule of mosses.

pericarpia, n. Plural otpericarpium.
pericarpiai (per-i-kar'pi-al), a. [= F. pMcar-
pial; as pericarp -I- -ioi.T Same as pencarpic.

pericarpic (per-i-kar'pik), a. [= P. p4ricar-
pigue; as pericarp + -ic.] In bot., of or relat-

ing to a pericarp.
pencarpium (per-i-kar'jpi-um), «. ; pi. perj-
carpia{-%). [NL.: see^mcarp.] In&oi., same
as pericarp.

pericarpoidal (per'i-kaf-poi'dal), a. [< peri-
carp + -aid + -al.] In bot., belonging to or re-

sembling a pericarp.

pericecal, a. See pericsecal.

pericentral (per-i-sen'tral), a. [< Gr. Trepi,

around, -I- nRrpov, centeif.] Situated about a
center or central body.—pericentral tubes, in Soe.,

in the so-called polysiphonous seaweeds, the ring of four
or more elongated cells surrounding the large central
elongated cell. Also called Upturns.

Ferichsena (per-i-ke'na), n. [NL. (Fries, 1817),

< peri{dium) + Gr. xatveiv, yawn, gape, open,
in allusion to the peridium, which opens all

round.] A genus of myxomycetous fungi,

giving name to the family Perichsenaceee. The
peridium is distinct, irregular, or plasmodio-
carpous, and eircumscissilely or laciniately de-
hiscent.

Perichsenacese (per'i-ke-na'sf-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Eostaflnski, 1875), < Ferichsena + -aeess.] A
family of myxomycetous fungi, taking its name
from the genus Ferichsena, having a simple or
double peridium, the outer wall being calca-

reous.

Perichssta (per-i-ke'ta), ». [NL. (Eondani,
1859), < Gr. irep/, around, -1-

x'^^'"l> long bair,

mane.] 1. Agenus of dipterous insects. Also
Pericheta.— 2. A remarkable genus of oUgo-
chsetous annelids, having the segments peri-

chffitous. It contains several Ceylonese spe-
cies of earthworms. Schmarda, 1861.

perichsete, perichete (per'i-ket), n. [= F.
p^ichize, < NL. perichseUum, q. v.] In bot.,

same as pericheetium,

perichstial (per-i-ke'shal), a. [i perichseUum
+ -al.] In bot., of or pertaining to the peri-

chsBtium.

periclinally

perichsetium (per-i-ke'shi-um), n. ; pi. perichse-

tia (-a). [NL., < Gr. i:cpi, around, + x<^"n^ long
hair,"mane, foliage.] In Musdnese, the circle

of more or less modified leaves surrounding a
group of sexual organs, comprising antheridia
and archegonia, or archegonia alone. From the
resemblance of these leaves to the bracts or even the calyx
of flowering plants, they are frequently called "flowers"
or inflorescences. Perichatium includes also the cluster
of leaves at the base of the pedicel or mature sporangium.
Also periclimte, perichete.

perichsetOUS (per-i-ke'tus), a. [< Gr. Trspi,

around, + x<''''''1} long hair, mane.] Snrroimded
by bristles, as the segments of some earth-

worms; specifically, having the characters of
the genus Perichssta. Molleston.

pericnolecystitis (per-i-kol"e-sis-ti'tis), n.

[NL., < Gr. irepl, around, + xo^t bile, gall, +
KixniQ, bladder, + -iiis. Cf. cholecystitis.] In-

flammation around the gall-bladder.

perichondrial (per-i-kon'dri-al), a. [< Gr. nepl,

around, -^ x^°P°S< cartilage: see ehondrus.]

Surrounding, investing, or covering cartilage,

as a membrane ; having the character or qual-

ity of perichondrium.

The ulceration may penetrate the cartilage to the tis-

sues external, forming a perichondrial abscess.
Uedieal News, Lin. 607.

perichondritic (per'^i-kon-drifik), a. [(.peri-

chondritis + 4c.] Pertaining to or afiected

with perichondritis.

perichondritis (per"i-kon-dri'tis), n. [NL., <

perichondrium + 4Us.] Inflammation of the
perichondrium.
perichondrium (per-i-kon'dri-um), n. [= F.
])^ichondre = It. pericondrio, < NL. perichon-
drium, < Grr. irepi, around, + x^^poCt gristle,

cartilage.] The fibrous investment of carti-

lage ; a membrane which covers the free sm--

faces of most cartilages, corresponding to the
periosteum of bone, it is simply a layer of ordinary
white flbrous connective tissue prolonged over cartilage
from neighboring parts, and Is deficient on the opposed
surfaces of articular cartilages in the interior of joints.

perichord (per'i-k6rd), n. [< Gv. Trepi, around,
+ x°P^t a string: see chord, chorda, cord^.]
The chordal sheath, or investment of the noto-
ohord.

perichordal (per'i-k6r-dal), a. [< perichord +
-al.] Surrounding the cEorda dorsalis, or noto-
ehord, of a vertebrate: a.B, perichordal cells;

pericliordal tissue.

perichoresis (per^i-ko-re'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.
jrepcxapj/aic, rotation, < irepix'-'pelv, go around,
< Trep/, around, + X'^P^I'", go on, < x"P<>Qt ^ place.]
A gomg round about; a rotation. £p. Eaye.
[Eare.]

perichoroidal (per*i-ko-roi'dal), a. [< Gr. mpl,
around,+ E . clioroid +' -al.] About or external
to the choroid coat of the eye : as, the peri-

choroidal space (the lymph-space between the
choroid and sclerotic coats).

pericladium (per-i-kla'di-um), n.; yl. peri-
cladia (-a). [NL. (cf. LGr. irepm^S^ with
branches all around), < Gr. irepl, around, < M-
cJof, a young slip, branch: see cladus.] 1, In
bot., the sheathing base of a leaf when it ex-
pands and surrounds the supporting branch.
Gray.—2. [cap.] In eool., a genus of coelente-
rates. ATlman, 1876.

periclase (per'i-Maz), n. [= F. pMclase, < Gr.
neplKhiais, a twisting round, a wheeling about
(breaking off), < wepiiMv, break off,wheel about,
< n-epl, round, -t- k?md, break (> KXdaig, fracture).]
A rare mineral consisting of magnesia (MgO)
with a little iron protoxid. it occurs in minute
greenish octahedrons embedded in ejected masses of crys-
talline limestone at Vesuviiu^ and has also been found
recently in Sweden.

periclet (per'i-kl), n. [< li.perieulumjpericlum,
risk, danger: see peril.] A danger; danger;
peril; risk; hazard.
Fericlean (per-i-kle'an), a. [< L. Pericles, <
Gr. UepiK^c, Pericles (see def.), -1- -can.] Of
or relating to Pericles (about 495-429 B. o.),

the foremost citizen and practically chief of the
state of ancient Athens at her greatest period;
hence, pertaining to the age of the intellectual
and material preSminence of Athens.

With the close of the Peridean period in Athens the
public desire for more temples seems to have ceased.

Eneye. Brit., n. 364

periclinal (per-i-kli'nal), a. [As perieline +
-al.] In bot., running'in the same direction as
the circumference of a part: said of the direc-
tion In which new cell-wall is laid down.
periclinally (per-i-kli'nal-i), adv. In such a
manner as to dip on all sides from a central
point.
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pericline (per'i-klin), n. [< Gr. n-epucX^vvr, slop- pericytnla (per-i-sit'u-la), n.: pi. pencyfttla

Tl?2^^r !?i!^.'"'"''
"0?°d.. + K^vca>, bend.] (-le). [NL., < Gr. jrEpJ,' around, + NL. cytula.^A variety of albite occurring in the erystallme

schists of the Alps, the crystals of which are
nsoaUy peculiar in being elongated in the di-
rection of the macrodiagonal axis.— Pericline
twin. Seettrita.

In enibryol., the parent-cell or cytula which re'

suits from a perimonerula by die reformation
of the nucleus, and which proceeds by partial
and superficial segmentation of the vitellus to

.w>w«itn,-«« /„™ • T.1- /• X , ,-
develop into a perimorula, periblastula, andpenclmmn (pew-klm i-um), n,

; pi j,mcZ.»ta perigastrula. It is the usual form of ovim or

^TVi ^ ^1 ' ""^P^"^"' a ooiich aU round egg of insects and other arthropods. See gas-a table, ^sputXmK, sloping on all sides), < Gr. tf^tum
«rp«, around, + /OA^e^r bend, lean, slope.] In Peridei (pe-rid'e-i), n.pl. [NL. (Nylander), <
6ot., the involucre of the capitulum in Qie Com- pend-ium '+

-ei'.] A tribe of lichens in which

Jrinlft^+:^'?^^'r?"<.^""'"; fr?T-^ •, theapotheciumisperidiiform. Thethallusis
penclltatet (pe-nk h-tat), v. t. [< L. pertcU- thin, maculate, or wanting, and the spermo-tatuspp otpenditart q It. penclitare = F. gones have simple sterigmata.

St'^^^h^'i^^"''^'- *1^' P""* to tlie test, en- peridental (per-i-den'tal), a. [< Gr. ^epL

^^I^f ?l^'i'''*''"^""^-r^'"^ *^' ^m

"

"O'^'J' + L- dens (dent-'j = E. to^th: see dm-
V^^^J^' ^^> i^-^r, ^tA: sBe penl.2 To fai.] Surrounding the teeth.-Perldental mem-enaanger. brane. (a) The enamel catide. (5) Perioeteum of the
And why so many grains of calomel! Santa Maria ! and roots of teeth.

testj endanger: seeperiditate.^ The state of be- dromedusans; a kind of hard perisarc or eorti-
ingmdanger; ahazarding or exposing to peril, callayerof the coenosarc of certain hydrozoans.
pericolitis (per'i-ko-U'tis), n. [KL., < Gr. irepi, —2. In 6o*., the continuous layers of corkwhich
around, -I- ko^ov, the colon (see eoloti^), + -iHs. cover the stems of many plants after they have
Cf. colitis.'] Inflammation of the peritoneal coat acquired a certain age.
of the colon, or of the tissues about the colon, peridermal (per'i-d6r-mal), a. [< periderm +

pericolpitis (per'i-kol-pi'tis), ». [NL., < Gr. -aJ.] Surroundingor investing like a cuticle;
jrepj, around, + K6hroc, bosom, lap, womb, + having the character or quaUty of periderm.
-itis. Cf. eolpiiis.'i Inflammation of the con- perldermic (per-i-der'nuk), a. [< periderm +
nective tissue about the vagina. -ic.] Sbliho as peridermal.
perlcope (pe-rik'o-pe), n. [LL., a section of a peridesmitis (per'i-des-ini'tis), n. [NL., <peri-
book, < Gr. TrepiKcmij, a cutting all round, out- desmium + -ttts.] Inflammation of the peri-
line,-in LGr. eccl. a section, a portion of Scrip- desmium.
ture, < jrep/, around, + kAvteiv, cut.] 1. An peridesminm (per-i-des'mi-um), n. [NL., <Gr.
extract; a selection from a book; specifically, Trepldeapo^, a band, belt, < ffcpi, aroimd, + dea-
in the ancient Christian church, a passage of p6q, a band, ligament.] The areolar tissue
Scripture appointed to be read on certain SufL- around a ligament,
days and festive occasions.

—

2. In. anc. pros., peridia, n. Plural ofjjendium.
(pe-rid'i-al), a. [< peridium + -a?.]

Pertaining to or of the nature of a peridium.

a ^roup of two or more systems.
pericorneal (per-i-k6r'ne-al), o. [< Gr. ttc/k',

around, + NL. cornea, cornea: see comeal.]
Surrounding or situated about the cornea of
the eye: as, pericorneal circles.

pericranet (per'i-kran), n. [< F. pericrane, <
NL. pericranium: see pericranium.] The peri-

cranium; the skull. [Bare.]

The soundest aiguments in vain
Attempt to storm thy pericrane.

varfey, Colin-s Walk, t (iJorite.) pgriSiifom (pe-rid'i-i-f6rm), o. [< Nh.peridi-
pericranial (per-i-kra'ni-al), a. [<pericranium urn + L. forma, form.] In lot., having the
+ -al.] Surrounding the cranium ; investing form of a peridium.
the skull, as a membrane; of or pertaining to peridinial (per-i-din'i-al), a. [< NL. Peridini-
the x)ericranium. um + -al.] Related to or resembling Peridini-
pericraninm (per-i-kra'ni-um), n.; pi. pericra- «n»; belonging to the Peridiniidse.
nia (-a). ("Formerlvalso pen'cranton (also pert- Ppridmii rian ^er'i-di-ni'i-de), n.pl. [NL., <

A ve^ massive periditd wall which is characterized hy
a gelatinous middle layer. i>s£ary, Fungi (trans.^ p. 312.

perididymis (per-i-did'i-mis), n. [NL., < Gr.
jrept, around, + diSv/ioc, a testicle.] The tunica
albu^inea. See albuffinea.

peridldymitis (per-i-did-i-mi'tis), «. [NL., <
perididymis + -itis.'] Inflammation of the peri-
didymis.

crane, pericrany, q. v.) ; = F. perierdne =
pericrdneo = Pg. pericraneo = It. pericrania, <
NL. pericranium, the membrane around the
skull, < Gr. TrepiKpaviov, neut. of TrcptKpivmc,

around the skull (i Trtpmpdvioc ;t'™>' or w/*^, the
membrane around the skull) ; cf. i^epiKpamv, a
covering for the head ; < T'Spi, around, -1- Kpavlov,

the skn]l,the head: see cranium.] 1. The ex-
ternal periosteum of the cranium. Hence— 2.
The general surface or extent of the cranial
bones ; the cranium or skull itself,

pericranyt (per'i-kra-ni), n. [<NL.pertcran«tt»»,

q. v.] The pericranium; the skull.

And when fhey Joined tbea pericranUs,
Out skips a book of miscellanies.

£!ic(/i. On Poetry.

Pericrocotns (per'i-kro-ko'tus), n. [NL. (Boie,

1826), < Gr. irepf, around, + KpoKoroc, saiEron-

colored: see crocota, crocus.] Agenus of eater-

pillar-catchers of the family Campophagida,

Peridinium + -idie.] The leading family of
cUioflagellate infusorians, represented by Peri-
dinium and several other genera, character-
ized by having a ciliate zone, or girdle of cilia,

in adcfition to one or more flagella. These ani-

malcules are free-swimming, of persistent form, inhabit-
ing both fresh and salt water, often phosphorescent, lori-

cate or sometimes illoricate,mosQywithasingleflagellum,
frequenUy with an eye-like pigment-spot, and alwayswith
a distinct oral aperture. They reproduce by fission and by
sporulation. liie modem family corresponds to several
older groups of similar names and less exact definition.

PeridiniTun (per-i-din'i-um), n. [NL. (Ehren-
berg, 1836), < Gr. irepi6w^c, whirled around; cf.

irepidtvoc, a rover, pirate, < srepi, around, + cjijwf

,

a whirling.] The typical genus of Peridiniidse.
There are several species, as P. tabulatum of Great Brit-

ain and P. sanguxneum of India. The latter imparts a
bloody color to water that contains it Some are called
trreath-animaleulea.

Peridiodei (per'i-di-6'de-i), B. pi. [NL. (Ny-
lander), < peridium + Gr.' elSoc, form.] A series

having the bill short and weak. There are about of lichens, according to the classification of
20 species, of brilliant or varied plumage^chiefiyblack and Nvlander, including the single tribe Peridei.
scarlet or yellow, inhabiting India, China, the Malay _pijj;-i« /'T.5-rid'i-ol'> n K NL veridiolum
peninsula and archipelago, Java, Sumatra, and Borneo, pencUOie tpe-na i-oi;, n. i\ riu. pervamum,
such as P. ffitniotiu and P. tpedtms. Some of them are q. v.] In bot., same as peridtolum.
known as nunuKts. The genus is also called Pteraeoniis peridiolum (peivi-di'o-liim), n. [NL., dim. of
and.^as.

pericolonst (pe-rik'-a-lus), a. [< L. periculosus,

dangerous: see perilous.] Dangerous; hazard-
ous.

As the moon about every seventh day arrivefh unto a
contrary sign, so Saturn, which remaineth abont as many
years as the moon doth days in one sign, and holdeth the

same consideration in years as the moon in days^ doth
cause these perietUous periods.

Sir T. Broumt, Tulg. Err., iv. 12.

pericolnm (pe-rik'u-lum), n. ;
pL pericula (-la).

[L. : see perii.] In Scots law, a risk.

pericystitis (per'i-sis-ti'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.

TTEjoi, around, + /ci'orif, bladder, + -iiis. Cf.

a/stms.] Inflammation around the bladder.

peridium.] In hot., in gasteromycetous fungi,

the smaller peridia or nests of tissue formed
within the general fructification, and inside of

which the hymenium is formed; also, the inner

layer of a peridium when more layers than one
are present. See cuts under apoihecium, ascus,

and Fungi.
peridium (pf-rid'i-um), n.; pi. peridia (-a).

[NL., < Gt.' mipiSiov, dun. of ir^pa, a leather

poueh, wallet, scrip.] The outer enveloping

coat of a sporophore in angioearpous fungi,

upon which the spores develop in a closed cav-

ity. In the Uredinea it envelops the aecidium, and is also

c^ed the peeudoperidimn, or paraphysis envelop. In the

periependymal
Oatteromyeetet it is also called the utenu, and may be dif-
ferentiated into an outer peridium, which opens in various
ways, and an «nn«r peridium (peridiolnm), which directly
incloses the gleba. See cuts under Lyeoperdon and ^per-
mogonium.

peridot (per'i-dot), n. [< F. peridot = Pg. It.

peridoto, 'KL.peritot (after F.), also ^enodtw
(appar. after 'L.periodus, period), a kind of em-
erald; origin not clear.] Same as chrysolite.

peridotic (per-i-dot'ik), a. [< peridot + -tc.]

Pertaining to, resembling, or characterized by
the presence of peridot or of peridotite.
peridotite (per'i-do-fit), «. IKperidot + -ite^.]

A rock composed essentially of olivin, with
which are usually associated more or less of
one or more of the minerals enstatite, dial-
lage, augite, magnetite, chromite, and pieotite.
Lithologists are by no means agreed in r^ard to the
nomenclature of the varieties of peridotite. M. E. Wads-
worth distinguishes the following : dwiile, composed al-
most entirely of olivin, with a few grains of pieotite,
magnetite or some other accessory mineral : saxoniUt a
variety consisting of olivin and enstatite ; lAerzolile, ot,
olivin with enstatite and diallage; buchnerUe, of olivin,
enstatite, and augite; eulysUe, of olivin and diallage;
pierite, of olivin and augite. Of these varieties, the first
four have been found in meteorites as well as in terres-
Ixial rocks ; the otherG^ so far as known, are exclusively
terrestriaL Olivin passes readily into serpentine ; hence
many olivin rocks are found more or less completely al-
tered into that mineral, so that the distinction between
olivin and serpentine rocks is one not easily preserved.
Peridotite is known to be in some cases an eruptive rock,
and is generally supposed to have been such in all cases.
That most serpentine rocks are the result of the altera-
tion of some peridotic material is also generally conceded

;

that serpentine may have been produced in some other
way is possible, but aas not been distinctly proved.

peridrome (per'i-drom), n. [= F. peridrome =
Sp. Pg. It. 2>eridromo, < Gr. irepidpo/ioc, a gallery
running round a building, < mpiSpo/to^, running
round, < ^cpl, arotmd, + ipa/ielv, run.] In an
ancient peripteral temple, the open space or
passage between the walls of the ceUa and
the surrounding columns. See cut under opis-
thodomos.

periegesis (per'i-e-je'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. vcpa/.

ytpjiQ, a leading around, ^cpaiyeiadtu, lead around,
< irepi, around, -I- ^eloBcu, lead : see liegemony.]
A progressthrough or around ; especially, a for-
mal progress, or a journey in state ; a travel-
ing through anything.

In'hisperiegegia, or triumphant progressthroughout this
island, it has been calculated that he laid a tytbe part of
the inhabitants under contribution.

Lamb, Two Races of Men.

perielesis (per'i-e-le'sis), n. [< Gr. irEpica^aig,

a convolution, < acpie'Aciv, fold or wrap round,
< irefA, around, + etXav, roU up.] In Gregorian
music, a long ligature or phrase at the end of a
melody, the tones of which are sung to a single
syllable. Compare pneuma.

periencephalitis (per'i-en-sef-a-K'tis), w. [<
Gr. Ttepi, around, + 'tyKtifaXoQ, ithe brain (see
enceplialon), + -itis.] Inflammation of the pia
mater and tissues immediately subjacent.

—

FeriencephaJltis acuta, an acute psychosis presenting
maniacal delirium followed by apathy and coUapse, and
attended with irregular pyrexia and frequent pulse. The
onset, usually after some mental prodromes, is apt to be
sudden ; the end is ordinarily in death or in dementia and
paralysis. There is intense hyperemia of the pia, arach-
noid, and cortex, with evidence of inflammation. Also
called delirium acuium, iyphomania, mania gravis, plareni-
(w, grave ddirium. Sell's dixaee, acute peripheral enapha-
litis.

periendymal (per-i-en'di-mal), a. [< Gr. mpi,
around, + NL. endyma: see endymal.] Same as
periependymal.

perienteric (per'i-en-ter'ik), a. [<.perienteron
+ -ie.] Situated around or about the enteron

;

perivisceral ; coelomatie ; of or pertaining to the
perienteron : as, theperienteric fluid of a worm.
— Perienteric cavity. Same as perientenm.

perienteron (per-i-en'te-ron), »i. [NL., < Gr.
iTcpi, around, + ivrepov, intestine: see archen-
teron.] The primitive perivisceral cavity per-
sisting as a modified blastocoele after a masto-
sphere has undergone gastrulation ; the blasto-
eoBle of a gastrula, or the space between the en-
doderm and the ectoderm, as distinguishedfrom
the cavity of the archenteron inclosed within
the endoderm. Usually the perienteron is speedily
obliterated by the apposition of me endoderm and ecto-
derm ; and then, by uie development of a mesoderm and
the splitting up of its layers, or by the extension into the
perienteron of diverticula of the archenteron which be-
come shut off from the latter, a permanent and definitive
perivisceral or perienteric cavity, in the form of a schizo-
ccele or of an enteroccele, replaces the original perienteron
to form a body-cavity between the body-walls and the walls
ot the alimentary canaL

periependymal (per'i-e-pen'di-mal), a. [NL.,
< Gr. jrepi, around, + NL. ependyiha : see gien-
dymal.] Situated or occurring about, or just
outside of, the ependyma: as, periependyninl
myelitis. Also periendymal.



perier

perier (per'i-6r)j n. [< p. pirim- (see def.).]

In. founding, an iron rod nsed to hold back the
seum in the ladle. E. S. Knight.

periergia (per-i-6r'ji-8), m. [ML.: aeeperiergy.']

In rhet., same a,B periergy.

Another point of surplusage lieth not so much in super-
fluitie of your words

—

as of your trauaile to describe the
matter which yee take in hand, and that ye ouer-labour
your selfe in your businesse. And therefore the Greelses
call it Periergia, we call it ouer-labour.

Pvttenham, Arte of Eng. Foesie, p. 216.

periergy (per'i-6r-ji), n, [< Mh.periergia, < Gr.
Trepiepyia, over-carefulness,< jr£pfepyof,over-oaie-
ful,< TTEpt, around, beyond, + *ipyeiv= E. worlc.2

Excessive care or needless effort; specifically,

in rhet., a labored or bombastic style.

periesophageal (per-i-e-so-fa'jf-al), a. [< Gr.
Ti-cpi., around, + NL. oesophagus: see esophageal.^
Surrounding the esophagus, as the nervous ring
around the gullet of many invertebrates.

periesophagitis (per"i-e-sof-a-ji'tis), n. [< Gr.
• Ktpi, around, + Nli. eesophdgus, esophagus, +

-jfe.] Inflammation of the areolar tissue abound
the esoj^hagus.

perifascicilIar(per"i-fa-sik'u-l|ir),o. l<Gi.mpi,
around, + L. fasciculus, fascicle : see fascicu-
lar.'] Existing or occurring about a fasciculus.

perifibral (per-i-fl'bral), a. [< perifibrum +
-al."] Pertaining to perifibrum; containing or

consisting of perifibrum: as, a perifibral mem-
brane. A. Syatt.
perifibrous (per-i-fl'brus), a. [< perifibrum +
-OMS.] Same ais perifliral.

periflbnim (per-i-fi'brum), n. [NL., < Gr. vepl,

around, + L. fibra, a fiber: see fiber''-.'] The
membranous envelop or fibrous covering of the
skeletal elements of sponges.

This perifibrum envelopes the spicules as well as the
fiber. . . . The cells of thei>en|/f&rum as observed in Hall.
chondria and Chalinula were very long, fusiform, and flat.

A. Hyatt, Froc. Best. Soc. Kat. Hist, XXTII. 83.

perigamium (per-i-ga'mi-um), n. [NL., < Gr.
Kepi, around, + y&/iog, marriage.] In mosses,
an involucre inclosing both male and female
organs. Compare perigone and perigynium.

periganglionic (per-i-gang-gli-on'ik), a. [< Gr.
TTfpj, around, + E. ganglion : see ganglionic.']

Surrounding or investing a ganglion Perigan-
glionic glands, small connecuve-tissne capsules cotAain-
ing a system of glandular tubes filled with a milky calca-

reous fluid, found in the ganglia of the spinal nerves of
certain animals, as the frog. Also called erystaZ capsvies
and edlcareous sues.

perigastric (per-i-gas'trik), a. [< Gr. irepi,

around, -1- yaariip (yaarp-), stomach: see gaster^,

gastric] Surrounding the alimentary canal;
perienteric; perivisceral: as, the perigastric

space of a polyzoan, con'esponding to the ab-
dominal cavity of a vertebrate ; the perigastric
fluid.

perigastritis (per-i-gas-tri'tis), «. [NL., < Gr.
wspi, around,+ yaaHjp (yaarp-), stomach, H

—

iiis.']

Inflammation of the peritoneal coat of the sto-

mach. Also called exogastriUs.

perigastmla (per-i-jgas'tr5-la), n.; pi. perigas-
trulsB (-le). [NL., < Gr. irepi, around, + NL.gas-
trula, q. v.] In embryol., that form of metagas-
trula, or kenogenetic gastrula, which results

from surface-cleavage of the egg, or superficial

segmentation of the vitellus. Also called blad-

der-gastrula.

Surface cleavage results in a bladder-gastrula (perigat-

tnda), . . . the usual form among articulated animals
(spiders, crabs, Insects, etc.').

Haeckel, Evol. of Man (trans.), L 200.

perigastmlar (per-i-gas'tr§-lar), a. [< peri-

gastrukt + -ar^.] Pertaining to or having the
character of a perigastmla orperigastrulation.

perigastrulation (per-i-gas-trS-la'shon), n. [<

perigastmla + -aUon.] The formation of a
perigastmla; the state of being perigastrular.

perigean (per-i-je'an), a. [< perigee + -an.]

Pertaining to the perigee ; occurring when the
moon is in her perigee.

The accelerated perigean tides give rise to a retarding
force, and decrease the apogean distance.

Mruye. Brit., XXICC. 378.

perigee (per'i-je), n. [= p. perigSe = 8p. Pg.
It. perigeo, < NL. perigeum (cf. Gr, trepiyetog,

around the earth), < Gr. ^repi, near, aronnd, +
yy, the earth. Cf . apogee.] That point of the

moon's orbitwhich is nearest to the earth: when
the moon has arrived at this point, she is said

to be in her perigee. Formerly used also for the
corresponding point to the orbit of any heavenly body.
See apogee. Also called eplgee, epigeum.

perigenesis (per-i-jen'e-sis), ». [< Gr. izspi,

aroxmd, -t- E. genssis.] Wave-generation; a
dynamic theory of generation which assumes
that reproduction is effected by a kind of wave-
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motion or rhythmical pulsation of plastidules.

See the quotations.

MAeekeVsp^rigenetisia, when separatedfromhlsrhetorlc,
the substitution of rhythmical vibrations for the different

kinds of gemmoles. Sderuse, VIII. 183.

The Dynamic Theory of reproduction I proposed in 1871,

and it has been since adopted by Haeckel under the name
of perigenesis. E. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 229.

periglottic (per-i-glot'ik), a. [< Gr.irep^, around,
-¥ yXarra, yyiaaca, tongue, + -Jc] Situated
about the base of the epiglottis: a,s, periglottic

glands.

periglottis (per-i-glot'is), n. [NL., taken ia

Ut. sense of 'something about the tongue,' <

Gr. irepiyTMTTk, a covering of the tongue, < •nepi,

around, about, + y'karra, ylaaaa, tongue: see
glottis.] The epidermis of the tongue.

perignathic (per-ig-nath'ik), a. [NL., < Gr.

mpT, around, + yy6So(, jaw : see gnathic] Sur-
rounding the jaws (of an eohinoderm) : as, the
perignathic girdle (the structures which pro-
tract and retract the jaws of sea-urchins). M.
DvMcan, 1885.

perigon (per'i-gon), n. [< Gr. irepl, around, +
yurvia, a corner, angle.] An angidar quantity
of 360°, or four right angles.

perigonal^ (pe-rig'o-nal), a. [< perigomvm +
-al.] Same as pefigokial. TT. B. Carpenter,

Micros., $ 339.

perigonal^ (pe-rig'o-nal), a. [< perigon + -al.]

In chartography, preserving the angles as near-

ly as possible under the condition of preserving
the relative areas exactly.

perigone (per'i-gon), n. [= 'F.pirigone, < NL.
perigonium, < Gr. nepi, around, + 701^, seed,

generation, < yeviaBai, produce.] In bot., same
as perianth, but also, specifically, the circle of

leaves surrounding the antheridia of certaiu.

mosses. Also perigonium.
perigonial (per-i-go'ni-al), a. [< NL. perigo-

nium, perigone, + -al.] 'In bot., of or belonging
to the perigone : as, the perigonial leaves of a
moss or liverwort.

perigonium (per-i-go'ni-nm), ».; pi. perigoma
(-a). [NL.: see perigone.] 1. lu Hyd/roida, a,

sab formed by the more external parts of the
gonophore.

Shortly after arrival in the sedentary gonophore, whe-
ther this be a medusoid or a simple sporosac, the sexual
elements— egg-cells or spermatozoa— are found accumu-
lated around the spadix, where they are retained by the
perigonium. . . . The perigonium on the sporosac con-
sists simply of the ectodermal coat, which, before the in-'

tervention of the sexual cells, lay close upon the spadix,

while in the medusoid it consists not only of this coat
but of layers which correspond to those which form the
umbrella of a medusa.

6. J. AWman, Challenger £«port on Hydrolda, yXTTT.
[iL p. xxxT.

2. In bot., same 2us perigone.

P6rigordpie. See^iei.

perigourcQne, perfiourdine (per-i-gSr'din,
-jor'din), n. [So called from PSrigord, a former
province of Prance.] 1 . A country-dance used
in P6rigord: it is usually accompanied by sing-

ing.— 2. Music for such a dance, or in its

rh;^hm, which is triple and quick.

perigraph. (per'i-graf), n. [< Gr. irepiypafl!, a line

drawn round, an outline, sketch, < izepiyp&^eiv,

< TTEpj, around, + ypcupeiv, -write.] 1. A care-

less or inaccurate delineation of anything.

—

2f. In anat., the white lines or fibrous impres-
sions on the straight muscle of the abdomen,
resulting from tendinous intersections. They
are now called the linea alba and linese semilu-

nares or transversee of the rectus abdominis.

perigrapllic (per-i-graf'ik), a. [< perigraph +
4c.] Pertainmg to or of the natiie of a peri-

graph (in sense 1).

perigyne (per'i-jin), ». [K'SHj. perigynimn.] In
bot., same as perigynium.
perigynium fper-i-jin'i-um), n.; pi. perigyrda

(-a). [NL., < Gr. Trspl, about, + ywii, a female
(in mod. bot. a pistil).]

In bot., the hypogynous
bristles, scales, or a more
or less inflated sac, which
surround the pistil in many
CyperaceSB. The perigynium,
more or less in the form of a sac,

is especially characteristic of the

genus Carex. The term is also

applied in the mosses and Hepor
ttem to the special envelop of the
archegonia.

perigynous (pf-rij'i-nus),

a. [= V.pSrigyne = It.pe-

rigino, < On:, ircpi, about, +
yvir^, female (in mod. bot.

a pistil). Cf. epigynous.]

Orbit of Planet

S, sun ; fi, perihelion ; a, aplielion.

peril

in which there is a tubular ring or sheath sur-

rounding the pistil and upon which the vari-

ous parts of the flower are inserted. This ring
or sheath may be produced by the continued margind
growth of the broad flower-axis after its apex has ceased
to grow, or by the evident adnation of the various parts.

This axuiation may be merely the union of petals and sta-

mens to the calyx, the calyx remaining hypogynous, or
it may involve the adnation of the calyx, with the other
organs, to the lower part of the ovary, or neai'ly to the
summit of the ovary, while the petals and stamens may
be still further adnate to the calyx.—Perigynous In-
sertion. See insertion.

perigyny(pe-rij'i-ni),»i. l<perigyn-ous+ -y.] In
bot, the state or condition of bemg perigynous.

perihelion, periheUum (per-i-he'li-o^ -um), ».

;

Tpl.periheUa (-a). [< lP.pSrih4lie= Sp. 'Pg.perihe-

lio= It.perielio, <

^'L.perihelium, <

Gr. irepl, around,
near,+ ^h.oc, the
sun: see heliac.

Cf. aphelion.]

That point ofthe
orbit of a planet
orcomet inwhich
it is at its least

distance from
-the sun: opposed
to aphelion, it is

that extremity of the major axis of the orbit which is near-

est to that focns in which the sun is placed ; when a planet
is in this point it is said to be in its perihelion.

perihelioned (per-i-he'li-ond), a. [(.perihelion

+ -ed^.] Ha-ving, as a planet or comet, passed
its perihelion.

perihepatic (per"i-he-pat'ik), a. [< Gr. irepi,

around, -I- ^wap (^yTroT-), the liver : seeltepatic]

Surrounding the liver: noting the fibrous con-

nective tissue which invests and, as the capsule

of Glisson, penetrates that organ to invest the

different divisions of hepatic substance proper.

perihepatitis (per-i-hep-a-ti'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.

vrcpi, around, + ^ap (ifTrar-), liver, -1- -itis, Cf.

hepatitis.] Inflammation of the serous cover-

ing of the liver.

perihermenial (per-i-h6r-me'ni-al), a.
_
[< Gr.

trepl, about,+ ipiapiela, interpretation, < ep/iifvev-

eiv, interpret.] Pertaining to the subject or con-
tents of Aristotle's treatise Uepl 'Ep/jtiveiag, 'of

interpi'etation'—that is to say, to the logical

forms of propositions. Aristotle's doctrine in this

book does not precisely agree with that of his "Ana-
lytics," and is called peritiermenial doctrine.

perijourdine, n. See perigourdine.

perijove (per'i-jov), n. [< Gr. Ttept, around,
near, -I- L. Jovis, Jupiter: see Jove.] The point

in the orbit of any one of Jupiter's satellites

where it comes nearest to the planet.

perikephalaia, perikephalaion (per-i-kef-a-

li'a,-on), n. [< Gr. 7repiKefa?iala,'ireptKe(l>&Xaiov(see

del.), <Kepl, around, about, + KE6a^, the head.]

In Gr. archseol., a covering for the entire head,

as a helmet, or a head-dress of the nature of the

kekiTphalos or kerchief entirely inclosing the

hair.

I)eril (per'U), n. [Early mod. B. perill, perrill,

parel, parrell; < ME. peril, peryle, perylle, pe-

rele,pereile^perel, paril,parel,parell, < OF. peril,

'F.p4ril = Vt. peril, perilh = Bp. peligro, OSp.
periglo = 'Pg. perigo= It. periglio,pei-ielo,peri-

colo,periculo='^ISD.per^keli'E. oha.periele),< L.

periculum, perioVum, a trial, experiment, test,

essay, etc., also risk, danger,< "periri, try {peri-

tus, tried, experienced); of. Gr. ireipav, try, E.

fare'^.] X. Danger; risk; hazard; jeopardy;
exposure of person or property to injury, loss,

or destruction.

And therfore, sdle be it thatmen han grettre chep In the
Yle of Prestre John, natheles men dreden the longe wey
and the greteperiZes in the See, in the parties.

"' TravelB, p. 270.

They vse their peeces to fowlefor pleasure, others their

Caliaers for feare of perrill.

Iigly, Euphues and his England, p. 456.

To smile at 'scapes and jwri2> overblown.
Shak., T. of the S., ,2.3.

Perigynium of Carex lu-

fiulina. a, the same laid
open, showing the caryop-
sis within.

In bot., surround-

ing the pistil: specifically applied to a flower

Since he will be
An ass against the hair, at his own »eWZ
Be it. Beau, and FL, Coxcomb, iv. 6.

The rest

Spake but of sundry jiertte in the storm.
Tennyson, Holy OraiL

2. In law, a source of danger; a possible casu-

alty contemplated as the cause of loss or injury.
—Perils of tJie sea, risks peculiai'ly incident to navi-

gation, and particularly from wind or weather, the state

of the ocean, and rocks or shores. Against dangers of this

class the caniier does not insui'e the shipper.

The words perils of the sea embrace all kinds of marine
casualties, such as shipwreck, foundering, stranding, etc.,

and every species of damage to the ship or goods at sea by
the violent and immediate action of the winds and waves,



peril

DOt comprehended in the oidinary wear and tear of the
voyage, or directly referable to the acts and negligence of
the assured as Its inoiimate cause. Arnold.

=8yn 1. Jeopardy, etc See dmtger and riaL

pem (per'il), r.
; pret. and pp. pertied orperilled,

ppT.pierilingoTperilling. [< OF. jjertfter, put in
peril, be in peril, perish, = Sp. peligrar = Pg.
nerigar= It. pericolare, perigliare, periculare, <
ML. perieulare, endanger, peril, perish by ship-
wreck,< Jj.periculum, danger, peril: seeperil, n.

Cf.jWtcKtote.] I. trans. To hazard; risk; put
in peril or danger.
n. intrans. To be in danger.
Any gone wherewith it may pern to stain it self.

JfiUon, Chorch-GoTemment^ it S.

Ferilampinse (per'i-lam-pi'ne), B. pi. [XL.
(Forster, 1856), < Perilampus + -in«B.] A nota-
ble subfamily of cbalcids, mainlytropical. These
parasites are large compact forms with highty arched and
deeply pnnctored thorax, the stigmal vein of the fore
wings developed, and the ahdominal jointe evident, as in
Pa^mput.
Ferilampus Cper-i-lam'pus), n. [NIi. (Latreille,

1809), < Gr. irepiAa/i^eiv, beam around, < T>cpl,

around, + Ai/j-Eiv, shine.] The typical genus
of Perilampinae, having the abdomen not petio-
late and we antennee scarcely elavate. It is

Tvide-spread; about 30 species are described.
perilanngeal (per'l-la-rin'je-al), a. [< Gr. -epi,

around, + Xa/!w)f (iapwyy-), lar^ix: see laryn-

geal.'] Around or in the immediate neighbor-
hood of the larynx.

perilaryngitis (per-i-lar-in-^'tis), ». [NIi., <
Gr. srapj, around, + XapvyS (^piy^-), larynx,
+ -ttis.] Inflammation of the areolar tissue

around the laryni.

Ferilla (pe-ril'a), »». [Nli. (Linnsens, 1764),
from a native name in India.] A genus of an-
nual herbs of the order Labiatse, tnbe Saturei-

nesB, and subtribe MenthoidesB, known by the
four perfect didynamous stamens, the reticu-

lated nutlets, and the declined two-lipped fruit-

ing calyx. The S species are natives of eastern India
and China. They bear small flowers in racemes, and usu-
ally parple or deep-violet foliage^ on account «f which P.
HankinemU, sometimes called 1ieefiteak.tlm}t, has been
much used for omameiifal borders. P. argvla of Japan
yields an infusion used to redden table vegetable^ etc.;

and the oil yemola, pressed from its seed& is nsed in the
preparation of Japanese paper to imitate leather, and of
water-proof papers for nmbrella^ windows, etc.

Ferillas (pf-ril'us), n. [NL. (StSl, 1867), <PerU-
Jks, proper name.] A
genus of pentatomoid
bugs of the subfamily
Jmpime, having the
headsmoothandshin-
ing, the thorax with
narrowly elevated
lateral margins, and
the tibisB distinctly

sulcate. There are 6
spedes, exclusively Amer-
ican. P. drcumdnelut is

common in Canada and
thewestern United States,

and is known as the riag-tanded toldier-buff. It is pre-

daceoua, and one of the known enemies of the Colorado

potato-beetle.

perilous (per'il-us), a. [Formerly also peril-

lous, also parlous, parlish (see parlous); CME.
perilous, perlovose, < OF. periOos, periOeux, F.

p&nUeux = Sp. peligroso = Pg.perigoso = It.

periglioso,periooloso,periculoso, <li.perieulosus,

dangerous, hazardous, <periculum, danger, per-

il: see peril, n.] 1. PuU of peril or dai^r;
dangerous; hazardous; risky: as, a perilous

undertaking or situation; a perilous attempt.

I have not ben so fer aboven upward, becanse that

there ben to many perilouae Passages. „ _^ ,
MandevaU, Travels, p. 51.

And yet vnto this day it is a right ft^Boiw way.

SirR. GvyVorde, Pylgrymage, p. 41.

He [Hilton] fought theiriwrflom battle ; but he turned

away with disdain from their insolent triumph.
Mae(ad(^, Milton.

In the Norse legends the gods of Valhalla, when they

meet the Jotuns, converse on the perilous terms that he
who cannot answer the other's quesMons forfeits hu own
jjlg_

Enwrson, Clubs.

2t. Terrible; to be feared; liable to inflict in-

jury or harm; dangerous.

Star I am perUma with knyf in hond^
Albe it fliat I dar nat hir withstonde.

Chaucer, ProL to Honk's Tale, L SL

Ahab was a king, but Jesabel, Jeabel, ^e wasthe |«r-

iZous woman. Z<i«*ni«r, Sermon beL Edw. TI., 1550.

3t. Sharp; sarcastic; smart. ComparejMirJous.

A BerHom mouthe ys wors than spere or laonce.

^^^fc O/- P««d«n« (B. K T. S., extra ser.X 1. 80.

=Syn. 1. EJsky. See danger. ^, ., ^ „
perflonst (per'il-us), odr. l< perilous, a.] Ex-

ceedingly; very.

Ring-banded Soldier-bug {Perillus
ctrcumdnctMsi.

a, bog (fine shows natoial size)

;

#, antenna, enlatged; c, pntbascis,
enlaiged.
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She is jKriZmu crafty

;

I fear, too honest for us all too.

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, ilL 2.

perilously (i>er'il-us-li), adv. In a perilous
manner; dangerously; with hazard.
perilousness (per'il-us-nes), n. The quality of
beingperilous ; dangerousness ; danger ; hazard.
perilympll (per'i-limf), n. [< Gr. i^epi, around,
+ NL. lymjpha, lymph: see lymph.] The clear
fluid contained within the osseous labyrinth
of the ear, surrounding the membranous laby-
rinth: distinguished from endolymph. Also
called liqitor Cotunnii.

^Tilynvphaj^eiias (per'i-lim-fan-je-i'tis), n.

[NL., < Gr. irepZ, around, + iSTL. lympha, lymph,
+ Gr. ayyeun; a vessel, + -itis. Cf. lymphange-
itis.] Inflammation of the connective tissue
about a lymphatic vessel.

perilymplianglal (per'i-lim-fan'ji-al), a. [<
Gr. aepi, around, -1- NL. lympha, lymph, + Gr.
ayfelov, a vessel.] Surrounding or about the
lymphatic vessels: a,s,perHymphangial or peri-
lymphatic nodules (nodules of lymphoid tissue
surrounding or about the lymphatic vessels).

perilymphatic (per'i-lim-fat'ik), a. [< peri-
lymph + -aUcK] Of or pertaining to tlie peri-
lymph: as, perUymphaUc spaces.

perimancyt, ». Same as pyromancy.
perimeristem (per-i-mer'is-tem), n. [< Gr. ircpi,

around, + E. meristem.'] In hot., that portion
of the meristem which gives rise to the ex-
ternal cortex and the dermatogen. See meso-
meristem.

perimeter (pe-rim'e-ter), n. [= F. perimetre
= Sp. perime'tro = Pg. It. perimetro, < L. peri-

vietros, < Gr. ^rtpl/urpoc, the circumference, <
TTfpi, roxmd, + fiirpov, measure: see meter^.]
1. The eii'cumference, border, or outer boun-
dary of a superficial figure ; also, the measure
of this boundary.

If it [a cirele] be perfect^ all the lines from some one
point of it drawn to the perimeter most be exactly equaL

Or. H. More, Antidote against Atheism, I. vL 1.

2. An instrument for determining the visnal
power of different parts of the retma and plot-

ting areas of distinct vision.

perimetral (per-i-me'tral), a. [< perimeir-ie^

+ -oi.] Same as perimJetric^.

perimetric^ (per-i-met'rik), a. [<. perimeter +
-tc.] 1. Of or pertaining to the perimeter or
external boundary of a body: as, perimetric

measurements.— 3. Pertaining to perimetry.

perimetric^ (per-i-me'trik), a. [< Gr. irepl,

around, -I- p^pa, uterus, + -tc.] Situated or
occurring around or in ijie immediate vicinity

of the uterus.

perimetrical (per-i-met'ri-kal), a. [iperimeter
+ -ic-al (cf. meirieetl).] Of or pertaining to the
perimeter.
perimetritic (per'i-me-trit'ik), a. [< perime-
frit(is) + -ie.] Of, pertaining to, or ohmacter-
ized by perimetritis.

perimetritis (per'i-mf-tri'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.

irepi, around, + /ofrpa, uterus, + -itis. Ct.

metritis.] Inflammation about the uterus
;
pel-

vic peritonitis.

perimetry (pf-rim'et-ri), n. [(.perimeter+ -yS.]

The determination of tiie boundaries of areas

of distinct vision in the field of view by means
of a perimeter.

perlmonemla (per'i-mo-ner'^-la), n. ; pi. peri-

moneruUe (-le). [Nli., <'Gr. sre/K, around, + KL.
monerula.] In emiryol., the monemla stage of a
meroblastio e^ which undergoes superficial as

well as partial segmentation of the viteUus, and
develops in succession into a pericytula, peri-

momla, periblastula, and perigastrula.
_
It is

a cytode which includes formative yolk in the

outer wall and nutritive yolk in the interior.

perimonemlar (per'i-mo-ner'S-lar), a. [<.peri-

moTwrula + -ar^.] Of or pertaining toa perimo-

nemla.
perimorph (per'i-mfirf), n. [< Gr. ^cpi, around,

+ itop(^, form.] A mineral inclosing another,

or formed around another by its jwirtial meta-

morphism.
perimorphlc (per-i-m6r'fik), a. [< perimorph
+ -tc.] Of, relating to, or of the nature of a

perimorph.

Thepsendomorphic atperimarplac hornblende has pre-

cisely£e same characters as the original hornblende.
Quart. Jour. GeoL Soe., XLSX. 452.

peitmoiphons tper-i-m6r'fus), a. [(.perimorph

+ -ous.] Same bs periviorphic.

perimornla (per-i-mor'e-la), «. fNL., < Gr. Jrepj,

around, + KL. morula, q. v.] in embryol, the

morula or mulberry-mass which results from

perinenrial

the partial and superficial segmentation of the
viteUus of a pericytula, and proceeds to de-
velop into a x>eriblastula and x>erigastrula. it
is a body in which an external cell-stratum surronndsand
incloses an unsegmented mass of nntiitive yolk. See
pericyttda.

perimomlar (per-i-mor'§-lar), a. [< perimor-
ula + -arS.] Of or pertaining to a perimorula.
perimysial (per-i-mis'i-al), a. [< perimysi-um
+ -al.] Investing a muscle, as a sheath of
connective tissue or a fascia; of or pertaining
to perimysium.
penmysiTim (per-i-mis'i-um), n. ; pi. perttnysta
(-a). [NL., < Gr. -tpi. around, + /lic, muscle.]
The outer investment or sheath of areolar tis-

sue which surrotmds a muscle, sending inward
partitions between the fasciculi.

perineal, perinseal (per-i-ne'al), a. [= F. pe-
rineal; &s perineum + -aU] Cft or pertaining to
the perineum ; connected with or contained in
the perineum ; done in or performed upon the
perineum : as, perineal veins, glands, muscles,
etc. ; j>mneoi section, laceration, rupture; pert-

neaJ operations.—Fenneal aponeurosis. Same as
parineai fasda.—Perineal artery, (a) Si^erfidal, a
branch of the pudic supplyingcMe^ the back of the scro-
tum in the male and the pudendal labia in the female^
(b) Trangcerse, a branch of the superficial perineal at pu-
dic supplying the parts between the auus and the bulb of
the urethra.—Perineal body. See perinnmL, 1.—Per-
ineal fi»«Ain the fascia of the pelvic ouUet^ more espe-
cially that of the true perineum, in front of the anu&
See fagda.—Perineal hernia, a rare hernia in the per-
ineum, by the side of the rectum, or between the rec-
tum and the vagina in the female, or the rectum and the
bladder in the male.—Perineal nerve, one of the termi-
nal divisions of the pudic, sending superficial branches to
the skin of the perineum, and the back of the scrotum in
the male, or the labia in the female, and deep branches
to the perineal muscles Perineal region. Same as
perineum.—Perineal section, incision into the urethra
through tlie perineum, for the relief of stricture.—Peri-
neal strait, the inferior strait of the pelvis.

perineocele (per-i-ne'o-sel), Ji. [< Nil.perineum
+ Gr. 107^, tumor.] Hernia in the perineum.

perineoplasty (per-i-ne-o-plas'ti), n. [< NL.
perineum + Gr. TrXaardc, verbal adj. of Jtiaaaeiv,

mold.] A plastic operation on the perineum,
as a perineorrhaphy.
perineorrhaphy (per'i-nf-or'a-fi), n. [< NL.
perineorrhaphia, < perineum +"Gr. i&a^, suture,

< pdirretv, sew, stitch together.] Suture of the
perineum, as when ruptured in childbirth.

perinephral (per-i-nef'ral), o. [< Gr. T£p£,

around, + voppo^, the kidney.] Situated or oc-
curring around or in the immediate vicinity of
the kidney.
perinephlial (per-i-nef'ri-al), a. [< NL. pert-
nephrium + -al.] Surrounding the kidney ; of
or pertaining to the peirinephrium.

perinephric (per-i-nef'rik), a. Same asjpert-

tuphrial.

perinephritic (per'i-nef-rit'ik), o. [(peri-
nephritis + -ic.] 1. Pertaining to or affected
with perinephritis.— 2. Perinephric.

perinephritis (per'i-nef-ri'tis), n. [NL.,< peri-

nephrium + -itis.] Inflammation of the areolar
tissue around the kidney.

perinephrinm (per-i-nef'ri-um), n. [NL., < Gr.
^npl, around, + ve^poc, the kidney.] The con-
nective tissue which forms a more or less com-
plete capsule or sheath for the kidney.

perinenm, jperinsenm (per-i-ne'um), ». [= F.
perinee = Sp. Pg. It. perinea, ( NL. perimeum,
perineum (LL. peritueon, perineon), ( Gr. ircpi-

veov, wepivaiov, also jrepfveof, vepivam^, sometimes
ircptvof, the perineum; origin uncertain; by
some explained as if *ir^pivcov, ( tnjpiv {iniptv-)

OTinipii (inipiv-), scrotum.] 1. The region of the
body between the thighs, extending from the
anus to the fourchette in the female, or to the
scrotum in the male, in this, the usual surgical and
obstetrical sense of the word, the term may include, in

tile femsde^ all the deeper parts between the posterior
wall of the vagina and the anterior wall of the rectum, or it

may be more particularly applied to the superficial parte,

the deeper pafts receiving the name of peraieal body,

2. The region included by the outlet of the
pelvis, extendingfrom the apex of the subpubic
arch in front to the tip of the coccyx behind,
and bounded laterally by the conjoined pubic
andischiatic rami, the tuberosities of the ischia,

and the great sacroseiatic ligaments, itisocca-
pied by the terminatloD of the rectum, the urethra, the
root of the penis in the male, or the termination of the
vagina, the vulva, and the clitoris in the female, t<%ether
with their muscles, fasciae, vessels, and nerves. In this
sense, the division in front of the anus is termed the vre-
thnd part, orthe trueperineuni, and the posterior division,
including the anu^ is termed the awU part, itddorectal
region, or the faUe perineum.

perineuria, »». Plural ,of periiteuriuOT.

perineuria! (per-i-nu'ri-^l), a. [< NL.perineu-
rium + -ai.] Investing a nerve or surround-



perineuria!

ing a nerve-fiber ; of or pertaining to perineu-
rium.
perineuritis (per"i-nu-ri'tis), n. [NL., < peri-
neurium + -iiS.] Inflammation of the perineu-
rium.
perineurium (per-i-nii'ri-um), n.

;
pi. penreeM-

ria (-a). [NL., < Gr. nepi, around, -I- vevpav,

nerve'.] The membranous sheath smTounding
a nerve-funiculus. Also called neurilemma.
perinium (pe-rin'i-um), n. [NL., < Gr. nepc,

around, -I- if ('"-), muscle, fibrous vessel in
muscle, a vessel of plants.] In hot., a name
proposed by Leitgeb for a peculiar outer layer
that enters into the composition of the walls
of the spores of certain HepaUese, such as Cor-
sinia and Sphserocarpus. it is frequently beautifully
sculptured, and is derived from the membrane of the spe-
cial mother-cells of the spores.

periocular (per-i-ok'u-lar), a. [< Gr. •rrepi,

around, + L. ooulus, eye': see ocular.'} Sur-
rounding the eyeball Periocular space, the spaca
within the orbit not occupied by the eyeball.

period (pe'ri-od), n. [< F.periode= Sp. periodo
=Pg.It.jjeno(io=D. G. 'Da,ii.periode=Syr. peri-
od, ^Jj.periodus, < Gr. •wspiodo^, a going round, a
way round, circumference, a circuit, or a cycle
of time, a regular prescribed course, a well-
rounded sentence, a period, < vepi, around, +
oddf, way.] 1. A circuit; around; hence, the
time in which a circuit or revolution, as of a
heavenly body, is made; the shortest interval

of time within which any phenomenon goes
through its changes to pass through them again
immediately as before.

Some experiments would be made how by art to make
plants more lasting than their ordinary j^mofi.

Bcurni, Nat. Hist.

The rays of light differ from those of invisible heat only
in point of period, the former failing to affect the retina
because their period* of recurrence are too slow.

Tyndail, Radiation, § 15.

2. Any round of timp, or series of years, days,
etc. Specifloally— (a) A revolution or series of years by
which time is measured ; a cycle : as, the Calippicperiod;
the DionysianjTmod; the Julian peWo(2. (b) Any specified
division of time : as, a period of a hundred years ; the pe-
riod of a day.

The particulari}er^o(28 into whichthe whole^en'oti should
he divided, in my opinion, are these : 1. From the fifteenth

to theend of the sixteenth century. 2. From thence to the
Fyrenean treaty. 3. From thence down to the present
time. Bolingbroke, Study of History, vi.

3. An indefltuite part of any continued state,

existence, or series of events ; an epoch : as,

the &rst period of life ; the la.stperiod of a king's
reign ; tne period of the French revolution.

Many temples eaily gray have outlived the Psalmist's
period. Sir T. Sroume, To a Friend.

So spake the archangel Michael ; then paused,
As at the world's great period. Milton, P. L. , xii. 467,

A really good historian may . . . combine an earnest
faith in the Unity of History with a power of creating

most exact and minute reproductions ot periods, scenes,

and characters. StvJbbs, Medieval and Modern Hist,
, p. 89.

4. The point of completion of a cycle of years

or round or series of events ; limit ; end ; con-

elusion; termination.

The period of thy tyranny approacheth.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 2. 17.

About foure of the clocke, they made a period of that
solemnity. Coryat, Crudities, I. 39, sig. D.

To end
And give a timely ^wnod to our si)orts,

X.et OB conclude them with declining night.

B. Jonion, Cynthia's Efivels, v. 3.

Hence— 5\. The end to be attained
;
goal.

This is the period of my ambition.
Shak., M. W. of W., iii 3. 47.

6. In rhet., a complete sentence from one full

stop to another ; a passage terminated by a full

pause.

I am employed just now ... in translating into my
faint and inefficientperioife the divine eloquence of Plato's

Symposium. Shelley, in Dowden, II. 218.

7. In anc. pros., a group of two or more cola.
According to the number of cola it contains, a period is

dicolic, tricolic, tetracolic, etc. The end (apotbesis) of a
period must coincide with the end of a word, and is also
characterized by admitting of syllaba anceps and hiatus.

A single colon treated thus is also regarded as a period
(a monocolic period). A monocolic, dicolic^ etc., period is

a meter. (See meters, 1 (b) (2).) Certain penods are known
as lines or verses. (See line^, 6 (6).) A group of periods is

called a system.

8. In music, a definite and complete division

of a composition, usually consisting of two or

more contrasted or complementary phrases ; a
complete musical sentence. The term is somewhat
variously used ; but it always involves a cadence at the
end of the period, by which it is distinctly separated from
what follows. Usually a period includes eight or sixteen
measures.
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9. The point or character that marks the end
of a complete sentence, or indicates an abbre-
viation, etc. ; afuU stop, thus (.).— 10. Tnmath.,
(a) The smallest constant difference which,
added to the value of a vai-iable, will leave that
of a function (of which it is said to be the
period) unchanged. (6) In vulgar arithmetic,

one of several similar sets of figures or terms,
marked by points or commas placed regularly
after a certain number, as in numeration, in
circulating decimals, and in the extraction of
roots. Sometimes called (Je^ree.— 11. lamed.,
one of the phases or epochs which are distin-

guishable in the course of a disease.—Archse-
Ological periods. See arcTueologieal ages, under age.—
Callpplc, Dionysian, Gaussian,hypothetical,Julian,
lunisolar period. See the adjectives.—Latent period
of a disease. Seeiatent.— Period of a wave. See wave.
— Period of incubation. Same as latent period of a dis-

ease.— Sothlac peiriod. Same as Sothiac cycle (which see,

under ci/rfei).—Variable period,the period duringwhich
the current of electricity passing through a conductor is

rising to its full strength. =Syn. 2 (a). Era, Age, etc. (see
epoch), cycle, date.— 3. Duration, continuance, term.— 4.
Bound, determination.

periodt (pe'ri-od), V. [< period, ».] I. trans.

To put an end' to. [Eare.]

Your honourable letter he desires
To those have shut him up ; which failing,

Periods his comfort. Shak., T. of A., i. 1. 99.

H. intrans. To end; cease.

'Tis some poor comfort that this mortal scope
Will period. Barton. (Nares.)

periodic (pe-ri-od'ik), a. [< OF. periodic, F. p£-
riodiqvs= ^^p. periodica = Pg. It. periodica= D.
periodiek (of. Oc.periodisch=Dan. Bm.xyeriodislc),

X Ti.periodicus, X Gr. nepiodticdg, coming roimd at
certaintimes, periodic, < mptoSoQ, a going round,
a period: see period.'] 1. Pertaining to or of
the nature of a period, cycle, or round of years
or events.— 2. Performed or proceeding in a
series of successive circuits or revolutions: as,

the periodic motions of the planets round the
sun, or of the moon round the earth.— 3. Hap-
pening or occurring at regularly recurring in-

tervals of time; statedly recurring: as, a pe-
riodic publication; the periodic return of a
plant's flowering; periodic outbursts; ^aperi-
odic character of ague ; the pieriodic motion of

a vibrating tuning-fork or musical string.

Periodic gatherings for religious rites, or other public
purposes, furnish opportunities for buying and selling,

which are habitually utilized.

B. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., § 497.

4. In rhet. : (a) Of or pertaining to a period or
complete sentence; complete in grammatical
structure. (6) Noting that foi-m of sentence in

which the sense is incomplete or suspended un-
til the end is reached.

These principles afford a simple and sufficient answer
to the vexed question as to the value of the periodic sen-

tence— or sentence in which the meaning is suspended
till the end— as compared with the loose sentence^ orsen-
tence which could have been brought to a grammatical
close at one or more points before the end.

A. S. Hill, Rhetoric, p. 152.

Milton is the last great writer in the old periodic style.

J. W. Hales, Int. to Milton's Areopagitica, p. xxxiv.

Doubly periodic, having two periods.— Doubly peri-
odic functions, in maSfi. See/wncHon Periodic com-
et. See comet, 1.—Periodic continued fraction. See
cordtnaed fraction, under co»i<m««(f.— Periodic curve,
fever, etc. See the nouns.— Periodic ftinctlon. This
phrase is used in ditferent senses in the calculus of func-

tions and in the theory of functions. In the foi-mer, a pe-

riodic function is one whose operation being iterated a
certain number of times restores the variable. Thus, 1 — x
is such a function, since 1 — (1 — a;) = a!. But in the theory
of functions a periodic function is defined as a function

having a period. For a more general definition, 8ee/«jie-

tian.— Periodic Ineoiuality, a disturbance in the motion
of a planet dependent upon its position in its orbit rela-

tive to another planet, and hence going through its changes
in periods not excessively long : opposed to secular ine-

quality, which is a disturbance dei)endent upon the rela-

tive positions of two planetary orbits.—Periodic law, in

chem., a relation of chemical elements expressed by the
statement that the properties of the eiements are periodic
functions of their atomic weights. If the chemical ele-

ments are arranged in the order of their atomic weights, at

regular intervals of the series will be found elementswhich
have similar chemical and physical properties— that is,

there is a periodic recurrence of these properties. If the
elements showing this periodic recurrence are arranged
in order by themselves, they form a group which, having
similar properties and relations, follows a regular progres-

sion in the individual differences of its members.— Peri-
odic stars. See (tor.—Periodic winds. See monsoon
and trade-wind.

periodical (pe-ri-od'i-kal), a. and n. [<periodic
+ -al.'] I. a. 1. Having a period; performed
in a fixed period or cycle ; appearing, occurring,

or happening at stated intervals ; regularly or

statedly recurring at the end of a fixed period
of time : as, periodical diseases

;
periodical pub-

lications.

periorbital

It [her religion] dwelt upon her spirit, and was incor-

porated with the periodical work of every day.
Jer. Taylor, Works, III. viii.

2. Of or pertaining to magazines, newspapers,
or other publications which appear or are pub-
lished at regulai'ly recurring intervals.

In no preceding time, in our own or in any other coun-

try, has anonymous periodical criticism ever acquired
nearly the same ascendency and power.

Oat*, Hist. Eng. Lit., II. 566.

Periodical cicada, a book-name of the seventeen-year

locust, Cicada septemdecim, whose laiva staysunderground
seventeen years in the northern United States, and thir-

teen in the southern. See cut under Cicadidse.—Feii-

Odical diseases, diseases the symptoms of which recur
at stated intervals.— Periodical literature, literature

which, thi'ough the relative brevity or incompleteness of

treatment of subjects incident to writing or editing for

periodical publications, is usually of less permanent and
substantial interest than works on similar subjects pre-

pared for publication in book form.

11. n. A publication issued at regular inter-

vals in successive numbers or parts, each of

which (properly) contains matter on a variety

of topics, and no one of which is contemplated
as forming a book by itself.

periodicaUst (pe-ri-od'i-kal-ist), n. l<periodi-

cal + -dst.l One who publishes, or one who
writes for, a periodical. New Monthly Mag.
periodically (pe-ri-od'i-kal-i), adv. At stated

or regularly recurring intervals : as, a festival

celebrated periodically.

periodicalness (pe-ri-od'i-kal-nes), «. The
state of being periodical; peri'odicity. [Eare.]

periodicity (pe'''ri-o-dis'i-ti), n. [= F. periodi-

city = Pg. periodimdade ; as j>eriodie + 4.ty.']

Periodic character; habitual tendency or dis-

position to recur at stated intervals of time.

The flowering, once determined, appears to be subject
to 5. law otpenodiaUy and habit.

Whewea, Bridgewater Treatise, p. 22.

Periodicity of an operation, in maih., the number of

times it has to be repeated to give unity.

periodontal (per''''i-6-don'tal), a. [< Gr. irepi,

around, -I- bdovQ (Jo&ovr-), =: E. tooth, + -al.\

Surrounding a tooth: specifically noting the
lining membrane of the socket of a tooth.

periodontitis (per-i-6-don-ti'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.
irepi, around, -I- bSovg (oSovt-), = E. tooth,+ -itis.1

Alveolar periostitis.

Ferioeci (per-i-e'si), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. vepioiKoi,

pi., < TzeplotKOQ, dwelling around, neighboring, <

wepl, around, + oIkoq, a dwelling.] In ancient
Greece, the name given by their Dorian con-
querors to the descendants of the original

Achean inhabitants of Laeonia.
perioesophageal, a. Same a.s periesophageal,

perioopnoritis (per''i-6-of-o-ri'tis), n. [NL., <

Gr. nepi, around, + NL. 'oophoron, ovary, +
-itis. Cf. oophoritis.'] Inflammation about the
ovary.

periophthalmic (per''''i-of-tharmik), a. [< Gr.
nepl, around, -t- bip0a^/i6;, eye : see ophtJialmic]
SuiTOunding the eye ; circumocular ; orbital,

with reference to the eye
;
periocular.

Periophthalmus (per'''i-of-tharmus), n. [NL.,
< Gr. irepi, aroimd, -I- bi^aXp.6q, eye.] A genus
of gobioid fishes, with the eyes approximated

Periopklhalmus koelreuteri.

on the upper surface of the head, very promi-
nent, and capable of looking around, whence
the name. P. Jcoelreuteri is an example.
perioptic (per-i-op'tik), a. [< Gr. trepi, around,

-f- oTTTtfcfSf, of seeing : aee optic.'] Surrounding
the orbit of the eye : as, perioptic bones (those

bones which enter into the formation of the
orbit).

perioral (per-i-6'ral), a. [< Gr. irept, aroimd, +
L. OS (or-), the moiith : see os^, oral.] Surround-
ing the mouth; circumoral: correlated with a(J-

oral, pastoral, and prearal.

periorbita (per-i-6r'bi-ta), n. [NL., < Gr. nepi,

around, + L. orhita, orbit: see orhit.'] The
periosteum of the orbit of the eye.

periorbital (per-i-6r'bi-tal), a. [< Gr. irepl,

around, + L. orhita, orbit : see orbital.] Of or

pertaining to the orbit of the eye : as, perior-
bital pain—Periorbital membrane, the lining mem-
brane of the orbit ; the orbital periostoum, and its continu-
ation over the fissures.



periosteal

periosteal (per-i-os'tf-al), o. [< periosteum +
-alJ] Investing or covering Iwne or a bone;
of or pertaining to periosteum: as,perioste<U
tissue ; periosteal vessels.

periosteotome (per-i-os'tf-o-tom), n. [< Gr.
"-efudareov, periosteum,+ -Vo]uof,< reumi; -a/iav,
ent.] A knife for dividing the periosteum.

periosteous (pep-i-os'te-us), a. [< periosteum
+ -ous.'] Same as i^eriosteal.

periosteum (per-i-os'tf-nm), n. [= F. perioste
= Sp. It. periosUo= Vg. p^iosteo, < Nli. perios-
teum, lAuperiosteon, < Gr. 'weptdarcov, the mem-
brane around the bones, neut. of izepioarcoc,

around the bones (-epiiineo^ vufiv, the mem-
brane aroundthe bones), < srept, around,+ barkov,

bone.] The enveloping membrane of bones;
a dense fibrous membrane firmly investing the
surface of bones, except where they are cov-
ered by cartilage, its InnemioGt or osteogenic layer
Iffodaces bone.sab8taiice, and the whole membrane for-
Uier serves in the attachment of softer parts and the sap-
port of blood-vessels. Compare endoAewm.
poiostitic (per'i-os-tit'ik), a. [<. periostitis +
-»c.] Of orpertainii^ to periostitis; affected
with periostitis.

The association of the osteo-aifliritic and jgericeticie le-
sions suggested a similar origin for both.

Lancet, Xo. 3469, p. 401.

periostitis (per^i-os-(3'tis), H. [NL., < perios-
teum +-itis.^ Inflammation of tile periosteum.

periostracal (per-i-os'tra-kal), a. [<.i)eriostra-

eum + -o?.] Investing the'diell of a mollusk,
as an epidermis ; of or pertaining to periostra-
eum.
periostracum (per-i-os'tra-kmn), II. [XL., <
Gr. irepi, around, + buTpaimv, shell.] Thehomy

4401
raw, walk about (cf. ncpiiraroi, a walking about,
a public walk, esp. a covered walk, hence dis-
cussion, aigument),< s-e/>j, about,+ irareiv, walk,
<irdT0f, a path, walk: seopafh. The literal sense
is later in E.] I. o. 1. Walking about; itine-
rant.

The plaintive cries of the chair-seaters, frog-venders,
and certain other peripaUtie merchants, tile meaning of
whose vocal advertisements I could never penetrate.

Lowdt, Fireside Travels, p. 224.

2. lcap.'\ Of or pertaining to Aristotle's system
of philosophy, or the sect of his followers ; Aris-
totelian: as, the Pej-i/iatefjc philosophers.
And an hundred and siztie yeares before Christ flour-

ished Aristobulos, a lew, and PeripaUtilK Philosopher.
PuTdiat, mgrimsge, pt 174.

n. n. 1. One who walks about; an itinerant;
a pedestrian.

The horses and slaves of the rich take np the whole
street ; while we peripatetics are very glad to watch an op-
portunity to whisk across a passage.

iSl«!l«, Tatler, Xo. 144.

2. [cap.'i Afollowerof Aristotle (384-322B.C.),
a great Greek philosopher. In the middle ages
the word was often used to signify a logician.
See Aristotelianism.

The Platonists denied the great doctrine of the Peripa-
t^ieSf that all the objects of the human understanding en-
ter at first by the senses.

D. Stewart, Philos. of the Mind, i. § 1.

3. pi. Instruction after the manner of Aristo-
tle; instruction by lectures.

The custom [of instructing by lectures] is old ; it is not
merely a mediseval one— it b^ongs with hieroglyphic^
cuneiform inscriptions, and peripatetics.

The Nation, XlVni. 306.

epidermal investment ofthe shells of most mol- peripatetical (per'i-pa-tet'i-kal), a. [<. peri-

[< Gr. mpl,
lusks.

periotic (per-i-o'tik), a. and »,

around, 4- ovs (ur-), the ear
Surrounding and
containing wieinner
ear, or essential or-

gan ofhearing ; com-
posing or entering
into the formation
of the otic capsule,
orotocrane; otocra-
nial; petromastoid

;

petrosal or petrous.
Several periotic bones
are found in nearly all

vertebrates. They may
all remain £stin(^
throughout life, butthey
are usually more or less
confluent with one an-
other, and may be, as in
man, com]detely fused;
furthermore they may
ankylose with other cra-
nial bones, and thus give
rise to certain parts of
the compound temporal
bone. Thei>^tsofasknll
called maSoid are com-
monlyoutgrowthsof per-
iotic bones. The set of
periotic bones composes
a bony case for the inner
ear, much as the case of
awatch covers theworks,
and tiiis is termed the
otoerane, otic eapade, or
AuU vf tke ear. When
mastoid parts are super-
added, the resultiug bone is called petronvutixd. The hu-
man periotac bones form what are called the ^etrmLs and
mattoid sections of the temporal bone. Penotic bones
which have been distinguished and named in various ani-
mals are the epiotie, prooUe, opislliotie, and pterotie. See
Uiese words, and cut under ^oui.—PeiloUc fenestra,
a cavity or depression included by the conspicaoua supe-
rior sranicircular canal, in the fetas or infant.

n. n. A periotic bone.
peripapillary (per-i-pap'i-la-ri), a. [< Gr. irepi,

around, + KL.i>ajp>Ra, papilla: see papiOary.^
Situated oroecumng around the circumference
of the optic papiUa.

peripateciant (per'i-iw-te'shan), >i. [For 'peri-

pateUdan (= F.pMpat^Hcien), < peripatetie +
-»on.] A peripatetic. Bp. HaU. _ ^ ^ , , -

,

rx ^
I wm watch and walk up and down, and be ajxjnjxrte- peiipetalOUS (per-1-pet a-lus), O. [< Gr. nepi

tian and a philosopher of Aristotle's stamp. around, + TriraMv, a leaf (petal) : see petal.}
Greene, Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay. 1_ Jq ^qqI^^ situated around or about the peta-

peripatetic (per'i-pa-tet'ik), a. and n. [= F. loid ambulacra of a sea-urchin.— 2. In lot.,

peripatitique = Sp.'pervpaUtico = Pg. It. peri- situated around the petals.

patetico, peripatetic, < L. Peripatetieus, Peripa- peripetia (per'i-pe-ti'a), ». [= F. pMpetie =
tetic, of the Peripatetie school ; as a noun.Peri- Sp. Pg. peripecia = It. peripezia, < NL. peripe-

patetieus, a disciple of this school (in ML. also «a,<Gr.!r£pi5rirf«i, a turningright about, a sud-

simply a logician) ; < Gr. TrepiiraniTiKS^ given to den change, < TrepfireTVC, falling around, < -epi-

walking about, esp. while teaching or disputing jriirreiv, fall around, < irepi, around, + iri—eiv,
at._^-ii tTT

falL] That part of a drama in which the plot

is unraveled and the whole concludes; the

denouement.

patetic + -a?.] Same as peripatetic.

The proudman is known by his gait, which iBperipateO-
cal, strutting like some new chorch-warden.

Bev. T. Adttim, Works, I. 486.

PeripateticisiU (per'i-pa-tet'i-sizm), JJ. [= Pg.
It.peripatetiasmo (ef. F.j)er>pa(^Nsine= Sp. Pg.
It. peripatetismo) ; as Peripatetic + -isnt.'] The
philosophical doctrines of Aristotle and his fol-
lowers ; the philosophy of the Peripatetics. See
Aristotelianisni.

From first to last, Arabian philoEophers made no claim
to originality ; their aim was merely to propagate the truth
of PeripaieSeiem as it had been deliv^^ to tliem.

Aujyt Brit, U. 267.

PeripaticUe (per-i-pat'i-de), n.ph [NL., < Peri-
jMtus + -itUe.1 The only family of Peripatidea,
containing the genus Peripatus.

Peripatidea (per'i-pa-tid'e-a), n. pi. [KL., <
Peripatus + -idea.1 An order of articulates
established upon the single genus Peripatus.
It has been variously referred to the worms and the myria-
pods, or elevated to the rank of a peculiar class. The
same group, variously cited or considered in classification,

iBcalleAMalacapoda,Onyehopiora,andiPntracheata. Also

Periotic C»ps1= ofTnrtl.(Ote&« ^«?1»^1^'"J^£:«*?^,. , , „
ntidas). Upper figtne internal and penpatlaeaU (pClTl-pa-tia e-au), O. and «. [<

rfSdiS?=,SS1f *Si.°'shS^ Peripatidea + -an.] I o. Pertaining to the
distinct pro and o^, pioBtic and Permatwiea, OF having their characters.

°,^^^tt^^iSi^^a^!St n- «• ^ member of the Peripatidea.
fsc. anterior, exterior, and posterior PeilPatUS (pe-lip'S-tUS), n. [Nil., < Gr. JTEOl-

?i?ETe:ss°Si&A^r^ '"^- ™'«"- '^"*—--. -oiv »>.„.^.

capital ; BO. basiocdpital ; BS, tutsi-

sphenoid ; ^ and Vllt. exits of tnge-
mions and auditory nerves; P. pimi-
tary space ; Pa, parietal Ixme ; Pt,
pterygoid.

n-oTVC, a walking about, irEpnraretv, walk about:
see jiefipafettc] 1. A genus of myriapods,
constituting the family Peripatidse. it is a syn-
thetic or generalized type, snppos^ to be the living rep-

resentative of an ancesbal form like that ttoxa which all

insects are descended. It has been at different times con-
sidered a mollusk, aworm, and an insect ; it is now known
to be amyriapod. Itresemblesagallcy-wormormilleped,
havingalong extensible cylindric^ body capable of coiling

up in a spirS like a thonsand-I^s, and has a gait like a
caterpillar, the body being supported upon simple legs

(17 to 33 pairs in the different species) ending in daws,
placed along nearly the whole length of the body. At
least 14 species are known. One was first described from
the island of Saint Vincent in the West Indies, under the

name P. tuliformig, from its resemblance to an iulns or

milleped. P. eapeiuis inhabits the Cape of Good Hope,
and P. nova-selaniUiB is found in New Zealand; others

occur in South America, Australia, eta They are found
among the decaying wood of damp and warm localities,

and have the curious habit of throwing out a web of vis-

cid filaments when handled or otherwise irritated.

2. [I. c] A species of this genus.

(said ofAristotteandhis followers, oi Bepnranrri-

Koi, the Peripatetics, because Aristotle taught

in the walks of the Lyceum at Athens), < irepi-a-

peripbrase

periphadtis (per'i-fa-a'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.
s-e/K, around, + ^6i, lentil (taken as 'lens'),
+ -itis. Cf. phacitis.'] In patliol., inflamma-
tion of the capsule of the lens.

peripharTUgeal (per'i-fa-rin'jf-al), a. [< Gr.
~ept, around, + liapvy^ (^dpvyy-^', the throat: see
phiryngeal.^ Siirrounding the pharynx: as,
the peripharyngeal band of cilia of some asei-

dians^Peilpliaryiiseal band, in ascidians, a tract
ol large cilia which surrounds the oral aperture of the
pharynx, and may be continuous with a similar hypo-
phaiyngeal band, as it is in Appendieularia. Hui&a,
Anat. Invert, p. 512.

peripherad (pe-rif'e-rad), adv. [< peripher-y
+ -a<f3.] Toward the periphery; away from
the center: the opposite of ceiitrad. JBuel^s
Handbook ofMed. Sciences, YUI. 533.
peripheral (pe-rif'e-ral), a. [< peripher-y +
-al.'] Of, belonging to, or situated on the pe-
riphery, circumference, or surface generally;
characteristic of or constituting the periphery:
as, periplteral parts; peripheral expansion.

—

Acaie p&ipheral encepnalitis. s&meisperiencepha-
Ktu.—Feripheral akinesia, akinesia due to lesion of the
anterior comua of the spinal gray matter, or of the motor
nerves or of the muscles, or, in a more resbicted sense, of
the nerves or muscles alone.—Peripheral ansesthe^a*
ansesthesia due to lesion of the sensory nerves, or end-
organs.—Feilpheral epilep^. See epifejMa/.—Periph-
eral organs, in 2002., organs distinctly separ^ed from the
main pmi. of the body, as the feet and feathers of a bird,
the wings of an insect, etc

peripherally (pe-rif'e-ral-i), adv. On or from
the periphery or exterior surface; as regards
the periphery: as, peripherally acting inhibi-
tory nerves.
perniheric (per-i-fer'ik), a. [= F. piripltiriguB
= Pg. peripherico= It. periferieo ; as pei-iplier-y

+ -Jc.] 1. Pertaining to or eonstitnting a
periphery.— 2. Situated around the outside of
an organ ; external : in botany, noting an em-
bryo curved so as to suiTound the albumen, fol-
lowing the inner part of the seed-covering.—3.
In zool., radiate : notu^ the type of stoicture of
the Cuvierian radiates. See massive, 6. Von
Baer.
peripherical (per-i-fer'i-kal), a. [< peripheric
+ -a?.] Same s^ peripheric.

peripherically (per-i-fer'i-kal-i), adv. Periph-
erally. [Eare._]

periphery (pe-riJE'e-ri), n. ; pi. peripheries (-riz).

[Early mod. 'E.periferie; < ME. jyeriferie, < OF.
petiplierie, F. pMplterie = Sp. pertferia = Pg.
peripheria = It. periferia, < LL. periplieria,

Ml. also periferia, < Gr. nspu^peui, the line
aroxmd a circle, circumference, part of a circle,

an arc, the outer surface, < Kcpujicp^, moving
around, round, circular, < Trcptijicpetv, carry
around, move around, < Tcpf, around, + ijtipecv

= E. hear^."] 1. In geom., the circumference
of a circle ; by extension, the boundary-line of
any closed figure; the perimeter.

[An] imperfect nunde declining toward a longitude,and
yet keeping within one line for lasperiferie or compasse
as the roimde. Pvttenliam, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 84.

2. The outside or superficial parts of a body;
the surface generally.

There are two distinct questions involved in this un-
solved problem. The first relates to the transmission d
a nervous impulse from the periphery to the sentient cen-
tres. J. SuUy, Sensation and Intuition, p. S9l

file ofthe periphery. See;!n:

peiiphlebitic (per'i-fle-bit'ik), a. [< per^hlo-
biOs + -tc.] Of or pertaining to periphlebitis.

periphlebitis (per'i-fle-bi'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.
STEpj, around, + ^Xhp (f^P-), vein, + -itis. Cf.

phlebitis.'] Inflammation of the outermost coat
of a vein.

penphoranillium (per'i-fo-ran'thi-um), n,

[NL., < Gr. Ttept^opa, a circuit (< ircpupipetv, move
around: see periphery), + a*ft)f, a flower.] In
hot., same aspericlinium.

periphractic (per-i-frak'tik), o. [< Gr. jre/jt-

ibpoKTOi, fenced around, inclosed, < mpt^paaauv,
fence around, < irtpi, around, -1- qipaaaetv, fence:
see phragma.'] Having, as a surface, such a
form that not every closed line within it can
shrink to a point without breaking. Thus, an
anchor-ring is & periphractic surface.

periphrase (per'i-fraz), n. [< P. periphrase =
Sp. perifrasis, perifrasi = Pg. periphrase = It.

perifrasi, < Ii. periphrasis, circumlocution: see
periphrasis.] Same as peiiphrasis. ImjJ. Vict.

periphrase (per'i-fraz), v.
;
pret. and pp. peri-

phrased, ppr. jierijyhrasing. [= F. pMphraser
= Sp. perifrasear= Pg. periphrasear= It. peri-

frasare; from the noun.] 1. trans. To express
bj^eriphrasis or circumlocution.

n. intrans. To use circumlocution. Imp.
Diet.



periphrasis

periphrasis (pe-rif 'ra-sis), n.; pi. periphrases
(-sez). [L.,< Gr. Trtpi^paatg, ciroumlooution,< irs-

puppaiciv, express in a roundabout manner, < wept,

around, + 0/)df«v, declare, express : seeplirase.'\

A roundabout way of speakmg; a roundabout
phrase or expression; the use of more words
than are necessary to express the idea; a phrase
employed to avoid a common and trite manner
of expression; circumlocution.

Then haue ye the figure PertpAroiis, holding somewhat
of the dissembler, by reason of a secret intent not appear-
ing hy the words, as when we go about the busb.

Pvttenham, Arte of Eng. Foesie, p. 161.

They speak a volume in themselves, saving a world of
periphrasis and argument.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 26, note.

=5^11. Circumloeuiion, etc. Seepleonaim.

periphrastic (per-i-fras'tik), o. [= F. p^i-
phrasUque = Pg. penphrastieo, < MGr. Kepu^pa-
CTtK6q, < Gr. wepi^pa^eiv, express in a roundabout
manner (> irepuppaaig, circumlocution) : see pe-
riphrasis.'] Having the character of or char-
acterized by periphrasis; circumlocutory; ex-
pressing or expressed in more words than are
necessary.

A long, peripkrasHcj unsatisfactory explanation.
T. Hook, Gilbert Gumey.

There is nothing to shock the most sensitive mind in the
periphrastic statement that "Persons prejudicial to the
public peace may be assigned by administrative process
to definite places of residence."

Q. Kennan, The Century, XXXVII. 381.

periphrastical (per-i-fras'ti-kal), a. [< peri-
phrastic + -al.l Same as periphrastic.

periphrastically (per-i-fras'ti-kal-i), adv. In
a periphrastic manner ; with circumlocution.
periphxaxy (per'i-frak-si), n [< Gr. wepUppa^iQ,

a fencing around, < Trepuppaaaeiv, fence around,
inclose: seeperiphracUc.'} The number of times
a surface or region must be cut through before
it ceases to be periphractie.

periphyllum (per-i-fil'um), n. [NL. , < Gr. irepi,

around, + <jivMov, a leaf.] Same as lodicule.

periphyse (per'i-fiz),». li'Nli. periphysis.'] In
hot., same a,a periphysis.

periphysis (pe-rif'i-sis),n.
;
yl. periphyses {sez).

[N£., < Gr. nep'upvaii, a growing around, over-
growth, < vEpupiieoBai, grow around or upon, <
irepl, around, + ^iieoBai, grow.] In hot., a sterile

filament or hair which arises from the hyme-
uium of fungi at various points outside of the
asci Compare paraphysis.
Periplaneta (per^i-pla-ne'ta), n. [NL. (Bur-
meister, 1838), < Gr. nepi, around, + i7?tav^r/c, a
wanderer: eeeplajiet. Cf. Gr. irE/jtjr^Kjf, wan-
dering about.] A leading genus of cockroaches
of the family Blattidse, having the seventh ab-
dominal stemite divided in the female, and long
subanal styles in the male. The principal roaches
of this genus are P. arierUalis, the common black-beetle of
the English, and the related P. americana. Both are now
cosmopolitan ; the former originated in tropical Asia and
the latter in subtropical or temperate America. See cut
under cockroach.

periplasm (per'i-plazm), n. [< NIi. periplasma
(cf . Gr. irEpmlaGim, a plaster put around), < Gr.
irepl, around, + Trlda/m, anything formed: see
plasm.'\ In the Peronosporeee, a deUeate hya-
fine peripheral layer of protoplasm, which in
the poUinodium and oijgonium becomes differ-

entiated from the granular central mass, or
gonoplasm. It does not share in the conjuga-
tion. See gonoplasm.
periplast (per'i-plast), n. [< Gr. irepi, around,
+ nXaarSg, verbal adj. of whiacecv, mold, form.]
The intercellular substance, matrix, or stroma
of an organ or tissue of the body, containing
and supporting the cells or other formations
which are pecmiar to such organ or tissue.

periplastic (per-i-plas'tik), a. [< periplast +
-ic.j 1. Having the character or quality of

periplast; of or pertaining to the matrix of a
part or organ.— 2. Surrounding the nucleus or
endoplast of a cell: applied to cell-substance.

His [Mr. Huxley's] "endoplast" and "periplasHc sub-
stance" of 1853 together constitute his "protoplasm" of
1869. BeaU, Protoplasm, p. 13.

peripleuritis (per'''i-plo-ri'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.
irepi, around, + irJi^vpa, the side, + -itis. Cf.

pieuritis.'] Inflammation of the connective
tissue between the costal pleura and the ribs,

usually ending in suppuration.

Periploca (pe-rip'lo-ka), n. [NL. (Toumefort,
1700), < Gr. TzeprnT^idi, a twining round, < irepi-

ni^Kciv, twine around, < nepi, around, + w^kciv,

plait, twine: aeeplait.'i A genus of gamopeta-
lous twining vines of the order Ascl^nadese,
type of the tribe Periplocese, and distinguished
by a corona consisting of short broad scales.
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united at the base, and commonly with awl-
shaped appendages. The 12 species are natives of
southern Europe, Asia, and tropical Africa. They are
smooth and leafy twiners, or sometimes rigidly erect
shrubs. They bear loose cymes of rather small flowers,
greenish without and livid or dark within, followed by
smooth cylindrical follicles. The opposite leaves are in
some species entirely lacking. P. Qraca is the milk-vine,
silk-vine, or climbing dog's-bane, valued for coveringwalls,
and for its handsome leaves and purplish flowers. It is
the common vine of the hedge-rows of southern Europe,
and its acrid juice is used in the East as a wolf-poison.
See HemMssmus, formerly included in this genus.

Periplocese (per-i-pl6'sf-e), n. pi. [NL. (K.
Brown, 1808), < Periploca + -eas.] A tribe of
gamopetalous plants belonging to the order
Asclepiadex,\h.e milkweed family, distinguished
by the filaments being distinct or partly so, by
the granular pollen, and acuminate or appeu-
daged anthers, it includes 26 genera, of which Peri-
ploca is the type. They are all natives of the Old World,
chiefly in tropical climates, many of them twining vines,

periplus (per'i-plus), n. [= F. pSriple = Sp.
Pg. It. periplo, < L. periplus, < Gr. ircpiirTMig, ire-

pin-^of, a sailing round, < wepiirXelv, sail round,
(. irepi, round, -f tt^Iv, sail (> nMog, vTrnq, a voy-
age).] Avoyage around a sea, or around a land

;

circumnavigation. Jefferson, Letters, H. 339.

periportal (per-i-p6r'tal), a. [< Gr. irepl, around,
+ u. porta, agate: sSo portal.'] Surrounding
the portalvein of the liver : as,periportal fibrous
tissue.

periproct (per'i-prokt), ». [< Gr. vepl, around,
-I- JTpaKTdg, the anus.] The circumanal body-
wall of an echinoderm ; the aboral part of the
perisome immediately about the anus : the op-
posite of peristome.

periproctitis (per"i-prok-trtis), n. [NL., < Gr.
nept, around, -f n-puKTSg, the anus, + -itis.} In-
flammation in the connective tissue about the
rectum.
periproctous (per-i-prok'tus), a. [< Gr. irepi^

around, -I- npanrdc, the anus.] Surrounding
the anus ; circumanal

;
perirectal ; specifically,

in echinoderms, of or pertaining to the peri-
proct.

periprostatic (per"i-pros-tat'ik), a. [< Gr. mpi,
around, + ii.prostate -i- -ic. Ct.prostaUc] Sit-

uated or occurring around the prostate gland.
peripteral (pe-rip'te-ral), a. [< peripter-y +
-al.\ In arch., surrouniled by a single range of
columns : said especially of a temple in which
the ceUa is surrounded by colimins. See cut
under opisthodomos.
peripteros (pe-rip'te-ros), n.; pi. ^eripteroi
(-roi). [L.,< Gr. Trepmnpoc, having a single row
of colvmins all around, < Trepi, around, + irrepdv,

a wing, a row of columns.] A peripteral edi-
fice ; a building having a peristyle of a single
range of columns. See cut under opisthodomos.
peripterous (pe-rip'te-rus), a. [< Gt. irepmrepog,

having a single row of columns all around, lit.

having wings or feathers all aroimd: aeeperip-
teros.'] 1. Feathered on all sides. Wright.—
2. In arch., same as peripteral.—3. In So*., sur-
rounded by a wing or thm border.
periptery (pe-rip'te-ri), n.

;
yl.peripteries (-riz).

[= F. periptire = Pg. periptero, peripterio = It.

perittero,<.'L.peripteros : sseiperipteros.] Same
as peripteros.

Peripylsea (per"i-p!-le'a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
wepi, around, -I- irvkrj, a gate, door.] An order
of sUieoskeletal Badiolaria. The typical form is

spherical, sometimes discoid, rhabdoid, or irregular. The
peripylseans are usually nnicapsular or monocyttarian, in

some cases pluricapsular or polycyttarian.

peripylsean (per'i-pi-le'an), a. and n. [< Peri-

pylsea + -are.] I. a. Having a finely foramin-
ulate silicious skeleton, as a radiolarian; of or
pertaining to the Peripylsea.

II. re. A member of the PeripylsBa.

penpylephlebitis (per-i-pi"le-fle-bi'tis), n.

[NL., < Gr. irepi, around, + irfiA)?, gate, + oUf
(^/U;3-), a vein, + -iiis. Cf . phlebitis.] Inflam-
mation of the connective tissue about the por-
tal vein.

peripyrist (per-i-pi'rist), ». [< Gr. TTCjoi, around,
-1- Trip, fire, + -ist.] A sort of cooking appara-
tus. Imp. Diet.

periqne (per-ek'), re. A tobacco, grown in Loui-
siana, cured in its juices and put up in carrots.

perirectal (per-i-rek'tal), a. [<Gt. !repj, around,
-I- NL. ree^m : see rectal.] Situated or occur-
ring around the rectum.
perirenal (per-i-re'nal), a. [< Gr. irept, aroimd,

-I- L. renes, the Mdnejrs: see renal.'] Situated
about the kidney; perinephric.

perirhinal (per-i-ri'nal), a. [< Or. mpi, around,
-f- /itf (j&tv-), nose: se'irhmal.] Situated about
the nose or nasal fossas : as, perirhinal bones or

perish

cartilages (those entering into the formation of
the olfactory capsule).

perisalpingitis (per-i-sal-pin-ji'tis), «. [NL., <

Gr. nepi, around, + adhriyf, trumpet (> NL. sal-

pinx, q. v.), + -itis. Cf. salpingitis.] Inflamma-
tion of the tissue around the Fallopian tube, or,

more strictly, of the peritoneum covering it.

perisarc (per'i-sark), re. [< Gr. nepiaapnog, sur-
roundedwith flesh, < trcpi, around, + aap^^aapn-),

flesh.] The hardj horny, or chitinous ectoder-
mal case or covering with which the soft parts
of hydrozoans are often protected.

perisarcous (per-i-sar'kus), a. [< perisarc -(•

-oiis.] Having the character or function of
perisarc ; forming or consisting of perisarc.

perisaturnium (per"i-sa-t6r'ni-um), re. [NL.,
< Gr. Trepi, around, near, 4- 'L.SatUirnus, Saturn.]
The point in the orbit of any one of Saturn's
satellites where it comes nearest to Saturn.

Periscian (pe-rish'i-an), a. and re. [< Gr. vepl-

uKioQ (see Periscii) +' -an.] I. a. Of or pertain-
ing to the Periscii.

In every clime we are in a periscian state, and with our
light our shadow and darkness walk about us.

Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., iii. 2.

II. re. One of the Periscii.

Periscii (pe-rish'i-i), re. pi. [NL., < Gr. mpi-
cKioc, throwing a shadow all round (said of the
inhabitants of the polar circles), < irepi, around,
-I- aKid, shadow.] The inhabitants of the polar
circles : so called because in their summer-time
their shadows describe an oval.

periscope (per'i-skop), n. [< Gr. ireptaiamelv,

look around, < irepi, around, + cKoireiv, look.]
1. A general view or comprehensive summary.
[Rare.]—2. An instrument by which objectsm
a horizontal view may be seen through a verti-

cal tube. It is used in piloting submarine boats, and
consists substantially of a vertical tube witli a lenticular
total-reflection prism at the top, bywhich horizontal rays
are projected downward through the tube, and brought to
a focus, after which they are received by a lens the princi-
pal focus of which coincides with that point. The vertical
cylindrical beam thus formed is converted into a horizon-
tal one again by amirror inclined at 45° from the vertical
axis of the tube, and is thus conveyed to an eyepiece,
through wliich, by turning the tube on its vertical axis
with its attached prism, a view of all the supernatant ob-
jects around the vessel may be obtained. A screen or
diapliragm operated by a tangent-screw is used to cut oil

the view of the verticu plane in which the sun is.

periscopic (per-i-skop'ik), o. [= F. p&risco-
pique; asperiscope+ -ic] Viewing on all sides
—that is, giving distinct vision obliquely as
well as axially. Speoiflcally—(a)Notingspect«clesor
eye-glasses having meniscus or concavo-convex lenses, and
thus giving a wide field of vision, also other wide-angled
lenses. (&) ^"oting a peculiar form of microscope-lens,
composed of two deep plano-convex lenses ground to the
same radius, and having between their plfme surfaces a
thin plate of metal pierced with a circular aperture of a
diameter equal to one fifth of the focal length of the com-
bination.

periscopical (per-i-skop'i-kal), a. \<periscopic
+ -al.] Same 3,s periscopic'.

periscopism (per'i-sko-pizm), re. [< periscope
¥ -ismJ] The faculty of periscopic vision. See
the extract.

It is probable that the peculiar structure of the crystal-
line_ lens . . . confers on the eye the capacity of seeing
distinctly over a wide field, without changing the position
of the point of sight. This capacity he [Dr. Hermann]
c^ii& periscopism. ie Ctmte, Sight, p. 37.

perish! (per'ish), v. [K.M.'E. perishen,perysslien,
perisshen, perischen, persehen, perehen.i OF.
periss-, stem of certain parts of perir, F. pirir
(cf. Sp. Pg. perecer) = It. perire, < L. perire,

pass away, perish, (.per, through, + ire, go: see
iter''-.] I. intrans. 1. To pass away; come to
naught ; waste away ; decay and disappear.

As wax melteth before the fire, so let the wicked perish
at the presence of God. Ps. Ixviii. 2.

2. To cease to live ; die.

They are living yet ; such goodness cannot jKriaA.
Fletcher (and another), Sea Toyage, i. 2.

How often have the Eastern Sultans perished by the
sabres of their own janissaries, or the bow-strings of their-

own mutes

!

Maeavlay, Conversation between Cowley and Milton.

= Svn. Expire, Decease, etc. See diei-.

Il.t trans. To bring to naught; injure; de-
stroy; kill.

And zif a schlpp passed be tbo Marches, that hadde
outher Iren Bondes or Iren Nayles, anon he scholde ben
perisscht. MandevUle, Travels, p. 164.

The Grekes . . .

Made myche murmur and menit hom sore,
As foUs, that folily hade faren fro home
To put hom in perell to perygshe there lyues.

Destruction 0/ Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 7614.

You are an innocent,
A soul as white as Heaven ; let not my sins
Perish your noble youth.

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, iv. L



perish

perish^ v. An obsolete form oi pierce.
perishability (per'ish-a-bil'i-ti), n. [< perish-
able + -ity (see -Ulity)'.'] Perishableness.
perishable (per'tsh-a-bl), a. [< OlP.perissable,
F. passable; as perishi + -dble.J Liable to
perish; subject to decay or destruction; mortaL
CooTtedes should be noperithMe commodity.

Howdl, Letters, 1. 1 33.

Feilsliable monition, the pnblic notice by a courtforthe
sale of anything in a perialuble condition.— PeiishaUe
property, property which from its nature decays in a
brief tim^ notwithstanding the care it may receive, as
fish, fmit, and the lilce.

perishableness (per'ish-a-bl-nes), n. The char-
acter of being perishable; liability to speedy
decay or destruction ; lack of keeping or last-

ing qualities.

periwmentt (per'ish-ment), n. [< P. perisse-
ment; as perish +-menC] The act of perish-
ing; also, injury. [Bare.]

So to bestowe life is no perishment, bat ananntage : and
tills is not to loose the life, bat to kepe it.

J. Udatt, On John zii.

perisoma (per-i-so'mS,), n. ; pi. perisomata (-ma-
ts). [Nil., < Gr. irepi, around, -I- aaim, body?]
The body-wall of an eohinoderm ; the paiietes
of the perivisceral cavity (the modified entero-
ccele of the larva) in the Echinodermata. The
mesoderm presents a more or less radially disposed set of
antimeres, while the ectoderm may develop a coriaceous or
calcareous ezoskeleton. See cuts under SolaUvueroidea and
Synaiita. Alsojwrtgomtf.

peidsomal (per-i-so'mal), a. [< perisome + -oZ.]

Same as perisomatic. " Encye. Brit.

perisomatic (per'i-so-mat'ik), a, [< perisoma
{-somat-) + -ic] Of or pertaining to a peri-
soma

;
parietal, with reference to the body-waU

of an echinoderm: correlated yniila. perivisceral
aniperistomatic, and opposed to visceral.

Portions of the perisanuitie skeleton.
HuxUy, Anat. Invert, p. S09.

Perisomatic plates, in crinolds, the basal, oral, anal, and
other discal or interradial plates ; distinguished from ra-
dialplates. Sir C. WymOe Thanuson.

perisome (per'i-s6m), n. [<NL.j)emoj?ia,q.v.]
Same as perisoma.
perisomial (per-i-so'mi-al), a. [(.perisome +
-ial.'\ Same as perisomatic.
Perisorens (per-i-s6're-us), n. [NL. (C. L.
Bonaparte, 1831), irreg.'< Gr. irepiaapeiuv, heap
up around, < irepi, around, + aupciuv, heap up, <

aapoi, a heap.] A genus of boreal and alpine
birds, of the family CorvicUe and subfamily Gar-
rulime, having plain-colored or somber plumage
and no crest; the gray jays. p. itt/inuetu Inhabits
northerly parts of Europe and Asia. P. txmadensig is
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perispherical (per-i-sfer'i-kal), a. l<perispher-
ic + -a?.] Same as perispheric.

perisplenitis (per'i-sple-ni'tis), n. [NL. , < Gr.
jrepl, around, + (wtAtv, spleen, + -His. Cf . sple-

nitis.'] Inflammation of the serous covering of
the spleen.

perisi>onie (per'i-spom), n. and a. [Abbr. of
peri^omenon.'] I. n. In Gr. gram., a word
which has the circumflex accent on the final

syllable.

n. a. In Gr. gram., having or characterized
by the circumflex accent on the final syllable.

perispome (per'i-spom), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. per-

ispomed, ppr.perispoming. [< perispome, «.] In
Gr. gram., to write or pronounce with the cir-

cumflex accent on the final syllable.

perispomenon (per-i-spom'e-non), n. [< Gr.
irepunra/ievm, neut. of nepunr&fuvoq, ppr. pass,
of Ttepusizax, mark with a circumflex, lit. draw
around, < vepi, around, + airav, draw: see
spasm.l la. Grr. gram., same as perispome.
perispore (per'i-spor), n. [< Gr. ^epi, around,
+ andpoc, seed : see ^ore.] In bot, the outer
membrane or covering of a spore.
Perisporiaceae (per-i-sp6-ri-a'sf-e), ». pi. [NIi.
(Pries, 1846), < Gr. a-epi, around', + airdpoc, seed,
+ -t- + -acex.1 A family of pyrenomyeetous
fungi. They are saprophytic or parasitic, simple, and
with the perithecia membranaceous, coriaceous, or sub.
carbonaceous. It is divided into two subfamilies, Ery-
siphex and Periapariex.

Perisporiese (per'i-spo-ri'e-e), n. pi. [KL.
(Saccardo, 1882), as Perispori{acese) + -ea?.] A
subfamily or group of pyrenomyeetous fungi,
of the family Perisporiacese, having globose,
pyriform, or lenticular astomatous perithecia.
This group embraces many forms parasitic upon the leaves
and stems of plants, but none are so widely destructive as
those of the Srysiphea.

perissad (pe-ris'ad), a. and n.
,
[< Gr. wepiaad^,

beyondthe regular number or size, superfluous,
excessive, also odd, not even (< srepj, beyond),
+ -adi.] I. a. In chem., having a valency rep-
resented by an odd number; noting an element
which combines with odd numbers of atoms
only.

II, n. 1. An atom whose valence is desig-
nated by an odd number, as hydrogen, whose
valence is 1, or nitrogen, whose valence is

1, 3, or 5: so called in contradistinction to
arOads, whose valence is represented by an
even number, as sulphur, whose valence is 2,

4, or 6.

As Prof. Odling termed atoms with such valencies, pe-
rissads and artiads. PhUos. Mag., 5th ser., XXY. 229.

Z. Inzool., an odd-toed ungulate quadruped;
a solidungnlate animal ; one of the perissodac-
tyls : opposed to artiad.

perissef, v. A Middle English form of perish^.

perissooactyl, perissodactyle (pe-ris-o-dak'-

til), a. and n. [< KL. perissodaciylus, i MGr.
irspuxaoSinrvTMcwith. more thanthe regular num-
ber of fingers or toes, < Gr. nepiacdc, beyond the
regular number or size, + dditTv^c, finger: see

dcKtyl.'] I. a. Odd-toed, as a hoofed quadru-
ped ; of or pertaining to, or characteristic of,

the Perissodaetyla. .Msoperissodaetylate, peris-
sodaetylie, perissodactyUms.

The dentition . . . of the kangaroos is jMrusodoo^Ze.
JS. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 347.

n, n. A member of the Perissodaetyla; a pe-
rissad.

Perissodaetyla (pe-ris-o-dak'ti-ia),«.pZ. [NL.,

neut. pi. oi perissodaciylus : seei peirissodactyl.']

A suborderof tfngulata containingthe odd-toed

Canada Jay, or Whisky-jack {Perisvreus canadensis).

the Canada jay, the well-known whisky-jack or moose-

bird, of which there are several varieties in the Bocky
Mountains and northwestern partsof America. Also called

DysorniUna.

perisperm (per'i-spferm), m. [= F. p6risperm,e

= Sp. perispermo = Pg. It. perisperma, < Gr.

irepl, around, + airipfia, seed: see sperm.'] In

bot., a name originally proposed by Jussieu for

the albumen or nutritive matter stored up in

the seeds of plants; by later authors restricted

to the albumen which is stored up outside the

embryo-sac. Compare endosperm.

perispermic (per-i-sp6r'mik), d. [^< perisperm

+ -ic.] In bot, provided with or characterized

by perisperm. . . ,,
perispheric (per-i-sfer'ik), a. [= F. pen^M-
rigue= Pg. perispherieo, < Gr. mpi, around, +
aipdlpa, sphere: see sphere.] Having the form

of a ball; globular.

Fexissodactvl Foot of ^A) hoise, C^ rbmocezos. and (Q tapir—

leilfbrefoot in each case; Il.tll.IV, f", second m fifth metacarpals;

s. scaphoid ; /, lunar : Ct cuneiform ; >, insifonn ; tm, trapezimn ; t.

trapezoid ; m. magnum ; «, unciform ; I. s, 3, first, second, and third

phalanges of third digit in each foot.

peristaltic

hoofed quadrupeds : distinguished from Artio-
ddctyla,. The digits are unpaired or aneqnal, the third
heiDgthelargeBtand some*
times the only functional
one ; and there are corre-
sponding modifications of
the metacarpal and meta-
tarsal and of the carpal and
tarsal bones and their ar-
ticulations. The hind feet
are always odd-toed, and
though the fore feet may
have 4 digits,as in the tapir,
these are uneven. The as-
tragalus has two very un-
equal facets or articular
surfaces on the under side.

The femur has a third tro-
chanter. The dorsolnm-
bar vertebrffi are no fewer
than 22 in number. The
intermaxillary bones are
tectiform above and united
toward the symphyalB, and
their incisors, when pres-
ent, are implanted nearly
vertically mid are nearly
parallel to their roots. The
stomach is simple and non-
ruminant; th^e is a capa-
cioussacculated caecum. In
all the living forms horns,
when present, are single
and median, or two,one be-
hind theother. Theonlyliv-
ing representatives of the
suborderare the tapirs,rhi-
noceroses, and horse^ in-

cluding asses, zebras, etc.,

of the three families Tapi-
ridse, Hkinocerotidx, and
Equidas. The fosaU fami-
lies are more numerous, in-

cluding the AnchitherwUe,
PalsBotheriidiB, and Lophi-
odontidsB. Aiso Perissodac-
tgli. See also cut under
^idunfftdate.

perissodaetylate
(pe-ris-o -dak'ti -lat),

a. [Kperissodactyl +
-afel.] Same aspms-
sodaetyl. NaturCyKLl,
84.

Perissodactyli (pe-
lis-o-dak'ti-li), n. pi.

[Ni., pi. of perisso-

dactylus: sqq perissodactylJ\
dactyla,

perissodactylic (pe-ris^o-dak-tirik), a
as perissodactyl,

penssodactylons (pe-ris-o-dak'ti-lus), a. [^pe-
rissodactyl -r -ons.'] Same as perissodactul,

perissological (pe-ris-9-loj'i-kal), a. [< *pc-

rissologic (= F. p^rissologique = P^perissolo~
gico; as perissolog-y + -ic) + -dl,'} Kedundant
in words. [Rare.]

peiissology (per-i-sol'o-ji), n. [= F. p&rissolo-

gie = Sp. perisologia '= Pg. It. perissologia, <

L. perissologia, < Gr. izEptaaokoyia. wordiness, <
TzepLGGoX&yo^j talking too miuch, < irepuradg, su-
perfluous (see perissad), + A^ew, speak: see
-ology,^ Needless ampHflcation in writing or
speaking; use of more words than are neces-
sary or desiraHe ; verbiage ; verbosity.

Iierissosyllabic (pe-ris'o-si-lab'ik), a. [< Gr.
ireptaad^j superfluous,+ ovX>la^^, syllable.] Hav-
ing superfluous syllables.—FerisBoayllabic hex-
ameter. See Tieasameter.

peristalith (pe-ris'ta-lith), n. [Irreg. < Gr. n-epi,

around, + tardvat, stand (ef. irepiaTatrt^, a stand-
ing around), + XiOof, stone.] In archseol.j a se-

ries of standing stones or members surround-
ing an object, as a barrow or burial-mound.

The monument consists of a ruined chamber, of some
remains of a gallery, and of a second chamber to complete
the cruciform plan, which were all at one time buried in
the earth, and surrounded by a ring of stones, orperigta-
Uth, of an oblong form.

C. EUon, Origins of Eng. Hist., p. 131.

I>eristalsis (per-i-stal'sis), n, [NL., < Gr. irepij

around, + ordhji^y compression, constriction, <

aTiX?£iv, set, place, bring together, bind, com-
press, Cf. peristaltic.'] The peculiar involun-
tary musoidar movements of various hollow
organs of the body, especially of the alimen-
tary canal, whereby their contents are pro-
pelled onward. As best seen in the small intestines,
it consists of rhythmic circular contractions, traveling,
wave-like, downward, due to successive contractions of
the circular and longitudinal muscular fibers. Peristal-

sis, simple or modified, is characteristic of the whole ali-

mentary canal, from the b^sjnning of the esophagus to
the anus, but it also occurs in other tabes or cavities, aa
the ureters. Fallopian tub^, etc

peristaltic (per-i-stal'tik), a, [= F. peristal-
tique = Sp. peristdtUco = Pg. It. perisUHtico, <
Gr. TTEpunaXTiKdc, compressive, \ ireptariXieiVf

wrap around (compress), < Treplj around, +

Ferissodactyl Foot (left hind foot
of horse).

I, lower end of tibia ; z, calca-
neuiD or protuberance of the hock,
corresponding to human heelj 3,

astraealus ; 4, cuboid ; 5, navicu-
lar of anatomists, or scaphoid ; 6,

outer cuneiform ; 7, third or mid-
dle metatarsal, or cannon-bone,
bearing 8, fourth oronter metatar-
sal, or ^lint-bone ; 9, first pha-
lanx, great pastern, or fetter-bone

;

10, sesamoidbehind metataisopha-
laneealjointfOrfetter-joint; xr,sec-

ona phalanx, small pastern, or
coronary bone ; 12, thira phalanx,
orcoffin-bone; 13, interfdialaneeai
articulation ; 14, sesamoid, called
navicular by Teterinazians ; 15,
hoof^

Same as Perisso-

Same



peristaltic

(TTe^i£iv, set, place, bring together, bind, com-
press. Ct. jyeristalsis.'] 1. Compressive; con-
tracting in successive circles; of or pertaining
to peristalsis ; consisting in or exhibiting peri-

stalsis. Peristaltic is sometimes used to designate waves
of contraction running in the ordinary direction down the
alimentary canal, while arUiperistcdtic denotes those run-
ning in the opposite direction.

3. Noting that electrostatic induction which
takes place between two or more conducting
wires when inclosed within the same insulat-
ing ease, as in an ocean cable: a use due to
Sir W. Thomson.

peristaltically (per-i-stal'ti-kal-i), adv. In a
peristaltic manner. Owen.
peristem (per'i-stem), n. In bot, an abbrevia-
tion ot perimeristem.
Peristeria (per-i-ste'ri-a), n. [NL. (W. J.Hook-
er, 1831), so called in allusion to the form and
white color of the column; < Gr. jrspiaTEpd, a
dove, pigeon.] A genus of orchids of the tribe
Vandese and subtribe Stanliopiess, known by the
short straight column, and broad sepals con-
nivent into a fleshy globular flower. There are
2 or 3 species, natives ot the Andes of Colombia. Tliey
are robust epiphytes, with the stem thiclsening into a
fleshy pseudobulb bearing one or a few ample plicate-
nerved leaves, the scapes springing from its base. The
most important species, P. elata, the dove-plant, has the
flowers in a long raceme covering the upper third of the
flower-stalk, which Is from 4 to 6 feet &11 ; the flowers
single, 1^ inches -broad, fragrant, creamy-white, with lilac

specks at the base of f^e lip. (See dove-x^ni.) It is the
el espiriML mnto, or Holy-Ghost flower, of Panama,

peristerite (pe-ris'te-nt), n. [< Gr. irspiaTepd, f.,

Trepiarepog, m., a pigeon, + -ite^."] A variety of

albite, exhibiting when properly cut a bluish
opalescence like the changinghueson a pigeon's
neck.
peristeroid (pe-ris'te-roid), a. [< Or. mptare-

pou6^c, of the pigeon 'kind, < jreptarepa, a pigeon,
-I- elSog, form.] Speoiflcally, of or pertaining
to the Peristeroidese.

Feristeroideae (pe-ris-te-roi'df-e), n. pi. [NL. :

see peristeroidj] In Suiidevalfs system of clas-

sification, the Columbee (including Didus and
Didunculiis), or pigeons in the widest sense,
considered as a cohort of anisodactyl Vohwres.
peristeromorph (pe-ris'te-ro-m6rf), n. [< NL.
Peristeromorphse, < Gr. irEptarepd, a pigeon, -1-

jwpif^, form.] A member of the Peristeromor-
'phse.

Peristeromorphae (pe-ris"te-ro-m6r'fe), n.pl.
[NL. (Huxley, 1867): seeperisteromorph.^ The
pigeons or columbine birds regarded as a su-

perfamily of schizognathous birds. They have
the rostrum swollen at the end, and provided with a tu-

mid basal membrane in which the nostrils open ; narrow
prominent basipterygoid processes ; long spongy maxil-
lopalatines ; the mandibular angle neitlier produced nor
recurved; the sternum doubly notched or notched and
fenestrated on each side behind, and with the resulting
external lataral processes shorter than the Internal ones;
the hallux insistent^ with a twisted metatarsal, and ante-

rior toes not webbed at the base ; the plumage not after-

shafted ; the oil-gland without a circlet ot feathers ; and
the syrinx with one pair of intrinsic muscles.

peristeromorphic (pe-ris"te-ro-m6r'fik), a. [<
NL. Peristeromorplix + -ic] Pertaining to the
Peristeromorphse, or having their characters;

columbine.
peristeropod (pe-ris'tg-ro-pod), a. and n. [<

Gr. irspioTspd, a pigeon,' +'jrofef (iroS-) = B./oot.]

I, a. Pigeon-toed, as a rasorial fowl; having
the feet constructed as in pigeons, as a mem-
laer of the GalUnx; of or pertaining to the Pe-
risteropodes.

II. n. A peristeropod gallinaceous bird, as
one of the Cracidse or Megapodidse.

peristeropodan (pe-ris-te-rop'o-dan), a. and n.

Same as peristeropod.

peristeropode (pe-ris'te-ro-p6d), a. and n.

Same as peristeropod.

Feristeropodes (pe-ris-te-rop'o-dez), n. pi.

[NL.: see perister<yjod.'] A subdivision of the
AlectoromorphsB, or GalUnx, formed to include

those birds which have the hind toe inserted

low down, as in pigeons ; the pigeon-toed fowls.
The antithesis is Aleetaropodes. The group includes two
families : the American CrcKidse, or curassows, hoccos,

and guans, and the Australasian Uegapodidee, mound-
birds or bigfeet.

peristeropodous (pe-ris-te-rop'9-dus), a. Same
a,s peristeropod.

peristethium Cper-i-ste'thi-um), n. ; pi. periste-

thia (-a). [NL., < Gr. irepi, around, + or^Bog,

the breast.] In entom., a name given by Kirby
to that part of the lower surface of the thorax
which lies in front of the sockets of the middle
legs and is limited laterally by the pleurte. it

is now generally called the mesostemwm, a name which
Kirby limited to the part of the peristethium between the
middle coxae.
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peristoma (pe-ris'to-ma), n.; pi,

(per-i-sto'ma-ta). [NL.: see peristome."] In
eool., a peristome,^ in any sense.

peristomal (per'i-sto-mal), a. [< Gr. mpi,
around, + crd/m, the mouth.] Surrounding
the mouth; adoral in a circular manner ; relat-

ing to the peristome or oral region
;
peristomial.

Peristomata (per-i-sto'ma-ta), n.pl. [NL.,< Gr.
nept, around, + arS/xa, the mouth.] 1. In La-
marck's classification, a family of trachelipod
gastropods, having the aperture surrounded by
a continuous lip or peristome, and including the

fenera Valvata, Paludina, and AmpuUaria, now
issociated in different families. Also Peri-

stomidsB.— 2. (I. c] Plural ot peristoma.

peristomatic (p6r"i-st6-mat'ik), a. [iperisto-

»»«(«-) -H -«c.] 1. Of the nature of a peristome.
— 2. In bot., of or pertaining to the peristome.

peristome (per'i-stom), n. [= P. pMstome, <

NL. peristomium (cf. Gr. irepiard/uog, around a
mouth), < Gr. irepl, around,_ -1- ard/ia, the mouth.]
1. In hot., the ring or fringe of delicate hair-

like appendages which is observed on the rim
or mouth of the capsule of a moss when the
operculum is removed. These appendages are in a
single row, or frequently in two rows, when the peristome
is said to be double. The individuals ot the outer row are
called teeth, those of the inner cilia. The number of both
teeth and cilia is always four or a multiple cf four. See
cuts under moss, cHium, 8, and Bicranum.

2. In zool., mouth-parts in general; the struc-

tures or set of parts which surround the cavity
of the month or oral opening and constitute its

walls, framework, or skeleton: used chiefly of

lower animals, as echinoderms, which have cir-

cular or radiate mouth-parts. Speciflcally—(a)
The circumoral body-wall of an echinoderm ; the peristo-

mial perisoma : the opposite ot periproet. See cut under
Adrophyton. (5) In Crustacea, speoiflcally, the space in-

cluded between the pterygostomial plates and the anten-
nary stcrnite. MUne-Edwards. (e) In the Infusoria, the
oral region with its accompanying cilia or other circum-
oral appendages, (d) In Vermes, the flist true somite ot

a polychsetouB annelid, coming next to the prsestomium,
and bearing the mouth. See ptiestiomium, (e) In entom.

,

the border ot an insect's mouth, or properly the border
ot the mouth-cavity irrespective of the trophi. In insects

having suctorial mouths, as the Diptera, the peristomium
is the border of the cavity from which the proboscis or
sucking-organ projects. (/) In conch., the margin of the
aperture of the shell when the outer and Inner lips are
united and surround the aperture.

peristomia, ». Plural otperistomiwm.
peristomial (per-i-sto'mi-al), a. [< peristome
+ -ja?.] 1. In bot., of or pertaining to a peri-

stome.—2. Situated aroxmd the mouth; cir-

cumoral. Science, VI. 5.

peristomian (per-i-sto'mi-an), a. and n. [<peri-

stome + -dan.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the
Peristomata.

II, n. One of the Peristomata.

Feristomidse (per-i-stom'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Peristom{ata) + -»<?«.] Same as Peristomata, 1.

peristomium (per-i-sto'mi-um), n. ;
pi. peristo-

mia (-a). [NL. : see peristome."] Id. bot. and
zool., a peristome.
peristrephic (per-i-strefik), a. [< Gr. jcepujrpi-

<l>ew, turn round,< irepl, around,+ aTpi<j)Si.v, turn.]

Turning round; rotatory; revolving: said of the
paintings of a panorama.
peristylar (per-i-sti'iar), a. \<.peristiyle+ -ar^.]

Surrounded by columns; having or pertaining

to a peristyle.

All round the court there is a peristylar cloister with
cells. J, Fergusson, Hist. Indian Arch., p. 835.

peristyle (per'i-stil), n. [= P. pMstyle = Sp.

peristilo = Pg. peristylo, perisUto, perystilio =
It. peristilo, peristilio, < L. peristyhm, peristyli-

um, < Gr. irepusTvkov, a peristyle, neut. of ireplarv-

Xoc, with pillars round the wall, < irspl, round, -I-

aTv?t/oc, a column.] In areJi., a range or ranges
of columns surrounding any part, as the cella of

a Greek temple, or any place, as a court or clois-

ter, or the atrium of a classical house. See cuts
under Greek and opisthodomos.

A wider passage than the entrance leads ... to the
peristyle, or principal apartment of the house.

J. FergvMon, Hist. Arch., I. 870.

perisynovial (per'''i-si-n6'vi-al), a. [< Gr. irepl,

about, + NL. synovia : see synovial."] Situated
about the synovial membrane.

peritet (pe-rif), a. [= OP. pirite = Sp. Pg. It.

perito, Kli.peritus, pp. of *periri, try: see peril.

Of. expert.] Experienced; skilful.

That gives our most perUe and dextrous artists the
greatest trouble, and Is longest finishing.

Emyn, Sculpture, iv.

perithece (per'i-thes), n. [< NL. perithecium,

q. v.] In bot., ssiTae as peritheomn.
perittecial (per-i-the'si-al), a. [< peritheoium
+ -al.] Pertaining to the peritheoium.

peritoneum

perithecium (per-i-the'si-um), n,; xH'PeriOtecia

(-S). [NL., < MGr. irepiB^iai, a lid, cover, < Gr.
irepl, around, + d^Kii, a cover: see tlieca.] In
hot., a cup-shaped envelop (or aseoearp) with
the margin incurved so as to form a narrow-
mouthea cavity, inclosing the fructification of

certain fungi, lichens, etc. in the Ascomycetes, for

example, it is flask-shaped with a single narrow opening,

the ostiole. The asci arise from ascogenous hyphse, either

from the base of the perithecial cavity or from all point«

of the inner surface. See cuts under Cordyceps, ergot,

and Spermogonium. Also perithece.

peritnoracic (per"i-tho-ras'ik), a. [< Gr. irepl,

around, + 6apa^, the chest: see thoracic."]

Around the thorax.

peritiout (pe-rish'gn), n. [< L. as if *peri-

tio{n-), < perire, perish: see^em7»i.] Destruc-

tion; annihilation.

Were there an absolute j»n'e^» in our dissolution, we
could not fear it too much. ^. HaS, Works, VI. 411.

peritomous (pe-rit'o-mus), a. [< Gr. irepiTo/iog,

cut off all round, < irepl, round, -I- ri/iveiv, rafielv,

cut.] In mineral., cleaving in more directions

than one parallel to the axis, the faces being
all similar.

peritoneal, peritonseal (per"i-to-ne'al), a. [=
P. peritoneal = Pg. peritoneal; as peritoneum,

peritonsBum, + -al.] Of or pertaining to the

peritoneum Peritoneal cavity, the cavity inclosed

by the peritoneum.— Peritoneal fever. See/eoerl.—

Peritoneal fOESSe, pocket-like recesses of the peritone-

um, such as Douglass's pouch, the rectovesical pouch, etc.

Also called perttaneal recesses.—Peritoneal ligaments,
certain reflections ot the peritoneum from the walls ot the
abdomen or pelvis to the viscera, such as the ligaments ot

the liver, spleen, uterus, and bladder.— Peritoneal sac,

in echinoderms, that part of the primitive vasoperitoneal

vesicle of the embryo which gives rise to the peritoneum.

peritoneum, peritonaeum (per*i-to-ne'um), n.

[z=F.peritoine = Sp. peritoneo = Pg. It. peri-

toneo, < LL. peritonseum, peritoneum, < Gr. irepi-

T&ncuov, prop. neut. of ireptrivmoQ, stretched over
(irspirdvaioc ifi'fiv or X""*^") ^^ membrane inclos-

ing the lower viscera), cf. irepirovoq, stretched

over, < irepirelveiv, stretch over or around, < irepl,

around, t reiveiv, stretch: see torie,] 1. The
membrane lining the abdominal cavity and in-

vesting its viscera, it is a strong, uncolored, trans-

parent, serous membrane, with a smooth, moist, shining
surface, attached to the subjacent structures by the sub-

peritoneal areolar tissue, and forming a closed sac, except

in the female, where it is continuous with the mucous
membrane ot the
Fallopian tubes,
or oviducts.
From the waUs
ot the abdominal
and pelvic cavi-
ties it is reflected
at various places
over the viscera,

which it serves
to invest and at
the same time
hold in position
by its folds or du-
plicatures. These
folds or dupli-
catures are of
various kinds.
Some of them,
constituting the
mesenteries (see
mesentery), con-
nect certain
parts of the In-

testinal canal
with the pos-
terior abdomi-
nal walls ; others
form the so-
called ligaments
of the liver,

spleen, stomach,
and kidneys, the
broad ligaments
ot the uterus,
and the suspen-
sory ligament ot the bladder ; still others form the omenta,
folds attached to the greater and lesser curvatures of the
stomach. That part which lines the abdominal and pel-

vic walls is called the parietal or external peritoneum

;

that which more or less completely invests the viscera,

the viseeraZ or internal. The cavity ot the peritoneum
is divided into two unequal parts by the constriction

at Winslow's foramen; of these, the upper posterior

one, lying back of and below the stomach and liver, is

called the lesser cavity ; the greater cavity lies in front

and below. In vertebrates below mammals, in which
there is no diaphragm, the peritoneum and the pleura
(which is the corresponding thoracic serous membrane)
are thrown into one, lining the whole pleuroperitoneal
cavity and investing its contained viscera. The name
perHimeum is extended to various similar or analogous,
though not necessarily homologous, membranes or tunics

which line the body-cavity of many different inverte-

biates.

2. In brachiopods, an investment of the ali-

mentary canal, by which the latter is suspended
in the perivisceral cavity as by a mesentery.
Special folds form the gaistroparietal and ileoparietal

bands, respectively connecting the stomach and intestines

with the parietes.

Peritoneum of Human Female, in longitudinal

section, somewhat diagrammatical.



peritonexun

3. In enfotn., the outer coat of the digestive
tube of an insect.

poitonitic (per'i-to-nit'ik), a. l<peritonit-is +
-ic.'] Of, pertaining to, of the nature of, or
affected with peritonitis : as, peritonitic adhe-
sions.

peritonitis (per'i-to-m'tis), »». [Nl.., < perito-
neum + -ifts.] luflaxamation of the peritoneum.
It may exist either as an acute or as a chronic disease,
and may be local or general. Acute diflnse or general
peritonitis was formerly often called inflammation qf the

howeltt iuTolviug some confusion with the much less seri-

ous disease enteritis. The causes of acute diffuse enteri-

tis are various and often obscure.— Cellular peiitoni-
tis, peritonitis in which there is simply a hyperplasia of
the endothelial cells of the peritoneum.—Hemorrlia^C
pwitonitis, peritonitis with sanguinolent effusion, as, for
mstance, in some cases of tubercular peritonitis.—PelTiC
poritanitis. See jWrae.— Peritonitis chronica adhe-
siva, chronic peritonitis ^^lth the formation of adhesions
between the intestine and the walls of the body-cavity or
other organs, or between different parts of the intestine.

—Peritonitis chronica hemorrhagica, peritonitiswith
the formation of a falsemembrane, with thin-walled blood-
vessels giving rise to hemorrhages between Its layers:
ffimilnr to pachymeningitis hemorrhagica.—Peritonitis
deformans, chronic peritonitis producing, by the con-
tractions of newly formed tissue, distortions of the ali-

> mentary canal, mesentery, and omentum.—Peritonitis
flbrino-porolenta, peritonitis with effusion of congetda-
ble lymph, with more or less of pus.—Septic peritoni-
tis, peritonitis with foul-smelling effusion, as may oc-

cur in peritonitis from intestinal perforation and in puer-
peral peritonitis.—Tubercnlar peritonitis, tubercular
inflammation of the peritoneum.

peritracheal (per-i-tra'kf-al), a. [< Gr. jrep/,

around, -^ Tpaxeia, trachea fsee tracheal.'] Sur-
rounding the trachea of an insect.—Peritracheal
circnlation, the circulation of blood between the loose
peritoneal envelop and the trachea proper. Blanchard
and other anatomists have believed that they could trace
such a circulation in insects,

peritrema (per-i-tre'ma), n. ; pi. peritremata
(-ma-ta). [Nli.: seQperitreme.'i Same asj)er»-

treme."

peritrematons (per-i-trem'a-tus), a. [< Nli.

peritrema{i-)+ -ous.] 1. Surrounding a hole,

as the solerite or peritreme of the spiracle of

an insect ; of or pertaining to a peritreme.—2.

Surrounding the aperture of a univalve sheU.

peritreme (per'i-trem), re. [< Nil. peritrema, <

Gr. n-Ep/, around, + ~pni"^, a hole.] 1. In ett-

tom., a small circular solerite, or ring of hard
chitinized integoment, often surrounding the
spiracle or breathing-hole of an insect.—2. In
conch., the circumference of the aperture of a
univalve ; a peristome.

The mouth or peritreme of the rsnail-]sheU overlies the
Uiickened anterior border of the pulmonary sac

Huxley and Martin, Elementary Biology, p. 274.

Peritricha (pe-rit'ri-ka), n. pi. [Nil., neut. pi.

ot*peritrichus: seeperitrichous.2 An order of

cUiate Infusoria, containing those which have
a zone of cilia about the body. These animalcules

are free-swlmmlng or attached, solitaryor united in social

colonies, often in the latter instance forming branched
tree-like growths ; they have the oral aperture terminal

or snbterminal; ciliary system consisting of an anterior,

circular or spiral, adoral wreath with occasionally one or

more supplementary equatorial or posteroterminal loco-

motive circlets, the remainiug cuticnlar surface entirely

smooth. In those instances in which the adoral wreath
takes a spiral form Hie right limb is more usually invo.

lute and descending into the oral fossa. The anfd aper-

ture is posteriorly located or debouching upon, the ves-

tibolar or oral fossa. The endoplast is mostly elongate,

band-like. These infusorians multiply by longitudinal or

transverse fission. There are eight or ten families, all free

excepting the VorticeUidx. See cut under Vortieetta.

peritrichan (pe-rit'ri-kan), «. [< Feritricha^

+ -an.'] A free-swimming animalonle of the

order Peritricha.

peritrichons (pe-rit'ri-kus), a. [< NL. *pe»i-

trichvs, < Gr. mpi, around, + flpif {rptx-), a hair.]

Having a zone of cilia around the body; of or

pertaining to the Feritricha. See cut under

Vorticella.

peritrOCh (per'i-trok), n. [< liGr. nepirpdxiov,

a wheel revolving round an axle, < Gr. itepl,

around, + Tpox6(, a wheel, a runner, < rpix^cvy

run.] 1. A circlet of cilia, as that of a rotifer.

2. That which has such a circlet, as a cili-

ated embryo.
peritrochal (per'i-tro-kal), a. [< perttroch +
-al.] Pertaimng to a peritrooh, or havmg its

character.

peiltrocbitimt (per-i-tro'ki-um), n. [Nli.: see

periti-och.'] A wheel fixed upon an axle so as

to turn along with it, constituting one of the

mechanical powers called the toheel and axle.

See wheel.

peritropai (pe-rit'ro-pal), a. [< Gr. ii-fpiVpo^c,

turned round (see peritropous), + -ai.) 1. Ko-
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In bot, horizontal in the pericarp, as a seed;
also, havingthe radicle pointing toward the side

of the pericarp, as an embryo. [Rare.]

Iteritypnlitic (per'i-tif-lit'ik), a. [< XL. peri-
typhlitis + -ic.] Pertaining to, of the nature of,

or accompanied by perityphlitis ; affected with
perityphlitis.

Iierityplllitis (per'i-tif-li'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.
irepi, around, + nxiiMc, blind (with ref. to the
eseeum or blind gut), + -iiis.] 1. Inflammation
of the caecum, appendix, and connective tissue

behind the osecum.— 2. Inflammation of the
peritoneum covering the csecum and appendix.
periuterine (per-i-u'te-rin), a. [< Gr. TTcpi,

around, -I- L. uterus, the womb: see uterine.^

SmTounding the uterus; situated or located
about the nterus; perimetral: a,s,periuterine in-

flammation.
perivascnlar (per-i-vas'kfi-lar), a. [< Gr. irepi,

aroTind,-!- li.vasculum, a small vessel: see vascu-
lar.] Surrounding a vascular structure, as a
blood-vessel; inclosing or containing an artery ...
or a vein : as, a perivascular network of sympa- penwinkef, n. An obsolete form ofpenwtg.

thetic nervous filaments about an artery Peri- His bonnet vail'd, 'ere ever he could thinke,

vascular canals, the canals formed by perivascnlar Th' unruly winde blows oft his perMnniB.

sheaths.—Perivascular lymphatic, a lymphatic vessel ^P- oou, fsatires, xu. v. 12.

or plexus when it Insheathes, partially or wholly, a vein or periwinkle^ (per'i-wing-kl), H. [Formerly also
an arteiT.-Perlvascularsheaai^^Uie sheath coropoMd perwinkle,permncle; < 'iSE.perwynke.parwynke,

2t. In zool., a periwinkle.

The luscious Lobster with the Crabflsh raw,
The British Oyster, Muscle, Periwig.

. . . The Perivrig lies in the Oase [ooze] like a head of
hair, which being touched, draws back it self, leaving no-
thing but a small round hole.

S. Clarke, Four Chiefest Plantations (1670X pp. 37, 38.

periwig (per'i-wig), v. t.; pret. and pp. peiiwig-
ged, ppr. periwigging. [Formerly also verri-

icig, perwig, from the noun. Of. perute, v7] To
dress with a periwig; hence, to put a head^iress
upon; cover or di-ess the head of. [Eai-e.]

Having by much dress, and secrecy, and dissimulation,
as it were, periwigg'd his sin and covered his shame, he
looks after no other innocence but concealment.

South, Sermons, VIII. L

There [comes] the periwigged and brocaded gentleman
of the artist's l^end. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xviiL

periwig-pated (per'i-wig-pa'ted), a. Wealing
a periwig or peruke.

O, it offendsme to the soul to hear a robustious periwig-
pated fellow tear a passion to tatters, to very rags.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2. 10.

of pial tissue,torminga canal aboutUievessels in the brain.
—Perivascular spaces, lymph-spaces between the mid-
dle and outer coats of an arte^.

perivasculitis (per-i-vas-ku-li'tis), n. [NL., <

Gr. -Kepi, around, + L. vasculum, a small ves-

sel, + -»tis.] Inflammation of a perivascular
sheath.
perivenous (per-i-ve'nus), a. [< Gr. wepi,

around, + L. vena, a vein : see venous.] Sur-
rounding or investing a vein : as, inflammation
of the perivenous tissue (that is, periphlebitis).

perivisceral (per-i-vis'e-ral), a. [< Gr. irept,

ai'ound, -I- L. viscera, 'enteuls: see visceral.']

SmToimding and containing viscera, as a cav-
ity

;
perienteric ; coelomatie : chiefly said of the

large or general body-cavity, called the^ertw-
ceral cavity or space, in which are contained the
alimentary canal and its appendages. See cut
under Actinozoa Perivisceral cavity. See the
quotation.

What is called a perivisceral cavity may be one of fonr
things: 1. A cavity within the mesoblast, more or less

representing the primitive blastoccele. 2. A diverticulum
of the digestive cavity, which has become shut off from
that cavity (enteroccele). 3. A solid outgrowth, represent-

pervynke, pervenke, parvenke, < AS. pervincte,

pervince, late AS. pervenke = F. pervenehe =
Sp. Pg. It. pervinea, < li.pervinca, earlier viuca

pervinca, also written as one word rincaper-

vinca, ML. aXsopervenca, a plant, periwinkle ; a
peculiarly formed name, appar. < *t'/jica, a twist

(< vincire, bind), + per, through, + *t;»nca, a
twist.] A plant of the genus F«nco, most of-

ten one or other of the fajmiiiar garden species,

r. major, the lai^er, and V. minor, the lesser

periwinkle. These are natives of southern Europe, trail-

ing plants with deep-colored evergreen leaves and blue
flowers, in V. minor varying to white— often known as

mj/rtlea. The small species is the more hardy, and hence
the more common northward. V. herbacea, another Euro-
pean species, differs from these in that its tops die down
annnnlly. V. rosea, sometimes called Madagascar peri-

winHe though native of tropical America, is an erect plant
wititi continuously blooming showy rose-purple or white
flowers, excellent tor bedding or in the greenhouse.

The primerole he passeth, the paroenke of piis,

With alisauudre thare-to, ache and anys.

MS. Harl. 2253, t 63. (BaUiuxH.)

Through primrose tnft^ in that sweet bower.
The perimnite trailed its wreaths.

Wordsumrth, Lines Written in Early Spring.
ing such a diverticulum, in which the cavity appears only t. i j -n
late (modified enterocoele, or schizocoele). 4. A cavify periwinkle^ (per'i-wmg-kl), n. [Earlymod. Ji.

formed by invagination of the ectoderm (epiccde). And also periwinde, periwyrXile,periuJinkil,periwinke,
whethCT any given perivisceral cavity bdongs to one or perexDincU; no ME. form found ; commonly re-
other of these types can only be determined by working
out its development. Bvjiey, Anat. Invert., p. 544.

perivitelline (per'i-vi-tel'in), a. [< Gr. irtai,

around, + L. viteUus, yolk.] Surrounding the

vitellus: as, the perivitelline space (the space
between the vitellus and the zona pellueida,

caused by a shrinking of the former).

periwickt, «• An obsolete form of pmipisr.

periwig (per'i-wig), Ji. [Formerly alsoj>errtioi3,

perreaig, perewig, peruwig, periwick, pm-iwinke,

perewdke (these forms having peri-, pere- for

pet--, appar. by association with peri-, the pre-

fix (cf. periiDinUe^, peritoinkle^, where also peri-

is simulated); eaxUeipertDig,pericigge,perwiel;

pervncke, pirwike, in earliest instance perwyke;

an altered form (with wi for «) ot peruke, < OF.
peruque, perruque, perrucgue, F. perruque, a

peruke, wig: see peruke. The alteration evi-

dently took place in E., in simulation of the

F. pron., and could hardly be due to B. peruyk
(Sewel), as Skeat explains it. The D. form at

the time in question was perruycke, perhuycke

(Ealian). Similar interchange of tc» («») and «
appears in the history of cuieb (ME. quibibe,

etc.), cushion (ME. quisshen, etc.), cud and quid

(AS. cudu, cicidu), quick (AS. cwicu, cucu), etc.

From periwig, regarded appar. as < peri- + *wig,

as something put 'around' the head, was de-

rived, by omission of the supposed prefix, orby
mere abbreviation (as in bus for omnibus, van

for caravan, etc.), the form wig: see wig.] 1.

Same as peruke.

A perwyke for Sexton, the King's fooL

ferred to AS. *pinewincle or ''pinewincla, found
only in pl.pinewindan, in the ML. glosses, " tor-

oievii, pineurinclan," sea-snaUs (Wright's Voc,
ed. Wiilcker,94,14), "chelio,testudo,uel marina
gi^alia, sSsne^ ['sea-snail'] uel pinewinclan"

(id., 122, 23) ; but according to the entry in Bos-
worth (ed. Toller), jJi/ieiFinoJan is here an error

for winewindan (due to the frequent confusion

of the AS. p and w, which are very much alike

in the manuscripts) ; the first element in pine-

winclan or trine!CTJ!cfa« is uncertain; the second,

wincle, appears as E. uiinkle : see tcinkU. Wedg-
wood, referring to the equivalent dial, name
pennywinkle and pinpatch, explains periwinkle

or the supposed AS. pineicincle as "pinwinkle,
or winkle that is eaten by help of a pin used in

puUing it out of the shell." For this there is

no evidence. The form seems to be corrupt.

Cf. jpentptnfcfei. peritcig.] 1. A kind of sea-

snail; any member of the family Littorinidx,

and especially of the genus Littorina. See cuts

under Littoiina and Littorinidee.

And white sand like houre-glasse sand, and sometimes
periwinkles, or small shelles. Eakluyfs Voyages, HI. 619.

The periwinde, prawn, the cockle, and the shiimp.
Drayton, Polyolbion, xiv. 190.

2. One of several lai^ whelks or conch-shells,

as Busycon (Fulgur) carica, Sycotypus canalicnla-

tus, and various species of Furpura, as F. os-

tnna, P. lapilhis, P.floridana : commonly called

winkles or urrinkles. They are pests iu the oys-

ter-beds. [U. S.]

'^^^'"^^^jS^offfeS^V///., Dec., 1529. perizonium (pew-z6'ni-nm) n^ pi. peri^.ia
mvy s-uT^ r^ J D

^(paiThoU.) (-a). [NL., < Gr. irep/, around, + fui^, girdle.]

Sometimes like a jKriic^ ^ JHatomocex, the thin non-sOicions mem-
I sit upon her brow. Jforioire, Faustns, ii. 2. brane of a young auxospore. Goebel.

I warrant you, I warrant you, you shall see mee proove perjeuetet, ». [ME. , also pereionette, < P. poire

the very perewig to cover the'balde pate of brainelesse

gentilitie. Marston, Antonio and Mellida, Ind., p. 3.

The Janizaries went first; then the two dragomen, or

interpreters; after them the consul in the Turkish dres^

having on a purple ferijee, or gown of ceremony, but with

apemtsurandhat. ^ ^ -rr -.na
Pocoeke, Description of the East, II. i. lOi

jeunette, a young pear-tree: poire, < "L.mnim
(seepear^) ;

jeunette, fem. dim. otjeune, < L. j«-

venis, young: seejuvenile.] Ayoung pear-tree.

She was ful moore blisful on to se

Than is the newe pereionette ti-ee.

Cliaiuxr. Miller's Tale, L 62.



perjuration

perjurationt (per-jo-ra'shqn), n. [< LL. *per-
juratio(7i-),pejeratio{n-),<.'L.perjurare,p^erare,

swear falsely: see j)er/M)-c.] Perjury. Foxe.

perjure (per'jor), v.
;
pret. ani-pTp. perjured, ppr.

perjuring. [Early mod. E. parjure, < OP. par-
jurer, perjurer, F. parjurer = Pr. Sp. Pg. per-
juror= It. pergiurare, < Ti.perjurare, perjerare,
pejerare, swear falsely (cf . perjurus, one who
breaks his oath), < per, through, + jurare,
swear: seejitr^.] I. mtrans. To swear falsely;
be false to oaths or yows; bear false witness.

See the bare-faced villain, how he cheats, lies, perjures,
robs, murders I Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ii. 17.

II. trans. 1. Torenderguilty of thecrlmeof
testifying falsely under oath or solemn afSnna-
tion, especially in judicial or official proceed-
ings, or of being false to one's oaths or vows

;

forswear : commonly used reflexively : as, the
fiitness perjured himself.

Women are not
In their best fortunes strong ; but want will perjure
The ne'er-touch'd vestal. STuOc., A. and C, iiL 12. 30.

2t. To swear falsely to; deceive by false oaths
or protestations.

And with a virgin Innocence did pray
For me th&t perjured her. J. Fletcher.

= Syn. 1. Perjure, Forswear. Perjure is now technical and
particular ; strictly, it is limited to taking a legal oath
falsely ; occasionally it is used for forsvoear. Forswear is

general, but somewhat old-fashioned.

perjiiret (pfer'jor), n. [< OP. perjure, parjure,
P. parjure = Pr.perjur = Sp. Pg. perjuro = It.

perjuro, spergiuro, < L. perjurus, who breaks his

oath, <.per, through, + jus {jur-), law. Ct. per-
jure, V.I A perjured person.

He comes in like & perjure, wearing papers.
Shale., L. L. I,., iv. 3. 47.

perjured (p6r'jord), j). a. 1 . Guilty of perjury

;

that has sworn falsely, or is false to vows or
protestations : as, a perjwred villain.

For I have sworn thee fair; more perjured 1,

To swear against the truth so foul a lie

!

Shak., Sonnets, clii.

2i. Deliberately or wilfully broken or falsified.

perjuredly (pfer'jjird-li), adv. In a perjured
manner ; by false oaths or vows.

perjurer (per'jij-rer), n. [Early mod. E. per-
jurour=sp. Pg.perjurador; asperjure + -eri.]

One who is wilfully false to oaths or vows, or
who in judicial or official proceedings wiUnlly
testifies falsely under oath or solemn affirma-

tion.

Is there neuer a good man that dare beseech her grace
to beware of these double faced periuroure counsayles in

tyme? Bp. Gardiner, True Obedience, To the Reader.

perjurious(p6r-jo'ri-us),a. l<li.perjuriosus,-peT-

fidious,<^er;MnM»t, perjury: seeperjury.'i Guilty
of perjury; laden or tainted with perjury.

Thy perjurious lips confirm not thy untruth.
Quarles, Judgment and Mercy, The Liar. (Latham.)

O perjurious friendship I

Middletm, Women Beware Women, iiL 2.

perjuroust (p6r'jo-rus), a. Same as perjurious.

Puffing their souls away in perjurous air.

B. Jonsan, Every Man out of his Humour, lud.

perjury (per'jg-ri), n. [Early mod. E. also

perjurie, perjuree; < ME. perjurye, < OP. per-
jurie, parjurie, P. parjure = Pr. p&rjuri = Sp.

Pg. perjurio = It. perjurio, pergiurio, pergiuro,

< li. perjnrium, a false oath, < perjurus, one who
breaks his oath : see perjure, n.] The violation

of any oath, vow, or solemn affirmation; spe-

cifically, in law, the wilful utterance of false tes-

timony under oath or affirmation, before a com-
petent tribunal, upon a point material to a legal

inquiry.
This is a periurye

To prente vndir penne. York Flays, p. 222.

Do not swear

;

Cast not away your fair soul ; to your treason
Add not foul perjury.

Beau, and FL, Knight of Malta, L 3.

The crime of wilful and corrupt perjury ... is defined

by Sir Edward Coke to be a crime committed when a
lawful oath is administered in some judicial proceeding

to a person who swears wilfully, absolutely, and falsely,

in a matter material to the issue or point in question.
Blaekstone, Com., IV. x.

=Syn. See perjure.

perfcl (p6rk), TO. [< ME. perke, parke, an un-
assibilated form of perch^, q. v.] A horizon-

tal pole or bar serving as a support for various

purposes, as a perch for birds or as the ridge-

pole of a tent, or used for the hanging of yams,
skins, etc., to dry, or against which sawn tim-

ber may be stacked while seasoning, etc. [Ob-

solete or prov. Eng.]

French Discouerers vtterly denie this Historie [of a great

Towne and a faire Biuerl, affirming that there are but
Cabans here and there made with perkes, and couered with
barkes of trees, or with skins. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 751.
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perk^t, i'- An obsolete form oiperch^.

perk^ (perk), a. [< W. perc, neat, trim, smart;
cf . pei-cus, smart ; cf. perfi, which is in part a
var. otperk^.} Neat ; trim ; smart ; hence, pert

;

airy; jaunty; proud.

They wont in the wind wagge their wrigle tayles,

Perke as a Peacock. Spenser, Shep. CaL, February.

perk^ (p6rk), V. [Pormerly also pirk; iperk^,
a.] I. intrans. To toss or jerk the head with
affected smartness; be jaunty or pert: some-
times with an impersonal it.

The popeiayes perken and pruynen fol proude.
Celeslin und Susanna(eA. Horstmann), 1. 81 (in Anglia,

[L 96).

It is a thousand times better, as one would think, to

bogtrot [in rags) in Ireland, than to pirk it in preferment
no better dressed. Roger North, Examen, p. 323.

You think it a disgrace

That Edward's miss thus perks it in your face.

Pope, Epil. to Bowe's Jane Shore, L 46.

The Old Woman perk'd up as brisk as a bee.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 226.

Violante up and down was voluble
In whatsoever pair of ears would perk.

Brounamg, King and Book, ii. 512.

II. trans. 1. To hold up smartly; prick up.

About him round the grassy spires (in hope
To gain a kiss) their verdant D.ei>A% perk'd up.

Sherburne, Salmacis.

The rose perks up its blushing cheek.
Motherwell, To the Lady of my Heart

3. To dress; make spruce or smart; smarten;
prank.

I swear 'tis better to be lowly born.
And range with humble livers in content,
Than to \ye perk'd up in a glistering grief.

And wear a golden sorrow.
ShxUc., Hen. VDI., u. 3. 21.

perk^ (p6rk), V. [Prob. dim. form otpeer^, with
formative k, as in smirk, talk, etc.] I. intrans.

To peer; look narrowly or sharply.

Adam Bede . . . might be drownded for what you'd care
— you'd iieperking at the glass the next minute.

George Eliot, Adam Bede, viii.

II. trans. To examine thoroughly. MalliweU.
[Prov. Eng.]

perk*, TO. An obsolete or dialectal (Scotch)
form otpark.
perket (pfer'ket). to. [< perfci -I- -e<.] A small
perk or pole. See perk'-.

perkily (per'ki-li), adv. In a perky manner;
jauntily; airily; smartly.

perkin (p6r'km), to. [Short for *perrykm; <

perry^ + -kin. Cf. ciderkin.'] A kind of weak
perry.

perkiness (p6r'ki-nes), to. Perky or airy man-
ner or quality; a pert or jaunty air.

perking (per'king), p. a. [Ppr. of perk^, v."]

Sharp; peering; inquisitive.

He is a tall, thin, bony man with . . . little restless,

perking eyes. Dickens, Sketches, iv.

Ferkinism (per'Mn-izm), TO. [< Perkins (see

def.) + -js»8.] A mode of treatment intro-

duced by Elisha Perkins, an American physi-
cian (died 1799), consisting in applying to dis-

eased parts the extremities of two rods made of

different metals, called metallic tractors; trac-

toration. Dunglison.

Perkinism soon began to decline, and in 1811 the Trac-
tors are spoken of by an intelligent writer as being almost
forgotten. 0. W. Holmes, Med. Essays, p. 18.

Perkinist (p6r'kin-ist), n. [< PerkinAsm + -is*.]

A believer in or practiser of Perkinism.
Perkinistic (per-ki-nis'tik), a. [< Perkinist +
-jc] Of or pertaining to Perkinism.
perky (p6r'ki), a. \<.perk^ + -y'^.'\ Perk;jaTmty;
pert.

There amid perky larches and pine.
Tennyson, Maud, a. 1.

Perla (pSr'la), n. [Nl.. (Geoffrey, 1764); said

to be from a proper name.] The typical genus

Perta ^ligra.

a, aquatic apterous larva ; b, transitional stage to e, perfect insect, or
imago.

permanency

of Perlidse, having the abdomen robust, bise-

tigerous, and the wings short in the male. The
species are few. P. bicaudata, a British species, appears
in April, and is known to anglers as the stone-Jly.

perlaceous (p6r-la'shius), a. [< ML. j^erla, a
pearl (see pearl), + -aceousJ] See pearlaceous.
perlarian (p6r-la'ri-an), a. and to. [< Perla +
-arian.'] I. a. Pertaining to the Perlidse or to

the genus Perla.

II. TO. In entom., a species of the family Per •

lidee.

perle^t, »• -A- Middle English form of pearl and
purl^.

perle^ (p6rl), to. [P.: see pearl.2 In med., a
pellet. See pearl, n., S.

Whenever delirium is present, it is allayed with the ice-

bag to the head, or by the internal use of ether (in perles\

or of the bromides. Medical News, I. 291.

Perlidse (pfer'U-de), n.pl. [NL.,<PeWa + Adse.1

A famUy of pseudoneuropterous insects, typi-

fied by the genus Perla, presenting such struc-

tural peculiarities that it is considered by
Brauer and others an order by the name of Ple-

coptera ; the stone-flies. The prothorax is large ; the
aritennse are long, tapering, many-jointed ; the wings are
unequal, the second pair larger and resting on the abdo-
men, which usually bears two setae ; the tarsi are three-

jointed. The larvae and pupae are aquatic, and vei^y numer-
ous under stones in streams. The adults fly about or rest

, upon herbage near water. See cut under Perla.

perUne (per'lin), a. [< Perla + -ine^.'] Of or
pertaining to the Perlidse.

perlite (pfer'lit), n. [< P. perlite, < perle, a
pearl {seepearl), + -ite^.'] A peculiar form of
certain vitreous rocks, such as obsidian and
pitch-stone, the mass of which sometimes as-

sumes the form of enamel-like globules. These
may constitute the whole rock, in which case they become
polygonal in form owing to mutual pressure, or they may
be separated from each other by more or less of the unal-
tered vitreous material.

perlitic(per-lit'ik),a. [(.perlite +40."] Resem-
bling or pertaining to perlite.—Perlitlc struc-
ture, a sort of concentric structure, imperfectly devel-
oped, so as to show in sections more or less circular or
eUiptic lines, which are often inclosed between minute
parallel planes, giving the I'ock a mixed concretionary and
reticulated structure— not easily discernible, however,
without the aid of the microscope.

perlousf, a. An obsolete form of perilous or
parloxis.

perlustrate (p6r-lus'trat), v. t.
;
pret. and pp.

perlustrated, ppr. perlustrating. [< L. perlus-

tratus, pp. of perlustrate (> It. perlustrare =
Pg. perlustrar), wander through, view all over,
examine, also purify completely, <per, through,
-I- lustrare, go around, also purity by propitia-

tory offering : see lustration.'] To view or scan
thoroughly; survey. [Rare.]

Mr. Aitenae perlustrated tjie sea^coast for several days,
and reaped disappointment, but not despair.

Peacock, Nightmare Abbey, viL

perlustration (p6r-lus-tra'shon), TO. [= It.

perlustrazione, < L. as if *perlusiratio(nr), < per-

lustrare, pp. perlustratus, wander through, view
all over, examine: see perlustrate.] The act

of viewing thoroughly; survey; thorough in-

spection.

By the perlustratimi of such famous cities, castles, am-
phitheaters, and palaces, . . . hee [may] come to disceme
the best of all earthly things to be frayle and transitory.

HoweU, Forreine Travell, p. 70.

permanf, to. An obsolete form otpearmain.
permanablet) «• [ME., < OP. permanahle = It.

permanevole, < L. permanere, continue: see
permanent.] Permanent; durable. Lydgate.

permanence (p6r'ma-nens), to. [= P. perma-
nence = Sp. Pg. permatiencia = It. pernianema,
< ML. permanentia, < L. permanen(t-)s, lasting:

see permanent.] The character or property of
being permanent or enduring; durability; fix-

edness; continuance in the same state, con-
dition, place, or office ; the state of being last-

ing, fixed, unchanging or unchangeable in char-
acter, condition, position, office, or the like;

freedom from liability to change : as, the per-
manence of a government or state ; the perma-
nence of liberal institutions.

A kind of permanence or fixedness in being that may be
capable of an eternal existence.

Sir M. Bale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 73.

A house ofthick walls, as if the projector had that sturdy
feeling ofpermanence in life which incites people to make
strong theu' earthly habitations.

Hawthorne, Septimius Felton, p. 5.

The notion of matter does not involve the notion of jwr-
nmnence, but only of the occupation of space.

E. Caird, Philos. of Kant, p. 212.

=Syn. See lasting.

permanency (per'ma-neu-si), H. [As perma-
nence (see -cy).] Ssbhiea,s permanence.



permanent

permanent (per'm»-nent), o. and n. [< F. per-
manent = Sp. Pg. permanente = It. permanente,
permagnente, < It. permaneH(t-)s, ppr. otperma-
nere, remain, <per, through, + manere, remain:
see remain. Cf. imnuiiwtit.ii I. «• !• Lasting
or intended to last indefinitely ; fixed or endur-
ing in character, condition, state, position, oc-
cupation, use, or theUke; remaining or intended
to remain unchanged or nnremoved; not tempo-
rary or subject to change; abiding: as, a per-
manent building; permanent colors; permanent
employment

; permanen t possession.
Al Oie toones ronnde alwat were parmanent and stiffe

on tlie part of Kyng Henry, and coold not be remoned.
HaU, Edw. IV., an. 10.

I have found it r^lstred of old
In Faeiy Land mongst records permaTienL

Spenser, F. Q., VII. vi. 2.

The distingnish*d Yew is ever seen,
Unchang'd his Branch, audjMrmonent his Green.

Prior, Solomon, L

2. In zool., always present in a species or group.
The basal portion of the-band is often obsolete [in the

species described], bnt the enlarged marginal part iager-
majtent. Say.

Ferm»uent aUmony, cartilage, etc See the nouns.—
Permanent Mne. Same as arUfidal ultramarine (which
see, under uUrantarimy.—Permanent gases, a name
formerly given to those gases (oxygen, hydrogen, etc.)
which it was supposed could not be reduced to the liquid
fdnn by cold and pressure. See gas, 1.—Permanent In-
junction, jnk, magnet, etc. See the nonns Perma-
nent matter. Same as mutter <ifeompoa£u>n (which see,
under matter),—Permanent possiblUty, the remaining
during some considerable time ready to come into exis-
tence under appropriate conditions : a term invented by J.
S.HiU. The Idea expressed is that of necessity, which word
would, however, have been liable to misapprehension. See
IxKsiMIi^.—Permanent qnantity, a quantity whose
parts exist at the same time.—Permanent teetb, teeth
not succeeded by others ; in man, the thirty-two teeth fol-

lowing the milk-teeth.—Permanent way, wUte, etc.
See the nouns. =Syn. 1. DwraUe, Statte, etc. (see lasting\
enduring, steadfast^ unchangeable^ immutable, constant

IL »- In the plural, a general name for light
cotton cloth, sometimes glazed and generally
dyed in bright colors.

I>ermanent^ (per'ma-nent-li), adv. In a per-
manent or lasting meuiiner ; so as to remain : as,

to serve permanentli/ ; to settle permanently.
permanganate (per-mang'garnat), n. l<jper- +
manganate.'i A compound 6i permanganic acid
with a base.
permanganic (per-mang-gan'ik), a. [< per- +
mangan(ese) + -ic.'] Obtained from manga-
nese.—Permanganic acid, HHnO^, an acid obtained
in a state of aqueous solution from manganese by decom-
posing its barium salt witjisulphoric acid. Itformsadeep-
red solution, which decomposes with evolution of hydro-
gen on exposure to lightor when heated. Potassium per-
manganate is the most important salt. It forms crystals
which are neariy black, but give with water apurple soln-
tion. It is used as an oxidising agent, and is a powerful
antiseptic,

permansiont, n. [= OP. permanskm, parman-
sion= Sp. permansion, < L. permatisio(n-), a re-

maining, < permanere, pp. permansus, remain,
last: see pemianent.'] Continuance; duration.

From imperfection to perfection, from perfection to im-
perfection ; from female nnto male, from male to female
againe^ and so In a circle to both, without apermansion in
either. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Eir., iii. 17.

permeabilily (per^mf-a-bU'i-ti), ». [< F. per-
meabilite = Sp.permeab'ilidaS = Pg. permeabUi-
dade; as permeable + -ity (see -bility).'] The
property or state of being permeable.
These two ends of strength andpermeability are secured

by partial linings of lignin.
Dawson, GeoL Hist of Plants, p. 69.

Magnetic permeabili^, the coefficient of magnetic in-

duction, corr^ponding in magnetism to the specific in-

ductive capacily of a dielectnc in electricity. See the
quotation.

Magnetic permeability, a synonym for conducting x>ower
for lines of magnetic force; and hydrokinetic permeabil-
ity, a name for the specific quality of a porous solid ac-

cording to which when placed in a moving frictionless

liquid it modifies the flow. iSir IF. Thomson.

permeable (per^me-a-bl), a. [= F. permeable
= Sp. permeable = Pg. permeavel = It. permea-
ble, < Lli. permeabilis, passable, < L. permeare,
pass through: see permeate.'] That may be
permeated; capable of being passed through
without rupture or displacement of parts: not-

ing particularly substances that pei-mit the
passage of fluids.

I>ermeab]y (per'me-»-bli), adr. In a permeable
manner; so as to be permeated.

permeant (per'me-ant), a. [= Pg. It. perme-
ante, < L. permeah(i-)s, ppr. of permeare. pass

through: see perHi^ate.] Passing through. Sir

T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 5.

permeate (per'mf-at). v. t.
;
pret. and pp. per-

meated, ppr. permeating. [< L. permeafus, pp.

of permeare (> It. permeare = Pg. permear).
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pass through, <. per, through, -I- meare, pass:
see meatus^ To pass into or through without
rupture or displacement of parts; spread
through and fill uie openings, pores, and inter-
stices of; hence, to saturate; pervade: as, wa-
ter^rm«afes sand; the air was jjermeated with
smoke.
According to the Pagan theology, God was conceived to

be diffused throughout the whole world, to permeate and
pervade all things, to exist in all things, and Intimately
to act all things. Cudworth, Intellectual System, p. 503.

The solemn mood
Of her pure mind kindled through all her frame
A permeating fire. Shelley, Alastor.

Religion permeated the whole being of the [Egyptian]
people. Faiths <tf the Wmrtd, p. 129.

permeation (per-me-a'shon), n. [= It. permea-
sione, < L. as if 'permeatio(7i-), <. permeare, pass
through: see permeate.] The act of permeat-
ing, or the state of being permeated.
They [the three persons] are physically (if we may so

speak) one also, and have a mutual inexistence, and per.
meation of one another.

CuduortA, Intellectnal System, p. 559.

permeative (per'me-a-tiv), a. [< permeate +
-ive.] That permeates and sprea<is, or tends to
permeate and spread, through every interstice,
pore, or part.

Permian (per'mi-an), a. and n. [< ML. *Per-
mianus, < Permia, I>erm (see def. 1).] I, a. 1.
Relating to the city or government of Perm
in eastern Bussia.—2. Belating to the Per-
mians.—3. An epithet applied by Murchison
and his coadjutors in a geologicu reconnais-
sance of a p:^ of Bussia, in 1S41, to a group of
strata overlying the Carboniferous, andforming
the uppermost division of the Paleozoic series.
The rocks of which the Permian system is composed are
largely red sandstone, and their equivalent in England
had then been known as the New Bed Sandstone, to dis-
tingnlsh it from the Old Red Sand^one, which lies be-
neath the Carboniferous. Eventually the ifewRed of Eng-
land was found to be divisible (paleontologically) into two
groups, of which the older was classed with the Paleozoic,
and the newer placed in the Mesozoic. In Germany there
is a well-marked division of the Permian into two Utho-
logically distinct groups; hence it is sometimes desig-
nated as the Dyas, a name coined In imitation of Trias.
The divisions of the Permian in Germany are a lower se-

ries of sandstones, red and mottled in color (hence the
name Pceeditie has been appUed to them), called the
Sothliegendes, and an upper series of dolomites, marls,
limeston^ etc., called the Zechstein. The flora of the
Permian in general closely resembles that of the Carbo-
niferous, and several of the most characteristic plants of
the latter pass upward into thePermian, but rise no higher.
The cycads appear first in the Permian, and are largely in-
creased in number and importance in the Trias. The
Permian fauna is, on the whole, less rich than those of the
overlying and underlying groups. ThePermianlsof great
economical importance in Europe, as the repository of ex-
tensive deposits of rock-salt, gypsum, and other saline
combinations.

H. n. An inhabitant of Perm; also, one of
a Finnic people dwelling in east«m Bussia,
chiefly in the government of Perm.
permillage (pSr-mil'aj), ji. [< L. per, by, -1-

miUe, thousand, + -dge.] The ratio of a cer-
tain part to the whole when the latter is taken
at one thousand; the number of thousandth
parts ; the ratio or rate per thousand.

That in all cases where Jews have a higher permillage
they produce more experts per million in that branch.

Jour. Anthrop. Just, XV. 363.

permiscible (per-mis'i-bl), a. [C L. as if *per-

miscibilis, < permiscere, mix together, < per,

through, -I- miscere, mix: see mfcrl, miscible.']

Capable of being mixed; admitting of mixture.
Blount, Glossographia. [Bare.]

pemiisst(p6r-™is'), n. [< L.jjermissus, ML. also

permissum, leave, permission, i permittere, pp.
2)en«i.ss«s, permit: see permit'^.'] A permission
of choice or selection; specifically, in rhet., a
figure by which an alternative is left to the

option oi one's adversary.

Wherein we may plainly discover how Christ meant not
to be taken word for word, but, like a wise physician, ad-

ministering one excess against another to reduce ns to a
permit MUton, Prose Works, I. 198-

permissibility (per-mis-i-bil'i-ti), ;(. [< per-

missible + -ity (see -bility).] the quality of be-
ing permissible. Eclectic iter.

permissible (per-mis'i-bl"l, a. [= OF. ''permis-

sible = Sp. permisible = It. permissibile, < ML.
*pennissibilis,< li.permittere,pp.permissus, per-

mit: see permit] Proper to be permitted or

allowed; allowable.

Make all permissible excuses for my absence. Lamb.

=Syn. Lawful, legitimate, proper.

permissibly (per-mis'i-bli), adv. In a permis-

sible manner; allowably.

permission (per-mish'ori), n. [= F. permission

= S'p. permision = Pg. permissSo = It. permis-

sioiic, perme^one, < L. permissio{n-), leave.

permit

permission, < pennittere, pp. permissus, permit:
see permit.] The act of permitting or allow-
ing; license or liberty granted ; consent ; leave

;

allowance.

The natural permissions of concubinate were only con-
fined to the ends of mankind, and were hallowed only by
the faith and the design of marriage.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1S35), L, Pret
He craved a fair permission to depart.
And there defend his marches.

Tennyson, Geraint

permissive (pfer-mis'iv), a'. [= F. pcrmissif=
Sp. permisivo = Pg. jiei-misMco = It. pe}-missiro.
permessivo, < ML. *permissivits, < L. permiitere,

pp. j)enn(ss«s, permit: seepermit.] 1. That suf-
fers, permits, or allows (something to pass or be
done); that aillows or grants permission; unhin-
dering.

For neither man nor angel can discern
Hypocrisy, the only evil that \valks
Invisible, except to God alone,
By his permissive will, through heaven and earth.

Jf»Jtoi»,P. L.,iiL685.

The whole purpose and spirit of the proclamation isper-
missive and not mandatory. The Centwry, XSXVIII. 115.

2. Permitted; unhindered; that may or may
not be done or left undone ; at the option of the
individual, community, etc. ; optional; not ob-
ligatory or mandatory. [Bare.]

Thus I embolden'd spake, and freedom used
Permissioe, and acceptance found.

Haton, P. L., viiL 435.

PermissiTe bilL a measure embodying the principles of
local option as to licenses to sell intoxicating Uqnors. The
bill was introduced periodically in the British Parliament,
but without success ; it has therefore been dropped, and
its principles advocated under the name loaU option
(which see, under {ocoQ.—Permissive laws, such laws
as permit certain persons to have or enjoy the use of cer-
tain things, or to do certain acts.—PenniBSive waste.
See waste.

permissively (p6r-mis'iv-li), adv. By permis-
sion or allowance ; without prohibition or hiir-

drance. .,

permissory (per-mis'o-ri), a. Pertaining to cr
of the nature of permission

;
permissive.

permistiont, ?>. Same as permixti&n.

permit^ (pfer-mif), c ; pret. and pp. permitted,
ppr.permitting. [=F.permettre=:Sp.pennitir
= Pg. permittir = It. permettere, permit, < L.
permittere, let go through, let fly, let loose,

give up, concede, leave, grant, give leave, suf-

fer, permit, < per, through, + mittere, send

:

see mission. Ct. admit, commit, etc.] I. trans.

1. To suffer or allow to be, come to pass, or
take place, by tacit consent or by not prohibit-
ing or hindering; allow VTithout expressly au-
thorizing.

What things God doth neither command'nor forbid, the
same he permitteth with approbation either to be done or
left undone. Hooter.

Shall we thus permit
A blasting and a scandalous breath to fall

On him so near us? 5Aai(:., M. forM., v. 1. 121.

2. To grant leave or liberty to by express con-
sent; allow expressly; give leave, liberty, or
license to : as, a license that permits a person
to sell intoxicating liquors.

The mosque which is over the sepulchre of Samuel was
a church, and they will not permit Christians to go into it

Pococke, Description of the East, n. L 4S.

3t. To give over ; leave
;
give up or resign ; re-

fer.

Xeither is this so to be understood, as if the servants of
God were . . . wholly forsaken of him in this world, and
. . . permitted to the malice of evil men.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835X II. 133.

The King addicted to a Religious life, and of a mild
Spirit, simply permitted all tli ings to the ambitious will of

his Step-mother and her Son Ethelred.
MUton, Hist Eng., v.

=Syn. 1. and 2. Consent to, Sanction, etc See aUowl.—
2. To license, empower.

H. intrans. To grant leave, license, or per-
mission; afford opportunity; be favorable; al-

low: as, it will be done if circumstances jjer-

mit.

permif^ (per'mit or per-mit'), «. [(.permit^, v.]

Leave ;
permission ; especially, written permis-

sion giving leave or granting authority to do
something: as, a permj* to view a house; & per-
mit to visit a fort; a customs or excise permit.

So tea could be removed from one place to another, by
land or by water, in any quantity exceeding six pounds in
weight, without an accompanying excise ticket of permis-
sion termed a permit.

S. DotceU, Taxes in England, IV. 243.

permit^ (per-mif), n. [Corrupted from Sp.^jo-
lometa.] A earangoid fish, Trachynotxis rhodo-
pus, closely related to the pompano, occurring
in the West Indies, in Florida, and on the west-
em coast of Mexico. [Florida.]



permittance

permittance (per-mit'ans), »i. [< permifi' +
-ance.'\ If. Allowance; forbearance of prohi-
bition; permission. Milton.— 2. In elec, the
power of a dielectric to permit or aid induction.
permittee (pfer-mi-te'), n. [< permit^ + -eel.]

One to whom permission or a permit is granted.
permitter (p6r-mit'6r), n. [< permiP- + -erl.]

One who permits.

If by the author of sin Is meant the permitter, or not a
hinderer of sin, ... I do not deny that God is the author
of sin. • Edwards, Freedom of Will, iv. 9.

permittiblet (per-mit'i-bl), a. [< permit^ +
-ible.'] Permissible, (hievara, Letters (1577),

p. 355.

permittivity (per-mi-tiv'i-ti), n. In elec, de-
gree of permittance ; the ratio of perqnittance
of a dielectric to that of air.

permixt (p6r-miks'), V. t. [< ME. perrrmen, in

pp. permixt; < L. permiscere, -py.permixtuSjper-
mistus, mix through, < per, through, + miscere,
mix: see mia;!.] To mix together; mingle.

And next hem in merite is dyvers hued
Blacke, bay, and permyxt gray, mousdon also.
The fomy, spotty hue, and many moo.

Pdladius, Husbondrie (E. E. I. S.), p. 133.

permixtiont (p6r-miks'chon), n. [Also permix-
cion, permistion ; = 'F . permixtion, OF. permis-
tion = Sp. permistion = Pg. permistSo = It.

permistione, <. L. permisiio(n-), permixMo{n-), a
mingling together, < permistus, permixtus, pp.
ofjjermjscere, mingle together: Beepermix. Cf.

misUon, mixtion.'] A mixing or mingling, or the
state of being mixed or mingled.

Such a kind of temperatui'e ot permiaxitm, as it were.
HaHuyt's Voyages, 1. 161.

Permocarboniferous (p6r-m6-kar-bo-nif' e-

rus), a. An epithet current in the United States
to note the rocks forming the upper part of the
Paleozoic series, there being no such decided
Tjreak there between the Carboniferous and
Permian as there^s in Europe. The word indicates
that the beds so designated form a kind of transition be-
tween the two systems. The Permian is, so tar as is known,
of much less importance in North America than in Europe.

permutability (pfer-mu-ta-bil'i-ti), n. [< per-
mutable + -ity (see -bilitij).'] The condition or
character of being permutable, exchangeable,
or interchangeable.

The alternation or permiUaMlity of certain sounds.
Trans. Ainer. PkUol. Ass., XVI. App., p. xli.

permutable (p6r-mu'ta-bl), a. [< F. permuta-
ble = It. permutabile, K ML. *permutabilis, < L.
permutare, change throughout : see permute.']

Capable of being permuted; exchangeable; in-

terchangeable.
permutableness (p6r-mii'ta-bl-nes), n. The
state or character of being permutable

;
per-

mutability.

permutably (per-mfi'ta-bli), adv. In a permut-
able manner ; by interchange.

permutant (per-mu'tant), n. [< L. permii-

tan{t-)s, ppr. ot permutare, change throughout:
see permute.] In math., a sum of » quantities

which are represented by the different permuta-
tions of n indices. The terms representing odd num-
bers of displacements are generally taken as affected with
the negative sign. If the indices are separated into sets^

only those of each set being interchanged, the permutant
is said to be ctympouTid, as opposed to a simple permutavi,
of which, however, it may be regarded as a special variety.

permutation (p6r-mu-ta'shon), n. [< ME. per-

mutacion, permutacyon, < OF. (and F.)permur-
tation = Sp.permutaeion = Pg.permutagSo = It.

permutazione, < L. permutatio{nr-), < permutare,

pp. permutatu^, change throughout: see per-

mute.] 1. Interchange; concurrent changes;
mutual change ; change in general.

In countenance shew not much to desire the forren

commodities ; neuerthelesse take them as for friendship,

or by way of permutation. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 228.

Her [Fortune's] permutations have not any truce.

Longfellow, tr. of Dante's Inferno, vii. 88.

3t. Exchange; barter.

In marchaundise nis no meede I may hit wel avoue

;

Hit is s. permutaeion a peni for another.
Piers Ploivman (A), iii. 243.

There is also in them a comon cure and permutmnmi or
renderinge of either others benevolent dewtie.

Joye, Expos, of Daniel, xii.

3. In math., a linear arrangement of objects

resulting from a change of their order. Permu-
tation differs from comMnation in this, that in the latter

there is no reference to the order in which the quantities

are combined, whereas in the former this order is con-

sidered, and conseijuently the number of permutations
always exceeds the number of combinations. If n repre-

sents the number of quantities, then the number of per-

mutations that can be formed out of them, taking two by
two together, is « x (n — 1) ; taken three and three toge-

ther, it is « X (» — 1) X (»— 2) ; and so on. Sometimes
called alternation. See comMnation, 5.
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4. In pIiiloL, the mutation or interchange of

consonants, especially of allied consonants.

—

Cyclical permutation, an arrangement obtained by ad-
vancing all the objects the same number of places, the
first place being for this purpose considered as coming
next after the last, so as to form a cycle.—Permutation-
lock. See lock^.

permute (p6r-miit'), v. t.\ pret. and pp. per-

muted, ppr. permuting. [<ME._pej-mttie», < OF.
(and FTipermuter= Sp. Pg. permutar= It. per-
mutare, ^^li. permutare, change throughout, in-

terchange, exchange, buy, turn about, < per,

through, 4- mutare, change: see mute^.] 1.

To interchange.— Sf. To exchange; barter.

I wolde permute my penaunce with gowre for I am in
poynte to Dowel

!

Pi&rs. Plowman (B), xiii. 110.

To buy, sel, trucke, change, and permmte al and euery
kind and kindes of wares, marchandizes, and goods.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 259.

3. In math., to subject to permutation or change
of order.

When the columns arepermuted in any manner, or when
the lines are permuted in any manner, the determinant re-

tains its original value. Mncyo. Brit., VIII. 498.

permutert (per-mu't6r), n. l^ permute + -er^.

Cf. F. permuteur = Vg. permutador = Vc.per-
mutatore.] One who exchanges. Suloet.

pem^t (pern), v. t. [Appar. < OF.pernre, prenre,
F. prendre = Sp. Pg. prender = It. prendere,
< L. prendere, prehendere, take : see prehend,
prize*. Ct. pernancy.'] To turn to profit; sell.

Those that, to ease their Purse, or please their Prince,
Pern their Profession, their Religion mince.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Eartas's Weeks, iL, The Decay.'

pern2 (p6rn), ». [<NL. Perms; see Per»j«.] A
kite of the genus Pernis or some related genus;
a honey-buzzard. The common pern of Europe is P.
apivorus. Andersson's pern is Machserhmnphvx alcimts,
an African species.

pernancy (per'nan-si), n. [< OF. pernant (F.
jprenont), ppr. of ^ei'jM'e, take: seepern^,v.] In
law, a taWng or reception, as the receiving of
rents or tithes in kind. Blaekstone, Com., II. xi.

pernelt, » Same &sparnel.
pernetti (It. pron. per-net'ti), n. pi. [It., pi.

otpernetto, dim. of perno, a hinge, pivot.] In
ceram. : (a) Small pins of iron used to support
pieces of pottery in the kiln, and insure the ex-
posure of the bottom to the full heat. Hence
— (6) The small marks left by these pins, which
in enameled wares generally show by the ab-
sence of enamel, the paste being exposed.

perniciont(p6r-nish'on),m. HTAj.pernioio(n-),
equiv. to L. pernicies, destruction: see perni-
cious^. Cf. internecion.] Destruction.

Butltalpho, . . .

Looking about, beheld p&miolon
Approaching knight from fell musician.

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. ii. 936.

pernicious^ (per-nish'us), a. [< F. pernideux
= Sp. 'Pg. pernieioso= It.pernizioso, pernicioso,
<li. perniciosus, destructive, ipernimes, destruc-
tion (of. IAj. pernecare, destroy), (.per, through,
+ nex (nee-), slaughter, death. Cf. internemne.]
1. Having the property of destroying or being
injurious ; hurtful ; destructive.

He [Socrates] did profess a dangerous and pernicious
science. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 15.

A wicked book they seized ; the very Turk
Could not have read a more pernicious work.

Crabbe, Works, IV. 44.

3t. Wicked; malicious; evil-hearted.

I went
To tins pernicious caititf deputy.

Skalc, M. for M., f. 1. 88.

Femlcious fever. See /eueri.— Progressive perni-
cious anemia. Same as idiopathic anemia (which see,

under anemia). = Syn. 1. Noisome, etc. (see noxious),

deadly, ruinous, baneful, fatal.

pernicious^t(p6r-nish'us),o. lAlteipernidous'^,
< L. pernix (pernie-), quick (< per, through, +
niti, strive), + -ous.] Quick. [Rare.]

Part incentive reed
Provide, pemicimis with one touch to fire.

union, P. L., vi. 620.

perniciously (p6r-nish'us-li), ad«. 1. In a per-
nicious or hurtful manner; destructively; with
ruinous tendency or effect.— 2t. Maliciously;
malignantly.

All the commons
Hate him perniciously.

Shak., Hen. VIII., li. 1. 60.

perniciousness (per-nish'us-nes), n. The char-
acter of being pernicious, very injurious, mis-
chievous, or destructive ; hurtfulness.

pernicityt (per-nis'i-ti), n. [< 'L. pernicita(t-)s,

nimbleness, < pernix (pernio-), swift : see perni-
cious^.] Swiftness of motion; celerity.

By the incomparable pernicitie of those ayrle bodies we
, . . out-strip the swiftness of men, beasts, and birds.

Nashe, Pierce Penilesse, p. 85.

perocephalus

pernicketiness (p6r-nik'e-ti-nes), n. The char-
acter of being pernickety. [Colloq.]

pernickety (p6r-nik'e-ti), a. lAlBopemicketty;
origin obscure.] 1. Of persons, precise in tri-

fles; fastidious; fussily particular, especially

in dress or about trifles.

This I say for the benefit of those who otherwise might
not understand yfYi&tpemickity creatures astronomers are.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVI. 62.

2. Of things, requiring minute attention or

painstaking labor; characterized by petty de-
tails.

It is necessary, however, to pick over the main body of

the coal in order to reject slaty fragments. . . . Any white
man . . . grows lame and impatient at such confining and
pernickety work. Harper's Mag., LXVIII. 876.

[Colloq. in both uses.]

pernine (p6r'nin), a. [< Pemis + -ine^.] In
ornith., related to or resembling the perns

;
per-

taining to the genus Pernis.

pernio (pfer'ni-o), n. [L., a chilblain, a kibe
on the foot, < perna, haunch, leg, < Gr. %ipva,

aham; of-TrT^/jfa, theheel.] A chilblain. Dun-
glison.

Pernis (pfer'nis), n. [NL. (Cuvier, 1817), origin

obscure.] A genus of hawks of the family

Common Pern or Honey-buzzard {Per»u aptvorus).

Falconidse and subfamily Milviyise; the honey-
buzzards. It contains kites of moderate size and chiefly

insectivorous habits, having the head densely clothed with
soft feathers, the tarsi partly feathered, and the bill weak,
without a tooth. There are several species, belonging to

Europe, Asia, and Africa, as P. apivorus.

pernite (pfer'nit), n. [< 'L. perna, a kind of mus-
sel, + -ite^.] A fossU aviculoid bivalve.

pernoctaliant (p6r-nok-ta'lian), n. [Irreg. <

L. pernoetare, pass the night (see pernoctation),

+ -al + -ian.] One who watches or keeps
awake all night. Hoo'k.

pernoctation (pfer-nok-ta'shgn), n. [= Sp. per-

noctacion, < 'Lli.pemoctaiio(n-), i.'L.pernoetare,

pp. pernoctatus ( > It. pernottare= Sp. pemoctar
= Pg. pernoitar = OF. pernocter), pass the

night, \ pernox, continuing through the night,

< per, through, -1- nox (noct-), night: see night.']

X. A passing the night in sleeplessness or in

watching or prayer; a vigil lasting all night;
specifically, in the early Christian ch., a reli-

gious vigil held through the entire night imme-
diately previous to a given festival.

They served themselves with the Instances ot sack-cloth,

hard lodging, long fasts, pernoctation in prayers.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 91.

Among the primitive Christians the lord's Day was
always usher'd in with a Pernoctation or Vigil.

Bourne's Pop. AnMq. (1777), p. 146.

2t. A staying out all night. Bailey.

pernor (p6r'nor), n. [< OF. preneor, preneur,
F. preneur, < prendre, take : see pem\ v. Cf

.

mainpernor.] In law, one who receives the

profits of lands, etc.

Pernot furnace. See furnace.
perobranch (pe'ro-brangk), n. [NL. (P. Pero-
branches, Dum^ril and Bibron, 1854), < Gr. to/-

p6g, maimed, + ppdyx'a, gills.] One of a fam-
ily of urodele batrachians distinguished by the

persistence of branchial apertures but the ab-

sence of external gills, whence the name. The
family includes the Amphiumidse and Menopo-
midse of later herpetologists.

perocephalus (pe-ro-sef'a-lus), n. ; -pl.perocml^
ali (-li). [NL., < (Jr. Trrfpd^, maimed, + kc^oMj,

head.] In teratol., a monster with a defective
head.



Pocket-mouse {Peroffnatkus/asciatus).

(Lower ii^re shows eicteroal cheek-
pouches.)

perocMms
perochims (pe-ro-ki'rxis), ».; pL j)erocAm (-ri).

[NLi., < Gr. iriipdi, maimed, + x^'Pj hand.] In
ieratol. , a monster with incomplete or defective
hands.
Perodicticus (pe-ro-dik'H-kus), 7.. [NL. (Ben-
nett), < Gr. inip6^, maimed, + deucriKdc, serving
to point ont (with ref. to the index-finger): see
(leictie.2 An African genus of lemurs, of the
family Leniuridse and subfamily JTyciiceWna?, so
called from the rudimentary index-finger; the
pottos. P. potto is the only species. See cut
under jjoWo.

perofssite, n. Same &% perovskAte.
FerognatmnSB (pe-rog-na-thi'ne), n. pi. [NL.
(Cones, 1875), < Perognaihus + -inse.^ A sub-
family of Saccomyidse, represented by the ge-
nus Peroffnathus and relatedforms ; the pocket-
mice. Theyhave the hind limbs scarcely saltatorial, the
inner digit of the hind toot well developed, the soles na-
ked or sparsely pQous, the molars rooted, the upper inci-
sors compressed and snlcate, the temporal region of the
skull moderately developed, and Uie pelage moderately
hispid. Afi in otiiermembers of the same family, there are
external cheek-ponches, furry inside. 'The subfamily is

confined to the western parts of North America. Origi-
nally Perg^natMitnuB.

Perognathus (pe-rog'na-thns), n. [NL. (Maxi-
milian, Prince of Wied, 1839), < Gr. Tr^pa,

ponoh, + yva-

Sof, Jaw.] The
typical genus
of the subfam-
ily Perognafhi-
rne, having an
upright antitra-
gal lobe of the
earandthe soles
nearly naked.
There are several
species, as the
tuft-tailed pocket-
mouse, P. penial-
latuSf and the fasci-

ated, P. /asdatux,
inhabiting the United States west of the MississippL
They resemble mice^ but have external cheek-pouche&

peroguet, »• An obsolete form of pirogue.

Peromela (pe-rom'e-la), n. pi. [NL. (F. p4ro-
meles, Dumfi'ril and fiibron, 1841), < Gr. ir^po-

/le^c, with maimed limbs: see peromelus.'] A
group of ophiomorpMc or pseudophidian am-
phibians: same as Opiaomorpha.
peromelus (pf-rom'e-lns), «. ; pi. peromelj (-11).

[NL., < Gr. jr^po/ttAiJf, with maimed limbs, < m/-

p6(, maimed,+ /i^Aof, a limb.] Li teratol., amon-
ster with incomplete formation of the extremi-
ties.

peronseus, ». See peroTietts.

peronate (per'o-nat), a. [< L. peronatus, rongh-
booted, <pero(n-), a kind of boot of rawhide.]
In bot., thickly covered with a mealy or woolly
substance, as the stipes of certain fungi,

perone (per'o-ne), n. [= P. p&ronS= Sp. pefo-
ne = Pg. It.'peroneo, < NL. perone, the fibula,

< Gr. Tiepdivq, the tongue of a buckle or brooch,
a brooch, pin, linch-pin, etc., also the small
bone of the arm or leg, the fibula, < neiptai,

pierce.] In anat., the fibula or smaller bone of
the leg: so called from its resemblance to the

pin of a brooch.
peroneal (per-o-ne'al), a. [<jjerone + -a?.] In
anat., of or pertaining to the perone or fibula;

fibular.—Anterior peroneal mnade. Same as jxr-
onmx tertiusL— Descending peroneal artery, the pos-
terior peroneal.—Ferfoiatt^ peroneal artery, see
pei/orntinj^.-Peroneal artery, the largest branch of

the posterior tibial, \tra% deeply in the back of the leg,

close to the fibula. It supplies most of the mnscles on
the back and outer part of the leg, and divides, just

al)ove the ankle, into me anterior and posterior peroneal,

the former of wliich, after passing to the front between
the Hbia and the fibula, termuiates on the front and outer
side of the tarsus ; the latter terminates in branches which
ramify on the back and oater surface of the calcaneum.

—Peroneal bone, the fibula.-Peroneal mnscles.
See i»r(m«««.— Peroneal nerve, the smaller division of

the great sciatic, dividing near the head of the fibula into

the anterior tibialand the musculocutaneous. It supplies

the knee-joint and the skin on the back and outer side of

the 1^ as far as the middle, by branches given off in its

course. Also called a«er7i<rij»piite<rf nerr«,andyiS«&irfg.—

Peroneal veins, the venae comites of the peroneal arteiy.

peroneocalcaneal (per-o-ne'd-kal-ka'ne-al), a.

[< NL.jjertme, fibula, + cdleaneum, heel-bone.]

Of or pertaining to the perone or fibula and the

calcaneum, os calcis, or heel-bone : as, the jjct-o-

neocalcaneal muscle or ligament.

peroneocalcanens (per-o-ne'o-kal-ka'nf-us),

n. ; p\.peroneocalcanei (-i). [NL., <perone, fibu-

la, + L. calcaneum, the heel.] A small muscle

passing from the fibula to the calcaneum, oc-

casionally found in man.
peroneotibial (per-6-ne-6-tib'i-al), a. and n.

[< Nh. perone, fibula, + L. tibia, the shin-bone:
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see tibial.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the per-
one or fibula and the tibia; tibiofibular.

II. ». 1. A muscle in some marsupial ani-
mals, and also in reptiles and batrachians, pass-
ing downward obliquely from the fibula to the
tibia in the place of the usual interosseous
membrane.—2. An anomalous muscle in man,
occurring about once in seven cases, aiising
from the inner side of the head of the fibula,

and inserted into the oblique line of the tibia.

It is constant in apes. Also called pronator
tibise.

peroneus, peronseus (per-o-ne'us), «.; pi. per-
oneijperonsei (-i). [NL., < (Jr. nepdvii, fibula: see
perorw.J In anat., one of several fibular mus-
cles.—Commnnicans peronei, a cutaneous nerve con-
necting the peroneal wim the external saphenous ner\'e.

—PertmeUB accessorius, an anomalous muscle in man,
arising from the fibula, between the longus and the brevls,
and joining the tendon of the former in the sole of the
foot : apparently a form of the perotteug mdnti digitL
—Peroneus antlcns. Same as peroneus orevis.—Fer-
oneus tnrevis, a muscle lying beneath the peronens
longus, arising from the lower two thirds of the shaft of
the fibula and inserted into the base of the fifth metatar-
sal bone. Also called peroneus secundus,peronetis antieus,
peroneus medius, and sermjiindaris. See cutunder fnu«c2e.— Peroneus longus, the largest of the peroneal muscles,
arising fiom the upper two thirds of the fibula chiefly,

and, after passing obliquely across the sole of the foot,
inserted into the outer part of the base of the first meta-
tarsal bone. See cut under muade.—Peroneus mediUS.
Same asperoneus brevis.—Peroneus quartus, peroneus
quintus, peroneal or fibular muscles going to the fourth
and fifth digits of some animals, as lemui's.—Peroneus
quintl digiti, a muscle of a large number of mammals,
and not in&equent in man. It arises from the fibula be-
tween the pieronens longus and the peronens brevls, and
is inserted into the proximal phalanx of the fifth toe.

—

Peroneus secundus. Same as peroneus brevis.—Pero-
neus terfcius, an annex of the extensor longus diglto-
rum, Ite tendon being inserted into the base of the fifth

metatarsaL Also csQled anterior peronetU muscle, and
Jlexor metatarsL See cut under tmaele,

peronial(pe-r6'ni-a),ra.; pl.peronia? (-e). [NL.,
< Gr. irepovTi, a brooch, pin, etc. : see perone.'}

In Hydrozoa, a mantle-rivet; one of the hard
gristly processes which connect the base of a
tentacle with the marginal ring, as of a narco-
medusan.
Peronia^ (pe-ro'ni-S), n. [NL. ; named after
the French naturalist Piron.l 1. The typical
genus of Peroniidse. De BlainviUe, 1824. See
OncliidiidsB.—2. A genus of dipterous insects.

Desvoidy, 1830.

peronial (pe-ro'ni-al), a. [< peronia'^ + -al.]

In Hydrozoa, having the character or quality of
a mantle-rivet; of or pertaining to a peronia.

Peroniidse (per-o-ni'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Pero-
nia^ + -Mte.] A' family of slug-like littoral gas-
tropods: same as Onchidiidse.

Peronospora (per-o-nos'po-ra), n. [NL. (Cor-

da, 1842), < Gr. nc'pdvTj, a iJroiich, pin, + anSpog,

seed.] A genus ofphycomycetous fungi, giving
name to tihe family Peronosporacem. They grow
upon living plants, causing some of the most destructive
diseases known. The mycelium penetrates or covers the
tissues of the hos(^ sending up branching couidiophores
which bearrelativelylarge conidia. Largeglohoseoospores
are also produced on themycelium. About 70 species are
known, of which P. viUcola, the downy mildew of the
grape, is the most destructive. See grape^mUdew, grape-
rot, mUdew, Fungi, and cuts under conidium, mildew,
haustorium, and oospore.

Feronosporacese (per-o-nos-po-ra'se-e), n. pi.

[NL. (De Bary, 1861), <; Peronospora + -aeese.']

A family or order of phycomycetous fungi,

including the genera Cystopus, Phytophthora,
Sclerospora, Plasmospora, and Peronospora. Ee-
production is either agamic by zoospores or by the direct

germination of conidia, or sexual by odgonia and anthe.

ridia. See Peronospora.

Peronosporeae(per'o-no-sp6're-e), n.pl. [NL.,
< Peronospora + -ex."]

' Same'as Peronospora-
cese.

peropod (pe'ro-pod), a. and ». [< Gr. mip6c,

maimed, + irobQ (irod-) = E. foot.'] I. a. Hav-
ing rudimentary hind limbs, as a serpent; of

or pertaining to the Peropoda; pythoniform.

lL. n. A member of the Peropoda, as a python
or boa.
Peropoda (pe-rop'o-da), n.pl. [NL.: seejpe-

ropod.] A series or superfamily of pythoni-

form serpents, nearly always having mdimen-
tary hind lindbs. It corresponds to Pythonoidea. It

contains 4 families, the Pythmidse, Boidse, Charinidse, and
Sryddie, when the last is admitted as a distinct family.

peropodous (pf-rop'o-dus), a. [< peropod +
-ous.] Same as peropod.

peroquet, n. Same as parrdkeet.

perorate (per'o-rat), c. »". ; pret. and pp. pero-

rated, ppr. perorating. [< L. peroratv^, pp. of

perorare (> It. perorare = Sp. Pg. perorar= F.

perorer), speak to the end, bring a speech to a

close, conclude, <per, through, -t- orare, speak:

perpendicle

see oration.] To make a peroration; by ex-
tension, to make a speech, especiallya grandilo-
quent one. [CoUoq.]

I see him strain on tiptoe, soar and pour
Eloquence ont^ nor stay nor stint at all—
Perorate in the air, and so, to press
With the product

!

Browning, Bing and Book, n. 71.

peroration (per-o-ra'shon), n. [< OF. perora-
tion, peroraison, F. pSroraison = Sp. peroracion
= Pg. perora^ao = It. perorations, < L. perora-
/«)(n-), the finishing part of a speech, < pero-
rare, pp. peroratus, bring a speech to a close:
see perorate.] The concluding part of an ora-
tion, in which the speaker recapitulates the
principal points of his discourse or argument,
and urges them with greater earnestness and
force, with aview to make a deep impression on
his hearers ; hence, the conclusion of a speech,
however constructed.

Xephew, what means this passionate discourse.
Tillsperorotum with such circumstance?

ShaJc, 2 Hen. VI., L 1. 105.

His enthusiasm kindles as he advances, and when he ar-
rives at hisjierorotton it is in full blaze. Bwrke.

Perospondylia (per'o-spon-dil'i-a),n.jj?. [NL.,
< Gr. m/pdg, maimed, + ajr6vdv?j)i, a vertebra.]
One of the major groups into which the Bep-
ttlia (except Pleurospondylia) are divisible,

characterized by the presence of double tuber-
cles instead of transverse processes on the dor-
sal vertebrsB, and the paddle-like structure of
the limbs. The group is coextensive with the fossil or-
der Ichthyosauria, and is contrasted on the one hand with
Herpetospondylia, and on the other with Sucliospondylia.

perospondylian (per'o-spon-dil'i-an), a. and n.

I. a. Of or pertaining to the Perospondylia, or
having their characters.

H. n. A member of the Perospondylia.

perovskite (pe-rov'skit), n. [After Perovslci of
St. Petersburg.] A titanate of calcium, occur-
ring in crystals of isometric form (though per-
haps through pseudosymmetry), and having a
yeUoW to black color, it is found in the Urals, at Zer-
matt in Switzerland, and elsewhere ; it also occurs in mi-
nute crystals in some peridotites or the serpentines formed
from them. Also perqfskite.

peroxid, peroxide (per-ok'sid, -sid or -sld), n.

[= P. peroxyde= Pg. peroxydo = It. perossido;
a,sper-+ oxid.] That oxid of a given base which
contains the greatest quantity of oxygen.
peroxidate (pfer-ok'si-dat), v. [< peroxid +
-ate^.] Same as peroxidize.
peroxidation (p&r-ok-si-da'shon), n . [< perox-
idate + -ion.] The state or process of being
oxidized to the utmost degree.

peroxidize (per-ok'si-diz), V.
;
pret. and pp.jper-

oxidized,-ppi.peroxidizing. [<. peroxid + -ize.]

I. trans. To oxidize to the utmost degree.
II. intrans. Tobecome oxidized to the utmost

degree; undergo peroxidation.

perpend^ (per-pend'), v. t. [= It. perpendere
(Florio), < L. perpendere, weigh carefully, pon-
der, consider, \per, through, +pendere, weigh:
see pendent. Of. ponder.] To weigh in the
mind; consider attentively. [Obsolete or ar-

chaic]
They must be consider*d,

Fonder'd, perpended, or premeditated.
Chapman, Bevenge for Honour, L 2.

This, by the help of the observations already premised,
and, I hope, alr^idy weighed and perpended by your rev-

erences and woi^ps, I shall forthwiUi make appear.
Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iii. Author's Pref.

I found tliis Scripture also, which I would have those
perpend who have striven to turn our Israel aside to the
woiship of strange gods, LouxU, Biglow Papers, 2d ser. , i.

perpend^t, v. t. [= It. perpendere (Florio), <

L. as if *perpendere, hang down, < per, through,
-t- pendere, hang : see pendent.] To hang down.
Florio. [Bare.]

perpend^ (per'pend), n. [Also perpent, per-
bend (and perpender) (these forms simulating
L. pend- in pendicle, pendent, etc.), formerly
more prop, perpin; < OF. parpaigne,parpeigne,
perpaigne, perpeigne, paipeine, perpin, parpin,
F. parpaing, a perpend, < per, par, through
(< L. per, through), + pan, side of a waU:
see pane^.] In arch., a long stone reaching
through the thickness of a wall so that it is

visible on both sides, and is therefore vn-ought
and smoothed at both ends. Now usually caUed
bond-stone, bonder, or through, also perpend-
stone, perpent-stone. See cut under ashler.—
Seeping the perpends, in brickwork, a phrase used with
reference to the placing of the vertical joints over one an-

other.—Perpend wall, a wall formed of perpends or of
ashler stones, all of which reach from side to side.

perpender (p6r-pen'der), n. Same asperpend^.

perpendiclet (per-pen'di-kl), «. [< OF. pe)--

pendicle, F. perpendioule = Sp. petpendiculo =



perpendicle

Vg. perjpendieulo = It. 2)erpendicolo = G. Dan.
Sw.perpeiidiJtel, < li. perpendiculum, a plummet,
plumb-line, < *perpendere, hang downriglit : see
perpend^.'] A pendant or something hanging
down in a direct line ; a plumb-line.
perpendicular (per-pen-dik'u-lar), a. and n.

[< ME. peipendimler (= D. pei-peiidikulair = G.
perpendikular,perpendilcular = Sw.^jej-peratiifcjt-

teV = Dan. perpendikulmr), < OP. perpendieu-
laire, F.perpendiculaire= 8j^. Fg.perpendicular
= It. perpendicolare, < HL. pierpendicularis, also
perpendicularius, vertical, as a plumb-line, < L.
£erpendiculum, a plumb-line : see j;erpejitijc!e.]

a. 1. Perfectly vertical ; at right angles with
the plane of the horizon; passing (if extended)
through the center of the earth ; coinciding with
the direction of gravity.

In one part of the mountain, where the aqueduct is cut
thiough the rook, there is a perpendimlar clift over the
river, where there is now a loot way through the aque-
duct for halt a mile.

Pocoeke, Description of the Easl^ II. i. 136.

2. In geom., meeting a given line or surface (to
which it is said to be perpendicular) at right
angles, a straight line ia said to be perpendicular to a
curve or surface when it cuts the curve or sui'face in a
point where another straight line to which it is perpen-
dicular is tangent to tlie curve or surface. In this case
the perpendicular is usually called a iwrmai to the curve
or surface.

That the walls be most exactly perpendicular to the
ground-work, for the right angle (thereon depending) is

the true c&use of all stability, both in artificial and nat-
ural position. Sir H. Wotton, Reliquiae, p. 20.

3. In zool., forming a right angle with the lon-
gitudinal or latitudinal axis of the body: as, a
perpeHdicularheeid;epivaeTonper])endicular,ete.—Feniendlculanift, a mechanical contrivance on canals
torraising boats fromone level to another.—Perpendicu-
lar plate or lamella of the ethmoid, the mesethmoid.— Perpendicular St^le, in arch., the so-called Tudor
style of medieval architecture, a debased style represent-
ing the last stage of Pointed architecture, peculiar to
England in the fltteenth century and the first half of the

f:

Perpendicular Style of Architecture.—The Abbey Church, Bath.
England.

sixteenth. The window exhibits most clearly the charac-

teristics of this style, which differs from others in that a

large proportion of the chief lines of its tracery intersect

at right angles. It corresponds in art-development to the

French Flamboyant of the fifteenth century, but is with-

out the grace, richness, and varietyof Frenchwork, though
some of its buildings present fine effects of masses. See

also cuts under molding and pinnacle,

II. n. 1. A line at right angles to the plane

of the horizon; a line that coincides in di-

rection with a radius of the earth or with the

direction of gravity.— 2. In geom., a line that

meets another line or a plane at

right angles, or makes equal angles

with it on every side. Thus, if the

straight line AB, falling on the straight

line CD, makes the angles ABC, ABD equal
to one another, AB is called a jjerpeJidicM^ar C B D

toCD, andCDisaj)«ri)e)idi()«(ar to AB. A
line is a perpendicular to a plane when it is perpendicu-

lar to all lines drawn through its foot in that plane.

3. In gun., a small instrument for finding the

center-line of a piece of ordnance, in the ope-

ration of pointing it at an object; a gunners'

level.

perpendicularity (pto-pen-dik-u-lar'i-ti),

[= p. perpendicularity= Pg. pes

= It. perpendieularitct, < N]
ta{1r-)s, < LL. perpendicularis, perpendicular

see perpendicular.^ The state of being per-

pendicular.

perpendicularly (pfer-pen-dik'u-lar-li), adv. In

a pei'pendicular manner; so as to be perpen-

dicular, in any sense of that word.
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perpendiculum (per-pen-dik'u-lum), «. [< L.

oerpendiculum, a plmnmet: see perpendicle.']

n her., a carpenters' plumb-line and level used
as a bearing.

perpensionf (per-pen'shon), ??. [< L. perpen-
dere,m. perpensus, weigh carefully: see per-
pendX.] Consideration.

Unto reasonable perpensions it [authorityl hath no place
in some sciences. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., 1. 7.

perpensityt (per-pen'si-ti), n. [< Li. perpensus,

pp. of perpendere, perpend (see perpend^),
+ -ity.'] Consideration; a pondering; careful

thought or attention.

I desire the reader to attend with utmostperpenxUy.
Svrifl, Tale of a Tub, ix.

perpensivet (per-pen'siv), a. [< Jj. perpensus,

pp. of perpendere, perpend (see perpendX), +
-ive.] Considerate; thoughtful. [Bare.]

It is rather Christian modesty than shame, in the dawn-
ing of Heformation, to be vevy perpeniim.

M. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 41.

perpent, n. See perpend^.
perpent-stone (pfer'pent-ston), ». In arch.,

same a.a perpend^.

perpessionf (pfer-pesh'on), n. [< L. perpes-

sioln-), a bearing, suffering, < perpeti, pp. per-
pessus, bear steadfastly, < per, through, + pati,

endure: see patience,passion.] Suffering; en-
durance.
The eternity of the destruction in language of Scripture

signifies a perpetual perpes^on and duration in misery.
Bp. Pearson, Expos, of Creed, xii.

perpetrable (per'pe-tra-bl), a. [< L. as if *per-

petrabilis, < perpetrare, perpetrate : see perpe-
trate.] Capable of being perpetrated.

perpetrate (p6r'pe-trat), v. t; pret. and pp.
perpetrated, ppr. perpetrating. [< L. perpetra-
tus, pp. of perpetrare, carry through ( > It. per-
petrare = Sp. Pg. perpetrar = P. perpitrer), <

per, through, -^patrare, perform, akin iopotis,

able, jjo«e»s, powerful: see potent.] 1. To do,

execute, or perform ; commit : generally in a
bad sense: as, to perpetrate a crime.

What great advancement hast thou hereby won.
By being the instrument to perpetrate
So foul a deed ? Danid, Civil Wars, iii. 78.

' For whatsoe'er we perpeVrate,

We do but row, we're steer'd by fate.

S, Butler, Eudibras.

2. To produce, as something execrable or shock-
ing; perform (something) in an execrable or

shocking way: as, to perpetrate a pun. [Hu-
morous.]

Sir P. induced two of his sisters to perpetrate a duet.
Charlotte Bronte', Shirley, xxxi.

perpetration (per-pe-tra'shgn), n. [= P. jyer-

petration = Sp. perpetracion == Pg. perpetrag8,o

= It. perjyetrazione, < LL. perpetratio{n-), a per-

forming, < L. perpetrare, pp. jierpetratus, per-

petrate : see perpetrate.] 1 . The act of perpe-
trating; the act of committing, as a crime.

—

2t. That which is perpetrated; an evil action.

The strokes of divine vengeance, or of men's own con-
sciences, always attend injurious perpetrations.

Eikon BasUihe.

perpetrator (p6r'pe-tra-tor), n. [= OP. perpe-
trateur= Sp. Pg.perpetrador= lt.perpetratore,

< lih. perpetrator, < li. perpetrare, mi. pierpetra-

tus, perpetrate : see perpetrate.] One who per-

petrates; especially, one who commits or has
committed some objectionable or criminal act.

A principal in the first degree is he that is the actor or

absolute i)erp«(ra(orofthecrime. Blackstone, Com., IV. iii.

perpetuable (pfer-pef'u-a-bl), a. [= OP. per-

petuable, < L. as if *pe}-petuabilis, < perjjetuare,

perpetuate: see perpetuate.] Capable of being
perpetuated or continued indefinitely.

Varieties are perpetuable, like species. A. Gray.

perpetual. (p6r-pet'u-al), o. [< 'WE. perpetml,
< OP. perpetuel, ]?. 'perp6tuel = OSp. perpetual
= It. perpetuale, < ML. perpetualis, permanent,
Ij. petpetuaUs, universal, < perpetuus, continu-

ing throughout, constant, universal, general,

continuous (> It. Sp. Pg.perpetuo, OP. perpetu,

perpetual), < per, through, + petere, fall upon,
go to, seek: see petition.] 1. Continuing for-

ever in future time ; destined to continue or be
continued through the ages ; everlasting: as, a
perpetiial covenant; a. perpetual statute.

A perpetual Union of the two Kmgdoms.
Baker, Chronicles, p. 290.

2. Continuing or continued without intermis-

sion; uninterrupted; continuous; continual:

as, a perpetual stream ; the p&petual action of

the heart and arteries; a vow otperpetual pov-
erty.

perpetuity

The Christian Philosopher tells us that a good Conscience
Is a perpetual Feast. Howell, Letters, iv. 22.

The perpetual work
Of thy creation, finished, yet renewed.
Forever. Bryant, Forest Hymn;

Circle of perpetual apparition. See apparition.— Cir-
cle of perpetual occultation. See occMiiat-ion.— Per-
petual canon, curate, motion. See the nouns.- Per-
petual lever. Same as coiUinual lever (which see, under
feoeri).— Perpetual screw. Samease)M!Je«««(!r«o(which

see, under endfcs«). = Syn. 1. Everlasting, Inmwrtal, etc.

(see eternal), unceasing, ceaseless, unfailing, perennial,

enduring, permanent, lasting, endless, everlasting,— 2.

Continiml, Incessant, etc. (see incessant), constant.

perpetually (per-pet'u-al-i), adn). [< ME. *per-

petuelly, perpetuelli; '< perpetual + -ly^.] In a
perpetual manner; constantly; continually;

always; forever: as, lamps kept perpetually

burning; one who is perpetually boasting.

Perpetuelli schal ben holden a-fom yeymage of oure lady
at ye heye auter. English Gilds (E. B. T. S.), p. 42.

The shadow of a tree in the river seemeth to have con-

tinued the same a long tune in the water, but it is perpetu-

ally renewed in the continual ebbmg and flowing thereof.

Raleigh, Hist. World, Pret, p. 68.

perpetualtyt (p^r-pet'u-al-ti), ». [= P. perp4tu-

aliti = It. perpetualita; as perpetual + -ty.]

The state or condition of being perpetual. Imp.
Diet.

perpetuanat, perpetuanet, n. [Also pmpetu-
ano; < Sp. perpetudn, a woolen stuff so called,

< L. perpetuus, pei-petual: see perpetual.] A
stuff of wool, or wool and silk, mentioned in the

seventeenth century: it was similar to lasting,

lie not see him now, on my soule ; bee 's in his old per-

petuana iVito. 3farston, What you Will, iL ].

Theyhad of diverse kinds, as cloath, perpetuanes, & other

stuffs, besids hose, & shoes, and such like commodities as

y» planters stood in need of.

Broward, Plymouth Plantation, p. 220.

Perpetuano, so called from the lasting thereof, though
but counterfeit of the cloth of the Israelites, which en-

dured in the wilderness forty years. Fuller, Worthies,

perpetuance (p6r-pet'u-ans), n. [= It. perpetu-

anma; < perpetu(,at€)''+' -ance.] The act of per-

petuating, or of rendering perpetual ;
perpetua-

tion.

For if trust to the gospell do purchase perpetuance
Of life unto him who therein hath confidence,
What shall the light do? IiewCusUym,ii.l. iDavies.)

The transformation of religion essential for its perpetu-

ance.
M. Arnold, quoted in Oxenham's Short Studies, p. 414.

perpetuant (per-pet'u-ant), n. [< L. perpetu-

am(t-)s, ppr. of perp'eiuare, make perpetual : see

perpetuate.] In math., an absolutely indecom-
posable subinvariant.

perpetuate (per-pet'u-at), v. t. ;
pret. and pp.

perpetuated, -ppr.perpetuating. [< L. perpetii-

atus, pp. of perpetuare (> It. perpetuare = Sp.

Pg. perpetuar = P. perpetuer), make perpetual,

(.perpetuus, continuous, perpetual : see perpet-

ual.] To make perpetual ; cause to endure or

ft) continue or be continued indefinitely; pre-

serve from failure, extinction, or oblivion : as,

to perpetuate the remembrance of a great event
or of an illustrious character.

Present superstition too visibly perpetuates the folly of

our forefathers. Sir T. Browne, Urn-burial, iii.

It is not a little singular that we should have preserved
this rite, and insisted upon perpetuating one symbolical
act of Christ whilst we have totally neglected all others.

Emerson, The Lord's Supper.

perpetuate (p&r-pej'u-at), a. [< L. perpetuatus,

pp.: see the verb.] Made perpetual; contin-

ued through the ages, or for an indefinite time;
recurring continuously; continually repeated
or reiterated.

The trees and flowers remain
By Nature's care perpetuate and self-sown. Southey.

perpetuation (p6r-pet-u-a'shon), n. [KF.per-
pituation = Bp. 2}erpetuacion'= Pg.jyerpetuagSo
= It. perpetuazione, peipetuagione, < ML. per-

petuaUoQit-), < L. perpetuare, ot- perpetuatus,

perpetuate: see perpetuate.] The act of per-

petuating or making perpetual; the act of pre-

serving through an endless existence, or for an
indefinite period of time; continuation per-
petuation of testimony, in law, the taking of testi-

mony, although no suit is pending, in order to preserve
it for future use. This is allowed in some cases where
there is reason to fear that controversy may arise in the
future and after the death of witnesses. Thus, a party in

possession of property, and tearing that his right or that
ot his successors might at some future time be disputed,

was allowed in chancery to flle a bill merely to examine
witnesses, in order to preserve that testimony which might
be lost by the death of such witnesses before he could
prosecute his claim, or before he should be called on to
defend his right.

perpetuator (p6r-peJ'u-a-tor), n. [< perpetuate
+ -or^.] One who perpetuates something.

perpetuity (p6r-pe-tu'i-ti), n.
;
pi. perpetuities

(-tiz). [< F.pe>p4iuit^'= Sp.perpetuidad= Pg.



perpetuity

perpetuula<ie=lt.perpetiiifa,< Jj.perpetuita(t-)s,
continuity, i perpetuus, continuous, perpetual:
see perpetual.'} 1. The state or character of
being perpetual; endless duration; continued
uninterrupted existence, or duration through
the ages or for an indefinite period, of time : as,

the perpetuity of laws and institutions.

Those laws which God tor perpetuity hath established.
Hoofer, Eccles. Polity.

A third attrihateof the king's majesty i5 ius perpetuity.
The law ascribes to him in his political capacity an abso-
lote immortality. The king never dies.

Blackitone, Com., I. Tit

The Bace of man may seem indeed to them to he per-
petual ; bat tiiey see no promise of perpetuity for Individ-
nala. Chanmt)g, Perfect Life, p. 105.

2. Something of which there wiU be no end

;

something lasting forever or for an indefinitely
long time.

A mess of pottage for a birthright, a present repast for
a, perpetuity. South, Sermons.

3. In law: (a) A limitation intended to be unal-
terable and of indefinite duration; a disposition
of property which attempts to make it inalien-
able beyond certain limits fixed or conceived
as being fixed by the general law. PoHoek.
The evils incident to rendering any ^>eciflc piece of land
<iT fond inalienable, and thus shutthig it oat from the
general circnlataon of property, early led the conrts to
hold provisions for a perpetual suspension of the power
-of alienation to be void. The desire of owners of estates
to perpetuate the w^tii of the family led to attempts to
crCTte forfeitures and gifts over to oUier persons, by way
of shielding the successor in the title from temptation to
alienate ; and as the right to create life-estates and trusts,

and to add gifts over to other persons upon Use termina-
tion of prec^ent estates, could not be wholly denied, the
4}nestion has been what temporaxy snspension of the power
of alienation is reasonable and allowable, and wliat is too
remote and to be held void as "tending to create a per-
petuity." (See remoteness.') The limit now generally es-

tablished for this purpose in varying forms is substantially
to the effect that no disposition of real property or crea-

tion of an estate therein is valid if it suspends the absolute
power of alienation for more than a period measured by
a life or lives in being plus 21 years and 9 mouths. Hence,
since literal perpetuities are no longer known, except in

the law oJ charities, etc., the phrase rule against perpetu-
ities has come to mean in ordinal? usage the rule against
tutnre estates which are void for remoteness as "tending
to create a perpetuity." (ft) Duration to all futur-

ity; exemption from intermission or ceasing.
—4. In the doctrine of annuities, the number
of years iu which the simple interest of any
principal sum will amount to the same as the
principal itself; or the number of years' pur-
chase to be given for an annuity which is to

continue forever; also, the annuity itself—to
perpetalty,foran endless or an indefinite length of time

;

forever.

Perpignan wood. See wood.

perplantt, e. t. [< L. per, through, + plantare,

l)lant.] To plant or fix firmly or deeply.

His especiaU tmste and confidence was perplanted in

the hope of their fidelity
Hall, Kichard HL, f. 27. (HaOiuxia.)

perplext (per-pleks'), «• and «. [< OF.perplex,
F. perpleie = Sp. perplejo = Pg. perplexo = It.

petplesso, < li. peiplacus, entangled, confused,

<j>er, through, + plexus, pp. otpleetere, plait,

weave, braid: see plait. Cf. complex."] I. a.

Intricate; difficult.

Howthe soul directs the spirit for the motion of thebody
according to the several animal exigents is 2a perplex in

the theory as either of the former.
Gkawille, Vanity of Dogmatizing, iiL

EL «. A difficulty; an entanglement; some-
thing hard to understand; a perplexity.

There's a peijifea!.' I conld have wished . . . the author

. . . had added notes.
Goldsmith, Citizen of the TTorld, cziii.

perplex (per-^pleks'), »• *• [< perplex, a.] 1.

To make intricate; involve; entangle; make
complicated and difficult to be understood or

unraveled.

Are not the choicest fables of the poets.

That were the fountains and first springs of wisdom.

Wrapped in jwrpfezed allegories?

jB. Jonson, Alchemist, ii. 1.

His tongue

Dropped manna, and conld make the worse appear

The better reason, to perplex and dash

Matnrest counsels. _ Milton, P. L., ii. 114.

I much admlr'd the contorsions of the Thea roote, which

was so verolex'd, large, and Intricate, and withall hard as^ j»j,^«, „, £^j^ jMaiy, March 11. 1690.

There is one unintelligible word, which I fear will ex-

tremely jwrpfca; my dissertation. Steele, Tatler, No. 25.

2. To embarrass; puzzle; distract; bewilder;

crouble with suspense, anxiety, or ambiguity.

We are perplexed, but notm despau'. 2 Cor. iv. 8.

Love with Doubts perplexes stSU thy Mind.
Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.
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Wondering .Science stands, herself i)«7)/&rfif

At each day's miracle, and asks "What next?"
0. W. Holmes, The School-Boy.

=Syn. 1. To complicate^ tangle, snarL— 2. Puzde, etc
(see embarrass\ confuse, hi^r"*^, pose, nonplus, put to a
stand, mystify.

perplexedly (per-plek'sed-li), adv. 1. In a
perplexed manner; with perplexity.— 2t. In a
perplexing manner; intricately; with involu-
tion; in an involved or intricate manner.
He handles the questions very perplexedly.

Bp. BUa, Works, m. 1085.

perplezedness (per-plek'sed-nes), n. Perplex-
ity.

Mnsidorus shortly, as in haste and full of passionate
perplexedness, . . . recounted his case unto her.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, L

perplexfnlt (per-pleks'ful), a. [< perplex +
-fiU.'\ Perplexing.

There are many mysteries in the world, which curious
wits with perplexful studies strive to apprehend.

Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 63.

perplexingly (per-plek'sing-li), adv. In a per-
plexing manner; in such a way as to perplex
or embarrass; bewilderingly.
peiplezity (pfer-plek'si-ti), n. ; pL perplexities

(-ti2). [< ME. perplexitee, < OP. perplexite, F.
perplexite = Sp. perplejidad = Pg. perplexidade
= It. perplessitA, < LL. perplexita{t-)s, perplex-
ity, obscurity, < L. jjerplexus, confused : see j)er-

itiex, a.] 1. An intricate or involved state or

condition; the character of being intricate,

complicated, or involved.

Tho was betwene my preste and mee
Debate and great per^exitee,

Gower, Conf. Amant., viiL

Let him look for the labyrinth ; for I cannot discern
any, unless in the perplexity of his own thoughts.

StminyJIeet.

2. The state of being perplexed; distraction of

mind through doubt or difficulty; embarrass-
ment; bewilderment.

Such perplexity of mind
As dreams too lively leave behind.

Coleridge, (Siristabel, iL

A caseof perpleaify as to right conduct, if it is to be one
in which pldlosophy can serve a useful purpose, must be
one of bona fide perplexity of conscience.

T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, § 313.

3. A perplexing circumstance, state of things,

or conjuncture of affairs ; whatever is a source
of distraction or puzzlement of mind.

Comforting himself with hoping that, if he were not al-

ready converted, the time might come when he should be
so, he imparted his feelings to those poor women whose
conversation had first brought him into these perplexities

and straggles. SouOiey, Sunyan, p. 22.

perplexivenessf (per-plek'siv-nes), H. The
quality of being perplexing ; tendency to per-
plex.

The perplexioeness of imagination.
Dr. H. More, ImmortaL of Soul, L 2.

perplexlyt (per-pleks'li), adv. In an involved

or perplexing manner.

Set down so perpleidy by the Saxon Annalist, ill-gaifted

with utterance, as with much ado can be understood
sometimes what is spok'n. MHUm, Hist. Eng., v.

perplextt, perplextlyt. Obsolete spellings of

perplexed, perplexedly.

perpoUtet, a. [< L. perpolitus, thoroughly pol-

ished, pp. of perpolire, polish thoroughly, < per,

through, + polire, polish: see polish, polite.']

Highly polished.

I find those numbers then dost write

To be most soft, terc^ sweet, and perpdUle.
Herrick, To Harmar.

perpondert (per-pon'd6r), v. t. [< per- + pon-

der. Cf. perpendi-.] To ponder well.

PenxmderoftheKed-Herrlnge 5 priorityand prevalence.
Nashe, Lenten Stuffe (Harl. Misc., VL 167). (JDames.')

perpotation (p6r-po-ta'shon), n. [< L. perpo-

tatio(ii-), a continued drinking, < perpotare,

drink without intermission, < per, through, +
potare, drink: see potation.]

_
The act of drink-

ing deeply or much ; a drinking-bout.

perqniref, '•• t. [< L. perquirere, ask or inquire

after diligently, make diligent search for, < per,

throtigh, + quserere, seek: see quest.] To
search into. Clobery's Divine Glimpses (1659),

p. 73. (Balliirell.)

perquisite (per'kwi-zit), ». and a. [< ML. per-

quisitum, anything purchased, also extra profit

beyond the yeariy rent, arising from fines,

waifs, etc. ;
prop. neut. of L. perquisitus, pp. of

perquirere, make dUigent search for: see ner-

quire; in the adj. use, < 'L. perquisitus.] I. n.

1. An incidental emolument, profit, gain, or

fee over and above the fixed or settled income,

perriwig

salary, or wages ; something received inciden-

tally and in addition to regular wages, salary,

fees. etc.

The Peryuui^ofmy Place, taking the lling's Fee away,
came far short of what he promised me at my first coming
to hiin HoxceU, Letters, L v. 32.

1 was apprized of the usual perquisite required upon
these occasions. Goldsmith, Ticar, xxv.

2. In law, whatever one gets by industry or
purchases with his money, as distinguished
from things which come to him by descent.

H. a. That mav or must be sought out.

[Eare.]

In the work of faith it is first needful that you get all

the perquisite helps of natural light, ... to befriend the
supernatural revelations. Baxter, Life of Faith, ii. 1.

perqnisitedt (per'kwi-zit-ed), a. [< perquisite

+ -ed^.] Supplied vrith perquisites.

If perquisited varlets frequent stand.
And each new walk must a new tax demand.

Savage.

Iterqnisition (per-kwi-zish'on), n. [< P. per-
quisition = It. perquisisioiie, < ML. perquisi-

lio(n-), < L. perquirere, pp. perquisitus, seek
after: see perquisite.] Mligent search or in-

quiry.

So fugitive as to escape all the filtrations and perquisi-

tions of the most nice observers. Bp. Berkdey, Siris, § 127.

perquisitor (per-kwiz'i-tor), h. [< F.jterquisi-

ieur, < L. perquisitor, a seeker out, a hunter af-

ter, (.perquirere, -pf. perquisitus, seek after: see

perquisite.] 1. In the law of reai property, the
one who ivas the first of the family to acquire
(otherwise than by descent) the estate to which
any others of the family have succeeded ; the
first purchaser. See purchaser.

At common law inheritable blood is only such as flows

from thejwrautntor.
Judge Woodward, in Roberts's Appeal, 39 Pa. St., 420.

2. A searcher. Wharton.
perradial (per-ra'di-al), a. [< perradius +
-al.] Primaiily or fundamentsilly radial ; per-
taining to the original or primai'y rays of a
hydrozoan : said of certain parts or processes, as
tentacles, as distinguishedfrom thosewhich are

secondary and t«rtiai7, or interradial and ad-
radial: as, the perradial marginal bodies of a
hydrozoan.
Iterradius (per-ra'di-us), Ji.

;
pi. jierradii (-i).

[NL., < li.per, through, + radios, ray.] One
of the primary or fundamental rays or radiat-

ing parts or processes of a hydi-ozoan. in many
hy%x)zoans, as scyphomedusans, the perradii are definite-

ly four in number, alternating with four interradii, and
situated between pairs of eight adradii.

I»erret, «. Same as perry\ jnrry, jierryS.

perrewigt, "• An obsolete form of j>eriici<;.

perreyt, «. Same asperry^.

perrief, n. Seej>en^i.
perrieri (per'i-er), n. [< ME. werrier, OF. ^>er-

rier, perriere, F. pierrier, perriere, < ML. petra-
ria, an engine for throwing stones, < petra (>

F. pierre), a stone: see petrary, jner.] 1. A

Peirier, def. z.

ballistic war-engine for throwing stones, used
in the middle ages.— 2. An early form of can-
non the ball of which was of stone.

First there were sixe great gunnes, cannons, perriers of

hrasse, that shot a stone of three foot and a halfe.

HaHuyt's Voyages, IL 79.

perrieret, "• [ME., < GP.pei-rierie : see perry^.]

Same aspe^~ry^.

The souerayn hym selfe was a sete rioll,

Pight toll of perrieris & of pronde gemys,
Atyret with a tabernacle of Eyntaylll fyn.

Destruction o/ Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 1670.

perriSret (per-iar'), «. [F. : seeperrier.] Same
as perrier.

Bid Miles bring np the perrQre.
Morris, A Ciood Enight in Prison.

perriwigf, n. An obsolete form of pertirij/.



perron

perron (per'on), n. [< ME. perron, < OF. (and
F.) perron, a flight of steps, = Pr. peiro, perro,
peiron, < ML. petroniis, a heap of stones, < L.
petra, stone: see pier.^ In arch., an external
flight of steps by which access is given to the

Perron.— Coux du Cheval Blanc, Palace of Fontainebleau, France.

entrance-door of a building when the principal
floor is raised above the level of the ground.
It is often so treated as to form an important
architectural adornment.

When that Gaflray was descendid tho,
At the perron longe bode not in that place.

Mom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4974.

perroquet (per'o-ket), n. See parraJceet.

perrotatory (pfer-ro'ta-to-ri), a. [< Jj. per,
through, + rotare, pp.' roiatus, go round m a
circle, roll round : see rotatory.2 Passing com-
pletely through a series from one member to
the next, and then from the last to the first

member again.

perrotine (per'o-tin), n. [Named after the in-

ventor, M. Perr'ot.'] A caUco-printing machine
in which the printing-blocks are three in num-
ber, and which prints in three colors. The
blocks are engraved in relief, and are arranged like the
sides of a box which has one side and its ends removed,
except that their edges do not join as in a box. Their
engraved sides face inwardly. Within the space between
the blocks is a revolving prism, over which the calico
passes by an intermittentwinding motion, and which is ac-

tuated by a spring mechanism to press the cloth against
the printing-blocks, one after another, to give the required
impressions.

permquet (pe-r8k'), «• [_F.: aee peruke.'] See
l^eruJce.

perruqnier (pe-rii-ki-a')j "• [F., < perrtique

:

see jjerjjfce.] A wig-maker.
After ingratiating himself into the familiarity of the

waiter, and then of the perruquiffr. he succeeded in pro-
curing a secret communication with one of the printers.

I. D'leraeli, Amen, of Lit, II. 413.

perryl (per'i), n. [_Alsoperrie; < F. poir4, perry,

< poire, < Ii. pirtim, pear: see pear^.] A fer-

mented liquor, similar to cider, but made from
the juice of pears. It is extensively produced
in England, but is little known in America.

Prithee, go single; what should I do there?
Thou know'st I hate these visitations.

As I liate peace OT perry.
Beau, and Fl., Captain, iii. 3.

perry^t, »• Same as pirry.

perry^t (per'i), «. lAlso perrie, perrey ; < ME.
perreye, perree, perre, < OF. pierrerie, F.pierre-

ries (pi.), i. pierre, stone: seedier.] Jewels;
precious stones.

Draf were hem leuere

Than al the preciouse perreye that eny prince weldeth.
Piers Plowman (C), xii. 10.

In habit maad with chastitee and shame
Ye wommen shul apparaille yow, quod he,

And noght in tressed beer and gay perree.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 344.

perst, a. and n. See perse^.

persaltnm(persartum). [L.] At a leap; without
passing through intermediate stages or steps.

persantt, persanntt, a. Obsolete forms oiper-
ceant. Bom. of the Rose, 1. 2809.

persavet, v. t. A Middle English form of per-

ceive.

perscht, '«• A Middle English form oiperishl.

perscrutation (per-skrg-ta'shon), n. [= F.
perscrutation = Pg. perserutagik), < L. perscrv^
tatiolii^), investigation, < perscrutari, pp. per-
scrutatas, search through : see persoruteJ] A
searching thoroughly; minute search or in-

quiry. [Rare.]

Such guessing, visioning, dim perscrutajtion of the mo-
mentous future ! Carlyle, Past and Present, ii. 8.

perscrutet (per-skrof), i>- i- and t. [< F. pei'-

scruter = Pg. perscrutar = It. perscrutare, < L.
perscrutari, perscrutare, search through, < per,

through, + scrutari, search carefully : see scru-

tiny.'] To make a thorough search or inquiry;

investigate.

If they have reason to perscruU the matter.

Borde, Introduction of Knowledge. (Naree.)
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perse^t, »• A Middle English form oi pierce.

perse^, a. and n. [ME. pers, perse, < OF. (and
P.) pei-s, blue (F. perse, n., chintz), = Pr.

pers = It. perso, < ML. persus, also perseus,

persicus, bluish-green; according to some, < L.
persicum, a peach (see peach^) ; according to
others, < Grr. irepiwoc, livid (see perch^); but
prob. < L. Persia, Persia (cf . ME. inde, a color,

ult. < L. India, India, etc.).] I. a. Of a rich
dark blue ; of a dark- or bluish-gray color.

II. n. 1. A blue color; dark blue.

The water was more sombre far than perse.

Longfellow, tr. of Dante's Inferno, vii. 103.

2. A kind of cloth, of a bluish-gray color.

A long surcote of perg upon he hadde.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 617.

3. Printed calico or cambric.
[Obsolete or archaic in all uses.]

perse^t, v. An obsolete form of parse'^.

perse (perse). See per.

Persea (per'se-a), n. [NL. (Gaertner, 1805), <

L. persea, < Gfr" irepnia, irepaela, wtpamv, a fruit-

bearing tree in Egypt and Persia, sometimes
confused with the peach-tree (/iij^ia TJepaiic^),

and referred doubtfully to 'iikpariq, Persian.] A
genus of apetalous trees and shrubs of the order
Laurinese (Lauraceee), the laurel family, type of

the tribe Perseaeese, and characterized by the
four-celled anthers, nine perfect stamens, and
calyx either somewhat closely persistent under
the fruit or entirely deciduous. There are about 100
species, natives chiefly of the tropics, widely diffused in
Asia, and in America from Virginia to Chili. They bear
alternate or scattered rigid leaves, small panicled flowers
chiefly from the axils, and a large fleshy one-seeded fruit

or berry. Many species produce wood valuable for furni-
ture, cabinet-work, etc., as the red-bay or isabella-wood
of the southern United States. See canary-wood, lingue,
Tiantnu, vinatico ; for the fruit, called alligator-pear or vege-

table marrow, see avocado.

Perseaeese (per-se-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (Meiss-
ner, 1864), < Persea + -acese.] A tribe of ever-
green trees and shrubs of the order Laurinese,

distinguished by the extrorse anther-cells of

the third row of stamens, it includes 29 genera,
mainly tropical, of which Persea is the type, and CinTia-

mamum, Nectandra, and Ocotea are the best-known. See
cuts under avocado and cinnamon.

persecott, »• Seepersicot.

persecute (per'se-kut), V. t.; pret. and -p-p. per-
secuted, ppr. persecutirig. [<; F. pers4cuter= It.

perseguAtare, < L. as if *persecutare, iperseeatus,

pp. of persequi (> It. persegvire, persequire =
Sp. Pg. ])erseguir), follow after, chase, hunt,
pursue, seek to obtain, prosecute, LL. perse-

cute, < per, through, + sequi, follow: see se-

quent.'] It. To pursue ; follow close after.

Whiles their enemies reioysing in the victory haue per-
secuted them flying some one way and some another.

Sir T. More, Utopia, tr. by Kobinson, iL

2. To pursuewith harassing or oppressive treat-

ment; harass or afflict with repeated acts of

cruelty or annoyance ; injure or afBiot persis-

tently; specifically, to afflict, harass, or punish
on account of opinions, as for adherence to a
particular creed or system of religious princi-

ples, or to a mode of worship.

Blessed are ye when men shall revile you and persecute
yOH, and shall say all manner of evil against you falsely,

for my sake. Mat. v. 11.

Should banded unions jTersecute

Opinion, and induce a time
When single thought is civil crime,

And individual freedom mute.
Tennyson, To J. S.

3. In a weakened sense, to harass or pursue
withpersistentattentions, solicitations, or other
importunities ; vex or annoy. = Syn. 2. To oppress,

worry, hunt, run down.

persecution (per-se-ku'shon), «. [< ME. per-
secucioun, < OF

.
persecution, F.persieutkm= Sp.

persecucion= 'Pg.perseguigao= It.persecuzimie,

perseguzione, perseguieione, < li.perseeutio^'n-'), a
following after, pursuit, chase, in law a prose-

cution, action, LL. persecution, <.persequi, pp.
persecutus, follow after, chase, persecute : see

persecute.] 1 . The act or practice of persecut-

ing; harassing or oppressive treatment ; espe-

cially, the infliction of injm-y (as loss of prop-

erty or civil rights, physical suffering, or death)

as a punishment for adhering to some opinion
or course of conduct, as a religious creed or a
mode of worship, which cannot properly be re-

garded as criminal.

To punish a man because he has committed a crime, or
because he is believed, though unjustly, to have com-
mitted a crime, is wot perseewtion.

Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

By persecution I mean the employment of any pains or
penalties, the administration of any uneasiness to body or
mind, in consequence of a man's belief, or with a view to

Perseus

change it Its essential feature is this, that it addresses
itself to the will, not to the understanding ; it seeks to

modify opinion by the use of fears instead of reasons, of
motives mstead of arguments. J. Marttneau.

2. Persistent or repeated injury or annoyance
of any kind.

Ill . . . with presented nakedness out-face
The winds and persecutions of the sky.

Shak., Lear, ii. 3. 12.

3. A time of general or systematic oppression
or infliction of torture, death, etc., on account
of religious opinion or belief: as, the tenjpej'-

sectitions of Christians under the Eoman em-
perors.

persecutional (per-se-kii'shon-al), a. [< per-
secution + -al.] Of or relating to persecution

;

specifically, relating to a morbid belief that one
is suffering persecution.

He finds persecutional delusions common [among insane
criminals] as well as what he calls " homicidal mania."

Alieru and Neurol., VIIL 663.

persecutivet (p^r'se-lm-tiv), a. [< persecute +
4ve.] Following; persecuting.

Use is madeof iJergecMMweand compelling power, which
is rather brutish than humane.

Bp. Gamden, Tears of the Church, p. 396. (,Davies.y

persecutor (per'se-ku-tgr), n. [= F. persSawteur
= Sp.. Pg. perseguidor = It. perseoutore, perse-

guitore, < LL. persecutor, < L. persequi, pp. per-

secutus, persecute: see persecute.] One who
persecutes ; one who pursues and harasses an-
other unjustly and vexatiously, particularly on
account of religious principles.

Olou. Think'st thou I am an executioner?
K. Hen. A persecutor, 1 am sure, thou art

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., v. 6. 31.

persecutory (per'sf-ku-to-ri), a. [(.persecute +
-ory.] Same as persecutional.

A persecutory element in a delusion.
Alien, and Neurol., VII. 619.

persecutrix (per'se-kii-triks), n. [= P. perse-

cutrice = It. ))erseeutrice, perseguitrice, < LL.
persecutrix, teva. ot persecutor, persecutor: see
persecute.] A female who persecutes.

Enox . . . calls her . . . that Idolatrous and mischiev-
ous Mary of the Spaniards bloud, and CTU.e\ persecutrix of
God's people.

Heylin, Hist Presbyterians, p. 142. (Davies.)

perseict (pfer-se'ik), a. [< perse + -«c.] Of or
relating to perseity.

Ferseid (p6r'se-id), n. [< NL. Perseides,] One
of the August meteors: so named because
they seem to radiate from the constellation
Perseus.
Perseides (per-se'i-dez), n.p)l. [NL., pi. of L.
Perseis (-id-), < Gr. UepaT/ig (-iS-), a daughter of
Perseus, < Ilepffetif, Perseus: see Perseus^ Same
as Perseids.

perseityt (p6r-se'i-ti), n. [< ML. perseita(t-)s

(Duns Seotus),< IJ. j)er se, by itself : seeder se.]

The condition of being or of inhering per se.

perseleet, )>• A Middle English form of^arsZei/.

perselinet, ». An obsolete variant of parsley.

Fat coleworts and comforting p«r«eJim«.

Spenser, Muiopotmos.

Persepolitan (pfer-se-pol'i-tan), a. and n. [=
F. Pers^oUtain, < L. Persepolis, < Gr. UepaeiroXi^,

also JIepaaino?i.ig, Persepolis (see def.), appar.
< 'n.Epalg, Per-
sia, + Tfdltg,

city.] La. Of
or pertaining
to Persepolis,
the capital of
ancient Per-
sia, or its in-

habitants.

n. n. A na-
tive or an in-

habitant of
Persepolis.

Perseus (p^r'-
sus), n. [L.,

< Gr. Hcpcreiif,

Perseus, also
a northern
constellation
called after
him.] 1. In
Gr. myth., a
hero, son of
Zeus and Da-
nae, who slew
the Gorgon
Medusa, and
afterward
saved Andro-
mpdn frnm a Perseus of Benvenuto Cellini, in the Loggiameaa irom a dei Lanzi, Florence.



Perseus

sea - monster.

—

2. An ancient
northern con-
stellation, tlie

figure of which
represents Per-
seus in a sin-
gular posture,
holdingthehead
of the Gorgon in
one hand, and
waving a sword
with the other,

persevert (p^r-
sev'6r), v. i. An
obsolete form of
persevere.

This is the flist

time that ever you
resisted my will; 1
thank you for it^ but
fersner not in it.

Sir P. Sidney, ta-
[cadia, iiL

The ConstellatiOD PeiseDS.

Tojwrecoer
In obstinate condolement is a course
Of impious stubbornness. Shak., Hamlet,L 2. 92.

perseverance^ (p6r-se-ver'ans), m. [< ME.
*perseveraHce,persiverdunse, <"OP. perseverance,
F. perseverance = Sp. perseverat»»a = Pg. per-
severanga= It. perseveranza, persereramia, < L.
perseverantia, steadfastness, constancy, perse-
verance, < perseveran(t-)s, ppr. of perseverare,
persevere: see perseverant.^ 1. The act or
habit of persevering; persistence in anything
undertaken ; continued pursuit or prosecution
of any business or enterprise begun; steady
persistency in any state or course of action

:

applied alike to good and evil.

Persirieraunse of pnrpos may quit you to luiei
Your landys to lose, & langur for euer.

J)ettTuetvm qf Troy (K E. T. S.X L 2855.

PerseterajTcf; dear my lord.
Keeps honour bright.

Shak., T. and C, iiL 3. 150.

[Stnyresant] possessed, in an eminent d^ree, that great
quali^ in a statesman, called perseixrance by the polity
bat nicknamed obstinacy by the vulgar.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 269.

2. In theol., continuance in a state of grace,
leading finally to a state of glory: sometimes
called final perseverance. See perseverance of
the saints, below.

The persmarance of God's grace, with the knowledge of
his good-will, increase with you unto the end.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc, 1853), n. 20.

PeTseverance of the saints, the doctrine that "they
whom God hath accepted in his Beloved, effectually called
and sanctified by bis Spirit, can neither totally nor flnaUy
fall away from the state of grace^ bat shall certainly per-
severe therein to the end and be eternally saved" {West.

Conf. of Faith, zviL § IX [This doctrine forms one of the
"five points of Calvinism," bat is denied by Arminians,
while the Anglican Church permits either position to be
held-1=S;iL L ItuZtutry, Application, etc. (see atadmty'),
steadiness steadfastness.

perseverance^f, ». See peroeiveranee.

perseverantt (per-sf-ver'ant), a. [< F. persi-
verant = Sp. Pg. It.'perseverante, < L. perseve-
ran(t-)s, wr. otperseverare, persevere : seeper-
severe.'] Persevering; constant, persistent, or
unfla^ng in pnrsuit of an undertaking.

Sacb women as were not only devout, bat sedulous, dili-

gent^ constant, perseverarU in their devotion.
Donne, Sermons, zxiii.

perseverantlyt (p6r-se-ver'ant-li), adv. Perse-
veringly. Foxe,

persevere (per-se-ver'), v. ; pret. and pp. per-
severed, ppr. persevering. [Formerly persever;

< ME. perseveren, < F. persev^er = Sp. Pg.per-
severar = It. perseverare, < L. perseverare, con-

tinue steadfastly, persist, persevere, < perse-

verus, very strict or earnest, < per, through, +
se»en«, strict, earnest: see severe.'] I. intrans.

To persist in anything one has undertaken;
pursue steadily any design or course com-
menced; avoid giving over or abandoningwhat
is undertaken; be constant, steadfast, or un-

flinching.

To persetxre in any evil course makes yon unhappy in

this life, and will certainly throw you into everlasting tor-

ments in the next. Abp. Wake, Preparation for Death.

Vasquea^ satisfied in his mind that there was nothing

extraordinary in the danger, perseoered to pass the Cape in

spite of all difficulties. Brvie, Source of the Nile, n. 111.

=Syn. To Se^D on, hold on, stick to (one's work). See

atadmiy.

Il.t trans. To continue; cause t>j abide or

remain steadfast or unchanged.

The Holy Ghost preserve you, your wife, and family,

and perwvere his grace in you onto the end.

J. Bnu^ford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1833), II. 20.
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persevering (pfer-sf-ver'ing), p. a. Persisting
in any business or course begun; constant in
the execution of a purpose or enterprise: as, a
persevering student.
perseveringly (per-se-ver'ing-U), adv. In a
persevering manner ; with perseverance or con-
tinued pursuit of what is undertaken.
persewet, v. An obsolete form ot pursue.
Persian (per'shan), a. and m. [= OF. persien,
persan, P. person = Sp. Pg. It. persiano, < L. as
if Persianus, < Persia, Persis, < Gr. Uepaig, Per-
sia, < OPers. Parsa, Pers. Pars ( > Ar. Pars), Per-
sia. Ct.Parsee.J I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to
Persia, in any of the various limitations of the
name

. (o) An ancient region near the Persian Gulf, near-
ly corresponding to themodem Farsistan, and the nucleus
of the Persian empire. (6) An ancient empire under the
Achsemenians, and later restored under the Sassanians,
comprising at its height the greater part of western Asia
with Egypt, etc. (c) A. later kingdom, now extending
from Kussia and the Caspian southward to the Persian
Golf, and from Turkey eastward to Afghanistan and Balu-
chistan (called Iran by the Persians).

Hence (from the luxury of the ancient Per-
sians)—2t. Splendid; magnificent; luxurious;
soft.

I do not like the fashion of your garments; you will
say they are Persian attire ; but let them be changed.

Shak., Lear, ilL 6. 85.

Our men are not onlie become willow, but a great manie,
through Persian delicacie crept in among vs, sjtc^ther of
straw. Harrison, I. 212, col. 1, quoted by Ellis.

Persian apSle, the peach.— Persiaii bed, a mattress, or
framed cushion, so tufted and covered with such material
that it has a certain decorative character and may serve as
either a bed or a sofa.—Persiaji b^Tles, the fruit of one
of several buckthorns, asBhammis tufectorius, R. saxatUis,
R. oieoides, and perhaps others. They afford in decoction
bright-yellow and green dyes applicable to woolen mate-
rials, including that of (^entel carpets, and also em-
ployed in cotton-printing, paper-staining, and leather-
dressing. They are grown in France, Spain, Asia Minor,
etc, as well as in Persia, and are distingaished as Avignon
grains or berries, Spani^ berries, etc., though by dyers they
are indiscriminately called Persian berries. Also called
yeUow berries.—Persian blinds. Same as persiennes.—
Persian carpet, cat. See the nouns.—Persian cord,
a material for women's dresses, resembling rep, made of
cotton and wool. Diet, of Seedtxwork.— Perfflkn deer.
(a) Cenms marai. (6) Dama mesopotamica, related to the
common &llow-deer.—Persan drill, dnajlsm, era. See
the nouns.—Persian flie, in pathal., same as anthrax.—
Persian. gazeL GazeOa subguMurosa— Persian insect-
powder. See xnsect-powder.—Persian lily, a plant of
tile genus FritiUaria (f. Persiea\ a native of Persia, cul-
tivated ss a garden-flower.—Persanlynx. Same as cara-
cal.—Persian morOCOO, a kind of morocco leather much
used in bookbinding. It may be finished by graining in
any sl^le, but for the most part it is seal-grained—that
is, finished on the grain side in imitation of the grain of
sealskin. It is mostly made in Germany, from tjie skins
of hairy sheep called Persiangoats, whence its name is de-
rived.—'Bzi^3Ii.ti.ck,Argaspersims. SeeArgas.—ter-
sian ware, a kind of pottery, introduced by English
makers about 188£^ in which decoration is freely applied,
modeled in low relief with a semi-transparent glaze, which
appears darker in color where it is thicker, as in the hol-
lows, and lighter on the projections.— Persian wheeL
SeewA^el.

H. n. 1. A native or an inhabitant of ancient
or of modem Persia. Themodem Persians are

a mixed race, in part descended from the an-
cient Iranians.—2. The language spoken in
Persia, a member of the Iranian branch of the
Aryan or Indo-European family of languages.
Modem Persian dates from about A. D. 1000; older dia-

lects are the Avestan or Zend, and the language of the
Acheemenian cuneiform inscriptions.

3. Li arch., a male figure draped in the an-
cient Persian manner, and serving in place of

a column or pilaster to support an entablature.

See atlantesa.u^ caryatid.— 4. A thin, soft, and
fine silk used for linings and the Uke.

One ditto [nightgown] of red and white broad stript

Thread Sattin, lined with a green and white Persian.

Quoted in AtMon's Social Life in Beign of Qaeen Anne,
[Lieu

persiana (per-si-a'na), n. [NL. : see Persian,

n., 4, persienne.] A silk stufE decorated with
large flowers. Diet, of Xeedleworl:

Persic (per'sik), a. and n. [= F. Persigue =
Sp. Pg. It. Persico (of. D. Perzisch = G. Persisch

= Sw. Dan. Persisk), < L. Persicus, < Gr. Jiepai-

K6i, Persian, < Uspai^, Persia : see Persian. Ct.

peach^, from the same source.] Same as Per-

sian.

Persica (per'si-ka), «. [NL.(Toumefort, 1700),
< L. persica, peach: see peachK] A genus of

trees (the peach), now merged in Prunus.

persicaria (per-si-ka'ri-a), n. [NL. (cf. ML.
persioarivs, peach-tree),'<; li. persicum, a peach:
see peach^.] The plant lady's-thumb, Poly-

gonum Persicaria; also, the garden species P.

orientate (see princess-feather, 2). Also called

peachwort. See hearfs-ease, 2 (6)—Water-persi-
carla. Polygonum amphibium, a species common m the

north temperate zone, with dense spikes of rather large

bright rose-red flowers.

persistence

persicary (per'si-ka-ri), m. [< F. pe7Sicaire =
Sp. Pg. It. persicaria, < XL. persicaria, q. v.]

Same as persicaria.

Persicnze (per'si-siz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. Persi-

ci::ed, ppr. Persiei,:ing. [< Persic + -ice.] To
make Persian; assimilate in any waTr to some-
thing Persian.

"India," the abstract form of a word derived through
the Greeks from the Persidzed form ofthe Sanskrit sindhu,
a river, pre-eminently the Indus. Eneyc. BriL , XII. 731.

persicot(per'si-kot),n. lAlsopersecot ; <.F.per-
sicot, < L. persicum, a peach: see peach'^.'} A
cordial prepared by macerating in alcohol lem-
on-peel and different spices with a large pro-
portion of the kernels of peaches, apricots, or
similar fruits—Persicot-water, a sweet symp fla-

vored in a manner similar to persicot cordial, but much
weaker, having but little alcohoL

persienne (per-si-en'), n. [P., fem. of OF. per-
sien, Persian: see Persian, n., 4.] An Eastern
cambric or mnsUn printed witii colored pat-
terns.

persiennes (p6r-si-en'), n.pl. [F., pi. otper-
,sienne, fem. of OF. persien, Persian: see Per-
sian.'] Outside window-shutters made of thin
movable slats fastened in a frame on the prin-
ciple of the Venetian blind. Also called Per-
sian blinds.

persiflage (P. pron. per'si-flazh), n. [P., < per-
sifier, banter, quiz, < Jj.per, through, -1- F. sif-

fler, hiss, whistle, < L. siMlare, sifilare, hiss:
see sibilant.] Light, flippant banter; idle,

bantering talk or humor; an ironical, frivo-
lous, or jeering style of treating or regarding
a subject, however serious it may be.

I hear of Brougham from Sefton, with whom he passes
most of his spare time, to relieve his mind by small talk,
persiflage, and tiie gossip of the day.

Gremlle, Memoirs, March 15, 1831.

persiflate (per'si-flat), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. per-

siflated, ppr. persiftating. [< F. persifler, ban-
ter (see persiflage), + -at^.] To indulge in
persiflage, or light, flippant banter. [Rare.]
We talked andpern/Zated all the way to London.

Thackeray, Letters, 1S49.

persiflenr (per-si-fl&r'), n. [P., <. persifler: see
persiflage.] One who indulges in persiflage; a
banterer; a quiz.

Ko people ever were so little prone to admire at all as
the French of Voltaire. Persiflage was the character of
their whole mind. . . . They feel withal that, if persiflage
be the great Uiing, there never was such a persifleur.

Cariyle.

persimmon (p6r-sim'on), n. [Also persimon;
Amer. Ind.] 1. One"of several species of the
genus Diospyros; primarily, D. Virginiana of
North America, the date-plum, a tree common
in the South, growing to a height of 60 feet.
The h£^ fine wood of the species is used in turnery, ete.,

and especially for shuttles. The black or Mexican per-
simmon, or chapote, is D, Texana of Mexico and Texas,
with a small black sweet and insipid fmit; its wood is

probably the best American substitute for box. D. Kaki
is the Japanese persimmon.
2. The frait of any of the above-named trees.
That of D. Virginiana is an inch in diameter, is extreme-
ly astringent when green, and is sometimes used as a
remedy for diarrhea; when frosted or thoroughly ripe it

is sweet and edible. With other ingredients it yields &
domestic beer.—Not a hnckleheny to one's petslm-
TOXm, not to be compared with one ; msignificant in com-
parison with one. [Southern u. s.]

—

Tba,t '8 persim-
mons or all persimmons I that 's fine ! [Southern 17. S.)
—The longest pole knocks the peistinmon, success
falls to him who has the most advantages. [Southern
U.S.]

persio (p6r'si-6), n. A powder used in dyeing:
same as cudbear.

Persism (per'sizm), n. [< Gr. as if *n£p(7ttT/jdf

,

< Uepai^Ew, act, think, or speak with or like the
Persians, < Ilf/jo^f, a Persian: see Per«a?i.] A
Persian idiom.
persist (pfer-sisf), v. ». [< F. persister = Sp.
Pg. persistir= It. persistere, < L. persistere, con-
tinue, persist, ^per, through, + sistere, causal
of store, stand: see stand. Gt. assist, etc.] To
continue steadily and firmly in some state,
eom'se of action, or pursuit, especially in spite
of opposition, remonstrance, etc.; persevere,
especially with some degree of obstinaey.

Thus to persisf
In doing wrong extenuates not wrong,
But makes it much more heavy.

Shak., T. and C, iL 2. 186.

As you have well begun, and well gone forward, so well
persist and happily end.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1853), II. "L
It was otherwise in Saul, whom Jesus threw to the

ground with a more angry sound than these persecutors;
bat Saul rose a saint, and they persisted devils.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 320.

persistence (pfer-sis'tens), n. [AIsoj)ersistance;

< P. persistance= Sp.'tg. persistent= It. per-



persistence

sistensa, < ML. *persistcntia, < h. permten(t-)s,
persistent: see persistent.'] 1. The quality of
ibeing persistent ; steady or firm adherence to
or continuance in a state, course of action, or
pursuit that has been entered upon; especially
(of persons), a more or less obstinate persever-
ance; perseverance notwithstanding opposi-
tion, warning, remonstrance, etc.—2. The con-
tinuance of an effect after the cause which first

gave rise to it is removed : as, the persistence of
the impression of light on the retina after the
luminous object is withdrawn ; the persistence
of force—Persistence of force, the law of mechanics.
The phrase was introduced by Herbert Spencer to sum
up all the laws of mechanics, especially the two principles
«f the permanence of matter and the conservation of en-
ergy. The law of action and reaction may be considered
as consisting in the persistence of the algebraic sum of the
momenta ; and In fact every such law may be stated in an
integrated form which contains an aibitrary constant in-
dependent of the time.— FerslBtence of vision, the con-
tinuance of a visual impression upon the retina of the eye
after the exciting cause is removed. The length of time
varies with the intensity of the light and the excitability
of the retina, and ordinarily is brief, though the duration
may be for hours or even days. The after-image may l^B

either positive or negative, the latter when the bright
parts appear dark and the colored parts in their coiTC-
sponding contrast-colors. It is because of this persis-
tence that, for example, a firebrand moVed very rapidly
appears as a line or circle of light. The phenakistoscope,
zoetrope, and other similar contrivances depend for their
effect upon this principle. = S3m. 1. Industry, Application,
etc. (see aesiduity), pertinacity, doggedness.

persistency (per-sis'ten-si), n. [As persistence
(see -c^).] Same as ^e}-sjs*e»ce, 1.

By this hand, thou thinkest me as far in the devil's book
as thou and Falstaff for obduracy and persistency.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 2. 60.

' persistent (pfer-sis'tent), a. [= F.persistant=
Sp. Pg. It.persisteni'e, < Ij.persisten{t-)s, ppr. of
persistere, peisist: see^jemsf.] 1. Persisting
or continuing in spite of opposition, warning,
remonstrance, etc. ; refusing to cease or give up
some action, course, or pursuit; persevering:
as, a, persistent beggar; persistent attempts to

do something;
Henceforward rarely could she front in hall,

Or elsewhere, Modred's narrow foxy face,

Heart-hiding smile, and gray persistent eye.

Tennyson, Guinevere.

2. That endures ; enduring.

Strange that some of us, with quick alternate vision,

see beyond our infatuations, and, even while we rave on
the heights, behold the wide plain where om persiste-nt

-self pauses and awaits us.

George Eliot, Middlemarch, I. 168.

Matter is indestructible, motion is continuous, and be-
neath both these universal truths lies the fundamental
truth that force is persistent. J, Fislce, Idea of God, p. 150.

3. Specifically— (a) In hot., continuing with-
out withering: opposed to caducous, deciduous,
or marcescoit : as, a persistent calyx (one re-

maining after the corolla has withered). (6) In
zool., perennial ; holding to morphological char-
acter, or continuing in functional activity ; not
degenerate, deciduous, or caducous, as a part
or an organ : as, persistent types of structure

;

the persistent horns of cattle or gills of newts.

There are several groups which show special marks of

<legeneracy. Such are the reduced maxillary bones and
persistent gills of the Prote'i'da.

E. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 333.

4. Repeated; continual.

The persistent breathing of such air tends to lower all

kinds of vital energy, and predisposes to disease.

Hiudey and Youmans, Physiol., § 128.

Persistent character, in nwrptwlogy, a character not
necessarily essential, but found through a large series of
species or groups. Such a character is said to persist as
we ascend in the scale of structure.—Persistent pulp.
See dentcUpulp, under dental.

persistently (per-sis'tent-li), adv. So as to per-

sist; in a persistent manner; with persistency.

persistingiy (p6r-sis'ting-li), adv. In a persist-

ing manner; perseveringly; steadily.

persistive (pfer-sis'tiv), a. [< persist + -me.']

Steady in persisting
;
persevering ;

persistent.

To find persWDe constancy in men.
SlMk., T. and C, i. 3. 21.

persolvet (p6r-solv'), v. t. [= Pg. persolver =
It. persolvere, < L. persolvere, discharge or re-

lease completely, pay, pay out, give, render, <

jjer, through, -I- solvere, loose, release: see

solve.'] To pay in fuU or wholly.

Or els l.m. crounes [were] yerely to be persolued & paled
within the toure of London, by the space of ix. yeres.

Hall, Hen. IV., an. 14.

Yea, if all thypges must be persolited that hath bene
promysed in papisme, then must king .Tohas most iniuri-

ouse & hurtfiU vowe be also fulfilled in al his successours.

Bp. Bale, Apology, fol. 83.

person (pfer'son or per'sn), n. [< ME. person,

persun, persone, persoun, parson, a person or
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parson, < OF. persone, person, parson, F. per-
Sonne, person, = Sp. persona = ^s.pessoa = It.

persona, a person, character, = 01* ries./jej-soHO,

persenna, persinna, person, parson, = MD. per-

soon, D. peisoon, person, character, = MLG.
persone, person, character, parson, = MHG.
persone, person, G. person, person, = Icel. per-
sona, personi, person, parson, = Sw. Dan. per-
son, person, personage, character, < 'L. persona,
a mask for actors, hence a personage, charac-
ter, or a part represented by an actor, a part
which one sustains in the world, a person or
personage, ML. also a parson; said to be de-

rived, with lengthening of the radical vowel,
< persdnare, sound through, resound, make a
sound on a musical instrument, play, call out,

etc., < per, through, + s&iiare, sound, < sonus,

sound: see sonant, sound^. The orig. sense
'mask' is late in E., and is a mere Latinism.]

If. A mask anciently worn by actors, cover-
ing the whole head, and varying according to

the character to be represented ; hence, a mask
or disguise.

Certain it is that no man can long put on a person and
act a part but his evil manners will peep tlirough the
corners of the white robe.

Jer. Taylor, Apples of Sodom, iiL

2. The character represented by such a mask
or by the player who wore it; hence, charac-
ter; r61e; the part which one assumes or sus-

tains on the stage or in life.

From his first appearance upon the stage, in his new
person of a sycophant or juggler, instead of his former jper-

son of a prince, he [Perkin Waibeck] was exposed to the
derision not only of the courtiers, but also of the common
people. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII., p. 186.

I then did use the person of your father

;

The image of his power lay in me.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 2. 74.

I must take upon me the person of a philosopher, and
make them a present of my advice.

Steele, Guardian, No. 141.

3. A human being; a man, woman, or child;

an individual; in a broader sense, a self-con-

scious being. See def. 9, and personality, 1.

Nyghe that Cytee of Tyberie is the HiUe where cure
Lord fedde 6 thousand Persones with 6 barly Loves and 2

Fisshes. MandeviUe, Travels, p. 116.

There were some Hundreds of Coaches of Persons of

the best Quality. Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 6.

Person ... is a thinking intelligent being, that has
reason and reflection, and can consider itself as itself, the
same thinking thing, in dilferent times and places.

Loeke, Human Understanding, II. xxvii. 9.

Passing to the higher level of intellection, we come at
length upon the concept which every intelligent being
more or less distinctly forms of himself as a person, M. or
N,, having such and such a character, tastes, and convic-
tions, such and such a history, and such and such an aim
in life. J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 84.

4t. An individual of importance, distinction, or

dignity; a personage.
And on her hedde she had a croune

;

Her semed well an high persoun.
For round enuiron her crownet
Was full of rich stones fret. Ram. of the Rote.

As I'm a Person, I'll have you bastinado'd with Broom-
sticks. Congreve, Way of the World, iv. 11.

5. In an affected sense, an individual of no im-
portance or not entitled to social recognition

:

commonly applied to female servants or em-
ployees : as, a capable young person as milli-

ner's assistant; a respectable person as cook.

[CoUoq., Eng.]
The "yoimg})ers(m"of the quite ordinary middle classes,

presumably so much brighter, and so much fuller of in-

itiative, than the youth with whom she condescends to
consort. The Academy, June 16, 1889, p. 420.

6t. The rector of a parish; a parson. See^ar-
son.

And now persones han parceyued that freres parte with
hem,

Thise possessioneres preche and depraue freres.

Piers Plowman (B), v. 143.

The person of the toun hir fader was.
Chaucer, Eeeve's Tale, 1. 23.

Jerom was vicar of Stepnie, and Garrard was person of
Honie-lane.

Holinshed, Chron. of England, p. 963. (Latham.)

7. The human form in its characteristic com-
pleteness ; the body of the livingman orwoman
with all that belongs to it ; bodily form ; exter-

nal appearance: as, offenses against the person;
the king's person was held sacred; the adorn-
ment of the person.

King Henry, our great master, doth commit
His person to your loyalty.

Ford, Perkin Warbeck, i. 3.

At our arrivall, a Soldier convey'd us to the Governor,
where our names were taken, and c persons examin'd
very strictly. Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 12, 1641.

The person of the orator was in perfect harmony with
his oratory. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vli.

personage

8. In biol. and morphol., an individual in a nar-

row sense, as the shoot or bud of a plant, a poly-

pite or medusa, a zooid, etc. in the nomenclature
of the parts of hydroid polyps some authors recognize (1)
locomotive, (2) nutritive, (3) protective, (4) tentacular, and
(6) generative persons, represented resjpectively by the nec-

tocalyces, stomachal parts, hydrophyllia, nematocysts, and
medusce, or their equivalents. Also persona.

9. In law: (a) A living human being. (6) A
human being having rights and duties before
the law; one not a slave. In old Roman law
slaves were not considered to be persons, (c)

A being, whether natural or artificial, whether
an individual or a body corporate other than
the state, having rights and duties before the
law.— 10. \_cap. or I. c] In titeol., a term used
in definitions of the Trinity for what is indi-

vidual in the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, dis-

tinguishing one from the other: opposed to

essence, which denotes what is common to

them.
For there is one Person of the Father, another of the

Son, and another of the Holy Ghost. Athanasian Creed.

What I denominate a Person is a subsistence of the Di-

vine essence which is related to the others and yet distin-

guished from them by an incommunicable property.
Calvin's Institutes, i. 13.

11. In gram., one of three relations in which
a subject stands related to a verb, and which
are in many languages distinguished by differ-

ences in the form of the verb itself: namely,
the first person, that of the speaker ; the second,

that of the one spoken to: and the third, that

of the person or thing spoken of.

Person is the face of a word, quhilk in diverse formes of

speach it diverselie putes on : as, I, Peter, say that thou
art the sou of God. Thou, Peter, sayes that I am the son
of God. Peter said that I am the son of God.

A. Hume, Orthographic (E. E. T. S.), p. 27.

Artificial person, in law, a corporation or body poli-

tic, sometimes termed legai person. See natural person,

below.— Confident person. See conjideni.— Confuta-
tion of the person, diversity of person, etc. See con-

futation, etc.—Generative person. See generative.— in
gerson. (a) As regards thebody or external appeai'ance : as,

e was not agreeable in person. (6) In the flesh ; actually

;

with bodily presence, and not by deputy or representative

:

as, he came in person; he paid the money in person.—
Jurisdiction of the persoiL See jurisdiction, 1.—Legal
person. Same asarij/iciojpergore.-Locomotive, nutri-
tive, etc., person. See the adjectives.-Naturalperson
in law, a human being, in contradistinction to an arlifidtU

person, ^ee corporation.—Persons Of color. Seecofor.

—

Protective, tentacular, etc.
, person. See the adjectives.

— Third person. (a)Seedef. U. (6) The Holy Ghost, (c)

An expression common in legal phraseology to indicate
any one not a party to a contract, rSation, orlegal proceed-
ing under consideration : as, the liability of members of a
corporation to third persons. ^Zyn. 2-4. Person, Indi-

vidual, Personage. Person is the most general and com-
mon word for a human being, of either sex and of any age
or social grade, without emphasizing the fact that there
is but one, or, if there are more than one, viewing them
severally : as, I met a person who said, etc. Individual
views a person as standing alone, or persons as standing
separately before the mind : as, the lights of tbeindividital;
the rights of individuals; it is incorrect to use indieiduttl

for person unemphatically ; as, there were several individ-

uals in the room. A personage is an important, distin-

guished, or illustrious person : hence, the state has been
called "a great moral personage."

persont (p^r'son), «. i. [< person, n.] To repre-

sent as a person
;
personify. Milton.

persona (p6r-s6'na),m.; pl.^ersowas(-ne). [NL.,

< L. persona : see person.] In biol., same as

person, 8.

personable (p6r'son-a-bl), a. [< OF. personable,

personnable; as person + -able.] 1. Having a
well-formed body or person ; of good appear-
ance; comely; presentable.

Her feigning fancie did ponrtray
Him such as fittest she for love conld find.

Wise, warlike, personable, courteous, and kind.
Spenser, V. Q., HI. iv. 6.

The people, he affirmed, were white, comely, long-beard-
ed, and very personable. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 407.

2. In law : (a) Qualified to maintain pleas in

court, (b) Competent to take anything granted
or given.— Sf. Personally visible; able to be
interviewed.

My saied lorde of Winchester saied unto the kyng that
the kyng his father, so visited with sickenesse, was not
peraonaMe. Hall, Hen. VI., f. IS. (Halliwell.)

personableness (p6r'son-a-bl-nes), n. Bodily
form; stature; personage.'

They (of Japan] much esteeme a tall personableneese

:

they plucke off the haires on their head, . . . leauing but
a little growing behinde. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 623.

personse, ri. Plural oi persona.
personage (p6r'son-aj), n. [< OP. personage,
F. personnage = Pr. personatge = Sp. personaje
= Pg. personagem = It. personaggio, < ML. per-

sonat^cum, also, after OF. personagium, dramat-
ic representation, personation, also an image,
also a parsonage (see piarsonage), < L. persona.



personage

person: seej>ersoii.] 1. A person represented

;

a role or part assumed or played; a character.

Some persons mast be foond, already known in history,
-whom wemay make the actors and penoiiages of this fable.

ir. Broonie, View of Epick Poesy,

There is bat one genuinely living pergotiage in all the
plays, and his features are those of Victor Huga

.yew Princeton Eev., TTT. 16.

2. A person; an individual ; especially, a man
or woman of importance or distinction.

In the Porch there sate
A comelj panonage of stature talL

Spenser, F. Q., IL xiL 46.

You are more saucy with lords and honourable p«raon-
aget than the commission ot yoor birth and rirtue gives
you heraldry. Shak., All's Well, IL 3. 278.

Atthe first glance, Phcebe saw an elderlyjmfsoiuij^ in an
old-fashioned dressing-gown ot faded dunask, and wear-
ing his gray or almost white hair of an unusual length,

UavMwmt, Seven Gables, vii.

"TheTheatre of allmy actions is fallen," said an antique
penonag* when his chief friend was dead.

Oeorge Eliot, Middlemarch, iii. 24.

.Sf. Bodily form; external appearance; person.

In respect of theyr owne talnes and goodlye ptrsonages
al the Galles for the most part accompt vs but dwarfs.

G<iUxng, tr. of Cssar, tol. 62.

The damzell well did vew ^a^pencnwtge.
And liked well. Spenier, F. Q., HL iL 26.

My mother's name was Eleanor. . . . She was of proper
penonage ; of a browue complexion. Bodyn, Diary, p. 5.

=SyiL 2. Indmdtud, etc. See person,

^rsona grata (p6r-s6'na gra'ta). [L.: persona,
person (see person)

; ffrata, fern, of gratus, be-
loved, dear (see grrofe^).] A person who is

acceptable; one in favor: as, an ambassador
mxist hepersona grata to the sovereign to whom
he is accredited,

personal (per'son-al), a. and h. [< ME.persondl,
< OF. personaJ,~p&rsonel^ F. personnel = Pr. Sp.
personal=z Pg. personal,pe^oai= It.personale,

< Uj". persoiMlis, belonging to a person (as a
term of law), < li. persona, person: see person.']

I. a. 1. Pertaining to a person or self-con-

scious being as distinct or distinguished from
a thing; having personality, or the character
of a person; self-conscious; belonging to men
and women, or to superhuman intelligences,

and not to animals or things : as, a personal

Gtod; the personal object of a verb.— 2. Per-

taining, relating, or peculiar to a person or self-

conseious individual as distinct or distinguish-

ed from others or from the community; indi-

vidual: as, not a public but & personal matter;
personal interests; personal property, etc.

Seeing Virtues are but personal. Vices only are commu-
:nicative. Baker, Chronicles, p. 107.

We are impressed with an irresistible conviction of our
versonal identity. D. Stewart, Philos. Essays, I. i. 1.

In the midst of a corrupt court he had kept his personal

Int^rity unsullied. Maeaulay, Uist. Eng., viL

The [Roman] citizen, as the Acts of the Apostles alone
-would teach us, had valuable personal privileges.

B. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 331.

3. Proper or directly applicable to a specific

person or individual, or to his character, con-
duct, etc.; pointed, directed, or specifically ap-
plicable or applied, especially in a disparaging
or offensive sense or manner, to some particu-
lar individual (either one's self or another):
as, apersonaJ paragraph; personal abuse; per-
gonal remarks.

Splenetic, pergonal, base,

A wounded thing with a rancorous cry.

Tennyson, Maud, x. 2.

You have never seen the young lady ; you can have no
pertanal feeling about her, one way or other.

Mrs. CraOc, Young Mrs. Jardine, viL

4. Relating to one's self, or one's own experi-

-ences : as, personal reminiscences.

The Divine Comedy is a pasanal narrative. Dante is

the eye-witness and ear-witness of that which he relates.

Maeavltty, MUton.

Nothing short of personal experience affords sufficient

evidence of a supernatural occurrence.
Fotiier, Shaftesbury and Hutcheson, p. 121.

5. Done, effected, or made in person, and not

by deputy or representative : as, a personal ap-

pearance; & personal interview; personal ser-

vice of a sTmimons ;
personal application is ne-

cessary.
With great dyflycnlte he pacytyed them agayn for that

tyme, and broi^ht them to persotwU communycacion, and
lastly to amyable and frendely departynge.

Fabyan, Chron., II., an. 1407.

The daughter of the King of France . . .

Importunes personal conference \rith his grace.*^
Shak., Ll L L., a L 32.

6i. Present in person.
Cat me off the heads

Of an the favourites that the absent king

In deputation left behind him heie^

When he was personal in the Irish war.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 3. 88.
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7. Of or pertaining to the person or bodily
form; belonging tothe face or figure; corporeal:
as, personal beauty.

It was the fame of this herolck constancy that deter-
mined his Koyal Highness to desire in marriage a princess
whose personal charms . . . were now become the least
part of her character. Addison, Freeholder, N'o. 21.

8. In gram., denoting or pointing to the person;
expressing the distinctions of the three per-
sons: as. & personal pronoun; a, personal Tevb.
—Chattel personaL See eAoUej.—Personal action,
in law: (a) An action that can be brought only by the
person who is supposed to be injured. (6) An action for
the recovery of money or specific chattels, (c) Any ac-

tion other than one for the recovery of land.—Personal
acts of Parliament, statutes relating to particular per-
sons, such as an act authorizing a person to change his
name, etc.—Perscmal assete. See assets, 1.— Personal
bond, in .Scotsiotrabondwhich acknowledges receipt of a
sum of money, and binds the granter, his heirs, executors,
and successors to repay the snm at a specified time, with
a penalty in case of failure and interest on the sum while
the same remains unpaid.—Personal diligence or exe-
cution, in Soots law, a process which consists of arrest-

ment^ poinding, and imprisonment—Personal equa-
tion. See equation Personal estate (in lands), an es-

tate the duration of which can be definitely determined
or computed in time when it is created, such as an estate

for a term of years, as contrasted with an estate for life.

&eepersonal properly.— Personal identity, the condition
of remaining the same peison or of retaining all the per^

sonal characteristics throughout the changes of mental
and bodily life ; continuity of personality.—Personal-lib-
erty laws, in C S hisL, during the slavery period, laws
passed by several Northern States, in order to secure to
persons accused of being fugitive slaves the rights of trial

by jury and of habeas corpus, which were refused to them
by the fugitive-slave laws.—Personalmedals, in nunus.,
medals commemorating persons, as distinguished from
medals commemorating events.—Personal pronoun, in
^ratn., one of the pronouns /, we, thou, you, he, she. it,

they.—Personal property, movables; diattels; things
subject to the law which applies to the person, as money,
jewels, furniture, etc, as distinguished from real estate.

(See chattel. eOate, and real.) Personal property usually
consists of things temporary and movable, but includes all

subjects of property not of a freehold nature, nor descen-
dible to the heira at law. (Kent) Originally called per-

sonal because the remedy for deprivation was to recover
damages enforceable against the person of the defen-
dant In the law of England the distinction between real

and ner^noZproperty is very ueaily thesame as the distinc-

tion between AerttaUe and mocabie property in the law of

Scotland.— Personal representatives, (o) Executors
and administrators. (6) Thosewhosucceed to property and
rights by virtue of a personal relation, or as deemed to rep-

resent in law the person.—Personal rights, the rights
which pertain to the person, including the right to life, the
right to immunity from attacks and injuries, and the light

equally with othera similarly circumstanced to conUol
one'sown actions. Cooley.-Personalsecurity,the secur-

ity afforded by the obligation of one or more natural per-

sons, as distinguished from that secured by a pledge or
mortgage of i«al or personal property.—Personal ser-
vice, (a) In the law ofprocedure, delivery to the person, as

distinguished from constructive service, such as by publica-
tion and mailing. (6) In the law qf real property, such a
servitude as has not been constituted for the advantage of

theestate, buthasbeengrantedon another's estate, onlyfor
the use of a person. AngeU.—Personal suppositian, the
acceptation of acommon name to denote the things which
come under the class it signifies : thus, in the proposition
" aman is running," the wordman has a personal supposi-

tion.—Personal tithes, tithes from profits arising from
manual occupations^ trade, fisheries, etc— that i^ the
tenth part of the dear gains—as distinguished from the
proceeds of agricultural labor.—Personal transactioi^
in some modem statutes as to evidence, a transaction had
in person, as distinguished from one had through agents

in the absence of the person.—Personal verb, in gram.,

a verb-form having a personal character, or talang a sub-

ject ; a true or finite verb-form ; not an iuflnitive or par-

ticiple.

IT n. 1. In law, any movable thing, either

living or dead ; a movable.— 2. A short notice

or paragraph in a newspaper referring to some
person or persons.

Personales (per-so-na'lez), )!. pi. [XL. (lind-

ley, 1836), so oalle'd from the personate coroUa

:

< L. persona, a mask: see person.] A cohort

of eight orders of dicotyledonous gamopetalotis

plants of the series Bwarpellatfe, known by the

commonly personate or two-lipped corolla,

the smaller rudimentary or obsolete posterior

stamen, and the two carpels with numerous
ovules, orwith two, one placed above the other.

It indndes the extensive and mainly herbaceous Serophu-

laria. Acanthus, and Gesnera families; the broom-rapes,

parasitic plants; the bladderworts, aquatic ; thepedalinm

^lily, strong-scented herbs ; and the bignonia and colu-

raellia families of trees and shrubs.

personalisation, personalise. See personali-

sation, personalize.

personalisin(per'son-al-izm),ji. r=F.JxrsoH-

nalisine; <. personal + -ism.] The character of

being personal.

personalist (per'son-al-ist), fl. [< personal +
-ist] la journalism, a writer or editor of per-

sonal notes, anecdotes, etc.

As a witty and slashing political personaKst, as an editor

of his kind, ... he was considered by friend and foe as

withoat an equaL The Sation, June 15, 1S76, p. 382.

personality (p^r-so-nal'i-ti), n. ; pi. personali-

tiC)- (-tiz). [< F. personnalite = ^.personalitat

personalty

= Sp. personalidad = Pg. personalidade = It.

personality, < 'Mli.personalita(t-)s, < Uj.perso-
iiafc, personal: s:ee person. Ct. personalty.] 1.

The essential character of a person as distin-

guished from a thing ; self-consciousness ; ex-

istence as a self-conscious being; also, per-
sonal qualities or endowments considered col-

lectively; a person. As a philosophical term
personality commonly implies personal iden-
tity. See personal.

Xow that which can contrive, which can design, must
be a person. These capacities constitute personality, for

they imply consciousness of thought
Paley, Sat Theol., xiiii.

All mankind place their personality in something that
cannot be divided, or consist of parts. . . . When a man
loses his estate, his health, his strength, he is still the
sameperson, and has lost nothing of Ms personuZi^. . . .

A person is something indivisible, and is what Leibnitx
calls a monad. Heid, Intellectual Powers, iii. 4.

In order to become majestic, it (a procession) should ha
viewed from some vantage-point, ... for then, by its re-

moteness, it melts all the petty personalities of which it

is made up into one broad mass of existence.
Hawthorne, Seven Gables, zi.

God, before whom ever lie bare
The abysmal depths of P«r80fui^tti/.

Tennyson, Palace of Art.

The personality of God ought not ... to be conceived
as individual, but as a total, universal personality ; and, in-

stead of personifying the absolute, it is necessary to learn

to conceive it as personifying itself to infinity.

Vdtch, Introd- to Descartes's Method, p. clxxvl

2. A personal characteristic or trait.

I now and then, when she teases me with praises which
Hickman cannot deserve, in return fall to praising those
qnalitaes and personalities in Lovelace which the other
never will have.

Mchardion, Clarissa Harlowe, IL 138. iDaviet.)

3. Limitation to particular persons or classes.

During the latter half of that century the important step
was made of aboli^iing the personality of the codc^ and ap-
plying it to all persons, of whatever race, living within the
territory. Brougham.

4. Direct applicability or application, as of a
remark, an allusion, etc., to a person or indi-

vidual: as, tbe personality of a remark.

Sot being supported by any persoiudity (though some
guessed it to be directed at the character of the late Lord
MelcombeX it [a play] was not received with those bursts

of applause so common to his higher-seasoned entertain-

ments. W. Cooke, Life of S. Foote, I. 75.

5. An invidious or derogatory remark made to

or about a person, or Ms character, conduct,

appearance, etc.: as, to indulge in j)erso»iaHf!>«.

Mr. Tiliot had looked higher and higher since his gin

had become so famous ; and in the year '29 he had, in Mr.
Muscat's hearing, spoken of Dlssentera as sneaks—aper-
sonality which could not be overlooked.

George Eliot, Felix Holt, xxiv.

6. In ?air, personal estate. In this sense usually

personalty Personality of laws, a phrase including

all those laws which concern the condition, state^ and
capacity of persons, as the reality <^laws denotra all those

laws which concern property or things. An aeiion in per-

sonality or pertonaOy is one brought against Uie right per-

son, or the person against .whom, in law, it lies.

personalization (per'son-^-i-za'shon), n. [<

personalise + -ation.] "Tfie attribution of per-

sonal qualities to thatwhich is impersonal; the

act of making personal, or of re^rding some-
thing as a person; personification. Also spelled
persontHisation

.

Personalization [in nature-worship] exists at the outset

;

and the worship is in all cases the worship of an indwell-

ing ghostderived being.
H. Spencer, Pop. Set Mo., XXV. 458.

personalize (per'son-al-iz). V. t.; pret. and pp.
personalized, ppr. personalizing. [= F. person-

naUser = Sp. personalizar = Pg. personalisar

;

as personal + -ise.] To make personal; endow
wiQi personality; personify. Warlmrton. Also

spelled personalise.

Our author adopts a simple though efficacions plan of

comparison between the outward appearance of things

and places in London in 1837 and 1887. He persmuxlizes

the two epochs, and sends them walking arm-in-arm down
the Strand. Quarterly Rev. , CXLVI. 195.

personally (per'son-al-i). adr. [< ME. person-

ally; < personal +"-7y^.] 1. In a personal man-
ner; in person; by bodily presence; not by rep-

resentative or substitute: as, to be personally

present; to delivera letterj)ers<»ia%.— 2. "With

respect to an individual; as an individual.

Shee [Princess Margaret] bare ... a mortal hatred to

the house of I^caster, and personally to the king.
£ao»i. Hist Hen. VH., p. 3a

3. As regards one's personal existence or in-

dividuality: as, to remain personaOj/ the same
being.

personalty (per'son-al-ti), n. [< ME. *person-

altie, < OF. (AF.) personaltie, personalty, < ML.
personaUta(t-)s, personality, personalty: see
personality.] In late, personal property, in dis-



personalty

tmction from realty, or real property. See per-
sonal, real.

Our courts now regard a man's personally In a light
nearly, il not qaite, equal to his realty.

Blackstone, Com., 11. xxiv.

Action in peisonalty. See personality of laws, under
personality.

personate (p6r'son-at), v.; pret. and-pp. person-
ated, ppr. personating. [< L. personatus, as-
sumea, counterfeited, masked, < persona, a
mask: see person. No L. or ML. verb *perso-
nare appears in this sense. Cf. L. personate,
resound, play on a musical instrument (see
person).'^ I. trans. 1. To assume or put on the
character or appearance of; play the part of;
pass one's self ofE as.

The elder Brutus only personated the fool and madman
lot the good ol the public. Swift, Tale of a Tub, ix.

2. To assume
;
put on

;
perform

;
play.

Does she persimate,
For some ends unknown to us, this rude behaviour?

Massinger, Great Duke of Florence, iv, 2.

8. Torepresent falsely or hypocritically; pre-
tend: with a reflexive pronoun. [Rare.]

It has been the constant practice of the Jesuits to send
over emissaries, with instructions to persoTiate themselves
members of the several sects amongst us. Swift.

4t. To represent by way of similitude ; typify.

The lofty cedar, royal Cymbeline,
Persomites thee. Shak., Cymbeline, v. 5. 454.

5t. To describe; characterize; celebrate.

I will drop in his way some obscure epistles of love;
wherein ... he shall find himself most feelingly person-
ated. Shak., T. N., ii. 3. 178.

In fable, hymn, or song, so personating
Their gods ridiculous, and themselves past shame.

Jlfaton, P. R.,iv. 341.

[In this passage personate is by some referred to Latin
personare, play (celebrate with music). See etymology.]

II. intrans. To play a fictitious character.

He wrote many poems and epigrams, sundry petty com-
edies and enterludes, often-times personating with the
actors. Sir 6. Buck, Hist. Kich. III., p. 76. ^Latham.)

personate (per'son-at), a. [< L. personatvs,
masked, < persona, mask : see
person."} 1. In hot., mask-like

;

having the lower lip pushed
upward so as to close the hia-
tus between the two lips, as
in the snapdragon: said of a
gamopetalous irregular corol-

la.— 2. Bi gool., masked or

disguised in any way. (a) Lar-
val ; not imaginaL (b) Having a col-

oration of the face or head suggestive
of a mask ; cucnllate.

3. Same a.a personated.

personated (per'son-a-ted),
p.a. Personified; impersonated; hence, feigned;
pretended; assumed: as, j?eraoMatecZ devotion.

Tut, she dissembles : all impersonated
And counterfeit comes from her

!

B. Jonsan, New Inn, Ui. 2.

The niggardliness and incompetency of this reward
shewed that he was a personated act of greatness, and that

Private Cromwell did govern Prince Oliver.
Wood, Athenae Oxon., II.

We followed the sound till we came to a close thicket,

on the other side ofwhich we saw ayoung woman sitting as

it were in a personated sullenness just over a transparent
fountein. Steele, Spectator, No. 118.

personation (per-sg-na'shon), n. [< L. as if

*personatio{n-), (.personatus: seepersonate, ».]

The act of personating, or of counterfeiting

the person or character of another ; imperson-
ation.— False personation, in lam, the o&ense of per-
sonating another for the purpose of fmad.

personator (p^r'sgn-a-tor), n. [(.personate +
-ori.] One who assumes the character of an-
other ; one who plays a part.

personeity (per-sg-ne'i-ti),m. {(.person + -e-ity.']

Personality. [Bare.]"

The personeHy of God. Coleridge. {Webster.)

personification (pSr-son'-'i-fi-ka'shon), n. [=
F. personnifieation = 8p. personificadon = Pg.
personificagSo = It. personificazione,(WL. *per-

sonificatio(n-), < *personificare, personify: see
personify.] 1. The act of personifying ; specifi-

cally, in rhet., a figure of speech, or a species of

metaphor, which consists in representing inani-
mate objects or abstract notions as endued with
life and action, or possessing the attributes of

livingbeings ;
prosopopoeia : as, " the floods clap

their hands," "the sun rejoiceth as a strong
man to run a race," "the mountains and the
hiUs shall break forth into singing," etc.

The sage, the satirist, and the seer . . . veiled his head
in allegory ; he published no other names than those of

the virtues and the vices ; and, to avoid personality, he
contented himself with personification.

I. D'lsraeli, Amen, of Lit, I. 217.

Personate Corolla of
Snapdragon lAnti'r-'
rhinutrt maji*3).
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That alphabetic personificaMon which enlivens all such

words as Hunger, Solitude, Freedom, by the easy magic of
an initial capital. Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 2.

2. Embodiment; impersonation.

They are personifications; they are passions, talents,
opinions, virtues, vices, but not men.

Macaulay, Mitford's Hist. Greece.

3. In art, the representation in the form of a
person of something abstract, as a virtue or

Personification.—The " Church of Christ," from the west front of the
Cathedral of Notre Dame, Paris (13th century sculpture).

vice, or of an aggregation, as a race or nation,
a body_ of doctrines, etc.

personificative (per-son'i-fi-ka-tiv), a. [< per-
sonificat(ion) + -ive.} Pertaining to personi-
fication ; characterized by a tendency to per-
sonification or the act of personifying.

personificator (per-son'i-fi-ka-tgr), n. [< per-
sonificat{ion) + -ori.] One who' is given to per-
sonifying qualities or inanimate things ; a per-
sonifier. Sonthey.

personifier (p6r-son'i-fi-6r), n. {(.personify +
-erl.] One who personifies.

personify (per-son'i-fi), V. t.
;
pret. and pp. per-

sonified, ppr. personifying. [= F. personnifier
= Sp. Pg. personificar = It. personiflca/re, < NIi.
persomficare, < L. persona, a person (see ^er-
som), +/ace»'e, make.] 1. To treat or regard as
a person; represent as a rational being; treat,

for literary purposes, as if endowed with the
sentiments, actions, or language of a rational

being or person, or, for artistic purposes, as if

having a human form and nature.

The life and action of the body being ascribed to a soul,

all other phenomena of the universe were in like manner
ascribed to soul-like beings or spirits, which are thus, in
t&ct, personified causes. Encyc, Brit., II. 66.

2. To impersonate; be an impersonation or

embodiment of: as, he personifies all that is

mean.
personization (p6r"sgn-i-za'shgn), n. [< per-
sonize + -ation.} Saine as impersonation otper-
sonification. Also spelled personisation.

personize (pfer'sgn-iz), v. t.
;
pret. and pp. per-

sonized, ppr. personizing. [< person + -ize.l

To personify. Also spelled jpewonise. [Rare.]

Milton has personized them [Orcus and Ades] and put
them in the Court of Chaos.

J. JRieha/rdson, Notes on Milton, p. 84.

If you would make Fortune your friend, or, to personise
her no longer, if you desire ... to be rich, ... be
more eager to save than acquire.

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, Ixx.

personnel (per-so-nel'), «• [P-j ^ personnel, a.

:

see personal.'] The body of persons employed
in any service, especially a public service, as
the army, navy, etc., in contradistinction to

the materiel, or material, which consists of

guns, stores, tools, machines, etc.

Fersoonia (p&r-s6'ni-a), n. [NL. (Sir J. E.
Smith, 1798), after CV H. Persoon (died 1836),

author of "Synopsis Plantarum" (1805-7).] A
genus of apetalous shrubs of the order Protea-
cese, type of the tribe Persooniem, characterized
by the four distinct scales upon the stalked

ovary, and the two pendulous ovules. There are 60
species, all Australian, except one which is found in New
Zealand. They bear undivided alternate leathery leaves,

small yellow or white flowers, usually solitary in the axils,

. and pulpy drupes with an extremelyhard and thick stone.

P. Toro, a small evergreen tree. Is known in New Zealand

perspective

as toro. Many species are cultivated under glass, chiefly

lor the brilliant yellow flowers.

Persoonieae (pfer-sij-ni'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (End-
licher, 1836), < Persooriia + -eas.] A tribe of
apetalous plants of the order Proteacese and the
series NucumentacesB, distinguished by the two
ovules, the perfect anthers, and the unequal
seed-leaves commonly much thickened. It in-

cludes 8 genera— 7 Australian and 1 African.

perspective (p6r-spek'tiv, fonnerly also per'-
spek-tiv), a. and n. [I. a. < F. perspecUf= Pr.

perspecUu = Sp. Pg. perspectivo = It. prospet-
iivo, < ML. as it *perspectivus, < L. perspectiis,

pp. atperspicere, see through, < per, through, -I-

specere, see. II. n. < F. perspective, the perspec-
tive art, = Sp. Fg. perspecUva = It. perspettiva,

prospettiva = D. perspektief = G. perspectiv =
Sw. Dan. perspektiv, < ML. *perspectvoa, fem.
{sa. ars) oi *perspectivus : see above.] I. a. 1.

Optical; used in viewing or prospecting: used
especially in the phrase perspective glass— that

is, a telescope, and specifically a terrestrial as
distinguished from an astronomical telescope.

GalileeuB, a worthy astrologer, ... by the help of per-

spective glasses hath found in the stars many things un-
known to the ancients. Raleigh, Hist. World, 1. 103.

God's perspective glass, his spectacle, is the whole world.
Donne, Sermons, ii.

A Cane with a Silver Head and a Black Ribbon in it, the
top of it Amber, crack'd in two or three places, part of the
Bead to turn round, and in it a Perspective Olass.

Quoted in Ashton's Social liife in Reign of Queen Anne,
[L 158.

2. Of or pertaining to the art of representing
solid objects upon a flat surface.—3. Repre-
sented in perspective ; thoroughlyand duly pro-
portioned in its parts ; not anamorphous or dis-

torted; true: as, a, perspective -phji. See II.

To recommend this system to the people, a perspective
view of the court, gorgeously painted and finely illumi-
nated from within, was exhibited to the gaping multitude.

Burke, Present Discontents.

Perspective glasst. See def. i.—Perspective shell, a
Stenoglossate gastropod. Solarium perspectivum; the sun-
ial shell.

II. n. If. A reflecting glass or combination
of glasses producing some kind of optical delu-
sion or anamorphous effect when viewed in one
way, but presenting objects in their true forms
when viewed in another.

like perspectives, which, rightly gazed upon.
Show nothing but confusion, eyed awry
Distinguish form. Shak., Rich. II., ii. 2. 18.

A picture of a chancellor of France presented to the
common beholder a multitude of little faces;—but if one
did look at it through a per^;tective there appeared only
the single pourtraicture of the chancellor.

Humane Industry. (Naree.)

2t. A magnifying-glass ; a telescope; a spy-
glass.

To spie my worth, as I have scene dimme eyes
To looke through spectacles, or perspectives.

Heywood, Epilogue (Works, ed. Pearson, VI. S5S).

I bring
A perspective, to make those things that lie

Remote from sense familiar to thee.
Shirley, Wedding, iv. 4.

Two embroidered suits, a pocket perspective, a dozen
pair of red-heeled shoes, three pair ol red silk stockings,
and an amber-headed cane. Steele, Tatler, No. 118.

3. The art of representing solid objects on a
flat surface so that when they are viewed the
eye is affected in the same manner as it would
be by viewing the objects themselves from a
given point. By perspective, in common language, is

meant wiear perspective, or the art of delineating the out-
lines of objects, of their shadows, and of their reflections.

The theory is that the positions of the delineated points
in the picture are such that if rays, or straight lines,

were drawn from the corresponding original points in the
natural objects to the eye of the spectator, and if the pic-

ture were then interposed in the right position. It would
be pierced by these rays at the points of delin^cUion. It

follows that perspective supposes that a picture is to be
looked at with one eye placed in a particular position;
and if itbe otherwise looked at, the perspective necessarily
appears false. This position of the eye, called the station-

G
Perspective.

JBCK, an original plane ; KCDL, another original plane ; CK,
their intersection, an or^nal line ; ABCD, plane of delineation ; B,
station-point ; EFGH, directing plane ; EADH, vanishing plane of
original plane JBCK; BC, its intersecting line ; j4D, its vanishing
line: J^G, its directum line ; EABF^ vanishing plane of original plane
KCDL; DC, its intersecting line; AB, its vanishing line; HG, its

directiMT line; C, intersectine point of line CK; A, its vanishing
point : G, its directing point ; EG, its director ; AC,\t& delineation.

poird, or poivt of sight (which phrase with old writers has,
however, another meaning), is, according to the directions
of moBt treatises, placed much too near the picture to
represent the mean position of a person looking at it. Ar-



perspective
tists consequently find It necessary to modify the forms
which strict perspective would prescribe. To ascertain
how an origiiud tine or plane (that is, a line or plane in
nature) is to be delineated, we have to consider, first, the
interyecting point or line, also called the intersecUon of the
onffinat line oiplane (that is, the point or line where the
original line or plane, extended if necessary, cuts the
plane of delineaUon, or the plane of the picture extended
to inflnlty) ; and, second, the vaniikingpoint of the original
line, or the mnishiag line of the oiiginal plane (tliat is,

the point or line where the plane of delineation is cut by
a line or plane passing through the eye paiallel to the
original line or plane). An original line is represented by
some portion of the line from its intersecting point to its
vanishing point ; and every line in a given original plane
has its intersecting point on the intersecting line and its
vanishing point on the vanisliing line of that plane. It
is also proper to consider the directing jiane, or plane
through the eye parallel to the picture ; the directing line,
or line in which the directing plane cuts an original plane

;

the directing point, or point in which the directing plane
is pierced by an original line ; and the director, or line from
the eye to a directing point It is fmther necessary to
talte account of the direct radial, or principal visual ray,
being the perpendicular let fall from the eye upon the
plane of delineation ; the center of the picture, or center of
moon (called by old writers the paint qf sight), being the
f<K)t of tliat perpendicular ; and the pri7ieip(U distance, or
distcmce qf the picture, being the perpendicular distance
of the plane of delineation from the eye. The ground-
plane ia the level plane on which the spectator is supposed
to stand. The horizmitai line, or horizon, is the line in
which the level plane through the eye cuts the picture,
passing ordinai-ily through the center. This would better
be termed the horizontal line at infin&y, for, owing to the
dip of the horizon (which see, under dip), it differs sensi-
bly from the delineation of the true horizon. Linear per-
spective ia merely a branch of descriptive geometry, itself

an application of proj ective geomet^. Perspective is in-
timately connected with the arts of design, and is particu-
larly necessary in the art of painting, as without a correct
observance of perspective no picture can have trutli. Ferw
spective is illustrated in the correct delineation of even the
simplest positions of objects.

4. A drawing or representation in perspective

;

specifically, a painting so placed at the end of
an alley, a garden, or the like, as to present
the appearance of contintiing it, and thus pro-
duce the impression of greater length or ex-
tent. Stage scenic painting is of this nature.

Towards his study and bedchamber joynes a little gar-
den, which, tho' very narrow, by the addition of a well
painted perspective is to appearance greatly enlarged.

Evelyn, Diary, March 1, 1644.

5. Prospect; -view; vista.

Perspectives of pleasant glades. Dryden.

I saw a long perspective of felicity before me.
Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, xxx.

Imagination had ample range in the boundless fwrspec-
tive of these unknown regions.

Prescatt, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 26.

6. Proper or just proportion; appropriate rela-

tion of parts to one another and to the whole
view, suhjeot, etc.

We have endeavoured, in these our partitions, to ob-
serve a kind of perspective, that one part may cast light

upon another. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 171.

Mr. Webster . . . never indulged in a weak flourish,

though he knew perfectly well how to make such exordi-

ums, episodes, and perorations as might g^ve perspective

to his harangues. Emerson, Fugitive Slave Law.

Cromwell, we should gather, had found out the secret
of this historical perspective, to distinguish between the
blaze of a burning tar-barrel and the final conflagration of
all things. Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 260.

Aerial perspective, in painting, the art of giving due
diminution to the strength of light, shade, and colors of
objects according to their distances, to the quantity of

light falling on i£em, and to the medium through which
they are seen.

The paiat&r c&jimiitate the aerial perspective. . . . But
he cannot imitate the focal perspective, and still less can
he imitate the binocular perspective.

Le Conte, Sight, p. 144.

Angnlar perspective. See aTi^ufor.—Asis ofperspec-
tive. Seeimsl.— Center of perspective. Seecenteri.

—Conical perspective, the art of delineating objects as
if they were projected upon a conical surface from a point
on its axis, this surface being subsequently developed.

—

Corions perspective, the art of delineating objects so

that, when the image of the picture in a curved mirror of

definite form and position isviewedfroma fixed station, the
objects appear as in nature.— Cylindrical perspective,
that variety of conical perspective in which the cone of

delineation is a cylinder.—Gauche perspective. See
gauche.—In perspective, according to the laws of per-

spective ; hence, represented on a flat surface in such a
way as to convey the idea of solidity and distance.—In-
verse perspective, the art of interpreting pictures in

perspective so as to ascertain the proper position of the

eye and the relative positions and forms of the objects

represented.-Isometric perspective. See isometric.—

Unear perspective. See Zwiear.—Oblique perspec-
tive. Same as an^^ular perspective.—Panoramic per-
spective, that variety of cylindrical projection in which
the cylinder of delineation is verticaL— Parallel per-
spective the perspective of a delineation in which the

pbne of the piotni-e is parallel to the side of the principal

object.—Perspective plane, the surface on which the ob-

ject or picture is delineated, or the transparent surface or

plane through which the objects represented may be sup-

posed to he viewed. It is also called pfa7»« of projertibji,

plane of the picture, pietwre-phme.—VlOiee^Si perspec-

uve a modification of ordinary perspective in which the

picture is further from the eye than the original objects.
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perspective-instnunent (pfer-spek'tiv-in'strp-
ment), h. Any mechanical aid in perspective
di-awing; a perspectograph. It may be a camera
lucida, a camera obscura, an arrangement of movable
strings or wires in connection with an eyepiece, or any-
thing similar.

perspectivelv (per-spek'tiv-li), adv. If. Op-
tically; as through some optical instrument.
SiQ6 perspective, «., 1.

Yes, my lord, you see them perspecHvely, the cities turned
into a maid, for they are all girdled with maiden w^s,
that war hath never entered. Shak., Hen. V., v. 2. 347.

2. Aeeording to the rules of perspective.
perspectograph (pfer-spek'to-grM), n. [< L.
perspectus {seeperspective) -t-'6r.7pd0nv, write.]

_
An instrument of various forms for obtaining
or transferring to a surface the points and out-
lines of objects.

perspectography (per-spek-tog'ra-fl), «. [< L.
perspectus {see perspective) + Gr'.'-ypcu^la, <.ypa-
<j>ecv, write.] The science or theory of perspec-
tive ; the art of delineating objects according
to the rules of perspective.
perspicable (p6r'spi-ka-bl), a. [< LL. 2}erspi-

cabilis, < L. perspicerej look through : see per-
spiaiotts.'] Discernible; perceptible.

Theses, . . . to the eye without anyjjerspicodZe motion.
Sir T. Herbert, Travels in Africa, p. 188.

perspicacious (pfer-spi-ka'shus), a. [= F. per-
spicace = Sp. Pg. perspicaz = It. perspicace, <
Li. perspicax (perspicac-), sharp-sighted, < per-
spicere, see through : seeperspecUve.^ 1 . Quick-
sighted; sharp of sight.

And it [conscience] is altogether as nice, delicate, and
tender in feeling as it can be perspicacious, and quick in
seeing. South, Sermons, n. xii

2. Of acute discernment.
Your perspicacious wit, and solid judgment^ together

with your acquired learning, render [you] every way a
most accomplish'd and desirable patron.

Cudworth, Intellectual System, Ded.

The . . . bewildermentof a respectable country gentle-
man of kindly heart, irritable temper, and not too perspi-
cacious brain, to whom the Fairy Mab had assigned such
a sou as Bysshe. E. Dowden, Shelley, 1. 129.

=Syn. Acute, shrewd, clear-sighted, sharp-witted. See

perspicaciously.(per-spi-ka'shus-li), adv. In
a perspicacious manner; with quick discern-
ment.
perspicaciousness (p6r-spi-ka,'shus-nes), n.

The character of being perspicacious ; acute-
ness of sight; perspicacity.

perspicacity (per-spi-kas'i-ti), n. [< P. perspi-
cacite = Sp. peispicaoidad= Pg. perspicacidade
=:lt. perspicacitd, < 'LL.pertpica<iita{t~)s, sharp-
sightedness, < L. perspicax (perspicac-), seeing
through: seeperspicacious.'] The state or char-
acterof being perspicacious, (a) Keenness or quick-
ness of sight.

Xor can there anything escape the perspicacity of those
eyes which were before light.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., i. 2.

(6) Acuteness of discernment or understanding; penetra-
tion ; sagacity : as, a man of sre&i perspicactty.

Although God could have given to us such perspicacity
of intellect thatwe should never have erred, we have, not-
withstanding, no right to demand this of him.

Descartes, Prin. of Fhilos. (tr. by Teitch), i. § 38.

=Syn. (b) Sagacity, etc. (seejudgment), insight.

perspicacyt (per'spi-ka-si), n. [= Sp. Pg. It.

perspicaeia, < L. perspicax (perspicac-), sharp-
sighted: see perspicacious.'] Perspicacity.

You have this gift of perspicacy above others.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, v. 2.

perspiciencef (per-spish'ens), n. [< L. perspi-

dentia, < perspicien(t-)s, ppr. ofperspicere, look
through: see perspective.] The act of looking
wlth.sharpness. Bailey.

perspicilf (per'spi-sU), n. [< ML. perspicillum,

a magnifying-lens, pi. perspidlla, spectacles, i

L. perspicere, look through: see perspicuous,

perspective. Of. ML. consjnalla, spectacles,

similarly related to conspicuous, etc.] A mag-
nifying-glass ; a lens ; a telescope.

Bring all your helps and perspieils.

To see me at best advantage, and augment
My form as I come forth.

B. Jonson, Staple of Xews, i. 1.

Sir, 'tis aperspfctJ, the best under heaven.
With this 111 read a leaf of that small Iliad . . .

Twelve long miles oS. TomHs (?X Albumazar, i. 3.

perspicillumt (per-spi-sil'um), n. [ML.: see

perspidl.] Same a.s perspicil.

In these investigations he [Harvey] used a perspiciUmn
or simple lens. Encyc. Brit., il. 504.

perspicuity (p6r-spi-kii'i-ti), n. [<.F. perspicu-

ite = Sp. perspicuidad= Pg. perspicuidade= It.

perspicuitA, < L. perspicuita(t-)s, transparency,

<2>erspictt«s, transparent : see perspimious.] If.

perspiration

The quality of being perspicuous or transpa-
rent ; that quality of a substance which renders
objects visible through it ; transparency ; clear-
ness.— 2. The quality of being clear to the
mind, or easily apprehended or understood

;

clearness to mental vision ; freedom from ob-
scurity or ambiguity; that quality of writing
or language which readily presents to the mind
of another the precise ideas of the author;
clearness.

And, asmuch as you may, frame your stile toperspicuity
and to be sensible ; for the haughty obscure verse doth
not much delight.

Gascoigne, Steele Glas (ed. Arber), p. 36.

Perspicuity consists in the using of proper terms for
the ideas or thoughts which [a man] . . . would have
pass from his own mind into that of another.

Locke, Reading and Study.

If Clearness and Perspicuity were only to be consulted,
the Poet woidd have nothing else to do but to cloath his
Thoughts in the most plain and natural Expressions.

Addison, Spectator, No. 285.

=Sjn. 2. Perspicuity, Lucidity, Clearness, Plainness. These
words, as expressing a quality of style, suggest much of
their orif^al meaning. Persinctatu is the quality by which
the meaning can be seen through the words, transparency.
Lucidity expresses the same idea, or the other meaning of
lucid, that of the radiation or sliiningforth of the idea from
language. Cleamess may have two aspects, corresponding
to the cleamess with which one sees an object as separate
fromother things, or to the cleamess of waterwhen it is not
darkened in any way. Plainness rests upon the idea that
nothing rises up to intercept one's view of the thought ; it

therefore implies, as the others do not, a simpler and home-
lier diction, etc. Cleamess ot perspicuity is the common
heading for that department of rhetoric which treats of
intelligibilify in methods of expression.

perspicuous (p6r-spik'u-us), a. [= Sp. Pg. It.

pei-spieuo, < L. perspicuus, transparent, clear,
evident, < perspicere, see through: see per-
spective.] It. Capable of being seen through

;

transparent; translucent.

As contrary causes produce the like effects, so even the
same proceed from black and white; for the clear and
peri^icuous body eSecteth white, and that white a black.

Peacham.

2t. Obvious; plainly to be seen ; conspicuous;
evident.

The purpose is perspicuous even as substance.
Whose grossnesa little characters sum up.

Shak., T. and C, L S. 324.

For the mines that are now so perspicuous, and by him
[Bellonius] related, doe stand foure miles Southwest from
the aforesaid place [Troy]. Sandys, Travailes, p. 17.

The common Gull, so perspicuous a Fop, the Women
find him out^ for none of 'em will marry him.

Wycherley, Love in a Wood, iv. 1.

3. Clear to the understanding; that may be
easily apprehended or clearly understood; not
obscure or ambiguous; lucid: a,s, aperspictious
statement.

The Language of an Heroic Poem should be both Per-
spicuous and Sublime. Addison, Spectator, No. 285.

=Sya. 3. See perspicuity.

perspicuously (pfer-spik'u-us-li), adv. In a per-
spicuous manner ; clearly

;
plainly.

perspicuousness (per-spik'u-us-nes), re. The
state of being perspicuous

;
perspicuity ; clear-

ness to intellectual vision; plainness; freedom
from obscurity or ambiguity.
perspirability (per-spir-a-bil'i-ti), n. [< per-
spirable -t- -ity (see -bilitjj).] ^he property of
being perspirable.

perspirable (p6r-spir'a-bl), a. [= 'F.perspirable
= lt.perspirabile; sksperspire + -able.] 1. Ca-
pable of being perspired or evacuated through
the pores of the skin.

There are likewise aliments more or less perspiraMe.
Arbvihnot, Diet, i.

2t. Capable of perspiring or emitting perspira-
tion.

Hair cometh not upon the palms of the hands or soles
of the feet, which are parts more perspirable. Bacon.

perspirate (per'spi-rat), v. i.
;
pret. andpp.jper-

spirated, ppr. perspiratixg. [< L. perspiratus,

pp. of perspirare, perspire : see perspire.] To
perspire; sweat. [Rare.]

I perspirate from head to heel.
Thadceray, Titmai-sh's Carmen Lilliense, iii.

perspiration (per-spi-ra'shon), n. [< P. per-
spiration = Sp. perspiracion = It. perspirazione,

< L. *perspiratio(n-), < perspiratus, pp. of per-
spirare, perspire: see perspire.] 1. Excretion
of liquid from the skin, mainly by the sweat-
glands; sweating: a function of service in the
elimination ofcertain substances,but especially
as a means of cooling the body. It isunder direct
nervous control.— 2. The liquid thus excreted

;

sweat. It consists of water holding 1 to 2 per cent
of other substances, including sodium chlorid, various
fatty acid% neutral fat^ and cholesterin.— bisensible
perspiration, perspiration which is so small in quantity
as to evanorate entirelv and immediately.— Sensihld



perspiration

perspiration, perspiration which stands on the surface
cI the skin. =Syil. 2. Perspiration, Sweat, Sweat is much
the stronger word ; hence it is by many considered inele-
gant to apply it even to the visible perspiration of haman
beings.

perspirative (per-spir'a-tiv), a. [< L. as if

"perspirativus, < perspiratus, pp. of perspirare,
perspire: see perspire.^ Performing the act of
perspiration. Johnson.
perspiratory (p6r-spir'a-t6-ri), a. [= Y-per-
spiratoire = Sp. perspir'atorio, < L. perspiratus,
pp. of perspirare, perspire : see perspire.} Of
or pertaining to perspiration; causing or at-
tending perspiration—Perspiratory ducts, the ex-
cretory ducts of the sweat-glands.—Perspiratory gland.
Same as sweat-gland.

perspire (p6r-spir'), v.
;
pret. and pp. perspired,

ppr. perspiring. [< OF. perspirer, < L. per-
spirare, breathe everywhere, blow constantly
(NL. perspire, sweat), < per, through, + spi-
rare, breathe : See spirit. Of. aspire, iiispire, ex-
pire, transpire, etc.] I. intrans. If. To breathe
or blow through.

What gentle winds perspire.' As if here
Never had been the northern plunderer
To strip the trees. Berrick, Farewell Frost.

2. To evacuate the fluids of the body through
the excretories of the skin; perform excretion
by the cuticular pores ; sweat.—3. To be evac-
uated or excreted through the excretories of
the skin; exude by or through the skin, as a
fluid.

A man in the morning is lighter in the scale, because
some pounds have "pers^red, and is also lighter unto him-
self, because he is refected.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 7.

II. trans. To emit or evacuate through the
excretories of the skin

;
give out through ex-

ternal pores.

Firs . . . perspire a fine balsam of turpentine. SmMett.

perstandt (p6r-stand'), V. t. [< per- + stand.
Cf. perceive, peruse.} To understand.

But, lady, say what is your will, that it I may perstand.
Peele, Clyomon and Clamydes, i, 1.

perstreperoust (pfer-strep'e-rus), a. [< L. per-
strepere, make much noise, < per, through, +
«<»-ejpere,makeanoise. Cf . ofistreperoas.] Noisy;
obstreperous.

You are Urn per^eperous, sauce-box. Fcrrd.

perstrlctivet (p6r-strik'tiv), a. [< L. perstric-
tus, pp. of perstringere, bind together, censure,
-I- -ive.} Compressing; binding.

They, . . make nopers<ru;^i;e or invective stroke against
it. Bp. Oauden, Tears of the Church, p. 333. (Dain'es.)

perstringe (per-strinj'), «. *.; pret. and pp. ^er-
stringed, pipr. perstringing. [<. li. perstringere,
bind together tightly, graze, touch, censure, <

per, through, -I- stringere, bind together: see
stringent.} 1. To wring or tie hard; pass stric-

tures upon in speaking or writing; criticize.

[Obsolete or archaic]

Butwhom doth yourpoet mean now by this Master Bias ?

what lord's secretory doth he purpose to personate or per-
stringe? B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, ii. 1.

Such as personate, rail, scoff, calumniate, perstringe by
name, or in presence offend. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 210.

persuadable (p6r-swa'da-bl), a. [(.persuade +
able. Cf . It. persvMdihile = Pg. persuadivel, <
VIL. persuadibilis, < It. persuadere, persuade,
'f. also perstMsible.} Capable of being per-
suaded or prevailed upon^
persuadableness (per-swa'da-bl-nes), n. The
state or character of being persuadable; com-
plying disposition.

persuadably (per-swa'da-bli), adv. In a per-
suadable manner ; so as to be persuaded.
persuade (p6r-swad'), v. ; pret. and i>p. persuad-
ed, ppr. persuading. [Formerly also perswade;
< F. persuader= Sp. Pg. persuadir= It. persua-
dere, < L. persuadere, convince, persuade, < per,

through, + suadere, advise: see stMsion. Cf.

dissuade.} I. trans. 1 . To advise ; counsel ; urge
the acceptance or practice of ; commend by ex-
position, argument, demonstration, etc.; incul-

cate.

And these he bringeth in the patience of our Saviour
Christ, to persuade obedience to governors, yea, although
they be wicked and wrong doers.

HomUies, p. 110, quoted in Wright's Bible 'Word-book.

And he went into the synagogue, and spake boldly for

the space of three months, disputing ajid persuading the
things concerning the kingdom of God. Acts xix. 8.

To children afraid of vain images we persuade confi-

dence by making them handle and look nearer such things.

Jer. Taylor.

2. To lead to the opinion or conclusion (that)

;

make (one) believe or think: frequently fol-

lowed by that.
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On the top of a round hill there are the remains of an
edifice, whose ruine would perswade that it flourished in

the old worlds childhood. Sandys, Travailes, p. 68.

Who among all the Citizens of London could have been
jwrjwacfed, but the day before the Firebrake out, . . . that
ever in four days time not a fourth part of the City should
be left standing? StiUingfleet, Sermons, I. i.

The monks yionIApersuade me thai my indisposition was
occasioned by my going into the Dead Sea,

Pococke, Description of the East, II. 38.

3. To prevail upon, as by demonstration, ex-
position, argument, entreaty, expostulation,
etc, ; argue or reason into a certain belief or
course of conduct; induce; win over.

Almost thou persuadest me to be a Christian. ["With
but little persuasion thou wouldest fain make me a Chris-
tian"— revised version,] . Acts xxvi. 28.

This Priest shew'd me a Copy of the Samaritan Penta/
touch, but would not heperswaded to part with it upon any
consideration. MaundreU, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. Q2.

My Lord and I have been fetching a Walk, and I could
not persuade his Lordship to pass by your Door.

Mrs. CenUivre, The Artifice, iii.

4. To convince, as by argument or reasons of-

fered.

Much like the Mole in ^sopes fable, that, being blynd .

herselfe, would in no wise be perswaded that any beast
could see. Spenser, To 6. Harvey.

Let every man be ivlly persuaded in his own mind.
Bom. xiv. 5.

We are persitaded that moral and material values are al-

ways commensurate. Enwrson, Miscellanies, p. 328.

=Syil, 3. Convince, Persuade (see convince), prevail on,
lead.

II. intrans. To use persuasion.

Twenty merchants . . . have all persuaded with him.
Shak., M. of V., iii. 2. 283.

These appointed of God called them together by utter-
ance of speech, and persuaded with them what was good,
what was bad, and what was gainful for mankiud.

Sir T. Wilson (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 465).

persuadet (per-swad'), n. [(.persuade, v.} Per-
suasion, [Rare.]

Were her husband from her.
She happily might be won by thy persuades.

Kyd (?), Soliman and Ferseda, iv.

The king's entreats,
Persuades of friends, business of state, my honours.
Marriage rites, nor aught that can be nam'd.
Since Leila's loss, can move him.

Beau, and Ft. (?), Faithful Friends, 1 1.

persuadedlyt (per-swa'ded-li), adv. In the
manner of one who is persuaded; assuredly;
positively.

He 's our own

;

Surely, nay, viost persuadedly.
Ford, Fancies, i. 1.

persuadedness (per-swa'ded-nes), n. The state
of being persuaded or convinced; conviction.

A persuadedn£8S that nothing can be a greater happi-
ness than her favour, or deserve the name of happiness
without it.

, Boyle, Works, 1. 249.

persuader (per-swa'd6r), n. [< persuade + -eri.

Cf. F. persuadeur= Sp. persuadidor.} One who
or that which persuades, influences, or prevails
upon.
persuasibility (per-swa-si-bil'i-ti), n. [< ML.
persuasibiUta(t-)s, < L. persua'siiilis, persuasi-
ble : see persuasible.} Capability of being per-
suaded.

Persuasibility, or the act of being persuaded, is a work
of men's own. HallyweU, Saving of Souls (1677X p. 39.

persuasible (p6r-swa'si-bl), a. [< F. persuasi-
ble= By.persuasible = Pg. persuasivel = It. per-
suasibile, < L. persuasibilis, convincing, < per-
suadere, convince, persuade : seepersuade.} 1.

Capable of being persuaded or influenced.

It makes us apprehend our own interest in that obe.
dience, makes us tractable and persuasible, contrary to
that brutish stubboiimess of the horse and mule which
the Psalmist reproaches. Gooemnwnt of the Tongue.

2t. Having power to persuade or influence;
persuasive.

A letter to his abandoned wife, in the behalfe of his gen-
tle host : not so short as persuasible in the beginning, and
pittifull in the ending. G. Harvey, Four Letters (1592).

persuasibleness (p6r-swa'si-bl-nes), n. The
character of being persuasible.

persuasiblyt (per-swa'si-bli), adv. Persua-
sively. Foxe, Martyrs, Q. Mary, an. 1555.

persuasion (per-swa'zhon), n. [Formerly also

perswasion ; < F. persuasion = Pr. persuasio =
Sp. persuasion = Pg. persuasSo = It. persuasi-

one, < L. persuasio{n-), < persuadere, pp. persua-
sus, persuade: see persuade.} 1. The act of
persuading, influencing, or winning over the
mind or will to some conclusion, determination,
or course of action, by argument or the presen-
tation of suitable reasons, and not by the exer-
cise of authority, force, or fear; a coaxing or in-

clining of the mind or will by argument, or by
appeals to reason, interest, the feelings, etc.

persuasive

Vtterance also and language is giuen by nature to man
tov perswasion of others, and aide of them selues.

PuUenham, Arte of Eng. Foesie, p. 6.

No perswasion could prevaile.

Nor change her mind in any thing that sbee had said.

The Merchant's Daughter (Child's Ballads, IV. 337).

The object of oratory alone is not truth, hut persuasion.
Macaviay, Athenian Oratoi-s.

2. The state of being persuaded or convinced

;

settled opinion or conviction.

St. Paul doth mean nothing else by Faith but only " a
full persuasum that that which we do is well done":
against which kind of faith or persuasion ... St. Paul
doth count it sin to enterprise any thing.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, ii. 4.

One in whom persuasion and belief

Had ripened into faith, and faith become
A passionate intuition. Wordsworth, Excursion, iv.

His besetting eiTor was an unfortunate persuasion that
he was gifted with a certain degree of pleasantry, with
which it behoved him occasionally to favour the stage.

Gifford, Int. to Ford's Plays, p. xlv.

3. An inducement; a reason or motive for a.

certain action.

Yet he with strong persumsions her asswaged.
And wonne her will to suffer him depart.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. vi. 43.

For this relation we gaue him many toyes, with perswa-
sions to goe with vs.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, L 187.

4. Way of thinking; creed or belief ; hence, a
sect or party adhering to a creed or system of
opinions: as. Christians of the same persua-
sion.

There are diversity of persuasions in matters adiapho-
rous, as meats, and drinks, and holy days.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 294.

The company consisted of thirty members, of whom
twenty-two were Quakers, and eight only of other persua-
sions. B. FranUin, Autobiography, p. 178.

5. Kind; sort. [CoUoq. or humorous.]
I have a canary of the feminine persuasion who is par-

ticularly fond of music. Amer. Nat., XXIV. 236.

= Syn. Opinion, Belief, Persuasion, Conviction, and Faith
agree in expressing the assent of the mind. Opinion has
the least feeling or energy, is most intellectual. Beli^may
be purely intellectual, or largely moralbythe consentof the
feelings or the will. Persuasion is a word borrowed from
the field of action ; primarily, we persuade one to do some-
thing by motives addressed to his feelings or interests;
when the word is applied to opinions, it seems to retain
much of its original sense, suggesting that the persuasion
is founded largely on the feelings or wishes : we have a
persuasion of that which we are willing to believe. Con-
viction startsfrom the other side, primarily suggesting that
one was rather reluctantly forced to believe by the weight
of evidence ; it is now more often used of settled, profound,
and earnest beliefs : as, his deepest convictions of riglit

and duty. Faith rests upon belief, but implies confidence
in a person on whose authority one depends at least partly,
and the gathering of feeling about the opinion held ; it is

a confident belief: as, to have implicit faith in a friend
or a promise. See inference, and quotation from Words-
worth under definition 2.

Opinion in good men is but knowledge in the making.
Milton, Areopagitica, p. 46.

£e2ie/ is regarded . . . as the recognitionby conscience
of moral truth. Lecky, Bation^ism, 1. 191.

Surely force cannot work perswasion, which is faith.

MUUm, Civil Power.

Conviction and persuasion are commonly used as synony-
mous terms ; or, if any difference be made between them,
it lies in this, that conviction denotes the beginning, and
persuasion the continuance, of assent; for we are said to
be convinced when brought by fresh evidence to the be-

lief of a proposition we did not hold for truth before, but
remain persuaded of what we have formerly seen suffi-

cient grounds to gain our credit.

A. Tucker, Light of Nature (1768), xiii.

Faith shone from out her eyes, and on her lips

Unknown love trembled.
WUliam^ Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 299.

persuasive (per-swa'siv), a. and n. [Formerly
aiso perswasive ; < OF. (and F.) persuasif, a.,

persuasive, n., = Fr.persuasiu = Sp. Pg. It. per-

suasivo,(. Ti.persuadere, -pp.persuasus, persuade

:

see persuade.} I, a. Having the power of per-

suading ; tending to influence or win over the

mind or will : as, persuasive eloquence
;
persua-

sive glances.

In all wise apprehensions theperswasive power in man
to win others to good?iesse by instruction is greater, and
more divine, then the compulsive power to restraine men
from being evill by terrour of the Law.

Milton, On Def. of Humb. Eemonst.

Send Ajax there, with his persuasive sense
To mollify the man, and draw him thence.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., xiii.

=Syil. Cogent, weighty, winning, moving. See convince.

II. n. That which persuades ; an exhortation,
incentive, or incitement.

[To do good] is that which he bath, with the most ear-

nest and affectionate persuasives, . . . enforc'd upon us.

Sharp, Works, 1. iii.

I would . . . spcake persuasives to a comely, brotherly,
seasonable, and reasonable cessation of Armes on both
sides, N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 33.



persuasively

persuasively (per-swa'siv-li), adc. In a per-
suasive maimer ; so as to influence orwin over

;

convincingly.
persoasiveness (p^r-swa'siv-nes), n. The
quality of being persuasive or convincing; the
quality of winning over the mind or wUl of an-
other.

persuasoryt (pfer-swa'so-ri), a. [< OF. persua-
soire = Pg. It. persutuiorio, < LL. persuasor, a
persuader, < L. persuadere, pp. persuasus, per-
suade : see persuade.'] Having power or ten-
dency to persuade; persuasive.

Sacb doqaent speeches, sncb pithie sentences, sncb per-
twaarie reasons. iStaiaAurst, Cbion. of Ir^and, an. 1578.

persnet, o. An obsolete form ot pursue.
peisnlphate (per-sul'fat), ». [< per- + sui-
phateT] That sulphate of a metal which con-
tains the relatively greater quantity of acid.

persnltationt (per-sul-ta'shon), n. [< L. per-
tultare, pp. persultatus, leap about, < per,
throng + saltare, leap: see saitation.'] A
leaping or jumping over.

perswadet, perswasiont, etc. Obsolete spell-

ings of persuade, etc.

perswayt (p6r-swa'), r. t. [Appar. a var. of
persu>ade,persuade, simulating stray. ] To sof-
ten; nutigate; allay; assuage.

The aeepJDg venom of which subtle serpent . . . nei-
ther the cattang of the perflons plant, nor the drying of
it^ nor the lighting or bnming can any v^&jpersway or as-

suage B. Jonaon^ Bartholomew Fair,'it 1.

persynunetric (pei^-met'rik), a. [< per- +
sgmmetric.'] Same aspersymmeirKal.—rersym.-
metaric detennjiiaiit. SeedetenmnanL
persymmetrical (per-si-met'ri- abode
kal), a. [< persymmet»ic '+ -oJ.] B C D B P
Having, as a square matrix, aU c B E F 6
the elements of each line perpen- n ^ F G H
dicular to the principal diagonal
alike. e F G H I

perfri (p6rt), a. and n. [Also dial. ^"^^'^
peart; <ll[E.pert,peert.<W. pert,

equiv. to pere, compact, trim, whence E. perk^,

of whichjjerti is a variant {ct.jertandjeril, flirt
and^rit). In part confused with j)ert2.] La.
If. Comely; beautiful; of good appearance;
tnm; neat.

This prise kyng Priam hade of ;»rt childer

lluetty sonnes be^des.
Datnietioni^TTay^&.'R. T. S.), L 1S04.

Sche was as whyt as lylye yn Maj,
Or snow tjiat sneweth yn wynterys day

;

He seygh never non so fert.
nhabratUmg <tfFairy Mythatogy, p. 11. (HaUittiell.)

2t. Lively; Iwrisk; clever; smart.

Awake the pert and nimble spirit of mirth.
Shot., M. y. D., L 1. 13.

And on the lawnjr sands and shelves

Trip (be pert faeries^ and the dapper elves.

MOUm, Comns, L 118.

The acatest and the pertest operations of wit and snt-

tlety. MtUon, Areopagitica, p. 49.

3. Forward; saucy; impudent; indecorously
loquacious or free.

She was prond and jwert as is a pye.
Chaucer, Seeve's Tale, L 30.

I scorn that one ao basely bom
Should by his sovereign's &vour grow so pert

Marimee, Edward II., i. i.

Harry was, in the days of his celibacy, one of thosepert
creatures who have mach vivacity and little understand-
ing. Seele, Spectator, No. 100.

Here Vanity assumes her peft giimace.
And trims her robes of frieze with copper lace.

Oeldanuth, Tiaveller.

^ 3. Seem^iudenee.
n. A pert or impudent person of either

sex.
Ho powder'd jwrt, proficient in the art

Ot Bounding an al^m, assaults these doors

Tin the street rings. Coitper, Task, iv. 145.

pert^t (pert), f7. [< iJerti, a. ; a var. of perlfi,

r.] I. trans. To perk.

Sirrah, didst thon ever see a prettier child? how it be-

haves itself, I warrant je, and speaks and looks, and perts

up the head

!

Beau, and PI, Knight of Bnming Festle, i. 2.

n. intrans. To be pert or saucy; behave

with pertness.

HagarpCTled against Sarah, and lifted herself up against

her iiperiors. Bp. Gaudea, Anti Baal-Berith (leei), p. 292.

pert^f (pert), a. [By apheresis from apert,

q. v.] 1. Open; clear, as a way or passage.

Thor quHes he weren in the desert

God tagte hem weie, wis and perL
aen.andExod.(R.E.T.S.\h3S^

2. Plain; clear; evident; obvious; not con-

cealed.

That is Uie oerte profession that a-pendeth to knihtes.

Piers PUrnman (A), L 98.
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Or prive or pert yf any bene,

We ban great Bandogs will teare their skinne.
Spen$er, Shep. CaL, September.

pert^t, adv. [ME. perte; < pert-, a.] Openly.
Som e parled as perte as prouyd well after.
And cfappid more ffor the coyne that the kyng oweth hem
Thanne ffor comfforte of the comyne that her cost paied-

Biehard the Sedetea, iv. 88.

pertain (per-tan'), P. ». l<'Sm.pertaynen,per-
teynen, parienen, < OF. partenir (ef. Sp. per-
tenecer = Pg. perteneer) = It. pertenere, < L.
pertinere, e^nd, stretch out, belong, relate,

have concern, < per, through, + teiiere, hold

:

see tenant. Cf. attain, contain, detain, obtain,

retain, etc., also appertain, etc.] 1. To belong;
appertain, as a possession or an adjunct : with
to or unto : as, the things which jjerfatn to God.

By hym the obsequy well don that day,
Pinched with light pertayning th^-to.

Bon. qf Parteaay (&. E. T. S.X 1. 6219.

We com to an ylonde caOyd Calamo^ C myle from the
Bodes, And \X,pieryteynM to the Sodes.

TarldngUm, Diane of Eng. TraveD, p. SB.

Theraown
And all wide-stretched honours thatiwrtain
By costom and the ordinance of times
TftUo the crown ot France. Shak, Ben. v., ii 4. 82.

While the Archbishop blessed the Crown, he to whose
Office it pertatned put Spurs on his Heels.

Baiter, Chronicles, p. 136.

2. To relate; have reference orrelation: with to.

They be^ every dinner and supperwitJireading some-
thing thatjwrtouKtft to good manners and virtue. But it

is shorty because no man shall be grieved therewith.
Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Sobinson), iL 5.

I find not any science that doth properly or fitly jwrtain
to the imagination.

^
Baam, Advancement ot Learning, iL 307.

= Syn. 2. To T^ard, relate to, bear npon, concern.

pertaining (per-ta'ning), «. [Verbal n. of

pertain, v.] A belonging; an appurtenance.
[Rare.]

Of this plotseven "bangruppen " (L e., landwhichwould
serve forconstmcting seven nonses and tbaipertainingt)
have been at once taken in hand.

EteOrie Ben. (Eag-X XXT. 607.

perte^t, »• A Middle English form ofpart.

perte^ (pert), n. [F., <perdre, lose: seeperdi-
tion.'] In f^nce, a place where a river disap-
pears, in consequence of its having worn a deep
channel in the rock, which has subsequently
become covered over by the fall of large blocl^
from above. The Perte du Bhdne, below Ge-
neva, the best-known of these localities, is

about fifty yards long.

pertelotet, n- SeeparUet.
perteneret, »• An obsolete form of^ortncr.

perterebrationt (per-ter-f-bra'shon), n. [< L.
as if 'perterebratio^n-), "< perterebrare, bore
through, <.per, through, < terebrare, pp. terettra-

ttts, bore: see terebrate.'i The act of boring
through; perforation. E. Phillips; Bailey.

[Bare.]

pertbite (per'thit), B. [< Pertli (see def.) +
-*te2.] A flesh-red aventurine variety of feld-

spar from Perth in Ontario, Canada. It consists

of interlaminated albite and orthoclase, or albite and mi-
crocline. The name has been extended to similar com-
pounds&om other localities ; when the laminse are visible

under the microscope only, it is sometimes called micro-

perOate.

perthitic (per-thit'ik), a. [< pertJrite + -if.]

Pertaining to, resembling, or containing per-

thite. See mieroperthitic.

pertilichet, adv. A Middle English form of

pertly^.

pertinacious (per-ti-na'shus), a. [= OF. per-

tinace = Sp. Pg. pertinaz = It. pertinaee, < Ii.

pertinax (perUnae-), very tenacious, < per,

through, + tenojc, tenacious: see tmiacioiis.'\

Unyielding; persistent; obstinate; especially,

resolute, as in holding or adhering to an opin-

ion, purpose, design, course of action, etc.

Th^m^ also langh at their perHnadous and incnrable

obstinacy. HHton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

He had never met with a man of more pertiiiaeious con-

fidence and less abUities. /. ITaiton.

Diligence is a steady, constant, pertinaeioas study.
South.

=SyiL Unyielding, dogged: the word is rarely used now
except in condemnation. See oMtnote.

pertLiacion^y (per-ti-na'shus-li), adr. In a

pertinacious manner ; obstinately ; firmly ; with

pertinacity; resolutely.

pertinaciOTlsness (per-ti-na'shus-nes), «. Per-

tinacity.

peridnadty (per-ti-nas'i-ti), «. [< F.pertina-

eite = It. pertinacity, < L. as if ''pertinacita(t-)s,

<pem"»ax, pertinacious: see pertinaciot(s.'\ The
character of beingpertinacions ; resolute or un-

yielding adherence, as to an opinion, purpose,

pertly

design, course of action, etc.
;
persistency ; eh

stinacy; resoluteness: as, to cling with j^erri-

nacity to one's purpose.

The pertinae&y with which he adheres to his purpose
yields only to the immediate pressure of fear.

Macaulay, Warren Hastings.
=&jrL See pertinacious.

pertinacyt (per'ti-na-si), n. [< ME. pertinacie,

< OF. pertinacie, pertinaee = Sp. Pg. It. perti-

naeia, < L. pertinacia, pertinaciousuess, \ per-
tinax, pertinacious: see pertinacious.'] Perti-
nacity; obstinaey.

Pertiruieie Is whan man deSendeth hise loHes, :.:.<i

tmsteth to muchel in his owene wit.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

My breeding is not so coarse ... to offend with pert:-
naey. B. Jonson, Yolpone, iv. ::.

pertinatet (p^r'ti-nat), a. [Irreg. < pertiuu-
eious, with accom. suffix -afei.] Obstinate.
Joye.

pertinatelyf (per'ti-nat-li), adv. Obstinately.
Joye.

pertinence (per'ti-nens), Ji. [< F. pertinence =
Pr. pertenensa = Sp. pertinencia, pertenencia,
obs., = Pg. pertinencia, perten^a = It. j>ertinen-

za, perUnenzia, < ML. pertinentia, pertinence,
right of possession or property, appurtenance,
< ii. pertinei^t-)s, belonging, pertinent : see jjer-
<»He»t.] 1. The character ofbeing pertinent or
to the point; strict relevancy or snitableness;
appositeness.

Secondly, a due ordering of our words that are to pro-
ceed from and to express our thoughts : which is done by
pertinenee and brevity of expression.

South, Works, n. iii.

2. Relevant or apjMsite utterance. [Rare.]

This balance between the <Hator and the audience is ex-
pressed in what is called tiie pertinence of the speaker.

Emaraon, Eloquence.

=Syn. 1. Eelevancy, appropriateness, applicability, pro-
pri^^.

pertrnency (p6r'ti-nen-si), «. [As pertinence
(see -cy).] Pertinence.

pertinent (per'ti-nent). a. and n. [< F. perti-
nent = Sp. pertinente = Pg. pertiftente, perten-
eente = It. pertinente, pertetiente, < L. perH-
nen{t-)s, ppr. of pertinere, pertain, concern:
see pertain. Cf. appertinent, appurtenant.] I.
a. 1. Belonging or relatedto the subject or mat-
terinhand; to the purpose; adapted to the end
proposed; appropriate; apposite; not foreign
to QiB question ; being to the point. In the doc-
trine of scholastic dilatation, pertment (from the four-
teenth century)was said ofa proposition whose tmth or fol-

sity would follow necessarily from the truth of the propo-
sition to which itwas said to be pertinent,and also of aterm
which was necessarily true or necessarily false of that to
which it was pertinent.

There are pertinent two points ot mnch purpose, the one
by way of preparation, the other by way of cautioo.

Bacon, AdvancementA Learning, iL 175.

Some of tiie verses pleased me, it is true,

And still veiepertment— those honoring yon.
X«!f«B, To G. W. Curtis. (P. S.>

2. Pertaining or relating; that regards or has
reference: with to or unto.

Anything j>erf»i(!n( mUo taith and religion.

Hocixr, Eccles. Polity.

=Syn. Belevant^ fli^ proper, applicable, appertaining.

U. n. In Scots law, an appurtenant : used,,

chiefly in the plural, in charters and disposi-

tions in conjunction with 2>arfe.* as, lands are
disponed ?vith|>arfe sud pertinents.

pertinently"(per'ti-nent-li), adv. In a perti-

nent manner; appositely; to the point or pur-
pose.

pertinentness (per'ti-nent-nes), n. The char-
acter of being pertinent; pertinence; apposite-

ness.

pertingentt (per-tin'jent),a. [< 'L.pertin{/en(t-)s.

ppr. of pertingere, stretch out, ext«nd, < jier,

through, + taH<7ej-e, touch: see tangent.'] Reach-
ing to or touching completely. Blount.

pertlyi (pert'li), ado. l< TJCE. pertly;<peril +
-ly^.] If. Readily; briskly; promptly.

And Paris to the piinse jjert^!/ annsward

;

**Sir, yonr comanndement to kepe, I cast me torsotii^

With all the might that I may, at this mene tyme.*
Destruction <f Troy (E. E. T. S.X L 6232.

Now come, my -\riel ! bring a corollary,

Satber than want a spirit : appear, and pertly I

y, tongne ! all eyes ! be silent.

Shot., Tempest, iv. 1. 58.

2. In a pert, bold, or saucy manner; saucily.

Fbr yonder wall^ that pertly front your town,
Tond towers, whose wanton tops do buss the clouds,
Hnst kiss tlieir own feet. Shak., T. and C, iv. 5. 219.

pertly^, adi'. [< ME. pertly, perteliche, perti-

Uehe; < pert^ + -iy^.] Openly; plainly; clear-

ly; evidently; truly.



pertly

Thane syr Priamous the prynce, in presens of lordes^
Presez to his penowne, and p&rtly it hentes.

Morte Arthure (B. E. T. S.), 1. 2918.

pertness (pert'nes), n. The fact or character
of being pert, (at) Briskness ; smartness ; sprightli-
neas without force, dignity, or solidity.

There is [in Shaftesbury's works] a lively pertness, a pa-
rade of literature. Watts, Improvement of Mind, I. v. §3.

ft) Sauciness; forward promptness or boldness. = S3T1. (6)
Impertinence, Impudence, EffroD^ery, etc. See impudence
and impertirient.

pertransient (pfer-tran'shent), a. [< L, per-
transien{t-)s, ppr. of pertr'aimre, go through, <
i)er, through, + transire, cross, go through: see
transient.'] Passing through or over. [Eare.]

pertrychet, pertryket, n. Middle English
forms ot partridge.

pertuisant, pertuisanet, «. [OF.: see parti-
zarfi.'] Obsolete forms ot parUzan^.
perturb (per-terb'), v. t. [< MS. perturhen, per-
toiirhen, < OF. perturher, pertourber = Sp. Pg.
perturl)ar= It. perturbare,<lj.perti(rbare, throw
into confusion, confuse, disorder, disturb, <
per, through, + turbare, confuse, disturb: see
turUa. Of. disturb.] 1. To disturb greatly;
agitate; disquiet.

What folk ben ye that at myn horn comynge
Pertourhen so my feste with cryinge?

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 48.

Best, rest, perturbed spirit I Shak. , Hamlet, i. 5. 182.

At times there was a perturbed and restless wandering
of the eye that bespoke a mind but ill at ease.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 202.

2. To disorder; confuse; cause irregularity in.

perturbability (p6r-t6r-ba-bil'i-ti), n. [< jjer-

turbdble + -ity (see -bility)'.] Tte state or char-
acter of being perturbable.

perturbable (per-t6r'ba-bl), a. [= Sp. pertur-
bable, < ML. *perturbat>iUs, < L. perturbare, per-
turb: seeperturb.] Capable ofbeing perturbed,
agitated, or disquieted.

perturbance (p6r-ter'bans), n. [< pertwbanit)
+ -ce.] Perturbation ; disturbance.

Suddaiu passion and perturbance of mind.
Abp. Sharp, Works, in. ix.

perturbant (per-t6r'bant), a. and n. [< L. per-
turban{t-)s,-£ipe. otperturbare, perturb: see^er-
turb.] I. a. Disturbing; perturbing.

II, n. A disturbing circumstance or thing;
whatever pertui-bs or disturbs the natural
course or order. [Rare.]

The matter [migration of birds] thus becomes a matter
of averages, and like all such is open to the influence of
many perturhanls. Eneyc. Brit, III. 764.

perturbate (p6r't6r-bat or p6r-t6r'bat), a. [=
Sp. Pg. 2)erturbado = It. perturbato, < li.pertur-
batiis, pp. ot perturbare, perturb: see perturb.]
Perturbed. [Eare.]

perturbate (per-ter'bat or per'ter-bat), v. t.

[< L. perturbatiis, pp. of perturbare : see jjer-

turb.] To perturb.
Corruption

Hath then no force her blisse to perturbate.
Dr. H. More, Psychattianasia, III. i. 14.

perturbation (per-ter-ba'shgn), «. [< F. per-
turbation = Sp. perturbacion"= Vg.perturbagSo
= It. perturbazione, < L. pertv/rbatio{ii-'), eon-
fusion, < perturbare, pp. perturhatus, confuse,
perturb : see j)«r*Mr6.] 1. The act of perturb-
ing, or the state of being perturbed; disturb-
ance ; disorder ; especially, disquiet of mind

;

restlessness or want of tranquillity of mind;
commotion of the passions.

For it [the earth] is a place otperturiatum,
Of anguish, sorrowe, and vexation.

Times'- WhisOe (E. B. T. S.), p. 143.

Love was not in their looks, either to God
Or to each other ; but apparent guilty

And shame, bxxA perturbation, and despair.

MiUm, P. L., X. 113.

3. Variation ; especially, irregular or violent

variation.

In all things which admit of indefinite multiplication,
demand and supply only determine the perturbaUons of
Talue, during a period which cannot exceed the length of
time necessary for altering the supply

J. S. Mill, Pol. Econ., HI. ill. § 2.

3. A cause of disquiet.

Why doth the crown lie there upon his pillow? . . ,

O ^Uah'd perturbation! golden care 1

Shale, 2 Hen. IV., iv. 5. 28.

4. In ctstron., a, deviation of the motion of a
planet or comet from a fixed orbit or from its

Tegular velocity in that orbit. Perturbations are
caused by the gravitating action of bodies other than the
j)rimary or central body. They are commonly and con-
veniently conceived, not as drawing the planets out of

their orbits, but as consisting in gradual changes of the
elements of the orbits themselves. All perturbations
due to gravitation ai-e, strictly speaking, periodical. But
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some of them, which depend upon the relative situation
of the orbits of different planets, go through their changes
in such vast intervals of time that they are more conve-
niently regarded as progressive and not periodic, and are
termed secular perturbations ; while others, depending for
the most part upon the relative situations of the planets
in their orbits, go through their changes in comparatively
short intervals of time, and can only be represented as
periodic, and these are technically called the periodic in-
equalities. =SyJl. 1. Agitation, trepidation, uneasiness,
worry, discomposure.

perturbational (p6r-t6r-ba'shon-al), a. [< per-
turbation + -al.] Of or pertaining to pertur-
bation or disturbance : as, the perturbational
theory. Herschel.

perturbative (per'ter-ba-tiv), a. [< perturbate
+ -ive.] Causing or tending to cause pertur-
bation; disturbing.—Perturbative fiinction, the
function which expresses the potential of the attractions
of a planetary body by all the other bodies of the solar
system.

perturbator (per'ter-ba-tor), «. [= P. x^eriur-
bateur = Sp. Pg. jierturbador= It. perturbatore,
< LL. perturbator, < Xi. perturbare, pp. perturba-
i««s, pertTU'b : seeperturb.] One who perturbs;
a disturber.

The perturbators of the peace of Italy.

Lord Herbert of Cherbury, Hist. Hen. VIII., p. 196.

perturbatory (per-t6r'ba-to-ri), n. [< pertur-
bate + -ory.] A name once used by i-eal and
pretended believers in the divining-rod to in-

dicate a hjrpothetical power assumed to reside
in certain individuals whereby they can exert
a ;^erturbing influence upon the motion of a
swinging pendulum, etc. Its characteristics were
an expansive quality, residing most abundantly in the
thumb and forefinger, whereby the center of gravity of a
pendulum held by these digits would be caused to describe
a circle, and a compressive quality, belonging to the niid-
dle finger, which resists such motion. A man with a high
compressive or *' active * perturbatory, touching with his
middle finger the hand of another with the expansive per-
turbatory well developed in thumb and forefinger, might
neutralize the perturbatory in the latter, which is of the
"passive" variety. A person equally endowed with these
perturbatories would be negative, and so forth.

• The passive perturbatory is a high degree of expansive,
and the active perturbatory in like manner a powerful
eompressive. Jowr. FranMin Inst., CXIX. 112.

perturbatrix (per'tfer-ba-triks), ». [= F. It.

pertwbatrice, < li. pertwrbatrix, fem. of (LL.)
perturbator: see perturbator.] A female per-
turber; a woman who perturbs or disturbs.

perturbedly (p6r-t6r'bed-li), adv. In an agi-
tated or perturbed manner; restlessly.

perturber (p6r-t6r'b6r), n. One who perturbs

;

a perturbator ; a disturber.

perturbing (per-t6r'buig), n. [< ME. pertwrb-
ynge; verbal n. of perturb, v.] Disturbance;
agitation.

Withouten wynd ov perturbynge of air.

Chaucer, Summoner^s Tale, 1. 564.

Fertusaria (per-tu-sa'ri-a), n. [NL. (A, p. de
Candolle), < L. pertusus, pp. of pertundere, per-
forate : see pertuse.] A genus of gymnoear-
pous lichens, typical of the subfamily Pertusa-
riei, having a uniform crustaceous thallus and
globular difform apotheeia.

Pertusariei (per'-'ta-sa-ri'e-i), n. pi. [NL., <
Fertusaria + -ei.] A subfamily of gymnooar-
pous lichens, named from the genus Fertusaria.
pertusate (pfer-tH'sat), a. [< L. pertusiis, pp.
of ^)e»'*M»<fcre, bore through: seejjertese.] In
bot., pierced at the apex.
pertuse (pfer-tas'), a. [= F. pertus, < L. per-
tusus, pp. ot pertundere, bore through, perfo-
rate, <.per, through, + tundere, strike. Cf.jwr-
Uzan^.] I. Punched; pierced with holes.— 2.
In bot, having holes or slits, as a leaf.

pertused (p6r-tust'), a. [< pertuse + -ed^.]

Same &s pertuse.
pertusion (p6r-tti'zhon), «. [= It. pertugio, <
LL. pertusio{'n-), a perforation, < L. pertundere,

pp. ^jerfesM, perforate : see pertuse.] 1. The
act of punching, piercing, or thrasting through
with a pointed instrument.

The manner of opening a vein in Hippocrates's time was
a stabbing or ^ert'imon. Arbuthrwt.

2. A hole or perforation made by punching.

The like [large fruit] (they say) will be effected by an
empty pot without eai'th iu i^ . . . and the better if

some few pertusians be made in the pot.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., § 470.

pertussal (p6r-tus'al), a. [< pertussis + -al.]

Pertaining to or of"the nature of pertussis or
whooping-cough.

pertussis (p6r-tus'is), n. [NL., < Ta.per- inten-

sive -I- tussis, a cough.] Whooping-cough.
Peruant (pe-r8'an), a. Same as Peruvian. S.

Clarice, Geog. liesci-ip. (1671), p. 260.

peruenket, n. An obsolete foim of periwinlcle^.

perusal

Ferugian (pe-ro'ji-an), a. and n. [< Perugia
(seedef.) + -an.] 1. a. Of or pertaining to the

city of Perugia, in central Italy, or its inhabi-

tants ; specifically, pertaining to the Umbrian
school of early Eenaissanoe painting, which
had its center in Perugia, and of which Pietro

Vannuoci, called Perugino, the chief master of

Eaphael, was the central figure : as, Ferugian
art; the Peruvian school.

A sketch-book filled by Kaphael during his Ferugian
apprenticeship, Eneyc. Brit., XX. 274.

II, n. A native or an inhabitant of Perugia.

peruke (pe-rok' or per'ok), n. [Formerly also

perugue, peruigue; in earlier use accom. per-

widk, pirwihe, etc., whence perwig, lyeriwig, etc.,

whenceby abbr.!wp(seej>enj»J3andmg');=MD.
perrwycke, perhuycke, D. jieruylc, now peruik,

pruilc = a. perriicke, periicke, pierruck = Sw.jjc-

ruk='D«a.paryk, aperiwig, peruke; < OF. (and
'F.)perruque, aXso perrucque, < Olt. pemcca, It.

perrucca, parruca = Sardinianjwtocca = Sp. jje-

fMca= Pg.iJerMca,atuftof hair, awig; from the

verb shown in Olt. pelmecare, piluecare, Xiilluc-

eare, pick or pull out (hairs or feathers) one by
one, It. jyeluceare, pick off (grapes) one by one;
prob. < LL. *pilicare,pilucare, freq., with forma-
tive -«core,<L.jo»!MS,ahair: aeepilei andphiek^.]
An artificial tuft of hair, made to imitate the

natural hair, but usually having larger and am-
pler masses, worn on the head to conceal bald-

Perukes. (Facsimile of a cut in the " New York Weekly Gazette
and Post-boy," 1771.)

ness, by actors in their make-up, and at one
time by people generally in conformity to a
fashion; awig. About the middle of the sixteenth
century wearing the peruke became a fashion. Immense
perukes with curls falling upon the shoulders were worn
from about 1660 to 1725, and were then succeeded by
smaUer and more convenient forms, which had also ex-
isted contemporaneously with the former. As late as 1825
some old-fashioned people still wore perukes, and a remi-
niscence of them remains in Great Britain in the wigs of
the Lord Chancellor, the Speaker of the House of Com-
mons, judges, banisters, etc.

She has a.peruke that 's like a pound ot hemp, made up
in shoe-threads. B. Jonson, Epicmne, iv. 1.

You us'd to have the Beau-mond throng after you ; and
a Hock of gay fine Perukes hovering round you.

Congreve, Way of the World, ii. 4.

Comes La Belle Pierce to see my wife, and to bring her
a pair of perugwes of hair, as the fashion now is for ladies
to wear ; which are pretty, and are of my wife's own hair,
or else I should not endure them.

Pepys, Diary, March 24, 1662.

Campaign peruke. See wig.

peruke (pe-r6k'), v. i.
;
pret. and pp. jjentfced,

ppr. peruking. [< peruke, n. Cf. periwig, v.]

To wear a peruke ; dress with a peruke. [Eare.]
perula (per'8-la), n.;p\. perulss (-le). [NL. : see
Xierule.] Same as peruU.
perulate (per'9-lat), a. l<. perule + -ate^.] In
bot, furnished with perules or scales.

perule (per'ol), n. [= P. p4rule, < KL. peruta,
a scale, < Xi. perula, dim. otpera, < Gr. ivijpa, a
purse, waUet: see Pera.] In bot., a scale, as
those of leaf-buds.

peruquerian (per-o-ke'ri-an), a. [<.F. jjemt-
quier, a barber, < perruqiie, a peruke: see pe-
ruke.] Of or pertaining to the making of wigs,
or a wigmaker. [Humorous.]

Those chef-d'oeuvres of peruquerian art surmounting the
waxen images in Bartellot's window.

Dickens, Sketches, The Boarding-House.

perusal (pe-ro'zal), n. [< peruse -f- -al.] 1.

Careful examination or survey; scrutiny.

Bring candid eyes unto the perusal of men's works.
Siff T. Brovme, Christ. Mor., ii. 2.

The jury, after a short perusal of the staff, declared their
opinion by the mouth of their foreman, that the substance
of the staff was British oak.

Addison and Steele, Tatler, No. 265.

He asked for a cup of water, gave her a close perusal with
his eye, inquired the road to Parson Welles's, mounted his
horse, and disappeared. 5. JuM, Margaret, ii. 6.

2. The act of perusing or reading through;
reading.

He that has the perusal of any of your discourses can-
not but emerge with the greatest advantages.

Evelyn, To Mr. B. Thurland.



pemse
peruse (p^-roz'), »•. f. -. pret. and pp. perused, ppr.
perusing. [< late lIE.i>erw*eB, <L.per, through,
+ E. use; translated by KL. peruti, in Levins
(1570). The formation looks unusual, but it is
well supported bv similar formations now ob-
solete, e. g. peract,pet:plant,persUi)id, etc. The
sense is exactly that of pemse, 'look through,'
and it has been supposed to be a reduction of
that form; bat such reduction is impossible,
ftndjperpi«e has heen found only in one doubt-
ful instance, seventy years later than the first
instance otperuse.} 1. To go through search-
ingly or earefuUy; run over with careful scru-
tiny; examine throughout OPin detail; inspect;
survey; scan; scrutinize.

And therevpon the Maire, first, by bis reason to name
and gyve his voice to som woishiptnU man of the seide
hoirs, and after hym the Shiiet, and so all the house
perusid in the same, euery man to gyve his voice as shall
please liim ; which shal alle be Tretyn by the towne derk,
and by Uie same reporte and presenthym that hathe moste
voises. iiiear^Begister(1479X quoted in EDglish Gilds

[(E.E.T.S.XPl414.
But certes the very caase of decay, ne the tme mesne to

cure it, may nener be sufficiently knowen of gouemouis,
except they themselfes wyll personally resorte and paruse
all partes of the countrayes onder their gouemance, and
inseiche dUigenUy, etc

Sir T. Elyct, The Govemonr, iit 26.

Monsieur Sonbiez, having perused the fleet, returned to
the king, and told him there was nothing r^idy ; and that
the mariners and sonldiers would not yeeld to goethe voy-
age till they were paid tdieir arrears.

jr& fort., 383. (fiolZtiwS.)

m view file manners of the town.
Peruse the traders, gaze upon the buildings.

Shak., C. of E., L 2. 13.

For let a man seriously and diligentlyrevolve and peruse
[tr. L. percurret] the succession of the emperors of Bome,
and he shall And this Jadgment is truly made.

.Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 4.

Hyself I then perused, and limb by limb
Snrvey'd. Jfitton, P. L., via 267.

Let any oneperuae; with all intentness, the lineaments
otthispoitiait,andseeif thehnsbandhadnotreason . . .

to challenge comparison.
Marg. Putter, Woman in 19th Cent., p. 82.

At those high words, we, conscious of ourselves.
Perused the matting. Tenny&m, Princess, ii.

2. To read through carefully or with attention.

Peruse this paper, Tnadftm. Shak., T. G. of Y., i 2. 34.

The most pitifull Historie of their Martyrdome^ which 1
have often perused, not without effusion of tears.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 64.

Will not your lordship paruse the contents!
Ford, Lady's Trial, L 2.

Itemser (pe-ro'z6r), ». l<. peruse + -er^.'] One
who peruses; one who reiids or examines.
Perusmet, n. [< Peru+ -S- + -inei.] A native
or an inhabitant of Peru; a Pemvian. Putten-
ham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 26.

Peruvian (pe-ro'vi-an), a. and n. [< Peru (Nli.

Peruvia) + Ain. Cf. Peruan.'} I. a. Of or per-
taining to Peru, an ancient realm in South
America, under tiie Incas, lat-er a Spanish vice-

royalty, and now a republic, extending from
Ecuador southward to Chili Pemvian balsam.
Same as balsam <sfPeru(which see, under ftajsom).—Peru-
vian bark. See Cinclima, CUna bark(under bari^), and
Jesuits bark (under JesuSty—Peruvian cotton-idant,
daffodil, hedge-Iiyssop, heliotrope, ipecacuanha,
etc. See Uie nouns.—Peruvian masblo-tree. See mas-
tie, n., 2, and pepper^tnee, 1.—Peruvian nutmeg. See
nu<ni^.—Pemviail province, in zoogeog., a littoral re-
gion recognised with reference to the distribution of
moUusks, indnding the coasts of Fern and Chili and the
islands zoologically related.

n. n. A native or an inhabitant of Peru,
either (a) one of the native race under the In-
ca empire, or (6) an inhabitant of Peru after
the Spanish conquest. The inodem Peruvians
are of Spanish, native, or mixed descent.

pervade (per-'^d'), r. t.
;
pret. and pp. pervad-

ed, pyi.pervading. [< li.pervadere. go through,
'< per, trough, + vadere, go, = E. icade: see
trade. Ct. evade, invade.'] 1. To pass or flow
through; penetrate; permeate.

The labonr'd chylepeirodes the pores.
SirR. Blackmore.

2. To extend throughout; spread or be spread
through the whole extent of; be diffused

throughout.
What but God . . . perrades.

Adjusts, sustains, and agitates the whole

!

Thomson, Spring, L 801.

A spirit of cabal, intrigue, and proselytism pervaded all

their thoughts, words, and actions. £unte.

pervasion (per-va'zhon), n. [< LL. pervasio(n-),

an invasion, < Ii. pervadere, pp. pervasus, per-

vade: see pervade.'] The act of pervading; a
passing through the whole extent of a thing.

Those kinds or manners of fluidity newly ascribed to

saltpetre will appear to be caused by the pervasion of a

foreign body. Boyle, Works, L 389.
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pervasive (per-va'siv), a. [< L. pervadere, pp.
pertasus, pervade : see pervade.] Tending or
having power to pervade.
When from each branch annealed, the works of frost
Pervasive, radiant icicles depend.

ShensUme, Economy, iii.

Sermons preached from the text "Be ye perfect " are
the only sermons of a pervasive and deep-searching influ-
ence. Marg. Fuller, Woman in 19th Cent., p. 19.

perverse (p6r-vers'), a. and n. [< 'E.pervers =
Sp. Pg. It. penerso, < L. perversus, perverse,
turned the wrong way, askew, not right, pp. of
pervertere, turn around, pervert: see pervert.]

1. o. 1. Turned away or deviating from what is

right, proper, correct, etc. ;
perverted.

Of ill thoughtes cummeth per«er»e indgement.
Aschain, The Scholemaster, p. 118.

The only righteous in a world peroeras.
MUton, P. L., xL 701.

2. Obstinate in the wrong; disposed to be con-
trary; stubborn; untractable; selt-wOled.

^
One of the greatest Tortures that can be in the Negotia-

tion of the World is to hare to do with perverse, irrational,
half-witted Men. Houxtt, Letters, u. 19.

What is more likely, considering our perverse nature,
than that we shonld neglect the duties, while we wish to
retain the privileges, of our Christian profession?

J, H, Newman, Parochial Sermons, L 129.

3. Cross; petulant; peevish ; disposed to cross
and vex.
m frown and bepenerse, and say thee nay.

Shak., B. and J., iL 2. 96.

4. Untoward: as, ''event jjerrerse.'" Milton, F.

L., ix. 405. = Syn. 2. Perverse, Froirard, wilful, mnlish.
The derivations ofpertterseand/rotrartl suggest essentially
the same idea. Froward, however, has reference only to
one's attitude in r^ard to obedience, and chiefly, there-
fore, to the l>ehavior of children ; in Shakspere, of women.
It is not used of a disobedient spirit toward civil law, and
peroeras is only indirectly so used. Pernerse has reference
to one's attitude, in both conduct and opinion. The per-
xxrse person is settled in habit and disposition of contrari-
ness ; he not only likes or dislikes, acts or refuses to act,

by the rule of conbadiction to the n'ishes, commands, or
opinions of others, especially of those whom he ought to
consider, but he is likely even to take pains to do or say
that which he knows to be offensive or painful to them.
Perversity may be found in a child, but it is so settled an
element of character as to be rather the mark of an adult.
Seetn^/uard.

n. n. A geometrical form related to another
(of which it is said to be the perverse) as the
form of the image of an object in a plane mir-
ror is to that of the object itself.

perversedt (per-v6rst'), a. [< perverse + -ed^.]

Turned. Phaer, .SIneid, v.

perversedlyt (per-ver'sed-li), adv. Perversely.
Ascltam.

perversely (p6r-vers'li), adv. In a perverse
manner; stubbornly; with intent to vex;
crossly; peevishly.

perverseness (per-v6rs'nes), n. The state or
character of being perverse ; disposition to be
contrary, or to thwart or cross; corruption;
wickedness.
Therefore she puts off her shooe, and by inuerting the

same, accnseth her husbands peni«rsene8se.
PurcAos, Pilgrimage^ p. 293.

Whom he wishes most shall seldom gain
Through her perverseness. MUton, P. L., x. 902.

perversion (per-v6r'shon), n. [< F. perversion

= Sp. perversion = Pg. perversSo = It. perver-

sione, < li. perversio{n-), a turning about, (.per-

vertere, pp. perversus, turn about : see ^ereert.]

1 . 'The act of perverting ; a turning from truth

or propriety; a diverting from the true intent

or object; change to something worse.— 2. In
math., the operation of passing from any figure

to another like the image of the former in a
plane mirror; also, same as perverse.

l»erversity (per-ver'a-ti), «. [< F. perversite=
Sp. perversidad = Pg. perversidade = It. per-

versity, < L. perversita{t-)s, perverseness, < per-

rersits, perverse: see penjerse.] Perverse char-

acter, cfesposition, tendency, or conduct; dispo-

sition to be contrary; perverseness. =syii. See
perwrsc.

perversive (per-ver'siv), a. [< 'L.pervfrsus, pp.
ot pervertere, pervert, -1- -ive.] Tending or hav-
ing power to pervert or corrupt.

pervert (pfer-vert'), r. [< ME. pemerten, < OF.
perverter^parrertir, F. pervertir = Pr. Sp. per-

vertir = Pg. perverter = It. pervertire, perver-

tere, < L. pervertere, turn about, corrupt, < per,

through, + vertere, turn: see rerse. (3. advert,

avert, convert, divert, etc.] I. trans. If. To turn
aside; turn another way; avert.

Let 's follow him, and perwrl the present wrath
He hath against hims^. SAa*.,(^mbeline,iL4.1ol.

2. To turn from truth, from propriety, or from
its proper purpose ; distort from its use or end

;

misinterpret wilfully.

pervious

Baynalde of the rodes, and rebelle to Cri^te,

Peniertede with Paynyms that Cristene persewe!

.

Jforte .^rtAure (£. £. T. S.X 1 2787.

Words, as a Tartar's l>ow, do shoot back upon the under-
standing ot the wisest, and mightily entangle and pervert
the judgment. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, it 229.

This rule of his he doth sometimes pervert, to acquaint
the world with his prerogative.

.Sir T. Broume, ileligio Medici, i. 16.

3. To turn from right opinions or right eon-
duct; corrupt.
A man can have no occasion to do good, chancing into

the company of them which will sooner pervert a good
man than be made good themselves.

.Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by BobiiisonX i.

The Jesuits will scarce pervert you or me, 1 should hope.
Goldsmith, Good-natured Man, i.

4. To perform the geometrical operation of
perversion upon (any figure).

H. intrans. 1. To turn aside from the right
course, way,eto.; take awrongcourse; become
corrupt or corrupted.

Blessings nnns'd pervert into a waste
As well as surfeits. QuaHes, Emblems, L 1.

2. To become a pervert or turncoat.
pervert (per'vert) , « . [< pervert, v.] One who
has turned aside from the right way ; one who
has apostatized or turned to error. Compare
'vert.

That notorious "pcrrert," Henry of .Navarre and France.
Tkaekeray, Boundabont Papers, i.

=Syn. Neophyte, Proselyte, etc. See concert.

perverted (per-ver't6d), p. a. Misdirected;
misapplied; corrupt; false.

perverter (per-ver'ter), H. One who perverts,
or tui'us from right to wrong ; one who distorts,

misinterprets, misapplies, or corrupts.

The Scripture teacheth us how we ought to withstand
the perverters of the GospelL

jriUoii, Apology for SmeclTinnuna.

pervertible (p6r-v6r'ti-bl), a. [< OF. pervertible

= Sp. pervertible= Vg.perverUvel; aspervert +
-ible.] Capable of being perverted. W.Monta-
gite, Devoute Essays, i. 131.

pervestigatet (per-ves'ti-gat), r. *. [< L. per-
resfigatus, pp. of pervestigare, trace out, < j)er,

through, -f vesUgare, track : see vestige. Cf. in-

vestigate.] To &id out by research. Cocl-eram.

pervestigationf (l)er-ves-ti-ga'shon), n. [< L.
pervestigatio{n-), investigation, < pervestigare,

pp. pervestigaius, trace out: see perrestigateJ]

The act of pervestigating; diligent inquiry;
thorough research. Chillingworth, Belig. of
Protestants.

pervialt (p6r'vi-al), a. [< L. perrius, passable
{s&e pervious), + -cl.] Pervious; transparent;
clear. Chapman, Iliad, xiv., note.

perviallyt (p6r'vi-al-i), adv. In a perviousman-
ner; so as to be pervious ; transparently; clear-
ly. Chapman, Biad, xiv., note.

pervicaciOUSt (P^r-vi-ka'shus), a. {=:Pg.per-
rica^ = It. pervicace, < L. pervicaa: (pervicac-),

firm, determined, obstinate, <pervincere, main-
tain one's opinion, < per, through, -I- vincere
(/«"''), conquer: see fictor.] Very obstinate

;

stubborn; Vfilfully contrary or refractory; wil-

ful. Dryden, Idmberham, ii. 1.

pervicaciouslyt (per^vi-ka'shus-li), adv. In a
pervicacious maimer; stubbornly; withvrilful
obstinacy.

pervicaciousnesst (per-vi-ka'shus-nes), n. The
character of being pervicacious. Bentley, Ser-
mons, vi.

pervicacityt (pfer-vi-kas 'i-ti), n. [< Ii. pervicax
(pet-ricac-), obstinate {seepervicacious),+ -ity.]

Pervicaciousness. Bailey, 1731.

pervicacyt (p^r'vi-ka-si), n. [= Pg. It. pervi-
cacia, < Xt. pervicacia, firmness, obstinacy, < per-

vieax, firm, obstinate: see pervica4sious.] Per-
vicaciousness. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835),
n. 211.

pervigilationt (per-vij-i-la'shon), n. [< L. per-
rigilatio(n-), a vi^, < pervigiTare, pp. pervigila-

tus, watch throng. < per, tiirough, + tigilare,

watch: see *i^<j7i*.] A carefulwatching ; vigi-

lance. Bailey.

I»ervigilium (per-vi-jil'i-uni), H. [L., ipervigil,

also pervigili^, very watehful, (per, through, +
vigil, watchful: see vt^.] A watching aU
night ; a vigU ; in paihol., disinclination to

sleep; wakefulness.

pervinket, n. A Jliddle English form of peri-
icinl-leK

pervious (per'vi-us), o. [= Pg. It. pervio, < L.
pervius, passable, (per, through, -f- via, way.
Cf. devious, invious.] 1 . Capable of being pene-
trated or permeated by something else : afford-

ing entrance, admission, or passage ; penetra-
ble; permeable.



pervious

Those distillations o( celestial dews are conveyed in
channels not pervious to an eye of sense.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 146.

Yea, in such a pervious substance as the brain, they might
flnde an easie either entrance or exit almost everywhere.

OlanviUe, Vanity of Dogmatizing, iv.

Were nottheirjudgments warpedby the class-bias, work-
ingmen might be more pervious to the truth.

H. Spencer, Study o( Sociol., p. 250.

2. Pervading; permeating. [Kara.]

They have an agility to move from place to place with
speed and subtilty, like light ; to have their way free and
pervious through all places.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 386.

What is this little, agHe, pervious Fire,
This flutt'ring Motion, whichwe call the Mind?

Prior, Solomon, iii.

3. Open; patent; patulous; perforate: applied
in anatomy and zoology to organs which may
be impervious at some time, or under some cir-

cumstances.—4. In hot., possessing an opening
or passageway.

pervioiisness (p6r'vi-us-nes),'». The property
of being pervious.

perviset, v. t. [< L. pervisus, pp. of pervidere,
look through, <^er, through, + videre, see: see
vision. Ct, revise, eto.,a.nS. see peruse.2 To ob-
serve; examine; inspect. [Eare.]

We , . . are now passed Clare Hall, the state whereof
these two days we have thoroughly ^jermged, and com-
muned with the company.

State Paper, May 18, 1649 (J. Bradford's Works, Parker
[Soc, 1853, It. 369).

pery^t, «• [ME., also pirie, pyrie; < AS. pirige,

a pear-tree, < peru, pere : see pear^.'] A pear-
tree.

Thus I lete hym sitte upon the pyrie,
And Januarie and May romynge myrie.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 973.

pery^t, n. An obsolete form of pi/rry.

pes't, n. A Middle English form ot peace.

pes^ti »• A Middle English form of ^ece.
pes^ (pez), «. ; pi. pedes (pe'dez). [L., = E.
foot: see foot."] li anat. and zool.i (a) The
foot; the third and distal segment of the hind
limb of a vertebrate, consisting of the tarsus,

metatarsus, and phalanges : the correlative of

manvs of the fore limb. (6) A foot-like part or
organ: a peduncle, or base of support AMuc-
tor poulcis pedis, a small muscle along the inner plan-

tar border of the foot, inserted into the inner side of the
base of the first phalanx of the great toe. Also called
oidmtorAnJZum.— Flexor brevis poUlcis pedis. Same
as flexor brevis haUueis.— Flexor communis dlgltorum
pedis, Saxa& asflexor ItmgusdigitoruTn. ^eeflexor.—Pes
accessorius, a smooth white eminence, variable in size,

situated at the junction of the posterior and descending
comua of the lateral ventricle, formed by the protrusion
inward of the collateral fissure. Also called endnentia
collateralis.— Fes anserinus fasciss latse, the radiating
ligamentous structure at the insertion of the sartorius,

gracilis, and semitendinosus, on the inner side of the
knee.—Fes anserinus major, the radiating trunks ot

the facial nerve as they pass through the parotid gland,

and emerge on the face.—Fes anserinus minor, the
infrarorbi^ plexus(which see, underplexus).—Pes anse-
rinus nervi medikni. Same as plexus anserinus nervi
imdiani.—Fes anticus. Same as manus, 1.—Fes calca-
neus. Same as talipes calcaneus.—tea cavus. Same as

talipes eavus.—rea coronse radiatse, the foot of the
corona radiata where it passes into the internal capsule.
—Fes equtoovanis. SajaesLS talipes emiinovarus.— Fes
equlnus. Same as t<dipes equinus.— teB hippocampi
major, the enlarged lower section of the hippocampus
major.—Fes llippocampl minor. Same as hippocampus
minor.—lea pednncull. Same as enrusta.— Fes valgus.
Same as talipes valgus.—Ves varus. Same as talipes va-

rMS.—Transversus pedis, a plantar muscle at the fore

part of the metatarsus, above the flexor tendons, and in-

serted int» the base of the first phalanx of the great toe.

Also called capict breve or tran^oersum/ addtictoris halluds,

and haUucal transverse micsde.

pesablet, a. A Middle English form of peace-

able.

pesade (pe-zad'), n. [< P. pesade, < peser= Sp.

Pg. pesar= It. pesare, < L. pensare, weigh: see

potse."] In the manege, the motion of a horse

when he raises his fore quarters, keeping his

hind feet on the ground without advancing;
rearing. Imp. Diet.

pesage (pe-zazh'), n. [< OF. pesage (= Vg.pe-
sagem), < peser, weigh: see poise.^ A custom
or duty paid for weighing merchandise. Craig.

pesanef, n. Same as pusane.

pesantif, a. [ME. , also pesaunt, < OP. (and P.

)

pesant (= Sp. Pg. It. pesante), heavy, lit. weigh-
ing down, ppr. of peser, weigh: see poise.']

Heavy. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 119.

pesant^t, n. An obsolete spelling ot peasant.

pesante (pe-zan'te), a. [It. : see pesant^.'] In

music, with heavy accent or emphasis: nearly
equivalent to marcando, but not implying the

use of the staccato.

pesantedf, a. [< pesant^, now peasant, taken
as a ' vassal,' + -ed^. Cf . envassaled, of like

sense, under envassal.'] Subjected; enslaved;
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envassaled. The word has been foimd only in
the passage cited, where some take it to be <
pesant^ + -ed^, and translate 'heavy,' 'stupid.'

Tb\ia pesanted to each lewd thought's control.
3Iarston. (Imp. Diet.)

pese-^t, n, A Middle English form otpease^.

pese^t, «• and v. A Middle English form of
peace.

peseta (pe-sa'ta), n. [Sp., dim., < pesa, weight.
Cf. ^eso.] 1. A silver coin of modern Spain.

Obverse. Reverse.

Peseta of Alfonso XII., in the British Museum. (Size of the original.)

It is equal to 19.3 United States cents, or 9J(f. sterling.

There is a gold coin of 25 pesetas and a sUver coin of 5

2. In Peru, the fifth part of the silver sol, equal
to a Prench franc.

PesMto, Peshitto (pe-she'to), n. [Literally,

single or true.] A Syriae translation of the
Old and New Testaments, it is supposed to have
been made by Christians in the second century, and pos-
sesses high authority. The Old Testament is translated
directly from the Hebrew. 2 Feter, 2 and 3 John, Jude,
and Revelation are wanting.

peshwa (pesh'wa), n. [Mahratti, a leader,

guide.] Among the Mahrattas, originally, a
chief minister; later, the chief or prince of the
Mahrattas. The last of the peshwas surren-
dered to Sir John Malcolm in 1817. Also peish-

wah.
It subsequently passed into the hands of the rajas ot

Satara and then the peshwds. Eneyc. Brit, XXIV. 743.

The minister (or Peishwah) of the king ot the Mahrattas
has become the hereditaiy sovereign. Brougham.

peshwaship (pesh'wa-ship), n. [< peshwa +
-ship.'i The ofaee or dignity of a peshwa. En-
eyc. Brit., XV. 291.

peskily (pes'M-li), adv. Annoyingly; hence,
very; extremely, in a bad sense. [Colloq.,U.S.]

pesky (pes'ki), a. [Perhaps a var. of *pesty (<
pest + -^1). Cf. the reverse relation of nasty
iovnasJcy; cf. also^erA;2and^erii, etc.] Trou-
blesome; annoying; plaguy. [CoUoq., U. S.]

I got caught In those pesky blackberry-bushes in the
graveyard, and I do believe I've torn my breeches all to
pieces. H. B. Siowe, Oldtown, p. 66.

pesky (pes'ki),

adv. [< pesTcy,

o.] Excessive-
ly; as, peshy
slow. [CoUoq.,
U.S.]
peso (pa'so), n.

[Sp., a dollar,

lit. a weight,
= Pg. It. pe-
so, weight, <

ML. pensum,
a weight: see
poise, ».] The
Spanish dollar.

See dollar, 1.

Also called dii-

ro. Also, a mod-
ern coin of various
American states

(ArgentineRepub-
lic, Chili, etc.),

worth from 69.8 to
96.5 United States

cents. The follow-
ing is a table of its

values in United
States cents

:

Argentine Re-
public 96.5

Costa Rica 69.8
Guatemala . . .69.8

Honduras 69.8
Nicaragua 69.8
San Salvador.. 69.8
Chili 91.2

Colombia 69.8

Cuba 92.6

pesonf, n. [ME., < OP. peson, pezon, a weight,

a small coin, also a whirl on a spindle, V. peson,

a steelyard, < peser, weigh: see poise.'] An in-

strument in the form of a staff, with balls or

crockets, used for weighing before scales were
employed. SaUiwell.

''

In primis, a peson ot gold, it fayleth v. balles, weiyng
xxiij. unces gold. Pastan Letters, I. 474.

Reveise.

silver Peso of Chili, in the British Museum.
(Size of the original.)

pest

pessary (pes'a-ri), n.
;
pi. pessaries (-riz). [< P.

pessaire = Sp. pesario = Pg. It. pessario, < LL..

pessarium, a pessary, < Ij. pessum, pessus, a pes-
sary, < Gr. ireaadc, an oval pebble used in play-
ing a game like draughts, a pessary.] In med.,
an instrument made, in various forms, of elas-

tic or rigid materials, and worn in the vagina
to remedy various uterine displacements.

pesset, i>. A Middle English form ot peace.

pessimism (pes'i-mizm), n. [= P. pessimisme
= Sp. pesimismo = Pg. It. pessimismo, < G. pes-
simismus (Schopenhauer, 1819), < NL. *pessi-

mismus, < L. pessimus, worst; superl. {pejor,

worse, compar.) of mains, bad: see male^.'] 1.

In metaph. : (a) The doctrine that this worW
is the worst possible.

ASchopenhauer, with logic and learning and wit, teach-

ing pessimism—teaching that this is the worst of all pos-

sible worlds, and inferring that sleep is better than waking,
and death than sleep— all the talent in the world cannot
save bim from being odious.

Emerson, Xetters and Social Aims (1876), p. 122.

(6) The doctrine that tie development of the
universe has such a law that it must ultimately
reach, or at least tend toward, the same non-
existence from which it sprang. This doctrine has
been associated (and probably is logically associated) with
the feeling that existence is in itself an evil, and is due to
a radically evil principle of separation and of strife- the
wilL It is also in harmony with psychological monism.
Compare optimism.

2. The tendency to exaggerate in thought the
evils of life, or to look only upon its dark side;

a melancholy ordepressing spirit orview of life.

Perhaps the great charm ot the Elegy is to be found in

its embodying that pensively stingless pessimism which
comes with the first gray hair.

Lowell, New Princeton Rev., 1. 171.

3. The worst possible condition ; the point of

greatest deterioration. [Rare.]

Public criticism is, upon works of fine literature, at the
very point of pessimism.

Sauthey, Letters (1812), n. 263. CDavies.)

pessimist (pes'i-mist), n. and a. [= ¥.pessi-
miste = Sp. pesimista = Pg. It. pessimista, <

NL. *pessimista, < 'L. pessimus, worst: seepessi-
mism."] I.' n. 1. One who accepts the meta-
physical doctrine of pessimism, in either sense.—2. One who exaggerates the evils of life or
is disposed to see only its dark side ; one who is

given to melancholy or depressing views of life.

II. a. Same as pessimistic.

pessimistic (p_es-i-mis'tik), a. [< pessimist +
-jc] Pertaining to, characterized by, or of the
nature of pessimism, in any sense. =syn. Cynical,
etc. See misanthropic.

pessimistical (pes-i-mis'ti-kal), a. [i pessimistic

+ -al.'\ Same sls pessimistic.

pessimize (pes'i-miz), v. i. ; pret. and pp. pessi-

mized, ppr. pessimising. [< 1j. pessimus, worst,
+ -««e.] To hold or express the belief or doc-
trines of a pessimist. Saturday Eev. {Imp.
ma.)
pessomancy (pes'o-man-si), n. [< Gr. maaoQ,
an oval stone used in a game like draughts, +
/lavreia, divination, < /^dvTig, a prophet.] Divina-
tion by means of pebbles.
pessonert, n. [ME.,< OP. *peschonier (_^).<pescli-

er, < Jj.piscare, fish: see piscator."] A fisher-

man or fishmonger. York Plays, Index, p. Ixxvii.

pessular (pes'u-lar), a. [< pessulus + -ar^.]

Pertaining to the'pessulus, or having its char-

acter.

pessulus (pes'u-lus), w.
;
pl.^essttZi(-li). [NL.,

< L. pesstilus, t"he bolt of a door, < Gr. TrdfrtraXof,

a peg, pin, gag.] In
ornith., the cross-
bone of the syrinx;
the gristly or bony
bar across the lower
end of the windpipe,
at the point where
the trachea forks
into right and left

bronchi.

pest (pest), n. [< P.
peste = Sp. Pg. It.

peste, < L. pestis, a
deadly epidemic (dis-

ease, plague, pesti-
lence, rain, destruc-
tion; with formative
-ti, from a root variously sought in perdere, de-

stroy (see perdition), inpetere, fall upon, attack
(see petition), in pati, suffer (see passion, pa-
tient), or elsewhere.] 1. Plague; pestilence;
a deadly epidemic disease.

Let fierce Achilles . . .

The god propitiate, and the pest assuage.
Pope, Iliad, i. 192.

A, bifurcation of trachea : a 6 a,

last entire tracheal ring. B, last en-

tire tracheal ring, viewed from be-

low, crossed by the pessulus. C, bi-

furcation of trachea and bronchi,

viewed from below : a, pessulus. the

bolt-bar, or bone ofdivarication; l/t,

next succeeding tracheal half-rings.



pest

2. Any very noxious, mischievoTiB, or destruc-
tive thing, or a mischievous, destructive, very
aimoyLng, or troublesome person.

A pelt and public enemy. South.

^Syn. 1. Infection.— 2. Soonrge, nnlsance.

PestalozzianCpes-ta-lot'si-an), a. [(.PestalozH

(see def.) + -an.'] "Of, pertaining to, or origi-

nated by Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi (17^-
1827), a Swiss philanthropist and educator, who
instituted a system of elementary instruction

in which object-teaching adapted to the ascer-

tained capacity of each child was the principal

feature.

FestalozziSUlisiIl (pes-ta-lot'si-an-izm), n. [<

Pestdlozzian + -ismj] The Pestalozzian edu-

cational system; the method of Pestalozzi.

pestelf, ». A Middle English form oi pestle.

pesteletf, n. Same aspistoleO-.

pester (pes'ter), V. t. [By apheresis from !/«-

pester, < OF. empestrer, F. empStrer= It. impas-
tojare, < ML. *impastoriare, shackle or clog (a

horse at pasture), < in, in, -I- pastorium, a clog

for horses at pasture: see pastern.'] If. To
crowd; encumber; clog; fill; cram.

[Alexander], pniposing to passe forirards, deoided his
army into two partes, . . . and, resenting such a parte as
was pestered least with baggage, took the way of the
mountains. J. Brovie, tr. of Quintus Curtius, v.

We were so pestered with people & goods that there
was scant place to lie in. BoHvyts Voyages, IL 2oS.

The people crowding near within thepester'cZ room,
A low soft murmuring moves amongst the wond'ring

throng. Drayton, Polyolbion, t. 34.

Hence—2. To trouble, disturb, or annoy, espe-
cially with repeated acts of an annoying kind;
harass with petty vexations; plague; worry.

He hath not fail'd to pester us with message.
Shak., Hamlet, L 2. 22.

What State soever is pestered with Factions, and de-
fends it self by Force of Arms, is very just in having re-

gard to those only that are sound and untainted.
Milton, Answer to Salmasins, Pref., p. 14.

Pester him not in this his sombre mood
With questionings about an idle tale.

M. Arnold, Empedocles on Etna.

=Syn. 2. Bother, Ptagve, etc. See teoae.

pester (pes'ter), n. [< pester, r.] 1. Encum-
brance; obstruction.

We perceiued tliat we were shot into a very faire en-
trance or passage, being in some places twenty leagues
broad, and in some thirty, altogether void of any jjester of
ice. HaHuyl^s Voyages, in. 102.

2. A trouble ; bother ;
plague. [Colloq., U. S.]

Shebna he 's told many where the Eidd money was, and
l)een with 'em when they dug for it ; but the pester on 't

was they allers lost it, 'cause they would some on 'em
speak afore they thought. Mrs. Stoae, Oldtown, p. 119.

pesterablet (pes't6r-a-bl), a.
_

[< pester +
-able.'] Cumbersome ; inconvenient.

It [a cask] must goe either shaken and bounde vp, or
else emptier which will Itee pestenMe.

HaUuyVs Voyages, I. 306.

pesterer (pes't6r-er), ». [ipester + -er'^.'i One
who pesters; one who troubles or worries.

pestermgly (pes'ter-ing-li), adv. Troublesome-
ly; annoyingly.

Unalterably and pesteringly fond

!

Tennyson, Queen Mary, v. 1.

pesterment (pes'ter-ment), n. [< pester +
-ment.] The act of pestering, or the state of
being pestered ; annoyance; vexation; worry.
Franklin.

pesteionst (pes'ter-us), a. [< pester + -ous.']

Apt to pester; encumbering; burdensome. Ba-
con, ffist. Hen. Vn., p. 215.

pestful (pest'fid), a. [< pest + -/«Z.] Pes-
tiferous; pestilential.

The LybianBjie«t-/ua and tin-blest-fall shore.
Sylvester, tr. of Su Bartas's Weeks, il.. The Schisme.

pest-house (pest'hous), n. A hospital for per-
sons infected with the plague, smallpox, or
other pestilential disease.

Would yon thrust a child into a pe^-house without ne-
cessity, and without an amuletto?

Gentleman Instructed, p. 166.

pestidnct (pes'ti-dukt), ». [< li.pestis (seepest)

+ ductus, a leading: see duct.] That which
conveys contagion. [Rare.]

Instruments and pestiducts to the infection of others.
Donne, Devotions, p. 94.

pestiferous (pes-tif'e-ms), a. [== OP. pestife-

reux {aiso pes1ifere),'¥.pestif6re = Sp. pestifero

= Pg. It. pestifero, < L. pesUfer, rarely pestife-

rus, that brings plague or destruction, < pestis,

plague (see pest), + ferre = E. 6eorl.] 1.

Plague-bearing; pestilential ; infectious; con-

tagions: as, jjesh/eroMS particles.
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There maye happe by yuell custome some pestyferous

dewe of vyce to perse the sayd membres, and infecte and
corrupt the soft and tendre buddes.

Sir T. Elyot, The Govemour, L 3.

He was shut np to languish for years with his wife and
daughter in apest^erous dungeon.

E. Everett, Orations, I. 513.

2. Noxious in any manner ; mischievous ; ma-
lignant; annoying.
You that have so traitorously discovered the secrets of

your army, and made such pes^erous reports of men very
nobly held. Stiak., All's Well, iv. 3. 340.

My mind of late years has a pestiferous way of seeing
pretty much all sides of questions.

S. Bowles, in Merriam, I. 380.

pestiferously (pes-tife-rus-U), adv. In a pes-
tiferous manner; pestilentially; noxiously;
malignantly; annoyingly.
pestilence (pes'ti-lens), ». [< ME. pestilence,

pestylence, < OP. (aiid P.) pestilence = Pr. pesH-
lema, pestilentia = Sp. Pg.pestilencia = It. pes-
tilenza, pesUlenzia, < L. pesUlentia, plague, <

pestilen(t-)s, infected, unwholesome, noxious:
see pestilent.'] 1. The disease called the plague
or pest ; also, any epidemic malignant disease.

The pestilence that walketh in darkness. Ps. zcL 6.

At this verytime Don John, in the flower o* lis age, died
of the PeslHence. Baker, Chronicles, p. 353.

2. That which is pestilential or pestiferous;
that which produces or tends to produce malig-
nant disease.

When mine eyes did see Olivia first,

Methought she purged the air of pestilence I

ShaJc.,T. N.,t 1. 20.

3. That which is morally pestilent; that which
is mischievous, noxious, or malignant in any
respect.

For whiles this honest fool
Plies Desdemona to repair his fortunes.
And she for him pleads strongly to the Moor,
111 pour this pestilence into his ear.

Shak., Othello, iL 3. 362.

pestilence-weed (pes'ti-lens-wed), ». Same as
pestilence-wort.

pestilence-wort (pes'ti-lens-wert), n. The
butter-bur, Petasites offidriaMs (P. vulgaris) : so
called with reference to its reputed remedial
virtue.

pestilent (pes'ti-lent), a. [< F. pestilent= Pr.
pestUent=Sp. Pgitt. pesiilehte,< li.pesUlen{t-)s,

liL. sUso pestilentus (alsopestHis), infected, pes-
tilential, < pestis, a plague, pest : see pest.'] 1.

Producing or tending to produce infectious dis-

ease; pestilential; pestiferous.

A foul and pestiieTit congregation of vapours.
Sliak., Hamlet, ii. 2. 315.

Vapour, and mist, and exhalation hot,
Corrupt &n6. pestiienL MUton, P. L., x. 695.

2. Mischievous; noxious; pernicious; hurtful

to health or morals.

A self-will in a woman,
diain'd to an over-weening thought, is pestilent.

Murders fair fortune first, then fair opinion.
Fletcher, n'ildgoose Chase, iv. 1.

The world abonnds with pestHent books written against

this doctrine. Sw\fU

3. Troublesome; mischievous; making mis-
chief or disturbance : often used humorously

:

as, a pestilent fellow.

What apestilent knave is this same!
Shak., K. and J., Iv. 5. 147.

This pestilent wizard (in whom his just punishment
seemed to have wrought no manner of amends) had an
inveterate habit of hanntiug a certain mansion, styled the
House of the Seven Gables.

Hawtltome, Seven Gables, xiiL

pestilent! (pes'ti-lent), adv. [< pestilent, o.]

Excessively; intolerably. Compare pestilent,

a., 3. [Colloq.]

ApestHent complete knave ; and thewoman hath found
him already. Shak., OtheUo, iL 1. 252.

One pestilent fine,

His beard no bigger though than thin^
Walk'd on before the rest

SucOing, Ballad of a Wedding.

pestilential (pes-ti-len'shal), a. [Formerly also
pestaendal; <F.pesUlentiel= Pr. Sp. Pg. pesU-
lencial = It. pestilemiale, < ML. pestilentialis, <

L. ^es^tewtta, pestilence: see pestilence.] 1.

Producing or tending to produce infectious dis-

ease; pestiferous.

Pestilential vapours, stench, and smoak. Addison.

Even the birds seem to avoid the place as pestilential,

not having seen one of any kind so much as flying over.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 171.

2. Mischievous; pernicious; destructive.

In what hatred and perpetual! reproche onghte they to

be that, corrupted wyth pestHendal auarice or ambicion,

do bettaie theyr maysters, or any other that trusteth them ?

Sir T. Elyot, The Govemour, iiL 6-

pet

Bossnet had been taught thatMohammedanism is a pes-

tHeniial heresy. Buckie, Civilization, I. xiii.

3. Partaking of the nature of pestilence or any
infectious and deadly disease: as, a petitileiitial

fever. See /erei-l. =Syn. Malignant, noxious, deadlj-.

pestilentioust (pes-ti-len'shus), a. [< OF. ^jcs-

tilentieujc = Sp. Pg. pestilendoso = It. pestilen-

zioso, < IAj. pestilentiosus, < 'L. pesUlentia, pes-
tilence: see pestilence.] Pestilential.

Such & pestilentious influence poisoned the time of my
nativity. Sir P. Sidney, Ai-cadia, iii.

pestilently (pes'ti-lent-li), adv. 1. In a pesti-

lent manner; mischievously; perniciously; nox-
iously.—2t. Excessively; intolerably.

The smell nevertheless encreased, and became above all

measure pestHentiy noisome.
Dr. H. More, Antidote against Atheism, iiL 9.

pestilentness (pes'ti-lent-nes), ». The charac-
ter of being pestilent.

pestiUtyt (pes-til'i-ti), H. [< LL. pestilita(t-)s, a
plague, pestilence, < pestiUs, pestilent, < L. pes-
tis, a, -pest: seepest.] A pestilence; a plague.

Pomponins Xetus and other X.atine writers also making
mention of the said pestUitie. Foxe, Martyrs, p. 59.

pestillationt, "• See pistillation.

pestle (pes'l), ». [Formerly also pestell; < ME.
pestel, pestelle, < OF. pestel, pesteil = It. pestello

{Qi, Russ. pesta), < L. pistillum, pistillus, ML.
also pisteUus, pestellus, pestillnm, a pounder,
pestle, dim. of *pistrum, tpistus, pp. otpinsere,
pisere, pound, = Gr. irriaactv, bray, winnow, =
Skt. \/pish, pound. Cf . pistil, which is directly
from the L. pistiUum.] 1. An instrument for
pounding and breaking a substance in a mor-
tar.

A certaine maide . . . had by chance a jpestelZ of amor-
tar in her hand, with which she was powning in the said
mortar. Coryat, Crudities, L 2ijl.

2. In mack.: (o) The vertically moving bar of

a stamp-mill. (6) One of the pounders or mal-
lets used in a fulUng-mill.—Sf. The leg of cer-

tain animals, especially of the pig.

In the fyrst course, potage, wortes, gruell, &fourmenty,
with venyson, and mortrus, and pestelles of porke wiUi
grene sauce. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 278.

Yet can I set my Gallio's dieting,

kpesUe of a lark, or plover's vrlng.

Bp. Hon, Satires, IV. iv. 29. (Kares.)

4t. A short staff carried by a constable or bai-
liff. Compare mocei.

One whiif at these same pewter-buttoned shoulder-clap-
pers, to ttywhether thischopping knife or theirpesf^ were
the better weapons. Chapman, May-Day, iv. 1. (JVares.)

pestle (pesi), v.; pret. and pp. pestled, ppr. pes-
tlifig. li pestle, n.] I. irans. To break or pound
wiijbi a pestle; pidverize, grind, or rub with a
pestle, as in a mortar.

To pestle a poison'd poison behind his crimson lights.

Tennyson, Maud, L 11.

Polidori ... on such occasions would retire in mortifi-
cation to his room, there to pestle his poisons.

E. Doicden, Shelley, II. IG.

II. intrans. To use a pestle
;
pound.

It will be such a pestling device. Sir Amorous ! It will
pound all your enemie's practices to poulder, and blow
him up wiUi his own mine. B. Jonson, Epicoene, iiL 1.

pestle-pie (pes'l-pi), n. A large standing pie
which contains a whole gammon, and some-
times a couple of fowls and a neat's tongue:
a favorite dish at country fairs and at Chiist-
mas feasts in Great Britain. Sallitrell.

pestoid (pes'toid), a. {<pest + -oid.] Resem-
bling the pest or plague: as, pestoid fever.

pestonrt, n. [ME., < OF, pestor, pestour, pes-
treur, pistor = Pr. pestre, < L. pestor, a miller,

baker, ipinsere, -pp. pistus, pound: see pestle.]

A baker. York Plays, p. Ixxvii.

pesturet, «• [(.pest + -ure; perhaps associated
with pester.] Annoyance; disturbance; injury.
Daniel, Hist. Eng., p. 98.

pesyblet, "s- -A. Middle English form of peace-
able.

pesynt, «. -An obsolete variant otpease^.

pet* (pet), n. and a. [Formerly also pett, peat,
peate; < Ir. peat, a pet, as adj. petted, = Gael.
peata, a pet, a tame animal. The wordmayhave
been associated with petty, little, but it could
notbe derived from^f%.] I. n. 1. Anydomes-
ticated or tamed animal, as a dog, a squirrel,
or a dove, that is fondled and indulged; in par-
ticular, a lamb brought up by hand; a cade-
lamb ; in general, a fondling.

Hastings Clive has a queer assortment of pets, first of
which are the bushy-tailed Persian kittens.

J. W. Palmer, The Sew and the Old, p. 344.

2. A darling or favorite child; one who is fon-
dled and indulged or treated with peculiar kind-



pet

ness or favor; also, a spoiled child; a wilful
young woman.

A pretty peat ! it Is best
Pat finger in the eye, an she knew why.

Shak., 1. of the S., i. 1. 78.

Deliro's wife, and idol ; a proud, mincing peat.
B. JoTison, Every Man out of his Humour, Pref

.

H. a. 1. Fondled and indulged: as, a, pet
lamb ; a pet rab bit ; a pet pigeon.

The poet [Herriclc] kept a pet goose at the vicarage, also
a pet pig, which he taught to drink beer out of his own
tankard. J). G. MUchellf Lands, Letters, and Kings, iii.

2. Favored; favorite; cherished: as, a j)e* the-
ory.

The lord of the
ular.

manor , . . offered his pet hinoc-
JJ. D. Blaehmore, Erema, liv.

He [a sentimentalist] loves to think he suffers, and keeps
a pet sorrow, a blue devil familiar, that goes with him
everywhere, like Faracelsus's black dog.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 364.

pet^ (pet)) "• '• ; pret. and pp. petted, ppr. pet-
ting, (vpeii, ».] To treat as a pet ; fondle

;

indulge : as, to pet a child or a kitten.

The licensed irritability of a petted member of the fam-
ily. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, vii.

pet^ (pet), n. [Appar. due to pettish, taken as
' capricious,' < pet, a fit of ill humor, caprice,
+ -Jsfei, but orig. appar. 'like a favorite chUd,'
i. e. 'like a spoiled child,' < peO- + -ish^; the
sense is affected also by the nvxelstted petulant.

See pet^.'\ A fit, as of peevishness, iU humor,
or discontent.

Then [false honor] flatter'd me, took pet, and in disdain
Nipp'd my green buds. Quarles, Emblems, it 13.

Fortune ha's deny'd him in something, and hee now
takes ^^, and will bee miserable in spite.

Bp. Eairle, Mlcro-cosmographie, A Discontented Man.

In &%iet of temperance feed on pulse.
Miltm,, Comus, 1. 721.

In &pet she started up,
And pluck'd it out, and drew

My Utile oakling from the cup.
And flung him in the dew.

Tennyson, Talking Oak.

pet^ (pet), ».; pret. and pp. petted, ppr. petting.

[< pef^, n.] I. intrans. To be peevish or cross

;

sulk.

He, sure. Is queasy-stomached that must pet and puke
at such a trivial circumstance. Feltham, Kesolves, ii. 2.

With a sweet forgetting.
They stay their crystal fretting.

Never, never pettinff

About the frozen time. Keais, Stanzas.

II. trans. To make peevish; pique; offend;

make cross.

I was petted at their neglect of us.

Brooke, Fool of Quality, IL 46. (Eneyc. Diet.)

petailef, n. BeepitaMe.
petal (pet'al), n. [= F. p^le = Sp. potato =
Pg. petala,'petalo = It. petalo, < NL. petalum,

a petal, < Gr.
jriTaTiov, a leaf,

orig. neut. of 7t(-

To/Gf, outspread,
broad, flat (= L.
patultis, out-
spread, spread-
ing), < WETawvvai
{\/ Trer-) = L.la-
tere, spread out,

be open: seepat-
ent^,patulous.'] 1

.

In hot., a corolla-

leaf; one of the in-
dividual partsofa

corolla in which they are distinct.— 3, In zool.,

a petaloid ambulacrum, as that of a spatangoid
or elypeastroid sea-urchin. See outs under am-
hulaerum and netalostichous.

petaled, petalled (pet'ald), a. Having petals

:

generally used in composition: as, many-^ef-
aled; siK-petaled.

petallform (pet'al-i-f6rm), a. [< NL. petalum,

petal (see petal), + L. forma, form.] In hot.,

shaped like a petal ; petaloid.

petaline (pet'al-in), a. [< F. petalin, < NL. *pe-

taliim^, < petaium, a petal: see petal.'] In iot.,

pertaining to a petal ; attached to a petal ; re-

sembling a petal in form or color: as, a,petaline

nectary.

petalism (pet'al-izm), n. [= F. pitaUsme =
Sp. Pg. It. petalismo, < Gr. ireraiuyiioc, petalism,

< *weTaW;ew, banish by means of votes written
on olive-leaves (cf . neraM^siv, put forth leaves),

< TT^roAov, a leaf: see petal.'] In ancient Syra-

cuse, a mode of banishing citizens whose influ-

ence seemed dangerous, modeled on the ostra-

cism at Athens, from which it differed in little

except that the voter wrote the name of the

Flower of Soapwort {Saponaria officina.
lU). a, one of the petals.
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person he recommended for banishment on an
olive-leaf and not on a tablet of earthenware,
and that the stated period of banishment was
five years, and not ten as at Athens. The law was
repealed 452 B. 0., on account of its deterring the best
citizens from participating in public affairs.

By means of this petalimie the lords banished one an-

other, so that in the end the people became lord.

North, tr. of Plutarch, p. 944.

In another great and most splendid city you see men re-

duced to petalism, or marking their votes by the petals of

shrubs. Be Quincey, Style, Iv.

petalite (pet'al-it), n. [< F. petalite = It. pe-

talite, < NL. *petalites, < Gr. Tvira^MV, a leaf: see

petal."] A rare mineral, having a leaf-like cleav-
age, usually occurring in masses of a milk-

white color, often tinged with gray, red, or green.
It is a silicate of aluminium and lithium. The alkali

lithia was first discovered in this mineral. Castorite is a
variety found on the island of Elba, Italy.

petalled, a. See petaled.

Petalocera (pet-a-los'e-ra), n. pi. [NL. (Du-
mfiril, 1806), neut. pi. oi petalocerus : seepeta-
locerous.] In entom., a group of beetles cor-

responding to LatreUle's Lamellicornes.

petalocerous (pet-a-los'e-rus). a. [< NL. peta-

locerus, < Gr. irhaTMV, leaJ, + Ktpag, horn.] IneB-
tom., having leafy antennse ; lamellicorn ; spe-

cifically, of or pertaining to the Petalocera.

petalodont (pet'a-lo-dont), a. and ». I. a. Of
or relating to the Petalodontidx.

II. n. A selachian of the familyPeto?o(Joji<Jto.

Fetalodontids (pet*a-lo-don'ti-de),».ijZ. [NL.,

< Petalodus (-odont-j '+ kdse.] An extinct fam-
ily of tectospondylous selachians, typified by
the genus Petalodus. The body was moderately de-

pressed; the pectoral fins were large, and continued tor-

ward to the head ; and the teeth formed a close pavement,
and were compressed anteroposteriorly. The species lived

in the seas of the Carboniferous period.

petalodontoid (pet"a-lo-don'toid), a. and «.

Same as petalodont.

Petalodus (pet-a-16'dus), n. [NL.,< Gr. ireTaTMv,

a leaf, + bdovs (oSovt-) = E. tooth.] A genus of

selachians typical of the family Petalodontidie,

which had teeth with petal-shaped crowns.

petalody (pet'a-16-di), ». [< Gr. neraX/idris, leaf-

like: see petaloid.] In iot., a condition fre-

quent in flowers, in which other organs as-

sume the appearance of petals. Thus, in certain

species of Pritmila the calyx-lobes sometimes become
petal-like, while in most of the so-called *' double " fiowers
it is the stamens that have been metamorphosed into pet-

als. The anthers, connective, ovules, and pistils may oc-
casionally be affected in this manner. Also petalomania.

petaloid (pet'a-loid), a. [= P. p4taloide = Pg.
It. petaloide, (! Gr. *iTeTak>ei6iiQ, Trero/ltidj/f, leaf-

like, < irtTalov, a leaf (NL. petalum, a petal), +
clSoQ. shape.] 1. In hot., having the form of

a petal ; resembling petals in texture and color,

as certain bracts.— 2. In ^007., resembling a
leaf or petal ; specifically, noting those het-
erogeneous ambulacra of some echinoderms,
as of the Clypeastroida, of which the apical part
is wide in the middle and tapers to a point at

the margin, where it joins the oral portion.

See cuts under ambulacrum, cake-urchin, and
petalostichous.

petaloideous (pet-a-loi'de-us), a. [< petaloid
+ -eous.] Same as petaloid; especially, not-
ing those monocotyledonous plants which have
flowers with parts corresponding to petals and
sepals, such as lilies, orchids, etc., as distin-

guished on the one hand from those in which
the flowers are arranged on a spadix (spadi-

ceous), and on the other from those in which
the protecting organs of the flowers are bracts
(glumaceous). Compare spadiceous and glur-

maceous.
peialomania (pef'a-lo-ma'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
Trera/iov, a leaf (NIJ'. petalum, a petal), + /lavca,

madness: see mania.] In hot., same as peta-
lody : so named from the abnormal multiplica-

tion of petal-like forms.
petalon (pet'a-lon), n.; pi. petala (-la). [< Gr.

weraAov, a leaf, a leaf of metal, eccl. a leaf of

gold on the high priest's miter: Bee petal.] The
plate of pure gold worn on the linen miter of

the Jevrish high priest.

Petalostemon (pet"a-lo-ste'mon), n. [NL. (Mi-
chaux, 1803), so called as having four of the
petals borne on the stamen-tube ; < Gr. n-fra/W,

a leaf (NL. petalum, a petal), + cT^num, warp (a

stamen): see stamen.] A genus of leguminous
plants of the tribe Galegese and subtribe Psora-
liese, characterized by the two ovules, and the
petals 6n filiform claws, four ofwhich are united
to the sheath of the monadelphous%tamens. The
23 species are all North American, ranging from Wisconsin
to Mexico. They are glandular-dotted perennials, with
pinnate leaves and small rose, purple, violet, or white

Petasites

flowers in dense spikes, followed by short pods included

in the calyx. They are the so-called praine-dover of the

United States, the flowers suggesting those of clover. See
dover, 2.

Petalosticha (pet-a-los'ti-ka), m. j??. [NL.,

neut. pi. of petalosUchus : see petdlostielious.]

An order or a suborder of sea-urchins having
petaloid ambulacra. They belong to the Irregvlaria

or Exoeyeliea, and are represented by such families as~ " Scutellidie, Caeddvlidee, and Spafangidm.
Many of them are known as heartrurchins and eake-urcHng.

The term is contrasted with Deemosticha. See cuts under
cake-urchin and petalostichous.

petalostichous (pet-a-los'tl-kus), a. [iKL. pe-

talostichus, < (Jr. nhaTM), leaf, + orixoi, a row,

line.] Having petaloid
ambulacra; specifically,

of or pertaining to the
Petalosticha; spatangoid
or elypeastroid, as a sea-

urchin.
petalous (pet'a-lus), a.

[<. petal + -ous.] In hot.,

having petals; petaled:
as, a petalous flower : op-

posed to apetalous.

petart, » An obsolete
variant ol petard.

petard (pe-tard'),». [For-
merly also petar, petarre; = Sp. petardo, pe-

tarte = Pg. It. petardo, < OP. petard, petart,

F. p6tard; so called (a piece of military hu-
mor) < OF. peter, P. jj^fer, break wind, crack,

< pet, a breaking wind, < L. peditum, a break-
ing wind, < pedere, pp. peditus, break wind, for

*perdere = AS. feortan = E. fart: see fart.]

An engine of war used to blow in a door or
form a

Petalostichous Ambulacra

recgtts).

Fetardeer Firing a Petard.

breach in a
wall, etc. It
came into use
in the sixteenth
century, and in
its early forms
was a kind of
mortar of iron

or bronze which
was charged
with about
seven pounds
of gunpowder,
rammed down
and wadded,
and fixed by
means of lings

to a stout plank,
which was then
attached to the
surface to be
blown in. The
use of bombs
has rendered the

petard almost obsolete, but as stiU occasionally employed
it is a cubical box of stout oak-wood, charged with twenty
pounds or more of powder, and fired, like the older forms,

by a fuse.
'Twashe

Gave heat unto the injury, which retum'd.
Like a petar ill lighted, into the bosom
Of him gave fire to 't.

Fletcher (and another). Fair Maid of the Inn, ii. 1.

Give but the fire

To this petard, it shall blow open, Madam,
The iron doors. JUassinger, Unnatural Combat, 1 1.

Hoist with one's own petard, caught in one's own
trap ; involved in the danger one meant for others.

For 'tis the sport to have the enginer
Hmst with his own petar.

Shale. , Hamlet, iii. 4. 207.

petardeer, petardier (pet-ar-der'), n. [For-

merly also petarder (= Sp. petardero = Pg. pe-

tardeiro = It. petardiere) ; < F. petardier, OF.
petardier, < petarder, blow up with a petard, <

petard, a petard: see petard.] A soldier who
served a petard.
petary (pe'ta-ri), n.

;
pi. petaries (-riz). [< ML.

petaria, a peat-bog, (.peta, peat : seepeat^.] A
peat-bog; a moss.
The Duke [of Argyll] refers to the grantby King Robert

Bruce to his ancestor ... of "the whole land of Lochow
in one tree barony, by all its righteous metes and marches,
in wood and pastures, muirs and marshes, petaries, ways,

&c." Edinburgh Mev., CLXV. 539.

It is certain that peat was a common enough fuel in

David l.'s reign, and that petaries became frequent objects

of grant to the abbots and convents during the Bcoto-

Saxon period. Oeikie, Ice Age, p. 308.

Petasites (pet-a-si'tez), n. [NL. (Tournefort,

1700), < Gr. TTCTaaiTTig, a plant with a broad leaf

like a hat, < iriToaoc, a broad-brimmed felt hat:

see petasus.] . A genus of composite plants of

the tribe Senecionidese and . subtribe Tussila-

ginese, characterized by scapes bearing many
partly dioecious heads of flowers with involu-
cral bracts in but one row. There are about 12 spe-

cies, natives of Europe, Asia, and North America, white
woolly herbs, from a perennial creeping rootstock, bear-
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Ing larse cordate or kidDey-shaped radical leaves, ami
purplish or whit€v rarely yeUowidi. flowers. P. ojianalu
(P. m^oru, Deat), a common lirookside pktnt of Earope,
is known as the butler-bur or buttrr-dotit, keOle-doek, deat,
bog-rhubarb, orpeatSenee-ux«d OFpestUenee-tBoH. For other
species, see maier hdiatrope (under heUatrope) and sweet

eoUtfoat (under eotttfoof).

petasns (pet'a-sus), u. ; pi. petasi (-si). [L., <

Gr. ^i~acoc, a'broskd-brimmed felt hat, < 5rrrai»-

ri'wu, spread out: seejietai.'} 1. la G-r.aniiq.,

a low-crowned, broad-brimmed felt hat worn
characteristically by travelers, and a common
attribute of Hermes. Hence—2. The winged
hat or cap worn by Mercury in late artistic

types.

Her device, upon a Petasux, or "Mercurial haiva crescent,

B. Jmuon, Cyntliia's Bevels, v. 3.

petate (pe-ta'te), ». [Sp., < Mex. j>eto«.3 1.

Dried palm-leaves or grass used for plaiting

into hats.—2. A mat of braided palm-leaf,

used by the poorer Mexicans as a bed.

Petsniliiue (pet-A-ri'ne), h. pi. [NL., < Petau-
ms + -»n«.] A subfamily of marsupials of the
famuly Phdkmgistidee, typified by the genus Pe-
iaunts, having a parachute ; the pet&nrists or
flying-phalangers. See cut under PetoMrista.

petanrine (pe-fci'rin), a. and n. [< Petaurus +
-«iei.] L a. Pertaining to the Petauritue, or
haTuigtheircharacters; voUtant, asaphalanger.
IL ». A member of the Petaurinfe; a flying-

phalanger or petaurist.

petaurist (pe-ta'rist), «. [= P. petauriste, < L.
petaurista,petauristes, a tumbler, vaulter, rope-
dancer, an animal that leaps very high, < Gr.
KtTavpurHjq, a rope-dancer, tumbler, < wETaapi^ca;

jumpfrom a spring-board, dance on a rope, tum-
ble, < niravfMv (> L, petaurum), also irirsvfxn;

a perch or roost for fowls, a spring-board or
sb^ for a tumbler, a spring orIxap ; suppuosed,

without probability, to be < ireddopof, JBoUe for

juEr&Y><>Ci aloft in the air: see meteor.] Aflying-
phalanger, flying-opossum, AustraUsn flying-

squirrel, or acrobat: any member of the old
genus Petourus, ormodemsubfamilyPetoHrtn^e.
niese animals are marsupials of medium or small size,

mostly provided with a patagium at parachute which en-
ables them to take flying leaps. The petaurists proper, or
tagnans, belong to the genus PetmtrUbi. The sciuriue or
squirrel petanrists are ofthe genusBdidnu, and strikingly
like ordinaiy flying-squirrels. Pygmy petajuist^ or aero-
YatSg also called opossusn-miee, are amoug the very smallest
of marsupials : tiiey belong to the genus AenAatex. Petan-
rists without' a patagium form the g^us Gymnbbdideui.
See cuts under Aer^batei and PetawriiUi.

Petanrista (pet-&-ris't|), ». [NL. (Desmarest,
1825), < Gr. sirroD/MOTTfJarope^iancer, tumbler:
see petaurist.1 A genus of PludangisUdse, in-

Tagoan (Petaurist,! taguanmtUA,

eluding the larger flying-phalangers, as the ta-

g^an, P. ttiguanoides; the petanrists proper.

petauristilie (pet-A-ris'tin), a. and ». [< Petau-
rista + -inei.] Same sis petanrine.

petaurite (pe-ta'rit), a. [< Petaurus + -ite^.]

Same as petaurine.

Petaurust {pe-t4'rus), n. [NL., aeeom. of L.
petaurista : see jwtaurist.'] An old genus of fly-

ing-phalangers, giving name to the subfamily
Petaurime arid conterminous with it. See j>e-

taurist, and cut under Petaurista.

petchary (pech'a-ri), n. [W. Ind.] The gray
tdng-bira, or chieheree (so called from its cry),

Tyrannus dominicensis or T. griseus, one of the
most characteristic and conspicuous birds of the

West Lidies. it also occurs sparingly in the southern.

United States. Itresembles the comn^on king-bird or bee-
martin, but is larger, grayer, and otherwise distluct.

pet-cock (pet'kok), n. A small plug-cock, usu-
ally of a size adapted to screw into a female
thread -f-ineh, i-inch, or J-iiich pipe-tap size.

Pet-cocks are used for draining water of condensation
from steam-cyllndeis, and they are frequently placed in

the discharge-pipes of pumps io show if the latter are

working. They are also used as vents to permit air or

gas to escape from reservoirs, and for other purposes in

the arts. A small globe-valve is sometimes erroneonsly

called afe(-<aab Also called jitt-coat
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I»etet, « . A Middle English forui ofpity.
petechis (pe-t*k'i-e), H. pi. [NLi. (cf. F. pe-
techies = Sp. petequias = Pg. petechias), < It.

petecchie, purple spots on the skin (see def.),

pi. otpetecfhia (ML. petecHa), a spot, scab (ap-
plied in contempt to a miser); in form dim.,
appar. ult. < L. petigo {petigin-), a scab, an
eruption.] Purple spots on tiie skin, not dis-

appearing on pressure, caused by hemorrhage
into the cutaneous tissues.

jtetecMal (pe-tek'i-al), a. [= F.petechial= Sp.
]>etequial ='2s. pe&ehial = li. peteceluale (ML.
petecchiaUs), <. peteechia, a spot, scab: seejje-
techise.'^ Of the nature of peteohiae; charac-
terized by or accompanied with petechise or
livid spote: as, &peteeliial eruption or fever.

—

Feteclual fever, (a) Tophus fever. (6) Epidemic cere-
brospinal meningitis.

peteclliateCp^tek'i-at),(i. [< petechise+ -ate^.2

Having petec^se; spotted with petechise.

petegmet, "• An obsolete variant of jjed^ree.
peteoset, a. A Middle English form otpiteous.
peterIf (pe't*r), ». [Also j>eefer,- in def. 1 abbr.
ofj>eter^gee-»»c; in def. 2 uncertain ; but in both
appar. ult. < Peter, a man's uame, orig. that of
the apostle Peter, < LL. Petrus, < Gr. Uh-poi,
Peter, lit. 'rock ' : seejner.] 1. AMud of wine
otherwise called peter-see-me anApeter-sameene.

By old daret I enlarge thee,
Bj canary I charge thee,
'^ Britain, meth^lin, aad peeler.

Appear and answer me in meeter.
Beau, and FL, Chance^ v. 3. (JTores.)

2. A kind of cosmetic. HdOiweU.
peter^ (pe'ter), «. [Abbr. of repeater.'] Xaut.
See &lMe-2>eter.—Bine peter, (a) See blue-peter. (6)

In trAist, aconventionalsignal indicating a call for trumps.
Seepeter^^v. (c)The common American coot,.FWuMiaTne-
ri«ana .* so called with reference to its color, with an allu-

sion to blue-peter. [Southern U. S.]

peter* (pe't«r), v. i. [< j)efe>r-, «.] In whist, to
call for trumps by throwing away a higher card
of a suit whUe holding a smaller. [Eng.]

Surely the Blue Peter is well understood ; it is always
used when a ship is about to start—a bine flag with a
white centre. Calling for trumps, or petering, is derived
from this sonrce. JV. and Q., 7th ser., IV. 356.

peter^ (pe'ter), V. ». [Origin uncertain.] To
diminish gradually and then cease; fail; be-
come exhausted; in imniiig, to split up into
branches and become lost: said of a vein which
runs out ordisappears, so that it can no longer
be followed by me miner: with out. [CoUoq.]

Then the hai petered out.

And the boys wouldn't stay.

Bret Harte, Dew's Flat

peter-'boat (pe'ter-bdt), «. [< Peter (see Peter-

man) + boat.'} 1. A fishmg-boat; a small
boat pointed alike at stem and stem, which
mayberowed with either endforemost.—2. A
live-box; a crate orbox for fish, madewith slats,

and intended to be set in water to keep the fish

alive. [U. S. (Chesapeake Bay).]

peterelt, ». -An obsolete form ot petrel^.

peter-gunnert (pe'ter-gun'er), n. A gunner
or sportsman. [Slang.]

1 smell powder ; . . . Huspeter-mamer should have given
fire. Shm^, Witty Vair One, it 2.

Petermant (pe'ter -man), n. ; pi. Petermen
(-men). [So called in alTusion to "Simon called

Peter, and Andrew his brother, . . . for they
were fishers" (Mat. iv. 18).] A fisherman.

[Eng. (on the Thames).]

Yet his skin is too thick to make parchment; 'twould

make good boots for a Petemum to caich salmon in.

llanton, Jonson, and Chapnutn, Eastward Ho, ii. 3.

Peter-pence (pe'ter-pens), ». See Peter'spence,

vnder penny.
peter-sameenet, n. Same asj>efer-see-»iie. Mid-
dleton.

Peter's bird. A petrel.

Peter's cress. See cress.

peter-see-met, n. [Aeormption of Peter (Pedro)

Ximenes.'] A kind of wine, one of the richest

and most delicate of the Malaga wines.

PeUrsee-me shall wash thy noul.

And Malaga glasses fox thee.

Middletm, Spanish Gypsy, iiL 1.

Petersen's bag. A rubber bag introduced into

the rectum and distended during suprapubic

cystotomy.
Peter's fish. [So called from the spot on each

side near the i)ectoral fin, fancied tobe the mark
made by St. Peter's thumb and finger when, it is

said, he caught this fish for tribute . ] The had-

dock ; also, some other fish similarlymarked, as

the John-dory.
peterdiam (pe'ter-sham), «. [After Lord Pe-

tersham , who set the &shion ofwearing it.] 1

.

petiole

A kind of greatcoat fonnerly fashionable.

—

2. The heavy rough-napped woolen cloth of
which such greatcoats were made. Petersham
doth is now generally dark-blue, and is used for heavy
overcoats of all sorts, pe.i-jackets, and the like.—Peter-
sham ribbon. See ribbon.

Peter's pence. See penny.
Peter's-StafFt, ». The common mullen.
pelill (peth), H. [A dial, form otpath.] A steep
road; a roaid or path up a steep hiU. [North.
Eng.]
peth2 (peth), r. t. [A dial, form of j>i(A.] To
kill with a pething-pole. [Australian.]

"Xow then, shall vepeUt it orshoot it ? " saysour butcher
pro tern. P. Olorfe, Sew Chum in Australia, p. 169.

pething-pole (peth'iug-pol), n. a sort of har-
poon usM for butchering cattle. [Australian.]

So up jumpsTom on the bar overhead with a long peth-
ing-pole, like an abnormally long and heavy alpenstock, in
his hand ; he selects the beast to be killed, stands over it

in breathless but seemingly careless silence, adjusts his
point over the centre of the vertebra, and with one plunge
sends the cruel point with unerring aim into the spinal
cord. P. Clarke, New Chum in Australia, p. 184.

petigreet, «• An obsolete form of pedifft-ee.

petiolaceons (pet'i-o-la'shius), a. l<petiole +
-aceous.} Same as i)e<ioiate.

petiolar (pet'i-o-lar), a. [= F. petiolaire= Pg.

rciolar = It. j»ccitio{arej < NL. "petiolaris, <

petiolus, a petiole: see petiole.'] 1. In 6ot.,

pertaining to a petiole, or proceeding from it;

growing on or supported by a petiole : as, apet-
totar tendril; a ^tio2ar bud; a jjetiolar gland.
—2. In sool. and anat., same as jyetiolate.

petiolary (i)et'i-o-la-ri), a. [As petiolar + -yi.]

1. In hot., sameaspetiolar.—2. In soiil., same
aspetiolate.

Petlolata(pet'i-o-la'ta),n.j)/. [NL., neut.pL of

petiolatus, a petiole, petiolate : see^ttolate.] A
division ofhymenopterous insects, including aU
the true bees, wasps, etc. These have the ab-
domen united to the thorax by a slender peti-

ole or stalk, whence the uame, which is opposed
to Securifera.

petiolate (pet'i-6-lat), a. [= F. petiole = Sp.
Pg.peeiolado = ft. j>icci«ototo, <NL. *petiolattis,

'L.peOoUis, a petiole: see petiole.] 1. In hot.,

having a petiole: as, a petiolate leaf.— 2. In
sool. and anat., stalked as if petiolate ; having
a footstalk, x>eduncle, or petiole like that of a
leaf; specifically, in entom., pertaining to the
Petiolata, or having their characters. See cuts
under JStfc/taii'iiaB and Eumenes Petiolate abdo-
men, an abdomen in which the petiole, composed of a
basal joint or two, is long and mudi more slender than
the others,— Petiolate egg, in entrnn., an %g attached
by a slender stem, as those of many ichnenmon-flieE.

—

I^tiOlate InBects,those insects whichhave the abdomen
petiolated.

—

Petiolate wl&g, awing in which the base is

very narrow and has parallel sides, suddenly enlarging to

the body of the wing, as in the genus Agrian and its allies.—Petiolate wing-cdl, a wing-cell greatly constricted at

one end, where it adjoins another cdL
petiolated (pet'i-o-la-ted), a, [< petiolate +
-ed*.] Same as j>et>oiate.

petiole (pet'i-61), «. [< 'F.petiole = Sp. Pg.^
eiolo^lt.pesiolo,picciuolo. a petiole, < lu petio-
lus, a stem or stalk of fruits (NL. a petiole), also

lit. a little foot ; for 'pediolus, dim. ofpes (ped-)

= E. foot.] 1. In hot., a lea&talk; the stalk or

Petiole of (a) Pefermitia argattea, terete; (d) Pefulus tremit-
loides, flat; (c) Tkasfium barbiMode, dilated at tbe ba£e; Id) Py-
rota rotund^olia. wioged ; (e) Stettotafhntm Americanum, foim-
in^ a sheath ; (/*} Acacia cuUrifomtis, leaf-like (the sE>-caUed phyl-
iMhun).

support by which the blade or limb of a leaf is

attached to the stem, it is usually round or semi-
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cylindrical and channeled on the upper side, but may be
terete, flattened, winged, dilated at base, clasping, etc.

2. In entoni., the slender solerite or selerites
by which the abdomen of many insects is united
to the thorax, it is prominent in many Hymenoptera,
as the slender part of a wasp ; it is usually one-jointed,
but sometimes two-jointed, and rarely three-jointed. In
certain ants it carries one or more swellings which are
important in classiilcation. See cuts under Evaniidse and
Atta.

petioled (pet'i-old), a. l< petiole + -ed'^.'] Same
as petiolate.

petiolulate (pet'i-o-lu-lat), a. [< NL. *peUolu-
latus, < "jpetiolulus, petiolule : see petiolule.'] In
hot., supported by its own petiolule or foot-
stalk : applied to a leaflet.

petiolule (pet'i-o-lul), m. [< F. pMiolule, < NL.
*peUoliilus, dim. otpetiolus, petiole : seepetiole.J
In hot., a little or partial petiole, such as belong
to the leaflets of compound leaves.
petiolus (pe-ti'o-lus), n.

;
pi. petioli (-li). [NL.,

< L. petiolus, a'stem or stalk of fruit : see peti-
ole.2 In hot. and zool., a petiole Petiolus of
the epiglottis, the narrow attached end ot the epiglottis.

petit (pet'i), a. and n. [< ME.petit, < OF. petit,
F. petit, small, petty: see petty. The spelling
petit, with the pronunciation belongingto^eM^,
isretainedinvariouslegal phrases.] I. a. Small;
petty

; inferior.—Petlt conBtable. See petty con-
itahle, under canstabk, 2,—Petit Jury, treason, etc. See
the nouns.— Petit point. Same as terO^stiteh.

Il.t «. Same as petty.

And_therefore was their master Moises called Pedagog-
us, yt is, a teacher of children, or (as they cal such one
in yo Gramer scholes) an Usher or a Master of the peUtes.
Sir T. More, Cumfort against Tribulation (1673), fol. 48.

petit-baume (pet'i-bom), n. [F., < petit, little,

+ hanme, balsam : see halm.'] A liquor obtained
in the West Indies from Croton balsamifer.
petite (pe-tef), a. IF., fem. ot petit: see petit,
petty.] Little; of small size; tiny.

Fetitia (pe-tish'i-a), n. [NL. (Jaequin, 1780),
after Franfois P. diuPefi* (1664-1741), a French
surgeon.] A genus of gamopetalous shrubs and
trees of the order Verhenacese and tribe Viticese,

characterized by the four equal petals, nearly
sessile anthers, and drupe with one stone con-
taining four cells and four seeds. The 3 species
are natives of the West Indies and Mexico. They bear
opposite undivided leaves, and small flowers in cymes
usually panicled in the upper axils. P. Dormngensis is

the yellow fiddlewood of the West Indies. See spwr-tree.

petition (pe-tish'on), «. [< ME. peticion, peti-
tion, < OF. petition, F. petition = Sp. peticion =
Fg.petigSlo =It. petizione, a petition, < li.peti-

tioin-), a blow, thrust, an attack, an arming at a
request, petition, solicitation, < petere, -pp.peti-
tvs, fall upon, rush at, attack, assault, etc., di-
rect one's course to, seek, make for, strive for,

require, demand, ask, solicit, fetch, betake one-
self to, etc., = G-r. mirrEW, fall, mriadai, fly, akin
to wTcpdv, wing, feather, etc., Skt. ^J pat, fly:

see feather, pen^, etc. From the L. petere are
also ult. E. appete, appetent, appetite, compete,
competent, competitor, etc., impetus, impetuous,
petulant, etc., repeat, repetition, etc.] 1. An
entreaty, supplication, or prayer; a solemn or
formal supplication, as one addressed to the
Supreme Being, or to a superior in rank or
power; also, a particular request or article

among several in a prayer.

Thy peticion I graunt the.

Lytell Geste of Robyn Bode (Child's Ballads, V. 116).

Let my life be given me at my petition, and my people at
my request. Esther vii. 3.

I will go and sit beside the doors,
And make a wild petition night and day.

Tennyson, Princess, v.

2. A formal written request or supplication

;

particularly, a written supplication from an in-

ferior to a superior, or to a legislative or other
body, soliciting some favor, right, grant, or
mercy.
The govemour and assistants sent an answer to the

petition of Sir Christopher Gardiner, and withal a certifi-

cate from the old planters concerning the carriage of
affairs. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 126.

I remember, when the Duke of Newcastle was going to
Windsor with a mob at his heels to present a petition (dur-
ing the late discussions), I went down to him and showed
him the petition, and told hira they ought to be prevented
from coming. OrevUle, Memoirs, July 10, 1829.

3. In law, a written application for an order
of court, used (a) where a suit is already pend-
ing in respect to the subject of which some re-
lief is sought that renders proper a more for-

mal application than a motion (as a petition for
instruotionstoa receiver), or (6) where the sub-
ject is within the jurisdiction of the court with-
out the bringing of an action (as a petition for
the writ of habeas corpus, or for an adjudication
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in bankruptcy) ; also, the paper containing such
a supplication, soUoitation, or hunible request.—4. A begging: only in the rare phrase 'pe-
tition of a principle' (begging the question),
translating Latin petitio principii.

Diogenes. Stay I Those terms are puerile, and imply a
petitiom of a principle : keep to the term necessity.

LancLor, Imaginary Conversations, 1st ser., vii.

Millenary petition. SeemiYienarj/.—Petition ofright.
(a) In Eng. law, a petition for obtaining possession or res-

titution from the crown of either real or personal proper-
ty, the petition stating facts and claiming a right which
controverts the title of the crown. (6) A declaration of
the rights of the people addressed by Parliament In 1628
to King Charles I., and his assent to it, which, though not
in form a statute or ordinance, has been accepted as hav-
ing the full force and effect of fundamental law. It re-

cited, in substance, that subjects should not be taxed but
by consent of Parliament ; that commissions for raising
money should not be issued contrary to law ; that no free-

man should be imprisoned, disseized of his land, outlawed,
or exiled but by &e judgment of liis peers or the law of
the land ; that no subject ought to be imprisoned without
cause shown ; that citizens should not be compelled to en-
tertain soldiers against the law ; and that commissions for
the trial of offenders by martial law ought not to issue in
time of peace Petitions Of Rights Act. See BomU's
Act (a), under act.— Right Of petition, the right of the
governed to bring grievances to the knowledge of the gov-
erning power, by the presentation and hearing of petitions
for redress. Bythe FirstAmendment to the Constitution
of the United States, Congress can make no law prohibit-
ing "the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and
to petition the government for a redress of grievances."
=Syn. Supplication, Suit, etc. (see prayer), soUcltation, ap-
plication, address,

petition (pe-tish'on), J). [=F.p4Utionner; from
the noun.]' I. trans. 1. To present a petition
or make a request to; supplicate; entreat;
specifically, to address a written or printed pe-
tition or supplication to, as to a sovereign, le-

gislative body, orperson in authority, for some
favor or right.

She petitioned Jupiter that he might prove immortal.
Bacon, Moral Fables, ii.

2. To solicit ; ask for ; desire as a favor.

Would not your word, your slightest wish, effect
All that I hope, petition, or expect?

Crabbe, Works, V. 138.

II. intrans. To intercede; make a humble
request or entreaty; present a petition.

You think now I should cry, and kneel down to you,
PetUion for my peace.

Fletcher, Humorous lieutenant, iv. 8.

petitionarily (pe-tish'on-a-ri-li), adv. By way
of petitio

,
principii, or begging the question.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 5. [Eare.]
petitionary (pf-tish'on-a-ri), a. [< petition +
-ary.] 1. Offering a petition ; supplicatory.

Pardon Home and ihy petitionary countrymen.
Shak., Cor., v. 2. 82.

It is our base petiUoruvry breath
That blows them to this greatness.

B. Jonson, Catiline, iv. 1.

2. Containing a petition or request.

If such come
For their reliefe by suite petitionan/.
Let them have gracious hearing.

Heywood, Eoyal King and Loyal Subject, i.

petition-crown (pe-tish'gn-kroun), n. See
crown, 13.

petitioner (pe-tish'gn-6r), n. [< petition + -e»'l.]

1. One who presents a petition, either verbal
or written.

Heare the Cries, see the Tears,
Of all distressed poor Petitioners.

Chester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The Magnificence.

2. [l.c.ovcap.] InMng.Mst., same a,s addresser.

petitionist (pe-tish'on-ist), n. [< petition +
-ist.] A petitioner. "Lamb. (Mncyc. Diet.)

petitio princil)ii (pe-tish'i-o prin-sip'i-i). [L.
(tr. Gr. TO iv apxy ahslaBai, an assumption at
the outset): petitio, petition; principii, gen. of
principium, principle : see petition and princi-
ple.] In logic, the assumption of that which
in the beginning was set forth to be proved;
begging the question: a fallacy or fault of
reasoning belonging to argumentations whose
conclusions really follow from their premises,
either necessarily or with the degree of prob-
ability pretended, the fault consisting in the
assumption of a premise which no person hold-
ing the antagonistic views will admit,
petit-maitre (pe-te'ma'tr), n. [P., a little mas-
ter : see petty and master^.] A name given to
dandies in France in the reigns of Louis XIV.
and Louis XV.; hence, in English literature,

one who displays exaggeration in his dress
and cultivates female society more or less ob-
trusively ; a fop ; a coxcomb,
petitort (pet'i-tor), n. [< L. petitor, a seeker,
plaintiff, < petere, pp. petitus, seek: see peti-

tion.] A seeker.

petrel

A very potent (I cannot say "competitor," the Bishop
himself being never ajwWorfor the place, but) "desirer"
of this office was frustrated in his almost assured expecta-
tion of the same to himself. Fuller, Ch. Hist., XI. iL 48.

petitory (pet'i-to-ri), a. [< OF. petitoire, F,
p6titoire = Sp. I'g. It. petitoriOj < LL. petitori-

us, < L. petitor, a seeker, plaintiff: seepetitor.]
Petitioning; soliciting; begging; petitionary.

The proper voices of sickness are expressly vocal and
petitory in the ears of Ood.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying, ilL 2.

Petitory action or suit, (a) An action claiming title

or right of ownership, as distinguished from one which,
ostensibly at least, relates merely to possession. (6) In
Scots law, an action by which something is sought to be
decreed by thejudge In consequence of a right of property
or a right of credit in the pursuer, including all actions
on personal contracts by which the grantor has become
bound to pay or to perform.

Petit's operation. See operation.

Petiveria (pet-i-ve'ri-a), n. [NL. (Plumier,

1703), named after J. P'etiver, F. B. S., a London
apothecary, who died in 1718.] A genus, made
by Lindley type of a small order Petiveriacese,

now classed in the order Phytolaccaceeeand tribe

Bivinese, characterized by the elongated fruit,

covered with slender recurved spines. The 4

species are all American, found from Florida to southern
Brazil. They are slender erect herbs, with the odor of
garlic, very acrid, and bearing alternate ovate leaves, and
small greenish flowers of four persistent sepals. P. alli-

acea, the guinea-hen weed, also known as strongman's-
weed, is much used in the West Indies for toothache and
for its stimulating and sudorific properties. P. tetrandra
is similarly used in Brazil.

petlanque (pet-lang'ke), n. [Mex. Sp.] The
name of an ore of silver, called in Chili "rosi-
cler oscuro"; a sulphantimoniuret of silver,

known to mineralogists as pyrargyrite pet-
lanque negro, the ore of silver called silver-glance, glan.
erz, and vitreous silver, of which the mineralogical name
is argentite.

peto (pe'to), n. [Imitative.] The tufted tit-

mouse of the United States, Parus or Lopho-
phanes bicolor. T. Nuttall.

petralogy, ». An erroneous form of petrology.

Fetrarcnism (pe'trar-kizm), n. [< Petrarch (see
def.) -1- -ism.] The style or manner of the poet
Petrarch (1304-74); the peexdiarities of his
poetry collectively.

From this period [the fourteenth century] also dates that
literaryphenomenon known under the name of Petrarch-
ism. Eneye. Brit., XIII. 506.

PetrarcMst (pe'trar-kist), n. [< Petrareh +
4st.] A disciple, follower, or imitator of Pe-
trareh. Encyc._ Brit., Xm. 506.

petraria (pe-tra'ri-a), n. [ML. : see petrary.]
Same as petrary.

The archers shot their arrows, the petraria hurled its

stones. E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, III. 113.

petrary (pe-tra'ri), m.
;
pi. petraries (-riz). [In

older form jjemer, < OF.jjemere, ete. {aeeper-
rier, and at.pederero, etc.); = Sp. petraria, <

ML. petraria, a machine for throwing stones,
<L.j?e<ra, arock: seepier.] A military engine
for throwing large stones.
petret (pe'tfer), n. [An abbr. of saltpetre, salt-

peter.] Niter; saltpeter.

Powder which is made of impure and greasy petre hath
but a weak emission. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 6.

Fetrea (pe'trf-a), n. [NL. (Houstoun, 1737),
named after iSo'bert James, Lord Petre, a patron
of botany, who died in 1742.] A genus of twin-
ing shrubs of the order Verhenacese and tribe
Verhenese, characterized by racemed flowers,
the ovary of two cells, each with one ovule,
and the calyx greatly enlarged in fruit. The 20
species are all American, found from the West Indies and
Mexico to Brazil and Bolivia. They bear opposite rigid
undivided leaves, and large violet or blue flowers in long
racemes, with the large sepals beautifully colored at
flowering, enlarging and turning green in fruit. Several
species are favorites in cultivation under glass, especially
P. volubilis, the purple wreath, which is a native of the
West India islands and of the mainland from Vera Cruz
southward.

petrean (pf-tre'an), a. [Cf. F. p4ir4e = Sp.
pitreo = Pg. It.'petreo; < Xi. petrous, < Gr. ize-

TpaloQ, rocky, < nirpa, rock: see pier.] Of or
pertaining to rock or stone. Faber. [Rare.]
petrel! (pet'rel), n. [Formerly also pefereZ; < P.
petrel, a petrel, lit. 'little Peter,' 'Peterkin' (G.

Petersvogel, 'Peter's bird'), so called because it

seems to walk on the sea, like Peter (Mat. xiv.

29), < ML. *Pctrellus, dim. of LL. Petrus, Peter,
< Gr. TUrpoc, Peter, lit. 'rock' (see Mat. xvi. 18):

see pier.] 1. A small black-and-white sea-
bird, Procellaria pelagica; hence, any similar
bird of pelagic or oceanic habits, with webbed
feet, long pointed wings, and tubular nostrils,

belonging to the family Procellariidse and sub-
family Procellariinse. Many of the petrels are char-
acterized by qualifying epithets, and others receive spe-
cial names. The stormy petrels, also called Mother Carej/e



petrel

«Mdb0fu, are the very small sooty species like ProeeUaria
pdagieot though of seveial genera, induding Ptoeellaria
(formerly called Thtdatsidroma), Cymochonay Baloeyp'
tena, andOceanUes. The most nnmeroas species to which
tte name is given are those of the genera (Ekr^ata, Dap-
tion, and some others, such as the capped petrel, CEslreiata
haatata, and the Cape pigeoD, Daptton capeme. These

^^m:
Stormy Petrel {Prwitllaria fela£ica),

are of medinm size, or rather small, and almost ezclaslTe-
tyinliabitsoathem seas. Petrels of the large genus Pi^-
faws are commonly known as shearvxAen and Jtagdans,

The large gnll-like petrels of the genusi^/mani«and some
related genera are called fuXmars. All are pelagic, and
practjc^ly independent of land except dnriug the breed-
ing-season. They breed for the most part in burrows or
holes in rocks by the seaside, laying a single white egg.
Many of them are wont^ like albatrosses, to follow ships
for many days at sea, to feed upon the refuse of the cook's
galley, and may sometime be taken with hook and line.

In powers of long-sustained flight they surpass all other
birds, but, with the exception of one genus (JPHeeanaides
or HaJodnmia), they cannot dlv& See also cuts under
Dttption, fidmar, hagden, and (Bttr^ata.

2. The Mttiwake, a gall. [Flamborongli Head,
^^g-]—Flmtado petrd. See pintado.

petrel^, n. An obsolete form otpoiirel.

petrenelt, " • An obsolete variant of pelronel.

petrescence (pf-tres'ens), «. {< petrescen{t) +
-Of.] Petrifaction. "Maunder.

petrescent (pf-tres'ent), a. [< li.petra, < 6r.
virpa, rock, + -esceni.'] Possessing the proper-
ty of changing or converting into stone ; petri-
fying.

Springs of petrescent water. Boyle, Works, TTT. 55i.

Petricola (pf-trik'o-la), ». [NL. : seepeirico-
lovs.'] The typie^ genus of PetrieoUSB. La-
marck.

Petricolidae (pet-ri-kol'i-de), n.pl.' [Nil., < Pe-
tricola + -idse.'] A fanuly of bivalve mollnsks
which live in rocks, namedbyIHOrbigny in 1837
from the genns Petricola; the rock-borers. They

<j, Petricola (PetH£olaria\ fhotadiformis (right Talve). b, Petri-
cola lithophaga (rjgfat valve).

are related to the Yeneridx^ but the mantle is enlarged,
the pedal opening small, the foot snudl, and the shell more
or less gaping. The species for the most part perforate
clay or s(^ i^ck.

petHcolons (pf-trik'o-lus), a. [< >fXi. petrico-
la, < L. petra (<C Gr. irerpa), a rock, + eolere, in-
habit.] Inhabitii^ rooks ; saxicoline ; lithodo-
mons, as a mollnsk. See cnts nader daiesheU,
Petricolidse, aiidpiddock.

petrifaction (pet-ri-fak'shon), n. [< L. as if

*petrifaefio{n-), < petra (< Gr. irrrpo), rock, +
foetus, pp. of faeere, make. Cf. petrify^ 1.
Conversion into stone, specifioaUy of organic
substances or parts of sach: fossilization; re-
placement of o^anic matter by some mineral
snbstance, in -which process more or less of the
form and struetore of the organizedbody is pre-
served.—2. An organic snbstance converted
into stone : a fossil. a?he wordsixiri^aeiibnaud/ossa
are entirely synonymous at the present tim& Formerly
/o8siZ was applied to minerals or mineral substances dug
from the earth, whether they did or did not exhibit any
traces of organic stmctoreu See/ossiJ.

3. Figuratively, a rigid or stnnned condition
resulting from fear, astonishment, etc.

Iietrifiactiye (pet-ri-fak'tiv), a. [< petrifact{ion)
+ -ire.] 1. Of or pertaining to petrifaction.
Sir T. Browne.— 2. Having power to petrify or
to convert vegetable or animal substances into
stone.

petrifiable(pet'ri-fi-a-bl), a. [ipetrijy + -aile.']

Capable of being petrified.

petrific (pe-trif'&). a. [= Sp. petrifieo = Pg.
It. petrifieo, < L. as if *petrifieus, < petra, rock,
+ faeere, make. Cf. petrify.'] That converts or
lias power to convert into stone.
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Death with his mace petrific, cold and dry.
As Ttith a trident, smote, and flx'd as firm
As Delos, floating once. Milton, F. L., a. 294.

Xot the wing'd Perseus, with Petrifiek Shield
Of Gorgon's Head, to more Amazement charm'd his Foe.

Congreve, On the Taking of Xamure.

petriflcatet (pet'ri-fl-kat), v. t. [< L. *petrifi-
catus, pp. of 'petrifieare, petrify: see petrify.]
To petrify. J. Hall, Poems, p. 96.

petrification (pet 'ri-fi-ka'shon), n. [< F. petri-
fication = Sp. petrificacion =z Pg. petrificagao
= It. petrifica^ione, < L. as if *petrificatio{n-),

< *petrifieare, petrify: see petrify.] 1. Same
SiS petrifaction. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 5.— 2t. Obduracy; callousness. [Rare.]

It was observed long ago by Epictetns that there were
some persons that would deny the plainest and most evi-
dent truths ; and this state and condition he terms a pet-
rincation or mortification of the mind.

HaUywM, Melampronsea, p. 1. (Latham.)

petrify (pet'ri-fi), v.
;
pret. and pp. petrified,

ppr. petrifying. [< P. petrifier= Sp. Pg. petri-

ficar = It. petrificare. < L." as if *petrificare, <
petra (< Gr. ^rerpa), rock (see J>i"er), + faeere,
make. Cf. petrific] I. trans. 1. To convert
into stone or a stony snbstance ; change into
stone.—2. To make hard as stone; renderhard
or callous : as, to petrify the heart.

Full in the midst of Eaclid dip at once,
And petrify a genius to a dunce.

Pope, Dunciad, iv. 264.

3. To paralyze or stupefy as with fear or amaze-
ment : as, to petrify one with astonishment.

The poor petroled ioumeyman, quite unconscious of
what he was doing in blind, passive self-surrender to
panic, absolutely descended boUi flights of stairs.

De Quincey.

Suddenly two men with gnus came out of the woods,
but at the sight of the flatboat stood petrified.

G. W. Cable, Stories of Louisiana, viL

n. intrans. To become stone or of a stony
hardness, as organic matter by means of cal-
careous or other deposits in its cavities; hence,
to change into lifeless hardness or rigidity.

Like Niobe we marble grow.
And petrify with grief.

Xhyden, Threnodia Augustalis, L S.

petrinalf, n. An obsolete form of petronel,

Fetrine (pe'trin), a. [< LL. as if *Petrimts (cf.

ML.pefrinus, < Gr. ^rirpwoc, of rock), < Petrtis, <
Gr. nerpof, Peter : see petrelT-.] Of or pertain-
ing to the apostle Peter or his doctrines or writ-
ings: as, the Pe<r»n« epistles. SeePetrinism.—
Petrine litotsy, the Boman liturgy attributed by eccle-
siastical tradition to Peter.

Petrinism (pe'trin-izm), n. [< Petrine + -ism.]

The beliefs or tendencies attributed to the apos-
tle Peter; according to the Tubingen school of
theology, the doctrine that Christianity is a
phase or development of Judaism, supposed to
have been advoeatod by the followers of Peter:
opposed to Paulinism. See PatUinism, and 2^
bingen school (under school).

A purely speculative process of conflicting tendencies,
whi<^ started from an antagonism of Petrinism. and Pau-
linism. Sctuiff, Hist. Christ Chnicb, I. § T.

Petrobieae (pet-ro-bi'e-e), n. pi. [NIi. (Bentham
and Hooker, 1873), < Peirobium + -em.] A sub-
tribe of composite plants of the tribe Selian-
thcndeie, characterized by the dioecious chafEy
heads, each withrudimentary s' vies or anthers.

It includes three genera, two of SouthAmerican
shrubs, and one a tree, Petrobium (the type).

PetrobiTUn (pet-ro'bi-um), n. [XL. (R. Brown,
1817), so called in allusion to its home on the

rock of St. Helena; < Gr. nh-pa, rock, + /Stof,

Me.] A genus of composite plants, type of
the subtribe Petrobiese, having a flat receptacle

and linear awned achenia. There is but one species,

aemail tree, found only on the island of St. Helena,bearing
toothed opposite leaves, and small heads of yeUow flowers

in leaty panicled corymbs at the summits of the branches.
It is sometimes known as rock-plaat of St. Hdena, and on
the island as Khiteicood. Its remarkably recurved tnbnlar
corollas make the head of flowers at first seem radiate.

Petrobmsian (pet-ro-bro'si-an), n. [< ML.
Petrobnisiani, pL. < Petrus Bnisiiis (Pierre de
Bruys) (see def.) + -<in.] One of the followers

of Peter (Pierre) de Bruys, especially numerous
in the south of France in the twelfth century.
De Bmys opposed church buildings, bishops, priests, and
ceremonials, and rejected transubstantiation and infant

baptism.

petroccipital (pet-rok-sip'i-tal), a. l<petr(ous)

+ occipital.] Of or pertaining to the oecipital

bone and the petrous part of the temporalbone

:

as, the iJefroeci>iY<jf suture. Msopetro-occipital.

See cut under craniofacial.

Petrochelidon (pet-ro-kel'i-don), n. [NL. (Ca-

banis, 1851), < Gr. izerpa, rock, irtrpiK, a stone.

petrograph

+ ;t;£A/<J(jv, a swallow: see chelidon.] A genus
ot Hirundinidse, containing a number of species
of various parts of the world, which afBx nests
of mud to rocks, whence the name; the cUfi-

swallows. p. luniflrong is the common cliff-swallow,
eaves-swallow, or mud-swallow of the United States, which
builds clusters of bottle-nosed nests made of Uttle pellets
of mud stuck together. See cuts under eaves-swallow and
hive-nesL

petrodrome (pet'ro-drom), n. An insectivorous
mammal of the genus Petrodromus, P. tetradac-
tyhis, of Mozambique.
Petrodromus (pet-rod'ro-mus), n. [NL. (W.Pe-
ters, 1S46), < (jr. -crpa, rock, -irpoc, a stone, +
Spa/ulv, aor. inf. of rpix^i-v, run.] A genus of
elephant-shrews of the family Macroscelididss,

Petrodrome {Petrodromus tetradactylM^.

differing from the genus Macroscelides in hav-
ing the hind feet with only four toes. The type
is P. tetradaetylus. See also cut under elephant-
shrew.

Petroff's defense. In chess-playing. See open-
ing, 9.

Fetrogale (pet-rog'a-le), »• [NL.. < Gr. irirpa,

rock, jrh-pog, a stone, + ya^, j a'/i^, a weasel.]
1. A genns of marsumals of the family Macro-
j)od«te,foundedbyJ.E. Grayinl837; the rock-
kangaroos. There are six or more species, all Anstra-
lian, of which the brush-tailed wallabee, P. peruaOatui,

Yellow-footed Rock-kai^^aroo {Petroffole xamtMoftis).

and the yellow-footed rock-kangaroo, P. xatitbapus, are
examples. These kangaroos are fitted for living among
rocks, where they display great agility. The hind limbs
are less disproportionate tiian in other kangaroos^ and l^e
tan is used less in supporting the body or in leaping.

2. [I. c] An animal of this genns.
petrogeny (pet-roj'e-ni), «. [< Gr. irh-pa, rock,
Jiirpog, a stone, + -yiveia, < -yevg^, produced: see
-geny.] The science of the origin of rocks;
lieoretical petrography or petrology: a word
little used, and bearing the same relation to
petrography otpetrology yrhich geogeny does to
geology.

petroglyph (pet'ro-glif), n. [< Gr. irirpa, rock,
-trpci, a stone, + y^M^, carving: see^Jj^A.] A
carving on or in stone ; a rock-carving.
petroglyphic (pet-ro-glif'ik), a. [< petroglyph^
+ -!«.] Of or pertaining to petroglyphy: as,

a petroglyphic inscription.

petroglypiiy(pet-rog'li-fi), n. [<Gr.-frp<i,rock,
^irpog, a stone, + ;/iOfjv, carve, sculpture.]
The sirt or operation of carving inscriptions and
figures on rocks or stones.

petrograph (pet'ro-graf), n. [< Gr. Tzerpa, rock,
irfrpof, a stone, + ypdoscv, write.] A writing on
a rock; a petroglyph. [Rare.]

Mr. Coshing's party found on the rocks of neighboring
mountains petroffraphs, or crude etchings.

Sdenee.xn. 40.



petrograpber

petrographer (pet-rog'ra-f6r), n. [< petrogra-
phy + -eri.] One wio is versed in petrogra-
phy, or the study of rocks.

petrographic (pet-ro-grafik), a. [= P. peiro-
graphiqiie; as petrograpli-y + -ic] Of or per-
taining to petrography.
petrograpnical (pet-ro-graf'i-kal), a. [< pet-
rographic + -al.'\ Same as petrographic pet-
rograpUcal microscope. See microscope.

petrographically (pet-ro-graf'i-kal-i), adv. As
regards petrography; as regard's mineralogi-
cal and chemical constitution and structure

:

as, two kinds of gnsiisspetrographically distinct.

petrography (pet-rog'ra-fi), n. [= F. petro-
graphie, < 6r. nirpa^ a rock, wirpoc, a stone, -l-

-ypaifiia, < ypdipeiv, write.] If. The art of writing
or inscribing on stone.— 2. The study of rocks

;

litholo^y; petrology. The investigation of the miner-
als of which rcclcs are made up is called Itthology, which in-

cludes not only the determination of the mineral constitu-
ents of a rock, but also the study of the changes which these
constituent minerals have undei-gone, either during the
consolidation of the rock or at a subsequent period, in the
course of those changes which are denominated metarewv-
phic (see metanwrphmn)—changes often complicated
and difficult to decipher. While in some rocks the con-
Btitaents are crystallized in large and distinctly formed
individuals, bo that each species can be separated and an-
alyzed by itself without difficulty, this is ordinarily not
the case. Hence by the methods formerly pursued it was
often extremely difficult, if not impossible, to make out
clearly of what species the rock was composed. At the
present time the method of examination of a rock consists
in cutting from it one or more sections sufficiently thin to
be nearly transparent ; these are examined with the mi-
croscope, with aud witliout the use of polai'ized light ; and
the optical and crystallographic appearances presented
are generally sufficient to give not only a correct idea of
the nature of the minerals, but also of the changes which
they have undergone through various stages of metamor-
phism. Assistance is also afforded by the method of sepa-
ration in which gravity-solutions are employed. (See grav-
ity-solution, ) While most geologists writing in English use
the term& lithology, petrology, andpetrography as nearly sy-

nonymous, others desire to limit the meaning of the first

of these to the indoor or laboratory study of rocks, and
would define petrography as including theu* investigation
both indoors and in the field.

Petrography I define as that branch of science which em-
braces both lithology and petrology. It includes every-
thing that peHains to the origin, formation, occurrence,
alteration, history, relations, structure, and classification

of rocks as such. It is the essential union of field and lab-

oratory study. M.M. ITacisworiA, LifhologicalStudies, p. 2.

petrohyoid (pet-ro-hi'oid), a. and n. [< petro(us)

+ hyoid.'i I, a. Of or pertaining to the hyoid
bone and a petrous part of the skull: noting a
muscle of some batrachians Petrohyoid mus-
cle, a series of small muscular slips lying immediately be-
neath the omohyoid, and passing between the hyoid and
hinder region of the skull of some batrachians. Hwdey
and Martin, Elementary Biology, p. 50.

II, n. The petrohyoid muscle.

petrolt (pe-trol' or pet'rol), n. [< P. pStrole, <

ML. petroleum : see petroleum^ Same as petro-
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petroleum is more than sixty million barrels a year,

and the value of the exports of this article in various

forms amounts to about 870,000,000 a year, most of the
material exported being furnished by the oil-fields of

Ohio and Indiana. The crude oil undergoes refining, and
is put upon the market in various forms (see kerosene,

naphtha, rhigolene, etc.), but much the largest part of this

product has the form of an oil suitable for burning in

lamps in all parts of the world. The only other oil-pro-

ducing region in the world at all comparing with those

of the United States is at and near Baku, on the Caspian,

where the existence of oil has been known from time im-

memorial, but where its commercial importance has only

recently been realized. The exported petroleums of the

United States are chiefly from rocks of Devonian age;

those of Baku occur in the Tertiary. An Important part

of the transportation of the crude material in the United

States is effected by pipes laid beneath the surface,

through which the oil is forced. See pipe-lvne. Also

called coal-oU, earth-oil.

The Wardrobe Account, 21-23 Bdw. IIL, 38/2, the fol-

lowing entry :— " Delivered to the King in his chamber at

Calais : 8 lbs. petroleum." N. and, Q., 7th aer., V. 248.

petroleum-car (pf-tro'le-um-kar), n. A rail-

road-car carrying' a tank or tanks, especially

designed for the transportation of petroleum
in bulk.

petroleum-etlier (pe-tro'le-um-e'''ther), n.

Same as naphtha.
petroleum-furnace (pe-tr6'le-um-f6r''''nas), n.

A steam-boiler or other furnace for burning
petroleum, which is admitted in jets or in the

form of a spray of petroleum mingled with air

or with a steam-jet; a hydrocarbon-furnace.
E. B. Knight.
petroleum-still (pe-tro'le-um-stil), n. A still

for separating the hydrocarbon products from

Fetromyzontidse

petrology (pet-rol'o-^i), n. [< Grr. Trerpa, rock,

wirpoc, a stone, + -h>yla, < Xiyeiv, speak: see

-ology.1 The study of rocks from the point of

view of their mineralogical composition ; lithol-

ogy; petrography. By some this term is used
in a more limited sense. See the quotation,

and also petrography.

Lithology describes the results which would be arrived

atby a manwho sat indoors in his laboratory and examined
small hand specimens of different kinds of rocks brought
to him. Petrology tells us what additional information we
gain when we go out of doors and examine lai'ge masses of

rocks in the fields. A. H. Green, Phys. Geol., p. 9.

petromastoid (pet-ro-mas'toid), a. and n. [<

petro{us) + mastoid.'] I. a. Of or pertaining to

the petrous and mastoid parts of the temporal
bone: a.a, petromastoid oeWs; the petromastoid
bone.

II. n. The petromastoid bone, in man at birth
the petromastoid is a distinct bone, consisting chiefly of
petrosal elements from which mastoid parts are as yet
scarcely developed. It soon becomes confiuent with oth-

er parts of the compound temporal bone, leaving traces,

of its original separation in the Glaserian fissure and the
canal of Huguier on the outer side of the bone, and the
Eustachian tube and tensor tympani canal on the other
Bide.

Petromys (pet'ro-mis), n. [NL. (Sir A. Smith,
1831), C Gr. Trirpa, rock, + /ivg, mouse.] A re-

markable outlying genus of rodents of the fam-

PetrcH or petroleum is a liquid bitumen, black, floating

on the water of springs. Woodward.

petrolatum (pet-ro-la'tum), n. [NL., < petro-

leum, q. v.] A soft unctuous substance, con-
sisting mainly of hydrocarbons of the paraffin

series, obtained from residues left after the dis-

tillation of lighter oils from crude petroleum,
or deposited from crude petroleum on standing.
When purified and deodorized, it forms a salvy neutral
mass, yellow or reddish in color, odorless, tasteless, and
somewhat fluorescent. It is used as a basis for ointments
and as a protective dressing. Also caUed vaseline and eos-

Tnoline.

petrolene (pet'ro-len), n. [= ¥. petroUne ; as
petrol,petrol{eum), + -ene.] A liquid hydrocar-
bon mixture obtained from petroleum.

petroleum (pf-tro'le-um), n. [= T.p^trole= Sp.
petr6leo= Pg. petroleo=It.petrolio=!>.&. Dan.
Sw. petroleum (MD. peteroUe), < ML. petroleum
(alsopetreleum,petrelseon, < MGt. NGr. ireTpeTiat-

ov), rock-oil, < h.petra (< Gr. niTpa), rock,-)- ole-

um (< Gr. i%aiov), oil : see oil. A ML. aA^. petrole-

us, pertaining to rocks (neiTit.petroleum, or oleum
petroleum, rock-oil), is given.] An oily sub-

stance of great economical importance, espe-
cially as a source of light, occurring naturally
oozing from crevices in rocks, or floating on the
surface of water, and also obtained in verylarge
quantity in various parts of the world by boring
into the rook ; rook-oil. Petroleum was known to the
Persians, Greeks, and Komans under the name of nnphtha;
the less liquid varieties were called ao-i^a^Tos by the Greeks,

and bUumen wa£ with the Eomansa generic name for all the

naturally occurring hydrocarbons which are now included
under the names of aeplmltum, maZtfta, and petrol&itm. The
last name was not in use in classic times. The existence of
petroleum in Pennsylvania and New York has been known
from almost the earliest time of the settlement of those

States by Europeans, but it was not until 1859, when oil was
obtained by boring at Titusville on Oil Creek, a branch of

the Allegheny Kiver, that it began to be of commercial iin-

portance. At the present time (1902) the production of crude

Petromys typicus.

ily Octodontidse, found in Africa; rock-rats. It

is one of the only three Ethiopian genera of
this characteristically American family.

Fetromyzon (pet-ro-mi'zon), n. [NL.,< Gr. m-
Tpa,Toek., rzirpoq, a stone,+ iAiC.qiv (/iv^ovr-), ppr. of
/li^etv, sack: see myzont. Ct.petrorm/eont.] 1.

A genus of myzonts or lampreys, giving name
to the family Fetromyzontidse. it formerly in-

cluded all th$ lampreysand other myzonts, but has by later

Petroleum-still,

tf, retort; a', beak of retort, through which vapors pass: *, charging-
pipe; c, column composed of compartments ci, c^, etc. (The com-
partments are filled to a definite height with the same kind of liquid

as that to be distilled through the pipe (/.having a valve for each com-
partment. The same pipe is also used for drawing off this liquid.)

e, worm placed in a water-tank, connected by pipe^to the column
c, and by the pipe ^ to a gasometer A/ A, A , auxiliary worms con-
nected with e; J, pipe for return of liquid to the retort when desired

;

/, /, running-pans receiving liquid from h, h'. etc. ; m, main run-
ning-pan. lieatisapplied Dy furnaces at the bottom of ff. The va-
pors pass through «' mto c. The heavier products are condensed by
the liquid in the compartments c^, c^, etc. Lighter vapors pass into

the worm e, and are there condensed and run down into k and h' for

further cooling. The gasometer k collects any uncondensed vapors.

crude petroleum in the order of their volatility.

E. H. Knight.

p6troleur (pa-tro-16r'), n. [F., < pStrole, pe-
troleum: see petroleum."] An incendiary; spe-

cifically, one of those adherents of the Com-
mune who set fire to the public buildings of

Paris, with the aid of petroleum, on the entry
of the national troops in May, 1871.

p6troleuse (pa-tro-16z'), n. [P., fem. otpMro-
leur,q.v.] Afemale incendiary. Beep4troleur.

petroliferous (pet-ro-lif'e-rus), a. [< ML. jpe-

troleum, petroleum,' + IJ. ferre = B. beafl-.l

Abounding in petroleum
;
productive of petro-

leum; containing or yielding petroleum: as,

petroliferous strata. Amer. Jour. SS., VII. 561.

petrolin, petroline (pet'ro-lin), n. [< petrol,

petroKfium), + -in^, -ine^.] A solid substance
consisting of a mixture of hydrocarbons, ob-
tained by distilling the petroleum of Bangoou:
analogous to part^n.

petrolist (pet'ro-hst), ». [< petrol + -ist.] An
incendiary. See peirole'wr.

petrolize (pet'ro-liz), v, t.: pret. and pp. petro-

lized, ppr. petrolizing. [< petrol + -ize.] To
cause to resemble petroleum ; confer the char-

acter or properties of petroleum upon. TJre.

petrologicar(pet-r6-loj'i-kal), a. \_<. petrolog-y

+ -ic-al.'\ Of orpertainingtopetrology. Nature,

petrologically (pet-ro-loj'i-kal-i), adv. As re-

gards petrology or petrological investigation or

conditions.

petrologist (pet-rol'o-jist), n. [< petrolog-y +
4st.] One who is skilled in petrology.

Skull of Lamprey ^^etrantyzon tnarinus').

A, side view: B, top view: a, ethmovomerine plate ; b, olfactory
capsule ; c, auditory capsule ; d, neural arches of^ spinal column ; e,
palatopteiygoid ; y; (probably) metaptetygoid, or superior quadrate,
and ^, interior quadrate part of the subocular arch : h, stylohyal
process; z, lingual cartilage; k, inferior, and /, lateral, pttllongation
of cranium; ,»,branchialskeleton; i, 3, 3, accessory labial cartilages.

writers been restricted to the northern lampreys, and es-
pecially those of the sea. See Petr&myzoniidse, and cuts
under basket, lamprey, and Ma/reipdbran^hii.

2. \l. c] Anymember of this genus, as a lam-
prey.

petromyzont (pet-ro-ml'zont), n. [< NL. Pet-
romyzon(t-).] A lamprey.
Petromyzontia (pet"ro-mi-zon'shi-a), n. pi.
[NL., neut. pi. of Fetromyzon.] The lampreys
as a class of eyolostomous craniate vertebrates

:

distinguished from Myxinoidea or hags. Also
called Hyperoartia.
Petromyzontidae (pefro-mi-zon'ti-de), n. pi.
[NL., < Petromyzon(t-) + -idse.] A family of
cyclostomous or marsipobranchiate fishes ; the
lampreys. They are elongated eel-like animals, whose
adults have a complete circular suctorial mouth armed
with an upper and lower jaw-like cartilage, teeth on the
tongue and on the oral disk, seven branchial apertures on



Petromyzontidae
each side^ and wdl-dereloped eyes. In the young or larval
condition the mouth is a iongitadinal slit^ and eyes are
undeveloped.

petromyzon-
toid (^t'ro-nn-
zon'told), aland
». L a. Related
to or tesembUng
the lampreys;
of or pertainiDg
to the Petromy-
sontitUe.

TL n. A mem-
ber of the Pe-
tromyzoHtidsB; a
lamprey. Side and Top Views of Biain of AmM^

PGtrOI161 (pot'rO- catesfite^attlis, one viihA Petrom^z^m-

nel), n, [For-
merly also petrp-

A, tiimencephalfui ; B, prosencephalcn;
C, thalamencephalon ; D, meseocei^alon

;

J ^ -> fYU*
'

imI ^* nietenceplialoD ; JF, ftuirth ventricle

;

H€t f X \jr . p€tTt^ e, mdinientaiy cerebellum ; G, Sfunal cord.

nnl nmirifl/rl. A olfactoiy nerrcs: //, optic; ///, ocu-J«H, pmirwa*, j^^^^. /^^ pathetic; K trigeminal;

pOictr%nalf F. pe- K/, abducent; K//. iadal and auditory;

tnnal, a petro- i^i-.t^^^f^t^^T^^,
nel, so called as ^o^ motor roots of Cist and seoood ^mal

being discharg-
ed with the stock placed against the breast, <
petriite,peitriiie,poitrine, F.poitrine, the breast
(ef. Sp. petrina, a girdle), < L. pectus [peetor-),

breast: see pecfora{.3 1. A hand-firearm intro-

dnced in the sixteenth century, shorter than
the ordinary narqtiebns, bnt longer than the
pistol ; a sort of laige horse-pistol. It was fired
by a match-lock, wheel-lock, or other appliance,
according to the period in which it was used.

Be made his brave horse like a whirlwind bear him
Among the combatants^ and in a moment
Disdiax^d his petron^ with snch sure aim
That, of the adverse party, from liis horse
One tombled dead.

FUteher (and another^ Love's Cure, L 1.

Saddle onr Spanish luirb, and bid French Paris see oar
petnmd be chsoged I Scott, Abbot, zzzL

2. In het ., a pistol used as a bearing.

.

petro-ocdpital (pet'ro-ok-sip'i-tal), a. Same
as petroccipital.

petropluuTiigSTis, petrophaiyiigeiis (pet-ro-

far^in-Je'us), n.; pLpetroplunyugei (-i). [Nli.,

< E. petro(tis) + NL. pharynx, pharynx: see
plMryngeus.l One of flie sax>emuinerary ele-

vator muscles of the pharynx, sometimes pres-
ent in man. It arises from the under surface
of the temporal bone, and is inserted into the
pharynx.
Petroptallai (pe-trof'^-la), «. [Nil. (E. Brown,
1810), so called because it always grows on
rocks ; < Gr . atrpa, rock, -I- ^iXclv, love. ] A lai^
genus of apetalous Australian shrubs of the
order PfoteatejB and the tribe Frotese, distin-

guished by its perfect flowers with four anthers
sessile on the four calyx-lobes, and a filiform

style dilated and spindle-shaped above, and by
their growth in dense heads involucrate with
colored bracts, becoming in fruit cones with
persistent hardened scales, each inclosing a
compressed nut containing a single winged or
hairy seed. The 37 species are shrubs with scattered
rigid and generally filiform leaves. Many are cultivated
tor their white flowers, and P. media, with yellow flowers,
imparting a brilliant yellow to boiling water, is recom-
mended for dyeing.

PetropMla^ (pf-trofi-la), n. pZ. [NL., neut.
pi. : see PetrophUdi.'] A superfamily of basom-
matophorons pulmonate gastropods, including
the Siphonarndse and Gadiuiidse. They have a
patelliform shell, and live attached to rocks,
mostly between tide-marks.

jtetrosal (pet-ro'sal), a. and n. [< li. petrosus,
rocky (see peirons), + -o?.] I. a. 1. Petrous;
of comparatively great hardness, as of stone or
rock: said of the petrous part of the tempo-
ral bone.—2. Of or pertaining to the petrous
part of the temporal bone: as, the petrosal
nerves.—Petrosal bone, (a) One of several osseous
parts of which the temporal bone is composed near the
period of birth in man, I'emaining more or less distinct

thronghont life in many animals, the other two parts be-

ing the sqnamozygomafac and the tympanic. Also called

periotie mae and pttromastini bone. (6) The petrous part
of the temporal bone.—Petrosal nerve, one of Ave
nerves which pass through foramina in the petions part
of the temporal bone : the large deep, a branch of the ca-

rotid plexus uniting with the unye superfieUU from the fa-

cial to form the Wdian ; t^etmaU de^ a branch from the
carotid plexus to the tympanic plexus ; the small nqierfi-

eialj the continuation of Jacobson's nerve, terminating in

the otic ganglion ; the eztenuU superflaal, a branch unit-

ing the geniculate ganglion of the facial with the sympa-
thetic plexus ou the middle meningeal artery.— Petro-
sal Sinus, one of two venous sinuses lying along the su-

perior and inferior margins of the petrous part of the

temiioral bone, the superior connecting the cavemons
sinns with the lateral as it turns down into the sigmoid

groove, the inferior connecting the cavemons sinns with
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the Internal jngnlar vein. Also petrotu timu.—Petrosal
vein. Same as petroed timu.

TL. n. The periotic or petrous part of the
temporal bone. See cuts under craniofacial,
liyo'id, &aA periotic.

Petroselinrun (pet'r6-se-li'num), n. [NL. (G.
F. Hoffman, 1814), <'!,'.petroselinum, < Gr. m-
-poai'/Avov, rock-parsley, < jrerpo, rock, + aBjvov,
parsley: see parsley and c^ery.'] A genus of
umbelliferous plants, including the cultivated
parsleyandtwo or three other species,nowmade
a subgenus of Carum, and characterized by its
obsolete calyx-teeth, smooth ovate fruit, dis-
sected leaves with narrow or thread-like seg-
ments, and yellow, white, or greenish flowers.
See parsley and ache^.

petrosilex (pet-ro-si'leks), n. [XL., < L. petra
{< Gr. ittrpa), rock, -t- sUex, flint.] A finely gran-
ular or cryptocrystaUine admixture of quartz
and orthoclase ; felsite.

petrosUicions, petrosiliceons (pet'ro-si-lish'-
ius), a. [= F.petrosiUcetix; SLspetrosilix (sHic-)
+ -ious, -cotts.] Consisting of petrosOex: as,
petrosilicious breccias.

petrosphenoidal (pet'ro-sff-noi'dal), a. 1= P.
petrospheiioidal;<.petro(us)'+ sphenoidal.'] Per-
taining to the petrosal bone, or the petrous part
of the temporal, and to the sphenoid bone;
sphenopetrosal: as, the petrosphenoidal suture.
Also jKtrosphenoid.

petrosqnamosal(pet'rd-skwa-mo'sal),a. Same
&s petrosquantous.
petroSQnamons (pet-ro-skwa'mns), a. [< L.
petra (< Gr. vh-pa), rock, + squama, scale.]
Pertaining to the petrous and the squamosal
parts of the temporal bone Petrosquamous fis-
sure. Same ^spetroaquamoussuture.—Petrosquamous
sinus, a venons sinus sometimes lying in a small groove
along the junction of the petrous and squamous i»rts of
the temporal bone, and opening behind into the lateral
sinus.—Petrosquamous SUtaie,the suture uniting the
squamous and petrous parts of the temporal bone, visible
in the adnlt as a slight groove or fissure on the cranial
snrfaoe. Also called petrosquamous fissure and iemporal
suture.

petrostearin, petrostearine (pet-ro-ste'a-rii»))

n. [< Gr. -nTTpa, rock, -I- oreap, taU'ow, + -»n2,

-«ii«2.] Mineral stearin ; ozocerite.

petrous (pet'rus or pe'trus), a. [= P. petreux
(OW.pierreux, F.pierreux)z=Pg. lt.petroso,<. L.
petrosus, T«)elgr,<petra,< Gr. airpa. rock, vrirpoc,

a stone : seejjMerr) 1. Like stone in hardness

;

stony; rocky.—2. Pertaining to the part of the
temporal bone so called; petrosal: as, a petrous
vein or sinus ; a petrous ganglion Petrous gan-
glion. See ganglion—Petrous part of the temporal
bone, ID hmnan onaL, that part which contains the in-
ternal auditory organs : so named from its dense stmcturCL
It forms a three-sided pyramid, with its base at the monUi
of the external auditory mesons, and its apex directed
obliquely forward and inward, received in the notch be-
tween the occipital and sphenoid bones. Of its three sur.
faces, two look into the cranial cavity, the superior border
formed by their juncture separating the middle from the
posterior fossa. The large carotid canal perforates its sub-
stance, and the Eustachian tube opens out of it near the
apex. The petrous and mastoid parts taken together form
the petromastoid or periotic bone. See cuts under earl,
tympattic, and craniqfaeiaL— Petrous sinUS. Same as
petrosal sinus.

pettah (pet'a), n. [E. Lid.] The town or vil-

lage which clusters round a fortress ; an ex-
tramural suburb of a fortress. [Anglo-Indian.]

pettianger, » See periagva.

pettichaps (pet'i-cfiaps), n. 1. The garden-
warbler, iSyJCTO ftorfens^|. WiUughby.— 2. Some

pettifog

£etticote, pettecote, petycote; < petty + coat.]

n. If. A short coat or garment worn by men
under the long overcoat.

Se that yoore aonerayne haue clene shnrt and breche,
A petyeote, a dublett, a long coote.

£ai«s A)ot (E, £. T. S.X p. 176.

2. A skirt: formerly, the skirt of a woman's
dress or robe, frequently worn over a hoop or
farthingale ; now, an underskirt worn bywomen
and children ; also, in the plural, skirts worn by
very young boys.

I bought thee peticotes of the best.
The cloth so fine as fine might be.

GreensieecesiChad's Ballad^ lY. 241).

Her feet beneath her petticoat
Like little mice stole in and out.

SucUing, Ballad upon a Wedding.

Their petticoats of linsey-woolsey were striped with a
variety of gorgeous dyes— though I must confess these
gallant garments were rather short, scarce reaching below
the knee. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 172.

Hence— 3. A woman; a female, [Colloq.]

Fearless the Petticoat contemns his Frowns

;

The Hoop secures whatever it surrounds.
Prior, EpOc^ne to Mrs. Manley's Lucius.

Disarmed— defied by a pettteoot. . . . What! abaid of
a woman? IF. ff. .iinsimrfA, Sookwood, it 6. (ZiatAain.>

4. A garment worn by fishermen in warm wea-
ther, made of oilcloth or coarse canvas, very
wide and descending to the calf of the leg, gen-
erally with an insertion for each leg, but some-
times like a woman's petticoat, with no inter-
secting seam, and worn over the common dress.— 5, In archery, the ground of a target, beyond
the white. Ako called spoon. Eneyc. Brit.,

n. 378,— 6, The depending skirt or inverted
cup-shaped part of an insulator for supporting-
telegraph-lines, the function of which is to pro-
tect the stem from rain Balmoral petticoat.
See boZtnordl.

H. a. Of or pertaining to petticoats; femi-
nine; female: as, petticoat influence. [Hu-
morous.]—Petticoat government, female govran-
meni^ either political or domestic ; fenuJe home rule.

pettiCOat-aSiaar (pet'i-kot-a-far'), n. An affair

of gallantry; a matter in which a woman is

concerned. [Colloq.]

Venus may know more than both of us.

For 'tis some petticoat affair.

i)ri/tfen, Amphitiyoa, i 1.

petticoat-breeches (pet'i-kot-brich'ez), n. p{.

Breeches of the kind worn about the middle
of the seventeenth
century, in which
each tbigh was cov-
ered by a loose cylin-

der of cloth, usually
not gathered at the
bottom—the two re-

sembling two small
skirts or petticoats
placed side by side.

Also petticoat-trou-

sers.

In their pnfiBngs and
slashings the sleeves of
the dresses of both sexes
were alike; nor was al-

most a corresponding re-

semblance wanting be-
tween the trunk-hose and
t^e p^Ocoat-breeehes of
one sex and the skirta of
the kirtles and gowns and
the veritable petticoats

. . of the other sex.

Emyc BriL, VL 472.
Petticoat-biee(iie&

Fettidiaps iSyl-z^ia Mortensisi.

similar British warbler, as the willow-warbler,

PhyUoseopus ^ochilus, or the chiffchaff, P. ru-

fus. See also cut under chiffchaff.

Also pettycluips.

petticoat (pet'i-kot), n. and a. [Early mod. E.

aisopettycoat,petycoat,peticote,pety cote, < ME,

petticoated (pet'i-ko-ted), a. [< petticoat +
-ed2.] Wearing petticoats.

" Here, dame;,* he said, " is a letterfrom yoaipetticoated
baron, the lord-priest yonder." Ssott, Monastery, xiv.

petticoat-pensioner (pet'i-kot-pen'shon-er), n

.

A person who is kept by a woman for secret
services or intrigues. MaUiiceU.

petticoat-pipe (pet'i-kot-pip), n. A pipe in
the smoke-box of a locomotive, having a bell-
mouthed lower extreinity into which the ex-
haust-steam enters, the upper end extending
into the lower part of the smoke-stack. It serves
to strengthen and equalize the draft through
the boiler-tubes.

Most of our engines are still run with a diamond stack
and short smoke-box, with the petticoat-p^ for leading
the steam into the stack. Set. AmeT.,'S.S.,LIX.se9.

petticoat-trousers (pet'i-kot-trou'zerz), n, pi.

Same ^petticoat-breeches.

pettifog (pet'i-fog), r, »,; pret. and pp. petH-
fogged, ppr. pettifogging. [A back formation,
< pettifogger. Cf,/oj3.] To play the pettifog-

ger ; do small business as a lawyer, Butier.



petti-fog

petti-fogt (pet'i-fog), «. A confusing fog or
mist: in alltision io pettifog, v. [A pun.]
Thus much for this cloud I cannot say rather then

petty-fog of witnesses, with wliicli Episcopall men would
cast a mist before us. Milton, Prelatical Hpiscopacy.

pettifogger (pet'i-fog-er), n. [Formerly also
pettifogger, petiefogger, etc., prop, two words,
petty fogger, peitiefoggm; Btc; < petty + fog-
ger^.'] 1. An inferior attorney or lawyer who
is employed in small or mean business.

Pas. You'll know me again, Malerole.
Mai. O ay, by that velvet.
Pas. Ay, as a petty-fogger by his buckram bag.

Marston, Malcontent, i. 6.

A petUe fogyer, a silly aduocate or lawyer, rather atrou-
Me-Toune, haniug neither law nor conscience. Minsheiu

The Widow Blackacre, is it not? That litigious She Pet-
ty-Fogger, who is at Law and Difference with all the World.

Wycherley, Plain Dealer, L 1.

2. The roekling. [Prov. Eng.]
pettifoggery (pet'i-fog-6r-i), n. [< pettifogger
+ -y'^ (see -er^).] The practice of a pettifogger

;

conduct becoming to a pettifogger; tricks;
quibbles.

The last and lowest sort of thir Arguments, that Men
purchas'd not thir Tithe with thii' Land, and such like Pet-
tifoggery, I omit, as refuted sufficiently by others.

Milton, Touching Hirelings.

pettifogging (pet'i-fog-ing), o. Practising pet-
tifoggery; charaeteristie of or becoming to a
pettifogger; petty; mean; paltry.

"The character of this last man," said Dr. Slop, inter-
rupting Trim, "is more detestable than all the rest, and
seems to have been taken from some pettifogging lawyer
amongst you." Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iL 17.

As though the voice of a pettifogging critic could drown
the psean of praise that rises to Napoleon from twenty
glorious battlefields

!

J. BatUey, Essays, p. 357.

pettifognlize (pet-i-fog'u-liz), v. i.; pret. and
pp. pettifoguUzed, ppr. peitifogiiUzing, [< lyetti-

fog -I- -««?e (dim. suffix) -I- -ise.] To act as a
pettifogger; use petty and contemptible means.
[Rare.]

'SopMifogvlize—Ha&'i is, to find evasions for any purpose
in a trickster's minute tortuosities of construction.

De Qnincey.

pettigret, «. An obsolete form ot pedigree.
pe'fctily (pet'i-li), adv. In a petty manner.
pettiness (pet'i-nes), n. The character of be-
ing petty; smallness; littleness; triviality.

Wliich in weight to re-answer, his pettiness would bow
under. Shak., Hen. V., iii. a. 137.

=Syn. Smallness, etc. (see littteivess), frivolousness, trivi-

ality, insignificance.

pettish (pet'ish), a. [< pefi- + -islO-. Cf. pet^."]

Proceeding from or pertaining to a pet or pee-
vish humor; fretful; peevish; subject to freaks
of ill temper.
They are in a very angry pettish mood at present, and not

likely to be better. Pepys, Diary, I. 405.

=S3Tl. Peevish, Fretfiil, etc. Seeoetuiont.

pettishly (pet'ish-li), adv. In a pettish man-
ner ; with a freak of ill temper.

Xiettishness (pet'ish-nes), n. The state or
character of being pettish; fretfulness; petu-
lance

;
peevishness.

pettitoes (pet'i-toz), n. pi. [< petty + toes.1

The toes or feet of a pig: sometimes jocularly
used for the human feet.

He 's a Turk that does not honour thee from the hair of
thy head to thy pettitoes. Shirley, Maid's Kevenge, iv. 1.

But, alas ! the degeneracy of our present age is such
that I believe few besides the annotator know the excel-

lency of a virgin sow, especially of the black kind brought
from China ; and how to make the most of her liver, lights,

brains, And pettitoes. W. King, Art of Cookery, Letter ix.

pettle^ (pet'l), n. A dialectal (Scotch) form of

paddle^, paddle'^.

pettle^ (pet'l), V. t.; pret. andpp. »e«W, ppr.

pettling. [Appar. a use of pettlei, accom. to

pet^.} To indulge ; coddle ; pet.

And harle us . . . and petde us up wi' bread and water.
Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xviii.

pettier (pet'l), «. [A var. of ^MttieS.] a tool

used in various arts for burnishing, its rubbing
end is usually of hardened steel or agate fitted to a suit-

able handle.

petto (pet'to), n. [It. (= STp.pecho = Fg.peito).
< L.j?ecte«,' breast: see pectoral.'] The breast.
—In petto, in one's own breast or private thought ; in
secrecy.

pettrelt, n. Same &spoitrel.

petty (pet'i), a. and n. [Early mod. E. also
pettie,pety,petie, &isoj)eUt; < M'E.pety {mj)et!/

cote, also in eomp. petycote, petticote, etc. : see
petticoat), earlier ^eijj, < OF. petit, petet, peti,

F. petit (Walloon piti) = Pr. Cat. jyetit = Olt.

petitto, pitetto, small; origin uncertain. Cf.

W. pituo, small, xnd, a point ; OL. j>etilus, thin,

slender.] I. a. 1. Small; little; trifling; triv-
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ial; inconsiderable or insignificant; of little ac-
count : as, petty payments ; a j)e% quarrel.

How I contemn thee and thy petty malice

!

Fletcher, Wife for a Month, iii. 2.

These arts, being here placed with the principal and
supreme sciences, seem petty things.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 238.

2. Of minor importance or gravity; not heinous
or serious: as, petty trespass; a jpetty crime.

—

3. Inferior as regards rank, power, capacity,
possessions, etc. ; not of great importance,
standing, or rank: as, a, petty prince; a. petty
proprietoi'.

His extraction was humble. His father had been a
petty officer of revenue ; his grandfather a wandering der-
vise. Macaiday, Warren Hastings.

Petty average, in com. and nav. See aoerage^, 1 (c).—
Petty ba^, formerly, an office in connection with the KoUs
Court in the English Chancery, the clerk of which had the
drawing up of parliamentary writs, writs of scire facias,

congas d'^lire tor bishops, etc. See clerk of the petty bag,
under clerk.— tetty caBh, small sums of money received
or paid.—Petty casta-book. See cash-book.—tetty con-
stable. See constable, 2.—Petty juror, jury, larceny,
madder, muUen, etc. See the nouns.—Petty officer,
an officer in the navy whose rank corresponds with that
of a non-commissioned officer in the army. Petty officers

are appointed and may be degraded by the captain of tlie

vessel. Abbreviated P. 0.—Petty session, treason, etc.

See the nouns. =Syn. 1 and 2. Diminutive, insignificant,

slight, trivial, unimportant, frivolous. See littleness.

ILt n. A junior scholar in a grammar-school;
a little child attending school.

In 1635 the quarterage [of Cartmel grammar-school!
was 6d. for grammarians, and id. toipetties.

Baines, Hist. Lancashire, II. 682,

pettychapst, »• Seej^jeWic/iajjs.

pettyfoggert, n. An obsolete form ot pettifog-
ger.

petty-morrel (pet'i-mor''''el), n. The American
spikenard, Aralia racemosa.

petty-rice (pet'i-ns), n. See quinoa.

petty-whin, n. See toMn.
petulance (pet'u-lans), n. [< P. pStulanee, OF.
petulance = Sp.' Pg. petitlaneia = It. petulauza,
petulanzia,<.h.petulantia, sauciness, petulance,
< petulan(t-)s, petulant: see jjeiMWwi.] If.

Sauciness; wantonness; rudeness.

This man, being a wit, a poet, and a minstrel, composed
many indecent songs against me, and sung them openly,
to the great entertainment of mine enemies ; and, since it

has pleased God to deliver him into my hands, I [Henry I.]

will punish him, to deter others from the like petvlanee.
Ord. Vitalis, Hist. Eccles. (trans.), p. 831.

3. The character of being petulant; a petulant
character or disposition; peevish impatience or
caprice; pettishness.

The misery of man appears like childish petulance.
Emerson., Nature.

=Syn. 2. See eaptlom uni petulanJt.

petulancy (pet'u-lan-si), n. [As 2>etulance (see
-ey).'] Same as petulance.

petulant (pet'u-lant), a. [= P. p6tiilant = Sp.
Pg. it.petulanie, K L. petulan{ t-)s, forward, pert,

saucy, wanton, prop. ppr. of *j)etulare, dim.
freq. form of petere, attack, fall upon: see 2)e-

tiUon.] Manifesting peevish impatience, irri-

tation, or ea;price; peevishly pert or saucy;
peevish ; capricious : said of persons or things

:

as, a,petulant yonth^ a, x>etulant answer.
Oh I you that are

My mother's wooers I much too high ye beare
Yovlt petidant spirits. Chapman, Odyssey, L

The awful and vindictive Bolingbroke, and the malig-
nant and petulant Mallet, did not long brood over their
anger. /. D'Israeli, Calamities of Authors, II. 135.

=SyiL Petulant, Peevish, Fretful, Pettish, Cross, irritable,

irascible, ill-humored, snappish, crusty, choleric. The
first five words apply to an ill-governed temper or its

manifestation. Petulant expresses a quick impatience,
often of a temporary or capricious sort, with bursts of
feeling. Peevish expresses that which is more perma-
nent in character, more frequent in manifestation, more
sour, and more an evidence of weakness. Fretful ap-
plies to one who is soon vexed, of a discontented dispo-
sition, or ready to complain, as a sick child. Pettish im-
plies that the impatience, vexation, or testiness is over
matters so small that the mood is peculiarly undignified
or unworthy. Cross applies especially to the temper, but
often to permaneni; character: as, a cross dog; it often in-
cludes anger or sulkiness. Crossness as a mood may be
more quiet than the others. See captious.

petulantly (pet'n-lant-li), adv. In a petulant
manijer; with "petulance ; with peevish or im-
patient abruptness or rudeness; with ill-bred

pertness.

petulcityt (pf-tul'si-ti), n. [<petulc'ous + -ity.']

The state orproperty of being petulcous; im-
pudence. Bp. Morion, in Bp. Hall's Works,
VIII. 739.

petulcoust (pe-tul'kus), a. [< L. petuleus, but-
ting, apt to butt, <.petere, attack, fall upon : see
petulant,petition.'] Disposed to butt ; fractious.

The Pane first whistles him and his petulcous rams into
orderby charitable admonition, which still increases louder
by degrees. J. V. Cane, Fiat Lux (1665), p. 151.

Feutingerian

petunt, n. [= P. j>cte»i, aisopefwm (Cotgrave),

< Amer. Ind.})eto!or^)e*w»i.]^ Tobacco: an In-

dian name said to be still in use in some parts

of Canada. Amer. Jour. Philol., VIII. 149.

Whereas wee have beene credibly informed . . . that

the hearb (alias weed) ycleped tobacco, (alias) trinidado,

alias pelun, alias necocianura, a long time hath been in

continuall use and motion.
John Taylor, Works (1630). (Nares.)

But the Indians called it (tobacco) Petun orpetum, which
indeed is also the fittest name that both we and other Na-
tionsmay call it by, deriving it of Peto, for It is far fetched

and much desired.

TMe Venner, A Brief and Acurate Treatise, etc. (London,
[1660), p. 385.

Petunia (pe-tii'ni-a), n. [NL. (Jussieu, 1803)

(F. FStunid), < And'er. Ind. petun, tobacco : see

petun.] 1. A genus of ornamental plants of

the gamopetalous order Solanaceie and the tribe

Salpiglossidee, distinguished by the five perfect

stamens, funnelform corolla, and entire cap-

sule-valves. There are from 12 to 15 species, found in

southern Brazil and the Argentine Republic, and one
throughout South America and Mexico. They are clam-
my-hairy and branching herbs, with small undivided
leaves, and showy violet or white flowers, varying to pur-

ple and reddish under cultivation, in a few species very
small and inconspicuous. P. nyctaginiflora, the common
white petunia, and P. violacea, with purple or lilac flowers,

are the originals of the numerous garden varieties.

2. [?. c] A plant of this genus.
petuntze, pehtuntse (pe-tun'tse), n. [Chin., <

2>eh, white, + tun.] A kind of silieious porce-
lain-clay prepared by the Chinese from par-
tially decomposed granite. It is used by them
as a medicine.
Petworth marble. See marble.

petzite (pet'sit), n. [So called after a chemist,
Fete, who analyzed it.] A variety of hessite,

or silver telluride, containing about 20 per cent,

of gold.

Peucsea (pu-se'a), n. [NL. (Audubon, 1839),

< Gr. izEvKTj, pine.] An American genus of

FringilUdx; the pine-finches. Several species In-

habit the southern and western parts of the United States

and Mexico, such as P. bachmani, P. cassini, P. carpalif,,

and P. rufieeps. These sparrows may be recognized by
the peculiar shades of bay and gray on the upper parts,

the yellow at the bend of the wings, and tlie unstreaked
under parts. They aie fine songsters, and lay white eggs.

Peucedaneee (pii-se-da'ne-e), ». j>?. [NL. (A.
p. de CandoUe, 1830), < Peucedanum + -ex.] A
tribe of polypetalous plants of the order Umbel-
liferse, distinguished by the fruit beiiig strongly
compressed on the back, with lateral ridges di-

lated into a wing-like or swollen margin. It

includes 13 genera, the chief of which are Fe-
rula, Meracleum, Opopanax, and Peucedanum
(the type).

peucedanin (pu-sed'a-nin), n. [< Peucedanum
+ -j»2.] A. non-azotized neutral vegetable
principle, 05^2^1203, discovered in the root of
Peucedanum officinale, or sea-sulphurwort. It

forms delicate white prisms, which are fusible,

and soluble in alcohol and ether.
Peucedanum (pu-sed'a-num), n. [NL. (Toume-
fort, 1700), < L. peucedanum, peiuxdanos, < Gr.
TztvKz&avov, nevKidavoQ, hog-fennel (or a related
umbellifer), prob. < Gr. irevic^, fir.] A large
genus of umbelliferous plants, type of the
tribe Peucedaneae, characterized by its unifoi'm
petals, fruit with a thin acute or wing-like
margin, and conspicuous oil-tubes solitary in
their channels. There are about 120 species, natives
of the northern hemisphere, of the tropical Andes, and
of the whole of Africa. They are smooth perennial herbs,
a few becoming shrubs or even trees. They bear decom-
pound leaves, and compound many-rayed umbels of white,
yellow, or rose-colored flowers. ,4 few are cultivated for
the flowers, under the old name PalimUa; some are edi-
ble, especially P. sativum., the parsnip ; others are well-
known European species, for which see dill^, brimstone-
wort, svlphurwort, hog- or sowfennd (under fennel), milk-
parsley, marsh-parsley, masterwort, mountain-parsley, pel-
litory-of-Spain; and for an American edible species, see
cowisfts.

peulvan, peulven (pHl'van, -ven), n. A small
menhir: a name often given to menhirs less
than 9 feet in height.

An "inclined dolmen," and tonvpeulwns, or small up-
right stones, 1.46 m. to 8 m. high.

Jour. Anthrop. Inst., XIX. 73.

Peumus (pu'mus), n. [NL. (Persoon, 1807);
from a native name in ChiU.] A genus of apet-
alous plants of the order Moniniiaceee and the
tribe Monimieee, having its drupes on an en-
larged disk-like receptacle, and dioecious flow-
ers with parallel and distinct anther-cells, and
numerous gland-bearing filaments. The only spe-
cies is a small tree from Chili, also known as Buizia and
as Boldea. It is a fragrant evergreen, bearing rough op-
posite rigid leaves, and white flowers in terminal cymes.
See boldo and boldine.

Feutingerian (pu-tin-je'ri-an), a. [< Peutivger
(see def.) + -ian,] Pertaining to Konrad Peu-
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ttoger, of Augsburg (1465-1547) : noting a table
of the military roads of the ancient Eoman em-
pire, written on parchment, which was fovmd
at Worms. The table is supposed to have been
constructed about a. d. 226.

pew^ (pji)! »• [< ME. pewe, puire, ptie, < OF.
pui, pay, poi, peu, m., an elevatedplace or seat,

a hiU, mound, = Pr. pvtoi, pneg = Sp. poyo, a
bench, = It. poggio. an elevated place, a seat,

prop, etc.; OF. ptiye. f., an elevated gallery
or balcony with rails ; \ L. podium, a balcony,
esp. a front balcony in an amphitheater where
distinguished persons sat ; prob. < Gr. w66tm', a
little foot (whence appar. in Italic Gr. the sense
given to the L. word), dim. of irovg (jrod-) = E.
foot.'\ If. A more or less elevated inelosnre,
used by lawyers, money-lenders, cashiers, etc.

;

*n inclosed seat or bench of any sort, espe-
•cially such as were used by persons having a
stand for business in a public or otherwise open
and exposed place.

To this brave man the knight repairs
For counsel in his law-a£fairs

;

And fonnd liim mounted in his j>eir,

With booiss and money plac'd for shew.
£. Butler, Hndibras, m. iiL 623.

2. An inclosed seat or open bench in a church,
designed to accommodate several people ; also,

an inolosure containing several seats, in Eng-
land pews were used from the time of the Reformation
or earliei-, bat their general employment dates from the
seventeenth century. Previoudy the woi-shipera stood
-daring service, or were seated on the floor or upon small
stools.

Among wyues and wodewes ich am ywoned [accustomed
to] sitte

Yparroked [inclosed] in puvres.
Piers Ploumum (C), vii. 144.

He hyred a desperate knaue to laye stones of great
vayghte vpon the route beames of the temple ryght oner
his prayenge pevx, and to lete them fall vpon hym to hys
vtter destruccyon. Bp, BaU, English Votaries, iL

His sheep ofttimes sit the while to as little purpose of
benefitting as the sheep in their peus at Smithfleld.

Ifttton, Teaching Hirelings.

Theie were large, square jwuis, lined with green baize,
with Va& names of the families of the most fiourishing
ship-owners painted white on the doors.

Mm, QadaU, Sylvia's Lovers, vl

3t. A box in a theater or opera-house.

The play . . . was "The Eive Hours' Adventure": but
I sat so far I could not hear well, . . . but my wife . . .

satinniy LadyFox'siieiowithher. Pe^^ Siuy, lY. 103.

4. pi. The occupants of the pews in a church

;

the congregation. [Bare.]

The pews hasten out on Monday morning to pocket the
profits cf Sunday business and Sunday revelry.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXX. 17.

pflwl (pu), V. t. [< peicl, n.] To furnish with
pews.
In 1856 the north aisle Tof Calna church] was rebuilt,

widened, raised, and penoed anew.
Barnes, Hist. Lancashire, IL 27.

pew^ (pn), n. [Prob. a var. of poy, and ult.

from the same source as petci : see poy.'] A
sharp-pointed, one-prongea, straight or hooked
iron ii^trument witii a wooden handle, used in
handling fish, blubber, etc., on wharves or in
boats.

pew^, I'. Seepiie.

I>e'W-cluiir (pti'ehar), n. AMnged seat attached
to the end of a church pew, to aSord accom-
modation in the aisle when additional seats

are required. [IT. S.]

pewee (pe'we), n. (Imitative.] A small oli-

vaceous flycatcher of the family TyrannidsB and
genus Contopus, C.mreiw isthe common wood-pewee
of most parts of the United States and British America.
It has a peculiarly drawling two-syllabled note,expressed

by its name, quite different from the abrupt note of its

relative called the pewit or pJicebe. See cut under Conto-

pus.

peweep (pe'wep), n. [Imitative.] Same as

pewit (b).

pewet (pe'wet), n. Same as pewit.

pewfellowt (pn'fel'd), n. One who sits in the

same pew ; hence, a companion.

How do I thank thee, that this carnal cor

Preys on the issue of his mother's body.

And makes her pevt-feUow with others moan

!

Shak., Kich. ILL, iv. 4. 58.

Mistress Wafer, and Mistress Lenterhook, bemg both

my scholars, and your honest pew-fdloms.
__

DeUcer and Webster, Westward Ho, u. 1.

pew-gaff (l»'gaf), n. Ahook attached to a rod

or staff, used in handling fish.

pewholder (pn'hol'der), n. One who rents or

owns a pew in a church.

pewing (pu'ing), «. [< J>ewl + -ingK] Pews
collectively.

pewit, peewit (pe'wit), n. [Also pewet, putt,

puet; cf . D. ])iewit, also kiewit, kiecit, a pewit.
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lapwing, MHG. gUntze, gibitz, gtbi~, G. kibitz, a
pewit, plover; Euss.c/it'lie^u, lapwing; all imita-
tive names.] A name of various birds, (o) The
pewit-gull, laughing-gull, or mire-crow, CJuro'icocephtUus

ndOuTidtu, of Em-ope. Also puet. P2<it,1686. (i)Thelap-
KiBg,VatMlus eristatus. A\so peaseureep, peuxep, pieuripe.

See cut under lapving. (c) In the United States, a small
olivaceous flycatcher of the family Tyrannida, Sayomia

Pewit Flycatcher (Sayomisfuxits or phcebe'i.

fuseus, or jS^. vhcebe, and others of this genus, as Say's pewit^
S. sayys, and the black pewit, 5. nigricans. The common
pewit abounds in eastern North America; it winters in
the Southern States, and is one of the very earliest in-

sectivorous birds to migrate northward in spring. It is

7 inches long and 11^ in extent of wings, of a dus^ oliva-
ceous color above, and dingy whitish or grayish below,
with a pele-vellow tint on the abdomen. It affixesa mossy
nest to tYf aides of rocks, bridges, rafters, etc, and lays
about fix e eggs, normally white and spotless. Also called
water-peunt and pTuxbe-bird or phcebe.—Pewit-ffUlL See
def. (a) and guU^.— Scoulton pewit or pie, the black-
headed gull, Chrmcocephaius ridibundus: so called from
Scoulton mere in Soitolk, England, a favorite breeding-
place.

pewit-poolt (pe'wit-p51), n. A pool or pond
where pewits (pewit-gulls) come to breed.

They anciently came to the old pewit-pool.
Plat, Nat HisL StaCordshire (1686), p. 231.

pew-opener (pu'op'nfer), n. An attendant in
a churchwho opens the pew-doors for the con-
gregation.

pew-rent (pu'rent), n. Bent required or paid
for the use of a pew.
pewter (pH'ter), n. [< ME. pewter,pewtir,pew-
dir = D. peauter, piauter, < OF. peutre, peautre,

piautre, P. xteautre= Sp. Pg. iielire = It. ijeltro

(ML. peutrum, pesirum, !m:er OP.), pewter;
appar. the same, with loss of initial s due to

some confusion, as OP. espeautre (>D. peauter,
spiauter= G. spiauter), < LG. spialter= E. spel-

ter: see spelter.'] 1. An alloy of four parts of
tin with one .of lead, its tenacity and fusibility are
greater than those of either of the metals of which it

is composed. It is used chiefly for beer-pots and cheap
tableware. If a larger proportion of lead is used, the alloy

is liable to corrosion, and dangerous consequences may
result from its use. Sometimes alloys consisting chiefly

of tin, aud also containing antimony or copper, or both,
are csdled peurter as well as "Britannia metal," which lat-

ter is the more usual name, although no sharp line can be
drawn between the two aUoys.

Pewter dishes with water in them. Baeon.

2. A vessel made of pewter ; a tankard ; a beer-

pot.—S.'CoUeetively, vessels made of pewter.

Valance of Venice gold in needlework,
Petoter and brass and all things that belong
To house or housekeeping.

Shak., T. of the S., u. 1. 357.

Bows of resplendent pewter, ranged on a long dresser,

dazzled his eyes. Irving, Sketch-Eook, p. 429.

4. Money; prize-money. [Sailors' slang.]

Another trifle to be noticed is the anxiety for pewter or
prize money which . . . animated our officers and men.

The Aeademy, March 24, 1888, p. 202.

pewterer (pii'ter-er), n. Aworker in pewter ; a

maker of pewter vessels.

The motion of a setoterer'j hammer.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ill. 2L 281.

pewter-mill (pii'ter-mil), n. A lapidary wheel
used with rotten-stone and water for polishing

stones of the approximate hardness of 7, em-
bracing the quartz group—quartz, amethyst,
agate, and camelian.
pewterwort (pu'ter-wert), n. The scouiing-

rush, Equisetmn hyemale: so-called as being
used for scouring dishes of pewter or other

metal.

pewtery (pu'ter-i), a. [< pewter + -y^.] Be-
longing to, resembling, or charaeteristie of

pewter: as, a,pewtery taste.

pewy (pu'i), a. [< pew^ + -yl.] Inclosed by
fences ; fenced in so as to form small fields.

[Sporting slang.]

ph
Sixty or seventy years since the fences were stronger,

the euclosnres smaller, the country more pewy, and the
hedges rougher and hairier than is now the case.

Daily Telegraph, Dec. 11, 1885. {Eneye. DicL)

pexityt (pek'4-ti), «. [< L. pexita{f-)g, thick-

ness, < pexus, woolly, prop. pp. otpectere, comb,
card: see pecten.] The nap of cloth. Coles,

1717.

Peyerian (pi'fer-i-an), a. [< Peyer (see def.) +
-ian.] Discovered or described by and named
after the Swiss anatomist Johann K. Peyer
(1653-1712): specifically noting the agminate
or clustered glands of the intestine, also called
Beyer's glan& and Beyer's patches. See gland.

peynet, ». and i-. A Middle English form of
pain^.

peyntt, peyntuxet. Obsolete forms of paint,

painture.

I»eyse+, c. and n. Same as poise.
peytrelt, n. Same aspoitrel.

Feziza (pe-zi'za), n. [NL. (Dillenius, 1719) ; cf.

Jj.pezicse oipezitae, mushrooms without a stalk;

< Gr. Treble, also n-f^if, a mushroom without a
stalk, perhaps < Tti^a, a foot.] 1 . A large, wide-
ly distributed genus of discomycetous fungi,

giving name to the order Pezizx. They are char-
acterized by their cup-like form and are frequently very
brilliantly colored. The cups are affixed by the center,
often stipitate ; the hymenium is smooth ; the substance is

fleshy-membranaceous. They grow on the ground, on de-
caying wood, etc. They are popularly called hloodreups,

fairy-cups, flaps, hird's-ixests, cup-fungus, etc See green-
rot, and cuu under cupule and aseua.

3. {I. c] A fungus of this genus.

Peziza (pe-a'ze), n. jjZ. [NIi., pi. of Feziza.]

Anorder 6t discomycetous fungi, typifiedby the
genus Peziza . The receptacle is concave, plane, or con-
vex; sessile or stipitate, fie^iy or waxy ; the hymenium is

on the upper surface ; the asci are fixed, pylindrica], or

clavate ; and the sporidia are usually eight in number.

pezizoid (pez'i-zoid), a. [< Feziza + -oid.] Be-
sembUng Feziza; having the characters of Fe-
ziza or Pezizee.

pezlemezlet. Anoldformof jieJJ-ineU.

The Author fallspa2e mesfe upon the king himself.
North, Examen, p. S3. ^Davies.)

Fezophaps (pez'o-faps), n. [NL., < Gr. JTrfof,

on foot, walking, + ^V> a wild pigeon.] A
genus of extinct didine birds which formerly
inhabited the island of Bodrignez, discovered

. in 1691-3 by L6guat, who gave a figure and de-
scription of the species under the name of the
solitaire. His account has been confirmed by the dis-

covery of the hones of the bird in great abundance, and
nearly complete skeletons are preserved. The species is

named P. wlitarius, and has been called Didus nazarenus.

pf. In mtisic, an abbreviation ot pianoforte.

pfafian (pf^'i-an), «. [Named by Cayley in

1852 after the author of Ffaff's equation, q. v.]

In math., the coefficient of the product of the
alternate imits in the nth power of a linear

function of the binary products of 2n alternate
units. In effect, the vfaffian (ABCB) is (AB) (CD) -I- (AC)
(DB) -h (AD) (BCV the vfaffian (ABCDEF) is (AB) (CDEF)
-I- (AC) (DEFB) + (AD) (EFBC) -1- (AE) (FBCD) -1- (AF)
(BCDE), andso forth.—lUxedpfaffians, expressions sim-
ilar to pfaffians, produced by taking the products of differ-

entlinearfunctions, instead ofapowerofone.—Theorder
Of a pfafflan, half the number of alternate units used in
generating the pfafflan.

Raff's equation. [Named after Johann Fried-
rich Ffaff (1765- 1825), who invented it.] The
differential equation Xidrj + X2dx2 + etc.= 0,

where the ntmiber of terms is equal to the num-
ber of variables.

Ffaff's problem. The problem to transform
the expression X^dx^ + X23x2 + etc., where
the variables are independent, into an expres-
sion of the same form but of the smallest pos-
sible number of terms.

pfaUbanten (pfal-bou'ten), b. j;f. [G., < pfahl,
apUe (see j)(riei), + bauten, dwellings, < tauen,
build (see ftotceri).] The name given by (Ger-

man arehsBologists to prehistoric lake-dwell-
ings, or pile-dwellings; palafittes. See lake-

dicelling.

pfennig, pfenning (pfen'ig, -ing), n. [G., =
E. penny?] A
small copper
coin, the one-
hundredth
partofamaxk.
It is equal in
value to about
one fourth of a
United States Pfeniiig<ifFrederickWilliainni..KingofPnis-

^p^j. sia.— British Museum. (Size of die onginal.)

Fg. An abbreviation used in the etymologies
of this work for Portugttese.

ph. [In ME. ph or /, AS. /, rarely ph = D. jih,

f= Gr. ph = Dan. Sw. Icel./= P. ph = Sp./



= Pg. ph or /= It. /, < L. pU, a combination
used to represent the Gr. letter *, ^, called ^l,pM,
orig. an aspirated n- orj).] A consonant digraph
having the sound of /, used in the Latin or Eng-
lish, French, etc. , transliteration ofGreek words
containing f, as in. plialanx, philosophy, graphic,
zephyr, etc., or occasionally of words from other
languages, it rarely occurs in words other than those
of the classes mentioned, and then only by error or confu-
sion, as in triumpfi, nephew, cipher, ouph, gvlph (obsolete)
(from a Greek word with ir), in words having a similar
aspirated p, as in seraph, pamphlet, etc., and obsolete mis-
spellings like phane tor fane, propfiarte tor profane, pheer
for/eer3, pheeze tov/eeze, phiph torfife, etc In older Eng-
lish words of Qreek origin the letter was usually repre-
sented by/,aa in faney, fantasy, fantom,ferax, etc., some
of these being now spelled with^jft, as phantom,pTimix, etc.

Phaca (fa'ka), n. [NL. (Linnseus, 1753), < Gr.
(paidj, lentils, lentil porridge, < ^ofcdf, the plant
lentil.] A section of the genus Astragalus.
Phacelia (fa-se'li-a), n. [NL, (A. L. de Jussieu,
1789), so called with ref . to the congested fas-
cicle of spikes in the type, F. cireinata; < Gr.
^okeXoc, a hundle, fascicle.] A genus of orna-
mental plants of the order HydrophyllacesB,
type of the tribe Phaceliese, distinguished by
the two-cleft style, wrinkled or tubercled
seeds, and an inflorescence of one-sided seor-
pioid cymes, at first densely fascicled, becom-
ing loose and separated. There are about 65 spe-
cies, all American, and mainly in the United States (56 in
thewest, especiallyNevadaandCalifomia, and in Texas, and
about 8 in the east), a few in Mexico, and 1 from British Co-
lumbia to the Sti-alts of Magellan. They are delicate or
rough-hairy plants, low and erect or diffuse, sometimes in
large patches, usually with pinnately dissected leaves.
They bear blue, violet, or white flowers, generally bell-
shaped and with ten vertical folds within. .Several spe-
cies are cultivated for their flowei-s, mostly blue-flowered
annuals of California, one a South American biennial or
perennial with pink flowers.

Fhacelieae (fas-e-li'e-e), n.pl. [NL. (Bentham
and Hooker, 1876), <; Phacelia + -ea^.] A tribe
of gamopetalous plants of the order Hydrophyl-
lacese, the water-leaf family, distinguished by
the two-cleft or undivided style, and the one-
eelled ovary with plaoentro slightly protruding
from the walls, or extending toward the center.
It includes 10 genera and about 77 species, all of western
Noilh America except 1 in Japan and subarctic eastern
Asia, and 1 in South Africa.

phacelia (fa-sel'a), «. ;
pl.jj7jaceK«E(-e). [NL.,<

Gr. <pdKe^?u)g, (haKE^jig, a bundle, fascicle.] One of
the gastric filaments which in hydrozoans form
solid tentaeuliform processes in the gastric cav-
ity in interradial groups near the genitalia.

phacellate (fas'e-lat), a. [(.phacelia + -afci.]

Provided with phaeellsB, as a polyp.
phacitis (fa-si'tis), n. [Alsophakitis; NL.,< Gr.
ijuiKdc, a, lentil, the lens of the eye, + -iUs.2 In-
flammation of the crystalline lens of the eye.

phacoclioere, phacocnere (fak'o-ker), n. A
member of the genus Pliacoclwerus ; a wart-hog.
—Abyssinian pbacocboere. Same as hallvf.

Phacochoeridse (fak-o-ke'ri-de), n.iil. [NL., <
Phacochmrus + -»(?«.] An African family of
mammals allied to the Suidse, or true swine, typ-
ified by the genus Phacochcerits; the wart-hogs.
The palatomaxillary axis is greatly deflected, forming a
high angle with the occipitosphenoidal axis ; the basisphe-
noid is reflected and excavated ; the malar bones are very
deep, with a short inferior process ; the orbits are directed
upward and backward ; and the dental series is aberrant by
progressive reduction of the number of teeth. Also Pha-
cochoerinse, as a subfamily of Suidse.

phacochoerine, phacocheriue (fak-o-ke'rin), a.

Of or pertaining to the Phacochoeridx.

Pbacochoerus (fak-6-ke'rus), n. [NL, (Cuvier,

1822), < Gx'. ^aic6g, a lentil, a wart or mole like

a lentil, + A'o'pof) a liog.] The typical genus of
Pliaeociujeridse. There are 2 species, both African, of
hideous aspect, with deeply furrowed and warty skin of

Wart-hog {.PhaaKhoeriis a/ricatius').

the face, and long projecting tusks in the male. P. sethi-

opicus, the South African form, is the Ethiopian wai-t-hog,

called vlake-vark by the Dutch colonists. P. afrwanus or
aliani is the Abyssinian wart-hog or phacochoere, also

called hallvf and haroja. Also written Phacocherus.
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phacocyst ^fak'o-sist), n. [< Gr. tjiaxdc, a lentil

(lens), + Kvanc, bladder.] In bat., the nucleus
or cytioblast of a cell, often of a somewhat len-
ticular form. See nucleus.

phacocystitis (fak"o-sis-ti'tis), ». [NL., < Gr.
yoKof, a lentil, the lens of the eye, + kvotic, cyst,

+ -itis.'] Inflammation of the capsule of the
crystalline lens of the eye ; eapsuhtis.

phacoid (fa'koid), a. [< Gr. (paicoecdTJc, like a len-
til, < ifiaKdg, a lentil, + eldog, form.] Resembling
a lentil; lentil-shaped.

phacolite (fak'o-lit), n. [So called in allusion
to the lenticular shape of the crystals ; < Gr. ^a-
k6q, lentil, + A(0of, stone.] A variety of the
zeolite chabazite, occwring in colorless rhom-
bohedral crystals, lenticular in shape. These
are often complex twins. The original was
from Bohmisch Leipa in Bohemia.
phacoscope (fak'o-skop), n. [< Gr. faxSg, lentil

(lens), + dKOTTtlv, view.] A small dark cham-
ber for exhibiting the changes of the crystalline
lens of the eye in accommodation. Alsophako-
scope.

Phacus (fa'kus), n. [NL., < Gr. ipaKdg, lentil.]

A notable genus of flagellate infusorians, re-
ferred to the Chloropeltidea by Stein, by Kent
to the Euglenidse. The several members were origi-
nally described by Ehrenberg as species of Euglena, from
which they differ in their more persistent forms, and
greater indui'ation of the cuticle, which often remains as
an empty test after dissolution of its contents. They are
such as P. triqueter, P. pyrum, and P. longicauda, all

found in fresh water. See cut under Infusoria.

Phaedranassa (fe-dra-nas'a), n. [NL. (Her-
bert, 1845), < Gr. ^diSpavaaaa, the name of a
nymph.] A genus of ornamental plants of the
order AmarylUdese, tribe Amaryllex, and sub-
tribe Cyathiferee, known by the narrow peri-
anth of long erect lobes, the filaments dilated
and united at the base into a ring. The i species
are natives of the Andes of Peru and Ecuador. They pro-
duce broadly oblong or narrow leaves from a coated bulb,
and a hollow scape bearing an umbel of many showy red
or green flowers, drooping and cylindrical or narrowly
funnelform. They are cultivated in greenhouses, under
the name queen-lily.

phsenocarpous (fe-no-kar'pus), a. [< Gr. (jmlveiv,

show, + impirdg, a fruit.] In iot., bearing a
fruit which has no adhesion to surrounding
parts. [Rare.]

Phsenocoelia (fe-no-se'li-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
^atvav, show, + /coj^f, cavity: see ccelum.'] Ani-
mals whose neurocoele is persistent, as all the
true vertebrates: opposed to CrjrjjfocasKo!. Also
Phenocmlia. Wilder, Amer. Nat., XXI. 914.

phsenocoelian (fe-no-se'li-an), a. Having a per-
sistent neurocoele.

"

phsenogam, phenogam (fe'no-gam), n. [iphse-
iwgamous.'i A phanerogamous plant: opposed
to cryptogam.
Phsenogamia (fe-no-ga'mi-a), n. pi. [NL., <
Gr. ipaiveiv, show, + ya/ioc, marriage.] In hot.,

same as Plianerogamia.
phsenogamic, phenogamlc (fe-no-gam'ik), a.

[< phasnogam + -ic] Pertaining to phseno-
gams; related to or of the nature of phseno-
gams; phcenogamous: sts, phsenogamic'botajiy.
pnaenogamous, phenogamons (ff-nog'a-mus),
a. [< Gr. (palvstv, show, + yd/Jog, marriage.]
Having manifest flowers

;
phanerogamous.

phaenology, ». See phenology.

phsenomenont, n. An obsolete form of phe-
nomenon.
phseochrous (fe-ok'rus), a. [< Gr. ^at<if, dusky,

-t- xi"^St tlie skin, complexion.] Of a dark or
dusky color.

PhsBodaria (fe-o-da'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.
^ai6(, dusky, -t- eWof, form, -1- -aria."] The order
Tripyleie, containing the siliooskeletal radiola-
rians I'egarded as a class of Bhizopoda, charac-
terized by the constant presence of large dark-
brown pigmented granules scattered irregular-
ly round the central capsule and covering the
greater part of its outer surface. Also called
Cannopylea.

phseodariau (fe-o-da'ri-an), a. and n. [< Phseo-
daria + -an.'] t. a. OJ or pertaining to the
Phseodaria; tripylean, as a radiolarian.

II. n. A meraber ot the Pheeodaria; a tripy-
lean radiolarian.

phaeodellum (fe-o-del'um), «. ;
pi. phseodella

(-a). [< 'Nil. phxodium + dim. -eUum.'] One
of the large dark pigment-granules of a phreo-
dium. Haeclcel.

phseodium (fe-6'di-um), m.
;

pi. phseodia (-a).

[NL., < Gr. ^a«i£-, duslq^, + «"5of, form.] The
mass of dark-brown pigment characteristic of
the capsule of phseodarian or tripylean radio-
larians. Baeckel.

phaSton

phseophyl, phaeophyll (fe'o-fil), n. [< Gr. ?ia«if,

dusky, + ijivnai), leaf.] A name proposed by
Schutt for the compound pigment of the Fuca-

cesB and Phseosporese. The pigment is composed of

phyoopheein, or that part of the pigment which Is soluble

in water, and phycoxanthin, or that part which is soluble

in alcohol.

phaeopus (fe'o-pus), «. [NL., < Gr. (paidi, dusky,

-I- wmg (nod-) = E. foot.] An old name of a

curlew, now the specific technical name of the

whimbrel, Numeniusphxopus.
Phseosporese (fe-o-sp6're-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. ipat6i, dusky, dark, -I- andpoq, a seed, +
-ex.] A very large class of algse, embracing,

with the Fucacex, all the olive and brown sea-

weeds of the globe. The ordinary mode of multipli-

cation is asexual, by means of zoospores, but the sexual

mode of reproduction presents interesting complications,

ranging from the conjugation of equivalent motile zo-

ogametes to the impregnation of a stationary oosphere by
motile antherozoids. There aie great variations in the
degree and development of the thallus, which is micro-

scopic in some of the Ectocarpacex, and forms the lar-

gest known marine organisms in Macrocystis, Nereoi^slie,

and Lessonia. The Phseosporete include the Latninari-

aeese, Punctariacese, Sporochnacese, Scytosiphonacese, Meso-
glxaceee, THopteridese, Ralfsiaeese, CvJUeriacem, etc. The
class has also been called Phseoiodsporese, and includes a
part of what was formerly grouped together under the
names of Fucoidese, Alelanoeporex, or Mekmospenmex.

Phseothamnieae (fe"o-tham-ni'e-e), n.jil. [NL.
(Lagerheim, 1885), < Phxotlmmnion + -ex.]

A small questionable family of alges, taking its

name from the genus Phxothamnion, and re-

lated, according to Lagerheim, to the families
Chroolepidex and Chxtophoracex. They have a
palmella condition, and also produce two biciliated zoo-

spores, which germinate directly without conjugation, so

far as is known at present.

Phseothamnion (fe-o-tham'ni-on), n. [NL.
(Lagerheim, 1885), <' Gr. (j)at6c, dusky, dark, -1-

hajiviov, a small shrub, dim. of BapioQ, a bush,
shrub.] A genus of fresh-water algse, the
type of the family Plixothamniex, forming
brownish-yellow tufts on other algse.

Phseozoosporeae (fe-o-z6-o-spo're-e), n. pi.

[NL.,< Gr. <pm6g, dusky, dark, -I- C<5ov, an animal,
H- awdpog, a seed : see spore.] Same as Phxo-
sporex.
Pnaethon(fa'e-thon), n. [NL., < Gr.^a^ff6n'^beam-

ing, radiant, in myth, [cap.] a son of Hebos (see

Tropic-bird {PkaSthon atherejts).

a. the totipalmate foot.

phaeton), ppr. of tpaWeiv,

shine.] In ornith. , the only
genus of Phaethontidx. There
are 3 species, P. seOierem, P. flavi- '

rostrls, and P. rubricauda, inhabit-
ing chiefly tropical seas, and known as
tropic-birds. Also Phafimi and Lepturus.

Phaethontidae (fa-e-thon'ti-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Phaethon{ t-) -i- -idx.] A family of totipalmate
oceanic birds, of the order Steganopodes, typi-
fied by the genus Phaethon; the tropic-birds.
In general form and aspect they resemble terns, and the
bill in particular is sternine. The plumage is chiefly white,
vaiied with black, and tinted in some places with rose or
pink ; the bill is red or yellow. The gular sac character-
istic of birds of this order is rudimentanr and almost oom-
Sletely feathered. The tail is short, but the two mid-
le feathers are filamentous and extraordinaiily prolonged

beyond the rest. See Phaitkon and tropie-lrird. Also
Paaetonidse.

phaeton (fa'e-ton), n. [= Sp.faeton, < F.phae-
ton^ phaeton, < L. Phaethon, < Gr. *o^0(ai;, son
of Helios (the Sun), who obtained leave from
his father to drive the chariot of the Sun, but,
being unable to restrain the horses, was struck
by Zeus with a thunderbolt and dashed head-
long into the river Po: see Phaethon.] 1. A
high open foui'-wheeled carriage : as, a park
phaeton; a mail pliaeton. See out on follow-
ing page.



pliaeton

A Variety of Phaeton.

"If the ladies will trast to my driving," said lx)rd
Orrille, "and are not afraid of a phatton, mine sball be
ready in a moment." Miss Bwmey, Evelina, liiv.

2. A low open four-wheeled carriage, drawn
by one or two horses : as, a ponj-phaeton.— 3.

[<'<y-] [Nil.] In omith., same as Plmefhon.
pnaetonic (&«-ton'ik), a. [< phaeton + -ie.]

Pertainmg to or of the nature of a phaeton.
Lamb. (Encyc. IHct.)

Phaetonids (fa-e-ton'i-de), n. pi. Same as
Phaethontidse. t

phagedena, phagedaena (faj-e-de'naj, n. [L.
pliogedxna, ML. phagedena, < Gr. (payedaiva, a
cancerous sore, \ jxtyelv, eat.] An obstinate
spreading ulcer; an ulcer which eats and cor-
rodes the neighboring parts Sloughing phage-
dena. Same as hospital gavgrene (which see^ un^r gan-
grem).

JUiagedenicpIiagedsiUC (faj-e-den'ik), a. and
n. [= F. phagedenique = Sp. fagedenico ;= It.

fagedenico, < li. phagedsenicus, < Gtr. <paye6atvui6^,

of the nature of a cancer, < ipayiSaiva, a cancer:
seeiphagedena.'] I. a. Pertaining to phagedena
or to its treatment; of the nature or character of
phagedena: as, &phagedenic ulcer or medicine.

II. n. In med., an application that causes
the absorption or the death and sloughing of
fungous flesh.

^agedenical, phagedaenical (faj-e-den'i-kal),

a. [< phagedenic+ -o!.] Same as phagedenic.
Wiseman, Surgery, ii. 10.

phagedenous, pluHgedsenons (faj-e-de'nus), a.

[< phagedena, phagedxaa, + -ous.] Causing
absorption of flesh, as in phagedena ; of the na-
ture of phagedena. Wiseman, Surgery, ii. 10.

pbagCM^tal (fag'o-Ei-tal), a. {< phagocyte +
-ed7\ Of or pertaining to a phagocyte,

-phagocyte (fag'o-sit), n. [< Gr. ipayav, eat, +
KVToQ, a hollow (cell) : see cyte.1 A lymph-cor-
puscle, orwhit« blood-corpuscle, regarded as an
organism capable of devouring what it meets,
especially pathogenic microbes.

phagocytic (fa^-o-sit'Ik), a. [< phagocyte +
-»c.] CM, pertaining to, orcaused byphagocytes.

phagocytical (fag-o-sit'i-kal), a. [< pMgoeytic
+ -a{.] Saime as pha,gocyUc.

phago<^rtism (fag'o-si-tizm), «. [< phagocifte
+ -ism."] The nature or function of a phago-
cyte; the intraeeUular digestive process of such
a ceU. Nature, XXXVUI. 91.

phagocytosis (fag'o-a-to'sis), n. \T^.,<phago-
cyte + -osis.'\ The' destruction of microbes by
phagocytes.

fhainopepla (fa'i-no-^ep'la), n. [NIi. (Sclater,

1858), < Gr. ^oetvdf, shiTiing", + irEirXoq, a robe.]
A genus of American oseine passerine birds,

referred to the family Ampelidie and subfamily
PtUogonatinsg. They have the head crested, the plu-
mage of the male shining-black with a large white disk on
«ach wing, that of the female dull-brownish. There is

but one species^ P. nitens, the shining flysnapperor black
ptilogonys of the western parts of the United States,

7| inches long, and 11^ in extent of wings. It is common
from Colorado, TJtab^ and Nevada southward, nests in

trees, lays two or three greenish eggs with profuse dark-

brown or blackish speckles, and is migratory, insectivo-

rous, and melodious. Also written, erroneously, Phxno-
pepla. See cut uader flysnappar.

Fhajns (fa'Jus), n. [NL. (Loureiro, 1790), < Gr.
tjxuog, dusky.] An ornamental genus of orchids

of the tribe Epidendrem and subtribe Bletiese,

distinguished by the free sepals and the gib-

bous or spurred base of the lip with its lobes

broad and involute about the base of the col-

umn. The \^ species are mainly from tropical Asia, also

Africa, Australia, and Japan. They are tall terrestrial

lierbs, or less often epiphytes, with large and broad or

elongated plicate leaves, narrowed or stalked at the base.

The large and showy flowers form a yellow, brownish,

green, violet, or white erect raceme. Many have been long

cultivated, as P. tetraganum from Mauritius, often under
the name Pesmneria, from its throwing oft its sepals soon

after expanding, and P. grandifoli«s(Bletia TankervOlix),

from China, the nun-flower, of common cultivation under

glass, so styled from the two white mngs at the enlarged

summit of the column,

phakltis (fa-ki'tis), n. Same a,s pJtacitw.

phakoscope, ». See phacoscope.
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Fhalacrocoracidse (fal-a-krd-ko-ras'i-de), n.pl.
[Nil. , < Phalacrocorax {-^corac-) + -tdcB. ] A fam-
ily of totipahuate natatorial birds belonging to
the order Stegantmodes, typified by the genus
Phalacrocorax; the cormorants. They have a
straight bill about as long as the head, hooked at the end

;

a long narrow nasal groove with obliterated nostrils in the
adult ; a long rictus, cleft to below the eyes ; amoderate gu-
lar pouch; short but strong wings; and a moderately long
fan-shaped taQ of from 12 to U stifl feathers with abbre-
viated coverts. They are heavy-bodied birds, with long
sinuous neck, and the short stoat legs set far back, neces-
sitating a nearly upright position. They feed chiefly on
fishes, and dive as well as s>vim with celerity. There are
some 25 species, found in nearly all parts of the world,
usually referred to one genus. The family is also called
Carbonidje and Gracuiic&. See cut under comwranL

phalacrocoractne (fal'a-kro-kor'a-sin), a. [<
Phalacrocorax (-eorae-') '+ -«»ei.] Of or pertain-
ing to the Phalacrocoracidx.
Phalacrocorax (fal-a-kro'ko-raks), n. [NL.
(Brisson, 1760), < Jj. phalacrocorax, a coot or
cormorant, < Gr. <jidXaKp6s, bald (see phalaero-
sis), + Kopa^, a crow.] The typical genus of
Phalacrocoracidse, usually regarded as conter-
minous with the family, p. carbo is the common
cormorant of Europe, America, etc P. graculus is the
shag of Europe. P. ducphut is the double-crested cormo-
rant of North America, where are found numerous other
species, as P. mexieanus, P. pemciUatus, P. bicristatus, and
P. violaceus. Also called Hydrocorax, Graculus, and for-
merly Carbo. See cut imder cormorant.

Phalscean, Phalsecian (fal-e-se'an, -si'an), «.

[< L. Phalsedus, < Gr. ^dlameioc, < iiXcuKog,

Phalsecus (see def.).] In anc. pros., a logaoedic
verse, similar to a trochaic pentapody, but hav-
ing a dactyl in the second place : named from
Phalsecus, a Greek epigrammatist. The first

foot maybe a trochee, a spondee, or an iambus.
Phalsena (fa-le'na), n. [Nil. (liinnsBus, 1758),
< Gr. ^^aiva, ^aX^a<i'a, a moth.] 1. A Linnean
term, used in somewhat more than a generic
sense, at first for aU moths (when the iSnnean
Lepidoptera were composed of the genera Pa-
pUio and Phalsend), subsequently for aE moths
below the genus ^hinx. Then moths were divided
by Linnsens into groups, named somewhat in the manner of
species—PAateiza&oin^j/x,P Twctua,P.geometra,P.pyra-
lis, P. tinea, and P. alueita—divisions corresponding to the
main modern groups. In 1793 Fabricins restricted the
term to the PluUsena geormtra of Linnfens. The term has
lapsed, hut has given derived names to several groups.

2. [I. c] Any moth.
phalxnlan (fa-le'ni-an), a. and n. I, a. Of or
pertaining to the Phalienidie; geometrid.

Some of the PAaZ«7i*anlarvae have twelve legs, and some
even fourteen. Science, IX. 318.

H. n. A member of the PAaten«f«.
Phalaenidse (fa-len'i-de), n. pi. [Nil. (Leach,
1819), < Phalaena + •idte.'] A fanuly of moths,
synonymous with Geometridse in a broad sense.

phalsenoid (fa-le'noid), a. andn. [< GT.ipaiaiva,

a moth, + EliSof, form.] I. a. Resembling or
related to - phalsena ; of or pertaining to the
Phalienidai.

H. n. A member of the Phalsnidse.

Fhalsnopsis (fal-e-nop'sis'', ». [NL. (Blume,
1825), from the resemblance of the flower, in
form and color, to a large white moth; < Gr. ipa-

jMcoa, moth, + 6^«r, appearance.] 1. In hot., a
genus of beautiful orchids of the tribe Vandese
and the subtribe Sarcanthese, characterized by
loosely raeemed
flowers, their lat-

eral sepals united
to the base of the
thick and round-
ish column, and
the Up destitute

of a spur. There
are about 15 species,

natives of the Malay-
an archipelago and
eastern India. They
are epiphytes, with
.short le^ stems
without pseudobulbs.
They bear two-ranked
leathery or fleshy ob-
long leaves, with per-
sistent bases which
sheath the stem. The
large flat flowers are
white, pink, partly
yellow, and crimson,
or of other colors,

and are remarkable
among orchids for
their broadly expand-
ed lateral petals, and
for a lip often pro-
longed at the tip into
a pair of twisted tendrils or of recurved horns. P. ama-
bQis, a white and yellow species fi-om Manila, is the
Indian butterfty-plaTit, and the other species the moth-
orchids or moth-plants of conservatories. P. Schilleriana

is one of the rarest and most beautiful orchids known.

Phalanofsis Schilleriana.

phalangiform

2. In omith., a genus of owls: synonymous
with Glauddium. Bonaparte, 1854.

Phalsenoptillis (fal-f-nop'ti-lus), «. [NL.
(Eidgway, 1880), < Gr. (j>d?juva, a moth, + Jtri-

/lov, soft feathers, down.] A genus of fissi-

rostral picarian birds of the family Caprimul-
gidse, or goatsuckers ; the poor-wUls : so called
from the hoariness of the plumage, which re-

sembles that of a moth. The type is Nuttall's
poor-will, P. ittittalli, common in western parts
of the United States.

phalangal (fa-lang'gal), a. Same as phalan-
geal.

phalangarthritis (fa-lang-gar-thri'tis), n.

[NL., < Gr. <j>a?.ay^ (tjmhiYy-), bone of finger or
toe, 4- apBpov, a joint, + -iiis.'] Inflammation,
especially gouty inflammation, of the phalan-
geal joints.

phalange (fa-lanj'),n. [=F .Fg.phala7ige=Sp.
It. falange, < Gr. ^dA«; f (<paXayy-), bone of finger
or toe: see phaianx.] 1. In anat. and zooU, a
phalanx of a digit.— 2. In entom., any one of the
joints of an insect's tarsus : generally used col-
lectively of all the joints, exclusive or not of
the metatarsus : as, the anterior phalanges.— 3.
In hot, a bundle of stamens joined more or less

by their filaments: as, theplialanges of stamens
in a diadelphous or polyadelphous flower. [In
all senses commonly in the plural phalanges,
the usual singular hemg plialanx.']

phalangeal (fa-lan'je-al), o. [< phalange +
-oJ.] In anat. and zool., of or pertaining to a
phsdanx or the phalanges. Aisophalangal, pha-
langial, phalangean, phalnngian PhainTigpai
iMine, a ph^anz.—FhaliUigeal process, (a) Of Deiters's
cells, a lender prolongation attached above to a phalanx
of the reticular lamina of the Cortian organ. (6) The out-
wardly directed process of the head of an outer rod of
Corti- Also called phalanx qf a rod qf CortL

phalangean (fa-lan'je-an), a. [< phalange +
-an.] ^Same a.s phalangeal.

phalanger (fa-lan'jer), n. [< F. phalanger, <
phalange, phalanx: see phalanx.'] 1. A mar-
supial mammal of the genus Phalanger or Pha-
langista, or of the subfamily Phalangistinse ; a
phalangist: so named by6uffon(in the case of
a species of Cuscus) from the peculiar structure
of the second and third digits of the hind feet,

which are webbed together. Phalangers are opos-
snm-like quadrupeds with a long prehensile tail, of arbo-
real habits, frugivorous and insectivorous, represented in
abundance in tiie whole Australian region by numerous
species and several genera. They have a thick woolly coat,
and average about the size of a cat, though some aremuch
smaller. I^ephalangersproperhavenoparachute; others,
known as petaurists, or fiying-phalangeis, are provided
with a flying-membrane. Some of the best-known species
belong to t^e genus Cuseus, as the ursine phalanger, C.
UTsinu& Yalentyn's phalanger isC orientalis, known also
by its native names Jtapou?ui and coe£coes. The vulpine phii-

l^ger is TrichosuTus vulpinus, having the tail almost en-
tirely hairy, and combining to some extent the aspects of
a squirrel and a fox. Cook^s phalanger and some related
forms belong to the genus PseudocAuTis. Some veiy small
ones, resembling dormice, constitute the genus J>romic»a.
See cuts under DronUcia, Cuscus, Petaurista, and AerolKUes.

2. [cap.] [NL.] A genus of phalangersfounded
by Storr in 1780. The name is prior in date to
Phalangista, Ymt until lately has been less used.
Phalangerias (fal-an-jer'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Phalanger + -tdcB.] A family of marsupials,
typified by the genus Phalanger: same as Pha-
langistidee.

phalanges, n. The plural of phalanx (as well
as ot phalange).

phalangial (fa-lan'ji-^), a. [(.phalange + -ial.']

Same as phalangeal.

phalangian (fa-lan'ji-an), a. and n. I. a. 1.

Same asphalarigeal.—2. Same a.sphalangidean.
H. n. Oneof theP7iaton^JKt»orharvestmen.

phalangic (fa-lan'jik), a. [< phalange + -icJ]

Phalangeal.
Fhalangidea (fal-an-jid'e-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Phalangiiim + -idea."] An order of tracheate
Arachnida. The s^mented abdomen is not distinctly
separate from the cephalothorax; the falces or cheliceres
are two- or three-jointed ; the pedipalps are flve-jointed
and filiform; theeyes are two (toeight?) in number; and
the eight legs are generally very long and slender, some-
times excessively so,the whole body apx>earing of insignif-
icant size in comparison with them. They are most nearly
related to the mites or acarids, though more nearly re-
sembling spiders in some respects. They have no spin-
nerets or poison-glands, and are perfectly harmless. Many
of the longest-legged forms are known as harvesters, har-
restmen, harvest-spiders, and shepherd-spiders, and in the
X'liited States as daddy-long-legs. The order is also called
OpHiones. There are several families, including Phalan-
giidx. GonyleptidjB, Trogulid^, and Sironidss. Also Pha-
langida, Phcaangila. See cuts under Phalangium and
Phryxis.

phalangidean (fal-an-jid'f-an), a. Of or per-
taining to the Fhalangidea.
phalangiform (fa-lan'ji-f6rm), a. [i'L.phalanx
(phalang-), phalanx, + forma, form.] Having



phalangifonn

the shape or appearance of a digital phalanx.
Encyc. Brit., in. 715.

Phalangigcada (fal-an-jig'ra-da), n. pi. [NL.

,

neut.pl. otphalangigradus: seephalangigrade.]
A division of ruminant artiodaetyl mammals,
represented by the family Camelidie : so called
from the peculiar construction of the feet,
which causes the animals to walk on phalanges
instead of on homy hoofs. More fully called
Pecora Phalangigrada. Also Tylopoda.
phalangigrade (fa-lan'ji-grad), a. [< NL.
phalangigradtts, < Li. phalanx (phalaiig-), pha-
range,+ gradi, walk, go.] Walking on the pha-
langes, which are padded for that purpose in-
stead of being incased in hoofs, as a camel or
llama; of or pertaining to the Phalangigrada.
Phalangiidse (fal-an-ji'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Phalangium + -idee.'] The leading family of
the order Phalangidea, having a small rounded,
oblong, or ovalbody, and extremelylong slender
legs with many-jointed tarsi. The legs reach the
maximum of length and attenuation in this family, being
sometimes more than twenty times as long as the body.
The eyes are close together on the top of the head; a very
long penis can be protruded from beneath the mouth;
the cheliceres are exposed, diversiform, well developed;
and the pedipalps are modeiutely long. There are many
genera besides Phalangium. Also Ptidlanffidx.

phalangious (fa-lan'ji-us), a. [< Phalangium
+ -otts^ Of or pertaining to the genus Pha-
langium.

phalangist (fal'an-jist), n. [< NL. Phalangista.']

A phalanger; a member of the genus Phalan-
gista.

Phalangista (fal-an-gis'ta), n. [NL. (Cuvier,

1800), TL. phalana; (pluiiang-), phalanx: see
plialanx.2 The typical genus of Phalangistidse

:

^monymous with Phalanger, 2. Beephalanger.
Phalangistids (fal-an-jis'ti-de), n.x)l. [NL., <

Phalangista + -idee."] 1. A family of diproto-

dont marsupial mammals, containing the pha-
langers or Australian opossums, the petaurists,

the koala, etc. The family includes numerous genera
and species of Australia and Fapua, of small or moderate
size and arboreal habits, and diversified diet. It is divis-

ible into three subfamilies, Phalangiatime, Tandpedmse,
and Phascolarctinse. See cuts under Acrobates, koala,

Petaurigta, Ouseia, and Dromieia.

2. The above family restricted by exclusion
of Tarsipedinie and Phascolarctinse as types of
separate families.

Phalangistinse (faFan-jis-ti'ne), n. pi. [NL.,
< Phalangista + -inse.'] A subfamily of Pha-
langistidse, embracing the several genera and
numerous species of true phalangers which
lack the peculiarities of the genera Tarsipes
and Phascolarctos. The typical phalangers or native
opossums have prehensile tails and no flying-membrane,
constituting the genera Phalangista, Cuscus, Pseudochirus,
and DactylopsUa. The flying-opossums, flying-squirrels,

or petaurists have a parachute and non-prehensile tail,

and include the genera PeUmrux^ Belideus, Acrobata, and
others. The PhaZanffigtiiue range in size from that of a
mouse to that of a cat, and are of arboreal habits ; they
are distributed throughout the Austiulian region.

pbalangistine (fal-an-jis'tin), a. and n. I, a.

Of or pertaining to the Phalangistinx.

n. n. A phalanger or phalangist as a mem-
ber of the PJmlangisUnsB.

phalangite (fal'an-jit), n. [< F. phalangite, <

Ij.plialangite,s, in p\.p}ialangitse, < Gr. tpaTiayylrtic,

a, soldier in a phalanx, < fakay^, a phalanx : see

phaUma;.^ A soldier belonging to a phalanx.

Phalangium (fa-lan'ji-um), n. [NL., < Gr. ^o-

Uyyiov, a spider, dim. of ^dAoyf, a spider, so
called from the long joints of its leg; < ipdTiayS,

a phalanx: see 2)halanx.'i A genus of arach-
nidans, formerly of great extent, now restrict-

Daddy-long-leg^ {Phalan^iutn dorsatut/i^, female.

CTwo thirds natural size.)

ed and made typical of the modern family Pha-
langiidse. it is characteiized by the great length and
slendemess of the legs, the iiliform maxillaiy paJpi sim-
ply hooked at the end, and the segmented abdomen dis-
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tinct from and of equal width with the cephalothorax.
The species are of active habits and live on animal food.

phalanstere (fal'an-ster), n. [< F.phalansUre

:

see phalanstery.2 A phalanstery. Bulwer,Mj
Novel, IV. viii.

phalansterian (fal-an-ste'ri-an), n. and a. [<

P. phalansferien ; as pJialanstei-y -i- -an.^ I.

n. A member of the socialistic association,

commvmity, or organization called by Fourier
a^alanx; hence, a Fourierite.

n. a. Pertaining to a community or associa-

tion called a phalanx, or to the building or build-

ings occupied by such a community; hence,

Fourieristic : as, phalansterian associations or

doctrines.

phalansterianism (fal-an-ste'ri-an-izm), ». [<
phalansterian + 4sm.'i' That feature of the
communistic system of Fourier which consisted

in the reorganization of society into phalanxes,

every one to contain about 1,800 persons who
should hold their property in common. See
Fourierism.
phalansterism (fa-lan'ste-rizm), ». [< phalan-
ster-y + -ism.'\ Same as'phalansterianism.

phalanstery (fal'an-ster-i),».; t^\.phalansteries

(-iz). [< F.phalanstei-e, Irreg. < phalange, one
of Fourier's communities, a phalanx (see pha-
lanx), + -stdre as in monastere : see monastery.']

The building or buildings occupied as a dwell-

ing by a community living together and having
goods and property in common as proposed by
Fourier. See Fourierism.

phalanx (fa'langks orfarangks),«.; \^\.phalan^

ges (fa-lan'jez) or (except in a,na,tomy)]}lMlanxes
(fa'langk-sez or fal'angk-sez). [=z¥.phaUinge
= Pg. plialange = Sp. It. falange, < L. plialanx

{phalang-), < Gr. <pd?Mj^ (ipaTuiyy-), a line or

order of battle, a rank of soldiers, a phalanx
(def. 1), also a round piece of wood, the bone
between joints of the fingers and toes, etc.]

1. In Chr. antiq., in general, the whole of the
heavy-armed infantry of an army; particu-

larly, a single grand division of that class of
troops when formed in ranks and files close

and deep, with their shields joined and long
spears overlapping one another so as to pre-

sent a firm and serried front to a foe. The cele-

brated Macedonian phalanx was normally drawn up six-

teen ranks deep, the men being clad in armor, bearing
shields, and armed with swords and with speai-s from 21 to

24 feet long. lu anay the shields formed a continuous
bulwark, and the ranks were placed at such intervals that
five spears which were borne pointed forwai'd and up-
ward protected every man in the front rank. The pha-
lanx on smooth ground, and with its flanks and rear ade-
quately protected, was practically invincible ; but it was
cumbrous and slow in movement, and if once broken
could only with great difficulty be reformed.

Anon they move
In perfect ^AoZana; to the Dorian mood
Of flutes and soft recorders. MUton, F. L., L 551.

2. Any body of troops or men formed in close

array, or any combination of people distin-

guished for firmness and solidity of union.—3.
In Fourier's plan for the reorganization of so-

ciety, a group of persons, numbering about
1,800, living together and holding their proper-
ty in common. See Fourierism.—4. In anat.

and zool. : (a) A row or series of bones in the
fingers or toes. Hence— (&) One of the bones
of the fingers or toes; a digital intemode,
succeeding the metacarpal or metatarsal
bones, collectively constituting the skeleton of

the third and distal segment of the hand or
foot: so called from their regular disposition

in several rows. Thenormalnumber of thephalanges
of each digit is three. This is only exceptionally increased,

as in the flippers of some cet^eans and extinct rep-

tiles ; but it is frequently reduced, as in most of the digits

of birds, and in the inner digits of mammals which have
five fingers and toes. In man the phalanges of the fingers

and toes are each fourteen, three to every digit excepting
the thumb and great toe, which have two apiece. The
original implication of the term seems to have been any
one of the cross-rows of small bones between the succes-

sive knuckles of the fingers or toes, or the longitudinal

series of small bones of any one finger or toe. But usage
transfers the sense of pTudanx to any one of these bones,

two or more of which are phdlanges. See cuts under
Arliodaeti/la, carpus, Catarrhina./oot, hand, Jclithyosauria,

Periisodioebyla, pinion, Plesiosaurui, solidungulaie, tarifue,

and Omithoscelida. (c) One of the fiddle-shaped

cells of the lamina reticularis of the Cortian

organ. Also called JJeitei's^s lyhalanges.— 5. In
zool, a group or series of animals, of indeter-

minate classificatory value; one of several

groups which may be Interposed above genera
and below classes or orders. A phalanx frequently

corresponds in value to a subfamily, but has no recognized

fixed place in classification. Sometimes synonymous with
cohort or Oilmen.—Basilar phalanx, a phalanx of the

proximal row.—Middle pbalanx, a phalanx of the mid-
dle row.—Ungual pha&nx, the terminal phalanx, on
which is the nail.

Fhalaropus

phalarict (fa-lar'ik), n. [< Phalaris, the tyrant

of Agrigentum.] A fire-javelin.

They called a certain kind of Javeline Armed at the-

point with an Iron three foot long, that it might pierce

ttu'ough and thi'ough an Armed Man, PhtUarica, which
they sometimes in Field-services daited by hand ; some-

times from several sorts of Engines for the defence of be-

leagured -places: The shaft whereof, being roul'd round
with Flax, Wax, Eosin, Oyl, and other combustible mat-
ter, took fire in its flight, and lighting upon the Body of a.

Man, or his Targueti took away all the use of Aims and
Limbs. Uontaigiae, Essays (tr. by Cotton, 1693), I. 493.

Phalaridea(fal-a-rid'e-e;,».j)?. [NL. (Kunth,
1833), < Phalaris (-rid-) + -ese.'] A tribe of

grasses embracing six genera, distinguished by
the five glumes and the spike-

let with a single terminal
fiower, jointed to a pedicel,

and generally with two rudi-

mentary lateral flowers at-

tached below the joint. See
Phalaris, Alopecurus, and Ei-
erochloe.

Phalaris (fal'a-ris), n. [NL.
(LinnsBus, 1737),<Ij. phalaris,

canary-grass, < Gr. 0ffl/lap(f, a
kind of grass, < ipahipSg, white,

shining, < ^Ug, shining, <

(jiaeiv, shine.] 1. A genus of

grasses, type of the tnbe Pha-
laridese, characterized by the

dense spike, head, or thyrsus,

the lower two glumes larger

than the others, the third and
fourth short and blunt or bris-
tle-like, and the fifth broader
and thinner. There are about 10
species, natives chiefly of the Medi-
terranean region. They are annual
or perennial grasses with flat leaves.

P. arundinacea, the sword-grass, or
reed canary-grass, is a widely dis-

tributed species, for which see also
dagger^, 6. For the striped variety, see ribbon-grass and
garderwr's-gartere, also known aspainted-grass, silver-grass,

ladg's-laces, French grass, etc. For the other best-known
species, P. Canariengis, see canary-grass, and for its seed,

see ttlpist and bird-seed.

2. In zool., a genus of hemipterous insects.

Misso, 1826.

phalarope (fal'a-rop), n. [= P. phalarope, <

NL. Phalaropus'^ A small wading bird of the
family Phalaropodidse, having lobate toes. There
are 3 species, usuallyplaced in as many genera, of elegant
and varied coloration, and in general resembling sand-
pipers ; but the body is depressed rather than compressed,
and the plumage of the under parts is thick and compact
to resist water, upon which these little birds swim with
great ease and grace. They are found on inland waters and
along the coasts of most parts of the world, sometimes ven-
turing far out to sea. Two of the three species breed only
in boreal regions, and perform extensive migi'ations in the
spring and fall. Wilson's phalarope, Phalaropus (Stega-

Tiopus) vrilsoni, the largest and handsomest species, is con-
fined to America, breeding fi-om northerly paits of the
United States northward, and dispei-sing ni winter over
South America. It is 8} inches long, and 16| in extent o£
wings ; the bill is 1 J inches long and extremely slender

;

the mai'gins of the toes are not scalloped. The female ex-

ceeds the male in size and beauty, and the male perfoiTas
the task of incubation. The red-necked or northem phal-

arope is Phalaropus (Lobipes) hyperboreus; this has 3
slender bill like the Ih'st, but is smaller, and the membrane

Canary-grass (Pfta^
laris Canariensis). i,

tlie plant; 2, the spike-
iilte inflorescence ; a.

empty glumes ; b, flow-
ering glumes inclosing-
the nower.

tii^

Red Phalarope (PhalnropusJUticariid^. a, biU.

of the toes is scalloped. The red ot gray phalarope is P.
fidicaHus, also called the coot-footed trimga: the bill is

broad and depressed, with a lancet-shaped tip, and the
membrane of the toes is scalloped. This species is noted
for its great seasonal changes of plumage. See also cut
under StegaTU)]ms.

Phalaropodidse (fal"a-ro-pod'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Phalaropus (-pod-) -I- idee.'] A family of small
wading and swimming birds of the order Limi-
colse, related to the Scolopacidse, or snipe fam-
ily, having the toes lobate and the body de-
pressed, with thickened plumage of the under
side ; the phalaropes. There are 3 genera, Pha-
laropus, Lolnpes, and Steganopus. See phala-
rope.

Phalaropus (fa-lar'o-pus), n. [NL. (Brisson,
1860), < Gr. ^aXa/)/f,'a coot, + jroiif (iro6-) = B.
foot.] A genus of Phalaropodidse, contermi-
nous with the family orrestneted to one of the



Phalaropos
species, usually to P. fuUcarius, the red phala-
rope.

Phaleridinse (fa-le-ri-di'ne), n. pi. [NL., <
Plwleris {-rid-) '+ -in«.] A subfamUy of AU
cidx, embracing the auklets and some other
species, chiefly inhabiting the Nortli Pacific
ocean. Phaleris or Simorhynclms cristateUus is
a ohaiaeteristic example. See cut under auklet.

phaleridine (fa-le'ri-din), a. Of or pertaining
to the PlmlerieUnse.

Phaleris (fa-le'Hs),n. [NL. (Temminek, 1820),
< Gr. ^oX^/stf, Ionic for (paJLapig, a coot : see Plui-
laris.'] Same as Siniorhyticbus.

phallalgia (fa-lal'Ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr. (jxMiis,

phallus, + iXyof, pain.J Pain in the penis.

phallephoric (fal-e-for'ik), a. [< Gr. (paMti-
^ptlv, bear the phaUiis, < fa^Mg, phallus, 4-

(^peo! = E. Seari.] Bearing the phaUus ; carry-
ing priapio images or symbols. Knight, Anc.
Art and Myth., p. 55.

phallic (fal'ik), a. [= F. pMlligue, < Gr. 6a'A-

Xutdg, < tpoAXdi, phallus : see phaMiis.'] Of or
jiertaining to the phallus or the generative
principle in nature : as, phaUic worship.

phallicisni (fal'i-sizm), n. [(.phalUc + -»S9».]

PhaUie worship; worship of the organs of sex
or of the generative principle in nature. Also
pltaMsm.

phallicist (fal'i-sist), B. \_<. pltaUie + -ist."] A
student of phallicism.

phaUisni(fal'izm), ». [< jjftoKjts + -ism.] Same
a& phaMicism.

phallitis (fa-li'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. ^Mq, phal-
lus, + -itig.] Inflammation of the penis.

phalloid (faJL'oid), «. [< Gr. ^aXKdg, phaUus, +
eWof, form.] Besembling a phallus or penis.

Phalloideae (fa-loi'df-e), n. pi. [NL. (Fries,

1823), < PhaUus + -otdea?.] A family of gas-
teromycetous fungi, taking its name from the
genus PImUus. The volva is imiveisal, with the inter-

mediate stratmn gelatinous and the bymeuiam deliques-
cent. It includes the stinkhoms.

Phalloidei (fa-loi'df-i), n. pi. [NL., < PhaUus
+ -oidei.'} Same as PltaUoidem.

phallus (fal'ns), n. [L.,< Gr. ^a>Udf : see def. 2.]

1. The penis; in biol., in general, the oi^an of

sex.—2. An emblem of the generative power
in nature, carried in solemn procession in the
Baeohie festivals of ancient Greece, and also

an object of veneration or worship among vari-

ous Oriental nations. See Ungam.— 3. Xeap.']

[NL.] In J)ot., a genus of gasteromycetous
fungi, giving name to the family PhaUoidese.
The stem is naked and bears a conical reacolated pileus.

P. impudicus, the common stinkhorn, grows in damp
woods, and emits a fetid, highly disagreeable odor- The
spores are scattered by carrion-flies that are attracted by
l^esmeU.

Phanariot (fa-nar'i-ot), a. and n. [NGr. *avo-

ptoTTK (?), < ^avdptov (< Turk. Faiiar), a quarter
of Constantinople, so called from a lighthouse
on the Golden Horn, < (pavapwv (NGr. <pavapt), a
lantern, lighthouse, < <pav6g, a lantern, < tpdeiv,

give light, shine.] I. a. Of or pertaining to
Sie quarter of Constantinople called Fanar,
the chief residence of the Greeks in Constan-
tinople after the Turkish conquest; of or per-
taining to the Phanariots.

H. «. A resident of the quarter of Fanar in
Constantinople; hence, a member of a class

of aristocratic Greeks, chiefly resident in the
Fanar quarter of Constantinople, T^ho held im-
portant political of&cial positions under the
Turks, and furnished hospodars of Moldavia,
WaUaehia, etc.

Also written Fanariot.

phanef, n. An obsolete erroneous spelling of

Phaneri (fan'e-ri:), «. pi. [NL., pi- of phanerus,
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outward or evident genitals. Thesr are more fully
called DiseopJutrx phaneroearpiBj as distinguished from
Diseqphorm eryptMorpsR, and correspond to the modem
group Scyphomedusie, though the character implied in the
name is not always pi-esenC

phanerocarpous (fan'e-ro-kar'pus), a. Per-
taining to the Pltanerocarpse, or having theu-
ehai'aeters : opposed to cryptocarpous.

phanerocodonic (fau'e-ro-ko-don'ik), a. [< Gr.
pavEpdf, visible, + /oMcJv, a bell.] Campanulate
or bell-shaped with open mouth: specifically
said of the genital buds, or gonophores, of hy-
drozoans, in distinction from adelbcodonie. J U-
man.

phaiierocrystalline(fan''e-ro-kris'ta-lin),a. [<
Gr. ipavepdi, visible, + Kfnics7'a}^Mg, crystal: see
crystoMine.^ Distinctly crystalline : opposed to
cryptoerystaUhte.

phanerogam (fan'e-ro-gam), n. [i phaneroga-
mous.'] In bot., a phanerogamic plant.
Phanerogainia_(fan'e-ro-ga'mi-a), n.j>l. [NL.,
< Gr. (favepog, visible,' apparent, + ya/iog, mar-
riage.] A primary division or series of plants,
comprising those which have their oigans of
reproduction developed and distinctly appa-
rent—that is, plants having true flowers con-
taining stamens and pistils; flowering plants.
It includes the two classes AitffiospermsB (angiosperms)
and GymtnogpennsB (gymnosperms), the former embracing
the two subclasses DiaOyledinies and JHonocotyledones. See
Cryptogawia.

phaAerogamian (fan*e-ro-ga'ml-an), a. {<phan^
erogam-ous + -ian.'i "Same as pRanerogamic.
phanerogamic (fan'e-ro-gam'ik), a. [iphan-
erogam-ous + -ic] tn' hot., belonging to the
Plmnerogamia; flowering: as, plianerogaviic ov
flowering plants: opposed to cryptogamic and
cryptogamous.
ph^erogamOUS (fan-e-rog'a-mus), a. [< Gr.
^xniepdg, visible, + ydfiog, marriage.] Same as

Jpluinerogamie.
inianeroglossa, Phaneroglossse (fan'e-ro-
glos'a, -e), «. pi. [NL., < Gr. <favep6c, visible,

-I- -yXaaaa, the tongue.] A division of salient
anurous batrachians, including those which
evidentlyhave a tongue, and whose Eustachian
tubes are separate- it has been divided into Disco-
dactyla and Oxydadyla, a mode of division not now recog-
nize It includes all the tailless amphibians excepting
iAi.9 Pipidxaa^XenopoeUdie. The term is contrasted with

pnaneroglossal (fan''e-r6-glos'al), a. [< PIm-
neroglossa + -oL] Same as pluxneroglossate

:

conteasted with agJossal.

phaneroglossate (fan'e-ro-glos'at), a. and n.

{As Phaneroglossa + -ii&i.] I. a. Having a
tongue, as a batrachian; of or pertaining to the
P]ian«roglossa.

n. n. Any member of the Phaneroglossa.

Phaneropneumona (fan'e-rop-nii'mo-na), n.

pi. [^1j., umit. Tpl. otpliimeropn«mnmus : see
phaneropneumonotis^ In J. E. Gray's classifi-

cation (1821), one of two orders of Pneumohran-
ehia (the other being Adelopiteumona), having
branched vascular gills on the inner surface of
the mantle, and being thus adapted to terres-

trial life. They chiefly belong to the families

CyclostomidsB, Cycloplwridee, ete., and are very
numerous in tropical regions.

pluineropneumonous (fan'e -rop-nu'mo -nus),

a. [< NL. phaneropneumon us, < Gr. ipavepog, visi-

ble, + liveviiav, the lungs.] Having evident or-

gans of respiration, as a mollusk; belonging to

the PhaiieropneumotM.
Phaneroptera (fan-e-rop'te-ra), n. [NL. (Ser-

viUe), < Gr. ipavepo;" visibfe, "+ itTsfiv, win^.]

The typical genus of PJianeropteridse, compris-

ing very slender long-homed grasshoppers or

katydids, with the wing-covers narrow and par-

allel-sided. They inhabit mainly the tropical regions

_ _ of both hemispheres. P. atrmeauda is common in the

< Gr.davepdf,"viable' manifest,"evident, appa- United States.
., ,^ , ^ ,- -.-x 7

rent, <<6alvea0(u (V ixn>), appear, show, < ^iv, Phaneropterida (fan'e-rop-ter i-de), n. ph
,.',^^ . .^^ ^ 'wr^^.-^-j. !—T; [NL., < P*a«eropfera + -!<fe.] A family of or-

thopterous insects,namedby Bm-meisterin 1838

from the genus PJianeroptera. It comprises a num-
ber of long-legged, thin, narrow-winged, and chiefly tropi-

cal or subtoopical katydids. About a dozen geneia are

distinguished.

phajlgedt, a. A bad spelling otfanged.

shine.] Bacteria and other minute oigamsms
visible -under the microscope without the use

of special reagents: contrasted with Aplumeri.
Maggi.
Phanerobranchiata (fan'e-ro-brang-ki-a'<^),

re. pi. [NL. : see phaiwrdbranchiate.] A divi-

sion of doridoid gastropods, containing those

which have the giUs distinct and separately

retractile, as the Polyeeridae and Goniodorididse.

phanerobranchiate (fan'e-ro-brang'M-atV a.

[< Gr. (pavepog, visible, + pp&YX'", giUs.] Hav-
ing distinct gills ; specifically, of or pertaining

to the Phanerohranchiata.

Hianerocarpae (fan'e-ro-l^r'pe), n.pl. [NL.,

< Gr. tpavepog, visible, + KapKog, fniit.] One of

two prime divisions of acalephs, made by Esch-

seholtz in 1829, containing those which have

Thir Weapons were a short Speare and light Target, a
Sword also by thir side, thir flght sometimes in Chariots

phana'd at the Axle with Iron Sitbes.
Milttnt, Hist. Eng., a

§hantasiat, "• Same as fantasia.

'hantasiast (fan-ta'zi-ast), II. [< Gr. (jmrroBt-

aoT^C, one who presents the appearance only,

eeel. one (also called ^vraaiodoK^e) who held

that Christ's body was only a phantom, < ipav-

raoia^etv, cheat with appearances, < ^avrama,

appearance: see fantasia, fantasy, fancg."] A

phantasmally

name given to those of the Doeetse who held
that Christ's body was a mere phantom.
phantasm (fan'tazm), )(. [Also/onto«»i, < OP.
fantasme, F. pliantasme = Sp.fantasma = Pg.

fantasnia,phantasma =lt.fantasma,fantasima.
fantasmo, < Xi. phnntasma, an apparition, spec-

ter, LL. also appearance, image, < Gr. fdvraapa,

an appearance, image, apparition, specter, <

<pavTa!^uv, shoWj < ^ipavrog, verbal adj. of faivetv

(V <liav), show, in pass, appear, < ijiaeiv, shine, =
Skt. V hha, shine. Cf. pitase, 2>henomettOH, etc

.

,

from the same root. I^om the same Gr. word,
through OF., is derived E. phantom.'] 1. An
apparition; a specter; a vision; an illusion or
hallucination.

Made all outward occurrences unsubstantial, like the
iea^jig phantasms of a half conscious slumber.

HaiDthome, Seven Gables, Iv.

2. An. idea; a fancy; a fantastic notion.

Ambitions j>Aa7ito«nis haunt his idle brain.
And pride still prompts him to be greatly vain.

Bro(^ tr. of Jerusalem Delivered, L

3. Specifically, in recent use, a phantom or ap-
parition ; the imagined appearance of a person,
whether living or dead, in a place where his

body is not at the same time.

Where, however, the phanUmn includes details of dress
or aspect which could not be supplied by the percipient's

min^ Mr. Gnrney thinks it may be attribute to a con-
scions or sub-conscious image of his own appearance, or
of some feature of it, in the agent's mind, which is tele-

pathically conveyed as such to the mind of the percipient.
Mind, XU. 281.

=S3ni. 3. Plumtom, Apparition, etc. See ghost.

phantasma (fan-taz'ma), n.; pi. phantasniata
(-ma-tSi). [L. : seejj/mntosm.] A phantasm.
phantasmagoria (fan-taz-ma-go'ri-a), n. {Also
piiantasmagot-y ; = Y. phaniasmagorie, fantas-
magorie = Sp. fantasmagdria = Pg. fantasma-
goria, phantasmagoria = It. fantasmagoria ; <
NL. phantasmagoria, < Gr. favraa/m, aphantasm
(see phantasttt), + ayopd, assembly, < ayeipeiv,

assemble.] 1 . A fantastic series or medley of
illusive or terrifying figures or images.

In the hands of an Inferior artist, who fancies that im-
agination is something to be squeezed out of color-tubes,

the past becomes a phantasmagoria of jackboots, doub- <

lets, and flap-bats, the mere property-room of a deserted [

theatre. ImvkU, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 257.

We lately received an account of a very remai-kable
'

phantasmagoria said to have been witnessed by two gen-
tlemen in Gloucestershire about fifty years a^o.

Ptoc Soc Psych. Research, I. 103.

Specifically—2. An exhibition of images or
pictures by the agency of light and shadow,
as by the magic lantern or the stereopticon

;

especially, such an exhibition so arranged by
a combination of two lanterns' or lenses that
every view dissolves or merges gradually into

the next. Hence—3. The apparatus by means
of which such an exhibition is produced; a
magic lantern or a stereopticon.

phantasmagorial (fan-taz-ma-go'ri-al), a. [<
phantasmagoria + -al.] Relating to a phantas-
magoria; phantasmagoric.
phantasmagoric (fan-taz-ma-gor'ik), a. [= F.
fantasmagorique,phantasmagorigue = Sp./oji-

tasmag<irieo; as phantasmagoria + -ic.] Per-
taining or relating to a phantasmagoria; of the
nature of phantasmagoria; Dlusive; unreal.

phantasmagorical (fan-taz-ma-gor'i-kal), a.

[< phantasmagoric + -al.] Saiie as phantas-
magoric.
phantasmagory (fan-taz'ma-go-ri), n. [< NL.
phantasmagoria: see phantasmagoria.] Same
as phantasmagoria.

phajltasmal (fan-taz'mal), a. [< phantasnt +
-al.] Of the nature of a phantasm or illusion

;

unreal; spectral.

Thou canst no longer know or love the shapes
Of this phaTitnsmai scene. SkeUey, Alastor,

The mirage of the desert and various QXh&Tphantasmal
appearances in the atmosphere are in part due to total

reflection. TyndxM, Light and Elect.
, p. 43.

phantasmalian (fan-taz-ma'U-an), a. \<.phan-

tasmal + -ian.] Of the nature of phantasms;
phantasmal. [Bare.]

A horrid phantasnuUian monomania.
Bnlwer, Night and Morning, iiL 8.

phantasmality (fan-taz-mal'i-ti), n. [<jj7tan-

tasmal + -tft/.] The character orinherent qual-

ity of a phantasm; the state of being phantas-
mal, illusive, or unreal.

Eetween the reality of our waking sensations and the
phantasmality of our dream perceptions . . . the contrast
is marked.

G. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, IL xL § 38.

phantasmally (fan-taz'mal-i), adv. As a phan-
tom; in a spectral form or manner. Alsofan-
tast)mUy.



pbantasmatic

phantasmatic (fan-taz-mat'ik), a. [= F. fan-
tasmatique ; as phantasma{ir) + ^c."] Same as
phantasmatical.

pliantasmatical(faii-taz-mat'i-kal), a. l<.phan-
tasmatic + -aJ.] Pertaining to phantasms;
phantasmal.
Whether this preparation be made by grammar and

criticisme, or else by phanta^maticaly or real and true mo-
tion. Dr. H. More, Del. of Philos. Cabbala, vii., App.

phantasmatography (fan-taz-ma-tog'ra-fi), n.

[< Gr. <pdvTaa/ia(T-), an appearance, phantasm,
+ -ypaipia, < ypdfeiv, write.] A description of
celestial appearances, as the rainbow, etc.

[Rare.]
phautasmic (fan-taz'mik), a. [< phantasm +
-ic] Same as phantasmal. N. A. Rev., CXLVI.
65. [Eare.]

phantasmogenesis (fan-taz-mo-jen'e-sis), n.

[NL., < Gtv.^dvToaua, an appearance, phantasm,
+ yhieat^, genesis: see genesis.~\ The origina-
tion of phantasms; the causation of appari-
tions; the circumstances or conditions under
which spectral illusions may be produced or
perceived.
pbantasmogenetic (fan-taz"mo-je-net'ik), a.

{(.phantasmogenesis, altet genetic.'] Originating
phantasms

;
producing or resulting in phantoms

or apparitions. Mi/nd, XII. 282.

phantasmogenetically (fan -taz'mo - jf - net'i-

kal-i), adv. By means of phantasmogenesis or
under its conditions.

phantasmological (fan-taz-mo-loj'i-kal), a. [<
phantasmolog-y + -io-al.'] Pertaining to phan-
tasms or phantoms as objects of scientific in-

vestigation : as, a phantasmological society.

pliailtasmology (fan-taz-mol'o-ji), n. [< Grr.

tpavToaiia, a phantasm, + -h)yia, < Xtyeiv, speak:
see -oiogy.'] The science of phantasms, phan-
toms, and other spontaneous or induced appa-
ritions.

pbantastict, phantasticalt, etc. Obsolete
forms of fantastic, etc.

phantasy, «. See fantasy.
phantasy, v. See fantasy axA fancy.
phantom (fau'tom), n. and a. [More prop,
spelled /a»ito?», being orig. spelled with /(like
fancy, fantastic, etc.) in Eng. (as in Rom. and
Tout.), and later conformed initially to the L.
spelling; < ME. fantom, fantum, fantome, fan-
teme, rarely fantesme, fantosme (silent s) = G.

fantom, phantom = Sw. Dan. fantom, < OP.
fantosme, fantosme, 'F.fantdme = 'Pi,fantasnia,

fantauma = Sp. Pg. fantasma = It. fantasma,
fantasima, < h. phantasma, ML. also fantasma,
< Gr. ijidvraa/m, an appearance, phantom, vision:

see phantasm.'] I, n. It. Appearance merely

;

illusion; imreality; fancy; delusion; deception;
deceit.

Iieve al that sorwe,
Forsothe it is hatfarOeim that 36 fore-telle.

WiUiam of Paleme (B. B. T. S.), L 2315.

"Parfay," thoughte he, "farOmne is in myn heed

!

I onghte deme, of skilful jugement.
That in the salte see my wyf is deed."

CAower,Man of Law's Tale, L 939.

Thurgh hiefantome and falshed and fendes-craft.

He has wroght many wondir
Where he walked full wyde. York Plays, p. 282.

S. A phantasm; a specter or apparition; an
imagined vision ; an optical illusion.

Thei, seeyngehymwaJkyng above the see, weren distour-

blid, seyinge. For it is afantum. Wyclif, Mat. xiv. 26.

A constant vapour o'er the palace flies

;

Strange phantoms rising as the mists arise.

Pope, E. of the L., iv. 40.

To a pJumtmn of the brain whom he would paint valiant

and choleric he has given the name of Achilles.

Le Bimu, Bpic Poetry (tr. in pref. to Popes Odyssey), i.

It haunted me, the morning long,

With weary sameness in the rhymes,
The phantom of a silent song,

That went and came a thousand times.

Tennyeon, Miller's Daughter.

Another curious phenomenon may fitly be referred to in

this connexion, viz. the phantoms which are seen when
we look at two parallel sets of palisades or railings, one be-

hind the other, or look through two parallel sides of a meat-
safe formed of perforated zinc. The appearance present-

ed is that of a magnified set of bars or apertures, which ap-

pear to move rapidly as we slowly walk past.

P. O. Tait, Encyc. Brit., XIV. 682.

3. Saxae SjS manikin, ^. =^ya,2. Apparitio^i, etc. See
ghost.

II. a. Apparent merely; illusive; spectral;

ghostly: as, a, phantom s^-p.

There solemn vows and holy offerings paid
To all the phantom nations of the dead.

Pope, Odyssey, x. 627.

A stately castle, called the Palace of Serpents, on the
summit of an isolated peak to the north, stood out clear

and high in the midst of a circle of fog, like a pliarUom
picture of the air. B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 228.
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Star that gildest yet this phantom shore.

Tennyson, To Virgil.

Phantom com, a name sometimes given to light or lank
corn. [Eng.]—Phantom fish, the young or leptocephalus

pharmacolite

phariseant (far-i-se'an), a. [< Pharisee + -ore.]

Same a.s pharisaio.

All of them pharisean disciples, and bred up in their

_ doctrine. KiUffn, Colasterion.

of ae'comion conger, distinguished by its "translucent
pjja^jjggg (far'i-se), n. [< ME. farisee, < OP./a-

Congereelsandtheircurioustransparentyoung-pta- rise (P. p_harisienl= Sp. fariseo = Pg. phari-

tornfish—m occasionally seen. Bvll. Essex Inst., 1879.

Phantom tumor, a tumor caused by muscular spasm,
simulating a true tumor, but disappearing under general
anEBSthesia.—Phantom Wires, telegraph-wires or -cir-

cuits which have no real existence, but the equivalent of

which is supplied by a system of multiplex telegraphy.

phautomatic (fan-to-mat'ik), a. [< phantom
+ -aUc^.] Pertaining to or of the natvire of a
phantom. Coleridge. [Rare.]

Phapinse (fa-pi'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Phaps +
-inse.] A subfamily of Columbidx, named from
the genus Phaps; the bronzewings.

Phaps (faps), n. [NL. (P. J. Selby, 1835), <

^o^, a pigeon.] A genus of Columbidse, giving
name to the Phapinse. The type is the com-
monbronze-wingedpigeon ofNew SouthWales,
Phaps chalcoptera.

Pharaoh (fa'ro), n. [< LL. Pharao {Pharaon-),

< Gr. ^apai), cf. Ar. Far'aun, Pers. Fvr'aun, <

Heb. Phar'oh, < Egypt. Pir-aa, the ofBcial title

of the Egyptian kings.] 1. A title given by the
Hebrews to the ancient kings of Egypt ; hence,
an Egyptian sovereign.— 2f. [I. c] A corrupt
form otfaro.

We divert ourselves extremely this winter ;
plays, balls,

masquerades, and pharaoh are all in fashion.
Tfalpole, Letters, II. 105.

seo — It. fariseo (cf. 'D.farizeer= G.pharisaer =
Svr.farisi = Dan. farisseer), < LL. pharisseus, <

Gr. ^apujaloi, a Pharisee, < Heb. parish, sepa-

rated, < parash, separate.] 1. One of an an-

cient Jewish school, sect, or party which was
specially exact in its interpretation and ob-

servance of the law, both canonical and tradi-

tional. In doctrine the Pharisees held to the resurrec-

tion of the body, the existence of angels and spirits, the

providence and decrees of God, the canonioity and author-

ity of Scripture, and the authority of ecclesiastical tradi-

tion ;
politically they were intensely Jewish, though not

constituting a distinct political party ; morally they were
scrupulous in the observance of the ritual and regulations

of the law, both written and oral. The Pharisees antago-

nized John Hyrcanus I. (135-105 E. c), and as religious

reformers bitterly opposed the corruptions which had
entered Judaism from the pagan religions. They were
called ^eparaiiste by their opponents. In support of the

authority of the law, and to provide for the many ques-

tions which it did not directly answer, they adopted the

theory of an oral tradition given by God to Moses.

For the more glory of God that these thinges wer done,

the more the Phariseis wer fret with enuye against Jesus.
J. Vdall, On Matthew xv.

2. -Any scrupulous or ostentatious observer of

the outward forms of religion without regard to

its inward spirit; a formalist; hence, a scrupu-

lous observer of external forms of any kind ; in

general, a hypocrite.

The ceremonial cleanness which characterizes the dic-

tion of our academical Pharisees. Macavlay.

[< Pharisee +

3. n. c] A very strong ale or beer. [Slang.]
— Old Pharaoh. Same as pharaoh, 3.—Pharaoh's ant,
the little red ant. See cut under Uotuymorium.—'Pb.a,- nhariseeism (far'i-se-izm), n,
raoh'B hen or chicken, the Egyptian vulture. See md- *V,.„^ -, q„™„ „, rthnri<im<!m
tor«.-Pharaoh'spenoe.Seei««n!/.-Pharaoh'srator -'s™-] bume as pharismsrn.

mouse Seerot Thisemanoipationoi Judaism from the dommion of the

....-v,^.,.,^.^ /fo^'o ,^T,^ ». r/ 1? ^J,^^„n^ fa-nn. ooQ priesthood and local preeminence is the great achieve-
pharaon (far a-on), n. [< 1 .pharaon, taro. see

^^^^^ „j phariseeism. M. A. Bev., cxxvi. 307.

faro, pharaoh, 2.] Same as faro. , , ,„.. , i i\ „ a„ „„!..„
Pharkonic (far-a-on'ik), a. [< LL. Pharao(n-), plarmacal (far'ma-kal), a. Same as pharma-

Pharaoh, + -ic] Of or pertaining to the J!„£?:- „„+,-„ ,fa_ ^„ crfi'«t^ « r w r.*«v
Pharaohs or kings of Egypt, or the ancient P^^armaceutic (far-ma^su tik), o. l=F.phar-
v7Zl^i!Zr, JZ ", ^'^!

. „ " maceuttque = Sv. It. farmaceutico = Ps. phar-
Egyptians.-PharajBnlcera.ra,t,etc. See the nouns.

^aceuUco, < IJL. pharmaceuUcus, < Gv. ^pfia-
KEVTindg, < drnp/iCKcvT^c, also <j>apfiaKevg, a druggist,

< (pap/iaitsietv, administer a drug, < ijiapfiaKav, a
drug, medicine: see pharmacon.] Pertaining
to pharmacy, or the art of preparing drugs.

pharmaceutical (far-ma-sii'ti-kal), a. \<. phar-
maceutic + -al.] Same as pharmaceutic phar-
maceutical chemist. See cTiemist.—Pharmaceutical
chemistry, such parts of chemistry as are applicable to
the art of preparing drugs.

phare (far), n. [< F.phare, < L. pharus,pharos,
a lighthouse: see pharos.] 1. A lighthouse:
sibTae a.s pharos. [Rare.]

Sun ! all the heaven is glad for thee : what care
If lower mountains light their snowy phares
At thine effulgence, yet acknowledge not
The source of day? Browning, Paracelsus.

2. The approach to a port; the roads.

About the dawn of day we shot through Scylla and
Charybdis, and so into thephare of Messina.

Howell, Letters, I. i. 26.

Pharian (fa'ri-an), a. [< L. Phariits, of Pharos, methods of preparing medicines.

Egyptian, < PXaros, Pharos: see pha/ros.] Of PJ?a55i.aceutlCS_(far-ma-su^tiks)

pharmaceutically (far-ma-su'ti-kal-i), adv. In
I. a pharmaceutical manner; according to the

[PI. of

The art of prepar-pharmaceutie (see -ics).]

ing drugs
;
pharmacy.

pharmaceutist (far-ma^sii'tist), ». [(.pharma-
ceut-ic + -ist.] One who prepares medicines;
one who practises pharmacy ; an apothecary.
pharmacist (far'ma-sist), n. [= It.farmacista;
as Gr. (jidpfiaKov, a drug, medicine (see pharma-
con), + -ist.] One skilled in pharmacy; a
druggist or apothecary.

or pertaining to Pharos.

If Pale, let her the Crimson Juice apply

;

If Swarthy, to the Pharian Varnish fly.

Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love, iii.

PharidsB (far'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Pharus +
-idsB.] A family of bivalves; the pod-shells.
They are generally referred to the Solenidse.

Pharisaic (far-i-sa'ik), a [= P. phari^aig^ = „, ^j,„,^«^a,ry.
Sp. It. ff'rumco^^ Pg. pharxsaxco < LL. thap. pharmacodynamic (far'ma-ko-di-nam'ik), a.
saicus, < MGr. for Gr. ^amm^df, <*«/'/™'0!:, [=F. ^ftamacodi/MmJgue, ii.;\ Gr. ^ap/^asiv, a
Phansee: see T\arisee.] Of or pertaimng to drug, -1- <5t,va/^<f, power: see dynamic.] Pertain-
the Phansees; addicted, like the Pharisees, to

^ %^ the action of drugs on living organisms,
observance of the external fonns and eeremo- pjjarmacodynamics (fa?"ma-k6-di-nam'iks), n.
nies of religion without regard to its spirit or ^[pj, ^j pharmacodyrMmic (see -to).] The ae-
essence

;
hence, formal

;
hypocritical. tion of drugs on li^ng organisms. Also phar-

The pharisaicTc sect amongst the Jews determined that macology.
some things and not all were the effects of fate. nharmapofmnsia Cfi)r"Tnn-lrr>(r TlS'si-a^ « PNTi

CudwortK Intellectual System, p. 6. Tp^^f„, „ „ 51
ma kog-no si-a;, n.lJSLi.,

^ J
.

±- ^ ^^J, (j,ap/iaia)v, a drug, medicme, + yvaaig, know-
Each generation, . . . with a pharisaio sense of recti- ledge ; see gnosis.] Same as pharmacoqnostics.

tude, has complacently pomted to some inscrutable flaw ^i,„^_,_ ___£„„4..„„i ,.oj.-// r _ /a- i i\ -
in the Irish ch^o-acterL the key to the Irish problem. pnarmaCOgnostlcal (far"ma-kog-nos'ti-kal)

,
a.

Contem^forary Reo., LI. 90. l\ pharmacognostzc-s + -al.] Of or pertaimng

Pharisaical (far-i-sa'i-kal), a.

-al.] Same as pharisaic.

r< nharisaic + *° pharmaoognostics.
LS pnartsazc f

pharmacognostically (far"ma-kog-nos'ti-kal-
i), adv.

pharisaically (far-i-sa'i-kal-i), adv. In a phar- "t!,'!Z"^„}±IS^,^'^^°^J'°^^''^^ ^^^flf

;

^isaic,formaror hypocritical manner; typo- Pr^i?;rmacognostlCS (far"ma-kog-nos'tiks). n.

criticallv
' "^ >

jr IPL. ot'pharmacognosttc {see -ics),< Gt. (pApfia-

pharisaicklness (far-i-sa'i-kal-nes), n. Phari- tTL^^^^' t ^.""1'!^^'
J'^"^?"?

= ^^'^ gnostic:^

saic character or conduct; pharisaism. h^L tw J«^a r''
knowledge conoermng

Pharisaism (far'i-sa-izm), n [= F. phaHsazsme „t^i.' *if" P^t^.T'^ °
'if

""^ ^^^^^^-
r/ xtt

= Sp /amaVsmo = Pg. pharisaismo = It. fari- P^?'™^°°Sn°sy (far-ma-kog'no-si), n. [< NL.

saismo; aspMrisa(icf+^sm.] Pharisaic doc- P^f'"i'««^««^«-]
.Same aspharnuwognostzcs.

trine and practice zeal for the "traditions of Pfarmacography (far-ma-kog'ra-fi
, n. [< Gr.

the elders/' and the exact observance of the tT^T' a
^^"S- .^.-^^^i^- + -yP<^^> < W^^"".

ritual laws; hence, rigid observance of exter- X*?;L<,^*tffS^ \- .-l^^^' r ^ ,.

nal rites and forms of reHgion without genuine ^l^^^°¥^J^^^T '^'^'^l'
"• ^=/: -P*«l

piety ; hypocrisy in religion.
macoUthe, < Gr ^dp^a™., a drug medicme, +

r >' -ir J o Awoc, stone.] A hydrous arseniate of calcium.
That [fasting twice every week] was never censured in it occurs in small reniform, botryoidal, and globular
,•„ rn.„ T.t,„„.,o„i „„ „ .,;„„» „f „i,„w.„..™ r.,. i,™„n..i.., m^ggjg „( ^ whltc Or grayish color and silky luster, usuallyhim [the Pharisee] as a piece of Pharisaism, or hypocrisy.

Hammond, Pract. Catechism, iii. § 4. associated with arsenical ores of cobalt and silver.
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